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Butterfly .

Byss, Bythus
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Cairn . . . .

Caliph

Callistians .

Calumny
Calvinistic Jlethodists

Caraeronians

Cameronites

Canista;

Canonical Hours.

Canticle

Capuchins .

Capuciati, Caputiati .

Cardinal points .

Caribs .

Carpocratians

Cat . . .

Cataphrygians

Cathartic

Catholic Church .

Catholic Emancipation
Cattle . . . .

Cave Temples
Celebes.
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Cenobitisni .

Cerdonians .

Chakra.

C'handals

Chilcotins

Probable Title of Article.

Animals.

Abyss, Gnosticism.
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Khalif.

Sects (Chr.).
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Presbyterianism.

Covenanters, Presbyter-
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Claudianists
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A.H. = Anao Hijiae (A.D. 622).

Ak.= Akkadian.
Alex. = Alexandrian.
Amor. = American.
Aj)oc. = Apocalypse, Apocalyptic.
Apocr. =Apoerjplia.
All- = Acpiila.

Arab. = Arabic.
Aram. = Aramaic.
Arm. = Armeaiaii.
Ary. = Aryan.
As. = Asiatic.

Assyr. = Assyrian.
AT = Altes testament.
-W = Authorized Version.
AA'm = Authorized Version margin.
A.v. =Aiino Yazdigird (A.D. 639).

Bab. = Babylonian.
c. =,-(/(•«, about.
Can. = Canaanite.
«". = compare.
(•t. = contrast.

D = Deuteronomist.
E= Elo!iist.

edd. = editions or editors.

Egyp. = Egyptian.
En-'. = English.
Eth. =Ethiopic.
EV = English Version.
f. = and foUo^^Tng verse or page : as Ac lO'^'-

ft'. = and following verses or pages : as Mt 1
1-"

i-'r. = French.
Germ. = Gi^rman.
Or. = Greek.
H = Law of Holiness.
Heb. = Hebrew.
Hel. = Hellenistic.

Hex. = Hexateuch.
Himy. =Himvaritic.
Ir.='lri.sh. "

Iran. = Iranian.

Isr. =I.sraelite.

J=Jalnvist.
J"= Jehovah.
Jerus. = Jerusalem.
Jos. = Josephus.
LXX = Septuagint.
!\Iin. = Minajan.
MSS = Manuscripts.
MT = MassoreticText.
n. =note.
NT = New Testament.
Onk. = Onkelos.
UT = 01d testament.
1' = Priestly Narrative.

Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.

Pent. = Pentateuch.
Pers. = Persian.

Phil. = Philistine.

Phcen. = Pho-nician.

Pr. Bk. = Prayer Book.
R = Redactor.
Rom. = Roman.
RV = Revised Version.
RVm = Revised Version margin.
Sab. = Sabsean.
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.

Sept. = Septuagint.
Sin. =Sinaitic.
Skr. = Sanskrit.
Symm. = Syramachus.
Syr. = Syriac.

t. (following a number)= times.

Talm.= Talmud.
Targ. =Targum.
Tlieod. =Theodotiou.
TR= TextiLs Rcceptus.
tr. = translated or translation.

VSS = Versions.

^'ulg. = Vulgate.
\VH = Westcott and Horfs text.

II. BOOK.S OF THE BiBLE

Old Testament.

Gn = (;enesis.

Ex = Exodus.
IjV = Leviticus.

Nu = Numbers.
1)1 =I)eutevonomy.
Jos= Joshuii.

Jg = Judges.
Ru = Ruth.
1 S, 2 S = l and 2 Sanmel.
1 K, 2 K = 1 and 2 Kings.
1 Ch, 2 Cli = l and 2

Chronicles.
Ezr= Ezra.
Neh = Nehemiah.
Est = Esther.
Job.
Ps= Psalms.
Pr= Proverbs.
Ec = Ecclesiastes.

Apocrypha

.

1 Es, 2 Es=l and 2 To = Tobit.
Esdras. Jth = Judith.

Ca = Canticles.

Is= Isaiah.

Jer = Jeremiah.
La= Lamentations.
Ezk = Ezekiel.

Du = Daniel.
Hos = Hosea.
JUJoel.
Am = Amos.
Ob = Obadiah.
Jon= Jonali.

Mic=Micah.
Nah = N!ihum.
Hab = Habakkuk.
Zeph = Zephaniah.
Hag=Haggai.
Zec = Zechariali.

Mai = Malachi.

Ad. Est = Ailditious to

Esther.
\Vis=Wisdom.
Sir = Siracli or Ecolesi-

asticus.

Bar=Barui li.

Three = Song of the Three
Children.

iVeu) Tcsi

Mt = Matt!iew.
Mk= Mark.
Lk = Lukc.
Jn = John.
Ac = Acts.
Ro = Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co = 1 .-.nd 2

Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.
Eph= Ephesia ns.

Ph = Philippians.
Col = Colossians.

Sus = Susanna.
Bel = Bel anil the

Dragon.
Pr. Man = Prayer of

Manasses.
1 Mac, 2 Mac= 1 and 2

Maccabees.

ament.

I Th, 2 Th = l and 2

Thessalonians.
1 Ti, 2 Ti=l and 2
Timothy.

Tit = Titus.

Philem = Philemon.
He = Hebrews.
Ja = James.
1 P, 2 P= land 2 Peter.

1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn = l, 2,

and 3 John.
Jude.
Rev = Revelation.
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III. FoK THE Literature

1. The following authors' uaiues, when uiiaccompanieil by the title of a book, stand for

the works in the list below.

Baethcen =S«»<ro</e «»r«em. Religionsgcbxh. , 1888.

BaJdwiu = Z)ic<. of Philosophy and Psychology,

3 vols. lSlOl-1905.

^a.Tt\\ = Noininalbihlung in den sem. Sprachen,
2 vols. 18S9, 1891 (-1894).

Ik-nzin<rer=ire6. Archdologic, 1894.

Broc-kulnmnn = ffftscA. d. araib. Litteratur, 2 vols.

1 897-1 9U2.
Bruns - Saehau = Syr. Bom. Eechtsbuch aics dem

funftcn Jahrhundert, 1880.

Budge = (r0(/6- of the Egyptians, 2 vols. 1903.

Darembera-Saglio = /?£(:<. des ant. grec. et ram.,

1886-90.

De laSaussaye= Lehrbuch derMdigionsgesch.', 1905.

Deussen= i^Vt' Philos. d. Upanishads, 1899 [Eng.
tr., 190(j].

Doughty=.^;a6ia Descrta, 2 vols. 1888.

GT'amn = Deutsche Mythologic*, 3 vols. 1875-1878,

Eng. tr. Teutonic Mythology, 4 vols. 1882-1888.

Ma.mhwx'^et^RealencyclopddiefurBibelu. Talmud,
i. 1870 (=1892), ii. 1883, suppl. 1886, 1891 f., 1897.

^o\AQX= Alt<-dtischer Spraclisohatz, 1891 if.

Holtzmaun-Zopfl'el = iea;ico»i/. Theol. w. Kirchen-
wescn'-, 1895.

Howitt =A^a<n-c Tribes of S. E. Australia, 1904.

Jastrow=Z)te Religion Bahyloniens u. Assyriens,
2 vols. 1902-1905.

Jubainville= Cowri de Lift, celtiqtie, i.-xii., 1883 ff.

l,a.gvsi.iige =Etudessurles religions simitiques^, 1904.

Lane= .4n Arabic-English Dictionary, 1863 ff.

hang= Myth, Ritual and Religion', 2 vol.s. 1899.

l,efsivLS= Denkmdler aus Mgypten u. Mthiopien,
1849-1860.

Lichteuberger=£»cyc. des sciences religieuses, 1876.

l,iizh3,Tski = Handbuch dcr nordsem. Epigraphik,
1898.

'^'LcCwx&y = History , Prophecy, and the Monuments,
2 vols. 1894-1896.

Mmi=Sansknt Texts, 1858-1872.
Muss-Arnolt=^ Concise Diet, of the Assyrian

Language, 1894 tf.

Nowack=XeAr6McA d. heb. Arc/tdologie, 2 vols.

1894.

P£M\y-'Wisaov!a,= Realencyc. der classischen Alter-
tuiiiswisscnschaft, 1893-1895.

Perrot-Ciiipiez= fi^(i<. de I'Art dans I'Antiquiti,

1881 ff.

FielleT= Rd7nische Mythologie, 1858.

'Riv\i\e= Religion des peuples non-civilises, 1883.

'R\e\n^ = UandiBorterbuch d. bibl. Altertums-, 1893-

1894.

'RohmiiOU = Biblical Researches in Palestine", 1856.

Roscher= iea;. d. gr. u. rmn. Mythologie, 1884.

Schafi-Herzog= TAe New Scha'jf-Herzog Encyclo-
pedia of Relig. Knowledge, 190811'.

Schenkel=£ibel-Lexicon, 5 vols. 1869-1875.

Schurer= (3/K3, 3 vols. 1898-1901 [HJP, 5 vols.

1890 ff.].

Schwally = Leben nach dem Todc, 1892.

Siegfried-Stade= fl'e6. Worterbueh zum AT, 1893.

^mendi= Lehrbuclideralttcst. Religionsgesch.^, 1899.

Smith (G. X.) = Historical Geography of the Holy
Land\ 1896.

Smith (W. }i.) = Religion of five Semites', 1894.

Speucer {H.) = Principles of Sociology^, 1885-1896.

Spencer-Gii\en''=Native 2'ribcsofCentral Australia,

1899.

Spencer-Gillen •> = Northern Tribes of Central
Australia, 1904.

Swete= rA6 OT in Greek, 3 vols. 1893 ff.

Tylor (E. B.) = Primitive Culittre'', 1801 ['1903].

Ueberweg= -£fisi. of Philosophy, Eng. tr., 2 vols.

1872-1874.

Weher= Jiidische Theologie auf Grund des Talmud
II. verwandtcn Schriften', 1897.

Wiedemann = Die Religion der alien jEgypter,
1890 [Eng. tr., revised, Religion of the am:
Egyptians, 1897].

Wilkinson= il/(i«wej-s and Customs of the Ancieid
Egyptians, 3 vols. 1878.

Zunz= Die gottesdienstlichen Vortrdge der Juden ',

1892.

2. Periodicals, Dictionaries, Encyclopaedias, and other standard works frequently cited.

AA =Arcbiv fiir Anthropologie.
AAOJ = American Antiquarian and Oriental

Journal.
ABAW = Abhandlungen d. Berliner Akad. d.

Wissenschaften.
jl£=Archiv fiir Ethnogiaphie.
^£'G= Assyr. and Eng. Glossary (Johns Hopkins

University).
.4GG=Abhandlungen d. Gottinger Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften.
.4GPA= Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie.
.4fl^iJ=American Historical Review.
.4fi'3'= Ancient Hebrew Tradition (Homniel).
^J'PA= American Journal of PhUosophy.
^J'P«= American Journal of Psychology.
-4 Jii;P£= American Journal of Religious Psycho-

logy and Education.
^ /jSX=Araerican Journal of Semitic Languages

and Literature.

.i4J7'/i = American Journal of Theology.

.43/(?= Annales du Mus^e Guimet.

.<1PJ?A'=American Palestine Exploration Society.
APF=Ajch.iv fiir Papyrnsforschung.
j4.S= Anthropological Review.
ARW= Axchiv fiir Religionswissenschaft.
.45= Acta Sanctorum (BoUandus).

^S(? = Abhandlungen der Sachsischen Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften.
^,S'f/c = L'Ann6e Sociologique.

vl/Sir/= Archaeological Survej' of W. India.

.<4Z=Allgemeine Zeitung.
JS»4 (? = Beitrage zur alten Geschichte.
S^6'.S=Beitrage zur Assyriologie u. sem. Sprach-

wissensehaft (edd. Delitzsch and Haupt).
B(7i7= Bulletin de Correspondauce Helleniqiie.

i}£= Bureau of Ethnology.
iJG= Bombay Gazetteer.
iJJ'=BeUum Judaicum (Josephus).

iJi = Bampton Lectures.
£££= Bulletin de Litterature Eccldsiastique.

.BOi?= Bab. and Oriental Record.
iJS=Bibliotheca Sacra.
BSA = Annual of the British School at Athens.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA
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BELIGION AND ETHICS

B
BURIAL.—See Death and Disposal of the

Dead.

BURIATS.— I. Language and population.

—

The Buriats fonii a branoli of the Eastern
Mongols, and speak a dialect of the Mongolian
language which diflers both from the spoken
tontjTie of the true Mongols of Khalkas and from
the language of Mongolian literature. The Buriat
language is distinct also from the Kalniuk. The
degi-ee of relationship between these four groups
of the Mongol lanjmage has not yet been clearly

defined, and, indeed, no thorough study of all the
Mongol dialects has yet been made.
Speaking generally, the Buriats are found within

the following territorial limits, viz. the Baikal
Basin and the upper course of the river Angara
from Irkutsk to the point where the river Ilim

flows into the Angara ; but a number of them—tlie

Aga Buriats—live about the tributaries of the
rivers of the Amur Basin—the Onon, Ingoda, and
Argun — while in Mongolia itself, along the

Russian frontier, a small tribe—the liargu Buriats

—is found. Further, Buriats are met with in

other places within the limits of the Kussian
Empire, viz. on the upper tributaries of the Vitim,
which is a right tributary of the Lena, and also

on the upper left tributaries of the Lena itself.

All the aljove-mentioncd homes of the Buriats are

within the lioundaries of the two admini.strative

territorial divisions of Easti'rn Silieria, viz. the

Irkutsk Province and the Trans-Baikal Region.
According to data obtained in 1831, the Buriats
were estimated in all at 152,000 souls. Castren
reckons them as being about 190,000, but at the
[)resent time their number may be fi.\ed at

250,000.

2. Laraaisra and Shamanism.—According to their

religious lidicls, tbr lluriats may be divided into

two groups -th.' ShuI hiTii and the Northern. The
Southern Buriats, who dwell on the coniines of

Mongolia, are zealous Buddhists, and belong to

the Yellow-hat men, or Liimaists, followers of

Tson-ka-pa, the well-known Tibetan reformer
of Northern Buddhism, and founder of the above-
mentioned sect. This sect has a predominating
influence in Tibet, and pre\ails, without any
division, over Mongolia. Us doctrines, which have
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so large a following, are contained in a voluminous
literature and require no special examination, see-

ing that Buriat Lamaism does not difler in any way
from the Mongolo-Tibetan Lamaism. The Buriat
Lamaist studies under the Mongolian and Tibetan
Lamas, and he finds his religious literature in

the sacred Tibetan language. Lamaism did not
reach the Biu'iats earlier than the end of the I7th
cent., \'iz. at the time of and after the Djungar
wars, when, as is known, a multitude of peaceful
people (amongst whom, of course, were Buddhist
teachers) sought a quiet refuge amongst the
Buriats. Buddhism, therefore, is a comparatively
new factor in the religious life of the Buriats.
Animated, as it has been, by a very tolerant

spirit, this religious teaching, in ci'ossin" over from
India into Tibet, not only brought witTi it a host
of non -Buddhist beliefs, but also incorporated a
whole body of local ones in Tibet, and a great
many still more extraneous ones in Mongolia. And
it was in this condition that it finally reached the
Buriat plains. Now Lamaism is the predominat-
ing belief among the Buriats dwelling to the south
of Lake Baikal. An exception is furnished only
by the Buriats living at the mouth of the river

Selenga ; but these do not belong to the original

inhabitants of Trans-Baikalia, being colonLsts from
the northern shores of Lake Baikal, who migrated
southwards in the first half of the 18th century.
Further, we must note that about the north-eastern
extremity of Baikal, among the Bargudji Buriats,
who are kinsmen of the Bargu Buriats living in

Mongolia, there is, along with Buddhism, an ex-
tensive cult of Shamanism. Until recently, our
investigators, among whom was the author of this

article, thought that there could not be anj' room
for the adherents of the old religion in the .southern

part of Trans-Baikalia among the zealous Lamaists,
wlio were under the influence of their teachers, and
manyof whom had received their religious education
in Urga—the residence of the first enlightener of
Mongolia, Djebtsun-damba-kut\ikta (see Lamaism)
—and some in Lhasa. But this ojjiniou was due
oidy to our insufficient acquaintance with the
religious life of the Buriats. A young investigator,

Djamtsaranolf, himself a native Buriat, in the
year HlO.'i discovered in liis native district, viz. in

the \allc5- of the river Aga, worshippers of the
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old faith along with their priests, the so-called

Shainaiis. And lie asserts that the liuddhist

Buriats of the Alar district are seini-Sli.uiianists,

and that their Lamas perform many Shaman
rites. (l'"or the sake of completeness, it should be

mentioned that tlie Kussian Mon^'olian scholar

Professor Pozdiieycll' discovered <;<'">'i"^ Buriat

Slianianists amoii^' the I'hakars, living to the north

of Kalgan on the soiithern frontier of Gobi.) To
the west and north of Lake Baikal, Lamaism is by
no means wide spread. It is met with to the south-

west of the Baikal, in the valley of the river Tunka,
along the Irkut, the Oka, and the White River,

and on the small rivers Alar and Golumet. Ac-
cording to the traditions of the inhabitants, both

the Tiuika and the Alar Buriats are settlers from
Mongolia. The rest of the Buriats of the Irkutsk
Province profess the religion common to the whole
north of Asia and to the non-Aryan north-east of

Europe—a religion which is well known in scientific

literature under the name of Shamanism (q.v.).

This t«rm, originally employed only for the beliefs of the
north-east of Europe and of Asia, has iu comparatively recent
times received an extended signification, wliich has been ad-

hered to in the work of the Moscow scholar Mikhailovski on this

subject—a work which, unfortunately, has not been completed.
Taking a general, ethnological point of view, he includes as
Shamanism the beliefs of the American Indians and the ab-

origines of Africa, Polynesia, etc. Without here entering into

an unsuitable polemic, we shall merely remark that, for con-
venience' sake and to be strictly methodical, we shall speak of

Shamanism only in the restricted sense of the word. We do not
dispute that in the New World and in southern countries we
meet with forms of belief at the same stage of development as
contemporary Shamanism ; but, indeed, we also know that
there exists a whole series of monotheistic religions, whose
monotheism does not prevent their differing from one another
in their conceptions about the Deity and His relations to men
and to the world, in ritual, forms of worship, and ideas about the
destiny of mankind, etc. One must not lose sight of the fact
that in the various beliefs of the Siberian tribes a very close
connexion is noticeable, and, likewise, there can be observed an
uninterrupted identity in the foundations of their mythology
and in their rites, even extending as far as the nomenclature

—

all of which gives one the right to suppose that these beliefs are
the result of the joint work of the intellectual activity of the
whole north of Asia. The Buriat Shamanism is one of the most
highly developed forms, but, in order to elucidate certain rites

and beliefs, we must draw parallels from other Shaman beliefs.

3. Religious development.—In determining the
degree of development of the religious belief of

the Buriat Shamanists, we must assert that, like

some other Shamanist modes of worship among
the more enlightened Siberian tribes, such as the
Yakuts and the South Siberian Turks, it has reached
a degree of somewhat advanced polytheism, re-

minding one of the Homeric polytheism. The
Shamanists have their own Olympus, while among
the Yakuts and Turks, who come more into con-
tact with Christianity, there is noticeable a tend-
ency to hierarchical monotheism. The supreme
deity of the Altaians—Ulglien, or, as he is called in
some places, Khormtrsta-Tengri (the Uyim-artoyen
of the Yakuts)—stands far higher and farther
removed from mortals than the thunder-bearing
Zeus. These deities are freer from human weak-
nesses and stand on a more unattainable height,
in comparison with the minor gods and genii,
than Olympic Zeus. Buriat Shamanism has not
evolved from itself such a Supreme Deity ; it has,
however, a whole assembly of heaven - dwellers
(Tengris), some of whom are well-disposed to man-
kind, and some hostile. To some of tliem sacrifices
are ofl'ered regularly, to others only on rare occa-
sions. The Buriats have a whole series of thunder-
gods. The influence of Buddhism in its later form,
with its numerous Buddhas—Buddhas of non-
earthly origin, Dhyani-Buddhas, and deities—has
obscured the monotheistic tendency. Amongst
almost all Shamanists we see a cosmogony per-
vaded with dualism, a complex doctrine of the
soul, and a conception about a future life and
about requital. The priestly hierarchy remains
in a primitive form, out of which caste has not yet

been evolved ; one must take into consideration

that such evolution can be ellected only in a more
advanced and developed social state, to which the
Buriats have never attained, although the hier-

archy of the Shaman, as we shall see, has already
been elaborated somewhat distinctly. In Homer
we often see Agamemnon, Ulysses, and Achilles
offering sacrifices to the gods. Here leaders and
chiefs of clans enter into direct relations with the
gods, but in Shamanism this has now almost dis-

appeared. On important occasions they always
resort to the Shaman.
One constantly hears it stated that, in Shamanism, there are

to be found, together with polytheistic beliefs, examples of

animism, fetishism, the worshipping of animals, of trees, and
of hills, and other lower forms of religious belief. We can
answer to this, that, owing to the conservatism of mankind
and to their lack of initiative, primitive habits of life and old-

fashioned beliefs very seldom disappear altogether. Many
Christian sects, even among highly-civilized peoples, maintain,
alongside of the Gospel teachings, a whole series of heathen sur-
vivals in the shape of prejudices, superstitious rites, and so on.
The folk-tales and traditions collected by the brothers Grimm
still live among the people. The German folk-lorist« still con-
tinue to collect a rich harvest of living antiquity in Bavaria and
the Tirol. Slavonic countries are full of dual beliefs in which
paganism survives in Christian form. In Russia, especially
amongst the common people but also in the higher classes of

society, rationalism often flourishes along with the belief in

fortune-tellers and sorcerers, and beUef m the production of

miracles. What are the spiritualism and occultism, by which
Europe is periodically carried away, but survivals of barbarous
times ? The determining of the average level of the religious
horizon of some civilized people would present a far more di rticult

task than, for example, that with which we are now occupied ;

for a semi-civilized people, like the Buriats, does not present
such a variety in the character of its development as a more
highly civilized peoi>le. We may take it then for granted that
the majority of the Buriats profess a polytheistic reUgion in the
shape of Shamanism. It is at least the predominating feature
of their present-day belief.

In comparison with the more studied and more
higldy elaborated polytheism of the classical

peoples, the Buriat polytheism must be character-

ized as immature, and, in a sense, chaotic. The
anthropomorphization of even the highest divinities

of the Buriat pantheon has been by no means com-
pleted ; throughout it there is apparent a simple
worshipping of the phenomena of Nature. Indi-

vidualization into separate personages has only
been aimed at. There is no need to look here for

such plastic images as we see in Zeus, Phoebus,
Pallas Athene, Aphrodite, and so on. The Buriats
and Mongols possess neither the poems of Homer,
nor odes, nor hymns ; they have not the Eclmdyana
or even the Finnish Kalevala. They possess only
a series of detached narratives, incantations, and
prayers, in which is represented to us, with very
indistinct features, the theography of this nomad
people, who had only here and there adopted a
settled mode of life, being at the same time
occupied with hunting and trapping wild animals,
not by way of sport, but as an indispensable
element of their economic existence.

4. Tengris or heaven-gods.—The higher heaven-
dwelling deities among the Buriats are called

by the name of 'Tengris.' Tentjri, tegri, tiger,

tangara in all the Turco-Mongolian dialects sig-

nifies ' the heavens.' One of the leading experts in

Mongol-Buriat mythology, Dordji Banzarofi', in

his book. Black Faith, or Shamanism (St. Peters-

burg, 1892), adduces a whole series of proofs of the

existence of the worship of the heavens among
the Mongol races. Mongolian otficial documents
usually begin with the formula;, munkii ten-

griin khutzun dor, ' by the power of the eternal

heavens
'

; tengri chi midnya, ' heaven, know
thou'; tengri chi shitegehuy, 'heaven, be thou
judge '

; which are common expressions among the
Mongols. They assert also that Jenghiz-lChan
appeared by the command of Heaven. The wor-
ship of the heavens does not in itself present any-
thing exceptional among pastoral peoples ; but
among the Buriats a remarkable metamorphosis
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took place in this worship. Instead of one single

eternal heaven, they ackno\vleil>,'e 99 ilill'erent

Tengris, of which 55 are AV'estern ami 44 Eastern.

The sliarply defined dualism, peculiar to the whole
Siberian Sliamanisni, honours in the Western Ten-
gris the divinities or forces that are well-disposed
to mankind, in the Eastern the forces that are
destructive anil hostile to man. Everywliere else

where Shamanism is professed tlicse hostile fon-es

are placed, not in any part of the licavens, but in

the lower regions, notwithstanding the fact that
the cosmogony, about w-liich we shall speak further
on, testifies that once upon a time Father Ena,
Erlik-Klian, or Erlen-Klmn, lived in the heavens,
whence, after a struggle with the spirit of light,

he was cast down with his servants into the
lower world. His assistants ai)pcar upon the
earth and work evil there, but in heaven there
is no place for them. Agapitoff and Khangaloff
(of whom the latter is still actively investi-

gating the Shamanism of his native country),

being firm believers in the theory of the atmo-
spheric explanation of myths, in their first work.
Materials for the Study of Shamanism in Siberia
(Irkutsk, i8S3), were of the opinion that, in the 99
Tengris, the heavens in their various states are
personified : in a quiet, a clear, a dull state, during
storms, gales, winter snow-storms, wind, etc. But
the Tengris not only control the atmospheric
phenomena— they bring about diseases, they
bestow happiness upon mankind, protect particu-
lar tribes, trades, etc., and perform a number of

other acts.

One must not lose sight of the fact that there
is, indeed, another name for ' heaven '

—

oktorgoi
—viz. the physical heaven (the sky), with its

phenomena ; and the word tengri among the
Mongols has a double signilication, viz. the
heavens, and the particular beings inhabiting
the heights beyond the clouds of the worldly
mountain Sunieru, with their leader Khormusta-
Tengri. The Tengris have their antagonists in

the Asseuris—beings living under the moun-
tain Sumeru. The Tengris are holy and benevo-
lent ; the Asseuris are spiteful and quarrelsome.
Between them a constant war is carried on. It

does not seem to us improbable that the division

of the Buriat Tengris into two hostile camps is

inspired partly by this idea about the Tengris and
Asseuris, borrowed from the Buddhist mythologj'.
"We shall meet with similar examples more than
once in our discussion of the subject. It appears
almost superfluous to mention that the Tengi'is,

at any rate those about whom we have fuller in-

formation, in their life appear as genuine Buriat
nomads. The3-, just like the Buriats, possess
flocks and herds acquired from sacrifices, and
betake themselves to the Shamans in circum-
stances of difficulty. All about whom we possess

any information have families, and their children

for the most part occupy a position inferior to that
of the Tengris in the Buriat mythology, and bear
the title of Khan.
The Buriats who live along the river Kuda, a

tributary of the Angara, regard Zayan-Sagan-
Tengri, the white deity of the Tengi'is, as the
eldest among the Tengris. (Among the Balagans,
instead of Zayan-Sagan-Tengri, stands Khan
Tiurmes-Tengri, who has three sons, Zasa, Isykhur,
and Akha. ) Merchen-Tomch, the .second one, came
down to earth to save people (the Balagan Buriats
call him Abay-Ghesser-Bogdo), and the tliiifl,

Erkhe-Basliatey (the great wise man), wrote laws
for the government of nations. Here, under the
influence of the written Tibetan narratives, the
old local names have partly given way to foreign
ones. Khan Tiurmes, as the Russian folk-lorist

Potanin has proved by numerous comparisons

and parallels, is identical with Khormusta-
Tungri. Abay-(!liesser-Khan, in the well-known
lici'oic tale, is the second scm of Khormusta, viz.

lllu-liutugekhchi (the accomplisher of works) (see

the Mongol te.\t of this tale, published by the
Russian Academician Schmidt). He comes down
to this world to eradicate the sources of the ten
evils.

The most popular among the Western Tengris,
who is constantly mentioned in the Shaman in-

cantations and the nanatives of the Buriats, is

Esseghe-Malan-Tengri. According to some narra-
tives, he is one of the sons of tlie Monkhon Tengi'i.

This name Agapitott' and Khangaloti' translate by
the words ' heaven—bottom of the vessel.' We
prefer to leave the word tenrjri untranslated,
since it has a double signification, meaning at
the same time the heavens, as an object of
worship, and an anthropomorphized being dwell-
ing in the heavens. Other narratives affirm that
Esseghe-Malan was a man, who lived on the earth
and promised certain nine deities to build a palace
up to the sky, on condition that, in the event of

his carrying out the undertaking, the nine gods
should come down to earth to mankind and give
up to him theh- place in heaven. Esseghe-Malan
carried out the proposed undertaking, the gods took
up their abode on earth, and he in heaven. In the
Buriat narratives Esseghe-Malan sometimes lives

not in heaven, but on earth, somewhere beyond a
high mountain. He often appears in these narra-
tives as a simple-minded Buriat ; iu the story ' Gir-
gulai-Mergen,'' the sister of the hero Agu-Nogon-
Abakhai, the maiden Vatiaz, in order to resuscitate

a brother who had been killed, and to obtain a bride
for him, goes as a suitor to seek the hand of

the three daughters of Esseghe-lMalan-Tengri ; she
vanquishes the other claimants for marriage with
the daughters of Esseghe, in all warlike sports and
exercises. Esseghe-Malan is prepared to give his

daughters to the victor, but the Shamans warn
the god that he is giving them in marriage to a
woman ; yet the god, notwithstanding this, gives
his daughters. The clever girl-heroine makes the
daughters of Esseghe-Malan bring her dead brother
to life, and afterwards gives them in marriage to
him. In the tale about the old man Khoridai, the
her(j does not fulfil the orders of Esseghe-Malan,
and the enraged Buriat thunder-bearer prepares to
strike him with lightning. The old man Khori-
dai appeases the wrath of the god by a sacrifice,

and excuses himself for his transgressions with
somewhat flat excuses and sophisms. In heaven
Esseghe-Malan has a box with round stones ; by
throwing them on the earth he produces thunder
and lightning. One clever Buriat, during a period
of drought on earth, made his way to heaven, and,
taking advantage of the absence of the person who
was entrusted with the box containing the stones,

began to throw them down of his own accord,
and produced a storm and rain-shower on earth.
Esseghe-Malan has a somew-hat large family and
an extensive household. His wife, Ekhe-Urani,
is mentioned in all ritual oli'erings to the Tengri,
although she herself appears as rather a colourless

person. This couple have nine daughters, accord-
ing to the incantations of the Shamans, but only
three according to the narratives of the Buriats.
These have the power of making the poor rich and
bringing the dead to life. The eldest of them
(according to the Buriat accounts) steps over the
bones of the deceased per.son, si)its on them, waves
a black handkerchief, and tlie skeleton is put
together ; the .second one, having executed the
same manipulations, completely restores the phy-

1 Records of the Kast-Sibcriajt Section of the Imp, Russ. Geoit.

Soc, Section ot EthnofcTaphy, vol. i. pt. i., 'Buriat Talcs alicl

Superstitions,' Irkutsk, 1S49, pp. 33-43.
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sical outline of tlie ilcoeaseil ; the third one i;ives

life. In juUlilion to his iliwiuhtcrs, l•',ssoJ;llo^lHhlll

has three sons. The ehicst ui these is lomuiloil iis

ruler of the large ishuul of Olklion (ni l.ako I'.aiUal

;

but, by oilier accounts, the lord of OlUlion is Oren,
who will be referred to nioro fully in describing

animal- worship ; the second son a-piie.irs before

the Tengris aa the princiiiivl representative of the

elder earthly gods (children .and kinsfolk of the

Tengris) ; the youngest son is the palron of

Kiakhta (a trading stiition on the frontier of

China), and lord of the red goat. Besides children,

Esseghe-Malan possesses also three shepherds, the

first of whom, ftlakita-Mangi, acts as intermediary
between the Tengris and mankind, and is the

patron of the Shamans, whom he protects from
the evil Tengris, hostile gods, and genii. The
second, liadsliiudai, having been present at the

creation of man, protects people from diseases

sent upon them by the hostile Eastern Tengris.

Debetsoi, the third, is the patron-shepherd of

flocks and herds ; he rides on horseback with a
quiver, a bow, and lasso in his hands.

Besides the thunder-bearer, Esseghe-Malan, there
are others, both Eastern and Western, who con-

trol atmospheric phenomena, such as, for example,
Muudur-Tengri {inundiir= \\aM), the god of hail,

loud thunder, and lightning ; Galta-Ulan-Tengri
(the tire-red Tengri), the god of heat and drought
and storm-lightning causing conflagrations. In
some places the Buriats assert that from this

Tengri people received tire ; but, generally, the
principal lord of storms and lightning is con-
sidered to be Zayan-Sagan-Tengri. He sends forth
storms against unclean and evil spirits, and he
hurls upon earth sakhilgata biidav—stones from
heaven causing lightning. Such a stone was found
by the white Shaman of Unga, Barnak-Khog-
nuyev, and is preserved as a relic by his descend-
ants.

There are, further, a whole body of Tengris
who throw stones upon the earth. Some of these
cast down special red stones, the zada, by means
of which storms can be caused at will. There are
three Tengris of the Northern, and three of the
Southern winds, Tengris of gentle, warm rain,

and of cold rain. As to the family position and
actions of these Tengris we have no information ;

it is evident that here anthropomorphization has
scarcely yet commenced. Of the remaining Ten-
gris we shall mention only those whom it is neces-
sary to notice in giving an account of other beliefs

of the Buriats ; for example, Seglien-Tengri, who,
it is said, was the cause of the dissensions between
the Western and Eastern Tengris. He had a
beautiful daughter, for the possession of whom
rivalry sprang up among the heaven-dwellers,
Dolon-Kliukhu-Tengri (the seven blue Tengris).
They are the bestowers of rain ; but when rain
is required, one does not apply directly to them,
but ofl'ers sacrifices to the Ukhan Khans, the
water divinities, and asks for theii- mediation
witli the seven blue Tengris. Shara-Khasar-
Tengri (the yellow-cheeked one) has been in-
directly connected with the legends about the
origin of the Buriats. His three daughters,
dressed in swans' skins, came do\vn to earth to
bathe in a lake, and there tliey took oft' the
swan's dress ; the Buriat Khoridai was watching
them, and he hid the dress of one of them,
Khoboshi-Khatun. The heavenly maiden could
not fly up to heaven without the wings of the
swan's dress. Khoridai, having seized her, married
her, and had children by her, from whom sprang
the Buriat tribes Kh.anghin and Sharat. Subse-
quently the wife of Khoridai discovered her swan's
dress and flew oil' to heaven in it, leaving her
husband and children behind. .Budurga-Sagan-

Tengri deserves mention, as being the progenitor

of many persons who play a foremost p;ut in the

Buriat mythology—his eldest .son, Uklia-Solhon,

being the patron of horses. This Ukha-.Sullion hail

two wives of heavenly origin, but his third was
snatched by him from earth. Whilst she, as a
Buriat bride, was being conducted to her bride-

groom, Ukha-Solbon sent down a storm, during
which he seized the maiden. The second son of

Budurga - Sagan - Tengri is Bukha - Noin - Baobai
(father-master-ox), the hero of a whole series of

narratives. No less signilicance have the third

sou of the above-mentioned Tengri, Sakliidai-

Noin, and his wife, Sakhala-Khatun, the rulers of

lire.

g. Folklore of the smith.—In many primitive
religions, a divine origin is ascribed not only to tire

and domestic animals, but to various handicrafts.

The lame god Vulcan, the wise cripple, son of

Juppiter and Hera, is not the sole instance of a
blacksmith god, a god-artisan. But the blacksmith
is regarded in two ways : the Hellene, with his

bright intellect and his artistic creativeness, saw in

him a divinity favourable to mankind, the teacher
of the artist; among many other peoples the black-

smith is a magician, living and working amid fire

and smoke and covered with soot. He, in an in-

comprehensible manner, works iron out of stone.

He is acquainted with the dark forces of Nature.
He is wise and yet terrible. Such a view might
easily establish itself where the blacksmith's handi-
craft was borrowed from some immigrant foreign

people ; and this view prevails also among the
Siberian natives. There traditions have been pre-

served about one-legged men, dwarfs dressed in

skins, living in caves, and possessors of various

mineral treasures and precious metals. In the
Buriat mythology both views about blacksmiths
have been maintained at one and the same time.

They have both white and black smiths, just as

there axe white and black Shamans ; the former are

favourable and well-disposed to men, the latter are
malicious and hostUe towards them. The patron
of the white smiths is considered to be the Western
TengTi, Daiban-Khukhu-Tengri, who, by command
of all tlie Western Tengris, sent on earth his smith
Bojntoi. The latter descended on the Tunka
mountains, to the south-west of Lake Baikal, and
began to teach people his trade. The patron and
progenitor of the black smiths is an Eastern
Tengri.

6. In concluding our discussion of the Western
Tengris it is necessary to refer to a special act of

benevolence which several of them perform. Dur-
ing raiu and storms they send down from heaven
to the liouses of their favourites, in the shape of a
small cloud, urak, thick cow's milk. This is col-

lected and preserved when it comes down in visible

manner ; when unseen, the gift is made know-n by
the results. The possessor of the urak becomes
successful in everything—he gi'ows rich, his chil-

dren thrive well, his cattle multiply. 'This urak
appears in the shape of a scum which forms on the

puddles during heavy showers.

7. Hostile Tengris.—The Eastern Tengris in-

habit tlie eastern half of the heavens. They are

hostile to man, or, speaking more accurately, they
are in general wicked, irascible, exacting. They
afflict people with infectious diseases, storms, and
misfortunes. They are the patrons of the black
Shamans, who often pimish people and steal their

souls, and of the black smiths, wlio, at one and the

same time, are master-artisans and niagicians who
ruin people. In the Eastern Tenuis is personified,

as it were, the negative principle of evil, which
carries on an irreconcilable struggle with good and
light ; but in the Buriat Shamanism this struggle

has become obscured, and it has not such a definite,
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permanont character as among the other followers

of Shamanism.
According to the cosmogony of the Shanianlsts, the enmit}'

between good and evil begins with the Creation. Here thi.s

antagonism is preached with the same consistency and inexora-
bility as in the ancient teachings of Iran and in the duaUstio
Christian sects. Krlik-Klian carries on an implacable strng,u:Ie

with the spirit of light, UIghen, or the Khan Tiurmes of the
Altaians, the Kudai of the South Yenisei Turks. Erlik once
lived in heaven, but for his impiety and struggle against good
was thrown into thf iietlierniost ]'art5. At one time the Eastern
and tile Western Tcn;:^ris lived at peace with one another, but
tliey quarrelled .'iiur a while ; then they became reconciled
and even entered into relationship with one another. Thus a
daughter of a Western Tengri was given in marriage to an Eastern,
and her father endowed lier with a chestnut steed and a red
cow. In honour of this occasion the Kuda Buriats consecrate
to the Eastern Gujir-Bogdo-Tengri a chestnut steed and a
red cow. Afterwards, however, the feud was again renewed.
As eldest among the Eastern Tengris we find not Eriik-Khan, as
one would have expected, but only some little-known person-
ages ; among the B.-dagan Buriats inhabiting the district round
the town Bala^nsk, Ala-Ulan-Tengri, and, among the Kuda,
Khimkhir-Bogdo-Tengri. ErIik-Khan is not even to be found
among the Tengris ; this Satan and Ahriman of Shamanism is

here degraded from his high position to that of a Khan ; he
appears as judge of the dead, as a Buriat Slinos. >\'e shall

speak more in detail about him when we reach the subject of

the Khans. The Eastern Tengris, like the Western, are ihvided
into groups. Among these a prominent place is occupied by the
Yuklum-Shukhan-Tengris, nine bloodthirsty Tengris—the cause
of destructive hailstorms and of bloody rain ; they are also the
patrons of the Eastern Khans. In the exorcism consecrated to
tliem it is said :

* Red blood is (our) beverage
Food consists of human flesh

Black wine is our knowledge (wisdom, inspiration)
Black is (our) kettle
Food is black as tar. . .

.'

After these bloodthirsty heaven-dwellers come 13 Assaranglii
Tengris, the mighty patrons of the blacksmiths, of the black
Shamans. Among these Assaranghis, Khara-Dargakhi-Tengri
(^the blacksmiths' Tengri), or Boron - Khara - Tengri (= the
Tengri of black rain), by order of the others taught a man
named Khojir the blaclismith's handicraft, and the seven sons of

lihojir became blacksmiths. The exorcism says :
' Wisdom was

taught us by Boron-Khara-Tengri, one of the 44 Eastern Tengris ;

he it was who placed in our hands the magic art.' Some
Shamans consider certain Tengris of darkness and Tengris of
multi-coloured mists as teachers of the blacksmiths. The
invocation addressed to them says :

' From the dark Tengi-is,

Tengris of the mists, Tengris of the multi-coloured mists, take
their origin the seven blacksmiths, sons of Khojir.' Among the
Eastern Tenuis we find a whole series of such as inflict various
grave maladies, as frenzy or insanity, on people, and epidemics
on cattle. Cattle being the chief source of hvelihood, some of
the incantations against epizootics are especially touching ; thus,
in the exorcism of the Trans-Baikal Buriats, taken down by the
writer upon the occasion of an epizootic, it is not the originator
of the misfortune, Ukhin-Booum-Tengri, but his father Gujir-
Tengri, who is thus addressed :

' Thou, owner of 400 milk-cows
and 40 hulls, thou, bellowing Tengri, who possessest 99 catlle-
jards, 13 fences, and 13 lassos, deliver us from troubles and
maladies, and do thou restrain Ukhin-Booum-Tengri ! And
do thou help also, father Aikushi (another Tengri), and thou,
too, mistress Almoshi (his wife). . . .' Such is the approximate
characteristic of the higher aristocracj' of the Buriat Ol^'mpus ;

and this aristocracy is quite recent in the Shamanist pantheon,
which has been largely renovated by borrowing from Buddhism.
In Trans-Baikalia, among the Shamanists of the mouth of the
river Selenga, there appears, as the progenitor of some Tengris,
a purely Buddhist personage, not Khan Tiurmes, whose identity
wnth Khormusta-Tengri has been established by approximation,
but the chief Tengri of Mount Sumeru himself, under his own
name of Khormusta-Tengri. The DaLai-l^ama of Tibet ancl
Bogdo-Gegen of Urga appear as gods of the dawn. The next
rank in the descencUng order of the deities is occupied by the
Khans living on earth, but related, for the most part, to the
Tengris, although here also the same relations to man are
maintained as among the Tengris : the Eastern are hostile, the
Western favourable to man. But even among the Tengris one
and the same person is looked upon by different Buriat tribes
now as an Eastern, now as a Western Tengri ; among the Khans
such intermixture occurs oftener. The most popular among
the Western Khans is Bukha-Noin-Baobai, a mytliical bull and
progenitor of one of the Buriat tribes. He appears, according
to some narratives, as the son of Budurg.a-Sagan-Tengri

;

according to others, of Zayan-.Sagan-Tengri ; while again other
narratives give him the name Elbit-Khara-Noin, an otlicial

attached to the person of Erlik-Khan, the judge of the dead,
the guardian of the infernal dungeons, the most terrible of tlic

Eastern Khans.

8. Origin of strife among the Tengris.—Once
tipon a time men led a jieaeeful, liapi)}' life on
earth, lived to an advanced at;e, and died, after
having enjoyed life to the full, peacefully and
without regret, like the patriarchs of the J5ible.

Such a life, free from cares, was led by the Western

Tengris ; hut the Eastern Tengris did not slumber,
and propagated diseases aimmg mankind. (Here
also one cannot help noticing an echo of Buddhist
traditions.) The Western Tengris once happened to

open the window through which tliey probably not
very frequ(!titly cast glances down ujion earth,

and noticed the frightful dc\astation which was
being caused by their rivals. They <lecided to send
down the Tengri Shargai-Noin, distinguished for

his intellectual and physical powers, who used to

beat the Eastern Tengris at all warlike sports, and
who successfully brought about the marriage of a
maiden of the Western Tengris with an Eastern
Tengri. Sliargai-Noin, however, could not alone
overcome the malicious Tengris and their repre-

sentatives on cartli, so he was reinforced by Bukha-
Noin, and finally a third associate was sent, and
then only were they able to subdue the fuiy of

the enemies of manlcind. According to some ac-

counts, Bukha-Noin, the son of one of the Western
Tengris [another tradition reckons them as Eastern
Tengris], is transformed into a young bull, having
Iieen born of one of the cows belonging to Esseghe-
JNIalan's son (see above), and descends to earth.

He is followed thither by Esseghe-Malan's son ; his

father calls him back, since he has no one to talk

to during the son's absence. ' You can talk to the
son of the Tengri Jenghiz-Khan,' rejoined the .son

of Esseghe-Malan, and he remained on earth. The
chief episode in the history of Bukha-Noin is his

struggle with another beast of divine origin. The
Eastern Tengri Gujir transforms himself into a
sjieckled bull in the herd of Taidji-Klian on the
southern shore of Lake Baikal, and challenges
other bulls to fight him. Bukha-Noin from the

northern shore hears the bellowing, swims across

the lake, and accepts the challenge ; tlie combat
lasts several days. Bukha-Noin fights with his

adversary, and, from time to time transforming
himself into a handsome young man, makes love

to Taidji-Ivhan's daughter, who, as the result of

this liaison, gives birth to a son. The father is

indignant with his daughter. Bukha-Noin places
his son in an iron cradle and throws him over the
Baikal ; then he himself swims across the waters
and nurses his son. Two childless Shaman women,
wishing to have children, sacrifice to Bukha-Noin.
He gives his son to the .Shaman woman Assukhan
as her child. The infant is named Bulagat. He
gi'ows up and runs about playing on the shore of

Lake Baikal. From the water a boy emerges,
and [days with him. The Shaman women, hearing
of this, give their boy some well-cooked food {hen),

with tlie intention that his playmate may partake
of it also. The chiJdren, having played, partake
of the nice dish and fall asleep. The Shaman
women come to the shore and carry the sleeping
boys away with them; thus the second Shaman
woman also came into possession of a son, who was
named Ikhii'at. From tliese boys originated the
two Buriat tribes Bulagat and Ikhirat. Tradition
also as.serts that Bukha-Noin, during the time of

his struggle with the bull, Bukha-.Mul, journeyed
along the mountains ICbnkliu - Mundurgu (the

Tunka Alps to the south-west of Lake Baikal)
;

at tlie places through which ]iuklia-Noin passed,

there grew up juniper bushes (Junipcrus communis)
and pitch pines (Abies sibirica). 'These plants are
considered sacred, and are used for incense at the
sacrificial rites.

9. The Khans.—Among the Western Khans,
according to tlie traditions of the Kuda Buriats,
are reckoned the nine sons of Bukha-Noin. These
|iersons are accountcil lords of difierent localities

in the Province of Irkutsk, as, for instance, the
mouth of the Angara, the source of the river

Irkut, Kiakhta in Tr.ans-Baikalia, etc. Among the
Balagan Buriats, whose traditions and beliefs have,
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in {"eneral, liorrowed largely from the BmUUiist
mythology, ve iigain liiul Khan Shargai-Teiigii as

founder on oartli of tlie Western Khanate ; but the
tradition loiiceiniiig hin\ is a repetition of the tale

about l!ogdo-Ghesser-Khan descending upon eartli,

with the sole dill'erenee that he appears here not
as a son, but as a grandson of Khormusta-'l'i'iigri,

the chief of the 33 Tengris iidiabiling Mount
Sumeru. Among the Bahigan Burials also ve
lind the same Khans—lords of various localities, as

among the Kuda Burials, but under dili'erent names.
New personages are also to be found here, as, for

instance, the Khans—protectors of wedlock, and of

young cliUdren, of both the male and the female
sex. Among the Trans-Baikalian Shamanists, the

Eastern Khans are specially respected. This,

we think, is due, not to any special strongly

developed worship of the terrible gods, but to the
fact that local gods, lords of various regions lying to

the East, far away from the dwelling-places of tlie

Idgins on the northern side of Lake Baikal, were
turned into Khans. Of these Idgins there is an
iuliuite number, and, as far as their rSle is con-
cerned, they are often completely identical with
the Khans. The dill'erenee is often a purely ex-

ternal one. The majority of the Idgins are
deified human beings,—the Khans are the children

of celestials. Similar in character to the cult of

these Idgins is the worship of the Water Khans.
These latter, Ukhan-KIiat (Ma< = plural of khan),
like the various terrestrial Khans, came down from
heaven, having made for themselves bridges out of

rays of light—some of red, others of yellow, and
others, again, of blue rays. By means of these
bridges they iirst descended upon Mount Sumeru,
and afterwards into the water. A fourth party, how-
ever, came down from the heavens on the wings of a
blue eagle. In the invocation to the Water Khans,
12 Western Tengris, or heavens, are mentioned,
whence the Water Khans descended. Here the
Tengris have positively a dual character ; they
may be regarded both as personalities and as
divers divisions of the heavens. In the Shamanist
cosmography, e.g. among the Altaians, there are
13 heavens covering each other like concentric
envelopes, and over each heaven presides its own
peculiar deity. There the anthropomorphization
is more sharply pronounced than in the Buriat
Shamanism. Agapitoff states positively that in
the different personages of the Uklian Khans the
various properties of water are personified : its

glitter, its mobility, its faculty of being agitated,
and so on. Being in possession of but scanty
materials—only a single prayer addressed to the
Ukhan Klians—we cannot undertake to say how
far the personality of the deity is here separated
from the element itself which he controls.
The subsequent stages of the settlement of the Water Khans

in their new surroundings are as follows. In the sea they be-
came kings of the fishes ; after that they travelled along the
bottom of the sea, where among their attendants was the
Uriankhai Shaman, Unukhuieff ; then they visited the yurta, of
Ukha-Lobsan-Khan, the eldest of the Water Khans, whence
they flew away by the smoke-outlet, transforming themselves
into a whole series of new beings, which we do not enumerate.
Here we shall make one remark : the designation ' the eldest
among the Water Khans— Ukha-Lobsan,' as Agapitoff and
Khangaloff give it, seems to us incorrect. This passage pro-
bably should read * Ukha Lusan,' or ' Ijusat.* In that case, the
name would be explicable—Lu, Lus meaning a water-dragon,
the lord of the seas among the Chinese and Mongol Buddhists,
whereas Lobsan is simply a proper name borrowed from the
Tibetan, and has no relation whatever to the element of water.
In a prayer to the Ukban Khans, mention is made of their pos-
sessing a meadow, full of snakes and buzzuig bees, and also a
lake swarming with froga. Side by side with this, just as the
blacksmiths have patrons of their handicraft, so among the
Ukhan Khans there are patrons of fishing and navigation. We
find there the lord of the boat, of the oar, of the pole, etc. The
Water Khans, descended as they are from the Western Tengris,
are generally well-disposed towards mankind.

In describing the water kings, one is involuntarily confronted
by the question : \\Tiat about the Khan-king of the great
Baikal? Does he exist? If there are lords of the river-sources

and of insigniflcant tracts of land, can it he then that the Baikal
liaa no king of its own? Agapitoff in 1883 expressed himself
lis certain of the existence of one, and probably, wherever the
Buriat Shamans in their prayers mention the sea. Lake Baikal
is really meant. The writer in 1883 succeeded in recording
among the Burials living on the shores of Lake Baikal, at
Iho moutll of the river Selenga, invocations to several deities

connected with the lake. The shortest of them is uttered by
people starting on a voyage or fishing expedition in the sea,

and is in the form of a prayer or petition :
' Chief of the eighty

black water-dragons (Lu—see above) and of the eijjht black
Belkites (the Shaman could not explain of what kind tbcse
water beings were), we pray to thee.' . . . Then follows the
exposition of the request, according to the needs of the sup-
plicant—for mild, quiet weather in the case of coasting, for a
fair wind in the case of distant voyages, for success in fishing,
and so on. In an invocation addressed to Khagat-Noin, one of
the Eastern Khans, the following is sung :

' Thou, O son of
Khormusta-Tengri, Khagat-Noin, art our father; thy wife, the
hairy mistress, is our mother ! The lowland of Olkhon (the
island) and the small stormy black sea are thy dwelling-place ;

the mountainous Olkhon, the wide stormy sea, is thy dwelling-
place.' . . . This is followed by the supplication. The name,
small sea, small Baikal, is given to the straits between the
island of Olkhon and the northern shore of Lake Baikal, that
of great sea to the remaining part of the lake.
Exactly in the same manner to another Khan, Kharhariai-

Noin, is sung as follows :
' High is thy dwelling-place, O Idjibey,

upon the dark, wind-swept, wide black sea. On the one side,
tiiou art descended from a bird, the swan, and the warlike
Mongols, from father Khaga-Tai-Noin, from the sacred bird and
a hairy mother, and from the thirteen Ivhalithases. Thy distant
relatives are the seven Dokshids (terrible Buddhist deities) and
lords of the Dalai-Lama and the Bogdo-Gegen.' The name
of Bogdo-Gegen is usually given to the regenerator of the
famous Buddhist teacher in Tibet, the historian of Buddhism,
Taranatha. He became incarnate in the person of a saint of Urga,
in Mongolia. There is another prayer (to the lord of the black
ram) in which there is also a reference to domination over
the Baikal and its transference from the Baikal to the river
Lena.
Here we discern an indication of the Mongolian and non-

Buriat origin of one of the gods ; but there are several of them.
With regard to the water kings, it has already been noticed that
their cult was established by Unukhui's son from IJriankhai.
The connexion between the Buriat Shamanism and the Sha-
manism of the neiglibouring peoples is, however, not Umited
to this. Among the gods and the spirits of the dead, the Buriat
Shaman in his prayers often mentions the Shamans of the
Karagases (a small tribe inhabiting the Eastern Sayan moun-
tains), and especially those of the Tunguses. In the prayer to
the lord of the black ram, mention is made of his pulling up a
larch tree and making a scourge of it ; also of his subsequently
entering into relationship with the 99 and the 77 Orotchons

—

Eastern Trans- Baikal Tunguses.

10. Tea-gods.—Side by side with the Klians,
descendants of the Western Tengris, a peculiar,
as yet little kno>\Ti, worship of ' tea-gods,' who are
also well-disposed to mankind, like the Western
Khans, is gradually being elucidated ; but nothing
beyond a few names is known concerning it. In
this cult the name of Bejin-Khatun, 'self-created
mistress Bejin,' demands particular attention.
From the fragments of exorcisms which have
been wTitten down, one observes only indications
concerning palaces of the watery sea ; these are
described as having drawn up before them 90
black steeds, and 90 grey ones, their saddles
covered with costly fur cloaks. Together with the
sea-palaces, a palace of the Dalai-Lama is men-
tioned ; it has been introduced into the exorcism
probably for no other reason than the temptation
presented by the word dalai, ' sea.'

Mention is made in this prayer of 50 biu-ning
candles (a novelty borrowed from Christians or
Buddhists), and of 99 mallets for the Shamans' tam-
bourines. The deities dealt with here are called
tea-gods because no bloody sacrifices are oflered
to them, and libations are made not in wine, but
in tea. This cult is developed among the Buriats
living along the river Kuda, a tributary of the
Angara. Tliey have also a certain other cult

—

that of the Western, white gods, favourable to
men. These are not descended from the Tengris,
but have them as protectors. Side by side with
the ten-burkhans (-gods) there is to be found among
the Kuda and Balagan Buriats a cult of similar
beings, favourable to men

—

khvrJuts. The only
thing that is kno«Ti concerning them is that they
are under the protection of Oer-Sagan-Tengii, and
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that their (laughters and sons have at various times

been j;reut Slianianesses and Sliamans.

11. Eriik-Khan.—The Eastern Khans, children

and relatives of the 44 terrihie Tenj^ris, are as

ferocious as their celestial progenitors. I'he lirsl

jilaoe anionj; theni is occujiied by Erlen-Khan or

ErlikKhan, the judge and overseer of the sub-

terranean dungeons. He has children, sons-in-law,

and otiii-r relatives. It is remarkable that the
court and numerous retinue of Erlik present, in re-

gard to their organization, an exact copy of Russian
judicial anil administrative institutions. Erlik-

Klian has his own chancelleries, his own function-

aries for special missions, couriers, etc. One of

lliese, Som-Sagan-Noin, in executing the Khan's
instructions, is in the habit of riding in a cart,

which ilies through the air without wheels or

horses. The functionaries of the Siberian viceroys

and governors boasted of the speed with which
they moved from one place to another. Besides
tliat, Som-Sagan-Noin tries law-suits. The Buriats
who have litigation or suits pending in the Russian
courts oiler sacrifice to Som-Sagan-Noin. As most
of the Siberian functionaries have subordinates,
assistants, factotums, so Som-Sagan-Noin has two
sucli assistants : Ukha-Tolegor-Khovduiefi' of the
black Shamans, and Khan-Kliormo-Noin, whose
origin is not clear. They are commissioned l)y

Erlik-Khan to preside at various tribunals. Be-
sides these, ErliK-Khan has yet another important
official, Khurmen-Edjin, overseer of 88 prisons, to

which again hundreds of clerks and other function-

aries are attached. They are all engaged in ex-

amining the ali'airs of men, whilst evil spirits are

busy catching the souls of the guilty ; men do not,

however, die on that account, but only sicken.

The souls remain in these prisons until their

earthly possessors die. Powerful Shamans are able

to deliver a soul from its prison, but with great
diiiiculty. There are also other prisons whence a
Shaman can deliver a soul only with the help of

the ancestors of the Shamans. There are some
from which souls cannot be freed. The world is

full of evil—hence, besides Erlik-Khan, there are
others who, in the opinion of some Buriats, are
even more terrible than Erlik himself ; such are

Albin-Khan and Kharlak-Khan, who also have
their tribunals. Albin-Khan is remarkable for

the extraordinary swiftness of his movements and
actions. The Buriats have a saying, ' to drive like

Albin,' i.e. very fast.

If in other Buriat deities we see true Buriat
nomads and hunters possessing supernatural powers,
as far as Erlik is concerned, we have before us a
real ' culte niodeme.' In the transformation of

Erlik from the spirit of darkness, Abriman, to the
judge of the dead, Minos, a Lamaist influence may
be discerned, but his attributes are certainly
modem. The Erlik-Khan of the Shamans does
not even make use of a mirror to see the deeds
of a deceased person. Erlik-Khan has become a
judge, an official, a governor-general sent by the
celestial gods. Wishing to depict the sufferings of

the sinful soul, the Buriat could think of nothing
more terrible and unrelenting than Russian red-

tapeism and the Russian prison system. The
image of Erlik obscured the more ancient iilea of

retribution in another world for the deeds com-
mitted in this one. We shall enlarge on these

things in examining the question of Animism and
its part in the beliefs of the Buriats. Other
Eastern Khans harm man in various ways, by
destroying his cattle (see above), or by inflicting

maladies, especially infectious ones. Smallpox,
typhoid fever, syphilid, measles, cancer, and other
maligiKint dis-eases li:ue their own lords.

12. Deified human beings.—The Buriat |)an-

theon, as we have described it, presents a sulli-

cientiy familiar picture of a dualistic religion at
its polytheistic stage ; but it is not yet complete.
Deilieil human beings. Shamans, and, in general,
prominent persons who have attained to the rank
of zaijans (deities) and i)rotectors of various locali-

ties, must be included in it. According to some
narratives, Esseghe-Malan himself was a man who
had migrated to heaven, and there became a
Tengri ; Jenghiz-Khan also is looked upon as a
Tengri. The process of canonization has not been
completed up to the present time, and we have
contemporary examples of it.

A retired major in the Russian army, Yefim Pavlovich
Sedykh, a poor solitary wretch, settled on the river Selenga
in the villaf^e o£ Fofanova ; he was in the habit of taidug a
walk every Sunday up a hill situated near the village. For his
amusement on these occasions he drank vodka, and under its

influence he sang and danced till sleep overpowered Iiim, when
a Buriat servant brought him homo without waking him. And
so it happened that Yefim Pavlovich Sedykh died and was
nearly forgotten. His memory, however, was resuscitated
during a severe epizootic of horned cattle, a calamity tiiat
came from Mongolia and made its way down the river Selenga.
Tlie Shamans exhausted all their arts in adjurations and sacri-
fices, but the epizootic rapidly advanced to the mouth of the
Selenga, and ruin threatened the Kudara Buriats. Now, one
of the Buriats, having remembered JIajor Sedykh, proposed to
offer sacrifices to him, as the lord of the Fofanov hill. Shamans
were found who were able to compose an invocation to him, and
a hymn in his praise ; sacrifices were offered, and the epizootic,
so it is affirmed, ceased. Now Major Sedykh is considered as
tlie lord of the Fofanov hill, and colleague of the lord of the
river Selenga. The second instance of contemporary canoniza-
tion took place almost under the eyes of the writer. Two girls

were terribly persecuted by their step-mother. Being unable to
endure their sufferings or to obtain protection from their
father, they complained to the local authorities ; but the latter
did not take any steps in the matter, since it is the duty of
children to obey their parents, and not to make complaints
against them. The girls, showing extraordinary pluck and
energy, applied to all the numerous tribimals of' the Russian
judicial and administrative system ; they got as far as the
Governor-General of Irkutsk, but here also they failed to obtain
redress. They returned to Trans-Baikalia, and probably died
forgotten by everybody. Traditions concerning a wicked step-
mother persecuting her step-daughters may be found among
many Buriats. In 1SS9 a destructive epidemic of influenza
broke out among the Buriats at the mouth of the river Selenga.
Again the local Shamans were at their wita' end, and, notwith-
standing all their efforts and their prayers, could not succeed in
warding it off. They decided to send some Shamans to the isle

of Olkhon to ask the old and experienced Shamans of that place
for counsel and help. The wise men of Olkhon found that the
malady, being a new one, required prayers to new zayans. The
two sisters above mentioned were remembered ; information
was collected to the effect that, after their return from Irkutsk,
they began to practise Shamanism. Gurls and, to a certain
extent, women, according to the Buriat tales, often possess a
magic power, foretell the future, perform heroic deeds, and the
like. Thus a cult of the two sisters was formed, and ceremonies,
almost mysteries, were arranged, in which not only the
Shamans, but also the youth of both sexes, depicted the ad-
ventures and trials of the two sisters. In these invocations it

is asserted that the unhappy sisters went in search of protec-
tion, not only to the Governor-General of Irkutsk, but even to
the Chmese Emperor, the Bogdo-Gegen of Urga, and the Dalai-
Lama. The last, indeed, prophesied that their misery would
end on their return to their native place.

13. Idgins.—Idgins, i.e. lords, protectors of local-

ities and of tlie phenomena of nature, originating
from posthumously deified human beings, are
very numerous. The famous Shamans of old are
mostly looked upon as jirotectors of their own
tribesmen, of certain localities, and even of par-
ticular animals. Every taiga (a primeval forest
thicket) has its lord. Often, when hunting has
been unsuccessful in a certain place, one bears that
the lord of the tiiii/a has lost liis squirrels, sables,

etc., to the master of a neighbouring <ai(/a at cards.

The multitude of tbe.se lords will become quite
comprehensible when we leave the regions of poly-
theism and come down to the more ancient strata
of Burial InOiefs.

14. Animism.— Ifere, above all, we encounter a
widely developed .Animism. In stories, a hero, when
encountering riis adversary, esjiecially if the latter

is a monster, a multi-headed semi-snake, or semi-
man (nuingu.s-), often hears the following question :

' What is that standinj^ belund thee?—thy soul or
the soul of thy steed ?
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Not men only, bnt also certain objects and
animals, have souls—not such, however, as men
liave, but of a lower sort. In answer to the qiiestion

whether all objoils possess a suncs.'iiin, a soul of

inferior finality, a Kmlara Shaman said ' No !
' It

appeared from questioninj; that only self-moving
ol)jects possess a siiiic.i.tun, or such as, although
incapable of moving themselves, ap|iear to have
the power of manifesting or producing motion, as,

for instance, a gun or a bow. An arrow, according
to Buriat stories, .is certainly endowed not only
with a suiicssKH, but even with traces of a
rational soul. A discharged arrow gives chase to

its lleeing victim ; it threatens it. Here we come
into contact with the question of the complexity
of the soul. This idea, extremely wide-spread as it

is anion" imcivilized nations, is a further step in

the ilevelopment of primeval Animism. Believing
that everytliing in nature has a spirit, ni.in never-
theless observes that the capabilities and sphere
of action of dill'erent beings are not identical, and
that their faculties also are different. Evidently
in many of these, besides an 'animus,' and besides

a breadi, simUar to a breeze or atmosphere, there
is also a whole series of other capabilities ; conse-

quently in them the soul also is difi'erent. In man,
and in the higher animals also, capabilities are
not at once developed ; consequently they do not
acquire a complete soul immediately.
The doctrine concerning the complexity of the soul, and the

existence of several kinds of souls, has long since been noticed
by European and American ethnologists among almost all the
Indians of North America. Its existence among the Eskimos
has been demonstrated bj' Kranz, among the Polynesians by
Ellis, and among the West Africans by M. H. liingsley, while
this belief among the ancient Egyptians is too well known to
require more than a mere mention. As far as the Siberian
Shamanists, and especially the Buriats, are concerned, this
subject was first broached by Podgorbunski, a priest, who based
his researches on materials previously collected by Khangaloif

,

Shashkoff, and Potanin. His article, 'Conceptions about the
soul, the next world, and the life hereafter, among the Shamaiiist
Buriats,' was published in the Records of the Eastern Siberian
Section of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, 1S92.
Later, the same thing was brought to light by Trostsbansky
among the Yakuts, and by Shvetsott among the Altaians.

Among some Buriats a belief exists that a child
acquires a soul only at the age of four years. The
Olthonian Buriats, according to observations of
the young Buriat investigator Diamtsaranoff, con-
sider that man has tliree souls : the least important
one rests on the bones, and the intermediate one
flies in the air, and after death becomes a ' Daklnil

'

(see below). We have already mentioned that the
souls languish in Erlik-Khan's prisons, but their
possessors do not die, they only sicken ; and a good
bhaman may deliver the soul. Shashkofl' ('Sham-
anism in Siberia,' Eec. of the Imp. Jiuss. Gcog.
Soc, 1864, i.) tells us why the Shamans of the
present day do not possess the same power as their
predecessors. The son of a rich man had fallen
ill. A wise Shaman guessed that the invalid's soul
had been taken and was in the possession of the
highest amongst the gods. Tlie Shaman went to
him and saw that the soul in question was kept by
the god in an empty bottle, which he had closed
w-ith his finger. The Shaman transformed himself
into a vicious fly, and bit the god so painfully in
the cheek that he pulled his finger out of the bottle
and grasped his cheek; the captive soul jumped
out of the bottle, and the Shaman took it up
and brought it back to the invalid. After this
unpleasant incident the god thought fit to limit
the power of the Shamans. Sometimes the Tengris
take human souls to theniseh-es, and if they 'are
pleased with them they call tlie souls up a number
of times. Such attention on the part of the higher
beings is not particularly flattering to the Burfats,
the chosen persons having to pay for the favour by
sacrificing their longevity. The Buriat scholar
Dordji BanzarofF, in his book The Black Faith (2nd

ed., St. I'etersburg, 1S93), has already shown that

the souls of the wicked remain ;:al-hiiri(-bcn, or

occupy the middle part between lu^avcn and earth.

The more circumstantial infoniiiilion of which we
arc now in ]i(i-isrssi(in tiucs to explain that the .soul

HJiiili iicilhrr liiis liri'n ^liilcn nor has accidentally

il<']Kii IcI h I he IkhIv, bill lias been removed only
by way of luiliiral dcatii, cannot at first comprehend
tiie chaujie in its situation, and does not know what
to do. It sus]iect-s that something unusual has
happened, nn noticing that its feet leave no traces

liiOiiiid llii'in cm the ashes of the hearth, and that
\\:i ^^ i iiu 1 1 1 1 ' 'Uiih woods or over grass does not make
the slirulis bend beneath its weight or the grass to

appear trampled.
As these wandering souls often injure the living,

it happens that among many Shamanist tribes the
remaining members of the family in which death
has taken place migrate to other localities. The
influence of this fear of the defunct is very great.

In Mongolia the writer has seen Buddhists, i n the case

of someone's death in a house late in the autumn,
move their winter camp away from places where
they had already collected large stores of fuel—

a

thing by no means easy either to obtain or to keep
there—to otherplaces, whiletheirformer neighbours
were afraid to make use of the neglected fuel and
other winter stores collected by the fugitives.

15. Souls of the dead.—The Buriats, like many
other semi-civilized peoples, believe in the existence
of several categories of souls that after death be-

come injurious to the living. The best known of

them are the Dakhuls, Mu-Shnhu, Bokholdoys, and
Adas. The ' Dakhuls ' mostly spring from the souls
of the poor, both men and women. Every Buriat
hamlet has its Dakhul ; but it is injurious only to

little children. Adults treat them with inditi'er-

ence. Children of the gods themselves also suB'er

from Dakhuls. Ukha-SolboiiTengri, having
married a common Buriat woman, thereby oftended
the goddess of the sea, and she transformed
herself into a Bakhul and attacked Ukha-Solbon's
son. The Tengri sought the help of two Shamans,
the second of whom managed to save the semi-
divine child from his sickness. The Alar Bui-iats

have another enemy of children, a human blood-
sucker of the vampire kind ; this little creature,

called Aniukha, has never been seen by any one.

It sucks up the life blood of an infant. In these
cases the help of a Shaman is sought.
The souls of deceased young women or girls are

transformed into creatures called ' Jlu-Shubu '—

a

bad or injurious bird—if their father puts tinder
with them into the grave. A ]Mu-Shubu has the
ajjpearance of a woman, but its lips project like

a bird's beak ; it can transform itself into various
animals, but its beak remains unchanged. It

always cames tinder under its right armjiit : if

the tinder is taken away from it, it cries, ' Look in

your hand
'

; if the person does so, the tinder turns
into worms ; if he does not, the tinder is preserved,
and by means of it one may become rich. Be3-ond
trifling annoyances, the Mu-Shubu cannot do people
any harm. Souls of the dead sometimes take the
shape of more injurious beings, such as the so-

called ' Bokholdoys,' which steal human souls.

In the story Upitel-Ehubun (= * Orphan ') (Records of the East-
Siberian Section of the Imp. Russ. Geoff. Soc, Ethnog. Section,
vol. i. pt. 2nd, Ii'kutsk, 1890), the hero, who understands the
language of birds, finds the means of curing the king's son. He
accorduigly presents himself tipfnre the Khan, cures the latter's

son, and, having hem r> a\ ivli '1. 'if]tarts. On his way he meets
a number of Bokliel! ., >lr:i-j',ii- ;iway the stolen soul of the
king's son, and end r- min .i>ii\ rrsation with the kidnappers.
He asks them what llie i;ol,)iuMoys are afraid of. It appears
that thej- are most afraid of prickly shrubs. The Bokholdoys,
in their turn, ask him why the grass he is walking on gets
trampled, and why the shrubs break under his feet. ' Because
I died only recently, and have not yet learned to walk as you
do,' comes the answer from the living man. Then a second
question is put to him; 'What were you most afraid of when
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you were alive ?
' It turns out that he was most afraid of fat

meat. He tlien asks them to tcacli him how to steal souls.

'Come and just carry this soul,' reply the Bokholdoya, hut
the cvumiuu' Huriat, having got hold of the soul, hides himself

vrith it in a lliicket of thorny shrubs. The liokholdoys, in order

to compel the man to pive up the soul, throw pieces of fat

meat at him. He screams terribly, but does not part with

the soul. In the end the liokholdoys depart without havinjx

achieved anything, and the orphan returns the soul to the

kin(;'s son and thus completes his cure.

I'lic ' Alias ' are the souls of dead children. They
look like miniature human beings, hut their mouth
is situated tinder the lower jaw, and opens not

upwards and downwards, but to the right and left.

( »n raeetinj; people they hide the lower jiart of their

face in their sleeves in order to avoid being recog-

nized. People often see the Adas, jiarticularly the

Shamans. The Adas greatly fear horned owls, and
in houses where there are children the skin of one
of these birds is hung up. The Ada.s are injurious

to chiklren, drink up the ndlk in the yurtas, eat up
the food, and spoil things. M'lien the Adas become
too troublesome to a family, a Shaman is summoned.
One Shani.-tn forced thirteen Adas into a cauldron,

shut them in with the lid, and burnt them over the

fire. The Adas can be killed. AVhen dead they
resemble a little aninial. Besides evil Adas there

are also good ones that keeiJ watch over dwell-

ings and guard them from thieves. If a thief

or an unknown person takes anything belonging
to the owner of the house, the Adas will not
give it up, and shout: ' Manai, maiiai!' {'Ours,

ours !

').

Like most other semi-civilized and primitive

tribes, the Buriats have no marked boundary be-

tween life and death. The heroes in their stories

rise up from their graves, and not only they but
the monsters—the Mangkhatais—slain by them do
so too. To prevent a slain Mangkhatai from re-

turning to life, it is necessary to scatter its bones
and reduce its flesh to ashes. Notwithstanding
the wide-spread cult of snakes, we do not consider

that of the Mangkhatais to be merely a local

Buriat one. Agreeing with Podgorbimski, we
consider it to have been brought from the South.
'I'lie Mangkhatais are absolutely identical with the
Mongolian Mangus and the Raksasas of India ; the

same must be said of the winged snakes. But let

tis now return to the question about life and
death. Besides the idea of life after death, retri-

bution also is not unknown to the Buriats. Among
the Records of tlic East Sibcruin Section of the

Gcor^raphical Society, which liave so often been
quoted, there are in the section relating to the
ethnography of the Buriats characteristic data on
the above question.

In the story about Mu-Monto, the hero set out for the other
world in or<Ier to induce' his grandfather to give him a horse
and a saddle which the father of Mu-Monto had promised him.
He got to the other world by holding on to a fox's tail. There
he saw a drove of horses pasturing on bare stones, and yet
they were very fat ; farther on he saw a herd of lean domestic
cattle on a splendid pasture-ground. After that be came across
some women sewn together ill pairs by their mouths ; then
he encountered Shamans and officials being boiled in cauldrons,
men with hands and feet tied, and naked women embra(;ing
knotty stumps of wood. In another place farther on he saw-

women apparently not possessing anything at all, but living

in plenty ; and finally, starving ones surrounded by riches.

At last he found his grandfather, who gave to the hero the
coveted horse and s.arldlo, and explained to him everything he
had seen. The fat horses fattening on the stones belonged dui-ing
their lifetime to a good master, the lean cattle to a bad one.
The women sewn together by their mouths were slanderers and
gossip-mongers ; the women embracing stumps were in the
habit of leading an immoral life ; the ollicials and Shamans
were being boiled in a cauldron for oppressing the people ; the
contented-looking women were compassionate ta the poor. In
another story the hero goes to the Sun's mother, and on his
way meets with three women : one hanging on a door, another
on a cow's horns, and a third fixed with her back to a Iwat.
The first drove the i>oor from her door, the second refused
niilk to them, the third would not give even water.

The souls of the dead have a chief of their own
over them who has only one eye. He can be killed

by shooting him in the eye. After being killed

this chief becomes transformed into a pelvis, which
must be burnt.

16. Worship of ancestors.—Having to deal with
such a widely develo])(!d Animism, one is involun-

tarily confronted by the question of the worshii)

of ancestors. Among the materials hitherto col-

lected there are few data relating to this subject.

Only distinguished jiersons are venerated. Here
perha[)s the very ancient custom of depriving old

people of their lives did not jiass away without
leaving a certain lasting influence. Aged men and
women were dressed in their very best clothes, were
seateil in the place of honour among the circle of

their relatives and friends, and, after conversation
and libations of wine, were made to swallow a long
strip of fat. This, of course, resulted in their

death from suirocation. The custom, according to

tradition, was droppeil by order of Ks.seghe-Malan-
Tengri himself; Imt, notwithstanding this, we heard
of a Buriat who drove away with his feeble gi'and-

f:itlier and left bim to die in the forest. Stories
full of examples of parents causing the destruction
of their children for fear of being maltreated by
them are not rare. At the same time, between
brothers and sisters we find again and again ex-
amples of tender allcction and self-denial. Young
women are distinguished for their perspicuity, their

supernatural knowledge, their bravery, strength,
and proficiency in the use of weapons. Such
heroines often vanquish the most famous warriors
and monsters.

17. Worship of animals.—From the example
of the above-mentioned horses (§ 15) we have seen
that animals also pa;is over into the world beyond
the gi'ave, and live there after death. So it should
bo, for a hor.se is the closest fi'iend of its master.
The knight and his steed are inseparable. When
a hero is born in a family, a rare and heroic horse is

born for him too. Each liero speaks of himself as
' I, So-and-so, rider of a chestnut, or a black, or a
steed of some otlier colour.' The horse gives his

master advice, extricates him from calamities, and
dies defending his rider. In Bukha-Noin-Baobai,
the bull that subsequently became one of the
Western Khans, a Tengri's son and progenitor of two
Buriat tribes, are clearly seen the germs of totcmism,
the only diilerence being the fact that Bulclia-Noin
is not claimed as the protector of any particular
clan, but is worshipped by all B.uriats. Not less

honoured is the eagle. In the Jlongolian history
of Sanan-.Sozcn-Khan (of Ordos) it is mentioned
that the Buriats presented an e.agle to Jenghiz-
Khan in token of submission. The eagle is looked
upon as the son of Khagat-Noin, Khormusta-
Tengri's son. The eagle was born without feathers,

and went to the Western Tengris, who stuck
feathers over the right half of its body ; the other
side was covered with feathers by the Ea.stern

Tengris. The e.agle was the first Shaman ; but,
being unable to communicate with men, it re-

(juested that its duties should be tr.ansferred to a
man, and a human son was born to it ; this son
became the first Shaman in human form. Con-
sitlerable respect by reason of its wisdom is enjoyed
by the hedgehog, concerning which many legends
are current.

One of theni relates that the lord of the earth, Dibia-Sagan-
Noin, whilst visitiiig lihormusta-Tengri, .asked the latter to make
him a present of the rays of the sun and moon. Khormusta was
puzzler!. To refuse his guest's request was impossible, and to
gratify it meant to deprive mankind of light. The master of
the earth took his departure, threatening to vent his venpeance
on mankind for the violation of tlie rules of hospitality.

Khornuista, wishing to save uian from such a calamity, tried to
catch the rays of the sun and moon, but did not suftceed. A
<'ouncil of all the Tengris w-as convokefi, and the hedgehog was
invited to it. The hedgehog's apjiearance among the Tengris
caused general laughter, because it rolled like a ball (as the
IJtiri.ats think) instead of using its limbs. The hedgehog took
offence and went home. Khormusta sent spies after'it to listen

in case the animal on its way might talk to itself. (In all the
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le^ciuls the hodgchofj shows an inoHnation to express its

thou^'hta uloml.) The hed^'ehog; on it» way home was, iiulceil,

talkiiii; to it«el(. 'To catoh the ra.vs of the sun and moon is

impossible,' it was sa^vin^ ;
* the loi-d of the earth must lie com-

pelled to withdraw his demand. Were Khormusta to visit him,
and ask o( him as a present a horse out of the sun's reliexion
and an arrow made of an echo, the lord of the earth would be
unable to procure them.* This speech, overheard by spies, was
comluunicAted to Khormusta-Tengri, who acted on the hcds^e-
hog's advice, and in this way extricated himself from the
ditnculty and saved the human race from misfortune.

The wise hedgehog is often subjected to ridicule ;

but it also takes revenge. Once, wliile itwas passing
by a herd of oxen, and, later on, some horses, the
animals laughed at it. The hedgehog cursed them,
and declared that they should be men's slaves.

After that people began to domesticate oxen and
horses and to make them work. On another
occasion, when a bridegroom, after taking up his

abode in his bride's house (this was a Tengri
wedding), soon left his wife, the hedgehog said
that the bride ought to be sent to the bridegroom,
because a bride would not leave her husband's
liouse, whereas a husband is prone to escape at the
first favourable opportunity from his father-in-

law's house. After this both the Tengris and
mankind discarded the old custom and followed
the hedgehog's advice. Swans are also highly
honoured, since in their form the Tengris' daugh-
ters frequently appear. Swans have their lord
and protector. Any one killing a swan is doomed
to die soon afterwards ; the same is altirmed by
the Buriats respecting ravens and kites. The fox,
too, in Eastern lands, retains the traits of
cunning Keynard ; but they are not so malicious
as tliose of his Western brother. Neither on the
wolf nor on the bear does he play his malicious
tricks. The fo.x more frequently plays the part of
protector, of simpleton, and helps them on in the
Avorld. In one story two swans get the better of
the fox in cunning, and almost drown that animal
in the sea.

The Buriats, being a race of cattle-breeders, and
at the same time hunters, have an immense num-
ber of legends about various animals, of which
many have their Idgins (lords).

Besides that of the Mangkhatais, or monsters,
there exists also a snake-cult widely spread over
the whole Shamanist world. Ribbons, straps, and
twisted thongs over the Shaman's vestments repre-
sent snakes or their souls. Even the world of
lower animals is not forgotten : these are supposed
to possess an organization similar to that of human
society. Ants have their king— Sharagoldgi-
Khan ; field-caterpillars and worms are also
divided into communities governed by chiefs, who
in their turn are under kings. All the animal
kingdoms have their sovereigns : the birds have
Khan Garideh, a mythical bird of the Indian tales

;

the beasts—Arslan-Zon, the lion ; the snakes—
Abyrga-Mogoi, the snake ; Abarga-Ekhe-Za-
gassun, the great fish, ranks as king of the
fishes ; it has 13 tins. The bat alone is not subject
to any one, it being neither bird, nor beast, nor
fish, nor insect. The bear, which is so prominent
in the cult of other Shamanists, does not play an
important part in the beliefs of the Buriats.

i8. Tree-worship.—The vegetable world also
has its sacred trees, «ith their corresponding
Id<Tins (lords). A sacred tree must liave red pith

;

it is known by the name of Gan-mod, the fire-
tree. If used for building bouses, it Mill be warm
in winter, but it is insecure in ca.ses of fire and
lightning. In woods, along footpaths, at fords,
and on the highest points of mountain-passes,
trees decorated with ribbons (ircn) are often met
with. It does not, however, follow that such
sacrifices are otlered to the tree itself. Jlore fre-
quently they are intended for the lord of the
mountain-pass, ford, or forest. Only trees of a

sliange and uncommon aspect are considered
worthy of worship. Some plants, according to the
belief of the Buriats and other Slianianists, cause
rain and thunderstorms, if dug out; such is the
root of the Slulirc (iinlini. Others, such as the
Juniperus cojnniunis, I'irca sibinca, Thymus scr-

pyllain, Bctitla alba, and Betula daurica are con-

sidered pure and sacred, and are used in religious

rites. Along with these there exist also unclean
trees, such as the aspen tree (Populus trcmulans).
Wicked black Shamans of both sexes sometimes
drive even gentle and peaceful Buriats to the most
extreme degree of exasjieration and even to murder.
But to kill a Shaman does not mean to have got
rid of him. To deprive the corpse of the power
of working harm, it must be fixed down in the
grave with aspen poles and covered over with
aspen logs.

19. Nature-worship.—In inorganic Nature also
Shamanists find objects of worship. We refer here
to mountain summits, clilis, etc., which haie their
own lords or Idgins, one of the most terrible of
whom is the lord of a clift' at the source of the
river Angara. At this spot runs a range of sub-
merged rocks, and amongst them rises a high and
steep cliff, past which the stream rushes with
incredible rapidity, the high foaming waves un-
ceasingly hurling their spray at the rocky ram-
parts. In former times Buriats susi^ected of great
crimes were sworn in before this rock. The
Russian Government, however, has been specially

requested by them to put an end to this practice,

as it frightened not only the accused but also

those who had to administer the oath. ' An un-
godly man even there, at that awful spot, would
not be afraid of lying, whilst believers and god-
fearing men do not dare to disturb the terrible

zayan even in a right cause, and, however Innocent,
rather take the guilt upon themselves ' (see Saino-
kvasoft'. The Law of Custom among the Siberian
Aborigines). According to the Altaians, the lords

of mountains quarrel with one another, enter into
relationship, get married, and form alliances.

20. Fetishism.—In the part dealing with the
Tengris we mentioned the stones cast do'nTi by them
from heaven—the buman shulun and zada. Here
we have already real fetishes, possessing magic pro-

perties similar to a magnet, which has the property
of attracting iron. The Shamanist Turks do not
stop here : every strange-looking little stone is

regarded as a saat and tchaat task (saat and
zada reveal the common origin of the names).
Such stones are often worn on the girdle, together
with their knife and tinder, by the Uriankhai
Sojots. In localities which abound in ancient
archjeological monuments, ttmiuli, and statues of

stone, these are called tchaa ta-s, and to some of

them even sacrifices are offered. According to

tradition, Jenghiz-Khan was in possession of a very
powerful magic stone, and in a decisive battle with
the Naimans, after which the Mongol conqueror ac-

quired a powerful influence over Eastern politics,

he made use of his stone, causing a terrible snow-
storm to arise against his enemies and thus putting
them to flight.

21. Earth-worship.— Among the Buriats and
Mongols earth-worship exists, but it assumed
different forms among the two. To the Mongols,
according to Banzaroft', the earth appears as a
female principle, and heaven as a male one. This
ancient belief has, according to BanzarofTs state-

ment, been observed by older travellers among the
Kumans who inhabited the steppes of South Russia,
and in ancient Russian historical documents were
known under the name of Polovtsi, as well as
among an earlier people that lived in the present
Northern Mongolia—the Tukiu, according to the
Chinese transcription, and Turks, according to
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aiRieut luiies, like lapidaiy inscriptions, first

(IwiipliereJ in 1S93 by the Danisli scliolar Tlionisen.

Tlie name of tlie KoiWess of the earth was lituf;en ;

by the Mongols she is luoro often called Tele},'len-

Edzen, the master or mistress of the surface of the
earth. In the higher style on Mongolian docu-
ments the earth is called Altan-tclgey (the golden
surface). Banzarolfs remarks lead one to believe

that the word Ktugen was also used in the collec-

tive sense of the 77 Etugons as a ' pendant ' to the
99 Tengris. The indications relating to tlie exist-

ence of this cult among the Kumans and the
Tukiu, the ancient Turks, and the number 77,
which is a favourite with the Siberian Turks,
instead of the multiple of 9, which is usual among
the Mongols, make one suspect the non-Mongolian
origin of the cult. Simpler, more original, and
more exact is the conception concerning the lord

of the earth among the lialagan Huriats. His
name is Daban-Sagan-Noin, he is an old man with
white hair ; his wife is a gi-ey-haired t)ld woman
called Deleyte - Sagan - Khatun. The Olkhonian
Huriats, living as they do in the midst of the
Baikal, otter sacrifice to the mistress of the sea

—

Aba-Khatun— whilst as lord of the whole earth
we find here Bukha-XoLn, with wlioni we have
already acquainted the reader. Sacrifices to the
lord of the earth are made when the agricultural
season is over.

22. The cult of the heavenly bodies.—This is

but slightly developed in the Buriat Shamanism.
The sun is said to liave its Idgin—a woman to
whom it is the custom to sacrifice a ram. A
former investigator, Sliashkoff, saw ongons of the
sun and moon in the shape of discs covered with
red stuff; but Khangaloff and Agapitotf could
find no trace of them ; thus one may perhaps
agree with Agapitoff that this cult is passing into
oblivion. The moon is better remembered : accord-
ing to Shashkofl', it is sometimes the cause of a
woman's pregnancy. In the short Mongolian
annals, Allan Tobchi (golden button), it is men-
tioned that one of Jenghiz-Klian's ancestors was
conceived of a moon's ray. A legend about a mali-
cious woman and her step-daughter, whom a wolf
wanted to devour, but who was saved Ijy the sun
and the moon, is wide-spread among all the Sha-
manist tribes. The sun and the moon descended
and carried off the persecuted girl to the heavens,
together with the pail she was using to get water
with, and the shrub by which she held herself whilst
coming down to the water's edge. The moon pre-
vailed upon the sun to leave the girl to him, because
of his feeling lonely on his tedious nightly rounds.
In the spots which appear on the moon's surface
the Buriats and other Shamanists discern a girl

with a paU and a shrub in her hands. We have
already mentioned Venus—Ulvlia-Solbon, the even-
ing star, which is considered a Tengri's son. The
conceptions concerning heavenly bodies are prob-
ably very ancient ones. The Great Bear is called
by the Buriats and the Mongols ' seven old men,'
and sometimes 'seven Tengris.' Banzaroff tells us
that, in the book of sacrifices, or the veneration of
the stars and gods, there is a prayer to seven
Tengris, but he tloes not (piote it. The Turks of
Siberia call the Great Bear Djity Kudai, ' seven
gods,' and also Djity Khyz, 'seven maidens.' The
common name is here an indication of ancient
origin. In the constellation of Orion every one
can see three marals (Ceroies iiuiral) chased by a
huntsman and three dogs. The star with a reddish
tint has been wounded by the Ininter's arrow. We
have heard that this hunter is the son-in-law of
Erlik-Khan. The dogs in time will overtake the
marals, and that will be the end of the world.
The Polar star along with the two bright stars
of the Little Bear group is called the picket, to

which two lassoed horses are tethered and .-uound
which they move. We have already spoken of the
fact that certain occupations (e.(j. the fisherman's
and the blacksmith's) have their protectors.

23. Fire-worship.—There are also gods of the
(Iiase and of the household, as ' Udeshi-Burkhat,'
t li<! doorkecjiers ; but the Tengri of fire, the brother
of Ukha-Solbon— Sakhidai-Noin—stands above all

and commands the greatest rcs])ect : liis wife is

known by the name of Sakhala-lChatun. The
master of fire is called in incantations the nuikcr
of happiness ; he sits by the hearth nodding his
head, and with his tinder strikes fire and kindles
a flame. His wife sits swinging to and fro like
a person in a state of intoxication (depicting
the dancing flame on the hearth). Just as among
the Indo-European nations, fire has a sacred im-
portance to the Jlongols and Buriats. ' His fire

is out,' one says of the head of an extinct or
ruined family. The Mongols, when selling a per-
son's property for debt, close up his dwelling and
exting-uish the fire by pouring water down tlie

smoke-outlet. A bride, in taking leave of the
paternal house in the company of her friends,
walks round the fire. On entering her husband's
house she bows before the lire, arranges the fire-

wood, and, by way of sacrifice, throws pieces of
mutton grease on to the hearth. Among many
Shamanists, tinder, being the means of procuring
fire, is never placed with the deceased. The ex-
planation of this is twofold : a corpse is considered
unclean, and tinder may not be placed alongside
of one, as it is the symbol of fire, the all-cleans-
ing element. Likewise a deceased person, as he
may jjerhaps show hostility towards the living,

must not be given the dangerous implement pos-
sessing the mysterious power of creating fire.

24. Cosmogony.—The cosmogony of the Buriats
is not distinguished by originality. Other Sha-
manists have more elaborate cosmogonies : from
the very beginning they evolve in regular sequence
the idea of two principles of good and evil. In
the four Buriat variations known to us we discover
only fragments, retained in the memory of the
people, of an entire epic which has been jjre-

served in the greatest detail in the Altai tales.

The Bui-iats say that formerly there was nothing
except water ; then the god Sonibov-Burkhan,
or (according to others) three gods or Burkhans,
Esseghe-Burklian, JIaidari-Burkban, and Shibe-
geni-Burkhan (in the last two are clearly seen
the Buddhist Maitreya and Sakyamuni), met a
bird, Anghir(^-1 nrts rutilu), that swam on the waters,
and compelled it to dive to the bottom of the sea
and fetch up from there some earth. Anghir
brought up some black earth in its beak, and on its

feet some red clay. Thereupon God, or the gods,
threw both the black and the red earth round
about, and thus hard soil was formed, upon which
grew up both trees and a variety of grass. After-
wards the gods created man (man and woman)
covered w-itli wool, and in order to decide to whom
should fall the honour of giving life to the couple
so created, they agreed to place each a candle in a
vessel and to retire to rest. He whose candle
should burn till morning and in whose vessel a
flower should blossom was to give life to men.
Shibegeni awoke before the others, and observing
that only Maidari's caudle was still burning, and
that there was also a flower grown, whereas his
own can<IIe was already extinguished and there
was no llower in his vessel, hastened to change
candU^s with Maidari and to transjilant his llower
into his own ])ol. When the others woke \\\i and
found-the flower and burning candle in Shibcgeni's
ves.sel, they decided that he was to give life to
men. Maidari, however, in virtue of his capability
of knowing everything, was aware of the deception
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Iier|>etratc(l, anil sai*l to Shiboi^eni :
' Tlion liast

deceived us, and oonsequently the men f^iven life

by thee will bo deeeivers.' Thereuj^ion the two
lUnklians tlew up to heaven, and ShibejLjeni j^ave

life to men, and .set a doj; to "watch tliem. Here
there api>ears on the scene a new persoji, Shitkur
(devil), who promised to feed the dog and <^ive it a
liair coverings to >vard oil" tlie attacks of winter
frosts, if the dofi" permitted his approach to men
(llie do;,' was created nukril. without any liair).

TIio dog was teuipted by this iiruniisc of food and
hair, and admitted Shitkur to men : Uie latter were
spat upon, and the dog got covered -with coarse

hair, hhibegeni thereupon came down to earth

and cursed the dog, saying that notwithstanding
its liair it would sutler from frosts in winter, and
would l)c enslaved by man; it would get beaten, and
to satisfy its hunger it would have to gnaw bones
and to devour excrement. As to man, Shibegeni
shaved oil' all his hair, excepting that on the head, so

that now man became naked, and only here and
there, when he is grown, does he get some hair on
his body. According to this legend men were
created by a deceiver. In the Altai version, over
the waters there appear the god of light and his

assistant Erlik-Khan. Tlie latter plunges doM'n to

get earth, but on handing it to the god he keeps
back a part of it ; it grows in his mouth, and he is

compelled to pray to God to be delivered from this

infliction. The earth taken out of the mouth
of Erlik forms, later on, mountains and stones.

Between the two principles a struggle is carried on,

until at last the giant of the god of light, INIandy-

goshun, precipitates Erlik-Khan into the abyss.
At the present time, according to the Altai cosmo-
logy, the god of light, TJlghen the Good, governs
the world, but his goodness prevents him from per-

secuting and punishing men for their faults. He
only deprives them of his protection ; then it is

Erlik who assumes his right to torture men. Having
sufiered his infliction, men imj^rove again, and re-

turn to Ulghen. The god of light restrains Erlik.

25. Ongons.—Turning now to the material and
ritual side of the ciilt, we shall first treat of the
ongons. The Turks of Yenisei call the ongon
ti/us, whereas among the Altaians it is named
kurmes. On the one hand, it is an image of God,
and, on the other, God himself, a fetish possessed of
his own power. The tyus, or ongon, reminds us of

the role which among some Christian peoples is

filled by the images of saints.
In the teaching of the Church the icon is a representation of

some saint, and has for its object to call up in believers pious
reminiscences of the life and deeds of the depicted person, and to
arouse the desire to follow his example, but the common people
look upon the icons in a different light. Candies lighted before
the icons are not merely an outward sign of veneration, but
also a sacrifice to God ; bowings and prayers are petitions and
thanksgivings for benefits vouchsafed. The saints have their
own special spheres of influence. St. Humbert is looked upon
as the patron of hunters ; St. Nicholas as the patron of sailors.
There are patrons of cattle, and healers of diseases. Even one
and the same person possesses different qualities on different
icons. In every chapel one can find several pictures of the
Madonna, and yet we see the lame and the crippled make their
pilgrimages of hundreds of miles to pray to a Madonna, the
healer of the cripple ; others go to another icon to free them-
selves from nervous fits, hysteria, and epilepsy. The icons
perform miracles ; consequently in one way or another, either
by their own power or by that obtained from another source,
they manifest their capability of acting, and therefore cannot be
considered as simple representations, or as pictures which en-
gender certain feelings and dispositions, but as an independent
power. The conception of the ongons is much more coarse and
naive. Together with the ongons, pictures are also known
under the name of ongons ; these represent the deities of a lower
order. According to Banzaroflf, all the relatives and forefathers
of Jenghiz-Khan have become ongons ; as ongons also are
accounted some dead, but renowned, Shamans. The method
of representing the ong:on does not present much variety.
Generally speaking, it is either a piece of some material, or
several pieces with designs, mostly of human figures, and
%'arious accessories in the shape of owl-feathers or bits of
otter fur. In some instances we find a coarselv made wooden
figure of man. The Baikal Buriats (of Kuda, Olkhon, and Ver-
kholeniik)acknowledge the so-calledmountain ongons. Theseare

found mostly among newly married couples. On a small piece

of brocade or silken material are (k-signed a few coarsely made
bunian figures, the Irvmk being represented by a straight line,

as also the hands and legs, while the eyes are made of glass beads
sewn on, over the head being fixed the feathers of an owl

;

from the ujipcr side of tlie ends of the piece with the above
designs ril>lKmH haiitr down; on the breast of every image are
suspcrji] <l hii!: I' 111' s made of tin. Among the anti'iuities

found I :i / '
. I ii>'iiitains in the Government of Perm, one

frc'iiM I : , l>ronze figures of birds with their wings
oiilstii I ,.[,, 1 , lumian beings with small human figures

on their br* .i^ls. A i^robable explanation of these little figures

found on bronze articles and upon ongons is that they re-

present the souls of the large figures. The number of figures

and tlieir names vary in different localities. The mount;iin
ongons are not kept inside the ytirta, but in the yard, and more
frequently in the neighbourhood of the winter quarters. A
niche is cut out in a column, and therein is placed an on^on,
which is first deposited in a wooden case or a felt bag, in which,
by way of an offering, are also placed branches of the Thymus
serpyllxmi and tobacco. The Buriats of Olkhon construct a low
deal enclosure with an overhanging roof, and suspend their

ongons within the enclosure ; sometunes they cut down a birch
tree and put it mth its branches in the ground, suspending their

ongons in felt bags from the branches, just as birds are sus-

pended in their cages ; then they erect over the tree a protect-

ing roof of deals. The acquirement of mountain ongons aft-er a
wedding, when the couple are moving into their own house,
and the variety of figures on the ongons and of their names,
seem to point to their representing local, specially venerated,
household deities. Each of these ongons serves only for its

particular owner ; after his death the ongon is burnt, and the
new master calls in a Shaman to consecrate a new one and place
it in position. Among some Shamanists, as, for example, those of

Altai, the ongon is fixed for a time only. They make ongons of

hares' skins and keep them for seven years only, after which
period they are replaced by new ones. The ongons which are
kept inside the yurtas are divided into men's and women's;
the former are kept on the left-hand side of the entrance, or
Imsband's part ; the latter on the right-hand side, which is

destined for women and their special belongings. Speaking of
men's ongons, Agapitoff mentions a very ancient one among
the Balagan Buriats, which was brought from Mongolia by a
progenitor of one tribe of Buriats. It consisted of a coarsely
made human head with hair on it and a beard of sheepskin,
and had iron rattles round the neck. It was called Borto.
Judging from the name, it may represent an ancient, senii-

mj'thical ancestor of Jenghiz-Khan, Burte-Chono. Its Mongo-
lian origin is corroborated by the fact also that devotions before
it are performed in the same way as the Buriat Lamaists bow
before their Buddhas. Although the ongon spirits are accounted
as lower deities, the ongon pictures are sometimes representa-
tions also of the highest personages of the Buriat 01,>Tnpus.

The son of a Tengri, the god of fire. Sakhidai-Noin, and Sakhala-
Khatun, his consort, have their own ongons—two coarse wooden
figures covered with red cloth. Such an ancient ongon
Agapitoff saw in the house of a Buriat fifty years old, who told
him that it belonged to his grandfather, i.e. to the period
of the expedition of Pallas and of Georgy. Some ongons of
fire seen by Agapitoff were evidently of a more recent, com-
mon origin (ong^an^ 2wniAAfan=ongons with designs on them).
The Ukhan-Khat ongons, i.e. those of the Water Khans, present,
on comparison with the above described, the peculiarity that,
besides the pictures of men, on the upper part of the piece of

stuff there is a line representing heaven, the human figures are
drawn in two rows, one beneath the other, and under the lower
row there are representations of the camel, the snake, and the
frog. On many ongons which are to be seen in the Russian
Museum of the Emperor Alexander m., over the human heads
and above the line roughly representing heaven, a number of
points stand for the stars. Among the latter one can always
distinguish the constellation of the Great Bear ; other stars are
also indicated, but their arrangement has not the slightest
resemblance to the actual arrangement in the heavens ; some-
times a cloud in the sky is represented on the ongons by a
curved line.

The ongons are very numerous, and would almost require
an article to themselves. It will suffice here to mention only a
few of them. Women's ongons, placed on the right-hand of the
entrance, are generally considered as protectors of children, but
there are also some which protect child-bearing. Ongons of the
lords of animals, such as the ferret, the ermine, and the marten,
are also met with. As lord of the ferret is considered a famous
ancient Shaman Ollengha, who came from Mongolia, learned
Shamanism in Pekin, and travelled not on horseback, but on a
ferret. This Shaman, according to tradition, lived at the time
when the Buriats were subjugated by Russia, and was the first to
pay tribute to the White Czar. Tlie distinguishing feature of

the ongons of animals, with the exception of the lord of the
goat, consists in the skin of the animal, or a part of it, entering
into the composition of the design. The Baikal Buriats have
an ongon with a human figure representing a Shaman with a
tiimbourine. This ongon was known to Georgy, but we have
little information about it. Agajjitoff alfirms that, according
to the accounts of the Buriats, it is a representation of an
ancient Shaman. There are also ongons of diseases. The one
which is considered helpful in cases of swellings and boils con-
sists of a bit of skin cut up into strips in the form of a ring, and
there is an ongon of the itch—viz. a bit of sheepskin. Ex-
tremely complicated is the Balagan Khotkho ongon. It is dedi-
cated to fifty-eight personages among whom are included both
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Ukha-Solbon and the nine tlau^Oiters of Ksae^he-Mftlan and Gaizu-

ehin—two (;irl3 who had died in winter of cold and hun^'er, and
who are invoked in the placea at the estuary of tlie Selenj^a in

cases of influenza (see* above)—and the lord o! the moon and
sun, IJut all the Khotkho ongoiis seen by the writer had less

than fifty-eight jiicturcs. The most complete ongon, which is

preserved in the Museum of the East Siberian section of the
Geographical Society, has only thirty-eight pictures.

The ongona of the white smiths—the sons of Bojntoi—stand
quite apart They, it is asserted, came down from heaven, and
each one held some smith's implement in his hand. Their ongons
represent small human figures of iron, holding smith's imple-

ment-s in their hands.
With the ongons should be mentioned also the so-called zj/a.

If a person desires to destroy his enemy, he draws a figure of

him on a bit of cloth-stuH or paper, and, with adjurations, hides
it in, or somewhere near, the house of his victim. This is a very
dangerous thing, esi>eciaUy if done with the help of a black
Shaman. The victim begins to sicken, and his only safety is to

he found in calling in a good Shaman, who finds the zya and
burns it.

26. Dedication of animals.—Alongside of the
oiiguns, tliure is a custuiu among Sliamanists of

(Icdicaliug to tlieir yoils domestic animals. The
'I'urks of Yenisei and the Altai black Tatars,

even at the time w-heu an ongon or tyus is being
prepared, frequently deem it necessary to dedicate

to the ongon some animal possessed of certain defi-

nite marks. The process of dedication consists in

fumigating the animal with the smoke of a burning
JunijKrus commmiis, in sprinkling it with wine,
and hanging coloured riboon on it, whilst the
Shaman chants his adjurations. The colour of the
ribbon depends on the ongon and the god to whom
the animal is consecrated. The consecrated animal
is then sent to the herd, and becomes something
like a Polynesian tabu. It mtist not be ridden (if it

be an animal for riding) by any one but its own
master ; a married woman may not touch it, and
it must not be used for any heavy work. An animal
may be so consecrated either for a time or for life.

These animals are called by the Turks of Yenisei
yazijkh, by the Sojots adijkh, by the Mongols
setcHcy. All these words denote both the dedica-

tion and the tabu. This custom prevails also

among the Mongolian Buddhists. In Pozdneyell's
book, T/te Life of the Biulclhist Monks in Mungolia
(St. Petersburg, 1894), there is a table showing
the colour which horses must have when they are
dedicated to certain Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.
Evidently Buddhism, in its toleration of religious

superstition among its followers, whilst spreading
over Mongolia, adopted the ancient custom of dedi-

cating animals to the higher beings, but changed
the ancient Shamanist names of the deities into the
new Buddhist ones. These animals may be con-
sidered as living ongons up to a certain point,

although there is a substantial diti'erence between
the two. The ongon, be it what it may, is at all

events a god, but the sotertcy is merely an animal
dedicated to God, and is frequently adopted as an
addition to the ongon. To every ongon oti'erings

are made of wine, meat, incense, etc. In the writer's

work on the tyuses (ongons) of the South Yenisei
Turks, the order of offering sacrifices to them is

given in detail. The sacrifices are extremely
varied. An animal dedicated only to a god is

carefully kept, but no oflerings are made to it.

The Buriats also have the same custom. Georgy,
in his time, saw a horse dedicated to a god. To
Bukha-Noin is dedicated a grey uncastrated ox ; to

the Water Khans, a red breeding-ox, and some-
times also fish or eels ; to the Shaman Itzerkel-

Aiakhanzaieir, a piebald horse ; to the lord of the
black horse and his wife, a dark bay horse, and,
in saciilice, a raven - bhiek one ; to the Eastern
Tengris are dedicated a chestnut horse and a cow
of the same colour. To some deities are also dedi-

cated wild animals or birds : for example, to the lord

of the ishmd of Olkhon, a j)igeon. Among the
Buriats' neighbotus—the Karagals—the traces of

totemism are clear. According to their traditions,

their people sprang from four brothers—the mole,
the bear, the eclpout, and man. A totem of the
mole—the eldest brother—is to be found in the
yurla of almost every Karagal ; but these people
are ilying out, for in ISS8 tliero were; only 300 of

them, and now there are not more than 150. They
are dying hot h physically and morally , asmay be seen
in their forgetting of their traditions and customs.

27. Imitative dances.—An interesting phenome-
non is presented in the so-called naihtn ongoner
(= merry-making ongons). At the evening parties

of young people a Shaman is frequently invited to

enliven the company. Before entering tlie as.sembly,

he stops at the door and takes oU' his boots and
girdle (i.e. he follows the customary proceeding
when tieities are to be invoked), takes into his

hands the conjuring wands (morini-khorbo = horse-

staves ; see p. 16''), and begins his invocation to the
ziiyans (gods). Having finished his invocation, be
calls fortli one of the deities, and thereupon turns
himself into that deity, and plays the part of the
latter. The themes vary greatly. Sometimes he
plays the part of Batya-ubugun—an old man who
complains of the infidelity of his wife, tells stories

of her scandalous on-goings, and seeks her among
those present. Thereupon the woman herself comes
forth, and enlivens the young people by her cynical
sallies. Afterwards Ukha-Solbon, with his three
wives, is invoked. The most popular personages
are the belted ongon and the joking ongon. Some-
times a scene of taming a horse is played. But
more frequently the Shaman induces the young
people to dance, to go through different gj-mnastic
tricks, and awkward persons he jokingly re-

wards with blows fi'om his staff". The Shaman
also plays the part of the bear, ox (Bukha ongon),
wolf, pig, and, among the Kuda Buriats, also of

Zarya - Asarghi, i.e. the porcupine. In all these
roles the Shaman imitates the personages whom he
represents. The funny nature of these displays
does not obscure their signification. Here we may
see the origin of those masquerades which have a
sacred meaning, and in which the youth of Poly-
nesia still participate ; there, not one person only,
but a whole assembly or club, a secret society,

participate in the mysterj'. With fearful masks
of ghouls on their faces, they terrify the spectators
(see Schurtz, Urgcschichte der Kultnr, Leipzig, 1900,

and bis more detailed work, Alterskl(i.sscn und
Mdnnerbiinde, Berlin, 1902). Masks are by no
means unknown to the Shamanists. Formerly the
Shamans used to wear leather and metallic masks
on their faces ; nowadays they have plaits which
fall down from their hats over their faces. The
complete costume of a Buriat or Tung-us Shaman,
by its numerous i)rojections, imitates a human
skeleton whose toes are provided with claws. At
sacrifices, especially great ones, the Shaman carries

on dialogues consecutively with different deities.

Not infrequently he performs the ceremony with
assistants. In Shamanism, however, the dramati-
zation of religious rites stopped short in the primary
stage, but it became highly developed in ]S(irlliorn

Buddhism, in Tibet, also here and there in Mon-
golia, and partly among the Buriat Lamaists. In
Tibet they represent whole dramas and mysteries
from the life of Sakyamuni in his former trans-

migrations (see Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet,

London, 1895, \<. 515).

28. As regards the rites of Buriat Shamanism,
the presence of a Shaman is by no means required
in all of them. The feeding of ongons is done by
the master of a hou.se ; even .some women's ongons
are made by women themsc'lves, without the par-
ticipation of a Shaman. When crossing a moun-
tain, there is hardly a Shamanist who would not
jump off his horse to cast tarasun (wine of milk)
"before the lord of the pass, and a person of import-
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once ties a piece of ribbon and liorso's liair to a tree

on tl\e i>as9, near a heap of ytones wbicli has been
collecteii by tbo faithful. BanzavoH*, in his time,
notioed lliat even publie saorilit^osuere not all cele-

brated in the pre.sence, and with the partieipation,

of a Shaman. The Turks of Yenisei, in summer,
celebrate tlie so-ciillcd mmmtain s.-u-riliccs (ftfj-f'ti)

and heaviMiIy siu-rilicrs {fitjer-f'ii), tlie latter bi-in^

performed by tiie .ildest of tlie tribe but not by a
Shaman. Certain .saeiilicfs, on tlit- ormsion of tlie

birth of aehild, and also of it^ i-a— in- ImiiK hildliood

to adolescence, are made w itlmut t lie assistance of a
Shanu\n, just as on the above-mentioned occasions.

Here everything is done by the eldest of a family,
and, in case the rites and the pra3fers are forgotten
by him, he is helped by some experienced person
acting as a promj)l er. Divination and foretelling the
future are done also by ordinary competent people.

The future is guessed by the sound of the string of a
bow, but the most popular way of divination is by
means of a sheep's shoulder-blade burnt on the tire.

This has been knoA\'n from the times of Attila, and
in Mongolia a large literature exists on the subject.

Divination is practised also during the sacrilices to

the Water Khans, and consists of pouring melted
tin into water : if the tin comes out entire at
once, without being separated into parts, it is

regarded as a favourable sign. If the tin poured
out does not form a regular figure, the latter is

examined with a view to determining the future
accordingly. Divination is also practised by arrows,
for the discovery of missing things. A thick arrow
is taken, placed on the hand, and the direction

towards which it inclines is followed. This kind
of divination is now practised by some Buriat
Lamas, although every indication points to its

Shamanist origin. It probably stands in connexion
^^ith the stories about divining arrows which of
themselves seek out the object aimed at.

2g. Sacrifice.—In their form the Buriat sacrifices

may be divided into private (kirik) and public
{tailgan).

Indispensable adjuncts of every sacrifice are sprinkling
with wine, milk, sometimes tea, and libations. Tliese are the
simplest forms of offerings, and are made almost daily. Before
a Buriat drinks a cup of wine, he throws some drops of it into
the fire, upwards, and round about. Further, in more compli-
cated forms of appeal to the gods, there come real sacrificial offer-
ings, which are slain to the accompaniment of divers ceremonies.
In this case the soul of the proceedings is the Shaman. He directs
the libations and invokes the deities ; then he himself plays the
part of a deit>', and in the latter's name relates the story and
adventures of the god or gods whom he has invoked previously.
There is still another very simple way of making offerings,
which, in the majority of cases, does not require a Shaman.
This consists in tying ribbons and throwing coins in those places
in which the presence of some deity is expiected. By far the
most common and frequent occasion for sacrifices is supplied by
diseases. For that reason, the Shaman is considered by many
rather as a physician and diviner than as a priest. The simplest
form of exorcism against an illness consists in the sick person's
being seated with his hat on near the fire, when a cup of wine is

handed to him ; by his side a Shaman takes his stand, fumigates
him with sacred herbs, and utters an invocation to the particular
deity ; he relates the biography of the latter, and entreats the
deity to help the sick one. During the prayer a libation of wine
is made thrice ; the fourth libation ia for the ongon, lord of the
ferret, who is considered as the patron of the hearth ; after
this a cup of wine is handed to the Shaman, who, after
sprinkling to the lord gf fire and drinking some of the contents,
hands the cup back to*he members of the household ; the next
cup is poured out for the sick person, who shares it with his
relatives ; and the last cup is intended for the Shaman. There
are other ways of curing diseases, into which is introduced,
together with the mystic acts, an element of a purely thera-
peutic character : such are the tarhns, Ukhan-tarim, viz.
the water-fanm, consists in the sick man, most frequently
suffering from rheumatism, being, after divers exorcisms and
aspersions made by a Shaman, besprinkled or (as in a Russian
bath-house) beaten with a hunch of sacred herbs dipped in
boiling and consecrated water. In doinc; this the Shaman
raves like a madman, calUng out 'Ehal^ai, khalkai,' 'Hot,
hot'; and then 'Tijti/, tyty,' 'Cold, cold,' in this way driving
out the disease. This rite over, the patient, who has been per-
spiring very freely, is wrapped in his fur coat and put to bed.
The fire-?an?/i is the rite at which the Shaman brings iron to a
white heat, rubs his foot on it, and places it over the diseased
spot.

Sometimes, but rarely, the water- and fire-(an7?w follow one
another, i.e. first the water cure ia applied, and then the Are.

Very intertsting arc tlie cures consisLing in the substitution
for a sirk ni;ui nt another person or animal. An astonishing
hist-orii'.'il I \;iiii[»Ir '{ litis was shown in the sickness of a Mon-
golian Mian, rill' ilhifss would not yield to either Lama's or
ShanianV h. ihii' nt, therefore recourse was had to an extreme
incasiin- : instraii ^i the Khan's soul, the souls of a hundred of

his Buhjcct-s who inhabited the woodlands of the Mongolian
mountain chain, 'Ghentey,' were presented to the evil spirit

Shitkur. The details of this remarkable rite are not known
to us; but evidently the bargain was struck, since the Khan
recovered ; and yet the people offered to the devil remained
alive also. This" lihan and his successors did not dare any
longer to interfere in the government of another's subjects,

and asked the Bogdo-Gegen of Urga to transfer them to himself.

The Bogdo-Gegen himself is the incarnation of a deity, and he
has no fear of the devil. This small group of the inhabitants of

Northern Mongolia is known even now under the name of ' the
devil's subjects.' People shun them, and avoid any relationship
with them as imclean. The only obligation which they have to
perform consists in supplying a yearly tribute of game to the
Bogdo-Gegen, of wild boars, wild goats, and zerens {Anti-
lope gutturosa). But the Bogdo-Gegen does not himself par-
take of this tribute ; he distributes it in presents. The Buriats,
however, have no means to pay to the devils such costly ransoms,
and they manage to dispense therewith by a simple device.
Should a child suffer from dysentery, the women of the family
fill a sheep's stomach with sheep's blood, boil it in a pot, and
put it, whilst still warm, over the child's stomach, and then,
taking three pieces of tinder and giving them the names of three
of the oldest women in the neighbourhood, they place these
pieces so named in the sheep's stomach, over the child's body,
and set it on fire. If one of the three pieces of tinder begins to
crackle in burning, it denotes a favourable issue, since it is

supposed that, Instead of the child, the old woman whose name
was ^ven to the crackling piece will die. In carrying out
this rite, neither the Shaman nor men generally take any part

;

everything is done by child-lo\'ingmothers and experienced neigh-
bours. At another similar rite, dolio, no Macbeth-like witches
take any part. An experienced Shaman is brought to a danger-
ously ill person, and, in some cases, he offers, in the place of the
sick man's soul, stolen by an evil spirit, some animal known by
certain definite signs, which the Shaman with great care and
minute details specifies. This animal is led into the yurta,
thrice it is dragged up to the sick-bed, and the patient three
times spits upon it. Thereupon the latter is killed, its flesh

boiled, and the patient is made to inhale the steam of the soup.
The meat is eaten by those present, but a part of it is left until
the recovery of the patient ; of this a bit is thrown into the
fire, and the remainder eaten.

Eirik, like the preceding rites, belongs in intention to pro-
pitiatory rites, but it presents a generalized form. It is per-
formed not only in cases of sickness, but of any misfortune. The
sacrifice in this rite does not denote a substitute for the soul
of the sick man, but is rather a propitiatory offering. Gener-
ally domestic animals are sacrificed, and only in rare cases
fish. The selection of an animal for the sacrifice, as well as the
enumeration of its signs and peculiarities, is left to the Shamans.
In kirik we can distinguish three chief moments of action. The
first is devoted to the consecration of the dishes and beverages
prepared for the sacrifice, viz. milk-wine and sour milk. The
invited Shaman fumigates them with the smoke of the fir bark ;

then he walks out of the yurta, followed by men carrying the
prepared food ; outside, the Shaman begins to sing a hymn to
the invoked zayan (deity), three of those present sing with him,
whilst the others arrange the food, previously prepared at a spot
which is called turghe, and light the fire under the pot in which
the sacrificial meat is to be boiled. The consecration ol the
victim goes on, the Shaman reads a prayer and sprinkles wine.
This sprinkling may be considered as a distinct moment ; it is

called sasali barokhu ( = to make sasali, i. e. a libation). "This rite

is an essential feature and an invariable adjunct of all sacrificial

offerings when a Shaman is present, as well as a shortened form
of a sacrifice which every one offers almost daily. When sasali
is over, the animal is kUIed, its skin is taken off with the head
and legs, and the larjTix, lungs, and heart are left with the skin.

The skin is stuffed with straw, and birch branches are stuck in

the nostrils ; on the forehead, by means of a small stick, is fixed
a bit of the bark of Picea sibirica calledjido ; afterwards the skin
is hung on a birch tree, full of branches, previously set in the
ground, care being taken that the animal's head shall look in the
direction where, in the opinion of the participants, the invoked
zayan (deity) resides. The boiled meat is separated from the
bones, the latter being scraped for the removal of the adhering
flesh, and the whole is placed in a wooden vessel

; part of the
contents is burnt later on, but the greater portion is consumed.
"The Shaman, who during the performance of the rites above de-
scribed is seated with his hosts and drinks tarasun, stands up
after the sacrificial mounted skin has been hung, and begins his

invocations to the zayan. The latter makes his approach, and
the Shaman trembles, feeling the breath of the deity ; he now
goes up to the latter, now springs back from him, under the
influence of fear ; at last, getting into a most ecstatic state,

he suddenly changes his manner : the deity has entered into

him, and in a tone of authority begins to talk within hmi. The
zayan, having entered the Shaman, relates his whole history,

his exploits, and foretells the future. Ha\'ing accomplished
what he was invoked for, the zayan comes out of the Shaman,
and the latter at that moment groans, cries loudly, shivers ; he
undergoes a very painful process; the deity forsakes him, the
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light and the power which were in him disappear, raove away
from him ; he feela weak ; round about him is darkness ; his

thouKhta get confused, and sometimes he falls down in a fit, or
continues standing as it hypnotized ; it is only by di'jjrocs, and
09 if awakening; from a deep sleep, that he returns to his usual

mode of life. Such is the description of his sLite given to the
writer by a young and poi)uIar Turkish Shaman.
The tailgan is a public sacrifice, performed on behalf of a

whole community, the sacrificial animals being supplifd l)y

several household's, according to their means; but the meat after

the sacrifice is divided equally amongst the participants. The
tailgan, at the same time, is enjoyed as a popular festival, at

which the youths engage in wrestling and jumping, whilst in

olden times there was arrow-shooting. The tailgans dedicalid

to the various 2ai/ans&re performed at certain definite seasons

of the year: the one to the Western Tengris in spring corre-

sponds to the Yakutsk spring festival called yAsycfc/i ; that to the
Water Khans is in summer, and to the mother-earth at the end of

the summer season. All the tailgans have a general character ;

the only special features are connected with the character of

the deities invoked. The most widely - spread and common
form of the ritual is that which is practised at the sacrifices

in honour of the Western Khans. For this aicrifice people go
into the fields and select there a fine commodious space at the
foot of a liill. In this festivity only men and girls take part;
married women and wi<iows have to stay at home. The
utensils, wine, and sour milk are fumigated with pine bark,

before starting for the selected spot, by one of the men (cf.

kiTik). The sprinkhng with tarasvn is done by the Shaman
at the house of one of the more respected participants in the
taiigan, where the others also assemble and take part in the
rite. On an appointed spot utensils with provisions are arranged
in a row from west to east, whereas the participants take their

seats towards the south ; the place where they sit is called

turghe ; in front of the utensils are stuck birch branches, which
are ^so called turghe. The sacrificial animals are kept apart

;

there also are steaming the big kettles for boiling meat. When
everj-thing is arranged, birch trees are stuck into the ground,
on which later on are hung the skins of the sacrificed animals

;

thereupon every participant has to supply a white rope of hair

intertwined with white and black ribbons, which each one
prepares beforehand. These ropes are tied together, and to

them is affixed a white hare skin. By means of this rope they
bind the tops of the birch trees ; the latter are placed in an
inclined position and are supported with pegs. After the trees

have been fixed and their tops united with the rope, the Shaman
reads a prayer, and the participants, having cups filled to the
brim in their hands, at the command of the Shaman, ' Seg !

' pour
out the contents of their cups. This libation is repeated three

times, after which they throw away their empty cups. For him
whose cup falls on its bottom the omen is considered favourable

;

tWs person is acclaimed by all with ' Torokh ! torokh!' These
libations are further repeated, but previously the Shaman places
in every cup a branch of the Picea (Jid-o). Afterwards sour
milk is" offered to the sacrificial animals. Among classical

peoples it was also a custom to offer drink to the sacrificial

animals before they were killed. Afterwards the sacrificial

animals are killed, and their skins and meat are treated as has
been already described at the kirik. The bones of the animals,
each one separately, are collected on little tables made of

birch sticks and burnt ; the ends of the intestines of the animals
are burnt on a separate fire. The principal rite is performed
after the ceremony. E\'er>" one takes a pail, in which meat is

put, and stands up ; the Shaman invokes the Western zayans
;

they come in turns and relate their own stories, until it is the
turn of Bukha-Noin-Baobai. The Shaman then stands on all fours,

bellows Uke a bull, butts those present as if with horns, and
attempts to upset the birch trees tied with white rope, whilst
several men keep them in position. After his unsuccessful
attempts at up^'otting the trees, Bukha-Noin goes away, bellowing
ten times mrif <>Ti hi^ r.-^tum, the Shaman invokes another
zayan, Nagi'i . i :, i

: i tin n the rite is concluded by petitions
andentreati' ' v- mi t,'ods for divers favours. Thisends
the whole c> t- n,. ,>i n \\y speaking, the tailgan is, in its

form, a moru wuleuiiily performed kirik. At other tailgans
the ritual observed is almost identical, but at the tailgan to
the lord of fire the principal part is done in the yurta, since the
sacrifice is offered to the lord of the domestic hearth ; the
tailgan to the Water Khans is arranged at a river, the partici-

pants drinking the water thereof, and divining not by means
of throwing down the cups, but by pouring melted tin upon the
water. The Shaman here does not butt with his horns, but
tries to throw himself into the river.

At the domestic sacrifices of the blacksmiths, the master
heats the iron and strikes it with a hammer, whilst the Shaman
reads the prayers. Striking the heated iron enters also into
the ritual of the tailgan to the Eastern Khans.

30. The Shaman. ^ In all the religious cere-

monies the SImman is the principal actor. No
people nowadays call their priests by that name.
Banzaroir derived the word * Shaman' fron» a
Manchu root. A Sauioyed would call a Shaman
Taibey ; a Lapp, Not/da ; a Siberian Tatar,
Kam\ a Biiriat and >ion<rolian, Loo. BanzarofV
assures ua that the word ' Shaman ' is met \vit!i in

Chinese writings of the 7th cent., when Northern
Mongolia was dominated by Yuan-YuaUy a people

of Tungus-Manchu origin. But, generally speak-
ing, the most am-ient mention of Siianuausni may
be found in Ilcrodotus's reference to ^)ricsts who
used to divine l)y means of rods. In his works we
lind also that the way of killing animals by means of

compressing the aorta is exactly the sanm as that
which is made use of by the Shaman at saci'iHces

{iv. 60, 67). The Shamans of the Buriats believe
in their origin from the eagle, the son of a Tengri,
and many of the black and white Shamans boast
of long pedigrees ; they have also many a quarrel
and reckoning amongst themselves. The an-
cestors of many became zayans, whose memory is

honoured by sacrifices. A real Shaman has to
possess many qualifications. First of all, his

organism has to be sensitive, full of nerve, and
receptive. He must have a good memory to re-

member the manifold formulas and conjurations
necessary for him to repeat by heart ; he has also

to make extempore prayers for certain occasions,
and consequently must be able to give rhythmical
form to his speech. Above all, he must not
doubt his own calling and aliilities, and has to be
sincere. Many of the Shamans are capable of

most sincerely and devotedly giving themselves
up to the role they have to fill. When a nervous
child cries in its sleep or is inclined to hallu-

cinations, the aborigines say he is ti'oubled by
spirits and must become a Shaman. It must also

be mentioned that the native races in Siberia
are very liable to sutler from nervous diseases.

Young girls, during their monthly periods, fre-

quently fall into a temporary aberration ; the
young men also suffer from aimless yearning,
which drives many to suicide. All this, of course,
may account also for the Shamans' disposition and
hallucinations. Among some tribes there are
epileptic Shamans, who murmur disjointed words
during the services ; such Shamans are provided
with assistant interpreters. We have not, however,
seen such Shamans among the Buriats. Although
among them any man who shows certain quali-

fications may become a Shaman, yet, his abilities

notwithstanding, he would find himself in an un-
favourable position in comparison with others who
had a Shaman's origin and a whole series of Shaman
ancestors ; these help him and mediate for their
client, even before Erlik-Khan himself. It is

possible, however, to note even among the Buriats
the commencement of an evolution of hered-
itary priesthood, which keeps up not only the
education of the people, but also the memory of

the achievements of their ancestors. The black
Shamans of the Buriats have gone still further

:

they conceal from the crowd the secret of their
mysterious lore. They monopolize it in order to

keep ordinary mortals in fear. It is owing to this

circumstance that the etibrts of native investi-

gators, and of persons closely connected with the
Buriats, are so barren of results in respect of

knowledge of the servants of the awe-inspiring
Tengris. There are some cases of grown-up and
even aged people becoming Shamans ; but these
are exceptional. Generally it is a child of Shaman
origin w-lio begins almost from infancy to learn
his business. The writer saw among the Uriankhis
a boy of ten years old singing the conjurations
with his mother during Shamanic attendance on a
sick man.

Tlie future Shaman visits the tailgans and the ktriks, watches
the proceedings attentively, learns of experienced elders how to
sing prayers and conjurations; but, whilst preparing, ho fre-

(luently retires into the mountains and forests, and there spends
many days at a streU:h in solitude. There, by the side of a log
fire, he utters conjurations, brings himself into a state of ecstasy,
and masters the technique of Shamanic actions. Sometimes,
after such practice, a neophyte comes straight out and begins
his work ; but generally it is necessary for him to obtain the
consecration which enlightens the Shaman's mind. In thia
case the principal actor is the father-Shaman, usually the earlj
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instructor o( tho oandidato. The consecration begins witli the
rite of piiriflcation bv water. Tho water is taken from three
B«rini,'S, at wliieh an offerinj; of wine is made (o tho lords of
the sprinjrs. The water is tlien carried hnme :\ni\ w.irmi d ; at
tlic same time, bundles of vniintf liinhia, iilurli,.! willi tluir
root*, are also brought in. Iiitn iln- wutrr ar.- Uiinwn ti.,../,Mj/-

ptnu,Thi/mus scritiiHiivi, .Tnd lln' Lark •! llu /,.-( ..'.;,/r,i.

Then follows the s:^Tilii-r ,.f :i ,,ii, wi,- i, i i.'i!, i i,.,i i,v

C0mi>reSSitlg tho aorl i v.a\i I'm I.'i;i<1 Ihru: I ! ii.i'N ill

thesideotthoaiiiin.il. i.iii i., i pi';. i ni
i

,,•. i ;,; ,

'.
i:, ivi.

Some drops of the M^ .-1 ,iLr
l

i l:rl n lli.- w.i; .
l , 1 Iirr-

Shaman, helped at tin- . .n-iii.iii.\ b.v iiiiiu;i.viiMaiiis wlm an- < allid
sons of the Shaman, divines by means of the shoulder-blude, and
makes a libation to the ancestors of the Shaman ; then, lowering,'

the birohes into the cauldron and making them soft, he htriUes
the naked Shaman with them, at the same time {iivin^j him
instruction rOL^ardinir his future duties. These deserve to be
mentioned in detail. " '(1) Wlien a poor man calls thee in, go to
liitn on foot, claim from him no renuuieration and be satisfied
with what is given thee. (2) Always take good care of the poor,
help them, defend them from evil spirits, and intercede for
them with the good spirits. (3) If a rich man should call thee
in, proceed to him on an ox (only the poor make use of such
conveyance), and do not claim much for thy trouble. (4) If a
rich and a poor man should call thee in at the same time, go first

to the poor man.' The consecrated one swears duly to obey
tlie instructions imparted to him.
After the purification, in a few days, follows the first conse-

cration. There are in all nine of them ; but there appear to be
no longer any Shamans who have undergone all these. In the
first place, every consecration requires some expenditure ; in
the second place, the persecutions and extraneous hindrances
to which all non-Christian religions are subjected make the
native races avoid and shun all public ceremonies. At the first

consecration, the neophyte, with the nine sons of the father-
Shaman, goes about the houses to collect the means for defra3ing
the expenses of the ceremony. Afterwards the father-Shaman,
his nine sons, and the consecrated one proceed into solitude
to hold a nine days' fast, their food consisting only of tea and
toasted flour. To keep away evil spirits from the yurta, or rude
hut, in which the fasters reside, it is tied three times round with
a rope of hair, and some wooden ornaments having a symbolical
meaning are here and there attached to it On the eve of con-
secration a Shaman arrives, and along with those fasting
stags a hynin to the zayans. For the day of consecration the
following preparations are made. (1) A birch tree is planted in
the yurta of the Shaman, the top of the tree being passed
through the upper aperture of the yurta. This tree is called
izdeshi-burkhan—a symbol of God opening the gate of heaven
to the Shaman. (2) A birch tree decorated with coloured ribbons—red and yellow if a black Shaman is being consecrated, white
and blue if it be a white Shaman, or all four colours if the
Shaman is going to serve both the black and the white zai/ans—
is also placed in position. (3) A burch tree (Azariilii senihi) to
which is tied a small bell and a sacrificial horse. (4) Ekhc'.shari-
mes (i.e. the large yellow tree) with incisions made on it in the
sides, so that the Shaman can spring up it. Afterwards posts are
fixed to which to tie the sacrificial animals, as well as the trees
on which the bones of the sacrificial animals will have to be
burnt. From the tree fixed in the yurta to the posts outside
either a coloured ribbon is stretched or a path of turf is laid
out^the way for the neophyte to his high callmg. Next, the
Shaman's unplements are consecrated, viz. the horse-staves
(which, among the Buriats, are a substitute for tambourines),
little bells— k-hcst^ Hchcs^, khesm, strictly speaking, means a
tambourine, but among the Buriats, who "have the horse-staves,
its place is talccMi by a little bell)—and the khur^ a musical instru-
ment somewhat resembling a tuning-fork, having a thin wire
of steel fixed between the two side-pins. When being played,
it is put into the mouth, which serves as a resonant, and the
middle wire is set in motion, which then gives a dull, jarring
sound. The consecration is accompanied by pr.ayers chanted
to the Western Tengris, and by the smearingof the ends of the
staves with blood. Over the khur is sprinkled tarasun pre-
pared on the spot. After the consecration of the implements
a fresh invocation to the Tengris commences, in which the
neophyte also takes part. Thereupon they all proceed from
the yurta outside, and here, as at the purijacation with water,
hot water is prepared and mixed with the blood of the sacri-
ficial goat; with this is smeared the bead. Mie ovf.«, and the
ears of the neophj'te, who is then a- en ^n!.i,, i,,l to strokes
of the birch on the bare body, the ii. i

: . n liim at
the preceding purification by water ! ' - ip !- The new
Shaman, with the staves arid the klu.i m 1,il, liands, chants
along with the others the adjurations, above all to the lord of
the pole-cat, who established the rites of consecration, viz. the
learned Shaman who brought to Baikal from Pekm the science
of Shamanism. The Shaman then climbs up the birch tree to
the very top, followed by the others. Such, at least, is the
assertion of Agapitofl and Khangaloff. According to otliers,
however, the Shaman, at his first consecration, springs up
only to the first notch made in the tree, the second con.se-
cration entitling him to climb up to the second notch. Every
new consecration gives the Shaman new privileges, e.g. to add
new stripes and to hang new rattles on his costume. After the
fifth consecration he acquires the right to carry the shiri', i.e. a
box on four legs, the sides of which are filled with representa-
tions of the sun and the moon and other sj'mbolic figures. It
IS asserted that with every new consecration, up to the ninth
the dimensions and the height of the shiri go on increasin"-
This statement, however, cannot now be verified, since there

are no longer such multi - consecrated Shamans to be found

;

more especially, as the custom of carrying the .sVaVtf has been pre-
served only among the poorest of the Olkhon Buriats. Be that
as it nia.v," wo have here tho beginning of a priisll) liiriarrli\ .

Tilt' iiica'iiiiig of the notches on the tree can be , I
i' - -1

1

irniii tin- Altaian Lamaism. Whilst praying to I i h ii_i,i.

I'li;Iieii, llie .shaman also by degrees raises hiniM m I. _ !, r an.

I

higher during tho ceremony. Kvery such notnli deimles a
special heaven, including tho ninth ; every heaven has ita

.special deity, whom the Shaman consecutively meets and with
whom ho holds converse.

A consecrated Shaman, like the minititers of
other religions, is distinguished from ordinary
mortals by special outward attributes, besides
liaving obligations of service to the gods and
natural characteristics of his own. As the most
essential implement of a Bmiat Sliaman must be
considered the liorse-staves

—

morini-khorho ; with-
out them he cannot perform any of the principal
rites. Tlie stall' is about 80 centimetres in length ;

tlie upper end is bent, and out of it is cut the
ligure of a horse's head ; at some distance from
the upper end tlie stall' forms a small knot ; in
the middle part the stall' is thicker (the knee-
joints of the horse), and on the lower end a hoof is

cut out. On the upper half of tlie staff are lixed
miniature stirrups, little bells, conical weights of
iron (shamshorr/o), and coloured ribbons. The staves
are cut, for the newly consecrated Shaman, from a
live birch tree standing in a forest where Shamans
lie buried. It is considered desirable to cut oil' the
pieces for the staff in such a manner that tlie tree
shall not perish, otherwise it is of bad omen for
the Shaman. A Shaman who lias already had five

consecrations may provide himself with iron horse-
staves. Their signification can be gathered from
the description : they are the horses on which
Shamans fly to heaven and to the earthly zayans.
As to the tambourine (khcsi), it is but little

known among the Buriats, although among the
Mongol Shamanists and Mongolized Uriankhis it

is in use. At great Shaman ceremonies, in which
a Shaman and his nine sons take part, and some
of which the writer witnessed at the estuary of the
river Selenga, among the Kuda Bmiats, one of the
assistants holds in his hands a small tambourine

;

but neither the meaning of the tambotirine, nor
the role of the assistant, is quite clear. Next, as
an appurtenance of a Shaman may be considered
the khur, a tuning-fork, with a wire tongue
between the sides (see above), an implement
largely in use among Shamanists. It may be met
with from the sources of the Amur to the Ural,
and from the Arctic Ocean down to Tashkent.
Here and there it is merely a musical instrument.
The Shaman's mantle (orgoy) is now in some parts
put on only after death, for biu'ial ; with the white
Shamans it is of white stufl', and among the black
Shamans of a blue colour. One no longer hears
about the Shaman's boots, or about the metal
diadem, consisting of an iron ring with two convex
arches, also of iron, crossing one another at
right angles, and with a long jointed diain, which
hangs down from the nape of the neck to the heels
—we know of them only from the descriptions of

travellers, and from specimens preserved in a few
museums. The old-fashioned orgoy was shorter
than the orgoy of the present day. In front, over
tlie chest part, there used to be sewn at the sides

thin iron jjlates, and on these Avere hung iron figures

of single- and double-headed birds, with pictures of

small fishes and animals. The whole of the back
jiart was covered with twisted strips of Iron,

which represented snakes and their rattles (sham-
shorgo). On the back also were suspended two
planchets, with a whole row of little bells and
tambourine-bells. On the chest, above the thin
plates, used to hang little copper planchets with
radii. On the sleeves were also hung thin iron

plates, in imitation of the slioulder, forearm, and
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ray bones {os radialis). On the slices tliere were
also sewn thin plates in imitation of the tibia, and
toes of iron witli claws. This prompted Gnielin to

assert that two Shamans who caiue to him from
Nizlmeudinsk resembled chained devils. About the

masks on the faces we have spoken above. Some-
times the Huriat Shaman has, besides, a whip with

bells. A proper explanation of all the parts of a
Shaman's costume luus still to be given. The exist-

in" accounts are extremely contradictory, since the

old travellers were so little prei)ared for the study

of Shamanism at the period of its development.

31. Thus equip))ed, the jiricst enters upon his

difficult calling. If he be a white Shaman and his

first ellbrts are successful, he is beloved and re-

ceived by all. But if he be a black (or a female)

Shaman, he (or she) is feared rather than loved.

Cases of miudering female and male Shamans,
simply on their being suspected of having stolen

sou^, spread disease, or caused drought and other

misfortunes, are not infrequent. Shamans are

rarely well-to-do or possessed of means ; they are

unpractical people, and sometimes, when their

work is hard, tliey have recourse to stimulants,

which shatter still more their disordered nervous

system. The writer saw a big Shaman the day after

he had worked throughout the night. He was lying

utterly exhausted and could scarcely breathe. We
offered him a glass of brandy, in the hope that it

would refresh liim, and that he would take food to

strengthen Idm : but instead of taking food he at

once jumped oH' his bed, snatched his tambourine,

and, in token of gratitude, wished to entreat the

gods to grant a favourable issue to our travels ; but

the excitement soon passed off', and he fell down
and went to sleep. We had to leave the place with-

out his blessing, as we could not wait until he awoke.
Nearing the end of his eartlily travels, when there

no longer remains any hope of recovery, notwith-

standing all the efforts of his brethren, the Shaman
begins to foretell his own future, what Tengiis he

will serve, promises to take care of his own people,

and names the horse which should be despatched

with him. A dead Shaman's body is kept in the

ynrta for three days, dressed in a new costume,

over wliich his orgoy is put. The yoiuig peo]ile,

his nine sons, compose and sing hymns to his

memory, and fumigate his body with sacred herbs.

Thereupon the body is put on the back of the

horse named by the deceased, one of those present

sitting with the body and supporting it on the

horse's back. When the horse has been led three

times round the yurtn, the dead body is taken into

a wood, to the cemetery for Shamans. His
relatives and clients accompany the dead man,
making libations, and at a place halfway to the

cemetery they set a table with eatables. On arrival

at the grave, the dead body is placed upon a felt

matting, and the ninth arrow is dischai-ged in the

direction of the house, the remaining eight, with
quiver and bow, being jilaced with the body to

enable the deceased to defend good people from

evil spirits. All the other marks of the Shaman's
calling are either broken or burnt. A pyre is then

erected, they set the body on lire, kill the horse,

and return liome. On the third day they return to

collect the Shaman's bones, put tliem into a sack,

and, having made a hole in a thick pine, put the

sack into it, cover the hole, and jilaster it over.

Sometimes tlie Shamans' bodies are not burnt, but

placed ujion a scalfuldiiig erected for the purpose in

a wood. This kind of burial is also practised by
the Yenisei Uriankhis.
32. The present decay of Shamanism is to be

explained not so much by persecutions as by the

fact that under the inlluence of Buddhism and
Christianity the religious horizon of the people

has expanded to a gi'eat extent. The reUgious
VOL. III.—

2

missionary |)olemicists saw in the Shaman nothing

but a cheat and a conjurer, a man morally depraved.

His religion was unhesitatingly proiKninced to be

the w^orship of the evil spirit. One of the most
enlightened and impartial Russian missionaries,

who has done a very great deal for the study of

Shamanism in the Altai, the Arch])riest Basil

Verbitzky, asserted that in some of the mysteries

of the Shamans one could not deny tlie participation

of the spirit of darkn(^ss.

Let us conclude this sketch by the wor<ls of

another authority on Shamanism, the academician

Kiullotl', taken from his Aus Siliiricn, 1884 :
' It is

perfectly comprehensible when a minister of a

certain religion and a missionary, preaching and
glorifying his own teaching, criticizes what he
considers to be a delusion ; but it is absurd to be

obliged to read and to hear such asseverations as that

the Shamanist religion is the worship of the spirit

of falseliood and of evil, whereas the most import-

ant of the Shamanist rites—the worship of the god
of light, Ulghen (among the Altaians)—consists
entirely of prayers and entreaties for protection

against the enemy of mankind—the evil spirit

!

This dirty, half-savage Shaman, illiterate inhabitant

of the forest—ignorant and poor man as he is—after

all appears as a propagator of the idea of truth,

goodness, and mercy in the midst of his country-

men, who are ignored by the civilized world.

'
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worship). DEMETKIUS KLEME.NTZ.

BURMA.—In order to arrive at definite ideas

on the religious notions of the population of a
country like Burma, which is a meeting-point of

distinct varieties of m.ankind and distinct civili-

zations, its geographical, ethnological, linguistic,

and historical positions and the resultant ethics

have all to be taken into consideration.

I. GEOGRAPUY. — Geogiaiihioally the country

known as Burma lies east of India, south of China,

and west of Siam and modem Indo-China; and
the population has been ilet'ply aflected by all the

surrounding religious iulluences. Politically it is

divided into Upper and Lower Burma—divisions
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that do not nt all alloct religions coiisiUeiations.

Upper ISiinna is a fairly compact area, roughly
between 92" and 101° E. longitude, and between
28° and 20° N. latitude in its extreme limits.

Lower nurnia is a veiT long-drawn-ont and strag-
gling area along the Is.E. and E. coasts of the 15ay
of ISengiil, stretching from about 20 N. a long way
down the Malay Peninsula as far as 10° N. The
whole country, therefore, covers a large irregular
space, within which dwells an apparently hetero-
geneous population of some ten and a half million
jjeojile, of many nationalities, and certainly pre-

senting a great variety of appearance and civiliza-

tion.

II. ErBNOLOGT. —The whole of the existing
indigenous, i.e. non immigrant, population of

Burma belongs to the general Indo-Chinese type
of mankind in one form or another. Ethnologi-
cally it was, nevertheless, originally an immigrant
population from the North, migrating from Western
China—probably from between the upper courses
of the Vangtse Kiang and Hoang Ho rivers

—

which in very early times entered t'ue area now-
known as Burma in three main waves. These
in^asions are represented at the present time by
the three chief races iuhabiting the country—the
Talaings, tlie Shans, and the Burmese—spreading
over it in that order. Belonging ethnologically to
these races, themselves all considerably civilized,

there are a great many lesser tribes in every stage
of civil de\'elopment from practical savagery up-
wards. These crop up all over the country, which is

mainly mountainous. They have been left in the
wilder parts as backwaters in the rolling stream of
invasion. The congeners of these tribes are to be
found all about the long frontiers of Burma, in
Tibet and the Northern borders of India, in isolated
patches in India itself to the westwards, eastward
all over the Indo-China of to-day as far as the
shores of the ocean, and beyond doubt in many
parts of Southern Cliina as well. The foundations
of the religious notions of the whole people must
be sought, therefore, in those of the aboriginal Indo-
Chinese races.

1. The Talaings.—Of the principal races now-
inhabiting Burma, the Talaings, as the Burmese
and Europeans call them, or Peguans, as they are
known to Europeans particularly, or Mons, as
thej- still call themselves in their own language,
are the remains of the earliest irruption (Mon-
Anna,m or Mon-Khmer) of the Indo-Chinese into
the S.E. corner of Asia, which once presumablj'
covered the great area between the Khasi Hills of
Assam and the Pacific Ocean. Although nowadays,
as the result of conquest by the Burmans as late
as the middle of the 18th cent., the Talaings are
almost altogether absorbed by the predominating
Burman, they always before that exercised an
enormous influence on the population generally
as a rulino; race ; and their religious ideas have
consequently greatly coloured those of the other
occupants of a large part of the country.

2. The Shans.—The Shans, as they are known
to tlie Burmese, or Tai, as they call tliemselves,
represent what may be termed the mid-irruption
(Siamese-Chinese) from the North—this time, so
far as there is acceptable evidence, from S.W.
China. Beyond the Eastern borders of Burma
their best known representatives are the Laos and
the Siamese,^w-hile to the West they became power-
ful as the Ahoms (q.v.) of Assam. In fact, they
have at some time or other extended from the
Brahmaputra to the Gulf of Tongking, and even
into the islands of the China Sea. They, too, have
been a ruling race in many parts of JJurma, and
have exercised a great influence on the religious
notions of the people.

3. The Burmese.—Tlie Bama {wTitten Mramma),

whom we call the Burmese, constitute the results
of the latest of the gieat expansions of the Indo-
Chinese, which took place in comparatively recent
times, southwards into Burma and the Eastern
borders of India, and westwards into Tibet, where
they formed respectively the chief divisions of
a "reat TibetoBurman race represented by them-
selves and a number of allied tribes in all stages
of civilization, from the Western Himalayas down
to the southernmost portion of Burma. After a
long and var3'ing struggle for supremacy, the
Burman has succeeded in the land of his adoption
in attaining an overwhelming influence, which is

still increasing owing to the beaten races seeking
to merge their nationality where they can in that
of the conqueror.

4. Classification of allied tribes.—In a country
where the population is practically of one ultimate
stock, language plays the most important part of
all considerations in relation to internal classifica-

tion and to establishing local affinities and difier-

ences. It must obviously have a great influence
over the religions professed by the people. In
Burma, consciously or unconsciously, students of
ethnology have almost invariably tended to classify
race by language, and language no doubt in that
country is the surest criterion of difl'erence.

5. Burman tribes.—Adopting the above method
now, it may lie stated that attached to the Burmans
proper are eigliteen minor tribes and divisions.
Of these the Maghs or Arakanese, on the Bengal
borders to the S.W., and strongly influenced by
situation, form the chief civilized division ; whUe
the Lihsaw wild tribes, living among the Shans
on the Chinese frontier to the N. E. , are the principal
reiu'esentatives of the lower culture.

6. The Kachins.—Then follows, in many petty
subdivisions, the important race of the Kachins,
also known as Chingpaws and Singhphos. These
are a specially interesting people as relics of a post-
Mon-Aimam irruption of Tibeto- Burmans left

behind in the Northern Hills of Biu-ma, after the
branches that subsequently liecame the Tibet-
ans, Nagas, Burmans, and Kuki-Chins had passed
onwards. Their most interesting feature is that
they are still following the ancient instinct of the
main race and spreading steadily southw-ards,
showing all the old fight and turbulence that
no doubt served to bring success to their ancestors
in their emigrations of long ago. Though minutely
subdivided, they are all one people. All the chiefs
are considered to be of one family, and a Szi Kachin,
for instance, settling under a ftfaran chief becomes
a Maran.

7. The Kuki-Chins.—All along the western
frontier of Burma, and spreading far into the
Assam hills to the West, lies the TibetoBurman
race of the Kuki-Chins in eigliteen tribes, known
under a bewildering variety of synonyms, according
as they have been reported on by Assamese or
Burmese officials. Tliis people in its still existing
w-Od condition probably preserves to the present
day many of the customs once prevalent among
the whole Burman race, before the civilizing

influences of Buddhism acted on that nationality.
On this ground the Chins are of special interest to
the student of the religions prevailing in Burma.

8. Shan divisions.—Turning to the minor con-
geners of the Shans, we find them spread about
the country as widely as the Burmans from N. to

S. , but chiefly round by the East. Of the Shans
proper we have the Southern Shans with Siamese
influence, and the Northern Shans with the older
Chinese and Ahom (ancient Assamese) influence.

9. The Karens.—For our present purpose the
Karens are perhaps the most interesting and
valuable division of the Siamese-Chinese race.

They are now- spread, in fifteen tribes, over the
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a.E. fioiilier and the Talainj; area, ami are alsu

weil^'eil ill lietwccii the Shans ami liunnans proper
in Upper Jiurnia. The Karen iindouhlodlj' had
his original home in China, and his spee<:h helongs
to the Siamese-Chinese siih-family ; but his ethnic
peeuliarities are many, and he is not readily to be
identified with the other races anionj; whom ho
dwells, and with whom his aflinities lie. A striking
modern characteristic is his readiness to adopt the
teachitiLis of Cliri-.li,-uiily.

10. Talaing divisions.—As in the case of the
other two main races in Burma, the Mon-Annam
trihcs allied to theTalaings are to be found scat-

tered about the country, chielly on the N.E.
frontiers of the Shan States, and even in the centre
of Upper ISurma, sometimes in a very primitive
condition. The Talaings themselves may be re-

ferred to the Northern Cambodian people, and the
allied tribes, numbering a dozen, may be called
the Wa-Palaung group. Of these the ' W"M
Was ' arc chiolly known, outside their habitat,
for head-hunting on religious ceremonial principles,

though their close relations, the Palauugs, are
|ieaceful and industrious Buddhi.st traders of some
education.

1 1

.

Relative strength of the races.—By language
the Census af I'JUI returned roughly 77i per cent
of the indigenous population as speaking Burmese,
5 per cent Tibeto-Burmese, 17 per cent Siamese-
Chinese, i per cent Mon-Khmer. The extent to
which the Burman is absorbing the other races, as
shown by domination of language, may be stated
thus, so far as it is possible to co-ordinate the
Census statements on this point : of the indigenous
population the Burmese number 69 per cent, the
other Tiheto-Burmans 4 per cent, the Siamese-
Chinese 2G per cent, and the Mon-Khmer 1 per cent.

12. Minute subdivisions.—One cause of the
enormous immberof subdivisions of the hill peoples
especially is well illustrated by the remarks made in

the Upper Burma Gazetteer, pt. i. vol. i. p. 592, wlien
speaking of the Akhas (also Akhos, Kaws, II ka-
Kaws), a remote Lihsaw tribe of the higher hills

in the Shan State of Kengtung on the Chinese
border. They have strong Chinese leanings, and
are of a simple, timid, nnresourceful nature. Akha
girls will marry any stranger.
'One often finds half a dozen Cliinanien with Akha wives

li\ing in an Akha village. Aldi.'i settlements, in which a good
proixirtion of the male inhahitanta are Chinese, or in which the
inhabit.ants are of mixed Chinese and Akha descent, style them-
selves Khochia, or Communities of Guests. It is as well to
record this fact, because the word will certainly become cor-
rupted and unintelligible before long, and the people will have
a distinctive type of feature, which may well puzzle the ethno-
grapher of the future.'

Such communities will have also a confused
mixture of Chinese ancestral and Burmese animistic
worship. Such must also be the case with the
ott'spring of the numerous marriages permitted
between free men and Kachin and Chin female
slaves.

13. List of tribes.—The locally recognized divi-
sions of the peojde are usually spoken of as if

their names and ethnical reference were well known,
and in describing superstitions and customs it is

ditficult to avoid making references to small sub-
trit)es. It is necessary, therefore, to give here
a list of those more commonly spoken of under
their best known names, grouped together accord-
ing to the ethnology above adopted.

lyDO-CiiiNESE Tribes.
I. TlliKTO-RUBMAN RACE,

(a) Lunnese Group.
Burmese, Arakanesc, Tavoyan, Yaw, Chaungth.i, Yabein, Inth.a,
Taungyo, Kadu, Slro, Upon.

Lihsaw Sub-grouj).
T.ihsaw, LahCi, Akha, Akho.

(6) Kachin Grmip.
Chingi)aw, .Singhpho, Kauri, Szi, Lashi, Marfi, Maingtha.

(f) Kiiki-Chin Group.
Xorlhcrn : Thado, .Sokte. Sivin.
Central : T.ash6n, Lai, .shoiishe, Kvaw.
Smilhem: Chinnie, Wclaung, "ChinbOk, Vawdwin, Yindu
(Shendu), Chinbon, Taungtha, Kami, Auu, Sak (Thet), Yoma
Chin.

IL SIAMESE.CIILNESE RACE.
(a) Tai(Shati)Grimp.

Northern : Burmese Shan, Khiiniti, Chinese Slian.
Southern : Siamese, l^ao, likun, Lu.

(It) Karen Grovp,
Northern : Karenni (Red Karen), Ure, Mano, Sawngtimg, Padcng
/ayein, Banyang Zayein, Kawnsawng, Y'intale, .Sinhmaw
Mepauk, Y'inbaw, White Karen.

.Southern : Sgau, Pwo, Mopgha, T.aungthu.

III. MON-ANNAJI RACE,
(a) North Cambodian Group.

Talaing.
(//) Wa.PalauHff Group.

Ilka Jluk, Lemet, Palaung, Wa, Tai Loi, En, Ilsen Sum,
Mong Lwe, Hka La, Son, Riang, Danaw.

III. SlSTORr.—The history of Burma, so far as
the present puri)ose is concerned, is that of a
struggle for supremacy among the Burmans, the
Shans, and the Talaings, lasting through all his-

torical times, with practically no intervention on
the part of alien races imtil the arrival of the
English in 1824. The story is a veritable tangle
of successive conquests and re-conquests of tlie

whole or part of the country by these races, whose
influence as such may be said to have been para-
mount roughly in the followmg regions : the Bur-
mans in the valleys of the Irrawaddy and Sittang
Kivers above Brome and Toungoo ; tlie Talaings
in the deltas of these two rivers below those points,

and in that of the Salween and what is now the
Province of Tenasserim ; and the Shans in all the
country in the hills to the East and North. For
considerable periods each of these races has been
supreme over the whole area, the last to rule
being the Burmans after the middle of the 18th
cent. A.D.
Taking as comprehensive a view of the situation

as is possible in the face of the kaleidosf^opic changes
presented to us, we may say that there were
Burman dynasties at Tagaung in tlie North at
any rate in the early cents. A.D., followed by a
dynasty connected with them at Prome, succeeded
in its turn by another at Pagan, which lasted till

1298. This last gave way to two contemporary
Shan dynasties at Piuya and Sagaiug up to 1364,
while a Burman dynasty was set up at Toungoo
from 1313 to 1540. Contemporaneously there was
an ancient Talaing dynasty at Thaton and Pegu
from 573 to 1050, which then became tributary to
the Burmans of Pagan till 1287, at which date a
Shan dynasty was set up at Pegu till it was ousted
by the Burman line of Toungoo mentioned above,
which then became the Burman dynasty of Pegu
in 1540.

In 1364 the Shan lines of Pinya and Sagaing
became merged in the Burman dynasty of Ava,
and this in its turn was upset by the Burman line

of Pegu in 1551. This general dynasty of Pegu
and Ava lasted, with a good many Shan irruptions
from Siam, as regards I'egu, till 1740, when for 17

3 ears a second Shan line was establislied at Pegu,
giving way linally to the Alonipra dynasty of
Shwebo, Ava, Amara[)ura, and Mandalay till

1886, when the whole (country came under the
domination of the English. The English had in

tlie meantime taken Arakan and Tenasserim in

1S26, and all Burma as far north as Thayetmyo
and Toungoo in 1852.

All this time there had been an independent
State in Arakan from early times with varying
capitals, the last of which was Myaukii (Myo-
hauiig, the Old City), near Akyab, until it was
conquered by the Alonipra dynasty in 1782.

The main point to grasp in all this confusion of

struggle is tliat the conquerors for the time being
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usurped the chief iulhienco over the popiihitiou,

aiul dul tlieir best to tlostroy the individuality of

the conquered, ^vith varying success iihuost up to

the lutint of oxtiiution, us in the case of the Ta-
lain;»'s hy the liiuniuns after 1757. And so the
result hus been thoroughly to mix up t!ie ethical

ideas of the people subjected to so much change
of iulluence.

The capitals of the various dynasties have ex-

isted all over the country as centres of religi-

ous influence. Tagaung and Shwebo arc to the
North. Then come Ava, Sagaing, Myinzaing,
Piiiya, Amarapura, and Alandalay, all close to-

gether. Some distance to the South lie Pagan,
Toungoo, and Prome. The rest, INIartaban, Tha-
tou, Pegu, and Rangoon, are all in the deltas near
the sea. Kangocn, liowever, though containing
the most important Buddhist shrine in the East,

the Shwedagou Pagoda, was never a native
capital. Arakan was ahvaj'S a district apart, and
inTenasserim proper there was never an important
town.
The religious history of Burma, apart from the

indigenous influences created by the conflicts of

the native popiilation, has been materially atlected

by the introduction of Buddhism from India and
the consequent Indian modilications of the ethics

of the people. The history of that introduction is

still a controversial subject, but it may be gener-
ally stated thus : The Northern (Mahayana), or
debased ritualistic School of Buddhism, was the
first to come into Burma from the North, and also

among the Talaings in the South with a consider-
able admixture of pure Hinduism. This brought
with it a perceptible leaven of Hindu and Indian
animistic ceremony. In the early centuries A.D.
the Southern (Hinayana), or purer School of

Buddhism from Ceylon, began to have influence in

the Talaing country, and was introduced into
Burma proper by the conqueror Anawrahta of

Pagan in the 11th cent, wherever he had power.
There was then a further overwhelming reWval of

the same school in the 15th cent., again among
the Talaings, under the whilom monk. King Dam-
mazedi or Yaziidibadi of the Kalyani Inscriptions
at Pegu. This has spread all over Burma, and
has so wiped out the Northern School that the
very existence of the latter in the country at any
time is denied by the orthodox natives of the
present day,
LiTEKATURE.—C. C. Lowis, Ceusus Report, pt. i., 1901 ; H. L.

Eales, Censris Report, 1891 ; G. A. Grierson, Linnuistic
Survey of India, ii. and in., pts. ii. and iii. ; F. Mason,
Burma, its People and Productions, ed. Theobald, Hertford,
1882 ; C. J. F. S. Forbes, Camp. Grammar of the Languages
of Further India, London, 1881, British Burma and its People,
London, 1878; A. P. Phayre, Hist, of Burma, London, 1883;
H. R. Spearman, British Burma Gazetteer, Ran^'oon, 1880

;

J. Stuart, Burma through the Centuries, 1909; E. H. Parker,
Burma Relations with China, Ranjjoon, 1893.

IV. Ethics and religion.—H will be clear
that the basis of the religious notions and ethics of
the people now inhabiting Burma must lie in those
of the general Indo-Chinese race, as preserved in
the tliree gxeat branches thereof that have spread
themselves over the land. The superstructure
must be the result of such variations as partial
isolation, caused by local antipathies covering a
very long period, has brought about in the ease of
individual tribes and associations, and of such
accretions and modifications as contact with sur-
rounding aliens has produced in the couise of
migrations.

1. Buddhism.—The professed religion of Burma
is Buddhism (see next art.). It counts among its

adherents, according to the Census of 1901, jirac-

tically the whole indigenous population ; but tlie

Census returns are in reality entirely misleading,
as w-Wl be exjilained below (§ 3).

2. Alien religions.—Of tlie other great religions,

l)rofessed chiefly by alien immigrants and tem-
porary residents, the representatives are insignifi-

cant in numbers. There are about 800,000 Hindus,
mostly foreigners ; some 340,000 Muhammadans

;

and about 150,000 Christians, many of whom be-

long to tlie native population. All the natives

lirolessing these religions present interesting

phenomena to the student. There are also a few
Jews, Jains, Sikhs, and Parsis, who need not be
considered here.

(1) Hindu Animists.—Among the Hindus are some 50,000
Paraiyans and Malas, representing the ' low-caste ' pariahs of the
Madras Presidency. The uiterest attaching- to these classes in

Uurma is that they are regarded as Hindus, and are liliely to
increase largely in immigrant numbers. In reality, however,
they go to swell the ranks of the undiluted Animists in the
countrv. In their Indian homes they are classiGed as followers
of the Saiva form of the Hindu religion, but they are neverthe-
less ' Devil-worshippers,' i.e. Animists, just as the great majority
of the inhabitants of Burma are Animists at heart, as will be
shown later on.

(2) Manipuri Hindtts.—There is in Upper Burma, and spread
in families over many parts of the country, a considerable com-
munity of Manipuris from Assam, across the hills on the
Western borders. They were originally Hindu captives from
Manipur, brought over in the ISLh and early 19th cents., and
settled about Upper Burma. The lower classes of these forced
immigrants are now known as Kathes, and the upper classes as
POnnas. The former have mostly become Buddhists, while
retaining many of their old Hindu customs, but the latter have
exercised a great influence as priests and astrologers over all

classes of their conquerors from the former Koyal Court down-
wards, and have no doubt had much to do with the existing
unorthodox practices and beliefs of the professedly Buddhist
population. Their name implies that they are Brahmana
(Ptmi/d), though very few could have had any claim to be such
in their own homes before capture.

(3) Muhammadans,—Among the Muhammadans there are in
Burma two native communities which attract considerable
general attention—the Zairbadis or PathTs, and the Pantbays.
The Zairbadis are in various ways descendants of Indian
Muhammadans, who acquired a Burmese domicile and reared
families by local wives. They have, except in the case of the pro-
ducts of recent intermarriages in Arakan, thoroughly mixed with
the people, and in appearance, manner, and costume are not
easily distinguishable from the ordinary Burman. They are apt
to be fanatical Muhammadans, with an admixture of belief and
custom adopted from their surroundings. For instance, their
women have the same extreme freedom of movement as the
other indigenous women enjoy. No doubt it would repay the
student to give the Zairbadis a closer examination than has
hitherto been accorded them. The Panthays are the well-

known Muhammadan Chinese of Yunnan, of mixed alien military
and native descent, who until quite recently ruled there. Some
of them are settled on the extreme North-Eastern borders, and
numbers wander about the country as traders, but they can
hardlv be said to influence the religion of the people.

(4) 'The Chinese.—There are altogether some 65,000 Chinese
in Burma, chiefly from the Southern parts of China, who were
all returned at the Census of 1901 as Animists, except such as
definitely called themselves Christians, Muhammadans, or Bud-
dhists, "in the words of the Census Report (p. 35), 'Taoism
and Confucianism differ but little in their essence from the
national worship of the people of Burma.'

(5) The SelU7igs.—In the Mergui Archipelago off the coast of
Tenasserim is a small race of ' Wild Malays,' known as the
Selungs, who are primitive Animists, but do not properly
belong to Burma and its civilization at all.

(0) Christiaiiiti/.—The strength of the various forms of Chris-
tianity among the native population is purely a question of
missionary effort. The Protestants compare with Roman
Catholics as 90 to 36, and of the Protestants, the Bajitists

(American) compare with the rest as 67 to 23, the great bulk
of the remainder being Anglicans.

(7) The * Christian' sect.—In addition to these there were no
fewer than 18,000 persons, or over II per cent of the whole com-
munity, that returned themselves in 1901 merely as * Chris-
tians.* They largely represent a secession from the Baptists,
which is of interest as illustrating the manner in which sects
can arise in obscure and unexpected places. In 1SS4, certain
members of the American Baptist Church at Lamadaw, Ran-
goon, had a dispute with their missionary and were formally
excommunicated, a proceeding acutely felt in an isolated com-
munity such as any body of Christians must be in a country
like Burma, Among these people were some who held promi-
nent official and other positions, and they formed themselves
into a sect labelled merely 'Christian' without any qualifica-

tion. They elected pastors of their own, and created their own
ritual and literature, all printed in Burmese at Rangoon and
elsewhere.

(8) Chi'istianit!/ among the ffare/w.—Christianity among the
wilder converts, as in the case of the Karens, of whom whole
villages are now reckoned as Baptist Christians (American), Is

largely tinged with the old Animism. The mental attitude of
these people towards religion is still best illustrated Ijy a legend
recorded in Smeaton's Lopnl Karens of Burma, p. 184, often
quoted because it so clearly explains so many phenomena ol
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religious practice in general, and because it admirably describes
' the whole spirit of compromise in which nide uncultured
minds regard new faiths tliat appeal more to the reason than
to the iiistiTict—that licrilajjo of an inmiemorial past ' (Census
Report, I'Jin, p. 2J). The story relates that some children,

along with a litter of pigs, had been left by their parents on
a high platform, out of the way of a dangerous tiger. The
tiger came, and, disappointed of his prey in the house, soon
scented out the children. He sprang at Iheni, but fell short.

He tried to cUmb, but the hard, smooth surface of the bamboo
deQed his claws. He then frightened the children by his

terrible roars. So in terror the children threw down the pigs

to him, one after another. Their eyes, however, were fixed not

on the tiger, hut on the path by which they expected to see

their father come. Their hands fed the tiger from fear, but
their ears were eagerly listening for the twang of their father's

bowstring, which would send the arrow quivering into the

tiger's heart. And so, say the Karens, ' although we have to

make sacritices to the demons, o\ir hearts are still true to God.
We must throw sops to the foul demons who afllict us, but our
hearts are ever looking for God.'

3. Animism : Nat-worship.—It is now a recog-

nized fact tluit, wliatever the profession of faith

may lie, the practical everyday religion of the

whole of tlie IJurmcse people.^ is Animism, called

generally in Uurmese ' Nat-worship,' yiat being tlio

generic term for all kinds of supernatural beings.
The term nat is probably not derived from the Indian im-

ported word natha, 'lord,' though that term has precisely the

same scope and sense. Its use to describe the indigenous spirit-s,

and also those adopted from India, is possibly the result of its

happening exactly to translate such Indian terms as (leva,

deeatd, and the like, denoting subordinate gods, so far as the
Burman is concerned with them.

To the Burman Buddhists, even among the

members of the late Royal Court and ihe pongyis
(Buddhist monks and teachers) themselves, the
propitiation of the Nats (called also by the Karens
Las, and by the Talaings Kaluks) is a matter of

daily concern, and in this they are followed by the

Buddhist Shans and Talaings. Meanwhile, as Sir

J. G. Scott says, tlic formal exercise of their pro-

fessed religion need only ' be set about in a business-

like way and at proper and convenient seasons.'

In daily life, from birth to maiTiage and death,
all the rites and forms observed are Animistic in

origin, the spirit-wor.shipper's object being to

avert or ndtigate calamity. Nat-worship is the
most important and the nrost pervading thing in

religiotis life. Even the Buddhist monasteries are

protected by the Nats, the spirit-shrines (natkun,
rmtsin, usually tr. ' nat-houses ') stand beside

pagodas, and the Buddhist monks themselves
take part in Aniuiistic rites and act as experts in

astrology and fortune-telling. *

' The I:in-man has nmch more faith in ascertaining lucky and
unhK'ky days and in the derhlctions from his horoscope than in

the virtue of alms (to Buddhist monks) and the elBcacj' of

worship at the pagoda' {Thirty-Seven Nats, p. 2).

At the extremity of every village (yuCison) there

is a natsin for the guardian nats of tlie neighbour-
hood, in whose honour feasts arC held at reguLited
seasons. Certain feasts in honour of the Nats
were also formally recognized by the former Bur-
mese Court. Ministers of State, and even the
King himself, who was the religious as well as the
secular chief, attended them in tlnir ofiicial capa-
city ; while the ritual to be obscrveil was carefully

set forth in the Lawka Byuhd, the Sliwa roriniddn,
and other treatises on Court etiquette and duties.

A highly educated Talaing has thus described
{T/iirty-Seven Nats, p. 2) the prevailing feeling :

* Not only has ever>' human being, but also every conspicuous
object and every article of utility, a guardian spirit. When
people die, it is said that they become spiritual bodies requir-
ing spiritual food ; and in order that these spirits or nats may
not harm the living, they make certain customary offerings io
them. Some persons who have familiar spirits make annual
offerings to the nats,' He then goes on to say that the great
Buddhist reforming conqueror in Bunna, Anawraht-a, in the
11th cent. A.D., attempted to destroy the worship, with the
result that, ' when the people came to hear about the order
of the king directing the destruction of their n«(-houses, they
obeyed it, but they hung up a cocoanut in their houses to
represent them, and as an offering to the dispossessed nats.'

In Nat-worship, as practised at the ]>resent day,
we have, in fact, presented to ns aconijiosite faitli,

the result of all the influences which have through

the ages been brought to licar on the modern iii-

haliitaiit of Burma. Perhaps the best way to

define the Nats is as supernatural beings derived

from three .separate sources: (1) The tutelary

spirits that fill the earth and all that is tliereon,

man himself and all the creatures, objects, and
places among which he lives and moves and has
Ills being—.springing out of the ancient indigenous
Animistic beliefs of the people. (2) The ghosts

and spirits of the departed—the ancestor-worship

of the Chinese and Indo-Chinese races to the

North and East. (3) The supernatural beings of

the Buddhists, celestial, teiTestrial, and infernal

—imported with the professed faith, derived

westward from the old Brahmanic cosmogony of

India, and indicating in its terminology and form
the sources of importation. The Nats and their

worship represent, indeed, a mixture of three dis-

tinct cults—nature-worshii), ancestor-worship, and
demon-worship. The comparatively recent im-
ports from Inilia are not yet, however, completely
assimilated in the minds of the Burmese with
their indigenous spirits. They more or less clearly

distinguish between them, and keep the ancestors

and the spirits of nature distinct from the demons
and godlings that have come to them from across

the western borders.

The multiple origin of the modern Nat-worship
accounts for the long-established attitude of the

educated and the late Royal classes towards the

cult of the Nats, in that it lias made them accept in

its entiretj' the demonolatry accompanying the im-

portation of Buddhism, and reject the grosser forms
of nature-worship inherited from their forebears.

It also accounts for the opposite attitude of the
uneducated classes, who have accepted in a con-

fused way the Indian demonolatry, and have at the
same time adhered to the old mixed nature- and
ancestor-worship of their inheritance as their chief

cult. Among the wild tribes, the further they are

removed fi'ora civilization the more surely do their

beliefs and practices accord with their descent or

with their environment.
This mixture of variant indigenous Animistic in-

fluences and Indian Brahmanic demonolatry with
Buddhist modifications tliereof pervades all the

religion and ethics of the civilized Burmans, Shans,
and Talaings, and colours all their customs, cere-

monies, beliefs, and superstitions, and the practices

resulting therefrom. It is by no means absent

from those of the uncultured peoples, and even wild
tribes, who have come and are steadily coming year
by year in greater numbers, under the influence of

Buddhism, and in the case of the Karens both
luider Buddhism and Christianity. This fact should

never be lost sight of by any one who wishes

to describe or to study the mental equipment and
attitude of the peoples of Burma.

Eclecticism in Bunna.—A confused intermingling of every-

thing around them is often observable in the religious ideas of

the more uncultivated tribes of mixed origin, e./j. the Taws,
Danus, Danaws, Dayes, Kadiis, Yaws, Hpons, etc., but it reaches

a climax in the Lahus or Muhsos (called also Lahuna, Lahu-hsi,

and Kioi), who are the Musus, Mo.s8os, and Luchais of Garnier,

Prince Louis of Orleans, Bons d'Anty, and other French ob-

servers. The Lahiis are a Tibeto-Burman tribe of the liuiinese

group and Lihsaw sub-group, living among the Shans and VVaa

on the N.E. frontier bordering on China. Their traditions are
Tibetan, and their cult .an amalgam of ancestral Animism,
Chinese Buddhism, and Burmese practices, with an a<lmi\ture

of Confucianism. They worsliip tiwara, guardians of houses,
villages, the flood, the fell, and so on, of the ordinary tJTJe, and
also a great general sky-spirit, Ne-u. They had priests (Auye)

in charge of shrines (fv/atig). under a la/uj/e, or high priest.

All this is Tibetan Buddhism with Chinese nomenclature. There
is still a ta/uye, the Chief of Moiig Hka, who is civil and ecclesi-

astical ruler. Uis abode and the temple he controls are Confucian
in form, but with the usual Burmese Buddhist accessories. The
shrines are called indifferently tnmnd (Burmese) or /u/ang
(fUiinese), and are decorated with Chinese inscriptions. Their
chief festivals (imidoni; and wnuniui) are held at the Chinese
New Year (like those of the Lihsaws generally), with Chinese
and Indo-Chinese characteristic^.
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4. Attitude towards Divinity.—Tliere is no doubt
that the iilea of a siiij;le universal Goil is foreign to

the Indo-Chinese mind as developed in Hurmii.

There is no tendency towanls a belief in God, or in

idols or priests, as tlic symbols or interpreters of

Divinity, or towards the adoration of stocks and
stones.
The nearest ftppvoaeli to an a]>|>rehension of the idea o! God-

head is anions the Kacliins. wlio in one series of legends refer

to Chinun Way Slum. lie is said to have existed before the
fonuation of the world, and to have created all the Nats. But,
under the name Ka, he is also the Spirit of the Tilth.

Nevertheless, there has always been much made of the pos-
session by the Karens of ti-aditions concerning: God and of ethics

of a distinctly Christian t.\pe before 1S28, when the existing;

American Uaptiyt missionary influence commenced. The pro-

nounced Christian and Judaistic tone of these traditions has
naturally excited much comment, but there can be no doubt
that they are imported, probably through early Roman Catholic
missionaries about 1740 (Vita di Gian Maria Percoto, 1781).

Their strongly Jewish form has g:iven rise to a rather va;;ue con-
jecture that they were learnt from early Nestorian Christians,
during the wanderings of the Karens southwards from their
original Indo-Chinese home.

5. The soul.—To the Burman the soul is an in-

dependent immaterial entity, bound by special
attraction to an individual body, and giving life to

it. But the soul can leave the body and return to

it at will, or be captured and kept away. It is,

however, es.sential to the life of the body that the
soul should be in it, and so when it wanders the
person afl'ected is thrown into, an abnormal con-
dition, and dreams and swoons, or becomes ill. In
a general way these ideas are shared by the
Kachins, Chins, and Karens. The soul is material-
ized in the form of an invisible butterfly {leippyd),

which hovers a while in the neighbourhood of the
corpse after death. The leippyd of King Mindon
Min, who died in 1878, dwelt in a small. Hat, heart-
shaped piece of gold (tMnyon), which was suspended
over his body until burial.

Sickness is caused bj^ the wandering leippyd
being captured by an evil spirit or a witch. It is

recalled by ceremonies (leippyd-hkaw) for adults,
consisting of offerings to the spirit to induce it to
give up the leippyd. Infants w-hose mothers have
died are in great danger lest the dead woman,
having become a spirit, should retain the leippyd
of her child. Tlie ceremony in this case consists in
propping up a mirror near the child, and dropping
a film of cotton on it. If the film slips down into a
kerchief placed below the mirror, it is laid on the
child's breast, and thus the leippyd is saved.
Among the Kachins there is a belief that persons

with the evil eye have two souls (nunild), while all

other people have only one. The evil eye is caused
by the secondary soul. The Kachins say also that
the spirit of a man lives in the sun, which is the
universal essence (probably an echo of Indian
Vedantic philosophy through Burmese Buddhism),
and from it the threads of life spread out to eacli
individual, in whom life lasts until the thread
snaps.
The soul is so much mixed up with the idea of a spirit in the

popular philosophy of all the races, that European observers
have called the Karen ?a, which is really a synonym for an
ordinary spirit or nat, the soul. Thus, the Sawngtung Karens,
the Taungthus, and the Taungyos have a sabd-leippya (paddv-
butterfl}-), which is the Spirit of the Tilth. So essential is this
spirit to the success of the tilth of the Karens that, when paddv
is sold, a handful is always retained out of each basket, to pre-
serve the saba-leippyu to the sellers. Allied to this belief,
among the Sgau and Pwo Karens, is the Spirit of Harvest,
Pibiyaw, which is a cricket that lives in a crab-hole. And so
the earth thrown up by crabs is used on the threshing-floor, and
crickets are placed on the yoke-supports of ploughing oxen.

6. The future life.—Ideas as to a future life are
but feebly developed in the Indo-Chinese mind as
exhibited in Burma ; and, where distinct notions
of heaven and hell are reported (as amongst Kauri
and Szi Kachins, and amongst Siyin and other
Chins), they are due to contact with Burmese
Buddhists.

.TI?°
Kachins generally do not go beyond consigning the spirit

of the dead to a position among the Nats, or to the place ' where

its fathci's and mothers have gone,' accordingly as harm does
or does not befall the famil.v or any of its members after the
death. Wy certain ceremonies they induce the spirits of the
recently dead to go away and not return, but they do not know
where thev go. Siyin Chins after death still enjoy drinking and
bunting, but in no definite place. The Haka Chins believe in

.Mithikwa (Dcadman's Village), divided into Pwethikwa and
Sattikwa, pleasant and unpleasant. Every one goes to the
former except those who are slain by the enemy, for they have
to remain his slaves in Sattikwa until avenged by blood. This
liresents an Animistic explanation of the blood-feud. When
Sawngtung Karens die they go to Loi Maw Hill, the home of Lei,

the tribal guardian.

7. Benevolent spirits.—The Kachins say that
Shingrawa, the man-creator of the earth, which he
shaped with a hammer, is kind and good, and
therefore little notice is taken of him, and shrines
to him are few and neglected. This attitude to-

wards benevolent nnts is important as explaining
the absence of their worship in Burma, and also

the statement of most European observers that all

nnts and spirits are malevolent, which is not the
case. The Southern Chins also have a national
spirit, Kozin, who is indift'erent. The house-
guardian (eing-saung nat) of tlie Burnians and
Talaings is another instance of a spirit who is

described as simply indill'erent.

Besides Shingrawa, the Kachins recognize as
beneficent nats : Sinlap, the giver of wisdom ; Jan,
the sun ; and Shitta, the moon. These may be
worshipped only by the chief, once a year or at
the periodical national festival [manau), and then
without sacrifices. Trikurat, or Kyam, is a good
spirit of the forest, who fascinates tlie game which
the hunter stalks. He is propitiated by treading
on ashes from the house-hearth on return from a
hunting expedition, and sprinkling the blood of the
victim towards the jungle. The Spirit of the
Forest himself, Chiton, is, however, of doubtful
character. In some places he is represented as
malignant and in others as good-natured.
The attitude of the ordinary Burman Buddhist in regard to

this point is shown by an extract from the inscription in
Burmese on a bell for a village pagoda :

' May the nats who
dwell in the air and on the earth defend from evil creatures the
two fat bullocks which plough the fields. May the guardian
nats of the house and the village keep from harm Chit-ii, our
son, and Uttle Mil Mi, our darling daughter.'

8. Nature-worship.—There is a distinct worship,
or propitiation, of spirits representing Nature
generally among all the tribes, in addition to that
of the individual,, familiar, or tribal guardians.
There are everywhere national spirits of the Sky,
the Sun and Moon, Rain and the Flood, of the
Fell, the Forests and Trees, and of Agriculture.
But the tendency to localize the national spirit is

everywhere visible, and in reality the national
spirit is often hardly difl'erentiated from the tribal.

Good instances of this are to be found in Uyingyi,
the Spirit of the Neighbourhood, among the Tal-
aings, and in the ' District ' iiat of the Bmnians and
Talaings, who is known as ' the Lord ' (Ashingyl in

Burmese, Okkayd in Talaing).

(1) Spirits of the Sky.—Mu, or Mushang, is the
nat of the heavens among the Kachins. I'onphyoi
of the Kachins dwells in the sky, and generally
interests himself in the affairs of mankind, and so
does Upaka of the Burmans ; but his interest is

sinister, as he snaps up mortals. On the other
hand, Sinlap, the Kachin Spirit of Wisdom, also
dwells in the sky.

(2) Spirits of the Sun and Moon .are found in
various places. The best instances are the Kachin
Jan, the Sun, and Shitta, the Moon, already men-
tioned.

(3) Spirits of Rain. — The Thein nats of the
Burmese are the Spirits of the Showers. They
cause showers by coming out of their houses, the
stars, to sport in mimic light. Thunder and light-

ning are the clash of their arras.

(4) Spirits of the Wind.—Mbon, the Spirit of the
Wind among the Kachins, may be worshipped only
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at the national liarvest festival {manmi), and then
by the chiefs alone. The iierioilical winds brin^'

the feitilizinf,' rain ; hence, no doubt, the oult and
its impoitanre.

(5) Spirits (if the Fhod.—The Burmans and Tal-

aings believe that Manng Ingyi lives in the walcr,

and canses death by drowning. He has a feast to

himself in WasO (the liiuldhist Lent). The wild

hcad-lnintinfi Was are careful to appease Ariyuoni,
the Spirit of the Flood, on their expeditions after

heads.

(6) Spirits of (he Fell.—The Wild Was are care-

ful also to propitiate Hkumturu, the Spirit of the
Fell, on their iiead-hunting expeditions.

(7) Sjiiritxo/t/'i- Farestsaiulfhe rrec.?.—The most
wiih'ly s[irend nature-cult of all is that of the forest

and tree trnts. All the bill tribes dread them, and
the most characteristic superstitions of the people

of the cultivated plains are related to them. Every
prominent tree, every grove, every area of jungle,

besides the forest in general, has its special nat

(seikthd in Uurmese), often with a specialized name.
Everywhere the ordinary home of the non-personal

and non-famUiar nat attached to the earth is in tlie

trees. Among all the tribes, every dark and pro-

minent hill-coppice has a M«<-shrine in it. Among
the Karens and all the allied tribes, the village-

guardian lives in a tree, coppice, or dense grove

near the village, where be has a shrine. Among
the Tame Was also the village nat dwells in a tree,

while the Wild Was always hang the guardian
heads taken in headhunting on the avenue ap-

proaches to the villages. The general character of

the forest-«a< is that of an evil spirit. Among the

Burmans, Hniin Nat drives mad those who chance
to meet him ; and, despite his occasional good
character. Chiton, the forest-?if(< of the Kachins,
represents the evil principle. Wannein, or Pie, Nat
of the Taungyos is feared throughout a district

which is larger than the habitat of the tribe. The
familiar Burmese Akathaso, Seikkaso, and Boni-

maso, who live respectively in the tops, trunks,

and roots of trees, are, however, direct importa-

tions, names and all, from India.

The attitude of the more civilized peoples in the

hills towards the forest spirits is well explained in

an account (jf the Buddhist Palaungs in the Upper
Burma Gazetteer (i. 491)

:

' Their nats live in a big tree, a well marked hill, a large rock,

or some such natural feature. They are male and female, and
all of them have names. The most powerful is the spirit who
dwells on Loi Seng HUl and is called Takalu. Others of note
are : Taru-Rheng, who lives near the group of p.Tgodas at Zey.Tn

Village ; Pcng-516ng, who frequents the dense jungle on the

west side of the big hiU near Zeyan ; Tahkulong used to live

close to the ruin of an old pagoda near Payagyi or Selan Village,

but he was nmch neglected, and has been invited to bestow
himself in the clump of junjjle on the hillock at the east gate of

Namshan, due east of the Sawbwi's (chiefs) palace ; the Loilan

Nat lives on a hill near Myothit, and there are many more.'

Palaung customs are often illuminating, and one
of the most instructive is the national festival held

in March on Loi Seng Hill for the worship of the
' first tea tree.' Tea is their chief form of agricul-

ture, and tlie interest in this worship and annual
fe.stival is that this tree is said to have been intro-

duced only three hundred and seventy years ago.

Here we have, then, before us the actual rise of an
Animistic ritual.

(,s) S/iirits of Agrieidture.—These are, of course,

univcrMil, and are best dealt with generally, when
(Ummi- iiij 1.- tivalsand ceremonies. The Burmans
and 'l',il,nn.j, liave Pulmadi (Indian origin) and
Nri;:\ i, S|iii ii > of the l'".arth and Grain respectively.

Among the Kachins, Wawm or Chinwawm can be
worshipped by the chiefs alone, and only at festivals.

The snlja-lcippj/d (iiaddy-butterfly), the Spirit of

tlie Tilth among the Karens, is worshipped by
sprinkling lighted distilled litjuor over the ground
at the time of jungle-clearing by lire (taungijd

cultivation). Often the tribal guardian and the
Spirit of Agriculture are mixed up, as in the case

of the Nat of Loi Maw Hill among the Karens,
whose festival is in May.

9. National Festivals. — (1) Quasi-Bud/lhist. —
The Burmau has a natural talent for making hi.s

proceedings attractive and beautiful, and his

national festi\als have, therefore, attracted much
attention, but the chief of tlicm are now Buddhist,
or so overladen with Buddhism as not to come
within the present purview, the Animism in them
being more or less tlirectly Indian. Such as these

are the New Year's Feast, Thingyan Pwe, a feast

of otlerings (to the monks), the Water Feast of

European observers held in Tagu (April) ; the
illununations in Thadingyut (October) ; the Tawa-
dcintha in Tasaungmon (November).
At the A^ew Year's Feast, the dousing of every

one met with is perhaps the most remarkable
custom that the European observes in the country,
but it is really a reference to Indian Brahmanism,
as the water represents consecrated water used for

washing the sacred images. The root-idea of

throwing it on human beings is to honour them by
treating them as sacred. Its true ceremonial
nature comes out well in the words of Sir J. G.
Scott {The Burinan, ii. 51) :

'The wetting is considered a compliment. A clerk comes up
to his master, shekos to him, and gravely pours the contents of a
silver cup down the b.ack of his neck, sayuig, " I'e kttdaw mi,"
" I will do homage to you with water."

'

At the Tdwadeinthd Festival, the padi-thd bin, a

sort of Christinas tree, representing the abode of

the nats and covered with gifts of all kinds, includ-

ing money, is of an Indo-Chinese type. It is,

however, deposited at the jiagoda or monastery,
and is used for the maintenance of the place or for

alms at the disposal of the custodians [kyaung-

thufiyl, kdppiyd ddyakd).

(2) Indifjcnoiis seasoned.—The majority of the

indigenous festivals are seasonal feasts connected
more or less directly with agriculture, and they

exhibit two prominent .phenomena : There is no
prayer for assistance connected with them, but
plenty of precaution that the spirits may not

interfere, and they mostly include a drunken orgy.

The root-idea of much of the ceremonial is illus-

trated by the great October ren<-feast of the

Palaungs held at Namshan, in which the »ats are

simply invited to join, their arrival being signified

by atmosijheric changes determined by the wise
man called in.

The Red Karens \\a,vs a. seedtime festival in April,

at which the ceremony is chielly a maypole dance
round a ceremonially selected post ; and before

sowing, the Kachins have six holidays, all connected

with agricultural operations. What the object of

the Karen festival is does not appear, but that of

the Kachins is distinctly to avert danger to the

coming crop.

Averting danger is also the clear object of the

harvest festivals. At the Edu festival of the Bed
Karens (the term implying merely a 'public

ceremony'), a tribal scape-goat in the shape of an
image of an elephant or horse is provided. The
same idea runs through the harvest feast of the

Talaings and Burmans, at which a straw woman,
clothed in skirt (tamein), kerchief, and articles

of female attire, and a quantity_ of kauk-hnyin
(sticky rice confection) are put into a cart and
driven round the fields, and finally .set up at the

place selected for the bin. The village boys usually

eat the rice, though in some fear and trembling for

the vengeance of the nat. The Bed Karens are

not, however, satisfied with their scape-goat, but

further ])r(«-eed to frighten away the ghosts of

friends and relatives by noise, and to appease them
by small pieces of roasted bullock or pig sent in
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procession to the noxt vill,ai;e, to be eaten l>y friends
there. 'I'lioy thus avert ilanj,'er in all tlie occult
ways known to them.

10. Ancestor-worship.—The obvious origin of
tlio races inhaliitin;; IJurnia would argue strong
proclivities towards pronounced aneoir.rworship,
but it is a matter of great intnv-.i .u\<\ iiii]Hiilance
in the study of religion in the i'ar i;.i>l l hut the
facts point the other way. The further removed
tribes are from the Chinese frontier and influence,
tlie vaguer is the natm-e of the worship of ancestors,
and the more do their spirits become mixed up witli
the worship of the mats in general. Thus, among
the Southern Cliins, as well as among the cultured
Talaings, Slians, and Burmans, strongly imbued
with Indian ideas, the ancestors and the general
iiats are all mixed up. Among the Kachins any
one may, but does not necessarily, become a nat
after death, and additions are constantly being
made to the number of such ancestral nats, on the
motion of the mediums called in when sickness
occurs. The most primitive form of ancestor-
worship is observable among the Hpons, a wild
nomad waterways tribe of the Burmese group who
worship only the dead parents, and not even tlie
grand-parents. When there is any sickness about,
food is placed at the north end of the house,
perhaps indicating the origin of immigration, and
the head of the family prays to his parents to help
themselves and him.
On the other hand, tribes along the Eastern

frontiers show strong Chinese proclivities. The
recently arrived Mengs (Miaotzu) to the N.E. are
practically purely ancestor-worshippers, with very
vague ideas of a general over-ruling power. The
Yaos, also strongly Chinese, have a particular
dread of the ancestors, who are worshipped shortly
after a marriage, at a special altar, which is carried
into the hills and left there. The more secluded
the place, the less chance have the ancestors of
finding their way home. The Aklias propitiate
the ancestors {miksas), who are said to live in the
regions of the setting sun, in order to prevent their
returning home and injuring them. They enter
the house by the u-cst door, which is tabued to
inales, though women may use it reverently.
Similarly, the gates and great entrance arches to
Akha villages are meant to keep out the ancestors,
and are closed when a sacrifice is going on. It
may here be noted that among Karens and other
tribes the house nats live to the west of the house.
The Akhas will not talk about the ancestors, as
they might avenge any derogatory remarks on the
speaker. The allied Akhos believe that the ances-
tors dwell at a special hearth in the house tabued
to all but the family. The Lihsaws, who have
many Chinese leanings, have a mixed worship of
ancestors and nats of the forest and fell.

• ^n
'^°temism.—Totemism may be said to exist

in Burma in certain indications to be found only
in customs relating to eating and marriage, and
doubtfully in the naming of children. The tendency
throughout the country is to eat all edible living
creatures, without superstitions being attached to
those selected ; but the tribes will sometimes
eschew certain animals. Kachins except from
their diet snakes, wild cats, monkeys, and usually
dogs. Karens will not eat any monkeys, except
the white-eyelid monkey. Among Kachins and
Karens there is in some instances a very strict
limitation of marriage to certain villages. In the
Burmese Royal Family marriage between the king
and his sister (half-sister preferred) was prescribed,
and such marriages between the original ancestors
are the rule in tales of origin. Kadu villages are
divided into two factions, Ama and Apwil, which
take each other's girls in marriage ; the girls then
belong to the faction into which they have married

The strongest indication of a former totemism is in
a custom among the Kachins by which persons of
the same ' family name ' are all consiilered to he of
the same blood, and may not marry even when
belonging to dillerent tribes. The Shan and Kachin
.system of naming children after animal ' birthday'
names, and of changing and concealing personal
names in after life, has been referred to a former
totemism ; but this is an extremely doubtful refer-
ence, especially as the Burmese 7iiin (Indian nama),
or animal name, distinguishing the birthdays of
Burmans, relates solely to astrological ideas.

12. Tales of origin.—The meaning and objects
of tales of origin told by the tribes in Burma, where
not directly intended to connect a tribe with some
revered personage or people of a higher civilization,
are obscure, and it would be difficult to trace any
connexion even between tales of animal origin and
totemism. Most of the tales are merely historical,
or meant to be historical, as in the cases wliere
origin is traced to a certain village (Sokte and
Kweshin Chins), or in the common ascription of
the birthplace of a tribe to a rock or liill with a
special name, usually in remembrance apparently
of some place before migration. Other tales are
obviously attempts at an explanation, such as
coming out of the bowels of the earth (Thado and
Yo Chins). The more civilized tales are old-world
stories, partly out of their Scriptures, dished up
afresh, as when the Burmans relate in a circum-
stantial way their descent from nine celestial
beings—five men and four women. Sometimes we
find incomimtible origins recorded by dilierent
observers of the same tribes or groups of tribes.
Thus Was are variously said, in dift'erent stories,
to be descended from celestial beings, frogs, and
gourds.

(a) Human origin.—'Ia.]ea of human origin generally contain
a miraculous element, but not always. The White Iv'arens say
that they came from the children of a married brother and sister
that quarrelled and separated. Kachins alsoclaim descentfrom
a married brother and sister—Pawpaw Nan-chaung and Chang-
hko—and the fragments of her child cut up by a nat. White
Chins came from a man and a woman that fell from the clouds.
The miraculous elementsometimes involves the idea of virgin con-
ception, perhaps more or less directly Buddhist. Thus, a variant
of the Kachin tale of Chang-hko describes her as having no
husband : and the Inthas claim descent from a Burmese princess
by the spirit of a lover whom she had never met. The miracu-
lous element often involves descent from an egg. The Yahao
Chins are descended from an egg laid by the sun and hatched in
a pot by a Burmese woman, the Palaungs from one of three eggs
laid by a Naga (sei-pent) princess ; but this last legend is largely
of Buddhist origin. The Taws, however, simply say that thev
came out of an egg. Magic is sometimes brought into play to
account for tribal origin, as when the Sgau and Pwo Karens say
that they are descended from a primeval ancestor, Tawmaipah,
through the magical powers of a boar's tusk.

(6) Animal on^m.—Hsenwi (Theinni) Shans are descended
from tigers, and all their sawbunls (chiefs) include hso (tiger) in
their personal name. Yokwa, Thetta, and Kapi Chins were all
born of a wild goat. The ancestor of the Maru Kachuis was a
nat married to a monkey, and their children were the bear and
the rainbow, and a brother and sister that married. All these
were nats.

(f) Vegetable onjin.—Accoi-ding to the Kachins, the Creator
Chinun Way Shun, made the first man, Shingrawa, out of a
pumpkin with the aid of the nate. Shingrawa made the earth.
The primeval pair of the Siym Chins came out of a gourd that
fell from heaven and split open as it tell. The Tame Was also
came out of a gourd.

13. Deluge tales.—Closely connected with tales
of origin, stories of a Deluge are common in Burma
among Shans, Kachins, and Karens. The Kachins
say that the world was destroyed by a flood, and
only a brother and sister were saved in a boat,
though the nats were unali'ected by it. This seems
to point to a partial Hooding of the country at some
period, as the Deluge tale of the Kengtung Shans
refers directly to the time before the great lake in
the Kengtunj: .State was naturally drained otl".

14. Evil spirits.- (1) Grncni/ fliarcictcristirs.—
The root cliiuactci istic of the imf.^ is power. They
can do as they like, and the fullilment of wishes
depends on them. They are all-powerful, and
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irresistilile so far as niankiiul is conceineil. As In

the supposed exercise of tlu^ir powers, it is coiu-

iiionly said liy observers that among the wild

trilies all the spirits are maleliceiit {nfit.w) ; but
tiiis is an obvious error, arising out of the fact that

worship is almost entirely devoted to the warding'

oil' of the evil spirits, the kindly ones being not
usually worshipped at all. This is shown in the

notable instance, inter aim, of the Kachin belief

that the ghosts of the murdered cannot trouble the

murderer, as they would bo too much afraid of his

ghost after his death to worry him while still

alive.

The general attitude of the people of Burma
towards the evil spirits is well illustrated by that

taken respectively by the Chins, and the Sgau and
I'wo Karens. To the Chins the evil spirits are

individual, and belong to everything—village,

liouse, clan, family, person, the Hood, the fell, the

air, the trees, and especially the groves in the

jungle. They are innumerable. In the house

aloiie there are twenty, of whom the following six

are important

:

' Dwopi lives above the door of the house, and has the power
of inflictins; madness. Inmai Hves in the post in the front comer
of the house, and can cause thorns to pierce tlie feet and legs.

Nokpi and Nalwun live in the verandah, and can cause women
to be barren. Naono lives in the wall, and causes fever and ague.

Awaia lives above and outside the gate, and can cause nightmare
and bad dreams' (Upper Burma Gazetteer, pt. i. vol. i. p. 473).

The Sgau and Pwo Karens believe that Na is

incarnate in all dangerous animals, and he is cere-

monially driven away from the fields and houses.

The Seven Na destroy by the tiger, old age,

sickness, drowning, man, fall, and 'every other

means.'
(:2) Gho-its.—Tctse is the generic terra for malignant

ghosts, which are the spirits of those who have

existed as human beings and are still endowed with
pa.ssions and material appetites. They roam about

after sunset in search of human prey. There isi a

great fear of the ghosts of the recently dead. This

is illustrated in various ways. Thus to the Kachins
the ordinai-y evil spirit is the ghost of a recently

deceased ancestor, and among the Red Karens no

dead body may be taken through the \-illage, or by
any way but that nearest to the (-emetery, even if

a hole in the house wall is entailed thereby. T.ur-

mans have a moiliiied form of the Karen idea as to

carrying the dead to burial.

(a) Haunting ghosts.—To the Burmans nati-ein are the ghosts

of persons who have died a violent death {thatfi) and haunt the

place of death. Under Buddhist influence the idea has been

extended to monks and nuns who break their vows.

((/) Ghosts of women who die in childbirth.—in common with

every part of India, all the people of Burma have a special dread

o( the ghosts of women who die in childbirth {thahei). Among
the Ited liarciis (Ere) no man may help to bury such a woman.
The Kachin swawm is a vampire, composed of a woman dying in

childbirth and her child, which transmigrates into animals ; but

this notion is, no doubt, due to mixed lirahmailic and Buddhist

influence, from propinquity to Shans and Burmans.

(3) Forms assumed by evil spirits.—The ideas

cunent in the most civilized parts among the

Hunnans as to the forms which evil spirits assume
are typical of the whole country. They may be-

come incarnate in dangerous animals, especially

the large poisonous snake, hamadryad. They may
be contained in anything, such as a large wooden
lirabun (low food-stand), which disappears on being

touched, or a stone pillar embedded m the ground,

which will rise and disappear suddenly (Mandalay
District). They take terrifying forms—a leopard,

a black pig swelling into an enormous black

shadowy lignre, a white ajiparition rushing at its

victim (iMandalay District). Ilminzd are the

ghosts of children in the form of cats and dogs.

Thnye and tliabct are hideous giants with long

slimy tongues, whi(-li they use as an elephant uses

bis trunk (borrowed from India).

(4) Disease and death.— Disease and death are

always due to the action of evil spirits. The origin

of this belief is well illuslrat(rl by the I!ed Karens,
who say that Lu is a particularly wicked spirit,

living on corjises and causing disease and death in

order to supply himself with food. So among the

Talaings the bouse guardian will cause fever, unless

oll'erings of money, rice, eggs, sugar, and fruit are

made to him, as he has to be kept well fed.

Much of the belief in the causing of disease aiul

death by spirits is due to the idea of vengeance on
the li\ing for misfortunes that the spirits have
snfi'ereii during life. The spirits of the unfortunate
(tasi, thuyc, thnbit) all cause death or epidemics.

This idea has brought about a peculiar form of

vengeance, inflicted by the living on the man who
introduces an epidemic into a Karen village. The
unlucky indivi<lual incurs a perpetual debt, p.ay-

able by bis descendants until the ' value ' of each

life lost in consequence is wijied out. Vengeance
for slights and injuries inflicted on spirits is, of

course, expected. Thus, fever is the natural

consequence of mocking at a spirit-shrine {natsin,

nat-thitpin).

There is a mixture of the ideasof the beuevolent guardian and
the malignant spirit in this connexion, no doubt due to the notion

of vengeance above alluded to. This comes out clearly in the

legend of Mabagiri or M.igaye Nat, one of the Thirty-seven. He
was in the story a blacksmith put to a cruel death at Tagaung, the

first capital of" the Burmans, and he is .also the house guardian
of to-day {eingsaung nat). He causes a fatal colic, known as

Tagaung cohc, and recognized as such in Burmese pharmacy.
Among the Kachins disease and death are caused by the action

of ancestors, who have become nats, and pain by the bite of nats.

In 1902 a quantity of circumstantial evidence was produced to

the Land Revenue Settlement Oflice of Mand.alay as to a number
of deaths occurring in succession in consequence of cultivating

certain fields of the Kanniza and Nanmadawza kwins (cultivated

areas), all attributed to the action of the guardian nats.

15. Guardians.—The people of Burma regard
guardian spirits with mixed feelings. They look

to them for support and safety in all conditions of

life, and at tiie same time consider them to be
decidedly capable of infinite mischief. Thej- occupy
a place midway between the indiflcrent benevolent

spirit and the actively malignant spirit. The pre-

dominant feeling towards the guardians is that

they have to be kept in a good temper.
Guardians are, of course, infinite in their variety,

as everything connected with mankind and his

environment has its guardian. The propitiatory

candles ollered eveiywhere at pagodas are in the

shape of the guanlian 7iat of the day on which the

worshipper was bom. The combination of the

guardians of the birthdays of the bridal pair con-

trols the lucky and unlucky days for marriage.

All this, how'ever, is Brahmanic influence on a
Buddhist people.

(a) Human guardians.—The Sgau and Pwo Karens s.-iy that

every man has his guardian {la), which may wander in his sleep

or be stolen by demons, and then follow sickness and death.

Sickness can be removed only by a sacrifice at which every mem-
ber of the family must be present, or it is unavailing. Incident-

ally this is a cause for reluctance to being baptized as a Christian,

as refusal to join in the ceremony is looked on as committing
murder ; or, on the other hand, it may lead to entire families

being baptized together. A convert to Ohrislianity is treated aa

dead, and there is a mock burial to induce his la to believe that the
convert really is dead, so as not to miss him at the next sacrifice

for restoration to health.

(6) Hotusc guardians.—The eingsaung nat, or house guardian,

is regarded and treated in a great \ aricty of ways. One use

made of him by the Talaings is to scare away burglars. The
Burmese liave largely incorporated their ideas regarding him
into their acquired Buddhism, and make images of Buddha
(thayo) out of the bones of respected relatives who have been
cremated, ground to powder, and mixed with wood. oil (thissi).

They pray to these ini.agc3 as the house guardians. The incor-

poreal housenn( of the Burman, however, li\ es in the south post

of the house (fhabijileing), and so it is adorned with leaves, and
all cori)se8 are placed beside it when laid out. Among the
Taunglhus the interest of the house guardian in the people is so

great that he must be informed if the family is increased or
li'crcased in size. Tlie Karens think that the best way to pro-

|)itiale the house guardian is to supply him with liquor— an
instance of anthropomorphism. The abiding terrors of the Wild
Wa are Ariya and I.iyea, his house gunrdian'J, and he pro-

pitiates them with perpetual sacrifices of considerable value

whenever anything goes wrong.
I (c) VUlaijc and loim gimrdiaiis.—Tbc terror of the house
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guardian exhibited by the Wild Wa is iiitcnsifled to such an ex-
tent when In; contemplates llkum Yen;;, the villaitc guardian,
that it has led to the human 8;iorince and to the head'-hunting for
that purpose which have made him famous throughout Burma
and Indo-Chiiia and many parts of China itself. Among the
Burmans and the people generally the village and town nats
(J'hvc saunff, itpoma) are regartled nuich in the same light as
are the house rtatn.

(d) Tribal and national giiardiaw.—Among the Chins the
foundera of elans (Witiii) are the guardians of all their descend-
ants—a fact which gives a clue to the institution ot tribal or
State guardians gencrallj'. Sometimes the State or national
guardian existvS at a special locality, hut has no particular cere-
monial attached to him. Thus Lei, the national guardi.an of the
Sawngtung Karens, lives on Loi Maw Hill, but is not propitiated

;

and Nong Naga, the female nal of Yang llpa Hin Hill at Keng-
tung, who is the guardian of that State, has no particular
ceremonies belonging to her. This is modified usually to an
annual festival, as with the Hpons, who are said to know of no
other spirit than the Great Nat (Natgyi), and have the idea of
the national guardian in its simplest form. Formal worship on
a large scale is, however, fairly common, as with the Kachins.
It is sometimes most reverential, as when the Szi Kachins
worship Yunnu with bared head and crouching attitude.
Wannem or Pie Nat of the Taungyos is a generic name for the
guardians of groups of villages. lie is worshipped at a consider-
able festival held annually.

(«) Property guardiam.—The guardians of objects belonging
to or connected with mankind assume an infinite variety of form.
Examples are the spirit maidens (nai'thami) who guarded the
eleven royal umbrellas at the Palace of Mandalay, one being
specially attached to each. Racing boats, and therefore the
royal boats, are possessions of great value in Burma, and the
whole world of the nnts was called in to guard those at the Royal
Palace of the late dynasty. The guardians were represented by
carWngs and pictures in great variety all over the boats : squir-
rels, tigers, fish, birds, centipedes, nats of Indian origin, men,
centaurs (afAamdA.'A:i), crocodiles, parrots, nats of the sun and
moon, and the man-lion (manuthiha). The lake-dwellers of the
Yawng Hwe Lake, the Inthas, have copied this idea in the
worship of the Rpaiuigdaw-u, live images of Buddha, on their
ancestral barge. To this category of nats belong the Oktazaung,
or treasure-guardians, of the Burmese, who are spirit maidens m
charge of treasures buried in the earth. Sawlapaw, the late
great chief of the Red Karens, had a special spirit-guarded
treasury above ground {aukhaw); but this was due to Shan
influence.

16. Propitiation.— (1) Ceremonies.~A\\ propiti-
atory ceremonies among tlie wild tribes end in
drinldng and dancing, and commonly in drunken
orgies. Among the Burinan villagers a typical
instance of the procedure at sucli a ceremony is that
here extracted from the UpjHr Burma Gazetteer,
pt. i. vol. ii. p. 30

:

' The rites were performed in a stretch of thick jungle, about
a quarter of a mile from the village. There were about twenty
men and as many boys, but no women. Although women are
most commonly the hierophants in the exorcism of nats, they
are never present at formal nat feasts. The natsin (shrine) was
a small wooden house on piles at the foot of a fine padauk tree,
which was connected at the back of the door of the shrine by a
number of plies of white thread, called the nats' bridge. The
spirit ordinarily Uved in this tree, and only came to the shrine
to secure the offerings. He was a jungle spirit, a hamadryad.
Their othciating wise man was an old Burman of no particular
position in the village. He commenced proceedings by offering
a corked bottle ot kaungye (rice beer) to the seiktha (jungle
spirit) ot the padauk tree. This was followed by another of
water, and then Uttle heaps of lapH (tea salad) placed on large
leaves were deposited with the same genuflexions as are custom-
ary at the pagoda. This was done by the assembled villagers,
and, while it was going on, the saya (wise man) sprinkled water
all round the shrine, and strewed rice in handfuls about it.

This rice was furnished by each household in the village. The
officiating saya then recited a long prayer for rain from the
north and from the south (which was the main object of the
ceremony), and tor peace and deliverance, and for immunity
from evil generally.'

A formal tug-of-war is performed by the whole village taking
sides. This is a Burman ceremony, and its object is to rouse
the thein nats, spirits of the showers, to come out ot the stars,
which are their houses. In the Chindwin district a bamboo
basket, on which is painted a woman's face, swathed in a jacket
and skirt ((ometn), is carried on a man's shouldei's, to the dancing
ot youths and maidens.

(2) Offerings and sacrifices.—The Kachins give
an explanation of the objects of animal sacritices
and of the common practice of consuming the flesh
of the sacrifice. They say that, when they are in
trouble, their primeval mother, Chang-hko, de-
mands the pigs and the cattle, or she will eat out
their lives. So, when any one is sick, they say,
'We must eat to the nats.' The Kachins have,
further, an illuminating custom of being able to
promise the sacrilice oi-dered by the tumsa (exor-

cist) at some future time, if it be not available
when tirst ordered. Here we seem to have the
embryo of the idea leading to the pictures and
elligies, in lieu of actual sacrifice, used by the
Chinese and their followers in lndo-('liina.

The princijilc of .'iiicrifice is to give a small portion
of the animal or thing sacrificed to the nats and to
devour the rest, or to cat up what has temporarily
been dcjiosited as an oli'ering. Sometimes only the
useless jmrts of the sacrifice are ofi'ered. 'fhus
the White Karens give up small portions only,
and the Kachins a portion, cut off by the village
butcher (kyang-jong), of all animals taken in hunt-
ing, to the house guardians as ' nats' Hesh.' Among
the Burmans the edible parts of large animals sacri-

ficed are jjlaced on the nats' shrine for a short time.
The commoner practice, however, is to give what is

useless. Burmans hang round slirines the entrails
of fowls used for divination. Some Kachins give
only the otlal of sacrificed animals, while Red
Karens deposit the head, ears, legs, and entrails,
on the shrines of nats.
Absolute sacrifice, though uncommon on any

considerable scale, is not unknown. In times of
sickness. Red Karens give offerings of pigs, fowls,
rice, and liquor, at tlie cemetery, to the evil spirit,

\m. Akhas offer a portion of all feasts to the
ancestors, at the place where the last death occurred,
or to the west of the house ' where the ancestors
live,' in a pot which is afterwards buried.
On a small scale, absolute sacrifice is common

enough. Burmans always pour out a libation
(yisctkya) at alms-givings and funerals. Maru
Kachins make a libation to the rutts before drink-
ing any liquor. Talaings offer the first morsel of
all food to the \'illage guardian, by holding the
platter in the air. At the great national pastime,
boat-racing, there is always a preliminary paddle
over the course by both sides to propitiate tlie

guardian spirits of the river ;
' at the stem of each

boat a man crouches, holding with outstretched
arm a bunch of plantains, some cooked rice, flowers,
and betel ' (Scott, The Burman, ii. 59).

The animals and food sacrificed are usually those
used for food by the people : buffaloes, pigs, fowls
(Kachins, Chins, Karens); pigs and fowls (Was,
Shans, Burmans, White Karens) ; dogs (Kachins,
Chins) ; cows and goats (Kachins, Chins) ; fish and
eggs (most tribes). Of vegetable foods, cooked rice
is the usual offering, and also the locally made
liquors. Taungthus offer annually fish {ngapein),
liquor, rice, and the household stew in Kason
(April-May) to the house nats ; and fish, rice,
ginger, salt, and chillies in Nayon (May-June) to
the village nats.

17. Human sacrifice.—There can be no doubt
that human sacrifice prevailed in Burma until
recent days, butli as a propitiatory and as a pre-
ventive action in reference to the unseen powers

;

and, in the case of the Wild Was, the extension of
the practice even to the present time in the form
of head-hunting is of the greatest interest, because
that custom has there a direct ceremonial origin.

(1) BiirDinns.—When Alaunghpaya, the founder
of the last or Alompra dynasty of Burma, founded
Rangoon in 1755, he sacrificed a Talaing prince,
whose spirit became the Sille Natgyi, or Guardian
{Myosade), of Rangoon, still worshipped at the Sule
Pagoda, a prominent shrine in the heart of the
now great city. When his last great successor,
Mindon Min, father of Thibaw who \\'as deposed
in 1SS5, founded Mandalay in 1857, he caused a
pregnant woman to be slain at night on the advice
of a pon^ncl (Hindu astrologer), in oi'der that her
spirit might become the gu.ardian nat of the new-
city. Offerings of fruit and food were openly made
by the king in the palace to the spirit of the dead
woman, which was supposed to ha\e taken tlie
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shaiie of a snake. It slionld be liurne in mind
that the word ' Ahiiin_!.'lipaj'a' as a name means
'a cominj; Buddha,' and tliat Mindou Min was a
strict Buddhist in ordinary life. In tlie Anglo-
Burman war of 1826, the commander of the Bur-
mese army, the I'ukhan Wuiigyi, proposed to offer

the European prisoner.s at Ava as a saeriliie to the
nats, and sent them to the Aun^'binle Lake, near
Mandalay, for the purpose.
In addition to tins direct evidence, there is that

afibrded by the stone ligures, grasping chibs, as
guardians {mule), at tlie corners of (lie city walls

at Mandalay, seated above jars lilled with oil of

various kinds. Circunistautial talcs exist of human
sacrifices on the setting up of such ligures both at
Amarapura (17S2) and at Mandalay.
The object of such human sacrilices, also

attached to the foundation of the main city gates,

is that the haunting ghost (nntscin) of the de-

ceased shall hover about the place, and attack all

strangers who come with evil intentions. The
frequent change of capital which has occurreil

throughout Burmese history is said by the Bur-
mans to have been due to the loss of etiiciency on
the part of the guardians, as shown by the dis-

appearance of the oil in the jars under their images,
and other portents.

(•2) Shans.—About a hundred years ago the
boundary at Kenglaw between the Shan States
of Kengtung and Kenghung, now the British

and Chinese boundary, was h.\ed by burying two
men alive, one facing north and the other south.

In British times two images of Buddha were sub-
stituted, back to back, at the same place for the
same purpose.

(3) White Karens and Danaii>s.—White (Mepu)
Karens have abandoned slaveiy, but, while it ex-
isted, slaves were buried alive with their masters.
A small hole was left through which they could
breathe, and food was supplied to them for seven
days. If they could then rise unaided from their

graves, they became free. The same thing is said

of the Danaws.
(4) Wild Was: head-hunting.—Tha Wild Was

expose human heads for the general propitiation

of guardian spirits, the custom being one of the
most instnictive among those to be observed in

Burma, as these people have to hunt annually for

the heads they thus set up. The Wild Was' own
description of the origin of their head-hunting is

thus given in the Asirttic Qiutrlciiy licvieiv, Jan.
1896:

* Va Htawm and Ya Iltai are the father and mother spirits of

the Was, and of all their spirits alone were genial and benignant.
The most seemly offering to them was a snow-white grinning
skull. The ordinary sacrifices on special occasions were, how-
ever, to be buffaloes, bullocks, pigs, and fowls, with plentiful

libations of rice spirit. The special o^'-a^ionf were marriage,
the commencement of a war, death, rnnl i) . ^

!irt||,,_^ np of a
human skull. In addition to these hm *i i

,
,i human

skull was .always desirable under exCLj: . .! luuies, or
for special objects. Thus, when a new .i.L.^c ...i^ luunded, a
skull was an imperative necessity. If there were a drought
which threatened a failure of the crops, no means would be so
successful in bringing rain as the dedication of a skull. If

disease swept away many victims, a skull alone would stay the
pestilence. But tlie good parental ogres expressly said it was
not necessary that the villagers should slay a man in order to
get his head. They might get the skull by barter.'

The regulated posting up of men's heads ensures
plenty of dogs (to eat), corn, and liquor. The Wa
regards his skulls ;is a protection against the spirits

of evil. Without a skull his harvest might fail,

his kine might die, the ancestral spirits might be
enraged, or malignant spirits might gain entrance
to the village and kill the inhabitants or drink all

the liquor.

The skulls are placed on posts (tak-ke.nri) or in

an avenue approaching the village, usually under
over-arching trees or dense undergrowth, after the
fashion of the Kachin avenue approach, which

consists of jMists ornamented with symbols and
imitation weapons to keep oti'evil spirits.

A Wa never misses an ojq)ortunity of taking a
head, because the ghost <>t the dead man hang.s

about his skull and resents the approach of other
spirits. For this reason the skulls of strangers are
the most valuable, for such a ghost does not know
his way about, and cannot jiossibly wander from
his earl lily remains. An imiirotected stranger is

therefore pretty sure to lose his head if he wanders
among the Wild Was, no matter what the time of

tiie year may he. The more eminent he is, the
more sure he is to die.

There is a regular season for head-hunting—in

March and April—to protect the crops, and at least
one new head is required annually. The head-
hunting iiarty is usually about a dozen strong.
V^ill.-iges are never attacked, nor does the party
leave its own country. They sometimes meet and
attack each other for heads, but this does not pro-
voke revenge. There is a tariff for heads when
bought, according to ease in securing them. Lem
are lowest ; Lahii much more expensive ; Chinese
very expensive ; ordinary Shan are rare ; Burmese
never secured.

When heads are brought home there is a general
dance ending in drunken orgies. They are cleaned
before being put up. No oflerin|;s are ever made
in the avenue of skulls, and sacrifices are all made
at the spirit-house in the village, while the bones,
skins, horns, hoofs, and feathers are deposited there
or in individual houses, never in the avenue.
One proof of the sacrificial nature of tlie human

head-hunting lies in the treatment of InillUlo heads.
Each house stands apart on its own plot of uneven
ground, and is usually enclosed within a slight
fence. Inside this is the record of the number of
buffaloes the owner has sacrificed to the spirits.

For each beast he puts up a forked stick, in shape
like the letter Y, and there are usually rows of

these from three or four to hundreds. 'Phe heads
thus represented are piled up in a heap at the end
of the house, as a guarantee of good faith in the
matter of the .sticks.

As a consequence of this head-hunting habit,
Wa villages are cleverly contrived savage fort-

resses ; but, except in this matter, the Wild Was
are harmless, unenterprising agriculturists, well
behaved and industrious.

Tlie breaking down of the custom from actu.al head-hunting
to mere symbolism is seen from the Chinese view of the Was.
They reckon the Wa's civilization by his method of head-
collecting. The most savage, the Wild Was proper, are those
who take any he.ids, next those who take heads in lights only,
next those who merely buy them, and the most civilized are
those who substitute heads of bears, panthers, and other wild
beasts for human heads. There are, however, real Wild Was
who ring all these changes round the head-hunting centre,
which is about the Nawng Ilkeo Lake.

i8. Protective action.—Apart from the emploj--
meiit of such agents as mediums, exorcists, and
the like, with their arts, such as necromancy,
magic, and so on, the peoples of Burma take pro-
tective action on their own account against the
unseen powers of evil. This is roughly a residuum
of the various kinds of knowledge that their ' wise
men ' have taught them. No part of the population
is free from the resultant practices. Buddhism is

quite powerless not only to restrain these practices,

but even to belli the people to escape from them.
Orthodox Buddhist monks will not, in the more
civilized parts and under the ordinary conditions
of life, join in the more openly Animistic protective
ceremonies, yet they will be present on sufficiently

important occasions, and take, as it were, a scrip-

tural share in them. The use of the monk at
deathbeds, with which be is not professionally
concerned, and which he is not always asked to
attend, is that the good influence of his pious
presence may keep away evil spirits. His prea-
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ence is, in fact, an acUlitional protective charm
against t!ie ndf^.

(1) GViicni/ }'i-ot*ri;. Ill .ill Iiniinesc houscs thoro is kept
a pot of I'haniuil u;il i i \ nvcr whidi ftii nylrolo-^iT

hns utteriil spells. I'l. j
/i uiklcd about the house, as

a protection a^'ainst i\ il ~.\>\\ ii - :, ;Mi;il|y. Another specitic (or

protection Uijainst truuhlesoiiR- mniihar spiriU is a (^hanj^o of

namo practised by Htirnmns and Shans. Uunnans wlicii on a
journey keep away evil spirits by tying a Imneh of plimtaiiis

and a twi^ of the thahyi' tree to a cart or boat. An olYerin^^ to
the nearest ^lii;ii' {''/). ach time a fishing boat is launched
will prevent M,. u.

. intorferingwith a haul. Hunters tie

back the tu i :
^

: \ , ; i ice they meet in their way, to scare
awav the foi> i i- in

;
, (t.i 'vsaung nat). At all boat-races the

main object i<\ Uir preliminary paddle over the course with
otterini,'s is to jirevciit the tiatu who inhabit that particular reach
of the river from intirfciinj,^ with the race.

(2) Sjiccijic actimi.—(u) ProUctum against the spirits of the re-

eentip deceased.—The Kachins and other tribes put up entangle-
ments to prevent the dead from entering their villages, and
supply them with models of whatever they may be supposed to
want. The protective nature of the death ceremonies comes
out clearly in those of the Taungtbus, who tie the thumbs and
great toes together, and release the spirit by measuring the
corpse wth twisted cotton, setting food before it, taking it to
the cemetery, pouring water over the face as an emblem of the
division between the quick and the dead 'as a stream divides
countries,* and setting a torch in front of the biers of jiersons

dying on hoUdays (when domestic ceremonies are impossible)
•to show the way.' Among the Padaungs the bodies of women
who die in childbirth are first beaten with sticks to ascertain
death, and are then cut open, so that the infant may be buried
separately. The protection here is found in the idea that the
woman's spirit will hover round the infant and leave the village
alone.

(6) Protection agaitist cpidemics.—The avowed attitude of
the Karens towards ceremonials in times of distress explains
them. They say that at such times it is well to make peace
with all religions. This feeling comes out in all popular efforts
in Burma to scare away the spirits that cause epidemics.
Burmans paint the figure of an ogre (balU) on a pot, which is

then broken. On three nights the whole village turns out to
frighten away the spirits of disease by noise. If that fails, the
Buddhist monks are called in to preach away the pestilence.
If that fails, the village and the sick are abandoned. Before the
people return, the monks read ' the Law ' {Dammathat) through
the streets, the nat shrine is repaired, and new offerings are
abundantly supplied. Among the Talaings, when the Buddhist
ceremonial has failed, the Village Saving Ceremony (^Ka-/iA.//(()

is resorted to. This is pure devil-dancing on the part of the
people, who impersonate evil spirits {tase), ogres (balu), nats,
witches, dogs, and pigs. The object is to get an answer from
the spirits that the sick will recover. There is always a favour-
able answer, whereupon there is a wild rush for the leippyds
(errant butterfly souls of the sick). They are captured in loin-

cloths (paso) and shaken over the head of the sick. Burmans
drive away the cholera nat by beating the roof and making as
much noise as possible (thayetbp), after a (Buddhist) ceremony
of consecrating water-vessels (payet-o), which contain, inter alia,
sticks with yellow strings wound round them. These strings are
afterwards worn as prophylactic bracelets, and are also hung
round the eaves of the houses in bags. The noise-making in all

these ceremonies is largely copied from the Chinese.
(c) Protection of houses and sacred buildings.—The Talaings

suspend a coco-nut wrapped in yellow or red cloth in the south-
east angle-post of a house, to invoke the protection of the house
guardian {eingsaung nat), Min Magaye, one of the Thirty-seven.
The Burmans place a piece of white cloth, with fragrant ihandkd
ointment, on the tops of all the posts, or on one in three,
t-o protect all wooden buildings, houses, wayside rest-houses
{zaydts), and bridges from the ill-luck brought by the evil spirits
inhabiting the knots in the wood of the posts. The object of
striking the great bells on Buddhist pagoda platforms is spirit-

scaring. During the foundation ceremony of a village pagoda
built by a Shan, a round earthen vase, containing gold, silver,

and precious stones, besides rice ;and sweetmeate, was closed
with wax, in which a lighted taper was stuck, and deposited
by the builder in the south-eastern hole made for the foundation.
The builder also repeated a long prayer while earth was being
filled into the hole and sprinkled with water. All this was to
scare away the great serpent in whose direction the south-
eastern corner of the foimdation pointed (Anderson, Mandalay
to Momein, 52).

(3) Transfer of evil spirits ; scape-goats.—The ideas of in-
ducing evil spirits to betake themselves elsewhere and of making
scape-goats in some form or other are universal in Burma. Red
Karens have a scape-goat in the shape of an image of a horse or
elephant carved on the top of a post set up at the harvest fes-

tival (fid It), and surrounded by offerings of rice spirit, fruit, and
flowers. The animal is supposed to carry off all evil spirits to a
safe distance. Sgau and Pwo Karens never forgive injuries, real
or fancied, of village to village. When it is necessary, however,
to combine in times of common danger, they create a scape-goat
in the shape of a man chosen ' to confess the sins of the nation.'
He runs off, and is captured and made to repeat each injury in
turn, which is settled then and there. Burmans, on occasions
of sickness, set up small figures of clay outside the house, anri
draw pictures of peacocks and hares (representing the spirits of
the sun and moon respectively) on small fans kept in the house.
Small coffins, with miniature etfigie of the sick persons (ayOt)

inside them, arc buried to the east or the west of the house.
This ceremony (prtjTtta/y'f) is a protection against further sick-

ness, and the image and pictures are sc^pe-goats for carrying
away the spirits of disease.

ip. DivinaLt'ion. ~{l) Generalmethofls,—In Burma,
(livinatioii is left to the people by the monks, and
ttio Drittnn {Ditthfivfivff, The Collection of False
Doctrhies), tlie ;^^veat l)ook useil hy the lliMlinsayas

(iinporte<l Indian astrologers), is not admitted into
tlie monasteries. Tlie governing principle is, as
elsewhere, augury from uncontrollable chance.
The Kachins heat bamboos {satnnn) till they split,

and the length of the resulting fibres settles the
augury. So do the knots in torn leaves {s-hippa
wot)—a system of augury copied by the Hpons
under another name. Szi Kachins count the odd
sticks in each group placed haphazard between
the lingers of one hand, out of thirty-three selected
bamboos. Chins go by the direction in which the
blood of sacrifices flows. Uurmans boil eggs hard,
and judge by the "whiteness : the whiter the egg,
the more favourable the omen.
The most important form of divination in Burma

is that of the Karens, from the bones of fowls.
This has spread far and wide, and decides
everything in the Ked Karen's life, even the
succession to the chiefship. Any one can divine.
The thigh and Aving bones are scraped till holes
appear, and that bone is selected in which the
holes are even. Bits of bamboo are placed in the
holes, and the augury is taken from the slant of
the bamboos : outwards, for ; inwards, against.
Amono; the Kachins the bones are kept until they
are grimed with the smoke of years, as they have
then acquired an established reputation. War
chiefs keep such old bones in carved bamboo
phials, and usually store them in the roof.

Kachins use also the brains, sinews, and entrails
of fowls, and the entrails of cattle and pigs.
Divining from the entrails of fowls is common
among tlie Burmans. The birds are cut open from
the tail, and the entrails are extracted and turned
larger side uppermost. The longer and thicker
they are, and the larger the stomach, the more
favourable the omen. The White Karens extend
the idea to t!ie livers of fowls and pigs : smooth,
straight, or pale wins ; malformed or dark loses.

This augury is so trusted that it will serve to
break off a love match.

Spirit action is also brought into play for the
purposes of divination. Among the Taungthus,
if the otlerings at the annual festival to the village
guardian are insufficient for the appetites of those
present, there will be a bad harvest. The heavi-
ness of a good crop depends on the surplus after
all have finished. At funerals, Kachins place heaps
of rice-flour at or near graves. If they are found
to have been disturbed in the morning, there will
be another death in the family. One kind of
augury the Burmese people have in common with
most of the world. Sgau and l*wo Karens place a
clod of earth under the pillow, so that dreams may
pomt out the proper site for hill-side cultivation
{taungyd, forest-burning).
The Chins employ an obscure method of divina-

tion from the contents of eggs blown through a
hole at each end. After the operation the shells
are placed on sticks with some cock's feathers.

{•2} Ordeals and oaths.— OvAqvlU and oaths are
hardly separated in the native mind in Burma,
and eacii is in reality a form of divination. Oaths
of the native sort are in consequence much dreaded,
Miiereas the form adopted by the English {chanzd)
from the Buddhists, with its Indian spiritual
horrors, has not now any supernatural Ij' terrifjing
efreot.

(rt) Ordeals.—Tt\A\ by ordeal (kabba) was constantly in re-
quisition in the native courts, and the treatment of witches
was horrible. There were four regular kinds of judicial ordeal.
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(1) CnncUe-Imrninj; (f/ii-A^Htl). Cuiullcs are placed on an altar,
and the party loses whose candle (;rocs out first. (2) Thrusting:
the linger into molten lead {hke-htauk). The fore-flnj;er is

protected except at the tip ; the least hurt, as decided by the
tlow of serum on pricking, wins. (:t) Water ordeals (yUd),
Whichever party can stay under in deep water longest wins.

(1) Chewinp or swallowing rice {santvii). The guiity cannot
swallow, probably through anxiety affecting the nerves. This
is also a common Indian idea.
Kachins deposit stakes on each side. Rice is then boiled on

a leaf ; the best boiled rice wins. Among chiefs the accused puts
his hand into water boiled in a bamboo ceremonially selected
by an exorcist (tuiiufa). If the skin comes off, he loses.

(fo) Oaths.—Among Lai Chins, the oaths most feared arc
drinking water which has been poured over a tijjer's skull, and
drinkint: blood mixed with liquor. Among the ^orthern Chins,
contracting chiefs pour liquor over a cow and shoot or stab the
animal, cut off the tail, and smear their faces, to an imprecatory
chant. A stone is set up to mark the spot. The oath most
feared by the people is to eat earth. Sgau and Pwo Karens lay
hands on the sacrifice (buffalo) in settlement of claims, and
divide it into portions, each party eating half his jjortion and
burying the rest.

(c) Oaths of allegiance.—hmaag Sgau and Pwo Karens,
individuals, v jl].ages, and clans are bound together by drinking
spirits in which the blood of the parties has been mixed.
Blood-brotherhood of this nature is also known amonj? the
Burmans. Another method of swearing allegiance is to divide
an ox exactly in two, and every member of each contracting,^

party eats a part of the half belonging to his party. Each side
also takes one horn so marked that they are recognized as being
a pair. Production of the horn compels either party to aid the
other in any circumstances. See Brotiierfiood (artif.) i. 3.

(3) Astrology.—Tlie Biirman is so fettered by
his horoscope (sadd) iiud the luckj' and uuhiclcy
days for him recorded therein, which are tauglit
him in rliymes (lingd) from childhood, that the
character lias been given him by strangers of
alternate idleness and energy. But both are en-
forced by the numerous days and seasons when he
may not work without disaster to himself. Un-
lucky da3's {pijalthddane) cause him so much fear
that he will resort to all sorts of excuses to avoid
business on them. Similarly, on lucky days (yct-

ydza) he will work beyond his strength, because
he is assured of success. These facts are worthy of

careful attention, as it is so easy for European
observers to mistake Asiatics : e.g., the character of
lazine.ss given to the Nicobarese is greatly due to
their habit of holding their very frequent feasts
and necromantic ceremonies all tlirough the night.
Burmese astrology, and the superistitions on

which it is based, are prima facie Indian. Many
of the terms used are certainly Indian. Neverthe-
less, they are only partially Indian, and Chinese
influence has had much to do witli the development
of Burmese astrologj' as we now find it. The
astrologers of the Burmese Court were all potmd.i
(supposed Brahraans from Manipur), whose chief
study was tlie Samaveda, and wliose books were
the Tanlra, Jyoti, and Kama isastras of Bengal.
Their title was Bedinsayii, ' learned in the Vedan-
gas.' Their astronomy is purely Hindu. They
worked the Iloyal clep.sydra, calculated the
incidence of the year and the intercalary months,
drew up tlie hon)sco|jes, calculated the lucky days,
and told fortunes. But they are dying out, and
at no lime did they have much influence on the
astrology of tlie country side, which followed the
Hjh'wdit—the Shan system of the Sixty-Year Cycle,
so well known in China, Siam, Cambodia, Annani,
etc.—for reckoning the calendar. Shan sooth-
sayers are considered the most learned, and all

tlieir prognostications are worked out from the
Hpftrdn. Almost all the Burmese superstitions
about the path of the dragon (/mgd-h/e), which
regulat<!s the lucky daj's, and the lucky rhymes
{>iiiiiga/'i lingd) that control marriages, are taken
direct from this table, which in its main lines is

exactly that of Taoist fortune-tellers in China.
The Ujjewdn is nsed to work out hoioscopes,

settle marriages (by the theory of hostile i)airs

taught in yan-pet-lingd, rhymes known to every
Jiurmese girl), partnerships, and undertakings
generally ; and since, in Burma, the Shans have

partially adopte<l the Buddhist calendar, such
confusion is caused in the almanac that much
practice and experience are required to work it.

Hence partly its charm and power. Its influence
is proved by the fact that the Buddhist monks
nowadays issue annually an almanac (malul-thin-
gdn), which shows many traces of the Hjiiwdn.
Based on this difhcult method of calculation, a

very complicated astrological system has been set
up, wliicli has, however, a strong admixture of Bud-
dhist astrological notions in it. The day of birth
is one governing point, and on horoscopes the days
of the week are represented by numbers and
symbols of ' the presiding animal of the day.'
Another governing point is the position of the
dragon (topai, nagd), as the great thing to aim at
is to avoid facing its mouth in any transactions,
especially cattle-buying. This is ascertained by
the terminal syllables of the names of the days.
The Hpilnmn is also used to ascertain, by a simple
calculation, which looks like a real puzzle to the
uninitiated, what offerings to the nats are suitable
on any given day.
Lucky and unlucky days are fixed according to

the Shan and not the Burmese calendar ; and, as
they do not correspond, the Burman cannot cal-
culate them for himself, and is thus forced to go to
the astrologer. There is a long list of lucky days
for building operations, picked, in eclectic fashion,
out of the imported Buddhist and indigenous
animals and nats ; the unlucky days depend on
the final syllable of the names. Lastly, a long
series of days are indi\-idually unlucky for a very
gi'eat variety of enterprises, practically for all the
business of native life. The lucky days in the
month are in a considerable minority.
There is a curious superstition as to bleeding,

which has an astrological basis. The centre of
vigour in the human body is believed to shift down-
wards during the week : on Sunday it isin the head,
Monday in the forehead, Tuesday in the shoulders,
Wednesday in the mouth, chin, and cheeks, Thurs-
day in the waist and hands, Friday in the breast
and legs, Saturday in the abdomen and toes.
Bleeding from any of these jiarts on their par-
ticular day is considered very dangerous and
sinister {Upper Burma Gazetteer, pt. i. vol. ii.

p. 63).

20. Necromancy.—(1) Nature of necromancy in
Bicrma.— ' The object of the Burmans' necromancy
is to acquire influence over the spirits and make
them do their bidding. Witches and wizards are
supposed to be materialized spirits or beings who
can project their bodies into space and regulate
their movements' (Taw Sein Ko, Upper liurma
Gazetteer, pt. i. vol. ii. p. 73). Sucli beings are
usually women. Although the familiar spirits and
spells of the Burman necromancer can be shown to
be chiefly Indian in origin, his incantations are
composed in Sanskrit, Pali, 15urmese, Tabling, and
Shan, or in an unintelligible jargon made up of
one or more of these languages, thus showing both
their eclectic and their indigenous nature. They
are used in conjunction with something to be worn
or kept with a view to protection from disease or
injury of a pronounced kind—gunshot wounds,
famine, jilague, epidemics, hydrophobia, enemies
in general, and the like.

All necromancers (wczd, 'wise men ') are mixed
up in the Burman's mind, and arc divided into
good (mediums and exorcists) .ind had (wizards
and witches), and each of the two categories is

divided into four classes, according to the element
with which they work—mercury {pyudd), iron
{than), medicine (se), magic squares {in). AH this
is Indian.

Medicine, which among the Burmans is Indian
in origin, is not clear of necromancy. The doctor
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{sft/tt7ma) is a mere quju-k, wiUi an empirical
knowlodge of loaves, barks, llowers, seeds, roots,
and a few minerals. The dCttsayCt is a dietist, and
the betnd(iw.\'(ti/d is a drnjigist, bnt a doctor seldom
combines both practices, and in either case is

largely necromantic, profossin«; to cure the witch-
caused diseases (son) comnionly believed in. Tlie
position of the moon and the stars lias more to do
witli the cure tlian the medicine, and the horoscope
than the diet. Cases of death or failure to cure are
attributcfl to error in the astrological or horoscopic
information supplied. In Lower Burma there is

siipposed to be a wizards' town at Kale Thaungtot
on the Cliindwin River, with a wizard king, wlio
can undo the etlects of bewitehment in those who
go on a pilgrimage there.
The methods of wild necromancy appear in the

practice of the Kachins. Somebody wants a power-
ful man to be made ill. The tumsa (exorcist,
wizard) recites the special charm necessary to
cause the particular sickness desired, and mean-
Avhile his client plants a few stalks of long grass
by the side of the road leading towards the
victim's house. Then either a dog or a pig is lulled,

and the body is wrapped in grass and placed by
the road and left there, while spears are cast and
shots fired in the same direction. The ceremony
closes by the tumsa and each of those present
taking up four or five stalks of gi'ass and casting
them similarly towards the person who is to be
charmed {kuinjyachin khyemnai) {E. C. S. George,
Upper Burma Gazetteer^ pt. i. vol. ii. p. 427).

(2) Alchemy and palmistry.—The Burmese are
inveterate alchemists and palmists, and their prac-
tice is a mixture of all the occult superstitions
known to the people, from Indian alchemy and
jialmistry to Karen augury from chicken bones.

(3) Exoi-cism.—Evil spirits and malignant ghosts
{tase, hminzd^ thaye, thabet) are exorcized by the
general public by making a loud jarring noise, by
beating anything that comes in their way—walls
and doors of houses, kettles, metal trays, cymbals,
and so on. In cases of spirit-caused sickness the
nat is sometimes simply scared away by threats

;

but it is usual to apply drastic measures, such as
severely beating the patient and rubbing pungent
substances into theej'es. The argument is that the
ill-treatment falls on the si)irit, and that, therefore,
when it has departed, the patient will be free from
any after effects. The methods of the exorcists
are usually as eclectic as possible ; but among the
Chins every spirit has its own special sacrifice,
known only to the wise men and women, and will
accept no other.
Every professional eurer of disease—physician,

priest, medium, wise man, necromancer, or wizard—is an exorcist, following practices that are hardly
to be difierentiated one from the other.

(a) Prissts.—Thf: idea of a priesthood is forei^ to the un-
tutored Indo-Chinese mind, and a recognized priestly class does
not exist among the uncultivated tribes in Burma, or indeed
among- the more civilized population. The persons who profess
to deal with supernatural matters follow in ordinary life occupa-
tions carrying no particular respect, often the reverse. The
Burman, Talaing, or Shan pongyi, or Buddhist monk, is not
technically a minister of religion, and the only approach to
priesthood among the Kachins is the jaiwa, who is an exorcist
(tumsa) practising his art for powerful chiefs (duwan). Some
tribes, notably the Kachins, have an incipient priesthood,
however, in the persons of their chiefs, who alone can perform
certain tribal and national sacrifices ; and the idea of personal
sanctity in its very infancy is to be seen in the triennial feast
of the White Karens, at which men only may be present. The
cases of the tafuye, high priest chief of the Lahus, and of the
damada sawbwd, the hereditary priest of the nats among the
Palaungs, are not to the point. The former is the result of a
jumble of Chinese and Indo-Chinese ideas on the part of
a tribe ofTibeto-Burman origin with strong Chinese proclivities,
and the latter of a Mon-Annam tribe settled in the Shan country,
of some education derived from Burmese sources. This last
hereditary priesthood is an inaccurate adaptation of the Bur-
mese thdthandbaing, or 'head of religion,' whose title is usually
with equal incorrectness translated by the English term ' arch-

bishop,' as he is merely the chief of tlie heads of the Monastic
Order, priimis inter pai-es. Ortlinarily tlie priestly personage
is not to be distinguished from the necromancer or exorcist,
and acquires his qualifications in the same way.

(h) K ise men and women.—The Burman wise men and women
and diviners generally (natsatv, tumsa, niitwe) are merely
ordinary villagers of no social standing, who act in a quasi-
priestly capacity as occasion demands. The chief professional
exorcist (of Indian origin) is the wise-man physician who ' works
in iron ' (than irezd), and is a vendor of charms against injury.
The female medium is known as the nat's wiie (natkadaw), and
retains her powers only so long as the nat possesses her and
keeps her in an hysterical condition. This condition is recog-
nized as necessary, and a formal marriage with the 7iat is

celebrated. At the late lloyal Court, under Indian influence,
mediums and professional exorcists, both male (natsapd, nafok,
natsaw, natthungc) and female (natkad<iu\ natmeijnmd), were
employed to chant and pray in the proper form at the State
festivals.

(c) Qxuitifications.—The qualifications of an exorcist or wise
man commence with none at all, as in the case of the Wild Was,
who have no priests or mediums, and among whom any old man
can conduct the invocations. The Red Karens require ver}'
slight qualifications, and the diviners are usually selected old
men, who carry out the national chicken-bone divination, and
have charge of the village 7ia^shrine. But the Kachin exorcist
(tumsa) succeeds to the office by natural selection after a volun-
tary apprenticeship, and the Kachin diviner (mitive), who is

a medium entirely under spirit possession, divining while in
a state of frenz^', has to undergo a severe apprenticeship and
ordeal to prove that he has communications with the spirit
world.
Among the civilized Burmans, the qualifications of the exor-

cists (kmawsayd) are much more sophisticated. They drink
water in which ashes of scrolls containing cabalistic squares and
mystic figures have been mixed, or take special medicines, or
are tatued with figures of nats, magic squares, and incantations.
Some of these exorcists maintain their reputation by conjuring
tricks (hkontelet pwe) which are regarded as miracles.

(d) Methods.—The ordinary use of an exorcist or medium is

to restore health, and the methods usually employed are magic
and dancing. In the Chindwin District, Aung Naing Nat
causes cattle disease, and he is exorcized by placing a betel box
and a pipe in a bag hung from a bamboo pole, and by dancing
round the diseasedf animal, which is tied to a post. Some exor-
cists have a divining rod (yivdtdn), with which they thrash the
possessed to drive out the ^itch in possession. The true
dancing mediums are generally women (natwuji), who limit
their operations, as a rule, to hysterical chanting and whirling
dances, though they occasionally exorcize as well. Such women
wear a distinctive garment in the shape of a red cloth wrapped
round the head. Among the Talaings the dancing medium is

of importance, and is employed at the triennial national feast
to the village guardians, to dance away sickness in general. A
costume suited to the particular spirit to be addressed or
invoked is customary among Burmans, Kachins, and others—

a

custom that is specially noticeable in the festivals in honour of
the Thirty-seven Nats, when the dress of the medium is an
essential part of the ceremony.

(e) Ceremonies.—A typical instance of a Burman exorcizing
ceremony, applicable also to the Kachins, to drive out sickness
is the following :

* A bamboo altar is constructed in the house,
and various offerings (boiled fowls, pork, plantains, coco-nuts,
rice, etc.) are placed on it for the nat The exorcist (natsayd)
then stands a bright copper or brass plate on end near the
altar, and begins to chant, at the same time watching for
the shadow of the nat on the polished copper. When this
appears, the officiant begins to dance, and gradually works her-
self into a state of ecstasy. The state of tension produced
frequently causes the patient to do the same thing, with
obvious results one way or the other, especially if, as not
unseldom happens, this invocation of the possessing spirit is

continued for two or three days ' ( Upper Burma Gazetteer, pt. i,

vol. ii. p. 29).

Sick children are afflicted by Chaungzon Nat, the Spirit of
the Junction of the Waters. Little boats, in which are placed
an egg, some of the child's hair, and some sweetmeats, are made
and consigned, by way of providing a scape-goat, to the Irra-
waddy after such a ceremony as that just described.

(f) Spirit possession.—The idea of spirit possession in other
creatures than mediums has not been much developed in Burma ;

but Burmans, possibly un(ier Indian influence, believe that evil

spirits and malignant ghosts enter into alhgators and tigers and
cause them to destroy human life.

(4) Magic.—The oliject of Burmese magic [pyin-
salct) is to secure hallucination in respect of the
five senses, and to confer temporary invulnerability.
This is achieved by potent mixtures, such as the
following: equal parts of the livers of a human
being, monkey, black dog, goat, cobra, and owl,
and a whole lizard, pounded from nddnight till

dawn, and kept in a gold or silver box, and rubbed
on various parts of the body. This will secure
second sight, invisibility, death of an enemy, and
a good many other objects of desire.

(a) liidian iniiuence.—Certain specific kinds of magic have
no doubt come from India—which accounts for the otherwise
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jiuzzling fact tliat Buddliist monks (pungj/is) themselves arc

mu.;h addietcd to it. That they have drawn on native Animistic

sources to enlarse tlieir l<no«ledKe is but natural. The name,

story, and exorcism of Ponnaka Nat are all from the West. He
docs mischief throu};h an invisible agency in three ways : throw-

ing stones at a bouse, beating people with a stick, and htirnin^^

houses or villages. Invisible stone-throwing on the roofs of

houses, attributed to nats^ is a common grievance in Kurina.

(6) tt'ikl (ntcs.—Among the wilder tribes.Tuagic takes a simpler

and more directly utisophisticated form. The Sgau and the

Pwo Karens, when embarking on an expedition, kill a bog or a

fowl, and roll up in a leaf, with some salt, a portion of the heart,

liver, and entrails. This ties up the heads of the enemy.
(c) Articles mbiectcd to magic—(i.) Boats. The Great Nat

(Buddhist iu origin) of the Palaungs visited Loi Seng Hill in

TawBgi>eng in a magic barge (hpaung setkyd). Inthas, who are

lake-dwellers on the Yawn^ Hwc Lake, worship the magic boat

(hpaung-daw) in which their original ancestor came (prouably of

Burmese origin).—<ii.) Stones. At Nyaung.u there is a twisted

stone, in which dwells Ape Shwe Myosin, a spirit. If the sick

can lift it, they will recover ; if not, they will die. On Mandalay
Hill, before a shrine, there is a flat oval stone. If the stone is

heavy to lift, it is a bad sign for a journey.—<iii.) Charms.
There are numerous charms for invulnerability and security

from violence, which consist of internal medicine, bathing in

medicated water, carrying balls of mercury, iron, or orpiment.

and amulct.s and talismans about the body, especially in the

head.dress(r/OTm(7iaHlij),orwearingsmall silver charmsinserted
underthesk'in, which is tatuedwithflguresand cabalistic squares.

The main charms for invulnerability are Indian, and are con-

nected with the legend of Bawithada, the miraculous leaper,

which is but the Burmese pronunciation of an uncorrupted Pali

form.

(.5) Evil eye.—Except as the result of Hindu
influence, the idea of the evil ej'e (lusonkyd) has

never developed in Burma, though it exists ; and
among the Kachins some people who have two
souls (mimla), one of which possesses the evil eye,

are looked upon as dangerous, and are murdered.

(6) Tattling.—Every self-respecting Burman is

extensively tatued from the waist to the knee.

The practice is largely connected with magic.
(rt) Male tatuing.—Among Burmans the tatuing is almost

always for reasons of magic. Exorcists (hmausaya) attain

their powers by being tatued with figures of nats, incantations,

and cabalistic squares (in). With these also every Burman is

tatued. Being tatued with figures of nats in red, by means of

a charmed mixture of vermilion and human fat, gives protec-

tion against wounds inflicted by sword, gun, or cudgel, and
confers reckless courage. Figures of nats and cabalistic squares

confer invulnerability. Conventional figures of tigers on the

legs confer swiftness of foot, and are sought after by thieves

and highwaymen. The sources of this kind of magic are eclectic,

and even Buddhist inscriptions in Pali are brought into requisi-

tion.

Shan military officers of rank were tatued in order to acquire

the powers of deceased heroes, and the ceremony was accom-
panied with ceremonial cannibalism. Red Karens are tatued iu

red mth the tribal emblem of the rising sun on the small of the
liack, as a magic symbol. Sawngtung Karens had two black

squares beneath the chin for the same reason. Was are occasion-

ally tatued on the arms and breast with charms.
The tatuing of the Burman from waist to knee is nowadays a

mere custom for ' beauty,' but was beyond doubt originally a
protective magical charm, as is shown by the figures ordinarily

selected, and by the incantations repeated during the operation.

Shan tatuing of the same kind is more extensive, down the
calves and up the back and chest, and is still more avowedly of

a necromantic nature, as are all the additional figures about
the bodies of some Burmans. Tatuing with the figure of

Bawdithada, the miraculous leaper, as a symbol of fighting

capacity, and carried out with occult ceremonies, is a notable
instance of necromancy adopted originally from Indian sources.

The Burman has an ineradicable belief in the efficacy of

tatued charms. In 1881 a youth in Rangoon was tatued with a
htjeing (paddy-bird) as a protection from drowning, and was
throw-n with his consent into the Rangoon River and was
drowned. The tatuers (sayd) were convicted of manslaughter

;

but all the Burmans thought it a miscarriage of justice, as the
drowning was due in their minds to some mistake in the cere-

mony (Scott, The Bvrman, i. 5(i).

(6) Female tatuing.—Among Ilurmans, female tatuing is rare

and disreputable, aiid is resorted to as a love-charm—a small
triangle of three red dots.

Lai Chin women are tatued in black all over the face and
breast, originally probably as a means of identification if cap-

tured by outsiders. A similar custom is said to exist in the North
at the sources of the Nam Ma, the extreme north.cast of the
Shan States. Maru Kachin women used to be tatued in a series

of rings from the foot to the knee, perhaps for identification.

(c) Tatuing as a fcfldf/^;.—Burman soldiers were tatued with
the animal badge of their regiments on the small of the back

—

dragon, lion, rat, etc.—no doubt as a charm.
(d) Tatuing as rtpM7l^8Am*Jl^—Burman criminals were tatued

with a circle on the check (pagw^t), or with descriptive devices
on the chest, to show that they were murderers {tuthat), thieves
{IhU'hko), or dacoits (damyrl] highwaymen). Sometimes the
offence was tatued on them iu words.

(7) Witcficnift. —Biiihuuimc influence, tliiongh

Buddhism, has had a distinct ollect on the modern
Burmese iiracticc of « itclicraft, which is recognized

in the Burmese ' l^aw-Books,' wherein are instruc-

tions as to the finding of witches and as to tlic

manner of punishing them. The Talaings con-

.sider that witches and wizards are the result

of the 'devil-dances' instituted to drive away
epidemics.
Witches {somnci) and wizards {.in/i] can harm

others by occult influence, and by sending out their

own spirits (IcippyS) to possess theiu. Proofs of

their action in case of death used to be found by
cremating the body of the person afl'ected, and
discovering pieces of hide or beef (apin) in the fire

;

in the case of the living, similar information is

sought by placing food in a platter outside the

house at nightfall, for the dogs to eat. If in the

morning grass was found in the platter, the victim

was under a ^^•itch's displeasure ; if stones, he would
recover ; if earth, he would certainly die.

If a witcli confessed on accusation, she was
merely banished. If she would not confess, she

bad to go through a cruel and disgusting ordeal by
water, when, if she floated, she was judged to be

guilty, because she must have £loa<ted on account

of tlie charmed empty gourd or bladder in her

stomach. If she sank, she was not guilty, and had
to be hea^-ily compensated. She was not allowed

to drown.
Among the Kachins, some exorcists (lumsa) are

also wizards, and can cause sickness by liewitching

their victims (nuirong nmisai). The ' wild ' attitude

generally towards witchcraft and its professors is

thus well described by George in the Upper Burma
Gazetteer, pt. i. vol. i. p. 427, when summarizing
a case between Kachins before himself :

'C, the brother of A and B, happened to die of fever, and
before dying declared that D had bewitched him. Within a
fortnight A and B collected a following, attacked D's house,

shot him dead, and, capturing the whole of the household and
relations, some thirteen in all, sold them into slavery. Even on
trial A and B would not admit the possibility of C having made
a mistake, and were scandalized that the British Government
should interfere on the behalf of the wizard.'

21. Cannibalism.—Cannibalism is persistently,

but quite doubtfully, ascribed to the Wild Was,
Kachins, and even Shans. It probably always
existed in a ceremonial form, to obtain magical
powers, among Shan military officers of distinction,

while undergoing a particular form of tatuing.

In 1888 the captured rebel chief Twet Ngalu was
shot and buried bj' his guard. He had been a
monk, had a great name as a sorcerer, and was
elaborately tatued. The nearest Shan sav;bivd

(chief) dug up the corpse, and boiled down the

liead and other portions of the body into a
potent decoction, and was with difficulty dissuaded

from sending a small phial of this for the use of

tlie British Chief Commissioner (Upper Burma
Gazetteer, pt. i. vol. ii. p. 37). The existing head-
hunting of the Wild Was is a relic of cannibalism,

as is admitted by themselves, and it has been
attributed to them as long as there have been
Europeans in the East (see Camoens, Lusiad<i.s,

cant. X. SO).

22. Domestic customs.—(1) Pregnatiey.—Cus-
toms connected with pregnancy are not common.
Kachin women must not eat honey or porcupine

flesh at that time, as they cause miscarriage.

Among Shans the husband should not drive pigs,

carry the dead, dig or fill in liole-s, or mock at

others.

(2) Birth.—Kachin <ustoms explain the reason

for the observances at birth. Normal births are

under the protection of tlie housi; guardian. Ab-
normal births occur when the jungle iiat^ (sawn)

have driven out the guardians—a situation which
the exorcist ascertains by divination from bamboos
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{chi/'paivol). Tlieri'foie, liy way of geiioial proiiitia-

tion, at all liirtlis two pots of beer are preparcii

:

one for the geneial lomiiaiiy ami one named after

the cliiKl immediately on its apiiearanee, and drunk
in its honour. So also it is necessary to notify Hiu
fact of the birth to the nnis liy sacrilices. After a
normal birth the mother remains at home out of

the niifx' way for three days, and on the fourth she
is formally proteeted from the nnts who desire to

carrj' o(V her child, by throwing a spear at a sjiring.

At abnormal births the tints are appeased by
sacrilices, aiul dri\-cn away by noise ami the burn-
in" of foul-smellinj; things.

The Red Karens improve on the beer-drinking
of the Kachins by turning their birth feasts into
orgies of nu;at and drink, and teaching the infant

to drink liquor while still at the breast. When
the child is three or four days old, the mother
takes it aiul a hoe in her arms, and hoes a little

gromid, soon after which the ear-boring ceremony,
usually a function at puberty, takes place, show-
ing its protective origin. Sawngtung Karens on
the birth of a child place a brass ring and a skein
of wldte cotton on tlie shrine [iifitsin) of the house
guardians. Among them, too, twins and triplets,

being spiritually dangerotis, are always killed.

Spirit-searing, combined with spirit protection,

under cover of driving out evil humours—an idea
acquired from Indian medicine of no very early
date—is no doubt responsible for the extraordi-
narily cruel birth-customs of the modern Burman.
Immediately after the birth of the child, the
mother is rubbed over with turmeric (na-mvin),
and then heated witli fire, blankets, and hot bricks
{of pn) for seven days. She is then steamed over
a jar of boiling water, and linally has a cold bath.
All this time she perpetually drinks sein, a secret
green concoction prepared by midwives {'unmzwc),

and smells at samonnet (balls of the Nigella sativa).

Among Shans, and Ked Karens especially, a
good many articles of food are forbidden to the
mother, and even to her husband, for from seven
days to a month. Impurity of the mother is recog-
nized bj' tlie Shans for seven days, and purification
is effected by exposure to the fire of any wood that
does not exude milk or gum, and finally by bath-
ing.

Among Ked and White Karens there are curious
traces of the couvadc. Among the Ked Karens
only the father may act as mitlwife, and he may
not speak to any one after the birth of his child.

Among the White Karens (Mepu) no one may leave
the village after a birth until the umbilical cord is

cut, this event being announced by bursting a bam-
boo by heating. This custom is said to be extended
to the birth of domestic animals. No stranger may
enter the house of a woman during her confine-
ment. No customs seem to exist connected with
the umbilical cord, except that the Ked Karens
hang up all the cords of the Nollage iu sealed
bamboo receptacles [lojcdauk) on a selected tree.

The Shans have a custom, borrowed from India,
of bathing male infants in a bath containing
articles of value.

(3) Nam.es and naming.—Kachins give a child a
name immediately after birth, or the nats will

give it a name that will kill it. There is a good
deal of restriction in naming children. Shans,
copied in this by the Kachins and White Karens,
are confined to quite a small choice of names,
according to the order in which the child is born.
Among the lire and Sawngtung (Red Karens) a
child must he named after its maternal grand-
parent, according to sex—by the mother, unless
the chicken-lioiie augury is against her, when the
father has the right. Burmans are named after
the initial of the name of the day of the week on
which they are born (Indian iniluonce), and the

future character of the child is deduced from the
name of the birthdaj'.

There is a good deal of clianging of names. All

boys, on entering on the obligatory probation in a
monastery, are given a scholastic name in Indian
horoscopic fashion, which is retained for life if

they become monks, but may not be used if they
return to lay life. I5ut amongst Shans, if there is

illness or misfortune or suspected hostile spirit

inllueneos, the name is changed, to avert evil and
procure better luck, according to horoscopic rules

which are Buddhist, subjected to Chinese influence.

In the case of infants, a lucky name is given by a
supposed exchange of the child for something after

which it is named : e.g. cloth, silver, weight, roast
meat, visitor, moon, birth-marks, alms (to a
monastery). A Burman, however, may change his

name at any time by merely sending a packet of

tea salad (lapct) to all concerned, and announcing
the fact. Among Sgau and Pwo Karens the
parents change tlieir names on the birth of a child.

(4) Puberty is not much noticed domestically.
Ear-boring is obligatory on all girls, but is optional
with boys, among the Burmans. All Bre (Red
Karen) children stain their teeth black with much
ceremony at about ten years of age—no doubt in

connexion with puberty.

(5) Marriage.—Marriages in Burma present an
astonishing variety of practice and principle, and
nearly all the methods known to mankind are
there in vogue somewhere or other. The only
general guide disclosed as to the mental attitude
of the people towards the subject is that marriage
is on tlie whole regarded as a purely civil matter
with which religion has very little concern—an
attitude that is encouraged by tiie Buddhist
religion, but not at all suited to the notions of
Brahmanism, or of the modern Hindu astrologers,

who have introduced all the ceremony possible to
them in the conditions.

(a) Forbidden degrees.—The rule is that marriage with
parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, brothers and
sisters, is forbidden, but sometimes uncles and aunts are added
(Shans). A Burman may raarr.v his stepmother. The matri-
archal s.vstem of forbidden degrees is in vogue among the
Kachins, so that the usual marriage is with the daughter of the
mother's brother, hue never with the daughter of the father's
or mother's sister. Likewise an.v one, even a stranger, with
the same family name (father's side) is within the forbidden
degrees, and consequently all blood-relationship runs through
the females. The same idea obliges a Kachin or a Chin to
marry his elder brother's widow, or in extreme cases to provide
a substitute for her re-marriage.
A severely restrioted area of marriage found among the

Karens lool^ like a relic of totemism, but probably has quite a
different explanation. Among Sgau and Pwo Karens, in times
of general danger, the girls of allied villages are given in ex-
change as brides to become hostages for the good faith of the
villagers towards each other. Hence we seem to have an
explanation of some curious Karen customs. The Sawngtungs
may marry only among cousins residing in specified villages, and
then not without the consent of the elders. The area of choice
is so small that many aged enforced bachelors and spinsters
exist, and it results in great irregularity of age in the married
couple. This is carried to an extreme extent by the Eanj'oks
of Banyin in Loi Seng, where the field of choice is among six
families at the order of the chief official of the district {taungsd).
It has nearly wiped out the tribe.

The Szi Kachins have a custom which looks like an instance
of Indian h.vpergamy, but is probably really referable to those
above mentioned. They have permanently connected families,
one of which gives daughters to another, but cannot receive
them back. E.g.^ Chumlut girls may marry Maiangs, but
Slalang girls may not be married to ChumliiU,

'

(6) Freedom of choice.—Absolute freedom of action is a
characteristicof the Burman woman. She has separate property,
whether owned before or acquired after marriage, and she takes
this property with her on divorce. She marries whom she
pleases, and separates or divorces, if offended, without any cere-
mony beyond the consent of the village elders. She has a voice
in all domestic matters and in purchases and sales of family
property, and acta with her husband's authority in his absence,
when he is a village official. All this is in direct contradiction
of the equally prevalent marriages by capture or by purchase.

(c) Courtship.—Courtship among Burmans and Shans is

formallj' conducted accordmg to social rules, so as to prevent
improprieties. The exactly opposite custom of recognized ex-
pei'iinental cohabitation before marriage is practised by the
Kachins, who provide 'bachelors' hu"ts' (dum-ntd) for the
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purpose. A child born in consequence iaa 'debt' to the girl's

lather, and its father has to pay a ane or marry the t'irl. On
the other hand, among Sawiigtung Karens boys on attaining

puberty must live entirely in a baehclor's hnt (/irtic) outside the

villaKc, and may not speak to a girl until married, except at

death-fcasti) and marriages.
Among the Meng (Miaotzu) there is a sort of irrevocable

betrothal, at which the engaged couple sing and dance and go
off together at intervals for years, or until the girl is enceinte.

The Yao have the same custom, but less crude—the girl

remaining at home until claimed, and the singing of the couple

being by way of strophe and antistrophe, while there is^ some
consultation of horoscopes. Karens, however, have infant

marriage, or irrevocable betrothal between children of live or

six, when a feast, consisting of orgies, takes place, and another
is held at the subsequent marriage. Breach of such a betrothal

is expiated by a tine.

(if) ilarriage by purc/iOSC—Palaung girls are bought and
retained for life in the husband's family. Lihsaw girls arc

bought at fixed customary prices, become their husbands'

property, and are saleable if they cannot agree with them.

(«0 Marriage by capture.—Marriage by capture is a wide-

spread custom among hill tribes. Kachin marriages are

preceded by actual capture, after a respectalile houaeiiolder in

the girl's village has fixed her dower. The girls are not

consulted, and are bound by their parents' wishes. Even tlie

bought wives of the Lihsaws are actually abducted as a

preliminarj'. Among the Palauugs, boys and girls first romp
together and are subsequently drawn by lot in pairs. The
marriage is a concerted elopement, without ceremonies.

Among Akhas, the pair leave the hut for the night, and in the

morning inform the girl's parents.
Among Burmans, throwing stones on the roof of the bridal

pair on the marriage night, and tying a string across the bride-

groom's path in order to demand a present, are probably relics

of a bygone marriage by capture. This last custom is practised

also by secluded tribes on the eastern frontiers.

(/) Absence of ceremontai.—Everywhere the feeling is that

marriage does not require any ceremony. There is none
amongst the Mengs, Chins, Akhas, Taungyos, orBanyok Karens,

or among Shans and Burmans in the villages.

(H) Cere^nmial.—li rarely happens that anything takes place

bevond public announcement to friends or a feast of rejoicing.

The Bed Karens and Kachins indulge in drunken orgies.

Amongst educated Burmans, Shans, and others who copy them,

there are sometimes ceremonies of an Indian type conducted
by pounds, but these are foreign to the indigenous ideas.

Kachins have a simple ceremony, the essential point of which
is feeding each other in public. The Akhos tie the arms of the

bridal pair together. The Sgau and Pwo Karens are more
elaborate in their ceremonies. They drench the bride with

water as she enters the bridegroom's house, and the binding

ceremony is the drinking of a cup of spirits by the elders

representing tlie parties. Among Red Karens the cup is drunk
by the bridal pair themselves in each other's houses. The only

approach to a regular ceremony is among the Kadus. Both
tliey and the Tauugthus ask the daughter of the house from
the house nat, but the Kadu bridegroom makes a present of a

bamboo, full of tea, equal in length to the king-po^:t of the

bride's house ; and small packets of lapet are susjicndijcl by a

string, the whole length of the king-post. The hands of the

young couple are then joined, and they go hand in hand
down the stairs and shikho to the nat of the house at the

foot.

(A) Adultery.—One hears but little of married adultery, but
a good deal of connexion between the unmarried. The usual

penalty is expulsion from the village among some tribes, as

the Tauugthus, who resent it when it results in illegitimate

children. Among Taungyos, the mother of an illegitimate

child must either be married or compensated. If she cannot
prove the affiliation, she is turned out of the village. Sawng-
tung Karens expel the runaway couples of their villages, but
punish elopements of their own girls with strangers by en-

forced suicide of the guilty parties nr by hanging.
(i) Polt/ffamy.—Polygamy is unrestricted among the Ciiins,

and is the rule among the Akhas. It is permitted to the

Taungyos, where the wife is merely cook antl household
servant. Among the Kachins, it is the result only of the

obligation to marry a widow of an elder brother. It is not
forbidden, but rare, among Burmans, Talaings, Shans, and
Padaungs. It is forbidden to all Karens, except Padaungs, and
to Akhos.

(j) Dimrce.—Among Burmans, Shans, and Red Karens,
divorce is by mutual consent ; nevertheless it is neither
common nor reputable. Palaungs copy the Burmese, but
adulter.y demands compensation merely, not divonie. Among
Akhos it is easy on a money payment. It is unknown among
Sawiigtuiig and White Karens, and among Chins, who-sc

absconding wives, if recovered, are taken back on the murder
of the seducer.

(6) Death.—Tliror.<;hotit Btinii.t Uie object of the

death ceremonies is to prevent the spirits of the
dead, especially of the person just deceased, from
injuring the living ; and the origin of the tiniversal

wakes and feasting is to propitiate the spirits by
letting them have a share in them. The ceremonies
are a combined exorcism atid propitiation. This is

shown in tlio [.rnctice of postponing funer.als until
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the community can properly carry out the necessary

ceremonies.
Among Palaungs, bodies are kept unburied for soma time

under the control of the village elders, and the whole village is

feasted in the interval. AH funerals are public, the entire

community attending. If a Red Karen dies away from home,
his funeral cannot be celebrated until his fjuardian spirit

permits it. Feasting, dancing, and noisc-making go on until

the spirit announces its arrival by tinkling a cow-bell, when
the funeral tokes place over a straw elflgy. Here the sense of

the funeral ceremonies clearly comes out.

Postponement of funerals is general. A prominent example is

tlie often described pangylbydn, or funeral of a respected monk
long after his death. Lihsaws keep their dead in a wooden
colhn surrounded by stakes, until the spirits are consulted.
Siyin Chins artificially dry corpses for a year or more before
burial, by smoking and sun-drying, until they are reduced to a
quarter of their original size. The Kachins bury the dead at

once, without ceremony, but postpone the funeral ceremonies
till a convenient period. In the case of chiefs, the body is kept
in a coftin supported above the earth.

Kachins commence the funeral ceremonies
{manmakhoi) !jy presenting the naW portion of a
sacrifice (buH'alo, oullock, pig, or fowl), chosen by
an exorcist (tuiiisa) in consultation with tlie s]iirit

of the decea.scd(/rt((H,v^ (////"«•/ it"i), at his temporary
shrine {m'lnjniii;) at the back of the liouse, where
the household uats are worshipped. The sacrilice

is then devoured. Among the Akhas, the slaughter

of live bull'aloes and a drinking-feast are the only
ceremonies, even at the death of a man of position.

Wakes are universal, and are intended to be
projiitiatory in tlie sense that the spirits can join

in them. The Siyin Chins commence the funeral

ceremony (fiiithi) with a slow measured dance,

with locked hands and bent heads, round a plat-

form on which the corpse is set upright, covered
witli gay cloths and ornaments. They wind up
with a drunken debauch, such as is common on
similar occasions among Red Karens, Kachins, and
others.

The Kachin's elaborate death ceremonies, after

he has propitiated the spirit of the deceased, are

all designed to frighten it away. There is a
death-dance and a wild rush into the jungle to

frighten the ghost and drive it away. Tlie spirit

is requested not to become a }uit and worry the

living. The reason is made clear by the belief

that a man returns six days and a woman seven

days after a funeral; therefore the temporary
sliriue to the deceased {manjiing) is destroyed so

that it ma}' not be found, and the lirst thing

caught in the interval is oliered to the ghost with
spirits, with the avowed object of inducing the
ghost to keeji away. There is a death-dance after

the destruction of the shrine, and a general drinking

bout ends the ceremonies. Red Karens fire otl'

guns at an approaching death, and make all the

noise possible at funerals, to frighten away the
nuts. Burmans still do the same, althougli the

practice is discouraged by their Buddhism, and
was not permitted under native rule. So great is

the fear of the returning spirit that, among Sgau
and I'wo Karens, widows and orphans are banished
the house, lest their misfortune should prove con-

tagious. Shans sweep the place selected for the
grave, with brambles and thorns, to clear oil' the

evil spirits.

Kachins and some Karens have disconcerting

notions as to exacting compensation for injury of

whatever kind, real or fancied. Deaths, and even
any debts or injuries, are avenged by murder or

blood-money, or by reprisal against the [dace or

thing causing the injury, at any time thereafter

as long as memory lasts. A stream (in theory its

nat) will be hacked with .swords (f/fw) if any one is

drowned in it.

Botli Burmans and Shans have special customs,

which do not appear to be indigenous, and are due
to the Brahmanism introduced witli Buddhism.
Of these may be mentioned placing 'ferry-money'
l^kciliikA) between the teeth of the deceased ; swing-
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iiif; tlio <'()r|ise three times over the grave, and
throwing; in a hamifiil of eartli by each person
jjresont (iitii/c) liefuro the body is lowered into the
jjrave ; allo\viii<; no marks of a burn on the
wrappings of (lie corpse ; and not allowing people
who have touched the corpse to enter the village
without bathing.

(7) Dixpasat of t/ie dead.-—The various peoples
anil tribes in liurnia dispose of the dead by burying
till' body, or burning it and burying the ashes, or
by both these nietliods. Where burial is resorted
to, cotiins are universal, and there is much variety
as to place of burial. With different tribes there
are customs of burying in formal cemeteries, in

separate graves, and in lonely places in the jungle.
So also there are many ways of dealing with
graves—from ignoring and forgetting tliem to
elaborate monuments, dolmens, cromlechs, and
barrows. The principle determining all the cere-

monies and practices seems to be the prevention of
injury to the living from the spirits of the dead by
haunting.

(a) BnnAL.—(i.) Burial in cemeteries.—Formal public ceme-
teries are used hy Burmana, Karens, and Chins (Lai, Siyin,
Sokte, Thado, and Tashon), the last named burying their dead
outflide the village in structures of mud and stone erected on
the surface of tlie ground. In the Wild Wa country, barrows
are found near the villages, three feet high by three wide, and
up to a hundred yards long.

(ii.) Separate burial.—Tame Was bury inside their villages,
and Wild Was at the foot of the steps leading to the house.
Northern Chins (Haka, Shunkla) bury in deep catacombs in the
yard in front of the house. Among Chins also (Siyin, Sokte,
Thado, Tashon), superior families have vault-like structures
entered by a door, and surrounded by stone pillars and tal!

carved posts. Chiefs are separately buried on the road leading
to the village.

(iii.) Burial in remote places.—The object of burial in remote
and lonely places is to keep the spirit from haunting the living.
The living forget the place, and the dead their way home. The
idea in an attenuated form is seen in the Shan custom of
burying separately in the jungle or near the village, and in the
Burman custom of putting up no stone or other mark on or
near the grave. Lihsaws merely bury the corpse at a distance.
Akhas simply bury in a lonely place without ceremonies, and
forget the grave, which is made level with the earth. Yaos
bury in some remote spot, and mark the grave by three stones
placed in a small triangle, but the poorer classes make no
mark on the grave. Menga (Miaotzu) bury in the deep jungle,
and the nearest relative tends the grave for three years, after
which it is forgotten. Kachins explain all these customs by
their habit of burying at any spot chosen by a Chinese sooth-
sayer (semen) as favourable for security from the ghost of the
deceased.

(iv.) Cf#ns.—Burial is nearly always in a coffin, but the
poorer Yaws merely wrap the corpse in matting. The usual
coffin in the jungles is made from a trunk, hollowed out for
the purpose. Tbose of the Red Karens are large, and contain,
besides the corpse, food, clothing, implements, and necessaries
of life. They are decor,ated during life as handsomely as the
owner can afford. The Burman, on the other hand, is buried
in a light coffin roughly nailed together.

(6) Cremation.—(1.) Objects of cremation.—Cremation is
resorted to both for reasons of safety and of honour. All
Kachins burn lunatics (.rnard), victims of violent deaths (sait'd)
or of smallpox, and women dying in childbirth (ntang)—i.e. all
persons likely to become dangerous ghosts. Palaungs burn
their chiefs, and the Yaos their wealthy personages, in coffins.
Some tribes burn all their dead (Szi, and formerly Marii Kachins
and Lai Chins). The ashes of cremated bodies are always
buried. Lai Chins bury them together with the clothes of the
deceased.

(ii.) Cremation of the respected and holy dead.—The well-
known cremation of a respected pongyl, or Buddhist monk
(pongyibyan), with all its Indian Buddhist ceremonial, is in
reality an indigenous ceremony. Burmana bum especially
respected and aged persons as well, collect the bones, wash
them, and bury them in a pot in the cemetery or near a pagoda.
Over the ashes they erect a small pagoda without the crowning
umbrella (A(i), but over the ashes of a great pmgyi an ordinary
pagoda is erected.

(c) Burial at ancestral home.—In direct contradiction to the
lonely grave, which is to be forgotten as soon as possible, there
is the strong feeling among Karens and Chins of the necessity
of being buried at the ancestral home. The explanation is to
be found in the Bed Karen funeral ceremonies, which show
that the guardian spirit of the deceased will haunt the living
until the corpse has been disposed of with its permission. All
Chins attach great importance to burial in the ancestral villages,
and (Jhinbon China who die at a distance from home are burnt,
and their ashes are carried to the ancestral cemetery. AmonfJ
Red Karens the body should be taken, if possible, to the grave
from the deceased's houae ; if that is impossible, there must he
a mock funeral over an efflgy.

I

(d) Monuments.—The object of the ordinary moimment in
Burma is to provide a home for the spirit of the deceased, in
the hope that it may remain there. Kachins erect a conical
thatch ilup) over graves, but Szi Kachins a lup or a hut. The
Chinbrui ('liins build a miniature house of the ordinary type,
and the Ited Karens a miniature shed containing food. In
the Wild Wa country are found cromlechs and collections of
boulders, with pointed stones in the centre which are said to ho
the abode of house nats. This statement ia supported by the
Meng custotn of raising oblong heaps of stones over the lonely
graves they make in the deep jungle, evidently in the hope of
keeping the spirits of the deceased, or house nats, at a distance.
Lai Ohms erect a dolmen over the ashes of the cremated dead.

(8) Slavery.—Slavery is almost univers.al among
the hill tribes. It has a distinct effect on their
phj^sical development, and accounts for the great
variety of form and feature, and sometimes of
custom, observable where it is prevalent. Usually
it is the result of raids on neighbours, but people
of the same tribe and even of the same village
{Kachins, Chins, Karens) and also relatives (Red
Karens) may be enslaved or sold into slavery.
Slavery for debt is everywhere recognized, and the
general principle of legalized slavery is clearly
shown by the Sgau and Pwo Karen custom of selling
into slavery defaulting debtors, captives in forays,
and confirmed thieves. This principle, in its ex-
treme application common in the Far East, is visible
in the Aklia custom of selling themselves into
slavery when their crops fail. The Chins prefer
monks (pongy'iJi) and women as slaves, because they
are the least likely to escape, and Sgau and Pwo
Karens killed the men and the children in forays,
but saved the women as slaves.

The custom is to treat slaves well, and not to
make them work harder than their masters,
provided they give no trouble. The female slaves
are not turned into concubines, and are not made
to sutler indignities (Red Karens, Chins, and
Kachins). They may marry free men, the master
acting as father-in-law (Kachins), and slaves may
marry free women (Kachins). But the abiding
principle in Burmese slavery is—once a slave
always a slave for all succeeding generations. All
the children of slaves are slaves. It is the only
idea of ' caste ' that has reached the Indo-Chinese
races in Burma, and it has been applied to religious
uses with cruel effect. It begins with a superstition.
The Sgau and Pwo Karens sell into slavery widows
and widowers who cannot pay the ' price ' of the
deceased, and those who introduce epidemics—

a

principle that was extended to the tillers of the
Royal lands (Inmaing) in Mandalay, who were all

slaves ipso facto. With the help of imported
Brahmanical ideas, the principle was further ex-
tended to the attendants at Buddhist shrines, the
so-called pagoda slaves (pardgyiin). The pagoda
slave, absolutely dedicated to the service of the
pagoda, is a familiar spectacle in Burma. He
could not be liberated or find a substitute, and the
slavery descended for ever to all children, wives,
and husbands of pagoda slaves, and to any free
children they miglit have had on marriage. The
duty was to keep the pagodas In order, and the
slave might be employed in no other capacity, on
pain of the employer being sent to the lowest
(Buddhist) hell. The pagoda slaves are, in fact, a
'low caste.' The whole idea is Indian, no doiibt
introduced with Buddhism from the analogy of
the dedicated attendants of Hindu shrines, with
the help of the indigenous practices as to slavery.
So great is the stigma attached to slavery of this
nature, that all the prestige and authority of the
British Government have been unable materially
to alter the status or means of livelihood of this
unfortunate class since the emancipation granted
them under British rule.

23. Palace customs.—The customs of the late
Royal Court of Burma, up to the British occupa-
tion of the country in 1885, are preserved in the
Lawkabyiihfi Inyon volume, and in the VHzawimlaw
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(Roj-al Chronicle) of Maiulalay. They not only
present a faithful picture of all the religious and
superstitious ideius of the iicople, but are also a
sort of epitome of them, whether indigenous or

imported. Many of tlie allusions contained in the

religious or o;«f.v('r('li}rious practices of the I'aliue

refer directly to liuddhism, or to the old Urah-
manism which accompanied it, or to the nioderu
Hinduism introduced Ijy the Royal astrologers.

The references to the indigenous Animism arc also

numerous, and of these the most instructive and
important for the study of religion in Burma are
recorded in the following account

:

(1) Enihrotiemcnt ce.reiiioni/tl.—At the enthrone-
ment of the kings of the last dynasty, a temporary
palace was erected, called the Thagyanan (the

Palace of Thagya, the arch)!«< of the Thirty-
seven and 15uddnist 'archangel'), where the king

Eerformed the cer(Mnonial washing of his liead

efore ascending the throne. Here was also

deposited a golden casket containing some ' golden
quicksilver' with the nine precious stones (Indian)

and some charmed water. After the washing the
king was ' anointed ' with water blessed by eight

Hindu astrologers (punnds), and presented by
them with a charmed flower (paycitpdn). After
this ceremony a pound fixed the auspicious day
for ascending the throne, which was made of plpal
wood (the Indian sacred fig). As soon as the royal
couple were seated thereon, the lucky silver gong
(niingald ngxoemaung) was sounded.

(2) The king's sacred position.—The king's title

was Athet-u-san-paing-than-asliln, ' Lord of the life,

head, and hair of all human beings.' His word was
above the law and infallible. His orders were
Divine communications (byd-theit). He Avas im-
measurably above every other human being ; all,

even the chief queen, were obliged to treat him
and all his personal property with the utmost
respect as sacred, and a special honorific language
was used in his presence with respect to him.

(3) The royal wives.—The king was obliged to

have eight queens and as many concubines as
Chinese and Shan potentates presented to him.
The neglect of Thibaw, the last king, to comply
with this custom caused much concern among his

most law-abiding subjects. The chief queen was
usually a half-sister, but sometimes even a sister.

(4) The Order of the ' Salwe.'—This was an
Order established in the persons of those who were
entitled to wear the salwe, a belt of golden chains
tied together by bosses, worn over the shoulder,
the number of strands indicating the rank. The
regulations concerning it are recorded in the Sal-

wedin Saddn (Book of the Order of the Salwe).
These show that the salwe is nothing but the
Indian janea (Brahmanical cord) turned to secular
purposes.

(5) Court festivals.—In every month of the year
there was a Royal feast for the Court and the
public. Some of these were national, some
peculiar to Mandalay, some almost exclusively
Court functions. Animistic practices were current
at many of them.

(a) March- April, Tagu: Unil-lhii Thigydndaw Pwe, New
Year's Day and Wat«r Keast.—On New Year's Day water from
the Irrawaddy, doubly sacred from the blessing of the ponnds
and the handliiig of the king, was used to wash the sacred
images in the pagodas. The king and chief queen washed
their hair in water from the hollows of sacred cotton trees
growing in the villages of Bok and Kyuwun, while ponnds
nivoked the nats of hon (Are) and gyo (planets).

(6) April-May, Kasan : Syaungyedaw Pwe, Charmed Water
Feast.—Water from the Irrawaddy was formally presented to
the king and chief queen, and given by them to the courtiers
and maids of honour to wash the sacred images within the
palace walls.

(c) May-June, Nayon : MSndt Puzmc (Hindu Stoghandtka-
piijd), Worship of the I/ord of tlie Clouds.—This consisted of
prayers for rain {nga-payeik) by the sadaws (heads of Buddhist
monasteries), also known as Ngayan Min's Prayer. lie was
king o( the murrcl Qsh (snake-head), whose prayer when hia

lagoon dried up is known all over Burma. At this ceremony
punnds prayed to Ggures representing the nats of the rain,
which are human spirits, and the nats of the water, which are
the spirits of alligators, frogs, and niurrel fish. These were set
up in tazauags (temporary seven-tier structures), and finally

thrown into the Irrawaddy. The whole festival has a strong
Indian bias.

(ff) In the sante month was held the feast of the Mingald
Ledan Puie, the Feast of the Lucky Ploughing, when the king,
in full military costume, ploughed and harrowed a certain field

to procure a good harvest, while pounds offered prayers to
fifteen Hindu gods, and male and female necromancers (TUlf-

sayds, natijks, natsawfi) invoked the Thirty-seven Nats.
(e) July-August, Wdgau7ig : Sayeddn Pwe, the Feast of the

Offerings.—The king sent officials (natoks and natteijis) with
offerings of clothing to the shrine (natkun) of the Shwebyin
Nyinaung Nats, two of the Thirty-seven, at Taungbyon.
(/) October-November, Tasaujigmon : Kateindaxv Pwe, the

Feast of the Presentation of Robes (to the monks).—The wives
of the Court officials had to perform, between sunset and
sunrise, the whole process of making cloth for draping the
most sacred images in the Seven Nanthin Pagodas, from spin-
ning to the woven material, out of raw cotton supplied by the
king. At the full moon the fifteen chief nats of the royal
family (all really Hindu deities), whose metal images were
kept in a special building with a three-tier roof, were wor-
shipped by the Court.

ig) At the Tazaungdaing Pwe, the Feast of Burning the
Shrines, also held in this month, eight large pydtthdts (orna-
mented wicker work spires) and many snj.-ili bamboo models of
pagodas were displayed to the king and chief queen and then
burnt.

(h) November-December, Nadaw : Mahd-peinne Pwedaw,
the I'eastof the Royal First-fruits.—The first-fruits of the royal
fields from the crown predial lands {latnaing), were sent by ttle

king to the Maha-peinne Nat at the Arakan Pagoda at Amara-
pura. Maha-peinne represents Mahavini^ia or Gaije^a, the
Hindu god of learning, and the whole ceremony was largely
Indian, including the distribution of largesse in the shape of
Maundy money {kyulmi), received as revenue from Bhamo.

(i) February.March, Tabaung : Paya Pwe or Thepon Zedxdaw
Pwe, the Feast of the Shrines.—This is the month for wor-
shipping the nats, and royal offerings were sent to the Nats,
Aungzwamagyi, Ngazishin, and Mahagiri (Magayc) of Popa
Hill (all of tlie "Thirty-seven), and also to the guardians (jwifs,

bolus) of the four great gates of the city of Mandalay.
Pagodas of sand were also reared to gain or retain good
health.

24. Hindu influence.—In cases where the old
Brahmanism (introduced with Buddhism) and the
modern Hinduism (introduced by the Manipuri
astrologers) have affected the religious ideas of the
natives of Burma, the fact has been already pointed
out in eacli instance. But there are certain other
prominent examjiles of the influence of Hinduism
which require to be considered separately.

(1) On the Eoyal Court.—Tlie late Koyal Court
was strongly impregnated with Hindu super-
stition, which was prominently present in the
punishment by the legal flogging of persons who
habitually killed cows or ate beef. It came out
strongly after the king had been deposed, in the
doings of various persons wlio had been connected
with the Court. A Hindu Manipuri astrologer
(poymd) was employed by the two Chaunggwa
princes in a plot against the British Government
at Mandalay in 1886, though they were accom-
panied by a Burman Buddhist priest (po7igyi). He
drew their horoscopes, prophesying that the
younger brother only would succeed. The party
of the elder brother thereupon dissolved. The
sadaw (abbot) of the MOdi Monastery at Mandalay
was in the plot, and during a second plot, hatched
in 1888 in that Monastery, the horoscope of the
prince, a charmed bullet-proof image, and a jar of

sacred water were found, when the pl.'ice was
attacked. The jar had been used for taking the
oath of allegiance to the prince, and the ceremony
had consisted of drinking a cupful of the water
from the jar, in which an image of Gautama
Buddha, made out of wood from the Bo-tree at

Bodh Gaya, had been dipped. The Indian pro-

clivities of the Court also appear in the magic
stone in the courtyard of the Shwedagon Pagoda
at Rangoon, which is engraved with the hare
(moon) and the peacock (sun), symbolical of the
claim of the last dynasty to both ' lunar and solar

'

descent (Rajput). The worship of tht White
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Elephant was j;ioully iiii\ed up witli the Court
ceremonial, ami, tlio\isli apiiareutly a iicculiarly

BunnOso anil Kir Kasteni institution, is uever-

thcloss an instance iif Indian inlluonce introduced
with r.nddhisiii. The Smlddii, or Siiihi/ih/aw, or

White l-lephant, was nut white, but was an
aninnil enilowed with mystical signs and powers of

so pronounced an Indian type that Hindus greatly
reverenced it.

(2) On tliD people.—Among the people it is

lierhaps natural to find, considering their source,

that powers of witchcraft, sorcery, and necromancy
generally sIhuiUI follow the typical Indian custom
of running in families. Hindu influence also causes

much confnsion in belief, and nats (Burman),
baliis (ogres, doubtfull}' Burman), and pyeittds

(ghosts, clearly Indian prcta) are all found mixed
up in the same story as disease- and death-bringing
spirits. Most of the Animistic customs of the

Burmans, Talaings, and Shans are nowadays
referred incorrectly to a Brahmanic origin through
Buddhism. Hindu inlluence, too, much affects the
Burmans as to lucky and unlucky days of the

week, and these in their turn exercise so great an
influence on theii' actions, ceremonies, and medicinal
dieting as seriously to interfere with daily life.

(3) Pagoda slaves and other outcasts. — The
Pagoda slaves (pardgyun) [see above, 'Slavery']
are an ' outcast ' caste of the true Indian type—an
idea entirely foreign to the Indo-Chinese mind.
There is the same feeling towards professional

wandering beggars (tadnungsa), who may follow

no other occupation ; and with these are associated

lepers, the deformed and the maimed (recalling

the Indian idea of the 'sin of misfortune'), con-

ductors of funerals, makers of coffins, and diggers

of graves (sandale). The feeling was extended to

the slave tillers of the government lands {lamaitig),

to the lictors (letyatnung thingyeing), and to

those specially tatued for crime (pagwet), who were
also constables, jailors, and executioners. No one
associated with them, and they were often denied
burial, being thrown out along with the town
offal.

(4) The Naumgtung vestals.—The marriage of

four virgins every three years to Sao Kaing, the
Spirit of Lake Nawngtung at Kengtung (Shan
States) is Hindu in type, the influence in this case

Erobably coming up from the South through Siam
om Cambodia. There is little dedication, how-

ever, as the girls go home after the ceremony and
may maiTy ; but if one of them dies soon after-

wards, the nat has ' accepted ' her.

(5) Onfcstivals,—Hindu influence clearly appears
again at the New Year Festival at Kengtung,
when an indecent figure of Lahu Nat, a frog, is

carried through the to^^•n, and thrown into the
river with obscene antics, ' for the public welfare.'

(6) On superstitions.—A ponna, by means of

necromantic dreams, successfully cultivated a field

in Nanmadawza Kwin near Mandalay, in which
dwelt a death-dealing nat, when every Burman who
tried to cultivate it came to an untimely end. The
posts of a house are believed to be male, female,
neuter, and the ogre's (balu) respectively, or ac-

cording as they are of one size throughout, or bulge
at the bottom, in the middle, or at the top.

Female posts are the best for building, next the
male ; the others must be avoided. Nat shrines in

trees are connected to the trees by a bridge made
of threads for the use of the yiat.

(7) Serpent-worship. — The accepted Burmese
tradition is that King Anawrahta (Anawrahtazaw)
of Pagan, the Buddhist reformer of the 11th cent.
A.D.

,
put an end to the nagrX- (pronounced in

Burma nfigd), or serpent-worsliip then prevalent.
He probably merely scotched it, as is shown by the
naga images about the Shwezlgon Pagoda at

I'agan, biiilt after liis death. The cult must,
however, as its name imjilies, have been imported

from India, and the numerous legends and folk-

talcs now current of nnga maidens and nriga

heroes nuvy safely be referred to a form of Animism
that is not indigenous in the country, or be re-

garded as indigenous animal fables coloured by
the cosmogony received through Buddhist sources.

The presentation of a monster naga to the Pagoda
is still an annual ceremonj' at the T.awadeintha

(Buddhist) festival in Tasaungmon (November),
and on either side of the Mintet Tagu, or State

Staircase at the Palace at Mandalay, are four

guardian images {pyawthd tayintha) directly refer-

able to Indian jiaf/a-worship.

(8) The Five Nats.—Burmese books lay much
stress on the Five Nats, which have all Indian

names combined with the native word so, meaning
'ruler.' They are all 'nature' spirits: Mekkaso,
Lord of the Kain (megha) ; Bommaso, Lord of the

Earth (bhummi) ; Yokkaso, Lord of the Trees

(rttkkha) ; Akathaso, Lord of the Sky (dkasa);

and Tharaso, Lord of the Waters [sdra, lake).

(9) The Thirty-seven Nats.—The Thirty-seven

Nats, famous throughout Burma, are clearly of

Buddhist origin, and represent the inhabitants of

Tawadeintha, the tdvatimsa heaven, the abode of

the Thirty-three, where dwell the ruling spirits

that interfere with mankind. To the Thirty-three

four have been added in modern times, making up
the now orthodox number of Thirty-seven. The
existing spirits are not by any means, in name,
form, or representation, identical with the original

Thirty-three, whose images, much debased from
the Indian form, are still in existence at the

Shwezigon Pagoda at Pagan, which was con-

structed at various dates from A.D. 1094 to 1164.

At the present day, the Thirty-seven are all, with

one exception, national heroes or heroines, whose
story or life has caught the popular fancy. Con-
sequently there is some vagueness in the orthodox

list, though there is an extraordinary unanimity,
among those who profess to know the subject, as

to their names, and even the order in which they

should come. In their existing form they exhibit

in a remarkable manner the tendency of all man-
kind to fasten old-world stories and attributes on
popular heroes. The Thirty-seven Nats are now
purely Animistic in nature. The one nat of this

Order that retains his original characteristics is

Thagya Nat, Mho represents Indra in the form of

Sakra (by Burmese phonetics Thugyd), the primus
inter pares in the heaven of the Thirty-three in

Buddhism, and the Recording Angel of Burmese
orthodoxy. He is the first or chief of the Thirty-

seven among the Burmans, birt the Talaings find

no place for him, and rank the second of the
Burmans, Mahagiri or Magaye, the house nat
personified, as the first.

On analysis, the Thirty-seven Nats resolve themselves into

five groups, each connected with a cycle of ji«m-historioal

tales, an explanation of which in detail would involve an
examination of the very complicated history of Burma, often

in its more obscure passages. Roughly, the five cycles of tales

are all connected with royal families, including several kings,

and therefore with great heroes and heroines. They commence
with stories of m}-thical times in Tagaung and Prome, and are
continued all through Burmese history to modern times. The
great king of Pegu, Tahin Shwedi (1530-1550), and a prisoner of

war taken by Bayin Naung of Pegu (1561-16S1), the Br.anginoco

(Baylngyinaungzaw) of the contemporary Portuguese writers,

are included in the list. Even the great-grandson of Brangi-

noco, alive in the middle of the 17th cent., is one of the Thirty-

seven. Only one of the Order besides Thagya Nat belongs to

no special category. He was a personage of no particular con-

sideration, Maung"Po Tu, a tr-oder of Pinya, who was killed by
a tiger, and becameTamous by his- tragic death. Tragedy in

life, indeed, has been the usual passport to inclusion in the
Thirty-seven.

Each member of the Order has his or her own
particular festival, and there is a well-known book,

I the Mahugita Medanigydn, which purports to be
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a buuk ul odes to the Thirty-.seven Nats, tliouj;li,

strictly .si)eakiiig, it contains a series of sliort

bio;;rap!iical and genealogical sketches in verse for

recitation under spirit possession by female
mediums {nat-huhiw) at the festivals. They are

by way of being moralities, and are meant to

impress on the audience the sins of treason,

rebellion, and assassination. The ceremonial at

the festivals of the Thirty-seven Nats is distinctly

Animistic in tone.

25. Superstitions.—The superstitions of Burma
iialuniliy t'liibody tags of every kind of belief that

has at one time or otlier attracted tlie attentioti of

tiie people. Superstitions are apt to run through
tlie country without regard to origin. Those of

the iJurmans may be looked on as common, at any
rate, to the Talaings and Slians also, and to the

tribes that have come in contact with them. They
all have, Iiowever, some that are peculiar, more or

less, to themselves. Of these superstitions some
are now selected as samples :

(1) Bunnans and general.—Combings of hair and parings of

nails are tied to a stone and sunk in deep water. Water
soiled by washing clothes, and saliva, are carefully disposed of.

Children's cauls bring promotion in life to the possessor. The
smell of cooking brings on fever, especially frying in oil. The
mother of seven sons or daughters will become a witch. Women
dying in childbirth are cut open and the chihl (,alon) is buried
in some secret spot to prevent necromancers {hmawsayd) from
digging it up and misusing it. At the funeral of a pungyl
(pOTif;j/idi/an) there is a tug of v/at {lonswe), to ascertain which
side is to have the merit (kutko) of dragging the body to the

pyre. The natural ' spirit flames ' at Kama, between Prome and
Thayetmyo, are the fire of a spectral blacksmith. A live boa-

constrictor (sabdffiji) is kept on fishermen's boats as a warning
of storms, as, when one is coming, it slips overboard and makes
for the shore. The gall bladder of the snalce is a good medicine,

and the fat a remedy for rheumatism. It is unlucky for bees to

hive under the house, but lucky on the house-top. Shavings of

rhinoceros horn cure epilepsy and poisons. Horns of buffaloes,

when flawless and solid (thandt-hpi), are a charm for invulner-

ability. Stones found in the heads of birds, in trees, and in

animals (anmde) are highly prized as amulets. In the Manda-
lay Palace grounds there stood the Hkonan, the palace of the

king of the pigeons. If a hen lays an egg on a cloth, the owner
will lose money. A snake crossing the path will delay a lawsuit,

a Journey, or a raid. If a dog carries an unclean thing into tlie

house, it'denotes riches to the owner. The steps of a monastery
{kyaunfi) must be in odd numbers. Knots in the side pieces

Ihhgatit) of the steps leading to the house determine its luck.

Oil at the Yenangyaung oil-wells is found by the direction in

which a marble elephant on a flat stone moves of itstlf, or in

which its shadow falls on the surrounding offerings. S^ rapiiiga

from meteoric stones cure ophthalmia. Eating lapet (te:i salad)

setti' s ;i]l bargains, and is sometimes the binding part of a
marn:i'„'t (Ceremony. In all the native Courts, except the

SupniiR- Court (i/^^(rfa?^), decisions were finally settled when
the parties had received and eaten a packet of lapet. Appeal
after that in any circumstances was a crime, punished by public

flogging (maung-kpaic) round the roads. Omens are drawn
from the sun and moon, howling of dogs, flight and song of

birds, twitching of the eyelids or any part of the l>ody. If a

mushroom is met with at the beginning of a journey, it will

siircocd. Small charms (hkaung-beit-.set) to secure invulner-

ability, up to as many as thirty, are let in under the skin ; they
consist of discs of gold, silver, lead, pebbles, tortoise-shell, and
bom. Charmed necklaces and bracelets are worn for the same
purpose.

(2) 6'Aa?ts.—Inhaling the smoke of pine-wood or taking a

mixture of monkey's blood and turmeric prevents bleeding at

the nose and mouth in lying-in women. Corpses of the un-
married are married to stumps by being knocked against them
on the way to burial.

(3) Talaings.—H is dangerous to mention any one by name
during a devil-dance held to frighten away an epidemic, as the
e\il spirits might afflict the owner with it.

(4) A'acfti7i5.— Eclipses are catised by a dog {sftittdhvd)

swallowing the moon. The rainbow is from a (;rab (chikdn),

which lives in marshy hollows connected with a subterranean
ocean. Thunder is the voice of Mushang, the Nat of the

Heavens. Lightning is represented by a phrase, viyit fipyap

kalamai, * rolling and shakmg the eyes (of Mushang).' Earth-

quakes are tensed by crocodjles burrowing in the eartli ffim

the subterranean ocean. The markings of the moon are due to

the foliage of the rubber tree. It offends the house nat if :i

visitor goes out at the backdoor. Snakes and porcupines across

the path are unlucky ; deer, hedgehog, rhinoceros, and otler art-

lucky. The wild cat is doubtful, being classerl both ways in

different places. It is unlucky for young men to drink the beer
named at births after a new-born child.

(5) Karens.—It is lucky if a cricket, representing the Harvest
Spirit, crawls up the yoke-support of the oxen and Hies upwards
from the top. Lights on graves are the spirits of the dead, and
are the occasion of an annual festival. The Bre Karens drink,

for strength and courage, the blood of any animal they kill.

Among tlie Sawngtung Kart-ns no one may leave the village on
the day of the birth of a child in it, and no eggs ma.\- be kept in

tlie village while the fields are being reaped. The first ancestor
of the White Karens had a magic; wishing drum. Taungthii
ghosts do not walk on festival days. Giving away anything at
all on sowing or planting days means blight for the crop.
Among the Taungyo Karens no paddy may be taken out of the
bins during Pyatho (December-January).

(G) Was and Palaungs.—Amon^ the Palaungs, if a person diea
on the last day of the month, the body must be buried at once,
or there will be fire, epidemic, ormurder in the village. Among
the Ens, if a tree is felled, a man dies, and so over extensive
areas the people will not work bill-fields, for fear of offending
the spirits.
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BURMA AND ASSAM (Bviddliism in).

—

i. Burma.— i. Origin and history.—The common
assertion is that Buddhism was iirst established in

Burma by Buddhaghosa from Ceylon about A.D.

450. The delta lands were not even called Burma
then, and the Mons or Talaings were the inhabit-

ants, to the complete exclusion of the Burmese
proper. The capital of the Burmese was then
Pagan. It is supposed that the iigliting, which
ended in the destruction of Tharokettara (tlie

modern Prome) and the buildinji: of Pagan, was
carried on by settlers from India, some of whom
had come by sliip to Prome, which was then on
the sea, and others who Iiad come to Northern
Burma by way of Manipur. These last were cer-

tainly Mahayanists, who followed the canon drawn
up by Kanishka, at the synod held at Jalandhara
in the Panjal). The Mon converts, antl assumedly
the Indian immigrants, were Hinavaiiists, who
adopted the canon of Asoka, formulated by liim

at his synod in 250 B.C., hehl at Patalijjutra. This
canon was taken to Ceylon, where it has been
followed ever since. Pajj:an was established about
the beginnin*;: of our era, and Tharekettara, tlie

site of which is a short distance east of the modern
Prome, had been a famous capital for something
like five centuries before this.
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Tliere is no real history of Bumm till the time of AnnwrahtA,
who sua-etMJcii to the throne of Paj;;m in a.d. 1010, and is

renowneii n3 the lii-st Burim-so national hero—a sort of Alfred
the Great. He be[;:an the stru^illG between Burma proper and
Voinanya, between the Burmese and the Mons, which did not
end till 1756, when I'agau was captured and Uanpoon founded.
This was also the strujrjjle between Buddhists of the Northern
canon and Uudilliists of the Southern ; between Sanskrit and
Mac:adhi, as the Iturmese call VMi ; between the Mahiiyanista

and the Hinayanists, the Great Vehicle and the Little Vehicle.

The doctrinal form of the conquered was imposed on the
cODQUerors, but this came about through the personality of the

originator of the great struggle.
Serpent-worship had been followed for about a hundred years

before the time of Anawrahta. It was grafted on the KanishUa
canon by a usurper king. Saw Yahan, and the ministers of this

debased religion were called Art or Arij/a^ 'the Noble.' They
lived in monasteries, but are said to have been of dissolute life.

Their robes were blue like those of the lamas of Tibet and
China, and they let their hair grow two inches long. Anawrahta
was converted to the purer form of Buddhism by a wandering
monk, who is called Arahan, and is therefore practically name-
less. The first act of the proselyte king was to send a messenger
to the Mon king, Manuba of "fhaton, asking for a copy of the
Tripitaka, the three Caskets of the Law. King Manuha refused.

Anawrahta made no second request. He raised an army,
marched to Thaton, levelled the city with the ground, and
brought everything—the Books of the Law, the king Manuha,
and the people—in a body to Pagan. From this time dates the
erection of the temples which make Pagan so remarkable a
ruined city, and also the spread of the present form of Buddhism
over all the land of Burma.

This is the common story, and it may very well

represent the establislinient of Buddhism of the

Southern school througliout Burma ; but the slow
disinterment of buried cities and the study of

Chinese and Tai annals seem to show that Buddha-
ghosa had j)redecessors as missionaries, and it is

quite certain that there were Buddhists in Burma
proper long before Buddhaghosa's time.
Hitherto the assumption has been that Buddhism firmly

established itself in Burma about the time when it was begin-
ning to disappear in India. It may be true that it was then
first universally accepted in the form which it retains to the
present day. it seems very clear, however, that Buddhism had
been introduced lon^ before, perhaps only to struggle with the
Animists, who then inhabited the country, but at any rate had
been introduced and stayed, and was certainly not merely a
tolerated religion.

Buddhaghosa landed at, or near, Thaton with
his volume of the Scriptures. Thaton was then
certainly on the sea-coast, but Forchhammer main-
tained that the apostle landed, not at the modern
TliatOn, but at Golanagara, which lies twenty-two
miles north-west of it. This is quite possibly the site

of the original Thaton, for the changing of capitals

was always a characteristic of the peoples of Burma,
whether Burman, Mon, or Tai. There are frequent
references to the struggle between Brahmans and
Buddhists in the coastwise lands before this, and
it seems quite probable that there is some truth in

the legend, believed by all Burmans, that king
Dhammathawka, as they call Aioka, sent two
missionaries, Thawna and Ottara, to what we call

Burma, after the sitting of the third great synod
in 241 B.C.

Kanishka, the last and probably the greatest of

the three great Buddhist monarchs of Northern
India, is commonly called the Constantine of the
East. His date is very uncertain, but the best
authorities seem to agree that he ascended the
throne about -\.D. 120. He carried Buddhism to

far-away Khotan. He defeated the armies of the
emperor of China, and he beat back the attacks of

the Parthians. It is possible that it was he who
introduced Buddhism into China and Japan.
But the name of the Buddhist monarch best known

in Burma is that of A^oka (Dhammathawka), who
was crowned in 269 B.C. and reigned till 231 B.C.

He was the grandson of Chandragupta, the petty
chief wlio founded the Maurya dynasty, the great
military monarchy that held the whole of India
from I'atna to the Panjab. Asoka was the greatest
of these Maurya monarchs. He was converted to
Buddhism, and made it the State religion of all

Northern India. Kanishka is called the Constan-
tine of the East, but A^oka was both a Paul and a

Constantine. Ho sent missionaries over all the

world known to him. lie ordered the dedication

of stupas to the Buddha in the remotest parts. It

is nearly certain that he iutroduceil Buddhism into

the Tai kingdom of Nanchao, which had its capital

at Talifu, and remained there till it was overthrown
by Kublai Khan.
The Burmese Buddhists know little of Kani-shka,

but the name of Dhammathawka is well known,
and tradition credits him with the foundation of

many pagodas with the bones and relics of the
Buddha (see art. Buddha in vol. ii. p. 884'' f.).

There are such stupas at Tavoy, Sloulmein,
Toungoo, and Thayet in Lower Burma. There
are many of these shweindkthos and shwomokdaws
in the Upper Province, and even farther off still, in

the triliutary Shan States : at Kyauksfe, Sampe-
nago, in the Bhamo District ; at Pwela in the
Myelat, round the Inle lake, and in many parts
of the hills. They are all implicitly credited to

Dhammathawka, and it can hardly be that some
of them are not on the list of the 84,000 which he
ordered to be built. It is perhaps significant that
the Burmese royal liistory says that a band of

ksatriyas came after the founding of Tagaung (old

Pagan) and established a capital which they called

Mawi-iya, in the neighbourhood of the present vil-

lage of Mweyen,
When the Maurya empire broke up, Buddhism

did not cease to be the dominant religion of the
north of India. The Questions of Milinda give us
the history of the conversion of the Greek Menander
and of his disi)utations with the sage Nagasena.
The Bactrian Greeks, though they were pushed
southward and farther south by the Sakya, or
Hun tribes of the Scythian steppes, established a
great kingdom in the Panjab, and Menander's
empire was hardly less extensive than that of the
warlike A^oka, and even included for a time the
sacred Magadha. The Scythians themselves were
not content with driving the Greeks across the
Oxus. They pushed on and established the Kushan
dynasty, and seized the Middle Land itself, the
sacred heart of India. It was then that Kanishka
fixed his home in the holy city of Peshawar, and
it was there that he received and befriended YUan-
Ch'ang (Hiuen-Tsiang), the Master of the Law, the
great traveller and writer. Kanishka buUt a great
audience-hall for the monks, and a noble relic-

tower. It is not impossible that this is the shrine
discovered in 1909. Kanishka also convened a

freat coimcil to examine and codify all the Bud-
hist writings. The canon which we now have was

laboriously drawn up and engraved on copper. It

was buried in the relic-chamber of a pagoda, and,
since the ashes of the Buddha claim to have been
found after more than 2500 years, possibly this canon
also will be discovered in tne same neighbourhood.
With the death of Kanishka the decay of Bud-

dhism in India began. It seems likely that the
growth of Buddhism in Burma began at least then,
and probably earlier. At any rate, everything
seems to show that the theory that it did not
begin till five centuries later is mistaken. All the
researches of the very poorly supported Archseo-
logical Department in Burma tend to establish the
certainty of the early connexion of Burma >vith

India, and indeed to prove that the Burmese race
came from the north-west, and not from the north-
east ; from the northern slopes of the Thian Shan
range, and not from any liart of the modern China.
The Burmese Chronicle, the Mahdydzmvin, asserts
this, and all recent discoveries tend to prove that
it is right.

In the year 1908-09, excavations conducted under
the direction of Taw Sein Ko at Hmawza have
conclusively proved that the Northern school of

Buddhism was established at Prome, the ancient
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Tharekettara. Votive tablets found at tlic Legii
pagoda, and tlie sculjituro there, are in tlie same
style as the faiiiiliar Gupta work of Northern
India. It seems, therefore, indi.si)utable tliat

there was communication between the kingdom
of Tharekettara and Northern India, when the
Guptas (A.I). 319-GuO) rose in Kanauj, and the
term 'I'ali' began to be used instead of 'Ma^'adhi.'
Ma^^adlii declined as the Guptas rose, just as ICosali
declined when Magadha conquered and annexed
Kosalu. It may be asserted with some coniidence
that communications did not begin with the Guptas,
and that there was connexion between Burma and
India long before, and that Buddhism came much
earlier than lias been hitheito believed.
NeithiT the Mahajiiiists nor tlie llinayinist3 use the tongue

in whicli the Buddha Uautama preached, the widely diffused
dialect of Kosala, or Koshala, where he was born and brought
up. After his death Kosala was conquered, and Magadha took
ita place. The edicts of A^oka were issued in Magadhi, though
history records that the Sanskrit of the Veda was still in official
use at the court of his grandfather, Chandragupta. Kosala was
the ancient land of Oudli, and Magadha is the modern Behar.
Khys Davids, however, points out that the official tongue of
Magadha differed from the local Magadhi, or Kosali, in many
little ways, because it was based on the tongue which Gautama
spoke, the dialect which had been the form of speech used by
Rama and his race. The Uterary form of Kosali was known as
Pali, that is to say, 'canonical,' because the Pali, or canon, of
the Buddhi.sts was composed in the ancient dialect of Oudh.
The relation of Pali to Sanskrit may be roughly compared

with that which the Romance languages bear to Latin. Because
it became the language of the Buddhist canon, Magadhi gradu-
ally came to be called Pali, and so identified itself with the
reformers. Sanskrit remained the form in which the orthodox
Brahmans expressed themselves. It may be noted that the
people of Burma and Ceylon still prefer to use the old name
' Magadhi instead of ' Pali.' Magadhi, at the time of the mis-
sionary journeys of the first Buddhist apostles, was a sort of
lingua Jranca, as Hindustani or Malay is now, and the Sinhalese
language is, as a matter of fact, derived from Magadhi. Any
one talking Pali could probably make himself understood by the
people of Ceylon, just as a Yun-nanese can understand a Peking
Chinaman, or a Lao Shan can follow a Siamese on the one side,
or a British Tai on the other.

It seems to be proved bej'ond reasonable doubt
that Buddhism was established both in Southern
and in Western Burma long before the hitlierto
accepted dates. Very probably it got no great
hold on the country. It is also probable that the
JMahayanist school was niucli the more strongly
represented until the time of xVnawrahta. It
can hardly be doubted that some of Asoka's
apostles visited and settled in both Upper and
Lower Burma. Probably, however, the mission-
aries of Kanishka were much more numerous and
more successful.

By the time of Kanishka, Indian Buddhism had
lost the simple morality and ' agnostic idealism,'
as Waddell c.-tlls it, of its founder, and had taken
in much from the Bhagavad-Ottd and from fjaivism.
It had become 'a speculative theistic system witli
a mysticism of sophistic nihilism in the back-
ground' (W.oddell, Buddhism of Tibet, p. 10).

It is unfortunate that the age of kanishka is very imper-
fectly determined. We have so far records varying from the
year 3 to the year 18, and the learned are at variance as to
whether these are years of reign or years of an era. Fleet
holds that they refer to the .Sanivat era, while others take
them to refer to other eras with omitted hundreds. The net
result is that Kanishka may be planed anywhere between ."ie

B.C. and AD. 28ii—rather a wide interval for a monarch who
made hi.s influence felt from the upper reaches of the Tigris to
the Great Wall of China.

It has been authoritatively as.serted that the
Mahay.\nist form of Buddhism w-as introduced
into liurnia by Chinese missionaries in the 4tli

century. If for this we read Tai or Slian mis-
sionaries between the 1st and 4th cents., it will
probably be much nearer tlie truth. Hinayanist
Buihlhisni had probalily come in a tentative way
witli Asok.i's apostles before this, and, as is clearly
establislicil, Mahaj'anism penetrated even as far
as the Malay I'eninsula, not at all impossibly
througli Burma, at tlie time when Buddhism is
generally credited with being lirst planted in
Burma itself.

The Northern school may certainly be called
corrupted in comparison with the lirst teaching
of the Buddha, and it was still further corrupted
by the Tantra system. This was founded by
Asaiiga, a noted monk of Peshawar in the Panjab,
ajnd is a mixture of magic and witchcraft with
Siva-worship. This was grafted on the already
corrupted Buddhism, and has left many traces in
Burmese Buddhism. The religion wliich existed
in Pagan before Anawrahta's rape of the king and
the religious books and the jieople of Tliaton was
a medley of naga- or serpent->soisliip, Tantrism,
and Mahayanism, with not a few traces of Tibetan
lamaism, which came with the Stli cent, and possibly
gave the country the word pOngyl, or ' monk,' which
may be compared with bon-gyepa, the Tibetan
bon, ' mendicant.'

"The professors of the Northern school of Bud-
dhism, the Aril/a of Pagan, were full of supersti-
tions, and they were workers of miracles. Burnouf
had little respect for them. 'The pen,' he says,
' refuses to transcribe doctrines as miserable in
respect of form as they are odious and degrading
in respect of meaning.' How long they had been
found in Pagan there is nothing to show. It is,

however, quite certain that the autocrat Anaw-
rahta effected the fusion of the two schools in
the 11th century. He finally put an end to the
Aril/a, but traces of Mahay.anism have clung to
the outward form of Hinayanism in Burma ever
since. If the religion may be said certainly to
belong to the Southern school, it may no less
certainly be asserted that it was moulded by the
Northern. But Buddhism can hardly be called
a reli,gion. In its concrete form it is rather a sort
of philosophy practised by a monastic organization
like that of the Dominican or Franciscan Orders.

2. Buddhist Scriptures and religious works.

—

The canons of Buddhism may have been the work
of an immediate disciple of the Buddha, drawn up
at the first council in the year after the Benign
One's death, but it is certain that the canon of the
Tripitaka was really first, settled at the council
lield under Asoka in the 3rd cent. B.C. From the
inscriptions we may rest assured that at that time
the most important part of the Buddhist canon
existed, as we now have it, divided into five
portions.

The miracle-mongering Mahayanists enlarged
the original canon to a huge extent by exjianding
the texts of the original documents, by adding
material of their own, and by entering into com-
l)romises with any local form of popular super-
stition ; but however the individuals may have
aflected Burmese forms, this canon was never
adopted in Burma. The Buddhist of the Southern
school may be a scientific freetliinker, as Lillie
calls him, but he maintained with great tenacity
the purity of the early Buddhistic teaching. This
exists in the canon of Ceylon, and it is tnis form
wliich Burmese Buddhism implicith' adopts. The
Burmese also recognize only the Pali, the canon
language. This is as distinctively the language
of the Hinayanist school as Sanskrit is of the
Mahayanist. When the natives of India began to
use Sanskrit as their literary language, from the
2nd cent. A.D. onwards, the people we call Bud-
dliists gave up writing in Pali, though they pro-
bably understood it. But the books they wrote
in BuddhisUc S:ui>krit were new books. We find
that the Buddhisl ic S:iiiskrit texts abound in wild,
extravagant, .'uhI exa-^iicrating digressions. Such
works as the Lalila Vistani, the tiuddha Charita,
and some others are based on the old myths of
Asia. In these we can detect the common origin
of the story of Bacchus, of Krsna, and of many
other gods and liernes.

The last census of India showed that out of
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neaily nine ami n li.ilf million Buddhists in tlie
Indian ICniiiire, all but about 300,000 are in
Uurnia. Ceylon may bo ie";arded as the holier
place by the IJuddliist, possibly even by the Bur-
mese Buihlhist, but. since very shortly after the
permanent establishment of Buddhism in Tagan
oy Anawiahtfi, Burma has consistently held a very
higli place in the interpretation of the autlientic
Buddliist Scriptures in the language which they
call Magadhi, or the Mnla-bhasa, and Western
scholars call Tali. This Magadhi, or Pali, has
been to the Burmese what Latin was to the
mediieval scholiasts and scholars of Europe. This
has been so much the case that Burmese writings
dealing with m.atters of religion or philosophy are
as full (if Magadhi terms as European scientific
phrasculogy is lllled with classical terminology.

Since the 11th cent, there have been produced
in Burma, in the Pali language, great numbers of
religious works, grammatical treatises, and dis-
sertations on philosophy, which have attained a
reputation far beyoncl the limits of Burma. They
have been studied in Siam and perhaps not least
in Ceylon itself.

The palm-leaf manuscripts spread so much that
copies may be found both in C'evlon and in Siam, in
any monastery which pretends to a respectable
library ; and of later years, when all the more
noteworthy works of Burmese authorship have
been printed at the local presses, Burmese treatises
have become still more common.
The reputation is well deserved. The Burmese bhiksus,

since the days of the Pagan monarchv, have been noted, 'not
merely for their study of the Abhidhamma, but for scholarly
researches in the canons which deal with metaphysics and
psychology. For centuries monks from .Siam and from Ceylon
have come to study in Burmese monasteries, which have
always been rich in commentaries and exegeses on the Abhi-
dhamma (q.v.). Only one specimen of this literature is to be
read m any Western language. The Dhamma-saiigani w.as
translated in the first few years of the 20tb cent, by Mrs. Khvs
Davids under the title of Buddhist Manml of Psychological
Ethics. This introduction to Buddhist metaphysics is the
shortest of the canonical works, but it is to be followed by a
translation of the Satigaha by Mrs. Rhys Davids in collabora-
tion mth a Burmese scholar, Maung Shwe Zan Aung. A Pali
dictionary is also in process of production to take the place of
Childers' dictionary, which has fallen far short of the know-
ledge and needs of the Western student of Piili.

3. Religious education.—While the Buddhist
monks of Burma have long been noted for their
scholarship, the Buddhist people of Burma have
been no less noted for their education. The jier-
centage of literates among the men is almost as
high as it is in Ireland, and is higher than the pro-
portion in Italy. Burma has less than a third of
the population of the Madras Presidency, yet the
number of literate persons is very nearly the same.
The census figures of 1901 are not nearly so favour-
able as those of 1891, because at the latter census
a much higher proportion of hUl peoples were enu-
merated, and, besides this,- the number of natives
of

_
India in the country had largely increased.

Still, even on this less favourable estimate it ap-
pears that, on an average, of every five persons in
Burma one individual would have been found who
could read and write. The proportion of literates
is much higlier in the rural districts, and especially
in Upper Burma, than in the delta, where the
number of illiterate immigrants from India is
very considerable.
The credit for the superiority of the Burman is

entirely due to the monastic schools. These have
existed for centuries, much as they may be seen
now in country places. If the iramanas had done
nothing else, they Avould deserve honour for the
way in whicli they instruct the boys of the
country. The theory of Buddhism is essentially
selfish, or at any rate it encourages selfishness.
Each individual must work out his own salvation,
and no one else can help him, except by example,
just as the Buddha is a model not only for the

people, but for the bhilcsu himself. There are no
regular services held by the mendicants ; no
preaching of sermons at stated times ; no assem-
bling of congregations ; no religious forms for

burials, or liirths, least of all for marriages. Some
energetic and zealous monks do read homilies and
<leliver sermons, but there is no need for them to
do so, and there is no summoning of the religious

to attend. The one religious ceremony is the
admission of the novice to the Order, when the
postulant has completed his studies, has decided
to put oif the world and join the company of the
samiincra, and this is really a continuation of the
teaching of the youth of the country. It enables
the creature to become a human being, for no
Burman can claim to have attained humanity
until he has put on the yellow robe, and the cere-

mony of initiation is intended merely to provide
that no one defective mentally or physically shall

enter the Noble Order.

At the age of eight or nine every Burman boy goes to the
monastery school, except in the towns, where tiie people are
degenerate, and, as often as not, are half-Chinese, half
Muhamniadan, half-Hindu, or half-English, and go to the
Government or Mission schools. In the country villages

—

and the Burman is not a lover of towns, but essentially a
tiller of the soil—it may be taken for certain that every one
sends his boys to the monastery. There they begin by learning
the alphabet, shouting out the letters at the top of their voices,
and copying them out with steatite pencils from the roughly
made black wooden board on which the teacher-monk has
written them.
As soon as the boy has learnt his alphabet thoroughly he is

started on his first text. This is practically always the
Mingala-thut (Mifigala Sutta), which may be translated, ' the
Buddhist Beatitudes.* It is made up of twelve Pali vereicles,
with a short introductory preface. In the version given to the
schoolboy each Pali word has its Burmese equivalent. This
is learnt ploddingly word by word, and verse by verse, and the
pupil is not considered to have mastered it tiU he can repeat
the text and its translation without blundering or hesitation
of any kind. After this the meaning is taken up word by word
and stanza by stanza, and the whole is explained in simple
language. The choice of this poem is a most admirable one,
for the Pali is exceedingly simple, and the sentiments are of
the most elevating kind. After the text and its meaning have
been thoroughly learned, the easiest rules of grammar in con-
nexion with the Mingala-thut are explained. Time is of no
object to the monk or the boy, or to the Burman of any age or
position ; and the study of" ' the Beatitudes ' in many cases
takes a year, more or less, according to the application and the
intelligence of the pupil. But when he does know the text, he
knows it thoroughly.
The second text taken up is generally the Ndnui-kdra of

Buddhaghosa, which is a short lyric, composed in a moment
of inspiration by that apostle. A small treatise giving a list

and description of the most excellent things is often studied
instead of the Ndma-kara. These are : the Nine Excellences
of the Buddha ; the Six Excellences of the Law ; and the
Nine Excellences of the Assembly of the Perfect. This also
is in verse, as indeed is the case with by far the greater
part of the literature not merely of Burma, but of the
rest of Indo-China and of India. By the time the monastery
schoolboy has got through the Miftgala-thut , the Nama-kdra^
and the Book of the Excellent Characteristics of the Church
and its Founder, he has acquired considerable proficiency in
both reading and writing, and he is able to go on to the study
of the works of Shin Silavamsa, Shin Eatthasara, and others of
the poetical composers of the Burmese classics. These are the
most noted writers, and it is only after he has mastered them
that the young Burman student begins to read the Ten Great
Zats, the descriptions of the avatdras of the Buddha, which
are in prose. It is with these prose works that the Western
student usually begins his Pali reading.
But the monastic scholar does not merely read these easier

poetical works. Step by step he continues his grammatical
studies with them, and the meaning of the text, and it« appli-
cations tothe Buddhist religion, are exhaustively explained to
him by his bedesman teacher. From the very beginning the
boy is taught, with many illustrative examples and stories from
the Scriptures and from the Commentanes, to shun evil in
thought as much as in deed, because it is an obstacle to pro-
gress towards a higher form of life, and final emancipation
from the sorrow of earthly existence. He is taught to be upright
and pure, not in the hope of escaping punishment, but because
of the peace of mind which rewards him. He is taught to
reverence parents, wife, children, and teachers ; and, above
all, the duties which every Buddhist owes to the Lord, the
Law, and the Assembly are impressed upon him. He is in fact
educated in e\-erything that a proper citizen owes to his
country, to society, and to himself. The theory is excellent,
and the education of the monasteries far surp.isses the instruc-
tion of the Anglo-vernacular schools from everj^ point of view,
except that of immediate success in life and the obtAining of a
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])Ost under Government. At the time when the hoy is at his

most impressionable stage, his mind is built up, instead of

being buried in a n;as3 of ill-digested information ; and liis

heart is being trained instead of being ignored.

A boy whose parents can permit liim to stay on in the

monast<'rv, and are willing that he stiould learn (lie literature

of his country, instea<l of lli,- s.i.rH r :.iM w;*1o.h ..( V:. W •'..

m

n.ations. now'p.issi'H on to tli- />:,. .iI':,h. 11.. / ' ..•./', Ihe

Dhammamti, and the R;j'uuh. Tl,- /..,,,//,,,„, „ 1;.„,1. ,,f

I'rotei-tion, is a eollection of u.\ceri'ls in j.iuse ami urMJ tmni
the Tn'pHakas, each of which is supposed to be a safeguard
against some calamitv or danger; against e\il spirits, plague,

pestilence, and famine, fire, battle, and murder, snake-bite, and
even against jioison. The Laxvkaniti teaches him worldly
wisdom; ibf I'hntninanlli gives furtber moral instruction;

and the lir^iunti is a work like TItv Prince of Macchiavclli,

compiled, til ^uil, Oriental ethics, by the sage Chaiiakya.

Many pupils slop far short of this. In the old days all

parents who could afford to keep their son idle let him
proceed as far as this if he had the necessary intelligence

and industry. At this point, however, ordinary teaching
ended. If tlie pupil contirmed bis studies, it was usually as a
samancra, or novice. The boy was dressed up in princely

robes to recall Siddartha's renunciation of the world. He
made the tour of the town or village in jubilant procession,

with troops of gaily dressed maidens. He bade farewell to

parents, relatives, and friends, entered the monastery, and
went through the customary examination before the he,ad of

the connnunity. Then his head was shaved. He was robed in

the yellow monkish garments, had the begging bowl hung
round his neck, and fell in among the body of the mendicants.
He received his religious name, which he kept for the rest of

his life if he remained in the Order, and remembered only as an
incident if he went back to secular life.

Tlie old-fashioned rule was that every youth should spend
three Lents (roughly from July to October) in the monastery
and conform to all its rules, including fasting after noontide
and going the begging round in the morning. One Lent was
for the father, one for the mother, and one for the samanent
himself. To spend less than one entire Lent was considered
hardly decent. Western influences, however, have taught
many that life is not long enough for this, and the Lent is

often cut down to a month, A week, or even a few days. Three
days is considered the shortest period that is respectable. The
novices, of course, go on with their studies. The code of the
ri7Ml;/(7, the lluddhist Ancren Riwle, the doctrine taught in

the Dlnhanikdya, and, finally, the psychological ethics of the
A bhidnaimna, are as much as the most apt are able to study
before they are qualified for formal admission to the Order.

The Southern scliool of Buddhism Iia.s nevor
recognized a hierarchy. There is nothing like the
system of Tibet, \vliicli is so surprisingly like tlmt

of the Church of Konie, even to the practice of thi;

confessional and the recognition of purgatory. The
need for unity and the requirements of church
disci])line, liowever, call for some sort of grading,
and a system of classes is recognized, which is

very much the same as existed in the time of the
Buddha himself.

There is, firstly, the sAm, the novice, or samanera, who is

not a professed member of the Order; secondly, the upasiii,

who, after the prescribed time, has been formally admitted to

the Order, and becomes a irdmana or bhik^ii ; and thirdly, the
jynnffyi, or 'groat glory,' who, by \irtue of not less than ten

years' stay in the monastery, has proved his steadfastness, and
becomes a thcra. In actual practice there is a slightly ex-

tended system of grades: first, the Rhin, or postulant; second,
the pyitshiyi, the full member of the Order ; third, the mya,
the head of the monastery, who never has fewer than ten
Lents ; fourth, the uainfink, whose control extends over groups
of monasteries ; and fifth, the .milaw, who might be compared
to a vicar-general. The Ihalhanapainff, or Grand Superior of

the Order, in the time of the Burmese monarchy, was ap-
pointed from among the .<tff<fairs, and had a council, called
the thudhamina, varying in numter from eight to twelve. In
1904 the British Government recognized in formal darbar a
thalhanapaing, chosen by the sadaws, and gave him a formal
patent., and it is probable that this course will be followed in

the future.

Notwithstanding these ranks, however, the re-

ligion is eminently republican in character. The
monasteries are open to all,—to the peasant and to

the highest dignitary,—and the longest st.aycr has
the greatest honotir. Hank counts liy number of

Lents spent in the monasl,eiy, no matter whether
llie ijhih.pi is a provincial or merely a wandering
friar, .and individual dignity releases no one from
the duty of the daily begging round. Nothing
except the frailty of age excuses the most learned
;ind famous sridiiw from the morning round. The
bedesman's robes are the same for the postulant
and the member of the thudhamnui. The monk
has no obligation to bestir himself on behalf of his

fellow-monks or the laity. lie is not lailed upon
to convert the unbeliever or to reassure the doubter.
All he has to do is to work out bis own salvation.

But he teaclies the youth of the country, and this

binds the entire population to his supjiort. He
not merely teaches them letters, but forms their

mind and character. The niglitly vesjiers, when
tlie lauds are chanted and all bow three times
before the figure of the Buddha, and three times
before the head of the monastery, are more im-
lue.ssive than the most eloquent .sermon would be.

4. Schism.—Tliere is very little non-conformity,
t(j say nothing of heresies, among the Burmese
Buddhists. For ye.ars there were bitter disputes
as to ordination, after Anawrahta bad established
Ilinayanism in Pagan. Chapada, the monk, had
received the iiprixiimpadil onlination from the
Ihcriis of tliQ Mahaviliara in Ceylon, and he loftily

denied the validity of the orders conferred on the
Liurmese religious of the old school, called the
M'tniiiiiHa-saiiif/ha, not less than those of I'urima
Bliikku .Samglia, who claimed apostolic sanction
from Sona and Uttara, saiil to have been sent
forth by King Asoka. Tliiise bickerings ended
only with the destruction of Pagan itself, and they
have never since been revived.

The sects of modern times have mostly risen out
of revolt against e.xcessive austerity, or as a protest

against reprehensible laxity. Tliere are a few
communities, called Sawtis or Mnns, who are anti-

clericals. They neither reverence the mendicants
nor support the monasteries, and some do not even
worship before the }iagodas, but recite tlicir prayers
in the open fields instead. The doxologics which
they use are the same as those repeated by the
ordinary orthodox Buddhists, and the schism is

unimportant. The disputes between the Maha-
r/andis and the Sulagandis are simjily the sempi-
ternal quarrel between the ascetic and the weak
of flesh, between the High Churchman and the
Low, the Catholic and the Puritan, the emotion.al

and the austere. These dillerences have some
dignity imparted to them by the a.ssertion of the
Mahrifidvdis that man is endowed with free will.

This tlie Sulagandis deny, claiming that a man's
whole life is controlled entirely by Imh (karmu),
the influence of past good and evil deeds on exist-

ences to come. The Sulagandis attribute all

importance to the intention ; the Mahdgandis
think that action is sutiicient and the intention
immaterial.

5. Spirit-worship.—But doctrinal schisms are
insignilicant compared with the undoubted fact

that all Burmese Buddhism is tainted with spirit-

wor.ship. The Southern form of the faith triumphed,
but the Northern belief in magic and devil-worship
has left lasting traces on the religion of Burma,
and still more on the Buddhism of the Slian States.

It is not merely that they recognize the Twelve
(tuardian Spirits, whom they have borrowed from
the Hindus. The nats, the spirits of the air, the
Hood, and the fell, are much more present influ-

ences to the Burman than the calm, philosophic
model of the liuddha. The nats are constantly
consulted and propitiated. The Buddlia is, as a rule,

directly addressed only on worship days. .Spirit-

trees sometimes intrude into the limits of the
monastic grounds, and spirit-shrines are to be seen

in tlie shallow of the pagoda, and have as many
ollerings as the relic-.shrine. .-Vnd the spirits, as
always, are malignant, and have to be propitiated.

The W'orld-Uenowned One is long-suHering and
benign. Moreover, he is only .a model. The
s]iirits are everywhere, and lliey are malicious,

and eonstiintly active. So the Burman does his

best to serve l»th, and has the greater bias towards
the .spirits.

I There is a pagoda at, or near, every village in the
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country, ami probably also a monastery, but there
is a spirit-sliriue in every house, and the spirits are
consulteil before houses are built, marriages made,
iMirgains struck, or journeys begun. In the times
of native rule, spirit-feasta were formally recog-

nizeil by the State, and the ritual was very care-

fully set forth in lengthy treatises. Moreover,
there is a precise list of 'The Thiity-seven Xata
(spirits) of Uurma,' with forms of the odes to be
sung to them, the dances to be performed before
them, the vestments to be worn on the occasion,
and the life histories of these anthropomorphic
deities.

All this is written at length in the MakdgUa Meilaiii, and
presentments ot the Thirty-seven Nats are to be seen in the
curtilage and enclosure of the Shwezigon pagoda at r.igaii.

Further details of spirit-worship are to be found in the Dt:inon,

of which a summary is given in Father Sangermano's Buniiese
Empire (1833).

Notwithstanding all this, the Burman would be
greatly oll'ended if he were called a spirit-wor-

shipper, and genuinely believes himself to be a
most orthodox Buddhist.
The census of 1901 showed that there were

15,371 monasteries in Burma. This gives an
average of over two for each village and town
in the province, and implies one monastery for

every ninety-three houses. In these religious
houses there were 46,278 fully ordained monks
and probationers, and 45,369 acolytes, wearing the
yellow robe. There were thus more than 91,500
wearing the bedesman's robes, and this represents

2i per cent of the male population of Burma.
Perhaps Burma is not so conspicuously the centre
of Buddhist religious life and learning in Indo-
China as it was in the time of the Pagan dynasty,
from the 10th to the 13th century. In those days
fraternities came to Pagan from Ceylon, then
called Sihaldipa ; from the conquered HariisavatI
(Pegu) ; from Ayuttara (Siam) ; from Kampoja (the
Shan States) ; from Nepal, and from China ; and
each sect or fraternity had separate quarters given
in which it could live. But even now, notwith-
standing the spirit- worshipping taint, Burma can
claim to maintain Buddhism in a form nearer that
of the Buddha's teaching than any other country.

6. Buddhist architecture.—(a) Monasteries.—The
Burmese monastery never varies in design. Some
few may be built of bricks ; most are of timber. In
very poor neighbourhoods, they may be of bamboo,
but the ground plan is always the same. The
pongyi-kyaunrj so strongly resembles the wooden
temples of Nepal that it can hardly be doubted
that the model came from there, or that both have
a common origin. The whole building stands on
pUes, and there are technically only two rooms (if

they can be called rooms). In some cases there
may be partitions, but there are never any doors,
so that the whole interior is practically one hall. A
staircase, generally of brick and stucco, frequently
embellished with dragons, leads up to the verandah.
The verandah, called zingyan, is open to the sky,
and runs roimd three sides of the building, and
from this there is free entrance on all three sides
to the main body of the monastery, which is really
one big chamber. The flooring rises in steps.

There is one grade from the verandah to the
outer chamber, where lay visitors find their place

;

another step up marks the entrance to the inner
chamber, where the monks sit ; and a third rises
to the structure, always on the eastern side of the
buUding, where the image of Gautama Buddha is

enthroned. Over this is built the tiered spire,
called the pyathat, shooting up in regularly
diminishing, super-imposed roofs to the hti, or
urnbrella, which is placed on the top. Both the
spire and the umbrella are marks of sanctity, and
the spire has three, live, or seven roofs, according
to the dignity of the pongyl-kyaung , or rather of

its head. The wood for a monastery is always
chosen from the best and most seasoned logs avail-

able, or within the means of the pious founder.
Sometimes these are excessively large. At the
south-west corner there is a chamber, which is

used a.s a store-room. On the west side there is

another, which the younger members of the com-
munity use as a dormitory. The head of the
house, whether sadnw, gaingok, or plain pongyi,
sleeps at the south-east corner of the building,
that is to say in the part closest to the hpaya-
kyaung, where the image of the Buddha is. The
north-eastern part is used as the schoolroom and
for the reception of visitors, and has the appear-
ance of a separate room, but is not really so.

Outwardly the monastery looks as if it had
several storeys, but this is never the case. The
national, and still more the religious, feeling
against having any one's feet above the indweller's
head is very strong. The outside line is broken
up into apparent pavilions, with a profusion of
gabled roofs, culminating in the eastern spire, all

adorned with carvings, lavished on gables, ridges,
eaves, finials, and balustrades, greater or less,

according to the wealth of the founder. No monk,
it may be remarked, can buUd a monastery for
himself, nor can he ask to have one built for his
accommodation. The monasteries are the only
national buildings, now that there is no palace,
which make any attempt at ornamentation.
A pongyl-kyaung is never, at any rate when it is

first built, inside a village or a toivn. Dwellings
may spring up around it later, but always at a
considerable distance. The monastery always has
the best and quietest site, and stands in a spacious
compound, fenced in and planted with umbrageous
trees and bamboos, and often with fruit trees,
flowering shrubs, and rare and curious plants.
The monastic library is invariably detached from
the main building, to avoid danger from fire.

Within a certain limit from the monastery fence,
pUlars mark out a boundary, inside which the
taking of any kind of life is forbidden. All
Buddhist visitors take oS' their shoes or sandals
as soon as they enter the hparnwaing, as the
monastic curtilage is called, and carry them to
the foot of the staircase, where they are left rmtil
the visit is over. Inside the monastery compound,
but perhaps more frequently on a site of its own,
is the thein, where monks are admitted to the holy
Order. This is seldom more than a spire, rising
over a lofty pillared space for the ceremony.

(b) Pagodas. — The characteristic pagoda of
Burma is a solid pyramidal relic-shrine, such as
is called a tope or a stupa in India. The masonry
temples are almost entirely confined to Pagan.
The Arakan temple, the Mahamyatmuni of the
suburbs of Mandalay, is almost the only not-
able example outside of that ruined city.

Pagoda is almost certainly a metathesis for dagoba. The
Burmese name is zedi or hpaya. The Burmese recognize four
kinds of zedi : first, dat-daw zMi, containing reUcs of a Buddha
or of a rahanda

; second, paribawga zedt, erected over the
clothing or utensils of a Buddha or of a sainted personage

;

third, dhamma zedi. built over sacred books or tc.xt« ; and
fourth, udeiksa zedi, containing images of the iiuddha or
models of sacred buildings. The last two classes are naturally
by far the most numerous.

It is the desire of every Burman Buddhist to be
known as the founder of a pagoda, and sacred
texts and facsimiles of noted shrines are obviously
more easily obtained than relics, or even exact
models of relics. The vast majority of zedis are
of brick, covered over with stucco, and white-
washed at intervals during the founder's life-time.
Very rich men gild either the whole sluine or the
sjjire.

Many of the most famous shrines, notably the Sbwedagun
in Rangoon, have been cased and re-cased and cased again
many times. The original shrine was of quite modest dimen-
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Bions, and a tunnel, which was driven into the centre of the

Uangoon zedi at tlie tune of the First Burmese War, sliuwed

that it had been enlarged in this way seven times. The ori;,'inal

pagoda is thought to have been only twenty-seven feet hi;.;h

and to have been erected in 586 B.c, The present spire rises Lo

a height of three hundred and sixty-five feet.

The modern Hurniese pagoda is undoubtedly the lineal

descendant of the ancient Buddhist stitpas of India, and the

tievelopniunt of the tj-i)e can therefore he traced for a iieriod

of over two thousand years. The oldest forms were massive
and simple. The modern ones have fined away into slender
spires, and have added a great deal, in the way of exterior
adornment. They have gained in elegance, but have lost in

grandeur.

All tlie more notable pagodas have palm-leaf
thdmiiiiHjs, or chronicles, very often containing
much tliat is of interest in secular history. Like
the monasteries, they all stand on a wide open
platform, and on this there are built numbers of

smaller pagodas, shrines, rest - houses, tazaimg
pyat/utts, crowded with tier upon tier of images
of the IJuddha, altars for ofierings, and tagdn-
daings, flag-staQs crowned with umbrella litis,

metal caps, or figures of heraldic creatures. The
approaches to the pagodas in very many cases

are along covered ways called snungdnn, the sides

of which are adorned -with fresco paintings, and
the stairways are mostly in groups of steps of

uneven numbers, just as, according to immemorial
rule, the stair to a monastery must have an odd
number of steps.

Pagodas, as far as structitre is concerned, are
divided into foiir distinct parts. There is first the
teiTace. This is square, and is usually of brick or

mason work. At the comers are often found the
manotthiha, the curious, human-faced lions, with
one head and two bodies, embellished with wings.
They inevitably recall the ancient winged lions of

Assyria. Upon this terrace stands the plinth,

usually of an elaborate polygonal form, and with
a boldly moulded, stepped contour. Above this

rises the bell-shaped body of the pagoda, divided

into an upper and a lower part by an ornamental
band. Upon this stands the spire, which is made
up of a number of rings : a lotus-leaf belt, with
a bead moulding in the centre, and lotus leaves

fringing it aliove and below. The spire ends in

a spike-shaped cone, which is finished ofl' with the
metal-work crown, or hti. This is usually very
graceful in design, made of open metal-work, very
commonly gilt, and always hung with bells, some-
times of gold and silver and studded with gems.
The Burmese divide important pagodas into

twelve parts, most of which are symbolical sub-
divisions of the spire portion of the zedi.

The symbolical meaning of the different parts of the pagoda
is not universally recognized by the Buniiese, but it is a
favourite subject of discourse with many monks, and seems to
have uonie to Burma from the Shan States and perhaps from
China. According to this view, the four-sided base is intended
to represent the dwelUntjs of the four great world-kings,
' Chaturlokapalas,' whose figures are enthroned within the four
arched shrines, and who act as (guardian spirits of the world.
The eight-sided centre, called shittaung, is the tti^ta heaven.
It is here that Arimadeya or Maitreya, the Buddha of the next
world-cycle, dwells, and with him are all the other Bodhisattvas,
or Buddhas in embryo, awaiting the season when they will

descend to the earth as Buddhas. The upper bell-ehapcd
portion, above the circular moulding, called the kyiwautr/, is

mtended to rei)re5ent the highest heaven, where the Buddhas
go after they have attauied to complete erdightenment and
have fulfilled their high mission. This is called the kaung-
laun;jht}n. Another symbolization represents the live dim-
inishing terraces of the base, to stand for M^ ini Mi ] u ;n its

five-fold division; or a triple basement ri' i,!,_ ii. i!ir.._-

worlds of kainaldka (sense), rupalvka (fonm l (, i,(

(shapelessness), the Benign One, called 7V;'' .- '/ '

,
i - in^'

' the revered of the three worlds.'

(c) Temples.—The mtisonry temples of I'agan
are not nearly so characteristic of the cotmtry,
though they are the pride of Uurma. They are
absolutely different from the national zedi, and
the general details may almost all be traced to
Indian art, but at tlie same time there ai-e notable
originalities. The arches and vaults resting on
their pilasters, with cornice, cai)ital, and base, are

quite foreign to Hindu tirchitecture, ami suggest
rather the Bactrian Greeks of the time of Milinda.
In one sense, therefore, they are Burmese, for

nothing like them is to be found anywhere el.se.

Unlike the pagodas, the purpose of tliese temples
is to contain, not relics, but huge images of the
Buddha. This naturally afl'ects their plan, and
instead of rising in bell-shajie they are con-

structed in gradually dimini.sliing terraces, and
are only capped by a spire of the type of the
ordinary Hindu iivdlaya, or perhaps more like

the Jain temples of Northern India. The Thapinyu
temple has only one shrine, directly below the
sikra, to receive the image, but the Ananda has
four, with presentments of all four Buddhas of

tills world-cycle, fronting to the four cardinal

points of the compass. A striking feature is the

narrow slit windows, so placed that a shaft of light

falls full on the placid features of the Buddha.
Such temples have always been rare in Buddhist countries,

and are foreign to the idea of Buddhism, which does not
recognize idol-worship. The only example existing in India
is that of the Mahabawdi at Bodh Gaya, in the charge of

Hindu viahants. A model of it may be seen at Pagan, and
the original is believed to date from about a.d. 6U0, when
Mahayanism was the form of North Indian Buddhism. There
is no similarity between the Mahiibawdi and any of the Pagan
temples. Of late years a fashion has sprung up, especially in

the Shan States, of budding temples of this kind, on the model
of the Mahamyatmuni in Mandalay—the Arakan pagoda of

the tourist, and presumably 'the old Moulmein Pagoda' of

Rudyard Kipling.

(rf) Images.—It seems clearly established that
the making of images of the World-Kenowned
One did not appear in Buddhism until some time
after the beginning of the Christian era. They
are extraordinarily abundant in Burma now.
Only three forms are recognized : seated images,

figTires standing erect, and recumbent images,
called by the Burmese respectively tinbin/cwe,

mayat-daw, and shinbin tha-lyaung. They repre-

sent the Buddha in the act of meditation under
the Bo-tree, where he attained to supreme wis-

dom ; in the act of preaching ; and after death,

when he had attained to the blissful calm of

nirvana. The seated form is by far the most
common. In the Eastern Shan States, in the Lao
country, and in Siam, figures which suggest the
worship of Indra are not uncommonly found and
suggest Mahayanism. So also do the images,
enthi'oned in vaults, under the bell - shaped
pagodas, which are not uncommon in the Shan
States, but are rarely, if ever, found in Burma.

ii. Assam.—The Buddhism of As.sam is fast

disappearing. At the time of the census of 1901

there were only 9065 Buddhists in the country,

that is to say, no more than "16 of the population.

At one time they held the whole, or at any rate

the whole of the Brahmaputra area, which is the
main portion, of Assam. The rest, even to the
present day, is inhabited by hill tribes : Ching-
paws, Nagas, Mishmis, and the like. In the early

part of tlie 13th cent, the Tais invaded and occu-

pied the country. Tliey gave themselves, or were
given, the name of Ahoms, from which the name
Assam is derived. The Shanscalled it Wehsali-long,

and the Buddhistical name of the province is

Weisali. The invaders were an army sent by
Hso Hkan-hpa, the Tai king, who founded the

Mong Mao empire, which may not impossibly

have been the ' kingdom of I'oiig.' They settled

on two long islands, formed by branclitw of the
Brahmaputra, and nt^vi^r returned to their Shan
homes, tjrailually they occupied the whole of

the valley, or main part of Assam, and estab-

lished Buddhism everywhere except in the hills.

For four Immlrcil years they maintained them-
selves and Buddhism, and then in 1611 their ruler

Chu-cheng-li]ia (an essentially Tai name) was
converted to Hinduism, and practically the whole
of his subjects followed his example.
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At tlio i)i'c'scnt tUiy the Kalilns, as tlic nioiiks of

the Aliiiiiis Merc called, are found in only a few
remote recesses of Assam, and it seems iirol)alplu

that even these will disappear before lonj;, and witli

them Assamese Bmldhism. All that will remain
will be the Mongolian features which characterize

n considerable proi)ortion of the inhabitants of

Assam. The Tai language is almost as much
changed, where it is used at all, as the religion

of the country. The few pagodas, fast crumbling
away, are of the same type as the pagodas of

liurnia and of the Shan States, and none has
any special celebrity. The monasteries of the
Kalilas seem to be of the immemorial type of

the IJuddhist monastic buildings, which, some
saj', reproduce the traditional forms of ancient
wooden architecture in India, Assyria, and parts
of Central Asia. They may represent to us the
wooden palaces of Nineveh, and hint at the archi-

tecture of King Solomon's temple, built of the
cedars of Lebanon.
Buddhism has never been a propagandist religion

ammig the Eastern peo|iIes who have adopted it.

In iiuite recent times, however, the faith has been
adopted, chiefly in Burma, by Europeans of zeal,

education, and energy, who are ^vriting and preach-
ing its merits and beauties. It is possible that
they may revive Buddhism in Assam and plant
it elsewhere, but it does not seem very prob-
able.
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BURNING.—See Death and Disposal of
THE Dead.

BUSHIDO.—See Ethics (Japanese).

BUSHMEN.—See Bantu.

BUSHNELL. -I. Life.—Horace Bushnell was
born on April 14th, 1S02, in Litchfield, Connec-
ticut, U.S.A. His father, Ensign Bushnell, came
of a family with a Huguenot strain of mental
alertness and religious sincerity. His mother,
Dotha (7!^e Bishop), had been brought up in the
Episcopal Church. When the family removed to
New Preston, Connecticut, in 1805, they joined
the Congnregational Church there. The mingling
of religious traditions in his home saved Horace
from being brought up in the strict and arid
Calvinism of the time. He described his mother
as 'rising even to a kind of sublimity in the
attribute of discretion.' There was no atmosphere
of 'artificial pious consciousness in the home, but
stress was laid on industry, order, time, fidelity,

reverence, neatness, truth, intelligence, prayer.'
In this way he experienced the meaning of
' Christian nurture ' before he attempted to in-

terpret it as a theory of the beginning of the
religious life. Similarly, his practical education
in household duties is described in the lecture on
the ' Age of Homespun,' in his book, Wurk and
Play (186-t).

He entered Yale College in 1823, when he was
21 years old, and, having graduated, became
Tutor in Law in 1829. He threw oft' his doubts and
hesitations in a College revival. His own account
was: 'When the preacher touches the Trinity
and logic shatters it all to jiieces, I am all at tlie

fonr winds ; but I am glad I have a heart as well
as a head. My heart wants the Father ; my heart

wants the Son ; my heart >vants the Holy Ghost,

and one just as much as the other' (Cheney, p. 56).

In 1831 ho took leave of his pupils, telling them
as his parting advice: 'Be perfectly honest in

forming all your opinions and princijiles of action ;

never swerve in conduct from your honest con-

viction. If between them both you go over

Niagara, go' (ib. p. 62).

He was ordained pastor of the North Church in

Hartford in 1833. In the same year (13tli Sept.)

he was married to IMary Apthorp, a lineal de-

scendent of John Davenport, the tirst minister of

New Haven.
The main part of his life was passed in Hartford,

where his public service to the town is kept in

memory by the Bushnell Park. The important
events of his life were the publication of his books
challenging the dogmas held by the Churches of

the 'standing order' (i.e. tlie original Congrega-
tional Churches of New England), the replies made
to his challenge, and the public and private con-

sequences of his views. He was a keen but sweet-
tempered controversialist, and without bitterness

accepted what came. He had four children, of

whom two, a daughter and a son, died. Two
daughters, to whom he wrote some delightful

letters, survived him. Other events were his

holidays in search of health, some of which were
spent in California and in Europe, and his invita-

tions to important lectureships and appointments.
He lived ' till all men were at peace with him,'
and died at the age of 74, on 17th Feb. 1876.

2. Theology.—Bushnell's life work was largely

determined by the theological atmosphere in which
he found himself. In his own Church there was
an old and a new school, and he found himself
' daintily inserted between an acid and an alkali,

having it for his task both to keep them apart
and to save himself from being bitten by one or

devoured by the other.

'

The religious atmosphere of New England was
still more heavily charged with theological ajiimus.

Bellamy, Hopkins, Emmons, the younger Edwards,
Dwight, and Taylor were engaged nominally in

making improvements on the Calvinism of Jonathan
Edwards, really in trying to aceonmiodate that
system to the pressure of modern thought by in-

troducing, in various degrees, a leaven of pantheism.
In 1828, Dr. W. N. Taylor of New Haven had
made an unqualified assertion of the self-determin-
ing power of the will. Bushnell brought into this

environment both a fresh and vigorous personality
and a new method. He was a builder, but on
a new foundation, rejecting fundamentally the
syllogisms of Calvinism, and endeavouring to
interpret rationally the religious e.xperience of the
Christian heart.

Outlined against the theological background of

New England Calvinistic theology, Bushnell's
work may be described as the work of a mediator
between old and dualistic, and new and monistic
schemes of Divine and human relations.

His eye is always on the Christian experience of

spiritual things. If it be the nature of religion to

deal with the things of the Spirit, Bushnell makes
his impression by keeping close to nature. He is

deferential to tradition but not bound by it, and
frankly distrustful of all dogmatic definitions,

as creating UK^re difficulties than they allay. Al-
though strenuously critical of the theologies which
he found in possession, his aim was always con-

structive, and in intention coiiiprehensive.

(1) In CIn-i.'itirin Niirlnrc (1847) he criticized the
revivalism which had become the popular method
of recruiting; llie Cliurcli. He recognized that the

revival movement had displaced an era of formality
and brought in the deiiuind iox a genuinely super-

natural experience. His criticism was that it
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makes nothing of the family and tlie Cliuich

—

oi'fjanic powers which God has constituted as
channels of j;iace. His tliesis is tliat the child is

to grow up a ''hristian, and never know himself as

hein;,' otherwise. He repuiliates haptisnial ro-

geiicnition as a superstition, hut linds a reason for

infant haptism in the organic unity of tlie parents
with (heir child, 'who is taken to be regenerate
presumptively on the ground of his known con-
nexion with his parents' character, and with the
Divine or church life which is the life of that
character.' His conception of Christian nurture
begins with a kind of ante-natal nurture, and he
looks to the Church to pos.sess the world by the
'out-populating power of the Christian stock.'

The ph'a contained in the book is as one-sided in

its emphasis as the religion—begiiming in an
explosion and ending in a torjjor—against which
he protests. But Uushnell gave a great truth

—

the law of Christian growth—which has never
been better expressed, a home in New England
Churches. The materials for a complete .synthesis

between him and his oiijionents are only now
slowly accumulating in the work of religious

psychologists and in the comparative study of

historic religions.

('2) The second challenge to current conteiitions
was an interpretation of the doctrine of the Trinity
intended to get rid of a form of statement which
could be criticized as tritlieistic. He found a con-
venient instrument for his task in his theoi-j- of

language, which is described in ' A Dissertation on
the Nature of Language as related to Thought and
S])irit,' and forms the introduction to the volume
Gurl in C'krixt (1849). He reganls language as
essentially symbolic and pictorial, relative to the
subject rather than to the object, and therefore
argues that the doctrine of the Trinity might be
true for man and yet not give him real information
as to the inner nature of tlie Godhead.
God in Christ was an outcome of ' a personal

discovery of Christ and of God as represented in

Him.' The change was from faith into faith—

a

fuller sense of the freene.ss of God and the ease of

approach to Him—and it was associated with an
experience in sleep in which he 'saw the Gospel'
{.see Munger, p. 114). Coleridge, Madame (iuyon,
Ui)ham, and Fcnelon had much inlluenced him,
and led him to a position wddch he believed could
mediate between the old and the new .schools of

thought. He accepted invitations in one year
to lecture in the Divinity School at Cambridge,
which was Unitarian ; in the Theological School
at Andover, which stood by historical Christianity

;

and in the Divinity School in New Haven. Tlie
pcriiianent value of Buslinell's contribution is his
insistence that the Christian ' Trinity ' is a result
of the fact that the revelation of God to man is by
historic process. He does not deny that the Per-
sons of the Trinity have real existence in the
Godhead. He is not to be classed as a Sabellian,
though this charge was made against him. The
revel.ation of God is, in fact, historical. It is only
through relations, contr.asts, .actions, and reactions
that we come into a knowledge of God. As the
norm or ideal of the race, God will 'live Himself
into the acquaintance and biographic history of

the world.' liushnell coins a phrase to express
this, and speaks of an ' Instrumental Trinity,' and
of the Persons as ' Instruni' nt.'il Persons' (t'oo! »h

Christ, p. 175). In dealing with the Trinity his

eye is on experience. lie writes on the ' Christian
Trinity a Practical Truth.' He maint.iins that the
Trinity is necessary to satisfy the deni.ands of the
heart. On the other hand, he makes room for
natliing that does not ally itself with experience.
This book led to an unsuccessful attempt to put

the author on trial for heresy before the Association,

or Associated Churches of the District. Hushnell
replied to his critics in a series of brilliant and
vigorous essays. In these ho approaches more
nearly to the historic Christian tradition by re-

cognizing that the Trinity lias imnianent and
permanent existence in tin; Godhead, but he still

regards it as necessary only for purposes of
revelation and expr(^ssion.

(3) His third challenge to the prevailing ortho-
doxy was more directly in line with the lirst. In
Nitture and the SujicriHitnral (1858) he challenged
the view of miracles which regards them as a
suspension of natural law. His object is to defend
miracdes by regarding them as not contrary to
the fundamental constitution and laws of the
universe, but as exceptional illu.strations of the
continuous action of God immanent in the
universe. He wishes ' to find a legitimate ])lace

for the supernatural in the system of God, and
show it as a necessary part of the Divine system
itself.' The world was made to include Christi-
anity. The coming of God in Christ is part of its

proper and complete order ; all the appointments,
events, and expL-ricnces of liuman history are con-
summated in this revelation of God ; and in this
the tinal cause of the world's creation is revealed.
Miracles Ijelong to the revelation of this higher
and final order. It was an essential development
of BuslineU's teaching, that religion is man's
ascent into the sphere of the liberty of the
children of God. On the other hand, he gets rid
of the idea of miracle as an infringement of law,
by including miracle under law, and naming the
law supernatural. What ordinarily prevents man
from entering into this freedom is not human
nature as such, hut sin. ' There is no hope for
man or human society, under sin, save in the
supernatural interposition of God ' (p. 250). In
the chapter on ' Miracles and Spiritual Gifts not
Discontinued,' he accepts the full logical conse-
quences of his position. Criticism attacked him
as a 'demolisher of nature,' but no criticism has
invalidated his position as bringing the principle
and law of miracles within the sjjhere of rational
statement.
His work on the Atonement

( Vicarious Sacrifice,

1865, cf. Forgiveness and Laio, 1874) is noticed
elsewhere (.see Expiation and Atonement [Chr.]).

It is mentioned here only to call attention to its

essential harmony with the rest of his work. His
central position is that the Vicarious Sacrifice

declares the supreme law of human life, and is

grounded in principles of duty and right that are
universal. ' It is not goodness over-good, and
.yielding a surplus of merit in that manner for us,

but it is just as good as it ouglit to be, or as the
highest right required it to be, a model in that
view for us, and a power, if we can sutler it, of
ingenerated life in us' {Viearioxis Snrrijice, p. 32).

As in parallel monistic s3-stems of thought, Bush-
nell does not stop short of Patripassianisni.

Apart from his work as a religious teacher,
Bushnell made gre.at and permanent contributions
to sermonic liliuature, and to the analysis of the
function and method of preaching. His sermons
rank with K. W. Robertson's as an example of
insight into moral law and the sjiiritual order.

They surpass Robertson's in wealth of poetic
imagery and the use of imaginative and rhetorical

st.atement. His sernums and essays are still alive

with the frank, vivid, personal perceptions of a
man intensely alive, oliservant of everything he
saw, and led step by ste|i by the Divine Spirit into
the categories required lor registering his experi-
ence. His daughter said of him that ' he had no
unrelated facts.' His scheme of religion was large
enough to include public afl'airsof town, State, and
nation, and to include all work which maile for the
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edueatiou of the wliolo man—music, art, economics,
and politics. His exclusions into these subjects leil

to his receiving invitations to leave the ministry

for other s|i!iercs, such as tliat of President of the

University of ("alifornia. On his visit to San
l''rancis<(i he did actn;iUy lay out the site for the

present University buildinjis. Hut he felt rightly

that Ins own work was central, and kept to it.

Bushnell's theological work has hardly received

the attention it deserves in England. His books
are well known in Scotland, and his ideas are the

basis of the work of many subsequent New
England teachers, such as Theodore Hunger,
George D. Gordon, Lyman Abbott, William Newton
Clarke, and others. They were introduced into

English religious thought by Alexander Mackennal
and Charles Berry, but, owing to want of sufficient

theological training, the representatives of the
monistic tradition have strayed into pantheism.
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DUGALD MACFADYEN.
BUSINESS.— I. 'Busine.ss' is a term used with

several slight variations in meaning. Primarily
it implies a man's occupation or employment, the
labour by which he obtains his maintenance
as contrasted with that which he expends upon
pleasure. Thus the Times writes :

' Who and what
are those 2000 athletes wliose struggles we have
been watching for the last two weeks ? In the first

place they are almost without exception business
men, they are an integi-al part of the community
that labour in their several countries.' Again,
' business ' conveys the idea of attention to a man's
affairs, his investments of capital or stock by the
management of which, in factory, shop, or bank, he
obtains his income. In Pr 22-^ we read, 'Seest
thou a man diligent in his business ? he shall stand
before kings.'

' Business ' is also used to indicate the legitimate
employment of a man's powers, his right to act in
certain affairs in contrast with action in other
matters which would be deemed interference or
meddling. St. Paul (1 Th 4") advises his Christian
disciples :

' Study to be quiet, and to do your own
business, and to work >vith your own hands.

'

2. Business, in the broad sense, then, implies
systematic attention to those affairs and duties
by which the necessaries and comforts of life are
obtained, and by which the social organization
is supported. It thus becomes co-extensive and
practically coincident witli the field of economic
inquiry, i.e. the production, distribution, and
exchange of wealth. Economic science has come
to be regarded as ' a theory of business,' and the
exposition of the principles which determine and
regulate the making and sharing of wealth con-
stitutes a scientific treatment of business, since
these principles set forth the fundamental ideas
and laws which underlie business phenomena and
procedure.
In 1876, Walter Bagehot wrote in,the Fortnightly

Review :
' The science of political economy as we

have it in England may be defined as the science
of business, such as business is Ln large production
and trading communities ; it is an analysis of that
world—the great commerce—by which England
has become rich.' The financial and commercial
policy of nations, i.e. their national and inter-

national business, is based on and embodies the

economic ideas which prevail at the time. Of this

the so-called Mercantilism of the 17th and 18th

cents, is an example, and the change in policy

effected in the lUth cent, by the writings of Adam
Smith further illustrates the same fact.

For the purposes of investigation of the pheno-

mena of business, economics, according to Bagehot,

has created an abstract science, that is, one which
detaches the peculiar phenomena or aspects of

trade and considers them in a scientific manner
in isolation. It assumes that men are actuated in

business atl'airs only by motives of business ; this

is the hypothesis of the 'economic man,' which
regards men in matters of business as acting only
from motives of gain ; in buying and selling they
have onlj' this one consideration, and the market
is assumed to be composed of men animated by the
same force. From this abstract treatment emerge
the principles which mainly determine prices, rate

of interest, rent, wage-values, etc.

That men are constituted entirely in this way
no one suggests ; it is purely an abstraction of

one aspect of life, a mental separation of certain

motives from other influences in order to ascertain

what are the laws which operate in the conditions

of the isolation of those motives. Just as in deal-

ing with quantities the mathematician ignores

other attributes and seeks to ascertain mathe-
matical relations, and as the physicist endeavours
to isolate his phenomena so as to learn the laws of

electricity, light, and heat, so the hypothesis of the
' economic man ' is an attempt to study separately

tlie effects of conduct under such influences as
constitute the economic or business attitude, in

order to ascertain their tendencies. Of course
these tendencies are modified and counteracted
in actual life by the action of other forces ; but
scientific knowledge consists in ascertaining the
laws of each force ; the method is by isolation

where possible, and the economist only follows

scientific method in mentally separating certain

phenomena for special stud). Bagehot says

:

' The history of a panic is the history of a confused
conflict of many causes, and unless you know what
sort of an effect each cause is likely to produce you
cannot explain any part of what happens : it is

trying to explain the bursting of a boiler without
knowing the theory of steam.
This hypothesis of the economic man has been

much criticized, because it has been misunder-
stood. It has been thought that economists
treated the concrete or real man in such a way as
to ignore the nobler and moral elements. To such
objectors the ' economic man ' seemed to postulate a
human race governed only by selfish considerations
and a universal egoism. This is entirely a mis-
apprehension : Ln the first place, in business most
men are engaged in providing sustenance for their
families ; the industrious members of society are
those who strive to be self-supporting, and these by
taxes and voluntary aids help in supporting many
of the less industrious. No motive of giatitude,
sympathy, or charity is excluded bj- the fact that
a man's industry in business gives him a larger
means of expenditure.
Again, the science of economics advocates

nothing ; it only investigates and explains the
manner in which certam business tendencies
operate, it does not say what ought to be the
case ; its laws, as Marshall puts it, are in the
indicative, not in the imperative. Economics deals,

in fact, with those motives alone which are
measurable and can be represrsnted in terms of
money- values. It is because business motives can
lie expressed by a common measure that explana-
tions can be offered of the phenomena of business
which can all'ord guidance and warning for the
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future. Explanation and prediction are of the
very essence of science, and it is in the economic
ratlicr than in the ethical aspects of conduct that
apjiroxiniate iiiiMsurenieut is attainable.

Ki(ank)'s Kcouoniics lias been much assailed on
ac<'oUMt of his abstiact method ; .succeeding ccono-
iiiists have, however, .suflicicnlly demonstrated
both the use of the abstract method and the im-
portance and necessity of in<luctive methods and
historical investi^'ation ; modern Economics cm-
pha.sizes equally the value of the abstnu-t iiiclhinl

and the collection of facts and statistii . ,iii'l iluir

joint application to the .solution of such I pi ul. I. mis,

in which also many other factors be. ulo llic

economic have to be considered. This point need
not here be further pursued ; it is suiiicieut for the
present purpose that the complexity of modern
business has come to be recognized as a subject
for scientilic treatment. Principles of business,

ajiplicable alike to commerce, manufactures, trans-

port, .and public administration, can be discovered
by invcsligutiou, and the varied forms of business
are conducted with greater efficiency and profit by
those who have made themselves acquainted with
these princiijles and methods. Business becomes
more sure, more serious, more dignified, when it is

seen to be no mere matter of haphazard, rule of

thumb, or personal genius, but a system capable
of explanation and demonstration, and one which
can be taught on scientific methods. There still

remains scope for individual talent, industry, and
that peculiar insight which contributes to personal
success ; but general education in business principles

and methods contributes to public convenience,
elhciency, and economy, just as scientific training
does in engineering or in medicine.

3. The recognition of business as a subject for

scientific treatment has taken a very practical

form by its introduction into public education antl

University cun'icula. At Birmingh.im and the
northern Universities, Faculties of Commerce have
been established, in London University a Faculty
of Economics. The object in all alike is the en-

couragement of the investigation of business pheno-
mena and the systematic training of business
men. As Professor Ashley stated in his address
at Owen's College: 'The Academic teacher will

interpret to the business world that world's own
experience by his wider acquaintance with the
field of inquiry than most men actually engaged in

trade have time to acquire.'

These new Faculties, starting with Economics,
comprise in their syllabuses the whole technique
of commerce—the analysis of banking and the
money market, the principles of transport in all its

forms, industrial and commercial history, account-
ing, statistics, logic and scientific method, geo-
grajihy commercial and regional, an account of

the British constitution, public administration im-
perial and local, industrial and commercial law,
constitutional and international law and history,

principles of insurance, etc. The curriculum is

sufficiently wide to allow of specialization in its

final courses; at the same time it is sufficiently

broad to compel a general knowle<lge of all the
important aspects of business lif(>, and to secure a
liberal training and intellectual discijiline. Cam-
bridge has not been slow to adopt the new idea,

and has instituted a Tripos in Economics and the
associated branches of Political Science. America
and (iermany have also made iirovision for com-
mercial training in their .schools and Universities.

Tlie conclusion is that business is now regarded
as offering a career similar to professional and
scientific pursuits, and one demanding serious
er^uipment and special training for success. Its

scientific bjuses are established, its methods are
formulated, and are capable of exposition and

acquisition. It is now acccjited that matters
which touch so profouiidlj' the well-being of men
cannot be left to mere empirical methods, but
that the liighiist efficiency and i)i'ogrcss can
be attaineil only by scientific treatment ; thus
business has come to rank as a University subject
with a large and varied curriculum—a proceeding
which at once adds to its dignity and importance
while it tends to advance civilization and comfort.

—W. Bagehot, Jicuiirmic Stmlirs. uil. by R. H.
Ilutton, 1880, reriiblished ed. by A. Marshall, iss.') ; A. Mar-
shall, The Present Position of Economics, Loud. 1S^5 ;

H. Sidgwick, The Scope and Method 0/ Economic Science,
LoikI. 1886; J. L. Keynes, The Scope and Method 0/ Political
Economy, Loud. 1801 ; W. J. Ashley, ' Tlie Enlargement o(
KconoMiics," Econatnic Journal, No. 70, 1908 ; Introduction to

the Tripos in Econtmtics and Politics, Cambridge University
Press, 1900 ; P. Brooks, Addresses, Lend. 1894 ; M. Joseph,
Judaixiii as Creed and Reliction, Lend. 1903 ; A. Carnegie,
Empire of Btmness, Lond. 1902.

G. Aemitage-Smith.
BUTLER.— I. Life.—The greatest name among

English philosophical theologians—Newman said
' the greatest name in the Anglican Church '—is

that of Joseph Butler, the author of the Analogy.
He was bom of respectable Presbyterian parents
at Wantage on 18th May 1692, and was at first

destined for the Presbyterian ministry. To this
end, he was educated at an academy for Non-
conformist theological students, which enjoj'ed
a deservedly high repute, carried on, first at
Gloucester and afterwards at Tewkesbury, by a
Mr. Samuel Jones. Here, among Butler's eon-
temporaries, were several men who afterwards
attained to eminent positions in Church and State.
Seeker, who became Archbishop of Canterbury,
has described (in an interesting letter to Isaac
Watts, 18th Nov. 1711) the severe and prolonged
study which candidates for the ministry were there
required to undertake. After some years, the
young Butler felt that his intellectual and theo-
logical convictions called him to the service of the
Established Church rather than to that of the
Nonconformist bodies ; and, with his father's con-
sent, he matriculated at Oriel College, Oxford, on
17th March 1715. There was nothing remarkable,
so far as we know, in his Oxford career.

* We are obliged,' he wrote to Dr. S. Clarke, • to mis-spend so
milch time here in attending frivolous lectures and unintel-
ligible disputations, that I am quite tired out with such a
disagreeable way of trifling.'

1

However, he took his degree in 1718, and in the
same j'ear was ordained deacon by Bp. Talbot at
Salisbury, his ordination as ]iriest following two
months later. He was immediately appointed
Preacher at the Rolls Chapel, where his famous
series of F'ifteen Sermons was preached. His first

rectory was that of Haugliton-le-Skerne, near
Darlington, and in 1725 he was appointed to the
wealthy benefice of Stanhope. Shortly after this

he resigned the Rolls preachership ; he became a
prebendary of Rochester in 1733, and Clerk of the
Closet to Queen Caroline in 173(1. In this year he
published The Analocjy of lii'ligion. Natural and
Mevcalfid, to the C'ini.itittition and Course of Nature,
the work by which he is best known.
Butler was a special favourite of the Queen, whose taste for

learned conversation was indulged at her private parties, to
which Hutler was frequently hidden, in company with Hcadley,
Seeker, Sherlock, and other divines of the then fashionable
latiludinarian school. An interesting account of Butler's con-
versatic.n at tliis period is preserved in the Jortrnal of John
Byroin.- in which the future bishop is represented as urging tho
fallibility of Church authority in matters of religious belief.
* The Doctor," says Ilyrom, * talked with much mildness, and
myself with too much impetuosity.'

Butler attended the Queen in her last moments,
and she took occasion to charge the King with his

advancement—a recommendation which led to his
1 Letter to Clarke {^'orhs, i. 3.'t2). References are given

throughout to the edition of Butler's writings in two volumes,
published bv the writer of this article in 1000.

- Printed for the Chetliam Society, 1854-68, vol. ii. p. 96 : el,

also p. 486.
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prcfeiinent to tlio see of I'listol, tho poorest
bislioinic in Eiij;liiiul, in 1738. Tliodissatislaetion,

plainly ex|ii'csso(l, of the now bishop with the
provision Ihus niaile for him, was allayed liy the
addition of tho Deanery of St. Paul's, which he
held in coiiimoiddiii wliile he remained at Bristol.

That he was by no means a lover of money wa.s,

however, evident thron^diout his career ; and his

private charity was as splendid as it was mi-
ostentatious. While at IJristol, he published six

remarkable sermons preached on public occasions,

which give his views on great questions. Foreign
Mis.sions, Poor Relief, Hospitals, Primary Educa-
tion, the Nature of l^iberty, and the Genius of the
British Oonstitntion are their respective subjects ;

'

and they are still worthy of study. It is interest-

ing to observe the development of Butler's thought,
as years went on, in the direction of a more
definitely ecclesiastical position than that from
which he started. Bred a Nonconformist, as we
have seen, he became attracted to Anglicanism as

a student. His earliest writings, the Letters to

Clarke,- written when he was only 21 years of age,

are occupied with the deepest and most abstract of

all arguments, the a priori arguments for the
Being of God. He passed on to review tlie founda-
tions of morality in his ethical discourses at the
Rolls ; and the last of these, on ' The Ignorance of

Man,' contains in germ the dominant thought of

the Analogy. This great contribution to the
Philosophy of Religion deals, indeed, in the Second
Part, with topics peculiarly Christian ; but there
is little in Butler's treatment that was distinctive

of his position as a member of the Church of

England (unless the mention of a visible Church in

Anal. ii. 1. 10 be taken to imply this). He does
not mention the Sacraments at all, although the
nature of his argument would readily admit of an
application of it to Sacramental doctrine. But
three years after the publication of the Analogy,
we find him, as Bishop of Bristol, strenuously
insisting on the prerogatives of his clergy ; and
John Wesley records in his Diary (August 1739)
that Butler wished to prevent him from preaching
in the diocese of Bristol. Butler's dread of extrava-
gance and emotionalism was, no doubt, at the root
of his objection to Wesley's ministrations ; and it

is necessary for a bishop to follow ecclesiastical

precedent more closely than would be expected of

a simple presbyter. But, for all that, the episode
is significant. And Butler's charges to his clergy,

both at Bristol^ and at Durham,'' are definitelj'

assertive of the doctrines and practices of Anglican-
ism, in a degree for which the student of his earlier

works is hardly prepared. It was said of him,
indeed, both at Bristol and at Durham, that bis

proclivities were towards Roman Catholicism—

a

foolish calumny which hardly needed an answer.
Butler's wide views as to the needs and oppor-

tunities of the Church abroad were markedly
illustrated by the proposals which he put forward
in 1750 for the appointment of bishops to ri^le the
clergy serving in North America.* His scheme
came to nothing, as political difEculties were urged
against it, and tlie Church in America remained
M-ithout bishops of its own for a generation after
Butler's death. But it was a remarkable illustra

tion of his sagacity that he foresaw the necessities

of the situation. In the .same year (1750) he was
translated to the see of Durham ; but his work was
nearly finished. He died at Bath on 16th June
1752, and was buried in Bristol Cathedral, where
a monument with a fine inscrii)tion by Soutliey
marks his grave. It has often been said that in

1 See WoAs, i. 203 ft. 2 lb. i. 311 fl.

3 lb. i. 302. i lb. i. 287.
» Ssa Tiffany's HMori/ of the Prutettant Episcopal Church in

the United States of America, 1895, p. 269.

1747 he refused the Archbisliopric of Canterbury,
but tho story is not sutli( icnlly authenticated.
Little is known of his capacity as a ruler of men ;

but both in regard to intellectual power and to

sanctity of character he occupies a very high

—

[lerhaps the higliest—place in tlie hierarchy of the
Anglican Cliiirch.

2. Writings.— liutler's position as a moralist is

defined in his Fifteen Sernwn.i and in the Disserta-

tion on Virtue appended to the Analogy. The
ethical and political philosophy of Hobbes was
fashionable in England during the first half of tlie

eighteenth century, and it was mainly with the \'iew

of combating its conclusions, which Butler regarded
as dangerous to public and private morals, that
the Sermons were published. The first three are
' Upon Human Nature.' In Sermon i. he expounds
the several constituent principles of human nature,
of which self-love, benevolence, and conscience are
regarded as primary. Its principal thesis—which
is m direct conflict with Hobbes—is that
* there are as real and the same kind of indications in hnnian
nature, that we were made for society and to do good to our
fellow-creatures ; as that we were intended to talie care of our
own Hfe and health and private good ' (i. 5).

In Sermon ii. he argues for the siipremacy of con-
science, as the guide of man's higher nature, and
he insists strongly on its superiority to the natural
passions and instincts (a point which he found
Shaftesbury to have neglected). This is further
brought out in Sermon iii., where, the soul being
compared to an organized constitution in which the
inferior elements are subordinated to the superior,
the obligation to virtue is expounded. ' Follow
nature ' is a reasonable rule, provided that it be
recognized that the constitution of human nature
is adapted to vdrtue as truly as the constitution of

a watch is adapted to the measurement of time.
The two sermons on ' Compassion ' (v. and vi.

)

develop further his polemic against Hobbes. Not
so directly controversial are the important dis-

courses on ' Resentment ' and the ' Forgiveness of
Injuries' (viii. and ix.), in which the distinction
between sudden anger {8v/i6i) and deliberate in-

dignation against wrongdoing {dpyri) is brought out,
and the precept ' Love your enemies ' is explained.
Of much psychological interest are the sermons on
' Self-Deceit' (x.) and on ' Balaam ' (vii.) ; and in
those on the ' Love of our Neighbour' (xi. and xii.)

there is a valuable account of the relation between
pleasure and desire, where once again Hobbes'
psychology provokes the discussion. It is a funda-
mental principle with Butler (as with most modern
psychologists) that desire seeks its appropriate
object directly, and that it is not aroused, as
Hedonism would teach, by the anticipation of its

own satisfaction.
' All particular appetites and passions are towards external

things themselves, distinct from the pleasure arising from
them ' (xi. 6).

Thus Love of our Neighbour, or Benevolence, may
be described as ' disinterested

' ; it is a natural
principle which primarily seeks its own gratifica-

tion. That indirectly it ministers to personal
happiness does not rob it of its disinterested
character, or afi'ord any excuse for resolving it

into self-love, as the school of Hobbes would do.
From this, Butler is led on to treat of the ' Love of
God ' in two noble and almost eloquent discourses
(xiii. and xiv. ), in which, with I'^nelon and the
mystics of every age, he defends its 'disinterested'
quality.

A part of his ethical system which has found
many critics is his conception of the relation
between self-love and conscience. Both, in his
view, are ' superior ' principles ; and in his anxiety
to reooiumend liis system as reasonable to those
who liave been attracted by Hedonist doctrines, he
allows much to prudence and self-love.
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' So far as the interests of virtue de^jond upon the theory of it

being secured from open scorn, bo far its very bein^' in the world
depends ujion its appearinp to have no contrariety to private
interest and self-love ' (xi. 21).

Ami it is Hiitlcr's conviction, and it lies behind liis

wliole argument, tliat under the control of a bencNo-
lent Providence conscience and self-love will, in tlie

end and at last, be found always to have pointed
the same way. lint he recofrnizes (as every oaserver
must) that oases ari.so in life in which the two do
not give the .same counsel for the guidance of

personal conduct, and in which honesty does not
appear to be the best policy, so far as the present
world is concerned. In such cases there is no
hesitation in his teachini,' as to the supremacy of

conscience ; and even if he permits or encoiiraj;es

the man wlio is tlius perplexed to look forward to

the equity of the future life, where the wrongs of

the present will be redressed, he does not allow
this to be the dominant motive of his action. His
ethics are intuitional, not utHitnrian, like those of

Hoblws, and tliey are not stained by that taint of
' othcrworldliness ' which is manifest in the moral
doctrines of Paley and his school.

Butler's fame rests more securely on his contri-

bution to Christian Apologetic tlian upon bis Ethics,

and the ^H'(/".'7// has always been more widely read
than the Scrmuns. The title of tlds famous work
is self-explanatory. 2'he Annlorfi/ of Religion,

Natural ami Uevenled, to tlic Constitution and
Course of Nature falls into two parts, the first

concerned with the analogy of 'Natural' Religion
to what we know of Nature and her laws, and the
second with the analogy of ' Revealed,' i.e. the
Christian, Religion to the same model. His aim
throughout is to present the reasonableness of

religious belief to those who recognize a Supreme
Author and Governor of the world, but who hesitate

as to the religious doctrines of a Future Life, of

Future Reward and Retribution, of the Moral
Government of the world, of Miracles, of the

Redemption of Christ, and so forth. He is not
arguing the case of Theism against Atlieism or

Pantheism. He has, in his mind, the Deistical

philosophy prevalent in England and France,
which had not only afl'ectcd minds hostile to reli-

gious influences, but had infected the teaching of

professedly Christian theologians (see Deism). In
liis early correspondence with Clarke, to which
reference has been made above, he shows that be
had pondered deeply the abstract and metaphysical
arguments for the Being of God j but in the
Analogy he is not directly concerned with these.

John toland (1670-17-2-2) and Matthew Tindal
(1G.')6-17.33) are the writers whom he has most
clearly in view,' although he does not directly

name them as he names his etldcal opponent,
Hobhes, in t\\G Sermons. Their books, Christianity

not mysterious, and Christianity as old as the

Creation, were intended to rationalize the Christian
.system, and to show that the idea of revelation is a
quite unneces.sary element, while incidentally their

tendency w'as to undermine the foundations of

natural religion as well as of revealed, by urging
tlie grave difficulties with which the theory of

religion is beset. Butler's line of defence is bold
and original. He takes as his text a saying of

Origen, that
'he who believes the Scriptures to have proceeded from Him
who is the Author of N.ature, may well expect to find the same
sort of difficulties in it as are found in the constitution of

Nature ' (Introd. 6)

;

and he urges that diiliculties in the theory of

religion, whether nattiral or revealed, cannot be
regarded as insuperable by practical men, if similar
diiliculties remain unexplained in nature. His
argument from analogy is mainly a negative

1 Tindal, in Chrutianily as old as the Creation'^ (1732, p. 251),

hatl triwl to controvert the doctrine of benevolence put forward
in his sermons by 'the judicious Mr. Butler.'
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one. He never claims that natural law may be
discerned everywhere in the spiritual world ; he
does not pretend to offer a ' natural ' analogue lo

every spiritual fact. But lie urges that for many
of the difficulties which Deists and their disci|dcs

find in religious theory natural analogies may be
found, and that thus an answer is jirovided to

those who rely on these difficulties as destructive
of lielief. Probability is, for men, the guide of life ;

and exact demonstration of the purposes of the
Eternal is hardly to be expected by those who recog-
nize man's ignorance and the Divine Infinitude.

The opening chapter of the Analogy upon 'A
Future Life ' is, perhaps, the least convincing, as
it seems to suggest a materialistic doctrine of the
soul which is iucredible. But Butler's argiuiient

does not necessarily involve this. We do not
know, he urges, that the soul is extended in space
and consequently ' discerptible,' and hence we
cannot infer its destruction or the cessation of its

activities from the analogy of bodily dissolution.

He does not venture to argue positively from the
immateriality of the soul to its immortality, as
many of his metaphysical predecessors had done.
Chapter ii. is concerned with the rewards and
punishments of a future state, and he urges the
analogy between what religion teaches about these
and what experience teaches us about the temporal
punishments of this present life. The Moral
Government of the world is next passed under
review (cli. iii.) ; if a perfect moral administration
is not to be observed now, yet its beginnings may
be traced, the natural tendency of virtue seems to

be in the tlirection of happiness, and it may be
reasonably expected that this tendency will here-

after be actualized in a perfect manner. A state

of probation implies trial, difficulties, and danger
(ch. iv.), which are also the conditions of our life

under tlie natural government of the world. Such
a state is intended for moral discipline and im-
provement (ell. v.), and the present order of things
seems peculiarly fit to serve this purpose. Theo-
retical doctrines of necessitarianism (ch. vi.) need
be no hindrance to religious belief, for religion is a
practical matter, and in all the practical allairs of

life we act as if we were free. And, finally, our
inevitable ignorance of the whole scheme of

Providence (ch. vii.) should make us cautious in

laying stress on difficulties which we cannot
completely resolve.

In Part II. of the Analogy, Butler begins by
explaining the importance of revelation, stipposing

it to be a fact (ch. i.), in opposition to the Deistical

doctrine that reason is a quite sufficient and
satisfactory guide without it ; and he is urgent in

pointing out that we are not competent to deter-

mine a priori what is the method or the content of

revelation (i. 28). True to his practical good sense
throughout, he insists that a priori methods in

theology are apt to mislead, as tlie subject is really

beyond our powers. There is no special presump-
tion, he proceeds, against a revelation because it

involves miracle (ch. ii. )—an argument which he
develops with vigour, but which is not entirely

satisfying. He returns in ch. iii. to the question
of our competence for theological speculation, and
his answer is decisive :

' Reason can, and it ought
to judge, not only of the meaning, but also of the
morality and the evidence of revelation ' (iii. l.S)—

a

far-reaching proposition. Conscience, he teaches,

is the gift of God quite as much as Scripture ; and
no alleged dictum of revelation can be allowed to

outweigh the unmistakable dictates of our moral
faculty. We could not predict, that is, what
course a true revelation must take ; but if an
alleged revelation contain clear immoralities or
inconsistencies, we may safely pronounce it to be
false. The stately chapter on the Redemption of
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Christ (v.) is notable chiefly for its insi^^tellco on
tlie great principle that it is the Death of Christ,

and not theories as to the manner of its inlhienco

in the spiritual world, which brings redemption.
That the evidence of Cliristianity does not amount
to demonstration. ;nid that the Christian religion

has not gained llic allegiance of all mankind, are
often urged as obstacles to its acceptance (ch. vi.)

;

but probable evidence is all that nature provides,

and truth always takes time to win its way.
So brief an account of the contents of the

Ayxilogy does not exhibit either the power of the
argument or its extent j but Butler's style is so

severely concise that it is all but impossible to make
a prdcis of his rea.sonings. It is sufficient if some
idea has been provided of the scope of his work,
the most remarkable feature of which is, perhaps,
the sagacity with which he has anticipated
objections. Most of the apologetic literature of

the eighteenth century is useless in the twentieth
century, but this cannot be said of the Analogy.
The author was conscious, in a degree to which his

contemporaries, whether heterodox or orthodox, did
not attain, of the limitations of human knowledge
—of the greatness of God and the littleness of

man ; and the pleas of modern Agnosticism,
accordingly, hardly attect his carefully considered
argument. Pitt is reported to have said that the
Analogy is ' a dangerous book, raising more doubts
than it solved ' ; but this would be a shallow
criticism. The difficulties with which it deals are
not of Butler's making ; they had been suggested
openly by the writers whose influence he set him-
self to combat ; and although many hasty readers
may remember the difficulties while they forget
the answers to them, that is not the fault of the
book, but of human nature. It may be said, on
the contrary, that there is no better tonic, even in

the twentieth century, for weakness of spirit when
a man is confronted with the perplexities of religious
theory than the manly and straightforward work
of Butler.

3. Influence.—It is curious that Vsie Analogy \s,

little quoted by the professedly apologetic writers
of the age immediately succeeding that of the
author. Leland, in his Vicio of the, Dsistical
Writers (1754), does not mention Butler at all,

although he is at the pains of collecting various
answers to Deistical doctrines ; nor is it easy to
find references to the Analogy for fifty years after
its author's death, althougli it passed through a

gooil many editions, and, as we have seen, his

rcimtal ion as a mctajihysical theologian stood high

in liis lifctinic. Hut in tlie nineteenth century
Butler's writings cxcilcil a truly remarkable in-

llucnce upon divines uf every school, and no writer

was more frequently quoted in English theological

circles. The study of the Analogy, says Newman
(Apologia, ch. i.), 'has been to so many, as it was
to me, an era in their religious opinions.' And
Newman mentions specially Butler's doctrine of

Probability, and his doctrine of Analogy suggestive

of a sort of sacramentalism of Nature, as under-
lying much that he himself taught in after years.

At first sight, the connexion between Butler and
the Tractarians is not obvious ; but it may have
been real, nevertheless, and the banishment of

Butler's works from the curricula of the Oxford
schools as a result of the anti-Newman reaction in

1845 may not have been so unreasonable as it

seemed. The fact is that Butler's system had little

in common with the simple evangelical piety of

Wesley and the successors of Wesley in the

English Church in the beginning of the nineteenth
century ; he laid more stress on reason as a judge
of revelation, and spoke more warmly of the

importance of a visible Church, than was agreeable

to the popular di\inity of the period between 1760

and 1830. Butler was, indeed, markedly inde-

pendent of the influences of his time. There is no
trace in his works of wide or extensive reading.'

He was a wise rather than a learned man ; and
he was little ati'ected, to all appearance, by the
currents of opinion in his own day. This may
serve to explain at once his aloofness from con-

temporary controversy, to the personalities of

which he never descends, and the slight impression

which he made on the literature of his time, as

contrasted with the massive reputation which he
achieved a hundred years after bis death.

Literature.—For Butler's career ; T. Bartlett's Memoirs of
Joseph Butler (1S39) is the main autliority ; see also the Life
prefixed to Fitzgerald's edition of the Analogy (1860) ; W.
Lucas Collins, Buffer (1881); W. A. Spooner, Bishop Butler
(1901); and W. M. Bgglestoae, Stanhope Memorials of Bishop
Butter (1878). Of the various editions of Butler's works the
most complete are those by W. E. Gladstone (2 vols., 1895),

with supplementary volume of Butler studies ; and by J. H.
Bernard (2 vols., 1900) ; both of these have notes, and the latter

proWdes an Introduction. Steere's edition of the Sermons
(1862) is specially noteworthy as including; a Memoir and some
hitherto unpublished fragments ; and Fitzgerald's edition of

the Analogy (1860) is excellent. The essays upon Butler's

writings and intiuence are innumerable.

J. H. Bernard.

c
CABBALISM.—See Kabbalism.

CiESARISM.—From the time of Augustus to
the time of Diocletian, what is called ' Ca?sarism

'

is the most noted feature of the Roman Empire.
Ccesarism was the outcome of many tendencies.
It was a stream which was fed from many sources.
It was, for instance, the culmination of the Greek
conception of the city-State, in which the latter
was regarded as the sphere in which the citizen
was to realize himself, the measure and the goal
of all his eflbrts, towards which his whole strength
was to be directed. The rights and the duties
of the citizen were alike exhausted within the
city-State. This relationship governed the whole
activity of the citizen. There was no limit to the
duty which he owed to the State. For it he was
bound to live, for it he ought willingly to die.
Within the city-State there was no room for ditt'er-

ence of view. State ideals were to be the ideals of

the citizen, nor was there any room for the modem
idea of freedom as against the State, or any dis-

tinction between religion and politics. The citizen

was bound to worship and to serve the gods of the

State. To refuse the gods their due was treason,

and he was liable to punishment by the authorities

for refusing to worship the city-gods, as he was
liable for any refusal to serve the State in the time
of danger or of war. This view, which obtains full

expression in the works of Plato and Aristotle, was
also the view of Rome. Only it obtained in Rome
a more thorough expression. Like everything
Roman, it was practical and utilitarian. Devotion
to the State—patriotism as it was then understood
—had really no limit. It had not only all the

1 See, for a discussion of the authors who were probably well

known to him, a papei- on 'The Predecessors of Bishop Butler'

by the writer of this article, in Hermathena, 1894.
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characteristic marks of what we now call patriot-

ism ; it had tlie deepest relif^ious sanction as well.

Nef^atively, to refuse service to the State was
treason, and not to reco;;'iiize anil scrvi: the gods
was also treason. For the goils and Ihr S(;ile were
one. They were hound up to^,'i-thur, and the
highest oflicer of the State niiglit also he, and
often was, the Pontifex Maxinius.
Reserving for a little the question of the influ-

ences of tlie Roman provinces on the official

Imperial religion, let us glance at the Roman re-

ligion itself and its cliaructer at the time of the
Cassar.s, since the advent of the Imperial religion

coincided with the decay of the religion of Re-
publican Rome. The old Roman religlM \\\s

practically inoperative in the Imperial tima^ Tlie

worship of Janus, and cifVftrfic otlier Latin and
Sabine deities, was conlinui'il and offered by the
State. 15ut the worship of other Roman deities

had decayed. As early as the close of the Punic
wars there was a tendency on the part of the people

to transfer their devotion to the gods of other
peoples. The gods of Olympus were identified with
the gods of Rome, and the more abstract forms of

the Roman de^es were made concrete and antliro-

pomorphic by'fiieir identification with the more
lively ^ods of Greece. Nor were these identifica-

tions limited to the gods of Greece and Rome.
From Egj'pt there came the worship of Isis, and
after a long struggle this worship was allowed by
the Roman atithorities. The worship of Aesculapius
and Cybele also had a recognized place and validity.

As Rome proceeded on her conquering career, and
as district after district fell under her sway, the
thoughts of the citizens were widened, new prob-

lems arose, wider liorizons needed newer prin-

ciples and larger methods than were required in

the olden times. Means which were used in the
narrower spheres had become inadequate. Thus
religious rites and ceremonies, which were relied

on to avert disaster or to win success, seemed, as
the sphere of government enlarged itself, to be
quite inadequate to the magnitude of the new
situation. It was the custom in earlier Rome, in

times of great peril, when all other means had
failed, to choose a dictator for the sole purpose of

driving a nail into the temple-wall of Juppiter.
This remedy seems never to have been used after

the time of Scipio. In Rome itself those rites which
appeared adequate and sufficient in the old city-

States seemed out of all proportion when the city

had become a world-wide government. What had
seemed sufficient when Rome was simply a city-

State among other Italian States, or even when
she had brought all Italy under her sway, had
become clearly inadequate when her dominion ex-

tended from Persia to Britain, and from the Rhine
to the Great Desert. Rome had attained to Im-
perial dominion, the world had attained to some
unity under her sway, the decrees of the Senate
were operative everywhere, but where was any
unity in the world of the gods to correspond with
the visible unity of the Roman rule ? The Roman
citizen could not but feel in some measure that he
was a member of an imperial race ; he must have
felt that adversity and prosperity w'ere now on a
larger scale than formerly, that disaster now meant
something infinitely more serious than in the olden
time. His religious instincts, his feeling that he
must somehow have the gods on his side continued,
but how was he to propitiate them, or which were
the gods to be propitiated ? Could there be a
power supreme over all the gods, one deity to
whom he might surrender himself and the State,
one deity who could sup|)ort and protect him in

all situations and difficulties? Thus even on the
Bubjective side, from the pressure of his own needs,
there was a necessity which drove the Roman away

from the multiplicity of the gods to some T)ivine

centre of unity. For how was he to know which
god he had offended or neglected? Or, if he could
ascertain this, how was he to projiitiate him ? Or,
if he could answer these questions, how could
he know that the god he had offended and had
propitiated could avert the disaster? Might not
the propitiation of one god offend the others ?

On the other hand, there wore difficulties in

reaching the one Divine power to whom one could
surrender oneself and be at peace. It is difficult

to reach unity where the gods are the personified

powers of Nature. For these powers are so unlike.
The sea is unlike the land. Streams are different

from mountains. Liglit has no resemblance to

darkness, and the goils, who are these powers
personified, can never be reduced to a common
denominator. The gods of Greece were .so well
defined, each of them had attributes so distinctive,

that it was scarcely possible to reach unity except
by discarding the individual gods. They belonged
also to a numerous Divine society, in which each
had his place and function, and thus none of them
could serve the new need which a world-wide
government had brought into prominence. The
more clearly defined the gods in the Olympic
system, and the more definite their separate func-
tions the less fitted were they for the function of
unifying the Divine action, needed by the Roman
religious citizen. As a matter of history, we find

that the search after Divine unity led the Roman
away from his own ancestral gods, and away from
the well-marked gods of Greece, to the more vague
and mysterious deities of Egypt or the nearer
East. Thus the vague, undefined, and mysterious
attributes of Isis attracted the Roman worshipper,
and her worship rapidly spread in the later Repuljlic

and the early Empire. The priests of the goddess
claimed that she cured diseases of every kind ; she
was identified with the female deities of Greece
and Rome, possessed all their attributes, and
usurped all their functions. Even more intense and
absorbing, and affording more scope for passion-
ate devotion, was the service of the Phrygian
Mother of the Gods. Her name appears frequently
on inscriptions, and she is ' the one, who is all

'

(Orelli, Inscr. no. 1871). We need not dwell here
on other signs of the decay of the religion of old
Rome, or on the passionate quest of the Romans for

a satisfying religion, or for a religion which would
justify them in surrendering themselves to its

guidance. It is enough to refer to Mithraism and
its wide-spread influence over the Roman Empire
in the first and second centuries of our era (see the
masterly and exhaustive account of its extent and
character in Dill's Roman Society from Nero to

Marcus Aurelms). It is sufficient for our purpose
at present to point out that one element in the
formation of the Imperial religion was the wide-
spread unrest in every class of society, in Rome
itself, and in all the provinces of Rome. Faith in

the reality and efficiency of the gods of Rome and
Greece had passed away, and the need of a Divine
protecting power was felt more than ever. The
need of devotion was as clamant as ever, or even
more so, inasmuch as men's thoughts had widened,
and their imaginations could people the universe
with pictures of disasters unknown heretofore.

They felt the need of one god—a god a]iproachable,

placable, able and ready to help. And this need
went far to create its object, and to make them fill

up with all Divine attributes the visible form of

the power of Rome, till it attained an elevation

fitted to inspire tlieir trust and reward their

devotion.
The ancient throne of the gods was vacant, and

there was placed on it the figure of the Emperor,
the visible holder of tlie greatest power known
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to man. Many inthionces helped to make this

apotheosis roasoaahle and fit to the people of the

time. There was the fact already noted of the

identity of religion and rule in the city-State.

The helief that the State and the god were one
easily led to the thought of the divinity of the

State. Then the decay of helief in the ancient
gods, and the need, deep-seated in the human spirit,

of something to worship, led on to the worship of

visible and oeneficent power as embodied in the
majesty of Rome. Further, it was no new thing

to worship men, either in Rome itself or in the

provinces of Greece and of Asia Minor. In Greek
story men were raised to Divine rank, or raised

themselves to it, as the reward of work well done,
and of heroic tasks completed at the cost of labour
and of life. So we read the story of Heracles, of

Theseus, and of manj' others. In truth, in no race

of the world save the Hebrew was the conception
of man far removed from the conception of God.
Gods might become men, ami men might be raised

to Divine rank. And this universal attitude of

mind helped to make the thought of the divinity

of the Emperor not an absurd or untenable idea.

None of the races within the Empire, save only the
Jews, had any unalterable or invincible objection
to the conception of a Divine humanity. In truth,

in the old Roman religion the Divine and the
human were thought of as inseparable. This
appears very clearly in what is perhaps the most
marked feature of the old Roman religion, namely
the belief—one of the most universal and eti'ect-

ive of the beliefs which ruled the Roman mind
—in the Genius of the home, of the city, of the
State. Tliis belief peopled all existence, in all its

forms, with beings, living, energetic, and helpful,

with whom men stood in most intimate relations,

and without whom and whose help it was impossible
to prosper. It was necessary to invoke the help of

the Genius in every transaction, and every process
was carried on under the direction and with the
help of its presiding spirit. Merchants, setting
forth with their goods to some foreign land, invoked
the protection of the Genius of the Roman people
and of trade. They sought to conciliate, as they
journeyed, the Divine power who presided over
that way, and whose province it was to give them
protection. But more intimate still was the rela-

tion of the family to its household Genius, who
shared the family meal, who presided over the
family's destiny, and was identified with it in weal
and woe. The Lares, the Penates, the Genius,
were described in many ways, and they had many
functions ; and the worship of them persisted,

despite the opposition of the Church, far down
into Christian times. The worship of the Genius
of the household prepared the way for the accept-
ance of the worship of the Emperor and of tlie

Roman State. It was simply an extension of the
common belief, on the one hand ; and, on the other,
it was the identification of the belief in tutelary
deities generally with the Genius of the reigning
house. As the merchant and the traveller were
wont to invoke the protection of the Genius of the
Roman people, so now they invoked that same
Genius, but as embodied in the reigning Emperor.
Thus on this side also there was an open way that
led to the worship of the Cfesar.

We must leave to other articles in this Encyclo-
pajdia to trace the influence of philosophy and
science and speculation generally on the religious

beliefs of the Roman people, meaning by that
phrase all the populations of the Iloman Empire.
Only we must afhrm that from the literature of

the period, and from the philosophy and specula-
tion of the time, no sure indication of the religious
state can be obtained. In the speculation of the
time there were many tendencies which affected

only the cities, and only the educated and the
learned. The tendencies to monotheism, to panthe-
ism, to atheism, and to scepticism influenced only
a limiteil number. The larger number, particu-

larly outside of the greater cities, were intensely

religious, if they only had known what to worship.
Even if their faith in their ancestral gods had
become faint, yet the trust in the Divine con-
tinued, and they sought for and obtained a more
fitting expression. I'he Genius of their own house
became one with the Genius of the Imperial house,
and thus Emperor-worship was hallowed by the
associations of many memories of former genera-
tions ; the good ascribed to the action of the family
Genius during all the family history was ascribed
to the Genius of the Emperor ; and so the sacred-
ness of the past was carried over into the new
worship. In this way the devotion to the new cult
could become fervid and intense, and the delights
of devotion could be experienced.
Thus in many ways and through many avenues

Emperor-worship was prepared for as the oHicial

religion of the Empire. If we glance at the pro-
vinces, we can easUy see that the preparation for

the reception of this official religion was even more
ett'ective. As we have seen, in Greece proper the
worship of the human as Divine was not foreign to
the people. Heroes had been deified, and temples
had been erected to them. Founders of States and
founders of religions were regarded as Divine.
Laws were thought of as Divine, and the tra-

ditional givers of laws, like the Athenian and
Spartan lawgivers, were regarded as Divine, feared,

worshipped, and obeyed. But when we pass
further east, among the Grecian peoples of Asia
Minor, or into Egypt, we find a condition of things
which facilitated the acceptance of the official

worship of the Empire. The sacredness which
hedged the persons of the kings of Babylon and
As.syria passed over to the persons of the Persian
kings ; and they, if not regarded as incarnations of

the Divine, were yet thought of as representatives
of it. Titles of honour were heaped on them, and
the resources of language were exhausted in order
to set forth their unapproachable majesty. In
their hands was the power of life and death

; peace
and gladness were the lot of those on whom they
smiled, dishonour and death lay in their frown.
The successors of Alexander fell heirs to the rever-
ence shown to their predecessors. Read the history
of the Ptolemys of Egypt, note the titles bestowed
on them and the reverence accorded them, and it

will be evident that to the Egyptian the new
religion presented no strange feature. Nor would
the claim seem strange to the subjects of the
Syrian monarchs, the successors of Alexander in
Asia Minor. They also made Divine claims, and
to them worship was oft'ered, or something not to
be distinguished from it. We cannot enter into
detail, but enough has been said to show that to

all races, except the .Tews, there was no historical

reason why they slioiUd reject the claim of Rome
to Divine obedience.
But the visible power of Rome was greater and

more extensive than any other dominion which the
world had ever seen. If it did not extend as
far eastward as Alexander had reached in his
meteoric career, it had penetrated into regions
which Alexander had never entered. The dominion
of Alexander was broken up into many parts.
Rome had grown from more to more throughout
the ages, and her dominion appeared to the subject
populations to be as stable as the stars. Now, all

that symbolized the Roman power was gathered
into one hand, and embodied in tlie Emperor. It
Mas the one supreme power in all lands around the
Mediterranean Sea. But that power was not merely
the power which could set the legions in motion

1

I
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iinil direct them along the Koman roads, cast and
west, and south and north. That of itself was
sufficient to ensure the respect of the subject

Ijopulations. But the physical power was strenj^tli-

ened and supported by all other sources of power.
And all the sources of power lay in the hand of

Koine. Moral and spiritual forces were added to

her S|dendid physical resources. The nations were
subdued in every sense of the term. With the fall

of the nations their gods also were held to he
subdued. The gods of the besieged city were
invited to leave it ere the final assault was made.
When the city or the State fell, the gods were dis-

honoured. They had not been able to defend their

followers. This result was modified by the practice

which grew up of identifying the gods of the con-

quered peoples M^ith the gods of Kome. We have
seen how tliis was accomplished in the case of the

gods of Greece. Though the names were different,

yet it was thought that in principle and essence

they were the same. Thus the gods of the peoples

with whom Rome was brought into contact came
to be regarded as local forms of the gods known
under other names as gods of Rome. This
identification was made easier by the fact tliat the

gods of Syria, Asia Minor, and Egypt wer« known
to the Romans under the names already given to

them in Greece. Julius Ca'sar and Tacitus illus-

trate the process, for they thought they recognized

the Gallic and Teutonic deities as other forms of

Mercury, Juppiter, Mars, and Minerva. Thus there

was established a sort of identity between the gods
of the victors and those of the vanquished ; and
the latter received a place within the pantheon of

Rome. In the temples which were speedily erected

within the provinces, Roman and barbarian deities

were worshipped ; and, remote though they were
from each other in their original attributes and
character, in the temples they were recognized

as one.
Still this process did not lead to satisfactory

results. There was needed a universal religion for

the Empire. This was pressed on the governing
minds of the Empire from many points of view.

WhUe there was toleration for the religions of the

subject races, as long as they did not interfere

witn the public peace, yet Rome was absolutely

intolerant of religious practices and observances

which seemed to interfere with the proper ends of

government. If a doctrine interfered with the

worsliip of the State-gods, if it assumed a hostile

attitude towards Roman religion, if a strange god,

so individual as not to be brought into harmony
with the supremacy of Juppiter Capitolinus, was
worshipped, then tliat form of religion was perse-

cuted until it disappeared. Thus Druidism was
persecuted to tlie death. It had a tradition and
an organization which stoutly resisted any assimila-

tion with the Roman system, and it was the boast of

the Emperor Claudius that he had completely anni-

hilated Druidism (Suet. Claudius, 25). This may
be taken as an illustration of the usual process,

and of the method of Rome with regard to religions

which proved refractory to the process of assimila-

tion. I5ut the need of a common religion for the

Em|iire became more obvious to the ruling class.

In fact, such a need was ajijiarent to many empires
before the problem became a practical one to the

rulers of Rome. It was the main motive of the

action of Antiochus Epiphanes in his persecution

of the Jews. It was also a .spur to action and a
leading force in the active process of Ilellenization

carried on by the successors of Alexander. Hut
the need of Rome was greater, for the ditferences

of races and of religions and of languages were
more conspicuous in the Roman Empire than in

any former period of liistory. In order to unify
the Empire, there was needed not only the outward

power of military supremacy ; there was needed a
moral, and especially a religious, bond ; there was
needed a common oath whereby eveiy one in the
service of the Empire could profess his fidelity to

the Empire. Soldiers, magistrates, officials, people

in office all over the Empire, must have some
common symbol of allegiance. This was found in

the sacramcntum, the oath of allegiance by which
they swore fidelity to the Empire. This oath was
made sacred and universal, for it was sworn by the
Genius of Augustus, which was made one with the

Genius of the Roman people. A common bond was
required for the preservation and the consolidation

of the common interests of the Empire, and this

was found in the worship of the Emperor as the
visible symbol of Roman strength. This, as we
have seen, was not inconsistent with the tradition

and character of the subject peoples. They were
familiar witli the thought of the divinity of the
State, and of its nilers. Apotheosis was not
strange to them. That visible tangible power
which was seen in the hand of the masters of

many legions was reinforced by the more dreaded
forthcomin" of supernatural consequences. Thus
religion added its sanction to the forces of Imperial

might.
While the needs of the time almost forced the

Roman rulers to institute this religion of Imperial

unity, there are many testimonies to the fact that

the earlier Emperors were somewhat reluctant to

accept the necessity. There are evidences that

Augustus was unwilling to accept the Divine
honours which were thrust upon him. But he
could not withstand the force of the current.

Even in Rome itself the popular current pressed

strongly in the direction of ascribing Divine
honours to the head of the State. The Senate had
set apart and made sacred the place in which
Augustus was bom (Suet. Cw/^ar Atigttslus, 5).

Many stories of portents and wondrous signs

whicli accompanied his birth were in circulation,

and these seemed to have grown with the years.

Men looked back from the elevation to which
Augustus had attained, and found or feigned many
premonitions of it in the past. It is not necessary

to dwell on these ; it is sufficient to say that in

Rome itself a glad welcome was given to the

doctrine of the divinity of the Emperor. It is

true that this was discouraged by Augustus him-
self. It is also true that Tiberius followed in this

respect the example of his predecessor. It is told

by Tacitus how Tiberius refused the petition of

ambassadors from farther Spain, who asked for

leave to build a temple to the Emperor and his

mother, as had been done in Asia. Tacitus even
gives a speech which Tiberius was said to have
made on the occasion {Annal. iv. 37, 3S).

Notwithstanding the apparent reluctance of the

Emperors to accept Divine honours, the new re-

ligion of the Empire made rapid progress. Augustus
had permitted temples and altars to be dedicated

to him and the goddess Roma at Pergamum
(Tacitus, Annal. iv. 36). At other places also the

practice was permitted. After the death of

Augustus, his worship was introduced ii\to Italy

and Rome, where it was not allowed during his

lifetime. Thus during the reign of Tiljerius the

worship of the Emperor was widely spread over

the whole world. Some testified that they had
seen Augustus ascend to heaven. It soon became
a crime to profess reluctance to worship the Im-

perial god. On his death. Divine honours had
been decreed to Augustus by the Senate. There
were instituted a new order of priests and a new
series of religious rites in the service of the Imi>erial

god. As if to give 6clat to the new departure,

names to the number of twenty-one, from the most
prominent citizens, were chosen, and the names
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of Tiberius, Diusus, Cliiiulius, ami Germauiyns
were added to the uumljer (Tacilus, Annnl. i. 54).

Kepeated refeiciiees are made in the Annals of

Tacitus to tlie existence of tlie Augustan priest-

hood. A law.suit was raised against a llonian
citizen because lie had sold, among other etl'ects, a
statue of Augustus. Nor was the name of the
Emperor, Auqiisliis, without religious sigiiifu^anee.

It had a religious meaning from the beginning, and
the peojilo were conscious of this. Suetonius
speculates as to the meaning, but he is persuaded
that it did mean something worthy, great, and
religious. He tells that the new ruler was called

Augustus, because this name was new, and was of

higher dignity, and because places devoted to re-

ligion and consecrated by augury were called

'august.' He even makes an excursion into philo-

logy, and says that it was derived from auctus,
which signifies ' \ncrea,se,' ox ab avium gestu gustuve,
' from the flight of birds ' (Suet. Ccesar Augustus, 7).

Whatever we may think of the etymology, there
is no doubt about the fact that the name chal-

lenged the reverence of the people, and had a
religious significance from the first. What was
implied in it is seen from the fact that the crime
of majestas meant not only treason to the reigning
Emperor, but disrespect towards the object of the
adoration of the people, whether of the Emperor
who had attained to an apotheosis, or of the reign-

ing ruler. The significance of the title Augustus
is further made manifest from the following, which
we take from Lightfoot's AiJOstolic Fathers '', part 2,
' St. Ignatius and St. Polycarp,' 1889, vol. iii. p.

405 :
' Imperator cum Augusti nomen accepit,

tamquam praesenti et eorporali deo fidelis est
praestanda devotio ' (Veget. ii. 5). A part of this

passage is also quoted by Bollinger, Ths Gentile
and the Jew, Eng. tr. vol. ii. p. 166.

However reluctant Augustus and Tiberius were
to accept the new honours, the pressure of events
was too strong for them. The new worship speedily
became imperative. It became a crime not to
worship, and the citizens of Cyzicus were deprived
of their privileges because they had suflered tlie

ceremonies in honour of Augustus to fall into con-
tempt (Tacitus, Annal. iv. 36). In this case Im-
perial pressure was brought to bear on the people
in favour of the new Imperial religion. This, how-
ever, was almost a solitary instance. There was no
unwillingness to accept it. Rather there was keen
competition between cities for the honour and the
privilege of building temples and organizing priest-

hoods for the cult of the new religion. It is

recorded by Tacitus that eleven Asiatic cities strove
for the honour of building a temple to the reigning
Emperor :

' Eleven cities rivalled each other, not in
power and opulence, but with equal zeal contend-
ing for the preference' (Annal. iv. 55). If it was
an honour to institute a religious organization,
with proper buildings and persons for the Imperial
worship, it was a very costly honour, as would
appear from the fact that the claim of some cities

was refused as they could not bear the expense.
In the final issue the claim of Smyrna was allowed,
mainly because ' of all the cities of Asia, they were
the first that built a temple to the Roman name

'

(Tacitus, Annal. iv. 56). Other testimonies might
be added toshow how rapidly the new religion spread
throughout the Empire, and how greatly esteemed
was the honour of having a temple to the Ceesar-
god within the city. The Senate of Rome was be-
sieged by the cities of the Empire for the privilege
of styling themselves neocori, servants of the
Csesar-god, and for the privilege of inserting that
title on their coins. It is evident that the honour
was highly esteemed. But it is time to ask why
the provinces, in particular, welcomed the new
religion with such eagerness and enthusiasm.

In answer we must romeraber what the advent
of the Empire meant for the provinces. It is

scarcely possible to exaggerate their misery and
wretchedness in the later ages of the Republic.

The proconsuls raged furiously, knowing that their

time was short. It is not necessary to dwell on
this, or to cite the authorities for it. But we may
refer to the miseries of civil war, and to the terror

of the times when Marius and Sulla strove for the
mastery. The wars between Julius Caisar and
Ponipey, the wars between Augustus and Antony,
had Drought unspeakable misery on the peoples

and places where they were conducted. With
the advent of the Emperor Augustus wars ceased,

the temple of Janus was shut, a Government which
might fairly be called just held sway in all the
provinces. The people felt a sense of security un-
known for ages. Ctesar was their friend, their

ruler, their defender from enemies without their

gates, and from oppression by those within. He
gave them security and a peaceful time in which
they could live and work. He enabled them to

provide for their wants, to accumulate property
>\'ithout the haunting dread that its possession

would serve only to make them the mark for the
envy and the greed of those possessed of power.
Thus the Emperor became an earthly providence,
which grew ever greater, as the peoples became
more accustomed to its care. Imagination de-

lighted to picture the greatness and the good-
ness of the Imperial power ; orators discoursed
on it, and philosophers dwelt on the thought of

the great community of the universe, in which
gods and men had their places and their functions.

Then the common people gathered into one all

that they or their ancestors had conceived of

greatness and goodness, and piled that upon
the head of the Caesar-saviour. If we had sjiace,

we might easily gather from the inscriptions a
collection of epithets, descriptive of the glory
thus ascribed to the Roman Emperors. These
epithets are not merely adulation ; they are
the outcome of a real religious persuasion. Nor
were the Imperial CiEsars without a feeling of

reciprocal devotion to the ideal of their calling,

and to the duty devolving on them as beings
invested with powers and responsibilities more than
human. Seneca—to refer only to one instance

—

reminds Nero that he has succeeded to a vicegerency
of God on earth. He is the arbiter of life and
death, on whose word depend the fortunes of

citizens, the happiness and misery of the people.
His innocence raised the highest hopes. The
Emperor is the one bond that holds the world-
empire together ; he is its vital breath. The
Imperial task is heavy, and its perils are great.
Man, the hardest of animals to govern, cannot be
governed long except by love, and can be won only
by beneficence and gentleness. In his godlike
place, the prince should imitate the mercy of the
gods. Wielding illimitable power, he is the servant
of all, and cannot usurp the licence of the private
subject. He is like one of the heavenly orbs,

bound by inevitable law to move onward in a fixed
orbit, unswerving and unresting. Such was the
teaching of Seneca to his pupil ; and this was the
ideal of the best Emperors, who felt that they
were in the place of an earthly providence to their
people. But the consciousness of power led the
holders of it from one stage to another. While
some felt that this was a power entrusted to them
by the gods, others came to regard the divinity by
which they ruled as possessecl of some inherent
significance, and regarded themselves as Divine.
Domitian issued his rescripts and formally claimed
Divine power under the formula ' Dominus et Deus
noster' (Suet. Domitian, 13).

On the one hand, the Emperors increasingly
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brought forward tlieir claims to Divine power, and

insisted on the popular recognition of the claims ;

on the other hand, the people, esiK'ciallj' in the

provinces, were forward in aserihing to them all

the attrihulos recognized as Divine hy them. Nor
was there any other power which could reasonablj'

enter into competition with this. Behind the

visible majesty of the Emperor there lay all the

prestige of the unrivalled history of Rome. The
might of i)osses.sion belonged to it, and all the

visible forces of the world were at his command.
Nor can we forget that the deification of the ruling

power seemed the fuKilraent of a hone which had

been cherished for a long time by all the peoples

of the East. There was a hoiie, there were
prophecies, of a coming deliverer, an<l there are

evidences extant of the wide-spread character of

such a hope. The hope of the individual races was
coloured by tlioir history and by their idio.-;yncrasy.

It took one form in Judjea, another in Asia Minor,

and another in Greece, but the ferment caused by

such an expectation can be traced over all the

known world. It is very marked in the inscriptions

which still remain. It is not necessary to multiply

examples. But a quotation from one inscription

may be made, because it illustrates the universal

expectation, and describes what it was. The
inscription will be found in Mittheilungen Inst.

Athcn. xxiv. [ 1889] 27.5 «'.; cf. also W. Dittenberger,

Orientis Grcecce Inscriptiones Sclccta:, Leipzig, 1895,

ii. 366. The date of the inscription seems to be about

9 B.C. ; Sir William Kamsay dates it 9-4 B.C. (Tlie

Letters to the Seven Churches, p. 436). The inscrip-

tion refers to the birthday of Augustus. We quote

a passage from it

:

' This day has given the earth an entirely new aspect. The
•vorld would haie gone to destruction had there not streamed

forth from him who is now born a common blessing. Rightly

does he judge who recognizes in this birthday the beginning of

life and of all the powers of Ufe : now is that ended when men
pitied themselves for being born. . . . From no other day does

the individual or the community receive such benefit as from

this natal dav, full of blessing to all. The providence which
niles over all'has filled this man with such gifts for the salvation

of the wr.rl'l I- I i.'rui!-- him the Saviour for us and for the

coming ^a !r I : I A :ir-, will he make an end, and establish

all things i I: ! > appearing are the hopesof our fore-

fathers fiillii; i , ii"t > ;1\ has he surpassed the good deeds of

men of earlier time, hut it is impossible that one greater than

he can ever appear. The birthday of God has brought to the

world glad tidings that arc bound up in him. From his birth-

day a new era begins.'

Speaking of this inscription, Kamsay says that

it records ' the decree of the Commune of Asia

instituting the new Augustan Year, and ordered

to be put up in all the leading cities' (op. cit.

430). Of the language of the inscription he

says :
' All this was not merely the language of

courtly panegyric. It was in a way thoroughly

sincere, with all the sincerity that the people of

tliat over-developed and precocious time, with

their artificial, highly stimulated, rather feverish

intellect, were capable of feeling ' (p. 54). Other
inscriptions to otiier Emperors might be quoted,

imt this is sufficient to show the feeling m the

Commune of Asia towards the new cult. Reference

might be made to the etlect which the perusal of

such inscriptions had on the attitude of the people.

It woulil enhance their feeling of the majesty and
worth of the Roman Emperor. It would stimulate

their loyalty, and deepen it into devotion.

I5ut the missionary energy of the new religion

was not left to the passive power and ellect of

mere inscriptions, however ell'ective these might
lie in their own way. The new religion had for its

propagation an eficctive organization, a powerful
priesthood, with many privileges, with ample
powers, and with functions of a large order.

While it is jirobable that, wherever there was a
temple built for the worship of the Emperor, there

was also an organized priesthood, yet it was in the
provinces, especially in the province of Asia, that

the priesthood attained to the highest organization

and to the greatest efficiency.

'To the confederation of towns the Roman Government in

Asia Minor had no occasion to oppose sjiecial obstacles. In

Roman as in pre-Roman times nine towns of the Troad performed
in conunon religious functions and celebrated common festivals.

The diets of the dilTerent provinces of Asia Slinor, which were
here, as in the whole Empire, called into existence as a fixed

institution by Augustus, were not different from those of the

other provinces. Vet this institution developed itself, or rather

changed its nature, here in a peculiar fashion. With the

immediate purpose of these annual assemblies of the civic

deputies of each province—to bring its wishes to the knowledge
of the governor or the government, and generally to serve as

organ of the province—was here first combined the celebration

of the annual festival for the governing Emperor and the

Imperial system generally. Augustus, in the year 725, allowed

the diets of .\sia and Bithynia to erect temples and show divine

honour to him at their places of assembly, I'ergamum and
Nicomedia. This new arrangement soon extended to the whole
Empire, and the blending of the ritual institution with
the administrative became a leading idea of the provincial

organization of the Imperial period. But, as regards pomp of

priests and festivals and civic rivalries, this institution nowhere
developed itself so much as in the province of Asia, and,

analogously, in the other provinces of Asia Minor ; and no-

where, consequently, has there subsisted, alongside of, and
above, municipal ambition, a provincial ambition of the towns
still more than of the individuals, such as in Asia Minor
dominates the whole public life' (Mommsen, The Proviiices o/

the Rotnan Empire, Eng. tr., 1886, i. 344 f.).

The diets of the different provinces in Asia Minor
were thus constituted for certain civil and religious

purposes. They had the name of Commune
Bithj-nise, Cilicioe, Galatiie, Pamphylire. The
presiding officers of these unions were called
' Bithyniarch,' ' Ciliciarch,' ' Pamphyliarch,' ac-

cording to the name of the province. We find, for

instance, in Ac 19" the title 'Asiarch,' used to

describe certain friends of Paul, who 'besought him
not to adventure himself into the theatre.' As
the province of Asia was the earliest and the most
distinguished of all the provinces of Asia Minor,

we naturally hear more of it than of the others.

Not to dwell on the history of these Communes,
the important matter for our jiresent purpose is

to note tlieir bearing on the Imperial religion.

In these Communes, teiuples were erected and
priesthoods were established for the maintenance
of this worship. 'In six at least of the cities

comprised in the Commune Asiw (Smyrna, Ephesus,

Pergamum, Sardes, Philadelphia, and Cyzicus),

periodic festivals and games were held under the

auspices of the confederation' (Lightfoot, op. cit.

405, where the authorities for the statement are

given).

It appears, also, that each of these cities had
a temple or temples dedicated to the worship

of the Emperors. As the separate cities were
united in the Commune, so they were united

in relation to religion. There were local chief

priests, and there was a provincial high priest,

who had s\ipreme control of this worship over the

whole province. The various designations were
' the chief priest of the temple in Smyrna,' ' in

Ephesus,' according to the place in which the

temple was situated. The provincial high priest

was designated 'the high priest of Asia,' or 'of

the Commune of Asia.' It was keenly debated for

a time whether the high priest of Asia and the

Asiarch were descriptions of dill'erent offices, or

whether they were identical. The (juestion may
now be regarded as settled by the investigation of

Lightfoot. The evidence which he has brought for-

ward for the view that the chief jiriest of the province

of Asia was also the Asiarch seems quite conclu-

sive. Equally conclusive is the evidence he brings

forward as to the tenure of the office. Many
authorities assumed that the tenure of the oHice

was for one year. This may have been the case

with regard to the local priesthoods, but, as the

Asiarch had to preside over the games which were
held every fifth year, it is likely that the tenure

of the office extended over that period. It is not
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necessiiry for our iire?!ent inirposo to enter inimilely
into this controversy. All wo are concerned witii

is the importance of the oHice, and the testimony
which these facts bear to the prevalence, the
inlluencc, and the seriousness of this form of

relijiion. The position of Asiarch was liij;hly

honoured and eagerly sought after. It was a
position which no one coulil maintain xinless lie

had great resources at his command.
'In spite o( the expense, this was an honorary position

much sought after, not on account of the privileges attaclied to
it, e.n. of exemption from trusteesliip, but on account of its out-
waru splendour. The festal entrance into the town, in purple
dress and with chaplct on the head, preceded b.v a procession
of bo.V8 swinging Mieir vessels of incense, was in the horizon of

the Greeks of Asia Minor what the olive-branch of Olympia was
among the Hellenes. On several occasions this or that Asiatic
of qnalit.v boast.s of having been not merely himself Asiarch, but
descended also from Asiarchs ' (Mommscn, op. cit. 3iG).

The civil, religious, and social standing of tlie

Asiarch, the organized priesthood in every city of

the province, the solidarity of the whole priest-

hood, ruled and directed by the Asiarch, and the
favour of the Imperial government were factors in

the popularity and efl'ectiveness of the Imperial
religion. It was a visible, tangible religion, in-

vested with all the influence which the favour of

the Government and the applause of the people
could give it. If, as is probable, the Asiarch had
control, not only over the priesthood of the Imperial
religion, but also over religion in general, one can
easily see how much its power and prestige would
be enhanced.

* It is probable that this superintendence, although it primarily
concerned the Emperor-worship, extended to the affairs of
religion in general. Then, when the old and the new faith
began to contend in the Kmpire for the mastery, it was probably,
in the first instance, through the provincial chief priestliood
that the contrast between them was converted into conflict.
These priests, appointed from the provincials of mark by the
diet of the province, were by their traditions and by "their
ofBcial duties far more called and inclined than were the
Imperial magistrates to animadvert on neglect of the recognized
worship, and, where dissuasion did not avail, as they had not
themselves a power of punishment, to bring the act punishable
by civil law to the notice of the local or Imperial authorities,
and to invoke the aid of the secular arm—above all, to force the
Christians to comply with the demands of the Imperial cultua'
(Mommsen, op, cit. 34Sf.).

This quotation from Mommsen brings us face to
face with the principle of all the persecutions of
the Christian Churcli, from the first century down
to the time of Diocletian. It was the refusal of
the Church to submit to the Imperial cult that led
to the declaration that they were outlaws, with
no rights, and with no legal standing before the
rulers. The test of their standing was whether
they were willing to burn incense, or to oiier
worship to Ca'sar. The Imperial religion became
more and more eager, militant, and oppressive. It
was filled with the spirit of aggressive persecution.
In its militant aspect, as against all those who
refused to bow the knee to Cjesar, it was intolerant,
aggressive, and exclusive. Whether it could long
continue to command the inw.ard assent of its

adherents, or would long be able to satisfy the
religious needs of its votaries, is another question.
The fervid feeling, and the intense devotion ex-
pressed in the inscription quoted above, did not
last very long. It lessened after the death of
Augustus. As a religious force it is not apjiarent
in the end of the 2nd century. But it still con-
tinued to fulfil its purpose as an official religion,
and as a test of the loyalty of the citizen. It was
well fitted to act the part of an engine of persecu-
tion. Its social power remained long after its

energy as a religion had passed away. We shall
end this article with a quotation from Kamsay,
mainly to show what was the real character of
this Imperial religion. He is expounding a passage
in the Apocalypse (13'-").

' "/( maketh the earth and alt that dwell therein, to worship
the first beast," for the provincial administration organized the
State religion of the Emperoi-a. The Imperial regulation that

all loyal subjects llnl^l ii>Tifnriu in the Stale religion and take
part in the lniinii:il nliKii, \^:is tarried out according to the
regulations framcil !; 1 1. t ..iiinmie, wliich arranged the ritual,

superintended and t|iri_'' I- 'i ii^ pirforniance, ordered the build-

ing of temples and the erection of statues, fixed the holidays
and festivals, and so on—"saying to them that dwell on the
earth that the^_ should make an imago to the beast, . . . And
it xoas given him to give breath to the »tatue o.f the beast, that
the statue o,f the beast should both speak and cause that as many
as should not worship the statue of the beast shoiUd be killed,"

The last statement is familiar to us ; it is not directly attested
for the Flavian period by p.agan authorities, but it is proved by
nximerous Christian authorities, and corroborated by known
liiatorical fact-s, and by the interpretation which Trajan stated
about twenty-five years later of the principles of Imperial
procedure in this department. It is simply the straightforward
enunciation of the rule as to the kind of trial that should be
given to those who were accused of Christianity. The accused
were required to prove their loyalty by performing an act of
religious worship of the statue of the Emperor, which (as Pliny
mentioned to Trajan) was brought into court in readiness for
the test : if they performed the ritual, they were acquitted and
dismissed ; if they refused to perform it, they were condemned
to death. No other proof was sought ; no' investigation was
made ; no accusation of an.v specific crime or misdeed was made,
as had been the case in' the persecution of Nero, which is

described by Tacitus. That short and simple procedure was
legal, prescribed by Imperial instructions, and complete ' (The
Letters to the Seven Churches, pp. 97-99).
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James Iverach.
CAGOTS.—The Cagots are a despised and

formerly persecuted people of unknown origin,
scattered in small groups under diverse names
throughout the Western Pyrenees and in Brittany.
They are the Cagots, Cahcts, Agotac.t, and Gafets
of the French, the Agote-^ or Gafus of the Spaniards,
and the Cacous of the Bretons, although, strange
to say, they are first mentioned as ' Chrestianos

'

in the year 1288. In 1460 the States of Bi5arn,
where they were most numerous, called on the
king of France to curtaU their liberties ; and in
the towns the Cagot communities were then
confined to separate quarters called cagoteries,
which answered to the ghettos of the Jews. In
the country districts they dwelt in WTetched huts
apart from the villagers ; they were everywhere
obliged to enter the church by a separate door

;

and after death they were buried by themselves,
apparently' in imconsecrated ground. In the
church they were railed oft' from the rest of the
congregation, a binitier ('holy-water font') was
reserved for their exclusive use, and they were
either barred fiom the communion or else obliged
to take the host from the end of a stick. In fact,
everything was done to humiliate them, until they
were emancipated by the French Revolution, at
least from all these restrictions, though not from
the hatred and contempt of their neighbours,
which still largely persist. The side-doors of the
churches were built up, but the separate fonts
may still be seen in many districts, and other
indications survive of the ostracism under which
they formerly sulFered.
Even in France the odium attaching to this

'infamous and accursed race' is by many attri-
buted to some physical taint, such as goitre,
cretinism, or leprosy, and, in 1S7-, Littr6 defined
the Cagots as ' a people of the Pyrenees affected
with a kind of cretinism.' In England, too, they
were supposed to be 'afflicted with extreme bodily
deformity and degeneracy, and with deficiency of
intellect' (Guy and Ferrier, Foreiuic Medicine*,
1875). But Dr. Hack Tuke, who visited several
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of the groups in 1879, could lind no eviiience of

goitre or cretinism amongst tliem, and lie believes

tliat tliey have been confounded with the inliabit-

ants of the Pyrenees who really suH'er from these

complaints. Nor could he find any outward indica-

tions wliich marked them oil' as a people physical Ij'

distinct from the surrounding inhabitants, except
that some are not dark like their neighbours, but
blue-uyed and light-haired. Otherwise the Agotacs
of the Basques, who are chiefly weavers, black-
smiths, and joiners, but have no land, diller in no
respects from the Basques (q.v.) themselves, whose
language they speak, while, like them, they are
strict Koman Catholics. As recently as 1842 in

some districts they occupied a separate place
during the service, and on Rogation Days they
join in a procession which sometimes gives rise to
disorders, due to the ill-feeling of their Basque
co-religionists.

Although now free from any taint of leprosy,
weighty arguments have been advanced to show-
that the Cagots were originally subject to this

disease, and that to it was due their separation
from the other inhabitants. This is the opinion
of M. de Kochas, one of our chief authorities, who
pointed out ill 1876 that the Breton word cacodd
meant 'leprous,' and tliat this word would easily
assume both the French form Cagot and the
[)resent Breton form Cacou. He further remarks
that they were also called ' Mezegs,' and that
mizeau is French for ' leprous.' But such etymo-
logies are seldom to lie trusted, and the more
general popular belief may still be the more
correct one, that the Cagots are descended fi-om

some Visigoths or Vandals who were left behind
in the Pyrenees when these barbaric hordes pushed
tlirough into Spain and Africa in the 5tl; century.
Thus would be explained the above-mentioned
blue eyes and light hair, the word Cagot itself

(rnncs Gothi = ' doga of Goths'), and the charge of

heresy that in early times was very generally
brought against them. For it is to be noticed
that these Visigoths themselves were heretics,

being members of the then wide-spread Arian sect,

to which the orthodox peoples of GanI and Spain
were bitterly opposed. Hence Guillieau, quoted
by Tuke, may most probably be right in holding
that the ' Agoths,' as he calls them, 'were origin-

ally heretics,' or ' the descendants of certain
lieretics.' We can now understand why from the
ver\- Hrst they were subject to cruel persecutions
in Gaul, just as the orthodox inhabitants of Spain
were persecuted by their Arian Visigothie con-
querors till the heresy was stamped out under
King llicoaredus soon after the third Council of
Toledo in 589.

No clear explanation has been given of the
curious designation ' Chrestianos,' which dates
from the 13th cent. ; but Tuke writes that at
times ' many were no doubt falsely suspected of

leprosy
'

; and as lepers were actually called
pauperes Chrisii, the term may have originated in

this way. The suggestion is the more probable
since the cretins, who, we have seen, were con-
stantly confounded with the Cagots, were also
called Christians.
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CAINITES.—See Ophites.

CAIRN.—See Stones.

CAKES AND LOAVES.— I. Cakes made of
firstfruits.—In primitive conimuiiitics, and as a
ritual custom surviving into much later stages,

lirstfruits are the subject of solemn ceremonial
observances, before the bulk of the harvest can
lie eaten. They are eaten sacramentally, in order
that the eaters may obtain the Divine life which is

present in them (for example, that of the corn-
spirit). Or, probably at a later stage, they are
oll'ered saerificially to the gods, who are supposed
to have given the fruits of the earth to man ; or
sometimes both rites are combined (see FlltST-
FRUITS).
The earliest form in which grain was cooked was

probably that of roasting, grinding, and making it

into rude cakes. This preceded that of baking it

into loaves. Hence we lind that the grain of the
first sheaves is made into a cake, later a loaf,

which is eaten, or presented, sometimes with a few
sheaves, to the god. The transition stage was
probably that of boiling grain, or mixing it with
milk or honey—the mixture being poured out as a
libation, or eaten. Thus in N.W. India, the first

of the grain is mixed with milk and sugar, and
eaten by each member of the family (Elliot, Hist.
of N.W. Prov. of India, 1869, i. 197). Among the
Basutos the grain is boiled and presented to the
gods (Frazer, GB- ii. 459).

Some instances of this sacramental use of cakes
formed of the firstfruits may be given. The
Solomon Islanders, at the ingathering of the
canarium nut, eat flat cakes made of the pounded
nuts (Woodford, Head Hunters, 1890, pp. 26-28).
The Ainus make new millet into cakes, which are
worshipped by the old men. Then the cakes are
eaten, after wdiicli the new millet may be used
(Batchelor, Ainu and their Folklore, 1901, ji. iOi).

Among the Natchez, the women gathered the first

sheaves of maize ;
jiart was used as an oft'ering,

and part made into unleavened cakes, which were
presented to the setting sun, and eaten in the
evening (Chateaubriand, Voyaqe en Am(rique,
Paris, 1870, pp. 130-136). The Quiches of Central
America, after gathering in the firstfruits, pre-

sented them to the priests. Some of the lirstfruits

were baked into cakes, which were oflered to the
idols who guarded their fields. These cakes were
afterwards given to the poor (Brasseur <le Bour-
bourg, Hist, des nation.s civil, dii Mexique ct de
I'Amcrique Centrale, Paris, 1857-59, ii. 566). The
Totonacs made a dough of firstfruits and the
blood of three slain infants, of which certain of the
people partook every six months (A'A' iii. 440).

The cakes made of maize by the Virgins of the
Sun in Peru at the festival of the Sun were eaten
sacramentally by the Inca and his nobles (Prescott,
Conquest ofPeru, 1890, p. 51). Among the Coorgs
of Southern India, after the first sheaf of rice is

cut, enough of it is prepared and made into flour

to provide a cake, w-hich the whole family must
eat. The man who cuts the rice afterwards kneads
a cake from the meal, mixed with other things.
Kvcry one must partake of this cake. The
Burghers, a tribe in the Nilgiri Hills, choose a
man of another tribe to reap the first sheaf of

grain. This grain is made into meal and baked
into cakes, when it is offered as a firstfruit oblation.

Afterwards these cakes are partaken of by the
whole familj' (Ilarkness, Description of n Singular
Aboriginal Race inhabiting the Summit of the

Ndlg'hcrry Hills, 1832, p. 56 If.). The pagan
Chcremisses eat sacramentally of the new loaf made
from the new corn, the pieces being distributed by
the sorcerer to each person (GB- ii. 321). Modern
European folk-survivals show many instances of

the ceremonial eating of a cake or loaf made of tlie

new crops, and this doubtless represents an earlier

sacramental eating of a cake or loaf containin"
the life of the corn-spirit, especially as the bread
is often in the shape of a man or an animal. In

Sweden the grain of the last sheaf is made into a
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loaf in the rurm of a girl, the loaf beiiij; ilivided

among the entire househoKl and eaten by them.

At Lii I'alisse, in France, a similar use is made of

tho grain of tlio last slicnf, wliioh is halced into the

shape of a man. This is kci't until the harvest is

over, when the Mayor breaks it i:ito bits, and
distributes it among the people, to be eaten by
them. The Lithuanian peasant used the grain of

the sheaf which was fir.st threshed and winnowed.
This was baked into small loaves, of which eacli

member of the household received one. These
were eaten, accompanied by an elaborate ritual

(GB' ii. 318, 319). In Sweden, Denmark, and
Esthonia, the cake or loaf is in the form of a boar,

a characteristic representative of the coru-spirit

{GB'^ ii. 286(1".
; Grinim, Teut. Mythology, pp. 63,

213).

The sacrificial or other ritual use of cakes baked
from firstfruits is of frequent occurrence. At
Athens, during the Thargelia, the first loaf, made
after tlie carrying home of the harvest, was called

the thargclos. Part of the processional ritual con-

sisted in carrying the circsione, a bough of olive or

laurel, tied up with wool, and laden with fruits

and cakes (Harrison, Prol. to Greek Bel., 1903, p.

78 ff.). At Rome, the cakes which the Vestals

prepared from the firstfruits were called «!oZ(i salsa.

The corn for making these was plucked in May by
the Vestals, and the cakes were prepared and offered

by them in June. At the Vestalia, donkeys were
also decorated with wreaths and cakes (Warde
Fowler, Roman Festivals of the. Eepublic, 1899,

pp. 148-149 ; Ovid, Fasti, vi. 283 ff.). Among the

Hebrews, at the feast of Pentecost, two loaves of

fine flour made from the first of the wheat were
offered as a wave-ottering, and kept sacred for the

priest (Lv. 23"^"). In Nu 15™'- the Hebrews are

ordered to make a cake of dougli from the first-

fruits of the land of Canaan, and use it for

a heave-ottering. See Festivals (Hebrew).
The Celtic Beltane cakes, of which so many survivals have

been noted in Scotland, may have been made of some of the
firstfruits kept over till spring, though this is not stated. But
they were generally divided, and eaten ritually. In some cases

the pieces were drawn by lot, and he who received a blackened
piece was regarded as ' devoted,' and was the subject of a mock
sacrifice. The cakes were sometimes rolled down hill, and, if

one broke, it determined the fate of its owner throughout the
year. In another instance the cake was divided, and offered

sacrificially to various noxious animals. The cakes were pre-

pared in a special manner, and sometimes sprinkled with
whipped eggs, milk, etc. In some cases they were made with
raised knobs (Pennant, Tour in Scotland, 1774, i. 97 ; Sinclair,

Statistical Account, 1791, v. 84, xi. 620, xv. 617; Scotland
and Scotsmen in the Eifihteenth Century, 1888, ii. 439£E. ; FL,
1895, vi. 29. ; see also Festivals [Celtic]). Of. with these the
Teutionic custom of making a loaf of every kind of grain, and
placing it in the first furrow—a custom resembling the Roman
offering of meal cakes in the corn-fields. Both of these were
sacrificial, and they were probably sprinkled with milk and
honey and eaten sacramentally by the ploughmen (Grimm,
1239). In parts of England, ploughmen, at the end of wheat-
sowing, are feasted with seed cakes, and, at sheep-shearing,
with wafers and cakes (Brand, Papular Antiquities, 1870,

i. 45).

In many parts of the world cakes stamped with the symbols
or with the actual form of a di\'inity, or dough and paste images
of gods and goddesses, are commonly found, and are frequently
ritually eaten. Among the Egyptians, according to Plutarch, a
cake stamped with the figure of a donkey (the symbol of

Typhon) was baked on certain days (Jablonski, Pantheon
Aegyptiorum, Frankfort, 1750, ii. 74). The Mexicans, at the
festivals of various divinities, made images of dough and seeds,

or of seeds kneaded with the blood of children, which were
carried in procession or otherwise reverenced. The heart was
then cut out, as in ordinary human sacrifices, and the image
was distributed among the people and eaten ritually. The
most marked instance was that of the god Huitzilopochtli,

whose image was ritually slain, while the ceremonial eating
was called teoqualo, * god is eaten ' (NR iii. 299, and passim).
The Hanifa, an Arab tribe, made an idol of hais (a mass of

dates' kneaded with butter and milk), and ate it in time of

famine (W. R. Smith, p. 225). The cakes offered by Hebrew
women to the queen of heaven (Jer 718) may have been stamped
with the figure of Astarte. In India, married women make an
image of Piirvati with flour, rice, and grain, which after some
days is taken outside the village and left there (Liebrecht,
Zur Votkskinide, Heilbronn, 1879, p. 43S). A snake tribe in the
Panjab, every year on the same day, make a snake of dough.

which is carried round tho village and afterwards buried (CB"
ii. 411). Among the Teutons bailed figures of sacred animals

or of gods were reverenced, and probably, to judge by folk-

survivals, rit\ially eaten. In the Fridthiofssttge we hear of

images of gods baked by women and anointed with oil. The
JiKitritlus Si'iwrstilionum (8th cent.) contains a section, ' De
sinuilacro de cunsparsa farina,' showing that the making of

such images continued into Christian times, while pastry and
dough figures in much later times are a direct contmuation of

the earlier pagan instances (Grimm, 63, 501, ISOG ; Saupe.

Jndiculus Sxiperstitionum, Leipzig, 1S91, p. 30 f.).

2. Cakes in sacrifice and ritual.—Cakes are also

ottered in sacrilic'os of jiropitiation or thanksgiving,

either alone or with other articles of food, or are

made use of in other ritual ways. The Sea Dayaks
otter cakes, with many other things, to the god or

spirit who partakes of their essence (Ling Koth,
Natives of Sarawak, 1896, i. 189). Similarly, the

Malays propitiate the spirits of sickness by placing

fourteen cakes—seven cooked and seven uncooked
—along with nnmerous other articles, in a frame
of bamboo, which is hung on a tree (Skeat, Malay
Magic, 1900, p. 414). In Mexico, women who had
died in childbed were deified and propitiated by
ott'crings of bread, kneaded into various shapes,

and pies. Balls of dough and pies were offered on
one of the feasts of Tlaloc ; and to Quetzalcoatl

no bloody sacrifice was ottered, but only bread,

flowers, etc. (NE iii. 250, 334, 363). On the South
American pampas, Darwin saw a tree on which were
hung offerings of bread {Journal ofResearches, 1897,

p. 82). An interesting instance of the use of cakes,

among other otterings, for purposes of propitiation

and subsequent divination is recorded among the

pagan Prussians by Jan Malecki (ed. Speyer, 1582,

p. 259 f.). In their worship of ' Putscaetus, qui

sacris arboribus etlucis praeest' (concerning whom
see, further, Usener, Gotternamen, Bonn, 1896,

p. 99 f.), and who was believed to have his abode
beneath an elder tree, the Prussians
* litanb pane, cerevisia, aliisque cibis sub arbore sambuco
positis, precantesa Putscaeto ut placatum efficiat Marcoppolum
deum magnatum et nobilium ne graviore serntute a dominis
ipsi premantur : utque sibi mittantur Barstuccae qui subter-

ranei vocantur. His enim daemonibus in domo versantibus se

fieri credunt fortunatiores ; eisque collocant vesperi in horreo
super mensam mappa stratam panes, caseos, butyrum et

cerevisiam : nee dubitant de fortunarum accessione si mane
reperiant cibos illic assumtos.'

In similar fashion, in India, cakes, sweetmeats,

and parched or fried grain are frequent forms
of sacrifice ; and this custom dates from ancient

times, since the Vedas prescribe an ottering of cakes
(apupa) to be made to the gods (Muir, Sanskrit

Texts, V. 463). At the present time the ordinary
propitiatory otterings at village shrines in India

are cakes, mUk, and flowers. Cakes are also ottered

to the earth-goddess by the Pataris and Majhwars
[PR i. 32, 98), and Siva is daily fed with cakes and
pastry. Among the ancient Hindus the fortnightly

religious services consisted chiefly in the prepara-

tion of sacrificial cakes of rice pounded in a mortar,
kneaded into a ball by the head of the family,

and baked on the fire. The consecrated cake was
then cut up, and pieces, sprinkled with butter, were
thrown into the names, in the names of the various

gods, including the god of flame himself. Other
pieces were reverently eaten by the family (Monier
Williams, Rel. Thought and Life in India, London,
1883, pt. i. pp. 93, 367). Among offerings in the
Shinto ritual in Japan, food and drink take a very
important place. Cakes made of rice are found
among these otterings. At the present time these

rice cakes, or inochi, are among the annual otterings

at the tomb of the first Mikado, Jimmu. At every
new moon the female attendants at the palace

solemnly otlered, in the ' place of reverence,' cakes
to the sacred mirror which represented the sun-
goddess. Among the New Year's Day observances
in Japan one of the ceremonial rites consists in the
laying on the domestic shrine of unleavened cakes
made of glutinous pounded rice. These cakes are
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called 'minor' cakes on account of their shape,
which is that of a llattened spliere. They are two
in number—one representing the sun, or male prin-

ciple ; the other the moon, or female principle. Tliis

kind of cake is also called the ' tooth-hardening

'

cake, because it is supposed to strengthen the con-

stitution (Aston, Shinto, Loudon, 1905, p]). 212-13,

291, 313). In ancient Egypt, cakes were an in-

variable part of the ofl'erings to the gods, and are
referred to in the inscriptions. The formula of

ofi'ering says :
' I give you a thousand cakes,' etc.

These cakes were of dilferent shapes, some being
round or oval, and others triangular. Sometimes
also they were made in the form of leaves, or even
of animals. The round or oval were sometimes
sprinkled with seeds. In the sacrilices to Isis at

Bubastis the body of the sacrificial victim was
filled with cakes and other meats, and then buried
(Herod, ii. 40). Strabo (p. 811 f.) describes the
oliering to the sacred crocodile, Sukhos, as con-
sisting of a cake, meat, and honey Avine, which
were put by the priests into its mouth (Wilkinson,
iii. 416, 418, ii. 457 ; Wiedemann, Eng. tr. 192).

Among the ancient Hebrews, cakes or loaves

were oliered, either alone or together with animal
sacrilices. These cakes were unleavened, some-
times made with oil or sprinkled with oil, and were
baked either in an oven or in a pan (Lv 2^ ^). The
peace-oll'ering consisted of unleavened cakes mixed
with oil, leavened wafers anointed with oil, and
cakes mixed with oil and fried. Leavened bread
was also offered in this case (Lv 7'"' "). Cereal
offerings, sometimes in the form of cakes, accom-
jianied animal sacrifices (Lv 5" S-" 14'°, Nu 6"
154. 6. 9)_ The most typical offering was that of

the shewbread, consisting of twelve loaves or

cakes of unleavened bread, which were placed in

two heaps before the Lord in the Holy Place every
Sabbath. On these frankincense was sprinkled,

and the old loaves were eaten by the priests (Lv 24^,

Nu4', 1 S 21^; Jos. Ant. Ul. x. 7). The Hebrew
ritual of the shewbread may have been derived
from the similar Bab. custom. In the chamber
of Bel-Merodach, at his temple in Babylon, stood

a golden table on which were placed 12, 24, 36, or

even 72 cakes of unleavened bread, which the

god was supposed to eat (Zimmern, Bcitriiijc ziir

Kenntniss der bab. Rel., 1901, jip. 94, 95; Haupt,
JBL, 1900, p. 59; Bel, vv.^-C); and offerings of

cakes are occasionally represented on early Bab.
.seals (Ward, in Curtiss, Friviitive Sem. Eeligiun
To-day, New York, 1902, p. 207 f.).

In Greece, cakes (iriXavo^, iriiiixa, irdwavov) formed
an imp()rt;uit part of all sacrificial offerings, or
were olTered separately. Plato speaks of tho.se

who thought it impious to stain the altars of
the gods with blood, and wliose sacrifices con-
sisted onlj' of cakes and fruit mixed with honey
{de Legibus, vi. 782). In many of the principal
temples of Apollo, great importance was attached
to bloodless sacrilices. There was an altar at
Delos, called the 'altar of the piou.s,' on which
only cakes of wheat and barley were placed
(Porphyry, de Ah.stinentia, ii. 28). At Deli)!ii,

cakes and frankincense were consecrated in sacred
baskets. At Patara the cakes took the form of
bows and arrows, or lyres, symbolic of the two
aspects of the deity (C. O. Miiller, Jlist. and Ant.
of the Dorir Rare, 1839, ii. 331). In the ritual of
ArtemLs Tauropolos the sacrifices were maintained
with cakes and honey. Associated with this was
the ritual of Artemis Munychia, where we hear
of iiupL(pQvTei, which were probably cheesecakes
stamped with lorclies {COS ii. 4.")4 f.). The Clue-
ronians worshipped a sceptre of Agamemnon, to
which there was no temple, it being kept in the
hou.se of the priest ; and daily sacrifices of all kinds
of Hesh and cakes were ottered beside it (Pausanias,

ix. 40. 11-12). The priests of yEgium had the
custom of taking cakes, ordinarily used in that
place, and flinging them into the se;i, to be sent
to Arethusa at Syracuse (Pans. vii. '24. 3). The
Liheans, on stated days, took cakes and threw
them into the spring of the Cephisns, believing
that they appeared again in Castalia (I'aus. x.
8. 10). In a sanctuary dedicated to Sosipolis, a
native Elean deity, it was the daily custom to lay
before him barley cakes kneaded with honey (Pans,
vi. 20. 2). In the Eleusinian mysteries the cakes
ottered were made from barley sown on the liarian
plain (Pans. i. 38. 6). At Athens a sacrificial cake,
with twelve knobs on it, was ottered to Kronos
every spring, on the 15th day of the month Ela-
phebolion. In the cult of Ge, cakes of barley and
honey were yearly thrown into a chasm in the
earth, near which her sanctuary stood {CGSi. 27 f.,

iii. 24). In the cult of Demeter, during the pro-
cessions of the Thesmophoria, cakes were carried.
It was also customary at this festival to throw pigs
and dough cakes into certain sacred vaults, called
the chasms of Demeter and Proserpine. Serpents
were said to live there, and these used to consume
most of the flesh and cakes thrown in. Afterwards,
probably at the next year's festival, women went
doAvn into the caverns, and, fetching up the remains,
placed them on the altar. Whoever was lucky
enough to get a piece of the decayed ttesli or cakes
sowed it witli his corn, and it was believed to en.sure
good crops (GB - ii. 300 ; 6'G,S' iii. 99). At the new or
full moon the ' suppers of Hekate ' were ofiered by
rich people, and, at these feasts, small round cakes
set with candles were placed at the cross-roads, as
sacred to her and to Artemis {CGS ii. 511). At the
Diasia, or spring festival, cakes of every imaginable
shape appeared in the sacrifices (Harrison, up. cit.

p. 14). At the Thargelia, cakes of barley, cheese,
and figs were placed in the hands of the pharmakos,
or human victim {ib. p. 98). At Athens, during
the Plynteria, a cake of dried figs, called the hege-
teria, was carried in proces.sion (ib. p. 116). Cakes
steeped in honey were ottered to sacred snakes on
the Acropolis at Athens, and at Lebadeia, in the
shrine of Trophonios. The women in the 4tli mime
of Herondas otter a WXavos to the snake of Asklepios
[ib. p. 349). In the vestibule of the Erechtheum
at Athens there stood an altar of Zeus. On this
altar no living sacrifice was offered, but merely
cakes without a libation of wine (Pans. i. 26. 6).

Cakes made of flour, mixed with honey and olive
oil, and into which flower blossoms had been
kneaded, were ottered to Adonis ; and in the Dio-
iiysiac rites the women also ottered mystic cakes

—

three to Semele and nine to Dionysos (Theocr.
Id. XV., xxvi.).

In Kotnan religion, cakes (libum) were also offered
separately or in conjunction w'ith other sacrifices

(for those connected with firstfruits, see § I). At
the PalUia, shepherds ottered to Pales baskets of
millet and cakes made of the same (Ovid, Fasti, iv.

741 11'. ). At the Liberalia, old women, crowned with
ivy, sold cakes of oil and honey in the streets. These
old women were named sacerdotes Liberi, and car-
ried with them a small altar, for the convenience
of the buyers of these cakes. From each cake that
was sold they detached a small piece, which was
ottered on the altar to Liber in the name of the
buyer (ib. iii. 725 ft'.). At the rustic festivals of

Ceres—the Feriae Semeutivae and the Paganalia

—

cakes, along with a pregnant sow, were ottered.

Cakes of the most primitive kind seem to have
been ottered in each house in every curia during
the P'ornacalia, or fea-st of ovens. These cakes
were made of far, a coarse meal, and formed into
cakes by crushing in a primitive manner. Matrons
ofi'ered to Mater Matuta, at the Matralia, cakes
cooked in old-fashioned pans of earthenware (liba
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tostii) (Ovid, Fasli, vi. 482 IV.). On the festival of

Sviiiiinamis, cakes, wliieli Festus describes as ' liba

farinacea in iiiodum lolae licta,' vero ottered or

eaten (for moulds of a wheel sliape or divided in(o

segments, used for making' sui-li eakcs, see Kvans,
JIIS, 1886, p. 44tr.).> Tlie head of the ' Oitoher
horse,' perhaps as a represeiil-ative of the corn-

spirit, was decked with cakes or loaves (Festus,

ed. Miiller, p. 17811'.). In the sacrilieial ritual,

after the head of the victim had been sprinkled
with mor.sels of the sacred cake, or mola salsa,

it was killed by the assistants of the priests.

In the old Konian marriage ceremonial (the con-

farreatio) the bride and bridegroom ate together
a kind of cake, panis farrcus, as a sacramental
offering to Juppiter (Gaius, i. 108 ff. ). In other
forms of marriage, cakes sometimes formed part
of the sacrilice, wdiich was an important por-
tion of the ceremony. On a bronze hand in the
Payne Knight collection in the British Museum,
believed to be of the time of the Roman Empire
before Constantine, there is a table with three
cakes, supposed to be offerings to Juppiter. Upon
two other hands are objects which seem to be
round oliering-cakes, divided by cross lines into four
parts. These are like the cakes found at Pompeii.

Offerings of cake or bread still occur occasion-
ally in quarters where Christianity has ousted the
ancient paganism. In Bohemia, when a man has
been drowned, a loaf of new bread is thrown into
the river. In Franconia, on entering a forest,

people put offerings of bread and fruit on a stone,
to propitiate the demon of the woods ; and the
bakers, for luck, throw rolls into the flues of their
ovens (Tj'lor, ii. 195, 369).

Cakes were frequently part of the food offered
to the dead. In Egypt, cakes were laid beside the
dead in the tomb, for the ka to feed upon ; and the
goddess who dwelt in the sycamore trees around
the cemetery is represented holduig a tray of cakes
for the food of the ba. Sometimes such ott'erings

were not made of perishable bread, but of stone-
ware, which by virtue of magic formula; produced
the actual food for the requirements of the dead
(Wilkinson, iii. 459 ; Flinders Petrie, Hel. of
Ancient Egypt, 1906, pp. 13, 82; Wiedemann,
Eng. tr. p. 297). The Ainus offer millet cakes
to the dead, and also partake of the .same at the

1 [In the Umbrian ritual for the purification of the Sacred
Mount and the lustration of the peoplej as recorded in the
Iguvine Tables, the use of cakes (stnisla) and of cakelets
(Jikla) played an important part. The nature of the offerings
is typicaUy enumerated in ii. a, 17-19 : Buntia /ertti katlu
arvia struhfla fikla pune vinu ialu maletu mantrahklii veskta
mata asnata umen ferlu :

' At the Huntia (festival) let him
bring a whelp, fruits of the field, cakes, cakelets, mixed wine
and vinegar (?), wine, pulverized salt, a mantle, vessels moist
and unmoist, and unguent let him bring.' This Huntia was
plainly an infernal goddess (cf. on her nature Biicheler,
llmbrica, Bonn, 1883, p. 128). In the Bacri6ce to Puemans (a
deity of fruits corresponding to the Lat. Pomona [Usener, op.
cit. p. 34]), to whom a sheep was also offered, the cake played
an equal rOle (iii. 27 ft.); and it is especially significant that
in the analogous offering to his wife or daughter {Vemnc.
Puemunes) the cake was to be in the shape of the female
ptidenda (stniJt(la petenata)—a. peculiarly appropriate sacrifice
to a fertility goddess (iv. 3ff.). In like manner, a cake,
together with three pregnant sows, fruits of the fields, mixed
wine and vinegar, and cakelets, must be offered to Trebus
lovius, a deity of uncertain function (vi. o, 58 f.). Somewhat
similar offerings were also to be m.-Kle to Fisus Sancius (the
patron deity of the Sacred Mount of Iguvium ; vi. b, 3fl.), to
Tefer lovius (a god of fire (? ; cf. Umbrian telra, Oscan tefurum
'burnt-offering']; vi. I, 22 ff.), to Cerrus Martins (probably
the war-god [on the etymology of the word, see Walde",
Etynwlog. lat. IVorterbuch, Heidelberg, 1906, p. 114 f., and the
literature there cited] ; vii. a, 3 ff.), to Torra Cerria (probably
the personification of Terror [cf. Biicheler, p. 98]; vii. li,

41 ff.), and to Torra lovia ('Terror inspired by Juppiter,' vii.
n, 53 f.). Besides the instances already noted, the offering of
cakelets (Jikla) was also prescribed among tiie sacrifices to
Juppiter Orabovius (an epithet connected by Bucheler, p. 52,
with the Hesychian gloss ypafidv jSdflpoi' ; vi. a, 60), Mars
Orabovius (vi. b, 2), Mars Hodius (a deity of uncertain
function ; vi. b, 44), and Hontus Cerrius (the genius of the
under world ; vi. b, 40).—Louis H. Gray.)

funeral banquet (Batchelor, Ainu of Japan, 1892,

p. 205). At the festival of the dead in Japan,
tables of food, such as cakes and fruit, are laid

out near the shrine for three days for the use of the
dead (Hearn, Unfamiliar Japan, 1894, p. 106 ff'.).

At the elaborate funeral ceremonies of the Hindus,
balls of rice (pindas) and flat wheaten cakes, on
which boiled rice, ghi, and sugar are piled ujj, are
placed beside the deceased for his nourishment

;

and in the irdddha ceremonies the characteristic

feature is the oll'ering of similar pindas and cakes
of meal, which are said to represent the deified

bodies of the pitris, and which supply them with
nutriment, and accumulate merit for them. The
pindas a.re left for animals to eat. The feeding of

a Brahman with cakes, etc., concludes the cere-

monies (Sir WUliam Jones, Works, London, 1799,
iii. 129 ff'. [' Laws of Manu '] ; Monier Williams, lie-

ligious Thought, etc., 285 ff'.). The Bengali Musal-
mans have adopted these chairacteristic features of

the irdddha as an observance on the Shat-i-Barat
(Arnold, Trans. 3rd Inter. Cong. Hist, of Ret.,

Oxford, 1908, i. 319). In European folk-observances
connected with funeral rites, survivals of the off'er-

ing of bread or cakes to the dead are sometimes
found. Thus, in the Tirol, on All Souls' Day, cakes
are left out for the dead to feed upon (Tylor, ii.

33, 34) ; and in Russia, gingerbread and tarts are
put on the graves by the common people. In some
parts of England bread is given to the poor at a
funeral, and, on All Souls' Day, ' soul-cakes ' are
begged for at farmhouses by peasant girls (for this

and other references to ' soul-cakes,' cf. Brand,
Pop. A7it., 1870, i. 216 ff.).

Images, representing human or animal victims, made of baked
or unbaked dough, are sometimes used in sacrifice as substitutes
for those. The Egj'ptians, on account of poverty, made pigs
of dough, and, having baked them, offered them instead of the
actual animal (Herod, ii. 47). For the same reason, the Greeks,
at the festival of Zeus Meilichius, offered little figures of dough
in the shape of swine and other animals (Thue. i. 126). This
was a common practice among the ancients, where animals
were beyond the means of the worshippers. Bakers made a
regular business of baking cakes in the shapes of the various
animals sacrificed to the gods (see GB'^ii. 344 n.). Among the
Romans, loaves in the shape of men were called manias, and
in their ritual use were probably substitutes for earlier human
victims. The Hindus, where human sacrifice was notpermitted,
made human figures of paste or dough, and cut off their heads
in honour of the gods (Dubois, Description of India, 1817, p.
490). The Brahmauic sacrifices, in order to avoid taking life,

took the form of models of the victim animals in meal and
butter (Tylor, ii. 406). The MaKays offer to the spirits, on the
sacrificial tray, a dough model of a human being called the
substitute (Skeat, op. cit. 72). Loaves bearing human figures
are thrown into a river to disperse fog in China. The custom
is said to have been invented in a.d. 220 by an official who was
shocked at the barbarity of offering human victims for this
purpose (Dennys, Folklore of China, 1876, p. 140). Dough
images in the form of human beings are made to appease
demons of disease and of death, in Bombay, Bhutan, and
Borneo. In Borneo, .also, if any one has been attacked by a
crocodile and has escaped, he casts into the water a substitute
for himself, in the shape of an image of a man made from
dough or meal. This is done to appease the water-god (GB^
ii. 348, 350). The Pueblo Indians ottered dough models of
animals after success in the chase (NH iii. 174).

3. Cakes in folk-survivals.—Some of the cakes
which have a prominent place in folk usage at
certain periods of the year, e.g. at Christian fes-
tivals an<l holy days, as well as on other occasions,
are probably lineally descended from cakes used
sacriliciallyorsacramentallyin pagan times. This is

suggested by the customs observed in the making of
these cakes, or the eating of them, by their division
among the members of the family, or by their being
marked with sacred .symbols (the Cross [hot cross
buns]) or figures (those of Christ or the Virgin
[Simnel cakes]). These last probably replace the
cakes stamped with pagan images or symbols. As
in so many other instances where pagan ritual was
Christianized, nothing is more likely than that the
cakes used at pagan festivals became, by an easy
transition, cakes associated with Christian festi-

vals. Among cakes wdiich may liave bad this
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history may be mentioned Yule cakes, made in

tlie form of a child, Twelfth cakes, pancakes on
Shrove Tuesday, cakes eaten on various Sundays
in Lent (Motherinf;, Simnel, AVhirlin cakes), hot
cross buns on Good Fridaj', Easter cakes, Michael-
mas cakes, Hallowe'en or All Souls' Day cakes.

The Twelfth cake was divided into as many pieces

as there were persons in the house. Portions also

were assigned to Christ, the Virf^in Mary, and the
Magi, and these were given as alms. The member
of the household who got the bean or piece of

money hidden in the cake was hailed as king. In
Devonshire, cakes were eaten and cider was drunk

on Twelfth Day ; parts of the cakes were presented
to the ap|ile and [lear trees, and a libation of cider
was poured over them. This was to secure a good
crop (Chambers, liuukof iJnys, 18G5, i. 62-63 ; ISrand,

op. cit. i. loll'.). Older cu.stoms associated with
wedding-cakes point to the connexion of this cake
with some rite resembling the Koman confarreatio
(Brand, op. cit. ii. 58). For many details regarding
these cakes .see Jirand, op. cit., and cf. the remarks
of Grimm, Tcut. Myth. 03, 501.

LiTER.MURE.—This is given in tile course of tiie article.

J. A. MacCullocii.
CALAMITY.—See Suffering.
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CALENDAR (Introductory).—By the term I

' calendar ' we understand the system by which
days are named In relation to their place in larger

units of time. In this sense the subdivision of the
day into hours or other small units is independent
of the calendar, while the era or other method by
which years are named or numbered is also, .as a
rule, independent of it. Even the point from wliicli

the year is reckoned niaj' be independent, and tlie

Julian calendar has notoriously been used along
with many difierent eras and many diii'erent New
Year's Days. Wherever months have been used,

the days have usually derived their names from
their position in the months, and the system of

reckoning months has therefore been a part of the
calendar ; but the months have sometimes been
reckoned independently of the method of number-
ing the years, and even of the point from w'hich

each j-ear has been .made to run, so that the

calendar is less concerned with the names of years
than with the names of months.

1. Natural phenomena on which calendars are
based.—The reiturrence of day and niglit and the
seasons of the year are so closely bound up «ith
the conditions of human existence, that it is

necessary for all men to have regard to them, and
it is therefore natural that the day and year
should be used everywhere as units for the
measurement of time. The recurrence of the
pluises of the moon, governing as it does the
supply of light at night, provides another measure
which has been almost universally used from the
earliest times, and the convenience of having a
unit intermediate between the day and the year
has led to the retention of the month, even where
it has become an artificial unit independent of the
phases of the moon. It is probable that the sub-
division of the month lias given us the week,
though this again has become independent both of

the moon and of the month.
2. Elementary principles of calendar con-

struction.—It has been an almost universal prac-
tice to name or number the days according to

their position in the month, and to name or num-
ber the months acconling to their position in the
year. In order to do this it is convenient to have
a fixed point for the beginning of each month, and
a fixed point for the beginning of each year. Such

Hindu.—See Festivals (Hindu).
Indo-Chinese (A. Cabaton), p. 110.

Japanese (E. W. Clement), p. 114.

Jewish (S. PozNANSKl), p. 117.

Mexican and Mayan (K. Tn. I'UEUss), p. 124.

Muslim (C. Volleks), p. 126.

Persian (L. H. Gray), p. 128.

Polynesian (L. II. Gray), p. 131.

Roman (W. Warde Fowler), p. 133.

Siamese (A. Cabaton), p. 135.

Slavic (L. H. Gray), p. 136.

Teutonic (H. M. Chadwick), p. 138.

a point is provided, in the case of the month, by
the reappearance of the lunar crescent in the
evening sky, after conjunction with the sun. This
is what is known as the apparent new moon or

phasis, and it probably served to mark the beginning
of the month in all primitive calendars, and this

phasis still regiilates the beginning of the Muhani-
raadan fast of Ramad.an. But though Nature
provides an obvious starting-point for the month,
it is otherwise with the year. Except in extreme
northerly and southerly latitudes, there is no
annual return of the sun after a period of absence,
coiTespondiu" to the monthly return of the moon ;

the seasons slide gradually one into another, and a
definite starting-point must be obtained either
artificially or by astronomical observation. The
result is that early calendars, while, for the most
part, adhering to the rule that the month must
begin at the phasis, have no definite rule for the
beginning of the year. The year had to begin at
a fixed season, and was made to consist generally
of twelve months, sometimes of thirteen months,
so as to keep each month fixed to a particular

season. The natural desire to make the calendar
j'ear correspond with the phj'sical year was often

seconded by the desire to connect some religious

festival at once with a fixed day of the month
(often the full moon, for the sake of evening light)

and with a fixed season of the year. The earliest

calendars were generally strictly empirical. The
new month was determined by simple observation
of the phasis, and the number of months in each
year was settled from time to time by a civil or

religious authority, which was in its turn guided
by the state of the weather or of the crops. Father
Kugler has shown (ZA xxii. [1908] p. 70) that this

was the case in Babylonia in the time of the

dyna.sty of Ur (26th-2.ith or 25tb-24th cent. B.C.),

as it was certainly the case with the .lews before

the calendar reform of llillel in the 4th cent. A.D.

The great problem of .'incient calendar-reformers
was to fliscover a rule to determine which years

were to contain twelve and which thirteen months,
or, as it is more usually expressed, to discover a
rule to govern intercalation, as the insertion of the

thirteenth, or intercalary, month was called. As
astronomical science developed, a second problem
arose— that of finding a fixed rule to take the
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place of observation in determininj; the ihiratioii of

each month. In one or two cases tlio nionlhs were
given an artiliiial Irnijtli. Tlius, in the Kuyi't'n"
calendar (SCO C \m:niiai; [l';;;\i)tian]), wliicll nui^l

be very ancient, thouiih there is no evidence tliat

it is as ancient as ICd. iSleyersnpiioses (viz. 4241 n.c),

there are twelve months of thirty days each, and
five additional days, making a year of the lixed

duration of 3C5 ^ays. On the other hand, the

Romans had four months of 'M days, seven months
of 29 days, and one mouth of 2S days, making a
total duration of 355 days (approximately equal to

twelve lunar months) for the year. When an
intercalation was necessary, the Romans inserted

22 or 23 daj's only, so that the calendar months
ceased to correspond with the lunar months. A
further feature, peculiar to the Roman calendar,

is the longer average dirration of the six months
from March to August than of the six months
from September to February. This is merely
an exaggeration of a natural phenomenon, the
:nean inter^al between conjunction and phasis
being at its minimum at the vernal equinox in

March and at its maximum at the autumnal
equinox in September, so that the lunar months
from March to August are on an average about
eight hours longer lihan those from September to

February.
3. The solar year and intercalation.—The oldest

approximation to the length of the solar yeai% of

which we have any knowledge, is the Egyptian
calendar year of 365 days. It would appear, how-
ever, that the Egyptians were early acquainted
with a more exact value. Of all the annual
astronomical phenomena those most easily observed
without instruments of measurement are the
heliacal risings of the fixed stars. A star which
rises in the daytime or shortly before sunrise is

invisible, or visible only in the evening ; at the end
of this period of invisibility comes a day when the
star can just be seen before it is lost in the morning
twilight. This is called the heliacal rising of the
star. The Egj'ptians specially observed the
heliacal rising of Sirius, the brightest of the fixed

stars, and reckoned the mean interval between one
heliacal rising and the next at 3G5 days, 6 hours.
Modern calculations have been unal.ile to improve
upon this value. We have several references to

the date of the heliacal rising of Sirius, the oldest
belonging to the reign of Senwosri III., about
1880 B.C. But, in spite of their knowledge of this

more exact value for the year, the Egyptians
continued to use the year of 365 days tUl after the
introduction of the Julian calendar at Rome (see

Calendar [Egyptian]). Where a lunar calendar
was in use, the observation of annual astronomical
phenomena was valuable for the regulation of inter-
calations, and must from an early date have been
considered in addition to the state of the crops.

Thus at Babylon the heliacal risings of diHerent
zodiacal stars and asterisms were observed, and
some rules have come down to us for controlling
intercalations in this way. But for the regulation
of intercalations it was of more importance to

determine the relative lengths of the natural year
and natural month than the actual length of either.

It would appear that as early as the 6th cent. B.C.

a cycle of three intercalations in eight years was
introduced both at Athens and at Babylon. Such
a cycle assumed that the mean year contained
12| or 12 '375 mean months. The most exact value
that modern astronomy can give with certainty is

12-368267 for the number of mean lunar month's in
the tropical year, on which the seasons depend,
and 12'368746 for the number of mean lunar months
in the sidereal year, on which the heliacal risings
of the fixed stars depend. These values are
accurate for the present day ; but, while it remains

uncertain whether tlie eartli's motion is subject to

an acceleration, it is impo.ssible to give the
(orresponding values in ancient times to more than
four dcciiiial [ilaces. We thus get 12'3683 for the
number of luii.ir months in the tropical year, and
12'3687 for the number of lunar months in the
sidereal year. A value almost identical with
these was first proposed in 432 B.C. by the Greek
astronomer Meton, who framed a cycle of seven
intercalations in nineteen years, reckoning 'f^ or
12'36S421 mean montlis to the mean year. It is

not certain whether the Metonic cycle was ever
adopted at Athens (see CALENDAR [Greek]). The
same cycle was brought into use in Babylonia in

the 4th cent. B.C. at the latest, and has been
generally adopted wherever intercalations have
been regulated by cycles at all.

4. The calendar month.—Meton and his Greek
successors aimed, however, not merely at estab-
lishing a cycle of intercalations, but at the
establishment of a, cycle which should regulate at
once the length of the month and the number of

months in the year, and which should thus render
the calendar entirely independent of observation.

For this purpose it was necessary to express the
mean length of the month as a number of daj'S

represented by a fraction with 235 or a multiple of

235 as its denominator. Meton himself projiosed

Vs^°-= 29'' 12'" 45" 57-45'. Callippus in 330 B.C.

p'roposed ^^^=29" 12'' 44°' 25-53'. Finally, about
143 B.C., Hipparchus proposed -ms^5^ = 29* 12'' 44°"

2-55'. The true length of the mean lunar month
is 29" la"" 44°" 2-Sl» for the present day, or 29" 12''

44"" 3-3' for the time of Hipparchus, so that the
cycles successively proposed mark a grradual
approach to the true value. Elsewhere the length
of the month was beginning to be obtained by
calculation instead of by observation, but it was
apparently among the Greeks only that these
calculations were combined with those governing
intercalation to form a cycle. The Elephantine
papyri show that the Jews of that city were
already, in the 5th cent. B.C., beginning their
months not at the phasis of the moon, but at the
sunset following the mean conjunction of the sun
and moon, which they found by calculation ; they
adopted a value for the mean lunar month of not
less than 29" 12'' 43°" 44-63" and not more than 29^*

12b 44m 51.15s {Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, Ixix. 19). But, while they
found the beginning of the month by calculation,
they appear to have had irregular intercalations,
governed perhaps by the state of the crops. In the
2nd cent. B.C. both Hipparchus and his Babylonian
contemporaries adopted 29" 12'' 44"° 3-3' as the true
length of the mean lunar month—a value as exact
as any that modern astronomy can assign. The
Babylonian astronomers even went the length of
computing the time of the true conjunction of the
sun and moon, having regard to the anomalistic
motion of both luminaries, and then performed the
still more complex problem of computing the time
of phasis, which determined the beginning of the
calendar month.

5. The Julian calendar.—In the 1st cent. B.C.

there was a reaction throughout the Roman Em-
pire against the lunar calendar. In 43 B.C., Julius
Caesar, with the aid of the Alexandrian astronomer
Sosigenes, constructed the famous Julian calendar,
in which the motion of the moon was entirely
ignored, and the mean year was taken at the value
current in Egypt, 365 days, 6 hours. Each month
was given a fixed number of days, with the single
exception of February, which received 28 days in

ordinary years, and 29 in every fourth year. The
example set by Rome was rapidly followed, and
different cities and communities in the Roman
Empire either adopted the Julian calendar, or
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framed calendars of tlieir own based on the same
principle. Sometimes tlie old calendar and the
new lived on together, but lunar dates are rare in

documents subsequent to the Christian era. 'I'liu

lunar calendar survived among the Jews, who,
when they substituted calendar rules for observa-
tion in the 4th cent. A. I)., adopted the Metonic
cycle of intercilations and the Babylonian value
for the mean lunar month.

6. The agricultural year.—Where the lunar
calendar held good for religious, political, and
commercial purposes, it was necessary for agricul-

tural purposes to fix the seasons in some other
way. The position of a particular month in the
solar year might vary by a month within the space
of a few years, and, where intercalation was
irregular, might vary by considerably more. It

was necessary therefore to have recourse to those
phenomena wliich occupy a lixe<l place in the solar

year, and from an early date Greek farmers
recognized tlie season by observing the solstices

and equinoxes, and the annual risings and settings

of the fixed stars. They also noted what would
be less ea.sy to determine directly—in what sign of

tlie zodiac the siin w'as stationed. No calendar,

properly so called, was constructed out of these

materials, but the interval between tliese different

phenomena was early noted, and was connected
with the change in the seasons and the state of

the weather. Several of these intervals are given
by Hesiod. When Meton published his calendar,
he inserted the dates of the equinoxes and
solstices and the heliacal rising of Sirius. Later
astronomers compiled parapegmata, giving the
exact intervals between those astronomical pheno-
mena which recur annually, with the weather that
ought to accompany eacli ; and it was thus possible

to obtain by dead reckoning from any single

observation an accurate knowledge of the season
of the year. These astronomical phenomena were
inserted in Caesar's calendar, often against the
wrong date, and long continued in use to designate
the season of the year, though their dates were
doubtless taken in practice from the published
calendar, and not from actual observation (JPh,
No. 57, pp. S7-99).

7. The lunar calendar in the East.—It is

believed that the modern Indian lunar calendar,
first expounded in the Siinja-Siddhdnta belonging
to one of the early centuries of our era, is based on
Babylonian astronomy, from which several of its

lunar values appear to be derived. The months
are reckoned in some places from the triie con-
junction, in some from the true opposition, of the
sun and moon ; both are elaborately computed
with reference to the anomalistic motion of both
sun and moon. An intercalation takes place
when two conjunctions or two oppositions occur
while the sun is in the same sign of the zodiac.
Here we have for the first time scientiho com-
putation entirely supplanting cycles and obser-
vations for both the number of days in the month
and the number of months in the year. It is

interesting to observe that, in order to accommodate
the calendar the better to the anomalistic motion
of the sun, the anomalistic year, i.e. the mean
interval between two successive solar perigees, is

taken as the solar year, and its duration is fixed

at SBS"" e"" IS'G"", whereas the correct duration at
the present day is 3G5'' et" KVO™, and the duration
in ancient times, for which it is impo.ssible to
determine the fraction of a minute, must have
been 365'' 6'' 14". It is interesting to observe that
the Babylonians of the 2iid cent. B.C. reckoned
365'' 6*' \3S"', so that Indian astronomy is in this
instance a little inferior to Babylonian (Kuglcr,
Die bab. Mondreclinung, 1900, p. 95 ; Ginzel,
Uandbuch der muChcinat. und techn. Chronol. i.

[19116] :{10 102). The Chinese calendar resembles
the Indian lunar calendar in its general principles,

botli as regards the rule governing intercalation

and I lie reckoning of the calendar month from the
true coHJ unction as obtained by a strict astro-

nomical comiiutation ; but the constants used are
not Babylonian, and appear to have been derived
from native astronomy, until this was superseded
by Witstern science in the 17tli centuiy.

8. The week.—The Babylonians appear to have
observed a Sabbath on every seventh day of the
lunar month, and it is probable that this usage
was originally connected with the four quarters of

the moon. Among the Jews the seven dajs' week
was reckoned independently of the moon, and we
already find traces in the 1st cent. B.C. of its

connexion at Home with the sun, moon, and five

planets, which have given their names to the seven
days. In the modern Jewish calendar the length
of the month is so arranged with regard to the
days of the week as to prevent certain of the
great festivals from falling on the day next to a
Sabbath.

9. The lunar month and the week in the
Christian calendar.—Tlie connexion of the Chris-
tian festival of Kaster with the Jewish Passover,
and of the Christian Sunday with the Jewish week,
has given rise to movable feasts in the Christian
calendar. These feasts fall on a fixed day of the
week, which is generally at a fixed interval from
Easter, which falls on a Sunthiy on or near the
date of Passover. From a verj' early period the
Christians reckoned the date of the Passover and
the consequent date of Easter for themselves. For
this purpose we find an inaccurate 84 years' cycle
used at Rome. Gradually the cycle of 19 years
supplanted all others, and, in the form in which it

was accommodated to the Julian calendar, the
efi'ect on the assumed date of Passover was the
same as if the Callippic cycle had been adopted.
It therefore assigned on an average 22' too much
to the lunar month. The result was that by the
16th cent, the calculated new moons fell on an
average four days later than the true new moons.
In the form which eventually won its way to
acceptance the rule was that Easter fell on the
first Sunday after that 14th day of a lunar month
which fell on or next after March 21, where
March 21 was supposed to represent the date of

the vernal equinox, and it was widely, but
erroneously, supjiosed that this rule was estab-
lished by thr Council of Nica^a in A.D. 325.

10. The Gregorian calendar.—The Julian year
had been based on the mean interval between two
consecutive heliacal risings of Sirius in Lower
Egypt. This was a species of sidereal year.
Already in the 2nd cent. B.C. Hipparchus had
discovered a ditterenee between the sidereal year,
which governs the sun's position in relation to the
fixed stars, and tlie tropical year, which governs
the time of the equinoxes and solstices ; but this

discovery received little attention till the time of
Ptolemy in the 2nd cent. A.D. The result was
that the dates of the equinoxes and solstices moved
slowly backward in the calendar year, until the
date of the vernal equinox came to be March 11

instead of March 21. In consequence a new
calendar wa-s issued in the year 1582 by Pope
Gregory Xlll., assisted by the mathematician
Clavius. Ten days were omitted at once so as to

restore the vernal equinox to the date which it had
occupied at the time of the Council of Nica-a ; and
the mean length of the calendar year was fixed
at 365" S"" 49-2"'. The true length of the mean
tropical year is at the present time 365'' 5'' 48'8"',

and must in 15H2 have been 365" 5" 49™, the
fraction of a minute being uncertain. It would
appear, therefore, that the Gregorian calendar
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adequately representB the tropical year. At tlie

sniuc time, provision was made for a correction of

the lunar dates, l>y means of which Hsuster is

calculated. The new calendar assumed for the
lunar month a mean duration of SQ"* 12'' 44" 271'
—a duration which will be correct about 400 years
after the present date. The reformed calendar
was immediately adopted in nearly all Catliolic

countries, but only slowly among Protestant Stales,

and has not yet been accepted by the Greek
Church. It has the merit of checking the slow
movement of the seasons backwards, which char-

acterizes the Julian calendar ; but it is a cumbrous
systeiu for calculations spread over long periods,

and astronomers; generally prefer to use the Julian
and not the Cro.u'oiian year as tlie unit of time.

II. The Muhamraadan lunar year. — The
Muhammadan religion has given currency to an
Arabian lunar calendar, in wliich the calendar
year is a purely artificial period of twelve lunar
months which is not correlated with the solar

year, and which may begin at any season of that
year. The beginnings of tlie months have usually
been determined empirically ; but calendar rules
have been devised for astronomical purposes, and
the empirical dates are rapidly giving way, except
for religious purposes.

LiTBRATURE.—Ideler, Eandbuch der matfiemat. und techn.
Chronol., Berlin, IS'>.'>, 18-26 ; Lersch, Einleit. in die Chronol.'^,
Freibui^ i. Br. 1S[)9 ; Ginzel, Ilandlmch der mathemat. und
techji. Chrmiol.,\., Leipzig, 1906 ; Schram, KaUndariograph,
und chronolog. Taj'eln, Leipzig, IMS.

J. K. FOTHEEINGHAM.
CALENDAR (African).—Data regarding the

African calendar are scanty, and concerning many
tribes are thus far entirely lacking ; but in general
it may be affirmed that the degree of development
ivas only meagre. A typical African calendar
seems to be presented by tliat of the Warumbi, a
people centred between lat. 0°-!° N., long. 27°-28° E.
According to Maes {Anthrojjos, iv. 627),
* ils comptent les mois par lunes, distingiient les saisons et
divisent Tannic d'aprfea elles. L'aiin^e des Waruinbi va d'une
saison s&che k I'autre. Celle-ci commence en decembre et finit
vers la fin de Janvier. L'ann^e compoi-te approximativement
13 lunes, mais les Warumbi n'en comptent point le nombre. lis
ne savent d'ailleurs point determiner exactement le nombre de
joui-s d'une ann^e. Quelquefois ils comptent par lunes, vous
diront qu'il y a quatre ou cinq lunes, que telle ou telle chose est
arriv6e, mais n'en tiennent point compte pour determiner leur
tge, dont ils n'ont que peu ou point de notion. Chez eux Ton
est jeune ou vieux, mais on ne compte jamais le nombre
d'ann^es de la vie.'

Perhaps the acme of African calendrical develop-
ment is sho^vn by the Yoruba, who have a year
{odun) which is divided into a dry season {eico-

crun), the season of the Harmattan wind (eioo-oyc),

and the rainj^ season (etvo-o/o), the latter subdivided
into the first rains [aro-ko] and the last rains {aro-
kuro). They have a system of moons and weeks.
The week consists of 5 days :

' Ako-ojo (' First
Day'), Ojo-mvo ('Day of tlie Secret' [sacred to
Ifal]), OJo-Oguii ('Day of Ogun * [the god of iron]),
Ojo-Shango (

' Day of Shango ' [the god of thunder]),
and Ojo-bbatala (

' Day of Obatala '). The first of
these days is unlucky, and during it all work is
forbidden; while, in addition, all followers of a
particular god must abstain from labour on the day
sacred to that goil ; blacksmiths, for example, are
not allowed to ply their craft on Ojo-Ognn. Six of
these weeks are supposed to make a lunar month,
about 12 hours being subtracted from the last
week in the moon to make it synclironize with the
lunar month. The Yoruba are unacquainted with
the hour, but divide the day (osmi) into 5 periods,
and the night (cnt) into 3 ' cock-erowings.' The

' Cf. the flve-day pasar week of Java .and Sumatra (below,
p. 131''). With this may be compared the Bab. hamnilu, a period
of 5 days (based on the sexagesimal system) used in commercial
transactions (Ginzel, Uandhuch der mathemat. und techn.
Chronologif, Leipzig, 1900, i. 94, 119) ; for further detaUs regard-
injf the Bab. flve-day week, see below, p. 7e».

week of five days is also in use among the Akposa
of W. Africa ; these are named Eyla, Ewa, Imle,
Ekpe, and Eivle or Uwolowo-da,j , the last being
sacred to that divinity. No work may be per-
formed on the second day, when worship is paid to
deities otlier tlian Uwolowo (Miiller, Anlhropos,
ii. 201). The Ahanta, of the W. Gold Coast, on
the other hand, divide the lunar month into two
periods of 10 days and one of about 9^, while a
week of 8 days is recorded in Old Calabar (Daniel!,
L'lnstitut, ii. 90).

_

The Tshi-speaking peoples of \V. Africa divide
their year, which consists of 13 lunar months
(('»/()> into the ' little Hohbor' (Ahohhor kakvahah,
May-August) and the 'great Hohbor' (Akuhbor
kdssi, September-April ), although some of the
nortliern members of this stock have 12 months of
30 or 32 days, named from the seasons, etc. The
lunar months are divided into 4 periods of 7 days
eacli : Adjivo-da (' Khwadjo's Day'), Ibna-da or
Bna-da. (' Kobina's Day'), Wtiku-da ('Kwaku's
Day'), KaiiJ-c/a (' Yow's [or Kwow's] Day '), /^(-rfft

('Kwoffi's Day'), M&min-da ('Kwamin's Day'),
and Kwasi-da ('Kwasi's Day'), these names
apparently being those of distinguished chiefs
ajiotheosized after death. Wednesday, Saturda.y,
and Sunday are considered feminine and lucky

;

Tuesday is a day of rest for fishermen, Friday for
agriculturists, etc. The Tshi weeks begin at
different times of the day, and both the Tshi and
the Ga add to each seven-day week, to make the
period of 4 weeks agree with the lunar month.
Besides this system, the Tshi also reckon by periods
of 40 or 42 days, the end of each of these periods
being the great Adae feast, which is follow eti, after
18 or 20 days, by the little Adae, these Adaes, like
the weeks, beginning at different periods of the day.
Even where the system of lunar months has

been developed, the older method may still persist,
an admirable example of this being found among
the Basuto of S.E. Africa.

* More or less they keep or purely reckon their time by the
seasons of the year (their changes), by animals (their birth
time), by plants (their annuality or grow'th), by the stars, such
as the Pleiades (their position," time of rising and setting), but
more especially by the moon itself. A full month consists of
that space of time from the beginning of the evening when the
new moon is to be seen in the west ... to the last day of its
appearance in the heavens ; and, moreover, includes two more
days when the moon cannot be seen at all in the heavens. . . .

The first of these two days is called or said by them that the
moon e ile mefela, lit. ' is gone into the darks

'
; and the second,

e tlakoa ke litsoetw^ lit. 'is being greeted by the apes.'l . . ,

After these days the new moon will be plainly visible to every-
body, and therefore on this account they begin on this day to
count a new month. Little regard is paid as to counting the
number of days in any month, since the bulky moon itself fills

up the deficiency ' (Sechefo, Ant?iropos, iv. 931 f.).

The twelve lunar months of the Basuto year
{sclcmo, also meaning 'spring,' ' plough-tiine ')

begin in August, and bear the follomng names

:

Phato, Loctsc ('Anointer,' because, in the quaint
words of Sechefo, himself a native Basuto, ' the
hardy month of Phato [August] has truly been
syringed, anointed, and SMeetened by the present
Loetse [anointer] anointing tlie land "as it were by
the sweet oil of delicacy and smiling verdure '),

3fphalane (apparently from Liphcilana, ' glitters,'
because ' the fields are sparkling and glittering as
if it were oceans of water gently moved by the soft
breezes, and thus dancing under the brilliant sun '

;

this was formerly the month for the rite of female
circumcision), Pulungoana ('young gnu,' these
animals being born at this time of the year),
Tsitoe ('grasshopper,' being the time of the hatch-
ing of such insects), Phcrekhong ('inter-joining of
sticks ' [for building the huts of the watchers who
keep the birds from destroying the crops]), Tlhakola
(' wiping off' [of the green bufimpregnated husks of

1 Because the apes, seated on the mountain-peaks, can see
the new moon before it becomes visible to men dwelling lower
down.
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tlio mabele crop]), Tlhakubde or Hlakuhdc (' the

mnbch in grain'), 'Mesa ('fire-kindliiis^' [I>y the

bird-scarers in tlie chill early morning] or ' roastiii<,'

'

[of mealies, which are plentiful in this niontli]),

Mntseanong ('laughter at birds' [the iimbelc now
being ripe and able to mock the attacks of the
birds, thus relieving the bird-scarers of their

tasks]), I'hupjonnc (' beginning of swelling' [of the
senyarclii-bidcnii, a, sort of bulb]), and Phupu
(' bulgin"; out ' [of plants]).

It need scarcely be said that in parts of Africa,

Muhanimadanisni has influenced the calendar, as

is clearly seen, for instance, in the divisions of tlie

day among the inhabitants of Bornu (Koelle,

African Natifc Literature, London, 1854, p. 2S4).

The recurrence of sacred days among the Yoruba
and Tshi has already been noted. In like fashion,

Tuesday and Sunday, and especially Friday, are

imlucky in Senegal ; among the Mandingan Bani-

barra of the Sudan lucky days were the first of the
month, even daj's not containing 6, and odd days
containing 5 ; in Akkra, on the Gold Coast, a
ilistinction was even drawn between lucky days of

a greater or less degree of good fortune ; and in

Ashanti only about 150 days were recognized as

sufficiently lucky for the commencement of im-

portant undertakings. Besides these days, there
were festivals at greater intervals, sucli as the

feast celebrating the planting of the yam in

Dahomey, Ashanti, Fernando Po, etc., and that
held at the harvest of the same fruit on the Gold
Coast.

LiTKRATiiRK.—Waitz, Authropol. der Naturvulkcr, Leipzig,
186l>-77, ii. 201 f., 224 ; Ellis, Tshi-spcaking Peoples, London,
18S2, pp. 215-221, and Yoruba-speakinfj Peoples, London, 1894,

pp. 142-151 ; Sechefo, * The Twelve Lunar Slonths anion^- the

Basuto,' in ^ntAropos, iv. 931-941, v. 71-81. XL. H" m il lli i nks

o( the writeraredue to Father WilhelmSchii. ill, \ h . i^.i-

nf yln(/iro;)05, for his courtesy in sending him - i 't

the second part of Sechefo 's study expressly i"y ni ini '

i imh

of tlie present article. LOUIS 11. Gl;AV.

CALENDAR (American).— i. Calendar sys-

tems of the North American Indians.—The North
American Indians may, broadly speaking, be
classed among those peoples who stand midway
between the hunter state and the agricultural

condition of existence. Some of the tribes among
them possess calendar systems rich in varied festi-

vals and celebrations, all more or less of an agri-

cultural character ; whilst others scarcely appear
to notice the passage of time and the sea,sons, and
possess almost no distinguishing feasts or other
social ob.servances. But all, even those living

upon a more or less fi.\ed agricultural basis, are
at one in the simplicity of their methods of coni-

|iuting time, varying only in the more or less

elaborate manner in which they celebrate its prin-

cipal seasonal stages. Day and night, the changes
of the moon and the seasons, the growth of vege-
tation and annual plants, and the habits of ani-

mals and birds, form the data upon which their

.systems are based. By some of the tribes four
daily divisions were recognized—sunrise, noon,
sunset, and midnight ; whilst the diurnal round
was usually designated a ' night ' or ' sleep.' The
manner of reckoning the years depended upon the
locality in which the trine was situated. Thus,
in the more northerly latitudes they were known
as ' snows,' and in the south as ' summers.' The
four sciusons were very generally recognized,

and were named according to the natural pheno-
mena incidental to their recurrence in various
latitudes.

The lunation is by far the most important of the
time divisions known to the Northern Amerinds.
Before the coming of the white man there was, it

is su|)posed, but little attemjit at the construction
of anything like a lunar year, and, where this at-

tempt was made, the number of lunations embraced
VOL. III.—
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by a ' year' was generally 12. Sonu; of the trilies,

however, reckoned 13 moons to a year ; and in one
calendar—that of the Kiowa, which possesses 12

moons—half a moon is intercalated in one of the
unequal four seasons, and the other half in the
following sea.son, the year commencing with the
second half of a moon. Among the Zuni of New
Mexico the year is known as a ' passage of time,'

and the seasons as 'the steps of the year.' The
new year is called 'mid-journey of the sun,' to
designate the middle of the solar round between
the summer solstices. AVith the Zuni, half of the
months are 'nameless,' and the other six months
' named '

; that is, the first six monl hs have delinite

names, and the last si.x of the year have ritualistic

names (such as Yellow, Blue, Ked, White, Varie-
gated, and Black), derived from the colours of the
prayer-sticks ollered up at the height of each
' crescent,' or moon, to the gods of the north, west,
south, east, zenith, and nadir, who are .severally

represented by these colours.

Compensation for the surplus days in the solar

year appears to have occurred to the Sioux or
Ojibwas. Captain Jonathan Carver, in his Three
Years' Travels through the Interior Parts ofNorth
America (1796), says :

' Some nations among them reclion their years hy moons,
and make them consist of twelve synodical or lunar months,
observing, when thirty moong have waned, to add a super-
numerary one, which they term the lost moon ; and then befiin

to count as before ' (p. loi).

He proceeds to relate that the first appearance
of each moon was hailed by the Indians with joy.

They gave a name to each month as follows, the
year beginning at the first new moon after the
vernal equinox :

March, Worm Month ; April, Month of Plants ; May, Month
of P'lowers ; Jutie, Hot Moon ; Julu, Bucli Moon ; August,
Sturgeon Moon ; September, Corn Moon ; October, Travelling
Moon ; November, Beaver Moon ; December, Hunting Moon ;

January, Cold Moon ; February, Snow Moon.

They called the last days of each moon the
' naked days,' and its first appearance its ' coming
to life again.' They had no division of weeks, but
counted days by ' sleeps,' half days by pointing to

the sun at noon, and quarters by the rising and
setting of the sun, for all of whicli they jiossessed

hieroglyphic signs. The Haidah intercalated what
they called a ' between-montli,' because it was be-

tween the two periods into which they divided the
year ; and it is possible that this was sometimes
omitted in order to rectify the calendar. The
Creeks counted 12^ moons to the year, adding a
moon at the end of every second year, reckoned
half in the preceding and half in the following
year, much as did the Kiowa. Many tribes kept
records of events by means of symbolic figures

or hieroglyphs. One of the most remarkable of

these is the Dakota ' Lone-dog winter count,'

painted on a bufl'alo skin, and depicting the
events embraced between the years 1800 and 1871.

The calendar history of the Kiowa is a similar

record of tribal affairs. The Sioux tribes of the
East measure time by leather thongs knotted in

various ways—a device which was adopted by the
Governor of South Carolina in his dealings with
them (Mooney). They divide the year into five

seasons, but do not possess so minute ami peculi.ar

a division of it as the Bella Coola Indians of

British Columbia, who resolve the ye.ar into two
parts, separated by the winter and summer sol-

slices, which they regard as periods of indefinite

length, and between which five months are counted.
Kach solstice is reckoned, therefore, as approxi-
mately six weeks (Boas).

The tribes of California, though related ethno-
logically in a more or less intimate manner, dififer

considerably from one another in their calendar
system. The Hujia keep no account of time, as
they consider it superfluous to do so, and guess at
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one's age by examininf; tlie teeth. The Miiiiln

believe that Koiloyiiiiipcli, the Creator, establisheil

the seasons, whidi they divide into Kum-mcyi-iii,
the rain season ; Yo-ho-mcn-ni, the leaf season

;

I-hilnkki, the dry season ; and Mat-inen-ni, the
falliiigloaf season. The Pima of Southern Arizona
have Ions been accnstonied to record events by
means of notched sticks.

' Four sticks," says Russell, ' were " told " to me by the men
in whose charge they were. To any other person they would
have been absolutely meaningless' (' Pima Annals ' in American
Anthropologist, vo\. v.).

The years are marked on these sticks by trans-

verse notches ; the events by smaller notches or

rude symbols. The oldest of these annals date
from the time of the meteoric shower of 13th Nov.
1833, but older sticks were remembered by aged
members of the tribe.

The Algonquin Indians of Virginia reckoned
years by ' winters,' or cohonks—a name taken
by them from the note of the wild gee.se during
that season. They divided the year into the bud-
ding or blossoming season (spring), highest sun
season (summer), corn-gathering season (autumn),
and cohonk (winter). The months they desig-

nated as the moon of stags, corn moon, first and
second moon of cohonk, etc. They made no dis-

tinction between one hour and another ; but they
divided the day into three parts—the rise, power,
and lowering of the sun. They kept a calendar
by making knots in string, not unlike the quijio

records of the Peruvians.
The modern Creeks commence the New Year

immediately after the celebration of the Busk,^ or
ripening of the new com, in August (see below).
They divide the year into two seasons only, viz.

winter and summer ; and subdivide it by the suc-

cessive moons, as follows :

Heydtkluccoor (Big ripening moon). August ; Otauwo6skdcIiee
(Little chestnut moon), September ; Ota^twodskOtucco (Big chest-
nut moon), October ; HejucooUe (Falliner-leaf mooiii. Novem-
ber ; Thtdff6lucco (^\g winter moon), I'c ( n.l' r ; / / w/nr-fttiice

(Little winter moon, or Big winter ni'. - imther),
January; Hootdhldhassee (Windy mooni, '

i I 'ti'saut-

chooiee (Little spring moon), March; J.r ' '"••'•: (Dig
spring moon), April ; Ee^hdssee (Mulberry moon), M.aj' ; KdvhO-
hassee (Blackberry moon), June ; H6yeCtchee (Little ripening
moon), July.

They count the number of days or years, either
past or to come, by tens, and can rarely compute
more nearly than within a moon the date upon
which a given event took place.

The Comanches, says Schoolcraft (Hist, of
Indian Tribes, ii. 129), possess
' no computation of time beyond the seasons, which they
count by the rising height of the grass, falling of the lea\-es,

and the cold and hot seasons. They seldom count by new
moons. With them one sun is one day.'

The Dakotas, says the same authority (ii. 177),
' count time by seasons, and 28 days to the moon.'
The names of the moons are :

January, Hard moon ; February, Moon in which racoons
run ; March, Moon of sore eyes ; April, Moon when the geese
lay ; May, Moon for planting ; June, Moon for strawberries
and hoeing corn ; Jiily, Midsummer ; August, Moon in which
com is gathered ; September, Wild rice moon ; October and
November, Running of the doe ; Decevxber, Moon when the does
shed their horns.

The Mandans and Minnetarees, Dakotan tribes,
are generally aware that there are more than 12
lunations in a year, b\it have no formal names for
the lunar periods. The Hidatsa, a people of the
same nation, speak of tlie seasons of ' cold weather

'

or of 'snow,' of 'warm weather,' and of 'death'
or ' decay ' ; but they do not regularly allot a
certain number of moons to each of these seasons.

2. Festivals connected with the calendar of the
N. American Indians.—To a tribe subsisting upon
an agricultural basis the prime object of keeping
a calendar is the proper recognition and timely
remembrance of seasonal festivals. In latitudes
where the seasons are by no means exact in their

1 Derived from Creek pmkHa=' fasting.

rcciirrence, the lack of a stated calendar would
q\iito disorganize all these celebrations; and, even
with its aid, some confusion prevails in certain

tribes as to the exact dates npon which certain

ceremonies should bo held. Many of these func-

tions are of a highly elaborate nature, and occupy
many days in their observance, the most minute
attention being paid to the proper performance of

the various rites connected with them. They con-

sist, for the most part, of a preliminary fast,

followed by symbolic dances or magical cere-

monies, and concluding with a gluttonous orgy.
A wide similarity prevails among these ordinances
in North America, and, broadly speaking, it may
be laid down that visible diDerences may be
accounted for by circumstances of environment
or variations in seasonal changes.
Of the Indians of Virginia (Algonquins), who

were the first to come under the notice of Euro-
peans, it was observed that they held regularly
recurring festivals to celebrate the ripening of

frnits and gi'ain, and more irregular feasts to mark
the return of wild fowl and the hunting season in

general. These were obviously the celebrations
of a people subsisting on a basis midway between
the bunting and the agricultural states. That
they were being slowly impelled towards the
latter phase, however, is evident from the fact

that their most important annual festival marked
the period of harvest, the celebration of which
lasted several days. Dances Avere engaged in, and
heroic songs recited ; and the entire observance
appears to have been identical, in its general
aspects, with the Indian festivals of the present
day. The Creeks, as noted above, commence their

New Year at a similar period, after the celebra-

tion of the Busk. The Cherokees recognize the
same feast, at Avhieli time they burn all rubbish,
and cleanse their habitations. A fast is then held
for tliree days, during which time purgatives are
taken. All crimes except murder are pardoned,
so that the community as a whole may commence
the new period free of sin. On the fourth morning
the high priest produces a new fire by friction,

and the members of the tribe are sujiplied from it.

Feasting and dancing are then indulged in for

three days, after which the people return to

their usual avocations. This festival of the Busk,
however, appears to have had other significance
besides that of a mere seasonal offering of first-

fruits. All the dances, invocations, and rites were
shaped and ruled by the application of the number
four and its multiples in every imaginable relation.
Besides being a seasonal celebration, it possessed
the significance of a sacrifice to the four winds

—

the rain-bringers. Four logs were placed in the
shape of a cross pointing to the four cardinal
points, and then consumed by fire, thus symbol-
izing the four winds to which tliey were a burnt-
offering. The four winds originally typified the
four ancestors of the human race.
Adhering to our classification of tribes accord-

ing to the chronological sequence by which they
became known to Europeans, we find that the
Mandans (Dakotas) celebrated each year, as their
principal festival, the 'Bufi'alo Dance'—a feast
which marked the return of the buffalo-hunting
season. The actions of buft'aloes were imitated by
eight men wearing the skins of these animals on
their backs, with horns, hoofs, and tails remain-
ing. Their bodies were painted black, red, or
white ; and a lock of bufi'alo hair ivas tied round
their ankles. In their right hand they held a
rattle, and in the left a slender rod, 6 ft. long,
while on the Ijack a bunch of green willow boughs
A\:is Avorn. The ceremony took place at the
season of the year when die willow leaves fully
expand under tlie bank of the river. Pairing oti,
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the (lancers took up tlicir posilious on four dillerent

sides of a large canoe, to represent the four car-

dinal points of the compass. Two iigures were
]>aintcd black, to represent night ; and two red,

to represent day. Two lueu, dres,sed as grizzly

bears, stood beside the canoe, continually threaten-
ing to devour any one who interfereu with the
ceremony ; and these had to be appeased with
food, which, in turn, was snatched away from
them, and carried off to the prairie by two other
men. These were chased by a .swarm of urchins,
who relieved the men of their spoil. During the
ceremony the old men beat upon .sacks, chanting
sniiplications for bull'aloes and other provender.
On the fourth day a man entered in the guise of

an evil spirit, who was driven from the vicinity
with stones and curses.

Although, oti the surface, this festival would appear to be
wholly a seasonal celebratiou, the introduction of the four
cardinal points, which are therein symbolized, renders it more
complex in its asjject. Kssentially a hunter, the red man has
ever these points present to his mind, and indeed they are to

him, as to Enipedocles, *the source of ever-flowing nature.'

Catlin, who recounts the circumstances of the festival, did not
detect its orif;:in in the veneration of the cardinal points, hut
numerous cognate myths since collected prove it to have had
this conception as its foundation. The Buffalo Dance was pro-
bably a purely seasonal feast, which became confounded with
the older idea of worshipping the four points of the universe.

The festivals of the Thompson River Indians of

British Columbia have been fully investigated by
Teit. They appear to be almost whollj' social

in their nature, and to possess but little true
seasonal significance. In the ^\^nter-house feasts

of these people a messenger is sent ahead by the
visitors to announce their coming, so that the
function takes somewhat the sliape of a ' surprise

part}'.' He further lets down food through a hole
in the hut. Another custom of this tribe is to let

down a kettle bedecked with feather.s, and a lighted
.slow match, into the hut of the person to be visited,

and to swing it violently, to the a('Companiment
of a rhythmic song. Those who have inserted it

keep witlidrawing it, while those inside attempt
to catch and detain it when captured. Bundles
of clothing and food are thrown down to tlie

inmates of tlie hut as presents, and later on they
return the visit. The semi-public feasts of the
Thompson River Indi.ans are known as ' i)ot-

latches,' and the stajile food at these entertain-
ments is usually horse-flesh. When this tribe

gathers at the spring-house (nskaptsc'lx) for the
annual lishing, a great dance-feast takes place.

The j)C(>|>le a.ssemble in full festival paint, and
commence dancing at sunrise, the married and
unmarried men and women forming four separate
groups. One chief stands at the west, and another
at the east. These help to keep time for the dancers,
and lead the singing, at intervals praying and
prophesying. The unmarried people choose their
iiusbands and wives during the first dance of the
morning, and this part of the ceremony would
seem symbolic of the spring mating .season. At
sunset the ]ieople again dance four times, and
then disperse to their homes. After sunset a
ceremonial smoke is held by the older men, when
four pipes are smoked to the four cardinal points,
or their si)iritual prototyiies. About fifty or sixty
years ago the chief of the ceremonies began to

hold tliese dances once a week, on Saturdays, and
kept tlie days by cutting notches in sticks.

The Kwakiutl Indians of IJriti.sh Columbia have
a winter dance, connected with the refunding
of the purchase-money for a wife. It is most
elaborate, but eonsi.sts chiefly in rigorous cleanli-

ness, and dancing in character, and closes with a
veritable orgy.

One of the most highly developed and elaborate
festival-.systems of tlie Amerinds is that of the
Hopi or Moki of Arizona, which has been ex-

haustively studied by several prominent anthro-
pologists. It Ls typical of the snake-dances of all

the I'ueblo Indians, and i.s almost theatric in its

perfornumces. 'Yhc Soyalunwu is a winter-solstice

ceremony, held in December, and lasting about
9 days. It is jmrely an initiatorj' ceremony, in

which the young men of the tribe are put through
tests akin to those generally suppose<l to form part
of the Masonic system. On passing the tests, the
candidate is admitted to one or other of the secret
societies of the tribe. The J'vwamu ceremony
{//i/vMmu = ' pnt in order') is celebrated under tlie

(iirection of the chief priest of the Powamu
fraternity. By this rite the fields and gardens
are sj-mholically put in order, and protected
against sand-storms, ants, and other destructive
forces, and finally are consecrated for the coming
planting season. From 8 to 12 men participate,

lielonging to the difi'erent totem clans—Badger,
Crow, Rabbit, etc. The high priest is assisted

by the chief of the Katcina clan, the head of a
kindred society. The [leriod of the Poivamu cere-

mony is in February. Tlie Mishonguori ceremony
is held in August, in alternate years, and is jier-

formed by the Snake and Antelope fraternities.

It is announ('ed on the fourth day following the
last day of the Niman, or farewell ceremony of the
Katcina brotherhood's season. It is essentially a
seasonal festivity, the principal object of which is

to obtain a good rain-supply, and it lasts 24 days.
It is divided into groups of four days each—two
of four days each, before the yunqija, or assembly
day ; then, two of four days each of the ceremony
[mre and simple ; and, finally, four days following
the public performance, which are exclusively de-

voted to merrymaking. The Ordibi, summersnake-
ceremony, has been more fully analyzed than any
of the others. It is preceded by a preliminary
ceremony sixteen days before, and by a nine-day
ceremony which commences eight days before the
snake-dance. In the years when the snake-dance
is not performed, a complicated ' flute ceremony '

takes its place. There exist two factions who
never take part in the same festivities, called by
Voth the ' Conservatives ' and ' Liberals,' who are
hostile to one another. The exact time for the
performance of the snake-dance is difficult to place,

a,s much depends on the condition of the melon
and other crops. If the drought is great, the crops
suffer, and the ceremony is hastened, but the date
is partly regulated by that of the last Katcina
ceremony in July, the snake-dance usually taking
place on the fourth day after the last dance of the
Katcina ceremony. There is also a winter cere-

mony lasting nine days, which is celebrated in

January. The .same kivas, or dance-houses, are
made use of as in the summer ceremony, and
the .same songs introduced. This is the Kaicina
festival, which usually takes place in years with
even numbers, and lasts intermittently until the

summer festival season. These snake-charming
ceremonies have their origin in the universal rever-

ence shown to the serpent tribe all over America

—

a reverence based on the idea that the snake under-
went an annual rejuvenescence in the casting of

its skin, or perhaps that the symbol of the serpent
with its tail in its mouth represented the round,

full sun of August, the season of the ceremony of

the snake-dance. The latter hy])othesis is the

more probable, as in the Kntcina winter ceremony
snakes are never used.

The rima tribe of the Southern branch of the
Athapascan family mark their ilrinking festivals

or ' Tixicin drunks ' on their notched-stick calendars

by the letter 'T.' These take phi. e at the harvest

.season of the suguaro cactus, which marks the

beginning of the year. It also coincides with the
maize and niesquite harvest, and the torrid heat
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of summer. These festivals paitnlcc more of the

nature of debaucheries than of ritualistic cere-

monies, and are purely seasonal celebrations.

'Illness feasts' are coniinon with the Apache
Indians. These are held for the purpose of banish-

in" illness, and consist in the patient who sutlers

bcinf; fed by the niedicine-nian with choice food

and tiswin drink, to tlie accompaniment of chant-

ing. Should an epidemic be prevalent, however,

a regular festival with dancing takes place, for

the purpose of exorcizing those powers of evil

who are regarded as answerable for the misfortune.

The Apaches are not, however, overburdened with

reverential ideas, or prone to self-humiliation, and

have few religious festivals. Their principal cele-

brations are tlie ' Scalp Dance,' held after a success-

ful combat, a ceremony for the purification of

weapons, and burial-feasts attendant upon the

sepTilture of famous warriors.

The Iroquois have a ' Feast of the Dead ' which

occurs once in twelve years. The tribe proceed to

the burying-place, and, after ' reviving ' the names
of those who have been dead for twelve years, ex-

hume their bodies and cast them into a pit, along

with clothing and provender, much in the spirit

in which prehistoric man supplied his dead with

things material.

The festivals of the tribes of California have

been fully examined by Stephen Powers, who has

skilfully analyzed the seasonal ceremonies of the

Maidu, Konkan, Karok, Yuki, and other confeder-

acies. The Maidu have four great festivals in the

year : the Hok-fom-we-dah (open-air festival), in

the spring ; I-lak-kum-we-dah (dry season festival),

about 1st July ; Ush-ti-naoh (burning of the dead),

about 1st September ; and Yak-kai-we-dah (winter

festival), about the end of December—all seasonal.

Other important festivals of this tribe are the

'Manganita Dance,' held to celebrate the ripening

of the manganita berry, and the ' Great Spirit

Dance ' in propitiation of demons. The Konkan,
in the Tsi-pi ka-mi-ni, or ' Weeping Dance,' have

a ceremony akin to the Iroquois ' Feast of the

Dead ' and the Maidu ' Burning of the Dead.' It

is held in the last days of August, begins in the

evening, and lasts till daybreak. The celebrants

bring food and clothing to the place of sepulture,

all of which articles must be new. These they

hang on a semicircle of boiighs. In the centre

burns a large fire, close to the graves, round
which a solemn dance is executed. The goods are

then burned, and their ' astral ' counterparts are

supposed to reach those deceased persons for whom
they were intended. This occasion marks the

New Year's Day of the tribe. The Karok have
a 'Dance of Propitiation' on 1st September, for

the purpose of propitiating the spirits of earth and
forest, when a tire is kindled—the first of the rainy

season. Their ' Salmon Dance ' is held at the

opening of the salmon-fishing season, to ensure a
good catch. The Yurok have a similar festival.

The Wailakki celebrate a ' Clover Dance,' which
is held when the burr clover is fit to eat ; the Yuki
have a ' Green Corn Dance ' at a similar season

;

and the Tatu and Pomu have an 'Acorn Dance.'

The last mentioned race possesses a curious festival,

or rather ceremonial observance, known as the
' Grand Devil Dance.' It is held under the auspices

of the fraternity of the ' ^Voman-Tamers ' once in

7 years, and is looked forward to with terror by
the -nomen of the tribe. Yu-ku-ku-la (the devil)

is supposed to visit the tribe in the guise of certain

of its members. With these Satanic emissaries the

men of the tribe engage in sham combat in defence
of the women. Tliis quaint custom is said to have
had its rise in the intractability of the women of

the Pomu, whom the men hoped to render more
amialile by this means. The Nisbinam celebrate

a ' First Grass Dance' after the rainy season, and

a ' Second Grass Dance ' in the spring. Another

vernal festival of theirs is the We-da, held in the

early spring to guard against snake-bites. The
Ta-tn-lo-wis, or ' Rattlesnake Dance,' of the Yokuts
is held by the medicine-men of the tribe for the

purpose of giving immunity to the Indians, for a

year, from the dreaded snake-bite.

3. Fasts of the N. American Indians.—The prac-

tice of fasting is observed far and wide among the

Indians, and, altliough frequently practised in con-

nexion with pulilic ceremonials, is perhaps more
generally carried out in private. The first fast of

life is usually the puberty-fast, when the youth or

girl is sent to a deserted locality to remain alone

for a period ranging from one day to a week,

during which time he or she is supposed to be

granted visions by means of which their career

in life, or sometimes the nature of their totemic

connexion with the supernatural, is to be made
clear. The fast is usually accompanied by signs

of self-abasement, such as torn garments or com-

plete denudation, and earth-strewn head.

The most complete account of a puberty-fast is that of

Catherine Wabose, or Ogeewyahnockwut Oquay, an Indian

prophetess, whose experiences thereof were taken from her

own lips by Mrs. Schoolcraft. When she was 12 or 13 years

old, she left her mother's lodge, and built a small one for her-

self. After a fast of four days, she was \isited by her mother,

who gave her a little snow-water to drink. On the night of

the sixth day, whilst still fasting, she was conscious of a super-

natural voice, which invited her to walk along a shining path,

which led forwards and upwards. There she first met Kau-ge-

gay-beqxM, the 'Everlasting Standing Woman," who told her

her supernatural name. She next met Monido-Winuiecs, or

the ' Little Man Spirit," who told her that his name would

be the name of her first son. She was next addressed by
0-Shttu-wau-e-geeghick, or the ' Bright Blue Sky,' who endowed
her with the gift of life. She was then encircled by bright

points of light, and by sharp painless instruments, but, mount-

ing upon a fish-like animal, she swam through the air back to

the lodge. On the sixth day her motlier fed her with a little

dried trout, and on that night she experienced a repetition

of the vision. On the seventh day she was fed with a little

pounded corn in snow-water. After the seventh day she

beheld a large round object like a stone descend from the sky

and enter the lodge. It conferred upon her the gift of prophecy,

and by virtue of this she assumed the rank of a prophetess

upon her return to the tribe.

Before embarking upon 0, warlike expedition, or

prior to a great hunt, it is quite common for the

warrior or hunter to fast, and medicine-men re-

garded the practice as one which conferred upon
them special powers of illumination. Initkition

into secret or religious societies is almost invariably

preceded by more or less rigorous abstinence, and
in some of the great festivals the chief participants

were obliged to fast prior to the ceremony. The
length of these varied with the tribe, but in general

their duration was from one to four days, a day
being counted as from midnight to sunset. Water
as well as solid food is generally prohibited in an
Indian fast. The native standpoint as regards

fasting is succinctly put by a Cherokee medicine-

man, who explains its necessity as ' a means to

spiritualize the human nature, and quicken the

spiritual vision by abstinence from earthly food.'

It is not uncommon to regard it as a means by
which the ' smell ' of worldly things may be

removed. Tribal fasts are often announced, to

avert any disaster which the medicine-men believe

threatens the community.
4. South American calendars and seasonal

festivals.— (1) Pern.—The only species of chron-

ology known in the Peru of the Incas was a lunar

reckoning. The four cardinal points in the sun's

course were ascertained by means of the inti-

hiiatann, a device consisting of a high flattened

rock surmounted by a small cone, the shadow of

which, falliu" on certain notches on the stone

Ijelow, marked the date of the great sun-festivals.

The Peruvians, however, had no true calendar.

At Cuzco, the capital, the solstices were measiu'ed
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by pillars oalleil -pachncta unancliac, or imlicators

of time, wliicli were erected in four groups on
eminences—two in the direction of sunrise, and
two in that of sunset—to mark the extreme points

of the sun's rising and sett in;,'. Tlie solstices were
known to have arrived when the sun rose and set

between the middle pair in each group. The
nearest approximation to tlie year known to the

Incan astronomers was the primitive one of 300

da3-s, divided into 12 moons of 30 days each. These
moons were not calendar months in the correct

sense, but merely a succession of lunations, com-
mencing with the winter solstice ; and no method
appears to have existed by which the reckoning
might be co-ordinated with the succession of years.

The names of the twelve moons, so far as can be

ascertained from various sources, were as follows

:

Uuchuy rucxiy Quilla (Small-growing moon), approximately
January ; llatun Puciiy yuiiio (Great-growing moon), approxi-

mately February ; I'aucar Pwncy Quilla (Flower-growing
moon), approximately March ; Ayrihua Quilla (Twin-ears

moon), approximately April ; .dt/miiro.v Qut'Ho (Harvest moon),
approximately May ; Aucay Cusqui Quilla (Breaking-soil

moon), approximately June ; Chakua Huarqui Quilla (Irriga-

tion moon), approximately July ; Tarpuy Quilla (Sowing
moon), approximately August ; Ccoya Rayrai Quilla (Moon of

the Moon-feast), approximately September ; Utna Rayvii Quilla

(Moon of the Feast of the province of Uma), approximately
October; Ayamarca Raymi (Juilla (Moon of the Feast of the

province of Avamarca), approximately November; Ccapac
Raymi Quilla (Moon of the Great Feast of the Sun), approxi-

mately December.

That the natural course of the moon was the

standard of time with the Peruvians is inferred

cliiefly from the fact that the principal religious

festivals began on the new moon following a
solstice or equinox. The ceremonies in connexion
w ith the gi'eatest festival, the Ccapac Bayyni, were
made to approximate to the lunar phases, the

various stages commencing mth the 9th day, full

moon, and 21st day, or last (Quarter. But there

is good reason to believe that the ruling author-

ities often determined upon which moon a cer-

tain festival was to take place, and were by no
means rigid in their acceptance of ecclesiastical

chronology.
With the Peruvians each month had its approxi-

mate festival, or rather a festival was apportioned
to each lunation. But the solstices and equinoxes
were the occasions of established ceremonies. The
arrival of the winter solstice, which in Peru occurs

in June, was celebrated by the Intip Raymi, or

great feast of the sun. The principal Peruvian
festival was tlie Ccapac Raymi, the national feast

of the great god Pachacamac, which took place at

the summer solstice, when the New Year was sup-

posed to begin. Molina, Fernandez, and Garci-

lasso, however, date the New Year from the winter
solstice. The vernal e<|uinox, which in Peru occurs

in September, and coincides with the beginning of

the rainy season, was the occasion of the third

great feast of the Inca year, the Ccapac Situa, or

Ccoya liaymi (moon-feast).

The general character of these festivals appears
to have been mild, and indeed almost child-like.

The}- usually consisted in the sacrifice of llamas
from the sacred herds, libations of magucij or

maize-spirit, and the performance of symbolic
dance.s. One of the most picturesque was that of

the Citoc Raymi, or gradually increasing sun, held
in June, when nine days were given up to festival.

For three days previous to the event a rigorous
fast was observed, and no fire might be kindled in

any house. On the fourth day the Inca, accom-
panied by the people en masse, proceeded to the
great square of^ Cuzco to hail the rising sun, the
advent of which they awaited in silence. On its

appearance they greeted it with a joyous tunnilt,

and, forming in proce.ssion, marched to the golden
Temple of the Sun, where llamas were sacrificed,

and a new fire was kindled by means of a concave

mirror. Grain, tlowers, animals, and ai'omatic

gums were the usual sacrilicial ollcrings on such
occasions. This festival was broadly typical of all

tli(! seasonal celebrations of the Peruvians.
The calendar of Incan Peru was purely agricul-

tural in its basis, and marked in its great festivals

the renewal or abandonment of the labours of the

field. It owed little to astronomical observation,

and was not more advanced than the calendars of

races otherwise much inferior in civilization.

(2) C/iili.—The Araucans, the aboriginal inhabit-

ants of Chili, observed the solstices by the shadows
of rocks, reckoning time independently by a suc-

cession of 12 lunations having seasonal names.

(3) Brazil.—The Bakairi Caribs of Brazil possess

a calendar which is almost unique in its nomen-
clature, illustrating, as it does, the transition from
a merely seasonal reckoning to one in which the
period of harvest is indicated. It is as follows :

lihopnlateri= 'ha.rAest rain' (about January); Eh(xpopogeto,

'less rain ' (February) ; Ehojwhoketatile, ' rain ceases' (March) ;

KhuraitiU, ' it (the weather) becomes good' (April); Satfheho,

'wood-cutting' (May and June); (July nameless); Jhuitabe,
' end - of - the - day - time ' (August); Khopoewile, • the-rain-is-

coming ' (September and October) ; (Nov. nameless) ; Anaziutule,
' the-maize-riperis ' (December).

The Uapes of Brazil have a calendar to mark
the recurrence of the Dahucuri festival, or initia-

tion of the young men of the tribe. This occurs

six times in the year as follows :

The aanaby on 1st Jan. ; the uciiqui on 2nd Feb. ; the miriiz

on 3rd March ; the pataud on 4th May ; the umari on 5th July ;

and the uiga on 6th November.

These revels are of the most riotous description.

The neophytes, painted black and red, are wedded
to women of the tribe, to the accompaniment of

mournful chants and dances. The myth of the

god Jurupari is symbolized (see art. Brazil), and
the proceedings end in a saturnalia.

(4) Paraguay.—The Abipones of Paraguay had
a feast on the ' Recovery of the Pleiades.' when
they disappeared, they were said to be 'sick,' and
much rejoicing was evinced at their reappearance
and supposed recovery. The principal festivals of

this tribe were occasional, and signalized victories,

burials, birth of caciques, shaving of widowers and
widows, the changing of names, and councils of

war. Upon news of a victory, a i)ublic crier was
dispatched from house to house, who saluted the

women with a kiss, and the men with a spear to

which a bell was attached. The spear was returned

to him when he left the dwelling after inviting the

inmates to the festival. This office was usually

filled by a medicine-man of advanced age. The
house of celebration was decorated with the scalps

of the slain enemies, hung on an erection made of

reeds. The victors spent the time from sunset

imtil morning in chanting their victories, and in

drinking a species of liquor resembling mead.

(5) Patagonia.—The Tehuelches of Patagonia
signalize the birth of a child by slaughtering a
mare or cow, and removing the stomach, in which
the newly-born infant is laid. The tribe then feast

on the remainder of the animal. They appear to

have no seasonal festivals. See, further, the

'Mexican and Mayan' article.
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CALENDAR (Anneni.an).—When they became
a Christian nation, the Armenians felt the need of

a regular calendar for their religious ceremonies,
and hence there was developed among them the
study of tlie science of time. So long as they were
pagans, this people, like the Egyptians and Per-
sians, had a year of exactly 365 days, while, accord-
ing to our calendar, the year has 365J days. This
is why we reckon 366 days every fourth year. In
1460 j'ears there would be a difference of a year
between these two computations, so that the
Julian year 146U corresponds to the year 1461 of
the Armenian era.

To indicate the relation of events in time, the
Armenian clironologists, in the course of ages,
invented various eras. These we shall pass in
succinct review, referring for fuller details to the
special works dealing with them. There are the
great Armenian era, in which the year is a vague
quantity (this is tlie era usually employed), and the
lesser eras, the year of whicli is a fi.\ed quantity.

I. The great Armenian era.

—

(a) ' Vague' year.
—According tu Uulaurier (Becherehes, p. 6), it is

probable that the ' vague ' year, which is found
very early among the Persians, came into Armenia
with Zoroastrianism, w'hich, according to Iranian
traditions, took its rise in Atropatene ; and this
transmission was carried out under the successors of
Tigranes I., when Armenia passed into the hands of
the Acha?menians. The designation ' vague year

'

is derived from the fact that, in the Armenian
year, the days cliange their positions ; similarly,
the festivals, in four years, change by a day.

(b) Months.—The year is divided into twelve
months of thirty days, with five additional days
(aweleach, pronounced aveliats) which are inter-
calated after the twelfth month. The names are
given here according to the scheme of translitera-
tion explained by the present writer in Bishop
SebSos' Histoire d'Hiraelius, Paris, 1904, p. xv :

1. Nawasard. 7. Mehekan.
2. Hon. 8. Areg.
3. Saliml. 9. Ahekan.
4. Tr6. 10. Mareri.
5. Khaloch (pron. Qarots). 11. Margach (pron. Margats).
6. Ar.aoh (pron. Arats). 12. Hrotich (pron. Hrotits).

Aweleach.

The meaning of the month-names is still very
obscure, in spite of the explanations that have
been suggested, e.g., by Dulaurier and Hiibscli-
mann. First of all, it must be noted that these
names are often in the genitive, because they are
under the government of the phrase 'month of,'

understood before them.
Nawasard means 'New Year' (Dulaurier, op. cit. p. 11;

Hiibschmann, Artnen. Gram., Leip2i«j, 1S97, i. 202). It is a
word of Iranian origin ; for meaning, of. Persian Sauniz.
Hofi and Sahmi are of very uncertain derivation ; it has

been observed that the.se words meant 'two' and 'three' in
Georgian ; the.se would therefore be the second and third
months of the year.
Tr«.—Oalust Ter Mkrttschian found in a manuscript the

older form Treay, which explains the common form Trl. Treau
IS a genitive

; it must, then, be connected with the name of the
god TJr or Tiwr, whom we find mentioned by Agathangelos.
Thus the fourth month of the ancient A.rmenian year is the
month of the fiod Tir.
Khaloch would be the month of harvest (Dulaurier, p. 11 1.)

;

It may also be the Armenian form of a different word, of foreifn
ongm, introduced into the Armenian calendar.

"

Arach also looks like a genitive plural. All etymologies pro-
posrd for it down to the present day are unsatisfactory.

MJi.k'ra. A ^tiot\ explanation of this word is given by
Hiih . hhimii i"h. cit. p. 194). It means the month sacred to

Ihc I, Mil,. I ni Mihror Mithra.
Ai>if kntkb like an Armenian word, nieaimig 'euri'; but

it also may be a foreign Armenianized word.
Ahekan, according to Hiibschmann (p. 95), corresponds to tho

Pahlavi word Attaraf/dn, ' das Monatsfest am Tage Adar des
Monuts Adar.' The form Aheki is also found, recalling the
Armenian word ahek or aheak, which means 'left.'

Mareri, .according to its form, may be either a nominative or
a genitive singular. The etymologies proposed as yet do not
seem satisfactory.

Margach is, in form, a genitive plural, lb is an Armenian
form of a Persian name, Markczan or Markazan (cf. Hiibsch-
mann, j>. 506).

Hrotich is an Armenianized Persian word (cf. Hiibschmann,
p. 184f.).

(() Days.—These are practically the same in the
ancient and the modern calendar :

Sunday= Mia5abathi or Kiraki.
Monday= Erkousabathi.
Tuesday = ErekhSabathi.
Wednesday = Chorekh§abathi.
Thursday = Hinggabathi.
Friday= Urbath.
Saturday= Sabath.

The ancient Armenians had no continuous era
for counting indefinitely. They reckoned by the
years of the kings, patriarchs, etc. But when they
became Cliristians they had to fix the Easter feast;

they therefore borrowed the computation of Easter
from the Alexandrians, who were the best Chris-
tian mathematicians at that time. They had
Andrew of Byzantium's Paschal canon of 200
years, which lasted down to the 6th century.
Then they borrowed the quincentenary canon
(532) of /Eas of Alexandria.' It must be care-

fully borne in mind that, when we speak of the
establishment of an era, we mean the establisli-

luent of a canon.
Wlien was the Armenian era established ? His-

torical data on the subject will be found discussed
at length in Dulaurier's work (p. 52). This author
has shown that tlie beginning of the Armenian era
is 552—the year when the 1st of Nawasard fell on
the 11th of July. Chronologists have often fixed
their synchronisms by writing 551 ; but this is a
mistake. In spite of tlie disagreement amongst
historians, it appears to be proved that, in

552, Nerses, and not Moses, was catholicos (cf.

Kalemkiar's app. ii. in his Armenian tr. [Vienna,
1S97, p. 107 fl'.] of Gelzer's 'Armenien' in PBE-'
ii. 63 n. ; and the anonymous list of oatholicoi
[ed. Mgr. Orinanian] in Calendricr de Vtuipital ar-
menien, Constantinople, 1908, p. 172). It is clear
to the present writer that Nerses did not establish
the Armenian era ; for we must not confuse the
starting-point of an era with the date of its estab-
lishment. It was while Moses was catholicos that
the Armenian era was established, entirely for a
canonical, viz. a Pasclial, purpose. The starting-
point of this era was hxed at 552 because the 200
years' canon of Andrew of Byzantium w-as com-
pleted then, and for several years there had been
great difficulty in fixing tlie Easter feast. But the
era could not have been actually established in 552,
for the quincentenary cycle was not yet known.
The latter computation was made at Alexandria
by /Eas in 562 ; it was the cycle of 532 (19 x 28).

The Armenians reckoned 562 the tenth year of their
cycle, and 552 became tlie hrst year. They must
have required some time to acquaint themselves
with this system and to adopt it. The result was
that, by the end of the 6th cent., they liad estab-
lislied an era to fix the computation of Easter,
this era being based on the quincentenary canon
of Alexandria, and started with the year 552.
The catholicos Nerses, therefore, had nothing to
do with this question.

1 See Dulaurier (p. 36) for a very accurate list of canons, and
for full information on the establishment and adoption of the
various canons.
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There was still, however, a great ililliculty to

face, since the reckoning was by Anueiiian ' vague

'

years, whereas for a I'iischal cycle a lixeJ year was
a necc'ssity. In the 7th cent., we are told, Anania
of Shirak trieil to remedy this defect, but his work
has not yet Iieen discovered. The catholicos .Viias-

tasiiis ((iUl-(JU7) hail de|iuted Anania to study the
tixed calendar, and for this purpose he convoked the
bishops to a national councU. Anastasius died,
liowever, before the meeting, and the Armenian
era remains 'vague' down to this day (l)ulaurier,

p. 183). Uulaurier (pp. 383-389) gives an excellent
table, which nuiy still be employed, showing when
the 1st of Nawasard falls for each year of the
Armenian ' vague' cbnmology.

2. Lesser Armenian eras.— It was the enil of
the Uth cent, before Armenia had a fixed calendar,
and she owed it to John the Deacon. His work
con.sisted in the substitution of the Julian for the
old ' vague' system ; he intercalated the bissextile

day of t!ie Roman calendar after the fifth addi-
tional day, in imitation of the xVlexandrians, and
counted live instead of si.'c additional days every
fourth yt^ar, besides making the fixed year begin on
the 1 Itli of August. The Feasts of the Saints were
made stal)le, and Armenian Menologj' received a
regular deHnite form. The correspondence between
the Armenian and the lioman months became abso-
lutely hxed. The 'little era' of John the Deacon had
vogue especially in Upper Armenia, but it is never
used in the chronicles, and obtained no acceptance
with the generality of the nation (Dulaurier, pp.
111-115).

Whereas the ' vague ' year is called the ' great
era,' the lesser eras have fixed years. The begin-
ning of the ' little era' of John the Deacon is 1084,
i.e. just a riuincentenary after the opening of the
' great ' Armenian era. Here, again, care must be
taken not to confuse the starting-point of this

era with the date of its establishment. John the
Deacon established his ' little era ' ten years after
its commencement. It began in 1084, because that
was exactly the first year of the second ([uincen-

tenary ; then he added an intercalary day {A wcllkh),

and thus obtained complete correspondence with
the Julian year. Every four years there came a
leap-year. Now a hxed year was established ; the
feasts changed no longer. John the Deacon ke]jt

the names of the days and months as they were in

the ancient system, and his era is met with quite
frequently in documents of the Middle Ages.
One question still remains obscure : in 1084 the

1st of Nawasard fell on the 29th of February ; John
the Deacon took as the beginning of his year the
11th of August. This fact has not yet received a
satisfactory explanation (cf. von Gutschmid, ' Das
iranisehe Jahr, in Bcrichtc ubcr d. Vcrh. ihr sacks.
Gcidlsch. dcr Wissensch., 1862, pas.iim). In any
case, John the Deacon established a purely ecclesi-

astical era, and brought it into agreement with the
Julian era of the Martyrology.
After John the Deacon we have a thiid era,

employed by the Annenians of Persia and the
Indies—the 'little era' of Azaria, beginning with
the year 1616 (10S4-(-5.S2). Like John the Deacon,
Azaria employed the Julian j'ear, with its inter-
calation every four years. He made a fixed year,
but he added a day to the month of Nirhan, and
so kept Awclikh unaltered. The year of Azaria
began with the vernal equinox, i.e. 21st .March,
Julian = 2nd April, Gregorian. The names of the
months in the calendar of Azaria are as follows :

7

s

9

Thiray

liaiii'iiaj

12.

Ovdaii
Nirhan
Awclikh

1. Sams .

2. Adam
3. Sbath
4. Naxay
6. I^nmr
6. Nadar

JrLIAN.
21 March.
20 April.
20 .May.

19 June.
19 July.
13 Au^st.

Gkkoorian.
2 April.

2 May.
1 June.
IJiilv.

31 July.

30 Auinist.

JcLiA.v. Gi:K<i(HUAy.

17 .Suplember. 20 .Si-pU-iiiber.

17 October. 29 Octolier.

10 November. 28 Noveinljcr.
le December. 28 December.
15 January. 27 Jaimary.
14 February. 26 February.
16 March. 28 March.

Dulaurier (p. 116) explains these names as follows :Saws,
'the sun,' an<i Lamar, 'the moon,' are two Arabic words;
Thiray is exactly the same as Tir, the 4th month in ll»e I'crsian

calendar; 56a(A suggests the Hebrew n^^ (Dulaurier confuses

this word with £33?', which was the 11th month, from the Feb-
ruary new moon till the March new moon [Gesenius, Ueb. untl
aram. UandwOrterO.^^, Leipzig, 1899]); llainiray is tho Arab.
Amir or Emir; Adam Is the name of the first man; Aram,
that of the seventh descendant of Haik, the founder of tha
Armenian nation. The names of these months are, indeed,
more or less comprehensible ;/' but Dulaurier's explanations
caimot be accepted. It must be remembered th.at the calendar
of Azaria was employed by the Armenians *of Persia and the
Indies ; the explanation of these names, then, nmst be sought
in the direction of Persian and Hindustani.

From 1320 onwards ( = 760 of the Armenian era),

the dill'erence between the two eras was 550 years
instead of 551. Nevertheless, to find the popular
Christian year corresponding to a year ot the
Armenian era, it is necessary, as a rule, to continue
adding 551. The reason for this is probably the
fact that the fixed year of John the Deacon gained
the ascendancj', so that the hxed year was used far

oftener than the ' vague ' year even by writers who
employed the months of the latter [this theory will

be developed by Galust Ter Mkrttschian in the
preface to his edition of Agathangelos].
Although the ' vague ' year of the Egyptians,

Persians, and Armenians is the same (for the
ancient Persians, cf. Tabari, Gcsch. der Perser und
Araber, tr. Noldeke, Leyden, 1879, p. 436), there
is a dill'erence of live days between the Armenians
and the Persians. The first day of the ancient Per-
sian year fell on the 1st Awelikh of the Armenians,
and not on 1st Nawasard. The Egyptian and
Armenian computations, on the other hand, cor-

respond exactly. An important question now
arises. If, as is generally admitted on the evidence
of the names of the months, the Armenians
borrowed from the Persians, why did they not
keep the same starting-point for their year ? In
the present writer's opinion, the Armenian com-
putation was borrowed indirectly from the Egyp-
tians, through the Aramaeans of the South of

Armenia ; and then later, under Persian influence,

the forms of the month-names changed. It was
the Persians who, in borrowing from Egypt after
its conquest by the Aohsemenians, changed the
method of computation for the beginning of the
year. Von Gutschmid (passim) has tried to explain
the cause and manner of this change ; his explana-
tion is ingenious but not convincing. Probably it

was due to religious reasons.
The charts of the Kubenians, who ruled in

Cilicia or Lesser Armenia, are dated by the
Dionysian era of the Incarnation and by the
Indiction, and occasionally, at the same time, by
the Armenian era (Dulaurier, p. 122).

Galust Ter Mkrttschian, a monk of the monastery
of Etclimiadzin, discovered a new Armenian era,

the work of a certain Stephanos. In this era the
months have the ancient names, and each has
30 days. It is probably a lixed era, and was used
in Cilicia; the year began on 1st March (Julian).

We have no further data. (This information is

gathered from manuscript notes. It has not yet
been published.)

There are otherdates employed by theArmenians.
On the walls of the cathedral of Ani and in certain
manuscripts we find mentioned thixv Iwromoch,
(pron. horomots), i.e. the 'Koman'or ' I}yzantino
era.' But it is not the well-known Byzantine era.
This expression is explained by Brosset (Cullection
des historicns arminietis, St. Petersburg, 1874-76,
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ii. 360), who makes this era hegin in 248-'J-4n

(Julian)—the Ix'pinninjj; of the second niilleunium

from the founaation of Koine (751 + 249= 1000).

There is anotlier eraoiilleil thuakan Xosrovnyin,

i.e. ' era of Khosrov,' but it has not yet been
satisfactorily explained.

Mention s'lioiild be made, linally, of a somewhat
rare formula of the manuscripts, 'the era of the

reign of the Lord,' in Armenia. This formula is

foiind in an account of the Gospel of the Tharg-
manichkh, preserved among the Antonian Fathers

at (Jrtakeuy (Constantinople), and would cor-

respond to an era of Gregory the Illuminator, or

of the conversion of Armenia to Christianity—301

of thedulian era(seeChamchean, Hist, of Armenia
[in Armenian], Venice, 1784-86, iii. 2, 13 ; Karekin,

Catal. des anc. traductions arinin., Venice, 1889,

p. 606 ; Dashian, Catal. der armcn. Handschriften
in der Mcc/utharisten Biblioihek zu Wien, Vienna,

1895, p. 4, col. 2 of the Armenian text ; Survey of
Armcn. Palasoqraphy, Vienna, 1898, p. 190 [in

Armenian]). JJulaurier (p. 289 f.) also mentions
a manuscript in the library of the patriarchal

monastery of Etchmiadzin, which alludes to an
era of the conversion of Armenia to Christianity,

beginning with the year 304 (Julian), the time of

Gregory the Illuminator's arrival at the patriarchal

see.

3. The conversion of an Armenian into a Julian

date.—The various chronologists who have turned

their attention to the correspondence of Armenian
dates with dates of other calendars, have invented

sj-stems more or less ingenious and more or less

practical (which will be found in the works cited

at end of art.). The following is a new method
of converting an Armenian date into a Julian.

Multiply the Armenian year by 365, add 191 and
the number of the day reckoned from the commence-
ment of the Armenian year, and call the result a.

Divide a by 1461, calling the quotient b and the
remainder c. Multii^ly 6 by 4, and add one of the

numbers 0, 1,2, 3, respectively, according as c is

equal to or greater than the numbers 0, 365, 730,

1095, respectively, and call the result d. Add 551

to d, and the result is the Julian year in which the
given Armenian date falls. Take from c one of

the numbers 0, 365, 730, 1095, according as c is

equal to or less than the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th of

these n\imbers, and the result will be the place

in the Julian year, already found, of the given
Annenian date. The order in a year means the
last day of the preceding year. If the Armenian
era is divisible by 4, it is necessary, finally, to add 1

to the Julian date.

Let us take two examples :

(1) Ttionias Arcruni (10th cent.), Hist, ofAnnenia (tr.Brosset),

p. 174, says :
' Ashot finished his days and died in the country of

Vantosp, on Thursday, the 6th of the month of Eofhi, 323 by
Armenian computation, and was conveyed to his brethren in

the monastery of Surb-Khatsh, in the province of Agbbag '

:

323x366-H91-H3G=118122= a

-. .g. =80 = 6andremainder = 1242= c

80x4= 320

320-H8 = 323 = d
323 -^ 661=874

1242 -1095 = 147 = 27th Maj'.

The Dominical Letter of the year 874 is C. The 1st of
May is a Saturday, the 27th is a Thursday. Therefore,
Thursday, the 6th Horhi, 323 of the Armenian era = Thursday,
27th May, 874 of the Julian era.

(2) Stephen Orbelian (13th cent.). Hist, of Siunia (tr.

Brosset), p. 134, says: 'In the year 344, Easter falling on the
4th of Nawasard, I, Ter Hovhannes, ordained Bishop of Siounie,
successor of Ter Soghomon, began the building of this church '

:

844x365-H91-H4= 12o765 = a

-77jjT- = 86=6 and remainder=109=c

86x4 = 344
344 -h0=344 = (J

344 -H 651 = 895
109-0 = 109; 109-H= 110=20th April.

The Dominical Letter is B. The 1st of April is a Tuesday,
the 20th is a Sunday. In the vear 895, Easter fell on 20th April.

Therefore, Sunday, the 4tli o( Nawasard, 344 ot the Armenian
cra^.Sunday, 2Uth April, 895 ot the Julian era. (This is un-

published matter, following a manuscript note of Reverend
Father Seraphin Abdullah, who will soon publish a complete,

authoritative discussion of the Armenian era.)

Since the ' vague ' Armenian year began on
Thursday, Utli July 552, for the figures of the

days of the week we count Thursday 1, Friday 2,

etc., and Wednesday 7 or 0. To find the 1st of the

Annenian year or the 1st of Nawasard, we must
divide i\H' year by 7 ; the remainder is the day of

the week o'l 1st Nawasard.
4. Peculiarities of the Armenian liturgical

calendar,—The Armenian Church has not only the

same feasts as otlier Christian Churches, but several

peculiar to herself. "While the other Churches
celebrate their feasts on dates fixed by the civil

calendar, with the exception of Easter and the

feasts dependent thereon (movable feasts), the
Armenian Church has only six fixed feasts: (1)

the Theophany ; (2) the Purification
; (3) the

Annunciation, formerly celebrated in the octave

of the Nativity, on the fifth day ; (4) the Nativity ;

(5) the Presentation ; (6) the Conception. The
Nativity of the V^irgin was introduced among the

Armenians in the 13th cent. ; the Presentation

and Conception are of a still later date (18th

cent.). The Theophany was originally always
celebrated on a Sunday ; it was only in later

times that it was fixed for the 6th of January.
The Armenian Church distributes the various

feasts according to the days of the week. All the

Sundays are consecrated to the Resurrection.

Every Friday is sacred to the Crucifixion ; fasting

or very sparing diet is the rule on that day, and
hymns of penitence are sung at service. A
Dominical Feast may be held on a Friday ; a
Saint's Feast cannot take place either on a Sunday
or on a F'riday. Weihiesdays, like Fridays, are given

up to fasting and works of penitence ; Wednesday,
being consi(lered the day on which the Annuncia-
tion took place, became the Feast of the Incarna-

tion. The same rules, therefore, bind Friday and
Wednesday ; and no Saint's F'east can take place

on Sunday, Wednesday, or Friday.

The F'easts of the Saints then may be celebrated

only on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, orSaturday ;

and, even on these days secured to them, they have
to give place to a Dominical Fea.st or a fast-day

falling on the same date. The Feasts of Saints

falling on a Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday may
be changed into Dominical F'easts or into days of

fasting ; those falling on a Saturday cannot be
changed except into a Dominical Feast. There
are about 125 days in the year on which the F'easts

of the Saints may be celebrated, and the Armenian
Church has also thought fit to group the memorials
of several saints on one day.
The Dominical Feasts comprise all those con-

nected with the Incarnation, the feasts of the Virgin,
of the Holy Cross, and of the Church. These
feasts have their own special hymns. The F"'easts

of the Saints are more simple, only some of them
having special hymns ; for the others, hymns are
borrowed from the services of the Apostles or

prophets, etc. On fast-days the hymns, psalms,

and spiritual songs have a penitential tone.

The Easter Feast has a variability of 35 days
(from 22nd March to 25th April), and there is

accordingly a period in the liturgical j'ear whose
variaVjility is determined by that of Easter. This
period is divided into two parts : the days before

and the days after Easter. The Armenians count
back ten weeks from Easter Sunday, and fix for

the tenth Sunday before Easter the day of Arad-
javor, the beginning of their Paschal period. The
second part contains fourteen weeks, seven from
F.aster to Pentecost, and seven from Pentecost to

the Transfiguration (=Vordni^ar, the Feast of
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Hoses). This I'asclial period of 2-i weeks muy lii'};iii

at any date lietween Illh January and lotU Keliru-

ary, and end lietween 2.Stli June and 1st August.
The following are the prescriptions of the Armenian Church

for titc celehration of the Assumption of the Virgin and the

Exaltation of the Cross.
If 15th AuL'ust and 11th September fall on a Sunday, these

feasts are held on those <lay3. If 15th August and 14tli Sep-
temher do not fall on a Sunday, they are celebrated on the
.Sundays nearest the dates in question. The Feast of the
Assumption may fall on any daj' from the 12th to the 18th of

August, and is preceded by a week of fasting, beginning on the
preceding Monday. The Veast of the Exaltation of the Cross
may fall between' the Utii and the 17th of September. The
period of Advent begins on the nearest Sunday to 18th
November, and lasts on to the Theophany (see Tondini de
Quarenghi, op. cit. infra, passitn),

LiTFU.\TiiRK.—Fr^ret, * De I'annde amnin., ou Suite des

observations sur I'ann^e vague dee Pcrses,' in MAIIIL xix.
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CALENDAR (Babylonian).—It is coming to be

more and more clearly recognized that the Baby-
lonian festivals and the rites connected with them
are related in the most intimate way w'ith the

calendar, which, again, is as old as civilizaticm

it-self. As the ancient Egyptians had already

fixed upon a year of 360 days, dividing it into

three seasons of four months each, and as the

actual source of tliis computation was Babylonia,

it is clear that the cycle of 3G0, representing the

earliest attempt to make an adjustment between
the lunar year of 354 days and the solar year of

365J ilays, goes back to a very remote antiquity.
' Twelve are the months of the year ; six sosses

{i.e. 6x60= 360) are the days of the measure of the

year's begiiming'—so runs the well-known and
frequently cited passage in IF.fl/ iii. 52, 37, Avhich

reproduces an Assyr. copy of the early Bab. work
on astrology known as hyiu-ma Bel. The Egyp-
tians and the Babylonians, in fact, differed only in

their methods of interr.alation, which the abeiTation

from the true solar year soon rendered necessary :

the Egyptians inserted the five so-called epago-

men(B at the end of every year, while the Baby-
lonians intercalated a wliole month every fifth

or sixth year, as required ; or, in districts wliere

the lunar year of 354 d.ays |)revailed—a.s, c.i;., the
city of Ur—every second (jr third year. In reality,

therefore, the Egyptians li;ul a year of 365 days,

retaining the older tradition of 360 days only by
marking oil" the intercalary five as epagomcmi:
dedicated to special deities. Even tliis increment
was in time found to be inadequate, the de-

ficiency amounting to one day in four years, or,

otherwise, to a month in 120 years, and a quarter

of a year in 360; and accordingly we find, as far

back as the period of the Old Kmpire, a further
trorrection in the so-called Sothis or Sirius yijar

(.1461 common years=1460 stellar years). We

cannot s.-iy whether the Babylonians had recourse
to any such astronomical method of adjustment,
but it is possible that the 'year of tlie great red

s<'rpcnt' (mentioned but once, in a te,\t dating
from c. 2000 B.C., Cnn. Texts, xxii. 48, lino 5),

with its train of over a dozen—originally per-

hap.s nineteen—names of animals, may refer to

an intercalary cycle recognized in the period of

the kings of Ni.sin.

The earliest Bab. calendar know-n to us shows a
remarkable combination of purely agricultural

operations and religious festivals, the calendar of

the husbandman being thus interwoven with that
of the priest. This consists of the names of months
occurring in the temple archives found at Telloh,

and dating from the period anterior to Sargon (i.e.

the time of the patcsis Lugal-anda and Uru-ka-
gi-na, c. 3000 B.C., or even earlier). H. de
GenouUlac (TablMes sumer. arch. p. xx, note 3)

has essayed to arr.in^jo the names as follows

:

1. Month of the festi\.il '; lii.' l li'^^s Ba'u (subsequently
Tishri, i.e. fhe l)./-ii.i!iii- nl ;. .mun).

2. Month of the .«-i'.;-' f^ i n.il i
IVI.L-th).

3. „ till .1 /' . ' m/-i(« lestival(Shebat).

4. ,, 11. " festival ('corn-reaping ': Adar),
mth till . ''' '/;''j-6a and Gtir-MH-dii-a (written
gab-a), Iii ' Ari ii i inngto the apportionment of the

5. Month of Se-illa OJt. 'corn-lifting,' possibly 'winnowing'

:

Nisan), with the variants ' Lti-ku-he-a-iUa of the god Nin-
Girsu,' ' Lu-ku-ie-a-illa of the goddess Is-khanna' i, and
An-ta-sur-ra.

6. Month of the festival Se-ku (' corn-eating ') of the goddess
l§-khanna.

7. Month of the festival Gud-du-hil-sar-a of the goddess I§-

khanna (lyyar)".

8. Month of the festival of the god Bil-dAr.

10. ,, the festival Z>n)i-A:ii (' corn-eating ') of Nin-GiiBu.

11. ,, the festival of the corn-eating of Nin-Girsu.
12. ,, the festival Dlm-ku of the goddess Is-khanna.

To these, however, must be adiled a few namea
which have not been identified, viz. :

Month Mal-lu-iiv (meaning unknown).
Month of the god Lwjat-uru-ki (' king of the city '), or Lugal-

urv-bar-ra.
Month Si-nam-um-ni-ba-duru-ha-a (meaning unknownX

One of these three would, no doubt, supply the

name of the missing ninth month.
Tablets of a date slightly later, i.e. the period of

the earlier Sargon of Agade (Akkad), furnish us
with the following series, side by side with which
we place the closely related series found in talilets

dating from the times of the kings of Ur :

S.utaos. Ur.

1 or 7. Month of Gan-maS. 2. Month of Gan-inas.

2 or 8. ,, Gud'dic-bil- 3. ,, Gud-du-bil-sar-
sar-sar. sar.

3 or 9. Month of the god iJi^ 4. Month of the festival of the
ddr. god Bit-dar.

4 or 10. Month of Su-numun 5. Month of Su-numun (the
(' sowint^'). later Taramuz).

5 or 11. Month of Se-dim-ki'i. 6. Month of Dim-ku.
Cor 12. ,, thegodTiir- 7. ,, the festival of the

zt(Tammuz). goATur-n.
(7r=intercalary month. 8. Month of the festival of the

deified Ihmgi.
7 or 1. Month of the festival 9. Month of the festival of the

of the goddess Ba'u. goddess Ba'u.

8 or 2. Month of Mu-Su-du.^ 10. .Ilonth of Mu-sii-du.3

9 or 3. ,, Mcs-en-du-
ie-a-nd.

10 or 4. Month of the festival 11. „ Amar-a-si.
A )iutr-a-si.

11 or 6. Month of Se-ie-kin-a. 12. „ Se-kin-kud * (the
later Adar).

12 or 6. ,, the festival I. Month of Se-ilta.

Se-itla.

The comparison of these lists is most instructive.

While the meaning of the Sumerian names is in

many cases obscure, the fact that in the Sargon
list the intercalary month is placed after Tammuz
(the later Elfil) makes it clear that in this calendar

1 The goddess whose name is formed by the ideogram ab (or

ei) and the inscribed symbol kha ; in the period of Hammurabi
it occurs in the phonetic fonn li-kha-ra, and is commonly,
though wrongly, transcribed Sina, as the goddess was also the
deity of the later town Ninua.

'^ Written Mu^iH-gab. 3 Written Mti-iA-ul.
4 aide by side with this we also And a month Dir-se-kin-kud,

i.e. the later We-Adar, or 2nd Adar (intercalary).
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the year began in autumn, and tliat, accorilinj;ly,

the festival of the New Year was observed on the
1st of Tisliri, the montli of ' the festival of Ba'u.'
We see, moreover, that in course of time the month
associated with the new festival of the deilied king
Dungi took the place of the intercalary month (the
su-eallc(l secon(l Eliil). A further modification,
however, must have been introduced at the same
time, as the new month of the ' Dungi-festival

'

lost its intercalary signilicance, while, coincidently,
the New Year festival was transferred to the lirst

day of Se-illa, as fijllows indirectly from the fact
that a second l!>c-!{i)i-/:!ii/ now makes its appearance
as an intercalary mouth, thus lixing, of course, the
end of the year. This modification also explains
why the month of Mes-cn-du-Sc-a-na simply drops
out, thus making Aiiiar-a-si follow immediately
upon Mu-lu-di'i.

It is unfortunate that the inscriptions of Gudea,
which we must refer to a period shortly before the
rise of the dynasty of Ur, supply only two names
of months, viz., the 'festival of Ban,' or 'New
Year ' (Statue G, iii. of. = E, v. 1 f.), and ' temple-
month,' following immediately thereafter ; but
with the help of the partially mutilated thii-d

series of the calendar K. 104 (WAI v. 43) we can
so far restore the calendar of Gudea, thus :

1. Festival of £a'u =Tishri (Autunm).
2. Temple-month =Arakhsamna.
3. (unknown) — Kislev.
4. „ =Tebeth.
6. Singa-mi^ =Shebat.
6. Me-e-ki-gal =Adar.

'

7. (unknown) =Nisan (Spring).
8. Gud-bil-sar-sar =Iyyar.
9. Festival of the goddess Nin-DAR 2= S'ivan.

10. Shti-numun-na =Tammuz.
11. Fesliv.ilof [G«-d«.']-a =Ab.
12. Ki-sig (fyBa'u =Elul.

The following list (in Radau, Earbj Bab. Hist.

p. 299) also dates from the period of the dynasty
of Ur

:

1. Montli of Se-kin-Tiud (' corn-reaping ' ; the later Adar).
2. ,, Mai-azag-kit (cf. Gail-mas'^).

3. „ Z)?i/i-drt-iu ('eating of the bznidd fruit').

4. ,, Kha-ai-bU-khu-ku, C e!>.\An% of the Khu-si-bil
bird').

6. „ .ffi-sip(?)-.yin-a-zw ('mourning for Nin-a-zu').
t>. , , Isin-Nin-a-zu (' festival of the god Nin-a-zu ').

(1) 7. ,, A-ki-ii{' new year'),

(2) 8. ,, /s!n-/)i«iji ('festival of Dungi').
(3) 9. „ S;iii-///-s/ia(' third month').
(4)10. „ y.'im-mai-AC sublime festival')

(5)11. „ /sm-nn-noC festival of ears '[?]).

(6) 12. „ Isin-.Mc-ki-gdi,

This series clearly bears a close relationship to
that which we have re-constructed for Gudea's
time. It certainly begins the year with the montli
of Se-kin-kud (beginning of spring), but it still

calls the seventh montli 'new year,' and also
retains Me-ki-gdl as the last month of the autumn
half-year, precisely as does the list of Gudea ; and,
as it embraces a festival of Dungi, it cannot have
been redacted before the deification of that monarch
(in the thirty-seventh year of his reign).

Although the various series of months given
above are drawn from documents discovered in the
ruins of Telloh, and must accordingly have been in
use in the kingdom of Sirgulla or Girsu in parti-
cular, yet in these lists, dating from the period
anterior to Sargon till tliat of the kings of Ur, a
considerable degree of diversity presents itself.

Lists current in other districts would of course
show a still greater diversity. Thus in Nippur,
for instance, as is shown by the documents of the
University of Pennsylvania about to be published
by P. Engelbert Huber, there was, in the period of
the kings of Ur, a diU'erent set of names in use,
viz., the Sumerian designations recognized through-

1 Incorrectly transcribed from Se-kin-kud or from Se-illaf
» As V. Eawl. 43 gives the form Nin-DAR-na (nith the pro-

longation -na\ the name of this god, who is mentioned in the
inscriptions of Ciudea as the consort of Ig-khanna, would pro-
liably be more accurately- transcribed Nin-gun-na.

out Babylonia from the days of yammurabi till

the late IJab. jieriod (and also in As.sj'ria) ; which
designations, however, were generally read as
Semitic, and accordingly had at a later date simply
the value of so-called ideograms. This Sumerian
group current in Nippur at that early date is as
follows (we give in a second column the usual
Semitic renderings which subsequently came into
use, and which, as is well know n, were adopted by
the Jews during the Exile, and are retained to this

day in the .Jewish calendar)

:

Bdr, Rdr-l)dr-garra, Bdr-zag-garra ('New
Year's montli ') Nisan.

Gvd-si, Gud-si-sv(-ga) ('direction of the
ox') lyyar.

Shig-fra, Shig-a-A-ga-se-ga (' month of
bricks') Sivan.

Sh7i-nu7nu7i-a ('month of sowing, seed-
month") Tanimuz.

BU-bU-gaTy Bil-bi-gar (' month of fire-

making') . 5b.
Ein, Ein-Ishtar ('work, or mission of

Ishtar') Elul.
Dui, Dut-azagga (,' ssicred hill') . . . Tisliri.

Gish-apin-du-a, Apin-du-a ('plough-till-
age ') Marchesvan.

Gan-gan, Gan-gan-ud-du (' coming forth of
the clouds 'PJ) Kislev.

Ab-pa-ttd-du, Ab-ud-du ('coming forth of
the flood ') "Tebeth.

Ash-a ('curse of water*) or simply Ash
('curse') Shebat.

Se-kin-kud (' grain-harvest ') . . . Adar.
(Virig-Se-kin-Kud, Se-kin-kitd Il-kam-nm , Intercalary

Adar.)

'

The names of the Sumerian list recur commonly
in contracts and letters dating from the Hammur-
abi dynasty, and are thenceforward found in the
following lixed forms

:

Bdr-zag-gar, Gud-si-nd, Shig-a, Shu-numun-na, Bil-bil-gar^
Kin-Ishtar, Dul-azag, Apin-dic-a (or Gish-apln-diL-a), Gan-
gan-ud-du (subsequently Gan-gan-na always, but Gan-gan-ud-
du as late as the K.assite period), Ab-Tid-du, Ash-a (subsequently
Ash-a-an was common), She-kin-kud ;

2 in the Assyr. and later
Bab. period, however, the names were generally written in an
abbreviated form, thus: Bdr (or Bdr-azag), Gud, Slug, Shiif
Bit, etc.

From the period of the Hammurabi dynasty
onwards, however, we note the important fact that,
besides the Sumerian names enumerated above,
their Semitic renderings are occasionally met with,
but not always the same designations as in later
times.
Thus we have Arakh Rabitti (month of the ' great ' gods Ann

and En-lil) for Bdr-zag-gar {^nhsequentXy Xisan) ; Arakh Ayari
for Gud-si-sd (=Iyyivr); Arakh She-wa-[_num], and probably
also Khumtu, for Shig-a ( = Sivan); Arakh ?^r.2i (=month of
Tammuz) for Shii-numun-na (='rammuz, or Du'uz) ; Arakh
miunu And Arakh Eltdi for Kin-Ishtar (subsequentlv Ululu =
Elul) ; Arakh Sibiiti (month of the Seven Stars or Pleiades) for
^t:-kin-k\td Oater Adaru); as also Tiru, KinHnu ('brazier,'
probably = Kislev), Nabri, Samiuti (with the variant SA«rfM(i'),

Mamiti (=febeth [?]) and 'festival of Eamman' (=Shebat>--
desiguations not yet precisely identified.

The usual Semitic series of names (K. 85'21)

seems to have become permanently established in

the days of the Kassite period, and in the Assyr.
age. We give it here, together with the names of
the corresponding month-deities (K. 2049-1-129 =
WAIiv.^33):
Xisannu (Nisan) Anu and En-lil.

Aim (iyy") Ea as the ' lord of mankind.'
Simatniu (Sivan) Sin (moon-god).
Du'uzu (Tammuz) The 'hero' Nin-ib (=Tammuz,

or the Sun of Spring).
Abu (Ab) Nin-gish-zidda (fire-god).

Uiulu (Eliil) Ishtar (the planet Venus).

1 Along with these, as the writer is privately informed by
Pater E. Huber, occur names—singly, it is true—with which we
are already acquainted from the lists given above, such as
A-ki-ti, Su-esh-sha, Isin-irtakh, l»in-an-na, Isin-i!e-ki-^J(U,

Mash-azag-kti, Kul-da-kCi (cf. above Dun-da-kii or Shil-da^it)^
Isin-Nin-a-zu, i.e. eight names, elsewhere specifically vouched
for only in Radau's list, together with a few otherwise unknown
designations, such as Azag-shim^ Sha-sir-a-s/te-de-a-sar, Mi-du-
du (or Mi-ush-ttsh [?]).

3 We find, further, in this period a month called Si-a-ga
(perhaps also Isin-a-ga\ which should probably be identified
with the 5AJ3-o-^-(7a-«e-(70 (hence a variant of Shig = Sivan) oi
the Nippur list ; also a month called 5/i»-(/rtj- ^i-na ( = Tiru [?J

;

cf. S/lu.i;or-ji = (iiiTi().
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TishrUu (Tishri) Shamash, the Micro.'

Artikh-stiinna (.Mur.-licsvan) Mai-duk (the planet JuppiLer).

Kisithnu (Kislcv) Nergal (the planet Satin-n).

^'ebllu (Tebetli) Papsukal (messenger of Ann :iiul

Islitar).

Shahatu (Sliel)al) Kaninian (slorm-god).
Addara (Adar)' Seven.goil.

Intercalary A<Iar Assur, father of the ^'ods.i

The etymolofiy of tliesc Semitic names i:s laiuli

more obscure than that of tlie currespondin^'

Sumeriaii desifjnations, which are for the most
part (luite intelligible. Nlsaii seems originally to

have meant 'intercalary month';'' Airu, 'the
month of blossom or sprouting

'
; Addarv. is per-

haps the 'dark' or 'gloomy' month, and Kisilliiui

probably comes from the name of the river-goddess
Ka-silim ; a dehnite origin can be assigned only to

Du'uzu (=Tammuz) and Arakh-samna, ' montli of

the numeral eight.'

It is obvious that the basis of this official Bab.
calendar, more especially of its Sumerian termin-
ology, is formed by the conception of a mythical
world-year, which also dimly appears in the list of

ten patriarchs given by Berosus and the Book of

Genesis (before the Deluge). The lirst two months,
viz. that of the ' Divine throne of destiny ' (Bdr-

zag-gar) and the Ox-month (Gud-si-sd), belong to

the highest triad of gods, and also to the first man,
as being the creation of Ea (cf. in Berosus, Aloros
[=Aruru], who creates man ; ^ (/«paffo.j, the Divine
mediator or X(J7os ; Amelon= amchi, 'man'). Then
follow seven months assigned severally to the

planets, as also to the zodiacal signs from Gemini
to Sagittarius, viz. Slcan, ' brick-month,' or the
month of tlie heavenly twins Sin and Nergal, and
of the building of the first city (cf. Gn 4") ; Tam-
muz (Cancer) ; Ah (month of the ' descent of fire,'

in the period of the Assyr. king Sargon ; cf. the
Siimer. designation 'fire-month' and the name of

the sixth Heb. patriarch 'I-yarad, ' lire came
down,' abbreviated Yarcd) ; Eiiil (Ishtar, the
Virgo of the zodiac) ; Tishri (Dul-azag, the ' sacred
mount,' i.e. the altar of incense formed like a
terraced tower in the sky near Libra) ; Arakh-
samna (Scorpio ; as regards ' plough-month,' cf.

the Sumer. lam, 'plough,' and Lamech, the name
of the corresponding Heb. patriarch), and Kislcv
(the ' clouds ' of which foreshadow the Deluge).
Moreover, just as in Genesis the Deluge takes
place in connexion with Noah, so the next two
months in this calendar, viz. Tcbeth and Shchat
(Sumer. 'coming of the flood' and 'curse of rain,'

respectively, and, in the zodiac, Capricomus and
Aquarius, the watery region of the sky), carry an
unmistakable reference to the Deluge, while tin;

future burning of the world is symbolized by the
last month, Adar (Pisces, but in Bab. astronomy,
also ' lighthouse' or Pharos).' These cosmological
ideas must, therefore, have been stamped upon the
calendar system not later than the age of the kings
of Ur.

Besides the Semitic names of the months already
specified, there must have been other Semitic
systems of nomenclature, of which, unfortunately,
only a few isolated examples have come down to

us. Thus we find, as far back as the days of the

Ur dynasty, a month called Dapitam (sometimes
Daiji), which was perhaps identical with the Sumer.

1 The .lasij^nintj of the intercalary month to the supreme deity
of Assyria shows that the Assyr. calendar likewise ia of Bab.
origin.

2 Cf. the Arab, nasa'a, ' to mtercalate a month.' This deriva-
tion would suggest that at an earlier period the year began with
Airu, the 'coronation.month' of the Assyrian kings; and, in

point of fact, the inscriptions bear witness to a 'second Nisan,'
i.e. an intercalary Nisan.

3 To the constellation Pisces corresponds the ' great mountain '

of Zee 4', which in Rev 8^ is actually called opos /le'ya irvpl

Kaiofifvov ;
quite close to it, in Aries, stands what in Zee -l- is

called the menOrah, and in Uev 8^ jrvp. The * mountain ' wliierh

Bel dimbs with shouts ( WA I iv. 11, 41a) is depicted on the Bab.
seal-cylinders in storey-fonn.

Bil-lal { = daljdti
;
po.ssibly we have here the origin

of the later Tebelli). Krom .Mesopotamia, again,

in the period of Hammurabi, comes the name
Biriz-zarru (from Birid-sarrii, 'hostile coldness'

[?]). The Assyrians, too, were aeijuainteil with
tlic usual 8i;miti(t ajipullations, hut also used names
like KId'har, Kiixallu ( = Sivan), Taiiikhirii, or
Tnmtiru (?), the last of wliich would mean ' rain-

month '
( = Tebeth), Pit-bAbi, 'opening of the gate,'

probably some religious ceremony ( = Tamnmz),
Mukhur-ildni (as early as Hadad-nirari I.), and
others fouiui in the so-called Cajipadocian tablets

discussed by Goleschineif and Delitzsch. It is

therefore interesting to note the list in V. Kawl.
43, which, though a mere fragment, originally

contained three scries of names, for the most part
purely Semitic

:

Sivan

;

Apimim Shii-'i-cburi Kusalli.
Tainmuz : Apal Pitc-b&bi Altandtt.

Elul: Zargatum {^. n]n)) lT]irrdti.

Tishri: Ln!uh,! Liki[ta]ti.

Shebat : Ibtdzu SiUlui
Adar

:

Khitl-dubba-uddu 1 Isiii-Me-ki-tjdl Karddti.

The second group .seems to liave been current
especially among the Semitic inhabitants of Elam ;

for, according to ScheU, MCmoire.i, x. 19, Semitic
contract tablets from Elam of the early Babylonian
age furnish the following inijiMi i.mi ^Ties :

Tishri: the month of /..^ ' i m.
Arakh-samna: ,, ,, i'/'. '

i :: ploughing of

lii.slev: „ „ Rl„'iki,u.m.',:iii'nu.

Tebeth: „ „ TaiiMiirum (i-f. the As.syrian

month MuklmiUdiil).
Shcba^: „ „ ZiUVdum:'
Adar: ,, „ £At7-i/t-6'Ae-fc//i-i-(/rf (' ear-harvest

of the field of God'), and
Adai^m.

Nisan: „ „ Sh.erkhum-fikc-kin-kud-a.
lyyar

:

,, ,, E/iart^hubmm(ctkharshu,'la.nd-
cultivation ' [V]).

Sivan: „ „ Lakhkhumi^i).
'rannnuz

:

,, ,, Datunn^i).
Ab

:

,, ,, Ahum.
umi

:

„ ,, EKUi.
A dislocation to the extent of one month, intro-

duced into Elam probably at a later period, is

indicated by an isolated reference in II. Kawl. 49,

No. 1, col. 1,2: ' the month i'(4c-Oiai7-;/«)- (Nisan)
= the month Gud (lyyar) in Elam.' Another
Elamite name, 7ir^'-M«/ (' sheep-month '[?] ; cf. the
name of the Elamite deity Lakliurat-il = liuk-
huralir), is mentioned in Scheil, op. cit. ix. 32, as
occurring in documents of tlic 6th and 7th cents.

B.C., which elsewhere make use of the ordinary
abbreviated Bab. ideograms. As every month but
Tishri has been traced in these, Scheil is probably
correct in supposing that Ra-khal was an Elamite
name for it. It is also possible that the twelve
Elamite gods enumerated by Ashurbaiiipal im-
mediately after the seven deities worslii|i]ied by
the kings, i.e. the planetary deities, were originally

gods of the months. The twelve are as follows :

liagiba (cf. the Arab, spring-month liiijab), Sunu-
gur.sara ('the great king'), Karsa, Kir.samas,
Shud.inu, Aipak-sina, Bilala, Paningirri (rather
than Panintimri), Silagara, Nabsa, Nabirtu, and
Kiiulakarbu. The list is a milnnrie of Semitic
(Ilagib, Shudfmu, Bilala, Nabsa, Nabirtu) ami
native Elamite names.
We have thus seen that in Babylonia the

nomenclature of the months varied accoriling to

period and locality, and that eventually that
particular system which is first attested by
documents from Nippur in the ago of the kings of

Ur superseded all the others. The two great
divisions of the year began respectively in spring
(previous to 30110 B.C., in the sign of Gemini ; from

1 This name is transmitted in Sumerian only ; KhiU-dubba is

a frequently mentioned tool of worship.
- Ine.\act spelling of SilUitum ; in the Gilganicsh epic (Song C),

Sititi is the name applied to the mother of the liorse that Ishtar
loved, i.e. probalily the a.stronomical Pegasus iiSUilUu is there-
fore the plur. majest. for Pegasus).
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3000 to 1000 l).c. in Taurus; from 1000 i!.C. in

Aries), and in aiitunin (Sagitlarius, Scorjiio, and
Libra, lor curn'siKindin^ periods). At tirst the year
it-self ndj;ht bo^'in either in spring or in autumn,
but in no h)n.i,' time there arose tlic reeu^'nition of

a deliuite dale for its eommuniement, viz. either
in Nisau or iu Tisliri, with a seeond Adar or second
Elul as intercalary, according to period and
locality. It may well be the ca.se that the practice

of beginning the year with autumn was a Chal-
da.'an one, thus covering Ur, Girsu, and the region
east of tile Tigris, ami that the beginning with
spring belonged to Babylonia proper—Nippur,
Uabylon, ete. While it was the custom under
Hammurabi to intercalate a second Elul, we lind

that uiuler his successors the intercalation of a
second Adar already prevailed ; in the reign of

Abeshua, in fact, we have one instance of an
intercalary Nisaii, with which should be compared
the hemerology in K. 2514 + 4101, as also the sug-

gestion already made, that at one time the year
began with lyyar. Perhaps this was actually the
early Assyr. practice.

Similarly it is probable that the observance of a
lunar year of 354 days, with months of 30 and 29
days alternately, and with an intercalary month
every 2nd or 3rd year, was of Chald;ean origin,

whereas the year of 360 days may be hypothetically
assigned to Babylonia (see above). As a matter of

fact, the temple archives of Telloh, dating from
the period of the kings of Ur, suggest in all

probability an intercalary cycle of 19 years, the
additional month being introduced in the third
year four times successively, and in the second
year three times successively. Thus, e.g., the
intercalary year synchronized with the 28th and
31st years of king Dungi, and likewise with his

42nd, 44tli, and ])robably his 46th year ; as also

with the 3rd, 5th (7th), and 9th years of Gimil-Sin
;

so that during the intermediate reign of Btlr-Sin

the intercalation would fall in his 3rd, 6th, and
9th years (cf. L. Messerschmidt's list in A.
Jei"emias, Das Alter der bab. Astr.^, Leipzig, 1909,

p. 88 f.).

In regard to the week, we find a similar contrast
between the practice in Chaldafa, i.e. among the
nomadic and West Semitic tribes, and that of the
Bab. state religion, in which the worship, not of

the moon, but of Shamash and Marduk, was the
dominant factor. As has been ingeniously argued
by Sayce — with the independent support of
Winckler and Jensen—from early Assyr. contract
tablets found in Cappadocia, the most ancient
division of the month was into weeks of five days,
the year accordingly having 72 weeks (which pre-

supposes, moreover, a year of 360 instead of 354
days), as was also the case in ancient Egypt, where
a week of ten days—originally, no doubt, a double-
week of 2 X 5 days—was recognized (for other
instances of the five-day week in Africa, Java,
and Sumatra, see p. 64"). In the hemerologies of

the library of Ashurbanipal, however, in which
apparently every month consisted of 30 days,' we
find entries from a Chaldaean calendar with months
of 30 and 29 days, according to which new moon
fell on the 1st day of the 1st month and of alternate

months thereafter, while a penitential day of some
kind was observed on the 7th, 14th, 21st, and 2Sth
days of the 1st month, and on the [5th, 12th, and]
19tb of the 2nd month, and so on throughout the
year ; here, therefore, we have quite plainly a week

1 The complete series consisted of fifteen tablets. Of these,

Nos. 2 (II Nisan), 4 (Sivan), 8 (II Eiai), 10 (Marchesvan), 12
CTebeth), 13 (Shebat) and IB (II Adar) have survived, in full

or in part ; but only tablets 8 and 10 have been published (WA

1

iv.2 32, 33). From the variants furnished by Pinches we may
infer that all the tablets contained appro.\imately the same
festivals. The name of the series was Inbu (the moon-god as
•fruit' that frrows of itself [cf. WAI iv. 9. 22]) ba-arftim (i.e. as
'lord of the mouth').

of 7 days.' A like result follows from the <livision

given in K. 170 (C«h. TcxI.i,xw. 50), viz., 1st day, new
moon ; 7tli day, moon as a kidney, i.e. half-moon

;

15th day, full moon (elsewhere slutbadta ; Old Egyp.
siii<l-t), and from the Creation epic, 5, 1511'.°

According to this hemerology, the festivals obser-

ved every month—apart from the specifically Clial-

da'an festivals already named—were as follows :

—

The Nuhattu, or 'nuptial couch' of the god
Marduk of Babylon and his consort Snrpanit (cf.

Asurb. ix. 11), on the 3rd, 7th, and 16th days, and
on the following days (the 4th, 8th, and 17th) the
Ab-ab or EiSciu festival of the god Nebo.
On the 1st, 2nd, 13th, 15th and 16th, ISth and 19th,

20th and 21st and the 22nd days, sacrifices to the
gods Shamash, Belit-matati ('mistress of lands'),

Sin and Makh (i.e. Rftbatu, ' the exalted'), and to

Sin and Makh only, on the 29th.

The Se-gar festival of En-lil and Nin-lil (cf. Asurb.
i. 12) on the 12th, and the ' bright day,' the Se-gar
f.istival of Sin and Shamash on the 20th.

The festival of Shamash and Ramman (summer
sun and winter sun) on the 23rd.

The fe.stival of En-egal (' lord of the palace,'

i.e. probably, of the under world) and of Nin-egal
(' mistress of the palace ') on the 24th.

The festival of the goddess Gui' as the consort of

Nergal on the 27th ; this was associated with the
imminent disappearance of the waning (or so-called

Nergal) moon, as was also the Bubbulu (' to be
borne or washed away ' ; cf. Heb. mabbul, ' the
Flood ') of Nergal on the 2Sth. Sacrifices to Ea, the
god of the watery region of the heavens, and his

consort Makh, were also made on the 26th and 28th.

That the majority of these festivals were of

astral origin appears from their manifest connexion
with the course of the moon ; from the fact that
most of the sacrifices had to be oB'ered in the
evening or by night ; and, finallj', from the explicit

mention of the worship of the ' star of the waggon

'

on the 10th and 25th of the month.
The calendar in U'AI v. 48 refers not to festi-

vals, but to the performance or omission of certain
actions; we are told, e.g., that the 10th of lyyar
and the 27th of Tamniuz are ' favourable for judg-
ment' (or, 'for administering justice'), the 20th of

lyyar is a time for ' killing a goose,' the 21st for
' quarrels,' the 25th ' not to take a wife,' etc.

There were also festivals, however, which were
observed not every month, but in some particular
month, thus resembling the great festivals of
modern times. Chief among these was the New-
Year festival (Zag-mug or Akitu), which was
celebrated with great pomp from the 1st to the
10th of Nisan : on the 8th jNIarduk came forth in

solemn procession from his temple of E-sag-illa, to
the house of prayer or sacrifice situated outside
the city in order to celebrate his marriage \vith

Sarpanit, returning thereafter fi-om the suburb of
Shu-anna to Babylon on the 11th of Nisan (cf.

Nebuchadn. ii. 57). In Sippar the corresponding
festival of Shamash was held on the 7th of Nisan,
and was repeated at the beginning of the second
half-year, on the 7th of Tishri.

On the 4th of lyyar was celebrated the marriage-
feast of Nebo and his consort Tashmit (K. 501 =
Harper, Letters, No. 113, and cf. above the Ab-ab
festival), and on the 10th of lyyar there was in
Sippar a festival of Shamash, with which the
coronation festival in Assyria—the king being re-

garded as the incarnation of the sun-god (cf. 20,
number of Shamash and ideogram for king)—was
perhaps connected.

1 This required to be adjusted, however, by reckoning a week
of ten days (from the 20l.h to the 29th) at the end of every
second month.

2 On the other hand, the week of five days is presupposed
in WAI iii. .'..i, No. 3, lines 17-'20 : Ist-Sth'd.iv, new moon;
UUi-lUth, kidney (half-moon) ; llth-16lh, full moon.
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On tlie 17th of Sivan—tlie month of the nioon-

god^the Akitic festival was held in Hairan, the
ancient lunar city of Mesopotamia ; in Arbela,
however, it fell on the 17th of Elul, tlie month of

the p:oddess Islitar, who was greatlj' venerated in

that city. A processional festival of the ' mistress
of liahylon ' was held there on the 25lh of Sivan
(Asiirb. viii. (Ui-lnO).

On the 3rd of Tammuzthe gods of Erech returned
from a procession at Eridu

—

a ceremonial undoubt-
edly connected in some way with the ' death-
niouniinf;s' (ki-hnd) hehl in that month on account
of the summer lanjjuishinp; of Tamiruiz, thegod of

sprin;,' and of vegetation (cf. Ezk S'^). In Ab, the
month of the Sirius festival and of tlie zodiacal
constellation Leo—the sacred beast of Ishtar—

a

great feast was celebrated in honour of that god-
dess (Asurb. cylinder B. 5, 16), but it was
presumably repeated in the following month,
Elfil ('the corn-ears of Ishtar'), as we know to

have been actually the case in Arbela (see above).

Corresponding to the festival of Shamash in

Sippar on the lOtli of lyyar, a sacrificial feast in

honour of the sun-god was also observed in that
city in the month of Marchesvan. This, however,
took place on the 15th of the month—the precise

date, therefore, on which Jeroboam instituted the
festival of the two golden calves in Bethel (1 K 12''-),

the calves being emblematic, at least in the first

instance, of the waxing and waning moon, though
the festival may have been intended simply to

represent that of Sttkk6th (' Booths'), with a post-

ponement from the 15th of Tishri to the same day
of the following month.
For the month of Kislev a special ephemeris in

a late-Babylonian transcript has been preserved
(Reisner, Ilymnen, 1896, No. vii. p. 144). With cer-

tain days of this ninth or winter month, viz., the
4th and 7th, 8th, 10th, 12th and I3th, 15th and 16th,

22nd and 25th, and finally the 29th, this document
a.ssociates certain temple-festivals in various cities;

e.g. with the 4th, that of Marduk in E-Temen-
an-ki (in Babylon), the Ishtar festival in DQr-
Kurigalzu, and that of the 'mistress of NinS.' (in

the district east of the Tigris) ; with the 15th that
of Ash-kur in Sadirim. As the 29th is associated
with the festival 'of the god Nergal' without
indication of locality,—and therefore probably
common to all Babylonia,—this function pre-
sumalily represents the day of Nergal's death at
the winter solstice (21.st IJec.) or 'the mourning
for the death of En-me-sbarra.'

In the month of Shebat, as we learn from Asurb.
ii. 134, the city of Kalakh ohserved the festival of
Ninib, the chief deity of Nineveh, and there was a
.similar celebration in Elul, the month of Ishtar.

According to the li.st of month-gods in K.
2049-1-129 (WAIiv.- 33 a, at the foot), Shebat was
dedicated to Papsukal, the messenger {sitkaliu} of
Ann and Ishtar—in reality a representation of
Tammuz as a youth (cf. Bab. bdhu = ' child'), and
thus a deity allied in character to Ninib.

Finally, on the 15th of Adar a solemn sacrifice

was offered to Shamash in the city of Sippar, as
also on the 3rd of Elul, the corresponding month
of the other half-year. Whether the Jewish feast
of Purim, which was likewise observed on the 15th
of Adar, was in any way connected with this

Shamash festival still remains a matter for
investigation. The celebration of the Jewish
festival lasted from the 13th to the 15th of Adar,
while on the 13tb of lyyar the Assyr. ejionyms
entered njion ollice by pronouncing the wonls /)«;•«

Asnr l[ri(bid af/rnru, 'as 1 cast the lot of Asnr
and Hadail' (cf. the conjuncti<m of Shama.sh and
Hadad everywhere else ; and with c/nrAnc cf. the
Hell. gGral, 'lot,' probably an altered form of
gOrar). In Est 3' the act of casting lots (ts = '^liii)

is manifestly associated with the accession and
deposition (Nisan to Adar) of Hainan, the Persian
grand vizier, i.e. the chief epimym : it would there-
fore seem that the n.-ime of the feast takes its

origin from this event.
Hail ^^' .i siii;4lc complete calendar of the annual

fes(i\,,|. (.li ir\cd in any of the more important
ceiilir- ill \M.rsliip in B.abyloiiia or Chald;ra, .as,

c.r/. , Mppur or Babylon, or again, Ur or Kridu, we
(rould, of course, give a more exact description of

the various festivals. Even as it is, however, the
astral origin of most of the functions is quite
unmistakable. We have here, accordingly, a fresh
corroboration of the fact that amongst the people
of the ancient East there was no such thing as an
agricultural festival without a religious basis.

The two interests were combined from the first,

even amongst nomads, but most completely, of

course, amongst tillers of the soil.

In conclusion, .something remains to be said with
regard to the probable origin of the Babylonian
—or more precisely, perhaps, the Clialdajan '

—

calendar. This problem is closely connected with
that regarding the origin of the zodiac with its

twelve divisions. The crux of the problem lies in

the further question whether the Chaldreans had
observed the phenomenon of precession, i.e. the
advance of the equinoctial point by one zodiacal
sign every 2160 (one-twelfth of 25920) years—

a

question undoubtedly to be answered in the
affirmative. The list of monthly stars, with their

relative degrees, given by Pinches in JliAS, 1900,

pp. 573-5, shows clearly that the Babylonians, on
the ground of early tradition, fixed the beginning of

the zodiacal series at the eastern end of Gemini (cf.

Hommel, Aufsiitze u. Abhandl., 1901, p. 4.59), and
that accordingly their calendar must have origin-

ated c. 5000 B.C. This is corroborated by the
delineations carved upon boundary stones dating
from the Kassite period, these being based npon an
equatorial Eodiac beginning with the twin dragons.
The figure corresponding to the latter—two heads
of panthers or lions upon one neck—also plays an
important part on the seai-cylinders, and some-
times occurs in conjunction with the severed head
of Adapa, the god of creation, of whose blood
mankind was formed on the morning of creation
(or at the beginning of the world). The .actual

beginning of the world, however, which is anterior
to the creation of man, was dated as far back as
the period of Cancer, i.e. about 7000 B.C. ; and this
ancient astrological tradition is also implied by the
Egyptian zodiac found in Denderah (dating from
the Roman imperial period, but of Chalda^an
origin), which likewi.se begins with Cancer. For
in Cancer were situated the two contiguous
dragons, one—that with the head of a lion—repre-
senting TiAmat, the other—with the ^^^lture's

iiead—Kingu, her consort. The dragon -with the
lion's head, as a symbol of the beginning of the
world, is found upon ancient seal-cylinders almost
as freciuently as the t\vin-dragon with two heads
upon one neck just alluded to.

The "Taurus era [c. 3000-1000 B.C.), immediately
succeeding that of (iemini, is indicated by a sketch
frequently reproduced on seal-cylinders, that,
namely, in which the hero Gilgamcs waters the
wild-ox at the streams flowing from the vase
bearing the young shoot—the treolet of Tammflz

;

while the twin-heroes Gilgames and En-ki-kak
(Eabani?), who are quite as frequently depicted
together, point rather to the previous era. The
shoot of Gilgames, ildnkkii (liarlier iidffkku,

1 As Chaidira, i.e. the district to the west of the Euphrates,
and perhaps einbracinj,' Knstorn Arabia, was the native soil of
astrology, and thus, too, of the earliest knowledge of the st^rs,
it is altogether likely that the ' JJabylonian ' calenflar has its

origin in the same region, and not in Babylonia proper, which
lies between the Euphrates and the Tigris.
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Sumer. (fiS-a-am, i.e. ' trco of tlie \vatci' of the
wild-ox '), the yipOiji of Prometheus, is not lofeneil
to in the snrvivinp; fragments of the epic, but it is

mentioned in tlie ancient Sumerian hymn of Nerval
{Ciiii. Tcrtu, XV. 14, line 3,>). It is quite in keeping
with this tliat we lind Gilgamos (Orion) with liis

ship (Argo), the ]>ull, and tlie river Eridanus (cf.

Eridu in ChaUhta ?) in close proximity to one
another amoug the stars.

The most ancient names of months so far iden-
tified, viz. those current in the jieriod of L\ig!il-

anda and the earlier Sargon, are not directly

connected with the signs of the zodiac. The rela-

tion is of a more indirect kind, inasmuch as the
festivals of the gods (including, in particular, Niu-
Girsu = Ninib, Ish-khanna, the Scorpion-goddess,
Uildilr, and Ba'u, and also, even at that early date,
Tur-zi = Tanimuz) are of astral origin. Neverthe-
less, in the case of the Sumeriau series, traceable
from the age of the kings of Ur and current till

the later Bab. period—a series which must at one
time have begun with the ox-month (Gud-sidi
= lyyar ; cf. above, the Assyr. coronation festival,

and the ancient practice of intercalating a month
after Nisan instead of Adar)—the connexion with
the zodiac is perfectly obvious. The reader should
compare what has already been said (in dealing
with the world-year) regarding the various names.
The appellations Gud-sidi (Taurus), Brick-month
(Gemini, and the building of the first city), the
'I.shtar month' Elul, and the 'sacred hill' (the
altar in the constellation Libra) are of them-
selves quite sufficient to place the matter beyond
doubt.
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Fr. Hommel.
CALENDAR (Buddhist).—Buddhism has no

general system of its ox^ti for measuring times
aoa seasons. In the land of its birth the new
religion was, in almost every particular, influ-
enced by prevailing Brahmanical thought and
practice. In ancient India the months were lunar,
and the calendar varied in difl'erent parts of the
country. Every month, including the intercalary,
or thirteenth, had its inahatmyu, or ' excellence.'
The Buddhist year was based upon the ancient
Brahmanical rule that every new-moon day (daria),
and every full-moon day {pauntamdsa), should be
set apart for religious observances. In later times
the intermediate quarter-moon days were also held
sacred. The number of fast days (upavasatha)
was consequently increased in Buddhism to four
every month, or one per week.
Another Hindu idea was incorporated into Bud-

dhism in its observance of seasons. Hinduism
celebrated the junction of six seasons, viz. spring,
summer, the rains (varsn), autumn, winter, and
the season of dew and mist. Buddhism added to
these others of its own, but now generally ob-
serves only three seasons—summer, the rains, and
winter.
The festival of the New Year has been uni-

versally observed from earliest times. It cele-
brates the victory of light over darkness. In
Buddhist countries it signifies the triumjih of
Buddhism over ignorance. The corresponding
Hindu festival is called Makara Sahkranti. In

India, this marks the termination of the inaus-

picious month Pausa, and the beginning of the

sun's northern conx&n {uttariyana) in the heavens.

Four eras are connnonly current among Hindus
in India, but none is of Buddhist origin. In
Burma, however, the third, the religious era,

dates from 543 B.C., the year in which Gautama
Buddha is supposed to have entered nirvana.
In China the Buddhists have arranged their

calendar of festivals and fasts to suit the Chinese
months, which are lunar. In the popular calendar
there is no mention of anything astronomical. Cf.

art. Calendar (Chinese).

In Ceylon each Buddhist monk is supposed to

keep a calendar (llta), from which he learns the
ati'ach-hawa (the length of the shadow, by which,
according to rules laid do>vn, varying with the
time of year, the hour of the day may be known),
the age of the moon, and the years that have
elapsed since the death of Buddha.

In the Japanese calendar, as introduced from
China, the year is divided into liuiar months (see

Calendar [Japanese]). In 1872 the Japanese
Government decided to discontinue the system of

lunar months and adopt the Gregorian calendar.

The Tibetan system of reckoning time is of

mixed Western and Chinese origin. It is by the
twelve year and sixty year cycles of Juppiter,
which have been derived through India from the
West, but with the substitution of some Chinese
astrological terms for the Indian, the Tibetans
having derived their chronological system mainly
from India, with their Buddhism.

In all Buddhist lands the weekly fast is more or

le.ss strictly observed. The commemorative and
other festivals, in the various countries, differ

considerably, both in regard to the time of their

observance and the manner in which they are
celebrated.

See, further, FESTIVALS (Buddhist).
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J. H. Bate.son.
CALENDAR (Celtic).—I. Precedence of night.

—A certain knowledge of astronomy is ascrRied

to the Druids by Cresar {de Bell. Gall. vi. 14 :
' They

discuss and impart to the youth many things re-

garding the stars and their motion, the extent of

the universe and the earth ') and Pomponius Mela
(iii. 2), and some passages of Irish texts support
their statements. But this knowledge probably
did not surpass the primitive astronomy of barbaric
races everywhere, sufficient to adjust roughly
the lunar and solar years ; and it was doubtless
mingled with astrology (see Druids). Our ac-

quaintance with the old Celtic calendar dejiends
mainly on a few classical references, on scattered
notices in Irish and Welsh texts, and on the frag-

ments of the calendar of Coligny. The Celtic
year was a lunar year. This is attested by a pass-

age in Pliny {HN xvi. 44) referring to the pluck-
ing of the mistletoe by the Druids. This is done
' ante omnia sexta luna, quae principia mensium
annorumque his facit, et seculi post tricesimum
annum, quia jam viriura abunde habeat nee sit

sui dimidia.' While it has been supposed from this

passage that the Celts counted periods of time
from the sixth day of the moon, there is reason to

believe, as de Ivicci points out (liCel xix. 26), that
'the phrase quae . . .facit . . . tricesimum annum
is a general indication of the jdace of the moon
in the Gaulish calendar, and tliat the subject of

facit represented by quae is luiia and not sexta
luna.' Thus each month, year, and cycle of thirty
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years would liej;in witli a new moon, not on tlie

sixth day of tlio moon (cf. Jullian, liccherches sur
la rel. gaiiL, Uordcaux, 1903, p. 63, where this

view is also adopted). This custom of counting
time by tlie moon is further attested by Civsar (rfi;

Bell. Gall. vi. 18), who says that tlie Gauls ' define

the divisions of every season, not by the number
of days, but of nights ; their birthdays and the
beginning of months and years they observe in

such an order that the day follows the night.'

Many jiassages in Iri.sh and Welsh texts show
incidentally tliat this method of counting by nights
prevailed; 'three nights' or 'nine nights' are
frequently referred to, or a space of time is counted
from such a night ; or, when a certain number
of days and nights is referred to, ' nights ' precedes
'day.s.' Generally also when 'night' is used, it

means a night and a day (cf. our 'se'nnight,'

'fortnight'). This is in accordance with Indo-

Kuropcan us.age (see Schrader, Eeallex. der indogci:

Altcrium.fkundc, Strassburg, 1901, p. 845 f.).

2. The calendar of Coligny.—A number of

bronze fragments of a calendar were discovered,

together with fragments of a statue of a god,

at Coligny, near Lyons (the region formerly in-

habited by the Sequani), in 1897. Tlie calendar

had probably been set up in a temple dedicated to

the god. While some philologists have main-
tained that its language is Ligurian, it is generally

believed to be Celtic, though its place in the

Celtic group is not precisely fixed. The calendar

is generally dated towards the second half of the

1st cent. A.D. Tiie fragments as restored show-

that it had been engraved on a long bronze tablet,

an<l that it covered at least a period of five years.

There are in all sixteen columns, fourteen of

which give vertically four months each, and two
three months each ; in all, sixty-two months.
These two columns are headed by an intercalary

month, whicli occupies double the space of an
ordinary month. Each month is headed by its

title, preceded in the case of the month called

S'tmou by the w-ord Mid, and in other cases by
the initial M. This word mid has been explained
as meaning 'month' {EC'el xix. 215, xxi. 23:
cf. Ir. mi, Welsh 7nis, 'month') ; but Loth contests

this interpretation [JiCel xxv. 130). To the title

are added in the case of months of 30 days, Mat,
and in the case of months of 29 days, Anm, except
in the ca.se of the month Equns of 30 days, which
has Anm. Seven months have 30 days, and live

29 days. Each month has its days numbered
from 1 to 15 ; then follows the word Atenoux,
.•uid the remaining days are again numbered 1

to 14 or 15. When they are 14 in number the
word DiVERTOMV or Divortomv follows. Each
number is followed by symbols, initial letters, or
words, the significance of which, save in a few-

cases, has not been discovered, and is preceded by
a small circular hole in wliich a peg may have
been inserted to mark eacli day as it arrivcil.

The names of the months as they occur in the
calendar are

:

Samon (30 days) Giamon (29 days)
Duman or Duinannos Simivis (30 d.ays)

(29 days)
Rivros (30 days) Equos (30 days)
Anacan or Anacantlos Elembiv (29 days)

(29 days)
Ogron (30 days) Edrini (30 days)
Cutios (30 days) Cantlos (29 days)
The name of the intercalary month of 30 days is

C'iallos.

Samon is the suninior-nionth, from ^santo- (cf. O. Ir. gntti,

'summer'); tiiamon, llie winter-month, from * gaiama- (cf.

Old Welsh gaein, 'winter'); Ogron, 'cold' (cf. Welsli orr-
"ogro-s, 'cold*); ItivroB, the month of the god Rivoa, llie

harvest-month, probal)ly August. Ilivos, accordinjr to UliPtt,

is the god whose statue was found along with the calendar.

lie is represented as Apollo, or perhaps as Augustus in the role
of Apollo. Augustus, who had gi\'fji his name to the month
of August, was chosen to represent Hives, the god whose name
gave the month Hivros = August (see Rh^s, Trans. 3rd Inter.
Vmig. Uist. liet., Oxford, lOOS, ii. 323(1.).

The calendar is obviously lunar. The months
are roughly lunar months; seven of 30 d.ays each
and live of 29 days each give a year of 355 days,
instead of the usual lunar year of 354 days as with
the Greeks. Lolh (RCel xxv. 120) comparesfor this

extra day the Irish, Welsh, and Breton phrase
in contracts, promises, etc., 'a year and a d.ay,'

and states that the formula belongs to an epoch
when the lun.ar year varied in duration from time
to time by a day. While the poiiular ctirrent year
of 354 days was retained, all chance of eiTor in

fulfilling the contract wiis avoided by prolonging
the duration of the contract by a day ; and it may
have been religious and judicial scruples which
led the Druids olhcially to a\igment the year by
a day. We may compare Numa's Roman year
(lunar) of 355 days, the number being decided
l>ecause of the belief in the virtue of odd ntimbers.
In the calendar of Coligny a month of 30 days
is intercalated every two and a half years, in efiect

making each year a year of 367 days. This is

evidently part of a system by which a given
number of lunar years was made to synchronize
with a given number of solar years.
De Ricci (RCel xix. 217, xxi. 25) finds the key to the system

in Pliny's reference to a period of 30 years. In 30 lunar years,
with 30 days intercalated every 2i years, there are 11,010
days, the difference between this and 30 solar years of 365-24

days (= 10,957-20 days) being 52-80 days. De Ricci supposes
(1) that every 15 years a month of 29 days was omitted,
equivalent to 68 days in 30 years, thus reducing the
difference to a fraction over 5 days ; or (2) noting that
the month Equos, of 30 days, has attached to it the letters

Anm, reserved for months of 29 days, he supposes an error
in the drawing up of the calendar. Altering Equos to a month
of 29 days, and including the intercalary days (=366 days in

the year), we obtain in the 30 years' cycle 10,980 days. In
30 solar years there are 10,957-20 days, which is nearlV equi-
valent to' 371 lunations of 29-53 days," viz. 10,955-63 days. If,

then, a month of 30 days w-ere omitted from the calendar every
30 years, this would give 10,950 days, increasing the error by
5-63 days. These, however, are problematical solutions, and
it is tmlikely that those who framed the calendar knew with
mathematical exactitude the true duration of solar and lunar
years. On the other hand, if they reckoned a solar year as
consisting of 360 days, and if we assume the error in the month
Equos, then the intercalated month of 30 days would give, in

2^ 3-ears, 915 days—exactly the number of days contamed in

2| solar years of 366 days. On such a system, if Equos were
really a month of 30 days, the solar year may have been
reckoned as containing 367 days, which would " produce the
same result.

The intercalary month of thirty days in 2i years,

equivalent to twelve days in each j-ear, has its

days called Ijy the name of the months in the
calendar, beginning with Samon. Thus the twelve
names are rei)oated two and a, half times. Among
the Cierm.ans and Hindus, as well as among the
(,'elts, are found traces of twelve intercalary days
or ' nights ' in the year ; and relics of the custom
still exist in Brittany, where the first twelve days
of January or the last si.x days of December ami
the first six of January are called ijimrdezinu, or
'supplementary days.' There is evidence also of

their existence in \Vales, where the twelve days
added to the lunar year of 354 days were called

Di/ddirm Di/dd<m, ' days of days' (William ab Ithel,

Bnrddax, Llandovery, 1862, p. 422 ft'.), equivalent
to the ' blank days ' of the Welsh laws. We
are thus, evidently, in presence of an old Indo-

European method of accommodating the lunar year
of 3.54 days to the solar year of 366 days (Loth,

IlCcl xxiv. 310, xxv. 118). lint in Brittany each
of these days is regarded as prognosticating the
character or qu.ality of .a moiitli in the coming
year. With tiiis maybe compared the fact that
in Bndimanic belief the twelve d.ays are ' an image
of the coming j'ear' (Schrader, op. oil. p. 391). De
Ricci, therefore, surmises (liCel xxiv. 31G) that
this superstition was entertained by the framers of
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the calendar, aiui tliat it is denoted liy the fact

that the days of the intercalary month bear the
names of the thirty months which folhjw, and in

the same order.

On one of the fraffmeiits which contahis the month Ciallos

that name i:j followed by Sonnocingos and a mutilated passaj^c,

which appears to refer to a 13th month and a year of 385 days,
I.e. the lunar year of the calendar (355 days), plus a month
of SO days. Sonnocingos, according to Loth ana Thurneysen,
means ' course of the sun,' while Loth supposes ciallos to be
connected with a root ki, * to collect,' giving it the meaning of

'collection' or r^sum^—'an etyuiolog.v confirmed by the fact

that the intercalary month collects in effect the 12 intercalary

days of 2 years, and the half of these 12 or 8 days of the
first half of the third year' (iJCei xxv. 119, cf. xxi. 14, 23).

A fragment of another calendar was discovered in 1802 in the

Lake of Antre, near Moiraiis (Jura) ; on it the month Ogron
appears to be mentioned (Villefosse, Comptes Jiendus de I'Acad.

aes Jnscr. xxvi. [ISJSl 2:>0).

3. Division of the year.—Apart from counting
by month.s or moons, tlie earliest divi-sion of time
was probably by seasons ratlier than by years

—

summer and winter, and later also sjjring. The
fourth season, autumn, was with the Aryans the
last of the seasons to receive a distinctive name
(Taylor, Oriijin of the Aryans, London, n.d., 164,

187 ; cf. also Schrader, op. cit. 366 f., 395-7). The
adaptation of the lunar months to a course of the
seasons tinally issued in the attempts to syn-
clironize lunar and solar time, but it is doubtful
whether among the Celts generally the course of

the year was divided by the equinoxes or solstices.

Traces of the division by 2, 3, or 4 seasons are
found in Celtic remains. Like the Teutons, they
divided the year primarily into two parts. This is

shown by the calendar of Coligny, since the inter-

calary month appears now before Samon, now
before Giamon, each of them the first of six months.
It appears also from Irish texts, which tell that
' the year was divided into two parts, i.e. the
Samradh, from Beltine to Samfhuin, and the
Geimhredh, from Samfhuin to Beltine ' (cited in

O'Donovan, Book of Rights, Dublin, 1847, Introd.
liii.). The year is also expressed by da se mis,
' twice six months,' in the Irish laws, where also

a division into two imequal parts is referred to

—

Samhfucht, a summer period of five months, and
Gamhfueht, a winter period of seven months.
But ' this division was evidently made to regu-
late the price of grazing lands' (O'Donovan, Iv. ).

In Welsh texts two divisions also occur, the calends
of May {Calan Mei, May 1st), and the calends
of winter {Calan Gayaf, Nov. 1st) (Ancient
Laws of Wales, ed. Owen, London, 1841, i. 396,
588). The year probably began with the winter
half ; this seems to have been the case in Ireland,
where Foghamhar ('the harvest') is defined as
the name given to the last month, and where
the year commenced witli Samhain {Samfhuin),
the day of the feast of Tara, i.e. Nov. 1st ; cf.

the phrase ' from one feast of Tara to another

'

(O'Donovan, liv. f. ; Loth, BCel xxv. 126). In
the Isle of Man, the beginning of the year with
Samhain is still commemorated by mummers, who,
on its eve, go round singing, ' To-night is New

j^
Year's night, Hogunnau ' (Kelly, £?!()'. and Manx
Diet., Douglas, 1866, s.v. ' Blein'). Tliere was
also a custom of reckoning years as winters, e.g.

Kulhwch's horse is said in the Mabiyiogion to be
four winters old (Rhj's, Ccltie Heathendom, London,
1888, p. 360). The calendar of Coligny affords

no evidence as to whether Giamon or Samon began
the year. But if Rivros is the harvest month,
appro.ximately August, and if Ogron means ' cold,'

then Samon cannot be May, since that would
make Ogron, a cold month = September. Probably,
therefore, Samon is approximately June, and
Giamon approximately December. Loth {RCel,
XXV. 130) points out that the name Mid Samon
is almost exactly equivalent to the Welsh, Breton,
and Irish names for June (Ir. mis 7nithemain=

A. Geimhredh
(winter half)

B. Samhradh
(summer half)

mcct-Samain = incdiu-samoni-, ' middle of summer').
In this case the twofold division of the year in the

calendar dill'ers from that followed in Ireland and
Wales, though, if Mid Samon is 'middle of

summer,' there is here a trace of the division

which made summer begin with May.
A threefold division of the year may have ob-

tained among the Celts at some period. In all

Aryan languages there is no primitive name for

autumn—the last of the four seasons to receive a
name. For the Celts this appears from the fact

that, out of the Celtic names for the four seasons,

three only are Indo-European,—those of winter,

spring, and summer,—while those for autumn have
arisen during the Celtic epoch. Some passages in

the Welsh laws may point to this threefold divi-

sion (Loth, iJCe/ XXV. 127 f.). Possibly, too, the
triple Celtic Matres, goddesses of that fertility

with which the course of the seasons was con-

nected, may owe their number to a tlireefold

division of the year.

The later fourfold division is sho>vn clearly by
the old Irish method of arranging the four seasons,

arrived at by subdividing the two halves of the
year

:

^Ist quarter, Geimhredh, begin-

I ning with the festival of Sam-
Imin, Nov. 1st.

2nd quarter, Earrach, beginning
Feb. 1st (sometimes called

Oimelc).

3rd quarter, Samhradh, begin-
ning with the festival of Bel-
tane, May 1st (called also

Cit-soman or Cet-samain, 1st

day of Sanwno-s ; cf. Welsh
Cyntefyn).

4th quarter, Foglmmhar, begin-
ning with the festival of

Lughnasadh, Aug. 1st (some-
times called Brontroghain).

For the texts and for the old explanations of

these names, see O'Donovan, lii. ff.

This fourfold division must have been general
over the Celtic area, for traces of the great festi-

vals, with which three of the divisions began,
still survive in folk-custom or can otherwise be
discovered. Thus survivals of Samhahi, Beltane,
and Liighnasadh are found in Brittany, Ireland,
Wales, the Isle of Man, and the Scottish High-
lands, while a festival in honour of the god Lug
occurred in Gaul on Aug. 1st (see these fully dis-

cussed under FESTIVALS [Celtic]). Traces of a
festival to open the spring are lacking. If such a
festival existed, it is now completely effaced by
St. Bridget's Day, Feb. 1st. The ritual of these
festivals, in accordance with the Celtic rule that
night preceded daj', began on the evening before
with the moon's rising (RCel iv. 189 ; Mounier,
Traditions compar(es, Paris, 1854, p. 222).

None of these festivals is connected with the
times of equinox and solstice. This points to the
fact that originally the Celtic year was inde-

pendent of these, that ' it was more thermometric
than astronomical, and the Lugnassad was, so to

say, its summer solstice ' (Rhj>s, 419 ; Lughnasadh
comes midway between Beltane and Samhain in

the summer half of the year). On the other hand,
there is ample evidence in folk-custom over the
«hole Celtic area, as in general over Europe, of

the ritual observance of Midsummer day, June
24th, and its eve, while this ritual is scarcely to

be distinguished from that of Beltane. It has
been argued tliat the ritual of an old pagan
summer feast was transferred, under Christian
influence, to that of St. John Baptist on Mid-
summer day, and tradition in Ireland alleges that
the change from Beltane to this feast was made
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by St. Patrick (O'Donovan, li. ; cf. Bertrand, llil.

dcs GtniloU; Paris, 1897, p. 105 ; Hyde, Lit. llUl.

of Inland, I.oiulon, 1899, p. 91 ; Kuatin-, lH^t.

of Ireland, tr. O'Maliony, 1866, p. 300 ; Griiiiui,

Tcut. Mi/i/iol. ii. G24). But, iu spite of tlie Cliris-

tian dements in tlie Midsummer festival, which
at all events denote a desire to bring it under
Church inlluonce, the pagan elements, even in

folk-custom, are strongly marked, while the festi-

val is so deeply rooted in an earlier paganism
all over Europe that this theory of transference

must be given uj). Without much acquaintance
with astronomy, men must have noted the period

of the sun's longest course from very early

times ; and it would probably be observed ritually.

Whether this ritual observance existed before

that of Beltane, or whether the two feasts arose

indepenileutly and entered into competition with
each other, it is impossible to say. Perhaps Bel-

tane was an early pastoral festival marking the

beginning of summer, when the herds went out to

pasture (in its ritual cattle were passed through
the (ire), and Midsummer w.as a more purely agri-

cultural festival. And, since their ritual asjiect

and pur])ose are similar, they may have borrowed
each from the other, thus representing different

currents of early custom. Or they may be later

fixed dates of an earlier movable summer festival.

Practically we may now regard them as twin
halves of such a festival (see Festiv.\ls [Celtic]).

The Celts may have observed in some fashion the

solstices and equinoxes, as the survivals of Mid-
summer Day tend to show, and as may be sug-

gested by such facts as that of the Helvetii

appointing a day close to the March equino.v for

an assembly of forces, perhaps because this was a
sacred day {C;esar, de Bell. Gall. i. 6). Home trace

of this may also be found in the phrase ' from the
middle of spring to the middle of autumn,' i.e.,

according to the old computation, from mid-March
to mid-September, in each case near the time of

the equinoxes. (The phrase occurs in ' Destruc-
tion of Da Derga's Hostel,' ECel xxii. 167.)

The solar arrangement, however, did not affect

theSamhain festival at the beginning of the Celtic

year, or that of Lughnasadh. "These remained, and
still remain in folk-custom, constant. Probably
vei-y ancient village rituals for fertility, which may
have been more or less liable to variation in the

time of celebration, mark the origin of these

greater periodic Celtic festivals. The latter were
connected mainly with the anthropomorphic div-

inities of growth and with magical rites to induce
fertility, and were apparently, in some cases, held
at a stated centre in each large district. Where
the Celts came under Roman influence, the ob-

servance of the Roman calendar tended to dis-

locate some of the festivals. Thus, in (i.uil, much
of the ritual of Samhain was transferred to the
calends of Januai-y. (Jermanic influences may
elsewhere have allected the Celtic calendar, since
some of the S.amhain ritual has passed over to

Yule. The influence of the Cliristian calendar,
with its list of feasts and saints' days, must also

be taken into account. Not only did the intro-

duction of the Roman calendar finally demolish
the iihl Celtic metlioil of computing time, but the
Church attempted, with varying success, to hallow
the older ritual by giving it a Christian colouring
or by substituting holy days for the old festivals.

Thu.s All Saints' and All Souls' Days occupy the
place of Samhain ; St. Bridget's Day occur.s on
Feb. 1st ; St. John Bai^ist's Day at ilidsummer

;

Lammas at Lughna-sadh. Again, while some of
the ritual of the old festivals still survives on
their actual date in folk-custom, some of it now
occurs on saints' days within the range of the
pagan festival days. Specially is this the case
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with the Samhain ritual, some of which is found
on St. Martin's Day (Martinnuis) and on other
saints' days in Nov. and Dec, while in Wales and
tlie Isle of Man Lughnasadh rites occur on the
lirst Sunday in August (see Rh.y^s, 421 f.).

4. Periods of years.—Certain periods of years
seem to have been regarded by the Celts as sig-

nificant, perhaps as sacred. In Irish and Welsh
texts these periods are referred to as if they
were well-marked divisions of time ; or certain
events, mythical or historical, are mentioned
as occurring within them or are dated by them,
showing that the mental outlook of the .scribe,

or of the folk among whom such traditional

events were told, had been prepossessed by the
influence of these periods. In the calendar of
Coligny, 2^ years is clearly marked out as such
a period, and the same period is mentioned in
Irish texts, e.g. king Laegaire entered Leinster
at the end of 2J years (liCcl xiii. 52). But the
period of 3 years is much more usual. This
is due, doubtless, to the sacred character of the
number three among the Celts, as is evidenced by
the three-headed gods and the number of triads,

Divine, mythical, and customary, etc., in Celtic

belief (cf. Rhys, Index, .i.v. ''riiree'; Usener,
'Dreiheit,' Rhein. iMiis. f. Phil, iviii. [1903] 31).

Note especially the three gods of Danu, the triple

war-goddesses, triple Matres, the three cranes,
three blemishes, three satires, the grouping of

heroes by three, the triads of Welsh literature,

etc. Wishes are made for three years ; mythic
kings reign for the same period ; and— still more
significant—the fair of Carman, celebrated at
Lughnasadh, was held every three years (Win-
disch and Stokes, Ir. Texte, Leipzig, iv. [1900]

273 ; RCel XV. 312). In the Welsh Mahinorjlon
and in the Welsh laws the same period occurs as

a round measure of time (Loth, Mub., Paris, 1889,

i. 83, ii. 2.5, 30; Anc. Laws, i. 263, 488). Still

more frequent both in Ireland and in Wales is the
period of 7 years, which had evidently a well-

marked and sacred significance, due, doubtless,

to the fondness for the number itself. Thus
mythic kings very frequently reign for that time ;

various events happen every 7 j'ears, or occur at
the end of 7 years, or continue during 7 years
(Loth, RCcl xxv. 138 a; , 14711'.). The feast of

Tara, held at Samhain, was celebrated every 7th
(or perhaps every 3rd) year (O'Donovan, 1.).

Finally, tlie period of 30 years, referred to by
Pliny, is mentioned as a round number of years
in certain passages in Irish texts (Loth, lit'el

xxv. 140). In the absence of definite st.atements

regarding such periods of years in the calendar of

insular Celts, these references must be taken for

what they are worth, but they seem at least to
indicate the actual measurement of time by 3 and
7 years.

5. The month.—The oldest Indo-European name
for periods of time was the ' month '

; and there

are traces, among the Teutons, Slavs, and other
peoples, of a custom of grouping the months by
two, considering them as brothers, as male and
female, or as full and empty mouths, and using
one name for two successive months qualified by
'gi'eat'and 'little,' etc. (Grimm, op. cit. ii. 7S8).

Loth (RCcl xxv. 124) considers that this usage
may have been current among the Celts, since

with some groups six of the twelve months have
taken Latin names, as if originally each two
months had but one name, while, occasionally,

one month still bears popularly the name of tiie

preceding month qualilied by ' little.' Be this a.s

it may, a primitive method of dividing the months
into half-months by the light half and dark half

of the moon is found among the Celts. In Celtic

ritual the influence of a waxing or waning moon
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was belicA-ed to be signiliuant (see NATUltK
[Celtic]). lU'iuo tlie lunar month wivs natur-
ally divideJ into two jiarts, one before and one
after full moon, in accordance with primitive
usage. The calendar of Coligny divides tlie lirst

15 days from the second 15 (or 14), whicli are also
numbered consecutively from 1 onwards, and be-

tween eiieli half is )ilaced in large letters the word
ATIiNOUX, indicating the night of the full moon,
' great night,' or, as Thurneysen translates it,

'renewal' (Ztschr. f. celt. Phil., Halle, 1S99, ii.

523 ft'.; cf. Mid. Ir. athnvghudh), the period at
which the month renewed itself. The same divi-

sion occurs in Wales, where pythewnos, a fort-

night, means ' a fifteen night,' and in Ireland,

where voicthigcs had a similar meaning and wliere
tcorci coict/iii/cs meant ' three fifteens,' i.e. a month
and a half (Loth, JiCd xxv. 131 ; Rhfs, 361).

6. The week.—Indo-European names for the
week were late in being devised, and it is doubtful
whether with the Celts, in spite of the saeredness
of the number 7, a week of 7 days or nights ex-
isted before Christian influences were felt among
them. Thus the Irish scachtmain, ' a week,' is

due to Christian missionary teaching and is a cor-

ruption of Lat. septimana (cf. Gael, scachduin,
Cornish scithun, Bret, sizun). The new week in

Wales was, however, called by a native name,
wythnos, ' eight nights,' in accordance with the
custom of reckoning a period with the night on
which it began and the night on which it ended.
Thus wythnus would be equivalent to 74 days, and
it is possible that here the name of an earlier sub-
division of the pythewnos has been used for the
later week of 7 days. Native to the Celts are
periods of 9 and of 3 nights and days. The
number 9 is of frequent occurrence and evidently
of sacred significance in Celtic texts, and a period
of 9 nights, or of 9 nights and days, is found
as a well-marked portion of time in Ireland, and
is called by R}i5-s (op. cit. 360) ' the nine-night
week.' In Irish its title is nomad, 'a space of
9 days ' (Stokes, ECel xxii. 428) ; cf. co cend
nomaide, ' until the end of a ninth,' i.e. of a 9-night
week,—a phrase of frequent occurrence in the
texts (cf. ECel xxii. 193),—while delays of 9 nights
and periods of 9 nights are found in the Irish
laws (Rhys, op. cit. "363 : Loth, BCel xxv. 134 ;

D'Arbois de Jubainville, Etudes sur le droit celt.,

Paris, 1895, i. 365, ii. 112). Equally in Welsh
texts and laws the same period is found, e.g.

delays of 9 days {Anc. Laws, i. 84, 94, 142, etc.),

whOe both in Wales and Ireland the names for
the 9-night week were sometimes applied popu-
larly to the new week.
Rhfe (op. cit. 308) supposes that the 9th night was held to

contain all the others, ' as being the boundary or limit within
which the week was comprised.' If this be so, in accordance
with the old rule of counting the night with which a period
ended as well as that with which it began, the period consisted
of 9 nights and 8 daj's. Thus a ' day ' must have intervened
between each week, if each began with a night, unless, as is

probable, the 9th night originally ended one week and began
another, i.e. it was common to both. Later the period is one
of 9 nights and 9 days. RhJ's also finds m^-thical personifica-
tions of the 9-night week according to two methods, and he
cites cases of 9 personifications of a more or less uniform
character, or a single personification with the attribute of 9
attaching to it (op. cit. 366 fl.). These must be regarded as
hypothetical. Probably the 9-night week was divided into
halves called tioinden, of 6 nights and 4 days (cf. the asss
noiitden (Had, * the Ulster men's sickness of a week,' explained
as 6 nights and 4 days). If 2 noinden thus made up the 9-niglit
week, the 6th night must have been reckoned to each half,
ending one and beginning another, as the 9th night also ended
one week and began another (cf. Rhys, 363, 368, 370).

The week of 9 days being found among many
races, its origin has been sought in various ways.
Some have seen in it a multiple of the sacred
number 3 (cf. the numerous triads and enneads
of beings in 'Da Derga's Hostel,' MCel xxii.
passim) ; others have adopted Kant's view that,
before the synodical month of 29J days was

.ulo]itod, the sidereal month of 27J days, divided
into three parts, originated the period of 9 days
(Loth, 7,'''./ xxv. 135 f.) ; Rli^s oilers another but
l)y no mi;ins convincing explanation (op. cit. 3G4).

If the sidereal month divided into three parts
produecil roughly a period of 9 days, this again
divided by 3 gave a period of 3 days. In any case
3 was a sacred number with the Celts, and a
period of 3 days and nights occurs frequently in

Irish and Welsh texts. Thus a delay of 3 nights
in judicial matters is frequent (D'Arbois de Jubain-
ville, op. cit. passim), and 3 nights and days of

fasting, of hosiritality, of a sojourn, of a journey,
of a truce, etc., are common (Loth, BCel xxv.
132 f. ;

' Tain bo Fraich,' ib. xxiv. 132 ;
' Finn and

the Man in tlie Tree,' ib. xxv. 347, etc.).

7. The day.—The old Celtic names of days
have been replaced by others borrowed from
other sources and due to Latin and Christian
influences (see MacBain, Etymol. Diet, of the

Gaelic Language, Inverness, 1896, p. 117 f.). As
has been seen, the days during which the moon
was waxing were with the Celts, as with other
peoples, considered propitious for many under-
takings, especially for ritual purposes. This is

gathered mainly from later folk-surrivals ; but
older evidence is found in the ease of the mistletoe
cut on the 6th day of the moon, and in the fact

that the Celtiberians danced in honour of their

god on the night of the full moon (Strabo, III.

iv. 6). Some evidence of ' lucky ' days is also

derived from the Irish texts (cf. e.g. ' Songs of

Buchet's House,' RCel xxv. 27). Certain days,
or groups of days, as well as certain hours of the
day or night, were doubtless considered lucky or
unlucky, as popular survivals show. Midday and
midnight, according to Lucan (PAaraa/. iii. 404 ff.),

were hours when the Divine guardian of the grove
showed himself, and when the priest himself
dreaded to approach it. Certain days were ap-

propriated to greater or lesser festivals, e.g. Sam-
hain. Beltane, Lughnasadh, on the first of the
respective months, as well as to other periodic

festivals, in some cases to divinities on their festal

days—the communal sacrifice of the hunters of

Galatia to their Artemis ' on the day of her birth

'

(Arrian, Cyneg. 33), the yearly sacrifices of the
Irish to Cenn Cruaich (BCel xvi. 35), the periodic

holocausts of the Gauls (Diod. Sic. v. 32). Refer-

ence may also be made to the meeting of the
Druids of Gaul ' at a fixed time of the year

'

(Cc-Esar, de Bell. Gall. vi. 13).

LiTERATUUE.—J. O'DoDovan, The Book of Rights, Introd.,

Dublin, 1847 ; J. Loth, ' L'Ann^e celtique,' RCel xsn'. [1904]

113 £f.; J. RhOs, Celtic Heathendom, London, 1898; E. K.
Chambers, ifediiBoal Stage, Oxford, 1903 ; H. D'Arbois de
Jubainville, £tudfs sur le droit celtique, Paris, 1895 ; G.
Dottin, Manuel pour servir d Vhistoire de Vantiquitd celtique,

Paris, 1906. For the calendar of Coligny : Dissard, Comptes
Rendus dt VAcademic des Inscriptions, xxv. [1897] 703 ff.,

xxvi. (1898] 161 ff., 299 fl.. Bulletin des Antimaires, Paris,

1898, p. 150 ; Esp6randieu, Calendrier de Coligny, Saint-

Maixent, 1898, RCel xxi. (1900), 2 suppl. plates ; Allmer,
Calendriers celtiques de Colignv . . . et du lac d'Antre, Vienna,
1S99; Thurneysen, Ztschr. f. celt. Phil., Halle, ii. [1899]

623ff.: Seymour de Ricci, RCel xix. [189S] 213ff., with plates,

xxi. [1900] 10 ff. J. A. AIacCulloch.

CALENDAR (Chinese).—The Chinese calendar,
which was practically copied by the Japanese,
with the substitution of Japanese for C hinese

names, is scarcely so ancient as is generally
supposed. It is true that at an early period the
Chinese became acquainted with a twelve-year
cycle of Juppiter, depending on that planet's pro-

gress through the twelve signs of the zodiac ; but
this cycle liad in China only astrological signifi-

cance, whereas in India it became part of the
calendrical system. It is equally true that the
Chinese early endeavoured to formulate a Inni-

solar year, and there is evidence of a year of 360
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days siilo by side with one of 3G6 days, the dis-

crepancy between tlie latter and the pnrely lunar
year of 'i'A days being adjusted liy intercalation

at intervals of tliree or live years. Chinese tra<ii-

(ion ascril)es to tlic Emperor Yao (24th cent, n.c.)

the institution of an astronomical hoard for the
regulation of the calendar, and this tribunal, which
still issues tlu! otiicial calendar each year, was
profoundly inlluenced by the science of the Jesuit
missionaries of the seventeenth century.

1. Era.—The Chinese have no initial point from
which su<:ceeding j'ears are numbered. When re-

cording dates, they usually give the name of the
Emperor and the j'car of his reign (the first year
of his reign being reckoned as beginning on the
New Year's Day after his accession), as is the prac-
tice in England with regard to Acts of Parliament.
Besides this, however, they also employ a sexa-
gesimal cycle, beginning with 2637 B.C., for the
J'ears anil days, and, to a limited extent, for the
months. The basis of this cycle is the five elements,
wood, fire, earth, metal, water {7nu, huo, t'u, kin,

sc/iiii), which, being divided into antitheses (active-

passive, male-female, etc.), give the sub-cycle of

the ten heavenly stems [kitn] : Ida ('growing
wood'), yi (' building wood'), jnng ('natural fire'),

ting ('artificial fire'), wu ('earth), hi ('earthen
ware '), keng (' metal '), sin ('wrought metal '),jin

('running water'), kuci ('standing water'). The
second sub-cycle is formed by the twelve earthly
branches (tschi), each designated by the name of

an animal. This duodenary cycle, which is also

found in Tibet, among the Tai and Khmer, and,
at least in part, in Egypt, Old Turkish inscriptions,

an<l the Turfan fragments (Ginzel, C'hronolor/ie,

i. 85 tl'., 404, 411, 413, 501 f. ; F. W. K. Muller,
' " Persisclie " Kalenderausdriicke im chines. Tripi-

taka,' in SBA W, 1908, pp. 460-463), is as follows

:

is6 ('mouse'), tscheu ('ox'), yin ('tiger'), mao
('hare'), schin ('dragon'), szS ('snake'), ngu
('horse'), wei ('slieep'), scfiin ('monkey'), yeu
('cock'), sin ('dog'), kai ('swine'). The kan and
Isi-hi are grouped together, beginning with kia-tsS,

and when the denary cycle has been repeated six

times and the duodenary live times, the initial com-
bination is repeated, an<l the cycle begins anew.
The year 1910 is the 47th year of the present

cycle ; and, as Chinese chronologers begin their

cyclic reckoning with the year 2637 li.C, the
])resent is the seventy-sixth cycle. But they have
not adopted the system of numbering their cycles

;

and therefore a reader cannot tell to which cycle
a date may belong, unless he be assisted by the
context. In some historical works one finds both
the (yclic number and the year of the reign given.

2. Year and month.—The Chinese year consists

of twelve (.synodic) lunar months, and is made
to con'espond with the solar year by the occasional
insertion of an additional, or intercalary, month.
The space of time covered by twelve of these lunar
months being less than the solar year by 10 days
21 hours, in every nineteen years there are seven
years of thirteen months. ^Ve shall now explain
the rule under which the intercalary months are
inserted. The length of a Chinese month is 2953
mean solar days ; and the time which the sun occu-
pies in passing through one of the twelve signs of
the zodiac averages 3044 days. These two periods
being of so nearly the same length, it happens
in most cases that a Chinese month begins when
the sun is in one sign of the zodiac, and termin-
ates when it is in another sign. But, as the month
is the shorter of the two periods, occa.sionally
there must come a time when a month begins atid
ends when the sun still remains in the same sign.

E\ery such month is adopted as an intcrcaliiry
month ; and by this simple plan there is provided
exactlj' the right number of intercalary months to

correct the divergence of the Chinese from the
.solar year. The intercalary month never occur.s

in the winter— not, as is generally supposed,
because of some arbitrary rule, but because the
sun (which moves faster in winter than in summer)
is then travelling at more than its average rate of
speed, and passes through a sign of the zodiac in
less time than is occupied by a lunar month, .so

that at that season a month cannot possibly begin
and end while the sun remains in the same sign.

At the present time the first month of the year
is known in Chinese by a special naine, Tsching-
yiie, 'hallowed (or true) month ' ; but the remain-
ing months are called the 'second month,' 'third
numth,' and so on. Anciently, however, the months
were designated according to the characters of the
Ischi, which also corresponded to the twelve zodiacal
signs (kung), although the latter were counted in
reverse order. These old Chinese month-names
were as follows : Tsi-yiie, Tscheu-yiie, Yin-yiie,
Mao-yiie, Schin-yiie, Szi-yiie, Ngu-yiie, Wei-yiie,
Schin-yiie, Ycu-yiie, Siii-yice, Hai-yiie, their names
being equivalent respectively to ' child,' ' bud,'
'jdant-basket,' 'open door,' 'motion,' 'completion,'
'encounter,' 'laden trees,' 'ripenes.s,' 'jug,' 'de-
struction,' 'return to rest.'

An intercalary month take.s its name from the
month which precedes it. Thus, if it follows the
fourth month, it is called the ' intercalary fourth
month.' Every month begins with the first day of
a new moon ; and the new year begins with the
first new moon after the sun enters Aquarius.
New Year's day thus varies between 20th January
and 19th February. As the length of a month is

29'53 days, it must consist sometimes of 29, some-
times of 30 days, the latter the more frequently.

It results from the above-described conditions
that the equinoxes occur regularly in the second
and eighth months, the solstices in the fifth and
cleventli months.
The Chinese have no formal division of the

month ; but it is a common practice among them
to speak of anything as hapjiening in the first

decade (1st to 10th day), middle decade (lltli

to 20th day), or last decade, of such a month,
much as we say, ' first week in June,' etc.

The first month of the luni-solar yc av was origin-

ally Yin-yiie, as ordered, according to tradition,

by Tschuan-hiii (2513 H.C). In the second dynasty
(1766-1123 B.C.) the beginning of the year had
retrograded a month, in the third (1122-255 B.C.)

two months, and in tlie fourth (255-209 B.C.) three
months, until the Emperor Wu-ti, in 104 B.C., in

his reformation of the calendar, is said to have
made the year once more begin with Yin-yue—

a

tradition which must not be taken too strictly.

3. Day.—As already noted, the Chinese divide
their days into sexagesimal periods, their names
being identical with those of the corresponding
years :

—

Kia-tsi, Yi-tschcu, Ping-yin, Ting-mao,
Wu-schin, Ki-szS, Keng-ngu, Sin-wei, Jin-schin,
Kuci-yeii, Kia-xiii, Yi-hai, Ping-tsl, Ting-tscheu,
W'li-i/in, Ki-/iiii(i, Keng-schin, Sin-szS, Jin-ngit,
Kuii ir.i. Kin--;, kin, Yi-yeu, Ping-siU, Ting-hai,
Wii-fs:'\ Ki-l.-iilini, Kcng-yin, Sin-mao, Jin-schin,
Knci-szf, Kiit-ngu, Yi-wei, Ping-schin, 21ng-yeu,
Wu-siii, Ki-hai, Keng-tsS, Sin-iselicu, Jinyin,
Kuei-mao, Kia-schin, Yi-szi, Ping-ngu, 'I'inq-wei,

Wu-srhin, Ki-yeu, Kcng-siii, tiiii-hai, Jm-tsS,
Kni'i-tschcu, Kia-yin, Yi-mau, Ping-schin, I'ing-

szi!, Wu-ngu, Ki-tvei, Kcng-schin, iiin-ycu, Jin-siu,

Kuci-hai. This cycle of days is found in the most
ancient historical records, the dates of im])ortant
events being recorded by mention of the cj'clic

day, as well as of the day of the month, month,
and .year of reign. These cycles, though not used
for onlinary pur)ioses, have been continued without
interruption to tlie present time. Besides this the
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Chinese have long possessed a cycle of 28 days,
designated by the names of the 28 lunar mansions
{sieu, linig): — liu ('horn'), k'tnifl ('neck'), ti

('fundament'), /((Hj)f ('room'), sin ('heart'), iixi

(' tail '), /,(' (' dung-basket'), tcu (' winnowing fan '),

nicK ('cattle'), »iJH ('virgin '), hiu ('grave-mound'),
wei Chouse-ridge'), schi ('sacrificial hearth'), pi
('wall'), kuci ('sandal'), leti ('harvest woman ),

icei ('Held watchman'), mno ('setting sun'), pi
('net'), tsui ('mouth'), ts^an ('e.xalted'), tsing
(' well'), kuci (' manes'), lieu ('pasture'), iijii/C con-
stellation'), tsrhnng ('net'), iji ('wing'), tsehcn
(' waggon '). The week of seven days, on the other
hand, is imknown, except in commercial centres
frccjiiented by Europeans, where for Monday,
Tuesday, etc., the names 'first day,' 'second day,'
etc. (Li pai i/i, Li pai 61, etc.), have been coined.
The day begins at midnight, and is divided into

12 tschi (see above, i), each of which is subdivided
into two parts, the former called tsch'u ('begin-
ning') or kiao ('odd'), and the latter tsching
('even'). Each of these halves is subdivided into
four k'o, or ' quarters ' (tsch'ii-k'o, ' beginning
quarter,' t/i-k'o, 'first quarter,' etc.); and a k'o
falls into 15 fen ('minutes'), while European in-
fluence lias introduced further divisions corre-
sponding to ' .seconds,' ' forenoon.' and 'afternoon.'

4. Other divisions.—An ad:L;i i:al method of
marking time is afforded by the ' Twenty-four Solar
Terms,' which are divisions of a solar year, and
quite independent of the official year with its

twelve or thirteen lunar months. These Solar
Terms commence alternately on the day of the
sun's entry into a sign of the zodiac, and on tlie

day of its reaching tlie 15th degree in the sign.
Their length thus averages 15-22 days, though it

varies between 14 and 16 days. The first term
begins when the sun reaches the 15th degree in
Aquarius, or approximately on the 5th of February.
These ' Terms,' which are alternately odd (tsie) and
even (k'i), have the following names :

—

Li-tsch'iin
('beginning of spring'), Yii-schui ('rain-water'),
Kinq-tschi ('coming-forth of worms'), Tsch'iin-fcn
('spring equinox'), Ts'ing-ming ('pure clearness'),
Ku-yii ('seed rain'), Li-hia ('beginning of sum-
mer'), Siao-man ('little fertility'), Mang-tschung
Cgi-ain in granaries'), Hia-tschi ('turning of
summer '), Siao-schu (

' little heat '), Ta-schu ( ' great
heat'), Li-ts'ieu ('beginning of autumn'), Tsch'u-
schu ('boundary of heat'), Pc-lti ('white dew'),
T«'ieM-/en( 'autumn equinox '),i/fni-/«( 'cold dew'),
Schuang-kiang ('fall of hoar-frost'), Li-tung ('be-
ginning of winter '), Siao-siie ('little snow '), Ta-siie
('great snow'), Tung-tschi ('turning of winter'),
Siao-han ('little cold'), Ta-han ('great cold').
These terms are marked in the almanac published
annually by the Government ; and agricultural
operations, sowing, etc., are always regidated by
them. Closely connected with them is the twelve
days' cycle often called the ' cycle of choice,' whose
twelve signs are associated wdth the 24 tsie-Ki just
enumerated, inasmuch as the last day of a k'i and
the first day of the following tsie come under the
same sign. The names of the signs of this twelve
days' cycle, which has some connexion with
astrology, are as follows:

—

kien ('attain'), tschu
('exclude'), man (' full'), 7)'m((7 (' indifferent '), ting
('determinative'), tsehi ('seize'), p'o ('break'),
wei ('dangerous'), tsch'ing ('complete'), schcu
('conceive'), k'ai (' open '), ;)(' ('close ').

Mention should also be made of the three Chinese
eras tschang, jm, and ki. The tscliang is 19 huii-
solar years, when the relation between the rise of
the new moon and the beginning of the Ki again
begins : the pu is a cycle of 72 years, when the
difference between the tropical solar year and the
lunar year is very nearly equal to the product of
the sidereal and synodical time of revolution of the

moon ; and the ki is equal to 20 7)m = 1440 years,
and represents 261 sexagesimal cycles.

LlTKRATUltE.—Gaubil, 'Traito de la clironolopie chiiioise,' in

Mt'moires dc I'acadt'mie des inscriptivn^, xvi., also ' Histoire de
rnslroiiomie chiiioiae,' in Lettres idifiantcs, xxvi. (raris, 1783)

;

H. Fritsche, On Chronology and the Construction of the

Calendar, with itpecial regard to the Chinese Computation 0/
Time compared with the Kuropean (St. Petersburj^, 1886) ; P.
Hoang, De Calendario Sinico faritK JioitOJies (Zi-Ka-\Vei, 1885);
M. Tchang, Synchroni^mes chinoises (Shanjihai, 1905); G.
Schlegel, Uranographie chinoise, i. 30, 86-485 (Leyden, 1875)

;

F. K. Ginzel, Handb. der mathematischen und technischen
Chronotogie, i. 450-498 (Leipzig, 1906); R. Schram, Kalen-
dan'ographische vnd chronologi&cke Tajeln, pp. xxvi-xxx,
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'i. L. Bullock and Louis H. Geay.
CALENDAR (Christian).—The Christian calen-

dar derived its name (in the languages of Western
Europe), as it did its form, from the Koman pagan
calendar (see Calendar [Roman]), which it gradu-
ally superseded. The germ of the Christian
calendar is to be sought in the customary ob-
servance, in each local church, of the death-days
of its martyrs and bishops. Lists of these were
preserved in the diptychs of each church. Refer-
ences to such lists meet us in St. Cyprian's letters.

Writing (Ep. 37) about recent martyrs, he gives
direction that the day of their death should be
noted in order that tlieir commemorations might
be celebrated among the memorials of martyrs.
In another letter (Ep. 34) he mentions as a well-

known custom the celebration of the anniversaries
of the Passions of martyrs. Tertullian (dc Coro-na,

xiii.), reproving Christians for taking part in pagan
commemorations, reminds them that they have
their own registers and/«s^(. Sozomen (HE v. 3)

testifies in regard to two neighbouring towns in

Palestine, Gaza and Constantia, that, although
they were united by Julian under one civil govern-
ment, each retained the festivals of its martyrs
and the commemorations of the priests who had
presided over it. See, further, COMMEMORATION
OF THE Dead.

1. Calendar of Filocalus.—The earliest festival

lists which have come down to us belong to the
local church of Rome. They are contained in a
compilation of chronological documents of the date
A.D. 354—itself a re-publication of an edition of

336. The title-page is inscribed ' Furius Dionysius
Filocalus titulavit.' The name of this calligrapher
is found in two inscriptions in Rome, in one of
which he describes himself as ' Daniasi Papae cultor

atque amator.' He appears to have been employed
by Daniasus in designing the lettering for the
metrical epitaphs which that Pope wrote for the
tombs of the martyrs. The compilation commences
with a civil calendar giving the national pagan
festivals, but marking the Christian week by the
letters A-G, which are prefixed in regular sequence
to the days, side by side with the nundinal letters

A-H. Tills probably had become a feature of the
State calendar since the observance of Sunday had
been legally sanctioned by Constantino in 321.

There is a list of con.suls from B.C. 510 to A.D. 354,
in connexion with which certain Christian events
are noted, viz. the birth and the death of Christ,
and the arrival in Rome of SS. Peter and Paul,
and their martyrdom. Other civil documents are
also given. Of special Christian interest are a
table of the days of the occurrence of Easter from
312 to 411, a catalogue of Bishops of Rome from
Peter to Liberius, and two lists entitled respectively
' Depositio episcoporum 'and ' Depusitio niartjTum,'
which note in calendar order the ilays of the burial
of the Roman bishops and martyrs, with the ]dace
of their interment, where the memorial service
was annually held. In these two lists, which we
may assume were copied from official archives, we
have the calendar of the Church of Rome, as
concerned immovable feasts, of the year 354.
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With very few exceptions all tlio enlrios appear in

the Koiiiau calernlar of the jiresent daj'.

An aiiulj'sis ol this primitive calendar yields the following

results. The ' Deposilio episcoporuni ' contains the names of

twelve bishops from Lucius (2f)l) to Julius (352). The last two,

Marcus and Julius, arc inserted at the end, out of c-alendar order,

by the second editor. One bishop of the period, Marcellus, is

omitted, and another, Xystus (Sixtus), is placed in the mart,yr

list. In the ' Depositio martyruni ' 62 names appear, of which
several are frequently assifned to a single day—that, no doubt,
on which they suffered tofxether, as we know to have been the
case with Perpetua and Feiicitas. 24 days in all are observed

—

Christmaa, which heads the list, and St. Peter's Chair, Feb. 22
(' VIII. Kal. Martias, Natale Petri de cathedra ') being included.

The only entries relating to foreigners are :
' Non. Martias

[March 71 (depositio) Perpetuae et Felicitatis, Africae
' ; and

' XVIII. Kal. Octob. [Sept. li] Cyjiriani, Africae, Romae cele-

bratur in (coemeterio) Callisti." There is no notice of martyrs
who suffered before the .Srd ccntur^. Tho r-firli.-^t mentioned are

Perpctuuand Felicitas (202). The .!!.-! c ,. . are Callistus

(222), Oct. 14, and Hippolytus .-iiul ! ,,;
:

i 0, Aug. 13.

We may therefore conclude that th'
i

i . ; > :
:.- 1. rating the

annivei-saries of the martyrs at tln^u ,_i;i'. l;. .Id not arise at

Rome until the 3rd century. If the festival oi any martyr of

the 1st or 2nd cent, had become traditional, it would hardly

have failed to find mention in the ' Depositio niartyriim.' The
entry 'Petri in Catacumbas et Pauli Ostense Tusco et IJ.asso

Cons.* [June 29] is not the anniversary of tlie martyrdom of

these Apostles, but the commemoration of the translation of

their remains in the year 258. The collection of Filocalus was
preserved until recenttimes in twoMSS of the 8th or 9th century.

One of these has totally disappeared, but two 17th cent, copies

remain, one at Brussels and the other at Rome. Of the second
MS, two fragments only survive in the library of Berne, but a

copy made from it when entire is in the Imperial library at

Vienna. (Mommsen has pubhshed the civil calendar in CJL i.

S34, the other documents in Mon. Germ. Auct. Ant. ix. 13 f.

For a summary of the contents of the collection, see Duchesne,
Lc Liber Pontifical-is, i. 1892, p. vi. f., and see also Rossi-

Duchesne, Acta Sanct., Nov., tom. 2, pars i. p. xlviii. f.)

2. Gothic calendar.—A fragment of a list of

martyrs, in the Gothic language, of the end of

the 4th cent., has been published by Mai from an
ancient palimpsest in the Ambrosian library at

Milan (Script. Vet. v. 06), and by INIigne {PL xviii.

878). It contains 38 days only,—from Oct. 23 to

Nov. 30,—and in addition to national saints in-

cludes the Apostles Philip and Andrew, and the

Emperor Con.stantine.

3. Calendar of Polemius Silvius.—A calendar

of complete frauiework, i.e. with all the days of

the year inserted, was drawn up by Polemius
Silvius in 448—in an appendix he names the consuls

of the following year—and addressed to Eucherius,

I5i.shop of Lyons (d. 4.30). Silvius had before him
another calendar, which, as he says in the preface,

he set himself to simplify for the use of the un-

learned. The calendar has a curious resemblance
to a modern almanac. Historical dates are entered,

as, e.g., the day of the capture of Rome by the

Gauls (Id. Feb.). The words 'Kalendre' 'Nonx,'
' Idus,' 'Epiphania' are explained by the author
after a manner of his own. Weather indications

are given. A few pagan festivals are recorded,

evidently as legal or business dates. Christian

commemorations are conne(-tc<l with 10 days only,

and include Christmas, St. Ste|)ben, Epiphany, St.

Vincent (Jan. 2-2), the Passion (March 25), the

Resurrection (March 27), St. Lawrence (Aug. 10),

Hippolytus (Aug. 12), and the Depositio SS. Petri

et Pauli, which is assigned to Feb. 22 instead

of June 29. The Maccabees (Aug. 1)—the one OT
commemoration in the West^—ajijiears here for the
first time. This calendar is preserved in a single

MS of the 12th cent, in the public library at

Brussels (edited lioll. Acta SS., June, vol. vil.,

Migne, PL xiii. G76, and Mommsen, OIL i. 33.')).

4. Calendar of Tours.—A list, of the fasts and
vigils in the diocese of Tours instituted by liishop

Perpetuus (4(il-490) linds a [ilace in the Jlisturia:

Francornm of Gregory, Bishop of Tours (x. 31).

It mentions only the chief festivals, i.e. those
preceded by a vigil. These are Christmas,
Epiphany, the Resurrection on the lixed day
March 27 (VI. Kal. April.—the only date given), as

well as Easter and Ascension Day ; also, among

others, the Nativity and Passion of St. J(din

Baptist,' St. Martin, St. Hilary, St. Peter's Chair
(Natale S" Petri episcopatus), and SS. Peter and
Paul. The station days, ijii^n-hi it yriufcrin,
from (Juinquage.sima to St. .lohn i;;i|iii 1 s day, are
appointed for ohservance anioiiusl tlic t.isls.

5. Calendar of Carthage.- I'his calendar was
first edited in 1682 by MabiUon in his Vetera
Anrdexia, Paris, iii. 3'JS. It was discovered by
him in the monastery of Clugny, written on two
parchment sheets, since lost, which formed the
covering of a copy of St. Jerome's commentary on
I.saiah. In this calendar, of the earlier Cartha-
ginian bishops Cyprian (d. 258) alone is mentioned,
being honoured as a martyr ; eight bishops are
commemorated as such, from Gratus who was
present at the Council of Sardica (343) to Eugenius
(d. 505). This latter date therefore marks the
age of the final redaction of the calendar. From
the names of the bishops, and that of St.

Augustine (Aug. 29), we conclude that the calen-

dar belonged to the Catholic Church and not to

the Donatists. It begins on XIII. Kal. Maias
(19th April), and ends on XIV. Kal. Mart. (Feb.

16)—the nine weeks during which Lent occurs
being omitted, either througli compliance with the
Eastern custom, attested by the Council of Laodicea
(between 343 and 381), whicli discouraged festi-

vals at that time, or simply owing to a defect in

the MS. The heading is :
' Hie continentur dies

nataliciorum martyrum et depositiones episcoporum
quos ecclesia Cartagenis anniversaria celebrant.'

Martyrs and bishops are not separated, as in the
Roman calendar, but the distinction is maintained
by the diti'erent descriptions

—

natalicia (birthdays,

i.e. into the higher life) and depositiones (burials)

—of their days in the heading. Moreover, in the
list ' depositio ' is prefixed to each bishop, except
in the ease of Cyprian (Sept. 14), who is classed

among the martyrs. The number of days com-
memorated— 79— shows a large increase when
compared with the 12 and 24 of the Roman lists of

a century and a half before. The calendar has
also become wider in its scope : 18 foreign names
appear in it, as compared with the 2 in the
Roman. Among these we observe 9 Roman saints,

8 of whom are not found in Filocalus, though no
doubt at this time they were commemoratea also

at Rome. And, as regards tlie African saints,

they do not belong exclusively to Carthage, as the
names in the Roman calendar are all Ryiiiaii.

Martyrs are included from the three ancient
African provinces, viz. Africa proper, Nuniidia,

and Mauretania. Festivals in honour of NT
events and personages have multiplied. Christmas
is now followed by its attendant feasts, St. Stejihen

(Dec. 26), St. John," here coupled with his lirother

James (Dec. 27), and the Holy Infants (Dec. 28).

With Christmas is also connected the day of St.

.lohn Baptist, i.e. his Nativity (VIII. Kal. Jul.-

VIII. Kal. Jan. representing tlie six months'
interval of Lk 1-'). We find akso Epijihany
(.Ian. 6), SS. Peter and Paul (June 29), St. Luke
(Oct. 13), and St. Andrew (Nov. 29). The Macca-
bees (Aug. 1) has now gained a firm footing in the
West (see Calendar of 1*. Silvius above, §3).

6. Syrian calendar.—The calendars which have
hitherto occupied us were mainly of a local char-

acter. We come now to a calendar which takes a
wider range, being formed by the inclusion of the

Saints' lists of several Churches.
In 1837 there was discovered by Dr. Henry Tattani in the

monastery of 8t. Mai-y Deipara, on the Nitrian Lakes in

In the Sacramcntarium Gnilici

Baptist (t'.e. his Nativity) is followed by a 1

SS for .St. John
for his Passion

(Mnratori, Lit. limn. Vtt. 174,S, 878, 9).

-The text has 'sancti Johannia £n;^fi5(rtc'—undoubtedly a
copyist's error for Aposloli, as tho Baptist is commemorated in

the calendar on June 24.
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Ekjt*. a codex containing—in addition to tlie Clementine
Itecuifnitioiu!, Euscbius on the Theophania, and other works—
an ancient calendar written in Syriac. Tattam acquired the
MS (or the British Museum, where it now lies. The calendar was
Urst edited by W. Wrightin the Joum. 0/ Sacred Lit., 18S(i, viii.

46 ff., with an Eng. tr. 423 II., and subsequently bv U. Oratlin in
the 2nd Nov. vol. o( the Ada Sanctorum, lU., the names being
turned into Greek by Duchesne. A note in the last page of the
codex is to the ellcL't that it was comi>letcd at Edessa in 411.

The calendar consists of two parts. Part I. is

arranged according to the Houian montlis (to which
Syriac titles are §iven), and contains the names
of martyrs belonging to the Koman Empire. It
begins on the day after Christmas (Dec. 26),' and
ends on Nov. 24. I'art II. contains a list of Persian
martyrs, arranged in the order of their ecclesiastical
standing as bishops, presbyters, and deacons. As no
dates are given, it must be regarded as a hi.storical

record, not as a calendar of martyr-festivals.
The calendar proper {i.e. Part I.) is evidently

compiled from the martyr-lists of the chief cities
in the Eastern (trans-Adriatic) part of the Empire.
Only one local Roman feast (Xystus) occurs in it,

and one African (Perpetua and her companions).
The place of honour is given to Nicomedia, whicli
has been credited with by far the largest number
(32) of entries. From th'is and other indications
we may infer that the first editor had his home in
Nicomedia, and wrote in Greek. The date of his
work is not earlier than 362, as martyrs are recorded
who are mentioned by Socrates and Sozomen as
having suffered under Julian. Owing to careless
editing, many saints are mentioned twice or even
thrice. The names of distinguished martyrs had
found place not only in their own but in other
calendars, and when the lists were combined, in
cases where the day of celebration diflered, they
were allowed to appear again and again. The com-
pilation is made up of Arian calendars. In the list

received from Alexandria, Athanasius is omitted,
but Arius is included. ' At Alexandria, Areios the
presbyter ' is the entry opposite July 6. Lucian (of
(Antioch), Jan. 7,andEusebius(of Cajsarea), May30,
are also commemorated. Possibly also ' Eusebius,'
Nov. 8, is the Arian bishop of Nicomedia. But in
substance the Catholic and Arian calendars must
have been much the same, as after the schism both
parties, no doubt, retained the old lists, merely
adding distinguished partisans. In 15 entries the
words ' of the ancient martyrs ' are added to tlie
name. If, as seems likely, this means that the
martyrs mentioned suH'ered before the persecution
of Diocletian, it follows that by far the greater
number of the names of this calendar date from
that persecution. From Nicomedia the calendar
in all probability came to Antioch, and tliere
received the long list of martyrs, falling little
short of the Nicomedian, credited to that city.
Thence it was carried to Edessa, where it was
translated into the Syriac vernacular, and again
augmented by the addition of local saints. Here
also the list of Persian martyrs was appended ; and,
as thus edited, the calendar in the MS of 411 has
come do^^^l to us. In this calendar the only
festivals other than Saints' days noted are Epi-
phany and Easter, the latter in connexion with the
commemoration of All Martyrs, which is assigned
to the following Friday. The only Apostles com-
memorated are SS. John and James (Dec. 27), and
SS. Paul and Peter (Dec. 28). St. Stephen, who is
also called an Apostle, appears on Dec. 26.

7. The Hieronymian Martyrology.—The ten-
dency to combine local festival records in one list,
which we observe in the Syrian calendar, finds its
fullest develojjment in the compilation which came
to be popularly known as the Hieronymian Mar-

1 The omission of Christmas is remarkable. It prob.%bly stood
at the commencement of the year in the original Greek te\t
and was struck out by the Syrian copyist, influenced by the
usage of his own Church.

-..
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tyrology.' It comprises, as its chief elements, the
calendars of Home, Carthage, and Syria. The
nucleus of the work is the Homan calendar, but of

a later stage than that presented to us by Filocalus.
As it appears in H.M., it shows a great increase
in martyr festivals. The 22 days marked for
observance in A.D. 354 have grown to some 150,
and, instead of the one or two names then allotted
to each day, groups—sometimes large groups—of
names are almost invariably found. The calendar
has, moreover, ceased to be merely urban and
suburban. It includes all Middle Italy. Opposite
' Romaj ' are placed festivals of places a consider-
able distance from the city, even as far oflfas Forum
Sempronii, 174 miles away—the number of miles
from Kome being here, as elsewhere, noted in the
text. The list of Roman bisliops, kept separate
from that of the martyrs by the chronographer of
354, has been made a part of the general calendar,
and has been continued (with the sole omission of
Zosimus) to Boniface I., of whom both the con-
secration day (IV. Kal. Jan.) and the death day
(II. Non. Sept. ) are given. As the consecration day
would be observed only during the lifetime of the
bishop, it may be concluded that the Roman cal-

endar was received into the work shortly after the
death of Boniface (422). After Boniface only Popes
of wide-spread fame ajipear—such as Leo the Great,
Hilary, and Gregory the Great—attached to whose
names often occurs a notice showing that they
were exceptionally added : e.g. IV. Id. Sept.
' Hilarius per quem Victorius ordinem paschalem
conscripsit. ' With the Roman calendar were in-

corporated the calendars, in part or whole, of other
Italian cities—which probably already formed two
collections (of Upper and Lower Italy) before they
came into the compiler's hands—and the calendar
of Carthage. To the calendar of the West thus
formed, a later editor added the Syrian festival list

—that is, its first part, for of the second he seems
wholly ignorant—and thus gave a kind of ecu-
menical character to the work. Like the Roman,
the two other chief sources have been received into
H.M. with augmentations, as compared, that is,

with the independent forms known to us. The
African list has been swollen by a number of
martyrs who, it has been conjectured, suffered
during the raid of Genseric, 428 (Achelis, Die
Mart. pp. 103, 107). The Syrian calendar has been
extended to 460, as the translation of the remains
of St. Simeon Stylites, which took place in that year,
is commemorated on Jan. 5. It is noteworthy that
the editor, who evidently accepted the calendar as
Catholic, has in all innocence taken over its Arian
colouring, the commemoration of the two bishops
Eusebius being retained, and even that of Arius
himself, his name appearing in the corrupted forms
Arthoci, Artotes, or Ari Thoti in ditierent MSS.
The preface to H.M. takes the form of a letter addressed to

St. Jerome by two bishops of North Italy, Chromatius o(
Aquileia and Heliodorus of Altinum, in which they beg him to
send them from the archives of Caesarea the famous festal
calendar of Eusebius ; and of his reply, stating that he w.is sending
them this calendar in a curtailed form which included only the
most notable martyrs, and with the names arranged according
to the months and days of the year. It was through this
fabulous association of the work with St. Jerome (d. 420) that
the Martyrology received its name, and no doubt won in large
measure the prominent position which it attained. The pre-
face is first cited by Cassiodorus (de InstiliUione tUvin. IM.
xxxii., Migne, PL Ixx. 1148) in 644. As H.M. must have been
then in currency, its final compilation, i.e. that which united
its Eastern with its Western elements, may be assigned to an
earlier date (c. 630) in the 6th century. Towards the end of
that cent, the knowledge of it had reached the East. In 698,
Eulogius, Patriarch of Alexandria, requested Gregory the Great
to send him ' the deeds of the martyrs collected by Eusebius,'
—a clear reference to the preface of H.M.,—and the" Pope in his
reply alludes plainly to the Martyrology. The compiler of H.M.
was undoubtedly a native of North Ital,v. The additions which
he made to his ancient materials are, as we have seen, mainly

1 Hereafter cited as H.M.
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lurLin, and the memorials ot the northern cities setni Inst

known to him. He has also selected North Italian bishops as

correspondents with St. Jerome in the preface.

A work like H.M. would naturally receive au^pncntations
from time to time. The most remarkable of these took place

in Gaul. The numerous, almost daily, notices of QaUican saints,

with other indications of GaUican use, point to this. Probably
tliis expansion of H.M. occurred at Auxerre, which, a!thouj;h

a comparatively insignificant town, furnishes more festivals

than any other, and has all its bishops noticed but one. The
last bishop whose name is recorded is Aunacharius, and, as his
' natale,' i.e. entrance upon olfice (Prid. Kal. Aujr.), only—and not
his death—is commemorated, we may assume Uiat the recension

was made durin;; his lifetime or shortly after (c. 592). All

existing MSS of H.M. are derived from this Gallican edition.

Tlie filartyrology contains more than 8000 names of saints, large

grovips be'ing allotted to each day. On June 2 the names of 22i)

saints appear. It frequently happens that the same martyr i-s

commemorated on different days, in connexion with different

places. This was a natural result of an uncritical combination
of several calendars, when no care was taken to avoid re-

petitions. Transcriptional errors abound, in many cases render-

mg the entries unmeaning. We find often, as in the instance

given above, names divided, or two names fused into one.

*SIilia' is sometimes changed into 'milites.* The names of

cemeteries are regarded as names of martyrs. So great is the

confusion, that de Buck, the first critical reviewer of H.M.,

gives as his verdict :
' Nullus forte in universa antiquitate

horribilior liber' (ProiEmium to Index Hagiologicus ad Acta

SS. Supplementum, Oct.). And the latest editors, de Rossi

and Duclicsne, in despair of emending the text, have simply

printed the three chief MSS in parallel columns (their edition

is prefixed to Acta Sanctorum, Nov., torn, ii., pars prior).

8. The later Martyrologies. — Martyrologies,

called ' Menologies' by the Greeks, are distinguished

from calendars in this, that they do not merely give

the names and dates of saints, but add historical

or legendary accounts of their martyrdoms. Occa-

sionally in H. M. the entries of the deaths of martyrs

are thus enlarged, but this feature became charac-

teristic in the works which succeeded and were
based upon it, and which are therefore projierly

termed Historical Martyrologies. The chief sources

from which the.se accounts are derived are, in addi-

tion to H.M., t\ie. Passio7ts and Acts ofthe Martyrs,

the works of Eusebius, Kufinus, Jerome, Cyprian,

Gregory the Great, the Liber pontificalis, etc.

The series of Historical Martyrologies commences
with the Martyrologlum Romanum Parvuin,^ com-
posed at Rome about 700. It makes a ratlier spar-

ing use of biographical matter, so that the Passions

found in H.M. are often more diffuse. About
the same time Bede drew up his MartjTology. He
made large extracts from his autliorities, and
.-tdded several English and Frankish .saints to the

Konian list, and also, contrary to the Western
usage, introduced some names from the OT, taking

their dates from Greek Menologies. He left many
days vacant, but the.se were filled up by later lianils,

so that it is impossible to decide how much of the

Marty rology ascribed to Bede is actually his. Bede
was followed by a line of successors, each of whom
used the works of his predecessors, whUe availing

him.self of other materials. These subsequent

writers were Florus of Lyons (c. 830) ; Wandelbert
of I'rum, who composed, a metrical Martyrology
(f. 848); Ilrabanus Maurus (c. 850), whose work,

in the opinion of Achelis, is indeiiendcnt of Bede
;

Ado, Bishop of Vienne ('. 870) ; Usuard, a monk
of St. Germain-des-Pres, Paris (c. 875), whose book
is practically an epitome of Ado's, and was the

most used of all the Historical Martyrologies; and
Notker Balbulus, a monk of St. Gall (c. 8'J6). The
Marti/rolvr/ium Konmmim, which was compiled by
Baroiiius at the instance of Gregory Xlll., is a
revised and augmented edition of Usuard. It

was prescribed for exclusive use in choir, at the

canonical liours, by a Papal brief in 1584.

Achelis traces a twofold series of MartjTologies, starting from
H.M. : a Uomau-Krench line, viz. M.R.P., Ado, Usuard, and Bar-

onius ; andan Anglo-Saxon-Germanline, viz. Bede,Kloru9,Wandel-
bert, Ilrabanus Maurus, and Notker. Dom (^uentin does not

make this distinction. He reg.ards Iledc as the source of all the

later Martyrologies, and places M.U.P. late in the series, after S18.

The foremcntioned Martyrologies were written in

, 1 Hereafter cited aa M.It.P.

Latin. A Martyrology in Anglo Saxon, wliicli is

probably a translation made c. S.jO from a I<atin

original of 750, has been edited by Herzfehl, London,
1900. Two others, in Irish, and including many
Irish saints, have come down to us—the Martyr-
ology of Oengus, of the date 804, composed in

rhymed verse, and the Martyrology of Gorman,
also metrical, written between UGli and 1174 (both

edited by Whitley Stokes for Henry Bradshaw
Society, 1895 and 1905). The need for Historical

Martyrologies arose from the practice of reading the

Passions of the Saints during Divine Service. This
ctistom is fir.st mentioned by Aurelian, Bishop of

Aries (545) {Ref/iila. ad tno7iachos, Migne, PL Ixviii.

;i9(j). It was the origin of the Lections subsecjuently

inserted in the Breviary. The earlier practice was
to read passages from Holy Scripture ahme.

g. Later calendars.—We have seen that H.M.
is essentially a collection of the calendars of local

churches. Such calendars, in fact, could be in

many cases reconstructed from the materials which
it furnishes. But, apart from H.M. and tlie early

calendars of whicli we have already treated, we
do not meet with calendars proper until the Sth
century. In the West, however, the lack of

calendars is supplied by the liturgical books of the
Koman and Gallican {i.e. non-Roman) rites, as in

them provision is made for special JSIasses on Sun-
days and other days of observance, following the

local festival lists. The books of the Greek Church
do not help us here, as it has never been the Eastern
custom to vary the Litui'gy according to the day
or season. In the Western Service-books the

Sunday cycle appears for the first time, and thus
an important feature is supplied, in which the early

calendars and the Martyrologies, which, with rare

exceptions, notice immovable feasts only, are lack-

ing. At tirst the Saints' days were distributed

through the whole year, but eventually, as their

number continued to increase, they were placed

together in a separate division of the Service-books,

the Proprium de .Sanctis, apart from the cycle of

Sunday services, the Proprium de tempore.

Belonging to the 7th cent., among books of the Gallican rite,

we have the Missale Gothicum, which was apparently drawn up
for the diocese of Autun ; the Lectionary (i.e. book of Lectiona

read in the Mass throughoutthe year)of Luxeuil, which probably

represents the use of the church of Paris (Dom Morin, Hevtie

ISi'n-'dictine, 1893, p. 43S) ; and the Lectionary of Silos (ed. Morin,

Bruges, 1803, under the title Liber Comicus),^ which shows the

festival hst ot the ancient ecclesiastical province of Toledo. To
the 7th cent, also belongs the Gelasian Sacramentary, a Koman
Service-book in use in France before the time of Charlemagne.
The earher Leonine Sacramentary, being a private collection of

Masses, is an uncertain guide as to the calendar of its age.

Coming to the Sth cent., we have the Gregorian Sacramentary,
containing the Roman liturgical services of the time, adapted for

use in France (for the Roman Sacramentaries, see art. Collect).

In it, with iUcuin's supplement, the Suiidaj' cycle, as represented

in \hii Proprium de tempore <'l ti.' li'. r i:!--;ils, is almost com-
plete. We have also the (.';.! ' i i ' i magne (ed. Piper,

Berlin, 1858)—a Roman caleii :
i

,
I rankish saints in-

serted. Of the same age is a 1.- i:. n ;;.
i

iliii,hed by Fronteau
in Ki'i, from a MS written in gold cli:ir:irtcr3 belonging to the

Church of St. Genevieve, Paris. The East is represented in lliis

century by Coptic calendars published by Selden i,de Synrdrii.<,

iii. 15, London, 1660-56)from MSS which have since disappeared
;

and by the Menology of Constantinople, which gives a long list

of the martyrs, confessors, and doctors of the Eiwtern Chunh,
but only three martyrs of the West—Lawrence, Gervasius, and
Protasius (ed. by Morcelli, Rome, 1788).

To the 9th cent, belongs the Sacramentary of Cologne, which

contains a complete calendar—that of Rome, with the addilion

of the IocaI saints of Cologne. The Sacramentary has bun
printed, but without the calendar, by Panielius, Citurinruii

Eccles. Lot., torn, ii., Cologne, 1571. The 'Comes' ot Ada at

Treves, with full festival list, is also of this cent. (ed. in Die

Trierer Ada-Ilandschri/t, Leipzig, ISS9, pp. 10-t7); so is the

niarUe calendar of Naples, which is remarkable as containing

several Eastern features ; e.ij. OT personages are admitted, the

Council of Ephesus is commemorated (Aug, 4), also Cnnstantine

(May 21), Theodusius (Nov. 10), and a few Bishops of Constan-

tinople (ed. Mai, A'oid Coll. Script. Vet., Uomc, 1821). Anollier

calendar of the 9th cent, is incorporated in a treatise de Compute

1 From ' Comes '= 'Lectionarius,' i.e. the book which is the
' companion ' of the priest in Divine worship.
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by an unknown author (Mignc, PL cxxix. 1274). 11 socms to
belong to the diocese of Sens. The Leofric Missal (ed. Wanen,
0.tford, 1883) contains the calendar of Glastonbury, c. 970. At
foot of p. xliv. the editor gives a list of English calendars in MSS
o( !)th to 11th centuries. The Bosworth Psalter (ed. Giwciuot
and Bishop, London, IMS), gives tlie calendar of Canterhurv
(between 938 and 1023) practically as it stood before Archbishop
Lanfranc substituted for it the calendar of Winchester, the
capital.

When llissals and Breviaries took the place of the earlier
Sacranientaries, Lectionaries, etc., they were generally provided
with calendars. A great number of these, and also of separate
calendars, have survived, and many have heen published. See
for specimens Ilampson, Mcdii cevi Kalaularium, vol. i.,

Lon<lon, 1S41.
With the exception of the Irish and Anglo-Saxon documents

ttlreadyreferred to, vernacularcalendars are hardly nietwith until
towards the close of the Middle Ages. A calendar in French, of
the 13th cent., is preserved in the l-ibrary of Paris. Another in
Konnan French of the 14th cent. (Harl. MSS. Cod. 273) is in-
cluded in Hampson's collection (see above). Calendars in OrTinan
also appear for the first time in the 14th century. The me.li:. \al
calend.irs, like those preflxed to modem missals and broviniiis,
and lo the Book of Common Prayer, are ' perpetual,' i.e. not. for
any special year, but containing only the invariable elements
TOmmon to all years, tables being generally provided by which
the movable feasts for any particular year may be ascertained.
The first printed calendars imitate the MSS in their arrange-
ment, and, like them, are perpetual. Weale (Anateota liturgica,
vol. I., LiUc and Bruges, 1889) gives calendars of the 16th and
early 16th cent, belonging to several continental dioceses.
Heitz (Hundert Kalenaer-lnkunaheln, Strassburg, 1905) has
reproduced in facsimile 100 calendars printed for popular use
in Germany in the 16th century. They consist of smgle broad-
Bheets, are mainly written in German, and mostly contain only
a few dates, ecclesiastical and civil. The first calendar for a
definite year was printed in German and Latin by John Rcno-
montanus at Nuremberg in 1475. It is arranged for the years
1475, 1494, and 1613, as the first years of a nineteen-year cycle,
and so designed that the dates for other years can be calculated
from it.

10. The Sunday cycle.—(1) Western.—AW Sun-
tlays in the year, like the movable festivals, depend
upon the date of Easter, with the exception of
those connected with Advent and Christinas, i.e.
those which occur from Nov. 27 to Jan. 6, both
inclusive. The Sunday cycle bes^ins with Advent
Sunday, which is always the nearest Sunday to the
Feast of St. Andrew (Nov. 30), either before or
after. Three more Sundays in Advent follow

;

then two after Christmas, in case Advent Sunday
falls on a day from Nov. 28 to Dec. 1, otherwise
only one. Next come Sundays after Epiphany—
from one to six, according to the position of Easter

;

Septuagesima
; Sexagesima ; Quinquagesima ; six

Sundays in Lent—the two last being generally
known as Passion Sunday and Palm Sunday

;

Easter Day ; five Sundays after Easter ; Sunday
after Ascension ; Whitsunday ; Trinity Sunday ; and
lastly, Sundays after Trinity—from twenty-two to
twenty-seven, according as Easter falls later or
earlier. The reckoning of Sundays after Trinity is
that of the Church of England, and the one tliat
appears in most English almanacs. The Church of
Koine and the Greek Church number the Sundays
after Pentecost (Whitsunday).

(2) Ea.9tern.—ln the East, all the Sundays except
those immediately before and after Christmas Day,
Epiphany, and the Exaltation, depend upon Easter.
According to the calendar of Constantinople, with
which the Russian and Georgian practically agree,
the cycle of Sunday observance begins with the
Sunday which in the West immediately precedes
Septuagesima; i.e. it starts with the sea-son pre-
paratory to Easter. The Sundays usually take their
names from the Gospel of the day. The 1st Sunday
IS called the Sunday of the Publ'ican and the Phari-
see (Lk 18i»-"). Then follow in order : the Sunday
of the Prodigal .Son (Lk IS"-^^) ; Abstinence
Sunday, mpiaKij ttjs dirdKpea (the We.stern Sexa-
gesima)—so called because it is the last day on
which flesh is eaten, though the fast does not begin
until the following week ; Cheese-eating Sunday,
KvpiaKi} T?s Tupo(pdyov (Quinquagesima)—thus named
because cheese and butter are allowed to be eaten
until the end of the day; l.st Sunday of the Fast,
or of Orthodoxy (1st Sunday in Lent)—com-

incniorating the conclusion of the iconoclastic
controver.sy ; 2nd, 3rd, 4lh, Gth Sundays of the
l'"ast ; I'alm Sunday [Holy and Great Monday,
Tuesday, etc.]; Eastei-jDay («r. toO Iltiirxa), some-
times called Bright (Ad/xirpa) Sunday [Monday,
Tuesday, etc., of the Renewal (AiaKaij/^iri/ios)]

;

Antipascha, or Sunday of St. Thomas (Jn 20'"")

;

Sunday of the Ointment-Rearers (Mk l.'j^-ie')

;

Sunday of the Paralytic (Jn 5'-'')
; Sunday of the

Samaritan Woman (Jn 4'^-'-)
; Sunday of the Blind

Man (Jn Q'-"") [Ascension Thursday]; Sunday of
the 318 Fathers of Nica:'a ; Holy Pentecost ; and
All .Saints' Sunday (Trinity Sunday). The Sundays
that follow are numbered after Pentecost, or are
styled the Sundays of St. Matthew. Next come
Sunday before the Exaltation, i.e. of the Holy (IJross

(Sept. 14); and Sunday after the Exaltation. The
Sundays onwards, up to that which corresponds
with the Western 2nd Sunday in Advent, are
numbered after Pentecost, or are styled Sundays
of St. Luke. Then follow : Sunday of the Holy
Forefathers ; Sunday before the Nativity of Christ;
Sunday after the Nativity ; Sunday before the
Liglits, i.e. Epiphany ; and Sunday after the Lights.
The remaining Sundays, up to the Sunday of the
Publican, are reckoned after Pentecost, or are
called Sundays of .St. Luke.

II. The computation of Easter.—The primitive
Christians all agreed in celebrating Christ's death
and resurrection at the season when they actually
occurred, that is, at the time of the Jewish Pass-
over. They also agreed tliat the Crucifixion took
place on a Friday which coincided with the 14th
day of the first Jewish (lunar) month Nisan, the
day on wliich the Paschal lamb was slain. But a
division of opinion prevailed as to the days or day
on which the death and resurrection should be
commemorated. The Christians of Rome and of
the West, claiming the authority of St. Peter and
St. Paul, \\ith many Eastern Churches, attached
most importance to the days of the week, Friday
and Sunday, on which these events happened.
If 14th Nisan did not fall upon a Friday, they
celebrated the death of Christ on the Friday
following it, and the resurrection on the Sunday
that succeeded, continuing their fast untU the
latter date. On the other'hand, the Christians of
Asia (proconsular) and of some neighbouring pro-
vinces, who traced their tradition back to St. John
and St. Philip, insisted upon tlie observance of the
day of the month on which our Lord suffered, hence
receiving the name of ' C^uartodecimans.' They
always celebrated Christ's death on 14th Nisan,
irrespective of the day of the week, and, ending their
fast at 3 p.m. (the hour when our Lord expired),
then began their Paschal feast, thus commemorating
the death and resurrection on the same day. It is
noteworthy that 'Pascha,' which subsequently
came to mean the day of the resurrection, was
employed, when first used as a Christian term, to
designate the day of the passion (Tertullian, adv.
Jud. 10; de Bapt. 19). The distinction of Trdirxa
a-Tavpticni^oi', Good P'riday, from vda-xa dvaaTiaifiov,
Easter Day, marks a transitional use of the word
(Suicer, Thes. eccl. ii. 621 f., i. 304).
The first recorded occasion on which the two customs came

mto competition was the visit of Polvcarp, Bishop of Smvrna, to
Amcetus, Bishop of Rome (c. 16S). It was then Judged fitting
that each party should abide by its oivn usage. The controversy
was renewed in 198 by a later Bishop of Rome, Victor. At hia
instance, apparently, several Councils were held in the East and
West, which decided against the Quartodecimans. These refused
to a'nc up their traditional usage, and found a champion in
['

'
'

'''•- I'i ii'ip of Ephesus, who wrote a vigorous letter to
*

'

I' "Of their position. Victor excoimnunicital the
'.'

'

"''. and endeavoured, but without success, to
"I I" '"!'"! I liurchestodothesame. Finallv, mainly through
tlio nuQuition of Irenajus, Bishop of Lyons, who, as a native of
Asia and a Western bishop, was in touch with both parties, peace
was restored, and the Asiatics were allowed to retain their usage
until the Council of Nica;a (Eusebius, H£ v. 23, 24).
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As Cliristians niiule tlieir I'aschal anniversaries
coincide in season with tlie Passover, so, for a long
period, tlicy were satisfied to accept the Jewisli
com]>utation of the time of that festival, which
should fall (in the lir.'-t full moon after the venial
equinox. I!ut in the 3rd cent., owing to .sup-

poscil errors in the Jewisli calculation, which
>vas li.-ised on a lunar cycle of 84 years, and also
<loubth'ss witli the desire to be independent of the
Jews, Christians began to frame lunar cycles for
themselves. The earliest of such cycles extant is

one drawn up at Home by Ilippolytus, about the
year •222. This was a lO-year cycle, that is, it

assumed that the new moons fell on the .same days
of the month at the end of every 16 years. So
highly esteemed was Hippolytus for his work, that
a statue of him, still in existence, was erected in
llonie, with his cycle engraved on the sides. But
the cycle proved faulty, and although emended in
2','i by another calculator, the author of dc Pasc/ui
coinjtutu.i (pul)Ushedasan appendix to St. Cyprian's
works), it M'as not retained in use. In the begin-
ning^ of the 4th cent, we find an 84-year cycle
again emploj'ed at Kome (Ideler, ii. 238). At
Antioch the computation according to the Jewish
metliods was maintained until the Council of
Nicta. It was at Alexandria that special study
was given to the question, and from it ultimately
came the ruling wliich found general acceptance.
Dionysius, Bi.shop of Alexandria, in a Festal
Epistle (c. 250) published tlie earliest Greek Paschal
canon on record. It was calculated on an 8-year
cycle, and it specified that Easter should not be
celebrated until after the vernal equinox (Eusebius,
HE vii. 20). Subsequently (e. 277) Anatolius, a
native of Alexandria and afterwards Bisliop of
Laodicea, took the momentous step of making
Meton's cycle (see below) of 19 years the basis of a
new Pasclial canon (ih. vii. 32). This was adopted
at Alexandria, with the imjiortant change that the
vern.al equinox, which, according to Anatolius, fell

on March 19, was assigned to March 21.

It should here he stated, for the sake of clear-
ness, that the need for the employment of cycles
for fixing the date of Easter arises from the fact
that the conditions for determining it involve both
the solar and tlie lunar year. As Easter day must
be a Sunda5', and one subsequent to the vernal
equinox, the solar year is involved. As, again,
E.'ister day bears a certain relation to the age of
th(! moon, the lunar month and year become a
nece.s.sary element in the calculation. The Metonic
cycle wa.s that upon which the determination of
Easter was finally based. Meton, an Athenian
astronomer, discovered (c. 433 B.C.) that in 19 solar
years there are almost exactly 235 lunar synodic
months, so that after the completion of every cycle
of 19 j-ears the new moons, and therefore all oilier

idiases of the moon, recur in the same order and on
tlie .same days of the month as they did at the be-
ginning of the cycle. An error in the INIetonic cycle
was ])oin ted out and corrected by Callippus of Cyzicus
in 340 li.c. Meton calculated that 19 solar years
contained G910 days. He therefore a-ssumed that
the length of the solar year was 365i*5 days, that is

-".T longer than 365J days—a more approximate
length, as was afterwards ascertained, and later on
adopted in the Julian calendar. This excess would
amount to a whole day in 70 years. The Metonic
cycle, therefore, would be a day wrong at the end
of that lime, and should be corrected by drojiping
a day. This was done by a rule introduccil by
Callippus that every fourtli cycle sliould consist of
6939 days instead of 6940. Some 200 years later a
further correction was made by Hipparchus. He
found that the Callippic year of 305 J days was about
sh: of a day too long, and therefore proposed to
omit one day at the end of every 304th year.

The lack of uniformity as to the ilate of E.aster

caused many inconveniences, and exjiosed Cliris-

tians to the derision of pagans (Epiphan. Hccr.
Ixx. 14). In the West the 1st Council of Aries
(314) attempted, but without success, to make the
existing Roman use universal by decreeing ' ufc

Pasclia Dominicum uno die et uno tempore per
oninem orbem a nobis observetur ' (Mansi, Collect.

Concil. ii. 471). The Council of Nica-a (325), at the
request of the Emperor Constantine, next took up
the matter. Its deliberations, we know, resultea
in the decision—involving the condemnation of the
Quartodecimans—that Easter day should always be
kept on a Sunday and never at the same time as
the Jewish Passover (Socrates, JJE i. 9 ; Euseb. Vit.

Const, iii. 18), but what the Council further decreed
on the subject is involved in doubt. St. Ambrose,
in a letter written about 60 years afterwards,
states that it resolved that the moon of the first

month should be determined by the cj'de of 19
j'ears (Ambrose, Opcr. ii. 880, Eiiist. 23). But in
the extant records of the Council no trace of such
a decree exists. The most probable solution of the
difficulty is that the Council commissioned the
Church of Alexandria, as most skilled in a.stronomi-
cal science, to frame a rule based on the 19-year
cycle.' After the Council of Nicaea, the Paschal
computation of Alexandria was generally accepted
throughout the East, but the Roman Church re-

tained its own rules of calculation ; so that it

frequently happened that Easter was celebrated on
diflereiit days at Rome and Alexandria. At last,

through the instrumentality of Dionysius, a Scy-
thian and a Roman monk, the question was settled.

The Alexandrian computation, as modified by him
in 525, was adopted at Rome, and subsequently
gained universal acceptance in West and East.
The countries which fell latest into line with the

rest of the Church in the matter were the British
Isles and Gaul. The British and Irish Christians
had learnt to compute Easter according to the cycle
of 84 years which had been in u-se at Rome In the
beginning of the 4th cent., and they continued this
practice unafl'ected by changes elsewhere. Not
only was this cycle erroneous in its method, but it

permitted the occurrence of Easter Sunday from
14th to 20th Ni.san (Bede, HE ii. 2, 4, 19). As 16th
Nisan is the earliest day on which Easter can fall,

we may probably see here the result of a confusion
between the earlier and the later meaning oipn.icha
—that word, which in 300 meant Good Friday, had
now come to mean Easter <lay. The bitter contro-
versies on the Easter question which followed the
arrival of the Roman St. Augustine in England were
not settled until 747, when the Council of Cloveshoe
decided in favour of the Roman usage. In Gaul a
Paschal cycle of Victorius, Bishop of Aquitaine,
drawn up at Rome in 457, which had been employed
by Dionysius as the basis of his table, found such
acceptance that it continued in use until the time
of Charlemagne.
The conditions w'hicli were finally adopted for

the determination of Easter are these : 1. It must
he kept on a Sunday. 2. (n) This Sunday mu.st
be the next after the 14th day of the I'aschal
moon reckoned from the day of the new moon
inclusive, (i) If the 14th day should hapjien to
be Sunday, Easter must not be kept until the
following Sunday. 3. The Paschal moon is tlie

calendar moon whose 14th day falls on, or follows
next .after, the day of the vernal cc]uinox. 4. The
2Ist March is to be taken as (he invariable day of
the vernal equinox. The object of the second rule
is to prevent Easter from being kept either before

1 Cyril of A!ex,ai)dri.a (' Proloijua pasclLiIis,' ed. Patavius, de
Dnrtrlna Tetnpontm. Paris, 1G27, ii. Append, p. 881), claims for
his Clmrch such a sj-nodical coiiiinission to calciilat* Easter,
but docs not mention the Council which conferred it.
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tlie ilay of the Jcwisli I'assover—which would jnit

the Resurrection day liefore the daj' of the Pas-
sion ; or on the I'assover day—a coincidence whicli

Christian prejudice regarded as intolerable. The
following brief summary of these conditions is

given in the chapter ' De anno et ejus partibus'
prefixed to the UoniRU Missal and Breviary :

* Ex decreto sacri Concilii Nicaeni Pascha, ex quo reliqua

Festa mobilia i)endent, celebrari debet die Dominico, qui
proxime Buccedit xiv Luiiao primi uieusis ; ia vero apud
llebraeo8 vocatur priiuus mensis, cujiis xiv Luna vel cadil

in diem verni aetiuinoctii, quod die 21 mensis Martit coutingit,

vel propius ipsum sequiLur.'

It is inijiortant to bear in mind that, as stated in

rule 3 above, the moon ' by which Easter day is

calculated is the calendar moon or moon of the
lunar cycle, and not the actual moon of the
heavens. The real motions of the sun and moon,
being variable, have not been employed by the
Church for the fixing of her festivals. Similarly
the vernal equino.x in rule 4 is not the true but
the calendar equinox. The true equino.x obviously
cannot be fixed to a single day, because, in con-

sequence of the intercalary day every fourth year,

it must necessarily oscillate between two days
(Clavius, V. §§ 12, 13).

The Dionysian Easter canon had been generally
accepted throughout Christendom ; but it sufl'ered

from two defects which in process of time compelled
attention, (a) Taking for its basis the Julian
calendar (see Calendar [Roman]), it assumed that
the solar year consisted of exactly 3654 days. But
the solar year falls short of the Julian estimate by
somewhat more than 11 minutes, and this error

would accumulate to one day in about 1284 years,

(i) It further assumed that 235 lunar months are
exactly equal to 19 Julian years, whereas they are
nearly H hours shorter—a ditference which would
accumulate to one day in 308 years. Notice was
directed to the matter at the beginning of the 13th
cent, in the Computus of Conrad, and later on by
an anonymous writer, generally supposed to be
Vincentius of Beauvais. A treatise of Roger
Bacon, ' De reformatione calendar,' which was
addressed by him to Pope Clement IV., is still in

MS at Rome. In the East also, Isaac Argyrus, a
Greek monk, contributed (1372) an essay on the
subject (criticized in Petavius' Uranologion, Paris,

1630, lib. viii.). In the 15th century the matter
was brought before the Council of Constance (1414)

by Cardin,T,l Peter D'Ailly and before that of

Basel (1436) by Cardinal Cusanus. It was again
mooted at the Lateran Council under Leo x. Kin-

ally, the Council of Trent delegated the revision

of the calendar to the Pope, and Gregory xill.

carried it out in 1582. The Papal commission
appointed for this purpose worked upon proposals
made by Luigi Lilio, a Calabrian astronomer. The
commission was presided over by a distinguished
mathematician, Christopher Schliissel, who is better
kno^vIl by his Latinized name Clavius. To him
the reformed calendar is mainly due.'' For these
earlier suggestions about revision see the ' Pro-
cemium' to Clavius's work, and Ideler, ii. 300 fl'.

At the time that the Gregorian revision was set

on foot, the error arising from the undue length
of the Julian year amounted to nearly 10 days.
The true equinox, therefore, had receded nearly 10

days from the calendar equinox, March 21. The
error also of the lunar cycle had grown to more
than 4 days, so that what was accomited the 14th
day of the moon was really the 18th day. Ditlerent
methods were suggested for getting rid of this

accumulation of errors. That which was adopted
1 Church clirotiologers were in the habit of giving the name

' Full Moon ' to the 14th day of the calendar moon (Ideler, ii.

198). In the deftnition of Easter in the Book of Common
Prayer, ' Full Moon ' is used in this sense.

2 Clavius, in a work {Romani Calt^nd. explicatio) published at
Rome in 10C3, j-'ave an exhaustive .iccount of the whole subject.

by Gregory's mathematicians was to drop 10 days
at once out of the calendar, and thus to restore

the equinox to March 21, the day on which it fell

about the time of the Nicene Council. It was
accordingly ordered in the Pope's Bull that the

4th October, the Feast of St. Francis, 15S2, should

be immediately followed by the 15th, 10 days
being thus omitted from the calendar. As re-

garded the rectification of the lunar cycle, it was
decreed that the new moon should be drawn back
3 days. Consequently in the first rectified year
of the cj'cle, the first new moon was removed from
Jan. 3 to Dec. 31 preceding. To prevent the

recurrence of similar confusion, rules were made
that 3 bissextile days should be omitted every 400
years, and that the new moon should be carried back
1 day 8 times in 25 centuries, beginning from 1800.

Tlie Gregorian calendar, or ' New Style,' was
almost immediately adopted by Roman Catholic

nations. In Germany the Emperor Rudolf II. and
the Roman Catholic States accepted it in 1583,

but the Elector of Saxony and the Protestant
States adhered to the Old Style, objecting to the

New, not merely as coming from Rome, but be-

cause of certain defects which Scaliger and other

authorities pointed out in its astronomical accu-

racy. This difference of calendar was productive

of much dissension and inconvenience, e.'ipecially

in places where populations were mixed. In 1700,

at the instance of Leibniz, the Protestant States

agreed to omit 11 days from their calendar, and so

far conformed to the Gregorian revision. But,
instead of following the rule that Easter should de-

pend on the 14th day of the calendar moon, they
determined it by the true astronomical full moon.
Thus it still happened that in some years Easter
was kept on different days by the two parties, and
much confusion resulted. At last, in 1775, on the

proposal of Frederick the Great, the Corpus Evan-
gelicorum resolved to accept fi'ankly the Reformed
Calendar, thus producing uniformity of practice in

Germany. In England the change was made in

1752, in pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed

the year before, which enacted that the day next
following the 2nd September 1752 should be called

and reckoned the 14th September, the 11 inter-

mediate days of the common calendar being

omitted ; and that the centennial years 1800,

1900, etc., should be common years, with the ex-

ception of every 400th year, beginning with 2000,

which should be regarded as leap-years ; also that
for the future Easter day and the movable feasts

depending upon it should be celebrated according
to new tables and rules which, with a new
calendar, were annexed to the Act, and which
were directed to be substituted for the existing

calendar, etc., in the Book of Common Prayer.

Tlie new tables and rules were prepared by
the then Astronomer Royal, Dr. Bradley. All

Eastern Christians, including Greeks and Russians,

with the exception of the Romanized Uniats,

still adhere to the Old Style. At present their

reckoning is 12 days behind that of the rest of the
civilized world.

12. Calendar letters.—In the Julian (pagan)

calendar, daj's of the year were arranged in succes-

sive groups of 8, called nnndlnce, with the letters

A-H attached to them. This suggested to Western
Christians—for the plan was never adopted by the
Easterns—the marking of the days of the week in

the Christian calendar with the 7 letters A-G, re-

l>eated throughout the year. These ' calendar or

ferial letters,' as they are called, were, as has been
noticed above, introduced probably at tlie time when
the Christian Sunday was legalized by Constantino.

We have seen that they occur in the pagan calendar

of Filocalus side by side with the nundinfe. The
Sunday, or Dominical, letter of each year is that
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which stands opitosite the first (and every succes-
sive) Sunday in the jear ; and, wlieu it is l<nown,
the week day of any day in that year can be ascer-

tained. The 2'.llh Feb., which occurs only in leaj)

year, has no letter in the regular sequence alh.\ed

to it ; it takes the letter of March 1, whicli there-
fore occurs twice. This has the efl'ect of chanHins
the Sunday letter for the rest of the year. A
leai)-year, therefore, has two Sunday letters

;

the first applicable to January and February ; the
second, wliich in the order of tlie letters of the
alphabet is alway.^ one behind the first, to March
and the remaining,' months. The Uoman Catholic
calendar still follows the Julian in placing tlie

intercalary day between the 23rd and 24tli F"eb.,

thus making two 24ths, as in the Julian calendar
there were two VI. Kalend. Hence the change
in the Sunday letter takes place in the Roman
calendar after Fel). 24. The English Church
calendar retained tlie ancient practice until 1062.

13. Golden numbers and epacts.—The desig-
nation ' golden numbers ' was given in the Middle
Ages to the numerals in the calendar which de-

noted the 19 years of the Metonic lunar cycle (see

above), either as an expression of the great value
attached to them or as having been rubricated.
These numbers were formerly marked throughout
the year in the first column of the calendar, being
affixed to thedays of the occurrence of the new moons
in each year of the cycle. But since 1752 they in-

dicate in the Prayer Book the days upon which the
full moons of the respective years fall, and they are
inserted in the calendar only from March 22 to April
18, the Paschal full moon limits. Easter day itself

occurs at earliest on Marcli 22, and at latest on April
25. In the Roman calendar, since the Gregoiian
reformation, ' epacts,' which represent the number
of days of the moon's age at the beginning of each
year in the 19-year cycle, have taken the place of
the ' golden numbers ' in the first column.

14. Christian era.—As the Christian calendar
was based, as regards its form and divisions, on the
official (Julian) calendar of the Roman Empire, so

during the earlier centuries Christians emploj-ed
the eras used by their pagan countr3-men. About
the j'ear 532, Dionysius, whose part in framing the
Easter canon has been mentioned, proposed that
the epoch of the birth of Christ, which he assignecl
to Dec. 25 A.u.C. 753, should he adopted by Chris-
tians. This was called the Vulgar or Dionysian
Era, and gradually gained almost general accept-
ance. Dionysius did not nuike the epoch com-
mence on the day of the Nativity, Dec. 25, but
on Jan. 1 in the following year A.U.C. 754. Thus
A.D. 1 is not the year of the Nativity, but the first

current year after it. It is well known that
Dionysius was incorrect in his calculation, and
that the birth of Christ should more probably be
assigned to A.U.C. 74!) or n.c. 4.

15. Commencement of the year.—The accept-
ance by the Church of the framework of the
Julian calendar involved the placing of Jan. 1

at the beginning of the Christian calendar, liut,

besides this New Year's D.ay, to which the calendar
bore witness, other beginnings of the year, of
more purely ecclesiastical origin, have been ob-
served in Christendom. The chief of these are
the following : (1) March 1, kept in Merovingian
France, among the Lombards, in the Rejuiblic of

Venice, and for a long time in Russia
; (2) Easter,

observed chiefly in F'rance, and hence called Mos
Gallicns ; (3) Sept. 1, according to the custom of
the Greek and Russian Cliurches

; (4) Christmas
Day—the usage in England in Anglo-Saxon times,
also in Scandinavia, Prussia, Hungary, Switzerland,
etc., in early times

; (5) March 25, theAnnunciation
B.V.M., used first in the North of Italy, wlience it

passed into France and Germany. It was adopted

in England as a Church reckoning in the 12th cent,
—superseding Jan. 1, which had been tlie begin-
ning of the year since 1066—and in the 14th came
into civil use. This continued to be the legal and
ecclesiastical usage until the revision of the calendar
in 1751. It was then enacted
' that tbe supputation according 10 which the year o( our Lord
beginneth on the 25th day of March shall not bo made use of
from and after the last day of December 1751 ; and that the Ist
day of January next following . . . shall be reckoned ... to
be the first day of the year 1752.'

It should, however, be noted that, although
in the successive editions of the English Prayer
Book from 1559 to 1662 it is stated that the year
of our Lord begins on March 25, yet the expres-
sion New Year's Day is applied, in the rubric fol-

lowing tlie collect for St. Stephen's day, to Jan. 1.

It is also to be observed that from 1549 onwards
the series of daily lessons are arranged in the
calendar with reference to Jan. 1. Thus both
usages, the legal-ecclesiastical and the calendar,
are recognized. While this double commencement
of the year prevailed, it was customary, in giving
the date of an event between Jan. 1 and March 25,
to write both years—the legal first, the calendar
aftersvards : thus 20 Feb. 1721-2. A somewhat
similar practice came into use, and was kept up
for many years, after the introductiim of the New
Style, namely, that of writing the two dates in the
form of a fraction, the old above, and the new
below the line, thus }| May 1760.
Yet another arrangement of the year is that

connected with the cycle of church services. The
Latin and English Churches in the West, and the
Nestorian in the East, commence their ritual year
on Advent Sunday, or, as the Nestorians name it,

the first Sunday of the Annunciation. The Ar-
menians begin theirs on Eijiphany, Jan. 6. The
Constantinopolitan rite, with the Russian and
Georgian, makes, as we have seen, the starting-
point of its round of movable festivals the Sunday
of the Pharisee and Publican, which coincides with
the Western Sunday before Septuagesima. See also
FE.STIVALS AND FA.STS (Christian).
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CALENDAR (Egyptian).—L IXTItODVCTION.
—Tlie calendar is always one of the most im-
portant elements in ,1 society, for it denotes
civilization. It is especially so in Egypt, where it

exphiins a large part of the religion, and g.ave rise

to some of the mythologj'. It is not only the
fundamental biisis of worship, but it is probably the
element which has had the greatest influence on
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the evolution of religious ideas, anil, consequently,
on the organization of ethics. The Egyptian
calendar is also one of those for which wo have
the richest collections of information and docu-
ments. It may tlierefore be considered from two
points of view ; (1) by examining it with regard to

its absolute divisions, its improvements, and its

application to chronology ; or (2) by studying the
conception which gave rise to it, its original

characteristics, and the very large part it played
in connexion with religion. In the present state

of science, everything seems to have been said and
written from the first point of view.

II. VOCUMEXI'S.—These are particularly abun-
dant, and, fortunately, they extend from Memphite
times to the Roman jieriod. We may note the
following as real calendars in chronological order :

(I) the Palermo Stone {Vth dynasty, copied partly

from documents of great antiquity), (2) the
Kahun Paiiyrus (Xllth dynasty), (3) portions of

the calendar of Thothmes l"ll. at Karnak (XVIIIth
dynastj-), (4) portions of the same king's calendar
at Elephantine, (5) calendar of Medinet-Habu
(XlXth dynasty), (6) calendar of Sallier Papyrus
(XlXth dj'nasty, cf. British Museum Papyrus
10,174), (7) calendar of Edfu (Ptolemaic age), (S)

that of Ombos (same period), (9) that of Denderah
(Roman period), (10) that of Esnfeh (same period),

(II) that of the Leyden Papyrus (same period).

Further, the tombs and steloe from the end of the
Ilird dynasty to the close of the classical period
present thousands of funerary calendars, some-
times with long lists of dates, anniversaries, and
commentaries. We have them also for all the
historical periods, and scattered throughout all the
provinces (cf. below, § IX.).

Lastly, in addition to calendars properly so

called, we may mention : (1) the series of calendric
anniversaries quoted in all the Books of the Dead
(even the very earliest known specimens), on
papyri, and on the inner sides of coffins, and
evidently copied from jire-historic versions ; (2)

the innumerable references in the texts in general,

from the famous Texts of the Pyramids to the
papyri, as well as the inscriptions in the temples,
the accounts of historians, the texts connected
with local festivals, the references on stela?,

tombs, etc.—the whole from the Memiihite to the
Roman period (for the chief bibliography on these
documents, see § XVIII. of lit. at end of art.).

There is pood reason for believing that the * ancient
plaquettes* of the monuments of the earliest d.vnasties are
fragments of a calendar of the Thinite and pre-Tliinite epoch,
and therefore the oldest in the world, and also that the vases of
the Neggadeh period reproduce still older calendric indications.
On this hypothesis, which has not j-et been fornuilated, see
below, § IX., in connexion with the notation of time on the
Palermo Stone and ou the 'plaquettes.'

III. Divisions of time.—'Egypt was never
acquainted with anything like an era, referring
to a cosmogonic date, such as the Creation, to a
noteworthy meteorological event, to an imaginary
episode, or to a legendary or historical fact.

With the exception of the stele of Sin, dated the
400th year of an ancient king, Egypt never had
any idea of dating her annals except by the years
of rule of the reigning Pharaoh (see below, § VI.).
Nor did she try to imagine periods and cycles ; all

that modern science has from time to time thought
to discover in this sphere regarding so-called

di\'isions of time has always been disproved by a
more careful study of the texts. The Sothic period
and the Sothic half-period (see below) were not
invented until the time of the Antonines. The
supposed Saihi period does not at all correspond to
a cycle of thirtj- years, but to royal jubilees with
variable anniversaries, not based on the ordinary
calendar (except under the Ptolemys = triakon-
taeterls), but perhaps on facts of astrological char-

acter ; the /(»)(/» (simple or double) has in modern
times been translated sometimes by 'cycle of CO
(and 120) years,' sometimes by 'millions of years'

(dc Rouge, Clirestoinathie, ii. 129)—which clearly

shows tlie absence of ancient texts. As a matter
of fact, the hunli forms part of the group of vague
terms by means of which the language tried to

express 'great length,' and which may be trans-

lated, more or less inexactly, 'many years,' 'in-

numerable years,' ' as long as the existence of the

sun,' ' indetinite length of time ' (Imt not ' infinite '),

etc. The Egyptian did not even know the century,
or the fraction of the century. The four year
cycle of Brugsch is no longer taken seriously ;

Borchardt's hypothesis (Verhandl. Orient. Congr.,

1902, p. 329) of a censits cycle of fourteen years,

under the first Thebans, is ingenious but nothing
more ; and if Breasted has noted that the moon
occupied the same place in the calendar every
nineteen years, no text shows that the Egyptians
turned this to account in order to form a calendric
division. These modern attempts seem destined
to the same failure as the hypothesis of the 'period
of the Phoenix '—a rubric which no longer figures

in Egyptological publications (cf. Naville, Festival-

hall, p. 7). And the year {ronpit), with its

divisions, remains positively the only certain

measure by which Egypt reckoned time.

The year began—in theory at least—on 19th

July, and the 365 days of which it was composed
were divided into three seasons (tetrameuies) of

four months, each month containing thirty days.
The live complementary or epagomenal (cf. below)
days, placed at the end of the twelfth month, form
a sort of distinct period, intercalated between the
' small year ' (360 days) and the ' large year ' (365
days). The uniform months (abudu) were divided
into three periods of ten days.' They were known
as that of the beginning (hati), that of the middle
(abi), and that of the end (pahit)—and this at least

as early as the Xtli dynasty (cf. Daressy, Dican-s,

etc.). The day itself (haru), divided into twelve
hours (uOnuit) of daytime and twelve of night,
obeyed the demands of tripartite and quadripartite
symmetry of the whole system by dividing its

hours of day and hours of night into three periods
(turi) of four hours each. There is no ground for

saying that the subdivisions of the hour into

minutes (at) and seconds (hat) were known in the
Pharaonic period. Lepsius (Chronol.) has shown
that they are far more probably the work of scholars
of the Ptolemaic age. The division of the second
into 'thirds' (anit) is a modem invention of Egj-pt-
ologists who took the words ' twinkling of an eye

'

literally for the measurement of an exact space of
time. But even in the latest times the Egyptians
were not aware of the existence of such a ifraction.

The division of the day into three parts, marked by sunrise,
midday, and sunset, is uncertain. The fact, often mentioned,
of offerings of resin, myrrh, and incense, made to the sun of
Ileliopolis at these three moments of the day, is reported by
Plutarch ((ie IsUl. SO). Probably this simply indicates a local
sacerdotal custom, and not an absolute division of time.

The names of the three seasons, shait, pirit, and
sh&mn, refer roughly to the ai>pearances of the
valley of the Nile during the J'car, and to the cycle
of irrigation. The first alone corresponds more or
less exactly to the four months cf inundation.
The second and third are of artificially symmetrical
composition ; the second (pirit) may resemble in

some measure the four months of the growing of
the crops in Upper Egypt (the end of November to
the end of ^larch). The third (shorn n) is clearly
artificial. It is usually tianslated ' season of

harvest'—a reading which is simply inferred by
deductive reasoning, for neither the word nor the

1 Daressy recently contended (in Aniiales dti Service des anJ.

de VE'jiiptc, 1909) that they were formerly divided into four
weeks of seven days ; but there is no suilicient evidence for

this.
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sign refers positively in Egyptian to anj' sucli

concept as the iirinmive meaning, and it is by
inference that the meanings ' Iiiirvest ' ami ' pro-

ducts of the soil ' have come from tlie sign for the

season. Originally it probably designated works
of irrigation preceding the rising of the waters
(cleansing of canals, etc.).

The names of the months do not seem to have
been in use in the earliest times. At least the
ofticial inscriptions never mention them. Tliey
say : first, second, thiid, fourth month of such and
such a season. It seems probable that, at an
uncertain date, popular custom gave currency to

tlic use of nomenclature denoting the months by
the characteristic religious episode which was
commemorated in them. Some of these are cited

by the classical writers. The fact that they are

exactly those which the Copts use for the corre-

sponding months gives reason for thinking that
the same thing is the case with those which they
do not cite, and science has adopted the habit of

giving the names of the twelve Coptic months to

the Egyptian months. They are, for the lirst season,

Thot, Paophi,Athyr, Cho'iak ; for the second, Ti/hi,

Meshir, Fhamrnot, Phanniiti ; and for the third,

Paklion. P'li/iu, Kjiiplii, Mrsori.

IV. JIisTiiiiY.— I. From earliest known origins

to the year 238 B.C.—As it has just been described

in its simplicity and relative perfection, the Egyp-
tian calendar appears throughout the whole of its

history. However far back we may trace it, we
cannot reach the moment of a change in it—any
more than we can show an authentic improvement
during the series of centuries down to Ptolemy
Euergetes I. It has been said that the year was
at first a lunar one of 354 days, in which the dates
were given by the days of the moon, and that there

are clear traces of it, for example, in the manner
of writing the month by the sign of the crescent,

or in the fact that the reign of Osiris had lasted

twenty-eight years, wliich, says Plutarch (clc Isid.

42), corresponds with the days of the lunar month.
Tliis is extremely plausible, because almost all tlie

calendars known in the world began in this way,
and because the movement of the moon was the
only noteworthy division perceptible to man in his

early etlbrts. 'fhis is proved clearly enough by the
etymology of the word 'month' in the principal

Aryan languages—to speak only of the calendars

of our races. 15ut, so far as Egypt is concerned, it

is a mere assumption, for there are no real traces

of it, and it is not right to say, as many writers

have done, that ' the lunar year preceded the solar

year, in Egypt as in India.' It has also been
contended that there was a year of 360 d.ays,

traces of which are preserved in the religion ; cc).

in the fact, quoted by Diodorus (i. 22), of the 3G0
cups of milk on the tomb of Osiris at Phila?. This
is confusing a deiM.and for symmetry—whicli is

really a mark of civilization—with initial gropings.

The year of 300 days is a year of adniini^-tral ion,

and of sacerdotal accounting, which we lind in use

in the heij;ht of the historical period, parallel with
that of 36.5 days, and which n,at)irally was com-
pleted by the live epagomenal days (cf. the calendar
of Med!net-Habu or the 'contracts of Syut');
hence the terms 'small' and 'large' year used to

denote the temple year and the ordinary year
respectively. The efforts of all races show, on the
contrary, that even comparatively civilized peoples,

like those of Benin or the Bavili, have never
passed from the lunar year to the year of 360 d.ays,

with months of 30 days, but have, a-s a rule, com-
pensated for the error between the nuinlier of
lun.ar months (12 lunations = 354367 days) and the
apparent revolution of the solar year by intro-

ducing after the twelve lunar months a comple-
mentary month of some days, often qnalilicd by

the name ' season.' The most probable supposition,

then, if we want a hypothetical history of the

Egyptian calendar, is that tlie lunar year (or the

13 sidereal months) was originally fcdlowed by .an

epagomenal month. The use of the numeration
by ten, and especially the need for practical

symmetrical divisions, naturally led (but undoubt-
edly much later) to the creation of the mouth of

30 days, which, owing to its artilici.al character,

corresponding neither to the sun nor to the moon,
denotes a distinct step in advance. The fraction

remaining to be harmonized was thus reduced to

tlic live epagomenal days.

We lind these epagomenal days in the veiy
earliest mentions of the caleiKlar. The first

Kgypt(dogists for a long time believed that the
invention did not go further Ijack than the Xllth
dynasty. It is now proved that these five days
over and above the year (h(ira duait hiru rovpit)

existed not only under the Memphitc Empire but
long before, since mention is iiiaito of them in the
Texts of the Pyramids (Pepi 2, line 754). This, to

all appearance, carries them back to the prehistoric

period, and it is quite incorrc<-t to ascribe the
'invention of the year of 365 days' to the year
4'241 (Breasted, Ancient Records, p. 40). That is

merely the earliest date postulated by those

scholars who believe in the Sotliic period (cf.

below), but there is nothing to prove that these

epagomenal days are not as old as Egypt itself.

The legend of their invention by Thotli playing
chess with the moon was long believed to be of

comparatively recent date, on account of the Greek
form which Plutarch (rfe Isid. 12) gives to it. But
the Leyden Papyrus (i. 346) has shown that the
legend existed in its essential features in the time
of the Thebans, and the Texts of the Pyramids
have carried it back to the very beginnings of

Egyptian mythology. These five days preserve a
further .sign of their extreme antiquity in their

designation 'little month,' which brings them
peculiarly near to the ' short month ' of tiie Bavili

and the ' supplementary month ' of Benin, and which
was kept until the time of the Coptic calendar.

These eirayS/icvai rj/x^pat were regarded under the
Ptolcmys as a complement of the year. The
Leyden Papyrus presents a theory which is prob-

abiy different. These days are i-eally 'in adtiition

to the year,' but religiously (and especially from
the point of view of the dead, and of astrological

influences on the living) they seem to be a sort of
' preface ' to the new year. They form a period

quite apart, which has its special calendar, its

names (cf. Cliabas, CEuvrcs, iv. 207), its horoscopes,

its gods, and its spirits. If the wliole is referred

to the old tables of funerary calendars, the result

seems to be that the ' year ' ended with the last day
of the twelfth month. The first of the epagomenal
days, therefore, marked the ' opening of the year,'

anil the beginning of the year {tap roiipit) was the

first day of the first month of the new year (cf. the

five Mexican epagomenal days, which are called

nchuintcnii = 'useless,' or 'unfit for work').
This calendar has justly been cited with admi-

ration, and classed with those which mark most
clearly the height reached by ancient civilizations ;

and Breasted (Ancient Records, p. 25) was right in

pointing out the immense advance it was for

liuinanity. It is suflicient to recall what were,

down to avcry late date, the best Hellenic calendars,

and tlie testimony of Strabo (xvii.) on this point, or

to think of what the Roman calendar was down to

the end of the Ucpublic. All the classical writers,

from Herodotus onwards, were only performing an
act of justice when they spoke of the Egyptian
.system in a tone of respect. If ancient Egypt
knew nothing about the learned and manifold
complications of the Indian cycles (length of
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ancient Imliiin year = 13 sidereal inoiidis or
3551S'2:i (lays), tlio n<'e(ls of absolute chrondlo^y
may ileplorc (he fac(, l>ut the liistorian can jioint

out till" superiority of (his sini|)lo system, which
hamioiu/i's ]ir;iiti("il ami syninictrical divisions so
skilfully with real tiiiic. The whole world, from
the time of the earliest civilizations, lias proved
the impossibility of adjusting to the course of

the moon a notation of time suitable for human
activity. And it was jirobably in this that the first

superiority of the Egyptians consisted. If they
did not know, as it seems, the famous period of

223 lunations recognized by the Babylonians, their
12 months of 30 days, followed by five days, were
far superior to the lunar year of Clialdiea, with its

very imperfect resiiedy supplied by the ' second
month of Adnr,' or the 'second Elul,' or the
'second Nisan,'' added every six years; and far

superior also to the 18 months of 20 days each of

the Mexican calendar, with its five nemontemi.
Undoubtedly, non-civilized races, like the Kikuyu,
have also discovered the month of thirty days, but
their double period of si.x months is what really
accounts for tliis. If Egypt had kept to the lunar
month, she would have experienced all the incon-
veniences of those peoples who have persisted in
making use of it. The ' seasons,' to which it is

customary to point as one of the merits of the
Egyptian calendar, have been discovered in Africa
by societies far less advanced. The 8 months'
season and the 4 months' season of the Bavili
correspond, as a matter of fact, to the 3 Egyptian
tetramenics, and Benin possesses the 3 tetramenies.
The great difl'erence is that the Egyptians reduced
the ' thirteenth month ' to five days, by the
adoption of the month of 30 days. At the same
time Egypt made the very useful subdivision of
the month into decades, instead of having recourse,
like her sister nations of Africa, to the unsym-
raetrical week of 8 days, or to that of 4, or to
the artifices of pastoral peoples like the Basutos.
They might also, like ourselves, have absorbed the
365 days in their twelve months, by accepting the
inconvenience of months of 31 days. Would any
one dare to assert that their months, aU sym-
metrical, are not better ? And have we not heard
it proposed in our day to place the five supple-
mentary days apart at the end of the year, without
the authors of these propositions having any idea
that they were simply asking for a return to the
calendar of the ancient Egyptians ?

2. From Ptolemy Euergetes I. to the end of
Egyptian civilization.—The system, nevertheless,
presented two defects of very unequal importance :

(1) the hours had only an approximate value,
variable throughout -the year ; and (2) the year
itself was shorter than the real solar year by 5 h.

48 m. 57 s. (length of the tropical year in 3000 B.C.
= 365-24249916 days).

(1) The former of these faults proceeded from the
basis on which the hour was introduced. The
majority of African races had the same idea as the
Egyptians : to divide the day into the same
number of equal fractions as tlie year is divided
into (excluding the 13th month). This was to
obtain the division by twelve. It may be preserved,
witli a rough approximation, if the division is

applied, as it is in the Upper Congo, to the space
of time between one sunrise and another. In
making special divisions for tlie day and for the
night, the Egyptians encountered serious diffi-

culties. As the first hour of the day began at
dawn, and the twelfth ended with sunset, the
length of each hour naturally varied according to
the season. For a long time the Babylonians had
the 12 equal fractions of the day, to. SvwSeKa fUpca
TTjs Tiiiip-n^ (Herod, ii. 109)—undoubtedly owing to
the regular divisions which the use of the ir6Xos

had taught them to draw on the line described ))y

the shadow of the pin of the sun-dial. It was not,

however, until Asia had taught the Greeks the use
of the two series of twelve similar hours, and the
Ptolemys had come to Egypt, that Ibis advance
was realized. We saw above (p. 92'') that it was at
this same time that the minutes were instituted,
from the same Asiatic source.

(2) Tlie second defect of the system was more
serious. It had all'ected all calendars, including
the Clialdajan, and still affects that of many
systems in vogue at the present day. The quarter
of a day, which the year of the Egyptian calendar
neglected, in the long run produced errors which
were manifestly intolerable, and it does not seem
ever to have occurred to the Egyptians to adopt
such a simple but clever correction as that of the
Mexican tonalpouhque ('sun's examiners'), who
added 13 complementary days after a cycle of 52
years. Authentic examples, taken from texts and
cited by all Egyptologists, prove that the dis-

crepancy might reach several months ; and papyri
have bequeathed to us complaints by the employees
of the administration on the matter. The date of
the low Nile in the inscription of Uni (Vltli
dynasty), the Ebers Papyrus under Amenhotep I.

(XVIIlth dynasty), a date of the heliacal rising of
Sothis under Thotmes III. (XVIIlth dynasty), and
the date of the rising of the w-aters under "Shaba-
taka (XXVth dynasty) are four good examples of
divergence between the calendar and the astro-
nomical truth. The practical necessities of worship
and of economic life could not put up with these
discrepancies, which went so far beyond the limits
of the reasonable. From time to time an admini-
strative measure cut off, or added, the necessary
number of days, and made the calendar year and
the solar year start on the same day. Then things
once more went on getting worse until the day
when the too evident inconveniences made the
government again have recourse to the forcible
regularization of the two years, the real and the
calendric. It had undoubtedly taken place shortly
before the time of Herodotus, for he speaks (ii. 4)
of the year of 365 days as a perfect instrument,
agreeing with the seasons.

Nothing definite is known concerning these manipulations.
Only it is probable that the further we descend in history the
less frequent they were, because in the earliest times the direct
observation of the sky and of Nature was more the basis of the
calendar, and would thus speedily note the error. The
increasing power exerted by what was written^ as is always the
case, must have resulted in a longer continued observance of
the official calendar, in spite of the contradictions offered by
the stars and the seasons ; hence the paradoxical result that
the discrepancies were more prolonged in proportion as the
centuries of civilization increased in number. It is certain, in
any case, that one of the largest discrepancies that we know is

precisely the latest in date—that which existed at the time of
the reform of the year 238 B.o. The heliacal rising of Sothis took
place in that year on Ist Payni—an error of ten 'months.

This way of setting right the discrepancy by
sudden leaps seemed intolerable to the astrono-
mers, steeped in Asiatic science improved in Greece,
who devoted their attention under the Ptolemys
to the defects of tlie Egyptian year. Their cal-

culations led them to the discovery that it was
necessaiy to increase the duration of the year by
about six hours. The easiest solution was to group
these six hours in a supplementary day every four
years, and, as a result, the world had the ' leap-
year' introduced by the celebrated Derive of Cano-
jiiis in the year IX, 17 Tybi of the reisrn of Ptolemy
III. Euergetes I. (7th RIarch 238). The fact that
the definitely fixed year contained the mention of
the appearance of the star Sothis, and that the
heliacal rising of this star took place on the 19-20th
of July, later on led the contemporaries of the
Antonines to infer that the Egyptians had possessed,
at least in the science of the temples, the know-
ledge of a perfect cycle in connexion with tlie
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heliacal rising of this .star. Notinj; the annual
diH'cR'Uco lx.'i\vecii the ancient calenJrio .year nf

365 day.s and the date of tlie appearance ol Hotljis

exactly at .sunrise, tluy were easily able to calculah^

that, after 14G0 astronomical years, (;.\act aj;rco-

nient would be rec^tablislled, so that these 14(iO

years were equal to 1101 years of 3(i.j days. They
inia;_'ined then that the priests had noticed the
eijualion, and they therefore created the fauiou.s

'Sothic period,' which they allirnied had been
known and used from the most ancient times by
the national chronology. ICgypt was thus supposed
to have possessed two calendars—the one conform-
ing to scientilic truth, the other, in spite of all its

inconveniences, used for administrative life, the
two tallying exactly on one single day every IWO
years. Cen.sorinus, who noted it in A.D. 239, attri-

buted an indclinite antiquity to this period of

Sothis, of which the only one that history has ever
mentioned, and which ended, according to him,
exactly 100 years previously (A.D. 139), was the

last of a whole series. The statement of the author
of the de Die Natali, taken up and commented on,

represented from that time the view of otiicial

Egypt, which, in order not to stop half-way,
imagined a Sothie half-period. ' Thy divine festi-

val, Sothis, is celebrated every 730 years,' says the
Philae inscription.

The idea that the priests knew and employed
the period of 1460 years led naturally to the

inference that they were acquainted with, and
employed, an exact Sothie year reserved for their

use. The supposed use of a double year in Egypt
and the idea of comparing the whole with the
astronomical year have been further complicated,
in modern science, by the use of a terminology
(vague year, civil year, astronomical year, sacer-

dotal year, heliacal year, solar year, etc.) whose
meanings vary according to the authors. The
whole has been the subject of most difficult con-

troversies from the time of Charapollion down to

the present day. It is strange to notice that the
two initial data of the whole debate have been
neglected—(1) Did the Egyptian word pirit mean
'heliacal rising,' or simply ' re-appearance of the

star on the horizon ' ? (2) Do the exact astro-

nomical calculations adapt themselves to the

argument? Nevertheless, it was not until 1909

that Legge (see literature at end of art.) raised

these questions.
The reality of the Sothie period has given birth to infinite

discussions for or against its existence (cf. the innumerable
works on the subject in EgjTJtoIogy). An incredible amount of

patience, calculation, science, and ingenuity has been expended
for a hundred years without the question having advanced one
step, and the Egyptological School remains, to-day as formerly,
divided into two equal camps. For the long and ingenious pleas
of the ancient Fourier or of Wilkinson in favour of the Sothie
period, too feeble to cope with the objections of a Krall, modern
defenders have substituted more sound reasoning based on the
monuments. But, in proportion as their scientific weapons
were being improved, their opponents were striving after pro-
gress in the same direction. Neither the clever refutations of

Maspero nor the objections, full of practical common sense, of

Budge, were able to convince Borchardt, Slaliler, or Sethe, any
more than Birch long ago succeeded in persua^ling Kougd- ; and
the latest works of Meyer or the vehement assertions of Breasted
show that the Sothie period can always count on a number of

determined and serious partisans. ICach new discovery of an
Eg^-ptian document mentioning the heliacal ' rising ' (?) of Sothis

is therefore the signal for heated discussions for at least three
or four years ; cf. e.g. the bibliography on the subject which
followed the publication, in l&i)8, of the Kahun calendar
(Xllth dynasty). The intermediate opinion of Krman (holding
loan exact ajjricultural year, and, up to a certain point, a sacer-
dotal one which agreed with the rising of the waters and the
indications of Nature for practical life, while the year of 365
days remained in use on account of the value of its admini-stra-

tive symmetry) does not seem to have secured the support of

either party. The refutation of Meyer by Torr {Memphia and
MycerUT), also quite recent, seemed to sum up the strongest
practical objections which had been raised, with discussion bused
on the detttd of the monuments and the nature of the above-
mentioned astronomical facts. The attempt of F. A. Jones
(PSBA XXX. (190S] 9.'i)doe3 not seem to be of any practical v.alue.

Lastly, Legge {Itenieil dct Travmix, xxxi. [190!)]) was the first

who thought of bringing the question on to scientific ground,
wliich was what ought to have been done first. His strictly

mathematical statements allow none of the proposed dates to
hold good, and seem to give the coup dc 'jrdcc to all attempts
to draw chronological inferences from the system of Meyer.
A similar number of works, during almost a huiulred years,

not only shows the difficulty of the problem, butteUs plainly of
its importance. It does not consist in the question of the
degree of science to which Egypt had reached, but in the appli-
cation of the data to chronology, which the absence of every era
and synchronism outside of Egypt renders extremely obscure
when we go further back than the XVIIIth dynasty. The fact of
finding at least six or seven references to the calcndric date of
the supposed heliacal rising of Sothis or of the height of the
Nile at a given month, and the circumstance that these texts
reach from the Vlth to the XVIIIth dynasty, would give the key
to the whole system, if it could be established that the calendar
remained unchanged from the Ancient to the Modern Empire.
A simple calculation would be sufficient to fix these guiding
marks, and consequently to obtain from them the exact date, or
very nearly so, of all the reigns or adjacent events. This is

enough to show the value which all the historian partisans of
the Sothie period may place upon the demonstration. The
doubt which may legitimately be conceived does not arise from
the degree of science which the system supposes. It does not
imply any more patient observation than others known to less

perfectly evolved civilizations ; e.g. those which the fine works
of Seler have brought to light for pre-CoIumban America (Venus-
period, etc.). The objection derived from the inexhaustible
patience implied in the Egyptians resigning themselves to see
the two calendars in agreement only once in fifteen centuries is

not absolutely decisive. The chief obstacle is found elsewhere :

(1) in the complete absence of any formal mention of such a
period in the classical texts

; (2) in the actual contradiction
presented by monuments like the Medinet-Habu calendar, or
the significant silence of Herodotus on the divergences between
the real year and the oflicial computation of time ; (3) in the
technical objections of an exclusively astronomical kind, which
have attracted too little attention throughout the whole contro-
versy (secular shortening of the length of the solar year from
equinox to equinox, confusion with the sidereal year [star to
same star again], and omission of the problem of the anomalistic
year fpeiihelion to perihelion]) ; and (4) in the evident impossi-
bility of making use of indications of the supposed Sothie period
without arriving at impossible chronologies {*i.g. for the date of

the Xllth dynasty, as Wiedemann has clearly shown [OLZ iii.

322] ; or F. A. Jones's deduction that the Great Pyramid was
built in 2170 B.C.). The series proposed by Breasted is itself

subject to objections which in the end throw the whole matter
into question again. See the conclusions of Jones, PSBA xxx.
5 ; Lefebure, Act. Orient, xiv. ; Lieblein, ZA xliv. 101, and
Chronologic ; or the interminable unsettled discussions, during
the years 1904 and 1905, of Meyer, Brix, Borchardt, Sethe, and
Mahler in ZA xli. 26, 34, 38, OiZ viii. 6, Unterstichungen, iii.

etc.) ; also the literature on the subject at end of article.

The magnificent reform of Ptolemy III. was very
far from being accepted with the obedience which
history manuals usually attribute to ancient Egypt.
The old national year persisted in practice until

the time when the edict of Augustus (A.D. 10)

made the year of 365J days compulsory. The type
was henceforth proposed to the classical world,
and in its eyes Egypt was the country of high
scientilic culture to which it had to look for its

models of reform. It is well known that it was
the Egyptian Sosigenes of Alexandria (Macrobius,
Saturn, i. 13) who definitely reformed the intoler-

able Roman calendar, and who, under .lulius Ctesar

(year ' of confusion'), at last gave the Mediterranean
world a date derived from a calendar copied from
the Egyptian model, with the necessary modifica-

tions for the seasons. We may therefore say that
it Ls Egypt that has given us our calendar'. The
twelve minutes and twenty-nine seconds of devia-

tion from the real time which it presents every
year, and which make it necessary to dro|) out a
day every 131 years (Gregorian year = 36.5 '2425 days

;

solar year= 365 2429 1 8 days—in the year 1910),

did not need to be taken account of until many
centuries later. The Julian (properly .ejiciking,

Egyptian) calendar continues to be law in Russia
and in the Oriental Christian world, which ignored
the reform of Gregory XIII. (1.5S2), as p^ngland itself

did until 1752. Lastly, the Copts preserved not
only the Julian year, but also the 1st of Thoth for

the" beginning of their year, which now falls on the
nth of September, after having started on the 29th
of August in the year regulated by Kiiergetes.

V. FnnDAMES'l'AL CHAnACTKR.—li the Egyp-
tian calendar is compared with other calen<lars,
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not for its perfection but for the characteristics

of its original elements, it reveals siynilicant

Jilferences. The basis of its divisions, of its

conspicuous dates, and of its festivals seems to l>e

neither solar nor of a really ajiricultiiral nature.
Neither the solstices nor tho equinoxes were

used, as with so many other races, to mark the
beginniuf;, or the internal divisions, of the year

;

and the significant alisence of myths or ceremonies
referring to these phenomena (although Egypt was
acquainted with them, as Brugsch noticeu in his

Myth. p. 671) is a decisive fact, which is corrobo-

rated by an examination of the Books of the Dead
or the Texts of the Pyramids. The legend of Kd
grown old is of late date. The statements of

I'lutarch referring to the feast of the autumnal
ecpiinox (22nd of Paophi) and of the winter solstice

sho\ild not lead us astray any more than the
little sun ' or the ' infant sun,' which is assimilated
with Socharis, and is the sun of the winter solstice.

The whole thing, like the festival of the 30th of

Epiidii, orthatof the 'beginningofSummer,' belongs
to Roman times. The interpretation of the sources

in order to find out facts of this kind shows two
elements combined in equal quantities : the in-

fluence of Grteco-Ronian civilization, and the final

assimilation of ancient myth to the sun's courses

(e.g. the winter solstice assimilated to the search
for the parts of Osiris). The dates themselves,
however, often show the recent entrance of these
solar characteristics into the Egyptian calendar
(e.g. the self-styled winter-solstitial character of

the festival of Socharis, celebrated from the very
beginning in the month of Choiak, necessarily
supposes that month to have become the month of

December, and consequently the 1st of Thoth
carried back to the end of August, i.e. the accom-
plishment of the Ptolemaic reform).

This statement does not in any way contradict the hiffh dep-ee
of Ej?>1)tian astronomical knowledge, or the position held in Egypt
by the worship of all the primitive sun-gods, or the import.am-e
of the Rii-sun from proto-historic times to the historic period.
But everything connected with its existence, its powers, its

battles, the risks it ran, its birth, its zenith, its disappearance,
and its travels over the world, had, from the time of the earliest

theologies, been included in the daily cycle. The archaic texts
or the compositions of the Theban age give sure evidence of it.

It should also be noted that the prediction of eclipses was never
attempted, and that this phenomenon was always to the Eg^'p-
tian the unforeseen danger, and not the mythical theme which
gives rise to symbolical allusions inserted in calendric cycles.
The moon, with the sudden changes connected with it, had the
same fate. Except the facts of the lunar month, there is nothing
to be found resembling a cycle, or attempts to systematize
eclipses. A sun whose whole existence is contained in a day, a
moou wth a longer and more varied life, the daily struggle
between light and darkness, the fears of evil connected with
this fact, the risks suddenly arising from the diminution at
unforeseen times of the brightness of one or other of the two
great luminaries—all these things are closely related to primitive
religions, which the uncivilized races of the present day have
not yet been able to get beyond. And the statement that these
rudimentary data became solidified, without evolving, in the
Egyptian religion of the historical period, shows of itself that,

if the Egyptian calendar acquired its technical value and the
superiority of its sjTubolical views or its moral character, it must
have got them from other elements.

The absence of characteristics based on elimato-
logical or meteorological phenomena is no less re-

markable. There are no anniversary dates, or
seasons connected with states of the clouds, regime
of the winds, or periods of cold or heat. Gods
like those of the winds, who played important jiarts

elsewhere (e.g. in Ch.aldiBa and America), are un-
known in the classical Egyptian calendar. An;l
its divisions are not arranged according to anything
resembling phases of germination, blossoming, or
maturity of the natural or cultivated products of
the eartli, and, however far back we go, there is

not a trace of a pastoral calendar, like tliat of
Basutoland, for example. An exclusively agri-
cultural country like Egypt Rhouli prima facie
have based its calendar on the changes of the

cultivation of the earth. But the latter did
not play any direct part in it, except irri-

gation (see below). There is nothing to be found
resembling tho festivals of ploughing and sow-
ing, and the panegyric of Min at Medinet-llabu
is the only example where the harvest inter-

venes, as a simple episode, in a religious festival.

We saw above (p. 92'') that the seasons of four
months had above all a symmetrical character,

but no real agricultural one. In the description

of the seasons, it is stated that for the months
neither agricultural denominations are to be found,
nor legends, proverbs, adages, popular poems, nor
any of the hundreds of significant facts which
so clearly mark the months of uncivilized races
throughout Africa in general. The festivals them-
selves might deceive by their titles when we hear
of them only from Plutarch or Stralx), or through
the brief allusion in a papyrus to a festival at which
honey or lentils are eaten, where one inhales the
perfume of the honit or the tekhni flowers, or to festi-

vals of 'fishing' or 'ploughing.' When the monu-
ments give the commentary on them, we see at

once that the principle of the festival has no direct

connexion with these references, or that our trans-

lations are veritaljle mistranslations. Honey, cgf.,

is eaten at the ' feast of the valley,' and this

originally refers to the annual exodus of the souls

of the dead when the protecting gods come for

them. The honit flowers are a simjile episode in

a group of funeral ofl'erings, in a festival based on
the denouements of the Osirian drama. The so-

called 'ploughing' means 'digging the ground,'

and the texts show that the reference is to a
nocturnal rite connected with the mysterious wars
against the spirits of evil. The Memphite festival

of ' fishing ' is a fragment of the crowning ceremony,
in which the king catches the fish, or the game of

the moor, ' as Horus captured and destroyed the
cursed,' etc. And the "TSpeuiris of the Alexandrian
calendars, if it is not a recent invention, must
certainly have had an origin connected either with
the Osirian cycle or with the warlike themes of

pre-historic legends, before it assumed the peaceful

character in apparent connexion with the seasons

which it has according to the GnTJCo-Roman
classics. In short, if it is evident that a country
like Egypt necessarily associated its rural and
agiicultural life with rejoicings and ceremonies of

every kind, and if Egyptian literature occasion-

ally shows that this was so, it is none the less

certain that nothing of all this served as a formative
element in the establishment of the calendar of

the year, either for its divisions or for its anni-
versaries (but see Frazer, Adonis, 1907, p. 283 fl'.).

These circumstances are quite easily justified by
the conditions of the Egyptian portion of the Nile
Valley. Being nearer the equator, the people here
paid less attention than those in the north to the
gradual diminution of the power of the sun's rays,

to its sinking on the horizon, or to the difference

(much less noticeable there) between the summer
day and the winter day. The winter solstice was
not noticed there as the signal of a deliverance,
or spring as the awakening of Nature ; henoe an
original suppression of calendric elements which
increased in importance the further north one
ranged. And, just as Egypt was ignorant of all

the myths arising from the melting of ice or snow,
so she did not know of the great annual events
which are marked by the aspect of high moun-
tains, or the successive verdure of the forest ; her
year and her mythologj' received none of these
impressions, so strongly marked elsewhere that
they are a part of our own intellectual equipment.
At the same time she was safe from all those great
meteorological phenomena which, further south,
determine the divisions of the year. She h.ad no
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' rainy seasons,' ' periods of storms,' ' monsoons,'
or prevailing winds sulliciently marked to cliarae-

terizc 11 complete portion of the year. Her k'J''s>

V ho inhabited neither the mountain peaks nor the

rain nor the thunder clouds, had certainly to be
situated very high among the stars, or very low
on the same phiiie as human .societies. In the cud,
soil or cliiiiatolofry, latitude or geography, all

tended to leave Egyptian thought face to face

with a single remarkable phenouienon, the only
one of vital importance for her, viz. the llnclua-

tions of that riv(!r on which all life depended in

the fr.-igment of the universe known to her. And,
after all, it was with the study of it.s movements
and the anticipation of them that everything
had to be connected that had a bearing on the
me.'isuring of time.

The dates and festivals relating to inundation
are well know n to us. The ' reception of the
Nile,' which denotes the opening of dikes and
canals at the time of the rising of the waters, is

indicated in a number of funerary calendars (cf.

below), but no mention is made of the day of the
month on which it was inserted. It was a movable
festival, as it is in modern Muhammadan Egypt.
Libanius (yEthiopica, xi.) has described the festi-

vals of Silsileh, during which a wooden statue of

the Nile-god was carried in procession. This was
simply the form of the festivals of the ' opening of

the canals' of ^Middle Egypt, adapted to local

geography, and with a different name. The
present-day Arab ' night of the tear-drop ' is

merely the modern transposition of the ' night
of the tears of Isis,' the announcement of the
first perceptible sign of the annual inundation
(2(Jth June). Lastly, the festivals of Socharis in

the beginnbig of October are perhaps an adapta-
tion, to Memphite funeral ideas, of the first sign

of the retreat of the waters.
There are not many of them in all ; if Libanius,

Hclioilorus, and the Egyptian inscriptions give us
dillerent names accordmg to localities and times,
these Nilotic festivals altogether number at most
two or three : the first quivering of the rising

waters, the time of opening the Egyptian fields

for irrigaticm, and probably the time when the
Nile begins to decrea.se. But the principal date
was not there. It was the date of the exact
moment when the height of the waters reached
the level necessary for fertilizing the ground, after

almost a month of rising (about the 20th of July in

the classical age, but probably later in prehistoric
times, before the disappearance of several of the
upper cataracts of Nubia). It was a question of

finding a sure imlex, .somewhere in Nature, which
would mark the fact that a new year had just
become manifest to the Egyptians.
While intent on detecting in the sky some co-

incidence between the coming of the waters and
the aj>pearance of the stars, the Egyptians noticed
(anil undoubtedly long before the time to which
we can go back by means of the monuments) a
remarkable phenomenon. Sirius (one of the seven
stars of the constellation Canis Major), which was
invisible from the beginning of June, again ap-
peared in the east, some minutes before sunrise,

towards the middle of July. Its re-appearance
coincided exactly with the time when the Nile
entered the period of high water for Middle Egypt.
In tliis unfailing coincidence there seemed to be the
nuist manifest sign of an indissoluble connexion
between the spring-tide of the river and the re-

birth of the .star. It was, therefore, the re-

appearance of Sirius that was adopted to mark
the beginning of the new year : i/onli'trai Sia tuv
Updn tpaixiidTtiiv viov Itos dvai {Decree uf Canopus).
The brightness of the star in the firmament was
like the re.splendent signal which unerringly an-
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nounced the re-eonimencement of the gifts of the
river. It was called 'a second sun in the sky.'

Sirius (Egyp. tiupihi ; llellenized form Huthis) saw
his gloiy associated with that of the sun ; for it

was ' like a crown on the head ' ; it was regarded
as ' taking its place in his divine barque ' on this

first day of the new year. ' To be able to shine in

the sky like Sopdu at sunrise' was a wish formu-
lated in the texts for the destiny of the dead.
Sucli a place in the national conceptions sooner or
later caused the assimilation of the Dog-star with
the greatest feuLale deities of Egypt. The star
' by whose rising the years are counted ' was the
living image of Bastit and Sokbit, successively,

and, according to local theologies, became the
dwelling place of Isis, the star of Isis (t4 iarpov

rb rfis 'lo-ioo! [Dec. ofCanopus]), or that of Hathor,
or, rather, Isis and Hathor themselves. The con-
fusion with the great Hathor of Denderah explains
the strange ceremony of this temple, when on the
first day of the year the statue of the goddess Avas

brought on to the terrace of the sanctuary, there
to receive the first rays of the rising sun. This
was in order to realize literally and in this world
what was going on at the same time in heaven.
Syut, Assuan, and the temple of Thebes guarded
most carefully the ' Sliip of the Rising Waters,'
which so many of the inscriptions attest to have
been one of those relics which the kings tried to

embellish and restore. Deified and assimilated
with Sirius-Hathor, it was led to the river with
great pomp on the first day of the year, and the
local god—sun or companion of the sun—travelled

on the bank that day, as if in material evidence
of the fact that the return of Sirius, that of the
annual Nile, and the new jear of the sun were
three aspects of the same act. Nor did the
Egyptians hesitate to see in the rising of the star

the real cause of the inundation ; it was to Sopdu-
Sirius that ' the abundant waters which spread
over all the earth ' were due (cf. Brugsch, Ma-
tirianx, p. 27). Once more in the religious his-

tory of humanity the relation was declared between
what is seen in the sky and what happens on this

earth. The most important date of the calendar
thus became connected with the general tlieory of

astrology. And the admirable constancj' of the
phenomenon, by urging the Egyptians to increase

their observation of the coincidences, must have
helped them to deduce the remainder of the
calendar from the whole.

VI. Stellar nature; Religious conse-
quences.— If the appearance of Sopdu was a
remarkable case of the influence of the stars on
our world, it was not an isolated one. This ig

not the place to repeat what is said of .astrology

in general, or to trace in detail its natural founda-
ti<ra, based on experimental pseudo-verification
(see art. StaR-S [Egyptian]). The manner in which
coincidences and the foreseeing of the return
of influences were established in Egypt could not
have differed in any way from what had taken place
in the astrologies of other peoples (cf. c.;/. for the
Chald.Tans, the excellent r(^sum6 of iMaspero, Illst.

i. 777). To these re-commencements of tlie same
events, always in agreement with certain aspects

of the sky, which man promptly determined, the
animistic tendency immediately added another
element. To these stars and their movements, to

their combinaticms and their journeys, it gave the
life and the representations of beings who struggle

and act in this world. Because tliey seemed to

draw silhouettes of men or animals, to appear like

new-born children, to unite, or to knock against
each other, people began to speak of their births,

marriages, and struggles. These representations,

made up of assembled stars, a C'ambodian or Mayan
calendar may draw differently ; but they express
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tho same idea as tliat of an Egyptian or a Clial-

da'an. They are as old as the ol).sui'vatioii of man.
From these two combined notions, iiidueiices, and
representations, issued the detailed description of

the forces by which this world is governed every
hour. From these facts, duly noted, with the
moment of their arrival, the Egyptian calendar
emerged complete, portioned out with certainty,

for the whole length of that year of which the
appearance of a star was the imjiortant moment.
A third element determined its ])rinciiial char-

acteristics. Just as in the case of i>rimitive, and
modern non-civilized, races in general, this earth

presented the spectacle of a perjjetual struggle

between thousands of visible and invisible beings.

It was inexplicable in its confusion, so that it was
almost impossible to discover whether the gods and
spirits were the friends or the enemies of man.
Thrown into the conflict, man did his best to con-

ciliate the former and drive back the latter. The
Egyptian, like the others, had very early con-

nected the gods and good spirits with the sun,

and the evil spirits with the darkness. The
system did not lead him any further than the
others, either for religious history or for ethics.

On the contrary, >Yhen be conceived the notion of

associating the spectacle of the terrestrial struggle
and its combatants with that of the apparent con-

fiict of the celestial beings, and when be combined
the whole with the astrological data of influences,

he realized one of the most decided advances ever
known in the history of religions. At the same
time, not only were the events of the terrestrial

universe the result of those which happened in the
sky, but they were the clear image, capable of

being read in good order, of all that seemed so

confused in this world. Henceforward the Egyp-
tian became gradually more skilled in classifying

the latter, and also the beings who took part
in it.

The indissoluble link created in religion between the stellar

world and the earth is repeatedlj' attested, at every time of

ritual, by magic or so-called religious texts. The Texts of tiie

PjTaniids are a mine of valuable information for the very
earliest times. They speak of ' the disturbances which we see
in the sky,' of stars ' which fight,' and of 'bow-bearers who go
their rounds' ; and the study of allusions of this kind, not yet
attempted, gives a long list. ' If the sky speaks, the earth
trembles,' * "When the doors of the sky open, the doors of the
earth open,' etc., on the other hand, are well-known phrases,
among many others, of the ritual of the cKissical epoch.

The connexion established between the two armies
of combatants led first to the assimilation of the
facts, and then to that of the beings who were
their agents. The astrological coincidences had
given an opportunity of arranging, as far as the
celestial world was concerned, the powers which
were regarded as good and those which had to be
looked upon as evil. The good naturally attracted
to themselves the Divine beings or ' spirits ' of

this world who bad a tendency to be rather the
allies of man, and the evil did the same in the
case of his constant enemies ; hence the fusion of

the stars (1) with the innumerable siririts or genii
of primitive beliefs, (2) with the classical gods who
took part in the life of man. It would be out of

place here to justify the mechanism of these
assimilations. They sometimes arise from the
apparent form of the figures of the sky, sometimes
from combinations of the conflict which seemed
to be going on in the sky, and sometimes from
purely astrological coincidences. Not only were
the characteristics and representations of the
Divine world particularly specified, but so also was
the history of the gods, which the daily struggle
of the sun interpreted too summarily ever to draw
a complete mythology from it. There was the
creation of legendary episodes in the life of the
gods. It was putting into stories the battles
which the stars seemed to fight, or the influences

which they brought to bear on this earth.
l''ormerly these things took place in the sky and
on our earth at tho same time. Henceforward
they re-commenced on high, and annually sub-
jected the domain of man to the same conditions as
those experienced in legendary history. Tlie anni-
versaries of marriages, travels, and ' births ' (e.(/.

the I'alermo Stone) of the gods were henceforth
placed at fixed times by the.se re-commencements
which man could note and predict by consulting
the book of the celestial vault. At the same
time, Egypt assimilated to this history, written
for the celestial regions, the whole mass, which
was up to that time confused, of its traditional,
liistorical possessions : traditions more or less

pure, more or less synthetized by legend or alle-

gory, of great actual events of early times (inva-

sions, wars, national catastrophes, organizations
of society, etc.), or pseudo-historical summaries of

origins. All this became incorporated by assimila-
tion in the annual history of the stars ; all this

fixed the days. Facts, precisely stated, were
henceforth inscribed, and their anniversaries were
fixed for the days when the sky, by its tables and
its difl'erent parts, presented the same arrange-
ment as it had had before, at the time of these
events. The whole gave rise to a national history,

in which the gods and their legends were con-
nected with the calendar by an indissoluble bond,
and in which all that was seen in the country of
Egypt still bore the material trace of their actions.

For each part of the valley the theologies found
etymologies which explained, in alliteration, the
names of towns, sanctuaries, or hills by one oif the
legendary acts of the life of the gods, at the same
time as they fixed the date of each of his acts in

the year (Brugsch's Diet, geogi-aphiqtif, contains
several hundreds of remarkable examples [cf. e.g.

pp. 101, 174, 198]). The tendency to see this

world only as a dependence and a momentary
aspect of perpetual re-commencements was so
strong that it marked the historical facts them-
selves with this trait. If kings are supposed to
re-commence their terrestrial life ad infnitum in

heaven, with the gods with whom they have
become identified, the opposite is none the less

true. What Pharaoh does on this earth is merely
the repetition of the legendary Divine actions.

And even their real historical victories—at least

up to a certain point—were regarded as re-com-
mencements by the calendars in which their anni-
versaries were inserted (e.g. for Usertesen in the
Xllth dynasty, Thothmeslll. in theXVIIIth, etc.).

The Divine and historical legend, formed by
these successive elements, gradually became a
whole, so coherent and so closely connected with
the calendar that the sky became a sort of index
where peojde day by day read the annals of

legendary Egypt. Each year the cycle was re-

newed Anth the return of the same influences.

Pictographic reproduction and written notation of
direct observations gave rise to books or pictures
of them, the interpretation of which supplied both
a date and a whole page of this history. For it

was sufficient to read the positions of the stellar

Divine beings to understand who they were,
what they were doing at that precise moment,
and what events had followed in the sky, of which
the events of the present moment were the mere
consequence.

We shall confine ourselves to noticing the Egyiitian point of
view of tlic matter. It may be said that Kgypt came very near
the possession of an astrological scripture, with all the imper-
fections and all tlie obstacles encountered by the civihzations
which hiive attempted it, when they have reached the time for

the application of scripture to economic and non-religious life.

Egypt escaped this owing to causes which cannot be explained
here. The point which must be noted by siJecialists is tlie

interest which arose in establishing in what measure and up
to what point other scriptures—notably in America—have
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a^uiiicd biiuilar characU'riatics, bciii^ al the saiue time astro-

lo^'ical and ui>-lho-hi6torical ; so that they possess a double
value of great importance for modern science.

The result of suuli a system was to subject each
mouient of the calciulric year to an iiilluence of

one or more of the Divine ueings. Kjjypt made a
detailed aiiplication of it. Naturallj' the moiith.s,

the sea.soiis, and tlie 'decades' had their protecting
deities, and the general theory could not fail to

extend the system to tlie days. Those gods who
governed the months ended by giving them for

the most part the names which have just been
cited (although the lists of the monuments are far

from agreeing ; cf. Budge, Gods, ii. 293). The
names of the gods governing the 360 days (cf.

Brugsch, Matt'rimtx, p. 47) have been regarded as
an invention of late date, but always in ignorance
of older documents. Thcj' are perhaps as old as
the gods of the ' decades,' of which we now iiossess

lists of the time of the Xth dynasty (cf. below).
Theology could not fail to push the distribution
of Divine jirotectors to its furthest limit, and
charge a god or a sjiirit with each hour of the day
(Budge, Goch; ii. 294, 302). In short, there is not
a moment when special influence, denoted by
name, is not being e.xercised, either on the whole
of Nature or specially on each of the creatures of
this world.
The consequences of this calendar had infinite

applications. At first haltinglj', then less awk-
wardly, theology realized in these infinite re-com-
mencements the notion that time does not exist,

since it is reversible. The perpetual renewal of

the conflicts assumed, in a theoretical form which
gradually became more dogmatically abstract, the
problem, confronting primitive man, of the conflict,

also infinite, which goes on in this world between
good beings and harmful beings. In describinjr

and organizing it, the calendar not only created
astrology ; it attracted the attention of man to
what he could do on those vital dates when the
battle returned to decisive moments. Everywhere,
even where religion had succeeded in reading in

the sky that events re-commence continually and
endlessly on this earth, experience, nevertheless,
sliowed that the ndafio! is unceasingly disturbed by
the return of evil. The endless duration of the
recommencements of victorious good was therefore
an endless duration infact, but in no way guaran-
teed for the future. There was alwaj's doubt
concerning the final success of the beneficent
powers. This distress of mind was greater in the
religions which \veie unable to rise to the calendar.
But both classes attempted to evolve the manner
in which man may intervene in order to contribute
to the success of the good spirits. The less

civilized knew no way of taking part in the con-
flict except at the times when they were surprised
unawares by its spectacle in the sky {e.g. the
numerous accotints of intervention at the moment
of eclipses of the sun or of the moon). Elsewhere
the conflicts are preci-selj' stated at lunar dates,
especially equinoctial or solstitial. In every case
the intervention of man made use of the same
resources—a mixtiue of mimetic and sympathetic
magic. Images of dolls, of battles, of travels, of
\i)yages were and are still made all over the world.
The Eskimos, the Aleuts, the Columbians (cf. artt.

E.SKlMO.s, Aleuts, etc., in this encyclopanlia, and
see GB^, for many examples), when intervening in
favour of friendly gods, acted in the same way as
in the case of the collective mimetic ceremonies for
(ishing or hunting. The Indians of California and
the Polynesians carried about on certain dates a
sun manufactured and co:icei\ed in the same way
as the Bi-sun which Ep-ptian processions made to
sail in a barque. But if the Egyptian concept has
not a le-;s hnmble origin, the perfection of the

calendar has given us tlie opportunity of tracing
the information much further back. Bound not to
the agricultural world, but to the history of the
heavens, the calendar nndti])lied the furcsean and
precise occasions of human intervention. The pre-

tended battles of the worshippers of the Egyptian
gods, or the manufactured images, were similar to
what the Banks Islanders, for example, were able
to make in this order of ideas. But the details,

shown in the sky, of the history of the gods
supplied a multii.ude of remaikable details con-
cerning what these worshippers could do. Festivals
worthy of the name, jirocessions, and real dramas
followed. The imitation of the acts of the gods
gave rise to the imitation of ejiisodes in tlieir

life, and then to the imitation of tlieir whole life.

Sj'mbolisni and the progress of meditation, starting
from this jioint, were able to lead to the obtaining
of moral information from the esoteric sense
(created, of course, afterwards) of the anniversaries
of all the calendar. Thus a whole section of
religious information is derived from those festivals

of the Egyptian calendar which—a significant fact
for their stellar origin—almost all have their

starting-point in night. To this possibility of

co-operating, exactly at the propitious moment, in

the struggle for good, magic naturally brought its

ordinary resources. Mimetic and sympathetic
data, brotight to perfection (costumes, statues,

etc.), combined with the infinite power given by the
knowledge of names {(/.v.), and with the power of

the voice, and of the cliant in the incantation—in

a word, with the complete arsenal common to
humanity. In associating it with the science of

the calendar, Egj'ptian religion was able to
guarantee that, if the same gods (or their mimetic
substitutes) repeated the same acts in the same
places (or in their equivalents by ' geographical
magic ') and on the same days (fixed by the
calendar), the order of the world was assured.
And the worshippers who had contributed to them
were sure to have ac([Uired the most important
merits in the eyes of the gods.

The consequences of such a system (which has
necessarily been only very briefly stated) are
evident

:

(1) First there is the importance for each person
of knowing the jiropitious moment for accom-
plishing an action or for aljstaining from it, and of
knowing the sum of the influences for each instant
of life ; hence the important role among the clergy
which was played by ' the people of the hours,' or
priests charged with controlling and fixing them.
Hence also the position held in the life of the
temple by those people of the sdu (the Ptolemaic
(^i/Xai), who, month after month, took charge of

the whole service. These men were not so often
scholars as watchmen (tirshai), sentinels entrusted
with the defence of the Divine castle.

The question of the technical perfection of K2:yptian astronomy
will not be examined here (see art. Stars [Egyi>tian]). Cf. as
examples of its.material implements, the apparatus published by
Borchardt, ZX xxxvi. 67, and thfi emblems connected with
measurement of time beloniring to the religious observatory of

Ueliopolis, in Naville's Festival-hall, pi. ix.

(2) There is the part played in the life of the
Egyjitian by participation, in all its forms, in the
dramas and mysteries, which, throughout the
«hole calendric year, reproduced in the sanctuaries,

and for the purpose explained above, the phases
of the life of (lie national gods.
The whole was translated into three practical

apjdications, as far as the religion of living beings
is concerned. Two are of a passive kind, and the
third is active, (a) The prodtiction in pictures of

the calendric influences common to all or belonging
specially to one individual. These are the stellar

pictures, the dc-nni, and the zodiacs, (b) The
drawing up of the list of influences for each day
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(calcmlars of lucky and unlucky days), (c) The
oij;,inizatii>n of aimiversaiy days, when man inter-

venes on behalf of his ^;ods, and repels the evil gods.
These arc the festivals, the processions, and the
mysteries. Intervention of tlie dead or for the
dead will Vic examined seimrately.
XH. Practical api'LICatioxs.— i. Astro-

nomical charts, etc.—The nunibcr of documents
and of works cited below on this subject permits
only of a resumfc of the chief notions, keeping in

view the present state of science and the points
not yet treated.

((() AslruiioDiical cknrts.—Charts of the sky,

properly so called, considered in their connexion
with the inlluences of each of the stars or groups of

stars, must have existed from the very earliest

times. As a matter of fact, as no ceilings of the
temple of the Middle Empire have been preserved,

we do not know of them any further back than the
beginning of the second Theban Emjiire (Raniess-

eum). But the Texts of the Pyramids contain
clear allusions to ordinances of the stellar gods, in

astronomical pictures. These important references

have never been pointed out, any more than the
question has been discussed whether chapters xviii.

to XX. of the Book of the Dead are not descriptions

(more or less mutilated) of ancient astronomical
pictures belonging to the oldest temples. Those
of the temples of Esnfeh, Edfu, Denderah, and
Kom-Ombo, although of Ptolemaic or Roman times,

and permeated with non-Egyptian ideas, are, in

the main part of their wording, drawn from
national chronicles. The collection and general
comparison of all those pictures are still awaiting
a special publication.

(6) Zodiac.—Babylonian influences, transmitted
by Greece, brought into Egypt the generalization
or the use of signs of the zodiac, the most famous
types of which—those of Esnfeh and Denderah

—

have been the subjects of very numerous works,
which are, however, already out of date, and
disregarded by modern Egyptology. It seems to
be admitted in a general way that the zodiacs were
unknown in Egypt before the Greeco-Komau period.
Their elements, nevertheless, are found on the
tomb of Seti I., and they figure on a certain
number of sarcophagi of the Saite epoch, or
previous to the Greek period (cf. British Museum,
No. 6678). Lastly, there are real indications that
the signs of the zodiac were known and used
as early as the first Theban Empire, according to

certain allusions in the funerary texts, which have
not yet been carefully studied.

(c) Decani. — Besides the course of the five

planets, the Egyptians had noticed the rise, cul-

mination, and setting of the stars. Among the
constellations they attached special importance to

those which they saw at fixed times sinking
towards the horizon, disappearing, and then im-
perceptibly taking their original place after this

disappearance. The 36 decades of the 12 months
were placed under the protection of a numlier
corresponding to these constellations when situated
on the horizon. Hephsestion (4th cent. A.D. ) has
given in Greek a list of their names, the com-
jiarison of which with the Egyptian monuments
has established greater exactness. For a long
time Egyptologists thought that their invention
belonged to the Theban epoch. They were found
at Abydos, at the Ramesseum, at the tomb of

Seti I., in that of Rameses IV., tlien on the sarco-

phagus of >fectanebo, in the temples of Edfu,
EsnSh, Denderah, etc. The discovery of sarcophagi
with texts of the Middle Empire has led to their
recovery, >\ith extremelj' curious details, as early
as the Xth dynasty at least (coffin of Masahiti, and
fragments of coffins of Akhmim). It seems certain
to the present writer that allusion is made to them

in the pre-historic formuUc of the Texts of the
Pyramids. Each of the three decani of the month
presides in turn over the decade of the head (tapi)

of the month, that of the heart (abi), and that of

the hind portion (pahii). Their variants and varia-

tions, as well as the remnants of time when the

decani combine with the influences of the planets,

laid bare to astrological research a vast region for

special studies (cf. Lit. below, § VII., Daressy's
recent contribution, 1909).

(rf) Stellar tables.—The r61e of the decani is quite
distinct from the checkered stellar tables noticed
in the royal tombs (especially Rameses VI. and
Rameses IX.). Ernian (Life in Ancient Egypt,
tr. Tirard, pp. 349-391) has explained their part
very clearly, as well as the mechanism of the series

of pictures, and the value of the legends. The
positions of the stars, for a fixed time, and in con-

nexion with the diflerent parts of the body of an
imaginary man supposed to contemplate them, are

inscribed with respect to the configuration of the

stars themselves. Unfortunately, the workmen
who copied them have done so carelessly, and these

tables are almost useless from the astronomical
point of view. Nor is the religious nature of these
strange documents very ajiparent. The opinion of

Petrie (PSBA xxiv. 319), that they are simply
horoscopic pictures referring to the nativity of the
kings, is an ingenious way of reconciling the
chronology based on the Sothic period with the
contradictions presented in the tablets of the Royal
Tombs ; but no proof has been given of this

explanation, which is too briefly stated.

2. Calendars of lucky and unlucky days.—
Apart from the allusions in the religious or literary

texts, the famous Sallier Papyrus and the Leyden
Papyi'us (i. 366) are the sources of the most valu-

able information. The methodical comparison
with the similar tables of the Assyrians would be
a fruitfiil study. Up to the present this has been
too much neglected, most of the publications dirring

the last fifty years limiting themselves to quoting
and abridging the masterly work of Chabas, who
is no longer at the height of present-day know-
ledge, either for translation or for commentary.
The only advance made has been to point out,

thanks to the Kahun Papyrus, that that sort of

book existed as early as the Xllth dynasty. We
have therefore another proof of the extreme anti-

quity of everything connected with the Egyptian
calendar. It is necessary to call attention in a
general way to the manner in which horoscopes
are clearly connected, for each day of the calendar,
with influences resulting from the chart of the sky
on that day. The most striking proof lies in the
importance—which till now has not been pointed
out—of the division of the day into three parts,

each of which is subjected to the influences which
have control of the world at that moment. We
may therefore have completely good days, com-
jdetely bad days, or days partly good and partly

The connexion is remarkable for the days on which one must
not go out 'at nightfall,' or, on the contrary-, * as long as it is

da>ii|;ht,' or * during the morning,' or *at mid-day.' Each time
the sign corresponding to this third of the day is marked as bad,
the others remaining good.

The days are not simply good or bad, as we are
usually informed. There are three degrees : the
good, those which are prohibitive or purely bad,
and those on which there is ' a struggle ' in the
world between good and evil. The facts of the
celestial war by which these statements are justified

are day by day put opposite this first diagnostic.
Although they are deformed, as usual, by the
unification caused by the Osirian legend absorbing
all the old legends of the primitive gods, we can
recognize the antiquity of all the facts mentioned.
When events and dates are noticed, we find most
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of these facts either in the temple ealeiulais (see

Ijolow) or in the pre-historic texts of the Hooks (jf

tlie Dead. .Such a work, carefully treated, may
lead to the explanation of a day in connexion witli

some of the scenes or the mystic texts of the tomhs
and temples. It must be said that the popuhir
character of collections of the type of the .Sallici'

I'apyrus has been exaggerated. It is rather the
jiractical apiilication which <leservcs such a qualify-

ing charaeler, although even this point is doubtful.
In order to give the document its full value, we
have first to make a table of its interdictions, and
see to what mythological (Ln. stellar) facts they
refer. The most frequent prohibitions are against
leaving the house, going out at a certain time,
travelling, sailing, undertaking a piece of work,
or undertaking anything whatsoever. Speaking,
singing, and sexual intercourse come next. Certain
things or persons bring misfortune if they are
looked at on a particular day. Prohibitions
•against killing or eating certain animals are equally
numerous, as well as those against setting lire to

or burning certain substances. The whole, at first

strange and childish, may be justified in eacli case

by the study of the astrological myths connected
with corresponding episodes in the history of the
gods.

The corresponding fortunes have to be divided into quite
distinct classes. Some are risks from which people may escape
by observing the calendar : drowning ; dying from plague or
fevers ; losing one's life ' by encountering spirits' ; being killed
by a bull or a serpent into which these same spirits have
entered ; remaining ill for the rest of one's life ;

' dying for
ever' (i.e. with no second existence), etc. Otheru are inevitable
(testinies, which happen whatever is done by the person born on
that (lay. Very seldom good Gong life, riches), they usually pre-
dict death by animals, by contagion, from a wound, from the
annual epidemics (fever?), by drowning, or by sudden indigestion
(sic). The mildest of them foretold deafness or blindness. The
CAse of the child born on a certain day, who will lose its hearing
' because that is the day on which the ears of Osiris were sealed,'

shows sufficiently the kind of deductions made for each day from
the ex.amination of the corresponding mythological facts.

The whole, subsequently adapted to popular
superstition, gave rise to the base applications of

sorcery, and to that caricature of real astrology
which has reached us from the Egyptians of the
last centuries, and from the Roman world, which
was infested with their ignorant juggleries. The
'on that day' [am ham pcu) of the sorcerers'

formula; is simply a return to the notion of ancient
magic—placing oneself in the calendric conditions
of lime and surroundings necessary to reproduce
the role of the god or the spirit who is most
influential at that moment. It is, as a matter of

fact, being inspired with the universal notion
applied even at the present day by a fetishist

sorcerer of the Congo. If a separation was made
in Egypt between the puerility of these horoscopes,
or pra<-ti<:es, and the really religious ceremony of

the ollicial cult, that separation did not exist at
the beginning. It took place when the notion of
the calendar allowed the priest to go further, and
to put in place of simple mimetic magic the noble
theory of re-commencements, with a commemo-
rative character, and with participation on the part
of the worshippers. Priesthoods which ar<! still

rudimentary, like those of the southern tribes of
the Victoria Nyanza, show how processions and
sacrilices may arise from primitive barbarism when
the calendric observation is more or less formu-
lated. The Egyptian race, being better [jlaced by
nature, arrived at real temple-calendars, with the
immense reserve of religious and moral forces
implied by their final adoption.

3. Temple calendars, festivals, ceremonies.

—

The really surprising number of calendar festivals
ha<l caused even the Greeks to marvel (cf. Herod,
ii. 59), but it is sufficiently proved by the origin and
the value of such ceremonies as have just been
explained. It will be noticed that cults regulated

by astronomy (especially in Mexico, where the
innumerable series of festivals astounded the first

conquerors) have always been remarkable for the
numljor of festivals, and probably for the same
reason as in Egyi)t.
On account of the numerous documents of every

kin<l (cf. § I. above), we are still able, not only to
recover a large number of these festivals, but also

(although with serious difficulties in the present
state of science) to form an exact and detailc<l idea
of the ceremonies and the precise purpose; which
they had in view. Such an important siibject

cannot be treated fully in the present article (see

art. Festivals [Egyptian]). All that need be
recalled for our present purpose is what has direct
connexion with the calendar, i.e. with the notation
of the dates of the religious 3-ear, the relation of
the episodes mentioned to the ceremonies carried
through on the chosen anniversaries, and the reli-

gious character which gradually evolved, through
these festivals, fi'om primitive astrology.
The great majority of these innumerable festi-

vals have a double common character which has
never been pointed out. They begin at night, and
have a dramatic and warlike signification. RIany,
indeed, are entitled day-fe-stivals ; but in every
case in which it is possible to get back to the
sources, they are seen to be in reality the continua-
tion of an original festival or rite which took
place during the night—a fact which is most im-
portant for the astronomical nature of their origins
(see above). As regards the inward essence of
the chief ceremony, it is very .seldom of a joy-
ful character. Undoubtedly, as throughout the
world, the course of centuries and popular fancies
added comic episodes and burlesques to it, and
the assembling of great crow'ds has frequently
introduced noisy rejoicings (cf. Herod, ii. 48).

The real foundation of the ceremony is a battle,

and the official rejoicing, noted by the calendars. Is

not manifested until afterwards, as a consequence
of the victory.

Tlie different kinds of anniversary festivals may
be divided into twelve chief classes: (1) births
of the gods, (-2) episodes in the life of Osiris,

(3) circumnavigations and voyages of the gods,

(4) wars of the gods, (5) eosmogonic anniversaries,

(6) funerals of the gods, (7) births and anniver.saries

of the kings, (8) commemorations of foundations,

(9) festivals of the sun, (10) festivals connected with
the Nile and agriculture, (11) exclusively funerary
festivals, and (12) miscellanea, or of doulitful

meaning (planting of the willow, inscription of the
Ashdu tree, erection of the obelisk, etc.). We
must not be led astray by such a classification. It

is absolutely artificial, optical (if one may say so),

because it takes account only of external features
resulting simply from the titles. In every case in
which we can see the details from the monuments,
it m.ay be said that the act pro- e.n-rtlcni'e of the
ceremony consists in a conflict, in which t,he priests

and the worshippers play the dilfcn;nt parts of a
real warlike drama. (We omit the anniversaries
of births, the travelling of the Anion family to
Luxor and its sojourn in its houses of rest, the
festivals of the opening of canals, and others of the
same type.) But festivals of apparently simple
rejoicing, like tho.se perpetual journeys of the
gods to visit each other (Ilathor to Edfu, Horns to
Denderah, Hatlior to Fayyuni, etc.), or of simple
exoduses [khdu = i^oSetai) of the gods round the
temple, or on their sacred lake, might at first

sight be classed aimmg the series of peaceful rejoic-

ings 7)«r excellence. Nevertheless, as soon as the
evidence of a classic {e.rf. Herodotus at Papremis
[ii. 63 f.]) frees them from chance, or as .soon as
texts (as at Edfu) detail them minutely, the episode
of the battle appears— all as is shown, a vriuri, in
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the brief menlidiis of tlic cjilonilnv of the riUermo
Stone (killing tlio hipiiopotaiuus, stiikiiif,' the Ann,
binding the liaiharians, etc.). Every wlioic the

gods attiick rejitiUis or crocodiles, and clea\o tlicm

in two—the scriient Apo]^)!, and tlie serpent Seliaiii,

etc. ; at Iloliopolis, Bastit, the Divine cat, cuts oil'

tlie head of the serpent; tlic people of Vn and
Dapu ru.sh at eacli other, like Uiose of rapreniis ;

the partisans of the gods are attacked by hostile

gods, escorted by their followers. Monsters of

wax, of clay, of wood, or of rope (like the serpent

made of rope whicli l^Iutarch says was cut in pieces

at the festivals of Osiris) are pierced with blows,

lacerated, cut in fragments by the priests or wor-

shippers. R4 ' gets rid of his enemies ' at Illahun.

Every year, at the same ' place of massacre,' Edfu
celebrates the ' defeat of the opponents of Horus.'

If the feasts of the month of Choiak (they come
from Memphis and are the result of the gradual

fusion of Osiris and Socharis) are taken from tlie

calendar of A bydos, the legend of the 'good god'
seems to be formed from a series of warlike anniver-

saries, older than the oldest history. His barques

are attacked, and his enemies are overthrown and
cut in pieces. On the road to Pagar and on the

lake of Nadit, tlie train of the procession fight

with each other continually. Who Avould have
suspected this character of the Osirian festivals,

with titles so unwarlike, if we had not happened
to possess the evidence of a dozen inscriptions on
the point? Without the frescoes of a Theban
tomb (Tomb of Kheriut), who would ever have
known that an apparently peaceful date like the

planting of the Dadu inchided pitched battles with
sticks between the priests and the accessories?

Would it ever have been suspected that at the
Memphis festival of fishing, the officiant, when
captui'ing the fish, was 'seizing the enemies'?
Hundreds of other festivals are distributed through-
out the year, and warn us that these dates of the

ancient calendars of the Book of the Dead are

speaking of real festi\'als when they mention ' the
night on which the children of the rebellion were
destroyed' (it is represented on the pre-historic
' palettes '), that on which ' the cursed are exter-

minated,' or on which ' the enemies of Nib er-Dzer

are massacred.'
From the examples just given, we may be

allowed to infer that these battles also character-

ized the exoduses of Anubis from Syut, of Hathor
from Denderah, etc. This induction is singularly
confirmed when suddenly, for a festival whose
warlike character is not mentioned by a single

Egyptian text, the witness of Herodotus or Plutarch
shows us the representation of wars or of the slay-

ing of monsters overcome in them. Actually, as

in the Sallier Papyrus, there seems each day to

have been a battle in this world. But these are

fought in the temples of Egypt, now here and now
there, at places fixed by legend. This is the point
that must be remembered for the present study,
the classification and origin of the festivals as well

as their picturesque details being treated in another
article {Festivals [Egyptian]).

The connexion between the character of these

festivals and the origin of the calendar is evident.

The festivals, which are neither anniversaries nor
commemorations, in our sense of the word, but
recommencements, give rise to the detail of repeti-

tion in this world of this drama of the sky, of

which they are the representation. And the par-

ticipation of spectators in the massacre of the evil

gods, the insistence by the worshippers (especially

at Abydos) on the active r61e they filled in these

sacred dramas, when they ' helped their god,' show
a fundamental agreement between the magical
data and the calendric data as the basis of the
Egyptian cult.

This cliar.ictcr of the nnniversaries ot temiile cilendars

oxplains also the dates wlien the sods travelled and visited

each other. These are not simply neighbourly relations, or

rcnviniscencea ot the alliances ot the pre-historic tribes ot the

Nile Valley. Although the course ot centuries p:ive8 a ch.xracter

ot rejoicing and pilgrimogo to these festivals, the real origin is

the imitation of the martial acts ot the mylhologicivl life ot the

goda, thus shown forth with great pomp. And we saw above

how—at least for the most part—it was the reading ot the sky

that 8U(;gested the principal episodes in it.

Thus by natural consequence the unchanged
character of the temple calendar from the beginning
to the end of history is proved. The study of

histoi'ical documents shows that, as they existed

under the Memphites, so we lind the festivals

under the Koman dominion. The only work done
by theology was to generalize for the whole of

Egypt some festivals which originally were merely
local. But Egyptology has accomplished thus

only part of its task. The study of the pre-historic

texts of the Books of the Dead and the Book of the

Pyramids proves that the festivals and calendric

dates of these collections appear again, with names
hardly modified, in documents of the historic age,

like the Palermo Stone or the stela; of the ancient

Empire, and that the whole fits into the lists of the

classical calendar.

The chief importance of the anniversary date is sufficiently

justified by what has already been said. (The exact dates of

the principal festivals will be given in the article Festivals

[Egyptian].) The way ot marking it in the classical epoch con-

sists simply in the indication of the season, the month, and the

day. A different method seems to have existed in Heliopolis.

Its character is difficult to grasp. The present writer proposes

simply as a hypothesis of his own to read as calendric dates the

numbers marked ui the celebrated Palermo Stone, which have
always been interpreted as agrarian measurements or as the

heights of the Nile. He thinks it possible to see in them
notations of height taken with some very simple instrument, or

more specially the height of the shadow of some arrangement
like the Babylonian ttciAos—perhaps even the height of an
emblem like a sacred stone, the prototiTie of Banbonu of the

Great Temple (ct. Naville, Festival-hall, pi. ix.). With the same
res', rictions he thinks that the pre-historic vases or Thinite tablets

of Neggadeh and Abydos contain indications of beginning, cul-

mination, and end of phenomena used to date the festivals

represented on these tablets. The correct interpretation, how-
ever, is not yet forthcoming.

The development of the theory of the anniversary

festival in the calendar seems therefore to have
been Ijriefly : (1) the idea of the influences of the

stars ; (2) the putting of their positions into living

images in the form of beings, conflicts, travels,

births, etc. ; (3) the notation of corresponding

myths ; (4) the assimilation of the conflicts whioli

talce place on the earth with this mythology ; (5)

as a consequence, tlie assimilation of the gods or

spirits of this world and their legends with the
conflicts and acts of the inhabitants of the firma-

ment ; (6) the combination of the whole into a

unique cycle, the dates of which are given by the
appearance of the sky

; (7) the artificial creation,

in order to correspond with these dates, of pseudo-
historical or purely legendary facts ; (8) the inven-

tion of tlie great Osirian drama, incorporating the
myths or the disconnected accounts of the local

proto-history of the various parts of Egypt (if

necessary, with the aid of alliterations or artificial

etymologies) ; (9) the tendency to confuse Osiris

with the Ra-sun, and to see in the legend of Osiris

a symbolical figure of the struggle between the

desert and the Nile; (10) the gods, combined in

the latest epoch, induce symbolism, the concept of

the struggle between darkness and light ; and (11),

as a last result, there is the struggle of moral light

with the darkness of sin, the struggle between good
and evil, with the defence and active obligations

which it entails for the worshipper.
The living worshippers of the god are not the

only persons who participate in these annals of the

calendar. The dead also take part in them, and
light on their side. The explanation of the theory

of death among the Egyptians w ill be found in art.

State of the Dead (Egyptian).
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VIII. FuyERARY CALENDAR. ~i. Festivals.—
The remarkable lixity of this caleiular isatlcstrd liy

several thousamis of nioiuiments (not imliidin^' tlie

texts of the Hook of the Deail typo), from the
Miiinplnte masta/jas to the titles of the tombs, or
the stclse of the latest epoch. From Memphis to

the lirst cataract, every necropolis has supplied
sulficient funerary calendars to draw up the in-

ventory and to show the importance of its character.
As far back as we can go at the present time (IV'th

<lyna>ty), the work of unihcation for the whole of

Kprypt is completed (cf. c.jr. the sarcojjhagus of

Khiifu-Anku). Two classes of dates and festivals

appear: the first are common to all the provinces
of l'"j,'ypt ; the second remain, throughout the
courr-i! of history, local and peculiar to certain
nrcropolises. The excgetic examination of those of

the lirst class shows that they are the product of a
list which combined festivals that were formerly
peculiar to such and such a region. They began
liy belonging properly to the dead subjects of

.Socharis at Mempliis, of Anubis at Syut, of Uap-
Matonu at Abydos, of llathor at Deuderah, etc.

The fact that as early as the IVth dynastj' they
are the common property of all the Egypti.an dead,
almost every\\here unified by the Osiruin legend,
is of sullicient significance to give an idea of the
immense preparatory work that was necessary
before the period known to us.

The chief list, identical at the beginning and at
the end of history, gives: (1) the day of the year
(IstThoth), with the festival of lighting the new
fire (the festival of ' lamps ' of Herodotus, ii. G2), the
'service of the dead,' and the 'surrounding of the
temple in procession,' a visit to the local god, in

great pomp, at the dwelling-places of the dead
(Beni-Hasan, Syut, Dendcrah, Thebes, Kdfn, etc.)

;

(2) the great festivals of the dead on the 17th, ISth,

and 19tli of Thoth (festival of lamentations, of the
flame, and the Urir/aU)

; (3) the festivals of Socharis
in the month of Choiak : sacred night, sacred
morning, procession round the walls of the temple
(iiriginally round the sanctuary of the white wall
at Memphis, then, later, in all the chapels of

Socharis in Egypt). This is one of the most
solemn moments in the life of the dead and in the
calendar connected with it ; in the Palermo Stone
we find the feiusts of Socharis mentioned in tlie

whole historic series, sometimes with valuable
details (cf. Kevillont, Ecviie KcpjptcA. i. 43, with
an incomplete bibliography, but full of important
exami)les ; cf. also the Kahun Papyrus of the Xllth
dynasty and the very important text of the calen-
dar of \ofir-hetep at Thebes [XVIIIth dyn.asty])

;

and (4) the festivals of the five epagomenal days.
To the first grouj) may be added the following
calendric list, which is simply a table of funerary
services to be otl'ered to the dead, rather than
festivals with processions or ceremonies of a
mythical character: the beginning of each season,
the beginning of the month, and the day of the
half-month, the 4th, 5th, 6th, 17th {saclzan), and
30th of each month (see Munich, stele no. 3).

There is no ground for asserting a relation between
the monthly festivals and the moon, from the
funerary point of view.
The indications of the stela; enumerate after-

wards a certain number of festivals alrea<ly known
to the non-funerary calendar : the rising of Sirius,

the arrival of the Nile, the ' reception of the river,'

the ' travels of the gods' from one town to another,
visiting each other, etc.

Lastly, festivals probably common to the whole
of Egypt are local in appearance, either because we
have not enough documents, or because they bear
ditt'ercnt names according to the localities, although
they are really identical (removal of sand, scatter-
ing of the .sand, festivals ' of the mountain ' or ' of

the valley,' transfemng of the statue to the temple).
Thus at Thebes the 25tli of ChoVak is called

XtUiri(.

Tlie festiv.als of Memphis (Exodus of Min, Assembly of Osiris

Nib Dzoto), tliose of Beui-IIasaii Cf^reab and small ' catching '),

and tliose of Thebes (morning of Nchch-kau, festival of the two
enchantresses, of the 'Assembly of B:iilu,' of the 'hearing of
speecliea,' and of the 'openilif; of the chapel') are siniple

examples given here of the titles of local festivals. They have
not yet been studied. It is probable that it will turn out that,

under other names, they were celebrated throughout the whole
of Kgypt, and that their triple link will be found with mytho.
logy, with the corresponding fornuila) in the Book of the Dead,
and with the representations in the temples or the hypogaia.
It seems to be already proved that these festivals, when they
are mentioned, come from anotlier part of Egypt—which pre-
supposes a long preliminary work of fusion (cf. e.g. the Thelian
festiv.al of liailu, which is said to be consecrated 'to tho souls
of the dead of the Lord of Ilermopolis').

The wlude is accompanied, for the statues 'of

millions of years' of deceased kings, by a complete
special calendar. It is sulficient to state here that
it consists chiefly of festivals of the clothing of
statues, processions to the temples, and participa-
tion in tiie majority of the great festivals of the
ordinary local calendar.

2. Historical summary : probable formation.

—

The fact that the calendar appears fully formed as
early as the Memphites, and undergoes no essential
change down to the end, admits only of a hj'po-

thetical explanation of the way in which it is

formed : (1) by the examination of the peculiarities

of tl.e festivals ; (2) by the direct or indirect
mention of their origin ; or, above all (3), by the
archaic traces of a previous state of ali'airs in the
Book of the Dead. The sarcophagi of the first

Theban Empire are in this respect the next source
of considerable discoveries. The most important
at the present time are those of Babei, found l>y

Petrie at Denderah (Cairo Museum), and those
exhumed by Garstang at Beni-Hasan. As in the
case of the festivals, we shall treat here only what
is connected with the calendar, the rest of the
funerary theory being more conveniently treated
in the art. State of the Dead (Egyptian).
The faculty, which at first was restricted to those

who had within them one or more Divine souls
{i.e. to chiefs, sons and heirs of the gods), of re-

uniting with the gods of this earth and of sharing
in the direct ottering of worship, was extended to
those who were capable of understanding the
necessary magical prescriptions, and who had
received the necessary talismans. They were then
able 'to walk on good roads'— to return to this

world. They could do so only once a year, when
the local god at his festival came to look for them
in the necropolis. They then accompanied him as
worshippers ('imkhu) or as companions (s/iosii),

and, ahmg with the living in theiirocession, partici-

pated in tlie whole drama of the festival, and then
in the ofiering. The whole thing could take place
only in the locality in which the famous mytho-
logical fact' had formerly occurred, and at the time
when the sky indicated the exact date when the
fact should be renewed by the festival (tj-pical

examples at Syut, at Hermopolis for the festival

of Bailu, at Thebes for the ' festival of the valle3','

at Denderah, etc.). This festival took place in

many provinces, at the time of the annual rising

of the Avatcrs and at the New Year—the resurrec-

tion of all the things of the valley (c.y. Fayj'ura,
I leracheopolis, Abydos, Denderah, Edfu, A-ssuftn).

But in other places it was at dillercnt dates (month
of Choiak at Memphis, Pharmuti at Hermopolis,
etc.). The continuance of the happiness or the
dead was due to a triple series of continued actions,

the benefit of which was evidently at lirst confined
to the kings, b>it afterwards extended to ordinary
men: (I) the introduction into the local calend.ar,

with all its results, of the festivals of strange gods
which fell on a different date, making the local
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dead benelit thereby
; (2) niultiiilying the circum-

staiioes in which each of these gods had the power
of making the 'living soul' of the dead return to

thb earth ; and (3) not restricting to a single place

in Kgypt the possibility of accomplishing the

inagi<'al rite necessary for each day, but extending
the Ijeneiit of it to all in the necropolises. 'I'liis

work in course of formation is seized on in texts

like that of Uabei, where the calendar already
enumerates one hundred dates of festivals, in

wliich, at a certain place, the dead person niav
take his share of sucli and such rejoicing of such
and such a god {see also chs. xviii.-xx. of the Book
of the Dead, wliich are very instructive on this

point). The whole leads to the linal possibility of

communicating with the dead throughout the
whole year. Then the long series of magical
dates, which had become useless, was eliminated.

There remains a unique calendar, general for

Egypt, where the festivals simply mark the most
outstanding remains of the ancient elements of

formation. The final product is almost reduced to

unity by the Osirian theme, which substitutes for

the pre-historic 7'aisons d'etre of these dates ex-

planations drawn from anniversaries of the life,

death, and resurrection of Osiris. It is precisely

this theological work, accomplished almost entirely

in the time of the !^Iemphites, which makes the
discovery and real meaning of the original festivals

so difficult. The search for these oH'ers a large

scientific reward to the person who will undertake
it.

IX. CONCLUSTON.—What has been said above
may perhaps suffice to show that the calendar in

Egypt played an important part in the degree of

perfection reached by the evolution of religious

thought in that country. If, as everything indi-

cates, the material supjdied by the gods and the
concepts at the disposal of the ancient Egj'ptian
cults was no better than tliat still employed by the
groups of less civilized races of the rest of Africa,

we must find out the reason why Egypt was able

to profit more by it. And if, in a similar fashion,

the organization of worship is one of the most im-
portant factors, it seems clear that the calendar,

as it was instituted in that country, was one of

the most powerful forces in ensuring this organiza-
tion. The question leads to the search for the
causes which favoured the perfecting of the
calendar and gave it the form and the value
which have been examined above (p. 97). The
conditions of geographical and meteorological sur-

roundings were perhaps not the only favourable
elements in this first cause. They were certainly
elements of the first rank.

Considering now not the causes but the conse-

quences, we see that the calendar succeeded in

identifying, dating, and, in definite mythologies,
fixing, the limits of the apparent incoherence be-

tween the appearance of the perceptible world and
its incessant struggles between good and evil. The
intervention of man, foreseen and organized on
certain fixed dates, arranged and defined relations

with the gods, and multiplied the connexions with
them, then the obligations towards them, at the
same time as the rule of the gods became more
noble. It matters little that originally this human
intervention was grossly magical : the essential

fact was the possibility ot man's helping the powers
that were regarded as good to struggle against those
regarded as evil. To define, in a gradually more
elevated sense, the words 'good' and 'evil,' and to

reach the duty of being morally a partisan of the
good gods, was the long - protracted eflbrt of

thousands of years of Egyptian thought. The
final notion ot dualism, with its wholesome lesson
of energy, existed in germ from the very day on
vyhich the year of the religious calendar definitely

sjiecilied the r61e of each person, and the certain

ell'ects of the acts of man, in the ceaseless struggle

in which he takes part.

It marked the race for ever with its stamp.
Even after ICgypt became Christian, it Mill be

f(mnd that it kept this stamp and is distinguished

by it from the rest of tlie peoples who believe in

Clirist. Eor Ihr ( 'ii]'l s, St. Micliael and St. (ieorge

on high ercri/ clui/ ccimluct the celestial hosts to

battle against the soldiers of Satan's armies. They
seize them, beat them, han|j them ; but tliey do
not destroy them, for ' their nour is not yet come.'

In this way the Egyptians reconcile the new
dogma and the ineradicable conception of the
perpetual celestial battle, in which the worshipper,

by ids acts and jirayers, comes to the assistance of

his Protectors on high.

LiTERATURK.—Roughly speaking, the bibliography of the
Eg.vptian calendar exceeds a thousand publications, articles,

etc., not including those dealing exclusively with astronomy,
astrology, or pure chronology. A selection being necessary,

there is given below a list which will be found to contain all

the literature that is essential on the subject. Only a few
items have been extracted from the long list of articles which
have appeared in Egj'ptian periodicals, e.g. ZA, OLZ, PSBA,
RTAP, and Siihinx. Such a bibliography, in view of the great
variety of questions involved, would not be of much service if

simply arranged alphabetically or even chronologically. A
classification according to the subject-matter has appeared
advisable. We have included also a list of the ducuments
properly so called, i.e. the list of ancient monuments published
with or without translation or commentaries, but without a
synthetic article on the calendar. A list of the chief ancient
authors who WTOte on the subject has also been added. The
most important authorities have an asterisk prefixed.

I. DIDACTIC TREATISES. ACCOMPANIED I3T DOCUMENTS.—
Biot, Ann^e vafjve des Egyptiens, Paris, 1853; Brugsch,
*^ouvelles recherchcs sur la division de I'annde des anciena
E(ji/2^tieiis, Berlin, IS56, *Materiaux pour servir d la ream-
sti-itction du calendrier des anciens Egyptians, Leipzig, 1864,

Tkesaunis, pt. ii. ' Kalenderinschriften,' Leipzig, 1S33

;

Chabas, Mdlanges, Paris, 1862, 1873; Champollion, 3lim.
stir tes signes employes d la notation du temps, Paris, 1831

;

Dumichen, *AUdg. Kaknderinschrijten, Leipzig, 1863-06

;

Faselius, Altdg. Kaleiiderstttdien, Strassburg, 1873; Gum-
pach, On the historical Antiquity of the People of Egypt, their

Kalendar, etc., London, 1863 ; Lepsins, *Chronologie der
Aegypter, Einleitung, Berlin, 1849 ; Letronne, Nouvelles re-

cherches sur le calendrier des anciens Egyptiens, Paris, 1863.

IL DIDACTIC ResPMiS OF TEE STATE OF THE (jVESTION.—
Breasted, 'Ancient Records, Chicago, 1906-07, p. 26 ; Budge,
'Book of Kings, xliii-lix, London, 1908 ; Maspero, 'Ilistoire,

Paris, 1894-99, 1. 204-213 (with list of the most important
literature down to 1893).

III. POPULAR WORKS.—Biaidite, Egypte (Guide), Paris,

1900, preface, p. 99; Breasted, Bist. of Ane. Egyptians,
London, 1908; Budge, A &uide tb the Egyptian Collections of
the British Museum, London, 1899, p. ISO, Gods of the Egyptians,
London, 1903, i. 435, 488, 617, ii. 110 ; Erman, Life in Ancient
Egypt, tr. Tirard, London, 1894, p. 360, Egyp. Religion, Lon-
don, 1907, p. 217 £f. ; Pierret, Diet, d'archiol. igyp., Paris, 1876.

IV. DrVIStONS OF THE YEAR. CYCLES, PHmHIX AND
RVNTI' PERIODS.—Brugsch, Nouvelles recherches (see above),
and Rel. und MythoL, 1884, p. 671 ; Champollion, Mimoire (see

above) ; Gardiner, *' Mesor6 as the first month of the Egyptian
Year,' in ZX xlii. 136 ; Griffith, ' The Ancient Egyptian year,'
PSBA xiv. [1892] 260 ; Hincks, On the Years and Cycles used
by the Egyptians, London, 1839, and Oil the Various Years and
Months in use among the Egyptians, London, 1865 ; Mahler,
Zl, 1890, p. 122 ; Martin, Piriude igypt. du Phoenix, 1864

;

Naville, 'Festival-hall, London, 1892, pp. 7, 21 ; Vincent,
Recherches sur I'ann^e igyptienne, Paris, 1865.

V. On THE SOTHIO PERIOD IN PARTICULAR.—BazdlBJiit,
in ZA xxxvii. 80 ; Burrows, Discoveries in Crete, London,
1907 ; Fourier, Recherches &ur les sciences et le gouvemement
de VEqypte, Paris, 1828; Krall. 'Studien,' in SWAW xcviii.,

Vienna, 1880 ; Lauth, Aegypt. Tetraeteris, Munich, 1878, Sothis-
oder Siriuspenode, Munich, 1874; Lef^bure, in Revue E(jyptoU
ix. 71; Legge, "'Is the " Pirit-Sopdou " a Heliacal Rising?'
in Recueil de Travaux, 1909 ; Lesag^e, Le Lever h^liaque de
Sothis le 16 Pharmouti, Paris, 1860 ; Mahler, ' Die .\pisperiode,'

in SWAW, 1894, p. 832 ff., *• Sothis und Monddaten der alten

Aegypter,' in Actes du xivf Congr. Orient. 1906 ; Martin, Date
historigtie d'un renouvellement de la p^riode sothiaque, Paris,

1869 ; Maspero, ' Notes au jour le jour," in PSBA xiii. 303,
and Revue Critique, 27th Nov. 1906 ; Oppolier, Ldnge des
Siriusjahres und der Sothisperiode, Vienna, 1884, Sothtsperiode
und Siriusjahr, Vienna, 1886 ; Roug^, in Revue Archiol. 1849;
Sharpe, On the Return of Phoenix and Sothic Period, 1849

;

Torr, 'Memphis and Mycenoe, Cambridge, 1896, p. 57 ff.

;

Wiedemann, in 'OLZ iii. 322.

VI. CALEND.IR APPLIED TO CHRONOLOGY.—O'mz&X, Band-
buchdermath. und techn. Chron., Leipzig, 1906, i. 226 ; Griffith,

in PSBA, 1896, p. 99; F. A. Jones, *'The Ancient Year and
Sothic Cycle,' PSBA xxx. 95 ; Lef^bure, ' Principales coi^sd.
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<Hience3de la pi^riode sothiague,' in Rev. Egypt, viii. ; Lieblein,
•Chronohgie, Upsala, 1873, I'SBA xxii. MS, and ZX xliv. 101

;

Mahler, *l>ic dgifp. Finstcmifa d^r Hibd, Vienna, 1885,
I'ltronot. Vcrgleichtm/jstabeiten, vo]. i.

' Acpypter,' Vienna, 188S,
'liltldes sur le calendrier I'gifp- (tr. lloret, Hibl. Musde Guimet,
\ol. xxiv.); Meyer, 'Aegyp. Chronologie' {Abhan(tt. Konijit.
Pri'uss. Akad.), 1B04, *'Nachtrligo zur agyp. Chronologie'
(.4 bhandl. Berlin. A kad.),V>01 ; Reisner, Naga-ed-DSr, i. .Leipzig,
1807, p. 28; Sethe, lieUriige (Unle.ysKchungcn, iii.), 1905, p. 127.
As has already been said, it is impossible to give the complete list

of publications or articles on the points of detail of the calendar
apjjlied to chronology. We shall cil 1 attention merely to Brix,
'/.A xli. 26, 36 ; Borchardt, XX xxxvii. 80, xli. 34 : Legge,
Report, etc., I'SIiA x\\. 201; Meyer, ZS xli. 93; Lef^bure,
Rev. Bgyptol. ix. 71, and Actet du xivc Congr. Orient, i. 25;
Lieblein, ZA xliv. 101, and PSDA xxii. 352; Mahler, OLZ
iii. 202, V. 218, viii. 6, 473, 635, ix. 94, Zji xl. 78 ; Sethe, ZA xli.

35 (as examples of discussions, in a single period, on chronology
in connexion with a particular fact).

VII. O.v TUK BKCANl ly PAiiTKUi.m.—Braescb, 'Thesau-
rug, Leipzig, 1883-91, p. 131, Aegyplotogie, Leipzig, 1889-90,
p. 329; Daressy, •'Une ancienne liste de d^cans egyptiens,'
Annates, iv. [1904)260, Stalvelde divinitis, Leipzig, 1907, p. 361,
'Lasemaine des Kgyptiens,' Annat^iS, x. 11909] 21; Goodwin,
Sttr un horoscope grec contenant les name de pltcftieurs dicans,
London, 1886 ; Lepsius, 'Chronologie, Einleit., Leipzig, 1849,
p. 68 (T. ; Romieu, Lettres d Lepsitts sur un dican du del igyp-
lien, Paris, 1870.

\'I1I. ASTROXOMICAL AND STELLAR TABLES. —B\16ngeT,
'Die Slemta/eln in den dgyp. Eonigsgrdbem, Leipzig, 1862

;

Biot, Calendrier astronomiqtie , . . trouvd d Thebes, Paris,
1862; Birch, Astronomical Observations in the xvth Century
B.C., London, 1864; Brugsch, 'Aegyptologte; ChampoUion,
'Mimoires (see above), Lettres d'Egypte, Paris, 1833, p. 230,
Notices, Paris, 1844, ii. 647 ff.; Lepage-Renouf, 'Calendar of
astronomical Observations from Tombs of the XXth Dyn.,
London, 1874; Petrie, PSBA xxiv. 318 (in fine); Rougfi,
'M6moire sur quelques ph6nomO;nea celestes,' in Rev. Archil.
ix. [1852], 'Texte du document astron. et astrol. decouvert
par ChampoUion i Thebes ' (Mem. Acad. Sciences, xxiv. [1858]
455).

I.V. O.V THE ZODIAC—Biat, Mimoire sur U zodiaque de
Dendi'rah, Paris, 1844 ; Carteron, Analyse des recherches de
Letronne, etc., Paris, 1843, IJexription de VKgypte, ' AntiquitSa,'
Paris, 1808-28, vol. iv. (zodiac of Denderah), p. 267; Cham-
poUion, Lellre relative an zodiaqm de Dendirah, Paris, 1829

;

Henley, Zodiarjtie df Denderah, Paris, 1852 ; Lauth, Zndiagiie
de Dendi'rah. V-.r-.« 1^<',

: Letronne, Observatirr,, ^„r !'..' :, » ,/. .<

reprisentnt,. -

, utc., Paris, 1824, •
1 ,

' • ».
des repre,.. / -.iles de Dendim ,i J , ! iis
18.i0; Max :.Iii;,ir, , .nres zodiacales,' I'/,/ mi, ;i i.

;

Mure, CaliiuUif aa.L /.,„i,ac of Ancient Egypt, Lomlnn, l ,,=,:!

;

Saint Martin, Sutice sur le zodiaque de Dendirah, Paris,
1822

; Testa, 'Sopra due Zodiaci scoperti nel Egitto, Pisa, 1S02.
X. O.v TRF, EPAnOMENAL DAYS 1,1 PAitTicrrr.AR.—Bmgscb,

•'Uebcr die tiinf Epagomenen,' in JifDJ/G vi. [1852]; Chabas,
•' Calendrier des Jours tastes et lllifastes,' App. (Bibl. Egypt, xii.

204) (Leyden Papyrus, i. 340).

XI. Studies oy me axxiversaries of special dates.
—Breasted, ZA xxxvii. 126 (festival of Amon at Thebes);
Brugsch, 'Diet. Gingraphiqu^, Leipzig, 1877-SO, passim (the
most important series presented in alphabetical order, and
]uoro complete than the lists of his Thesaurus), *Drei Fest-
kalender rm .4 t-'/i.. ..',» Magna. Loipzig. 1877; Dev^ria,
•Noub,Iadr. - .r.-r.! - I )'t'u\\-i.' M'uuu res .'Soc. Antiquaires,
xxii., Pari-J, I 1 i

. irT.i of Aiii ill); Roug«, 'MiSmoire
surquelqm •

]
:..

; :,, : -. •;., ill yur. .1 ,,/»%?. ix. [1862].
XII. O.v Tin: //-u., i.i lllK li.l/.'.-Guissard, Etude sur les

joursigyp. ducalendrier, li>cs6;Uoiseleut,Juurseg!/ptiens, leurs
variations dans les caUndriers du Moyen-dge, 1872 ; Roug^,
* Mtimoire,' etc. (see above).
XIII. LUCKY AND UNLUCKY days (apart from citations or

analyses in general works).—Chabas, ' Le Calendrier des jours
tastes et nefi-utes de I'annSe (Sgyptienne' (Bibl. Egyptot. xii.

127-235); Griffith, 'Hieratic J'apyri from Kahun, London,
1899, pi. XXV.; Goodwin (in Chabas, MHanqes); Maspero,
Etjules igypliennes, Paris, 1886-89, i. 20 ; Oefele, ZA xli. 117
XIV. Studies on tub calendars of the various

TESIPLES.—Diimichea, Der grosse theban. Festkalender von
Medinet-llabu, Leipzig, 1881 ; Greene, Fouilles d Thebes, 1856,
iv.-vi. (.Mcdinct-Habu) ; Brugsch, Drei Festkalender, Leipzig,
1877 (Eflfu); Stem, ZA, 1873, p. 128; Bonriant, 'Remeil, xv.
184 (KomOmbo).
XV. ON THE DECK'!- '! r'.iv.i.fo p'-r-h. r.ningnal In-

scription at SAn,\jci'A ', !-i~: i;-': / ''/'/A^. vi. 164 •

Budge, The Stele titfr
i L 1 1 1

1 m ;
, M,'lunges'.

ii.,;;3,1870,p.l08; Ki.i.i, ; . „ '.
/ '.

,
\ inum, I'Ki:!;

l^Gpsiws, 'Buhxgue LJ.e.t i..ii. Lii; I: i
I '7; M'-,rtin,'

M^moires Acad, des iiiscr. vii. pi Ml. :,
'

'
^

'.

Savants, 1883; Pierret, 'Glossain- ; /, „

igyptoloaiques, Paris, 1872; Reinisch i ..
, -i. , . ,,,„

fnschri/t von Tunis, Vienna, 1806 ; Ktvilluiit, cl,ie.:i,,i„nihie
dimotique, Paris, 1876-80, i. 87; Sethe, Uierugl. Urkunden
d. gne.ch.-riSm. Zeit, Leipzig, 1904, pp. 124-162.
XVI. Ptolemaic calendar.—Birch, On an Egyptian

Calendar of Philipp Aridcexus, London, 1S64 ; Robiou, "Re-
cherches sur le calendrier maciidonien en E>'vpte' (Mihnoires
Acad. Inscr. ix. (18781) ; Strack, Kalendcr imptolem.ierreich
(Rhrin. Museumf PhiL liv. (1898] 12, 27); Vincent, M,imoires
sur le calendrier des Lagides, Paris, 1864, Recherches stir le
calendrier des Lagides, Pari.s, 1858.

XVII. FUNERARY CALENDARS (only studies with comment-
aries, specially on these calendars).—B6nedite, Tombeau de
Ni'ferhiitpou (XVIIIth Dyn.), v. of Mtlmoires de la Mission A rch.
Fr. an Caire, 1889-1900 ; Budge, Liturgy of Funerary Offerings,
1909, p. Uff. ; Petrie, 'Denderah, London, 1900, ch. viii.

(ooKin of Beb [Vlth Dyn.)) 67 IT. (tho chapter by Griffith) (Xlth
Dyn.?); Maspero, *'Les Fouilles de Petrie au Favouni,' in
Journal des Savants, 1000, p. 45n(XIIth Dyn.), 'Sur quelques
textes,' etc., in BiM. EgyptoL, Etudes de Myth, et d'Arch.
igypliennes, ii. 1893 (Xth Dyn.).
XVIII. ANCIENT DOCUMENTS (reiiroiluced or written without

systematic commentary. The classitication is chronological.
It does not include either tho Texts of the Pyramids or the
version of the Book of the Dead dating from the second
Theban Empire).

—

(a) CitB.VDAR OF THE TKMPLE op MEMrnis
(Palermo Stone).—Pellegrini, Archivio Storico Siciliano, new
series, xx. 297. (b) Fcnkrary Mrmphite calendars (as speci-
mens only).—Budge, Liturgy of Funerary Offerings, London,
1909 ; Mariette, Mastabas, Paris, 1881-87. (c) Te-mple calen-
liAlis OF THE FIRST Thebas EMPIRE.— Griffith, Hieratic Papyri
fruin Kahun, pi. xxv. p. 62. (d) Funerary calendars of
THE FIRST Theba.n EupiKE (as specimens only).—Griffith, Beni-
Hassan, London, 1894, ii. 62 and pi. xii. ; Garstang, Burial
Customs . . . ai Beni.lli,,:,i, T.n,i,|nii, 1907, pi. x. ; Lacau,
Sarcophages antirieur.; .• < n, ' Empire, Cairo, 1904. (e)
Astronomical AND 8TJ

I
i

; -l.-oni, A'arrahw, London,
1821 (stellar tables); Eiut, i ., , (do.); Brugsch, Monu-
ments, Leipzig, 1867, pi. .m.,. (dcea.u); ChampoUion, Monu-
ments, Paris, 1836, pi. ccxxviii. etc. (astron. and stellar tables,
chart of sky, etc.) ; Guilmant, Tombeau de Ramsis IX., Cairo,
1907 (decani and star lists); Lef^bure, Hypogees royaux de
Thebes, Paris, 1886-89 (do.); Lepsius, Denkrn. iii, cxxxvii,
ccxxvii, ccxxviii, Berlin, 1849-60 (do.); RoseUini, Mon. del
Cutto, Pisa, 1842-44, pi. Ixiv. (do.). ( f) Calendars ox paptros
OP THE SECOND Theban EMPIRE.— Birch, .•^elect Papyri (Sallier
P!ipyr\l3iv.),18il-60, Facmmileofan Egyptian Hieratic Papyrus
(Harris Papyrus), London, 1876 ; Leemans, Papyrus hiiratigue
du Musfe de Leide, pi. ii. iii. (Pap. i. 346, Epagomenal days),
Leyden, 1866. (£r) Ptolemaic and Roman temple cale.ndars.—
Ahmed-Bey-Kemal, StelesptoUmaiques et romaines. No. 22187i
p. 182, pi. lix.-lxi. (Decree of Canopus), Cairo, 1904 : Brugsch,
Thesaurus (Pap. Boman epoch), Leipzig, 1884-91, MaUriaux,
p. XX (Calendar of EsnSh), Leipzig, 1884, Description de
VEgypte: Antiquitis, iv. 21 (zodiac of Denderah); Morgan,
Koowmlos, pi. 316 ^Temple of Kom-Ombo), Cairo, 1907;
Rochemonteix-Chassinat, Le temple d'Edfou, Paris, 1894,
passim, (h) General documextarv repertories; Brugsch,
Thesaurm (see above), pt. 2 ; Diimichen, Kalendcrinschriften,
Leipzig, 1873.
XIX. PRINCIPAL REFERENCES TO CLJLSSICAL AUTHORS.—

Clement, Strom, i. 21 ; Censorinus, de Die Natali, xviii. 10

;

Diodorus, i. 11, 36, 60 ; Hephaestion (for a first list of the
decani) ; Herodotus, ii. 4, 42, 48, 59, 60, 62, 63, 88, 122, 171, etc.;
HorapoUo, Hierogtyphica ; Macrobius, Saturn, i. 12, IB, 18 ;

Libanius, iii. 17; Pliny, xrtii. 167 ; Porphyry, i. 24 ; Plutarch,
de Iside, xi. 17 ; Solinus, iv. 31 ; Strabo, xvii. 1, 40.

George Foucart.
CALENDAR (Greek).'— i. The day (V^pa,

later wxOnfi.epop).—As in English, so in Greek, the
word ' day ' is ambiguous, and may mean the time
between sunrise and sunset, or the time occupied
by one complete revolution of the earth on it.s axis,
or, on the ancient theory, of the sun around the
earth. = The latter is the strict meaning of mipa—
hence the later coinage, pvxOy/xepoi/, to avoid
ambi^Tiity, though in popular speech the fonner
meaning prevailed. » tlence, in official reckonings,
a day is a day and a night. It began, like the
Jewish day, at twilight ; e.g., by Greek reckoning,
July 2 begins at twilight on July 1.*

Divi'^ion.i.—Unger thinks—we have not been
able to discover on what grounds—that the Bab.
division of the day into 12 hours, by means of the
gnomon and sun-dial, reached Greece as early as
.')i)0 B.C. or thereabouts. In common parlance,
however, lipa did not mean 'hour,' hut only 'season,'
till mucii later. The ordinary way of measuring
time was, if any accuracy was requiriKi, })y the
water-clock {K\e\f/vdpa), while tlic [mjiular divisions
of time were, for the day : (m (dawn, including
morning twilight), wput, /leariiilipia (midday), and
iftkri (late afternoon),'" to whicli we may add a7opd

1 Abbreviations: Ung. = Unger in Iwan Miiller's Handbueh,
1892 ff. ; Farn.=L. FanicU, CtUtsofthe (ireek States, ISOO ; Gem.
= Oeuiinosof Rhodes, Teubncr ed.; .Mom.i=A. Moinmsen, Feste
der Stadt Athen, Leipzig, 1808.

- There were counter-theories (see Pint. De facie in orbe
luutr, 923 A), but they found no favour, and were mere
unsnpj>ortod guesses.

• c.<i. Aristoph. Nub. 2, oiSiiroi' riiitpa. vti'^VfTai ; and the
familiar Homeric ixeirov ^fiap.

4 i.e. ' civic * not astronomical twilight (see Ung.).
'' Theophmstus, De tig. temp.
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rX^Oovaa, i.e. about miil-morning, and the Homoric
/SouXiTils, which, despite ita iiaiiic, indicating the
end of the day's farm-work, does not seem to signify

a very late hour ; and, for tlie night : i<nr^pa, a<pai

(lamp-ligliting), ^u^aai n'sres, f/iC/jos (tlie darlc liour

before tlio dawn), and cocl^crow,' wliieh was llie

labourer's hour of rising.^ Such a division of

time, tliougli very rough, corresponded to objective

natural phenomena, and to the routine ot daily

life, and did well enough for popular use.

2. The month (m')'')-— It is a somewhat vexed
question^ whotlier the month or the year came
hrst, i.e. whether the Greeks, of their own inven-

tion or by foreign (Hahylonian?) influence, divided

one year into 12 months, or whether they put 1'2

months together to form one year. Certain it is

that both year and month, as well as the names of

the seasons, occur in Homer, while Hesiod has a
complete account of the reckoning of the month,
and of lucky and unlucky days. The present
writer's view is that both j'ear and month, being
natur.al divisions of time, are of native origin in

Greece, and sprang up simultaneously. For, quite
apart from the keen astronomical observation,

auled perhaps by outside influences, which is so

marked a feature of the IVorks arid Days of Hesiod,
the facts that it is about 30 days from one new
moon to the next, and that 12 such moons bring us
back to the season we started from, are common
property, shared by such backward races as tlie N.
Amer. Indians before the coming of the white man.

Divisions.—The ' moon ' was divided not into

quarters, but into thirds ; /j.i]!' iarajxeiioi (waxing),
lxeaS>v* (central), and ^tficwi/ (waning). Hence the
usual reckoning of the days, say of Boedromion at
Athens, was (after the 1st) 2nd, 3rd, etc., iaraiiii/ov

;

11th, 12th, 3rd 'after the 10th' (i-n-l S^ra), '4th
after the 10th,' etc. ; 20th, and then, by a curious
inversion, 10th, 9th, etc., of the wane, counting
backwards, to the 29th (Scvripa (pBivovros) ; though a
direct method of counting (Seurepa ^er' ei*dSas, . . .

TpiaKds) was also used. ' First tenth ' .and ' second
tenth' were also used for 20tli and 21st in Attica,

while the 30th was lei] Kal via (see below, ' Year ').

Both the month and its divisions are connected
with certain vague beliefs of a religious nature

—

or perhaps ' magical ' would be a more accurate
word to use. Just as with us superstitious people
regard Friday as unlucky, so the Greeks* regarded
both the 4th and the 24th as dangerous days for

some enterprises ; tiie 5th as utterly unlucky ; the
IGth as an unlucky birth- or marriage-day for a
girl ; the 14th as a good day to break in cattle,

etc., and so on thi'ough the whole month; 'one
day is like a step-mother, another like a mother.'''

But especially—this is probably a belief of later

origin—certain days are sacred to certain gods.
Thus the 7th' is Apollo's birthday, the 4th is that
of Hermes and of Herakles, and so \vith several

other deities. The great festivals of the various
deities were yearly, though often on the god's
particular day of the month. Obviously the mere
question of expense prevented a costly feast to

Apollo or Zeus being celebrated monthly ; but it

is at least probable that the old monthly lioly days
were recognized to some extent in the regular
temple-worship, just as every Sunday commemo-
rates, by its position in the week, the Resurrection,
although Easter Simday occurs once only in the
year.*

1 See Aristoph. Nxth., arf init.

2 Lucian, Gatius. ad init.

3 See Ung., and contrast Mom. p. 3.

4 This term is very rare.
5 At least, Hesiod's compatriots; Op. et Di. 765 flf.

ilj. 825.
' ib. 770 ff., with Gottling's notes.
8 It must be remembered that, as the Greelis bad no weelt,

any superstitions or practices connected with days occurring
oftener than once a year would naturally be monthly only.

3. The year (t'Tos, ^naiTis).—Very early in the

history of Greece, either by native observation or

l)y imported science of a rudimentary kind, a
smattering of practical astronomy became fairly

widely dilt'nsed. Hesiod' indicates the beginning

of the reaping-scason (summer) and the ploughing-

season (autumn) by the rising and setting of the

I'leiades—a constellation which had attracted the

attention of many primitive races ^—and frequently

makes similar observations. This, together with
the observation of the equinoxes and the solstices,'

provided them with the material for calculating a
solar year. At the same time it led to endless

confusion, for the lunar month was adhered to

throughout: i.e., whereas our (Julian) year is

purely solar, and the new moon may or may not
fall on the first daj' of any particular month, with-

out in any way affecting our calculations of dates,

^

the Greek year was soli-lunar—almost a contra-

diction in terms, since the solar year is roughly

363i days, and the lunar month about 29^ days.

This gives a lunar year of 3.54 days—a di-scropancy

which more exact calculations, such as the Greeks
of the historical period could and did make, render

still more fi.pparent.* But the month, with its

holy days, was a fixture. To a Greek, it would
seem wholly unsatisfactory to celebrate Christmas
on the 25th day of the last calendar month of the

year ; he would think it necessary to celebrate it,

nominally at least, 5 days from the end of the last

moon of the year. Similarly, a New Year's day
which was not a day of new moon would seem an
absurdity, even if it coincided exactly with a
solstice or an equinox.

' It was,' says Gem., ' the endeavour of the ancients to conduct
the months in accordance with the moon, but the year in

accordance with the sun. For the direction given by laws and
oracles, to "sacrifice according to the ancestral rites," was
interpreted throughout Greece in those terms. Now, to conduct
the year according to the sun means to offer the same sacrifices

to the gods at the same seasons of the year, e.g. always to offer

the spring sacrifice in spring ; which is impossible, unless the
solstices and the equinoxes fall always in the same months

;

while conducting the month in accordance with the moon
means to name the days in accordance with her phases.'

6

Hence, despite all difficulties, the soli-lunar year
was adhered to persistently in Greece proper, and
even in the Middle Ages we find Byzantine pedants
speaking of it as if it were still in being. Thus
Tsetzes, Posthom. 770 (13th cent.), gives the Attic

month Hekatombaion the equivalent it would have
had in his day if the Attic calendar had still re-

mained in use. Apart from this trifling, which
reminds one of B^lise begging the notary to ' Qat«r

par les mots d'ides et de calendes,' we have the

e\'idence of Julian' that in the 4th cent, the

Roman and Egyptian solar calendars were not in

use among the Greeks.

The Greek year of 12 lunar months contained,

as has been said, 354 days, the months having
alternately 30 days [ii.y)v TrXTip-qi) and 29 days {fxiji'

KotXos). The former was regarded as the normal
number, hence the last day even of a ' hollow

'

month was generally called Tprnxcis, or 30th. In
Athens, however, the name Ifrj ™i via ('old and
new ') was frequently used to denote the day which
belonged half to one month of 29.V days, and half

to the next. This year, being 11J days too short,
1 Op. et Di. SS3, G15.
2 Such as the Australian blacks (see Lang, Custom and Myth,

London, 1886, ' Star-Myths').
y The latter

—

rjKiov Tpon-at—are several times mentioned in

Hesiod.
* The movable date of Easter is an interesting survival of

more ancient systems.
5 Gem. viii. 37 gives the lunar month as 29}-l-3k, d».V8, or 29

days 12 br. 4Sniin. 38 sec. nearly. The impossibility of adapt-

ing this period, for practical purposes, to the solar year is

obvious. He is speaking, of course, of the ' synodic ' month,
from one cti'i-oSos, or true new moon, to the next.

t> Gem. viii. G-10, somewhat abbreviated. The last sentence
refers, as he goes on to explain, to such names as I'ou/Djrta for

the 1st of the month.
7 Orat. iv. 165b.
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led at a. veiy early ilato ' to an attempt at leforni.

The j'ears were arratifjcd in groups of cly,]\t (ovTa-

«Tij/).'3f5), (K)iitaiiiint; :{ leap-years (.'iril, 5tli, and Stli),

eai'li of whieli ha<l an extra montli (aV ^/njioXt/j.oi)

of 30 days. This gave a, total of '2i).t2 days ;
where-

as the actnal total of 99 lunar months is roughly
2!)2S^ days. The next stage was to add 3 inter-

calary days in 2 ohtaelcrides. This in turn resulted
ii\ getting 30 days ahead of the solar year in IGO
years. This was rectified by leaving out one inter-

calary month.
Thus, by correcting alternately for the sun and

the moon, something like a reasonable system of

reckoning was arrived at. Throughout Greek
history we meet the uktnetcris, which, it would
seem, they came to regaril as a natural period of

time, like the solar year itself. At any rate,

various festivals are arranged in relation to it.

Thus, the Olympian games were celebrated every
four years (half an uktaetei-is), and the Pythian at
the same interval, .always coming in the 3rd year
of an Olympiad : the Nemean fell in the 1st and 3rd,

and the Isthmian in the 2nd and 4th years of the
Olympiads. From the Olympian games came the
familiar sj-stem of reckoning, which enables us,

from 776 B.C. onwards, to extract fairly exact
dates from Greek chronological notices. The
various cities, however, all had local methods of

reckoning—Athens dating by its archons, Argos
by the priestesses of the temple of Hera, and so

on. Even the Olympiad was not exactly reckoned
in Athens, but was fitted to the local calendar, by
being made to begin on the 1st of Hekatombaion,^
whereas it really began on the 18th. We mention
these facts, a little out of their order, to indicate
why the okineteris was so tenaciously adhered to in

spite of its fumlamental errors.

For it was fundamentally wrong, owing to the
constitution of the year, which always consisted of

alternate ' full' and ' hollow ' months.' Averaging
as thej' did 29i days, they gave a lunar year of

354 days, the real length being about 354 days 8

hours; i.e., the difference between 8 lunar and 8

solar years is not 90, but 87i days, so that the
3 intercalary fiTJvei wXr^peU made the oktactcris 2

days IG hours too long. It would take some little

time to notice this, as there was little exact science

in Greece, but in the end it made itself felt—some
of the festivals were clearly on the ^vrong days.

Hence comes the bitter complaint of the Moon in

the Clonilx of Aristojihanes :

' For,' say her inesseiigurs, tlie Clouds, 'she is abominably ill-

treated, after all her kindnesses to you—real kindness, not just
talk. . . . You calculate the days all w-ronjj, you jumble them
topsy-turvy, . . . when you onght to he sacrificinff, you rack
witnesses and try cases ; and often, when we gods are keeping
a f.ast, in memory of poor Memnon, or of Sarpedon, you pour
out libations and laugh.'**

If the Moon had just cau.se to protest, the Sun
got no better u.sage. The Athenian year was
supposed to begin with the summer solstice ; but,

as its first month must begin with a new moon, it

never did, unless the two events happened to

coincide. Ho serious did the whole matter become,
that we actually find in late inscriptions a d(mble
system of dating, Kar eVos (in accordance with the
civic year) and Kara 0e6i> (in accordance with the
actual posit ion of the heavenly bodies). The latter

was the method used for dating the priitdnics.

The year, in trying to be both solar and lunar,
succeeded in being neither.

' There are allusions to it in various myths, as that of Cadmus'
8-year penance (see Ung. for a full discussion). For a brief
account of the o(CTaenjpt«, see Gem. vii. 27 iT. The inventor is

said, however, to h.ave been Cleostratus (latter half of 6th cent.)

;

Athen. vii. 278.
2 See below, • Divisions of the year.'
3 Intercalary days were not dated ; they were named by the

date of the precetling day, with the word cfi/iuAifig; added.
Hence thev could not make a * hollow ' month ' full."

•< ii\tb. 610 ff., with lilaydes' notes.

In order to give a clearer idea of what the Greek
year was like, we append an outline calendar
of the civic year at Athens. The lirst month
(llekatombaion) began nomin.ally at sunset (m the
day of the summer .solstice (end of June) ; actually,

on the next new moon, which might bo the middle
of July :

—

Hekatorabaion, 30 days ; Mctageitnion, 29 days
;

Boedromion, 30 days ; Fyanopsion, 29 days

;

Meimakterion, 30 days ; I'oseideon, 29 days. Then
second I'oseideon, 30 days (in leap-year onlj')

;

Gamelion, 29 days ; Anthesterion, 30 days

;

Elaphebolion, 29 days; Munychion, 30 days;
Thargelion, 29d.ays ; Shirophorion, 30day.s. Next
year, Ilckatomb.-iion, 29 days, and so on. In Later
times, I'oseideon 'the second' was called IIa<lri-

anion, after the Emperor. Other States repeated
the twelfth month in a leap-year ; but it was
always twelfth or sixth. This example shows
clearly enough the continual inconveniences to
which the fixed alternation of 'full' and 'hollow'
months subjected the Greeks ; for the average
number of days in a year was frequently one too
few or too many, owing to the clumsy device of
the intercalary month ; hence the necessity for
intercalary days.
Athenian astronomers were not slow to perceive

the practical and theoretical disadvantages of the
i/klacferU; and one of them— Meton— brought
forward, in the year 432 n.C, a reformed calenflar
which, >vith the later improvements of Callippus
of Cyzicus (a contemporary of Aristotle) and
Hipparchus of Nica?a (2nd cent. B.C.), is surpas.sed
in accuracy only by the purely solar calendars.
He arranged the years in cycles of 19, with 7
intercalary months, giving a total of 6940 days,
and allotting 29 d. 12 h. 45 m. 57 s. to the average
month, and 365/^ days to the average year—only
30 m. 10 s. too long. Callippus combined 4 of
these cycles into one, and subtracted one day,
securing an average year of 365J days, and an
average month only 22i sec. longer than the actual
lunar month. By a repetition of this process,
Hipparchus, with a cycle of 304 years minus 1 day,
attained almost absolute accuracy, but, it should
be noted, still at the expense of anything like con-
formity with the sun ; for, while tlie arcragc year
was accurate, any actnal year was always 11 J days
too short, or else 18J days too long.'

But these cycles were merely theoretical ; the
oktactcris was never, so far as we know, actually
abandoned by any Greek State. Indeed, no State
save Athens, for whose calendar it was calculated,
could adopt Melon's cycle, and the evidence of
Aristophanes (loc. cit.) and of late inscriptions as
to double dating (.see above) indicates that Athens
did not. Diodorus, indeed,'- says that 'most of
the Greeks' accepted Melon's calendar; but this
clearly refers only to individuals, for whose use,
also, the almanacs (TTapaTn')yij,aTa) of which W'e
occasionally hear' were constructed. The fre-

i[Uoncy oi pcnldctcric* feasts kept the okl'Wtcris in
use. Hence, as has been already menti<mcd, the
old imperfect calendar remained official ly in use,
getting farther and farther from the actual dates,
until we find Macrobius equating Anthesterion
(February, roughly speaking) with April.

Divisions of the year.—The Attic months Iiave
already been given. Other years, which began at
the .same time, were the Delian, whose months
were Hekatorabaion, Mctageitnion, Buphonion,

t Wo omit small fractions; of course, 3051 is a little more
than the actual length of the solar year,

a xii. 36.
8 e.g. Gem. xvii. 19.

* Wo should call them quadrennial. They camo every four
years, i.r. on the first and fifth of each period of five years, as
the Greeks looked at it ; hence twice in an okiacteris. See, e.a
[Aristotle], 'AS. UoA. liv. 6, 7.
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Apaturion, Aiesion, Poseideon, Lenaion, Ilieios,

Galaxion, Artemision, Thargelion, ami Pancnos

;

and tlie Delphic (Apellaios, Hukatios, IJoathoos,

lleraios, Dadophoiios, Poitropios, Amalios, Bysios,

Theoxenioa, Endyspoil ropios, Ileiaklcios, and
Ilaios). Hrrotia began its year at the winter
solstice (January), but the order of the months is

somewliat olisi'ure. Aohaia, }'hoois, and Laconia
began in (tctober (autumn equinox)—the first two
simply numbered their months; the Spartan
calenilar is not yet re-constructed. After the rise

of Macedon, their year (I)ios [October], Apellaios,

A)ulynaios, Peritios, Dystros, Xandikos, Arte-

misios, Daisios, Panemos, Does, Gorpiaios, and
Ilj'perberetaios) came into use in Asia Minor

;

while the Ptolemys used the Egyptian solar

calendar (see Calendar [Egyp.]), as did also some
astronomers outside Egypt.
A glance at the names of the months will show

that tliey gather around and are named after

certain festivals. Thus Boedromion is ' the month
of the Helpers' (/3o7;5pi/ioi), i.e. the gods and heroes

who give victory in battle. Accordingly, we find

most of the Athenian anniversaries of victories

celebrated in them (see art. Festivals [Greek],

'Attic ecclesiastical calendar'). Apellaios is con-

nected with the name of Apollo ; Dies with Zeus ;

Lenaion with Dionysos Lenaios, ' god of the wild

women'; Galaxios recalls the Athenian feast of

Galaxia, held in honour of Cybele ; and Hyper-
beretaios is 'month of the Hyperboreans,' those
' carriers round ' of the sacred ofi'erings to Apollo,

whose name in ancient and modern times alike

gave rise to so much false etymologizing till

Ahrens' masterly explanation finally threw light

on the mystery.^
The position of the feasts, and consequently

of the months named after them, depended
very largely on the season of the year ; for, in the

long run, nearly every Greek festival or fast has
an agricultural origin.- By whatever name the

Greek might call his months, and however he
might calculate the year, he divided it, in early

times, into summer [Oipo; [i/xTjTos], later upala], and
winter {xci/j-dv) ; or into spring (?op), summer,
autumn {(p6tv6iroipo:'), and winter.^

LiTERATDHS.—1. Ancient texts : Geminus Rhodius, ed.

ManitiuB, with notes and Germ, tr., Leipzig, 1S9S ; Hesiod, ed.

Guttling, Gotha, 1843.

2. Modern works: Boeckh, Uber die vierjdhrigcn Sonrw.n-

kreise, Berlin, 1863; Aug. Mommsen, Chronotogie, Leipzig,

1SS3 ; Ad. Schmidt, Handhuch der gr. Chronologi£, Jena,

1883 ; Unger, ' Zeitrechnung der Griechen und Romer,' in Iwan
Miiller's Handbuch (Munich, 1S92), vi. 711 f.

H. J. Rose.
CALENDAR (Hebrew).— i. Adaptations to

meet astronomical difficulties.—As witli other
peoples, the basis of the Hebrew calendar was
astronomical. The year was, roughly speaking,

the solar year ; the month was a moon period or

lunation ; the week comprised very nearly a
quarter of a lunation ; and the day was, of course,

the period of the earth's rotation on its axis. The
chief difficulty arose, as in other cases, from the

fact that these periods stood in no distinct ratio to

each other. The true solar year was not an exact

number of moons, weeks, or days. The lunation

was not an exact number of either weelcs or days.

The week of 7 exact days, whatever its origin

may have been, had become a purely conventional

measure of time. As the solar year is nearly 36.5J

days, and the 12 lunations over 3.54J, the lunar

year of 12 lunations was about lOJ days short of

the solar year. The ditlerence was at a later

period, at any rate, adjusted by the insertion,

about every 3 years, of an intercalary month
;

and, linally, by adopting a regular cycle of years,

1 See Farn. iv. 102.
2 See Festivals (Greek).
s See Hes. Op. el Di. 383 ff., with Gottliog's note.

the slight irregularities were kept within bounds
(see Calendar [.lewish]). The 12th lunation was
called Adar, the intercalary month ird-Ai/ar (' and
Adar'). Some such arrangement, though not so

definitely systematized, must have been in vogue
from early times. Similarly, as a lunation aver-

ages a little over 29.} days, the month must have
averaged 29 and 30 days alternately, with the
further occasional omission of a day.

It has sometimes been assumed that there was
no system among the ancient Hebrews for deter-

mining the commencement and duration of each
month, and that it was merely a question of observa-
tion, the montli practically beginning when the
new moon first became visible—that is, about 2
days after the real new moon, and that without
any calculation of the number of days since the
previous new moon. There are two very strong,

if not absolutely fatal, objections to this view.

(1) The Feast of the New Moon was evidently of

very early and general obligation (see 1 S 20*' '*,

2 K 4-^, Am 8^, Is 1'^- "). It was practically neces-

sary that it should be known beforehand when it

would occur. That this was in fact the case we
know from 1 S 20'- ", where Jonathan and David
act on the knowledge that the next day would be
the New Moon feast. (2) The fact that, even in

early times, the months were definitely distin-

guished and had their several names (see below,
2. A. (2)), points obviously in the same direction.

It may be further questioned whether there ever
was among the early Hebrews any attempt to

adapt the week of 7 days to the lunation. There
is some ground for such a supposition, in the fact

that in the most ancient Babylonian calendar every
7th day of the moon—the 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th
—was a dies nefastus, on which no public or official

work could be done (Sayce, Higher Crit., 1894, p. 74).

The similar treatment of the 19th day has been
ingeniously explained as due to the fact that it

was 49 ( = 7 X 7) days after the previous new moon ;

but this would be true onlj' for artificial months
of 30 days. It would seem, then, that the old
Babylonian month was practically a period of 4

weeks, witli one or two intercalary days added at

the end to make it agree with the lunation. As
to whether this system was ever adopted by the
Helirews we have no direct evidence ; but, were it

so, its obvious inconvenience must sooner or later,

as with the Babylonians, have caused the substi-

tution of the regularly recurring conventional week
of 7 days.

2. History of Hebrew calendar.—It is not un-
likely that the Hebrew calendar varied considerably
at diH'erent times, and possibly in different places.

We can at any rate, with considerable probability,

make a broad distinction between the systems pre-

vailing before and after the Exile.

A. (1) /?i. ]»-e-exiiic times the year, depending,
as naturally it would with an agricultural people,

on the yearly course of the crops, appears to have
ended with the ingathering of the vintage, ' the
end of the year, when thou gatherest in thy labours
out of the field ' (Ex 23"). This is confirmed by
the fact that the Sabbatical year (Ex 23'"- " [E],

Lv 25'-''- '^"-^ [H]) and the year of jubile (Lv
25'"" [H and P]) were natural agricultural years,

sowing, pruning, reaping, and the vintage being
mentioned in their order. As regards the last,

the enactment that the trumpet was to be blown
on the 10th day of the 7th month shows that the
idea of the year beginning in the autumn survived
into a time when it could lie called the 7th month.

It has been contended tliat, while for religious

purposes, depending as they did on the agricultural
seasons, the year continiied to begin with the
autumn ploughing, the civil year, on the other
hand, from about the beginning of the nionarchy,
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IjcKiin in the sprinj,'. This view is based chiefly

on the phrase, 'at the return of the year' (2 S IT,
1 K 20'-^-

""), wliidi is used witli reference to the
reNum)>tion of liostilities, and is followed in the first

quotation by tlie curious remark, ' at the time when
kin};s f;o forth.' But the first phrase, "}»'? n;x'fi,

might mean ' at the turning-point,' i.e. the middle
of the year—the idea being that the year moves
forward to a certain point and then goes back

;

or what was intended may have been a year from
the time of speakinjj (cf. Gn IS'", where this' is

obviously the meaning of a somewhat similar
phrase), and the words, ' at the time when kings
go forth,' taken by themselves, merely state the
obvious fact that nulitary operations commence
in the s]iring.

(2) During the same period the names of the
months were probably adopted from the Canaan-
ites. Two of the four [jreexilic names which occur
in the OT have been found in Phojuician inscrip-

tions

—

Bvl thrice, and Ethanim twice (cf. CIH i.

No. SGff). The four names are :

{a) Etlmnim (1 K S'', where the editor, following
later usage, calls it the 7th month). It is explained
by Oxf. Ueb. Lex. as ' month of steady flowings,'

i.e. the month in which only perennial streams
contain any water.

(6) Bui ('the eighth month' in 1 K G'^), prob.
= ' rain month.'

(c) Abib (E.X 13* 231= 34" [JE], Dt 16>), in P [e.g.

E.\ 12-) the first month. The name, which means
an ' ear of corn,' was no doubt derived from the
fact that it was the beginning of the harvest (cf.

Dt W- »).

(d) Ziv ('the second month' in 1 K 6'- ''),

' splendour,' with reference, Gesenius supposes,

to the beauty of the flowers ; but it might be to
the general beauty of Nature at this season,
before vegetation has suffered from the summer
drought.
There are, besides, in Phconician inscriptions

several other names of months which are not
actually found, or at any rate with this signifi-

cance, in OT, but were not improbably used by the
early Hebrews. Thus we have Marpch, PhduUAh,
Mirzah, Majy/ia, Hir, Zchnh-shishim. But we have
no means of ascertaining definitely to what months
these names belong. On the other hand, Abib and
Ziv have not yet been found on any Phoenician
inscription.

B. (1) After the Exile the religious year, at any
rate, began about the vernal equinox, or, to be
more exact, with the first lunation of which the
full moon fell after the vernal equinox. This was
at least the intention. But very probably, with
the early aiTangement of intercalary months, as
certainly with the more systematic adoption of

definite cycles at a later time, it sometimes hap-
pened that what was regarded as the first full moon
either slightly preceded the equiuo.x or was in

reality the second after the equinox. The whole
cycle of feasts, according to the laws of the Priestly
Code, depended on this theory. The first lunation
was what had been known as Abib (see above).
The exjircss provision that this was to be the first

month of the year (Ex 12= [V], cf. 13* [J J) suggests
what was at the time a new departure, but came
to be regarded as an ancient tradition.

It is at least possible that, through Assyrian or
Babylonian influence, the custom of reckoning the
year from the spring for secular purposes had come
into use a little before the Exile. That it was so
reckoned in the record of Jehoiakim's treatment
of Jeremiah's roll (Jer 36) is evident from the fact
that there was a fire in the brazier in the Olh
month (v."). But this by itself is not conclusive,
because the record was i)robably taken from a bio-

graphy of Jeremiah, which may well have been

written in the time of the Exile, when the new
custom had couie in.

(2) As a rule, the months were now, for religious

purposes, designated in the order of their occur-
rence as the first, second, third, etc. (Gn 7" [P]

8*[P], Lv 23=f- [H], Hag 1' 2', Zee !' ™-). With
this we may compare the similar designation of

the months by their numbers, by the Society of

Friends. As in the latter case, the object was
probably to avoid names which had a heathen
association.

For civil and historical purposes the Babylonian
names of the months were now adopted. Of these,

7 only are mentioned in the OT and the Apocrypha,
viz. ;

A'isaii (1st mo.), Neh 2', Eat 37.

.s'ira;i(3rdmo.), EstSS.
Elut (i-,tli mo.), Neh 615, 1 Mac 14=7.

Ki.ilri: ('Ah mo.), Zee 71, Neh 11, 1 Mac 4^2, 2 Mac 19. 18 10».

7',t,-(/i(liithmo.), Est 216.

Sluliiit (Utb mo.), Zeo 17, 1 Mac 161''.

Adai- (lith mo.), Ea- 615, Est 3'- " 81=, 1 Mao 7«- «,
2 Mac 1636.

The other 6 months were : lyyar (2nd mo.) ; Taimnuz (4th mo.),
cf. Ezk 81-1, where the name appears as that of a god ; Ab (5th
mo.); TishrHlihn^o.); MaTcheshvan{SViimo.). Itwasprohahly
not till after the destruction of the Temple by the Romans that
the Babylonian names of the months were regularly employed
iu the religious calendar.

(3) Before the Exile, beyond the weekly festival

of the Sabbath or the 7th day of the week, and
the New Moon on the 1st day of the month, it is

doubtful whether any sacred day or season was
absolutely fixed (see Festivals and Fasts [Heb.];
cf. Dt 16 with Lv 23), unless we are to suppose that
the regulations of Lv 23 [H] imply that some pro-
visions of the kind were made at the close of the
monarchy. From the Priestly Code, including H,
we find that a definite religious calendar was cer-

tainly in use in the Second Temple. Thus we
have, in addition to New Moons and Sabbaths,
from the 14th to the 21st of the 1st month the
Feasts of Passover and LTnleavened Bread (Lv
235'5), including also the sheaf-ofiering on the Lst

day of the week which fell within this period (Lv
O3io-i4)_ Seven weeks after the latter, on another
Sunday falling within the 3rd month, was the
Feast of Weeks (Lv 23''-='). In the 7tli month
were three important celebrations—the Feast of

Trumpets on the 1st day (Lv 23-"- '^, Nu 29'-''),

the Great Day of Atonement on the 10th (T,v

16. 23-''-2=), and the Feast of Booths, 15th-22nd (Lv
2334-36. S9-43J^

Certain other fasts, which had come to be ob-
served during the Exile (Zee 7'' ^ 8''), commemor-
ating, it is said, events connected with the siege
and capture of Jerusalem, were no longer enacted
by law. On the other hand, some feasts wexa
afterwards added, viz. that of Dedication, which
commemorated the re-dedication of the Temple
after its defilement by Antiochus Epiplianes
(1 Mac 4''''). This lasted for 8 d.ays from the
2.'5th of the 9tli month (Kislev). The Feast of

Nicanor, on the 13th of the 12th month (.\dar),

was apiKiiiited to celebrate the victory of Judas
over Nicanor (1 Mae 7'"). The Feast oi Puriin, on
the I4th and 1.5th of the same month, was, so it

w.is saiil, ajipointed to commemorate the vengeance
taken by tlie Jews on their enemies, as reconled in

the Book of Esther (918-32 . >j„t ggg p'lisTlVAl^s and
Fasts [Heb.]).

LiTKRATDRB.—Schiaparelli, Asiroiiomy in OT, En;;, tr., Oxf.

igu.'j, chs. vii.-ix. ; Landau, Beitrafjc zur Aitcrfhumskntitte des
Orients, Leipz. 1893-1906 ; Cooke, North Semitic J7\scriptinm,

0.vf. 1903 ; Dillmann. ' Ueber das Kalciidcrwcseii dor Israeliten

vor deiu Bab. Kxil,' in Slonalsljer. rf. Ilcrl. Akad. der Wissm-
scha/ten, 18S2, pp. 914-935; Muss-Arnolt, 'The Names of the
Assyr.-Hah. Months and their KtKtnts,' in JBL x\. [1892] 72-94,

1U0-I76; Scliiirer, QJV^i. [1»()1| 745fr.; Nowack, Lchrh.d. Ueb.
Arch., Freib. i. B., 1894, i. 214ft. ; Benziiiser, Ilrh. Arch., ib.

1894, p. 198(1.; I. Abrahams, art. 'Tinn-,' in IIDI! iv, ; artt.
' Chronolo^ry,' * Day,' ' Week,' ' Month,' ' Vt-ar,' in Klii ; cf. also

I

Lit. at end of art. Calk.sdar (Jewish). y, JJ. >VuODS.
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CALENDAR (Imlo-Chinese).— 1. Annam
(Coi'liin-riiiiwi, Aniinui.Tongking).—Thepoo]ilesof
I'lcncli liulc) t'liina, us a rule, use a calcTnlnr of

Imliau origin, although Chinese iuHucnce (see

Calendar [Chinese]) is clearly seen in the calen-

dar that is jieculiar to the Annauiesc. There are
three cycles oniiiloyed hy the Annamese to express
their dates : the duodenary cycle, or cycle ot the
twelve animals (ox, tiger, hare, dragon, serpent,
horse, goat, monkey, lien, dog, pig, rat), which is

of Turkish origin ;
' the denary cycle, the ten

'trunks'- of which liave the names of the five

elements and the five cardinal points ; the repeti-

tion of the first cycle five times, combined with six

repetitions of the second, makes the great cycle of

sixty years.

The year Is a lunar one, and is composed of

twelve months of 29 and 30 days alternately,
making 354 days ; to this they add a thirteenth
intercalary month every three or four years arbi-

trarily. In a period of 19 years there are therefore
seven years with thirteen months.
The first month of the year has always 29 days ;

of melons (qwt iif}.) ; the ciglith, the month of

cinnamon (quf mj.); tlie ninth, the month of chrys-

anthoniums (™c »ifl'.) ; the tenth, the month of

rest (nlu'm ng. ) ; the eleventh, the month of the
solstice ((]la iig.) ; the twelfth, the month of ofi'er-

ings (Ici^y nq.).

The civil day begins at midnight, and contains

12 hours, each equal to two hours of our time. The
last day of the month is called the ' day of dark-
ness' (h6'i nhnt)—an allusion to the waning of the
moon. The Annamese night is often measured,
according to the Chinese custom, by five watches :

the first begins at 7 p.m., the second at 9 p.m., the
third at 11 p.m., the fourth at 1 a.m., the fifth at

3 a.m.
The farmers' calendar in Annam, as in China,

has, besides the four chief seasons, twenty-four
smaller intermediary seasons.

An Annamese almanac indicates, in short, the
current year in the great cycle and in the other
two cj'cles ; the full, incomplete, and intercalary

(if there are such) months ; the day of the month,
with its order in the year ; the name of the one of

Name of Year. Translation.

Year of Cycle.

Era of

Buddha.
Great
Era.

Lesser
Era.

Chnum hor Ebishk (Pali, cLrmka)
,, cut Tosclh (Skr. *do-saka)

,, chlau Treisak
_

(P. tri-saka)

,, khdl Ceihvaskk (S. * chatvar-saka)

„ thS,s JPancasiXk (P. pancha-saka
„ roh Cliashk (P. cha-saka)

,, insaR Sapsdk^ (S. sap\ta,\saka)

,, monii Atthashk (P. attha-saka)

,, mome NUpsclk ^ (P. nava-saka)
,, vok Samrettldsak (samrddhi-saka)'^

Year of the Pig 1

„ Rat 2
„ Ox 3

,, Tiger 4

,, ,, Hare 5

,, ,, Dragon 6

,, ,, Serpent 7

,, Horse 8

,, Goat 9

,, ,, Monkey 10

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1

2
3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10

C'/tnam rokd Ekasclk
,, ctui Toshk
„ kdr JVeishh^

,, cilt Ccthvashk
,, chlau PaiicasAk
„ khdl Chnshk
,, ihfts Sapsc'tk^

,, roil Atthasak
,, msaii NUpsak
,, momi Samrclthisak

Year of the Cock 1

„ Dog 2

>, „ Pig 3

„ Kat 4

,, Ox 5

,, Tiger 6

,, Hare 7

,, ,, Dragon 8

,, ,, Serpent 9

„ ,, Horse 10

41

42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20

in the Chinese astronomical year it begins on the
22nd of December ; in the civil year, it always
begins between the 20th of January and the 19th
of February. The month has a regula,r division
into three decades, but this division is being gradu-
ally superseded by the European division into

weeks of seven days.
As a general practice, the Annamese name their

months by successive numbers from one to twelve
(first month, second month, etc.). But there is

another system of names, which is employed only
in the literary world : the first month is always
designated by the number one (chin ngayel, ' first

month ') ; the second is the month of flowers (hoa
nquyU) ; the third, the month of peaches ((fito ng.);

the fourth, the month of plums (moi tig.) ; the
fifth, the month of cakes (bo «</.); the sixth, the
month of heat (thn' nr/.) ; the seventh, the month

1 See Edouard Chavanues, ' Le Cycle turc des douze anijuaux,'
in Toung-pao^ series ii. vol. vii. No. 1.

2 In accordance witli Ciiinese ideas, the denary cycle is

regarded as ha\'ing ten ' heavenly trunks,' the twelve ' earthly
branches' ot which form the duodenary cycle.

3 Skr. samrddAl= ' completion.'

the five elements or of the twenty-eight constella-

tions that corresponds to it ; the accepted sign for
lucky and unlucky days ; the phases of the moon ;

eclipses of the sun and moon ; the one of the
twenty-four seasons of the year in which each
month falls ; the things that are permitted and
forbidden on each day ; and the days of civil observ-
ance. For some years now, the Chinese-Annamese
almanac has also indicated the corresjionding day
in the European almanac.

Literature.—A-fB (E. Souvignet), VarUtis tonkinoiscs
. . . , Hanoi, 1903, ' Calendrier imperial (Ho.'mg lich),' pp. 217-23S

;

L. Cadiftre, ' Expressions populaires [annaniites] pour designer le

temps,' in Bulletin de I'Scole/rangaise d'ExtrCme-Orient, ii. 367.

II. Cambodia.—In Cambodia there are in use
three eras of Hindu origin, and three cycles that
come from China.

I. Eras.—There is a religious era, or ' era of the
Buddha' (Khmer pr((h piit safovJi' = Skr. buddka-
iakftriij't), dating from the dcat h of (lie I'udiiha (543
B.C.), which is commonly <iscd in religious writings;
a political or 'great era' (Klnucr niahi'i .<:nkrdc=
Skr. inalmialcaraja), still used in the editing of
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royal nnnuls, wliicli is the Iliiulu era named after
iala and beginning A.D. 78 ; a civil or ' lesser
era' (Klimer 661 s(tkrdc=Va.h chullasaknn'ija),
eniployed by the Kliniers in everyday actions,
transactions, and correspondence, which is of
astronomical origin, and dates from A.D. 638.

2. Cycles.—Tlie principal cycle is that of the
twelve animals (see above, I.), with names as
follows: hit, 'rat'; ihlnu, 'ox'; kkul, 'tiger';
</i(T5, ' hare

' ; roh, 'dragon'; msuii, 'serpent';
momi, 'horse'; momc, 'goat'; vok, 'monkey';
rokd, 'cock'; Hui, 'dog'; kur, 'l)ig.' The names
of these animals are not Khmer, but seem to belong
to some dialect of the .south of China. This cycle,
re[)eated five times, is combined «ith a secondary
cycle of ten years, the years in which are distin-
guished by means of ordinal numbers borrowed
from Pali. In other words, the series of the twelve
animal-names (the principal cycle), repeated live

times in succession in tlie same order, gives a
period of sixty years, which is divided into six
decades (secondary (cycles). It is the same system
as the one brought by China into Annani, excejit

that the denary cycle is not named in the same
way. The foregoing table gives an idea of the
compn.-^Kion of the Cambodian cycle.

3. Year and months.—The Cambodians have a
lunar year. It contains twelve months, of 29 and
30 days alternately, with the following Indian
names : (1) iit (Skr. chnilra)

; (2) pisak (Skr.
vaUakha); (3) ccs (Skr. ji/csiha); (4) asalh (Skr.
asadlut)

; (5) srap (Skr. iravnna) ; (6) photrahot
(Skr. hhddrapada)

; (7) a.wc (Skr. divat/uja)
; (8)

icdtik (Skr. kdrttika,)
; (9) m&kosir (Skr. marqa-

ilrsa); (10) bbn (Skr. pausa) ; (11) makh (Skr.
magha) ; (12) phdlkun (Skr. phdlguna).
The months are divided into two periods of

fifteen days : the period of the waxing moon (clear
fortnight), and the period of the waning moon
(dark fortnight). The Buddhists of Cambodia keep
the eighth and, more especially, the fifteenth day
of eacli of tliese periods as holidays.
The year begins in M (March-April) ; but

although the New Year festivals are celebiated in
this month, it is tlie custom not to begin the year
until the month of jii.srik (April-May), or sometimes
even viitkoslr (Nov.-Dcc), in meiiioi-y of tlie death
of the Uuddha. As the Cambodian year has onlj'

354 days in all, an intercalary month is inserted
every three or four years by the horas, or royal
astrologers, by doubling tlie month of axdth
(June-Jnly) ; hence there is a first and a secoiul
asAth iprathomosuth, t ntii/dsdth=Skr. prathamn'-,
(h'ittya-dmdh'i). A period of nineteen years thus
contains seven years with thirteen months.

4. Days.—The names of the days are also of
Indian origin: ihiiai' dtit (.Skr. ddili/a), 'Sun-
day'; t. 6dn (Skr. chandra), 'Monday'; f. ahkdr
(Skr. angSroka), ' Tuesday

' ; t. put (Skr. hudha),
'Wednesday'; t. jirahas (i'Ai.r. brhaspati), 'Thurs-
day'; t. sbk (Skr. iukra), ' Krirlay ; t. sail (Skr.
iamiUchara), 'Saturday'; no day is a holiday in
itself.

5. Hours.—The Cambodians divide the day into
two parts of twelve hours each : the part from
G a.m. to 6 p.m. is d.ay, and that from 6 p.m. to
6 a.m. is niglit. In Cambodia, from 6 to 7 a.m. is

1 a.m., 7 to 8 a.m. is 2 a.m., 11 to 12 midday is

6 a.m., midd.ay to 1 p.m. is 1 p.m., 1 to 2 p.m.
is 2 p.m., 5 to 6 p.m. isC p.m. The hour isdivided
into hdt, each of which is equal to five minutes.
The night is sometimes divided into four watches
(yam; Skr. yamn, 'watch') of three hours each:
the fir-st from sunset to 9 |>.m., the second from

p.m. to midnight, the third from midnight to
3 a.m., and the fourth from 3 a.m. till daj'-time,
i.e. 6 a.m.

'2'Ajloi='da}-.'

6. Seasons.—The Cambodian.^ have three seasons
(roddv, khc): (1) rainy season (rtiddv 2>Mii:ii, klU
pruh vo.id [ = Pali vassd])

; (2) cold season [rodd:-
roiidi; khi roinho' i) ; (3) dry or warm season (rodov
prnn, r. kdatt).

7. Almanac—The name given to the almanac in
Cambodia is mahdsahkrdn (Skr. mnh&samkrdnti,
'great transit'). The Skr. exjiression .minkrdnti
is used to designate the passing of one sigii of the
zodiac into the next sign ; as the ' great transit' i.s

the one that marks the beginning of the new year,
the derivation of the Cambodian expres.sion is

ob\ions.
'The horas, or roj'al astrologers, arrange the Cambodian

calendar year by year. For each month it gives the relation of
the days of the week to the 1st, 8th, and 15tli days of the
waxing moon (ko't), to the 1st and 8th davB of the waning moon
(ri'if), and to the last day o( the month (Wi.' dM). It is followed
by a public notice giving various information on the beginning
of the year, and rules connected with the position of the different
orders of the State, with the temperature, rain, harvests, rise
of the river, prices of commodities, eclipses of the moon, and,
lastly, fixing the initial day of the fossa, or retirement of the
religious, during the rainy season.'

L. Finot (see Lit. below), from whom these
details are borrowed, adds tliat the basis of the
Cambodian almanac is Hindu, and that the very
language it employs is a witness to the deep and
persistent influence of Indian science.
LiTERATURF..—G. Jeanneau, 'Notice sur le calendrier cam-

bodgien,' in Annuaire de la Cochinchme, 1870 ;
' Un Almanaoh

cauibodgien,' tr. Ph. Hahn and L. Finot in Remw Indo-
Chinoise, Hanoi, 1904, pp. 138-143; Moura, Vocabulaire
franrais-camhodgien et cambodgie7i-/raiu;ais, Paris, 1S78, pp.

III. CUAMPA.—It is probable that in ancient
times till! Cliams, like their neighbours the Khmers,
had a calendar of Hindu origin, but they have lost
it and have also completely forgotten the iaka era
(A.D. 78) which their ancestors employed in inscrip-
tions. Nowadays they simply use the Cliine.se-

Annamese calendar for the needs of daily life, the
only dill'erence being that their year starts in
April-May.

I. Cycles.— (1) Sexrigcnary cycle.—The Chains
adopted the Chinese-Annamese sixty-j'ear cycle.

(2) Duodenary eyrlc.—This is the' cycle used for
naming and calculating the years. The twelve
year-names are borrowed from animals, but—

a

peculiarity which is worthy of remark—they are
also the names employed in ordinary everyday
language. The names of the twelve years are

:

(I) tihuh, 'rat'; (2) kiljav, 'bullalo'
; (3) rimauh,

' tiger
' ; (4) tapaiy, ' hare

' ; (5) ndganii, ' dragon '

;

(n) tdii annih, 'little serpent'; (7) asaih, 'hor.-ie'
;

(H)pahidy, 'goat' ; {'J)kra, 'monkey'
;
(lQ)mdnuk,

'hen' ; (11) ««(?«,'' dog'
; (12) pabwei, 'pig.'

(3) Eight-year cycle.—There is another Cham
calendar' based on the eight-year cycle, called
whubi by the Javanese, and probably introduced
into Chamjia by Musalman missionaries from Java.
In Java, the Javanese-Musalman civil year is

lunar, and it originated from the Indian luni-solar
year; hence it diflered somewhat from tlie real
Arabian lunar year. Efforts were made to bring
these years back to corre.spondence, and the means
emiiloj'ed was the windu, or cycle of eight years.
\\a need not enter into details'hcre, but it may be
noticed that in Java the years of the windu liave
the following Mala.ysian names : cdip, 'c/ic, jhii
awnl, jv or d^r', ddl, be, wdu, jim ahir, and are
represented by the Arabic letters: a, h, j, d/i, d,

b, w, /-. The Chams have the same names slightly
modified ; alinli, hrik, jhnnrnl, rci, dnl, bak, wau,
jiiiirihir, and represent tliem by the .same letters,
though sometimes substiluling /( fiir/i, amljforrf/t
in (heir calendars, and often jnittiiig the figures
1, 4, G, etc., meaning Isf, 4th, Otii day, under the

1 .\ phototypic reproduction of a perpetual Chain calendar
will be t'lund in the present writer's article, ' Les Chains musul-
mans dc rindo-Chine,' in Hevue du tn<mde musulman, April 1007m
No. 6, p. 175.
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Araliic names of the days ahad, arba', snbt, etc.,

instead of writing out the days of the Cham week
in full.

As the Cliams combined their 12-year cycle
with the windii, or 8-year cycle, the years in
which are designated by letters, it follows that
three 8 - year series and two 12 - year series

two series was covered, in theory, by means of an
embolismic year, and more simply by adopting the

corrections of the Chinese-Annamese calendar.

Predictions based on coincidences of years and
days, analogous to the aiigara-kasih ' of the Java-

nese, take place among the Charas. If, for instance,

the cycles of the ' rat ' and the ' pig ' coincide in

Table of the Ch xm Duodenary Cycle.

Order.
Animal

of

Cycle.
Nature of Year.

Letter of

8-Year
Cycle.

1st Day of Waxing Moon. Seat of Year.''

1

2

3

i

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Eat

Bnllalo

Tiger

Hare

Dragon

Serpent

Hor.se

Goat

Monkey

Cock

Dog

Pig

/full

(incomplete
/full

\ incomplete
(full

(incomplete
rfull

1 incomplete
ffull

(incomidete
jfull

\incomplete
/full

(.incomplete
rfull

(.incomidete
rfull

\incomplete
/full

(incomplete
jfull

\ incomplete
/full

\ incomplete

a
d
U
b

J

dh

J'

a
d
h
i)

i

w
dh

a
d
h
1)

i

w
dh

ink ' Friday

'

som ' Monday

'

aiiar ' Tuesday

'

sancar ' Saturday

'

adit ' Sunday
but ' Wednesday

'

jip ' Thursday

'

adit ' Sunday

'

ink ' Friday

'

sujn ' Monday

'

aiiar 'Tuesday'
sancar ' Saturday

'

adit 'Sunday
hit ' Wednesday

'

jip ' Thursday

'

adit ' Sunday

'

iuk ' Friday

'

som ' Monday

'

aiiar ' Tuesday

'

sancar ' Saturday

'

adit ' Sunday
but 'Wednesday'
jip ' Thursday

'

adit ' Sunday

'

forehead
eye
eyebrow
ear
mouth
nose
liver

mouth
forehead
eye
eyebrow
ear
mouth
nose
liver

mouth
forehead
eye
eyebrow
ear
mouth
nose
liver

mouth

Table showing correspondence of Christian era, Musalman era (Hijra), iaka era,

eight-year cycle {loindu), and twelve-year cycle.

Christian
Era.

Hijra. 6aka. Eight-year Cycle. Twelve-year Cycle.

1900 1317-18 1822 4. cH dh 1. tikuh 'rat'
1901 1319 1823 5. dal d 2. kabav 'buflalo'
1902 1320 1824 6. bak h 3. rimauii 'tiger'
1903 1321 1825 7. wau w 4. tapaiy 'hare'
1904 1322 1826 8. jitn ahir f 5. nbqarai ' dragon

'

1905 1323 1827 1. aliah a 6. nld ana ih ' serpent

'

1906 1324 1828 2. hak h 7. asaih ' horse

'

1907 1325 1829 3. jim aval
j

8. pabaiy ' goat

'

1908 1326 1830 4. cH dh 9. kra, ' monkey '

1909 1327 1831 5. dal d 10. momik ' hen

'

1910 1.328 1832 6. bak b 1 1 . a,sdu ' dog

'

1911 1329^30 1833 7. wau w 12. pabwci ' pig'
1912 1331 1834 8. jim ahir j- 1 . tikuh ' rat

'

1913 13.32 1.S35 1. aliaJi a 2. kabav ' buffalo'
1914 1333 1836 2. hak h 3. rimauii ' tiger'
1915 1334 1837 3. jim aval j 4. tapaiij ' hare

'

1916 1335 1838 4. cei dh 5. nbgarai 'dragon
1917 1336 1839 5. dal d 6. iildanaih 'serpent'
1918 1.337 1840 6. baJc h 7. asaih ' horse

'

1919 1338 1841 7. wau w 8. pabaiy 'goat'
1920 1339 1842 8. jim ahir j^ 9. krd 'monkey'

brought round a coincidence of the lirst two I
' A coincidence regarded as of good augrury in a month is that

terms of the series, namely, tikuh, 'rat,' and aliah of atigara (Skr. afigaraka), ' Tuesda.v,' a day of the seven daya"

ti^alif) a
^ . f

. week, \^^th ffaufo?!, the last da.v of the Malayo- Polynesian week.
^ ™, •' ''

,

.

, , . , , . , . ,
, The months mth no aAnara-kasih are unlucky.

Ine discrepancy that had arisen between the I = Referring to the body of Muhammad.
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year aiul days, tlierc will be a great iiuinber of
hirtlis that year, and Hocks and herds and riee in

abundance : under the oiiiiosite conditions the year
will be unhicky.

2. Months.—The Cham year, whether full or
incomplete, is divided into twelve lunar months

j

it be;,Mns in April-May. The first ten months are
simply d!->iin;4uishcd by numbers, while the last
two have -perial names of Indian origin.

The liani, or Mu^almau, Chams borrowed the
names of their lunar months from the Arabs with
slight alterations. The lunar months of both
peoples, which have alternately 30 days (full

month) and 29 days (incomplete month), are
divided into two fortnights, according as the moon
is wa.xing or waning—the second fortnight some-
times counting fifteen, sometimes fourteen days;
but, owing to complications which are not easy to
explain, the days of the months of the Brahmanist
Cliams do not coincide with those of the Musalmun
Chams. Ollicial documents are dated according to
the days of the Annamese month.

3. Days.—The Chams have our week. The
names of the seven days correspond exactly to
ours, are of Sanskrit origin, and are borrowed
from the planets. The Musalman Chams, especi-
ally in Cambodia, sometimes use the names of tlie

days of the Arabian week with mollifications.

(a) Week of the Brahmanist Chams : 1. adit

5. Mystical speculations of the Chams con-
cerning the calendar. --/Vccording to the mystical
spei'ulations of tlie Miisalmfin Chams, whicli are
adopted also by the Brahmanist Cliams, each year
of the cycle comes from a part of the body of
Muhammad. The year of the Kat, 6.17., comes
from the left ear, the year of the BuHalo from the
left nostril, the year of the Tiger from the right
ear, etc. Allah created the year of the Serpent
first of all ; among the months Kaniadan was first,

among the days Juinat, ' Friday.' The lirst three
daj's of lunation are presided over by the three
favourite wives of Muhammad. The seven daj's

of the week come from the seven parts of the
Prophet's body ; the lirst four Muhammadans

—

Ubakar (Abu Bakr), Uiiiar ('Uniar), Uthamon
('Uthm.an), and All ('Ali)—are the angels of
Allah's glory and tlie four imams of the cardinal
points. The watches of the night or day are male
or female. Of the hours of day the first comes
from Allah ; the second from "Sluhammad ; the
third from Gabriel ; the fourth fiom 'All ; the
fifth from Phwatimoh (Fatinia); the sixth from
yasan ; the seventh from ^lusain ; the eighth
comes back to Allah. The thirty days of the
month come from the thirty teeth of Adam ; the
upper jaw is the origin of the fifteen clays of the
waxing moon, the lower jaw gives the fifteen days
of the waning moon. Adam's other two teeth are

Months of Brahmanist Chams. Months of Musalman Chams.

1. bulmi sa First month. 1. muharrbm (Arab, muharram), Muharram.
2. bukni diva Second month. 2. sakphwbr (Arab, safar), Safar.
3. bulan klfia Tliird month. 3. rabl ulaval (Arab, rabl'u 'l-aimval), Kabi' i.

4. bulan pak Fourth month. 4. rabl ul aliir (Arab, rabl'u 'l-akhir), Babi' II.

5. bulan limb Fifth month. 5. jambdi lula (Arab, jumudd 1-flld), Juinadfi .

6. bulan nam Sixth month. 6. jambdi ahir (Arab. y«/H(Zrfa 'l-ukhrd), Jumad; II.

7. bulan ti/uh Seventh month. 7. rajap (Arab, rajab), Kajab.
8. bulan dahipan Eighth month. 8. saban (Arab, sha'bdn), Sha'ban.
9. bulan salnpan Ninth month. 9. ranwvan (Arab, ramaddn), Ramadan.

10. bulan sapluh Tenth montli. 10. iapliwbl, sakval (Arab, shauwdl), Shauwal.
11. bulan 2Ju;ai Puas (Skr. jyausa).^ 11. dul kdidah (Arab, dhu'l-qa'da), Dhul-qa'da
12. bulan mak Mak (Skr. mar/ha). 12. dul huji (Arab, dhil'l-hijja), Dhul-hijja.

lOKr. aaiiya], -ounaay-; -z. som (SKr. soma),
'Monday'; 3. ahar (Skr. ahgaraka), 'Tuesday';
4. but (Skr. budha), 'Wednesday'; 5. jip (Skr.
jiva), 'Thunsday'; 6. iuk (Skr. iukra), 'Friday';
7. saniar (HkT. ianaiichara), 'Saturday.'

(b) Week of the Musalman Chains: 1. ahat
(Arab, al-alu(d) ; 2. bisanai (Arab, al-ithnnin)

;

3. asalasak (Arab, ath-thalasa') ; 4. roshad (Arab.
al-arbiV) ; 5. kcmis (Arab, al-kluimls) ; 6. jumat
(Arab, al-jmn'a), 'day of Assembly'; 7. sabat,
ibttb (Arab, as-sabt), ' Sabbath day.'

4. Hours.—The clay is divided into twelve hours,
each equal to two hours of our time. One text
even saj-s that a day and night contain eight hours
(each). The hours are reckoned from the first

cock-crow ; those between sunset and sunrise are
called ' night hours,' and correspond to the five
watches of the night.
The hour again is divided into eight parts, each

equal to our i hour. The time is told by means of
expressions like 'the cock crows' = I a.m. ;

' the
cock jumps to the ground ' = 2 a.m. ; 'the sun is

risen' = 6 a.m.; 'the sun is a perch above the
horizon '= 6.,30 a.m., etc. The twelve hours of tlie

day are also reckoned by giving each the name of
one of the animals of the cyc\e—tuk tikuh, ' hour
of the Kat'; tuk kabav, 'hour of the EJuflalo';
ink rimauh, ' hour of the Tiger,' etc.

the .seats respectively of Lord Muhammad and
Lord 'AH, etc. The root of all these sjieculations
must lie in Islam.

LiTERATORE.—E. Aymonier and A. Cabaton, Diet, lam-
frani;ais, Paris, 1906, p. xxixfl.; A. Cabaton, Xoumlks
Redierches stir les Chams, Paris, 1901, p. O.'iff., also ' Lea Chamn
musuluians de I'lndo-Chine frain;aise,' in Rente dii monde
musulman, vol. ii., April 1907, No. B ; E. M. Durand, ' Notes
8ur les Ohama,' in Bulletin de l'£cule /rancaise d'Exlrtme-
Orient, July-Dec. 1907, p. 332 £f.

IV. Laos.—The Laotians have a calendar very
like that of the Siamese, which is also the calendar
of the Khmers, and is of Indian origin (see above,
II. [Cambodia], and Calendar [Siiunese]).

1. Eras.—These are the same as among the
Siamese .and the Cambodians.'

2. Cycles.—The Laotians give to the animals of
the duodenary cycle names very like those adopted
by the Siamese, and not belonging to the every-
day language. The names they use to denote the
years of the denary cycle are ordinal numbers from
Pali.

3. Years and months.—The Laotian j'ear is

lunar, begins in December, and contains twelve
months of 20 and 30 days altern.-itely. In a series
of three years, the first h.as 354 days, tlie second
has 3.")."> days, and the third is a compensating year
with tliirleen months = 384 days. It is the duty

1 Laotian, which is a Tai dialect like Siamese, bears so close a
resemblance to the latter that the art. Calrndar (Siamese) may
be referred to for tlie technical expressions.
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of the bonzes to arrange the liileuiiar so tliat tlie

festivals shall fall at their (iroper seasons, and to

determine how many days the intercalary month
is to have. This is done without hxed rules, and
according to the necessities of the case.

The months have no siiecial names, hut are
merely uumhered in onU'r from one to twelve, as
in Siani. The month is divided into two periods of

fifteen days; theeij;h(h, and especially thelifteenth,

day of each period of the \\ axing or waning moon
is a holiday ; hence the growing custom in Laos of

reckoning "by weeks.

4. Days.—These are the same as among the
Siamese and Cambodians: 1. vSn ( = day) thit

(Siam. i'(J« III lilt); 2. vdn tan (Siam. v. (an); 3.

vin khaii (8iam. v. diikkan) ; 4. vein phut (Siam.
V. phut); 5. viln pdhat {Siam. v. pra:hM\; 6. vAn
suk (Siam. v. suk) ; 7. van sau (Siam. v. sao). V&n
thit (Sunday) always appears four times eveiy
month ; a day is souietimes added and sometimes
omitted, in order to make the eighth and tifteenth

days of the waxing or waning moon always fall on
a Sunday.

5. Hours.—The Laotians, like the Khmers and
Chams, reckon their hours by dividing the day into
two parts of twelve hours each: from 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. is daj', and from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. is night.
Mid-day corresponds to the end of the sixth hour
of the day; midnight to the end of the sixth hour
of the night. This is the Siamese system ; formerly
the day (from sunrise to sunset) was divided into
eight niam of IJ hours' length, and mid-day corre-
sponded to the lifth niam. A niam was equal to
ten bat, or about nine minutes of our time : a bat
was equal to ten nathi, and a nathi almost equal to
five and a half seconds of European time.
LiTERATDRB.

—

Gouvcimement giniral de I'lndo-Chiiui : Notice
s\tr le Laos fran<;aiSy publislied at the command of Paul
Doumer, Governor-General of Indo-China, by the governing
staff of Laos, under the direction of Lieut. -Col. Tournier,
Kesident Superior, Uanoi, 1900, pp. 186-188 ; Pionnier, ' Notes
sur la chronologic et I'astrologie au Siam ct au Laos,' Anthropos,
iii. 489-507.

V. Northern ToNGKiNG.—Theie is a mass of
little known ethnic groups, more numerous than
important, ranged on the borders of Tongking and
China, China and Laos, and Laos and Burma, which
are classed together in French Indo-China under
the administration of the military territories of
Tongking and, in the case of a veiy small portion,
under that of Northern Laos. These people seem
reducible to a few ethnic groups : Tibeto-Burman,
South Mongolian, and Indonesian. We may men-
tion the Tais or Pou-Tais (divided generally into
white, black, and red) and Noa-Tais ; the Pou-On,
the Yun ; the Man, the Mo, the Pa-Teng, the
Ko-Lao, the Lolos, etc. They all use the Chinese
or Laotian calendar more or less according to
locality. Alongside of, and a degree below, these
mixed peoples of the frontiers of Tongking are
several semi-savage groups, possibly aboriginal,
called by their neighbours of Annam, Cambodia,
and Laos respectively moi, phnoh, or klul, i.e.

'savages.' These peoples, who are slowly tending
to disappear, are continually being driven hack
into the mountains and uncultivated parts of the
country by the forward progress of the more civi-

lized races surrounding them, and have scarcely
begun to be the object of serious study. They
have the various names of Bahnars, Sedangs,
Jarais, Kalangs, Churns, Kongaos, Bolovens,
Loves, Samres, Pors, Kuy Dek, etc. They do
not seem to have a fixed calendar ; all their com-
putation of time is oral, empirical, and purely
agricultural, based on the return of the principal
seasons of rain and drought, and the sowings and
harvests that bring round the return of certain
rites. The year is lunar, the day is divided into
several parts, according to the position of the sun

or to the various occnjialions, and the time is told

by means of such expressions as ' at the first, or

second, cockcrow,' ' sunrise,' ' sunset,' ' when chU-
dreu go to bed,' ' after a first sleep,' ' the time of

smoking a pipe,' ' the time of cooking rice,' etc.

LiTKRATiiRE.—E. Lunet de Lajonquifere, Ethnographic du
Tonkin septentrionai . . ., Paris, 19UG (an important place is

given in this volume to the partly unpublished works of

Commandant Bonifacy) ; Bonifacy, * Les Groupes ethniques
du bassin de la Riviire Noire,' in BSAP, 6th July 1907, and
* Monographie des Mins, Diii-Uan, C6c ou Sii'ng,' in Rev, indo-
chinoisc, 1908, Nos. 84-85 ; Dourisboure, Diet. bahnar-/rangai3,
Hongkong, 1889. A CABATON.

CALENDAR (Japanese).—The Japanese have
several waj's of reckoning tlie days, months, years,

and other periods. They have both solar and lunar
time ; Japanese, Chinese, and Occidental time ; two
national calendars, and several special periods ; so

that they have literally ' a time for everything,'
and, in some cases, they are very particular to do
a certain thing on ' time.' Of the two Japanese
calendars, one reckons from the mythological
founding of the Japanese Empire by Jimmu
Tenno in 600 B.C., and is known as kige7i (history-

beginning) ; and the other is the system of special

periods called nengo.
1. In the old style of reckoning, the years were

named according to the twelve signs of the Chinese
zodiac, taken in conjunction with the ten ' celestial

stems ' (jikkan), obtained by dividing into two parts
each of the five elements (wood, fire, earth, metal,
water). These elements are known in Japanese as
ki, hi, tsuchi, ka (for katie), and mizti ; and the
subdivisions are called e (or ye) and to, of which
the former is said to represent the active element
and the latter the passive element. Rein's expla-
nation is as follows :

' They [the Japanese] distin-

guish accordingly (with special Chinese signs)

ki-no-ye, wood in general, and ki-no-to, worked
wood ; hi-no-ye, natural fire (of the sun, volcanoes),

and hi-no-to, domestic fire ; tsuchi-no-ye, raw earth,

and tsuchi-no-to, manufactured earth ; ka-no-ye,
native metal, and ka-no-to, worked metal ; inizu-

tio-ye, running water, and mizu-no-to, stagnant
water.' This will all be made clear by reference
to the table on p. 115.

2. The lunar year was divided into 12 months of

29 or 30 days each, and thus contained only 354 or
355 days ; but this discrepancy from the solar year
was made up by adding to certain years of every
lunar cycle an intercalary month of varying length.
An intercalated year contained 383 or 384 days.
The months were named numerically, as follows

:

Ichigatsu First Moon
[or Shvgatsu True Moon].

Nigatsu Second Moon.
Sangatsu Third Moon.
Shigatsu Fourth Moon.
Gogatsu Fifth Moon.
Rokiigatsu SLxth Moon.
Shichigatsu Seventh Moon.
Hachigatsu Eighth Moon.
Kugatsu Ninth Moon.
Jugatsu Tenth Moon.
Juichigats-u Eleventh Moon.
Junigatsu Twelfth Moon.

The months had also poetical, but no less prac-
tical, appellations, as follows

:

1. Mutmki (Social month), Umutsuki (Birth month), or
Taro-zuki (Eldest-son month).

2. Einaragi (Putting on new clothes).
3. I'ayoi' (Great growth).
4. Unik-i (Hare month), or Slugi-aki OVheat harvest).
6. Satsuki (Early moon).
6. Minazuki (Waterless month [period of drought)).
7. Fumizuki (Rice-blooming month, or Composition month).
5. Uatmki (Leafy mouth), or Tsukimi-zuJn (Moon-viewing

month). 1

9. Nagatsuki (Long moon), or Kikxizuki (Chrysanthemum
month).

1 Or Ina-agari-zuki (Month when the rice comes up), or
Momijiznki (Red-leaves month).
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10. Kannazuki (Ooilless month),! or Koharu (Little Spring). '-

11. Shiinot^:i (I'ro.st montli), or Yojetsu (Suuuy month).
12. Shiwam (Finishiij|^-up month), or Gokufjeigu (Last moon).

The appropriatene.s.s of these names will bo more
eviilont It one bears in niiud tliat the New Year of

the lunar caleniUir begins from 3 to 6 weok.s later

than January I.

3. The four seasons of .s]>iin}5, sninmer, autumn,
and winter wore reco;;nized ; and there were '24

periods^ of 14 or 15 days each, which to a great
extent indicated the weather, and wliich the farmer
carefully followed in planning hi.s labour.'j. These
were as follows, beginninj' in February, about the
time of the beginning of tlie New Year (Old Cal.)

:

1. liisa/iun (Rise of Spring)
2. t'sui (liain Water) ...
3. Keichitsu (Awakening of Insects) .

'l

4. .S/i«»iirt/» (Vernal Et|uino.\) . . i
5. Seiiiiei (Clear and Bright) ... I

0. Kukii-u (Cereal Rain) ....)'
7. flitta (Uiae of Summer) . . . \
8. SAoman (Little Hlling) ... J

9. Bishu (Grain in Ear) .... 1

10. Gexhi (Summer Solstice) . . . /
11. Shmho (Little ilcat) .... I

12. Taislw (Great Heat) .... J

February.

April

May.

ollicial holiday, and with names adapted from the
Occidental names, as foUow.s :

Nichitj^'hli . . . (Sun-day) = Sunday.
Getswjubi . . , . (Moon-day) = Monday.
Kwayj'bi .... (Mars-day)=Tuesday.
Suiyitbi .... (Mercury-day) = Wedne8day.
Mokui/obi .... (.Juppiter-day)=: Thursday.
KiniliVii .... (Vi-nu3-day)= Friday.
Uoybhi .... (Saturn-day) = Saturday.

There was, moreover, another division of the
montli more or less common even at the present
day. By it each month is divided into three
periods, called jun, of about ten days, known as
jojun, chujiin, and r/ejun (upper, middle, and lower
decades).

5. The days of each month were named, not only
in numerical order, but also according to the sexa-

genary tables mentioned above in connexion with
the names of the years in 'a cycle of Cathay.'
And the latter names were perhaps more im-
portant than the numeric.1l ones, because, ac-

cording to these special names, a day was judged
to be either lucky or unlucky for particular
events.

SVNOP.SIS OF THE SEXAOENAIiY CYCLE.

Names of the
coustellalions in the

Sinico-Japanese

Wood. 1 Fire. Earth. Metal. Water.

Ki-no. Ili-iio. Tsuchi-no. Kalne]-no.
\

Mizu-no.

\

Names of our
corresponding
constellations.

e. lo. e. to. - to. e.

1 1

to. < e. to.

Eat (m-l-'i""<'l) . . 1 13 25 37 40
1

Aries.

Ox(tishi) . 2 14 26 33
1 60 Taurus.

Tiger ((ma) . 51 3 15
1

27 '
1 39 Gemini.

Hare (u[sa'ji]) . 62 4 1 16

5

23
1

40 Cancer.

Dragon (latsu) . 41
i

63 17 29 Leo.

Serpent (,mi) [heli] .

1

'^ 64 18
j

30 Virgo.

Horae {uma) 31
1

*^ 55 !

53

45
i

1

40

7 19 Libra.

Goat (Jiilsiiji) 32 1 44 8
1

20 Scorpio.

Monkey (sarw) . 21
j

33 67
1

9
1

Sagiturius.

Cock (tort) . 23 j 34 58 10 Capricornus.

Dog(mw) . 11 23 35 47
j

69 Aquarius.

Boar (.•)[!«•] . . 12 24
1

30 48 60 Pisces.

August.

September.

October.

November.

December.

January.

13. «'.ss/nl(l;ise of Autumn) . . . |

14. .S/ios/io (Limit of Heat) . . . /

15. y/Hil-M/-o (White Dew) . . . . )

1(1. .'-7,M/--ttn (Autumnal Kt|Uinox) . . f
17. A'anro (Cold Dew) .... I

18. SokO (Frost Fall) f

19. nuto (Rise of Winter) . . . . \
20. Shasetsu (Little Snow) .... I

21. Taisi-tsu (Great Snow)...
22. To/t (Winter Solstice) .....
23. SAo*a7l (Little Cold) .... 1

24. Daikan (Great Cold) . . . . /

4. In Old Japan the week was unknown; and it

was not until the present era [Meiji] that the ichi-

rokw, or holidays on the ' ones ' and ' sixes ' of each
month,' were introduced. This was speedily aban-
doned for the week system, with Sunday as an

1 The Shinto gods (kami), except Ebisu (god of wealth), who
is deaf and does not hear the summons, were all supposed to
leave the other parts of the country and to a.s.semble in ' annual
conference' in their ancestral home of Idzumo. And as the
gods had thus neglected their usual business of watctiing over
the people, it was not considered of any use to oiler prayers
or sacrifices, andl that month was called kami-naki-tsuki, or
kami-7ia-ztLki, or kanna-zuki.

2 Corresponding to ' Indian amnmer.'
5 There were also 72 pencils, more minute.
* 1st, 6th, 11th, 16th, 21st, 20th, 31st.

6. The hours were named both numerically and
zoologically. The first plan was as follows :

Kokonolsu-doki (ninth hour) . 11 p.m.-l a.m. and 11 a.m.-l p.m.
Yatsu-doki (eighth hour) . 1-3 a.m. and ji.m.

Iia7iatsu.doki(seventh hour) . 3-5 a.m. and p.m.
3;u(.w-rfo/ti (sixth hour}2 . 5-7 a.m. and p.m.
/(twteMZoit (fifth hour) . 7-9 a.m. and p.m.
Ko^su-rfo&i (fourth hour) . 9-11 a.m. and p.m.
With reference to this old-fasliioned way of marking the

hours, we quote further words of explanation from Chamberlain's
ThinejH Japanese (p. 470)

:

' Why, it will be asked, did they count the hours backwards?
A case of Japanese topsy-turvydom, we suppose. But then why,
as there were six hours, not count from six to one, inslcid of

beginning at so arbitrary a number as nine? The reason is

this : Three preliminary strokes were always struck, in order

to warn people that the hour was about to be sounded. Hence,
if the numbers one, two, and three had been used to denote any
of the actual hours, confusion might have arisen between them
and the preliminary strokes—a confusion analogous to that

which, in our own still imperfect method of striking the hour,

leaves us in doubt w hether the single stroke we hear is halt-past

twelve, one o'clock, half-past one, or any other of the numerous
half-hours.'

1 Thesi
planets.

names are directly derived from the names of the

2 In reckoning the hours, a distinction w.-is sometimes made
between the morning and evening, as follows : ake-mutHt
(6 a.m.) and ktrn'-mxitsit (0 p.m.).
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We may add that this style ot coiuputntion is based on mul-
tiples of 'iiino' (1x9=9, 2x9 = 18, 3x9 = 27, 4x9 = 30, 6x9=J5,
6x9 = 54), and in each case the ' tail ' figure ot the product was
chosen as the name of the hour (9, 8, 7, 6, 6, 4).

The second plan, based iijioii tlio heavenly
menagerie, was as follows :

1. Hour of the Rat II )>.ui.-l a.m.
2. „ ,, ,, Ox 1-3 a.ni

3. ,, „ ,, Tiger 3-6 a.m.
4. „ „ „ Hare, .... 5-7 a.m.
6. ,, ,, ,, Dragon, . . . 7-9 a.m.
6. „ „ ,, Serpent, . . . 9-11 a.m.
7 , Horse 11 a.m.-l p.m.
8 , (Joat 1-3 p.m.
9. ,, ,, ,, Monkey, . . . 3-5 p.m.

10 Cock 5-7 p.m.
11. „ „ „ Dog 7-9 p.m.
12. „ „ ,, Boar 9-11 p.m.

By both of these systems, each ' hour ' was 120
minutes in length ; but it was also divided into
jokoku and gckoku (upper and lower koku), eacli of
which was thus equivalent to 60 minutes.

Tliere is also a division of the night into watclies
(ko), five in number, as follows :

Shoko, First Watch—Fifth Hour, 7-9 p.m.
Nilco. Second Watch—Fourth Hour, 9-11 p.m.
Sanko, Third Watch—Ninth Hour, 11 p.m.-l a.m.
Shiko, Fourth Watch-Eighth Hour, 1-3 a.m.
Ooko, Fifth Watch—Seventh Hour, 3-5 a.m.

7. Festivals and holidays demand some attention
in connexion ^vith the calendar.
The go-sekku, or fi\'e festivals, were, and are,

carefully observed, although their dates have been
changed to fit the new solar calendar. They fell

on the first' (or, as some say, seventh) day of the
first month, the third day of the third month, tlie

liftli day of the fifth month, the seventh day of
the seventh month, and the ninth day of the ninth
month. They liave various names, of wliich the
most general are those made from tlie names of
the months, such as Shogatsu-no-Sekku (First
Moon's Festival), etc. But tliese names are not
so commonly used as more specific ones, \\'}iich

describe more or less particularly the nature of the
festival. For instance, the festival of the Third
Montli i.s well known as Jomi-no-Sckku (the Girls'
Festival), or ffinamatsuri (DoUs' Festival) ; that
of the fifth month is the famous Tango-no-Sekku
(the Boys' Festival), or Nobori-no-Sekku (Banner
Festival) ; that of the seventh month is commonly
called Tanabata-no-Sekku (Festival of the Star
Vega) ; while that of the ninth month is called
Choyo-no-Sekkti (Indian Summer Festival), or Kiku-
no-Sekku (Chrysanthemum Festival). Moreover,
the Girls' Festival is also called Momo-no-Schku
(Peach Festival), and the Boys' Festival Is called
Shobu-no-Sekku (Sweet Flag Festival).^

The national holidays are as follows:
Shihohai January 1.

Genji-sai January 3.

Kornei Tenno Sai January 30.
Kigen-setsu Febmary 11.
Shunki JSorei Sai . . . (about) March 21.
Jimmu Tenno Sai . ... April 3.

ShuM Eorei Sai.... (about) September 24.
Kanname Sai October 17.
Tencho-setsu November 3.

SiinameSai November 23.

Shihohai means ' four-sides-worship,' i.e. from
the four points of the compass, or from all sides.
Genji-sai means ' first-beginning-festival.' Tencho-
setsu is the Emperor's birtliday. Kigcn-setsu was
originally a festival in honour of the ascension of
Jimmu, the first Emperor, to the throne, and was
thus the anniversary of tlie establislmient of the
Old Empire ; but it is now observed also as the
celebration of the promulgation of the Constitution
(Feb. 11, 1889), and is thus the anniversary of the
establishment of the New Empire. The Jimmu
Termo Festival, on Ajjiil 3, is tlie so-called anni-
versary of the death of the Emperor Jimmu. The
Kanname F'estival in October celebrates the ofler-

1 Originally so established in the reign of the Emperor Uda
(A.D. 888-897).

- See also the present writer's Japanese Floral Calendar, and
J. Conder's elaborate paper in TASJ, vol. xvii. pt. ii. pj). 1-98.

ing of first-fruits to the ancestral deities, and the
Aiinruiie Festival in November celebrates the
tasting of those first-fruits by the Emperor. The
Spring and Autumn Festivals, in March ami Sep-
tember, are adaptations of the Buddhist equinoctial
festivals of tlie dead, Higan, and are especially
olisL'r\ed for the worship of the Imperial ancestors.
The Emperor Koniei was the father of the present
Emperor, Mutsu Ilito, and reijjned from 1847 to
1867. The 16th of January and July were and still

are special holidays for servants and apprentices.
The 17th of each month is a regular holiday for
Tokyo barbers.
Another special occasion is that known as

Sclstibun, which directly marks the end of winter
and indirectly the end of the year. Tlieoretically,
the two should correspond, but they do so only
once in a few years. And yet Sctsubun is a kind
of ' New Year's Eve ' and is an important festival.

It is the time when beans are scattered around
in every house to scare away the devils, and the
following formula is also supposed to be effective :

0-ni wa soto:'^ Fuku wa uchi,
' Out with the devils : In with good fortune.'

This is also the occasion when ' each person present
eats one more [bean] than the number of the years
of his age.' The food eaten then is known as
azukimeshl, and consists of red beans mixed with
rice. This was likewise eaten in olden times on
the 1st, 15th, and 2Sth of each month, which were
the ' three days ' (sanjitsu) then regularly observed
as holidays. For a fuUer description of Setsubun,
see Hearn's Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, vol. ii.

pp. 498-503 ; and for interesting notes on the New
Year's Festival, see pp. 493-498 of the same volume.

8. A few words of explanation of the system of
nengo may be interesting. Those eras do not
regularly, but only occasionally, correspond \nih.
the reigns of the Emperors, because ' a new one
was chosen whenever it was deemed necessary to
commemorate an auspicious or ward oflf a malign
event.' But hereafter the era will correspond with
the reign of an Emperor. The names of some of
these eras are quite famous, like the Elizabethan
or the Victorian Era in English history. As
the first era was a time of great reforms, it is

known as the Taikwa Reformation ; the Engi era,
in the tenth century, is celebrated for important
legislation ; the Genroku era, in the seventeenth
century, was ' a period of great activity in various
arts

' ; and the Tempo era, of recent days, was
' the last brilliant period of feudalism before its

fall.' This name was also given to the large S-rin
piece coined in that era. The Wado era, in the
foui-teenth century, was so named on account of
the discovery of copper ; and the second era,
Hakuchi, commemorates a 'white pheasant' pre-
sented to the Emperor. The present era is known
as Meiji, which means 'enlightened rule.' The
names of these periods are formed by the various
combinations, more or less appropriate, of 68
Chinese words of good omen.

9. An explanation is necessary concerning the
Japanese method of reckoning, which is ' inclusive.'
Moreover, in the case of ages, the computation
was made from New Year's Day, which thus be-
came a kind of national birthday, as the birthday
of the individual was not considered of sufficient
importance. Thus a child born on the last day of
a year would be considered two years old on the
first day of the next year, because he had lived in
both of these years. Therefore, in case of inquir-
ing a person's age, it would be very important to
know whether the reply gave ' Japanese years ' or
full years. Ignorance or forgetfulness of this

1 But in shipping and express companies it is unhicky to
repeat the first stanza, because o-ni may mean 'honourable
freight,' or

'*
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distinction has often led to mistakes, and quite
serious ones, in tlie case of historical records,
chronicles, and genealogical tables. The inclusive
reckoning must also bo carefully noted in such
expressions as ' ten days ago,' ' ten days later,'

'for ten days,' etc., which may mean what Occi-
dentals would exi)ress by 'eleven days.'
There is now, of course, considerable confusion

between the old and the new calendars, of which
the latter is official, but tlie former is popular and
still ubr^erved in country districts. This confusi(m
naturally leads to some ludicrous anachronisms.
I''or instance, the 7th day of the 1st month (o.C.)
was known as Nanaku.ia (' Seven Herbs'), because
the people were wont to go out into the fields and
.gather seven certain kinds of vegetables for use on
that day ; but January 7 is too cold and too early.
In some cases, however, the old day is retained,
no matter whether it fits the new calendar or
not.
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Ernest W. Clement.
CALENDAR (Jewish).— i. Historical.— The

Exile in Ualiylon had considerable effect upon the
calendar u^^cmI iiy the Jews, as upon so many other
features of their religious life. It was during
the Exile that they became acquainted with the
names of the months which they retain to the
present day, and to which a Bab. origin is actually
assigned by the Talmud (Jerus. Eosh Hashs/ulnd,
I. fol. odii, 1. 13 from bottom). Our earliest

authoritj' for these names is now the Assuan
Papyri (ed. Sayce-Cowley, I^ondon, 1906), which
make mention of the following months: Ab (I'ap.

F), Elul (A, H), Ti.sliri (G), Kislev (B, C, D, E, J),

and Shcbat (K). In the later discovered papj'ri

edited by .Sacluiu (Berlin, 1907) we fiud, further,
Tammiiz [Document i. 1. 4. 19) and ^larcheshvan
{ib. 1. 80; ib. ii. 1. 28). Of the former group the
post-exilic books of the Bible mention Elul, Kislev,
and Sheliat, and in addition furnish the names
Nisan (Neli 2>, Est 3'), Sivan (Est 8'), Tebeth (2'"),

and Adar (.'!" etc.). But the older practice of dis-

tinguishing the months by numbers nnist have
remained in force alongside of the new nomen-
clature, and accordingly wo find such expressions
as ' in the first month, which is the month Nisan '

(Est 3'), or simply ' in the first month ' (3'-). This
is the case likewise in I Mac, where we find toD

/irivis ToO ivfirov euros 6 ii.t)v xoc^i\eu (4''-), and also
Tov fiTtuii ToO Trpiirov (9'), etc. (cf. iSchiirer, GJV^i.
32). A complete list of the twelve months

—

lyyar being added to the foregoing names— is

given in the so-called RlrgHlath Ta'dnith (' Roll of
Fasts '), which jirobably dates from the beginning
of the 1st cent. A.I), (cf. SchUrer, i. 74.5; JE viii.

427). The name of the IStli, or intercalary, numth
is first met with in the Mishna (Mfyilid, i. 4 ;

NalCirim, viii. 5), occurring there as •;£• tin (' second
Adar'). In the Mishna, too, the number of d.ays
in a lunar year is fixed at 354, and in a solar year
at 3G4 (cf. esp. Tnscfta Nazir, i. 3, ed. Zuckerman-

• From which some of the tuaterial here use<l is taUtn by
permission.

del, I'asewalk, 1880, p. 284, 1. 5) ; but this would,
of course, apply only to common years.
As regards the intercalary month, it has been

maintained, especially liy Mahler (cf. Sclmrer,
i. 748, n. 2), that, as the Babylonians had an inter-
calary cycle of 19 years, this may well have been
adopted by the Jew.s. But the investigations of
Oppert (ZDMG li. 138) and Weissbach (ib. Iv. 195)
have shown the futility of the assum|)tion.' The
Assuan Papyri yield amide proof of the fact that
at the time after the Exile no such fixed cycle was
in use among the Jews, and this would ajipear to
be true also of the Talmudic period." An eight-
year cycle (olctactcris) is probably referred to in the
Book of Enoch (74'^-i<'), and Sextus Julius A fricanus
(early 3rd cent.) says that both the Greeks and the
Jews intercalate three extra months every eight
years (cf. Poznailski, JQR x. 156) ; but the state-
ments are somewhat indefinite (Schiirer, i. 751).
Explicit mention of the nineteen-year cycle is first
made in post-Talmudic writings (see below).

In two pseudepigrapha which date probably from
Maccaba'an times, viz. the Book of Enoch (loc.

cit.) anil the Book of Jubilees (ch. 6), it is assumed
that the year consists of 364 days, i.e. 52 complete
weeks. ^ In each case the reclvoning is by solar
years, but it is hardly likely that this method was
in,general use at that time. It is recorded by David
b. Merwan al-Mikmas (or al-Mukammes), a writer
of the 9tli cent., that the Sadducees observed
months of 30 days, i.e. solar months (Poznailski,
liEJ, vol. 1. p. 19). This testimony, however, adds
the disadvantage of obscurity to that of lateness.
It finds no support in Talmudic sources.
Records dating from the closing years of the

Second Temple inform us that the time of new-
moon was fixed on the evidence of observers who
declared that they had descried the crescent in the
sky. This would imply that no one knew before-
hand whether the month >\as to have 29 days
(hence called 'defective,' ion) or 30 days ('fulX'
laiyn or vha- cf. Bornstein, op. cit. 26 fl".). The
regulation of the month was probably at first in
the hands of the priests,'' and was afterwards
committed to the Sanhedrin. Similarly, a leap-
year was decided upon only when required, the
main factor in the question being the state of the
young crops, as it was desired that the Passover

^ Also the hj-pothesis that this cycle was observed in ancient
Babylonia, as held by Winckler, Jeremias, and others, must be
uneiiuivocally rejected (cf. Kujler, Sternkunde und Sterndienst
in liuhel, Munster, 1907 £f., ii. 192; Ungnad, in OLZ, 1910,
p. 66). .Moreover, to judge from the data collected by Kugler
(i. 212), the reguKar employment of a nineteen-year cycle can-
not be attributed to the Babylonians till the Seljiik era, by
which time the influence of Greece may well have been making
itself felt (see also Schiirer, i. 748).

2 In reference to the calendar of the Assuan Papyri, see
Schiirer and Ginzel in Th /yxxxii. (1907), nos. 1 and 3 ; Gutesman,
REJ liii. (1907) 194 ; Bornstein, The Chronological Data of the
Assitan I'apgri |in Hcb.], Warsaw, 1909 ; and Westberg, Die
bibl. Chronuloijie nach Flavins Josephus, Leipzig, 1910, p. 103 ff.

Belk'li (An independent Examination of the As^utn and
Elepltantine Aramaic Papyri, London, 1909) assumes that
the dntcs given in these papyri must in all respects harmonize
with the cycle of either ei'Jbt or nineteen years, and then,
finding this to be so in neither case, he maintains that the
papvn are spurious—a most preposterous conclusinn. It is

related in the T.llmud (Sanhedrin, 12n) (hut Al.il , Uirsl half
of 2nd cent, a.d.) reckoned three successi\ \

, m '

. iralary
—a fact which proves the non-existenc<' r ,i , t i n-\ cycle
atthatliine. The same thing took placr iii.i

i ^ ,,, K iraitea,

who relinquished the method of com]iu(i[ig the c.ilcndar for
that of observing the moon (see below), as is attested by Levi
b. Vefeth (beginning of 11th cent. ; cited in Pinsker, Liklfuie
Kadmontot, Vienna, 1800, ii. 90).

3 According to Epstein (li?:j xxii. 11 ; KIdad ha-Dani, 1892,
p. 150 ff.), the Book of Jubilees has a twofold determination of
the year : the civil, witli 12 months, eight of which had each 30
d.iys, .and four 31 days; and the religious, with 13 months of
2.S days. But the theory has not yet been finally confirmed.

4 See ZuckciTn.ann, Stateriatien zur Kntwick. dcr altjiid. /cit-
rechnvng im Talmud (Breslau, 1SS2), p. 7. This work contains
a careful and exhaustive com])ilation of the data supplied by
the Tahnudic lilerature with reference to the method of detcr-
inining both the ordinary- and the intercalary month
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should coincide with the earing of the com (nn
3'3Nn) ;i tlie intorcalary month was therefore always
an Adar. It was not till a later day that the
position of the sun was also taken into account
(nsipn, tequfa ; cf. Toxcfta Sroi/i. ii. 7). This
procedure was continued after the destruction of

the Temple, though we are informed that the
Patriarch Gamaliel II. (c. 100 A.D.), when examin-
ing the iirst observers of the crescent moon, made
use of drawings of the lunar phases (Zi'wfA liash-

sh<ina, ii. 8). He is also said to have lixed the

duration of the month at 29i days, § of an hour,

and 73 parts of an hour, but the last two terms
are undoubtedly a late interpolation (cf. Schwarz,
Dcrjiul. Kalcn'ilcr, Breslau, 1872, p. 20; Sloninislii,

Yesode ha-'Ibbiir ', p. 3i). In course of time less and
less attention was paid to the evidence of observers,

and various devices of computation were increas-

ingly resorted to, though the Patriarch and his

council still continued to fix the time of new moon
in the traditional way. This constituted, in fact,

one of the strongest elements of cohesion amongst
the Jews of the Disiiersion, and, as a special pre-

rogative of Palestine, it was most jealously guarded.
An attempt made by the Babylonian Jews to free

themselves in this regard from the domination of

Palestine proved altogetlier abortive (cf. the story

about IJananya the nephew of Joshua b. ^lananya
[1st half of 2nd cent.] in the Jerus. JSicddrim,

viii. 13 fol. 40 a, 1. 30, etc. ; also Baclier, Die
Afjnda der Tannaiten, i.- [Strassburg, 1903], 385).

At first the beginning of the month was an-
nounced to the various communities by lire-signals,

but, as the Samaritans and Boethusa-ans would
sometimes deceive the watchers by false signs,

the tidings were afterwards conveyed by special

messengers {Bosh HashshanCi, ii. 2). As the mes-
sengers, however, could not always reach the
communities outside Palestine in time to announce
whether new moon would fall on the 30th or the
31st of the old, these outlying groups of .Jews kept
on the safe side by observing their festivals both
on the day appointed by the Scriptures and on the
folloAvino; day, the latter thereby acquiring the
name nv7J Vc "js" ya uv ('Second feast-day of the
Diaspora '). The Day of Atonement, however,
was celebrated on the 10th of Tishri only, and
thus formed an exception to the rule (but cf. Jerus.

^alla, i. 1, fol. 57c, 1. 14).

In the period of the Amoraim, of whom some
were resident in Palestine, and others in Babylonia
(3rd-5th cent. ), we hear with increasing frequency
of calculations and regulations for the calendar.

One of the most eminent workers in this field was
Samuel, 'the astronomer' (first half of the 3rd
cent.), who taught in Babylonia, and who, it

appears, sought to systematize the calendar, but
was unable to carry out his design (Schwarz, op.

cit. p. 32, n. 1). He is said to have drawn up a
calendar available for 60 years {Hullin, 95a), and
was the first of his nation to maintain that the

year consists of 365j days ('Srubin, 56a), though
he was still imaware of other essential principles of

the calendar [Rosh Haskshdnd, 206). One by one,

however, these principles were adopted, though
the general practice remained somewhat capricious

in its adhesion thereto (see, e.g., Zuckermann, op.

cit. 46). One of the Palestinian Amoraim, Simon
by name (c. 300 A.D.), speaks of 'calculators of the

calendar' (fDcnm ]'h'N ; Jerus. Sulcbx, iv. 1, fol.

546, 1. 17 ; cf. Zuckermann, p. 61) ; while another,

Huna b. Abin (middle of 4th cent.), enjoined that,

in deciding upon an intercalary month, regard
should 1)6 had exclusively to the position of the

sun {teqnfa ; Mosh Ha.sh.^hdna, 21rt), etc. Political

1 Cf. the story told of G.ainaliel i. (.it .1 time, therefore, when
the Temple wag still in existence) iu Tosefta .Sanhcdrin, ii. G

(p. 417f.).

occurrences and the constantly increasing despot-

ism of Kome simjily forced the Jews to devise a
means of determining the times of new moon.s and
feasts independently of eye-witnesses. It is even
recorded that during the campaign of Gallus
(from A.D. 351 onwards), who dealt very harshly
with the communities in Palestine, an intercalary

month was inserted after Ab instead of Adar {San-

hcdrin, 12a; cf. Graetz, Gesch. d. Juden, 1868-78,

iv. note 31). It is also stated by Jose, an Amora
who lived about this time, that the Feast of Purim
(celebrated on 14th Adar) must never fall upon
a Sabbath or a Monday, as in that case the Day
of Atonement would fall upon a Friday or a
Sunday—a contingency which on many grounds
was forl)idden (Jerus. Megilld, i. 2, fol. 706, 1. 23).

By that time, therefore, the sequence of months
from Adar to Tishri must have been precisely laid

down. Jose is also reported to have sent a fixed

order of festivals to the communities of the Diaspora
(Jerus. 'Erubin, iii. end fol. 24«-, 1. 24). These
various items, however, form but the rudiments
of a continuous calendar.

Such a continuous calendar, according to a tra-

dition that goes back to Hai Gaon (t 1038), was
constructed by the Patriarch Hillel II. in A.D. 359
(or, according to another version, 500, though by
this time the day of Patriarchs was past). But the

tradition, which stands quite alone, is confronted

with grave objections. Of these the following two
are ot special weight: (1) The supposed calendar

is never referred to in the Talmud, which received

its fin.al redaction at the end of the 5th cent. A.D.

Nothing whatever is said there about the length

of the month or the nineteen-year cycle, or any-
thing else of the kind. (2) It is jisyclioio^'.cally

improbable that the Patriarch would of his own
initiative divest himself of his highest privilege, and
likewise of his most powerful means of influence

amongst the Jewish communities both in Palestine

and beyond it. Moreover, from the early post-

Talmudic age we have dates which cannot be re-

conciled with the regular calendar in use to-day.'

In point of fact, everything goes to indicate that
the calendar, like all other productions of the kind,

passed through a developing series of forms, and
that it assumed its final shape in the schools of the
official representatives of Judaism (called Geonim)
in Babylonia.^ To the period of tlie Geonim, say

the 7th and 8th cents. , likewise belong two tractates

relevant to the subject. One of these is entitled

Pirke de Sabbi Eliezcr, and contains almost all

the elements of the modern calendar (caps. 6-8),

but it shows so many instances of self-contradiction

that we must assume the presence of various inter-

polations (cf. also Zunz, Gottesdicnstlichc Vortrdge\
1892, p. 287 ff.). The other, Baraithct de Samuel
{cd. prinrcps, Salonica, 1 861 ), is wholly engaged with
astronomy, and yields a single date, 776 (beginning
of cap. v. ; cf. below, and JE ii. 520), but says
nothing at all about regulations for the calendar.

In the 7th and 8th cents., again, Judaism in

the East was disturbed by the rise of various sects,

many of which refused to recognize the existing

calendar. One of its outstanding assailants was
Anan b. David, the founder of Karaisra (2nd
half of Stli cent.), who abandoned the method of

computation, as being repngnant to Scripture, and
reinstated that of lunar observation (see art.

1 One 6uch date is the year 606, and another the year 776

;

cf. Bornstein, TND pi p,NJ .Tn>'0 21 npSnD (Warsaw, 1904),

p. IS.

- The fii-st to indicate Bab\lon as the birthplace of the .Tewish

calendar was Th. Reiuach (REJ xviii. 90 ff.), but the grounds
on which he builds are false. Conclusive proof of the view that
the continuous calendar had its origin in Babylonia during the
post-Talmudic period is furnished at the earliest by the pro-

ceedings of Ben Meir (see below), the inferences therefrom

haWmi been drawn by the present writer (JQR x. 152 H.), and
then elaborated by Bornstein in the treatise just cited.
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Karaism). It is Siiul, however, that in t:ikin;j;

this steirAniin simply wished to make a concession

to the prcclominant power of Islam, and thus in-

gratiate himself with the Khalif {cf. I'o/.naiiski,

HEJ xliv. 1G7). lie is also said to have maintained
that the intercalary month might be inserted as

Icflitiniately aft«r Sliebat as after Adar (I^irkisani,

Kitiili iil-'amwar, ed. ifarkavy, p. 313, 1. 7 ; al-

IJin'mi, d/imnoltH/t/ nf Aiificnt Nations, ed. Sachau,
Leipzi-, I87G-78,'p. 5'J[Aral). text] = p.69[Eng. tr.]).

Oneof Aniin's successors, 15enjamin al-Nahawendi
(9th cent.), states that there are two kinds of

months : religious or lunar months of 21) or 30
days, which serve to fix the dates of feasts and
fasts, and civil or solar months of 30 days. In
order to allow for the residual five days (he ignores

the odd hours altogether), he proposes that a
month be intercalated every six years, so that

after a cycle of 42 years (7x6) the months will

again begin on the same day (cf. Poznaiiski, JiEJ
I. 10). That the 1st of the month, or the feast-day,

should always coincide with the same day of the

week—as would be possible only if the year con-

tained an integral number of weeks, or 3(; t days

—

was a desideratum also of the sect of jMayhariya
('cave-dwellers'), whose period remains unascer-

tained, and the Okbarites, whose founder, Mes«i
al-Okbari, lived in the latter part of the 9th cent.

(HEJ, loc. cit.). Jehuda the Persian, another
lieretic of that age, afhrms that the Jews had
always reckoned by solar months (iA.). The im-

portance attached to the recognition or repudiation

of the then existing calendar may be gauged by
the fact that the official circles of Judaism were
free to intermarry with the Isawites,' who actiially

recognized Jesus and Muhammad as prophets, but
not with the Karaites, the ground of distinction

being .simply that the former received the calendar
while the latter did not (JQR x. 159).

Against all these sectaries and heretics a stand
was made by the Gaon Saadya b. Joseph al-

Fayj-umi (892-942). In order to safeguard the

existing system of calend.ar, he broached the

remarkable theory that it was of immemorial
anticpiity, and th.-it months and festivals had
ahv.ays been determined by calculation. He main-
tained thiit observation of the moon was introduced
only in the time of Antigonus of Socho (3rd cent.

H.C.), as heretics had arisen who que.stioned the
accuracy of the calculations, and that this step

was taken .simi)ly to show that calculation and
observation were in perfect accord (see REJ xliv.

176)." It was an easy matter for the Karaites to

quash this theory by means of data from the
Talmud (cf. Poznanski, JQR x. 271 ; also The
Karaite Literary Opponents of Sandiah Gaon,
London, 1908, passim), and the majority of Rab-
binical authorities had likewise to admit that
Sajidya's contentions were absurd.
The last great controversy regarding the validity

of the now universally recognized calendar broki^

out in 921. In that year, IJcn Meir, a character
otherwise unknown, made his appearance in Pales-

tine, claiming to be a descendant of the Patriarchs.

He sought to restore the prerogative of tlie Holy
Land in the lixing of new moons and festivals, the
means to bo employed, however, being no longer
ob.<ervati(m Imt calculation. He proceeded to

modify one of the most important regulations of

the calend.ar. It hail been laid down that, if the
conjunction of sun and moon which marks the

' The founder of this sect, 'Abu 'Isi al-Isfahuni, arose c. 7uO
A.D., and adhcrcnU were still to be found in the 10th cent. (of.

roznafiski, JQR xvi. 770).
2 A second tlteory w.ia advanced by Maimonitles (t 1204), viz.

that the metho*! of calculation was always known, but could he
legally resorted to only if the method of observation were
abandoned, ix. if there should no longer he a Sanhedrin in

I'alestine (see Bornstein, op. cit. 151).

beginning of Tishri took place after noon on a
particular day, the statutory beginning of that
month should bo transferred to the day following,

and that, if the latter happened to be Sunday,
Wednesday, or Friday, on none of which Tishri

could legally begin (see below), a delay of two
days should be made. Now, Ben Meir professed
to have a tradition to the ellect that the month of

Tishri is to begin on the day of conjunction, save
only in the case where that event takes place 642
parts of an houi' after midday—the hour comprising
lOSO parts (see below). On this principle the
vari.ition in fixing the months and festivals might
amount to one or even two days. A case in point

occurred in the years 921-923, and a t-leavage

between the Palestinian and the Babylonian Jews
was the result. This dispute is referred to by the
Karaite Sahl b. IMasliah (end of 10th cent. ; see

Pinsker, Likkuic Kadrnoniot, ii. 36) and the Syrian
Elia of Nisibis {Frar/. .y/r. u. arab. Histori/ccr, ed.

Baethgen, Leipzig, 1884, p. 84), neither of whom,
however, mentions Ben Meir by name. The Jewish
exilarch of the day invoked the aid of the young but
erudite Saadya al-Fayyunii, who disputed the posi-

tion of the innovator witli comi)lete success. The
dehnite interval selected by Ben Meir, viz. 642 parts

of an hour, is, no doubt, traceable to the fact that,

while the Jewish calendar was based upon the meri-

dian of Babylonia, Ben Meir and his predecessors

reckoned from that of P.alestine. Now, in Palestine

the year began with Nisan ; in Babylonia, with
Tishi'i. But the particular new moon of Nisan
which formed the starting-point of the Palestinian

reckoning fell on a Wednesday at nine hours of the

day and 642 parts of an hour. When this number
was transferred to Babylonia the fractional part
was dropped, and hence the variation introduced

by Ben ileir.' In any case, the controversy shows
that the Jewish calendar had its origin in Baby-
lonia during the period of the G.aons ; and this

conclusion is abundantly confirmed by other facts,

which will be further discussed below, in the

systematic part. But even Ben Meir never ven-

tured to propose a return to the method of lunar
observation.
The sole adherents of the latter were the

Karaites, who had reverted in all respects to the

ancient practice of determining the time of new
moon by observation, and intercalating a thirteenth

month when required by the state of the crops, i.e.

the ripening ears {'Abi'h). One of the earliest of

that sect, Daniel al-ljumisi, held, indeed, that all

recourse to astronomical calculation was mere
cloud-peering and star-g.azing, quoting against it

Dt 18'° (Harkavy, Studicn u. Mitteilungen, vill. i.

189), and bis example was followed by nearly all

the Karaites. Only if the atmospherical condit ions

rendered observation impossible was it allowable

to resort to approximative calculations (Ileb. nzipn,

cf. Bornstein, Chronological Data, p. 38). Not till

the 14th cent, did they accept the nineteen-year

cycle, and even then only for regions far away
from Palestine, such as fiyzantium, the Crimea,
Poland, etc. In Kgjpt, for instance, as late as the

17th cent., we still find the practice of intercalating

a supplementary month as necessity required (I'f.

GurlaiKl, Gi)i:e 'Israel, Lyck, 1865, i. 5). But the

Karaites, scattered as they wore in variousccMintries,

fell into conf\isi<)n in the matter, and celebrated the

same festiv.al on dillerent days. They were thus

compelled gradually to fall b.ack ujion the expedi-

ent of calculation, "and to construct astronomical

tables for the purpose. One of tin; first to draw up
such tables was Klia Bashiatchi of Constantinople

1 Tlie iirst to call attention to this matter was Bornstein in the

monograph alre.adv cited. The strictures of Epstein (Har/i/dreJi,

V 1908, 118-142) are incompetent. Cf. also Jofia in the Ileb.

Kncyc. OsarJsiacl, s. o.
' Ben Meir '(iii. , New York, 190i», p. 100 If.).
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(t 1490), whose book was tailed Addcrct Eliijahii
(erf. prhiccps, Coiistantiiioiile, 1531). A tliorough-
poing reformer aiijiejireil in Isaac b. Saloino of
Chufut-Kale, in the Crimea (17.')r)-1826), who, in his
Or ha-Lebana (Zitomir, 1872), maintaineil that
perpetually repeated observations were unneces-
sary. He takes as his starting-point the new moon
of Tishri 1779, when the so-calletl limits of visibility,

t.e. the sum of the elongation and the arc of vision
{airus visioiu.s-), amounted to 13° 7', and makes this
the minimal limit, so that the day for which that
particular result is given by calculation is thereby
constituted the beginning of the month. He lays it

down as a necessary condition that the moon shall

not set before the sun. His followers, however,
have discarded even the latter provision, and, in

fact, take into account only the elongation, whose
minimal limit is fixed at a little" over 4° (cf.

Jehuda Kokizov.i Bind la- Itt'tm, ii., Odessa, 1879,

p. 2 1}'.). Among the Karaites of the present day,
accordingly, the determination of new moons and
festivals depends wholly on the interval between
conjunction and sunset, thus approximating—in

theory—very closely to the method of the Rab-
banites. In practice, however, the diflerence in

the dating of festivals may amount to one or even
two days. Nor do the modern Karaites recognize
the so-called dehiyoth, 'displacements' (see below).

2. System and principles.—The Jewish calendar
now in use is based upon a luni-solar system. The
months are lunar, but provision is made for a
periodic adjustment with the solar year. This is

effected by the device of intercalating a month
seven times in a cycle of 19 years, viz. in the 3rd,
6th, 8th, nth, 14th, 17th, and 19th years (see
below). As in all calendars of this type, the
day commences with sunset, but the calendar day
is reckoned from 6 p.m., and comprises 24 succes-
sive hours. The hour is divided into 1080 halaqim,
' parts,' the keleq being thus equal to 3J seconds.
This division is presupposed in works referring to
the above - mentioned controversy between Ben
Meir and Saadya (A.D. 921), but its origin is

assigned to the sons of Issachar, who are said to
have pursued the study of astronomy.^ The number
1080 was fixed upon probably because it has many
ditt'erent sets of factors (Schwarz, op. cit. p. 48).
Now, as the days of the week are distinguished in
Hebrew not by names but by ordinal numbers, any
definite point of time is commonly indicated by
three numbers, specifying day, hour, and helcq
respectively. Thus, c.g.,''Z d. 17 h. 480 p. (Heb.
^''n i"'":) signifies Tuesday, 11 h. 26' 40" a.m. In
one particular instance, viz. the so-called icqvfa
of R. Adda—to be mentioned later—the hcleq itself

was divided into 76 rega'im.
The duration of the synodical month, i.e. the

interval between one conjunction (molad) and the
next, is 29 d. 12 h. 793 p. (V'sbt 3"' D"D)=29d. 12 h.

44' 3" 20'". But, as the calendar month must
have an integral number of days, it has either 30
days (never 31), and is then called 'full' (kSd or
n^iyo), or 29 (never 28), in which case it is called
'defective' (ion). In the calendar now in use the
months Nisan, Sivan, Ab, Tishri, and Sliebat are
always full, while lyyar, Tammiiz, Elul, Tebeth,
and Adar are always" defective. Marcheshvan and
Kislev may be both full or both defective ; or, again,
Marcheshvan may be full and Kislev defective.*

1 A Karaite, still [1910] li\-ing (see Poznariski, Die kardische
JAtcratur der Ictzten 30 Jahre, Frankfort, 1910, p. 10).

2 a.^e.g., the passajre from the Sffer' Ihrdnnt given io Schw.arz,
p. 21, n. 2. Tlie tradition ref^arding the astronomical know-
ledge of the sons of Issachar was derived from 1 Ch 1232.

Saadya Gaon appealed to the same verse as an evidence of the
high antiquity of the continuous Jewish calendar, and was on
this account assailed by the whole Karaite school(cf. Poznat^ski,
The Karaitr Litrrarji Oppoiients of Saadiah Gaon, p. 39).

8 We cannot mil say why these two months in particular
should vary in this way. It may have seemed desirable, how-

In order to ascertain the exact time at which a
year begins, it is necessary first of all to fix the
conjunction which ushers in its first month, Tishri.

This again involves the selection of a definite point
from which the reckoning shall proceed. Now, as
the world, according to a Talmudic tradition {Bosh
Ilashs/iand, lln), was created in the month of
Nisan, and as the recognized era is reckoned from
that event, an attempt was made to calculate the
date of the conjunction which began the fiist Nisan
of history, the result thus arrived at being 4 d. 9 h.

642 p., i.e. AVednesday, 3 h. 35' 40" after midnight.
The conjunction fixing the first Tishri could tlien

be determined in two ways. One was to calculate
half a year backwards from Nisan, giving the result
2 d. 5 n. 204 p. (n"nn3) ; such was the practice in
Palestine, and the formula thus found is that in
general use. The other method was to calculate
the date of the conjunction beginning the following
Tishri, with the result 6 d. 14 h. (Y''i)—the formula
used in the Bab. schools (Bornstein, McMoket, p.

112). The imaginary conjunction is called 'the
molad of nothing' (molad tohn). Accordingly, if

the conjunction of any particular month has been
ascertained, it is an easy matter to fix that of the
month following, as the date already known needs
but to be supplemented by 29 d. 12 h. 793 p., or, as
the four complete weeks may be eliminated without
attecting the result, 1 d. 12 h. 793 p. {f^s-n 3"'k),

which gives what is called the 'character' of the
month.
Now the year comprises 12 x 29 d. 12 h. 793 p., or

354 d. 8 h. 876 p., and a leap-year 13 x 29 d. 12 h.

793 p., or 383 d. 21 h. 589 p. But as the year, like
the month, must have an integral number of days,
an ordinary year has either 354 or 355 (but some-
times, as we shall see below, 353), and a leap-year
383 or 384 (sometimes also 385).' Hence, if the
date of the conjunction of Tishri in any given
year is known, we have simply to eliminate
the complete weeks, i.e. 350—or 378—days, and
then add, for a common year, 4 d. 8 h. 876 p.
(i"l'nn 'n 'i), and, for a leap-year, 5 d. 21 h. 589 p.

(a"Bpn n"d '.!). These two sets of numbers are called

'remainders' (nunn'), and each forms the 'char-

acter ' of its kind of year.

In order to fix the beginning of the year, i.e. the
1st of Tishri, the date of its conjunction must be
calculated. But four possible cases may thus occui',

the New Year being delajed by one or even two
days. These four contingent delays (dehiyoth) are
as follows

:

1. The New Tear cannot begin on a Sundaj-, or a Wednesday,
or a Friday (t;'xn l"l.x nS). The last two days were excluded
because otherwise the Day of Atonement (the 10th of Tishri)
would fall on a Friday or a Sunday. As early as the Talmudic
period, however, the Day of Atonement, for various ceremonial
reasons, was not observed on the day immediately before or after
the Sabbath {Rosh Hashshand, 20a). The Sunday, again, was
excluded because otherwise the so-called Palm-day (Hoshdna
Rahba, the 22nd of Tishri) would also fall upon a Sunday—

a

concurrence likewise prohibited on ritual grounds {Sukkd, 4"36).2

In such contingencies, therefore, the New year is transferred to
the following day.

2. Similarly, the New Year must begin a day later when the
conjunction takes place after 12 o'clock noon, i.e. after 18 hours
of the calendar day, the reason being that the crescent of the
new moon is not visible on that evening. A conjunction of this
character is called 'old iiwlad,' and the rule bearing upon it is

already given in the Talmud {Rdsk Haskshdnd, 20a). But, if

ever, to regulate exactly the months from Nis.an to Tishri in-

clusive, so that the dates of the festivals might be easil,v ascer-
tained ; the irregularities could then be confined to the two
months which follow immediately after Tishri.

1 The reason for placing the limit lower in the case of the
common year, and higher m that of the leap-year, was probably
that the numbers 353 and 3S5 respectivel.v approximate more
nearly to the actual duration than do the numbers 356 and 382.

2 The reasons for which the variation was made were thus
of a ritual character in every case, as Geiger {Jild. Xtschr. vi.

141 ff.) has rightly recognized. The atteiiipts that have been
made (so already Mainionides ; cf. Schwarz, p. 54 if.) to give an
astronomical explanation of the variation must be regarded as
too artificial.
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the following dav be a Sunday, a Wednesdav, or a Friday, the
New Year is delayed by two days.

'i. If in any year foUowin^; upon a common year the con-

junction of Tishri takes |ilacc at or after 8 d. h. 204 p. (l"l 'a 'j),

the New Year cannot begin on that day or on the following; day
—Wednesday (by 1)—and in that case' is delayed till Thursday.
For, if 3 d. 9 h. 204 p. be added to the ' remainder' of a common
year, i.e. 4 d. 8 b. 878 p., tlie result is 7 d. 18 h. As the Tishri
of the following year, however, nuist not begin on Saturday
(by 2) or Sunday (by 1), it would have to be delayed till Monday.
But in that case the current year would have 35G days, which
exceeds the statutory limit.

4. If the conjunction of Tishri in any year following upon a
leap-year takes place at or after 2 d. 15 h. 689 p. (a"Bpn i"b '3),

the New Year must be transferred to the Tuesday. For, if from
these figures, or rather from 7 d. -f 2 d. 15 h. 089 p., i.e. » d. 15 h.

5S9 p., the 'character' of a leap-year, viz. 5 d. 21 h. 589 p., be
subtracted, the result is 3 d. 18 h. Tlie Ti.shri of the previous
year must, therefore, have begun on a Thursd.ay, as Tuesday is

excluded by (2), and Wednesday by (1). But if the current year
were made to begin on Monrl.ay, the previous (einbolisniic.) year
would have only 382 days, w^hich falls short of the lower statu-
tory limit.

The duration of any particular year, i.e. the
numlier of days in it, may accordingly be deter-
mined as follows : Calculate the date of the con-
junction of Tishri, and ,al.so of the Tishri in the
year following, allow for the 4 dchiyoth, and observe
whether the year—if an ordinary year—has 353,

354, or 355 days, or, again—if a leap-year—whether
it has 383, 384, or 385 days. If the number be 353
(or .383), the months of Marcheshvan and Kislov
are both defective, and the year itself is in that case
also called a 'defective' one (men, abbreviated n).

If it has 354 (or 384) days, Marcheshvan is defective

between two leap-years.' The various items have
been set forth in a table, as given below.
The use of this table may he. explained by an example. The

qehia' r\2 denotes a year which begins on a Monday (3) and has

353 days (n = mzn, ' defective '). The earlier limit is 7 il. 18 h.,

for, if the conjunction takes place after 12 o'clock noon on
Saturday, the New Year caruiot begin on Saturday (dc/iij/a 2)
or Sunday {delilj/a 1), but must be delayed till Monday. If the

imder consideration be a common year, as, e.j/., in (Jroups
ar w-ill begin after 353 days. i.e. on a

nly if the conjunction
"e at or before 5 d. 17 h.
> tormula the ' remainder'
he result is ld.9h.203p.
tlie ditlerence amount to

, the conjunction of the following Ti.'jhri

II.-IV., the folio

Thursday, lint I

of the corrc^)!''!!

1079 p. Now, II

of a common ^

.

But if this 'lim^i

1 d. 9 h. 204 p. 01 .

will take place at 5 d. 18 h. In that case, however, the^follo
ing year will not begin before Saturday (by dehiyoth 1 and 2),
i.e. after 3.05 days, and the year under consideration would
then be ' complete ' (B'). Its qchia' would thus be no longer

ni, but tyj. Hence the 'limits' for nn in a common year are,

on one side, 7 d. 18 h., and, on the other, 1 d. 9 h. 204 p.

The term te.qvfa ('course of the sun') signifies

the moment at which the sun arrives at the
equinoctial or soLstitial point, or, in other words,
the mean beginning of one of the four seasons.

Thus we have leqnfat Ninati (beginning of spring),

teqnfat Tammilz (beginning of summer), tequfat
Tishri (beginning of autumn), and tequfrU J'ebeth

(beginning of winter). The interval between two
tcqufvth was fixed in the 3rd cent. A.D. by the
Amora Samuel (see above) at 91 d. 7i h., the
starting-point of the enumeration being made to
coincide with the beginning of Nisan, and the first

Qebi'oth.

Group.
Tear

of Cycle. nn B'3 2i Dn cn m CI

I. 3. 6. 8. 11.

14. 17. 19
7 d. 18 h. 1 d. 20 h. 491 p. 2 d. 18 h. 3 d. 18 h. 4 d. 11 h. 695 p. 5 d. 18 h. d. 20 h. 491 p.

II. 2. 5. 10.

13.16
7 d. 18 h. 1 d. 9 h. 204 p. 2 d. 18 h. ad. 9h. 204 p. 6 d. 9 h. 204 p. 5 d. 18 h. 6 d. 9 h. 204 p.

III. 1.4.9.
12.15

7 d. 18 h. 1 d. 9 h. 204 p. 2 d. 15 h. 689 p. 3 d. 9 h. 204 p. 5 d. 9 h. '204 p. 5 d. IS h. 6 d. h. 408 p.

IV. 7.18 7 d. 18 h. 1 d. 9 h. 204 p. 2d. 16 h. 589 p. 3 d. 9 h. 204 p. 5 d. 9 h. 204 p. 6 d. 18 h. 6 d. 9 h. 204 p.

and Kislev full, tlie year being then designated as
'regul.ar' (miDj, abbr. 3). Finally, if the number
be .3.55 (or 385), Marche.shvan and Ki.slev are both
full, and .such a year is called 'complete' (ncSi;',

abbr. c). Hence, as the first days of all the other
months are determined on antecedent grounds, the
complcti^ sequence of festivals and seasons is now
known. It is also usual to sjiecify the day of the
week on which the Passover begins, and the symbol
employed is combined with symbols for New Year's
Day and the length of the year in order to indicate
the qchin' of the year. Thus, for example, the
qcbia' inz signifies tli.at New Year begins on Monilay
(3 = 2nd day of week), that the j'car is defective
(n = m;n, i.e. Marcheshvan and Kislev with 29 days
each), and that the l^assover begins on Tuesday
(j^3i(l day of week). It may be shown without
dillictulty t^iat there can be only 14 types of yearly
calendars, 7 for common years, and 7 for leap-years.

'

For common yeans : jf i, wj'n, .IK'S, i:.n, .133, xni, :nD.

For leap-years : nt'i, ;n, ic'3, iD3, :m, Knn, nna.

But the qKhin' of a year can also be determineil
without calcul.ating when the ensuing Tishri .shall

begin. All that is necessary is to take cognizance
of the extreme 'limits' (d'Si3)) within which the
conjunction of Tishri must fall. It nnist then be
noted whether the year is a leap-year (Group I.) or
a common year ; and if the latter, whether it im-
mediately precedes (Group II.) or immediately
follows ((irou)) HI.) a leap-year, or, finally, occurs

J See the detailed proof in Schwarz, p. 02 If.

tf.qufa of the series fixed exactly at 4 d. h.

(Tuesday, 6 o'clock p.m.), 7 d. 9 h. 642 p. (o 't

3"Dnn) before the conjunction of the new moon of
Nisan. This interval is precisely one quarter of
the Julian year. The first teqvfu, however, moves
forward every successive year by 7^ h. x 4 = 1 d.

6h., which in 28 years anu)unts to I d. 6 h. x 28
= 5 weeks, so that, after a ijeriod of 28 years, the
first teqnfa falls on the same day of the week and
at the same instant of time as before. This period
was therefore called the ' solar cycle ' [mahzor
hamma) or the ' great cycle ' (mnhzur cfadol). Now,
according to Samuel, the length of the solar year
is 4 X 91 d. 7i h., or 365J days. But it was okserved
that this did not quite agree with the astronomical
facts, and accordingly we find still another tequfa,
named after Kabbi Adda, which gives 365 d. 5 h.

997 p. 48 rg. (hdcq = -tQ rega'im), or 365 d. 5 h.

55' '25'44", as the length of the year, and places the
first tcqujal Nisan only 9 h. 642 \i. (3"Din 'ts) before
the conjunction. This corresponds very closely

with the Ptolemaic year, in which the odd seconds
are given .sometimes as 10, sometimes as 12. But
allhough the figures of the lialjbi Adda are nearer
to the facts than those of Samuel, yet they too

I These limits were at a very early date grouped in the so-

called 'four gates' {Wrha'ah She'arlm), corresponding to the
four d.ays of the week—Mond.ay, Tues<l.ay, Tliursd.ay, and
Saturday—on wliich alone the New Year could begin. " So far
as we know, the earliest writer to apply the method was Saadya
Gaou ; cf. Poznariski, liEJ xl. 87, and Bornstein, Mahtoliei,

p. 00.
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show an error, as the precise length of the year is

only 305 <1. 5 h. 48' 48".

The t'arliest known reference to the ' teqtifa of R. Adtla

'

under that desi;;nation is made by Isaac b. Baruch AUiali;i of
Cordova(A.D. 1035-1094 ; cf. Abraham b. Iliya's Sc/er ha-'lhhii,;
in. 4), but the period it indicates is already referred to by al-Hii-iini

(Arab, text, p. 133 = Eng;. tr. p. 16.U Ho states that, wlicn

the Jews wish to determine the year precisely ('»£: J ' J ),

they reckon its length as 30.') d. 6J}gi h., which corresponds
exactly with llie te<jit/a of 11. Adda. But this leqti/a must go
still further hack, as it agrees with a d.ite (776) mentioiud in
the BaraitJia of Samuel (see above), l Moreover, the intercalary
system in common use amon^r the Jews, of which we shall treat
presently, couK) never liuve hcen framed except on the basis of
K. Adda's—Mni s,iii;iirj - ! 'infa.^ In all probability, therefore,
ita duration «,-

. l ilii.ut the Sth cent, a.d., t'.e. .it the
period in whirl, i: ,i. \ m the East began to study astronomy,
and became a,.);; i I '' I'll the Almagest.3

As already indicated, the Jewish year is a com-
posite anangenient. Its months are lunar, hut
from time to time an extra month is intercalated
in order to eii'eet an adjustment witli the solar
year. This was done even hefore the estahlishment
of the continuous calendar. It was regarded as a
matter of special importance that tlie month of
Nisan should not begin before its tcqiifa (beginning
of spring), and a second Adar was intercalated as
required ; but at that time nothing was as yet
known of a regular and periodic intercalation,
recurring according to definite rules. Such an
arrangement was in all probability first introduced
along with the continuous calendar itself, when the
Metonic cycle was adopted. It had been observed
that 235 lunar months are equal to 19 solar years.
But, as 235 -^ 19 gives the quotient 12, with 7 as
remainder, an additional month, a second Adar,
was intercalated 7 times in the period of 19 years,
which was called the ' little cycle ' {mahzdr qatan).
But while, according to the majority of scholars,
the leap-years of both the Metonic and the Callippic
system are the 2nd, 5th, 8th, 10th, 13th, 16th, and
18th years of the cycle (cf. JQR x. 161), in the
Jewish calendar they are the 3rd, 6th, 8th, 11th,
14th, 17th, and 19th (as in the Heb. formula n"i:

B"nx). The most j^robable explanation of the Jewish
order is that tlie position of the heavenly bodies at
the time when the intercalary system was instituted
did not require the supplementary month till the
3rd year of the cycle, then the 6th, 8th, etc. ; and,
aa has been said, exact astronomical calculations
show that this sequence is in harmony with the
tequfa of K. Adda. We have also information to

1 It is here stated, at the beginning of Section V., that 'sun
and moon and years of release and tequ/oth were readjusted

'

in A.M. 4536, and that tcqufat Tishi-i (of a.m. 4637) took place
on Tuesday, towards the end of the day, and 2 hrs. before the
conjunction of the month of Tishri, which occurred at the
beginning of Wednesday (= Tuesday, 6 p.m.). This was the
17th of September, a.d. 776. The tequ/a of Samuel, however,
fell 6 d. 11 h. later, i.e. on the 24th of Sept. 3 a.m. Now,
if we calculate the tequ/at Ifisan of the Creation by the
measurement of R. Adda, we get4d. 13 b., which differs from
his tcqv/a by 13 h. only. This has been duly emphasized by
Bomstein (Makloket, p. 22).

2 As the Feast of the Passover could not take place before the
beginning of the te^vfat Itisan (beginning of spring), i.e. the
26th of March, then, according to Samuel's tequ/a, an intercalary
month would already be required at the end of one year, anil
thereafter at successive intervals of 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3 years. This
intercalary sequence would not be the ordinary one (£j"nN n"lj,

see below), but a"}!' n".13. A similar system is found among
the Samaritans, who, in fixing the Passover, take account only
of the teqv/a, and had thus, during the Kith cent., the inter-

calary sequence n"l3^ l".T3.

3 The earliest known Jewish astronomer, Mashallah, lived in
the reign of the Khalif al-Mansur (a.d. 754-776; ct. Stein-
Bchneider, Die arab. Liieratur d. Juden, 100'2, p. 15). Here,
therefore, we find a corroboration of our theory that the con-
stant calendar of modern Judaism ia of relatively late date.
The calculation of conjunctions, for instance, cannot have
been finally established even as late as a.d. 776, for, according
to the Haraitha of Samuel, the conjunction of "Tisliri in that
year took place at 4 d. h. ; while, according to the modern
reckoning, it did not occur till 4 d. 3 h. 303 p. This fact is
of great importance in the history of the Jewish calendar
(cf. Bornstein, loc. cit.).

the clloct tliat tiierc were other intercalary systems
in ojHnalion, viz. n"ij' fnz (2. 5. 7. 10. 13. 16. 18),

r.i3 B"nN (1. 4. 6. 9. 12. 15. 17), and B"nN n".ij (3. 5.

S. 11. 14. 16. 19). But all these are in reality forms
of the normal sequence, the variation depending
simply on the jiarticular year of the cycle witli

which the intercalation begins. Thus, if the figures

of the lirst fonnula bo increased by 1, those of the
second by 2, and those of the thinl by 3, the result

in each case is the ordinary formula.^ Hence we
ought to speak, not of dili'erent intercalary series,

but of diti'erent mnemonic formul;B.

The length of the year as fixed by the tequ/a of
Samuel (= the Julian year of 365J days) is not an
exact measui'e of the 19-year cycle, as in that period
it shows an aggregate excess of 1 h. 485 p. But
even the tequfa of R. Adda, which was adapted to
this cycle, does not fully agree with the facts, as
the exact duration of the year is 365 d. 5 h. 48' 48",

not 365 d. 5 h. 55' 25'44". Thus, while 235 lunar
months are equivalent to 235 x 29 d. 12 h. 793 p.
= 6939 d. 16 h. 595 p. = 6939 d. 16 h. 33' 3J", 19 (true)
solar years amount only to 6939 d. 14 h. 27' 12",

the former quantity being in excess by 2 h. 5' 5^".

In 1000 years the cumulative error is 4'6 days, and
in 2000 more than 9 daj'S. But this discrepa,ncy
was simplj' left out of account.
The 'remaiuder' of a common year, as already

stated, is 4 d. 8 h. 876 p., and that of a leap-year
5 d. 21 h. .589 p. But in the cycle of 19 years (12
common and 7 leap-years) the conjunction of the
molad of Tishri moves forward by 2 d. 16 h. 595 p.
(.-i"i-pn i"' '3), and in 13 such cycles (13 x 2 d. 16 h.

595 p. =) 34 d. 23 h. 175 p., or by discarding the
complement of full weeks, 6 d. 23 h. 175 p., which
falls short of an additional week by only 905 p.
Ignoring the odd parts (such fractions having in

many cases no influence upon the determination of
the months), we have thus a cycle of (13 x 19 = )

247 years, after which the qebi'oth o( the years
might recur. But they can never recur exactly,
as it sometimes happens that even a single part
(heleq) alters the qebia' ; thus, e.g., 17 h. 1079 p.
+ 1 p. is a so-called 'old molad.'' An exact
repetition of qcbi'oih would ensue, in fact, only
after 362S8 19-year cycles, or 689472 years—a period
of no practical use. A perpetual Jewish calendar
that would be serviceable in any real sense is thus
out of the question.
A partial approximation to such a calendar,

however, is furnished by the so-called 'Table of
the 61 beginnings' (d's'ni n"d 'jyn mS),' which exhibits
the qebi'oth of a complete 19-year cycle. As we
saw above, there are 7 varieties of qebi'oth, and,
therefore, in a cycle (7x19=) 133. But in actual
practice it is found that 72 of these combinations

J Such apparently dissimilar intercalary series are given by
Joshua b. 'Alan (9th or 10th cent. ; see the bibliographv at the end),
al-Biruni (ed. Sachau, p. 65 [text), p. 64 [tr.]),''Hai Oaon (t 103S)
in Abraham b. Hiya, p. 97, and Is.aac Israeli (in an ancient
Baraitha in Yedd Oldm, iv. 2). Al-Biriini says that the first

two series were in use among the Jews of Palestine ( Usl

l«ljiJ' : not of Syria, as Sachau translates), while the third

was the universally received order, and emanated from the

Jews of B,abylonia (J^W' ^JJ^^': not Babylonians, .as

rendered by Sachau). Cf. also J(jR x. 107 S.
2 The above computation is s.aid to have been made by the

Gaon Nahshon b. §adoq (last quarter of 9th cent.), who, it ia

also stated, instituted a corresponding cycle, called 'Ingul.
This 'Icimil is first mentioned bv Abraham b. Ezra (t 1067) (cf.

Skene ha-Meoroth, ed. Steinschneider, Berlin, 1847, p. 1),
though without the name of its originator. This is given for
the first time by Joseph b. Shemtob b. Jeshu'a of Turkey, who
published the 'Jgriid in his Shefrilh Josef, a work on the calendar,
composed in 1489 and issued at Salonica in 1621 (cf. Stein-
schneider, Bibliotheca Mathematica, 1S94, p. 102, where mention
is made also of the Lat. tr. of the 'Iij^iul by Seb. Miinster).

3 First mentioned by Isaac b. Joseph Israeli in his Yes6d OMm
(composed 1310), iv. 10.
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recur, so that there remain only (133-72=) Gl

possible forms, vhicli are duly calculated and set

forth in tables (cf. e.g. Schwarz, p. 79).

There exist also formula) and tables for synchronizing Jewish
dates with the Julian and the Gregorian calendar, with which
devices, however, we cannot deal here, and must simply refer to
the books and tables cited at the end of this article. A formula
for assimilatinf^ Jewi,-ih dates with the Muhaunnadan reckoning
has recently been devised by A. Frankel {Y.lichr.f. niathem. u.
nnluririsseuKh. Unterricht, 1908, pp. 698-005; MQWJ, 1909,
pp. 736-743).

3. Eras.—After the return from the Exile the
Jews reckoned bj- the years of the I'er.sian kings.
This is the practice in the newly discovered papyri
of Eli]ihantiuc (ed. Cowley-Sayce, and also S.achau),

and in the post-exilic books of the Bible {«.jr. llag 1',

Zee !'', IJn 9', Ezr P etc.). Subseciuently tliey

made use of the era of the Seljuks, or the .so-called
' contracts-era' (mini/an sheiaroth), which began in

the autumn of 312 is.c, and is first cited in 1 Mac.
(cf. e.g. V). This er.a w'as in use among the
.Jews in the East till the 16th cent., and is still

observed by them in Yemen (cf. Sajihir's 'Travels,'

Ehen Sappir, i. 626). During the period of inde-
pendence under the Maccabees, dates \i-ere indicated
by the year of the reigning prince, and a iia( ioiial

epoch was found in the year when .Judaea ,';tiiifcd

its freedom under Simon (1 Mac 13''-; cf. Scliiircr,

i.» 242), i.e. 170 a-r. .Sel. = 143-142 B.C. After the
Jews lost their independence and their national
rulers, tliey probably reckoned by the years of the
Roman governor or consul. The Book of Jubilees
fixes its dates by jubilee periods of 49 years
divided into 7 year-weeks of 7 years each, but
it is unlikelj' that this method was ever followed
in practical life. The Talmud, however, may
possiblj' allude to sucli an era in Sanhcdrin, dlb
(cf. Lsr. Levi, MEJ i. 110).

After the destitiction of the second Temple,
dates were reckoned from that event (Le-hnrhrin ha-
baijit \ cf. Seder Olam, cap. 30, AbudCi Zdrd, 9-10),

as also, espociallj' in documents, by the year.s of

the reigning Emperor, or perhaps of the eponyms
(see Bornstein, Mahloket, p. 65) ; botii methods
were in vogue in Palestine, and the former also in

Southern Italy (Ascoli, Iserizioni ineditc, nos.

24-33). In Babylonia, on the other hand, and
generally throughout the Diaspora in the East,

the Jews continued to use the era of the Seljuks,
which, as said above, is still observed in some
districts. In the Talmud, moreover, in the tr.actates

just cited, tlie era of the Creation (Li-brl'alh' uldm.
;

in a later epoch it is called Li-yedra) is mentioned,
but it was not used in ancient times, except, at most,
in learned works {e.g. the Brtrnil/ia of Samuel),
nor do we know when it was adopted. Kuhl'.s con-
jecture (in Deutsche Zfschr. fiir Gesehichlswisiten-

.ich'ift, 1898, p. 18.5 ; referred to in JE, .?.r. ' Era'),

that the introduction of this era was coincident
with the change from the 8-year to the 19-j'ear

cycle, which is said to have taken jjlace between
A.D. 222 and 276, conflicts with the view advanced
here regarding the gradual develo|imcnt and rela-

tively late establishment of the continuous calendar
among the Jews, and, what is more, it is at vari-

ance with historical facts, as nothing is known of
this method of dating even in T.almudic times (cf.

Ilarkavy, .4^(;'«(/. Dnkimder aii.^ d. Krim, p. 161).

In Europe it is first met with in epit."iphs in the
catacombs of Veno.sa, dating from 822 and 827
(Ascoli, op. cit., nos. 25, 31) ; thereafter we find it

used by Sabb.ataj Donnolo, also of Southern Italy,
in the year 925 (cf. his Commeulo .siil Libra dclla
Creazionc, ed. Castelli, p. 3) ; likewise in a docu-
ment, of date 1034, from Kairwan (JQR xvi. .576).

Tbe beginning of this era coincides with the year
37GO u.C, but its accuracy was questioned in the
16th cent, by Azaria de Rossi in his Mmr Enayim
(ed. jirinc, Mantua, 1.5.34). The well-known

Karaite Firkowitch professes to have discovered
another mundane era in epitaphs from the t'rimea

;

this begins 151 years before the onlinary Jewish
era, i.e. in 3911 B.C., but is undoubtedly spurious
(cf. Harkavy, op. cit. 152). An era rccdioiu^d from
the captivity of Samaria, which is assumed to have
begun in 596 B.C. {Le-gaiutheiiu), and found in
similar epitaphs, which are said to date from the
years a.D. 6, 30, 55, 89, and 369 (Firkowitch, Ahne
Zikkaron, nos. 1-4 and 25), is likewise a f.abrication,

as is conclusively shown by Harkavy (p. 144 ft'.).

In recent times the Zionists also have adopted the
era of Le-galuthetm ; but in this ca.se the term
denotes the destruction of the second Temple,
which they assign to A.D. 70.

LrrERATCBE.—A complete catalogue of works upon the Jewish
calendar wUl be found in the relative passages of Steinschneider,
' Die Mathematik bei d. Juden ' {BMiotheca Mathematica, 1893-
1901 ; Ahhandl. zurGesch. d. Mathcmatik,\x. 473-183; MGWJ,
1905-1907). The oldest surviving treatise is that of Joshua b.
'Alan (9th or 10th cent.), preserved in a work (ed. Harkavy, in
Ilaggdren, iv. 75-79; cf. Poznadski, Ztschr.f. hebr. Dibliog. vii.

130-131) of Ben M.ashiah, a Karaite (1st halt of 10th cent.). The
calendar was dealt with in Saadya Gaon's lost Arab, work,
Kit&b al-'ibbm- ; see, most recently, Poznaiiski, toe. cit. xii.

122, no. 27, and Marx, REJ Iviii. 2'99. The first complete and
systematic account that has come down to us is that given in
al-Biruni's Chronolonij of Ancient Aations(ed. Sacliau, Leipzig,
1&78 ; Eng. tr., London, 1S79), chs. vii. xiv. The earliest Jewish
writer on the subject in Europe was Hasan ba-Dayyan of
Cordova (fl. 972) ; three works on the calendar are attributed
to him, but survive only in a few quotations. The treatise of
Isaac b. Baruch ibn Albalia of Cordova (1035-1094) is also
lost, but fairly large quotations therefrom are found in the
work of Abraham b. yiya of Barcelona (beginning of 12th
cent.), whose Sefer ha- Ibbur (ed. Filipowski, London, 1851) is

one of the most important on the subject. A short treatise
bearing the same name was composed by Abraham ibn Ezra
(1092-1167 ; ed. Halberstam, Lyck, 1874) ; Moses Maimonides
(1135-1204), at the age of 23, WTote a small monograph entitled
Ma'amdr ha-'lbtrdr {ed. princ. 1489 ; Germ, by Dunner, Die
dlteste astronom. Schrift d. Maimonidcn, Wiirzbnrg, 1902),
which, however, is of little value; but the r"!'.ti,.i ^fction of
his lieligiotts Code (SilchothQiddxishhn.! I '

'. < frs.and
odd. by'Hildesheimer [1881], Mahler (l- I '--19031)

is of eminent value. A work dealiiii,' . ,
1 ^, YesOd

OMm, was written in 1310 by Isaac b. Juitpl! Isiac;i ui Toledo
(ed. princ, BerUn, 1777; critical ed., Lerliu, 1846-4S ; the
section dealing with the hterary history [apart], ed. Weikert,
Korae, 1901). The Shefrilh Jose/ (Salonica, 1621, 1568) of Joseph
b. Shemtob b. Jeshu'a, written in 14S9, has already been men-
tioned. The following also deserve notice ; Seb. Mtinster,
Ealendariiun Ileb. (Basel, 1537), which contains an anony-
mous Heb. work upon the calendar with Slunster's Lat. tr. ;

Issachar ibn Sausan, TiH^un Issachar (ed. princ., Constanti-
nople, 1564) ; Eliezer b. Jacob Belin, 'Ibronoth (Lublin,
1614-16), and ScaUger, de Emendatione Tempontm (3rd [best]
ed. 1629).

The following works, from the 19th cent, and later, are
worthy of note: Ideler, Bandb. d. math. u. techn. Chronologie,
i. (Berlin, 1825)rp. 477-683 ; L. M. Lewisohn, Gesch. w. System
d. jud. Katenderwesens (Leipzig, 1866); Slonimski, Yesode
ha-'Ibbur (ed. yrn"-

.
Wirsnw, 1853, 3rd [last] ed., Warsaw,

1889); A. Sch-vv- /' • ;./. Katender historisch u. astro-
nomiseh unir^ < ;; i i, 1872); J. Lurie, Sfatematitche-
skaja teorja j< ^..^ /tilnrja (' Mathemafic-al Theory of
the Jewish (_;.,!.. ij.l.n, iii l;us«i:in, MMjiil,-,' i^^-; f-f. Born-
stein in the Uakkeiem, i. 317- >: S 1' F'.. •,•. i:/rm.-nts

of the Jewish and the Mtihani!'! <
' ' n, f.iiii),

pp. 1-364; Schiircr, G./r i.-(lj ., ,i - . C. Adier
and M. Friedlander, art. 'CalLnuar, m .yy> v'"- (IS'Oii] pp.
498-508); A. Kistner, Der Kateiidey </. Juduii (Carlsruhe,
1905).

Tables for synchronizing Jewish dates with the Christian era,
and for other "purposes, as also calendars for prolonged periods,
have been framed by the following: Isidore Loeb, Tiiht'S iht

C'dendrier jnif depuis Vlre chrilienne nt^qiC au a-r-r-- sHcte
(Paris, 18S6), which likewisegives the older literature ; Sossnitz,
Jddn Olamtm (Warsaw, ISSv): E. MaMt-, i7,,, ,„,/. iVr-
gleichungstahelien, etc.. Heft ii I

* : '. ' '>
t
v ' '10; M.

Simon, 200-^dhriger Ealendei- :" I l
,

-- I'Uums,
etc. (tori. D. 1781-2000, Berlin. 1-n , ,; , , r.irallel-

Katender d. jiid. u. cliristt. /CeUrt<iunni;i ^i-.i .^v*j-lJ\"i. Berlin,

1895); B. Zuckermann, Anteitung n. Tabdienz. Vergieic/tung
jud. V. christl. Zeilangahen (Breslau, 1893) ; E. Jusud, Tablas
de rc'tuccion del comintto heliraico al clirititittno y viee.xKrsa

(.Madrid, li)04): Schram, Kalendariographischen. chronotogiscfie

Tii/ctn (Leipzig, 1908), etc.

Special questions relating to the Gilendar and its history are
dealt with by the following (names in alphabeticAl order):
A;:aria de Rossi (tl584) in Mttfrrf ta-Kesef (ed. Filipowski,
London, 1864) ; L. Bendavid, 7,ur ISercehnung n. Gesch. d. jiid.

Katcnders (Berlin. 1817), refutation by M. Kornick, Dabfir
(i(;.'i7(o(Bre8lau,1817); PL.'Epstem.MHiadnumiyothha-YehMim
(i. [Vienna, 1887] 1-22, cf. Bornstein in Uakkerem, i. 290-317)

;

A. Geiger in Jud. Ztschr. vi. 141-161; B. Goldberg, Note sur
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1SS3); D. Oppenheim, in jl/ivir,/ v.

412-119; H. M. Pineles, Hciika shfl T.ira (Viciirm, 1S(U, pp.
211-262); Th. Reinach, in ItKJ xviii. 91VM ; A. Schwarz, in

ilGWJ xxxii. S75-3S3; M. Steinsclineider, in Hanyiua (ed.

S. Saclis, i. [Berlin, 1861) pp. 17-36), and in Brann's Jtitl.

Voliskatmder (1896-96) ; B. Zuckermann in MG WJ v. 182 •

186. etc. Samuel Poznai5ski.

CALENDAR (Mexican and Mayan).—The
ancient Mexicans and Mayas, as well as the
Zapotecs, who inhabited the tract of country lying
between these peoples, represented the same general
typo of civilization, and used a calendar essentially

tlie same in character. We are more conversant
with this calendar than with any other of their

institutions ; and, especially in regard to the
Mexican and Mayan hieroglyphics, where it plays
a commanding part as a medium of divination, it

forms in reality the basis of all our knowledge.
For its reconstruction we are indebted mainly to the
researches of E. Seler and E. Forstemann, but we
possess as yet no conclusive answers to the follow-

ing vital questions: (I) To what shall we trace
the tonalamatl (Mex. ' book of days ') of 260 days,
which, in conjunction with the solar year of 365
days, forms the foundation of the calendar? (2)

Was provision made for intercalations in the solar

year? (3) How are the dates of the Dresden
Mayan MS ' and the Mayan monuments to be
adjusted to our oAvn chronology ?

I. The tonalamatl, one of the two main con-

stituents of the calendar, consists of 260 days,

reckoned by means of 20 distinct symbols of days
in combination with the numbers 1 to 13. The
peculiar nature of the arrangement may be learned
from the accompanying table, as found in the
Mexican Codex Borgia^ and the related hiero-

glyphics. (For the sake of convenience the order
of sequence is given here as from left to right and
downwards, instead of from right to left and up-

wards, as in the original. The Roman numbers
represent the several day-symbols.)

Mexican. Mavan (Ydcatan).

XIII Acatl reed. Been worn out.

XIV Ocelotl jaguar. Ix ?

XV. Quauhtli easrle. Men maker.
XVI Cozca- great hawk Cib perfumery.

quauhtli (sarco-

rhamphus
papa),

motion.XVII Olin Caban what is exuded (7).

win Tecpatl flint. E'tznab
(E'tz) hard (?)

XIX Quiauitl rain. Cauac storm.
XX Xochitl flower. Ahau liing, eun.

Were we to compare the names and symbols
current in Mexico with those of the other Mayan
dialects, the correspondence in meaning, so far

recognizable from the above lists, would be rendered
clearer still.

This period of 260 days is most probably to be
explained as the equivalent of nine lunar revolu-

tions, especially as the days of the tonalamatl are
conjoined—often continuously—with representa-
tions of nine gods, the so-called 'Lords of the
night,' who may thus be regarded as the original

deities of the nine lunar months ; nine revolutions

of the moon, however, may well represent the
approximate duration of pregnancy.' Then, as the
numerical system of these peoples was based upon
20, the number of days in a tonalamatl may be
represented as thirteen twenties. This explanation
seems more probable than any other that has been
advanced. (1) The factor 13 has been derived from
the period during which the moon was actually
observed to wax or wane ; but this would not
yield a continuous reckoning, as it ignores the
interlude of invisibility at new moon. (2) The
number 260 has been explained as indicating the
period of visibility of the planet Venus as an even-

ing star. The actual period of visibility, however,
whether as a morning or as an evening star, amounts
only to some 243 days. (3) The tonalamatl has
been derived from the lifty-two-year cycle, since

Table L

VII VIII IX X
XIII XIV XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX
XIX XX I II III

V VI VII vm IX

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII

XII XIII XIV XV xrvi XVII xviii xix
XX I II III

XIV XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX
10 11 12 IS

XX I II III

VI VII VIII IX X XI XII
VI VII VIII IX X XI XII xni XIV xv xvi xvii xviii
XII XIII XIV xv XVI XVII XVIII XIX XX 1 II m iv

xviii XIX XX I II m IV V VI vii viii ix x

XIV XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX
10 11 12 13
XX I II III

VI VII VIII IX
III IV V VI VII ^^II ix x xi xiixiiixivxv
IX X XI XIIXIIIXIV XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX XX I

XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX XX I II III IV V VI VII

This arrangement of five superincumbent ranks
of day-symbols also preponderates in the Mayan
hieroglyphics, but there the fonalamatls are not
transcribed in fidl, and begin with any of the 52
columns.

Tlie names of the day-symbols are represented
in the hieroglyphics by pictures, and have come
down to us in the following sequence :

—

9 10 11 12 13

Mexican. Matan (Ydcatan).

I. Cipactli crocodile (?). Imix female breast (?).

n. EeoatI wind. Ik wind.
III. Calli house. Akbal night.

IV. Cuetzpali [J lizard. Kan copious (?).

V. Coatl serj^enc. Chicchan bitini snake.

VI. Miquiztli death. Cimi death.

VII. Ma9atl stag. Manik that whicli
hurries along.

VIII. Toehtli rabbit. Lamat ?

IS. Atl water. Muluc that which is

heaped up.

X. Itzcuintli dog. Oc ?

XI. Ocomatii monkey. Ohuen monkey.
XII. Malinalli a herb. Eb row of teeth.

1 ed. Forsteniann (2nd ed. 1S02).
2 ed. Due de Lo ibat, fol. 1 f.

IV V VI VII vin IX X XI XII XIII xiv xv xvi
X XI XII XIII xrv XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX xx i ii

XVI XVII xviii XIX XX I n in iv v vi vii viii
II m IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII xiii xiv

VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX XX

52x365= 20x13x73. But to regard it as the sub-
division of a longer period fails to do justice to its

primordial character, as it forms the basis of the
calculation of the solar year, and must therefore
have been in force before the latter.

2. The solar year.—There was no serial enumera-
tion of tonalamatl periods, and it was impossible
to distinguish one tonalamatl from another, as

the continuous representation of dates by means of

cipher and symbol resulted simply in an exact re-

petition after every 260th day. Nor were the solar

year.s of 365 days (Mex. tonalpoualli, ' numbering
of days ') enumerated from any particular starting-

point. Nevertheless, in a prolonged succession of

tonalamatls it came about that, during a period of 52
solar years (Mex. xippoualli, 'numbering of years'),

a particular day of the tonalamatl, discriminated

by a particular combination of cipher and symbol,
coincided with the beginning of the year, thus
rendering it possible to distinguish one year from
another. As the tonalamatl contained 13 x 20= 260
days, and the year had lSx20-f 5 = 2Sx 134^1 = 365

I'Zelia Nuttall, 'The Periodical Adjustments of the Ancient
Mexican Calendar,' American Anthropologist, vi. 495, 500.
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days, any given entry in the former moved forward
upon tlie annuiil reckoiiinj; by five symbols and
one cipher. Only 4 of the 20 symbols, therefore,

coincided with New Year's Days, while the ciphers

could vary 13 times ; whence it follows that the

tonalamatl provided distinctive combinations for

the first days of 4x 13 = 52 successive years. But
the New Year's Days fell, not, as might be expected,
on the days indicated bj' the tonntdinatl symbols
I (CipactH), VI (Miquiztli), XI (Oromatli), and
XVI (Cozcaquauhtli), but uiion XIII (.Vcall),

XVIII (Tecpatl), III (Calli), and VIII (Tochtli),

and thus the tifty -two-year cycle may be represented
as follows

:

1 XIII XVII! III VIII

2 XVIII Ill VIII XIII
3 III VIII XIII XVIII
4 VIII XIII XVIII III

6 XIII XVIII III VIII

6 XVIII III VIII XIII
7 III VIII XIII XVIII
8 VIII XIII XVIII III

9 XIII XVIII III VIII
10 XVIII III VIII XIII
11 III VIII XIII XVIII
12 VIII XIII XVIII III

13 XIII XVIII III VIII

Similarly, in the Dresden Mayan MS and the
Mayan monuments the years begin in regular

order with days XIII (lieen), XVIII (E'tznab), III

(Akbal), and VIII (Lamat), while in historical

times, according to tradition, the years were
reckoned in the order: IV (Kan), IX (Muluc), XIV
(Ix), and XIX (Cauac).i

As the toiialanuttl datings, however, were
simply repeated after 260 days, and could not
therefore definitely fix a particular day even within
the year, the system was supplemented by a division

of t\ie year into 18 twenties, with 5 residual days.

We give here the usual enumeration of these
periods of twenty days, but it should be stated
that the Mexican and the Mayan lists did not syn-

chronize :

MEXICiN. MatAN (Yucatan)

1. Atl caualo or QuauitI eua. 1. Pop.
2. Tlacaxipeiializtli. 2. Uo.
3. To?oztontU. 3. Zip.

4. UeitocoztU. 4. Zo'tz.

6. Toxcatl. 5. Tzec.
6. Etzalqualiztli. 6. Xul.

7. TecuilhuitontU. 7. Yaxkin.
8. Ueitecuilhuitl. 8. Mol.

9. Miccailhuitontii, or Tlaxoohimaco 9. ChVn.
10. Ueimiccailhuitl, or Xocouetzi. in. Yax.
11. Ochpaniztli. 11. Zac.

12. TeotI eoo. 12.

13. Tepeilhiiitl. 13. Mao.
14. Queoholli. 14. Kankin.
16. I'anquetzaliztlL 16. Muan.
10. itemoztli. 16.

17. Tititl. 17. Kayab.
18. IzcaUi. 18. Cumku.

These 18 ' months ' (Mayan, uinal) are followed

by the five residual days (5lex. ncmonlcmi, ' super-

numerary'; May. xma hihn kin, 'days without
name ') at the end of the year.

At the time of the conquest, according to Saha-
gun, the beginning of the first (Mexican) month,
Atl caualo, coincided approximately with that of

our February," and this would harmonize v'M\
the succession of Nature-festivals assigned to the
several months, and necessarily associated with
the seasons of the year. The first (Mayan) month.
Pop, began about the middle of our .July.' liut,

as no intercalations were made—so far as known
—for relatively short periods, the reckoning fell

behind by one day in four years. This being
duly allowed for, the statement that the Mayan

1 I^nda, Relacion de las cosas da Yutatan, ed. Brasseilrdo
Bourbourt' (1864}, p. 206.

'^ Sahagun, Flistoria general de las cosas de Nueva Espafla,

ed. BusUiinente (Mexico, 1829), i. 50.

8 Landa, op. cit. p. 276.

year began with the l.st of Pop has been authenti-

cated and found correct, while the earlier notices

of Atl caualo as the first month of the Mexican
year do not accord with our calculations. Accord-
ing to these, in fact, the Mexican year began with
the 1st of Toxcatl,' i.e. at the beginning of May,
when the sun in his northern journey passed through
the zenith, and was revived by the sacrifice of his

hunum counterpart. But if we may argue from
the fact that there was among the Mayas a festival

covering the five residuary days at the close of the

year, tliat people likewise must at some earlier

period have begun their year with other months,
viz. Yaxkin and Pax—two dates, that Ls, in force

at the same time, and sep.-irated from each other

by 180 days.^ Allowance liaving been made for

the neglected intercalary daj's, the beginninir of

the Mexican year— the 1st of Toxcatl—synchronizes
with our reckoning as follows :

Year 1 Acatl 4th May 1.519-1520.

Year 2 Tecpatl 3rd May 1520-1521.

Years Calli 3rd May 1.021-1522,

etc.^

Although, as has already been said, there is nothing
to show that the calendar was adjusted by means
of intercalary days, the statements of the early

writers having proved to be altogether illusory,

yet, as the sequence of the Nature-festivals must
have corresponded with that of the months, it is

absolutely certain that the discrepancy was com-
pensated for in some way. As yet, however, the
hieroglyphics have yielded no quite incontrovert-

ible evidence to show that the Mexicans gave any
theoretical recognition to the difficulty.'' This also

holds good of the fot/;;«i-periods of the Mayas,
with which we are now to deal, and in connexion
with which we shall discuss the problem of syn-

chronism in fuller detail.

3. The Katun-periods of the Mayas.—The
Mexican calendar was quite inadequate for any
term beyond 52 years, as after that period the

characterization of dates began simply to recur,

and there was no successive enumeration of the

52-year cycles. The Mayas, however, had a sup-

plementary reckoning by means of katun (periods

of 20 X 360 days), the subdivision of 360 days being
called a. inn ('stone'). These periods were desig-

nated according to the days on which they severally

began, and, while this first day always coincided

with the same one of the '20 day-symbols, viz. Ahriu,

its numerical coefficient increased by 11 in every

, , '20 X 360 __„ ,, Ti.
successive katun, as j-s— =553-1- 11. It was

therefore possible to discriminate 13 such periods

by prefixed numerals as follows : 13 (Ahau), 11, 9,

7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2. Chronological
references that pass beyond tlie resultant cycle

(c. 13 X 20 years) do not merit serious regard. 'The

calculations of Seler,' which are based upon the

identity of 2 Ix, 1 Pop with 14th July 1543, yield

the following synchronism :

First Day of Date of the
Katun. Julian Caleuflar.

8 Ahau 11 Ix 7 Ch'en 29lh January I4:ifi

C Ahau 6 1x 7 Zo'tz loth October 1465

4 Ahau 11 Muluc 12 Kayab 3rd July 1476

2 Aliau 5 Muluc 12 Ceh 19th March 1495

13 Ahau 12 Muluc 12 Yaxkin 5th December 1514

11 Ahau 6 Muluc 12 Uo 22ii<i August 1534

11 Ahau 12 Kan 17 Muan 9th Mav 1654

6 Kan 17 Vax 2.Uh January 1674

5 Ahau 13 Kan 17 Tzco lOlh October! 593

1 Seler, GesammeUe Abhandlungen, i. 177 f. = ib. I. 703.

3 Cf. the table given by de Jonghe, ' Dcr altnicxicanische

Kalcnder,' in ZH (1906) p. (il2.

4 Scler(iii. 199 f.) has made an attempt to prove intercalations

in the hieroijlvphics.
6 Op. cit. 1. '683 f.
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In the DrcsiU'ii MS .'unl upon the luonvinieiits

—

especially the stL-l.i- of ('opaiiOIni'tl'iras), yuiri,L;iia

(Guatemala), and I'aJLiinin; (C'liiapas)—eras of still

longer iluration ai(^ vefoireil to by simple euunieia-
tion of the days that had elapsed from a ccrlidii

mythioal date indicated by the expression 4 Ahaii,
8 Cumcu. But as the terminating date that is to

be fixed is likewise specilied by the day of the
ionalaiiMtl and the year, it is plain that the sum
of the simply enumerated days will represent the
period lying between the termini. Here the ligures
carry us beyond a total of 9 x 20 x 20 x 360 days,
i.e. more than 9x20 kntuns, or 9 cycles, or 3550
x 365 + 250 days. But the dates of the monuments
themselves all fall within the following or lOtli

cycle, and are iUl embraced within a span of little

more than 350 years, or—if we also take into
account tlie most extreme dates in the Leyden
nephrite plinth (from the frontier of Honduras
and Guatemala), which belong to the 9th cycle, and
in the stele fragments from Sacchanii (Guatemala)
—560 years. Unfortunately, however, this chrono-
logy cannot be brought into relation with our own,
for the simple reason that, as already noted, in

Yucatan during historical times the years were
designated by a dill'erent series of day-symbols.

4. The Venus-period.—Both in llexican and in

Mayan JSLSS the periodic time of the planet Venus
is indicated by means of the tonalamatl symbols
and the dates of the month respectively. Leaves
46-50 of the Mayan SISS in Dresden exhibit 5
such revolutions of 584 days each, which, coiTe-

sponding approximately to the sum of the two
periods of visibility and the intermediate intervals,

are severally divided into stages of 90, 250, 8, and
236 days.' In the Codex Borgia, foil. 53-4, how-
ever, there is noted, along with other Venus-periods,
one of 5 X 13 = 65 revolutions.^ Now 5 revolutions
amount to 5 x 584 = 8 x 365 days ; and 65 revolutions
to 65 X 584= 2 X 52 x 365 days, i.e. twice the JSIexican

584 „„ , , 584
2^=29 + 4, and ^

=44-t-12, the symbol and cipher of the tonalamatl
move forward upon each successive revolution of

Venus by 4 and 12 days respectively, so that the
first day of each revolution will recurrently coincide
with only 5 of the 20 day-symbols, thus :

The 65 Venus-Periods.

1 I XIII V XVII IX
IS V XVII IX I xni
12 IX I XIII V XVII
11 XIII V XVII IX I

10 XVII IX I XIII V
9 I XIII V XVII IX
8 V XVII IX I XIII
7 IX I XIII V XVII
6 XIII V XVII IX I

6 XVII IX I XIII V
i I xin V XVII IX
3 V XVII IX I XIII
i IX I XIII V XVII

The Venus-period, however, was not used for

determining dates.
Literature.—E. Forstemann, Erldutenmgen zur Maya-

handschrifi der kgl. ujTentt. Btbl. zu Dresden (1SS6), also Zur
Entzifferung der Mayahandschri/ten, i.-v. (Dresden, 1SS7-95)

;

E. Seler, Gesammelte Abhandlungen (Berlin), i. (1902) pp. 162,

417, 607, 677, 6S8, 600, 618, 688, 712, 792, iii. (190S) p. 199;

Cyras Thomas, ' The Slava Year," 18 Bull. BE (1894). and
Mayan Calendar Systems,' 'l9 and 24 RBEW (1900, 1903) ; Zelia

Nuttall, ' The Periodical Adjustments of the Ancient Mexican
Calendar,' in American Anthropologist, vi. (1904) 4S6; Good-
man, The Archaic Maya Inscriptions (1897), in JIaudsley,
BLologia Centrali-Americana, viii. ; de Jonghe, 'Deraltmexican-
ische Kalender,' in ZE x.\xviii. (Berlin, 190S) p. 485 ; Brinton,
Xative Cat. of Cent. Ainer. and it/t-artco (Philadelphia, 1803).

K. Th. Pp.:;uks.

1 Forstemann, Erliiuterungen zur Mayahandschrift der kgl.

ofentl. Bihl. zu Dresden (ISS'O), p. 652.
- Given also in the allied Codex Vaticanus, No. 3773, foil.

80-Sl.

CALENDAR (Muslim).—Although the era of

Islam lic-in.-^ with the 15th (16th) of JiUy A.D. 622
(Buliari, iv. 'i4Sf.), the lunar year, peculiar to the
Muslims, was not established till the year A.H. 10.

When Muhammad in that year (A.D. 631) made
his last pilgrimage to Mecca {hijiat-al-tcadd'), and
in a solemn .aildress {hutba) enlightened his follow-

ing of believers concerning the essentials of Islam,
he arranged, among other matters, that the year
should consist of 12 lunar months of 29 (28, 30)
days each, and that intercalation (na^l') was to be
forbidden (tiur'an, ix. 36 tf. ; Ibn Hisham, p. 968;
Vakidi-WcUhausen, p. 431; Buhari, ii. 212, 9f.).

Four months, Dhu-1-qa'da, Dhu-l-hijja, Muharram,
and Rajab, were to be inviolable (h^irum), i.e. were
not to be disturbed by iDternecine warfare (Qur'an,
ix. 36; Buhari, vi. 224, 3f.). It is evident from
this arrangement alone that the Arabs, or, more
accurately, the Meceans, had had a more or less

perfect solar year. This assumption finds support
also in the names of the months, which in part
indicate clearly certain definite seasons of the
year—a situation, in the case of a changeable lunar
j-ear, evidently out of the question. If we take
the etymology of the names together with his-

torical, literary, and climatic data, we shall have
the folio\ving an'angement of the pre-Islamic year

:

The two Jumadd months indicate the real winter,
from about the middle of Dec. tUl the middle of

Feb. Then the two BabV months, which signify
etymologically the grazing season, must indicate
the time of year when the herbage of the desert
and the steppes, springing up after the autumn
rains, alibrds the herds of the nomads a glorious
relief from the summer's discomforts ; i. e. from the
middle of Oct. to the middle of Dec. In agi'ee-

ment with this, the month Safar (Sept.-Oct.) is

the transition from the height of summer to
autumn. The preceding month, with which the
year begins, reveals its character in its name al-

Muharram ; it is the sacred month, in pre-Islamic
times sacred perhaps on account of the harvest
and the vintage, with which the Hebrews (Ex
2316 3422) aisQ connected a festival. Instead of

Muharram - Safar, one may also say ' the two
Safars

' ; so that for the first half of the J'ear we
have not 6 months, but 3 double months. Pro-
ceeding from Jumdda, the etymologically obscure
months Rajab, Sha'bdn, and Shauwdl must in-

clude, respectively, Feb. -March, March-Apr., and
May-June. Ramadan, suggesting heat, indicates
the coming of the warmth of summer (April-May).
The month Rajab was, before Islam, and has
remained in Islam, a holy month. Perhaps the
original reason for this is that it designated the
springtime and the firstborn. Ewald and W.
Robertson Smith were right in seeing in it a
parallel to the Hebrew ^e^-nA ; Rajab and Sha'bdn
together are called also ar-Rajabdni. The names
of the two last montlis, Dhu-l-qa'da and Dhu-l-hijja,
indicate the time of rest and of pilgrimage. The
Islamic festival of sacrifices is celebrated in the
latter month (cf. Festivals [Muslim]). The pagan
festival that lies at the basis of it had probably
some solar significance. This is indicated by the
Islamic name (adhd, etc.), which in itself has
nothing to do with the sacrificial animal, and also

by the part which the S/taitdn plays in it, for

sfuiitdn meant originally the heat of the sun
(tjshyt), though in Islam it became identified with
Satan. It is important to note that the Arabs,
like the Hebrews, began their 3ear in autunm and
always celebrated spring and autumn festivals.

Besides the above-mentioned names of months, there have
come down to us also some archaic ones which have a local

si(,'uifloance ; cf. Lane's Lex., 1S63-S9, iv. I6I2I1, s.v. 'Sh.^hr';

Ideler, Handbitch der Chronologie, ii. 495 (following Golius). In
Islam such names of months as are not distinguished by I or II

usually received pious epitbeta, as: al-Muharrain al-haram;
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Sajar ul-haii; 'Uw Iniii^'er ot Kood," eupht-miatically, btKiuso
it was liilcl to Ijc till! iiKihlli of ill-l;ick ; liajab al-furd, ' thi'

isolat-ed,' because it stood apart from the other holy months,
or R. al-asamm^ *the deaf,' because it heard no clash of
amis (?) ; Sha'tmn ul-muaf^hi or ash-sharlf; Shauwal al-mu-
karram. The imiiics used in the Maghrib (western North
Africa) dilTer from those elsewhere, in that the months tlierc
are named after the Islamic festivals : 'AshQra = Muharram

;

Shaye' 'Ashui-i ^Safar; al-Jtulud=I{abi'I ; Shayc' al-M. = U. II

;

'Id all-'itr Shauwal
; Main ala'yad (between the Festivals) =

I)hu-I-.|a-.la
; al.-Idal-Habir=.Llhu-l-hijja. It is noteworthy that

thecusloiii (.f nc-koninj; three double months in the first half
of the year (see above) has been there preserved.

The Arabs adopted the week (ef. Festivals
[Muslim]) from tlio Jews and Christians. Besides
areliaic names for the (hiys of the week, they gener-
ally use tlie desif^Tiations that are current in the
Christian Church (F. Kiihl, Chronologte, p. 58);
i.e. from Monday to Thursday = days II-V ; Sun-
day =1; Friday "is called al-jm?i'a, 'the meeting'
(for worship) ; Saturday = «j-«<6(', the Sahhath.
Moreover, the Arabs had and still ha\e more

general designations for the seasons, based on the
constellations, rain, and temperature. But these
names change according to tlie country and the
climate (cf. Lane's Lex. iii. 1254, s.v. 'Zanian';
A. Socin, Dlwan, 1900, i. 291).

If what has been said above makes it citiite

certain that the Arabs once knew a solar year, it is

just as indubitable that they originally and locally
ifollowed the luuar reckoning down to the time of
Islam. The old Hebrew custom, as well as the
traces of moon-worship among all the Semites,
makes this quite probable. Especially may be
cited the ritual expressions lixMala, ahalla (lleb.
hilUl, 'to praise' [God]), which is explained by
h'dcd, 'new moon,' 'crescent.' Moreover, Muham-
mad c(mld not have ventured to establish an
institution of such weighty consequences if he
ha<l not found a popular basis for it. There has
been much speculation as to the reasons why this
step was taken by him. These can hardly have
been other than religious. As we have seen, the
heathen festivals were connected with tlio solar
year. Further, the nomadic Arabs observetl the
stars closely, and explained natural phenomena by
their influence. Through a radical separation from
these conditions, Jluhammad wislied to draw the
believers away from Nature to liis God (.\llah) as
the creator, causer, and preserver of all things
(Lisan ul-'Arab, i. 172, .s.r. 'Nau'). While the
Christian Church did not succeed iu doing away
with the_ 1st of Janu:iry as the beginning of the
year, which day it condemned as 'antiquus error,'
iluhammad accomplished this, althongh with dis-
astrous consequences. So patent are the evils of a
purely lunar yearwhose len^'th varies (cf. Festivals
[Muslim]), owing to primitive methods of observa-
tion and determination of tlie new moon, that
efforts to correct them have never ceased from the
beginning to the present day.
Apart from the doterminaticm of the times of

Iir.'iyer, there lies in this the main cause ^^h}'
astronomy so flourished among the Muslim peoples.
The festivals, which have thus been detached from
their natural bases, run now through all tlie

seasons of the year ; and in about 33 solar years
the Arabic j-ear returns to its starting-point. The
era was formed by Friday (Thursday) the Kith
(15th) of July, 622 A.U., i.e. the 1st of Muharram
of the year in which Muluimmad finished his
Hijra (emigration) from Mecca to Medina. Of thi.s

beginning Idelersays : 'The 15th is to be accepted
when it is a matter of astronomical observations,
but the IGtli when it is a matter of bringing about
an agreement between the cyclic reckoning, the
appearance of the moon, and the popular Ara!)ian
calendar.' A new month begins when two trust-
worthy Muslims have observed [ar-ru'i/il) the
crescent moon (hi/al) in open field or on mountains
and notify this to the authorities, the I.Iakim or

the tiadi. The day is reckonod from one sunset
(mughrib) to another. The days of the month are
counted either consecutivelj' or in the same way
as ill the mediasval co7isuetn(/f) liononiensix, wliicli
took its origin in upper Italv in the 8th cent. a.d.
and spread from there to France and Germany
(cf. Du Cange, Glossariunt, s.v. 'Mensis'j Kiihl,
Chronulogie, p. 75 f. ; Wright, Arab. Gram.^, 1875, 11.

§ 111 ; Caspari, Arab. Gram.', 1887, §476).
As a remedy for the vague duration of the

purely iiopular lunar year of the Muslims, the
astronomers ha\e established a cyclic year, which
has been adoptctl also by historians. 'The months
are reckoned alternately as 30 and 29 days. The
ordinary year contains 354 days. The intercala-
tion, which in pre-Islamic times was p^ttended to
by the Fuqaim, a clan of Kinfuia, is now carried
out in the following fashion : In a cycle of 30
years, the years 2, 5, 7, 10, 13, 16 (15), 18, 21,
24, 26, 29 add a day to their last month. Such a
year is called anna kablsa, but the common year
.-iuna bani/a. As in this case scholars, so also
many enlightened rulers of Islam, endeavoiued, in
the face of the prohiliition of the Propliet, to
substitute for the purely huiar year a solar year
that would meet lietter the needs of the peasantry,
the collecting of taxes, and the administration of
the State. In this connexion may be mentioned
the eflbrts of the Fatimid al- 'Aziz,"about 366 A.H.,
whose reform lasted 'until 501 ; further, the efibrts
of the 'Abbasid Khalif at-Ta'i' (ruling 363-381
A.H.), whose reform continued even under the
Ottomans ; of the Seljuq Malik Shah, about 471
A.H., who reformed the old Persian calendar with
the help of the well-known poet ' Omar IJayyam
and other astronomers ; several attempts under the
Il-Hans, the Persian Mongols, and the partial reform
liy the Ottoman Government in the 19th century.
In Egypt, at present, the Gregorian calendar is used
for non-religious purposes. Frequent use is also
made of the Coptic calendar in Egypt, and of the
old Greek calendar in Syria. Among the Berbers
of the Maghrib the Jufian names of the months
have remained in use down to the present day.

Since the 18th cent, eflbrts have been made to
prepare for scholarly purposes a concordance of the
Islamic and European chronologies. It was after
an attempt in L'Ari de vfrijier Ics dates (1821-44)
that Ideler first fi.xed astronomically the relation
between the two systems. The tables published by
^^'^istenfeld in 1854, and the nmuerous reprints of
them, make a knowledge of Islamic lunar dates
accessible now to all. I'lie Genevan physicist and
numismatist Fr. Soret has laid down a very handy
formula for converting the one date into the other
(Lcttres sur la numisinatique nutsidmani-, 1864,
p. 34 tl'.): Given the year of the Hijra (A), if we
wish to know the Christian year (X) the formula

i3 A-f^ + 622=X.

LiTERATiriiE. — On the old Arabic calendar and the Islilmic
reform of it : Caussin de Perceval, ' iVIiimoire sur lo Calcndrier
arabe avant Tislaniisme,' JA, 1S43, i. 342-379; Mahmud
Efendi (al-Falaki), 'Sur le Cal. arab.,' JA, 185S, i. I«)-lil2:
A. Sprenger, ' (tber den Kalender der Araber vor Mohanm'ad,'
XDMO xiii. (1852), 134-175; J. Welll'.ausen, Resle arab.
aeidentums^Osa'), p. i)4ff., cf. Skizzen n. Vorarbeiten, 1899, iii.

On the conversion of dates : F. Wiistenfeld, Vert/icichunga-
tabelkn dcr Muham. n. ChriM. Zeitrechnung, 1861 ; a con-
tinuation (1300-1.W)0 A.ii.) by Ed. Mahler, 1887 ; Calal. of
Orient. Coins in the Brit. llus. ix. 391-4(i.5 ; Mas Latrie, Tr^sor
de Chronulogie, 1889 ff. ; R. Schram, Kidi-ndar. uud chrunol.
Tafeln, 1908, pp. 2S3-S19; E. Jusu6, yv/rfiis de Kedumun del
Coii>jmto3lusulmanalChristiani}, .Madrid. 1903 ; A. M. Laredo,
Rapports entre ies dates du cat. mu^iilinait et ceiks dcs caieiuiriers
julien el grigurien, Tanger, 1887 (to V,m A.n.).

On the Ottoman reform : Ghazi Ahmed Mnkhtar Pasha,
Islah ct-tei/nmii (Arabic and Turkish), Cairo, 1307 (1890) [tr.
Rt'/<frmc du Calendrier par 0(,s)j>an) A (own), Leyden, 1903].
General : Ideler, Uandbuch der Chronotogie, Berlin, 1825, IS2C

ii. 471-612: 'The Arabs'; Fr. Riihl, Chronoloqk. Berlin, 1897,
# 38; al-BTrOni's Chronolegie orient. VOlkcr, ei. (in Arabic) E.
Sachau, li7S Itr. I^ndon, 1879). K. Voi.LERS.
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CALENDAR (reisian).—The ancient Iranian

caleiuliii tails into two distinct categories—the Old
Persian .-uul tlie Avesta—whiidi difVer from eacli

otlier in important lespects, although the former

system, dating, at least, fi-om the period of the

Achipmenians ((^. I'. ), shows certain tendencies which

were later fully developed in the Avesta reckoning

of time.

I. The Old Persian calendar was divided into

twelve months, but the names of only nine of

these are known, and their exact sequence is a

matter of doubt. The Old Persian inscription of

Darius at Behistun records the names as follows ;

Garmapada ('footstep of heat'), Thuravahara
('mighty spring'), Thaigarci ('garlic-gatherer' [?]),

Bagayaii ('homage to the deities'), Adukani
('digging of the canals'), Athriyadiya ('worship

of the lire '), Anaraaka ('nameless '), and Viyakhna
('ice-free' [?],

' assembly-month ' [?]), to which the

New Elamitic version (iii. 43) adds Markazanash
(Old Persian *Margazana, ' brood of birds'). It is

clear, from a comparison of the Old Persian and
Babylonian versions of the Behistuninscriptions,

that Thuravahara 30 corresponded to lyyar (April-

May) 30, Thaigarci 9 to Sivan (May-June) 9,

Athriyiidiya 26 to Kislev (November-December) 26,

Anamaka 27 to Tebeth (December-January) 27,

and Viyakhna 14,' 22 to Adar (February-March)

14, 22. Several divergent orders of the Old

Persian months have been proposed, particularly

by Rawlinson, Oppert, Unger, Justi, and Prasek

(and King and Thompson), whose sequences are

thus tabulated by Ginzel, Hdbch. d. matheinat. und
techn. Chronologie, i. (Leipzig, 1906) 276 :

—

in any classical author to the Iranian calendar

:

' Magos trecenti ct sexaginta quinque iuvenes

sequebantur puni(!eis amiculis \elati, diebus totius

auni pares nunicro : quippe Persis quoque in

totidem dies descriptus est annus' (Quintus

Curtius, in. iii. 10). Nothing is kno-wn of any
method of intercalation employed in the Old
Per.sian calendar.

2. The Avesta calendar is much better known
than the Old Persian, although the Avesta writ-

ings themselves contain no formal list of months.

Afrmgan. iii. 7-11, it is true, gives the names of

five nionths and five days, and both the Sh-ozas

give the names of the thirty days of the montli

;

but tlie most reliable source for the month-list is

the Pahlavi literature, which is supplemented to a

certain extent by Perso-Arabic writers and a few
Byzantine chronologists. Thus Bundahi^i xxv. 20

(tr. West, SBE v. 97) states that ' the auspicious

month Fravartin, the month Artavahist, and the

month Horvadat are spring ; the month Tir, the

month Amerodat, and the month Satvairo are

summer ; the month Mitro, the month Avan, and
the month Ataro are autumn ; the month Din,

the month Vohuman, and the month Spendarmat
are winter.' The days of the month were named
as follows : Auharmazd, Vohuman, Artavahist,

Satvairo, Spendarmat, Horvadat, Amerodat, Din
pa Ataro, Ataro, Avtin, Xurset, Mali, Tir, Gos,

Din pa Mitro, Mitro, Sros, Rasnu, Fravartin,

Yahram, Ram, Vat, Din pa Din, Din, Art, Astat,

Asmfin, Zamyat, Maraspend, and Aniran (cf.

BfmdahiSn xxvi'i. 24 ; Shdyast la-Sliayast xxii.-

xxiii. ; and the Mddigdn-i Sl-roz, tr. Darab

Babylonian. Old Persian

Rawlinson. Oppert. Unger. JUSTI. PraSek.
"

Bagayadi Garmapada Thuravahara Thuravahara

lyyar Thuravahara Thuravahara Thaigarci Thaigarci Thuravahara

Thaigarci Thaigarci Adukani Adukani Thaigarci

Adukani Margazana Garmapada

Ab
Emi
Tishri

Garmapada Garmapada Garmapada

Bagayadi Bagayadi Bagayadi Bagayadi

Marcheshvan Margazana Adukani Adukani

Kislev Athriyadiya Athriyadiya Athriyadiya Athriyadiya Athriyadiya

Tebeth Anamaka Anamaka Anamaka Anamaka Anamaka
Margazana Margazana Margazana

Adar Viyakhna Viyakhna Viyakhna Viyakhna Viyakhna

Of all these series, Oppert's seems the most
probable to the present writer, who has abandoned
the view expressed by him in Geigei-Kuhn's

Grundriss der iran. Philologie, ii. (Strassburg,

1904) 677.

The date at which the year began is as uncertain

as the order of the months. Oppert suggests that

it commenced with Bagayadi (September-October),

which is admitted by all to have corresponded with

the Babylonian Tishri. This would, of course,

correspond with the beginning of the Hebrew civU

year (cf. Ex 23'" 34=-), and might receive a certain

degree of support from the name of the month,
'homage to the deities.' It seems far more prob-

able, however, that the year actually began with

Garmapada (or, according to Justi, with Thura-
vahara), corresponding to Nisan (March-April).

This would make the commencement of the old

Persian year harmonize with both the Avesta and
the Babylonian systems, as well as with the

Hebrew sacred year (cf. Ex 12'*).

The days of the month were numbered, instead

of named, as in the Avesta calendar, except that

the last day of the month was termed jujamna,
'diminishing,' 'ending.' There were, apparently,

thirty days in each month, as in the Avesta and
the early Babylonian calendars. The year con-

tained 365 days, as is shown by the only reference

Peshotan Sanjana, in Karaka, History of the

Parsis, London, 1884, i. 134-144). This order,

both of months and of days, receives abundant
confirmation from the Arabic al-Biruni (Chronol.

of Ancient Nations, tr. Sacliau, London, 1879,

p. 52 f.), Mas'ud! [Prairies d'or, ed. Barbier de
Meynard and Pavet de Courteille, Paris, 1861-

1877, iii. 413 f.), Ulugh Beg (Epochae celebriorcs,

ed. Gravius, London, 1650, pp. 23-26, 101 f.), and
al-Farghani (Elementa Astronomica, ed. Golius,

Amsterdam, 1669, p. 4), as well as from the Greek
Isaac Argyrus and Theodorus Meliteniotes (Gray,

Byzant. Ztschr. xi. 470), and from a_ MS said by
Burton (Aed/'a^'a vcteris linguae Persicae, Liibeck,

1720, p. 6 ; cf. Lagarde, Gesam. Abkandl., Leipzig,

1866, pp. 229-232) to have been used by him at

Lambeth, althougli all trace of it is now lost.

The problem of the origin of the names of the Avesta montha
is aditUcult one. Kuka(A'. R. Cama Memorial Volume, Bombay,
1900, pp. 64-73) and Gray {AJSL xx. 194-201) have sought
explanations from divergent points of view, the former main-

taining that the Avesta year originaliy began with Din, which
was primarily the first month of spring (falhng gradually behind

because of the lack of a system of intercalation, until, by the

time of the composition of the Bundahiiti, Fravartin had
become the commencement of spring) ; and the latter holding

to the Bundahiin, and endeavouring to trace a borrowing from
the Babylonian system on the part of the Iranians. While the

arguments of Kuka have certain points in their favour, his funda-

mental .assumption is doubtful. The entire evidence at our dis-

posal makes Fravartin (March-April) the first month of the
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yeir, and the parallels with the Babylonian calendar, which
Kuka prautically overlooks, are too striking to be i;;nored.

For a full elaboration of the position hero taken, reference may
he made to the study of Gray noted above, in which the name
of the month Fravar^n is inteiT)ret€d as referring to the ghosts
of the righteous dead ; Arjavahiet as the re-vivification of the
earth after its death in wuUer (cf. Dijikari vii. xxx. 14, vni.
xxxvii. 14, IX. xxx. 14) ; HorvadaJ. as the vernal rains pre-
paring for the coming harvest ; Tir as the month of the rising
of tlie dog-star ; AmerodaJ as the vegetation of harvest time ;

Satvairo as the month either of new ploughing, or, more
probably, of buildiDg ; llitro as the sun month (cf. Shamash as
the guardian of Tishri, the seventh Babyloni.an month) ; Avan
as the rains of autumn ; Ataro as the Ore which protects against
the cold winter; Din possibly in defiance of Ahriinan, who
created winter; Vohiinian as the first-bom of Din = Ormazd;
and Spendarmat as a fertility-deity of early spring. (For the
naive etymologies of a I'arei rtmyat, see Unvttla, in Spiegel
Memorial Volume, p. 202 f.)

3. In eacli Avesta inontli, followed by the
Aiiiieniim system, there were thirty days, each
named as noted above, and j)reservin{,', for the
first seven days, the regular order of Ormazd and
the Amsliaspands, whicli was violated in tlie series

of month-names, perhaps for the reasons jnst noted.
The fact that the hrst, eighth, fifteenth, and
twenty-third days of each montli are named in

honour of Ormazd has led some to suppose that
the Avesta recognizes a sort of week. Of this

there is no evidence wliatever. It has been shown,
however, by Nadershah (Cnma Mcmorvd Volume,
pp. 246-249) that this order of names of the days
rests upon Yasna xvi. 3-ti, and that it comprises
four groups, containing respectively the Amsha-
sj)ands, the seven planets, moral objects, and
religious objects, each headed by the supreme god
Ormazd, tlie entire giouii primarily representing
the twenty-seven lunar mansions (cf. (iinzel, op.

cit. pp. 70-77). To the end of the year, which
thus comprised 360 days, were added five Gatha-
days, each sacred to one of the five great divisions
of the Gathas : Ahunavaiti, Ustavaiti, Spenta
Mainyu, Vohu Xsathra, and Vahistoisti (cf. al-

Biruni, op. cit. pp. 53-54, .383 ; Ginzel, op. cit.

p. 2S7). To allow for the quarter-day thus lost

each year, a month was intercalated every 120
years.

4. The Avesta year was primarily divided into
a summer (hiim) of seven months and a winter
{zayan, z'/ain) of five (gloss to Vendldad i. 3

;

Bundnhiin, xxv. 7). Spring and autumn seem
not to be recognized in the Avesta. In later

times, however, the year was divided into spring
(va/tnr), summer (/lamin), autumn (putl:.), and
winter {zamistrin), each of three mottthH[B fm/lnhiSii,

xxv. 20). The Avesta itself, on the other hand,
lias a division of the year into six unequal parts,
called qdfuinhdrs, which, though later interpreted
as celebrating the six periods of creation (Bunda-
hiSn, xxv. 1), were doubtless originally popular
festivals.

The gahanbars were as follows : maihjoizare-
maifa, 'mid-spring' (corresponding theoretically
to May 1-5), nwASyoiSema, ' mid-siunmer' (June
31-July 4), prtitiShiihya, ' giain-bringing ' (Sept.
12-lG), rn/dOi-imn, 'home-coming' (Oct. 12-16),
V)fii5;/(liri/fi, 'mid -year' (Dec. 31-Jan. 4), and
lirimax/iriOiiiiredaya, of uncertain meaning (Mar.
13-20) : slightly varying days are given by others,
depending on the day taken as tlie hrst of the
year—March 8 or 15 (as bv I?artholom,ae, Altiran.
'Whrtn-b., Strassburg, 1904, coll. lUSf.,838, 160,
1117, 1776, and Ginzel, op. cit. p. 285). The
t/nhaiihars accordingly fell at varying intervals,
so that mniSyoizaremat/it-maidf/oiiona = 45 days,
maiSyoiScmapaitiShahya = 60 days, pnitiShnhya-
ayaOrima = 15 days, ayaOrima-mmdyCiirya = 30
days, maiiyCnrya - hamaspa0m(iedaya = 80 days,
and fifiiiiaspfiSiiincduya - maidyoizaremii i/n = 75
days. Perhajis the 'best explanation "of the
galumbdrs is that of Cama (Actes dii vi. Vongr.
Inteiimt. des Orientalisles, iii. 583-592), who com-
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bines the twofold division of the year into a « inter
of live months and a summer of seven, and four
seasons of three mouths each. The first, second,
and lUth gdhanhu7v, according to Cama, fell in mid-
seasons, i.e. in the middle of the spring of three
months, the summer of seven months, and the winter
of five months ; while the third, fourth, and sixth
gdhntbdrs fell at the ends of seasons, i.e. at the
end of the spring of three months, the summer of
seven months, and the winter of three months.
It may also be noted in passing that attempts
have been made, as by Nadershah (oj). cit. \>\k 267-
270), to establish a double year, one (sareS) com-
mencing with the vernal equinox and the other
(ydr) with the autumnal equinox. This, how-
ever, is extremely doubtful.

5. The day was divided into five parts, called
gdlis. These were hdvatii, ' time of preparation
of the haoma' (dawTi to noon), rapiSwina (noon to
3 p.m.), vziiycirina, 'afternoon (3 p.m. to twi-
liglit), aiivisriidrima aibignya, of uncertain
meaning (twilight to midnight), and iiiahina,
'dawn' (midnight to dawn). In w-inter, however,
rapidicina was omitted, and fuli'ccni was extended
from dawn to the middle of the afternoon. The
nig-ht, in like manner, was divided into four parts,
which were also included in the gdhs. These were
(Frdhang-l-oim, ed. Reichelt, Vienna, 1900, p. 36

;

Jamaspji and Haug, An Old Zand - PriJdnvi
Glossary, Stuttgart, 1867, pp. 42, 76-77) M fraS-
moddifi, 'sunset' (sunset to darkness), crczaurvacsa,
'turning of darkness' (darkness to midnight),
uSdm surdm, ' holy dawn ' (midnight to grey dawn),
and raocanhdm jfragati, 'coming forth of light'
(grey dawn to sunrise).

6. The Avesta year, as here outlined, is the ideal
one. In the course of time the dates gradually
fell behind, both in the normal method of reckoning,
and as a result of the neglect of intercalation in

consequence of the troublous times which followed
the downfall of the Sasanians on the death of
Yazdagird (A.D. 651). In the very earliest period,
according to al-Biruni (op. cit. 13), the Persian
year contained but 360 days, one month being
intercalated every six years, and two months every
120 years.

According to Persian tradition, moreover, the
entire system of intercalation dates from the
period of Zoroaster (ib. p. 55; Varna. Memorial
yolume, p. 235 f.). Seventy years liefore the death
of Yazdagird, two months were again intercalated,
despite the five epagomcnal days of each year, one
as the necessary proceeding, and the second ' with
ref;ard to the future, that no other intercalation
might be needed for a long period ' (ih. p. 38

;

cf. pp. 12, 54). The position of the intercalated
month varied. Shah Khulji, quoted by Hyde
(Historia religionis vetcrum Persarum, O.xford,

1700, p. 20311'.'), states that the first month inter-

calated was put after Fravartin, the second after
Artavahi.st, and .so on, until after the lapse of 1440
years the intercalated month shouhl normally come
again after Fravartin. liv the time of Shah Kliulji,

Ulugh Beg (Epocinr. (r/.'p. 23), Kutb-ad-din (ap.

Hyde, p. 205), and al-Hiruni (op. cit. 53), the live

epagomenal days, and, by implication, the inter-

calated month, came after Avan. No attempt was
made to con'ect tlie confusion of the Persian year
until the reign of the Seljuk .sultan Jalalad-din
Malik Shah (A.i). 1073-1092), who re-established

the old system firmly, taking as the first of
Fravartin, the New Year, March 15, 1079, and
placing the epagomenal days in their original
position at the end of Fravartin. This reformed
era, known as the 'era of Jalrdaddin,' still remains
in force amonjj the Zoroastrians. There is, how-
ever, a sectarian division among the Parsis of

India (although not among the Zoroastrians of
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I'ersia), since, aflcr l!io Persians lost tlieir imle-

pondence, tliey failed, for soiuo reason, to make
the proper intercalation, whereas those Zoroastrians
who sought refuge in India had, accordin" to

tradition, made this intercalation while still iu

Khorasan. Tlie Shaliinshai sect, which claims that
intercalation is allowable, is, therefore, one month
ahead of the Kadmis, who regard intercalation as

merely political in origin, not religious. This
dill'erence is of importance as all'ecting the religious

festivals, each sect denying the validity of the
feasts of the other. The divergency was formerly
the cause of bitter dissensions, which are now,
happily, appeased (see Karalia, Hist, of the Farsis,

i. 105-117).

7. The reduction of dates of the ' era of Jalal-

ad-din ' to those of the Christian era is somewhat
involved, and varies by a day, unless the precise

name of the day of the original calendar be given.

If tables (noted in the Bibliography) be not at

hand, the following method may be used (see

Ginzel, op. cit. p. 30211'.). Multiply the expired
year of the 'era of Jalal-ad-din ' (not the one of

which the date is given) by 365-242535. Add to

the product the sum of days of the unexpired year
plus 393812 (the sum of days from 1st Jan. A.D. 1

to 15th March A.D. 1079, the beginning of the 'era
of Jalal-ad-din'). Divide the sum by 1461 (the

days in a four-year cycle, A.D.). Multiply the
quotient by four, and add the remainder, reduced
from days to years, months, and days of the
Christian era. The result will be the corresponding
date A.D. Conversely, to reduce dates A.D. to the
'era of Jalal-ad-din' (usually termed A.Y., i.e.

Anno Yazdagirdis), divide the expired year A.D. by
four, and multiply the quotient by 1461. Add to

the product the number of days in the unexpired
year A.D., and subtract from this sum 393812.
Divide the remainder by 365-242535, the quotient
being the years A..\. Reduce the remainder to

months and days A.Y.. and the result will be the
corresponding date A.Y. which is desired.

8. Mention may be made in passing of two dociimenU giving
exact equivalents for dates a.y. and a.d. The first of these
is an anonymous Byzantine author (ed. Scahger, Canones
isagogicae, Paris, 1658, p. 314 f

.
; Petau, de Doctrina Temporum,

Paris, 1703, ii. 213 ; Gray, Byzant. Ztschr. xi. 471 1., and Atesta,
Pahlain, and Ancient Persian Studies in Honour of . . . San-
jana, Bombay, 1»04, p. 174 f.), wlio states that in A.D. 1443
(= A.Y. 812) Tir 17 corresponded to March 11, Mitro 20 to
June 12, Din 24 to Sept. 14, and Fravartin 18 to Dec. 12.

The other text is an Oriental ehronicle-tJable for A.D. 1687
(Ephcmerides Persarutn per totian annum, ed. B^ck, Augsburg,
1695), which shows that in that year Fra%'artin 1 of the Old
Avesta calendar = Mitro 22 of the 'era of Jalal-ad-din '= Sept.
28, etc., thus indicating that between A.D. 1443 and 1087 the
calendar had fallen behind two months.

9. The influence of the Iranian calendar was far-

reaching. Not only were the Cappadocian month-
names borrowed in toto from the Avesta-Pahlavi
system (Benfey and Stern, Ueber die Monntsnamen
einiger alien Volker, Berlin, 1836, pp. 76-120

;

Lagarde, op. cit. pp. 258-264), but many of the
names of the months in the Armenian (given by
'Dn\A\VLi6V,Recherchessurlachronologiearm(nienne,
Paris, 1859, pp. 10-14), Chorasmian, and Sogdian
(al-Biruni, op. cit. pp. 56 f., 82 f. ; cf. SB.-i jr,l907,

p. 465) menologies were taken from the Zoroastrian
calendar, while sporadic borrowings maj' be traced
in the month-names of Albania (given by Dulaurier,

p. 167, Azaria of Julfa [early 17th cent.], op. cit.

p. 115 ff.), Seistan (al-Biruni, p. 52 f.), Bukharik
(Bokhara [?]; al-Biruni, p. 82 f.), and Quba (a

large city of Farghana, near Shash ; ib. p. 82 f.).

Those month - names of these various calendars
which seem to show Zoroastrian influence (the
Old Persian system hei-e plays no part, unless
Marquart, Philologus, Iv. 235, be right in ex-
plaining the Armenian name of the eleventh
month, Margac, as a loanword from the Old
Persian Margazana), are as follo-ws, summarized

from Gray, 'On Certain Persian and Armenian
Month-Names as inlluenced by the Avesta Calendar,'

in JAOS .\xviii. [1907] .S31-344 :

1. Fravartin = Ohoni8mian Nausarji (this, like the four follow-

ing names, representing the Avesta *nava-sare?'&, 'new year'),

Sogdian-Bukharilc Nusard, Armenian Navasard, Albanian
Navasardus, while the Seistanian Kava5 may represent the

Avesta hero Kavata, the legendary founder of the Kayanian
dynasty, whose home wa8inSeistan(l'a6'/i? xix. 65 ff. ; cf.Geiger,

Ostiranisclic KtiUur, p. 411 ; Azaria of Julfa's Sams is borrowed
from the Arabic iams, 'sun'). 2. Artavahist = Chorasmian
Ardiist (the Sogdian Fadi Nijsard may be for Avesta *paiti-

navasare&a, 'after the new year'). 3. Horvada^=Chorasmiaa
Haruda5 (the Sogdian Nisan and Azaria of Julfa's Sbat' are loan-

names from the Hebrew calendar). 4. Tir = Chorasmian Jiri,

Seistanian Tirkyanua (uncertain vocalization), Armenian Tr6 (if

the Albanian Yile be connected with Albanian iil,U, ' star ' [cf

.

Meyer, Eiyinologisches Wbrterbuch dcr albanesischen Sprache,

Strassburg, 1891, p. 460], it may possibly be a reminiscence of

the Zoroastrian name of this month). 5. Amer6da^=Chorasmian
llamdSd (Azaria of Julfa's Gamar is the Arabic qattuir, ' moon ').

6. ^atvairo= Chorasmian Axgarirvari (the vocalization, except

for the matres lectionis, uncertain, as in many of these names).

7. Mitro= Quban Mihr, Armenian Mihekan (Azaria of Julfa,

probably through retrogression of the calendar, has T'ir=Tir),

Chorasmian Fi-y (Turfan Ba-)<a)kanJ)-Ba-ya, 'god,' i.e. Mithra.

8. Avan = Sogdian Abivuj. 9. Star6 = Chorasmian Aru (read,

with some of the variants, Adii), Armenian Ahekan (Lagarde,

p. 9 ; Hubschmann, Artneni^che Grammatik, Leipzig, 1897, i.

95 ; Azaria of Julfa has Hamir=Arabic amir, while the Sog-

dian Fu-y (Turfan Bu-yij) represents a dialectic development of

the Avesta baya,, 'god'). 10. Din (Avesta daOuio '[month] of

the Creator')=Chorasmian EimaJd (the Sogdian Masiffi-j',

' great god,' is clearly a reminiscence of the Avesta name of the

month, while Azaria of Julfa's Aram is the eponymous hero of

Armenia, and the Bukhai-ik Sivan the Hebrew Sivan, calendrical

retrogression again playing a part). 11. Vohuman= Chora8.

mian Agman (cf. al-Biruni, p. 384 ; the Seistanian Karsn

—

uncertain vocalization—may represent the Karsna of Yasht
siii. 106, 108, who may, perhaps, be the eponymous hero of the

Qaren dynasty which played an important part in the Arsacid

and Sasanian periods [Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, ii. 686,

note 212]). 12. Spendarmat = Chorasmian Asbandarmaji (the

Armenian Hrotic is a loan-name from the Pahlavi */ravarfakdn,
' the [five epagdmenal days] dedicated to the Fravashis,' Hiib-

schmann, p. 184 f. ; Lagarde, p. 163).

The correspondences in the names of the days between the

Zoroastrian and the Chorasmian and Sogdian calendars are as

follows : 1. Aiiharmazd = Chorasmian RimaM, Sogdian XarmaM.
3. ArtavahiSt=Chorasmian Ardii§t, Sogdian ArdaxuSt. 4. Sat-

vair6 = Chorasmian Axsarivan, Sogdian Xast^ur. 5. Spen-
darmat = Chorasmian Asbandarmaji,^ Sogdian Sbandarmafi. 6.

Horvadat=ChorasnuanHariida8, Sogdian Eadad (7). 7. Amero-
dat=Cho'rasmian HamdaS, Sogdian Mardad. 8, 16, 23. Din=
Chorasmian DaSii, Sogdian Dast. 9_. Ataro=Chorasmian Arii

(read Adu), Sogdian Atas. 11. Xfir5et=Chorasmian Axir, Sog-

dian Xvir. 1-3. Mah= Chorasmian Mah, Sogdian Max. 13. Tir=
Chorasmian Jizi, Sogdian Tis. 14. G6s = Chorasmian Piist,

Sogdian TuS. 17. Sr6S = Chorasmian Asruf (read Asrii5 (?)]),

Sogdian Srus. 18. Ra5nu= Chorasmian KaSn, Sogdian Rasn.

19. Fravartin =Sogdian FriiS. 21. R.am = Chorasmian Ram,
Sogdian Ramn. 22. Vaf = Chorasmian and Sogdian VaS. 24.

Din = Chorasmian Dini, Sogdian Din. 26. Art = Chorasmian
Arjiixi (cf. Noldeke, SWAW cxvi. 418, note 4), Sogdian ArSx.

26. AStat = Chorasmian A5t&{, Sogdian AstaS. 27. A8min=
Chorasmian Asman, Sogdian Samn. 28. Zamyat= Sogdian
Ram]id (read Zamjid). 29. M.araspand=Chorasmian Marasband.
The Sogdians likewise gave special names to each of the five

epagomenal days (al-Biruni, p. 67), and the Chorasmians had
names for the six gdkanbdrs {ib. p. 225, cf. p. 425 f.), while the

Armenians, it has been suggested (Dulaurier, p. 13), also did so

originally ; but the exact meanings of the appellations, even
when compared with their corresponding terms iu the Zoroas-

trian calendar, are uncertain. According to al-Biriini, moreover,

both these nations, like the Armenians and .\lbanians (Dulaurier,

pp. 115 ff., 167), placed the epagonienal da.vs at the end of the

year, as in the early Avesta calendar, instead of violating this

custom, as in the middle period of the Avesta system. The
Chorasmians had, in addition, a series of eras, first from the

commencement of their colonization of the country, 9S0 yeai-s

before Alexander the Great ; then from the coming of Siyavush

ben liai Ivaus to Chorasmia, ninety-two years later ; and , finally,

according to the reigns of sovereigns.

The Avestan custom of naming the days of the month also

existed among the Armenians (AUshan, Ancient Faith of the

Armenians [in Armenian], Venice, 1895, p. 143 f.). Although the

majority of these names are Christian or geographical, Zoroas-

trian influence is evident in at least five : Mihr, the eighth day
(corresponding to the seventh month and the sixteenth day of

each month in the Zoroastrian calendru-) ; Aramazd, the fifteenth

day (corresponding to the first day of each month in the
Zoroastrian calendar) ; Anahit, the nineteenth day (correspond,

ing to the Iranian goddess Anahita) ; Npat, the twenty-sixth

day (corresponding to the Indo-lranian water-deity Apam
Napat, but confused with the Armenian mountain called Npat)

;

and Vahagn, the twenty-sevenlli .;^\ ( -«ni ^j'onding to the

twentieth day of each month in ' i
1

n m c.-Jend.ir) [cf.

above, vol. i. p. 802]. Six of the li ,1 - li-'re considered

were even borrowed, through lb' -> ,1.111 i .iins, as planet

names in Chinese (6'B^H', 1907, p. ii^^), these being, iu Caa-
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tonesii prnruiiiciation ; Mit (Soitdian Mir, 'Slithni'). Uok (Sos-
dian Max, * Mah '), Wfn-hon (Sogdian Wuuxan, ' IJaliraiu '), Tit

(Soj,'diau Tir, ' Tir '), Wuii-mut-si (Sogdiaii Wurmaid, ' Orniazd '),

and Na-k'it (Soy^dian Nahi, * Anahita ').

It should also be noted that an attempt was made by YazUagird
III. to give both the months and days of the Zoroastrian year
entirely different names, but hia innovations soon met the
oblivion they richly merited (Hyde, Uvstoria religionis veterum
J'ersarum, pp. 196-200).

10. In conclu.sion, the comparative table given
below' may serve to elucidate the niutnal corre-

(slioiulenucs of the ideal Uabylonian, Old Persian,
Avesta, and Julian months.

LiTKRATiMiK.—The jtrincipal literature on the Iranian calendar,
together with the chief references to the original texts, is given
by Gray, * Der iranische Kalender,' in Geiger-Kuhn, QrundriiS
der iron. PhUologic, ii. 675-«78, Strassburg, 1004. Older works
of iniportiince, there overlooked, and later treatises are Ulugh
Beg, Epochae celebrioreSt ed. Gravius. London, 1650, Epheiner-
ides rersamm per totum annum, ed. Beck, Augsburg, 1695 ;

Usener, A d hixtoriamastronomiae st/jnbola, Bona,lS07 {valu&hle
for r.\ ! I'll' * yt- -n 'Vii r<r-ian calendar) ; Gray, * Zu den by-
zant \ '

:.
'

: ! .. Ir in. Kalender, 'in ^yzani. ^(«cAr. xi.

46S-1, '''
i

ili.:
; 1' rences totheAvestanCaIendar,'in

Avt:^!' ,
i\u. I

,
' , ! M . /jf Persian Studies in Honour of . . .

•[>. 167-175, ' The Origin of the Names of

JSL XX. 194-201, ' On Certain Persian
and Armenian Month-Names as influenced by the Avesta
Calendar,' in JAOS xxviii. 331-344 ; six studies in the A'. /(.

Cama Memorial Volume, Bombay, 1900 : Biiarucha, * Pazend
and English Versions of a Chapter of the Pahlavi Dinkard, relat-

ing to the Solar and Luni-Solar Years in the Zoroastrian Religion,'

pp. 12-28; Kuka. 'An Knquiry into the order of the Parsi

Months and the Basis "f ('
i

^" in. ticlature,' pp. 54-73 ; Kar-
karia, 'The Parsi airl I Il'jvolutionary Calendars,'

pp. 146-153 ; UnwaL^. I'.tssagesaboutthe Kabiseh
(Intercalation),' pp. _ ; -> U .,ii. 'The Persian Year,' p.
241 ff.; and Nadershah, Ihe Z-truastrian Months and Years
with their Divisions in the Avestaic Age,' pp. 244-273 ; tw'o

studies In the Spiegel Memorial Volume, Bombay, 1908, by
Unvala, ' A Few Parsee Festivals (Jashans) according to an Old
Parsee Manuscript,' p. 201 £E., and K. R. Cama, 'The Zoroas-
trian Calendar,' p. 230 £f.; Marquart, Philoloqits, Iv. 234 f!.,

and Supplementband, x. [1907] 198-215 ; F. W. R. MiiUer, ' Die
"persischen" Kalenderausdriicke im chinesischen Tripitaka,'
SBAW, 1907, pp. 458-465; Inostrancev, Sasanidskie Etyudy,
St. Petersburg, 1909, pp. 82-109 ; Ginzel, Handbuch der mathe-
matiscfien und technischen Chronologie, Leipzig, 1906, i. 275-
309. Comparative chronological tables of the Persian and
Christian eras are given in the edition of Ulugh Beg noted
above, and in Schram, DWA \V, mathematische Klasse, xlv.

328-331, Vienna, 18S2, and Kalendariographische und chrono-
logische Ta/eln, Leipzig, 1903, pp. xxi-xxiii, 159, 173-181.

Louis H. Gray.
CALENDAR (Polynesian). —The calendrical

development of the islands of the Pacific was con-
siderably higher than that of Africa, with which,
liowever, it ofl'ers more than one analogue. In tlie

western portion mucli influence has been exercised
by higher civilizations. This is especially clear in

Java, where tlie Muliammadan lunar year of 354
days is reckoned .according to the Indian iakn era
(beginning witli A.D. 78) ; the month, witli Muham-
mailan names, is divided, in Indian fasliion, into
a ' light ' and a ' dark ' half ; seven days of the week
bear two sets of names, one lieing ]VIuliammadan
and tlie other Indian ; and one of the two systems
of intercahition is Arabic, while the other is Turkish
(for details, see Ginzel, Handbuch der matheinat-
ischen und technisclien Chronologie, Leipzig, 1906,
i. 414-418).

A cycle of 210 days is formed by 30 seven-day
weeks, each of which is ruled by an ancient Javanese
deity and has its own name : Sinto, Landcp, Wukir,

KurantU, Tolu, Orniii/jji:i/, Wai'lr/n, IVarir/n-gnny,
Juiung-UHingi, liungsang, Galuiujun, Kunitigan,
Lan/cir, Mondhosio, Julung-pii/'at, Pahang, Kuru-
welttt, Munik.h, Tanhii; Mad/iuH-kunqan, Ma/clal,
Wui/,'. M.,„, il.il. I ,,n,g-l«,kat, lUdn, )!'»;/«, Way-
ang, Knhnnt, Iilml.-ut, and IViilu-guiDDig ; and this

cycle (ivukn) is divided, for purposes of divination,
into periods of 10, 9, 8, 6, 4, 3, '2, and 1 days. Side
by side with the wuku is the pnsar, or market-
week, of 5 days

—

Pahing (or Pa), Pon, Wage,
Kaliwon, and Legi (or Manis) — which finds a
parallel in the Yorulia week (see above, p. 64"),

and which is also observed by the noii-Muham-
madan Lampong of Sumatra. The days of the
pnsar are combined with the seven-day week of

the ivnkti (Buddha-Kalkvon, Resjiati-Manis, . . .

Buddha-Pnhing, Hespati-Pon, etc.), so that, after

the thirty-fifth combination, the initial point
(Buddha-Kaliivon, etc.) is again reached. Six of

these periods coincide with a wuku, and twelve give
the wuku year of 420 days, an astrological year.

Besides this lunar year, the Javanese have the
solar year, which is divided into 12 mangsas (Skr.

mdrnsa, ' time ' [a meaning found only in the native
lexicographers, not in Skr. literature]), whicli vary
in length : Kasa (41 days), Kara (23 days), Katiga
(24 days), Kapat (25 days), Kalinia (27 days),

Kaiiem (43 days), Knpitu (43 days), Kawolu (26
days), Kasanga (25 days), Kdsndasa (24 days),

Desta (23 days), Sada (41 days), this year of 365
days being that determined, after much previous
irregularity in reckoning, by Sultan Paku Buwana
VII. and beginning 22 June 1855. Every 4 years
Kawolu is given an extra day for intercalation

;

and it is this solar year which is the one indi-

genoiLS to Java. The native Javanese day has only
general divisions into early dawn, dawn, sunrise,

forenoon, etc., but the five Muliammadan hours of

prayer and the Indian astrological divisions are
also kept.
The lunar year is observed by the inhabitants

of the Tennger range in S. E. Java. This has 12
months (alternately 29 and 30 days in length), or

354 days, but in eacli last year of its five-year cycle

a month of 30 days is intercalated. This windu,
or cycle, accordingly has 1800 days, thus corre-

sponding almost precisely to the Indian yugn,
which consists of 5 years or 1830 days. In other
respects the usual Javanese system is closely

followed ; and the same statement liolils good of the
neighbouring island of Bali, except that here inter-

calation is more iiTegularly performed, normally
taking place at the expiration of 64 months, of

which 30 have 29 days, while 34 have 30, this total

of 1890 days corresponding to 9 Javanese wukus of

210 days each, and also to 5 Indian years of 378
days eacli (on this Indian year, cf. Ginzel, op. cit.

[i. 322). It is especially noteworthy that both in

the Balrnese and in the Javanese mangsas the
first ten names, already listed, are based on the
Javanese ordinals, while the last two (Desta or
Ycsta, and Sada, Si/dlui, or ASada) are borrowed
from the Skr. month-names Jycslha and Asadha
(approximately May-June and June-July).

' Babylonian. Old Pi:i;.sian. A\'esta. Julian.
Ni.san Garmai)ada Kravartin March-April
lyyar Thuravahara Artavahist April-May
Sivan Thaigarci Horvadat May-June
Tammuz Tir Junc-.Iuly
Ab Amerodat July-August
Eliil Satvairo August-September
Ti.^iri B.Hgayadi Mitro Se|)teiiiber -October
Marcheshvan Adukani Avan October-November
Kislev Athriyadiya Ataro November-December
Tebeth Ananiaka nin December-Jaiiuarj'
Shebat Margazana Vohuman January-February
Adar Viyakhna Spcndarmat February-.March
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This may imply that the liali-Javanese year originally had only

10 montlia (ot. Oinzcl, op. fit, p. 425)—a curious phenomenon
which is re.-ordcd tor the tUlherl Islands hy Hale (U.S. Explor-

iivj Expfdilion, Ethnographij and Phitology, Philadelphia,

1S16, p. 105 f.), and is sclmi also among the Maori and possibly

in the Caroline Islands, although, as Gerland {Anthrop. der

J/atunmUter, Leipzig, 1800-77, vi. 72 f.) well urges, all these

cases of alleged ten-month years may be based on error. At the

same time, one involuntarily thinks of the Roman tradition that
previous to Numa, who added Jan. and Feb., the year con-

sisted of only ten months (of. I'lutarch, Vita A'umce, xviii. f.,

and see below, p. 134»).

With diminisliiiig influence from Hinduism and
Muliamniadanism goes a decrease in tlie calendrical

skill of the Malayo-Polynesian and allied peoples.

Tins comes out clearly in the case of the Sumatran
Lampong and Achinese (the latter having an
elalx>rate system of synchronizing the lunar year

with the season by kenongs evidently borrowed
from the Indian nakmtra year [see Ginzel, Hdb.
d. mnth. u. tech. Chron. pp. 428-430]), as contrasted

\vith the pagan Battak, even though the latter

show, in tlieir names of the days of the month,
reminiscences of the Indian names of the seven-

day week (cf. the list given by Ginzel, op. cit. p.

42;). Yet these Battak, though they reckon their

months from new moon to new moon, have no real

era, but compute extra-annually by reinis of from
9 to 12 years, while they do not even have a fixed

period for the beginning of each year. The Battak
year is essentially a terrestrial one, as contrasted

with the lunar, solar, or hmi-solar year, being

determined by terrestrial phenomena such as the

monsoons, the growth of vegetation, etc., though
observations are also made of the Pleiades, Orion,

Scorpio, and Venus. None of the Sumatran peoples

are acquainted with the hour ; the day receives,

as already noted for Java, only general subdivisions

for early afternoon, late afternoon, sunset, mid-
night, etc.

In Melanesia the system of reckoning time is

most primitive. The standard of measure is, of

course, the moon, but there is no indigenous con-

cept of the year ; tau or niulti, commonly used for

'year,' properly connoting only 'season' (as the
' tau of the yam,' the banana having no tau, since

it is in fruit throughout the year).

' It is impossible to tit the native succession of moons into a
solar year ; months have their names from what is done and
what happens when the moon appears and while it lasts ; the
same moon has ditierent names' (Codrington, Meta^iesiaiis,

Oxford, 1891, p. 349). For example, the moons of the year on
Mota, of the Banks Islands group, may be given as follows

:

Jtlaffoto qaro (' fresh grass,' corresponding to April), Magoto
raiigo (' withered grass '), Nago rara (' face of winter,' the rara,

or erythrina, flowering in the cold season), Tur rara (' fullness

of winter '). Kere rara (' end of winter '), [Tn rig or Un gogona
(' httle or bitter palolo,' a few of these annelids appearing at this

fun moon), Un lava (' great palolo,' the annehd appearing on the
reef in immense numbers on one night at full moon, this serv-

ing in part as the beginning of a new year, especially as the

yam is harvested during this moon), Un werei (' nimp of the

palolo '), Vule wotgoro (' moon of shooting up ' [of the reeds into

flower]), Viisiaru (when the wind beats the casuarina trees on
the cliffs), Teteinavuru (when the hard winds detach fragments
from the seeded reeds), and Lamasag nm-crnoro (' rattling of dry
reeds ').

In the Caroline Islands a phenomenon is found,

which is, in a sense, characteristic of the I'aeihc

calendar, and which outside this region occurs only

in the Armenian and Persian systems (see above,

pp. 70, 12S)—the naming of the days of each month
or moon. In Ponape, for example, the names of

the 27 days of the moon are as follows (Christian,

Caroline Islands, London, 1899, p. 387 f.) : Ir, Lei-

eti, Chanok, Chanok-en-komdni, Chanok-en-komdna,
Epenok-omur, Epenolc-omoa, Chau-pot-mur, Chau-
pot-moa, Arichau, Chutak-rav, En, Aralok, At,

Arre, Echil, Apang, Aliin, Aon, Eich, Anal,
Malatviitu, Takai-en-pai, Aro-pulci, Olo-pua, Olo-

iiifil, and Mat (similar lists for Lamotrek, the

Murtlock Islands, Yap, and Uleai are given by
Christian, op. cit. pp. 392-395). In Ponape, more-
over, as elsewhere m the Carolines, the month is

divided into 3 parts: Hot ('darkness,' 13 days),

Mach ('new moon,' 9 days), and Pid ('\vaning

moon,' 5 days). The number of months in the
Caroline year is 12 (in Lamotrek, lor example,
Sarabol, Aramaus, Tunmr, Mai-rik, Mai-tap,
Scuta, Lahk, Ku, Ul, Alliel, Mdn, and Teh) ; and
Freycinet's record of only 10 {Voyage autour du
monde, Paris, 1827-29, li. 105)— Tungur, Mol,
i\Iahelap, Sota, La, Kuhu, Halimata, Miirgar,

Hiolikol, and Mai—was proljably based, as he him-
self suspected, on erroneous information, especially

as each maram (' moon,' ' month ') possessed but 30
days. In the Ladrones the same explorer {op. cit.

p. 380) found 13 lunar months {pidan) in the year
{sakkan) : Tuwcgnini, Maino, Vmotaraf, LtimVihu,

Magnuxmao, Manannf, Semo, Tenho.i, Luniamlam,
Faqualu, Sumongsugn, Umadjanggan, and Uina-

qahaf ; and in the same gi-oup Chamisso ( ' Bemer-
liungen auf einer Entdeckungsreise,' Gesammelte
Werke, Cotta ed. iv. 285) found time reckoned
by days and moons, but in the Carolines by nights
and moons.
Throughout Polynesia time was reckoned by the

moon, from 28 to 30 nights forming the montli, of

which there were, as occasicm required, 12 or 13

ill the year. This year (or, rather, annual season,

for the concept ' year ' was scarcely known in its

strict sense in Polynesia) began at various periods

corresponding to our May, June, ]March, late Decem-
ber, etc., whUe the names of the months varied from
island to island, and even within the same island

(cf. Ellis, Poh/nesian Besearches^, London, 1832-

36, i. 86-89; for further details, with abundant
references to older literature, see Gerland, op. cit.

p. 71fl-.).

In Tahiti, whei'e the year {tAoo) began about
March, the months {marama, malama) bore, accord-

ing to Forster {Observations made during a Voyage
round the World, London, 1778, p. 504f. ), the follow-

ing names (cf. the slightly divergent list in Hale,
op. cit. p. 169 f., where lists for Samoa and Hawaii
are also recorded) : 0-porore-o-moda, 0-2}orore-o-

modree, Mooreha, Oohee-e\ya, Sooree-dma, Tc'tuwa,

Hooree-errc-irre, 0-te-aree, 0-te-ta\, Warehoo, IVce-

ahou, Pipirree, and A-oo-noonoo. Each month
had 29 days, all with individual names, special

names also being borne by each of the six divisions

of the day and tlie six of the night. In Lakemba,
in the Fiji group, the 11 months recorded by Hale
{op. cit. p. 68)

—

Sesc-ni-}igasdu-lailai {' Utile reed-

flower,' corresponding to Feb.), Sese-ni-ngasdw-

levu {
' great reed-flower'), Vulai-mbotambota {

' moon
of scattering' [the fallen leaves]), Vulai-kclikeli
{ ' moon of digging '), Kawakatangarc, Kaioa-
u-akd-lailai, Kawawakd-lcvu (these three refer-

ring to the growth of the yam), Mbalolo-lailai
(' little palolo ' [for the allusion, cf. preceding col.]),

Mbalolo-levu ('great palolo'), Nunga-lailai ('little

nunga' [a sort of fish]), and Nunga-levu ('great
nunga ')—recall by their grouping the seasonal
nomenilature of the oldest Indian months—Sif^v-a

('bright'), ^uc-i (' bui-ning ') ; Nahhas ('cloud'),

Nabhasya. ('cloudy'); Tapas ('warmth'), Tap-
asya ('warm'); etc. (Ginzel, op. cit. p. 316). In
Rotuma Island, belonging to Fiji, we find a
' monsoon year ' of 6 moons, the months being
repeated semi - annually on account of the
regular blowing of westerly and easterly winds :

Uipapa (March, September), Taftdfi, Hdua,
Kasipi, Foson-luiu, and A0apudna (Hale, op.

cit. p. 169).

With this may perhaps be compared the Nico-
barese custom of reckoning by the south-west
monsoon {sho-hoiig, May-Oct.)and the north-east

monsoon {ful, Nov. -April), two shom-en-yiih, or

monsoon half years, making approximately a solar

year. At the same time, the kdhcs (new moons) are

named consecutively throughout tlie year, not re-
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jicated soini-annnally a.s iii KotuniH (-I'l', furlliei-,

(.;iiizi-l, „iK rif.
i>.

l.'il f.). In til.' Si.( illy Nhimls tlie

year (mattiltUi) was similarly di\ iilccl iiilu half-years
accordint; to tlie imsitioii of the Pleiades : Mulai-ii
i »M (' Pleiades above ' [the horizon]), and Malarii i

raro (' Pleiades below ' [the horizon]). Here a^'ain
the nijilits of each lunar month, which were, as
necessity required, 12 or 1.3 in number, and had
30 days each, were named individually, while
various seasons (as y't:<fn(, 'autumn'; Tetau-miti-
rnti, ' time of high sea '

; and Tciau-poai, ' season
of drought and scarcity ') were also recognized.
Ellis (1(m:. cit.) further states that, while the Society
Islanders w-ere unacquainted witli hours or weeks,
they ' marked the progress of the day with sufli-

cient accuracy, by noticing the position of the sun
in the tirmament, the appearance of tlie atmosphere,
and the ebbing and flowing of the tide.' In like
fashion the Uawaiiana began their year when the
Pleiades rise at sunset. During live months,
beginning with Kaelo (Jan.), war might be waged,
but peace was ejjjoined during the remainder of
the year. Similarly in Tahiti, according to Wilkes
(Narralive of f/.i'. Ex]iloring Expedition, Phil-
adelphia, 1850, iv. 42 f.), the first three months
were for war ; during the fourth the ojyc.hi was
tabu, and in the fifth it was caiight ; the two
moons following were for taxing ; tlie eighth was
devoted to prayers, games, and merriment ; the
ninth contained the annual feast for the pay-ment
of taxes ; in the tenth the idols were carried about,
and taxes were demanded ; the eleventh was for

the offerings to tlie dead and the catching of the
bonetn

; and the twelfth for the fishing of the
same lish. Elsewhere each month had analogous
divisions. Thus, in Hawaii,
• during each month there were four tabu periods of two nights
and one day each, dedicated severally to each of the four preat
gods. All their religious rites, as well as their fishin:,', phintinjr,
etc., were regulated by the moon ' (Alexander, BrieJ Hist, nf
the Hawaiian People, New York, 1S9I, p. 49 1.).

In New Zealand the year also began with the
rising of the Pleiades. According to Maori tradi-
tion, this year (tau, lit. 'season') originally con-
tained only ten months, until Wiiaie-patari, a
magician, taught the people better (cf. the curiously
parallel tradition of Numa, above, p. 132"), after
which they had the customary Polynesian number
of 12 or 13 : Te-tahi (June), Te-rita, Te-tont, Te-
vj/in, Te-rima, Te-ono, Te-whitu, Te-waru, Te-iivrr,

Te-nr/nhuru, 2'e-nr/iihnrn-tnhi, Te-tii/ahune-rua

,

and Te-ngiihuru-tdhi-aralun (Shortland, Traditions
and Supr.rstition.s of thn New Zealanders -, London,
185G, pp. 219-222). These mouths h.ad the follow-
ing names for their days (Tregear, Maori-Foli/-
ncsian Comparative Dkt., Wellington, 1801, p.

666, where similar lists are given for Hawaii,
Tahiti, Rarotonga, and the Marquesas) : Whiro
(from V'hiri, 'twist,' 'pl.ait,' because on this first

night the moon looks like a twisted thread), Tirca
(cf. tirau, 'peg,' ' stick '), Iloata, ('long spear'), Oni-,

Okou (cf. ohi, ' wooden biiwl or other open vessel' [?]),

Tini>iifiu.J;ni.iiriki. 'I''iiifil''i-i)rutnga, Tumatea-aio,
Tii„niti-:i.ii-lril;.'i:,ni, Iliimt, Ari-rou, Mawharu,
Ii[ai,i.'i. At<n,-,rh.ih,ih'i,l„ir, TuTU, Rukau-nui,
l!iil:.tii iii'iln.'ii. T'il:ir:iii. o./,v/, Korekore, Korekore-
tio-ii'i, l\',i-' Inf'-j'ii-i 1 1 I'ltir/aroa, Tnngaron-a-
'iiina, Tniiii,n-iin.-a-rnlii, /'i ,ii/aroa-a-kiokio, 0-Tane
(sacred to Tane), O-Jionr/o-nui (sacred to Kongo),
Mauri, OMutu, and Miituwhenua (cf. miitu,
' brought to an end ').

In Australia, as one would expect, the lowest
degree of calendrical development in the Pacilie
region is found. Here, in the words of Spencer-
Gillen*, p. 25 f.,

'time is comiled by " sleeps" or "moons," or phases of the
moon, for which they have definite terms ; longer periods they
reckon l)y means of seasons, having names for sunnner and
winter. They have further deflnite words expressing particular

times, suchaamoruingbeforesunri8e(mf7«nmfAaflw^in(/i«), . . .

day after to-morrow (in<jtninthairplna), ... in a long time
{innuntiitha arbanimnin'ja}.'

The citation of adilitional data from the re-

mainder of the Pacific world would scarcely add
new principles to the Polynesian calendar, which
may be described, from the evidence already pre-
sented, as a system of lunar months (or ' moons '),

12 or 13 to what we should call a year (a concept
ileveloped only imperfectly, if at all, by the peoples
under consideration), usually named according to
the natural phenomena, the occupations, or the
religious festivals connected with them, and—in
many places subdivided into two or three periods
of unequal length—having from 28 to 30 days,
only roughly divided into parts (anything corre-
sponding to the hour being quite unknown), but
normally named each with a spe(-ial designation

—

the latter being, in fact, the most striking super-
iicial characteristic of this entire system of the
reckoning of time.
LlTERATCKE.—Abundant refireiKLH, in addition to those men-

tioned in tilt ;ii! , mn I., i .1 \., Waitz-Gerland, Anlhropol.
der Saturi-'J:.- ,, 1 . i|,, ;:, \, a, 125, b, 86, vi. 71-74
6I3-(il.'-., 7U:if

; Giii.rl, ;, .,
; , :

, malhemat. und teclin.

Ckrotwlo;lir, I.ri|,:^, ]'(.,
i ill I ;.', 4i;i.

Louis H. Gray.
CALENDAR (Koman).—The ordering of time

at Kome was always a matter of religious im-
portance, and, as we may conjecture with con-
fidence, was also from the first in the hands ol
religfious authorities. The reason of this is to be
found in the nature of Itoman religious ideas. In
the life of the gcni and family on the land, before
the city-State came into being, each agricultural
operation had a religious side, since the nunicn or
numina concerned with it had to be propitiated at
the right time in order that they might be of
service to the Inwbandman or might abstain from
injuring bim. i lie proper times for agricultural
operations and the rites concerned with them were
leanit only from the nature of the season, and from
the motions of the heavenly Ijodies, without (as we
must suppose) any systematic arrangement of them
in an annus, or ring of the solar year. When city
life began, it was naturally found necessary to
have a more exact measure of thia annus and the
religious events included in it. Agriculture was
still the economic basis of the life of the people

;

and in keeping up the agricultural religious rites

within the city it was convenient, if not absolutely
necessary, to fix them to particular days. This
was, beyond doubt, the origin of the earliest

calendar of which we know anything. In this all

religious festivals are permanently fixed in date
{feririj stittira) ; only a very few, which did not
concern the State as a whole, but certain component
parts of it, e.g. the pagi (Paganalia, Compitalia),
and the lustratio of the ager Bftnanus, which hail

to be celebrated on the land itself, remained un-
fixed (ferim concrptivm).

The process of fixation is entirely lost to us. It

was part of that transition from rural to city life

of which we have no record, and of which arch-

iEology as yet hardly attbrds us a glimpse. When
we begin to know anything about the Roman city-

State, it is already a well-developed organization,
provided with a calendar based mainly on the
needs of the old agricultural life, but showing
distinct signs of military and legal activity. The
year, or annus, to wdiicli this calendar applied was
probably a lunar year; its length (3.'>4 days, 8
hours, 48 minutes) nearly coincides with a lunar
year of 12 months. It was itself divided into 12

months, of which March, May, July, and October
had 31 days, and the rest 29, except February,
which li.ad 28. All the months had thus an odd
number of days, except the last, which was mainly
devoted to the care or cult of the dead, following
here the world-wide superstition, especially pre-
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valent in Italy, that odd numbin-s are hicky,

even nunilicrs unlucky. This piinciide hold good
in the calondar throughout Kouuui history, and
all religious festivals (with two exceptions, which
can be accounted for) were lixod on days of odd
number.

There was, indeed, a tradition, mentioned by Consorinns (de

Die Natali, ch. xx.), and attested, according to him, by Varro

and other writers (see also Ovid, Fasti, i. 27ff. ;
Macrobius,

Sat. i. 123; Plutareh, Vita Num. xviii. f.), o( a year of ten

months, called the year of Komulus, which began with March
and ended with December, the period between December and
March being left undivided. Of such a ten-month year there

are traces in Roman life, but they are not concerned so much
with religion as with legal matters, such as the payment o!

debts and the calculation of interest. Moninisen's conjecture

may be regarded as still holding the field, that it was adopted
at a later period for purposes of business, to avoid the confusion

which would arise, as we shall see directly, from the varying

length of successive years, caused by intercalation (see his

Rtim. Chronol. p. 48 ft.). We may at any rate leave it out of

account in this article. We may be fairly sure that it was not
this year, but that mentioned above, ascribed by the Romans
to Numa (Censorinus, xx. 4), which was the frame in which the

religious festivals were fixed.

The year of 12 months= about 354 J days must
inentalily soon have called for modification.

Being 11 days short of the solar year, it must
before long have got out of hannony with the
seasons, thus causing discrepancy between them
and the dates of the religious festivals which
marked agricultural operations. Such discrepancy
would cause religio, or scruple and anxiety about
the right relations between the citizens and the
iiumina on whom they were dejiendent. The
necessary adjustment was probably one of the
earliest difficulties which called into existence the
body of experts in religious law, who throughout
Roman history had charge of the calendar, viz.

t\\6 ^ontijices, and who were doubtless originally

advisers of the rex in matters of this kind (see

Roman Rkligion [Second Period]). Some Icnow-
ledge was necessary of the methods of adjusting
the solar principle to a lunar year, and it probably
came from Greece (see above, p. 106 f.). There may
have been a succession of such adjustments, the
last of them dating from the Decernvirate, 45U B.C.

(Macrob. i. 13, 21) ; but the Roman year, as we
know it in historical times (which lasted till the
revision of the calendar by Julius Ctesar), was
based on a cycle of four years, of which the first

had 355 days, the second 377 (obtained by an
intercalation of 22 days after 23rd Februaiy
[Terminalia]), the third 355, and the fourth 378.

The whole number of days in the cycle was 1465,
or about one day too many in each year ; and the
work of intercalation and occasional adjustment
fell again to the pontijices, who, as is well known,
neglected or misunderstood it, so that in the time
of the late Republic the calendar was constantly
out of hai-mony with the seasons, and all relation
was lost between religion and agricultural opera-
tions.

The final adjustment was, therefore, a some-
what violent one : Ca>sar and his astronomer
Sosigenes extended the year 46 B.C. to 445 days,
and started afresh on 1st Jan. 45 with a cycle of

four years of 365 days each, to the last of which an
extra day was added after the Terminalia. This
cjole produced the solar year under which we stUl
live, needing only an occasional adjustment. It

brought no change in the dates of the religious
festivals. Ten days were added to the old normal
year of 355 days, but they were all placed at the end
of months, viz. two at the end of January, August,
and December ; and one at the end of April, June,
September, and November, so that the festivals
remained, as might have been expected from
Roman conservatism, even under Ciesar as dictator
and pontifex maximus, exactly in the same positions
which they had always occupied.

All the surviving fragments of the Roman
calendar date from 31 B.C. or later, and thus re-

present it as revised by Caisar (see art. ROMAN
Religion). After that revision the oiiicial year

began with the month of January, and in fact,

since 153 B.C., the consuls had entered on ofhce on
the first day of that mouth. But it is certain that

the old religious year began with March, which
marks the season when all living things, man
included, break into fresh activity, and which
bears the name of the deity who represented at

once the agricultural and the military acti\ity of

the community. The names of the second and
third, and probalily of the fourth month—Aprilis,

Mains, Jimius (mensis)—indicate the processes of

Nature, viz. opening, increasing, and maturing.

After this the months are named according to their

order, QuinctUis (July) being the fifth after March,
and so on to December. The interval between
December and March was occupied by two months,
Januarius and Kebruaiius, the first of which seems

to be named after the ancient deity of entrances

and beginnings, Janus, perhaps indicating the

natural opening of the annus after the winter

solstice ; the second takes its name from the word
februum, an instrument of purification (see Paulus,

85, ed. Milller ; Ovid, Fasti, ii. 19 ; Varro, de
Linrj. Lat. vi. 13), apparently because the festivals

of tiie month, e.g. the Parentalia and Lupercalia,

called for the use of such instruments. Like the
Lent of the Christian calendar, this was the period

in which the living were made ready for the civil

and religious work of the coming year, and in

which the yearly duties to the dead were per-

formed.
The internal arrangement of each month had

originally been based on the phases of the moon,
and this .system was maintained, for convenience of

reckoning, long after all relations between these

phases and the calendar had been lost. The two
chief points in a lunar month are the first appear-
ance of the moon's crescent [Kalcndce), and the
full moon (Idus) ; between the two is the point

when the moon reaches the first quarter, which
is an uncertain one. It originally was the duty
of the rex, afterwards of the pontifices, as soon as

the now moon was discerned, to let it be known
whether the first quarter was to be reckoned for

the fifth or the seventh day after the Kalends
(Varro, Ling. Lat. vi. 27), and whether the Ides
were to be on the 13th or the 15th day of the
month. The Ides were always on the eighth day
after the first quarter, which was called Nonce,
according to the Roman method of counting a
period so as to include both the day on which it

began and that on which it ended (Nona; is thus
the ninth day before the Ides). All Kalends were
sacred to Juno, whose connexion with the moon
is beyond question (Wissowa, Bel. und Kult. der
Romer, p. 116).

Owing to the uncertainty about the date of

the Nones, there were no other religious festivals

in the interval between Kalends and Nones, with
the exception of the obscure Poplifugia on 5th
July, nor were the Nones sacred to any particular

deity. But the Ides were sacred to Juppiter as
the supreme deity of the light of heaven, for on
that day the two great heavenly bodies supplied
continuous light during the twenty-four houra.

On the Nones the rex, and, in the Republican
period, his successor in certain religious duties,

the rex saerorum, announced the dates of the
festivals of the month. These festivals are fully

de.alt with, and their religious significance ex-

plained, in art. Roman Rkligion. Here it will

sutiice to note that, like the Kalends, Nones, and
Ides, they are all, with one or two exceptions
which admit of a possible explanation, fixed on
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days of odd number, i.e., as noted above, on lucky
days. This superstition is in many instaiues

(lisoernible also in their position with regard to

eaeh otlier. Where a festival occupies more tluiri

one day in a mouth, an interval of one or tliree

days elapses between eaeh celebration, making tlie

whole number three or live. Thus Carmentiilia

occur on Utli and loth Jan. ; l,emuriaon 9th, llth,

and 13th May ; Luearia on 19th and 'ilst July. In

August and IJecomber we find traces of an arrange-

ment by which different festivals, wliich seem to

have some connexion with each other, are arranged
on this principle ; e.(/. in August .six festivals, all

concerned iu some way with the fruits of tlie earth

and the harvest, occur on 17th, 19th, '2Ist, ii3rd,

25th, and 27th. It has recently been suggested that

e.g. these are arranged round one central festival,

the Volcanalia on Aug. 23, which gives some kind
of colouring to the rest (see von Domaszewski in

AlilV X. [1907] p. 3;!3U'.); and that, where this

principle does not hold, we may see traces of an

older system unatl'ected by the superstition. I5ut,

on the whole, tliere do not seem to be sufficient

grounds for this ingenious conjecture.

A principle of gi'eater importance for the life of

the Koman people is that whereby the days of each

month were divided, so to speak, between the

human and the divine inhabitants of the city. In

the ancient so-called calendar of Numa, distinguish-

able by the large capitals in which it is reproduced

in the surviving calendars of the Julian era (see

Roman Religion [First Period]), a letter is pre-

fixed to each day in each month. Where this is the

letter N (or ^.p, of which the meaning is practically

the same, thougli its origin is uncertain [Wissowa,
op. cit. 371]), it means that the day is made over to

the gods [ne/astns dies), and that to perform civil

business on it would be a violation of fn.<:, i.e. of

that which is allowable under the ius divinum.

The letters F and C, on the other hand, i.e. fiistus

and comitUdis, indicate that such performance will

be fas, i.e. religiously permissible. Of the 355

days of the original Roman normal year, 109

belonged to the Divine, 235 to the human, in-

habitants of the city; the remaining 11 were
divided between the two. Of these 11,8 are marked
EN, i.e. endotercixu.?, or 'cut into two parts' ; the

morning and evening being fastus, while the

interval between the slaying of the victim and
the placing of the entrails on the altar [porrecliu)

was nefnstus (Varro, vi. 31 ; Macrob. i. 16. 3 ; and
the note in the Fasti Prwnestini for 10th Jan.,

believed to be the work of Verrius Flaccus). The
lett-ers Q.R.C.F. (qitando rex comitifivit fa.i) occur

on 24th March and 24th May, and also indicate a

division of the day into sacred and profane (Fowler,

Roman Festivals, p. 63). So, too, does the (J. St.

D.F. (quando stercus delatum fas) of 15th June;
for the explanation of this expression see Varro,

vi. 32 (Fowler, op. cit. p. 146 ff.).

This brief account will have been sutlicient to

show that, as was said at the beginning of this

article, the Roman calendar was based on the

religious ideas of the Roman people, and mainly
on the root-idea of the essential dillerence between
the sacred and the profane, or that which legally

belonged to the gods and that which belonged to

man. For this reason it was in fact a part, and
originally the most important part, of the ius

divinum, or religious law, which was itself a part

of the law of the State (ius civile) ; and the word
by which it was known, Faxti (anni Bovuini), i.e.

die.ifasti, indicates that its main object was to set

apart the days sacred to the deitie.s from the days
on which the citizens might go about their legal or
other business. For this reason, too, the (-ontrol

of it was in the hands of a priestly autliority, viz.

the pontijices, after the abolition of the kingship ;

and for some two hundred years after that event
it remained nuittcr of their knowledge only, until

the publication of the Fasti by the curule a^dile

I'll. Flavins in 304 B.C. (Livy, ix. 4(i). As the
eollcgiuni of puntijices was, during this period,

filled up by co-optaiion, it is easy to sec how power-
ful a political influence that priestly authority
must have exercised. The publication of tlie Fasti

was in fact a most important step in the; emancipa-
tion of the Romans from what threatened to be-

come at one time a hierarchical oligarchy. Even
after the publication, the fact that the pontifices

had the charge of the rectification of the calendar

by intercalation gave them the means of interfer-

ing unduly in political matters; and it was not

until the period of the Empire, when, from 12 B.C.

onwards, the Emperor was always ])ontifex

maximus, that the calendar finally ceased to

be an instrument of aristocratic intrigue and
corruption.

LiTBRATUBE.—.\part from the ancient autlioritieg quoted
above, of which the most important is Censorinus, de Die
A'atali, ch. xx., and the fragments of the c;iIendarof the Julian

era, collected \vith a commentary hy .Mommsen in vol. i. of

CIL^, p. 297ff., the following works may be mentioned as

necessary for the study of the subject : Th. Mommsen, Rnm.
Chronot. bis auf Cmsar, Berlin, 1S59 ; A. Bouch6-LecIercq,
Lis Ponlifes, Paris, 1871, pp. 113ff., 227 ff.; J. Marquardt, Rom.
Slaatsiarwattung (ed. Wissowa, Leipzig, 1886), p. 281 ff. ; H.
Matzat, Rmn. Chraml., Berlin, 1883-84. Succmct accounts

will be found also in Smith, Jift. 0/ Gr.-/{Dm. 4?i(.a, London,
1890, vol. i. p. 340 ff. ; and in the Introd. to the Riitnaa I'Vslimis
of the Period of the Republic, London, 180!), by W. Wards
Fowler. The introduction to H. Peter's e.lition ut Iht- F<txli

of Ovid (Leipzig, 1874) also contains a useful a'-cotint. on all

points connected with the reIi!:,'iou3 aspect of the c:drnd.ir,

reference should be made to G. Wissowa, Religion und Kiilliu)

der Romcr, which appeared in 1902, i.e. later than any of the

works mentioned above. W. WarDE FoWLKR.

CALENDAR (Siamese).—As a result of the

constant intercourse between Cambodia and Si.am,

and of their having the same religion and civiliza-

tion, the Siamese calendar is almost exactly tlie

same as that of the Khmers (see Calendar [Indo-

Chinese], II.). As in Cambodia, so in Siam three

eras of Hindu origin are used, along with three

cycles of Chinese provenance.

1. Eras.—The three eras usually employed by

the Siamese are the following: (1) the religious

era, or the era of the Buddha (phutthusShlMrdt =
Skr. buddha-inkaraja),'- which begins at full moon,

^i.•ly 543 B.C. ; (2) the great nva, {ma:hdsa/:/a'irdt =
Skr. iimlmiakardjn) ; tills U the Hindu .<ftka era,

established in A.D. 78, which used often to be em-

ployed in official and historical documents
; (3) the

le.s.ser era (chuldsakJalrdt^VaW (hvllawkardja),

beginning with the year 638 B.C., ,and whose exact

commencement has been fixed by the astro);omer

Dominic Cassini. This is the civil era, which has

not yet been supplanted in everyday usage by the

new era (see below, §7).

In addition to these three eras, only two of which

—the religious and the lesser—are in current use,

the present king, wishing to give his country a

calendar in agrecii:ent with the Euroiican calendar,

introduced a new era, on 1st April 1889, called

rattdnakosinsok, or ratdnd kfislnthdrd (or kosln)

sdkdrdt (Skr. rainakuhndra.iak'irdja), 'era of

Indra's casket of pearls.' It begins at the time

when the capital of Siam, formerly estalilished

at Ayuthia, was transferred to Bangkok, i.e. 1st

April 1781.

Wo may mention, in passing, two eras that are

met with in the astrological writings of the Brah-

mans. The one, called on xa:nu:si^vti, begins

in 643 B.C., i.e. 100 years before the religious era;

the other, called xamathrp, starts 86 years before

the same era, i.e. in 629 B.C.

2. Cycles.—These are the same as in Cambodia.

1 This era is also called phtmhiisHtsdndkan, ' era of the religion

of the Buddha.'
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The following are the names of the animiils of the

duodenary cycle (the Siamese do not, any more
than the Khmers, give them native names) : xiit^t,

'rat'; av?/H, 'ox'; khar, 'tiger'; t/io, 'liare';

ma.roitg, ' great dragon ' or ' dragon ' ; ma.sing,
'little dragon' or 'serpent'; ma:mia, 'mare' or
' horse

'
; ma:me, ' goat

'
; vdk, ' monkey ' ; ra.ka,

'cock'; c/io, 'dog';iv(H, 'pig.'' These words bear
a very close resembhince to those used by the
Khmers to denote tlie twelve animals of the cycle,

and probably tliey have tlie same linguistic

origin.

As liappens among tlie Chinese, Annamese, and
Cambodians, the duodenary cycle is combined five

times with the denary cycle. These two cycles,

called minor cycles, when counted concurrently
and repeated as often as is necessary—in such a
way that tlie last year of the denary cycle co-

incides with the last year of the duodenary, a
coincidence which occurs at the end of 60 years

—

form the major cycle.

The years of the denary cycle are denoted by
ordinal numbers borrowed from Pali : ekasok (P.

ehasaka), 1st year ; thOsok (Skr. *dosaka), 2nd
year ; trisok (P. trisaka), 3rd year; chdttus6k (P.

chatusaka), 4th year ; blnchasok (P. panchasnka),
5th year ; xosok (P. chhasaka), 6th year ; sAttasok
(P. sattasrikn), 7th year ; (Itthasok (P. atthasaka),
8th year ; n<l:vas6k (P. navasaka), 9th year ; sam-
ritthisok (Skr. samfddhUaka), year of completion,
last year.

3. Year and months. — The Siamese year is

lunar ; the months have twenty-nine and thirty
days (or rather 'nights') alternately, and are
generally denoted by ordinal numbers : dii'en

nu'ng, ' first month' ; d. scinq, ' second month ' ; il.

sdm, 'third month,' etc. "fhey have also Indian
names: (1) chitrarmat (Skr. chaitra; P. chit to

[Siam. ma/ = Skr. 7>iasa, 'month']); (2) visdkha:mM
(Skr. vaiidkha ; P. vesdkho)

; (3) xHha:mdt (Skr.
jyestha ; P. jettho)

; (4) asdtha:mat (Skr. dsddha ;

V. dsalho) ; (5) sav&nanndt (Skr. irdvana ; P.
sdvano)

; (6) ph6thraba:inat (Skr. bhadrapada
;

P. potthapddo)
; (7) a^uxa:mAt (Skr. aivayuj ; P.

assayujo) ; (8) lcatika:rndt (Skr. karUilca ; P.
kattiko)

; (9) mikhosifa:mdt (Skr. mdrgaiirsa
;

P. magasiro)
; (10) busojarmat (Skr. pausa ; P.

phusso); (11) nmkhnnndt (Skr. and P. mdgha);
(\2) phokkunanndt (Skr. phdlguna ; P. phagguno).
The months with 29 days (odd : 1st, 3rd, 5th,

etc. ) are called du'en khdt, ' defective months
'

;

those with 30 days (even : 2nd, 4th, 6th, etc.) have
the name of d. thuin, 'complete months.'
Each month is divided into two fortnights : the

clear fortnight, or fortnight of the waxing moon
(khang khiTn, ' waxing moon '), from new moon
to full moon ; and the dark fortnight [kltdng rem,
' waning moon '), frora full to new moon. In
official and exact writings, these fortnights are
often divided into s&k pdkos (Pali pakdso, ' light,'

'lustre'), 'bright half '; and kala pdkos, 'dark half,'

as also takes place in India.

As regards the practice of beginning the year in

Visdkha (April-May), of adding an intercalary
month every two or three years so that seven inter-

calary months are introduced in a period of 19
years, and of increasing by a supplementary day
the month preceding the commencement of the
vcis-io, or Bucldhist retreat, i.e. towards July, every-
thing takes place exactly as in Cambodia. The
intercalary year, which is called pi a:tMka:mdt
(Skr. adhikamdsa, 'intercalaiy month'), has 384
days or 13 months ; it makes the agreement of

the lunar and solar years possible by bringing the
rotation of the seasons into regularity.

1 Several official documents employ Pali names for these
animals : inugiko, nsabho, vyaggho, saso, ndgo, saypo, asso,
tlako, mnklca(o, kiikufo, sojio, suiaro.

4. Days.—In Siam, aa in Cambodia, the names
given to the days are Indian in origin : rfln (tth'il

(Siam. vHn, 'day'; Skr. dditya), 'Sunday'; vnyi

c/uln (Skr. chandra), ' ilonday ' ; vdn dngkhiin
(Skr. aitgdraka), ' 'fuesday ' ; vdn pliUt (Skr.

budha), 'Wednesday'; vdn prd:hdt (Ski-, brhas-

paii), ' Thursday ' ; vdn suk (Skr. iukrn), ' Friday'

;

«M«(!'o (Skr. .ifinaiichnrn), 'Saturday.'

5. Hours.—The hours (««/;'&( = Skr. nddikd) are
divided into hours of daj' (moiig) and hours of night
{t/uhn). The hour is subdivided into 10 bdt, the
bdt into 6 (formerly 4) rrnthi (Skr. nddikd, ' 60th
part of the sidereal day,' or Indian hour), the tiat/ti

into 60 vhiathi (Skr. vinddi, '^ nddikd'), or 15

phexanathi. But this old method of measuring
hours is giving way more and more to the European
system of the hour equal to 60 minit ( Eng. ' minute ')

;

the word bdt, besides, has now got the current
meaning of 'quarter of an hour, 15 minutes.'
The day-hours are from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. ; the
night-hours, from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m., form four

. „ -'. Khn -
- -

hours' duration.
watches, or jam (cf. Khmer ydm), each of three

6. Seasons,—There are three seasons (ra.du,

rudu = iikT. rill) : (1) ra:du ron, the wai'm season,

from March to the middle of May ; (2) ra:duf6n,
the rainy season, from May to the end of October ;

(3) ra:du ndo, the cold season, frora November to

February. In the literature we find also the
following names for these seasons : ( 1 ) khimhdnta:
ra.du (P. gimhdna, 'warm season'); (2) va:-

sdnta:ra:du (P. vasanto, 'spring'); (3) henmnta:
ra:dii (P. hemanio, ' cold season ').

7. The new era.—As we have seen, the new
era, or rdtt&nako'insok, in use in Siam is based on
the European era. The names of the months are

taken from the signs of the zodiac. The list is as

follows: (1) mesajon (Skr. mesa, 'Aries'), April;

(2) phrUtsaphakoni (Skr. vrsa, ' Taurus '), ^lay ; (3)

mithUTiajon (Skr. mithuna, 'Ciemini'), June;
(4) kdrdk&dakhoiii (Skr. karka, 'Cancer'), July;
(5) singhakhSm (Skr. simha, ' Leo '), August ; (6)

kdnjajon {Skr. Icanyd, 'Virgo'), September; (7)

titlakh6m.(Skv. tuld, ' Libra'), October ; (%)pru'tchi-

kajon (Skr. vrichika, 'Scorpio'), November; (9)

thknvakhom (Skr. dhanu, 'Sagittarius'), Decem-
ber; (10) rrMkdrakhom (Skr. makara, ' Capri-

cornus'), January ; (11) kUmphaphdn (Skr. kumbha,
' Aquarius'), February

; (12) mtnakhom (Skr. mina,
'Pisces'), March.' This solar, or rather stellar,

year begins in April, and, as in Cambodia, the
passing of one sign of the zodiac into the next that
marks the beginning of the new year is called

mahdsOngkrdnt ( = Skr. mahasamkranti, 'great
passage').
Literature.—S. de La Loubfere, Dxl royaume de .Sia7n,

Paris, 16D1, vol. ii. pp. 74-80, 142 ; J. B. Pallegoix, Did. ^amois-
fran^ais-anglais, revised bj' J. L. Vey, Banjjkok, 1S96, pp. 24 if.,

47 ff. : F. J. Wershoven, Lehr- und Leselnich dersiani. bprache,
Vienna, 1S92 ; Elements of Siamese Gramttiar, with appendixes
by O. Frankfurter, Bangkok, 1900 ; Ed. Lorgfeou, Grammaire
siammse, Paris, 1902, p. 153 ff. F. K. Ginzel, Handbiich der
rruithematischen und technischen Chronologie, Leipzig, 1906, i.

409-413. ANTOINE CABATON.

CALENDAR (Slavic).—Of all the Indo-Ger-
manic calendars, that of the Balto-Slavs was un-
questionably the least developed. Yet, for this

very reason, it possesses a peculiar interest, for it

is well known that the pagan Balto-Slavs pre-

served in many respects the most primitive con-
ditions of Indo-Germanic times (cf. art. Aryan
Religion, passim). If we seek for analogical,

though of course entirely independent, parallels

outside the Indo-Germanic region, we may perhaps
find them among some of the Polynesian peoples

(cf. Calendar [Polynesian]), whUe within the

1 The t.ermination9 kkdm (Skr. gama, 'going'), jUn (Skr.

liana, ' going '), phitn (Skr. bandha, ' binding '), mean ' to enter
into conjunction.'
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InJoGermaiiic race much may be gleaned from
the Teutonic calendar {q.v.).

I. There appears to be no record of anything
like an era among the Balto-Slav!;, m- any system
of enumerating by a series of years. Nevcrthc-
le.s.s, the year ami tlie seasons were well known.
The year was named (/udil (lit. 'time' [cf. Mik-
losich, Etymolog. Worterb. der slav. Upraclun,
Vienna, 1S8G, i). 61 f. ; Berneker, Slav), c.tymnlofi.

Worterb., Heidelberg, 1008 if., pp. 310-318) among
the Slavs, and iivtas (lit. ' time ' [cf. OKI I'russ.

meUan, 'year,' Albanian mot, ' year,' ' weather,'
Sclirader, Rcidlcx. dcr indogcrm. Altertiimx/anidc,

Strassburg, 1901, p. 390]) among the Lithuanians.
At least four sea.sons have distinct names.'

f51)ring bears the name vcsiia in O. Church Slav.
(cijgii.ilr Nvitli Skr. vasant'i, Gr. lap, 'spring,'

t.illi, rn^iiii'i, 'summer,' Skr. vas, 'shine,' etc.

[scr Scliv.uler, pp. 258, 394]), and also, as in

Slovenian, Czech, and Polish, the name yur (cog-

nate with Eng. year [Miklosich, p. KiU ; Schrader,

pp. 258, 395]). Summer was Uto (connected prob-

ably with Lith. hjtha, Lett. Ictus, ' rain,' or pos-

sibly with Anglo-Sax. Li'Sa, ' June-July ' [cf.

Calend.\R (Teutoni<t) ; and see Sclirader, p. 782 ;

Miklosich, p. 167]) in 0. Church Slav., va.mra in

Lith., and dagis (cf. Lith. ddgns, 'harvest,' Skr.

niddgha, ' heat,' ' summer,' dnh, ' burn,' Goth.
dags, ' day ' [Schrader, pp. 782, 845]) in O. Prus-
sian. Autumn was yeseni in 0. Church Slav.,

assanis in O. Pruss. (both cognate with Goth.
asans, ' siimmer,' O.H. Germ, aran, 'harvest'),

and rudu (cognate with Lith. riidas, ' reddish-

brown ' [because of the colour of the leaves]) in

Lith. (Schrader, p. 367). Winter was zima in O.
Church Slav., ziimd in Lith., simn in Lett., and
smno in O. Pniss. (all cognate with Skr. hemnntd,
Gr. xf'i"wy, Irish gam, ' winter ' [Schrader, p. 958])

;

and a special name for the season immediately
preceding winter is implied in the Czech wortl

podziml and the Sloven. prUdzima, ' pre-winter

'

(Schrader, p. 367).

2. It is in their names for the months (O. Church
Slav, mlaiici, ' moon,' ' month,' Lith. /ni'nesi-s,

rriinu, ' moon,' ' month ' [other Balto-Slavic words
are <jiven by Miklosich, p. 195], all cognate with
the fndo-Germ. term for ' moon ') that the Balto-

Slavs display a wealth of nomenclature that is

paralleletl only by such primitive calendars as the
Teutonic and Polynesian. To this subject a most
valuable study has been contributed by Miklosich,
in his ' Slavonische Monatsnamen ' (DIVA ]V xvii.

[1868]), in which he makes a sixfold classilication,

though only the first four classes concern us here,

the month-names based on religious feasts being
without exception of Christian origin among the
Balto-Slavs, and those derived from numerical
sequence (such as Goth. Frunut Jiuteis, ' Novem-
ber ' [lit. ' first Yule-month ']) not being reine-
sented in the Balto-Slavic calendar. The remain-
ing four groujis are : from jilants, from animals,
from natural plienomena, antl from the operations
of agriculture. These month-names, however, did

not apply to months in the strict sense of the
term until after the Roman period. Originally
they denoted merel.y general seasons of the year,
as is obvious both from their meanings an<l

from the fact that the same name is given by
different Balto-Slavic peoples to different months,
sometimes separated by a considerable interval
of time.
The length of the Balto-Slavic month is quite

uncertain ; though perhaps there is some sur-

vival of primitive conditions in the practice of
1 Tlie contention of Schrader, pp. 391-307, that tlio Imlo-

Gernmnic peoples knew of only three seasons, seems to the
writer scarcely proven, esi^ecially as tiie theory is hased solely
on the arfiutnentum e sUentio (cf., further,' Hirt, Indo(j€r-
mmm, Strasshurg, 1!)0", pp. 642, 749).

the modern lluzuls, who in many Jilaces reckon
30 days to all their months except the last (March),
which has 33, their year thus having 363 day.s

(Kaluzniacki, Arrhirt fur slav. Fhilidugie, xxvii.

271). But among large numbers of the li.ilto-

Slavic peoples calendrical reckoning is still in a
most backward state ; and the writer is informed
by Mr. Hermann Rosenthal, Chief of the Russian
Department of the New York i^ublic l^ibrary,

that he has seen in northern Russia the walls of

a peasant's hut covered with notches made to

indicate the passage of the days.

Some idea of the ri- hm-RS ^.f P.alto-Slavic nomenclature
for the months ni.'iv |.Ll,,q^ )k -nined from the following
selection from the: ^i

,
i r Mil liHii-h just mentioned, the

arrauffement here b'.
:

_ i I [i:>ry sequence of the Julian
calendar, instead of a l

. .tJiji^ Lu LLymological derivation, as
in Miklosich.
January : 0. Church Slav. Prosinlcl, Sloven. Prosinec, Croat.

ProsUuic (' time of mcreasing da.v-li'.^ht
' ) ; Sloven. SeSen, Serb.

SyeHani (' [wood-]cutting time ')*; Sloven. Zimac, Lett. Zeman
tnenesis ('winter month');; Czech llnulen ('clod mouth*), or
Leden (' ice time ').

February : O. Church Slav. Siienu, Bulsr. Sclka, Croat.
Silken (' [wood-_]cutting time ') ; Little Ilu^s. L'utyi, Pol. Luty,
Huz. lAityi (* rigid [with cold] ') ; Czech Unor, Ounor (' melting
or breaking up [of icel ') ; Rusa. BnkogrH (' side-wanning ' [the
cattle leaving their stalls to warm themselves in the open air])

;

Lith. A'o(>i/u'» (' month of inrUd-'mi '),

March ; O. Chur' It ^ > ' / ' ', sloven. SuSec, Croat. SuSac
C dry month ' [when ! 1

:
i

i N mghedj) ; O. Church Slav.
Luzuyck, Bul^'. LiK' . i . ''./it ('treacherous'); Lith.

KarV'^llnU viiiLU, Ll-il. 1:.—^ha j/c /i(?iii.s(' dove month ' [when
the doves go from the w uuds to the iietds]) ; Sloven. Brazen,
Little Russ. Bcrezozol (' month of the birch tree ').

April : O. Church Slav. Brizimi, Little Russ. Berezen, Huz.
Bcrezeni ('month of the birch tree'); O. Church Slav. Bere-
zozoliJL (' shedding birch sap') ; Lith. Silltckis (' flowing of birch
sap ') ; Lett. Sulu meiusls (' month of birch sap ') ; Croat.
Cvitani (' flower month ') ; Czech Ditbftl (' oak month ') ; Serb.
Travani (' grass month ') ; Lith. Qeguzlnh (' cuckoo month ').

May : O. Church Slav. Traclnl, Little Russ. Traveti, Huz.
Trawni, Czech Trdeen ('grass month'); Sloven. Cc^ten
(' flower month '), .Sviban (' cornel month '), and Zvitopusnik
(* yellow month ') ; dialectic Russ. Marii (' gra.ss month]') ; Upper
Sorb. Jiozovc (' rose bloom ') ; Ruthen. Tarec' (' spring month ') ;

Lith. Berzdis ('birch month'); Lett. Seyu menesis ('seed
month').
June : O, Church Slav. Izoku (' gra.sshopper time ') ; Sloven.

FniintI:. Vyvr Sorb. Smaznik, Lilh. PMimo memi, Lett.
I'anr . ,,,, u.- I (• fallow month ') ; Hloven. Bobov cvH (' bean
Mor.in'), Kht-n ('ear month'), MVfen ('milk month');
Sl,,v." ?.,•. srI.. /..;, ^,.,- cli-"!"!! n.onth'); Slovor. l;-',;i

ciV, ' 1. /: ,• r I- - • ' •I )
;

]<•'/ ''. ;.•', !,"'
• T'l-^.

Par.i 1 = ..V".i,, ,. I _ , :

'

,, :ri:..

Siidnu, ('.., 11..-1 u.uiiUi , 1 C,...,(,/..'<ii I, .liui-y i,..,i,Lii );
Lith. ."icyXnis (' seed mouth ') ; Lett. Zcda i.wmsis (' month of
flowers ').

July : O. Church Slav. SruplnH Hlmon. f^rpen, Serh. Srimni
('sickle time') ; O. Church Slav. (T'rf'n? > {' fimc ^nr i-:i.^}u-'y\ivj;

tha Coccus polo7neu^');li\iSfi. Shi'^"' '.''' -
. .sj.s-

('hay month'); Serb. Zar, Bulg. '" < ( ' i n .

')

;

Lower Sorb. /-/totsAi (' harvest monti. ( ,
.- .i.. Ir^.-'^si, i.iilU.

Russ. LypeS, Lypeft, Lith. LSpos i.u^>n', li.ii. l^.pu in< iu\^i.^

(' linden month ').

August : O. Church Slav. Zarevu (' beguminj^ of bellowing

'

[of stags, etc.]) ; Russ. ZonUiniku, Croat. ZrilimiSa (' ripen-
ing'); Little Russ. Serpeil, Czech Srpcn ("sickle time');
Sloven. A'o/o«oz(' time for going with waggons'); Upper Sorb.
Z/ieAc, Ijower Sorb. Yacmaiiski, Lith. Piuimni, Lett. Lah-
hibus menesis (' harvest month ') ; Little Russ. Kyven (' ily

month *) ; Lith. Rurfpiitte, Lett. Riczdu 7neiiesiif (' rye month ')

;

Lith. Dcg^sis (' hot month ') ; Lett. Sitnu menesis (' dog
month ').

September: O. Church Slav. Vr/slni, Little Russ. VereseA.

Pol. WrzfsM. Czech Vresen, Lett. Siiu mmesis ('heather
month ') ; <>. Church Slav, llyuyinii, Serh. liuyan, Czech Zdri,
Ijith. 7^«//(s (' rutlin;.' montll'); Russ. Oscnl, Sloven. Ycacmk
('autumn month ) ; Sloven. Kimavcc C fly month'); Slovac.
lirudtn ('clod month'): Little Russ. Babyne I'ito, I*oI. Babie
lata ('old woman's summer'); IJttlo Hubs. Siven ('seed
month ').

October : O. Church Slav. LiAopadii, Serb. Listopad, Huz.
Padnlyst, Lith. Lapkrisl'ts, Lett. Lapu vicnesis ('month of

falling leaves'): Little Russ. Unlten, Lith. Rudu.fis, \x\X.

RudeiiH menesis ('yellow month'); Sloven. Vinotnk, Lower
Sorb. KiYfsH mi/asec (' wine month'); Russ. Grjiazniki ('time
when the roads become usable ') ; Sloven. Obroinik (• hoop
month ').

November: O. Church Slav. Grndlml, Russ. IJriidenl, Huz.
Hntdeni (' clod month ') ; Sloven, and Pol. Listopad, Little

Russ. Lystopad ('month of falling leaves'); Serb. Sludeni
(' cold month ').

December: O. Church Slav., Russ., Little Russ. Sludemi,
Pol. ,*>t!/rze7i ('cold month'); Czech VtHniec, Upper Sorb.
Vyeia inirac, Lett. Vilkit menesis (' wolf month ') ; Little Russ.
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Tnisj/m, Lett. Putenu m^iiesh (' month of snow drifts ') ; Serb.
Prosmac, Czech Prusinec Iluz. I'wsi/ttec (' time of increasing
daylitrht ') : Sloven, and Cro,it. Oruden, Lith. Gr6d\nU (• dod
month'); Uuss. SoiiioiwofS (' [winter] solstice'); Lower Sorb.
Zi/imki (' winter niontli ') ; Lith. Soim'i (' dry Ifrostl month ').

and Si*« (• Iwomil.i.ttMi- time').

It will be obvious, from the examples just given,
that many month -iiamos are applied by the
Balto- Slavs to dili'ereut months of the Julian
calendar. Thus, tlie ' birch month ' may be
March (Sloven. BrSzcn), April (O. Church Slav.
Brczinil), or May (Lith. BcrzHis); the 'flower
month' may be April (Croat. Cvitani), May
(Sloven. Cviten), or June (Lett. Zcdu menesis)

;

the ' yellow month ' may be May (Sloven. Zolto-
piiSnik) or October (Little Russ. Zoltcn) ; and
the ' clod month ' may be September (Slovac.
Hruden), November (Huz. Urudcni), December
(Lith. Grtidinis), or January (Czecli Hruden).

3. The Balto-Slavic calendar originally had no-
thing corresponding to the week, the names for
which properly mean ' Sunday ' (O. Church Slav.
Nedi'hja, Lith. Ned'dU [lit. ' day on which nothing
is done '], O. Pruss. Sawaite [perhaps a loan-word
from Gr. ffajS/Saroi-]). The days of the week, which
here begins with Slonday, were numbered, in con-
formity with ecclesiastical usage, instead of being
named, as in the Teutonic and other calendars.
Thus the Lithuanian designations of the days of
the week, which are here perfectly typical of the
whole Balto-Slavie system, are as follows : Sunday,
Ned'Ue ('day on which nothing is done'); Mon-
day, PanedUlis ('day after Sunday'); 'Tuesday,
Ut&rninkas ('second day'); Wednesday, Scredd
('heart' [i.e. middle of the week]); 'Thursday,
Ketvergas ('fourth day'); Friday, Pitnijciia
('fifth day'); Saturday, SubatA ('Sabbath').
For further details, see Schrader, pp. 963-965

;

Miklosieh, ' Christliche Terminologie der slav.

Sprachen,' in DWAW xxiv. [1876], pp. 19-21,
where it is held that the Balto-Slavs borrowed
their calendar through the Germanic peoples in
Pannonia.

4. The BaltoSlavs divided their day (O. Church
Slav, dim, Lith. de>id, cognate with Skr. dina,
' day' [for further cognates, see Berneker, p. 253 f.])

into at least four parts : dawn, morning (Lith.
auszrd, O. Pruss. angstainai ; cf. Schrader, p.

559) ; noon (Lith. piltus ; cf. Schrader, p. 2) ;

evening (O. Church Slav, veceiii, Lith. vdkaras,
O. Pruss. bUai ; cf. Schrader, p. If.); and night
(O. Church .Slav. noUi, Lith. nakt'ts ; cf. Schrader,
p. 569) ; and they were early acquainted with
some sort of hour, as shown by O. Church Slav.
casit, 'hour' (properly ' time ; cf. the cognate
O. Pruss. klsman, 'time,' Alban. kohe, 'time,'
' weather ' [for further cognates, see Berneker, p.

137]).
Among the Russian peasants certain days receive special

names. Thus Jan. 16 (the Feast of St. Peter's Chains in the
Eastern Church) is called ' Peter Half-Food,' because by that
time half the winter store of food has been consumed ; Jan. IS
(the Feast of SS. Athanasius and Cyril) is ' Athanasius Break-
Nose ' (the cold then being so intense as to freeze the nose
stiff) ; Jan. 22 (the Feast of St. Timothy) is ' Timothy Half-
Winter' ; Feb. 2 ia 'Meeting Day' (when winter and summer
are supposed to meet); Apr. 12 is 'Take the Waggons out';
May 2 is * Nightingale Day' ; June 13 is 'Buckwheat Day ' (this
grain then being sown), etc. Many foreign words receive folk-
etiTuologies in this connexion, as when Russ. MartU, 'March'
(a loan-word from Lat. Martins) is thus associated with maritl,
'to burn' (of the sun), because in that month the sun begins
to burn the earth (for abundance of further examples, see
Afanaslev, Poetid. vozzr. Slavyan na prirodu [' Poetic Views of
the Slavs on Nature '], Moscow, 1S69, iii. 670-675).

The months and seasons play some part in
Slavic folk-tales. According to a White Russian
tradition, spring is a young and most beautiful
maiden ; summer, a sensually lovely woman ;

autumn, a lean and elderly man, three-eyed, and
with unkempt and bushy hair ; and winter, an
aged man, with white hair, a long grey beard,
barefooted and bareheaded, clad in white, and

bearing an iron club (Krek, Einleitung in die
slavische LitcratHrgesrhichtc^, Graz, 1887, p.

519, with a reference to Afanasiev, op. cif. iii.

67*5-68*2).

A folk-tale ' of the twelve months,' of rather exceptional
interest in this connexion, is recorded by Wenzig, Wcstslaw.
Mdrchenschaiz, Leipzig, 1S57, pp. 20-26. A certain woman
had a daughter named Helena, as hateful in soul as in body,
and a stepdaughter named Marushka, as good as she was
beautiful. In the depths of the ice-month (December), Ma-
rushka was compelled by Helena, under threat of being killed
if unsuccessful, to fetch her violets. After much wandering,
Marushka saw a light in the distance, and, following this, she
' comes to the top of the liill. Here a w'reat fire burns, about
the lire are twelve stones, on the stones sit twelve men. Three
were grey-bearded, three were younger, three were still younger,
and the three youngest were the handsomest. Tliey spoke not;
they looked sUently into the fire. The Ice-Month sat at the
head ; he had hair and beard white as snow. In his hand ha
held a staff.' Marushka conducted herself with the utmost
respect for these personages, and, on learning of her quest, ' the
Ice-Month rose, went to the youngest month, put the staff in
his hand, and said :

" Brother March, sit at the head." March
took his seat at the head, and swung the staff over the fire.

On the instant the fire flamed higher, the snow began to melt,
the trees dropped down buds,' and at the bidding of March,
Marushka plucked the violets for which she had been sent,
after which she politely thanked the months and returned to
her wretched home. Soon, however, the cruel Helena sent her
out again, this time for strawberries. Now it w^as June, the
vis-(l-vis of the Ice-Month, to whom the staff was given. A
third time Marushka was sent for apples, and the Ice-Month
gave the staff to September. By this time Helena, angered
beyond measure by Marushka's success in her impossible tasks,
herself set forth ; but she displayed the utmost insolence to the
months, whereupon * the Ice-Month frowned and swung the
staff over his head. Instantly the heaven was darkeneiJ, the fire

burned low, snow began to fall as though a feather-bed were
shaken out, and a biting wind blew through the wood,' all

causing the death of the wicked Holena, and ultimately of
her equally evil mother, while Marushka ' lived happily ever
afterward.'

In this story the hill is plainly the sky ; the fire is the sud,
which is warmer or cooler according to the various months
of the year ; and perhaps there may be a covert moral that the
powerful seasons are to be treated with respect, or disaster will
follow.

Literature.—This has been given in the course of the article,
and further references may be found in Krek, Einleit. in die
Slav. Literaturgesch.^, Graz, 1SS7, pp. 51(:i-520.

Louis H. Gray.
CALENDAR (Teutonic).—For the earliest and

fullest account which we possess of any native
Teutonic calendar we are indebted to Bede's
treatise, de Temporuni Ratione (ch. 15). Bade says
that in former times the Angli calculated their
months according to the course of the moon, whence
the name (A.-S. monnh, from moiui).^ The months
individually bore the following names :

Jan. Giuli. May, ThrimUci. Sept. Hahgmonalh,
Feb. Solmonath. June, Lida. Oct. Winterfylleth.
Mar. Rhedmonath. July, Lida. Nov. Blotmonath.
Apr. Eostunnonath. Aug. Weodtnonatk. Dec. Giuli.

The meaning of these names was as follows. The
months called Giuli derived their name a conuer-
sione soils in auctum dlei, since one preceded the
solstice and the other followed it. Solmojiath de-
noted 'month of cakes,' which they used to oft'er

at that time to their gods. Rhedmonath and
Eosturmonath derived their names from tM'o god-
desses, Rhcda {Hre'6'i) and Eostre{Eastre), to whom
sacrifices were otl'ered in these months. ThrimUci
was so called because at that time the cattle were
milked thrice a day, * for such was once the fertility
of Britain, or of Germany, from whence the English
nation came to Britain.' Lida {Li\)a) meant blandits
sine nauignhilis ; Weodmonath, * month of tares,'
which were then most abundant ; Halegmonath
was incnsls sacrorum. Winterfylleth might be
rendered by the coined word hiemipleninm. Blot-
moiutth deno\ei\ mcnsis inimolationum^ because they
then devoted to their gods the live stock which they
were going to slaughter.
The year began on Dec. 25, and that niglit

(probably the preceding night) was called Mod-
raniht (* night of the mothers'), on account (so

1 Reference may also be made to the Anglo-Saxon menology
of the Vercelli MS (ed. Wiilker. Bibliothek der angelsachsischen
Pocsie, Leipzig, IS94, ii. 282-29:0.
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Bede susiiected) of oortain ceremonies wliicli tliey

observed. In ordinary years tliree niontlis wen;
reekonod ti> each season ; but when there was an
intercahition—it is not stated how often tliis took
place—the extra month was added to summer.
Such a year was called Thrilidi, i)ecause the name
liida was then borne by three months. Another
and more customary division of the year was into

two seasons, winter and summer, calculated ac-

cording to the relative length of the nights and
days. The first month of winter (WmtrrfiiUrth)
acquired its name, which was a connmuud of
' winter ' and ' full moon,' from the tact that
winter was reekoneil to begin from the full moon
of that month.
Some modem writers have taken exception to

this account, on the gi'ound that it presents an
impossible combination of solar and lunar reckon-
ing. The exjilanation, however, may be that the

solar reckoning had begun to encroach on the other
before the adoption of Christianity. Originally

the year may have begun with the interlunium
nearest to the winter solstice. Tlie word Gitili is

clearly related to the A.-.S. name for Christmas,
Geohhol, Giol, ' Yule. ' In a fragment of a Gothic
calendar, dating probably from the 6th cent., we
find Naubaimbair : fruma Jiuleis [i.e. 'the first

Jiuleis'), which is the exact Gothic equivalent of

the same word. Here also the name seems to have
been given to more tlian one mouth {aftuma Jiuleis,
' the second Jiuleis,' proliably being the name of

Dec), though apparently these months were Nov.
and Dec, instead of Dec. and Jan.—a discrepancy
which is due probably to the diiiieulty of equating
lunar months with divisions of the Roman (solar)

year.
Later English authorities show comparatively

few variations from the list of month-names given
by Bede. Dec. and Jan. are distinguLshed as

se drra G(ola and se wftera G(ola respectively, as

in Gothic ; and a similar distinction is made
between the two months called Li^S'i. We find

also Hlijda for March, S(arm6na''p ('dry-month')
for June, Hmrfestmbna]) ('harvest-mouth') and
Runern (probably 'rye-harvest') for September,
a.ni lulin6na]) (Yule-month') for December.
The earliest Continental reference is a passage

in Einliard's Vita Caroli Mnf/iii (ch. 29), where
Charlemagne is said to have fixed German names
for the months. Before his time they were called

partly by Latin and partly by native names. The
authorized list was as follows :

1. iVintartjmnoth.
2. Uornuilfj.

3. Lenzimnanoik.
4. Ostarmamtth,

5. Winnemanoth. 9. Wituvianoth.
6. llrachmanoth. 10. Winduinamanoth.
7. Ileuritnanoth. 11. Ilerbistuianoth.

8. Aramnanoth. 12. Heiiafjmanoth.

For Hornuncj we lind in later times der kleine

Horn, and so also der grouse Horn for January.
The name is probably connected with O. Norse
hinrn, ' frozen snow. OstarDutnoth corresjjonds

to the Anglo-Saxon name for April, but Hcrbistm.
and Heilagm. to the two Anglo-Saxon names for

September. Lcttzinm., ]]'i>iin'„i., lU-nehm., Ilrn-im.,

Aranm., Witum., and IT
' spring-month,' ' pastun
' hay-month,' ' rcaping-m
' grape-gathcring-niontli

'

.iilh

rcsp-

" iji. appear to menu
li,' 'fallow-month,'
' wood-month,' and
ctivelv

Among German-speaking peoples in later times
the Latin names appear to have been almost e.x-

clusively used for Alarch, April, May, and August,
in many districts also for January. The other
names in common use were : for Jan. Ilartmonet
('sharp-month') and several others; for Feb.
Horniinri, etc., and Sporkd, the latter word prob-
ably being borrowed from meditcval Latin spar-
cahs, 'Shrove Tuesday,' in allusion to the merri-
ment, often very ciuestionalile, which characterized
this day, especially as the Indicnlns S^ipcrstitionum

(8th cent.) has a notice de Spurcalibus in Febniiirio.

For June we lind linichmanet, Jlror/i'it, or ' second
May' (under Meije, etc.); for July Houmnncl,
llouwot, or llundemaen ; for Sept. Herbest, or
'second August' (under Ouqest, etc.); for Oct.
Winmanet (' wine-month '), tierbest, or under Her-
best ; for Nov. WinlerTnanet, erste Winte'rm.,
driitii, Herbext, Loiiprise ('fall of the leaf),

Wolfm., Halcgm. etc. ; for Dec. Wintermanet,
ander Wintcriii., Uartm. etc.

Concerning the form of calendar which prevailed
in Germany in heathen times we have no definite

information ; but the fact that several of the above
names are applied to different Koman months per-

hai)s suggests that they originally denoted lunar
months.
The month-names used in the Netherlands, both

now and in the past, difl'er somewliat from the
German. The following are the commonest varie-

ties : (1) io«it'Hifitanrf(meaning doubtful), Hardrn. ;

(2) Sprokkelmaand, Sporkel, Sille (the latter im-
explained) ; (3) Lentemannd ; (4) Grasniaand
('grass-month'); (5) i?^oct»iaf«)!f/(' blossom-month'),
etc.; (6) Zoviermaand (' sumxncx-monih'), Braakm.
etc. ; (7) Hooimaand, etc.; (8) Oogstmaand, etc.;

(9) Hcrfstmannil, Evennmund ('oats-month'?);
( 10) Wijnmaand, etc. ; ( 1 1 ) Slagfmaand {' sltm'^htei-

month'), etc.
; (12) Wintermaund, etc. The modern

Frisian names practically all agree with the Dutch,
Tlie native month-names used in Denmark are

as follows: (1) Gliigmaaned ('window-month'?);
(2) Blidemnaned ('cheerful-month') or Gbjemaanecl
('giant-month ') ; (3) 7'oc»)';«nc(/ (' winter-month ')

;

(4) Faaremaancd {' sheep-month ') ; (5) Mejmaaned

;

(6) Sonimermaancd or SkcFrsummer ('bright sum-
mer'); (7) Ormemaaned (' worm- or snake-month ')

;

(8) Hbmaaned (* hay -month ') or Hostmaaned
('autumn-month'); (9) Fiskemaaned('tiii\i-'aioui\\');

(10) Siedemnrtned ('sowing-month') or Ridmaaned
(' riding-month'?); (11) Vintermaaned; (12) Jule-
mnaned (' Yule-month ').

In Sweden we find: (1) Thore ('giant-month');
(2) Gbja (' winter-month ') ; (3) Blideinanad, Blida ;

(4) V&rant ('spring-work'); (5) Mai; (6) Mid-
sommer ; (7) Homuii'id, Htxmt ('hay-making');
{H) Skrirdcmilimd, Skurlitut (' rea|)ing-work') ; (9)

Uustmfinad ; (10) Blotmannd, SlagtmAnad (cf. the
A.-S. and Dutch names for Nov.); (11) Vinter-
mrhiad

; (12) Jutmaiind.
In Norway a peculiar and apparently archaic

calendar has continued in use down to the present
time. The first three months are called respectively

Torre ('giant'), Gjb ('winter'), and Krikln or

Kvine (the latter two unexplained). For the 4tli

and .Tth months we find only the name Voarmoanitr
('spring-months'); for the 6th aiul 7th, Suinitr-

moanar \ for the 8th and 9th, Hrtustmoanar ; for

the 10th and 11th, Vinterstid; for the 12th, Jole-

moane or Shumntid ('short-time"). All these

months are lunar. Jiilenuxtne is said to denote
the lunar month in which Vule (Christmas) falls,

provided that it lasts until .Ian. G ; otherwise the
name is applied to the following lunar month. The
Norwegian ye:ir is divided into summer and winter.

The former begins on Apr. 14, wliich is called

Sunuirmaal, aiul the latter on Oct. 14, calle<l Vet-

terntxttcr. This arrangement can be traced back
to ciirly tinu'S.

In Iceland the first month has always been called

Thorri, the second Giii, the third usually Ein-
nidnaJSr (supposed to mean ' one month ' before

the beginning of summer). After this there is

much variatiim. Sd'SliS (seed-time ') varies between
3 and 4, /i>/.7«5 (' egg-time ') and ,^tckk-ltS ('fold-

time' or ' lambing-time ') between 4 and 5, SOl-

;H(i;i«Kr ('sun-month ') between 5 and 6. We find

also: (4) fiV«HivH(inaSi- (' cuckoo-month'), HarpaS
(unexplained); (5) Skcrpla (unexplained); (6) Set-
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wirfnatjc ('monntain-pasture-montrli') ; (7) Hei/aiwir
('hay-niakin',''), MiSsKmnr; (8) Trii)ul>}'i^r(\\im\,\c-

month'?), Korn.1klll^^)mull. (' reaiiing-mDiilli ') ; (9)

Uausfiiitiii. ; (10) Gorman. (' slaii;,'htcr-niiiiitli ' ?)

;

(11) Frermdn. (' frostmontir ), YUr (sujiposecl to

mean ' howler,' hut perhaps identical with the
Anglo-Saxon Giidi)

; (12) Hrittniiin. ('rani-monUi '),

JOlnidn., and Mursugr ('marrow-sucker'?). The
majority of these names can he traced back to the

13tli cent. ; but, with the exception of the first two
or three, they do not seem to have been much used.

The Icelandic months are not lunar, but they do
not really correspond to ours. Tlie year contanied
364 days, i.e. exactly 52 weeks, and was divided

into winter and summer, tlie lirst three and last

three months being included in winter and the rest

in summer. Each month contained 30daj-s, except
the third month of summer, which had an addi-

tional 4 days, known a,s Aukaiuet r . The beginning
of the fourth month, i.e. the beginning of summer,
fell always on a Tliursday, betw-eeu Apr. 9 and 15

(O.S.), while the beginning of winter fell always on
a Saturday, between Oct. 11 and 18. These dates
were called respectively Sumtrmdl and Vetnuetr
(the Norw. Suinarmaal and Vetternmtfer), though
in each case the name was applied to the first three

days. ' Midsummer ' proper was the beginning of

the fourth month of summer, and fell always on
a Sunday, between July 13 and 20, while ' mid-
winter ' was the beginning of Thorri, and fell

always on a Friday, between Jan. 9 and 16. Every
five or six years, a whole week, called Siiinariiiiki,

was intercalated after the Aukanmtr, i.e. imme-
diately before ' midsummer.' The usual method
of dating was by the number of the week in summer
or winter.

An attempt has recently been made to show that
this peculiar calendar is merely a modification of

the Julian, determined by gi'eater convenience in

the reckoning of Easter. The number of dates on
which Easter could fall was reduced thereby from
thirty-five to five, while the beginning of summer
coincided with the mean date for Thursday in

Easter week. It is likely enough that Cliurch
influence did contribute towards the fixing of this

date, but the assumption on which the theory as a
whole mainly rests, viz. that the Northern peoples
could not have known the week before they adopted
Christianity, can hardly be admitted. According
to native tradition, the Sumarauki was invented
by a certain Th6rsteinn Surtr shortly after the
middle of the 10th cent., at a time when it was
found that the year of 364 days, which was already
in use, did not really coincide with the solar year.
The week may very well have been adopted quite
early in Icelandic history as the standard division

of the year, in place of the lunar month. Such a
change is probably to be ascribed to tlie isolation

of the settlers, and the difliculty which they conse-

quently found in determining or agieeing as to

when intercalation should take place according to

the lunar system.
In spite of the great variety of names shown by

the above lists, there is yet an appreciable number
of cases in which several Teutonic peoples agree in

using the same term. These are, as a rule, derived
from occupations peculiar to certain periods of the
j-ear, e.g. ' hay-month,' ' harvest-month,' ' slaugh-
ter-month.' Again, there is no doubt that some
names have become obsolete in certain countries.

Thus in some parts of Sweden the marsh-marigold
is called ti-imjolksgrcis, which points to the former
existence of a month-name corresponding to the
A. -S. Thi-imilci. It has also been suggested that the
A. -S. name LijSa may be related to Old Church Slavic
leto, ' summer.' If so, it must be very ancient.
The most important case of agreement, however,

is that of Goth. Jiuleis, A.-S. Giuli, and perhaps

Icel. Ylir ; for, though this word is clearly related

to A.-S. Gcohhol, Giul, O. Norse J6l, it is certainly

not a recent derivative from it. The etymology of

the whole series of forms is quite obscure, but
there is no reasonable ground for doubting the
antiquity of a midwinter festival among many, if

not all, of the Teutonic peoples. Procopius, writ-

ing in the middle of the 6tli cent., says (Goth. ii. 15)

that the inhabitants of Thule (i.e. Scandinavia)
were for forty days in wiuter without the light of

the sun. When thirty-five days had passed, it was
their custom to send messengers to the mountains,
and, as soon as they heard from them of the sun's

return, they began to celebrate the greatest of their

festivals. This story as it stands is difficult to

credit, for such a phenomenon could, of course, occur
only in the extreme north of the peninsula ; but,

at all events, it gives evidence for the existence of

a festival about the end of the first week in January,
i.e. at precisely the same time as we find the Yule
festival in later days. Apart from the sagas,

we should notice especially a passage in the
Chroniile of Tliietmar of Mersebnrg (i. 9), where
it is stated that the great nine-yearly festival

at Leire (in Sjtelland) took place about the time
of Epiphany.
Other festivals were doubtless held at various

seasons in the year, and the assumption that uni-

formity prevailed everywhere is neither necessary
nor probable. In the North, however, we hear
fi'equently of two specially important festivals, one
at the beginning of summer or 'towards summer,'
the other at the beginning of winter. The former
may have coincided with the great festival at

Upsala, which, according to a schoUon (No. 137)

in Adam of Bremen's History, took place every
nine years about the vernal equinox, though this

cannot be regarded as quite certain. The latter

was doubtless held at ' the winter nights'
(
VetrncEtr)

in October. We hear also of religious festivals

among the heathen Old Saxons about this time,

and the A.-S. name Winterfylleth seems rather to

suggest something of the same kind. Tacitus
(Germ. 11) says that the ancient Germani usually
held their tribal gatherings either at the full moon
or at the new moon, and in another passage (Ann.
i. 50) he mentions a religious festival which seems
to have taken place at a full moon in autumn. It

is held by many scholars that the Teutonic year
originally began at this time ; and, though in-

capable of actual proof, the view has much in its

favour, especially as the ancient Gauls also appear
to have begun their year in the autumn.
As regards the interdependence between the

festivals, Icelandic custom fixed an interval of

ninety days (v.'hich points to the lapse of three full

lunar months) between VetrncEtr und 'midwinter'
(the old Yule), whereas the English year would seem
to have begun at the third new moon after the
beginning of winter. This accounts for the differ-

ence between the two midwinter festivals, if we
are to suppose that VetrncBtr was originally a mean
date for the third full moon before the solstice,

corresponding to the A.-S. Winterfi/!let!i. The
Scandinavian Yule may have been .^liiited from the
solstitial new moon to the following full moon, in

consideration of the obviously greater convenience
which the latter would present in northern lati-

tudes ; but this, of course, can be regarded only as
conjectural.

LiTKRATURE.—J. Grimm, Gesch. der deiitscheii Sprach^s,
Leipzig, 1S08, ch. vi. ; K. Weinhold, Ueier die detitsche Jahr-
teilung, Kiel, 1S62, and Die deutschen Monntsnavien, Halle,

1869 ; G. VigfUsson and F. Y. PoweU. Corpus Poeticum
Bareate, Oxford, 1883, i. 427 ff. ; A. Tille, I'lifc and Christmas,
London, 1899 ; G. Bilfinger, Das alttiordische Jahr, Stuttgart,
1899, and Das germanische Jul/esI, .Sl^itt^rt, 1901 ; F. Kluge,
' Die deutsclieii Namen der WochentAge,' m WissenscA. BeihefU
z. Zeitschr. des allqenieinen deutschen Sprachvereins, 1895;

O. Schrader, RedUexikon der indogerm. Altei-tnmskunde
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(Strassburg, lOni), s.vv. • Abeiirt,' ' Jahr,' ' Jahrcszc-itcn.' ' Monti
unci Monat,' ' Mort'cn," 'Nacht,' 'Tag,' ' Woclie,' au'l ' Zeit-

teiluiit'.' II. MUNRO ChaDWICK.

CALF.—See BULL.

CALIFORNIA.—Fundamentally the religion

of tlie Indians of California is very similar to

that of savage and ntiiivilized races all the
world over. Like all siiidi jieoiiles, they cherished
animistic notions, attrihuting life, intelligence,

and especially supernatural power, virtually to all

tilings. Nor did they hick the beliefs and prac-
tices of shamanism, which is founded on the con-
ception that certain men, throngli communication
with the animated supernatural world, have the
power to accomplish what is contrary to, or above,
the events of ordinarj- experience. As "elsewhere,
belief in shamanistic powers circled mainly around
disease and death, which were generally believed
to bo not only dispelled but entirely caused by
shamans.

In common with the other American Indians,
those of California made dancing, always ac-

companied by singing, a conspicuous part of

nearly all their public ceremonies. They differed

from almost all other tribes of North America in

exhibiting a much weaker development of the
ritualism and symbolism which are perhaps the
most distinctive feature of the religion of the
Americans as a whole. Practically all the ap-
proaches to a system of writing devised in North
America, whether in Mexico, Yucatan, or among
the tribes of the United States and Canada, are
the direct outcome of a desire for symbolic re-

ligious expression. The California Indians, how-
ever, are remarkably free even from traces of this

graphic tendency, alike in their religion and in

the more practical aspects of their life. In many
parts of North America there is a considerable
amount of fetishism, not of the crass type of

Africa, l>ut rather as a result of over-symbolism.
This fetishistic tendency is very slightly developed
in California, and that in spite of—or, as an
Americanist would more properly say, on account
of—the generally rude and primitive condition of

culture. By contrast, as actions and visible sym-
bols are here a less important means of religious
expression, words, both spoken and sung, are of

greater significance.

As an ethnographic province, the greater part
of California plainly forms a unit. Two portions
of the present political .State, howexer, were
sharply distinguished from the remainder in point
of culture during the native period, and these
nmst usually be kept apart in all matters that
ctmccrn ethnology and religion. One of these dis-

tinctive culture areas comprises the extreme N.W.
corner of the State, in the drainage of the lower
Klamath and about Humboldt Bay. The other
consists of what is usually known as Southern
California, extending from the Tehachapi Pa.ss

and mountains in the interior, and from Pt. Con-
cepcion on the coast, south«'ard to the Mexican
boundary. The culture of the small N.W. area
wa.s in every way, and that of the larger Southern
province at least in .some respects, more higlily

organized and complex than that of the still larger
and priiicipal Central region, which comprised at
least two-thirds of the State, .and which, if such a
selection is to be made, must be considered as the
most typically Califomian.
The religious practices of the Indians of Cali-

fornia fall into three well-marked divisions : (1)

such observances as are followed and executed i>y

individuals, although their perpetuation is tradi-
tionary and tribal — that is to say, rualonutnj ob-

servances ; (2) individual practices resting upon a
direct per.sonal communication of an individual

with the supernatural world — in other words,
shriiiHinism

; (3) observances ;ind pnictices which
are not only the common ])roi)erly of the tribe by
(radition, but in which the entire tribe or com-
munity directly or indirectlj' particijiates— in

other words, ccnviunies. After discussing these
tliree divisions of their religious practices, we
shall conclude Mith a fourth section on their
mythology.

I. Customary observances. — These are as
strongly developed here as farther north along the
Pacdlic slope. This W. coast region thus dilfers

as a whole from the interior antl E. parts of the
continent, where such observances are usually a
less conspicuous feature than tribal ceremonies.
By far the most important of the observances in

California are those relating to death. Next come
those connected with birth and sexual functions.
Beliefs and practices centring in the individual's

name are of importance particularl.y in so far as
they are connected with the customs relating to
death. There are also restrictions and supersti-
tions as to food.

Death was considered to bring defilement, and
almost everywhere entailed purification cere-

monies. In the N.W. region these were par-
ticularly important, and among such tribes as the
Hupa and Yurok the observance of this purifica-

tion, the most essential part of which was the
recitation of a formula, was the most stringently
exacted reli.gious custom. The method of dispos-

ing of the dead varied locally betv.een burial and
cremation, cremation being practised over at least

half of the State. Air-burial and sea-burial have
nowliere been found. Mourning, which consisted
primarily of singing and wailing, began immedi-
ately upon the occurrence of death, and continued
for about a day, although it was sometimes longer
protracted by the nearest relatixesof the deceased.

Amon,g some tribes this mourning commenced
with full vigour some time before impending
death, often during the full consciousness of the
patient and with his approval. Mutilations on
the part of the mourners were not practised to any
great extent, except that the hair was almost
universally ciit more or less, especially by the
women. Mourning observances were almost always
caiTied further by women than by men. Among
some tribes of the Sierra Nevada the widow did
not speak from the time of her husband's death
until the following annual tribal mourning cere-

mony. Except in the case of the N.W. tribes,

who possessed more elaborately constructed dwell-

ings of wood, the house in which a death had
occurred was not used again but was burned. Ob-
jects that had been in personal contact or associ-

ated with the deceased were similarly slmnned
and destroyed. The name of the dead was not
spoken, fiven the word which constituted his

name was not used in ordinary discourse, a cir-

cumlocution or newly coined word being em-
ployed. It is certain that this stringently ol)-

served custom has been a factor in tlie marked
dialectic dill'crcntiation of the languages of Cali-

fornia. In N.W. California even the accidental

mention of the name of (he dead could be com-
pensated for only by the payment of a consider-

able sum. Some property .-ind food were buried

with the corp.se. 'i'he idea that the articles were
for use in the world of the dead was not so strong

a motive for such .acts as the feeling that the ob-

jects had been defiled by association with the dead,
and the desir(! to express sincerity of m(mniing.
On the wlioh?, the immediate observances of

de.ath i>ale in importance before the annual public

mourning ceremony, which is everywhere, except

in the N.W. region, one of the most deeply-rooted
and spectacular acts of worship.
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Observances connected with sexual functions,
including birth, are next in iiMpDrtunce after tliose

reUiting to death, 'i'ho nienst mat iiij; woman was
everywhere reyanh'd as nneh'.in, and was exchide<l
especially from acts of worship. Not infrequent
was the conception that she contaminated food,
especially meat. Among many tribes she was ex-
cluded from the house and conlined to a menstrual
hut. Her refraining from all but the most neces-
sary activity was sometimes deemed essential.

All these observances were greatly intensified at
the time of a girl's fust menstruation, a condition
for which most of the languages of California
possess a distinctive word. The girl at this period
was thought to be possessed of a jiarticular degree
of supernatural power. One of the injunctions
most stronglj' laid upon her was not to look about
her. She kept her head bowed, and was forbidden
to see the world and the sun. Some tribes covered
her with a blanket. Many of the customs in tins
connexion most strongly resembled those of the
North Pacific coast, e.g. the prohibition against
the girl's touching or scratching her head with her
hand, a special implement being furnished for the
purpose. Some form of jmblic ceremony, often
accompanied by a dance and sometimes by a form
of ordeal for the girl, was practised nearly every-
where.

Keligious customs connected with birth con-
sisted in part of observances before the birth of
the child, in part of observances after birth, and
especially of restrictions imposed on one or both
of the parents after its birth. Practices affecting
the child itself, or the mother before its birth,
related in great part to food. The newly-born
child was usually washed, often repeatedly. The
mother after a birth was regarded as more or less
defiled. Either the mother was, or both father and
mother were, usually inhibited from activity for
some time after a birth. The couvade in its strict
form, with restrictions imposed entirely upon the
father to the exclusion of the mother, does not
seem to be found.

In N.W. California there is a special develop-
ment of spoken formulw, whose content is little

else than a myth, and which not only constitute
the basis and essential element of public cere-
monies, but are connected with almost all cus-
tomary observances. To such an extent had these
formulie grown into the mind of these Indians as
being what is most sacred and most efficacious in
all aspects of religion, that they partly supplanted
shamanism. Not onl}' purification from death and
other defilement, but luck in hunting and fishing,
and success in felling trees and making baskets, in
the_ acquisition of wealth, in short, in the proper
achievement of every human wish, were thought
to be accomplished by the proper knowledge and
recitation of these myth-formula?.

2. Shamanism.—Shamanism, the supposed indi-
vidual control of the supernatural through a per-
sonally acquired power of communication with the
spirit-world, rests upon much the same basis in
California as elsewhere in North America. In
general, among uncivilized tribes, the simpler the
stage of culture the :nore important the shaman.
There is thus a contrast between the rude, simple-
minded Indians of California and those of the
Plains and of the South-West, where the supre-
macy of the shaman is rather obscured by that of
the priest conversant with ceremonies.
The most common way of acquiring shamanistic

power in California, as in so many other parts of
the world, is by dreaming. A spirit—be it that
of an animal, a place, the sun or other natural
object, of a deceased relative, or an entirely un-
embodied spirit—visits the future medicine-man
in his dreams, and the connexion thus established

between them is the source and basis of the
hitter's po^^er. This spirit becomes the guardian-
spirit or 'personal.' From it he receives the song
or rite, and the knowledge, which enable him to

cause or remove disease, and to do and endure
what other men cannot. In California, with a
few sjiecial exceptions, the custom of having an
animal as guardian-spirit does not seem so preva-
lent as elsewhere. Occasionally it is the ghost of

a person who has once lived, usually a relative.

Perhaps more frequently it is merely a spirit as
such, not connected with any tangible embodiment
or form. In certain regions the waking vision,

or trance, is recognized as a means of acquiring
shamanistic power. A person is in a wild desolate
place, perhaps hunting. Suddenly there is an
appearance before him. He becomes unconscious,
and while in this state receives his supernatural
power (cf. also Communion with Deitv [Amer.]).
On his return to his people he is for a time de-
mented or physically atieoted. The concept of
a guardian -spirit is much less clearly defined
among the N.W. tribes, with whom the posses-
sion of ' pains '—the small material but super-
natural objects which cause disease—rather than
of true spirits, seems to be what is generally
associated with shamanistic power. The majority
of the shamans here, and those supposed to be
most powerful, are women.

In parts of Southern California also the idea
of the guardian-spirit does not seem to be well
developed. Here the method of acquiring sha-
manistic power is almost exclusively by dreams.
Among the Mohave, myths and not a personal
meeting or commimion with an individual spirit

constitute the subject of the dreams. The Mohave
shamans believe that they were present at the
beginning of the world, before manKind had sepa-
rated into tribes. They were with the great leader
and semi-creator Mastamho. They saw hun sing-

ing, blowing, and rubbing over the body of a sick

man, and from him they thus learned the actions
and speeches which constitute their power. The
Mohave universally speak of having dreamed
these scenes, but also state that they dreamed
them b'efore birth ; in other words, that they were
present in spii'it form at the beginning of the
world, at the time when all power, shamanistic
and other, was established and allotted. It is ob-
vious that, with this conception as the basis of

their whole religion, there is but little room among
them for any beliefs as to guardian-spirits of the
usual kind. Of course nothing limits the shaman
to one spirit, and among many or most tribes,

such as the Maidu, a powerful medicine-man may
possess a great number.
Frequently in Central and N.W. California there

is some more or less public ceremony at which
a new shaman is, so to speak, initiated before
he exercises his powers. 'The body of initiated

shamans do not form any society or association,

nor do they otherwise appear to act in concert.

The ceremony is rather an occasion that marks
the first public appearance of the novice, in which
he receives for his own good, and presumably
for that of the community also, the assistance of

the more experienced persons of his profession.

This ceremony is usually held in the ceremonial
chamber, and is accompanied by dancing. The
efiforts of the older shamans are directed towards
giving the initiate a firm and permanent control of

the spirits, which have only half atta,ched them-
selves to him, and which are thought to be still

more or less rebellious.

A special class of shamans, found to a greater or

less extent probably among all the Central tribes,

are the so-called icnr-rfoc^oci—shamans who have
received power from grizzly bears. Not only can
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the lieai-slianiaiis assume the form of hears, as

they do iii order to inflict vengeance on tlioir

enemies, but it is believed that they can be killed

an indefinite number of times when in this orin,

and each time return to life. The rattlesnake-

doctor, who cured or ])revented the bite of the

rattlesnake, was usually distinct from other

medicine-men. Among the Yuki, his power, like

that of the rattlesnake, was associated with the

sun ; among the Maidu, with the thunder. Among
the Yokuts the rattlesnake-shamans anniially held

a public ceremony designed to prevent rattlesnake

bites among the tribe. On this occasion tliey dis-

jilayed their power over the snakes by handling
tliem in a manner analogous to that of the Hopi,
and by even allow'ing themselves to be bitten,

ii'rtm-aoctors were mucJi looked up to in the south-

ern half of California.

As everywhere else, the practice of shamanism
in California circles about disease and death. It

is prob.-ibly more narrowly limited to this phase
than in almost any other portion of North America.
That the medicine-men who could cure disease

were also those who must cause it, unless it were
the direct consequence of an infraction of some
religious observance or prohibition, was an almost
universal belief. The killing of medicine-men was
therefore of frequent occurrence. Among some
tribes, as the Yokuts, the medicine-man wlio had
lost several patients was held responsible for their

death by their relatives. Among the jMobave also,

murder seems to have been the normal end of the
medicine-man. In the N.W. region the shaman
«ho failed to cure was forced to return the fee

which he had received in advance.
THsmne, as among most primitive peoples, was

usually held to be caused by small material objects

which had in a supernatural way been made to

enter the body. Their determination and extrac-

tion was the principal office of the medicine-man,
and, as elsewhere, extraction was most frequentlj'

accomplished by sucking. In certain regions,

especially the South, the tubular pipe was brought
into requisition for this jiurpose. The disease-

causing object might be a bit of hair, a stick, an
insect or small reptile, a piece of bone, deer sinew,

or almost any other material. In N. California it

was not an ordinary physical object working mis-

chief by its mere jiresence in the bodj', but an
object itself supernatural and called a ' pain.' These
' pains ' are variously described, frequently as being
sharp at both ends, clear as ice, and possessing the

power of mo\-ing. In some cases two classes of

medicine-men were distinguished, one diagnosing,

the other treating the patient. Sucking is not
always resorted to. The Mohave blow or spit over
their patients and stroke or knead their bodies.

Medicines and drugs are but little used, and in a
manner that gives no opportunity for their physio-
logical efficacy. Four or five drops—the number
varying according to the ceremonial number of the
tribe—of a weak decocttion may be given to the
patient or even applied to him only externally.

Tobacco is emploj'ed to a considerable extent by
shamans, but is of equal importance in other aspects

of religion.

3. Ceremonies.—Apart from such public ob-

servances as the shaman-initiati(m, menstrual-
dance, ami victory-celebration, which, while gener-
ally participated in, are performed primarily for

tlie benefit of individuals, the ceremonies oif the
(California Indians which are of a really public or
communal purpose and character fall into three
cla.s.ses : (1) mourning ceremonies; (2) initiation

ceremonies connected with a secret society ; and
(.S) a more varied group of dances and other ob-

servances, all of which have as a common aim the

benefit either of the community or of the world at

large, as, for instance, when they cause a good crop

of acorns and natural products, make the avoid-

ance of rattlesnake bites iiossible, or prevent the

occurrence of disease, earthquake, flood, and other

calamities.

(1) Of these three classes the mourning ceremonies

are at least as important as the others, and by far

the most distinctive of the State as an ethnographic
province, although neither they nor the secret

society are found in the specialized N.W. area.

The mourning ceremonies are absent also from the

Athapascan, Yuki, and Porno tribes in the coast

region as far south as the Bay of San Francisco,

but outside of this strip in the N. coast region

they are universal in the State. Among
^
the

Maidu they are usually known as ' burning,'

among the Miwok as ' cry
'
; among the Yokuts they

have been called ' dance of the dead,' and among
the Mohave and Yuma 'annual.' These cere-

monies are usiially participated in by a number of

\'isiting communities or villages. They last for

one or more nights, during which crpng and
wailing, sometimes accompanied by singing and
exhortation, are indulged in, and find their climax

in a great destruction of property. While those

who have recently lost relatives naturally take a
prominent part, the ceremony as a whole is not

a personal but a tribal one. Among the Yokuts,
and probablj'other tribes, it is inmiediately followed

by a dance of a festive nature, and usually there is

a definitely expressed idea that this general cere-

mony puts an end to all individual mournings
among the participants. Participation in the

ceremony is sometimes obtained by producing a

membership-string or necklace, the receipt and the

return of which are both marked by payments or

presents. Among the Maidu the purpose of the

burnin"; of property is to supply the ghosts of the

dead with clothing, property, and food. In some
cases images are made to represent the dead, and
are burned with the property ollered.

(2) Initiation ceremonies, which result in some-
thing analogous to a secret society, are found in

the whole State with the exception of the N.W.
region and the agricultural tribes of the extreme
S.E. There are usually no paraphernalia or in-

signia of a society, no degrees or ranks, no member-
ship or other organization, nor is there the definite

purpose of an actual society. In so far as a society

may be said to exist, its principal purpose and its

only public function is the initiation of bo_ys as

new members. To a certain extent the initiates

are regarded as a class or council having a more or

less indefinite authority over religious matters
affecting the community. The precepts imparted
to the initiates, other than ritualistic knowdedge,
seem to be of the most general kind. In many
ways this initiation may be regarded as a puberty
ceremony for boys, corresponding to the first-

menstruation ceremony of girls. Among the

Yokuts of Central California and in S. California

the initiation was accompanied by the drink-

ing of toloaclie or jimson-weed, the stupor and
visions produced by which were regarded as

supernatural. In S. California boys were made
to undergo severe tests of pain and endurance at

the initiation ceremony.

(3) The public ceremonies other than mourning
and initiation observances, in other words the

tribal dances of California, difl'er entirely in the

three culture regions, which must therefore be
considered separately.

(i») In tlie ('enfral area these dances were mostly
held in the large assembly-house, and either Ia.sted

for a number of nights or consisted of a .series of

successive dances extending over a considerable

jjcriod. Some of the dances were named after

animals, and in these there was usually some
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iinitatiiiii nf tlio actions of aniiuiils. Actual inasks

wi'n' never oMi)iloyed. In the Sacramento valley

and ailjacent re'^ion there was some iiupersouMtiuM

of mytliieal characters, as of the creator Taikonuil

among tlie Yuki, and of the mythical Kuk^u
among the Porno and others. 'I'liere seems to

have been nothing corresponding to an altar.

The dancers were painted, l)ut crudely and with
simiile symbolism. An important character in

most ceremonies was the clown or buflbon, part

of whose duties was to caricature the more serious

performance.
The exact nature and relation of the various

dances of most of the tribes of the Central region

are \ery little known. I'roliably a typical example

is furnislied by the Maidu of the Sacramento

valley, Avho declare that their ceremonies were

obtained from their neighbours the Wintun.
Among the Maidu the ceremonies were performed

in winter, and constituted a series of fifteen or

more distinct dances, coming for the most part in

a definite order. These, so far as known, are the

following : Hesi, Luyi, Loli, Salalu-ngkasi, Duck,
Bear, Coyote, Creeper, Turtle, Aloli-ngkasi, Yokola-

ngkasi, Woloko-ngkasi, Deer, Aki, Hesi. The
majority of these dances were performed by men,
but some by women only. Each has its character-

istic paraphernalia. At least some of these seem to

represent mythical characters. Farther to the

soutli, among the Yokutsof the Tulare basin, such

ceremonies do not seem to have been practised.

Here the majority of the public ceremonies, like

the rattlesnake ceremony which has been men-
tioned, are of the nature of shamanistic perform-

ances.

(6) In N.W. California the more important
ceremonies can be held only at certain spots, and
the performance of the same cei'emony always
varies somewhat in diflerent localities. The per-

formers do not represent mythological or other

characters, and do not imitate animals. The
essential religious portion of the ceremony consists

in the recital of a sacred fornuda. These formulae

relate specifically to the exact locality at which
the dances are held, and therefore vary consider-

ably from spot to spot. The public portions of the

ceremony, such as the dancing, are practically

dissociated from this purely religious element.

The dancers are mostly young men, without any
knowledge of the ceremony other than of the

simple dance-step and songs. The paraphernalia

which they wear belong neither to them nor to the

priests, but to wealthy men of the tribe, to whom
the occasion is an aU-important opportunity for

the display of their wealth, which consists in

large part of the dancing regalia, the possession

of which is the chief condition of their social

prominence. The most important ceremonies are

the deer-skin dance and the jumping dance, the

former held at six or eight, the latter at a some-
what larger number of places. The purpose of

both dances is the good of the world, earthquake
and disease being ])revented and a food s;ipply

ensured by their iierformance.

(c) In S. California such ceremonies as partake
of the nature neither of mourning nor of initiation

rites are conspicuous by the prominence of the

myth element. They consist essentially of long

series of songs, occupying one or more nights,

which recount, in part directly, but more often

by allusion, a myth. In some cases dancing by
men or women accompanies the singing, but this

is never spectacular. Being only ceremonial

recitations of myths, these ceremonies are not
attached in their performance to specific localities ;

when dancing regalia are used, they are of the
simplest character ; nor is there opportunity for

either altar or ritual. The predominance of the

mourning element in (he ceremonies of this region

is further shown by the fact that among some
tribes, as the Mohave, tliese singing ceremonies,

Ijcsides being performed independently, are also

continued for many linurs at every death.

Tlie ccretnoninl cluimbf.r has a distinctive charac-

ter in each of the three culture areas. In the

Central region it is a large, circular, dome-shaped
structure, partly underground and with a covering of

earth. It serves also as a place of assembly, and
probably, at least at times, as a sudatory, whence
its popular name of 'sweat-house.' In the N.W.
the sweat-house is quite small, always entirely

underground, and its roof consists of boards with-

out a covering of eaith. It is used primarily for

svi-eating, and is the regular sleeping-place of all

adult males. It is not used for public ceremonies

except in the case of the dance at the initiation of

shamans. In the Soutli the ceremonial stnicture

is not a house, but either a mere enclosure of brush,

as among the Mission tribes, or a simple shade of

brush on upright posts, as among the Mohave.
This type of ceremonial structure is also found
ill tlie southern part of the Central region among
the Yokuts.

4. Mythology. — In mythology an important
diflerence between the three culture areas again

appears. The N.W. mythologies are characterized

primarily by .a very deeply-impressed conception

of a previous, now vanished race, which, by first

living the life and performing the actions of man-
kind, was the producer of all human institutions

and arts, as well as of many of the phenomena of

nature. Second in importance are myths dealing

with culture-heroes, more or less of the trickster

type familiar from so many other parts of North
America. In Central California, on the other

hand, there is always a true creation of the world,

of mankind, and of its institutions. The concep-

tion of the creator is often quite lofty, and tricky

exploits are not usually connected with him.

Often there is an antithesis between this beneficent

and truly Divine creator and a second character,

usually the coyote, who in part co-operates with

the creator, but in part thwarts him, being

responsible for the death of mankind and other

imperfections in the scheme of the world. In the

northern half of the Central region the creator is

generally anthropomorphic ; if not, he is merged
into one personage with the coyote. In the
southern half of tlie Central region the creators

seem always to be animals, with the dignified and
wise eagle as chief. The comparatively elaborate

and consistent creation-myths of Central California

are ethnographically of significance, on account
of tlie scanty development of such myths among
the American Indians in general. The mythsof
tlie Central region, not directly concerned with
creation, are mostly stories of adventure, of much
the same type as European folk- and fairy-tales.

They do not explain the origin of phenomena
except in a casual, isolated way, and are only

very rarely of ceremonial import. In S. California

there are" no real creation-myths. The various

animate and inanimate existences in the world are

believed to have been bom from heaven and earth

as the first parents.

The great bulk of the S. California origin-myth

consists of a history of mankind, at first as a
single tribe, and later centred in the tribe w hich

tells the story. In the successive experiences

of this group of people, which are accompanied
by more or less journeying, the world is gradually
brought to its present stage, and all the institu-

tions of mankind are developed. The people are

under the guidance of one or two great leaders

—

at least one of whom always dies or departs after

giving his beneficent directions. The thoroughly
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Pueblo and S.W. cliaracter of such myths is

obvious. They are usually followed to a greater

or less extent by nii^'ration l('},'ends, recounting

the wandering and conllicts of dilFerent tribes or

clans. The plots of the remaining myths aie not
very ditlerent in essence from the adventure stories

of the Central region, but are both much longer

and more elaborate, and at the same time dis-

tinctively ritualistic, forming as they do the basis

or framework of the singing ceremonies which
have been described.

The world is usually regarded as surrounded by
water, sometimes as floating upon it. It is often

secured by four or five pillars, ropes, or other

supports. Beyond where earth and sky meet there

is often another land. The dead sometimes go
below, sometimes above, sometimes across the

ocean to the west, and sometimes to the more or

less distant parts of this earth. The entrance to

the world of the dead is pointed out by some tribes.

People who have temporarily died have been there

and have returned to describe it. Dances consti-

tute the principal occupation of the dead. No
ideas of future rewards and punishments, based on
conduct in this life, have been found ; and if any
exist, they must be but scantily developed. As in

other parts of the world, there are occasional ideas

of transmigration of souls into animals, but these

are nowhere systematically worked out or of any
religious importance.
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hifi in California, 1SJ6 ; M. Venegas, History of California,
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xvii. : University of California Fuhlications in American
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A. L. KiiOEnER.
CALL, CALLING ()ca\er^,/tX7>is).— I. The Bib-

lical data.—In the NT and in Christian theology
'call' and 'calling' are technical terms to denote
God's efficacious summons to individuals to par-

take of the redemptive blessings to which tney
have been appointed in His eternal purpose (Ko
S'*). The Divine call is the act in which the
Divine election (q.v.) is revealed and realized.

Those whom God calls to salvation He has previ-

ously elected ; those whom He elects He proceeds

to call. For this specific use of the word ' call,'

which meets us constantly in the Epistles, and,
above all, in those of St. Paul, there are sugges-

tions in the OT, in the employment of it to denote
a Divine summons to a particular task or privilege

or vocation—a summons which is not to be dLstin-

guLshed from a Divine command or decree, as in

the call of Abraham (On 12' ; cf. He 11'), of Moses
(Ex SI"), of Isaiah (Is &), of the people of Israel

(Is 42« 48"). In the NT the word continues to be
used in the sense of the smnmons of an individual

to a particular duty or vocation (Ac 13-, Ko 1',

1 Co 1'), and St. Paul still recognizes a peculiar
calling of the Jews as a people, of which God will

never repent (Ito II--*). But in their technical
employment ' call ' and ' calling ' have reference,

not to a particular duty or life-t;isk, but to a place

in the Divine Kingdom (1 Th 2'^) ; not to an in-

heritance of national privilege, but to the enjoy-
ment of personal saving blessings that are proffered
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not to the Jews onlj', but also to the Gentiles (Ito
9-*, 1 Co 1").

When we look more closely at the Christian's
calling .as it is set forth in the NT, we notice the
following iharacturislics. It comes from God Him-
self (1 Co V), and for this reason it is described as
a 'high calling' (Ph 3"), a 'heavenly calling'
(lie 3'). It comes to men through the revelation
of God in Christ (Ph 3", 1 P 5'"), and is mediated
to the individual by the message of the gosjiel

(1 Th 2i='-, 2Th 2"). It is not conditionalupon
human w'orks or merit, but is the outcome solely
of God's eternal purpose and grace (Ko 8-', 2 Ti ]?).

In the strict use of the word, the call is always
an effectual call. The ' called ' (kXj/t-o!) and the
' elect ' (iK\eKTol) are co-extensive and interchange-
able tonus (Ko 8=8, 1 Co r-^«-, 1 P 2', 2 P l'». Rev
IT"). In the Gospels, it is true, we have the
saying of Jesus (^lt 22''' [2u'^'' is probably spuri-
ous, ef. RV]), ' Many are called (kXtjtoO, but few-

chosen (iKkcKTol),' in which 'called' has a w-ider
reference. It seems evident, however, that our
Lord in this utterance is not using either kXiitoI

or ^kXcktoI in the technical way in which, m.ainly
through St. Paul's influence, they came to be em-
ployed as theological correlatives. The preceding
parable shows that in this verse the 'called' are
all to whom the general invitation of the Divine
love comes, while the ' chosen ' are those w ho
accept the invitation (v.'") and also show them-
selves worthy of it (vv."""). This saj'ing of Jesus
justifies the distmction familiar in the old the-
ology between the vocatio externa and the vocatio
interna—the outward and the efi'ectual call (cf.

the Westminster Assembly's Larger Catechism,

QQ. 67, 68). There is a Divine invitation to the
privileges of the Kingdom which is free and uni-

versal in its scope (Mt 22", Ac 2=i, Ro 10'^ 1 Ti
2^- ^)—an invitation which men may either accept
or refuse. But, apart from this verse in the Gos-
pels, the soteriological u,se in the NT of 'call,'

'calling,' 'called,' appears to restrict the words
to the sense of an effectual call—a call that issues

in salvation.

The fact that this ' high calling of God in Christ
Je.sus' (I'll S") is co-extensive with election and
predestination (Ro S^*'**) does not obviate the nei-cs-

.sity of human conditions to its being realized.

The primary condition is faith, which responds to

God's call and grasps the oft'er of His grace therein

conveyed (1 Th 2", 1 Co l-i). The next is the
moral and spiritual ettbrt involved in the very
nature of the calling as a holy calling (2 Ti 1"), a
calling to be saints (Ro 1', 1 Co P). The Christian
must ' press on toward the goal unto tlie prize of

the high calling of God in Christ Jesus' (Ph S").

He must give diligence to make his calling and
election sure (2 P P"). The existence of these
human conditions does not contradict the truth
that the Divine call rests upon a previous election

and predestination. God's eternal purpose of sal-

vation must include all the elements, together
with all the conditions, which enter into the pro-

cess of realizing it ; and so must leave room for

the exercise of that moral freedom to which the

NT bears constant testimony, and of which men
are assured by their own moral consciousness.

Yet, on the other hand, it must be borne in mind
that even these conditions are themselves con-

ditioned. Christians work out their own salvation

because God Himself is working in them both the
willing and the working (Ph 'i'-"- "). It is His
Spirit that disposes them to respond to His call,

that puts saving graces into their hearts, and so

stirs up, increases, and strengthens those graces,
' as that they more and more die unto sin and rise

unto newness of life ' (Larger Catechism, Q. 7.')).

St. Paul sums up this aspect of the matter when
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lie sav-s, ' Faithful is lie that calleth you, who also

will iloit' (1 Th 5-').

2. The historical development.—The starting-

point lii'io is luiiviilcil liy Ausustine, whose doc-

trine of the Ht>s(ihilc'iifs.s of preilestinatinj; f,'race

led to a distinction lii't ween 'election' and 'voca-
tion '—between a Divine decree which issues in

salvation, and a summons to repentance and con-
version which conies through the gospel and espe-

cially through the Church as the depository of

grace. Ordinarily the elect would receive the call

through contact with the historical revelation in

Christianity, but in the sovereignty of the Divine
grace this might bo dis])ensed with (de Prcechnt.

vs.. 17). On the other hand, it was only in the
case of the elect that the call could issue in salva-

tion (xviii. 37). Thomas Aquinas, who in his

theological scheme adhered very closely to Augus-
tine's teaching on predestination and grace, re-

garded the call as the means employed by God
for giving efiect to His sovereign choice (Summa
Thcol. i. Q. 23, art. 2), and distinguished between
the vocatio exterior, which comes through the
preacher, and the vocatio interior, which is a
Divinely implanted impulse towards the good
(Sentent. iv. dist. 17, Q. 1. artt. 1, 2). See also

art. Grace (Rom. Cath. doctrine of). In the post-

Keformation theology, Lutheran scholasticism (of

which Calovius and Quenstedt may be taken as

types) represented the Divine vocation as inaugu-
rating the process of salvation. A distinction was
made between the vocatio generalis, which comes
through the revelation of nature, and the vocatio

specialis, which comes through the Christian gos-

pel, especially as mediated by the word and sacra-

ments of the Churcli. The vocatio specialis was
further defined as seria, efficax, and universalis.

It was seria as being real and earnest ; efficax,

inasmuch as the Spirit Himself is working in-

herently in the word, so that, where men do not
resist and refuse, conversion is sure to follow

;

universalis, as coming to all men alike without
distinction of time or place (Seeberg, PRE?, ii.

658). The last quality was specified in the interest
of the desire to avoid that appearance of arbi-

trariness in the exercise of the Divine sovereignty
which is suggested by the withholding of the
special call from so many individuals and peoples.
It was assumed that as a matter of fact the oft'er

of the gospel had actually been made to the whole
world at three ditl'erent points in human history

:

first, when the Protevangelium was announced to
Adam ; next, in the days of Noah ; finally, during
the age of the Apostles, by whom the gospel was
supposed to have been carried throughout the
whole inhabited world (cf. Hodge, Syst. Thcol.,

1872, ii. 645). That the knowledge of God's May of
salvation and free invitation to accept it has since
been so widely lost, is thus to be attributed not to
the Divine purpose, but to the ingratitude and sin
of man (Quenstedt, Syst. Theol., 1685, III. v. 1).

In the Reformed theology as represented by
Calvin, the call is that in which the Divine elec-

tion is first realized [Instit. III. xxiv. 10). A dis-

tinction is drawn, however, between two different
kinds of call. There is an external call made
through the preaching of the word, which is uni-
versal, not in the impossible sense that it is abso-
lutely world-wide, but as being addressed without
distinction to every one who hears it. There is,

further, a special or internal call, whereby, through
the operation of the Holy Spirit, the word preached
is implanted in the heart as a seed of life (ib. 8).

For Calvin the call is effectual, not, as for the
Lutheran theologians, because the word carries
within it an inherent converting potentiality, but
because, through the power of the Holy Spirit
working ah rxtra, it actually ell'ects conversion

{ih. 1, 2). This is the view of ' efi'ectual calling'

which was adopted by the Westminster Assembly
and is set forth in the Confession of Faith (ch. x.),

the Larger Catechism (Q. 67), and the Shorter
Catechism (Q. 31).

LiTi!R.\TiiRK.—Weiss, mUiail Tlimt. of the NT. Eng. tr.,
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CALVINISM.—By Calvinism is understood in

this article the system of theological belief specially

associated with the name of John Calvin, and
embodied in substance in the Confessions and
Catechisms of that section of the Protestant Church
known as ' Reformed,' in distinction from the
Lutheran. Calvinism might also be taken to

include the system of ecclesiastical polity (Presby-
terian) outlined by Calvin, and very generally
found associated with his type of doctrine in

Churches that have adopted the latter. Since,

however, this connexion of doctrine and polity is

bj' no means universal, it will be sufficient to con-

sider polity only so far as it is a manifest outgrowth
from the doctrinal principles. It will be found, as

we proceed, that historically Calvinism has been
associated with many forms of Church government
and order. In the English Reformation, e.g.,

Calvinistic doctrines were allied for a time with
Episcopalianism ; so in Ireland ; Calvin's doctrines
moulded the Puritan theology ; they were largely

taken over into Congregationalism, and ruled it

till recent times ; there have been, and are, Calvin-
istic Baptists and Methodists. Presbyterianism
itself exhibits many modifications. The differentia

of Calvinism, therefore, must be sought not in

polity but in doctrine.

Two things have to be borne in mind in judging
rightly of Calvinism: (1) The first is that, while
Calvinism has, to a greater extent than any other
system, a unity of view arising froir the presence
of a gi'eat central, controlling idea, there is little

in its particular doctrines, taken by themselves,
peculiar to Calvin. Its predestination doctrine,

e.g., generally regarded as its most characteristic
feature, is at least as old as Augustine ; it was up-
held by most of the greater schoolmen (for Britain,

cf. A. F. Mitchell, The Westminster Assembly,
pp. 326 ff., 346) ; it was maintained by Luther and
Zwingli as stoutly as by Calvin himself. For the
rest, its doctrines of the Trinity and of the Person
of Christ are those of the Ecumenical Councils,
and its Evangelical doctrines—including the Atone-
ment and Justification by Faith, without works or
merits of the sinner's own—are in the main the
common heritage of Protestantism. What Calvin
did was to mould these doctrines into a logically
articulated system, under the guidance of the great
determining thought of God's absolute sovereignty
in the worlds both of nature and of spirit, and to
give them a form fitted to exercise the strongest
influence on botli intellect and will, in the in-

dividuals and iieoples accepting them. (2) The
second thing to be kept in view is that Calvinism,
in its historical course, has, without abandoning
its fundamental principles, undergone large doc-
trinal modifications. It has proved its vitality in

the diflereut shapes it has assumed in different
countries, and under new conditions. Calvinism,
as time has shown, is not immobile, but is, in some
respects, the most plastic of all systems ; hence
its power of indefinite expansion, its capacity of
throwing out new shoots and of adjusting itself to
changing environments, and its ability to assimilate
new ideas. It is not enough, accordingly, in de-
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pif'ting Calvinism, to oxpounil tlio Calvinism of

Calvin liini.self ; it must he shown how his typo
of iloctrine has workeil itself out in subsequent
ilevelopiiients.

I. John Calvin and his influence.—Our skcteh
may properly lie^in with a brief account of Calvin
himself, from whom, distinctively, the system
takes its name. The place deservedly assijjned to

the commanding per.sonality of Luther in con-

nexion with the 16tli cent. Keforniation should
not blind us to the fact that the spiritual move-
ment which bears this name had not one origin,

but several distinct origins. Leffevre in France
and Zwingli in Switzerland were preaching a pure
Gospel before Luther's name had been Iieard of (on

Lefbvre, cf. Doumergue, Jean Calmn, vol. i. bk. ii.

ch. 2). Distinct in origin, the streams were kept
still further distinct in their after-flow by the
disputes which early arose between the (ierniaii and
the Swiss Reformers on the subject of the Sacra-
ments. Jjuther had, properly speaking, no suc-

cessor. At a later period the Swiss and the French
Reformations found a point of meeting in Calvin,

who, a F'renchman by birth, and a Swiss in virtue

of his world-famed connexion with Geneva, fitly

represented both.
Joha Calvin was born on 10th July 1.009, at Noyon, in Picardy,

where his father, Gerard, was procurator-fiscal and secretary to
the bishop of the diocese. He was trained for the Church, and
through his father's influence obtained, when only twelve years
of age, a chaplaincy in Noyon Cathedral. In 1523 he proceeded
to the University of Paris. There for four years he studied
Latin, Logic, and Philosophy. By his father's wish, as he tells

U9 in the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms, he was then
withdrawn from the study of Philosophy and put to the study of

Law. Leaving Paris, he accordingly repaired first to Orleans,
then to Bourges, and applied himself with incredible industry to

his new study. At Paris he must have been perfectly aware of
the new doctrines that were being taught ; but it was not till a
later time that, after many spiritual struggles (cf. his answer to
Cardinal Sadolet), he was brought, as he expresses it (Pref. to
Psalms), by ' a sudden conversion ' to a subdued and teach.able

frame of mind. Considerable influence seems to have been
exerted on his mind by his kinsman, Olivetan, a disciple of
Leffevre, and a future translator of the Bible into Fi-ench, who
directed him to the study of the Scriptures. The precise date of
Calvin's conversion is uncertain. Some place it as early as 1529,
while Cahin was yet at Orleans or Bourges, others as late as
1532, after the publication of his first work—a commentary on
Seneca's de Clementia. His father had died in 1531. But when-
ever or however the change was brought about, its effects were
immediate on the young scholar's plans of Ufe. His place was
thenceforward with the friends of the Reformation. Not yet,-

indeed, had Calvin any thought of mixing with public affairs
;

but the retirement he desired seemed to flee from him. His
friends sought him out, so that, as he says, ' all my retreats were
like pubUc schools.' At Paris he taught, preached, and evan-
gelized, and in 1533, according to some authorities, composed
for Nicholas Cop, Rector of the University', an inaugural address,
the boldly outspoken, evangehcal sentiments of which roused a
storm of disapprobation. At Poitiers he formed a small con-
gregation. He finally betook himself to Basel, where, in 1536, an
event took place which niised him at once to a foremost position
of influence among the Reformers. This was the publication of

the Institutes of the Christian Religion.

The Injititutes of Calvin is one of those epoch-
making books, like Newton's Prinr.ipia in science,

or Kant's Kritik in philosophy, the interest of

which is entluring. Hitherto no book had appeared
which took commanding rank as an exhibition of

the doctrines of the Reformed Churches in their
Siystematic unity and connexion. Melanchthon's
Commonplaces hardly served the purjiose. Yet this

was a work requiring to be done, both as a satis-

faction to the mind of the Church, and in order that
the Reformation might have something to opjiose

to the great and compact systems of the Middle
Ages. Calvin undertook the task, and accom-
plished it with decisive success. Albrecht I{itschl

has spoken of the Institutes- a.s ' the masterpiece of
Protestant theology.' Originally Calvin had con-
templated nothing higher than the preparation of
an elementary manual of doctrine. A fresh out-
break of jjersecution in France led him to give to
the book the grander form of a vimlication of his
wronged brethren. I'relixed to it is a preface,
addressed to Francis l., which is justly regarded as

one of the chefs- (r«in^re of literature. This being
the purpose of the book, the spirit that pervades
it, as one can imagine, is anything but a dry com-
pendium of 'dogmas.' Its motive gives it the
dignity of an eloquent Apoloqin.
The hook, as originally published in lo^ti, was a

small work, which subsequent editions enlarged to

four or live times its original size. The a<lditions

made to it gave it architectural completeness, but
wrought no change in its essential contents. The
jilan (in the linal edition of 1559) is simple, following
the order of the Creed. The tirst book treats of

the knowledge of God the Creator, the second of

the knowledge of God the Redeemer, the third

of the work of the Holy Spirit. Here Calvin
tre.'its of faith and repentance, of free justilication,

of the sanctification of the believer, and, towards
the clo.se of the book, he unfolds his doctrine of

eternal election to salvation, with its logical

counterpart, in his view—the reprobation of the
wicked. \t ought to be noticed that, however
fundamental this doctrine is in Calvin, it is brought
in, not at the head of his system, as it is, e.g., in

the scheme of the Westminster Confes.sion, but
rather as a corollary from what has been shown of

the dependence on Divine grace of all that is good
in man. The fourth book treats of the Church, of

Church government, of the Sacraments, and of the
province of the civil ruler.

The sensation produced by tiie publication of the
Institutes was immense. The book w-as speedily
translated into the languages of Europe, and passed
through innumerable editions. As an evidc^nce of

its popularity, it may be mentioned that versions

of it exist in modern French, Italian, Spanish,
Dutch, German, English, and even in the language
of Hungary, in Greek, and in Arabic.

Calvin's name could no longer be hid, but the thought of

entering upon public life was as far from him as ever. It was as

if by accident—the result of a dHour occasioned by war—that,

late in Aug. 1536, he entered Geneva, intending to remain only a
single night. As it proved, with"tffe exception of a short interval

of banishment, he never again quitted it. The city had revolted
against its bishop, and, under the preaching of Farel, a pupil of

Leffevre, had accepted the Reformation. Everything, however,
was in a state of disorganization, and Farel, feeUng deeply his

own inability to cope with the elements of disturbance, waited
on Calvin, whose presence in the city he had discovered, and
adjured him to come to his help. 'This * fearful obtestation

'

Calvin declares he was powerless to resist, and so commenced his

connexion with Geneva. The task he undertook proved trying
in the extreme. His reforming activity went out in the three
directions of the Church (in conjunction with Farel, he drew up
a short Confession of 21 .-Vrticles), of education, and of the reform
of public morals. Above all, he claimed and exercised the right

of excluding notorious evil-livers from the Lord's Table. This
brought him into collision with the party known as the ' Liber-
tines,' and led in 1538, after many disturbances, to his banishment
from the city. The next three years were spent in tranquilly
ministering to a congregation of French refugees in Strassburg.
Here was laid the foundation of his series of Commentaries

;

here also he married. Geneva meanwhile was in chaos, and the
cry soon arose to bring Calvin back. After much pressure he
consented, and on 13tn Sept. 1541 re-entered the city amidst
general enthusiasm. There was now introduced a conijilete re-

modelling of Church and State on theocratic principles—the
model constitution figuring itself to his mind as one in which the
two powers do not remain apart, but are united for mutual
support and for the attainment of common ends.

It is not necessary to follow in detail Calvin's after career and
work in Geneva. Libertinism reared its head again in 1546, thus

time in connexion with pantheistic and atheistic doctrines,

breathing a fierce hatred of Christ, and associated with free-love

licentiousness. The struggle was long and severe, and Calvin's

influence for some years sank to the lowest ebb. In 1555, how-
ever, the opposition wrought its own overthrow, and from that
time the city had rest. It was in 1653, when this conflict was at

its keenest, that Servetus came to the city, relying, there is

reason to think, on Calvin's enemies for protection and support.

Tiie unh.appy sequel is familiar. It was at Calvin's instance that

Servetus was arrested, and proceedings against him were insti-

tuted. The Council, however, bitterly hostile at the time to

Calvin, took the trial out of his hands, and conducted it on their

own responsibility. Before coming to a decision, they took the

opinion of the other Swi-ss Churches of Berne, Ziirich, Schaff-

hausen, and Ba.sel. The replies were unanimous in condemnation
of .Servetus, and he was adjudged to the flames. Calvin admitted
the justice of the capital sentence, but with his colleagues

did his best to uiduce the Council to sulistitute a milder form of

execution. ' It is to him, notwithstanding,' says Rilliet, * that
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men have always imputed the (tuilt ot that funeral pile which he
wished had never been reared.'

The nine years that remained to Calvin from 1655 was the

period of the triumph of his principles. Even more than before,

octini; on the conviction that the Stat« has one sphere and the

Church another, he withdrew from political business, and devoted

himself to spiritual labours. The diatrust ot bun by the Council

seems to have cleared away, and people and Senate cordially

supported him in his efforts. Under his influence Geneva became

an asvlum tor the persecuted, and many persons ot rank, learn-

ing, and piety found refuge withui its walls. Calvin's reputation

in Europe was yearly rising. His Commentaries and theological

writings gained him renown : among his correspondents were

kings, nobles, and persons of the highest positions in all coun-

tries ; his advice was sought on matters small and great. In
' 1659 the famous Academy of Geneva was erected. In the train

of culture and pure moral living came the arts. The city had

trials, but steadily rose to influence. In the midst of all, Calvin

W.19 sometunes very poor. ' That which made the strength of

that heretic,' said Pius iv. after Calvin's death, ' was that money
was nothing to him.' His health, too, was undermined by seri-

ous maladies, and in his closing years he was never free from

pain. He died on '2rth May 1664, universally lamented.

Calvin was not without faults. His disposition

tended to severity, though the story that, when
young, his sclioohnates fastened on him the nick-

name of ' the Accusative ' is sliown to be a fable

(Doumergue, i. 74 f.). He specially blames himself

for impetuosity of temper, and begs forgiveness of

those whom he may have wounded by harsh and
uncharitable expressions. He lacks Luther's geni-

ality, rich overflowing humour, and human many-
sidedness. But he is Luther's equal in unbending
loyalty to conscience, and in greatness of intellect

is incontestably his superior. The three powers
that appear in him in almost naked severity are

intellect, conscience, and will. Yet Calvin, as

many tender friendships show, was not cold. He
had a genuine appreciation of poetry and music,

and the remarkable range and acuteness of his

mind appear in his Commentaries, which anticipate

the best works of their class in their freedom from
prejudice and in their honest desire to ascertain

the exact sense of Scripture. His system, as we
shall presently see, was, in a very real sense, the
reflexion of his own mind—severe, grand, logical,

and daring in the heights to which it ascends, yet
humble in its constant reversion to Scripture as its

basis. Its influence on posterity has been yet
more remarkable. It passed through the Creeds
into the thoughts of men, moulded the life of

nations, became the soul of Puritanism in England,
of Republicanism in Holland, of the Covenanting
struggle in Scotland, of democratic institutions in

America, identifying itself in every land to which
it went mth the undying principles of civil free-

dom (cf. the remarkable series of testimonies to

Calvin's greatness in Schaff's Swiss Ref. i. 272-275).

2. System of Calvinism.—From the man we
turn now to the system, sometimes spoken of

simply as Calvinism, sometimes more generally as
the Theology of the Reformed Church. And here
it is necessary in the first place to arrive at some
clear conception of the principle on which the
system depends, and from which it derives its

distinctive character and unity. There is general
agreement that the theology of the Reformed
Church is more objective in character than that
of the Lutlieran, is less antliropological, and leans
more directly on God and His words than on the
experience of faith in man. This, however, is at
best a formal distinction, and drives us back on
the search for a deejier fundamental principle.

That principle, probably, most would be disposed
to find, with Principal Cunningham, in the
doctrine of absolute predestination (cf. Beformers
and the Theology of Reformation, pp. 121, 424)

;

but even that doctrine does not carry us to the
ultimate basis of Calvinism, or express its regula-
tive principle with sufficient generality. On the
other hand, the view of Schweizer, which finds the
contrast between the Lutheran and the Reformed
Churches in the fact that the former was ' anti-

Judaic ' in its protest against the theory of work-
righteousness in the Church of Rome, and the
latter ' anti-jiiigan ' in its protest against all

creature-worshiii and idolatry as corruptions of

pure Christianity (cf. Hastie, Theology of tlie

R<forincd Church, pp. 34, 146), is too wide.

Scliweizer came nearer the mark when, following
Schleicrmacher, he defined the theological principle

of the Reformed Church as ' the consciousness . . .

of the absolute dependence of man upon God alone

in all that pertains to his religious life and to

the salvation of his soul ' (Hastie, p. 144). Baur
observed that this was still too anthropological,

and widened it to ' the idea of the absolute causality

of God, as the one and only principle that deter-

mines and causes all things absolutely and un-
conditionally, by andof itself ' (ib. p. 147). Similar

to Baur's, but taking in the twofold aspect of

nature and grace, is J. H. Scholten's formulation
of the principle as ' the recognition of God's
absolute sovereignty in the natural and moral
worlds, and especially the absolute sovereignty of

His free grace as the only ground of human salva-

tion ' (ib. p. 157). The defect of these definitions

is that they seem to leave little place for human
freedom, which yet, as will be found, has very real

recognition in the Reformed Theology (predestina-

tion is no fate). Nevertheless they touch the
essential point, that the Reformed Theologj',

comprehensively considered, affirms the entire

dependence of all things in nature and grace, in

their being, ordering, and capacity for good, on
God (cf. further, on the principles of Calvinism,
and the working of it out in its different relations,

A. Kuyper, Calvinism). We are next to see how
this principle is developed in the leading parts of

the theological system.

(1) The first word in Calvinism is God, and it is

important to observe how God Himself is conceived
of by Calvin and his followers. It is contended by
Calvin in the Institutes that a knowledge of God
is naturally implanted in the mind of man, and
that the Creation also is a glorious revelation of

the essential attributes of God. But man is blinded
by his state of sin, and needs the fuller revelation

fiven in Holy Scripture. The character of God
isplayed in Scripture is presented summarily in

the disclosure of His name in Ex 34"' ('The
Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gracious,' etc.).

' Moreover, the perfections thus enumerated are

just those which we saw shining in the heavens,
and on the earth— compassion, goodness, mercy,
justice, judgment, and truth' (Inst. bk. i. ch. x. 2).

Loving-kindness is united with judgment and
righteousness. In a later book of the Institutes

Calvin connects redemption with this general
character of God.

* God,* he says, ' who is perfect righteousness, cannot love the
iniquity which He sees in all. Allot us, therefore, have that
within which deserves the hatred of God. . . But as the Lord
wills not to destroy in us that which is His own. He still finds

something in us which in kindness He can love. For, though
it is by our own fault that we are sinners, we are still His crea-

tures ; though we have brought death upon ourselves, He had
created us for life. Thus, mere gratuitous love prompts Him
to receive us into favour,' etc. (bk. ii. ch. xvi. 3).

(2) The Creation depends absolutely and con-
tinuously on God, who fosters and guides it by His
secret inspiration (immanence :

' I admit, indeed,

that the expression, " Nature is God," may be
piously used, if dictated by a pious mind' [bk. i.

ch. V. 5]) ; yet God is in no way to be pantheistic-

ally identified with His Avorks (transcendence).

Tlie world He has made God unceasingly rules by
His providence in pursuance of a purpose (teleology).

Here first we enter the sphere of foreordination,
though not yet that of special predestination. Dr.
Hastie states the doctrine unexceptionably :

•The fundamental idea of the Reformed Theology is that the
world, in all its parts and processes and stages and forms of
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lifp, is the outoarryinj; in time of one Divine plan, conceived in
the eternal reason o( the Godhead aiid realized by Creative
power and wisdom and love. . . . The dominant idea of the Re-
formed system is therefore the relation of the Divine purpose in
eternity to its execution in time ; and its point of view is uni-
versally purposive or tcleologicat ' (op. cit. p. 162 f.).

This, liowever, requites a little elucidation for
the avoidance of misconceptions. It is a misconcep-
tion, first, if it is supposed that this inclusion by
Calvinism of all acts and events in the sphere
of the Divine imrjio-se is tantamount to the doing
away with, or denial of, the reality of the operation
of second causes—especially of human freedom.
The contrary is the case. The operation of second
causes is constantly prcsuppo.sed, and, where
necessary, in.sisted on (cf. Calvin, hist. bk. i. ch.
-xvii. 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, etc.). Freedom of will also, as a
natural endowment of man, is carefuUj- fjuardod.
The purpose, or ' decree,' of God is executed, not in
disrepanl of causes, or by overriding the nature of
causes, but, as the Westminster Confession puts it

in the chapter on 'Providence,' 'according to the
nature of second causes, either necessarily, freely,
or contingently' (ch. v. 2). Events take place, that
is, in the case of necessary (natural) causes, neces-
sarily ; in the case of free cau.ses, freely; in the
case where one event depends contingently on
another, in that order of dependence. If it be
urged, as it sometimes is, that, in reality, however
it may be in worils, freedom in man is rendered
nugatory by such all-embraeing 'foreordination,'
this points to a second misconception, on which a
few words must now be said.

No one can reasonably question that the Re-
formed Theology afKrms in clearest language the
reality of human freedom (as a natural endow-
ment), and of man's responsibility for his voluntary
actions (cf. Calvin again.st Pighius on Free Will,
and Inst. bk. i. ch. xv. 8 :

' To this [intellect] He
has joined will, to which choice belongs. ... In
this upright state, man possessed freedom of will,
>iy which, if he chose, he was able to obtain eternal
life. . . . Adam, therefore, might have stood if he
chose, since it was only by his own will that he
fell,' etc. ; cf. bk. ii. ch. i. 10). The Westmin.stcr
Confession is again studiously explicit on this
point. In ch. iii. 1, on 'God's Eternal Decree,' it

IS declared that 'God . . . did . . . freely and
unchangeably ordain wliatsoever comes to pass

:

yet so a.s thereby neither is God the author of sin,

nor is violence ottered to the will of ihe creatures,
nor is the liberty or contingency of second causes
taken away, but rather established'; inch. ix. 1,

on ' Free-will,' it is laid down that ' God hath
endued the will of man with that natural liberty,
that it is neither forced, nor by any absolute
necessity of nature determined, to good or evil

'

'iee also the passage on ' I'rovidence above, from
ch. v.).

How then is the ajiparent paradox or, as it may
seem to some, contradiction resolved? We do niit

urge that ' freedom ' itself is a notion which requires
careful analysis, and is notofi'hand to be identified
with arbitrariness, lawlessness, or incalculablencss,
which would conflict as fatally with God's fore-
knowledge as with His purpose (some, as Rothe,
Martensen, and Martineau, with the older So-
cinians, think they can save man's freedom only
by surrendering God's foreknowledge of free
actions). Rut two oon.siderations may help to
throw light on the Calvinistic point of view.
(a) The first is that freedom, view it a-s one may,
is only one factor in the comjjlicated web of
human life. There is always the other and con-
current factor of external Providence. Man has
the decision of what he will do in a given situa-
tion, but only in a limited degree does he create
the situation. To a certain extent, of course, he
makes or unmakes his circumstances, but never

wholly. In every case there is an admixture,
generally a preponderance, of causes over which
he has no ctmtrol. lie did not, e.g., choose his
own i)arents, his station in life, the course of events
that brought him into contact with this one and
that one, gave him his opportunities, led to his
relationsliips, etc. This evidently cuts verj' deeply.
At every point we are touched by forces we did
not make, while the slightest change at any point
in outward Providence would alter the whole
complexion of the future for all the individuals
afiected, and for those coming after them. In this
power, then, of creating or modifying the external
situation, Providence is seen entering as an essen-
tial factor in the shaping of the lives of men. Had
Joseph, e.g., not been sold by his brethren into
Egypt, not only would a particular act not have
been done, but the whole line of Jo-seph's volitions
in that country would have been cut of!, and a
totally diU'erent series of volitions would have
taken their j)lace, with what ditt'erent results to
Joseph himself, to Israel, and to the Morld \—\h)
Rut, next, on the Divine side, what are human
volitions, prior, if we may so speak, to the Divine
plan which takes them up as elements into the
future course of the world ? Obviously, to a Divine
prescience, only possibilities. Rut of this infinity
of possibilities which lie before the Creative Mind,
who but God shall determine which shall be per-
mitted to emerge as actualities ? Here, as the
Westminster Confession says, the liberty and con-
tingency of second causes is not taken away, but
established, for it is only by Divine decree that
these are permitted to enter and operate as causes
in the actual world at all. From this Eternal point
of view there seems no evading the conclusion that
the ultimate responsibility for the plan of the
world must rest with the infinitely wise Creator.
Even evil cannot enter, or run its mischievous
course, save as, in infinite wisdom, He has resolved
to allow it.

(3) This raises the last important question in the
Calvinistic view of Providence, viz. the relation of
Providence to sin. Sin, it is consistently held,
springs from the will of the creature. What, then,
is God's relation to the sinful act ? Is it enough in
this connexion to speak, as is frequently done, of
' permission '

' It might seem so ; yet reflexion,

probably, will convince us of the inadequacy of
this conception. We say, and truly, that God
permits sin. Rut (a) how should such an act have
been there at all to permit, since the slightest
change in the course of God's pro\ idence would
have prevented its emergence? And (6) Scripture
and reason alike teach that sin is not only per-
mitted by God, liut is manifoldly bounded, re-

gulated, and overnded by Him, in subserviency to
His holy ends. Sin is not simply permitted to
enter, and then done with ; once it has entered, it

brings with it a train of consequences. It lies with
(iod in His providence, in this view, not siiii|)ly to
permit sin, but in His wisdom to say when, where,
and how sin in humanity shall be permitted to
break out ; in what forms, along what lines, in

what per.sons, to what heights, it shall be allowed
to develop ; and how its results, when these arise,

shall be disposed of. The Westminster Confession,
again, states the doctrine in admirably guarded
terras thus

:

God's 'almighty power, unsearchable wisdom, and infinite

goodness . . . manifest themselves in Ilis providence' in relation
to siu, ' not by a bare permission, bvit svich as hath joined with
it a most wise and powerful bounding, and otherwise ordering
and governing of them, in a manifold dispensation, to His own
holy ends ; yet so as the einfulness thereof proceedcth only from
the creature, and not from God, who, being most hol.v and
righteous, neither is nor can be the author or approver of sin

'

(ch. v. 4).

(4) Man is viewed by Calvinism as made, a pure
being, in his Creator's image, but now aa fallen
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and corrupted throvigli liis voluntary defection

from the good. This corruption of nature pro-

ceeds from the tirst jiarents of the race to all their

pasterity, man's natural gifts, as Calvin phrases

it after "August inc. heing corrupted by sin, and Ids

supernaturiil gifts withdrawn (Inst. bk. ii. ch. ii.

12). In regard to the question how the fault of

one should render all guilty (ch. i. 5), Calvin seems

to favour what later wjis called in theology tlie

theory of ' mediate ' imputation, viz. that the

members of Adam's race are condemned, not

directly for Adam's sin, but on the ground of their

own pollution, so that he can say (cf. ch. i. 5, 6, 7,

and especially 8)

:

* Bein;! Ihus perverted and corrupted in all the parts of our

nature, we are, merely on account of such corruption, deservedl.v

condemned by God, to whom nothing is acceptable but righteous-

ness, innocence, and purity. This is not liability for another's

fault. . . . Hence Augustiiie, though he often terms it another's

Bin (that he may more clearly show how it comes to us by
descent), at the "same time asserts that it is the indiridual's

own sin, and the Apostle most distinctly testifies that "death
passed upon all men, for that all have sinned " (Ro 51'-)

; that is,

are involved in original sin and polluted by its stain.*

Tlie question is still not answered—On what
ground is the posterity of Adam condemned to this

pollution? Calvin would probably say—through
the natural constitution of the race, in which,

germinaDy, all were originally in the one. In its

doctrine of hereditary corruption, universal de-

pravation, and complete loss of spiritual freedom
on the part of man, Calvinism takes over almost
unchanged the doctrine of Augustine. Yet this

doctrine of human depra-vity also, as Calvinism
apprehends it, needs to be guarded against serious

misconceptions. It is by no means the case that

the doctrine of 'total depravity' (i.e. depravity of

man in all the parts or faculties of his nature) is

held by Calvin to imply that every human being is

as bad as he can be, or that there are not wide
distinctions of character among men, or that there

are not natural virtues, capabilities even of splendid

achievement, among the heathen or others who are

yet unregenerate. Some of the most interesting

sections in Calvin are those in which he illustrates

these very truths (cf. J7ist. bk. ii. ch. ii. 12-17,

22, 23, ch. iii. 3, 4 ; bk. iii. ch. xiv. 2, etc.). These
virtues and endowments he explains partly through
what remains of the natural image of God in man,
partly through restraining grace preventing the
full development of corruption, but especially

through a work of God's Spirit bestowing gifts on
men in all spheres of existence.
We give only two specimens of his language on a subject

which is treated with great fullness. 'Therefore,' he says, 'in

reading profane authors, the admirable light of truth displayed

in them should remind us that the human mind, however much
fallen and perverted from its original integrity, is still adorned
and invested with admirable g'liU from its Creator. If we
reflect that the Spirit of God is the only fountain of truth, we
shall be careful, as we would avoid offering insult to Him, not

to reject or contemn truth wherever it appears. In despising
the gifts, we insult the Giver' (bk. ii. ch. ii. 16). ' First, then,

I deny not, that whatever excellent endowments appear in un-

believers [in French ed. 'in the life of infidels and idolaters ']

are Divine gifts. Nor do I set myself so much in opposition to
common sense as to contend that there was no difference

between the justice, moderation, and equity of Titus and Trajan,
and the rage, intemperance, and cruelty of Caligula, Nero, and
Domitian ; between the continence of Vespasian and the
obscene lusts of Tiberius ; and (not to dwell on single virtues

and vices) between the observance of law and justice and the
contempt of them ' (bk. iii. ch. xiv. 2 ; he goes on to argue that

these ' virtues of whatever kind, are Divine gifts ' ; cf. Kuyper,
Calvinism, p. 159 ff.).

Still, these virtues, or 'images of virtue,' though
God is pleased to visit ' with many temporal bless-

ings those who cultivate virtue' [ib. ), lack the rout of

true godlines.s, and in no way possess the character

of spiritual righteousness, such as alone is truly

well-pleasing to God. Neither in knowledge nor
in righteousness can man of himself attain to
salvation.

(5) The Calvinistic doctrine of Christ as Mediator
follows, in respect of the Person of the Redeemer,

tlie lines of the older theology, and need not be

dwelt on. Enough here to say that Calvinism, on

this head, scjiarates itself from Lutheran specula-

tions on the ' ubiquity' of Christ's humanity, as a

result of the communu-atio idiomatum, and, gener-

ally, from tlie later Lutheran theories of ' Kenosis.'

Its Christology is more sober and practical, if

perhaps tending, on the other side, to hold the

Divine and the human in Christ too severely apart.

On tlie doctrine of Atonement, again, original

Calvinism had little that was distinctive, though
this became a fruitful subject of discussion at a

later time. Calvin, despite his strong emphasis

on the doctrine of election, keeps hunself clear of

theories of a limited Atonement, and, with slight

exceptions (cf. Com. on 1 Jn 2-), suggests no limita-

tion of the universal expressions in regard to the

scope of Christ's propitiatory death (cf. Com. on
Jn 3'«).

Cunningham admits that this is true, with the exception

of one ambiguous pass.ige, which he cites {Refs. and Theol.

of the Ref. p. 396 :
' It is true that we do not find in Calvin's

writings explicit statements as to any limitation in the

object of the Atonement, or in the number of those for whom
Christ died ') ; but he argues that the topic was not then a dis-

tinct subject of controversy, and that Calvin had no occasion to

take it up, though liis other doctrines logically implied it. It

cannot be overlooked, however, that the limitation of the Atone-

ment was a leading point with Augustine, whom Calvin is

continually quoting ; his silence, therefore, if he really held

this doctrine, is doubly strange. It is certain, however, as

Cunningham says (p. 395), that Beza, Calvin's coadjutor and
successor, held the doctrine of a limited Atonement, or, as it is

called, of ' particular redemption
'

; and this doctrine, as a

supposed corollary from the doctrine of election, came early to

pre\'ail in the stricter schools of Calvinistic orthodoxy. Still,

even by the Synod of Dort such wide admissions were made of

the intrinsic, infinite sufficiency of Christ's sacrifice, as the

ground of the universal offer of the Gospel to men, that, as

Schaff says, the difference between the two views became very

much a question of words {Creeds, i. 621 :
• After such admis-

sions the difference of the two theories is of little practical

account '). This Synod may be quoted as exhibiting the general

Calvinistic view

:

' The death of the Son of God is the only and most perfect

sacrifice and satisfaction for sin ; is of infinite worth and value,

abundantly sufficient to expiate the sins of the whole world. . . .

Moreover, the promise of the Gospel is that whosoever believeth

in Christ crucified shall not perish, but have everlasting life.

This promise, together with the command to repent and believe,

ought to be declared and published to all nations, and to all

persons promiscuously and without distinction, to whom God
out of His mere good pleasure sends the Gospel. And, whereas
manv who are called by the Gospel do not repent or believe in

Christ, but perish in unbelief ; this is not owing to any defect

or insufficiency in the sacrifice offered by Christ upon the cross,

but is wholly to be imputed to themselves ' (artt. III. 'V. W. on
' The Death of Christ

'
; cf. Schaff, iii. 686 ; Mitchell, Westm.

Assembly, p. 386 ; Cunningham, Bist. Theol. ii. 331 ; C. Hodge,
Si/st. Theol., 1872, ii. 544 8":).

(6) The crux of Calvinistic doctrine is reached
when we come to the application of redemption,

AVe may here pass by the treatment of such topics

as faith, repentance, justification, etc., in which
there is little, essentially, to ditferentiate the

Calvinistic position from the Lutheran, and fix

attention at once on that which gives Calvinism
its distinctive cliaracter, viz. its view of the work
of tlie Spirit of God in conversion (generally treated

under 'vocation,' or 'effectual calling'), and, as

connected \nt\\ this, and in a manner arising out
of it, its doctrine of unconditional predestination.

Calvin's predestination doctrine has, as already
noted, close resemblance to Augustine's ; yet there

are important dift'erences which should be noticed.

Augustine, it must not be forgotten, was a Catholic

Churchman of a very pronounced type—the bisliop

(cf. A. Kuyper, Calvinism, p. 55) ; Calvin was as

strongly a Protestant, repudiating the claim of the

Church to come between the soul and God, and
emjihasizing the general priesthood of believers {ib.

p. 56). From this followed certain consequences
for doctrine. First, regeneration is for Augustine
an act efl'ected through baptism ; for Calvin, it is

effected through the agency of the word and sijirit

of God. Next, Auo:ustine's doctrine of predestina-

tion was necessarily crossed by his doctrine of
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baptismal regeneration. If all baptized persons
are regenerate, it plainly follows that regeneration
alone cannot bo made a test of election. The re-

generate person may fall from baptismal grace,

and finally be lost. Kor Augustine, therefore, the
test of predestination to life, or of election, was
found, not in regeneration, but in jierseverance.

The elect have given to them the giace to per-

severe. Calvin entirely separates himself from
this view. Regeneration is a spiritual work
wrought in the souls of the elect, and of them
pJone. The elect persevere, but the seed of their
perseverance is already implanted in them in re-

generation. The sacramentarian element is com-
pletely purged out from this doctrine.

There is one more distinction. Augustine, with
Justice, con lines predestination to salvation ; it is,

in every ciise, predestination to life. The word is

thus synonymous with election. Calvin, on the
other hand, speaks boldly of a twofold predestina-

tion—a predestination to salvation and a i)redes-

tination to destruction (cf. bk. iii. ch. xxi. 5, etc. :

' The predestination by which God adopts some to

the hope of life, and adjudges others to eternal

death, no man wlio would be thought pious ventures
simply to deny '). The majority of later Calvinists

have preferred to follow Augustine's more cautious
and Scriptural usage. Even in Calvin, however, as

in the Calvinist Creeds, it will be seen below that
there is an essential dillerence—another point on
which there is great misconception—between the
Divine decree as it relates to the salvation, and as
it relates to the destruction, of men. The term
' unconditional ' may be ajiplied to it in both aspects,

inasmuch as, in Calvin's system, the will of God
must contain in itself the last reasons of all that is,

and even the passing by of the unsaved, however
mysterious, must be traced back to an origin in

the eternal Divine will. But in another sense
there is a conditionality in the rejection of men
which does not apply to their salvation. Men are
saved, in Calvin's view, by an act of absolutely
free, unmerited grace on God's part, without
regard to good works (these are the fruit of grace,

not the cause of it) ; men, on the other hand, are
never condemned, save on the ground of their own
sin. Calvin strongly ur^es this (cf. Iiist. bk. iii.

ch. .xxiii. 3, 8, 9, etc. : 'Wherefore, let us in the
corruption of human nature contemplate the
evident cause of condemnation (a cause which
comes more closely home to us), rather than inquire
into a cause hidden and almost incomprehensible
in the ])riMlestination of God' \_ib. xxiii. 8]). For
the present it may be sufficient to quote the
emi)hatic words of the Synod of Dort

:

The Synod denounces it as a calumny against the Reformed
Churches to assert that they hold 'that God, by a mere arbi-

trary act of His will, without the least respect or view to any
sin, has predestinated the greatest part of the world to eternal
danmation, and has created them for this verj' purpose ; that
in the same manner in which the election is the fountain and
cause of faith and good works, reprobation is the cause of un-
belief and impiety ' (cf. Schaff, Creeds, iii. 596 ; Mitchell, Westm.
Assembl!/, p. 386; Cunningh.am, Hist. Theol. ii. 430). The
Waitminster Ccm/ession also, in speaking of the foreordination
of a part of mankind to dishonour and wrath, is careful to insert
the words ' for their sin ' (ch. iii. 7).

While in order of thought, in Calvinism, the
Divine piedestination logically (irecedes the call to

salvation, and so properlj' belongs to the doctrine
of God, under the head of the Divine purpose or
decree ('if you want to understand this you have
to go back from predestination to God's decree in

"eneral, . . . Belief in predestination is nothing
but the penetration of God's decree into your own
personal life ; or, if you ])refer it, the personal
heroism to apply the .sovereignty of God's derrce-
ing will to your own existence' [Kuyper, Calvin-
ism,

J).
MSJ), the doctrine, practically, has its real

root in the conviction of the sovereignty of the

grace of God in personal salvation (cf. Hastie, op.

cit. pp. 165 f., 'i.S.'iil'.). Augustine and Calvin aro
here atone. 'I'he work of renewal being viewed by
both as, in the nature of the case, wholly of God,

—

a work of grace from first to last,—the doctrine of
predestination is simply the assertion that what
God does in time in the salvation of the believer,
He willed to do in eternity.

* It ifj the salvation of the believer viewed, if we maysosay, «u6
specie eeternitalis. . . . Thus regarded,—whatever speculative
difficulties may attend it,—it is simply the expression of an ex-
perience which lies at the root of all genuine Christian con-
sciousness, viz., that in this matter of personal salvation, the
last word is always grace, not nature ; that it is not our willing
and running which has brought us into the kingdom of God,
but His mercy ; that it is He who first enkindled in us the
desire after Himself, who drew us to Himself, who bore with us
in our waywardness and resistance to His Spirit, who step by
step overcame that resistance, and brought us finally into the
number of His children ; and that all this was no afterthought
of God, but an eternal counsel of His love which has now
effectuated itself in our salvation. This is the religious interest
in the doctrine of predestination which gives it its abiding
value. As a religious experience, no one would think of
questioning that the fundamental attitude of the Christian
spirit is one which .ascribes alt to grace in its salvation ; that
any thought of a divided claim—of a partitioning out of so
much to God, and so much to self— i.s abhorrent to sound
Christian feeling ' (Orr, Progress of Dogma, p. 162 f.).

It is in accordance with the above view that, as
already said, Calvin treats of predestination not in

bk. i. of his Institutes, but in bk. iii. , after an ex-
position of the work of the Holy Spirit in the soul,

and its effects. It is also in this connexion with
the doctrine of efficacious grace (the ' Elt'ectual

Calling' of the theologians) that predestination
ought, in justice, to be con.sidered. The doctrine of

the etl'ectual operation of the Spirit in regeneration,
accordingly, may be called the pivot of Calvinism
in a soteriological relation. Plan's will, being
wholly disabled for spiritual good by sin, can be
restored to freedom and goodness only by an
omnipotent act of God's grace. Such a conception
has obviously 'election,' or 'predestination' to

life, as its necessary correlate. It is important,
however, for the avoidance of objections, to untier-

stand again precisely what this doctrine means.
When, e.g.. Divine grace in the work of human
renewal is spoken of as 'irresistible' (i.e. as
certainly eirectuating its result), one is apt to feel

as if lunnan freedom were overborne or annihilated.

But that is by no means the intention, nor is it

really the effect of the doctrine. Grace is certainly
not 'irresistible' in the sense that the natural will

cannot resist grace ; for that is what, in the Calvin-
istic view, it is constantly doing (cf. Cunningham,
Hist. Theol. ii. 408 ff.). When CaUHn, with Aug-
ustine, speaks of efficacious grace, what he has
in view is not a grace which overpowers the will,

or puts anj^ foreign force or pressure upon it, but
a grace which renews the will, and restores it to

its true freedcmi—which so acts upon it that it

freely choo.ses the good. With this we may com-
pare Augustine, Rebuke and Grace, 17, 38 :

* The freedom of the will is defended in accordance with the
grace of God, not in opposition to it ; because the human will

does not attain grace by freedom, but rather attains freedom by
grace. . . . Because by the Holy Spirit their will is so mucii
enkindled that they therefore can, because they so will, they
therefore so will, because God works in them to xvilL' The
writer of art. ' Pelagius' in Smith's DCB (iv. 2a5«) is therefore
wrong when he says :

' The Augustinian theory made the .action

of grace entirely independent of the will ; it was an irresistible

power which forced the will.'

As little does 'efficacious grace' mean that (Jod

can or does ovciride the laws of h uman naturi! w'hich

He has Himself ordained, or converts by a sheer
act of power, without the \ise of api^i'ipriate means.
What is meant is that Ciod can use sitrh means,
can so deal with the individual in I'rovidence and
grace, can bring him under surk outer and inner
(liscipline, as, in harmony with, nay, through the
laws of human freedom, to overcome his resistance.

If it be asserted that, even when gr.ace has done its

utmost for a soul, there is still a possibility of re-
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sisting it, Calvin, with Aiii;Hstiiie, would re|jly

that there is a hiylier freedom still—that in which
even the desire to resist tlio good is overcome, and
which tlicrofore ccriainlij, but none the less freely,

chooses God (cf. Orr, op. cit. p. 151).

(7) The doctrine ol preilcsthmtiiiii in Calvinism
is hard and dillicult enough, but it has a deeper
{)hilosoj3hical and religious basis than many appre-

lend (Hastie's 'r/irol. of JRef. Church is specially

valuable here ; cf. also Kuypei''s CaUnnism), and
many of the objections to it certainly rest on mis-

conception. I'his is true, for instance, of the

common objection that it represents predestina-

tion as a perfectly arbitrartj act of God—the decree

of a will acting on no ground but its own good
pleasure. God's own ' good pleasure ' is the ground
assuredly, but not in the sense of arbitrariness.

God's sovereignty is upheld as a truth, the evi-

dences of which are abundantly manifest in nature,

as in grace ; but, while it is contended that the
ultimate reasons of God's determinations In the

government of the world and in salvation are to

us inscrutable, it is none the less maintained that

they are assuredly the outcome of an eternal wis-

dom, righteousness, and love. Calvin upholds this

as strongly as any one.
' We prive,' he saj'S, ' no countenance to the fiction of absolute

power, which, as it is heathenish, so it ouglit justly to be held
in detestation by us. We do not imag-ine God to be lawless

{exli'X). . . . The will of God is not only free from all vice, but
is the supreme standard of perfection, the law of all laws ' ;

only, ' the procedure of Divine justice is too high to be scanned
by human measure, or comprehended by the feebleness of

human intellect" (bk. iii. ch. x.xiii. 2, 4 ; cf. Cunningham, Hist.

Theol. ii. 460).

Further, while the reasons of God's' election to

salvation are declared to be inscrutable, it is held

fast that the ground of His condemnation of others

is their corruption and sin (ch. xxiii. 3). Thus the
Divine justice is thought to be vindicated in the
passing by of the unsaved.
Just here, however, the supreme difBculty arises

for the Calvinistic doctrine of jnedestination and
reprobation. Justice, in some sense, may be vindi-

cated on the lines of Augustine and Calvin, but
not love ; for, if God could save, why did He not ?

Why leave any to perish ? Probably these ques-
tions can never be satisfactorily answered, even
with the admission of inscrutability, without a
double transformation of the doctrine, while still

conserving its essential Calvinistic basis. (a)

Election must be removed from the purely indi-

vidual basis and treated more organically. Tliis

does not mean that election is not still individual,

i.e. jiersonal, but means that it is now viewed in

connexion with a developing purpose or plan of

blessing, to which the election of the individual is

related as means. Abraham, e.g., was chosen, but
it was for the blessing of the whole world (cf. Orr,

op. cit. pp. 167 fi'., 292; Hastie, o]). cit. p. 262 ft'.),

(o) Sovereignty must be interpreted in terms of

God's character as love, rather than love in terms
of sovereignty. Love, indeed, can work out its

designs only by gradual stages, and in harmony
with righteousness, and with the laws of human
nature and freedom. Still, love, in the light of

the Christian revelation, must be viewed as lying
behind the whole plan, and as marking out the end
of it. In the carrying out of its aims, nations and
individuals have their gifts bestowed on them (as

Lange says, election presides at the making of its

object, as well as at the using of it), are prepared
for service, and in due season are called to their

task. Yet this election of God is never disjoined
from its place in the context of (Jod's whole pur-

pose, which, in its largest scope, embraces the
widest possible blessing for humanity (cf. Orr, op.

cit. p. 29211).

(8) The Church polity which springs from the
scheme of Calvin, as now expounded, is necessarily

one which lays stress on the etiuality of all be-

lievers before God, even while recognizing special

gifts bestowed on individuals for service in His
Church. The Chtuch invisible is the body of the

elect as these stand before the eye of God ; the

Church visible is the company of professing be-

lievers, locally distributed, and organized on the

principles of God's word. Calvin went further

here than Luther, or even Zwingli. ' With him
Scripture alone had authority. Neither traditions

nor observances, however authorized by custom,
were spared ; unless they could stand the proof,

they fell beneath the sword of God's word' (Henry,
Calvin, i. 368).

The ministerial office has two branches—pastors

and teachers. The former includes the whole office

as exercised in particular Churches in the ministry

of the Word, the sacraments, and discipline ; the

latter is confined to the work of instruction (Inst. bk.

iv. ch. iii. 4). In the constitution and government
of Churches three permanent ottices are recognized :

those who exercise the mini.stry of the Word, called

indiscriminately bishops, presbyters, and pastors

( ' on the authority of Scripture, which uses the

words as synonymous ' [ib. ch. iii. 8]) ; elders, or

lay presbyters, who share with the pastors in the

government ('By these governors I understand
seniors selected from the people to unite with the

bishops in pronouncing censures and exercising

discipline ' {ib. ch. iii. 8]) ; and deacons, entrusted

with the care of the poor. The system thus, as

Schaft" says, ' rests on the principle of ministerial

equality, and the principle of lay-representation

by elders or seniors in the government of the

Church' (Creeds, i. 462). The mode of appoint-

ment might vary, but, whoever had the power of

nomination, ministers were regarded as legiti-

mately called only ' when those who may have
seemed fit are elected on the consent and appro-

bation of the people' (Inst. bk. iv. ch. iii. 15).

Calvin's principles were only imperfectly carried

out in the ' ordinances ' of his own city Geneva,
and Calvinistic doctrine, as before said, has been
associated with very diverse systems of Church
government. The genius of Calvinism, however,

is Presbyterian, and the scheme is perhaps seen in

its greatest purity in the (old) French and Scottish

Churches, and in America.

3. Development of Calvinism.—In its histori-

cal development doctrinal Calvinism has passed

through many phases, some of which are alluded

to below in the notices of Calvinism in the dif-

ferent countries. Three leading points may here

be glanced at. Calvinism after CalWn's death
became more scholastic, and tended in certain

quarters to extreme forms, which, as inevitably,

pro\oked reactions.

(1) A dispute which developed among Cahnn's
immediate followers is that known as the Supra-
lapsarian and Sublapsarian (on its special history,

see artt. under these heads). The controversy

relates to what is termed ' the order of the Divine
decrees' (order in thought, not in time), viz.,

whether, in electing some to eternal life and re-

probating others, the decree of God is to be
regiirded as jjreceding or as following the con-

sideration of man as fallen. The very statement
of the question shows in how abstract and tran-

scendental a region the discussion moves, and how
great is the peril of falling into error through over-

bold speculation. On the former supposition—the
Supralapsarian—the decree of election or repro-

bation comes first, then the fall of man (or of

angels) is decreed as a means of accomplishing
that end. Calvin never went so far as this, strong

as his language sometimes is, but always viewed
election as from a ' mass' alreadj' in condemnation,
while, of course, recognizing that the fall of man
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also was embraced in the pioviileiice of God. Bez:i

separated himself from Calvin on this point, but
the fjreat majority of Calvinists have always pre-

ferred the milder—or S'«61apsarian—view. The
latter is the view taken by the Canons of the

SjTiod of Dort in the Arminian dispute.

(2) A second important controversy, or group of

controversies, emerging in Calvinist circles, but
likewise distinguishing the more rigorous Calvin-

ism from Arminianism, relates to the question of

'the univcrsalit;/ or the limited c}uirneter of Christ's

Atonement. Tliis also is, in form, a question of

the order of the decrees. Did God lirst elect a cer-

tain portion of mankind to salvation, and then give

His Son to die for them to redeem tliem ? Or did

He first decree to provide an Atonement of infinite

efficacy for mankind, viewed as fallen, without
restriction, and then elect those who sho)ild bo
actually brought to faith and participation in

Christ's salvation ? It might be shown that
underlying both forms of the question there is a
mistaken conception of the nature and aims of

election. But, apart from this, it has been seen

that the question becomes very much one of words
when, irrespectively of the order of decrees, it is

admitted that Christ's sacritice has an infinite

sufliftiency, and is the ground of a universal pro-

clamation of mercy to mankind. Arminianism
contended for the universality of the Atonement,
but with denial also of particular election (see

Aeminianisji). Calvin himself, as we saw, did

not suggest limitation in the Atonement. The
controversy assumed a somewhat acute form in

the 17th cent, through the advocacj-, in the writ-

ings of Moses Amyraut of Saumur (works fron)

1634 to 1662; see Amyraldi.sm), of the view of

'hypothetical universalism,' i.e. the doctrine of

unlimited atonement, with particular application,

in God's sovereign purpose, to the elect. This
mediating view, though warmly combated in

Geneva and other centres of Calvinistic ortho-

doxy, was ofiicially condoned in the French
Church, and has since had many able supporters.

Kichard Baxter in England upheld it ; the younger
Edwards in New England adopted it ; Ralph Ward-
law in Scotland, and Albert Barnes, the com-
mentator, in America, with many more, contended
for it. The whole trend of the discussion on the

Atonement in recent times has passed into such
difrerent phases, that little, comparatively, is now
heard of this questitm, so long a touchstone of

purity in Calvinistic faitli, and little disposition is

shown on any side to deny the love of God to the

whole world in the gift of His Son for its salva-

tion (cf. the Declaratory Acts of the Presbyterian
Churches in Scotland, England, and America ; on
the controversy in its older phases, see Cunning-
ham, Hist. Theol. ii. 323 fr. ; Schaff, Creeds, i.

480fl".,772).

(3) A third influential development in Calvinistic

theology is in the doctrine of the Covenants, usually
a.ssocialed with the name of Cocceius, in Holland.
The leading ideas of the Federal Theology, how-
ever, are of much earlier date. .-Vpart from Scottish

(Rollock) and Anglo-Dutch (.Amesius) writers, as

early as l.'j'O, Olevianus, one of the compilers of

the Heidelberg Catechism, had published a work
treating of the eternal covenant between God and
believers. The M'estmittster Confession, whicli is

based on the contrast of a ' covenant of works

'

and 'covenant of grace,' appeared in 1647, a year
before the publication of the work of Cocceius on
the subject. Cocceius, however, undoubtedly gave
the idea a systematic development which raised it

to a i)lace of importance in th(;(dogy which it had
not fornierlj' occupied. A still better known work
on the Covenants is that of Witsius (cf. Mitchell,

IVest/n. Assembly, p. 371IT. ; Schaff, Creeds, i.

773 f. ; on the value of the doctrine, sec lla.stic,

op. rit. ]}. 191 II'.). See Covenant Til Koi.ocv.

4. Calvinism in different countries.—Much space
would be required to trace the history of Calvinism
in the dill'erent countries which received it, and
the kind of influence it has exercised on each ; but
a few notes may be given, fn general it may be
claimed for Calvinism that its influence has been
an elevating and invigorating one. Abasing man ''

before God, but exalting him again in the conscious-

ness of a newborn liberty in Christ, teaching him
his slavery tlirough sin, yet restoring his freedom
to him through grace, and leading him to regard
all things in the light of eternity, it contributed
to form a grave but very noble and elevated type
of character, and reared a race not afraid to lift up
the head before kings.

Fnmde may well ask 'how it came to pass that, if Calvin-
ism i? indeed the hard and unreasonable creed which modern
enlij^htenment declares it to be, it has possessed such singfular

attractions in past times for some of the greatest men that ever
lived. And how—bein^, as we are told, fatal to morality
because it denies free will—the first symptom of its operation,
wherever it established itself, was to obliterate the distinction

between sins and crimes, and to make the moral law the rule

of life for States as well as persons . . . why, if it be a creed
of intellectual ser^'itude, it was able to inspire and sustain the
bravest efforts ever made by man to break the yoke of unjust
authority ('Calvinism.' in Shm't Studies, 2nd ser.). Many
similar testimonies might be quoted (cf. Kuj*per, Catviniim,

pp. S-10), but we cite only two, less frequently noted. Writing
of the Dutch struggle for independence, Motley says :

' It would ^
be ridiculous to deny that the aggressive, uncompromising,
self-sacrificing, intensely believing, perfectly fearless spirit of

Calvinism had been the animating soul, the motive power of
the great revolt. For the Provinces to have encountered Spain
and Rome without Calvinism, and relying on municipal enthu-
siasm only, would have been to throw away the sword and
fight with the scabbard ' (John of Barneveld, i. 331). Morley,
again, taking Frederic Harrison to task in the Nineteenth
Centtii-y (Feb. 1802) for omitting Calvin from his ' New Calendar
of Great Men,' declares :

' To omit Calvin from the forces of

Western evolution is to read history with one eye shut. To
say that Hobbes and Cromwell stand tor the positive results of

the intellectual revolution in Protestant countries, and that
Calvin does not, is to ignore what the Calvinistic churches
were, and what tliey have done for moral and social causes in the
old world and in the new. Hobbes and Cromwell were giants

in their several ways, but ... we cannot but see that, comjiared
with Calvin, not in capacity of intellect, but in power of giving

formal shape to a world, Hobbes and Cromwell are hardly more
tlian names writ in water.' Morley then quotes from the
Essays of Mark Pattison (ii. 31) a striking passage concluding,
* Calvinism saved Europe.'

Calrinism has found acceptance chiefly among
the Latin and Anglo-Saxon races, while (jlermany

has remained predominatingly Lutheran. Yet the
Keformed Church gained an important foothold in

Germany also, which it has never since lost. Its

presence in all the countries into which it travelled

has been marked by the rise of Creeds, or, more
properly, Confessions.

(1) In Swit::crlandthe Reformation had received

its democratic and severely Scriptural character
from Zwingli and other Reformers before the
advent of Calvinism. The principal pre-Calvinistic

Confessions are the Fir.'it Confession of Basel
(1534 ; still in use in Basel) and the First Helvetic

Confession (1536; 'the first Reformed Creed of

national authoritj' ) After Calvin's death, in 1566

came the Sei-o/id JLiirtir Confession, composed by
Bullinger— ' the most wiilely adopted, and hence
the most authoritative, of all the Continental

Reformed symbols, with the exception of the

Heidelberg Catechism ' (Scliall', ,V»7'.v.v lief. i. 222).

It is in strictness a Zwinglian Symbol, but trans-

fused with Calvin's influence. Its tenth chapter

treats of predestination, but strikingly declares

that we must believe in the love of (5od to the

world, as attested in Jn 3'^ More local in interest

are three documents drawn up by Calvin himself

— the Catechism of Ccncvd (1541), the Consc7t.tn.<i of
Zurich (1549), and the Consensus of Geneva (1552

;

polemical). In the Genevan Catechism prede.stina-

tion is not mentioned ; the Genevan Consensus, on
the other hand, is devoted to that doctrine.



(2) It has already been iiientioued that the Ro-
foriiiatiou in France was indigciioiis. Calvhi, how-
ever, did iiHU-h to forward tlie movoiiient (con^ejja-
tioii formed at I'oitiivs, IfilU ; 'Calvin's yrotto'),

and it was under his inthienco and that of lieza that
the French Church was, later, organized. Desiuto
severe (lerseeution, the adherents of the Keforma-
tion nuuiliered some 400,000 in ISfiS. The first

National Synod was held at I'aris iu 1559, when
the Church was formally organized by the adop-
tion of the G(t//ican Confession of Faith (drafted

by Calvin), anil of an order of i^iseipline on the
Calvinistic model (cf. Quick, Si/nodicon, 1692, vol.

i.). The Church continued to hold national Synods
(29 in number) till IGliO, when tlieir meetings were
prohibited by l-ouis xiv., and in 1685 came the
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Not till 1872
was the ;Wth Synod held, when a new and simpler
declaration of faith was adopted (cf. Schafl', Creeds,

i. 49811'.). Calvinism spread into the 'Waldensian
Church, and the Waldensian Confession of 1655 is

based on the Galilean Confession of 1559 (on litera-

ture on the Reformation in France, cf. SchatT,

Sioiss Reforinatiun, ii., Appendix).
(3) Germany, as we have said, was naturally

Lutheran ; but the views of the Smss Reformers
gained favour in certain of the free Imperial cities,

four of w hich (Strassburg, Constance, Memniingen,
and Lindau) presented at the Diet of Augsburg in

1530 a separate Confession, known as the Tetra-
politan. At a later period a mild Calvinism gained
the ascendancy in the Palatinate and in Branden-
burg. The chief Reformed Symbol is the justly

celebrated Heidelberg Caterhism, drawn up at the
instance of the pious and tolerant Frederick HI.,

Elector of the Palatinate, on the basis of drafts by
two young divines of the Reformed persuasion,
Ursinus and Olevianus. It obtained in 1562 the
approval of a Synod at Heidelberg : hence its name.
No other catechism has ever had such popularity.
It does not obtrude the Calvinistic peculiarities

:

the doctrine of election, e.g., is incidentally implied
in a few of the questions rather than expressly
stated (cf. Schatf, Creeds, i. 529 fi'.). Brandenburg
also had its Confessions, which subsisted till the
Union of the Lutheran and Reformed Churches in

Germany in 1817.

(4) 2'he Netherlands first received the Reforma-
tion in the Lutheran form, enduring severe perse-
cution, but later, as exiles from other countries
flocked into the cities, a change took place, and
the Calvinistic or Reformed type became predomi-
nant. A Church gradually shaped itself, with the
Belgic Confession and the Heidelberg Catechism as
its acknowledged Symbols. The Catechism has
just been spoken of. The Belgic Confession, com-
posed by Guide de Brfes in 1561, was based on the
Galilean Confession of 1559. It was revised in

1562, and soon after was publicly ailopted by
Synods of the Reformed Church (1566, 1568, 1574,
1577, etc.), and linally by the great Synod of Dort
in 1619. Its Calvinism, like that of the Heidelberg
Catechism, is mild in character. The new faith
was the inspiring power in the heroic struggle
which ended in the proclamation of the Independ-
ence of the Seven Provinces in 1.581. While, how-
ever, Calvinism was the avowed faith of the
Church, there were always those who maintained
a protest against its doctrines, especially its doc-
trine of predestination. Calvinists themselves
were partly to blame for the reaction, owing to
the extreme lengths to which some carried their
views (see Supkalapsaeiankm). Ulthuately the
smouldering opposition found utterance in the
teachings of Arminius and the Remonstrants (see

Arminianism). The controversy that ensued led,

after much acrimonious disputation, to the Synod
of Dort (1618-19), the decisions of which have al-

ready been adverted to. Holland subseqiiently
became the chief home of the Covenant theology.
The ' Modern' School in Holland has departed far

enough from Calvinism, but the Free Chun'hes
have revived it as the basis of their Constitution
(cf. Kuyper, Calvinism).

(5) Doctrinally, the English Reformation was
deeply inlluenced by Calvinism. Henry VIII., in-

deed, prohibited Calvin's books (1542), but even
then and in succeeding reigns the English Re-
formers were strongly Calvinistic in sympathy.
' It is not too much to say,' observes Schaff, ' that
the ruling theology of the Church of England in

the latter half of the 16th and the beginning of the
17th cent, was Calvinistic' (Creeds, i. 604; cf.

Cunningham, Refs. and Theol. of lief. p. 16811'.).

This is sufficiently evidenced by the Elizabethan
Articles, the Lambeth Articles, and the Irish

Articles (see below). The Dean of Chichester,
librarian to King Edward VI., ^Vl•ote to Bullin^er
in 1552, while the Anglican Articles were under
consideration :

' The greater number among us, of

whom I own myself to be one, embrace the opinion
of John Calvin as being perspicuous and most
agreeable to Holy Scripture (Cunningham, op. cit.

p. 181). The Thirty-nine Articles are themselves
moderately Calvinistic. The soul of English
Puritanism was its Calvinism. Neal (in Schaff,

i. 703) defines a Puritan as ' a man of severe
morals, a Calvinist in doctrine, and a Noncon-
formist to the ceremonies and discipline of the
Church, though not totally separated from it.'

Later, the Church of England came to he pre-

dominantly Arminian and, until the Tractarian
Movement, latitudinarian.

(6) It will be questioned by none that the
Scottish Reformation was Calvinistic from its be-

ginning. The Scottish Confession of 1560 ' exhibits

a clear, fresh, and forcible summary of the ortho-
dox Reformed faith, as then held in common by
the Protestants of England, Smtzerland, France,
and HoUand' (Schafl', i. 683). Though 'decidedly
Calvinistic,'it is free from the extreme statements of

some forms of later Calvinism. This native Symbol
was superseded in 1648-49 by the Confession of
Faith dratcn uj> by the Westmiiister Assembly,
1643-46. A. F. Mitchell has conclusively proved
{Minutes of Westminster Assembly, p. xlvifl". ;

The TVestm. Assembly, p. 380) that its famous
ch. iii. ' Of God's Eternal Decree ' closely, and in

part verbally, follows Art. III. of the Irish Articles

of Archbp. Ussher (1615). Its place in the fore-

front of the Confession, and its exceptionally strong
and imperfectly qualified statements, give an aspect
of severity to the Confession as a whole, and create
stumbling-blocks at the outset—which is to be re-

gretted. The chapter itself is an attempt at compro-
mise between ' Supralapsarian ' and ' Sublapsarian

'

modes of statement— only with the result, how-
ever, of introducing inconsistency into the total

presentation. In recent years means have been
taken, in both British and American Churches, to

soften its oll'ensive harshness by 'Declaratory'
Acts and Statements. With the Westminster
Confession are usually associated the Westminster
Larger and Shorter Catechisms— the latter the
best kno\\Ti popular Calvinistic manual.

(7) Congregationalism in Netv England was ori-

ginally Calvinistic, but, with Jonathan Edwards,
underwent modification, giving rise to the type
of doctrine known distinctively as ' New England
Theology.' This modified orthodox Calvinism in

many essential particulars. Its ramifications may
be traced in Fisher's HUt. of Christian Doctrine,

1896, p. 394 fl".

From the side both of philosophy and of science,

with their accompaniment in enlarged Biblical
knowledge, new influences have entered into theo-
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logy in most countries durinj^ tlie Last century,
whicli have had tlie ell'ect of largelj^ transforming
all doctrinal schemes. Christianity is increasingly
apprehended more from its liuman, ethical, and
spiritual sides, and the tendency is to withdraw
interest from the transcendental and speculative
aspects of doctrine. This naturally aflects Calvin-
ism in an esjjecial degree. The perennial elements
of truth in Calvinism will no doubt survive, but it

may be questioned whether it will ever occupy so
dominant and exclusive a place in the future as it

has done in many periods of the past.
LlTER.tTUKK.—Th. Beza, I'lV de Calvin, 1664 (republished,

nith expansions bj' Coltidon, in ISM, and again in 1676)

;

J. H. Bolsec, Uist. de la vie, moeurs, el actes Se Calvin, 167.^

(from Rom. Cath. side, but disfigured by bitter party-spirit, and
wholly devoid of historical value); P. Henr',-, T'-t.' f 'f'-nCalvinn
(3 vols.), 1835-44; T. H. Dyer, Life .< -

- . , .., .-nrnpiled
/rom o«eAe;i(ic Sources, 1860; E. Stah' Calvin:
Leben und avsgewahlie Schri/leii (.'

, ! ., Pierson,
Slxtdien over Joh. Kalvijn, 1S81, and .\ <-..,., .'liuUicii over
Ealvijn, 1885 ; R. Stahelin, art. ' Cah in,' in I'RE^ ; Ad. Zahn,
Sttidien iibcrJoh. Calvin, 1894 ; E. Doumerg^ue, Jean Calvin :

Les homines et les choses de son temps (6 vols.), 1899 ff. Cf. also
P. SchaSF, Hist, of the Creeds of Christendom, 1S77, and The
Swiss Ite/onnation (2 vols.), 1S93; W. Cunningham, The
liefoi-mers and the Theology of the lieformation, 18G0, and
Hietorieal Theology (vol. ii.), 1864 ; A. F. Mitchell, Minutes
of Westminster Assembly, IS.'li,!!,^^ The Westminster AssemMy,
1883 ; W. Hastie. The Theology of the Reformed Church, 1904

;

T. M. Lindsay, Uist. of the Reformation, ii. (1907) ; A. Kuyper,
Calvin'tm, 1898. The best and most reliable edition of Calvin's
works is that contained in the Corpus Reformatorum, vols.
xxix.-lxxxvii. (Bruns. 18(>0-1900). A good edition of the Insti-
tutes is that by Tholuck (2nd ed. 1846, re-edited by Baur, Cunitz,
and Keuss, in 2 vols., 1869), new tr. by H. Beveridge (Kdinb.
1879). For further literature, see Erichson, Bibliugraphia Cal-
---•-T (Berlin, 1900). JAMES OER.

CAMBODIA.—The present kingdom of Cam-
bodia, the remnant of the ancient Klimfer empire,
is bounded on the \V. by the Gulf of Siam and the
kingdom of Siam, on the N. by Laos, on the .S.

by French Coehin-Cliina, and on the E. by the
Annamese empire.' Its area is more than a third
of that of France, and it h.-.s a population of
1,500,000 inhabitants, three-fourths of whom are
of the Khmfcr race, the other fourth representing
Chinese, Annamese, Cham, and Malay elements,
not to mention several aboriginal races : Phnflng,
Samrfe, Kuy, Pohr, Jarai, Radfe, etc. The Cam-
bodians reckon also that there are about 500,000
of their race scattered throughout Cochin-China
and Siam.

1. Origin.—The origin of the Cambodians, or Khmers, as they
call themselves, is obscure ; it seems probable that they belong
to the family of M6n-Khm6r races, to which their language
undoubtedly belongs. They also bear the strong impress of
Hindu civilization.

I. History.—What is known with far greater ceruintv about
the glorious past of the Khmtrs is that, as far back as" in the
10th cent., they possessed a huge empire, extending from the
Gulf of Bengal to the China Sea, divided into sixty governments,
conquered after fierce conflicts with the Chams, Laotians, and
Siamese, and mentioned with respect by the Chinese annalists.
Tlieir splendid capital, Angkor-Thom, 'Angkor the Great," in
the province of Siem Reap (recently reunited to Cambodia),
was undoubtedly built in the end of the 9th cent., and com-
pleted during the first halt of the 12th cent, by the erection of
the wonderful temple of Angkor \Vat.2 The ruins of its monu-
ments give evidence to this day of culture and artistic gifts so
incompatible with the intellectual apathy of the Khm^rs, that
some scholars are inclined to think that the grandeur of their
empire was due to a Hindu colony which governed the country
from the 8th to the 14th century.

In the 13th cent, the Khni6r empire began to decliae, under
the attacks, first of the Siamese, and then of the Annamese.
Continual civil wars, caused by anarchy in the royal family,
hastened its decadence. At the end of the isth cent., reduced
to a few provinces, it was the vasisal of both Siam and An nam.
The French intervention, in 1802, secured peace for it ; ami
since then, by retrocession from Annani or Siam, several lost
provinces have been given back to it.

1 In the language of the natives, the name of Cambodia is
sr6k Kamimla (Kamhtija) or sr6k Klimir (sriJit = 'country,'
' kingdom ').

i Wat in Khmtr (Siamese !ia() means ' Buddhist monastery."
In the transcription of Khmtr worrls we have followed, as far as
possible, that of Finot (see Literature). The consonants have
almost the same sounds as in the usual Sanskrit transliteration.
It is the same with the vowels, with the exception of fi, which
= ea, and o', which = German d.

3. Physical appearance and modes of life of the people.—
Of average height, and well-built, strong, and vigorous, ajipear-
ing to the observer either slender, with straight nose, or thick-
set, with flattened nose and Mongolian aspect (two types which
sur\ ive in Cambodia like the persistence of two ditfcrcnt races),
tlie Khmir, in spite of his dark colour and his large, slightly
almond-shaped eyes, is a fine specimen of humanity. The
women are smaller, and as a rule have beautiful figures. Very
proud of their nationality, ceremonion.'i, careless, even thought-
less, but gentle, patient, very hospitable, vet never allowing a
stranger to take up his abode inside their houses, very hard
working and patient in rural districts, of disconcerting apathy
everywhere else, sincere, honest, and disinterested, in the opinion
of travellers who have loved them least, these Cambodians are,
nevertheless, capable of great internal solidarity, are very gentle
and atfectionate in their family life, with great love for their
princes and their traditions, pious even to superstition, but
having the greatest tolerance for others.
The men wear a sampit—& piece of cloth rolled between the

legs and round the loins so as to form wide breeches—and, very
often, a straight buttoned jacket. The women also wear the
latppOt (and sometimes, in the provinces far removed from the
capital, a petticoat, or languti, forming a skirt), and a ttmic tight
at the waist and wrists and open at the breast. Very often the
place of this tunic is taken by an accordion-pleated scarf, of a
bright colour, which leaves the back and the arms uncovered.
Both men and women wear their hair cut like a brush, or very

short and pushed back. They are quite ignorant of savage
mutilations. In the country the women still continue to have
large holes pierced in their ears, in which they wear wooden or
metal studs ; this custom shows a tendency to disappear com-
pletely.

The Cambodians prefer to live in the plain, on the banks of
their great river, the Mekhong, and its chief tributaries, or by
the side of the Tonl4 Sap—the name given to the large fresh-
water lake—and the arm which joins it to the Mekhong. Their
huts, built on piles, are often large and well kept. The furni-
ture is clean and very simple, however rich the owner may be,
except perhaps at Phnom P6nh. The building of houses involves
special rites. When the Cambodians go to the forest to cut
down the wood for the supporting pillars of the roof, the tree
chosen must fall flat to the earth, without coming into contact
with any obstacle, either during its fall or on the ground. If
it met with any obstacle it would be abandoned, as being likely
to bring misfortune. The sorcerer determines the site, the
orientation, and the day propitious for the building. The holes
for the foundation pillars are not dug until a sacrifice has been
offered to the spirit of the earth, as il to beg his pardon for
encroaching upon his domain. The pillars are set up while the
sorcerer looks on, and are covered at their upper ends with cloth
amulets, in order to drive away the evil spirits that might still

be dwelling in the wood. The central pillar is fixed first, to the
sound of musical instruments. Doors, windows, and steps must
all be odd in number. Women must not enter a house in process
of construction ; they would bring misfortune to the future
inhabitants. Bonzes come and bless the house when it is almost
finished. On its completion, first of all a cat is put into it, then
the owner appears, laden with pieces of furniture. Before he
crosses the threshold, a friend, purposely stationed there to
intercept him. asks him where he comes from. He replies that,
when coming from Laiika (Ceylon) he was shipwrecked and
cast upon the shore, and, being homeless, he has come, with all

that he has managed to rescue, to take up his abode in this
house, which is not inhabited. After this Uttle comedy he
need not fear the evil spirits.

The Cambodian house, which is nearly always surrounded
by an orchard, has never more than one storey. In fact, a
Khmiir would never consent to live under anybody—a custom
which is so deep-rooted that no one has the right to put even a
handcuffed prisoner under the raised floor of a house. It may
be for a similar reason that the Cambodians do not .allow any
person to pass his hand over, or lay it on, their heads. In the
case of an adult, this familiarity is a serious insult; such a
caress given to a child may bring misfortune.
The ladder which serves as the entrance to the house is, at its

inauguration, bouud with cotton thread. This ladder is sup-
posed to be given into the charge of the male spirits, while the
females inhabit the interior of the hut. In the evening, when
the ladder is drawn up, so that the bouse may be isolated
during the night, the last rung must he left sticking out, so that
the guardian spirits may take their stand on it, and prevent
ghosts or hostile spirits from entering. The rungs of this
ladder are always odd in number ; the ladder used for exhuming
the dead being the only one that has an even number of rungs.
Worn-out rungs must not be disdainfully thrown away or put
in the fire. When a ladder breaks during a marriage ceremony
the celebrations are continued; but the marriage is not con-
summatid thf t-^fv,. ii:iy. else the risk is incurred of seeing one
of the ti'

!
'! r li i>:ijr die within the year.

Tii-Ciii, I u1 most all the races of the Far East, are
exlreiirl, :i .

i liiof food being rice. Fresh or salt fish,

tubernii-- Ft : I'biit; nr>d .nmctimcs pork, are also
eaten, 'lii

. I; ' [(. -I by means of /jroAdifc,

acoiidiiiit >: : ,
I

1 ,; ' •' -I' lu-ning smell of which
is most <ii- 1 M ,l; : in i.n

i
. , ilrink water or tea, very

si'Moni al.!„liol. ii,i-> Use tub.i. ru uii.l ehew betel ; the use of
opium is a vice confined to a few of their rich mandarins. It
shnuld also be mentioned that the Uhm6r3 eat fruit without
waiting until it is ripe.

The Khm6rs, being of sedentary and rather lazy habits, confine
themselves chiefly to cultivatiiig the products which their
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oountry rt-adilv oHiTS : they are mostly flshermen atid farmers,
huuiera and woodeutters. They cultivate n good many varieties

of riee.i cnteh enormous quantities of fish, to he consumed
fresh, saUeil, or fermented, and extract yearly about 3,000,000
kilogr. of iialm-sugar.2 Their industry and commerce nre not
very brisk ; hut they weave silk and cotton materials which
arc very harmonious in colouring and design, they are very
clever silver-smiths, and they manufacture splendid "canoes out
of single tree-trunks.

4. Religious beliefs.—The Cambodians, although
very religious, arc absolutely tolerant. At the
present day tlie official religion of the Khmfers is

tSiiilialese Buddliisni. Their sacred books are

written in Pali, the language that they call Balei
Mokoth ( = Pah Magadha, 'Pali of Magadha').
They have preserved manifest survivals of ancient
I5rahmanism, and ritual practices which are un-
doulitedly aboriginal.

i. Buddhism.— It seems now to be generally
agreed that the Buddhism of the North was intro-

duced into Cambodia between the 5th and 7th
centuries. From the 7th to the 13th cent., tainted
by Saivism, it struggled hard everywhere against
Brahmanism, which was the official cult of the
Khmfers. It seems to have triumphed at the be-

ginning of the 14th cent., but probably did not
implant indestructible roots in the hearts of the
Khmfers until towards the 15th cent., througli the
introduction of the Pali canon and the doctrine of

the South, which completely supplanted that of

the North. We need not repeat here what is said

elsewhere under art. Ceylon Buddhlsm.
(1) Chrgy.—Although the Buddhism of Cam-

bodia is that of Cej'lon, it does not follow that
its clergy recognize the supremacy of the Ceylon
Church ; they regard it as the seat of the perfect
doctrine, and sometimes send monks to be taught in

Kandy or Colombo, but admit no other connexion.
The chief official of Buddhism in Cambodia is

the king, who is its temporal head as well as the
most devout worshipper. He can neither alter its

doctrine nor confiscate its property. The heads
in spiritual matters are two monks : the somdac
prdh^ saiighrdi ( = Skr. sangharCija), 'the king of

tlie assembly of monks,' who appoints superiors to

the monasteries on the ' right,' and the I6k prdh
sokon, 'Lord Bishop,' who nominates superiors for

the monasteries on the 'left.' Each superintends
a monastery, and they rule almost equal parts of

the kingdom. The second is inferior to the first,

but is not at all dependent upon him, and never con-
sults him. Under them are the elected provincial
superiors, the abbots or heads of monasteries. The
members of this hierarchy possess purely disciplin-

ary power, and are in no way subordinated to each
other.

The teaching of the young is entirely in the
hands of the monks, or bonzes, who are called Idk
sail, ' lords of the assembly ' (

sahgha). They teach
children of from six to eight years of age. A
boy at the age of twelve is received into intimate
communion as a 'disciple' (Khm. sainne = Pali
samancra), and may then wear the yellow robe.

On reaching his twenty-lirst year, if he can give
certain moral, physical, and social guarantees, he
may be ordained b3' a chapter of at least twenty
monks, and then receives the name of jyhik (Pali

bhikkhu = Skr. Mf/is?/, ' mendicant'). Any monk
may leave the Order, after obtaining permission
from his superior, who can never prevent his final

withdrawal, except for a short time.

The bonzes in Cambodia enjoy great privileges ;

they are exempted from public work, military ser-

vice, and taxes—in a word, from all civil duties.
They cannot raise actions at law, and they give
witness only by conventional signs. In cases of

^ The Annamese have names for eighty-nine varieties.
2 Produced by the tiibt {Borass^cs JtabeUi/ormis, Murray).
3 Prdlj (Bunn. bhurafi, Cham bdra, Jav. bra, Siam. phrah ;

cf. Skr. vara) is an honorific title placed before the names "of

divinities and kings.

crime or very serious fault (fornication, use of fer-

mented drinks, etc.), the monastery hands the
otlender over to the secular power. The life of
the bonzes is occupied with prayer and the instruc-
tion of the young. They subsist by means of

voluntary alms, and take only two meals a day,
between sunrise and midday. "Very gentle, toler- '

ant, and, as a rule, pure in their lives, they are
much respected, and no one would dare to prepare
a meal without laying aside a share for them.
The name of ddyi 6i, ' religious women,' ' nuns,' is

given to certain girls or married women, who, after
a form of taking of vows, wear white clothes, and
live near the monasteries, in the most saintly way
possible, rendering such services to the monks as
can be performed outside the monasteries. Some
widows, in order to show their deep sorrow, even
submit themselves to this life for three years, which
calls forth great regard for them.

(2) Monasteries, temples, and pagodas.—These
are far from equal in magnificence to the Brahmani-
cal temples of the ancient Khmfers. The only stone
temples, and the most beautiful ones, are some
rather small, ancient Brahmanical temples which
have not been used as such for centuries. The
monastery (wat) is nearly always in the middle of
a park planted with Fieus religiosa and other large
trees. Behind the pagoda there are small thatched
cells, or koth (Skr. kvtl), where the monks live ; in
front is the said (Pali «7/a = Skr. Said, 'hall'), a
public hall which is used both as a meeting-place
for monks and people and as a slielter for travellers.
The pagodas, properly so called (prdh D!A«r=Skr.
viJinra, 'monastery'), or temples containing a
statue (frequently a huge one) of Buddha, are
built on small terraces or rectangular platforms,
supported by thick walls, and especially by strong
inside pUlars of carved wood, and feebly lighted
by a few narrow windows. They are especially
distinguished by the elegance and lightness of their
storeyed or sloping roofs, the corners of which end
in a finial in the shape of the reared-up tail of a
serpent or dragon. Some pagodas, and particu-
larly that of Udong, are covered with earthenware
painted with fine artistic effect. The entrance,
with very few exceptions, is on the eastern side.

The interior of the pagoda is adorned with mural
paintings representing various legendary scenes,
and contains a profusion of European petroleum
lamps hung near the altar of the Buddha, whose
statue is gilded. A wooden pulpit, supported by
garvdas, completes the furniture of the pagoda.

Besides the temples there are sometimes ceteiy
(PalicAe<»2/a=Skr. chditya, 'monument,' 'shrine'),
large bell-shaped structures of dried brick which
contain the ashes of great and saintly peojile.

ii. Brahm.\nism. — Brahmanism, which pre-
vailed in Cambodia for such a long time, could
not disappear without lea\'ing material and moral
survivals, in the first rank of which we must
mention the ruins, sometimes very magnificent, of
the ancient temples (Angkor Wat, Angkor Thom,
etc.), the remains of Brahmanical statues, the
liiiqas which are still found in Buddhist temples,
and the caste of bakns, orprdm ( = Skr. brdhmana),
also called barohet (Skr. purohila, ' household
priest').

(1) Bakus.—Although it is still difficult to give a
satisfactory etymology of the word baku, it seems
certain that the bakiis, are direct descendants of
the ancient Brahmans. The title barohet (puro-
hita) marks their functions as palace-chaplain.s.

The caste of bakus includes from nine hundred to
a thousand male persons. Obliged formerly to
marry only among themselves, the bakus at the
present day may marry a woman of any race
whatever, but they do not readily marry outside
their caste. Although they are Buddliists like
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tlie otlier Cambodians, they are distinguished from
Iheni by certain observances and real i)rivileges,

tlie relics of tlieir former power. They still render
a very marked cult to Vi^iiu and to Siva, and have
not tlie same scruples as the bonzes about killing
any animal, or causing it to be killed. On the
other hand, they are bound to perform all .sorts of
purilic.Uions ; tliey cannot touch any cooking or
table utensil without covering their hands with a
cloth to avoid defilement, and they do not willingly
eat of any dishes e.\cept those prepared at their

homes, unless they have made sure tliat the person
who has prepared them has been well purified

previously. The bakus wear their hair long, and,
rather than give up the custom, they prefer never
to become officials. Forty years ago all bakus
were exempted from taxes and public works

;

gradually the kings cut down these privi-

leges for the good of their treasury. In case of

niisdeiiieanour or crime, bnkus may be brought
only before their peers. In the case of a capital

crime, the baku is not executed, but is exiled to

a distant province under supervision ; if he is

sentenced to the chain, he receives it from
the head of the caste, and suffers his term of

imprisonment in the house of one of the other
bakus.
The bakus are exempted from the law which

adjudges as perpetual servants of the king all the
twins born m the kingdom, and, if any one of

them dies childless, Ids property goes to the
corporation, and not, as is usual, to the royal
treiisury. They may marry princesses. One of

their chiefs in the burlesque festival of nvflkh

(=Skr. magha), the 1 1th lunar month, which
corresponds to Jan. -Feb., used to become king
of Makh, and for three days enjoyed tlie sem-
blance of royalty, and the very appreciable privi-

lege of receiving the revenues of the kingdom
during that time. Norodom ( = Skr. Narottanui),
the predecessor of the present king, did away with
this curious custom, but the seven or eight great
dignitaries of the bakus still receive annually all

the traditional presents—buffaloes, rice, etc.—from
one of the great provinces of the kingdom. There
is a belief deeply rooted in the popular mind,
although not inscribed in any act, that, in the case
of extinction of the direct royal line, the bakus
have a right to the throne in preference to distant
members of the royal family. The bakus claim
tliat these privileges are nothing in comparison
with those which they formerly enjoyed. The
bnkus are obliged to take charge, in turn, of the
I'rahmanical statuettes, and the palladium of
Cambodia (the Prah Khan)—the sacred sword pre-
served in a building adjoining the royal palace.
They are all qualified to share in this, but whereas
the majoritj' among them practise agriculture or
commerce in order to live, their seven or eight
chiefs, with pompous titles of Sanskrit origin, are
the harohcts {purohita), or royal chaplains, and the
only real priests of Cambodia.

It is the bahm who offer the lustral water in sea-shells to the
king during the ^reat Xew Year festival, and, in his ahsence,
themselves wash the Hrahiiianical idols. It is they who, during
the coronation-festivals, at the cutting of the fore-locks of
princes, and at the great water-festivals, play the principal
part. They also present the lustral water Co the king on the
occasion of the celebrations of his birthday. In case of war,
they perform on the king the ritvial aspersion of 'water of
victory,' some drops of which they throw also on each army
corps to ensvire their success ; they follow the king in the field,

carrying with them the sacred sword, the gift of Indra, and the
Brahnianical idols. This explains how the worshipped weapon
happened on two occasions (1812 and 1840) to fall into the hands
of the conquering Annamese. They also consecrate the water of
the oath which every mandarin must drink when entering upon
his duties and at the coronation of every new sovereign.
Being the ^iLirdians of all purity, the bakus, standing at the

top of a specially constructed platform, at every otlicial entry
ol a now white elephant into Phnom PiSnh, sprinkle it with
lustral water, in order to purify it from the defilements of the

forest. When one of the king's wives becomes pregnant, the
bakus come and put a gold chain, the gift of the kmg, round
her neck, and recite charms over it. It will then preserve her
from the accidents of pregnancy. The new mother keeps this
chain ever afterwards, as a sign of honour and Jertility.

(2) /}t(()-.s (Skr. acharya, 'teacher').—lielow the
bnkus we might rank the dears, who very often

take tlieir place in the midst of the family for the
cutting of tli(! fore-lock, and who are lay-ilevntoes,

versed in theology and traditions, irrejiroachable

in their mode of life, and Indd in veneration by the
people for their knowledge and their holiness.

iii. Popular religion. — Although all the
Cambodians are very much attached to Buddhism,
a very pure and very strict religion is not to be
expected of them. The mass of the people, besides
the cult which they render to the Buddlia, worship
Brahnianical relies preserved by the bnkus or kept
in certain pagodas, without realizing what the
words imply. All their superstitious piety is

directed in the first place to the good or evil spirits

and genii who animate all space. Under Buddhist
names, so far as the bonzes and the very small
minority of learned men (who try to identify these
genii with the prit [ = Skr. ^ireire], 'ghosts,' the
yakkh [= Pali ynkkhn, Skr. yaksa], 'ogres,' the 7-&c

set [ = Skr. raja simha], ' fabulous lions,' the krutJi

[ = Skr. gnruda'], 'mythical birds,' and the n&k
[ = Skr. nrif/a], 'fabulous serpents' of India) are
concerned, the people unconsciously perpetuate
tlie aboriginal cult—primitive Animism. It is this

religion of very inferior ideas that dominates their

whole daily life.

(1) Ndk td.—In the first rank of good spirits

must be placed the ndk id, who seem to be local

tutelary divinities, set apart, the Khmfers say, by
Prah In (Indra) to guard a particular portion of

land, or a certain mountain, river, or tree. Ac-
cording to some, the ndk td would correspond to
the Hindu ;H7fw (mane*). They dwell in the fine

old trees which nobody would dare to cut down,
and which are called a7isd srok, ' the trunks, the
roots of the country.' There is always one for

each province, and sometimes one for each village.

It is under the canopy of their foliage that tlie

people come to worship tlie spirit, who can take
the most diverse forms—a stone, a strangely shaped
root, the ruins of a Brahnianical statue, etc. Ihe
ndk td are involved in cases of serious illnes.s,

epidemics, prolonged drought, or too heavy rain-

falls. The oblations which they love are of three
kinds : ott'erings of living animals, which, in the
name and presence of the n&k td, are given their

liberty ; offerings of food ; and sacrifices of living

animals. In the last case the buffalo or ox chosen
is slaughtered in the midst of a large assembly of

the people, who terminate the fe.stival with a meal
and rejoicings. At the installation of a governor
in his new province a buffalo is ahvays sacrificed

to the ndk td. In this case the animal is kilh^d

with great cruelty, its neck being sawn for a long
time, as the duration and intensity of its bellowing
are signs of prosperity for the new governor.

In former times the ndk Id had to be honoured by more cruel

offerings, for in certain provinces of Cambodia, about 1S4U, it

was the custom to sacrifice to them those who had been con-
demned to death. And even at the present day, persons who
have been condemned to death are executed in the presence of

the n&k td of the province to which they belong ; they thus
become offerings to the spirit as well as viiitims punished for

their misdeeds. lu this there is very probably a reminiscence
of human sacrifice.

{2)Ardk.—Alongside of the ndk td we find the
drdk ( = Pali drakkha-devnid, 'tutelary deities'),

good spirits, or tutelary genii, who dwell in trees

or in houses, and take special care of individuals.

The drdk seem to be the human ancestors, ,as the
ndk td are the Divine ancestors. The Ardk of the
family is nearly always a relative or friend long
dead, who has constituted him.self the protector of

the group loved by him. He is the best and the
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most precious of the don td (= ancestors, in the
sense of graml fathers) of his prot(q(s. Tlio ardk is

invoked esiiecially in cases of illness, as this is

ahiiost always, in the eyes of the Khmfers, the
work of evil spirits. Tlien a kru ( = Skr. guru,
'spiritual preceptor') is called in, i.e. a sorcerer,

male or female, who },'et3 into close communion
with the (irdk of the sick person, causes him to

hecome incarnate in himself, and, armed with his

power, asks who is the evil spirit that is torturing
the patient. Then, to the sound of songs and a
small band, he exorcizes it by spraying rice-wine
that he has in his mouth over the patient in very
minute drops. The patient is also slightly pricked
or gashed, in order to chase away his tormentor.
Every year, in Jan.-Feb.-March, a great festival

in honour of the drdks takes place. It is called

Id'h rdh, ' the exaltation of the shed.' ' To this

feast the kru gathers all his pupils, i.e. all the
clients cured by him, and in their presence he
proceeds to call up all the drdks, and becomes
possessed by these spirits, with much stamping
and a fit of hysterics, which is apt to infect his

audieuce. Blossoms from the frangipani tree

(Plumeria alba, Linn.) are offered to the drdks.
Many of the Cambodians have really no other cult

than that of their drdk.

(3) Prdy, khmOc prdy.—N&k td and drdk have a
hard task in combating the evil spirits, or prdi/.

Perhaps the most dreaded are the khmOc prdy,
'wicked dead,' and, among these khmOc, women
who have died in childbed. These, hidden in tlie

trees, frighten people by laughing and by throwing
stones, and try to make them mad, or to kill them.
The woods are also inhabited by elves, who are
supposed to cause incurable diseases among men.

(4) Beisac.—The Cambodians must also beware
of people who have died a violent death, the beisac

(= Pali pisdcha, Skr. piidclui, 'goblin'), famished
souls, stripped of everything, who return from the
hells to demand food, and, if any one refuses to
pay heed to them, take revenge by inflicting all

sorts of evils on him. Tliey are appeased by tlie

placing of rice and other food for them among the
brushwood, while the p>rdy wUl not accept offerings
unless they are laid on a winnowing fan.

(5) Smer.—There are also terrible wer-wolves,
male and female, knoT\'n by the name of smer.
Sometimes these are, according to Aymonier,^ ' men
who, as the result of certain magical incantations,
are endowed with special powers and properties,
e.g. being able to swallow dishes. In order to
deprive these wer-wolves of their power it is

necessary to strike them with a hook on the
shoulder.' Sometimes they are women, who,
after being rubbed, voluntarily or involuntarily,
mtli oil consecrated by a sorcerer, lose their
reason and flee to the woods, where, after seven
days, they change into wild tigresses, unless a
man skOled in sorcery, and rubbed with tlie same
oil, gives them a knock on the head witli a bar,
while repeating magical words, and brings them
back to reason.

(6) Sorcerers, sorceresses, and soothsayers.—The
popular religion of the Khmers, by its very char-
acter, implies belief alike in magic, astrology, and
the most minute performances in order to find out
whether the ajiparently simplest action in daily
life does not run the risk of being unlucky.
Wizards and soothsayers are the indispensalile
priests of the pojuilar religion of the Cambodians.
A distinction is drawn between the sorcerer-sooth-
sayers, dp tlimdp, who foretell destinies and days,
sell philtres and charms, and make use of spells
either from wickedness or avarice, and the

1 This festival is always held in
built for the purpose.

2 In Cochinchine /i'anraise, xvi. ;

temporary shed, specially

medicine-sorcerers, or kru ( = Skr. yuru), who add
to these many gifts those of curing and exorcizing,

and thus being able to counteract the wicked
power of the dp f/iiiid/>. These two kinds of

offices may be filled iiulid'erently by sorcerers or

sorceresses ()»t thin dp). To cause a i)erson to fall

ill, or die, they have several processes : by means
of incantations they transform a buffalo skin and
some grains of rice, or some shavings of wood, into

a huge black beetle, or into worms which enter
the stomach of the victim, cause him to become
ill, and kill him, unless a more skilful sorcerer
intervenes to save him. Areca nuts, and certain

pratdl, or tubers, after conjurations by the sorcerer,

also cause a slow and most painful death to the
person who touches them. Two human skulls,

whose upper parts have been removed, placed one
upon the other (top to top), and secretly laid (after

certain incantations) under the bed of a man who
is perfectly well, have equally disastrous results.

The sorcerers also cast spells over people by means
of a little wax figure which they prick with a
needle at the spot where they wish to affect the
person against whom they have a grudge. On the
other hand, they sell protective amulets and love-

philtres, or kkndc, small phials of baked earth filled

with consecrated oil, which secure the favour of

the king, success at play, or with women, for the
man who is rubbed with it.

(7) Ghouls or sorceresses.—Lastly, there are the
srei dp, a kind of ghoids or sorceresses, some of

whom become so involuntarily, and others as a
result of studying magic. At night their heads,
accompanied only by the alimentary canal, wander
about to feed on excrements, in search of which
they will even look among the intestines of people
who are asleep. Recognizable by their bloodshot
and haggard eyes, these ghouls can throw a spell

over any one by merely wishing it, and on this

account they are dreaded far more than the sor-

cerers. If a srci dp is denounced in a village,

either the authorities condemn her to a penalty
—exile or death according to the gi-avity of

her alleged misdeeds—or the inhabitants of the
village themselves destroy her. The same fate

was formerly shared by some of the thmdp.
5- Medicine.—It is natural that in the state of

mind above described the doctor in serious cases is

always the kru ( = Skr. guru), or sorcerer-doctor.

As regards the doctor, properly so called, or kru
pet, his whole science is summed up in the know-
ledge of simples, the combination of medicines,
and the recitation of mantras ('charms') at the
time of administration. His medicine books are
merely treatises similar to the ancient A ntidotaries,

including, besides a few clinical references, a great
many very complicated formulas of medicaments,
followed by their method of administration and
preparation, according to the symptoms of the
various kinds of diseases. Medical skill is gener-
ally transmitted from fatlier to son, but sometimes
practitioners instruct in their art intelligent young
men, who then become their disciples. Like the
Chinese, they attach great importance to the
examination of the pulse in the diagnosis of
diseases, and think that the latter are due to
the evil winds that circulate through the whole
system of mankind. Their medicines are borrowed
from all countries, but consist chiefly of vegetable
species. Various kinds of Strychnos, the Cannabis
indica, the Datura, the gamboge, the rayed aniseed
(Illicimn anisatum), etc., are extensively used. The
horn of a stag or a rhinocei'os, an elephant's tooth,
pangolin scales, etc. , are supposed to be efficacious

in smallpox and certain fevers. Bezoars and gall-

stones are reputed febrifuges. The medicines vary
according to the part of the body where the disease
starts, the build of the person, and the daj' on
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wliich he is to drink the potion. In a case of
dj'sentery, one is advised to cut the bark of the
/)ri« (?) on the tree itself, at a height a little

above that of the navel of the invalid. In heart
disease a decoirtion of the heart of ebony wood and
iron wood, or a decoction of ivory and ])lougli-

share, is prescribed. Eayle-wood is regarded as
being especially pleasing to the spirits. In external
maladies the part afreete<l is nibbed with it ; in
internal, the sides of the vessel containing the
potion to be drunk. Massage, pinching the skin,
and the use of nioxas are extensively resorted to.

Surgery is not practised. In fractures, co-aptation
is never atlcniptnd; but care is taken simply to
kep]) the dislocated limb in place by ingenious
splints of straiglit bamboo blades covered with
carefully kneaded potter's clay. Before ad-
niinisti'ring any medicine whatever, the physi-
cians invoke Dlutnvanlari, the physician of the
gods. The doctor is never paid until after a cure,
and he almost invariably receives live arms'
lengtlis of white calico, four betel leaves, some
areca, four handfuls of cooked rice, and a wax-
candle stuck on a slice of bamboo-trunk.

(1) Smallpox.—All that is done is to place some
amulets beside the patient, and lay him on
banana-leaves near which a lire is kept burning.
Care is taken to avoid speaking of itcliiness, mats
are not shaken before him, so that he may avoid
scratching himself, and a white linen cloth is laid
beside him to make his pustules whiten by sym-
pathetic magic. The medical formularies do,
indeed, include remedies for the difi'ercnt stages
and accidents of smallpox, but they are seldom
employed.

(2) Phthisis.—Consumptives are never cremated,
but buried, with a piece of broken earthenware on
their faces, so that the evil spirit which is in them
may not pass to their children. They are not
exhumed in order to be burned until several years
have elapsed, and then only if none of their heirs
has suffered from the terrible disease.

(3) Birtlis.—These take place with the help of
matrons. In cases of difficult delivery a special
potion is administered, and areca, betel, prepared
betel-q<iids, and fragrant joss-sticks are otiered
to the ' god of medicine,' after which the mid-
wife recites mantras. If a woman dies without
being delivered during the 7th, 8th, or 9th month
of pregnancy, this is believed to be due to the
vengeance of the pray ; she and her fetus become
dreaded ghosts. When a miscarriage takes place,

the sorcerer is hurriedlj' called. He puts the
fetus in an earthenware jar, and, armed with a
sword in his right hand, with which he threatens
the jar in order to prevent the evil spirit of the
fetus from coming out, goes to the nearest stream,
pronounces imprecations, breaks the jar with a
blow of the sword, and leaves evei-ytliing in the
water. Usually, however, the sorcerer makes a
pretence of this cerenuiny, hides the fetus, which
IS supposed to be animated by a spirit as intelli-

gent as it is jjowerful, ro;ists it over a fire isolated
by seven cotton threads stretched round the
hearth, coats it with soot and varnish, and sews
it into a little bag which he will always carry with
him. Henceforward he will succeed in all liis

enterprises, and in cases of danger his kin prd;/,

'.son of the spirit' (the name given to the fetus
prepared in (his way), who considers him now as a
father, saves his adoptive parent by his warnings.
The adoptive father is ohliged merely to give a
few grains of rice at each meal to the spirit, who
otherwise would take flight, thinking himself
badlv treated. This belief has such a strong hold
on the mind of the Cambodians, that sometimes,
we are told, sorcerers, or simply bold men, come,
three days after the burial, to the grave of a

woman who has died with child, to deinand from
her and take the fetus which is still in her womb,
in order to make a kdnprCLy of it by means of the
above-mentioned ceremony.

Kaitll in tlie supernatural power of the fetus leii formcrlv,
and apparently still Ie.^d3 (hut only in quite exceptional eases,
which are rightly regarded as erimes punishahle by law), to
unnatural acts. The power of the fetus is specially (;reat when
it is the first child of a couple married for the first time. In
order to get possession of such a fetus, the husband used to ask
his wife, as it in jest, about the fifth or sixth month of preg-
nancy, for the possession of the future child. H the woman
entered into the joke, and replied, without thinking, * It is

yours," the husband would lea<i the unfortunate woman to a
secluded spot and kill her in order to get the fetus, which,
when cooked and blackened as by the sorcerer, rendered him
henceforward invulnerable and suraessful m his smallest under-
takings. This detestable practice must have been fairly wide-
spread, for, even at the presentday, in a case of first pregnancy,
the parents of the woman, with whom as a rule the young
couple live, anxiously and constantly watch the shortest
absence of the future mother.

6. Astronomy and astrology.—At one time as-
tronomy was held in great honour in Cambodia,
where special experts, the udk kora (Skr. hurd ;

cf. Gr. dipa), ' astronomers,' ' soothsayers,' deter-
mined the .solar and lunar eclipses, noted the
variations of temperature, and fixed the calendars.
At an early period these studies took the form of
astrology, and treatises on this subject are plenti-
ful in Cambodia. At the present day, hdras,
headed by two respected and well-remunerated
chiefs, are connected with the royal palace, and
each year compose a calendar or saidcran (Skr.
sahkrdnti, ' passage of the sun or other planetary
body from one zodiacal sign to another '), including
—besides the usual particulars, such as eras,
eclipses, etc.—predictions about rain and fine
weather, or the returns of the crops, etc. The
Khmers apply to them to learn the best time for a
marriage, the naming of a child, a journey, the
building of a house, the success of an enterprise,
illness and its Issue, the sex of an unborn child,
the next betrothal, war and peace, rain and fine

weather, etc., all of which the hdras determine quite
readily by consulting tablets similar to the Malay
kotikas. Moreover, by means of formulce and
prayers, they can prevent the evil ett'ects which they
foretell. Among the common people the hdras are
called km mril, ' the teachers who see,' for, in-

dependently of the official astrologers of the king's
palace, there are other hdras scattered throughout
the whole kingdom.
The belief in lucky and unlucky days exists

in Cambodia as in the neighbouring countries.
Friday, for instance, is regarded by everybody as
a particularly lucky day for putting on new clothes
for the first time, or fini.shing a piece of work which
has been begun ; this day is chosen for cutting the
thread of a woven jiiece of cloth.

Eclipses are attributed, as in India, to Il.ahu ;

'

hence the expression ra ( = rdhu) cup i&n, 'the
monster is seizing the moon' = ' there is an eclipse

of the moou.' At the time of an eclipse, monks
and bakus assemble at the royal palace, where, in

anticipation of a possible catastrophe, which an
eclipse may produce, the king is jiurilied and gives
abundant alms. On the other hand, shaving a
cliild's top-knot of hair at this time ensures good
fortune for him. Pregnant women render worship
to Itahu, to prevent their future ('hildren from
being deformed or w'eakly. In the same way,
if an eclipse occnirs, the pillars which have been
set up for the building of a house must immedi-
ately be placeil on the ground and covered so

as to be hidden from the eclipse. If they were
used without this precaution, misfortune would
follow.

•J.
Superstitions and various beliefs.— ( 1 ) Natural

objects.—The Cambodians ;i.s<-rilie powers either
beneficent or dangerous to almost all natural ob-

1 This belief is general in the Far Kast.
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jecU ; hence the reverence and fear which they
insjnre, and tlie complicated rites and practices to

which they give rise.

Dew (ajisd'm) is supposed to ho vivifyiuj;. During' the dry
Beason, fog predicts an epidemic. Ueviling the wind wouM
cause ulcers, tumours, or humps. Pre-hisloric objects of stoiio

or bone (Khm. kd)n riintdk, * thunder-bolts') are regarded as

bringing good fortune, especially Hint axes, which are carefully

preserved in the house. Trees whose roots spread under the

house bring bad luck to it. When one wishes to get in marriage
a virgin, and not a licentious woman or a widow, he must ofTer

buds to the Buddha, and not full-blown flowers on which the

bees have already alighted. The first fruit of a tree must
never be gathered, for fear it should bear no more, and the

people should he careful not to beat down the next crop with a

thin bamboo pole, lest henceforth the tree may produce fruit

&8 thin as the pole. Indian hemp (kandkd) must be gathered
with laughiug and jesting, and feigning the intoxication it is

to cause, in order to preserve its full power. The cotton-plant

{krabas) and the bamboo (rost^i) should always be planted far

from the house ; else, as soon as they have grown higher than
the hut, they would like, in order to show their gratitude, to

serve as funeral cushion and matting for those who planted
them. So the young people always leave the work of planting

them to an old man, who puts below what he has just planted a

piece of jar or earthenware and says to the tree :
' Do not

think of taking me until this potsherd has rotted 1
' The

tamarind (ampil) and the frangipani tree (doifipH) possess

powerful virtues, so it is unlucky to see them growing too near
the house. A stick of tamarind-wood allows its owner to

wander fearlessly during the night under the protection of

the prdy. A box, or the finger-board of a musical instrument,
made from the heart of a tamarind or frangipani tree, serves

to gain the love of women and the favour of the king. A
knife-handle made from the wood of a tamarind which has
grown near a house would lead the pray of the tamarind to

devour the fetus in the womb of the mistress of the house, and
to make all her pregnancies miscarry. So married men keep
this tree at a distance from their houses. The koki {Uopea
deaXbata, Hance), the king of trees, must be planted only by
kings or bonzes. When others carry off a cartload of this

precious wood, they must first invoke the spirits, and light

some sweet-scented rods on the beam of the cart.

Although the tiger (kla) is very much dreaded by the Cam-
bodians, who believe hia whiskers to be a strong poison, and
regard his appearance m a village as a sign of coming epi-

demics, the elephant (jdarjirii) is greatly revered, especially the
white elephant {darnrii sa), which is considered as an un-
rivalled bringer of good fortune—an idea which is held also by
neighbouring peoples, since, at the time when Cambodia was
the vassal of Siara and Annam, it had to give to its two
suzerains all the elephants of that colour caught in its terri-

tory. The French intervention has secured for it the free dis-

posal of these venerated animals. The Khm^rs, like the Malays
of Java, absolutely refuse to kill the monkey (svd) or to eat its

flesh ; they show great displeasure on seeing it hunted by
Europeans. The khtifi pos, 'serpent bison' (Bos gauriis, H.
Smith), is considered to be very redoubtable. The Khmfers
think that it feeds on serpents, which it kills by squirting its

saliva on them. A ring made from a khtiA's horn is an antidote
against reptiles' bites. Care must be taken, however, not to
gather the hairs of its head, which sting as dangerously as
serpents. The bones of a hare {toiisdi) which has died a natural
death are used in the preparation of powerful spells. Buffaloes

(krabSi/) and oxen (kO) which, on entering or leaving their field,

scrape up the earth, and throw it in the direction of the field,

foretell good fortune for their master ; but if they throw it in

the opposite direction it is a sign of adversity, and the master
nmst get rid of them. The goose (kdfian) should be reared
only by well-to-do people. To the poor it would bring an
increase of wretchedness. Little chickens with curly feathers
(m&n 6i) should be reared only by a man who, without ap-
parent cause, has lost several children, by way of a preservative
for the coming children ; or by a man in intimate relationship
with the drak, in order to be offered in sacrifice to them. The
kite (khUft) hovering over a house signifies misfortune, and
warns the family to abandon it. The same thing is foretold
by the entrance unawares of the little palm-tree rat (Sdii'nis

paltnamm, kdr/i-prdk). When a large butterfly (yni arjibd)

comes flying into a house, it is a bad omen ; a grasshopper
(ka}id6pX on the other hand, on the thatch of the roof foretells

a piece of luck. The crow (kaik), according to the direction of

its cry, foretells the return of an absent one, or a reverse of

fortune. Cranes {krdl, rondl) flying and crying in a flock above
a village denote that there will soon be some love-escapades
among the girls. The cry of the ula slek (' screech-owl '), a
nocturnal bird of prey, and that of the khl^ srak (Strix
fUimmed) foretell death.

(2) VarioiLS objects.—A winnowing-fan cannot be made by an
unmarried man without bringing him misfortune. The person
who carelessly sits down on a winnowing-fan will later lose

hia way in the woods. Although cracked metal objects, e.g.

gongs, must never be kept in the house, but have to be throivTi

away, a curse would fall on the person who threw a worn-out
cauldron among the rubbish below the house ; it must be hung
up in the house or thrown into the river. A pillow which has
become useless must also be committed to the water, for it is a
powerful vehicle of misfortune. A broken hearthstone meets
with the same fate. On the other hand, when there is a storm

or an excessive rainfall, a knife is placed among the cinders on
the hearth. Any one who, when in a foreign country, negli-

gently throws away rubbish, such as a piece of an old worn-out
garment, lays himself open to reverses. A^ain, when one is

abroad, the* water with which the mouth is rinsed nuist be
swallowed, or it will facilitate the attack of evil spirits. To
veil the face, even inadvertently, with white cotton, like the
dead, or the condemned at the place of execution, is to draw
down very grave misfortunes. Instruments of torture, stocks,

fetters, irons, etc., must never be put away in a house or shed,

but must be left in the open air under a tree ; and the execu-
tioner, after beheading a man, must quickly turn away his

eyes, lest some day he be overtaken by the same fate. When a
hunter wishes to secure a good bag, he must, before setting

his net for wild animals, hold a traditional dialogue with a taU
tree, on the north side of which he places his net. He himself,

of course, utters both questions and answers, as he seeks for

the tree's permission to take some of its flock. Then he places
an offering of bananas at the foot of the tree, sets the trap, and
returns home, taking care not to shake or break any big
branches on the way. If, however, the net remains empty,
the hunter takes off liis clothing and pretends to hang himself,

as if by mistake, in the meshes of the net which he has just

set. After this his hunting is sure to be successful.

The following is a similar superstition. In May, on the day
he proposes to begin ploughing, the farmer invites a few friends

to his house. He puts his oxen to the plough in front of the
house, after placing on a piece of white cotton beside it a brass

bowl containing water, betel, boiled rice, fish brine, a boiled

chicken, and a bottle of rice-spirit. He sets a portion of this

food at each of the four corners of the plough, and invokes the
ghosts of his ancestors in these words :

' Hasten, all ye departed
ancestors, give us prosperity on this occasion. Through your
protection, may our oxen and buffaloes escape all diseases,

and our ploughmen all shocks.' The old men in the company
now drink the rice-spirit, the young ones eat the food, and
then work goes forward without mishap.
During harvest, a reaper must not use a sickle whose handle

is made from the horn of a domestic animal, such as a cow or

a buffalo, as these have already borne their share of toil and
fatigue in ploughing. Any one who neglects this rule will

bring trouble on himself. " When the proprietor of a stable

means to castrate a bull or a buffalo, he must first warn the
animal by telling] it not to think that he performs this opera-

tion capriciously, but with good reason, and then beg it not to

bear him a grudge either in this or in any future life. The
operation is preceded by a sacrifice to Prdfy Pisnukar (Skr.

I isvakarmaii), the spirit of all industries. Immediately after

the operation, two men throw to each other, over the animal,
fii-st a pumpkin and then a cock three times each, saying : ' Be
as big as this pumpkin, and return to your stable regularly in

the evening ; be as fleet as this cock, and know your dwelling-

place as he does.' It the pumpkin or the cock falls to the
ground during these motions, this presages the death of the
animal in question.

(3) 3Ieta7norphosis.—The Khm&rs, like the Annamese, believe

in the transmutation of species and in metamorphosis. Thus
the fresh-water tortoise {Icajithdi) may spring from a heap of

worms which have collected during rain. Sometimes the
snake (ant67\) is born from bindweed (trbs), which grows beside

water, and can then change itself into a skdr, a kind of brown
weasel. The Cambodians believe also that nocturnal birds,

such as choughs, owls, screech-owls, are born from the four

material substances of the dead—blood, fiesh, bone, impurities.

We have already noticed [§ 4. iii. (5)] that certain women, after

being rubbed with oil from a magic vial, are changed in peven
days into tigresses.

8. Festivals.—Indolent, gay, careless, and very
religious, the Cambodians are extxemely fond of

festivals. Most of these assume to-day a distinctly

Buddhist character, although it is possible to tind

in some of them quit« a different origin, doubtless
aboriginal.

(a) The following are the chief periodical re-

ligious festivals :

—

(1) Thvd^ hon c6l chnam^ ' Festival of the entrance
into the year,' takes place in the first month of

the Cambodian year (15th March-lSth April).

The festival lasts three or seven days ; it recalls

the New-year festivals of the West.

On the first day the pagoda undergoes a thorough cleansing
both outside and inside. Then eight phnom, or heaps of sand,

are raised in honour of the devatd (Khm. Upoda), or protecting
deities. On the second day the faithful flock together, dressed
in their best clothes, and laden with fine sand, sweet-smelling
joss-sticks, and tapers. They make an offering of the wands
and t-apers to Buddha in the temples, and then march in pro-

ces.sion round the pagoda, scattering their sand on each of the
phnom. The whole nip;ht is spent in singing, playing, and
dancing within the precincts, so that they may be able to keep
watch over the mounds, as in the popular estimation any
damage done to them would lead to great misfortunes by
driving away tt^oda or Uvodas. On the third day the women
come, carrj-ing provisions and kitchen utensils, and install

themselves in the enclosure, not of the pagoda this time but
of the monastery, to prepare the presents destined for the
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monks, iiuJ the dishes for their own families to
From ci;;ht until eleven o'cIo(;k in the niorninj;, set prayers are
said by the botuea in the brilliantly illniniiied pagoda, beiorc
all the functionaries and the people. Wlien these are per-
formed, the hoiizes come outjiide to receive the presents of the
laily, and, after offering the first of their rice to the animals
and birds, partake of a meal in public, which lasts for a quarter
of an hour. The laity eat ana play all afternoon in the en-
t-losure- On this day, too, the rich i^ivc large alms to the
poor. In the evenin{^ the statue of Buddha is washed, and so
are the bonzes and *n'«j * ; in the houses the children and grand-
children respectfully wa.sh their parents and grandparents.
In [tious households all sexual relations are broken off during
(he first three days of the year. For the first seven days no living
being or auiuial may be killed, no business matter conclu<led,
all insults or controversies m\ist be avoided, neither lies told
Tior hardness shown to any one, if the year is to be well begun,
and therefore stand a good chance of also ending well.

(2) Tlivfj hon barnbnvs pliiklch, ' festival of the
ordin;itioii <if a monk' (I'uli hhikkhu) ; (3) Thi'i'i'

hon bdinhmis nin, ' Festival of tlie ordination of a
novice'; (4) TAtx)' bon sdh prdh, 'Festival of tlie

erection of a statue to Buddha ' ; or Thvd' bon biik

prdk net prdh, 'Festival of the opening of the
sacred eyes of Prdh ' ( = Buddha). These ceremonies
may take place only during the 2nd, 3rd, ;ind 4th
months of the ordinary year, and also during the
5th month of an intercalary year, that is to .say,

from loth April to 15th July, or else from 15th
April to 15th August.
The first two festivals may last from three to nine days, with

feasting and games at the expense of the parents of the candi-
date, who himself takes only a very passive part in the proceed-
ings, which end in his ordination. The candidate, dressed in

white or else in his best clothes, rides in great pomp on horse-
back, preceded by an orchestra and shaded by a parasol of

honour, right through the village from his own house to the
monastery amid the joyful cries of the crowd, in spite of the
army of Mara ( = Mdra), Buddha's enemy, symbohzed by a few
masked figures, who try to stop him on the way. After the
pratdks^ (Skr. pradaksixiu), or sunwise circumambulation of
the whole gathering round the temple, and a last intervention
of Mara and his followers, the candidate enters and takes his

place in front of the statue of Buddha, facing the ordainer, who
addresses to him the ritual questions, gives him the customary
advice, and consecrates him. The festival for erecting a statue
to Huddha also last^ three days, the first being employed in

making an enclosure round the statue and in pretending to
shave it and to ' open ' its eyes with two long needles. The
other two days are specially devoted by the people to the
worship of the statue. This festival, being somewhat rare,
alwjiys attracts many of the faithful and devout.

(5) A still rarer festival is the Thvd' bdn hantOh
scnu'i, ' Festival for the burying of the scmd,' which
recalls the laying of the foundation-stone of a
church in the West. It is held only on the occa-

sion of the erection of a new pagoila, or the build-

ing of a new monastery. These senu't, or carved
stones, which .serve as the evidences of the in-

auguration ceremony, are nine in number. One
of them, the xenu't. /;ct, ' buried scmd,' is placed in a
hole in the ground four cubits dee]), in front of

the i>rinci|ial altar inside the pagoda, into which
the believers have first thrown new clothing,

jewels, gold, musical instruments, hair, parings
of nails, and even a few drops of their blood.

The feast lasts at least three days, during whicrh the crowd
eat, sing, and rejoice, after making the necessary offerings of

food to the boiufs. On the Last day, at an auspicious time de-
termined by the f'lMr, the bmtzes begin to pray ; and nine men,
at a signal from the diar, place the semd kit in its hole, an<l
cover it up amid cries of joy from the crowd. As soon .as this

is performed, several other men go to place otftside the pagoda
the eight ifl^k snrul, or 'leaves of (fcimi '—stones carved and
often hollowed out to form niches, in which the faithful light

sweet-scented sticks. Theso stones are placed at the four
corners, and at the middle of the four sides of the pagoda, to
form the pillars of the invisible rampart which will defend the
pagoda from evil spirits and demons. The expression ' eight
leaves of ifemd' recalls an ideal lotus.flowcr, of which the sevul
buried within the pagwla would be the heart (alahastrum), and
the sWA nenul the petals. These last also represent the eight
regions of space.

(6) Thvd' bin c6l prdh rusd, ' Festival of the
begiiniing of the vosd ' ( = Tali vassa, ' rainy season '

or 'season of retreat'), takes jilace aliout 1st .July,

and is a £ime of f.'Usting, meditation, and jnayer,
lasting three or four months. The faithful bring
to the monks cuttings of cloths, and an enormous
candle which has to burn incessantly during the
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whole time of retreat, under tlu^ care of the
monks.

(7) Thvo bon kdn ben (iSkr. /jinda, ' ancestral
cake'), 'Festival of the custtimary phiflri,' is the
festival of the ndk (a, considereil as the ancestors
of the Khmfers. They are presented with ofl'erings

of food.

(8) Thvd' bon phcoin bSn, ' Festival of re-union
round the jnndti, or cake, ofl'ered to the ancestors,'
is the occasion when the faithful bring to the
pagoda cakes and delicate fotnls, which, placed
rouiKl the altar of Buddha with (•iindles and sweet-
smelling rods, rejoice the don (d, or ancestors of
the family, and call down benedictions and pro-
sperity tijion its members.

(9) Thvd' bon cdtl prdh vosd, ' Festival of the end
of tlie season of retreat,' is celebrated fifteen days
after the preceding, that is to say, about the end
of September. It consists of ofl'erings of rice to
the bonzes and the launching on the river of little

rafts, made from the trunk of the banana tree,
laden with provisions, zinc coins, and some lighted
candles, and leaving them to follow the course of
the water, after saying to the ancestors, who are
believed to have their places on them :

' Go to the
country, to the fields you inhabit ; to the moun-
tains, under the stones that serve you for houses ;

go ! return !
' whereupon the souls of the dead

regain their mysterious dwellings.

(10) Thvd' bon he kak tdn (Skr. ddna, 'gener-
osity '), ' Festival of the procession of the abounding
gifts (to the priests),' ' one of the most picturesque
ceremonies of Cambodia, lasts only one day for

each monastery.
All the inhabitants of the province or village, headed by their

chiefs and decked in their most beautiful clotliing, proceed to
carry to the pagoda the numerous and varied presents which
the governor has bought with the money of the faithful. These
presents—parasols, piastres concealed in a candle, fans, stuffs,

fruits, etc., are carried on litters ; shaded by a parasol, and
preceded by an orchestra, they lead the procession. Behind
come the governor and the mandarins with all the insignia of
their rank, then the women, in hierarchical order, all grouped
behind the prapon thotp, 'the chief wife,' of the governor.

(6) Two Buddhist festivals have still to be
noticed :

—

(11) Thvd' bon hi phka, ' Festival of the flowers,'

is the pilgrimage which a family, or more usually
a whole village or district, makes to some famous
pagoda to offer flowers, fruits, provisions of all

sorts, and yellow cloth on bamboo hand-litters.

The village visited would be dishonoured if it did
not immediately provide an abundant feast and
rejoicings in honour of its pious guests.

(12) Thvd' bon nimont ICk saiikh rik ni .vi iiijidt sa,

'Festival to invite (»i(mo«<= P;ili nun" nlmi't, 'in-

vitation') the monks to a distrilmUou nt white
cloth,' may take place any time during the year ;

before accepting the cloth, tlie bonze spreads it out
on the heads of the donors and sometimes of all

their relatives, at the same time repeating i)rayers
(conferring great blessings on them. Tho.se who
are too poor to make an offering of their own try
at least at this time to touch the cotton cloth in

order to share in the blessing pronounced.
(o) Festiv.ils of Brahman origin are the follow-

ing :

—

(13) Thvd' bdn ahkdin hdk sunipdh prdh. khi,
' Festival of paddy pounded to render homage to
the moon,' is celebrated in the 8th month of

ordinary years, and the !)th of intercalary years,
sometinnw in the monastery, but more fretjuently

in the vill.age.

I-^ch housewife broils and poimds a bowl of glutinous rice

(Ori/za iiluiinosa, Liim.). This bowl is exposed to the rays of

the' moon in 1 lie midst of trays laden with cakes and fruits,

amongst which there must be one or two coco-nuts. On some
matting on the ground is laid a cushion covered with five cubits

I Or better, Thtji)' b^n Ad kathin (Pali kaihina, ' robe made for a
Buddhist priest within a single day and night'), 'Festival of
the procession of gifts of clothing to the monks.'
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of white cotton cloth, on which is placed a young banana-leaf
rolled up to resemble a hare'n ears. Two posts are fixed three
cubits from one another, and with them 13 connected a hori-

zontal stick, furnished with five areca leaves, five betel leaves,

some flowers, five bees'-wax candles, and five sweet-scented
sticks. At the end of each post are attached horn-shaped bags
made from banana leaves, called 'horns of plenty.' Between
11 p.m. and midnight the women and girls, kneeUng on the
ground, thrice raise their hands, joined together, as high as their
faces, towards the bright moon. Then, one after the other,

they go and kneel on the cushion, take up the leaf shaped like

a hare's ears, and salute the moon three times, savin;; : 'To-

day is the full moon of the month of krddek (Skr. kdrttika, Oct.-

Nov.); to-day, in every family, they do as we do. We invite

all the divinities of heaven to come and take their share of these
bananas, of this glutinous rice, crushed and cooked by us :

come and drink of the water of these coco-nuts and protect us ;

gi-ant that we may be happy during this life, and that our pos-

sessions may increase in our bands.* When they have finished,

the head of the family takes a lighted candle and lets the wax
which runs down drop into a vase full of water. The drops,
more or less numerous, falling into the water will foretell rains,

and, accordingly, more or less abundant harvests ; so the whole
family watches the operation with an anxious curiosity. Then
the young men convey the presents offered to the divinities to

the mouths of the maidens, and soon the whole gathering is eat-

ing and laughing and praising the moon.

(14) Mention may also be made of the bon phe/c
til: sacUy * Ceremony of the drinking of tJie water
of the oath '

; the bd7i crat prdh ahkdl, * Ceremony
of the opening of tlie furrow

'
; and the anniversary

of the birth of the king. The eighth day of each
moon, waxing and waning, and the day of full

moon of each month are also feast days [bon sel).

(15) The * Festival of the cutting of the top-knot'
(Pall Chuld-kantanrt-mahgala) is common to the
Cambodians, the Siamese, and tlie Laotians of the
countries bordering on Cambodia and Siam, and is

compulsory on girls and boys of all ranks in their

9th, 11th, 13th, or 15th year (never during an even
year), and marks their transition from childhood.
Without it boys cannot enter monasteries as

novices. Of Brahman origin, this custom has be-

come an essential rite of the Buddhists. It is pre-

ceded in the tirst month after the birth of each
child by a .sliaving, without any pomp, of all the
hair, called kvr sd/c prei, ' shaving of the M"ild hair.'

This shaving is followed by many others, in which
care is taken to leave a little tuft of hair on the
top of the head ; this tuft is usually rolled on a
valuable pin, and surrounded Avith a little crown of

white flowers, giving a most charming elfeet. It is

this tuft which must be shaved with such cere-

mony. Only 77 or 78 days in the whole year are
favourable for this operation, and the particular
day is fixed by the hdra or the dcdr.
The ceremony usually takes place in May, and for princes

assumes great splendour. Ix, lasts as a rule four days, the tirst

three days being spent in preparatory prayer. At the same
time, in the court of honour at the palace, an artificial mountain
is built, made of painted wood and cardboard, with grass and
branches of shrubs stuck on to imitate vegetation, l Two
paths, oriented the one to the east and the other to the west,
for the king, who officiates, lead to the top of the mountain.
Round the mount are trays laden with offerings dedicated to
Visnu, the Devataa, and the Buddhas. At the top of the moun-
tain, on a little platform, a light pavUion of cloth, closed in by
silken curtains, screens a vat and an arrangement for spraying
water, which will allow a rain of Mekhong water to fall on the
neophyte at the desired time. A consecrated cotton thread
isolates this pa\ilion, and preserves it against the attacks of
evil spirits. On the other hand, in the throne-chamber, at the
very foot of the throne, a couch of carved wood, covered with
embroidered silk, is erected for the king ; then, a little to the
right and in front of the throne, a large carpet is spread out,
with a flat cushion for the hero of the festival. Just opposite,
a trunk of a banana tree, covered with a fine piece of silk and
having an enormous ring set with diamonds at its summit,
Bymboiizes mount Sleru. Golden trays laden with fruits are
placed round this mount. Twelve bonzes, with their superior,
pray without ceasing in the hall, but it is four bakus who
olficiate along with the king. Inside the hall, round the centi"al

pillars, there is another cord, made of eight threads of red
cotton, which passes round an altar of Siva, and ends in a sort
of crown placed on white cotton cloth.

About five o'clock on each of these three evenings there is a
very brilliant procession, in which the candidate is borne in
great state in a palanquin lavishly ornamented with gold, sur-
rounded by all the functionaries and court ladies, to make the

pradak^iioa round the palace. Each time the &afcits go in front

of him, sounding a conch to frighten away the evil spirits, and
he descends from his portable throne and takes his seat on the

carpet, leaning on the little pillow set opposite the bonzes, with

the bakxis on nis left hand. The king, who follows him, does
not ascend iiis throne, but takes his place on a cushion in the

middle of the hall.. Then the prince makes to the king, the

bonzes, the altar of Siva, and Mount Sleru a salutation which re-

calls the afljali of the Hindus. The bonzes recite formulas in

Pali, which those present repeat in a low voice. After some
rather lengthy prayers the kmg and prince withdraw to their

apartments, and the bonzes to their pagodas, with presents from
the king. On the fourth day this procession takes place in the
morning, when the prince in his gilded palanquin, dressed in

golden brocade, and preceded by the king, enters the throne-

room. The bonzes bless the preservative cord, and the bakus
sound the conch to keep away the evil spirits. Then the bonzes
recite the most important of their prayers while the baktis undo
the prince's liair, divide it into three locks m honour of the
Trimurti (triad of Brahma, Visgu, and Siva), and tie each lock

round a golden ring; the king, armed with a pair of golden
scissors, cuts the three locks, and pretends to give the first

stroke of the razor ; the bakus make a pretence of giving
another, and the shaving is finished by a barber. At the last

stroke of the razor the bakus again sound the conch, and tlie

bonzes repeat a text in Pali. After this ceremony the whole
assembly goes to the court beside the structure representing
a mountain. The recipient, clad in white cotton, along with
the kmg in a white muslin mantle, mounts to the pavilion,

where, from the spray placed at the top of the mountain, he
receives on his head, shoulders, and body a heavy shower of

Mekhong water (the name signifies 'tlie mother of waters').

Then the king pours on his head five jug-fulls—in memory of

the five rivers which descend from the Himalayas—of perfumed
lustral water, and a crown of raw cotton is placed on his bead.
He must wear it conscientiously for three days.

The festival terminates with great banquets
which tlie king gives to all his functionaries, and
the receiving of presents—rolls of piastres and bars
of silver—which these functionaries give to the
young i)rince. On the occasion of the cutting of

the top-knot, whether of the iiigh or of the lowly,

the hero of the festival receives presents from all

his friends and relatives. Those which are pre-

sented to a prince, the son of a king, are carefully

inscribed with the names of the donors, so that the

king may be able to give them equally valuable
gifts Avhen they themselves celebrate a similar

ceremony. T)ie prince on this occasion receives a
new name, which is inscribed on a leaf of gold, but
which he will never bear in ordinaiy life.

(16) A water- festival, Loi jjrdh tip, 'Festival of

boating games.' a kind of regatta, is held every
year at Phnom-Penh, in October, when the waters
of the Mekhong begin to abate. Only the bakus
play a prominent part, and the king invokes Prdh
hdm Sramot, 'the god of the seas' (Varuna?),
asking him to keep the overflowing Mekhong
within bounds so that it may fertilize and enrich
the countiy.
The festival is held on the right bank of the river facuig the

royal wharf. A huge raft bearing a bi^ shed decorated with
rich draperies is built for the king and his court. All the rich

royal canoes and nearly all the vessels of the whole kingdom
are there, freshly painted and betiagged, and tilled for the most
part either with spectators or with competitors for the regatta.

The racing boats, of a special shape, are drawn up at a fixed
place, ready to go. The festival lasts three days and three
nights, with no respite except in the mornings. The regattas
take place to the sound of royal music and the guttural cries of

the rowers, excited by the jovial bantering song improvised by
a sailor standing up in the boat. The number and the rapidity
of the barques give quite a fairy aspect to the river. The signal
for each race is given by a baku dressed in green, who, followed
by the canoes, goes in a boat, a sword in each hand, and cuts a
strip of black leather, an object held sacred by all, placed be-

tween two canoes. He makes three attempts at it, as though
full of fear of committing a sacrilege, murmurs a prayer in

Sanskrit, cuts the cord, and hurriedly departs. >N"hile the
race-boats are taking their flight, amid innumerable cries, the
chief of the bakus offers the king and all the members of the
royal family a conch containing some of the water of the river,

with which they all perform purifyin<; ablutions. After night-
fall, the people launch on all sides tmy rafts of banana-wood,
furnished with lighted candles and offerings to the spirits and
ghosts, which illuminate the whole river. The night is spent,
on board the royal raft as well as on the other boats, in feasting,

games, and music.

9. Organization of family life.— (I) Relation of
the sexes.—The orirauization of the family in

Cambodia is strongly knit, and their morals are
stricter than those of nio.st other peoplct; of the
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Far East. As soon as the boys have umleigonc
the cuttiiij; of the top-knot, if t^iey are going to be
eilucateil or to l)e(;onie novices, tliey sleep in the
monastery. Afterwards, until their marriage, they
pass the night in the said, or common house.
Until they are of marriagealile age the girls are
caWad prohniocdrH { = l'a!i brahnuirhdn, ' cha.ste '),

anil are looked upon as brides of Prdlt En ( = Indra).
Witii the lirst signs of puberty they take the name
of kramiim, 'young girl,' and they 'go into the
shade ' {col meld/)). '1 he relatives tie cotton thread
round their wrists, and oiler a .sacrifice to the
ancestors to announce the event to them. On the
.same day, to the northeast of the hou.se, they
plant a banana tree, the fruit of which may only
be eaten by the young girl or sent to the monks.
To behave herselfcorrectly andaccording to tradition, theyounji

girl must not now allow hersell to be seen by any str.ange man,
nor must she look on any man even by stealth ; like the monks,
she must abstain from food from midday onwards, eat only rice,

salt, coco-nuts, peas, sesame, and fruit, but neither fish nor flesh

of any kind ; she must bathe only after dark when no one can
see her, and never without her sisters or friends ; she must work
only in the house, and never go out even to the pagoda. This
strict retreat lasts only for a few days among the poor, some-
times for years among the rich. It is interrupted only by the
occurrence of an eclipse. Then the ' maiden in the shade," like
the pregnant woman, puts an areca knife and a little box con-
taining lime in the knot of her saiflpdt, lights candles and sweet-
smelling sticks, and goes out to worship Rahu, the monster who
causes the ecUpse : he will crown her desires with good fortune.
She then returns to her retirement. The ' coming out of the
shade ' (6^fi inetdp) is marked by the b(mzeit coming to the house
to repeat prayers, and by a banquet. It often ends in another
ceremony preparatory to marriage, at which they ' do the teeth

'

(thvt)' thmeil). This is presided over by an dt'tir, who spreads
white cotton cloth on the ground, and places eight bits of straw
on it in the directions of the eight points of the compass ; in the
middle a coco-nut porringer, a shuttle, a small cup of sarflrlt

(bronze alloyed with a little gold and silver), and a metal model
of a boat are covered with as many measures of paddy (fetched
by the didr himself from the granary of the house) as the years
of the girl's age. She aits down on the well-arranged heap, an
old couple mix up the lacquer for her teeth in front of her, while
seven young bojs encourage them by singing and pretending
themselves to pound. This lacquer is then apphed to the teeth
of the young girl, who is required to preserve it until the
morning. After a series of jokes and fun from the boys, who
imitate the exorcisms of the prdy, and a banquet, the young
girl goes out in the morning three times to worship Prdh XtU
(Skr. ddUya), the rising sun. Her teeth are then covered with
lampblack, and she does reverence to the domestic altar, and
henceforth is ready for marriage.

It can be understood that under these conditions
seduction is rare ; or, if a case occurs, abortive
potions help to liush up the matter. But, as a
general rule, Cambodian girls are very reserved,
go out little, and conduct themselves well. Boys
and >:irls usually marry when about si.\teen. Mar-
riage between too close relatives is forbidden

;

it is allowed between first cousins only when the
father and mother of the bridegroom are older
than those of the bride. The incestuous union of

a brother and sister, even when born of dilFerent

mothers, is forbidden, under penalty of a heavy
fine or confiscation of goods, and obligatory separa-
tion. Formerly, the incestuous coujile were l)eaten

with rods, tietl to a raft, and abaniloni'd to the
mercy of tlie river, where tliey soon died of hunger

;

for no one would consent to help them out of pity.

The king alone, who in Cambodia is above the
law, may marry his aunt or even his half-sisters.

(2) Marri-tffK.—A marriage is often arranged by
the parents without the young people being ac-

quainted with each other, but is scarcely ever
carried out without their consent. Three female
intermediaries from the home of the boy go to that
of the girl and sound the relatives, with becoming
delil>eration and circumlocution. If the signs are
favourable, new ollicial intermediaries of a more
exalted char.utercome to make the ollicial demand,
and bring the jiresc^ntsof the suitor on trays. The
girl ha.s been aiiproaclied beforehand, and her
silence is taken for a formal acquiescence. After
in(|uiry has been made into the parentage of both
young people, if the omens are favourable, they

are ollicially betrothed. The liancc, who has not
yet put in an appearance, is now brouglit to live

\vith his future parentsin-law to 'do service'

{t/wd^ bamru'). He has to sleep in the kitchen, carry
the water and the wood, and be under the com-
mand of the parents of the girl, who, in return, is

expected to ]>repare his food and his betel. This
stage lasts only a few mouths in the case of people
in easy circumstances, for fear of a too speedy
[iregnancy ; one or more years with the poor,
who often have two or three children before
marriage. For, on the other hand, marriage in
Cambodia is a very onerous afl'air. The obligatory
betrothal presents include 100 areca nuts, 200 betel

leaves, a pound of gambler, a gourd of wine, a
pound of tobacco, not to mention the building of a
new cottage, near that of the young girl's parents,
to shelter the young coui)le. The presents of the
marriage proper, always borne, according to the
ancient custom, by the bridegroom, are lixed at
.5 piculs ( + 300 kUogr.) of pork, 50 hens, 30 ducks,
100 bottles of rice-wine, 30 special cakes, not to
speak of jewels, cloths presented to the fiancee, and
a sum of money called khan ski, ' presenting the
areca and the betel,' which, under the name of a
marriage present to the bride, is in reality handed
over to her father. The tianc6 must also give to

the girl's mother the j)rdk snap tik ddh, ' price of
the mother's milk, the nursing indemnity,' along
with a bouquet of areca flowers ; to his own
parents, on the last day of the marriage, huge
wax candles ; besides the innumerable traditional

gratuities, however humble, to be distributed on
this occasion. On the other hand, the young man
who has undertaken all these exiienses and has
gone to 'serve' with his future parents-in-law runs
the risk of being .sent away in disgrace and without
any compensation, as guilty of a lack of respect

—

a charge easily incurred if lie does not manage to

please them and his lianc^e. He therefore tries

above all to win her good-will and favour in order
to escape a costly repudiation, which would, in

addition, make him ridiculous in the eyes of the
village. The matter is usually easy enough, the
betrothed having, in the eyes of the public and
even of the law, the same rights as husband and
wife. The tiance who has seduced his bride can
never withdraw ; he who withdraws without cause
is condemned to a heavy fine and the loss of his

betrothal expenses. The liancee cannot without
infamy be sought by another suitor ; in case of

flagrant infidelity, she suffers the punishment of an
adulteress. On the other hand, the children of a
betrothed cou]ile are considered legitimate. Only
the parents of the young girl are afl'ected by such
[)roceedings, which make it impossible for them to

send away their future .son-in-law' if he displeases

them. If they send him away without cause they
themselves will be held respon.sible for an in-

demnity, and have to gi\e back the betrothal
presents.

Marriage by capture takes jdace in Cambodia
when the nareiits of the young girl refuse their

consent and (In- lovers .Tijree. 'The young man is

free from blain.- .lit'i tin- abduction, when he has
made his apol""!'- In hi- p;irents-in-law.

The law allu-iv.- tluce legitimate wives, besides

concul)ines ; the masses, however, through poverty,

are nujnogamous. Only one of the wives, the
/>nipdn tluiin, ' the chief wife,' enjoys authority
and the ]>rerogatives of the legitimate wife. She
also is the only one who is married with a com-
plicated ceremony. Polyandry, although very lare,

IS tolerated, and appears to the Camlxidians odd
rather than scandalous.

Religious intervention is very .seldom invoked at
weddings in Cambodia. When it does hai)i)en to

occur, which is about once in four occasions, it is
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conliTieil to jnayers and the sminkliiig of holy

water on the two youn;; iieople V>y tlie bonzes.

Nor does the civil law nieilille with niarria^'e. It

remains a imrely domestic (tereniony. Marriage,
we lia\ e seen, cannot take place between too near
relati\es. It may be celebrated at any time of the
year except during the three months' retirement of

the monks.
A special ehed is built near the lionie of the liancL-e, with a

roof of foliage, and huntj on the inside more or less riclily with

red draperies. On the morning of the marriage day the bride-

srooni, dressed in his best, goes in state to the house of the

bride, and sits at her rifht hand, both on one mat. All the

guests surround them, with areca fiowers in their hands. The
bridegroom himself, after bowing three times, offers one of the

flowers to each member older than himself of the bride's family,

beginning with the father and the mother. They lay the flowers

they have received on plates in front of them, and on these the

;;oung man's parents place a sum of money varying according to

"the degree of the person : usually 9 damliti (about 20 fr.) for the
father, 7 for the mother, etc. Then the 6ai\ dai, ' binding of the
hands,' takes place ; the parents of the two pass a bracelet of 7

threads of untwisted cotton on the wrist of each of the pair, the
relatives and friends do the same on the fingers, and at the same
time offer them presents, which are often very rich : jewels,

cloths, animals, slaves, land. After this the parents, holding a
lighted candle, walk three times round the bride and bride-

groom, who, alon^ with the old ladies, go into the house to
change their gala dresses for more simple costumes, before they
serve the wedding breakfast to their guests. When the feast

begins, the guests are grouped by sexes, and placed in order of

rank, of relationship, and of age. The long and sumptuous
meal is preceded by prayers to their ancestors, who receive as an
offering the first of each dish. The ceremony ends with the
phs&m davi'^k, * the union in the same bed,' in the conjugal
house. Respected matrons arrange the nuptial sleeping-mat,

and present the newly-married pair with the cakes or rice-balls,

a portion of which each places in the mouth of the other, to show
henceforth their unity ; the matrons lightly knock the heads of

the husband and wife together, saying, ' Be united and happy,'
and leave them. For a second or third wife, or when a man
marries a widow, the marriage ceremony is confined to a heart.v

feast. Members of the royal family are married by the hakus,
who sprinkle them with holy water.

(3) Divorce.—Divorce exists in Cambodia, but is

seldom i)Ut into practice. It is nearly always
demanded by the wife. In the case of separation by
nmtual consent, the wife gives np to the husband
the wedding presents she receivecf, and all that he
])ossessed at the time of their marriage. If there
are children, everything is considered common
property ; the husband receives two-thirds and the
wife the remaining one-third. The children, if

they are of tender years, are entrusted to the wife,

to return in the end to the husband, or else they
are divided, or, if they are grown up, are allowed
to choose for themselves. If the di^orce is de-

manded only by the wife, she is liable to pay
double the amount spent by the husband on the
marriage, and can claim only her dowry and one-
third of all goods acquired since the marriage.
But, as a rule, unions in Cambodia are lasting : tlie

wives have a keen sense of duty, and the husbands
have a great regard for their wives, and spare them
too hard work—which contrasts very favourably
\\ith the loose and selfish marriages of the An-
namese. Widows may marry quite honourably if

they cremate their first husband properly and
preserve their widowhood for three years.

(4) Birth.—The Cambodian wife, who, without
great outward authority, is well treated in her
home, is accorded very i)articular attention during
pregnancy. The confinement always takes place
without the aid of a doctor, but with the inter-

vention of expert matrons, who employ empirical
manteuvres, accompanied by the recitation of

niantrn.9 and by sacrifices. The vigorous con-

stitution of the Cambodian mother does the rest.

The umbilical cord is not cut until after the issue
of the placenta. The child is immediately washed
and wrapped in swaddling-clothes. The mother is

bathed in warm water, a warm oval stone is placed
on her abdomen, and she is laid on a cami)-bed,
imder which a tire is kept burning for the sjjacc of
from 9 to 30 days. The wood with which the lire

is fed diHers according as the child is the first-born

or not. A cotton thread blessed by a kru or an
dear surrounds tlie room, to preserve it from evil

spirits. The mother suckles her child nntil the

age of three or four, not without stufling it at the
same time with rice and bananas, which is the

cause of the enormous abdomen which marks all

Indo-Chinese children. At six months the child

receives the name of a flower, an animal, a mineral,

or some other object. At the cutting of the top-

knot this name is exchanged for a new one.

Patronymic names are unknown in Cambodia.
The birth of twins is considered unlucky, as also

is that of albinos, dwarfs, and deformed infants.

These unfortunate children, except when the oil-

spring of bakus, become, from their very birth,

life-long slaves of the king.

Adojjtion takes place with extreme facility in

Camliodia, and to it is joined the custom of con-

cluding a friendshii), which binds the contracting

])arties closely together and ends only with death.

They mix a few drops of the blood of each with a
little water, and divide and drink this, after pro-

nouncing the oath to be brothers for ever ; such are

the rites of the compact. Cf. art. Brotherhood
(artificial).

(5) Disposal of ths dead.—Cremation is the

general custom in Cambodia, but the ceremony,
which among the very poor takes place immediately
after death, is among the rich often deferred, for

various reasons, for several months or even years.

In the latter case they either bury the body and
leave it to be exhumed at the desired time, or they
j)reserve it in the house. To preserve the body
they pour a certain quantity of mercury into

the mouth and place the body in a cotlin of

hard wood hermetically sealed, except for a small
hole to which is fi.xed a bamboo tube which carries

out of the house the gases that are formed. Some
devout Buddhists, however, order their flesh to be
cut into small pieces to feed the birds of prey.

King Ang Duong ordered this to be done with his

body when he died, about the end of 1859.

As soon as an invalid enters on his death-agony
the bonzes are called, in order to repeat the prayers
for the dying. Until the actual moment of death
all present repeat in .a loud voice, the jiatient

joining in as long as he has the strength, ' Arahaii

!

arahah !
' ' the saint ! the just one !

' (Pali nraliam
=

' the saint,' ' one who has attained final sanctifica-

tion'). When the last breath has been drawn, the
children of the dead man close his eyes and mouth,
and wash the body with holy water. If, in default

of direct heirs, this pious duty is performed by a
slave, he is henceforth free. Then a small ingot of

gold or silver is put in the dead man's ntouth

;

small squares of gilded paper are applied to the
orifices of his face ; and he is clothed in white.
His hands are joined, and in them is placed a
rolled-up banana-leaf containing three betel leaves,

a candle, and three sweet-smelling sticks. The
body is placed in a wooden coffin, more or less

costly according to the forttine of the deceased, and
is kept in ])osition by sawdust, cotton, paper, and
pounded guava leaves in such a way that it cannot
move. On the neck of the corpse is placed a white
cotton collar, which communicates with the outside

by a long cord, attached to a band of cotton, and
passing between the coffin and its lid. Then the

family, the servants, and slaves go into mourning
—that is, they shave their heads and put on white
clothes. Every day, at the usual meal-times, trays

laden with food are brought near the coffin, beside

which is a tray with a betel-box and a change of

clothing for tlie deceased. Tlie whole d,ay a
nuiuber of boiKi's ronKiiii beside the coffin in

prayer, with their hiiuds ,.ii I he while band Avhicli

coiiimunicates with the deicised > eollar.

They usually proceed with the cremation after
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three day". The cotlin is cairieil fioin tlie death-
strickeii lionse to the pyro, on a hu{;e hcar.se with a
fringed canopy laden with garlands of leaves and
llowers. Four bunzr.n take their places, standing
on the hearse at the four corners of the coHin,

which is covered with (lowers, ornamented with
figures cut out of gold paper, and furnished, where
the head is, witli lighted candles and burning
scented sticks. ,Iust in front comes a child, the
son or graiulson of the deceased, carried on a
palanquin, his forehead adorned with a band of
])laited bamboo, to which is fastened the cotton
cord from the coHin. Aft«r the hurning of the
liody this child receives the dress of a novice from
a bunze, quite near the pyre. If the deceiised has
no direct male descendant, a slave may fill this
role, and receives his liberty through this fact of
entering into the monastic order. This palanquin
is often prece<led by another covereil with a yellow
para.sol, and bearing a Aojicc. In front of all goes
an lUur on foot, holding a white banner called
' flag of the soul ' (toh pru/i lih [Skr. lihga, ' sign ']).

From the handle of this flag hangs a pot full of
uncooked rice. In a wallet which he carries the
t'lciir has put all that is required for preparing
betel-quids. Behind the hear.se there generally
walk a small orchestra, a young girl throwing
small pieces of money to the poor, hired mourners,
the family, and friends. Except in the ease of
kings and princes, who are burned in a special con-
struction called a 77i4n, the dead, as a rule, are
burned in a building which bears the name of
p/mom i/uii, 'mountain of deliverance.' After the
thrice-repeated prailak.nna round the cremation
i-;itafalque, or phnoin yoii, the cotlin is placed on it,

and left there for three days. The family and
friends establish themselves in the vicinity under
leafy shelters. The coffin is placed open on its

pyre, the face of the dead man is washed for the
last time with coco-nut milk ; and then the dear
walks three times round the pyre, swinging a
lighted torch so as to set lire to it. At the Krst
crackling of the flame the young ' conductor of the
soul' is consecrated, and the music plays. When
the combustion seems sufficient, the (irdr, his
a.ssistants, and the others present extinguish the
lire by throwing jars of water on it. The rice,

cooked in a pot on the funeral fire, and the betel-
box are put near the ashes of the body. Out of
the ashes the a('ijr and his assistants fashion a
human form, which they carefully place facing in
the direction which appears most suitable. Over
thisMigure, which is covered with white cotton
cloth, the honze.1 recite prayers, and all present
prostrate themselves. Then each one begins to
look among the ashes for the bone« that remain

;

tliese bones are washed with holy water, placed in

a cloth hag, or an urn of porcelain or some pi'ecious
metal, and then buried in the neighIxmrhood of a
pagoda, or piled up near a Ficun re.ligiosa ; or, in
the case of rich persons, they are placed in small
structures of mascmry called ccZciy, built on a piece
of consecrated ground. Prisoners abandoned by
their family, and people who have died through vio-
lence, suicide, accident, or assassination, are buried,
not burnt. The two last are not long in appearing
on earth again in the form of some dreadful gho.st.

The body of a criminal is abandoned to birds of
prey, unless the relatives buy and bury it.

(G) jl/oi()-»in(7.—Mourning c<msists in shaving
the head every fortnight, dressing in white, wear-
ing no jewels or ornaments, and fasting once a
week, on thhai sH (Pali sUa), which is equivalent
to our Sunday. Mourning is worn only for persons
who are older or are in a higher position than
oneself. Mandarins and functionaries wear it for
the king until the cremation, which is sometimes
put otr for yearu. Children and gi-andchildren,

whetlKU' by liirth or adoption, wear mourning for
their parents antl grandparents for three years

;

the widow wears it for her husband for the same
length of time ; brothers and sisters wear mourning
oidy for their elders ; niei(^s, nephews, and cousins
«(^ar it only until the cremation. Parents, grand-
parents, and widowers do not wear mourning for
children, grandchildren, and wives respectively.

(7) (rlumts.—All Cambodians believe in the
ai)pcarance of ghosts who issue from the decaying
ilead body ; when there is no putrefying matter
left, the apparitions cease, the human remains
being changed into nocturnal birds of evil omen.

(.S) Festival of the deaiL—A solenm festival in
honour of the dead is held in September— the
phedm, ' reunion,' ' assembly '—when all souls have
the right to leave their Hades .and come to enjoy
the oflerings which the Cambodians never fail

dutifully to prepare for them.
10. Political and judicial organization. — ( 1

)

Government.—Kt the head of the political organi-
zation of Cambodia stands the king, absolute
sovereign and by right of birth possessor of all

life and lands in his kingdom. Indeed, his power
is limited only by the rivalries or intrigues of his
troublesome relatives ; the audacity of certain
great functionaries, who at one time showed a
great inclination, for their own interests, to lean
upon the Siamese or the Annaraese ; or by revolt
on the part of his subjects. The king governs with
the help of a council of five great mandarins, who
are chosen by himself,and who have no power except
what is accorded them by the good sense, favour,
or laziness of the king. The order of succession
to the throne of Cambodia is badly established and
\ariable : it is in the male line, but sometimes
from father to son, sometimes from brother to
brother, in order of birth. Women may be and
have been called to the throne. If there is no
heir belonging to the royal family, the mandarins,
says a very credible tradition, may call one of the
bakns to the throne.

The coronation celebrations, and those at the
cremation of a high personage in the royal family,
are the most superb to be seen in Cambodia.
Coronation celebrations are continued for eight
days, the last being occupied with the actual
crowning. This ceremony is purely political, not
religious, except in its first ])art, when the chief of
the bakus pours on the king's head the so-called
lustral water of investiture, while the bunzcs pray.
Then the bonzes disappear, and if the bakus remain
and take a very active part in tlie ceremony, it is

less in the r61e of unconscious representatives of
the ancient Brahman religion than as trustees of
the traditions of a glorious past. On the coronation
day, all the functionaries, high and low, hand over
their resignations to the new king, who reinstates
them the next day, after they have taken the oath
of fidelity. It is worthy of notice that, when the
newly crowned king returns to his palace, he is

accompanieil by a group of female followers, one
carrying his parasol, another his sabie, a third his

betel-box—in short, everything he needs for daily
use. Another group follows, carrying a cat (the
first living creature to be introduced into a house
before it is inhabited), rice, ivory, a rhinoceros'
horn, a gourd, haricots, grains of sesame—all the
symliols of abundance and well-being. All .services

within the palace are performed by women. The
Khmbrs have a profound and respectful attachment
to their kings.

(2) Society.—Cambodian society next to the king
is no longer made up of ca.stes but of classes, very
clearly defined and often very exclusive : (a) the
royal family {Priih IV/H.«rt = Skr. variuSa, 'race,'
' lineage ') ;

(b) the Prdk Von (Skr. vam-ia)
; (c) the

bakus and bonzes
; {d) free men ; and (e) slaves.
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(<t) The royal family iiidmles relatives to the
fifth degree, and persons who have gained this
position hy marriage with princesses nearly related
to the throne. On account of polygamy, it forms
a veritable population, exempt froin taxes and
conipulsory service, and provided, according to
their quality, with incomes and titles more or less
considerable. Their jiossessors too often abuse tlie

spirit of loyalty of the Khmfers, in order to oppress
tliem and put themselves above the law, but are,
at the same time, directly and very efl'ectively

dependent on the king, their chief and absolute
master. The importance of the princes of the
royal family is in direct proportion to their intrigues
or their popularity.

The folIowiiiL' is the order of rank of these personages ; the
appaydrdi (Pali upayuvardja, ' vice-heir-apparent '), lung wlio
has abdicated, preserving the right to a six-storeved parasol

;

the oppardi (Pali uparajd, ' viceroy '), second king, and often
heir-apparent, who must be content to be shaded with a
parasol of only five storeys ; the prdfi vorrdmii(Pa.h varardjini,
• chief queen "), the queen downier, mother of the king ; the
ak mohesM (Pali agga-mahesi, ' first queen ') the queen, first wife
of the king and mistress of the harem, who usually owes her
title more to high birth than to favour. These positions of
dignity may be vacant for want of the personages themselves
or because the king wills it so. All, accordinfr to a pre-deter-
mined order, are possible successors to the throne.

(6) The Prdh Voii are descended from the royal
family, but more distantly related. From their
illustrious origin, they retain the privilege of being
designated ' Pr;lh ' and of paying fewer taxes than
the king's other subjects. Otherwi.se they live
just like them.

(c) The bonzes and the bakus have already been
discussed [§ 4. i. (1) and ii. (1)].

(d) The free men (prei ha) furnish the function-
aries of all degrees.

(e) Slaves are divided into (a) slaves for debt, and
hence redeemable ; and (/S) slaves who are irredeem-
able, comprising prisoners of war, former rebels not
put to death, and unfortunate savages who have
almost always been kidnapped on the frontiers.
The children of irredeemable slaves are themselves
slaves from their birth until the end of their lives.
Slavery, although of a mild form, owing to the
moderate character of the Khmfers, has none the
less been till recently the open sore of the country,
and has tended to augment the general apathy and
economic mediocrity.'

(.3) Civil law.—ln theory, individual property
does not exist in Cambodia, the king being the
possessor of all the territory. The legality of this
theory is affirmed by certain legal provisions.
Thus, in the case of large successions without
direct heirs, the king inherits all or part of the
goods ; all land not cultivated for three years
returns to him ; when expropriating land either
for the general good or for his own particular
advantage, if he gives an indemnity, it is of good-
\vill, not of necessity. But, as a matter of fact,
individual property is perfectly recognized in
Cambodia : any individual who, subject to certain
formalities, asks the king for a piece of land from
the public ground, which represents four-fifths of
the whole territory, obtains it without difficulty.
If after three years he has brought it under cultiva-
tion, and transformed it into rice-fields or meadows,
and if he continues to cultivate it, it belongs to
him. He may let it, sell it, transfer it by gift, or
leave it to his children, always on condition that
he pays the taxes which are levied on all land in
the kingdom. It cannot be taken from him except
when he fails to make use of it, or when, after
cultivating it, he abandons it for three years.
Private property consists of the moveable and
immoveable possessions which the husband and

1 The new king of Cambodia, Sisovath (Skr. &n Svasti), who
ascended the throne in 1904, has abolished slavery, which had,
mdeed, been greatly ameliorated since the arrival of the French
in the country.

wife brought with them at the time of their
marriage, and of which, in the event of a dissolu-
tion of the marriage, each claims his or her own,
after dividing the common gains. l?y a very
A.siatic extension of paternal rights, children are
considered the jiroperty of the father, who may, if

he wishes, sell them while they are minors. Except
in case of extreme misery, Cambodians very seldom
avail themselves of this right.

(4) Law of inheritance.—This varies according
as the husband has had one wife or more. In a
monogamous household the surviving parent has
the guardianship of the children, and the admini-
stration and the usufruct of all the property. The
children inherit without distinction as to sex, but
the eldest and the youngest always receive a
double portion—the one becau.se he has had to
carry his brothers, the other because he has had to
rejoice his parents' old age. Children by adoption
enjoy the same rights as children bjf birth. Usually,
too, children who have taken part in the cremation
of their parents reap some special benefit.

(5) Penal law.—The Khmfer penal law is ex-
tremely rigorous in theory, and boasts no fewer
than some twenty ways of inflicting death, with
or without ingenious tortures. In practice, the
penalty of death is reserved for usurpers,rebels, those
guilty of high treason, and repeatedly convicted
offenders. In the lirst case, the condemned man's
head is cut off' and exposed in the middle of the
market-place, while the body is quartered and
placed at the four cardinal points of the royal
palace. In the last, the head is cut otl' and placed
on the end of a piece of bamboo (irmly fixed in the
ground. The body is given back to the family if

it is claimed, or is left to be buried by the police.

Incorrigible elephant thieves are crushed by ele-

phants. This terrible punishment is, of course,
rarer than the olicnce. At one time thieves were
punished by death, mutilation, slavery, or confisca-
tion of goods ; to-day they are liable to a penalty
varying with the offence ; in cases of insolvency,
this may take the form of selling the offender into
slavery. The general tendency is for the judges
to commute the barbarous punishments of former
days into profitable fines, which are divided amongst
the judges themselves, the royal treasury, and the
plaintiff or prosecutor, if there is one. Any one
who cannot pay the fine imposed is sold as a slave.

In cases of accidental homicide there is a sort of
ivergeld, varying with the quality and condition of
the person killed. The woman taken in adultei-y
is marched for three consecutive days through the
town, her face covered with a basket of plaited
bamboo, red flowers in her ears, forming a collar,

and on her head, avowing in a loud voice her fault
and her repentance. This march may be exchanged
for a tine levied on the personal property of the
woman and her lover, part of which is handed o^•er

to the husband, unless he is proved to have been a
consenting party to the infamy of his wife. The
fine varies with the position of the woman in the
household ; the ' chief wife ' is more heavily pun-
ished than the mere concubine or any other wife.
The husband is entitled to kill offenders taken ?'«

flagrante delicto, but on the strict understanding
that he kills them both. The punishment of rape
is a fine which varies decreasingly according as the
victim is a married woman, a young girl, a widow,
or a slave. The seducer may be put to death by
the young girl's parents, if he is cs.\\g\\i inflagrante
delicto and is acting without their implied acknow-
ledgment ; but no proceedings are taken against
a seducer, failing a complaint by the victim or her
parents. The penalty varies with the condition of
the person seduced, and according as there has been
pregnancy or not. The gravest case is pregnancy
followed by death in child-bed. Abduction is
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punisliable by a fine in proportion to the condition

of the female carried ofl', the distance covered, and
tlic natural obstacles, rivers, or mountains crossed.

Sexual intercourse with animals meets witli igno-

minious punishments, such as having to feed on
the grass of the fields, or to lap water from the
boiling of rice. As a rule, the punishments are
simply punitive and do not involve degradation :

a functionary who has served a terra of imprison-

ment for breach of trust resumes his duties freely.

l.e''al proceedings in Cambodia are slow, involved,

and expiiiisive. Accused and accusers have the
riglit of being represented at the tribunal by a
kind of advocate called the 'shoulder of the case'

(s/nd kedei). liberation on finding sureties is

frequently practised. A crime may be pi'oved

either by witnesses or ordeals.

(6) Orricnls.—The principal judicial tests still in

use are the following: ~{n) Water: both parties dive,

and the one who rises first is guilty ; or they swim
across the arm of a river, and the last to arrive is

guilty, (b) The test of the molten tin, into whicli the

accused must plunge a hand without being binned,

(c) Burning coals, over which he must walk ^^ith-

out hurting his feet. There are other tests quite

as illusory, but much milder. Very often the judge
does not hesitate to order the suspected person to

be tortured, in order to obtain either his confession

of a crime or the names of his accomplices. The
greatest scourge of Cambodian justice is not its

laws, but its judges—functionaries who are often

unjust because they are ignorant and greedy.

Having paid a large sum to the royal treasury
Ijefore entering on office, they set about recouping
themselves, at the expense of litigants, by a sad
misuse of justice. There is, indeed, a law which
enacts that an unjust or ignorant judge shall

receive a sentence equal to double that which he
has wrongly inflicted, not to mention the chastise-

ments reserved for liim in the after life. But those
who ought to ajiply this law are only too often so

deserving of the same treatment that they dare
not make use of it.

LiTKRATURE.—E. Aymonief, Le Cam^odge, 3 vols., Paris,

1900-04, DicL fraU'^ais-cambodgUn pricid6 d'mic notice sur le

Cambodge, Saigon, 1S74, ' Notes sur les coutunies et croyanoey
superstitieuses des CamlwKlgieDs/ in Cochinchiiie franeaise

:

KxcuTidoTiset ReconnaissanceSjXvi. [1883] pp. 133-207 ; A. Caba-
ton, 'Rapport sur les litteratures cambodjjienne et chanie,'

Paris, 1901 (Acad, des Inscriplimis et Belles- Lettres : Comptes
rendus des stances de Vann6e I'JOl); L. Finot, 'Notre trans-

cription du cambodeien ' (Bulletin de I'Ecole franqaise d'Ex-
Ireme-Orimt [=BEPEO], 1902, ii. Iff.); J. FourJs, 'Organisa-
tion politi'iue du Cambodge,' in Cochinchine franfaise : Excur-
sions et RecmiTiais-lanceit, xiii. [1882] ; G. Jeanneau, (Eitvres,

'Phnam-Piinb, Imp. du Protectorat,' 1898; A. Leclire, /.«

Buddhi.\-nui au Cambodffe, Paris, 1899, Cambodge : Vontcs et
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coutunies du Cambodge par Teheou Ta-kouan, tr. and ann.'
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Antoixk C.vbaton.
CAMBRIDGE PLATONISTS.—The title

'Cambridge I'latonists' has come to be applied
to a school of iihilosojihical divines—members, for

the most part, of two colleges, Emmanuel and
Christ's—WMio flourished at Cambridge between
flu- years 1633 and Ki.SS. The names with which
tlii-^ article is properly concerned are those of

Whichcote (lfi09-8;i), Culverwel (t 1651), Smith
(1618-52), Cudworth( 1617-88), and More (1614-87),
all resident teachers at Cambridge within the
[leriod mentioned ; but, in so far as the influence
of their teaching made itself felt out.sidc, some
other names, belonging to this period and to the
lime after, must also be noticed—Glanvill, Norris,
Cumberland, Shaftesbury, Clarke, and Berkeley,

representing the religious and philosophical as-

jiect of this influence ; and T.aylor, Stillingfleet,

Burnet, Patrick, Rust, Tillotsoii, and Fowler,^
rejiresenting its ecclesiastical and political aspect.

The first thing which tlie student of a school of

religious and philosophical thought must always
see to is that lie realizes the social environment
in which the thought of the school lived and
moved ; study of the mere equipment of the
thought, apart from the use to which that equip-
ment was put, is idle. And no student has more
need of this caveat than the student of the ' Cam-
bridge I'latonists.' They are writers—especially

the three greatest of them. Smith, Cud worth, and
More—whom one is peculiarly temptecl to read
without thinking of ' social environment,' without
troubling oneself about the state of England in

their time. There grows upon one, as one reads
them, the sen.se of a cloistered [liety and learning
cultivated apart in some paradise—such as Henry
More made for himself in his lifelong home at
Christ's ; and one is too apt to be impatient, as of
something irrelevant, w-lien one is asked to re-

member where this paradise was— that it was in

the England of the Civil War, the Commonwealth,
the Restoration, the Revolution, the England of

Laud, of the Covenant and Westminster Assembly,
of the New Model, of the St. Bartholomew's Day
Ejectments. But this is exactly what it is most
necessary to remember. The question which a
scientific study of the Cambridge Platonists must
make it its chief object to answer is exactly this :

how were these cloistered lives related to that
trouliled world without?—for it was certainly not
by mere accident that these lives found their peace
in that stormy time.

Burnet, who met Cudworth and More when he
visited Cambridge in 1663 as a young man, and
who, throughout his whole subsequent career, was
in sympathy with the ecclesiastical position of the
Cambridge school, describes its members generally
in the following terms [Hist, of My Own Time,
Oxford, 1823, i. 3'23fl'.):

' All llu-se, and those who were formed under them, studied
fco examine farther into the nature of things than had been
done fornierlv. They declared against superstition on the one
hand, and enthusiasm on the other. They loied the constitu-

tion of the Church and the liturgy, and could well live under
them : but they did not think it unlawful to live under another
form. They wished that things might have been carried with
more moderation. And they continued to keep a good corre-
spondence with those who had dilTcred from them in opinion,
.and allowed a great freedom both in philosophy and in divinity :

from whence they were called men of latiliulL-. .Vnd upon this

men of narrower thoughts and fierrer n
,

>.. i^ i
,^i, u'rl upon

them the name of Latitudinarians. Th :i
i

;: us much.
And the making out the reasons of ttji: _ . in part of

their studies, their enemies called tlu'in s i. n,; ;:i^, 'I'hey were
all very zealous against popery. And so, they txooruing soon
very considerable, the papists set themselves against them to

decry them as atheists, deists, or at best Socioians.'

From this account, the result of contemporary
observation, we gather (1) that these 'men of

latitude ' took up a position midway between the

Ruritans (the early upbringing of most of them
had been Puritan) and the Prelatists of their time
—that they oscupied, in respect to the.se extremes,
what another contemporary account (S. P.'s Ih-ii:/

Account of the new Sect oj Latitudc-Mcn : lar/cf/icr

with some Reflections on the A'civ Phito-ioph;/. 1602)

describes as 'virtuous mediocrity'; and (2) that

it was deliberately on a philosoiihical basis that

they founded the position which they took up—

a

[lo.s'ition from which they advocated toleration

and comprehension even where considerable differ-

ences of religious opinion and practice, not only
outside, but within the Church of England, were
concerned.
Turning to their writings, we find this philo-

sophical ba.sis of their advocacy of toleration and
comprehension fully and clearly set forth in their

doctrine of the place of Reason in Religion.
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Trutb, tliey tell us, is Natural and Kevealctl,

ami reason is tlio faculty wliioli appreliemls ami
judges both kinds. It is the samo reason which,

on the one liaiid, appiclicmls (lie truths of morality

and of natiiral science, and, aliovc all. for 'Cod is

most knowahlc of anyllnnix in the world " (Whicli-

cote. Select iSVrmon.v, ed. Ili!t8, p. 112),—the truths

of Natural Heligion, that God exists, and is good

and wise ; and, on the other hand, apprehends, in

addition to the truths contained in our ' natural

knowledge of God,' the truths contained in the

'revelation of His will,' which is made to us in

the Scriptures. And these truths of Revealed

Religion reason finds no less 'reasonable' than

those of Natural Religion.
' Our Reason is not confounded by our Eeligion, but awak-

ened, excited, employed, directed, and improved '
(Whichcote,

op. cit. p. 298).

The Scriptures are, indeed, we are told, exactly

suited to our reason. They oU'er, in the plainest

way, matter upon which we can employ our

reason with the greatest profit to our lives, and
with the surest guarantee, from that faculty itself,

that we are not deceived. At the same time, by

the very prominence which the Scriptures give to

this matter, so suitable to reason, so capable of

engaging it where its employment is most useful

and least likely to lead us astray, they make it

evident to us—the more evident, the more truly
' rational ' our study of them is—that a minute
employment of reason in religion, about things not

plainly included in the matter to which prominence

is given, is unprofitable, and, indeed, even irra-

tional. Such a procedure brings with it no univers-

ally acceptable guarantee of its own correctness, and

so divides those who fall into it from one another,

one minute reasoner making this non-es.sential, or,

it may be, extraneous, matter all-important in

religion, another, that, and so on, while that

which is essential, that about which all would be

of one mind, if they used their reason in the way
religion requires, is left out of sight.

To the two opposed parties of their day

—

Puritans and Prelatists—the ' men of latitude

'

said :
' Unite on the broad common ground of

that which is essential in religion, and agree to

(litter about things that are non-essential. That
which is essential is contained in the Scriptures,

and is so plain that you cannot miss it if you
employ your reason in the right way, each man
for himself, upon the Scriptures.' It is here that

we come down to the bed-rock of the philosophical

basis on which the Cambridge school founded
their doctrine of toleration and comprehension : it

is because God is, from the very first, its true

object that man's reason marks securely, in the

end, that which is essential in the revelation of

God's will as contained in the Scriptures. The
improvement of man's reason, then, by employ-

ment in the fields of science and of moral conduct,

and, above all, by ein]doyment about the truths

of Natural Religion, without the light of which

the principles of science and conduct cannot be

seen at all, is a process by which man grows in

knowledge of that which is most knowable, of

God—a process by which he becomes more and
more ' like unto God,' till the perfection of reason

is reached in that ' Divine sagacity,' as More calls

it (Pref. General to Collected Works, ed. 1662, p.

ix), that ' nativity from above,' as Whichcote calls

it (oj>. cit. p. S.'iO), which makes a man, at last,

a sure judge of what is essential in the teaching

of the Scriptures.
It was a charge commonly brought against the school that

they preached mere morality, and ignored the importance of
* articles' of religious belief.

" Their teaching on the subject of
' Divine sagacity ' is their answer to this charge. The morality

which they preach is ' morality ' which the moral agent's sense

of the real presence of God, as a vital principle central in bis

soul, has transformed into piety—it is the condition of one who

' imitates God 'in 'the boly and virtuous life,' and so ' knows

'

Him ; and, knowing Him, can interpret His revelation of Him-
self n'lade i'n the .Sri-i|>ture8, and get hold there of the essential

' articles ' of religion.

So much for the way, peculiar to themselves, in

which the Cambridge Platonists held the doctrine

that the Scriptures are to be interpreted by the

reason of each man. This doctrine itself reached

them by two streams of influence, each of wliich

was, otherwise also, of great importance in deter-

nuning the outlook, and equipping the thought,

of the school—the one having its source in Ar-

minianism {q.v.), which had appeared in Holland

towards the end of the previous century, the other

proceeding from the Italian Renaissance of the

century before.

In England, Arminianism found a footing towards the end of

the 10th century. The distinctive tenet with which it opposed

the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination had, indeed, to con-

tend against great odds, for at this time, in England, Calvinism

was widely spread among the people, and was already en-

trenched in the Articles of the Church ; but the temper of

Arminianism, what may be called its ' Humanism,' especially as

shown in the substitution of the psychological for the dogmatic

way of interpreting the Scriptures, commended itself more
easily to educated minds. It was, after all, the temper which

Colet and Linacre, and other English friends of Erasmus, and
Erasmus himself—resident during various periods in England,

and notably, from 1511 to 1514, at Cambridge, where he was
Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity and occupied rooms in

(Queens*—had already recommended, by their example and
teaching, to students, in England, of the ancient classicil and
Christian writers. The Universities—and perhaps Cambridge
especially—were thus prepared to receive the new Anixinian

Humanism ; and the clergy of the Church of England at these

places of learning were, more than others, exposed to its

influence. As a matter of fact, when we reach the times of

Charles I., we find that Arminianism—so far, at least, as

opposition to Calvinism was concerned—had become widely

diffused among the clergy of the Church of England, the Dis-

senters, together with a large number of the lay members of

the Church of England, remaining Calvinists. That the Cam-
bridge 'men of latitude' should 'read Episcopius much,' as

Burnet tells us they did, that they should be on the side of the

psychological, against the dogmatic, interpretation of the

Scriptures is, therefore, just what the vogue of Arminianism

in the Church of England at this time would lead us to expect

from divines at home in a university which was otherwise—in

letters and natural science—showing itself singularly receptive

of Humanism.
The other influence operative in forming the Cambridge view

of the method of Scripture interpretation can be traced back

to the ' Platonic Academy,' which flourished, during the latter

half of the 15th cent., at Florence, and especially to the work,

in it, of Marsilio Ficino. His Latin translations from the

newly-recovered Greek, and his commentaries, gave Plato and

Plotinus to Italy and then to Europe, and substituted, for the

skeleton to which the Church and her schoolmen had reduced

the system of Aristotle, what was everywhere welcomed as a

living philosophy. It was a philosophy in grasping the inward.

sense of which the men of the Renaissance, become so curious
Jl

of new things, found a new thing which arrested their attention
^

beyond all else, namely, a bit of vivid personal experience. It

was not the sober ethical and political philosophy, and the

logic, of Plato that interested Ficino and his Platonists very

much ; their chief interest was in the other—the mystical-

side of Plato's teaching, especially as apparent in his doctrine

of ' Eternal Beauty,' object of Philosophic Love, set forth in

the Symposium and elsewhere. Hence it was that Ficino

and his Platonists went eagerly on from Plato to Plotinus, in

whose writings they found fuller satisfaction than in Plato's

of their craving for vivid personal e.xperience, and discovered

a philosophy which ofl'cred, not so much propositions to be

apprehended, as moments to be lived. Ecstasy, immediate

contact with the One, union of self with God—this was the

formula in which the new philosophy of the Platonic Academy
(set forth by Ficino as a pliilosophy in perfect concord with

Christian faith) was wholly included. The Eiineads of Plotinus,

translated into Latin by Ficino and printed at Florence in

149'2, were first printed in Greek at Basel in IfiSO, and were

being studied at Cambridge by 1633, if not earlier.

Burnet tells us that Whichcote, who began to

teach at Emmanuel in 1633, ' set young students

much on readim; the ancient philosophers, chiefly

Plato, TuUy, and I'lolin' [Ifist. of Mil Own Time,

i. 321), and"Whi(h<-otcs pui.il Smith, and the rest

of the school, certainly show intimate knowledge
of the Greek lc\t of tlie Neo-Platonie philosopher,

and bear ample testimony to the profound influence

which he exiuciscd upon them. It was the doct rine,

oi experience, of ecstasy—understood by them,

however, not as an occasional and tcmiunary state

of religious exaltation, but rather as habitual con-
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(•oiitr.'itioii of aU'ection, will, .ind understdinling
ujion (ioil, ' bi'oause of His own loveliness, ex-
cellency, and beauty ' (Wliiiluoto, op. cU. p. 213)

—

it was the I'lolinlan (Uulrine, or expeiienee, of

ecsta.sy. thus understood, that the ('ambrid^i'
IMat.niisIs put in the very centre of their Clnislinii

jiliilcisiiphy. It became, in their teaching, eiiuiva-

lent to ' justilication by faith,' to the 'sanctilica-

tion' of men's souls by means of a 'vital efllux
'

from (;<id upon them. maUini; them partakers of
His life and strength (Smith's Select Dijicour.te/i,

Worthington's eil., 1660, p. 312)—it appeiired as
'nativity from above' (in Wliichcote's phra.se), as
' Divine sagacity ' (in More's phrase), the crowning
gift of (!o(l bestowed only upon those who practise
the acKiiuis of a holy and virtuous life. The in-

lluence of Plotinus thus modilied profoundly, even
transformed, in the Cambridge Flatonists, the
notion of Scriptural interpretation with which
mereArminianism opposed the Calvinistic and other
dogmatic interpreters. The Arminian teaching
carried the Cambridge Platonists only thus far

—

that the reason of the good man, of the man in

earnest about the holy and virtuous life, is the
faculty by which the Scri]>tures are to be inter-

preted, and the essentials (jf religious doctrine and
pra(-tice distinguished broadly (as they are never
distinguished by the reason of the mere theologian)
from the non-essentials. But the Cambridge
I'latonists could not rest with tliis. Reason must
i)c subliniated into 'Divine sagacity ' by the real
presence of God in the soul. The interpreter of
inspired Scriptures mu.st be him.self inspired.

It may be asked why Christian experience alone
was not accepted by them as warrant for this
far-reaching conclusion—why they appealed, in

support of it, also to pagan experience and pliilo-

sophy. The answer is, briefly, that for them
the religious faculty is reason, which, though
informed by the immediate presence of God, is

still man's reason. Religion is ' reasonable,' and,
es]_)cci:illy on that part of it dLstinwuished as
' Isatural Religion ' (which, indeed, is tlie founda-
ticm of Revealed Religion [see Whichcote, op. cit.

p. 87 f.]) much light is thrown by philosophy, by
the best thoughts of the best men, of all ages and
faiths, who have employed their reason about the
.soul, the world, and (4od. These divines, then,
naturally mixed Religion and Pbilosoidiy. Even
the media'val Cliurch, although holding no brief
for human rea.son, had recognized it in Ari.stotle
as ancillary to Catholic belief. But the Cambridge
I'latonists, a.s Christian Humanists, held a Ijrief

for reason in religion, and were very specially and
strictly concerned to show that reason had not
failed man, even outside the Christian dispensa-
tion, in his endeavour after religion. ^^^-^
How seriously they regarded the obligajieitCapon them to

l)rinj,' the philosoptiy of Ihe Greeks and IMmans into evidence,
may be judged from the nia'^s of classical erudition which
cumbers the pagesof most of tl^rn c-pr-'irtllyof Cudworthand
More. It is an uncritical, pr i

ni' .;;]i . nidition which—to
take one curious instance "i _ r ' ii.iracter—not only
accepts, but dwells on and el, il.'i!. , 'h jiMtjon of the Mosaic
oripin of all that is ffood in Gi< . iv j.Ih! -

i
r. , r^prrir.ny ir> thr

teaching of the P.vthagoreans and c.t !' '
! ri I , v

Atticitji)—auotionwhich.itniaybelli" _ li.. ,].

uiKioubtedly intended and made, to ( hi I [mii. -iph. ., ,i1m,s-
intr to the truths of Natural rather lliaji ui llifn-ahni lulit;ic,n.

But, after all, the distinction between Natural
ami Revealed Religion was not one to lie very
clearly delined by those who, on jirinciplc, mixed
Religion and l*hiloso])hy, as the ( 'ambiidu'i' I'laton-
ists did. Although there were some trullis which
|ilainly behmged to the realm of Natural Religion,
there were others which belonged indeed to llie

realm of Revealed Religion, inasmuch .as witb.uil
the revelation contained in the Scriptures we should
not have known them at all {e.(/. that thetiodhead
is undivided Trinity, and that we are justified by

faith in Jesus Christ), but yet were to be detected,
by those whoahculy bad them through revelation,
as also obscurely apjioaring in the i)hilosophical
systems of men who liad walked merely by the
light of Nature— the 'candle of the i.ord,' as
Culverwel calls it. Thus we lind the Cambridge
school making much of the ' Trinity ' of the Neo-
Platonists ; and we have seen that they connected
the ecstasy of Plotinus with that ' nativity from
above ' in W'hich their Christian experience realized
the meaning of the doctrine of justification by faith
in Jesus Christ. In fact, when they appeal to the
Platonic or Neo-Platonic philosophy, they take
little account of the distinction between Isatural
and Revealed Religion : perhaps because Plato, as
being .y/osv.<! Atticii.9, records revealed truths; but
also for the deeper rea.son tliat revealed truth,
limited by them to the es.sentials of religion which
' Divine sagacity ' marks oil' from non-essentials,
is, after all, only natural truth raised to a higher
power, as it were—natural tnith, no longer re-

garded from without aa the object of theological
science, but become the inward experience of one
who has ' found religion.' The ecstatic condition
of union with God described by Plato and Plotinus
seemed, to the religious minds of men like Smith
and More, to be an experience essentially the same
as that of the man ' in whom Christ liveth '—the
man for whom alone ' revealed truth ' has vital
meaning. In ecstasy, then, the Christian Religion
and the Platonic Philosophy are mingled with each
other, and that so intimately that the distinction
between Natural and Revealed Religion seems to
vanish in the result.

While their interpretation of the Platonic philo-
sophy is thus as p.sychological, and as expres.sive
of personal experience, as their interpretation
of the Scriptures, their interpretation of ancient
philo.sophy other than Platonic, notably of the
atomic philosophy of Democritus, is not p.sycho-
logical, but dogmatic. The Platonic philosophy
they found no iHHiculty in interpreting in the light
of their own religious experience—they felt no
temptation to read the dogmas of theological
science into a philosophy which tallied so well
with that ex])erience. Their interpretation, accord-
ingly, of this philosophy is good. But ancient
philosophy other than Platonic, tallying with no
personal religious ex|ierience of their own, tln^y

interpreted badly, reading into it the natural
science of their day. So we find them (1) compar-
ing the atomic philosophy of Democritus closely
with the mechanical philosophy of Descartes ; and
then, as the former is obviously 'atheistic,' while
it is necessary to show that the latter, though
closely resembling the former, is not 'atheistic,'

("2) arguing back to a common source of both—to

a theistic Mosaic atomism, which Democritus per-
verted into atheism, but Descartes has revived in

its original purity (see Cudworth's Etcrn. and
Immut. Moralilij, bk. ii. cli. 4). Similarly the
revolution of the earth and the other planets ronnd
the sun—the greatest disc(jvery of the modern
mechanical philo.sophy—was alreaily known to the
Pythagorean.s,andtoNumaP(mii)ilius, who. indeed,
symbolized it by making the tcmi)le of Vesta
circular with a (ire in the centre ; but they
had deriveil their knowledge from the Jews, who
h.ad it by Kabbali.stic tradition from Moses (see

More's Append, to Defcnrr of tin: Phitosophiek
t'rtbhnla, ch. 6, p. 126, ed. 1662). Thus in Demo-
critus and the Pythagoreans was found the authority
of Revelation for the methods and results of modern
silence. There could not be a gTeat<>r cimtr.ast

than that between the chiblish exegesis of the
Cambridge School, where, on the one hand, a
philosophy, like that of DemocTitu.s, is concerned,
which appeals, not to their jierson.al religious ex-
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perience, but to their acquaintance with modern
science, anil, on the other liand, their illuminating

exe<;osis of a iihilosophy, like that of I'lato and
I'lotinus, into which they read, not tlieir modern
science, but rather, as it were, themselves.

The Cartesian philosophy has been incidentally

mentioned ; it is now time to consider it as one of

the most important factors in the environment of

the Cambridge Platonists—as the body, to quote

More's phrase (Preface General to Collected

Works, p. xviii), of which Platonism is the soul.

This philosophy, so eminently rational, doubting

all that rests on any authority except that of

' clear and distinct ideas,' making its ideal the

explanation of the world according to mechanical

prmciples mathematically expressible, naturally

recommended itself to all those who, like the

Cambridge ' men of latitude,' were contending

for reason against authority. Cartesianism was,

indeed, itself only a product of the Humanistic
Renaissance, the air of which such men breathed

evei-ywhere, at this time. Thus we find Spinoza,

wlioin his close association with the Remonstrants
and Collegiants was in the same atmosphere, also

naturally attracted by this rational philosopliy of

clear and distinct ideas, and writing his earlier

Avorks under its strong influence. |JjH»anism, we
must remember, not only gave new liffe-4o the

study of classical literature and ancient philosophy,

and was instrumental in bringing about great

alterations in religious doctrine and practice, but
\va,§,^Je«-tiTS'*euai$sance-of Natural Science. Lin-

acre, Harvey, Gilliert, Bacon, Galileo, Descartes,

and many others were as truly products of

Humanism as Ficino, Pico della Mirandola, Aldus,

Erasmus, Colet, and Montaigne.
The mechanical philosophy of Descartes, then,

was quite naturally adopted by the Cambridge
School—with certain reservations, as we shall see.

Smith, his friend Worthington tells us, was chiefly

instrumental in introducing the study of it at

Cambridge. Culverwel, More, and Cudworth made
large use of it, and important letters passed between
More and Descartes in 164S, which were printed in

More's Collected Works (\&?/i), and specially referred

to in his Preface General to that edition. But the

Cambridge Platonists, we can see, felt themselves

placed in a somewhat awkward dilemma in regard

to the Cartesian philosophy. They were bound, as

Humanists, to adopt it, for its mechanical principles

were those in the light of which the Natural
Sciences were making such notable advances at

this time—advances to culminate ere long in the

mathematical and physical discoveries of Newton,
who was already in 1665 a graduate of Cambridge,
and in 1669 Professor of Mathematics, although
the publication of the Principia was to be delayed

for many years.

The ' men of latitude,' then, were bound to accept

the philosophy of Descartes, but could not conceal

from themselves that it might easily be abused in

the cause of ' materialism and atheism '—in fact,

was being widely so abused, especially by those who
had fallen under the growing influence of the writ-

ings of Hobbes. So, in order to divert the tendency

of the Cartesian philosophy from materialism and
atheism to the support of religion and a spiritual

theory of the world, it was necessary, they felt,

to insinuate into its very substance, as it were,

another philosophy of an entirely different kind.

This was their philosophy of the ' plastic principle,'

or 'soul of nature'— an immaterial principle,

spiritual, but unconscious, which pervades the

universe, and, like the Platonic anima mtindi, or

the Aristotelian (piat^, is the immediate and im-

manent cause of all the beautifully contrived

processes and products of the organic aud inorganic

worlds. Descartes, indeed, posits an immaterial

spiritual substance—God—as First Mover of the

world ; but leaves Him afterwards out of account

:

for the movements of the world, although starteil

by 11 im, are explained as going on according to

their own necessary mechanical laws ; and it is an

easy step, from this position, to dispensing with

God altogether, and recognizing only those laws.

So, into the Cartesian complex of mechanical

laws, to be retained merely as a system of bare

quantities lending themselves conveniently to exact

computation, must be infused the vital quality of

the ' plastic principle.' Thus, through the lieuten-

ancy of a spiritual, though unconscious, principle,

God penetrates the world with His beneficent

organizing activity, instead of remaining outside,

a mere Force, whiile within, not He, but Necessity,

rules. The argument for God's wisdom and good-

ness, ' from design in Nature,' which Cartesianism,

by the prominence which it gives to mechanically

necessary laws, invalidates, or even destroys, is thus

rehabilitated by the theory of a ' plastic principle.'

We can now regard those laws as so many quantita-

tive expressions of a vital quality with which God
continually inspires Nature in order to the accomp-
lishment, through her, of His ends. Teleology is

grafted upon the mechanical philosophy—we can

infer Divine wisdom and goodness, not merely
existence and power (see Cudworth's Intcll. Syst.,

ed. 1845, i. 274 ff.). As for the other cardinal doc-

trine of religion, beside that of the existence of a

wise and good God—the immortality of the soul—it

also rests on the theory of the ' plastic principle.'

No finite soul can exist without a material vehicle,

and it is the ' plastic principle ' present in a soul

which moulds matter — terrestrial, aerial, or

ethereal—into a vehicle suitable to that soul's

condition here on earth, or, after the death of this

body, as a ghost in the air, or as a blessed spirit in

the ether of heaven. Without the vehicle-building

power of the ' plastic principle ' within them, souls

must perish, or, at least, pass into a state of eternal

unconsciousness. Stories of ghosts appearing, and
of witches transforming themselves into hares, are

recorded—with especial empressement hj 'M.ore (m
his Immortality of the Soul, and Antidote against

Atheism)—as evidence of the survival of the soul

after terrestrial death, and of the continuance of its

vehicle-building plastic power, whereby it moulds
an aerial body iu place of the discarded terrestrial

body, and—such is the force of habit—an aerial

body resembling that terrestrial body, so that we
can tell ' whose ghost it is ' when a deceased

person thus appears to us in his aerial body.
The ' denionoiogy ' of the Cambridge PlatonisU is a topic

which DO estimate of their intellectual and religious position

can omit to take serious account of. They shared in the

popular superstitious beliefs of their time : but that is not so

astonishing as the deliberation and ingenuity with which they

used both Stoic physics and the current scientific notions of

their own day for the establishment of these beliefs, in the

interest of religion. More (assisted later by his Oxford friend

Glanvill, the author of Sadducianus tfiumphatvg, 16S2) goes

further than the others in this direction ; while Smith, judged by
his Huntingdon Sermon ^Select Discourses, 1660, Disc. 10), is the

sanest of them. It is difficult for us to comprehend how these

enlightened men should have given themselves so deliberately

to superstition ; but perhaps, after all, it is not more difficult

to understand than that ' Cudworth, Newton, and Locke should

all have concentrated their interest upon a literal interpretation

of an obscure vision in Daniel' (Tulloch, Rational Theology in

Ennland in the 17th Centuri/, ii. 212).

'There were other things in Descartes which the

Cambridge Platonists did not like. His distinction

between matter as ' extended substance ' and spirit

as ' substance without extension ' they denounced as

tending to atheism— More, in the Preface to his

Divine Dialogues {1668), eventually receding from
the friendly "position of his Letters to Descartes

(1648), and charging that philosopher himself with

actual atheism. Spirit, both Cudworth and More
argue, has extension, for extension is not necessarily

material. If spirit were without extension, God
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would be nowhere, insteiid of beiny everywhere.
Space is extension, but not the extension of matter :

therefore, unless there is extension of Nothinj,',

space must be the extension of Spirit. In inlinitc

space we have the extension of inlinitc Spirit (.see

Cudworlh's/ji^c//. Si/.sl--m, iii. i.S-J, od. 1845). Tliis

notion is one of the most interestinj,' in the meta-
pliysics of the Cambridge School, and was associ-

ated in their minds witli the victory of tht'

Copernicau over the Ptolemaic system of tlie

heavens (see More's Philosophical Poems, p. 40!),

ed. 1G47).

Another point on which we find the Cambridj,'e
divines insisting against Descartes is that the
distinction between True and False, Kight ami
Wrong, depends, not, as he teaches, on the will of

God, but on the eternal nature of things, or law of

the ideal world : the distinction is ' essential.' not
'arbitrary' (see Cudworth, Inieli. Syst. ii. 533).

This law of the ideal world, logically prior to the
will of God, as being the rule, or ratlier system
of rules, according to which that will is always
exercised, is equivalent to the T6-!ro^ norirS^ of Plato,

and the Divine aoipla oi his] later followers. The
Cambridge divines thus correct Cartesianism in

this instance by means of the Platonic doctrine of

Ideas, as they correct it elsewhere by means of the
Platonic anima mtmt/i, or ' plastic principle.' And
the use which they make here of the doctrine of

Ideas is as important in its bearing on their episte-

mology as it is on their theology, or philosophy of

religion, and on their ethics. In accordance w'ith

I

this doctrine, knowledge is explained as man's
participation in the mind of God by means of the
Ideas, or eternce rationes rerum, which are at once
His thoughts, from which, by act of His will,

sensible phenomena are produced, and at the same
time the mental forms in us, by the activity of

which we take hold of these phenomena, and
organize them into a rational experience. Here
epistemology and theology ,are one, as they are in

the kindred philosophy of T. H. Green. This
theologico-epistemological use of the doctrine of

Ideas, made by the Cambridge Platonists generally,

is perhaps most clearly exemplified in the writings
of iMore's Oxford correspondent and warm .admirer,

.John Norris of All Souls, who, adopting the
languaije of Malebranche, speaks of knowledge
as 'seeing things in God' (Reason and lieliijion,

1689, pp. 187-194). In ethics, the doctrine of

Ideas was used by the Cambridge divines mainly
against Hobbes, whose philosophy they regarded
with genuine alarm. If Cartesianism is the
matter out of which—with certain rejections

—

the plastic power of Platonism, the soul of their

philosophy, moulds a body for itself, Hobbism is

the poison which kills philosophy body and soul.

Against the 'materialism and atheism' of

Hobbes the arguments brought by the Cambridge
Platonists were those which we have seen them
using against Descartes, so far as that philosopher
seemed to them to be dang(!rously defective or
erroneous in his teaching about God and the soul.

But their contention that the distinction between
Right and Wrong is essential, not arbitrary,
directed against the Cartesian conception of God,
admitted — they at once s.aw — of extended u.se

against Hobbes'sconception of political .sovereignty
;

and so we find them vigorously combating that
conception with this same well-tried Platonic
weapon. Further, since the counterpart of
Hobbes's morality-making absolute 'sovereign'

—

whether monarch or a.s.senibly— is his 'subject'
wholly actuated by self-regarding motives, to meet
this hide, ora.spect—the ' subject' side—of Hobbes's
political theorj', we also find them armed, and
with a weapon peculiarly their own, their employ-
ment of which gives them a most importa.nt,

though imperfectly recognized, place in the history
of English Moral Philosophy. It is to the psycho-
logic.-il observation of the Cambridge Platonists
that Knglisli Moral Philosophy primarily owes the
conception of ' a naturally good temper,' or of

'fellow-feeling,' which Shaftesbury undonbteilly
got from them, and handed on to succes.sors who
nuide it a cardinal point of moral theory. Shaftes-
bury first printed his Jnqidnj in 1099, and in the
Preface which ho wrote in 1G98 to his edition of
Whichcote's Sermons a passage occiirs which makes
it plain that it was y«i^^iunl)niij;e_JUalf<nists who
niitj»ij)i«^ryjiataalJiut4Ji^ onfi'foiu.II, definite

jiitection— tnedircc ticm wbicirtlrTrTwaj-irTetairieil

:i^:Jji~ th.it movement of reaction against Hobbes
.vhiHi may be s.aid to constitute English Moral
Pliibisoplii^ as evolved'^jijiroughout'tne

To Whic-hcote and his scTiool—Cumberland being
with them— belongs the credit of having put 'a
naturally good temper,' or ' fellow-feeling,' in the
position of paramount importance which it has
ever since occupied in English Moral Philosophy.
Hobbes, while it must be admitted that he made
it quite clear that the public good is the end—here
he was misunderstood by his critics—maintained
that the ' sovereign ' (monarch, or assembly, with
carte blanche) is the only judge of the means to-

wards this end ; the Cambridge Platonists, followed
by Shaftesbury and a succession of moralists down
to J. S. Mill, maintained, against Hobbes, that
the means to the public good are such only as the
people—not the '.sovereign' wielding uncontrolled
power, but the 'subjects' united by fellow-feeling
—when consulted from time to time, themselves
determine. And tliis was the doctrine which Locke
afterwards made popular.

Tliere are, doubtless, important differences between the
philosophy of the Cambridge Platonists and that of Locke ; but,
so far as political theory is concerned, the differences are quite
superficial. The Cambridge Platonists are as entirely with him
on the political question of the ' liberty of the subject' as they
are on the religious question of toleration. Locke's friendship
with Cudworth's daughter, I^ady Mashara, is an episode in the
history of philosophy which those who look beneath the surface
of those times, while they do not attach too much significance
to it, cannot but regard with sympathy.

Their attitude to Hobbes and his inlluence thus
exhibits the position of the Cambridge School more
clearly than anything else in their philosophy.
We see how firmly and consistently they hold by
the maxim of Humanism—that the judgment of

the well-instructed and virtuous man is to be
trusted in religion, morals, and politics. In these
branches they are for reason against authority, for

social feeling against self-regarding motives, for

religious toleration and comprehension against
sectarianism of Puritan and Prelatist, for the easy
liberty of the subject, under a system of fair re-

presentation, against autocracy whether of monarch
or of assembly—in short, thoy are against ccntrnli-

zation, either in religion or in politics, whereby the
judgment of the private man is suppressed in the
one case, and his reasonable freedom of action in

tlie other : that is, they are in favour of personal
reli<iion, and of individual initiative in the comnifm
work of elVecting the public good. The ready-
made religion which the political superior supplies

to his subjects in Hobbes's polity is not religion,
,

for it is not personal ; and, on the civil side, the
measures taken by tliat stipcrior do not really

condi'ce to the public gooil, for they exclude all

initiative on the part of subjects united by fellow-

feeling in the tasK of working out a common end.

It was, of course, in personal religion that the
Cambridge divines were chiefiy intereste<l ; and
the fact that Hobbes, by divorcing reason and
religion, made personal religion impossible, was,
doubtless, a grojincl for opposing him whichcaiue
home to them with peculiar intimacy" And our
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ailmiiation of their courage is increased when
we consider that in lighting Hobbes for rational

religion against authoritative religion, for personal

religion against oftirial religion, they stood almost
alone, ruiitaus and I'relatists alike were on the
side of authoritative and official religion— the

religion of I'rotcslaiit Confession, or of Catholic
Church. The intliifncc of Bacon, too, as well as

that of Hobbes, was against the Cambridge divines ;

almost everybody in England said, or implied, that

reason and religion must be kept apart. The
Cambridge divines stood almost alone in maintain-

in" that theology and the Christian life require the

independent application uf the private man's reason

to the problems of religion, natural and revealed.

These are problems, they maintained, which admit
only of a personal solution within the Christian

experience of each man.
We must now make brief mention of some con-

temporaries, not belonging strictly, or at all, to

the Cambridge School, but either sharing their

views independently or influenced by them.
The greatest of these is Jeremy Taylor. He

entered Caius in 1626, the year after Milton entered
Christ's. He became Fellow of Caius in 1633, Init in

1636 migrated to All So>ils', Oxford, where he came
within reach of the influence of Falkland and his

Great Tew set, including Cliillingworth, whose
Religion of Protestants was published in 1637.

This influence, tending in the same direction as

that of Whicbcote, who was beginning to be well

known about the time Taylor left Cambridge, was,
we must believe, one of the causes which produced
the Liberty of Prophesying, published in 1647. At
any rate, this work is a plea for reason in religion,

and for toleration and comprehension (see Tulloch,

op. cit. i. 384).

The next name that should be mentioned is

Stillingfleet. By 1690, as Bishop of Worcester, he
had hardened into orthodoxy, and was ready for

his attack upon Locke ; but in his earlier days his

sympathy was with the Cambridge School. During
all the seven years he was at St. John's, Cambridge
(1648-55), Whichcote's Trinity Church Lectures
were going on ; and in 1659, the year before the
Restoration, StUlingfleet published his Ircnicum,
written entirely in the spirit of Whichcote's teach-
ing, and urging men to sink their religious dift'er-

ences, even to the extent of trying to find common
ground on which Presbyterians and Episcopalians
might be united in one Church. The Restoration,
however, put an end to that idea ; and Stillingfleet,

we must suppose, sufl'ered disillusion. It was
.scarcely in the spirit of the Cambridge Platonists
that he carried on his polemic with Locke.
As Taylor urged Latitudinarian views upon

England at the time of the Civil War, and Stilling-

fleet at the end of the Commonwealth, when men
were prepared for the Restoration, so Burnet,
standing closer to the Cambridge School than
either, was one of those *hiefly instrumental in

giving practical ellect to these views in the settle-

ment of afiairs, civil and ecclesiastical, which
followed the Revolution of 1688. As we have seen,

he visited Cambridge in 1663, when a young man,
making there the acquaintance of Cudworth and
More. The ' notions of the Latitudinarians,' then
imbibed, brought Burnet into much trouble after-

wards, till, at the Revolution, in 1688, he became
Bishop of Salisbui-y, and, during his long tenure of

25 years, found it possible to give son\e eil'ect to
them.

Patrick, whom Burnet mentions in his Autobio-
gi-ap/iy and in his ffistori/ of My Oton Time, was a
Fellow of tiueens', Cambridge, when Smith, also a
Fellow of that College, died in 1652, and he
preached the funeral sermon appended to Worth-
ington's edition of Smith's Select Discourses (1660).

l'atri<:k, as this rather florid, but evidently sincere,

encomium shows, was an enthusiastic admirer of

Smith ; and, in his various preferments, ending
with the See of Ely, must be regarded as one of

those who hel])cd to keei> Latitudinarian principles

before the country.

Rust, educated at St. Catherine's, became
Fellow of Christ's in 1649, and was a friend of

More. Soon after the Restoration, at the invita-

tion of his friend Jeremy Taylor, he went to
Ireland, where he was ordained, and, after many
preferments, suceecdeil Taylor as Bishop of Dromore
in 1667. Among other works he published, in

1683, A Discourse of the Use of Reason in Matters
of Religion . . . against Enthusiasts and Deists.

Tillotson, who appears in Burnet's list of ' men
of latitude,' was closely allied with the Cambridge
Scliool, and preached the sermon at W^hichcote's
funeral.

Fowler was the author of Principles and
Practices of certain moderate Divines of the Church
of England abusively called Latitudinarians, in
a Free Discourse between tvm intimate Friends,
published in 1670, which, together with Burnet's
records and S. P.'s Brief Account, is our principal
authority for the impression which the Cambridge
divines made on their contemporaries. He became
Bishop of Gloucester.
Turning now from public men to philosophical

writers who shared independently, or were in-

fluenced by, the doctrine of the Cambridge School,
we find six names standing out prominently

:

Glanvill, Nonis, Cumberland, Shaftesbury, Samuel
Clarke, and Berkeley.

Glanvill (1636-80) was of Oxford. His Vanity
of Dogmatizing (1661) is a philosophical piece
entirely in the spirit of the Cambridge Platonists

;

and his later work on witchcraft (Sadducismus
triumphatus) was produced in collaboration with
More.
Norris was also of Oxford ; he entered Exeter

College in 1676, and became Fellow of All Souls' in

1680. In 1683-84 he had a correspondence with
More which he published in 1688, the year after
More's death. His Reason and Religion was
published in 1689, the year he left Oxford for a
country living and nxarried. In 1701 and 1704 he
published, in two parts. The Theory of t/w Ideal
and Intelligible World. His philosophy closely
resembles that of Smith and More : by grasping
the Eternal Ideas man enters into the mind of God
—this is Malebranche's ' seeing things in God

'

;

and it is in ' ecstasy ' that a man so enters into the
Divine mind. The ecstatic habit can be cultivated ;

and Reason and Religion, with its ' Contemplations,'
each followed by an 'Aspiration,' is a practical
Devotional Treatise, '^\Titten,' as its author tells

us in the preface, ' for the use of the Learned
Reader, who, perhaps, needs as much to be assisted
in his devotion as the more ignorant.' While
Norris is thus a close follower of the Cambridge
divines in philosophy, he apparently had not much
sympathy with tlieir ecclesiastical position. At
any rate, in 1692 he became Rector of Bemerton
near Salisbury, in Burnet's diocese—a poor man
with a growing family, he complains, but with no
hope of preferment from his Bishop. He was, it

%\ould seem, a strong Anglican and Tory, opposed
to Nonconformists and Wliigs.
Cumberland entered Magdalene College, Cam-

bridge, in 1648, and became Fellow in 1656. He
was thus a contemporary, during his residence at
the University, of the leading members of the
Cambridge School. In 1661 lie was Rector of
Bz-anipton in Nurthamptonshire. In 1672 he
published his dc I.r,jili)i<: Xfifnrrr, .and in 1691 he
was made Bishop ot I'etorbovough by William III.

In the de Lcgibus Naturcr he opposes Hobbes with
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aifjiuiiunU similar to those used against him hj'

Cuihvorth ami More ; ami, with Wliichcotc,
ii\vell> L'siiecially on ;;oo(i-naluic, or social feelinfj.
' ()l)lip:ili()ii to the exorcise of the moral virtues,'

he m.-iiiitains, 'flows immediately from hence, that
such actions arc enjoined by the Law of Nature,
which, in its ultimate form, is Benevolence to all

Kationals,' although he adds {what Wliichcote and
his school would have put otherwise): 'and the
sanction of that law is brielly deduced from the con-
sequences which attend such a Benevolence, at the
apiiointmentof the Author of Nature.' Whichcote,
with the apiiroval of Shaftesbury, insists most
strongly on the natural, not arbitrary, connexion
between virtue and reward, vice ami punishment:
we ar(! punished foroursins,notbec;uise(;(pd so wills
ami a]ii)oints it, Init because sin naturally produces
misery. This difference between Cumberland and
the Cambridge School does not, however, as it

ba|ijiens, ;unount to much ; it does not ailect

< 'umlierland's attitude towards the common enemy,
llubbes, and it is to be accounted for by tlic

difference between the juridical technique of ;i

writer deeply influenced by Grotius, and the
Platonic technique of the Cambridge School.

"\\'c have already seen how considerable Shaftes-
bury's ilebt is to AVhiclicote and his followers, and
need only add now that Shaftesbury also owed
something to Cumberland's insistence on the notion
of tlie public good as the object of benevolence.
W'c assist here at the birtli of Utilitarianism,
which, in one form or another, has ever since held
the field in England.
Samuel Clarke was an important man in his

day ; but liis Bi»ih: Lectures (1705-6) are wearisome
reading now. He has nothing new or suggestive
to say. His system is, in skeleton, that which the
' men of latitude ' had brought forth in living llesh.

< >bligation to Wrtue is laid upon us by our reason
apprehending 'the eternal fitness of things'; but
this 'eternal fitness' Newton's pupil looks at with
the eye not of the Platonic mystic but of tlie pure
mathematician.

Tn Berkeley's Siris (1744) the Cambridge philo-
sojjhy fur the last time is embodied concretely in a
single work—and in a work which might almost
have been written, a century earlier, by Henry
More. Its immediate object is to press the claims
of tar-water as a panacea. Tar, the e.\udation of
the pine, contains the vital virtue of the universal
soul of Nature in a concentrated form. From tar-

water, so informed, Berkeley 'soars very high,' on
Platonic wings, up into the metaphysics of religion
and morals.
To sum up : the Cambridge Platonists hold their

jilace in an ' Encyclopiedia of Religion and Kthics'
on four main grounds: (I) They present the idea
of ' personal religion ' in a very impressive way,
and with great sincerity. (2) They were preachers
of religious toleration and comprehension, at a
time when everything seemed to be against the
prevalenci- nf these ideas. (.")) They gave direct ion

to English _Mi)ral Philo.soidiy by supplying Shaftes-
burj- and his followers, down to the Utilitarians of
the 19tli cent., with the notions of 'good-nature'
and ' fellow-feeling,' as dispositions relative to thi!

'public good.' (4) On the other hand, their use of
the Platonic doctrine of Ideas, in theology and
epistcnudogy, presents them as contributing also
to the idealistic side of English Moral Philosopliy.
T. H. Green's ' re|)ioduction of the Eternal Con-
sciousness in my consciousness' bears close com-
parison with the {'ambridge tenet— ' ii:uticipation
of man's mind in Go<l's mind through apimlicnsion
of the etcrntr, irttioncs reruiii.' ('.nipai i-on i,f

(irecn with the Cambridge divines ni:il,rs ii (lc':u-

that his philosophy is a phase of Christian I'hUon-
ism.

LiTKKATiiKK.— J. Tulloch, lialiunal Theoliiijy and Christian
PhUiimrihij ill Emjland in the Seeevteenth Centurji, Kdin. 1872,
{fives the fullest and nioi^l connrrtrfl ancount of the ' C'auibridfre
Platonists' and their nIi'.,'iouvi L-nvironnient. The present
writer wishes to ackriowl.-du'r m.^iitx .ihlitrations to this standard
work, as well as to the /^.V/;. Webtcott's paper on 'Whichcote'
in his Religioxis Thought in thr Wnl, London, 1891, is illuniinat-
injj; and Inge in his Christian J/y.s(ici,v?n, i/ondon, 1899, ileals

briefly, but in a sympathetic and su[^trestive way, with the
teaching of the .School. Ca.mpagnac s Introduction to his
Cambridge I'latvnUls (selections from Whichcote, Cnlverwel,
and Smith, 0.\ford, 1901) is a good piece of work, which the
student will find useful. Mention may also be made of Symon
Patrick, Works, including; his 'Autobiography,' ed. with In-
troduction, by Alex. Taylor, O.xtord, 1858.

J. A. Stkwakt.
CAMEL.— I. In Arabia.—The camel is the

animal essential to Bedawi life. On account of its

meagre demands, its endurance, and its swiftness,
it is the usual vehicle for long journeys across the
desert. Camel-rearing is one of the most important
arts with the Bedawin, and trilics vie \\ ith each
otiier for the honour of producing the finest camels.
The breed of nuilinK—a name now used to designate
saddle-camels—was introduced by a tribe of South
Arabia, the B. Mahra. As a general rule, the
male is the pack-animal (rdklb), and the female
the mount (radif).

The words used in ancient Arabia for the
chief actions in the process of harnessing camels
have come down to us, but they are not in entire
agreement with modern terminology. The Arabic
language has quite an extensive vocamJary reserved
for the camel itself. Besides epithets which do
duty as names of the camel, and general words
like jamal (w-hich has, through Kd/j.r)\os, spread into
the languages of Europe), 'ibil, ba'ir, and ndqa,
Arabic has a large number of words to designate
the animal according to its age and its economic
role. The word rndl appears to have meant
' camels ' before acquiring the meanings of ' large
cattle ' and ' moveable pro]]erty ' (cf. Lat. perux,
pecunin). The designation, '.ship of the desert,'

applied to the camel, seems strange when we think
of the exclusi\ely inland life of tlie Bedawin, aiul

was apparently unknown ro amiint poetry (see,

however, .Jacob, Altar. B-i/iiin nl. h. „, p. 61 f.), but
it exists in modern ]ioctir:il wiuivs of quite a
Bedawi type, c.f). in the followiiii; lines given by
Musil {Arab. Pet. iii. 253) :

' What thinkest thou of
this ship without mast ? How it moves on ! It is

the female camel of the chief, which is ridden by a
gallant cavalier.' The exjdanation of the phiiise

seems to be as follows: the root rkb, conveying
the idea of ' bestriding an animal,' gave rise to the
word markar, with the sense first of ' mount

'

(Iiorse or camel), then of ' ship ' ; and by a sort of

backward play of words the idea of 'ship' has
come to disjilace that of ' camel.' Besides, the form
of the ch'issic pahinquin of the de-sert, the (liA't, has
always called up to the minds of travellers the
image of a barque.

In the ancient literature of Arabia, just as in

practic.-il life, the camel lifts a pre-eminent jiosition,

bolh iilongsidc of the horse and before it. There is

nut a single poet of the desert but sings the prai.scs

of his camel and, by a play of imagiiuition that is

something of a shock to Western minds, compares
his mistress to it, often carrying the :inalogy to

minute details. Snouck Hui'gronje (^hkhi, l'S88,

ii. 188) recalls the cry of women lamenting a dear
husband: 'O my son, my eye, my camel,' inter-

preting it in the sense of ' U thou who wast my
help in .sujiporting life's burden.' This precious
animal is what the generous host oirers as a feast

to a hungry traveller. The legendary host of
ancient Arabia, I,I;"itim .al-Ta'i, found a means of
making this gift, after his death, to the Yemenite
chief who fell a.sleep near his tomb. The camel is

also the most perfect sacrifice that the Bedawi can
present to his gods. But, besides offering it a-s a
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victim, louiul which a siiiiUl social, family, or
tribal giouii sat at table in a ritual feast, the
Bedawi also consecrated his camel as a livinj;

oflering to the pre-Islamic deities; and Nilus,
writing in the 5th cent. A.D., has described a
heathen Arab camel sacrifice in considerable detail

(summarized, from PG l.xxi. 612il'., in art. AltAH.s
[ancient], vol. i. p. 665''). Owing to the prohibition
contained in the Qur'an (v. 102), traditiunists have
furnished valuable though contradictory details on
certain pre-Islamic usages relating to the camel.
The words sdHba and tva-sUa meant camels which
had had ten young ones and had therefore become
karam, i.e. sacred. After this no one was allowed
to mount them or milk them ; they were tabu,
under the protection of tlie god. Their last off-

spring was generally sacrificed and eaten in a
solemn feast, from which women were usually
excluded. The name sd'iba was also given to the
camel which a man in a position of danger

—

e.g. iu

the course of an adventurous razzia—promised to
consecrate to a sanctuary if his hopes of success
were fulfilled. The sd'iba was haram for everj*-

body except the guardians of that temple in whose
sacred enclosure (himd) it passed the rest of its

life. The same treatment was given to the stallion

>vith a numerous posterity, the liiiml. If these
sacred animals wandered from the himd, they had
to be led back with due veneration. Tliey were
easily recognized by the mark (loasm) stamped on
a conspicuous part of their body by means of a
red-hot iron. Similar marks distinguished the
victims destined for sacrifice. Although this
custom had a religious significance whicii roused
the opposition of Muhammad, tlie Prophet retained
the practice of putting an external mark on the
animals destined for the solemn sacrifice made by
pilgrims at Mina on the 10th of Dhu'l-bijja. The
camels have a collar formed by two sandals hung
on a grass rope. But the marking of flocks, and of
camels in particular, was not confined to those
beasts consecrated to a deity ; in ceremonies begin-
ning with a sacrifice, and Avith the object of
protecting a flock from epidemics, and at annual
gatherings, which they held at a fixed time, the
Bedawin used to mark all the young beasts with a
tribal and individual wasm. In this way the
owner, besides performing a religious act, obtained
a practical means of recovering lost or stolen
animals. The marking of camels, which is attested
by the earliest Arabic literature, and, in various
regions, by rock-pictures, the date of which it is

difficult to determine, is still a living custom ; its

economic importance is paramount. But the hospit-
able and religious sacrifice of camels is tending to
disappear, the victims nowadays being less valuable
animals.

It is impossible to fix with certainty the antiquity
of the camel in the Mediterranean countries. Ac-
cording to arguments derived from texts, it was
introduced into Syro-Palestine at the time of the
Judges, and into Egypt with the Assyrian conquest.
Its introduction into North Africa we must, with
Rene Basset, carry back to the time of the Arabian
conquest.
The camel plays an important role in Musalman

history. We learn from the Qur'an (vii. 71-77, xi.

64-71) that Allah sent a prophet named Salih to
the B. Thamud to preach the worship of the true
God ; he consecrated a female camel to Him,
according to the rites which have been discussed
above, and threatened a terrible judgment on any
one who should prevent the animal from pasturing
freely on the land of Allah. The B. Th.amud were
obstinate in theii' idolatry, and, disregarding tlie

tabu of the holy camel, they hamstrung and killed
it, as a punishment for which they were destroyed
by fearful storms.

The war which, according to the Arab traditions,

raged for forty years between the B. Bakr and the
B. Tailib, and which is called the War of Basils,

originated in the slaying of the camel Sarah and
its young one by tjulaib b. Kabi', chief of the B.

Tarlib.

It is well known that the battle in which 'Ali

met his chief adversaries, ' A 'isha, Tallia, and
Zubair, near Basra in Jumad-al-Awwal, A.H. 36
(Nov. 656 A.D.), received the name of the Battle of

the Camel. In_the last hours of the combat the
palanquin of 'A 'isha, borne on a camel specially
Ijought for the purpose, served as the centre for the
final resistance of the vanqui.shed. The historians
tell us of the groups of warriors, small tribes, or
fractions of tribes, who came up in turn to surround
the ' Mother of Believers,' and in turn disappeared
in the confusion of flight ; sixty warriors seized the
camel's bridle in their hands, and perished or lost

the use of the hand. Finally, to stop a fratricidal

struggle, a rally of the last defenders who were
fighting under 'All's standards succeeded in hain-

stringing the camel, and so put an end to the
combat. Now, all this description, down almost
to its very details, is the same as that derived from
modern observation of Bedawi life : when they are
setting out to fight, the daughter of the chief, in

bridal attii-e and wearing heavy jewellery, mounts
the doll, and, standing upright in it, takes part iu

the fight. Surrounded by faithful followers, she
is the rallying-point of the riders, in the successive
movements of sudden charge and rapid flight that
compose the whole strategy of the desert. She
stimulates the warriors of her tribe by her presence
and her impassioned words of encouragement, and
it is round her camel, fallen prostrate on its ham-
strung legs, that they offer their last struggle.
Literature.—Jacob, Aitarahlsches Bediiinenleben, Berlin

1S97, p. 61 f, ; LeKbure in Actes Cang. Orient, 1905, pt. ii. sec.
vii. p. 24 ; Flamand, ii. p. 63 ; Reai Basset, i6. p. 69

;

Jaussen, Couhnnes, Paris, 1907, p. 269 ; Musil, Arabia Petraa,
Vienna, 1908, iii. 253. GAUDEFROY-DeMOMBYNES.

2. In OT and Talmud.—The camel is mentionea
with great frequency in the OT as belonging to

the rich and as a beast of burden (for data see, for

example, HDB i. 344 f. ; EBi i. 633-636 ; PRE^ ix.

729-731 ; JE iii. 520 f.) ; but here it has, of course,

no religious significance, although it was unclean,
and might not be used for food (Lv 11^, Dt 14' : on
various theories regarding this prohibition, cf. PRE^
xxi. 746). In later times the camel came to figure

in proverbs, of which the best known are naturally
the two quoted by our Lord :

' It is easier for a
camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a
rich man to enter into the kingdom of God ' (Mt
19-* and parallel passages),' and 'to strain at a
gnat,j,?ad swallow a camel' (Mt 23-'').

The '^almud also contains several proverbs about the camel.
' For instance, " In Media tlie camel can d.ince on a bushel-
basket" (Fe6. 45a), meaning that in Media everything is

possible ;
" as the camel, so the burden " (5(>fa 13ft) ; "the camel

asked to have horns, so his ears were cut short" {Sank. 106a);
" there are many old camels who must bear the burdens of the
young; ones " (ift. 62a) * (Krauss, iu JE loc, cit.).

3. Among the Iranians.—Outside Arabia, it is

among the Iranians that we find the chief allusions

to the camel. Zarathushtra beseeches Ahura
Mazda to giant him 10 mares, a stallion, and a
camel (l'««Ha xliv. 18); camels are classed among
sacrificial animals ( Vendiddd xxii. 3), and are part
of the riches of Airyaman (ib. xxii. 20) ; while to
him wlio has oflTered a perfect sacrifice the personifi-

cation of Benediction (dfriti) comes ' in the form of

a camel of prime quality, most rutting in intense
rut' (Pursiinlhd xxxii., ed. Darmesteter, Lc Zend-
Avesta, Paris, 1S92-93, iii. 66). To the Iranians

the camel was evidently the most valuable of all

1 The Talmud (Berakhoth bib, Baba tnezi'a 386) has a similar
inoverb, except tfiat 'elephant' is substituted tor 'camel'
and the NT saying recurs in the Qur'an (vii. 38).
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the laryur kind of cattle, for Vcndhldd i.\. 37 pie-

scribes that
' a priest thou slmlt purify for a j>iou3 benediction ; the country-

lord of a country lliou shalt purify for a male camel of prime
quality ; the district-lord of a district thou shalt imrify for a

Btallioi: of prime quality ; the village-lord of a villaRe thou shalt

purify for a bull of prime quality' ; the house-lord of a house
thou 'shalt purify for a cow that is with calf ' (cf. also Vendiiidd
vii. 42, xiv. 11).

The camel is vividly descrilxMl iu YaSt xiv. U-I3
as the fourth of the ten iiu':irn;itiousof VercSia7na,
the god of victory, but (he iinssa^'c has no particular

religious value as regards the animal uuder con-

sideration.' It is more interesting, in this con-

nexion, to note that, according to Strabo (p. 733),

an apple or a bit of camel's meat was eaten just

before the consummation of marriage, doubtless

with reference to the salacity of the animal, to

which the Avesta repeatedly alludes. In the
Avesta, uUra, 'camel,' not infrequently forms a
component of proper names {Justi,/7'an. Namcnbuch,
Marburg, 1895, J). 515), as Frasaostra, ' having
camels that press forward' ; Vohuustra, ' possessing

good camels ' ; and—foremost of all—ZaraSustra,

the great Iranian reformer himself.^

4. In India.—Here the camel is a relatively un-

important animal, and in the earlier period ustra,

the Indian counterpart of the Ave.sta )fi/)Yt, 'camel,'

meant ' bullalo' (Spiegel, Arische Periode, Leipzig,

1877, pp. 49, 51). The main habitat of the camel
in India is Rajputana (Lassen, Ind. Altcrthums-
kundc, Leipzig, 1858-74, i.^ 349), and in northern
India ' the bones of the camel are very useful for

driving ofl' insects from a sugar-cane field, and
buried under the threshold keep ghosts out of the

house. Pliny says that a bracelet of camel's hair

keeps ofl' fever' (PR ii. 36). The camel ligures,

however, to some extent in Sanskrit proverbs.

Some of these represent the animal in an unfavour-
able light, as greedy, stupid, etc. 'A camel in a
garden looks only for thorns ' ; 'a camel will

trample down a screwpine [a bush noted for its

fragrant flowers] to get at thorns ' ; and to touch
a camel or an ass is even more polluting than to

touch a dog, a cock, or a Chandala [a member of

the lowest Hindu caste] ; but, on the other hand,
the camel rc('ci\-es jiraise for its perseverance in

getting sweet fruit from unusual places (Biihtlingk,

Ind. Sprik-hc, St. I'etcrsburg, 1S7IJ-73, Nos. 15-l.S,

2885, 6597, 6216). In modern India the camel is

occasionally found as a dramiitis persona in folk-

tales from the north (Swynnerton, Indian Niqhts'

Entertainment, London, 1892, pp. 15-17, 34-3ti,

269 f., 310 f. ; Crooke and Rouse, Talking Thrush,
London, 1S99, pp. 33-35, 43-46).

5. In Africa and in Europe.—The camel is not
indigenous in .Vfrica and Europe, and it plays a
riile of no religious imiiortance. In the latter con-
tinent it has never had any real economic value,

though its name in various forms (on these, see

especially Schrader, Eeallex. dcr indv(jerm. Alter-
tumskundc, Strassburg, 1901, pp. 404-406) is found
in eveiy European tongue.
Literature.—Hommel, Die Namen tier Sari^Hiere hei den

tiidsemit. Volkarn, Leipzif;, 1879, pp. 144-46 ; Hahn, Havstiere
ttnrf ihre lleziehunfi zur Wirtschaft des Meiuchen, Leipzig, 18D0,

p. 220 fl. ; Geigrer, OKtiran. Kultur im Altertum, Erlanpen,
1882, pp. SjIMil. Keference may also be made to the biblio-

graphies appended to the various cnnyclopiedias mentioned in

thetc.\t. Louis H. Uuay.

1 The Pahlavi Dinkarf ix. xxiii. 2 f. (tr. West, SBE xxxiii.

224) preserves a tradition that Vac, the (good) wind-god, was
temporarily transformed into a camel by Kai Khusroi, who then
rode him over vast distances.

2 On the suggested ex])lanationa of Zoroaster's name, see
especially Jackson, Zoroaster, New York, 1899, pp. 12-14,
147-140 ; Justi, o]i, cit. p. 381 ; a worthIes.s guess of niising
and Hoffmann-Kutschke, that Zara^ustra stands for zaiiOra-
vastra, alle^e<l to mean * having sacrificial shrubs [for the fiaoma
sacrifice],' is still seriously advanced by Pnlfiek, Hcsch. der
Meder vnd Pcrser, Ootha, 1906-10, ii. 122 f., who ignores
Ilartholomae, Zum altiran. WOrterl/uch, Strassburg, 1900,

p. 240.

CAMISARDS.— 'Camisards' is the name given

to those Protestants of the Ce'V'enncs who for

several j'c.-irs resisted by force of arms the attempts
made by the government of Louis XIV. to convert

them to Roman Catholicism. The word is doubt-

less derived from camisa, a dialectic form of

chemise ; and its use in this connexion arises either

from the practice of lighting in white shirts or

blouses, or from an incident at the siege of

Montauban in 1629, when such a blouse was used
as a signal. The word camisade appears in early

military French as the equivalent of 'night-

attack.
Geographically, the name 'Cevennes' is given to the long,,

curving line of broken ridges extending nearly from Lyons to

Narbounc, which marks the edge of the central table-land of

France, where it breaks down eastward to the basin of the
Rhfiiie. Lnr-ally, ho\ve\i;T. ' the name is limited to a tangle of

schist riiij' i n 1 !< >

i

' !i ft ravines constituting that portion of

the arc \\ ) '

'
' n the Coiron and the limestone plateau

of Larx.u • . 1.1, Book 0/ the Cevennes, 1907, p. 2).

This ' iin M 1
1

.. hi' [I. r 'Tk of mountains and deeply furrowed
valleys ' IS <iiained by ide rivers AUier and Lot, Ard6che and
Garden, and represents to-day the upper parts of the Depart-
ments of the Loire, and the Loztre, the Ardb-che and Gard.
In the 17th cent, the population of this bleak highland district

was prevailingly and intensely Protestant, and had already
offered a stubborn resistance to the repressive measures that

went before the Edict of Nantes.

The immediate cause of the troubles and the
hostilities in the Cevennes was the exterminating
policy of Louvois against the Protestants, which
was set free from any legal trammels by the
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. That
Edict, reluctantly granted by Henry IV. in favour
of the Protestants who had raised him to the
throne, had itself fallen far short of their claims

and rights as citizens. But for many years before

its revocation it had been so administered, and so

disregarded, that the situation of the Protestants

was already very hopeless. The condition of

atl'airs is thus described by Jean Claude in a letter

to the Marquise de Regnier (1685) :

'The severities which are practised in France are of such a
kind that human nature is no longer able to resist. If it were
possible to foresee a termination of them, one might resolve to

face them, and death would be a motive for constanc.y, instead

of a temptation. But the honors that are practised, incon-
ceivable in themselves, not only have no end, but go on
increasing, and are of such a kind tliat we are bound to fall

either into despair, or into frenzy and an entire loss of reason,

or into apostasy.*

This situation became even more acute after the
Revocation. The first blow was the banishment
of the Protestant clergy, of whom six or .seven

hundred quitted France. The next was the pro
hibition of emigration for the Protestant laity.

Then followed the wholesale demolition of Pro-

testant churches, imprisonment and torture for

those who refused to conform, and the galleys for

thousands of those who resisted. Louis xiv. had
allowed himself lo be per.suaded that the Re-
vocation would not cost a drop of blood. Before
its work was done, 12,000 Protestants had been
executed in Languedoc alone, and at least half a
million had quitted the country, taking with them
much of its best blood, its best character, and its

highest industrial skill.

'The administration of the Decree in Languedoc
was committed to Lamoignon de Baville, a man of

unllinchingseverity against the Protc^stants, though
by no means a blind admirer of the Catholic clergy.

He continued to govern the province for thirty-

three years, at the end of which he had crushed
Protestantism, but almost dejioimlated the country.

The resistance in the Cevennes divides itself into

two periods, the lirsl from 16S6 to 1698, when it

was mainly pa.ssive, the .second from 1700 to 1709,

when it was marked by fierce outbreaks of active

warfare, one of which lasted for ei.ghleen months.
The banishment of the pastors and the prohibition

of public worship drove the people to jirivate

assemblies and the ministrations of lay lueachers.
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Aiiioiij; the latter, wlio were known as ' predicants,'

Fraiii,i)i.s Vimmis and Claude JJronsson (formerly an
advocate at 'I'oulouse) were specially consiiii'uous.

Bflville, vij;orously assisted by the Due de Noailles

and the Marquis do la Tronse, turned the soldiery
loose \ipon these assemblies, slaying and han^in;,'

the worshippers and arresting the |)redicants. Jlany
of the latter were executed, burnt alive, or broken
on the wheel ; many more, with thousands of their

followers, were shipped oil' to the {^alleys. What
that meant of shame and torture may be learnt

trom the narrative of Jean liion, liiniself a Catholic
chaplain on one of the shii)s. It was always open
to tlie Protestants to escape by recanting, and large

numbers gave way under the terror of persecution,

but many still remained firm. Their endurance
was largely fortilied, and their enthusiasm inflamed,

by the writings and correspondence of Pierre
Jurieu, the learned antagonist of Arnauld, Bossuet,
and Bayle, who, from his place of exile in Rotter-
dam, and chietiy by means of his ' Pastoral Letters,'

exercised an immense influence over the Protestant
remnant in France. His prophecies of speedy
deliverance, based on his interpretation of the
Apocalypse, raised the hopes of the people. The
prediction of Claude was verilied. Many of the
Protestants of Langtiedoc, avoiding renunciation
of their faith, fell into frenzy. An infectious

ecstasy seized people of all ages and of both sexes.

They heard supernatural voices. They spoke with
tongues. Children of the tenderest years were the
subjects of most extraordinary manifestations.
Quite uneducated persons gave utterance, when
' seized by the Spirit,' to prophecies in the i^irest

French. Many of these prophecies were taken
down, and a long series of them, uttered by Elias
Marion, is jirinted in A Cry from the Desert.

Animated by such enthusiasm, the resistance was
maintained over a period of ten years, and it was
not until the capture and execution of Brousson
broke the heart of the people that BSville could
claim even a partial and temporary success.
The death of Brousson was followed by a year or

ttt'o of comparative calm ; but it might be thought
that Bilvillc foresaw the outbreak that was to
come, seeing that he kept his troops busily emploj'ed
in constructing a network of roads, practicable for
cannon, throughout the whole district. The flame
of enthusiasm was kindled anew liy the ecstatic
utterances of a travelling sempstress from Dauphine.
It spread like wildfire through the Cevennes,
though Baville did his utmost to extinguish it. At
last the people were goaded into open war. A chief
object of their execration was the Abb6 du Chayla,
the arch-priest of th.e Cevennes, in whose prisons
at Pont Montvert in the Lozfere many Protestants
sutiered unspeakable tortures. Under the leader-
ship of one Seguier, a body of the Camisards
attacked his house, delivered his prisoners, and
slew him (1702). BavLUe inflicted terrible reprisals,

but the spirit of the peasants was roused to fury,
and for some two years they sustained an open
war with the armies of the king. Calling them-
selves ' les enfants de Dieu,' and their camp ' le

camp de I'Eternel,' they regarded themselves as
God s instruments for the destruction of ' Babylon
and Satan,' the Roman Church and priesthood.
Their principal leaders were Laporte, Roland, and
Cavalier—the latter but a youth of seventeen, who
had been a baker's apprentice. The number of

fighting men probably never exceeded four
thousand ; but their methods of guerrilla warfare,
and their knowledge of their own rocky fastnesses,
compelled Bfvville'to collect from 40,000 to 60,000
men to hold them in check. Shocking cruelties
were perpetrated on both sides. A great tract of
country was devastated and almost depopulated.
The issue of successive engagements varied. At

length Montrevel was superseded in the command
of the army liy Marshal Villars, whose more
diplomatic methods met with better success, lie

oll'ered an amnesty, freedom of conscience, and the

right to leave the country, to such as chose to

accept it. These terms were accepted by Cavalier
and some of his followers. He himself quitted
France, and, after serving with credit in Italy and
Spain, entered the British army, ^^;here he rose to

the rank of Major-General, and died as (iovernor
of Jersey ( 17-10). Others of the Camisards, many
of whom thought that Cavalier had betrayed the
cause, attempted to carry on the struggle ; but
after the fall of Roland, the most chivalrous of

their leaders, their powers of combination and
resistance were broken ; and, except for a fruitless

rising instigated by Abraham Mazel in 1709, the
Camisard movement was at an end.

For a brief time the Camisards constituted a
small English sect known as F'rench Prophets, and
in their land of refuge showed forth their most
unlovely and fanatical traits. They claimed to be
able to prophesy and to work miracles, advocated
communism of property, and asserted that the

Messiah was about to establish His kingdom with
terrible doom for the wicked. They gained a con-

siderable following even among the English, but
their meetings became so disorderly that legal

proceedings were required to check them. Finallj-,

in 1708, they overreached themselves by claiming
that one of their number, Thomas Emes, would
rise from his grave on May 25 of that year ; but
the resurrection did not take place, and the
resultant disUlnsionment brought about the speedy
decay of the sect.
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de Nantes, 5 vols.. Delft, 1693-95, esp. the last volume, which
has a useful appendix with lists of prisoners in the galleys, and
a collection of the edicts against the Protestants ; Jean Claude,
Les Ptaiiites des Protr.stans, etc., Cologne, 16S6, new ed. 188.5 ;

Cavalier, Memoirs of the War of the Cevennes, London, 1712
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Cevennes, London, 1707 ; Jurieu, Leitres pastorales, Rotterdam,
lGSG-89 ; EUas Marion, Evangelical Wanmigs (with verbatim
report of his prophecies), London, 1707 ; Antoine Court, Hist,

des troubles dcs Cevennes, Villefranche, 1760 ; Pe3rrat, Hlvt.

des pasteurs du disert, Paris, 1842; Frost^ms, Les Insunjes
Protestants sous Louis arir., Paris, 186S ; Bonnem^re, Hist, de
la guerre des Camisards, Paris, J869 ; Blanc, De I'lTispiration
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'Edict of Nantes, IS95.—(B) C.\tuolic: Fl6chler, Lettres choisies

avec relation des fanatiques, Paris, 1715; Brueys, Hist, du
faiiatisme de notre temps, Utrecht, 1709-13 ; LouvreleuU,
Le Fanatisme renouveU, Avignon, 1704-07 ; M^moires de Bdville,

Amsterdam, 1734 ; Memoiresde Villars, The Hague, 1734 ; de la

Baume, Relation de la rtivolte des Camisards, Nimes, 1874.

—(C) For the French Prophets : Bulkeley, Answer to several

Treatises latch/ published on the Subject of tlie Prophets, London,
1708; 'Hughson' (pseudonym of Edward Pugh), Copious
Account of the French and English Prophets, London, 1814.

G. Anderson Scott.

CAMPANOLOGY.—See Gongs and Bells.

CAMPBELLITES.—SeeDlsciPLESOFCHRLST.

CANAANITES.—The name Canaan first ap-

pears in the Tell el-Amarna letters under the
forms Kinrihni (i>'33) and Kinahhi (yj3) as a desig-

nation of the lands at the eastern end of the
Mediterranean, which we include today under
the names of Syria and Palestine. In Egyptian
inscriptions of the XlXth dynasty the name is

always found with the article p'-K'-ii-n (Brea-sted,

Ancient Record.'^ of Egypt, iii. 88, 617, iv. 219;
iMUller, Asicn, 205 fl'.), and is a general term for

the Asiatic dominions of Egypt. In the OT it has
commonly the same wide scope. What 'Canaan'
means, and whether the name of the race is derived
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Iroiii tliu land, or that of the land from the r;ue, are
unsettled questions. In this article ' C'anaanite

'

will be used as a general desi;;nation of the pre-

Israelite inhabitants of Palestine. The religion
of the later Canaanites, who were eontenijior-

ary with the Hebrews, will be discussed in art.

I'lIffiNICIANS.

A. HouiiCESOF iSFORMATioy.—i. Excavations
in Palestine.—Since 1890 more or less extensive
excavations have been carried on in the mounds
of Palestine, and the.se have shed a flood of new
lijihl upon the religious beliefs and practices of the
ancient (^anaanites.

Ill l>:)fi Pftrie mnde an exploratory survey of the mound of
Tell tl-IIcsy. the Biblical Lachish (Petric, fell el-Uesij, ISDI).
Between lsi)l and 1803 Bliss excavated about one quarter of this
mound (IJIiss, A Mound of Mann Cities, 1894). In ISDS Bliss
and M.ir.ilister ran ex'ploratory trenches into the mounds of
T.')I Z.l iii, , (Azekah?), Tell es-Sali (Caih"), T.ll ,lii.l.„leh,

an. I 1. - -i -.:,imah(Bliss-Macalis|. r, ;;,.w, ,,/:,,„,. ,, /•„/,-,<.

'm
. I i-Mi 1902 down to thr i-i-i ^. hi u \; ,. ..Ii^lt-r

h:i^ 1m , i. , . IV itiiiKinavervthor.in-li i ,^ n iIi.-m :,i ni..iind

of Jezi-r, Ihi- liihlical Gezer"(M:i-i;;sl.r. I'F.rsi. 1 :,. lUhle

Side-linhlx from the Moun.l < i:;.r. I:'ii7), Ij, 1 'n; :; s. Ilin

excavated Tell Ta'annek, lli- I'.iMi.il T,.,,im< i, i-.llin. Vrf(

Ta'annck, 1904), and in Vn>:.-:. s, ii arh.r ix.aw.i.d Tell
ci-Mutesellini, the Biblical .Mt-udddo (.Schumacher, Tell el-

Muteseltim, 1908).

All these mounds contain remains dating from
the earliest period of Palestinian history. They
show that a homogeneous civilization prevailed in

the land prior to the Hebrew conquest, and they
give a fairly complete idea of the religion of the
aborigines.

Mention should also be made of the Tell el-

Amarna tablets, a collection of nearly 300 letters

sent by petty kings of Canaan to the Pharaohs
Amenophis III. and Anienophis IV. {r. 1400 B.C.),

which were discovered in 1887 at Tell el-Amarna
in Egypt. These were written in Canaan, and
therefore properly come under the head of Pales-
tinian archa'ology. One letter of this series was
fouml at Lachish, and four letters of the same
period have been discovered by Sellin at Taanach.
All are rich in allusions to religious beliefs and
rites, and contain a large number of theophorous
names of persons and places (see Winckler, KIB
V. [1896] ; Knudtzim, BASS iv. [1899] pp. 101-154

;

i;,n/<r/isi.,t. Bll.liof/irk. ii. [1907 11'.]).

2. Babylonian inscriptions.—The evidence is

now aliuiidant that the Anioriles entered Baby-
Ionia .at the same time as they entered Palestine,
and that the founding of the .so-called First Dynasty
of Babylon was a result of their invasion (Meyer,
Gcsch.- i. 2, p]). 465, 54411'.). In contract-tablets
of this period an immense number of projier names
of a Canaanitisli-Hebrew type make their appear-
ance ; and, as these are nearly all theophorous,
they throw much light upon the religious concep-
tions of the Aniorites (see Ranke, Kurhj BiW.
I'crsonal Names of the Ramninrtihi Ihniii.^tij, 1905).

Besides this, the Babylonian in-ri i] i khi^ id alxnit

2000 B.C. contain a number cd" diin i ,kariuents in

regard to the religion oi Ainuriu, <ir tlie Westland,'
which .--tiKul :il t!;.it time under Babylonian rule.

3. Egyptian inscriptions.—From the earliest
days the Kgyptians interfered in the politics of
Can.aan, and in their records names of C'anaanite
gods occur, either independently or compounded
with the names of places or persons. Canaanite
colonies also settled in Kgypt, and introduced
their gods into that land. \\ hen the Kgyptians
became a conquering power under the XVIIIth
and XlXth dynasties, they had no war-gods of
their own, and consequently they extensively
a<lopted the deitie.s of their warlike Semitic neigli-
lionr.s. During the New Emiiire, Semitic fashions
and Semitic religion made great ])rogress in Egypt,
and liosts of Canaanites were settled in that
country either as slaves or a.s officials. The result
is that the Egyptian records, particularly of the

vol.. III.—12

New Empire, contain many references to the
religion of Canaan (see Miiller, o//. cit. 309-318).

4. The Old Testament.—The OT contains
numerous statements, mostly in the form of |)ro-

hibiticiiis. concerning tlic religion of the race which
Isrnel cli-|ir..-^|.-.-e.l. I( .'ibii ilivcln^es survivals of
Caiiictiiiii Ii ele.is. Tlie li.-l.iev - ,li<| not exter-
niiiKile ih, u pndere.^sois, but tiiin.L'led witli them,
and adopted their civilization. The language which
we call Hebrew is the language of the glosses to
the Tell el-Amarna letters, and Is 19" calls it ' the
language of Canaan.' It differs little from the
dialect spoken liy the Phoenicians. The place-

names of the Israelites were nearly all derived
from the earlier inhabitants, and many of them
are found in the Egyptian inscrijitions and in the
Tell el-Amarna letters. So far as they contain the
names of gods, they may be used unhesitatingly
for the history of the pre-Israelitish period. The
OT akso informs us th.it I.srael .served the b^'dlim,

and worshipped in their high places ; accordingly,
it is probable that most of the .sanctuaries of later
times were survivals of ancient Canaanite holy-

places. It is certain also that the sacred tiadi-

tions of these shrines were learned by Israel from
the Canaanites, and were gradually trnn.sfuriLicd

to accord with the genius of the religion of Jahweh.
The Book of Genesis contains many evidences of
a fusing of two strands of tradition, a Hebrew
and a Canaanite, corresponding to the fusing of
the two races ; and, so far as the Canaanite ele-

ments can be disentangled, they are useful for re-

constructing the religion of Israel's ]iredecessors

(see Paton, ' The Oral Sources of the Patriarchal
Narratives,' AJl'h, 1904, p. 6.58). Many rites of

the religion of Israel, particularly those connected
with the planting of grain, the rea])ing of crops,

and the celebration of harvest festivals, must have
been derived from the earlier inhabitants of the
land.

5. The Phoenician religion. —The Phcenicians
were the lineal descendants of the Canaanites;
hence it is natural to look among them for sur-
vivals of primitive Canaanite religion, and to inter-

pret obscure phenomena of earlier times by the
later Phomician religion.

F'roni these various sources we must now seek to

re-construct the religion of the ancient Canaanites.
B. The pre-Semitic AnoiuuiSES.~1\\e. ear-

liest arch;eological remains in Palestine belong to
the Palieolithic age. These have been found in

small numbers, and have never been adequately
described. F'rom them it is impossible to draw
any conclusions in regard to the race ox the reli-

gion of the people who produced them. Neolithic
remains are more numerous, and furnish a better
basis for historical conclusions. The excavations
that for the hl^t seven years have been carried on
by tlie Palestine i;\|iluratiM!i Fund at (iezer have
disclosed in tlie lowest le\(l of the mound a .series

of caves in the soft limestone rock that were once
occupied by Neolithic men. As the marks on the
walls show, these caves were excavated with tools

of bone, stone, or wood ; and in them only iKine

and dre.ssed-stone implements have been found.
They must belong to a period from 3500 to 3000
B.C., because they are three feet below the level

in which scarabs of the Xllth Egy'ptian dynasty
first appear {PEFSt, 1902, i>.

347'; 1903, ]). 12;

1903, pp. 317-321; 1905, p. 309 f. ; 1907, p. 186;
1908, pp. 21.3-217). Similar caves were found by
Sellin under the mound of Taanach, although in

this case they contained no remains. Other caves
in all parts of Palestine doubtless date from the
same early age, but no thorough investigation of

them has thus far been made.
This race was in the habit of burning its dead ;

and for this purpose fitted up one of its caves at
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( iezer as a crematory, cutting a cliininey up tliroufili

the solid rock, in order lo secure a good draught
(PEFSI, ini)2, )). 347 if.). The floor of this cave
was covoveil to a depth of a foot with tlie ashes
of human bodies. In this stratum a sulhcient

number of fragments of bones were found to permit
a re-construction of tlie ethnological type. None
of the individuals exceeded 5 ft. 7 in. in height, and
most were under 5 ft. 4 in. From tlio shape of the

skull and from other indications it may safely be
inferred that these people did not lirlong to the
Semitic race (see the report of Macalister, PEFSt,
19(12, p. 353 ft'. ). The same conclusion may be drawn
from the fact that they burned their dead, since

cremation was not a Semitic custom. From the
circumstance that they deposited food and drink
with their dead, it may be inferred that they lie-

lieved in some sort of inmiortality, and that they
practised ancestor-worship.
Around the entrance to this cave, and in the

floors, sides, and entrances of other caves, an im-
mense number of so-called 'cup-marks' are found.
These are melon-shaped depressions formed by
rotating a hard stone upon the soft surface of the
Tock. They vary from the size of a thimble to

that of a barrel, and are often arranged in com-
plicated patterns [PEFSt, 190-2, p. 361 ; 1903, pp.
124, 316 If. ; 1904, pp. 35, 112, 197; 1905, p. 310;
1908, p. 213). It is clear that most of them cannot
have served any utilitarian purpose, particularly
Avhen placed on vertical surfaces ; and the fact
that they are constantly associated with menhirs,
dolmens, cromlechs, and altars seems to indicate
that they have a religious significance (see Spoer,
ZATW, 1908, p. 271 ff'.). Herodotus (ii. 106) states
that he saw in Syria pillars on which ywai.Kbs aidoia

were cut. These correspond to the menhirs, found
in all parts of Palestine, and evidently intended to

represent phalli on which cup-marks are engraved.
They show, apparently, that the cup-marks were
symbols of a female deity worshijjped by these
aborigines, and that they were intended to repre-
sent either the inverted breast, or, as Herodotus
says, tlie yi'^'ai/cos aldola. These symbols were mul-
tiplied for magical purposes around dwelling-places,
just as crosses are multiplied on Christian build-
ings. From them we may perhaps infer that the
chief divinity of the pre-Semitic Canaanites was a
mother-goddess, and that they were still organized
on the matriarchal tribal basis. From the fact
that nearly equal numbers of male and female
bones were found in the crematory, it may be
concluded that polyandry Avas not ]nactised.

It was natural that a people dwelling in caves
should think of their deity as also inhabiting one.
Traces of such a sanctuary seem to be found at
Gezer. In the central valley, which lies between
the two summits of the mound, a rock-surface
about 90 ft. square has been unearthed, which is

covered with 83 cup-marks, varying in size from
a few inches to 6 ft. in diameter. Two of these,
measuring 3 ft. in diameter, are surrounded with
small standing .stones set on end and cemented
together with clay. Another, 2 ft. 3 in. in dia-

meter, lias cut from its bottom a passage, too
narrow to admit a full-_gi-own man, which leads to
a cave beneath the rock-surface. In this cave a
large number of pig-bones were found, which sug-
gests that the rock-surface above was a jjlace of
sacrifice, and that the blood and portions of the
victims were poured down through the passage
into the adi/ftitn below. The same cave is pro-
vided with a concealed entrance, which may have
servi'il snmo priestly purpose ; and two other caves,
Willi cnii-iii.irks in their floors, in the immediate
vi(iiiil\ I ^iilriitly form part of the .same comple.x
(PF.rsi, l<iii:i, pp. 317-321; 1904, pp. 111-113).
Similar rock-cut lugh places with caverns beneatli

them, dating ajiparently from the earliest period,

have been discovered at Taanach (Sellin, up. cit.

34) and at Megiddo (Schumacher, op. cit. 156).

All three sanctuaries bear a close resemblance to

the Qubbet es-Sahra In the yaram at Jerusalem,
with its rock-surface and underground passages.

Cup-mark areas with small circles of standing
stones have also been found at Tell Judeideh and
at Tell es-Safi (Bliss-Macalister, vp. cit. 194 fi'.;

Vincent, Canaan, p. 92 11'. ).

The only other evidences of the religion of the
Neolithic aborigines are amulets found in their

caves. A few phallic emblems have been dis-

covered, but these are not so common as in the
later Semitic levels (PEFSt, 1902, p. 342; 1903,

p. 22; 1904, p. 112). Along with them, in larger

numbers, are found small stone rings (PEFSt,
1903, p. 23; 1904, p. 113; 1904, p. 120). These
cannot be spindle-whorls, as was at first conjec-

tured, since undoubted spindle-whorls are found
along with them. It seems more likely that they
are feminine symbols (analogous to the cup-marks)
that were worn on the person as amulets (cf. the
objects depicted by Schumacher, op. cit. 52). In

the ashes of the crematory at Gezer a rude terra-

cotta figure of a man's head was found (PEFSt,
l!i02, p. 358 ; 1904, p. 19). There is nothing to

indicate that this was an idol. This race appar-

ently stood upon a lower religious level than that

of image-worship.
0. Tbe Semitic Canaanites. — From the

Egyptian records it is clear that, at least as early

as 2500 B.C., Palestine was occupied by a Semitic

race which exterminated the earlier inhabitants

(Meyer, op. cit. i. 2, p. 389). From contemporary
13ab. records it appears that this race was called

Amurru, the Amorites of the OT (Meyer, ib.

465).

1. The Pantheon.—(a) General names for the

(/Oils.—Can. religion bore a close resemblance to

the religion of the pre-Muhammadan Arabs and
of the Semites in general (see Arabs, Semites).

It was a complex system of polydfemonism and
polytheism, in which everything that could do
something, or was believed to be able to do some-
thing, was deified. Personal names of the gods

were commonly avoided, and they were called by
titles that expressed their power or authority.

I. El.—The most general designation of a
divinity was el (Heb. 9x, 'god'), which probably
means ' power ' (from the root hix, ' be strong '). It

is frequent in Amorite names of the 1st dynasty of

Babylon (Ranke, op. cit. 99 fl'.). In Palestine it

occurs as early as 1500 B.C. in the list of cities

conquered by Thutmose III.

The place-names compounded with el are T(a)' '-qieyb-'-a-ra'

= Jacob-eI (Thutmose, No. 102; MFG, 1907, p. 27; Egyptian
makes no distinction between I and r) ; 1 (aysha-p- '(^yra,

perhaps= Joseph-el, or Jesheb-el, in any case a compound with
H (Thutmose, No. 78; MVG, 1907, p. 23); Masha-'-(e)-ra=
Mishal in Asher, probably also a wrongly vocalized ei-compound
(Thutmose, No. 39; MVG, 1907, p. 16); Ho-r- '(^)->-a= Har-el,

mount of a god ' (Thutmose, No. 81 ; M VG, 1907, p. 24).

In the Amarna letters el occurs frequently in names of

persons, e.g. BaM-ilu (Winckler, 61. 20 ; 126. 3, 28) ; ililki-Uu

(163. 27, etc.) = /«-miiti (179. 36); Yalmi-Uu (218); Shabi-ilu

(120. 20).

I'Yom the time of the SXth dynasty we meet iJitui'- 'C)™.
possibly = Levi-el (Muller, Egypt. Researches, p. 49); \E)-ry-m
= El-ram, an inspector under Ramses m. (Breasted, Records,

iv. 221); B*-n-iOT'-n-r'=Beknur-el, the chief of police under
Ramses ix. (Breasted, iv. 263) ; B*.--icr-7i-r = Bekur-el, the wife of

Seti I. ; B'-aj/-r'=: Bed-el, the king of the Canaanite city of Dor
in the time of Ramses xn. (Breasted, iv. 278) ; W-r'-k'-tyr' =
Berket-el, a rich shipowner of Sidon in the time of Kamses
XII. ; Jlf-fc'-m-ny=Makam-el, a Syrian prince of the same period
(Breasted, iv. 279).

All the place names compounded with el in the OT arc
prolml'h ^iii'ivn'- of Oanaanite nomenclature. These are
£(-.!' I- 1< le'' IC.S, Jer 4S3J); Elkosh (Nah 11);

El-to!.' ,
<

, h; El-tclfe (Jos 19" 213); EUeion (Jos
15''''); -1' iii"^ jtii-i); Ari-el, perhaps an ancient name of

Jerusiilcnul'i '.:;"- ); J(x6n«-e((Josl6ii): J(«reX(JoslB66and
oft); JiphUxli.-d (Jos 19'*'-"); JcJ;a6fe-cUNeh 11^); Jol-lhcct
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(Jos 163S, 2 K 147) ; Jirpe-d(Jo3 IS") ; Mindat-cigos 1»3«) ;
>„ 'i-

el (Jos V)^) ; Peimel (Gn 3S'i elc.)
; lCa6fe-el (Jos 15'-i, 2 S 2320,

In none of thesu cases was cl understood as
' God ' in a monotheistic sense, or even in a
monarchical sense ; nor was it the name of an
individual deity, as it became later amon;; the
Hehrews. It was generic, and denoted the par-
ticular divinity who dwelt in a place, or whose
activity was recojrnized in the name of a person.
Any one of the innumerable gods or da;mons nii{,'ht

be called by this title.

2. Baal.—When an cl, or 'iiower,' was regarded
as the ' projirietur ' of a city or sanctuary, he was
known as Ba'al. Here also no one god was meant,
but every superhuman being, from the lowest sort
of local cltcmon to the highest Nature-god or tribal
god, might become a /»«'«/ by establishing a relation
with a particular holy place (see Baal). Ba'al-
iiames are common in the Amorite period in Baby-
lonia, r.q. in the Obelisk of Manishtusu (Ho-
scliander, ZA, 1907, pp. 285-297; Kanke, p. 72).
Through Semitic settlers and captives, and througli
lM)rrowing of Asiatic cults, many of the b''Cdim of
Canaan became naturalized in Egypt during the
period of the XVIIlth and XlXth dynasties, being
identified eitlier with Set or with Montu. The name
ba'al is regularly used with the article in Egyptian,
as in Can.-Heb., which shows that it is in no sense
a proper name, but only an appeUative (see
Breasted, iii. 46, 140, 147, 154, 200, 271, iv. 25, 27,
36, 42, 44, 48, 57, 61, 63, 140). From these
passages it appears that the Canaanitish b^'allm
were regarded by the Egyptians as primarily gods
of storm and of war.
A Ba'alat Zapktm, the feminine counterpart of tJie Biblical

Ba'al Zaphon. appears at Memphis in the time of Ramses u.
(BiAL, li. 2S8i>). The dajbook of a frontier ofBcial in the time
of Memptah records Ba'alat-remeg and Shem-ia'al as names
of Canaanites who had passed that wa}' (Breasted, iii. 271). A
butler in the time of Ramses ni. bore the name of Mahar-ba'al
(Breasted, iv. 213). The king of Gebal in the time of Ramses
xu. was Zakar-ba'al (Breasted, iv. 279). Miiller adds the
names of Ba'al-ram and Savf-ba'al (Asien, 309). Ba'al-ram
appears as a proper name in one of the letters discovered at
Tiianach (.Sellin, op. cit. 113). (For additional evidence of the
use of the name ba'al in ancient Canaan, see B4ii., ii. 290'>.)

AVhen the deities were viewed in relation to their
worsliijipers, they were called by various names of
kinship and authority, like human heads of families
and rulers. Such names arc' amm or cidd, 'father-
uncle'; ab, 'father'; ah, 'brother'; 7)iekk, 'king';
dan, 'judge.' In none of the.se cases is the title to
be understood as the name of an individual god.
Any el or ba'al might become a ' father ' or ' uncle

'

or ' king ' by being worshipped by a particular
group of people ; consequently all these epithets
are just as indefinite as are el and ba'al.

3. Aram.—One of the oldest of these titles is

'a>/im, 'father-uncle,' which dates from a poly-
androns stage of social organization, when the
cliild did not know its father, but only a group of
husbands of the mother, anyone of whom might
be either father or uncle. Under such circumstances
the chief divinity of the tribe could not be known
as 'father,' but only as 'amm, or 'father-uncle'
(see'AMM).
Proper names compounded with this epithet are common

during the period of Amorite supremacy in Babylonia : e.ij.

Ball ami, 'lmi-Uu,'Ama-SimO\>iiX\sk of S'lanishtusu) ; 'Amm'u-
rabi, or Hamwu-rabi, the sixth liing of the Ist dynasty ; l>ur-
'ammi (Kinc, IJammuraU, iii. p. Ixv)

;

'Ammi-ditana, one of
the kings of the Ist dynasty ; 'Ammi-saduga, another king of
the same dynasty ; Ximridammu (C«7i. Texts, iv. la, line 8)

•

Yaikdi-bammu (ib. 2, line 21) (see Kanke, 65, 85 ; for proof of
the West Semitic oricin of names of this type see Zimmern
KAT3 4S0). In the fVyptian tale of Sinuhe (c 1970 B.C.) the
shaikh of Upper Tenu in I'ah'Stiiie bears the name 'Ammm'nshi
(= B'lN'CV; Breasted, i. 238). In the Amarna letters we meet
Ammi-ya (Wincklcr, 119. 11 ; 120. 15, etc.), the name of a dis-
trict

; 'Ammv-mra, king of Beirut (96. 29; 128-130)== //omit-
"iri (71. 15, C6, 09 ; 91. 53, 133). In the list of Thutmose m.
(No. 43) occurs 1 (a)-6-ra-"cMnu, i.e. Jihle'am (Jos 17" etc.).
The other names of places comjiounded with 'amm in the
OT are doubtless all of Canaanite origin, since 'awiDi-forniations

belong to the earliest period of the .Semitic languages. These
are Jokde-'am (Jos 15*). Jokme-am (1 K V), Juliuc--am (Jos
K-- etc.), Jorlie- •«;/i (1 Ch 2i>), 'Am- 'ad (Jos 19-'6).

4. Dad.—Similar in meaning' to 'nmm is d&d
(Ileb. -in), 'paternal uncle' (primarily ' beloved').
It occurs in West Semitic personal names as early
as the Obelisk of Manishtusu, e.g. liit-dada (C.
.\i. 4; cf. (,". xvii. 1), Dada-vxiqar (Oiin. Texts, ii.

.3-43, 4). It appears perhaps in the name of the
'Egyptian commissioner Dudu in the Amarna letters
(Nos. 44, 45, 52). The name of the city, Ashdod,
may also be compounded with this divinity (cf.

Ash-bcl). /Jflrf lingers in Ileb. names of persons,
e.g. El-dad CN\x li-''), Eli-dad (Nu 34='), Dad-jahu
(2 Ch 20"), Bil-dad (,Iob '2" etc.), and the name is
apjilied to Jahweh in Is 5', perhaps also in Am 8",
according to the text of the LXX.

5. Abu.—When fraternal polyandry gave place
to polygamy and children knew their fathers, then
the chief god of the clan was known as abu,
'father.' This stage of social development had
already been reached by the Amorites. Proper
names compounded with aim are common in tablets
dating from the period of the Amorite Ist dynasty
of Babylon. Two of the kings of this dynasty are
Ahi-eshu'a and Sumic-abi. Other nanies of this
period are Abi-ramu ( = Abram), Abi-arah, Abi-ilu,
etc. (see Kanke, 58). In the famous fre.sco on the
tomb of Khnunihotep of the time of Sesostris 11.

(c. 1900 B.C.), one of the Asiatics there represented
bears the name '(A)b-sh-(a) i.e. Abi-sluii or Abi-
skua. In the patriarchal tradition of Gn 20- the
king of Gerar bears the name Abi-melek, and in (3n
14= the king of Admah is Shin-ab. In the Tell
el-Aniarna letters (149-156) we find Abi-milki, king
of Tyre.

6. Ajju.—Another frequent title of deities in
ancient Canaan was alni, 'brother,' 'kinsman.'
Amorite names of this type appear in Babylonia
as early as the Obelisk of Manishtusu (Scheil,
Tcxtcs (lain.-sfm.), e.g. Ahu-tabu (A. .\v. 14), Ahu-
i.s.-sap (C. xvii. 3), Ahu-patan (D. xi. 12), Ahu-shumit
(i;. i. 7; C. v. 3)"; Ali-ahu (A. x. '25)'(see Ho-
schander, ZA, 1907, pp. 260-265). In documents of
the tJammuraln period we meet a large number of
names of this formation (see Ranke, 62 fl'.).

7. llieXsk.—Mdek, 'king,' is not a Bab. title of
divinities. Nevertheless, forms compounded with
malk occur in the ObelLsk of Manishtusu (Scheil,
op. cit. 41ft'.), doubtless as names of Amorite settlers
in Babylonia. In Can. Texts, xii. 34, Malik appears
in a list of foreign gods. In the Amarna letters
there are several compounds with melck, e.g. Abi-
milki, king of Tyre (nos. 149-156) ; 'Abdi-milki
(77. 37 ; 2.52) ; Ili-milki (102. 36 ; 151. 45), or Milk-
iii (163. 27, etc.) ; Milk-nru (61. 53 ; 69. 85 ; 53. 43).
The place-names 'Emcq-ham-mclck (Gn 14", 2 S
IS'"), which has probably come down from Canaan-
it e times, and Yad-ham-mclek in the list of Sheshonk
(Breasted, iv. 351), may contain this title of deity.
See, further. Ammonites.

8. Adon, ' master,' which is so frequent as a
designation of deities in the OT and in I'lKcnician
iiLscriptions and proper names (see Lidzbarski,
Nordsem. Epig. l,'52f. ; KAT^ 398, n. 2), appears
in the Amarna letters in Adunu, tlie name of the
king of 'Arqa, (79. rev. 2 ; 119. 10).

9. Dan, 'judge,' is a common Semitic einthet of
gods. In A.s.syrian it is a tilh; of Shamash, the
sun-god, and is found in the names of the king
Ashur-dan and the general Daijan-A.ilmr. In the
Amarna letters it appears in Addudan (163. 37)
and A ddii-dayan (239-240). It survives in the Ileb.
l>lacc-names Dan (Gn 14" etc.) and Malinvrh-dnn
(•Ig 1 8'=), and probably in the tribal nanu; Dan,
which bears the same relation to the jiersonal
names Dani-cl and Abi-dan as the clan-name Ham
bears to Jeho-ram and Abi-ram, or as Jacob and
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Joseph bear to tlio place-names Jacoh-cl anil

,Iuscph-cl in the list of Tliutiiiose III.

10. K6sh, 'lord,' is found in tlie idace-nanies
Kfi-sii-'iKi (List, of Tliutmose III., No. 37; .WO,
U»07, p. m = KhhOn (Jg i> etc.) and El-kOsh
(Nail 1'). This title survives in Heb. in the per-

sonal name Kvsh-Yalm (1 Ch 15") and Bar-hjx
(Ezr 2°^, Nell 7°''), also in the Edomite royal names
Ij^aushiiuilttk (KIB ii. 21) and Kitush-gahri [KIB
ii. 239). In later times Koth brcanie the standing
title of the national god of the Kdomites.

11. Addar, 'noble,' as a title of deities, may
perhaps be inferred from the Pal. place-names
Addar (Jos \S^) = Hazar-addnr (Nu 34*), and
Adoraiiii (2 Cli 11''), both of which are mentioned
in the list of Sheshonk I. (Breasted, iv. 350, 353),

and 'Atriroth-iiddar (Jos 16^ !S'^). Cf. the names
compounded with adur in Bab. (ZA, 1907, p. 256).

12. Shem.—A curious anticipation of the late

Jewish use of shcin, 'name,' as a substitute for

Jahweh is found already among the Amorites in

the use of shumu, or shorn, as a title of divinities.

This is seen as early as the Obelisk of Manislitusu
(B. i. 7 ; C. V. 3) in the personal name Ahii-shumn,
' name is a brother' {ZA, 1907, p. 264). It appears
in the names of two of the kings of the 1st dynasty
of Babylon, Sumn-cibi and Sumu-lA-ilu, and also in

such names as Sumu-ramu, Sumu-atar, etc. (see

Kanke, 151). In the Amarna letters we meet
Shumu-Addu, i.e. Shera-Hadad, prince of Sham-
huna (no. '220), Shum-Adda (11. 13; 221); cf. the
Heb. name Shemu-cl, Samuel.

13. ' Elypn, ' high,' is preserved in Gn 14'^''- as the
title of (ihe god of the Canaanite priest-king
Melchizedek. According to Philo Byblius [ap.

Euseb. Praep. Evang. i. 36), this name was in use
among the Phoenicians. It also survived among
the Hebrews as a title of Jaliweh.

(b) Nature-gods.—Having now enumerated the
general titles of divinity, we proceed to investigate
the individual deities of the Canaanites. Here, as
among all the otlier Semites, the powers of Nature
held a conspicuous place.

1. Shemesh, or Sharaash, 'the sun.'—Shamash
is mentioned along with Belit and the other gods
as one of the chief divinities of Gebal in the Amarna
letter, Winekler, No. 87. 65. In No. 156. 6 he is

coupled with Adad, the storm-god. In other
passages he is spoken of as the source of human
life and joy (144. 11; 149. 52; 150. 21). Several
place-names compounded with Shemesh in the OT
bear witness to the ancient prevalence of his
worship ; e.g. Beth-Shcmesh, 'house of the sun,' in

Judali (Jos 15'" etc.) ='Ir-Shemesh, 'city of the
sun' (Jos 19*') ; also in Naphtali (Jos 19**), and in
Issachar (Jos 19--); 'En-Shcmesh, 'spring of the
.sun' (Jos 15' IS"). Synonymous with Shemesh is

Heres, which is found in Har-Heres, ' mount of
the sun,' a city of the Amorites (Jg 1^), and Tim-
nath-Heres, 'ten'itory of the sun' (Jg 2'). It so
happens that none of these names occurs in the
Egyptian records or in the Amarna letters, but
there is no reason to doubt that they belong to the
Canaanite period.

2. Yareah, 'the moon,' is not mentioned as an
object of worship in the pre-Israelitish period ; the
names Sin and Sin-ai seem, however, to attest the
antiquity of the moon-cult under its Bab. form.
The native Can. -Heb. name is found, apparently,
in Y'rehO, Jericho (so Jerome, OS, 78. 6 ; the older
comm. ; Siegfried-Stade, Heb. Worlerb. ; Sayce,
Early Historij, p. 250). Lebanah, ' the white,' one
of the names of the moon, seems to be found in the
plan -iiri:iiis Lihtifih :ui<l T..iiniirih

; and Hadashah,
'til- 11' V. , 11.' ill thr Idwiiof tliatname"(Jo3 15").
Bii •',],<, iKi.u.llznii, J„„r, »((,, S3. '29) seems to be
tliu .siime a> Bitli-jieriilf, ' house of the new moon.'
The worsliij) of the moon prevailed among the

Hebrews down to a late date (Dt 4'" 17^ 2 K 23',

.ler 8-, Job 31-°), and was uiii\'ersal in other branches

of the Semitic race ; it cannot, therefore, have
been lacking among the Canaanites. Star-worship
also was probably not absent, although no traces of

it have survived, unless it be in the place-name
KesU, ' the constellation Orion ' (Jos 15-'"). The
name Beer-sheba, 'well of the Seven,' may also be
connected with the cult of the Pleiades.

3. Zaphon, ' the north,' or Ba'al Zaphon, ' owner
of the north,' api>ears in the place-name Za/runa
(Amarna 174. 16) and Zaphon in Gad (Jos 13-', Jg
12'). It occurs also in the feminine form Ba'akit
Zaphon as a deity worshipped at Memphis {Sallier

Papyrus, 4, 1 rev. )
(see Baal, ii. 288'').

4. Addu, Adad, or Hadad, was the storm-god of

Canaan. Ad-da-ad appears written phonetically

in the list of gods, K. 2100 (see Bezold, PSBA xi.

p. 174 ft'. ), with the added remark that this name is

used especially in Amurru (the Aiiiorite land).. This
god entered Babylonia at an early date with the
Amorite settlers, and there became synonymous
with Kamman, 'the thunder' (Zimmern, KAT^
442 If. ; Jastrow, Eel. Bab. i. [1905] 146 ft'.). In the

time of the Amorite 1st dynasty he occupied a
conspicuous position. In the conclusion of the
Code of Qammurabi, where the king pronounces
curses upon those who shall abrogate his laws
(xliii. 64), he says :

' May Adad, tlie lord of abundance, the ruler of heaven and
earth, my helper, deprive him of the rain from heaven and the
water-floods from the springs ! May he bring his land to destruc-
tion through want and hunger ! May he break loose furiously

over his city and turn his land into a heap left by a whirlwind !

'

In Amarna 149. 13 f. he is described as the god
' who utters his voice in heaven, so that the whole
land trembles at his voice ' (cf. 150. 7).

His name occurs more frequently than any other as an
element in personal names in the Amarna letters, e.g. A-ad-du
(Winekler, 126. 17), Ad-da-ya (163. 37, etc.), YaptV-Ha-da
(217a. 6, of. p. 414), Rib-Ad-di {t3. l)=Rib.ga-ad-di (83. 1), also

written ideographically Mlb-IM (54. 2), Shum-ad-da (11. 18)=
Shumw-ga-di (223. 1). Whether the ideogram IM in other
names such as Amur.IM, 'Abd-IM. Natan-IM, Yapa-IM, Fa-
pat)i-IM, IM-dayan, Mut-IM, and IM-mai^ir is to be read Addu
or Ba'al is doubtful (see Baal, ii. 290l>). In any case it is certain

that Addu had become the chief ba'al of Canaan, and that the
Egj'ptians thought mostly of him when they spoke of the ba'al

(see above, C. I. (a) 2). In the OT the name survives in the
personal name Hadad (Gn 363=, 1 k 11") and in the place-name
Hadad-riminon (Zee 12").

In early Bab. inscriptions this god frequently

bears the ideographic title MAR-TU, which, ac-

cording to an Assyr. interlinear version (Reisner,

Hymn. p. 139, lines 143, 145), is to be Ye&AAnmrru,
' tlie Amorite '—a name given with reference to his

foreign origin. He bearsalso the title KUR-GAL,
' great mountain,' and is called ' lord of the moun-
tain,' which seems to indicate that he had become
the ba'al of Lebanon, the region in which his

worshippers dwelt (Jensen, ZA xi. 303 f.). In
Aramaic endorsements on Bab. documents of the
Persian period, botli MAE-TU and KUR-GAL
are rendered by niK, i.e. Amurru (Clay, Bab. Exp.
Univ. Penn. x. 7, xiv. viii, also Studies in. memory
of W. R. Harper, i. 301, 304, 311, and Amurru, the

Home of the Northern Semites, 1909). On Bab.
seal-cylinders he is represented holding a boomerang
(the thunderbolt) in his right hand, and a spear (the

lightning) in his left hand, occasionally as stand-
ing on a stag or a wild goat. These attributes

identify him with the storm-god (see E. Meyer,
Smnerier u. Semiten =ABAW, 1906); the goddess
Ashera is regarded as his consort (Reisner, 139) as

well as the consort of Ramman =Addu (Sayce,

ZA vi. 161). Tiiere is no reason, accordingly, to
doubt that Amurru is merely a title of Addu (see

Zimmern, KAT^ 443, 447 : Meyer, Gcsch.- 466 ft'.).

5. Resheph, ' the lightning,' is hardly more than
a variant of Addu. Under this name the god was
early adopted from the Canaanites by the Egyp-
tians. A text of Ramses ill. reads :

' The officers
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are mighty like Keshepli. . . . His name is a

flaiuo, tlie tenor of him is in the countries'

(lircasteil, iv. 22). A city in Kgypt hore the

name of ' House of Kesheph ' {TSISA iii. 424). On
thi- F.;;yiitian monuments he is ri'iiresentcil with

Semitic textures, armed with sliieUl, chili, and
spear, wearinj; a tall conical cap, anmnd which is

a lillet hearin^j; a gazelle's head. The tyjiedoes not

ditter much from the representations of Amurru-
Hadad (see the figures in Miiller, Asicn, p. 311

;

E^ypt. Rescarrlics, p. 33; Spiegel herg, OLZ, 1908,

col. r)29). Kesheph continued to he worshipped by
the IMuenicians down to the latest times (see

Lidzharski, Handhvih. \'A, s.r., also Kphemrrii,

i. 150 f. ; Haethgen, Jld/nn/r, .-|Oir,). He survives

also in the place-name J^^i.s/i/nniii (Host, Ti(]liil-

Piliscr III., Annals, I2lj ; SuikU, r Jn.iiriplioni, i. 5,

iii. I). A Phoenician seal of the 14th or loth cent.

(Menant, G/i/pt. 204 f.) depicts him in a manner
similar to the Egyptian representations. In the

OT rcshrph is the lightning-stroke of Jahweh, with

which He inflicts iiustileuce and death (Dt 32-\ I's

7S^). Synonymous with Resheph was Barak,
'lightning," which appears in the place-name Him'-

Bcrak (Jos 19^'^), and the personal name Ihiruk

(Jg4°ete.). Closely connected is Reseph, 'thunder-

bolt,' which occurs in the Phojnician compound
name 'i^nrnp'^D (Cook, ]). 361), and in the name of

Saul's concubine ijf.v/w/t (2S 3').

6. Sharabu and Birdu, ' heat ' and ' eold,' appear

in Bab. lists of gods as the Amorite names for

corresponding liab. divinities (Zimmern, KAT^
415).

7. Selem, ' darkness,' is a well-known deity in

Arabia and in Babylonia. He appears in the

Amarna letters in "the place-name JSnni-.sUiin

(Winckler, 71. 64, 67), and in the OT in the

mountain Salmon (.Jg 9*) and the town Sahnonnh
(Nu33^').

8. Uru, ' light,' seems to be found in Uni-srdim,

Jerusalem, in the Amarna letters ; also in Milk-iira

(Winckler, 61. 53, 69. 85, 52. 43), with which should

be compared Uru-milld, king of Gel:al in the Annals

of Sennacherib, ii. 50. Personal names componndeil

with Ur or Or are common in later Heb. and I'hue-

nician. According to Clay, Uru is used as a
synonym of Aniiimc in Bab. texts.

9. Sheol, ' the under world,' seems to have been

per.sonilied as a deity by the ancimi Scinitr,. (.

judge from the proper names .]/ t/ni-</ni. /. Mi-

shacl, Slui'ul (Saul). Hence the phir.> n.iiuc in the

list of Thutmo.se III., No. 110, Hii-ti-xim-'-n,, which

can hardly be regarded as a Babyh.iii.inizing writ-

ing of Ilcth-cl witli inserted .ikn, may !« lirtli-Shcol

(see Miiller, .1/1"'/, li«i7, ]i. 29) ; and G iln'Mh-Hhavl
(1 S II'' 15", 1- I'll. V lii.li in 1 S 10=, apparently,

is called 'the liiU i.f I ;«!,' may have derived its

name from the god of the under world rather than

from the historic king of Israel (H. P. Smith,

Harper Memorial, i. 61).

10. Dagon appears in Babylonia as early as 2150

B.C. in the names of the kings of the dynasty of

Isin

—

Idin-Dar/aii and liis son Ixhme-Dagaii,—also

in the name of one of the early patesis of Assyria,

I.ihmc-Dngan. This deity is not Old Babylonian,

but was first brought in by the Amorite invaders.

A Canaanite in the Amarna letters (Winckler,

Nos. 215, 216) bears the name Ddrjan-takida. The
town Bcth-Dcqiin appears in a list of Hamscs III.,

itself copied from an earlier c.rijin.il 1 Miillrr, /(/'//''.

Research, p. 49). It is the -.iu,<' :(- l:.ll^ Ii.ni,,,, in

Judahof Jos 15«. There \\;i- .hh.iIi, 1 lU tl, -I i,,:,.,,!

in A.Hher (Jos 19"). The oldest, and si pmbablc
etymology of this name is that of Pliilo Byblius,

who connects it with (la<jan, ' corn ' ; Dagan was
thus a sort of Semitic Ceres.

11. Worship of animals.—The early Canaanites,

like most primitive races, worshipped animals,

partly on account of their superior strength ami
cunning, partly because of their utility, and partly

because of their adoption as totems of clans. In

later days llu^e animals were subordinated to the

great gods as attributes or .symbols. Clay images
of cows and buUocdis, and hum.an figures with the

heads of these animals, have been found in large

numbers in all the mounds of Palestine (see Ma(^
alistcr, VF.FSI, 1903, p. 41 ; 1904, p. 331 ; 1907,

p. 245 ; Sellin, Tell Ta'unnek, p. 107). The worshil)

of Jahweh under the form of a bullock, and the use

of the title t^n, ' bullock,' as a name of Jahweh by
the later Hebrews, are doubtless survivals of this

cult. Im.-igcs of hor.ses are also found in the

mnuiiils il'h'FSf, 1903, p. 41), and the place-name
JJii;iir-.-:ii-:,,/:. ' court of the mare' (Jos Id^), also

suggr^ts till- cult. Sacred horses at Jerusalem are

mentioned as late as the time of Manas.seh (2 K
23"), and the Phoenician name com^v, ' servant of

the horses,' occurs {CIS i. 1, p. 95). Bronze figures

of serpents, and serpent-heads as amulets, have
been found both at Gezer and at Taanach (PEFSt,
1903, pp. 42, 222, 1906, p. 119; Sellin, op. cit. 112).

The goddess ' Ashtart is often rejiresented holding

serpents in her hands. One of the towns of the

Calebites in later Judsea bore the na.\ne' Ir-nahash,
' serpent-town,' and the cult of a bronze serpent; in

Jerusalem lasted down to the time of Hezekiah

(2 K 18^). Figures of lislies are found at Gezer in

diflerent levels {PEFSt, 1902, p. 342 ; 1903, p. 39).

Tlie Heb. place-names Beth-car, 'liouse of the lamb' ; Beth-

lebaoth, ' house of the lions
'

; Jleth-nimrah, ' house of the

leopard'; Beth-ltoglah, 'house of the partridge,' arc similarly

formed to Beth-el, Beth-Dagon, Beth-Shemesh, and may point to

primitive Canaanite cults of animals at these places. Other

animal place-names that may have religious meaning are Aija-

Imi, ' stag-town ' (Jg 1^ 1212), mentioned also in the An\arna

letters (Winckler, 173. 20, 180. 67) ; Humtah. ' lizard ' (Jos IS^J)

;

Hazar-shual, ' court of the fox ' (Jos 1629 193) ; felaim, ' lambs

'

(1 S' 1.64) ; Laish, ' lion ' (Jg 18^7, Is lO™), occurring already in the

list of Thutmose in. (No. 31) ; 'Eglon, ' calf ' (Jos lo->«) ; also

En-'eglaim, 'spring of the two calves' (Ezk 4710): 'En-rjedi,

'spring of the kid' (Ezk 4710); F.n-haq-qore, 'spring of the

quail' (Jg 1519) ; -Ophrah, ' young gazelle ' (Jg 6", Jos 18-') ; and
•Evhron (Jos 159, 2 Ch 1319), occurring already in the list of

Thutmose III. (No. 54 ; MiiUer, M VG, 1907, p. 18 ; OLZ wi. 22S)

;

Arail, 'wild a,s3' (Jg 116); Etam, 'vulture' (2 Ch 116, 1 ch
432) ; A)irabtam, ' scorpions ' (Nu 34<) ; Parah,

'

cow
'
(Jos 18=3)

;

Xur'ah, ' hornc-t' (Jg 132); Bamor, 'ass,' occurs as the name of

a Canaanite (Gn 34= etc.), and Piram, ' wild ass,' as the name
of the Canaanitish king of Jarmuth (Jos lO"). See BiiL, vol. ii.

p. 287.

12. Other Nature-deities.—Besides the gods just

(>iiiiiiHr.itcd, there was an immense number of

ii,un.lr,.s numina that presided over all sort.s of

phy-ii-al objects, and were known as their b''alim

(see Baal, vol. ii. p. 291).

{r) Ancestor- and licro-ivorship.— The Semitic

Canaanites believed in the continued existence of

the dead, and practised sacrificial rites in their

honour. At Gezer the Amorit(!S used as burial-

jilaces the caves that had previously been occupied

as dwellings by their non-Semiti<: predecessors.

Around the walls of these caves, in small stone

enclosures, the nobility were buried. The conimon

people were piled one upon another in the middle

of the caves. \Vitli the dead were placed food and

drink, clothing, ornaments, weapons, seals, scarabs,

amulets, and small figures of domestic animals, all

of which were designed to supply the needs of the

soul in its journey to the other world. In the

earlier ]>eric.(l tlKj'dcad were usu.ally ih-positcil in

thecontr,-u-t''l puMiion of an unborn cliiM. possibly

to express tlir tliMUght that death is birth into

aiiol hcT lite. Flat benches and altar-like structures

ill th.' l)urial-places suggest the performance of

^urrilicial rites, and this theory is confirmed by the

picscncc of bones of animals and of infants in con-

nexicm with adult burials. Cup-marks found in

the caves also .attest the existence of religious prac-

tices (see PEFSt, 1902, p. 351 iV. j 1903, pp. 141V.,

'23, 396, 3-23 ; 1904, pp. 11911"., 324 ; 1905, pp. 32, 79,

307 ; 1907, p. 191 ; 1908, pp. 187, 203). Similai'
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remains have lieen found by Sellin at Taanach and
liy Schumacher at Megiddo.

Certain place-names in Palestine also sufigest the cult of the

dead, e.g. Obhotli,
'
ghosts' (Nu 21i"f- 33-iW);

'Emeq-rephaim,
* valley of the shades' (Jos Ifi** etc.)- The ^I'aves of the patri-

archs, which were reverenced hy the Hehrews in later times,

were prohably survivals of ancient Caitaanitish sanctuaries, e.<j.

the grave of Ahraham and Sarah at Jlcliron (On 2319 2.VJ), of

Rachel at Ephrath (Gn 35'*), of Dehorah at the oak of weeping
(On 368), of Jacoh at Abel-mizraim(Gn 60"), of Joseph at Shechem
(Jos 24iw). Names of the formation Jacoh-el, Joseph-el, Jabne-el,

Jezre-el, Jiphtah-el, JeVab?e-el, Jo^the-el, Jirpe-el (see above,

C. I. (rt) i) are properly names of persons. Their use as names
of places can be explained only by an ellipsis of beth, ' house of,'

as in Ba'al-maon over against Beth-ba'al-ma'on. All of these

names, accordingly, point to a cult of real or assumed ancestors

at their supposed places of burial (see von Gall, Altur. Kidi-
stdtten, pp. 65, 129). A number of these names occur already in

the Eg:3T>tian inscriptions, and all of them probably go back to

Canaanite times. For other forms of ancestor-worship among
the Hebrews that may be derived from the Canaanites, and
that at least help to interpret the facts just adduced, see

Ancestor-worshif (Hebrew), vol. i- p. 444.

{d) Departmental deities.—Besides Nature-gods
and deified ancestors, the Canaanites had numerous
divinities who presided over various a.spects of

human life or over abstract qualities. Conspicuous
among these were

—

1. 'Ashtart, thd 'Ashtoreth of the OT and the
Astarte of the Greeks. The etymology of her
name is obscure, but her function is clear. She
was the goddess of sexual love and of reproduction
(for the archajological and literary evidence of the
early existence of her cult in Canaan see ' Ashtart,
5). One of her epithets was Kadesh (cf. k'deslui,
' temple harlot '), and under this name she is often

mentioned in Egyptian texts (MUller, Asicn, 315 ;

Egypt. Res. 32). In monuments of the XlXtli
dynasty she is depicted in un-Egyptiau fashion
facing straight forward, standing on a lion, nakeil,

or clothed in a skin-tight garment, holding in one
hand a lotus-blossom and in the other a serpent, to

typify both the charm and the peril of her cult.

Usually she is grouped in a triad with Resheph and
the ithyphallic Min. Similarly in a Bab. text
(Reisner, Hymn. p. 139, lines 143, 145) she appears
as the consort of Amurru-Hadad-Reshepli. In all

the mounds of Palestine large numbers of terra-

cotta' Ashtart plaques, six or seven inches in length,
have been discovered, and also moulds in which
these were manufactured. They are limited to the
later period, when the land was under Egyptian
rule (PEFSt, 1904, p. 118; Sellin, Tell Taannek,
p. 106). The commonest type of 'Ashtart figures

bears a close resemblance to the Egyptian repre-

sentations described above (see the drawings in

Bliss-Macalister, pi. Ixvi. 10-16, Ixviii. 1, 2
;

Clermont-Ganneau, Arch. Res. ii. 242 ; Vincent,
Canaan, 161 ff.). A second type, which is most
frequent at Taanach (Sellin, 106), depicts her with
a tall striated head-dress, necklace, anklets, and
girdle, with her hands held to her breasts. This
suggests rather Bab. influence. A third type has
horns like the Egyptian Hathor (PEFSt, 1903,

p. 225). A fourth type has a bird-like beak and
huge earrings (Sellin, fig. 113). Here perha])s

Cypriote influence is to be detected. Still a fiftli

type recently discovered at Gezer (PEFSt, 1909,

p. 15) represents the goddess Avith a veil, like tlie

statue discovered by Oppenheim at Tell Halaf (Das
alte Orient, x. 1). This seems to reveal Hittite
influence. In Taanach, Sellin found 19 'Ashtarts,
but not a single Ba'al. The same proportion holds
true of the other mounds, and shows that 'Ashtart
must have occupied an altogether unique position
in the esteem of the ancient Canaanites.

2. 'Anath.—The etymology and meaning of her
name are obscure (perhaps from .iiv in a transitive
sense, 'afflict,' 'conquer'). That she has anything
to do with the Bab. goddess Antum, the consort of
Anu, is extremely doubtful : (1) because the read-
ing Antum is uncertain

; (2) because this goddess

plays an unimportant part in early Bab. religion ;

and (3) because in Canaan this name has the initial

guttural y, which is not found in Babylonian.
'Anath was widely worshipped in the Semitic
world, aiul there is no rea.son to doubt that she
was a primitive Semitic divinity. The place-name
Anali in the Amarna letters (Winckler, 125. 43)
probably contains her name. Beth-Anath in
Naphtali is mentioned in the list of Thutmose III.

(No. Ill), also in a list of Seti I. (Muller, 195; cf.

Jos 19**, Jg 1*^), and there was another Beth-Anath
in Judah (Jos 15'^). ' Anathoth, near Jerusalem,
was also named after her (Jer 1'), and the father
of Shamgar, judge of Israel, was called 'Anath, ac-

cording to Jg3*' (?cf. 5'). Her cult h.ad penetrated
to E^ypt as early as the reign of Thutmose III.

(Muller, Asien, p. 313). A team of horses belong-
ing to Seti I. bore the name '

' Anath is satisfied

'

(Breasted, Anc. Rec. iii. 43). One of the dogs of

Ramses II. was called ''Anath is protection'
(Breasted, iii. 201). In one of his inscriptions

Ramses III. says :
' 'Anath and 'Ashtart are his

shield ' (Breasted, iv. 62). On the Egyptian
monuments 'Anath is represented in profile, hold-

ing a shield and spear in her right hand, and a
club in her left hand. By the Egyptians she was
evidently regarded as a war-goddess. Her name
occurs down to late times in Phoenician inscriptions

(see Baethgen, Beitr. p. 52).

3. Edom, ' maker,' whose worship is attested by
the names 'Obed-Edom (2 S G^") and msiny (CIS
i. 367), appears in the place-name Sha-ma-sha
'(S)-iiM-mrt. = Shamash-Edom, in the list of Thut-
mose III. (No. 51 ; Muller, MVG, 1907, p. 18) ; also,

perhaps in Udumu (Amarna, Winckler, No. 237),
Adam (Jos 3'«), and Admah (Gn 10" 14-8, Dt 29=",

Hos 11*). In an Egyp. magical text we meet
'Resheph and his wife Edom' (Muller, p. 315),
which shows that Edom was also construed as
feminine.

4. Aven, ' strength,' is perhaps present as the
name of a deity in Beth-Aven, 'house of strength'
(cf. Beth-el, Bcth-Shemcsh ; Jos V 18'^ 1 S 13"

14^). In Hos 41^ lO" it appears as a sanctuary.

5. Bezek, ' scattering ' (?), seems to be a Divine
name in the place-name Qir-Bezck in a list of

Ramses III. (Miiller, Ey. Res. p. 49), and in the
name of the Canaanite king, Adoni-Bczek; 'my
lord is Bezek' (Jg 1*-'').

6. Gad, 'fortune,' is a well-known Semitic
deity (see ARABS, vol. i. p. 662 ; Baal, vol. ii. p.

290). His cult survives in the place-name Migdal-
Gad (Jos 15"), and also probably in the tribal

name Gad.
7. Gil, ' joy,' must be a god in the woman's name

Abi-Gil, which cannot be translated 'father of

joy,' but must be translated ' joy is a father.'

The place - name Gilo(n) (Jos 15^'," 2 S 15>2) may
also be named after him.

8. Qiba (etymology unknown) appears as a god
in the name of the king of Jerus.alem in the
Amarna lettens, 'Abd-giba, 'servant of Hiba.'

9. Chemosh (etymology unknown) appears per-
haps in the place - name Michmash, ' place of
Chemosh.'

10. Muth, 'death,' was a deity among the
Phoenicians (Euseb. Praep. Evang. i. 38), and
appears also in the Heb. personal name Ahi-moth,
'death is a brother' (1 Ch 6^). It may be found
in the place-name ' Az-maiceth (Ezr 2-'', or Beth-
'az-maweth, Neh 7"'), 'death is strong'; perhaps
also in Jar-muth, a Canaanitish city (Jos 10* etc.),

and Jcri-moth (1 Ch 7' etc.). This seems more
likely than that we have here the Egyptian deity
Muth. None of the other Egyptian deities obtained
such a foothold in Canaan that towns were named
after them, and it is not probable that t his happened
to this relatively obscure goddess.
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11. Azar, ' help,' appears as a god in such proper
names as Ahi-'Azar, '"Azar is a father,' Eli- Azar,
or 'Azari-el, ' 'Azar is god.' Hence the name of the
famous viasscha Ebcn-rzer, whicli wa.s prol)ably a
survival from Cana.mitish days, should apparently
be translated 'stone of Ezcr.'

12. 'Esau, 'maker' (c-f. 'Kdom'), was worshipped
by the Pluenicians, according to I'liilo Byb. (Kuseb.
I'racp. Evaiuj. i. 35), who calls him Usdo.i. He
seems to Iiave been regar<led as a roiij;h huntsman,
like 'K.sau of Hebrew tradition. It is probable
that he was known to the early Canaanites,
althou.L,'h his name does not occur in any of our
sources. His feminine counterpart 'A-!,t-ti = !rpij

seems to be found in Egypt (MUller, 31G). The
picture of her on a rock in the desert near Kedesieh
(Lepsius, Dcnkmdler, 138) represents her as a wild
huntri-ss on horseb.'ick, brandisliing a shield and
speur. In a votive inscription of the XVIIIth
dynasty, according to Ebers, ' A-si-ti of the sand is

named along with ^i[adesh.

13. Palet, 'deliverance,' appears as the name
of a god in the place-name Beth-Palet (Jos 15'-",

Nell H-"), as well as in several Heb. personal
names.

14. Sid, 'hunter,' or 'fisher,' perhaps identical
with Agreus, ' the hunter,' or his brother Halieus,
' the lisher,'in Philo, ii. 9, appears as a god in such
Phomieian personal names as ' Abd-Sid, Yaton-SUl,
Han-Sid, and in the compound Divine names Sid-
Melqart and Sid-Tonit. 'The antiquity of his cult
is proved by the name of the city Sid-on (Meyer,
GeschMi. 1, p. 392).

15. Sedeq, ' righteousness,' is a god in the per-
sonal name Bcn-Sedcq (Winckler, Amarnn Let.
125.37), also in Adoni-Scdeq (Adonizedek), the
Canaanite king of Jerusalem (Jos 10'- 2). He sur-

vives in the Phcen. personal names Sedeq-llimmon
and Scdeq-mclek.

16. Shalem, ' peace,' is well attested as a Phoe-
nician deity (Sidon, 4 ; CIG 4449 ; CIS 15 ; see
Lidzbarsld, s.v.; Winckler, KA'S^ 224). He
appears also frequently in Heb. proper names
such as Ahi-Shalum, Shalmi-el, etc. His worship
in ancient Canaan seems to be established by the
name of the city Jerusalem (in the Amarna letters

Uru-salim), which may mean either ' city of
Shalem,' or ' Urn is Snalem,' and also by the
sanctuary Jahweh-Shalom (Jg G-''). In the Amorile
period in Babylonia he appears as Hhulmanu, wliii.se

name was used frequently in compounding the
names of later Assyri.-in kings, e.g. Shalnuin-ezcr.

17. Jahweh.—Whether Jahweh was known to

the Amorites In Canaan and in Babylonia is a
hotly-debated question.

The facts are tliese : In Neo-Babylonian documents from
Nippur, Jewish names o<:cur in which an initial Jcli6 is rej^re-

sented by Jdl}U, e.g. JafiU-natanu~iehO'T\a.t\Mxn (Clay, Husi-
ness Documents of the Murashu Sons, p. 19). In the siiine

documents final .fahuot Jah is represented by ./a^fta = ./rtii'rt,

e.g. Abi.jawa = Ahi'jnh, /I Ji.ja?ra = Ahi.jah. The lonj list of
names of this sort );,'ivfn by Clay (Linht on the Old Tesl'ivtent,

p. 244) loaves no tlnnbt of the identity of Jawa with Heh. .fah.
In Assyrian, itiiliiil .Ji:lin is represented by Jau, e.g. Ja-u.^a-zi
=Jeho-ahaz, ./a-)£-/>(-'</i- Joho-abad, so also Ja'U-a=jG\ni. At
the end of names ./ahu or Jah is also represented in Assyr.
by Jau, e.g. Ha-za-ki-a-n^llczckiah, jVrt.ad.fci-;a-a-w = Ne(Ia.
biah, Az-ri-Ja-a'U = AzaT\:ih. Now, in documents of the 1st
dynasty of liahylon, where Amorite names are so common, we
find Ja-u-u{m)-ilu (C'tm. Texts, iv. 27), which, after the analogy
of the Assyr. names just given, seems to represent Jo-el,
* Jahweh is Go<l

' ; and in documents of the succeeding Ka.ssite
period we find Ja-u-ba-ni, Ja-rt.a, Ja-a-u, Ja-ai-u, and the
feminine .fa-a-u-lum {(Hay, Documents from the Temple Ar-
chioes 0/ Sippur). Jati-bani is a name of the same type as
J^a-bani, ' Ea is my maker,' or Hu-bani, 'a god is my maker,'
and it is difficult to translate it in any other way than * Jahweh
is my maker.' This is the htlief of Delitzsch (Balel n. IHbel,

p. 4U), Sayce, Honnncl (ExpT, ix. 522, x. 42, xi. 270), and
Winckler (A'.l T^ W, n.). Iw correctness is questioned by
Zimmern (A'J jHi 4fi.S), l)aiches(2;^, 1908, p. 126 ff.), and Mever
(Gfsch.'i ii. 1, p. 646). Whether Ja-PI-ilu {Cun. Texts, viii.34)
and Ja-'Pl-iUi (ih. vii. 20), which occur in documents of the
tiannnurabi perio<l, arc to be read Ja-wi-ilu, and identified with

Ja-tuji-ilu, as Delitzsch, Sayce, Ifommel, and Winckler think, is

more doubtful ; still it is not impossible.
Cominj; now to Canaan, m one of tlie tablets of the .\mama

period discovered at Taanach the name Af^i-ja-mi or A^i-ja-u-i
occurs (Sellin, Tell Ta'annek, p. 11.')). It looks as though we
must connect this with the later Uab. spelling of Jewish names
in which Jah is represented by Ja-ma (Ja-wa). Some names
begirniing with Jah occur in the Amarna letters, and may
po.ssibly be Jahweh-compounds. Furthermore, in place-names
of Can.oan in the early Egyptian inscriptions Jah occurs at the
end of words in the same manner as in later Ileb. formations.
In the list of Thutmose in. (No. 97) the name Ba-li-ya-d occurs,
which cm be read only Beth-Jah (of. Bithiah, 1 Ch 41«). This
is precisely the same sort of formation that is found in the list

otshishak: Ua-ni-ni-'a (No. 96), .sha-na-y-d (No. 116), Ha-bi-
y-'d (No. 118), where the presumption is that these are Heb.
names ending in Jah (Miiller, Asien, pp. 162, 312; MVG, 1807,

p. 28). J,a8trow (JBL, 1894, pp. 191-227) tries to explain Jah
m these forms, and in Heb. names, not as the Divine name
Jahweh, but as only an emphatic alformative. Delitzsch
(Paradies, p. 159) ronrards Jah as originally a different deity
from Jahweh. Both nt' ihr t}i. . rir^ are dilKcult in view of the
facts that Jah and ./r/A ' [ ,

' - j ' at the ends of names, and
that formations endi[ij ii <

, i > ase in Heb. history in the
same proportion as inrni,:i

,
I - ,.. _ nning with J«Ao(Gray, fltJ&.

Prop. A'ames, p. 102;. In i.,ii ij- " Mori-jab is explained as
though it were a Jahweh-couipound. This shows at least the
feeling of the ancient Hebrews that Jah at the end of names
was Jahweh. MuIler and Sellin suggest that names of this sort
may be due to early settling of Hebrews in Canaan ; but the
tradition that Israel first came to know J.ahweh through Moses
is well attested by the facts that no names compounded \vith
Jahweh are found in national tradition before the time of Moses,
and that names of this sort are exceedingly rare before the time
of David.

On the whole, the evidence seems favourable to
the idea that Jahweh was known to the Amorites
in Canaan and in Babylonia as early as '2000 B.C.

If this be so, it is easy to see why lie was wor-
shipped by the Kenites, from whom the know-
ledge of him passed to Israel (see, further, art.

Jahweh).
(e) Bab. gods in CciTiaan.—It is now known from

the Bab. inscriptions that between 3000 and 1700
B.C. Palestine stood almost constantly under Bab.
influence. The depth of the impression that Bab.
civilization left at this time is shown by the fact

that in 1400 B.C., after Canaan had been 200 years
under Egyptian rule, its people still used Baby-
lonian for correspondence with the Pharaoh and
with one another. The mounds also contain
abundant evidence of the influence of Bab. art (see

Paton, Early Hiit. of StjriaandPalcstinc, p. 49 ff.).

It Ls not surprising, therefore, that Uab. religion

exerted a profound impression ujjon ancient
Canaan, and that many of the gods of Babylonia
were adopted in that land.

1. Sin.—The cult of the moon-god under his
Bab. name Sin is proved by the names Sinai and
the Desert of Sin, perhaps also by ^.s-jc, the name
of the Canaanite king of .^dmnh ((in 14-; cf. Jensen,
ZA vii. 177). On the cult ol tlu- www in the desert
see von (iall, Altinr. Kiilt..laH.„, \<. 2.

2. Raraman-Rimraon w;is I lie l!ab. equivalent
of the Amorite Adad (the root ramdnu, 'roar,'

'thunder,' occurs only in Bab.), but he was intro-

duced into Canaan as a separate deity. Giti-

Ei7nthn occurs in the Amarna letters (Winckler,
164. 45) = Gath-Iiimmon (Jos 19-'-' 21-^'-, 1 Ch e"!*^-'')-

We lind also Rimmon-perez (Nu 33'°), the clill"

of liimmon (.Jg 20""'" 21"), the spring of Birnmon
(Jos 15*2 197)^ Mi7nnion in Zehulun (Jos 19"
1 Che^^C')), and Hadad-Rimmun (Zee 12"), which
is specially interesting because of its identification

of Adad with Itainman.

3. Nin-ib.— Tlie god whose name is written ideo-

graphically NIN-IB has lately been shown to be
represented in Aram, translations by nBn:N (Clay,
Bab. E.v/>. Univ. Penn. .x. 8f.: JAOS'yiwni. 135 fi.;

Studies in Memory of W. H. Ifar/wr, i. 28711'.).

This, he thinks, sliould be read En -m(uihti=En-
marti, the Sumer. equivalent of Bel-amurru,
'lord of the Amorite.' In this case NIN-IB
would be a god of the West who had migrated
to Baljylonia ; but the equivalence with En-marti
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is very ilimlitful, and the ii:inie seems to lie loo old
in liabylonia to liiive come in witli tlie Anuuites
(see .laVtrow, Eel. <ler Bait. ii. Ass. i. 57). More
jilaiisilile is the pronunciation En-namiiuishti,
lord of theereatures' (Hrozn.f , ii".?, 190.S,

i>.
SIWll.),

in wliich ease this is a K<-'iii'ine old I5ab. divinity.

He appears in the Amarna h'tlcrs in the place-

name lUt-NIN-IH, near (Jebal (Winekler, 55. 31),

and near Jerusalem (183. 15), also in the personal
name ' Ah,I^MX-IB (53. 39), in all of which eases

it is possilile lliat he is merely the Bab. equivalent
of some native Can. deity.

4. Anu, the Bab. sky-god, is perhaps found in

Anahartith (Jos 19'"), which appears already in

the list of Thutmoselll. (No. 52) as ('E)-nu-h(e)-r-tu;

also in I'.ni-Ana (Amarna, 125. 35).

5. Lahmu, the god of fertility, is perhaps found
in Bctk-Uiuin (so Tomkins, Sayce). Bcth-ephratli,
' house of fertility,' which is found as an explana-
tory gloss in Mie 5' (LXX), seems to confirm this

view. That Bethlehem was the seat of a regular
cult is evident from 1 S 20^'- -', where David is

said to have gone to Bethlehem to perform the
annual sacrifices of his elan.

6. Nabu, Nebo, the patron tinA ni liorsippa, the
scribe of the gods, ap])e,irs in the town Nebo in

Moab (Nu 32^- =>»), also AV/,o in Judali (Ezr 2-» 10",

Neh 7^), and JNIoimt Nubo in Moab (Nu 33", Dt
32" 34').

7. Nergal, the war-god, is found on a seal-

cylinder of Canaanitish workmanship, discovered
in the Amarna level at Taanach, which bears
the inscription, ' Atanahili, son of gabsi, servant
of Nergal.' In this case the possibility must be
reckoned with that Nergal is the Bab. equivalent
of a native deity, but in any case it gives an
interesting evidence of the syncretism that was
going on in Canaan during this jieriod (Sellin,

Tell Ta'annek, pp. 27, 105). Nergal is also men-
tioned in the letter of the king of Alashia
(Cyprus) (Winekler, 25. 13, 37). A tablet con-
taining the myth of Nergal and Eresh-kigal was
found among the tablets at Tell el-Amarna.

8. Sheba'.—In the Bab. pantheon there is a
deity Slbitti, 'the Seven,' who is identified with
the Pleiades. 'The Seven' are also a group of
evil demons that are often mentioned in incanta-
tions (Zimmern, A'^ 2^ 413, 459). The worship of
Hheba' , 'seven,' in Palestine is shown by the
woman's name Bath-Sheha , daughter of Sheba',
and by several other OT personal names. The
place-name Bc'cr-S/ieba' is most naturally ex-
plained with reference to this cult.

Seals representing various Bab. divinities have
been found in the Amorite levels at Gezer, and
one tablet conmionly called the 'Zodiacal tablet,'

found in debris contemporary with the Amarna
letters, bears the emblems of a large number of
the Bab. gods (PEFSt, 1907, pp. 245, 263 ; 1908,

pp. 26 fl"., 78, 186, 208, 245). In the light of
this evidence we may safely infer that the Amorites
were familiar with the Bab. religion, and that
many Bab. gods won an established place in their
pantheon. Many of the Bab. elements in the
later Heb. religion were probably learned by the
Hel)i(".\s frfini tlie t'anaanites.

(./'I Ejiii/iliiin diritiitles in Canaan.—During the
Neolilliic period there is no evidence of Egyptian
intervention in Palestine, but in the earliest Semitic
])eriod such intervention began. King Snofru of

the IVth dyna.sty (c. '2900 B.C.) brought cedar-
wood from Lebanon (Breasted, Anc. Bee. i. 66).

Under Pe]ii I. of the Vlth dynasty, Palestine was
invaded by an Egyptian army under the leader-
ship of Una (Breasted, op. cit. i. 142 f.). The
excavations at Gezer show that Egyptian infliience
was strong there at least as early as 2500 B.C.,

and this influence continued throughout the entire

history of tliis city (PEFSt, 1903, p. 309). Scarabs
of every ilynasly from the Vlth imward have been
found in the variims levels, and are an important
aid in determining the chronology of the mound.
A funerary statue, bearing an Egyp. inscri])tion

of the Vltii dynasty, has also been found at Gezer
(PEFSt. lOii.-i, pp. 36, 125). From the jieriod of

the XI 1th dynasty a burial-cave has been dis-

covered, containing a number of interments that
are thoroughly Egyptian, with the exception of
embalming (PEFSt, 1905, p. 316 ; 1906, p. 122).

A stele and a statuette of the Xllth dynasty have
also been unearthed (PEFSt, 1904, p'. 121 ; 1906,

p. 122). The traces of early Egyptian influence in

Taanach and Megiddo are less numerous ; still they
are not wanting. The seal-cylinder of the Ham-
murabi period, discovered by Sellin at Taanach,
bears also Egyptian emblems—an interesting
evidence of the meeting in Palestine of the two
great civilizations of antiquity. Under dynasties
XVIII.-XIX. (1600-1200 B.C.) Canaan was almost
continuously under Egyptian rule, and its civili-

zation received a strong Egyptian impress. A
large Egyp. hieroglyph of the XlXth dynasty
indicates the existence of an Egyp. temple or
palace at Gezer (PEFSt, 1908, p. 200). At Tell
esh-Shihab, near Damascus, there is a votive stele

of Seti I. (PEFSt, 1904, p. 78). At Saadiyeh,
east of the Sea of Galilee, is a monument of

Hamses II. (ZDP V xiv. p. 142), and at the mouth
of the Nahrel-Kelb, near Beirut, are inscrijitions of

several Egyp. kings. In view of these facts, it is

not surprising that Egyp. religion found consider-
able acceptance in ancient Canaan.

1. Hathor, the Egyptian goddess of love, was
early identified with 'Ashtart, as is sho^vn by
the artistic representations of this goddess. She
has frequently the horns and other attributes of

Hathor (see above, \>. 182). The Ba'alat of Gebal
was represented in precisely the same manner
a,s Hathor, with the solar disk between two horns
(Meyer, Gesch.- ii. 1, p. 394), and in Egypt she was
known as the Hathor of Gebal (Miiller, Asien,
p. 314).

2. Bes, the ugly dwarf-god, was more popular
in Canaan than any other Egyptian deity. Numer-
ous images of him are found in the mounds at
all levels (PEFSt, 1903, p. 122 ; 1904, p. 288 ; Sellin,

Tell Ta'annek, p. 105).

3. Other Egyptian figures, supposed to represent
Ptah, Osiris, Sebek, etc., have been found in

single specimens (PEFSt, 1903, pp. 48, 122; Sellin,

Tell Taannck, p. 107).

4. Scarabs were used as amulets in Canaan as
in Egypt, and were buried with the dead. They
have been found in large numbers (PEFSt, 1902,

p. 365; 1903, pp. 21, 390; 1904, pp. '20, '224; 1905,

pp. 186, 188 ; 1907, p. 266 ; Sellin, Tell Ta'annek,
p. 111).

5. Amon-Re, the patron of Thebes, and the
chief god of the empire so long as Thebes was
the capital, received much compulsory service

in Canaan during the period of the Egyptian
supremacy. After his victorious campaigns, Thut-
mose III. gave three cities in Northern Syria
to Anion (Breasted, Anc. Rec. ii. 223). In the
Amarna letters (Knudtzon, 59. 9) the people of

Tuniii say :
' The gods and the (wooden) mutash.ihu

ncipriUan of the king of Egypt dwell in Tunip.

'

Rib-Addi of Gebal invokes Anion as 'the god of
the king' (Winekler, 54. 4). In another letter he
couples him with the Ba'alat of Gebal (Winekler,
67. 5). Anion also occurs in one of the tablets
from Taanach (Sellin, Tell Ta'annek. p. 119). In
other cases Anion was identified with the native
sun-god Shamash. Thus Bili-Addi combines
Shamash with the Ba'alat of tiebal in the same
manner in which he combines Anion (Winekler,
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87. 02 11".). Similiuly, wlien Abiiuilki of Tyre
calls tlie IMiaraoli .Shaiiiash, he is tliinkinj,' of
Airion (WiiukKr, I")!), (ill.). One Canaanitc bears
a iiaiiie conipouiKleil with Anion, namely, Aimiii-
hiithi (Winckler, i:!l). Uanises III. reconls llio

building of a teni])lc in Zahi, in Syria, where there
wa-s a trreat statue of this j^oil, to which the
people of S3'ria brou;;ht their pre.sents (Breasted,
Anc. lice. iv. 123). It was also customary for the
I'haraoh to send an irna^re of Anion to one of
his friends in ('aiiaan njion whom he wished to
confer honour. 'I'lins, in the reign of Kamses XII.
(<. 1100 li.c), lirihor, the high priest of Anion
at Thebes, sent a certain Wenanion t-o carry an
image called 'Anion of the Way' to (icbal, and
to bring back thence cctdar-wood (Breasted, Anc.
lice. iv. 27.S It".), Incidentally it is mentioned that
the forefathers of the king of Gcbal had spent
tlieir days sjxeriticing to Anion (p. 283). This
king of Gebal had a butler called Pen-Anion
(p. 284). The cnlt of Anion never took a strong
hold upon the allection of the Canaanites, for he
w.'is identihed in their minds with tlie exactions
of the Kg'yptian government. So soon as Egyptian
authority was relaxed, his worship died out, and
it ha.s left no traces in any of the jdaee-names
of the land. The report of Wenanion sliows clearly
how Anion had lost [irestige in Canaan by the
time of the XXtli dynasty.

6. The cult of the Pharaoh.—In Egypt the
Pharaoh was worshipped as an incarnation of
Ainon-Re, and in the palmy days of Egyptian rule
this dogma was enforced in Canaan. The image
of the king was set up in certain cities alongside
of that of Amon, and on stated occasions the
Syrian i>rinces were required to pay homage to
it (Winckler, 51. 9f.). The worship of the king
seems to have consisted chiefly in the burning
of incense ; hence, when a beleaguered town wislietl

to surrender, it .signified this by holding up a
lighted censer on its battlements (Miiller, Asicn,
p. 305). One of these censers found at Megiddo
is depicted in the frontispiece of Schumacher's
Tell cl-Mutc.<!cllim. The writers of the Toll el-

Aniarna letters address the king as 'my lord,

lord of the lands, my father, my sun, t!ie .sun of
heaven, the sun of tlie lands, my god, the breath
of my life.' Occa.sionally they append ' son of
Sliam.ash ' as a translation of the Egyp. title ' .son

of Ke,' with the absurd result that the Pharaoh
is entitled both 'sun' and 'son of the sun.'
These were conventional formulas that the
Cana;inites did not take at all seriously, and
the moment that Egj'ptian rule was relaxed the
worship of the Pharaoh ceased along with that of
his father Amon-Ke.

II. TlIK S.VXCTU.MilF,.'! OF CANAAN.— (ft) Hullf
citkn.—A large number of places in Canaan show-
by the meanings of their names that they were
set apart as sanctuaries.

Thus, in tlic nnnals of Thiitniose III., we meet gadesh, 'the
sanctuary ' (.\o. 1)- Aniarna Kiituhi ; Hosah, 'asvlum' (No. 3) =
Ainarna'//nji ; Tihhalh, ' s.ioriflee ' (No. C>)=f'iibHii (Amarna
127); 'So-r-p-'a, 'healing-place' (No. 29), cf. Jir])e-H (Jos
1S27); Akshaph, ' sorcery ' (No. 40); Uekalayim, ' two Ixjmplcs

'

(No. SiJ). In the Amarna letters we meet in Northern Syria
liit-arffay 'house of the new moon' (Knudtzon, S3. 29); Bil-
XIN-in (Winckler, 55. 31); Bit-tiri, 'house of the turtle-
dove' (?) {Winckler, 82. 12) ; Bur-tfrUm. 'the well of §elem'
(Winckler, "1. 04, 67); ifiduna, Sidon (from the ROd Sid) ; in
Palestine west of the Jordan, Ajalnna, 'sta<;-town' (Winckler,
173. 20); 13il-XlS-lB (Winckler, 183. 15); Cni-salim, 'city of
Shalem'; in Palestine east of the Jordan, .4sA(ar/i (Winckler,
142. 10, 237. 21).

.Many place-names in Israel show hy their meaning, or bv
something connected with them, that they are survivals of
ancient Can. sanctuaries. Such are Beer-Sheba, ' the well of
the Seven"; Uebron, 'alliance'; Carmcl, ' parden,' in Judah,
where a feast occurred (1 S '25-") and where there was a
standinir-stone (1 S 1512); Belh-'Analh, 'house of 'Anath

'

(Jos 10-'« etc.) ; Kirjalh-ynrlin, or lla'at Jvdah (Jos 16"), where
the ark was long deposited (1 S 6-i, 2 8 6^'); 'lin-.'ihnnesli.
'spring of the sun' (Jos 15' ISi'); MuidalGad, 'tower of

the god of fortune '(Jos ir>^'): Belh-Uhrm, ' hou.se of U-ihnm '

;

licth.Da<jon, 'house of Dagon ' (Jos i.*)-") ; Jabiw-el, 'a god
builds,' apparently the name of a deified ancestor (Jos ]5ii)

;

Ba'al-pcn^im, ' Lla'al of tlic clefts ' (2 S 5'-^*)
; Ba'at-hamtni

(Ca 811); -Emrk bn-ehth, v.nlley of the sacred tree' (1 S 17");
•JczrC'Cl, 'a god sows,' apparently a fleilied ancestor (Jos
15M)

; Nebo, named after the Bab." god Nairn (Ezr 221 104^)

;

Ir-nahaKh, 'city of the seriient' (1 Ch 4'-); 'Eme^-rephaim,
•the valley of the ghosts' (Josl!)''); Oilrial, 'the stone circle'
(Dt 11-"' etx:.) ; Mixpnh, 'a place of worship for the Israelites'
(l S "U Ifli'ff

) :
Unmrih, Mhr^ height,' where sacrifice occurred

(1 S 91'.:, rf. M .
:

'. 'ilb-ha-elrihun, 'the hUl of God'
(1 S lOS); /," . .<. r,,;,l of the palm-tree' (Jg 2033);
Gibemi, 'the 1: ./m. -.ii.ii' there was a great high place
(1 K 3-1); 'Aualiu'Ui, 'tin- Anaths,' where a family of priests
was settled (1 K •!-''', Jer 1'); A'od, where there «"as a temple
and a priesthood of Jahweh (1 S 22'-'tf-)

; Ba'al-hazor, ' Ha'al of
the entrlosure ' (2 S 13'-^)

; Beth-cl, ' house of the god
'

; Tirtmath'
lierea, ' precinct of the sun * (Jg 29) ; Ba'al-skaliaha (2 K 442) j

ShUoh, where there was a temple of Jahweh (1 S l'-*' '^)
;

Shechem, where there was a holy tree, ' the oak of the
diviner' ((in 12«, Ut 1130), a holy stone (Jos 242«), and on
altar (Gn 12? S.i'^'J) ; 'Ophrah, 'young gazelle,' where there
was a holy tree and a holy stone (Jg 0) ; Pir'athim, where
w-as shown the grave of the hero 'Abdon (Jg 12I-*')

; 'AyyaUm,
'stag-town,' where there was a grave of the hero 'Eyion
(Jg 121"'

; note the identity of the consonants in the name of
the hero and of the place); Jii^htaJi-H, 'the god opens'
(Jos 1914. '-T), apparently the name of a tribal hero : (libe'atk
kam-7noreh, ' hill of the oracle " (Jg 70 ; Kedesh, ' the sanctuary

'

(Jg 4", 1 Ch 657(7'-')); Shamir, 'guardiin,' the burial-place of
the hero Tola' (JglOi)

; mgdal-el,'to\miot the god," (Jos 19^*8):

Beth-shemesh, 'house of the sun ' (Jos lO^'f, 1 S 614- 18), called
also Ir-shemcsh. ' city of the sun ' (Jos 1941) ; A'e'i-el, ' trembling(?)
of the god" (.los 19-'7)

; Timnah, 'the sacred precinct' (Jg 14i

etc.) ; Ba'al-Uad (Jos 1117 etc.); Dan, 'the judge,' where there
was a temple (Jg 1830); 'Ashtaroth, 'the Astartes,' probably
to be read as a singular 'Aahtart (Jos V^^)=Be'esktarah, or
Beth-'Asldart (Jos 2127); Xaphon, 'the north' (Jos 1327);
Mizpah, 'the watch-tower,' connected with the legends of
Jacob and Laban (Gn 31), and a place of assembly for Israel
(Jg 11") ; Mahanaim, where the angels of God appeared to
Jacob (Gn 322. 3) ; Penml, 'face of the god' (Gn 3231); Ooren
ha-afad, where Jacob was buried (Gn 501-11) ; 'A^aroth, whence
llesha carried awav ' the altar of its beloved,' i.e. its god
(Mesfia /nsvr. line 2n) ; C<t'o;-Pe-or(Nu 253-5 etc.) ; Nebo, named
after 11- I M. -1 N'abu (Nu 323 etc.) ; Beth-Ba'al-Meon (Jos
1317); /; ' '', 'high pl.aces of the Ba'al' (Nu 2241, jos
131"); \ , , l,i-,„k of the god' (Nu 2119); shiHim, 'the
acacia- 1 iri was seduced to Moabite rites (Nu 251,

Hos ifi"). In ail these cases it is probable that we are
dealing with ancient Can. sanctuaries that were appropriated
more or less completely by the Israelites to the service of
Jahweh.

(h) S'lctrd natural objects.—The .sanctity of the
places that have just been mentioned was due in
most cases to tlie presence in them of some aw:e-

inspiring natural object in which the deity was
believed to manifest his jiresence. Such were
springs, trees, mount.ains, and caves. All of these
holy objects tij.-it nsc riit'ct in the OT were dcmbt-
less an inhcrilanri. iKnn the Canaanites (see BA-\i,,

vol. ii. [ip. -S.'> -'^s, where full lists are given).

The sanctuary at Sinai seems to have been a cave
(Ex 33", 1 K 19^) ; so also at Hebron (On 2.3»).

In Gezer a cave was reverenced by the primitive
Neolithic inhabitants, and retained its sanctity as
part of the high place down through Semitic times
(PEFSt, 1903, p. 24).

(c) lliijli /i/aces.— In connexion with such holy
objects, sailed enclosures, known as bani6t/i, 'high
places,' Were cstalilislied. In the earliest times
these were ojien to the sky, being merely fenced
ofl'from the adjacent territory' by walls or lines of
stones. The high place at Tell e.s-SAIi was rcct-

angnhir in form. .At tlie two ends there were
.sm.Mll (Ii.iiiiIh r-. .111,1 en mie ^i-jc w.'us the entrance
(Bli.- Mi.Mi lei. /;,,.-, r.-^,,«.v, fig. 9). Most of

the .-;iin tuiui'- Ml ( :inaaii were of this sinipli^ type,

and remained .so throughout the entire l~i,elni-h

period. No certain traces of covered lei]i]ile- li;i\e

been discovered in the excavations; iie\eiilieli--s,

it is certain that such temples existed in the larger
cities. We have noticed already the (me that
K.ani.ses III. built for Amonlte in Zahi, and in the
letter of Rib-Addi of Oebal (Winckler, 71. 59) we
read :

' Let not the king, my lord, neglect the city,

for there is much silver and gold in it ; great will he
the spoil in its temple (hit-ilani.ihi) if it is captured.'

The mention of 'god.s,' i.e. images, that have been
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carried oil' from other places also suggests that
there must have been houses in which these iniiiyes

were kept. A small terra-eotta model from Gezcr
rc]ircsoi\ts ji deity seated within a covered ediliie

(7'A7>7, 1908, p. 22). The OT alludes frequently
to tlie high places of the Canaanites, mostly in

commands to ilestroy them. The cqiiipment of the

high phu'es consisted of

—

1. Masseboth, or standing-stones.—In all Semitic
lands the most primitive and the most persistent

symbols of the deity were the massebOth, or

standing-stones (see Masseba). Tall, slender

stones were phallic emblems and represented male
divinities, while small conical stones depicted the
female breast and represented female divinities

(see "ASHTART, 4; Spoer, ZATW, p. 286). The
OT frequently refers to these as used by the
Canaanites, and commands that they shall be
destroyed lest they seduce the Israelites to worship
strange gods (Ex 23=^ 34'^ Lv 9.&, Dt V 12-').

These prohibitions date from a late period. In

early times Israel appropriated the massebOth of

its predecessors, and dedicated them to the service

of Jahweli. A large number of these sacred
stones are mentioned in the earlier writings of the
OT (see Baal, vol. ii. p. 287). They were probably
inherited from the earlier inhabitants of the land.

In the list of Thutmose III. (No. 11) we meet
Kirjath-nesib, ' town of the standing-stone

'

(MUUer, OLZ ii. 138). Tiie excavations have
revealed such pillars in the high places of all the
cities. At Tell es-Sfili there were three standing-
stones ^\'ithin the sacred enclosure (Bliss-MacaJister,

fig. 9). At Gezer there was an alignment of eight
huge stones. The second stone in the line from
N. to S. is much smaller than the rest, and has
been worn smooth by rubbing, kissing, or sacri-

ficing upon it. It was evidently the most sacred
object in the temenos, and the conjecture is reason-
able that it was the symbol of the mother-goddess
'Ashtart, whose plaques are found in such large
numbers in all levels of the mound. She was the
analogue of the ancient Semitic matriarch. Conse-
quently the seven tall stones in the line must
represent male divinities who were regarded as the
polyandrous consorts of 'Ashtart (see PEFSt,
1903, p. 25 fl'., 287 ; 1904, pp. 118, 196 ; Macalister,
Bible Side-Lights, p. 57 [a photograph of the
stones is given on p. 51]). The enormous number
of phallic emblems found in the strata covering
the Uoor of the high place prove that it was
devoted to the cult of the reproductive forces

of Nature (PEFSt, 1903, p. 36). Two pillars

surrounded with cup-marks were found by Sellin

in the high place at Taanach (Tell Ta'annek, p.

104). Pillars with cup-marks upon them were
discovered by Schumacher at Megiddo (Tell el-

Mutesellim, pp. 105 if., 125 flf., 163 ff.). These
pillars, unlike those at Gezer, are artilicially

hewn, and hence should perhaps be classified a!s

Immiiwinini rather than massebOth (see Baal, vol.

i'i. p. 287).

2. Asherim.—The Asherhn, or sacred posts, were
indispensable accessories of Canaanite high places
(see art. Poles). The Hebrews adopted these from
the Canaanites along with the -massebOth, and they
were used in the cult of Jahweh down to tlie

Deuteronomic reformation. After that time an
etl'ort was made to destroy them (Ex 34", Dt 7°

12^). At an early date 'Ashtart was confused with
her symbol, so that Ashera was used as a proper
name. She appears in Babylonia, in connexion
with the Aniorite migration, in tablets of the
Hammurabi dynasty. In one inscription set up
in honour of Hammurabi by a certain Ibi-

Ashratum, she appears as 'Ashratum, bride of the
king of heaven, mistress of luxury and splendour,
dwelling in the mountain, tlie merciful one who

reverently supplicates her husband' (Hommel,
Av/s. ti. Abh. p. 211 if.). In a seal published by
Sayce (ZA vi. 161) she is coupled with Raniman
in the same manner as 'Ashtart is coupled else-

where ; and in a hynm she is associated with
Amurru, the equivalent of Ramman (Reisner,

Uyinn. p. 139). In Babylonia, Ashera is regarded
as a goddess of the desert, or of the west-land
(Zinimern, KAT^ 432). Abd-Ashirta, 'servant of

Ashera,' is mentioned in the Amarua letters more
frequently than any other person. In one letter

(Winckler, 40. 3) he calls himself ' Abd-Ash-ta-
[ar\-ti, i.e. 'servant of 'Ashtart,' which .shows the
equivalence of the two names. In one of the
tablets from Taanach (Sellin, p. 113) we read :

' If

the finger of the goddess Ashirat shall indicate,

let one observe and obey.' The Cishlriin, being
made of wood, have not survived in any of the
mounds of Palestine.

3. Altars.—In the most ancient high places there

were probably no altars. The nmssebd served both
as idol and as altar. Subsequently a separate
stone or a mound of earth was set apart for purposes
of sacrifice. In the high place of Gezer no altar

was found, but a hollowed block of stone standing
near one of the pillars may have been used to

receive blood or offerings (PEFSt, 1903, p. 31).

At Taanach, in the lowest Semitic level, Sellin

formd a rock-hewn altar with cup-marks and a
drain for carrying oil" the blood (Sellin, pp. 34, 103).

A similar rock-altar was found bj' Schumacher at

Megiddo (Tell el-Mutesellmi, p. 155 ff.). In both
of these cases remains of sacrifices and religious

emblems found on the spot leave no doubt as to

the character of the stone blocks. The altars of

tlie Canaanites are mentioned repeatedly in the
OT (Ex 34", Dt V 12^ Jg 2=), and it is probable
that the famous altars which the Israelites traced
back to patriarchal times were derived from
their predecessors (Gn 12"- 13^-" 22^ 26'-» SS^"

351''-)-

4. Images. — Images were not a part of the
equipment of most of the high places, for in early

times the masseba served both as idol and as altar.

The OT mentions ma^scbtjth, hammuntm, clshertm,

and altars, as found in the Canaanite high places,

but rarely images (Jg 6=^, 2 Ch H^-e 34-'-''). Never-
theless, idols were in use in the larger cities. In
an Amarna letter (Winckler, 105. 27) Rib-Addi of

Gehal wTites to the Pharaoh :
' If no troops are at

hand, then send ships that may fetch us alive to

my lord along with the gods. Here evidently
images are meant. In another letter (Winckler,
138 rev. 18 ff.) Akizzi of Qatna writes: 'O lord,

thy fathers made Shamash, the god of my father,

and put their name upon him. But now the king
of the Hittites has carried off Shamash, the god of

my father. Let the king know, accordingly, how
it stands with the god : and if Shamash, the god
of my father, is to return to me, then let the heart
of my lord care for him and give gold for Shamash,
the god of my father, as thy fathers have done,

and let my lord put his name upon Shamash along
with the former one.' This shows that in this

period, as in later times, idols were taken prisoners

of war, and that conquerors were in the habit of

carving their names upon them (cf . KIB i. 26 f
.

;

ii. 62f., 130f.).

Images such as might have been used for public

worship have not been found in any of the mounds
of Palestine. The 'Ashtart plaques, which have
been excavated in such nimibers, were apparently
not meant for worship, but for presentation as gifts

to the goddess, like the votive figures that have
been discovered at the Argive Hera>um, Delos, and
other ancient Greek sanctuaries. The fact that
they are always broken shows that, when they
had accumulated in too great quantities, they
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were destroyed by the pi'iests in order to prevent
their l)eing used a;,';!!!!. Ap.art from tliese, and
the little ligures of deities imported from E";ypt,

representations of j^ods in linnian form arc rare in

Canaan. It is nncertain wlicllier tlio few statu-

ettes tliat liave been f(nind aiu really idols (PEFSt,
1907, p. 246 ; 1008, p. 23 ; Si-liuin"aulier, Tell cl-

Mutescllim, p. 51 ; Vincent, C'unaan, cli. iii. ).

Evidently fetish -stones continued to be the chief

symbols of the great gods down to late times.

Figures of animal gods are more common (see

above, p. 181).

III. Religious rites of the Canaanitk.s.—
I. Animal-sacrifice.

—

UFassih/'ith and altars imply
the e.xistence of sacrifice. We must suppose that
the zcbah, or .sacrificial meal, as it was practised

among the Arabs, Hebrews, and other Semites,
existed al-so in Canaan. Animals that were re-

garded as projier for food were brought to the

sacred stone or altar and were slain upon it, and
the blood was poured out at the base of the stone.

Parts of the animal were then given to the god by
throwing them into a pit, or by burning ; and
other parts -were eaten by the worshipjiers in a
meal of communion. The report of Wenamon
speaks of a daily sacrifice offered in the fortress of

Zakar-ba'al, king of Gebal (Breasted, Anc. Eec.

iv. 280 f.). Direct evidences of animal-sacrifices

are not frequent in the mounds, since the eating of

the animals resulted in the scattering of their

skeletons. Nevertheless, accumulations of bones
in the strata near all the high places make it

evident that among the Canaanites, as among the

early Hebrews, every slaughter was at the same
time a sacrihee (cf. PEFSt, 1902, p. 32).

2. Infant-sacrifice. — Traces of infant-sacrifice

are much more clear. In the Canaanite levels of

all the mounds, jars containing the bones of new-
born infants have been found in large numbers,
buried beneath the floors of the high places, under
the corners and thresholds of houses, and in other
places where .sacrilice would naturally occur
(Petrie, Tell el-Hesy, p. 32 ; PEt'Ht, 1902, pp. 303,

352; 1903, p]!. 32 If., 121; 1904, p. 119; 1906, pp.
63 f., 117 f., 159 ; Sellin, p. 35 ; Schumacher, p. 18).

With the.se infants wore deposited small jars ('on-

taining food and drink. In some instaiicis the

bones showed signs of burning, but usually this

was not the case. The jars were often lilled with
tine .sea-sand. It is evident that first-born infants

were .sacrificed in honour of the nuither-godiless,

the giver of children. Such rites were common
among all the Semites (see Ammonites, vol. i. p.

391) ; it is not sur|iri.sing, therefore, to find them
among the .\morilps.

3. Sacrifice of adults was not so common as

sacrilice of children; still it was occasionally

practised. In several ca.ses the ui)pcr halves of

iMjdies have been found in tombs, wliilo the lower
halves are missing. The analogy of rites in other
parts of the world leads to the conjecture that
these are cjuses of sacrifice (PEFSt, 1903, pp. 17 11'.,

51 ; 1908, p. 186). The skull of a man was fouiul

in the high place at Gezer (PKFSt, 1903, p. 225
;

1904, p. 118). In a bank of hard earth near the

high place a number of human bones were found
(PEFSt, 1903, p. 317). The head of a girl was
also found near the standing-stones (PEFSt, 1907,

p. 268). Kouiulation-sacrilices of adults, buried
under the comers of buildings, are frequent in

all the mounds [PEFSt, 1903, p. 224 ; 1904, ]>.

391; 1905, p. 198; 1908, p. 186; MNDPV, 1905,

p. 10).

4. Lamp and bowl deposits. — In the period
contemporaneous with Egyptian rule in Canaan,
deposits of lamps placed between two bowls begin
to occur under the corners or thresholds of houses,
in positions where formerly sacrificed infants were

buried. It is dear that these are intended as
substitutes for chilil-saciilice. The laniji, the
symbol of life, takes the place of the life of the
child. In a few cases both the sign and the thing
signified fire de]iosited togelher. Lamp and bowl
deposits become increasingly frequent in the ujiper

Canaanite and Israelite levels, and jar-burials

decrease in the same ratio, until, about the time
of the Exile, jar-burials cease allogethcr and oidy
lani]) and bowl deposits renuiin [PEFSt, 1903,

pp. 10 f., 228, 299, 30611'.).

5. Incense.—It is known from the Egyptian in-

serijitions that incense was offered to the Pharaoh
(Miiller, Askn, p. 305), and there is no doubt that
it was also ])resented to the gods. In the annals
of Thutmose HI. it is often mentioned as part of

the tribute from Canaan (see Breasted, Anc. Rcc,
Index, s.v. ' Incense '). The town Lchonah, ' frank-
incense' (Jg 21'"), is mentioned already in the list

of Thutmose III. (No. 10). Incense-burners have
lieen foimd in tlie mounds (Schumacher, Tell el-

Mntcsellim, frontispiece).

6. Libations must ahso have been ofi'ered, but it

is difficult to tell which of the ves.sels found in the
mounds were used for this purpose. A sherd of

the Israelite period from Lachish (Bliss, p. 102)
bears apparently the inscription lon^, ' for making
libation.'

7. Music.—A large rattle was found in the
temple enclosure at Gezer (PEFSt, 1903, p. 46).

Similar ones have been discovered at Lachish
(BlLss, pp. 117, 120), and at Taauach (Sellin, p. 19).

It is conjectured tliat they were used in the cult,

like the sistra of the Egyptians, to mark time in

the chanting of lij'mns. Musical instruments
were part of the spoil carried away from Canaan
by the Egyptians ; and two Egyptian instruments,
the ken'noru, or ' \yre,' a,T\At\\enatah,i, or 'castanet,'

have Semitic names, and were probably derived
from Canaan. The presence of musical instru-
ments implies the existence of song, and song
imiilies a development of poetry. If there was
secul.ar song, there was doubtless also song in the
service of the goils, as in Egypt and Babylonia.
Such poetic effusions addressed to the Pharaoh as
we meet in the letters of Yabitiri, governor of

.lopi.a (Winckler, No. 214), or of Abimilki, king
of Tyre (Winckler, 149), would scarcely have been
po.ssible, if the scribe had not been familiar with
liymns to the gods. The long inlluence of Bab.
civilization in Canaan also makes it probable that
the ]]salm-type of composition had already found
its way into that land.

8. Amulets, designed to protect the wearer
against evil inlluences, were worn by the Canaan-
ites in all periods. The most comnum type was
the so-called ' Uorus-eyes,' derived from Egypt,
and intended to protect the wearer agiiinst the
evil eye [PEFSt, 1903, p. 213; Breasted, ylnc/oii
licrordu. Index, s.v. 'Eye-amulets'). Eor other
types of amulets see Vincent, Canaan, p. 176 f.,

and artt. Chakm.s and Amui,et.s.

9. Divination.—In one of the cuneiform letters

from Taanach we read :
' If the linger of the

goihless Ashirat shall indicate, let one observe
and obey' (Sellin, p. 113). This shows that sooth-

saying was practised at sanctuaries, as in later

Israel. The existence of oracles is furtli(!r estab-

lished by the names of many Canaanitish holy
places: e.g. Akiluiph, 'divination' (.los U' etc.)

;

' En-mishpat, 'the spring of decision,' at Kadesk,
'the sanctuary'; the terebinth of morch, 'the
oracle' (Gn 12'''- 13'*); the terebinth ol me onenim,
' thcMliviners' (Jg 9") ; Gibeath ham-moreh, 'hill

of the oracle' (.Jg 7').

10. Priests.—Sanctuaries and oracles imply the
existence of priests who guarded the shrines and
cultivated the means of divination, like the old
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Ariib kahamit and the old Heb. k6h(lntm. In a
letter of Kib-Addi of Ocbal to the I'haraoh
(Knndtzon, 83. 52), niculion is made of a certain
' UiiiMiahnu, whose hnsband is Ishkuru, handmaid
of the Ha'alat.' Evidently she was a priestess of

till' yrciit u'liddess of Gebal. Akizzi of IJatna coni-

j)luius of liic llitliles tliat they have Imnird the

cit_v and carried away its _i;ods and its //iii-li jieople.

From the i<iniiexion mti-ti can hardlj- mean any-
thing else tlian ' priests.'

II. Prophets.—Tlie report of Wcnamon (c 1100

B.C.) relates of the king of Gebal :
' Now while he

sacrificed to his gods, the god seized one of the

noble youths, making him frenzied, so that he
said, Bring the god hither ! Bring tlie messenger
of Anion ! . . . Now, while the frenzied youth
continued in frenzy during the night, I found a
ship bound for Egypt' (Breasted, Ane. Rec. iv.

280). This sliows that the ecstatic prophets of

Ba'al and Ashera that we meet in later Heb.
history were no new thing among the Canaanites
(1 K 18").

Of other Canaanite religious institutions w^e have
no direct evidence, and can only draw inferences

from the analogy of the Hebrews and of other
Semitic peoples. In all probabOity the ritual of

the Canaanites did not differ greatly from that of

Israel in the pre-prophetio period.
Literature.—See the bibliographies under 'Amm, 'Ashtart,

and Baal, and, in addition, Petrie, Tell el-Uesy (1891) ; W. M.
Miiller, Asien und Europa nach altdgypt Denkmdlem (1893)

;

Bliss, A Mound of Many Cities (1894) ; Winckler, Die Thou-
tafeln von 2'ell-el-Amarna (,=KIB v., 1896 [Eng. tr. The Tell-el-

Amarna Letters]) ; Trampe, Syrien vor dem Eindringen der
Israetiten (1898) ; von Gall, Altisr. Kultstdtten (1898) ; Paton,
The Early History of Syria and Palestine (1901); Bliss-
Macalister, Excavations in Palestine during the years 1S98-
1900 (1902) ; Macalister, ' Reports on the Excavation of Gezer,'
PEFSt, 1902-9; Maspero, Hist. ane. des peuples d'orient

(1904 ff.); SeUia,Tell2Vanneka90i); Lagrange, Etudes sur
Us religions simltiques (1905); Kanke, Early Bab. Personal
Names.from the puhlished Tablets of the so-called Hammurabi
Dynasty (1305) ; W. M. Miiller, Egyptological Researches
(1906); Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt (1906-7), with
valuable index ; Petrie, Researches in Sinai (1906) ; Mac-
alister, Bible Side-Lights from the Mound of Gezer (1907)

;

Vincent, Canaan d'aprls Vexploratixm r^cente (1907)

;

Thureau-Dangin, ' Die sumer. und akkad. Konigsinschriften

'

(=Vorderai,iat. BibUothek, i. 1 [1907]); W. M. Muller,
'Die Pal.lstinaliste Thutmosis ni.,' MVQ xii. 1 [1907];
Hoschander, ' Die Personennamen auf dem Obelisk des
Manishtusu,' ZA xx. [1907] 246 ; Knudtzon, Die El-Amarua-
Tafeln (1907 fl.) ; Schumacher, Tell el-Mutesellim (190S)

;

Cook, The Religion of Ancient Palestine (1908); Breasted,
A History of Bgypf^ (1908) ; Cormack, Egypt in Asia (1908) ;

H. P. Smith, ' Theophorous Proper Names in the Old Testa-
ment,' in Old Test, and Sem. Studies in Memory of W. R.
Harper (1908), pp. 35-64 ; Spoer, ' Versuch einer Erklarung des
Zusammenhangs zwischen Dolmen, Mai- und Schalensteinen
in Palastina,' ZATW xxviii. [1908] 271 ; E. Meyer, Gcsch. des
Altertunis'^, i. (1909); Dalman, 'Napflocher,' in Paldstina-
Jahrbuch. 1908, pp. 23-53 ; Gressmann, * Dolmen, Masseben,
und Napflocher,' ZATW xxix. [1909] 113£f. ; Sellin, ' Profan
Oder sakral,' Memnon, ii. [1909] 211 ff. A useful summary of

recent results of research will be found in Driver's Modern
Research as illustrating the Bible (Schweich Lectures, 1908),

esp. Lectt. ii. and iii. LEWIS BAYLES PATON.

CANDLE.—The root of this word appears in

the Lat. candcre, ' to shine
' ; the term itself is

directly derived from candela, an old word in

Latin speech, having apparently the same meaning.
It came in with Christianity, and has held a
prominent place in our literature ever since, owing
doubtless to the use of candles in religious and
superstitious customs, and the figurative and sym-
bolical associations of thought connected witli this

use. The importance of the term in English speech
is well shown in Murray's OED. Here we shall

<'onfine attention to religious and ecclesiastical

usage.
The use of artificial lights in religious cere-

monies and observances is not by any means
confined to the Christian Cliurch ; it has been
characteristic of religious customs far into anti-

quity, and is not to be explained by considerations
of utility alone. It springs from a sense of the

symbolism inherent in Nature and in the powers
and energies of the visible world. The human
mind lias a <li'eii presentiment of a world behind
and aliiivc the sinises, and naturally sees in the
more striking |]h<'noMien;i of the world tlie images
and symbols of tilings unseen. Light is the most
ethereal of all material things, fullilling as it does
so many beneficent fuiiclioiis in the world, and has
long been consecrated in the sphere of religion as

a symbol of Deity, of Godlike qualities and powers,
of truth, purity, holines.s, of that which enlightens
and purifies the soul. In the Biblical sphere light

in its highest sense is given to man in Revelation
and in the institutions of religion, in which the
ideas of the former are embodied. Of this, the
golden candlestick in the tabernacle and the temple
was a symbol, since it suggests generally the light

which shone upon the world through law and
prophecy, and in the ordinances of religion. Simi-
larly, Christ calls Himself the 'light of the world,'

and He charges His people to be like the candle
which gives light ' unto all that are in the house

'

{Mt S'''). See small type below.
With the rise of gospel light upon the world,

the tj'pes and symbols of the former dispensation
were no longer required ; and the NT nowhere
enjoins the use of symbols even for its central

and essential conceptions. The Church itself is

the 'light of the world' (Mt 5"), and her light

should be such as to render material symbols of it

needless and superiluous. Yet it is likely enough
that the need which has created Christian art

would soon come to be felt, whenever men realized

the essential beauty of the Christian conceptions,

and the idea of the Church as the light of the
world would be the first to call for symbolic and
artistic e.xpression.

It may be noted by the way that the word ' candle ' has all

but disappeared from the EnRlish Bible. The RV of 1888 has
allowed it only in two places (Jer 2510, Zeph 112 [text, but marg.
' lamps ']). Why it should remain in these two solitary instances
is quite a puzzle to the reader, since v^r, the common Heb.
term for ' lamp,' stands in the text, and is so rendered in all

other passages. It seems pretty certain that ncr must mean
not ' candle,' but ' lamp,' since the lamps of the golden candle-
stick were fed with sacred oil. It seems probable also that
Auvyo? in the NT means ' lamp.'

Lamps (Xi'xcoi, luccrnm) were early in use among
the Greeks and Romans, as also among more
Eastern peoples, though earlier instruments of

light (taiiers, torches, candles) of various materials

and make may have continued among the poor.

Numerous specimens of lamps have been preserved,
some highly ornamental. In more primitive times,
lights were readily obtained from splinters of pine
or other resinous wood. These and other com-
bustible substances, steeped in oU or tallow and
fastened together with bark, could be used as
torches. We read also of torch-cases of metal or

clay, which, filled with suitable materials, could
produce a bright and steady flame. None of these
proved so convenient for ready and general use as

the primitive candle, which consisted of a wick of

oakum or of the dried pith of reeds or rushes,

steeped in wax or tallow. Besides its greater
convenience, it could be subjected to artistic treat-

ment in the moulding to adapt it for scenic effect

;

in consequence of which, doubtless, its supremacy
as a religious symbol was finally established.

We may take it as established beyond dispute
that there was no ceremonial use of candles or

lamps in Christian worship or in churches for the
first three centuries. Up to that time the spiritual

simplicity of worship as well as the strong antagon-
ism to heathen customs which characterized the
early days still continued, and found expression in

occasional protests against the corrupting effect of

heathen customs.
Tertullian (a.d. 200) inveighs in various places against the

burning of lamps and the banging of wreaths in porches in

honour of the gods. LactAutius (a.d. 300), in exposing the folly
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of hualhin worship, exclaims: 'They kindle lights to Hini as

though lie were in darkness.' ' If thev would contemplate that

heavenlv light which we call the sun, they would at once per-

ceive how God has no need of their candlfs.' 'Is that man
therefore to he tliovight in his senses who presents the Iij;ht of

candles and torches to Him who is the author and giver of light';

'

' But their gods, hecause they are of the earth, are in need of

light that they may not he in darkness ; and their worshippers,

hecause thev have no taste for anything hea\cnly, are recalled

to the earth even by the religious rites to which they are

devoted. Tor on the earth there is need of light, because its

system is dark. Therefore they do not attribute to the gods a

heavenly perception, but rather a human one ' (Div. Instit.

bk. vi. ch. 2).

Sucli |ir(iti'sts, liowever, soon ]>i'Ove(l unavailing

a^;ain.st tlic full tide of lieatlien custom which now
Iji'fian to LMtev the Church. With the conversion

of Constantine and the Imperial reco>:nition of

Christianity, the new religion found ready nominal
acceptance ; but many of the old customs continued

under new names and ditt'erent sanctions. We
hear first of the ceremonial use of lights at festivals

in the dedication of churches and at the tombs of

the martyrs.
Pauliniis of Nola (a.d. 407) thus describes the feast of St. Felix,

to whom his church was dedicated :
' Lights are burned, odorous

with waxed papyri. They shine by night and day ; night is

radiant with the brightness of the day, and the day, itself bright

in heavenly beauty, shines yet more with the light of countless

lamps.' Jerome fully acknowledges the prevalence of the cus-

tom, which he excuses on the ground of the ignorance and
simplicity of laymen or superstitious women, though evidently

he sympathizes with it. He states that throughout the East

'candles are lit at the reading of the Gospel in full sunshine,

not on account of the darkness, but as a token of joy' (A';;, ad
liipar.).

From the 4th cent, onwards and down through
the Middle Ages, the custom is not only fully

established, but is held in the greatest honour.

Candles are burnt everywhere in the worship and
on all high occasions, iii festal services and proces-

sions, at baptisms, marriages, and funerals. They
stand on the altar, thej' are placed Ln front of

images and shrines, they are offered as votive

ollerings to God and to the saints, with praj-er for

recovery from sickness or for other benefits. There
is hardly any service or ceremony by night or day
which can be observed without them.
Some contend that the rapid spread of the custom is explained

by supposing that it was simply the continuance of an earher

practice when Christian worship was observed in the darkne-ss

of the night, or in places like the ciitaconihs from which the

daylight was excluded. 'The necessary lights of one period

heranic the ceremonial lights of the next' (Smith, DCA ii. Mi).

This supposition seems improbable and unnecessary. Heathen
customs, religious symbolisms, the obvious attractions of

artistic display, and scenic effect, together with the universal

drift towards 'externalism and superstition—all these combined
otTer sufficient explanation.

In relating the origin of the festival of Candle-

mas (q.v.), originally a commemoration of our

Lord's meeling with Simeon and Anna in the

temple (Lk 2'-"'''-®), but afterwards celebrated in the

West at the Feast of the Purification {t'nnilcliirin),

an old writer (Jacol) de Voragine, collector of tlie

Golf/'ti Lrrji:)itl) aflirms that this festival succeeded

to .-md continued an earlier cu.stom. ' Since it is

dilticult,' says he, ' to relinr|uish custom, the Chris-

tians I onver'tcil to the faith from among the nations

finnid it dillicnlt to abandon this heatlien pr.actice,

and .so I'dpi- Si'vgius clianged it into sonn-thiiig

better, that the Christians, in honour of the blesse(l

mother of the Lord, might on this day (Feb. 2)

enlighten the whole world with lighted candles

and wax tapers which had been lilessed' [PliE^,

art. ' Lichtniesse'). This was pre-eminently the

Feast of Candles, in which candles were solemnly
blessed and distrifmteil among the ]icople, who
marched with them afterwards in procession through
the city. The Christian reference of the ceremony
was to the words of Simeon : 'a Light to lighten

the Gentiles.' The higher reference of the custom
is seen in the prayer offered in the consecration of

the candles :
' Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the living

God, Thou true light which lightens every man
who Cometh into the world, we pray Thee to bless

these candles, that, wherever they arc lighted, our

hearts, enlightened by the invisible lire and jmiity

of the Holy Ghost, may be freed from all blind-

ness of sin and vice, and that after the dark and
dangerous pilgrimage of earth we may enter into

everlasting light.' Candles so blessed were thought

to be a sure protection from many suiierslitious

fears, a shield from thunder and lightning, blight-

ing of the fields, diseases of cattle and other evils,

especially the wiles of the devil.

It should be freely admitted that the higher

reference of the custom and the Christian symljol-

ism embodied in it were generally kept in view,

and occasionally explained and enforced by the

clergy. It was" enjoined that the candles should

be of wa.\ alone, and not of tallow or other sub-

stances. 'The fragrant wax, the labour of the

bee which dies when its work is accomplislied, has

mystic significance. It is drawn from tlie best

juices of plants, and has the highest natural worth
as a material for offerings.' The symbolism also

might vary with the occasion. 'The ba|)tism

candle denoted the splendour of good works which
open the door to the heavenly wedding-feast; the

bride's candle, purity and sincerity of heart ; the

grave candle, the everlasting light of heaven which
the dead enjoy ; the Easter candle, the light of the

world which breaks the power of death ; the bivm-

ing lights on the altar denote the Church, the

lijdit of the world' (PEE\ loc. rit.].

Yet it is i)atent to all that the custom has been

the source of wide-spread and debasing superstition.

This is strikingly seen both within the ranks of the

clergy, where the observances were subject to pre-

scribed rules, and among the people at large, where,

as among the Rus.sian peasantry at the present

<lay, a consecrated candle is a charm for every evil

they can think of. The minute prescriptions to

regulate their use on ordinary and high occasions

were calculated to induce false and superstitious

conceptions among an ignorant or poorly educated

clergy, and many old popular delusions which
originated in these customs are hardly yet extinct.

At tlie Keformation the use of candles was
abolished in all the Reformed Churches. They are

still to bo .seen on the altar in Lutlieran Churches,

where they are retained as a symliol ; also in many
Anglican Churches.
LiTERATCRE.—In addition to works cited above, the reader

may consult Smith's DCA; Brand, Popidar Antiq., 1813;

Chambers, Ilonk of Days, 1S63-G4, .s. o.

A. F. SiMl'.SON.

CANDLEMAS.— I. Name.—'Candlemas' is the

old English name for the Festival of the Blessed

Virgin Mary on Feb. 2, which is called in the

English Prayer Book ' The Presentation of Christ

in the Temple, commonly called The Purification

of Saiut Marv the Virgin.'
There is c^.il i if to its use— in the Anglo.Saxon

Chronicle nii'l' ii 1 1 : King .'^wegen ended his days ' (o

fdJideima-vs,/:, '- / w.r^iarii' ; in a metrical Homily of

i:i"5 : 'Thi-lii-t 1 ":. >-' iiiililmesse, The totlier .Marycs clens-

ing esse. The thredCrisles meting escald '(.«<(.. //"-" I ); I'l

.\rn"l'le, r/iro)i., under date 1521: 'Candylm.iM rl, i^ i r.

llic Kynge and the sayd Duke of Burgoyn bare i i ,. i
i

l/Kstrangewritesunder date 1655: ' Feliniary tin jtjlu-'i :.i:y

if you please call it Candlemas night) had been time cut of

minde celebrated at Court with somewhat more than ordinary

solemnity ' (JIurrav, OED, s.v. ' Candlemas ').

The name is not peculiar to England. In tVatice, itwas
formerly called ' la Candeli6re ' ; to-day it is ' la Chtuuieleur.' In

Italy it is called 'Candelora' or 'Candclara.' Villam in his

Chronicle of Florence (vi. 33), under date VMH, records the ex-

pulsion of the Guelfs by Frederic ii. 'la notte di S.anta Maria

Clandelaia.' The Danes used the term ' liendelmcss' (Olaus

Wonnius in Faati Danici), and the Oerinans call it 'Licht-

messe,' or ' Mis.''a luminum ' (du Caiigc, Glossar. ad Script. Med.

H inf. Lat., s.v. ' Candelaria ').

The name is derived from the custom of carrying

candles, torches, and tapers in the .solemn pro-

cessions on this day- a cnslom which is attested

by Bede in the early part of the 8th century :

'' Sed banc lustrandi consuetudinem bene mutavit Chrisliaiui
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religio, cum in niciiso eodein ((.*'. Fobruario), die S. Mariae plebs
universa cum Sacerdotibus ac Ministris, hymnis modulaUe vocia

l>cr Kcclcsias, perque congrua urbia loca procedit, datosque a
Tontiflre cunrti ceroos in manilius gestant anleutea' (Ded. de
liitlinih- TtiiiiK c, U), ap. du Canijre, Inc. cit.),

'I'liis ilesoiiptiou of the I'aiicUemas procession and
tho referi'iKo to the Festival of tlie Ypapanti
Domini— tlic Greek title of tlie Festival—in the
Ultirtijrologium of Bede are the earliest witnesses
to Candlemas in this country {DACL ii. 640).
Baronius in his Martyrologium Roinamim says that in the

oldeat codices the Festival has a variety of names :
' Festum

Simeonis et Annae,' ' Presentatio,' * Occursus/ ' Purificatio,* and,
anion'T the Greeks, 'Hypapante* or *Hypant-e.' This last title

was also uaed in the West, and is equivalent to the word
' Ocoursus.' It also witnesses to what was perhaps the original

thought of the Festival, the coming of Christ to the Temple,
which is the note struck in the Invitatorium in the Roman
Breviary :

' Eoce venit ad tcraplum sanctum suum Dominator
Dominus ; Gaude et laetare Sion, occurrens Deo tuo.'

2. Origin.—This has been until lately the subject
of <'onsiderablc difference of opinion. Baronius
refers to the statement in the Historia Miscella,

which here rests on the authority of Paulus
Diaconus (oh. 709)

:

' Anno decimoquinto Imperii Justiniani (541), mense Octobre.
facta est mortalites Byzantii. Et eodem anno Hj-papante Domini
sumpsit initium, ut celebr.aretur apud Byzantium, secunda die
Februaril mensis' (Muratori, Reruin Hal. Script, l. i. 108).

He also refers to the statement of Georgius
Cedrenus, a later authority, whose Compendiinn
goes down to the reign of Michael VI. Stratioticus

(1057). Cedrenus records the institution of the
Festival under the reign of Justin (His/. Compeyid.
in Hist. Byzant., torn, vii., Ven. 1729), and the
combined witness of the Historia Miscella and of

Cedrenus is sufficient authority for recognizing the
institution of the Festival at Constantinople on
Feb. 2, either under Justin or under his successor
Justinian—in either case probably through the
influence of the latter.

But the discovery of the Peregrinatio Silviae

by Gamurrini in a MH at Arezzo (Gamurrini, ,S'.

Silviae Aquit. Peregrinatio ad loca sancta, Rome,
1887), now known to be the Percgritiatio Egeriae
(Dom Ferotin, Paris, 1903), has thrown new light

on the early recognition of the Festival. The
]iilgrimage took place c. 385. The F'estival of the
Presentation was celebrated in the Church of the
Anastasis at Jerusalem with great pomp. It was
called the Quadragesimae de Epiphania, There is

the procession such as is described by Bede three
centuries later. Priests and bishops preach on
the Presentation, and the dominant note is that
of the ' Hypapante,' the ' Occursus,' the ' Festum
JSimeonis et Annae' of Baronius (cf. Duchesne,
Uriqines^, p. 499).

I'he transference of the Festival from 14tli to 2nd
Feb. was due to the institution of the Festival of

Christmas (q.v.) on Dec. 25. This was unknown at
Jerusalem in 385. Chiysostom refers to the Festival
of Christmas in 386, as having been introduced into
Antioch about 375. It is a Festival of the Latin
Church (Duchesne, p. 258). And the forty days of

the Purification according to the Law would lead
to the institution of the Festival of the Presenta-
tion on Feb. 2. It was perhaps under the influence

of the traditions of the Latin Church of the Danube
ProA-inces that Justinian, whose home was in Dar-
dania, between Old Servia and Macedonia, intro-

duced the Festival into Constantinople. Evans
has pointed out ' the loyal adherence to Western
orthodoxy and the See of Rome ' which was shown
by the Dardanian bishops (Antiquarian Researches
in Hhjricum, pts. iii.-iv. p. 133, AVestminster,
1885). Tlie inference is that the Festival was kept
in Illyricum and in tlie Church of the Danube at
the close of the 5th century.
There is no evidence to show at what date the

Festival was first held at Koine. Baronius states
that it was instituted by Pope Gelasius (492^96)
as a check to the heathen Festival of the Lupercalia

(Mart. Pom. p. 87), but the statement rests on no
evidence (see DCA ii. 1141). Batiflol (Hist, da
Br(v. rom. 134) says that the only Festival ob-

served in early days in honour of the Blessed Virgin
at Rome was the Octave of Christmas, Jan. 1.

Tho four Festivals of the Nativity (Sept. 8), the
Annunciation (March 25), the F'alling Asleep or
Assumption (Au". 15), and the Purification (F'eb. 2),

are not attested earlier than the time of Pope
Sergius (687-701). The statement of the Liber
Pontificcdi-s, as Baronius points out, does not
necessarily go beyond the order of the Litany or

Procession from S. Adriano to S. Maria Maggiore
(Anast. Bibl. l.\xxv. ; Murat. Ecr. Hal. Scrijit. III.

i. 150).

There is an earlier witness in Gaul, in a
sermon of Eligius of No3'on (ob. 665), in which
mention is made of the candles ('de eo mysterio
cereorum' [Baronius, Mart. Pom.']). Whatever
may be inferred from these scant references, there
is witness for the observance of the F'estival in

Jerusalem in 385, in the Danube Province c. 500,

in Constantinople in 542, in Gaul c. 650, and in

Rome c. 700. It is in keeping with the traditions

of Rome that it should be the last to witness to

a Festival which had apparently already been estab-

lished in the more Celtic provinces beyond the Alps.

3. Threefold character.— The Calendarg and
Service Books of the Church throw light on the
threefold character of the Festival—as a Feast of

our Lord, a Feast of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and
a Feast of Lights.

The earliest liturgical reference is in the Gclasian
Sacramentary , the earliest MS of whicli dates from
the end of the 7th century. The Vatican MS has the
title ' in Purificatione Sanctae Mariae,' the Rlieinau
MS ' Sancti Simonis,' the St. Gall MS ' Sancti
Simeonis,' and the edition of Gerbert, perhaps from
the lost Zurich MS, ' Yppapanti ' (Wilson, Gel. Sacr.

p. 166). This is evidence that the name of the
Festival was not as yet fi.xed, and that beyond the
Alps the prominent thought was the Feast of

the Presentation. The titles ' S. Simeonis ' and
' Yppapanti ' agree with the notice in the Liber
Pontificalis.

The Gregorian Sacramentary represents the use
at Rome at the close of the 8th century. The first

part of it (Murat, cols. 1-138) is the Sacramentary
sent by Hadrian to Charles the Great, between 784
and 791 (Duchesne, p. 120 ; Wilson, Missal of
Robert of Jumiiges, p. xli). The Festival is en-
titled Ypp>apanti ad S. Mariam. The first Collect

is ' Oratio ad Collectam ad S. Adrianum.' Then,
as a title to the Collect for the day, is the note
' Missa ad Sanctam Mariam Majorem,' The
Collect is that of the English Prayer Book and
the Roman Missal, a Collect of the Presentation.
The ' Collecta ad S. Adrianum,' with its prayer
' Erudi, quaesumus, Domine, plebem tuam,' is the
prayer for the Litania at S. Adriano instituted by
Pope Sergiiis (Murat. Sacr. Greg. p. 22). It is

to be noted that the Preface for use ' in Purifica-

tione Sanctae Mariae ' from the Vatican Codex and
the Codex Othobonianus (ih. 273,297) is the Preface
' V.D. . . . Dens quia per incarnati,' the Preface
for Christmas Day. This is still the rule in the
Roman Missal, and it is the link which joins Candle
mas to Christmas.
The Saint-Amand MS of the Roman ordincs is

an important witness to the Candlemas Procession
at Rome. It is a MS of the Sth cent., and is

therefore of the same age as the Gregorian Sacra-
mentary. At early dawn there was a gathering,
or collecta, at the church of S. Adriano in the
Forum. All the diaconal regions and all the titular

parishes were represented, and with lighted candles
awaited the Pope at the church. It was a meeting
of the ' plebs,' on the very site of the Comitium, in
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tlio Curia, wlieic in liygoiie years tlie Cumitln
triliuta liad assembled. The choice of S. Ailriano
for this collecta is therefore not without iiiiportancu
in tlie history of tlie l''estival at Rome, and tlie

orntio ad Collcctain must certainly be read in con-
nexion with the traditions which probably still

liuiij; round this old meeting-place :
' Erudi, quae-

suinus, Domine, plebem tuam (Murat. Sacr. Greg.
p. '22). The I'ope and the deacons vested them-
selves in black (vcslimcnti.i nigris). The Procession
was then formed. Seven crosses were borne, pro-
bably at the head of the seven 'diaconiae' ; then
came the priests and subdeacons; last of all, the
Pope with the deacons. Two lighted candles were
carried before him.
Thus the Procession left the Foriini for tlie

church of S. Maria Magglore. On nearing the
atrium the Pope bade the choir sing the Litany
again three times. ' Et ipsa die non psallitur
Gloria in excelsis Deo.' The black vestments and
the hushing of the Gloria lent a special note of
solemnity to this service. It gives gi'ounds for
thinking that there is something in the suggestion
of I'aronius that the Festival was introduced into
Home to counteract the Festival of the Lupercalia
(Duchesne, App. p. 479).

The earlier bervice Books of the Middle Ages
still give empha-sis to the idea of the Presentation
of Christ. It is in the later Service Books that the
Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary takes a
more prominent place. In the Metrical Martyr-
ology of Oengus the Cuklee {c. 800), it is noted
as ' The rece])tion of Mary's Son in the Temple,
sure, inestimable '(Whitley Stokes, 7l/a)-<.o/Oen)7«s,
Henry Rradshaw Society, vol. xxix., 1S80, p. 58).

'J'lie Lcofric Missal represents the use of the
English Church before the Conquest. The earliest
part of the Missal (Leofric A), c. 900-950, repro-
duces the order of the Gregorian Sacramcntary,
with, however, the Epiphany Preface instead of
the Preface :

' Deus . . . quia per incarnati.' The
l''estival has the title ' Purifn:atio Sanctae Mariae '

(Waneii, I.rnfric. Missal, 1883, p. 70). The second
pjirt (Leofric 1!) is a calendar of the date 975-1000.
The ' Purilicatio Sanctae Mariae' is distinguished
i)y F as (me of the tJreater Festivals (ib. p. 24).

The Third Part (Leofric C) is of the date of Leofric,
Bishop of Exeter (1050-1072). There are several
prayers which belong to lli.' ('^iinilimas Procession,
an<l enter into the lal<'r Sc r\ \r,- Hunks.
These prayers and ant ipliDji- illustrate the three

a.spects of Candlemas. It is a Feast of Lights, in
which there is a Blessing of Fire and a Blessing of
Light, in honour of Him who is the Light of the
^yorld, a Light to lighten the Gentiles. It is a
l''east of the Presentation, or Festival of Simeon,
wIk) is mentioned in more than one of the prayers.
It is a Feast of the Blessed Virgin :

' geiietricis
tuae, cnjus hodiae festa percolimus ' (Leofric
Missal, pp. 203, 204).

The Missal of llohrrl nf Jnmiiges, Bp. of London
(1044-1050) and Archbisho]) of Canterbury (1051-
1052), is evidence of English use in the early years
of the nth century. The ilate of the MS is

1008-1025, or perhaps 1013 1017 (II. A. Wilson,
Mlisttl of Robert of .himiigcs, H.B.S. vol. xi.

p. xxiv). The title in the Calendar is ' Pnrili-
catio Sanctae Mariae ' (ib. p. 10). The prayers for
the Blessing of the Fire and Candles and the
prayers for the Mass are both in the Sanctornle.
The Blessings come immediately after the Collect
fur the Festival of St. ISridget on Feb. 1, and as
there is a leaf wanting in the MS before the ml
Mi.'!sam of the I'urilication, AVilson thinks it pos-
sible that the candles were l)lessed on St. Iiridi;et"s
Day. ' Leofr. A has no mass for S. Brigid's Day '

(ib. ]). Iviii)—a fact which is important in its bear-
ing on the customs of Candlemiis Eve.

The anti])hon is much fuller than in l,eofric (;,

and has refercncte to Holy Sinn-on as well as the
lilessed Virgin. It is a Wil hr-> i., the older name
of the Festival. The i)niy. r m/ Mi^smn are tho.se
of the Gregorian Saeraiiii:iilary and the Leufric
Missal, substituting a Special Preface instead of
the old Christmas Preface. The Preface ' V. D. . . .

Deus. In exultatione ' has not been traced. Two
passages give its character :

' Dives in 6uo, pauper in nostro. Par turtiirum vel duos pullos
colunibarum vix sutticit sacriticio cacli terreque possessor. Gran-
devi Synieonis invalidis gestatur in maniljus a quo mundi rector
et dominus jiredicatur. . . . salvator.'

It is jirobably of Gallican origin (ib. p. 160). The
character of ihe antiphons and the Preface suggest
that the European or Gallican tyjie, as distinct
from the Koman type, gave emphasis to the idea of
the Presentation and the Meeting with Simeon and
Anna. ' The Purification ' was the title derived
from Kome.
The Benedictional of Archbishop Robert, a MS

written at Winchester towards the end of the 10th
cent., has the rubric ' Oratio ad candelas bene-
dicendas in Purifieatione Sanctae Mariae ' (Wilson,
Bcnedietiono.l of Archb. Robert, H.B.S. vol. xxiv.
p. 35). This is the only form given, and it is

followed by the Episcopal Benedictions in the Mass.
The later Candlemas rites are to be studied in

the Westminster Missal, a MS of the date 1362-
1386(Wickham Legg, H.B.S. vols, i., v., xii.). The
Mass is on p. 760. The whole of the Service except
the Sequence emphasizes the Presentation. The
Sequence is in honour of the Blessed Virgin.
The blessing of the candles is on p. 619, and is

ordered after Terce. The candles, together with
the special candela rotunda, are placed in readiness
before Terce, in front of the high altar. The abbot
enters, and the choir sing the responsory, ' Gaude
Maria virgo cunctas hereses sola intereniisti,' with
the verse ' Gabrielem arehangelum,' which is said
to have been composed by a blind cantor, and sung
first at the Pantheon (Batidbl, Hist, du Briv. rom.
p. 134). Its reference to 'hereses' and to the
' judeus infelix qui dicit christum ex Joseph seminc
esse natum ' is archaic. The Collect Dens qui
saliitis is the old Gregorian Collect for Jan. 1—the
ancient Koman Festival of the Blessed Virgin.
The candela rotunda, which is to be specially

(^msecrated, is then lighted, the cantor beginning
the antiphon ' Veuit lumen tuum,' which is an
Epiphany antiphon at Lauds in iheSarum Breviary.
Then follows the Blessing of the Light, after which
the candles are sprinkled with holy water and
censed, the cantor beginning the antiphon ' Hodie
beata virgo Maria puerum lesum praesentavit.

'

The candles are next distributed, and they, to-
gether with all the lights of the church, are to he
lighted de. liinihir hr/i.dicto—the large candela
rotunda y\\ur\: li.is l.r.ii specially ble.s.sed with the
old form of the ]:< inilirtin ignv!.

The Candlemas Procession at Westminster
Abbey in the 14th cent, emphasized the Blessing
of the Ivight, the Presentation of (Ihrist, and, in
the ancient responsory, the Virgin Birth.
The Candhiiins l'r<Mi'ssion in the Monasteiy at

Evesham in tlir lolli ((iit. diflered from the West-
tninster use (\\'il.-.on, 'J'hc Evesham Jiook, H.B.S.
vol. vi. p. 57). A procession was formed usque in
cryptam, where the Blessing of the Fire and of the
Candles took place, perhaps at the altar of St.
Mary 'in cryptis.' This is a relic of the older
Benedictine use, which ordered that the blessing
should take place 'extra projiriam ccclesiam.'
When they reach the crypt, the .-Uibot precedes
and stands near the candles while the antiphon
'(Jabrielcm' is sung. The abbot then blesses
the lire in the thurible, after which the candles
and tapers are blessed. The abbot next sprinkles
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the caudles with holy water imd censes them, and
then says ' Dominus voViiseum ' and the Collect

'Enidi, quaesumus, Doiuine, plebem,' the oratio

ad Collcctam i>. Adriani of the Gregorinn &icra-
mcntar;/. The ahbot then };oes to his place, where-
upon the precentor receives the candle prc]iarcd for

the .-vlihot, and li.uhts it from the lire in tlie lliurilile.

The iirriis oniKtiis, prolmMy tlie Dirn/iiiis r,ri-iis

nui iliiitnr iimritile in the Wotminster AIS Ucne-
ilielional mI Oxford, is borne before the abbot, and
the prociv-icm is re-formed and jiasses through the

cloisters lo the church. The ccrciis ornatus is then

placed 'super candelabrum juxta altare.' The
candles have to he carried during the Mass.

In the Salisbury Processional of 1445 (Chr.

AVordsworth, Salisbury Ceremonies and Processions,

p. 100), the large candle which was borne before the
bishop weighed six pounds. The Lincoln candle
weighed a stone.

There is an important comparative table of the
Blessing of the Candles in Legg's edition of the

Westminster Missal (pt. iii. pp. 1431-14,S2), which
presents many of the chief differences as well as

the points of agreement.
The later rites at the Procession, the Mass, and

the Hours may be found in the Roman and Sarum
Missals, and the Roman and Saruni Breviaries.

In the Roman rite, where the priest is vested in

a violet cope, there is no Blessing of the Fire, but
the candles after being blessed are distributed,

and the Niinc Dimiitis is sung with the antiphon
' Lumen ' after every verse. The Sarum Missal

(ed. Dickinson, p. 696) also omits the Blessing of

the Fire.

The Breviary Service of the Roman rite reflects

the old character of the FestiAal. The antiphons
at Vespers are those appointed for the Circum-
cision, the ancient Roman Festival of the Blessed
Virgin, and at Matins the Invitatory is ' Ecce venit

ad templum.' It is to be noted that the 'Te Deum is

sung to-day where Gloria in Excelsis was omitted
in the 8th cent, ordo of Saint-Amand. At second
Vespers the antiidion to Magnificat is ' Hodie beata
virgo Maria puerum lesum praesentavit.' The
Lections all refer to the Presentation.

The Sarum Breviary (ed. Wordsworth, p. 131)

has some variations. The Ninth Response, not
displaced by the Tc Deum, is the ancient ' Gaude
Maria, . . . Gabrielem,' and at second Vespers the
responsory is ' Gaude, gaude, gaude, Maria.' It is

noted that according to the Saruni Use the Festival

cannot be transferred.

The Festival is observed with characteristic

variations in the Ambiosian and Mozarabic rites.

In the lltli cent. Sacramentary of Bergamo of the
Ambrosian rite, it appears in the Calendar as the

PuriHcation (Z».4CjCi. 130!)). In tlie_ Breviarythe
Resp. in rlioro aX the First Vespers is 'Suscipiens

lesum in ulnis,' with the verse Nunc Dimittis
;

the Psallenda is ' Senex puerum portabat
' ; the

third Collect is 'Erudi'; and the Antiphona ad
Crucem is that of the Circumcision, ' Venite et

videte in Bethlehem Regera '—another link which
joins Candlemas to Christmas. This antiphon is

repeated only five times, whereas at the Feast of

the Circumcision (Jan. 1) it is repeated seven times.

The jNIozarabic rite has preserved the Blessing

of the Fire. The ordo ad bencdieendum candclas is

in the Mozarabic Missal (ed. Lesley, Borne, 1754,

p. 300). The fire is struck from flint :
' Et sculpatur

novus ignis cum scilice et ex lavone. ' The Benedictio

ignis is that of Leofric C, while the Preface is

t^iat of the Sarum Missal, with some very slight

difi'erences, its presence in the Mozarabic and
Saruni Missals showing the community of rite in

the West in the earlier ages of the Church.
The antiphon ' Lumen ' is sung after each verse

of the Nunc Dimittis. Then follows the Blessing

of the Light after the sprinkling of the candles.

The Collect differs from the Roman, referring to

Simeon and the ' Lumen ad revelationem gentium.'

The ' or.atio ad paceni' has a reference to puriliea-

tion :
' Domine lesu Christe . . . in te imjileta

omnia ostendisti : dum in te vero Deo et homine :

et )iurilicatio secundum legem exprimitur : . . .

A (lest u plebi tue ad te ex purihcatione venienti, et

presta incrementum muneris.' Is this a link ^vith

tlie Roman purilications of the month of Februaiy ?

The lii/atin is of special interest, since it is identical

with the Inlatio of the Circumci.sion, and yet has
an allusion to Simeon and Anna and the Presenta-
tion in the Temple. Is it to be inferred that in

earlier daj's the Presentation was observed at the
octave of Christmas but was transferred to

Candlemas to meet the needs of the Church to

check the February traditions of heathendom—the
sacred fire in the West, the lustrations in Rome?

4. Relation of the Feast of Candlemas to the

early heathen festivals.—The following points

stand out prominently in the liturgical evidence

:

the Blessing of the New Fire is emphasized in the

Evesham use and the Mozarabic rite ; the carry-

ing of the candles isi associated with the ' Lumen
ad revelationem gentium

'
; and the idea of purifica-

tion is preserved not only in the title of the Festival,

but in the oratio ad paceni of the Mozarabic rite.

This liturgical evidence is supported by the evidence
of folk-lore.

The Blessing of the New Fire, which, according
to the Mozarabic rite, must be newly struck out of

the flint, may perhaps link the Festival of Candle-
mas with the rites of Celtic heathendom. The
Celtic year began on Nov. I, which the Church
consecrated to All Saints. The 1st of May marked
the beginning of summer, and the Beltane tires of

May 1 compare with the Samhain tires of Nov. 1

(Rh^s, Celtic Heathendom, p. 518). The Church
consecrated May 1 to the Apostles. The 1st of

August is the gi'eat feast of the sun-god, the
Liighnasadh Fair or Lammas Day, which the
Church took over in honour of St. Peter. The
day was also marked in old time by its fires.

The 1st of Feb. was the fourth great Festival

of the Celtic year (Chambers, Book of Days,
Aug. 1 ; for further details, cf. Festivals [Celtic]).

Vallaiicey in a quotation from Cormac's Glossary
says

:

' In his time [i.e. the 10th cent.] four great fires were lighted

up on the four yreat festivals of the Druids ; viz. in February,
May, August, and November' (Brand, Popular Antiquities, ed.

Bohn, 1848, vol. i. p. 349).

It is not difticult to connect the Blessing of the
Fire with the ancient fires of Feb. 1; and the

Scotch custom of the Candlemas Bleeze or Blaze

{Book of Days, Feb. 2) was probablj' derived from
the sacred fires lighted on Feb. 1, which is still

dedicated to St. Bridget or St. Bride. Her sacred

fire was still guarded at Kildare in the time of

Giraldus Cambrensis (Wood-Martin, Elder Faitlis

of Ireland, 1902, voh i. p. 279). St. Bride has
entered into the heritage of the Goidelic Brigit, a
Minerva who presided over the three chief crafts

of Erinn (RhS^s, Celt. Heathendom, p. 75). Candle-

mas is connected with St. Bride by two traditions

of Scotch custom. One of these is described by M.
Martin in his ' Description of the Western Islands

of Scotland,' 1716 (Pinkertons Voyages, iii. 613)

:

'The mistress and sen'antsof each f.aniily take a sheaf of o.Tt3

and dress it up in women's apparel, put it in a large basket,

and lay a wooden cluh by it, and this they call Briid's Bed ; and
then tile mistress and servants cry three times, *' Briid is come,
Briid is welcome." This thev do just before going to bed'
(Brand, op. cit. i. 50).

There is another version from the MSS of John
Ramsay of Ochtertyre (Scotland and Scotsmen in

ISth Cent., ed. A. AUardyce, Edin. 1888, vol. ii. p.

447). The custom, according to Ramsay, was
associated with the night before Candlemas, thus
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liiikinj; the t'aiuUeiiias Festival with tlie oKler
Festival of Feb. 1. A bed wtis made of corn and
liay near the door. When it was iea<ly, some one
V ent out , and called three times :

' Bridget, Bridget,
come in ; thy bed is ready.' One or wore candles
were left burning near it all the night. Frazer
(GB- i. 2ii3) speaks of this as a representation of
the revival of vegetation in spring, and it is this
which links the folk-lore of St. Bridget with the
myth of Persephone (Seyllert, Diet, of Class. Antt.,
tr.^ ^e(tk^hip and Sandys, 1906, s.v. ' Persephone ').

There is another early instance of the association
of St. Bridget with Candlemas in Ma.xwell's
Bygone Scotland (p. 153)

:

'30lh Jan. loIO. It is ordanit that on Candlemas Day, as is
the yerhe ryt and custom of the burgh, in the liouor of God and
the Bhssit Virgin Mary, there shall be the processioun of crafts-
men, twa and twa togidr, socialie, als honourabily as they can.
And in the offering of the Play, the craftsmen sal fumyss the
Fagcantc ; . . . wobstaris and walcaris, Svmeon, goldsmiths,
the three Kingis of Cull.inc ; the litstaris, ' the Emperor ; . . .

the tailyours, Our Lady Sauct Brid and Sanct Elene . .
.'

' Our Lady Sanct Brid ' here takes an important
place in the Candlemas pageant, and it therefore
seems reasonable to associate the Blessing of the
Fire on Candlemas Day with the ancient Fire of
St. Bridget.
The Carrying of the Candles has also its early

associations, which were taken up by the Church
in honour of Him who came to be the Light of the
World, 'Lumen ad revelationem gentium.' The
mj'th of the rape of Persephone has reference to
the changes of the seasons. ' In spring, when the
seeds sprout up from the ground, she rises to her
mother [Demeter]' (Seytl'ert, op. cit. p. 472). Both
she and her mother Demeter are represented with
a lighted torch (ih. 473, 178). The Eleusinian
Mysteries were celebrated in honour of Demeter
and Persephone, and the return of Persephone to
the light was celebrated at the Lesser Mysteries,
which were held in the month Anthesterion,
which corresponds roughly with Februai-y. In
these Mysteries the carrying of torches was a
marked feature in the rite. 'The Scotch custom of
calling for Bridget on Candlemas Eve, and the
solemn carrying of candles at Candlemas, are only
diil'erent methods of giving expression in folk-

custom and religion to the ancient myth of the
spring return of Persephone. Baronius accepts
tlie principle of consecrating pagan mysteries to

the glory of Christ

:

' Putamus usuin ilium superstitionis Gentilium sacris ritibus
expiatnm, ac sacrosanctum redditum, in Dei Ecclesiara esse
laudabUiter introductum ' {Mart. Bom. p. 88).

The idea of purification is emphasized in the
oratio ad narcm of the Mozarabic rite. Baronius
regarded this as being the immediate cause of the
introduction of the Festival into Home. He refers

to the treatise of Golasius again.st the Senator
Andromachus on the abu-ses of the Lupcrcalia,
which was held at Koine on Feb. loth {ib. 87), and he
gives the letter in full in his Annals {sub ann. 49G).

It was a festival favoured by the women of Rome,
who looked for virtue from the thongs cut from
the skins of the goats sacriticed to Juno F'ebrualis.

The whole purpose of the Festival was purilication

( V"arro, vi. 3, bo). February thus became the month
of purilication, and the F'estival itself was a red-

letter day for the women of Koine. It is certainly
not an accident that Candlemas Day was called in

the North of England ' the Wives' F'east Day,'
and it was an inspiration of the Church to consecrate
tlie I'"ebruary F'estival to the honour of the Ble.s.scd

Virgin Mother of our Lord :
' Gaude, gaude, gaude,

Maria.' Nor was it an accident that the Candle-
mas Procession at Home was rejjresentative of the
whole city, and gathered at the church of S.
Adriano, tne ancient Curia on the Forum of Rome,
the meeting-place of the ' plebs.' It is this to
wiiich allusion is made in the Collect ' Firudi,
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quaesumus, Domine, plebem tuam . . . gratiae
tuae lumen concede.'

5. The Candlemas customs did not altogether
die out in England with the Reformation. Peter
Smart, a Prebendary of Durham, in 1628 alludes to
the practice of Cosin, Bp. of Durham :

'On Candleniass Day last past, Mr. Cozens, in renuinit that
Popish ceremonie of burning Candles to the honour of our
I^dyc, busied himself from two of the clocke in the afternoone
till foure, in climbing long ladders to stick up wax candles ii>
the said Cathedral Church ' (Brand, op. cit. i. 47).

George Herbert in his Country Parson (1675)
speaks of an ' old custom of saying, when light is
brought in, "God send us tlie light of Heaven";
and the parson likes this very well.' In a note to
the Gentleman's Magazine of 1790, a gentleman
visiting Harrogate said that at Ripon, a few years
before, ' on the Sunday before Candlemas, the
collegiate church, a tine ancient building, was one
continued blaze of light all the afternoon from an
immense number of candles' (Hone, Every-Day
Book, ed. 1830, vol. i. p. 205).

Herrick in his Uesperides alludes to the customs
of Candlemas, which was still the end of the Forty
Days of Christmas

:

' Down with the Rosemary, and so
Down with the Baies and Misletoe :

Down with the Holly, Ivie, all

Wherewith ye dresfc the Christmas Hall

:

That so the superstitious find
No one least branch there left behind ;

For look how many leaves there be
Neglected there (Maids, trust to me),
So many Goblins you shall see '

(Brand, op. cit. i. 49).
Sir Thomas Browne suras up Candlemas weather

in the [iroverh,
' si Sol splendescat Maria purificante.
Major erit glacies post festum quam fuit ante

'

(ib. 50).

This proverb is best Englished in the Scotch
lines

:

' If Candlemass Day be dry and fair.

The half o' winter's to come and mair
;

If Candlemass Day be wet and foul.

The half 0' winter's gane at Vule

'

(Chambers, Book of Days, i. 214).
Box might take the place of holly at Candlemas :

' Down with the Rosemary and Baves,
Down with the Misleto;
Instead of Holly, now up-raise
The greener Box (for show)

'

(Herrick, in Brand, p. 49).

And the old idea of the continuity of the Sacred
F'ire and Light is shown in the burning of the
Christmas Brand and its preservation till the
coming Christmas

:

' Kindle the Christmas brand, and then
Till sunne-set let it burne ;

Which quencht, then lay it up agen,
Til Christmas next returne.

Part must be kept whcrc^vith to t«end
The Christmas Log next yeare ;

And where 'tis safely ivept, the Fiend
Can do no mischiefe (there)

'

(ib. p. 50).

The ' teending,' or lighting, of the Christmas Log
with the Christmas Brand laid up from Candlemas,
is an echo of the sanctity of the Sacred Fire. These
customs and rites show the continuity in folk-lore

and religion of the earliest religious ideas. To
rjuote (jlcorge Herbert, ' Light is a great blessing,

and as great as food, for which we give thanks

:

and tlio.se that think this superstitious neither

know superstition nor themselves.'
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Thomas Barns.

CANNIBALISM.
i. Origin of cannibalism. — i. C'annibulisni,

anthropophagy, or man-eating, is a custom wliicli

at once inspires horror in tlie civilized mind. But,

though the present range of the practice is some-
wliat restricted, it was much wider within even
recent times, and tliere is every probability that

all races have, at one period or another, passed
througli a cannibalistic stage, which survived occa-

sionally in ritual or in folk-custom, or was remem-
bered in legend or folk-tale. Even now extreme
hunger will drive members of the most civilized

races, as well as those peoples who live always on
the borders of starvation, to the practice, however
much they may instinctively ablior it. But there

is every rea-son to believe that such abhorrence
was not originally instinctive, liut arose through a
variety of causes, so that, in tlie beginning, man-
eating may have been as natural to primitive men
as is the eating of animal-flesh to ourselves. The
word ' cannibal ' is derived from C'arib. When
Columbus visited Cuba he heard of the ' Canibales

'

(Caribs) as man-eaters. At Haytl they were called
' Caribes ' — the diflerence being caused by the
interchange of /, n, and r in American languages.
The name of this particular man-eating people
was then extended as a popular term for all man-
eaters, or for any bloodthirsty race, the Spaniard.s

erroneously connecting it with Sp. ca7i, and Lat.
canis, 'a dog.' By the end of the 16th cent, the
word was in common use as a generic term ; e.g.

Bonner is called a cannibal by Fo.xe {Acts and
Mon. iii. 739), and Shakespeare makes Queen
Margaret call her son's murderers ' bloody can-
nibals ' (5 Ecn. VI. Act v. Se. 5, line 61). ' Anthropo-
phagy' is directly derived fi'om a.fdpuTro<pdyo!, while
' man-eater ' was already in use as a Teutonic
feminine appellation (manncetta) for both male and
female sorcerers (Grimm, Tent. Myth. 1081).

2. Cannibalism among animals. — Among the
lower animals eating of their own kind occurs as

an habitual or occasional practice with most of

the carnivores, feline and canine, and with some
rodents, the young or weak falling victims to the
rapacity of the others. This has been noted mainly
in the case of captive animals, but in some cases
also among animals in tlieu' %\ild state. With very
few exceptions, e.g. the horse, animals seem to
show no shrinking from the dead of their own
kind. When, however, we come to the higher
apes, no evidence of their eating their own kind
is yet forthcoming, and some have inferred from
this that man's immediate precursor as well as
primitive man himself was not a cannibal. Some,
indeed, have gone so far as to deny that the higher
apes and even primitive men were carnivores. It is

quite certain, however, that most, if not all, of the
higher apes in a wild state eat small and possibly

large mammals, while in captivity they show no
distaste for flesh food. Though mainly frugivores,

they are by no means exclusively so, and all of

them seem to be omnivorous in theii' tastes and
habits. As to primitive man, the argument ap-

I^ears to be based mainly on the form of his teeth,

which indeed difler but slightly from those of

modern men w ho are omnivorous. He could quite
well have eaten flesh food as we do, without pos-
sessing the teetli of a carnivore, which tears its

food with its teeth in order to consume it. The

analogy of tlie lower savages, who are by no means
exclusively vegetarians, and many of whom devour
llesh greedily, tends to show that primitive man,
like the men of the tiuatemary period (the refuse of

whose food shows strong flesh-eating propensities),

was not a plant- or fruit-eater exclusively. (On the
cannibalism of beasts see Brehm, Thicrkben', 1S78.)

3. Primitive cannibalism.—Primitive man and
even man's immediate precursor were already far

in advance of the higher apes. One line of advance
is to be seen in their growing ability to supply
their rapidly extending needs, and there can be
little doubt that they desired and obtained a more
varied and a more regular food supply. If, as is

certain, the hi":her apes were already omnivorous,
the increasing development of primitive man would
make him more so, through his increasing adapt a-

tion to a more varied diet. At the same time,

increasing skill as a hunter of his prey, increasing

wariness, and the use of stone or cudgel as weapons
would cause him to master even large mammals,
whose flesh would be used as food. There would
be a growing taste for flesh food, and there seems
no reason to suppose that any discrimination as

to the kind of flesh eaten was exercised. To eat

human flesh need not have seemed to primitive

man or to his immediate precursor any more
disgusting than to eat any other kind of flesh.

When other flesh was wanting, the sight of a dead
human being would but excite the flesh-hunger.

In this connexion Steinmetz has shown (1) that
the fear of the dead body could have been no
hindrance to the eating of it, since even now, where
ghosts are feared, savages show little fear of the

corpse, handling it indiflerently, remaining with
it, subjecting it to various indignities (from our
point of view), and also eating it ; (2) that the

natural disgust which civilized man has at canni-

balism does not exist among cannibalistic savages,

while many low races, even without the pressure

of hunger, eat the most revolting things ; (3) that

the testlietic refinement of civilized man is haidly
discoverable in the savage. A fortiori, then, man,
when just emerging from thebestial stage, must have
been as the savage {Endokannibaligmus, ch. 20).

To this it may be added that the satisfaction

felt after a meal of flesh of whatever kind, as well

as the pressing claims of hunger, were little calcu-

lated to make primitive man discriminate as to

what he ate. The dead body of friend or foe was
but an addition to the primitive laider, and would
be readily eaten, when other flesh food was wanting,
by one who was at all costs bent on satisfying his

hunger. Since cannibalism, which seems to nave
once existed miiversally, must have originated at

some time, there seems no good reason for crediting

primitive man with greater refinement of feeling

than his successors who do practise it, or for deny-
ing that it originated with nun. The earliest men
of whose habits we have any actual knowledge, viz.

the men of Palaeolithic times, were cannibalistic,

and we can hardly suppose that the practice began
with them. Better that it should have begun at

a time when there existed no ethical or a>sthetic

reason to hinder it, and that, with increasing
civOization, men should have begun to give it up,

than that we should seek its origm in a later age,

when its commencement would involve the shifting

of already formed higher feelings. There was a
time when cannibalism was natural to man, as

there was a time when other things, shocking to

our moral sense, e.g. incest, were natural to him.
It was man's privUege, in becoming more con-

scious of his manhood, to shake them oft" and to

rise in doing so to a higher ethical plane. Thus
Schurtz's dictum that cannibalism is a sickness of

childhood, which often overcomes the strongest

peoples, is scarcely relevant as regards primitive
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num. It assumes tliat caniiibali.sin, m its ori(jin,

was pathological, whereas it seems, under the cir-

cumstances, perfectly natural. Only when the
feelings which now make it ahhorrent to us are
overcome through mailness or glutton}-, can it be
called pathological, and these are happily the least

wide-spread causes of cannibalism. l*ew maniacs,
indeed, whatever other perversions they e.\hibit,

are known to become cannibalistic.

The (jueslion of pre-historic cannihalisDi—Palaeolithic and
Neolithic—haa been much discussed. The arguments (or Palsco-
lithic times are maint- tl^' ".• presence of human bones,
charred, broken, .ind .: :

I d \v-ith animal bones, ashes,
and charcoal, in t^n.ii

i :, ,i l , ;
•. ; some of these are split

as if to obtain nianM>,\ . .^^ ,:. mi \ savage cannibalism; others
show traces of scrapiiij; \sitli iliiu instruments as if to scrape off

the fiesh ; or, as in the grotto of Gourdan, fragments of skulls
show cutting marks, and in one instance the pcrici-anium is

broken with a stone hammer, as if to c.ltract the brains. As
no other bones %vere found, Piette supposes a tribe of head-
hunters to have inhabited this cave, who used a similar method
to that of the head-hunt«rs of Luzon (BSAL, 1873, p. 407). In
late Palajolithic interments, e.q. those of Baousses-Rousses at
^eutonc, the custom of removing flesh from the bones before
interment—a common savage custom—had been followed, and
may indicate cannibalism. Quaternary man also made necklaces
of human teeth, as many cannibalistic savages now. do. It has
been thought too, that, as the flesh of the larger mammals may
not always have been available through the poverty of Palajo-
lithic man's weapons, he may frequently have been reduced to
hunger, and may thus have been driven to anthropophagy.
Agamstall this it has been contended that the charring may have
been accidental ; that fractures on human bones bear no resem-
blance to those on animal bones, and may have been caused
through the weight of the superincumbent layers ; and that
ther« was abundance of fiesh food available. There is, however,
no a priori reason why Palaeolithic man should not have been an
occasional though not an habitual cannibal ; and if cannibalism
through hunger arose in still earlier times, he may have
.practised it already from some other motive also. NeoUthic
cannibahsm rests on similar evidence, as well as the presence
of human bones in refuse heaps or kitchen middens. The
Paleolithic evidence rests mainly on caves in Belgium and
France ; the Neolithic, on deposits in Eg.vpt (where Petrie
suggests cannibalism with the motive of obtaining the virtues
of the deceased), Iberian Peninsula, PaUuaria, and Keiss and
.^rdrossan in Scotland. The NeoUthic lake-dwellers in Switzer-
land used the skulls of enemies as driiikin":-cups (Gross, Les
Protoheleitcs, 1843, p. 107). See reports of discussions at Inter.
Congress of Anthropol. at Paris (1862), Brussels (1872), Lisbon
(1880) ; papers in BSAP, 1866, and following years; Dawkins,
Car, Ilimlui

,
1-74

; Sergi, Mediterranean Race, 1901, p. 93;
Muiir

,
/ • Vniid, 1899, p. 82; Thurnam, -Irc/iCEntoffia,

xlii. ]
:

i.t . . . ;, British Barrmcs, \ST1, p. 643; Nadaiilac,
Preh,,:. / . .. l-,ij, p. 51 ; Vogt, Lect. on Man, 1864, p. 346.

C'asi-s or cannib;tlidm during famine, siege, or shipwreck are
well known, in these cases the ovcn^owering, through raging
hunger, of the civilized man's natural disgust at eating human
flesh, rather than actual madness, gave rise to it. Some cases of
cannibalism through madness, cited by Bergemann, are of doubt-
ful authenticity (Verb, der Anthr'jjxtphayie, p. 2). Steinmetz
(op. cii. ch. 23) could discover no instances of it, and the works
of modem ahenists do not refer to it. Plutarch cites a confused
story of the daui^bters of Minyas, who went mad with desire for
human flesh and slew one of their children (Qucest. Gr. 38).

4. The most satisfactoiy hjjiothesis of the jiriiui-

tive social group is that whicii makes it analogous
to the family groups of the higher apes, viz. the
sire, a number of females, and thijir yomiger pro-
geny. From this gioup, ex hi/fiot/iesi, the sons, as
they grow up, are driven oil' by the sire through
the influence of sexual jealousy. They are thus
forced to seek mates by cajiture from some other
gi'oup (Lang and Atkinson, HucUd Origins : Primal
Law, 190.3). Assuming, then, as we have reason
fordoing, that the members of such a group had
omnivorous tastes, and througli hunger ate their
fellows as well as the other mammals, whom would
they eat—members of the group, or outsiders
(foes), or both ? Such love as may have existed
between the sire and his mates or progeny was
little likely to hinder him from eating them when
dead, especially as no other reason kept him from
it, and the jiractice was as yet natural. To the
sons who had been driven out he was hostile: if

he killed them while attempting to interfere with
his wives, again nothing hindered tlieir being
eaten, l-'inally, the members of all other groups,
bem" hostile, would, when killed, all'ord a food
supply. Thus relatives and enemies alike would

be eaten. Hence it is impossible to assume, as
some writers (i:.g. Steinmetz) do, the priority of
endo-cannibali.sm (viz. the eating of relatives) over
exo - cannibalism (the eating of non - relatives).

(Jail nib.-ili sin existed witliout these distinctions first

of all, and the desire for food made no ilistinction
liotween relative and enemy. Or the distincticm
may have been thus far suggested, that, while an
enemy might be killed in order to he eaten, a
relative would he eaten only when dead. The sons,
though relatives, were strictly in the position of
enemies. The distinction between friend and foe,

so far as forming a possible food supply >\as con-
cerned, would, of course, exist, whatever was the
form of the earliest human or senii-liuiuan social
group.
Bordier (BSAP, 3me s6r., xi. 67) used the words

' exo-anthropophagy ' and ' endo-antliroi>ophagy
'

;

Steinmetz (Endokannibalismits, p. 1) prefers the
forms ' exo-cannibalism ' and 'endo-cannibalism'
to these and to the usual English forms ' exophagy

'

and ' endophagy,' which are also used for the
ordinary food restriction.^ of totemistic peoples.

5. Totcmism and cannibalism. — The earliest
cannibals were thus unconsciously both endo- and
exo-cannibals. The distinction between eating a
relative and eating an enemy, with the consefnient
tabu against eating a kinsman, could have arisen
only with the gi'owing sense of kinship. Man
soon discovered that there were certain persons
whom he must not marry, viz. those of kin to
liim—not, however, in our sense of the word.
Whether an exogamous tendency existed before
totemism is uncertain ; if it did, totemism made
it absolute. Was there also a growing dislike of
endo-cannibalism which totemism also made abso-
lute? One result of totemism was certainly to
make tabu the eating of the animal or plant which
was the totem of the group of kinsmen, because, in
effect, it was a kinsman. This tabu, aided by the
increased sense of kinship and tlie customaiy laws
which it involved, as well as by the growing dislike
of endo-cannibalism (if such existed), maj' quite
conceivably have made tabu the eating of a'human
kinsman. Frazer has pointed out tliat ' the further
we go back we should liud how much the less the
clansman distinguishes between conduct towards
his totem and towards his fellow-clansmen ' (Totem-
ism, p. 3). If it is wrong to kill and eat one's
totem-animal because it is of kin to one, it is

equally wrong to eat a kinsman. And in actual
practice we find that among totemistic [leoples

it is generally considered wTong to kiU a khisman.
In Mangaia, to kill a fellow-clansman was regarded
as falling on the god (totem) himself, the literal

sense of ta atua (to kill a member of tlie same
totem-clan) behig 'god-killing' (Gill, M)/tliS cnid
Hongs, 1876, i>.

38). The animal kinsman being
tabu, not to be killed or eaten, the human kinsman
must have been so too. Conceivably, then, a man
might eat his wife (just as he could eat freely of
her totem-anim.il), since she was bound to be of a
different totem kin and class from himself, and yet
would be breaking no law forbidding endo-canni-
balism. But he could not eat his sister, or brother,
or mother, since these were witliin the list of
forbidden degrees and of the same totem kin. The
tabu against eating relatives may possibly be seen
in the s.avage custom of not eating in a house
where a dead man is 1 viug, lest his ghost should by
accident be eaten. W hy then are relatives some-
times eaten among jiresent or earlier totemistic

pcoidcs? Totemism is now generally a declining
institution, and its sanctions are frequently not
observed. Hunger might imjiel to the eiiting of a
ilead kinsman, as it does sometimes, even in Aus-
tralia, to the eating of a totem animal. So ail'ectiou

or some powerful animistic or semi-religious motive
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mijrlit here aiul there overcome the totem cannibid
tabu.

Strictly siieakinj,', the words ' exo-caiinibalism

'

and ' eiuio-caniiibalism ' .should be used only where
totem clans juactise cannibalism, since a man nuiy
tat another who, from our jioint of view, i.s a rela-

tive, and yet from the totem point of view is not a

kinsman (not of the same totem). But in actual

use this is overlooked, and the eating of relatives,

or even more loosely of tribesmen, is spoken of as

endo-canuibalism, and that of any others as exo-

cannibalism ; whereas endo-caanibalism should be
confined to the eating of totem kinsmen where
it occurs. This (which resembles the loose use of

the word ' exogamy ') is partly due to the fact that
observers of cannibalism seldom state what rela-

tives are eaten or by whom. This is important,
since, even where totemism as an institution has
passed away, its restrictions frequently remain (see

below). But, using the terms in their wider sense,

we find, from a sui'vey of information given by
travellers and missionaries, that many peoples who
eat enemies also eat, on certain occasions, fellow-

tribesmen or ' relations.' A closer investigation

might have shown that the latter were often not

kinsmen in the totemistic sense. As far as most
cannibal areas are concerned, since so many peoples
have abandoned the practice, the time for this has
gone by. A closer scrutiny of existing canuibal
tribes may bring fresh information to light.

Among actual toteui peoples some data exist to show the
truth or our contention. From the Australians we have a few
recorded facts by observera who have connected totemism and
cannibalism. Some tribes eat only enemies, e,g. the Kurnai
and Maneroo (Fison and Howitt, Eamilaroi and Kutnai^ 1S80,

pp. 214, 21S, 223). Spencer and Gillen report of North Central
Australia that Gnanji eat enemies and probably their own dead ;

with the Binbinga tribe, men of a different class from the dead
man eat him ; in one case cited from the Anula tribe, tlie

woman was eaten by four men, two of them her own * trib.il

fathers,' and of the same class as she, and two of a different

class, but all of a different totem from the woman (Spencer-
Gillen'', pp. 545, 548). Other tribes eat only relatives ; but we
seldom hear what the relationship is, save among the Dieri,

with whom 'the father does not eat tlie child or tlie child the
father, but mother eats child and child eats mother, while
brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law eat each other ' (Curr, Aust.
Race, 1SS7, ii. 63). The Dieri do not count descent through the
mother, however, and eat their own totems. In other cases in

Australia the restriction as to eating the totem is sometimes
overcome, especially through hunger, as among tribes in N.W.
and W. Australia and in the south (Wotjobaluk, Buandik,
Wonghibon [Eyre, Journals, 1845, ii. 228 ; Howitt, S. Aust. 145]).

In Victoria there seems to he no objection to eating the totem ;

in Central Australia, while it is not eaten by men of the kin, yet
old men may eat it, and kinsmen trj' to increase the numbers
of their totem so that men of other kins may eat it (Howitt,
p. 145 ; Spencer-Gillenb, pp. 167, 321). Among some Central
Australian tribes the totem is eaten ceremonially. It is thus
evident that there is a tendency; to break down the earlier

restriction on eating the totem animal, and the same tendency
may explain the eating of kinsmen. Hunger and the stronir

influence of other motives would certainly tend in this directioii

(ii. § iz). With the American Indians, also totemists, extreme
hunger alone drives isolated tribes to eat relatives ; elsewhere
only enemies are eaten, and for magical reasons (ii. § 17). Of
the Caribs and other tribes Im Thurn says: 'tribal feeling is

always very strong among Indians, so that they cannot be
suspected of feeding on individuals of their own tribe ' (Ind. 0/
Guia iia, p. 418). In New Caledonia, Fiji, and the New Hebrides,
where a past totemism has left a legacy of food restrictions,

the eating of relatives is certainly occasional ; while in the
New Hebrides and Duke of York Island the bodies are sold or
exchanged (Powell, Wa7idtrinijs, 1883, p. 93; Nadaillac, LSAP,
1888, p. 34).

In Fiji, where an earlier totemism h.ad given rise to the idea
of the gods being incarnate in certain animals which must
never be eaten by the worshippers, we find that ' some were
tabu from eating liiuman flesh, because the shrine of their god is

a man ' (Williams, Fiji, 1858, i. 220). Here, probably, an earlier

totem restriction on the eating of kinsmen has become, with
the curious local development of the institution, a tabu against
eating any human flesh where the clan god had a man for his

shrine. Another suggestive case is found among the Maoris,
formerly totemists, according to Maclennan. When some of the
liatives fought witli the English against their fellows, after the
fight some of the young men proposed to eat the fallen of tlie

other side. But others forbade this, because the fallen and the
victors were all ' Ngapuhi ' together {i.e. of the same clan), and
to eat a relative was a deadly sin (Old New Zealand, 1893,

p. 229). So in a Maori myth, when Maui's grandmother was on

the point of devouring him, she suddenly discovered him to
1)6 a relative, and her desire ceased ; while one family who
devoured their near relatives became cowards as a consequence
(Grey, Poli/n. Mjlth., 1855, np. 34, 131).

In".\frica 110 eating of relatives occurs in the south (Bechu-
anas, etc.), where there are totem-animal restrictions ; while
most remarkable of all is the reluctance of the worst cannibals
in the world—those of Central Africa—to eat relatives, who^e
bodies are invariably sold or exchanged. Here, too, the pres-
ence of an earlier totemism has been found (Maclennan, Studies
in Anc. mst:\ 1886, chs. xxii.-xxv.).

In support of the theory th.at totemism tabued the eating of

kinsmen is the parallel (noted by W. K. Smith, Kinship, 1S85,
p. 307) drawn by certain peoples between cannibaUsm and the
eating of tabued animals. Porphyry says the Egyptians and
Phcenicians would rather have eaten human flesh than that of
the cow (deAbst. ii. 11). Generally, even by cannibals, there is a
distinction drawn between eating of enemies and eating of rela-

tives—the former out of revenge, etc., the latter generally for

ceremonial purposes. Livingstone reports that the people of
the Zambesi were shocked at the idea of eating a donkey
(presumably a totem-animal): 'it would be like eating man
himself ' (Za7jt6t;st, 1865, p. 335). The Solomon Islanders, who
have exogamous clans, never eat the body of a member of the
same tribe {L'Anthrop. x. 492).

6. Taking the word ' endo-cannibalism ' in tha
wider sense of eating members of the tribal group,
we may make certain deductions from the data.

(1) Endo- and exo-cannibalism frequently coexist,

especially where some motive other than hucgcr
underlies man-eating, e.g. the desire to assimilate

the virtues, soul, or strength of the deceased. In
these cases we may assume that the totemistic
restriction has been overridden by some stronger
cause. ('2) Exo-cannibalism frequently exists

alone, even among very low races. This may re-

sult (a) from totemistic traditions ; (b) where
enemies are eaten to show contempt for them or

out of sheer rage—motives which obviously could
not imderlie the eating of relatives or fellow-

tribesmen, and which would inevitably bring that
to an end wliere it still existed. The only excep-
tion to this latter case is where the criminal, i.e.

a member of the tribal group, is eaten as an ex-
pression of legal punishment, (c) Exo-cannibalism
occasionally exists alone, with sheer gluttony as

the motive ; the bodies of relatives, as has been
seen, are exchanged or sold— a proof that the
strong desire for human flesh may be overruled in

the case of relatives by some powerful law, even
though it be only a survival. This law we hold
to be totemistic. (d) Where cannibalism is dj'ing

out, it continues to e,xist mainly in an attenuated
form as exo-cannibalism, as among some American
Indian tribes. (3) Endo-cannibalism seldom exists

alone, and this suggests the inference that at first

no distinction was made between eating friend and
eating foe. It was only later th.at the distinction

arose. This is also suggested by the fact that,

among races who have aljandoned cannibalism and
who do not possess totemism as a flourishing

institution, the bodies of dead relatives are eaten
under the pres.sure of famine, as among the
Eskimos, and wherever cannibalism has occurred
among civilized peoples.

ii. Varieties of cannibalism. — I. Cannibalism
from hunger.—^Where cannibalism now occurs out
of hunger, a distinction must be noted between
eatmg the dead and killing the living in order to

eat them. In the latter case, sometimes it is the
sick and old who are killed, but usually these are

Sit to death for another motive, as will be seen,

ead bodies are eaten among the Eskimos (though
some deny this), a few isolated American Indian
tribes, some S. American tribes, the Tongans, and
the Basutos. Cannibal murder is found among the
Australians, Kew Caledonians, islanders of Nuka
Hiva, Marquesans, Samoans, Ainus, Sakhalin is-

landers, Ostiaks, Samoyeds, Tiering Dayaks, in

further India, among some American Indian tribes,

and among the Fuegians. With all these peoples,

except the Tongans, New Caledonians, and Marque-
sans, cannibalism is occasional and through stress of
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famine, while it is mainly relatives or nienil)er.s

(if the same tribe who are eaten. In a few cases,
c.q. Anicrioan Indians and Basutos, we (ind canni-
lialism tlirough famine causing a tjiste for human
flesh, and resulting in man-eating through gluttony.
The cannibalism of the Eskimos has been denied, as Ijy Egede

iHritcfix'ticke eines Ta^ebuches, p. 107), wlio says tliat iii famine
the.v kill their dogs as we would do horses, dogs not being
usually eaten by them. Its earlier existence, however, is sug-
gested by Mdrchen, which tell of its beinn practised by distant
tribes, who are differentiated from the Kskimos, and are cer-
tainly in some cases American Indians, or by hags and ogres.
It is also shown in the Mdrchen that it Ciuises madness in those
who are unaccustomed to it (sec Eink, Tales and Traditims
'/ the Eskimo, 1875; Boas, 'Central Eskimo,' in 6 liUEW,
p. -109 ff.). Part of the body is certainly eaten for magical purposes
(see below). Among the American Indians some members of
the Fisli tribe in B. Columbia are said to dig up and eat the
dead, to the abhorrence of the others. In times of famine it

occurred in Labrador. A tradition of the Nisbinam (California)
says they ate their dead ; while the Utes dug up conwes (Mayne,
Four Yrars in British Columbia and Vancouver Island, ISOJ,

p. 267 : Hind, Labrador, 1863, i. 14 ; Powers, Cnntr. N. Am. Kth.
lii. 3-13 ; Nadaillac, BSAP, 1888, p. 28). Some S. American tribes
on the .\uiazon are said by Bates and Wallace to eat the dead
when hunger presses (Bates, yat. on Am., 18G3, p. ,382 ; Wallace,
Travels on Am., 1853, pp. 347, 363, 369). If the Basutos were
cannibals in the past, they had largely given it up, until, during
the early wars with the British, famine drove some of them to
consume the coqises of the slain. Certain of them thusaciiuired
a taste for human flesh, and, retiring to the mountains, spared
no one in their desire. A cave explored by Bowker showed
evidence of recent cannibalism—heaps of bones, many of them
split to obtain the marrow. Horror at these cannibals was wide-
sjiread, and they or perhaps earlier cannibals appear in native
Mdrchen in much the same light as the ogres of our nurserj'
tales (Casalis, The Basutos, 1861; Anth. Hev., 1869, vii. 121;
Jacottet, Contes pop. des Ba-SoiUos, 1S96, p. 71 ; cf. also Stow,
A'ative Haces of S. Africa, 1905, pp. 510, 558).
Certain Australian tribes, e.g. the Watchandi of W. Australia,

kill children in time of need—the mother getting the hc.-id, the
father the body ; hunger occasionally drives other W. Australian
tribes to kill enemies (Oldfield, Trans, of Eth. Soc, N.S, , iii.

245 f.), as they also eat the old after death, ' that so much good
food may not be lost' ; but in general the motive is not hunger.
In Nuka Hiva, wives, children, and parents were killed and eaten
(Krusenstern, Jteise um die Welt, i. 258); Ellis savs the JIar-
quesans (who ate enemies) killed children in want ('/'our through
Hawaii, 1826, p. 72) ; the Samoans (also enemv-eaters) kilK-d
wives and children (Langsdorf, Beise um die Welt, 1813, i. 120).
The remoter Ainu tribes are said to be ' eaters of their own
kind,' the father killing the crippled son, the husband an un-
fruitful wife. Other tribes are certainly not cannibals (but see
below), though early Japanese writers usu.allv attributed the
practice to them (Batchelor, Aiyiu nf Japan, 1892, pp. '288,

;J05 ; Preuss, Die Bcgrdhiisarten der Amcr. u. Nordostas., 1894,
pp. 218, 29S). As late as 1S63 the eating of children among the
Ostiaks w:is reported {AA iii. 333). Wilken says the Tiering
Dayaks of Borneo kill and eat the sick through hunger. Can^-
nib.al munler in famine is confined, with the American Indians,
to such tribes as the Nasquanees, Uare Indians, Chippewavans,
D^niis, and Utes (Hind, Labrador, i. 244 ; Waitz, Anthrop. der
yaturv., 1872, iii. 89 ; Faraud, Dix-huit ans ckez les Sauva'/es,
1S70, p. 88; Nadaillac, op. cit. p. 28). The Tinn^s think tiiat,
when a man is driven to cannibaUsm through hunger, he acqui res
a uaste for it ; hence he is avoided and frequently killed (Hearne,
From Prince of Wales's Fort . . . to the N. Ocean, 1796). As
to the Puegians the evidence is doubtful ; Danvin {journal of
Researches, 1840, p. 155), f'itzroy, Snow, and others have asserted
that old women are killed and eaten in time of famine, as also
members of a hostile tribe after a fight ; but Marquin and Hyades
deny the accusation (Bull, de la Soc. de G^oa., 1875.

p
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Bev. d'Eth. iv. 652).

In ancient and modern times, civilized societies and individ-
uals, through stress of famine, as in siege or shipwreck, have
occasionally resorted to cannibalism. Josephus (BJ v. x. 4,
TI. iii. 4) tells this of the Jews in the siege of Jerusalem (cf. aii
earlier instance, 2 K 6®*), and Dio Caasius of the Jews who re-
volted against Trajan (Ixviii. 32). Valer. Max. (vii. 6) men-
tions people in besieged towns in Spain eating wives, children,
and j^risoners. Cannibalism occurred sporadically in Europe in
mediieval times after great scarcity, in the 7th and 11th cent-s.

;

at the siege of Paris in 1590; among the Saxons at the end of
the Thirty Years' War ; during famine in Algiera in 1808 ; and
during the siege of Messina (Letourneau, Evol. of Morality, 1S80
p. 215 ; Bergcmann, op. cit. p. If.).

'

2. Other motives.—It has now to be shown how
other motives than the primitive one of hunger in-
fluenced the practice of cannibalism, and occa.sion-
ally were strong enough to override the totemistic
restriction regarding the eating of kinsmen, or,
assuming that they existed before the rise of
totemism, prevented the application of the food
restriction so far jus it concerned human kinsmen.
That this is not contrary to fact is proved by the actual eating

of kinsmen among some totem peoples. The permission to eal

human kinsmen piiM the restriction on eating animal kinsmen
niay seem a contradiction, but savage law, however strict, is

frequently accommodating, and we have an analogous coTilra-
diction in this, that, while human kinsmen were absolutely for-
bidden to marry, the animal kinsmen must have been known to
p:iir among themselves. Eagle man might not marry Eagle
woman, but the actual Eagle had an E.agle mate. Various totem-
istic peoples also kill or eat their totem animal on certain
solemn occasions, while other tribes who regard certain animals
as sacred, and do not ordinarily kill or eat them, will do so under
pressure of hunger (some African tribes) or at an annual reli-
gious festival (Todas, Central African tribes, heathen Arabs,
Peruvians, Egjjitians, American Indian Dog tribe in Arkansas).
.See Marshall, Phrenologist amnmi Todas, 1873, p. 1'29 ; Frazer,
Totemimn, 1905, Golden Bowjh'i;'V/. R. Smith, Bel. of Semites,
p. 278 ; K«iil!e, Hel. of Mexico and Peru, 1884, p. 226 ; Herod-
otus, ii. 47 ; Bancroft, Hatioe Races, 1876, iii. 310.

Men are eaten witli the purpo.se of acquiring
their qualities, their strength, or their soul ; for
niMgical or medical purposes ; out of atlection ; out
of hatred ; tlirough gluttony ; for religious or
ritual, political, and social reasons. In some ca.ses
iiiore than one of these motives e.xist together.
Generally speaking, they have arisen later than
the eating of human flesh througli hunger ; in
many instances they have arisen directly out of it,

but we must not overlook the possibility of any of
them having arisen separately and apart from a
taste for this food acijuired in time of starvation.
Each of these motives will be discussed separately,
and its range and extent set forth. It should be
observed that, when cannibalism has become an
established custom, it exists usually quite inde-
pendently of the presence or absence of plenty of
other kinds of food.

3. Cannibftlism to obtain strcntflh, dr. — First
may be noted the common savage belief that by
eating a human being or an animal one acquires
the qualities and virtues of such a person or
animal. The strength of the lion, the ferocity of
the tiger, the courage of the warrior, will be com-
municated to the eater of the flesh of lion, tiger,
or warrior. In it-elf the belief is primarily a de-
velo])ment of what must already have been patent
to primitive man, viz. the strengthening power of
food. Hence it was ea.sy to believe that the
qualities of a beast or man—strength, swiftness,
cunning, valour, etc.—would also be acquired by
eating. Tiiis sacr:] mental transfu.sion of qualities
and energies must have originated in early times,
while it is found universally .among all peoples of
a low range of culture. It was also aided by the
growing magical tlieory of things, and especially
by that branch of it by which it was held that the
part was equal to the whole, or could convey the
qualities of the whole, since the nature of anything
adheres to its parts even when they are separated
from it. Hence, to eat even a small piece of the
flesh of beast or man would result in the assimila-
tion of his qualities by the eater. E\pn t^temisiii
itself may have .-is^isted this belief in the .-issimila-

tion of qualities, if totemistic pcoph's lield that the
life circulating in the group of Uin>men was a lixed
quantity, any part of which it was dangerous to
lose. Hence, if a kinsman dies, his share of the life

must be received by his fellow-kinsmen to prevent
its passing out of the kin. Therefore tliey may
smear themselves with his blood or fat, or even eat
a part of him (Frazer, Totemism, p. 80). In the
same way wearing a bone or tooth of a dead man
is sometimes held to convey to the wearer his pro-
perties. Thus, while totemism generally forbade
the eating of relatives, it may here and there have
suggested it. In the same way, when totemism
W!us weakened, the sacred totem animal became a
sacred magical animal with healing qualities when
eaten (S. Reinach, VAnthrop. .\iv. .355; W. K.
Smith, Kinship in Arabia,^ p. 231). This motive
has led to the eating of relatives, but e.specially to
the eating of enemies, in order to acquire tlieir

qualities.
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4. Tlie growth of Animism, with its l)olief in ;in

indwelling spirit in all things, helped this theory
of transmission of qualities, and introduced some
of the strongest rejisons for the continuance of

cannibalism. While a man's strength or bravery
maj- not have been conceived of as a separate entity,

but simply as WTapped up in the man himself,

Animism, with its belief in a shadowy replica of

man—his soul or spirit—gave these things a new
psychic significance. Hence in actual cannibalism
we find that many tribes eat a man to be possessed
of his soul, which in turn makes them j^ssessors
of all the qualities of the man. His life and all

its manifestations— strength, wit, courage— are
conceived of as being in the soul which hirks in
his flesh ; and, as in the earlier tlieory, by eating a
man one obtained his strength, so now by eating
him one obtains his soul. In many cases, where the
heart or liver or marrow is said to be eaten, or the
lilood drunk for the sake of obtaining its owner's
strength, it is probable that the assimilation of the
owner's soul or life is intended, since it is so com-
monly believed that the life or soul is in one of
these parts.

5. It might be thought that Animism, with its

belief in soul, or spirit, or ghost, which, when
freed from the body, was held to have many addi-
tional powers or, at least, greater freedom in using
them, would have caused a fear of the dead and a
natural shrinking from eating the body of an
enemy, whereby his soul would be introdiiced into
the eater, and thus work him harm. In effect.

Animism did give rise to the fear of the dead and
of ghosts, and in many cases it was held that the
soul of a man, living or dead, could work consider-
able harm to the body or soul of another. But as,

in spite of this, the bodies of the dead and of those
most likely to harm the eater, viz. enemies, con-
tinued to be eaten, it is obvious that some counter
theories were strong enough, in most cases, to aid
men in overcoming their fears. These were (1)
that by eating a man one overcame his ghost or
soul, which was thenceforth harmless, and sub-
servient to the will of the eater, or was even
destroyed. We shall find this as a working belief
among Australians, Maoris, Eskimos, and in Central
Africa, while it also supplies one strong motive for
head-himting, frequently associated with canni-
balism (§ 14). (2) Again, the curious ideas regard-
ing eating, viz. that it established a bond of union
between persons eatino^ together (hence to eat the
food of the spirit world, later of fairy-land, or of
the gods, bound one to the company of ghosts or
gods), may also have assisted to overcome the fear
of the dead by a kind of inversion. If persons
eating together became of one kin, so also might
the eater with the thing or person eaten. Thus
the eater of friend or foe, as it were, became inocu-
lated with him, and so rendered him harmless. In
the case of relatives this eating may easily have
come to be regarded as part of the" funeral cere-
monies, to neglect which would ensure the ghost's
vengeance, but to fulfil which caused his continued
friendship. Thus cannibalism does not seem to have
been mucli hindered, as far a-s fear was concerned,
by the prevailing animistic beliefs, though these
may have occasionallj' caused it to cea-se in another
direction (see below, iii. ). Frequently the bodies
of relatives are eaten in order that their souls may
strengthen the eaters, or pass over into them, pos-
sibly with the notion of their being re-incarnate in
the bodies of the next children born into the famUy.
Or again, the old and sick are killed and eaten to
prevent the soul becoming weak with the body.
Some analogy to this negative influence of Animi.s'm
is found where cannibalism, involving the handling
of a dead body, prevails among peoples, e.g. the
Maoris, to wliom such handling caused uncleanness.

And parallels to the idea of the ghost strengthen-
ing or helping the eater of the body are found, e.q.,

in the Melanesian belief that arrows tipped w itli

human bone are deadly, because the ghost to whom
the piece of bone belonged will work upon the
wounded person (JAI ,\ix. 215), or in the
Andaman custom of wearin" necklaces of human
bones in the belief that the disembodied spirit

will shield the wearer against evil spirits, through
gratitude for the respect thus paid to his memory
(ib. xii._ 86).

6. Where cannibalism occurs for the purpose of
obtaining the strength or other qualities of the
person eaten, it is most frequently only a part of

the body which is used ; hence there is seldom a
cannibalistic meal. This motive underlies canni-

balism in parts of Australia, in the Sandwich Is-

lands, Torres Straits and Nagir Islands, Timor-
Laut, Celebes, and New' Zealand, in some parts of

Asia, among some African tribes, with the majoritj'

of American Indian tribes, occasionally in S.

America, and even now and then in cirilized lands.

Some tribes in North Australia eat the cheeks and eyes of
enemies to malte them brave (MacGillivray, Voyage 0/ Rattle-

snake, 1852, i. 152) ; in Queensland enemies do not appear to be
eaten, but members of the tribe are, for various reasons, includ-
inff the obtaining of their qualities ; e.g. a mother will eat her
child to get back the strength which she has given it ; relatives
are also eaten, as well as members of the tribe who fall in

battle, and honoured headmen (Palmer, JAI xiii. 283; Howitt,
^'ative Tribes, p. 753; Finch-Hatton, Advance Australia.', I880, p.
143) ; in N.S. Wales the fat of the fallen, to which great strength
is attributed, is eaten, while at burial a piece of the flesh, ia

divided among the relatives, out of which they suck strength or
throw it into the river to nourish the fish (ft'aitz, Anthrop.
vi. 748; JAI xiii. 135); in S. Australia, besides other motives,
the acquiring of strength appears among the Kurnai, Theddora,
and Ngarigo, who eat the hands and feet of enemies (Homtt, op.

cit. p. 752) ; the Dieri of Central Australia eat a man and drink
his blood ; the Luritcha frequently kill a strong child and feed a
weak one on its flesh, while most of the tribesmen, before start-
ing on an expedition, draw blood from one or more of their
members, and drink it to make them lithe and active (JAJ
xxiv. 172 ; Spencer-Gillena, pp. 461, 475). Bonwick says of the
Tasmanians that a man's blood was sometimes administered as
a healing draught (Daily Life and Origin 0/ the Tasmanians,
1S70, p. 89). In the Sandwich Islands the eating of an enemy's
eye by the king at his coronation to get his strength was tiie

reduced form 0! an earlier, i\ider cannibalism (see § 18). In the
Torres Straits Islands the tongue of a slain enemy was eat«n aa
a charm for bravery ; the sweat of warriors was "drunk for the
same reason ; the eyes and cheeks of a shipwrecked party in 1834
were said to have been eaten to * increase their desire after the
blood of white men.' Beyond this cannibalism did not exist
(Haddon, JAI xix. 312). On Nagir Island boys were made to
eat the eyes and tongue of an enemy that their hearts might
know no fear (Petermann's Mitteilungen, vi. 96). In Timor-
Laut the flesh of a dead enemy was eaten to cure impotence ; in
Celebes the blood of an enemy was drunk to acquire courage
(Riedel, Seletm, 1886, p. 279). Savage tribes in N.E. Burma
preserve blood of enemies in bamboo canes till dry, and then
eat it in a feast to obtain courage (Lumholtz, Among Cannil>als,
1SS9, p. 274). The Dayak head-hunters would eat a piece of the
cheek-skin as a charm to make them fearless (Ling Roth, JAI
x.xii. 69). Eating the eye and sucking the blood to get strength-
appear with the motive of revenge among the Maoris (Taylor,
i\ .Z. ch. xxi.). Among the Yakuts and Eamtchatkans, and in
Liu-kiu, a mother would eat the placenta in order to bear
quicldy again {Inter. Arch, fur Eth. iiL 71), while in Muzaffar-
nagar a barren woman is recorded as killing a child to drink
its blood (PR ii. 172). The lamas in Tibet are said to have
a craving for human blood in order to obtain vigour and genius
(Lander, In the Forbidden Land, 1S98, ii. 68). Drinking an
enemy's blood is reported of the people of Dardistan (Leitner,
To^ir in D. i. 9) ; the brains and lungs of an enemy are eat«n
and his blood is drunk in Luzon (Featherman, Races of Man-
kiyui, 18S8, ii. 501). In Africa the practice as an isolated'custom
is found mainly in the south. The Basutos, in Moshesh's time,
ate their Boer enemies to get their courage ; warriors were
also painted with a mLxture into which pieces of human
flesh (enemy's) entered, for the same reason ; some of it was
occasionally drunk ; the hearts of conspicuous warriors are eaten
by most of the tribes (JAI xix. 284 fT., xx. 137). The Kafirs
will eat a human heart to obtain strength ; a similar notion
doubtless underlay the custom among the Ama-pondo Kafirs
at the instalment of a chief—a relative having been killed, the
chief bathed in his blood and drank from his skull. The
Bechuanas, though disliking the practice, also eat an enemy's
flesh for superstitious reasons (Crawley, Mystic Rose, 1902, "p.

102).
_
Tribes in East Central Africa cut out an enemy's heart

and liver and eat them on the spot, while parts of the flesh are
reduced to ashes and made into a broth, which is swallowed to
give courage, perseverance, and wisdom (Macdonald, JAI xxii.

Ill ; Buchanan. Shirf Bi,ihlands, 1885, p. 188). Among the
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Negro tribes, who are cannibal mainly out of revenge or gluttony,
thin motive is occasionally found, either along with these or by
itself : the Jat:^as (Ani^ola) ate men because it gave tliera

courage, accor<hng to a 17th cent, traveller, and among the
Bagsongi of the Kaasai men after circumcision and unfruitful
women cat men's flesh to recuperate their powers ; at tireat

Bassam (Ivory Coast) tho heart and liver of a sacrificial victim,
slain at the founding of a new town, are eaton by all present so
that they may not di« within the > ear ; in Dahomey an enemy's
heart is occasionally eaten at festivals (Wissmann, Untir deut.
Fliri^c'. lsa2, p. 139 ; Ratzel, Vutherkunde, 18SS, i. «13-614).
in N. Africa, where cannibalism has been practically uprooted
by Muh.'immadanism, it is believed, e.ij. among the Nubians,
that every bullet they fire will kill a man if they consume the
liver of an enemy (Baker, Igmaitia, 1874, ii. 354> Among the
American Indians, with the exception of the outlying tribes, who
are cannibals through famine, very little of the body is eaten,
and that usually to obtain the courage of a dead enemy, though
occasionally through revenge. Chippewa women fed their chil-

dren with the blood and pieces of flesh of English prisoners to
make warriors of them. The heart was eaten by such tribes as
the Crees and Blackfeet; Dakotas and Sioux are known to have
cut up a prisoner into small pieces, which were distributed to all

the warriors, who ate them to get his bravery. There seems
little doubt, however, that more extensive cannibalism had pre-
vailed in earlier times (Long, Voi/ages, 1791, p. 115 ; Faraud,
op. cit, p. 38 ; Keating, Exped. to St. Peter's River, 1825, i. 412).

Occasionally Indians have been known to eat part of a slain

enemy out of bravado (S liBEW, p. 272). Among S. American
tribes where mainly gluttony or more purely animistic motives
prevail, there is sometimes a practice of rubbing children's
faces with a slain enemy's blood to make them brave ; the
Tarianas and Tucanos of the Amazon bum the coriise of a
warrior and drink the ashes in water in order to be brave; this is

also reported of the Kio Negro tribes and Ximanes (Wallace,
Amazon, 1853, p. 374 ; Steinmetz, p. 19 ; Mtiller, Avier. Urrel.,

1S55, p. 2S9). Survivals of the practice in civilized lands have
occasionally been noted ; de Maricourt ' saw two Sicilians tear
with their teeth the heart of a Neapolitan just killed' {FLJ
i. 301). We may also note the belief current in the N.W.
Provinces of India, embodied in various tales, that to eat the
flesh or taste the blood of a saint or of a wizard is of peculiar
religious efficacy, giving the eater wisdom and mystic powers
(Crooke, Rel. and Folk-lore of N. India-, 1S96, ii. 285 ; Burton,
Slndh, 1851, pp. 80, 38s).

7. Medical canyiibalism. — Derived from the
idea of obtaining strength is the belief that the
flesli, etc., of the dead has medical virtues. What
strengthened the body would also cure its ills

;

hence primitive and even later pharmacopfcias
occasionally pre.scribe some part of the dead body
as a medicine. The most remarkable examples of

this practice occur in China. Among the poor it

is not uncommon fur a member of the family to

cut a piece of ilesh from arm or leg, whicii is

cooked and then given to a sick relative. Parts
of the bodies of crinunals are eaten as medicine

;

their blood is drunk as a cure for consumption. In
some cases murder is committed so that the dis-

eased, e.g. lepers, may drink the blood of the victim.

A popular work on materia medica gives many
such cannibal remedies ; in general, each part of

t!ie body has some particular curative virtue. The
whole superstition in China is certainly connected
with the idea that the eating of the human body
strengthens the eater, for this is wide-spread, and
at times it is difficult to say which purpose is in-

tended. Thus Wells Williams writes: 'It is not
uncommon for him [the executioner] to cut out the
gall-bladder of notorious robber.s, and sell it, to be
eaten as a specific for courage ' {Mic/r//e Kingdom,
1848, i. 415; Dennys, Fulk-lure of China, 1«7G, p.

69; Bergemann, p. 'JI). Among savages the prac-
tice is fotind of giving a sick man some blood to
drink drawn from the veins of a relative (Australia,
JA I xiii. 132; American Indians, I'etitot, Trad.
Ind., ISSi;. ]). 'ion). I'linycitesanumlioriif fincilies
(<m(()c|{;d li'iiii portions of human boili'' .umI 11-r.l by
the sick (//.Vxxviii. 1 f.). The mediinl iir(r|»n i,-^of

human tloh were believed in thioughuiu iucdia'val
Kuroiicand even in much later times. Even in the
17th cent, the Hon. Itobert Boyle .speaks of the
curative properties of the thigh-bone of a criminal.
ro)iular superstition still makes occasional use of
such remedies in Germany, but generally the flesh
is used magically, though in some cases it is eaten.
Drinking out of the skull of a dead criminal or
suicide has always been a favourite remedy, and is

still made u.so of in out-of-the-way corners—cases
have been reported from the Scottish Highlands
within the last few years. The custom of the
sick drinking water in which the relics of a saint
had been washed, or from his skull, or of a stream
diverted so that it might How under the altar of a
church over the bones of .a saint, was a favourite
practice in mediteval times, as it still is in Itoman
Catholic lands and in, c.7., the Cyclades (Bent, 'J7ie

Ci/cladcs, 1S85, p. 12-2).
" Louville (Memoirs, 1818,

ii. 107) cites the case of the duchess of Alva in the
17th cent., who, alarmed for the health of her .son,

obtained a linger of St. Isidore from the monks of
Madrid, pounded it up, and made him drink part
of it in a potion. Probably the idea of the value
of the flesh of a ci-iminal for medical purposes was
a relic from the time when criminals or prisoners-
or slaves were used as human sacrificial victims,
sometimes representing the divinity, and cither
eaten in a cannibal feast, or their flesh or blood
used for healing purposes. Since criminals had
frequently been chosen as sacrificial victims, it

was argued that there must be some virtue in a
criminal's body. Thus when human sacrifices

ceased, the executed criminal was still held to
possess special virtues (see an article by M. Pea-
cock, ' Executed Criminals and Folk-Medicine,' in
FL vii. [1S96] 268, for other instances).

8. Magical cannibalism. — In some cases the
flesh of the dead is eaten for magical purposes

;

here also the underlying idea is that of acquiring
the powers of the deceased. In the Tori'es Straits
Islands, where only the tongue of dead enemies is

eaten in ordinary circumstances, youths at initia-

tion into the craft of sorcery are required to eat
part of a putrid human corpse ; this is also done by
sorcerers before practising their art. In both cases
it causes frenzy, and the eater is not held account-
able for his actions, even for murder (Haddon,
•/..-1/xix. 316, 398). In various parts of Australia
this eating of the dead forms part of the making
of medicine-men, but with many of the tribes
initiation is held to be the work of spirits ; hence,
possibly, eating the dead ensures the help of the
ghost. Among the Wiimbaio of S. Australia the
candidates must chew the bones of a dead man,
dug up for this purpose, and, as in the provious
case, they then become frenzied and act as maniacs
(Howitt, op. cit. p. 404). The same practice occurs
in Afi-ica, as among the Bantu negroes generally,
who thinli that the per.son desirous of becoming a
sorcerer (as well as the sorcerer himself) is a
corpse-eater, either from morbid tastes, or more
probably with the idea that the dead bodj' will
invest him with magical powers. In E. Central
Africa it is believed that witches and wizards feed
on corp.ses in midnight orgies, and that any one
eating such food is thereby converted into a wizard
(.Johnston, Uganda Protectorate, 1902, ii. 578 ; J.

Macdonald, JAI xxii. 107). In W. Africa witches
are held to feed upon living human victims by send-
ing their ' power into the body ; but this power
is dangerous to its owner, as it may feed upon
himself if not regularly fed otherwise. Similarly,
witches can extract tlie life-soul—a less material
duplicate of the victim—and least on it in a magic
orgy ; its owner then sickens and dies (M. H. Kings-
ley, W. Af. Studies, 1899, p. 209 ; Nassau, Fetich-

is~m in W. Africa, 1904, p. o.'i). Horaci; refers to witch
practices in his day, and describes love-philtres in

Mhich dried human marrow and liver were in-

gredients (Offcs, V. V.) ; while Petronius and Plautus
also speak of witches devouring the nerves and
intestines of their victims; the former mentions
images of straw substituted by them for kidnajiped
children (Pet. cap. 63, 134 ; "Plaut. Pseud, iii. 2.

31). Similar crimes were laid at the door of
witches in Christian times, and the belief still
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survives in Slavonic lands, where many tales are

toUl of how the haj;s lake out their victims' heart

while they sleep and devour it, substituting

some straw or a haie's heart, and tliua chang-

ing their nature (see iv. § 4 for other instances).

This branch of cannibalism is closely bound up
with a whole group of practices in wtueh part of

a dead body is used for magical purposes, on ac-

count of its virtues, or because the soul of the dead

man will act through the i)art which is made use

of. These are found universally among savages,

and Avith sorcerers and witches in more civUized

lands, while they have given rise to a vast series

of folk-.snperstitions (see ReliCs).

9. Ainj)iistic cannibalism. — The belief that by
eating the dead one acquires their strength is

scarcely to be distingniished from the purely ani-

mistic motive—to obtain their soul, or otherwise to

influence it—and it is possible that in some of the

cases already cited ' strength ' is equivalent to ' soul.

'

Where relatives are eaten, the passing over of the

soul to the eater for the benefit of the latter is

mainly aimed at ; but in the case of an enemy the de-

struction or hurt of his soul is also intended, though
instances with the intention of obtaining his ser-

vices and goodwill are known. This is suggested

in the curious ' ritual ' performed by a murderer
in ancient Greece, viz. to lick up the blood and
then spit it forth. This was said to be done by
way of ridding himself of the pollution of murder ;

in reality it ' took away the force of the dead,'

which was still further effected by the lopping off

of his limbs (Apoll. Khod. iv. 470 f.). The former
practice is found in Australia and Tibet, in N. and S.

America occasionally, and in Africa ; the latter is

clearly found among the Maoris, the Eskimos, the
Tupis of S. America, the Ashantis, and in New Cale-

donia. The idea of destroying the soul through
eating the body is illustrated by the Ainu belief

that until the body is decomposed the ghost re-

mains active, and the Indian idea that a man-
eating tiger obtains possession of the souls of his

victims ; lience he walks with bent head weighed
doAvn by their souls (Crooke, ii. 211) ; while, gener-

ally, the belief that by obtaining or acting upon a
part of any one's body—hair-cuttings, nail-parings,

bones, etc.—control over his spirit for its hurt is

possible, is also suggestive in this connexion.

(1) Eating of relatives.—The Australian instances show how
easily ' strength ' and ' soul ' are confounded. In most cases
the obtaining of strength is desired (§ 6), but the passing over
to the idea of receiving the soul is seen where certain parts

—

kidneys, fat, etc.—as containing particular virtues, are alone
eaten. That * strength ' is mainly equivalent to ' soul ' is seen in

W. Australian cannibalism, where the old are eaten for food,

because, being old, they have no longer a soul which might
cause the eater discomfort ; i.e. weakness and want of soul are
identical (Oldfield, Trans. Eth. Soc. N.S. ui. 248). In Tibet,

the lamas first and then the relatives of the dead man eat
his flesh with the idea that the spirit whose flesh has been
swallowed will always remain friendly to the eater (Landor,
opccit. ii. 6Sf.). In N. America the acquiring of strength is

mainly aimed at ; but sometimes, as with the Shoshones, the
eater of an enemy became animated with his spirit (Feather-
man, op. cit. iii. 206). In S. America the Chavantis eat dead
-children that their souls may pass over to the parents, while
the Yamas, now extinct, broke the bones of their dead to

suck out the marrow, believing that the soul resided in it and
would pass over to them (Andree, p. 89 ; Marcoy, in TotLr de
Monde, xv. 139). In Uganda it was held that the liver, as the
seat of the soul, would, when eaten, benefit the eater {TRSE
xiii. 218).

(2) Eating of enemies.—The Maoris, whose cannibalism ex-

isted mainly out of revenge, believed that in eating the enemy
they destroyed his spirit, thus avoiding his posthumous venge-
ance, since the spirits of the slain wander about seeking to

-revenge themse\\es(L'Anthropologu:, vi. 443). With the Eskimos
A curious belief prevails. After killing a man, they must eat

part of his liver, as Rink says, to prevent his ghost rushing into

the murderer—possibly through the eater being now one with
the victim and thus forestalling his vengeance. The heart of a
dead witch is also eaten by all the community to prevent her
ghost hauntini: or frightening the living (Rink, op. cit. p. 45 ;

Egede, op. cit. p. 138 ; Crantz, Hist, of Greenland, 1820, gives a
curious reason for eating the heart of a murderer, viz. to
cause his relatives to lose their courage ; Bergemann, p. 20,

s-ays the Chukchis eat the heart of a dead enemy to make
his relatives sick). The East Prussians ate a piece of murdered
victims so as never to remember their evil deed again, i.e. prob-

ably to prevent the appearance of the ghost (Strack, Blnt-

aberijlatwe , p. SO). The taking of the name of the victim by his

wlayer, after eating him, occurred with the Tupis of S. America,
who are cannibals out of revenge, and with the people of Mar-
shall Island ; the ' name ' being usually equivalent to ' soul ' or
' spirit,' it is obvious that the stayer thus acquired his victim's

soul (Andree, p. 87 ; Chamisso, Beinerkuntien, p. 136). With
the Ashantis the fetish-priest prepares the heart of an enemy
with sacred herbs, and gives it to all who have not yet killed an
enemy, that the ghost, which has its seat in the heart, may not
take away their courage (Bowdich, Ashantee, 1819, p. 402). If

a Manjuema man should kill his wife in a quarrel, he eats her
heart with goat's flesh, to prevent revenge on the part of her
ghost (Livingstone, Last Journals, 1874, ii. 58). In Melanesia,

the eating of human flesh is held to give the eater mana—

a

spiritual essence which circulates in all things (Codrington,
JA I X. 285) ; or a man will eat part of a corpse to obtain com-
munion with the ghost, which will then assist him against living

enemies (Codrington, Melanesians, 1891, p. 222).

10. Cannibalism and blood-covenant. — In some
of the cases cited, and perhaps running more or

less through all animistic or strength -acquiring

eating of enemies, appears the idea that eaters

and eaten are now one ; hence the revenge of the
ghost is forestalled ; hence, too, the relatives of the
victim cannot harm the murderer. This seems to

underlie the Chukchi, Eskimo, and E. Prussian
cases ; it reappears among the Hurons, who drank
the lilood of an enemy to become invulnerable
against the attacks of other enemies (presumably
his relatives) ; among tlie Botocudos, who ate an
enemy to be protected from his revenge and to be
invulnerable against the arrows of the hostile tribe

;

in New Britain ; and in modern Italy, where a
murderer believes he will not escape unless he
taste his victim's blood (Featherman, Aoneo-Mar.
p. 60, Chiapo-Mar. p. 355 ; Powell, Wanderings,
p. 92 ; Rivista, i. 640). In all these cases there is

a dim recognition of kinship acquired with the
victim and his relatives, which has doubtless been
suggested by the rite of blood - brotherhood, by
which, when two persons, not otherwise related,

have tasted each other's blood, they are henceforth
one (see Brotherhood [artificial])".

11. Honorific cannibalism. — Other motives be-

.sides the above must be noted, especially in con
nexion with the eating of relatives. It is possible

that an animistic reason may underlie these. In
certain cases the sick or old are killed in order that

their souls may not be weakened with the body ;

thus tlie soul is set fi-ee in comparative strength

to animate the eater. From one point of view
this is to honour the dead, and honour may well

be the motive even where it is not expressly

stated. We may therefore join all cases where
this animistic intention is found with those in

which honour to the dead is the prevailing idea,

and those in which the eating by relatives ensures

proper burial, or the prevention of corruption or of

worms doing harm to the body or soul. Among
those practising cannibalism for this reason are

several peojjles mentioned by classical writers,

some Australian tribes, various Asiatic peoples,

and S. American tribes. Thus it hardly occurs in

those regions where cannibalism existed out of

revenge or gluttony, save in a few notable in-

stances.

Herodotus (i. 216) describes the cannibalism of the Massagetie,

a Scythian people living to the N.E. of the Caspian. Wlien a
man had attained a great age, his kinsmen ' sacrificed ' him
with cattle, boiled the flesh, and ate it, accounting this a happy
death. This account is confirmed by Strabo (xi. 513). Their
neighbours, the Issedones, had a similar practice when the
father died, his flesh with that of cattle being cut up and eaten
at a banquet by the relatives, who then cleansed the head,
gilded the skull, and afterwards honoured it with sacrifices

(Herod, iv. 26). Strabo also savs that the Derbikes, a people of

North Iran, killed and ate all old men over 70 ; all others (in-

cluding women) were buried. He also describes tlie people of

the Caucasus as eating the flesh of relatives. Indians called

Padaioi .are mentioned by Herodotus (iii. 99) as cannibals : a
sick man was killed and eaten by male relatives, a sick woman
by female relatives. Any who attained old age were also
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killed and eaten. Other Indian peoples, e.g. the Kallatiai. ate '

their dead parents (iii. 3S). These were doubtless ahoriginal

and not Hindu tribes. Farther west, the inhabitants of Ireland

(IfpiTl) arc said by Strabo to deesn it 'honourable to eat the

bodies of their deceased parents' (iv. 5^; Diodorua Si<;ulus also

refers to their cannibalism, but mentions only the eating of

dead enemies (vi. IGJ. There seems no reason for throwin;;

doubt on these assertions, especially as they are par.tlleled by

recent or existing customs not only in Asia but elsewhere.

The Weletabi or Wilze, a Slavonic peoule, are said by Notker to

have eaten their old parents (Grimm, i'eut. Myth. iii. 1081) ; and
the same is related of the Wends in ancient chronicles (Stein-

metz, p. 24). In Aufityalia, honour to dead relatives and the
conferring of a benefit upon them are mentioned as motives
among: tnbes on the Mary Kiver (<iucensland) and in Western
Victoria. In the latter case only those dying not by illness are

eat«n ; and brothers and sisters do not eat each other (JA I ii.

179 ; Dawson, A ust. Abor., 1S81, p. 07). In theTurhal tribe, when
a man is killed at the ceremonial initiation fights, his tribesmen
eat him ' because they knew him and were fond of him, and they
now knew where he was, and his flesh would not stink ' (Howitt,

op. cit. p. 753). In Asia, the classic example of cannibalism

is found among the Battas of Sumatra, who practise legal canni-

balism on enemies and criminals, but also eat the sick and old

out of respect.—an unusual combination of contradictory motives.

It is probable that they are the people mentioned by Marco Polo

and others as dwelling in the kingdom of Dagroian. Marco
Polo's account is that when any one is ill a sorcerer is sent for,

and if he foretells that the patient will not recover, the sick

man is put to death and eaten by his kinsmen. They are careful

to leave nothing lest it should breed worms, which would die

for want of food, and the death of these worms would be laid

to the charge of the deceased man's soul (Yule's Marco Pohy
1871, ii. 275). Leyden, in 1805, gave a slightly different account.

Aged and inflnu relatives are eaten as a pious ceremony.
They invite their descendants to kill them. The victim ascends
a tree, round which the othera assemble singing a funeral dirge—"Tbe season is come, the fruit is ripe, and it must descend.'

He then descends, and is put to death and eaten in a solemn
banquet. The custom existed sporadically among the wilder

tribes of Eastern Asia within recent times. The wild people of

Arakan eat the old (Yule, op. cit. i. 281) ; some of the Gonds of

Central India, e.f?. the Binderwurs, killed and ate the sick and
the aged, ' thinking this an act of kindness and acceptable to

the goddess Kali'; so also did the Eirhor and the Gonds in

Oudh (Yule, ii. 281 ; Sartori, ' Die Sitte der Alten- und Kranken-
tddtung,' Globus, 1S95, p. 126). The Kweichans were said by
the Chinese to eat old relatives, as also did the people of Uei-Po
with old men ; women were exempt. The same was asserted of

the Tibetans in the case of the old, 'honourable burial* being
reported as the motive (Yule, i. 292) ; while the Samoyeds
and Ostiaks ate them with shamanic ceremonies, so that their

condition after death might be improved (Inter. Arch./iir Eth.
iii. 71). For some of the 5. American tribes, T\'ith whom this

motive appears, the evidence is conflicting, as they are also

accused of eating enemies out of revenge or gluttony. This is

true of the Botocudos, with whom the old father is said to im-
plore his chiMr^ii f ^1 r- ii ''\m, and the mother eats a dead child

out of tenil'!' ''i. --, BeprUbnisarten der Aiiierikaner,

p. 219 ; Wail ii' ' 111- .Miranhas, said to eat the sick and
old (Marco;. .. i / . - V..„ii<;, xv. 139); and of the Kashibos,
said to eat lln:,i ci<lt:i.T uoiii religious moiivGa {Anthrop. Rev.
i. 38). Surer ground is reiiched with the Mundrucus, who kill

and eat the sick and old out of kindness ; the Capanaliuas and
the Cocomas, who eat the dead out of honour, because it is

' better to be inside a friend than to be swallowed up by the cold
earth'; the Mayorunas and the tribes on the Orinoco, with
whom the reason is that it is better to be eaten by a friend
than by worms ; and the Acumas on the Maranon, who ate
dead relatives (Markhara, .7.4/ xxiv. 248, etc; Spencer. Prin.

of Ethics, 1893, i. 330 ; Steinmetz, p. 18 f.). Tapuya mothers eat
their dead infants as well as the placenta (Nieuhof, Gedenk.
Brasit. Zee. en Lantreize, Amsterdam, 1682, p. 216).

12. Closely akin to the above motive is that of

morbid affection, eating the dead out of sheer love,

which is found with many Australian tribes. The
idea is clearly that of obtaining communion with
the dead, which is al.so effected in Australia,
Timor-Laut, New Britain, etc., by smearing the
body with the decomposed matter of tlie corpse

;

or, in Australia anil the And.inian Islands, by a
near relative carrying about the skull or bones.
It is exjiressed in two diil'erent ways by the Aus-
tralian tribes. (1) Anion" the coast tribes of north
central Australia, the llesii of the dead is eaten as
part of the burial rites, apparently out of affec-

tion, and alwajs by certain definitely arranged
persons (Spencer-Gillen^ p. 547 fl'.). Other writers
refer to tue so-called ' love-feasts ' of east cen-
tral tribes, in which, when a young woman dies,

her male relati\'es and men with whom slie lias

had se.\ual relations eat parts of her body (Stein-
metz, p. II). With these tribes, the bones are the
object of the utmost care and the most minute

ceremonial. ('2) A curious motive is that of the

relatives eating the d<'ad in order that they may
no longer be sad. This occurs among tribes on
the I'eak Flood river (along with other motives).

They eat dead children, else they will for ever

mourn thoni ; the mother gets the head, while the

other children are given part in order to strengthen
them (Andree, p. 45). With the Dieri, the fat

adhering to the face, thighs, arms, and stomach
is eaten according to strict rules of relationship,

and in order that the relatives may not be sad or

weep : this is also the case with other tribes of

S. Australia—the Yaurorka, Yantruwunta, Marula,
and Tangara. The latter eat the flesh also, carry-

ing the remains about and eating a piece whenever
their grief overcomes them (Howitt, op. cit. pp.

449, 751). The custom is not unknown even
among Christianized American Indians in British

Columbia, instances being known of some of the
blood or juices of the corpse being rubbed on the
body or swallowed in a frenzy of grief to obtain
union with the beloved dead (Allison, JAI x.\i.

316). Precisely the same idea of morbid atiection

is found in the story of Artemisia, who drank the
ashes of Mausolus out of love for him (Aul. Gell.

X. 18). Civilized Greek and savage Australian
were at one. It was possibly also a custom among
the ancient Celts, since in the heroic cycles we
read how Emer, the wife of Ciichulainn, after her
husband's head had been cut ofi', washed it, pressed

it to her bosom, and sucked in the blood ( Hyde, iji".

Jlist. of Irclrintl, 1899, p. 352). Deirdre also lapped
the blood of her husband when he was slain (ib. p.

315). The custom is also referred to in mucli later

Gaelic poetry, while Spenser saw a woman drink
the blood of lier foster-son at Limerick (Carmichael,

Carmina Gadclica, 19U0, ii. 2S2).

13. Cannibalism through j'crcng'e.^Probably at

a later stage an entirely new motive arose with
respect to the eating of enemies, though it may
always have been more or less latent in this prac-

tice, and, where it prevailed, it put a stop to the
eating of relatives (where that e.xisted) or fellow-

tribesmen, except for one particular reason. This
is probably a late motive, since it seems mainly to

attect savages at a higher stage of civilization,

while it also prevails with those who are most
cruel. Here enemies are eaten out of rage, and
in order to glut revenge and cause their lasting •

contumely. The dead enemy was treated with
the utmost contempt, and finally eaten with every
mark of degradation. It is obvious that, where
the eating of relatives out of honour still con-

tinued, the rise of this motive must have soon
put an end to it. For eating the dead could not
signify in the one case contempt and in the other
honour. And, in fact, where enemies are eaten
for this precise reason, the eating of fellow-tribes-

men does not exist except where gluttony, as in

certain Polynesian cases, causes all loss of dis

tinction between friend and foe, or in cases of ex
treme hunger (Marquesas Islands) when an enemy
is not available. The motive of revenge, however,
g.ave an imiietus to the eating of fellow-tribesmen

in a new direction, viz. as a punishment, and pro-

duced legal cannibalism. The criminal was eaten,

as el.sewiiere he is executed. In certain cases the
motive of sheer gluttony coexi.sts with this motive
of contempt, jind here also mainly among higher
savages. Raids are m.ade on surrounding tribes,

and cannibalism causes a regular trade in bodies,

which are bought and sold in the market as meat
is in a butcher's shop.

14. The eating of enemies out of rage or con-

tempt, with its correlate, legal cannibali.sm—the
eating of criminal members of the communitj'—has
a comparatively wide range, and mainlj- among
higher savages and barbaric races. In some cases
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it is connected Avith tlie idea of obtaining tlie

enemies' strength, while it oannot alwayH bo dis-

sociated from the motive of gUittony. In many
eases, however, the eating is reduced to a minimum,
and becomes a mere formal act of revenge. Its

eonnexioii with actual head-hunting—a practice

which extends eastwards from India, through
Malaysia, to Melanesia, and whicli is mainly con-

cerned with showing contempt for enemies—as well

as with the cutting oft* and preservation of the

head or skull or scalp, after the cannibal meal, as

a trophy, should be noted ; while we must dis-

tingiiish between this latter custom and the pre-

servation of a relative's head out of honour or for

the purpose of a definite cult. The cutting ofl'and

preservation of the head as a trophy must have
originated early, as in Neolithic graves headless

bodies are frequently found {JAI v. 146). While
rage and contempt are clearly indicated in the
custom, actual head-hunters now believe that the
ghost of the slain will become the victor's slave

ill the next Avorld, or will become his guardian
and benefactor—an animistic motive which doubt-
less underlies the practice wherever found, while
it recalls the already noted instances of subduing
the ghost through eating (Dayaks [Ling Roth,
Kat. of Sarmvak, 1896, ii. 140; UAnthrop, xiv. 96]

;

Lushais [Woodthorpe, Lushai Expedition^ 1873, p.

136]). Cannibalism out of contempt, whether asso-

ciated or not with head-hunting, occurred among
the ancient Celts and Scythians. It is found among
a few Australian tribes ; in E. Asia ; in Melanesia,
Polynesia, and ^Micronesia ; it is common in Africa
and also in S. America.
Of the Irish Celts, Diodorus Siculus (vi. 12) says that they ate

their enemies; while it is certain that the heads of enemies
were cut off, and carried at tlie girdle, or otherwise preserved.

In some cases the victor tore the features with his teeth, as did
the Prince of Leinster in Fitzstephen's time (Girald. Cambr.
Conq. of Irel. bk. i. cap. 4 ; cf. also Hyde, op. cit. p. 2D5 ; Bev.
Celt. viii. 69, x. 217). The heads of slain warriors were dedi-

cated to Morrigu, the Irish war-goddess, or were considered
her property (Stokes, Three Irish Glossai-ies, 1862, p. xxxv). The
Scythians drank the blood of slain enemies, stripped off the
scalp and hung it on the bridle-rein, and made a drinking-cup
of the upper part of the skull. This was also done to relatives

with whom they were at enmity (Herod, iv. 64 f.). Strabo speaks
of the Earniianians, a people west of the Indus, among whom
none may marry till he cuts off an enemy's head and brings it

to the king, in whose dwelling it is hung up ; the tongue is

mixed with flour, cooked, and eaten by the slayer and his

relatives (xv. 727). Asia; Pacific.—The Garos of Bengal eat

the fruit of a tree with the juice of an antagonist's head after a
family feud, the tree having been planted by both parties for

that purpose {JAI ii. 396). Cannibalism is associated with
manyof the head-hunting ceremonies among the wilder Dayaks,
and probably was once more widely prevalent, the motive
being revenge (St. John, Forests of Far East, 1862, i. 123-124).

The brains, palms of hands, and flesh of the knees were eaten
as tit-bits. It also prevailed among the wild tribes of the
Philippines at the time of their discovery, the heart of an enemy
being eaten with citron juice out of revenge. Later this custom
eeenis to have been restricted to tlie jiriest, who opened the
breast, dipped a talisman of the gods in the blood, and ate a
piece of heart and liver (Semper, Die Philippinen, 1869, p. 62).

Some head-hunters eat Che brains of the enemy ; this is also

done in Luzon, though here the motive is rather to obtain
courage, but the skull is kept in the house as a trophy (Andree,
p. 20; Featherman, liaces, 2nd div. pp. 501-502). The head-
hunting tribes of the interior of Celebes were also canni-
bals out of revenge, though occasionally from gluttony, begging
the bodies of condemned criminals from their more civilized

neighbours (Bickmore, Travels, ISCS. p. 70). The Battas of

Sumatra eat prisoners of war to show their contempt for them.
They bind the victim to a pole, throw lances at him till he
is killed, and then rush forward and hack him with their

knives, roasting and eating the pieces with salt and citron juice

(Marsden, Stimatra, 1811, p. 390; Miller, in Fhil. Trans. Ixviii.

IGl). The heads are preserved as trophies in the village-house
(Featherman, op. cit. p. 335). Marco Polo asserts the eating of a
war prisoner in Zipangu (Japan) if he was too poor to buy his

freedom ; while Sebastian Miinster describes the roasting and
eating of prisoners, and the drinking of their blood, by the
Tatars (Cosmographia, p. mcxlvii). Mediaaval chronicles
assert similar things of the Tatar invadere of Europe ; but
the e^idence must be received with caution, as auch stories

are common in time of war regarding dreaded enemies.
3Ielaitesia.~Jn some Islands of the Torres Straits group, e.fi.

Mnralufj, the heads of enemies were cut off, placed in an oven
and partially cooked. The eyes and parts of the cheeks were
eaten by the victors to make them brave; the skull was then

kicked along the ground and afterwards hung up near the
camp (MacOillivray, Voyage of Rattlesnake, ii. 4-7). Id the
Solomon Islands both revenge and gluttony lead to the eating
of war-prisoners, who are cooked in a pit with hot stones, and
eaten with frantic joy. The scalp and hair are pvit on a coco-nut
and hung in the common hall ; canoe-houses are also adorned
with enemies' skulls (Verguet,ii£iv. 214; Woodford, Nat, among
Head-Hunters, 1890, pp. 92, 152; Guppy, Sol. Is., 1SS7, p. 16).

The same mixed motives are found in the New Hebrides ; some
refer it to an unnatural taste after revenge ; others, to gluttony,
as plenty of food exists in the islands. In some cases the crimes
of an enemy are alleged by the natives as their reason for eating
him ; in other cases the bodies are supplied by the chief to the
villages as a feast. The practice now exists only in the interior,

and members of another tribe are asked to cut up the body
(Turner, Nineteen Years in Polynesia, 1861, p. 83 ; L'Anthrop.
X. 360 ; Steel, Ne%o Heb., 1880, p. 25). In Neio Caledonia the
ferocity of the natives ia well known, one group attacking
another neighbouring group, murdering and devouring them.
Man-eating is here ascribed by the natives themselves to the lack

of animal food, but revenge also enters into it to a large extent.
The smallest pretext is used for fighting, and revenge is not
complete until the slain have been devoured. It appears to be
mainly the privilege of the chiefs, who even eat their own
tribesmen, causing a tumult to be raised and eating the
offenders as a punishment, and inviting guests to share in the
meal (Lang, Social Origins, p. 197 ; De Rochas, Nouvelle Caled.^

1862, p. 206 ; BSAP, 1800, p. 414 ; Montrouzier, ib. 1870, p. 30).

In Fiji revenge and gluttony aa well aa religious motives have
caused cannibalism. One of the victims was usually offered by
the priest to the war-god, or sacrificed at the building of a temple
or the launching of a canoe ; in the latter case the bodies were
used as rollers. Cannibalistic feasts on bodies of enemies were
common, and 'as tender as men's flesh' had passed into a
proverb. Chiefs sent bodies of the victims of war to each other,
or kept a register of the numbers they had eaten—in one case
this reached 872. The skulls were sometimes used as drinking
vessels. Ovens and pots in which the dead were cooked, and
the dishes from which they were eaten, were tabu (Williams, Fijiy

1S58, pnssim; Miss Gordon-Gumming, At Home in Fiji, 1881, p.

134 ; Erskine, Westei'n Pacific, 1853). In the Marquesas Islatids,

as in New Zealand, cannibalism in great part showed contempt
for the slain enemy, and this was further marked by the semi-
animistic motive already mentioned—the satisfaction at destroy-
ing the enemy's soul. The rehgious aspect of cannibalism in these
countries will be referred to later. In the former, cannibalism
was latterly restricted to chiefs (descendants of tlie gods) and
priests—the heart and eyes being eaten and the blood drunk.
In the latter, gluttony was also a motive, and the circumstances
of the feast were most gruesome. The head was placed on a

Sole and the oven was tabu {L'Anthrop. x'l. 443 ; Miss Clarke,
faoriTales and Legends, 1S96, p. 126 f. ; Andree, p. 68; Berge-
mann, p. 36). In Tonga the liver of a slain enemy was eaten
through hate(Mariner, Tonga Islands, 1817, i. 321); in Samoa the
motives were also hatred and revenge, ' I will roast thee ' being
the greatest insult which could be offered to a Samoan, while,

even after the practice was given up, captives, in token of sub-
mission, would offer burning wood, and say, * Kill and cook us
when it seems good to thee * (Turner, Polynesia, p. 194) ; in
Micronesia, cannibalism was reduced to eating part of a great
warrior out of hate, the eaters taking his name (Andree, p. 71).

Instances from Afnca are usually connected mth gluttony ; in

Manjuema, as also among some tribes of the Niger delta, enemies
are eaten mainly out of revenge; skulls of enemies decorate
the houses and villages. Robertson Smith has shown that
cannibalism existed among the early Arabs to the extent of
eating the liver or drinking the blood of an enemy ; drinking
wine from the skull is also referred to, and the wearing of neck-
lets, etc., of noses and ears {Kinship^, p. 296). In 5. America the
Mesayas kept a prisoner for some time, giving hira a wife. At
the end of 3 months he was sent to gather wood for the oven ;

warriors then selected, by painting with a mark, that part of his
body which they would eat. A dance took place by night,
after which the prisoner was slain and eaten ; the bones were
split for the marrow ; the head was painted and placed in the
hut of the bravest warrior. Revenge was the motive, and
warfare between neighbouring tribes was frequent (Marcoy, in

Tour du Monde, xv. 135). Blood revenge was attributed as the
motive of Miranha cannibaUsm (Martins, Beitr. zur Eth. Amer.,
1867, p. 638) ; also among the Columbian Indians; the Botocudos
(head stuck on a pole and used as a mark for arrows) ; prob-
ably the Coroatos (enemy's arms eaten during a dance of
warriors) ; and the Araucanians (head chief and other chiefs suck
blood of hearts) (Andree, p. 82 f. ; Neuwied, Reise nach BrasU.
ii. 49 ; Smith, The Araucanians, p. £74). With the Tupis, dead
enemies were eaten, while their children were brought home
and cared for till the age of 14, when they were slain and eaten.
This was also done to young women ; while to male prisoners
were given wives. They were then kept till a festival was
arranged, which was carried through according to strict cere-
monial. The prisoner had to light the fire at which he was to
be roasted ; he was slain with a special club, round which
women had sung and danced all night. AH took part in the
eating. The motive was revenge, the prisoner being told that
he was thus treated because he had killed and eaten his captors*
friends. If a child had been born to the prisoner, it was also-

eaten, and was held to be of the same flesh and blood aa their
enemies (Hans Staden, cited in Andree, p. 85 f. ; Southey, Hist.

of Brazil, 1819, p. 299). With civilized peoples eating part of an
obnoxious enemy or ruler has occasionally occurred on the part
of rough soldiers or the mob. Christian soldiers are said to
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have roast«d and eaten Turkish prisoners at the siege ot

Antioch (Berueniann, p. 18); at Florence, in the 1-lth cent.,

citizens ate the flesh of tlieir rulers (Machiavelli, ii. ch. 8) ; and
in the French Revolution eating the heart of victims of mob
violence was not unknown (for the Scots instance of Lord Soulis

see Scott, HimtreUi/, 1839, p. 4li2, and cases cited there).

It is obvious from many of these cases that head-hunting was,

in its origin, closely connected with cannibalism, while it forms

one of a series of practices in which tlie remains of dead enemies

are treated with contumely or regarded as trophies, or worn to

increase the wearers' strength. For Celtic and Scandinavian

instances of making trophies of beads, see Elton, Origins oj

J^iig. Uist., 1882, p. 112. For American Indian scalping, see

paper by Burton m Anthrop. liev., 18G4, and Friedenci, Skal-

pieren und dhnliche Kriegsgebrduche in Amerika, Brunswick,
1906. The Botocudos, people of New Hebrides, Niam-Niams,
and Ashantis wear teeth of victims as necklaces, in some
instances to obtain their courage (Keane, JUan Past and Pre-

sent, 1900, p. 437 ; Beecham, Ashaiitee, 1841, p. 76 ; see other

references above). Some of these also wear bones, as tlie Tshis

make trophies of jawbones (Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, 1887,

p. 266). The Maoris made utensils and vessels of their victims'

bones. Cf. also the frequent use of the skull as a drinking vessel

in the instances cited. In New Guinea (natives of Mowat and
Daudai, JAI xix. 462) the penis of warriors is believed to

possess great virtue ; it is cut oflf and worn, as is the vagina

of women. Among the Chinese the ear is commonly cut

off (JAI x\u. 172 f.): the ancient Celts cut out the tongue
(Itec. Celt. i. 261); and the Mexicans flayed an enemy's or

victim's body.

15. Legal cannibalism is found among the Battas,

who treat their evil-doers and criminals precisely as

tlieydo enemies {vide supra, p. 200a, §9(2)), eating

them as an ignominious punishment (see Geof/.

Jour., Jime 1898). Marco Polo describes the eat-

ing of dead malefactors among the Tatars of

Xandu, and the people of Fo-kien and Kiang-si

(Yule, p. 207). Thieves and assassins were eaten

in Bow Island as well as enemies, and in Francis

Island thieves were consumed (Letourneau, op. cit.

\t. 212 ; Turner, Samoa, 1884, p. 300). Among the

ilaoris, adulteresses and murderers were eaten

and their bones made into utensUs ; the eyes were
swallowed raw hy the Ariki (Shortland, N.Z., 1851,

p. 230). Wrong-doers were not eaten by tlieir own
tribesmen in Duke of York Island, but killed and
sold to another tribe (Powell, Wanderinfjs, p. 93)

;

murderers or particularly detested enemies are

eaten in Lepers' Island in anger and to show ill-

treatment (Codrington, Mclanesians, p. 3-14) ; evil-

doers are killed and eaten by order of the chiefs in

New Caledonia (Andree, p. 58, citing Garnier) ;

witches were sold for food as a punishment in New
Georgia (Woodford, llcad-liunters, p. 150) ; while

in Fiji a whole tribe would be condemned to be
eaten for offending the paramount chief (Keane,
Man Past and Present, p. 137).

Among the African Negroes the practice is com-
mon, sorcerers being generally killed and eaten

by all the tribes (L'Anth. xiv. 91). The Mam-
banga eat murderers or those asserted to be so by
an oracle (Andree, p. 39) ; the Ba-Ngala occasion-

ally eat debtors (Cotjuilhat, Sur Ic Haut-Congo,lSSS,
p. 337) ; the Tupcnde and Tukeltc are said to eat

malefactors (Wissmann, Im Inncrn Afrilcas, p. 98).

Among the Kissama a deljtor or criminal is eaten

a.s a punishment (Hamilton, JAI i. 187) ; dead
rebels are eaten in Concobclla, and murderers are

killed, torn to piece.s, and eaten in Bunny ; while
among the Agni of tho Ivory Coast tlio.se con-

demned to death a.s criminiils were eaten (.Stein-

metz, pp. 21-22 ; L'Anthrop. iv. 424). In E. Africa
an offender is sometimes made to eat one of his

own members cut oil for the purpose (JAI x.xii.

110). The Eskimo custom of eating a witch's heart

(already noted) may be regarded also as a legal

piuiisliment. Two .S'. Aitstralinn tribes, the Muk-
jarawaint and the Jupag.ilk, kill men marrying
within the forbidden tlegrces, ami part of the body
is eaten by members of the same totem-clan
(Howitt, op. cit. p. 247).

16. Cannibalism through sheer gluttony— the
worst form of all—is found mainly in Africa, along
the Guinea Coast, southwards into Congo-land, and
eastwards to about 30' E. longitude. Captain

Hindes, at the meeting of the British A.ssociatiou

in. 1895, said, 'The Negro lakes human Uesh as

food purely and simply, and not from any religious

or superstitious reasons.' To this, however, there

are some exceiitions. It also occurs among the
Negroes of Hayti, apart from their religious canni-

balism. It is found among a few N. American
and several S. American tribes in a particularly

odious form, in New Guinea sporadically, and in

Melanesia.
In the Guinea coast region and the Niger delta, cannibalism

through gluttony appears to be dying out, and only a few-

tribes here and there within recent years are accused of it—the

people of Calabar, the Obotschi and Onitscha on the Niger,

Bambaras, Quaquas, and Bourbouris (Hutchinson, Ten Years
among Klhiapians, pp. 48, 68 ; F. du Langle, in Tour du Monde,
xxvi. 374). In Aahanti and Dahomey it has become a mere
formal rite. In French Congo the worst offenders are the

Fans, who, however, are becoming ashamed of it (du Chailhi,

Eij. Africa, 1861, p. 74 f.. Tour du Monde, xii. 308 ; Sohweinfurth,
Uearl oJ A/rica, 1873, ii. 18). But the greatest seat of gluttonous
cannibalism is in Central Africa, especially in the regions un-
touched by Muhammadan influence. The tribes in and around
the Congo i'ree State—Niam-Niams, Monbuttus, Mam-banga,
Manjuema, Bonj^s, Balutu, Bassanje, and others—are mentioned
by Stanley (In Darkest Africa, 1890), Schweiniurth, and other
explorers, as inveterate cannibals. Among all these gluttonous
cannibals it is mainly enemies who are eaten. Earlier WTiteri

speak of some of them eating their own dead, but this is pro-

bably a mistake. Modern authorities lay particular emphasis
on the fact that relatives are not eaten, through an existing

horror at eating the flesh of blood relations, but their bodies

are frequently sold or exchanged to neighbouring villages or

tribes. With many of the tribes, raids are regularly undertaken
to obtain prisoners, who are then sold, living or dead, in th.j

market-places as butcher meat. Prisoners are kept till re-

quired ; dead bodies are frequently salted down or dried ; but

the Manjuema are most disgusting and depraved, soaking the

body in water till putrid, and eating it raw. The Yokomas,
liougous, and others also eat putrid human flesh {VAnthrop,
vii. 119, xii. 78). Among the Niam-Niams the children born to

slave women are killed and eaten. In all cases human flesh is

regarded and treated exactly as the flesh of animals would be
elsewhere. The skulls of victims ornament the villages ; their

teeth are worn as necklaces ; the fat is used to feed lamps.
Occasionally camiibalism is found as one of the principal objects

of a secret society, like that of the Leopards m Sierra Leone,

every person entering which must provide a human victim, who
is secretly murdered ; the liver and kidneys are eaten by tlie

' kings' of the society, while the body is devoured by the other

members. All of them rub the fat on their faces and hands, as

well as on the fetish, which is the property of the society

(L'Anthrop. vii. 621). A similar society of ghouls exists in

Uganda, although cannibalism is otherwise little known in E.

Africa; the herding of victims in pens, to be slaughtered as

required, is, however, described in 15S6 (JAI xxii. 99). The
members of this society are called Basezi, and have their head-
quarters mainly in the Sese islands on Lake Victoria. They
kill their victims secretly, and also disinter and devour corpses.

Both of these societies are abhorred in their respective districts

(Sir H. Johnston, Uganda Protectorate, ii. 692). In Hayti,

Vaudoux cannibalism is doubtless a survival of African man-
eating, and occurs through gluttony as well as from a religious

motive (see below). Murder for this end is frequent ; niidwives

are accused ef killing children in order to eat them ; while

human flesh is said to nave been exposed for sale in the markets
(St. John, Haj/ti, I8S4, p. 223f.). Analogous to the African

societies is one which formerly existed among the Indians of

Vancouver Island and the coast district near it, called the

liametze, and composed of those of the highest rank. The
preparation for admission lasted four years; at the end of it

the candidate had to drink human blood, which he did by
attacking and biting the first person he met. At the feasts of

the society, slaves and prisoners were killed and eaten. The
Hritish rule put an end to the custom, but the eating of corpses

is alleged to have still continued (Jacobsen, Reise, 1896, p. 47 f.).

.S'. yl wujrica.—The witness of tiaiellers, as well as the existence

of shell-mounds with human bones spht for the extraction of

the marrow, proves that the Caribs of the Antilles were canni-

bals, raiding other islands and the coast to obtain victims of

their gluttony. The other tribes still retain a traditional fear

of this ferocious people (Im Thurn, Indians of Guiana, p. 418 ;

Brett, Legends ofB.Guiana, 18S0,p. 100; cf. Andree, p. 72). Tlie

Kashibos of Peru make war on neighlwuring tribes in order to

get prisoners to eat, and are detested by them for tins practice

(Tschudi, Trar. in Peru, ii. 222 ; Slarcoy, xi. 220). Similar state-

nieiils are made of the Cohens (Wallace, Amn:.m, p. 498).

Other tribes are accused by old travellers of gluttunous canni-

balism; thus Ilerrera says of the Colombian Indians that 'the

living are the grave of the dead, for the husband has been seen

to eat his wife, the brother his brother or sister, the son his

father ; captives are also fattened and eaten roasted' (Herrera,

in Purchas, pt. 3, p. 890) ; but all tllese statements must be
received with caution. The Catios, a branch of the Chocas in

Columbia (now extinct), were also said to fatten captives for

the table, while their Darien neighbours cohabited with

female prisoners, and brought up the children of such unions

till they were fourteen, when they and the mother were killed.
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The doore of cliiefs wrrc lu-rc decorated wiih men's skulls
(Cieza de Leon, in Ilakhiyt Soc. p. C0(.). The eating' of tlie

offspring of a captive to whom one of their own women \md
l)een given ftiuonj? the Tiipis ha^ already been noted. In partes

of New Guinea, e.g. in the south-east, human victims wtic inul
are eateu as 'the best possible nourishment'; some of the
tribes were constantly at war (or the sake of a feast off the
prisoners taken (Chalmers and Gill, New Guinea, 1885, pp. 44,

1S8, etc.). Elsewhere the practice is abhorred, or exists only for
other reasons (see above). In New Ireland the people glory in
cannibal banquets, and many bodies are to be seen in the houses
ready for eating- (Roy. Geoa. Soe. Report, ^t^S7 ; Ber^'emann, p.
31). For the New Hebrides and Solomon Islands see above

;

the gluttonous motive of the former is confirmed by Steel {New
Hcb., ISSO, p. 26), who says appetite sometimes leads them to cap
ture victims ; while Woodford {Sat. among Uead-kunters, ISDO,

p. 167) speaks of cannibalism as a daily practice in the Solomon
Islands. In some parts of New Ireland a tribe will hire itself

out for fighting, the only payment required being the bodies of
the slain. A society inNew Britain, the Duk-Duk, whose main
purpose is the secret administration of justice, has occasional
feasts in which (as in the African and American Indian societies)

human flesh is the principal dish (Deniker, Races of Man, 1900,
p. 254 ; Powell, Wanderings, 1883, p. 63).

17. Heligiotts cannibalism,—Religion as a motive
for cannibalism exists more or less wherever the
animistic motive or the desire of honouring the
dead is found. There is here, however, a blending
of magic and religion, since, tliough honour to the
ghost of tlie dead may suggest the practice, there
is also the intention of assimilating the qualities
or the soul of the deceased. It is mainly where
enemies are eaten that cannibalism as a strictly

religious rite exists, and usually in connexion witn
the sacrifice of the victim to the gods. This sug-
gests that the religious aspect of cannibalism is a
late one, more especially as in such comparatively
civilized countries as Mexico and Nicaragua canni-
balism was entirely ritual and religious. The eating
of prisoners would naturally be only occasional

;

hence it would become a festival with a religious
aspect. Tlie question of the relation of htiman
sacrifice to cannibalism requires consideration. Did
human sacrifice arise through an earlier canni-
balism, \'iz. on the principle that, as men ate
human flesh and liked it, therefore they could ofler
nothing better to the gods—sacrifice being primarily
a feeding of ghosts or gods ? Or did human sacrifice
have a separate origin to which divine cannibalistic
ideas were transferred by human cannibals? The
former is much more likely, as the gods are uni-
versally believed in early times to eat the sacrifice.

We may also note instances of human sacrifices to
animal divinities who actually eat tlie victims. It

could only then have been at a later time that the
worshipper shared in the human victim with the
gods or ghosts at a sacrificial feast. We cannot
therefore seek the origin of cannibalism in such a
feast. It presupposes cannibalism ; instances of it

are rare, and are found only among higher savages
;

while cannibalism is not always associated with
human sacrifice, and sometimes exists, as with the
Australians, where sacrifice of any kind is un-
knoMTi. The human victim may sometimes have
been eaten as in a common meal in which gods
and men shared, or, to judge by several actual
instances, as himself representing the divinity of
whose life men partook by eating the human repre-
sentative. But such a view certainly does not
belong to the earliest stages of religious thought.
Religious cannibalism is foimd to have existed
among the Maoris and Melanesians ; possibly
among the Dayaks; in Central Africa and sporadic-
ally in other parts of the continent ; in Hayti

;

aniong the higher races of N, America ; occasion-
ally in S. America ; in India ; among the Greeks
and other ancient peoples.
Maori cannibalism has already been described ; the first

enemy slain was offered as a propitiatory sacrifice to the Atua

;

the hair was offered to the war-god. The ear of this victim was
eaten by the female Ariki or priestess ; the heart by the male
Ariki (sometimes by the priestess) ; the second enemy slain was
reserved for the priest ; all other bodies fell to the warriors
(Shortland. op. cit. p. 247; JAI xix. 105). In Tahiti the eve
of sacrificial victims was given to the king as ' the eye of the

people.' In later times he did not cat it, but offered it to the
gods. Much the same procedure as in X. Zealand was followed
in Fiji, one of the prisoners being offered to the war-god by
the priest before the feast began (Williams, Fiji, i. 147). Garnier
says that in New Caledonia old people were killed by their own
desire, offered to the gods, and eaten (Tour du Monde, xvi. 11).
Ill the Margttesas Islaiuls cannibalism had a strong religious
aspect. The victims were called 'food of the gods,' and the
chiefs, being descendants of gods and therefore divine, had a
lirst right to a part of the feast. When the victims were
enemies they were tortured by the priests, who received the
heads ; and the whole feast was accompanied by religious
chant-s. Human sacrifices, however, were offered also without a
cannibalistic feast (L'Anthrop. vi. 443, 449). The use of sacred
hymns at cannibalistic war-feasts in the Soloinon Islands ia

also suggestive of a ritual and religious aspect (Bergemann,
p. 32). West Central A/rica.—Among tribes on the Guinea
coast, as at Great Bassam, at the founding of a new town a
victim was offered in sacrifice. The priests gave auguries from
the entrails, after which the heart, liver, and other parts were
cooked with fowls, a goat, and fish ; all present partook of the
feast, lest they should die within the year (Hecquard, Reise, p.
49). There is some slight evidence that in Dahomey the frequent
human sacrifices were accompanied in earlier times by a
cannibal feast. Norris asserts this in 1772, and some proof of
it exists in the custom of the kiii^s dipping his finger in the
blood and licking it. Probably this is a survival of an earlier
feast (Labarthe, Reise, p. 238). The eating of an enemy's heart
in A shanti softer it had been cut out by the priest had also a
ritual significance (see above) ; it was eaten with sacred herbs.
In Bonny, where enemies were eaten out of revenge, they were
first off^ered to the Ju-ju ; in another case which was obsened,
the entrails were given to the iguana, the guardian animal-god
(Andree, p. 26, citing Bp. Crowther ; Hutchinson, Ten Years^
Wa7iderings, p. G6). The Kimbunda of Portuguese West Africa
eat the flesh of enemies to acquire bravery, but the diviner first

cuts up the body, tears out the entrails, and divines with them
(Magyar, Reisen in Siid-Afrika, 1859, i. 276). Among the Kas-
sanje, the human victim of the Sambamento feast was received
w ith the same honour as a chief. The headman then stabbed him,
tore out his heart and ate a piece, while his attendants allowed
the blood to stream over his body. The flesh was then eaten by
all in due order along with that of animals (Valdez, Six Tears
in W. Africa, 1861, ii. 159). In Hayti these African practices
are still continued by the cannibalistic Vaudoux sects among the
Negroes. St. John, citing trustworthy witnesses and the evidence
produced at murder trials, shows that at the obscene orgiastic
meetings connected with the worship of a serpent, a sacrifice

of a child or adult, ' the goat without horns,' frequently takes
place to propitiate this serpent-divinity, either for particular
purposes or at stated festivals. Th^ papaloi, or priest, ha^'ing
slain and offered the victim, the skin and entmils are buried,
and the flesh is eaten cooked or raw, amid singing of sacred
chants and dancing. The victims are usually children who
have been kidnapped, but sometimes women are drugged and,
after having been buried, are exhumed and sacrificed (St. John,
Hayti, ch. 5). Tiie typical example of religious cannibalism
is found among the ancient Mexica-ns, who, in spite of their

civilization, had a taste for human flesh little dift'erent from
the gluttonous Negro, although it had the sanction of religion.

The victims were invariably enemies or slaves, and were offered

before the images of the gods. The priest cut open the breast
with an obsidian knife, tore out the heart, and offered it to the
gods ; then he sprinkled his assistants and the offerers with
the blood. After this a cannibalistic feast on the body took
place, priest and offerers partaking. Dressing in the skin of

the victim was usually a part of the ceremony. On particular
occasions the victim had been kept for a year beforehand and
treated as a prince, and there is reason to believe that he then
represented the divinity, so that the worshippers, in eating hia

flesh, sacramentally partook of their god through his represen-
tative. In other cases paste images of the god Huitzilopochtli
were mixed with human blood and eaten sacramentally. Early
writers estimate these cannibalistic sacrifices by thousands
yearly, and there seems little reason to suppose much exaggera-
tion in their accounts (Bernal Diaz and Saha^n give the best
accounts; cf. Jourdanet's iltude sitr L'S sacnjices kummns et

I'anthropophagie chez les Aztiques, in his edition of the former
Paris, 1877). Mendieta reports a rite similar to the Mexican sacra-

ment from Vera Cruz among the Totonacs. Every three years
children were killed, and their hearts' blood was mixed with the
sap of a tree, herbs, and dough. The mixture, called toyol-

lia ytlaqual, was eaten every six months bywomen over sixteen
and men over twenty•fi^e {Mexico, bk. ii. cap. 16, 19). C3anni-

baiistic sacrifices were common among the Central American
tribes, e.g. in Nicaragua. To obtain rain from QuJateot, the rain-

god, children and adults were sacrificed to him and his images
were sprinkled with their blood. Caciques and priests then
feasted on the bodies of men ; children's bodies were buried.

Here, too, the victims were prisonei-s of war or slaves {Trans,
Amer. Eth. Soe. iii. 138 ; Bancroft, iii. 492). Acosta, in his His-
tory of the Indies, 1590, says that the victim represented the god,
as in the Mexican instance. Among the wilder tribes of Peru,
human sacrifices with cannibalistic feasts are said to have pre-
vailed till the coming of the Incas (Cieza de Leon, Chron. of
Pent, 1S64, pt. i. ch. xxxviii.), who, according to Garcilasso

de la Vega, put an end to both {Royal Commentaries^ 16SS,

p. 137 f.), thus showing themselves in a more amiable light than
the Mexicans. The custom was to offer the heart and blood of

a captive to the animal-gods, while the worshippers feasted on
the flesh of the sacrifice (de la Vega, ii. 344).
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All in nearly all Ibcse caiinihnlistio sacrifices the victims were
enemies, it is far from unlikely that, in many cases where th.e

eating of enemies for various motives—to obtain slreti;;th, out
of revenge or gluttony—is reported, without any mention of a
religious rite, this also existed, so that cauuibaiism with a
ritual aspect would have a wider range (cf. the case of the
Philippine islanders, § 14).

The cannibalism of the Aghori, a sect of Siva, which continued
in India until lately, appears to have been partially religious
and by way of self-abnegation. Corpses of those who had been
slaughtered or had died ft natural death were eaten, and fre-

quently stolen for that purpose (llalfour, Cj/d, of /Tit/.a, 1885,
i. i'l ; Tod, Knjaslhan, 1832). The sect, which flourished in
mediaeval times, was accustomed to buy human flesh in the
open market as late as the 17lh cent. ; but the eating of the
dead has now practi<:ally disappeared, and the sect is much
reduced (see Aoiioiil).

To the instances of orgiastic cannibali^:m and eating the
victim who represents the god may be added certain cases in
ancient Greece, In later times a fragment of human flesli,

probably representing an earlier human victim, was placed
among the parts of animal victims sacriiiced to Zeus Lycaius in

Arcadia, and, in the feast which followed, the man who at« this
fragment was believed to become a werwolf (Plato, JCcpub. viii.

5Ga). This is undoubtedly a survival of an earlier cannibal
sacrificial feast. It is still more marked in the Dionysiac
rites, especially in Crete, where, in order to be identified with
the god who had himself been torn and eaten by the Titans,
the worshipper tore and ate the raw flesh of a bull or goat
((iMO^ayia ; cf. Plutarch, de De/. Or. xiv. ; Poniliyiy. Je Absl.
iv. 19). But occasionally a human victim rfi>i< r! 1 fl, ;.-.;

and was similarly treated. Pon>hyry says 1', < ,, , ,1] ,

exacted such a human victim in Chios anil ,1,1
, m'i

Pausanias says that formerly a child was tbt- \ :i ;i i-i tii l;,i

(lU Ah:^t. ii. 55 ; Paus. ix. 5. 2); while a vase pointing sliows a
Thracian tearing a child with his teeth in presence of the god
{JHS, IBtM), p. a43). Fragments of an epic poem recently dis-

covered and dealing with Bacchic subjects refer to the eating
of a human victim disguised as a stag. The tearing and eating
of animal flesh is known to have occurred among the heathen
Arabs, and the eating of a saci'iflcial animal which represented
the god was common. These may be extensions of toteniism

;

but possibly, as in the Cretan rite, behind them may lie the
eating of a human victim. We may compare with the Cretan
rite that of the Khonds, where a girl representing the goddess
Tari was sacrificed and torn limb from limb by the worshippers,
e.ager to obtain a piece of the deified victim (Reclus, Friui.
Folk, 1891, p. 304), or that of the Marinios, a S. African people,
who strewed the blood and ashes of brains and skull of a human
sacrifice on the field to make it fruitful, and consumed the
remainder (Schneider, Rel. d. afrik. Naturvolker, 1891, i. 175).
Reference may also be made to the employment of human

blood in ritual ceremonies by the Ostiaks. a'nd the use of a
child's blood in the Sacrament among the Christian sectaries of
Great Russia {L'Anthrop. v. 608).

18. Political and social cannibalism.—Cannibal-
ism lias also political and social aspects, though
both, probably, are connected -with religion. The
former is nicst marked in certain African corona-
tion rites, as at Darfnr, where, even after the intro-
duction of Islam, two boys were sacriiiced and their
liesh eaten by the Sultan and his nobles. He wlio
did not eat was regarded as a traitor (Munzinger,
Ostrifrik. Stud.-, 18S3, j). 5.58). Anotlier instance is

that of the Ama-pondo Katirs, with whom the new
chief bathed in the blood of a relative and drank out
of his skull (Bergemann, p. 39). In the Cameroon
district a new chief must kill one or more men
and divide the flesh among his relatives and the
other chiefs (Ratzel, Vblkerhunde, 1885-88, i. 613).
Compare the survival at the coronation of a king
in the Sandwich Islands. The left eye of a human
victim was given him to swallow, sothat an acces-
.sion of strength might be his (Tumbiill, Travels,
1840, p. 2-lU). The social asjiect of cannibalism
appears in the rites of blood-brotherhood (see
Brothkhhood [artif.]), where the covenanting
parties mingle their blood and drink it, and in those
of initiation (q.v.), where the candidate tastes or
drinks the blood of tlie older men of the clan, or
is smeared with it. Both (bese customs are very
marked with most Australian tribes : 'The drawing
and also the drinking of blood on certain special
occasions is a.ssociated with the idea tliat tho.'^e

who take part in the ceremony are thereby bound
together in friendshin,^ and obliged to assist one
another ' (Spencer-Gillen ^ p. 598 ; cf. Howitt, op.
cit. pp. 658, 668, 670; Frazer, Toteniism, p. 45).
They are thus analogous to the drinking of a
friend's blood in sickness (see above, § 7), or as a

mark of affection, as among the Celts (§ 12). Eat-
ing of the flesli of a fallen enemy by both contend-
ing i>arties after a hglit, as a token of entering on a
covenant of peace, is akin to the blood-brotherhood
rites, and is found among the Liu-kiu islanders and
the Garo hill-tribes (Steinmetz, p. 3, and see § 10).

In Timor-Laut, bonds are scaled by both parties
eating a slave (Bergemann, p. 22). Both Sallust
and TertuUian mention the drinking of human
blood to strengthen a bond between contracting
parties among the Romans (C'a<(/. xxii. ; adc. Gnost.
scorj). vii. ).

19. Loioesl peoples and cannibalism.— Evidence
tints goes to show that the worst forms of can-
nibalism do not occur among the lowest savages,
but among barbaric races (Battas, Negroes, Maoris,
S. Americans) with a certain amount of culture.
Among other races of that grade or next above it

(American Indians, S. African races, some Polj--
nesians) it tends to disappear, or occurs through
other motives than gluttony, and often in a reduced
form. Among the lowest savages the worst forms
are never found, and it is doubtful whether can-
nibalism now exists among some of them. The
Australians are cannil.ials from a variety of motives,
never through gluttony ; the cannibalism of the
Tiismanians and Amlam.anese, asserted by early
travellers, is denied by later authorities, though
the North and Little Andaman Islanders are
accused of it by their fellows (Ling Roth, Abor.
of Tasmania, p. 97 ; E. H. Man, JAI xii. 117 fl".)

;

the Bushmen and Hottentots do not seem to be
cannibals, though one tribe (considered by some
to be an earlier people than the Bushmen) have
cannibalistic traits, eating the placenta after birth
(Stow, Pmccs of S. Africa, 19Uo, pp. 20, 51, 336),
while the Dwarfs of Central Afiica 'repudiate the
idea with horror,' though tliey eat animal flesh
freely (Sir H. Johnston, Uganda Protectorate, ii.

540) ; the Negritoes of the Malay Archijiclago
(Aetas and Sakkas) are doubtful (see Fasc. Malay
Ainthrop., 1903, i. 20 ; Semang interment shows no
evidence of the head being eaten, as has been said to
be done, and the authors failed to obtain evidence
of cannibalism among the Semangs, though the
true Semangs are said by tlie Hami to eat men).
Ainus, Eskimos, and Fuegians all seem to have

been occasionally cannibals. We can hardly, how-
ever, argue that the non-cannibal peoples referred
to were not formerly cannibals. Their jiresent
reduced nmnbers, the pressure of more cultured
tribes ujion them, and the presence in some cases
of a higher civilization, may have altered earlier
customs, and have made the slaying and eating
of enemies difficult, and in any case a matter of
secrecy. It is possible also that fear of the dead,
which exists strongly among some of these peoples,
e.g. Tasmp.nians and Sakkas (the former 'never
name the dead' [Roth, Abor. of Tas. p. 97]), may
have hindered cannibalism. Their case cannot,
therefore, be alleged in proof of cannibalism's being
non-existent in primitive times wdien man was on
their own or a still lower level. I'ala-olithic man
was already higlier in culture than they. All that
can be said is that cannilialism is an occasional
custom rather than a fixed habit among the lowest
races.

The weakening of cannibal customs is seen in
cases where the people but rarely take part, and
the act is restricted, in a more or less formal
manner, to the chief, king, or priest, as among
tlie Araucanians, in Ashanti, Dahomey, and
Cameroon, in the riiilipijines, Mar<iuesas Islands,
New Caledonia, and Sandwich and Society Islands,
and in the N. American cannibal societies (see
above). It is obvious that, where certain selected
portions of the flesh have been the special privilege
of chief or priest as a result of their natural pre-
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(Miiinencc, when the custom was dying out among
tlio people it would still lie kept up by those
privilegi'd persons out of pride or as an honorific
act. Thus the eye as the seat of the soul was
eaten by the chief in New Zealand, the Society
and Sandwich Islands, and in the Marquesas gro\ip,

where, even after their conversion to Christianity,
the priests kept the name of alinata, ' eye-eater

'

(Letourneau, op. cit. p. 208 ; Taylor, N.Z., 1885, ch.

xxi. ; L'Anthrop. vi. 443 ; cf. § 17). In New
Zealand the priest ate the lieart, antl the waniors
ate selected portions ; the heart and entrails fell

to the priests and his assistants in Kimbunda ; to

the chief in Kassanje ; to the bravest in the W.
India Islands ; in Tangale (Guinea) the Sultan
received the breast ; in Monbuttu (C. Africa)
children captured in war were reserved for kings ;

among the Shekiam people of Senegal the fetish-

]iriest received the liver as a tit-bit (§ 17 ; du
Tertre, Iliit. g(n. des Antilles, 1671, ii. 401 ; Andree,
p. 27 ; Schweinfurth, op. cit. ii. 98 ; Bergenianr.,

p. 47). These selected portions would certainly
<ontinue to be eaten by the persons privileged to
do so after the general custom had ceased. The
same idea of pri\'ilege is seen where priest or chief
eats fir.st, and not till he has done so may the
others take part in the feast.

20. Women and cannibalism.—Women sometimes
occupied a curious position in cannibalistic customs.
While the head was occasionally regarded as a
special portion, in some places, as in Tangale, it

was considered the worst part, and was given to
women to consume. This part was also given to
women among the Wakhandi of W. Australia, and
among the Peak River tribes of S. Australia. With
several peoples women were not allowed to take
part in the cannibalistic meal ; it was tabu to them.
We find this tabu existing among the Maoris (with
certain exceptions) and Tonga islanders, in Fiji,

and the Marquesas Islands ; among the Manjuemas,
Fans, Ba'ngalu, and Bassanje in Africa ; and in

Nicaragua. Children were forbidden to take part
among the Bassanje and Fans, and in the Marquesas
Islands ; men not tatued could not take part in

the last-mentioned place. The prohibition against
women's eating luunan flesh is doubtless nothing
but an instance of that imiversal sexual tabu in con-
ne.xion with eating which forbids men and women
to eat together or to eat the same kind of food
(see Crawley, Mystic Hose, p. 167 f.), and wliich is

known to exist in most of the districts referred to.

In the Solomon Islands women and children must
not be present wlien the body is cut up, but a
portion is sent to them {L'Anthro}}. x. 492).

A simUar e.^cteusion of the sexual tabu, which
regards woman as potentially or actually dan2;erous
to man, wUl also explain the fact that, while the
flesh of men is freely eaten, that of women was
abhorred or regarded as poisonous in New Zealand,
with the Maniuemas, the Kashibos, in Nicaragua,
and probably in other places where the custom has
not been referred to by observers. It may also

explain why women were not eaten by their
relatives while men were, among the Derbikes,
.as reported by Strabo (see § 11). Elsewliere the
tabu does not exist, and certain parts of female
flesh, breasts, hips, etc., were regarded as tit-bits.

21. Some cannibals, while eating freely of their

own kind, or of black people, abhor the flesh of

white men. The Tongans thought it a wicked and
dangerous practice, some Tong.ans having died after

it ; in the New Hebrides and New Caledonia it

was thought too salt ; among the Fans it is thought
to be poisonous, and other Negro cannibals dislike
it ; the Botocudos mutilated but did not eat the
bodies of wliite men ; certain Australian tribes
also thought it salt, wliile it produced nausea
(M.ariner, Tonrjals., 1817, i. 321 ; "Vwrnex, Polynesia,

p. 83 ; Dc llochas. Bull. sac. trAnthr. 1860, p. 414;
Andree, pp. 30, 88 ; Lumholtz, A.mong Cannibals,

p. 273).

iii. Present range of cannibalism. — At the
present time, cannibalism as a regular custom
exists only among isolated S. American tribes, in

West, Equatorial, and (^'entral Africa, in Malaysia,
some of the South Sea Islands (mainly in Melan-
esia), and in Australia. Excluding Australia, it

is thus confined to a belt of land extending to little

more than 10° N. and S. of the Equator. Beyond
these regions, of which the worst is Central Africa,
it occurs only through hunger, or in an attenuated
form for magical or medical purposes. What have
been the causes of this gradual weakening of a once
extensive and probably world-wide custom 1 In-

creasing ci\nlization has everywhere played its

part, and this appears in the mythology of various
peoples. Orpheus was held to have weaned the
Greeks, Osiris the Egyptians—cannibals in Neo-
lithic times (see i. § 3)—and the divine Aioina the
Ainus, from their earlier cannibalism (Hor.,
Arspoet. 391 ; Diod. Sic. i. 14 ; Batchelor, Ainu and
their Folk-lore, 1901, p. 2). Even among savage
peoples may be noted an out-growing of or disgust
at the custom, or an attempt to jnit it down on the
part of chiefs or priests, often quite apart from
outside influences. In several of the Pacific Islands
(Hawaii, Tahiti) it was dying out at the time of

their discovery, and shame at the practice was
arising ; in the Fiji Islands several pagan chiefs
tried to stop it but unsuccessfully, while Marquesan
priests protested against it in the name of the gods ;

among the American Indians the custom seems to
have become much diminished through a gradual
dislike of it ; in Africa among the southern tribes

there was a general disgust at those who had
relapsed into man-eating, and Moshesh tried to

extirpate it ; the Riamba cult, with its practice
of hemp-smoking, has uprooted it among some
Central African tribes, e.g. the Tuschilange
{.'Vndree, pp. 61, 63: Turnbull, Travels, p. 204;
Wake, Evol. of Moral. ^, 1878, i. 427 ; Wissmann, Im
Innern Afrikas, p. 152). We must also note the
part which totemism has played in forbidding
the eating of near relatives (see i. § 5). Animism,
too, by furthering the idea of the dignity of the
soul, suggested also the idea of the dignity of

the body wliich contained it, and thus may have
had a certain influence in forbidding the eating
of relatives where no stronger religious motive
impelled to it. This is suggested by the fact that
enemies are frequently eaten out of contempt, and
where this happens relatives are seldom eaten
(see 11. § 13). The presence of a higher civilization,

and especially of a higher religion, and the spread
of commercial relations among lower races, have
usually a beneficial ett'ect in putting an end to

anthropophagy. Even In the worst man-eating
districts the feasts are frequently held in secret.

The case of the Inca rule in Peru has already been
considered (ii. § 17). The higher ancient religions
doubtless had similar effects among the wild tribes
of Asia. Muhammadanism has extirpated or re-

duced the once universal cannibalism of the Negro
tribes of North and East Africa, in Sumatra, and
other parts of the Malay Archipelago, not only
among those professing it, but among other tribes

bordering upon them. Christianity, together with
other European civilizing Influences, has also put
an end to it in many parts of S. America, in New
Zealand, and many Islands of the South Seas, once
hotbeds of cannibalism, as well as In large tracts

of the African continent. With the further spread
of civilization and religion over the cannibalistic

zone, there is little reason to doubt that the custom
will soon become little more than a memory.

i\'. Folk-lore survivals. — The former univer-
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t^ality of cannibalism is suggested by the existence
of occasional ritual practices, as well as of myths
und ildrclicn. among peoples who are scarcely if

ever cannibals, and also among higher races who
have long since abandoned cannibalism. Such
tilings have descended from a time when they did
practise it, or were borrowed by tliem from can-
nibalistic peoples at a time when they themselves
were not far removed from the custom.

1. Folk-ctistom. — Ilartland has suggested by
comparison of a large range of customs at funeral
feasts, that such feasts may have replaced an earlier
honorific eating of dead relatives. Especial links
of connexion are eating the food across the corpse
(England), on the table where the dead has lain

(Abruzzi), or at the grave (ancient Greeks and
Romans, Albania) ; the use of special food, e.g.

corpse-ciike-s (Bavaria), or some form of pulse
which is often identified in folk-belief with human
flesh (France, Italy; cf. Pliny, xviii. 30); the im-
pression of a human form on the cakes (Albania

;

cf. sweetmeats stamped with images of skulls, etc.,

eaten in Italy on All Souls' Day ; the custom is

called ' eating the dead ') ; the use of pious excla-

mations while eating, or of conversation about the
virtues of the deceased ; the idea that the corpse-
cake actually contains the virtues and strength of

the deceased through the dough having been laid

on his body (Bavaria) ; the custom of the ' sin-eater

'

—some person eating food which had been placed in

contact with the dead, thus becoming responsible
for his sins (Wales ; cf. similar practices in India).

Although in some cases these feasts are also sur-

vivals of earlier feasts in which part of the food
was laid out for the dead, the idea of communion
with the dead runs through all of them, and
the various points noted are certainly suggestive
of an earlier eating of the dead (Hartland, Legend
of Perseus, 1895, ii. 287 f. ; Gomme, Ethnol. in

Folklore, 1892, p. 116 ff.).

2. 3Ii/ths. — Even a cultured people like the
Greeks had myths which prove that in some far

distant time their ancestors had been cannibals.

It has already been seen that orgiastic cannibalism
and ritual survival existed even down to late times.

The saga of Tantalus and his descendants is a curi-

ous instance of persistent cannibalism. He, wish-
ing to test the knowledge of the gods, set before
them his son Pelops whom he had slain, but all of

them save Demeter refused the ghastly meal.
Later, Pelops' son, Thj'estes, having debauched his

brother's wife, had two children by her ; these his

brother killed and served up to him. A like

punishment befell Tereus, who unwittingly ate his

.son Itys. Athentevis preserves a story of the
glutton Cambleta, king of the Lvdians, who out
his wife to pieces and ate her, while in the Odysaey
the Polyphemus saga of man-eating giants dwell-
ing in caves is itself s\iggeslive of the quaternary
cave-dwelling cannibals. Here, too, the cannibal-
ism of gods and semi-divine beings was told of in

myth. Pindar (01. Odes, i.) refuses to tell the
tale of the cannibalism of tlie blessed gods, but
Dthers were less discreet. The myth of Cronus
swallowing his children was well known, and has
been compared witli similar ' swallow ' myths from
ill parts of the world which attribute a like action
to divinities, human beings, and sometimes ani-

mals. Though .some of these may be Nature-myths
—the heavenly bodies a|>pearing to swallow their
children, the stars—they were obviously suggested
in a cannibalistic age. The eating of cliildren was
also attributed to Lamia, the j[)rototype of the
Lamioe of ancient and modern Greece, also can
uibals. The human sacrifices to Zeus Lyca;us on
Mt. Lycfeum (Pans. viii. 38. 6) had given rise to a
cannibalistic myth. That the sacriiice had arisen
at a time when the god was supposed to eat the

victim is clear from the myth of Lycaon's setting
human food before Zeus, while the belief that
those Mho tasted part of tlie sacrifice were changed
to wolves im[dies a former cannibalistic banquet.
Such local titles of Zeus as Laphystius (according
to Suidas, 'the glutton'), or of Dionysus as 'the
raw - eater,' are doubtless explainable through
human sacrifices which the "ods were supposed
to devour, just as, among the Polynesians, the god
Tane was called ' the man-cater,' and his teeth
were stained with the blood of his victims (Gill,

pp. 30, '263). Finally, the myth of Dionysus, .slain

and eaten by the Titans, though it may be a;tio-

logical, explaining the origin of the Dionj-siac
rites, none the less reflects actual cannibalism
among those who invented it. That this is true
of all these myths is found by compai-ing them
with precisely similar myths existing among actual
cannibals. In Polynesia, where human sacrifices
were common, the gods were believed to eat the
victims, if not actually, at least in essence, and the
title ' man-eater ' is applied to some of the gods (as
in Greece) in several of the islands. The gods were
held to eat and digest the spirits of the dead,
peoide of higher rank being eaten by the higher
gods, and conmion people by a deity in the shape of
a bird, in which form also the gods ate the human
sacrificial victims (Ellis, Pol. Pes., 1830, i. 396 f.).

The mythology is full of these accounts, and in
one myth we hear of the escape of the hero Ngaru
from the oven of the hag Miru, queen of Hades,
who cooked and ate her victims precisely in the
manner of the cannibal ogres of European Murchen
(Gill, Myths and Songs of the Paeifie, p. 229). In
the Marquesas Islands the chiefs, as descendants
of gods, had a right to select portions of the human
victims — the 'food of the gods' (L'Antkrop. vi.

443). Such divine eating of human victims Is also
shown wherever at a cannibal feast, as in Fiji,

part of tlie slain is first ottered to the gods. Among
the ancient Celts the Morrigu, or goddess of war,
and her attendants were believed to feast on the
slain ; while the Greeks held that a demon in
Hades called Eurynoraos gnawed the flesli of the
dead (Paus. x. 28. 4). Similar myths also linger on
among low races wlio have more or less abandoned
cannibalism, as well as among some who still

practise it. The Mintira of the .Malay peninsula
and the Hos of N.E. India have myths in which
the sun and moon are conceived of as human,
and as devouring their children the stars (Tylor,
Prim. Cult, i. 356 ; for other instances, see Lang,
Myth, Ritual, and Religion'', 1899, i. 130,and Custom
and Myth"; 1893, p. 53 f. ). The Malays think that
the badi of a dead man feeds on the soul (or liver)

of the living, while certain sea-spirits feed entirely
on dead men (Fasc. Malay. Anthrop. i. 81, 101).
A mythical being among the Eskimos is called
Erdlaveersissok, ' the entrail-seizer.' She resides
on the way to the moon, and takes out the entrails
of all whom she can make laugh ; while aldn to
the myth of the Polynesian gods is that of a god
who devoirrs the bowels of the ghosts (lUnk, Talcs
and Traditions of the Eskimo, p. 48). The Haidas
think that the god of the clouds seeks human victims
on days when the clouds are low ; any one cau"lit
out on such a day dies in six months to furnish a
meal for this god. He draws out the man's spirit,

and then sends it to fetch his body to be eaten.
If the spirit refuses, it is eaten, and, in consequence,
is annihilated (Hamson, JAI xxi. 16, 18).

3. Folk - lore. — In the various horrible man-
eating ogTcs of races who have abandoned can-
nibalism we may see memories of earlier cannibal-
istic practices. Thej' represent the man-eating gods
of earlier jiaganism, now aijpearing as demons, or
they reflect later opinion of man-eating ancestors,
or they may have been suggested by hostile raee.s
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\vlio devoured their prisoners and made war on
non- cannibalistic peoples. Tl'S Knkshasas and
Kakshasis or Yaks of the Kast, the Cyclops,
Drakos, and ogies of Eurojiean Mun-hcn, the
Greek Laniiiv, and the Russian Baba-Yaga are
typical forms. They are tlie dark shadows of

actual cannibals of an earlier time, and are paral-

leled by more nearly human forms in the folktales
of lower races who are themselves, or who live

anions;, caiinibals. Other dark figures of folk-lore

have also been, in part at least, suggested bj' earlier

cannibalism. Vampires, dead people come to life

again who suck the blood of the living, are mainly
believed in by the Slavs, Celts, and Scandinavians

;

but a similar being occurs in Negro Vaudou.x be-

lief, the oti'spring, probabi_y, of the West African
Vvc!i(/a-n, a self-resurrected human being, thirst-

ing for human blood ; and among the Melanesians
who believe in the Talamaur, the soul of a living

person which goes out to eat the dead—a reversal

of the usual Vampire belief. The Ghouls of Arab
belief have a certain resemblance to Vampires ; they
are demons who take various forms and eat the
dead, or are simply cannibals. The Werwolf, also,

a human being, witch or wizard, or tlieir victim,
who takes the form of a wolf or some other animal
and eats human beings, is frequently connected
with the Vampire in folk-belief, and its existence
as a superstition is also largely due to cannibalism.
The belief is an early one, and was known in

classical times ; it is found in all European coun-
tries, as well as in India, China, Malaysia, Africa,
and N. and S. America. See the articles Vajipire,
Lvc.iNTHROPY, and cf. the Australian belief that
sorcerers (boyl-yas) can invisibly enter their

victims and consume their flesh (Grev, Jmirnals,
1841, ii. 339).

4. Miirchen which contain a cannibalistic episode
may be divided into definite classes—(1) Those in

which a man-eating ogre, demon, or witch is out-
witted in various ways by the hero he intends to

eat (Odysseus and the Cyclops, Hansel and Grethel,
and Mally Whuppie types). There are countless
European variants of this tale, as well as Lapp,
Kirghiz, Indian, Persian, Karen, Ainu, Eskimo,
Malagasy, E. African, American Indian, and
Melanesian variants.—(2) Those in which a person,
who is married to a cannibalistic husband or wife of

another tribe, or who has fallen into the clutches
of such a tribe more or less human, escapes.
This version is found among the Kafirs, Eskimos,
Chinese, Japanese, American Indians, and Mala-
gasy, as well as in civilized European and Asiatic
lands. Both classes are evidently the reflexion

of an actual state of things, viz. of the hoiTor
with which a race which had given up can-
nibalism would look upon others still cannibals
with whom they were in actual contact or had
been so traditionally. Where such tales occur
among the lower races the cannibals have human
traits, but, advancing higher, we find them be-
coming less and less human, till finally the ogre
proper is arrived at. Actual instances of such
feelings of fear and horror at neighbouring can-
nibal races causing them to be regarded with vari-

ous repulsive traits are found, e.g., among the
Eskimos >vith respect to the American Indians,
whom they call Irtkily, cannibals with dogs' heads

;

among African tribes ^^•ith respect to their man-
eating neighbours ; among the Savage Islander.s

with respect to the Tongans. The same order of

facts underlies the charges brought, e.g., by Greeks
against most baibarians ; by Hindus against the
' goat-nosed ' Turanians ; by pagans against Jews
and primitive Christians ; in medioeval times against
Templars and Jews, in modern times against gipsies
p.nd (in Russia; the Jews.—(3) In another class of
Miirchen, as well as in actual folk-belief, witches

figure as cannibals, stealing newborn babes or
enticing away older children to eat them either
privatelj- or at the Sabbat. In Teutonic lands this

oelief seems to have been especially strong ; the
folk-tales are full of descriptions of cannibalistic
witches (cf. Grimm, Teut. Mtjth. 1081, 1625) ; and
at witch-trials the charge of cannibalism was com-
monly made. The Russian IJaba-Yaga is also a
cannibalistic witch, who steals, cooks, and eats her
victims, and has her house ornamented with skull
and bones— a frequent practice among savage
cannibals ; and the same is true of the Greek strigcr,

mysterious women who swoop down as birds on
their sleeping victims and suck their blood or
devour them. It is possible that the mediaeval
witch may have succeeded to the inheritance of

earlier pagan priestesses who presided over the
orgiastic rites of a goddess of fertUity to whom
children were sacrificed and afterwards eaten. The
great mortality among cbililren in the Jliddle
Ages, and the fact that midwives were frequently
accused of witchcr.af t and held resjjonsible for caus-
ing the death of children for sinister ends, would all

serve to strengthen the traditional stories of witch -

cannibalism. Reference has already been made to
cases of actual anthropophagy in medioeval times,
but it is probable that the tradition of earlier can-
nibalism, quite as much as these, caused the general
belief and led to the condemnation in the Salic
Law of witches who eat men for magical purposes.
Pieces of a corpse were, however, actually used in

witch-magic, as among the Australians and others.
—(4) A frequent incident in Mdrchen is that of

the child being sent out by the parent to be killed,

while tlie assassin is ordered to bring back the
victim's heart, liver, etc. Out of pity he slays
some animal instead, and the parent is frequently
represented as eating it under the impression that
it is the child's. Grimm's story of Suow-White is

a typical instance. Here we may see a reminis-
cence of the practice of eating heart, liver, etc., in

order to acquire the strength or soul of their
o'\\'ner.—(5) In some Cinderella tales the mother of

the heroine is changed to a beast by the second
wife, slain, and eaten ; the daughter refuses to eat,

knowing that it is her mother. But in Greek and
Dalmatian variants the jealous elder daughters
kill and eat their mother, the youngest again re-

fusing. Is there here some confused memory of

actual parent-eating as well as of an early rule for-

bidding the eating of one's own kin ? (The stories

will be found in Miss Cox, Cinderella, 1893.)

—

(6) Two other well-defined groups of tales exhibit
cannibalism as a perverted taste. The first of

these is the story of the mother who kills her child

and sends it cooked to the father (Grimm's story
of the Juniper-Tree, common in Europe, and with
a Malagasy variant)

;
,in the second the interest

circles round a person—frequently a woman—v.ho
suddenly becomes a cannibal, and wUl thenceforth
be contented with nothing but human flesh.

Of this story there are versions from all parts of

the world. Both groups reflect what has been
fi'equently seen in actual practice—the lapse into

the customs of the savage past through desire or
during famine.—(7) Lastly, fairies were sometimes
believed to eat children whom they stole or in-

veigled from their parents, e.g. in Welsh folk-lore.

Rh^s {Cel/ie Fulklore, 1901, ii. 694) is inclined to

equate these with the man-eating Atecotti ; and,
so far as fairies reflect an early race, this may be
correct.

5. Myths of the origin of cannibalism.—In a few-

cases such myths are found among actual cannibal-
istic peoples. The Mesayas say that in early

times a band of their hungry ancestors found a

Umana asleep, and killed and ate him. A bird

told this to the Umanas. Hence arose endless
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feuds in ivliicli all prisoners were slain and eaten
(Marcoy, in Tour da Monde, xv. 135). The Tiii)is

ascribe the orij;in of cannibalism to the murder of
a youth, whose mother rnshed upon one of the mur-
derers, bit a iiiecc out of Ills shoulder, and ate it.

lie showed the wound to his people, wlio fortliwith
began to eat the llesh of enemies (Andrce, p. 84,
citing Pigafetta). The Fijians .«ay that the coming
of cannibalism took place througli their ancestors
eating, instead of burying, king Tue Dreketi, lest
he should rise again. Hence arose the eating of
enemies in battle, a story which suggests the ani-
mistic motive of destroying the soul (Hergemann,
p. 34). In New Zealand, as with the Tupis, the
origin is jiscribed to the lirst murder, ilauriki
killed Hotua, and Hotua's friends killed Ilauriki
and his friends. They presented Hauriki's heart
to the high priest, who ate it, after which all

feasted on the body. The Idood of his friends was
offered to the gods, while the bodies were cooked
and eaten (White, Aiu: Hist, of Ike Maori, 1887-89,
i. 43). It is remarkable how the cimsciousness of
cannibalism as a violent act runs through these tales,

(miy one of which speaks of hunger as the motive.
A curious myth, perhaps hinting at early

Iranian cannibalism, occurs in the Pensian Bunda-
hiS (West's Pah. Texts, jjt. i., SEE vol. v.), regard-
ing the first human pair, Mashya and IMashyoi,
to whom two children were born, and who ' out
of tenderness for offspring ' devoured them. This
'tenderness' was then taken from them by
Aftharmazd. This eating of their children is evi-
dently regarded as part of their ' fall.'

LrrER.MrRE.— R. Andree, Die Anthropophagie, Leipzig, 1S87 ;

P. Bergemann. Z>ie Verf^eitung der Antkropopkagie, Bunzlau,
1S93; H. Gaidoz, articles in JUtusine, vol. iii., Paris, 18Su-
1SS7; A. Lang, Introduction to Perrault's Papular Tahx,
Oxford 188S; Sir J. Lubbock (Lord Avebury), PrehUUmc
Time$i, London, 1S78 ; J. A. MacCulloch, The Childhood or
Fietion, ch. x. (' Cannibalism in Mdrehen'), London, 1906 ; R. S.
Steinmetz, Endnkannihatismus, Vienna, 1896 ; A. Sutherland,
Origin a7id Growth of the Moral Iiutincl, vol. i., London, ISOs ;

E. B. Tyler, Enrln Ilislomj of Slavkiiui:!, London, 1878, and
art. 'Cannibalism' in Knojclopuidia Uritannica^.

J. A. MacCulloch.
CANON (Buddhist).—See Literature (Bud-

dhist).

CANON (Christian).—See Bible.

CANONIZATION.—The earlier part of this
subject is dealt with in the article Bkatification.
The cult of martyrs and of persons eminent for
their virtues goes back to very early times, and
began in popular reverence, which came to be
authorized by bishops or by local councils. But
the history of the process of veneration took a
different course in East and West. It will be
necessary, therefore, to treat separately of the
Western and Eastern Churches.

I. The West.—Canonization, while it was not
distinguisheii from beatification, remained for a
long time in the power of the local episcopate.
It is as-serted as at lea-st probable, by Ferraris
(Prompta Bihliotheca, Kome, 17GG, t. vii.), that
Leo III. in 804 began the rule of requiring the
submission of a name to the Pope ; but the letter
he refers to is probably not authentic. (The
matter is further discussed in Bene(lict XIV., de
Servoi-um Dei bratijicatione, etc.. Borne, 1787, t. i.

lib. i. cap. 7.) It is also slated that the rule was
begun by John xv. in the case of St. Udalrie, in
993 {Mdn iv. 377-4-28). There is no doubt that
at the beginning of the I'ith cent. Urban II.,

Calixtus 11., and Eugenius in. claimed that the
power could not be e.xercised by bishops, but that
cases, if not deci<led by the Popes themselves,
should be submitted to councils, and, if possible,
general councils. Eugenius III. himself canonized
the Emperor Henry li., and Alexander UI. canon-
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ize<l Edward the Confessor, St. Thomas of Canter-
bury, St. Bernard of Clairvaux, and others (.see

Benedict XIV., up. cit. lib. i. cap. viii. and cap. x.).

A decree of Alexander III. in 1170 (.see art. Beati-
fication) reserves the right to the Roman See.
Some maintain that this is a new departure ; other.s

see in it merely a formal declaration of ancient
custom and right. But Benedict xiv. shows strong
reason to believe (as is indeed natural) that the local
epi.scoi)ate could never cause veneration throughout
the Catholic Church (op. cit. lib. i. cap. x.). The
exercise of the power locally by bishops remained,
however, untouched till at least that date (cf.

AS, Julii, i. 587 ; Junii, vii. 556). The decree of
Alexander III. was renewed by Innocent III. in 1210
(Derretal. lib. iii. tit. xlv. cap. ii.); but it was
some time before it became fully effective, local
veneration and popular 'canonization' continuing
in some parts of Europe till a much later date
(instances are the case of Simon de Montfort, for
whom an office was written, and whose venera-
tion, though condemned by the Popes, was long un-
suppressed [cf. ' Dictum do Kenilworth,' ch. 8, in
Stubbs, Select Charters, 1895, Carmen de bello Lew-
cnsi, ed. Kiugsford, 1890, and Halliwell, Miranda
Simonis, 1840] ; and of Thomas of Lancaster [cf.

Anecdota ex codicibus haqiograpliicis J. Giclcmans,
1895, pp. 80-100]). Indeed, it was not until the
decree of Urban VIII., July 5, 1634, that the whole
process was finally and authoritatively declared to
belong to the Roman pontiff, to the exclusion of
every other person or power whatever, h'rom this
date we find canonization to be recognized as a
formal act of the Pope, giving a definitive sentence
by which the name of a person who had been beati-
fied is placed in the ranks of the saints, as already
having entered into the bliss of heaven, and his
memory is to be celebrated on a given day through-
out the whole Church. Churches and altars may
be erected freely in his name (Benedict XIV., op. cit.

lib. i. cap. xxxix. 10).

As in the case of Beatification {q. r. ), there is a
distincti(m between formal and equivalent or equi-
pollent canonization. L^rban viii. declared that
the formal process should not prejudice the case of
those who were already the objects of a general
cult arising from general consent, immemorial cus-
tom, the testimony of the fathers, or the tacit
consent of the Holy See. Such cases were from
time to time legalized without the long formal
process (Benedict xiv., op. eit. lib. i. cap. xli. 4).

Prominent cases are those of St. Wenceslas of
Bohemia {ob. 929), whose equipollent canoniza-
tion dates from 1729 ; St. Romwald (ob. 1027, can.
1595) ; St. Stephen of Hungary (ob. 1038, can. 1686)

;

Gregory vil. (ub. 1085, can. 1728) ; St. Margaret of
Scotland (ob. 1093, can. 1691) ; and there are many
others. Under the class of e(iuipoI!ent canoniza-
tions come also all those of infants (among them
a number of those, such as St. Simon of Trent,
St. Hugh of Lincoln, and St. William of Norwich,
who were supjiosed to have been murdered by
Jews), because they are not martj'rs in will (Bene-
dict XI v., op. cit. lib. iii. cap. xvi. n. 6). A remark-
able case is that of Charles the Great, canonized
by the anti-Pope Pascal III., but accepted by the
liidv See (cf. art. BEATIFICATION and AS, Jan.,
iii. 4'J(), .503).

In formal canonizations it is claimed that the
I'o|ie is infallible (the matter is discus.sed at length
in Vacant and Mangenot, Dictionnairc de thfoUigie

ratholique, fasc. xv., Paris, 1905, col. 1640-1642),
but that it ia ' not of divine faith but of ecclesias-

tical faith ' that the person canonized is already in
heaven (Salmanticcnsi.i C'ursiis thcolog., t. xvii.,

'de Fide theulogia,' Paris, 1870-81, xi. 275).
The actual process of canonization in the Roman

Church may now be briefly sketched. The growth
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of the present sjsteni is traced in licnedict Xiv.

(()/). cit. lib. i. cap. xx. xxiii. ; lib. ii. cap. xxxv.).

The lirst step is a public statement by the ordinary
of a particular ])lace of the public regard for the
person in question. This is followed by a i)rohi-

bitioii of pulilic veneration. The bishop then con-

siders, Mith evidence of repute and of miracles,

the claim for pulilic veneration, and if satisfied

transmits it to Ivonie. If the sentence of the
ordinary is approved by the Sacred Congregation
of Rites, the writings of the person are snbndtted
to a rigorous examination with a view to discoi'er-

ing if there is any taint, however small, of heresy
or unsound teaching. This is the work of several

theologians, working separately, and a report is sub-

mitted to the cardinal w-hom the Pope has charged
with the preliminary investigations. This report
is submitted to the Sacred Congregation. The
advocate of the cause, if the decision is favourable,

then sends a formal petition, through tlie Sacred
Congregation, to the I'ope. If the Pope agrees to

the continuance of the process, he writes placet on
the petition, the person whose case is submitted
receives the title of ' venerable,' as one whose
public fame is saintly, and the formal introduction
of the cause takes place. The commission visits

the scenes of the life and miracles, and collects

and tests evidence, which is again examined bj*

the Sacred Congregation. Evidence need not be
oral or documentary : for e.xample, at the beatifi-

cation of the ' English Martyrs' by Leo xiil. , Dec.
20, 1886, the evidence of a book of engravings,
showing that in some frescoes, long destroyed, in

the Church of the English College at Rome, they
were placed among canonized saints, was regarded
as justifying equipollent beatification {Dom Bede
Camra, Lives of the English Martyrs, London, 1904,

i. xviff.). Three sessions are necessary for the
discussion of the virtue and miracles of the person,
the third of which takes place in the Yatican,
under the presidency of the Pope. The case is

argued by the postulator and the promoter of the
faith, and if the decision is favourable the Pope
issues a decree of beatification.

Before the process of canonization is opened, it

is necessary to submit evidence of miracles since

beatification was accepted by the Congregation of

Rites. The Pope again issues a commission, and
there is a local examination as before, followed by
a triple session of the Sacred Congregation ; and
afterwards in three consistories, separated by some
lapse of time, but not interrupted by a vacancy of

the Papal See. The question is then submitted to
the whole college of cardinals, to patriarchs, arch-
bishops, and bishops at Rome, and to bishops of

the neighbourhood. A private meeting of the
Sacred College is next consulted, and its assent
is followed by a solemn and public consistory, in
which the claim is pleaded by a consistorial advo-
cate. A third consistory then takes place, at

which all jjrelates present in Rome appear and
give their advice to the Pope, the bishops thus
preserving their ancient rights (Benedict xiv.,
op. cit. lib. i. cap. xxxiv. n. 9). The Pope now
names the day for the formal canonization, which
since the end of the Great Schism has always taken
Ijlace in Rome. As a rule, several saints are canon-
ized on the same day, and in the basilica of the
Vatican. The Po)ie lumself completes the process
of canonization by declaring that the persons are
saints, and that he inscribes their names on the
roll of saints, and requires the Universal Church
to celebrate their memory yearly on a fixed day
(Benedict XIV., op. cit. lib. i. cap. xxxvi.).
A formal act is registered, the Te Deum is sung,
and the I'ope recites the names of the new
saints in prayer. The canonization is now com-
plete.

A few words may be added on the rationale

of canonization. It is a recognition of the soli-

darity of the Church based on the doctrine of

the Communion of Saints. Originatmg in the
fundamental human admiration for heroic virtue,

it was adapted and developed by the Church, under
continual popular pressure, till it became first a
theological and then an ecclesiastical system. In
its main principles it is rooted deep in universal
feeling and supported bv continuous tradition in

the Church. This apjilies to the ' unchanging
East' as well as to the West, and we may now
trace the Eastern history of the subject.

2. The East.—Down to the 11th cent, the
historj' of canonization follows on the same lines

in the East as in the ^^'est. Local saints were
elevated in popular reverence, were accepted by
bishops and councils, and were locally venerated

;

but geograjjliical barriers prevented much inter-

change of this sentiment between East and West
(see, however, the case of St. Maria Antiqua, Proc.

of the Brit. School at Borne, vol. i.. No. 1, London,
1902 ; and the history of the veneration of St. Anne,
whose cult probably reached the West from the
East through the Crusades, is of considerable

interest). In the greater part of the East the
custom remained unaltered. The episcopate re-

tained the authority to place the saint on the
diptychs, and to sanction the creation and venera-

tion of images (icons). In the separated Churches
(Armenian, Syrian, etc.) the same custom was
observed, with some local ditierences. In Russia,

owing to the special history of that Church, more
significant ditierences ocfcurred. At the present
time three distinct groups are recognized among
those whose cult is permitted : (1) those venerated,
by order of tlie supreme ecclesiastical authority,

throughout the wb.ole Russian Church
; (2) those

whose cult is a])proved for a particular part of the
Church, a district, a monastery, or a church : and
(3) those who are venerated by popular feeling,

with tacit sanction of ecclesiastical authority,

although not j'et canonized. These classes to

some extent correspond to those whom the Roman
Chmch styles 'canonized,' ' beatified,' and 'vener-

able.' The earliest Russian saints, Boris and
Gl5'eb, were inscribed in the calendar within a
short time of their martyrdom (or political murder),
and the Chronicle of Nestor (ed. Leger, Paris,

1884) shows that miracles were attributed to them,
while the chronicler Jacob, in describing the
institution of their festival, states that its formal
institution, which was equivalent to canonization,

was preceded by a period of popular ^eneration
and pilgrimage to the tomb to which their bodies

had been translated (Golubinski, Hist, of Canoni-
zation of Saints^, p. 45 f.). In 1108, Theodosius
Pecherski was admitted by all the bishops, it

would seem (there was certainly a petition to

that effect, through Svjatopolk, the ruler of the
Russians), to commemoration in the Synodik
throughout Russia (ib. p. 51); i.e. his name was
inserted in the list of saints commemorated in the
festal litia, sung at the end of vespers. There are

other, but not numerous, instances which point to

a general cult, before the Councils of 1547 and 1549

under the patriarch Macarius. At those councils

the list of saints universally venerated received

large additions, and additions were made also to

those whose local veneration was permitted. • These
' canonisations en masse ' have been attributed to

the new position of dignity which was assumed by
the Russian Church when the Mother Church fell

under the domination of the Turks (Diet, dc th^ol.

cath., fasc. xv., Pai'is, 1905, col. 1G60) ; but the
date hardly supports this view, and the step was
more likely due to the growing political strength

of the monarchy and the sense of unity which it
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diiiused, and to tlie ellbrts for reform wliioh cul-
minated in llie 'Council of a hundred chapters' at
Moscow in 1551. From 1517 to 1721, when the
new constitution of I'eter the Great, the Jlost
Holy Synod, took its bef,'inuinK, there were only
fifteen saints canonized for universal veneration

;

aiul since then tliere have been but six. It should
be added tliat, during the period of the separation
of the church of Iviev from tliat of Moscow (1458-
1685), 141 new saints were introduced into the
calendar of the former. The number of saints
tmiversallj' venerated (i.e., in a strict Western
sense, canonized), therefore, remains small ; but
saints who are locally venerated have their own
offices, festivals, \eneration of relics, and icons.

The third cla-ss of persons venerated consists of
those on the anniversary of whose death special
services are said in which their intercession is

invoked. It is from this commemoration, it would
appear, that in almost every case the higher steps
in veneration have arisen (cf. tlie case of tlie

veneration of the martyrs John, Stephen, and
Peter, killed by pagan Tatars, begun by Hermo-
genes of Kasan in 1592 [Golubinski, op. cif. p.
272 II'.].

For canonization, the attribution of miracle to
the person venerated, as well as peculiar sanctity
of life, or martyrdom, is practically essential.

The incorruption of the body, on special inquiry,
was also an important jioint in the evidence sub-
mitted. This applies to the cases mentioned above,
SS. Boris and Glyeb and Tbeodosius Pecherski

;

but St. Vladimir, the typical Slavonic hero and
saint (972-1054), who was 'canonized' by the
creation of his festival in 1'240, was not declared
to have wrought miracles. It appears that tlie

new saints of 1547-49 were all designated as
' thaumaturges,' and that miracles wrought by
their intercession were regarded as the evidence
of their sanctity. In 1690, wlien application was
made for the canonization of Germanus, one of
the founders of the monastery of Solovetz, it was
answered tliat, besides the consent of the Czar and
the Patriarcli, a severe inquiry establishing the
holiness and miracles of the person was necessary
[ib. p. 428 f.). A further class of hiero-martyrs
is, however, known ; and for admission to this
miracles would not seem to be necessary. The
incorruptibility of tlie body, again, is not regarded
as essential to canonization, as has been formally
declared on the canonization of St. Serapliim of
Sarov in 1903, by the Metropolitan Antonius of
St. Petersburg (Tserkovnyja VJfdomosti [official

journal of the Synod], St. Petersburg, June 28,
1903). This is contrary to tlie view taken by
Nectariu.s, Patriarch of Jerusalem in 1682 (cf.

Golubinski, oji. cit. p. 40Gf.).

The right of canonization exercised by local
bishops w;us generally, if not ah\ays, subject to
the sanction of the Metropolitan (ib. p. '295). The
Metropolitans also acted independently or with
the support of a synod, and up to 1547 these
commanded universal veneration on their own
authority. The intervention, or sanction, of the
Sovereign was, however, frequent if not essential
(see the case of Svjatopolk in regard to St. Theo-
dosius Peclierski, in Nestor's Chronicle, ed. Leger,
p. 2'23). Tlic canonization of 1547-49 was the work
of the Metropolitan and the council of bishops.
After that the Metropolitan is again found acting
independently, its well as with the counsel of his
synod, though the consent of the Patriarch and
the Czar seems to have been regarded as essential
(cf. case of Germanus of Solovetz above). At
least from 1667, when a council insisted on an
examination of the cau.se by the assembled bishops,
tlie final decision was in the hands of the Patriarch,
with the concurrence of his synod and of the Czar,

A ty[)ical case is tlie canonization of St. Anne of
Kaslun (ob. 136S), which was completed in 1650
(Giihibinski, op. cit. p. 167 f.). The case is a very
curious one in many respects, as the canonization
was ([uashed by the Patriarch Joachim in 1678.
F'rom the time of Peter the Groat, canonizations
are issued formally by the Holy Synod, local
veneration (or beatilication) being without any
formal proclamation, thougli ajiproved by the
Synod. The jirocess of canonizatiun begins with
the submission of the cause by a bishop, with
testimony as to miracles, to the Holy Synod ; but
there are exceptions where the jietition has been
begun by civil autlioritj-. The Holy Sj'nod then
appoints a commission of investigation, which
considers, inter alia, the state of the body and the
evidence for miracles. The inquiry as to the life

of the person is embodied in a document issued
after the canonization by the Holj' Synod, ^\ith a
view to its public use in commemorations. At the
conclusion of the inquiry the Holy Synod niay
decide to continue the process immediately, or, as
is more generally done, to defer it for about two
years, and then to seek further evidence. A
further commission then reports to the Holy
Synod, which issues a statement, submitted to the
Imperial authority for sanction, which jiiaces the
person in the list of saints, and orders an exposition
of his relics, the composition of an office, the
creation of a festival, and the publication of this
decree for the instruction of the faithful. This
is followed, if possible, by a translation and venera-
tion of the relics, with special solemnity, under
the authority of the Holy Synod and in the
firesence of some of the highest prelates. It in-

cludes the final recitation of special prayers for
the repose of the .soul of the saint, and' for all

those who have taken part in the ceremony. At
the time of the translation a special office in
honour of the saint is recited and tlie relics are
exposed. From that moment prayers are no
longer said for the soul ; his intercession is in-

voked instead. The festival is prolonged, with
special masses and sermons, for several days : that
of St. Serapliim of Sarov lasted from Juir 16 to
July 21, 1903.

The points in which Russian canonizations difi'er

from those of the rest of the Eastern Church are
those involved in the position assumed by the
Christian Sovereign and by the Holj- Synod

;

throughout the rest of the East, where these
special features do not exist, the ancient custom,
M-hich leaves the whole jjrocess in the hands of the
bishops, still obtains. In the Komau Church the
system is more complex and exact, and depends on
the Papal authority. In the Anglican Church,
though churches have been dedicated in the names
of modem persons of holy life, nothing approaching
to a custom of canonization exists. The nearest
approach to it is the insertion of the name of
Charles I., 'King and Martyr,' in the calendar
of the English Church by the authority of the
Crown, the Convocations, and Parliament, and
the comjiilation of a special office, for use on Jan.
30, wliicli was removed from the Prayer Book (by
royal authority only) in 1859. Protestant Churches
have no parallel custom. It may be asliled that,
while canonizations tend to increase in the Church
of Koine, in the Eastern Church generally the
ca.ses of additions to the list of saints in modern
times are rare. Though the Kussian Church is

perlia]is becoming more generous in this regard,
the Orthodox Church as a whole, and especially
in Constantinople, is veiy chary of adding to the
roll of those whom she formally declares to have
attained to the highest bliss.

Benedict XIV., t/e Sercorum Dei beatificaiione
el beatorum cananizatione, 1st cd., i vols., Bolotpia, 1731-3S,
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coiuplt'ted in his Opera Ovinia^ Venice, 1707 (the ed. used for

tlie pur])ose of this art. is that m 15 volumes, Uoine, 1787-92) ;

Ferraris, Prompta bibliotheca cantmica, Paris, 18S4 (another
ed. is Itome, 1766); Gardelliui, Dmvta aiilhenlica sacrorum
rilunm, Ronie,lSl8-1901; Vacant and Mangenot, Dicliunnaire
itetlinthgie cathotique, fasc. xv., Paris, lWr>. There is a large
number of earlier authorities, but praetieally all that they say
will be found sunnuarized in the hooks named above. On t^astern

canonization, see Golubinski, Istoria Kauduisatsii svatykh v

rtisskoi tserkoi (' History of the Canonization of Saints in the
Russian Church')-, Moscow, 1903, which has a full biblio-

graphy (pp. 3-10); Martinov, Anntts ecdesiasticus graco-
slacic'itfiy Brussels, 1S63. On the rationale of canonization and
some theological floctrincs involve<!, reference niav be made to

W. H. Hutton, The 1 niiuenee of ChrMianUil i'/)"" Xatimial
Character, etc. (BL, 1903), and A. C. Headlam, The Teaching
of the Rttssian Church, London, 1897, with references there
given. The writer's grateful thanks are due to Mr. W. J. Birk-
beck for most valuable help in regard to Russia.

W. H. Hutton.
CANON LAW.—See Law (Canon), Law

(Mtibaniniatlan).

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

-

AND Punishments.
- See Crimes

CAPPADOCIAN THEOLOGY.—i. General
CHARACTERISTICS.—It is only in a limited sense
tliat we can speak of a ' Caiipadocian Theology.'
The term does not denote a formal system of

doctrine, but represents in a more general way
the contributions to theology of three Christian
Fathers who were united by a common con-
nexion with the Church in Cappadocia, and
who brought to the defence of the Christian faitli

tlie inspiration of the same religious ideals and
the same intellectual interests. The literary

activity of the three Cajipadocians— Basil of
Caesarea, his friend Gregory of Nazianzus, and
his brother Gregory of Nyssa—covers the period
362-394. It thus coincides with a momentous period
in the history of tlie Church. As champions of

the Nicene cause in the closing years of the
struggle with Arianisni, the Cappadocians were
the successors of Athanasius, and completed the
victory over Arianism in the East. Under their
guidance the fre.sli questions which were coming
to the front in their time—the Divinity of the Holy
Spirit and the formulation of the doctrine of the
Trinitj'—receiveil a solution. Again, they were
called upon to deal with the Christological con-
troversy in its earlier stage, as represented by
the teaching of Apollinaris ; and here too they
rendered services which prepared the way for
later theologians. But their place in the history
of thought is due also to another cause. They
were devoted students of Origen, and, like Origen,
they sought to enlist in the service of Christian
theology the best pliilosophical thought of their
time, in order to present the Christian faith to the
culture of their age in the form of a scientific

theology. Tliis dream of 'a league between Faith
and Science ' (Harnack) is sliown in their presenta-
tion of the doctiine of the Trinity by the help of
conceptions derived from the thought of Plato and
Aristotle. But it appears in other directions as
well, in the publication by Basil and Gregory of
Nazianzus of the Philocalia (a selection of extracts
from the writings of Origen), in the Uexaemeron of
Basil, above all in the three treatises of Gregory
of Nyssa, On the Soul and the Resurrection, On the
Making of Man, and the Catechetical Oration.

The last-named Father was a more thoroughgoing student
of Origen than either of the other two. He traverses almost
the whole field of problems which had been dealt with by
Origen, and seeks to present the Christian religion in relatioii

to the plan of the Universe and human history. The questions
of which he treats include the providence of *God, the creation
of matter, the origin of the soul and its relations to the body,
the source and nature of evil, the resurrection of the body, and
the eschatological [iroblem. In this way he was the successor
of Origen, and the first Father after him who attempted to create
a system of thought based upon Christianity. In his speculative
Idealism he goes beyond Origen in explaining away matter.

On the other hand, he does more justice than Origen to the
sensuous side of things in his assertion of the interdependence
of spirit and matter in the constitution of man. And yet a^ain
there is a strain of mysticism in his thought, which gives nim
a place in the line of mystics between the Alexandjriana and
pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (on Gregory's mysticism see
Diekamp, Die Gotteslehre d. hi. Greg. v. Sj/m. p. 90 ff.; Holl,
.•Imphilochius V07i Ikonium, p. 205 ff.). This breadth of in-

terest shows how many and various were the elements which
he had incorporated from the thought of his time.

Another feature of the Cappadocians is the
spirituality of their religious conceptions. This
again shows the influence of Origen, and marks
a point of contact with the best non-Christian
thought of the time, which had been profoundly
influenced by Neo-Platoni.sm. The Kingdom of

Heaven, says Basil (Ep. 8), is ' the contemplation
of realities.' 'This the Divine Scriptures call

blessedness. For "the Kingdom of Heaven is

within you."' 'Likeness to God' is the goal set

before man (Basil, de Spir. Sanct. i. 2, cf. ix. 23).

The image of God is shown to us in Christ by the
Holy Spii-it, and thus through the Spirit and the
Son man ascends to the Father {ib. xviii. 47).

Thus their defence of the Divine unity is inspired

by a religious interest.
Side by side with this spirituality of conception there appears

in Gregory of Nyssa a tendency to realism, which is exhibited
especially in his exposition of the redemption through Christ
(see below) and in his language on the Sacramento. In this

respect he shows the influence of Methodius. See the present
writer's edition of the Catechetical Oration, Camb. Patristic
Texts, p. XXV ff.

The interest of the Cappadocians in furthering
the cause of spiritual religion attracted them to

the ascetic movement in the Church, represented
by monasticism, in which the age sought to ex-

press its ideal of practical piety. Basil's interest in

monasticism, of which he was the chief promoter
and organizer in the East, communicated itself

to the two Gregorys, and the writings of all three
are aflected by the ascetic ideal, which finds its

apologist in Gregory of Nyssa. In his early work
0)1 Virginitij, asceticism is expounded as a philo-

sophy oif life, and interpreted as the detachment
of heart which enables a man to enjoy the vision

of the uncreated Beauty.
The connexion of Amphilochius, Bp. of Iconium, with the

Cappadocians has been treated by K. Holl (.d mphilochius v. Ikon-
iuni). While maintaining their Trinitarian and Christological
doctrines, Amphilochius does not share their interest in

Origen's philosophy or their speculative bent. But as a
popular teacher he* helped to give currency to the doctrinal
formulas which took shape among the Cappadocians.

ii. Sources of doctrine.—i. Authority of

Scripture.—The supremacy of Holy Scripture was
fully recognized by the Cappadocians (see esp.

Basil, de Fide 1, Eom. adv. Caliimn. SS. Trin. 4).

In their exegesis they were influenced by Origen,
though Basil was fully conscious of the dangers
of Origen's allegorical method [Hex. ix. 1), and
often prefers a strictly literal interpretation. In
this respect he has points of contact with the
school of Antioch. Gregory of Nazianzus makes
a moderate use of the allegorical method, which is

defended at length by Gre";ory of Nyssa {in Cant.
[PG xliv. 756]), and more freely employed by him
than by either of the other two. In tliis way he
explained the early chajrters of Genesis {Or.

Cat. v., viii.), while he deals {de Comm. Not. [PG
xlv. 181]) with the avyKara^aui^ {' accommodation ')

of the language of Scripture after the manner of
Origen.

.\t the time when the Cappadocians wrote, the allegorical
method was begimiing to fall under suspicion ; and the contest
w-ith the Arians, who had been trained in the literal methods
of the school of Antioch, showed the need of a more scientific
treatment of Scripture. Even Gregory of Nyssa expresses
his desire to adhere, wherever possible, to the literal sense
(Hexaemeron [PG xliv. 68] ; cf. in Cant. [PG xliv. 758]). In deal-
ing with the t^-pology of the Old Testament, Basil appro.xi-
mates to the later teaching of the school of Antioch, and exliibits

a reserve which is wanting to the more imaginative mind of
Gregory of Nyssa. In other respects the Cappadocians show a
conscientious desire to bring out the full grammatical sense of
Scripture. Tliey appeal occasionally to the Hebrew, .and they
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(luote from otiier versions than the LXX. See, further, Weiss,

hie grits^en Kappadocier , . . als ExegcUn (1S72).

2. Tradition.—Next to Scripture, the Cuppa-
(lociaiis reco^'uize the importance of traiiitiini.

They start from the Church tradition of their

time {see Urefr. Naz. Or. xxxiii. 15 ; (ire^. Nyss.
Ep. Hi. adEu.itntk. ct Amhrus. [FG xlvi. 1024]), and
exhihit especially tlie influence of the Creed of their
local saint, Gregory Thaumaturij;\is (see below).
In a passage of tlie f/c Sjyir. Haitct. (xxvii. CO)
liasil makes a distinction between written and
vtnwritten tradition, and claims for the latter an
Apostolic origin. In one i)assage {Or. xxxi. 2.5 ft'.)

(Gregory of Nazi.-inzus assumes a gradnal develop-
ment in revelation, in order to explain the reticence
of Scripture on (he subject of the Holy Spirit. In
another passage he propounds the idea of a ' disci-

plina arcani ' (0/-. xl. 45).

iii. The Kxowlkdge of Gon. — The Cappa-
docians are unanimous in asserting the mj'sterj'

of the Divine Being. 'Wekuowtliat He exists,

but of His essence {ova-las) we cannot deny thai,

we are ignorant' (Greg. Nyss. contra Eunomiuui
[PG xlv. 933] ; cf. BasU, Ep. 234). The writers of

Scripture ' lead men, as by the hand, to the under-
standing of tlie Divine nature (0iVfuis), making
known to them the bare grandeur of the thought
of God ; while the question of His essence (oiVias),

as one which it is impossiljle to grasp . . . tliey

dismiss' ((/;. p. 945; cf. Greg. Naz. Or. .xxviii. 5,

7, 17). l!ut, though tlie 'being' or 'essence 'of
God is unknowable, God may be known mediately
by His energies and operations (Basil, Ep, 234. I),

and in Creation those energies are translated into

a language tliat we can understand (Basil, adv.
Eunuiii. ii. 32). Basil escapes the dilemma pro-

pounded by Eunomius, tliat either man can know
the essence of God or lie cannot know God at all,

by maintaining that the incompleteness of our
knowledge does not deprive it of truth {Ep. 233. 2).

The I'liiverse exists to manifest the Creator, and
from the exhibition of beauty and wisdom which
it presents the mind is led to grasp liy analogy the
Divine Wisdom and the uncreated Beauty (Greg.
Nyss. dc Infantibus qui prirni. {PG xlvi. 181]).

This habit of seeing atlinities and analogies between
the visible and invisible worlds shows the influence
of Origeii and Plato. It led the Cappadocians to

that profound delight in natural scenery which is

cliaraeteristie of their writings (see esp. Basil, Hex.
iii. 10, vi. 1; Greg. Naz. Or. xxviii.; Greg. Ny.ss. de

Infantibus, Ep. 20 [PG xlvi. 181, 1079]. The same
feature appears in Flotinus). But it is especially

in the liuman soul that we may lind analogies to

tlie Creator, for the soul Is a mirror, which reflects

the traits of its Divine archetype (Basil, Hex. ix.

6 ; Greg. Nyss. de An. cl Res. [PG xlvi. 41], de
Mortuis [ib. p. 509]). Hence Ijotli Gregorys employ
the jisychology of human nature to illusliate the
doctrine of the Trinity (see below). The more
complete knowledge of God, however, is unattain-
able without the light of faith, and in the Old
Testament this faith was still incomplete. The
1-aw and the I'ropliets were like the 'window'
and the 'lattice' (Ca 2'), wliicli admitted only a
ray of truth, whereas in the Incarnation tlie true
light itself is revealed (Greg. Nyss. in Cant. liom.

V.' [i'tf xliv. 865]).

iv. The Incar\.\tiox. — None of the Ca|)pa-
docians sets forth the purposes of the Incarnation so

fully or so a<lei]natcly as Athanasius had done in

his treatise On lite Inr.nrnation. In Basil tlio lire-

dominant thought is the revelation to man of the
image of God in Christ and the restoration of the
Divine image in man {Epp. 236. 3, 3S. 8, dc ^Spir.

Sanet. ix. 23). In Gregon' of Nazianzus the same
conceiitions appear, but the characteristic idea is

the ' deification ' (diuais, OtoOy, 0ebf ycv4aOai) of

man in Christ (see esp. Orr. i. 5, xxxix. 17, xl. 45.

The same idea appears in Basil ami Gregory of

Nyssa, and may be traced to the influence of

earlier writers, e.q. Origen and Athanasius. See
llarnack, /fist, of DM/ni", Kng. tr. iii. 164 n. 2).

Gregoiy of Ny.ssa, while giving a place to both
these conceptions, develojis the redemjitive aspect

of tlie Incarnation in a manner which recalls the
earlier treatment of Irenaius, although in its

actual form it finds its closest parallel in the
teaching of Methodius (see above). The purpo.se

of the Incarnation was to arrest the jnocess of

dissolution in man's nature, wliich was a result

of sin. Death had been ordained after the Fall

(the 'coats of skin' in Genesis represent this state

of mortality. Or. Cat. viii.) as a merciful provision

for removing the evil which had been mingled
with man's physical nature. Christ assumed
humanity as a whole (similarly Methodius), in

order to knit together in an inseparalde union
the elements of human nature {i.e. body and sou!)

which had been severed by death. His redemptive
work accordingly was only completeil by ills

resurrection, through which He becomes a new
principle of life to all mankind (C)-. Cat. xvi.,xxxv.).

This exposition exhibits the realism which has
lieen noticed above as a characteristic of some
parts of Gregory's teaching.
Grc;;oiy of Nyssa is the only one of the Cappadocians who

attempted a formal treatment of the Incarnation, whicli occu-
pies tlie larser part of liis apoloi^x-fcic worlc, the Cafcchi'liral

Oration. His oljject in that treatise is to sliow tlie reasonable-

ness of a belief in the Christian rcli;;ion. He adopts many of

the arguments of Athanasius, and appeals to the v:ospel history
and the rise of the Church as exhibitin;r the Divine power of

Christianity. He justities the idea of the Incariuation by an
apiieal to the immanence of Cod in creation, and by showing
that the plan of redemption was mnsisLf nt with the attributes
of God, displaying at oi^. H- i' :. i iii

'
m^^ness, wisdom,

and goodness. No e\t- ' ; i 1 i-;ie sufficed, for

man needed to be ton. i: . ii i i -1 (x.\vii.). The
death of Christ was n; vi;.u:, m ml.-i ili-l His assumption
of humanity ini^ht be complete. i"or his fuller treatment of

the death of Christ, see belov/. In the latter part of the
treatise he shows the relation of the Sacraments to the In-

carnation.

V. The Doctui.ne of the Trinity.—Among the
local influences which helped to shape the theology
of the Cappadocians must be reckoned the teaching
to which currency had been given by the labours of

Gregory Thaumaturgus. The Creed of Gregory (see

Halm, 'Bibliotkeh der Si/mbole', 1897, p. 253), which
contains a clear p.ssertion of the unity and eternity

of the Three Persons of the Trinity, and closely

associates the Holy Spirit with the Son, ajipears to

Iiave formed the starting-point of tlie Cappadocian
theologians, and even to have moulded their lan-

guage to some extent (see HoU, Aniphiloe/tiiis von
Ikaniuni, p. 11711'. ; and cf. Basil, Ep. 204, dc Hpir.

Snnrf. xxix. 74; Greg. Nyss. Vita Grcef. Thaumat.
[PG xlvi. 912]). In the Creed of Nica'a they recog-

nized a natural development of such teaching and
the starting-point for the still further developments
which were forced upon them by their opposition

to the adv.-mcccl .A rian teaching of Eunomius and
by the controversy on the Holy Siiirit. The com-
plete vindication of the Deity of the Son and of

the Holy Spirit was one part of the task which lay

before them. The other was the settlement of the

terminology in which these results were to be c.\-

inessed, the treatment of the immanent ndations

of the three ' Persons,' and the manner of their co-

existence in the one Divine Being. This latter

task, to which they were led by the neeil of giving

scientific precision to the results attained through

the c<mtiover.sies of their time, constitutes their

chief importance in the history of Christian theo-

logy. (At the same time it marks an epoch in the

history of thought as a serious attempt to grapple

with the concepti(m of personality.) The tlistinc-

tion between the terms oiala and vTraaraini marks the

starting-point of this later development. Currency
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was now <,iven, largely through the intlaence of the

Cappadoci.ans, to the formula fila ouirfa, rpeU vtto-

ffTcio-ets, to denote the coexistence in the one Divine

Being of three puhsistences or spheres of conscious

being {'Persons' in later terminology).

In this task of formulating the doctrine of the

Trinity, Uasil -was the pioneer. Tlie tAvo Gregorys
depeuil upon him, though they advance beyond him
and complete his work. To Bivsil is due, on the

one hand, the detinition of the terms ovaia. and
i-Triia-Tacris, and, on the other hand, the beginnings of

the attempt to discover the characteristics {ypujiiia-

fj-ara, lonh^ara, idt6rT]TCs) of each of the inroffrda-eiSj

and their relations to one another in the Godhead.
In the former task the other two Cappadocians
advance little beyond Basil. In the latter they
develop and complete his work, especially in regard

to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. At the same
time they were more alive than Basil appears to

have been to the dangers of tritheism, and they
exhibit a stronger interest in defending the Unity
of the Deity and in refuting the charge of Tritheism.

Both of them insist that the unity of the three

Persons is no mere abstraction or generic unity.

That which constitutes it, the Godhead, is iden-

tical in all three Persons. There is one Godhead
in three subsistences or Persons. This unity was
further secured by a discussion of the * modes of

being ' (rpoVot virdp^eajs) of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit. The Father is the source of Deity, while
the Son has a derived Godhead (yewnrd?, ^ovoyevTjs

6€6s). Tiie Holy Spirit * proceeds ' [eKwopcverai) from
the Father through the Son (did rod vlou). Finally,

the idea of a irepix'^pvo'''^ {'co-inherence') of the
three Persons was put forward to express their in-

separable will and activity. These results were
commended to the thought of the time by an at-

tempt to show that the Christian doctrine of the
Trinity was the mean between Judaism on the one
hand and Hellenism on the other (Basil and Gregory
of Nyssa), and an attempt was made to illustrate

tlie immanent relations of the three Persons and
their unity in the Godhead from the analogy of

human nature (Greg. Naz., Greg. Nyss.).

The following.' points deser\'e attention, as illustrating- the
particular contnbutions to the doctrine of the Trinity' made by
each of the three Fathers.

Basil prepared the way by a careful distinction, based upon
'a popularized Aristotelianism ' (HoU), of the temis ova-Ca and
vTrdcrroo-is. The term ova-ia ' has the same relation to iin-oo-Tacrt?

as the common has to the particiUar.' It is ' common, like good-
ness or Godhead, or any similar attribute ; while vTi-oo-Taa-is is

contemplated in the special property of Fatherhood, Souship, or
the power to sanctify ' (Ep. 214). Basil also contributed to the
discussion of the relations of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. He
uses the term ' modes of being ' (rpSnoi un-apfe«s ; on the history
of the expression and its use by Basil and Greg. Nyss. see Holl,
Amphilochlus, p. 240ff.) to denote the manner of derivation of
the Son and Holy Spirit from the Father. The relations of the
Father and the Son are expressed by the terms n-arponjs and
vioTTj; (less commonly oyeVnjTos and yei-vTjrds). But he could not
arrive at any conclusion as to the ' mode of being ' of the Holy
Spirit, which he confessed to be ineffable ((?« Spii: Sanct. xviii.

46). The Holy Spirit is from God. He is also called the Spirit
of Christ, is 'attached to ' Christ and 'intimately associated'
with Him {dc Sj.ir. Scuict. xviii. 46 : contra Sab. et At. [PG
xxxi. 609]). Though Basil is not so concerned as the two Gre-
gorys to defend the Unity, he is not wanting in clear state-
ments which show his mind on the subject. He rejects the
terms 'like' and 'unlike 'as applied to the Son, and main-
tains the identity of nature (TauTorTp-a ttjs f^iJtrews) and one-
ness of being (o.uooucrtoi') of the Father and the Son (Ep. 8),

and in another passage (Ep. 52) he refutes the idea that ouo-i'a

denotes a substance anterior to or underlpng both. The Father
is thL' source of Ifeity and the first principle of existing things,

- 'creating throu[;!i the Son and perfecting through the Spirit'
{de Spir. Sanct. xvi. 38), although in the experience of life we
ascend from the Holy Spirit, through the Son, to the Father (t&.

xviii. 47).

Gregory of yazianzuSy starting from Basil's teaching, com-
pleted his definitions by giving currency to the term eKn-dpeuo-is
to denote the 'procession' of the Holy Spirit His ruling con-
ception of tiie i^tonTTEs, or ' characteristics,' of the three Persons
is that the Father is unbegotten, the Son begotten, while the
Holy S]3irit 'proceeds' iaysw-qaia, yeVjojo-t?, «Kiropeua-ts). The
procession through the Son is only indicated ; it is not clearly
defined. Gre^^ory has a clear statement of tlie Divine unity, which

is characterized by ' equality of nature, unanimity of judgment,
identity of action", and concurrence of the other two Persons
with the One from whom they are derived ; so that, though
there is a numerical difference, there is no division or separation

in being ' {Or. xxbc. 2). * There is one God, because there is only
one thing that can be called Godhead.' The Persons derived
from tlie One source are referred back to the One, though we
believe them to be three {Or. xxxi. 14). At the same time he
safeguards the unity from being regarded as a mere abstraction

or generic unity. Peter, Paul, and John are not o/xoolVioi (' of

one substance or being ') in the same sense as the Persons of the
Trinity {Or. xxxi. 19). Elsewhere he uses almost Sabellian lan-

guage to express the closeness of the relations of the Son and
Spirit to the Father {Or. xxix. 2^

Gregory of Nyssa starts, like Gregorj' of Nazianzus, from the
standpoint of Basil ; and develops in an independent manner his

own thought upon the subject. Like Gregory of Nazianzus, he
has a strong interest in maintaining the unity of the Godhead. In
place of the terms yevtrqroi; and eVTropevTtSs to denote the modes of

being of the Son and the Spirit he prefers the expressions fxoyo-

yei'T/s (or juofoyerrj? $i6s) and Sta. tou vlov (in this latter expression
we see the influence of Gregorj' Thaumaturgus). But Iiis most
suggestive treatment of the relations of the three Persons in

the Godhead is contained in the two treatises, d^e Communitncs
Notioaibits and Quod non sint tres Dii, in which he refutes the
charge of tritheism. He starts from the objection that, if Peter,

James, and John are three men, why may we not speak of Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit as three Gods'? To this he rephes that the
word 'God' denotes 'being' or 'essence,' not 'person.' Strictly

speaking, in referring alike to God and man we ought to main-
tain the oneness of their ovtria, or 'being,' in each case. It is

only by an incorrect manner of speech that we use the plural

and speak of ' three men,' seeing that the oycta, ' man,' is one
and the same in all three cases. Similarly in the case of the
Godhead the ova-ia of the three Persons is one and the same.
(This conception of the unity of human nature exhibits the
rc.'j.]i9!n of Gregorj'.) Again, he urges, individual men are dis-

tinguished sharply by the varying relations of time and place

and circumstance, whereas the Persons of the Godhead exhibit

a constant causal relation.

There are I. to alnov, the cause=the Father,
n. TO acrioTOf, the caused, either

(a) immediately (to irpocrcx"? " toi) TrpwTou), i.e.

the Son,
(&) mediately (to fita toO Trpoaexm €k tou TrpwTou),

i.e. theHolv Spirit. (Cf. also de Spir, Saiict.

[PG xlv. 1304], « ToO OfoO €<rri, ical toO
XptOToi iarC.)

Thus Gregory of Ny&sa advances beyond the other Cappa-
docians in his clearer definition of the procession of the Spirit

through the Son, and in this respect he represents the final

stage of development attained in the Eastern Church. Another
contribution made by him in the Qiwd non sint tres Dii is the
clear statement of the irepLx^PV^i-^ (' co-inherence,' ' interpene-
tration ') of the three Persons. The operations of the Godhead
are conducted by all Three, acting together without mark of

time or distinction of separate action, ' so that there is one
motion of, and disposition of, the goodwill which is communi-
cated from the Father through the Son to the Spirit.' Lastly,

we may notice (see Holl, op. cit. p. 220) that Gregory's insistence

on the unity of the Godhead is bound up mth his speculative

interest and his Origenism, which led him to seek a single Prin-

ciple as the source of the evolution of the world and human
history.

Some distinguislied German theologians (Har-
nack, Zahn, Loofs) have in recent times attempted
a fresh reading of the work of the Cappadocians in

relation to the doctrine of the Trinity. According
to this view, the Cappadocians modified the sense

of tlie 6fxooi'-(TLOP and secured adherence to their new
interpretation, by which it came to denote likeness

(or equality) of substance rather than unity of sub-

stance. In this new development the Cappadocians
are supposed to have been influenced by the theo-

logy of Basil of Ancyra. According to their read-

ing of o/Moovaiov, the terms ovaia ('being') and ^iVts

('nature') became nearly equivalent, and it was
permissible to believe in three hypostases of like

nature Avhich together form the Godltead, instead
of one Godhead existing in three distinct spheres
of conscious being. By this view the Church be-

came committed to an interpretation which is really

tritheistic. But this theory appears to liave gained
ground from the weight of the autliorities by which
it is supported rather than from its intrinsic

merits. It introduces confusion into the careful

language of Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory of

Kyssa, and on its presuppositions the argument of

the latter in his Quod non sint frc^'i Dii becomes
unintelligible. Nor does the theory receive any
adequate support from the less complete treatment
of Basil. A careful study of the theological stand-
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point of all the Cappadocians {especially the two
Gregorys) showa how vital to their whole view of

religion was the belief in the unity of the Godhead.
Kor tho theory itself, see Zahn, ilarceltua v. Ancjra, l»e7

;

Harnack, Uistori/ 0/ Donma, Eng. tr. (1894-90); Loofs,

Le.i(/aden turn Stud, der Donmengeschichte (1893); and art.

' Orcsor. V, Naz.' in I'li!'?, vol. vii. (1S99). For a careful criticisni

of the thcorv, see Bethune-Baker, Texls and Studies, vii. (1901)

n. I ; and for a general treatment of tiie Cappadocinn theolos.v,

see Holl, Amphilochius v. Ikonium (1904). Cf. also UUmann,
Greg. v. Naz> (1667), p. 341(1.; Dorner, Doctr. 0/ Person 0/

Christ, Eng. tr. (1861-63), I. ii. 506 fl.

vi. ChristoloGV. — The Christological problem
was discussed by the Cappadocians in connexion with

the teaching of AnoUinaris. Beyond a few pass-

ing notices, Basil does not deal with the theories

of Apollinaris, which are, however, treated of at

lengtii by Gregory of Nazianziis in his two Epistles

to Clcdonius and in his Ei'Utle. to Nertnriuy, and by
Gregory of Nj'ssa in \\\^ Antirrhclicu.t adiK Apoll.

and his Epislln to Thedphilua. Their inlluence on

later speculation is seen in the following directions ;

(1) Gregory of Xazianzus employed, and gave

currency to, the expression 'two natures' (Svo

0i'(re(t, used earlier by Origen), while emphasizing

clearly a principle of unity in Christ.

(2) Both Fathers prepared tlie way for future

discussions by emphasizing the reality and com-
pleteness of the human nature assumed by Christ.

Especially valuable is the appeal of Gregory of

Nyssa to the portrait of Christ in the Gospels and
its exhibition of a human will, human ignorance,

growth in knowledge, submission to temptation,

sorrow, and dereliction (see esp. Antirrh. 11, 14, 24,

32). In this respect he has affinities with the

Antiochene theologians. The vindication of the

existence of a rational soul in Christ (against

Apollinaris) was further prompted by the interest

of both Fathers in the doctrine of redemption. If

Christ had no human soul, the soul of man w;is

not redeemed (Gi-cl;. Naz. Ep. i. ad Cled. 7, Ep. ii.

4; Greg. Nyss. Antirrh. 11, 17, Ep. ad. Thcophil.).

(3) In dealing with the central problem raised

by Apollinaris, ' How is the existence in Christ

of two complete natures compatible with the unity

of His Person ?' both Gregorys tended towards the

itlea of a transmutation of the human nature into

the Divine. They employ, as earlier writers had
done, the terms 'mixture,' 'blending' (julfir, (cpaa-ij,

air/Kpaaii, dz/dspotris), to denote the union of the two
natures. But, further, they speak of the human
nature as 'deified,' and ' ti'ansmuted ' into the

Divine. Gregory of Nyssa appears to regard the

unity of the human nature with the Divine in

Christ as a progressive unity, which was fully

accomplished only at the Ascension, when the

humanity ceased to retain its own characteristics,

and was blended with the Deity ' like a drop of

vinegar with the ocean ' (Antirrh. 42, Ep. ad
Thcophil.). In this way he was able to meet tlie

objection of Apollinaris that, if Christ's humanity
was complete, 'the triad (or Trinity) was expanded
into a tetrad'; but his language exhibits a ten-

dency which is perilously near to that which after-

wards produccil .Monophysitism.

(4) Neither of the two Gregorys fully reached the
solution of later theology, which maintained the
imper-sonal character of the humanity of Christ.

In a few passages Gregory of Nyssa appears to

allow a relative independence to the humanity,
and even employs the term 'person' (irpiaaTrov) m
connexion with it as well as with the Divine nature
{c. Kunitrn. ii. [PG xlv. 504]; Antirrh. 2, 27).

Similarly, both Fathers occasionally use language
which has a Nestorian ring (see Masson, Five Ora-
tions of Greg. Na::., 1899, Introd. p. xvi 11'.

; and cf.

(Jreg. Nyss. dr. Cat. xvi., xxvii., xxxii.). On the

other hand, Gregory of Nazianzus clearly antici-

pates the later language of Cyril of Alex.andria,

whea he speaks of the union of the two natures as

an ' essential ' union (awa-wreaBai (car' oialav, Ep,
101, where rar' oialav is opposed to Kara X'^P'")-

Similarly his interest in the redemptive work of

Christ led him to attribute to the Divine Person
the human acts and sufferings. Thus he freely

uses the terms OeordKOs, Bein TaOijTi!, and similar

expressions (see Holl, op. cit. pp. 179, lUOfV.).

Lastly, Vwth Gregorys expound Uu- idea of a com-
municatio idiniiiatum (see Greg. Naz. Or. xxx. 8 ;

Greg. Nyss. Kj). ad. T/ieophil.). In this way they
make approaches towards the later Alexandrian
theology.
The question raised by Apollinaris, ' Uow could Christ have

assumed human nature in its completeness and yet be without
sin ? ' is only indirectly treated of by Gregory of Nyssa. He
affirms (1) the reality and completeness of our Lord's human
nature ; (2) the completeness of the union between the Divine and
human natures in Christ. Scripture affirms that Christ became
sin for ua, ' that is, that He united to Himself the sinful soul of

man ' {Antirrh. 23). ' He endured not to repel from comnmnioii
with Himself our nature, fallen though it was as the result of

sin ' (ib. S3). P.ut ' though Ue took our filth upon Himself, yet

He is not Himself defiled by the pollution, but in His own self

He purifies the filth' (i(). 26). This puriflcation w.'us effected at

the very moment of the conception of the Virgin. The Divine

natnre was present in both the body and the soul of Christ from
the very first, and rendered each of them sinless (^Antirrh. 54).

Christ shared our human feelings and weaknesses, but did not

share our tendency to sin or disease of will {c. Eunont. bk. vi.

[PG xlv. 721] ; Ep. ad Eustathiam [PG xlvi. 1020, 1021]). ' Imme-
diately the man in Mary . . . along with the coming upon her

of the" Holy Ghost, and the overshadowing of the power of the

Most High became what that ovei-shadowing powc r in its own
nature was' (Ep. adEustath. ib.). Sec, further, JThSt vii. 43411.

In his treatment of the participation of the Godhead in the

human experiences of Christ, Gregory approaches the later

treatment of Cvril of Alexandria. Though God cannot suffer,

' He was in Him" who suffered, and made His suffering His own."

See Antirrh. 64, 65, and cf. Cyril's 2nd Epistle to Xestorim.

vii. The Creation of Man and the Fall.—
(1) Though the Cappadocians rejected definitely

Origen's theory of the pre-existence of souls, their

doctrine of human nature exhibits, especially in

the two Gregorys, lingering traces of Origen's

influence. All alike represent the primal condi-

tion of man as almost angelic in character (see

Basil, Hex. viii. 2, ix. 2 ; Greg. Naz. in Ps. exviii.

iv. 2 ; Greg. Nyss. de Horn. Op. 16, 17). Both
Gregorys allegorize the coats of skin in Genesis,

and see in them the type of the sensuous life and
the subjection to mortality, which were results of

the Fall (Greg. Naz. Or. xxxviii. 12 ; Greg. Nyss.

Or. Cat. viii., de Virff. 12, de An. et Bcs. [PG xlvi.

148]). Gregory of Nyssa even regards human
generation as a consequence of the Fall (de Virg.

12 ; cf. de Horn. Op. 16, 17), though in his later

work, the Oratio Catechctica (c. xxviii.), he gives

up this view.

(2) As to the origin of the soul, while Gregory of

Nazianzus shows himself a Creationi.st(Or. xxxviii.

11), Gregory of Nyssa uses language which implies

a Traducianist conception (de Mom. Op. 28, 29, de

At), et Res. [PG xlvi. 125 ff.]). The soul is not

created before the body, nor the body before the

soul. There is one beginning for soul and body
alike, and the powers of the former unfold gradu-

ally with the body's growth. Just as a seed con-

tains in germ all future developments, so does the

principle of life in man (de Horn. Op. 29). The
closeness of the intercommunion between soul and
body is a characteristic feature of the teaching of

Gregory of Nyssa. In other respects Gregory of

Nyssa advanced interesting speculations on human
nature. He has a realistic concciition of the unity

of the race (see above, §§ iv., v.), maintaining that

the whole of humanity was created ideally before-

hand by God (de Horn. Op. 16, 17). This conception,

by whic!i Adam represents the whole of mankind,

presents points of contact with Philo on the one

hand and Methodius on the other. Again, he

dwells upon the idea that man is a microcosm, the

meeting-point of the two worlds of matter and
spirit (Or. Cat. v. ; cf. Greg. Naz. Or. xxxviii.

11). Hence he employs the terminology 'intellig-
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ible ' and ' sensible,' or ' invisible ' and ' visible ' to

denote the constituents of human nature, in jive-

feience to Origen's trichotomy— ' body,' ' soul,' und
' spirit.'

(3) All the Cappadocians emphasize man's
possession of free-will. This again marks a point

of contact with Origen, and was further developed
in face of the fatalism of Greek thought and
through the ojiposition to Maniclueism. The
possession of freewill was a consequence of man's
creation in the image of God. Sin was the result

of the misuse of man's free-will in departing from
what is good. The Fall only weakened, it did not

destroy, man's freedom (see, e.g., Basil, cle Spir.

Saiict. ix. 23, Ep. 233 ; Greg. Naz. Or. ii. 17, xvi.

15, xxxvii. 13; Greg. Nys.s. Or. Cat. xxx., xxxi.,

Antirrh. 29). In this respect the Cappadocians
represent the general attitude of Greek tliought as

contrasted with the later teaching of Augustine.

(4) In their conception of the negative character
of evil the Cappadocians exhibit the influence of

Plato and Origen (so also Athanasius). Evil has
no substantive existence. It springs from within
and is 'a disposition in the soul opposed to virtue.'

It arises through man's free-will, when the soul

departs from good. See Basil, Hex. ii. 4 ; Greg.
Nyss. Or. Cat. v.

(5) In their treatment of the effects of the Fall,

tlie Cappadocians mark an advance beyond the
position of Athanasius. The idea of a trans-

mission of sin and death appears in Basil (Horn,

in. fainem ct sice. 7, Sermo ae renunt. swculi, 7).

Gregory of Nazianzus speaks of Adam as having
involved all men in condemnation through his sin

{Or. xxxviii. 4, xxxix. 13. 16). He also speaks of

the defilement attaching to human nature, and
regards the Virgin-birth as delivering man from
' the fetters of his birth ' {Or. xxxviii. 17). Gregory
of Nyssa goes further, and appears to teach the
idea of an inherited moral taint. He speaks of

man's nature as '.sinful' {de Vita Moysis\^PG xliv.

336]), and as having 'fallen into sin' (ib. p. 337).
' He who partakes of Adam's nature, partakes
also of his fall' {de Oratione Dovi. Or. v. [i6. p.

1184]). Sin is born in our nature (in Psalmos [ib.

p. 609]). The adversary of man ' through his

deception mingled evil with man's will and suc-

ceeded in extinguishing and obscuring in a way the
Divine blessing ' {Or. Cat. viii. ). By baptism man
is released from his connexion with evil {Or. Cat.

XXXV.). For further refi'. see Tennant, T/ie Fall and
Original Sin, 1903, pp. 316-323. In these respects
Gregory of Nyssa develops the later (as opposed to

the earlier) teaching of Origen, and approximates
towards the teaching of Augustine on Original Sin.

viii. The Atonement. —Theological reflexion

on the death of Christ and its relation to the work
of man's redemption in the period preceding
the Cappadocians had emphasized two ideas. (1)

Christ's death was a sacriHce to God. This idea
had reached its fullest expression in Athanasius.
(2) Christ's death was a ransom jjaid to Satan.
The chief representative of this thouglit was
Origen. The former idea was not systematically
developed by the Cappadocians, who appear to
have been influenced but little by the teaching of

Athanasius on the subject.

Basil scarcely deals with the question, which
had not been made a subject of controversy (see,

however, on the sacrihce to God, Horn, in Ps.
xlviii. ; and on the deception and defeat of Satan,
Horn. XX. dc Humilitate, 2 ; see, further, Ep. 261).

Gregory ofNaz'mnzus exhibits a, more profoundly
religious interest in the question than either }5asil

or Gregory of Nys.sa, and aimroaches more nearly
than they to Athanasius in tlie spirit of his teach-
ing. Christ's death delivered us from the curse of
sin. The Atonement was the work of God (hence

the phrases Otirs vae-qrlis, Oebs TraOiiv), and yet the

Bucrilice could only be made by One who was a
member of the human race. Hence he insists on
the representative and vicarious character of

Christ's suHerings in a way which anticipates St.

Bernard's teaching on the suffering of the Head for

the members (see esp. Or. xxx. 5). He criticizes

existing theories {Or. xlv. 22), and indi^antly
repudiates the idea of a ransom to Satan. But he
will not commit himself to say in what sense the

sacrifice was ottered to God, beyond suggesting

that, though the Father had not asked for it or

required it, it was perhaps due to the ' economy ' of

God. The necessity of the sacrifice is not, in fact,

made absolute by him. Man's deliverance from
Satan and man's sanctification required it, and,

further, it was offered in honour of the Father {ib.).

Gregory of A'^yssa does not dwell upon the

thought of a propitiation at all. Bvit he develops

in a crude and repulsive manner Origen's idea of a
ransom paid to Satan, and of an act of deception

practised upon the latter. Man had freely sold

himself to Satan, and, in delivering man, God
could proceed only by methods of strict justice, i.e.

by a bargain such as would be acceptable to the

adversary. Christ was the ransom price. But the

veil of tlie humanity hid from Satan the Godhead
of Christ, and thus, by an act of strict retribution,

t!ie deceiver was in turn deceived {Or. Cat. xxiii. ).

'I'he idea of a deception practised on Satan appears
also in Gregory of Nazianzus {Or. xxxix. 13),

while the whole conception of Gregory of Nyssa
is found in his contemporary Amphilochius of

Icouium (see Holl, op. cit. p. 98 tt'.). The theory
thus developed by Gregory of Nyssa became widely
current in both East and West, and proved a fatal

legacy to the Church.
ix. The Sacraments. — The only important

develoijments in the doctrine of the Sacraments to

be found in the teaching of the Cappadocians are

contained in the Catechetical Oration of Gregory of

Nyssa (clis. xxxiii.-xxxvii.), where he treats of

Baptism and the Eucharist. The main points in

his teaching are as follows :

—

(1) Gregory appeals to the immanence of God in

support of the principle of a Divine operation

through sacramental channels, while he urges that

the assurance of God's presence and operation

rests upon His promise to be present in this way
when invoked (chs. xxxiv., xxxvi.).

(2) Gregory clearly states the idea that the
Sacraments are an ' extension ' of the Incarnation,

in that tlie process of ' deification ' ett'ected once for

all in the humanity of Christ, through its union
with the Personal Word, is progressively effected

in humanity as a whole by participation in Christ

through the Sacraments (xxxv., xxxvii.).

(3) Gregory distinguishes between the effects of

Bai>tism and the Eucharist by saying that in

Ba])tism the soul is united to the Saviour through
faith, while in the Eucharist the body is brought
into the same union, though here again only

through the faith of him who partakes of the
Sacrament (xxxvii.).

(4) Gregory teaches an objective change of the
elements (effected through the prayer of consecra-

tion) into the Body and Blood of Christ, and he
represents the manner of the change in a striking

and original way. Anticipating the later problem
of the ' ubiquity ' of the Lord's Body, he sets him-
self to solve the" question how the one Body can be
given whole to thousands of believers. He employs
the Aristotelian distinction of ' form ' and ' matter,'

and draws a parallel between the change of food

and drink into the human body through tligestion,

and the change of bread and wine into the Body
and Blood of Christ. The ' constituent elements

'

((Txotxf'a) of bread and wine in each case are re-
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an'aii;,'eil under a new ' form,' although in the one
ease it is throu^'h the process of digestion, in tlio

other imniediatelj' 'by tlie power of the Word'
(xxxvii.). This statement ol Gregory is tlie first

attempt to propound a theorj' of the conversion of

the elements. Gregory gave a direction to Euchar-
istic doctrine, wliich eventually led in the West to

the theory of a transformation of substance in the
elements. Hut Gregorj' himself is far removed
from such a theory. His language is of the nature
of an illustration, and even while a])plving his

analogy from j)hysiology to the Eucharist lie sliows

signs of hesitation. (See Katittbl, Ktudcs d'histoirc

et de fMologie positive, 2i^""-- sirie [1905], p. 260 f.,

and the present writer's ed. of the Oratio Vutcchelicd.

in Cambridge Patristic Texts, \\ xxxviii If", and
notes on ch. xxxvii. There is an interesting later

parallel to Gregory's theory in Descartes' letters

to Mesland on tlie i'ucharisl.) Gregory's teaching
exercised consideralile inlluence on John of Damas-
cus, and through him on the later Eastern Church.
As a contrast to the treatment of the Eucharist exhibited in

the language of Gregory of Nysaa just quoted, Basil's language
in Ep, 8. 4 desen-cs attention. In accordance with his spirit-

ualizing tendency (see above, § i.), he says (commenting on
Jn (i-''0 • '^Ve eat His flesh, and drink His blood, being made
through His InoArnation and His visible life partakers of His
Word and of His Wisdom. For all His mystic sojourn among
Tis He called flesh and blood, and set forth the teaching consist-

ing of practical science, of physics, and of theologj*, whereby
our soul is nourished and is meanwhile trained for the contem-
plation of actual realities.'

X. EsCH.-\TOLOGY.—Gregory of Nyssa is the only
one of the Cappadocian Fathers who exhibits any
considerable interest in eschatologieal problems,
and it is here that he sliows himself a most
thoroughgoing disciple of Origen. His chief con-
tributions are: (I) his treatment of the resurrec-

tion of the body ; {2) his theory of the purification

of souls by lire after the Resurrection ; and (3) his

idea of the restoration of all spirits, Satan included,
to final blessedne.ss.

(1) The lirst of these is discussed in his treatise

0» t/u; Soul and the Ilcsun-ection (et. also de
Horn. Op. 27). The theory which he propounds is

a niodihed form of the spiritualistic view of Origen.
As in his discussion on the Eucharist, he employs
tlie Aristotelian terms ' form ' (eZoos) and ' elements

'

(crroixc'a). The 'constituent elements' (ffroixfia)

of the body, having once received the impress of

the soul, are recognized by it at the time of the
Kesurrection, and are received back again from the
common source. By death, however, the body is

purged of its sensuous character, and in the Kesur-
rection is of a more subtle and ethereal character.

(2) The idea of a purifying fire, derived from
Origen, and found also in a passage of Gregory of

Nazianzus [Or. xxxix. 19), has its source in Plato.

According to Gregoi")', the soul stained by sin liiuls

its remedy in the practice of virtue in this life and
in the silting judgment and refining hre of the
after-life (Or. Cat. viii.). Elsewhere he says that
for those who have not received the grace of

baptism there waits a purilicat ion by fire hereafter
(ib. xxxvi.). This doctrine, which, like the re.st

of Gregory's Origenistie speculations, was quietly
dropped by the Eastern Church, lias little resem-
blance to the later Western doctrine of Purgatoiy,
inasmuch as it applies to a ditferent time (after,

and not before, the Resurrection), and is intended
to lienelit not the good but the evil.

(3) The doctrine of an aTroKariaTaaii, or imiversal
restoration of all souls, is another indication of
the intluence of Origen upon Gregory of Nyssa.
In both writers this belief is bound up with "their

theodicy, which was based on the thought that
the world-process must result in God becoming
'all in air (1 Co 15=» ; cf. Greg. Naz. Or. xxx. G)

;

while evil, having no subsistence of its own, can-
not be eternal. Satan himself will be purged, and

from all Creation there will arise acliorusof tlianks-

giving(Or. Cat. xxvi. ; deAii. el lies. [I'G xlvi. 72]).

In later time.s, after the condemnation of Origen's
teaching, the tlieory of an interpolation of the
works of Gregory of Nyssa by the Origenists was
employed to get rid of this idea from the writings
of one who was a canonized doctor of the Church.
Rut there is no justilication for such a susjdcion.

General SuinDiari/.-—The one permanent service

rendered to Christian thought by the (,'appadocian

Eatliers was their formulation of the doctrine of

the Trinity. In this respect their theology re-

mained the standard of faitli for the Eastern
(yliurch, which refused to accept from the AVest in

later times the Jilivqiie clause. Rut their influ-

ence in this respect was not limited to the East.

Through Ambrose, who was a diligent student of

Rasil's writings, the theology of the Capiiadocians
was imported into the West, and inlluenced the
later developments of Trinitarian doctrine found
in Augu-stine. In other resjiects their work was
of a tentative or preparatory character. They
helped to sliape some of the terminology of the
later Christologieal definitions, and tliey prepared
the way for a careful statement of the reality

of the two natures in Christ. Their attempt to

re-introduce into the Church a modified form of

Origen's theology met with only slight .success,

while the more pronounced Origenistic specula-

tions of Gregory of Nyssa were entirely dropped.
The Origenists of the fifth and sixth centuries

appealed to their authority, while the mystical
and pantheistic tendencies of Gregory of Nyssa
received fresh develoiiments in the teaching of the
later Monophysites and of pseud<5-Dionj-sius the
Areopagite. Their atteni[)t to create a scientific

theology was not altogether without results. For
a few generations they succeeded in enlisting the
best culture of the time in the cause of Christianity,

\vliile by the spirituality of their religious concep-
tions and their devotion to the practical ideals of

monastic piet.y they arrested for a time the inroads
of the cruder and more materialistic forms of

popular religion which were already invading the
Eastern Church.
LiTKRATDRK.— (1) On the place of the Cappadocians in the
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(ISOii); Klose, .'• i^iosse nach seinem Leben und
arincr J.ehtc f- , Iln'-er, art. 'Basilius von C.isare.V in

I'HE-', vol. ii. (Hl'T); Bardenhewer, Vatrolntjii'-HVin); R. T.
Smith, 'St. Basil the Great' in Fathers .for Enjlish Headers
(18711).

(4) On Gregorv of Naxianzns, see Ullraann, Gregor von
.V(«ia>«2(is07);"Loofs, art. 'Giegor v. Naz.'in I'RE^.vol vii.

(189!)); Bardenhewer, Patrotor,ic(l90l).
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more important "works are: I. C. Bergades, rfc Unkereo et de
aninia liaminis dnctrina Greg. Nymcni (1870); F. Diekamp,
Die (Jottfslehre dee hi. Greg. v. Nym. (1896); G. Herrmann,
fWeg. ^ifsseni sententice de salute adipucenda ^lS7.'i) ; St. P.

Heyns, Dijtputatio histwico-theologica de Greg, y yni^eno (ls35)

;

F. Hilt, Des hi. Grer/. v. Ntjss. Lehre mm Menschea (1S90) ; A.
Krampf, Der Urzu.'itand dex Menschcn 7taeh der Lchre dcs hi.

Grei]. i: A'vm. (1899) ; 'W. Meyer, Die Gotteslehre des hi. Greg.

V. jVi/ss. (1894) ; E. W. MoUer, Grcgorii A';/«*eni doclrinam de
honiinis natura et itluelearil el cum Origeniana comparavit

E. W. M. (1854); J. Rupp, Gre-iorg. ,l,s Bischofs v. Xj/sta, Lebm
und ileinnnqen (1834) ; J. N. Stigler, Die Psijehologie des hi
Greg. r. Ay.M. (1857); Al. Vinccnzi, /n S. Greg. A'pss. et

Ori'ienis scripta et doctrinam (liOl); W. VoUert, Die Lehre
Greiiors r. .Vj/*«. romGutm und Bu.sfn (1S97). Sec also Barden-
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in Xiccne and Post-Mccne Fathers, ser. ii. vol. v. (1S93).

J. Ii. Skawlky.
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CAPRICE.—Lexicographers are in general
agreement that the word 'caprice' is derived,

through Ita!. capriccio, from the stem of Lat.

caper, 'goat.' In the literal sense, 'caprice' is,

therefore, an unexpected movement, seemingly
without motive or purpose, like the frisky antics

of a goat. In the metaphorical sense, ' caprice ' is

used of mental movement, and means ' a sudden
change or turn of the mind without apparent or

adequate motive' (OED). True to the fundamental
idea is the use of capriccio as a musical term
signifying a species of free composition, not subject

to rule as to form or figure. As applied to human
action, the word ' caprice' connotes conduct which
appears purposeless, if not motiveless—either

inconsistent with, or indicating fickleness of, char-

acter. The solution of the ethical problem involved
must be sought by studying psychologically the
relation of will to desire. As applied to IJivine

action, the word ' caprice ' implies an imputation
of arbitrary procedure to God ; as when, for

example, capriciousness is ascribed to the Heavenly
Father v.ho has promised to hear and answer His
children's prayers. The solution of the religious

problem involved must be sought by reverent study
of the relation of the Divine will to the Divine
nature.

I. Caprice in human action.—When human
actions are said to be due to mere caprice, nothing
more may be intended than a reflexion upon a
general fickleness of character. Emotional natures
are often 'unstable as water.' As the pregnant
phrase expresses it, they 'cannot be depended upon.'
It is, however, only lack of knowledge that compels
observers to explain such conduct as caprice. Even
to intimate friends a capricious person's actions

may be quite unaccountable as well as altogether
svrrprising, but deeper insight would reveal the fact

that they are only ' seemingly wit'nout motive or

purpose.' AU that can be said with certainty of

the man who is double-minded, and therefore is

unstable h\ all Iris ways (Ja I''), is that, because he
has no fixity of purpose, .no unity of aim, it is

uncertain how he will act on any given occasion.
The true psychological estimate of all such char-
acters is given by IMcCosh :

* People ofwhom thia chameleon liability to change of affection

19 characteristic . . . appear very inconsistent, and so they are,
and they do not gain our permanent confidence. Bwt they are,
after all, acting consistently with theii" character, which goes
bv impulses and jerks, and not by steady principle ' (Psy-
chology : The Motive Powers, 1SS7, p. 1S6 f.).

Deterrainists, who contend that human actions
are always and necessarily decided by the strongest
motive, have, in tlie coiirse of the free-will contro-
versy, charged indeterminists with asserting that it

is possible for men to act from mere caprice, or, in

other words, to make ' an unmotived choice between
motives.' T. H. Green, in his profound analysis of

human personality, has sho's\Ti that, when ' motive

'

is accurately defined and distinguished from
' desire,' there is no such thing as unmotived
choice. But he insists that it is the 'Self that
decides which desire shall prevail and become the
motive to action. The will is free, because it is

determined by motive, and is not swayed hither
and thither by chance desires {Proleij. to Ethics^,

1S90, bk. ii. ch. 1). It follows that the explanation
of what is iisually called caprice will be foimd in

the weakening of the will. Psychological analysis
may rule out caprice as insuliicient to account for

human action, but the activity of the Self may be
reduced to a mininmm, so that there may be little

or no interval between the uprising of the desire
and its acceptance as a motive by the wUl. In
such a case the resultant action may not improperly
be described as capricious. But after the con-
sciousness of an impulse to act, the mind lias the
power to pause and to consider the consequences

likely to follow from yielding to the impulse. It is

on tiie cultivation of that power—winch enables
the mind to attend to other considerations and to

reinforce, it may be, weaker impulses—that the

elimination of caprice depends. An absorbing
interest is the psychological condition of unity of

purpose, and therefore of consistency of conduct (cf.

W. James, Priticiples of Psycliology'', 1901, vol. i.

ch. 11, 'Attention'). The highest application of

this principle is in religious experience. ' This one
thing I do ' means that diverse actions all tend to a
single goal (Ph 3'^) ; and the reason why caprice

has become impossible is that all other desires have
been subordinated to the permanent motive :

' For
to me to live is Christ' (Ph l-'). For a lucid state-

ment of the reasons why ' unchartered freedom ox

the introduction of sheer caprice' is not implied in

the somewhat misunderstood phrase ' the will to

believe,' see art. Belief, ii. 462''.

2. Caprice ascribed to God.—The permissibility

of arguing from human to Divine personality is

recognized by Theists generally as a legitimate

philosophical procedure. Therefore, the bearing
of what has been said in the earlier section of this

article will be evident. In the single statement
'God is love' the possibility of His acting from
caprice is excluded. His will can never be purpose-

less, inasmuch as it is determined by His nature,

and ' His nature and His name is love.' Domer
succinctly states the essential truth involved in tlie

Christian view :
' God can be thought neither as

fate nor mere law, neither as absolute indiiference

nor as caprice ' (Syst. of Christian Doctrine, Eng
tr. i. 447). Theistio doctrines which do injustice

to the revelation of God in Christ are : (1) the
Scotist view of the Middle Ages, which represents

the Divine will as arbitrary, because it finds ' the

essence of personality in the power of unrestricted

choice' ; and (i) the teaching of the earlier Cal-

vinists, who made ' grace a synonym for arbitrary

choice.' Theories which hide the Divine Father-

hood leave men in uncertainty as to the Divine
purpose, and lead them to regard the Divine action

as capricious. But a false dualism is involved in

the attempt to assign qualities to the Divine will

which are not conceived to be attributes of the

Divine nature.

'The ethicjil in God cannot be exclusively attributed and
ascribed to His Will to the exclusion of His Being. . . . Such a
will, because undetermined by the Essence and Being of God,
would be ethically absolutely undetermined—that is to say, it

would be mere caprice and absolute power (supremum liberum
orWfrium)' (Domer, op. cit. i. 315).

Primitive conceptions of the Deity as arbitrarj'

and lawless account for the identifying of the

miraculous with the mysterious, the inexplicable,

and the capricious. But again the thought which
eliminates caprice from the Divine action is that
of a unifying and adequate pmpose. The revival

of ancient teaching on the immanence of God has
altered the aspect of the problem. The unity of

Nature is accepted as a more adequate description

of the world than the uniformity of Nature. ' Unity
is essentially a spiritual conception . . . since

spirit is the only unifying agent that we know'

;

therefore, according to the Christian view of the

world, miracles may be in accord with, and m.ay

throw light upon, God's one increasing purpose.

Miracles are no longer held to be antecedently

impossible, for, 'if nature is sustained only by its

intimate union with spirit, it is no wonder tliat the

processes of nature should be modified for an
adequate spiritual end' (Illingworth, Divine Im-
manence, 1898, p. 106).

The comparative study of religion has made us
familiar not only with the Science of History, but
also with the Philosophy of History. The latter

expression cannot imply less than that rational

1 principle, and not caprice, guides the development
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of tendencies and the prop-es3 of events. God's
choice of Israel, for example, is seen to be no
capricious favour, when it is viewed in the lijjht of
His redeeming; purpose and Ilis love towards all

mankind. But to aflirni that there is a revelation
of Gud in history is to as-ort that the worhl is the
scene of tlio Divine providence. His purpose con-
cerning individuals may, indeed, at times be
ditncult to discern. But, conscious that we behold
only 'part of His ways,' we may find comfort in
the truth, to which Science and Scripture alike
bear witness, that
'God's method is a method of law; th,it is to sav, it ia not
arbitrary or irregular, but consistent, and in its gre.it principles
unchanging'. . . . ao<l's mellKKi is a nietliod of ;))c/(;iv.<.v. . . . Wo
think o( Hun as ever at worlt, forming, traininsr, and perfectin;;
the moral personalities whom lie has desitjnetl for iniion witli
Himself QN. Adams Brown, Christiati theology in Outline,
1007, p. 217flf.).

''

As belief in law does not hinder, but rather helps
men to trust in God's providence, because He does
not work arbitrarily and capriciously, so belief in
law presents no difficulties to those who liave a
Nvorthy conception of prayer because they have
true thoughts of God. >Jevertlieless, there is a
view of prayer which, as Rufus M. Jones says,
' takes us . . . into a world of caprice. It introduces a world in
which almost anj-thing may happen. . . . It is a low, crude view
of God—a Being off abovethc world who makes "laws" Uke a
modem let^islator and again changes them to meet a new
situation ' (The Double Search, 100«, p. SO f.).

But the Christian view of prayer implies neither
ignorance of the facts of a<'ience nor exjieetation
of answers to petitions by violation of Nature's
laws. True prayer is spiritual communion. It is

the child's fellowship with Him who is made known
bj' Christ and in his own experience as ' the Father
who .seeth in secret

' ; in His presence all wants
and wishes are made known, and according to the
intimacy of the communion is the degree of con-
fidence that the blessings asked for are not contrary
to the Father's will. Yet, in whatever direction
the surface ripples of desires may How, the deep,
strong yearning of the praying spirit is ' Father,
Thy will be done.' If that will could be swayed
by what men call caprice, true prayer would be
impossible. But there is ' no sealing of the lips in
the presence of the discovery tliat all is law.'
\Vhen this is understood, the Atonement of Christ
will be seen as the supreme manifestation of the
Love which is law, and as tlie Father's own drawing
near to His children, in order that, when in Christ
He has reconciled them unto Himself, they may
confidently approach, asking for the forgiveness
of their sins in the name of Christ. ' Forgiveness
is not a gift which can fall upon us from the ski(;s,

in return lor a capricious request. . . . The deep
cry for forgiveness must rise out of a forgiving
spirit' (Kufus M. Jones, op. cit. p. 101).
LlTERiTCRE.—Full references are given in the body of the

article. For the first division of the subject handbooks of
Psychology should be consulted, and for the latter division
handbooks of Theologj-. The following works will also be
helpful : Arthur, On the Diflerena- between Physical ami Moral
Law, London, 18S3 ; D'Arcy, A Short Sttuly of Ethics, London
1S93 ; Dykes, The Divine Worker in Creation ntvl Providence
Edinburgh, 1809. The delightful parable, frequently used
by Professor Henry Drunmiond, deserves special mention •

Finlayson, ' Law, Miracle, and I'ravcr,' Expositor, 1st -Jerics
vol. V. [1S77IP. 2o5ff. J. G. T.VSKER. '

CARLYLE.— I. Life and writings Thomas
Carlyle (1795-1881)—essayist, historian, critic,
modern prophet—was born on -Ith Dec. 1795 at
Ecclefechan, Annandale. He was the son of James
Carlyle, a mason, born in 1757. James Carlyle's
first wife was a cousin, and died after giving birth
to one son, John. Two years after her death (1794)
he married Janet Aitken. Thomas was the lirst
child, and was followed by three sons and a
daughter. Thomas was edticated at the Grammar
Scliool of Annan, and afterwards at Edinburgh
University. This he left in 1814 without taking^a

degree, but having distinguished himself in
mathematics. At this time he intended to enter
the ministry, and went up twice a year to deliver
addresses at the Divinity Hall, Edinburgh, while
teaching in the school at Haddington. Divinity
and Law having failed to satisfy him, his mind
turned in tlit; direction of I^iterature. His early
days \yere full of the struggles involved in getting
a footing in this precarious iirofession. The salient
points of that struggle may be noted.
From 18-20 to 1825 he contributed sixteen

articles to the Edinburgh Enci/clopmdia under the
editorship of Sir David Brewster.

In I\Iay or June 1821, Edward Irving intro-
duced Carlyle to Miss Jane Welsh. About the
same time the inward illumination took place
which is recorded in &rforA't'.!nrt((j;(bk ii. ch. vii.)
as the transition from the Everlasting No to the
Everlasting Yea. The plain meaning of this was
that disbelief in Divine or human justice, freedom,
and immortality had been dismissed in favour of
a steadfast determination to live in God's world as
a servant of Truth.
The following publications mark his rise inio

public attention : (a) a Life of Schiller in the
London Magazine in 1823-1824, which in 1825 was
published separately in book form, and in 18.30
translated into German at the suggestion of
Goethe ; (b) W'dhclm Meister's Apprcnticeshi/>,
which appeared in 1824-1827, one of the best trans-
lations into English of any foreign author, (c) In
1827 elaborate and extensive criticisms of European
literature establislied Carlyle as the English pur-
veyor and critic of European culture. Among his
well-known contributions of this order are an
article on Voltaire, a finished and memorable
sketch of Novalis, two papers on Jean Paul Ricliter
in the Foreign Review, a review of Schiller in
Fraser's Magazine, and of Goethe's works in the
Foreign Quarterly.

_
On 17th Oct. 1823, Jane Vv'elsh and Thomas

Carlyle were married. They began married life
normally at 21 Comely Bank, Edinburgh, and
continued it abnormally (1828) at Craigenputtock,
a farm belonging to the Welsh family. Carlyle
was by temperament unsuited for domestic iffe,

and his wife was as ambitious and as keen intel-
lectually as himself. At Craigenputtock his life
becamea monologueon literary and ethical subjects,
and hers for six years a bitter experience of house-
hold drudgery. Among the visitors to Craigen-
puttock were the Jeflreys (1820-1830), and \U\.\]i\i

Waldo Emerson, who began in this way a life-long
friendship with Carlyle. In 1831, Carlyle went to
London to negotiate the sale of Sartor Resartiis,
which was eventually published in Eraser's Maga-
zine. Hardly any one but Emerson recognized
that the' articles by the crazy tailor' were really
'a criticism of the age in which we live, exhibiting
in the riiost just and novel light the present aspect
of religion, politics, literature, and .social life.'

In 1834, Carlyle moved to 24 Cheyne IJow,
Chelsea, near the Thames. It was a bold venture
to attack the metropolis on a reserve fund of from
£200 to .£300, but it was successful, and Cheyne Row
was his home for 47 year.s. The first eight years
were years of severe struggle on narrow means,
but they produced the French Hcrolitlion, tlia
Lectures on Jleroe.s; Hero-worship, and the Ilcroin
in History, and Chartism. At the end of this time
the death of .Mrs. \Velsh brought pecuni.ary relief.

The next decade (1842-1853) was a time of
vigorous literary production, v.diicli gave to the
world the Life and Letters of Cromn-ell, Patt ami
Present, Latter-Day Pamphlets, and Life of John
Sterling.

From 1853 to 1866, Carlyle was at the zenith of
his fame. He published his monumental History
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of FrcdcriiU the Great, and giatilied even his wife's

ambition for him liy beitig elected to the Lord
UePtorslii]) of Edinbur^li University, where he
delivered a notable reoloiial address.

In 1866, Mrs. Carlyle dit-d. and after this Carlyle's

life went haltinfjly." The years till 1881 are "best

re.ffarded as a long eventide. His comments on
jiul^Jic questions, such as the recall of Governor
Eyre and the Keforni Bill of 1S67 [Shooting

Niagara), show him as a resolute critic of de-

mocracy. He dictated a historical sketch of the

Early Kings of Norway and an essay on the Por-

traits of John Knox. In 1874 he accepted the

Prussian 'ordre pour le merite,' and refused a

pension and a distinction ottered by Disraeli. Money
came freely when he could no longer use it except
by bequeathing it, and friends when he could no
longer reciprocate friendship. The appointment
of James Anthony Froude as his literary executor
and Fronde's discharge of that trust led to a keen
controversy, not yet finished, on the real character

of Carlyle and his relations with his wife. At the
end he was almost absolutely alone, and died on
4th Dec. 18SI.

2. Teaching.—Carlyle's teaching was not suffi-

ciently self-consistent to bear exact analysis as a
statement of ethical and religious truth. Letters
and conversations are sometimes at variance with
judgments expressed in his books. But the general

outlines of his teaching may be indicated.

(1) Concerning God.—It may be ."^aid of Carlyle,

as he said of Frederick of Prussia, ' To him, as to

all of us, it was ttatly inconceivable that intellect

and moral emotion could have been put into him
by an entity that had none of its own.' Sartor
liesartus is a vigorous and resounding counterblast
to materialism. In the discussions of the time,
Carlyle's theism was commonly classed as pan-
theism ; but no classification is adequate for an
author who wrote or siioke as he saw truth, but
who saw diU'erent aspects of truth in diti'erent

moods. He teaches that the universe is perpetually
formed and renewed by the Spirit of God, not that
matter is God, but that it is the ' living garment of

God.' The universe is the vesture of God as man's
body is the vesture of his spirit. As man claims
personality for himself, he may logically assign to
the Spirit of God that personality, consciousness,
intelligence, which are the highest attributes of

the spirit of man.
His belief in the essentials of religion is combined

with a distrust of its formulas. In Latter-Day
Pamphlets (no. viii. ) he makes a protest against
what he calls the gospel of Ignatius (i.e. Loyola),
' that God can be served by believing what is not true.' * That
to please the supreme Fountain of Truth, your readiest method,
now and then, was to pei-sist in believing what your whole sonl
found to be doubtful or incredible. That poor human symbols
were higher than the God Almighty's facts they symbolized

;

that formulas, with or without the facts s.vmbolized by them,
were sacred and salutary ; that formulas, well persisted in,

could still save us wlien the tacts were all fled.'

Other quotations, more emphatically negative,
might be made from writings in later life, when
the negative mood grew more marked. Yet he
comes very near attributing moral jiersonality to
God in His government of the world.

' No world, or thing, here below, ever fell into miserj' without
having first fallen into folly.' ' Nature would not treat
weakness as vicious unless weakness were necessarily vicious.'
' The first principle of moral government is that, where guilt is

deliberate, undoubted, and wilful, punishment ought to be
inflicted. This pillar of the moral universe in human affairs

rests not upon mere social e.vpediency, but upon those authori-
tative instincts of our spiritual nature in which we hear the
voice of God.' *The law of England, in dealing with criminals,
must correspond to the law of the universe * {Latler-Day
Pamphlets, no. vi.). * The moral nature of a man is not a com-
posite factitious concern, but lies in the very heart of his bein^r,

as his very self of selves. The first alleviation to irremediable
pain is some conviction that it has been merited, that it comes
from the All-just—from God' (Froude, Thomas Carlyle : Hist,

qf First Furtt/ Years of his Life, ii. S6).

•The free man is he who is lot/at to the Laws of this Universe ;

who in his heart sees and knows, across all contradictions, that

injustice cannot befall him here ; that except by sloth and
cowardly falsity evil is not possible here. The first symptom of

such a man is not that he resists and rebels, but that he
obeys' (Latter-Day Pamphlets, no. vi.).

(2) Concerning man.—Carlyle's optimism about
the universe is combined with pessimism about
human nature. Something of this may be put
down to Calvinism, and something to temperament.
He believed that 'God's in His heaven,' but not

that ' all's right with the world.' At Craigeu-

puttock he wrote

:

' What is Hope ? a smiling rainbow
Children follow through the wet

;

'Tis not here, still yonder, yonder I

Never urchin found it yet.

What is Life ? a thawing iceboard
On a sea with sunny shore.

Gay we sail—it melts beneath us

!

\Ve are sunk, and seen no more.

What is man ? a foolish baby ;

Vainly strives, and fights, and frets

;

Demanding all—deserving nothing !

One small grave is what he gets.'

(Froude, op. cit. ii. 420.)

His fundamental scepticism about human nature
and the prospects of the race is closely connected
with his disbelief in democracy. Democracy
depends on and requires an optimistic view of

man and his destiny, and implies ultimately that

vox popnli is vox Dei, which Carlyle emphatically
denied. His criticism of democracy rests on the
discovery that
* in democracy can lie no finality ; that with the completest
winning of democracy there is nothing yet won—except
emptiness, and the free cliance to win ! Democracy is, by
the nature of it, a self-cancelling business ; and gives in the

long-run a net result of zero.' * In Rome and Athens, as else-

where, if we look practically, we shall find that it was not
by loud voting and debating of many, but by wise insight and
ordering of a few, that the work was done—so it is—so will it

ever be.'

Nevertheless he does not depreciate the real task

of politics ;
' society is a wonder of wonders, and

politics (in the right sense far, very far, from the
common one) is the noblest science ' (Diary, Froude,

0}}. cit. ii. 88).

(3) Religion.— C-A.r\y\e conceived religion as uni-

versal and spiritual. It is everywhere an ex-

pression of man's relationship to a spiritual God,
dimly or -lividly realized. Alany of his sayings

are more in keeping with the results of the modern
study of comparative religion than with any order

of thought existing in his own day.
' The early Nations of the world, all Nations, so long as the.v

contmued simple and in earnest, knew without teaching that

their History was an Epic and Bible, the clouded struggling

Image of a God's Presence, the action of heroes and God-inspired
men. "rhe noble intellect that could disenthral such divine

image, and present it to them clear, unclouded, in visible

coherency comprehensible to human thought, was felt to be a
Vates and the chief of intellects. No need to bid him sing it,

make a Poem of it. Nature herself compelled him ; except in

Song or in Psalm, such an insight by human eyes into the

divine was not utterable.'
' Every Nation, I suppose, was made by God, and every man

too. Only there are some Nations, like some men, who know
it; and some who do not. The great Nations are they that

have known it well ; the small and contemptible, both of men
and Nations, are they that have either never knomi it, or soon
forgotten it and never laid it to heart ' (Latter- Day Pamphlets,

'To the last,' says Froude, 'he believed as

strongly as ever Hebrew prophet did in spiritual

religion,' and approved of prayer as a ' turning of

one's soul to the Highest.'

Carlyle's belief in Immortality grew in intensity,

but after his wife's death he describes himself as
' bankrupt in hope and heart, as good as without hope and
without fear ' (Correspotuience oj Carlyle and K. W. Emerson,
ii. 337).

In 1835 he wrote to Emerson on the loss of his

brother

:

'Sorrow not above measure for him that is gone. He is in

very deed and truth with God, where you and I both are ' (i6. i.

392). ' What a thin film it is that diridcs the living from the

dead ' (ill. i. 37).
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On his fatlier's death he wrote (Froudo, C'urli/lc:

First For/I/ Years, ii. •24S--260)

:

' Man follows man. His life is as a tale that has been told
; yet

under time does there not lie eternity ? . . . Perhaps my father,

all that essentially was my father, is eveh now near me, with
me. Both he and I are with <jod. Perhaps, if it so please God,
we shall in some hi{}:her state of bein^ meet one another,
recognize one another. . . . The possibility, nay (in some way)
the certainty, of perennial e.\istence daily grows plainer to me.'

On tlie deatli of Mrs. Welsh he wrote to Iiis wife ;

' We shall yet go to her. God is great. God is good.*

Ill 1S09, niter the death of his wife, lie wrote :

* I occasionally feel able to wish with my whole softened heart
—it is iny only form of prayer—"Great Father, oh, if Thou
canst, have pity on her and on me, and on all such I " In this

at least there is no harm ' (Froude, Carlyle : Li/e in London,
ii. 387).

Carlyle's most jxisitive contribution to a religious

conception of life is to be found in vivid, eloquent,
and memorable passages describing the spiritual

universe. Nothing shows better than these
passages how, to Carlyle, life was shot through
with spiritual relationships, and set in a frame-
work of a spiritual cosmos. In tlie Diary (Frotide,

Cnrlyh : First Forty Years, ii. SG) he exclaims :

' I have strange glimpses of the power of Spiritual union, of

association among men of like object. Therein hes the true
element of religion. It is a truly supernatural climate ; all

wondrous things from a Pennenden fleatb or Penny-a-week
Purgatory Society to the foundation of a Christianity or the
(now obsolete) exercise of magic take their rise here. Men
work God-like miracles thereby, and the horridest abomina-
tions.'

In judging of his attitude to religion, we ought
to give weiglit to his serious work rather than to

casual utterances. The lecture on ' The Hero as
Prophet,' and his appreciative estimate of Muham-
mad and the influence of Islam, show how Carlyle
understood the nature and function of religion.

Carlyle's positive attitude to religion and his

negative attitude to Christianity are among the
paradoxes which perplex his readers. He fails to

recognize in Christianity, as he finds it, the
supreme form of the religious powers which he
reveres elsewhere.

(4) Ethic.—Carlyle's ethic is essentially the ethic

of Puritanism—that is, his ideal of the conduct of

life is an ideal conceived under the overwhelming
impression of the righteousness of God. JIan is

ever in the great Task-master's eye. If men do their

duty and faithfully obey the laws of God, living

soberly and justly, God will do the best for them
in this life. Duty is to him Wordsworth's 'stern
daughter of the voice of God.' It involves sur-

render to the ' vast soul that o'er us plans '—and
continually in the present it means work. Do the
duty nearest to hand

—

Lahorare est orare. The
only honourable thing is work, whether with sword
or plough or pen. Strength is the crown of toil.

Action makes men.
The paradoxical working of Carlyle's mind comes

out in his inconsistent acceptance and rejection of

parts of mutually related truths. He insisted on
the community of the race, and poured scorn on
the man who said, 'Am I my brother's keeper?'
Yet he failed to discover that this solidarity is the
key unlocking the mystery of the vicarious sacrifice

of Jesus Christ, which he entirely rejected. He
believed that good and evil were absolute opposites,

yet rejected the only way in which ^ood can over-

come evil, i.e. when good is retumeil for evil. He
revered the character of Jesus Christ, yet talked
incessantly of the ' Exodus from Houndsditch,'
failing to see that the life history of Jesus is only
to be understood as the culmination of a national
history in which the Spirit of God is manifestly
active, and working to tills climax. He believed in

God as revealetl in that larger Bible^the history
of the human race—but did not see that universal
revelation was the basis which makes reasonable
the special revelation in the history of Israel. He
believed in no historical Kesurrection or Ascension,

3'et he vindicates in impressive elotiucnce the ex-
istence of a spiritual universe, and declares that
a thousand million ghosts are walking the earth
openly at noontide. ' O Heaven, it is mj'sterious,
it is awful, to consider that we not only carry each
a future ghost within us, but are in very deed
ghosts.' He imposed an infinite duty on a finite

being, but did not see that the assertion of our
weakness and deficiency is the ' fine innuendo by
which the soul makes its enormous claims.' It is

clear that this mingling of negative and positi\e

teaching has nothing final or conclusive in it. It

is a half-way house, where no one would think of

stopping but the man who built it.

In spite of his pessimism about human nature in

general, Carlyle had an intense lielief in the great-
ness of personality raised to its highest power. Much
light is thrown on the development of his mind by
comparison with Nietzsche. Just as Nietz.sche's

reverence for personality led to belief in the super-
man as the hope of the race, Carlyle's led to
Hero-worship. In both cases the Iielief «as accom-
panied by contempt for those who fail to attain
personality, and in both it may be connecteil with
the failure to see that full personality in man is

dependent on dealing with God as fully and
eflectively personal.

(5) Concerning history.—Carlyle's absorbing con-
cern with personality was partly cause and partly
consequence of his historical studies, and it made
his work the recognized standard for one method of
writing history. The supreme interests of history,
whether modern or ancient, lie in the biographies
of men and women and the history of movements,
and for Carlyle the lirst is more central ; for there
is no movement which does not enter history
through a life. ' Great truths are portions of the
souls of men.' Reforms, institutions, eras, and
even constitutions are to be interpreted through
the men who lived in them, and in whom they
lived. The modern school of scientific historians
has introduced methods which modify the first

impression made by Carlyle's historical work, but
its essential truth is not to be shaken, and a reaction

in favour of his view of history is to be expected,
for 'by-gone ages were actually filled by living

men, not by protocols, State papers, controversies,

and abstractions of men.'
The charge that Carlyle confounded right witli

might is not true as it stands. Its basis is his

conviction that the history of a man or a nation is

the Divine judgment of the man or nation. If a
man succeeds and prospers, the cause must have
been adequate to the eft'ect. History and life alike
contain their own laws, and supply their own
princi[)les of judgment. Men are powerful in

jiroportion as tliej- build on facts and see truth.

The prophet who sees and the hero who acts appear
to be a law unto themselves, only because there
is no higher human authority. It is the wisdom
of the mass of men not to question or judge them,
but to follow them and go where they lead. There
is truth in all this, but it is a truth which only a
history of all time can vindicate. The historian

would require omniscience to judge correctly of

success and failure.

3. Influence.—Carlyle's infiuence was provocative
rather than constructive. He cliallcnged the con-

ventions of his time in thought and in act as much
as he challenged its literary conventions by hi.s

style. His message worked like a leaven in the

general culture of two generations. He moved
men by antagonism rather than leadership. He
tliiew them back on the saving facts of life. He
made realities in life and history stand out as
greater things than the conventions that commonly
conceal them. His influence may be conijiared with
that of a prophet in ancient Israel. His summons
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to men was to rciiont and put away tlio e\il of their
lioiiifis. Uis words burned and stuni; ratlier than
healed and helped those he inlluenced most.

His function, in sjiite of all his strenuous
thinking, was the purihcation of feeling about life

by fear and reverence, scorn, indignation, humour,
and tenderness. His books have the sentiment and
effect of a Gothic cathedral, expressing, with all the
purpose, ingenuity, and elaborate care of a
mediiBval craftsman, the awe of the natural man
in the presence of God's universe.
Literature.—Literature about the Carlyles is constantly

growinjf. It consists chiefly, Iiowever, of fresh estimates of the
original material contained in Carlyle's own books, and the
publications which contain his letters, such as: (1) Reininis-
ccnces, published by J. A. Froude in ISSl ; the same author's
Thomas Carli/le : a Uistary of the first /orty Years of his Life,
2 vols., 1SS2, and Thomas Carlylc: a History of his Life in
London, 2 vols., ISSi ; (2) Letters and Msmorials'of Jane Welsh
CartyU, prepared for publication bv Thomas Carlyle, and
edited by Froude, 3 vols., 18S3 ; (3) Correspondence of Thomas
CarlyU and R. W. Emerson, 2 vols., 1SS3, and Correspondence
t>etween Goethe and Carlyle, ed. C. E. Norton, 1SS7.
Of other literature the following may be noted : Leslie

Stephen, art. "Carlyle," in LXU; J. Martineau, /•-'.mys,
Renews, and Addresses, i. [1S90] 219; T. P. Walter, 'Thomas
Carlyle and his Messaje," in Meth. Rei). \c. (190S] 674 ; J.
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D. Macfadyen.
CARMATIANS. —The Carmatians were a

religio-political sect of Shfites that took its rise
about the middle of the 3rd cent, of the Hijra,
and developed a tremendous strength, which, more
than anythint; else, undermined the power of the
Khalifate of Baghdad. The name was given to
them Iw their adversaries. They called them-
selves Fatimids, from Fatima, the daughter of
the Prophet and the spouse of 'All ; or Isma ilis,

from Ismail ibn Ja'far, a descendant of ^iisain,
son of 'Ali and Fatima, and, by his great-grand-
mother, of the last king of Persia, representing
thus not only the Prophetic, but also the Kingly
right to the Imamate, or Supremacy (cf. Browne,
A Literal-)/ History of Persia, p. 130).
The religious system of these sectaries, which in

its principal features is stUl that of the Druses (q. v. ),

seems at first sight very extraordinary. On closer
examination we find it composed of elements bor-
rowed from various sources. Guyard, in his art.
'Un grand maltre des Assassins' [JA, 1877, i. 327),
said truly

:

'In this' Orient, where everj-thing has been thought, the
atmosphere is, so to speak, impregnated with the most diverse
conceptions ; none is lost ; scattered for a moment, they gather
again around some new germ. Magianism, Judaism, Christi-
anity, Gnosticism, philosophy thus lent some of their elements
to the small sects which each imam of the race of 'Ah saw come
to light under his eyes and in his honour."

The man who originated this system, or rather
adapted it for his purposes, was a certain 'Abdal-
lah ibn Maimun, of Persian origin and an oculist
(qaddah) by profession. He is often spoken of by
the name of al - tjadd.ih. He lived about the
middle of the 3rd cent, of the Hijra in 'Askar
jMukram, a town of Khuzistan, where he had some
^lossessions ; and he combined with a great aversion
tor the Arabs and their religion a boundless am-
bition. His ultimate aim seems to have been to
subvert the Khalifate of Baghdad, to undermine
Islam, and to restore the old Persian religion, the
religion of light. He himself and his sons were to
be the leaders of this campaign, and, after having
accomplished its purpose, were to become the
rulers of the new State.
The basis of the doctrine is pure Neo-Platonism.

From God, the mysterious Being who is wholly
incomprehensible to mankind and cannot be de-
lined by any attributes, emanated by His will (see
Goldziher's able study on the amr nlltVd in REJ
vol. iv. pp. 32^1) the Universal Reason, which

produced the Universal Soul, the creator of Primal
flatter. Space, and Time. 'These are the live con-
stituents of the Universe, and consequently of
man, the microcosm. But, as every emanation has
a tendency to return to its source, man's object in
life is perfect union with the Universal Iteiison.

This, however, would be wholly unattainable by
him without heavenly help. I^herefore the Uni-
versal Keason and the Universal Soul have mani-
fested themselves to the world in human shape,
the one as prophet-legislator, the other as his
assistant and supporter. So appeared successively
Adam and Seth, Noah and Shem, Abraham and
Ishmael, Moses and Aaron, Jesus and Peter, Mu-
hammad and 'All. After the disappearance of
the prophet-legislator, the assistant continues his
work, and is the imam, or leader, the sole inter-
preter of the true meaning of the Divine "Word,
lie is followed by six other iindm-s, after the death
of the last of whom a new incarnation takes place.
'All was succeeded by his son al-Pasau ; he by
his brother al-5usain ; then followed 'All the son
of al-ljusain, Muhammad the son of 'All, Ja'far
the sou of Muhammad, and Ismail the son of
Ja'far. INIuliammad the son of Isma'Il is the
seventh incarnation. His assistant is 'Abdallah
ibn Maimun, who, with his successors, has to
preach and promulgate his law, till with the re-

appearance of the last of these as the mahdl the
end and scope of human life will be reached. AH
these legislations, though each in succession is

better than its predecessor, so that the last is the
most perfect, are in reality one, only adapted to the
understanding of the men of each period. More-
over, it is always the same Being that incarnates
itself in dift'ereut forms ; even as the soul of each
imam passes into the body of his successor.
The main object of this system, of which the

preceding description gives only the outlines, was
to place unlimited power in the'hands of 'Abdallah
ibn jMaimim and his descendants. Isina'il, the
son of Ja'far, died in his father's lifetime. Ja'far
died in A.H. 148, leaving a son Muhammad, who,
according to the Isma'ilis, fled to India from the
persecution of Harun ar-Eashid, and is said to
have died there about A.H. ISO. In the belief of
the Isma'ilis he became merely invisible, to remain
so till the time of his reappearance as the mahdl
should come. In the meantime the imam is in-
vested with the supreme authority, which he
exercises by his deputies and missionaries. What-
ever the ultimate designs of 'AbdalLah ibn Maimiin
may have been, his immediate object was to lay
hold of the minds of a gi-eat many followers, who
were bound to unlimited obedience to his orders,
and were ready to furnish the means necessary for
promoting the cause. Mystery has for most men
a great attraction. Therefore, every one who \\'as

to be admitted as a member of the sect had to
pledge himself by oath never to betray any secret
of the community. Nor were they adniittei before
they had given sufficient proofs of the earnestness
of their desires. For the same reason, the imam
himself was said to be hidden and to communicate
with his followers only by his deputy, who in fact
was the imam himself or his son, and who, backed
by this mysterious authority, could speak with
double stress. It was he who chose and in-
structed the dais (lit. ' those who call or innate '),

or missionaries.
'Abdidlah ibn Maimun instituted, we are told,

several grades of initiation. The accounts we have
of the higher ones are confused, and it is difficult
to see what could have been their practical use.
It is quite certain, however, that even the chief
missionaries did not know them. These were,
without question, men of fervent zeal, devoted to
^v!lat they thought to be the sacred truth. The
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missionary established himself by preference in a
populous country in tlie cliaracter of a merchant or

pliysioian, in order to come into contact with many
people, wlioni lie sou^;ht, first of all, to impress

with admii'ation for his abstomii)Usnes.s, the devcut-
ness of his living, his charity, and liLs ineproach-
able, if somewhat mysterious, conduct. Aided by
his superior kuowledse, he could often give good
practical advice, by which he gained the confidence
of the people ; and one or two m.-ivvoUous tricks pro-

cured him the reputation of possessing supernatural
powers. The missionaries of the Fatiniids were
evidently able jugglers, and knew how to jier-

forni miracles, liy means of carrier-pigeons, for

instance, they often received information of an
event manj' (lays before it could be known in the
country by the ordinary means of communication.
So they ('ould make a jirediction that must cer-

tainly turn out to be true. Moreover, they were
generally versed in astronomv. But their princi-

pal strength lay in the cordial love of all believers

tor the house of the Prophet, which, since the

tragic death of al-yusaiii, had been everywhere
revived and reanimated by the missionaries of the
'Alids and 'Abbasids. Against these latter, the
means which they had employed to imdermine and
destroy the dominion of the Umayyads were
turned with success, when it had become evident

that their government had in no wise brought the

period of peace, justice, and general prosperity that
had been promised. In order to get rid of the

Umayyads, the 'Abbusids had promidgated the

principle that the famUy of the Prophet had in-

contestable rights to the throne, whence it followed

that the Umayyads were usurjiers. The 'Alids,

dcscendantsof the daughter of the Projiliet, while the
ancestor of the 'Abbasids was only his uncle, did

not fail to turn this principle against the 'Abbasids
who had supplanted them. It was, therefore, easy
to inspire the people with the hope that the saviour,

the Duihdl (the man ' guided ' by God, who alone is

able to show the right path), would come forth

from the house of 'Ali, and to find, by an allegorical

interpretation, the announcement of his coming in

the sacred book itself. Thereby the way was pre-

pared for the acknowledgment of this mahdi as a
superior being whose word is Truth, and to whom
is due unlimited obedience. For that end it was
not necessary to attack the authority of the
Qur'an ; only its literal interpretation was rejected,

and with that the dogmas founded on it, and also

thereligiou.s ceremonies, as having only a symbolical
value. All this was rejilaced by the doctrinal

authority of the true imam, because he knew
better tlian anybody else the veritable religion.

One of the first uses he made of that authorit5' was
to prescribe to liis followers, as their principal

duty, to be full of that devotional disinterested-

ness which enables men spontaneously to make
the greatest sacrifices.

The funds needed for the organization of the
mission were furnished, in the first instance, by a
high-placed Persian officer, who, according to some
authors, was a descendant of the old Persian kings.

But soon the contributions of the new adepts
commenced to flow in. The two prin<:ipal offerings

required of them were <me for the founding of a
kind of house of government, called Dar al-hijra

(Hou.se of refuge), and a communal treasure out of

which the poor could get assistance and the general
expenses could be paid ; the other, destined for the
imdin, consisted in a fifth part of all property to

be paid once, and a fifth part of all revenues to

be paid yearly. By this latter contribution the
believers were linked by the strongest bands to

the cause of the mahdi, whose trium[.h could be
the only means of bringing a compensation for the
great sacrifices they had made.

But the ]>aying of contributions Wiis not the only
act of devotion expected from the believers. Their
chief duty was to lead a life of purity and brotherly
love. The morals preached by the Kalimid mis-
sionaries have been called evangelical. They ex-
plain tlie charm e.\eicised by the doctrine on many
men of high understanding, and the fact that the
Carmatian communities and States were, as a rule,

excellently organized and administered. The
Fragments relatlja d la doetrinc dcs IsinaHis, pub-
lished by Guj'ard, contain sufficient proofs to
stamp all that has been said al;out the looseness of
their morality as mere slander.

The first dd'i in 'Iriiq was I.Tamdan, sumamed
Qarmat, after whom all followers of the new faith

were nicknamed Carmatians. Just as each prophet
has his assistant, each imam his deputy, so eveiy
dd'i has a coadjutor. That of i^amdan Qarmat
was his brother-in-law 'Abdan, who was the author
of many of the sacred books of the sect. The
district in wluch they began their preaching was
that part of the province of Kufa where Babylon lies,

and here the Dar al-hijra was built, in A.H. 277.
The author of the Fihrist says (p. 187) that Pamdan
Qarmat established himself in 261 at Kalwadha,
between Baghdad and jSIada'in. It is probable that
this took place at a later date. But it is certain
that even then the Carmatians had attained to
significance. For at the time when the rising of

the negro slaves in the south of 'Iraq was at its

height (i.e. before 267), ^laiudiin Qarmat had a
meeting with the chief of the slaves, who gave
himself out for a descendant of 'Ali, of which he
himself gives the following report (Tabarl, iii.

2130)—
' I went to the chief of the negroes and said to him : '*I profess

a doctrine and have 100,000 swords under my orders. Let us
comijare our tenets. If they agree, I ^viIl join you with all my
men. If not, jou must give me your word to let me return to
my place unmolested." That he promised, and we conversed till

noon, by which time it had become clear to me that we could
never agree. He rose then for prayers, and I slipped away from
his town and went back to the land of Kufa.'

As long as the \\ar against the negroes lasted,

the government of Baghdad took no notice at all

of the Carmatians. After the suppression of that
terrible insuirection, the governor of western 'Iraq

contented himself with levying a tax of one dinar
on each member of the sect ; and, as this procured
him a good revenue, he opposed the taking of any
hostile measures. It was not till 2S4 that the
government at Baghdad began to have some mis-
givings about this movement, and discovered that
the sect had adherents in the capital itself.

This led to a persecution, in which a certain
number of their chief men were killed (288), but
which was soon stopped, the governor being afraid

that it would ruin the land, as they were its

farmers and labourers. About the same time the
IChalif seems to have found out who was the real

head of the sect. In 270 the government had been
informed that there lived in 'Askar Mukram in

Khuzistan a very dangerous man called 'Abdallah
ibn Maimun al-Qaddah ; and orders were issued

to apprehend him. 'Abdallah escaped to B;isra,

where he lived some time in hiding. Thence he
went to Salamiya in northern SjTia, where a son
of hia had established himself about 255, and
which remained the lie:'.dquarters of the family
till 287, when 'Ubaidallah, 'Abdallah ibn Maimun s

grandson, fled from that place to Egyi't and thence
to the far west of North Africa, w"hciu e he reap-

peared at Kairwan, the African capital, in 297,

as the mahdi, the first Khalif of the Fatiniids.

The mission to Yemen, organized in 'Iraq in 266,

began its preaching in 268, and had great success.

In 293 news reached Baghd.ad that tiie Carmatians
had conquered nearly the whole province, and that

the inhabitants of Alecca were in great anxiety.

The final reduction of San'a, the capital, in 299,
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made them absolute masters of the country. From
Yomon tlie mission to Nortli Africa was planned.
In 281). Al)vl 'Abilallfili, surnamed al-Muhtasib, be-

cause he had been inspector of markets, entered
it and witliin the space of a few years founded the
empire of tlie Falimids. Far more dangerous for

the Khalifate of lia^jlidad at the time was the risini;

of another Carmatian State in Bahrain, the nortli-

east province of Arabia, founded between 280 and
290 by Abu Sa'id al-Jannabi. In 2S7 this chief

routecl an army sent against him by the Khalif,

but did not pursue that advantage, as he needed
all his energy to make himself master of Central
Arabia, of 'Oman, and of the desert roads. The
great disasters that befell the Khalifate at the
hands of these Carmatians happened between the
j'ears 311 and 320. In 315 a gieat army, intended
to make an end of the dominion of the Carmatians,
was utterly defeated by Abu Tahir Sulaiman, the
son of Abu Said, and Baghdad itself was seriously
threatened. Next year, Mecca was taken and
plundered ; even the sacred black stone was
transported to Lalisa, the residence of the Car-
matian princes, where it remained till 339, when
it was restored to the Ka'ba.

It is not siu'prising that the fiction of the Grand-
master of Salamiya about the hidden imam was
not always accepted without some distrust. When
he had f!ed for his life, probably without having
been able to regulate his affairs, and was for a
while cut oti' from intercoui'se with the dais, this

distrust increased. The ambitious head of the
mission in western 'Iraq and the Syrian desert,
Zikrwaih, caused his son to give himself out
for the imam. As long as the energetic Khalif
al-Mu'tadid lived, he did not dare to undertake any-
thing. But from 2S9 till 294 he and his sons did
mucli damage in Syria and the borderland of the Eu-
phrates, and it required the greatest efforts to get
the better of them. As for Hamdan Qarmat and
'Abdan, we know for certain that they separated
themselves from 'UbaidaUah; but this happened,
in all probability, later, when he had proclaimed
himself the imam, the expected mahdi. Apostasy,
by the laws of the Carmatians as well as by those
of Islam, is punished by death. Abu 'Abdallah,
who had conquered the empire for 'UbaidaUah,
was nurrdered, together with his brother, because,
the conduct of this prince not corresponding to
their ideal, they doubted whether the man they
had fought for was really the mahdi. This hap-
pened near the end of 298. When the miuderer
lifted up the weapon, Abu 'Abdallah said, ' Do
not, my child.' He answered, ' He whom thou
hast ordered me to obey, and to whom thou hast
given the empire after having conquered it, has
ordered me to kill thee.' 'UbaidaUah wrote then
to his followers in the East :

' Ye know what a
high place Abu "Abdallah and Abu-1-'Abbas occu-
jiied in Islam (i.e. the true religion, that of the
Carmatians), but Satan caused them to slip, and
I have purified them by the sword. Peace be
with you.' About the same time, 'Abdan—and
probably also Hamdan Qarmat—was assa-ssinated.

The same thing happened in Yemen. Ibn Fadl,
the head of the mission, cast off his allegiance to
'UbaidaUah and proclaimed himself imam. In 303
he perished, poisoned by a mysterious stranger.
We are not qxiite sure about Abu Sa'id, the Car-
matian ruler of Bahrain, but the fact that he was
slain in 301, together with several of his principal
officers, combined with the apparently trustworthy
information that he was reverenced like a superior
being, and the saying of the Yemenite chief that
he followed the examjile of Abu Sa'id (Omara's
Histortj of Yemen, ed. Kay, 1892, p. 202), makes it

probable that he also had refused to acknowledge
'UbaidaUah as the imam mahdi. Henceforward,

howe\'er, till the conquest of Egypt by the Fati-

mids in 358, the Carmatians of iiahrain were the
firm sujiporters of 'UbaidaUah and his successors.

The intercourse between the two parties could
take place only very secretl3\ If the subjects of

the Fatimid Khalif could have had the least

suspicion that all the atrocities that filled the
breast of every Muslim with terror and horror,

for instance the sack of Mecca by Abii Tahir

—

the pillage of the temple and the carrying oil' of

the sacred black stone to Lahsii—had been com-
mitted in the name of their master, he would not
have occupied the throne a single year. On the
contrary, it was indispensable in the empire of

the Fatimids to condemn openly the proceedings
of their Carmatian friends. Tlius, for instance,

the weU-known traveUer, Ibn tiauqal, though a
fervent partisan of the Fatimids, and knowing
that the Carmatians acknowledged them as imams,
speaks (p. 211) of Abil Tahir with indignation, and
curses him for his crimes ; he has not the slightest

suspicion that this prince did nothing but execute
the rules laid down by his revered chiefs, or rather
their formal orders. The author of the Fihrist

(p. 189) says that he cannot understand the fact

that in Egypt, in the empire of the Fatimids
itself, the doctrine preached by the Fatimid
missionaries is not practised at all. Lastly, the
famous poet and traveller Is'asir ibn Khusrau, who
had embraced the faith of the Fatimids with his

whole heart, and who spent a long time in Egypt,
whence he returned to Persia as head of the projia-

ganda, is entirely ignorant of any relations between
them and the Carmatians, whom he knew also,

having visited them at Lahsa (Schefer, Sefer
Nameh, p. 225 ff.).

But, however necessary this secrecy was for the
dynastic interests of the Fatimids, it could not
fail to have a bad influence on the harmony be-

tween the two parties. There were still people
amongst the chiefs of Bahrain who questioned the
alleged descent of the Fatimid Khalifs ft-om

Muhammad ibn Ismail, and who asked them-
selves whether the rising of this upstart family
had done aught for the realization of their ideals.

The triumph of this party in 358, though it was
overthrown a few years later, broke for a time
the admirable union of these Carmatians, and did
gre.at harm to their power. They had a short
period of revival in the first half of the 5tli cent.,

.and it was with their aid that, in 450, the Fatimid
IChalif Mustansir was proclaimed Khalif in Bagh-
dad. But in 474 their dominion came to an end,
though the Carmatian faith continued to have
many adherents for a long time thereafter.

The State of these Carmatians is the only one
about which we have any trustworthy informa-
tion. The government was not strictly monarchi-
cal. Abu Sa'id was assisted by a councU composed
of his principal supporters and called al-'Iqddtuya,
that is, 'having tlie power to bind and to loose.'

Later, this council consisted of twelve members,
six of whom belonged to the reigning house, with
the title of Sayyids, and six to the other principal
families. In time of war one of the Sayyids was
appointed as commander. If, however, tliis man
had a strong personal character, as in the ca-se of

Abu Sa'id himself and his son Abu Tahir, he had
almost the power of an absolute monarch. In the
period of trie last - named prince, the Carmatian
State had large revenues, so that the fifth destined
for the imam amounted to 300,000 dinars. It is

probable that this fifth replaced that requu'ed
originally of each individual member of the
sect. F'or Nasir ibn Khusrau teUs (p. 227) that
the citizens had no tribute or tax Mhatever to

pay. On the contrary, if poor or in debt, they
got assistance fi-om the State. The tilling of
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the land and every kiinl of mechanical work was
done by nei^ro slaves, a f;reat many of whom were
the property of the State. 'I'lie citizens them-
selves were educated chiolly for military service.

Monogamy seems to have been the rule, and
women did not wear a veil. This seems to have
given rise to all the accusations of immorality
that their eniMnics invented. The use of wine was
strictly forbidden. The religious prescriptions of
Islam—daily prjiyers, Friday-servic^e, fasting, etc.

— liail been abolished. Even the flesh of animals
declared impure by Islam was sold in the market
and oaten. Therefore the Muslim proverb says :

' Thinner than the saliva of the bee and the religion
of the Carmatians.' It is not easy to say whether
they had any religious ceremonies of t"lieir own.
Certainly, they never performed the fifty daily
prayers, said to have been i)rescribed by ijamdan
Qarmat. We know only that they had regular
meetings for teaching the Isma'ilian doctrine. The
Qur'an had not lost its sacred character with them ;

but it was to be read according to its spiritual

meaning. They dressed in white and had white
banners, symbolizing the religion of light which
they professed and the purity of life requii-ed of

its followers.

It is most regi'ettable that it is impossible not
only to paint, but even to sketch, the religious and
social life of the Carmatians. From themselves
we ha\e nothing but a few dogmatical and parai-

netical tracts. The accounts that have reached
us are from their bitter enemies, and are usually
full of obvious slander. But the few glimpses we
get of their internal life from such less biased
authors as Ibn IJauqal and Nasir ibn Khusrau
suffice to make us form favourable opinions about
them. They had an ideal, for the realization of
which they were ready to make the greatest
sacrifices, and which seems to have influenced, if

not governed, their whole existence. For purity
of life was required of each lueiiiber of the com-
munity. And as for their social state, the above-
cited authors attest their admirable union, their

excellent administration, and their institutions on
behalf of the poor, liut there is no chance of

ever being able to find the details we want.
Not many years after the final overthrow of the

Carniatian empire in Bahrain, there rose another
branch of the Isma'ills, known by the name of the
Assassins {q.v.), who during two centuries filled

the world with the rumours of their sinister ex-

ploits, though they are commonly painted in much
blacker colours than they deserved. The first

centre of their power was 'Alamut in the neigh-
bourhood of Kazvin, south of the Caspian Sea

;

a second centre was Masyaf in the Lebanon.
Their dominion was annihilated by the Mongol
prince Ilulagu, the conqueror of Baglidad, and this

13 perhaps the only feat for which history has to

thank him. Since then there has not been another
rising of the Isma'ilis. Yet there are adherents
of this doctrine in various parts of the East, living

as quiet citizens, and known l>y the name of Khojas,
in Syria, Arabia, and Zanzibar, Persia, Kirman,
and India. They are also in communication with
each other and have an acknowledged chief. This
was until lately the well-known Agha-Khan in

Bombay, a very rich man, whose father and giand-
father "had been governors of Kirman, and who
himself was son-in-law of tlie Shah of Persia. His
lineage goes back to the princes of "Alamut, who
themselves pretended to tlescend from a Fatimid
prince. Baron von Oppenheim, who gives some
details on the Khojas in a note to his Vom Mittel-

meer zum )>ersi.ir/i.;n Golf, 1899 (i. 133), told the
present writer that still every year an embassy
sets out from Salamiya in Syria for Bombay to

bring to the iinclm tlie contributions of the faithful.
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CARNIVAL.—On the Sunday before Ash
Wednesday, i.e. at the commencement of the great
fast by which the Koman Catholic Churcli makes
preparation for Easter, there is observed in many
countries a popular festival which, while exhibit-
ing great variations in the character and order of
its celebration, is yet, in every locality where it

passes under the name of ' Carnival,' a recognized
occasion for exuberant mirth and unrestricted
freedom, combined with masquerade, jesting, and
burlesque. It is a fact worthy of notice that the
name 'Carnival' and the manner of observance
referred to have alike come to prevail in the
regions wdiich have been most permanentl3' under
the domination of Rome, viz. France, Italy, and the
Khenish provinces. lu Teutonic countries gener-
ally, on the other hand, the festival preceding Lent
is called ' Fastnacht,' popularly—and at one time
universally— ' Fasenacht' or ' Fasnacht.' But the
observance of Fasnacht and that of the Carnival,
while presenting apparently similar features, show
at the same time so many points of contrast in
conception and procedure as make it impossible to
trace the celebration to a single direct source.
Pagan, Teutonic, and Roman elements may all be
recognized, though greatly modified by Chris-
tianity. In Romance countries and in the neigh-
bourhood of the Rhine, therefore, the Carnival has
acquired its present character under Roman in-

fluence, and so far shows a decided contrast to the
corresponding Teutonic festival.

The name ' Carnival ' is of obscure origin, and
admits of various interpretations. A widely
received explanation is that which emphasizes
the influence of Christianity upon either name,
' Carnival ' or ' Fastnacht.' Here ' Carnival ' is

said to be derived from came vale, i.e. 'flesh,

farewell,' an apt enough appellation for the day on
which the uncon-strained indulgence of the senses
was permitted for the last time before the great
Lenten fast. Of similar character is the derivation
from the name first applied by Pope Gregory to
the last Sunday before Lent, viz. 'dominicaad
carnes levandas.' This was shortened to 'carnes
levandas,' thence passing, it is said, through the
forms 'carnelevamen,' ' carnelevale ' to 'carneval.'

If this etymology be correct, the Teutonic term
'Fastnacht' (Fastens-even, Fasterns-e'en) would
signify practically the same thing—the Lenten
feast, Lenten-ewB, according to the Teutonic practice
of commencing the day with the evening. In
Germanic lands, and esjiecially in the Rhine dis-

trict, the term ' Fastelovend ' is locally used, Ovend
being a vernacular form of Abend. 'Fastnacht'
would a'coiilingly apply to the day which, in view
of the approaching Lent, was given up to feasting

and carouse.

But tljis exjilanation, well as it accords with
the interpretation of 'Carnival' just indicated,

fails to harmonize with the name still "iven by
the people, and in the Middle Ages by all classes,

to the Teutonic festival, viz., 'Fasenacht' or
' Fasnacht,' from the root fasen. The dialectic

word /«.se;» means' to talk nonsense,' 'to drivel,'

and 'Fasnacht' would thus denote a feast of

folly, revelry, licence. This corresponds well

enough with many customary features of the
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Carnival, but has no other link of connexion with
Christianity.
This is also true of a furllier derivation of

' Carnival '—one which carries us back to the
classical ages, lirst of all, indeed, to Athens.
Certain Greek vase-paintings of the (5tli cent. B.C.

show a procession of masked figures moving to the
strain.'? of music. An Attic vase now in Bologna
represents the god Dionysus on the way to liis

ship. This vessel is furnished with wheels ; and,
as a matter of fact, we learn from Greek writers

that a ship of this kind, dedicated to Dionysus,
was driven through the streets of Athens, and that
satirical songs were recited from this ' currus
navalis.'

We would liere remind the reader that it was
from the scurrilous and satirical songs in honour
of Dionysus, once they had become venerable by
ancient usage, that Greek comedy was at length
developed. Aristophanes himself, indeed, is not
so very far fiom this starting-point. It was the
opinion of Aristotle that comedy attained its

initial form in spontaneous popular merry-making,
and later writers state explicitly that it took its

rise in the sarcastic songs recited from the chariot.

In the later history of Greece we still hear occasion-
ally of ' ship-carts ' in connexion with processions
in honour of gods and goddesses. We learn that
during the closing years of the Koman period a
naval procession in honour of the Egyptian Isis

was held at the annual re-opening of navigation in

spring, a ' ship-car ' being used for the occasion.
There is evidence to show that a similar custom
obtained in ancient Germany. Tacitus {Gcrmania,
40) speaks of the processions of Nerthus, i.e.

Hertha, the Teutonic ' Earth-Mother,' and states
that her image was carried about the country in a
'vehiculum.' Of this 'vehiculum' he gives no
further particulars, but the customs he thereafter
refers to seem to indicate that it was a ship-cart

—

a theory which finds further support in the fact
that the procession of the goddess set out from her
sacred grove in an island of the ocean. Sometimes
a plough took the place of the image as a symbol
of the Earth-goddess. A monk of the Abbey of
St. Trond makes mention of a spring festival in

the district of .Jiilich, in Lower Germany. Here,
in the year 1133, a ship was constructed in the forest,

and then taken upon wheels from Aix-la-Chapelle
to Holland, attended by a great procession of men
and women. With hair dishevelled, and with a
shirt for their only garment, the women danced,
says the monk, ' in devilish wantonness ' around
the ship-cart, and the strange cortege was received
everywhere with rejoicing. Our monastic chronicler
Inveiglis passionately against this ' pagan ' festival.

We find repeated references to the use of such ship-
waggons in German towns during the Middle Ages.
At that period, moreover, the itinerant waggon
often carried a plough. A minute of the to^^^l-

council of Ulm, dating from the beginning of the
16th cent., contains an injunction against carrying
the plough or the ship about the city. Sebastian
Brandt, a German satiric poet who lived to-

wards the close of the medieval period, published
in 1494 a work entitled Narrenschiff ('Ship of
Fools'), and it appears from the book itself that
its leading idea was suggested by some standing
custom—more especially as the author often speaks
of the ship as a 'cart' (Karren). In Styria and
Cariuthia it was the custom for women and girls
to drag a plough across the landmark in spring.
We may therefore infer that, as in Greece and

probably Italy as well, so also in Celtic and
Teutonic lands, it was the practice in springtime
to drive through the country a ship-waggon bear-
ing an image or other syml)ol of a deity. Promis-
cuous dances and masquerades were performed as

acts of worship. Just as in Athens the sarcastic

songs recited from the ship-cart developed into

comedy, so in Teutonic countries the procession
attendant upon the waggon, with its masquerades,
and its burlesque and ribald ditties, gave rise to

the dramatic representations for whicli, according
to numerous references in medioeval writings, the
Carnival waggon formed the stage. From these
performances, again, arose real Fastnacht plays, in

the composition of which even dignitaries of tlie

Cliurch did not disdain to engage. Hans Sachs,
the famous Meistersinger of Nuremberg, wrote
numerous pieces of this kind, which in his own day
were performed in tlie market-place. These Fast -

nacht plays were the forerunners of the drama,
and remained in vogue till the 17th century. The
shii>cart of the goddess still finds a place in the
Carnival as now observed. When the festival was
re-constituted at Cologne in 1823, the ship-cart

became once more a permanent accessory of the
procession. The dancing women, who in their

masquerade of scanty clothing formed part of the
train accompanying tlie ship-cart in Lower Ger-
many, have now become tlie ' fair youths and
maidens ' of the Carnival of Cologne. Arrayed in

antique garb, they lead off the procession mth
dances.

We are now confronted with the question as to

the origin of these processions. It has been very
commonly believed that their prototype is to be
found in the cult of Isis, and tliat tlie ship-waggon
of Teutonic and Celtic countries was simply
borrowed from the festivals associated therewith.
This theory, however, fails to take account of the
procession of Dionysus and the ' ship-cart ' port-

rayed on Attic vases, as also of the ' vehiculum

'

mentioned by Tacitus in the passage cited above.
It would be more accurate to say that, when the
Isis cult, as ditt'used amongst the Greeks and the
Romans, at length reached Gaul and Germany, it

found in all quarters not only a form of ship-

waggon, but also something analogous to the root-

idea of the festival. Tlie derivation of the word
'carnival' from currus nivvalis (B.ovcia.\ice car navalc)
has thus a good deal in its favour.

As indicated above, the Athenian processions

with the ship-cart were held in honour of the god
Dionysus. The worship of Dionysus had its Roman
counterpart in the Bacchanalia, as also in the
Saturnalia and Lupercalia—festivals which in the
lat«r Roman period were characterized by wanton
raillery and unbridled freedom, and were in a
manner a temporary subversion of civil order.

This general spirit, together with certain special

features, was transmitted to the Carnival in

particular, and this explains why that festival has
assumed its peculiar character in regions where
Roman civUization reigned supreme. We must
not infer, however, that the Grseco-Roman festivals

were orginally of such a nature. The mysteries of

Dionysus, as well as the Bacchanalia and the
Saturnalia, had a substratum of religious ideas. It

is a well-known fact that, in tlie '2nd cent. B.C., the
Roman Senate resolved upon an extensive persecu-
tion of the Bacchanalia. The adherents of these
mysteries were cui-rently charged with the grossest
ofl'ences against morality and against the State.

Tlie persecution was particularly ruthless in

Southern Italy, and succeeded not only in practic-

ally suppressing the cult, but also in completely
paralyzing the inlluence of Hellenism in tliat

region. We liave here, in fact, an early precedent
of the policy according to which in the Middle
Ages the Jews, the Templars, and others were
first of all traduced, and then maltreated, on the
ground of their assumed guilt. Recent investiga-

tions have sliown the groundless character of the
charges preferred against the Bacchanalia (Salomon
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Reiiiaoli, Ciiltes, mythes, et rcli<jio}t~i, 1905-1908).

Alike in the liacclianalia and In the Saturnalia we
can trace a basis of animistic mytliology. During
I he Salunialia slaves ate with their masters ; every
liduseholiler kept open house, and invited to liis

tal>le as many guests as he could lind ; garlands of

ivy were donned, and mirth and frolic were indulged
in witliotit restraint. Such doings were in the lirst

instiince, no doubt, an expression of the inherent
human need of occasionally breaking the monotony
of use and wont, and as such we lin<l tlieni also in the
spring festivals of the Teutons. Hut all this hardly
touches the essential element in the festival.

'I'lie earliest phase of religions development is

doubtless to bo found in animistic ideas, which
again are closely connected with the cult of the
dead, and, in fact, derive their origin therefrom.
In course of time the fundamental conceptions of

Animism took on an accretion of niylhit'al ideas.

The Romans believed in Lares, Larva;, and Leniures
—all originally the spirits of the departed. The
lares came at length to be regarded as good-
natured, kindly-disposed household gods, the
larv(s as ghosts that terrify and injure human
beings. The latter character was borne also by
the Icmiires, which were worshipped and propitiated

in special festivals known as the ' Leniuria.' Now,
in the liacclianalia and Saturnalia, celebrated just

after the turn of the year, it was the custom to
impersonate the hn-vir. This was regarded as an
eft'ective means of conciliating these evil spirits

and of warding off their malevolence—an itiea

which, in its connexion with the cult of the dead
and the derivative belief in ghosts, can still be
traced in so many surviving customs and practices
of all countries. The impersonation, or even the
symbol, of a spirit could work with magical results.

T he impersonator wore for the time wdiite garments,
i.e. dead-clothes, and a mask for the face. From
the latter w-ere subsequently derived the masks of

actors in the theatre, while the disguise as a whole
formed the starting-point of the masquerades in

Grjfco-Roman celebrations. A similar develop-
ment is found in Celtic and Teutonic countries.

Here, too, the masquerade had a place in the spring
festivals. The principal figures in the celebrated
Carnival of modem Home—the Pulcinello and the
Pierrot—are dressed in w'hite, as required by the
traditions of antiquity. Numerous superstitions
specially connecting spirits and ghosts with I lie

Carnival season may lie traced witliout dilliculty

in usages still maintained. This 'popular belief
has not, of course, survived to the same extent in
every locality, and it is only by making a mosaic-
like combination of all the ideas and practices
])r(!vailing in various districts that we can discover
the link with the past. Thus, for instance, during
the Carnival gifts are ccdlectcd by children, or in

some cases even by adults, who go about singing
certain songs ; and a common feast is made of the
materials thus received. Single families also have
their great and merry feasts, and during the
Middle Ages such family festivities were famed for
their long duration, and are frequently mentioned
in books. A special loaf was baked, and a portion
thereof set apart for the ' poor souls,' i.e. spirits,

on the evening before the Carnival (or at the
beginning of the ancient festival). Grimm (Deutsrhe
MythoL, p. 896) giv(!s the following excerpt from a
mediaeval chronicle: 'To eat flesh on Tuesday in

the Fastnacht, or to let other foods stand ujion the
table during the whole night of the first Sunday in
Lent, is a rude, irreverent, heathenish superstition.'
In some parts the ' poor souls ' are spoken of as
' the dear little angels,' and a portion is devoted to
them as such. This transformation of spirits into
angels took place also among the Slavs. An old
Czech weather-adage says that ' the feast of all

angels' should be celebrated on Carnival Tuesday.
In the ' good little angels ' we recognize once more
the Roman Inres. During the festival, therefore,

the spirits take U]i their abode in the house, and
share in the festivities. Hence no work must, bo

done ; it was iinlecd popularly helieved in ancient
times that, if one .sewed at this .sciison, the fowls

would not lay ; and that, if one knitted, contentions
would ari.se. During the festival days, again,

energetic dancing and leaping must be indulged in,

so that the llax crop miglit prosper. The amount
of superstition that gathers around all sorts of

actions during the Carnival^as recorded by Grimni
and otlier investigators— is simply enormous.
In Chemnitz, for example, old wives' philosophy
declares that any one who takes soup in the
Fastnacht will have a dripping at the nose ; that, if

millet be watered at that season, it swells into

money ; that a peis )n whose body is then observed
to cast no shadow by moonlight is marked for

death ; and much more of the same kind.

Security against the machinatii>ns of ghosts, or

evil spirits, again, is to be gained at the Carnival
season in jiarticular by various operations of a
special kind. Large fires are made, locally called
' Halefeuer.' The materials, straw and wood, are
gathered by young men ; and a living cat, a doll,

or a cross is made fast to the top of the pile, and
consumed in the flames. In some localities the lire

is called ' the witch-burning.' The moment before
lighting the hre is given to silent devotion, and
then, when the llame leaps up, there is great shout-
ing and uproar. The young men jump through the
llames, and roll fiery wheels—symbols of the sun

—

down the mountain-side. These are either actual

wheels, with straw twisted round them and set on
fire, or flaming disks of wood, which, having a
hole in the centre, are hurled away by means of a
stick. The fire and the smoke, according to popu-
lar notions, bring fertility to the fields, and .secure

them against the ravages of hail, while they also

shield the people from all injuries that might other-

wise be wrought by evil spirits. In some districts,

again, a pair of lovers take their stand in front of

the bonUre, and this act is regarded as lending a
sanction to their relationship.

To water also, equally wilii fire, important func-

tions were assigned at the time of the Carnival.
The practice of worshipping water in tlie spring-

time was universal at an c.nlirv d.-iy. In MuiLi<-h

the ceremony called the .lA /.:</. r.y^nni;/ (' Imtcher's

leap') took place on Carnival Monday. Those who
had newly become members of the craft were re-

quired on that day to plunge into the basin of the
fountain in the Alarienplatz. A siniUar custom
prevailed also in Austria, Switzerland, antl even
Hungary.
As we might well expect, the various customs

refen'ed to, and in particular the making of bon-
fires and the burning of an animal, a doll, or the
like, underwent manifold changes. In the neigh-

bourhood of Diisseldorf, for instance, those wlio

gather the gifts at Fastnacht are splashed with
water by little girls. On the Rhine, the children

who act as collectors carry a cock— or, as in Hoi-
stein, a dead fox—in a basket. These things are
but the aftermath of the ancient sa(;rillces. It is

here and there the custom to cany about a straw
doll, which is at length either burned, or buried,

or tlirust under water—an act which, according to

present-day practice, brings the festival to a close.

In Essen this is called the ' buryin<; of Bacchus.'

In the famous (/aniival of Venice likewise we lind

a ' burying of Bacchus,' which wa.s carried out in

the Piazza di San Marco. All these customs are,

in the last resort, traceable to the desire of pro-

tection against evil spirits. In Cologne, during
the Carnival, little brooms, specially made for the
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oecasion, are soUl in great numbers. Arnicil with
these, tlie young peojile march about the town,
brandishing them alott, and now and again using
them to brusli the backs of tliose walking in front.

The Itroom, as is well known, play.s a great part in
the belief in witchcraft. When witches travel to

their secret rendezvous on the Blocksberg, they
ride by night upon broomsticks. In this case, as in

so many others, the instrument of possible evil

becomes a talisman ; the broom acts as a protection
against witchcraft, or—what according to primi-
tive ideas was the same thing—the machinations of
evil spirits. Hence the custom, in some Teutonic
countries, of using a broom to sweep the way be-

hind a coffin, so that the spirit may not return to
the place where the deceased had lived. Accord-
ingly, the practice of going about with brooms
during the Carnival at Cologne had its origin in

the notion that the power of evil spirits could in
this way be rendered innocuous.
With the customs of the Carnival, moreover, are

intermingled ideas of a mytliological character,
which find expression in the cult of a particular
goddess. This has already been shown in our
account of the itinerating 'ship-car' (in which
we found the explanation of the term ' Carnival ')

bearing the image of the goddess, who is, in reality,
the Earth-mother, Nerthus, or Hertha, now some-
times called simply ' die Fran,' ' das Weib.' Her
cult had its origin in ancient Rome and Germany.
In Rome it was represented by the mysteries of
the 'Bona Dea,' from which all males were strin-

gently excluded. Analogous features are still

found among the customs of the Carnival season.
In Cologne the Thursday before Fastnacht is

known as ' Weiberfastnacht.' It begins at 12
o'clock noon, and formerly the women used to
exercise absolute authority for the day. As the
custom gave occasion for many excesses, however,
it was formally proscribed in the 19th cent., though
traces of it still survive. In some parts of Rhine-
land the women meet together, hold a court, and
then cut do^\'n a tree, defraying the expenses of
their celebration from the proceeds of the timber.
At the Carnival season in the Alpine country is

held the Perehta-race—Perchta, or Bertha, being
simply the ancient Earth-goddess. Those who
take part in the race wear masks of a special kind,
called 'Perchtelmasken.' In the Rhine district
the youths who collect the Fastnacht rifts are
named 'Zimbertsburschen.' The word 'Zimbert'
is a corruption of 'Sankt Bertha,' Sankt being
pronounced dialecticaUy as Zim or Zin. As 'Saint
Bertha ' or ' die Frau,' it was an easy matter for
the Earth-goddess to hold her place in popular
thought. In an ancient chorus sung at the time
of the Carnival, and containing many reminiscences
of primitive ideas, we find the words : 'Morgewolle
mer de fru obsetze.' This recalls once more the
ship-car with the image of the goddess. It was
not without good reason that the Roman Catholic
Church appointed a festival of the Virgin Mary
for the month of February—the season associated
with processions in honour of the Earth-mother.
Mary simply took the place of the heathen divinity.
At this festival— Affflrj'e Lichtmcss (Candlemas
[,q.v.\ Feb. 2)—an image of the Mother of God is

carried through the church in a solemn procession
illuminated with candles, as is to this day the prac-
tice at Cologne. Here, accordingly, we have a
survival of the primitive Indo-Germanic custom
of carrying the Earth-goddess about the country.
By way of eilecting a desirable change in the char-
acter of long-established popular festivals which
could not be summarily abolished, the Church
adopted the plan of providing them with Chris-
tian motives—a procedure which was very largely
adopted in the case of the Carnival festivities.

Mention may also be made of a curious article

made use of in the Carnival procession at Cologne.
This is the so-called 'Streckschere,' or stretching-
shears, formed by nine crossed pairs of laths as in

a line of trellis-work. The laths are jointed at
the ends and the points of intersection by wooden
pegs, so th.'it the whole can be easily and quickly
stretched to a great length and as reailily drawn
in again. Nowadays this ' shears' is employed for

the purpose of passing bouquets and the like to the
ladies, and indeed, even apart from the procession,

it is used during the Carnival as an instrument of
general trickery. Originally, however, it must
have had a different purpose. In the Perchta-race
of the Alpine country a leading part is played by
the so-called ' tailor,' who, though dressed in ordi-

nary garb, is marked out from others by his huge
pair of shears. This is likewise a ' stretching-

shears,' and by its means the ' tailor ' divests the
unwary bystander of his head-gear. A counterpart
of this article is found among the Hopis of Arizona.
It is stated by J. W. Fewkes {21 jRBEW [1903],

p. 90 ; cf. Hein, Correspondenzblatt der deutschen
anthr. Gescllsch. 1899) that at the summer festivals

observed by this tribe their god Piiiikofi appears on
the scene with a long wooden pair of stretching-

shears. The writer named believes that the shears
represent the lightning-flash hurled by the god. The
summer festival of these Amerinds is regarded as a
means of ensuring the fertility of their land—an idea
which, as we have seen, had a place in the Teutonic
Fastnacht. In connexion with the latter, again,
the custom of seizing hats with the shears under-
went a further development in most localities, in-

cluding the Rhine district. Those in the crowd
suddenly snatch ott' each other's head-dress and
throw it in the air, or pull each other's hair. This
buffoonery is practised on the Thursday before Fast-
nacht, and accordingly that day is sometimes called
' Motzefastelovend ' (Germ. Miitze, 'cap').

Recapitulating in brief our whole inquiry, we
note, first of all, how many sources have contributed
to the development of the Carnival. In ancient
Greece and Rome, as among the early Celts and
Germans, the first approach of spring was heralded
by festivals which derived their origin from the cult

of the dead, the belief in spirits, and the desire

of security against their malevolence, and which,
moreover, in course of time, assimilated certain

mythological elements. The festivals thus observed
in various lands were originally very much alike in

their fundamental ideas, and therefore also in the
manner of their celebration, as was but natural in

the case of peoples belonging to the Indo-Germanic
stock. In Greece and Rome they assumed a special

form of development as Mysteries, and generated
at length a peculiar type of festival. In this dis-

tinctive form they were carried across the Alps
by the Romans, and spread rapidly on their new
ground. This transplanting was rendered all the
easier by the fact that there already existed in the
Transalpine district festivals of a similar character,

though developed in a different way. Within this

region, therefore, it is only in Gaul and Bhineland
that we find the Carnival with its distinctively

Roman features, while in other parts of the Teu-
tonic area the native festivals retain their ancient
character witli but little change. When Christi-

anity at length penetrated to these lands, it was
luiable, with all its eflbrts, to suppress entirely

either the indigenous festivals or those which had
to a greater or less extent come under Roman influ-

ence. In certain cases it succeeded in rendering
the festivals innocuous by associating them with
Christian ideas ; in others, by a rigid arrangement
of the Christian year, it strove to take away all

opportunity for their celebration. To the season
after Christmas, therefore, the Church assigned a
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when it is needful for him to lie fully [lersuaded
in his own niimi—when lie roveita to his elerKy-
man or lawyer for advice. In them likewise the
broader ciusuistry has an oiBce to perform, oven
althoujih we do not so designate it. Probabilities
and possibilities ha\e to be considered before tlie

fact ; after it, unforeseen sequels may well raise

questions of blameworthiness. Now, law-yer and
physician, and, in a dillerent way, tlie clergy,
can refer to a fixed or external body of know-
ledge, of customary writ, whence to set out. The
moralist is hardly in the same situation, so
casuistry too often comes to possess a difl'erent

meaning when his advice is required. Jeremy
Taylor's definition of conscience shows why

:

' Conscience is the Miud of a Man governed by
a Kule, and measured by the Proportions of Good
and Evil, in Order to Practice ; viz. to conduct
all our IJelations, and all our intercourse between
God, o>ir Neighbours, and ourselves : that is, in all

moral actions' (Ditctor Dubitantium [I6G11], bk. i.

rule i.). The bare terms of this strange defini-

tion—Rule, Good, Evil, Relations, God, Neigh-
bours—demand extensive elucidation ; whereupon
the broader casuistry arises.

(2) In the narrower and more technical sense,

casuistry presupposes (a) the existence of external
rules, nomistic opinions, or systematic prescrip-

tions (especially the last) ; aMd(i) individual cases,

peculiar to separate persons at particular times,
when the approved sanctions seem doubtful or
silent, or require elucidation with a view to the
justification of exceptions. It deals here with
means of action in relation to ends, and there
is no reason why it should confine itself to abnor-
malities, as many seem to suppose. This procedure
may lead readily, however, to that over-subtle
discussion of the 'rightness' or 'wrongness' of
single acts, with reference to minimum require-
ments of an ecclesiastical or other code, which has
come to be associated with casuistry as its dis-
tinguishing (and dangerous or pernicious) feature.
The present writer records it as a ])ersonal opinion
that, owing to the whole nature of the ethical
theory approved within the Latin obedience, this
tendency can hardly be eradicated ; some Roman
Catholics lean to this view themselves. Hence
the sinister implications of the term 'casuistry,'
as in the parallel case of 'sophistry.' For, without
doubt, these prudent, mechanical analyses or
adjustments of pros and cons, with their mental
reservations, probabilities, and expectations that
ends may justify means, may descend easily to
the level of verbalism or hair-splitting, and result
in a relaxation of principle distasteful to the
moral standard of an age, and calculated to
confuse the sense of right which governs the
plain man almost automatically in tlic ordinary
relations of life (cf. ' The Sorbonne Condemnation,'
in the Corpus Doctrinae, ed. by C. M. Pfaif, 1718).
This, in turn, may ofier justification of acts in
conflict with the conscientious scruples of the
community. The reference to the ideal becomes
obscured, and, this stage reached, anything may
happen. But this is reducing the matter to the
level of a ]>ractical art. Thus the dubious asso-
ciations of casuistry, espec-ially for the modern
mind, arise : it is held to depend upon an appeal
to external sanctions.
Taken in this, the narrow ecclesiastico-technical

sense, casuistry can be no more than an appen<lage
of ethics, a purely secondary or, at best, supple-
mentary division. It does nothing to elicit or
formulate the nature of ethical principles, nothing
to elucidate the psychological character of motive,
nothing to ground or guarantee the objective
validity of norms, nothing to clarify the basis
of responsibility and pbligatiou ; in a word, it
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presupposes theological ethics, and, tliis done,
conlines itself to sulyective and individual con-
siderations, in the light of a pre-existent system.
Now, ethics, as .such, may formulate itself so
as to leave little, if any, room for technical
casuistry, as has been the fact with the main body
of scientific ethics, particularly since Kant. On
the other hand, ethics may eventuate into a de-
partment of theology, and become a kind of
translation into human language of laws regarded
as given by an extra-mundane creator-judge. This
view maintains itself in the Latin Church, and
olFers .scope for technical casuistry in the sense
now under consideration. Here, once more, cir-

cumstances alter cases profoundly ; for, thanks
to the practical needs of the Counter-Reformation,
we may trace even a third, and narrowest, accept-
ation of the term. When the fourth Lateran
Council (1215) made confession of sin obligatory
upon the faitliful at least once a year, the necess-
ity for a 'science' which would adjust cases to
' penance ' or to guiltiness became clamant. Hence
floral Theology was developed in the Latin
Church, and casuistry took its place as the most
important element in what might be termed,
without offence, the science and art of the con-
fessional. As a direct consequence, there arose in
the 17th cent, the great controversy between
' Kigorists' and ' Laxists,' which brought casuistry
into disrcjiute as a bulwark of tergiversation, and
an incentive to, or at least justification of, evil-

doing. The need to win men back to the bosom of
the Church intensified this movement. Obviously
enough, an outsider cannot pronounce with deci-
sion on the practice of an organization so extensive
and complex as the Latin Church, wherein many
shades of usage and theory may co-exist. Never-
theless, it is probably true that the present position
within the Latin obedience dates from 1803,
when the Congregation of Kites, confirmed by
Pope I'ius vil., found the Thcolor/ia Moralis (175G)
of St. Alphonsus (Alfonso Maria de Liguori, 1696-
1787) free from matter deserving censure, that
is, of 'extrinsic' probability. While there is

room for divergence— Ijy less or by more—from his
equiprobabilism (as by J. H. Newman ; cf. Iiis

Apolugia [London, 1882], p. 273 f., and note G),
it may be said that, in the Latin obedience,
casuistry has proceeded with reference to Liguorian
norms. In any event, he was the last writer
on Moral Theology to be canonized (1839), and
declared a Doctor of the Church (1871).

The objections to the Latin view raised by other
Christians, especially outside Anglicanism, may be
put very summarily as follows : In its form tlie

Latin conception is held to be external, and
l(!galisti(-—therefore, necessarily fragmentary, or
devoid of unitary inner princi|)le. In its rovtcnt
it is held to be ascetic, or based upon a dualism
between the spirit and the flesh. Consequently, it

is negative in its attitude towards the world ;

and equivocal, because it contemplates a twofold
standard—one for the average man, another for
the 'perfect.' As a result, it is .said to entangle
itself in a maze of prescrijitions that interj)ose

between the individual will and God's will.

(Juite olivionsly, the two conceptions proceed
from antagonistic theories of the nature of the
Christian religion as a whole. The Latin posi-

tion affirms that the proper regulation of moral
activity lies with an institution designed super-
naturally to aid individuals, to be the keeper of
their conscience, because the sole depository and
interpreter of the only possible, the only Divine,
authoritative norms. The Reformation contention
isthat]iersonal subjection to the will of God bestows
that self-devotion from which alone right moral
action can proceed. The non-Catholic Christian
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cannot admit tliat two contrary actions can be
duties equally ; nor can he do more than his duty
(cf. SuPKKEROGATlON) ; nor can he entertain the

idea that some actions are unmoral—without
moral import (cf. Adiapiiouism). Hence the need
for technical cjisuistry disappears.

To sum up : whenever men realize their separa-

tion from, or conlliet with, the operative norms of

the social whole, and, in their strait, appeal to

'conscience,' it may be aHirmed that 'conscience'

and casuistry, on a broad scale of ideal reference,

become correlative, even altliougli no method of

casuistical procedure with reference to particular

cases may have emerged on the basis of reflective

or dogmatic system. Keference to a moral ideal

appears in practice, and this after no merely
utilitarian fashion. Accordingly, the naiTower
interpretations of our term would appear to depend
upon a more or less marked collocation of institu-

tional issues in a civilization, rather than upon
definite reference to an ideal. Means come to

throw ends into the shade. In a word, the

more self-conscious casuistry grows, the more its

dangerous qualities tend to assert themselves. A
glance at the history of moral effort in this

connexion may suffice to illustrate this. Prior to

the Christian era, casuistry in the broad sense

dominates the field, except in Judaism. After the
solidification of the organization of the Church,
the broad sense maintains itself still, but with
tendencies to the narrower and more technical

procedure, which culminate, under the inffuence

of inner movements and of external historical

events, in the 17th century. Thereafter, in modern
thought, the broad, ideal sense reasserts itself.

2. Historical outlines.—(a) Greek.— Casuistry,

in the narrow theologico-moral sense, could not
play any distinctive r61e during the characteristic

periods of Greece, because the conceiJtion of ' con-

science' (avvM-qsi^) did not achieve determinative
development before the age of Stoicism. The yvCidt

ccavrbp of lieraclitus, and even aacftpoavyri, fall short
of the self-condemnation integral to 'conscience.'

It is true that ' moral consciousness,' in something
more than the Aristotelian sense of recognition,

may be traced sporadically from time to time ;

e.g. in Homer {Tl. vi. 417, xvii. 254 ; Od. ii. 13S),

and in the Orators, especially Antijjhon {e.g. Or.

U. y. 3, iii. 5. 9) ; but the attitudes are incidental

rather than normative. Casuistry (cf. Plato,
Euthyd. 7 E), in the broad sense described above,
reared its head only when the older polytheistic
religion had sunk with many to the level of super-
stition, and when, therefore, the search for another
ideal began (5th cent. B.C.). Aristophanes, the
Sophists, Socrates, Euripides, Plato, and their

circles, furnish the illustrative material. The
Nomothetffi and the poets {e.g. Simonides) were
the traditional authorities (cf. Homer, II. xvi.

386 f.; Hesiod, Works and Days, 225 f., 275 f. ;

Theognis, 205 f
.
; Pindar, 01. xiii. 6 f. ; Xenojihon,

Symp. iii. 5). By the 5th cent, the force of their
teaching abated, because it lacked the pliancy
demanded by unprecedented circumstances and
situations (cf. Meyer, Gesch. d. Alterthums, 1901, iii.

436 f.). It had been deterrent rather than origin-

ative, and its uninspiring utilitarian reference
palled (cf. Pindar, Pyth. xi. 52 f. ; Plutarch, Solon,

27). Similarly, its intimate relation with, almost
dependence upon, written law (cf. yEschines, c. Tim.
6f. ; Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 1137 A, 16; Plutarch,
Lye. 8f.) tended to stereotype it. New develop-
ments gave rise inevitably to the idea of a higher,
unwritten and ideal, law, which appeared in the
dramatists (cf. e.g. ,'Eschylus, Supp. 707 ; Sophocles,
Ajax, 1130, 1343, (Ed. Tyr. 863 f.), and was pre-
sented on a large scale in Antigone (cf. Xenophon,
3Iem. rv. \\.). Hence, by an easy transition, we

come to the doctrine of the Sophists, that laws,

with morals as their ajppanage, are no more than
conventions. And the fountainhead of ' con-

science,' in any sense understood by the Greeks, is

to be found in the opposition between 0iVis (nature

as the basis of law) and vi/ios (convention as the
basis of law). When, with the great philosophers,

investigation passed from the cosmos to man, the
problem of ultimate sanctions could not but
emerge, and the utilitarianism of the old view
offered a point of departure by lending colour to

the aphorism, 'Justice is the interest of the
stronger.' 'Law is the tyrant of mankind, and
often forces us to do many things contrary to

nature' (Hippias, in Plato, Protag. 337 C ; cf.

Xenophon, (Jyrop. I. vi. 31 f.). The casuistry of

opportunism ensued among the Sophists, esi)eci-

ally, in all likelihood, the Eristics. Nevertheless,

the hints drojjped by the greater Sophists about
the necessity for system in morals, as about the
inner and outer factors of the ideal, occasioned
lively discussion, thoroughly casuistical (after the

broader sense) in principle. Doubtful issues were
conceived clearly with reference to the basis of the
ideal ; the fact of opposition in morals becaine a
common-place, as we can see plainly from Euripides
(e.g. how reconcile his statements in Ion, 884 f.,

frag. 49, frag. 86, and frag. 511? Cf. Baechce,

8S2). Thus the idea of a .^I'o-is dvOpuirly-n was pre-

cipitated. Casuistical questions were ventilated,

about the State and the family, friendship, worldly
goods, slavery, suicide, lying, oaths, and the like,

but, as a rule, with the object of attaining some fresh

interpretation of the ideal. It was not a simple
case of conflicting rules, each enjoying the same
universality. Possibly, Plato's Gorgias indicates

a turning-point (cf. Gomperz, Gr. Denker, ii. 277 f.

[Eng. tr., 1901, ii. 342 f.]). Morality is now Ulurai-

nated by reason, and man is shown that the origin

of ideals lies in his own natiu'e, like their sanc-

tion. Thus there is a self-likening to the Divine
(cf. Plato, Tkecct. 176 A). Alcidamas (4th cent.)

refers to some such ideal when he says, ' The Deity
has made all men free ; Nature has enslaved no
man' (cf. Gomperz, i. 324 [Eng. tr. i. 403]).

Thanks to Plato, the most real has become the

most knowable {Rep. 477 A), and so the highest

activity of the spirit furnishes the guarantee that
casuistical questions can occur oiily when more
explicit development of the ideal is in progress

(Plato, Prot. 343 A, Laws, 875 D, 965 D). Life is

not tortured by that absolute separation between
' ought ' and ' is ' which leads to the conception of

morality as embodied in a number of rules all

equally authoritative and universal. And so,

apart "from questions {e.g. Aristotle, Eth. Nic, bk.

iii. ) that seem to us as ii they savoured of narrow-

casuistry (like the position of women, personal

purity, slavery), the absence of dislocation between
the ideal spirit and the real career, so evident in

the Greek ethos (cf. Aristotle, Met. 9826), restricts

casuistry in the main to those larger vital problems
that must accompany further definition of the

ideal itself (Plato, Sep. 500 C f.).

{b) Hebrew. — Having regard to the position

occupied by the Law in Judaism, it is not surpris-

ing tliat casuistry resulted, and wielded extensive

influence from time to time. For, in Judaism, the
Law may be said to fill a place parallel with that

of dogma in Christianity. But the primary sources

for the subject are so vast and tortuous, and
demand such special linguistic knowledge, that no
more than general hints are feasible here. It

seems fair to say that, on the whole, Jewish
casuistry provides an admirable example, on a
large scale, of the possible oscillation between
reference to a living, ethical ideal, and minute,

often clever, sometimes puerile, interpretations of
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tiiuiitioiial rules. At I lie iire.sent time, the leaders
of Kefornieil Judaism represent the former, while
Conservative, in many ways reactionary, Kablnnism
represents the latter. Similarly, the view of the
operation of the Law in Palestine when Jesus
appeared, held by such schohus as Schiirer (GJP
ii. §§ 22-30) and Bousset (lid. dcs Judent.- 1906),
emphasizes the narrower casuistry ; that insisted
upon by Jewish invest i},'at()rs, like Schechter (/§.B
XI. 626 f.) and F. Perles (liuuxxet's Die Religion . . .

kritUch itntersucht, 1003), illustrates the liigher
casuistical principle in the developmental move-
ment always associated with the expression of an
ethical ideal (cf. J. Elbofien, Die licUyiunsnnschau-
unr/en d. Plinrisaer mil bcsondcrcrDeriic!c.sirhtir/u7tg
d. Begriffe Gott und Mcnsch, 1904 ; Chwolson, Das
letzte PassamaM Chriiti u. d. Tag s. Todes-, 1892,
App. ; Friedlander, Die relig. Beivegmigat inner-
halo d. Judenthiimn im Zcitalter Jesu, 1905). The
Law, as tlie embodiment of the ideal, is formulated
in many OT passages (e.g. Jer 3f , Ps 37"
no*"-). The central conception is that human
insight fails to suflice either for solution of the
problems inseparable from life or for the decisive
revelation of the Divine will. As a consequence,
these recurrent problems must always be re-inter-

preted in the light of the norm which remains
supreme from age to age ; and, as a corollary,
the ideal itself is the subject of continuous, and
more e.xplicit, affirmation. On the other hand,
the vicissitudes of the Jewish people, after their
deportation to the Euphrates-Tigris region, and,
later, after tlie destniction of the national tlieocracy
bjr Titus, produced circumstances favourable to
minute elaboration of the Law, and to its use as an
external framework to preserve the religious and
racial unity of the scattered folk. Tlius casuistry
arose and, according as concomitant events varied,
played a greater or a lesser role. Provisions, con-
formable to changed conditions of life, were heaped
up endlessly, and experts were needed to render
ethico-judicial decisions. Thus a vast amorphous
mass of regulations and decisions grew, by
accretion, during centuries. Following Aristotle's

ethical i)rinci]iles to a large extent, Maimonides
(1135-1204) attempted to call order from this chaos,
especially with regard to personal conduct in
relations with others ; and he may be said to have
reinstated the idealistic reference. However suc-
cessful at the moment, his methods were not
destined to full fruitage till Spinoza, Solomon
Maimon, Moses Mendelssohn, and the contem-
porary Reform movement. Indeed, they stimvdated
the half-opposition of Nachmanides (1194-1270),
who paved the way for the domination of the
I'rencli school, which held casuistical study of
the Talunid to be an end in itself. The extreme
development of hair-splitting casuistry dates from
Jacob I'ollak (1460-1541), the chief originator of
the procedure known a.s I'ilpul, or ' spicing ' the
Law by ingenious disputation. Tliis was essenti-
ally a method of dialectical interpretation, fertile

in far-fetched analyses and combinations, often
productive of pitiful sophistry, and, as a rule,

pursued for its own sake, without distinctive
reference to moral ends. Although it doubtless
arose from that renewed interest in the Law due
to the less hopeless condition of European Judaism
after the middle of the 15th cent., its theoretical
(often anti-cullural) tendencies became stumbling-
blocks to Jewish development; it can hardly be
alleged that they operated to the .same practical
consequences as Jesuitical casuistry. Yet, in spite
of this, the ideal ethico-roligious conception of the
Law never dieil out—the intrinsic value of the
person asserted itself as superior to external regu-
lations (cf. Travers Herford, Ckrisluuutxj in Talmud
and Midranh, 1903, p. 7 f.).

' It was the study as well as the fulnhnent of the Law which
lircvetiteci the Jews from sinking in the scale of limntiood,
tiirouKliout tlie iiiidille afcs, intellectually and even morally.
Like every otlier ideal, it bad its evil side, and was capable of
lauienlable perversions : ideally, the study of the law is

equivalent to the study of perfect truth : practically, it is often
the study of puerilities : the evolving of juridic hair-splittings
upon the one hand, and fantastic and disordered imaginings
upon the other ' (Montefiore, Uibbert Lectures [18921, p. 498

;

cf. Schechter's AppendLv).

From the 18th cent. Aiifklorting, where Moses
Mendelssohn's influence was pivotal, a return to
the higher principle must be trac'cd. Ami, for
lleformed Judaism, the Law is an ideal which, like
other ideals, is the subject of progressive interpre-
tation, thus involving the broader principle of
casuistry. Heason, in the form of goodness, alone
prefigures the Divine norm.

('•) Muslim.—Like Judaism, Muhammadanism
embodies an elaborate system of casuistry applying
to all sides of life. This is to be found in the
development of Muslim law. Although the
Prophet's jiosition as God's representative made
any decision of his absolutely valid, local con-
ditions left a wide margin for opportunism, and
Muhammad was an eclectic in these matters.
Local usage at Medina necessitated certain abate-
ments ; so too did the Rabbinical-Roman law
observed by the Arabian Jews, the commercial
law of Mecca, and so forth. Thus, after his death,
when the Muslim law came to be codified, all the
conditions productive of accommodation were
gathered together. For, if the Qur'an failed,
decisions of the Prophet, preserved by his disciples,
might avail ; it not, then the common law of the
community was there ; and if none of these
availed, then the judge might place his own
construction upon the case. Accordingly, inter-
pretation, jirobable and speculative, of the usage
of the Prophet came to be a 'science,' and conflict
of ' sayings ' formed the basis of casuistical pro-
cedure. Later, a broad ojijiosition arose between
those who appealed to tradition and those who
desired to systematize tlie law. This in itself

prepared the way for familiaritj' with compromise.
And, as Muslim conquest widened, the operation
of Roman law had to be taken into account. With
the advent of the Uniayyad dynasty, the old law
of Muhammad came to be more and more a religio-

ethiral system, governing the personal lives of
good Muslims. LTnder the Abbasids the four great
schools arose which formulated the norms that
still rule the Muhaniniadan world. The general
result has been that tliere is a casuistical code
applicable to private afl'airs, and, alongside this,

the law of the land. The former is sacred, and
[irovides the dehnite prescrijitions from which the
necessity for casuistical interpretation proceeds.
The situation is not unlike that of mediievalism,
where the canon Law and the king's law furnished
what might be called private and public codes, and
the more private aiiplication of the former rendered
it inevitably more casuistical in the moral sense.
That is to say, it governed relations primarily
moral rather than legal. Cf. Law (Muham.).
Further information may be found in the followintr : L Gold-

ziher, Muham. Studien, i. and ii. (1889-90); E. Sachau, Zur
alletten Gasch. d. muham. Rechtu (1870); Th. W. Juynboll,
Uandleidimi tot de Eennis van de Moham. Wet (1903, Germ. tr.

1909); von ivremer, Culttimenrh d. Orients vnter d. ChaUfen,
i. 470f. (187.1-77); Ihjii. Ill, p. 285f. (189C) ; SI. Ilartinann,
Derlslam(l9iy.<i u -a of the subject is to be found in

D. B. Macdonalil, // , ,
n., ,1 of Mialim Thetiloqn, 65-117

(1903); see also an. '.Mu!:!:.-._l:in Law,' in £'/Jrl»; furtiier biblio-

graphy in Bulletin nj the A?m' Vuik Public Library, .Fan. 1907.

(d) Chri.Hian.—Thanks to its Judaistic origin,

we lind casuistry in Christianity from the begin-
ning (if. JIDIi i., s.v. 'Conscience'). But the
several NT issues (e.g. Mt 5»"- 6"-, Lk 14"-,

1 Co 7"- 8'"') presuppose the existence of that
higher ideal whose principles St. Paul states
(Ko 1'2'). The urgency of casuistical difficulties
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admits of little doulit, as Ave know from the out-

break of Antiuomianism (q.v.) in the primitive

comniunitios of Asia Minor and Greece, which
vexed the Apostle's soul (cf. Jowctt, St. Paul's

Epp. to the Thcss., Jiumrms, Gal., 1894, i. 76 f., ii.

338 f.). As the Epl-^ttc. <if Barnabas says, a little

later (<•. 78 A. D.), tlic Lord chose for Ajiostlcs those

who neglected the I-aw, and were aliove all sin

(ch. v.)—a view which blossomed in the Gnostic

societies (cf. E. von Dobschiitz, Christian Life in

the Primitive Church, 1904, ch. xvi.).

The practical problems of sin and repentance agitate TertuUian

(cf. oiii'. Jiid.), an early rigorist, whose strong ascetic tenden-

cies were such that his opposition to luxury (cf. de Spectacidiii)

and laxity (cf. de Poen.) witnesses to an incipient growth of

moral-theological decisions. The lives and works of Fathers

and saints, like Gregory Thaumaturgus (d. 270), Peter of Alex-

andria (martyred 311), Basil (d. 379), Gregory of Nyssa (d. c.

396), and especially Augustine (d. 430), exhibit penitential

decisions based on the opposition between inward worth and
overt deed. And, as the ecclesiastical organization consolidated,

papal and diocesan decisions, conciliar decrees, and the like

furnished instances of the practical application of prescribed

rule to moral life. The development went so far that Johannes
Jejunator (d. 596) was able to produce a guide for confessors ;

while Gregory the Great (c. 582) wrote his celebrated Moralia
in Job. in which the seven deadly sins, being regarded as

dependent upon psjchological conditions, already furnish

material for casuistical interpretation ; his Regxda Pastoralis
(c. 600) provided a moral code for the clergy. 'Penitential

Books,' digests of canons, decisions, and sentences also made
their appearance (cf. the Penitential [or enumeration of

penances) of Theodore of Canterbury [G02 J-6901 in Haddan and
Stubbs' Ecdes. Documents, iii. 114 f. ; and the Poenitentiale of

Bede [673-735], ib. 226 f.). Manuals of this sort seem to have
sufficed till the time of Abelard (1079-1142), whose Scito te ipmm
and Sic et rum mark the rise of a new dialectic. As St. Bernard
said :

' The human mind usurps all, no longer leaving anything
to faith ... it forces rather than opens" the holy places ' (of.

Introd. ad theol. c. 1121). Petrus Lombardus (d. 1164) carried

the dialectic operation further in his Libri quatuor sententianim,
particularly bks. ii. and iii., endeavouring to reconcile the
contradictions which Abelard had been content to state. With
him the first period closed : casuistry has been sporadic, casual,

and without definite system grounded in conscious principle.

The second phase of the development dates from
tlie Fourth Lateran Council (1215) till the Council
of Trent (1.54.5-63), and may be called the age of

the Suramists. The new importance of auricular

confession raised the casuist to a position of relative

equalitj' with the older canonist.
The type was formulated early in the period (c. 1235) by Eay-

mund de Pennaforte, general of the Dominican Order (123S), in

his Siimma de Poen. et Matrimonio. In the same age, the
great scholastic systems, especially that of Thomas Aquinas
(1227-74), crystallized the attitude in which moral questions
were to be approached. ' To teach morality without dogma,
is to build a house without foundations : to teach it without an
infallible substratum of positive theology, is to build upon the
sand' (R. B. Vaughan, Life and Labours of S. Thomas o/Aquin,
1871-73, ii. 907 n.). The dogmatic and logical basis whence
casuistry is to proceed is thus laid down. And this definite

work is accomplished in the Secunda Secundae of Aquinas'
Sttinma Theologica, which subjects human nature to minute
analysis, in the form of a discussion of the theological virtues

(faith, hope, charity), and of the cardinal (prudence, justice,

fortitude, temperance). The method and primary content of

Moral Theology are provided here, once for all. Whatever
may be thought of Aquinas' procedure in its theological

bearings, as a contribution to ethics it takes rank with Aristotle.

Only when this is understood and admitted can its vast

influence be appreciated. At the same time, its form is

systematic, not practical. So, meanwhile, following the direction

taken by Ra3Tnund, a Franciscan of Asti in Piedmont published
his Summa Astetana (1317) ; the Dominican, Bartholomew, of

San Concordio, his Summn Pisana (c. 1340); and Angelus, of

Genoa, his Surnma Angelica (1486). Meanwhile, the Nominalist
controversy, symptomatic of the decline and fall of Scholasticism,
raised doul^ts concerning the basis of the whole moral-theological

structure, as may be gathered from the determinist tendencies
of Buridan (Rector of the Univ. of Paris, 1327) in the free-will

controversy, and from Gerson's (1363-1429) leaning to mj'sticism.

Nevertheless, practical questions in morals continued to receive

systematic presentation, as in the Suinina Confessionalis and
Summa Confessoi-um of St. Antoninus of Florence (d. 1459), who
has established a title to rank as the founder of Moral Theology
in its later casuistical development. This ph.ase ends with the
,^umma Sylrestrina (1516) of the Dominican, Sylvester Prierias,

an alphabetical compilation from other works.

The third period originates in tlie wide-spread
displacements connected with the Reformation.
A corpus of rules, traditional and authoritative,
came into collision with circumstances which de-

manded a fresh interpretation of the meaning,

and particularly of the limits, of obedience. The
activity of the Society of Jesus was directed in

large measure to the solution of this problem, and
the great age of casuistry began, with the result

that external rule, modified with exquisite subtlety

to suit particular cases, and directed frequently to

the practical end of restoring penitents to the

Cliurch, took the place of ideal principle, and ran

to such lengths that, even within the Latin oliedi-

ence, strong protests were raised (cf. Jansf-NISm).

The famous Letters of Pascal (c[.v.), which were
translated speedily into the princijjal Eurojiean

languages, drew the attention of the Western
world to the situation ; in a word, the controversy

over Probabilism had entered its acute stage.

The Moral Theology of which casuistry was an
appanage developed chiefly among the Spanish

Jesuits.

Luis Molina (1635-1600), whose work, lAberi arhitrli, etc.

(15S8), seemed to the Dominicans to make human will the

medium of Divine action, and to substitute Pelagian for

Augustinian doctrines, influenced Suarez (1648-1617), the last

eminent scholastic, who produced a system of congruism in

theology, and taught God's supremacy in political, juridical,

and ethical law—theories which he elaborated with extreme
ingenuity. Kindred views, especially on the question of poli-

tical sovereignty, were advocated by Juan Mariana (1537-16'.;4),

whose de Jtege et Regis Institutione (1699) is a classic in political

casuistry ; its teaching may be studied comparatively with that

of Machiavelli (q.v.). Possibly by inadvertence, he also ex-

hibited the inner tendencies of Jesuit casuistry as early as

1626 (cf. De las Enfermedades de la Compallia de Jesii, which
should be considered alongside of Pascal's Provinciates and
Antoine Arnauld's Morale pratique des Jisuites, 1669-94). In

contrast with these speculative writers, Sanchez (1651-1610)

dealt more directly with practical cases of casuistry, though
in the same general spirit (cf. df Sacramento Matrimonii, 1692).

Another Spanish production, the Instilutiones Mor., in quibus

universae quaest. ad conscientiam recte aut prave factorum
pertinentes, breviter tractantur (1616-26) of Azor (1533-1603),

wag used widely, and earned the praise of Clement vm. But
the author who became most distinguished as a casuist was
Escobar y Mendoza (1689-1669), whose Summula Casuum Con-

scientiae and Universae Theol. Mor. ProUemata proclaim their

contents by title, and offer the most representative illustration

of the Jesuit moral-theological methods of their period. His

Liber Theol. Mor. (1646) enjoyed such vogue that forty editions

were called for before his death. The Moral Theology move-

ment had prominent representatives in France, of whom E.

Bauny (1664-1649), an eminent teacher of the Laxist school

(Theol. Mor. 1640), ought to be mentioned. It flourished

vigorously in Germany, where Hermann Busenbaum produced

the Medtdla Theol. Mor. (1645), which became an accepted

Jesuit manual and, later, the starting-point of St. Alphonsus,

whose re-interpretation, extension, and further systematization

of it have won a place as a most authoritative treatise on the

subject. Paul Laymann's (1676-1636) Theol. Mor. (1625) was
also a work of great repute. Eusebius Amort (1692-1776), who
is sometimes characterized, in the Latin communion, as the

most eminent German teacher of theology in the IStb cent.

(Theol. Mor. inter rigorem et laxitatem media, 1739; Eth.

Christiana, 176S; Lat. tr. of Diet, des cas de conscience of

Pontas, its rigorism modified by the translator, 1733), was a
correspondent of St. Alphonsus, who admired his cautious

views. In Italy V. Fighucci (1566-1622), who was singled out

for attack by Pascal, produced his Mor. quaest. de Christ, officii*

et casibus conscientiae (1626); while Pietro Ballerini (1698-

1754), an acute commentator on Augustine, and a defender of

Probabiliorism, edited the Summa of St. Antony (1740), and
of St. Raymond (1774). In Holland, L. Lessius (1664-1623), who
fell into Pelagianism during the controversy concerning Bajus

(1587), wrote Libri IV. de Justitia (1605). Later still, in

Germany, B. Stattler (1728-97) produced Eth. Christ, universalis

(1782 f.), and came into collision with nascent modern idealism

in his Anti-Kant (1788); while, in France, the Compendium
theol. )nor. (1860, 1876) and the CasJis conscientiae (1803) of the

Jesuit father J. P. Gury (1801-76) aroused lively criticism, of

the kind famihar in Pascal, by their reversion to laxity.

Although Luther burned the Summa Angelica,

it was not possible for those who repudiated the

authority of the Pojjb to be rid forthwith of casu-

istical traditions, which maintained themselves for

a time in the Lutheran, Calvinist-Puritan, and
Anglican communions. In the Lutheran com-

munion, after Melanchthon's (1497-1560) mediating

Untrrricht der Visitatoren, Balduin attempted a
puritied casuistry (Tractafns de Ca.9ibiis Consc.

1628), in the shape of a corpu.i compiled from

Roman hooks. Loose in form, it is thoroughly

media!val in character, and filled with curious

superstitions.
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other Lutheran exponeiifi o( casuistry were J. F. Kouig

(l(ilU-(i4), professor at Kusloik (Theol. posiliva acruamatica,

1064); Koiirad Uamihaucr (IC.IKt-UC), one of Speucrs ttailiers

at btrassburg iTIiiint. ConsciciUiaria); Joli. Olearius (1630 - 171S),

professor at Lcipzis; (Inlrod. ad theol. mor. el casmsticam) ;
and

V. E. lioseher (li>7S-1749), the last representative of stritt

Lutheran orthodoxy {Timotheus Verinus, 1718-22). Lilic

L,..8cher, A. II. Iranclie (1663-1727), a powerful practical force

in etliics, illustrates the influence of I'iclisni (?.c.)—a fresh

evangelical movement destined to make an end ot a casuistry

reminiscent of Romanism. Speller's (1635-1705) Pia Desideria

(1676) marked the dawn of a now epoch, iiotwilhstandinK the

venomous opposition represented by such works as Die Christ-

lutherischen Vorsteilung (1695) by Ueutschmann, and other

Wittenberg enemies of llalle ; his Einfaltige Erkliirung der

christl. Lelire (1077), and Tabulae catechelicae (1683) also exer-

cised inliucnce in the direction o( substituting the idea ot a

priesthood of the laity, accompanied by personal godliness of

life, for the approved subtleties of doctorial casuistry, althout;li

they also encouraged certain perfectionist aberrations. Hut

the works most eltcctive in compassing the disappearance of

Latin casuistry were the Instil. Tlieol. Mor. (1711), and Isugoge

UUt. ad Theol. Uiiiversam (1727), of J. F. Buddcus (1607-

Lutlieran casuistry tended to be mild, if not lax ;

mediated by Pietism, it gave place to Christian

ethics in the sense now current. Meanwhile, casu-

istry of a stricter type, and more iienitential in

reference, grew up in Calvinistic- Puritan circles.

Its first representatives were Lambert Daneau (Dannaeus),

of Geneva (1530?-96), author of Eth. Christiana (1677), and

William Perkins (1658-1602), of Christ's College, Cinitirirlse,

whose Armilla Aurea (1690) precipitated thr Nvrn'inr! -
"ii-

troversy; his casuistical writings, A Case of •' :> 1

1

J),

and 4 iJi'soiwrse (1/ Comsa'CTM (1597), prepai. 1 1 ; •
'•

whole Treatise of the Cases o/ Conscience (loni'), iiiii< ii,i; ...,-<\

favour on theContinent. Perkins felt that coniesaioiiia ciiam^uy

was superficial, and, consonant with his Calvinism, tried to iiiake

edification a dominant motive. His pupil, William Ames, better

known as Amesius (1576-1633), despairing of success in England,

migrated to Holland, became a professor at Franeker, and pro-

duced .MedtUla Theol. de Consnentia, ejus Jure et Casibus (1633),

generally regarded as the best Protestant manual on the sub-

ject. To the Reformed development belong also Joh. WoUeb
(1536-1626), professor at Basel {Compend. Theol. Christ. [16201)

;

and J. H. Alstedt (15RS-163S), a member of the Synod of liort

(1618), who wrote Theol. Casuum (1621), and Enei/cl. septem

tomis distincta (1630).

The casuisti-y of the Iteformed Churches passed

into New England by a natural sequence, the

religious atmosphere of the colleges favouring this

kind of ethical instruction till the middle of the

19th cent. (cf. Thomas Clap, The Religious Con-

stitution of Collcqes, especially of Yale College,

1754 ; G. Stanley "Hall, in Mind [O.S.], iv. 89 f.).

In 1730 the works of Ames and Wolleb 'were the established

standards of orthodo.xy ' at Yale (I. W. RUey, Amer. I'hilusophi/:

the Eady Schools, 1907, pp. 64,248; cf. W.Walker, 7 en Aejt'

Knn. Leaders, 1901, p. 220 f.). Although no formal casuistry

is to be found in Jon. Edwards (1703-6S), his exposition of the

'dialectic o< the heart' (*. 126) operated in this direction,

inducing an attitude comparable with that of lii.-tliop Butler.

His True ViHue (1778) illustrates the outlook vividly. In

circles where deistio and materialistic influences were felt,

tendencies similar to those of Paley may be noted, e.g. in

Thomas Clap (1703-67), the opponent of Whitftield, and in

CadwaUader Colden (1688-1776), whose Ethica (1752) and Re-

/lections (1770) exhibit the utilitarian trend. Perhaps the best

example of foniial casuistical instruction is afforded by Francis

Wayland's (1796-1S65) The Elements of Moral Science (1835),

which displaced Paley as an approved text-book in the United

SUtcs to such an extent that 6(),000 copies were soli! ere its

author died. Book ii., 'Practical Ethics,' is thoroughly casu-

istical in matter. One of Wayland's few surviving pupils,

President James Bnrrill Angell (1829- ), once an under-

graduate at Brown University (1845-49), informed the present

writer that casuistical instruction in Ethics was ' axiomatic ' in

his time. The atmosphere of theolopcal authority in which it

flourished mav be judged from Wayland's own statements

:

'
I have endeavoured to make known the ways of God to man.

Ixird God of Hosts, I commend to Thee, through Jesus Christ

Tin- Son, this work. May it promote the cause of truth, of

peace, and of righteousness' (F. and 11. L. Wayland, A Memoir
of the Life and Labors of Francis Wai/land, i. 381 f.); of similar

intent is Wayland's Limitations of Human Hes]iojisib>litti (1S38),

where the casuistical vein is quite conscious (cf. J. O. Murray,
Francis Waylatid [1891], 209 f.). In Mark Hopkins' (1802-87)

Lowell Lectures On Moral Science (1863), especially Lect. ix.,

kindred tendencies may he traced, though they are expressed
with far less system ; and the overt statement is reduced finally

to a Hinall iiiii-nzine article, doubtless reminiscent (A'eui Etttj-

lan.hr. wMi., l~T.f), by an aged minister, H. N. Day (1808-90).

In itir I iili.r! stales, as in Europe, modern ethical develop-

iiitat-i have (. • ntuated in other problems ; but it is interesting

to iinie that the old paths were followed later in the new country
(cf. V. 11. Foster, A Genetic Uistory of New England Theologu

11907], especially chs. ix., xii., and xvi.).

In the Anglican communion, early casuistry

is concerned, naturally enough, with political

i.ssucs. Omitting the divorce literature relative

to Henry VIII., a point of departure may be found

in Lancelot Andrewes (1555-1026), bishop of Win-
chester, whose Toitura Turti, sive ad Matthaci

Turli LiOnim Rcsponsio (1609), written in reply

to Cardinal Uellarniine's (1542-1621) attack upon

the oath of allegiance imposed upon Konian

Catholics after the Gunpowder Plot, embodies

juridical rather than ethical casuistry. It is in-

teresting because indicative of the scholastic atmo-

sphere still prevalent in England. It might be

cliaraeterizecl as the Anglican counterpart of

Mariana's de Regc, the common subject being the

papal doctrine of the deposing power.

The principal writers in the more strictly ethical line are

:

Joseph Hall (1674-1656), bishop of Xta: !i (/,• > ' >'''iis and

ra.sTS 0/ Conscience, 1660); Jeremy T;i>: ': ' :-liop of

Down, Connor, and Dromore, whose // / - ' i ) and

Slblic eloquence gave vogue to his cxti in. • i- )i-; v ii\ work,

uctor Dubitantutm, or the Rule of CoHscuncn m all her

General Measures (1660)—an acute treatise, evincing great

intellectual quickness and subjective subtlety, but not notable

either for profound thought or for systematic grasp of ethical

principles. Ti; in;- r "^ v (1607-91), eventuaUy bishop of

Lincoln, a not i
;

-
i I trimmer, wrote several casuistical

tracts d'urin- i
- " i " > r, which were published posthu-

mously as Cii-.,, ,( r < r, (1692); perhaps the most repre-

sentative is ilr. fottiiifitira's Divorce Case, written in 16(7.

The most eminent Anglican casuist was Robert Sanderson

(1687-1662), bishop ot Lincoln, whose de Obligatione Consnentiae

(1647) is generally regarded as the strongest book on the sub-

ject; he wrote "also Nine Cases of Conscience oceasianally

determined (1678).

With the bii'th of the ISth cent, ethical interest

shifts its centre ; thanks to the Deistic contro-

versy and the advance of science, the venue changes

with Hobbes (15S8-1679) and Cudworth (1617-88),

whose Treatise on Eternal and Immutable Morality

(1731) illustrates the new issues. No doubt, sub-

jective discussion of conscience is maintained, as

may be seen from Joseph Butler's (169'2-1752)

Sermons on Human Nature (1726) ; but the famous

pas.sage on probability as the guide of life, at the

beginning of the Analogy (1736), has no specific

casuistical reference.

Similar subjectivity mav be traced in Thomas Ruthcrtcrth a

(171"-71) An Essay on the Nature and Obligations of Virtue

(1744) but, as a reply to Samuel Clarke (1675-17'29), its central

interest is theoretical. Philip Doddridge (1702-51) manifesto

kindred tendencies in the ranks of Dissent not unfriendly to

the Church (The Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul,

1746) • finallv, the stream loses itself in the prolixities of Tucker

(1706-74), a 'leisured lavman (The Light of Nature Puri-ued,

1766-77), and in the academic, utilitarian prudences of Paley

(1743-1806) and Whewell (1794-1866).

In the early years of the Oxford Movement the

r.amiiton Lectures on ' Scholastic Philosophy,' by

K. U. Hampden (1793-1868), which refer to casuistry

incidentally, stirred up a hornets' nest (cf. K. ^\

.

Church, the Oxford Movement\ 1892, p. 152 f.),

and led to acrimonious discussion marked by no

little intellectual ca.suistry (cf. Introduction to iJi'^

[1832] ; Edin. Rev. l.xiii. ; Dublin Rev. xvii. [1868]

;

Theol. Rev. viii.), which, moreover, concerned the

whole authoritative basis of casuistical guidance

as conceived in Moral Theology. The Con.^ricnee,

Lectures on Casuistry (1868), of .1. F. D. Maurice

(1805-72), is by no means a iirofoun<l work. Hence-

forward the Anglican development may be said to

turn upon the accom|)animcnts and results of the

'Anglo-Catholic' movement. While these are a
continuation of the tendency within the Church,

dating from the 17th cent., to maintain the chief

traditions of pre-Kcformation teaching, their con-

temporary manifestation begins with Edward
Houverie Pusey (1800-82). The renewed practice

of confession goes back to the publication of his

two sermons. The Entire Absohition of the Penitent

(1846). Prior to this there should be mentioned

Tlie Chvrrhman's Manual (1833), by the Trailarian

coterie at Oxford, and Tracts for the Times (n^ye-

cially No. 80, 'On Reserve in Communicating
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Religious Knowledge' [IS37], liy Isaac Williams
[180'2-65]). Moved liy tlio ouUry over The Priest

in Absolution, I'usey pvodueed Advicefor l/iosc who
exercUc tlie Ministri/ of Jteroneiliut ion tlironijh

Confession and Absolution (1S78). It is based on

the Mnnud dcs Confesseurs ^•> (1872), by tlie cele-

brated Frendi casuist, Abb6 Jean Joseph Gaunie
(180'2-79). The liistorical introiluction gives a

carehil account of ojiinion in the Anglican Church,

while the body of the book has been so revised and
worked over as to be practically Pusey's rather

than Gaume's (cf. II. P. Liddon, Life ofE. B. Pusey,

1893-94, iv. 303 f.).

AiiiotiK significant works in whicli the movement has crys-

tallized are: William Qresle.v, The Ordinance of Cmifession^

(lSo2); The Priest in Absolution: A Mamml for such as are

called unto the Higher Ministries in the English Church (1866) ;

The Church and the World, edited by Orby Shipley (esp. Art.

vii., ' Private Confession and Absolution,' 1866-08) ; Tracts for

the Day (1868) ; Pardon through the Precious Blood, or the

Benefit of Absolution (1S~0) ; with the exception of the famous
Priest in Ahsoluti&n, these deal mainly with the sacramental

aspect of the question. The ethical and casuistical problems

are discussed in the following : J. Skinner, A Synopsis of Moral
and Ascetical Theology (1882), a work that has received warm
commendation from Anglo-Catholics ; John J. Elmendorf, Pro-

fessor at Racine College, Wisconsin, U.S., Elements of Moral
Theology based on the Sumtrut Theologiae of St. Thomas Aquinas
(New York, 1892) ; W. W. Webb (1857- ), bishop of Milwaukee,
Cure of Souls (1892). the manual commonly used in the American
branch of the English Church.

Anglo-Catholics would probably admit that, on
the whole question of casuistry in morals, they
have been too dependent iipon Roman sources.

For, consonant with the English, as contrasted

with the Latin, temperament, they incline to

deal as simply and plainly as possible with the

issues raised, avoiding too curious subtleties. The
standard of a positive righteousness, rather than
the attempt to explain aAvay moral situations, best

consorts with the atmosphere where English and
American Churchmen are most at home. Tlie

leaders would contend, doubtless, that the im-

Eortance of casuistry as an aid to conduct has

een minimized unduly, and that the increasing

complications of modern life render necessaiy the
guidance of a fixed scheme for the application of

general principles to particular cases.

LlTBRATURE.

—

N.B. With reference to the following list, two
points must be remembered : (I) Outside Romanism and
Anglicanism, casuistical questions involve so many general
factors of accommodation that the treatment is usuaUy inci-

dental to other problems, often quite subordinate. As concerns
accommodation, for example, the historj' of Galileo's or Darwin's
discoveries affords admirable illustrations. (2) The literature is

BO vast that this list can be taken onlj' as suggestive, not com-
plete. In addition to the works mentioned in the text above :

I. General : art. ' Casuistry ' in EBr 9, DPhP (and in vol. ii.

pt. ii. lit. of ' Christian Ethics,' p. 874 ;
' Casuistry,' p. 880 ;

' Con-
science,' p. 882), Catholic Encyc, Diet, de thiol, cath. (lit. full),

Pi2£2.3; art. 'Development of Doctrine in the Apocalyptic
Period,' EDB, vol. v.; art. 'Accommodation' in Hastings'
DCG, DPhP, Cath. Encyc, Wetzer-Welte's Eirchenlex.'^ ; art.

'Adiaphora' in Cath. Encyc, PRES, Wetzer-Welte 2 ; art.
' Ablass ' in i6. ; art. ' Indulgenzen' in PRE'^; artt. 'Jesuiten-
orden' in PRE^, 'Jesuiten' in Wetzer-Welte 2 ; art. 'Moral-
theologie ' in ib. (cf . Index vol.) ; art. ' Probabilismus ' in PRE'-^,
Wetzer-Welte (cf. Inde.x vol.); art. 'Summa' in ib, (cf. Index
vol.); art. ' Werke, gute' in PRES, Wetzer-Welte «.

II. GRjECO-Romak: E. Zeller, Gr. Phil, to time of Soc. ii.

394 f. (Eng. tr. 1881), Socrates and the Socratic School, chs.

i. ii. vui. (Eng. tr.ii 1377), The Stoics, Epicureans, aiut Sceptics,

chs. xi. xii. xx. (Eng. tr.2 1880) ; G. Dronke, Die rel. u. sittl.

Vorstellungen d. Aeschylosu. Sophocles (ISQl) ; J. Walter, Die
Lehre v. d. prakt. Venxunft in d. gr. Philos. (1874) ; H. Gilow,
Das Verhdltniss d. gr. Philosophie z. gr. Volksreliqion (1876)

;

L. Schmidt, Die Eihik d. alien Griech., 2 vols. (1882) ; A. W.
Benn, The Greek Philosophers, vol. i. ch. ii. (1882) ; G. Grote,
Bist, of Greece, ch. Ixvii. (vol. viii. ed. of 1883) ; M. Heinze,
Euddmonismus in d. griech. Phil. (1833) ; K. Kdstlin, Ethik
d. klaas. Alterthums, vol. i. (1887) ; P. Girard, L'Edncation
ath^ienne au v' et iv* siicle avant J.-C. (1889) ; A. BonhofFer,
Epictet u. d. Stoa (1890) ; G. L. Dickinson, The Greek View of
lAfe (1896); E. Pfleiderer, Sokrates u. Plato (1896); A. D
Thomson, Euripides and the Attic Orators (IS9S); W. Nestle,
Euripides d. Dichter d. gr. AufkUirung (1901); A. Dyroff,
D. Ethik d. altenStoa{\m): W. Windelband, flisf. of Anc
Philos. (Eng. tr. 1899) ; W. H. S. Jones, Gr. Morality in rela-

tion to Institutions (li)Oe, lit. full) ; E. E. G. and F. B. Jevons,
The Makers of Hellas (1906) ; P. Decharme, Euripides and the
Spirit ofhii Dratnas(Kng. tr. 1900); E. G. Sihler, Testimonium
AninuB, or Greek ajia Romxtn before Jesus Christ, esp. chs. viii.

ix. xii. xviii. (1908) : P. Masqueray, Euripide et ses idfes (1908)

;

J. Adam, 'Phe Reli'/iuus Teachers of Greece (Oitlord Lectures),

liCots. xiii.-xvii. (191)8).

III. JEWISH: artt. ' .\ccommodation of the Law,* '.\broga-

tion of the Law,' ' Antinomianism,' 'Gemara,' 'Ilalakah,'

'Legalism,' 'Midrash,* 'Moses ben Maimon,' * Nomism,' 'Pass-

over,' ' I'hilo (in relation to tlie Halakah),' ' Pilpul,' 'Sabbath,'
'Talnuid' (with relative literature), in JE; art. 'Talmud'' in

UDB (vol. v.); JQU i. 289 f., v. 617 f., vii. 201 f., viii. 392 f.,

x. If., xi. 626 f., xiii. 171 f., xix. 616 f. ; A. O. Lovejoy, in

AJTh, vol. xi. No. 2 ; 'Guide to the Paplexed' of Moses Mai-
monitUs, tr. by M. Friedlander, 3 vols. (1886), in 1 vol.2 (1904)

;

S. Schechter, .studies in Judaism, chs. 1-9 (1896); M. Muret,
L'Espritjuif : E.'<sai dc psych, ethnitme (19Q1) ; M. L. Rodkin-
son. Hist, of the Talmud from the Time of its Formation up
to the Present Time, 2 vols. (1904); M. Lazarus, Ethik d.

Judenthums (1898) ; S. Schechter, Some Aspects of Rabbinic
Theology, chs. viii.-xi. xiii. xviii. (1909).

IV. CURISTIAH: (a) EARLY MOVEMENT: C. B. Hun-
deshagen, Ueber a. Natur u. d. gesch. Entwickelung d.

Humanitiitsidie (1852); O. Zockler, Kritische Gesch. d.

Askese (1863); Thoma, Gesch. d. chr. Sittenlehre in d. Zeit.

d. N. Testaments (1879) ; H. J. Bestmann, Gesch. d. chr. Sitte,

vols. i. and ii., early period (1880-85) ; H. H. Scullard, Early
Christian Ethics in'tlie West : from Clement to Ambrose (1907).

—{6) ROMAN CATHOLIC : Claris Regia Sacerdotmn, Casuum
Conscientiee sice Thcol. Mor. Thesaurus Locos Omnes aperiens,

etc., authore R. P. D. Greg:orio Sauro, Anglo, Ordinis S.

Benedicti, Congregationis Casinensis (very detailed and curious,

1628); Alf. Mar. de Liguori, Theol. Mor., novam ed. emen-
datam et opportunis notis auctam curavit M. Haringer,

8 tomi (1881); J. J. I. DoUinger and F. H. Reusch, Gesch. d.

Moralstreitigkeiten seit d. 16tcn Jahrh. rnit Beitrdgen z. Gesch.

d. Jesuitenordens, 2 vols. (1889); A. Douarche, L'UniDcrsiti

de Paris et lei Jisuites (xei' et xrii' siMes) (1888) ; A. P.
Faugfere, Des Provinciales de Pascal, 2 vols. (1886-96) ; Sainte-
Beuve, Port Royal^, 7 vols. (1867), i. 625 f., ii. 265 f., iii. 88,

109 f., 126 f., 141 f., 214 f., 224 f., 269, 269, 287 f., 304 f. , 601, iv. 67,

422, 484 f., 564, 668 f., v. 479 f., 615; C. Beard, Port Royal
(1873), vol. i. bk. ii. chs. ii. iv. v., vol. ii. bk, iii. ch. ii.

; J. Owen,
The Skeptics of the French Renaissance (1893), p. 731 1. ; E.
Boutroux, Pascal (Eng. tr. 1902) ; A. Kijster, Ethik Pascals

:

eine hist. Studie (1907); K. Bornhausen, 'Ethik Pascals'

(Studien z. Gesch. d. neuem Protest., pt. ii. 1907) ; F. Strowski,
Hist, du sentiment religieux en France ait xvii^ si^cle, pt. iii.

' Pascal et son Temps : Les Provinciales et les Pens^es ' (1908)

;

Perrault, La Morale des Jisuites, 3 vols. (1667-72) ; G. Don-
cieux, Un Jisuite homme de lettres au xvii^ siicle, le Pbre
Bttuhours (1886); A. Stockl, Gesch. d. Phil. d. Mittelalters,

3 vols. (1864-66); G. BuUiat, Thesaurus Phil. Thomislicae

(1907); M. Sailer, Handb. d. chr. Moral (1834): Werner,
System d. chr. Ethik, 3 vols. (1860-53) ; E. Muller, Theol. Mor.*

(1883) ; Gury, Casus Consc. (1881) ; A. Keller, D. Moraltheol.

d. Pater Gury - (1869); Bouquillon, Theol. Mor. Fundamentalis
(1903) ; Mausbach, D. kath. Moral, ihre Methoden, Gnindsdtze
u. Aufgaben^ (W02.); J. Rickaby, Moral Philosophy, or Ethics

aiui Natural Law (1888) ; Slater, A Manual of Moral Theology

in English-speaking Countries (1908); M. de Wulf, Scholasti-

cism, Old and New : An Introduction to Scholastic Philosophy,

Mediceml and Modern (Eng. tr. 1007) ; L. Garrignet, TraiU
de sociologie d'aprls les principes de la thiol, cath. i. ' R^^me
de la Propriety' (1907); A. Rosmini-Serbati, Philosophical

System (Eng. tr. 1882), Principi dellaScienza Mor. (1867), Storia

comparativa e critica de' sistemi intomo al principio delta mor,

(1837), Trattato delta coscienza mar. (1839), Sulla definizione

delta legge mor. e sulla teoria deW e.'isere ideate (1841), Sui
prindpw 'La legge dubbia non obbliga ' e sulla retta -maniera

di applicarlo (1850) ; F. Mefiert, Der hi. Alfons v. Liguori,

der Eirchenlehrer «. Apologet d. IS. Jahrh. (1901); Joseph
Mausbach, ' Christlich • katholische Ethik ' (in Kultur d.

Genemvart, Teil i. Abt. 4, 22, 1909) ; M. Cronin, The Science of
Ethics, vol. i.

' General Ethics ' (1909, vol. ii. to follow)
; J. L.

Perrier, The Revival of Scholastic Philosophy in the 19th Cen-
tury (1909, lit. full).—(c) PROTESTANT : W. M. L. de Wette,
Chr, Sittenlehre, esp. vol. ii. (1819-23); H. G. Tzschimer,
Prot. u. Cath. (li« d. Standpunkt d. Politik betrachtet (1822);

K. F. Staudlin, Neues Lehrb. d. Moral fiir Theologen^ (1826);

Schwarz, Sittenlehre d. evang. Christenthums als WissoischaH
(1830) ; R. Rothe, 7'heol. Ethik'^ (1870) ; A. F. C. Vilmar, Vortes-
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CATACOMBS.—The numerous ancient Chris-
tian cemeteries, better known hy tlie generic n.aine

of ' cataconib.s,' constitute the most notable monu-
ment of primitive Christianity in Rome which lias

come down to us. Tlieir origin goes back to the
1st cent. A.D., and is directly connected with the
preaching and difl'usion of (Christianity in Rome
initiated by the ^Vpostle Peter. Just as the Jewish
community in Rome had its places of assembly in

the synagogues, and its places of burial in the
Jewish cemeteries, so the Christian community in

Rome had, even from the end of the 1st cent., its

places for liturgical meetings called ecde.fiw domes-
ticce or iiiuli, .and common cemeteries which were
in close connexion with and dependence upon these
same ancient tittdi. Thus, we know that the very
ancient cemetery of Priscilla, tlie oldest in subter-
ranean Rome, situated on the Via Salaria Nuova,
was dependent ujion and connected with the tituli

in memory of Pudens in the ' Vico Patricio,' and
with tlioseof Aquilaand Priscilla on the Aventine,
as has been shown by G. B. de Rossi. And, just as

the primitive tituli had their origin in tlie houses
of ricli C'liristian patricians who placed at the
dLsposal of the faithful, for their meetings, one or
more halls in their palaces, so the first citbicnla

and galleries of the catacombs were excavated
beneath tlie sulturban farms of soim; of the faithful,

who placed at tlie di.spo.sal of their brethren in

the faitli the area above and below ground of their

country properties. Thus, from the very first, the
Christian cemeteries were safeguarded under the
protection of private possession. That this was the
origin of the cemetery excavations is clearly proved
by the very names of the Roman cemeteries, which
almost .always have .a double denomination—the
first consisting of the iiorsonal n.ame of the ancient
possessor of the property in which the cemetery
was excavated, the .-.econd of the name of the
martyrs who, in the centuries when peace prevailed,
were held in especial reverence there, e. 17. 'cocmo-
terium Pr;itextati ad S. Januarium,' 'coemeterium
Pontiani ad SS. Abdon et Sennen,' 'ccenieterium
Domitilla! ad SS. Nereiim et Achilleum,' etc.

The excavation of the first nuclei of the Roman
catacombs must have been very restricted, and so
it rem.ained throughout the whole of the 1st and
2nd cents. ; the great system of cemetery excava-

tion which we see to-day belongs almost exclusively
to the 4th cent., .and the regions belonging to the
1st and 2nd cents, are rare.

At the beginning of the 3rd cent., owing to the
extraordin;uy increase in the number of the Chris-
tians, the cemeteries underwent a correspondingly
wide extension. It was precisely on this account
that the catacombs were considered by the Roman
authorities to be the collective property of the
cor^^as Clirislianorum, that is, of tlie Christian
society ; and this exposed the catacombs directly

to temporary confiscations by tlie Imperial govern-
ment. This is the heroic period, so to speak, in

the history of the Roman catacombs. During the
storm and continous succession of the terrible

persecutions of the 3rd cent., the Christian ceme-
teries were twice confiscated, namely, during the
persecution of Valerian in the year 258, and during
that of Diocletian in the ye.ar 303. Of this
dangerous period in the history of our cemeteriea
the echoes .and traces remain in the excavations
themselves, as well as in the inscriptions in the
cat.aeombs. At that time, and particularly in the
second half of the 3rd cent., secret and hidden
entrances were opened ; and de Rossi was able to
verify the existence in the cemetery of Callixtus
of a mysterious stairway, cut short and hanging
as it were in mid-air, which must have been con-
structed for the purpose of escape from danger in
times of persecution and of confiscation of the
cemeteries. Further, the Christian epigraphy of
the 3rd cent, refiects the very difficult conditions
in which the society of the faithful found itself,

for this epigraphy is more than ever bound by the
restrictions of the arcani disciplina (q.v.), which
reveals itself in an involved and enigmatic sym-
bolism which escaped the attention of the profane.
The great persecution of Diocletian, which was

the longest, the most sanguinaiy, and the most
terrible of all, for ever ended the cruel struggle
which for three centuiaes Christianity, with the
wea]ions of humility and with the moral and
religious force of its new principles, had carried on
against a decrepit and conaipt paganism. Con-
stantine, after his victory over Maxcntius at the
Milvian bridge, proclaimed at Milan (.\.D. 313),
together with his colleague Licinius, the edict
wliicii granted a final peace to the Church. Chris-
tianity triumphed, and its shout of victory found a
faithful echo even in the obscure caves of the
Roman catacombs. In the 4th cent, the excavation
of cemeteries extended in a marvellous w.ay, and
subterranean architecture attained .an imposing
magnificence of form and of style previously
unknown, so that, even in its external forms,
catacomb excavation demonstrates the security,

tramiuillity, .and peace which characterized that
happy century in the history of Christianity.

'I'he cemeteries above ground, or sub dim, whi<di
had been formed in modest proportions even
from the time of the persecutions, were greatly
developed in the Const,antini,an and post-Constau-
tinian periods ; they were embellished with
basilicas, cells, exedrse, and porticoes, while, with
this increase and spread of sepulture above ground,
subterranean burial propcn-tionately decreased.
The most important and characteristic period is

that of the second b.alf of the 4th cent., and in this

period stands <mt the grand figure of Pope Damasus.
During the persecution of Diocletian some historical

crypts had been concealed by the ('hristians in

order to preserve them from the fury of the pagans.
Pope Dam.asus, in the turbulent period of the
schism of Ursinus, had made a vow that, if he
were able to bring back the clergy to the wished-
for unity, he would restore and adorn the crypts
of the martyrs. After his triumph in that ditiicult

crisis, Daniasns kept his promise. He found again
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the crypts wliich were lii<Ulen beneath tlio nihliisli

;

he i'on>iti'uctocl new entrances, wider anil more
eoniiuoilions, to facilitate the pious iiiliirinis' access
to the venerate,! toiuhs : and he opcneil liii-e.rnnria

to-i\e H-ht and air to the crypts, which he also
enhu'^ed aiideMiliellisheil,j)lacint,' there iaseriptions,

for the most )>art in metrical form, in which he
related the circumstances of the martyrdom of the
saints, and at times referred to the works which
he himself had executed. These epigraphs he
caused to be engraved in honour of the martyrs, in

a special form of calligra) ihy known to archoeologists

as ' Damasan,' or ' Filocalan,' because it was
invented by Damasus's friend, Furius Dionysius
FUocalus. Many were the works carried out by
Damasus in the crypts of the Roman catacombs,
and these were continued and brought to a con-
clusion by his immediate successor, Siricius.

These works of restoration and embellishment
excited a lively desire among Christians to liave

their tombs within or near the venerated crypts.
In this way there arose the so-called rctro-sanctos,
that is, regions or galleries in the cemeteries,
excavated near the historical crypts, and in which
the faithful strove to obtain sepulture, in order to
be materially as near as possible to the tombs of
the martjTs. The ardour with which this endeavour
\\'as prosecuted caused the grave-diggers to take
advantage of it for the purpose of gain ; and, at
the end of the 4th cent, and at the beginning of
the 5th, the buying and selling of subterranean
sepulchres remained the almost exclusive privilege
of the fossores, who at times sold the sepiilchres

near the tombs of the martyrs at a very high
price.

Cemetery excavations finally ceased in the first

half of the oth cent., and tlienceforward burial took
place in cemeteries formed sub dim over the
catacombs until the middle of the 6th cent., when,
these cemeteries being abandoned and the funeral
prescriptions of the Laws of the XII Tables for-

gotten, centres for bnrial began to be formed
within the city. Thns, after the catacombs had
been used for about four centuries as cemeteries,
they became exclusively sanctuaries of the martyrs,
and consequently the goal of devout pilgrimages.
The pilgrims came from all parts of the Roman
world, and especially from the northern regions of
Europe ; and in the so-called Itineraries of the
Pilgrims we have vivid and very eloquent evidence
of these continued visits, which went on from the
6th to the Oth century. These valuable guides to
the historic sanctuaries of the Roman catacombs
constitute the fundamental documents for the
reconstruction of the topography of subterranean
Rome ; they were compiled in the 7th and 8th cen-
turies by priests of the Roman Church, for the use
of the pilgrims who came to Rome, and not by the
pilgrims themselves, as the present writer has
recently demonstrated (Nuovo Bullcttino d'archco-
logia cristiana, 1909, p. 79 fl'.). During this period
many Popes set themselves to adorn the historic
tombs with paintings and other ornaments, and to
repair them ; and we still see the traces of their
labours, and sometimes we have a record of them
in the biographies of Popes in the Liber Pontijiadis.
We thus reach the 9th cent., with which

terminates this first long period in the history of
the catacombs. Continual invasions and raids,

especially those of the Lombards, in the Roman
Campagna had rendered them insecure and too
much exposed to damage and ruin. The Popes,
in this state of things, saw themselves constrained,
however un\\-illingly, to remove the bodies of the
martyrs from the catacombs, and to place them in
security in the churches and basilicas of the city.
Thus commenced the period of translation, and
the translations were carried out in the case of a

great number of the martyrs by I'opes Paul I.,

Stephen III., P.aschal I. in the beginning of the
Oth century, and finally Leo IV. in the middle of

the 9th century. With the translations of this

last Pope, the catacombs were almost totally de-
prived of their most precious treasures ; and, on
this account, visits to the suburban sanctuaries
gradually ceased, their chief object having come
to an end. The crypts gradually came to be
abandoned, and the earth, precipitated down the
stairways and the lucernaria, slowly filled up the
crypts and subterranean galleries, which thus dis-

appeared and became liidden in the cour.se of

centuries. The oblivion into which these sanctu-
aries had fallen hindered a right knowledge of the
topography of the Roman catacombs, and the
names of individual cemeteries were confused and
identified with those of contiguous cemeteries. In
this way, in the course of the lOtii and 11th
centuries, the Roman catacombs were forgotten
by every one. There remained only here and
there in the Roman Campagna a few names which
vaguely recalled the great historic memories of the
monuments and of the martyrs of the primitive
Church.
From the 10th and lltli centuries down to the

first half of the 15th the Roman catacombs lay
neglected and forgotten. It is with this century
that the dawn of a new period begins. The first

visitors to the subterranean cemeteries were the
Minor Friars, who, between the years 1433 and
1482, examined a region of the cemetery of
Callixtus, on the Appian Way. Only one date is

anterior to this period, namely, that of 1432, con-
nected with the name of Johannes Lonck. In
1475 the members of the Roman Academy, with
the celebrated humanist, Pomponio Leto, at their

head, went through some regions of the cemeteries
of Callixtus, Praitextus, Priscilla, and SS. Peter
and Marcellinus, not for the purpose of a pious and
religious examination, but out of mere scientific

and literary curiosity. The visits of the Roman
Academy remained fruitless of scientific results,

and found no echo among contemporaries.
At the end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th

cent., Antonio Bosio, who may be regarded as the
real founder of Christian archaeology, descended
into the catacombs. He went through many of

the Roman cemeteries, and diligently studied, with
adequate scientific criteria, their historical records,

connecting the notices of the Acts of the Martyrs
with the topography of the cemeteries. The fruit

of his immense labours appeared in a posthumous
work entitled Roma Sotterranea Cristiana (Rome,
1632). Bosio died in the ye,ar 1629 ; but even from
the beginning of the 17 th cent, a mischievous
tendency turned aside those who studied Christian
archteology from the system of topographical re-

search so happily instituted by Bosio. At that
time began the search for the bodies of the martyrs,
based upon criteria scientifically false ; and the
catacombs were compelled to undergo a deplorable,
however pious, sack. In this work of anxious and
feverish search for the bodies of the saints, the
canon Marcantonio Boldetti distinguished himself.

He had in his possession a very treasure of cemetery
monuments, and during the space of forty years he
examined numerous regions of the catacombs which
up till then had remained intact. In his work
entitled Osservazioni sopra i sacri cimiteri dei

Snnti Martin ed antichi cristiani (Rome, 1720),
he gathered together, without any scientific order,
a great number of records, without troubling him-
self with aught save the distinctive signs and the
recognition of the bodies of the martyrs. This
false tendency threw discredit upon the study of

the Roman catacombs, while Protestantism derided
the search for relics, and Montfaueon wTote a
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pamiililet to demonstrate the small number of

martyrs belon";in<; to the catacombs of Ivoine. The
IStli cent, marks the most deplorable i)eriod in the

history of the Koman catacomlis ; they were
]iliindered of their most noteworthy treasures, the
inscriptions were dispeised, the hiculi were violated,

and the paintinj;s were removed.
VV^ith the commencement of the 19th cent, a new

period opened in the study of Christian archa^o-

lo^'y. The names of Adami, Uaoul-ltochette, and
Settele, with the learned compositi(ins of which
they were the authors, mark tliis notable revival.

The learned Jesuit, I'adre Giuseppe Marclii, ^'ave

a delinite impulse to this study, and puljlished in

1844 his important work on the Monuim;nti delh
arti cristinnc primifii'e nclla mctropoli (lei cristlan-

esimo. Marchi happily arrived at some data for a
scientific .system, and he had the great merit of

being the master of Giovanni IJattista de Kcssi, the

restorer of the science of Christian archa-ology.

The young disciple at once perceived the imjjort-

ance of Christian epigraphy and topography. Of
the former he laid down the chief canons and the

fundamental laws, and, with respect to the latter,

he showed for the first time the great importance
of the Itineraries ofthe Pilgrims. He created, from
its f(mndations, the science of cemetery topography,
which he based upon solid and unshakable criteria,

so that during his long scientifie career he w'as aWe
to find again many of the historical crypts of the

catacombs. De Rossi published three volumes of the

Nuovu noma Sotterranea (1864, 1867, 1877). After
his death, study and research were continued by a

numerous band of students, among whom the names
of his disciples constantly hold the first place, and
who constituted the first and true Roman school of

Christian archa-ology. The.semen were wortby con-

tinuators of the work of the great master ; and we
may record, as atributeof sincere praise, the names
of Henrj' Stevenson, Mariano Arniellini, and Orazio

Maruceiii : the first two were very soon removed
by death, and to the third has now been deservedly
assigned by the Commission of Sacred Archaeology

the compilation of some volumes of the Nuorn
Ronut Sottf.rranea, a work which has for its pur-

pose the prosecution of that already begun in so

ma.sterly a way by de Kossi (1st fasc. lUOlt).

The Roman catacombs occupy a long zone of the
breadth of three miles around the city of Rome,
starting from the walls of Aurelian. They had
tlieir primitive entrances upon the margin of the

great consular roads, or near the small cross-ways

which led off from the principal roads. These
entrances were constructed in the full light of day,
wliich proves that the Cliristians possessed ceme-
teries ojqvo jure from the first centuries of

Christianity. We have a fine example of this in

the raonument.al ingi-e.ss to the cemetery of

Domitilla, which opens on a cross-way of the

Via Ardcatina. The excavation of a Christian

cemetery was hegim with a stairway which de-

scended from the surface of the ground ; directly

it reached the level of the granular tufa, the first

gallery, with its cuhirula, was ex<;avated at its

foot. Thus the cemeteries arose from very limited

hypoqea of a domestic character, with stairways
;

and, later on, by the enlargement of the excava-
tions, theA' joineil one another, thus forming the

immense labyrinth of the Roman cataconib.s. The
oj>inion is conseqiiently false which holds that the
cata<()mbs arose from ancient arenaria abandoned
by the pagans.
The cemetciy galleries were excavated, as has

been said, almost exclusively in the gr.annlar tufa,

and have a width of between 75 centimetres and
one metre. To right and left, loeuli were ex-

cavated in the walls, and these were sometimes
closed by marble slabs or by tiles, and were capable

of containing one or more bodies ; the nrrnsolia,

on the other hand, were formed by a tomb called

solium, over which an arch was turned, whence the

name arcosolinnt. Here and there to right and
left o|)ened ciihiriilri, or family-chambers, which
were sometimes .-idorned with paintings and marble,
and furnished with lumitinria. I'"urtlier, in the

pavement of the galleries toml)3 were made, known
by the name of forma'., and these were covered
with great slabs of marble with inscriptions.

The most precious monuments of the Roman
catacombs, with the exception of the tombs of the

martyrs, are the inscriptions and paintings, which
constitute a monumental treasury of the primitive

Roman Church. Christian epigraphy bad its rise

as early as the 1st cent. A.D., and at first was very
simple and laconic in form ; the primitive formulie

of acclamation and of invocation reduced them-
selves to short and affectionate salutations, ' pax,'
' pax tibi,' which later on became more complex

—

'pax tibi cum Sanctis,' 'vivas, vivas cum tuis,' and
the well-known salutation, 'in pace,' etc., which
became very freqiient, especially after the begin-

ning of the 3rd cent., and continued throughout
the 4th and .5th centuries. The primitive inscrip-

tions are generally distinguislied by the beautiful

form of the character employed, by the sobriety

of their wording, by the use of the most ancient

symbols, a-s, for example, an anchor (the sign of

hope in Christ), and the sign of the cross, and by
the large size of the marble slabs which shut in the

loeuli, and which, in the regions belonging to the
l.st and 2nd cents., are very large indeed. Chii.s-

tian epigi'aph}' was developed and transformed in

the 3rd cent., during which the sad conditions of

the times induced the Christians to restrict the
language of the cemetery inscriptions within the

most rigorous limit of the arcani disciplina.

During this century Christian symbolism attained

its most lofty expression both in form and in phrase-

ology. The dove figures the soul of the faithful

who longs for the beatitude of Paradise, and holds

in its beak an olive branch, Avhich is the symbol
of peace. The palm branch and the crown recall

to one's thoxight the victories over human i)assion

obtained during life, and the reward reserved for

the faithful in heaven. The mysterious symbol
of the fish, represented by the Gr. w-ord IXGTS
taken in an acrostic sense, expresses the concep-

tion : '.Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Saviour'
('ItjitoOs XpiffTAs, GeoO TI6s, '^urfip). Bread, marked
with the cross, and a basket, are Eucharistic
symbols. In the phrases ' pcroepit,' ' accepit

(gratiam),' allusion is made to baptism and to

chrism. With the beginning of the 4th cent, and
with the ' peace of Constantino,' Christian eju-

graphy appears in a triumphal dress. The mono-
gi-am %, at first emph)yed as a compendium
script U7-IH, came to be engraved .as a triumphal
sign in Christian inscriptions, which became longer

and more llowery. Eulogistic formubT, perhaps
not always merited, were ascribed to the de.a<l,

such as ' totius bonitatis,' ' totius innocentiae.' In

the meantime inscriptions with consular dates,

which in the first three centuries were rare, grew
more frequent ; these form a class of ei)igraph.H

very valuable for tlio study of cemetery chroiuilogy,

aiicl de Rossi used them in a masterly way in his

studj- and restoration of tlie Imperial /((.s/j.

In the second half of tlie 4th cent, the great

historical inscriptions of Popes Damasus and
Siricius appear, of which we have spoken alK)ve.

In the 5th cent., cemetery epigraphy ce.t«es ; but,

on the other hand, the inscriptions of the cemeteries

above ground grow frequent, and tliese are dis-

tinguislieil from the others by the jirolixity of their

wording, by thcii" more decaye<l style of palaeo-

graphy, ami, above all, by the form and dimensions
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of the slabs. In these cemeteries above grountl,

moreover, Christian scnlpture makes a sliow, and
this is cliieHy reiireseiiteii l)y sarcophagi of marble.
Sarcopli^i^'i are not common in the galleries aii<l

s\ibtcrrancan cryjits, though they are found at

times in the primitive Iiypmjea, as in that of Acilii

Glabrioncs in I'ristilla, and in that called VcslihuUi

del Flavii in Domililla. Uut these cannot possibly

be regarded as Christian s.-ircophagi, since tliere

are represented upon them scenes from the cosmic
and marine cycle, ornamental figures and rejire-

sontations of the vintage and of country and
|i,i>if oral life—types, in a word, which the Christians

liad learned in the workshops from the pagans, and
of which they took care to select those scenes

which did not ofl'end the principles of their faith or

of Cliristian morals. True Christian sarcophagi are

met with only in the 3rd and 4th centuries.

Christian art from the 4th to the 6th cent, is very
rude. Upon the sarcophagi appear scenes referring

to facts in theOT and NT, and these are, moreor less,

always repeated in the same way on tliis class of

monuments. The conditions of Christian painting
are much the same. In the 1st and 3rd cents, it

contents itself for the most part with indifl'erent

and ornamental subjects, drawn from contemporary
classic art, to which it closely approaches in the
exquisite beauty of its artistic execution ; such,

for example, are the paintings on the vault of the

vestibxile of the Flavii in Domitilla, and the paint-

ings in the chambers of the crypts of Lucina in

Callixtus. At the same time, we have, even from
the 1st and 2nd cents., paintings with subjects and
symbols which are really Christian, as, for instance,

the very ancient Madonna in the cemetery of

Priscilla, the scene of Daniel among the lions in

the vestibule of tlie Flavii, and the Eucharistic
symbols and the figure of the Good Shepherd in

the crypt of Lucina. The great development of

Christian painting took place in the 3rd and 4th
centuries. The paintings of this age, especially

those which adorn the arcosolia and the crypts, are

formed according to the funerary conceptions of

the so-called ordo commendationis animae, that is,

the prayers which the priest pronounced by the
bed of the dying one, in commending his soul to

God. These wonderful prayers of the most ancient
Roman liturgy are accurately reflected in the
arrangement of the scenes depicted on the lunette
and on the vault of the arcosolium. The prayers
express the thought of the liberation of the soul of

the dead, just as Isaac was delivered from the
hand of his father Abraham, Daniel from the
lions' den, and the Three Children from the fiery

furnace ; and, in fact, we see in the paintings of

the arcosolia the scene of the Three Children in

the furnace, that of Isaac, and that of Daniel.
With the cessation of cemetery sepulture this first

period of Christian art comes to an end, and it is

followed by that characterized by paintings in the
Byzantine style, executed by the Popes in the
historical crypts from the 5th to the 9tb century.

It will be useful at this point to make a very
brief reference to these liistorical crypts. By his-

torical crypts are t(j be understood chambers where
martyrs, liistorically known to us, were buried

;

for it is certain that great numbers of other martyrs
were buried in the Roman catacombs, either alone
or in pohjandri, i.e. tombs for several bodies, of

whom it may be said, to employ a Cliristian phrase,
' quonim nomina Dens scit, and to these Daniasus
at times makes allusion in his inscriptions. In
their origin the tombs of the martyrs were in

simple rAibimda, or in the galleries which, as we
have said above, were altered, embellished, and
enlarged from the 4th cent, onwards ; to this

period the Byzantine paintings belong, as we have
already remarked.

From the time when the exploration of the
Roman catacombs commenced until the middle of

the 19th cent., i.e. during the space of almost three
centuries, only three historical crypts were found.
Bosio, in IGIO, discovered the historical crypt of

SS. A bdon and Sennen in the cemetery of I'onti-

anus, on the Via I'ortucnsis ; in 1720, Boldetti
discovered that of SS. Felix and Adauctua in the
cemetery of Coinmodilla, near the Via Ostiensis ;

and in 1845, Marchi discovered that of SS. Protus
and Hyacinthus in the cemetery of St. Hermes, on
the Via Salaria Vecchia. The attempt was dis-

couraging : one historical crypt per century, and
what is more, all discovered by mere chance.
De Rossi addressed himself, by means of a sure

system, to the arduous work of discovering the
historical crypts in the labyrinths of the cemeteries,
making use, in the first place, of the Itineraries of
the Pilgrims, and then of the data afforded by the
monuments, as we shall now show. He searched
those parts of the cemeteries where remains of

constructions were visible, or where there were
heaps of rubbish which had been precipitated from
above, for these indicated the presence of some
notable monument. It was in this way that he
discovered the cemetery basilica of SS. Nereus and
Acbilleus on the Via Ardeatina. Another very
important indication consisted in a number, more
or less large, of luminaria arranged in series ; for

this was evidence that that region had been
especially illuminated in order to render it acces-
sible to the pilgrims, and was thus an indication of
the existence of an historical crypt. This, in fact,

he met with in the historical group of the tombs
of the Popes and of St. Cecilia in the cemetery of
Callixtus. Another decisive indication was found
in the ' Damasan ' inscriptions which were placed
by Pope Daniasus in the historical crypts. Finally,

the presence of Byzantine paintings indicated that
a crypt had been visited and frequented during the
period in whicli ordinary sepulture there had
ceased. By this happy method of divination, de
Rossi was able to make numerous important dis-

coveries in the Roman catacombs, leaving as an
inheritance to his successors in these studies a wide
field of scientific research.

We conclude this general exposition of the
history and monuments of the Roman catacombs
by expressing the fervent hope that the subter-
ranean city of the martyrs will soon be able to
hail the day in which all its monuments will come
to light ; they will thus constitute in their entirety
the grandest collection which it is possible to desire
of the primitive monuments of Christianity.'

[1 While by far the most unportant and the best known
catacombs are in or near Rome, there are a considerable number
of others, not only in Italy, but also in Eg:>-pt (Alexandria),
Northern Africa (Arch-Zara), Sicily (Syracuse', Palermo, Grazia
di Carini, Frangapani, near Girgenti), Malta (Abbatiatad-Deyr,
Tal-Liebru), Melos (near Tr3*piti, in the valley of Keima), Lower
Italy (Sorrento, Atripalda, Cimitile, Sessa, Naples [a large num-
ber, of which the chief are those of SS. Gennaro, Gaudioso, and
Severo], Castellamare [the catacomb of Venosa in Apulia is most
prob.ably of Jewish origin]). Central Italy (Bazzano, P.aganica,
catacomb of St. Vittorino near Aquila, Monte Leone, Bolsena,
Chiusi, Caere, Nepi, Sutri, Sorrino Nova, Viterbo, Vulci, catacomb
of St. Eutizio near Soriano, Rig;nano),with which must bereckoned
such suburban catacombs as those at Albano, Nemi, Velletri,

Gabii, and Baccano. North of the Alps there are no catacombs,
properly speakine (for a full Hat of catacombs, with considerable
description and abundant references to the literature bearing on
them, seeN. Miiller in PRE3 x. 804-813, 848-850, SS2-S61, 866a-
S66b). Many of the extra-Italian catacombs are of relatively early
date, though they were formed later than those in or near Rome.
The oldest portions of the catacomb of -St. Maria di Gesii, near
Syracuse, probably date from the 3rd cent., while that of St.

Giovanni, near the same city, may be as early as 320. The cata-
comb of Tr,\Tjiti, in Melos, dates from the 4th cent., and those
in Malta mainly from the 4th and 6th centuries.

It may perhaps be worth noting that the so-called catacombs
of Paris are not catacombs in the real sense of the word. They
were originally merely the subterr.anean quarries from which
building material for the city was obtained ; and it was not
until 1787 that they were used as receptacles for bones brought
from old cemeteries.—TiOuia IT. Gray.]
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CATECHISMS (Anglican, Roman Catholic,

Eastern Clinrche.s).—The words ' catechism ' and
'catechize' .are derived from the Greek Korr/x's"""!

a factitive of KaTr^x^'lv (Kara * down,' jjx^*^
* sounil '),

which means ' to resound,' ' din in.' To catechize

means generally to give oral instruction, as distinct

from instruction through the medium of books

;

and as such instruction is commonly given in the

form of questions and answers, tlie word is especially

used in the sense of systematic questioning. The
ecclesiastical use of the words is very early and con-

tinuous, but they are also often used of questioning

of any kind. In its ecclesiastical application, the

word ' catechism ' is used in two principal senses :

(1) of a system of oral instnietion—a method of

teaching ; (2) of the contents of the instruction,

especially of a document, generally drawn up in

the form of questions and answers, either for the
guidance of the teacher, or to be learnt by heart

by the learners themselves.

1. Methods of teaching.—In the very early days
of Cliristianity many persons must have been
admitted to baptism after a very short instruction

and examination in Christian doctrine. I!ut it can
hardly be supposed that any one can at any time
have been aiimitted into the Church without some
sort of profession of faith, and this would imply
some previous instruction. It is also quite clear

that at a very early period this instruction became
systematic and thorough. Its substance can be
gathered only indirectly ; for all the documents
that we possess were wTitten for persons who had
already received oral instruction, and it is not
likely that they should describe it. The books
of the NT were written, without exception, for

instructed and baptized Christians, and were
Intended for their further edification in the faith.

They everywhere take for gaanted, but naturally

do not describe, the earlier oral instruction that all

their readers had received. Incidentally, however,
we can gather a good deal as to its nature and
extent. See art. Catf.chumf.nate.
There are abundant indications that this cate-

chetical instruction was systematically conducted
and gradually dcvelope<l during the (irst three
centuries, though it is not until the 4th cent, that
we find it fully described. Some account of it, as

far as it could bo exjilained to heathen readers, is

given by .Justin Martyr (.-l/)&/. i. 61). The import-
ance attached to it may he gathered from the way
in which the Catechetical School at Alexandria,
the gre.at centre of the intellectual life of the
Church, is spoken of. The head of this school was

clearly regarded as filling one of the most im-

portant otlices in the Church (Euseb. HE v. 10,

vi. 3, 14, 15, 20, 29). In the 4tli cent, we have
abundant information about the catechumenate,
and also specimens of the actual instructicm given

to catechumens. The catechumenate was recog-

nizeil as a definite status ; those who were admitted
to it were called ' audientes,' aKpouifxcvoi, and they
were already regarded as in a sense Christians,

though not as ' lideles,' and were allowed to be

present at the preliminary part of the Mass, the

Miixa Catcchumenurum , until after the sermon.

Men often remained catechumens for years, and
sometimes, as in the case of the Emperor Con-
stantine, until their deathbed, though this wa.s

regarded as an abuse. In the normal course those

who were to be baptizeil on Easter Eve gave in

their names at the beginning of Lent, and went
throtigh a final course of instruction and prepara-
tion, which included the deliveiy of the Gospels
and the Creeil, performed with great solemnity.

The most notable of the actual instructions that
are extant are the Catcchcses of St. Cyril of

Jerusalem (A.D. 348), and St. Augustine, de Catech.

Eudibus, de Fide et Symholo, and Sermo ad Cate-

chumenos (c. A.D. 400). Catechizing was recognized

as one of the most important functions of the
Christian ministiy, but tliere was no special order
of Catechists ; the name denoted a function, not
a class. St. Cyril, e.g., delivered his Catr.rheses

partly as a deacon and partly as a priest. Nor, as

a rule, were any special places set apart for the
purpose of catechizing, tliough the Council in

Trullo (97) mentions Karrixovixivaia.

As paganism gradually disappeared in Europe,
and infant baptism became more general and
eventually almost universal, the catechetical

system was neces¥:arUy modified. The theory,

however, did not keep pace with the practice. The
instruction which was supposed to be given before

baptism was given after it ; but the baptismal
Offices, even in the Sth cent., still assume that the
cateclnmiens are adults. In the course of the
Middle Ages the ceremonies which preceded baptism
were greatly shortened, and finally condensed into

what formed practically a single service, though
it was still divided into three parts, the Ordofacicndi
Catcrhtimeni, the Benedirtio Aquae, and the Baptism
itself. The words 'catechize' and 'catechism' were
still ajiplied to the abbreviated inten'ogations which
formed part of the order of making a catechumen.
For instance, Miti)/ • Tii--, i:i ili ;.'! i:"i\ says in his

account of the b;i
J

'

i I'l 11, i ! ; n < Is Edward l.:

'ThebishopotCirl . i
.

i ' I. .'.ate baptized
him, the Archbish ;. ; t ;, ( ;i \ , :i'i;i> I : :iii, and by the
king's desire the name nf I'.dward was u'lven him.' As the
answers were made on the child's behalf by the sponsors, the
word ' catechism ' was sometimes used as equivalent to sjwnsor-
ship, and it was a question much debated whether ' the
catechism' were a bar to marriage (see Joamies de Janua, ap.
Du Cange, s.v. ' Catecliizari ').

Meanwhile the substance of the actual instruction

now given after baptism, atid not as yet usually
called the Catechism, rem.'iincd mucli the same as
it had always been. The Creed, the Lord's Prayer,
and the Ten Commandments formed the nucleus
of it ; and the iiarish priest, when the parochial

system bectme generar, was the person who was
made responsible for imparting it. Nunu;rous
injunctions of bishops and Councils insisted upon
the performance of this duty. Bede in his letter

to Egbert, the first archbishop of York, exhorts
him to provide that all the jiriests in his diocese

should most carefully teach the Creed and the
Lord's Prayer U> all the pco|_)le, in Latin if they
can understand it, and if not, m English (A.D. 734).

The Council of Clovesho in .\.D. 747 orders (c. 10)

that priests shoidd exjilain in the vulgar tongue
the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the solemn words
used in the Mass and in Baptism, and also the
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mraiiin<j; of the Saciaincnts themselves. In A.n.

1281 tlie Con.ttitutions of John I'cckhani, arch-

bishop of rjinterbuiy, order that all parish priests

sh;il] four limes a year, on one or more holy iliiys,

exjilHiu ill the vulijar tonjjuo the Creed, the 'I'di

CoiiiMiimdments, the Evangelical rrecopts, the

seven works of mercy, the seven deadly sins,

and the seven sacraments. These directions are

freqnently referred to in the followinj; centuries,

and insisted u|ion liy hishojis and synods, e.g. by
Tlioresby iuid Xevillo, archbishops ot York in 1357

and 14GG, and by Laii;;ham and Arundell of Canter-

bury in i:?64 and 1408. These, however, are only

a few examples out of many that nnght be cited

both in Enjdand and on the Continent.
The regulations of the English Church about

catechizing since the 16th cent, have been even
more precise and imperative than before. The
rubrics of the Book of Common Prayer order all

parish priests to catechize on the Creed, the Lord's

Prayer, and the Ten Commandments, and the rest

of the Chirrch Catechism on every Sunday and
Holy Day after the second lesson at Evening-

Prayer ; and all persons who have the charge of

the young are ordered to send them to chiirch for

this purpose. Any minister neglecting this duty
is, by Canon 59, to be admonished for the lirst

ofience, suspended for the second, and excommuni-
cated for the third. Parents and others who
neglect to send their children are likewise to be
suspended, and, if they persist, to be excom-
municated. The exact method of instruction is

not prescribed with the same precision or enforced

by so severe penalties in other parts of the Western
Church, but the responsibility of the parish priest

is everywhere the same. The most elaborate of

catechetical systems has grown up in France during
the last two centuries, and it is commonly known
as the Catechism according to the Method of St.

Sulpice, from the church in Paris where the system
has been specially elaborated. A complete course
of instruction is spread over a period of about three
years, and the weekly catechism consists of three
main parts—the Questioning, which is recapitu-

latory and intended to exercise the memory ; the
Instruction, which is reproduced in the course of

the week in \vritten analyses ; and the Gospel and
Homily, which supply the moral and spiritual

application of the lessons taught. This Method of

the Catechism is being extensively introduced into
England (see Dupanloup, Method of St. Snlpiee,

Eng. tr., Lond. 1890, and Ministry of Cntechisinff

,

Eng. tr., Lond. 1890 ; S. Jones, The Clergy and the

Catechism, Lond. 1895).

2. Manuals of teaching.—Until the 16th cent.

the woi'd ' catechism' meant a .system of teaching,
and it was most commonly applied to the cjnestions

and answers in the Baptismal services which repre-

sented the catechetical instruction of the early
Church. In the 15th cent., howex-er, the term was
also applied to the further instruction of children
after their baptism, and then it was an easy step to

apply it to the documents used in that instruction.

Many manuals of explanation W'ere in use in the
later Middle Ages ; but, as was natural at a period
when reading was not a very common accomplish-
ment, they were more used bj- the clergy in preparing
their instructions than by the people themselves.
One of the most popular was the Specnlutn Chris-

tiani, which was one of the first books printed in

England (see Gasquet, Old English Bible, London,
1897). Similar manu.als are to be found in Con-
tinental countries. The production of such works
was enormously stimulated by the religious con-
troversies of the 16th cent., which was prolific of

confessions of faith. These manuals had all kinds
of titles, but the general term ' Catechism ' came
to be applied to them, and the word quickly

assumed the sense in whidi it is now most com-
monly used—that of a manual of religious teaching
for the young, es])ecially one in the form of questions

and answers. One of the earliest examples of this

use of the word was the ' Catechizon ' drawn up hy
John Colet for St. Paul's School.

(1) 'tha Anglican Cntcchism lirst made its appear-
ance in the Book of Conmion Prayer of 1549. The
way had been jirepared for it by royal injunctions
issued in 1536 and 1538, which ordered, as had so

often been done before in episcopal and conciliar

injunctions, that parish priests should teach their

parishioners, sentence by sentence, the Creed, the
Lord's Prayer, and the Commandments, and ex-

plain the same. Instructions in the form of dialogue
also appeared, as in Marshall's Primer in 1534.
The authorship of the Catechism in the Common Prayer Book

is quite uncertain. It has been ascribed, on insufficient evi-

dence, to several persons ; to Thomas Goodrich, bishop of Ely,
because he had the ' Duties' inscribed on tablets in his palace

;

to John Ponet, bishop of Rochester and afterwards of Winchester,
because he wrote another Catechism ; and to Alexander Nowell,
second master at Westminster School and afterwards dean of

St. Paul's, because be also wrote Catechisms, and because Izaak
Walton {Compl. Angl. i. 1) definitely states that he 'made that
. . . Catechisme which is printed in our j^ood old service books.'
But this was written in 16.'S3, and, as Nowell's catechisms were
well known, he might easily have been credited xvrougly with
the authorship of the Church Catechism also. Walton adds that
both Convocation and Parliament commissioned him to make
it, which was certainly not the case. And contemporary and
internal evidence is altogether adverse to Nowell's authorship.
Nothing is really known about the authorship of any part of the
Book of Common Prayer of 1549, except that Cranmer must have
taken a principal part in it. Very probably he did almost the
whole of the work himself, and, at any rate, it is quite uncertain
who helped him, or how much they contributed. There is some
evidence that the hook was examined and approved by others,
but very few details are known.

The Catechism, as it ajipeared in 1549, did not
contain the concluding section about the Sacra-
ments. This was added in 1604 by royal authority,
In consequence of a wish expressed by the Puritans
at the Hampton Court Conference ; and the whole
Ca,techism, thus enlarged, was sanctioned, with
some trifling alterations, by Convocation and
Parliament in 1661-62. This is the only authorized
Catechism in the English Church. It was in-

tended in the 16th cent, to supplement it by more
advanced manuals. A ' Short Catechism com-
mended to all Schoolmasters by royal authority

'

was published anonymously in 1553, but was
believed to be the work of Ponet (Orig. Lett.,

Parker Soc. Ixxi.). The royal injunction sanction-

ing its use states that it had been submitted to

certain bishops and others. It is reprinted in

Liturgies, etc., of Edw. i'j. (Parker Soc). In 1561
the bishops agreed that two other catechisms
should be prepared, one more advanced, and one
for schools. In 1563, Nowell sent the MS of his

Larger Catechism to Cecil, stating that it had been
approved by the clergy in Convocation ; but it does
not appear to have been published until 1570, when
it was also translated into English. Many editions of

it appeared, and it must have been very extensively
used. It was re-published by W. Jacobson, Oxford,
1835. Not long afterwards Nowell published his

Middle Catechism, which also passed tbrough many
editions, and was translated into Greek and Eng-
lish. A third work, the Cateehismus Fan-7is, the
earliest extant edition of which is dated 1574,

closely resembles the Church Catechism, and this

is one of the grounds on which Nowell is sujiposed

to have been the author of the latter work. But it

is far more probable that he simply translated the
Church Catechism into Latin, with additions of his

own. Overall, dean of St. Paul's, who is believed
to have prepared the section about the Sacraments
in 1G04, made use of these earlier works. In the
latter half of the 16tli cent.. Continental Catechisms,
such as those of Erasmus, Calvin, and Bullinger,

were also much used in England.
(2) The Catechism which has the highest degree
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of autliority in the Roman Church is that wliioh is

c:i11i.m1 the Catechism of the Council of Trent, or
the Koman Catechism. The ( 'ouncil of Trent met
in 1545 ami endecl in 1563. It passed a great num-
ber of decrees on [loints of doctrine, and towards
the end of its sittings it ordered a Catechism to be
prepare<l, which was to be translated into the
vulgar tongue and taught by parish priests. After
the close of the Council, I'ope Pius IV. appointed
certain distinguished theologians to prepare such a
Catechism. They were Calinius, archbishop of
Zara ; Foscarari, bishop of Modena ; Marinus,
archbishop of Lanciano ; and l'"ureiro, a Portu-
guese. The la.st three were Dominicans. S. Carlo
Borromeo also assisted in the work. The Catecrhism
was finished in 1564, and appeared in 1566, with the
title 'Catechismus liomanus ex decreto Concilii
Tridentini Pii v. Pont. Ma.x. jussu editus. Komae,
in aed. Pop. Rom. ap. Aid. Manutium.' This
Catechism has not the authority of the Council of
Trent, for it wa.s constructed after the close of the
Council ; but it was intended to embody the results
of the deliberations of the Council, and it was
published by the authority of the Pope. It is the
most authoritative document of the kind in the
Roman Church. It is divided into four parts,
dealing with Faith, the Means of Grace, the Deca-
logue, and the Lord's Prayer. It is a large
doctrinal treatise, intended to be used by parish
priests in preparing their instructions, and not for

the use of the children themselves. Innumerable
catechisms for the use of learners have been and
are in use. As a mle, each diocese, especially in
France, has its own catechism, sanctioned by the
bishop. This .system has obvious disadvantages as
well as advantages, and at the Vatican Council of

1870 it was proposed that a single catechism should
be prepared and authorized for universal use. It

was to be in Latin, and translations were to be
made for all countries. The question was debated
at considerable length, and tliere was a good deal
of opposition to the proposal on various gr<miids,
especially because of the difl'erent needs and circum-
stances of difl'erent dioceses. It was also pointed
out that at least three Catechisms of diti'erent

grades would be required for any complete system
of teaching. A considerable majority was in favour
of the principle of the scheme, but no linal conclu-
sion was arrived at before the end of the Council,
and no practical steps have been taken since.

(3) In the Eastern Churches the catechetical
systems have not developed to the same e.xtent as
in the West. This may be due partly to the fact
that it is not usual in the Ea.st to defer the Con-
firmation and first Communion of infants who arc
baptized, as has come to be the practice in the
West. There are, however, many catechetical
works in use. In 1721 the synod of the Russian
Orthodox Church ordered the composition of three
small manuals for the use of the young and ignor-
ant, and there appeared by order of the Czar
Peter I. the ' First lnstructi<mof Youth, containing
a Primer, and a short exposition of the Decalogue,
Lord'.s Prayer, and Creed.' The best known
Eastern catechism is that of .leromonach Platon,
metropolitan of Moscow, which was composed in

1765 for the use of the heir to the throne, the
Grand Duke Paul Petrovitch. The 'Complete
Christian Catechism of the Ortbodo.x Catholic
Eastern Church,' which is now in common use, is

founded upon tliis work of Platon. An English
translation may be found in R. W. Blackmore,
DoclriTW of the liuxsian Church, 1845.

LrrERATHRp..— Ill early Church : Augustine, de Cat liud., de
Fide et Si/tn/into, Serm. ad CaUchumttwa ; Basil, liegular ; Cyr.
Hier., Catecheses ; Greg. Nyss., Cat. Oral. ; Alcuinus, Diapiil.
mterorum ; Holtzmann. * Knt. d. alien Kirclie ' (in Weizsiicker,
Theol. Abhandtungm, lb'J>), ' Monumenta Calechetica' (in

Schilter, TItcs. ant. Tmtm. i., 171!8); Bede, Ep. ad. Egb. i

Duchesne, Orimnes du CuVf. chrMcn., Paris, 1889 (Eng. tr.,
CliriMian Worship, Ixindon, li)o:f).

Jk'diajval and modern : Du Cange, Glossarium, s.v. 'Cate-
chizari

' ; Wilkins, Concilia, 1737 ; Catechisimis cunc. Trid., var.
edd.; Ussher, 'Principles' (in Worku, xi., Duhlin, 1847-1864);
Beveridgre, 'Church Catechism Kxplained' (in Theol. Works,
Oxford, 1842-1S48); Procter and Frere, Uislory nf the Book of
C. P., London, 1901 ; Reynolds, Ilamlbook to the Bonk of C. P.,
London, 190;i : Dupanloup, T/ie Ministri/ of Catccfiining (Eng.
tr., 189U); Spencer Jones, The Ctcnjy and the Catechism,
London, 189.i ; Blackmore, Doctrine of the Itussian Church,
Aheidcen, 184r,. J. U_ MaUDE.

CATECHISMS (Lutheran).— Long before
Luther undcMtook the composition of his Catechisms
of I5'29, he had been active in the field of catechet-
ical literature and practice. As early as the year
1515 we have from his pen expositions of the
Decalogue and the Lords Prayer. In 1519 he
states that he was daily going over the Command-
ments with children and layim^n (' ]iueris et rudibus
pronuncio'). In 1520 he published a Short Form
of meditation on the Ten Commandments, the
Creed, and the Lord's Prayer.
'Three things,' he says, 'a man must needs know to be

saved. . . . The Law shows man his disease ... the Creed
tells him where to tind his medicine, the grace . . . the Lord's
Prayer teaches him how to seek and to appropriate it.'

From Luther's letters to Nicol. Hausmann, of
2nd Feb. and 26th March 1525 (see Th. E. L.
Enders, Martin Luther's Briiifwech.iel, v. 115, 144),
it appears that the Wittenberg theologians had
charged Jonas and Agricola with the preparation
of a Catechism for the young. What became of
their w-ork is not known. In August 15'25, Haus-
mann, in a letter to Stephan Roth, laments that
the Catechism had not yet appeared, and wishes
that Jonas may undertake it and bring it out
speedily. In October 1525 the 'Little Book for
Laymen and Children' appeared ('Das Biichlein
fiir die Laien und die Kinder' [Monumenta
GcrmanuE Peedagocjica, vol. xx.], which holds quite
a prominent place in the catechetical literature of
those times. It contains the five parts of the
Catechism—Decalogue, Creed, Lord's Prayer, Bap-
tism, Lord's Supper—almost exactly in the form
found in Luther's Enchiridion of 1529. The author
is not positively known, but may have been Jolm
IJugenhagen. About the same time, Luther had
evidently made up his mind to undertake the
preparation of a Catechism of his own, though he
bad not yet the time for it (see letter to Hausmann
of 27th Sept. 1525, ' Cateehismum differo, vellem
enim uno opere simul omnia absolvere ' [Enders, v.

246]). In his German Mass (Deutsche Mes.se und
Ordnunf] Gottcsdicnsfs), composed in the autumn of
1525 and published in Wittenberg in 1526, he .says

:

' What we need first of all is a plain, good Catechism ... for
such instruction I know no better form than those three parts
which have been preserved in the Christian Church from the
beginning—the Ten Commandments, the Creed, and the Lord's
Prayer—which coiit-am, in a brief summary, all that a Christian
ought to know.' To the.se he adds Baptisui and the Sacrament
of the Altar, and l.iys it down that these five parts ought to
constitute the catechetical lessons iu the matui services on
Mondays and Tuesdays.

In compliance with this request of Luther, here
and there in the free cities of the German Emjiire
special services were instituted for the yoiing, and
various Catechisms were published liy men like

Johannes Bader, Job. Brentius, Wolfgang Capito,
Conrad Sam, Wenzeslaus Linck, Althammer,
Agricola, Oecolampadius, Caspar Graeter, and
Caspar Loner. Most of them found only local and
temporary acceptance in the churches of the Re-
formaticm. On a larger scale and more systematic
are the provisions made for the religious instruction

of the j'oung in conseq^uence of the visitations

instituted b^ the authorities of Church and State
in the territories of the German Reformation,
especially in Saxony (1527, 1528). The impression
made u)ion Luther by these vi-sitations is set forth
in his preface to the Small Catechism :
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* Alas, what misery 1 beheld ! The people, especially those

that live in the villages, seem to have no knowledge whatever
of Christian doctrine, and many of the pasters are ignorant and
incompetent teachers. . . . Tiiey all maintain that thu^^' are
Ohristians, that they have been baptized, and that they' have
received the Lord's Supper. Yet they cannot even' recite

the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, or the Ten Oommauduients ; they
live as if they were irrational creatures, and now tliat the
Gospel has come to them, they grossly abuse their Christian
liberty.'

There could be no further delay in Luther's o«ii
work on the Catethisin. About the middle of

Januarjf 1529 we find him engaged on the Large
Catechism, which treats the catecliotical material
in the form of sermons or lectures. He writes to

Martin Gbrlitz in Brunswick :
' Modo in parando

Cateehismo pro rudibus paganis ^ersor' (Enders,
vii. 43). But, while he was engaged in the com-
position of this larger work, he issued the Small
Catechism in two sets in the form of wall charts
(tabiilw), according to the custom of the times.
The first set was ready by 20th Jan. 1529, as we
learn from a letter of Diaconus Rorer in Wittenberg
to Stephan Roth in Zwickau :

' Affixas parieti

video tabulas eomplectentes brevissime simul et

crasse Catechismum Lutheri pro pueris et familia.'

This first set contained the Ten Commandments,
tlie Creed, and the Lord's Prayer, together with
the Benedicite and Gratias. The second set

appeared about the middle of the month of March,
w'heii people were preparing for the Easter Com-
munion. In a letter of 16tli March, Rbrer describes
this set as ' Tabulae Confessionis, et de Sacramentis
Baptismatis et Corporis et Sanguinis Christi ' for

the more advanced Christians. The contents of

both sets of these tabidcu appeared first in book
form in Hamburg, in the early jiart of April, in

the Low German dialect. On"l6th May 1529 the
Small Catechism appeared in High German, in an
edition furnished by Luther himself, and was soon
followed by a second edition. No copies of these
original Wittenberg editions have thus far been
discovered. They are known only from reprints,

issued at Erfurt and Marburg. Besides the
material of the tabulce, these editions contain the
Preface, the Morning and Evening Prayers, the
Table of Duties, and the Order of the Marriage
Service. The third edition adds also the Order of

Baptism (June 1529). Additional editions, super-
intended by Luther himself, and here and there
revised by him, appeared in the years 1531 (contain-
ing for the first time the present form of instruction
concerning Confession, and the explanation of the
introduction to the Lord's Prayer), 1535, 1536, 1539,
and 1542.

While Luther's Small Catechism, the Enchiri-
dion, was at lirst simply one catechism among
many, it very soon gained the ascendancy over all

other text-books for the instruction of the young.
In 1561 the Liineburg Articles number it for the
first time among the Symbolical Books of the
Lutheran Church, together with the Augsburg-
Confession, Apology, and Schinalkald Articles.
The fact that the Heidelberg Catechism by
Olevianus and Ursinus (1563) was, from the begin-
ning, recognized as one of the confessional standards
of the Reformed Church may have helped to
establish Luther's Catechisms as official and
authoritative documents of the Lutheran Church.
Both the Large and the Small Catechism of Luther
were formally incorporated into the Book of C'o7i-

cordoi 1580. Since then Ltither's Small Catechism
has formed the basis of numerous fuller expositions
in questions and answers published in the diflerent

territories of the Lutheran Church.
As early as the year 1529 two Latin translations of Luther's

Small Catechism appeared, the second of which, by J. Saucr-
mann, Canonicus in Breslau, was received into the Book of
Concord. John Mylius published a Greek translation (Basel,
1558) ; John Clajus prepared a polyglot edition—in German,
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew—which appeared in 1572. In the

Danish and Norwegian languages it was published in 1532, and
oflicially introduced, u itli a preface by J. Bugeuhaircn, in 1538.

The first Swedish translation was probably prepared by Lauren-
tius Petri, in 1548. The earliest print that has been preserved is

from the year 1672. Its official introduction followed in 1595,

but not until 1686 do we find its general use in Sweden. In the
Balto-Slavic territory the Enchiridion was published in Bartho-
lomiius Willents' Lithuanian translation in 1547, in Abel Wills'

Old Prussian translation in 1561, and in J. Rivius's Lettic
version in 1586, besides a version in the non-lndo-Germanic
Esthonian in 1553. In all these four languages the Small
Catechism was the first literary monument, and it is practically
the sole relic of the extinct Old Prussian dialect.

In the year 1548, Archbishop Cranmer prepared an English
translation in his Catechismum, published by Gualterus Lynne,
which is in reality an English version of the sermons on the
Catechism {Einderpredigten) attached to the Brandenburg-
Nuremberg Agenda of 1533, summing up each sermon with the
respective part of Luther's Catechism (see H. E. Jacobs,
Lutheran Movement in England, pp. 314-322). The Swedish
pastor and missionary, John Campanius, who preached the
gospel from 1643 to 1648 at Tinicum, near Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, translated the Catechism into the language of the
Delaware Indians (the ' American-Virginian language '). It was
published in Stockholm, at the expense of King Charles xi., in

1696, and brought to America in 1697 (see H. E. Jacobs, Hist, of
the Evangel. Luth. Church in the U.S., p. S2). Count Zinzen-
dorf, the great leader of the Moravian movement, caused the
first American edition of Luther's German Catechism to be
printed by Christoph Sauer, in Germantown, Philadelphia,
in 1744. 'The first American edition issued with the approval of
the Lutheran pastors was prepared by Peter Brunnholtz, and
printed by Benjamin Franklin and J. Boelmi in 1749. The first

English translation on American soil was also made by Peter
Brunnholtz, possibly \vith the assistance of Peter Koch, a
prominent Swedish Lutheran in Philadelphia, in 1749. The
second was made under the auspices of the Swedish Provost
Wrangel, the friend and collaborator of Henry Melchior
Miihlenberg, the patriarch of the Lutheran Church "in America,
m 1761. In 1S16, Phil. F. Mayer, pastor of the first English
Lutheran Church (St. John's) in Philadelphia, issued an English
edition of the Cateclnsm which, more than any other, determined
the text of the accepted English version in America. It was
carefully revised by C. F. Schiiffer and a Committee of the
Miniaterium of Pennsylvania (C. F. Welden, A. T. Geissenhainer,
and B. M. Schmucker), in 1851. This translation was adopted
by the General Coimcil of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
North America, 1867. A more literal reproduction in the
English language is given in Schaff's Creeds of Christendom,
and m the E7igli.sh Catechism of the Synod of Sliisouri and that
of the Joint Synod of Ohio—the work of E. Cronenwett, revised
by the faculty of the Theological Seminary of the Ohio Synod
in Columbus, O. (see B. M. Schmucker's articles on the editions
and translations of Luther's Small Catechism, published or used
in America, in the Lutheran Church Review, April and July
1SS6). In recent times a joint Committee of the General Synod,
the United S.vuod of the South, the Joint S.\Tiod of Ohio, tiie

English Synod of Missouri, and Che General Council united on
a carefully revised English translation, which is found in its

final shape in the Lutheran Church Review, JanM&ty 1899.

The truly conservative, catholic, and ecclesias-

tical character of Luther's Reformation stands out
most prominently in his catechetical work. He
builds on the old solid and popular foundations,
foimd in those three principal parts—the Deca-
logue, the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer. He
shows himself perfectly familiar with the best
catechetical tradition of the Church of preceding
centuries. In some details of his exposition, espe-
cially the treatment of the Lord's Prayer (the third
part of the Enchiridion), we recognize almost literal

reminiscences of the catechetical literature of the
Church, as far back as Tertullian and Cyprian.
It may be claimed that the whole catechetical
work of the first fifteen hundred years of the
Church reaches its climax in ISIartin Luther's
Small Catechism. But, with all the conservative
features wliich characterize Luther's catechetical
work, there are some which are original with him,
and for which he deserves full credit as the first

great restorer of Pauline theology in the Church.
Most important and significant in this respect is

the order in which he arranged the popular three
parts—Commandments, Creed, and Lord's Prayer,
—giving the liist place to the Law, as the school-
master to bring men to Christ, and a-ssigning the
central and dominating place to the Creed. All
other Catechisms—Roman, Greek, and Reformed
—differ from Luther's arrangement in this respect.
Again, he gave up the traditional division of the
Creed into twelve articles, liased on the legend of
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its A|io.stolic origin, wliicli is retained to the present
(lay in Jolin Breutius's Wiirtteinberg Catccliisni.

Instead of this he divided it, from a Trinitarian

point oi view, into three articles, and by this

arrangement the second article, with its confession

of Christ, the Kedceiuer, becomes the very heart
and soul of the whole Catechism.

(a) The first part of Luther's Catechism treats

of the Law, under the form of the Decalogue, ditl'cr-

ing in this respect also from the traditional prac-

tice of the mediieval Chiuch with reference to the
' Maudata.' Tiie Decalogue, however, is modi-
fied by him in the spirit of the New Testament,
omitting its transient Israelitic features which
belong to the Mosaic dispensation, as in the form
of the First, the Third, and the Fourth Command-
ments, according to the Augustinian numbering
of the Ten Connuandnients. His principal aim in

the treatment of the Law is its so-called second
use or 'usus elenchlhicus,' to lead men to a know-
ledge of sin.

(6) The second part of the Catechism takes for

its te.xt the Apostles' Creed, which, except in the

Greek Church, was always used ' ad lidei instrue-

tionem ' (the Nicene Creed being ' ad fidei explicati-

onem,' and the Athanasian ' ad iidei defensionem ').

Luther's treatment of the Creed combines the ob-

jective and the subjective side of faith, the ' fides,

quae crcditur' and the ' Hdes, qua ereditur.' The
great works of God—Creation, Redemption, and
Sanctifieation—are set forth as the fundamental
facts of our salvation ; not, however, as purely
objective, abstract, doctrinal statements, but with
all the fervour of perscmal conviction and appro-
priation. There is no dogmatism or scholasticism

in this jircsentation of Christian doctrine in the
' Layman's Bible,' as the Enchiridion has frequently

been called.

(c) In the third part Luther treats the Lord's

Prayer as the fruit of justifying faith, the embodi-
ment and demonstration of the new life, in the
spirit of sanctitication and ailoplion. It sets forth

the life of the Christian as the life of the child of

God, with all its privileges and duties, its needs
and dangers, its hopes and resources.

(d, e) To these three fundamental parts are added
the fourth and fifth, on Baptism and the Sacra-

ment of the Altar, with tlie connecting link, on
Confession and Absolution, 'concerning which a

Christian mu.st also be projierly instructed.' Here
the language of the C.itechism, otherwise so simply
objective and thetical, becomes of necessity more
antithetical and controversial, in opposition to

various deviations from what Luther held to be
soiind doctrine on these |)oints. But even here
everything culminates in simple living faith. With
the requirement of ' truly believing hearts ' the fifth

and last part of the Catechism closes.
I.lTgHiTURE.—3/arti7i Ijuther^s Werke, Dcutsch und Lat.,

KrhiniTcn ed., 101 vols. ; Th. E. L. Enders, Martin lAUher's
Brie/icvchat'.l, bearbeiUt und mit Erlduterungen vcrseheji [ten
volumes have thus (ar appeared, covering the period from 1507
to IfiSCJ, Calw, ISS4 IT. ; K. Kehrbach, Monum. German.
Poedaqog,, vols. xx. to xxiii., contrii/iiti^r 'Die evangel. Kate-
chismusversuche vor laither's Enchiridwn,' 1022-1529, by V.

Cohrs, Berlin, 1900-1902; J. T. Miiller, Die symbol. Dii.cher

der ev.'luther. Kirchc, dcKfscA ttjfdiaf.H, Oiitersloh, ISOS ; C. P.
Krauth, The Conservatire lie/onnation and its Theolofjy,

Philadelphia, 1871 ; H. E. Jacobs, The Lutheran Moceinenl
in Enatand : A Study in Compar, Symbolics, Philadelphia,
1890, also Hist, of thr. Ecangel. Lutheran Church in the I'.S.,

New York, 1893; C. A. G. von Zezschwitz, System der
christi. kirchl. Katechetik, 3 vols., Irfipzitr, 18C3 ; C. Palmer,
Evangel. Katechetik, TubinKen, 1851 ; Th. Harnack, Kate-
chetik, Erlanj-en, 1882 ; R. Kiibel, Katechetik, Barmen, 1S77 ;

F. Cohrs, art. ' Katechismcn Luthers,' in I'RE^ x. 130 ft.

Adolpii Spaeth.
CATECHISMS (Heidelberg and Westmin-

ster).— I. The second (next to Luther's) great
Catechism of the Protestant Churches is the
Heidelberg Catechism. It Avas prepared by
Zacharias L'rsinus and Ca.spar Olevianus, by com-

mand of Frederick HI., Elector of the I'alatinate,

and was published in 1.503. Ursinus had prepared
a Summit TheoUirjia: and a Catec/tc-iis Il/inor, which
were made the basis of the work. The advice and
co-operation of the theological faculty and of the
Superintendents and court-preachers were secured,
and before publication the Catechism was approved
by a Synod of mini.sters and teachers as.sembled by
the Elector at Heidelberg. It cannot be called a
wholly origin;il work, but was the fruit of a long
catechetical development. Leo .Jnda's Christliche

klare u. einfrdtc Zulnilnng in din ]Vill'ii u. in die

Gnad Gottes, 1534, his Kurtzer 70' ^ /(/./;( ",v, 1535,

and his Brcciisima Christ, relii/. Jui-iiiiiln of 1538
or 1539; Builinger's JIausbnch of 155S, and the
Humtna, Catcrhcsis pro adultioribns sr.ripta of

1559 ; Calvin's Genevan Catechism of 1545, and the
Emden Cntcchiam of 1554—are among the sources.

Traces of the inlluence of Loner, Urbanus lihegius,

and Morbanus have been found in it. Though
avowedly written to supplant Luther's teaching,
the influence of his Catechism is evident. The
order of the book is due to Melanchthon's Loci,

and Keu has traced much of its arrangement to
Bine kurtzc ordenliche Summa der rcchten waren
Lehre, a catechetical work j)ublished by Nikolaus
Gallus in 1558. The justly famous first question
' What is thy highest comfort in life and death ?

'

is found in previous works of this sort, and the
answer may find its original in the Nuremberg
Catechism -Sermons of 1533 (translated under Abp.
Cranmer as A Short Instruction into Christian
Bclicjiun, 1548)

:

'And this, my dear children, is our highest comfort, that
Christ is our Lord, and we are His own, for therefore will He
protect and deliver us, so that, though we be sinners, He will

forgive us our sui, for He has made satisfaction for sin, and,
though we die. He will make us to live again, for He has
overcome death, and even though we came into hell, hell could
not hold us, because He has burst the bonds of hell. 'Therefore,
because we have such a mighty Lord, we cannot need any-
thing' (A'uremb. Kinderpredigten, on Ajt. 2 of the Creed).

The Heidelberg Catechism probably aimed at
being a culmination of the catechetical devdop-
ment of the Evangelical Church. Its rejection of

the Lutheran doctrine of the Keal Presence of

Christ, and of the meaning of His Exaltation, is

pronounced ; and in the 3rd ed. an 80th question
was inserted, it Ls said at the instance of the
Elector, in which ' the po])ish Mass ' is eimdemned
as 'at bottom nothing else than a denial of the
one sacrifice and sufferings of Jesus Christ, and an
accursed idolatry.'

This Catechism was translated into many tongues,
and is the most widely used of all ' Keformed

'

Catechisms. The best English version ajipeared in

New York (Scribners) in 1803. It contains 129
questions and answers. Questions 3-11 treat of

the Sin and Misery of INIan ; I2-S5 of liedemiition
by Christ ; 86-129 of the Thankfid Life of the

Christian. In the Second Part the Articles of the
Apo.stles' Creed are explained under the hejids

fiod the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
Ghost. Then follow the two Sacraments. The
Commamlments are explained in the Third Part
under the head of Thankfulness ; and this is

followed by the liord's Prayer. While the Heidel-

berg Catechism retains the form of a Confession in

its answers to the (piestions, it is much more
theological than Luther's Catechism ; and, edifying

as the answers are, they are too hmg and minute
for the memorj' or use of children. On the other

liand, it surpasses Luther's Catechism as a sys-

tematic presentation of Christian doctrine.

Li rERATt'RK.—The best modern ed. is The Ileldclhenj Catechism
in German, Latin, and Engti.ih ; xeith an lli-ilu'rieat Intro-

duclirm. New York, 1863. 'The official Oerruan editions were
issued in 1563, 1685, 1595, 1684, and 1721. The Latin tr. was
published ill 15C3 and 1566. Si-e also P. Schaff, Creeds o/
Christendom, London. 1877, i. 529 ff. and iii. 307 IT., where the
literature is given fully. The l>est introductions are those o(
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J. W. Nevin, Hi^itonj and Genhiso/the Heidelberg Catechunn,
Chambershiin;, 1817, and Reu, Siiddeutsche hatechismen,
Giitersloli, I'.iiU.

2. Westminster Catechisms.—An English trans-
lation of Cilvin's (ienovan ('ateihisni was ufod
and rc]ii!:iteilly printed in Scotland. John Craig,
minister at Alierdeou and afterwanls at Edinbnrgh,
prepared a Larger (1581) and a Smaller Catechism
(1591). Tlie latter explains the Apostles' Creed,
the Commandments, the means of grace, and the
way of salvation. It consists of short and simple
questions and answers. It was finally superseded
by the Shorter Catechism of the Westminster
Assemhbj (see Schafl', Creeds of Christendom, 1.

728 ft'.).
' This is the third of the gi-eat Catechisms

of the epoch of the Reformation. The Larger and
Shorter Catechisms were finished in 1647, approved
by Parliament 15 Sept. 1648, and adopted by the
General Assembly at Edinburgh in July of that
year. Schafl' says that the Larger Catechism
was chiefly the work of Anthony 'Tuckney, Pro-
fessor of Divinity and Vice-Chancellor at Cam-
bridge. He adds that it is based on Ussher's
catechetical Body of Divinity, and on the Com-
pendium Theoloqice (1626) of Johann Wolleb of
Basel (see Schaff, loc. cit., and in PRE-). The
Shorter Catechism is a condensation of the other ;

' its concise and severely logical answers are traced
to the Rev. John 'Wallis, M.A., an eminent
mathematician.' It begins with the celebrated
question, 'What is the chief end of man? To
glorify God, and to enjoy Him for ever

'
; defines

God, and state.s the doctrine of the Trinity ; tells

of the fall and misery of man ; explains the offices

and states of the Redeemer ; and then analyzes the
work of the Holy Ghost, eft'ectual calling, justifi-

cation, adoption, and sanctification. The Apostles'
Creed is not professedly explained, but is printed
after the Commandments and the Lord's Prayer, at
the end of the Catechism. The Commandments
set forth ' the rule which God at first revealed
to man for his obedience.' All the Reformed
Catechisms agree with the Greek Church (against
the Roman and Lutheran) in making ' Thou shalt
not make unto thee any graven image,' etc., the
Second Commandment, and comprising in the
Tenth both prohibitions of coveting. The 59th
and 60th questions assert the Divine appointment
of the first day of the week to be ' the Christian
Sabbath,' forbid ' all worldly employments and
recreations on it,' and command the ' spending the
whole time in the public and private exercises of
God's worship, except so much .as is to be taken up
in the worUs of necessity and mercy.' Under the
Eighth Commandment (Q. 74) is required ' tlie law-
ful procuringand furthering the wealth and outward
estate of ourselves and otliers.' The projier use of
the Word and the Lord's Sup))er is insisted on.
There is a brief explanation of the Lord's Prayer.
The Shorter Cateehism is Calvinistic, not only in

its formal .statements of doctrine, but in every
reflexion it contains of the controversies of tlie

time :
' God having out of His mere good pleasure,

from all eternity, elected some to everlasting life

'

(Q. 207) ; and ''fhe only Redeemer of God's elect'

(Q. 21) ; but it nowhere urges the eternal repro-
bation of the non-elect. Schaff (op. cit. i. 787)
commends and criticizes it thus :

* It far surpasses them [Luther's and the Heidelberg Catechism)
in clearness and careful wording, and is better adapted to ttie

Scotch and Anglo-American mind, but it lacks their genial
warmth, freshness, and childlilte simplicity. ... It deals in
dogmas rather than facts. It addresses the disciple as an
interested outsider rather than as a church-member growing
up in the nurture of the Lord. Its mathematical precision in
definitions, some of which are almost perfect, though above the
capacity of the child, is a good preparation for the study of
theology.' i

1 For minor Catechisms of the Reformation and subsequent
periods, sec art. CosFESSlOKS.

Literature.—Besides the literature mentioned throughout
the article, see Scha£f, Creeds of ChrisU-iulom, i. 753 f., and the
literature at art. C0NKE88I0N8. EdwAED T. Horn.

CATECHUMEN, CATECHUMENATE.—
The word 'catechumen' i.s derived fii.m the Gr.
word Ka7-))x«i>' (' instruct,' lit. = ' din into the ear'),
which occurs 7 times in tlie NT (Lk l"", Ac 18^
2P'-2'', Ro 2", -1 Co 14«, Gal 6«), and whose use in
these passages illustrates its very early applica-
tion to those who were subjected to careful and
systematic instruction in Christi.in doctrine, witli a
view to being admitted into the body of the Church.
This preparation is actually indicated in germ also
by the very early insertion ' of v.^ into the account
of the baptism of the Ethiopian eunuch (Ac 8™°'),

and by vv.^'-^^ in the account of the baptism of the
jailer and his household at Philippi (Ac 16-"'''').-

Such systematic instruction in religion would
be quite familiar, at least to the converts from
Judaism ; for not only were there schools attached
to most of the synagogues, in which the young
were carefully educated by catechetical methods,
with the OT Scriptvu-es for text-book, up to the
age of twelve or thereabouts, but also there is little

doubt that proselytes (i.e. Gentile converts to
Judaism) received catechetical instruction cer-
tainly before, and perhaps after, their admission
as such.^

As time went on, it would soon be necessai'v to
develop the instruction and prolong the period of
preparation, though we have but scanty records
remaining to us until we reach the 3rd century.
Such as we have, however, are satisfactory so far
as they go. The Teaching of the Twelve Ajmstles
provides (in its first six chapters) * instruction in
practical rather than doctrinal subjects, and then
proceeds (ch. 7) : ravra iravra wpoeiirdfTe!, fiaTrrliTaTf,

K.T.\. . . . KcKevtxeLs be v7}<rTev(Tat rbv ^aTTTi^b^ievop TTpb

IXI.S.S fl 5vo. Here, tlien, we have (probably in the
2nd cent.) a delinite course of instruction laid
down for catechumens in that portion of Cliris-

tendom to which this treatise belongs, and the
duty of preliminary fasting enjoined ; * and there
were probably special reasons why the practical
rather than the dogmatic side was insisted on.
Again, in Justin Martyr's Apology, i. 61, we read
as follows : otrot hv ireiffdCiaL Kai Ttarevojo-iv dXi^f?^ ravra
TO. v<f> 7)fj.Cjv SidaaKOfieva Kal Xeydfieva dvat, Kai ^Lovy

oi'ruis SvpaaOat inriffx^^vraL, e^xeadal re Kal airelv

vT)(7Te('0VTes Trapa. rev 6eo0 ruiv irpo-qfxapT7}fxhii)v 6.<^>e<jLv

5L5d<rKOVTat, tj/xuv enfvevxofiefojp Kai ffvvvtjirrevdi'ruv

avTo7^. "ETreira dyovrai v(p' TjfjLujp ?vOa vdojp 4<rri.

Here similar evidence is afforded, together with
the addition of prayer for forgiveness of sins,

though this is really implied in fasting.

A little later than this, but early in the 3rd
cent., we come upon a considerable body of evi-

dence as to the care that was then taken with the

S
reparation of catechumens. Converts in those
ays, and for some time to come, were still mostly

adults, and a good many of these never proceeded
to Baptism itself until they were at the point of

1 Not later than the 2iid cent., since it is quoted by Irenxus
(,Haer. ni. xii. 8).

^ Cf. Ac 23»-ii. In each of the cases quoted some preliminary
instruction was obviously given, though the special circum-
stances reduced the period to a minimum. It is to be noted
also, as Frere (.New Hist. o.f Bk. of Com. Prayer, p. 557) points
out, that ' a large proportion at least of the early converts had
already had the training of Judaism as their schoolmaster to
bring them unto Clirist.' The same author also suggests that
' when .St. Paul 6a\s (1 Co l"") that it was not his work to
baptize, he . . . lias in view a system of teaching and training

'

preparatory to baptism (p. 558 ii.).

8 ' One might be tempted to find evidence of earlv catechetical
instruction in such passages as Ps 15. ii^f- 34" I5,"ls 331*' 6 etc.
In Harnaek's opinion, we have in At5. H 3a 22-6', and fragments
in chs. 8 and 13, a book of instruction for Jewish proselvtes
called " The Two Ways "

' (F. C. Porter, art. ' Proselvte ' in BDB
iv. 13»i).

1 Cf. Apost. Const, vii. 22.

6 This is still required of adults in the English Church.
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death (e.g. the Emperors ConstaiUius and C'oii-

stantiiie). No doul)t, this was in part due to an
exajr^'erated fear of |)Ost-baptismal sins and loss of
innocence, but it must also he remembered tliat the
state of the lieathen world was such as to make it

extremely tlitiicult for the ordinarj' person to con-
duct himself with consistency as a t'hristian, and
it was therefore most important tliat catechumens
should be as thorouj;lih- grounded as possible in
Christian principles.' There must also have been
frequent cases of relapse into sin in the ranks of
the catechumens, whic-li re(iuired punishment and
postponement of baptism (see Bingham, Ant. X. ii.

§ 17). An extreme instance of the tendency to
Puritanical strictness is found in the history of the
early Syrian Church, where, even until the time of
Apliraates in the 4th cent., baptism api)ears to
have been ' a privilege reserved for celibates' : or,

in other words, it was as a rule postponed till a
period in life when men and women felt disposed
to live separately.- Hence the Christian com-
munity consisted of baptized celibates,^ together
with a body of adherents who remained outside,
and were not really members of, the Ijody.

But our concern is chietiy with other parts of
Christendom, and there by the beginning of the
3rd cent, the writings that are extant give us a
clear idea upon the subject. In the first place,
modem researches seem to show conclusively that
there were only two grades among those who were
unbaptized : (1) catechumens pure and simple, i.e.

adlierents to Christianity who were, however,
looked upon as members of the connnunity {e.g.

Clin. JTipp. 63, 64) ; (2) catechumens who sought
baptism, and were therefore being subjected to
a definite course of instruction with a view thereto.
These latter were called /poirii'Siievoi, competenies,
elccti, and the like.'' The proper time for their
preparation was the season of Lent, so that they
might be ready for the solemn administration of
the sacrament of baptism on Easter Eve. But as
baptism might, for one reason or another, be
postponed till later on in the Easter season, and as
Whitsunday was the end of that period, the latter
festival was looked upon as the second great annual
occasion for admission. In the East the Epijiliany,
which was always associated with our Lord's
baptism in the Jordan, was also allowed, and
sometimes in the West as well. After that,
Christmas and other festivals were added, in spite
of I'apal disapproval.
The first portion of the preparatory period was

occupied with three kinds of preparation : ' (1) in-

struction in what they must give up (the renuncia-
tion) (see art. Abriinuxtio)

; (2) instruction in
what they must believe (the faith)

; (3) a series of
exorcisms by which the evil spirits were to be
driven out of the candidates.^ A list of names

1 To the same considerations must be attributed the multiplica-
tion of forms and ceremonies which is so noticeable in connexion
with baptism in the mediieval rite.

= See linrliitt, Earti/ Eaxlfni Chrintianity, 1904, p. 12.iff. The
whole question is fully disnussed bv him ; he compares similar
tendencies among the .Marcionitrs (Tert. (tdi\ Marc. iv. 34), the
Maninhians, the Albigenscs, and tlie Buddhists.

** The technical name for these bajitized persons was B'nni
Q'y^mff ('Honsof the covenant*), who formed a kind of monastic
order.

4 See Duchesne, Orig. <iu mile chrH. (Eng. tr. p. 29.'i), who
quotes F. X. Funli, Thenl. Quartalschr., liSS, p. 41 ff., as havim;
established that the old idea of their division into four classes is

erroneous. It may be added that the case of penitents is, as it

were, the case of those who have been reduced to the rank of
catechumens, and that the same author (see Duchesne, op. cit.
p. 430 n.) throws doubt on the universolitv of the four classes in
their case even in the East, while in the West it was never
practised at all.

'• The deacons were specially charged with this work (Ca»i.
Hipp. CI), but care had to be taken that thev too had'been effi-
ciently instructed : oi Karrf^avirrtt jrpiTOf «ar7)Xl9fVTe5 kot7)x<c-
Tutrav mi. Trfpl •fivmf ivOimtruv to epyoi- (ps.-Cleni. Ep. ad Jac.
§ 13).

8 The Catechetical School at Alexandria and similar institu-
VOL. III.—17

was carefully drawn up of those who were to be
admitted to this course. Then by Thursday in
Holy Week those who satisfied the bishop were
finally determined upon, and after fasting on
Friday presented themselves on Saturday morning
for the last act of preparation before baptism
itself, which would normally take place that same
evening. At this last preliminary service there
were three ceremonies:' (1) the concluding exor-
cism, with imposition of hands over the candidates
as they knelt facing the east ; (2) the exsufilation,
or breathing into their faces ; (3) the effcta, each
person being touched with spittle (or oil) on the
mouth, ears, etc., in imitation of our Lord's action
in Mk T^'-^'.

If we pass on one hundred years later, to the
beginning of the 4th cent., we reach a period in the
history of the Church when jieace and the cessation
of persecution naturallj- added large numbers ta
the Christian body, and produced further develop-
ments in the regulations for the catechumenate.
The same outlines of preparation in the earlier and
the later stages are still oliserved both in the East
and in the West (at Koiue and in ' Galilean

'

churches), but the whole system is more systematic
and definite."

Buring the course of instruction, a kind of
examination was held from time to time, often
called scrntininm ; by the 7th cent, there were as
many as seven of these scrtitinia, which began in
the 3rd week of Lent. The Creed, the Lord's
Prayer, and other parts of Christian doctrine
(traditio symholi) were learnt by heart. Various
portions of the Scriptures were read and explained,
especially from the historical and moral books (see
Aug. de Cat. End.). What are now called the
Apociypha were also used for this purpose (Athan.
Ffst. Ep. 39; ps. -Athan. Synopsis Script, sacr.),

more particularly, it seems, the Book of Sirach
(Can. Apost. 85).^ At Eome there was, at all

events later on, a formal instruction in the four
Gospels, called apertio aurium, and a curious
ceremony of administering salt to the candidates.''
They were also universally admitted to Church
assemblies and to the first part of the Eucharist
(i.e. up to the missa [ = missio] caterhuniinorinn),
though actual instruction in the doctrine of
Holy Communion was mostly withheld till after
baptism.

It must, however, be remembered that, though
these ceremonies continued and were even, as has
been said, probably added to in process of time, and
though the first part of the bajitismal service was
still called in the liturgical books ordo ad catecktt-

mcnum faciendum, the rapid growth of the prac-
tice of infant baptism, wliich followed upon the
establishment .and spread of Christianity, soon led
to the practical decay of the catechumen system.
Comparatively few adults were baptized, but the
rites and forms that had been elaborated for them
were not adapted to the new circumstances, and
babes in arms were treated as if they were in full

tions elsewhere were, no doubt, in part, though not exclusively,
intended for the benefit of catechumens (in the technical
sense).

1 The authorities for this description are Tert. de Baptismo,
and Can. Hipp. 60-110 ; a little later we find Serapion's Prayer-
book.

2 The authorities are the Pprefjrinal io Etherife (a lady
pilgrim's account of Church life in Jerusalem), the catechetical
lectures of Cyril of Jerusalem, St. Augustine (for Africa), St.

Amlirose (for Milan), etc.
» Cyril of Jenisalem (Catech. iv.) olijects to this use of ri

a7r6icpv<f)o and 'whatsoever is not read in churches'; ttut he
must be taken, we think, to refer to heretical and uncanonical
writings, not to the Apocrypha in our sense (cf. Dion. Alex,

p. B'2, ed. Feltoe).
4 This, according to the usage of those days, w.as often called

sacrnmenUtm {e.g. Aug. dc Pecc. Mer. ii. 26; Cone. Carlh. iii.

canon 5). Baronius and others were mistaken in thinking
that this referred to eiilogi<s (pain Wnit) ; see Bingham,
Aul. X. ii. 16.
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possession of their faculties anil caiiacities.' At
the present day this defect has been more or less

coniiiletely remedied in the various parts of

Christendom, tliough to a greater extent in the

West than in the oonsorvative East ; and still

more so in the Kefornied than in the un-Refornied
branches of the Church. Both the modern liituah

Komanum and the Prayer-books of the Anglican
Communions provide separate Offices for the Bap-

tism of Infants and of Adults, and in the Offices

for the latter ]novision is still made for the due
preparation of the catechumens. The rubric in the

Roman Office requires that the adult candidate

shall receive adequate instruction in faith and
morals, shall receive the sacrament of baptism
fasting, and, if possible, at the bishop's hands, and
on Easter Eve or at 'Whitsmitide. The Office for

the Public Baptism of ' such as are of riper years

and able to answer for themselves ' was not added
to the English Prayer-book till 1661 ; the Preface

thus accounts for its addition :

'Although not so necessary when the former Book was
compiled, yet by the growth of Anabaptism, through the licen-

tiousness of the late times crept in amongst us, [it] is now
become necessary, and may be always useful for the baptizing of

natives in our plantations, and others converted to the Faith.'

Tlie reasons here alleged are still, of course,

operative in our days, especially in many parts of

the mission field, where great care has to be
exercised in the selection and instruction of

converts before baptism. It is to be noticed that

here, too, the rubric gives directions which are on
much the same lines as the Pioman rubric just

referred to, and follows ancient precedent

:

'Timely notice shall be given to the Bishop,^ or whom he
shall appoint for that purpose, a week before at the least, by
the Parents, or some other discreet persons ; that so due care
tuay be taken for their examination, whether they be sufficiently

instructed in the princiyiles of the Christian Religion ; and that
they may be exhorted to prepare themselves with prayers and
fasting for the receiving of this holy Sacrament.'

One of the chief privileges of the catechumenate,
up to the time of its practical abolition by the
spread of infant baptism, was that of attendance
(with penitents) at the first portion of the Eucharist.
This consisted, in general terms, of the Scripture
lections from OT and NT (Prophctica, Apostolka,
and EvangcUca Lectio) and the homily. After
that, in the East, during the 4th cent., the cate-

chumens first, the energumens next, then the
competentes, and finally the penitents were dis-

missed ^ in this form ;

' At the invitation of the deacon they offer up a silent prayer,
while the congregation also prays for them. The deacon
formulates this prayer, specifying the particulars of it, giving
the petitions in detail. The "faithful, especially the children
present, answer him by the supplication Kyrie EUison I The
catechumens afterwards rise up, and the deacon invites them
in their turn to pray, by joining with him in the form which he
employs ; he then invites them to incline their heads to receive
the blessing of the bishop, after which they are dismissed.'*

As to the Roman Liturgy we have no evidence
available till the liturgical books of the 8th
century. By that time 'discipline in regard to
catechumens . . . had been largely modified. There
were no longer any adult catechumens. . .

.'

Duchesne is, however, of opinion that the ancient
formulary of the inissa catecliumenoruvi was pre-
served notwithstanding, and occurs in the order of
baptism of that date.

' On the day of the " Opening of the Ears " [or tradiiio sym-
bolt] the deacon dismissed the candidates for baptism with the
words, Catechumeni recedant I Si quis catechumenus est, re-

cedat I Omnes catechumeni exeant/oras !
'
*

1 Traces of this incomplete adaptation are to be observed even
in the Reformed office of the Anglican Church : e.g, the ' Thou '

and ' I ' in the questions to godparents, and their answers, which
the phrase 'in the name of tliis child ' only partially sets free
from awkwardness.

' The Irish Prayer-book retains this rubric in its entirety ; the
American substitutes 'Minister' for 'Bishop . . . discreet persons.

'

i" Hence the terra tnissa catechuinenorum, missa being a late
word for miuio (like coUeda for collectio, ascensa for ascen&io,
ttc). The Roman Mass still ends with the words '/ie, missa est.'

* Duchesne, op. cit. p. 68. 5 lb. p. 171.

For the Galilean use we have the evidence of St.

Germain of Paris' in the 2nd half of the 6th cent,

adduced by Duchesne." By his day
' the catechumenate had become merely a reminiscence. It was
necessary then to explain the missa {d\8missa.l)catechumenorum

,

of which the rite, however, continued to be preserved. i* This
ceremony took place after the prayer, as in the Liturgy of

Constantinople. In the Apostolical Constitutions it is placed
before tiie prayer. We cannot gather precisely from the text
of St. Germain whether it was accompanied by special prayers.

I am inclined to believe that its text has in view the prayers
which I have just dealt with, but that at the beginning there
were special prayers, which disappeared with the disappearance
of the catechumens. Thus, at the end of the sixth century, at

least in the Church of Paris, nothing more was said than some
such formulary as Ne quis catechumentis, catechumeni recedant.'

Something has already been said alxiut the
present state of things in regard to this matter ;

but it may be further added that, since the

prevalence of infant baptism amongst most Chris-

tian bodies, systematic instruction in the principles

of the faith which, as we have seen, was the most
important feature in the primitive catechumenate,
is carried on after baptism instead of before ; and
in the case of the Roman, Anglican, and Lutheran
Communions mostly before Confirmation, which
has now been separated by a considerable interval

from baptism, and postponed till those that are

baptized have reached years of discretion. Among
Nonconformist bodies this may be said to be
provided for by means of Sunday school and other
classes. In the Anglican communion the two final

addresses to the godparents in the office of ' Publick
Baptism of Infants' lay stress upon the duty of

their seeing that their Godchildren ' be taught, so

soon as they shall be able to learn,' the Creed, the
Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments, and
'all other things which a Christian ought to know
and believe to his soul's health,' this last clause

being amplified afterwards into the charge that
they ' be further instructed in the Church-Catechism
set forth for that purpose.' In this way the spirit

of the Early Church is still retained, by which only
those who have been properly instructed in the
faith are admitted to full communion with the

Christian society.''

See also the artt. Abkenuntio, Baptism,
Catechisms, Confessions, Confirmation.
Literature.—Bingham, Ant. Ckr. Church, London, 170S-22,

bk. X. ch. ii. ; Bona, herum Liturg., Rome, 1671, lib. i. capp.
xvi., xvii. ; F. C. Burkitt, Early Eastern Christianity, London,
1904, Lect. iv.; Duchesne, Orij. duc«i(«cAri!(., Paris, 1889 (Eng.
tr. Christian Worship, London, 1903), ch. ix. ; F. Cohrs, art.
• Katechumenat,' in PRE', voL x. ; Mart6ne, de Ant. Bed.
Eitibus, Antwerp, 1736-38, i. ch. i. artt. v.-ix. ; Procter-Frere,
New Eist. of Bk. «/ Com. Prayer, London, 1901, ch. xiv. ; D.
Stone, Holy Baptism*, London, 1905, ch. xii. ; F. Wiegand,
Symbol und Katechumenat, Leipzig, 1899 ; J. Mayer, Gesch.
d. Eatechumenats . . . in den ersten sechs Jahrhunderten,
Kempten, 186S [Rom. Cath.) ; E. Hatch, Organisation of the

Early Chr. Churches, London, 1888; Brigrht, Canons of th£ first

Four Gen. Councils, London, 1892 (esp. Can. Nic 2 and 14, and
Can. Const. 7, and the learned editor's notes, pp. 6, 55, 121).

0. L. Feltoe.
CATHARI.—See Albigenses.

CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHURCH.—See
Irving and the Catholic Apostolic Church.

CATHOLICISM, CATHOLICITY. — The
meaning of these words will be best under-
stood by examining the history of the adjective

'catholic' The word 'catholicity' is always, or

almost always, the name of a quality—the quality

of being catholic, in whatever sense this may be
understood ; the word ' Catholicism ' is generally
applied to a system of faith or practice which

1 Died A.D. 676. 2 Op. cit. p. 202.
s Cf. Council of Epaon (617), c. 29, ' cum catechumeni pro-

cedere commonentur.'
* In the Bull Ex omnibus aJJKctionibus (Oct. 1, 1667), Pius v.

condemned the tenet of Baius, ' opera catechumenorum, ut fides

et poenitentia ante remissionem peccatorum facta, sunt %'itae

aeternae inerita' (cf. Denzinger, Enchiridion symboUfrum'^^,
Freiburg, 1908, No. 1018).
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possesses the quality of being catholic. ' Cathuli-
cism ' is sometimes, though rarely, used of the
quality itself, but 'Catholicity' is never, or very
rarely, used as the name of a system.
The adjective 'catholic' is derived from KaO'

b\ov, which means 'on the whole,' 'in general';
and it has an extensive non-ecclesiastical use,
which need not be particularly e.xainined. It is

used of things whicli are universally prevalent or
applicable, or even of things which are only
common, and more particularly of things which
are of universal use or interest, and of persons
who have universal or wide sympathies. These
meanings need not be dwelt upon, but it should
be noted that early ecclesiastical writers freely
u^e the word in its non-ecclesiastical sense.
The ecclesiastical use began very early, and the

word was from the first specially used to denote
an attribute of the Church. It was not commonly
applied to persons until much later. In many early
instances it is not easy to determine the precise
shade of meaning which it was intended to convey.
The Church, it is true, might very naturally be
called ' universal ' for several reasons. It might
be so called as teaching a universal religion suit-

able to the whole of mankind, in contrast to tlie

national character of Judaism. Or the term might
be used of actual local extension, either with refer-

ence to the future literal extension of the Church
throughout the world, or -vvith reference to that
actual extension over a great part of the Roman
empii'e—the inhabited world—which took place
very early in its history. Or again, the Church
in general, the Christian society as a whole, might
be called 'universal,' to distinguish it from the
U)cal churches, that is, from those parts of the
one society which existed in particular places.

All these shades of meaning came in the course
of time to be associated with the epithet, but it is

not clear that any one of them was the original
significance. And another idea appears very early,

and perhaps to some extent even in the earliest

examples of the use of the word. As the true
doctrine of the Church was regarded as that which
was held by the Church as a whole, while heresies
were partial and local, the word 'catholic' came
to signify 'orthodo.\y as oppo.sed t« heresy, con-
ffjiniity as opposed to dissent' (Liglitfoot, Patr.
Ap., note on I^. ad Sniyrn. viii.). This, indeed,
became the princijial meaning of the word, anil

so it became usual to speak of the catholic Cliurch
in a particular place, in contrast with bodies of
schismatics or heretics. The word came also to
be very frequently used as a sort of perpetual
epithet of the Church, without any more detinite
significance than that of the 'true' or 'orthodox'
Cliurch. The frequency of the use of the word
is attested by the fact that it appeared very early
in the Eastern Creeds, and somewhat later in those
of the West.
The early history and the development of the

meaning of the word can be best understood from
an examination of some typical examples of its

use. The earliest passage in which it occurs is in
Ignatius (ad Smyrn. viii. )

:

' Shun divisions as the bepinning of evils. Let all follow the
Bishop, as Jesus Christ the Father ; and the Presbytery as the
Apostles : and to the Deacons pay respect as to the couunand-
nieut of God. Let no man do anything of things pertaining to
the Church apart from the Bishop. Let that be held a valid
Eucharist which is under the Bishop or one to whom he shall
have committed it. Wheresoever the Bishop shall appear,
there let the people be ; e\ en as where Jesus may be there is

the Catholic Church. It is not lawful apart from the Bishop
either to baptize or to hold an atjape ; but whatsoever he shall
approve, this is well pleasing also to God.'

It has been commonly assumed that in this
passage the Catholic Church means simply the
Churcli in general, or as a whole, as distinguished
from the church in any particular place ; and tliis

at first sight seems the obvious sen.se. But if

this is the whole signilicance of the word in this
passage, Ignatius would appear to say that the
relation of the Bishop to the paiticular church
is the same as that of Christ to the Church as a
whole ; and he can hardly mean this—at least not
without some qualihcatioii. The drift of the whole
passage is to insist on the unity of the Church,
and the argument appears to be that the indwelling
of Jesus is the essence of the Church, and that llie

visible test by which it may be seen that the com-
munity in any place is part of the Church consists
in being in communion with the Bishop, who is

at once the head and representative of the local
church, and the link which connects it with the
Church as a whole, of which Christ is the head.
This is in accordance with the theory of the early
Church about the episcopate ; and if this is what
Ignatius means, the word ' catholic ' has already
something of the sense of the ' true ' Church.
Other early examples of the use of the word

occur in the Martyrdom of Polycai-p, of which
fragments have been preserved in Eusehius, and
of which the date may be about 150. This is

addressed to 'all the parishes (i.e. dioceses) in
every place of the holy and catholic Church,' and
in §§ 8 and 19 ' the whole catholic Church through-
out the inhabited world ' is spoken of. Here the
meaning is not defined ; but, if the sen.se were
simply that of local extension, there would have
been no object in adding the words ' in every
place' and 'throughout the world.' In § 16, ac-
cording to the old reading, 'the catholic Church
in Smyrna' is spoken of; and if this is the right
reading, it can only mean the true, orthodox
Church. The more probable reading, however,
is 'the holy Church.' At all events the sense of
orthodoxy is unmistakable in the Muratorian
Fragment, which says that the heretical writings
cannot be received into the Catholic Church, and
in Clement of Alexandria, who says (Strom, vii.

17) that it is the essential characteristic of the
Catholic Church that it should agiee in the unity
of one faith. In the time of St. Augustine the
signilicance of the word was further developed
and commented on ; and greater stress seems to
have been laid on the idea of universality in the
sense of extension—at all events on some occasions,
as for instance in controversy with the Donatists.
St. Augustine, writing about them to a corre-
spondent, says that they maintained that the
Church is catholic ' not from the communion of
the whole world, but from the observance of all

Divine precepts and all sacraments ' (Ep. xciii. 23 ;

cf. lii. 1). But the meaning of orthodoxy still

prevails, e.g. in de Fid. et Symb. x. :

* We believe also in the Holy Church, that is to say, the
Catholic Church. For both heretics and Bchismattcs call their
congregations churches. But heretics violate the faith itself

hy false opinions abovit God, while schismatics abandon
brotherly charity. . . . Wherefore neither heretics belong to
the Catholic Church, which loves God, nor schismatics, since
it loves its neighbour.'
So also in Serin, ad Cat. 11 :

' This is the Holy Church, the
One Church, the True Church, the Catholic Church, fighting
against all heresies.'

The locu.^ classicus for the meaning of the word
as it was fully developed during the iirst three
centuries is in the Oatecheses of St. Cyril of

Jerusalem (viii. 23 [A.D. 348])

:

* The Church is called Catholic because it extst« throughout
all the inhabited world, from one end of the earth to the other ;

and because it teaches, universally and completely, all doc-
trines which ought to come to the knowledge of men con-
cerning tl>ings l>oth visible and invisible, both in heaven and
on earth ; and because it brings into subjection to godliness
the whole race of men, both of rulers and of niled, both of
learned and of ignorant ; and becAuee it universally treats
antl heals every kind of sins which are committed by soul
and body, and possesses in itself every form of virtue that is

named, both in deeds and words and in spiritual gifts of every
kind.'
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Here there are four Uimls of universality imli-

cated^extension in |ilace, completeness of doctrine,

adaptation to all kinds of men, and moral and
spiritual perfection. In another celebrated passable

St. \'incent of L6rins applies universal a;;reement
as a tost of doctrine (Common, i. 2). After dealing
with the appeal to Scripture, he adds :

' Within the Cathohc Church itself the greatest care must be
taken that we hold that which has been believed everywhere,
always, and by all. For this is truly and properly Catholic,

as the very torce and effect of the word declares, which includes

all thintfS with practical universality. But this will be found
preci3el.v in this way, if we follow that which is universal, that
which is ancient, tliat about which there is consent.'

St. Vincent does not, however, as has been some-
times supposed, exclude all development of doctrine,

for somewliat later he adds :

' As in the case of individuals, so in the case of the whole
Church, at the different staijes of life and age, there must be
great and vehement progress in understanding, in knowledge,
in wisdom.'

The Middle Ages added little or nothing to the
idea of catholicity. The thought of local exten-
sion fell very much into the background, for the
missionary work of the Church for several centuries
was nearly at a standstill ; Christianity had occu-

pied almost all the area open to it, and had enough
to do to defend even this from Muhammadan
aggression. The word ' Catholic ' in its ordinary
ase meant the opposite of heretical. It was also

used as a perpetual epithet. Thus the King of

France was called ' the Catholic King,' and the
same title was given to the King of Jerusalem.
But, after the religious convulsions of the 16th
cent., the word came to be used with a greater
variety of meaning. The new religious associa-

tions which became known as Protestant did not
commonly claim the title of ' Catholic ' for them-
selves ; and, on the other hand, the Churches of

the Papal obedience insisted more explicitly on the
doctrine that communion with the See of Rome
was a necessary condition of membership of the
true Church, and that therefore only those who
remained in this communion were entitled to be
called Catholic. Hence the term ' Catholic ' came
to be opposed to the term ' Protestant

' ; and on
the Continent of Europe the words are still popu-
larly used in this way. The Anglican Church, on
the other hand, retained its historical continuity,
and continued to claim catholicity as being a true
representative of the ancient undivided Church.
Anglicans, therefore, from the 16th cent, have
applied the term ' iloman ' Catholic to the Churches
of the Roman obedience, while claiming to be
equally Catholic themselves. It may be noted
that from this period the word is commonly ap-
plied not only to the Church as a whole, but also
to individual members of the Church. Instances
of this use are found much earlier, but it now
becomes very common. See further, the article

on the Church.
At the present day the word is used In several

significations which differ considerably from each
other. The chief of them are the follo>ving :

(i. ) The meaning of catholicity, as it is under-
stood at the present day in the Bomaii Church,
may be summed up in the following propositions.
(<r) The Church was intended by God to be liter

ally universal, i.e. diffused throughout the world
(6) As applied to the Church at any particular
time, this universal extension must be understood
in a moral sense, whether it be simultaneous or

successive. For such a moral catholicity it is not
necessary that the Church should be as yet liter-

ally extended throughout the whole world, or that
its members should form an actual majority of
professing Christians, or that its progress in every
place should be continuous and uninterrupted.
It will be sufficient if it can be shown that, from
its first beginnings at Jerusalem, the Church has

by degrees extended throughout the greater part

ot the world, and founded branches progressively

in all directions, all of whicli are united by a real

and visible bond of union, that is, not only by
common aims and sympathies, but by being under
the same government, (c) This moral catholicity
is a note of the Church, that is, a quality which
distinguishes the Church from any other body

;

for it is an attribute of the Cliurch founded by
Christ, and not of a number of different bodies
taken together. It implies, therefore, a common
faith and a conrmon government, for without these

a true visible unity is impossible, (d) It is a
quality which is possessed only by the Roman
Church. The Eastern Churches possess historical

continuity, but they are divided into several in-

dependent parts without a common government.
Moreover, they claim only their own territory,

and make no attempt to spread theii' branches
over the world. Nor can they be regarded as
forming collectively one part of the Catholic
Church, the other part being the Western Church,
because their bonds with the West are altogether
broken, in respect both of faith and of govern-
ment. The Protestant bodies are professedly
partial and local, they have no bond of union, and
they have severed all organic connexion with the
historical Church. The Anglican Church claims
catholicity, and at the present moment its branches
have a wide extension ; ^t this is closely connected
with national extension, and even on tlie supposi-
tion that it retains Apostolic orders, the different

branches of the Anglican communion are united
merely by comitj', and not by any efficient common
government. It will be seen that, according to this

view, the quality of the catholicity of tlie Church
is almost merged in that of it« unity. Even the
question of orthodox doctrine enters into the

conception only in a subordinate degree, and
unity of government becomes the real test of

catholicity.

(ii.) The Anglican view denies that an absolute
centralized government is a necessary condition
of catholicity, and maintains that such a govern-
ment was not thought necessary and did not
actually exist in the early ages of the Church,
but that orthodoxy was maintained by the con-

sentient witness of all parts of the Church. The
name of ' Catholic ' was given to the Church not
so much because of its actual local extension at

any moment, although it was destined to be spread
throughout the whole ^^orld, but because it is in

its nature capable of supplying all spiritual needs
of all classes of mankind at all times. But it can
do this only if it retains its purity and complete-
ness of doctrine and worship ; and, according to

the teaching of the early Church, this is secured
mainly by the continuity of the episcopate which
preserves the Apostolic tradition and bears witness
to the common consent of all parts of the Christian
world. Hence arises the close connexion between
catholicity and the episcopate, which is found as

early as tlie passage of Ignatius cited above. The
bishops were regarded in early times not as im-
posing doctrines upon the Church, but as witnesses
to the accordant beliefs of different parts of the

Church, so that by their agreement the faith of

the whole might be ascertained. In the same
manner also the due administration of the sacra-

ments was to be secured (Ignat. I.e.). Any part
of Christendom may therefore rightly be called

Catholic which preserves the faith, the sacraments,
and the Apostolic ministr}-. The catholicity of

the Church is a real thing, although it is im-
perfect, just as its unity and its holiness are
likewise imperfect.

(iii.) The religious bodies ivhich were formed in

the 16th cent, and later have made little use of the
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word 'Catholic' except in the sense of Koiiian

Catholic. In explainin;,' the tenii as it occurs

in tlie Creed and in ancient literature, they have
generally laid stress upon the idea of local ex-

tension, and applied it to the ideal aim of Chris-

tianity. Some writers again, using ' Catholic

'

an<l ' i'rotestant ' as opposed terms, have applied
theui to two fundamental religious tendencies.
Inasmuch as all religion has as its ohject to bring
men into close relation to God, the direct contact
of the individual soul with God is its true concern.
On the other hand, as man is obviously created
for society, his relations to God imply relations

with his fellow-men, and this implies a religious

society, in and through which relations to Goil

I'l-come pos.sible. As this latter conception—the
belief in the necessity of the Christian society,

the importance of its orthodoxy, unity, and right
government, and of its social acts, the sacraments
—was greatly insisted upon in the Middle Ages,
while in tlie uplieaval of the I6th cent, there was
a strong tendency to lay stress upon the relation

of the individual soul to God, some writers use
the words ' Catholic ' and ' Protestant ' to denote
these social and individualistic tendencies respec-

tively. This is not, however, the historical use
of the words. In recent times the word ' catholic

'

has been loosely used in a manner still more remote
from its original signiticance. In non-ecclesiastical

matters it has been not infrequently or improperly
used, as has been mentioned above, to express the
ideas of coiuprehensiveness or general sympathy.
Consequently, some niodeni writers have applied

it in ecclesiastical matters to what is vague and
undetermineil in faith or practice. This use of

the word is purely modern, although .some ap-
proximation to it may be found as early as the
writings of Baxter and Befoe, and nothing could
be further removed from its historical signili-

cance.
There are several subordinate ecclesiastical

senses in which the word ' catholic ' has been
used : (1) It is the title [KaOoXiKSs] of certain

patriarchs or primates in the Eastern Churches.
It is properly ai)plied to a primate who is sub-

ordinate to a patriarch, but who has metropolitans
under him. (2) It is used of church buildings :

(«) of a bishop's church or cathedral as opposed
to a parish church, (6) of a church as opposed
to a private oratory, (c) of a parish church as

opposed to a monastic church. (3) It is used of

the Catholic Epistles (sec the Comm. and the art.

'Catholic Epistles' in HDB).
LiTBRATCRE. — The doctrine of the Church, including its

Catholicity, is dealt with more or less fully in most general
works on" Christian doctrine, especially in treatises on the
Creeds. The claims of the Church of Rome are the subject
of innumerable works, controversial and constructive. The books
mentioned here are merely a few specimens of their classes.

i. Patristic references : Ignatius, arf Sin yni.; 'Martyrdom of

PolvcArp,' ap, Euaeb. HE; Clem. Alex. Strom, vH.; Cyprian,
de t'nit. Eccl.\ Aug-. Epp. Hi. 1, xciii. 23, Sermo ad Catech., de
Fide et Symb.; Cyr. Jer. xviii. 23 ; Vine. Lir. Common, i. 2.

ii. Works on the Creed : J. Pearson, Exposition oj the Creeds,
Lond. 1669, and many edd.; Forhes, Explatiation of the Nicene
Creed, Ixind. 1SG5 ; Kattenbusch, Das apost. Symb., I^ipzig,
1894-1000.

ii). Church doctrine : Mohler, SymhoUk, 1S3S ; Scheeben,
Eandbuch de.r katkolischen Dogmatik, Kreiburjf, 1874-1S.S7 ;

Schouppe, Ktemeiita Theol. Dotpn., Brussels, 1886; Hunter,
Oultines oj Diigm. Theol., Lond. 189.^-6 ; Martensen, Christian
Dogmatics, Eng. tr., Edinb. 1898 ; Dorner, Si/st. o/ Christian
Dootr., Eng. Ir., Minb. 18S1-2.

iv. Works on the Church : Lacordaire, L'Eqlise, Paris, 1903
;

Mater, VSglise catholique, Paris, 1906; Hort, Christian
Ecdesia, Ix)nd. 1897 ; Durell, Historic Church, Cambr. 1900

;

Stone, The Christian Church, Ix)nd. 1905 ; Lock, ' The
Church '(in Lux Mtmdi, Lond. 1889). Gore, The Church ami
the Ministry*, Lond. 1900, Roman Cath. Claims, Lond. 18SH

;

Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, Lond. 1S97 ; Fairbairn,
Calhoticirm, Lond. 1899; Rashdall, Chrislus in Ecdesia,
Edinb. 1904 ; Tyrrell, MeiUiFvatisin, I>ond. 1908 ; Ehrhard,
•Kath. Christentum u. Kirche in der Neuzeit' (in Die Kultur
der Gegentcart, l. iv. 1, Berlin and Leipzij,-, 1909).

J. II. Maude.

CAUSE, CAUSALITY. — I. The caisai,
UELATiox.— i. Content of the idea of cause.

—

IJy a ' cause ' is meant an object, event, or jirocess,

in virtue of whicli some other object, event, or

]irocess comes to exist or occur. In the primitive
and pre -scientilic conce])tion, derived from the
instinctive philosophy of the liuman mind in its

uncritical stages, a cause is always a concrelc thing
or person ; but such a thing is a cause only in si> tar

as it takes effect, and at the moment in whii-h it

does so. The ' effect ' of the cause is the change
produced in some otlier thing. If, sometimes, a
certain quality of the thing concerned in its cau.sal

activity is nbstr.actcd from its otlier (irrelevant)

qualities, anil called 'cause,' this is but a convenient
abbreviation ; for when we say ' friction warms,'
we really understand that the true cause of the
warmth is the body which jiroduces the friction.

This conception of cause involves the idea of tem-
poral succession. The beginning of the causal action
is prior to the completion of the change which is

called the effect : 'the cause precedes the effect.'

Further, the popular conception of causality in-

volves, over and above succe.ssion in time, the
element of ' efhcient action ' ; the ettect is ' pro-

duced.' The bullet, e.g., would not have flown
from the gun unless the charge had been fired ;

and common thought regards tlie bullet as having
been made, or constrained, to fly. The constant
concurrence of events, such as rubbing and warmth,
may suggest, or be the occasion of, or create a need
for, the application of the concejit of causation

;

but it does not itself yield it. Causation is, then,

in the first instance, a transaction between two
things, an active and a passive ; and this concep-

tion of concrete causes is used by Locke and Hume.
To look thus for the ground of one fact in another

fact or object involves the assumption of discon-

tinuity in the world-process. It implies that the

world is an assemblage of 'things,' history a series

of events ; that reality consists of separate facts.

We shall notice later the view that such breaking
up of reality into things and events is arbitrary.

2. Origin of the primitive concept of cause.

—

The idea of causality is generally held to have
arisen from our consciousness of voluntary action

in ourselves. Our original model, says William
.lames, in the construction of the concept of cause,

is our immediate experience in moving our limbs.

Similarly, Shadworth Hodgson asserts that the
notion of efficient causation is got from our un-
analyzed experience of ourself in action ; a man's
body, together with its consciousness, appears to

him to be immediately perceived as a real and
originating agent. (On this point, see Sig%vart,

Loijic, Eng. tr. ii. 98.) It is certain that oiu- re-

lations with the external world are the events

which most keenly excite our interest and atten-

tion, and that our volitional action and conscious-

ness of effort measure for us our own ' efficiency.'

Consequently, it is natural for us to interpret ex-

ternal events by ascribing to things the action and
passion which we experience ourselves. Similarly,

It is held, the idea of necessity implied in the
causal relation i.s modelled upon and derived from
the human feeling of coercion or restraint. The
ordinary concejit of cause is, in fact, anthropo-

morphic. It arose in the race from the tendency

to 'introject' our own experience into (dijects,

which especially characterized mankind in the

animi.stic stage ; and we shall see later how the

empiricism of natural science regards the cnider

concept of cause as a ' fetish.' But if the fore-

going account of the origin of the notion of causa-

tion be correct, we can well understand that, in

primitive usage, a cause shcmld l>e a thing or a
person—something which we can endow, by an-

alogy, with life like our own.
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The concept of ' forces,' as once used by ]ihysic.il

investigators, to denote the (unknown) causes of
changes in Nature, and of ' force,' defined as ' that
which produces motion or change of motion,' as
used in all but the most recent physical science,
is, of course, but a form of the primitive notion of

cause. Nowadays, both in science ami in vulgar
thought, it is events, rather than things or objects,
of which the causal relation is predicated.

3. Ambiguities and difficulties inherent in the
popular conception of cause. — The concept of

cause necessarily involves the dithculties which
belong to the several concepts—such as ' change,'
'thing,' 'activity'—whicli it presupposes: diffi-

culties which have led some philosophers to regard
the content of such concepts to be ' appearance

'

rather than 'reality.' And besides these diffi-

culties, which inevitably arise in the application of
logic, which is ' discrete,' to the time-process, which
is continuous, various ambiguities attach to the
words ' cause ' and ' efi'ect ' on account of their
usage in senses implying diverse degrees of re-

flexion and criticism. The meaning of statements
concerning causation will depend, e.g., upon how
much we group together under the names of
'cause' and 'effect.' Thought can make order
out of the data of experience only when it isolates,

as separate ' events,' aggregates or unities whose
limits in time are more or less definitely prescrib-
able, and when it distinguishes as ' things ' unities
which can be easily diflerentiated in space. These
temporal and spatial wholes are linked together,
in thought which seeks to ' understand ' them, by
the causal means.

(a.) Continuity. — As typical of the difficulties

which emerge when we analyze the notion of cause,
we may refer to that involved in causation as a
time-process. As we have seen, both the primitive
notion of cause and, generally, the more scientific

forms of the concept regard it as of the essence of a
cause that it precedes the effect. But time is con-
tinuous ; we can always assert, in thought, ele-

ments of time in the time-series between any two
points which we have selected to regard as next to
each other in succession. And, unless causation is

similarly continuous, we should have to suppose
the two events which we call cause and effect to
be separated by an interval of empty time. And
this leads to further puzzles (see Taylor, Elements
of Metaph. p. 173f.). See Continuity.
Again, a body, A, cannot be said to act causally

on another, B, if, while A is changing, B is not.
A cause is a cause only in so far as, and at the
moment in which, it produces its ' effect

' ; just as
a soldier is a target only when he is being the
object of a marksman's aim. If causation is pro-
duction of change, then cause and effect would
seem to be necessarily simultaneous. We speak,
indeed, of the swallowing of poison as the cause of
a, subsequent death ; but, in thus singling out one
event in a series and calling it the cause of a later
one, we are using language which may be con-
venient, but which is certainly arbitrary and in-

accurate. Between the act of swallowing and the
cessation of life, a physiologist could distinguish
many successive events, each of which may equally
claim the title of cause of the final efl'ect. Indeed,
every event permits of conceptional division into
parts, adinjinitum ; it is really a system of events,
and these are again systems of a higher order.
Science resolves planets, for instance, into atoms,
and these into electrons ; a flash of light into waves
caused bj' vibrations.

On analyzing a case of causal action, then, we find
that it is only in a loose sense of the term that we
can speak of a cause as preceding its efi'ect. And
this is so, whether ' cause' stands for a particular
event or for the sum of empirical ' conditions.'

{/>) Transcunt action.—'Y\\6 idea of cause involves,
besides sequence in time, the idea of production, or
of efficient action. We shall see that empirical
science has eliminated this element from its con-
cept of cause ; but it has liad to advance to the
abnegation of the concept altogether. Cause, then,
involves the notion not merely of action, but of
action upon something, in which it produces change.
This type of action is called 'transeunt.' It is im-
portant to note that transeunt action is not per-
ceptible. Experience shows ns one thing coming
after another, but not out of it ; observation re-

veals succession, and regularity of succession, l)ut

nothing more. And though efficient action does
not of itself imply regularity or uniformitj' in the
succession of eti'ect after cause, the conception is

probably motived, psychologically, by the desire

to find one ground for the connected changes which
we observe. The model from which the notion
is derived is the effort which we experience in

accomplishing volitional actions, and the restraint
of which we are conscious when we are prevented.
When we come to close quarters with etficient or
transeunt action, we find that it also is an obscure
conception ; it is hard to imagine how such action
is worked, and in what it consists. ^Vhy does a
ball move when impinged upon by another (and
this is the type of transeunt causality)? We
simply do not know. We can form no definite

conception of an ' influence ' let loose from the
cause and passing over into the effect ; and, as
Lotze points out in his exhaustive investigation of

transeunt action (Metaph. , Eng. tr. , vol. i. ch. 5), the
conception would not help us if we could. Attri-
buta non separantur a substantiis. This notion of

a ' transference ' of something from cause to effect

(or rather, to the object in which the effect ap-
pears) has been productive of error in earlier

philosophy. One of its consequences, e.q., was the
scholastic doctrine that ' like can act only on like

'

—which perpetuates itself in the modern theory of

psycho-physical parallelism. Such a conception
also presupposes that the body B which receives

the 'influence' from A is purely passive in the
actual causal process—a point to which we shall

soon recur.

Meanwhile, it may be observed that various
attempts have been made in the past to dispense
with the idea of transeunt activity, in formulating
a doctrine of causality, on account of the diffi-

culties attending it. One of these was Occasional-
ism (see art. Occasionalism). This theory denied
all interaction between the so-called cause and the
effect, and referred all ' efficiency ' to God, who, on
the appearance of an event A (ordinarily called
' cause '), was said to produce the event B (' effect '),

A being the occasional, not the efficient or true,

cause of B. Occasionalism, as in the systems of
Malebranche, Geulincx, and other Cartesians, im-
plies perpetual 'miracle.' Berkeley also reached,
by another road, the view that there is no second-

ary causation. God is, for him, the sole cause ;

secondary causes are only ' sigTis.'

Another theory with similar purpose was Leib-

niz's doctrine of Pre-established Harmony, which
substituted for the continual intervention of Omni-
potence, which Occasionalism required, the one
initial miracle of the arrangement of harmony
between the elements of reality (monads) at the

first. The passage from phase to phase of the

activity of each monad wa-s conceived by Leibniz

as due to an immanent force expressing the nature,

created once for all, of that monad ; while regu-

larity of succession in phenomena was explained
as due to the harmony pre-established between the

monads.
These historical attempts to dispense with trans-

eunt action have long been abandoned. So also
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has what may he called tlie conceptional or logical

view of the causal relation, inliciitcd hj scholasti-

cism from Aristotle, an<l prevalent until the 18th

century—a view which maybe mentioned here as not
involving any imjilication of transeunt activity or

any attempt to avoid it. According to this view,

efficient causes can be known from analysis of the
essential nature of their effects, and effects can be
deduced from the definition of their causes—a mode
of conceiving causation taken over from scholasti-

cism by the earlier philoso|ihers of the modern
period, who used mathematical method in science

where we now use induction. Descartes, Spinoza,

and even Bacon, e.(/., used 'cause' in the rational-

istic sense. The etl'ect was regarded as ' c<mtained
in ' the cause ; or, as Spinoza exnres.se3 it, aliquid

effiritur ab aliqua re. means aliquid scqiiitur ex
ejus dejinitionc. The work of Hume and Kant has
made it plain that the cau.sal relation is not thus
analytic, but synthetic, and indeed causality is no
longer interpreted as it was before their time.

But our examination of transeunt activity, in

terms of which 'efficiency' is most naturally ex-

pressed, suffices to show that the ordinary notion
of causation is cmce more lacking in clearness. Of
course our inability to conceive, or to imagine the
' how,' of transeunt action between things, or

indeed of the activity of livin" subjects whence
transitive action is by analogy derived, is no proof

that such action is not fact, but illusion. But so

long as the cause is looked upon as what, by its

action, exclusively determines the nature of the
effect in a purely pa.ssive object, efficiency is per-

haps impossible as well as inconceivable. The
action of^A on B cannot be gi-ounded in A alone

;

the change attributed to A as cause nmst be de-

termined in part by B also. For it depends on the
nature of B how B will behave under A's action.

The sun which softens wax hardens clay. The
popular view of causal action, in grounding the
change of B entirely in A, is therefore one-sided.

The action must be reciprocal. In physics this

receives expression in Newton's 3rd law of motion :

'Action and reaction are equal and opposite.'

Causation, then, is interaction ; cause and effect

are simultaneous ; the effect is not contained in

the cause ; there is not a [lassive factor.

Transeunt activity, however conceived, is incon-

sistent with any thoroughly pluralistic theory of

reality. Independent substances, like Leibniz's

monads, are incapable of interaction. On such a
metaphysical system, we have, in any change, a
purelj' self-determined sequence of states in one or

several members of the plurality. Such ' causality

'

is distinguished as ' immanent.' We have referred

to Occasionalism and Pre-established Harmony as

devices to reduce all causality (secondary) to the
immanent type ; but unless ' God ' is simply another
term for the whole of reality, these devices do not
succeed in removing the difficulties which the}' were
intended to eliminate. Here, however, we come in

sight of another explanation of causal action—one
which has received exposition in the philosophy of

Lotze. Lotze regards God as the ultimate ground
of all change ; he conceives of the transition from
cause to effect as development in one and the same
Being. Thus pluralism is merged in an embracing
monism ; the many are included in the One

;

transeunt activity becomes wholly immanent.
It will now be obvious that the concept of cause,

as used in our practical Weltansrhniiung suffers

from lack of cleame.ss—perhaps, also, from in-

herent contradictions. Partly in consequence of
such obscurities, and partly because of the meta-
physical implications of the concept, it has under-
gone modification at the hands of natural science ;

and 'cause' is now being eliminated from scientific

terminology altogether.

4. The treatment of the concept of 'cause' in

physical science.—We have seen that the pre-
scientitic application of the term ' cause ' to objects
presented difficulties on critical analysis, and that
the continuity of time renders it difficult to con-
ceive of events as efficient causes.' We scarcely
need to point out that the tendency, sometimes
observable, to speak of laws of Nature as if they
were causes, and ' produced ' the phenomena whose
behaviour they describe, bespeaks considerable
confusion of thought. We have also seen that
' efficiency ' and ' transeunt action ' are difficult con-
ceptions, and that they involve more than can be
derived from the data of experience. From appre-
ciation of these difficulties and metaphysical mj's-

teries, science, and empiricist philosophy steeped
in science, came to speak of an event as the cause
of another only in the sense that it is a real con-
dition, on the occurrence of which something else

happens which would not happen without it. A
cause, in fact, becomes a sine qua non antecedent,
but does not itself necessarily ' produce ' the event
which is called its etl'ect. How or why an event is

a sine qua non antecedent, it may not be necessary
for science to know or to care ; but it must not
be forgotten that constancy of co-existence and
regularity of sequence in events imply causal
relation of some kind somewhere. Similarly, a
cause has been described by J. S. Mill as 'the
sum-total of conditions' for the happening of an
event—a definition approached by that of Hobbes :

' the aggregate of all the accidents.' Our examina-
tion of the pre-scientific notion of caase has already
led us in sight of the metaphysical result tliat the
ground of any event must be sought in all thf rest

of reality ; but if the 'sum-total of conditions' be
identified with ' the whole of reality,' or even with
the state of the world as a whole at a preceding
moment, this definition will be useless to science.

There is then an end to particular causes of parti-

cular events. We note, then, the tendency of

science to eliminate 'efficiency' from the concept
of cause, and to reduce causation to invariable
sequence ; at the same time, as we shall presently
see more fully, empiricism has sometimes jiroved

anxious to retain the element of ' necessity' in the
causal connexion.

Before Hume's day it had been remarked by
Glanvil that ' causality itself is unsensible,' and
that, in inferring from constancy of accompaniment
to causal relation, we supply more tlian we are
empirically authorized to supply. But it was one of

Hume's contributions to the problem of causality
to emphasize this fact, and to show that in reading
into the causal relation ' efficacy '—or ' agency,
power, force, energy, necessity, connexion, or pro-

ductive quality,' which, he says, ' are all nearly
synonymous '—the mind ' goes beyond what is

immediately present to the senses.' Now, since

Hume—or Mill, his constructive successor—has
generally been the fountain at which the scientific

investigator has imbibed his philosophical opinions,

it is natural that, in the sphere of scientific thought,
causality should be replaced by the very different

conception—uniformity of co-existence or sequence.

But the progress of science itself towards the
scientific goal, i.e. the inherent tendency of science

to become more and more identical with abstract

dynami<-s, is responsible for a further change in

the scientific usage of the c.a\isal concept. The
mechanical description of the world, which science

develops and uses, represents the world as wholly
inert, and its total ' energy ' as constant ; and it

sometimes repudiates the use of the term ' force ' in

any sense other than that of the purely mathemat-
ical quantity 'rate of change of momentum' (see

I Some of these ditliculties were pointed out by .Enesidemua^
Ist cent. B.C.
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art. P'OKCE). Further, science regards the world
as one continuous process of becominjr, in which
what we have hitherto called, ' with a clear trace of

fetishism,' ' cause ' and ' elVect ' are not teni])orall}'

•distinguishable events, but merely jdiases of one
process. In Nature, accordingly, there are no
causes and eli'ects. ' Die Natur ist nur eintnal da.'

In place of the causal relation. Science now uses
the mathematical equation. She speaks only of

transferences of energ5'—not of the action of forces

—in which the loss on one side is exactly equivalent
to the gain on the other. Such is the modern
interpretation of ex nihilo nihil Jit, and causa
<rijuat effectum. Which side of the transaction is

cause, and which efl'ect, is immaterial. Thus is

' cause ' expelled from the language of science by
many of its most eminent representatives ; and the
r61e of science, since Kirchhotf, has more and more
become identified with the description of the course
of Nature in terms of the simplest possible con-

ceptual symbols and formula, metaphysical im-
plications and language being renounced.

It bad been insisted by Comte that the old
nomenclature which included terms such as ' cause

'

and ' force ' was obsolete if the standpoint of

empiricism were established and adopted. And
indeed words implying dynamic dependence or
efticient activity are out of place if the causal
relation is reducible to, or is required to be re-

placed by, mere uniformity of sequence. Still,

we cannot overlook the fact that uniformity of

sequence or conservation of energy is an entirely
diii'erent thing from efficient action. Efficient

action does not imply regularity or uniformity,
and indeed is compatible with their opposites. So,

if Science uses, for her particular purpose, a de-
scriptive language in which ' cause, in the sense
of activity, finds no place, it by no means follows
that efficient action does not exist in the world.
Science has not shown that causation is illusion

;

she has banished it from nowhere but her ow-n
vocabulary. Causes, as such, do not enter into
her sphere ; it is possible, and even advantageous,
for her to ignore them.

II. The causal prixciple.—The further dis-

cussion of the concept of cause requires some
investigation of the causal principle. This prin-
ciple states that ' everything which begins to be
must have a cause,' or that the causal relation is

universal.

I. Its history before Hume.—At the beginning
of the modern period of philosophy we find Des-
cartes, who sets out to develop a system of know-
ledge from the principle of contradiction alone,
compelled to call in the aid of the principle of
causality, which he nowhere deduces or proves.
Descartes held the scholastic conception of the
causal relation, according to which the effect is

contained in the cause after the model of the
logical connexion of ground and consequence ; and
he formulated the causal principle in the old terms,
ex nihilo nihil ft. Spinoza uses the word causn
as identical with ratio, and he also assumes that
everything finite or particular must find its neces-
sary place in the one all-embracing reality. But
Leibniz first clearly enunciated the principle
which rationalistic philosophy had as yet uncon-
sciously assumed, and assigned it its place beside
the law of contradiction. His principle of suffi-

cient reason is sometimes stated as if it were
exclusively a metaphysical or real principle ; but
he intended it to be also logical. Perhaps the
expression of it which best represents Leibniz's
full meaning is that which occurs in his Motm-
dologic, 31, 32: ' Our inferences are based on two
great principles, that of contradiction and that of
sufficient reason, in virtue of which we hold that
ao fact can be true or actual, no proposition verit-

able, unless there be a sufficient reason why it

should be so and not otherwise.' The relation

between this principle and that of causality may
liere lie liriclly explained, before the history of the
latter primiple is resumed.

2. Relation of the principles of sufficient reason,
ground and consequence, and causality. — The
principle of sufficient' reason, in its logical aspect,

IS identical with the princijtle of ground and con-
sequence when similarly restricted ; it expresses
necessary connexion in thought. It states that
eveiy judgment must have a ground

—

i.e. a uni-
versal ground from which the judgment necessarily
follows, and which makes that judgment necessary
to all thinking beings. Such a ground of truth
(objective) is, of course, to be distinguished from
the psychological ground of subjective certitude.

By ' ground ' is meant what the scholastics called

causa cognosccndi.

The principle which bears the name of sufficient

reason or of ground and consequence is thus a
fundamental law of thought ; it forms the basis of

truths of matter of fact, just as the principle of

contradiction forms the basis of self-consistent or

necessary truths. It ditters, therefore, from the
principle of causality, which is concerned with the
causa Jiendi. It is only when the causal principle

is assumed that we are enabled to apply the
principle of ground and consequence in order to

infer from an ett'ect to a cause. But sometimes
the principle of sufficient reason is taken to be
solely metaphysical, not logical ; and that of

ground and consequence is sometimes construed in

both senses. If we adopt this usage, then the
principle of sufficient reason—or that of ground
and consequence applied to the sphere of succes-

sion in time—may be regarded (as in Taylor's
Elements of Mctaph.) as an axiom of knowledge,
equivalent to the axiom :

' What truly exists is

a coherent whole.' Whether this principle is

identical with the principle of causality, or whether
the latter principle is less fundamental and axiom-
atic, depends upon whether the ' cause ' of an
event can be identified with the complete ground of

that event : in other words, upon whether or not
causality, or one-sided dependence of the present

on the past, and of the future on the present, is a
' necessary logical consequence of the knowability
or systematic character of the Real.' This, how-
ever, is a disputed point.

3. History of the principle of causality from the
time of Hume.—Ground and c^use had been identi-

fied in the rationalistic school, uutU WoUf distin-

guished clearly between the two concepts. It was,
however, in the opposed school of philosophy

—

among the empiricists—that the modern problem
of causality emerged. We may practically date it,

in fact, from Hume's Treatise.

Hume points out that the most important
element in causality, as generally conceived, is

' necessary connexion ' ; yet that tliis ' corresponds

to no impression,' or is not given through sense.

He then examines the principle of causality. This,

he easily shows, is not self-evident ; for its opposite

is not inconceivable. The several 'proofs' of it

advanced, e.g., by Hobbes, Clarke, and Locke,
only beg the point to be proved.

Whence, then, the necessity of the principle!

Hume's answer is that the necessity by which we
infer effects from causes is simply that of strong

habit. Constant conjunction in the past leads to

the expectation of conjunction again. We cannot
penetrate into the reason of that conjunction, but
we pass mentally from efl'ect to cause through
association of ideas. The principle, he implies, is

a psychological, not a logical, law. Hume admits
that science is based on the principle ; but, as the

1
' Sufficient ' = * 6atisf.ving ' in the mathematical sense.
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principle is not fmiiished by reason, science is

therefore not kno\vledf;e, but belief. The prin-

ciple of the uniformity of Nature ('like causes

produce like eflccts '), again, like that of causality,

lias no apodictic certainty ; we are not strictly

warrauteu in extemling ex])erience beyond the par-

ticular cases vmder observation. Such is Hume's
coiudusion.
Of course it is the 'constancy of conjunction'

that needs to be explained ; and if, for this, we
are referred to association, association involves

the causal nexus—which Hume, strangely enouj;h,

did not perceive.

Hume at least destroyed the ancient presupposi-

tion that the relation between cause and ell'ect is

analytic and rational. And so far Kant, for whom
he prepared the way, was in agreement with him ;

he, too, held the causal connexion to be empirical

and synthetic. But for Kant it is not the empirical

result of association. It belongs to the original

constitvition of the human mind ; though not in

the sense that Keid taught in terms of uncritical

'dogmatism,' but as a necessary condition for all

possible experience. Beginning at the opposite

end as compared with Hume, Kant assumes that
there is a science of experience, and seeks for its

necessary conditions. One of these is the category
of cause. Hunie had assumed that successive per-

ceptions are perceptions of changes in permanent
objects, and not merely isolated perceptions. But
Kant maintained that our sensations become part
of a consciousness of objects only in virtue of a
synthesis of 'imagination,' and not as they 'are

gi\en.' Take, he sa3's, from the perceived change
the characteristics we bestow upon it in recognizing

it as an effect, and we reduce it to a mere succession

of perceptions which would not represent a change
at all ; or, in other words, changes in one ])er-

nianent object are knowable only through the
category of cause.

We may admit, as against Hume's sensationism,
that sense alone, abstracted from understanding,
cannot yield the causal principle. In order that
the passing contents of perception may be related

as like or unlike, before and after, and so forth,

a process of calling up in memory, of recognition

and diH'erentiation, of direction of attention, must
occur

J
and this is of tlie nature of thought, not

sensation. StUl, this admission will not necessarily

carry us be3'ond that interpretation of causality
which sees in it only regular sequence. Even less

does it commit us to the particular a ^iriori inter-

pretation of causality which Kant elaborated with
.so much ingenious but cumbrous and arbitrary
artiliciality. On the other hand, we may reject

Kant's account of the structure of knowledge ; we
may be alive to its inteUectualism and its undue
ignoring of the volitional element in the unifica-

tion of experience ; we may appreciate the obso-
leteness of his psychology, wliich sharply contrasted
'matter' and 'form,' and which assumed ready-
made faculties and processes apijarently invented
ad hoe, in the light of the fact that we can now
contemplate such ' ultimates ' ])sychogenetically,

and see that they have a history ; we may be
jiersuaded that what a-priorist thinkers have taken
for inherent laws of thought are rather acquired
habits, beginning in the spontaneous tendencies of

the human mind in its uncultured slate ; and yet
it nvvj be true that the category of cause or the
causal principle is necessary to our knowleilge of
change, and an essential condition for our ' making

'

of the world ' as known.' This possibilitj- will

receive further discussion.
In the meantime, our examination of the source-

of modem empirical ami rationalist interjjretations
of causality, in Hume and Kant, may api)ro[)riately
be supplemented by a brief allusion to the treat-

ment wliich the causal principle has received from
a writer who, professedly eschewing all but ex-
clusively empirical methods, nevertheless evinces
anxiety to arrive at a result whiclr only rational-

istic systems had as yet allbrded. J. S. Mill dis-

cusses only ' physical (i.e. phenomenal) causation,
as distinguished from 'eHicient' ; and he defines a
cause as an 'invariable antecedent' which, more-
over, is ' unconditinnal ' or, as it is usu.'illy ex-
jiressed, 'necessary.' As an empiricist Mill has
obviously no right to this term ' invarif(6/c ' ;

experience can inform us, with regard to any par-

ticular causal sequence, only that it has so far been
unvarytnjr. This latter statement he admits ; for

he teaches that the principle of causality is an
induction, related to all other particular induc-
tions us primus inter pares, though a presupposi-
tion essential for their truth. But if the causal
]irinciple is only a general hypothesis, as it alone
can be for the true empiricist, it possesses no more
tlian problematical validity ; and no amount of

future experience can ever procure for it a validity

of higher order. Similarly, Mill has assuredly no
right, on his presupi)ositions, to the term ' uncon-
ditional ' as a predicate of cause ; empirical know-
ledge knows nothing of the unconditional. In
straining after a necessary and universal causal
principle Mill thus forsakes his empiricism, on the
basis of which, as Hume had clearly seen, no ob-

jection can lie established in reason against the
sup[iosition of non-uniformity in Nature, or even
against that of an uncaused event, or causa sui.

Mill has indeed served to make it plain that pure
empiricism does not and cannot .solve the causal
proulem ; that it cannot establish, much less

account for, invariable sequence, necessary or

unconditional connexion.
The causal principle, then, is not resolvable

into an induction or general hypothesis without
losing its essential character. Nor has rationalism,

founded on the a-priorism of Kant, succeeded in

convincing the world that this principle is an
absolute necessity for thought — for a ' pure

'

understanding independent of all exjierience. As
Sigwart remarks (ioj/iV, Eng. tr. i. 321):

' The proof that our sensations as they occur must necessarily
submit themselves to the categories and a priori principles,

leaves much room lor question.*

Again, to quote Erdmann (Philos. liev. XIV. iii.

299 f
.

) :

* When we tAke into consideration the evolution of the organic
world of which we are members, then we must say that our
intellect, i.e., our ideation and with it our sense-perception,
has evolved in us in accordance with the influences to which
we have been subjected. The common elements in the different

contents of perception which have arisen out of other psychical
elements, seemingly first in t4ie brute world, are not only an
occasion, but also an efficient cause, for the evolution of our
processes of " reproduction," in which our memory and imagi-
nation, as well as our knowledge and thought, psychologically
considered, come to pass. The causal law, which the critical

analysis of the material-scientific methods shows to be a funda-
mental condition of empirical thought, in its requirement that
the events stand as causes and effects in necessary connexion,
or real dependence, comprehends these uniform content* of

perception only in the way peculiar to our thought.'

4. The causal principle from the point of view
of modern voluntarism.—Since the age of Kant,
and more especially in our own generatiem, volun-
tarism has increasingly claimed recogaiition. There
is indeed now a widespread tendency to assign the

chief function, in the construction of our know-
ledge, to the interests, desires, and volitions of

human subjects ; to regard knowdedge as practical,

as well as theoretical, in origin. The category of

cause has come to be referred to the active, rather

than to the iiitelleclual side of our ex]ierience ; and
the causal principle, like other axioms, to be re-

garded as a postulate arising from the needs of

agcnt-^.

Simple observation of the course of Nature, on
the part of a being with a merely passive, a purely
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theoretic or intellectual, interest in it, would not
reveal a regularity of sequence on any wide scale,

or the uniformity of Nature implied in the phrase,
'like causes produce like etl'ects.' Events which
guch a being could not calculate, occurrences which
would appear to us to he ' freaks of Nature,' would
be observed more frequently than those which he
niijjht discover to be orderly. The uniformity
which science has found in Nature is not written
there so plainly that he who runs may read it. If

it were, belief in gods and demons, charms and
omens, would have been less prevalent in human
thought, and less deeply rooted in the human mind.
Causality and uniformity are not concepts which
have been thrust by the concrete world upon a
passively receptive intelligence. They are rather
postulates which needed first, for practical reasons
such as the prediction and control of events, to be
demanded, and then to be diligently sought for,

before, here a little and there a little, they were
found, for all practical purposes, to hold true.

The principle of causality, and also the principle

of the uniformity of Nature, are, then, according to

this view, regulative rather than constitutive prin-

ciples of our thought. They are postulates, neces-

sary for effort after complete knowledge, but not
for experience. They are laws not, in the first

instance, at least, to our sense- perceptions or to
Nature, but to our own understanding, for its own
regulation in investigating Nature (see Sigwart,
op. cit. ii. 17). They originate in the collective

mind of thinking and acting subjects. But inas-

much as the further we apply them the more
verification they receive, we cannot but infer

that Nature is rationally interpretable, and there-
fore is either herself intelligent or the outcome of

intelligence.

5. Concluding section.—A few consequences of

the preceding inquiry may now be given.

It would appear that some necessary connexion
between the phases or elements of the Real is

essential to our knowledge ; the principle of suffi-

cient reason is axiomatic. But the principle of

causality is less general, and of a lower order of

validity. The dependence which we are absolutely
compelled to postulate is not necessarily that of

tran.seunt causality ; the ground of an event need
not be wholly contained in the temporally ante-
cedent phenomena or sum-total of phenomena.
Tlie one irreducible meaning we must give to cause
is ' ground.' Whether causation can be ' efficient

'

without being also ' final ' is an inquiry beyond the
scope of this article. Certainly causation implies
something more than the regular sequence and
equivalence which are the only elements in it that
concern phj'sical science. The principle of causa-
tion is no more reducible to the principle of persist-

ence of force than to the principle of identity

—

though both reductions have been attempted. The
reduction of all causality to the mechanical type,
which leads to mechanistic, if not materialistic,

phOosophy, is simply the outcome of the ahstract-
ness of scientific method and the departmental
nature of scientific aims and endeavours. It does
not follow, because science treats the world—the
sum of the objective in universal experience

—

without reference to the subjective conditions and
elements of that experience, that science has
' banished spontaneity,' or that, because the con-

cept of activity is obscure, or incapable of resolution
into a mechanical process, activity is the less an
immediately experienced and irresolvable fact.

How the effect is necessarily connected -svith the
cause, in the metaphysical as distinguished from
the epistemological sense ; what is the fundamental
element in the antecedent which determines, or
helps to determine, the consequent event ; how
efficient action is to be thought : these are unsolved

problems—perhaps for ever unsolvable. Causality,
as W. James says, is an altar to an unknown god.
It may be that the causality which we ascribe to

objects or things is appearance, not reality ; that
the category needs to be replaced by a higher.
The necessity of the indefinite regress in causal
explanation perhaps implies that 'causality is not
a proper formulation of the real princii)le of the
unity of all experience,' not an ultimate principle
of explanation (Taylor, op. cit.). Scientific ex-
planation, in which one event is traced to a
previous event as its cause, is, of course, but
relative ; and such relative explanation is not
assisted or supplemented, but destroyed, when a
Causa Sui, or God, is introduced to tiridge a gap or
give a start to the series of causes. Religious and
scientific (i.e. causal) 'explanations' are by no
means incompatible or mutually exclusive ; but
the deficiencies of the one system cannot be over-

come by recourse to the other. As to the notion
of a First Cause, or a Causa Sui, we have, on the
one hand, to bear in mind that we refute ourselves
in trying to establish it by extension of the applica-
tion of the causal category, for causality when
universalized contains a contradiction ; and, on
the other, to remember that the ultimate ground
simply ' is ' : to demonstrate its existence involves
reference to another ground yet more ultimate.
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F. R. Tennant.
CAVES.—The earliest and most natural refuge

for man, wherever the physical character of the
region has admitted of it, has been the caves and
even the crevices of the rocks. It is true that the
arboreal habit, still retained by a few living races,

must be of great antiquity. But the advantages
of the cave-dwelling, as a safe and permanent
abode, are manifest, and must have been recognized
by the most primitive types of humanity.

In a consideration of cave-dwellings, it is usual
among archaeologists to make some slightdistinctiou

between veritable caves, which penetrate for some
distance into the rock, and those hollows or cavities

in the face of a cliff which barely offer a refuge
from rain and wind. It is obvious that imperfect
shelters of this description would be used only
where there was no actual cavern near at hand, or
where such cavern was already in the possession of

a stronger occupant. Such as they are, however,
these ' rock-shelters,' as they are technically known
to English-speaking archaeologists, have often been
used as d^welling-places. Tangible evidence of this

fact is afforded by the remains of primitive pottery,
the shells of edible molluscs, and the bones of

animals still to be found by digging do^vvn to the
level of the original hearth. The 19th century
witnessed a great movement throughout Europe in

the direction of a minute and scientific examination
of the contents of caves of all descriptions, and
rock-shelters have been as closely investigated as
any other species of cave-dwelling.

In Italy, where the diminutive cot'olo denotes a
rock-shelter, the terms covo, covaccio, grotta, and
tana are applied to larger caves, often in association
with the idea of a wild beast's den. La Tana delta

Mit^sina, in the north of Italy (Reggio Emilia), is

especially deserving of mention, as there is strong
presumption that it was at one time the abode of

cannibals, human bones being found in an under-
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lying stratum in conjunction with charcoal and
tlie hones of lower animals. To the south-west of

this cave is tlie Grottn. dei Colombi in the island of

Palmaria, oil' the Tuscan coast, which bears a
similar testimony. In concluding his description
of the Grotta dei Colombi, 13oyd Dawkins remarks
(Cavellunting, London, 1874, p. 261) :

' We ni.iy gather from various allusions, and stories scattered
throujfh the classical writers, siirh. lor example, as that of the
Cyclops, that the caves on the shores of the Mediterranean were
inhabited by cannibals in ancient times. In the island of
Palmaria we meet with unmistakable proof that it was no mere
idle tale or poetical dream.'

Evidence of the same kind is found in the caves
of Arene Candide in Liguria, Capo Sant' Elia in

Sardinia, Diavolo in the Capo di Lenca, Salomone
and Sant' Angelo in the Valle della Vibrata, and
Lazzaro in Sicily.

' The contents of three caves in the Iberian peninsula, refer-

able to the dawn of the bronze a^e,' observes Boyd Dawkins
(op. cit. p. 145), ' render it very probable that the use of human
flesh was not unknown in those times.'

The sites thus indicated by him are the caverns
of C6sareda, in the valley of the Tagus, known
respectively as the Casa da Maura, Lapa Ftirada,

and Cova da Maura.
' The most abundant remains were those of man. They were

to be counted by thousands, and were so fragmentary and
scattered that it was impossible to put together one perfect
skeleton. The long bones had lost, very generally, their articular
ends, had been fractured longitudinally, and some of them had
been cut and scraped. It is therefore probable that this

accumulation was formed by a tribe of cannibals : the evidence
that human flesh formed their principal food being precisely of

the same nature as that by which the flint-folk of the P6rigord
are proved to have subsisted on the flesh of the reindeer. . . .

The ancient burial-places of Ultz, in Westphalia, furnish a
second case of the practice of cannibalism, according to M.
Schaaffhausen of Bonn ' (*. p. 147).

In referring to this as the second instance, how-
ever, the antiior had forgotten that he had already
mentioned (pp. 20-21) that
' in 1853, Professor Spring discovered a quantity of burned,
broken, and cut bones belonging to women and children, in the
cave of Chauvau.x [Belgium], which he considered to imply that
it had been inhabited by a family of cannibals.'

But although the evidence in all these cases
points to cannibalism, it mu.st be added that many
students of this science regard that evidence as
quite inadequate. They draw attention to the
fact that some tribes of modern E3kimo.s, whom
certain castes of European cave-dwellers closely
resembled in their way of living, their utensils,

and their art, show complete indifference as to the
disposal of the bodies of their dead, whose bones
are found lying about the Eskimo camps, mi.xed
up with the bones of animals and other remains.
Nevertheless those Eskimos are not cannibaLs.
Moreover, it is pointed out by T. Eric Peet
(The Stone and Bronze Ages in Italy and Sicily,

Oxford, 1909, p. 197), who combats the cannibal
theory, that
' the rite of scamitura, or stripping of the flesh from the bones,
was practised among these people (in ancient Italy and Sicily],

and that caves were often used as receptacles for the bones
together with the remains of a funeral banquet.'

While these objections are of great importance,
there seem still to be sulHcient data to prove
cannibalism among European cave-dwellers. A
Scottish exami)le referred to bj' Robert Munro
is very clear. In describing the debris of human
occupancy in a rock-shelter close to the Ardrossan
liailw.ay Station, Ayrshire, he remarks :

' It is somewhat startling to find that these people were not
only cannibals but made implements of human bones. " \ great
many jaws with teeth," writes Mr. Smith, "and bones were
obtained, all the latter which had contained marrow having
l)€en split open "

' {Prehiatoric Scotland, 1899, p. 82).

In Caithness, also, fragmentary human remains
have been found which suggest cannibalism. One
of the.se fragments, a child's jaw, was pronounced
1)}^ Owen to have been
'splintered open precisely in the manner in which animal
jaws are frequently opened by human agency to extract the
juices of the dentary canal, and not in the way in which a
dog or wolf would have gnawed the bone" (Samuel Ijiing,

Prehistoric Remains of Caithness, London and Edinburgh,
1806, p. 29).

It would be a mistake, however, to assume from
such instances as these that the habit of living in

caves nece.ssarily implie.s a .savage condition of life.

No doubt cannibalism has been found in associa-
tion with a higli culture, as in Central America,
difficult as it may be, according to our modern
ideas, to reconcile such a practice with a civilized

society. But it seems clear that, on the whole,
anthropophagy is repulsive to people of advanced
civilization, except in occasional cases where it

enters into religious ritual or observance. The
deposits found in many caves would appear, to
modern people, to denote that the cave-dwellers in

q^uestion were civilized people. A brief examina-
tion of the data obtained by investigators will

readily justify this conclusion.
But, on the other hand, it is a remarkable fact

that cave life, in its crudest form, without any
environment to suggest civilization even of a
primitive kind, has been voluntarily adopted by
many members of highly developed races. In
these instances the impelling power has been
religious, and its origin is Oriental. At the present
day the practice is pre-eminently associated with
Buddhism, of which religion it has been a feature
for untold centuries. From the graphic pen of
Sven Hedin, whose knowledge of the inner life of

Tibet is unsurpassed by that of any European, one
gains a clear idea of the anchorite life as it is

practised by Buddhist hermits. On one occasion,
Sven Hedin visited a cave, situated near the
monastery of I>inga, whose occupant was a lama
who had lived there for three years, in complete
darkness, and in isolation from his fellow-men.
His food was brought to him daily, being pushed
into his cave through a narrow tunnel. His
predecessor had spent twelve years in this way, in
absolute silence. And he in turn had succeeded a
lama who, entering the cave at the age of twenty,
lived there in the same manner to the day of his
de.ath, after forty years of seclusion. Another
cave, on a mountain side, was inhabited by a
hermit said to be a hundred years old. At the
hermitage of Lung-ganden-gompa, a lama had lived
for sixty-nine years, having been brought out only
to die.

' He was all bent up together, and as small as a child, and his
body was nothing but a light-grey parchment-like skin and
bones. His eyes had lost their colour, were quite bright, and
blind. His hair hung round his head in uncombed matted
locks, and was pure white. His body was covered only by a
rag, for time had eaten away his clothing, and he had received
no new garments' (Sven Hedin, Trans-Himalaya, IvOndon,
1909, ii. 8).

These details are noteworthy, because they
picture the appearance of the anchorites of the
present and or the past, and are probably applic-
able to mediajval Europe as well as to the East.
For the Buddhist ideal of a supposed sanctity
obtained in this way actuated thousands of an-
chorites in Egypt and Syria, and thence pas.sed

westward into Europe, during the early centuries
of the Christian era. It is to be observed that
caves thus occupied would yield no traces of

civilizaticm to the modern investigator, who miglit
consequently make the erroneous deduction that
only tlie lowest savages had ever made such places
their abode.
Not greatly difl'erent from one of the Buddhist

eaves described by Sven Hedin, although widely
separated from it by distance, are two rudely-btiift

chapels in the south-west of Scotland, on opposite
sides of Luce Bay, both of which have been care-

fully described by Herbert Maxwell (Pror. of Soc.

of Antiquaries of Scotland, vols, xix., xx.). In
both cases small caves by the seashore have been
utilized, protecting walls having been built across
the entrances, with other interior embellishments,
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the floor of one of them having been ]>aved with

flags. Both are associated witli saints—St. Ninian

and St. Medan lesiiectlvely. On the stones and

rocks of St. Ninian s cave are a number of incised

crosses, of an early design. Of St. Medan's cave,

Maxwell remarl^s (vol. xx. p. 88)

:

• What may be deduced from the scanty remains discovered

within the cave, from the bones and shells mingled with pieces

ot stalagmite and charcoal, is that it has long been used as a

human dwelling-place ; that the aboriginal platycnemic race

linferred from a highly platycnemic tibia found below the lloorl

lived in Wigtownshire, as in other lands, either before they

were extirpated or absorbed by a more powerful invading

people, or before their structural peculiarities had become

obliterated by a change in their mode of life. Subsequently,

after the lapse of an unknown number of years, the cave fell

to be occupied as a cell bv a Christian preacher, who may have

built, or caused to be buUt, the shrine outside the cave.

It seems evident that these two cave-chapels

have had similar histories, and that they have

been credited with supernatural attributes for a

very long period of time. St. Medan's cave, for

example, has several neighbouring wells or pot-

holes in the rocks, which are tilled with sea-water

at every tide; and it has been the immemorial

custom of the peasantry—a custom not wholly

obsolete to-day—to bathe in these wells at sunrise

on the first Sunday of May, for the purpose of

curing tliemselves of various diseases. A considera-

tion of these two Scottish hermitages, which are

representative of a very large class throughout

Europe, shows a close similarity between the

anchorites of the West and the East, in habit of

life as well as in the nature of their retreats and

the supposed sanctity attaching to them.

The results obtained by a scientific investigation

of the caves of Europe, during the 19th century,

have been Instructive in the highest degree. ' In

England,' observes A. H. Keane,'
' Dean Duckland startled the thinking public by announcing

the discovery in 1821 ot human relics in association with the

remains of over seventy hyaenas in the Kirkdale Cavern, York-

shire, so that it was asked whether some antediluvian menagerie

had broken loose in those parts. He was followed by the Rev.

Mr. M'Enery, who in 1825 first drew attention to the " storehouse

ot antiquity " preserved beneath the stalaguiit* beds of Kent s

Cave [near Torquavl, and bv the Eev. J. M. Mello, who led the

way in the exploration of the no less famous Cresswell caves,

Derbyshire.'
. r t- i j

Other leading explorers in the caves of England

and Wales were Godwin Austin, Pengelly,

Williams, Beard, and Lloyd.
' The result of these discoveries was the proof that certain

extinct animals, such as the woolly rhinoceros and the

mammoth, had Uved in this country in ancient times, along with

two other groups of species which are at present known only to

live in hot and cold climates—the spotted hyaena and hippo-

potamus of Africa, with the reindeer and the marmot of the

colder regions of the earth' (Boyd Dawkins, op. cil. p. 16).

A scientific investigation of Kent's Cavern, con-

ducted during the period 1865-80, resulted in the

discovery of bones of the cave-lion, cave-hya;na,

mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, wild bull, Irish elk,

reindeer, grizzly bear, wild cat, horse, and beaver,

intermingled with shells, ashes, charcoal, and

human implements of stone and bone, the latter

including two harpoon-heads made from reindeer's

antler, several bone awls, and a bone needle.

(Fuller details will be found in the British Asso-

ciation Reports, 1865-83.) The researches in the

hya-na-den of Wookey Hole, near Wells, Somer-

set, which were begun in 1859 by Boyd Dawkins,

and carried on subsequently by liimself and other

explorers, revealed again the presence of man, as

shown by flint and bone implements, in association

with the remains of these extinct mammalia. As
early as 1847, Boucher de Perthes had obtained the

same deduction in France, and this deduction was

reinforced by the discoveries of Lartet and Christy

in the caves of Aurignac and P^rigord.

From the remarkable collection of implements and weapons,

observes Boyd Dawkins, referring to these caves, ' the h.abits and

mode of life of the occupants can be ascertained with tolerable

1 In his Introduction, to F. Smith's The Stone Ages in North

Britain arid Ireland, London, 1909, p. xvii.

certainty ; and, from their comparison with the like articles now

in use ainong savage tribes, it may be reasonably inferred that

they were closely related in blood to the Eskimos.'

'JTliis similarity between extinct races of Euro-

pean cave-dwellers and existing E.skimos is of much
interest. The resemblance in custom has been verj

clearly brought out by Boyd Dawkins (see his

Vitrc'llitnting, pp. 353-59), in relation to a common
style of art as well as to utensils which are almost

identical in character and design. What may be

called the Eskimo harpoon has also been found in

a seashore cave in the west of Scotland, at Oban,

Argyll (discovered in 1894). W. Anderson Smith,

in considering the objects found in the cave, and the

probable habits of the occupants, observes (Scots

Lore, Glasgow, 1895, p. 97 f.):

' The lari'e harpoon [of deer-horn], well made, with four barbs

on each side, and seven inches in length, with a slot for a thong

to bind it to the shaft or a float, is a weapon for a large animal.

This so-called " dis-engaging harpoon" is a weapon well kno™
among widely divided races, enabling the harpooner to keep his

straggling prey in sight when it is too strong and heavy for his

ordinary shaft or connexion. It distinctly presupposes a means

of water conveyance by coracle or kayak.'

The writer quoted points out that this cave con-

tains no remains of extinct or Arctic animals, and

he suggests that the occupants may have been sur-

vivors of a primitive race, living contemporaneously

with a ruling race of advanced civilization. This is

interesting, in view of the fact that tliere are records

of European Lapps and Samoyeds in the 17th cent,

who used the skin canoe, or kai/ak, now associated

with Eskimos, and whose implements corresponded

in character with those used by the latter people.

The contents of European caves denote a striking

variety in the degree of culture possessed by their

occupants. Implements of bone and flint speak of

a condition that can only, according to modern

ideas, be called 'savage,' Avhile other objects, of

enamelled bronze or of iron, imply a civilized

people. In some cases coins are found—Roman,

medi.-eval, and modern. It is necessary to keep

in view the fact that, in times of stress, caves ofler

a ready shelter to man, of whatever degree of cul-

ture. Prince Charles Edward, a representative of

European civilization in the 18th cent., was for

several months a cave-dweller. At the present

day, caves are frequently occupied by ordinary

vagrants. Deductions as to the period of occupa-

tion of any cave require therefore to be made with

great deliberation, after a careful survey of all the

facts ascertained.

It is also a significant circumstance that the same

cave has been used for burial as well as for resi-

dence. This is known in many caves whose occu-

pation must be placed at an early date ; but even

in modern Alaska, the practice is hardly obsolete

of devoting one part of a dwelling to the remains

of its former owner, while the kindred of the de-

funct continue to live in the other portion. Caves

may therefore be regarded either as sepulchres or

as dwellings. This twofold use is seen among the

ancient Hebrews. It is quite clear that the cave

of Machpelah, in the field of Ephron the Hittite,

before Mamre (Gn 23«<f-), was legally purchased by

the patriarch Abraham as a family vault for him-

self and his posterity. On the other hand, the

same record shows that caves were frequently used

as dwellings.
, ,^ ^,

It may be that, because they were often the

craves of those noted for sanctity of life, sepul-

diral caves gradually acquired a sacred character,

until eventually they developed into places of wor-

sliip. The same result may also have been arrived

at on account of the accepted sanctity of the

anchorite with whom the cave was first associated.

From either of these causes, cave-temples may have

had their beginning. This form of temple reached

a hi"h state of development in India during the

early centuries of the Christian era, when the
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Buddliist religion was acutely active. It is esti-

niateil that India iHJs-^ei^.ses, or has possessed, a
thousand of tlicsc liuddliist rock-temples, most of

which are situated in Western India. Those of
Kllora (Aurungabad) and Kluphanta (Hombay) are
especially noteworthy. Ceylon has also many in-

teresting e.xamples, the most famous l.>eing that
at Damballa, which was excavated about 100 li.C.

Those Buddhist rock-temples, with their elaborate
architecture, sculptures, and inscriptions, form a
special study, of which the best exposition may be
found in Fergusson's liurk-cut Temples of India
(1845, 1804, and 1880), and in Burgess's ' The Elura
Cave Temples ' [ASWI v. [1883]) and The Buddhist
Cave Temples and their Insci-iptions (1883).

In ancient Egj'pt and Nubia there were many
such temples. These are divisible into two classes

—the true rock-temple, orspeos, and the hemi-spcos,
which consisted partly of an excavation in the rock,
but with an exterior, o[)en-air building in front. A
notable example of the speos is that at Abu Simbel,
in Lower Nubia, which penetrates ISO feet into the
rock, and is guarded in front by four seated colossi

60 feet high. At Deir el-Bahari, in the mountains
of Thebes, there is the ruin of a great temple built

by Queen Hatshepsu, which, although not defi-

nitely a hcmi-speos, presents some of the features of

that order, since it is an outgi'owth from the rock-
shrine attributed to Hathor and the cave-tombs
of kings of the Xlth dynasty. This interesting
temple is fully described in the Memoirs of the

E^uTpt Exploration Fund (London, 1895-1908).
There is a remarkable rock-temple, showing

Greek infiuence, at Petra, in Northern Arabia

;

and a large number of cave-dwellings have been
cut out of the adjacent cliffs. Not improbably,
' the dens which are in the mountains, and the
caves,' constructed by the Israelites during the
times of Midianite oppression (Jg 6-), were of the
same description as these Arabian rock-caves. In
Greece itself there is an existing specimen of the
rock-temple, although of a much more primitive
order than that of Petra, still in occupation. It

is known as the Monastery of the Great Cave
{E Monc tou JTer/nloK Spelnioii), and is situated in

the Achaian mountains, 3000 feet above sea-level.

This monastery has been originally tunnelled out
of the native rock, above which buildings of

oi'dinary character have been erected at later

dates.

Somewhat akin to the hemi-speos is the Convent
of St. George in Palestine, an edifice reared under
the shelter of an overhanging cliff above the Brook
Cherith. Although not itself excavated from the
rock, it obviously owe.s its position to the security
afforded by the protecting cliff'. In this respect,

and indeed in its appearance, the Convent ot St.

George is closely allied to the cliff-dwellings of the
south-west of the United States. Whether this
resemblance is fortuil(ms, or whether these far-

separated buUdings may be derived from a common
original, is a matter for speculation. Asia Minor
also furnishes a connecting link in this species of
dwelling. The cliffs of the Bakluzan Dere, in the
Taurus Moiintains, have, it is stated by Sterrett,
of Cornell, I'.S.A., who visited them,
' niiiuerou3 dwellings in natural cavities, which have been walled
in roughly on the outside. Some of these dwellings are high
up on the sides of the blufTs, and none of them can be reached
without artificial help. The entrance to the dwellings is gained
by means of a long but strong and perfectly smooth pole. An
agile man might easily climb this pole and reach the entrance
of the dwelling ; but the ascent would seem to be impossible for
the aged, as well as for most women and children, without aid
of some kind from friends above ' (Century Mag., Sept. 1900).

Any one acquainted with the clill-houscs of Ari-
zona will see how nearly this description applies
to many of them. The region in which these cliff-

houses are found is several thousand square miles
in area, including parts of New Mexico, Colorado,

and Utah, as well as a large district in Arizona.
In no part of the world is there any species of
dwelling that oilers a more fascinating study.
Some are merely caves faced with stone-worK,
while others are well-built houses, usually of one
storey only, but occasionally rising to two, three,

and, in one case, four storey.s. They are all placed
on ledges, more or less cavernous, of the cliffs that
line tlie great ravines or canons of that region,
being sometimes situated at an almost incredible
height above the river-bed.

' In an encampment, one thousand feet above the valley of the
Rio Mancos,' writes E. C. Hardacre in a very instructive paper
(' The Cliff-DweUers,' in Scribner's Monthly, Dec. 1S78), ' are single
houses, groups of two and three, and villages, according to the
width of the shelf they occupy. They are so high that the naked
eye can distinguish them merely as specks. There is no possible
access to them from above, on account of the rocks that project
overhead ; no present way of reaching them from below, although
doubling paths and foot-holes in the rocks show where the way
has been of old trodden by human feet.'

One cannot but feel, in looking at the almost
perpendicular sides of these clitis, that the occu-
pants of the dwellings perched at such a dizzy
height, in modern parlance, must have been abso-
lutely free from any tendency to vertigo. The cliff-

houses have been much written about in modern
times. The Marquis de Nadaillac devotes a chapter
to the subject in his Pre-historic America, 1885.

Pictorial word-writing and hieroglyphics are
found on the cave walls of some of these American
dwellings. This is a detail of much interest, and
not confined to any one country. It is worthy of

remark, that the Bushmen of South Africa, a race
very low in the human scale, used to ornament the
walls of their caves and rock-shelters with paintings
of various scenes, executed with iron o.xides, or with
ochres, mixed with fat. The most modern of these
Bushman pictures are assigned to the earl3' 19th
century, while the oldest examples are believed to

belong to the 16th century. The most remarkable
specimens have been reproduced by H. Tongue in

Bushman Paintings, Oxford, 1909.

Of the troglodyte dwellings in Cappadocia, repre-

sented in one phase by the American cliff-houses,

there are two other varieties reported by Sterrett.

One of these is found in the volcanic region of
Mount Arga'us. The geological conditions of

this area have produced an immense number of

natural pyramids of tufa or pumice-stone, rising

to various heights, from 50 to 300 feet. Their num-
ber is estimated at about fifty thousand. During
an indefinite period these pyramids or cones have
been burrowed into bj' man, chiefly as habitations,

although a number have been transformed, with
the addition of regular masonry, into temiiles,

churches, and chapels. Some of these dwellings

in Mount Arga?us approximate to the American
cliff-houses, in respect that their entrance door is

at a considerable distance from the ground, and is

attained by notches cut in the face of the pumice-
stone. The existing occupants of the Cappadocian
rock-cones are the ordinaiy inhabitants of the dis-

trict ; but Sterrett (loc. cit.) has concluded that
' the cones of Cappadocia were well known and inhabited in the

dim, distant Hittitc period, at about 1900 B.C.' ' Great numbers
of the cone-dwfllin;,'S are used to-day,' he adds, ' as dove-cotes

for the hosts of pigeons, the eggs and flesh of which are used as

food by the natives. The windows of such hen-coop cones are

always walled in, holes of ingress being left for the birds.'

This is interesting in view of the fact that there

is a 'columbarium' in a large cave at Nottingham
Park, England, while the Scottish 'doo-cave' (Fife),

'Bruce's Library ' (Mid-Lothian), and Dirk Hatter-

aick's Cave (Galloway) present similar features.

Clilf-dwellings, analogous to those of Arizona and
Asia Minor, are also found in France, as at Koehe-
corbon, a few miles from Tours ; for a description

of the.se see Ernest Peixotto's Through the French
Provinces, London, 1910.

The third variety of cave-dwelling found in Asia
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Minor is subterranean in character. In his account
of this variety, Sterrett quotes the description of
the tro};lodytes of Armenia t;iven by Xenophon :

' The houses were underg:round, with entrances like that of a
well, though they were spacious below. The entrances tor the
animals were dug out, out the men descended by means of
ladders. In these houses there were goats, cows, and poultry.'

This condition of things lias a close parallel today
in Southern Tunisia, where there are large numbers
of underground houses and villages, as well as cliff-

dwellings. Full information on this subject will
be found in The Cave Dwellers of Southern Tunisia,
translated from the Danish of Daniel Bruun by
L. A. E. B., London and Calcutta, 1898. See also an
illustrated account of the ' Troglodytes of Tunis,'
in Illustrated London A^cws, 4th Nov. 1882.

There is an obvious connexion between such
subterranean excavations as these and the cata-
combs of Kome, Naples, Syracuse, and Chiusi

;

although this gives rise to the question as to
whether the catacombs (q.v.) were originally
intended as sepulchres. A wonderful series of
catacombs in Lower Austria has been explored and
reported upon by Karner, of St. Veit a/d Golsen,
his account, Kunstlichc Holden aus alter Zeit, en-
riched by numerous designs, having been published
at Vienna in 1903. From such subterranean ex-
cavations as these there is a natural transition to the
underground buildings of the British Isles, formerly
used as habitations, of which many examples yet
remain in Ireland and Scotland. These, however,
although locally known as ' caves,' do not fall pre-
cisely within the category ordinarily implied by
that term. But a special interest attaches to the
artificial souterrain known as ' St. Patrick's Pur-
gatory,' situated in an islet in Lough Derg, Donegal.
The account given by James Ware, in his Insulce
PurgatoriiS. JPatricii Descriptio (\65i), shows that
this structure was one of the ' weems,' or allies
couvertes, to which reference has just been made.
The popular belief was that it was an entrance
to purgatory, guarded by St. Patrick. During
mediEeval times many pilgrimages were made
to the place, which even yet retains a sacred
character.
LiTERATDRB.—This is given in the article.

David MacRitchie.
CECROPS {KiKpoi^).—0{ Cecrops, the snake-

tailed autochthon of Athens, much has been \\Titten
both in ancient and in modern times ; but our actual
knowledge must ever remain meagre. He was tra-
ditionally associated with the oldest sanctuary upon
the Acropolis, and his cult Avas localized there.
Attic inscriptions tell us that the KcKpdinov was
still being used by the Cecropian phyle in 334-3
B.C. as a depository for documents {CIA iv. 2, 5634,
34), and its site is indicated by the great inscrip-
tion of 409-8 B.C., commemorating the erection of
the Ereehtheum {CIA i. 322, 9. 56, 62, 83). It was
situated below the caryatid liall of the Ereehtheum,
the south-west corner of which was constructed
according to a special design, so as to preserve the
older building (cf.Jahn-Michaelis,^ra^</j(;?jaraTO,
Bonn, 1901, plates xx. and xxi. G). Writers of late
date state that Cecrops was buried there (authori-
ties in Jahn-Michaelis, op. cit. pp. 27, 13), and in
point of fact the KeKp6iri.ov may quite well have
been a tomb. The cult was attended to by the
family of the Amynandrides {CIA iii. 1276. 8;
Hesych. s.v. ; cf. Toepil'er, Attisehe Genealogie',
Berlin, 1889, p. 160) ; but by the historical period
it had lost all signihcance, and its sanctuary, though
preserved, was kept secret. It is thus easy to under-
stand why Pausanias makes no allusion to it what-
ever. ^\'e cannot doubt, therefore, that the cult
of Cecrops in Athens was very ancient, and it is
equally certain that it had become obsolete at an
early date. It was pushed into the backgi'ound
by the cult of Erechtheus.

With this agrees the witness of legend and monu-
ment. Cecrops is there spoken of as an autochthon
without father or mother, and as the lirst king of
Attica, which, it is implied, was originally called
KfKpoir/o. The serpent's tail with which he was
depicted signifies that he was a son of earth, or
rather, perhaps, a hero living in the earth. In
virtue of his being the earliest of the Athenians,
he was sometimes represented as the arbiter in the
contest between Poseidon and Athene for the pos-
session of Athens (Apollodorus, iii. § 179), and as a
witness of the birth of Erichthonius from the earth
—portrayed in the archaic clay-relief reproduced
in Archdol. Zeitung (1872), plate 63. Cecrops had
neither parents nor posterity. In the list of Attic
kings no son of his own succeeds him. The three
goddesses who were worshipped upon the Acro-
polis—viz. Agraulos, Herse, and Pandrosos—are
indeed sjioken of as his daughters; but the rela-
tionshi]j is clearly a late growth, and was always
rather indeterminate, as is shown by the fact that
Agiaulos was actually duplicated, thus becoming
also the consort of Cecrops and the mother of the
three goddesses. Nor is there any record of the
deeds of Cecrops. So far as we can learn, the
Athenians knew nothing whatever about him be-
yond his name, and the fact that his shrine on the
Acropolis was of high antiquity. To them, indeed,
he was a subject of little or no concern.
Not from the original legend, but from the

antiquarian deductions and interpretations of the
learned, comes all the rest of our traditional lore
regarding Cecrops, e.g. his Egyptian origin, which
C. O. Miiller {Prolegomena zu einer wissensehaft-
lichen Mythologie [1825], p. 176) has finally elimin-
ated, and his political and social achievements,
such as the institution of monogamy, the civiliza-
tion of savages, and the like. A second Cecrops, the
son of Erechtheus or Pandion, is likewise an inven-
tion of the schools, desired to fill out the list of
Attic kings (Kirchhoff, Hermes, 1873, viii. 184 ff.).

The migration of Cecrops to Euboea (Paus. i. 5. 3)
and his appearance in a Euboeau genealogy are,
as it would seem, rightly referred to the same
source.

There remains only the remarkable statement of
Pausanias (ix. 33. 1) that there was in the Boeotian
town of Haliartos, on Lake Copais, a shrine {ripi^ov)

of Cecrops. This is not invalidated by the fact
that Pausanias calls him tlie son of Pandion, as
that is due to the hand of the exegete. The shrine
was called simply KcKpiTnov. We are here reminded
of the tradition, noted by Strabo (ix. 407), Pausanias
(ix. 24. 2), and Stephanus Byz. {s.v. 'Adfivai), that
two very ancient cities, viz. Athens—founded by
Cecrops—and Eleusis had been submerged in Lake
Copais. This may be a mere theorizing synthesis,
propounded as an explanation of certain ruins
which emerged during a partial subsidence of the
lake in the time of Alexander the Great. But it

is inconceivable that tliese particular names should
appear in the story without a foundation of some
kind, and this may well have been the cult of the
hero Cecrops in Haliartos.
The name Cecrops makes its appearance also in

Thrace (Stephanus Byz. s.v. KfKpoirla x'^l"'- ^fif^v^) ;

in Assos in the Troad (?), which, according to Ste-
phanus {s.v.), was formerly called KeKpiwetof ; and
in the Hellenistic settlement Thes.salonica, where,
according to the same authority, a certain deme
bore the name. Hence the conjecture that Cecrops
was of Thracian origin. The name was regarded
as barbaric even by some of the ancients (Strabo,
vii. 321 [from Hecata-us ?] ; cf. Fick, Vorgriechische
Ortsnamen, Gbttingen, 1905, p. 130).

LiTERiTURE.—In addition to the works referred to in the art.,
see Roscher, Mtith. Lex. ii. 1014 (1892-97) : and A. S. Murray
in JUS viii. (1887) 1 f. E. BetHE.
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CELIBACY.
American (Lewis Spenck), p. 271.

Buddhist (T. W. Rhys Davids), p. 271.

Chinese (P. J. Maclaga.n), p. 271.

Christian (Geokge Cko.ss), p. 271.

CELIBACY (American).—The practice of celi-

bacy was nut uncommonly incumlient upon tlie

priests and shamans of pre-Columban America,
and is still recognized as necessary bv tlie medi-
cine-men of various modern tribes. According to

Padilla, Palacios, and Garcia, certain classes of

the Aztec priesthood practised complete abscission

of the virile parts, but all classes of priests were
not celibate. The Peruvian ' Virgins of the Sun

'

were punished with living burial if detected in mis-

conduct. In more modern times the medicine-men
of an Algonquin tribe of the Hudson River dis-

played such severity in a celibate existence, that
they refu.sed to partake of food prepared by a

married woman. Von Martius relates that a tribe

on the Rio Negro enjoined celibacy upon their

shamans because they believed that medicine
would prove ineffectual if administered by a
married man. Many tribes believed that circum-
cision denoted a symbolical sacrifice of sexuality,

among others the Nicaraguans and Yucatecs, the
Guaycurus, Hares, and Dog-Ribs, and certain tribes

of the Orinoco.
LiTF.RATimE.—Von Martius, Volkerscbaften BrasilUns, 1867 ;

Gumilla. Hist. Orinoco, Barcelona, 1T91 ; Coreal, Voiages,
Amsterdam, 1722 ; L. Spence, Mythologies of Ancient Mexico
and Peril, London, 1907. LEWIS SPENCE.

CELIBACY (Buddhist).—The Buddhist Order
of mendicants was governed by the 227 rules of

the rdtimolkhn. Of these, the first four were of

special gravity. A breach of any one of the four

involved expulsion from the Order, and they were
therefore called Parajika, rules as to acts involving
defeat. The first rule is as follows :

' Whatsoever Bhikkhu (who has taken upon himself the system
of self-training and rule of life, and has not thereafter withdrawn
from the traininf^' or declared his inability to keep the rule) shall

have carnal knowledge of any living thing, down even to an
animal, he has fallen into defeat, he is no longer in communion.'

' Withdrawn from the training ' was the technical
expression for throwing oil the robes, retiring from
the Order, and returning to the world—a step which
any member of the Order was at liberty at any time
to take. There are other rules subsidiar}' to this,

forbidding all actions of an unchaste kind, especi-

ally any act or word which might either lead to

a breach of the principal rule or give rise to an
impression, outside tlie community, that it was not
being strictly observed. Por instance, a bhikkhu is

not to sleep in any i)lace where a woman is present
(Pac. 5) ; or to preach the doctrine, in more than
five or six words, to a woman, unless a grown man
be pre.sent (ib. 7) ; or to exhort the sisters, unless
specially deputed to do .so (ib. 21) ; or to journey
along the same route with .a woman (ib. 67) ; on his

round for alms he is to be properly clad, and to
walk with downcast eye (Sckh. 2-7) ; he is not to
accept a robe from a sister not related to him, or
from any woman not related to him, except under
specified conditions (Kiss. 4-6) ; he is not to sit in

a secluded i<\a,cti with a woman (Aniyatd, 1-2), much
less to touch or speak to a woman with impure
intent (Samgh. 2-5).

In a book called Sulta Vibhmiga, i.e. ' Exposition
of the Rules,' each one of these 227 rules of the
Order is explained ; and every possible case of in-

fringement, or doubtful infringement, is considered
from the point of view of Canon Law, and a deci-
sion is given. It is difficult to draw any conclusion
from these cases as to how far the rules of the

Indian (Vincent A. Smith), p. 275.
Iranian (L. C. Casartelli), p. 276.

Semitic—See Makriage (Semitic).

Tibetan (L. A. 'Waddell), p. 277.

Older were observed at the time when this book
was composed. Almost all the cases are clearly

hypothetical, and were drawn up with a view to

having a recorded decision on every po.s.sible occur-

rence. They are interesting mainly as evidence of

legal acumen, and are of value for the history of

law. The other literature does not atibrd any
assistance. Outside of the Canon Law we do not
hear of any breach of the rule as to celibacy, though
we meet with several cases of bhikkhiis availing
themselves of their right, when they found the
rules too hard for them, to return to the world.
The degree in which the rules of Buddhist celibacy
are observed, where it is now professed, will be
dealt with in the articles on the various countries
where Buddhism prevails.
Literature.—The rules above referred to are translated in

Vinaya Texts, bv Rhys Davids and Oldenberg:, vol. i. (Oxford,
1881). The P,ili' text of the Sutta Vibhanga is in Oldenberg;,
Vinaya, vols. iii. and iv. (London, lSSl-ij2).

T. W. Rhys Davids.
CELIBACY (Chinese).—Celibacy in China finds

itself opposed not only, as elsewhere, by the ordi-

nary social instincts, but also by the practice of
ancestor-worship, which demands male heirs for

its proper performance. On this ground Mencius
said :

' There are three things which are uniilial,

and to have no posterity is tlie greatest of them

'

(IV. i. 26). Public opinion, therefore, favours
marriage, and that at an early age.

The reasons for celibacy, where it exists, are
either economical or religious, (a) Improvident
marriages are made in China, as elsewhere ; but
in some cases—few relatively to the whole popula-
tion, but many in the gxoss^jioverty post|iones or

even forbids a man's marrying, especially since the
candidate for matrimony must provide a consider-

able dowry to be paid to the parents of his bride.

(b) While marriage is favoured by the practice

of ancestor-worship and by Confucian teaching,
which approves of such worship while it avoids
theorizing on it. Buddhism, on the other hand,
forbids its monks and nuns to marry or to

continue in the marriage relation (see Celibacy
[Buddhist]). Moreover, ihe more earnest votaries

of Buddhism, both men and women, will vow a
life of celibacy, without, however, becoming monks
or nuns ; even married persons will agree to live

the rest of their lives apart, in conformity with
Buddhist ideals. A like ascetic strain of teaching
appears in Taoism, and is practised by some of its

adherents, though celibacy is not customary even
among the professional performers of Taoist rites.

No stigma attaches to widowers who marry
again, though he who refuses to re-marry may
be respected as an example of continence. In the
case of widows, commendation is given to those

who decline re-marriage ; and still greater is the

praise accorded to a betrothed maiden wlio, though
her bridegroom die before their marriage, reckons
herself his wife, and lives a life of i)ori)ctual vir-

ginity in the home that was his. In such cases an
heir to the deceased husband is provided by adop-
tion. Eminent examples of such chastity may be
commemorated by mcumrial arches erected with
official sanction (cf. CHASTITY [Chinese]).

P. J. Maclaoan.
CELIBACY (Christian).—The term celibacy is

from the Latin caelebs, ' unmarried,' ' single,' and
signifies the state of living unmarried. Originally
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it was applied to the virgin or the widowed state

of eitlier ^iL'x, Imt later usage refers it mostly to

a man religiously pledged to a single life. In tliis

article it will be treated as a religious practice,

and especially of male devotees.
Religious celibacy takes its rise in the Orient,

and originates in that dualistic philosophy which
regards matter as the source or seat of evil, and
wluch on its positive side views man as essentially,

or, at least so far as concerns his end, a spiritual

being, whose self-realization is conditioned on
the extinction of those impulses which spring
from the material bodj' and its environment.
Orders of celibates are found in many religious

systems, but only in Buddhism and Christianity
have they received full development. Our atten-

tion will here be limited to a consideration of

celibacy in the Christian religion.
The historical connexion of Christianity with Judaism, and

the use by the early Christians of the Jewish Scriptures as a
body of authoritative Christian documents, tended to per-

petuate in the new religion the traditional Hebrew regard
for marriage and a numerous offspring. Even among the
Jews, however, ascetical usages, from whatever source they
may have come, were not altogether wanting. There were
fasts, tabued animals and meats, and at le.i9t one Order
pledged to a measure of asceticism, the Nazirites (Am 2^^^-^

Ku 61-21). There were minor restrictions of the right of mar-
riage, in the injunctions to observe conjugal abstinence on
certain religious occasions (e.j?. 1 S 21«', Ex 1915, Zec 73) and in

the regulations forbidding priests to marry a harlot or divorced
woman, or, in the case of the high priest, any but an Israelitish

virgin (Lv 21"-i*). Though these restrictions were made much
of by advocates of celibacj- at certain times, they seem to
have had no influence on the primitive Church. With more
plausibility it has been argued that the celibacy of John
the Baptist and of Jesus, and, especiaUj', the former's rejec-

tion of civilized modes of living, imply a connexion with the
Jewish Therapeutic (q.o.) or the Essenes (^.y.),! but the claim is

only h.v-pothetical.

I. iPrimitive Christianity.—Christian advocates
of religious celibacy have sought a basis for it

in the NT. The language of &It 19^- (Mk 10™-)

constitutes a general recognition of marriage
as a Divine institution. The words ' There are
eunuchs, which made themselves eunuchs for the
kingdom of heaven's sake' (these words do not
occur in Mark, and, some think, are probably a
late insertion), however, countenance a voluntary
celibacy. Eusebius says that Origen took them
literally and carried out the supposed obligation
upon his own body. When Jesus (Lk SO'''''^,

Mk 12=s, Mt 223») contrasts the 'sons of the
resurrection ' «ith the ' sons of this world ' by
saying that the former, unlike the latter, do not
marry but are 'equal unto the angels,' He is

simply meeting that objection to the idea of a
future life which assumes a continuance of earthl}'

relationships. He says nothing here or elsewhere
of the moral superiority of that condition, or of

the propriety of imitating it on earth. At least

some of His apostles were married, and their

conjugal relations are endorsed by St. Paul
(1 Cor. 9^-^). Heb. 13^ commands universal honour
to marriage.
From the inquiry sent to St. Paul by the Church

at Corinth it is evident that the question of the
propriety of Christians marrj'ing arose early. St.

SPaul's answer (1 Cor. T'"*"), whilst granting the
general necessity of marriage, does so on the com-
paratively low ground of its value as a preventive
of fornication (vv.^*-'). For himself and others
who can preserve continence, whether unmarried
or widowed, the unmarried state is preferable
(yy_8. 40) jj^j fi^g reason he otters is not that there
is anything impure or unworthy in conjugal
intercourse, but that the imminence of the
Parousia and the exigencies of the times call

for freedom from the distractions which, in his

judgment, the married state involves. A change
in his expectations and his condition would annul

ny the Elder, UN v. 17 ; Josephus,

this 'judgment.' His discussion of the treatment
of virgins indicates his approval of the attempt to
preserve virginity for religious ends, but he is

careful to guard against any ' snare ' that might
restrict true libertj'. It is clear thak a movement
had already begun that was to have far-reaching
efl'ects. From Kev. H* we may conclude that by
the close of the Apostolic age virginity was already
viewed by Christians in some quarters as sym-
bolical of a higher spiritual life. The language
of St. Paul in Gal. 5"--*, Kora. 7"-8i^, and possiiii

might easily be understood to support such a view.
The development of Christian organization, and

the increasing diflerentiation of a ministerial
order, led to stringency in the rules governing
the lives of those men and women who were
engaged in ministering to the churches. Thus
the bishop was to be a married man, but a
monogamist (1 Tim. 3--*-', Tit. 1', 'tlie husband of

one wife ') ; but whether he was to be only once
married, as seems probable from the parallel

case of the enrolled widow (1 Tim. 5*), and as is

urged by many early Fathers, or whether the
passage means that he was to be clear of the
loose practice of divorce so common at the time, is

not certain. At any rate, if this excludes the
twice-married, it also, if taken literally, excludes
absolute celibacy. St. Paul's view of the relation

of the human spirit, when indwelt by the Divine,
to the liuman body (Rom. 8", 1 Cor. 6" etc.) makes
it certain that, if the injunctions above referred to
were his, they are not to be interpreted as attribut-

ing a religious or moral value to asceticism (Col.
2i6-:3j_ jijg institution of a celibate priesthood
was not contemplated in the primitive Christian
Church.

2. The ancient Catholic Church. — Two in-

fluences contributed especially to the rise of
sacerdotal celibacy. When Christianity spread
into all parts of the civilized world and became
a religion of the Gentiles, the effect of contact
with heathen ideas and customs was seen, on the
one h.and, in the reaction of the Christian con-

science against the prevailing moral degradation
in private, social, and civil life ; and, on the
other hand, in the stealthy and increasing influx

into the Church of heatben philosophical and
religious ideas, and of the practices associated

therewith. This is particularly manifest in the
'heresies' of the time, especially those embraced
under the general name of ' Gnosticism,' in which
Pythagorean and Platonic elements favouring
asceticism were allied with Oriental mythology
and world-speculation. To the Gnostic, matter
was essentially evil, and redemption consisted

in the separation of spirit from it. Accordingly,
Saturninus and Basilides (Irena?us, adr. Hwr.
i. 24) declared that ' marriage and generation are
from Satan.' Tatian (Eusebius, HE IV. xxix. 3)
' pronounced marriage to be corruption and fornica-

tion.' Marcion (Hippolytus, Phil. vii. 17-19), who
was not exactly a Gnostic but professedly a
Pauline Christian, believed the world to be the
work of an inferior God, denied the reality of

Christ's physical life, and founded churches of

celibates which threatened the supremacy of the

Catholic movement. Bodies of ' Encratites ' (Hip-

polytus, Phil. viii. 13) boasted of a self-restraint

superior to that of Christians ; and they were sure

to be imitated by some of the latter (Clem. Ale.x.

P(rd. ii. 2). The survivals of these bodies were
later absorbed into Manicha?ism, a blending of

Persian dualism and Christianity. To these we
must add the influence of the religion of Isis and
the worship of Mithra (Bigg, Church's Task, 1905,

pp. 40, 54, etc.), both of which were wide-spread
throughout the Roman Empire and had a power-

ful following in the 1st and 2nd centuries, The
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former had its wliiteelad priests and its tonsured
men and women—emblematic of a higher purity.

The latter had its grades of initiation and its

companies of ascetics and virgins. The similarity

between their religious conceptions and some
Christian ideas facilitated the adoption of their
customs M' Christians.

Great Christian teachers were profoundly im-
pressed with tlie Orienta,l ideii of the absolute
superiority of the human spirit to its material
tenement. Catholic Christians were not to be
outdone by heretics and heathens in self-renuncia-

tion (Ignatius, Ej). nd I'hil iv. ; Folycarp, ad
Phil, ii., iv., V. ; Hernias, Fw. ii. 2, 3, Sim.
ix. 11 ; Athenagoras, Apid. xxxiii. ; Iren;eus, adv.
Hcrr. V. 19; Clem. Alex. Strom, v. 9)—so at
lea.st Tertullian urged (ad Uxor, iii., iv., v.,

vi.). The outcome was inevitable. The highest

type of Christian was the celibate. When
persecution relaxed, this tendency was accen-
tuated by the need that was felt of substituting
the merits of voluntary self-devotion for the
merits of martyrdom. Christian teachers praised

virginity, and marriage came to be in their ej-es

only a secondary good for those who were unable
to preserve continence (Oiig. Horn. vi. in Num.;
Cyprian, Treat, i. 3 ; Euseb. HE iv. 29). The
Latin writers, particularly Ambrose and Jerome
(Ambrose, de Virg. i.-iii. ; Jerome, Ej^. 127, 130,

et passim), used most extravagant language on
this point.

The practice of vowing virginity among females
had grown so popular that abuses were creeping
in, and this led to the passin" of regulations
concerning virgins at the Synod of Elvira, A.D.

306 (?). The rise of monasticism under Paul
of Thebes, St. Antony, Malclius, and Hilarion
co-operated with the influence of these virgin
sisterhoods in exalting the worth of celibacy,

while the growth of sacerdotalism strengthened
the movement. The idea of the likeness of the
various gr.ades of Christian ministers to Jewish
and heathen priests resulted in demanding of

them a higher degree of sanctity than of other
Christians, especially in the matter of sexual
relations (Tert. in Cast, vii., ix., ad Uxor. ii. etc.;

Clem. Alex. Strom, iii.). We liave already .seen

that at an early date there was a sentiment
against second marriages among the clergy. This
sentiment increased. Athenagoras {Apvl. xxxiii.)

said, ' Second marriage is only a specious adultery
'

;

and Hippolytus {I'hil. ix. 8) took the .same view.
When Tertullian went over to the Montani^ts
in protest against the lax discipline of the Catholics
and began his agitation against the ' digami,' the
Chnrch was comjielled to act.

The first otticial action was taken at Elvira
(Routh, Cone. Elih. c. 33 ; Dale, Synod of Elvira,
1882, in loc.) in Spain, when the higher clergy, i.e.

bishops, priests, and deacons, were restricted to
one marriage, and conjugal abstinence was en-
joined upon [lain of deprivation. This was only
a Western i>rovincial SjTiod ; but soon afterwards
a Council at Neo-Coesarea {Cone. Neo-Cces. c. 1,

8, 10), A.D. 315, and one at Ancyra (Cone. .<4nry.

c. 10), took up a similar, though less advanced,
position for the East. The former deposed prie-ts
who married in orders, or any cleric living
with an adulterous wife; but the latter Council
permitted marriage to deacons who at their
ordination professid their desire to marry and
their inability to refrain

In the Ecumenical Council at Nicaea {Cone. Nic.
c. 8) a more conservative position was adopted,
and a motion to impose conjugal abstinence on
bishops was vetoed, through the influence, it is

said, of the aged monk Paphnutius, whose face,
with its eyeless socket, bore testimony to his
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endurance of persecution, and added force to his

arguments against a law that might, by excessive
severity, unloose the reins of lust. 'Digami'
were to be re-admitted to communion after
repentance. Of course, the language of St. Paul,
and the Levitical laws above referred to, were
invariably cited in support of argiunents for re-

strictions.

But the attempts to erect a celibate standard of
life had already stimulated some of tlie evils they
had aimed at preventing. The dehance to sexual
lust offered by vowed virgins (Hernias, Sim. ix.

11) had sometimes wretched consequences when
celibacy became a practice among priests. The
ywaiKe^ awdaaKTOi {mulieres subintroduetae [see

art. Ag.\pet^,]) in the houses of tlie clergy were
a scandal. Among the canons of Elvira against
the fearful immorality of the times were several
which struck at this practice and the sins of virgins
and priests' wives {Cone. Elib. c. 27 ; Dale, Syn.
Elv. p. 196 ; Con^. Ancy. c. 19). This was in

accordance with Cyprian's {Ep. Ixi. 2, 4) advocacy
of stern measures in such cases. The Nicene
Council {Co7ie. Nic. c. 3 ; cf. Euseb. HE VII.

XXX. 12-15 ; Dale, Sy7i. Elv. p. 201 ; Siricius, ad.
Himer. Tarrac. c. 13) attempted to combat the
same evil ; but these bad practices of the clergy
were not stopped, and were even imitated by the
virgins, who had their own male ' companions.' In
later times. Popes and Councils contended against
the evil without success until they were supported
liy Imperial legislation in the time of Justinian
(Novel, vi. c. 6, quoted by Routh, lieliq. Sac.

1814-18, iv. 165).

Nevertheless the sentiment in favour of celibacy
for all who aspired to a holy life grew so strong
in some quarters as to cause alarm, and the Council
of Gangra (see Gieseler, Ch. Hist. , 1836, i. § 97), A. D.

362 (?), found it necessary to condemn the view
of Eustathius, the founder of IMonasticisra in

Armenia, that marriage is to be universally

rejected. We are fairly safe in saying that the
prevailing view as to marriage in the 4th cent,

is expressed in the Apostolic Consfitutioyis and
Canons (Apost. Const. VI. iii. 17 ; Can. 17, IS) :

no digamy among higher clergy ; no marriage
at all after ordination ; no second marriage even
for the lower clergy (ministers, singers, readers,

door-keepers) ; none of the clergy to marry a
courtesan, servant, widow, or divorced woman

;

deaconesses to be virgins or once-married w'idows.

At length, in the decretal of Pope Siricius (Siric.

ad Himer. Tarrae.), A.D. 385, we have the first

ecclesiastical canon prescribing absolute celibacy
for all the higher clergy. According to the Pope's
own testimony, the decretal was called forth by
the dreadful immorality of vowed priests and
virgins. The endorsing of this action l>y a succes-

sion of decrees of Popes an<l of Councils and
Synods established the rule, and the regulations
for the conduct of monks and nuns were made
more stringent. A synod at Rome (Hefele, ii.

386-390), A.D. 386, imposed conjugal abstinence on
bishops, priests, and deacons who were already
married. The fifth Carthaginian Council (Cone.

Garth, c. 3, c. 13, diet. 32, c. 4, diet. 84), A.D. 401,

commanded the married clergy to be separated
from their wives on penalty of deposition ; and the

Emperor Honorius, A.D. 420, gave the rule the
support of the secular authorities. Pope Innocent I.

(Epp. ii. c. 9, 10, iii. c. 1), A.D. 404, had issued

even sterner decrees than Siricius, ordering priests

and Levites not to mix with their wives, and
any man who decl.ared his desire to become a
cleric to promise not to marry, whilst priests

and Levites violating the law of celibacy were to

be deposed. Councils (Routh, ii. 61, 62) at Aries,

A.D. 443, and at Chalcedon, A.D. 451, supported
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tlie niovenient. But these efVorts were only
partially successful, as is proved by a law of

Justinian {Novel, vi. cap. 6, quoted by Routh, iv.

165), A.D. 523, forbiddin;; those who had taken
the vows to return to the world ; and another,

A.D. 530, declaring married men, or men who
had children or grandchildren, incapable of be-

coming bishops, and annulling marriages of the

higher clergy. Grejjory the Great (Greg. I., lib.

iv. Ep. 26, xiii. Ep. 6) strenuously contended
against the ordination of ' digami,' forbade the

restoration of a priest after a lapse from chastity,

and commanded stern steps to be taken against

looseness. These extreme measures had little per-

manent etFect. The reaction against them proved
too powerful for successful resistance, and the
outcome is seen in the canons of the Trullan
Council [Cone. Trull, cc. 7, 12, 13, 48), A.p. 680, by
which priests, deacons, and all inferior clergy

were allowed conjugal rights, but marriage (except

in the case of lectors and cantors) after ordination,

or to a widow before ordination, was to be dis-

solved and punished by temporary suspension and
incapability of promotion. Bishops were to be
separated from their wives, who were to accept
the monastic life or become deaconesses. ' Digami

'

were to be deposed, but only temporarily if re-

pentant.

3. The Greek Church.—The decisions of the
Trullan Council on this question have virtually

regulated the position of the Eastern Church to
the present day. Bishops are always celibates,

being chosen from the monks. The parochial
clergy may marry before ordination, but not after.
' Digami ' are not admitted to clerical rank (Schaff,

Ch. Hist. ii. 412; Lea, Sac. Cel. ch. vi.). The
Nestorian Christians had previously receded from
the Catholic view, but returned to the practice
of depriving patriarchs and bishops of the right to
marry, leaving the lower orders free. The Abj-s-

sinian and Coptic Churches follow the Trullan
Council, except that they permit bishops to retain
their wives.

4. The Roman Church.—The Western Church,
disregarding the Trullan Council's censure, con-
tinued in its course, since it regarded the separa-
tion of the clergy from the laity as essential to

the Church's safety. But the regulations made
by Synods, Councils, and Popes proved generally
impracticable. The spirit of independence among
the new peoples of Western Europe, and their
passions and political connexions, proved too
strong. The very multiplicity of official utterances
shows that they were a failure. Even Gregory
the Great had liad to make concessions, and
the filling of ecclesiastical offices in France by
nominees of the Mayors of the Palace—such offices

being viewed as rewards to successful warriors

—

for a time rendered severe discipline impossible.
Though the Carolingian kings otl'ered the Popes
some aid in the matter, the outcome was only the
increase of concubinage and the violent resist-

ance of the offending clergy, who received the
support of the people. The confusion which
followed the dissolution of Charlemagne's Empire
left moral corruption rampant in Church and
State. Conditions were much the same in Spain
and Italy.

In the British Isles the early Church was of the
St. Patrick type, and monastic asceticism prevailed
among the Britons. The great British mis-
sionaries were all monks, and Columban and
Gallus helped to sustain the monastic ideal on
the Continent.
On the conversion of the Angles and Saxons

through the mission of Augustine, it was found
impossible to enforce the stern regulations of
Gregory. Even the great reforms introduced by

Dunstan, and supported by Edgar the I'eaoeable
and Edward the Confessor, while they are
evidences of a growing emphasis ou the value of

asceticism, failed to bring the secular clergy under
control. 'The only gain made was in the enforce-
ment of celibacy among the regulars, and in the
custom introduced by Dunstan of selecting the
ministers of the altar from their ranks. The
secular clergy were mostly opposed to these mea-
sures. Though Lanfranc furthered Dunstan's
movement by imposing celibacy on the clergy of

the cathedrals and the towns, and though Auselm
demanded its enforcement on all without excep-
tion, marriage was not wholly discontinued, and
concubinage increased. The outcome of the
struggle in Europe generailj' at the close of the
first millennium may be summed up by saying that
the marriage relation was still adhered to by
large numbers of the clergy, and that the rule of

celibacy, when enforced, gave rise to concubinage
more or less flagrant.

The re-establishment of the Empire under Otto
the Great led to the elevation of the Papacy
through a succession of capable Popes, and to

more thorough measures for the government of the
Church. The Cluniac revival developed a spirit

of asceticism among aU classes, and aroused a
demand for the purification of the priesthood.
The laity now shared fully in the idea that true
piety is ascetical, and therein is found the ex-

planation of whatever measure of success was
reached in the renewed projiaganda (see Lea, Sac.

Cel. i. 183 ff.). A series of canons passed at the
Synod of Pavia, A.D. 1022, and followed by similar

legislation at Synods and Councils at Bourges
(1031), Mainz (1049), and Rome (1051), attest

the magnitude of the task and the desperateness
of the Papal policy on the one hand and of the
clerical opposition to it on the other. Clerics, from
bishops to subdeacons, were ordered to remove
their wives, concubines, and other suspicious
women from their houses at once, and to remain
separate from their consorts for ever. Not only
were the women to be turned adrift on the world,
but the children born of such unions were pro-

nounced slaves. The Emperors Henry II. and
Henry III. supported the movement vigorously

;

but the real animating spirit was the famous
priest, Peter Damiani, who became Cardinal-bishop
of Ostia, the highest dignity in the Roman
curia, and whose urgency spurred on Popes Leo
IX., Stephen IX., Nicolas 11., and Alexander m.
to the most sweeping measures. The struggle
became bitter. The most obstinate opposition
came from the bishops, whose dignity and inde-

pendence were threatened. Plots, riots, and
murders marked the progress of the struggle.

Hildebrand, who became Pope Gregory vil.

in 1073, was the leader of the reform. At his

instigation, Nicolas 11., at a Council assembled
in the Lateran in 1059, took the extreme step

of forbidding all Christians to be present at a mass
celebrated by a priest known to keep a concubine
or female in his house. After Hildebrand's acces-

sion to the Papal throne, this legislation of

Nicolas was re-enacted, and to it was added a new
canon, to the efl'ect that the laity were authorized
to withdraw all obedience from the prelates and
priests who were incontinent. Though this was
virtually an endorsement of the ancient Donatist
heresy, it served the purpose well, for the laity

were not slow to avail themselves of the power
which this stern policy put into their hands.
Catharism, with its dualism and its rejection

of all marriage, was powerful in parts of Europe at

the time, and stimulated the zeal of the Papal
authorities. The rebellious clergy went so far a.s

to unite in a schism, and elected Cadalus, bishop
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of Parma, anti-Pope Honorius ll. The Milanese
clerjry were most determined in their resistance,

and war followed ; but Hildehrand iievfir faltered,

and the linal outcome was the general abandon-
ment of priestly marriafje in those parts of Europe
Avhere Papal inHuente was strongest. In its place
concubinage or worse prevailed ; but these errors

Avere viewed as less criminal than marriage, because
they involved a lesser degree of rebellion against
the Church's authority (see, further, art. CoN-
CUniN AGE [Chri.stian]). The victorj' of the Papacy
was signalized by the re-aflirniation of its policy,

without opposition, at the great Fourth Council of

the Lateran in 1215, wlien 1300 prelates were
present, representing all parts of Christendom.
Vet the curious thing is that, neither at that
time nor since, was there any attempt to enforce
the rule upon tilie Eastern Church.
But, as Lea points out i!^ac. C'cl. ii. 205 f.), all

this time in the West celibacy was only a point
of discipline, of no doctrinal signiticance, and not
a in.atter of heresy. The Protestant movement,
with its revulsion against clerical immorality and
it> idea of the holiness of the natural, gave rise to

a wide-spread demand for a married clergy. All
tlie Reformed bodies fell in with this demand. The
reaction in the Catholic Church against this

resulted in elevating the rule of celibacy to the
rank of an article of faith. Though for a time
the current within the Catholic Church ran so
strongly in favour of allowing marriage to the
clergy that the moderate party, supported by the
Emperors Charles V. and Ferdinand, by Duke
Albert of Bavaria, and the Galilean Church under
the leadership of Cardinal Lorraine, were willing
to allow priestly marriage in order to prevent
schism, and though even Pope Paul in. was willing
to grant dispensations to deserving priests, the
]/')wer of the Jesuits, the ' counter-Keformation

'

party, swept the proposed concession away. The
('uuncil of Trent (Schafl", Creeds, ii. 193 fl'., cc. 4,

fi, 8, 9, 10, also Syllabus of Errors, viii.) elevated
the rule of celibacy into a dogma. At its second
last session the decision of the controversy ap-
peared in the form of a defence of the sacredness
of matrimony, followed by twelve canons in which
were asserted the Church's right to establish im-
pediments to marriage, its right to enjoin marital
a\oidance, the invalidation by the vow of chastity
of the right to contract marriage, and the superior-
ity of virginity or celibacy to the married state.

Anathemas were pronounced on all who held to
the contr.uy. This remains the law of the Roman
Catholic Church. There have been some tem-
porary reactions against it, the most notable of
which occurred at the time of the French Kevolu-
tioM, but it diminished gradually after Napoleon's
Concordat with the Pope in 1801. The priests
have abandoned utterly the claim to the right of
marriage.

5. The Protestant Churches.—The Protestants
vigorously denounced clerical celibacy, and nearly
all the great creeds and confessions of the time
reflect their feelings on the question. Luther,
as early as 1520, advocated allowing pastors their
freedom in the matter, and denounced compulsory
celibacy as the work of the devil (Erlangen ed.
1826-57, xxi. 322 fl.). In his ' Admonition' (J^e*--

iruthnxinq an die Geistlichen, etc., 1530, ib. xxiv.
360 ff.), in connexion with the Diet at Augsburg in
1530, he said that the celibacy of the clergy was
' a popish innovation against "the eternal word of
Cotl.' He .says the same in his Tabic Talk (Colloq.
Men-sal. ii. 211 fl'.). In his sermon dc Matri-
moniu, he says human traditions on the question
of the prohibition of marriage are accursed,
for they have entered into the Church only to
multiply dangers, sins, and evils. Calvin (Inst.

l\. xii. and xiii.), while approving of fasting as a
religions exercise, an<l .saying, 'It is becoming
that the people should be ruled by a kindlier, anil,

if 1 may .so speak, laxer discipline ' than the clergy,
yet denounced the ' vile celibacy ' of the priests
and the interdiction of marriage to priests as
contrary to the word of (Jod and to all justice.
' The lirst place of insane audacity belongs to
celibacy.' These utterances represent the general
Protestant view at the time, as the Creeds show.
The Augsburg Confession (pt. ii. art. 2) says: 'It
is lawful for them [priests] to enter into matri-
mony.' Scri|)ture and history are adduced against
the rule of celibacy :' God ordained marriage. . . .

but as no law of man can take away the law
of God, no more can any vow whatsoever.' The
sixty-seven articles of Ulrich Zwingli (cf. especi-
ally artt. 29, 30 ; see Schatf, iii. 202) condemn vows
of chastity. The First Helvetic Confession (art.

28 ; see Schafl', iii. 230) rejects monastic celibacy
and 'impure chastity.' The Galilean and Belgic
confessions do not mention the subject. The
thirty-second article of the Anglican Church, A.D.
1571, asserts that 'Bishops, Priests, and Deacons,
are not commanded by God's Law either to vow
the estate of single life or to abstain from mar-
riage : therefore it is lawful for them, as for all

other Christian men, to marry at their own dis-

cretion, as they shall judge the same to serve
better to godliness ' (Schafl', iii. 507 f. ). The Irish
Articles of Keligion (art. 64 ; see Schafl', iii. 537 f.),

KJlo, declare that tliere is no prohibition of mar-
riage in the word of God, and quote approvingly
the Anglican articles. The Westminster Confes-
sion (ch. xsiv. ) says it is lawful for all sorts of people
to marry. The Kacovian Catechism and the Con-
fessions of the Independents, the Baptists, and other
Nonconformists are silent on the subject, their
rejection of the Catholic succession making it un-
necessary to express their dissent from the Roman
Catholic view (Schatt', iii). The subject is not
noticed by modern Protestant Confessions, except-
ing the Methodist Articles (Meth. Art. Relig. art.

xxi.), A.D. 1784, and article xxxiii. of the Re-
formed Episcopal Church in America, both of which
repeat the statement of the Anglican articles.

The attitude of Protestants and Catholics has
remained practically unchanged to the present
time, and tlie subject is unlikely to be touched
unless a proposal for union be luaae.

Literature.—Roskovdny, Coelifjatua et hrrrinrii'm (.5 vols..
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tian Church^ (2 vols., London, 1(107): K!i' i nr- ', n.-A. des
Culibates der kathoi. Geistlichen (Anj -i ;

; Mohler,
Der Colibat (2 vols., Regeiisburg, ISU; , L,..ii,;:, h^ r Culibai
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George Cro.ss.

CELIBACY (Indian).—When the Census (1901)
statistics are examined,
' the first point which strikes an observer is the almost universal
prevalence o( the married sUite. In Europe sentiment and
prudence exercise divided sway, and the tendency on the
whole is rather towards a decline in tlie number of marriages.
In India neither of these motives comes proniinenlly into
play. Religion, on the other hand, which in the West makes
not unfrequently for celibacy, throws its weijfht in India
almost wholly mto the other scale. A Hindu man must marry
and beget (male] children to perform his funeral rites. lest hia

spirit wander uneasily in the waste places of the earth. If a
Hindu maiden is unmarried at puberty, her condition brin^
social obloquj* on her family, and on a strir-t rea<ling of certam
texts entails retrospective damnation on three generations of
ancestors. . . . Amongst the Hindus this institution [marriage]
is a religious sacrament, and the evil consequences which, it is

believe<r, would follow from neglecting it have. already been
referred to. In the case of Musalmans and Animists the
religious sanction is wanting, but . . . the married state is

equally common, though it is not entered upon at such an
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early ape as with the Hindus. Its frequency ainoujist tliese

communities may be due in part to tlie intluence of Hindu
example," but in the main is the result of social conditions.
* Of the males nearly half are unmarried, but a reference to the
age details tihowa that three-quarters of the latter are under
15 years of ace ; of the males enumerated at the ages 30 to 40,

only 1 in 12 is celibate, and between 40 and 60, only 1 in 20.

In the case of females the fij^ures are even more striking. Only
one-third of the total number are \mmarried, and of these
three-quarters are under the age of 10 and seven-tenths of the
remainder under lii ; less than one-twelfth of the females
returned as single had completed the fifteenth year of their

age. Of those returned in this category at the age periods
*' 15-20," moreover, the great majority doubtless belong to

the earlier part of it ; very few females are still unmar'-ied
when they attain the age of 20

' ; and those few are so
because of special reasons {Ccnsits of India, 1901, vol. i. pp.
421, 430).

The statistical generalizations quoted above are
in accordance with the experience of all observers,
and it may be affirmed in general terms that
marriage is universal in India among all classes

and creeds. Occasionally a middle-aged man may
be found a bachelor, because caste restrictions

have prevented him from finding a wife, and
certain persons of both sexes are necessarily
debarred from marriage by disease. Prostitutes,
too, are often, though by no means invariabl3%
unmarried, and exceptionally high rank may
occasionally jireclude a girl from marriage, as
when, for instance, Imperial jealousy condemned
Aurangz!b's sisters to a life of celibacy. But such
exceptions do not seriously atlect the truth of the
proposition that every native of India marries at
some time or other.

Amongst the Muhammadans celibacy is very
rarely practised, even by persons who aspire to a
reputation for special sanctity. Hindu, Jain, and
Buddhist ascetic orders are commonly, though not
without exceiition, celibate. But even in their
case the term 'celibate' cannot be predicated in

its strict sense. In India no such creature is

conceivable as the monk of Mount Athos who had
never, to his knowledge, seen a woman. The
Hindu theory of the ideal life for a high-caste
man is that he should begin as a chaste, ascetic
student, then pass through the condition of a
married householder, and spend the evening of his
days, first as a forest hermit, and finally as a
mendica.nt. Although that ideal is not often
carried out fully in practice, almost all persons
who join ascetic orders have been through the
married stage. All Indian vows, moreover, are
purely personal, no attempt being made to enforce
them by external authority. A man or a woman
who joins an order can always quit it at will.

Monasteries and nunneries are merely convenient
open dwelling-places for people actuated by com-
mon motives who wish to live together. The
barred and bolted monastic buildings of Europe,
which aid an iron discipline by physical barriers
practically impassable, are unknown in India.
The celibate state of an Indian ascetic, monk, or
nun, therefore, usually implies previous marriage,
and in all cases may be renounced at any moment.
Most of the Indian ascetic orders exact by their

rules from member.?, while they remain in mem-
bership, not only celibacy, but the strictest chastity,
which is described as the highest form of austerity.
The Brahmanical, Buddhist, and Jain books agree
in laying down the most stringent rules for the
preservation of personal purity by persons aspiring
to lead the ascetic life. In practice, of course, tlie

safeguards often fail to act effectively, and female
ascetics, especially, have, and always have had, a
bad general reputation, so that, as frequently
acting in the capacity of go-bet\\eens, they are,
according to the Sanskrit text-books on erotics, to
be avoided by every self-respecting wife (Schmidt,
Beitrage zur ind. Erotik, Leipzig, 1902, pp. 740,
762, 774, 777, 781, 816). Honourable exceptions,
however, occur, some of which are described by

J. C. Oman, whose l)ook (see Lit. at end) gives a con-
venient ami readable account of Indian asceticism.

The Chaitanyites, or followers of Chaitanya
[q.v.) in Bengal, who admit both males and
females, disregard the law of chastity, some of
their sub-sects going even further and treating
promiscuous intercourse as virtuous. In ancient
times, Buddhist nuns, although looked on coldly,

it is said, by Buddha, were numerous and influential
in both India and Ceylon, and many individual nuns
attained high distinction as authors and saints.

In modern days, the nunneries of Buddhist
countries are of little importance and indifferent
reputation.

Descriptions of various celibate sects will be
found in other articles. Here mention may be
made of one specially remarkable and widely
spread, though numerically small, body, the Man-
bhaos or Mahanubhavas, devoted to the worship
of Krishna and the study of the Bhagavad-Gitd.
The headquarters of this sect, which dates from
the 13th cent., are at Ritpur (or Ridhpur) in
Berar, and a branch convent exists in distant
Kabul.

* The sect is divided into two classes, celibates and gharbdris,
or seculars. CeUbacy is regarded as the perfect life, but
matrimony is permitted to the weaker brethren. The celibates,

both men and women, shave all hair from the head, and wear
clothes dyed with lampbLack. The lower garment is a waist-
cloth fonning a sort of skirt, and is intended to tjijify devotion
to the religious life and consequent indifference to distinctions
of sex • {W, s.v. ' Ritpur,' x.\i. 301 f.).

Many of the Saiva orders, e.g. the Atlts {q.v.) are
similarly divided into celibate and householder
sections.
LiTKRATURE.—Risley and Gait, Census Report, India, 1001
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Saints of India (London, 1903) ; A. Mackintosh, ' An Account
of the Maunbhows, or the black-coated Mendicant Devotees,'
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CELIBACY (Iranian).—The idea of celibacy
is entirely repugnant to the Iranian system, as far

as we may judge from the Avesta, and probably
also to the tenets of the Achsemenid religion (see

Herod, i. 136). Nothing can be more explicit than
Vendlddd, iv. 47, where Ahura Mazda declares :

' I proclaim the superiority of huu who has a wife, O Spitama
Zarathushtra, over him who is unmarried ; of him who keeps a
home, over him who hath none ; of the father of a family, over
him who hath no children.'

In Yasht xvii. 59, Ashi Vanuhi declares :

' This is the wickedest deed that hostile men do, when they
keep girls away from marriage, and, leaving them long without
husbands, prevent them bearing children.'

The unmarried maidens' prayer is for young
and handsome husbands ( Va^ht xv. 40). The re-

pudiation of celibacy is quite in keeping with the
general sentiment of Mazdaism, which is opposed
to all forms of asceticism, and reckons it more
blessed to be rich than poor, to feed well than to

eat little
(
Vend. iv. 47 f

. ), and is not merely owing,
as in India, to the desire of offspring for the sake
of obtaining funeral rites, though that motive no
doubt also enters in.' L. C. Casaetelli.

1 [This factor in the prohibition of celibacy comes out with
especial clearness in the declaration of the Pahlavi Shdtjast id.

Slidyast (X. 19, tr. West, SEE v. 322 f.), that 'a man, when he
does not wed a wife, does not become worthy of death ; but
when a woman does not wed a husljand it amounts to a sin

worthy of death ; because for a woman there is no offspring
except by intercourse with men, and no lineage proceeds from
her ; but for a man without a wife, when he shall recite the
Avesta, as it is mentioned in the Vendidad [the reference prob-
ably being, according to W^est, to the recitation of certain

Yasna passages in reparation for involuntary pollutio nocturna,
as prescribed in Vend, xviii. 45-52], there may be a lineage

which proceeds onwards to the future existence.'—L. H. Gray.)
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CELIBACY (Tibetan).—The obligation im-
posed on the monks of Buddha's order, in common
with otlier monastic orders throughout the world,
to remain permanently single or unmarried, is part
of the course of self-restraint and self-discipline to

vhich they are pledged for the ])urj)c>se of extin-

guishing in their hearts all desire and woildliness
(cf. Celibacy [Buddhist]). In Tibetan Buddhism
this vow is strictly enforced only by the yellow-
hat, or reformed, sect of lamas, the Gelug, which,
liowever, claims the great majority of the clergy
in the country. Amongst the other sects also

celibacy is necessarily the rule in the larger monas-
teries, as well as in most of the smaller ones, espe-
cially of the Kargyu sect, which particularly allects

hermitages and ascetic practices.

On the other hand, in the smaller lamaseries,
or gompris, of the unreformed sects, situated in

the neighbourhood of towns and villages, which
practically are merely temples existing for the
performance of popular sacrifice incorporating
aboriginal cults, the officiating priests are usually
nncelibate. This state of aflfairs is, doubtless,
contributed to by the easy morality of the women,
and the facility with which the marriage tie may
he contracted in Tibet, where no public civil cere-

monj' is necessary ; nor, in common with other
Buddhist countries, is any religious ceremony pre-

scribed, for the reason that Buddhism is not a
popular religion at all, but essentially a monastic
brotherhood which advocates celibacy for every
one.

Notable exceptions to the rule of celibacy
amongst high lamas are to be found in the case
of the hierarchs or chief abbots of the HaJcya sect,

who originally were the first priest-kings of Tibet,
and who established their .succession in the priest-

kingship by the rule of hereditary lineal descent
in tlie family, thus entailing a breach of celibacy
—a practice which their later representatives still

maintain. The present yellow-hat prelate, or
Grand Lama, of Mongolia, who poses as the head
monk and the incarnation of a divinity, is never-
theless married to several wives, in whose com-
pany he travels about openly, altliough he has not
the excuse of the Sakijn hierarchs for it, as the
succession in his ca.se is not by lineal descent in the
familj', but by spiritual transmigration, according
to the theoiy of infant re-incarnation, on the nomi-
n.-ition of the priests at Lhasa. Individual lapses
from continence are recorded on the part of more
than one of the Grand Dalai Lamas of Lhasa, and
also in the case of the chief nun, the professedly
Divine abbess of the convent of Samding (see
AnnoT [Tibetan]).
Whilst celibacy thus may be said to be the rule

amongst the Lamaist clergy, yet the existence of
absolute and lifelong abstinence from sexual in-

dulgence is perhaps rare, certainlj- much more rare
than is the case amongst monastic communities
in Europe. The third commandment of Buddha's
decalogue, the daiaMla, or ' ten precepts,' forbids
unchastity, which is interpieted as including sexual
abstinence as regards the monks ; but this is the
one vow which, above all others, the Tibetans find

dilBcult to keep. The lapses appear to occur chieliy
amongst the ranks of the more illiterate monks and
lustj- novices, whose grosser animal instincts have
not been sutliciently leavened with the ascetic spirit

of the Buddhist teaching. On this account great
numbers of the younger clerics abscond or are ex-
pelled. In tlie large colony of Tibetans at Dar-
liling the present writer ascertained that several
hundreds of the men doing coolies' work in that
town were ex-lamas, mostly of the yellow, or Gclug,
sect, who had fled from Tibet, with their para-
mours, or singly, in order to escape the severe
penalties attaching to their breach of celibacy.

The delinquent is denounced, an<l, if caught, is

subjected to corporal chasti.sement in public, as
well as to a heavy fine and expulsion from the
order in disgrace.

A considerable number of the monks do undoubt-
edly practise absolute continence, and no suspicions
in this respect seem ever to have been cast upon
the reputation of any of the Tashilhunpo Grand
Lamas. Purity of this kind is highly esteemed by
the laity, and contributes largely to the saintly
repute in which the higher lamas are held by the
populace, who feel themselves to be in this way
so hopelessly the inferiors of these holy ascetics.
Moreover, for the performance of many of those
sacrificial rites, embodying aboriginal cults, and
so often in demand for the purpose of expelling
disease and death and compelling good fortune,
ceremonial purity liy sexual abstinence is deemeil
to be an essential qualification in the priest who is

to mediate with the gods.
Nuns seldom enter the order as children

; gener-
ally they are widows, who on resuming the single
life take the vow of chastity, and live in communi-
ties by themselves as celibates.

A serious result of this wholesale celibacy en-
forced on such a large proportion of the population
of Tibet—about a third of the entire adult males
of the country—has undoubtedly been to check
disastrously the development of the country and
to reduce enonnously the population. To this
source, much more than to polyandry, the present
writer would ascribe the remarkable dwindling in
the population which has occurred since the pre-
Buddhist days, when Tibet was at its zenith. A
still more disastrous and direct result of this whole-
sale celibacy, it seems to him, has been the decided
degeneration of the race. Whilst the Lamaist
Church has taken to itself for over a thousand
years the best of the population of Tibet, tlie best
of the intellects, and the best born, it has left

merely the residue of the least desirables to carry
on the continuity of the race, which has in conse-
quence become decadent.
LlTERATiRE.—L. A. Waddell, Itiiddliism nf Tibet, London,

1S9.';, pp. 134, 138, 193, 445, etc., and Lhasa and its Mi/slcries,
London, 1905, pp. 233, 346, 469. L. A. WADDELL.

CELTS.
[•L A. MacCullocil]

I. Sources.
II. The Celtic people.

III. Religioua characteriatics.
IV. The fods of OauL
V. Irish divinities.

1. The Mythological Cycle.
2. The Fonioi-ians.

S-6. The Tuatha Di Danann.
VI. British divinities.

VII. Anthropomorpiiism and hero.worship.
VI II. The l>ivine king and the priest-king.

I.\. Worship ot the dead.
X. Nature-worship, animal-cults, toteniism.
XI. The cult of weapons.

XII. Cosmogony.
XIII. Ritual and custom.
XIV. Sacred places, thintrs, and persons.
XV. Mnt;io.

XVI. The future life.

I. SOURCHS. —Onr knowledge of Celtic religion,
as far as concerns the Continental Cells and those
of Britain under Roman rule, is derived from (I)

passages in classical and ecclesiastical writings, (2)

iiiscrij)tions, (3) monuments, images, altars, ba-s-

reliefs, votive offerings, and coins. For the Celts
in Wales there are the Mahinogiun (which, though
found in a 14th cent. MS, contains elements from
a remote past), the Triads, the Talicsin an<l other
poems, while some of the older gods may be
identified in the personages of Geoti'rey of Mon-
mouth's Hist. Britonum, or of the documents of
the Arthurian cycle. All tlie.se, however, must be
used with caution. For the Irish Celts the litera-
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tine is iiioie copious, and is found in MSS dating
from tlie llth and 12th cent, onwards—tlie Leahhar
na hCitl/irc (LU), tlie Leahhar Laignech or Book
of Leinster {LL), the Book of Ballyi'uote (BB), the
Yellow Book of Lecan, etc. For the whole Celtic

area, Liirs of saints, canons of councils, etc,
contain incidental notices of ritual ; place and
personal names are also frequently sup;gestive

;

while much information may be extracted from
folk-survivals.
While the documents of the insular Celts reveal a copious

mythologj-, they refer only incidentally to ritual. On the other
hand, the sources tell ua nothing of the myths of the Continental
Celts, but are concerned mainly with Divine names and, to a
lesser extent, ritual.

The Irish te,\t8 contain documents in which the gods are
euhemerized and everything is reduced to an annalistic system,
as well as romantic t.ales with a mythological aspect, legends,
sagas, and topographical descriptions (the Dindscnchas), in
which much archaic matter is preserved. Much of this can be
traced to earlier compilations, derived in turn from pre-e.\isting
materials, though it is not known whether the latter, in the
case of mythical and romantic tales, were actual pagan myths
redacted in Christian times, or more or less amorphous traditions
to which a literary form was given by Christian scribes. In
either case, care must be taken lest MiiTchen episodes, belonging
to universal folk-tale formulas and attached to the stories of the
gods, should be treated as an integral part of Celtic mythology.
For the Irish texts, see d'Arbois de Jubainville, Essai d'un

catal. de la litt. ipiqtte d'Irlande, Paris, 1S83, Introd. d Vitude
de la litt. celt.y Paris, 1883, Cours de litt. celt. vols, ii., v..

Paris, 1884, 1892 (cited as d'Arbois); O'Curry, Lectures on the
MS Materials, Dublin, 1861 (cited as MS Mat.) ; Zimmer, Kelt
Studien, Berlin, 1881-84; Nutt, Arch, /{eu., London, 1889, iL

110 ; Leahy, Heroic Romances of Ireland, London, 1905 (cited
as Leahy) ; Windisch-Stokes, Ir. Texte, Leipzig, 1880 f . (cited as
IT) ; Windisch, Die altir. Seldensage Tain b6 COalnfje, Leipzig,
1905 (cited as Ttiin) ; Trans, of Ossianic Sac, Dublin, 1854-61

;

Irish Te.xts Societv's publications. There are facsimile copies
of L17, London, 1S70 ; LL, London, 1880; BB, London, 1887.
For the Welsh texts, see Ehys-Evans, Text o/ the Mab. , Oxford,

1887 ; Lady Guest's text and tr. of Mab., 3 vols., Llandovery,
1849 ; Loth, Le Mabinogion, Paris, 1889 (cited as Loth ; most
valuable). Triads will be found in Loth, in Rhvs-Evans, and in
Skene, Four Anc. Books of Wales, Edinburgh, 1868 (cited as
Skene ; it contains also the poems, text and tr.), and in the
Myvyrian Archaiology, London, 1801 (with other documents) ;

and Loth, La M^trique galloise, 3 vols., London, 1900-2.
The following abbreviations are also used throughout this

article: ^l&nchzt — Traitidesmonnaiesgauloises, 2vols., Paris.
1905 ; Campbell, LF=Leabhar na Feinne, London, 1872, WHf
^Popular Tales of the West Highlands, i vols., Edin. 1390;
Elton= Orisi;is of Eng. Hist., London, 1882; E. Hull=
Cuchullin Saga, London, 1898 ; Joyce, OCR = Old Celtic
Romances^, London, 1894, SH=Soc Hist, of Anc. Ireland,
2 vols., London, 1903; PS=Origin and Hist, of Ir. Names
of Places, 2 vols., Dublin, 1901 ; J\Mis.n= Rech^rches sur la
rel. gaul., Bordeaux, 1903; Keating=flisii)ry of Ireland, tr.

O'Mahony, London, 1366 ; Le Braz = ia Legende de la Mort^, 2
vols., Paris, 1902 ; Nutt-Meyer= Voyage of Bran, 2 m\a., London,
1896-97 ; O'Curry. MCAI=Manners and Customs of the Ancient
Irish, 4 vols., Dublin, 1873; O'Gmdy= Silva Gadelica, 2 vols.
1892 ; Reinach, BF= Bronzesfigure de la Gaule romaine, Paris,
1900; Rhvs, AL=Arlhurian Legend, O.xford, 1891, CB=Celt.
Britain*, London, 190S, CFL = Celt. Folklore, Oxtord, 1901, fli
= Hibbert Lect. on Celt. Heathendom, London, 1888 ; S<!biIlot=
Folk-lore de France, 4 vols., Paris, 1904 ft. ; Stokes, T10= Three
Irish Glossaries, 1862, VS=Urkelt. .i'prachschatz, Gottingen,
1894 (in Fick's Vergleichendes Witrterbuch *).

II. The Celtic people.—The Celts, who had
greater affinities with the Latin than with the
Teutonic brandies of the Aryan stock, had settled
(probably in Neolithic times) in the area between
the head waters of the Rhine, Elbe, and Banube,
where they became known to the Greeks as the
Hyperboreans, and whence they migrated in
different directions. By the 9th cent. B.C., the
Goidels, belonging to the 'Q' group of Celts, had
probably reached the British Isles, whither at a
much later date came the Bi'ythonic tribes of the
' P ' group. Gaul had been occupied at an early
date. North Italy by the 8th cent. B.C., the Spanish
peninsula by the 5th century. Other groups are
found in the Danube valley and the Balkans

;

some finally readied Galatia as a result of the
revolt of the German tribes. In thus spreading
over such a wide area, the Celts must have lost
much of their racial purity through mingling with
the

_
aboriginal peoples—the dolichocephalic Neo-

litliic peoples and the short brachycephalic stock
(regarded by Broca as the true Celts, on whom the

so-called Celts had imposed their language). But,
in .siiite of tins, the Celts, though a minority in

these various lands, possessed racial characteristics

of such a marked type as to impress them on
the successive peoples with whom they came in

contact, giving them a Celtic fades, so that a
general Celtic type, composed of different racial

elements, is now recognizable. Thus the difibrent

groups were strongly homogeneous, and the general
impression left by a study of the remains of their
belief and ritual is that their religion was on the
whole of the same character evei-ywhere. Though
the divinities among different groups bore different

names, and though, among more civilized groups,
their personalities may have been more definite,

their general characteristics were alike. Local
circumstances may have altered myths and beliefs

in various ways, but their basis was everywhere
the same. Again, though aVioriginal cults and
beliefs may have influenced those of the Celts,

there was probably little difference between them,
and the Celts perhaps gave more than they received.

It is impossible, however, to say how far any one
Celtic group may have developed their religion

beyond that of any other group. Hence we shall

obtain the best impression of Celtic religion by
regarding it as, on the whole, homogeneous, like

the Celts themselves.
III. EELIGIOUS CHARACTERISTICS.—Vrxmiiiv^

elements influenced Celtic religion to the end of its

history. The cult of Nature-spirits preceded and
outlived the rise of anthropomorphic Nature-gods.
Religious evolution was doubtless influenced by the
earlier distinction between the cults of men and
women, arising from their varying interests, and
probably already established before the Celts
became a separate people. Men as hunters would
worship animals, propitiating the slain animal or
rendering Divine honours to one member of the
species which was hunted. Other worshipful
animals were preserved, the cult thus leading to
domestication and pastoral life. But all these
animals would be regarded as Divine in themselves ;

the anthropomorphic stage came later. Perhaps
mainly among women arose the cult of the fruitful

Earth-mother, since it is to them that the begin-

nings of agriculture are due. They had gathered
and stored wild fruits, roots, and seeds, and from
them came the idea of cultivating such plants.

Hence with women w-ould arise the cult of vegeta-
tion-spirits, embodied in trees—the largest vegetable
growth. When corn became a food staple, the
corn-spirit would be evolved. All such spirits

would be regarded as female. The cult of anthro-
pomorphic animal- and vegetation-divinities, when-
ever it arose, never quite took the place of the
earlier cult of Divine animals and vegetation-
spirits. As men began to take part in agriculture,
and consequently in the cults till then practised
by women, vegetation-, fertility-, and corn-spirits

would tend to become male, the Earth-mother an
Eartli-god.though the lattermay have been regarded
as her consort or her son. Yet neither was tliis

process ever a complete one, as is seen by the late

existence of i\i& Matres (goddesses of fertility), and
by the cult of corn-mothers and -maidens. Again,
as the cult of vegetation- and corn-spirits centred
in agricultural processes, so, when they became
anthropomorphic divinities, their cult centred in

the seasonal festivals, the ritual of which is so

important for the elucidation of much in Celtic

religion.

New circumstances created new divinities—the
growth of crafts, of commerce, of music and poetry.
Some of the culture-divinities thus evolved were
female, and were never quite ousted by gods of

the same occupation, while they were sometimes
regarded as mothers or consorts of the latter. To
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some of these divinities the origin of culture and
the existence of domestic animals were later attri-

liutcd, and myth told liow they, perhaps regarded
as culture-heroes rather than gods, had obtaincil

them from the gods' land for men by force or fraud.

In some cases tliey may thus have once been
anthropomorphic animal-ilivinities who Iiad become
gods, with whom the particular species of animal
was associated. In later stages these culture-gods

were very important—the local gods assimilated

by Cajsar (vi. 17) to the Roman Mercury.
Warfare also, especially with the migrating

Celts, demanded war-divinities, certain of the gods
of growth being at first utilized, since in Irish

myth some of tlie latter are great warriors. But
there were special war-gods also—many of a local,

tribal character—as well as war-goddesses, for here

the female influence which moulded other parts of

Celtic religion also prevailed. Though the Celts

are often regarded as mainly a warrior people,

agriculture was also keenly followed by them, as

many classical references show. The Equites in

Gaul engaged in war only when occasion arose

(Csesar, vi. 15, cf. v. 12, ' the Belgae, having waged
war . . . commenced to cultivate the lands '). In

Ireland, the dependence of fertility upon the king,

himself a waiTior, shows the importance of agri-

culture (see § VIII.).

Of all these various divinities and spirits, those

of growth and fertility were probably the most
important. As anthropomorphic divinities they

were worshipped at large central gatherings during
the great festivals, but the cult of the earlier

spirits, out of whom they had been evolved, must
have continued in simple folk-rituals. But both
were essentially the same, and it is not wrong to

say that the Celts preserved in an emphatic degree
the primitive elements of religion. Hence Celtic

religion maj' be regarded as in the main a cult of

]iowers of growth and fertility, perhaps because
the poetic temperament of the people kept them
close to the heart of Nature. Nor was the early

importance of female cults of goddesses ever quite

lost sight of, as the position of goddesses and the

jiopular cult of the Miitres show. Here and there

a higher type of religion may have arisen, especi-

ally in those parts of Gaul where foreign influences

prevailed, and certainlj' after the Roman conquest.

But that conquest really undermined Celtic religion

in Gaul and Britain.

Other characteristics which emerge from a study
of the sources are the organization and power of

the priesthood, the cruel aspects of the sacrificial

cult, derived in part, at least, from the earlier

slaying of a Divine-human victim, the simplicity

rather than the stateliness of tlie ritual, suggested
by the fact that groves rather than buildings were
the temples of the Celts, the general use of magic,
and the tirm and sustaining belief in bodily im-

mortalitj-.

It should be clearly recognized that most of the

divinities were purely local in character—gods of a
tribe or group of tribes, similar in functions to those

of other groups, but diit'ering in name. This is

suggested by the frequent equation in inscriptions

of diUerent gods with the same Roman god, while,

generally speaking, certain Divine names appear
only in inscriptions from certain districts. In

Ireland and in Wales, though the divinities in the

texts appear to have a more universal character,

they may have been gods of prominent tribes,

those of other groups having been forgotten. On
the other hand, certain divinities were worshippeil

under the same name over wider areas. Some
Irish and Welsh divinities have similar names, as

well as others worshipped among the in.sular and
Continental Celts—Lug or Lugus, Ogma or Ogmios,
Epona, the Matres. These deities may represent

the divinities of the earliest times, whose cult was
carried far and wide by the migrating Celts. Or
the gods of some tribes may have ousted those of

tribes conquered by them. Or, again, the cult of

a tribal god may have gradually extended itself to

other tribes. But, on tiie whole, the local character

of the Celtic gods is one of its most marked features.

Each god whose nature an<l functions are described

must thus be taken as repres(uitative of a typo.

Though the extent of the Celtic folk from the east

to the west of Europe may seem to make it im-

possiljle to treat of their religion as a wliole, yet
the similarity of the Celtic temperament every-

where, the adherence, in spite of the evolution of

(heir religion, to its primitive features, and tlie

unity of their civilization (southern Gaul alone

excepted) render the task less difficult. The
uniformity of Celtic religion, wherever found, may
in large measure be due also to the organized
priesthood and its position as a teaching body.
Thus, though this uniformity may be regarded by
some as hypothetical, the evidence hardly permits
us to suppose that the religion diU'ered materially

in difi'erent regions.

The Celts were regarded as peculiarly religious

by classical observers (cf. Csesar, vi. 16). They did

not neglect ceremonial or what was due to the gods,

while they held that all things happened by the

will of the gods (Livy, v. 4G ; Dion. II.al. vii. 70;
Aman, Cyneg. xxxv. 1). Nor could the power of

the priesthood have been so great unless the people

had been eager to approach the gods through their

representatives. This Celtic characteristic may be
traced even now in the devotion to religion and in

the authority of the priest in certain Celtic regions,

and it is also seen in the eager acceptance of

Christianity by the Celts, in the spirituality of

early Celtic saints, and in the position of the Celtic

Church in Western Christendom for sonie centuries.

Their spiritual, poetic temperament h.'ts given

much to literature in France and Britain ; the

purely Celtic literature of Ireland has much that

is romantic and idealistic ; and, whatever the

origins of the Arthurian saga may have been, its

spirit is Celtic. But unfortunately no Celt described

his own religion or handed down to us any glimpse

of the religious aspirations of his people. The real

desire of the Celt for God, his sense of sin, his

hopes, remain a sealed book to us. But that they

must have existed is evident, when we consider

the spiritual ideals which the Celt has bequeathed

to mankind.
IV. TnE GODS OF Gaul.—In his notice of the

religion of Gaul, Ciesar (de Bell. Gall. vi. 17, 18)

coniines himself to a description of six divinities,

to whom he gives the name of Roman deities :

*Deum maxime Mercurhnn colunt. IIujus sunt plurima

simulacra ; hunc omnium inventorem artium ferunt ; hunc
viarum atque itinerum ducem, bunc ad quaestus pecuniae
mercaturasque habere vim maximam arbitrantur. Post hunc,

Apollincm, et Martem, et Jovcm, et Minervam. De his eandem
fere, quam reliquap) gentes, habent opinionem ; _

Apollinem,

morbos depeUere ; Minervam, operum aUiue artiflciorum iiiitia

tradere ; Jovein, imperium coelestium tenere ; Martem, bella

regere. . . . Galli se omnes ab Dite patre prognatos praedicant

;

idque ab Druidibus proditum dicunt.'

But the evidence of inscriptions, etc., shows that

there were many gods besides these. Hence Caj.sar

may have mentioned only the chief gods, or, more
likely, there were many local gods with similar

functions but dilierent names, since the inscriptions

show the assimilation of gods w ith dilt'crent names
to one Roman divinity. The assimilation throws

.some light on the characters of the native divinities,

though very often some single aspect or function

of a god may have been made the connecting link

between the two, and generally the native character

of the god would be lost in tlie personality of tlie

Roman divinity. Whether there was one supreme
god or a group of supreme gods ha.s been much
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debated. Perhaps eacdi tribe or group of tribes liad

its own group of gods, one of whom may have been

regarded as chiet. liut in some cases a god was
worshipped over a wide area under the same name.
Caisar makes the native Mercury tlie fj;od most
worshipped, and the hical gods assimilated to

Mercury (some sixteen in number), worshipped
perliaps on liill-tops, were probably gods of culture,

commerce, agriculture, and boundaries, with an oc-

casional anthropomorphic animal-god like Moccus,

a swine-god. The Gaulish Ograios (Ir. Ogma),
mentioned by l^uoian [llerakles), was probably a

native Mercury, though his name has not been

found in any inscription. The Gaulish gods re-

presented by Juppiter were probably sky-, sun-,

and thunder-gods, and one of them has been

identified with numerous images of a god with a

wheel (a symbol of the sun) and occasionally a

thunderbolt. The number of native gods associated

with Apollo is very great : e.g. Borvo, Belenos,

Grannos, etc. ; and they were generally gods of

healing springs, though some of them may have
been sun-gods.
As the Celts became a conquering and warlike

people, war-gods tended to become more prominent,

and the numerous divinities associated with Mars
—Camulos, Teutates, Albiorix, Caturix, etc.—were
doubtless tribal war-gods. (Animal- and Nature-

gods—Mullo, a mule-god, Vintius, a wind-god,

Leucetius, a lightning-god, and Braciaca, perhaps

a god of malt—were also associated with Mars.)

But in their more settled state, divinities of growth
and agi'iculture would be worshipped by the Celts.

The importance of this aspect of Celtic religion is

seen in the wide-spread cult of such female di-

vinities as the Matres, who, in inscriptions, have
generally a local epithet. These goddesses, usually

three in number, were primarily goddes.ses of

fertility, as their symbols— fruits, flowers, a
cornucopia, or an infant—show ; but they became
protectors of individuals, families, towns, etc.

They are not mentioned by Caesar, but, like the
culture-goddess equated by him with Minerva, the
horse-goddess Epona, and others, they were not
made subordinate to gods, as were the numerous
goddesses associated with the native Apollo or

with Mercury, Mars, etc. The cult of the Matres
was wide-spread and popular (especially in cis-

Alpine Gaul and lower Germany), hence also

primitive, and it doubtless resembled that of the
Bona Dea or Great Mother, with whom Gregory
of Tours compares a local fertility-goddess of Autun
called Berecyntia {in Glor. Conf. c. 77 ; see

Festivals [Celtic]). The Matres must have been
triplicates of an early Earth-mother, whose place

was eventually taken by the Earth-god. She then
became his consort or mother, or was even asso-

ciated with another god. Thus Sirona, perhaps
'the long-lived one,' with symbols of fertUity

(Robert, RCel iv. 133), associated with Grannos,
is probably an old Earth-goddess. But generally
conservatism preserved intact the cult of these
fertility-goddesses, as we see in the case of the
Matres and Berecyntia. Similarly, female corn-

and vegetation-spirits, as they became anthropo-
morphic goddesses, were only partially ousted by
gods. The Matres, worshipped also in Gallo-

Koman Britain, were never quite forgotten. They
survived in popular belief as fairies (see Fairy,
and cf. the Welsh name for fairies, Y Mamau,
' the Mothers '), and their images were sometimes
adored as those of the Virgin and Child. The
Ma.tronm of eastern and cis-Alpine Gaul, of the
lUdne and Danube regions, probably local forms
of the Matres, have a title borne by several rivers

—Marne, Meyrone, etc. This suggests that they
were associated with the cult of rivers. The
Mother-river fertilized a whole district, and thus

exhibited the chief characteristics of the whole
group of goddesses. Other local group goddesses

or female spirits are the Comedovm, Duiiiince, and
Virgincs (probably not very dill'erent from the

I\Iatres), the NiskcB, water-goddesses, etc. Many
individual goddesses, unassociated with a god,

appear sporadically in local inscriptions. It is

thus clear (as the evidence of Irish mythology also

shows) that in the earliest times goddesses or

female spirits of fertility, culture, etc., had preceded

gods, and were never quite ousted by them.
The earth or under-earth gods are most probably

represented by Caesar's Dispater. Various Gallo-

Roman imafces show by their symbols or dress that

they are local equivalents of Dispater, of the

Graeco-Roman Hades-Pluto, e.g. the god with

the hammer and cup (a symbol of fertility), the

god called Cernunnos—a horned god who may be
the same as other nameless horned or three-headed

gods, evidently of the under world, with symbols
of plenty and fertility. Aeracura, a goddess

holcung a basket of fruits, is associated with
Dispater in inscriptions from the Rhine valley,

and she is probably an early Earth-mother, as is

also the consort of the under-world god on a
monument from Saintes. She holds a cornucopia.

The horned or three-headed god is associated with

a male and female, or two male, or two female,

companions, on different monuments. In some
cases they are represented as Roman divinities.

These varying groupings may point to different

myths of which this god was the central figure.

From this under-world god, who is also a god of

fertility, men were descended—perhaps the late

form of a myth telling how men had come to earth's

surface from an under-earth region. To his king-

dom below the earth, conceived as a glorious state,

men returned after death to enjoy tha.t bodily

immortality which was so firmly believed in by the

Celts (§ XVI.).
The liammer is probably a sjinbol of power, which might be

given to any god, but in the hands of the under-world god, who
is a god of fertility, it represents creative power. Horns were
also ultimately symbols of power (§ X. 2 [/]), but, in the case of

these under-world gods with stags' horns, they pre-suppose a
cult of the stag which, as a grain-feeder, might be associated

with the under-earth region whence the grain sprang. Later

the anthropomorphic god of the under world would be repre-

sented with stags' horns, and horned animals would become his

symbols. Hence they are represented with the god on some of

his monuments. The triple head of the god and monuments of

a bodiless triple head are not easily explained, but they are

probably connected withlthe Celtic cult of heads and with the

idea that the head of a great tribal warrior had protective

powers.
For representations of Dispater, see Reinach, BF, RCel xrii.

45 ff. ; Bertrand, it.^, 2nd ser., vols. xv. and xvi. ; Flouest, RA,
3rd ser., vol. v. ; BarthSIemy, RCel i. 1 ff.

Inscriptions also show the existence of depart-

mental Nature-divinities of mountains, forests,

rivers, winds, etc., and of tutelary deities of towns
or districts, which took their name from these

gods— perhaps originally tribal dii-inities, and of

anthropomorphic animal-divinities like Damona,
Tarvos, iloccus, Mullo, Epona, and Artio (see

§X.).
The theory of a Celtic cult of a great Divine

triad has been maintained by those who believe

that the three gods worshipped by the Gauls with

human sacrifices (Lucan, Pharsnl. i. 444) were
such a triad. Their names are Teutates, Taranis,

and Esus. But on no inscription do their names
occur together, and Lucan lays stress on the

bloody aspect of their cult, not on their association

as a triad. Nor do his words show that they were
gods of all Gaul. They were rather tribal gods,

whose cult may have extended over a wide area

(see Reinach, RCel xviii. 149). Teutates is a war-

god of the tribe (*teuta), but his pan-Celtic cult is

still maintained by Jullian (Ecchcrchfs, p. 18).

Taranis is probably a thunder-god, and Esus, to

judge from a monument found at Paris, is a god of
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vegetation (§§ VII. 2 ; X. 2 [b]). Some monuments
of the under-world god associate him with two
divinities, but, as tliese vary on the monuments,
too much stress must not be laid on this example
of a triad. The importance of the number ' three'
among the Celts (see Calexd.\r [Celtic]) led to
tlieir grouping three Matres on monuments, and in

Irish myths there are some examples of similar
groupings, or of the extensi<m of one divinity into
three (§V. ). In only a few cases was a god
worshipped by a similar name all over Celtdom

;

more generally gods with similar functions had
dillerent names, as a result of the local character
of most divinities (see Table appended to §VI.).
Some of these local divinities, especially those
connected with natural features, and possibly some
divinities of growth and fertility, may have been
pre.Celtic, but this is not to say that the Celts
themselves had not dirinities of the same nature
whom they could assimilate to these.
The philological evidence of the inscriptional

names, the identification with Koman divinities,

and the plastic types of the monuments, along with
ritual notices, hmtsin early ecclesiastical writings,
and folk-survivals, give us some definite knowledge
of religious evolution among the Gauls before the
Koman conquest. Out of a primitive Nature-
worship, out of early animal and agricultural
cults, there had been evolved departmental deities
of Nature (of mountains, forests, rivers, of the
sun and sky, of thunder), deities of growth and
fertility, and anthropomorphic animal-divinities
(cf. §X.). From the deities of fertility, or from
early earth or under-earth divinities, had been
evolved gods of the under world of the dead, but
from that under world—a region of fertility—men
had come forth, for a myth of this kind probably
underlies Ca'sar's statement regarding descent
from Dispater. Worshipful animals became
anthropomor^ihic animal-gods, often with the
animal as their symbol. There were also divinities
of speech, of culture, of health, of commerce, and
of war. Some of these may have assumed a
prominent character, but generally they were local
and topical. After the Roman conquest the native
cults, save in rural districts, gradually gave place
to a cult of Romanized Celtic divinities, worshipped
according to the ritual of Rome. But, with the
conquest, a road was opened to foreign cults which
the Romans themselves had adopted, and con-
seriuently remains of Ei'yptian and other Oriental
cults have occasionally been discovered on the soil

of Gaul.
The mscriptions and Divine names are given fully in Holder.

Many separate articles on the gods will be found in RCH and
RA. See also AUraer, 'Les Dieux de la Oaule celt.,' liev. Epigr.,
Paris, 1894 ff. ; JuUian, Eecherches ; Bertrand, ReL des Gauloia

;

Gaidoz, Le Dieugauioui du Snleil; Rhys, IlL; Keinaoh, BF,
and CuUfs, Mythes, et Religions, 2 vols., Paris, 1905 : and for the
Matres and Matrona;, see Ihm, in Hoscher, S.V., and In Jahrb. des
Vereins von AlUrthumsfreunden in Rheinlande, lss7, No. 83;
Daremberg-Saglio, Diet. Ant. grcc. et Tom., s.v. ; Vallentin, Le
mite des matres, Paris, 1880.

V. /B/.9H DIVTXITIE.S.—I. The Mythological
cycle.—Of the three groups of titles known as the
Mythological, the Ciichulainn, and the p'einn
cycles, the first alone concerns us here. Its con-
tents, found mainly in the 11th and 12th cent,
it' and LL, are based on mythic tales of a far
earlier date. Some of its personages are met with
in the other cycles, in Scots Gaelic tales, and in
those of Wales and Man. These personages are
the Tuatlia De Danann, Fomorians, Firbolgs, and
Milesians, of whom the first two are certainly
Divine groups. The mythic talcs relate the strife
of powers of growth with those of blight, of
aboriginal with incoming Celtic gods, or tell of
Divine amours with mortals, or of human descent
from the gods. Christianity viewed the gods as
demons, but at a later time the myths were

euhemerized by early mcdia-val chroniclers and set
forth as historic facts. Gods became kings and
warriors. Divine and human groups became
successive colonists of Ireland, while each group
was affiliated to the Hebrew patriarchs. Rut tlie

data upon which the chroniclers had to work were
conflicting, and on the whole they left them so.

According to the annalists, the first group of
personages who came to Ireland were Noah's grand-
daughter, Cessair, with 50 women and 3 men, all

of whom were destroyed by a flood save Finntain.
They were followed by I'artholan and his company,
who found the Fomorians settled there, but were
destroyed by a plague, Tuan mac Caraill alone
surviving. Finntain and Tuan are annalistic
duplicates, who are described as surviving for
centuries, the latter through a series of trans-
formations, the idea of which was purely pagan.
Next came the Nemedians, who had to pay to the
Fomorians two-thirds of their children and of the
year's corn and milk on Samhain eve (1st Nov.).
One version of the history of the Nemedians
makes some of their survivors go to Scotland or
Man (the Rritons), others to Greece (the Firbolgs),
others to the north of Europe (the Tuatha De
Danann). The Firbolgs, probably to be regarded
as the aborigines of Ireland, returned tliither.

They were not attacked, like the other groups, by
the Fomorians, who are spoken of as their gods.
The Tuatha De Danann, on their arrival in Ireland,
were attacked by the Fomorians. The earliest
tradition knows of one battle only, in wliich
Firbolgs and P"omorians were both overthrown
(Cormac, Glossary, s.v. 'Nescoit'; LU 51), hut
this was later resolved into two. The first battle,
fought at Magtured in Mayo, resulted in the defeat
of the Firbolgs on Midsummer day. In this battle,
Nuada, king of the Tuatha, lost his hand and had
to resign his kingship, which was given to Bres,
son of a Fomorian and a woman of the Tuatha D6
Danann. During his reign the Tuatha De Danann
had to pay tribute and perform menial duties—
perhaps a euhemerized version of a myth telling of
the subjection of gods of growth and light to
powers of death and blight. In seven years Nuada
resumed his throne, and there followed on Samhain
the second battle of Magtured in Sligo, which
made the Tuatha De Danann lords of the land.
Next came the Milesians, ancestors of the Irish,

who defeated the Tuatha De Danann, the survivors
of whom retired into the hUls to become a kind of
fairy race.

This chronological system, with its obvious
reduplications, shows what the annalists made of
existing or dimly remembered myths, legends,
rites, and Divine genealogies. All this has been
accepted as sober fact by Irish writers down to
the pre-sent time. But "the true nature of the
whole is now better apprehended, and it is admitted
that in P'omorians and Tuatha De Danann we have
earlier gods never quite Immanized. Fomorians
are more or less monstrous—demons or giants
rather than men, as the chroniclers admit ; the
Tuath.a D6 Danann are clearly supernatural.
The Mythological c^'cle is far from representing all the pagan

nij-ths of Ireland ; its illusory completeness is due to the
chronological order in which it is arranged, and in which we
see the Tuatha D6 Danann arriving and conquering the land,
occupying it for a time, dispossessed by the Milesians, retiring
into the hollow hills, and dividing these underground kingdoms
among themselves. Frajpnents of other mj-ths are found in the
Dindsenchas ; others exist as romantic tales, or are transferred
to the Lives of saints, or are connected with historical or semi*
historical personages ; while others are found in the heroic cycles.
But in whatever gui.se the Tuatha D6 lianann appear,* they
never quite lose their true Divine form ; as men, as wizards, as
fairies, they still reveal themselves as gods.

2. The Fomorians.—The Firbolgs, with whom
are associated the Fir Galioin and Fir Donmann
('men of Domnu,' in whom some have seen a
goddess of the deep [Ir. domain, 'deep'], or a god.
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mill wlioin Khys considers, on slight yrouiuls, to be

akin to the Diimnotiii of Devon and Cornwall [HL
597 ; d'Arbois, ii. 130]), are treated as slaves and

held in contempt, and this is suggestive of their

position as aborigines enslaved by the conquering

Goldels. That tlic Fomorians were their gods or

the gods of an aboriginal people is certain, since

they are found in Ireland before the coming of

Partholan.' Thus they would not originally be

evil: that character, together with their Celtic

names, would be given to them by the Celts.

Some of them may have been gods of fertility, for

the Fomorian Bres could cause kine to be always

in milk, and produce a good harvest every year,

and he knew the lucky days for ploughing, so\ving,

and reaping (Harl. MS, 5280; liCel xii. 105).

Though the Fomorians were regarded as hurtful to

agriculture, this was also said of the Tuatha De
Danann after the Christianizing of Ireland, though

they were gods of gTowtli (LL 245, 2). They are

also called, like the Tuatha T>i Danann, ' cham-

pions of the Sid' (Harl. MS, 5280, § 41). Thus the
' tribute' oflered to them may be a reminiscence of

an actual cult of aboriginal gods, since it exactly

resembles that of Cromiu Cruaich, a Celtic earth-

god. Aboriginal and Celtic gods of fertility

dittered little" in personality and cult. The Celts

regarded them as hostile and evil, as incoming

conquerors so often regard the gods of a conquered

race. They dread them and equate them with the

evil powers known to them. The Celts did this,

and made the Divine Fomorians lords of blight

and winter, storm and death. This we gather from

the fact that a sinister character is given to them
in the texts and in folk-tradition, while they are

actual opponents of the bright gods of the Celts.

Thus the mythical battles between the two sets of

gods became part of the dramatization of the

conflict between growth and blight, summer and

winter, light and darkness—the dualism which is

found in all Nature religions. The sun was van-

quished by cloud or storm, summer by winter, and

vegetation perished. But the sun shone forth

again, summer returned, vegetation re-appeared.

All this was symbolic of strife between the Divine

and demoniac beings behind these, and it Avas

represented in ritual, since men thought they could

aid magically or by rite and prayer the gods of

growth. In this strife gods are wounded and slain,

because the powers of growth suffer eclipse. But
they revive, just as sun and vegetation re-appear.

The Celts already possessed such a mythology and

ritual, hence it was easy to equate the Fomorians

\vith their own dark powers. If myth represented

this as having happened once for all, as if some of

the gods hail actually perished, men knew that

they still lived on, and the Nature drama or its

ritual representation still proceeded. The priority

of the Fomorians to the Tuatha D6 Danann would

also be in accordance with the usual Celtic belief

in the priority of darkness to light.

According to the annalists, the Fomorians are sea-demons or

pirates, the name being derived from muir, • sea,' or they are

demons and giants (Hennessy, Chron. Scot., 1866, p. 6; Girald.

Camb. Tiyp. Bib. iii. 2), descended, with the Goborchind
(' goat- or horse-heads,' IT\. 585) and Luchrupdn (' little bodies

or dwarfs'), etc., from Shem (LU 2a, 45). Rhys connects the

name with Welsh/oaiw, 'giant,' and derives it from /o, 'under,'

and muir, ' sea '—hence submarine beings {HL 591). MacBain

regards them as personifications of the wild western sea (Celt.

Hag. bt. 130). The Fomorians were certainly located in Tory

Island, off Donegal ; but this association with the sea may be

due to a mere late foils-etymology, wrongly deriving the name
from midr. The Celtic experience of the Lochlanners or

Norsemen, with whom the Fomorians are associated (Harl. SIS,

6280 ; RCel xii. 76), would aid the conception of them as sea-

pirates. Stokes connects the syllable -mor with -more in

lightmare," from 'irwro-, and thinks of them as subterraneanF"

1 The possibility of the Fomorians being gods of a group of

Celtic tribes at war with another group worshipping the gods

called Tuatha D4 Danann should not be overlooked.

us well a«i submarine (RCel xii. 130 ; US 211).l MacBain points

out that ' the 6 of m&r, it it is long (tor it is rarely so marked),'

is against both these derivations (Gael. Diet., Inverness, 1896,

p 146) More probable is Zimmer's and d'Arbois' derivation

from /o and a theme morio, from mor, 'great'(fiftJ xii. 476;

d'Arbois, ii. 62). This agrees with the tradition which regarded

them as giants. .... , ,, r, j.

In spite of the hostility of the Fomorians to

the Tuatha De Danann, they intermarry or trace

descent from each other. Similar relationships

are found among the hostile groups of other

mythologies. Thus, though in this Irish instance

the relationships may have been partly due to the

euhemerists, they are also the reflexion, on the

Divine stage, of what takes place in primitive

society. Hostile peoples intermarry, or the women
of one group are captured and made mothers by

men of the other group.

Only the more prominent Fomorians need be

enumerated. Their functions are even more com-

])letely hidden than those of the Tuatha De Danann.

Balor had one eye, the glance of which destroyed

whomsoever it fell on, but its eyelid required four

men to raise it. He is probably a personification

of the evil eye, much believed in by the Celts.

Elatha, father of Bres and Ogina, may have been

an aboriginal god of knowledge like the Celtic

Ogma, since his name has some reference to wisdom,

and is used as an appellative in the sense of science,

art, and literary composition (IT i. 521 ; Rhys, HL
275). Perhaps the fact of his son Bres being chosen

king of the Tuatha De Danann reflects some myth
of the occasional supremacy of darkness. Bres, as

has been seen, may have been an aboriginal god of

growth. His consort is Brig, the Celtic goddess of

knowledge. Balor, Elatha, and Indech are

described as kings of the Fomorians, the last

named being son of Dea Domnann, a goddess (or

god) of the deep, not necessarily the sea, as_ Rhys
suggests (HL 597), but perhaps the deep in tlie

sense of under-earth. If so, this goddess would be

an Earth-mother of the aborigines. Tethra, whose

wife resembles the Celtic war-goddess Badb (LU
50), is regarded by d'Arbois as lord of Elysium, or

the world of the dead, whither, like Kronos, he

retired after his defeat. D'Arbois also equates

Bres and Balor with Kronos, making Tethra, Bres,

and Balor one and the same god (d'Arbois, ii. 192,

198, 375). But the assumption that Greek and

Irish mythologies run upon parallel lines is

dangerous. These three gods are quite separate

personalities. Tethra may have been an aboriginal

war-divinity, but there is no real ground for

regarding him as a lord of Elysium, which was far

from being the world of the dead (see Blest,

Abode or [Celtic], § 5). Net, grandfather of Balor

and husband of Neman, the war-goddess, was ' a

battle-god ofthe heathen Gael' (Cormac.i.f. 'Neit ).

A war-god Neton, equated with Mars, is mentioned

on inscriptions in the territory of the Aquitani

(Holder, ii. 738), and, like a Gaulish *2\anfos,

may be the equivalent of N6t, who would then

have been wTongly classed with the Fomorians.

Elsewhere he is ranked among the Tuatha D6
Danann, though he is the ancestor of several

Fomorians (Li 10, 1).

3 The Tuatha 06 Danann.—This collective

naiiie means ' the folk or the tribes of the goddess

Danu' (Stokes, iJCe/ xii. 129; Rhys, HL 89), or,

as d'Arbois (ii. 145) renders it, ' folk of the god

whose mother is called Danu.' Cognate forms are

Fir Dea, Tuath D6 or Tuatha Dea, ' men or tribes

of the goddess.' Three gods in particular—Brian,

luchair, and lucharbar—are called her children or

' the three gods of Danu ' (Harl. MS, 5280, § 83),

and they again give a title to the whole group

Fir tri n'Dca, ' men of the three gods ' {ib. % 60). In

Welsh mythology their equivalents are the Children
1 This derivation is now accepted by Ehys. See Trans. Srd

Inter. Cong. Hist, of Rel., Oxford, 1908, ii. 214.
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of Don. Tlioiif,'li euhemerized as warriors, tliey

appear also in the Mythological cycle as a people
ot magical powers who ultimately became a race
of fairy enchanters. Conquered by the Milesians,

they had retired into the siU. (This Milesian
comjuest of a race of gods must be regarded as tlie

euhemerists' interpretation of the ali^mdonment of

the old paganism and its gods by the peoples of

Ireland at the preaching of Christianity. Tlie new
faith, not the people, con<iuered the gods.)

In the Ciichulainn cycle they are s\ipcrnatural
beings or ' demons ' assisting the persons of the
saga, and in the P'einn saga all these characters
are indifferently ascribed to them. The annalists
regard them as men. Yet they have the marks of

divinity—though they die, they are immortal,
they can (•hange their form, they have amoius
with mortals, they live in a Divine world, they
influence human affairs. They are said to be
' unfading,' their ' duration is perennial ' (O'Grady,
ii. 20.'5). The euhemerizing process which maile

them mortals was gradual. Eoehaid na Flinn in

the 10th cent, speaks of them as men, as demons,
and as deities {LL 10, 2). In the 11th cent, the
process was coniplete, as the poems of Flann
Manistrech and Gilla Coemain and the Book of

Invasions show (LL 9, 11, 127). As a result of

this process we now hear of their sepulchres. They
had become men, subject to mortality, though
possibly the process was aided by pagan myths of

slain gods. Yet their divinity w-as never forgotten,

and in romantic tales and sagas, e.xisting side by
side with the documents of the euhemerists, they
are still gods, while the view that they were a race
of fairy-folk

—

sid-dweWers, fir side, 'men of the
fairy-mounds,' or simply side, 'fairy-folk'—whom
the pagans had worshipped [IT i. 14), is also found,
in Ir. sld is a fairy-hill—the hill itself, or the dwelling within

it. Perhaps its primitive form was *s^dos, from std, * aboile or
seat.' Thurneysen suggests a conne.xion with a word = Lat.

siduf, 'constellation,' or the dwelling of the gods. The side

are the dwellers in the s(d.

As side they are more than fairies, since they are
called dci terrcni, whom the pagans adored (IT i.

774), and St. Patrick and several bishops were
taken by the daugliters of Laegaire for Jir side,

viz. gods (Trip. Life, i. 99). The mounds them-
selves were regarded as sepulchres of the gods,

but more frequently as marvellous underground
palaces, where favoured mortals might go. In
this they resemble the over-sea Elysium (Ble.st,

Abode of [Celtic]). But why were the Tuatha
D(i Danann transformed into a fairy race? How
far the fairy creed existed in pagan times is

uncertain (see Fairy), but perhaps a supernatural
race, distinct from the Tuatha D6 Danann, was
already supposed to dwell in mounds (Joyce, SII i.

252 ; O'Curry, MS Mai. 505). These 'might be
aboriginal gods, since the Fomorians are also

called 'champions of the sid' (Harl. MS, 5280,

§41). Svich a belief would aid the growth of a
legend that gods ousted bj' Christianity were now
also in the sid. But the difference between this

earlier sid-iolk and the Tuatha De Danann may
be more apjiarent than real. Some of the latter

are called kin"s of the side, and even in ' Ciichu-
lainn's Sickbed,' where the .?irf-folk arc prominent,
Manannan, one of the gods, is the husband of one
of them, and their island is called by the name of
the Celtic Elysium, Mntf Mell, as it is in the story
of Connla (IT i. 199 ; Windisch, Ir. Gram. p. 118).

Miller, called one of the side, is connected with the
Tnalha iJe Danann, and his .*('(/ is like Elysium
(O'Curr^-, MCAIW. 71). The belief that the gods
liad retired within hills would be aided by the
Celtic cult of gods on mounds or hills, e.g. the Puy
de D6me, after which a god sometimes took his
name, like Cenn Cruaich, 'Head of the Mound.'
Churches were afterwards built on such mounds

(Shore, JAI .\.\. 9). Such gods would be regarded
as still haunting the mounds when the cult had
ceased. St. Columba prays against ' this host {i.e.

of gods] around the cairn that reigneth' (Keating,
p. 434). The belief may also be reminiscent of the
dwelling of earth- an<l fertility-divinities beneath
the earth in a Divine land whence men had come
anil whither they returned (§XVI.). Some of the
goils, however, associated with the Island Klysium
still retained their j^lace there in tradition.

The association of gods with burial-mounds is

not so clear. But early myths of slain and buried
gods, the possible cult of gods on tumuli as well as
on hills, and the belief that the dead rejoined the
gods of growth beneath the earth would all aid
this belief. Fairies are also confused with ghosts,
and live in burial-mounds, and, when the gods
came to be looked on as fairies, they would be
associated with such mounds. And, when euhe-
merization made them dead heroes, conspicuous
mounds of the forgotten dead would be called their
burial places.
The phrase die ocus andie is used by Tuan mac Caraill of the

Tuatlia D6 Danann, and is said bv him to mean * poets and
husbandmen' (i(7 16, 2). In the Cvir Anmami (IT iii. 365) this
explanation is given, but there the phrase occurs in a formula
of blessing— * the blessing of gods and not-gods.' The author of
the Coir seems to realize that it has this meaning, for he adds,
'These were their gods, the magicians, and their non-gods, the
husbandmen.' Perhaps the phrase may refer to the position of
priest-kings or magicians as men-gods. Cf. the phrase in a
Welsh poem, Texdu Oeth ac Anoeth, which Rhj-s renders
' Household of Power and Not-power ' (CFL ii. 620) ; but the
meaning is obscure. Cf. Loth, i. 197, for Caer Oeth ac Aiweth.
Rhys compares Skr. deva and adeva (BL 581).

4. Dagda, an early god of the group, is said to

be so called because lie can do more than all the
gods—'It is thou art the good hand' (Dag-daa
[Ilarl. MS, 5280, § 81, KCel xii. S3]). The Coir
Anmann (IT iii. 355) explains Dagda as ' lire [daig)

of god' (dia). But the true derivation is from
*dago-devos, 'good god,' though Stokes regards it

as a participial formation connected with dagh,
whence daghda, 'cunning' (Cormac, Gloss, p. 23;
RCel vi. 369). Other names of Dagda are Cera
(perhaps cognate with Lat. eerus, ' creator '), Ruad-
rnfhcssa, ' lord of great knowledge,' for ' he had the
perfection of heathen science,' and Eoehaid Olla-

thair, ' great father,' while he is called ' a beautiful
god ' and ' the principal god of the pagans ' (Cormac,
pp. 47, 144 ; IT iii. "ioa, ^bl ; d'Arhois, i. 202).

After the battle of Magtured he divides the sid
among the gods ; but his son Oengus, having been
omitted, ousts his father and reigns in his sid (LL
246rt). In a later version, Bodb Dearg divides the
sid, and Oengus drives out his foster-father Elcmar
(/)•. MSS Series, i. 46). The myth of Dagda's
disinheriting may be one formed to explain the
growing prominence of the younger god's cult,

lihys makes Dagda an atmospheric god (IIL 644)

;

MacBain sees in liini a sky-god (Ce^i. Mag. ix. 169).

But more likely he is an earth or agi'iciiltural god,
since he has power over corn and milk, and agrees
to prevent the destruction of these by the gods
(LL •24,')i), while he is called ' the god of the earth'
'because of the greatness of his power' (IT iii.

35.5). Diigda's cauldron which never lacked food
to satisfy all, his swine (one living, one always
ready for cooking), and his trees always laden
with fruit also suggest plenty and fertilitj'. They
are in his s^id where none ever tasted death (LL
246, 1). He is thus ruler of a Divine land—the

under world in its ]ininitive aspect of the place of

gods of fertility. Thus he need not be equated
with Kronos, who, disinherited by Zeus, went to

reign over Elysium (Itliys, IIL 14(i), for he is ruler

of the sid before his disinheriting. He has a large

club or fork, and d'Arbois (v. 4'27, 448) suggests an
equivalence with the Gaulish god with the hammer.
This god, if, as is likely, he was a Celtic Dispatcr,
was an earth or under-earth god of fertility.
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If Dagda was a goil of aj^riculture, he maj' bo a
local form of the pod whose image was called Venn
or Cromiii Crtmirh (' Head or (.'rooked One of the

Mound,' Kh vs, JJI^ 201 ;
' Bloody Head or Crescent

'

[from cn(, 'Wood'], d'Arbois, ii. 105). Vallancey,
citing a lost MS {Coll. de Itcb. Hib. 1786, iv. 495),

says, ' Crom-eocha was a name of the Dagda,' and
that a motto at Tara read, ' l^et the altar ever blaze

to Dagda.' Now the Irish ottered a third of their

children at Samhain to Cenn Cruaich to obtain

corn and milk—the things over which Dagda had
power {LL 213, 2; BCd xvi. 35) ; and the violent

prostrations of the worshippers one Samhain eve
caused three-fourths of them to perish—perhaps a
reminiscence of an orgiastic cult. Such a god was
a god of fertility, the blood of the victims was
poured on his image, and their iJesli may have been
buried in the lields to promote fertility. Hence
tliey may have been regarded as representatives of

tlie god, though their number is exaggerated, or a
number of sacrificial victims may have taken the

• place of such an earlier Divine slain victim.
For grotesque mytha about Dagda, see RCel xii. 85 ; ZU' 94.

For some stories of Croni Dubh (who may be Cromm Cruaich)
in which the fairies {i.e. the old gods) refuse to help in the pro-
cesses of agriculture because they are not to go to Paradise, or,

in other words, because their worshippers have become Chris-
tians, see O'Curry, MS Mat. p. 632 ; RCel iv. 176.

Oengus, whose names Mac Ind Oc, ' son of the
young ones' (Dagda and Boann), and In Mac Oc,
' the young son,' and the myth of his disinheriting

Dagda, support the idea that his cult superseded
that of an older god, would then be affiliated to

that god, as was done in similar cases in Babylon.
He may thus have been the god of a tribe assuming
supremacy, unless Dagda was an aboriginal god
whose cult the Celts adopted, giving that of their

earth-god Oengus a higher place. His superiority

to Dagda is seen in the myth where he tells him
how to escape the Foniorian slavery (Harl. MS,
5280, § 26 ; BCel xii. 65). He is often regarded as

a Celtic Eros, but more likely he was a god of

growth who occasionally sufiered eclipse. Hence,
perhaps, his absence from the battle of Magtured.
The story of Oengus and Etain has been influenced
by Mdrchen formulae. Finding her separated from
her consort Mider through his jealous other wife,

Fuamnach, Oengus placed her in a glass grianan
fdled with flowers, the perfume of which sustained
her. He carried it about with him till Fnamnach
caused her removal from it. Changed to insect
shape, she was swallowed by the wife of king Etain
and re-born as a mortal [LL ii. 3 ; Blest, Abode
OF [Celtic], § 2 {(•)).

Rhys, HL i. 146, makes this a sun- and dawn-myth, the
grianan being: the expanse of heaven. But there is no evidence
that Oengus was a sun-god ; the dawn does not grow stronger
with the sun's iniiuence, as Etain did through Oengus's care,
and the grianan is the equivalent of various objects in tales of
the Cinderella t,\-pe, in which the heroine is hidden. The tale
reveals nothing of Etain's functions as a goddess. Other
Mdrchen formulae occur in the story of Dagda seeking the help
of Ailill and Medb, king and queen of Connaught, to discover
the girl of whom Oengus dreamt (Egerton MS, RCel iii. 342).
But it shows that gods could seek help from mortals. For
variants of the story of Etain, see Stirn, ZCP\., and Nutt, RCel
xxvii. 339.

Oengus is the fosterer of Diarmaid in the Feinn
cycle {Trans. Oss. Soc. iii.). With Mider, Badb,
and Morrigu, he expels the Fomorians when they
destroy the corn, milk, fruit, etc., of the Tuatlia
D6 Danann {RCel i. 41). This may point to his
being a god of growth and fertility.

Nuada Argetlam, 'of tlie silver hand,' is so
called because his hand, cut ofi' at Magtured, was
replaced by one of silver. The myth may have
arisen from incidents of actual warfare, from the
fact that an Irish king must have no blemish, or
from images being sometimes maimed or made
with a kind of artificial limb. The origin of this
last custom being forgotten, explanatory myths
accounted for it {FL viii. 341). Rhys sees in

Nuada a Celtic Zeus {HL 121). In any case he is

a god of light and growth who suttcrs in conflict

with dark divinities. His equivalent in Welsh
myth is Llud Llaiv Ereint, or ' silver-handed,' the
deliverer of his people from various scourges.
The story of the yearly fight on 1st May between
Gwyn and Gwythur for LWd's daughter Kreiddylad
(Guest, Mabinog. ii. 305) is explained by Khys by
the theory that she is a kind of Persephone wedded
alternately to light and darkness (//i 563). But
the story may rather be explanatory of ritual

battles between summer and winter, intended to
assist the powers of growth in their struggle with
those of blight, more especially as Kreiddylad is the
daughter of a god of growth (for such battles, see
Train, Isle of Man., Douglas, 1845, ii. 118 ; GB-
ii. 99 ; Grimm, Teut. Myth. ii. 775). Possibly the
tales of the battles of Magtured may have arisen

in the same way. Traces of a cult of a god Nodens
( = Nuada) in Komano - British times have been
found at Lydney in Gloucester, and some of the
symbols suggest that Nodens was a god of the
waters. But this is uncertain (see Holder, s.v.

'Nodens'; Bathurst, Roman Antiq. at Lydney
Park, London, 1879; Rhys, AL 122 tt'. ; Cook, FL
xvii. 30). Nuada's name may be cognate with
words meaning 'growth,' 'harvest,' 'possession'

(Stokes, US 194), and this su])iiorts the view here
taken of his functions. The Nudd Hael, or ' the
generous,' of the Triads (Loth, ii. 235. '296). who
possessed 21,000 milch kine, is perhaps a euhemer-
ized form of this god ; Nuada may have had various
human incarnations (see § VIII.).

Manannan is son of Ler, or the sea—a god of

whom we hear only in the story of ' The Children
of Ler,' and whose Brythonic equivalent is Llyr
(§ VI. ). Four Manannans are known to Irish story,

but they are probably all euhemerized variants of

this god. His po.sition as a sea-god is seen from
his riding or driving in his chariot over the waves,
in his epithet ' horseman of the crested sea,' and in

the fact that his ' horses in a sea-storm ' are the
waves (Harl. MS, 5230, § 148), while he is actually
identified with a wave (Bodley Dindsenchas, No.
10). Perhaps, as god of the sea, he was readily
regarded as lord of the Island Elysium. Manannan
is still remembered in the Isle of Man, which may
owe its name to him, and which, as the Isle of

Falga, was regarded by the Goidels as Elj'sium.

In a myth he is elected king of the Tuatha De
Danann. With Bodb Dearg he makes the gods in-

visible and immortal and gives them magic food,

while magical things belong to him—his armour
and sword worn by Lug, his horse and canoe, his

swine, etc. Some of these are borrowed from
Mdrchen formula; ; others are the natural property
of a god who was a great magician, though the
mythological school has interpreted them after its

own fashion. (For Manannan, see, further. Blest,
Abode of [Celtic], §§ 2, 8 ; and for his Brythonic
equivalent Manawyddan, see below, § VI. ).

In Christian times a legend grew up round the historic 7th
cent, king Mongan, said to be a re-birth of Feinn and' son of

Manannan (£/ (7133). In Irish and Welsh hagiology, SS. Barri
and Scuithine have inherited some of Manannan's mythical
traits, or may themselves represent local sea-gods (Meyer,
Trans. Soc. Cym.. 1895-96, p. 78).

Lug is associated with Manannan, from whose
Land of Promise he comes to assist the Tuatha D6
Danann against the Fomorians. ' His face shone
like the sun on a summer day.' Single-handed he
defeated the Fomorians and forced Bres to forego
his tribute (Joyce, OCR 37). But in another ver-

sion it is as 'the man of every art' {saniihldiiach)

that he appears before the gods, showing himself
superior to the gods of various crafts, and talking

part with them in the defeat of the Fomorians
(Harl. MS, 5280 ; RCel xii. 75). Lug may he
equated with tlie Gallo-Roman Mercury, since
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samildd nacfi ,
' possessing manj' arts,' is the equiva-

lent of ' inventor of all arts ' applied by Cifsar

(vi. 17) to that god (d'Arlmis, vi. 116). I'lace and
personal names point to the cult of a god Lugus in

Gaul ; and, though no dodioation has been dis-

covered, there are inscriptions of Mercury at

Lugudunum Convenarum (RC>:1 vii. 400). The
Lugovcs are conuneiiiorated in inscriptions from
Spain and Switzerland— in the former, at Uxama,
by shoemakers—and lUiys recalls the story of Lieu
(whom he equates with I..u<_') disguising himself

as a shoemaker (i/i 4'25 ; Holder, s.v. ' Lugus,'
' Lugudunum,' etc. ). The existence of tlie Lugoves
(like the Junones) points to the multiplii'ation of

the personality of the god, like that of other Irish

deities (but see Gaidoz, JiCt:l vi. 489). Lug's
superiority in various crafts shows that originally

he was a culture-god, as well as a mighty hero

—

the meaning given to his name by O'Uavoren
(Stokes, TIG 103). His high place among the

gods is indicated in Nuada's renunciation of his

throne to him before Magtured, and in his long
reign after Nuada's death in the annalLstic scheme
(Harl. MS, 5280, § 74 ; Arch. Rev. i. 231 ; LL 9,2).

He is made father and helper of Cuchulainn, who
is his son or perhaps a re-birth of himself. The
assembly at Lugudunum on 1st August was prob-

ably in honour of Lugus, as was the Irish festival

Lughnasadh on the same date. Craftsmen brought
their wares to sell at this feast of the god of crafts,

but it was more essentially a harvest-feast (see

Festivals [Celtic] and § XIIL below). Certain
traits in Lug's mythology give support to Rhys's
contention that he was a solar god, though his

equation of Lug and the Welsh Lieu, and the
meaning of 'liirbt' assigned to both names bvhini,

are doubtful \HL 409; see Loth, ECel x." 490).

Elsewhere solar gods are also culture-heroes, but
Lug's name is never associated with the more
strictly solar feasts of Beltane and Midsummer.
More prominent as a culture-god is Ogma, master

of poetry and inventor of ogham writing, said to

have been called after him (O'Donovan, Grainmar,
Dublin, 1845, p. xlvii). Probably his name is de-

rived from a word signifying ' speech ' or ' writing,'

and the connexion with 'ogham' maybe a folk-

etymology. He is the champion of the gods

—

perhaps because of the prinutive custom of rousing

the warriors' emotion by eloquent speeches before

a battle. After the tight at Magtured he captures

Tethra's sword, goes on the quest for Dagda's harp,

and is given a sid by Dagda after the Milesian in-

vasion (H.irl. MS, 5280, §§ 59, 162-3). His counter-

part in Gaul is Ogmios, a Herakles and a god of

eloquence with a ' smilingface,' according to Lucian
(Ilcrukles)—a phrase which is cognate with the
Irish ap|iellative of O^ma, ^rianaincch, ' of the
smiling countenance.' His high position is due to

the value set on bardic eloquence oy the Celts, and
to him was doubtless ascrilied its origin and that
of poetry. Ogma was the son of the goddess Brig,

whose functions were like his own, and whom he
never completely ecli|ised.

Other gods connected with various depart-
ments of knowledge were worshipped. Diancecht
('swift in power'?) was a god of medicine and, at

the battle of Magtured, presided over a 'spring of

health ' in which the nK>rtally wounded were healed
(Harl. MS, 5280, §§ 33, 35, i23). He is thus prob-

ably cognate with such (Jallo-British gocls as

Grannos, Bor^'o, etc. His powers were not for-

gotten in Christian times—an 8th cent. MS at St.

Gall contains a charm invoking his name and pow er

(Stokes, TIG p. xxxiv ; for other myths about
Diaiuecht, cf. KC'el xii. 67). Goibniu is an epon-
ymous god of smiths (Ir. goha, ' smith '), and, like

smiths and metal-workers everywhere, he had a
reputation for magic, his skill being the subject of

a healing charm in the St. Gall MS (Zimmer,
Gloss. Uib., 1881, p. 270; cf. St. Patrick's prayer
against the 'spells of smiths,' IT '\. 56). Goibniu
made spears for the gods, [jrepared their feasts,

and his ale preserved their immortality (Harl. MS,
5-280, § 97; O'Curry in Atlantis, London, 1858-70,
iii. [1860] 389). Credne, cpoiiymous god of braziers
(Ir. cerd, 'artificer'), and Luchtine, god of car-

I>enter3, are found shaping magical weapons for

the gods at Magtured (Harl. MS, 5280, §§ 11, 100,

122).

Brian, luchair, and lucharbar are called tri dec

Dimand, 'the three gods (sons) of Danu' {LL 306,
lis, cf. 10«), or tri dee dann, 'tlie three gods of

knowledge ' {ddti) — the latter perhaps a folk-

etymology associating ddn with Danu. Various
attributes are personified as their descendants,
Wisdom being the son of all three (BCel xxvi.

13 ; LL 187, 3). Though some of these, especially

Wisdom (Ecnc), may have been actual gods, it is

more likely that the personification is due to the
subtleties of bardic science, of which other ex-

amples occur. The fact that Ecne has three
brothers for fathers is paralleled by other Irish

instances, and may be a reminiscence of polyandry.
D'Arbois (ii. 373) suggests that luchair and lucharbar are

duplicates of Brian, and that three kings of the Tuatha D6
Danann reigning when the Milesians invaded Ireland—MacCuill,
MacCecht, and MacGrainne—also grandsons of Dagda, are tri-

plicates of one god and identical with Brian and his brothers.
While his reasoning is ingenious, we must not lay too much
stress on the annalistic genealogies of the gods. Each group of

three may represent similar local gods, who at a later time were
associated as brothers. Their separate personality is hinted at

in the fact that the Tuatha D6 Danann are called after them
Fir trin Dea, 'men of the three gods' (Harl. MS, 6280, § 60),

and their supremacy is seen in the fact that Dagda, Lug, and
Ogma go to consult them (ib. § 83).

Brian and his brothers (said to be also sons of

Brig, the equivalent of Danu, LL 149«) slew the
god Cian, and were themselves slain by Lug {LL
11); and on this myth was perhaps founded the
story of 'The Children of Tuirenn,' in which they
perish through their exertions in jiaying the iric

line demanded by Lug {Atlantis, iv. 159). The
tale has no serious m3'thical significance.

5. An examination of the position of the god-
desses is important for the view here taken of

Celtic religion. Danu (gen. Dananii) is called

'mother of the gods' (LL 106) ; and this is prob-

ably her true position, though the genealogists

made her a daughter of Dagda or of Delbaeth.

She may be the goddess whom Cormac {Gloss, p. 4)

calls Anu and describes as 'mater deorum hiber-

nensium,' derivinfj her name from nna, 'plenty'

(*{2})an, 'to nourish,' cf. panis, Stokes, UH 12).

The C6ir Anmann {IT iii. 289) calls her 'a goddess
of prosperity.' The Paps of Anu in Kerry were
called after her. If Danu and Anu are identical,

the former was probably a goddess of fertility,

an Earth-mother, from whom the "ods might be
said to have descended. She would, as an Earth-
mother, be associated with the under world, as

was Demeter (called 'Mother of the Dead'), since

the fruits of the earth spring from beneath the

surface, and are the gift of the underworld whence
man had come. As the cult of tlie fertile earth

was usually orgiastic, she would have periodical

human victims, perhaps her representatives. A
reminiscence of this maj' be found in the Leicester-

shire folk-belief in 'Black Annis,' who devoured

human victims and dwelt in a cave in the Dane
Hills, like the Black Ceres of Phigalia(/^<!!c. Countt/

Folk-lore, London, 1895, p. 4). The identification

of Anu w ith Annis is not certain. Danu a.s a god-

dess of plenty associated with the under world may
be compared with Plutus, confused with I'louto.s

god of riches. In Celtic belief, the gifts of civiliza-

tion and prosperity in general came from the under
world (see Blest, AnoDE of [Celtic], § 7). Rhys
finds the name Anu in the dat. Anoniredi (' chariot
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of Ann'?) occvivrin;,' in an inscription from Vaison
(Vauelnse [Holder, s.v.]). Goddesses of fevtilily

were sometimes drawn through the iieUls in a
vehicle (see Festivals [Celtic]; Grimm, Tent.
Myth. 2dl If.). Cormac (Gloss. 17) also refers to

Buanann as mother and nurse of heroes, perhaps
a goddess whom heroes worshipped. Kliys finds

her name in the Continental place-name liononin
and its later derivatives (Trans. Srd Inter. Cong.
HiH. ofBcL, Oxford, 1908, ii. 213).

Danu is identilied with Brigit, a daughter of

Dagda and mother of I?rian, luchair, and luchar-
bar ; but the identification may be due to the fact

that Urigit was a goddess of ddn, ' knowledge.'
She is a goddess of poetry, revered by poets, and,
according to Cormac

(i>. 23), had two sisters of the
same name, goddesses of medicine and smith-work.
These may be mere duplicates or local forms of

Brigit, who, as an early culture-goddess, is the
equivalent of the Gallo-Koman Minerva, inventor
of manufactures and the arts (Ceesar, vi. 17).

Her name on Gaulish and British inscriptions is

Brigindo, Brigantia, Brigan, and Brig (Orelli,

14.31 ; Holder, i. 534). Some of these occur in

the territory of the Brigantes, whose eponymous
goddess she may have been. Her cult and ritual

passed over in part to that of St. Brigit, whose
shrine at Kildare, enclosed liy a brushwood fence
within which no male might enter, contained a
sacred fire guarded nightly by 19 nuns in turn,
and on the 20th by the saint herself (Gir. Camb.,
Top. Ilib. ii. 34, 48). Stokes sees in this the ritual

of a goddess of fire, of the hearth, and in the nuns
successors of virgin priestesses (TIG 33). She may
be equated with the British Sul Minerva, goddess
of hot springs, in whose temple burned perpetual
fires (Solinus, xxii. 10). The evidence of a folk-

survival in the Western Isles, in which Bride
( = Brigit) gives an omen of the harvest on Can-
dlemas (?.!'.), may point to her being a goddess of

fertility (Martin, Description of the W. Islands of
Scotland'-, London, 1716, p. 119). The Roman
Vestals performed yearly rites for fertility, and
Vesta was equated with Diana, goddess of fertility,

at Nemi. Brigit may thus have embodied in her-

self the functions of a cult of fertility and of fire.

But she appears mainly as a culture-goddess, wor-
shipped at one time perhaps exclusively by women
(cf. the tabued shrine), when most primitive lore

was in their hands, or when the early Celt.s, like

the early Semites, worshipped female spirits or
divinities rather than male spirits and gods, Avho
later took their place and absorbed their functions.

To the end, however, Brigit retained her person-
ality. Nor were her functions as goddess of poetry,
medicine, and smith-work ever fully taken from
her by Ograa, Diancecht, and Goibniu—a proof of

her outstanding personality.

Though the Irish gods are warriors, and there
are special war-gods, war-goddesses are more pro-
minent, usually as a group of three— Morrigan
('great queen' [Rhys, ML 43]), Neman, and Macha.
At times Badb takes the jjlace of one of these,

or is identical with Morrigan, or her name (like

Morrigan's at tunes) is generic. Badb means ' a
scald-crow,' under which form those goddesses ap-
peared, probably from the presence of tliese birds
near the slain. As Badb-catha ('battle-Badb'),

she is the equivalent of -athubodvcE or CatJiubodva:
of an inscription from Haute-Savoie ; and this,

with names like Boduogcnos, shows that a goddess
Bodua was known to the Gauls (Holder, i. 841

;

OIL vii. 1292; Caisar, ii. 23). The battle-crow
is associated with Tethra the Fomorian (LU 50a),

but Badb was consort of Net (see above). Else-

where Neman is Nit's consort (Cormac, ]i. 122),
and slie may be the Nemetona, consort of Mars, of
inscriptions, e.g. at Bath (Holder, ii. 714). To

jSlacha were dedicated the heads of slain enemies
— 'Madia's mast' (Stokes, TIG xxxv. ); and she
is perhaps the Macha of the Cilchulainn saga, from
whose ill-treatment resulted the ' debility ' of the
Ultonians. Morrigan (the mor- of whose name
Stokes connects with mor- in ' Fomorian ' and
with -7nare in 'nightmare,' explaining her name
as 'nightmare queen' [US 211; ECel xii. 128])
works great harm at Magtured, and proclaims the
victory to the hills, rivers, and fairy hosts, utter-
ing a prophecy of evil to come. She is prominent
in the Ciichulaiun saga, hostile to the hero because
he rejects her love, yet aiding the hosts of Ulster
and the Brown Bull, and later trying to prevent
the hero's death. D'Arbois identifies the three
birds on the Tarvos Trigaranos monument of Paris
with Morrigan in her threefold manifestation as a
bird (Les Celtes, 64 ; RCel xix. 246). The promi-
nent position of the war-goddesses must be con-
nected with the fact that women went out to war,
and that many prominent women in the saga

—

Scathach, Medb, Aife—are warriors like the British
Boudicca (for female warriors

—

bangaisgedaig, ban-
feinnidi, etc.—see Meyer, Cath Finntrdga, Oxford,
1885, p. 76 f. ; Stokes, ECel xxi. 396). But they
may once have been goddesses of fertility, whose
functions changed with the growing warlike char-
acter of the Celts. Their threefold character sug-
gests the three Matres, goddesses of fertility, and
)ierhaps the change to a more direful character is

liinted at in the Romano -British inscription at
BenweU to the Lamiis tribus (CIL vii. 507), since

Morrigan's name is glossed lamia (Stokes, US 211).

She is identified with Anu, and is mistress of the
Earth-god Dagda, while, with Badb, .she expels the
Fomorians who were destroying tlie agricultural
produce of Ireland.

B.idb, whose name cime to nie.an 'witch,' is sometimes iden-
titied with the 'washer of the ford,' whose presence indicates
death to him whose armour or garments she seems to cleanse
{RCel xxi. 157, 316).

Other goddesses occur as consorts of gods ; but,

in later folk-belief, fairy-queens, like Cleena, ruling
over distinct territories, or witches, like Vera or

Bera, may be goddesses of the pagan period. The
three Matres, so popular among the Continental
Celts, do not appear by name in Ireland ; but the
triplication of Brigit and Jlorrigan, the threefold

names of Dagda's wife, and the fact that Anu,
Danu, and Buanann are called ' mothers ' of gods
or heroes, may suggest that such group-goddesses
were known. Three supernatural women, occa-

sionally malevolent, occur in later texts and in

folk-belief (E. Hull, p. 186 ; Meyer, Cath Finn-
trdga, pp. 6, 13). 'The Matres were goddesses of
fertility, who represent earlier Earth - mothers.
Such goddesses are often goddesses of love, and
the prominence given to the goddesses among the
side, and the fact that they are often called Bcfnd,
' White Women,' like the three fairies who else-

where represent the Matres, and that they freely

oiler themselves to mortals, may connect them with
this group of goddesses.

6. While our knowledge of the Tuatha D6
Danann is based on a series of mythic tales, etc.,

that of the gods of the Continental Celts, apart
from a few notices in classical authors or elsewhere,
comes from inscriptions. But, as far as can be
judged, though the names of the divinities in the
two groups seldom coincide, their functions must
have been much alike, and their origins certainly
the same. The Tuatha D6 Danann were Nature-
divinities of light, growth, and agriculture—their
symbols and jiossessions suggestive of fertility.

They were also divinities of culture, of crafts, and
of war. It is extremely probable th.at there were
many other gods in Ireland besides those mentioned
here, and that tlie latter were not worshipped all
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over Ireland. Generally speaking, iji Gaul there
were many local gods with similar functions, but
with difiereut names. The same phenomenon
doubtless occurred in Ireland. Perhaps the dif-

ferent names given to Jlanannan, Dagda, and
others were simply local names of similar gods,
one of whom assumed prominence and attnictecl

to himself the names and myths of the others.

So, too, the identity of Brigit and Uanu might be
explained tlius. \\ e read also, in the texts of gods
of territories, of the 'god of Connaught,' or the
'god of Ulster,' and these were apparently local

divinities ; or of the ' god (or goddess) of Druidism '

—perhaps a divinity worshipped by Druids ex-
clusively, and thus another example of a god of
a special class of men (Leahy, i. 50, 52, 138; LU
I2w ; LL 347c). The origin of the divinities may
be s<mght in the primitive cult of the Earth per-
sonified as a fertile oeing, and in that of vegetation-
and corn-spii4ts and the vague spirits of Nature in

all its aspects. Some of tliese were still worshiijped
after the more personal divinities had been evolved.
Though animal -worship was certainly not lacking
in Ireland, divinities who are anthropomorphic
forms of e.irlier animal-gods are less in evidence
than on the Continent. The divinities of culture,

of crafts, of war, and of departments of Nature
must have slowly assumed the definite personality
assigned them in Irish religion. But probably they
already possessed that to a greater or less extent
before the Goidels brought their cult to Ireland.
The evidence of Irish mythology, as far as concerns
goddesses, points to what has already been said
regarding the evolution of Celtic religion. The
prominence of these goddesses, their position as
mothers of Divine groups, and their functions with
respect to fertility, culture, and war cannot be
overlooked, and, taken in connexion with the evi-

dence which will be furnished in the section on
' Totemism,' p. 297 (cf. Festivals [Celtic]), seem
to point to their priority in time and in importance
to the gods.

VI. British divinities.—On\y the vaguest
conception of the functions of the divinities of the
Biythons can be olitained from the sources already
indicated (§ I. ). The gods have been euhemerized,
the incidents in which they figure are Marchcn
episodes, or, where they are the debris of old
myths, they are treated in a romantic spirit. The
Mn.hinogion and similar tales were probably com-
posed by welding local legends, long after the gods
Iiad ceased to be worshipped. The Mabinogion
reveals three Divine groups—the Pwyll, Pryieri,
Khiannon group, the Llyr group, and the Ddn
group.

I. The Mabinogi of Pwyll.—This is divided
into three se<-tions. (1) Pwyll exchanges person-
alities with Arawn, king of Annwfn (Elysium),
for a year, and conquers his rival Hafgan. For
this he is called Pe)m.4?mi»/"n( ' Head of Annwfn').
Thus he may be regarded as lord of Elj'sium him-
self in local belief, though in the story he figures
as king of the territory of Dyved. (2) There follows
the incident of Pw^U's meeting with Rhiannon,
daughter of Heveidd Hen or the 'Ancient'— jjcr-

haps some old god. The whole incident, with that
of the marriage of Pwyll, regarded as a mortal,
to Khiannon, a supernatural being, is simply the
Mdrchen formula of the Fairy IJride. (3) This
section, with the incidents of tlie disappearance of
Khiannon's child, her consequent degradation, and
the child's recovery, closely resembles the Jilarrhen
formula of the Abandoned Wife. The child is called
Pryderi, and he reappears in the Mcdmioijion of
IJranwen and of Manawyddan, bestowing on the
latter hi.s mother Rhiannon. In the M'lbinogi of
jMath he is king of Dyved, and is robbed of swine
given to him by Arawn. But in a Triad these

swine are brought from Annwfn by Pwyll and
given to Pendaran, Pryderi's foster-father, Pryderi
acting as their herd (Loth, ii. 247). In Celtic
belief, animals useful to man come from the gods'
land, and are given to men by the gods or stolen
from th(jni (Blkst, AnoDE of [Celtic], § 7). Pwyll
thus appears as one bringing such animals from the
goils' land. But, since he and Piyderi are undoubt-
edly old gods, and since Gwydion, a culture-hero,
steals the swine from I'ryderi, both were probably
lords of the Other-world in the old mythology. This
older myth is preserved in the TalicsDi poems, which
tell how Arthur stole the mystic cauldron of Penn
Annwfn (Pwyll), and how Gweir (Gwydion) was
imprisoned in Caer Sidi (Annwfn), and entered it
' through the messenger of Pwyll and Pryderi

'

(Skene, i. 264). Elsewhere Caer Sidi is connected
with Manawyddan and I'ryderi—perhaps a local

myth which made Manawyddan father of Pryderi
(Skene, i. 276). Thus Pwyll and Pryderi are lords
of Elysium, and may at one time have been gods
of fertility. Khiannon was an early Celtic goddess
of great importance, as her name ( = *Eigantona,
'great queen') suggests. Anwyl (ZCP i. 288) sup-
poses that a local mj'th may have made her the
wife of Tep'non (= * Tir/ernonos, 'king'), who dis-

covered her lost child, with the latter as their son.
Nutt regards her as Pryderi's mother by Jlana-
wyddan, in the earlier form of the myth {Bran, ii.

17). A Khiannon saga must be postulated, or there
may have been more than one local Kigantona,
fused later into the Rhiannon of the Mabinogi.
Like other Celtic goddesses, she may have been
aissociated with fertility.

2. The Llyr group.—This group is associated
with the former, and seems to be opposed to the
D6n group. Its members are Llyr, his sons Bran
and Manawyddan, their sister Branwen, and their
half-brothers Nissyen and Evnissyen, sons of Llyr's
wife Penardim, daughter of Beli, by a previous
maniage. Their stoiy is told in the Mabinogion
of Branwen and of Manawj-ddan (see Nutt's criti-

cism of the former, FLJi v. 1 tt'.).

Llyr is the equivalent of the Irish sea-god Lcr,
and is perhaps a comj)ound of three Llyrs men-
tioned in Welsh literature (Loth, i. 29S, ii. 243;
Geolliey of Monmouth, ii. 11). He is a sea-god,
but is confused with Llfldd Llaw Ereiiit (= Ir.

Nuada, and Nodens). Geoti'rey's Llyr, fatlier of
Cordelia (Kreiddylad), becomes Llfldd, father of
Kreiddylad, in Kulkmch and Olur.n (Loth, i. 224),
while Llftdd, one of the three notable prisoners of
Pryilinn in Kulkwch, is replaced by Llyr in the
Triad of these prisoners (ci. Loth, i. 265, ii. 215,
244). The suggestion has been made that Llyr
and Llfldd (Nodens) were originally identical, just
as in Irish texts Manannan is now called son of
Ler, now son of AUoid (perhaps = LKidd [Skene,
i. 81 ; Rhys, Academy, 7th Jan. 18S2]). But the
confusion maj' be accidental, and it is doubtful
whether Nodens was a sea-god.

Ll.vr's prison is said in a lat« Triad to have been that of
Eurosswyd, the father of his stepsons. Perhaps his imprison-
ment was the result of his abduction of Eurossu-yd'a wife, but
we do not hear of such an incident. GeofTr<-y (ii, 11-14) makes
Llyr a king: of Britain, and tells the story of his daughters, later
immortalized by Shakespeare. He adds that he w:is buried at
Caer Llyr ([.eicester), in a varxltbuilt in honour of Janus. Hence
Rhys {AL 131) regards Llyr as the equivalent of the Celtic
Dispater, represented on monuments with more than one face,

and as the lord of a dark underworld. But this is not substan-
tiated, and there is no evidence that Llyr, a sea-god, was a god
of a world of darkness. The Celtic Dispater w.is rather a god of
the underearth conceived as the source of fertility—a bright
world, not one cf gloom.

Manawyddan is the equivalent of the Iri.sh sea-

god and lord of Elysium, Manann,an ; and the poet's
words in the Black Book, 'deep was his counsel,'
probably refer to his Divine traits (Skene, i. 262).

The reference in the Triads to his being one of the
three golden cordwainers recalls his practising
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that and other crafts in the Ulnbinoiji, as well as

his superior skill, while his instructinf; Pryderi in

these crafts might he paralleled hy Maniinnan's
position as patron of Diarmaid. He is associated

with the Othcr-workl in a Taliesin poem {see ahove),

and it is possible that his position in the Mabinofji

as a great craftsman and grower of corn may result

from the i<iea that all culture came from the gods'

land. If local myth regarded him and Rhiannon
as a Divine pair with Fryderi as their son, this

would give point to his deliverance of Rhiannon
and Pryderi from their magic imprisonment as

related in the Mabinogi (see Nutt, Bran, ii. 17,

but cf. Anwyl, ZCP ii. 127), while Rhiannon's
magical appearance to Pwyll would be paralleled

by the similar appearances of goddesses from
Elysium in Irish story, if she was associated with
Manawyddan as lord of Elysium. Manawyddan
is made one of Arthur's warriors in Knlhwch, and
helps to capture the Tivrch Tnoyth (Loth, i. 208,

280), jnst as other local gods are later drawn into

the lieroic Arthur saga.

Bendegeit Vran, or ' Bran the Blessed '—a title

probably derived from paganism—appears lirst as

a huge being, realistically described ; and these

allusions to his great size may be an archaic method
of signalizing his divinity. His second appearance
in the Mabinogi is as the Urdatcl Ben, or ' Noble
Head,' entertaining its guardians and, when buried,

protecting the country from invasion, until Arthur,
relying on his own power, uncovered the head
(Triads [Loth, ii. 217-19] ; for obscure references

to this 3[ab., see Book of Taliesin, xiv. [Skene, i.

274]). Rhys regards Bran as a dark divinity, and
equates him, as a huge being sitting on the rock
at Harlech, with the Gaulish squatting god Cer-

nunnos, and his head with the sculptured heads of

the same god, while his wading across to Ireland

signifies his crossing the dark waters to Hades (i/Z

90 ff. ; and, for his Welsh equivalents to Bran, all

regarded as 'dark' gods, see AL, eh. 11). Cer-

nunnos, however, is a god of fertility (as his monu-
ments show), of the bright underworld whence all

things spring forth, and whither the dead pass to

immortal bliss. There is nothing 'dark' in his

character, as there would be in that of a god of

darkness and blight ; rather is he one of the lords

of life. Nor is there any sinister or dark aspect in

the presentation of Bran. Ireland in the Mabinogi
need not mean Hades, since its occurrence there is

probably due to the proximity of Anglesey, the

locality of Branwen's legend, to its coast, and also

to the interpretation of a mythico -historic con-

nexion of Wales and Ireland. If Bran is a double
of Cernunnos, he is a god of the fertile under
world. But he may have been regarded locally

as a lord of Elysium, as various incidents in the
tale suggest. In presence of his head, time passes

like a dream ; feasting and merriment prevail,

sorrow is forgotten ; and these are characteristics

of Elysium, while the tabued door, which, when
opened, brings remembrance of sorrow, is also sug-
gestive of Elysium tabus (see Blest, Abode of
[Celtic]). The mysterious Bran who fought on the
side of the lord of Annwfn at the mythic battle of

Godeu, may have been the Bran of the Mabinogi,
and another form of Arawn. The protection of

the land by the buried head reflects actual custom
and belief regarding the heads of bodies of dead
warriors, or of the power of a Divine image or

sculptured head (see § XIII. 2). In the Mab., Bran
is euhemerized as a king (cf. Triads [Loth, ii. 285],

where he is one of the three founders and lawgivers
of Prydein). In Geoffrey (iii. 1ft".) he is probably
Brennius, who quarrels with his brother Belinus
about the crown, and, after their reconciliation,

leads an army to Rome and conquers it. (In the
Welsh version the brothers are called Bran and

Bell.) Bran is here confused with Breniius, who
led the Gauls in the sack of Rome. Belinus may
have been suggested by the god Belenos and by
Beli, father of LIttdd (.see below). Geoll'rey also
speaks of the gate on the banks of the Thames,
called ' Billingsgate ' after Belinus, and of his ashes
preserved in a tower on the gate. This may be a
reminiscence of some local cult of Belenos at this

spot. Bran was also transformed into a Christian
saint, one of the three inspired kings of Prydein,
who brought the faith to the Cymry, after having
been hostage for his son Caradawc at Itome for

seven years {Triads [Loth, ii. 284]). Caradawc
was probably a war-god, confused with the historic
Caractacus carried captive to Rome. Hence the
latter was associated with Bran, whose epithet
' blessed ' led to the supposition that he was a
saint. Hence, too, Bran s family was looked upon
as one of the three saintly families of Prydein, and
Welsh saints were frequently held to be his de-
scendants (Triads [Loth, ii. 257]; Rees, Welsh
Saints, 1836, p. 77). Bran may be the equivalent
of the Irish Brian discussed above, or, more prob-
ably, of a Bran, brother of Manannan, mentioned
in Irish myth.
Branwen or Bronwen, ' white bosom,' as daughter

of a sea-god, nia^ also have been associated with
the sea as ' the Venus of the northern sea ' (Elton,

p. 291)—a godde.ss of love (and therefore, probably,
of fertility), if she is the Brangwaine who, in later
romance, gives a love-potion to Tristram. As a
goddess of fertility, the cauldron, symbol of a cult
of fertility (see Blest, Abode of [Celtic], § 6 (/)),
which is only indirectly connected with her in the
Mabinogi, may have been more prominently her
property in an older myth. This cauldron origin-

ally came from a water-world, such as may have
been the region with which she was associated—
the Elj'siuia under the waves.

3. The Don group.—This is met with mainly in

the Mabinogi of Math, son of Mathonwy—a com-
plex of several independent tales. Its personages
are Gwydion, Gilvaethwy, Govannon, Arianrhod,
and her children Dylan and Llew. But in Kulhwch
another son of D6n, Amaethon, is mentioned (Loth,
i. 240).

Don, though regarded by some writers as male,
is called Math's sister (Loth, i. 134), and is prob-
ably to be equated with Ir. Dann, mother of the
Tuatha De Danann, while her children are in part
the doubles of some of these. D6n must thus have
been a goddess of fertility and culture. She is

called 'wise' in a Taliesin poem; in another her
court is mentioned (Skene, 1. 297, 350). In later

folk-belief the constellation Cassiopeia was called

her court (Guest, Mab. iii. 255). Don's consort is

never mentioned, but in the Triads a woman called
Arianrhod, perhaps Don's daughter, is daughter
of Beli.

Assuming; Beli to be D6n*s husband, Rhys (HL 90 ff.) equates
him with the Irish Bile, ancestor of the Milesians, and regards
him as lord of a dark underworld. Hence, also, connecting
D6n'8 name %dth words meaning ' death * or ' darkness,' he
makes her a goddess of death. The Irish Bile is never asso-
ciated with Danu, as this equation would require, nor is his

kingdom of Spain necessarily the dark nether world (see Blkst,
Abode of [Celtic], § 5). If DOn, like most Celtic goddesses, was
a local goddess of fertility, she was associated with life, not
death, with the underearth as a region of plenty and light.

Math, or Math Hen, ' the Ancient ' (Skene, i.

286), is lord of Gwyned, and probably an old local

god of that region. In the Triads and poems, as

well as in the Mabinogi, he appears chiefly as a
mighty magician, teaching his magic to Gwydion
(Loth, ii. 229, 257 ; Skene, i. 209, 281, 299). But his

character is more than that of a magician. He is

benevolent and Just, punishing where wrong has
been done, and showing kindness to the wronged.
These traits may have been his as a god, or

reflected upon him as exemplifying the Celtic
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ideal kingly qualities (for Math as a Celtic Pluto,
see Pvliys, Lects. on Welsh Phil., 1S77, p. 414).

Gwrydion is also a past-master of magic, especi-

ally in the arts of producing things by enchantment
and sliape-shifting, and these are also the subject
of a Taliesin poem, while Taliesin refers to his

enchantment by Gwydion (Skene, i. 29G, 281).

He is a supreme bard in the Mubinogi, and, if

he is the Gweir who was imprisoned in the Other-
world and thus became a hard (Skene, i. 204), all

this is significant in view of the probable deriva-

tion of his name from a root vet giving words
meaning 'saying' or ' poetry,' with cognates like
Ir. fdith, ' diviner,' ' prophet,' or ' poet,' Ger.
W^ith, 'rage' (Rhys, HL 276). Gwydion, who
receives his bardic art from the god.s' land, is the
ideal fdith, and the god of those who practised
divination, jirophecy, and poetry. Although in

the Mnbinogi, Pryderi, whose swine he steals, is a
mortal, yet he is really a god, and these animals
are stolen from him as such. Hence Gwydion is a
cultTire-hero bringing gifts from the gods' land to

men. The more primitive version is probably pre-

served in the poem where Gweir's raid is made on
Caer Sidi ( = Elysium); he is apparently unsuc-
cessful, and is imprisoned. Perhaps, as one of the
three cow-herds of Prydein (Triads [Loth, ii. 296]),

he was also regarded as the bringer of cows to men.
Possibly, too, he was the anthropomorphic form of

an old swine-god, the animal being later associated
with him. The swine is one of the forms into
wliicli ^Tath transforms him, and the places at
which he rests Pryderi's swine—Mochdrev, Mocli-
nant [moch, ' swine ')—may have been local centres
of a swine-cult, while the references to the resting
of the swine there would be an retiological myth
explaining why they were so called, after the cult

had ceased. Gw'ydion's magic has a tricky, deceit-

ful aspect, and a poem speaks of his vicious muse,
though also ' in his life there was counsel ' (Skene,
i. 299, 531). His relation with bis sister, infened
rather than expressed, is on a parallel with other
incest incidents in Celtic story, for example,
Arthur's with his sister Gwyar, and may reflect

some early custom preserved in the royal house.
In later folk-belief the Milky Way was called Caer
(jwjdion, and a story was told how he pursued
lllinleuwedd along it (Morris, Celt. liemains, 1878,

p. 231).
Rhys (Hi 28.3 ff.) equates Gwj-dion and Odinii, and regards

them as Celtic and Teutonic aspects of a hero common to the
period of Celto-Teutonic unity. But it is doubtful whether all

the allejjed parallels can be maintained, or are more than might
be looked for in the myths of any divinity.

In Kidhii-r.h, among the tasks imposed on its

hero is that of tilling a piece of ground so wild
that none but Amaethon, son of D6n, could till it,

but ' he will not follow thee of his own accord,

and thou canst not force him ' (Loth, i. 240).

Amaethon (Cym. amaeth, 'ploughman,' Gaul.
ambactos, from "ambiaktos, ' messenger,' ' servant ')

may have been a divinity associated with agricul-

ttire, perhaps an anthropomorphic corn-spirit. He
appears also as a culture-hero who caught a roe-

buck and whelp belonging to Arawn, king of

Annwfn (Mi/v. Arch. i. 167), or, in a Triad, a
bitch, a roe, and a lapwing (Loth, ii. 259). The
reference to the lapwing is obscure ; but, as far as
dog and deer are concerned, Amaethon brings
them from the gods' land to men. Possibly thej'

may have been representatives of the corn-spirit,

ana so connected with the god if he were a corn-
divinity. Or they niaj- have been worshipful
animals, of which Amaethon became the anthro-
pomorphic form, while they in turn became his

symbols—a later myth telling how he had brought
tliem from Annwfn.

Several of the incidents told of Llew Llaw
Gyffes in the Mabinogi are little more th.an
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Mdrchcn formuhe. But his transformation into
an eaijle may be a bint that he had once been a
bird-divinity. His disguise as a shoemaker is

referred to in a Triad, while another speaks of
him as one of the three ruddvoaxm whose foot-

l)rints caused the herbage to wither for a year
(Loth, ii. 250, 231). Like other gods, he was
euhemerized, and his death must have b(?en re-

counted in story, for the 'Verses of the Graves'
refer to his sepulchre, and add ' he was a man who
never gave justice (or truth ?) to any one ' (Skene,
i. 314). This suggests that he had come to be
regarded in an unpleasant light, unless ' truth ' is

a reference to his disguises.

Rhys (HL 408) regards ' Llew ' as a mistake for
' Lieu,' which he connects with words meaning
'light.' He equates him with Ir. Lug, whose
name he also takes to mean ' light,' and fie makes
both of them sun-gods. lAaw Gyffes he equates
with Lug's epithet Idm-fada, ' long hand,' giWng
it the same meaning, though the title is given to
Llew in the Mab. Viecause of his sureness of hand.
Loth (RCel X. 490) considers that the change of
Lleiv into Lle^i, ' light,' is not convincing. There
is nothing in Llew's story which points to his being
a sun-god.
Rhys's further interpretation of Lugr's birth from Ethnea,

daughter of Balor, his nurture by Gavida (Goibniu) the smith,
and his slaying of Balor, as paralleled by Llew's history, is not
convincing. He equates Balor with Beli, but Uew does not
slay his grandfather as does Lug, nor does Govannon the smith
nurture Llew. Thus the equation (HL 319) is true only in the
correspondence of Govannon to Gavida, while in an older ver-
sion of the Irish story, Manannan, not Gavida, nurtures Lug.
Other incidents— Llew*8 misfortune at the hands of Blodeu-
wedd's lover (the sun overcome by darkness) and Blodeuwedd's
transformation by Gwydion into an owl, the bird of darkness
(dawn becoming dusk or gloaming)—are thus interpreted in

terms of sun-ni> ths (HL 3S4). They are probably the dibris of

Mdrchen incidents, not true parts of Llew's mythology. More-
over, if Llew is a sun-god equivalent to Lug, why is he not
associated with the August festival which in Wales corresponds
to Lughnasadh in Ireland "i" Thus, whatever Llew's functions
were, his character as a sun-god is not supported, unless the
Triad reference to his scorching the herbage be regarded as the
withering of vegetation by the sun's heat.

According to the Mabinogi, Dylan, as soon as
he was born and baptized, rushed off to the sea,

taking its nature. ' Hence he was called Dglnn
Eil Ton ("son of the wave"). Never wave broke
under him.' His death at the hands of his uncle

Govannon was lamented by the waves, which
sought to avenge him, and his gi-ave is ' where the
wave makes a sullen sound ' (Skene, ii. 145, i. 310).

But his name and description suggest that he is

the waves themselves, while two Taliesin poems
call him 'son of the sea' or 'of the wave'; and
this is supported by popular belief, which regards
the noise of the waves pressing into the Conway as

his dying groans (Skene, i. 282, 288 ; Rhys, HI^
3S7). Probably Dylan was a local sea-god, and
the Mabinogi references are the di'bris of myths
explaining the connexion of an anthropomorphic
se.'t-god—formerly the sea itself—with Arianrhod
and his murder by Govannon.
Rhys's explanation of Dylan as a dark divinity, his rush to

tlie sea as darkness 'hying away to lurk in the sea,' and his

death as the equi^alent of that of the Fomorian Ruadiin at the
hand of Goibniu (UL 387), while Dylan and LIcw are respec
tively darkness and light, children of a dawn-goddess, is in

agreement with his scheme of mythological interi>retation.

But there is no hint that Dylan has dark trait*—he is described

as blond, and liis death is lamented, not praised.

Arianrhod ('silver wheel') is called one of the
three blessed ladies of Prj'dein (Triads [Loth, ii.

•263]), though her po.sition in the Mabinogi as

Gwj'dion's sister-mistress, passing herself of! as a
virgin, is in contradiction with the title. Perhaps
she was worshipped as a virgin-goddess, while

myth gave her a dili'erent character ; or if, like

other Celtic goddesses, she was an Earth-goddess,

she maj' have had the double character of Artemis
—a chaste virgin and a fruitful mother. In later

belief she is associated with the constellation
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Corona Borealis, wliicli is called Caer Ariaiirhod
(Guest, iii. 256).

'Arianrhod' ia a place-name which has become a personal
name, by taki?!;; the name ot the goddess's castle, Caer Arian-
rhod, in the sense of ' Arianrhod's Castle.' Her real name is
unknown.

Govannon the smith is referred to in Kulhwch
as one whose help must be obtained by the hero
to wait at the furrow's end to cleanse the iron of
the plougli (Loth, i. 240). Wliatever meaning under-
lies this is unknown. His name (from Cymric gof,
'smith') suggests that, like Ir. Goibniu, he was a
god of smitlis, and lie is referred to in a Talicsin
poem as an artificer (Skene, i. 286-7).

4. The family of Beli.— Beli has four sons

—

Llftdd, Caswallawn, Llevelys, and Nynngaw

—

and, in the Mab. of Branwen, CaswalIa^^•n takes
possession of the kingdom in Bran's absence.
GeoliVey (iii. 20) makes Heli the father of Lud,
Cassibellaun, and Nennius, while Beli or Belinus
is brother and opponent of Brennius (iii. 1), though
another Belinus is general and counsellor of Cassi-
bellaun (iv. 3). Here Caswallawn is confused with
the historic Cassivellaunus, opponent of Coesar, as
he is in tlie Triads (Loth, ii. 210). Perhaps Beli
is the god Belenos of the inscriptions, and all
Oeofl'reys references may be to him or to persons
called by his name. The hostility of Caswallawn
to the race of lAyr may_ be hinted at in the hostility
of Belinus and Brennius. Whether any mythic
signilicance underlies this is doubtful, and it may
hint rather at the rivalry of hostUe tribes or of
Goidel and Brython (Anwyl, ZCP i. 287). If Beli
is a form of Belenos, he would be a god of healing
and light—perhaps a sun-god—since Belenos is
equated with Apollo, but there is some evidence
connecting him with the sea,—Bizo Beli, ' the cattle
of Beli,' are the waves, and Gioiraivt Veli, ' the
liquor of Beli,' is brine. In the Triads he is

beneficent (Loth, ii. 278). Elsewhere he is im-
plored as ' victorious Beli . . . that will preserve
the qualities of the honey-isle of Beli' (Skene,
i. 431). These references do not support Rliys's
theory that Beli is a ' dark ' god.
Caswallawn is a 'war-king' {Triads [Loth, ii.

283]), and he was probably a war-god after whom
chiefs and kings were called. His personality is
lost in that of Cassivellaunus—perhaps a leader
bearing his name. Other Triads appear to mingle
the debris of his myths with the pseudo-history of
the native chief (Loth, ii. 209, 249 ; Myv. Arch
403).

Lludd Llaw Ereint is the equivalent of Ir.
Nuada Argetlam, a ])riraitive *Nodens Lam-arcjen-
<ios (' silver hand') having become through allitera-
tion *Lodens Lam-argentios, resulting in Llfidd
Llaw Ereint, while the older form gave apersona<''e
called Nudd (Rhys, IIL 125 ; Loth, i. 265). A clear
distinction is, however, drawn between Llftdd and
Nudd, e.g. Gwyn son of Nudd is the lover of Kreid-
dylad, daughter of LIfldd (Loth, i. 269 ; Skene, i.

293). Lladd Llaw Ereint is probably the Llftdd,
son of Beli, whose kingdom in the tale of Lliidd
and Llevelys is subjected to three plagues : (1) the
Coranians

; (2) a shriek on May eve which makes
all land, animals, and women barren

; (3) the
mysterious disappearance of a year's supply of
food. Llfidd rids his kingdom of the authors of
these plagues. This and Llfldd's liberality in
giving meat and drink may point to his earlier
character as a god of growth (for the tale, see
Guest, iii. 295 fl'.; Loth, i. 173 fi'.; and cf. Rhys,
HL 606). London was called Caer Ludd because
Lladd rebuilt its walls (Geofi'rey, iii. 20), and his
name is still found in ' Ludgate Hill,' where he
was buried. Probably the place was a centre of
Ins cult. For Nodens, see § V. 4.

ii'^^w
^''aj'a"^ are a hostile race ot warriors in the THads

<L,oth, u. 2i4), but they are obviously superhuman. Their

name may be connected with cot, 'pygmy.' The plagues may
correspond to the hostility of the Foinorians to the Tuatha D6
Danann, since by two of them fertility and plenty are destroyed.
The story may be based on earlier inyths of beings hostile to
growth and fecundity. The second plague occurs on May-dav,
and in a Triad the plague of the Coranians becomes that "of

March Malaen on May 1st (Loth, ii. 278). March may corre-
spond with the Fomorian More who levied a sacrillcial tax on
Samhain. But it is not clear why the plagues should be worst
at the beginning of summer, when the powers of growth are
commencing their ascendancy.

More prominent than Nudd is his son Gwyn,
whose name, like ' Fionn,' means 'white' or
'fair.' His fight with Gwythur for Kreiddylad
may point to his being a god of fertility (§ V. 4)

;

but, if so, he must have become a god of war and
the chase, since his character in a poem of the
Black Book is that of a great warrior (Skene, i.

293). He was also associated with Annwfn, and
became, in popular belief, a king of fairyland, like
the Tuatha De Danann. This is seen in the legend
of S. Collen summoned to the court of Gwj'n, king
of Annwfn on Glastonbury Tor, where he saw a
wonder-land, not unlike that of the Irish Elysiuni,
which disappeared when he sprinkled holy water
(Guest, iii. 325). The story may recall the hostility
of Christian missionaries to the cult of Gwyn, and
this may account for the fact that he is also
associated with Annwfn in its later sense of ' hell,'

and hunts the souls of the wicked (Riiys, AL 155).
A sentence in Kulhwch mediates between the
pagan and Christian conceptions of Gwyn, for in
him ' God has placed the force of the demons of
Annwfn (here="heU"J to hinder them from de-
stroying the people of this world' (Loth, i. 253).
In the Triads, Gwyn is a mighty astrologer, like
Gwydion (Loth, ii. 297).

5- The Cerridwen cycle.—Save for a reference to
Taliesin as a bearer of Bran's head, the Mabinogion
does not mention this group, which is found in the
16th cent. Hanes Taliesin (from materials of far
older date) and in the poems of the Book of
Talicsin. These poems frequently refer to the
Don, Llyr, and Pwyll groups. The explanation
may be that all these were local gods with local
myths, that the Cerridwen cycle was more purely
Brythonic, and that, after the redaction of the
Mabinogion, all the groups were mingled in other
tales, of which the poetic references are the
reflexion.

Avagddu, son of Cerridwen (wife of Tegid Voel,
who dwelt in Lake Tegid), is so ugly that his
mother resolves to boil for him a cauldron of
inspiration as a compensation. Gwion Bach is set
to stir it, and by accident obtains the gift of
inspiration intended for Avagddu. He flees, pur-
sued by Cerridwen, and the flight is told in terms
of the Mcirchen formula of the Transformation
Combat. Finally, Gwion, as a grain of wheat, is

swallowed by Cerridwen as a hen. She gives birth
to him and casts him into the sea, where he is

found by Elphin and called Taliesin ('Radiant
Brow '). He becomes a bard. The story (for which
see Guest, iii. 356 ft'.) is thus connected with the
sporadic Celtic idea of re-birth (see Transmigra-
tion). The cauldron, Cerridwen as an inspired
poetess, and Taliesin's gift of shape-shifting are
referred to in the poems, and in one of them
Cerridwen's hostility to Taliesin and his gift seem
already to have been stereotyped in the Mdrchtn
formula so evident in the prose Hancs I'alicsin
(Skene, i. 532). The Cerridwen saga was probably
composed in a district lying to the south of the
estuary of the Dyfi (Anwyl, ZCP i. 293).
Cerridwen and Tegid, dwelling in Lake Tegid,

are divinities of the under-water Elysium, and the
cauldron is the Elysian mystic cauldron, also
associated with a water-world in the Mab. of
Branwen (Blest, Abode of [Celtic], § 6 (/)).
Taliesin has a 'chair' in Caer Sidi (Elysium), and
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seeks to defeml it against Cerridwen's ca\il(lron

(Skene, i. 275). The poems describe Cerridwen as

a <roddess of inspiration and poetry, probably
worsliipped by bards, with her cauldron as the
source of inspiration. In its more primitive form
the cauldron is a symbol of a fertility cult, hence
Cerridwen must have been a goddess of fertility,

perhaps an Earth-mother, thus equivalent to Ir.

Brigit. Or she may have been a corn-goddess,
since she is described as a goddess of grain in the
Black Book (Mon. Hist. Brit. 1848, i. 498, ii. 5).

If the tradition which associates the pig with her
is genuine, the animal would then be an earlier
form of the corn-spirit, connected at a later time
with the corn-goddess (cf. Demeter and the pig

;

Thomas, lillU xx.wiii. 339). Gwion's obtaining
inspiration may be a form of the myth of the theft
of culture from the gods' land, though, since the
story describes Taliesin'a birth from Cerridwen,
other myths may have regarded him as her son, as
Ogma was the son of Brigit. Taliesin is probably
a god of poetic inspiration, confused with the 6th
cent, poet Taliesin, who appears to have claimed
identity with the god whose name he bore. His
chair was in Caer Sidi, with him was ' the inspira-

tion of fiuent and urgent song,' and he speaks of
his presence with the gods. Identifying him.self

with the god, he (or the poets who write in his

name) describes his creation, his enchantment by
the gods, and his numerous transformations or re-

births (Skene, i. 263, 274 f., 276 ff., 278, 282, 286 f.,

309, 532). He also speaks of his presence with
Arthur when the cauldron was stolen from Annwfn.
The Taliesin myth may combine the mythologies
of two separate gods, or, more probably, two
aspects of this god—as a culture-hero bringing
inspiration from the gods' land, and as a son of the
culture-goddess. The story may point to the
usurping of the place of a culture-goddess by a
god ; hence some myths would tell of her hostility
to him, others how he was her son. The Uancs
TnViesin would be a later commingling of such
mj'tlis, confusing the god with the poet.

For Rhys's equation of Gwion and Taliesin with Ir. Finn and
Oisin, see UL 551. Fionn, however, is not re-bom as Oisin, but
as Slongan (if/ 133a).

Tegid is not mentioned further. Creirwy, the
daughter of the pair, is one who fascinates her
lovers (Myv. Arch. 3.30); she may have been a
goddess of love. Avagddu is obscurely referred to

in the Taliesin poems (Skene, i. 296, 297, 525) ; his

brother Morvran (' sea-crow') is 'an obstructor of

slaughter ' in a Triad, and at the battle of Camlan
is thought to be a demon (Skene, ii. 459 ; Loth, i.

209). lie may have been a war-god—his name
'sea-crow' suggesting a similarity with the Irish
war-goddcsscs who appeared as birds.

6. The Arthur group.—The attempt to find in

the per.sonnges of Arthurian romance as a whole
the old gods of the Itrythons seems futile, while
the attempt to iind sun and dawn myths, etc., in
the romantic incidents of the cycle belongs to tliat

mythological interpretation of saga and Mdrt-ln-n
which is now discreditc<l. In any ca.se, it coiild

throw little light on Celtic religion. On the other
hand, some of its personages probably l)elong
to old Divine groups, since they are already
present in purely Welsh tales like Kulhii-rk and
in early Welsh poems which are unconnected with
the cycle, or in Geotfrey of Monmouth. Perhaps
a local Hrythonic Arthur saga mi^ht be postulated
in which a local Brythonic god or hero called
Arthur was ultimately fused with the historic 5th to
6th cent. Arthur, while from it or from tieoHrey's
handling of it sprang the great romantic cycle.
Nennius knows Arthur as a war-chief, but the
reference to his hunting the Porcus Troit (the
TiKrch Trwyth of Kidhwch) suggests the mythic

Arthur. Geoilrey may have partly rationalized
the local saga here postul.ated. The main incidents
given by him—Arthur's birth due to shajje-shifting
on the part of Uther, his unfaithful wite Guanhu-
mera (Guinevere), and his final disappearance to
Avallon (Elysium)—belong to a primitive set of
incidents told of other Celtic heroes (Nutt, Bran,
ii. 22 IT.). They were made the mythic framework
surrounding the personality of Arthur as a local
Brythonic god or hero. Hence arose the Arthur-
saga, blending the historic Arthur with the god

—

a saga probably widely known before the rise of
the romantic cycle, since Arthur is already a
prominent figure in early Welsh literature. This
Arthur of the saga drew to himself many local

goils and heroes, who figure as his w.-irriors in

Kulhwch. On the other liand, he is unknown to
the Mahinogion ; but, as its legends belong to Hie
regions of Gwynedd and Dyfed, where Goidelic
intiuences prevailed, this may ])oint to the ex-
clusion of the more purely Brythonic saga from
those districts.

Taking the character of Arthur as a whole,
before his being blended with the historic Arthur,
he appears as tlie ideal hero of a local Brythonic
tribe or tribes, as Ciichulainn or Fionn was to the
Goidels. He may have been worshipped as a hero,
or have been an earlier god more and more en-
visaged as a hero. Rhys (AL 39 ff.) regards the
early form of his name as Artor, ' ploughman,' but
possibly with a wider significance, and equivalent
to that of the Gaulish Artaius, equated with
Mercury (for a derivation from arto-s, ' bear,' see
MacBain, Gael. Diet. p. 357). Hence he may have
been a god of agriculture, who became, like other
such gods, a war-god or hero. But he was cer-

tainly regarded also as a culture-hero, since he
stole the magic cauldron from the gods' land and
tried to obtain the swine of March (Skene, i. 264 ;

Loth, ii. 247)—probably the late form of a myth
telling how Arthur, like Gwydion, tried to obtain
swine from the Divine land. He is also a bard
(Loth, ii. 216). To this ideal hero's story would
be fitted the formuliB of the supernatural birth and
final disappearance to Ely.sium (later localized at
Glastonbury), whence it was believed he would one
day re-appear. See, further, art. Arthur.
The Merlin of the romances, famed there for

magic and shape-shifting, for his love for the Lady
of the Lake, and his imprisonment by her in a tree,

a sepulchre, or a tower without walls, already
ajipears in Geoflrey as the child of a mortal and a
supernatui'al father, selected as the victim for the
foundation sacrifice of Vortigem's tower. He con-
futes the magi (Druids), shows why the tower
cannot be built, and utters prophecies. To him
is attributed the removal of the Giant's Dance
(Stonehenge) from Ireland—an a?tiological myth
accounting for the origin of Stonehenge. Finally,
he figures as the shape-shifter to whom is due
Arthur's birth (Geoff, vi. 17-19, vii., viii. 1,

10-12, 19). Thus he appears as a mighty magi-
cian, and probably had a place in the early
Arthur saga, as he is later prominent in the
romances. Khj's regards him as a Celtic Zeus or
the sun, because late legends tell of his disappear-
ance in a glass house into the sea. The glass house
is the expanse of light travelling with the sun
(Merlin), while the Lady of the Lake who comes
to him daily is a d.awn-goddess. Stonehenge was
probably a temple of the Celtic Zeus ' whose late

legendary self we have in Merlin' {UL 154, 158,

104). Such late legends can hardly be regarded as
aMording safe basis for such views, and their
mythological interpretation is more than doubtful.
Tlie sun is never the prisoner of the dawn, as
Merlin is of the Lady of the Lake. Merlin is

rather regarded as the ideal magician, perhaps
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once a god worsliijuied by magicians or Druids,

like the Irish divinity of f)ruidisni. Farther than
tliis his legend does not carry us, and, as all gods

were later regarded more or less as magic-workers,

this interpretation must be regarded as merely
tentative.

Mabon, son of Modron, is associated with Arthur
in Kid/nvch and the Dream of Mhonabu'i/. His

name means ' a youth,' and he is mobably the

Maponos equated with Apollo as a god of health in

Romano-British and Gaulish inscriptions (Holder,

ii. 314). His mother's name, Modron, is a local

form of Matrona ; lience she was perhaps a river-

foddess or one of the Matres, goddesses of fertility.

n the Triads, Mabon is one of the three eminent
prisoners of Prydein. To obtain his help in hunt-

in" the magic boar his prison must be found, and
this is done by animals, in accordance with a
Mdrchen formula, whUe the words spoken by them
show tlie long duration of his imprisonment^

—

perhaps a hint of his immortality (Loth, i. 260 tt'.,

280, ii. 215, 244). But he was also regarded as a
mortal, buried at Nantlle, in Caernarvon, which,
like Gloucester, the place of bis prison, may have
been a site of his widely-extended cult.

Kei, who appears in Kulhwch and the romances,
is probably an old god. In early Welsh poetry his

prowess in fight is specially signalized— ' when he
went to battle he fought against a hundred ' (Skene,

ii. 51). Hence he may have been a war-god, and
the description of his nature in Ktdhwch (' His
breath lasted 9 days and 9 nights under water.

He could remain for the same period without
sleep. No physician could heal a wound inflicted

by his sword. When he pleased he could make
himself as tall as the tallest tree in the wood.
And when it rained hardest, whatever he carried

remained dry above and below his hand to the
distance of a handbreadth, so great was his natural
heat. When it was coldest, he was as glowing-

fuel to his companions' [Loth, i. 225]) may be a
description of his 'battle-fury' corresponding to

that of Ciichulainn. Elton (p. 279), however,
regards it as proof that he was a god of fire.

In Kulhwch and in a late poem (Mj/y. Arch. i. 176)he is hostile

to Arthur, and, in the latter, Gwenhwyfar (whose ravislier he m.-iy

have been) asserts his superiority to Arthur. Perhaps this is

evidence of Kei's having been a god of tribes hostile to those of
which Arthur was the hero.

7. Hu Gadarn, the subject of ridiculous Neo-
Druidic speculations (Davies, Myth, and Bites of
the Druids, London, 1809), is referred to in the
Triads as the leader of the Cymry in their wander-
ings, the teacher of ploughing, and the inventor of

music and song as the repository of ancient tradi-

tions. He divided the Cymry into clans, and drew
the avanc from Llynn Llionn (the bursting of
which had caused a deluge) by means of his o.xen,

identilied with men transformed for their sins
(Loth, ii. 271, 289, 290-291, 298-299; Guest, ii.

349 ii'.). The Triads about him are of late date,
but they may point to him as a culture-god of
certain tribes.

8. British gods of the monuments.—Some of
these may be identified with the personages just
considered—Nodens with Llfldd or Niidd, Belenos
with Beli or Belinus, Maponos with Mabon, Taranos
(known only on Continental inscriptions) with the
Taran mentioned in Kulhwch (Loth, i. 270). Many
others, some of them referred to in classical

writings, have no place in the literature. Thus
Andrasta is described by Dio Cassius (Ixii. 6) as a
goddess of victory supplicated by Boudicca. Sul
is equated with iSIinerva at Bath, and is a goddess
of warm springs (Solinus, xxii. 10). Others are
Epona, the horse-goddess, whose cult was wide-
spread on the Continent ; Brigantia, perhaps the
Irish Brigit ; Belisaraa, the name of the Mersey in

Ptolemy (ii. 3. 2), but known as a goddess in

Gaulish inscriptions. Many iiiscriptions also refer

to the Matres. Several gods are equated with
Mars, and were probably local or tribal war-gods

—

Camulos, known also on the Continent and per-

haps to be equated with Cumal, father of Fionn

;

Belatucadros, ' comely in slaughter
' ; Cocidius,

Corotiacus, Barrex, Tutatis, and Totalis (perhaps
the Teutates of Lucan's Pharsal. i. 444, from *teuta,

'tribe' or 'people'). Others are equated with
Apollo in his character as a god of healing

—

Anextiomarus (known also at Le Mans), Grannos
(in an inscription at Musselburgh, but found in

many Continental inscriptions), Arvalus (also

equated with Saturn), Mogons, etc. (for these see

Holder, s.v.). Most of these, and many others
occurring in isolated inscriptions, were probably
local gods, though some, as is seen by their occur-

rence on the Continent, had a wider popularity.

In the case of the latter, however, some of the
inscriptions may be due to Gaulish soldiers quar-
tered in Britain.

9. British divinities and the Tuatha D^ Danann.
—D6n may be equated with Danu, Govannon with
Goibniu, Llew with Lug, Llyr with Ler, Mana-
wyddan with Manannan, Bran with Bron, brother
of Manannan (RCel xvi. 143), Llfldd or Nudd with
Nuada (Nodens). But there is a further general
resemblance of the groups to the Tuatha D&
Danann. They are euhenierized as kings, queens,
heroes, and heroines, etc., wliUe in C4eoti;'rey and
the Chronicles a definite period is given to their

reigns or lives, or, again, they re-appear as saints.

They are subject to death, and their tombs are
referred to. Some are regarded as fairies, others

as magicians. Thus they exactly resemble the
Irish gods as they appear in the texts, though the
degradation of their personalities and of their

myths is more complete in Wales, and the litera-

ture which treats of them is less copious. There is

also a general likeness in the functions of the two
series. They are associated with growth and
fertility, with departments of Nature, with war,
and with the arts of culture ; and .some of them are

gods of locaJ Other-worlds. In Wales, too, as in

Gaul and Ireland, certain goddesses seem to have a
Erominent and independent position—perhaps a
int of their pre-eminence over gods, which is here

regarded as characteristic of earlier Celtic religion.

But it is doubtful whether these divinities, under
the names by which we know them, had more
than a local fame, though parallel divinities with
similar functions undoubtedly belonged to other
localities.

Certain Mabinogion incidents, especially those of Branwen,
have Irish parallels. The cauldron of regeneration restoring

warriors to life is like the cauldron of Elysium and the incident

of Diancecht restoring the Tuatha D^ Danann in his well. The
description of Bran as he approaches Ireland is like that of

MacCecht in 'Da Derga's Hostel.' The red-hot iron house in

which the owners of the cauldron were to be destroyed has a
parallel in an incident of the Mesce Ulad. But probably these

are superflcial borrowings, due to intercourse between Wales and
Ireland, and have not the same importance as the fundamental
likenesses in name of certain of the divinities.

10. The incidents of the Mabinogion have an
entirely local character, as Anwyl has shown (ZCP
i. 277, ii. 124, iii. 122). and are mainly associated

with Dyfed and Gwent, Anglesey, and Gwynedd,
of which Pryderi, Branwen, and Gwydion are

respectively the heroic characters. These are the

districts where a strong Goidelic element prevailed,

whether these Goidels were original inhabitants

(Bp. Jones of St. David's, Vestiges of the Gael in

GiDtjnedd, London, 1S51 ; ^\\ys,' Trans, of Sac. of
Cymmrodor, 1894-1895, p. 21), or invaders from
Ireland (Skene, i. 45 ; Meyer, Trans. Soc. Cym.
1895-1896, p. 55 ff.), or perhaps both. But they
had been conquered by Brythons, and had become
Brythonic in speech from the 5th cent, onwards.

On account of this Goidelic element, it has been
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tlaiined that the personages of the Mahinvgiun are

Goidelic. Hut only a few are parallel in name with
Irish divinities, and the parallel incidents are, on
the whole, superlicial. Ilence any tlieory which
would account for the likenesses must ai^count for

the greater ditfereuces, and must explain wliy, if

the Mabinof/iott is due to Irish Goi<lels, there should
have been few or no borrowings from the popular
Ossianic or Ciichulainn sagas (for these see Loth,

i. 202 ; Skene, i. 254), and why at a time when
Hrythonic elements were uppermost such care

should have been taken to preserve (ioidelic myths.
If the tales emanated from native Welsh (loidels,

the explanation might be that they, the kindred of

the Irish Cioidels, must have had a certain com-
nmnity with them in Divine names and myths,
while others of their gods, more local in character,

would diti'er in name. Over the whole Celtic area
we find many local gods, and a few whose names
are spread everywhere. Or, if the tales are

Brythonic, the likenesses might result from an
early community in cult and myth among the

common ancestors of Goidels and Brythous (cf.

Loth, i. 20; I. B. John, The Mabinogion, London,
I90I, p. 19). But, as the tales are comparatively
late, composed when Brythons had overrun these

Ooidelic districts, more probably they contain a
mingling of Goidelic (Irish or native Welsh) and
Brythonic materials, though part may come from
the common Celtic heritage. Llyr, Manawyddan,
Govannon, etc., would be more or less local Goidelic

gods ; others may have been local Brj'thonic

divinities classed with these as members of the

dilierent Divine groups. This would explain the

absence of divinities and heroes of other local

Brythonic groups from the Mabinogion, e.g. Arthur.
But, with their growing importance, the latter

attracted to themselves the personages of the
j\Iabinogion and other tales. These are associated

with Arthur in Kulhicch, and the D6n group
mingles with that of Taliesin in the Tciliesin poems
(Anwyl, ZCP ii. 127). Ilence Welsh literature, as

far as it concerns the old religion, may be regarded
as including both local Goidelic and Brj-thonic

divinities, of whom the more purely Brythonic are

Arthur, Gwyn, Talie-sin, etc.

The following table gives divinities with similar

names in Ireland, Britain, and Gaul. Italics de-

note inscriptional names.

Ireland. Britain. Oaul.

Xuada. Kudd Hael (?).

l.ladd I>law Ereint.

Manannan. Manawjddan.
Lcr. I.lyr.

Lug. Llew or Lieu (?). Lugus.
Mider. Medros.
Ogma. Ojjiijioa.

Goibniu. Govannon.
Bron. Bran. BrennuflCf).

Beli, Bt;len09. Beleiios.

Net. Xeton.
Panu. D6n.
Anu. Anna(?). Anoniredi, 'chariot

of Anu.'
Buanann. *Buaint.
Brigit. Brigctntia. lirigiiido.

Cuinhal. CamrUoB. CamiUoi.
Badb. Bodua.
Vernon. Nemetona.

Mabon, ilaponos. Map(mo$.
Beluama. Beli^ama.
Epona. Kpona.
Tulatit, Totatia. TeuUtes.
Taran. Taranig.
Anextwmarus. Anextiomarus.
Granixog, Grannas.
Mogons. Mogounoi.
SUvantu. Silvanus.
Matret, Matreg.

VII. ANTHROroMORrciiSM.—t. The gods.—
Divine images, as well as myths, show that Celtic

gods had human forms and pa-ssions. They fight

with each other, and pursue amours—often with

mortals, hence mortals or semi-Divine heroes trace

descent from them. .Many names compoun<led of

a Divine name and -geno.i, ' bom of,' or -gitatos,

'.son of,' e.g. Boduogenos, Camulognata, show that
tliose who lirst bore tliem were regarded as children
of divinities. St. Augustine {de Civ. Dei, xv. 23)
and Isidore of Seville {Orat. viii. 2, 103) speak
of Gaulish dusii, im])ure demons who troubled
women. These were probably lesser divinities or
spirits, but the passages show the current belief in

Divine-human unions. Fairies, in Brittany called

ihiz, may be a reminiscence of these. There are,

however, fewer obscene myths in Iri.-h texts than
elsewhere. Invisibility and shape-shifting, ascribed

to the gods, were powers claimed by or attributed
to Druids, etc., and are thus reflected back upon
the gods from the human sphere. Their true
divinity is found in their control over the universe
and the destinies of men. In a word, they are
worshipful beings, to be propitiated by sacrihce

and prayer, in return for which tliey fulfil men's
wishes, grant fruitfulness, prosperity, and victory,

or interfere at critical moments to save their

favourites. On the other hand, they sometimes
seek the help of mortals, or ask their love, or invite

them to Elysium. Their superiority is also seen in

tlieir gigantic stature and their immortal nature,

though tlie latter may have been less inherent than
obtained from foods and drinks of immortality.
Tlie Feinn Caoilte contrasts himself with a goddess—'She is of the Tiiatha De Danann who are un-
fading and whose duration is perennial. I am of

the sons of Milesius that are perishable and fade
away' (O'Grady, ii. 203).

2. Hero-worship.—The Celtic belief in the king
as a divinity may have arisen from the belief in the
priest-king as representative of the vegetation-

sjarit. Examples of the former are found in the
Divine names given to kings (§ VIII.), in the title

din talmnide, ' terrestrial god,' given to the mythic
kingConehobar(iC/' 1014) ; in the fact that Maricc,
chief of the Boii, who caused the Gaulish revolt in

A.D. 69, called himself a god, and, though thrown
to the beasts, was revered by the people (Tac. Hist.

ii. 61) ; and in the ready acceptance of the divinity

of the Roman emperors by the Gauls, showing that
such a cult existed among themselves. Whether
Arthur, Ciichulainn, Fionn, etc., who, whatever
else they may have been, were idealized heroes of

the Celts, ever had a formal cult in their heroic

capacity is uncertain, though probably divinity

was ascribed to them (see Feixn Cycle, § 6 (c)).

Ciichulainn may have been a war-god, since he is

associated with war-goddesses, and is himself a
great warrior, while he has some of the traits of a
culture-god—bringing a cauldron and cows from
the gods' land, claiming superior knowledge of

Druidisni, bardic .science, law, and wisdom, and
instructing a king in the art of government (Blest,
Abode of [Celtic] § 6 (/) ; RCel xi. 442 If. ; IT i.

213). D'Arbois sees in Ciichulainn and Conall
Cernach equivalents of the Dioscuri, and claims

that they are the Smertullos and Cernunnos of

a Paris moniunent [Lex Celfes, ch. 7). He also

sees in Ciichulainn the Esus of another monument
(ii. p. 63), while the figures on these monuments
represent incidents of the Tdin Bo C'lialiige, which
was perhaps known in Gaul. Was Ciichulainn an
anthropomorphic form of the Brown Bull of the

Tdinl His life is bound up with that of its calf

{IT ii. 241); his ' distortion ' may redect the fury

of the bull in tight. In some folk-versions of the

Tdin, the bull is his property, and the giant sent

by Medb to steal it seizes one horn, while the hero
seizes the other, and it is rent in twain {Celt. Mag.
xiii. 327, 514). If we could be certain that this

represents the earlier form of the Tdin, it might
liave originated as a tale explaining actual ritual,
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in whicli a bull was the incarnation of a \e[jetation-

Bpirit, slain ami eaten by his worshippers. Later,
this ritual may have been clianged to the sacrifico

of a bull to a god who was really its anthropo-
morphic form, and legend would then tell how lie

had slain a bull, which was his favourite sacritliial

animal. Ciichulainn may liave been such a bull-

god, or tlie myth of a bull-god may have been
transferred to him, and out of this the primiti\e
form of the Tain might arise. Such changes in

cult or in the nature of a god from beast to huni.in

forui, with the animal as his symbol or otherwise
associated with him (sometimes slain by him), are
not uncommon. The slaying of an aniuial incarna-
tion of a vegetation-spirit was known to the Celts,

and it may have given an impulse to animal cults.

Esus (Ciichulainn ?) seems to have been a god of

vegetation. (For the Tciin, see Windisch, Tdin
;

and CucHULAiNN Cycle. )

As to Fionn, his father Cumhal may be Camulos,
a war-god identified with Mars in Gaul and Britain,
while Fionn's surname mac Cumall would then
resemble Camulogenus, ' son of Camulos,' the name
of a Gaulish chief (Ca.'sar, vii. 62). For Arthur,
Brythonic hero or god, see § VI. 6.

VIII. The DiviyE king and the priest-
KIXG.—Celtic kings appear to have been regarded
as representatives or incarnations of gods, and this

may explain the easy change of gods to kings by
the annalists. Kings often bore the name of a
god, which later became a kingly title. Several
Irish (mythic) kings are called Nuada, and are
hardly discriminated from the god {IT iii. 290, 326,

366-68). In one text 7iucidat is glossed in rig, 'of

the kuig,' as if the name had come to be a title

{Fled Bricrend, Irish Texts Soc. ii. 88, 177).

Welsh kings are also called Nudd (Skene, ii. 455).
Brennos who stormed Delphi, and the mythic
Brennos who sacked Rome, may have been called
after the god Bran (of. the instances of Conchobar
and jNIaricc, § VII.). The result of the observance
or non-observance of the geasa, or tabus binding
on Irish kings, throws light on the nature of the
gods they represented. Observance was followed
by good seasons, fertility, abundance of cattle and
fish, and prosperity ; non-observance by the reverse.
Later, perhaps through Christian iniiuence, these
were said to result from a king's personal goodness.
But the older conception shows that the kings
represented gods of growth like Nuada. Hence,
bemg Divine incarnations, they could not do all

that other men did. Was the king in primitive
times slain that, by never growing old, his vigour
might be handed on unimpaired to his successor,
as in the case of Divine kings elsewhere ? This is

not impossible, but the custom would be transmuted
into that of the king remaining a king as long as
he could hold his own against all comers ; or, more
generally, a slave or criminal would be chosen as
mock-king and Divine incarnation, and then slain.

The May-kings of later survivals would be the
successors of such mock-kings, themselves tlie

succedanea of actual Divine kings. Certain Irish
bile, or sacred trees, were associated with kings
whose sceptre was the symbolic branch of such
trees with which the king's life was wrapped up.
It was great sacrilege to cut down these trees (see

§ X. I). They were, like the kings, representatives
or dwelling-places of a god (earlier a spirit) of
vegetation. Other trees, perhaps the succedanea
of the bile, as the mock-king was of the Divine
king, were cut down and burned in the Beltane
fires, in %\ Inch the human representative may also
have perished (see Festivals [Celtic]). Before
cutting them down, it may have been necessary to
pluck a branch or something growing on them, e.g.

mistletoe. Hence Pliny's notice of the ndstletoe
rite may be connected with this annual custom.

The mistletoe or branch was the soul of the tree
and contained the life of the Divine representative.

It must be plucked before the tree could be cut
down or the victim slain. This is hypothetical,
but Pliny's account is incomplete—the elaborate
ritual must have had some other purpose than that
of the magico-medical use of the mistletoe which
he describes, or else he is referring to an attenuated
custom. Human sacrifice had been prohibited,

and the oxen slain may have been substitutes for

the man-god of earlier days. In later romantic
tales a knight carries a bough and challenges all

comers, or a giant or knight defends a tree from
which another seeks to pluck fruit or a bough
(Weston, Legend of Sir Gawain, 1897, pp. 22, 86 ;

Trans. Oss. Soc. iii. 113 ff.). These suggest the old
belief in tree and king as representatives of a god
of vegetation, and of a ritual like that associated
with the priest of Nemi (see Frazer, History of the
Kings/lip, 1905, and Cook, 'The European Sky-
God,' FL xvii.).

Celtic kings may also have been priest-kings.

The Galatian Celts had 12 rulers (' tetrarchs') of

provinces who, with 300 men, formed the council
of the nation, which met at a place called Dni-
nemeton. This meeting resembles that of the
Druids in a consecrated place (Cajsar, vi. 13), while
its representative character and the fact that Dm-
nemeton was a consecrated place {nemeton) and
that the syllable D7-u- is again found in Druid,
may point to the fact that these ' tetrarchs ' had
also a priestly character. Tlie wife of one was a
priestess; another tetrarch, Deiotarus ('divine

bull '), was skilled in augury (Plutarch, Vi7-t. Mul.
20 ; Cicero, dc Div. i. 16, ii. 36), while certain

(iauls were chosen as the priest-kings of Pessinu*
in the 2nd cent. B.C., possibly because such an
office was not unknown to them (Jullian, p. 100).

The mythic king Ambicatus and his nephews,
Bellovesus and Segovesus, founders of colonies,

seem to have consulted the gods with priestly help,

and the British queen Boudicea had priestly

functions (Livy, v. 34 ; Dio Cass. Ixii. 6). There
may be a reminiscence of the priest- or magician-
king period in the fact that in Welsh story kings,

or gods euhemerized as kings, are the greatest

magicians (Loth, i. 92, 117 ft'., ii. 229), just as the
Irish Manannan is in legend king of Man and a
great magician. It is significant of an archaic
state of things that some of these teach their art

to a sister's son. The differentiation between the
offices of priest and king may not have been
simultaneous over the Celtic area, and perhaps was
never complete. Where it did take place, certain
of the Druids would occupy the place of the priest-

king as representative of a god. The references in

Irish texts to the king's influence on fertility may
be reminiscent of the earlier period, unless kings
asserted this right as against tlie Druids. Yet tlie

Druids claimed powers over nature and growth,
and were regarded as superior to kings (Dio Chrys.
Orat. 49; LL 93), while the name T^efifoS^ovs, coupled
with that of ' Druids ' by Greek writers (in Diog.
Lairt. I. proa:m. i. ), may imply some notion of

divinity, and that they had taken the place of the

earlier priest-kings (see Druids, § 6). Again, since

to women belong the early processes of agriculture,

a female spirit or goddess of vegetation would have
a female representative. But, when the gods
superseded goddesses or the latter became their

consorts, the priest-king would take the place of

the female representative, who, however, may
have remained as the bride in the rite of the sacred

marriage. But conservatism would retain sporadi-

cally female cults of a goddess of vegetation, and
these would account for such rites as those of the
Namnite women, one of whom was yearly slain ;

for the presence of the May-queen alone in certain
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folk-survivals ; and for many Celtic fenialo cults

from which men were excluded (see Festivals
[Celtic]).

IX. Worship of the dead.— Q.e\t\c burial

cu.stoms suggest a cult of the dead (§ XVI.). The
heads of the slain were ottered to the ' strong
shades,' and bards sang their praises (Sil. Ital. v.

65'2 ; Lucan, i. 447). Where mytliic heroes were
honoureil as eponymous tribal ancestors watching
over the trilie, a cult of ancestors may be suspected.
The tonib.s of dead kings, on whom tribal prosperity
depended, were sacred places (Anim. Marc. xv. 10.

7 ; Joyce, HU i. 45 ; cf. § V. 3). Arclia-ological

researches, as well as folk-survivals, show that the
family cult of the dead centred in the hearth—the
Celtic brownie of the hearth being in some aspects
a successor of the ancestral ghost (Bulliot, Fouilles
du mont Beuvrnij, Autun, 1899, i. 76, 396 ; Dech6-
lette, RA xxxii. [1898] 63, 245; Le I5raz% ii. 67;
see Fairy). Other survivals point to a more
extended cult of the dead (Wilde, Anc. Legends,
1887, p. 118; Curtin, Tales of 1he Fairies and the

Ghost World, 1895, p. 54 : Le Braz^ i. 229, ii. 47 ;

FL iv. 357). A yearly cult of the dead took place

on Samhain eve, 3 1st Oct., traces of which remain
in popular belief and custom ; while in Ireland, on
the anniversary of the burial of chiefs or kings,

feasts were held—the festival of Lughnasadh is

sometimes said to have been founded thus. See
also Festivals (Celtic) ; Ancestor - worship
(Celtic).

X. Nature-worship, animal-cults, toteh-
ISM.—I. Most Celtic divinities were evolved from
the various parts of Nature persorified or from
Nature-spirits, but the cult of the latter still went
on in that primitive fashion which is found as a
lower stratum in all religions. Evidence of it

exists in folk-survivals, in ecclesiastical denuncia-
tions of these, in scattered notices in Irish texts,

and in a few inscriptions. The sea, rivers, wells,

mountains, trees, sun, moon, stars, and winds, or

the spirits of these, were worshipped, invoked in

magic runes, or called to witness oaths (Li 136;
Reel vi. 16S, xxii. 400; D'Achery, 6>jcs/., Paris,

1661 V. 21611'.). Departmental spirits of Nature
survived in later times as fairies or demons, and
elements of the cult may be traced, e.g., in the
Sabbat.

(a) Manannan, the sea-god, was first the sea
itself, and an animistic view of the sea prevailed.

Its moaning told of its sympathy with the dying or

dead, its roaring was prophetic of certain events,
and both could oe interpreted bj- poets, hence the
shore was ' a place of revelation of knowledge

'

(RCel xxvi. 9: Khys, IIL 387 ; Joyce, PN\. 195).

This view of the sea led the Continental Celts to

beat back the high ti<le3 with weapons (Aelian,

xii. 23 ; Aristotle, Ethics, iii. 7, Eudem. Ethics,

iii. 1).

(i) Gods (Danuvius, Bornianus, etc.) and god-
desses (I)evona, Serona, Bormana, etc.) of rivers

andfountains were worsliippcd. At fir.st, as river-

n.ames derived from 'ilcica, 'divine,' *m/xter,
' mother,' show, rivers themselves were regarded
as Divine or as fertile mothers ; later, divinities

were associated with them, and some Celtic proper
names show that descent from a river or river-god
was believed in. Springs and wells were also

Divine, and gave gifts of fertility and healing, and
no asi)e(-t of the earlier cult has survived so
markedly as this—the well, however, being now-
put under the protection of a saint. Some Celtic
myths show the danger of women's intrusion on
wells (Rhys, CFL i. 392), but more often they are
guardians of wells (Skene, ii. .59 ; O'Grady, i. 233 ;

Le Braz", i. p. xxxix), and this survives in the
custom of a woman being sometimes charged with
the care of a holy well. Costly offerings were

thrown into lakes or rivers (Strabo, IV. i. 13) ; shrines
were built on river banks, and ex-votos have been
found in large numbers near them (Keinach, BF
355). Human sacrifices may have been made to
rivers, as various traditions suggest. Animals
were regarded as water-divinities ; the water-horse
and bull may be reminiscences of these, while
E[iona, the horse-goddess, was a.ssociated with
rivers. Fish tenanting certain rivers or wells were
sacrosanct. In cases of healing at sacred wells the
ritual is still invariable, wherever found, and has
probably changed little since pagan times. The
waters of wells also gave fertility, and oracles were
drawn from them or from the animals living in

them.
{r) Tree-worship is associated with the cult of the

oak, which formed the Celtic image of Zeus (Max.
Tyr. Diss. viii. 8), and had a sacrosanct character
(Pliny, HN xvi. 44). It may have been regarded
as embodying the spirit of vegetation, and as such
was cut down and burned in tlie annual Mid-
.summer fires which magically aided the sun (see

Festivals [Celtic]). Hence it would easily be
associated with a sun- or sky-god—the Celtic Zeus.
In Ireland the ash and yew rather than the oak
were venerated, though daur, ' oak,' is once glossed
dia, ' god ' (Stokes, KCcl \. 259), and certain trees

called bile, associated with kings, were too sacred
to be cut down or burned (ECel xv. 420 ; Keating,
p. 556 ; Joyce, FN i. 499). Forests were divinized
(Dea Ardtiinna of the Ardennes, Dea Abnoba of

tlie Black Forest, CIL vi. 46 ; UIFJien. 1654, 1683),

while groves were the temples of the Celts (§ XIV. ).

(Jroups of trees (the Se.v Arbores of Pyrenrean
inscriptions), single trees [Fagvs Dcus), or spirits

of trees [Fatce Dervones) were the objects of a cult.

Trees were associated with wells and burial-

mounds, and in some cases a totemistic character
may have been ascribed to trees, or a tree-spirit

was regarded as an ancestor, since tribes are named
after them, e.g. the Eburones (from *eburos, ' yew '),

and some personal names suggest descent from a
tree, e.g. Dergen (*Dervogenos), '.son of the oak,'

Guerngen (* Vcrnogenos), 'son of the alder,' while
men are sometimes called after trees (RCcl x. 173 ;

Jullian, p. 41 ; d'Arbois, Les Celtes, 52). The late

survival of tree-cults is seen in the denunciations
by councils and in sermons, and in the hostility

which Christian missionaries met with in trying to

cut down sacred trees (D'Ach^ry, Sjiic. v. 215

;

Snip. Sev. Vita S. Mart. p. 457).

((/) Plinj-'s reference to the mistletoe rite was
foundation for much speculative nonsense by earlier

writers on Celtic religion. All he saj-s is that
on the sixth day of the moon the Druids, clad in

white robes, cut it with a golden sickle, while it

was caught in a white cloth. Two white bulls

were sacriliccd, and prayer was made that ' God

'

would make his gift prosper with those on whom
he had bestowed it (i/.V xvi. 44). The account is

vague and incomplete. Nothing is said of the
puri)ose of the rite save that the plant is called

'all-healer' (as it is still in Celtic speech), that it

was a remedy against poison, and that a potion
made from it and given to animals made them
fruitful. Nor does he say who the ' god ' was to
whom praj'er was made. We may conjecture that,

as the jdant is still culled on Mid.summer eve for

magical purposes, it was especially associated with
the Midsummer fe.stival, and that it was regarded
as the life of the oak (cf. Gael, siigh an deraich,

'sap of the oak,' i.e. mistletoe) or of .the spirit or
god of vegetation in the oak, which could not be
cut down or burned till the plant was culled (see

§ Vtll. ; FicsTlVALS [Celtic]; GB- iii. 327). Other
sacred pl.ants were used for medical purposes,
though the ritual employed in culling them and

i the method of use were magical. Silence, ritual
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purity, a certain metl\od of uprooting the plant,

and occasionally sacrifice were all necessary. The
plants were used as charms and medicines (Plinj',

xTiY xxiv. 11, XXV. 9). The magical use of plants
13 mentioned in Irish texts, and in modern folk-

custom thev are employed as charms as well as

medicines (O'Grady, ii. 126 ; Harl. MS, 5280, §§ 33-

35, 123 ; Carmichael, Carmina Gadclka, Edinburgh,
1900 ; Sauv6, RCel vi. 67).

(e) Earlier Animism had associated spirits with
conspicuous s/oHC«, just as megalithic monuments
were believeil to be tenanted by ghosts. Such
stones, the objects of a cult, api)ear in the Irish

texts with magical qualities. Tliey float on water,
speak, sing, or shriek like the Lia Fail—the

traditional coronation stone. The nature of the
cult is unknown, but in recent folk-custom libations

of milk were poured on 'Gruagacli' stones.

Whether an earlier divinity lurks under this name,
applied to giant, brownie, etc., is uncertain (see

O'Curry, MS Mat. 387, 393 ; Nutt-Meyer, §§ 17,

18 ; RCcl xii. 57 ; Hartland, FL xiv. ' The Voice
of the Stone of Destinj'.' For the magical use of

stones, cf. § XV. and see Stones [Celtic]).

2. Animal-cults.—The cult of animals originated
in the period when men worshipped the animals
which they hunted or reared—in the latter case, or in

the case of animals not hunted, slaying one periodi-

cally to obtain its Divine benefits (cf. 3 (b)). Cult
led to domestication ; but even in the period when
domesticated animals were freely slaughtered, the
older sacramental rite sur\-ived in the religious

aspect of this slaughter (§ XIII. i). The cult of

animals, with a few exceptions, gave place to that
of anthropomorphic divinities of animals, with
these animals as their symbols, sacrificial victims,

etc., this evolution leading to the removal of re-

strictions on slaying and eating the animal. This
earlier slaying and sacramental eating in cults

observed by men may have led to a similar usage
with human or animal victims representing female
vegetation- or com-spiiits among women, in whose
hands the prindtive forms of agriculture lay. On
the other band, as men began to take part in such
female cults, the fact that such spirits were female,
or were coming to be regarded as goddesses, may
have led to some of the animal-divinities being
regarded as female (cf. Epona, the horse-goddess).
But, with the increasing participation of men in

agriculture, divinities of growth and agriculture
would tend to be regarded as male, while, as the
two cults coalesced, the Divine animal and the
animal representative of the corn- or vegetation

-

spirit would not be differentiated. Yet the earlier

aspect was never quite lost sight of ; witness the
Corn-mother, and anthropomorphic goddesses of

fertility (see art. Animals, and also art. Festivals
[Celtic]).

(a) A swine-god Moccus, equated with Mercury,
was known in Gaul, and the boar was a religious

symbol and represented in images, though in one
of these, ridden by a Celtic Diana, the animal has
become the symbol of a goddess (Holder, ii. 603;
Tac. Germ. 45 ; Pennant, Toiir in Scotland*, 1776,

p. 268 ; Reinacb, BF 255, Cultes, mythes, et rcl.,

Paris, 1905, i. 45). In Irish myth, monstrous swine
are eaten at feasts, and swine are the immortal
food of the gods (IT i. 99, 256). These, with the
monstrous Twrch Trwyth hunted by Arthur
(§ VI. 6), may be reminiscences of earlier swine-
gods. In Welsh myth the swine is brought from
the gods' land. This cult may have been connected
with totemism, and, if it led to domestication, tlie

animal would be preserved and not generally
eaten. Certain branches of the Celts have
abstained from eating swine's flesh (Pans. VII.

xvii. 10 [Galatia]), and there was and still is a
prejudice against it in some parts of the Highlands;

while in the myth of Diarmaid (§ 3) the boar is a
totem animal. Elsewhere it was reared for sale

and eaten (Strabo, IV. iv. 3), perhaps because its

old sacredness was passing away, or because many
clans would not regard it as a sacred totem. The
swine was placed, sometimes alive, in Celtic graves
(L'Anthrop. vi. [1895] 584; Greenwell, Brit.

Barrows, Oxford, 1877, p. 274 ; Arch. hev. ii.

120).

(i) The bull appears on coins and in bronze
images, often with three horns—a symbol of
divinity (Plutarch, Marius, 23 ; Reinacb, BF2TI).
A bull with three cranes occurs on an altar found
at Paris, with the inscription Tarvos irigaranos
igaranos, 'crane'). On another side Esus cuts
down a tree. On another altar, found at Treves, a
god cuts down a tree in which are a bull's head and
three birds. Reinach has shown that this unites
the two representations of the Paris altar (Cultes,

i. 234 fl'.), while d'Arbois (RCel xix. 246) sees in

these a reference to incidents of tlie Tdin. The
bull is the Brown Bull of Ciialnge, Esus is

Cuchulainn cutting down a tree to intercept his

enemies, the birds are the Morrigan in her triple

form. Some facts support the view that the
Ciichulainn cycle was known in Gaul—the chief

of the Helvii was Donnotaurus (Caesar, vii. 65),

equivalent to Bond tarbh, one of the bull's names.
Tins mythic bull and its rival were re-incarnations
of swine-herds of the sid-l<A'k, i.e. they had a
Divine origin (IT iii. 235). But the bas-reliefs

may merely represent ritual actions or myths upon
wluch the incidents of the Tdin were later founded.
Place-names, like Tarvedum, Tarvisus, etc., point
to a wide-spread bull-cult over the Celtic area.

Later tlie Divine bull became the symbol of an
anthropomorphic diWnity (cf. the bull with the
god Medros [CIL xiii. 6017]).

(c) To the cult of the horse succeeded that of

the horse-goddess Epona (from *epo-s, ' horse '), who
is represented as riding, feeding colts, or surrounded
by horses. She was protectress of horses, of which
the Gauls were great breeders, as well as of all

who bad to do with horses or mules ('mulionum
dea' [schol. ad Juv. viii. 157]). Epona, whose
cult and monuments spread far and wide, is some-
times associated with, or represented with the
symbols of, the Matres. Hence she had come to

be regarded as a goddess of fertility. With her,

too, seems to have been merged a river-goddess

—the river being conceived as a rushing steed—or

such a goddess may on that account have been
associated with horses and called Epona (Holder,

i. 1447; Reinach, Epona, Paris, 1895). A horse-

god Rudiobus and a mule-god Mullo, equated with
Mars, were also worshipped (C/i xiii. 3071 ; Holder,
S.V.). The horse was sacrificed at the Midsummer
festivals, probably as representing a god of

fertility (FEsrn'ALs [Celtic]).

(d) 'The goddess Damona may have been an
animal-divinity if her name is derived from
'damatos, 'sheep,' cognate to the Welsh da/ad,
'sheep,' and Gael, damh, 'ox.' A cult of the

stag IS suggested by monuments of anthropo-
morphic gods like Cernunnos with stag's horns
(§IV.).

(e) A bear-cult gave place to that of a bear-

goddess, Dea Artio ("artos, 'bear'), whose cult

is commemorated in the famous bears of Berne
(Holder, i. 227 : Reinach, Cultes, i. 57). Andarta
('strong bear'?, d'Arbois, RCel x. 165) may have
been another local bear-goddess, while Artaios,

equated with Mercury (CIL xii. 2199), may have
been a bear-god. Place-names derived from *artos

show a wide-spread cult of the bear, and personal

names, like \\ elsh Arthgen, Ir. Artigan (= *Arti-

genos, ' son of the bear '), point to a belief in human
descent from a bear-god.
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(/) A horned ser|iont ociurs with twelve Koman
gods on an alUr at Mavilly (MA, 1897, p. 313).

Tlie seriient is also the symiml of the under-world
god of fertility (Reinach, JIF 195), and its asso-

ciation with tliis god maj' result from its having
been worsliippod as a chtlioniau animal. The horn
or ram'.s head with which it is often represented is

doubtless a symbol of divinity lilie the third horn
of bull or bear, or, if the ram was sacrificed in the
cult of the dead {BA xxxii. [189S] 63, 245), it miglit

be associated with the chtlmnian serpent. Keinach
is disposed to connect the horned serpent with the
' egg produced by serpents (I'liny, lIN xxix. 12),

as dislocated elements of a myth re.semblin" that
of tlie Orphic Zagreus (Divine serpents producing
an egg whence came a horned snake), and to find a
comuiou origin for botli in a Celtic element in

Thrace {EA xxxv. 210). Horned serpents, how-
ever, occur in many other mythologies. An Irish

cult of serpents may be hinted at in the two-headed
serpents seen in Elysium (IT i. 205). Snakes were
burned in lat« survivals of the Midsummer fires in

France (Fe.stivals [Celtic]).

ig) Other Divine animals were associated with
the cult of the waters (§X. l), while the use of

certain beasts and birds in divination points to

their sacred and probably Divine character. A
cult of bird-gods may lurk behind the Divine name
Bran, ' raven,' and the reference to the inagic birds

of Rhiannon in the Triads.

On the whole subject of animals in religion, see

art. Animals in vol. i.

3. Traces of totemism.—Certain data point to

the existence of totemism among the Celts, or of

conditions out of which totemism was elsewhere
developed (though some of the instances may be
due to animal- or plant-worship). These are (n)

tabued animals, (6) animal sacraments, (c) animal
descent, and (rf) exogamy.

(a) Animal tahiis.—Besides the Celtic dislike of

swine's flesh—perhaps totemic in origin—may be
noted the tabu on killing and eating the hare, hen,

and goose among the Britons. Ca?sar (v. 12) says
they were bred for amusement—an undoubted
error for the breeding of sacred animals which
were not eaten. The hare was used for divination

by Boudicca, and a sacred character still attaches
to that animal in Wales, where it is some-
times ceremonially killed and eaten (Tliomas, Ellli
xxxviii. 320-1). In Devon a ram or lamb is

ceremonially slain and eaten ; the eating confers

luck (Gomme, Village Community, 1890, p. 113).

The ill-luck believed to follow the killing of

certain animals may be reminiscent of old tabus
(Thomas, op. cit. 366). Fisli were not eaten by the
Pictish Mcatie and Caledonii (perhaps a totemic
restriction), and a dislike of fresh-water fish existed

among 18th cent. Highlanders (Dio Cass. Ixxvi. 12
;

Logan, Sroiti.ih Gael, 1876, ii. 125). Certain fish

in sacred wells were tabii an<l gave oracles (§ X. i).

Heron's flesh was disliked in Ireland, and it was
unlucky to kill a swan in some jiarts of Ireland
and in the Hel)rides (Joyce, S!l li. 529 ; Martin,
iJtscr. of W. Islanth, 1716, p. 71). Fatal results

following the slaying or eating of an animal with
which the slayer was connected by name or

descent, i.e. by totemic relation, occur in Irish

sagas in the cases of Conaixe, Ciicliulainn ('hound
of Cu'), and Diarmaid, to whom it w.as tabu to

kill respectively a bird, a dog, and a boar (llCcl

xxii. 20, 24, 390-1, iii. 74; Joyce, OCR .334 IK).

Here an earlier clan totemism would seem to have
been later connected with a mythic hero. Another
example may be found in tlie tale of tlie men
changed to badgers whom Cormac slew and brought
to his father Tadg to eat. Tadg refused the food
because they were transformed men and his cousins
{IT iii. 385). lade's loathing arises from the fact

that the badgers are men— a common idea in myths
explanatory of misunderstood totemic usage, but
the idea of relationship between a man and his

totem was not forgottc^n, since the badgers are said

to be his cousins. I'opular beliefs in lucky or

unlucky animals, in omens drawn from them, etc.,

may be partially based on totemic usage.
(li) The ceremonial eating of a sacred {totem)

animal may underlie the tale of the eating of

mac Datho's boar {IT i. 96), and the belief that
.swine were the immortal food of the gods. Frazer
has argued {GB- ii. 44211.) from analogous ca-ses

elsewhere that the eustonx of 'hunting the wren'
in Celtic regions, carrying it from house to house,
preserving a feather in each house, eating it

ceremonially, or solemnly burying it, may be an
instance of sacramental communion with a slain

god in animal form. In any case it has a strong
totemic aspect. A sacramental eating of a sacred
pastoral animal probably took place in early times
at Samhain (§XIII. i).

((•) The traces of animal or tree descent referred

to above may be totemistic, though, where a
personal name implies such descent, the connexion
with totemism would be indirect, if the name was
derived from the earlier clan totem name (see

below). Other clan names of this kind are those
of the Bibroci of S.E. Britain, a beaver clan

{'bebros, 'beaver'), the Eburoncs, the yew-tree
{''eburos) clan, and Irish clans with animal names—'calves,' 'griffins,' 'red deer' (O'Curry, MC'AI
ii. 208). The Fir Bile, ' men of the tree,' were so

named from the sacred Tree of Dathi (HCcl xvi.

27'.))- Instances of lycanthropy associated with
certain families or clans (Gir. Camb. Top. Bib. ii.

19 ; IT iii. 376) may be based on clan totemism

—

the belief in lycantlu-opy {g.v.) easily attaching
itself to local wolf-clans. The stories of Cormac
mac Art suckled by a she-wolf, of Lughaid mac
Con, 'son of a wolf-dog,' suckled by that animal,
and of Oisin, whose mother was a fawn (O'Grady,
ii. 286, 538 ; Campbell, The Fians, 1891, p. 78),

may be totemistic in origin, as may be also

travellers' tales of the Irish taking wolves as god-
fathers and praying to them. Bands of warriors

at the battle of Cattraeth, described in Aneurin's
Gododin, were called dogs, wolves, bears, and
ravens, and Owein's band of fighting ravens may
have been a raven clan (Guest, Mab. ii. 409 ft".).

Groups of Dalriad Scots bore animal names

—

' Little Goat ' clan, 'Fox' clan—while the animal
or plant badges of clans and animal ensigns of

older Celtic groups may be totemic. On coins an
animal on horseback is figured, ])erhaps leading a
clan, as birds led the Celts to the Danube area,

and these would then depict myths of the leading

of a clan to its present territory by the clan totem-
animal (Blanchet, i. 166, 295, etc.). These myths
may survive in legends of an animal showing a
saint where to build his church (Rees, Cainhro-

British Saints, Llandovery, 1853, pp. 293, 323,

453 ; Jocelyn, Vita S. Kentigern., ed. Forbes, Kdin.

1874, c. 24).

Celtic warriors wore horned helmets ; and Irish mvths speak
of men with cat, dojr, or goat heads (IT iii. 3S5 ; Uhj-s, HL
:>93), perhaps men wearing a head-tjcar of the skin or liead of

clan totem-animals, and later rememhered as monstrous beings.

The horned helmets would be derived from the same custom.
Solinus says the Britons wore animal skins before going into

battle, and these may have beeu skins of the animal under
whose protection Ihev placed themselves (.Won. Uist. Brit. 18<3,

p. X). The ' forms of beasts, birds, and fishes ' which the Picts

tjitued on their bodies (Hcrodian, iii. H. 8; Duald Mac Firbia

in Irish Senniiis, Dublin, IMS, p. vii) may have been totem
marks, while the painting of their bodies with woad by the

Southern Britons may have been of the same character, though
Caisar's word8(v. 14) hardly indicate this. Certain marks on
faces figured on Gaulish coins seem to be tatii marks (ZCP
iii. 331).

I'ersonal names in -genos, ' son of,'
—'Artigenos,

'son of the bear' ; * Brannogenos, ' son of tha raven
'

;
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*Cuno^enos (Congan), ' son of the dog' ; * Vidugenos,
'son ot the tree' (Holder, s.v.)—suggest a period
when it was thouglit that men, animals, and plants
were alike or might be related, such names
remaining long after the idea itself had passed
away. Whether these names are relics of clan

totemism, however, is uncertain. Rhys (CB^, p.

267) argues from the frequency of names like

Cur6i, 'hound of Roi,' Cii Corb, ' Corb's hound,'
Mae Con, 'hound's son,' Maelchon, 'hound's slave'

(cf . Welsh Gicrgi, ' man-dog '), that there existed

a dog totem or god, not of the Celts but of a pre-

Celtic race. Ijiis assumes that totemism could
not be Celtic, while here again the names are of

individuals, not clans.

{(/) Exogamy and the counting of descent through
females are closely connected with totemism, and
traces of both are found among the Celts. Whether
tlie Picts were Celtic or not is still arguable, but
the probability is that they were. These customs
survived in their roj'al house, the kingship passing
to a brother by the same mother or to a sister's

son. The king's father was never king and was
often a ' foreigner ' (for other Aryan instances, see

Frazer, Kingship, p. 241). Traces of this are also

found in Ireland and Wales (Stokes, BCel xvi.

148 ; Rhys-Jones, Welsh People, 1899, p. 44), while
Livy (v. 34) describes how the mythic king
Ambicatus sent not his own, but his sister's sons to

found new kingdoms. Traces of the matriarchate
are found in Irish and Welsh Divine groups called

after their common mother—Danu, Domnu, Dun,
Anu, 'mother of the gods'; in the fact that the
eponymous ancestor of the Scots is a woman,
Scota ; and that gods and heroes have a matronymic,
the father's name being omitted—Lug mac
Ethnend, Conchobar mac Nessa, Indech son of De
Domnann, Diarmaid na (descendant of) Duibne,
jSIuirchertach mac Erca, Mabon son of Modron ;

while a man is sometimes called not by his own
name, but 'so and so's husband' {IT iii. 407, 409).

Goddesses and heroines have a high place, and
frequently choose their own lovers or husbands.
Thus a general custom was later contined to the
royal house or preserved in Divine myths. Perhaps
certain cases of incest (Strabo IV. v. 4 ; ECel xii.

235, 238 ; LL 1'24, 131 ; Rhys, HL 308 ; Loth, i.

134 fF.) maybe explainable by earlier permissible
unions under totem law', whicli would be regarded
as incestuous when totemism had declined, while
tradition would exaggerate them into worse forms,
e.g. brother-sister unions (though these may ha^•e

been customary in the royal house and then
reflected back on Divine personages). The poly-
andry which existed in Britain (Ciesar, v. 14 ; cf.

sporadic instances in Ir. sagas), and possible coni-

munitj- of women among the Pictish Caledonii and
Meat.'C (Dio Cass. Ixxvi. 12), may simply have been
marriage customs regulated by totemism ; and, if

the couvade was a Celtic institution (cf. ' Tlie
Debility of the Ultonians,' E. Hull, p. 97

;

JuUian, p. 64), it would point to the former
existence of the matriarchate.
There is thus among the Celts a certain amount

of evidence for totem usage or of the elements
which elsewhere compose it. To explain it as

pre-Celtic, or to say that the Irish sagas had been
coloured by aboriginal customs (Zimmer, Zcit. d.

Savigny-Stiftnng, Weimar, 1893, xv. 209),' is to

neglect the fact that the customs in question were
bound up with Celtic life, while it leaves unex-
plained the influence of such alleged pre-Celtie
customs on a people whose customs, ex hypothesi,
were totally ditterent.
See also papers by Gomme, Arch. Rev., 1889, pp. 217, 351, and

Thomas, nHH xxxviii, 295. In these, however, the survivals

are credited on the whole to pre-Celtic peoples. See Reinach's
suofgestive paper, * Les Garnossiers androphages dans rarti
gallo-romain," CuiUs, mythes, et ret. i. 279.

XI. Cult OF ic^^/'OiVS.—'The hammer or mallet
held by the Celtic 'god with the hammer,' or
Dispater, or represented on monuments, is probably
a symbol of Divine creative power, and points to
an old cult of the hammer. The god with the
hammer had been preceded by a hammer-god. A
cult of the axe is suggested by the symbol of the
axe and the words sub ascia dedicare on tombs in
Gaul (OIL xiii. 256), while the axe appears in the
hands of the god Esus on two altars (see § X. 2).

Weapons were personified by the Celts and believed
to be alive or tenanted by spirits (or demons,
according to the Christian chronicler [d'Arbois, v.

175, 275]). !Magic powers were ascribed to the
weapons of gods and heroes, and an actual worship
of weapons is referred to by an Irish chronicler
(O'Cnrry, MCAI ii. 254). On Gaulish coins a
sword is sometimes figured, stuck in the ground,
or driving a chariot, or with a warrior dancing
before it ; or a dancing warrior has an axe or
sword in his hand—a ritual act like that described
by Spenser as performed by Irish warriors in his

day, while they said prayers or incantations before
the weapon stuck in the ground (Blanchet, i.

160-1 ; Spenser, View of the State of Ireland, ed.
1S09, p. 97). Swords were persistently addressed
in songs by the Irish (RCel xx. 7), or oaths were
taken by them (Atlantis, i. 371). Such songs, of
which traditional remains are known in Brittany,
represent the chants of the ancient cult. Finally,
the Divine sword re-appears in mystic form as the
' glaive of light ' of Arthurian romance and Celtic
folk-tales.

XII. Cosmogony.—Ihe Druids taught many-
things about the universe and its form (Caesar, vi.

14), but their teachings did not survive. Possibly
they held that the earth was supported by moun-
tains or pillars, as a high mountain near the source
of the Rhone was called the ' column of the sun '

(Avienus, 644 tf.), and was perhaps regarded as
supporting the sky. An allusion to such a myth,
of which traces survive in folk-belief, may under-
lie the phrase 'pillars of the world' used of SS.
Patrick and Brigit (IT \. 25; Gaidoz, ZCP i. 27).

The Irish Druids claimed to have made sun, moon,
earth, and sea (Ant. Laws of Ireland, Dublin,
1869-79, i. 23) ; but, as existing folk-beliefs suggest,
primitive myths of creation must have been told ;

e.g. springs and rivers are formed fiom the sweat
of giant, fairy, or saint, and mountains are the
material thrown up by giants (Sebillot, i. and ii.

passim), these personages taking the place of older
divinities. Hence, as Irish myths also show, the
earth was thought to have gradually taken form r

lakes are formed at the digging of a tomb, or
from the overflowing of sacred wells (the latter a
genuine Celtic deluge-myth), or from the tears of
a god—a myth found also among the Continental
Celts (RCel xv. 429, xvi. 50, 277 ; Loth, ii. 280,
299 ; Apollonius, iv. 609).

No myth of one special abode of the gods exists,

the assertion that the Tuatha D6 Danann came
from heaven being probably the guess of a Chris-
tian scribe (LL 106 ; LU 166). Nature-gods were
doubtless associated with the domain which they
ruled, and those worshipped in groves manifested
themselves there (Lucan, Pharsal. iii. 425). The
Tuatha D6 Danann were associated later with
mounds or hills, some of them with the Island
Elysium (Blest, Abode of [Celtic], § 8), while the
Gaulish Dispater, like the other gods of fertility,

was associated with the under world.
The Celts believed, perhaps, in descent from,,

rather than in creation by, the gods. A Druidic
myth taught the descent of the Gauls from Dis-
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pater (Cicsar, vi. 18), the Celtic uniler-worki goil,

and this may point to a l>elief in man's ascent to

earth's surface from tliis region. Clans, families,

or individuals traced descent from gods, animals,
or plants (§§ VII. I ; X. 3), while branches of the
Celtic r.ace are traced by classical writers to

eponymous founders (Diod. Sic. v. 24; Appian,
Illyr. 2).

The Druidic tradition, reported by Ammianus Marcellinus
(xv. 9), that some of the people of Gaul were indigenous, while
others had come from * distant islands,' others from beyond the
Rhine, is not so much a myth of orijxins as an explanation of

the presence of different peoples in Gaul ; nor need we suppose
with d'Arbois (ii. 202, xii. 220) that the phrase ' distant islands'
refers to the Island Elysium.

The Druids taught that ' fire and water must
one day prevail' (Strabo, IV. iv. 4), and this ni!i.y

be hinted at in the words of the (lauls to Alexander,
that they feared most the fall of the heavens
{iifiauav 6i5i.iva.i. firiTroTe 6 oupapdi avToti ^/i7r€<rot,

Arrian, Antib. I. iv. 7; cf. Strabo, vil. iii. 8). In

Ireland, Conchobar boasts of rescuing Medb's cap-

tives unless the heavens and the earth burst open
and the sea engulf all {LL 94<0- These, with
Badb's and Fercertne's prophecies of the end of

the world {BC'el xii. Ill, xxvi. 33), are evident
references to a myth of a final cataclysm, in which
the gods might be involved.

XIII. Ritual axd custom. — i. Festivals.—
The earliest division of the Celtic year, at first

lunar rather than solar, was into two parts, then
into three and four. Night preceded day, and the
year began with winter (Pliny, xvi. 95; Cossar,

vi. 18 ; Calendar [Celtic]), traces of a twofold
division—a winter half (Geinihrcdh) and a summer
half {Samhradh)—are found in Ireland, but these
were subdivided, each quarter beginning with a
festival, and three of these are known—Beltane
(May 1), Lugbnasadh (Aug. 1), .Samhain (Nov. 1).

St. Briilget's Day had taken the place of the fourth

on Feb. 1 (O'Donovan, Book of Rights, Dublin.
1847, p. liiff.). Traces of a midsummer solstice

feast are also found over the Celtic area, perhaps
the result of tlie adoption of a .solar j'ear. But the
rituals of Beltane and Midsunnncr are so much
alike that both may represent an early movable
summer festival, though Beltane may at first have
been a pastoral, and Midsummer an agricultural,

festival. Lugbnasadh was a harvest festival, but
traces of pastoral, though much more of agricul-

tural, ritual are found in the others. As a central

rite at Samliain and the summer feasts, a bonfire

representing the sun, an<l intended to aid him in

his course and in his fight with dark powers, is

found. Round it people danced siuiwise ; through
it cattle were driven as a cathartic rite. Samhain,
opening the year, was a festival of beginnings,
probably orgiastic. New fire was taken from the
bonfire to kindle the fire in each house, and rites

of divination, to tell the fortiine which the year
would bring, were performed. The pastoral aspect
is seen in the slaughter of cattle for the winter's
food, but this .slaughter was ritual, partly sacri-

ficial aud sacramental, a feast on one of the animals
taking place. As such it dales back to a time
when pastoral animals were sacred, and a limited
slaughter, probably of one animal, with a feast of

commtinion on its flesh, occurred. Masquerading
in the animals' skins, thus a-ssimilating the wear(U'
to the Divine animal, is also found. Agricultur-
ally, Samhain was connected with threshing rather
than with ingathering. But the dim suggestions
of human sacrifice point to the slaying of a human
victim, representing the corn-spirit. Samhain was
also a festival of the dead. At the Summer festi-

vals a ritual combat between summer .'ind winter
occurreil (§ V. 2), and in the king and queen of the
May of later survivals may be seen traces of the
' sacred marriage,' both rites intended to promote

fertility. The tree burned or carried round tlie

fields, etc., embodied the vegetation-spirit, which
was slain ritually (§ X. I {d)). In folk-survivals,

animals were burned in the bonfire ; and the.se, with
other traces of animal sacrifices, may point to an
earlier slaying of an animal representative of the
vegetation-spirit (Bertrand, Rel. dcs Gaulois, Paris,

1897, p. 407 ; Hone, Evenjdii'i Book, 1839, ii. 595).

Other survivals point to human victims who may
be connected with the holocausts referred to by
Ciesar, Diodorus, and Strabo. These may iu turn
be sacrificial extensions of the old slaying of a
human representative of the vegetation-spirit (Old
Stat. Account, xi. 620 ; Bertrand, p. 119; Mann-
hardt, Bmimkultus, Berlin, 1875, pp. 514, 523).

These ritual acts were intended to promote fertility,

and part of the victim may have been eaten sacra-

mentally (cf. Pliny, HN xxx. 1, for a possible

example of ritual cannibalism), and part buried in

the fields. Brands from the bonfire, in which the
tree and victim were consumed, and which also re-

presented the sun, were carried through the fields

or otherwise used. F'or Beltane cakes, see Cakes
AND Loaves (§ i).

As agriculture was at first a woman's labour, the oldest ritual

would be in the hands of women, and the vegetation- aud corn-
spirits would be female, as would also the victims who repre-
sented them. This would account for the May-queen and other
female personages in festival survivals, and for the name
' Beltane carline,' or old woman, given to the mock victim in

survivals of Beltane. As men began to take part in agriculture
and priests took the place of priestesses, the victim would
generally be a man. But the older female ritual still prevailed
here and there (Strabo, iv. iv. 6 ; Pliny, HN xxvi. 1), and traces
of it may be seen in such survivals as those of the witch orgies.

See Festivals (Celtic) § 4.

Lugbnasadh is connected with the god Lug, and
means ' the festival of Lug ' or ' the wedding of

Lug' (Cormac, p. 99 ; Khys, ML p. 416). It is also

connected with his foster-mother Tailtiu and with a
female called Carman, perhaps euhemerized forms
of old corn-goddesses or corn-spirits. But it would
easily come to be associated with Lug if he were a
sun-god, the giver of a bountiful harvest. The
festival, besides being of the harvest, was also

celebrated at important local centres in Gaul, as

well as in Ireland, where it took the form of fairs

with horse-races, while it was also a common time
to celebrate marriages. This, if Lughnasailh means
' the marriage of Lug,' may point to an old ritual

celeliration of the Divine marriage, and perhaps to

earlier ritual licence. But, as harvest is generally
later in Britain and Ireland than Aug. 1, some of

the agricultural ritual would be deferred till Sam-
hain, which had abso its agricultural aspect.

Such notices of these festivals as we possess show
that they had become connected with large central

gatherings combining religion, pleasure, and com-
merce, and probably with the cult of anthropo-
morphic divinities. But there is no doubt that

they were evolved from primitive village-rituals

and the cult of less definite vegetation- and corn-

spirits. This was never lost sight of in the larger

gatherings, while, as survivals show, the simpler

rituals continued side by side with the.se.

F'or further details and references, see Fe.stivals
(Celtic).

2. Sacrifice.—Celtic animal and human sacrifices

were mainly propitiatory in later times, thoagh the

older slaying of human and animal vic^tims in agri-

cultural ritual must not be overlooked. References

to animal .sacrifice in classical and Irish texts are

scanty (Arrian, Ci/neri. '.Vi ; Casar, vi. 17 ; Orosius,

V. 16. 6; Pliny, //.Y xvi. 44; OCurry, MCAI i.

p. Dcxli ; cf. Druid.S, § 9). But such sacrifices in

Celtic districts have continued in folk-survivals

down to a comparatively recent time, in connexion
either with the cult of saints who represented

former divinities, or with the cathartic ritual of

the scape-animal. Part of the animal may have
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been eaten sacramentallj'. In other cases a feast

was associated with the sacrifice (Arrian, o/>. cit. ;

Dio Cass. Ixii. 7). The lieads were hung on trees in

sacred groves, and tlie blood was sprinkled on sacred

objects (Lucau, Fharsal. iii. 404 ft'. ; Livj-, xxiii.

24). Libations are also found in various jiopular

survivals. Classical references to human sacrifices

are numerous, and show how abundantl3' the Celts

oBered such victims—generally slaves or prisoners

of war. They were hanged, impaled, burned,
drowned, or stabbed, and oracles were drawn from
their movements or from their entrails (Dio Cass.

Ixii. 7; Athen. iv. 5; Diod. Sic. v. ,32, xxii. 9;
Justin, xxvi. 2 ; Coesar, vi. 16 ; Strabo, IV. iv.

;

Tac. A}in. xiv. 30). The evidence for Irish human
sacrifice has been disputed, but there is no reason

to doubt its truth, though the number of victims

at each sacrifice is an obvious exaggeration (LL la

;

Book of Fermoy, 89(1; O'Curry, i. p. Dcxli, ii. 222;
see § V. 4, Dagda). Within the sphere of Kouian
influence the Celts were prohibited from offering

human sacrifice, but continued it symbolically
(Pomp. Mela, iii. 2, 18). Probably the victims who
represented the vegetation- and corn-spirits tended
to become propitiatory oll'erings to gods of fertility,

their numbers also being largely increased, and the
sacrifice connected witli the fertility of the land
(Strabo, IV. iv. 4). Pliny's reference to ritual can-

nibalism in Britain may point to a sacramental
eating of part of the flesh or such victims {HN xxx.
4, 13). The Celts ate the flesh and drank the
blood of slain enemies to obtain their strength,

and perhaps, as a rite of communion, they drank
the blood of dead relatives (Livy, xxiii. 24 ; Biod.
Sic. vi. 16 ; Solin. xxii. 3). Human victims were
ottered as foundation sacrifices (Nennius, Hist.

Brit. % 40 ; Stokes, TIG xli ; Carmichael, Carm.
Gad. ii. 317), and at burials, though in the case of

relatives and slaves the sacrifice was often volun-
tary (Ancestor-Woeship [Celtic] ; Leahy, i. 105

;

O'Curry, MCAI i. p. cccxxx ; L'Anthrop. vi. [1895]

586). Heads of dead enemies were presented to the
gods, or preserved ritually, probably in order that
their spirits might be subservient to the victors.

Heads of great tribal warriors were perhaps pre-

served in order to obtain for the tribe the protection
of their spirits, as the myth of Bran's head would
suggest (§ VI. 2) ; and from this cult of heads may
have arisen the practice in Gaul of representing
heads of certain divinities, sometimes in triple

form (Strabo, IV. iv. 5 ; Diod. Sic. v. 29 ; Livy, x.

26. 9 ; /Ti. 205 ; d'Arbois, v. 11, 175). See, further,
S.\CEiFiCE (Celtic).

3. Prayer.—Prayer defined the purpose of the
sacrifice, or expressed the worshipper's desire that
the gods would be propitious, as is seen in the
Druidic petition at the mistletoe rite, and in Gala-
tian Celtic sacrifices (Pliny, HN xvi. 95; Pint. Virt.

jMuI. 20; Aelian,iVa?. A71. xvii. 19). The arms were
raised, during prayer, towards heaven (Dio Cass.
Ixii. 6 ; Tac. Ann. xiv. 30). Some prayers may
have been of the nature of ritual incantations, the
result depending on ol>servanceof an exact formula,
e.g. the incantations used by the priestesses of Sena
or the formulas used by warriors advancing to
battle (Appian, iv. 8 ; Livy, xxi. 8, xxxviii. 17).

War-cries sometimes consisted of tlie name of a
god—an instance of the magical power of a Divine
name ; and, if the dance which warriors performed
before a sword was mimetic of actions in battle, it

would be a kind of acted prayer (Appian, vi. 53

;

Blanehet, passim).

4. Divination.—The Celts were devoted to divina-
tion (Cicero, de Div. ii. 36 [76]; Justin, xxiv. 4),

and a special class of diviners existed in Gaul, like
the /ilid in Ireland, though the Druids and private
persons also practised it (see Druid.s). Divination
from the movements of victims, their blood, or

their entrails, is often mentioned (Diod. Sic. v. 31

;

Justin, xxvi. 2; Tac. Ann. xiv. 30; Strabo, III.

iii. 6). Auguries were drawn from tlie flight of

birds or the course of animals (Justin, xxiv. 4

;

pseudo-Plut. de Flvv. vi. 4), and Strabo refers to

the crow as an arbiter of disputes (IV. iv. 6). Irish

sagas mention the crow as a prophetic bird ; and
the Druids divined from tlie voices of birds, from
the clouds, from the direction of smoke or flames,

and from yew rods on which oghams were written
(IT i. 129, 220 ; O'Curiy, 3ICAI ii. 224, MS Mat.
2S4; Joyce, SH i. 229; Livy, v. 34). Druidic
knowledge of astronomy was probably largely
astrological, as Irish examples show (O'Curry,
MCAI ii. 46 ; Stokes, TIG 103). Divination by
dreams was used by the Jilid in Ireland and also

by the Continental Celts (Cormac, p. 94; Ant.
Laivs of Ireland, i. 45 ; Hyde, Lit. Hist, of Ire-

land, 1899, p. 241 ; Justin, xliii. 5 ; see Bards
[Irish]). The Irish 'illumination by rhymes,' used
also in Wales, was a species of trance-utterance
(O'Grady, ii. 362; Ciir. Camb. Descr. Camb. i. 16).

In the taghainn the seer was bound in an animal's
liide and left by the waters, the spirits of which
inspired his dreams (Martin, op. cit. Ill ; Pennant,
op. cit. i. 311). The hide was probably that of a
sacrificial animal. Seers also slept on graves to

receive inspiration from the dead (6'oH. dcBeb. Hib.
iii. 304; O'Curry, MS Mat. 494; Tertullian, de
Anima, 57). See also DmNATION (Celtic).

5. Prophecy. — The scholiast on Lucan (ed.

Usener, p. 33) speaks of the Druids prophesying
after eating acorns, the fruit of the sacred oak.
Prophecy is also ascrited to the priestesses of Sena,
and the ' Druidesses ' of late Konian times (see

Druids). In Ireland both Druids and filid pro-

phesied, while prophetic utterances are put into
the mouths of divinities. In some cases the word
used for these prophecies, baile, which also means
'ecstasy,' 'madness,' suggests that the method of

the firophet was to work himself up into a frenzy
or to speak in a trance. Prophecies and incanta-

tions were uttered by the seer standing on one foot,

with one arm outstretched and one eye closed

—

this attitude is also ascribed to divinities when
using prophetic and magical utterances {ECcl xii.

98, xxi. 156, xxii. 61). The purpose was, perhaps,
to concentrate the prophetic force or increase the
virulence of the incantation, while the attitude

may account for the references in Irish texts to

certain mythic beings with one leg, one arm, and
one eye. A similar attitude is used in magical
rites elsewhere [GB- ii. 32).

6. Tabu.—The only reference to tabus among
the Continental Celts is that made by Csesar re-

garding the interdiction of religious rites to those
who disobeyed the Druids, and the tabu on spoils

of war which, being the property of the gods, could
not be used by men (de Bell. Gall. vi. 13, 17 ; cf.

the case of animals not eaten, v. 12 ; see § X. 3 (a)).

In Ireland references are more'frenuent. Geis (pi.

(jeasa) means something ^^hicll ought not to be done
for fear of disastrous results, or a binding obliga-

tion put on one person by another. The former
has the more usual sense of tabu. Such geasa
might involve a person before birth or in child-

hood, and were probably hereditary. Others were
toteraic, e.g. the geis on Ciiehulaiim not to eat dog,

on Conaire not to kill birds, and on Diarmaid not
to kill a boar. Others reveal and are based on
primitive ethics, on ideas of honour, on omens, or

on remembrance of catastrophes following certain

deeds. The best known are those att'ecting kings
(O'Donovan, Book of Rights, p. 3ff.). Obscure as

they are, they resemble kingly tabus elsewhere,
and show that the kings were once regarded as

gods, or Divine representatives, on whom the wel-

fare of the community, agriculture, etc., depended,
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anil who must therefore avoid certain actions,

places, anil things. Later, the fruitfulness of the
land was said to depend on a king's goodness, hut
at an earlier time it depended on his ohserving his

f/easa. In such case lie would not meet with mis-
fortune, he would make the earth fruitful, and
would not experience the decay of years, and no
epidemic would occur in his reign (O'Donovan,
p. 7). The king had certain prerogatives which
probahly formed geasa to other people. He alone
could eat of certain foods or go to certain places on
certain days. The former may refer to the custom
of first-fruits being tabu till eaten by a king, chief,

or priest, or to the practice of kings and chiefs
appropriatino; certain food-stufls where food is

scarce (see 1' IRST-fruiT-S ; Keane, Man Past and
Presf.nt, Cambridge, 1899, pp. 141, 149). By
analogy from the kingly gcasa, the heroes of the
sagas liad many which they must observe (LL 107 ;

O'Grady, ii. 175), religious, magical, honorific, etc.

Geasa in the second meaning of the word were
perhaps framed as spells, which fear made people
obey when pronounced by another, e.g. a Druid.
In folk-tales the word is often used for 'spells.'

The most famous example is the gets which Grainne
put on Diaimaid to elope with her (Feinn Cycle,
I 4). In either sense of the word the consequences
cf breaking gcasa were disastrous, and several tales

turn upon their inevitable fatality (see liCel xxi.

149, xxii. 27). The geasa are detailed, the break-
ing of them is described, and the tragedy ends with
the destruction of the ye««n -breaker. Perhaps fear
of results of tabu-breaking produced these results

automatically when a tabu was broken in Ireland,
as among savages. See E. Hull, FL xli. 41, and
§ X. 2'"^ above (totemic tabus).

7. Blood-brotherhood.—This custom is men-
tioned sporadically in Irish sagas. Devorgilla
wishes to wed Ciichulainn, but he, having sucked
the blood from her wound while slie was in bird-
form, says, ' I cannot wed thee now, for I have
drunk thy blood' {LL 125a). When Medb desires
Cuchulainn's former friend Ferdiad to fight him,
both heroes display great reluctance because of the
tie of blood-brotherhood existing between them
(Leahy, i. 158). A third example occurs in the
tale of 'The Death of Muirchertach mac Erca,' in

which Caimech mingles the blood of Tadg and
Muirchertach in a vessel for a treaty between
them {BCcl xxui. 39411". § 14). The Irish also
ratified leagues by drinking each other's blood,
even in Christian times, and traces of a similar
custom existed in the West Higlilands in the 17tli

century (Gir. Camb. Top. Hib. iii. 22; Martin,
p. 109).

XIV. Sacked places, things, axd persons.
—I. Temples.—The sacred grove, nemeton, existed
over the whole Celtic area, the word frequently
occurring in place-names (cf. the Irish fid-nemed,
'sacred grove' [Holder, ii. 1750; Ant. Laws of
Ireland, i. 164], and the Galatian Dru-nemcton

,

§ VIII. above). Lucan gives a vivid description
of the horrors of such groves {Pharsal. iii. 399 ff. ),

and Dio Ca.ssius(lxii. 7) mentions the human sacri-

fices which were ofi'ered in them. The scholiast on
Lucan (ed. Usener, p. 33) says that the Druids
worshipped the gods in woods without temples

;

but we Know that the ISoii and the Insubri had
temples (Livy, xxiii. 24 ; I'olyb. ii. 32), while
temples, in the sense of buildings or sacred enclo-
sures, are referred to by Dioilorus (v. 27), Plutarch
(Ctes. 26), and Poseidonius (apud Strabo, IV. iv. 6).

The 'consecrated place' in Gaul mentioned by
Ca;sar (vi. 13; cf. 17) may be either a grove, a
sacred enclosure, or a temple. There is no evi-

dence that the insular Celts had temples. Under
Itoman rule, elaborate temples and smaller shrines
were built on Homan models all over the Romano-

Celtic area. Sacred vessels, spoils of war, money
collected for sacred purposes, and war standarcfs
were kept in temples or ' consecrated places ' (Livy,
xxiii. 24 ; Floras, i. 20. 4 ; Arrian, Vyncg. 23 ;

Polyh. ii. 32 ; Ccesar, vi. 13). See Temples
(Celtic).
There ia no evidence that stone circles were Druidic temples.

Stonehenge dat«3 from the close of the Neolithic age, and the
smaller circles are all probabl)- pre-Cellii'. They were primarily
places of sepulture, and as such would be the scene of ancestral
cults. The Celts probably regarded them as sacred, and may
have joined in such cults ; but they cannot be regarded as Celtic
temples in the strict sense of the word. Celtic commemorative
rites and festivals took place at tumuli or mounds, but worship
at stone circles is never referred to (see § V. 3 ; Festivals
[Celtic], § 5). Stone circles with mystic trees growing in them,
one of them with a well giving access to the Land under Waves,
are connected in Irish tales with magic rites, but are not spoken
of as temples (Joyce, OCli p. 246 ; Kennedy, L€<j. Fictions, 18C6,
p. 271).

2. Images.—Maximus of Tyre (Diss. viii. 8)
says that the Celtic (German?) image of Zeus was
a lofty oak ; but this may have been rudely shaped
like the tree-trunks—images of gods—referred to
by Lucan (Phar.'ial. iii. 412 ff.). Pillar-stones on
graves are often mentioned in Irish texts, and
these were apparently regarded as images of the
dead. Other stones were also venerated in Ireland.
The plurima simulacra of the Gaulish Mercury
(Cees. vi. 17) may have been boundary-stones like
the Greek IpiJ-a.!, and evidence goes to show that
the Gauls had a cult of such boundary-stones
(Reinach, llCel xi. 224, xiii. 190). Hence simul-
acra may mean 'S3'mbolio representations' rather
than 'images.'
Bertrand (RA xv. 346) and Eeinach (RCel xiii. 189) consider

that the Gauls had no images, these being prohibited by the
Druids, whom they regard as a pre-Celtic priesthood hostile to
images (see Druids). Hut there is some evidence for the exist-
ence of pre-Celtic images (L'Anthrop. v. 147), and no writer
mentions Druidic hostility to image-worship. Among the Celts
there were tree and animal images, and figures of divinities on
pre-Roman coins (Blanchet, i. 152), while the insular Celts pos-
sessed images, though their priesthood was Druidic. The ready
adoption of Roman images shows that no antagonism to images
existed, and certain rude Gallo-Roman images

—

e.g. those of
Cernunnos—have almost certainly been modelled on existing
native types. The disappearance of such images would be
accounted for if they were made of wood (cf. Grimm, Tent.
Myth. i. 112). The Galatian Celts worshipped images (Strabo,
XII. ii. ; Plutarch, Virt. Mul. 20), and the Gauls who conquered
Rome bowed to the seated senators as to gods, as if they were
accustomed to images (Livy, v. 41).

In Irish texts idols are often mentioned (Cormae,
p. 94 ; Stokes, Martyr, of Oenmis, p. 186 ; KCel
xii. 427; Ant. Laws, i. 45; Joyce, SH 27411'.).

The idols of Cenn Cruaich and his satellites were
carved and ornamented in human form [LL 2136

;

Stokes, Trip. Life, i. 90, 93), and such groups of
images existed elsewhere ((J'Cuny, MS Mat. p.
284). ' Hand gods,' probalily images used for divi-

nation, are also mentioned (Keating, Hist. 49). In
Celtic Britain idolatry is often referred to in the
Lives of saints ( Aelred, Vila S. Nin. ch. 6 ; Jocelyn,
Vita S. Kentig., chs. 27, 32, 34), and Gildas speaks
of ' images mouldering away within and without
the deserted temples, with still" and deformed
features' (Hi.9t. Brit. 4), though these may have
been Romano-British. Numerous llomano-Celtic
bas-reliefs and images in stone and bronze have
been discovered, and in some of these the dress
and symbols of divinity are purely Celtic. See
also Images (Celtic).

3. Symbols.—Gaulish images may be cla.ssified

by means of their symbols—the mallet and cup
(symbols of creative power and of plenty) borne by
Dispater, the wheel of the sun -god, the cornucopia
and torque carried by Cernunnos. Other symbols
occur on images, altars, coins, etc. ; but their

meaning is doubtful, and in many instances they
are not purely Celtic, but of world-wide occurrence.
The.se include the swastika and triskcle (perhaps
sunsj-mbols), single or concentric circles (some-
times with rays), cro.sses, and a curious S figure.

The circles and crosses are often incised on bronze
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images of Dispater, the S occurs on coins, and nine
of these S symbols hang from a ring carried by the

god with tlie wheel. Various explanations of this

figure have been given ; the most probable is that
which recognizes in it a thunderbolt (see Reinach,
BF33, 143, 150, 152, Catalogue sommaire dii Music
des ant. nat.*, Paris, 1905; RA xvi. 17; Flouest,

Deux stiles (appendix), Paris, 1885; Blanchet, 1.

17, 158, 169, 316).

For sacred numbers, see CALENDAR (Celtic).

4. The Priesthood.—The Celtic priesthood is fully

discussed in the art. Dkuids. Seealso§ VIII. above.
XV. Magic.—Magic runs through the whole

fabric of Celtic religion, and is ascribed to gods,

to kings (possibly the old priest-kings), to Druids,
and to unofficial persons ; hence there is no reason
to believe that the methods recorded are pre-Celtic

or were borrowed by the Celts. The Druid is the
magus, or magician, pa?- excellence, and later folk-

belief makes Druidisni and magic one and the same.
Though the magical craft of the Druids is more in

evidence in the Irish texts than in classical refer-

ences, there is no doubt that the Druids of Gaul
were regarded as magicians. Magic is also freely

ascribed to women, and ' the spells of women

'

were dreaded by pagan and by Christian mission-

ary alike. In Irish texts the fi/id, or poets, also

practise magic, and most of the magical acts of

the Druids are attributed also to the Christian
saints who combated them. Druidic magic in-

cluded shape-shifting (ascribed also to women and
goddesses), invisibility, producing a magic sleep,

causing lunacy by means of a magic wisp (the

Norse ' sending '), uttering satires, probably of the
nature of a spell, which caused blotches and death (a

practice also ascribed to thefilid), and protecting an
army by the airbe Druad, or ' Druid's hedge.' Still

more absurd were the Druids' claims to power over
the elements, which they asserted they had created.
Such powers were often exercised by the Druids of

rival hosts to destroy the opposing force. They
brought down fire from the sky, caused snow-
storms, mists, and floods, dried up wells, and
practised the art of rain-making. All these and
other feats, e.g. removal of barrenness, were sup-
posed to be produced by spells, such as those which
the Jilid had to learn (O'Curry, MS Mat. 240).

Perhaps the verses which the Druids would not
commit to writing (Cfesar, vi. 14) were also spells.

Spells with a magical appeal to the name of pagan
divinities were still used in Christian times, and
form the earliest native documentary evidence (Sth
or 9th cent.) to the old religion (§ V. 4). Many
spells are still used locally in Celtic regions. Divine
or saintly names being substituted for those of the
old gods. They are handed down orally, and are
used especially for healing (for the posture assumed
whUe repeating a spell, see § XIII. 5 ; and for agri-
cultural magic, see Festivals [Celtic], and § Xfll.
I). In Celtic areas, customs of an erotico-magical
nature connected with megaliths, sepulchral stones,
and boulders are still practised, and we may trace
in them the old idea that ghosts of the dead or
Nature-spirits could grant fruitfulness, etc., to those
who performed a due ritual. In other cases, rites

for healing are performed in connexion with trees
and holed dolmens. For fuller discussion of the
subject of this section, see Magic (Celtic), and
Charms and Amulets (Celtic).

XVI. Future life.—The Celts believed firmly
in a bodily existence after death, the doctrine being
taught by the Druids. But there were various
aspects of this belief ; and there is evidence of a
theory that the soul tenanted a new body in an-
other region, of a theory derived from distant ages
that the body lived on in the grave, and of a theory
of transmigration.

I. Classical evidence.—Caesar (vi. 14, 19) says

that 'the Druids taught that souls do not perish,

but pass from one to another ("ab aliis ... ad
alios") after death,' while Diodorus (v. 28) and
Valerius Maximus (ii. 6, 10) connect the Druidic
doctrine of immortality with the teaching of Pytha-
goras. Though the passages are generally taken
to mean that the Celts believed simply in trans-
migration, the Druidic doctrine shows no trace of

the Pythagorean expiatory transmigration. The
points of connexion were rather that a doctrine of
immortality was taught by Pythagoras and the
Druids, and that this immortality was of a bodily
kind. C;esar's passage may be a mistranslation of

a Greek original, and need not refer to a trans-
migration doctrine. Had the passages referred to
been intended to indicate such a doctrine, they
would not have alluded as they do to debts being
paid in the other world, or letters conveyed there
iiy the dead, or human sacrifices to benefit the
dead there—the victims being supposed to rejoin

the dead man. The Druidic doctrine probably
resembled the ancient Vedic idea that the soul
received its old body complete and glorified in

another region. Bodily existence in another region
is mentioned by Lucan :

' regit idem spiritus artus
orbe alio ' (Pharsal. i. 456 f

.
). Timagenes (ap. Anini.

Marc. XV. 9), Strabo (IV. iv.), and Mela(iii. 2) speak
only of the immortality of the soul ; but Mela's
)iassage suggests bodily existence also, as it speaks
of debts passed on to the next world.

2. Burial customs.—The profuse Celtic funeral
mobilicr and the evidence of human sacrifice at
burials also suggest that the Celtic future life

was life in the body (see E. F. von Sacken, Das
Gntbfeld von Hallstatt, Vienna, 1868 ; ECel x.

234; Antiquary, xxxvii. 125; Greenwell, British
Barrows, 1877; Blanchet, ii. 52S ; L'Anthrop. vi.

586). Irish texts describe the dead as buried with
ornaments and weapons, ogham stones being set

over the grave. Animals and, possibly, human
victims were sacrificed. Wives of heroes desired
to be buried at once with their husbands (i U 130a ;

O'Donovan, Annals, Dublin, 1848-51,1. 145, ISO;
Nutt-Meyer, i. 52 ; O'Curry, MCAI i. p. cccxxx ;

Leahy, i. 105 ; Campbell, Pop. Tales of the W.
Highlands, iii. 62). Csesar (vi. 19) says that all

things dear to the dead man, even li^'ing animals,
were consumed on the funeral pj're. Slaves and
clients had formerly been consumed. Mela (iii. 2)

also refers to those who of their own free will cast
themselves on the pyre of their relatives, hoping
to live along with them.

3. The Irish sagas.—Ghosts, in our sense of the
word, do not exist in the sagas. The dead who
return are fully clothed upon with a body, and the
passages show that this corporeal life was inde-

pendent of transmigration. Thus, when Cuchu-
lainn returned at the command of St. Patrick,
' his hair was thick and black, ... in his head his eyes gleamed
swift and grey, . . . bl.acker than the side of a cookinp-spit each
of his two brows, . . . redder than ruby his lips.' His clothes
and weapons are fully described, while his chariot and horses
are equally corporeal (LL 245 ; cf. other instances in Nutt-
Meyer, i. 49 ; E. Hull, p. 293).

This bodily existence of the dead is also sug-
gested in Celtic versions of the 'Dead Debtor.'
An animal, in whose shape the dead man helps his

benefactor, is found in other versions, but in the
Celtic group the dead man re-appears in his own
corporeal form (Le Braz-, i. p. xii ; Campbell, ii.

12; Larminie, W. Ir. Folk Tales, 1893, p. 155;
Hyde, Beside the Fire, 1891, pp. 21, 153).

4. The grave as the place of the dead.—Custom
and belief show that early man believed that the
dead lived on in the body in the grave. The belief

often sur\'ives where quite different beliefs exist,

and this seems to have been the case with the
Celts. Their doctrine of bodily Immortality may
have been an extension of this belief, and their
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under-world region of the dead an extension of the
individual grave in its aspect as a dwelling of the
dead man.

Oracles were sought at the graves of the dead,
just as in Scandinavian belief the dead lived on
in their barrows and spoke thence to the living

(Tertull. de Anima, 51 ; E. Hull, Pagan Ireland,

1904, p. 142). Warriors were supposed to exert a
sinister influence on their enemies from the grave.

Existing customs in Celtic areius show connexion
with the primitive belief, e.rj. drawing the coftin

naUs, loosening the bindings of the corp.se, or

leaving the limbs free (Curtin, Tides of the Fairies-,

p. 156; Lo Braz^ i. 21-2; FL xiii. 60; Campbell,
Superstitions of the Iligldnnds and Islands of Scot-

land, 1900, p. 341). The dead are believed to rise in

the body on the night of All Saints. In Celtic folk-

tales the grave is a hou.se in which the dead live,

and they emerge from it in the body and act as if

still alive (Curtin, p. 156 ; Larminie, p. 31 ; Le
Braz2, i. 217, 313, ii. 146 ; RCel x. 214).

S. The 'orbis alius.'—If the Celtic oi'bis alius to

which Lucan refers means ' another region ' of the
world rather than 'another world' (Keinach, EC'el

xxii. 447), that region was most probably imder-
ground, the conception being evolved from that
of the dead living on in the grave ; and, though
Lucan says that soul? do not go to the silent halls

of Erebus and the pale kingdoms of Dis, he is con-
trasting the current Koman belief in a world of

shades with the richer belief of the Celts in bodily
immortality rather than contrasting localities.

Cicsar undoubtedly found the Gauls believing in

an under-world god who could be equated with
Dis. Other classical observers speak of the dead
Celts as inferi, or as going ad Manes (Val. Max.
ii. 6, 10; Mela, iii. 2, 19), and Plutarch makes
Camma speak of descending to her dead husband
{Virt. Mill. 20). But, as the Celtic Dis, ruler of

the under world, was apparently a god of fertility,

and as the Celtic doctrine of immortality contained
no dismal element, the region must have been one
of exuberant life. From the subterranean world
of the Celtic Dis men had come forth (§ XII.), and
thither they returned. From it also proceeded
the fruitfulness of all things rooted in the earth.

It was a replica of the land of the living, but life

there w'as fuller, freer, and immortal. To this the
words of Lucan point {Pharsal. i. 457 f.) :

' Death, if

your lore be true, is but the centre of a long life.'

The orhis alixts was not the Celtic Elysium (Blest, Abodk
OP tCelticJ, § 5). The dead are never said to pass thither

;

only favoured mortals while slill alive might do so. Some
Celtic fulk-lore, however, reported by Plutarch ide Def. Orac.
IS), might suggest that certain of the mighty dead passed
to an Island Elysium. Some islands near Britain were called
after gods and heroes, and in one of them dwelt sacrosanct
persons. They were visited by Demetrius, according to
Plutarch, and he was told that certain storms were caused by
the passing away of some of the 'mighty.' Perhaps such
mighty ones went to these mysterious islands, but this is cer-
tainly not stated. In another island Kronos was imprisoned,
watched by Briareus and attended by demons. Elsewhere {de
Fac. Lnn. 28) he repeats the story of Kronos, and says that this
island is mild and fragrant, and that people live there waiting
for the god, who sometimes appears to them and prevents their
departing. They are happy in pursuing religious practices and
in studying legends and philosophy. Plutarch has mingled the
Celtic El3-siuni belief with what he knew of the Druids and
perhaps of such islands as that of Sena (FESTr7AL8 [Celtic], § 4),
while the reference to Kronos may be based on Celtic tales of
heroes sleeping in hills or mounds, whence they will one day
emerge to benefit their people.

If souls of the mighty went to an island (whether Elysian or
not), or if some local belief in an island of the dead had come
to be held by Celts living on the coast (as in local Breton folk-
beliefs regarding the drowned [Lo BrazS, i. p. xxxix ; SiSbillot,

ii. 1491), this would explain the story in Procopius (de Bell.
Goth. iv. 20) of the shades being carried bv fishermen to Brittia
—perhaps a mingling of siich a local belief with the idea that
Ulysses' island of the Shades lay to the north or, as Claudian
sang (in Rufin. i. I23fl.), in the west. But this island, as de-
scribed, differs both from the orbU alius and from Elysium.
Survivals of the old belief in an underground region are still to
be traced (S(Sbillot, i. 418).

6. Transmigration.—In the Irish sagas this is

asserted only of divinities and heroes, but not
generally in connexion with their death. But it

may have been extended sometimes to mortals,
since traces of it are found in folk-belief. The
dead are represented as birds (

Voyage of Maelduin,
§19; O'Curry, MS Mat. p. 78), or are supposed
to ajipear in various animal forms. But this is

generally .asserted of the wicked or unbaptized,
and it may be a totemistic survival, or is perhaps
connected with the common belief that the soul
has the appearance of a small animal [FL iv. ,352

;

FLJv. 189 ; Choice Notes, 1858, pp. 61, 69 ; Maurj-,
Crvi/ances et Ugendes, 1896, p. 272 ; Kees, Cambro-
Jlritish Saints, p. 92; Le Braz-, ii. 82, 86, 307).
The evidence is hardly sufficient to show that
transmigration was the vital Celtic doctrine of
future existence (cf. Joyce, SH i. 300). See
Transmigration.

7. Future retribution.—Of this there is little

evidence in Celtic paganism, and it is doubtful
whether any ditl'erence was made between the
virtuous and the wicked beyond the grave. In
existing Irish and Breton folk-belief the dead are
believed to suffer from cold, and medi;eval Celtic
accounts mention the teiTors of cold as an aspect
of hell (Curtin, 146 ; Le Braz-, ii. 91) ; but there is

hardly ground for connecting this with pagan
belief. In the Adventures of S. Golunibd's Clerics,

hell is reached by a bridge over a glen of lire ; but
this may be traced to Scandinavian sources (RCel
xxvi. 153). It might, of course, be contended that
the Christian doctrine of hell has absorbed a pagan
belief in retribution, but there is no trace of such
a belief in the sagas, or in classical notices of
Celtic eschatology. The hope of future bliss made
men die without a tremor (Caesar, vi. 14 ; Lucan,
Pharsal. i. 455 ff.).

For the Celtic Elysium, see Blest, Abode of
THE (Celtic).
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CENSORSHIP.—In the present article this

term is used in the sense of the official examina-
tion and regulation of matter intended for publica-

tion or for the stage. It applies to newspapers,
books, songs, and plays, and is not to be con-

founded -Nvith inspection of publications or plays
after production, with possible prosecution if im-
morality or sedition be found. Censorship proper
takes place before publication. It is a private

function, though discharged by a public official.

It may abort intended books or plays, and the
public may never know— hence its peculiar

dangers.
I. Of the press.—There were no official censors

before the age of printing, but there M'ere in-

formal beginnings of the practice. Among the
ancients, methods were rough and ready. Socrates
was condemned for blasphemy and for corrupting
the morals of youth, and the hemlock cup pro-

hibited any further ofience. Xenophon published
his Ariabasis anonymously because he was an
exile, and therefore forbidden to speak or publish
in Attica. Such facts show that a,uthorities were
jealous of authors even in those early daj-s. In
the Middle Ages writers were ecclesiastics chiefly.

To show courtesy to their superiors, and to avoid
the risk of later censure, they used to submit
their work before it was multiplied. When print-

ing had quickened the flow of books, and growing
culture had widened the circle of authors, clerical

influence was strongest in demanding censorship,
in view of dangers to the tenets of the Church (see

Index).
In England, after the Reformation, the control

of the press was centred in the Crown, and was
exercised through the Company of Stationers.

But laxity crept in. Many books wore not even
registered. Hence the Long Parliament enforced
censorship, in spite of Milton's protest in his

Areopagiticn, the classic on toleration of opinion.
Milton had himself been censored : objection was
taken to part of Paradise Lost, so that he spoke
feelingly. The Restoration made censorsliip even
more rigorous. But, in 1693, a century after

Milton's plea, the statutes in question were can-

celled. The Act of Toleration in 1689 made the
abolition of censorship a logical necessity. Since
then the press of Great Britain has been free. No
one is prohibited from publishing anything, but
everything published has to run the gauntlet of

possible prosecution for slander, sedition, im-
morality, or blasphemy. To facilitate prosecu-
tion, if necessary, printers must keep one copy
of everything they print, with the name of tlie

person employing them, and all publications (some
official documents excepted) must bear the name
of their printers and publishers.

In Scotland, in 1646, it was enacted that no
book treating of religion or of the Kirk should be
printed without a licence from the General As-
sembly. If a book dealt with the kingdom, it had
to be licensed by a judge or by a Secretary of State.
Printers had to be licensed also. Since the Union,
Scottish and English practice have coincided.

In India there was established in 1910 the
nearest permanent approximation to a censorship
that the Empire possesses. Money penalties are
imposed on newspapers for sedition. A third
offence involves forfeiture of the press. It was
stated in the Indian Legislature that there was
to be 'no censorship or antecedent restraint.'

But, if its press be confiscated, there is some
restraint on the issue of a newspaper. Control of

the printer has always been a favourite mode of

controlling publications. But this Indian censor-

ship is not entirely private and Star-Chamber-like,
for the public have the opportunity of judging a
newspajier before its sujipression. These special

precautions may be justified by the unrest of the
time.

The only undiluted censorship of the press sur-

viving under British rule is that of war-news
from the seat of operations. This is common to

all countries, and has obvious strategic reasons.

No news is allowed to pass unless certified by
military censors—officers specially detailed for the
duty.
European countries generally exercise close super-

vision over the press—more for political than for

moral reasons. Russia is particularly active. There
foreign literature is reWsed before delivery, on im-
portation. Pages maybe torn out, articles ' blacked,'

or delivery refused. She is even more vigilant

over her native press. Newspapers are very firmly

ruled. Recent revolutionary riots in St. Peters-

burg were reported to Russian readers by smuggled
foreign papers, the home press being perforce silent

thereon. The historian Bilbassov is said to have
written a history of the reign of Catherine I. The
two volumes published were promptly suppressed,

and the remaining ten volumes are still in MSS.
Thus it is that important works are sometimes
printed in France, and smuggled into Russia,
as Bibles and tracts were into England in pre-

Reformation times. France is less active, but she
has had fits of supervision. Voltaire had some of

his works burnt by the public executioner. He
had to publish outside of Paris, and have his books
run in surreptitiously for a time. Much the same
can be said of Rousseau. Nowadays freedom is

practically perfect. Germany censors public meet-
ings and public prints alike. Till well into last

century nothing was allowed to be published
without preliminary approval, though booksellers

could often supply customers they trusted with
prohibited matter. Even to-day German opinion

is less free in its expression than British, though
more free than Russian.
An unofficial censorship of books was intimated

in 1909 in this country by the Circulating Libraries

Association, which announced that they would
not circulate books that were ' personally scandal-

ous, libellous, immoral, or otherwise disagreeable,'

and asked publishers to submit doubtful books
for approval, a week before publication. Authors
have protested, and the scheme has been somewhat
modified. But it is difficult to condemn such
censorship. The evils of bad novels are patent.

The drawbacks of an official censorship are not
present here. The books are not suppressed,

and critics will readily champion any which may
be wrongly tabued.
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Censorship is iiiipiactieable. Books are too
many. Tlio iianiu of newspapers is legion, antl

their issues are [)rei)are(l in hot haste, during
the nij^ht. Preliminary inspection is absurdly
impossible.
Censorship is inadvisable. History has shown

that it may deprive a nation of its best leading
and inspiration. No man or body of men is wi.so

enough and tolerant enough to be entrusted with
the power of controlling the expres.sion of publie
opinion. The riglit of free speeeli is a bulwark of
freedom and progress.

' Should ye set an oligarchy . . . over it [the press] to bring
a famine upon our minds again, when we shall Itnow nothing
bub what is nie.isnred to us by their bushel?* asks Milton
indignantly of the Long Parliament. He adds :

' When God
sliakes a Kingdom with strong and healthful commotions to a
general reforming, it ia not untrue tliat many sectaries and
false teachers are then busiest in seducing ; but yet more true
it is, that Go<l then raises to His own work men of rare
abilities and more than conunon uidustry not only to look
back and revise what hath been taught heretofore, but to
gain further and go on some new enlightened steps in the
discovery of truth.' He relies on the survival of the fittest in

this sphere. * Let her [Truth j and Falsehood grapple : who ever
knew Truth put to the worse in a free and open encounter ?

'

(Arcopagitica).

But this assertion of freedom is without pre-
judice to the right and duty of careful inspection
of what is thus freely published. There is clamant
need for prompter and more strenuous eti'ort to
check tlie stream of ctirruption that would mingle
with the river of puljlicutions. Some wholesome,
if disagi'eeable, scavenging would sweeten litera-

ture.

Frequent offences occur in reports of divorce
cases, and some would have such reports pro-
hibited. Yet Lord Justice Bingham, President of

the Divorce Division, giving evidence in a Pariia-
mentarj' inquiry in 1910, defended them as a
strong deterrent from immorality. Perliaps all

that can be safely required is that judges should
extend the practice of taking the gro.sser evidence
in cameni.

2. Of the stage.—Greek drama, which nourished
four or five centuries li.c, almost certaiidy liad

a censorship from the nature of the case. Theatres
were great State-insututions, as their inagniiicent
ruins show. These would be closed to plays unless
approved. There was also indirect censorship, in

that i)lays were comnumly entered in public com-
petition for prizes. The judges would practically
be censors. Plays that did not conform to their
ideas or prejudices would not gain prizes, and
probably would sud'er in their chance of perform-
ance. It is an illuminative fact that what is

perhaps .iVjistophanes' best play, The Birds, was
in competition placed second to one by an almost
unknown writer. It is on record, too, that /Kschj'-

lus and Aristophanes, the fathers of tragedy and
comedy respectively, were both prosecuted for
offences against the dominant orthodoxy and
politics of their times—offences, that is, in their
plays. Censorship of the more modem stage, like
that of the press, had an ecclesia.stical origin.
I'"i;r that stage itself was ecclesia.slical at first.

Miracle and Passion plays were naturally subject
to the Church. Wlicu religious drama was dying,
the theatre began to be somewhat free in its

criticism of the Church, and to deal with politics.

Hence regulation was called for. In England the
Master of Ilevels, the Privy Council, the Star
Cliamber, and the Lord Chamberlain have been
successively the authorities in charge. The last
named was doing the w ork as early as 1G28, and
in 1727 was statutorily entrusted with it. The
then Lord Chamberlain swore in an Examiner of
Plays, which ofiice luis existed continuously till

now.
It was Jeremy Collier who, in 1697, by his Short

View of the Profaneness and Immoralitii of the
VOL. IIL—20

/"iiy/ish Slar/r., established censorship permanently.
^\ycherly, Con^revo, and Urytlen were specially
attacked. The last of thc^e confessed the justice
of the indictment, and retracted all of his works
'which can truly bo argueil of obscenity, profane-
ness, or immorality.'
The stage is the only institution which is regu-

larly censored. 'The preservation of good manners,
decorum, or of the public jieace ' is the staled object
in view. Every new plaj' or addition to an old
play must be submitted to the Examiner seven
days before performance, and, if licence be with-
held, must not be performed, under a penalty of
.i'oO, and possible forfeiture of the theatre licence.

This is the law in Great Britain. There is no
censorship in Ireland. In the United States no
general censor supervises the drama ; but local
authorities, with dillering powers, are entrusted
with the duty of forbidding the representation of
plays hurtful to morality.

In 1909 a Parliamentary Select Committee sat
on the subject, and rejiorted that almost all the
dramatists of the day desired freedom from censor-
ship, or, at least, a court of appeal. They held
that suppression of plays was an excessive use of
executive power, and that prosecution of producers
of improper plays was a sufKcient safeguard. On
the other hand, theatre-managers gave evidence
that they desired censorship to continue. They
feared that uncensored plays might bring disrepute
on the whole stage. They also feared the vagaries
of local authorities, if prosecution were relied on.
The actors agreed with the managers. The Com-
mittee further reported that, in its own opinion,
the laws that punish indecency, libel, and sedition
were insufficient for the case, nor was it fair that
theatre-managers should have to make expensive
preparations for plays, without such an assurance
as preliminary licence gave. Censorshii) should
continue. But secret censorship, not subject to
public opinion, was in danger of becoming con-
ventional and partial. Therefore it should not
continue to have the power of veto, and it should be
allowable to present a play even though the licence
had been refused. But tlie producers should be
exjiosed to the risk of prosecution. Even licensed
plays should involve that risk, with this difference,
that, on C(mviction for indecency or libel, they
should oidy be prohibited, whUe unlicen.sed plays,
convi(!tion being secured, should inctu- not only
prohibition, but penalties for the author and the
theatre-manager. Possibly legislative endorse-
ment may be given to these proposals.
Stage censorship is more practicable than that

of books or newsi)apers. Plays are limited in

number, and it has been possible hitherto for one
man to read and pass judgment upon them all, in
Great Britain, i.e. upon all that are sent to the
Examiner through theatre authorities. He does
not receive plays from aspiring writers directly.
Censorship is also needful for the protection of

those who entict the parts, and of the audience.s.
There have been bad plays, even with the censor-
ship, and the Examiner testilies that he has
refused to pass many, and has required juuning of

more. Freedom from preliminary scrutiny would
mean, for some theatres, a descent into the abyss.
In many districts local authorities would be very
slow to prosecute without some stimulus, no matter
what the character of the plays. That a doubtful
play should have attention drawn to it by the
refusal of a licence, and so be subject to special

vigilance, is the minimum of protection consistent
with public safety.

For Roman Catholic cen.sorship, see INDKX.

LiTERATCRE.—Milton'a Areopagitica, 16-M, and many subse.
quent editions, e.g. Oxford, Clarendon Press. ISOS ; "Jeremy
Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, 1647 ; F. Gregory, .4 ilodest
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Plea/or RegMlation of tht Press, 169S ; L. Hoffmann, Qcschichte
tier Biichercensur, 1819 ; Chateaubriand, ' Libert* de la presso

'

in Oiuvrts, 1S35, xxiu. 27; W. Popper, The Ce.nsorghipofhcbrew
Books, 1899 ; W. Barry, ' The Censorship ot Fiction,' in DvMin
Review, cxliv. |Jan. 190flJ 111; Blue Book, ' StaL-e Plays
(Oensorehip),' London, 1909.

Thomas Templeton.
CENTAUR.— 'Contaur' is the name given in

Greek mytliology to a. monster usually represented
as having the upper part (to the waist) of a man
and the body and legs of a horse. This definition
inust not be taken as e.\haustive ; the character-
istic centaur form appears in Babylonian art of
about the 11th cent. B.C. as the sign of Sagittarius
(Perrot-Chijiiez, llht. de I'Art, iii. 604);' and, on
the other hand, it is by no means certain that the
early Greeks imagined the creatures they called
centaurs to have this shape. Homer (11. i. 26S,
ii. 743) calls them simply t^pes (a Thessalian form
for 6fipe%, ' wild beasts ') ; and the development of
the centaur in Greek art seems to imply a gradual
evolution rather than the borrowing of a ready-
made type.
The centaurs in Greek legend are of two kinds.

To the one belong Chiron, who is called by Homer
(Tl. xi. 832) SiKcuSTdToi Kepravpav, and who acted as
teacher and guardian to heroes such as Achilles
and Jason in his cave on Mt. Pelion in Thessaly,
and Pholus, who entertained Herakles on Mt.
Pholoe, between Elis and Arcadia ; to the other,
the wild and lawless monsters who laid violent
hands on women, hurled trees and rocks, and were
conquered or destroyed by Herakles or the Lapi-
thae. The two chief occasions of Herakles' exploits
against them were when Nessus, who was carryin"
Deianeira over the river Evenos, laid hands on her
and was slain by the arrows of the hero, and when
the other centaurs, attracted by the odour of the
jar of wine that Pholus had opened, invaded his
cave and were driven off by Herakles. Both are
favourite subjects in art, as is also the gieat battle
between the Lapithaj and the centaurs, in which
the chief heroes are Theseus and Pirithous ; and
the most characteristic incident is the overwhelm-
ing of the invulnerable Cwneus with pine trees and
rocks, the usual weapons of the centaurs.
Many varj-ing accounts are given in local legends

as to the origin of the centaurs. According to one
version, they were the offspring of Ixion and a
cloud (Ne^Aj;) substituted for Hera; another
account made them arise from the seed fallen from
Zeus in his passion for Aphrodite ; and, according
to others, their mother had or took the form of a
mare. Chiron was said to be the son of Kronos
and Philyra (the poplar) ; and Pholus, of Silenus
and one of the MeX/ai (ash-nymphs). The names of
centaurs generally suggest mountains or trees {e.g.
Herpoios, OCpfios, ApijaXos, TlevKeis).

Few questions have been more disputed among
mythologists than the origin and interpretation of
the myth of the centaurs. Many suggestions have
been made as to the etymology of their name, but
none is satisfactory; the connexion with' the
Sanskrit Gandharvas (on whom see Maedonell
Vedic Mythol., Strassburg, 1897, pp. 136-138, and
the references there given) is now discredited,
since the two classes of being agree neither in
name nor in characteristics. By some the centaurs
have been thought to be personifications of natural
phenomena, such as winds or mountain-torrents

;

liut such personification is alien to primitive myth.'
They should probably be rather regarded, witli
Mannhardt (Ant. Wald- und Feldkiilte, ii. 102),
' as spirits of the forest or mountain, to whose

1 According to late Hindu tr.idition, the Naras, created, aloni;
with other semi-divine beings by Brahma, also possess human
bodies with horses' limbs, as contrasted with the Kinnaras, whonave horses heads and human figures ; but it would be idle to
connect these Naras, who are among the musicians ot Kuvera's
court (MahabMrata, u. x. 14). either with the centaurs or, inview ot their late origin, with Babylonian mvthologv

action these phenomena are assigned.' They are
thus in many ways analogous to the Silcni and
Satyrs, whom they resemble in their love of wine
and their unbridled passions. The rationalistic
explanation of the centaurs as horsemen who
appear to be one with their horses may apply to
the Oriental archer, but seems inconsistent with
the history of the form in Greece.
The earliest representations of centaurs in Greek

art usually show them in completely human shape,
with the body and hind legs of a horse attached to
their backs. Later on they take the more familiar
form which we see, for example, in the metopes of
the Parthenon. The battle of Greeks and centaurs
came, with the ethical tendency of myth, to be
regarded as a symbol of the triumph ot skill over
brute force and of civilization over barbarism, and
therefore as typical of the great victory of Hellene
over Oriental. In later art, centaurs were a
favourite subject of jilayful mythological genre,
such as the centaur familj"by Zeuxis, or the centaurs
^vith Erotes or Maenads of Graico-Koman art.

LiTEEATDEE.—W. Mannhardt, Antike Wald- und FcMkuUe,
Berlin, 1877, ii. 40-102; E. H. Meyer, Gandharven-Kentauren,
Berlin, 1883; Gruppe, Grieeh. Mythol. und Religionsgesch.,
Munich, 1906, Index, s.c. 'Kentauren'; J. C. Lawson, Modern
Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion, Cambridge, 1910,
p. 190; Roscher, art. 'Kentauren,' where full references are
P™"- E. A. Gardner.

CENTRAL AFRICA.—See Nyanja Tribes.

CENTRAL AMERICA.—Central America, as
we understand it, begins on the isthmus of Tehu-
antepec. To the west of it lay the countries
subject to the sway of the Mexican kings. "The
prominent feature of the regions east of the
isthmus is the compact mass of nations belonging
to the great Maya lin<;uistic stock. The particular
traits of Mexican culture may be recognized to a
certain degree also among the less civilized nations,
settled, formerly as well as now, together with or
close to tlie Mexican tribes in the countries west
of the isthmus region. The Mayas of Central
America had to deal in their very home with
Mexican intruders. But Maya cultiire, Maya art,
and—it would seem—Maya mythical and religious
conceptions prevailed throughout that vast region,
down to Honduras and the primeval forests of
eastern Nicaragua and Costa Rica, where other
more primitive nations of South American stock
were in contact with the highly civilized Central
American tribes. We know very little about the
religion of those semi-civilized inhabitants of the
isthmus of Panama, of Costa Rica, and of eastern
Nicaragua. Central American religion is for us
the religion of the Maya tribes.

I. Religious practices.—The general character
of Central American religion was the same as that
of the Mexican tribes. The rites and ceremonies
practised answered a double purpose : they were
intended (1) to fit one to approach the supernatural
beings, and (2) to secure from the gods, by a kind
of magic process, the things one needs at any given
moment.
Ceremonial ablution was the favourite method

of securing the former aim. In Mexico and Central
America it was regularly connected with the pen-
ances, mortifications, blood-lettings, of which we
shall presently speak. In Mexico there was a more
particular use of ceremonial ablution in the case
of a new-born child. In Central America, that is
to say, in Yucatan, sprinkling with holy water
('virgin-water,' i.e. ram-water) and washing the
forehead, the cheeks, and the hands and feet were
resorted to in the ceremony of the eni-hi, 'descent
of the Divinity,' when the youths of both sexes
were deprived of the liaubles distinctive of child-
hood, and admitted into the fellowship of the tribe.
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In a more j;encral way, fasting \va.s considered
inilispensable for iitdiig oneself to enter into com-
niuniou with the Divinity. In Central America,
;is well as in Mexico and in most parts of the
American continent, it consisted in abstaining from
the usual seasoning—salt and rod pepper—and
from sexual intercourse.

I'enance, mortilication, and IJooildetting exhibit
the most jirominent feature of Mexican and Centr.al

American religious practice. Incisions were niiide

in the rim of the ear ; the tongue was pierced, and
sticks, sometimes attached to a string, were drawn
through the hole maile in it ; the muscles of the

arms and legs were pricked by thorns. In some
countries, at certain ceremonies, the penis was
pierced in the same manner, and a string was
drawn through the holes so as to connect the whole
company. The motive that led to such practices

was, without doubt, to get rid of sin and to be
qualiliod thereby to ajiproach God.

For the same reason, confession played a great

])art in the religious practices of these people.

Ill Central America it was considered the indis-

p(!nsal)le expedient if one was to escape from an
imminent danger. A physician, called to attend a
per.son suH'ering from mortal disease, commenced
the treatment by confessing him. And down to tliis

day the inhabitants of the trojiical woodlands of

Guatemala and Honduras, when tliey meet a jaguar,

instead of attacking him, fall down on their knees
aiul begin to enumerate their sins, saying :

' Do
not kill me, I committed such and such sin.' It is

obvious that this behaviour originates in the idea
that confession cleanses from sin and thus relieves

from death, the punishment of sin. For the same
reason, in Central America, as well as, e.g., in

ancient Peru, confession was tiie regular prelimi-

nary to a religious observance. It titted men for

approach to God.
What confession was for the individual, the lite

called by Landa echar al f/emo7«o {'expelling the
demon') was for the community. It was the
regular preliminaiy to every public ceremony in

Yucatan. Within a sa(;red enclosure, where all

who were to take part in the ceremony stood, the

head-priest presented an incense-oli'ering, praying
over it, and tlien a man carried the ottering, to-

gether with the censer, out of the village, flung it

•away, and returned without looking back.
Incen.se was the regular od'ering. Copal, bees-

wax, rubber, and maize-llour were burned as in-

cense. The censers are described as dishes or
bowls, or as footed vases with perforated sides and
fantastical faces on the rim. The latter form is

still used by the Lacandons, a branch of the Maya
family, who succeeded in remaining free from
Sjianish domination .and from Christiaiuty, and in

con.serving their ancient pagan rites. It is a
(•urious fact that the censers are regarded by the
Lacandons as representing their gods. In an
ancient report on the manners and customs of the
Indiansof Valladolid (Yucatan), the nameof 'idols'

is applied to the vases that served for incense-
burning. Tozzer infers that the Lacandon view
was the original one ; but we know that real idols,

carved from red cedar-wood, were in general use
throughout Ytic.atan and the neighbouring coun-
tries, and the excavations have bi'ought to light a
number of clay idols of most variegated form and
artistic design.

Besides incense, all kinds of food were offered to

the gods—mai/.e. the blood of turkeys, and various
animals. A distinction was made according to the
cardin.il point where the god to whom the otl'ering

wa-s presented was thought to reside ; turkey being
ofl'ercd to the eastern, deer to the northern, iguana
to the western, iish to the southern, gods. A par-
ticular and important class of sacrifices was that of

dogs. It has been maintained that this dog-s,acrifice

was only a substitute for human sacrilice, but the
present writer thinks that another explanation
must be given. The dog played an important part

in the mythical conceptionsot the Central American
tribes. He represented to them the tire that falls

from heaven—lightning, thunder-storm, and the
like; he was a kind of rain-god and a bringer of

food. Presenting a dog to the gods was certainly

meant as a magic rite to attract rain and to

produce food. Human sacrilice also existed in

Central America, but was by no means so regiilar

and so frequent a.s, e.g., in Mexico.
For all these practices there were professional

adepts or priests, called ah kin ('fortuneteller')

or ah buc tzotz (' with tangled hair'), who served as
mediators between the common people and the
gods. They were assisted in the execution of the
<'eremonies by iowx aged men called ohac, who wei'e

elected by the people. Particular priestly offices

were that of the 'singer' (kayom), that of the
'slayer' (niicimi), and that of the interpreter of the
Divine oracles (ohilam or nhhnbat), anil there were
recognized sorcerers, called ah cunul than, ah cz,

ah put ijiiiih, and naual.
2. Gods.—There has been much dispute as to

the origin of gods. We shall not enter upon this

tangled question, but, judging from what we learn

from primitive peoples, it may be said that the
gods of primitive peoples are, practically, personi-

tications of natural bodies or physical agents;
hence Uie established polytheism throughout the
world.

In the pantheon of Central America, Mexico,
and other parts of the continent, the first place was
occupied by the heavenly bodies—tlie sun, the
moon, and the stars, especially the morning-star,
and the evening-star. The sun-god was called in

Yucatan Kin-kh ahau ('Lord of the face of the
sun '). He was interpreted or symbolized as an
arara, or identified with this bird, and thence
derived the name Kin-ieh Kak-m6 (' the fire-bird,

the arara'). His temples stood on the north side

of the central court, and he presided over the years
that were considered to belong to the direction of

the north.

The moon-god was supposed to be an old man,
the father of the gods and of men. He represented
the death and the regeneration of Nature, and he
was said to resuscitate the dead. His name waa
Itzamyid or Itzmatul, interpreted by the words the
god himself uttered when he lived among men :

Itz en man, itz en muyal, ' I am the dew of the
heaven, I am the dew of the clouds.' His temple
stood on the west side of the central court, and he
was the ruler of the western years.

The stars were regarded as the souls of the dead,
and it seems tliat the Milky Way, or the direction
south-north, was assigned them. We do not know
the names of these star-divinities, but their images
are well marked, and are often to be fomid in the
figured anil hieroglyphic manuscripts. The direc-

tion of the .south seems to be ascribed to them,
particularly to Hozan-ek, the evening-star, or—as
a substitute for them—to the god of death.

The rain god or thunder-god, called Ch'ac, Ila'tz-

Ch'ac or /*(4p'o^CA'ffc ('lightning, the cutter, the
opener of the pouch'), or Ah Imlon tz 'acab (' Lord
of the nine generations [or medicines]'), is the
fo\irth of the four great Divine powers, and is

a.ssigned to the direction of the east. He is dis-

tinguished by a curious elongated no.se. His image
is exceedingly common in the manuscripts as well

as on the walls of the temples and on other sculp-

tural moimments.
Another god, whose image occurs very frequently

on the i)agesof the Mayan manuscripts, is obviously
a personification of the maize plant. He is associ-
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ftted with anotlier yoiuiy god, and is, in sonio places,

found acting as a substitute or reiirescntative of

Itzamnil.

A pod called Ekchunh ('l)lack scorpion') is men-
tioned by l.aiida, and described a-s the Rotl of

merchants and of cacao-planters. A black goil,

represented in llie nianuscripts in two very ditiercnt

forms, both distinguislied liy a scorpion-tail, must
be identified with the Ekrhunh of Landa.
There were also female deities : Ix ch'el, the

goddess of medicine ; Ix chebel yax, identified by
the priest Hernandez with the Virgin Mary, and
others.

Special gods, called Bacab, were the upholders

of tlie heavens in the four quarters of the world ;

and the heavenly gods, in opposition to those of

the under world, were known as the oxlahun ti kii

(' the thirteen gods') as contrasted with the bolon

ti ku ('the nine gods'), according to the supposed

number of the heavens and of the under worlds.

The two creator-gods, called /i"«-c»/Ha<3(' feath-

ered snake') and Huralcnn ('one-legged'), the

prominent figures in the cosmogonic myths of the

Popol Vuh (the Quiche saga-book), are not indi-

genous Central American conceptions, but are

borrowed forms of the famous Mexican gods Quet-

zalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca. In Yucatan, Kuknlcan
corresponds to the Quiche R'u-ctimatz and the

Mexican Qtietzalcoatl. He is described as a
eulture-liero, a founder of cities, and he repi'esents

the period wlien Mexican colonists bad control

over tlie greater part of the Yucatan peninsula.

Some other personages named in the Quiche saga-

book deserve special mention, as they obviously

are of indigenous creation, e.g. Vukub Cakix, the

great macaw ; the at-ara, acting as a sun- and
moon-god of pre-historio times ; his sons Cipacna

and Cabrakan, the gods of the earthquakes; and,

finally, the twin heroes, the ball-players Hunahpu
and Xbalcmque, who descend to the under world,

defeat its rulers, and, in acknowledgment of their

victory, are transformed into the sun and moon.
The popular Quiche god was Tohi/, the thunder-

god ; the national gods of the Cakchiquels were
the Chay-abah ('the obsidian stone') and the bat-

god, also called (apparently) Nicah ta'kah ('centre

of the valley'). At the present day the Kekchi
inhabitants of the mountainous district of Alta

Vera Paz (Guatemala), without derogating from
• their Christianity, worship the sun (called by them
Xbalamke), the moon (called Po, the female consort

of the sun), the lightning (called ICaa'k), and a
number of other deities (generally called Tzul-

taka\ 'mountain and valley,' and identified >vith

certain remarkable or grandiose natural objects

—

high summits, mountain-passes, precipitous rocks,

dan";erous river-passages, thermal waters, caves,

lonely trees, and the like).

3. Calendar and annual religious festivals.—The
public ceremonies celebrated by a tribe in the

course of a year are generally connected with the

work that is necessary in the diflerent seasons,

and, in the case of an agi'icultural people, with the

diflerent stages of field-labour. The number of

performances depends on the religious activity of

the tribe, and, in part, on their calendar. Men
are generally in the habit of dividing the year

according to the revolutions of the moon. It is a
peculiarity of the Mexican and Central American
tribes that the partitions of the year were made in

conformity with their numeral system, that is to

say, by periods of twenty days. The year is in

this way divided into eighteen sections of twenty
days each (usually called months by the Spanish
historians) and five supplementary days. The
latter were called by the Mexicans ncmontemi
('unfit for work'), and by the Mayas xma kaba kin
(' days without names ' ; for further details, see art.

Calend.\u [Mexican and Mayan]). The Mexicans
had celebrations in each of the eighteen periods of

twenty days, but they avoided any ceremony, and
generally abstained from any important work,
during the live supplementary days. The Mayas
w^ere more moderate in celebrating festivals in the

course of the year, but they devoted the live sup-

plementary days to a series of very important
ceremonies. In accordance with their custom of

expelling evil and averting bad omens before enter-

ing on a ceremony or beginning any important
work, they sought also to avert misfortune and
bad luck before beginning the new year : and the

five supplementary days, the xma kaba Tim, were
devoted to these particular ceremonies.

On a day of the so-called month Ch'cn or Yax
( = January), by appointment of the priests, the

Mayas celebrated the oc-na ceremony, the renova-

tion of the temple. They cast away and broke
their clay-idols and censers, repaired and re-painted

their temples, and at the same time ' examined the

signs (prognostics) of the gods of the four cardinal

points,' that is to s_ay, they undertook, by elaborate

ceremonies, to drive out the evil that was to occur

in the new year, according to the quarter of the

world by which the new year in question was con-

sidered to be governed. From the great central

square, in each of the ancient Mayan towns, there

started four roads running more or less directly to

the gates by which the enclosure was interrupted

at the four cardinal points. There were heaps of

stone raised on the outside of each of the gates.

In the five days preceding the year that was to he
governed by the divinities of the east, they set up
an idol called nayayab on the stone-heap at the

outside of the southern gate ; and in the liouse of

the cacique, in the midst of the town, was placed

another idol representing the god who ruled the

east. Then they took the uayayab-iiiol from the

stone-heap at the southern gate, mounted it on
the top of a pole, and placed it opposite the idol of

the ruler of the east, in the house of the cacique.

They honoured it with a variety of oiierings, and
at the end of the five days took it to the eastern

gate and cast it out of the town. In the same way,
in the five days preceding the year that was to be
governed by the divinities of the north, they set

up the nayayab on the stone-heap at the eastern

gate, brought it to the house of the cacique in the

midst of the town, and cast it outside the town at

the northern gate. Arid so in the five days preced-

ing the other two years.

A great annual ceremony, called tupp-k'a'k

('extinguishing the tire'), took place at the vernal
equinox, in the so-called month 31ac, just before

the beginning of the rains. A great pHe of wood
was heaped up and set on fire ; animals of every
kind were sacrificed and thrown into the fire ; and
finally, the priests, by pouring water out of jars,

extinguished the flames. It is distinctly stated

that this was performed for the purpose of getting

abundant rain for the crops. The performance
concluded w^ith the erection of a miniature etfigy

of a stepped pyramid and anointing the upper
steps with the sacred blue colour.

A second great annual ceremony was celebrated

in the month called Pax, corresponding to the

second half of our month of May—the time when
the sun, in its shifting to the north, conies to stay
in the zenith over Yucatan. The festival was
called Paciiin Chac, and the god worshipped in it

was the war-god Cit chac colt. Five days before

the ceremony, the chiefs of the diflerent villages

assembled in the temple of the war-god in the
principal town. They fasted and kept awake all

these five daj's, war-dances were performed, and
the war-chief {naeon) was conducted in ]>rocession

through the town. The feast itself consisted in a
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fire-cercmonv similar to that of tlie month Mnc,
but it was followed by the solemn sacrifite of a
dog—tlio representative of the thunder-god (see

above)—and the l)roaking of jars lilled with wine,
imitating and producing, as wiu-j certainly believeil,

the pouring down of the much-desired rain.

The third great annual cunniony was held in the
so-called month of Poji, the second half of our July,
when tlic sun, in its return to the south, came to

stay in the zenith over Yucatan. This feast was,
at the time of the conquest, regarded as the begin-

ning of the year. Consequently, the principal

ceremony was the kindling of new lire and a
solemn inoeuse-burning. For this feast they re-

newed all their household-utensils—i)lates, l)owls,

jars, stools, and the wrappings of their idols

—

throwing to the dust-yard those that had formerly
been used.

In the months f(dlowing this feast, the different

social classes performed a consecration of their

professional instruments by anointing them with
the sacred blue colour (the colour of water and
rain). First came the priests ; then the sor-

cerers and the physicians ; next the hunters and
fishemien ; finally the artisans and other working
men.
The fourth great annual feast was the CJiickrthan,

held in the town of Mani, in honour of the god
Kukule.an, in the so-called montli of Xul, corre-

.sponding to our October and November. The
chiefs of the whole country assembled in the town
of Mani, and a standard of costly feather-work,
[iresented in one year by one town, in the next by
another, was set up on the temple of Kukulcan.
The chiefs placed their particular idols in the
courtyard of the temple on a bed of leaves, and
passed the five days preceding tlie feast in fasting,

keeping awake, and worshipi'ing their idols, and
in religious dances. The feast itself consisted in a
solemn otieriug, and the god was believed to come
di^wn from heaven to receive the objects and the
service presented to him.
Other fea.sts of minor importance were celeljrated

at different seasons in honour of A'k' /iim/i, the god
of merchants and cacao-planters, Huhiiil, the tutel-

ary god of bee-hives, and Acanum, the god of

hunters ; and in the different towns and villages in

honour of Chac, the rain-god, to whom was ascribed

the growth of the maize crops and of other vege-

tables.
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Eduaru Seler.
CENTftAL ASIA.—See Turkkstan.

CENTRAL INDIA.— 1. Geography and eth-

nology.— ' Central India' is the official designation
of a group of Native Slates in India forming u
straggling and incompact area, which lies between
2r2-i'and 2(r 52' north h.titnde, and 71° and S3'

cast longitude. It includes 132 States, while, in

addition, sixteen chiefs belonging to it now possess
no territory, but receive cash revenues paid by
other chiefs, under the guarantee of the Govern-
ment of India. Central India has a total area of

78,772 sq. miles, and its population in 1901 was
8,628,781.

Political relations with the Government of India are Bui)ervised
by an Agent to the Ciovernor-Oeneral, subordinate to wliorn
are seven ollicers in charge of the Presidencies of Owalior and
Indore, and the Political Agencies of liaghclkhand, liundel-
khand, Bhopal, Bhop;iwar, Indore, and Malwa. The principal
chiefs are the .Mali;ir:ijas (Min'lti) of (Jwalior, Indore, Kewah,
Orchlia, Uatia, I'anna, ClihaUrinir, and Charkhari, the Raja
(Hindu) of Dhar, the litgani (Muljaminadau) of Bhopal, and the
.Nawab (Muhannnadan) of Jaora. tiwalior, the largest .Slate, has
an area of 25,1)41 sq. miles, and a population of 2,933,001 ; while
Uewah has an area of 13,000 sq. miles, and a population of

1,327,385. No other .State attains an area of 10,000 sq. miles or a
population of a million.

As a political unit. Central India is entirely a creation of
British rule, and its physical features and population both
present great diversities. Near the eoutliern border flows the
Narbada river, from east to west. In a broad valley between two
ranges known as the Satpuras and the \'indhyas. North of the
latter lies an e.xtensive plateau, with an area of 34,000 sq. miles,
including the tract known as Malwa. East and north-east of
the main jdateau is a low-lying area of about 18,000 sq. miles, in

which are situated IJundelkhandandpartof Baghelkhand. The
remainder of Central India, about 26,000 sq. miles, comprises
the hilly tracts in the Vindhyas and Satpuraa and their offshoot*.
The inhabitants of the plateau and of the plain alike live cliiefly

by cultivation, but differ in physical appearance, those of the
low-lying tracts being shorter and more thickset than their
neighbours to the west. In the hills are found hunting tribes
such as Bhils, Gonds, and Korkiis, with whom agriculture is a
secondary occuitation. Western Hindi is spoken by4J millions,
and Eastern Hindi by li millions, chiefly in the plains ; various
dialects of Rajasthani by IJ millions in the plateau, and Bhil
dialects by i million.

2. History.—Early Sanskrit literature assigns
most of Central India, as defined above, to the
dark-skinned aboriginals ; but in the 4th and 3rd
cents. B.C. the Mauryas claimed jurisdiction over
it, anil A^oka was viceroy at Ujjain. A fragment
of an edict issued by him when he had become
em]ieror, and had been converted to Buddhism,
has been found at .Sanchi, in the Bhopal State,

where a magnificent stiljia, with ornamented gate-
ways and railing, is still standing. When the
empire of the Mauryas broke up, Brahmanisni
again revived among the Aryan settlers, and
spread to some extent among the jungle tribes.

It is worthy of note that the only known inscrip-

tion on stone mentioning the Indo-Greek rulers of

the Panjab, wliich was found recently near the
town of Bliilsa, in the Gwalior State, records the
erection of a pillar in honour of Garuda, the emblem
of Visnu.
P>om the fragmentary historical records of early times. Central

India appears to have been penetrated by the Sakas about the
2nd cent. B.C., while some of the jungle tribes held their own
against the Guptas in the 4th cent. a.d. In the 5th and 6th
cents, began the dominance of Rajput communities of Gurjara
origin in this part of India, though their full conversion to
Hinduism may date from three or four centuries later. At the
end of the 10th cent., when Muhammadan invasions began, they
were supreme, but divided into clans which carried on con.stant
wars with each other. During the early Muhammadan period,
the country suffered from fierce raids by the invaders, gradually
paving the way for more complete subjection to protect the
route from Delhi to Southern India, which lay through this

tract. As the central power at Delhi waned, an independent
dynasty rose to power in Malwa (A.n. 1401 to 1531), but yielded
at Last to the neighbouring king- of Gujarat. Early in his reign
Akbar incorporated the whole of Central India in his empire.
.\t the death of Aurangzil), when the Mughals, like their pre-
decessors, found themselves no longer able to retain their vast
possessions, the Hindus again regained independence. From
1713 may be dated the beginning of Maratha rule, wtiieh gradu-
ally spread over the whole tract, though fierce resistance wae
otfered by the liundelas in the east. Througbotit the latter

part of the Isth cent., .Mariitha, Muhamniadan, and British

fought with each other, till the last prevailed. .\t the begin-

ning of last century a policy of non-iriterveiilii.ii was enjoined
by the Directors of the East India Comr .ti \ liii ,il results to

the wretched populace of Central IihIi ! ; : i 1 Irom the
constant (luarrefs of their rulers. It;'! i I

' r -'n^is, how-
ever, the Marathiis and the liands of it - '' '

: ^ h-, had not
only laid waste Central India, but had als.. raided adja<'ent

Brilisb territory, were rapidlv and elTe<;tivelv subdued. To Sir

,l<.bn Malcolm (1818-1821) i.-< due the selllement under which the
Slates of t'l-ntral In<lia took Iheir i>resent fonn. Apart from a
brief war in Gwalior in 1843, and the .Mutiny of 18f>7-5fl, Central
India has since enjoyed peace.

3. Castes and religion.—Caste (q.v.)a.r\iX religion

are the two striking characteristics of the people of

India.
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(«) To olitiiiu a view of caste in this area it

is net'e.ssarv to consiilcr separately the uatural
divisions of the country. In the plateau the
Brahinans come of the same stock as those in

the neighbouring,' parts of Kajputana, such as the
Mahvi, the Niiiiari, and Srigaur. Those dwelling
in the plains are akin to those of the United
Provinces, such as the Jijhotia. Over the whole
area Brahmans form 13 per cent of the Hindu
population, and constitute the strongest single
caste. The ll.ajputs or Ksatriyas are fewer in

number. Those who live in the plateau are chiefly

offshoots of the great clans of Kaj putana proper,
and maintain marriage connexions with them ;

but in the jilains are found local groups, such as
Bundelas, Dhandlieras, and Ponwars or Parmars,
with whom the recognized Rajputs do not inter-

marry. The Marathas now advance a claim to be
considered Kajputs, and similar pretensions are
advanced by the Bhilfila Bhumias in the hilly

tracts, who afford an example of the absorption of

aboriginal tribes by Hinduism. No peculiarity
has been noticed among the Banias, or trading
castes, who belong to classes well known in

Northern India. A considerable proportion are
Marwaris from Rajputana. By religion the Banias
are Hindus and Jains, but many professing Jains
also reverence Hindu deities. As in the case of

the two leading castes, the difference between the
plateau and the plain is strongly marked among
the lower castes. Thus, in the former, Gujars,
Mails, and Kunbis are most important, while in

the latter are found Ahirs, Gadarias, Kachhis, and
Lodbis. The chief hill tribes are the Arakhs,
Bharuds, Bhils, Bhilalas, Gonds, Kirars, Kols,
Korkus, Kotwals, Minas, Patlias, and Seherias.

(6) It is difBcult to classify a population Including
such heterogeneous items by religion. The vast
majority profess to be Hindus, but among the
jungle tribes inhabiting the hilly tracts the dis-

tinction between Hinduism and Animism is hard
to trace, and, indeed, the same may be said of the
lower castes elsewhere. At the Census of 1901, as
a rough guide, all members of the twelve hill

tribes already named were classified as Animists.
On this basis, Hindus numbered seven millions,
and Animists one million ; but, according to the
census schedules, about two-thirds of the latter
described themselves as Hindus. Central India
thus jJresents a most interesting variety of religious
belief—from the pantheism, which may be taken
as the highest form of Hinduism, among educated
people to the elementary Nature- and spirit-

worship practised by the shy tribes dwelling in
the jungles on the slopes of the Satpuras and
Vindhyas.
An examination of the sects returned by Hindus

shows, as elsewhere in India, that only a com-
paratively small proportion of the people really
know to what sect they belong. About a mUlion
declared themselves to be Smarth. More than
two and a half mUlions expressed their special
reverence of Visnu in one form or another, but
few could state the particular Vaisnava sect to
which they belonged, such as Kabirpanthi (125,000)
or Ramanandi (156,000). Tjiose who profes.sed to
reverence Devi (975,000) or Sakti (759,000) must be
taken as including not only the worshippers of

female counterparts of the recognized gods, but
also many whose deity is a local goddess or a
special goddess of disease. Altogether about 650
sects or deities were returned by Hindus. Most
rivers and many lakes or ponds are held sacred.
Chief among these is the Narbada, giving its name
to the Narmdeo Brahmans, who form the special
priests at shrines on its banks. It is held so pure
that the Ganges is believed to come annually, in
the form of a black cow, to be cleansed from sin in

its sacred waters, returning white and purified.

Its source near Amarkantak in the Rewah State,

and Barwani, are the most sacred spots on its

course in Central India. One legend ascribes the
origin of the Narbada and the Son, which also

rises at Amarkantak, to two tears dropped by
Brahma. The Sipra, a river of Malwa, said to

have sprung from the blood of Visnu, and believed
to flow with milk at times, is sacred throughout its

course. To the Bhils and Kolis, dwellers in the
wilds, no river is so holy as the Mahi, which they
regard as tlieir mother.
Altars to the snake-gods are found in nearly

every village. Generally a low platform built

round a snake's hole suffices, but sometimes a
small shrine is built. Snakes are worshipped
chiefly by women, in connexion with the bearmg
of children, but in Bundelkhand they are invoked
to cure gout and rheumatism. Among the Bhils

and Bhilalas the python is especially reverenced.
Tree-worship presents no peculiarities compared
with other parts of India, but a number of trees

are reverenced by particular sections of the
animistic tribes. Hero-worship is common, and
fresh subjects are still acquiring their places in the
pantheon.
As an ex.ample may be mentioned Hardaur or Hardol Lata,

whose worship is especially popular in Bundelkhand. He was
the brother of the Raja of Orchha, early in the 17th cent.,

and was poisoned by the latter in consequence of an unfounded
behef that he had been unduly intimate with the Raja's wife.

As many as 38,000 people returned themselves
as pret-jmjak, or worshippers of spirits, to whom
offerings are commonly made at the foot of a tree

supposed to be haunted by the spirit. Among the
jungle tribes, spirit-worship is pre-eminent. Goats
and cocks are offered at the devasthan, or god-
place, where wooden benches are provided for the
gods to sit on. The Bhils worship Baba-deo, or
the Father-god, in particular, but did not always
return this name at the census. As is usual
throughout India, disease has its gods and god-

desses, chiefly the latter, and natural objects such
as the sun and moon receive adoration. AVhile

orthodox Hinduism and the many lower forms of

belief claim adherents among most of the popu-
lation, the modem theistic sects, such as the

Brahma Samaj [q.v.) and Arya Samaj (q.v.), have
only a few hundred followers.

Other religions are not numerically important.
Musalmans in 1901 numbered 529,000, most of

whom (450,000) were Sunnis, while Shi'ites included

50,000. They are proportion.ately most numerous
on the plateau, in Mahva, Indore, and Bhopal.
Contact with Hinduism, or, in the case of converts

and their descendants, imperfect assimilation of

the strict tenets of Islam, has caused a great

development of hero-worship. Shrines of saints

reverenced by Muhammadans, sometimes in com-
mon with Hindus, are found in all parts.

The Jains (113,000) are chiefly of the Digambara
sect (55,000), worshipping a naked image, and most
of the remainder (35,000) are Svetambaras, though
Dhundias and Terapanthis are also found.

Christians are very few in number (8114), and
less than half of the total (3715) are Indian. The
chief Mission is the Canadian Presbyterian, with
headquarters at Indore. The St. John's mission

at Mhow, tlie Friends' mission at Indore, the

Society of Friends of Ohio at Nowgong, the

Hansley Bird and Pandita Rama Bai's missions

at Nimach, and Roman Catholic missions at

various places are also at work. Most of the

converts are obtained among aboriginal tribes, low
castes, or orphans picked up in time of famine. A
few Sikhs (chiefly soldiers), Parsis, and Jews were
also recorded.

4. Sacred places.— Central India contains a
number of places celebrated in the history of
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religion, oi' for their religious buildings. Ujjain,
anciently known a.s Avanti, is one of the most
sacred Hindu cities in India, and is believed to lie

the place where the elbow^ of Sati fell when her
body was dismembered by Siva. It is al.so notable
as the first meridian of Hindu geograjihers, and
was known to I'tolemy as Ozene. Vikramaditj'a,
the patron of Iniiiaii literature, reigned here, but
his exact identilication is still a subject of contro-
versy. The group of Huddhist remains round
Bhdsa, dating from the 3rd cent. B.C., has already
been referred to. Besides siOpas, the remains of a
ehaitya, or Buddhist church, exist near Sanchi,
and are of special interest as presenting; the only
known example of a building of this description,

other cluiityas being rock-cut constructions. Of
the latter, examples are found dating from the
6th and the 12th centuries. Early Hiiulu and Jain
temi)les are common in many parts, but the series

from the 8th and the 15tli cents, are the most
numerous. They excel in beauty and jiroportions

the later buildings of the 16th and 17th cents.,

when the influence of Mulianimadan architecture
had caused deterioration. Khajraho in the Chha-
tarpur State may be specially mentioned for its

magnificent Hindu and Jain temples, dating chieHy
between 950 and 1050 A.D.
The earliest mosque of known date, which stands

near Sehore, in the Bhopal State, was built about
1332, but others of an early date and of striking
grandeur are found at Mandu and at Dhar. Their
style of architecture shows that, though designed
by Muhammadans, they were built by Hindu
workmen. In many cases their pillars were taken
from Hindu temples.

LiTBRATuKE.—C. E. Luard, liibliogTaphy of Literature d^aliitij

rmth the Cmlral Indian Agency, London, 1908, and Ethno-
graphical Surveu Slonoi/raiihy, Lucknow, 1909 ff.

R. Burn.
CENTRAL PROVINCES.—/K^/of/Mrfory.—

The Central Provinces of India cover an area of

113,281 st|. miles in the centre of the Indian
peninsula, and comprise a large portion of the
broad belt of hill and plateau country which
separates the plains of Hindustan from the Deccan.
They are administered by a Chief Commissioner,
and have a popidation of eleven million persons ;

but in these statistics Berar, which since 1903 is

also under the jurisdiction of the Chief Commis-
sioner, and for most purposes of administration has
been amalgamated with the Central Provinces, is

not includitd. Being held on perpetual lease from
the Nizam of Hyderabad, the Berar Districts are
not, strictly speaking, a jiart of British India.
But the ilistinction tends to become more and more
nominal, and the two Provinces are gradually
being amalgamated into a single unit or govern-
ment. If the population of Berar be added to that
of the Central Provinces, the combined total is

nearly fourteen million persons, and the area
131,000 sq. miles. The religion of Berar {q.v.)

forms the subject of a separate article.

The territory comprised in the Central Provinces
has many aspects of interest. It was for long a
comparatively unknown country to the Hindus,
and was held princijially by petty kings or
chiefs {rdja.'i and za/nhiddrs) of the non-Aryan
or ab(jriginal tribes, designated by Risley as
' Dravidian.' Of these the principal are the Gonds
iq.v.), numbering about two million persons, whose
kings in former times ruled over the greater ijart
of the Province ; while other and older tribes are
the Baigas {ij.v.) and Kurkus {(j.v.). From the
16th cent, the open country in the north of the
Province, comprised in the Vindhyan plateau and
Narbada valley, has been peopled by emigrants
from the plains of Hindustan ; while in the 18th
the IS'agpur plain, lying along the south of the

Siitpura hills, and, farther to the east, the valley
of the Wainganga, were coiujuered and settled by
Rlaratha freebooters from Bombay. The Mariitha
kingdom of Nagpur under the Bhonsla dynasty
existed for about a century, and laji-sed to the
British, owing to failure of heirs, in 1853 ; and
eight years later it was constituted, with tlie

already acquired Saugor and Narbada territories
to the north, into the new Central Provinces of
British India. The [lopulatiou of the Province is

thus of very diverse ethnical constitution. Owing
to the large numbers of the iirimitive Dravidian
tribes, and the l)ackward state of even the Hindu
residents as comjiared with the older civilizations

of Hindustan, Bombay, and Madras to the north
and south, the tract is one of considerable ethno-
logical interest. In the religion of the people,
rustic superstitions and the cult of the agricultural
divinities of the soil and crops overshadow the
orthodox observances of Hinduism. In the present
article an attempt has been made to collect some
of these, and to make of them, so far as is possible,

a consecutive narrative. The village deities which
are here described are represented, as a rule, only
by a small platform of earth and a white flag tied
to a post, which indicates the site from a little

distance. Only the most important, as Siva or
Mahadeo, and Hanuman, have small stone shrines,

provided perhaps by the generosity of some chUd-
less cultivator, who leaves a small sum of money
for a temple and a plot of land to endow it. The
village deities are in charge of a special priest,

usually a member of one of the lower castes or
primitive tribes, who makes oll'erings to them all

two or three times a year on the principal festivals,

the materials being subscribed by the villagers. On
other occasions they are worshipped only by those
who have some special end to gain, or some evil

from which they desire to be delivered.

1. Village deities.—(1) Siva or Ma/uldco.—Hiva.
is the favourite deity of the great Hindu triad,

but is almost universally known in the country as
Mahadeo, or ' the great god,' his projier name
being scarcely heard. He is revered generally as

the chief or principal of the village deities, and is

represented by a circular slab of stone, with a
groove cut on its surface, and the likrja, or phallic

emblem, raised in the centre. A representation
of his sacred animal, the bull Nandi, is usually
placed before him. He is worshipped on Mondays,
as being the god of the moon, wluch he carries on
his forehead.' No animal sacrifices are made to

him, but the trifoliate leaves of the bel (^gle
marmelos), bis sacred tree, as well as rice, sandal-

Saste, and flowers, may be ollered by the more
evout, while the ordinary worshipper sinijdy pours

a pot of water over his stone and sprinlues a
few grains of rice upon it. In summer an earthen
vessel full of water is sometimes supported on a
tripod over the phallic stone, and a .small hole is

made in the bottom and covered with cloth, so that

the water may drip through it on to the god, and
keep him cool. Or a Brahman may be hired, by
subscription of the villagers, to pour water over

the stone continuously for a month or more. If

the rains fail, the stone representing Mahadeo is

sometimes kept immersed in a pot of water, and
the people believe that this will bring rain, accord-

ing to the principle of sympathetic magic.

The bd tree is connected with .M:ih;uleo by a story that on one
occasion a hunter waa iiurdue<i by wilt I beasts and took refuge in

this tree, bcneatli wliii;h tliere liajipened to he a shrine to the
god. Tlie hunter stayed awake in the tree all night, and wa.s so
terrified that his tretnlilini; sliook oft the dew from the fohage
and caused it to fall on the shrine of the god beneath, together
with some of the flowers and leaves of the tree. This involuntary

1 The second day of the week is named after the moon in

India .IS in Europe, bcin^' railed Somwar, from soma, the moou.
As lord of the moon, Siva or Mahadeo has the title of Somnath.
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act ot worship was very pleasing to the god, and he ordaineil t hntthe hunter, tliough ot low caste and impuri as a kUler of a, , nnl,

fmr;?iH''t'i'" » *"'"'?• "' ^»™'is<'
:
"Id tl>c hunter, on dyingimmedmtely attervrards was transported thither. In mo.noryof this, votaries of Mahadeo stay awalte and fast all night on thefall moon of the month of Phagun, which is known S Sivratri!

«w,.,^ ?,™ r. . ."f'"'";'^
""""t'™ ot <•'« trco probaWv

clmer- ^d th '';''""'V'^""'P^ "' '^ '«''^'". resemhling thi

hC m«v hn.v^V'"''^-
'*"*' '°™' '='"™'" *" t''*^ I'.vpothesis thatbila may have been, in some aspects at anv rate, a deity of the

ITlr^"^^'' P"^0"fi«<i 'fom'^the tree. " His close a o,-l.t onwith the bull suggests another origin of his ai>otheosis. In theMaratha country, Siva is worshipped in his incarnalion ofhhaijijoba accompanied by or riding on a dog ; Khan.loba is a
l?^*«t u^'

hero who is supposed to have led the Mar.ithas against

«^,i "tK
"""'^'''""; " "•''' "' '"^ honour that women formerlv

TI^,"^ rf
"""''"* ''°"' •' P™' hy iron hooks fastened into theiV

Ki J 1 S^*''""!;
a Pet'tion to his priest; and men dragged^on^ a loaded cart by a hook planted in their bodies (K^tteBerar Census Report, 18S1, p. 44),

(2) Devi the consort of ^iva.—Devi, the con.'.ort
ot biva or Mahadeo, is a deity of Protean nature,
venerated under several aspects. Tlie word dcvl
Kininly means ' goddess,' so that she is eommonlv
spoken of as ' tlie goddess ' par excellence, just asbiva her husband, is called Mahadeo, or 'the
great god Elsewliere she is best know as the
terrible Kali ('the black one'), the devourer ofhuman flesh, represented with a void in place of astomach, to show that her lu.nger can never be
glutt^ed. Biit here she is commonly of more
beneficent mien, and is often the tutel'ary goddess
of the village. Sometimes she appears to be onewith the earth it.self, or to be regarded as ?heDivine Mother, like Isis of Egypt. She is renre
sented frequently by an ironing with tlee
points f^xed in the ground, and, when possessed bythe goddess, her votaries will thrust this pron^through their tongue or cheeks. Clothes are
offered to her at weddings, and people make animage of her m the form of a woman, and ban.- itround the necks of eliildren to keep them from liarmAnother name of the goddess is Durga, and slie issaid to be so called because her shrines are difficult
of access, perched above steep ascents, or buried atthe extremities of precipitous glens or in hidden

thnfthi if-f
"''^' ?^ '*''^'*™-^- " has been said

hehLf J^"" 'T''"!u^"°'''
'^•'^" how to call in thehelp of nature for the provision of a «me en seine

calculated to impress the minds of votaries arrivin
'

probable that the Hindu god or goddess has insid cases merely succeeded to the veneration

snoK wJr^r *'' *,¥ ?P'"*^ ''y ^-h'^h these wild

? P si f f^^'?"^''.!*''
^"^ tenanted. And no doubtthe .sanctity already attaching to the place de-

dSy ' '' ''"°" *"' the'slmne of'^the new

In some cases also Devi takes the form of the

Dew the goddess of rags.' People give her a bitof old rag, liangmg it on to a tl/orny tree, in the

clo'th The"
'•^^"? f°i,it "-ey -ill obtain' a newc oth. They say, 'O Devi, we give you our oldcloth

;
give us a new one.' In other localitieshowever, the rag-deity is not associated with Devi'but IS known as the Rag-uncle. Again Devi liasloca title.s by which shI is special fy worshippedas the Vindhyabasmi Devi, or the goddess of theA indhyan Hills, just as the Cxreek" deities wereassociated with special places. Probably here alsoshe has taken over the attributes of some anteriorand more animistic deity. Some castes have a

S»! ''^f
™t'pn for a particular shrine of tlie

^nndrpH ^\ "'," f^estral home, and will go

^od^'ess in tl"
^' '"/^''^ ' 'distinction between the

^kms Plsiwl
' P=''''«".la>- place and her manifesta-

sZe on? ?'?
^^/''•"i

"" '^"''^'^'^ '^ performed at

fame and nfl
^^^ *'™P'^'i '^ '^'^^"'''"^ '^ «P«"al

Slip 4 i

°""' """' ^"""^ •' '°°S '^'*t^"«« to

(3) C/iolera and smaUjwx (/ciYics.—Sometimes
Ucvi 18 said to he not one, but seven sisters
recalling tlie seven Hathors of Egypt. The seven
Dovis are considered to preside over different
di.sea.ses, but mily two of them, Marhai Devi the
goddess of cholera, and Sitala Devi, the goddess of
smaJlpox, are commonly known and worshipped.
>Vhen cholera breaks out, an earthen pot with
wine, glass bangles, a cloth containing the ima^'e
ot the goddess in vermilion, a rupee, and some
cakes and incense are olicred to the goddess, and
are then taken outside the village and left at a
place where three roads meet. It is held that the
otlering of all kinds of property which the goddess
values will cause her to spare the village and pass
on elsewhere. The people also believe that, if any
one takes up these articles, the disease will pass to
liini, and the suHerers in the village \\t.11 get well
If a cow or she-buUa!o passes them, she will become
barren, or, if she is in milk, it will dry up The
vessel and other things are called the nikasi, or
averters,' and, if any one meets the priest at the

time he is taking them out to tlie cross-roads, it is
believed that he will die at once. Another device
IS to let loose a scape-goat, and drive it to the next
village to carry the disease with it.

When a person has smallpox, he is believed to
be possessed by Sitala Devi. The house in which
he lives is therefore held sacred, and any one who
comes into it must take off his shoes and wash his
teet, as if entering a sacred place. A Br.ahman
must not come in at all, as it is thought that his
presence would cause the goddess to manifest her-
selt more strongly and make the sufferer worseA woman in her menstrual period must not enter
the house, as it is believed that, if she sees the
patient, he will get cataract in his eyes. Fire is
kept continually burning on the earthen cooking-
stove, and a lighted lamp is placed beside the
patient, and must be fed with vegetable, not -vvith
mineral, oil. A branch of the mm tree, or Indian
lilac (Melm mdica), which is sacred to Sitala, isbung over the door to show that there is smallpox
in the house. Every word that the patient utters
IS considered to emanate from the goddess and
whatever kind of food or drink she demands
through his month must be supijlied (E M
Gordon, Indian Folk-Talcs, p. 32). The father
and the mother of the patient practise various
rules of abstinence, and make vows for the pro-
pitiation of the goddess if the patient should
recover, niore especially if it is a child. The
niother will vow to walk to ^itala's sluine carry-
ing a brazier of lighted coals on her head, or to
cover the whole distance stretching her body lencrtb
by length along the ground, or to distribute'^in
charity a quantity of sugar or dates equivalent to
the weight of the child. A vow made by one
lather was to wear no turban until the child should
have worshipped the goddess, and to perform the
distance of the last four fields to her shrine in a
series of somersaults (Forbes, Ras Mala, or Annals
of Gujarat, ii. 326 f.). If the child gets well, a
cradle and a blank sheet of jiaper are offered to the
goddess, -mth various kinds of food, the offering of
the paper being made possibly with the idea tliat
the child s face shoiUd be free from marks. If the
disease attacks the eyes of a child, the mother
offers a pair of silier eyes to the goddess in order
to save them. In the Hindu scriptures Sitala is
described as ' naked, seated on a donkey, wearing
a broken winno^-ing-fan on her head, with the pad
ot a water-vessel in one Iiand and a besom in the
otiicr, and as being of the Chandal (sweeper) cast*'
(i'orbes, lor. rit.). She is, therefore, though feared
ami \enerated above most deities owin^ to her
power for harm, considered as, in a ^manner,
despicable.
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(4) llaniiman, the )itiinl:cyqod.—Hanunian, the

ileilied ai)e, is the favourite ileity in the Maratlia
districts. His priniipal attribute is strength, and
lie is considered to be the son of Aujani, or the wind,
wltence lie is termed Mdroti, after the Maruts, or

Vedic gods of the wind, llis image is usually

represented carved in half-relief on a stone slali

inside a small alcove, and coloured with verniiliim

to represent blood. He is h:ilf monkey and half

man, having a monkey's tail and head ; while he
carries a mountain in one hand and a stall' in the

other, and .sometimes has a slain demon beneath
his feet. He always looks towards the south,

because he v.ent that way to Ceylon to help Kama
against the demons. He is worshii)i)ed on Tuesdays
andSaturdays, his ]iower being invoked on the latter

day to counteract the evU iulluences of the planet
Saturn. A w reath of the flowers of the cotton-tree
is offered to him, and incense of resin and .sandal-

wood is burnt before his shrine. Hanuman is

often the tutelary deity of the village, and, when a
new one is to he founded, his image must he in-

stalled on the site and worshipjmd before the

building of houses is begun.

(5) Dulhfi Deo, the young bridegroom. —

A

favourite household deity is Dulha Deo, the spirit

of a young bridegroom who was carried oil' by a
tiger on his way to his wedding. When a marriage
is celebrated, a miniature coat, a pair of shoes, and
a bridal crown .are oiicred to Dulha Deo, and some-
times also the model of a swing on which the child

may amuse himself. Inside the house Dulha Deo
is represented by a date and a nut tied up in a
small piece of cloth and hung on a peg in the wall.

AVhen worship is to be performed, the date and nut
are taken down and set on a platform, and ollerings

of food anil other articles are laid before the deity
on Icif-jilates. On the occasion of a marriage, or

the birth of a first child, or in every third year, a
goat is ottered to Dulha Deo.
The animal is brought before tlie platform, rice is given to it,

it8 forehead is marlied with red ochre, water is poured over it,

and as soon as it sliivers it is Itilled. Ttie body is then cooked
and eaten entire inside the liouse ; and after the meal the skin,

bones, and all other remains of tlie animal, with the leaf-plates

which have held the food, are buried in a jiit dug inside the

room, and the water with which the eaters wash their hands is

also thrown into the pit. The idea is that the whole body of the
sacrificial animal must be consumed, and no fraprment lost, which
might, owing to the holy or tabued character imparted to it by
consecration, do au injury to anybody regarding it as ordinary
food.

In former times, as is shown by Jevons (Introd. to Hist, oj
lid.s, 190-1, p. 144), the animal—skin, hones, and all—was con-

sumed liy the worshippers ; but, this custom having become
repugnant to the nicer stomach of civilized man, the btlrial of

the remains is adopted as a substitute. The i>eople also say
that nothing which has been put into the sacrificial pit must on
any account be taken out : and that, on one occasion, a child of

the household having fallen by ac{Mdent into the pit, the parents
were debarred hy their piety from rescuing it, and covered over
the hole, leaving the child inside ; but their zeal was rewarded,
for, when the pit wa^ opened for the ncxtsacrifice, the cliild v.'a8

found in it alive and pla\ iriL'.

2. Deified human beings.—The spirits of many
heroic personages, legendary or real, are also

revered, of which it will suHice to give one or two
as specimens. A favourite deity in the north of

the Province is Hardaur J.,ala, a young Kajjiut

lirince, who was falsely susjiected of loving his

lirother's wife, and was poisoned in consequence by
his jealous brother. It is lelated that, when he
died, his horses and dogs died with him. After he
was burnt, a post was put u]) to mark the place,

and when his sister, mourning for him, came and
put hrr arms round it, the post split apart to show
that he knew her. Ilis ghost continued to wander
unappcased until he was deified and worshipjicd.
("lay iiorses are oll'ered to him at marriages, and he
is supjioscd to he able to keep oil' rain and storms
during the ceremony. Another godling is Bhilat, a
deified cowherd, who as a boy was stolen by tlie

god Mahadeo, and brought up at his shrine in the

Pachmarhi Hills. Various miracles, of no siiecial

interest, are related of liim, and his discijiles are
believed to have the jiower of curing snake-bite
with the long sticks which they carry. It is notice-

able that many deified mortals are of the caste of

Aliirs, or cowherds ; and Dait, or the spirit of some
indefinite deified Aliir, is a common village god-
ling. These men, owing to the long days spent in

motionless .solitude as they watch llieir cattle, are
much inclined to reverie and to t he belief in unseen
voices and supernatural visions—leading, in the
case of those most affected, to the claim of Divine
possession, and, when this is recognized, to the
somewhat easilj' obtained honour of canonization
after death. The fact that tins Abirs tend the
sacred cow may also have something to do with
their character for piety.

3. 'Worship of ancestors.—The sjiirits of de-
ceased ancestors are widely venerated. In the
bardic chronicles the ordinary manner of recording
a Rajput chief's death is to say that he became a
deo (god), like the Koraan emperors. In manjy
villages the spirit of Mill Baba, some former head-
man of strong personality, is included among the
local deities. The famous Badliak dacoits were
accustomed to revere the spirit of the most success-

ful robber in the annals of their community, to

invoke his aid before setting out on any fresh
enterprise of plunder, and to take the omens in his

name. The Banjaras, or carriers on pack-bullocks,
who also added highway robbery and cattle-reiving

to their legitimate calling, worshijiped Mithu
Bliukia, a renowned freebooter of past times. In
each hamlet a hut was set apart for him, with a
white flagstaff before it ; on the return from a suc-

cessful robbery, a share of the spoil was allotted to

him, and, after food and liquor had been offered

before his flagstaff, Mithu Bliukia's sliare was
expended in a feast to the community. Among
Hindus generally, the fortnight of the waning moon
in the month of liunwar (September) is allotted

to the veneration of ancestors, being known as
I'itripaLs; or ' the Fathers' Fortnight.' During
this time offerings of food and water are made to

the ancestors of the family on the same day in the
fortnigiit as that on which they died in any other
period of the year ; ' while the spirits of all female
ancestors receive offerings on the ninth day.
According to one account, the Brahmansi!ii?t): D'nt (he spirits

of their deceased ancestors dwell on the iin'!' - . -j
, moon;

but the common j)eop!e suppose them to 1 .- :..i nirows,
so that food is given to these birds as u |.t

;
1.1 ,;: m 1., their

spirits. Members of the agricultural Kuiil^i ...i-lo .,re L.-i>ecially

assiduous in feeding the crows with this end in view ; and, when
the Kumbi throws out food and no crows come to eat it, he
tliinks it is because his ancestors are displeased with him, and
that the fare he has offered is not acceptable ; so he goes on try-

ing one dainty after another, until at length a crow appears aiid

picks up the food. Then he thinks he has found out what his

ancestors like best to eat, and offers this annually until a similar
contretemps of the absence of crows again occurs.

The Koshtis, or silk-weavers, have another method. On one
evening in the Pitfipakf fortnight a man will invite his caste-

fellows to a meal. On tliis occasion the host stands in the
doorway of the house with a pounding-pestle, and as each guest
conies up he bars his entrance and says, 'Are you one of my
ancestors? This feast is for niv ancestors.' To this the guest
will reply, ' Yes, I am your gieat-giandfather ; take away the
pestle. ]Jy this symbolism the resourceful Koshti is able to

combine the entertainment of his friends with the difficult filial

duty of feeding the spirits of his ancestor.s.

In some localities the Gonds make a little brass

image of a dead relative and kecji it with the house-

hold gods. If the family remains undivided, these

relics naturally accumulat<^ and oiiiiortunity is

taken of the death of some revered ancient to bury
the majority of them with him. A sjiecial venera-

tion must be paid to those who have died a violent

or sudden death (Fra/.er, l'.t,i,hc.i Tu.s-k, I9ll<), p.

Glf.). for it is held that the ghosts of such men,
owing to their sliarp and untimely severance from

1 The Hindus mmilier the days from one to fifteen in each
fortnight of the lunar month 8ei>aratcly.
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life, liavo a fjnidge against the living, and liaunt
them in the shujie of bhuts, or evil spirits.

Thus the iirimilivc tribes think that the spirit o( a mau who
has been killed by a tiger will sit ou the head of the tiger and
guide him to any lonely or belated wayfarer in the forest ; and
that he will call to such persons in a human voice so tlial they,
proceeding in the direction from which the voice has come, may
fall into the tiger's jaws. Accordingly, among the cultivators
of the Waingangii valley, when a man has been killed by a tiger
(bagh), he is deilied and worshipped as Bagh Deo. A hut is

made in the yard of the house, ana an image of a tiger is placed
inside and venerated on the anniversary of the man's death.
The members of the household also will not afterwards kill a
tiger, as they consider the animal to have become a member of
the family. A man who is bitten by a cobra {ndga) and dies is

similarly worshijiped as Nag Deo. The image of a snake made
of silver or iron is venerated, and the family will not kill a snake.
If a man is killed by some other animal, or by drowning, or
by a fall from a tree, his spirit is worshipped as Ban Deo, or the
forest-god, with similar rites, being represented by a little lump
of rice and red lead. If the corpses of such persons are re-
covered, they are buried and not cremated, and the bodies of
victims to cholera and smallpox are disposed of in the same
manner ; because it is thought that their spirits will thus, to a
certain extent, be imprisoned in the grave and impeded from
wandering about their old haunts. The spirit of a woman who
dies in childbirth, or between the birth and the performance of
the sixth day ceremony of purification, becomes e-ckurel; her
feet are turned backwards, she casts no shadow, and she follows
and worries any woman who comes near the place where she
sitfi. When such a woman dies, a nail is sometimes driven
through her head to prevent her ghost from rising and walking.

4. Deified animals and natural objects.—From
the host of minor deities of the hUls, forests, fields,

and rivers, a few selections may be given. Banjara
Deo, named after the Banjara pack-carriers, lives
in the forest, and travellers appeal to him to
protect them from the attacks of wild beasts. He
IS represented by a heap of stones by the roadside
at the entrance of the forest, and every traveller
makes his supplication by adding a stone to the
heap. But, now that carriage is principally by
carts, the oartmen liave a separate deity whose
business it is to see that their w-heels run smoothly.
His name is Ongan Pat, or the oil-god. He lives
in a hollow tree at the bottom of hUls, and the
oartmen pour into his hole a little of the oil with
which they grease their axles, so that their carts
may reach the top of the hiU without breaking
down. Donrjai- Pat (dongar, a hill) is the hilf-

godling who prevents earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions, and keeps ofl' frost. There is often some
hill in the neighbourhood, on which, as the people
tell, a light appears at times during the night and
burns fur half an hour ; this is a manifestation of
Dongar Pat. MaswCisi Pat is the god of hunting,
and hunters make an offering to him before setting
out on expeditions. He is supposed to influence a
certain part of the forest, and will bring game into
it in view of the hunter if he is in a benignant
mood. Asra is the goddess of water, and lives
near rivers. The milk of a cow or bufialo is offered
to her for the first three days after calving, as, if

this is not done, .she will drink the milk, and the
animal will become barren. Kiinii Pat is the god
of bees, and it is said tliat in former times warriors
worshipped liim in the hope that he would make
the wild bees ily in the faces of their enemies.
But now those who collect honey from the combs
of the wOd bees worship Kuxm Pat before setting
out to their work, in order that he may save them
from being stung. Anjan Deo is tlie furest-god in
the Nimar District, and his name is taken from
the anjan tree (Mardwickia binata), which grows
in abundance in that locality. Those who go to
cut timber ofter a coco-nut to Anjan Deo, in order
that their fellings may be successful and their
carts may not break down on tlie way back.
S&mbhar Deo is the godling who controls the wild
animals of the forest ; he is the deified sdmbhar
stag (Cermt.i unicolur), and is worshipped by those
whose fields are near the forest, in order that he
may prevent the wild animals from damaging their
crops. The old forts built with walls of stone or

earth, wliich are found in many villages, are a relic

of the stormy period of the Pindari robber raids of
a century back, when the villagers fled to them for
protection, with their proj)erty and cattle, at a
moment's notice, on the news of the approach of
tliese marauders. One of the towers of such a fort
is usually believed to be inhabited by a,plr, or the
spirit of a Muhammadan saint, who acts as its

guardian angel. He is worshipped by the proprietor
of the village, who burns incense before him on
Thursdays, and sometimes keeps a lighted lamp at
his shrine for an hour or two every day. The pir
is a jealous personage, and, if neglected, lie will

cause stones to fall down inside the house, or make
the milk go sour, in order to recall his indolent wor-
shipper to a sense of his duty. Rakat Hoka is the
godling who is the enemy of children, drinking
their blood, and makino' them grow weak and
waste away without visible cause. Vows are made
to him for the recovery of the child, and, if it does
recover, he is worshipped with great ceremony, the
child being brought before him while tlie kom, or
fire-sacrifice, is performed, and an offering made
to the accompaniment of musical instruments.
A very curious deity is Chluippan Deo, who is

worshipped by a man when his wife has run away.
Chhappan, or ' Fifty-six,' is taken to represent the
largest number of places to which she may have
gone, and he prays that she may not have fled to
any of these, but to her motlier's house. Bhulan
i?aia {' Father forgetting,' from bhulna, ' to forget,'
and baba, 'father') is the godling who makes
people forget tilings and leave them lying where
they have halted by the way. Olferings are made
to him when the lost articles are found.

5. Worship of caste implements.—In addition
to the numerous deities who superintend almost
every action or relation of life, members of each
caste venerate the implements with which they ply
their trade or earn their livelihood. Instances of
this custom have been collected by Neslield (Brief
View of the Caste System)

:

' The boating and fishing castes sacrifice a eoat to every new
boat before it is put into the water, and at the time of the
Diwah [the feast of lamps, marking the commencement of the
Hindu commercial year, and falling in November] they make an
annual offering of vermilion, flowers, and sweetmeats to every
boat they possess. Similarly all the pastoral castes pay a kind
of worship to their animals by rubbing red ochre on their tails,

horns, and foreheads ; this is done on the annual festivals of
Diwali, Holi,i and Nagpanchami.2 The agricultural castes pay
worship to the plough on the day called Akti, when the mon-
soon sets in and the work of cultivation is renewed. The Barai,
or grower of the betel-vine, pays homage to the vine in October,
before he begins to pick the leaf ; and in July, before planting
the new crop, he does homage to the ground prepared for the
purijose. On the great annual festival of the Dasahra, which
IS especially sacred to Rajputs, all men of this caste worship
their weapons of war—the sword, sliield, matchlock, and bow
and arrow—and the animals used in war—the horse and the
elephant. Artisan castes worship the tools by which they
practise their respective crafts, chiefly on the Holi. The Basor
(" baaket-maker") worships the knife with which he splits the
bamboo and cane ; the Ohamar ('* tanner ") worships the rdmpi,
or currier's knife ; the Bunkar or Kori(" weaver"), the apparatus
with which cloth is woven ; the TeU (" oilman "), his oil press ;

the Ealar (*' Uquor-seller "), an earthern jar filled with wine ; and
the Kumhar, his potter's wheel. Artisan castes of higher rank
worship their various tools on the Diwali festival, which to the
more respectable castes marks the opening of the new year

:

the Rangrez (" dyer ") reveres a jar filled with dye ; the Halwai,
or confectioner, does honour to his oven by placing against it a
lamp lighted with melted butter. The trading castes mvariably
bring out their rupees and account-books on the Diwilli festival,

and worship them as the implements of their trade. The
Kayasth, or writer caste, does homage to the pen and ink.'

6. Spirits of trees and plants.—Not less are trees
and plants considered to be sentient and the abodes
of spirits. A common superstition is the belief

that trees must not be struck at night lest the
sleep of the tree-spirit may be disturbed. The

1 The Holi is the Hindu Saturnalia, or Carnival, falling in
February at the end of their calendar year.

2 The festival for the worship of snakes, especially the cobra.
Wrestling is held on this day, because the movements of the
wrestler resemble the convolutions of a snake.
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Hindus clean their leuth with a dutun, or tooth-

stick, coiisistiuj; of a twij; taken from any tree ;

but, if they break the lirst twi<;, it is considered
wronj; to take another, because it is equivalent to

destroj'in}; two lives, \\itli some people it is the
custom before climbing a tree to pray for its pardon
for the rough usage to which it is to be subjected.
If a mango tree withers for a time and tlien grows
again, it is considered that the tree-spirit has been
ah.sent on a pilgrimage. When a mango giove is

planted, every tree has to be married to a twig of

jasmine. Tlie spirits of Hralinian boys who die
unmarried are supposed to take up their residence
in tlie sacred piped tree {Incus relii/iosd), and it is

believed that the spirit of the tree has thus the
power of making barren women fertile, the custom
being that such a woman, having taken oli' her
clothes, shall walk round the tree at night a
certain number of times.

7. Totemism.—WhUe the belief in the universal
existence of spirits, which is termed Animism, is

still widely prevalent, the cognate superstition of

totemism is now traceable only in a decaying form.

The majority of the castes and tribes in the Central
Provinces are divided into a number of exogamous
septs or clans, governed by the rule that a man
and woman of the same clan may not marry.
These clans are very frequently named after

animals and plants from which at one time the
members of the clan considered themselves to be
descended, this being one of the essential ideas of

the primitive belief known as totemism. But this

idea has now been either forgotten or abandoned,
and except in a few instances can no longer be
considered as a working force. In many cases the
members of a clan named after some animal will

abstain from killing it or eating its flesh, while those
named after a tree will not cut it down or use the
wood. The more backward tribes, if they come
across the dead body of one of their totem animals,
will bathe and wash their clothes, and throw away
an earthen pot, as if they had been rendered im-
pure by the death of a relative. At marriages an
image or drawing of the totem animal or plant is

sometimes made and worshipped, and a portion of

the /iicher, or sacrilicial marriage-cake, which is

partaken of only by relatives of the family, nuiy
be given to the live animal or left at its hole or den.

Members of the primitive Bhaina trilie must be
tatued with representations of their totem before

marriage, as a proof that they are proper members
of their respective clans. But the more interest-

ing developments of totemism recorded among the
aboriginal Australians and the American Indians

can no longer be observed in the Central Provinces.

8. Agricultural rites and superstitions.—Nearly
four-fifths ot the popiilii,tion live by the land, and,
as might be expected, the operations of agiiculture

are attended with an elaborate religious ritual,

some details of which will form a suitable con-

clusion to this article.

Before sowing begins, an auspicious day, known
as mahurat, must be fixed by a Brahman, who also

declares what kind of rice should first be sown,
what is an auspicious letter or syllable for the

commencement of the sower's name, and what
colour the bullock should be which is first yoked
(C. E. Low, BalufiluU District Guzt-ttn;; \,. S3). If

the tenant does not possess a bullock of the colour
prescribed, he will get over this by applying to

the forehead of his own bullocks a mark of the
reqiiired colour. Monday and Friday are gener-
ally considered lucky days for the commencement
of sowing, and Tuesday and Saturday uiducky
days. In the wdieat districts the com|>letion of

sowing is celebrated by the Macktiandri PCija, or
worship of Mother Earth—a ceremony meant to

invoke fertility.

At tlie cd^e of one ot liis lields Lhu cultivalor puts up a little

circular or triangular wall of clods, whicb ia intrant to rc-prew;nt

a hut. This is covered o\er with green grass as if it were
thatched, and represents the t-emple of Motlier ICarth. Inside
it a little fire is made, and milk i.s set to boil in a tiny earthen
pot, wliieh is allowed to boil over us a sign of abundance.
While this is going on, the ploughmen, who are all collected in

the field, drive their ploughs at a trot, shrieking wildly. The
cultivator meanwhile otVera a little rice, sugar, and vermilion to

Machhandri, and then makes two tiny holes in the ground to
represent bandds^ or granaries, drops in a few grains of wheat,
and covers them over. This is a symbol ot prayer that his

granary may be filled from the produce of the land. The
bullocks are then let go, and the ploughmen rush oft at top
speed across country, scattering wheat boiled whole as a sign of

abundance. In some localities the first seed should be sown liy

a pregnant woman, and no barren woman or widow is permitted
to enter the field (C. A. Elliott, Hoshajigabad Setltement licfort,

p. 125).

In the rice districts the oldest man in the house
sometimes cuts the first five sheaves of the crop,

and they are left in the field for the birds to eat.

At the end of harvest the last one or two sheaves
are left standing in the field, and any one who
likes can cut and carry them away. In some
localities the last sheaves are known as Bnrhona,
or the giver of increase. When all the re.st Ls cut,

the labourers rush together at this last patch of

corn and tear it up by the roots ; everybody seizes

as much as he can and keeps it, the master having
no share in it. Elsewhere they throw the corn
into the air, shouting out the name of their

favourite deity. It is then made into a sheaf,

stuck on a bamboo, placed in the last harvest cart,

and driven home in triumph. It is afterwards
bound to a tree beside the threshing-floor or in the
cattle-shed, where its services are essential in

averting the evil eye. The underlying idea in this

is that the last handful of corn contains the corn-

spirit, and when it is cut he flies away or his life is

extinguished. The same belief prevaUs in many
parts of the world, as recorded by Frazer (GB'^ ii.

171 fl'.).

In the wheat districts, when the earth of the
threshing-floor has been beaten hard andsurrounded
by a strong fence, the god of the threshing-floor is

placed within, in the shape of a stone daubed with
vermilion. A pot of water from a sacred stream
is also set here to scare away evU sjiirits. During
threshing-time, if any beggar comes to the ground,
he must be given some grain to propitiate liim, or

he will cast the evil eye on the crop. In the rice

districts, on the conclusion of a day's threshing,

the cultivator rubs a wisp of straw on the foreheail

of each bullock, and pulls a hair from its tail, and
the hairs and straw, made into a bundle, are tied

to the pole of the threshing-floor. The cultivator

prays :
' God of Plenty, enter here full and go

out empty.' Before leaving the threshing-floor for

the ni";ht, be draws ciicles on the ground, round
the pole of the threshing-floor and the heap of

grain, with the ashes of burnt straw. Outside the
circles he makes representations of the sun, the
moon, a lion, and a monkey, or of a cart and a pair

of bullocks. Next morning before sunrise the ashes
are swept away by waving a winnowing-fan over
them. The meaning of this process is that the face

of the threshing-floor is disfigured by the black

marks in order that the evil eye may bo averted

from it, exactly as women place lampblack on
their eyes for the same purpose.

Winnowing in the wheat districts is a very
solemn and important operation, not lightly to lie

commenced without consultation of the stars.

The winnowin'C-lJlace is cleaned and plastered with cowdun^,
and a circle is made of ashes, into which none may go with his

shoes on. When the \illage priest has given the itiahurat

{'auspicious time'), the cultivator and his family go to tlie

threshing-floor, and, washing the stake with water, make
oilerings to it and to the heap ot threshed grain. The boiled

wheat of the oflering is sprinkled about, in the hope that the

bhitta (' spirits ') may content themselves with it, and not take
any of tiie harvested corn. Then the master stands on the
three-legged stool, and, taking live basketfuls from the threshed
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heap, winnows them. After winnowing, the grain and chaff arc
collecleJ again and measured, and if the five basI<ot(! arc turnc<l
out full, or anything' remains over, it is a good omen ; if they
cannot fill tlie basliets, the place where they began winnowing
is thought unluclty, and it is removed to another part of the
threshing-floor. The five basketfuls are presented to a Brahman,
or distributed in the village, and not mixed with the rest of the
harvest. After this, winnowing can go on whenever a good
wind Wows, but no artificial means are ever employed for
making a blast. So long as winnowing proceeds, the corn-
basket must never be set down on its bottom, but always up-
side down : otherwise the spirits would use the basket to carry
off the grain (ElUott, op. cit. p. 78).

In the rice districts, before the grain is measured, it must he
stacked in the form of a trapezium, with the shorter end to the
centre, and not in that of a square or oblong heap. The
measurer sits or stands with his back to the west,—the unlucky
quarter of the day—having the shorter end of the heap on his
left hand. By the larger end of the heap are laid the reaping-
hook, a winnowing fan, the rope by which the bullocks are tied
to the threshing-pole, one or two branches of the wild plum
tree, and the tmsted bundle of straw and hairs of the bullocks
which had been tied to the threshing-pole. Five balls of cow-
dung are laid on the grain, and the horn, or fire-sacrifice, is
offered to the heap. The measurer must not speak at all during
this work, and he ties knots in a piece of cloth or string to keep
count of the number of baskets. He must always wear a turban.
He never quite empties his measure while the work is going on,
as it is feared that, if he did this, the god of abundance would
leave the threshing-floor.
The spirits rob the grain till it is measured, thinking they

cannot be found out, but when once it has been measured they
are afraid of detection. It is considered unlucky for anv one
who has ridden on an elephant to enter the threshing-floor,
but a person who has ridden on a tiger brings luck. Con-
sequently the forest Goijds and Baigas, if they capture a young
tiger and tame it, will take it round the countrv, and the
cultivators pay them a little to give their children a ride on it.

The cultivators think that each grain should bear a hundred-
fold, but they do not get this, since it is taken bv Kuver, the
treasurer of the gods, or Bhainsasur, the buffalo demon, who
lives in the fields. BhainsasOr is worshipped when the rice is
coming into ear, and, if the cultivators think he is likely to be
mischievous, they give him a pig, but otherwise a smaller
o£Eering. When the standing corn in the fields is beaten down
at night, they think that Bhainsasiir has been passing over it.

He also steals the crop while it is being cut and is lying on the
ground. Once Bhainsasur was absent while the particular field
in the village from wliich he stole his annual provision was cut
and the crop removed, and afterwards he was heard erring that
all his grain for the year had been lost.

Literature.—P. Drysdale, Central Provinces Census Reports,
Nagpur, 1881; B. Robertson, il., Calcutta, 1891; R. V. Russell,
lb., Nagpur, 1901; C. Grant, Central Provinces Gazetteer,
Bombay, 1871 ; Central Provinces District Gazetteers, Allahabad,
Bombay, and Calcutta, 1905-1910 ; E. J. Kitts, Herar Census
Report, Bombay, ISSl ; C. A. Elliott, Settlement Report of
the Hoshaiigabad District, Allahabad, 1807 ; C. E. Low
District Gazetteer of the Balaqhat District, Allahabad, 1907

'•

W. Crooke, Pop. Rel. and Folk-lore of JV. India, London'
1896; A. K. Foihes,Ras McUa, or Annals of O^ijarat, London
1878 ; J. C. Nesfield, Brief View of the Caste System of the
N.W. Provinces and OudA, Allahabad, 1885; E. M. Gordon
Indian Folk-Tales, London, 1908. R. V. Ku.SSELL.

CERBERUS.— I. When Hermes, the guide of
the dead, brings souls to Pluto's kingdom, they
are received at the River of Woe by Charon, the
grim boatman, who ferries them across, proWded
the passage money has been jilaced in tlieir mouths
and their bodies have been duly buried in the
world above. Pluto's house has a janitor Cerberus
'(Gr. Kerberos), sometimes friendly, sometimes
snarling, when new guests arrive, but always
hostile to them that would depart. Honey cakes
are provided for those that are about to go to
Hades—the ' sop to Cerberus.' This dog, name-
less and undescribed, Homer mentions simply as
the dog of Hades. Herakles, as the last and chief
test of his strengtli, snatches him from the liorrible
house of Hades. First Hesiod [Tkeo(>. 311), and
next Stesichorus, who vTote a poem on the sub-
ject (see Pollux, x. 152), discover his name to be
Kerberos. The former makes him born of Typhaon
and Echidna, and describes him as tlie irresistible,
inellable Uesh-devourer, the voracious, brazen-
voiced, lifty-headed dog of hell. Plato in his
Republic (588 C) refers to the composite nature
of Kerberos. Not until ApoUodorus (II. v. 12) in
the 2nd cent. B.C. comes the familiar description.
Kerberos now has three dog heiids and a dragon tail,
and hia back is covered with the heads of serpents.

Classic art has taken up Cerberus very gener-
ously ; but its treatment is far from being as
delinite as that of the Greek and Roman poets.
Statues, sarcophagi, and vase-paintings wliose
theme is Hades, or scenes laid in llades, represent
him as a ferocious Greek collie, often encircled
with serpents, and with a serpent for a tail ; but
there is no certainty as to the number of his heads.
Often he is three-headed in art as in literature, as
may be seen conveniently in the reproductions in
Baumeister's Denkmaler des /classiscficn A Itcrltims
(3 vols., Munich, 1885-88). Very familiar is the
statue, in the villa Borghese, of Pluto enthroned,
with three-lieaded Cerberus by his side. A Greek
scaraba^us shows a pair of lovers, or a married
couple, who have died at the same time, crossing
in Charon's ferry, awaited on the other side by
three-headed Cerberus. On the other band, a
bronze in Naples shows Herakles engaged in
leading a two-headed Cerberus from Hades. This
last of the wonderful deeds of Herakles is a favour-
ite theme of vase-pictures ; the dog is generally
two-headed. Such a Cerberus may be seen in
Gerhard, Auscrleseiu Vasejibilder {Berlin, 1840-47),
ii. 131, or in Norton's reproduction of an amphora
in the Louvre {Amcr. Journ. ofArchmologi;, xi. 14).

2. Neither Greek literature nor Greek art, how-
ever, really seems to fix either the shape or the
nature of Cerberus. It was left to the Roman
poets to say the last word about him. 'They finally
settled the number of his heads, or the number of
his bodies fused in one. He is triceps, ' three-
headed'; triplex or tergeminus, 'threefold'; tri-

formis, ' of three bodies ' ; or simply Tricerberus.
TibuUus (III. iv. 88) states explicitly that he has
both three heads and three tongues (c?«» tres sunt
linguae tergeminmnque caput). Vergil {.^n. vi.

417) has huge Cerberus barking with triple jaws ;

his neck bristles with serpents. Ovid (Mctiini. x.

21) makes Orpheus, searching for Eurydice in
Tartarus, declare that he did not go down in order
that he might chain the three necks, shaggy with
serpents, of the monster begotten of Medusa. His
duties also are determined for all time ; he is the
terrible, fearless, and watchful janitor or guardian
{janitor, or custos) of Orcus, the Styx, Lethe, or
the black kingdom. And so he remains for modern
poets, as when Dante, reproducing Vergil, describes
him {Inferno, vi. 22 ff.)

:

* When Cerberus, that great serpent, us had seen.
His mouth he opened and his tusks were shown,
And not a limb was as it erst had been.
And then my Leader, with his palms out-thrown.
Took of the earth, and filling full his hand.
Into those hungry gullets flung it down.*

3. Classical explanations of Cerberus's shape are
feeble and foolishly rationalistic. Heraclitus (Ilepi

awiartov, 331) states that Kerberos had two pups.
They always attended their father, therefore lie

appeared to be three-headed. Tlie mythographer
Palaiphatos (39) states that Kerberos was con-
sidered three-headed from his name Tpu-dpTji'O!,

which he obtained from the city of Trikarenos in
Phliasia. The late Roman rationalistic mytho-
grapher Fulgentius states that Petronius defined
Cerberus as the lawyer of Hades—apparently
because of his three jaws, or tlie cumulative glib-
ness of his three tongues. Fulgentius himself has
a fabula in which he says that Cerberus means
Creahoros, that is, ' flesh-eater,' and that the three
heads of Cerberus are, respectively, infancy, youth,
and old age, through which death has entered the
circle of the earth (per qiuis introivit mors inorbem
tcrrarum).

4. India is the home of the Cerberus myth in its

clearest and fullest development. Early Hindu
conceptions of a future life are auspicious and
quite tlie reverse of sombre. In the main, life

after death does not include the notion of liell.
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The early visions are siinijle, |ioetic, and clieerful.

The hollies of the dead are Imrned, and their ashes

are consij^ned to earth. But this is viewed merely
as a syniholic act of iireoaration—cooking it is

called outright—for another life of joy. The
righteous forefathers of old have found another
good place. Espeiually Yania, the lirst mortal,

has gone on to the great rivers on high ; like

a pioneer, he has searched out the way to

the highest heaven where beams unfading light,

where (low eternal waters, where every wisli is

fulfilled on the rich meadows of Yama. Day by
day Yama sends forth two dogs, his messengers, to

search out among men those that are to join the
fathers, who are holding revel and rejoicing in

Yama's company.
The Kigveda contains three .stanzas (X. xiv.

10-12) which refer to the dogs : it is quite clear

that we are dealing with the conception of Cer-

berus. In stanza 10 the two dogs are conceived as

ill-disposed creatures, standing guard to keep the

departed souls out of bliss. The soul, on its way
to heaven, is addressed as follows :

' Run past

straightway the two spotted four-eyed dogs, the

brood of Sarama : enter in among the propitious

fathers who hold high feast with Yama.' A later

Vedic text, the book of house-rites of Asvalayana,
has the notion of the sop to Cerberus :

' To the

two dogs born in the house of Yama, Vivasvant's

son, to the dark and the spotted, I have given a
cake ; do ye guard me ever on my road.' The
12th stanza of the Rigveda hymn strikes a
dili'erent note, which suggests both good and evil

in the character of the two dogs :
' The two

brown, broad-nosed messengers of Yama, life-

robbing, wander among men. May they restore

to us to-day the auspicious breath of life, that we
may behold the sun 1

' The part of the Cerberi

here is not in harmony with their function in

stanza 10 ; instead of debarring men from the
abodes of bliss, they pick out tlie dead that are

ultimately destined for boon companionship with
Yama. The same idea is clearly expressed in two
passages of the Atharvaveda (V. xxx. 6 and vill.

1. 9). The 11th stanza of Kigveda X. xiv. presents

the two dogs as guides of the soul {\//vxoTr6fi.Troi) to

heaven: 'To thy two four-eyed, road-guarding,

man-beholding watchdogs entrust him, O king
Yama, and bestow on him prcsperity and health !

'

It follows that the two Cerberi were originally

located in heaven.

A lepccud of the Brahmaija texts, the Hindu equivalent of

the Talmud, tells explicitly that there are two dogs in heaven,
and that tluse two are' Yaraa'9 dogs. There were Asuraa
(demons) named Kalakafijas. They piled up a fire altar in

order to ohlain the world of he.aven. Man by man they placed

a brick upon it. The god Indra, passing himself off for a
Brahman, put on a brick for himself. They clhnbed up to
heaven. Indra pulled out his brick; they tumbled down.
They who tumbled down became spiders ; two flew up and
became the two heavenly dojfs, the do^'s of Yama (Taittirlya

Brnhmaxta [. i. 2 and Maitruj/a'TLi iiailihitd i. vi. 9).

Other Brahmana texts carry the explanation of

the two dogs to a clear conclusion. The Kalha
Samhita xxxvii. 14 says :

' These two dogs of

Yama, verily, are day and night' ; the Kau^ltal;i

l^rahmaiia, seating the names of the two dogs,

Syama and Sabala (the dar^ and the spotteii),

says: 'Sabala is the day; Syama is the night.'

The Taittirlya Hamhitd (V. vii. 19) correlates the
two dogs with the time-markers in heaven. In
this passage sundry parts of the sacrificial horse
are assigned to four cosmic phenomena in tlu!

following order : (1) sun and moon ; (2) Syfima aiul

Sabala (the two dogs of Yama); (3) dawn; (4)

evening twilight. They occur here as special

poetic designations of sun and moon ; a pa.ssage

in the &ata]mthn Brahmana states exiditdlly

:

' The moon, verily, is the divine dog ; he looks
down upon the cattle of the sacrificer ' ; and a

passage in the Kashmir version of the Atharva-
veda .says :

' The four-eyed dog (the mo(m) surveys
by night the sphere of the night.' The epithet
' four-eyed ' nuiKes it certain that the dog, the
moon, is one of the dogs of Yama.
In the theosophic Upani.sads also tlu; soul must

pass the two dogs before it can be r<d<!ased from
the round of existences {sn/'iixdra) ami be absorbed
in Brahman. The Kdnsllnki Vjianiiiad (I. ii. 2)

arranges that all who leave this world go lirst to

the moon, the moon being the door of the world of

light. The Maitrayana Upnnimil (vi. 38) sketches
salvation as follows. When a mortal no longer
approves of wrath, but ponders upon the true

wish, he penetrates the veil that enclo.ses the
Brdhnian, and breaks through the concentric
circles of sun, moon, fire, eti., that occupy the
ether. Only then does he beliold the Supreme
Being. And the C'hhdndugi/a Uimnimd (viii. 13)

has the same idea, menticming both moon and sun
by their ancient names and in their capacity as
dogs of Yama. The soul of the aspirant for fusion

with Brahman resorts alternately to Syama (the

i;ioon-dog) and Sabala (the suu-dqg) :
' From

Syama (tlie^moon) do I re.sort to Sabala (the

sun) ; from Sabala to Syama. Shaking off sin as

a steed shakes off the loose hairs of its mane,
casting aside my body, my real self delivered, do
I enter into the uncreated world of Brnhnum.'

It is clear that the two dogs of Yama, the
heavenly dogs, are sun and moon. On the one
hand, the exhortation to the dead to run past the
tw'o dogs in order to get to heaven suits the idea

of the two heavenly bodies coursing across the
sky. On the other hand, by an easy though
quite contrary change of mental position, the
same two heavenly dogs are the guides who guard
the way and look upon men benignly : hence they
are ordered by Yama to take charge of the dead,
and to furnish them such health and prosperity as

the shades nuiy require. Again, with an equally
simple shift of position, sun and moon move among
men as the messengers of death : by ni"ht and by
day human beings perish while these alternate in

their presence among men.

5. The Avesta has reduced the Cerberus myth
to stunted rudiments. In Vcnduldd xiii. 9 the
killing of dogs is forbidden, because the dogs that
keep the Chinvat bridge (the bridge to Para-
dise [see Bridge]) will not ' help him when dead,
despite his cries of terror and woe.' When a man
dies, as soon as the soul has parted from the body,
the evil corpse-demon (Druj Nasu) from the regions

of hell falls upon the dead. The demon is expelled

from the dead bj' means of the 'look of the dog'

:

a ' four-eyed dog '—in practice a dog with a spot
over each eye—is brought near the body, and is

made to look at the dead, whereupon the demon
tlees back to hell ( Vendldud viii. 14-22).

6. Norse mythology also contains certain animal
pairs which seem to reHect the Cerberus idea. At
the feet of Odhin lie his two wolves, Geri and
Freki, 'Greedy' and 'Voracious.' Th.ey hurl

themselves across the lands when peace is bndcen.

The virgin Mengliidh sleeps in her wonderful
castle on the mountain called Ilyfja, guarded by
the two dogs Geri and Gifr, 'Greedy' and
' Violent,' who take turns in watching ; only
alternately may they sleep as they watch the

Hyfja mountain :
' One sleeps by night, the other

by day, and thus no one may enter' {fjdl.ivivnsmal,

16). It is not neces.sary to sup|)oso any direct con-

nexion between this fable and the Vedic myth,
but the root of the thought is alternating sun and
moon coursing dangerously acro.ss the skj".

7. The epithet ' four-eyed,' which is assigned to

the dogs in the mythology of the Veda and the
Avesla, is not altogether clear. It may possibly
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contain a tentati^e fusion of the two docs in one.
The capacity <if tlie two doj;s to see boUi by day
(the suii) and l>y night (the moon) may liave given
tliu niylh a start ir\ the direction of the two-lieadeil
(irccU KcilicroM. IJut there is the alternate jiossi-

hility that 'four-eyed' is hut a ligure of siieeoli for

sharp-siglilcd. Certainly the god Agni, 'Fire,' is

once (Uiiirriiit I. xxxi. 13) called ' four-eyed,' which
ean only mean ' sharp-sighted'—an obviously suit-

able poetic conception of fire.

8. The two dogs of Yania derive their proper
names from their colour epithets. The passages
cited above make it clear tli/it Syama, ' the black,'

is the moon-dog, and that Sabala, ' the spotted or
brindled,' is the sun-dog. More than a hundred
years ago the Anglo-Indian Wilford (in Asiatick
Mesearches, iii. 409) wrote :

' Yama, the regent of

hell, has two dogs, one of them named Cerbura, or
varied ; the other Syama, or black.' He then
compares Cerbura with Greek Kerberos, of course.

The form Cerbura he obtained from his consulting
pandits, who explained the name Sabala by the
Sanskrit word karbura, 'variegated,' a regular
gloss of the Hindu scholiasts. About fifty years
later a number of distingTiished scholars of the
past generation, Theodor Benfey, Max Miiller, and
AJbrecht Weber, again compared Habalas with
Greek Kerberos. Though the comparison suft'ers

from a slight phonetii; difficulty, it is rather sur-
prising that the two languages have not manipu-
lated their respective versions of the word so as
still further to increase the phonetic distance
between them.

9. But whether the names Sabalas and Kerberos
are identical or not, the myth itself is clear. The
explanation by means of the texts of the Veda
imparts to the myth a delinite character : it is no
longer a dark and uncertain touch in the troubled
visions of hell, but a lucid treatment of an im-
portant cosmic phenomenon. Sun and moon
course across the sky ; beyond is the abode of
light and the blessed. The coursers are at one
moment regarded as barring the way to heaven

;

at another as outposts who may guide the soul to
heaven. In yet another mood, because they con-
stantly look down upon the race of men dying
day by day, they are regarded as daily selecting
candidates for the final journey. In due time
Yama and his heaven are degraded to a mere
Pluto and hell—such is, after all, the fear of death.
Then the terrible character of the two dogs is all

that can be left to them. And the two dogs blend
into a unit v.-iriously, after their origin is forgotten :

either a four-eyed Parsi dog or a two-headed

—

finallj- a plural-headed—Kerberos.
LiTER^iTDRE.—Maurice Bloomfield, Cerberus, the Doa of

Hades : The History of an Idea (Cliicago and Loadon, 190S).
For further references see Scherman, ilaterialien zur Gesck.
der ind. Visionslitteratur, pp. 127-131 (Leipag, 1892); Mac-
donell, Vedic Mythology, p. 178 f. (Strassburg, 1S97) ; Gruppe,
Griech. Mythol. und Religionsgesch., pp. 405-408 (Munich, 1906).

Maurice Bloomfield.
CERINTHUS, CERINTHIANS.—The date

of Cerinthus is fixed by the well-known story of
his encounter with John of Asia at Ephesus.
Ireneeus says, referring to Polycarp :

' And there are some who heard him say that John, the dis-
ciple of the Lord, going to hathe in Ephesus and seeing Cerin-
thus witiiin, leapt out of the bath without bathing, but^ saying,
" Let us flee, lest the bath fall in while Cerinthus the enemy
of the truth is within'" (ffcer. ni. iii. 4).

It was not unusual for scholars to reject this story
as a floating fable, attached now to this man, now
to that, on the ground that Epiphanius tells it of
Ebion instead of Cerinthus. But, in view of the
almost complete untrustworthiness of the state-
ments about Cerinthus which are peculiar to Epi-
phanius, and of the grave improbability, in spite
of Dalman's opinion to the contrary, that such a
person as Ebion ever existed, it would be ijuite

unjustifiable to throw any discredit on the state-

ment of lren:cus. It is true that he did not hear
the story innn I'olycarp at first hand, but the
internal evidence strongly favours its historicity.

It would not have occurred to any one to invent
the story that John went to hathe at the public
baths. Eiiiphanius obviou.sly felt thao this was
out of harmony with what would be expected of

an Apostle, ami explained that it was only under
the influence of the Holy Spirit that John visited

the baths, and did not understand the reason for

the impulse which took him there till on inquiry
he discovered that Ebion was within (Hcer. xxx.
xxiv.). We may, accordingly, confidently accept,

with most recent scholars, the story of Irenaeus,

and assume that Cerinthus was a contemporary of

John of Asia (whether of the Apostle, as the pre-

sent writer thinks, or of the Presl>ytier may here
be left undetermined) about the close of the 1st

cent. A.D. Even if the story itself were apocry-
phal, the residence of Cerinthus in Ephesus at
that time would be guaranteed by it. For, unless
it had been known that such was the case, the
story of the encounter would hardly have been in

circulation.

Hippolytus (Philos. vii. 33, x. 21) further in-

forms us that Cerinthus had been trained in

Egypt. Some authorities have doubted this state-

ment. For example, Lipsius speaks of it as only
one of those loose conjectures with which the
author has so richly adorned his work {Gnosti-

cismus, 1860, col. 110). A measure of doubt must
hang over the statement, but it may very well
have been taken by Hippolytus from his notes of
Irenffius' lectures, and be historically accurate.

Epiphanius speaks of the Merinthians, but is

dubious whether Merinthus was another name for

Cerinthus, or whether the two were distinct (Hmr.
XXVIII. viii.). We may mthout hesitation set

aside the latter alternative. Some scholars, for

example HUgenfeld (Ketzergesch. 1884, p. 417),

consider that Merinthus is simply another form of

the name. It is more probable, however, as Fab-
ricius suggested (Cod. Apoc. NT, 344), that Epi-

phanius had in his hands an earlier work in which
the author gave Cerinthus the nick-name Merin-
thus, which means 'noose.' This writer was prob-
ably Hippolytus (see Lightfoot, Biblical Mssays,

1893, p. 119). Epiphanius communicates a lengthy
account of Cerinthus' earlier history in Palestine,

Syria, and Galatia ; but, since these stories are
rejected with practical unanimity, it is unnecessary
to devote space to them further than to say that
they connect him closely with the Judaizing
prop.agajda in the early Church.
Our most trustworthy information as to the

doctrine of Cerinthus is derived from Irenaius.

His account of the system is brief, and may be
quoted in full :

' A certain Cerinthus in Asia taught that the world was not
made by the Supreme God, but by a certain power entirely

separate and distinct from that authority which is above the
universe, and ignorant of that God who is over all things. He
submitted that Jesus was not born of a virgin (for this seemed
to him impossible), but was the son of Joseph and Mary, born
as all other men, yet excelling all manldnd in righteousness,
prudence, and wisdom. And that after His baptism there had
descended on Him, from that authority which is above all

things, Christ in the form of a dove ; and that then He had
announced the unknown Father and had worked miracles

;

but that at the end Christ had flown back again from Jesus,
and that Jesus suffered and rose again, but that Christ re-

mained impassible, since He was a spiritual being ' (i. xxvi. 1).

Hippolytus (Philos. vii. 33, x. 21) practically

repeats the account of Irenseus. Pseudo-Tertul-
lian, who proljably draws on the Si/ntaijiiin of

Hippolytus, "ives a very brief account {'idr. Oinn.
Hmr, X.), which is in substantial agreement with
Irenajus, though much scantier. He tells us that
Cerinthus taught that the Law was given by
angels, and says that the God of the Jews was
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not the Lonl but an angel. Hippolytus also

speaks of tlie world as being made by an angelic
power (Philns. x. 21).

Our earliest and most trustworthy sources,
accordingly, represent Cerinthns as a genuine
Gnostic, in so far as he drew a distinction be-

tween the Supreme God and tlie Creator, and
between Jesus and Christ. The work of Jesus
he characteristically found in revelation rathijr

than in redemption through His death. Since he
ailinued the real humanity of Jesus, he had no
temptation to deny the reality of His human ex-
periences or the fact of His crucifixion and resur-

rection. But, of course, he could not admit that
a heavenly being from the higliest sphere could
sutler the indignity of the Cross, and therefore he
iiflirmed Christ's abandonment of Jesus before the
Pa-ssion, and the return of Christ to the Sui)reuie
God. In a later part of his work (m. xi. 1)

Irena-us ha.s a further reference to Cerinthns, and
the views promulgated a long tinie before by the
Nicolaitans ; but unfortunately it is not clear

whether, in the tenets he proceeds to enumerate,
he is referring to them or to later heretics. We
liave here again the distinction between the
Creator and the Father of the Lord, and between
Jesus and Christ. But Jesus is identified with
the Son of the Creator—which can hardly refer to

Cerinthianism. Accordingly, when we read that
Monogenes (only-begotten) was the beginning, and
that Logos was the true son of the only-begotten,
it is very doubtful whether we should suppose that
Cerinthus taught this doctrine, which would con-
stitute the recognition of a Pleroma, which, indeed,
we find affirmed in this passage in the statement
that Christ ' had again flown back into His
I'leroma.' Elsewhere (III. xi. 7) Irenaius says

:

' They who separate Jesus from Christ and say
that Christ remained impassible, but that Jesus
suflered, preferring the Gospel according to JLark,
can be corrected if they read it with love of the
truth.' This statement seems, on comparison with
the language of Irenaeus in I. xxvi. 1, to refer to

Cerinthus, and it is recommended by the con-

sideration that the Second Gospel does not contain
the account of the supernatural conception. It is

true that some scholars deny the reference on the
ground that Epiphanius (Hcrr. xxviii. 5, xxx. 14)

and Philaster (de Hercsibus, xxxvi.) affirm that
Cerinthus used only the Gospel of Matthew, of

course in a mutilated form. This, however, should
probably be rejected, but it stands or falls with
the general account of Cerinthianism given by
those writers.

In a dialogue with Proclus the Montanist,
written by Gains of Rome early in the 3rd cent.

,

there is an important reference to Cerinthus,
which runs as follows :

' But Cerinthus alao, by means of revelations purporting to
have been written by a great apostle, lyingly imposes upon us
marvellous prodigies, which he professes to have been shown
him by angels, saying that after the resurrection the kingdom
of Christ is an earthly kingdom, and again that men shall liv e

in .lenisalem in the flesh and be the slaves of lusts and
pleasures. And, being an enemy of the Scriptures of God, he
would fain deceive, and says that a tale of a thousand years is

to be spent in marriage festivities' fcited by Kuseb. HE iii. 2S
[tr. quoted from Lightfoot, Clemenl oj Rome, 1S90, ii. 381]).

It was natural that Gaius should have been
thought to attribute in this passage the aiithor-

ship of the Apocalypse of .John to Cerinthus, and
it IS in fact likely that Dionysius of Alexandria
understood him in this sense (Euseb. HE vii. 25).

But this inference is probably <juite unwarranted
;

for, apart from the fact that (iaius does not say
so, and that Eusebius, with his dislike of the
Apocalypse, woulil probably not have failed to

quote him to that etl'ect if he had so declared, the
language of Gaius does not very well suit the
Apocalypse ; nor, indeed, is it likely that he

should have attributed to Cerinthus a book so
dillerent from his well-known views. It is un-
necessary to discuss any further either this or the
still more grotesque opinion that Cerinthus wrote
the Fourth Gosjiel as well cOs the Ajioc-alypse,
since we are not concerned in this artifde with
statements made about Cerinthus which cannot
possibly be true, hut with the views of Cerinthns
himself. The importance of the quotation from
Gaius for our purpose lies in its attribution to
Cerinthus of the doctrine of a sensuous millennium
on earth. It is true that we have no evidence for

this doctrine in Irena^us, but no importance need
be attached to this, since Irenoeus would have been
in sympathy with Cerinthus in his millenarian
views, and would not have felt it necessary to call

attention to them when he was giving a descrip-
tion of his heretical opinions. We could not infer
with any confidence that there was an immoral
strain in his teaching, in view of the constant
tendency of controversialists to put an evil con-
struction on the language of their opponents, and
especially to charge them with vicious indulgence.
Our decision on this matter is aii'ected by our

view as to the relation between the teaching of
Cerinthus and the First Epistle of John. Many
scholars consider that his doctrines are definitely
assailed in that Epistle. In favour of this view
we have the words :

' Who is the liar but he that
<lenieth that Jesus is the Christ ?

' (1 Jn 2~). Here
we probably have an attack, not on the Jewish
rejection of the Messianic claim of Jesus, but on a
refusal to identify Jesus with Christ. Even more
important is 1 Jn 4-"^, which runs thus in the
critical texts :

' Hereby know ye the Spirit of

God : eveiy spirit which confesseth that Jesus
Christ is come in the flesh is of God : and every
spirit which confesseth not Jesus is not of God.'
It is true that the reference to ' the flesh ' may
seem to favour an allusion to Docetism in the
strict sense of the term, i.e. the representation of
the physical appearance and actions of Christ as
an illusion. The opening verses of the Epistle,

with their strong and reiterated assertions that
the real humanity of the Word had been guaran-
teed by physical tests, are not relevant against
Cerinthianism, inasmuch as Cerinthus did not
deny the real humanity of Jesus. But there is

no insuperable difficulty in the view that two
types of Christological error are attacked in

I John. Both Cerinthianism and UocetLsm were
current at the time, the latter being attested by
the Epistles of Ignatius. AMien we read that
Jesus Christ came ' not with the water only, but
with the water and with the blood ' (I Jn 5''), it is

most natural to see in this an attack on the view
of Cerinthus that Christ descended on Jesus at
the Baptism but left Him before the Passion.
This will suit 1 Jn 2-"^ in the commonly accepted
text. But it is by no means improbable that in

v.^ we should read ' and every spirit which dis-

solveth (Xvcl) Je.sus is not of God.' If this reading
is accepted, the reference to Cerinthus seems to be
clear. The dissolution of Jesus is the separation

made in Cerinthianism between Him and Christ.

Now, it is quite clear from the language of 1 John
that practical immorality and speculative heresy

were associated. There were those who claimed
to know God and to live in the light, but whose
life gave the lie to their claims. It is quite

possible that this applies to Cerinthus and his

followers ; and, if so, this would corroborate the
statement as to his sen.sual doctrine of the millen-

nium, and that in an immoral sense. But, in

view of the fact that two forms of false Christ-

ology seem to be attacked, no certainty attaches
to tills conclusion.

It has been usual to speak of ('erintluis lus a
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Judaizing Gnostic. The earliest and best soinccs
that we possess, lio\vc\tT, ^ive no warrant for this

representation, which is duo to Ejiiphanius and
I'hilaster.' It is (|uite likely that what lias fiivc^n

rise to it is the way in which IreniBus connects
Cerinthus with Carpocrates and the Ebionites.
His account of the Ebionites follows that of

Cerinthus, and he says :

* Those who are c.illed Ebionites agree thiit the world waa
made by God ; but their opinions witli respect to the Lord are
similar [for non ftimiUter read similiter or consimiliter] to those
of Cerinthus and Cal^>ocrate3. They use the Gospel according
to Matthew only, and repudiate the Apostle Paul, maintaining
that he was an apostate from the Law * (l. xxvi. 2).

The point of contact hetMeen the Ebionites and
Cerinthus lay in their denial of the supernatural
origin of the humanity of Jesus ; and this was
extended by Epiphanius and Pliilaster to an
acceptance of a, mutOated Gospel of Matthew and
a Judaizing legalism. We may agree with Zahn's
conclusion that the Judaism of Cerinthus is only
a learned myth.
Literature.—The subject is dealt with in the Church His-

tories and Histories of Doctrine, also in the Histories of Heresy
and works on Gnosticism. The connexion of Cerinthus with
the Johannine literature, alleged by the Alogi and Dionysius
of Alexandria, has occasioned not a little attention to be given
to him in the NT Introductions, and books on the Canon of the
NT (Zahn in particular should be mentioned). See, further,
E. W. Mbller, Gesch. d. Eosinologie in der griech. Kirche bis

auf Origenes, 1860, p. 373 f. ; Knopf, Das nach-apostol. Zeit-
alter, 1906, pp. 328-330; Lipsius, Zur Qiielknkritik d. Epi-
phanios, 1866, pp. 116-122 ; Drummond, The Character and
Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, 1903, pp. 337-342 ; Law, The
Tests of Life, 1909 ; Schwartz, Ueber d. Tod d. Sbhne Zebediii,

1904, pp. 33-46; Stanton, The Gospels as Historical Docu-
ments, pt. i. [1903] pp. 204-208.

Arthur S. Peake.
CERTAINTY. — I. Logical certainty and

psychological certitude : distinction and relation
between them.— ' Certainty ' is used both in an obj ec-
tive or logical, and in a subjective or psychological,
sense, (a) In the former sense it means such adegi-ee
or kind of evidence in or for the subject-matter of a
judgment as removes the judgment beyond doubt or
question. (We may describe this obj ective certainty
or evidence as ' logical,' but it must be observed that
we are then using the term ' logical ' in a very wide
sense, to cover evidence of all kinds—not merely
that which a conclusion derives from its premisses,
but also the self-e^'idence of axioms, the evidence
of direct percejition, of memory, of testimony, etc.

)

In this sense certainty is contrasted with prob-
ability, or, in terms of the distinction prominent in
Greek philosophy, pertains to knowledge as con-
trasted with opinion, {b) In the subjective or
psychological sense certainty means such a degree
or kind of assurance on the part of the individual
as overcomes all doubt in his mind, or even prevents
any doubt from arising. It is convenient to use the
term ' certitude ' for this subjective assurance, and
keep ' certainty ' for the objective or logical sense.

In so far as the ' assurance ' of {b) is produced by
the ' evidence ' of {«), certainty and certitude will,

of course, coincide, and—from the logical point of
view at least—it seems obvious to regard this as
the normal case. On the other hand, we have
frequent enough experience of cases where we seem
at the time to have the fullest subjective certitude
about matters in regard to which we are afterwards
convinced of error ; and, again, of cases where we
have full certitude ourselves, although we cannot
make the truth of what we believe evident in the
logical sense, i.e. evident to the apprehension of
other people, or even to our own apprehension in so
far as we take an outsider's impartial point of view

;

or, to put the matter more generally and abstractly,
1 The question whether Philaster is here dependent on Epi-

phanius, or wiiether both derive their account from an earlier
source, need not be discussed. It is possible thjit they draw on
the lost Syntagma of Hippolytus, and, since Hippo'lytus was
probably not responsible for this particular representation, that
Philaster derived it from Epiphanius, whose account is thor-
oughly untrustworthy and confused.

to the apprehension of a (hypothetical) mind pos-
sessed of all human f.acultics and susceptibilities,

but free from all nieiely individual bias. We may,
for instance, bo convinced of a man's honour, .and
lind our-selves deceived, or, again, be convinced, and,
as after events show, rightly convinced, of it, and
yet be unable to bring any kind of proof which will
convince others, or even to formulate to ourselves
definite grounds for our own conviction. Such
experiences of apparently illogical and non-logical
certitudes compel us from the logical point of view
to begin by distinguishing certitude from certainty.
The distinction does not, indeed, solve the problems
which are raised by these experiences,—on the con-
trary, it only brings them more distinctly into
view,—but for the logician it has the advantage of
postponing them for the time being. He can say :

' For my present purposes I intend to exclude, or
even ignore the existence of, any certitudes which
are not at the same time certainties ; certainty is

what I am concerned with, and I cannot recognize
any certitude which does not coincide witli, or
simply reflect, a certainty.' And this, in fact, is

the attitude, not merely of the logician, but also,

in a large measure, of the practical man. For in the
concerns of ordinary life, as well as in the abstract
discussions of logic, we have to be on our guard
against all prejudice, bias, fancifulness, and senti-
mentalisra. It was, therefore, not only as a
thinker anxious for mere truth, but also as
a practical man anxious for sobriety of thought
and conduct, that Locke wrote the well-known and
controverted passage that opens his chapter on
' Enthusiasm ' in the Essay (Muniaii Understand-
ing, bk. IV. ch. xi.x.) :

' There is nobody in the commonwealth of learning who does
not profess himself a lover of truth ; and there is not a rational
creature that would not take it amiss to be thought otherwise
of. . . . How a man may know whether he be so in earnest, is

worth inquiry : and I think there is one unerring mark of it,

viz. the not entertaining any proposition with greater assurance
than the proofs it is built upon will warrant. Whoever goes
beyond this measure of assent, it is plain, receives not truth
in the love of it ; loves not truth for truth-sake, but for some
other by-end. For the evidence that any proposition is true
(except such as are self-evident) lying only in the proofs a man
has of it, whatsoever degrees of assent he affords it beyond the
degrees of that evidence, it is plain that all the surplusage of
assurance is owing to some other affection, aud not to the love
of truth.'

But, while it is convenient for the logician from
his logical point of view to approximate certitude
as far as possible to certainty, and, in fact, to
assume their coincidence, we must observe that
the same coincidence may be asserted with a pre-
cisely opposite motive by the sceptic who refuses
to recognize any objective grounds for the distinc-

tion between certainty and probability, or even for
that between true and false belief ; or, again, by
the psychologist who takes a view of his science
which precludes him, oflicially or even in prin-

ciple, from recognizing such distinctions within
its bounds. The sceptical view is illustrated by
Hume's reduction of all assent or conviction to a
' strong propensity to consider objects strongli/ in
that view under which they appear' {Trait ise,

bk. I., last section), and by his explanation of the
strength of the jiropensity in terms of a sujierior

vivacity in those ideas which have come to be
conjoined together by the force of what is, in the
last resort, mere blind custom. On such a view
there is no obiective distinction between one certi-

tude and another, and if any person is, in point
of fact, able to dierish a certitude which violates
customary modes of belief, there is no more to be
said : other people have no right to gainsay his
private convictions. Thus, from Hume's own point
of view, there is truth as well as irony in the con-
cluding declaration of his e.ssay Of J'fintdcs. that
Faith is quite above argument as to the probability
of miracles, since he wl; i is moved by Faith to
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assent to the Christian Kelii^ion ' is conscious of a
continued miracle in his own jierson which . . .

gives hiiu a determination to believe what is most
contrary to custom and exiierience.' A scepticism
like Hume's, however, which is quite aware of,

and explicitly calls attention to, its own para-
doxical results (in above section of, and appendix
to. Treatise), is less dangerous than the unconscious
scepticism of the psychologist, wlio does not for a
moment deny the objective or logical distinctions
in \irtue of which we are entitled to hold one
belief more strongly than another, yet thinks
himself free (or even obliged) to ignore these
distinctions in his account of the causation of
belief in terms of purely ' jisychological ' laws. All
psychology of the Associationist type—and much
of our modern psychology remains Associationist
in principle—is committed to this position. But
even a psychologist so little restricted by the
traditions of a school as James seems to see no
(lilBculty in adopting it.

'Hartley,' he tells'us, *sug{,'e8ted habit asasuflicient explana-
tion of all connexions of our thoughts, and in so doin;,' planted
himself squarely upon the properly psycholoixical ajipect of the
problem of connexion, and sought to treat both rational and
irrational connexions from a single point of view. The problem
which he e.ssayed, however lamely, to answer, was that of the
connexion between our psychic states considered purely as
such, regardless of the objective connexions of which they might
take cognizance '(Prmap/<'5 uf Psychology, vol. i. p. 553).

And yet it is obvious that, if the formation of our
beliefs can be explained in a manner which is

'regardless of the objective connexions of which
they might take cognizance,' the said ' objective
connexions ' are as ertectually denied in practice
as if they did not exist at all. We must conclude,
then, that, while tlie logician's identification of

certitude with certainty may be accepted as a
provisional simplification, the psychologist's reduc-
tion of certainty to certitude cannot be accepted at
all, because it deprives the certitude itself of all

real value. The sceptical implications of such a
reduction of objective certainty to mere .subjective

certitude are obvious enough when we contemplate
the reduction on a large scale. But it is important
to remember that precisely the same consequences
are implied in every jiarticular case, so far as it

goes, in which it is proposed to explain any kind
or degree of belief in terms of merely subjective
factors. It is, no doubt, very easy ana very
natural to appeal to such factors, to explain not
only the cases of apparently non-logical certitude
above referred to, but also all beliefs which are
bound up with feeling and action, such as moral
and religious beliefs. But, in proportion as we do
reduce any belief to a merely subjective certitude,

we simply justify the logician in his refusal to

recognize it. And thus an attitude on his part,

whicli would otherwise represent only the narrow-
ness and inadequacy of his own logic, becomes an
entirely defensible protest on behalf of general
logical principle.

2. Possibihty and degrees of certainty.—Accept-
ing in the meantime tlie logician's simplification,

we must notice the iiuestions that arise relating to

.strict logical certainty and its correlative certitude.

These fall roughly into two classes. (1) There are
general questions as to the possibility of certainty
in general ; the meaning (if any) of degrees of

certainty ; the kind or degree of evidence which
constitutes certainty ; the relation of certainty to

the lower kinds or degrees of evidence which con-
stitute probability ; the relation in each case of
the corresponding certitude or inferior conviction
to its objective counterpart ; and. finally, the
idtimate basis of certainty. (2) There is the
special question as regards each special department
of knowledge : how far, and upon what conditions,
(•ertainty is attainable in that department. While
these two classes of questions may for convenience
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be distiugnishcd, they cannot, of course, be kept
at all rigidly apart in actual di.scu.ssion. A full

discussion of them would cover a great part of
logic and methodology, not to .speak of meta-
pliy.sica ; for the purpo.ses of the present article,

some general indications of the character of the
issues involved must sullice.

It maj- be pointed out, to begin with, that there
is a sense in which certainty as well as certitude
may be characterized as subjective, though it is

not the same sense. Take any disjjuted historical

question. The judgment of tlie historian as to the
probability or certainty of a particular solution
ought to be objectively determined in the sense of
being determined solely by the evidence, and not
by any personal prejudices. But, suppose he
decides that one solution is, on the whole, more
probable than another— that is to say, there are
two suggested courses which the events in question
may have taken, he cannot pronounce either im-
possible, but sees reason to think it more probable
that the events occurred in this way rather than in
that. It is clear that to all this doubt, hesitation,

and caution in the historian's mind there is nothing
corresponding in the actual events themselves.
The events, of course, happened in one definite

way onljf ; every contrary suggestion, therefore,
is really impossible, and would be seen to be so if

at any time a discovery of additional evidence
showed what the actual sequence of events really
was. Thus the notions of possibility, probability,
and, as contrasted with these, certainty itself, are
here evidently subjective in the sense that their
use is determined—as we may roughly say—not by
anything in the reality itself, but by the extent
and the deficiencies of our knowledge of it. And
yet they are not subjective in the sense of being
ajiplied arbitrarily or at the instigation of mere
personal prejudice. On the contrary, they are
olqective in so far as they are determincil Ijy the
evidence available. And this evidence, again, so

far as it is reliable, states actual features of the
reality itself. To be accurate, then, we must
revise our statement, and say that the application
of these notions is determined by features of the
reality itself, but by a reality which is imperfectly
known, and that the need for distinguishing the
several notions arises in connexion with the im-
perfection of our knowledge. Such a view, though
drawn from a single example, has obviously a very
wide range of application. It applies in precisely

the same way, for instance, to the probability of a
s(^ientific hypothesis as to that of a historical event.

(The case of future events, and especially of future
events depending on human choice, raises further

difiiciilties—for in this case there is evidently a
sense in which the incompleteness of our knowledge
is due to the incompleteness of the reality itself.

But, for the sake of simplicity, this case may be
disregarded. Our knowledge of future events is,

at any rate, inconsideralde as c(jmparcd with (1)

knowledge of past events, and ('J.) knowledge into

which considerations of time do not dirocl ly enter.)

The general view, then, to which the iVrrcgoing

considerations point is that certainty corresponds

to complete or (lerfect knowledge, the various

degrees of juobability to the less or greater degrees

of incompleteness or imperfection in knowledge.

But the <iuestion at once suggests itself, Is our
knowledge ever perfect ? Is not finite knowledge,

sini])ly as finite, obviously and necessarily incapable

of completeness'; To answer this question, we
must distinguish. If by finite knowledge is meant
the whole body of human know ledge, the question

is justified. But then, in any discu.s.sion of cer-

tainty anil iirobability, we evidently have in view,

not the whole body of knowledge, but the com-
parative stability and precision of particular
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knowledges. And the question is, vlnitlier a
Harticular knowledge may not be coni]ilete within
tlie limits—explicit or implicit—within wliich

alone we really allirm it. We must admit, of

course, tliat no i)articular knowledge can be iso-

lated from all the rest, and, therefore, al^o that no
jiarticular knowledge can be said to be absolutely
exempt from tlie process of revision which is

constantly going on in the total body of know-
ledge. Iiow, then, it may be urged, can we be
sure that the supiiosed completeness within certain

limits will not be allecteii by the immeasurably
wider unknown conditions outside these limits?

But, in answer to this objection, it may be
remarked, in the first place, that the unknown
conditions must, in order to afi'ect our particular
knowlcdgr, be relevant to it. Our knowledge of

Scottish history in Queen Mary's time might be
vitally allected by additional evidence as to con-

temporary English or French history, but hardly
bj' any amount of information as to contemporary
events in China. The same example shows that,

from what we already know, we are even able in a
sense to form a rough estimate of the extent to

which unknown conditions can really be relevant.

In the second place, there is no reason to assume
that, where the unknown conditions would aiiect

our present knowledge, they would aftect it in the
one way of making uncertain what seemed pre-

viously certain, or less probable what seemed
previously more probable. On the contrary, the
progress of knowledge exhibits the verification,

extension, and deepening of previous ideas, no less

than their correction and reversal. Still, it may
be s.iid, the difficulty remains that we can never
be sure ; so long as unknown conditions remain,
doubt cannot be excluded. And, for that matter,
the sceptic may reach the same result, without
appealing to unknown conditions at all, by simply
pointing out that our faculties of perception,
memory, and reasoning are not infallible, and
often deceive us ; and he may conclude, with
Carneades, that (it is probable that) we can never
attain any certainty at all, but, at most, some
lower or higher degree of probability.
These vague and general suggestions of possible

error may rightly indicate tlie need for a corre-

spondingly general caution, but they do not aftbrd

a specific ground for doubting a specific loiowledge
which, after the exercise of all due caution, we
are still compelled to regard as certainly true.

Nor is anything really gained by saying that
we must be content to regard every knowledge,
even that which is apparently certain, as no more
than probable, though perhaps in a high degree.
For the distinction between apparent certainty
and high probability remains, and would simply
have to be expressed over again as a distinction
within the sphere of probability—as a distinction,

too, of a special kind, not quite on the same level
as the distinction between the various degrees
of strict probability. Moreover, the systematic
denial of all specific certainty would appear to
contradict itself, since the specific assertion of
any degree of probability implies that there are
specific conditions of certainty, which the probable
assertion partl.y fulfils, and which (because they
are specific) might conceivably, if not actually in a
given case, be fulfilled completely. In short, tlie

fact is that we have no right whatever to dictate
a priori the degree of confidence with which any
particular knowledge may rightly be held. This
can be determined only Viy the nature and contents
of the knowledge itself. And the attempt to
dictate it a priori jirobably depends upon nieta-
physic/il assumjitions as to knowledge, eri'or, and
reality that arc themselves of a highly questionable
cliaraeter.

There is, however, one virtue in the sceptic's

insistence on the finite and relative character of

knowledge : it tends to ])romote a right recognition
of the gradations of logical evidence, and a right

reluctance to interrupt these gradations by abrupt
gaps and intervals. It must, no doubt, be agreed
that the main line of distinction must ho drawn
between the highest stage of probability, on the
one hand, at which room for doubt still remains,
and genuine certainty, on the other, from which
doubt has vanished, or into which it is unable to

thrust itself. And it seems plausible to contend
that an absolute gap here separates knowledge
from opinion : within opinion tliere may be degrees
of probability ; within certain knowledge there can
be no degrees ; the knowledge of anything cannot
be more certain than certain. But—not to speak
of that ' moral ' or ' practical ' certainty in regard
to which, for some given purpose, the distinction

between certainty and very high probability is a
vanishing one—it must be pointed out that cer-

tainty takes various forms, and that it is impossible

to put all these forms on the same level logically,

or to maintain that certainty is not increased v/hen
it passes from a lower to a higher form, or when it

is present in difi'erent and consilient forms. The
calculations by which Adams and Levenier were
enabled to anticipate and predict the observation
of the planet Ne))tune may be said, in a quite valid

sense, to have given knowledge which was certain

before the actual observation ; for the observers
merely saw what they were told they would see..

But we still regard the actual observation as
verifying, and so heightening the certainty of, the
calculated result. The converse case is a still

better illustration, foi an astronomer's confidence
in a number of fragmentary observations would be
really raised to a higher plane if it could be shown
by calculation that the observed facts could be
explained as appearances of a planet which must
have followed that very path at the times in ques-

tion. But even in certainties of the same form we
are compelled to recognize degrees. John may
recognize with" certainty Thomas, whom he has seen
only a few times, but the certainty of John's recog-

nition could not be put on the same level as that
with which Thomas is recognized by his own near
relatives. This topic of the degrees of the logical

strength of judgment is technically kno^vn as the
' Modality of Judgment,' and in the text-books of

Logic detailed discussion of it will usually be found
under that head. The question is sometimes dis-

cussed, whether the degrees are degrees of what
we have distinguished as certainty or certitude

respectively. The natural view is that they are
degrees of both, and that, as Locke maintains in

the passage above quoted, the degrees of subjective

assurance ought simply to reflect the degrees of the
objective evidence.

3. Basis of certainty. —When the question of

the ultimate basis of certainty is raised, there is a
strong temptation to revert to a merely subjective
point of view. All certainty, it may plausibly be
argued, is in the last resort certitude. When I

affirm that a thing is certainly true, what I really

mean in the last resort is that I ' feel certain

'

about the thing. I may be wrong, but I cannot
get beyond my own certitude, I cannot get outside
my certitude and criticize it. The plausilnlity of

fills sort of argument depends upon its ambiguity.
According as we interjuet the argument in different

ways, it either becomes trivial, or involves us in a
circle, or is essentially false. (1) The argument is

trivial, if it merely means that every certainty or
certain knowledge is the knowledge of some in-

dividual knower, and therefore must be felt as a
certitude. Knowledge does not float in the air,

and 110 knowledge is actual excciit in the minds of
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individual kiiower.-'. ('J) It involves us in a circle,

or rather a vaTepov Tp6T(poy, if it means that the
certainty is to be referred for its explanation to tlu^

certitude. For, where tliere is hotli certainty aii<l

certitude

—

i.e. where we are dealini,' with logical or
grounded certitude, as contrasted with apparently
groundless certitude and with naro prejudice—we
must obviously explain the certitude by reference
to its evidence or grovind. We have here simjdy
one case of the general principle that a faculty can
be defined or determined only by reference to its

objects, and that the explanation of its being
determined in one waj- rather than another can be
sought only in the dill'erences of .the object. As-
suming niy visual faculty to be normal, the only
explanation of my seeing a soldier's coat to be red,
and not blue, is that the coat is red and not blue.
No amount of looking would make the coat look
blue, if it was really red. And in like manner my
certitude that the angles of a triangle are togetliiu-

equal to two right angles is to be explained oidy
by my certain knowledge (present or re'.aember.'ci)

of this geometrical truth in the light of Euclid's
demonstration of it. So far is it from being the
case, then, that we can explain any particular
certainty by referring to a certitude brought about
somehow in the subject's mind tliat, on the
contrary, we cannot explain how he comes to
cherish that particular certitude except by examin-
ing the objective contents of his knowledge. (3)We can now see how essentiallj' false, or, at any
rate, liow thorouglily misleading, it is to say that
no one can get beyond his own certitude. For my
{jresent certitude is entirely relative to my present
cnowledge, and I can therefore always go beyond
my present certitude, and either correct or verify
it, if I take the trouble to extend my present
knowledge. (Nor does the fact that the individual's
thinking tends eventually to run in fairly definite
grooves really conflict with this assertion, so long
as the fact i-emains one with which logic can deal
at all.) We can derive little instruction, then,
from a test of truth like Herbert Spencer's ' incon-
ceiva,bility of the oi)posite.' It either tells us
nothing, in so far as it merely suggests that we
cannot really think tliat which is not true; or it

merely indicates a fact aljout our present state of
knowledge, viz. that there are certain things v>hich
we seem unable to think—an inability which we
naturally suppose to be due to the just-mentioned
reason that tlie things in question are not true,
though in supposing so we may be as far astray as
was Locke's king of Riam, who refused to believe
it possible that water could become s^oHd. Or,
finally, it puts us on the false track of making
introsi)ective experiments, instead of the right
track of extending our knowledge.
AVhen we turn away from the illusion of a

subjective basis of certainty, the chief dilticulty on
the objective side is that which is raised by the
conception of immKcliate. knowlerlgc. The process
by which knowledge grows is a process of continual
mediation, i.e. a process in which we are coiitinually
trying to arrive at new results by analyzing what
is immediately before our minds and connecting
it with the rest of our knowledge. Now, to this
process of mediation or inter))rctation there would
seem to be two ultimate limits : a lower limit of
data which cannot be further analyzed, and an
upper limit of principles of connexion wliich cannot
themselves be shown to result from more general
princiides. Given the -simple data at the one end
and the first principles at the other, the certainty
of all intermediate knowledge (so far as it is certain)
can be explaine<l a.s arising from the connexion of
clearly discerned data according to clearly discerned
principles. But the certainly of the data and
principles themselves would be beyond this sort of

explanation, and must therefore be referred to an
immediate knowledge of perception or reason ai5

the case may be. The natural conclusion, then,
would be that the ultimate bases of certainty are
jiarticular perceptions, on the one hand, ana in-
tuitions of reason, on the other.
A view of this kind—which has come down to us,

we may say, speaking roughly, from Aristotle,
though in his own logical system it is qualified in
ways with which we are not here concerned—may
be all very well in its own i)lace. It serves us
quite well, for instance, in the logical analysis of
:uiy particular siientilic inquixy, for every such
inquiry moves between two limits : on the one
h;ind, the general principles, assumptions, or point
of view which the inquirer shares with his fellow-
scientists ; on the other, the special set of facts
which he is investigating and in regard to which
lie must at .some point or another stop with data
taken as ultimate starting-points for the purposes
of that inquiiy. So far as that |)articular inquiry
is concerned, we need not care how the assumptions
and the data are themselves guaranteed. But the
case is quite different when the view is extended
without qualification to knowledge as a whole, and
used to determine the ultimate bases of knowledge
and certainty. For then it is precisely the
guarantees of our principles and data that we are
concerned about. And, unfortunately, the view
in question easily suggests a quite misleading
conception of the manner in which knowledge is

acquired and certainty attained. It suggests that
knowledge arises out of a combination of pre-
existing elements—a great number of perfectly
single, simple, and definite, particular perceptions
on the one hand, and a small number of perfectly
clear and highly general principles on the other

;

and that these elements are apprehended with
certainty in themselves, before the derivative
process of knowledge proper begins at all. The
picture thus suggested of the mind, as originallj'

furnished with these elements out of which it

manufactures knowledge, has, it need hardly be
.said, no .sort of [jsychological actuality. But even
if we keeji to tlie abstract point of view of logical
analysis, the conception remains unreal and mis-
leading. A^'hat we call a particular fact in ordinary
life, e.g. that one's bicycle was puncturetl on one's
last run, is in reality veiy complex ; and the
certainty with which it is aftirmed dei>ends, e.g.,

on the way in which it is attached to a ^vhole series

of other facts of memory. And, of course, the same
thing applies even more to a particular fact in

science, e.fj. an astronomer's observation, which Ls

po.ssible oidy with the aid of delicate instruments,
;ind is affirmed with a reserve for probable error.

The notion of a perfectly simple and nnmediated
]ierception, then, must be dismissed altogether.
The kind of perception which has a value for
knowledge is one whose conditions and context are
known as fully as possible. And it is indeed
precisely becau.se the particular inquirer has a
body of veil ascertained knowledge at command
that he can take definite starting-jioints for

granted.
.\ very similar argument applies to the genera!

principles. It is trne that liist principles cannot
lie proved from other principles,—otherwise, of

course, they would cease tuhcjii-.'st principles,—and
they cannot, therefore, have this Kind of demon-
strative certainty. But it does not follow that our
(«rtitudeof their truth is due to an act of immediate
int\iition in which they are I'ontenqdated in total
abstraction from the rest of our knowledge. On
the contrary, our certitude depends on the precisely
opposite ground, that only in terms of these prin-
ciples can we understand our actual rjiprrience.

It may be, of course, that this experience is in a
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givBU case, e.g. that of geoineUical principles, of a
very ubstriict and elementary kind. And the fact

that we uppreheud the truth of Euclid's axioms so

easUy has certainly been one of the chief factors

historically in maintaining the view under criticism.

Hut the special circumstances of this case must not
be allowed to mislead us as to the general truth.

If we took sciences at the opposite pole, such as

psychology or ethics, we sliould find that the

apjjrehension of genuine lirst principles is usually
the last result of a prolonged expeiience of more
or less false and inadequate ones. The objection

may be apt to suggest itself here, that at this rate

the certainty of our loiowledge would again seem to

be undermined, if lirst principles may remain long
in dispute and particular facts are so hard to

determine with accuracy. But once more it must
be replied that the very relativity on which sceptical

doubts are based supplies the best answer to them.
It is not necessary that we should have all om-
certainties about a thing at once, or, more accur-

ately, that our certainty about it should have from
the beginning all the fullness and precision of

detail which we are ever destined to attain. The
particular fact of the distance between Edinburgh
and London could be known with certainty to be
between two limits before there was any Ordnance
Survey, and the result of the Sm'vey is only to

replace a vaguer certainty with one more precise.

And the same thing holds in regard to brst prin-

ciples. It is a long step fr'om the ijrinciple, ' Out
of nothing, nothing comes,' to the principles of the
Conservation of Matter and Energy, but the earlier

formula served for its own time even as the later

ones serve for ours.

4. Types of certainty.—On the question of

certainty in the several departments of knowledge
a few words must suffice. The great type of

certainty almost from the beginning of the history
of philosophy has been that which is exhibited in

mathematical science, and especially in geometry.
And the reason why is not far to seek. The
exceptional appeal which geometrical certainty
makes arises from the double advantage which the
science possesses in the exactness and the dii'ect

intuition which are combined in the definition or
construction of its concepts and in its axioms.
Within the limits of its fundamental assumptions
as to the nature of space—say, that space is tri-

dimensional and homogeneous—no uncertainty can
arise from the nature of the geometrical elements,
because these elements can be determined with
such perfect precision and exhaustiveness. In
modern times, however, mathematics has gradually
come to be rivalled, or even in large measure
supplanted, in this pre-eminence as a type of
certainty, by physical science. For (pui'e) mathe-
matics, after all, sufi'ers under the drawback of
being very abstract, and of seeming to recede into
regions very remote from the ordinary reality
which is accessible to the plain man's understand-
ing, whereas physical science (including applied
mathematics) has the enormous advantage that its

triumphs come home to everybody in the shape of
the most marvellous practical inventions and
appliances. In the face of these practical proofs
an attitude such as could be adopted little more
than two centuries ago by Locke—his denial of
certainty and true scientilic character to ph}'.sical

knowledge, and his insistence that it hardly goes
beyond particular observations and vague probabil-
ities—has become almost incredible to us. When
the certainty of physical science is challenged on
abstiact grounds of philosophical theory, we are
inclined to ado])t an attitude like Hume's in regard
to miracles, and reply that it is easier to distrust
the theory than the science ; nor is the reply by
any means wholly irrelevant.

The extreme predominance of a type of certainty

peculiar to one particular department of knowledge
IS apt to exert a very mischievous inlluence on
other departments. Those who are engaged in the

studies of these departments are put in an unhappy
dilemma. If the knowledge which they claim to

possess cannot be expounded in conformity with
the accepted type of scientific certainty, it will be
accused of not being science at all. On the other

hand, if, as is apt to happen, they succumb to

temptation and try to force their subject-matter
into conformity with the accepted type, they do it

at the expense of distorting and perverting their

subject-matter, and the accusation is then entirely

deserved. The mischievous efi'ect of the geometrical

ideal of certainty in this direction is a well-known
fact in the history of thought. In modern times

it is the ideals of physical and natural science

which have become most dangerous. One power-
ful check to this danger, however, was set in

operation by the philosophy of Kant. And

—

strangely enough in one way, though naturally

enough in another—it is largely by reason of his

own strong belief in physical science that he has
come to exert this influence. For it seemed to

him that he could not secure that certainty of

l>hysical science in which he strongly believed,

except at a price that required tlie sphere of such
science to be rigidly limited. On the other hand,
it is this very limitation of scientilic knowledge
that leaves room for certainties of another kind in

M-hich he also strongly believed—certainties not of

science, not, in Kant's restricted use of the term,

of ' knowledge,' but of faith, the certainties of

morality and religion. The opposition between
knowledge and faith is apt to excite distrust,

and may in fact easily merit the reproach under
which it sutlers. But in the hands of Kant, and of

the theologians who have learned from him, the
distinction is the very reverse of sceptical. It is

simply their emphatic way of expressing the truth

that morality and religion must have their certainty

in themselves, must have that specific sort of

certainty which is appropriate to their own nature
and contents. The real scepticism lies not in this

contention, but in its rejection, in the attempt to

make morality and religion subsist on a borrowed
certainty. It is unfortunate, though intelligible,

that these thinkers should be apt to use the term
'subjective,' and other similar expressions, to

describe the more personal and intimate certainties

of faith as contrasted with an impersonal scientific

knowledge which makes no appeal to man's moral
natui'e. But they do not for a moment mean to

suggest that moral or religious certitude is un-
evideuced and groundless, or that there is any
element of arbitrariness, bias, or fancifulness in it.

5. Non-logical certitude.—We have here come
round again to the question which \vas pro\'ision-

ally excluded when we accepted the logician's

simplification of the problem of certainty (see

p. 321", § 2). Is there a certitude which is subjec-

tive in a further and more vital sense, a certitude

which, if not lYlogical, is at least Jioij-logical, a
certitude of which it is, in some vital sense, beyond
the powers of logic to give an adequate account,
but which we must none the less be content to

accept as a genuine type of belief ? The obvious
difficulty in the way of an affirmative answer is

that of showing how a bdief which is in any vital

sense non-logical can possibly be saved from being
illogical. But let us first be clear as to when a
belief does become non-logical in a really vital

sense. Cardinal Newman is a writer who would
usually be regarded as a strong advocate of non-

logical certitude, and it need not be denied that

there are many points in which his theory of belief,

or at least his manner of expressing it, is open to
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criticism from this puint of view. But, taking his

theory as a whole and in its liistorical setting, it

Ciinnot, in the opinion of the present writer, fairly

be interpreleil as making lielief non-logical in the
really vital and dangerous sense. The truth, to

whicli Newiiian constantly returns, and which is

really the foundation of his whole theory, is that
whicli is contained in the distinction between the
actual grounds of a belief and the rellective analysis
(or self-consciousness) of these grounds—or, as he
himself entitles it in one of his University Sermons,
the distinction between Implicit ana Explicit
Reason. ' A pcusant,' to use one of his own in-

cidental examples, ' may from the look of the sky
foretell to-morrow's weather, on grounds which,
as far as they are producible, an exact logician
would not .scruple to pronounce inaccurate and
inconsequent.' From the fact, that is to say, that
the peasant cannot give a satisfactory account of
the gioands of his belief, we cannot infer that his

belief was groundless, or even that (considered as a
practical belief about a thing so uncertain as the
weather) it was inadequately grounded. It is true
that a .scientilic meteorologist could not possildy

be content with such ,a belief, or recognize it as

authoritative, though even as a man of science he
could not allbrd to dismiss it with contempt. But
for the peasant himself such belief is valid enough.
And if the 'exact logiitian ' cannot recognize any
kind or degree of validity in it, then, with Newman,
we have a right to say, so much the worse for his

logic. Much .stronger cases, of course, could be
given. The Instance, given above, of one's con-
tidence in a friend's character, is a stronger case.

Newm.an's main interest, naturally, is in the
corresponding eases of religious belief. To an
inquiry, then, which seeks to determine the place
of • non-logical ' belief in this sense, logic itself has
no real objection, or rather, it is in the interests of

logic that such an inquiry should be made.
But the doctrine of non-logical certitude has

Ijeen maintained in another, and far less defensible,

form. The claim has been made that a place must
be conceded to the influence of the emotions, the
desires, and the will, in the determination of belief

—not merely as a matter of f.act (for that this is in

some sense true we need not dispute), but as a
matter of right. Man, it is maintained, is not a
mere logical machine, and in the formation of his

beliefs his whole personality has a right to count.
Now, here again we must first know clearly what
is meant. It is quite true that the existence of

emotions and desires may warrant belief in the

(more or less probable) existence of corresponding
objects. The existence of fear points to the exist-

ence of a terrifying object, the existence of desire

points to an aiiparent good, which mayor may not
be capable of being realized. Hut this is not what
is meant in the doctrine in question. What is

claimed is rather that the existence of these emo-
tions and desires, which are thus logically related
to their oiim, objects, must be allowed (no doubt,
within limits) to inlluence, in a non-lo/jirnl way,
our belief in the existence of other objects (or \n

the fiiture realization of as yet unrealized objects)

;

so that, if the intellect is unable definitely to

afllrm, or on the other hand to deny, the existence
(or realization) of these latter objects, our emoti<ms
and desires have a riglit to throw themselves into
the scale, and determine us to believe. Let it be
a.ssumed, e.g., that man dreads death and desires
immortality ; if, then, the intellect does not de-
cisively allirm or deny a future life, our dread and
our desire may rirjli'tfully induce in us a ' will to
believe.' It is dilticult to think that such a doc-
trine would really continue to be maintained, if

it could be kept free from the confusions in which
the connected psychological discussions are so

readily entangled. It is by the anibiguities of
those discussions that the iloctrine may best he
explained .and excused. What is less easily ex-
cused is the notion that the doctrine makes a
valuable contriliutioii to the cause of religious
faith. To the theologi;i7i this notion is imlikely
to commend itself. He will bo apt (o think that
religion is the worst possible sphere to select for
the exercise of make-believe. (Cf. Herrmann,
Verkchr tics Christen init Gotf^, 1802, pp. 4.5-47,

Gcwisshi'it des Glnuhens", 1889, pp. 44-45, in refer-
ence to a similar error in theology proper.)
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A. J. Balfour, Foundations of Belief, 1895, pt. iii.

Henry Barker.
CERTAINTY (Religious).— i. Definition and

Introduction.—By 'religious certainty' is meant
the assurance of personal salvation. This article

will therefore de.d ni.aiiily with what the Reformers
described .'is rerfitinlo salutis or ccrtituilo gratice.

But in usage the notions of objective security

(certitndo vcri/atis) and subjective assurance have
often been so closelj' intertwined that it becomes
necessary to ditl'erentiate religious certainty, pro-

perly so called, from other aspects of certitude in

regard to matters of faith. The ultimate difficulty

of the subject is the reliition between external testi-

mony and inward experience. A consideration of

the manifold ways in which this relation has been
conceived and formulated in dill'crent theological

systems ought, therefore, to yield some indication

of the direction in which the solution of the prob-
lem must be sought.
To arrive at certainty of any kind, sufficient

evidence must be forthcoming ; the criterion of

sutliciency will vary according to the nature of the
facts to be investigated. Two ex;imi)les of the use

of the word ' certainty ' in the NT supply an illus-

tration of this obvious but frequently neglected

truth. (1) In Lk V Thcophilus is told that the
purpose of the Third Ciospel is to furnish such
evidence as will enable him to attain to the cer-

tainty (d(T<):d'\r ta) which results from learning that

teaching accords with fact. For modern inquirers,

such certitude of belief rests upon a conviction of

the trustworthiness of the credentials of the Gospel.

(•2) In Ac 2^'' the first and emphatic word in the

filial sentence of St. Peter's address on the day of

I'cnteeost is a<r0aXu)S :
' I.et all the house of Israel

therefore know of a rerfainty that God hath made
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him botli Lord and Christ, this .Tcsns wluini yc
crucified.' On wliat was tliis ccitriinty h.iscd '!

An analysis of St. Peter's ar^iinu'iil, suiijilics tlie

answer. For our ))rcsent puriiosc, tlic sif^'niMcance

of that argument is its ajipeal to various jfrounds
of assurance. Hcliyious certainty, in the sense of

inward experience of tlic Holy Spirit's working;', is

it«elf regarded as witnessing to the reality of the
Resurrection of Christ ; hut that certainty may
also, it is assumed, he strengthened by testimony
to the objective grounds of faith, as they are found
in Scripture and in histoiy. St. Peter's reasoning
is forcefully sliown in Chase's lucid summary, The
CredihilUi/ of the Ads of the Apostles, 1902, p. 152 f.

(in the quotation the italics are ours)

:

' The .assur.ance of the Resurrection and the Ascension was to
he found in the prophetic words of Scriptttre—the words which
were universally regarded as the words of David, but which in
the magnificence of their hope could not be true of him whose
sepulchre was in the midst of his people. It was to he found in
the actual experience of those particular Israelites on the day
of Pentecost—"this which ye see and hear " (233). it was to be
found in the present beneficent activity of Jesus of Nazareth

—

in the miracle wrought in His name : He is active ; therefore
He Uvea. It was to be found in the personal testimony of the
Apostles themselves to "the things which they had seen and
heard " (420). It was to be found, lastly, in the inner witness of
the Spirit—"we are \vitnesses of these things; and so is the
Holy Ghost" (S-JS)—the Spirit who revealed the fitness of the
Resurrection, and its harmony with the Divine purpose as par-
tially shadowed forth in the words of Scripture. ... It would
be hard to add another to this series of testimonies.'

2. Affirmation of uncertainty (pre-Keformation
period).—In mediaeval times the general efi'ect of

the teaching of the Chiu'ch was to discourage the
expectation of attaining to religious certainty.
The great scholastics of the Middle Ages treated
together the doctrine of merit and the doctrine of
grace. According to the doctrine of merit, salva-
tion must be gained by the actions of human free

agents, who, nevertheless, need grace in order that
their works may be meritorious (Wetzer-Vrelte,
Kirchenlexicon, xii.^ [1901] 690 ff.). Peter Lom-
bard's definition of hope, often criticized by Luther,
reveals the incompatibility subsisting between the
Roman Catholic doctrine of merit and the tenet
of the certainty of salvation :

' Est certa exspectatio futurae beatitudinis veniens ex Dei
gratia et meritis praecedentibus vel ipsam spem vel rem spera-
tam. Sine meritis enim aliquid sperare, non spes, sed prae-
sumptio dici potest' (lib. iv. dist. 28, 1; quoted by Kunze in
PiJi'3 XX. 503).

Thomas Aquinas taught that by a threefold way
one may ascertain whether he is the subject of
Divine grace or not : (a) by direct revelation on
the part of God ; (b) by himself (certitudinaliter)

;

(c) by various indications (conjecturaliturper aliqua
sigyui). But tlie last two were, in his opinion,
uncertain ; and, as for the first, God very seldom
makes use of it, and only in particular cases
(Hagenbach, Hist, of Christian Doctrines, Eng.
tr. 1880, ii. 303 f. ). Aquinas, it is true, held that
salvation is attained by the sacraments ; but he
did not afHrm that the communicant has an inward
assirrance of the reception of saving gi-ace. In his
view, a Christian cannot attain to religious cer-
tainty, except by direct revelation from God ; those
to whom this special favour is not vouchsafed must
remain in uncertainty

:

' Revelat Deus hoc aliquando aliquibus ex speciali privilegio

'

{Summa, 11. i. qu. 112, art. 5).

At the Council of Trent this doctrine was authori-
tatively affirmed

:

' No one can know with a certainty of faith, which ciunot be
subject to illusion, that he has obtained the grace of God. . . .

Except by special revelation, no one can know whom God hath
chosen unto himself ' (Concil. Trident, vi. 12 ; cf. also vi. 9).

But the experience of devout souls cannot be con-
fined within the limits of official definitions. That
before the Reformation believers attained to reli-

gious certainty cannot be doubted by those who
remember how great is the deljt which Roman
Catholic Mysticism owes to two 12th cent, saints—not to mention others—Hugo of St. Victor and

Bernard of Clairvaux. The wrilings of the former
have 'a mystical tinge,' and tlie latter knew by
experience that Jesus is the ' bridegroom ' of the
individual soul. The liynm associated with his
name is now ascribed to one of his disciples (see
Bkunard of Clairvaux). In it religious certainty
finds expression in words whose truth l.as heea
confirmed by the experience of Christians of all

communions :
' The love of Jesus, what it is, None

but His loved ones know
' ; but they know of a

certainty, and that certainty is established ratlier

than shaken by the consciousness that His love
' passeth knowledge ' (Eph 3'^). Reference has been
made to the decrees of the Council of Trent, but it

should not be forgotten that even the story of the
Tridentine controversy yields proof that tlie sub-
ject of religious certainty had forced itself upon
the attention of thoughtful Christians. At the
famous Council, Ambrosius Katharinus was the
leader of the Scotists against Dominicus da Soto,
the leader of the Thoraists. Soto held that the
Roman Church taught the uncertainty of grace

;

but Katharinus, who did not regard the authority
of the Scholastics as unconditionally binding, main-
tained that the certitude gratim was in accordance
with the doctrinal definitions of Rome (PBE^ xviii.

539). Juan de Valdes (d. 1541) also, in one of his

publications, quotes a discourse on the subject,
' Can a Christian be certain of his justifying and
dorifying?,' which is extant in Italian, and forms
the fifth of the Trattatelli (ed. Halle, 1870, Rome,
1872, under the title Sul 2>ri7icipio clclla dottrina
cristiana).

The controversy in regard to Probabilism, in the
Roman Catholic Church, bears upon the question
of religious certainty. It is true that casuistry in
morals is primarily concerned, but on this subject
Harnack reminds us that ' ethics and dogmatics
do not admit of being separated.' Proof of the
statement is given in a reference to Alfonso Liguori
(1699-1787)— 'the most influential Roman theo-
logian since the days of the Counter-Reformation.'
Liguori's own doubts ' involved him more deeplj'

in the conviction, that it is only in the absolute
authority of a father-confessor . . . that any con-
science can find rest' {Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr.

1899, vii. lOS).

3. Relation between subjective and objective
certainty (Lutheran position).—The notion that a
believer in Christ must remain in uncertainty as
to whether he is or is not in a state of grace was
denounced by Luther as a dangerous and sophisti-

cal doctrine {Com. on Gal 4*). The Reformers'
teaching concerning justification by faith involved,
says Ilmiels, an attempt to answer a twofold ques-
tion :

' How can man attain objectively and sub-
jectively to communion with God?' To Luther,
as to St. Paul, the certainty to which the Gospel
testifies is that God is gi'acious. Objective testi-

mony may be given to this truth, but it is the
believer's privilege to know subjectively that God
is graciovs to him {PRE^ xvi. 483). Kattenbusch
describes Luther's teaching about salvation as being,
in brief, that the man who on earth has experience
of the love of God in the forgiveness of sins already
enjoys a foretaste of the bliss of heaven. Upon this
idea of salvation Luther based his doctrine of the
believer's certainty of salvation {Heilsgewissheit dcr
Glaiibigen). He held that, according to the gospel
of the grace of God, a Christian may be assured
that it is God's will to forgive and to save {ccrtum
ess,: de gratia Dei). But the thought of the ever
certain grace of God signified for him not the
inil illerence of God towards sin, but God's power
over sin {FRE^ xvi. 152).

During Luther's lifetime there were, however,
some who regarded his teaching on religious cer-
tainty as defective. To questions in regard to the
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time ami manner of conversion, liis answers were
said to be indecisive or incomplete. Even in liis

exposition of the doctrine of jnstitication by faith,

Ivarlstadt and Miinzcr said tliut they missed clear
instruction concerning ' the transition

( Ucber-
leitung) to tlie certainty that the Divine grace
avails even for me, and for me even now' (Feine,
BeJcehrnng im NT und in ckr Gegcnwart, 1908, p.

26). The truth is that there were two strains in

Luther's teaching. On the one hand, Dorner's
definition is thoroughly Lutheran :

'Christian certaint}' ia tlic Divinclv eflecteil certainty tliat we
are known, loved, and reconciled liy God (1 Co S^, Gal 4»), since
He regards us in Clirist. . . . Tlie' Holy Spirit . . . creates a
firm because a Divine consciousness. I'lie knowledge of man
is exalted to Divine knowledge. It is Divine as to its contents,
for it knows Ood and Ilis thoughts of love. But it is also
Divinely certain of t hcse contents, without ceasing to be human

'

iSiJStemoJ Christian Dnctriur, Eng. tr. 1S80, i. Kit!.).

On the other hand, Luther's attirmation that reli-

gious atitliurity is based not on the Bible alone,
but on the Biljle as interpreted to the individual
by the Spirit of God, has led many Lutheran theo-
logians to dwell on the tc.itimonium Spiritii.'i Scincli

less as the inward assurance of personal salvation
than as the guarantee of the truth of Scripture,
and, indeed, of Christian theology. It should, how-
ever, be added that modern Lutheran theologians
of the positive school would make the ground of

objective certainty not the Scriptures, but the
Christ whom the Scriptures reveal.
'The basis of faith is Christ as known to us in the testimony

of His first disciples. . . . Nor is it possible to allow any essential
difference between Christ as the basis of faith and Christ as the
content of faith. He who sees in the man Jesus only His moral
majesty, and never beholds His Divine glory, is not led to faith
in Him in the religious sense ' (Kirn, ' Glaube,' PRE 3 vi. C81).

\\. B. Workman (in New History of Methodism,
1909, i. 24) suggests that the reason why the
doctrine of assurance has not been a potent factor
in the life of the Protestant Churches of the
Continent is that 'as Luther grew older his con-
ception of faith became more aud more intellectual.'

Certainly intollcctualism has been unduly pro-
minent m ortho(h)X Lutheran teaching, and it is

profoundly true that ' when faith is reduced to the
assent of the intellect it ceases to have that
guarantee or assurance which faith can have only
when it is the consciousness of the soul transformed
with the passion of love.' To teach that justifi-

cation by faith is followed, in due course, normally
by knowledge of justification or assurance of
salvation is to incur the responsibility of showing,
beyond all possibility of doubt, that by faith is

meant, not intellectual assent to pure doctrine, but
'Fides specialis—a. personal act, accordijig to which the person
confidently applies to himself the gratia universal^. This is

Fiducia. If we analyze this Jiducia more closely, it is a
tnistful acceptance, not yet assurance of salvation. Only the
contents received by faith have the power to give . . . the
eeriitudo salutis by the testimonium internum Spirilvs Sancti '

(Dorner, op. cit. iv. 199).

With the statement in this form there would be
general agreement. The words omitted assert that
'the contents received by faith have the power to
give certainty of their truth.' Tlie religious con-
sciousness does, indeed, verify the saving truths of
the gospel ; but, as will be shown in the next
paragraph of this article, extreme claims have been
made in regard to the range of truth which inward
assurance has been su]iposed to guarantee. Ue-
ligious certainty is quite cimipatible with scanty
knowledge of Christian doctrine, though it always
prompts to the a<quirement of truth, and indeed
is, to a large extent, sustained by knowledge of
the truth.
'One may not only have faith, but even the " full assurance "

of faith, without a correct knowledge, or even without any
theory at all, of the mental process it involves' O^oberti Whyte
Expoiitar, 2nd series, viii. [1887] 216).

The relation between subjective and objective
assurance in religious certainty will vary. To
one who h.-is been carefully instructed in Divine

truth, religious certainty means tliat what has
been implicit becomes explicit; there is a realiza-
tion of the power of Christ, who may have been
theoretically acknowledged as the Son of God, but
who has ne\er before been known as Saviour. But
another, whose knowledge of Christ's teaching
and claims is very scanty, may be led to trust His
promise of forgiveness in the liour of conviction of
sin ; he will have 'an overwhelming feeling of the
reality of his experience,' and his growth in
assurance will depend upon his diligence hi 'the
investigation of the grounds of the belief

' ; in his
case that investigation is 'a matter for later
reflexion' (see art. Beukf, vol. ii. p. 463'').

Among 19tli cent. Lutheran theologians who
have made a special study of the subject of
'Christian certainty,' a prominent place must be
given to V. H. R. v<m Frank (I.S27-1894), the
founder of the ' Erlangen school' of German
theology. His religious experience is instructive.
His father was a Lutheran minister with decided
leanings towards Kationalism. But, during his
Uni\'ersity course, Frank w^as greatly influenced
('0 by Harless at Leipzig, who re|)r'esented the
staunch Lutheran orthodoxy of which his pupil
afterwards became a firm defender

; (4) by Hof-
mann at Erlangen, under whose guidance he was
led to seek 'new methods of teaching old truths.'
In his writings Frank endeavours to do justice
both to the subjective and to the objective side of
religious certainty. R. Seeberg points out [PRE^
vi. 160) that in Hofmann's teaching there is a
similar Idending, due to his having learnt (n.) from
Schleiermacher to lay stress upon subjectively
experienced .spiritual realities; and (i) from Ilegel
to recognize the importance of the historical
method.

In bis System of Christian Certainty'^ (Eng. tr.

Edinburgh, 1886), Frank begins by stating that
the expression ' Christian certainty ' is used ' in a
much more comprehensive sense than that of the
personal assurance of salvation, the ccrtititdo
.snliifis.' But underlying the certainty, in which
Frank attempts to find a basis for Christian
doctrine, is the experience of regeneration. Of
this new life the Christian is certain. Moreover,
he is certain that this new experience is not self-

produced ; in contrast to his former experience, it

ijears witness to an efficient and sustaining cause.
The argument that the central certainty of the
Christian stands in indissoluble relation to the
objects of faith is developed on three lines : (a) in
relation to the immanent objects of faith, e.g.

consciou.sness of sin and of the reality of the new
life; (b) in relation to the transcendent objects of
faith, e.g. the reality and ^)ersonality of (iod, the
one personal God .-is the triune God, aiul the fact
of the ex])iation of the God-man, the sinless One ;

(c) in relation to the transeiini objects of faith, by
which he means factors which come into considera-
tion because they bring about the transition of
those realities, transcendent in themselves, in their
operati(m upon the subject, e.g. the Scriptures, the
sacraments, and the Cburcli.

In a sympatheti<', but discriminating estimate of
this elaborate work, K. Seeberg {up. cit. p. 161)
shows that l''rank has been unjustly charged with
[a) suhjcrtirism, whereas bis purjiosc was not to

give expression to the mere afiirmations of the
religious consciousness, but to demonstrate that
certainty of objective reality could be gained by
subjective experience and assurance ; (6) intellcc-

tualiim, whereas be was in sharp opposition to the
error that Christianity consists in a number of
dogmas.

' It is only seemingly intcUectualisni, when all the subtleties
of Lutheran doctrine are derived from Christian certainty.
What may truthfully be said is that the value of the new
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principlp of knowledge Is ovoreatiniated, and that it Is in-

cautiously ain»liL'd.*

With tins judgment general ajjreenient would
now be cxpiesscil. Frank liad a profound realiza-

tion of the evidential value of religioiis certainty,

but he hiui an unduly exalted sense of the range of

its doctrinal implications. In attempting to derive

Christian truth from Christian certainty, he jjassed

beyond the limits of the Christian consciousness

into regions of tliought concerning which it cannot
speak. Dorner examines at length Frank's Si/stejii

of Christian Certainty in his System of Christian

Doctrine, i. 52 ff. He speaks of its conclusions as
' a superstructure based upon mere subjectivity

'

(p. 54)—a severe judgment of which Seeberg's

words supply the necessary modification. Especi-

ally valuaole, however, is Domer's comparison of

Frank's System der christlichen Gewissheit with
his System dtr christlichen Wahrheit. It is sho^vn

that
' Frank presents, strictly regarded, two Doctrines of Faith, one
of which would pass from beneath upwards, from the suljjective

and empirical knowledge of the Christian to God ; the other of

which, to which he also gives the name of the Metiiphysics of

Christian Trulh, would proceed from above downwards. Both
give the Christian contents, but under a different aspect ' {op.

eit. i. 67).

4. Relation between present and future cer-

tainty (Calvinism).—The doctrine of religions

certainty (certitiido salutis) has a place in the
theology of the Keformed Church.

' Protestantism began as a reassertion of the rights of the
individual. The protest against Rome took different forms.
Luther emphasized justification by faith, Calvin, the Divine
decree ; the substance was the same. In either case the
necessity of ecclesiastical mediation was denied, and the essence
of religion found in the relation between the individual soul

and God' (W. Adams Brown, Christian Theology in Outline,

1907, p. 190).

But Calvin's close linking of the doctrines of

religious certainty and election had important
theoretical and practical results. The theoretical

result was that the ultimate ground of certainty
.—the immutable Divine decree—was as external
as the special revelation granted to favoured
Roman Catholics ; the practical result was that
emphasis was laid on the assurance of final

salvation rather than on the present witness to

forgiveness and adoption.
The subject of the certainty of election is dis-

cussed at length by Calvin {Inst., Eng. tr. 1845,

bk. iii. 24). He grants that ' the enjoyment of
their election is in some measure communicated

'

to the elect, when they are called. ' Those are in

error,' he affirms, ' who make the power of election
dependent on the faith by which we perceive that
we are elected'

; yet he cannot but admit that ' in

regard to us election is doubtful and ineli'ectual

till confirmed by faith.' It follows that 'we must
look there for its certainty, because, if we attempt
to penetrate to the secret ordination of God, we
shall be engulfed in that profound abyss'; but,
having shown that our election is in Christ Jesus,
he says :

' If we are elected in Him, we cannot
find the certainty of our election in ourselves.'

The teaching, as a whole, furnislies scanty ground
for assurance to consciences deprived of peace,
because, as Calvin declares, they cannot help
asking two questions :

' Whence our salvation but
from the election of God ? But what proof have
we of our election ?

'

In comparison with medi.neval teaching, CalvinisTn
marks an advance as regards its doctrine of the
certitude of salvation. That the advance was not
wholly in the right direction is due to the grounding
of that doctrine ' solely upon the eternal nature
and working of God Himself.' The Reformed
Church claimed to have risen above ' the uncer-
tainty of mere human subjective conviction ' to
' immediate apprehension of the objective certainty
of salvation as ultimately founded in the eternal

Divine purpose.' The endeavour to combine ob-

jective and subjective grounds of certainty indicates

a clear perception of the complexity of the

l)robleni, I)ut a new dithculty was added when
' the Principle of Absolute Predestination logically took shai^c,

as the ultimate expression of the Protestant Betormation in its

search for a certam and infallible groinul upon which to base

the personal assurance of salvation ' (Hastie, Theology 0/ the

Re.formei Church, 1904, p. 231 ff.).

According to the Formula Concordiw, it is our

predestination which assures us of our salvation ;

but Luther regarded this idea as ' a constant factor

of unrest ' (PUB? xvi. 155). Hence the affirmation

that 'the believer is as certain of his future

salvation as he is of his mortality ' is not too

severely characterized by Thienie as ' a vulgar

misunderstanding of the Lutheran doctrine of

salvation.' According to that doctrine, the believer

does not yet possess the inheritance, although he

has become an heir. But even of the inheritance

itself the certainty of salvation gives him a fore-

taste. In the love of God and of his brethren, he

already enjoys the fruit of faith {PRE^ xxi_. 120).

The practical tendency of strict Predestinarianism

is, as Workman points out [op. cit. i. 23), to leave

a 'loophole for doubt.' This is evident from the

words of the Helvetic Confession :
' If thou believest

and art in Christ, hold without doubt that thou
art elect.' Calvin himself speaks of ' the constant

struggle of the faithful with their o\vn distrust.'

Nevertheless, the element of truth in Calvinistic

teaching on this subject should not be forgotten

;

it is happily stated by W. Adams Bro^vn (op. cit.

p. 387)

:

' It is not a future but a present state which is the primary
object of religious assurance. It is God's present forgiveness

and acceptance of which we have experimental knowledge, and
which is the ground of our confidence. None the less is it true

that, since the God with whom we have present communion
through Christ is at the same time the Lord of all life, our
thought reaches out inevitably to the future, and the con-

sciousness of present acceptance and forgiveness passes

imperceptibly into the hope of final salvation.

'

5. Inwardness of religious certainty (Quakers

and Mystics).—The Quaker doctrine of 'the Inner

Light' emphasizes the inwardness of religious

certainty. Rufus M. Jones holds {Social Laic in

the Spiritual World, 1904, p. 172) that Quakers
'universalized the principle which Luther made
fundamental in salvation, namely, that 'the linal

test of everything in religion is the test of

experience.' The doctrine of the Inner Light has

many aspects ; some of these do not concern us

now. But in simple terms George Fox was
defining religious certainty when he said :

' I was
commanded to turn people to that inward light

... by which all might know their salvation
'

;

and again : The Light is ' that which reacheth this

\\'itness of God in yourselves ' {Journal^, 1901, i. 36,

343). In thus insisting on the trustworthiness of

the witness of the religious consciousness, the

early Quakers reiterated the doctrine of a-ssurance,

as taught by St. Paul. Modern exponents of their

teaching, such as Rufus M. Jones, are able to show
that to whatever extremes the theory may have

led individuals,
'the early Friends did not minimize the importance of the

Scriptures, or of the historical Christ and His work for human
redemption. . . . One of the great fruits of the Incarnation

and Passion, according to their view, was the pernianent

presence of Christ among men in an inward and spiritual

manner, bringing to effect within what His mitieard life had
made possible ' ifip. cit. p. 167 f.).

Edward Grubb claims that the message of the

early Quakers may be so re-stated as 'to conserve

at once the catholicity of the My.stics' appeal to

universal light, the sobriety of the' faithful student

of religious history, and the fervour of evangelical

belief in Christ.' Epecially significant is his

acknowledgment that
'bene.ath all the extra^ag.ancos and unrealities that have

marked the Catholic notion of authority, there is at least this

solid nucleus of truth: that the Holy Spirit is a present
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possession of the Church, and that in the unity of the Chriatiftn

oonaciousnc-sg there is an authority, not absolute and Unal, but
real and living, which has its jilace in correctinjr tlie vagaries

of individual illumination' (Authirili/ atid the Liqht Within,

1908, pp. 9, 25).

With such safeguiuils .-i^iainst excessive sub-

jectivity, it is rightly urged that tlie doctrine of

the Inner Light is in accord with modern
psychology.

'That I am I, is the clearest of all facts, but nobody could
prove it to me, if I lacked the testimony of consciousness. I

know that I have found freedom from the sense of sin, joy in

union with the Infinite Spirit, peace through forgiveness only
because 1 know it, because it is witnessed within, not because
some man in sacred garb hag ainiouuced it, or because I have
read in a book that such an experience mitjht be mine ' (Rufus
M. Jones, op. cit. p. 171 f.).

What has been said in regard to the Inner Light
applies to the essential truth of Mysticism. Tliere

is wisdom in Garvie's contention that, inasmuch as

the chief peril of Mysticism is the isolation of its

teaching concerning the contact of the soul witli

God, ' this contact need not be spoken of, as it

often is, a.s mystical ; the term xpiritval should be
used' (Miuuijield College Essays, 1909, p. 166). The
writer of this article has elsewhere endeavoured to

show that true Alysticism is inseparable fiom tlie

teaching of the NT in regard to the work of the

Holy Spirit in the hearts of believers; that it is

implied in spiritual religion and neglects none of

its elements ; that it is distinguishable from false

Mysticism in that it undervalues neither the
historic basis of faith nor the testimony of the
Scriptui'es, and is independent neither of the

means of grace nor of the corroborative witness of

the saints. The individual believer maj' derive

religious certainty from the testimony of his own
consciousness ; and
* the argument from experience is not discredited by the charge
that it depends upon an appeal to feelings. This is not its sole

basis; moreover, feeUngs are facts which must be accounted
for and which may be subjected to tests. The believer who has
"felt" may by thought and inquiry establish the credibility of

the facts which prove that his faith accords with reason'
(Spiritual Keligion, 1901, p. 124 f.).

The reason why Mysticism has been prone to

under-valne the objective grounds of conhdence is

admirably stated by W^. B. Pope :

' Mysticism has been in all ages either avowedly or virtually

a reaction and protest against superstitious dependence on the
external props of Christian certitude, and such exaggeration of

the soleness of the inward witness was to be expected. It is

seen among the Pietists of German.v, among the Friends, and
occasionally among the less instructed Methodists ; in fact,

among all who have been suddenly aroused by strong tides of

religious revival from indifiference or from ceremonialism to the
intense pursuit of personal salvation ' (Compendium o/ Chriit-

tian Theology'^, 1880, iii. 123).

6. Joint ^tness of Divine and human spirit

(Mctliudist leaching).—'The fundamental contri-

bution of Mctlioilism to the life and thought of the
Church' is said by Workman (i>p. cit. i. 19) to be
' the doctrine of Assur.ance.' It is not implied
that the (kxttrine is peculi.ar to Methodism, as the
quotations from the Homilies of the Church of

England and from Hooker (Work , iii. 673)

sufiiciently prove. But it is asserted, and with
good reason, that Wesley's teaching was regarded
as ' a dangor<ms innovation,' and that he made
As.surance part of his ' working creed.' When
.leremy Taylor is (juoted as bavin" influenced

Wesley by his teaching that perpetual doubt con-

cerning acceptance witli (}od is necessaiy, it

should also be remembered that Samuel Wesley,
the rector of Epworth, gave this dying charge to
his son John: 'The inward witness, son, the
inward witness.—this is the proof, the strongest
]iroof, of Christianity ' {I\^ciu History ofMethodism,
i. 168). A twofold interest attaches to the
nanative of Wesley's visit to Herrnhut : ( 1

)

Lutlierans still write as though the Methodist
doctrine of Assurance reduced the witness of the
Holy Spirit to 'a feeling of peace' (Ihmels, in

PRIv' xvi. .514) ; but Wesley Ic.amt from Christian

David, one of the Mor.avian Brethren, that ' being
justified is widely dillerent from the full assurance
of faith.' Hence he writes after his visit

:

' I now saw clearly that we ought not to insist on anything
we ft'el, any more than on anything we do, as if it were
necessary previous to justification or the remission of sins. I

B.aw that least of all ought we so to insist on the full assurance
of faith as to exclude tiicso who had not attained this from the
Lord's Table.'

(2) Sacraraentarianism and the doctrine of As-
surance represent two opposite conce|)tions of the
spiritual life. One extreme doctrine confines
grace to sacramental channels, but another ex-
treme theory was held by those Moravians who
made full assurance an essential condition for par-

taking of the Holy Communion. This part of

their tea(tliing Wesley could not accept. That the
Lord's Sup]ier may prove the means of grace at
which the believing communicant attains to re-

ligious certainty is proved by the experience of the
mother of the Wesleys. The inscription on her
tombstone in Bunhill Fields states that she re-

ceived the assurance of the forgiveness of sins

whilst her son-in-law, Mr. Hall, was handing to

her the cup and repeating the words, ' The blood of

our Lord .Jesus Christ which was given for thee.'

At the Reformation, Luther re-atfirmed and
emphasized the doctrine of justification by faith ;

and, in the 18th cent. Revival, Wesley re-affirmed
and emphasized the doctrine of the Witness of the
Spirit. The distinguishing features of his exposi-
tion of religious certainty are his insistence on
' the joint testimony of God's Spirit and our
spirit,' and his refusal to identify them. He
defines the testimony of our own spirit as ' the
testimony of our own conscience that God hath
given us to be holy of heart, and holy in out-
ward conversation. It is a consciousness of our
having received, in and by the Spirit of adop-
tion, the tempers mentioned in the word of God
as belonging to His adopted children.' Concerning
the testimony of God's Spirit, he insists that
' it must needs be, in the very nature of things, antecedent to
the testimony of our own spirit' ; and, ' desiring any who are
taught of God to correct, to soften, or to strengthen, the ex-
pression,* he says :

' the testimony of the Spirit is an inward
impression on the sou], whereby the Spirit of God directly wit-
nesses to my spirit tliat I am a child of God ; that Jesus Christ
hath loved me, and given Himself for me ; and that all my
sins are blotted out, and I, even I, am reconciled to God'
(^Seniwn x.).

That Wesley did ' much to clear the Scriptural
doctrine of Assurance from the misapprehensions
that have obscured it ' is shown hy vV. B. Pope
{op. cit. iii. 125). The following points are made
prominent: (1) Assurance is 'the common privi-

lege ' of all believers ; this is important in view
of current misconceptions of Methoilist teaching,
as though it identified faith and the assurance of

faith. The Holy Spirit bears witness with human
spirits, hence there will always be diil'erences in

human experience.
' The Spirit's witness comes from God, therefore it is veraoioiis.

Divine, omnipotent ; but the Spirit's witness from God in in

man, therefore it may be wrongly read, it m.ay be checked, it

may for a time be kept down, and prevented from showing
itself to be what it is ' (Maclaren, Sermons jrreaehed in Man-
chester, 1871, 1st series, p. 6(i).

Yet Assurance is ' a result of faith that may be
expected, and shimld be sought.' {'2) A.ssurance

is ' the direct witness ' of the Spirit ; by this

Wesley meant that there is a testimony of the
Holy Spirit 'other than that which arises from a
consciousness of the fruit of the Spirit ' (

Works, v.

13'2) ; there is a joint testimony, iiut 'our own
s])irit is not supposed to bring its inferences to be
confirmed ; rather the witness of the Holy Spirit

to our adojition is borne through the spirit of our
new regenerate life' (Pope, op. cit. iii. 129). (3)

Assurance is confirmed by the accompaniment of
' the ivdirccf witm^ss, or testimony of the con-
s('ience on the evidence of a sincere life.' To the
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pra!:rniatir test ' l!y tlicir friiits ye shall know them '

Wosloy submit ti'ii his lUictrine of Assuiance. He
riu'oma,L;oil iKuie to iiiiai,'ino that they hail the
Holy Spirit's witness unless the fruit of the Spirit
was seen in their lives. As expressed by the
psychologist, his teaching is that
* religion includes ... a new zest which adds itself like a jritt to
life ... an assurance of safety and a temper of peace, and, in

relation to others, a preponderance of lovingaffections ' (Jauics,
Varieties of Religious Experience, 1902, p. 4S5 f.).

Of this indirect witness Wesley speaks {Sermon
xi.) as ' the result of reason, or reflexion on what
we feel in our own souls. Strictly speaking, it is

a oonchision drawn partly from tlie word of God,
and partly from our own experience.' Modern
psychological study of the phenomena of the
spiritual life justifies the criticism which main-
tains that the witness of the Christian conscious-
ness cannot be confined to intellectual processes of

inference and reflexion. ' This witness is indirect
as a conclusion ; but as the consciousness of ex-
perience, or of conscience, which ia the moral
consciousness, it is as direct as that of the Spirit
Himself (Pope, op. cit. iii. 130). It is quite in
harmony with Wesley's own teaching concerning
.spiritual experience which ' shines by its own
light' {Christian Perfection, p. 119) when Sheldon
says that
' from livinif spiritual affections ' there issues ' spontaneous
conWction without any consciousness of argumentative pro-
cedure. ... In stimulating to love and trust, the Holy Spirit
contributes to assurance. . . . For the Holy Spirit to enkindle
love, especially in one who is confronted by the objective reve-
lation of God's love in Christ, is to work effectively toward
an inward persuasion of the love of God. . . . Assurance is

in and through the filial consciousness, which consciousness is

at once an activity of man's spirit and a product of the Holy
Spirit's agency ' iSjjstfm uf Christian Doctrine, 1003, p. 472 ff.).

The attempt to explain the Holy Spirit's utter-
ance of the cry ' Abba, Father ' as one of the
ecstatic phenomena of the glossolalia (Gunkel,
Die Wirkunqen tics hcilirjen Geistes^, 1899, p. 66)
is rightly rejected by G. B. Stevens, on the ground
that ' the thought of both passages where the
Abba-cry is mentioned is quite remote from the
subject of speaking with tongues.' In the doc-
trine of the .Spirit's witness to the believer assuring
him of his sonship to God ' we reach the Apostle's
most characteristic thoughts.' Answering the
question ' whether the Spirit is conceived of as
the cause of the fact of sonship, or as the cause of
the assurance of it,' the same writer says

:

' I hold the latter to be Paul's thought. . . . The sinner
becomes a son of God in justitication by faith. To this fact the
Spirit bears witness, enablmg him to realize the certainty of
his sonship to God ' (The Theoloijij nfthe NT, 1S99, p. 140 f.).

In his sympathetic exposition of ' the evangelical
Arminianism of Wesley,' G. P. Fisher shows that
* the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, of His indispensable agency
in conversion and sanctilication, was never displaced or lowered
in the Wesleyan creed. This faith in the living power of the
Holy Spirit, not anything ascribed to unaided human agency,
was the secret of the emphasis which was laid on Assurance
as a privilege attainable by all believers' (Hist, of Christian
Doctrine. 1S06, p. 392).

7. Relation between personal and collective
certainty (llitschlian School).—The work of the
Holy Spirit is inadeciuately treated in the wTitings
of Kitsclil. Garvie is of opinion that this is, to
some extent, due to ' the limited range of his re-

ligious experience' {The Eitschlian Theology, 1S99,

p. 337 fi'.). In this respect, however, the disciples
of Ritschl have supplemented his teaching. An
able and systematic statement of the doctrine of
religious certainty, from the Ritschlian point of
view, has been given by Clasen {Die christliche

Heilsgeivissheit, 1897). Uncertainty in regard to

personal salvation is said to result from attempt-
ing to answer sucli questions as ' Have I done
enough to merit salvation ? ' or ' Am I lioly enough
to be sure that I am saved?' (p. 3). But it is

clearly stated that a Christian may be certain of
the grace of God, that he may know that he is

reconciled to God through Jesus Christ, and that,
in spite of sin, he is a child of God and .an lieir of
etern.al life (p. 13). The writer's main positions
are: (1) tliat religious cert.ainty must have a
lirmer foumlation than the excitement of the feel-

ings (p. 04) ; (2) that religious certainty does not
consist in the knowledge of God merely, inasmuch
as with tliat knowledge may co-exist a conscious-
ness of the chasm which separates sinful man from
the holy God (p. 68) ; (3) that religious certainty
cannot be attained by means of an idea, or of a
doctrine, or of a book, but by communion with a
person in whom God Himself draws near to us
(p. T2) ; (4) th.at religious certainty rests upon our
knowledge of what Christ is to us rather than
upon our coraiirehension of what He is in Himself
(p. 78).

In several striking passages, Clasen shows that
religious certainty has both an objective and a
subjective basis. Objectively it rests upon the
fact of Christ ; subjectively upon experience of
redemption fiom sin (p. 17).
* without this in'R'ard redemption, however obedient one may
be to the precepts of Christianity, however much he may know
of God in Christ, however confidently he may accept all Chris-
tian doctrine, he has no Christian certainty, his Christianity is

only an e.\ternal form ' (p. 18). Clasen does not, however,
advance beyond the teaching of Ritschl that 'the individual
can experience the i>eculiar effect which proceeds from Christ
only in connection with the community founded by Him. . . .

The individual believer ... is reconciled by God through Christ
in the community founded by Christ' {Justification and
Reconciliation, 1900, p. 578).

In full accord with this teaching, Clasen argues
that, although an individual may come to doubt
his standing in grace, as a member of the Kingdom
of God he has ' in this fact a guarantee tliat the
redemption of Jesus Christ, ivhich is a pre-sup-
position of the existence of this Kingdom, has
actually attained its end in him and avails for
him ' (p. 28). But tlie Reformation doctrine is that
individuals have access to grace as individuals,
and not as individuals wlio are members of the
'community of reconciliation.' As a sympathetic
student of the Ritschlian theology points out,
* Ritschl does not distinguish between the historical and the
religious significance of the community. Its historical signifi-

cance appears in that it can lead the individual to Christ by
instruction and example. But it must also point the indi-
vidual away from itself to Christ, for in the deepest religious
acts all historical mediation vanishes and the individual soul
has to do with God alone. The importance of the doctrine of
Justification is independent of the theory that the Church ia

the storehouse of the Divine treasures of grace ; its central
truth is individual assurance of salvation. Therefore, the
doctrine of Justification does not require the subordination of
the individual to the society' O^endland, Albrecht Ritschl ujid
seine Schiller, 1899, p. 1'25).

To this able criticism may be added the words of
an Anglican theologian. Writing on the mission
of the Holy Spirit, T. B. Strong says :

' It is certainly subjective ; that is, it comes not only to the
Church as a whole, but to each individual soul. .

'.
. The

grace which comes to those who receive the Holy Ghost in-

spires them with certainty ' {Man. of Theol?, 1903, p. 336 f.).

8. Scriptural basis.—The doctrine of religious
certainty, as it is sketched in this article, is

broadly based on the teachings of Scripture. It

does not rest upon a few cardinal passages. A
writer who has felt the influence of Ritschl
acknowledges that in the NT, although salvation
is represented in difl'erent aspects,
' all who are in possession of this new hfe- are represented aa
having a clear consciousness of it. " You know," "we know "

are expressions used aj^ain and again.' In a later passage,
after recalling 'the plenitude of possibilities' by which different
types of conversion are explained, he adds ;"

" If we should
from this draw the conclusion that for this reason there is,

generally speaking, no consciousness of the new life, because
this consciousness is so different in every individual . . . then
this would be a fallacy of the most fatal kind, and recognizable
as such, because logically it would necessitate the denial of the
assurance of salvation ' (Hacring, The Ethics of the Christian
Life, Eng. tr. 1909, pp. 199, 206).

' We know ' is the frequently recurring expres-
sion of St. John's doctrine of Assurance ; for an
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interesting comparison of his view of relij^ioua

t'erUiinty with tiiat of St. Paul, altliou^rh botli

Apostles describe ' the same fundamental Christian

experience,' see Law, Tests of Life, 1909, p. 279 tf.

' Full assurance' or * mncli Jijisurance' is the RV
renderinj^of 7r\i;/)o0opfainCol. 'i^and 1 Th. 1^ Com-
menting on tlie former passage, Lightfoot says
tl»at ' " full assurance " seems to be the meaning of

the substantive wherever it occurs in tlie NT,' If

tills translation be adopted in Ileb. 6" and 10^,

where KV has * fulness ' (AV * full assurance'),

religious certainty is expressed in the two phrases
* full assurance of hope ' and ' full assurance of

faith.'

Bruce (Com. in loc.) has an excellent paraphrase of both
verses :

' that your salvation may be a matter of certainty, and
not merely of clKiritahlL- hope ' (6"). ' With a true heart '—i.e.

not timid and fearful—he can draw near who lias full assurance
of faith, 'absolute unqualified confidence, without any doubt
of a jfracious reception.' Such confidence is justified by the
facta mentioned in vv.iy-2l (i(|22).

The fullest analysis of religious certainty is found
in two passages in St. Paul's Epistles, namely, Rom.
8>5ff- and CJal. 4«. The Holy Spirit, as the Spirit of

adoption, produces in the lielievor the assurance
of his sonship. The variation of the phraseology
is especially instructive, and is clearly brout;Tit

out by Swete {T/w Holy Spirit in the NT, 1909,

pp. 204 f., 218 f.).

The Spirit of sonshij) makes the adopted sons ' conscious of

their sonship and capable of fulfilling: their responsibilities.'

In Gal 46 it is the Spirit who cries 'Abba, Father,' but 'the
words which are uttered belong to the human subject and not
to the Divine Spirit, and, when they appear again in Rom. Si'',

this is made evident by a verbal change In the phrase with
which they are introduced ; in the later Epistle it stands in
which we cry. But cri/ing in Galatians has its own truth to

teach ; the Spirit of God inspires the cry which the human
spirit utters.' Any doctrine of religious certainty is incomplete
whicli weakens St. Paul's statement that in the believer the
Holy Spirit is a filial spirit. ' It inspires the daily Pater nvstt'f

of the Church ; in those who are led by it, it is a joint-witness

with their own consciousness that they possess the nature as
well as the rights of sons."
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CEYLON.—In addition to the following article

on Ceylon Huddhism, see Dravidians, Hindu-
ism, Islam in India and Ceylon, Veddas.

CEYLON BUDDHISM.—According to the

tradition handtnl down at Annradhapura, I5ud-

dliisin was intn<duced into Ceylon by a mission

sent by Asoka ((/.r.) tlie Great. It will be con-

venient, after (i) discus-^in*; this story, to group
the rest of the scanty liistoiical material under tlie

following heads : [2) the Order : its temporalities
;

(3) its literary activity
; (4) the outward form.s

of the religion
; (5) the religious life ; (6) the

Doctrine.
I. The introduction of Buddhism into Ceylon.

—We have at least eiglit accounts, in extant
historical works, of tlie way in whicli tlie island of

Ceylon became Buddhist. Apart from a few un-
important details, the accounts agree, all of them
being derived, directi}' or indirectly, from the now
lost Mahdvamsa (see under LiTKRATURK [Bud-
dhist]), or Great Clironicle, kept at the Great
Minster in Annradhapura. Tlie lost Chronicle
was written in Sinhalese, with occasional mnemonic

verses in I'ali, antl our earliest extant authority is

probably very little else than a reproduction of

these verses. Tlie later extant works give us, in

varying degree and \isii!v!ly in Pali, the gist also of

the prose portion of the lost ('hronicle. We have
space only for the main features of the story as

told in the oldest of our ttsxts—the DlpavaviJia and
the Ma/ulva/hsa, composed in the 4th and 5th
centuries A.D. respectively.^

In the middle of the 3rd cent. B.C., Tiasa, the then king of

Cej'lon, thout^h still a pagan, sent an enihassy to Aiioka, the
Buddhist emperor of India, soliciting hia friendship. The
emperor sent him presents in return, recommended liini to
adopt the Buddhist faith, and afterwards sent his own son
Mahinda (who had entered the Buddhist Order) as a missionary
to Ceylon to convert the king. Mahinda, with his six com-
panions, flew through the air, and alighted on Mount Miss:ika,

the mo<.Iern Mahintale, seven miles from Anuradhapura. There
the king was huntincr, and met the new-comers. Mahinda, after

some conversation, <lisGourscd to him on the ' ICIephant Trad '—-

a well-known simile (Majjhima, i. 175) in which the method to

be followed in discovering a good teacher is compared with the
method adopted by a hunter in following up an elephant trail

;

and incidentally a summary is given of the Buddha's teaching.
Well i)leased with the discourse, the king was still more pleased
to lind that the missionary was the son of hia ally A^oka. He
invited the party to the capital, and sent his chariot for them
the next morning; but they declined it, and Hew through the
air. On hearing of their arrival in tliis miraculous way, the king
went to meet them, conducted them to the palace, and iiro\ ided

them with food. After the meal, Mahinda addressed the ladies

of Lhecourton the Heavenly Mansions and the FourTruths. But
the crowd grew too great for the hall. An adjournment was
made to the park, and there, till sundown, Mahinda spoke to the
multitude on the Wise Men and the Fools. On the next day the
princess Anula, with live himdred of her ladies, requested per-

mission of the king to enter the Buddhist Order. The king
asked Mahinda to receive them, but the missionary explained
how for that purpose it was necessary, according to their rules,

to have recourse to the Order of bhikkhunis, and urged him to
write to ASoka to send over his (Alahinda's) sister Saiighamitta,

a profoundly learned member of the Order, with other bhik-

khu7iis. The people of the city, hearing of these events, thronged
the gates of the palace to hear the new teacher. The king had
the elephant stables cleansed and decorated as a meeting-hall,

and there a discourse was addressed to the people on the uncer-
tainty of life. For twenty-six days the mission remained at the
capital expounding the new teaching, which was accepted by king
and people. The king despatched an embassy, under AriUha,
to Aioka, asking that Saiighamitta should be sent over, and also

a branch of the Wisdom Tree under which the Buddha had
attained nirvd'pa. Both were sent, and received witii great
ceremony. Tlie tree was planted in a garden at Anuradhapura
(and there it still flourishes, an object of reverence to Buddhists
throughout the world). A special reaidcnce was prei)ared for

Sai'ighamitta and presented to the Ordtr, together with the
garden in which it stood. The mast and rudder of the ship that
brought her and the branch of the Wisdom Tree to Ceylon were
placed there as trophies. The JUahavaj'nsa, in giving these
details, adds (xix. 71) that through all the subsequent schisms
the bhikkbtmw maintained their jiosltion there. Thatraayhave
been so up to the date of the Chi-<micle. But the Sisterhood was
never important in Ceylon, and is now all but extinct.

A list has been preserved at the Great Minster (Mahdvaihsa,
XX. 20-25) of the buildings erected by King Tissa in sujipoi t of

ins new faith. They were: (l)The(JreatMinster, close to the place

where the branch of the Wisdom Tree was planted ; (2) the
Chetiva Vihara, Mahinda's residence on Mt. Missaka ; (3) the
Great Stupa (still standing); (4) the Viliara close by it; (5)

the IssaraSamana Vihara (still in good preservation), a residence

for brethren of good family;- (6) the Vessa Giri Vihara for

brethrenof ordinary birth ; (7) the so-called First Stupa; (S)and
(9) residences for the Sisterhood; (10) and (11) Viharas at the
port where the WisdomTree was landed, and at its first resting-

place on the way to the rapital.^

It is diJlicult, without fuller evidence, to decide
how far the account, here j^iven in ahstract,

is to be accepted. On the one hand, there are

miraculous details that are incredible ; and, tlie

orij^inal document being lost, we have only roju-o-

ductions of it some five or six ccnttiries later in

date. On the other hand, we know that the

tradition was unintorrupte<l, i.e. the lost documents
were extant wlien our authorities were composed

;

and such contemporary cvi<len('e as we have con-
1 For these works, see BiTERATi'RK (Buddhist); and W. Oeiger,

IMpavarhi^a und Mahdoaihsa, Leipzig, li)05, (or a <lctailed ana-

lysis of their relation to one another and to the other extant
works.

2 This regard paid to l)irth in assigning buildings to the Order
is against the rules. Uad the lisL been invented at a later

period, it is scarcely possible that the distinction would have
been matle.

;

a A full statement of all the authorities (or each episode is

I given by Gciger, op. cit. 114-110.
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lirms the story in at least two of its main points.

Asoka's own cdicU claim that lie sent missionaries

to various countries, and among these he mentions
Ceylon ; ' an<t in a bas-relief on one of the carved
gateways to the Sanchi Tope, which Ijoara Asoka's
crest (t"lie pea(!<ick), we have a remarkable repve-

sentalion of a royal procession bearing reverently a
branch of an aaanffha tree (the Wisdom Tree was an
assaUhn) to some unmentioned destination.

-

It is probable, indeed, that Buddhists had reached
Ceylon from North India (the South was still pagan)
before the time of King Tissa, and that the jn'ound
had been thereby prepared. It is (juite possible,

.and indeed probable, that the formal conversion of

tlie king and the declared .adherence of the people
were brought aboiit liy an official embassy from the
ardent Buddhist who was also the powerful
emperor of India. It is certain that Tissa was
the first Buddhist king of Ceylon, and that it was
in the middle of the 3rd cent. B.C. that Buddhism
became the predomin.ant faith. It is needless to
add that the then existing animism or paganism
still survived, especially among the ignorant,
w'hether rich or poor. It has been constantly in

evidence, still exists throughout the island in the
treatment of disease, and has been throughout the
only religion of the Veddas.

2. The Order : its temporalities.—The evidence
as to the numbers of the Order, and its possessions
at any particular period, is both meagre and vague.
The chronicles afibrd us little help. They give, it

is true, quite a nuniber of names of vihdras con-
structed or repaired by the kings and their courtiers.
But it is only quite occasionally that the size of the
residence or the extent of its property is referred
to. The inscriptions are more instructive. The
oldest date from about 235 B.C., and were cut by
order of the niece of King Tissa himself, at a spot
where the branch of the Wisdom Tree rested on its

way from the seaport on the east coast to Anura-
dhapura. According to Parker (Ceylon, 420 f}'.),

this was No. 11 of the list (given above) of vihdras,
etc. , constructed by King Tissa ; and it is most
interesting to see what such a vihdra was.
There is here a range, about IJ miles long, of

low-lying hills covered with rocks and boulders.
The caves have been hollowed out, and had, no
doubt, been plastered and p.ainted. Apartments
were also made under the boulders, by building
walls against them and adding doors. Such apart-
ments were intended for shelter and sleep. The
ground outside is more or less levelled, and pl.anted
with palms and other trees. The grass, in their
shade, commanding a wide view of hill and plain,
furnishes what in that warm climate is almost an
ideal class-room, sitting-room, and study. There
was facility for cultured talk or solitude. A
reservoir was constructed below to supply water to
the villagers, who, in their turn, were glad to
provide the Brethren with sufficient food and
<;lothing. In other instances the lands had been
granted to the Order. Here we have no evidence
of such a grant. There are about fifty inscriptions
on the cave residences scattered over the hills.

They give the name either of the resident Brother
or of the ' maker ' of tlie cave. In the latter case
it is usually added that the cave is given to the
Order as a whole. There are many hundreds of
such hillside residences in Ceylon ; but there is

only one other place known to the present -writer
where so many are found together.
That other is Mahintale. Here there is a three-

peaked hill, several miles long. Each p-ak is

crowned by a dagaba. Tlie ascent to a Utole-land
between two of the peaks is assisted by a flight of

' Senart, Inscriplimis de Piyadasi'^, 1881-80, i. 64, 270.
2 See Rhvs Davids, Btuldhist India, 1P03, p. 302, and pis. 52,

64, 66 tor illustrations.

nearly two thousand steps of granite, each 20 feet

broa(f. I'".a-llieii {Travels, tr. by Legge, 1886,

p. 107) was told at the beginning of the .5th cent,

that tliere were 2000 bhikklms dwelling on the hill

;

and Tennent (Ceylon, ii. 604) says :

'The rock in many places bears inscriptions recording the
niuriificenceof the sovereigns of Ceylon, and the ground is strewn
with the fragments of broken carved-work and the debris of

ruined buildings.'

An inscription, beautifully engraved on two
slabs of polished stone standing at the top of the
great staircase, is full of historical matter. It

records rules to be observed bj' the residents in

difi'erent parts of the hill in their relations toward
each other, and in the management of the estates

belonging to the Order there. We hear of a
bursar, an almoner, a treasurer, an accountant,
and other officials. Revenues from certain lands,

and the ott'ertory at certain shrines, were to be
devoted respectively to the repair of certain build-

ings. Unfortunately, neither the extent of the
lands nor the amount of the revenue is stated. An
interesting point is that, whereas each repeater of

the Vinaya (Rules of the Order) is to receive five

measures of rice as the equivalent for food and
robes, a repeater of the Suttas is to receive seven,

and a repeater of the Ahhidliamma twelve. The
date of these rules is somewhat late—end of the
10th or beginning of the 11th cent.—but they are

based on earlier regulations. They have been
often translated. The best version is by M.
Wickremasinghe, in Epigraphia Zeylanica, i. 98 tt'.;

but even there some of the most instructive pas-

sages are still obscure.

Spence Hardy gives the number of bhikkhiis in

Ceylon in the middle of the 19th cent, as 2500
(Eastern Monachism, 57, 309) ; Fa-Hieu (tr. Legge,
ch. 38) gives the number in the beginning of the
5th cent, as twenty times as large. The proportion

at the later date would be 1 to 1000 of the popula-
tion, and at the earlier date the population must
have been much larger. The actual number ascer-

tained by the Census to be in Ceylon in 1901 was
7331, and these authentic figures throw considerable
doubt on both the above estimates. The proportion
of rice fields held by the Order to those held by the
people seems to have been quite insignificant. The
Brethren, with very rare exceptions, have been
satisfied with rice for food and cotton clothes for

raiment ; and Tennent cannot be far wrong when
he says (Ceylon, i. 351) : 'The vow of poverty, by
which their order is bound, would seem to have been
righteously observed.'

3. The Order : its literary activity.—One of the
main duties of the Brethren was the preservation
of the literature. There were neither printers nor
publishers. Any teacher who desired to make his

views known had to gather round him a number of

disciples sufficiently interested in the doctrine to

learn by heart the jiaragraphs (Suttas) or verses
(Gdthas) in which it was expressed. They, in their

turn, had to teach by repetition to others. Were
the succession of teachers and pupils once broken,
the doctrine was absolutely lost. This has fre-

quently happened. We know the names, and the
names only, of systems that have thus perished.

Writing was indeed known, and short notes could

be scratched on leaves. But materials for \vriting

books were not invented in India or Ceylon till the
1st cent. B.C., and were even then so unsatisfactory

that the long-continued habit of recitation was still

kept up.' The books written on leaves tied to-

gether with string were most difficult to consult.

There were no dictionaries or books of reference.

Practically the whole of the material aids to our
modern edu<ation were wanting. This may hel))

to explain why, even as late as the 10th cent., we
1 This curious (probably unique) state of tbint,'S is discu.^sed

at length in the present w-riter's Buddhist India, 120-140.
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hear (see § 2) of repeaters of the sacred books. In
trausliteralcd editions of the size uutl type used
by the Pali Text Society these books would take
more than 30 vohinies <il about 400 pages each.
This literature was in a. dead language, ahnost

as foreign to the Sinhalese as I'ali is to us.

Elaborate explanations were required in theii'

own language. These were recorded in l)uoks,

and repeated in class, but not learnt by heart,

as the grammar and dietionaiy were. In the
4th cent, the Siiihalese began to use Pali as the
literary language, and soon afterwards these com-
mentaries were re-written in t!i;it language. The
whole of this literature, text and commentary,
has been preserved for us by the untiring industry
of the Order in Ceylon. This was possible only
by a system so exacting that it left little ojipor-

tunity for originality. Daily classes, attended for

many years, with the constant appeal to authority,
are not favourable to subseciuent independence of

thought.
It Wius mainly in the larger viharas (groups of

residences) that these studies were carried on. In
the smaller vihclnts, scattered above the villages

throughout the countiy, there was often only one
Elder and two or three juniors. One or other of

these had [irobably assumed the robes with a view
to education rather than religion, intending to

leave at a convenient opportunity (just as the
youths in our Grammar Schools used to wear
clerical garb), lie would not be very keen to

learn by heart the volumes of the Canon Law.
After learning a little Pali, he would be taught
the poetry and easier prose literature of the
Sultas. Perhaps he would get interested, and
desire to remain [jeruuiuently ; but this was the
exception. Part of his duty would be to teach
the boys and girls of the village to write Siiihalese,

with pointed sticks in the sand. If another of the
juniors had joined for good, the Elder would have
to give him quite a different training preparatorj'

to his going up to the larger viharas, which were
a sort of university.

There were both advantages and disadvantages
in such a 83stcm, the latter ])redoniinatiug. The
Order could not ellicieutly do what is now ex-

pected of IJoard School teachers, private tutors.

Secondary School masters, and Professors, and at

the same time act as aunahsts, record-keepers,
librarians, and authors. Their ditUculties were
increased by the want of all modern mechanical
aids, and not a little by incursions of barbarians,

who, not seldom, burnt their books and buildings.

The advantages of the system are seen in its

results. The average intelligenci; of the Sinhalese
is high ; and they alone, of all the semi-Aryan
tribes in India, have succeeded in preserving for

us a literature extending over two thousand years,

and containing materials for the religious history

both of India and Ceylon. For the hhikkhus found
time not only to repeat the old I'ali hooks, but to

write a voluminous new literature of their own, in

Sinhalese and Pali. Of this much has been lost,

but much still survives.'

4. The Order : the outward forms of reUgion.

—

It is not possible as yet to say how far the re-

ligious life of the Order in Ccylim diliered from
that of the early IJuddhisls in India, as none of

the Sinhalese religious literature has so far been
properly edited or translated. Spence Hardy has
translated extracts, and, to judge from his speci-

mens of the Questions of King Milinda, has not
been very exact. But a beginning may be made,
and first as to the outward forms of the faith.

The Kathina ceremony has nearly died out. In
1 As ftilJ an occouut of the Siuhalese literature as is iK)ssiblc

in the present state of our studies, with a complete bibliofrnphv,
will be found in W. Ooi^-rr'? h:iiidboolt, Ulleratur vnd Sprache
dcr Siiiiilin'escn. Strassbur',', 1900.

N. India' it was a quaint and pretty affair. A
layman or village oli'ered to the hhikkhus resident
in a certain locality enough cotton cloth to jirovidc

each of them with a new set of robes for the coming
year. If, in chapter assembled, the oiler was ac-

cepted, tlien a day was Uxed, on which all the
local hhikkhus had to be present, and to help,
while the peasantry marked the cloth where it was
to be cut to make the right number of robes, cut
it, washed it, dyed it, dried it in the sun, sewed it

together, with the requi.site seams, gussets, etc.,

and offered to the senior bhikkhu tlie jiarticular

robe he chose. All this had to be completed in

one day, or the gift was void. In Ceylon (S.

llardy, East. Mon. 121) the custom Ls sometimes
e.vtcnded to making also the cloth from the raw
cotton on the same day. On this Tennent [Ceylon,
i. 351) quotes Herodotus (ii. 122) as saying that
the Egyptian priests held a yearly festival at which
one of them was invested with a robe made in a
single day ; and also the Scandinavian luytli of
the Valkyries, who weave ' the crimson web of war

'

between the rising and the setting of the sun.

This ceremony was carried out m In<lia after the
yearly season of retreat duruig the rains ( Vassa).
The Ketreat was necessary in India, as the blUkkhus
did not reside, as a rule, in particular spots, but
wandered about teaching. This being impossible
during the tropical rains of Northern India (from
July to October), they went then into retreat. In
Ceylon all this is changed. They retain the name
(corrupted into Was) and apply it to the original
months. These in Ceylon are, however, not rainy ;

the hhikkhus do not wander during the other nine
months, and do not, as a rule, go into retreat. But
they utilize the line weather in Was to hold what
we should call an open-air mission.

' As there are no regular religious services at any other time,
the peasantry make a special occasion of this. They erect
under the palm trees a platform, often roofed but open at
the sides, and ornamented with bright cloths and flowers.

Round this they sit in the moonlight on the ground, and
listt^u the night through to the sacred words repeated and
expounded by relays 0! hhikkhus. They chat pleasantly now
and again with their neighbours, and indulge all the while in
the mild narcotic of the betel leaf.' 2

No such missions were arranged by the early
Buddhists. Conversation was the usual means of

propaganda, thougli this lajised fairly often into
monologue, and there are a few cases of arrange-
ments made for a s'm'^lebhikkhu to address villagers.

The ceremony of UpasarnpaUit (Reception into

the Onler) has remained practically tlie same.
But the authority empowered to conduct it has
greatly changed. In the ancient days the basis of

government in the Order Mas the locality. The
hhikkhus in any one locality could meet in chapter,

and decide any point. For ordination a chapter of

live was re<iuired, i)resided over by an Elder of ten
years' seniority. The hist kings of Ceylon gave
"the power to the Malwatte and Asgiri Viharas at
Kandy, tlius taking the first step towards the
substitution of a centralized hiei-archy for the old

union of independent republics. A new sect—the
Amarapura—disputes the validity of this revolu-

tion." The same sect objects to another innovation
in outward forms—the leavingof the riglitslioulder

bare when adjusting the robe for ordinary use (S.

Ihirdy , Knxt. Man. 115). There is a third, very small,

sect—the Uamanya—which also objects to the.se

changes, and goes even further in its strict observ-

ance of the ancient rules than tlie -Vniar.apura.

5. The religious life.—As regards the religious

spirit of the Order in historical times in Ceylon,
tlie amount of evidence is at jiicsc^nt very slight.

S. Hardy's extracts from mediaeval Ceylon books
1 See Vinaya, i. 25.'? fT.; tr. in SUE xvii. 14«fl.

2 Khys Davids, /(li<M/iiiin-, p. 58 (slightly changed). See also

.S. Hardy, Kasl. Mon. 2J'Z «.

3 Oldenberg, Bmhlha'; 11)0", p. 390 ft.; Dickson, JRAS, lS9a,

p. 150(1.
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deal almost exclusively with the embellished ac-

counts they give of Intlian Buddhists. In the few
cases of Ceylon ]juddliists there seems to be but
little diHoixiice. On one particular point, that of

sann'iilhi (' concentration,' often rendered 'medita-
tion'), the incsent writer has published a Ceylon
text (the only text in the Sifihalese language as

yet edited in transliteration) ; and the introduction
discusses the question as to how far the details

dili'cr from the corresponding details in Indian
ISudilhist books.' We have in this manual nearly
3000 ditl'erent exercises to he gone through in order

to produce, one after the other, 112 ethical states

arranged in ten groups. Tliese deal respectively

with joy, bliss, self-possession, irapermanenee,
memory, planes of being, love, knowledge, the
noble eightfold Path, and its goal, nirvana.
Some of the conceptions are of great ethical

beauty ; it is doubtful v>'hether the suggested
sequence is really of any practical value ; most
of the groups are found aheady in the Pali Suttas,

but there are slight variations in detail. A quaint
addition is the association, in some of these exer-

cises, of the five elements (earth, fire, water, wind,
and space) with the ethical states under practice.

This reminds one of the supposed association be-

tween colour and sound ; and it is not easy to see

exactly what is meant.
6. The Doctrine.—Ceylon Buddhism, so far as

regards the jiliilosophy, the ethics, and the psy-
chology on which the ethics are based, remains
much the same as the Buddhism of the Indian
Pali texts. Details are .sometimes a little differ-

ent, but not in essential matters. These are

amplitied and systematized ; occasionally new
technical terms are added, or greater stress is

laid on terms scarcely used in the Suttas. But
the essentials, so far as our present evidence
shows, remain the same. Buddhaghosa's Path
of Purity, the main authority for the ethics of the
middle period, has not yet been published. The
Abhidhammattha Saiigaha (edited by the present
writer in JPTS, 18S4), the manual used by all hhilc-

khus in the study of philosophy, psychology, and
ontology from the 12th cent, down to the present
day, has not yet been translated. When these are
available greater precision may be possible.

It is far otherwise with the legendary material
relating to persons, and esjiecially to the Buddha.
A comparison of the episodes quoted by S. Hardy
fi'om the Ceylon books shows a marked difference

from the same episodes in the Indian books. The
love of the Siiihalese for the miraculous, for the
art of the story-teller and the folk-lorist, has cast
its glamour over them all. Tliese mediasval Ceylon
authors far outdistance Buddhaghosa, the Indian
Buddhist, fond as he was of a story. But it is the
same tendency, and we need not be surprised to
find that it has grown stronger with the lapse of

centuries. It results partly from a want of in-

tellectual exactitude, partly from a craving for

artistic literary finisli. The mediaeval literature

was largely devoted to such tales, which we know
only from Pali versions such as the Rasa-vShim

;

there is quite a number of them buried in MSS in

the Nevill collection in the British Museum.
To sum up : there is no independence of thought

in Ceylon Buddhism ; and, as in most cases w here
a pagan country has adopted a higher faith from
without, the latter has not had sufficient power to

eradicate the previous animism. But Buddhism
has had a great attraction for the better educated,
and lias led to remarkable literary results. The
nation as a whole has undoubtedly sufi'ered from
the celibacy of many of the most able and earnest

;

but, on the other hand, there is very little crime,
and in certain important particulars, such as caste

1 ' Yogiivacara's Manual,' PTS, 1896, p. xxviii ff.

and tlie jwsition of women, Ceylon is in advance of

other parts of our Indian empire, with the single
excejition of Burma, where the same causes have
been at work and the same disadvantages felt.

LiTKR.ATCtiK.—W. Geiger, Litteratttr und Sprache drr Sin-
ijlialcscn, Slrasiburi;, V. ; M. Wickremasinghe, Cat. of
Six',:,' i;.s' I,/ ( '„ luaish Mttseum, Ixmdon, 1»00, and
A>'

'

d, 1909; J. G. Smither, ^i-cAao-
/";»', :, vKro, London, 1808; J. E.Tennent,
tv,//. ,, , i.,„,.|,.i,, i,,i; H. Parker, Ceylon, London, 1909;
J. Forbes, Eleiya I'mrs in Ceylon, London, 1841; P. and F.
Sarasin, Die Weddaii von Ceylon, Wiesbaden, 1892 ; S. Hardy,
Eastern Uonachism, London, 1850, and Manual of Budhisin,
London, 1860 : R. Farrer, In Old Ceylon, London, 1908 ; D. J.
Gogerly, Ceylon Buddhism, ed. Bishop, Colombo, 1908.

T. W. Rhys Davids.

CHAITANYA.—I. Life.—The Vaishnavite re-

former and religious teacher Chaitanya was born
in the year 1485 at Nadiya in Bengal, about sixty
miles north of Calcutta, on the west bank of the
sacred river Bhagirathi. Nadiya, at one time the
capital of Bengal, is famous for its schools of
Sanskrit learning, and an annual festival in hono\ir
of Cliaitanya is celebrated here in the month of

Magha (Jan.-Feb. ). Of Brahman parentage, he
received the ordinary religious education of a
Braliman youth, and is said to have been especially

devoted to the study of the Bhagavad-Glta and the
Bhugavata Puriina, tlie two works that enjoin
faith in Krishna and devotion to him as the
supreme duty of man. Stories of his birth are told
which suggest the presence of Christian influence
—that wise men came and offered homage to the
child and brought gifts. His subsequent teaching
also proved that he owed not a little to the example
and practice of Buddhism. Like Krishna, he is

said as a boy to have given much time and energy
to sport, and to have shown zeal and aptitude in

learning, so that he early became proficient in all

branches of Sanskrit knowledge.
In due course Chaitanj'a entered upon the second

stage of the career of an orthodox Brahman and
became a grihastha (householder). He is said to

have been twice married, his first wife being the
daughter of the celebrated teacher Vallabliacharya
{q.v.). At the early age of twenty-five, however,
lie severed himself from the ordinary duties and
engagements of the world, and adopted a mendicant
life, wandering for a period of six years from shrine
to shrine in northern and southern India, visiting

especially the sacred places of Benares, Gaya,
Sriraiigam, and tl;e gi'eat temple of Jagannath at
Pun. He finally settled at Katak in Orissa, and
spent the remainder of his life in the neighbour-
hood of the temple, teaching and practising the
rules and observances of yoga {q.v. ). In one of his

visions, about the year 1527 A.D., he is said to have
imagined that he saw Krishna himself sporting on
the waves, and to have walked into the sea and
been drowned in an endeavour to reach the god.
According to other accounts, he was translated to

Vaikuntha, the heaven of Vishnu, >vithout sufl'er-

ing the pains of death.

2. Teaching".—In his teaching, Chaitanya, like

other great Hindu reformers, proclaimed the way
of salvation through hhakti alone—devotion in act
and thought to the one supreme personal God, the
Maker and Preserver of all things, whose attributes
are pitifulness and love, and who is infinite in

power and wisdom. He was himself believed to be
an incarnation of Krishna, in whom the Divinity
manifested Himself in order to save the world by
revealing and preaching the true faith. The two
chief disciples of Chaitanya also, Advaita (or

Advaitiinanda) and Nityananda, to whom he en-
trusted the general oversight of his adherents, were
recipients to a less degree of the power and presence
of tlie god ; and in later belief they formed, with
the founder himself, a kind of triad, to whom
religious worship was paid.
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Partly witli the view, it is believed, of wiuiiing

over those who had been attracted by the tciitliiii^

of Buddhism, ius well as those to ^^ liom the f,Ti)»ser

forms of the popular Hinduism were repellent,

Chaitanya laid stress upon the doc-trine of ahiihsd,

the duty of avoiding by all means injury to any
living thin}! ; and enjoined equal regard and treat-

ment for all men, irrespective of l>irth. In thus

ignoring caste, he followed on the lines of other

Hindu reformers, who had found in the doctrine of

the equality of all men their most powerful weapon
against the established social order, and the most

attractive and persuasive ap])eal it was in their

power to make to the middle and lower classes of

their fellow-countrymen. A saying of Chaitanya
is quoted : ' The mercy of God regards neither

tribe nor faniilj'.'' Within the precincts of the

temple of Jagannath at the present day no distinc-

tion is made between hi<jh and low caste, anil the

food prejiarcd is received and eaten by all at the

season of the great festival. Elsewhere and at

other times, amongst those who profess to be his

followers, caste has re-asserted its sway, as under

similar circumstances in India it has always

succeeded in doing ; and the higher castes maintain

their rigid exclusiveness and separation from the

lower.

The principle of bhnkti which Chaitanya thus

expounded and enforced was held by him in common
with many Vaishnavite teachers, who sought to

promote a purer and more spiritual type of faith

amongst the people ; and with him also it possessed

the same mystical signilicance as in the language

and thought of others whose influence was more
far-reaching than his seems ever to have become.

Symbolically this doctrine was expressed by him
under the figure of human love, the ardent attacli-

ment of a young man for the maiden on whom his

att'ections are centred. So a man ought to love

God, and to cling to Him with unalterable ])ersist-

encc and loyalty. And ti.e iinal end and goal for

every worshipper was to lose ins separate and in-

dividual existence in a mystical union with the

Supreme. Chaitanya's teaching apparently owed
some of its characteristic features both of doctrine

and practice to a Buddhi.sm which, thougli decadent,

still exercised a considerable intluencc in Bengal and

the neighbouring districts. Essentially, however, it

was the ancient Hindu mysticism, with its theistic

inspiration and its emphasis on personal devotion

— a form of religious faith and aspiration which

has always proved itself strongly attractive to the

more earnest and thoughtful Indian mind.

The enthusiasm and pojiular character of the

preaching of Chaitanya api>ear for the time to

have carried all before them, and the number of

his followers rapidly increased. Tlieywere recruited

maiidy from the lower classes, for the Hrfihnians

stood aloof from one the acceptance of wliose

doctrines implied the surrender of their ancient

exclusive privileges. The successors of the founder

maintained his propagand.-i, and organized a very

con.siderabIe sect of Ins adherents, who were known
by his name. Gradually, however, as has so

frequently been the case with movements of Indian

reform, their distinctive features of doctrine and

observance became obscured, the surroimding social

order proved too strong, and there was a general

return to the forms of orthodox Vaishnavisni.

Statistics of their present numbers and strength do
not seem to be available, and there is little or

nothing to mark them oil' from other Hindus who
hold a theistic faith and worship Vi.shnu in one or

other of his forms. Nadiya is the headquarters of

the sect, wl)ere the descendants of Nityananda
reside, who are recognized as leaders, and investeil

with all spiritual authority.
' iBlitarag'ja ktpCt jalikiUau na mene.

LiTKliATCRE.— C'fnsiw oj India Report, Calculla, 1903, p. 3(11 ;

H. H. Wilson, Works, ed. R. Kost, Loiidou, 1802-71, vol. i. j).

162 ft. ; E. W. Hopkins, iit'ii'ji'OTW 0/ /lidm, London, ISUO, p.

SOSf. ; Monier-Williams, llrahmanisin and Uinduism'',

London, 1891, pp. i:iS-142, 47C ; A. Barth, Rdirjionsof Imlia-,

London, 1889, p. 232f. ; at. also G. A. Grierson, in JRAS,
1009, pp. C2Cf., 042, and his art. BlUKil MSroa in vol. ii. p.

646. Tlie chief original source for the life of Chaitanya is the

Chaitanya C/iaritra of Ufnd.ivan Das, which is said to have
been coini)iled from two narratives of his lite as a householder

and as a pil^jrriui and a3:;etic respectively, written by two of his

immediate foUowere (see Wilson, loc. cil.).

A. S. Geden.
CHAITYA.—1. (Skr. chtdtya, an adjectival

form derive<l from chitu, 'a funeral pile').—In

accordance with its etymology, the word might
denote originally anything connected with a
funeral pile, e.g. the tumulus raised over the

aslies of the dead person, or a tree marking the

spot. Such seems to have been its earliest use_ in

Indian literature, whether Brahmanical, Buddhist,

or Jain ; but, as the custom of erecting monu-
ments over the ashes or over the relics of departed

saints prevailed chiefly among the Buddhists and
tlie Jains, the word (or one of the Prakrit equiva-

lents, P.ili rhctii/a, etc.) is especially characteri.stic

of their literature. In this sense it is practically

synonymous with stiipn, ' tope,' in India (though

s'filpa is rather the architectural, and chaitijn the

religious, term), and has various equivalents in

the countries of Asia to which the custom ex-

tended with the spread of Buddhism, e.g. dagaha
(Skr. dhdfu-garbha) in Ceylon, chorten or dungten
in Tibet, etc. At a later period cMitya was used

more generally to denote any shrine, reliquary,

or sacred tree. This is clear not only from the

references in the literature, but also from the

express statement in a Skr. dictionarj' of syno-

nyms, the VUmprabOia of Mahesvara Kavi (A.D.

nil), quoted by the commentator Mallinatba

(Hthcent.A.D.) on Kh\ii.asa.'s Blaxihadiitfi, verse 23.

In modern arclu'eological works the term rhaitya

is sometimes applied generally to any Buddhist

or Jain temple, and sometimes particularly to a

special form of Buddhist architecture, the ' c/utUi/a

hall,' of which many examples are found in India.

This is normally a rock-hewn cave, which was
originally coiled and lined with wood, the earlier

caves even imitating, in their sides, the inward

slant of wooden pillars designed to meet the

tlirust of the wooden roof (a good examjde is

the Bhaja Cave, in the Bombay Presidency). In

the Karii Cave, 4 miles north of the Bhaja Cave,

the ' chaifi/a hall ' reaches its acme. Here we find

a cave 126 ft. deep and 4.5 ft. 7 in. wide, with a

central aisle 25 ft. 7 in. wide, and two side aisles

each 10 ft. %\ide, including the pillars. This

pillared nave forms the approach to the chaitya

proper, which occupies a jiosition under the semi-

dome of the apse of the cave closely corresponding

to that of the altar in a Christian church ; and the

resemblance of the entire structure to the basilica

has often been noted. In this last sen.se, therefore,

the c/initi/re is distinguished, on the one hand, from

the .'itui'ia, or dome-shaped structure developed

from the tumulus or relic-mound, with which it

was originally identified, and, on the other, from

the vihara, or monastic dwelling-place, which was

often also a rock-hewn cave.

LiTKitATUKE.—Wilson, Ariana Antiijua, Ijondon, 1841

;

Burnouf, Intmd. a I'hist. du biuUlhixmr indim, I'aris, 1844 ;

Bohtlingk and Roth, Sanskril-Wortcrbuch, .St. I'elersbnrpr,

1 <W-7.T K i> 'Chaitva'; Hodgson. Hsmt/s on the La,i;inages,

I Heral'ir.- ,h- ,( Snnl nnd 7'ii«M,..ndon, 1S74 : Fcreussod,

)/"",,f /,;;,,,;;,,,,! /;. ,,- .1, /
' "...ch. v., London, 1876;

Wadtifll ' ' ' ' '"'""• 1895; Macdonell,
.//,„.• ,,( /; . / 1 ;/

,
; ' M :;l'ifT.

' mind,' ' soul ').

—

the individual soulIdeal term denotin
2. (SUi.

A ]ihiloso]i

as dislinguishcd from the world-soul (cf. liluiga-

vnta-I'tirtina, III. xxvi. 61, etc.).

E. J. R/VPSON.
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CHAKRAVARTIN.—This Skr. word iiieims

'universal iiiiiiiaich.' It is of consideiiible iiu-

portaucc in liiulilliisin (cf. art. Blust, Abode of
THK [IjiuliiliistJ) and Jainism, as well as, though
in a loss ik'.Lrrie, in the legendary history of the
BraliMians. The term has been variously exi)lained ;

Senart' has used it in support of his famous solar

theory of Buddha. It may be prendsed that the

two parts of tlie word cluikru-vitriin are very
common words in Sanskrit. Chakra (kvkXos) ori-

ginally means a wheel or a circle, then a disk,

a discus (especially that of Visiivi) ; and it has also

a nunilier of secondary meanings, such as 'multi-

tude,' ' troop,' ' army,' etc. Vartiii, usuallj' found
at the end of comjiouuds, means ' abiding in.' But
what the etj'mological meaning of the compound
originally was is anything but clear ; and ditl'erent

scholars have advanced various opinions regarding
it. It will therefore be expedient to reserve the
discussion of this point till the end of the article,

when we have become acquainted with the actual
use of the word in the various phases of its history.

The idea of a universal monarch, of a paramount
BcuriKeis /Sao'iX^wi', is very ancient in India. Famous
kings of old are said, after their anointing, to have
conquered the earth and then to have oliered the
aivainedha, or horse-sacrifice (Aitarcija Brahmana,
viii. 21-23). A king who is acknowledged by the
other kings as lord paramount is, in ancient litera-

ture, called a saihrdj. The word ' Chakravartin

'

first occurs in the Maitrdyana Upanisad, a late,

if not apocryphal, work. In i. 4 great warriors
(lit. 'archers,' mahsdhanurdharas) are mentioned,
'some of whom were Chakravartins ' : and fifteen

of them are named—Sudyumna and others, most
of whom are known from the Epics and the
Puraiias. After them the Upanisad mentions
' the kings, Marutta, Bharata,' etc. ; and, though
they are not called Chakravartins, those named
are known as such in epic legends. The Upani-
sad continues :

' There are others higher still—
Gandhar\-as, Asuras,' etc. It is evident from this
sequence that the Ch.akravartin is here regarded as
a human being, and in rank inferior to demi-gods.
Next we meet with the word in epic literature,

not yet, however, in the Ranmyana.'^ Nor is the
title ' Chakravartin ' given to any hero of the
Mahdbharata proper; it is in episodes of the
great epic, which have the same cliaracter as the
Vuraiias, that we meet with Chakravartins, e.fj.

Bliarata, the son of Dusj'anta and Sakuntala,
after whom Blmratavarsa is believed to be named

;

Mandhatr, and Marutta. Once (xii. 27. 10) chakra-
vartin means only a 'miglity king,' just as in,the
Maitrayana Upanisad ; but in the remaining pass-
ages it has the technical meaning ' universal mon-
arch." In i. 73. 30 (cf. 74. 124)3 it is said of the
Chakravartin Bharata that his wheel met with no
obstacle when he went to war with his enemies.
This is apparently the proper interpretation of
the term chakra-vartin, for it is also repeated by
Kalidasa {Sakuntala, vii. 122).

In the Puianas we meet with some more Chakra-
vartins, but not with a fixed list of them. The
most prominent is Prthu Vainya, who first settled
the earth, called after him Prthim ; of him it is

said in the Vipiu Purdna (i. 13. 46) that Brahma
saw in his hand the discus {rhakra), the sign of
Visnu, as it is visible in the hand of every Chakra-
vartin, ' one whose power is invincible even by the
gods.' But in the Bhdgavata Purdna (iv. 15, 16)

1 Esaai s^tr la Ugendc du Buddha 2, Paris, 1SS2.
2 At least there is no reference to the Rnmdya'^ in the

Petersburg Dictionary «.v. ' Chakravartin,' and ' Chakravartin

'

certainly does not occur in the 2ud and Srd books, since the
word is not found among the compounds contained in them
(see Kirtel, Beitriige zur Gcsch. der Jfominalkmnpositimi, Bonn,
I90S, 11. 26).

' Similarlj Mdrkafijei/a Purajfa, cxxx. 0.

Visnu presents Prthu with the discus sudarsana
at his coronation, while other gods also give him
precious things. The latter are partly identical

with some of the fourteen itialulratnas, which,
according to the Bhdgavata Purdna (ix. 23,, 31),

were in the possession of the Chakiavartin Sa-^a-

bindu. In commenting on this passage, Sridhara
quotes a verse from the Mdrkandeya Purdna (not
verified in the printed text), in which the fourteen
inahdratiuis are thus enumerated :

' elephant,
horse, car, wife, arrow, treasure, wreath, garment,
tree, javelin, noose, jewel, parasol, and vinuina,'

Classical writers use chakravartin in its primary
meaning of ' universal monarch,' as well as in its

secondary meaning, which denotes the most pro-

minent member of a class, similarly to, but not so

commonly as, indra, raja, Hromani, etc.

Thus we see that in Brahmanical literature the
word chakravartin originally denoted a famous
chief or king of great power, then a universal
monarch, while in late Puranas some fabulous
attributes are added to this meaning.

In the old popular literature which was collected
in the Brhatkathd, and is known to us from San-
skrit works based on this lost compilation, the
dignity of a Chakravartin is also attributed to
the Vidyadharas, or fairies.^ The hero of the
work just named. King Naravahanadatta, became
Chakravartin of the Vidyadharas, and came into
possession of the seven ratnas : elephant, sword,
moonlight, wife, the destroying charm, the lake,
and the sandal-wood tree.- In another version'
the list is: flag, parasol, moon (sudhdbimba), sword,
elephant, horse, and rod. The two lists vary con-
siderablj', but they agree in this, that the chakra
is not among the ratnas of the Chakravartin.
With the Buddliists and the Jainas the Chakra-

vartin represents the highest temporal power, just

as the Buddha or Jiiia represents the highest
spiritual power. If Gautama had not become a
Buddha, he would have become a Chakra\artin,
and a Buddlia as well as a Chakravartin has
the thu'ty-two marks (laksana) of a great man
(mahdpurusa) and the eighty minor marks. Smii-
larly, the same fourteen great dreams which the
mother of an Arhat (Tirthakara) sees announce
also the conception of a Chakravartin.'' It will

therefore readily be understood that a Chakra-
vartin is, in the popular imagination of the
Buddhists and the Jainas, lifted high above the
level of common men, and verges on the Divine.
His most prominent attribute is the chakra, wheel,
or discus, which precedes him through the air on
his conquest of the world. With the Jainas,
therefore, chakrad/iara and chakrin, ' possessor of
the chakra,' have become synonyms of chakra-
vartin.^ The ideas of the Buddhists concerning
the miraculous chakra, and the part it plays in the
success of the Chakravartin, are well illustrated in

a passage occurring in several Pali Hitras (see SBE
xi. 251 tt'.), and in the Lalitavistara. We subjoin
the tr. from the latter (Bibliotheca Indica, p. 33 f

.
)

:

' That anftinted Ksatriya king, who is inaugurated fasting on
the fifteenth day of the moon, seated in the highest apartment
of his palace, surrounded hy female apartments—for him doth
the mighty and auspicious wheel appear in the east : a wheel
comprising a thousand radii, complete with t>Te and nave,
ornamented with gold works, of the height of seven palm trees,

visible from the recesses of the zenana, and worthy of a Chakra-

r The notions prevailing in this popular literature of romantic
epics and fairy tales are adopted also in legendary works of the
Jainas, the oldest of which, the Padma-charita, by Vimalasuri,
claims to have been composed about the beginning of our era.

Hence the Jainas, too, have Chakravartins of the Vidyadharas,
besides human Chakravartins, narachahravartinas.

- Kathdsaritmgara, cix. 19 ff.

3 Bi'hatkaihdnialljari, p. 69fi, v. 11.
•1 See Kalpamtra, § 76 [SBE, vol. xxii. p. 246) ; in § 80 the one

is called a chduranta'Chakkavatth the other a dhammavara'
(chdurantahchakka caffi.

^Chakkahara in the passage of the Kalt>asittra(\\io\.eA in the
preceding note.
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varti raju. . . . Now, when the mijjhty wheel doth appear, an
anointed K^triya king, kneeling on his right knee, and lowering
one of faia shoulders, should hold forth his right hand and,
praying for the Chakraratna, thus repeat : "Conduct, O Lord,
this precious wheel through virttie. and not through vice !

"

When the majestic wheel, on lieing thus addressed by an
anointed Ivj^triya king, proceeds in its aerial course towards
the east for tlie ]>roniotion of prosperity, the Cliakravarti raja
follows it with all his army, and, wherever it halts, there he
likewise halts with all his forces. Thereupon all the provincial
rajas of the east receive him with offerings of silver-dust in
golden vessels, or of gold-dust in vessels of silver, saving.

Hail, O Deva I thou art welcome ; all these are thine—this
rich, extensi\e, prosperous, flourishing, beautiful, and populous
kingdom : thou hast, conquering, earned it ; may it ever con-
tinue thine!" The anointed Ksatriya king and lord should
then tlius avidress the provincial chiefs :

*' Virtuously rule ye
these provinces, destroy not life, nor resume what has been
given. Act not fraudulently through temptation ; nor utter
what is false. It is sinful to conquer him who sues for mercy,
therefore do it not ; nor do ye approve of the vicious 1 " Thus,
when an anointed Ksatriya king has conquered the east, bathing
in the eastern eea, he crosses the same. When the wheel,
having crossed the eastern sea, proceeds southward through
the atmosphere, he follows it with his anny, and, like unto the
east, conquers the south ; and, as the south, so does he conquer
the west and the north ; then, bathing in the northern sea,

returns through the atmosjihere to his metropolis, and sita an
invincible monarch in the inner recesses of his palace. Thus
does a Ghakravarti raji acquire the chakraratna, or the jewel
of a wheel.'

In the same way the Chakravartin attains to

the si.\ rernainini; ratnas, for their number is

seven, viz. the elephant, the horse, the jewel
(which changes night into day), the wife, the
steward, and the general.

The Chakravartin of the Jainas resembles, in

all essential features, the Chakravartin of tlie

Buddhists. At the moment when the predestined
person is to acquire the dignity of a Chakra-
vartin, the miraculous chakra appears and com-
pletes his victory. There were 12 Chakravartins
in the present age of the wor^d—Bharata, Sagara,
Maghavan, Sanatkumara, Santi, Kunthu, Ara
(the last three afterwards became Tirthakaras),
Subhuma, Padma, Harisena, Jaya, and Brahma-
datta. These 12 Chakravartins, together with
the 2-i Tirthakaras, 9 Vasudevas, 9 Baljidevas,

and 9 Prativasudevas, make up the 63 Salaka-
purusas, or great persons of Jain hagiology, whose
lives and deeds have been described b^' Hema-
chandra in the TrisastUalakdpurusacharita. In
bk. i. ch. 4 of that work the first Chakravartln's
conquest of our part of the earth, called after him
Bhnrntavarsa, is described .at great length. Pre-
ceded by the chnkrn, Bharata subjects all kings,

and even the Vidyadharas acknowledge his su-

premacy. He is accompanied by some ratnas,
and acquires some more during his progress, so

that their whole number amounts to fourteen, viz.

chakra, parasol, sword, rod, cowrie, piece of

leather, jewel, the nine treasures, general, steward,
purohita ('household priest '), architect, elephant,
and horse. In addition to these 14 ratnas he gains
a fifteenth, the utriratnn, his wife.

The greater number of these ratnas are the
usual perc^uisites of kings, in the highest degree
of perfection ; four, however, seem to have been
adopted from mythology,' viz. the cowrie (kCikml)

and the jewel, whose functions re.semble those of

the moon and the sun, the piece of leather or hide,'-

which stretches over rivers and straits in order to

give a passage to the army, and, of course, the
chakra.
The possession of the miraculous chakra gives

a kind of mythological stamp to the legendary
Chakravartin of the Biidilhisls and Jainas, and
makes him appear in the light of a solar hero.
Yet it may be doubted whether this was already
the case in early Buddhism. There is the phrase

1 Senart (op. cit. p. 14 IT.) assigns a mythological origin to all

the seven ratiuis ; his reasoning, however, does not seem con-
vincing, especially if we take into consideration the lists of
ratnas mentioned above, from which the chakra is absent.

2 In popular tales King Vikramaditya has a miraculous hide,
on which he and his anny fly through the air.

vol.. III.—22

dliummai-hakkam pavattitam, used to denote the
inauguration of the ' reign of religion,' which is

furtlier described as ' that wheel which not by
any Samana or Brahman, not by any god, not by
any Brahma or Mara, not by any one in the
universe, can ever be turned back.'' The idea on
which this expression is based is very much like
that noticed above as occurring in the Mahdbhdrata,
etc., according to which the wheel of the Chakra-
vartin meets with no hindrance. If, therefore, in
later Buddhist works the Chakravartin is repre-
sented as a semi-mythological person, who might
be mistaken for a sun-god in disguise, there must
have been some cause at work to bring about this
new development. And this cause is easy to
guess. The first part of the compound word
chakra-vartin being popularly referred to the
discus of Visnu, the symbol of the sun, tlie

Chakravartin assumed, in popular imagination,
some traits which jiroperly belong to the Divine
wielder of the chakra. Such an apotheosis of the
king is quite natural to prinutive peoples, who
look on their kings as descendants, or representa-
tives, of the sun, whether they be Pharaohs, or
Incas, or members of the Sur^-avamsa. And the
august character of the Cliakravartin was stOl
more exalted, since he and a Buddha or a
Tirthakara were placed on parallel lines by the
Buddhists and Jainas. Therefore the Chakra-
vartin may be said to share in the majesty of the
sun-god, but it would be the reverse of the truth to
say that he is but a humanized solar deity.

It remains for us to discuss the etymology of
the word chakravartin. According to Wil.son," it

means grammatically, 'he who abides in (vartate),

or rules over, an extensive territory called a
chakra.' Kern' takes vartin to mean vartayati
(' who rules'). But in all other compounds vartin
has the force of vartate, not of vartayati, so that
Wilson's etymology seems preferable. But the
meaning Wilson gives to chakra is not found in
ancient Sanskrit literature, though it is mentioned
by native lexicographers. If we take chakra in

its original sense of ' circle,' we can explain the
meaning of the compound by reference to the
political term mandala.* In the Nltiidstra, or
science of politics, a valiant king (the vijig~i.su) i.s

considered in his relation to his neighbours ; usually
twelve kings form a mandala, a political sphere oV
circle (of neighbours). The vijigisu is that king
who strives to gain tbe supremacy in the manilala,
and he is praised if 'viiudrlhc mandalc charan,'
i.e. 'if he walks in a pure circle.'' This seems to
be the notion which gave rise to the idea and
expression of Chakravartin. He is the vijigisu on
the grandest scale : his inandala is the whole
earth. The word mandala-vartin is used in the
Bhdgavata Purdiia (vi. 3, 6) to denote a king
subordinate to a paramount lord such as a Chakra-
vartin. Another etymology has been proposed by
Senart:' chakravartin is one who owns a chakra

-

vdla ; for he derives chfikravdla from chakra v<trta.

But the latter word is not found in Sanskrit or in

the Prakrits; and, even if it did exist, linguistic

reasons make it impossible to derive c/uikracdta
from it.

LiTKltATDRE.—This is aufBciently indicated in the article.

H. Jacobi.
CHALDiEANS.—See Babylonians ^vnd As-

SYRIAN.S, Divination, Magic.

CHALDiEAN CHRISTIANS. — See Nes-
TORIAN.S.

1 &/;/•; xi. i.i.'i.

2 riM.m /'KriiJia, ed. Hall, i. 183 note 1.

3 IhT Umldhismrrs, Leipzig, 1882-34, i, 27 note *••.

4 Manu, vii. 166 fl.; Kamandaki, viii. 20 fl.

D Kamandaki, viii. 2.

8 Op. cil. p. 6.
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CHALMERS.—The riesbyterian Churchea are
notable for the IukIi average of intellectual attain-
ment reached hy uieir ministers. They encouraf,'e

the ordinary man to stir up and make the most of

the gifts tliat are in him. But they do not oli'er

the same o|i[iortunities to men of exceptional
talent. Although not a few have left Scotland
from time to time to take high place and exerci.se

wide influence in other Churches, the number of

outstanding personalities in the Church at home
has been few. One of them, however, is Dr.
Chalmers.

1. Life and Work.—Thomas Chalmers was born
at Anstruther, in Fife, on Friday, 17th March 1780,

the sixth of fourteen children of John Chalmers, a
general merchant there. From the tender mercies
of a nurse, whose cruelty and deceitfulness haunted
his memory through life, he was sent to the Parisli

School, where he was well flogged but learned
little. In November 1791, though not yet twelve
years of age, he matriculated as an Arts student
in the United College of St. Andrews.

(1) St. Andretvs and Kilmany.—The first two
sessions were wasted. But in the third session,

under the influence of Dr. James Brown, the
assistant professor of mathematics, Chalmers came
to life intellectuallj'. At once the lad set himself
to recover lost time. He could not write, he could
not spell, he knew no grammar, he was ignorant
of the existence of English composition. But in
two years he mastered these elementary things
and made much progress in the study of mathe-
matics.

His Arts course was now over, and in 1795 he
was enrolled as a student in Divinity. After the
close of his Divinity course, throughout the whole
of which his chief mterest was mathematics, and
after an unfortunate experience as private tutor,
he was appointed assistant to the professor of
mathematics in the University. In this position
he was too successful. The Chair was held by an
invalid, who disapproved of his assistant's vivid
illustrations, and perhaps resented his popularity.
He decided not to re-appoint him, and unfortun-
ately suggested that he was inefficient. Chalmers
returned to St. Andrews the following session,

opened rival classes, and, after much flutter,

compelled recognition both of his ability and of his
sincerity. At the end of two sessions his classes
were discontinued. But he had proved himself a
force to be reckoned with.
During these two sessions, Chalmers was also

acting as minister of the parish of Kilmany. He
had been presented to this parish, distant a few
miles from St. Andrews, by the professors of the
University, and had been ordained on the 12th of
May 1803. He afterwards disapproved of ' plural-
ities,' and fought a strenuous battle against them.
But meantime he had no difficulty in combining
the professorship with the pastorate. One of his
parishioners, who often called at the Manse, said
one day, ' I find you aye busy, sir, with one thing
or another, but, come when I may, I never find you
at your studies for the Sabbath.' His answer was,
' Oh, an hour or two on the Saturday evening is

quite enough for that.' But the day was not far
oil' when he entered in his journal, ' I mean to give
my main strength this year to the composition of
sermons.' And then the same visitor said, ' I never
come in now, sir, but I find you aye at your Bible.

'

There was somephysical weakness in theChalmers
family. Several of his brothers and sisters died in
early life. In the year 1809, Chalmers himself had
a severe illness and believed that he would not
recover. The contrast between the insignificance
of time and the magnitude of eternity was strongly
impressed upon his mind. He read Pascal's
Thuiiglits. Pascal also had once been devoted to

the study of mathematics, and after illness had
entered upon an experience which made spiritual

things of more importance to him than things
intellectual. A similar change came over Chalmers.
It was again a new birth, as unmistakable as the
birth of the intellect had been. It did not involve
the despising or disuse of any of his intellectual
faculties, any more than the intellectual birth had
carried with it the loss of his physical faculties.

But from this time till the end of his life the
ph3-sical and the intellectual were made to serve
the ends of the spiritual.

Chalmers did not find God at this crisis. During
the years of his study of Divinity in St. Andrews
he was ' possessed,' as he says in one of his letters,
' with a sense of His greatness and His power, and
His pervading agency' {Memoirs, i. 17). What he
now found was that he belonged to God, and that
it was his duty to yield Him unremitting obedience
(i'i. i. 153). He accordingly entered upon a period
in which he stood aeutinel over himself, and re-

corded every lapse from his standard of righteous-
ness, mercilessly, in a private journal. This
continued for a year. But he ' got little satisfac-
tion, and felt no repose ' (ib. i. 186). Reading
AVilberforce's Viciv of Christianity , he came to see
that ' the Saviour had already and completely done
for him what, with so much strenuousness, but
with so little success, he had been striving to do for
himself (ib. i. 188). He 'committed all to the
sufficiency of Christ his Saviour.' He found
' peace and joy in believing^ (ib. i. 257 ; italics his

own).
A vehement preacher always, Chalmers now

preached with power. 'The first effect, indeed, of

the great spiritual change,' says his biographer,
'was to chasten rather than to stimulate the
vehemence of his delivery in the pulpit.' But
there was a new note of earnestness. ' Entreaties
that every sinner he spoke to should come to Christ
just as he was, and "bury all his fears in the
sutficiency of the great atonement," were reiterated
on each succeeding Sabbath, presented in all

possible forms, and delivered in all different kinds
of tones and of attitudes. He would desert for a
minute or two his manuscript, that with greater
directness and famUiarityof phrase, greater pointed-
ness and personality of application, he might urge
upon their acceptance the gospel invit-ation ' (ih. i.

420). And the pulpit appeal was supported bj- his
work in the parish. The regular visitation, which
had formerly occupied three weeks, now extended
over the whole year ; district services were held

;

a class was opened for the religious instruction of
the } oung. Is or was his zeal confined to the parish.
After a speech in the General Assembly of 1814

—

a speech, by the way, against ' pluralities '—the
minister of the parish of Linton w; ote approvingly
of ' the wonderful display of talents ' made by the
minister of Kilmany, but disapprovingly of his

interest in Missionary and Bible Societies :
' For

my own part,' he said, ' I have never yet seen any
proper call to us for engaging in the measures of
these Societies, and such is the feeling of this part
of the country with a very few exceptions ' (ib. i.

403).

(2) Glasgow.—In 1814 the pulpit of the Tron
Chmch in Glasgow fell vacant, and Chalmers was
named as a candidate. The Magistrates, to whom
the ajipointment belonged, were divided. After a
keen struggle Chalmers was elected. The objection
of the opposing party was that Chalmers seemed
to them to be ' mad.' It was not merely the vigour
of his preaching that gave them this impression,
it was also the substance of it. It was the energy
and earnestness with which he advocated the
doctrine of ' peace in believing.' But his preaching
had irresistible attraction for the people. The
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Glascow ministry be|jan in a blaze of popularity.

Nor liad time or familiarity any influence in stay-

ing the rush of hearers to the Tron Church or

lessening the strain of their attention. There were
at this time eight ministers of the Church of

Scotland in Glasgow, and it was the custom for

them to preach, in turn, a special sermon in the
Tron Church every Thursday forenoon. When
Chalmers' turn came— 'to see a place of worship,'

saj'S Dr. Wardl.aw, ' crammed above and below, on
a Thursday forenoon, dining the Imsiest hours of

the day, witli hfteen or si.vteen hundred hearers,

and these of all descriptions of persons, in all

descriptions of professional occupations, the busiest

as w'ell a.s those who had most leisure on their

hands, those who had least to spare taking care so

to arrange their business engagements previously
as to make tinu for the purpose, all pouring in

through the wide entrance at the side of the Tron
steeple, half an hour before tlie time of service, to

secure a seat, or content if too late for this to

occupy, as many did, standing room—this was,
indeed, a novel and strange sight' (Memoirs, ii.

149).

It was at these Thursday forenoon services that
the Astronomical Discourses were delivered, the
most successful, when published, of Chalmers'
writings. That Chalmers was sensible of the
flattery contained in crowds hurrying to hear these

sermons, and in still greater multitudes rushing to

read them, is evident from his journal. He was
saved from vanity by the sincere searching of heart
of which that journal is equally the evidence, and
also by the abundance and irksomeness of his

parochial and public duties.
Chalmers carried out a rapid but regular and

thorough visitation of his parish, divesting himself
of the administration of its numerous charities that
his ministrations might be received at their own
value. He diWded the parish into forty districts,

and placed a Sunday school in each district. He
built day schools also, found teachers for them,
and took upon himself the charge of providing the
teachers' salaries. He entertained an astonishing
project of supporting the poor by means of voluntary
contributions. And, when it proved impossible to

carry out this scheme in the Tron parish owing to

legal obstacles, a new parish was erected by the
Town Council and a new church was built, to which
Chalmers was presented. The new parish was
named St. John s.

But the toil and trouble were nearly overwhelm-
ing. In 1823 the ofl'er was made to him of the
professorship of Moral Philosophy in the University
of St. Andrews. He accepted it. And for a few,
not wholly peaceful, years he returned to that city.

Then came the resignation of the professor of
Divinity in the University of Edinburgh. On the
3Ist of October 1827, Chalmers was unanimously
elected by the Town Council and Magistrates, and
the third and last period of his life began. He was
in the forty-seventh year of his age.

(3) Edinhnrgh. — Chalmers did not know that
the call to Edinburgh was a call to lead the Church
of Scotland through one of the most momentous
and harassing jieriods of its history. He had no
desire for leadership, nor had he all the qualilica-
tions for it. Not so ready as impulsive, he was
never quite at home in Church courts ; and when
the pressure of events compelled him at last to
take part in the strife of parliamentary politics,
he had no heart and little patience for it. In the
General Assembly, Dr. Cook was always a match
for him in tactics, although so far behind in the
grasp of great principles and the <'ift of popular
appeal. And in Parliament, Lord Aberdeen, after
some correspondence, felt himself strong enough
to speak of Chalmers as ' a reverend gentleman, a

great leader in the Assembly, who, having brought
l!ie Church into a state of jeopardy ami jieril, had
left it to find its way out of tlie difliculty as well
as it could.' This was really, what in his private
journal Chalmers calls it, 'a foul attack'; but if

lie had been more of a politician, Chalmers would
have known that it was merely an incident in the
game.
By the Revolution Settlement of 1699 lay patron-

age in the Church of Scotland was abolished. But
it was restored by Bolingbroke in 1711. The
restoration was unpopular. For some time patrons
did not exercise their right, or acquiesced in their

]iroposals being set aside. Then came what evan-
gelicals call ' the long reign of Moderatism.' More
and more the lay patron made his presentation,
less and less the parishioners protested against it.

l!ut the harmonj' was not always admirable. In
the year 1813 the Kev. William FeiTie, Professor
of Civil History in the University of St. Andrews,
was presented to the living of I'tilconquhar. The
Presbytery met to moderate in a call, but no
f ignatures whatever were attached to it. It was
afterwards explained that the parishioners con-
curred in the settlement, and they ajiologized for

not having attended to sign the call. I'lie harmony
Avas not always admirable, nor did it continue alway.s
to be harmony. Under the influence of that new
sjiirit which was known by the name of Evangeli-
(•ali.sm, and the popularity of which was largelj' due
to the preaching of men like Andrew Thom.son in

lidinburgh and Thomas Chalmers in Glasgow, the
Church began to recognize again her responsibilities

and to reassert her rights in the choice of her
ministers, or at least in the rejection of unfit

presentees. In 1834 the General Assembly passed
the Veto Act, enjoining Presbyteries to reject a
jiresentee who had been disapproved of by a
majority of the male heads of families, members
of the vacant congregation and in full communion
with the Church. But when the rejected presentee
at Auchterarder appealed to the Court of Session,

the Veto Act was practically declared to be ultra
vires. And this judgment was ujiheld, on appeal,
by the House of Lords.

It was now a dispute between the civil and the
ecclesiastical courts. Elsewhere the civil courts
might have triumphed easily. But in Scotland the
Church was responding more and more to that
spirit to which Lrastianism is anathema ; and her
past, both in law and precedent, brought her
jieculiar strength. For one thing, she had always
iield that evidence of a call to the ministry must
jirecede ordination ; and this evidence had been
found in the free choice or approval of a congTega-
tion. It had accordingly been a law of the Church
that ordination slioula not take place unless
accompanied by induction. That is to .say, a man
could be ordained to the ministry {mis.sionaries

being of necessity excepted) only when he had
received a call from some jiarticular congregation,
to the oversight of which he was thereupon
inducted.
But this was part of a larger principle, the

principle of Spiritual Independence. Spiritual

Independence h.ad been i-laimed bj' the Church of

Sidlland from the Kefoiin.atioii, and it had been
legally athrmed by an .\ct of the Scottish Parlia-

ment in 1.567. It had then become, as Chalmers
says, ' the great question between the Jame.scs and
the Charleses on the one hand, and the Scottish

people on the other, who called it the Headship
of Christ—the term given to the principle when
looked to in a religious light. But w hen looked to
constitutionally, it is termed the final jurisdiction

of the ecclesiastical courts, or Church courts, in

things sacred, as distinct from things civil '(.l/cH)oi>.?,

iv. 592). But this principle of Spiritual Independ-
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eiicu was now lecogiiized only by a few individual

members of the civil courts in Scotland, and it wa.'*

scarcely oven intelligible to an English court. Hail

it been simply a question between the patrons and
the people, the will of the people would have
prevailed, and probably without much trouble.

IJut, wlien the majority in the Assembly had at last

to appeal from the civil courts to Parliament, it

became evident that a serious crisis was at hand.
The Government, whether Whig or Tory, for it

was never a question of party politics, failed to

realize the gravity of the situation, and refused

relief. On Thursday the 18th of May 1843, four

hundred and seventy ministers of the Church of

Scotland, with the people who adhered to them,
including all the missionaries abroad, left the

Church, surrendering all the buildings and em-
oluments, and formed the Free Church of Scot-
land.

Chalmers' life was nearly done. After the Dis-

ruption he resigned his Chair in the University
of Edinburgh, and was appointed Principal and
Primarius Professor of Dixanity in the New College.

On the evening of the 30th of May 1847 he asked
a friend to conduct family worship, saying, ' 1

expect to give worship to-morrow morning. In
the morning he was found to be dead.

2. Religious and ethical influence.—The author
is for subsequent generations ; the orator is for his

own. Chalmers was an orator. He wrote what
he preached, and his writings were published in

many volumes, but they have not continued to be
read—not even the Astronomical Sermons, though
they ran a race with Scott's Tales of my Landlord

,

published in the same year, nor the Bridgewater
Treatise, though two editions of 1500 copies each
were disposed of as soon as published. Chalmers
was an orator, and captured his audience by his

manner as well as by his meaning.

A literary critic wlio listened to him saj's, * Of all human com-
positions there is none surely which loses so much as a sermon
does when it is made to address itself to the eye of a solitary
student in his closet and not to the thrilling ears of a mighty
mingled congregation, through the very voice which nature has
enriched with notes more expressive than words can ever be of
the meanings and feelings of its author. Neither, perhaps, did
the world ever possess any orator whose minutest pecuharities
of gesture and voice have more power in increasing the effect
of what he says—whose delivery, in other words, is the first,

and the second, and the third excellence of his oratory—more
truly than is that of Dr. Chalmers ' (Peter's Letters to his Kins-
J'oa\ 1819, iii. 207).

But Chalmers was an orator because he was a
preacher. He himself was heartily persuaded of
the truth of that which be delivered so well. He
preached a conviction which had been in his own
experience at once a deliverance and a great uplift,

and he believed that by responding to it other men
would pass through the same experience. It was,
in his own words, the conviction of ' the futility of
resting a mans hope of salvation upon mere obedi-
ence; that there is no confidence but in Christ ; that
the best security, in fact, for the performance of
our duties is that faith which worketh by love, and
which, under the blessing of God, wUl carry us to
a height of moral excellence that a mere principle
of duty, checked and disappointed as it must often
be in its eflbrts after an unattainable perfection,
could never have reached ' (Journal, 7th Jan. 1811 :

Memoirs, i. 200). This was the substance, as it

was the strength, of all his preaching. To tlie

effective delivery of it be brought together all his
gifts. For, although he always rejected the use
of pious but empty phrases, and stoutly protested
when men spoke of receiving calls which they gave
themselves no trouble to obey, he never faltered
in the belief that this was the work he had been
sent to do, and with perfect sincerity could have
used the language of Paul, ' Woe is unto me, if I

preach not the gospel.' Thus he became perhaps

the strongest single influence in that movement
which gave the evangelical party a majority at
last in the General Assembly, which in course of
time abolished lay patronage, and liberated the
religious thought of Scotland from the dictation of
external authority in any form. After Chalmers
came Rainy, but also Robertson Smith ; the Free
Church and also the free spirit.

The two chief practical interests of Chalmers'
life were Church extension and the voluntary
support of the poor. The need of Church extension
bad become very great. During a period of nearly
one hundred years, while the population had more
than quadrupled, only two new city churches had
been built in Glasgow. Secessions had been taking
place from the Church of Scotland, and they had
done not a little to arrest the evil. But Chalmers
was convinced that the remedy was to be found in

the right use of the parochial system. In 1836 he
organized meetings throughout the country ; and
he was able to rejiort to the General Assembly of

1838 that nearly two hundred new churches had
been built. In 1841 he had the satisfaction of
seeing the twentieth new church completed in
Glasgow alone.

The voluntary support of the poor was the
reduction to practice of the lifelong study of
Political Economy, to which Chalmers gave him-
self with characteristic enthusiasm. In Kilmany
he carried out successfully a scheme of voluntary
support ; and, after some experience of the position
in Glasgow, he persuaded the Magistrates to
separate the parish of St. John's, chiefly for the
purpose of enabling him to try the same method
there. Again he was successful. By dividing the
parish into districts, and appointing over each
district reliable and unpaid assistants, who in-

vestigated each case on the spot, he supported the
poor of this Glasgow parish with its ten thousand
inhabitants and more than its fair share of destitu-
tion, out of the voluntary contributions made at
his own church door. It was something more than
an experiment. It encouraged the rich to give
willingly, the poor to receive only of necessity.
And it will always remain as an answer to those
who doubt the possibilities awaiting the practice
of social Christianity.

LrrEEATiiEE.— ITorts, 25 vols., Glasgow, 1836-42 ; Posthumous
Works, ed. W. Hanna, 9 vols., Edin. lS47-i9 ; W. Hanna,
Memoirs 0/ the Life and Writings 0/ Thomas Chjalmers, 4 vols..

Chalmers, Lond. 1881 ; J. Brown, Horoe SubseeivcB^'^, 2nd t

Edin. 18S4, p. Ill ; T. Brown, Aymals of the Disruption, Edin.'
1SS4 ; Mrs. Oliphant, Thomas Chalmers, Preacher, Philo-'
sopher. Statesman, Lond. IS93 ; W. G. Blaikie, Thomas
Chalmers, ' FamousScots,' Edin. 1S90; N. Masterman, Chalmers
on Charity, a Selection of Passages, Lond. 1900 ; A. Campbell
Eraser, Biographia Philosophica, Lond. 1904.

James Hastings.
CHAMS.—The Chams, the last remnants of the

inhabitants of ancient Champa ' in Indo-China,
to-day form a population of only about 130,000
persons. They are settled partly in Annam, in

some valleys of BLnh-thuan, where they number
80 villages and somewhat over 30,000 souls

; partly
in Cambodia, where the}' are nearly 90,000 iii

number ; partly in CochiuChina (in ChSu-d6c and
Tfiy-nrnh) ; and lastly, in Siam.

I. Origin.—The origin of the Chams has given rise to several
hypotheses. At one tmie they were thought to be sprung from
a mixture of natives and Hindu emigrantsj; at another, to have
come from Java. It is now admitted that they belong to the
Malayo-Polynesian race, whose origin, according to Kern, must

1 Champaoccursalsoin thefollowingforms : Chamba,Ciainba,
Ciampa, Csiampa, Cyamba, Dsiamba, Dsiampa, Janipa,
Eiampa, Tchiampa, Tjampa, Tsehiampa, Tsiampa, Tsjiampaa,
etc. The word Champa, in Sanskrit is the name of a tree and a
flower (Michelia champaca, L.). Other forms of the word
Cham are : Cam, Cam, Chcim, Chim, Kiam, Tchame, Thidint.
Tjam, Tjame, Tscham, Tsiam, etc. The form employed iDthit--

art. is the Sanskrit slightly modified.
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be looked (or, not in Malaysia or the Indian ArchipelaRO, but
in Indo-China on tbo borders of what is now called Annam,
where the kingdom of Champa flonrished in bygone days, and
where the last of the Chams still linger.

». History.—The Chams were one of the great powers of

Indo-Ctiina. Their kingdom, although it is impossible to fix

its limits clearly, seems to have comprised Cochin-China, the
whole of Annam, and part of Cambodia. About the 2nd cent.

A.I)., as the inscription of Nha-trang attests, it was fomiidable
;

even in the 13th cent. Marco Polo was strongly impressed by it.

As early as the 14th cent, a.d., however, it was attacked by the
Annaniese, the vanguard of the t'lnrifse power, who were to take
a separate name in the l(>th cent, hy freeing themselves from
China ; and in the south by the Caml)odians. These two neigh-
bouring ixiwers gradually extended their territory, and always
at the expense of Champa. In 1471, after several fierce struggles,

Champa passed under the relentless control of Annam. At this

time a great nunjber of the Chams fled to Cambodia, where we
find their descendants to-day. An even greater number were
enslaved by the Annamese. There now remain on their native
soil, between Phan-rang and Nha-trang, only a few miser-
able relics of the race. They were governed nominally by their

princes, but really by the Annamese mandarins, and existed in

this condition down "to the 19th cent., when the occupation by
FVance, which they gladly welcomed, delivered them.

3. Physicai appearance and modes of life.—From the point
of view of physical type, the Chams are very clearly marked off

from the races surrounding them. They are much taller than
the Annamese, whose height seldom reaches 1 m. 59, while that

of the Chams often attains to 1 m. 70. Tlie men are sturdy, the
women smaller and graceful. Their complexion varies from
brown to a light brownish red. Their hands are not nearl> so

narrow as those of the Annamese. Their skin, very soft to the
touch, is dull, except on the fare, where it is often glossy. Their
hair, very fine and brittle, and often wavy, varies from raven
black to verj' dark chestnut. Both men and women wear it

long in the Annamese fashion, the women having it twisted up
behind, the men covering it with a turban or a knotted scarf.

In Cambodia, however, the Chams have short hair like the
Malaysians, and wear a little white fez (kapyah, cf, Mai.

kopii/ah) on their heads. The women cover their heads lAith

a veil somewhat like a cowl (kalai'i). The Chams have well-

proportioned heads, fine profiles, and faces of a broad rather
than high type ; the nose is not so broad at the root as that of

the Annamese ; the eye is large and full, frank in look and
colour; the mouth is of average size, the lips of ordinary thick-

ness. They are, in short, Asiatics whose tj'pe resembles our
ow'n. The men wear a sarong and a sort of long tunic; the
women a skirt, white or with red stripes, and a close-fitting

tunic, nearly always green, cut to fit at the neck. They often
adorn their "ears with studs or precious metals.
The Chams live grouped in communiti«s or villages in the

plains, sometimes on the banks of a large river, as is the case

with those of Cochin-China and of Cambodia, and sometimes
by the sea-shore, as is often the case with those of Annam. The
villages of the Chams of Annam are surrounded by a strong
palisade of dead wood, and give a first impression of parched-
ness and bareness, due to the absence of large trees in their

enclosure. The Chams believe that the shadow of trees over
the house brings ill-luck. In Cambodia and in Cochin-China,
where they live nearly always with the Malaj's, their villages

»re enclosed by a hedge of bamboos and prickly shrubs. The
houses of the Chams of .\nnam are humble little huts of bamboo
and mud, covered with rice-straw—they are not allowed to use
ni7»a/i Uke the Malays—and built and grouped without regard
to artistic taste. The Chains do not build their houses them-
Belvt'S, but ^et the Annamese to do it for them. In Cambodia
and in Cochin-China. where the manners of the Chams have been
somewhat modified by contact with the Malays and the Khmtrs,
their houses are built on piles, and are practically the same as
those of their neighbours.
Although stronjr in body, the Chams are very mild in dis-

position. This mildness i's accompanied by great indolence
and a complete absence of initiative. They have neither com-
merce nor industry ; they weave some stuffs, but they do
notliitig else beyond cultivating rice, maize, a little cotton, and
a fttw pea-nuts (Arnchnis hyixigo-a, L.), and rearing some
buffaloes. Oxen and pigs are never seen among them, owing
to religious objections. Goats, dogs, hens, and ducks are their

only domestic animals. They can build fine hght carts, which
the Annamese come and buy from them.

4. Ancient religions.—Tlie epifrrapliy and icoiio-

griiphy of Cafnliotlia provide us with fairly acou rate
and full information on the rcdigion of ancient
Champa. That relij^don wsi^ Hindui.sni, that is to

say, trie worship, exclusive or coitihiiied, of the
three gods of the Indian Trimurti—Brahma, Vi.snu,

and Siva,—and of the .sa/Uis, or wives, of the last

two—Laksmi and Uma. Cuddhimu also played
a part, hut a much less extensive one, in the life

of the Chams.
Brahma, if we may Judge from the small number of images

and statues of him which have come down to us, does not seem
to have been worshipped very fervently. He is CAllod Chatitr-
mvkha, and i3 represented with four faces, only three of which
are generally seen, as the figure has its back leaning against
Bonicthing.

Worshippers resort chiefly to :?iva, whose cvilt is very wide-
spreati under the form of the lihija. Even to-day we find in

the ruins of several temples libation-tahles, or snnna-droi^'i, on
which the lifiga was formerly set up and from which it has dis-

appeared. Ail these lifigas have the usual form : they are
ryjinders of stone more or less rounded at the end. The temple
of P6 Klon Garai at Phan-rang even contains a variety of liiiga

with a face (mukhaliAga). In ibis vittkhalifiga the face, decked
with the crown and ornaments belonging to the Cham kings,
appears to have been not Siva but the legendary king P6 j^jon
(iarai, the founder of the temple and identified with Siva,

.similarly, in the temple of P6 Rame at Phan-rf, an engraved
pillar shows us P6 Rame, one of the last kinps of Champa, like-

wi-ie identified with Siva. The cult of Siva, however, was
surpassed in importance by that of his ^akti Uma, who became
the great goddess of the Chams, under the names of Uma,
Hhagavati, Po Nagar (=Po Ino Ndgar, P6 Yan Ini> Nngar, Van
Pu Nogar) 'the Lady of the kingdom,' 'the holy Lady Mother
of the kingdom.' The greatest of the sanctuaries still standing,
that of Nha-trang, was dedicated to her.

Vi^i.iu and Ins sakti Lakjmi. though not so extensively wor-
shipped as Siva and P6 Ino Ncgar, appear, nevertheless,
to have held a place in the religion of the ancient Chama
superior to that of Brahma. This is attested by various statues,

the best preserved of which, that at Bi^n-hoi (Cochin-China)
has passed nowadavs into the ranks of Annamese idols, and is

situated in the pagoda of Buu-scin, SOO miles N.W. of Bi6n-hoA.
It represents the god seated with his legs bent under him,
crowned with the tiara (f/)»i-i/fa), and decorated with bracelets ;

he has four arms, the two upper hands holding the conch and
the discus, each of the two lower hands holding a club. Laksmi
also is represented on several monuments, holding what look
like iotus-flowers in her hand, and seated under a canopy of

naqas (serpents).

Huddhism probably had very little importance, judging from
ttie small number of its sanctuaries, the most famous of which
soeina to have been the cave of Phong-nha (Quang-binh), where
tlie devotees used to go to buy clay medallions exactly similar to

the Buddhist seals found at Bodh-Gaya and at Sohnagat. several

specimens of which are to be seen in the museum of the Ecole
frangaise d'Extr§me-Orien t at Hanoi. As in Java and Cambodia,
the Buddhism was that of the Makaydna. There still exist, as

great witnesses to this religious past, the temples, which con-

f^titute the only specimens of Cham architecture yet discovered.

The most harmonious and best situated, overlooking the sea,

is the temple of Uma or P6 Ino Nogar at Nha-trang ; the best

preserved is that of P6 Kloii Garai ; the most extensive is the

group of eight sanctuaries, which form a veritable city of

religion, brought to light in the circus of My-s6n (Quang-nam)
l>v \he exertions of I'armentier and Carpeaui, the architect

uicmbers of the l5cole tranijaise d'Extrfime-Orient. All these

traces of a lost art have been carefullv studied and classified,

since 1899, by the efforts of this same Yjiole, which desires to

restore the most beautiful of them. These buildings, without
having the gigantic appearance of the works of Khmer art, bear
witness to real originality. Constructed nearly all on well-

cliosen sites, on the top of a hill, facing the east, and built of

solid brick, they consist of a square tower or a scries of square
towers built very closely together. Each tower contains a
sanctuary in the form of a pyramidal vault, furnished with a
door opening out of a porch on one face, while the three other
faces are decorated with false doors. AJl this forms a sort of

gioutid floor that is surmounted by an upper storey set further
baik, which is an exact reproduction on a smaller scale of the
nrst, and which continues into a third and fourth stage of the

s;tine type, but growing smaller and smaller. The richness and
variety of ornamentation slightly counteract this apparently
inientional monotony.

Islam, whieh came much later, though we cannot
yet tell in what era, has left no monuments.

5. Present-day religions.—The religion of the

CliamH at the present (lay is still Braliinanism on
the one hand and Islrmi on the other, hut a
Ihahmanism and an Lslam so corrupted, so con-

fused with the practice of magic, that they are

liiirely recognizable. The Brahman Chams are

called Jdt (Skr. jdta) or 'native' Chams; their

Musalman countrymen give them the further name
(d Kaphir or Akuphir (Arab. al-kOfiv) Chams,
'Infidels,' because thejMiave refused to accept the law
01 Muhammad. The latter name is even accepted

by the Brahman Chams themselves, and neither

party sees any opprobrium in the designation.

The Musalman Chams call themselves Bum (Arab.

h(ini) Chams, * the Sons [of the religi«m],' or

Amlam Chams, that is to say, * Chams of Islam.*

In Cambodia, where all the Chams are Musalmans,
tills name * IJani' is not used.

6. Brahmanist Chams. — The cult 0/ the

Urahmanist or llinduist Chams—a vague Saivite

IJrahiiianisui—has, in our day, only a far-ofV con-

nexion with the lirahmanism of the Hindus ; and
what still survives of this religion, stripped of all
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metaphysical concepts, uot knowing the names or
nature of its gods, is saturated furtlier with Musal-
nuvn ami animistic iiiHuences. In short, as has been
saiil, tlie vagueness of this worship reveals at a
glance the sad degeneracy of this fallen race.

Alongside of Indian practie,es like the worship of

the lihffa and of Nandin (Siva's bull), the ritual

action wliicli consists in reciting an invocation to

Siva

—

itamah Hvdya—while touching the finger-

joints alternately with tlie thumb and forefinger
of the right hani, and the use of mantras in very
corrupt Sanskrit (such as Om faiipiini.finn fiitpurii-

iatya noma tatpuruSammukkJini uvuuii iibdhyi
nbmo ; Sanskrit: om tatpuru^iiin tatparusrii/ti

namah inlpuriisamnkhdya nnmah Sirnyn namri/i),

there exi.^s a world of practices and ideas which
are foreign to India and borrowed from the Anna-
niese, tlie Khmfcrs, or the half-civilized peoples of

Indo-China called 'Savages.' Some of the Chams"
agrarian magic rites resemble those of the Malays
in every detail, and a certain number of ritual and
food restrictions, classed together under the name
of tabnh ('tabu'), appear to be close connexions,
like their name, of similar rites among tlie Malayo-
Polynesians. The prayers for the eagle-wood
harvest, and the priest's cliant over the sacrifice of

a buflalo, are purely native. Finally, the co-exist-

ence of Islam has still further contaminated the
Saivite Brahmanism of the jiresent Chams, so that
it has now no conne.xion with Hinduism—which,
however, could never have taken deep root in

Champa—except by some words and a very few
ideas.

{a) Deities.—The Chams classify their deities
in(;o males and females. The great male deities
are: (1) Fo^ Yah' Miik or Aiaoh, tlie creator of
all and cen.sor of the gods (Siva[?], Brahma). He
has the property, which he shares with Po OoU'Ji
or Alioah (Allah), of being polymorphous. (2) Po
Jdtil, god of the heavenly regions, who emanates
from the foregoing god. (3) Po Ovlah or A/icah
(Allah), the creator of Po Pasullak and Po Latlhi,
and dwelling in Mokah (Mecca). He was created
by Po Ovhi/iuk, father of 'nobi Mohamat' [naln
Muhammad). It is quite evident that several of
the Oianis' deities are simply words, which they
have not understood, from the Musalman invoca-
tion :

' There is no other god but God, and Mu-
hammad is his prophet ' (in Arabic : Id ilahu Uld
ulldh wa Muhammadun rasidu 'llahi). Tliis is

enough to show the incoherence of their religion.

The female deities are : (1) Po Inb Nbgar or Pu
Yah Ino Nbgar Taha, 'the gi'eat goddess. Mother
of the kingdom.' Muk Jvk, ' the black Lady '

(Kali?), and Patau Kumei, ' Queen of women,' are
other names given to this goddess, the most power-
ful female deity of the Chams. Bom from the
clouds or from the foam of the sea, she had 07
husbands, among whom was Pb Yah Ambh, ' the
Father God,' and 38 daughters, who were wor-
shipped extensively in former days. She created
rice, and presides over agriculture and good har-
vests. Neither Hindu nor Musalman in origin,
she seems to be a native deitj', to whom some of
the traits of the Indian Sri and perhaps also of
Durga have been attributed. Among her daughters
tliere are still held in veneration, each in a special
district, Po Nbgar Dard, Po Byd Tikuh 'queen
Mou,se' (Gane^a?), Tara Nai Anaih, Po iiali

Anaih—all virgins, and maleficent deities who
must be appeased by sacrifices. (2) Pajau Yah,
or ' Divine Priestess,' is, on the other hand, a

1 P6 (Mal.-Polyn. po^pu), 'lord.' 'master'—a title given by
the Chams to ffotls, priests, and kings.

'^ Yafi 'God, 'spirit,' 'deity,' 'genius,' Bometimea 'the king.'
This word is found in Malayo-Polynesiaii (Dayak sailiiaiX ; Ja^'a-
nese yaiX, hyaii; Malay ka-yoA-an, yah-yah, sembah-yaA

;

Malagasy "zofto in zmlahari) and in the Indo-Chinese d'ia'lects

(Bahnar I'aii ; Khi pi and Radc yaft ; Stieug^ail, etc.).

favourable goddess, the dispenser of happiness,
who heals diseases and comforts the afflicted. She
is invited to all sacrifices. She has no statues or
images, but in the irao,gination of the people she
is a woman of thirty. Otl'erings of fruit are made
to her on the first day of tlie waning moon. She
used to live on the earth. Po Jdtd, or the King
of Heaven, to prevent her from raising all the dead,
sent her to the moon, but left her the power of

bestowing happiness and health. She gives tlie

souls of the dead who come to greet her a flowering
plant ^Vi* di id bulan, ' moon-balm '), which makes
their journey easy for them to the did tanbh riyd,

'lower regions,' the Cham Hades.^ Pajau Yak's
face is seen in the moon, and her name is synony-
mous with ' moon.' In this name Kern finds the
Kawi pajah, 'light of the moon'; the age of

thirty attributed to her recalls the thirty days of

the month. Moreover, the Chains identify Pajau
Yah with the moon, and explain a lunar eclipse

as an act of homage by the lunar deity to the
solar deity Po Adityak {fi^x. dditya); the eclip.sa

of the sun is the homage rendered by Pb Aditynk
to Po Jdtd, the deity of the heavens. (3) Pb Yah
Dari (Skr. dar'i, ' hollow,' ' cave ') is the goddess of

disease. She dwells in grottos, caves, hollows,
dens, or very dense thickets. An ujiright stone,
on which is drawn a white horizontal mark ('to
stand for the mouth,' the natives say), is the
representation of this goddess. She appears in a
vision to an old man, and shows him the place
where the stone must be erected ; round about
this stone, which is set up under a tree, a circular

space must be cleared, the diameter of which is not
fi.xed ; a circle of dry stones must be formed with
the erected stone as centre ; and an opening is left

to afford entrance into the circle, This constitutes
the tanbh yah, or sacred enclosure. The arrange-
ment of the stones is carried out under the super-
vision of the man who has had the wonderful
dream, and he otters a sacrifice of chickens, cooked
rice, and betel—a sacrifice which must not take
jjlace either at mid-day or in the night. All who
enter the forest must perform the same ottering.

"When coming out of the forest they have onl}' to

add a stone to the circle of the tanbh yaii. Such
is the cult of Po Yan Darl at Phaii-rang. At
Phan-ri she cures fever in little children. She
sj'mbolizes the yoni ('womb'). She is worshipped
wherever there is a hole, a natural cavity, in trees

or rocks ; a pestle is turned round in the cavity,

which has previously been sprinkled with water
and alcohol, while an obscene mantra is chanted
to win a favoiu' from the goddess.

Alongside of tliese chief deities we must also

mention Pb Ganubr Mbtri, god of sculptors, en-

gravers, and carpenters ; Pb Pan, who teaches
men the various industries ; Pb Bha uk, god of

storms, of boatmen, and of merchants, who com-
mands the storms ; Pb Eayak, king of the waves,
or the whale-god ; and, above all, the deified

ancient kings of Champa, Pb Kloh Garai and Po
Ramc. They still enjoy such prestige that to-day
they constitute, along with Pb Inb Nbgar, the

deities most frequently invoked by the Clia,ms.

Pb Kloh Garai has even taken the place of Siva
in the temple of Phan-rang.
The history of these national gods is naturally full of marvels.

Po KU'ii Garai was born of a virgin-mother, Po Sah Ino, who
was subsequently deified, and, after a life full of adventures,
became the goddess of merchants. He came into the world
covered with leprosy, and a naga cured him by Hcking him.
This god invented the irrigation of rice-plantations, and the

1 Cf. the Cham expressions i& Hari'i, • liquid sun,' and [a
Bulan, ' liquid moon.' with the title Jalafigeia, ' Lord (of tlie

star) of the liquid body,' i.e. of the moon, given to Siva (ingcr.

sanscr. de Campd el du Cambodge, vol. i., inscr. xv. B, 6, pp.
106 and 112). The moon-deity also has the name of Po Candnik
( = Skr. Chandra), The word (a in id harM, id InUan, may
perhaps be simply a corruption of yaft, 'deity.'
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construction o( 'lams and embankments. A flvo-year-old ox,
Kapila.i served him aa a mount, lie raised himself to heaven
by his magic power. There he is the protector of men, and his

ox carries the dead to lladi'S. A somewhat incoherent hymn
tells of the merits of the god thus :

* The god /*<j Kioi't loves
maidens. lie consents to eat the Bncrificial food only if

arranged in two rows and offered between the second and
third watch. In this way must offerings be arranged so that
they may be acceptable to P6 KhA Oarai, Then he comes
down from his mountain, with a beautifid turban on his head,
and shoes on his feet, to partake of the sacriOce."
Uis companion and servant, I'd Kloft (JitMit, sprung from a

cloud of enioke and dwelling in dark forests, was deified
along with him and is celebrated in an even more incoherent
hymn : * It rains in the mountain plunged in darkness ; king
Po Kloil (raiait's gown and tunic are soaking wet. The rain
falls on the mountain ; it falls with uproar, pouring through
the garments of the king. It rains on Slount Rapat ; the god
and his wife are bathing. They are up to the mouth in water
and the king cannot smm. . . . Deign to accept this sacrifice,

O God, and hearken to the i>rayer of the master of the house.'
Po Rame, like Pu KhA tiarai, was bom of a virgin-mother

He watched over the buffaloes of the king until his predestina-
tion was rerealed to all. He married the daughter of the kini,'

—a Cambodian woman. l.,ater on he married an Annamese
princess, sent by her father, the king of Annam, to seduce him.
A storj' goes that the Annamese wife of Po Rame, wishing to
ruin the Cham kingdom for the benefit of her own country,
asked her husband to have the kraik tree,^ the protector of

Champa, cut down, saying that she would then be cured of

a supposed disease which the king's doctors had failed to cure.
After long hesitation the king gave the order to cut down the
kraik, A hundred soldiers attacked it with axes, but the
wounds of the tree closed up again inunediately. The king
became impatient and enraged, and, armed with a hatchet,
struck the magic tree ; blood gushed forth, and groans were
heard. The kraik fell exhausted, and its blood flooded the
ground. The king of ,\nnam declared war on Champa, and Po
Raine was taken and cut in pieces. His Cambodian wife
begged for his incisors to make them an object of worshijt,

and her retpiest was granted. The following hvinn is devoted
to him :

' When Po Rami descends from the heights where
he reigns, his body shines and his head glitters with rays of

light. The hair stands on end, the heart is sore afraid when
one sees Po Rami, for his face shines like gold, is limpid as
pure water. At the court queen AkaraA and queen Than Chan
vie with each other for his favours, hut this god, who lovey
peace, leaves his palace to escape the quarrelling of his wives.
Ij€t the go<! like unto the sun deign to accept this sacrifice and
hearken to the prayer of the master of the house.'

(/j) Priests.— If the deities of the pagan Chanis
are numerous, their priests and rites are not less

so. The priestly caste properly so-called (bhncha

[ = Skr, vrimsu^ bakdh) has at its head a priest of

superior rank, the pordimorjru (Skr. pratha-
maguru'i) and three high priests, or jio cidhya
(Skr. adi/a), appointed for life, for Po Yah Inn
yUgar, Po Klon Garai, and Po Hume. The priest-

liood is hereditary {but not obligatory) in the
families of the baiiiih. Consecration takes placo
at twenty-five years of age, after a long initiation,

followed by the ni.arriage of tlie new priests, wlio

abstain from the flesh of the o.x. There is a baiuih
or ba.ich (ef. Kahnar bo/c .ioi, ' sacrificer,' 'priest,'

and Pali upajjhdya) in every village. The baiaih,
charged with the religious service of the people,
wears a gown and tunic of white linen, and on his
head a white turban, for which a white mitre with
red and blue designs is substituted during the per-
formance of his duty. Next in rank to the bakiih
comes the caiiicnei, deacon-sacristan, who looks
after the temples and the objects of worship,
arranges the oflerings, and dresses the deities;

then the kuthur (Skr. iiiinilluirrn ':), who .sings the
sacred chants, accompanying himself on a two-
stringed violin, the body of which is of tortoise-

shell (hini hura).
Besides these ministers, the mbclivbn and the

pajau, of whom we shall speak below, are officials

outside the priestly caste and in direct communica-
tion with the deities. The mhdv-ijn, initiated by
his predecessor, offers sacrifices to all the gods in

private ceremonies and in the temples, singing
meanwhile, to the accompaniment of^ a drum, flat

on one side, a song which has no meaning for

1 This is evidently Xandin, the bull of |!;iva, but it is difficult

to cxplam how it could have got this purely Sanskrit name
{kapild = a reddish or brown cow).

2 This name is giren by the modern Chams to Mema terrrn.

(I..), or ironwood.

him. The rnddifint is a .soothsaj'er and healer.
Lastly, the oil banbk, 'lords of the dams,' the re-

ligious chiefs of canals and works of irrigation, clad
in white, preside every year over the work of repair-
ing dams and canals. All the time of these opera-
tions they must abstain from sexual intercourse,
and must not eat tlie Hesh of the hahni fish (silure).

The prijati (Bahnar bbjau, ' sorceress ') is a sorcer-

ess-priestess compelled to celibacy, who is found
also among several peoples of Indo-China. There
is one for every four or five villages. She herself

chooses her assistant to take her place in the
succession. She reads the future after she has,

by means of ecstasy, entered into communion
with Pnjnu Yah, or the Heavenly /jajaM ; it is

natural, therefore, that she should frequently be
consulted by the Chams. Like the baiaih, the
inodwnn ami the pajau must abstain from certain
foods. Under the pajau, and qualified to take her
place, is the kaih yah, 'girdle, ' loins of the god,'
'she wlio encircles the deities.' She is a sort of
convulsionary priestess who makes a liviug by pre-

senting ofTerings to the deities for others. Besides
the pajau, the Chams have still other officials,

called rija or srwak rija, for their private cere-

monies. Of 20 years of age or less, they are
chosen by the whole family, and are not bound by
any rules except to wear a white robe on the days
when they are officiating.

All the priests, including the mbdtvon and the
jirijnu, must abstain from certain dishes in varying
<legrees, and for varying times. Tlie abstinences,

which are binding only in certain months, apply
to otter flesh with shallots, hare, chicken, pigeon,

finger, the dish of flesh \nth oil, the bakyak herb
[Phyllanthiis sp., Euphorbiacea?), the Ixitwbn herb
(AruTn esculentuin, Aroidea?), crabs with sweet
liotatoes, sugar-cane, tortoise, the hakan fish

(silure), the krwak fish {Annabas sennal). The
fasts belonging to the ditt'erent days of the week
comprise ragout and mince of raw fish with prawns
(Sunday) ; pearl-grey chicken, black chicken, and
iilack goat with spotted belly (Monday) ; red foods
(Tuesdaj-); dark-brown foods (Wednesday); hare
and ash-coloured chicken (Thursday) ; spotted
chicken, tortoise, and honey (Friday); eels,

lampreys, and the bakyak fi.sh or pike (Saturday).

Pile violation of these restrictions means a serious

shortening of life.

(c) Festivals.—Sacrifices and offerings to the
gods take place all through the year, and are

presented on various occasions of a private nature
(illness, birth, marriage, rain, drought, etc.), by
the priests, the mitdwbns, and the pajaws. The
most solemn festivals are those of kate and cabur.

The former is held in September-October, the
latter in .January-Febniaiy. At kate there are
five consecutive days of feasting and sacrifice in

the knlan ' and the biimaiih, ' huta of leaves
' ; and

:it nihiir for the same length of time both in the
towers where the ba.iaih officiates, and in the

liouses where private persons make their offerings

personally. Mention must also be made of the
parahni rija Suh, 'development of the feast of

Hie goddess Po Sah Inb,' which takes place on the

tenth day of the .second month of the Cham year
(.June-July),^ and which also lasts live days. The
ceremonies (oft'erings, dances, worship of the sea)

take place in leaf-huts by the sea-shore, the

Brahman priests and the Musalinfin imams taking

part in it. On the last day at sunset they throw
paste figures of tortoises, bulfaloes, and men into

the sea. Another curious ceremony is rfiA wioaA,
' being stretched out with the body stift".' In it

1 .\ncient Cham brick temples, in the shape of truncated
pyramids or forming a series of retreating stages placed one
above the other. The finest are those of Phamrang and Nha-

i the 3rd of June.
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are invoked the prauk or prauk patnl, ' spirits of

thildren who have died young, who inhauit the
bodies of squirrels.' The pajau with rigid body
fiiUs down in a nervous spasm, real or pretended,
while the mdc/wi/n beats his flat drum. We may
also mention the yah rijii, ' the feast of the
possessed or of possession,' a ceremony analo-
gous to the thvo roil, ' the feast of the possessed'
of the Khnifcrs, in which a healer, man or woman,
called rijd, after preparation by a series of magical
rites, summons the illnesses which he has cured
during the year to a feast where, after eating
certain food and drinking alcohol, he is seized with
convulsions, pretends to be the incarnation of a
spirit, and ' breathes ' this spirit over one of the
onlookers. The latter, possessed in his turn,
glasses on the spirit to his neighbour, and so on,

trom first to last.

Amongst celebrations common to the Brahmans
and the Musalmans may be mentioned an agrarian
sacrifice which takes place every year before under-
taking the working of the consecrated rice-planta-

tion, or hamu danrauv. Each proprietor knows by
tradition which is the consecrated rice-plantation
of the year. After certain ofterings placed by the
mistress of the field—her husband lias only a
secondary role in the ceremony—in a secluded
corner of the rice-plantation where a candle burns,
the wife and husband invoke the god Pu Olwah To,

Ala, whom the Chams call the ' lord of the lower
regions,' but whose name is no other than the Arabic
expression allah ta'ala, 'God, exalted be He !'

(d) Sacred vessels and other objects used in con-
nexion with religion.—The chief sacred vessels
and religious objects are:—(1) The bdlaiioh, 'ark
of the sacred fire,' which may not be touched
except by the baSaih. It used to serve for the
consecration of the kings, and is now used for the
sacrifices offered at the ordination of the priests.

It is a light cage of bamboo, 1 metre in height,
cylindrical at the top, and conical at the lower
part, and placed on a little square basket contain-
ing two wax candles and strewn with raw white
rice. The whole is covered over with flowing
wliite cotton crossed by a red band. (2) The
bagaiirai-, which only the baiaih may touch. It

is a tray 30 centimetres long, supported by a frame-
work of sticks and furnished with a cover. It is

sometimes rectangular, sometimes with its surface
the shape of a violin. It is used for containing
the sprinkling-vase, the cups, the metal cruets for
the salt, the box of flour for the magic figures, the
sacred conch, the rosary, etc. (3) The habank,
a copper vase for the lustral water. (4) The bap,
or bak, and the sop, libation-ladles. (5) "The
kalaih (Skr. kalaia), a tin vase for the asper-
sions. (6) The Sail (Skr. iaiikha), the sacred conch
for blowing as a horn. (7) The ralaii hamu, a bundle
of blades of ralaii (Saccharum spicatum, L.) in the
form of an S reversed (2), which the baiaih holds
in his hand during the sacrifice. (8) The khak
mail, a large elliptical ring fashioned out of three
blades of ralaii plaited together, wliich the priest
puts on his hand round the four fingers, just below
and excluding the thumb. (9) The karah, a
smaller ring made of similar materials which he
wears on his ring finger. (10) The kaiiom, the
mitre of the Cham priests ; it is ornamented with
two fillets hanging down behind. (11) The gai
jroii, a club made from a rattan whose roots have
been plaited in basket form. (12) The batdu
rasuii, the block on which the paste is made with
which the figures of the deities are smeared. (13)
The precious silk cloths for ' dressing ' the deities,
and the boots of red cloth embroidered in» gold,
with turned-up toes.'

1 The inscriptions of Champa mentiOQ the offering of em-
joidered clothing to the gods

In their ceremonies the Chams employ three
kinds of lustral water : (a) eagle-wood water

; (b)

citron water ; (c) mu water (water with mu, unpuri-
tied calcium carbonate and magnesia, in suspen-
sion). The first kind is for aspersions, the second
for whitening the face of the mukhaliiiga ('the
liiiga with face-form'), and the third for iiurifica-

tions. Gahlau (= Skr. aguru; cf. d7dXXox<»'),
' eagle-wood,' is the most valual)le substance used
in worship ; it is still used by the kings of Annam
in the ceremonies they perform. It is an excres-

cent product of a tree of the familj- Leguminosa',
the Aloexylon agallochum (Lour.) and of another
tree of the family of Aquilarije, the Agiiilaria

agallocha (Roxb. ). The ceremony of gathering
eagle-wood is very complicated among the Chams ;

even the Musalmans take part in it. A Musalmiln
village is by tradition charged with the gathering
of the eagle-wood. At its head is the^o gahlau, or

'lord of the eagle-wood,' whose dignity is heredi-

tary. He has under his orders sixteen chiefs of

the squad, or kani, and seven haiiriets of Oraii

Glni, or Ea Glai, 'men of the woods,' a half-

civilized people settled in the >\est of the Cham
country. During their absence there must be no
games, no laughter, no quarrels in their dwellings,

for that would harm their search. Their wives
must not speak to any stranger, and if they
do not abstain from all sexual relations the
greatest misfortunes are sure to occur. For his

part, the po gahlau observes all these prescrip-

tions with the greatest care, and abstains at the
same time from the hakan fish (silure). The same
precautions are taken by the Ea Glai, who help in

the hunt for eagle-wood, and whose villages become
tnbuii, 'tabued,' 'interdicted.' All the searchers
for the eagle-wood, so long as their search lasts,

employ a conventional language (ar baiiu, ' flowery
language '; ^rti iadhiir, 'the water of the river'),

formed from periphrases, corrupted Sanskrit
words, words of dialects foreign to the Cham, or

onomatopoetic words. The following are some
words ot this language :

—

morabclu, ' the thing
which smells ' = eagle-wood ; cyim cauii, 'the bird
that pricks ' = the axe ; bhoii, ' the red ' = fire ;

gnrmeii, 'the spider' = the goat ; bidhuk (= Skr.
osadhi, 'herb'), ' betel'; iil, 'aserpent'; upbabhup,
' to eat,' etc.

After two or three months of search the squads
generally succeed in gathering from four to fifteen

poimds of eagle-wood. The return home takes place
solemnly, in arms and to the sound of musical
instruments. There is a first series of feasts and
festivals, which lasts two days and two nights, at
the place where the Chams part company with the
Ea Glai, and another at the entrance to the Cham
village, for the Cham eagle-wood hunters. At the
entrance of the Cham village a large shed is built.

The women bring the eatables for the festival, the
lustral water of sacrifice, and the oil for anointing
their husbands, whom they go to meet in high holi-

day garb, accompanied by armed men. For three
days there are sacrifices, banquets, and dances,
these last being led by the po gahlau and his

wife ; but the prescribed abstinences do not yet
come to an end. [Before the French occupation,
the band of eagle-wood searchers went to deliver

this wood to the Annamese mandarins who had
claimed it for their king.] Finally, some new
sacrifices mark the actual entry into the village

and the return to normal life. In the rainy season,

the seventh or eighth month of the Cham year,
the po gahlau once more ascends with his train to

sacrifice a buttalo on the mountain to the deities

of the eagle-wood, that they may prosper future
searches. A festival of three days follows the
sacrifice.

Such are the ceremonies by which the Chams
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honour their gods. A persistent tradition, about

which, however, they are not very fond of

giving an opinion, bears witness to the ex-

istence at one time among them of human sacri-

fices. Friar Gabriel de San Antonio, a Spanish

Dominican who visited Champa at the end of tlie

10th cent., depicts the Chams as ' a people of great

wickedness and bad heart,' and relates that on cer-

tain days tliey sacrificed over 0000 persons, whose
gall was carefully collected and carried to the king,

who bathed his Imdy and head in it. This gall

was also used to bathe the stjitues of the gods.'

Besides this, it appears that, at the construction

of a dam, the oh banbk at night secretly got hold of

a child four or live years old, and drowned it in the

iiTigation works, in order to win the favour of the

deities. Friar Gabriel tells also of a feast which
is entirely forgotten by the present Chams, but

recalls the procession of the chariot of Jagganath :

The Clmms have numerous idols, which they place on a

chariot on ftast days. This chariot is fitted with swords, and
the people drag it along, out of piety. Some place themseh es

under the wheels and let themselves l)e cut in two ; others offer

the foot or the arm, and others the hand. Those who survive

are beatified, and those who die are regarded as saints. . . . The
bodies of the victims, from which the gall has been torn tor the

service of the king, are gathered together and burnt on the top

of a mountain as a sacrifice to the sun,' Friar Gabriel adds that

among the Chams 'the dead are burned*—a custom observed

even to the present day,
—

* and widows voluntarily share the

funeral jiyre of their husbands '—a custom no longer seen.

7. Musahnan Chams or Banis. — It is not

known in what year, or how Islam penetrated

to the Cliams. A chronicle tells that I'o Olwah
(Allah) reigned over Hri Bandy, their second capital,

from A.D. 1000 to 1030, and made a pilgrimage to

Mecca. This may have been an Arab chief or a

Malay who brought Islam to Champa. We do not

know. It is easier to describe what the religion

of Muhammad has now become in this country.

Of course, the religion varies widely according

to the places where it is practised. In Cambodia,
where the Banis or Musalnian Chams are in con-

tact with the Malays, Islam is naturally less mi.xed

with heathen practices, and comes nearer to

orthodo.xy. In Annam, on the other hand, it is

in such a state of corruption that it is sometimes

very hard to recognize it. An extract from the

religioius writings of the Banis of Annam informs

us that ' Alwahvk (= Arab, alhlhu), the uncreated

god, holds his seat on the forehead ; Uwlivuh
(allah), Allah, the Demiurge, on the left ej'ebrow

;

Mohaininnt ( = Muharamad), on the right eyebrow
;

Jibarnrl (the archangel Clabriel), on the right eye ;

Asan (Hasan), on the left nostril ; Aiai (yu-sain),

on the right nostril ; Hawa (Eve), on the left ear ;

Adam, on the right ear.' All their theology, based

on the localization, in tlie face or body of man, of

the holy personages of Islam, of its practices and
feasts, could not be better exernplitied than by this

passage.

The ministers of worship among the Bani Chams
are: (1) po or oh grit, (=Skr. guru, 'spiritual

teacher'), chief of the ministers; (2) the inwm.i

(imams), from whom the grus are chosen ; (3) the

katip (Arab, h'ttth), minister entrusted with the

sermon; (4) tlie 7/if(f/(n (Arab, muaddin), the crier

of the mosque and singer ; (5) the dears (Skr.

ai-luirya, ' a spiritual guide or teacher '), masters
charged witli the teaching of the Law. The word
is also used to denote Muhamraadan ministers in

general, in contradistinction to the baiaih of the
Hinduists.
The ministers of the cult have their heads shaven.

In Camijodia they wear a white fez, which in Annam
is covered by a voluminous turban with red, maroon,
and gold fringes. The hierarchic rank is marked

1 See Gabriel de San Antonio, Brevt y verda<Ura relacion <lr

Ion succesot del Ueyno de Cam/joxa, in 8. Pablo de \'aIladoUd,

160-1, fol. 22. The present writer is preparing a new edition of

this work, which has become very rare.

Iiy the breadth of the fringe. Like the baiaili, the

imams have a long stall' of rattan (for the oh gru
only, the roots of it are plaited like a basket). A
white sarong and a long white tunic buttoned and
cut to fit the neck form their whole costume. On
feast days they wear, instead of their turban, a

kind of disk with a liole tlirough the centre, and
fastened to the fez by a piece of linen ; the whole
has the ainjcarance of a judge's cap.

The imams can hardly read Arabic ; still less do
they stuily it. They understand the general drift

of tlie suras of the Qur'an, which they recite by
rote, and which, they say, their fathers used to

recite. The fast of ramwbn (Kamadan) is kept

Iiy the priests only. As for the laity in Annam,
if they ob.serve it for three days, during the rest

of the month they eat a little at midday. The
imams, who fast for the whole comnmnity, trans-

form the mosque into an encampment for the pur-

pose, where tfiey recite prayers during the whole
month of Kamadan. They do not leave the mosque
except for the great ablutions in the river.

Tlie mosque is a bamboo building, with trellis

walls and thatched over with rice-straw ; it is sur-

rounded with an enclosure of dead wood, and its

end is turned to the West. At the door are seen

a large drum (fr^«r), to call to prayer, and the mats
used for prayer- carpets, tied up in a bag and hung
from the joists. The pulpit (minhar) is at the far

end. The end of the mosque and the minbar are

co\-ered with white cloth during feasts.

On Fridays (Cham jummat, jomaat = Arab.
juiiia) the imams and the po gru, meeting at the

mosque, read some sentences of the Qur'an, in the

presence of the worshippers. Prayer lasts for an
hour, and is followed by a meal washed down ^vith

rice-brandy, of which all but the priests partake.

Purifications are neglected ; their place is taken by
digging in the sand, and imitating the movementof
drawing the necessary water. The live prescribed

prayers are hardly ever said, and circumcision,

which takes place about the age of fifteen, is

nothing but a symbolic operation. The ok gru
mimics this operation with a wooden knife, after

which the newly circumcised receives a new name
as ' an initiated person' ; usually the name is 'Alt,

Muhammad, Ipburahim ( = Ibrahim), etc. He still

keeps his secular name, however,—the name of some
object, quality, or tree,— in his everyday life. On
the other hand, the karoh (lit. 'seclusion'), or de-

claration of marriageability of girls, is celebrated

with great solemnity. The girls may then marry
and put their hair up. Until then they are tabuii,

'interdicted,' and to violate this interdiction would
expose the culprit to serious penalties.' The cele-

brations, presided over by the vii gru accompanied
by the imams, last two days, and are performed

for a group of girls, and not for one alone. After

prayers addressed to Allah, to Muhammad, to the

Hindu deities, and to the ancestral spirits, a festival

lakes place at which only the priests eat. Two
slicds have been constructed—one for the ceremony,

tlie other for the toilet of the young girls. They
sleep in this the first night under the care of four

matrons. The (»i<lni.s pa.ss the night in prayer. At
seven o'clock in the morning the maidens, dressed

in their best and adorned with all their jewels, their

hair hanging loose and surmounted by a triangular

mitre, come forward preceded by an old woman and a

man clothed in white, who carries a year-old infant,

dressed like the girls excei)t for the mitre. They
proceed to make obeisance to the ore gru and the

imdm.t. The little child is presented to the on gru,

who puts a grain of salt into his mouth, cuts off a
lock of hair from his forehead, and oilers him a

1 Perhaps this karijh is analogous to the legal seclusion for

three months imposed by Musalnian Ju.isprudence on divorced

or repudiate<i wives.
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little water to drink. All this is repeated fur the
young maidens, who then retm-u to their shed in

procession. If a girl has violated the interdict the
lock of hair is cut from the nape of her neck as

a sign of slianie. Then anotlier feast, where the
priests eat first and the worshippers afterwards,
closes this part of the ceremony. About ten o'clock

the girls re-appear, their hair p<it up this time as

a mark of their having passed into the ranks of

maniageable women ; they prostrate themselves
before the priests; then all the relatives, and espe-

cially the women-guests, come to enumerate the
presents of clothing, money, finery, and even fields

and bull'aloes, which they are giving to such and
such a new member. Tlien, after much bowing,
the young maidens go and fetch the viands and
presents prepared for the imCims, and otler them
on tra3S. The oh gru makes a pretence of tasting
them, and presents a small particle to the little

child. A bounteous feast brings to an end the
solemnization of the karoh. This ceremony gener-
ally takes place only a very little before the mar-
riage of the girls, who are at this time from fifteen

to eighteen years old.

Another feast, called taba or tiipah (
= Arab.

tauh(ih), takes place in all the families where there
are old men. It is celebrated in a shed built for

the purpose ; the oh gru and several imams offer

up prayers ; the old man and his family make the
responses. A sprinkling of lustral water, accom-
panied by a banquet, closes this ceremony, which
blots out the old man's sins, and takes place for

each man individually.

Some deeply rooted survivals of the ancient
Malayo-Polynesian cults contaminate the Islamism
of the Bani Chams, not to mention the evident
corruptions of their cult by that of their brothers
the Hinduists. WhUe worshipping Allah, they also

invoke the Po Yah, 'deities,' and ofl'er them sacri-

fices. They make ofl'erings to the spirits of their

ancestors on serious occasions : to get healing, or to

gain assurance of the success of an important atl'air.

They oli'er worship to the prok, tlie souls of still-

born children which are incarnated in the bodies of

squirrels, and are particularly malignant spirits.

To appease them or win their favour, both Banis
and Kaphirs pray to them in complicated cere-

monies, like the dih srwak, of which we have
spoken above, and its complement, the daybp, or
'sacrifice of the twilight.' The two sects invite
each other to all their feasts, and give each other
the place of honour. But the Banis never take
part in any cremation. As regards this, a curious
old tradition says that at one time they alone were
summoned to tlie side of the Brahmanist Cham
queens in childbed, as being less liable to bring
ill-luck than the baiaih, who was charged with
supplying the corpse with food and drink until its

cremation.
Mixed marriages are rare, and especially so be-

tween a Brahmanist girl and a Aiusalman, the
chOdren having to follow their mother's religion.

Nevertheless, perfect toleration is the rule, not
only among the adherents, but even among the
priests of the two cults. If the Bani Chams have
no scruples about worshipping the Po Yah, or

Hindu deities, the Kaphirs on their side have in-

cluded Allah and Muhammad in their pantheon.
They all abstain from pig's flesh, dare not rear

oxen, and cut themselves ofl' from all sexual rela-

tions on Mondays, in commemoration of the sup-

posed birth of Allah. Corresponding to the pajaji,

or sorceress-priestess, of the Kaphirs, there is

among the Banis the rnjd or rijs,, who performs
similar duties. The rojfis, who must be twenty
years old, do not form a special caste, and their
functions are not hereditary. In short, they are
private officials, and do not play a really important

part except at certain annual feasts called rija,

which seem to correspond to the solemnizations of
hate and cahur of the Kaphirs, and at which the
ancestral spirits are worshipped. These feasts, of
Malayo- Polynesian origin, take place in the ninth
month (Dec-Jan.), in the formulas recited at
them the name of Ja\a and the Javanese occurs
often. We sliall describe them briefly.

In an enclosure a large shed ia constructed, of new materials
fls far as possible, and is covered over inside with white cotloc
cloth. The altar is a rude trough \\ith trays, on which are
placed betel, foods, and fruits ; and wax-candles are stuck oa
the edge of the trays, which are further surrounded v.ith

coloured cotton threads. From the roof hang images of niiri-

keys, elephants, boats, and carts, all made of paper. A swiri;j,

fastened to two pillars, is set apart for the rijd. Attended
by three itndins, she is the chief personage of the ffite. The
mbdrcon, with his flat drum, conducts an orchestra composed
of a flute, a violin, cymbals, and an elongated drum igaium
= Mai. gendah, Javanese kex>'^uA), and accompanies the rO't.

The ceremony, which is interrupted by a number of feasts, lasts

two days and three nights. !t begins with the bi^tnilldh, .lud
continues with the invocation of the spirits of the mountains
and woods, of the dead, of the spirits of ' beyond the sea,' and,
by name, of the thirty-eight deities or spirits.! The calling out
of their names is followed by prayers from the three imams.
The characteristic part of the ceremony takes place on the

second day, at the time when the morning star appears. After
the TTwdwon has invoked the deities, and the rijd has performed
a special dance in their honour, they take a little rowing-boat,
fashioned out of a piece of wood supposed to have come from
Java or China to exact tribute. The master of the house where
the ceremony takes place pleads ignorance of Javanese, and the
nwdwan acts as interpreter. In pantomime they place eggs,
cakes, and a kind of jointed monkey on the boat. Then they
all cut the partition walls and the roof of the shed Into pieces,
and fight over the cakes. On the third day the rijd, accom-
panied by the priests and the orchestra, proceeds solemnly to
launch the boat with the monkey on the river of the village,

and this is the end of the ceremon}'.

Besides this great annual riJa, they celebrate
others in special cases, e.g. to charm the evil spirits

who take possession of a girl, or to get healing.
They are all celebrated in the same way as the
preceding, except that the modwon alone takes the
place of the orchestra, and that the mistress of

the house herself often takes the part of the rijri.

It would be just as difficult to fit into the domain
of Islam the agrarian rites common to the Banis
and Kaphirs. They distinguish three kinds of

sacred fields :—(1) The hamii tabuh, which bring
death to the people and beasts who cultivate

them. Nothing can turn aside their evil influence,

which is now cheaply avoided by selling the
fields to the Annamese Christians. (2) The hamil
caiirauv, or sacred rice -plantations, which are
regarded as the ' queens ' of the other rice-

plantations. We have already described the cult
of which they are the object. (3) The fuimu klaik
lawak, ' fields of secret labour.' These are worked
by stealth, after a sacrifice lias been ottered, and
the butt'aloes, ploughs, and offerings have been
sprinkled with lustral water. The sacrifice must
be renewed at the flowering and harvest of the
rice. Perhaps there remain in it some traces of the
ancient native cults for appeasing the spirit of the
soil that has been reclaimed from the forest.

In regard to the oh banok, or religious chiefs of

dams and irrigation, we may at least admit that
their functions correspond to the religious respect

of Musulmans for all that is connected with the
distribution of water in the hot countries which
tliey originally inhabited. The oh banok, clothed
in white, keep certain fasts, and avoid sexual
intercourse during the exercise of their ministry.

They preside every year over the repairing of the
dams and canals. As already stated, they were
believed to drown a little child secretly in the irriga-

tion works to assure good irrigation of the fields.

8. Magic rites and various customs. — Black
magic, the casting of spells, and sorcery are
common to the Hinduist and Musalm.an Chams, as

well as to the Annamese and Khmtrs, but the
latter peoples consider the Chams the abler sor-

1 Cf. the thirty-eight daughters of Po Ino Xogar.
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ceiers. Tlie Chains believe th;it certain iudiviiluals

have the power of killing at a distance, or of

can.sin'' the ruin and dowTifall of persons, or of

trees, \>y means of magic forinulse. Though the
jnlawbi, or those who extract the gall, have disajj-

peared, the belief persists none the less tliat fresh

human gall gives invulnerability- The life of the
Cliams, whether Banis or Kaphirs, is associated
with innumerable superstitious ideas and practices.

The absence of shrubbery round the houses is ex-
plaineil, as we have seen, by the belief that the
shade of a living tree brings misfortune.

Tlie construction of a Cham house includes a
series of propitiatory rites meant to drive off the
evil spirits. The enclosure of dead wood is first

raised, and, after the plan of the house lias been
traced with a line, the pillars are set uji—tree-

trunks whicii are to suii[)ort the building. But
first the builders must place a mantm engraved
on a plate of lead, and always the same mantra, in

t he hole into which the pillar is to be put. Then
they sink the north-east pillar, once more invoking
the deities. Other mantras are laid at the places

where the pillars meet the woodwork of the roof
;

and the roof is then covered with thatch taken
from the mountain. Then the master of the house,
having chosen the place where his bed is to be,

stretches himself out on it for a moment, Imt does
not dare to install himself finally in the new
habitation until he has made a sacrifice to the
unfavourable powers.
A new cart is never put to use either by the

Banis or by the Kaphirs without a ceremony, which
consists in a sacrifice to the deities, and aspersions
of lustral water on the cart. After this it is

plunged into the river, and receives several light

strokes of an axe, as a samjde of the chastisemeat
in store for it if it does not fulfil its function well.

The Chams never go during the day to take the

rice they need from tlie granary : that is the time
when it is asleep. They therefore await its awak-
ing, that is to say, the fall of night. This rice,

moreover, has not been put into the granary until

the principal matron of the family has cut enough
to make three sheaves in the fields. These thi-ee

sheaves are set upright on the bank of the ri<:e-

plantation, and the matnm-harvester saj-s to the
stems still standing :

' You are fit to enter the
granary ; follow the sheaves you see here.' In
addition to tliis, after the buffaloes have trodden
the rice, a sacrifice is made at the winnowing
ground.
The Chams, like the other Malayo-l^olynesians,

believe in ' favouraljle ' and ' unfavourable ' days,
and they never undertake anything of importance
without being assured, by the consultation of

tables, of a propitious day and hour.

9. Birth.—When a cluld is born, a matron of

the village assists at the delivery, and keeps a
burning fire' near the mother, during a period
more or less variable—7 days is the average in

Blnh-thufin. Then she surrounds the hearth with
cotton thread, and lights a cubit-long candle to

keep off evil spirits. It is she also wlio 'breaks
up' the fireplace at the end of the lying-in, and
who carries the ashes to cross-roads in order to

nuike a pile of them, surmounted by a stone aiui

betel-quid. The Uanis omit the sacrifice whicli
is then offered by the Ivaphirs to the good spirits.

The child receives a name when about the ago of
six monihs, i.e. just when tlie first glimmering
of intelligence is seen. Hiildren of good con-
stitution and normally born get a 'good' name
(' (iood-luck,' '.Joy,' 'Concord,' etc.); children
prematurely born, deformed, or whose mother has
liad several miscarriages, get a ' bad ' name

(' Dog,' ' Cat,' ' Buffalo,' ' Excrement,' etc.). This
bestowal of a bad name tricks the spirits who
would injure fhe child; if at the age of 12 years
no harm has befallen the child, a bad name is

changed for a good one ; but this is often forgotten.
It is remarkable that several Cham kings have
borne tlie name Aih (' Excrement').

10. Marriage.— Hoys and girls marry between
the ages of 15 and 18. If a girl, Bani or Kaphir,
becomes pregnant, unless she lives publicly with a
man of the village, she must tell the name of her
seducer. The latter, if he admits the deed, has to

pay a small fine to the parents, and may marry the
girl. If the girl refuses to name the father of her
child, she is punished by 50 strokes of the rattan,

all precautions being taken to avoid a miscarriage.
But cases of seduction are not common. Marriage
among the Kaphirs requires very little formality,
and cohabitation may take its place for a long
time.
Among the Banis, marriage is a little more

complicated. It includes a religious ceremony and
a very costly banquet. People are often found
putting marriage off so long that grown-up children
are present at the wedding-feast of their jiarents.

In the cases {which, however, are rare) where the
feast takes place Ijefore marriage, it is the parents
of the boy wlio supply the greater part of the
prorisions ; those of the girl give the rice and the
cakes. Towards evening, the married couple, clad

in unhemmed white cotton, and holding each other
by the hand or by the gown, go by a road carpeted
with mats, so that their feet may not toucli the
ground, from the house of the young maiden to the
.shed specially constructed near by. There, in

front of the imams engaged in prayer, presided
over by the oil ano, the parents of the betrothed
maiden declare her given over to the youth, who
accepts her as his wife before all. The maiden goes
back to the house, while the oh </ru, who for the
occasion has taken the name of Lord Mohammat
( = Muhammad), and is accompanied by an imam
who has received the name of Lord Omar, asks the
fiance, designated by the name of Pngindd AH
( = Mal. baginda ['prince,' 'majesty,']. 'All), what
presents he means to otter to his wife ' Phiratimoh '

( = Fatima). The youth enumerates them, begin-

ning with the silver wedding-ring and endin" with
the jewels, the ornaments, the buffaloes, and rice-

plantations, if there are any. In case of divorce,

this do^^Ty remains with the wife. Then two
imums take the ring which the oil gru has just;

blessed, and go into the house to put it on the
finger of the maiden, at the same time asking her
if she consents to the marriage. They proceed to

fetch the fiance and the oil gru, and then they
solemnly conduct the married couple into their

dwelling. Before going into the hou.se the bride-

groom crushes three betel leaves on the threshold.

In the nuptial chamber, four venerable matrons
spread out a special white cloth over the mat set

apart for the newly-married couple. The wife sits

down on it, with old women round about her, and
her husband at her side. Imanu join the hands of

the married jiair, who are then sprinkled with
lustral water, bless them, and after some prayers

and moral recommendations leave them alone,

fhe wife then pre|iares a betel-quid, which she

places in her husband's mouth. He throws part of

his clothing over her, and finally they both go out
to prostrate themseh es before the jiriests and the
godparents of both parties. This is the time when
the guests offer their presents, a list of which is

drawn up. An interminable banquet, to which
nearly the whole village is invited, closes the
marriage-ceremony.
The position of woman among the Chams of

Aunam, where there still exist very distinct traces
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of matriarchy, is an agreeable one. In relifrious

and domestic ceremonies she takes the Urst place

after the priests, and has the right to transmit
property. She cliooses her husband ; the children

belong to her and not to the father. Divorce is

easy to get and often taken advantage of, being
ahvaj's sought by the wife, who is allowed to keep
the cliildren, the common house, and a third of the

property, etc.

Adultery is theoretically punished by death,

but in practice the penalty is reduced to a few
strokes of the rattan and a fine. It is, however,
very rare, not owing to the special virtue of

Cham women, but because they can, as we have
seen, obtain separation from their husbands quite

easily.

II. Disposal of the dead.

—

(a) Among the Banis.
— Funeral rites are highly developed among the
Chams, partly in honour of the ancestral spirits,

partly to prevent the dead man from coming back
to annoy or carry oft' those whom he has left in his

house. Islam has been unable to modify completely
the beliefs of the Banis on this point, but the funeral
ceremonies of the latter are much less complicated
than those of the Kaphirs, and—an important point
—burial takes the place of cremation among the
Alusalmans, while cremation persists among the
Kaphirs. After the last breath, the corpse is

carried into a shed built for the purpose. It is

washed in several waters, wrapped in a piece of

white cotton, and laid, without a coffin, in a
trench, with the head towards the north. This is

done in presence of four imdrtis, who recite prayers,

while the family and friends adjure the dead to

rest in the tomb and not return to torment the
living. Contrary to what takes place among the
orthodox Musalmans, it is the imams who lead
the procession. Commemorative services, called

padhis (Skr. upddhi?), with prayers and a feast on
the tomb, take place on the 3rd, 7th, 10th, 30th,
40th, and 100th days. A sacrifice is also ottered

on the tomb in all serious family crises. Finally,
in the 5th or 6th month for the poor, in a year for

the rich, the corpse is exhumed, and carried with
the same ceremonies as before into a certain valley,

considered a holy place by the Banis.
(b) Among the Kaphirs.—Cremation among the

Kaphir Chams is a very solemn procedure. The
corpse, washed and clothed in a series of white
cotton garments, put one on top of the other, has
the appearance of a parcel, and the head, though
veiled, is the only recognizable part. The body is

laid out, with the head to the south, on a kind of

luxurious catafalque adorned with candles, and
food is placed at the corpse's side. The priests

pray beside it night and day, and go through tlie

pantomime, three times a day, of giving it food.

During this time, the friends and relatives come
from any distance, with lively musical instruments,
to feast and laugh unceasingly in the house. They
must bear the corpse company, and by their gay
talk keep the family from giving itself up to a too
violent grief. This may last a week or several
months, according to the fortune of the deceased
and the condition of the atmosphere. Wlien the
corpse becomes too much decomposed, it is at last

consigned to the flames. It is laid out on an
enormous new catafalque, made by the baiaih, and
ornamented with figures of animals or flowers in

gilt paper. Carriers dressed in white seize the
catafalque, round which crowd all the priests and
the pajau, clothed in white, with a bundle of five

candles in their hand. Musical instruments give
the signal to march. Mourners, the family dressed
in white, and all the inhabitants of the village
girdled with white scarfs, carrying lances, swords,
and flags, follow the catafalque, which the carriers,
under the order of the midwives, keep turning to

left and right, so as to mislead the dead in case he
should want to return home afterwards. When
they have arrived at the place of cremation, the
first knock is given by a bainih ; then the rela-

tives clear the ground, preparing the pile where
the body is placed. After the priests have circum-
ambulated the pile, keeping their right side towards
it all the time, the body is uncovered once more to
offer it a final repast and to allow the adoration of

its friends. Then fire is applied to the pile, which
is decorated with the priests' candles, and into
which are also throwTi some food, all the precious
things, clothes, and utensils belonging to the de-

ceased, and the presents, often of real value,'

which his friends and relatives give him at his

death. After cremation the central part of the
frontal bone is picked up. This, broken into nine
parts, constitutes the ' noble bones,' and is put into

a little gold, silver, or copper box called klon, and
taken back to the former dwelling of the deceased.
These kloii are nearly alwaj's bought beforehand,
and buried in some comer of the proprietor's

enclosure or in the forest. They are never buried
in the house, the presence of a klori bringing ill-

luck and often causing the death of the person for

whom it is meant to be kept. The family of the
deceased then celebrate padhi (Skr. upddhi ?), or

commemoration-services, on the 3rd, 10th, and
100th days after the death, with prayers and feast-

ing.' At the padhi held on the anniversary, the
kloii are buried beside the rest of their ancestral

bones under the kiit, or family tombstones. These
atones, of -about three cubits' length, are three in

number for women, five for men. They are erected
nearly always in the family property, and prefer-

ably at the foot of a tree. The poor, for lack of

private property, bury their kloii in the forest.

At the feasts of kate and iabur, care is taken never
to omit to pay homage to the ancestral spirits,

which are invoked also in cases of illness, accident,

and important decisions. These sacrifices, though
unorthodox, are oft'ered by the Musahnan Chams
of Annam and of Cambodia.

12. Eschatology.—The ideas of the Chams of

either sect as to the survival and fate of the soul

after death are singularly confused. The Brah-
manists generally think that the souls of pious
men go into the sun, those of women into the
moon, those of servants into grey clouds ; but they
>ojourn there only until their entrance into the
heart of the earth (aid tanoh rit/d). Others de-

clare that souls return to the state of the gods,

others that they pass into the bodies of certain

animals—serpents, crocodiles, squirrels, etc. Each
family abstains from eating the flesh of a particular

animal. A belief common to all the Chams is that
the souls of infants born dead, or dying very young,
who have not undergone cremation (among the
Brahmanists only, since the Banis bury their dead),

incarnate themselves in squirrels and palm-rats
(Sciunis palmarum), and would soon become harm-
ful if they were not appeased by means of sacrifices

called srwak and daybp.
13. Cambodian Chams.—The Chams who came

to Cambodia, very probably at the end of the 15th
cent., after the decisive fall of Champ.i, are quite
diflerent. Numbering 90,000, they form a veritable

nation, which has acquired coherence from the

Islam they all profess. They live generally on the
banks of the Mekhong or of the Great Lake, and
are often on the move. There are also attached to

them some villages in Cochin-China, particularly

at Chfiu-dOc and Tdy-ninh, and a small group in

1 They are content sometimes with only passing them through
the smoke.

2 The funeral rites of the Chams are very complicated, and
correspond in some parts to those of India, but they include a
number of practices which are not found in Uie Brahmaa
writings on funerals.
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Siam. They are often confounded with the Mulaj-s,

who are not nearly so numerous as they are, and
vlio ahnost always settle alongside of them. Inter-

niarriase also is gradually fusing the two races.

Very different from their apathetic brothers in

Anuara, the Banis of Cambodia are active, enter-

prising, and intelligent, and seem to have acquired

all these qualities from living near the Malays.

They are cliiefly woodcutters, agriculturists, lisher-

men, and tradesmen, able workmen, and cunning
usurers. Their women weave silk stuU's witli good
taste, but never rear silk-worms, preferring to buy
the raw material they need from the Khmbrs or

Chinese. Their villages are built on piles, .shaded

by a clump of false-jujulje trees, and surrounded

by well-tilled fields, and have not the gloomy
appearance of the low huts and jiarched villages,

surrounded with dead wood, of the Banis of Annam.
They plant rice, cotton, indigo, and maize ; and
they rear oxen and buffaloes, but pigs are objected

to.

Their Islam, though mixed with native practices,

is much more enlightened and thouglitful than that

of the Chams of Annam. As they are in permanent
contact with Malays and Hindus, who are fervent

Musalmans, and are better instructed in their

religion, there is quite a considerable number
among them who have made the pilgrimage to

Mecca. They worship only Allah, perform the

live prayers and the prescribed ablutions, and
always abstain from pigs' tlesh, and usually from

fermented liquors, especially in public. To do
otherwise would incur a reprimand from the

imams. The Friday assembly (jomnat) always
comprises the forty required members.

(a) Clergy.—The hierarchy of the ministers of

the cult consists first of four persons named by
the king of Cambodia and forming part of his

council. They are assisted by 40 iiiulms. These
are the mophati, ' teacher of the Law ' (mufti), the

tuh kalik, the rajak kalik, 'magistrates' iqdd'i),

and the tuo7i pake, 'jurisconsult' {faqih). These
ministers of the cult are highlj- honoured by both

the Chams and the Malays. Then come the

Itaklta or ha/^m, 'doctors of law and mosque-
chiefs' {/uiklm), and the katip, 'the ofScial in

charge of the pravers ' {hatlb). All these priests

are clothed in white, have their heads shaven,

wear only a little beard, and have a wlute turban.

The lebii and the halim (= Arab, 'alim), the one an
official and the other a teacher of the Law, are

simply laymen, emploj'ed in the mosque. Men-
tion must be made, finally, of the bildl or mbdin
(muaddin).
The great dignitaries and the imams have wide

authority over their congregation. They have the

right to apply a certain number of strokes with a
stick to those who transgress the religious re-

quirements, use fermented drinks, or traffic in

strange idols, etc. The offering of sacrifices and
oblations to the deities of the polytheists may
incur exclusion from the community, although
such a prescription, if exactly followed, would
mean the total excommunication of all the Bani
Chams.
The Chams of Cambodia now send Cham or

Malay missionaries to their fellow-worshipjjers in

Annam, to bring them back to more orthodox
practices. They are received and entertained

with the utmost cordiality, but their efforts are

fruitless against the absolute indifference of the

latter and their secular custom of sacrificing to the

P6 Yaii.

(b) Festivals.—The Chams of Cambodia cele-

brate the following festivals : —^ { 1 ) Ranwwan
{ = Arab. Ranuuldn) or Bulan Ok, 'month of

fasting,' fixed by the priests, and regularly ob-

served by all the worshippers in the usual way.

(2) Bulan Ok Ilaji, ' month of the pilgrimage fast,"

or Bulan Ovlwah, ' month of God,' a supplementary
fast, when the Banis must not eat before nightfall

for live days. It takes place three months after

li/iiiihiuan. (3) liijd Surah or Surah ( = Arab.
' Ashnral), 'the feast of the distress,' in memory
I)erhaps of the (light of Muhannnad. (4) Tapat,
the tupah ( = Arab. taubah) of the Annameae
Chams, a ceremony for the purification of the
sins of old men. (5) Tamat ( = Arab. tammat,
' conclusion '), a feast in honour of a young man
who has finished his theological studies. Dressed
in his finest clothes, and surrounded by his friends,

lie makes a triumphal entry on horseback into

his village, musicians leading the way. (6) The
circumcision of boys, which is not a mere pretence
as in Annam, is the occasion of a feast. The
operator, nearly always the oh gru, uses a razor

and pincers for the circumcision. The youths on
whom it is performed must be about fifteen years
old. Their relatives offer presents to the operator,

and a banquet follows. The karbh of the Anuamese
Banis is not in use for the girls. (7) Mulol or

Mblot (=Arab. malat, 'shave'?) is a ceremony
which seems confused with that of the cutting of

the tuft among the Khm^rs. An imam, assisted

by at least three colleagues, after reciting prayers

and sprinlding a child with lustral water, cuts ott'

a lock of its hair. The child undergoes molot only
once in its life, between the ages of 3 and 13,

and it is on this occasion that it is given a
Musalman name—nearly always Muhammad, 'Abd
Allah, or 'All, if it is a boy ; and, if a girl, Fatima
(in Cham Phwatimd/t). In ordinary life the child is

called by the purely Cham name which is given

it at birth. The inevitable banquet closes the
ceremony.
The Cliams of Cambodia, it is evident, are better

Musalmans than those of Annam, but it would be
exaggeration to conclude from this that their

Islam is always perfectly enlightened and con-

scious. It is ea.sj', on the contrary, to discover in

it a number of practices which are evident sur-

vivals of the old Malayo-Polynesian, Hindu, and
Animistic cults which preceded Islam, and were
originally native to the country. They feel this

vaguely, and try to hide them under an Islamic

or so-called Islamic mask. Thus, like the Malays
of Cambodia, they worship a number of saints'

tombs, or ta-lak ; they go to them to obtain

healing, before the conclusion of an important
aU'air, etc. The cult consists of the recitation of

prayers and formulae, aspersions of lustral water,

a feast near the tombs, and—a Buddhist custom

—

the freeing of pigeons. Thisworship of the ta-lak
has some analogy with the worship of the krainnt,

or mounds suppo.sed to be tombs of Musalman
saints, in Malacca. The worship they give to

evil spirits, styled jin asalam, ' M^usalman genii,'

has its counterpart likewise in the Malay Penin-

sula.

(c) Sorcery and Sorceresses.—Sorcery, which can
by magic practices cause the death or ruin of

people and things, inspires the Banis of Cambodia
with great hatred, and the sorcerers, or supposed
sorcerers, are often assassinated secretly. These
sorcerers, nearly always women, are supposed to

transmit their magic power from one to another
by means of a midnight initiation in the forest.

The persim wishing to become a sorceress sacrifices

a live cock on an abandoned termite's nest. She
cuts it in two from the head to the tail, and lias to

dance and sing quite naked in front of the altar,

until, by a kind of magic attraction, the two halves
of the cock begin to approach each other, and the

bird returns to life ana utters its cry. This devilry

ended, the sorceress can bring harm and desolation

anywhere at will. Fortunately she is easily re-
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cognizable by her swollen and bloodshot eyes, and
by the tendency of her face to change colour.

Tiiese sorceresses are called kaniblai or kamolai
bhut (cf. SUr. bkuta), and when they are recog-

nized, by the signs described above, every one
hurries away from theni in terror. The evil may
be exorcized from tliem by means of mantras, and
by the ingestion of unclean substances, which are

expected to make the bad spirits that haunt the

possessed flee in disgust.

The Banis of Cambodia believe that gall, taken
immediately from a man who has been killed for

the purpose, is the best charm for invulnerability.

They used to be very mnch dreaded by the Cam-
bodians, who regarded every Cliam as a jalawbi,
' taker of gall

'
; this practice does not exist nowa-

days except as an isolated crime.

The agrarian rites are only a feeble echo of

those of the Banis of Annam. When a Cambodian
Bani wants to make a rice jilantation from part of

a forest newly cleared by tire, he chooses a dies

fastvs, sprinkles a handful of rice-grains with
lustral water, and puts them in seven holes already
bored in preparation ; he does not begin the sow-
ing till he has performed this rite. The same
procedure is followed also in the case of maize,
cotton, or any other plantations. Before a new
cart is used, all that is necessary is to light a
candle, pour a libation of water over the cart, and
utter this imprecation :

' Beware if you do not run
well !'

{(l) Calendar.—This is the same for both the
Chams of Annam and those of Cambodia. The
reckoning by the Saka era employed in inscrip-

tions having completely disappeared, they use the
duodenary cycle to compute time. Each of the
twelve years of this cycle, borrowed from the
Turks through the Chinese, bears the name of an
animal—rat, buflalo, tiger, hare, dragon, serpent,

horse, goat, monkey, cock, dog, pig. But, in

contrast with what takes place among several

peoples who use this cycle, the names of these
animals are taken from the ordinary language.
Each year, beginning in April-May, contains
twelve lunar months, the first ten denoted by
numbers, and the last two, muaS and })iak, having
Sanskrit names {pausa and magha). The week
has seven d.ays, the names of which, borrowed
from Sanskrit, designate planets. Each day is

divided into twelve periods of two hours, and the
periods into eight parts with the value of our
quarter of an hour. The night is divided into five

watches. The time is expressed by means of such
forms as ' the cock crows' ( = 1 o'clock a.m.), ' the
cock leaps to the ground' ( = 2 o'clock a.m.), etc.

In the manuscripts we find traces of a cj'cle of eight years,
named by corrupt Arabic letters and analogous to the Javanese
icindu, and of a method of reckoning time by periods which
recall the Javanese u'ukiis.

(e) Birth.—At the birth of a child, the usual fire

is kept burning near the mother, and the midwife
scatters its cinders likewise at cross-roads, but
without the accompaniment of ott'erings to the
spirits. The superstitions connected with name-
giving are the same in both countries. On the
other hand, education and instruction are a little

better cared for here than in Annam, and extend
even to the girls. Presents of cloth, rice, or fruits

are offered to the master, who teaches his pupUs
to repeat some verses of the Qur'an and to read
Arabic.

(/) Marriage.—Marriage is not allowed with
a non-Musalinan except on condition that he be
converted, which does not, however, happen often
with the Khmfers. They are very faithful to
Buddhism, and this accounts for the fact that
mixed marriages scarcely e\er take place except
between Chams and ilalays. Bridegrooms are

generally 15 to 18 years old, never less; the
proposal of marriage is made by the parents,
with the helj) of a female mediator. The fiance
settles a dowry of money on his future wife, which
she is to keep in case of divorce not sought by her ;

then he proceeds to serve in the house of his
parents-in-law until his marriage. The wedding,
accompanied by long banquets, lasts three days.
On the evening of the third day, the youth, declied
in a gold-embroidered coat, mounted on a richly-

harnessed horse, and shaded by a parasol of honour,
surrounded by his relatives and guests, goes to the
house of the girl, who waits for him dressed in all

her finery, seated on the ground with her legs bent
under her, in a shed built for the purpose, where
the imams bless the union. The wife places the
traditional betel-quid in the mouth of her husband,
and he puts part of his clothing over her.

The Chams of Cambodia, richer than those of

Annam, sometimes take as many as four wives
when their means i)ermit. Few, however, have
more than two or three ; others have only one.
The wife of the first rank has command over the
others. The Bani who has become a slave has
never any right to more than two wives.
Marriage by capture, although rare among the

Chams, nevertheless exists. In it the suitor intro-

duces liimself into the house of the girl he wishes
to many if the door is open, draws her close into
liis arms, and, in spite of the blows applied by the
family of the girl, entwines her in a scarf ; ne is

then married, and has only to ' redeem the shame
of the family ' by means of a sum of money.
Divorce is more difficult to obtain and rarer than
in Annam. Unions are nearly always fertile, but
the Chams of Cambodia further increase their
race by foreign elements, by Annamese or Khm^r
children whom they accept in payment of bad
debts, and whom they cause to be brought up as
Musalmans.

(g) Disposal of the dead.—This is no more
solemn among the Cambodian Chams than among
the Banis of Annam. The commemoration ser-

vices take place at the same times, but without
heterodox practices. Burial is once for all ; there
is no exhumation.

(h) Folk-tales.—A very competent judge, A.
Barth,' gives the following appreciation of the
Cham tales published by Landes :

' Le fonds de ces ri^cirs est un merveilleux strange, fait

d'animisme et de magie. Bane aucun alliag'e mj-thologique ou
tli6oIogique. Une ou deux fois seulement on voit intervenir un
si-'igneur Alwah ( = Allah). ... A cGt»i d'une duret6 et d'une
apathie de sentiments extremes, on y trouve des traits d'une
sensibility exquise. Le (conte] no. x. ."

. . rappelle par plusieurs
endroits le conte egj-ptien des deux fr6res et il contient aussi
les donn^es egsentielles de Cendrillon et des 6preuves de Psyche.
Non moins curieux est le no. v., *'Lea ruses du Li^vre.'' Ce
conte, qui est ^galement connu au Cambodge et en Annam, et
dont plusieurs donnt^es se retrouvent aussi dans les Jdtakas,
est une de ces series de fables reliees les unes aux autres et
enchass^es dans un cadre commun, dont I'lnde parait avoir
foumi les premiers modtjles.'

LrTERATURE.—E. Aymonier, Les Tchainei el leurs reUgiotis,

Paris, 1891, * L6gendes historiques des Chams,' in Excurs. et

rcconn., vol. xiv. no. 32, ' Premiere etude sur les inscriptions
tchames.'in J.4, Jan.-Feb. 1891, and Grammairede la langtu
chamf, Saigon, 1899 ; Aymonier-Cabaton. Diet. iam-/Tan^is,
Paris, 1906 ; A. Bergaigne, 'L'ancien royaumedeCamp^dans
rindo-Chiue, d'aprfes les inscriptions," in JA, Jan. 1883; A.
Cabaton, Nouvelles recherches sur les Chams, Paris, 1901,
' L'inscription chame de Bi6n-hoi.' in Bulletin de VEccie
fian^aisc d'Extreme-Orient, iv. [1904] 687-690. and ' Les Chams
de I'Indo-Chine,' in Rev. coUmiale, v. (1905) 321-334 ; E. M.
Durand, * Les Chams Banis,' ' Notes sur une cremation chez les

Chams,' *Le temple de P6 Kame k Phanrang,' 'Notes sur les

Chams,' in Btdl. de rScole firan;. d'Ext.-Or. iii [1903] 64-62,
447-464, 697-603, v. [1905] 368-388; L. Finot, 'La religion

des Chams d'aprfes les monuments,* ib. i. [1901] 12-26 ; A.
Landes, 'Contes tjames,' in Cochinchitie .fran^ise : Ezcur-
sions et reconnaissances, xiu. 29 [Sept-Dec. 1886], Saigon, 1887 ;

H. Parmentier, * Caract^res g^nt^raux de I'architecture clianie,'

ib. i. [1901] 246-258. AXTOIXE CABATON.

1 Revue critiipAe, ;., 27th Feb. 18SS, p. 161.
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CHAMARS (total number, 11,137,362 at Census
of lyt'l). — i. JIlSTOIir. — 1. Name.— The name
Chaindr, ''/ia/iilj/uir,or Charma/;dr{Seru. Chamaiin,
Vhamdin) is derived from the Skr. cliarma-kdra,

'a worker in leather.' In the Madras I'residency,

to which they have migrated from the Central
Provinces, the Chamarsare also known as Chnmura
[CJ, 1901, vol. XV. pt. i. p. 149). In some districts

of liajputana they are called BoIua- (ib. vol. xxv.

p. 147). Chamars frequently conceal their identity

by giving only the name of tlieir sub-caste, e.g.

Jaisu-drd or Kori (ib. vol. xiii. pp. 145, 18:2). The
name Mochl (Muchl or Muc'chi), though, a.s will

be shown below, it generally denotes a difl'erence

of occupation or of religion from that of the
Chamars, is sometimes applied indiscriminately to

the latter (CI, 1881, vol. lii. p. ciii ; 19U1, vol. vi.

l)t. i. p. 388, vol. xxvi. A, p. 196). The Chamars
themselves derive their name by tradition from a
j)riiucss named Chamu (W. Crooke, 'I'C ii. 170), or

Jrom Nova or Lona Chamdrin, a deilied witch (Slier-

ring, Hindu Tribes and Citstes, vol. i. (it. iv. p. 392).

2. Origin and territorial distribution. — (a)

Origin.^—The great majority of modern writers

upon the subject regard the Chamars as having
been of low caste froiii the very hrst. Sherring,

indeed, accepted the traditional view of Manu on
the ground that their clearly defined caste pre-

judices were evidence of their semi-Biahmanical
origin. His judgment was inlluenced by the fact

that he had met with several Chamars of high-bred
appearance, and by the prowess of the Bosadhs,
whom he considered to be a subdivision of the
Chamars, when they fought under Clive at Plassey
(up. cit. vol. i. pt. iv. p. 39211'.). Yet the dark
complexion of the Chamars is so generallj' recog-

nized as distingviishing them from Brahmans that
it has given rise to the Hindi proverb,

Karid, Brahman, gora Chamar,
Inke sdth rui utariye par,

which may be freely rendered,
' If the Brahman be black, if the Chamar be fair.

Let the wise when he crosses a river beware,'
i.e. a fair-skinned Chamar is so rarely seen that
his ajipearance is uncanny and bodes no good
(Elliot's Gloss, i. 71 ; CI, 1901, vol. i. p. 545).

Sir William Hunter, describing the Chamars of

Oudh, says :
' Always on the verge of starvation,

their lean, black, ami ill-formed figures, their stu])id

faces, and their tilthy habits, reflect the long
degradation to which they have been hereditarily

subjected' (IGI, vol. x. p. 499). Whenever deli-

cate and rchned features and a fair complexion
are seen in a Chamar, they should, W. Crooke
thinks, be attributed to intercourse in recent times
between the tJharaars and higher castes (W. Crooke,
TC ii. 169 : see also CI, 1901, vol. xiii. p. 184).

The view li.'is been advanced by E. B. Alexander
that the Chamars of Gorakhpur in N.W. Prov.
were originally the retainers of the Ar^an invaders
rather than themselves tlie invaded aborigines
(Gazettrxr N.W. Pruv. vol. vi. [1881] p. 339).

Nestield, who regards function, anil function only,

as the foundation upon which the whole caste
system of India was built up, classes the Chamars
among the artisan castes of the age preceding
metallurgy, ami thinks that they have sprung out
of several dillercnt tribes like the Dom, Kanjar,
Habura Cheru, etc., the last remnants of which
are still without the pale of Hindu society (Casti;

System of tlic N. W. Prov. % 49). Risley classifies

the Chamars amongst the Aryo-Dravidians, of
wliich they represent the lower strata, as the
Brahmans do the higher ; and in this he appears

1 For traditions relating to their origin, sec Manu, x. S, 11, 30
in SBE xxv. 403 f., 411 ; Sherring, oi>. cit. vol. i. pt. iv. p. 392 if.;

W. Crooke, 7'e ii. lOBt. ; CI, 1001, vol. xxi. p. 124: Elliot's
Gloss. I. mi.

to have the support of anthropometrical data(rC'
i. 175 f. ; CI, 19U1, vol. i. pp. 499, .500, 503).

(b) The home of the Chamars is in Bihar and the
United Provinces, but they are steadily migrating
to Bengal, where there is no indigenous caste of

skinners, taimers, liidc-<lealers, and cobblers, to
compete with them in their multifarious occupa-
tions (CI, 1901, vol. vi. pt. i. p. 388; K. N. L.

t'liandra. Tanning, etc., p. 2). They are also
liniily established and numerous in the Paiijab,

Central India, the Central Provinces, Kajputana,
and Bombay (see Ethnographical Map in CI, 1901,
vol. i., Appendix). As one goes south, the Chamars
decrease in number, their place being taken by
leatlier-working castes of purely Dravidian origin,

as the Shakkiliyar in Tamil districts, and the
Mddiga in the 'relugu country (Census of Berar,
18S1, p. 149; CI, 1891, General Report, p. 199,
vol. xiii. p. 301, vol. xxv. pt. i. p. 254 f., 1901,
vol. i. p. .545, vol. xxiv. pt. ii. p. 537 ; CMS. Intclli-

genf.er, -Vug. 1900, p. 67011'. ; A. Chatterton, Mono-
graph on Tanning . . . in Madras Presidency,
p[i. 13, 15). In estimating the numbers and im-
portance of the Chamar.s, it is important to dis-

tuiguisli between them and the great Mochi sub-
caste. This distinction is not racial, but either
occupational, social, or religious. The occupation
of the Mochis is the making of shoes and other
articles from the leather that has been prepared
by Chamars ; hence tlieir name, which is derived
from the Skr. mochikn, 'tanner,' 'shoemaker.'
When a Chamar forsakes his traditional occuiiation

and becomes a shoemaker, be frequently changes
his ca.ste name to Mochi, and thus proclaims his rise

in the social scale (Gazetteer N.W. Prov. 1875,
vol. ii. p. 182; Census Punjab, 1881, vol. i. §607;
CI, 1891, vol. xxiv. pt. i. p. 437 f., 1901, vol. xiii.

p. 184, vol. xviii. p. 470). In the west of the Panjab,
however, the distinction is one of religion : the
Musalman Chamar, though only a tanner, calls

himself a Mochi. 'The variations in the Census
returns of Chamars and Mochis in the Panjab in

successive Census years may therefore be regarded
as some index to the conversions from Hinduism
to Islam (Census Punjab, 1881, vol. i. §604 ; A. J.

Grant, Leather Industry of the Punjab, § 12 ; CI,
1881, vol. iii. p. ciii, 1901, vol. i. A, pp. 320, 338, vol.

vi. pt. i. p. 388, vol. xxvi. A, p. 196 ; A. Chatterton,
op. cit. p. 16).

3. Occupations.—The Census Returns for 1901
show that Chamars are found to hold twenty-three
distinct occupations, of which the most imjiortant
are agriculture and the working of leather. The
proportion of agriculturists to leather-workers is

given iis nearly six to one, but it must bu remem-
bered that such proportions vary witli the season
of the j'ear, because the Chamar is a ' Jack of all

trades' (67, 1901, vol. i. pp. 189, 190, 217, 218, 521,
vol. i. A, p. 406 f.). The position of the Chamar
engaged in agriculture has until recently been that
of a serf, tied to the soil and transferred with it.

When an estate was divided, no sliaicr would
consiiler the partition complete until an adequate
number of Chamars had been allotted to him in

proportion to his interest in the laud (Gazetteer

N. W. Prov. 1875, vol. ii. p. 396 ; /(//, vol. i. p. 172,

vol. X. pp. 71, 499 ; J. C. Nesfield, op. cit. % 49).

Except in the Cawnpore district, the |)o\erty of
the Chamars is great; many are unable to afford

themselves even a blanket, and are obliged to

protect themselves from cold by the use of a mere
cloth .stutlbd, when they can get it, with cotton.

One (/haniar, on being asked now he p.'issed the
night with so little clothing, re|)lied that he slept

till the cold awakened him ; then he lit a few
sticks and warmed himself till the fire went out,
when he returned to his cot ; and he repeated
these proceedings at intervals till the sun rose
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{IGI, vol. iii. p. 284 ; Gazetteer N. W. Prov. vol. iv.

p. 288; of. W. Crooke, N.-W. Prov. of India,
1>. 273). Unfler Uritisli rule, the Chamars, though
still the objet'ls of contempt to Hindus and Sikh.s

on account of their traditional occupation, are
emerging from their menial position {IGI, vol. iii.

p. 119; A. J. Grant, op. cit. §2).
The Chamar proper deals with the skin of

animals at deatli, or even sooner. From time
immemorial one of their perquisites has been the
hide of any aninuil that dies ; and the temptation
to hasten death by means of poison has frequently
proved irresistible.

Three principal methods of cattle-poisoning; are in vogue.
One of these is simply to give white arsenic wrapped in a
castor-oil leaf, which is liked by the cattle. A second method
is to grind the ghunchi berry to a fine powder, and, having
made a paste with water, to roll this into the shape of a long
thorn, which is dried in the sun till it ia hard, and then pressed
into the bead or neck of an animal. The third device is to
make a poisonous snake bite a piece of rag wound round a
pointed stick, which is then forced into the anus of a cow or
bullock.

I'ublie opinion, however, is now leading to the
expulsion from caste of Chamars detected in these
malpractices {CI, 1901, vol. xvi. p. 232 ; W. Crooke,
TC, vol. ii. pp. 172, 190, 191 ; H. H. Rlsley, TC
ii. 98 f.). The hide of an animal, when by fair

means or foul it has been obtained, is tanned by
the Chamar, who places it in a pit, covering it

with water containing lime and impure carbonate
of soda ; after ten days it is taken out, and the
hair is removed with an iron scraper. It is then
sewn up in the form of a bag and tilled with bark
solution, and, after hanging from a tree or stand
for five days, it is considered to be sufficiently

tanned (W. Crooke, TC ii. 191).

The remaining occupations of the Chamars range
between the 'Teamed and artistic professions'

(13,565 in Bengal) and the 'personal, household,
sanitary, indefinite, and disreputable occupations

'

(8102). The large number of the former class

bears evidence to the inlluence of Western educa-
tion in breaking down the barriers of caste, and
enabling the industrious to rise in social position.
Throughout the country nearly every office has
its Mochi employed as a clerk, and handling jiens

and paper instead of hides and refuse {CI, 1901,
vol. i. A, p. 406 f. ; A. Chatterton, op. cit. p. 16 ;

A. J. Grant, op. cit. § 3). In their degraded
occupations, which include the removal of dead
bodies, the execution of crhninals, the beating of
drums at marriages and other festive occasions,
the Chamars infringe upon the functions of Doms
and Pariahs (see Pariahs) (Sherring, op. cit. vol. i.

pt. iv. p. 393 f. ; CI, 1901, vol. xiii. p. 182, vol. xvi.

p. 232). The Chamar women act as the midwives
of the village, and perform menial tasks for the
wives of the men whom their husbands serve
(W. Crooke, op. cit. ii. 175, 190).

4. Social organization.— (1) The sub-castes of
the Chamars are reckoned by some writers as
seven, by others as numbering more than three
thousand. Each locality where Chamars are
numerous possesses its seven sub-castes, but these
do not correspond to those of another district ; the
division into seven is purely arbitrary, and is due
to regard for the sacred number, not to any
historical cause (Balfovir, Cyclop, ofIndia, p. 645 f.

;

Elliot's Gloss, i. 70 ; W. Crooke, TC ii. 172 ; CI,
1891, xxi. 62-62c). In Gwalior, as the smaller
sub-castes of Chamars are included in the larger
ones, a man may with truth call himself by the
name of either. A Chamar must marry outside
the smaller sub-caste (qotra) and within the larger
sub-caste {/chap); the distinction, therefore, between
main sub-castes and minor ones is that of exogamy
or endogamy {CI, 1901, vol. xxi. p. 124; cf. A.
Lyall, Asiatic Studies^, 1st ser. pp. 156, 174 ff.;

Census Punjab, 1881, vol. i. § 608). In Bengal,

however, the intermarriage of all sub-castes is

forbidden, and the infraction of this rule renders
the offender liable to a tine (CI, 1901, vol. vi. pt. i.

Appendix, p. xlvi). The following are amongst
the most iniportant of the sub-castes of Chamars :

{a) The Jaisivdrd.^^la.ny of these are servants,
but their high position is evidenced by their carry-
ing burdens on their heads, not on their shoulders

;

any neglect of this custom would render a man
liable to he out-casted. They supply most of our
syces, and, one of their objects of worsliip being a
halter, any Jaisward who ties up a dog with this
implement has to pay a fine. Their name is

probably derived from the old town of Jais (Sher-
ring, op. cit. vol. i. pt. iv. p. 393 : W. Crooke, TC
ii. 173).

(6) The DhUsiya or Jhusiya.—These are allowed
in some districts to intermarry with the Jaiswara ;

in Mymensingh and Shahabad they are held to be
superior to all other sub-castes. Their primary
occupation is that of shoe- and harness-makers.
Their name is probably derived from a village
called Dhusi or Jhusi (Elliot's Gloss., vol. i. p. 70
[Beames' editorial note is corrected in Sherring's
Hindu Tribes and Castes, vol. i. pt. iv. p. 394]).

(c) The Jatua, Jatia, or Jatiya.—This sub-caste
is most numerous in the neighbourhood of Delhi
and Gurgaon. They are despised by other sub-
castes, on the ground that they work in horse- and
camel-hides ; but, on the other hand, their employ-
ment of Gaur Brahmans for priestly services,
instead of degraded Chamdriva Brahmans, gives
them the position of the highest sub-caste of
Chamar. Their name is either tribal, and marking
some connexion with the Jdts, or functional, and
derived from the word jat, meaning a camel-
grazier {Census Punjab, 1881, vol. i. § 608 ; W.
Crooke, TC ii. 173).

{d) The Chdndars, Chdndaurya.—The members
of this sub-caste work only in prepared leather.
In Hissar and Simla they are the principal sub-
caste of the Chamars, and hold an important place
in the caste throughout Rajputana. They claim
to be descended from Chdnura, the famous wrestler
who was slain by Krsna {Census Punjab, 1881, vol.

i. §608; W. Crooke,' TC ii. 172f. ; CI, 1901, vol.

XXV. p. 147).

(e) The Harale Chamars. — These are found
chiefly in Berar. Their name is derived from
Haralya, the primeval Chamar who, when Maha
Muni's supply of hides ran short, is said to have
shown his devotion to Maha-deo (see below, p. 353'')

by stripping ofi' a piece of his own skin and making
out of it shoes for the god {Census of Berar, 1881,

p. 149). See artt. Dosadhs, Koris, Rai-DasIs.
(2) Forparticularsconcemingthese(/'-(7o^)e)•^^»)^e^ii

of Chamars by their panchdyat, see Isl.Xm (in

India); Beames, in Elliot's Gloss., vol. i. pp. 279-
282 ; Camb. Mission to Delhi, Occ. Paper, No. 7,

p. 13 f. ; B. H. Baden-Powell, The Indian Village
Comtnunity, p. 24 f. ; W. Crooke, TC ii. 175 f.;

CI, 1901, vol. vi. pt. i. App. p. xlvi.

(3) We have seen above how intimate is the
connexion between the existence of sub-castes and
the character of marriage regulations. The general
laws of exogamy and endogamy admit of qualifica-

tion in various grades of society, and the nearer
we approach to primitive conditions the less stereo-

typed do such regulations become. Thus in the
case of the Chamars we find that the sub-caste of

Dhusiya is allowed to intermarry with the Kanau-

i'iya,
and the sub-caste of Clianiars with the

)osadhs. Their rules of exogamy admit of similar
expansion ; the descendants from a common stock
are called daydd, and are not allowed to inter-

marry, but the limitations of the daydd itself are

defined with a latitude which corresponds to the
wishes and prejudices of those concerned, .and the
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payment of a. fine will cover any but the
gravest ine^jiilarities (A. Lyall, op. cit. p. 16311'.

;

\V. 11. Macuagliten, I'riiuiples of Hindu and
Mohammedan Later', p. 63 f. ; \V. Crooke, TU ii.

174). The practice of infant marriage is on the
Increase. 1 ho age of the bride varies from three

to eight years. At Naaik, however, the marriage
of the poorest Chamar males does not take place
till they reach the age of thirty or thirty-live,

wliilst girls wait till they are lifteen or sixteen
(BG, vol. xvi. p. 69). The form of marriage is the
dsura (lit. 'spiritual,' Manu, iii. ^1, 31), in which
the consent of the father of the bride is obtained
for a pecuniary consideration (BG, vol. xv. pt. i.

p. 357). Polygamy is discouraged, although, when
a wife proves to be barren, the punckayat will

sanction bigamy. The re-marriage of widows i.s

fully recognized, except amongst those Chamars
who have risen in the world. This is in accordance
with the prevailing custom of the lower castes ; for,

as recent inquiries have sliown, out of 40,0U0,00it

Hindus, 30,000,000, or 75 per cent, permit and
even encourage this practice. Widow-re-marriage
is indeed a most important factor in the develop-
ment of the country ; for, in very unhealthy tracts,

at any rate, the offspring of ' virgin ' brides is barely
sufficient to make up for the wastage by disease

and to maintain the population (W. Crooke, N.W.
Prov. of India, p. 228 f.). A Chamar widow's first

choice is a j-ounger brother of her late husband.
If she maiTies outside her own caste, it knows her
no more, nor can she lay claim to her late husband's
estate (W. Crooke, TC, vol. ii. p. 177 f.).

ii. Eeligios.—The religious systems to which
the Chamars adhere form the subject of separate
articles, and these should be consulted for informa-
tion in regard to general principles. It will bo
necessary here to treat of these faiths only in sd

far as they are Ulustrated by the Chamar people
in orthodox or unorthodox directions ; by those
who follow the old paths, and by those wdiose
struggle for religious freedom brings to light the
fetters by which they are bound. At the Census
of 1901 the following returns were made of the re-

ligions of Chamars and MocliLs (CI, 1901, vol. i. A,
pp. 279, 299) :

Cham.m:. MocHl.
Hindu . 11,013,093 . . . 531,925
Aniiiiist . 938 ... 54
Mu.-.alii'.an . 16,902 . . . 475,540
Sikli . . 76,203 . . . 54
Jain . . 57 . . . 239
Buddhi.st . 19 . . .

Il,137,3u2 1,007,812
The term ' Animi.st' has in this table little more
than a negative value; it shows that the 992
persons thus returned did not regard themselves as
members of any verbally defined creed {CI, 1901,
vol. i. p. ,349). On the other hand, the border-line
between Animi.sm and Hinduism is so shadowy
that the latter may lie said to include the former,
and the numbers professing each may be combined
(ib. p. 357; W. Crooke, ^.W. Prov. p. 240 f.).

The remarkable omission of Christians from this
table is probably to be accounted for by the fact
that Christian missionaries instracted members of
their congregations to return themselves as Chris-
tians without stating their previous caste (Letter
from Rev. Dr. Weitbrecht of the C.M.S. ; and J.

S. Dennis, in East and IVcst, Oct. 1905, p. 459).
Thus in tlie Census Kuturns there appears no
return of a Christian Chamar, and there is no
means of ascertaining how numerous these may be.

Aji account of some Chamar Christians is given
below.

I. Hinduism.—(a) Objects of veneration.—The
worship of such inanimate objects as the nipi, or
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tanner's knife, tlie plough, and the halter appears
to be little more than a pious recognition ol these
implements as instrumental to the .support of those
who use them. This worship is readily transferred
to such objects as pens, paper, sealing-wax, red
tape, and ink, when these become the means of
gaining a livelihood. The reverent fear of desecrat-
ing otiier inanimate objects may be associated
with totemism, as in the case of the Harbans
Chamars, who, being connected in some way with
a bone (hadda), will not w'ear bones in any shape
or form (CI, 1901, vol. i. p. 357 f. ; J. C. Nesfield,

ojK cit. % 49 ; W. Crooke, TC ii. 173, PR ii. 158).

From the worship of inanimate objects we pass
to the worship of malignant spirits, foremost
among which are the ' godlings of disease.' Of tha
seven sisters who are supposed to control small-
pox, one of the most malicious is named Chamariya,
and can be projiitiated only bj' the oll'ering of a pig
by a Chamar or other low-caste priest. Her name
may point back to a time when small-pox made its

greatest ravages amongst the Chamars, and its

numerous victims were transformed into spirits of
evil ; for persons who die in any sudden or unusual
way are supposed to undergo the change and to

require propitiation (W. Crooke, TC ii. 189, PR
i. 129). Whatever the illness may be, it is attri-

buted to an evil spirit, who must needs be identified

by a sorcerer and appeased by the off'ering of an
appropriate sacrifice.

The worship of the spirits of the departed, when
these have been lovely and pleasant in their lives,

is a step towards the recognition of benevolent as
well as malignant spirits, and is closely connected
with hero-worship. The soul of a dead husband is

worshipped by his widow under the name manusya
deva, or ' man-god

'
; ott'erings of clothing are made

to him, and sometimes a pig is sacrificed in his

honour (W. Crooke, 2'C ii. 189). The Chamars,
with other low-caste Hindus, worship the five

Pdndava brothers under the name Paw.h Plr, and
in the form of five wooden pegs fixed in the court-
yard of the house (PR ii. 206). The primeval
Chamar, Mahadco, is worshipped by t)ie Chamars
of Berar on a Sunday in the month of Sravan ; and
Guga (or Gugga) Pir and Chanu are also regarded
by the Chamars as being semi-divine (Census
Berar, 1881, p. 149 ; CI, 1891, pp. 104, 115). Every
locality po.ssesses its own minor deities ; but, as
Animism becomes transformed by philosophy into
Hinduism proper, there is an increasing tendency
to merge the innumerable lesser gods in the gieater
ones, and to worship the general princijiles of

creative or destructive power rather than each
local manifestation of the same. This is shown in

the adoption of such names as Parameivar, 'the
Supreme Being,' or Jagiiimr, 'the Lord of the
World,' and by the worship of the greater gods
and goddesses of the Hindu pantheon, as, e.g., that
of Kali, goddess of destruction, whom the Bengal
Chamars invoke to favour them with a murrain,
and con.sequent rich harvest of hides (W. Crooke,
TC ii. 184 ; CI, 1901, vol. i. p. 357 ; R. N. L.

Chandra, op. cit. \i. 18). The Chamars also

occasionally worship the sun, moon, and lire, and
at the Punchainydn festival ofl'er milk and parched
grain at the hole of the domestic snake (W. Crooke,
op. cit. ii. 185).

(h) Priesthood.—Of the Chamars, the Jatia sub-

caste alone has the privilege of employing high-

caste (iaur Brahmans, and this only in .some parts

of the I'anjab (Cen,fu.s Punjab, 1881, vol. i. §§ 294,

608). Other Chamars have to content themselves
with the ministrations of low-caste Brahmans or

of priests of their own caste. Just as the higher
castes of Brahmans form groups corresponding in

social and religious status with those to whom they
minister, so are the low-ca.ste Brahmans who serve
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the unclean castes subdivided according to tlio

social position of tlieii' clients. Thus the sub-caste

of Bralimans who act as the pnrohits ('family
priests') of the Clianiars are known as Chiimarwa
Bralimans or Gurras, and, although they wear the

sacred thread and will not eat with those whom
they serve, yet they are not admitted to the house
of a high-caste Hindu (Sir A. Lyall, op. cit. ]).

175 f.; PXQ, vol. i. p. 237; VI, 1901, vol. i. p.

545, vol. xvii. p. 316).

The lower sub-castes of Charaars have, in place

of Chamanva Brahmans, masands, who correspond
to the ffurtts ('religious guides') of high-caste

Hindus." These masands often belong to the
Chamar caste, and in some districts are allowed to

marry their disciples {PM'Q, vol. i. p. 237 ; Census
Punjab, 1881, vol. i. § 294; CI, 1901, vol. xvii. p.

166, vol. XXV. p. 147). The Chamars (Charabhar)
of the Deccan call their priests bhat. The bhat
is a Chamar, and eats with them, though they do
not eat with him. In the marriage ceremony he
beats a drum, repeats holy verses, and accepts a
fee of about 5s. {BG, 1880, vol. xii. p. 114f.). In
addition to the established priesthood, the Chamiirs
recognize and employ professional astrologers, or

jyotish ; these have no deiinite constituency, but
usually serve about 100 families, and receive from a
quarter to three-eighths of the fee oflered to the

Brahman (CI, 1901, vol. i. p. 199; BG, vol. xv.

pt. i. p. 355 f.). In the Nasik district the spiritual

guides of the Chamars are known as baixi. The
head bdva goes on tour once a year with one or

two men, wlio with their cymbals accompany their

leader's devotional songs. He is greatly respected
by the Chamars of the district, and on their con-
senting to keep the three rules of conduct, viz.

to abstain from stealing, cheating, and adultery,
he admits them to discipleship by bathing and
reciting the initiatory verse :

' He (i.e. God) is I.

This is our true charm for avoiding the eighty-

four million wanderings' (BG, vol. xvi. p. 70).

(c) Peligious rites.—The rites which are connected
with the three epochs of human life—birth, mar-
riage, and death—illustrate in concrete form the
general beliefs which have been specified above.

Previous to the birth of a child the spirits of the
departed are invoked, with promises of oficrings,

to vouchsafe an easy delivery ; but, not relying
wholly upon intercessiou, the relatives of the
mother take the precaution of burning an old shoe
and of hanging thorny branches of the bel tree in
the doorway to scare away the spirits of evil. On
the night of the sixth day after the birth the
woman sits up all night and worships Sastl, or
Chhathi, the goddess of the Sixth, with an ottering
of cakes made of barley-fiour and rice boiled with
sugar. For the lirst twelve daj's a cutting in-stru-

ment of iron is kept near the mother and child,

probably, as is still the case amongst some Teutonic
people, for protection against evil demons. When
the child is about six months old, it is named by a
senior member of the family, and is fed for the
first time upon grain. Between the ages of five

and seven it is initiated by the boring of its ears,
and after this must conform to the caste rules in
regard to food (W. Crooke, TC ii. 178).

Marriage ritual likewise bears witness to the
belief in ever-present spirits. The marriajje cere-

mony of the richer Chamars is that called shddi,
chnrh, or charliaua, whilst that adopted by the
poor is the dola. In the shsdi marriage various
cakes are ottered on the second day to the spirits of
the departed. A ' wave ceremony ' is performed by
the bride's mother to ward ott'evil spirits, and for
the same reason she smears her daughter's eyelids
with lamp-black, and lianas a necklace of beads
about her neck. The actual marriage is performed
by the bride and bridegroom walking five times

round a plough-beam, which is fixed in the centre
of a pavilion ; a goat or ram is then ottered to

Paramcivar, 'the Supreme being.' In the Bombay
Presidency a post of salai (Bo-nvcltia thurifera)
wood takes the place of the plough-beam and is

surrounded by twenty-one earthen pots (BG, 1880,
vol. xii. p. 115). The ceremonies in a (7o/« marriage
commence with the worshipping of a drum (dhol),

which is afterwards smeared with a paste of

turmeric and rice, and marked with five stripes of

vermilion. To the beat of the drum the women
march to a neighbouyng field, where the senior

woman worships D/uirti MCtta, or Motlier Earth,
and digs up five spadefuls of earth, which are then
brought home and placed in the courtyard. In
the same place are set an earthenware jar full of

water, a plough-beam, and a green bamboo. The
actual marriage takes place at night. The names
of the bride and bridegroom and of their ancestors
are recited, the jar is worshipped, and oli'erings are
made to a fire lighted beside it and to another fire

sacred to the household god (W. Crooke, TC ii.

180-183). When a married girl attains the age of

puberty she is tatued ; the object of this rite

ap}>ears to be not only a further initiation into the
caste, but to secure her identification in the next
world (PSQ, vol. i. p. 224 ; PE ii. 32).

There is much variety of custom amongst
Chamars in their disposal of the dead. In the
Panjab, cremation is usual, whilst in Rajputana
the dead are buried in Sirsa and Hissar ; indeed,
both practices are adopted inditt'erently, even by
members of the same family. In the Bombay
Presidency married people are cremated and the
unmarried are buried (BG, vol. xii. p. 115).

Pecuniary as well as religious considerations have
considerable weight ; some poor Chamars, on
account of the cost of cremation, content them-
selves with scorching the face of the corpse, which
is afterwards buried (Censvs Punjab, 1881, vol. i.

§ 294 ; W. Crooke, TC ii. 183). The ashes after

cremation, and the nails of the lingers and toes, if

the corpse be buried, are committed to a stream
which, whether actually a tributary of it or not, is

regarded for the purpose as identical with Mother
Ganges (ib.). On the day after the ci'emation an
earthen pot full of milk and rice-gruel, with a
pitcher of water, is placed outside the house of the
deceased, for the use of the disembodied spirit. On
the third day cakes of barley -flour are ottered to it,

and on the tenth day this ottering is repeated, and
members of the caste are fed. During these ten
days water is poured daily upon some stalks of

grass planted near a tank, to serve as an abode for

the homeless spirit. The repetition of the ott'erings

and the number of feasts given to the caste depend
upon the wealth of the family. The belief in

the aimless wandering and subsequent purposeful
transmigration of the soul, to which these cere-

monies bear witness, is, however, by no means
universal amongst the Chamars. Many of them
believe that the soul at death passes immediately
to heaven or to hell ; and the unique event of death,
which makes all life's incidents of joy and sorrow
alike seem small, appears to sweep aside the thought
of a multiplicity of spirits, aiid to make for a
creed whicli, though very vague, is yet monothe-
istic in its nature. The cry of the mourners as
tliey accompany the bier to tlie grave is Tu hi hai!
Tainne paida Ida, aur Tainne maria, 'There is but
Thou ! Thou hast given and Thou hast taken
away' (Census Punjab, 1881, vol. i. §294; W.
Crooke, TC \i. 183 f. ; BG, 1884, vol. xvii. p. 169).

(d) Theistie sects.—Of the Chamars of the Central
Provinces more than 50 per cent belong to the
Satndmi sect, which was founded, or reformed, by
the Chamar visionary, Ghazi Das, about A.D. 1S20
(see Satnamis). Many Chamars—their exact
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aumbev is not known on account of a confusion of

names in the Census returns—belong to the llai

Dasis, another sect whicli owes its origin to a

Ciiamar (see Rai DasIs). A tliirj sect, to ^^hicll

many Clianiars belong, is the ^ivandrayan which
some nioilern writers identify with the liai Diisis

[see f^iVA Narayanis).
2. Islam.—The Census returns of 1901 show a

total of 4'J2,532 Muhammailan Chamars, of whom
475,o40 claim to be Mochis. When once a Chamar
lias been admitted as a Muhammadan, he becomes,
in regard to all religious privileges, the equal of

Muslims of the highest social jiosition ; Islam there-

fore oilers a road towards eiiiancii)ation from the

thraldom of caste {Ctn-'His Punjab, 1881, vol. i.

5 294 [contrast § 607] ; E. IJickersteth, iu Cnmb.
Miss, to Delhi, 'Oec. Paper,' No. 5, p. 4f.). This
fact may partly account for the rapid increase in

the nuinber of Chamar converts from Hinduism.
In the Panjab the proportion of Muhammadan to

Hindu Chamars increased from 1 per cent in 1881

to 2i per cent in 1S91 (A. J. Grant, op. cit. g 12).

rhe line of demarcation between Hinduism and
[slam is not so clear in some country districts as in

the great cities ; ignorant Muliammadans are found
to adopt various Hindu rites and customs, and this

laxity must make the transition from Hinduism to

Muhammadanism less dillicult (E. Bickerstetli,

;&f. r(Y., p. 6).

3. Sikhism (at 1901 Censu.s, 76,263). — Many
Chamars are followers of'Eam Das, the third Guru
in succession from Nanak Singh and the constructor

3f the famous tank at Amritsar. It is not possible

to ascertain their number with any degree of

certainty, on account of their being confused in the

Census returns with the Rai Dasi Chamars. The
Ram Da.si Chamars are true .Sikhs, and take the

iidliul, i.e. the rite of initiation into the Sikh
L'ommunity. The Sikhs being even more strict in

their reverence for the cow tlian are the Hindus,
tlie Cliamars are admitted to membership only
upon their exchanging the tanning industry for

weaving or similar occupation, and even after

initiation they are not regarded by other Sikhs
as their equals (H. H. Wilson, Select Works, ii.

127, 148; Census Punjab, 1881, vol. i. §§294, 606;
67, 1891, pp. 14.5, 158).

4. Christianity.—As stated above, the Census
returns do not enable us to estimate the number of

Christians who were once members of the Chamar
caste, becau,se caste finds no recognition in the

Protestant Christian Church. Although there have

not been such general conversions from among.stthe
Chamars as there have been from the corresponding

caste of Madigas in S. India, where 10,000 became
Cliri^tians in one year (E. R. Clough, ^yhilc Sewing
Sfuiil'ds, p. vii), so that nearly 10 jjer cent of the

population are now nominally Christian (A. Chat-
terton, nj). cit. p. 13), yet a very large proportion

of the Indian Ctiristians in the I'anj.ab were once
members of this degraded caste. This may be
illustrated from the records of one Mission District.

In Dellii and its immediate vicinity over 800

Chamars aeceiited tlie Christian faith when the
famine of 1877-78 gave the Christian missionaries

occasion to show that goodwill towards men is an
integral part of tlie Christian creed. The number
of these converts, however, was reduced when tliey

found that membershiii of tlie Church necessitated

separation from caste and the surrender of caste

privileges and heathen practices. This was brought
nome to them on the adoidion by the Cambridge
and S.P.G. Mission of a policy of modified segre-

gation of converts. Inste;ul of inviting the Chanifir

Christians to forsake their own neighbourhood and
to establish themselves around the Mission Com-
pound, the missionaries settled a few of the most
earnest-minded men with their families in a basti,

or little squ.-ire of houses, in the mid^i of the
dwellings of their caste-fellows. The Cinistian

tenants of this hasti were, as a condition of tenancy,
obliged (1) to observe Sunday as a day of rest ; (2)

to use Christian rites exclusively at birth, marriage,
and death ; (3) to abstain from the use of charas,

an intoxicating drug. The experiment was s])eedily

justified, for the impossibility of practising Hindu-
ism on the principles of Chrisliiinity was now felt

by all concerned. A paDr/ifn/nt was summoned to

determine the relationship between Christian and
other Chamars, and it was decided to 'sift out'

the Christians and to expel them from the caste.

Tiie crucial test adopted was the worship of a jar

of Ganges water. The moral courage of the first

five Christians to whom the test was applied failed

tlieni ; they raised tlie water to their heads and by
this act abjured the Christian faith. The sixth

Christian, a man of some position, who had there-

fore the more to lose by his decision, was true to

his new faith in spite of great pressure. After
tliree or four more had followed his good example,
the meeting was broken up, as it was realized that
the number of staunch Christians was so great that
to cut them oil' from caste-communion was too

serious a step to be taken at once. As time wore
on the Hindu Chamars showed no inclination to

dissociate tliemselves officially from their Christian

brethren ; but the discipline of the Church had in

1SS7 reduced the number of its adherents in Delhi
and its vicinity from 1000 to 700 [C'amh. Miss, to

Delhi, ' Occ. Paper,' No. 7). Since that period,

both by the re-auiuission of the lapsed and by fresh

conversions, the number of Chamar Christians has
slowly but steadily increased, an<l in 1906 the

number in connexion with the S.P.G. and Cam-
bridge Mission alone was nearly 1200.
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Frank Lillixg.ston.

CHANCE.—The word 'chance' is derived from
the Latin verb cadere, ' to fall,' and gets its specific

meaning from a ])articular reference to the fall of

dice. The derivation of the word thus su.sgests

at once the illustration wdiich most completely

expresses its significance. For, in the throw of

dice, the re.suU in every instance is due to diance,

in the sense that no uniformity of sequence be-

tween antecedent and consequent can possibly

be discovered, however carefully and jiatiently

one may experiment with the various conditions

involved. The conditions, indeed, are too com-

plex to admit of any exact determination ; so many
elements must combine in order to produce a
certain specific result that our powers of analysis

are wholly incapable of detecting them.
Chance, therefore, may be defined as a comjdex

of causal elements, in wliich indefinitely various
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combinations are possible, and each distinct com-
biuation yields a distinct result. Inasmuch as
there is no possibility of knowing what particular
combination may occur, there is no possibility of

forecasting the precise effect which may follow.

The relation between specific combinations of

causal elements and their corresponding cllccts

is not only unknown, but must ever remain un-
known, because the conflicting or conspiring
forces which enter at random, now into one com-
bination and again into another, are too many
and too various for human intelligence to calcu-

late. Consequently, there is no basis whatsoever
for the definite calculation of any future event.

But, while definite calculation is impossible, an
estimate of general tendencies is quite within the
scope of our capabilities. Hence arises the doc-

trine of chances, or the theory of probability.

Such a theory is grounded fundamentally upon
the mathematical theory of combinations. It is

possible to express the chance of any event so

tar as to indicate the number of combinations
which normally tend to produce that e\'ent, in

comparison with the number of combinations
which tend to produce some other than the event
in qttestion. The chance of any event occurring,
therefore, such as that of any particular fall of

dice, may always be represented in terms of a
ratio whose numerator indicates the number of

combinations capable of producing the event, and
the denominator the total number of combinations
both favourable and unfavourable. Moreover, in

any set of complex circumstances chance is re-

duced to a vanishing point in all cases in which
any uniformity of sequence may have been estab-
lished. And uniformity of sequence always ap-
pears whenever all the other combinations than
those favourable to the happening of an event
are rendered impossible. Suppose, for instance,
with ' loaded ' dice ' double sixes ' regularly ap-
pears, whatever may be the character of the
throvv-, there is the ready inference that all other
combinations of causal elements except those cap-
able of producing ' double sixes ' have been effectu-

ally eliminated. So also the introduction of a
definite purpose at any time into a group of
variously combining causal possibilities immedi-
ately reduces all these possibilities to zero, except
the one designed event. If one dra\\s at random
a card from a pack, the chance of its being any
previously designated card is, of course, expressed
by the ratio ^. But if one examines the pack in

order to select a definite card, every one of the
other 51 possibilities is at once eliminated by
this process of definite intent. Purpose, by its

essential nature, tends to uniformity ; and, by
producing uniformity, it makes chance disappear.
The activity of will is always destructive of chance.
There are certain fallacies which are often

attached to the concept of chance. Perhaps the
most common is that a chance event is an im-
caused event. Chance is defined loosely and
vaguely as something which happens without a
cause, when what is meant evidently is that
chance is something which happens without our
knowledge of the cause definitely determining it.

Chance is an idea which is in no sense whatever
opposed to that of causation, but merely to that
of a uniform causal relation.

Another fallacy has its roots in the superstition
that chance represents a sort of whimsical fate,

or, it may be, writ large as FATE, which arbi-
trarily metes out its good or ill fortune to helpless
mortals whose happiness and even destiny are
brought under this capricious control. Chance,
however, is not a deity ; and any superstitious
sentiment must give place to a simple matter-of-
fact characterization of chance as a complex set

of causes, too intricate and too involved to admit
of definite determination.
There is still another fallacy, which insists that

games of chance, and all forms of gambling, based
as they necessarily must be upon chance, are wrong,
because there is in all such cases an appeal to the
unknown, and therefore in every tiuii of chance
one is tampering with occult forces with which it

is not becoming or permissible for man to deal.

This, too, is a relic of a superstition whicli has
always clouded reason. Chance as such has no
moral significance whatsoever. It is not immoral,
but simply non-moral. Cliance happenings be-

come inmioral solely in consequence of the uses
to which they may be put. And the faUure to

appreciate this has, in many quarters, discredited

the real argument against gambling, by raising a
false issue and confusing the essential with the
unessential. No evil principle can lurk in the
simple fact itself of a chance event, whether it

be the casting of a lot, the fall of dice, a hand
at cards, or the turn of a wheel. The phenomena
of chance, however, it must be conceded, lend
themselves peculiarly to the practices and devices

of the gambler's art, and therefore are brought
into ill repute through association with methods
whose immoral taint rests wholly on other grounds.
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lesprobabilitego, Paris, 1840 ; J. W. Lubbock, Treatise on Proba-
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CHANDRAGUPTA. —I. Chandragupta
Maurya (c. 322-29S B.C.), the founder of the Maurj'a
dynasty, was the grandfather of Asoka {q.v.), and
the first emperor or paramount sovereign of India,

which at.tlie time of Alexander's invasion {328,

325 B.C.) was parcelled into a multitude of petty
States, not subject to any controlling authority.

Chandragupta, a relative, apparently illegitimate,

of the Nanda king of Magadha (S. Biliar), having
incurred the displeasure of that monarch, fled to

the Panjab, where, as a young man, he is said to

ha\e met Alexander. After the death of the
latter (June 323 B.C.), the exile put himself at
the head of certain frontier tribes and defeated
the Macedonian garrisons. He effected a revolu-
tion in Jlagadha, the premier State of India, de-

posed and killed his kinsman, the Nanda king,
and seated himself on the vacant throne. He
organized a vast army, with which he overran the
greater portion of India. It is known that he
held etfectixely the peninsula of Surastra (Kathi-
awar) on the western coast, and it is probable
that his sway extended as far south at least as the
Narmada (Narbada) river. When Seleukos Nik-
ator attempted in 305 B.C. to recover the Indian
conquests of Alexander, he was successfully op-

posed by Chandragupta, who compelled him to

cede a large part of Ariana, west of the Indus, and
to enter into a matrimonial alliance. These
advantages were ptirchased at the small cost of

five hundred elephants. After the conclusion of

peace, Seletikos (303 B.C.) sent ilegasthenes-as his

envoy to the court of Chandragupta at Patali-

putra (Patna). Although the description of India
written by Megasthenes has been lost, numerous
fragments of his work have been preserved (ed.

Schwanbeck, Bonn, 1S46, tr. by M'Crindle, 1877),

which probably include all the most valuable
passages. His statements continued to be the

principal source of European knowledge of India
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down to modern times. Tlie Greek observers noted
witli interest the snperlicial peculiarities in the
mode of life of the IJriilinians and ascetics, but,
not being iiualified to distinguish the various sects,

failed to record particnilars with precision sufficient
to enable their readers to realize the state of
religion in the time of Chandragui)ta. We are in-

formed that the Brahinans ' wraj) up their doc-
trines about immortality and future jmlgment and
kindred topics in allegories, after the manner of
Plato' (Strabo, xv. 1. 59); that they frequently
discoursed of death, and so forth ; l>ut such gener-
alities do not make any definite impression on the
mind. The writers' vague de-scriiitions indicate
that the Brahmans and ascetics of the olden time
were much the same as they are now. Clemens
Ale.xandrinus (c. 200 A.D.) seems to be the lirst

Greek author to mention Buddha (BoiVra). Ac-
cording to Jain tradition, Chandragupta abdicated,
retired in 2S7 u.C. to Sravana Belgola in My.sore,
and died there as a J.iin ascetic twelve j-ears later,

bj- voluntary starvation.

2. Chandragupta I., founder of the Gupta
dynasty {A.D. 320- c. 335), was king of Magadha
(S. Bihar), and extended his dominions as far east as
Prayaga (Allahabad). The Gupta era, of which
the year 1 ran from Feb. 26, A.D. 32ij, to March 13,

321, probably was instituted to commemorate his
coronation. He was an orthodox Hindu in

religion, and his reign marks an early stage in

the reaction of Brahmanical Hinduism against
Buddhism which characterizes the Gupta period.

3. Chandragujjta II., of the Gupta dynasty, sur-
named Vikramaditya, grandson of Chandragupta I.,

reigned from c. 375 to 413 A.D. He conquered
Miilwa and Sura.stra (Kathiawar), and so became
lord paramount of all India north of the Nar-
bada river. Fa-hien (A.D. 399-413), the Chinese
pilgrim, spent several years in the dominions of
Chandragupta II., and formed a very favourable
opinion of the merits of the government. Al-
though the sovereign was himself an orthodox
Hindu, speeiallj" devoted to the worship of Visnu,
the Buddhist religion was exercised without hin-

drance, and its adherents were numerous, rich,

and influential. All respectable persons ordinarily
followed the Buddhist rules of conduct, and ab-
stained from taking life, drinking \vine, and eating
onions or garlic. 'The Buddhist monasteries were
liberally endowed with royal grants, and alms were
"freely bestowed on the monks. Notwithstanding
the prosperity of the Buddhist church, and Fa-
Lien 3 apparent blindness to tlie change which was
taking place, it is certain that the restoration of
the Brahmanical religion to popular favour, and
the associated revival of the Sanskrit language, as
distinguished from Prakrit, made rapid progress
during this reign.

I.lTERATUttB.—The Greek notices nf India are collected in
M'Crindle's works, especially AnfAnni India as described in
Classical Literature (London, 1901). A full account of the
three Chandra^uptaa will be found in Vincent A. Smith's
Early History 0/ Indian (Oxford, 190S).

VixcEN'T A. Smith.
CHANGE.—Change is so elementary and so

comprehensive a conception that it is difficult to
define it. Probably the best way, however, to
apiiroach the meaning of the term is to indicate its

kinds, that is, to give its logical dinsions. In
this way we may reach its essential characteristic.
There are four general types of change. They are
(1) Qualitative change; (2) Quantitative change;
(3) Local change; .and (4) Formal change. It is

pos.sible to include the la.st three types in the
general conception of Spatial Change, which we
might subdinde into quantit.ative, local, and
formal. Quantitative change can be divided into
ex|iaM^ii)n, contraction, detrition, and accretion.
The first two are consistent with absolute identity

of the subject exjjanrled or contracted, and the
last two involve some addition or subtraction of
matter. None of them necessitates local change
or motion of the subject _froni a static position as
a whole. Local change is convertible with motion,
and means that, whatever other changes accom-
pany it, the whole alters its jiosition in space.
Formal change is a change of shape, and may con-
sist \ritli every other type of change exceiit'local.

tiualitative change is a change in the qualities or
jjroperties of a subject, ami may consist with a
static condition, quantitative, local, and formal. It

is illustrated in chemical action and composition.
All changes take place in time and space. They

are thus events in substance. Time and space il'o

not change, but are conditions of all change, except
that qualitative change may take place without
quantitative, local, or formal change. But no
change can take place without involving time, and
there are no changes in which a ditierence of time
is not involved. Persistence in time is not change
but stability.

In its most comprehensive sense, then, change
is any fact, event, or action which is contrasted
with rest or stability, and involves some element
of difference either of quality, space, or time.

It is the fact of change that suggests all inquiries
into causes, whether these Inquiries be spoken of
.as scientific or philosophic. Curiosity regarding
causal agency begins with the discovery of change
and terminates in explanation. No question of
explanation would ever arise but for this departure
from an inactive condition of things, unless we had
other reasons to suppose that mere existence was
also caused. Change represents the dynamic, as
rest or inertia represents the static, side of things,
.and hence obtains the credit of instigating scien-
tific and other curiosity. Consequently it is the
indication of the existence of new phenomena in

the world order, and is the condition of the veiy
existence and conception of progress usually ex-
pressed in the process of evolution.

In an earlier period of reflexion it was ' motion '

that was supposed to demand explanation, and so
was the centre of speculative interest. But tlie

fact is that the term was then more compre-
hensive than it Ls now, as wUl be ajiparent in the
study of those ancient sj-.stems of philosophy which
turned on this conception. Greek thought, in its

earlier development, did not clearly an<l always, if

ever, distinguish between the ideas of motion and
change. The term Kiv-qais did duty for both con-
ceptions, and the consequence was that some
confusion occurred in various philosophic theories.

Aristotle seems to have been the first to recognize
the equivocal character of the term, and in his

distinction gave rise to that limitation of the
concept 'motion' which has ever since confined it

to that of local change or change of place, so th.at

qualitative change became a distinct ]jlu'nonienon.

The difficultj' created by the confusion of motion
and change was apparent in the conflict between
the philosophies which regarded 'motion' as
caused and those which regarded it as eternal

and uncaused. Theistic and creationist specula-
tions possessed a weapon of .some force against
philosophers like the Kleatics who denied all

change and motion, but Democritus .and Epicurus
robbed these of their vantage ground by making
'motion' eternal, this conception having been
.accepted as reasonable or possible from the philo-

sophy of Heraditus. Witli 'motion' uncreated or

uncaused, there was nothin'r left .apparently for

scientific curiosity. But the distinction of Aristotle
opened the w.ay to the admis.sion that motion
might be jiermanent while change of some kind
still existed to be accounted for. Philosophic re-

flexion thus sun'ived, and the confusion of the
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two schools ultiiuatcly resulted in the modilication
of the doetvino of ineitiii, since the resolution of
the equivocation in the conception of ' motion ' or
change made it necessary to conceive one as pos-
sibly eternal and the other as only ephemeral.

Ill early Greek thought, inertia, not a speculat-
ively recognized concept, did not mean what it

means in modern scientific parlance. It denoted a
state of inactivity or rest, not the inability to
initiate a change whether of motion or rest. The
conseciuence was that any observed action miglit
have its cause placed within or without the subject
in which it appeared, according to the disposition
of the observer. Not having any doctrine of
gi'avitation like the Newtonian with which to
reckon, ancient s|)eculation thus enjoyed consider-
able liberty in the application of internal causes
to the phenomena of nature, as a study of its

philosophic systems abundantly illustrates. It
was natural, taking ordinary sensible experience
as the guide, to suppose that weight, an intrinsic
property of matter, should give rise to motion, and
in fact the atomic systems of the time so con-
ceived the case. In ordinary reflexion, motion,
not distinguished from change, was conceived as
having a beginning in time, and the normal con-
dition of things was supposed to be that of rest.

But in the absence of an idea of attraction or
gravitation, self - motion became a conceivable
phenomenon, and, at least where vertical direction
and a vacuum were supposed, was considered the
natural state of matter. This conception involved
the possibility of perpetual motion, and so com-
bined the ideas of constancy and change in the
same fact. So far as the phenomenon was thus
conceived, it was either not caused at all or had
no external cause ; and, as the conception of
causality in subsequent ages became very largely
convertible with external agency, wherever the
idea was used at all, motion became conceivably
an eternal and uncaused fact. The materialist
thus had two presumably uncaused facts against
the creationist point of view, and they were matter
and motion. He admitted, however, as in the
Epicurean swerving of the atoms from a vertical
direction attributed to free action other than
gravity, that any deviation from the existing
status required some additional cause to explain
it, whether this cause were made interuaS or
external.

This intellectual situation produced two effects.
It admitted and widened the conception of change
as a fact to be ex2Jlained, and gave rise to a new
conception of inertia which has come to possess all
modern thought. As the conception of motion
was made consistent with permanence, inertia
could no longer indicate rest or inaction, but had
to be made convertible with inability to initiate
change, whether of motion or rest, without the
interposition of an external cause, and this in-
ability was assumed to characterize matter. This
made the idea compatible with the eternity of
motion which the earlier conception did not
recognize, but it left the mind free to inquire for
causes in any change from any existing status quo
of things, and this sufficed to give reason and
character to scientific and philosophic curiosity as
a quest for explanations. Change became the
comprehensive term for all facts or events demand-
ing causes.

Change thus becomes the basis upon which all

causal speculations rest, and motion will not figure
in the case except as a change of direction or as
a phenomenon conceived as beginning in time.
Whether the causes sought are internal or ex-
ternal, free or determined, will depend upon the
extent to which the doctrine of inertia is applied.
If matter is wholly inert, that is, unable to initiate

change, the cosmos must remain in a given con-
dition, unless external intervention occurs to
cause any assumed or known change from the
status <itio. This conception was the assumption
on which the Aristotelian primum mobile was
accepted, though its inertia was assumed to follow
after an initial impulse and no continuous causal
agency was supposed. Hence the vantage ground
of the theistie and deistic point of view. iJut, if

inertia is not assumed as an absolute condition of
matter, internal forces may be conceived as the
cause of change and a deus ex machina excluded
as unnecessary. Whatever cause for change was
supposed would have to be immanent, and possibly
a creatio continua—certainly so, if change were
constant. In mechanical physics the doctrine of

inertia still prevails, and external causes are sup-
posed to initiate change or motion, though no
effort is made to trace the causal agency beyond a
given point. Spatial, including quantitative, local,

and formal, changes are the imenomena to be ex-
plained. In chemistry, qualitative change is the
phenomenon to be accounted for, and some relation
to internal causation is conceived which does not
seem reducible to mechanical agency, and so a
question as to the absoluteness of inertia is

suggested by it. Whether we shall ever reach the
conclusion for final or teleological causes will de-
pend upon other facts than mere change. The
adjustment of a variety of means to an end not
naturally the result of any one agency is necessary
here. But the existence of internal causes, once
assumed to account for any change whatever, or
any movement towards a result, wUl leave the
way open for analogies with human action for the
explanation of real or apparent adjustment to
organic ends in nature as reflecting intelligent
direction of causes, the changes involved being' so
complicated as to suggest intelligence as well as
internal agency.
LlTERATUHE.—R. Adamson, Development of Modem Philo-
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CHANGELING.— I. Definition and character-

istics.—A changeling may be defined as the child of

a non-human race left in place of a human chUd
which is stolen away from its mother by members
of that race. Adult changelings (below, § 6) are of

a difl'erent character. In general, the changeling
may be tlie child of fairies or elves (British Isles,

France, Italy) ; of dwarfs, elves, or under-earth
folk (Germany, Scandinavia, and among the Sla\"s

and Wends) ; of various nature-spirits— water-
sprites, nixes, wood-folk, wild women, laurncs, etc.

(Hungary, Germany, Bohemia, Moravia, Holland,
Lithuania) ; of Nereids (Greece) ; and, in most of

these regions, of a witch or some other demoniac
creature ; or, travelling beyond the European area,
of a variety of beings who will be considered later

(§7)-

The equivalent tenns for 'chaugeling' are: Welsh plentyn-
7ieivid, German Wecfiselbalg, Swedish bytingar, Finnish hioti^

Polish odinenik, Lettish laximes apinainytas, Bohemian podwr-
znec, while the Latin form cambiones appears in a 15th cent. MS
(see Grimm, Texit. Myth. pp. 468, 1421, 1764).

The changeling is not always in reality a fairj' child. Occasion-
ally it is a stock with the appearance of a child {FLH ii. 197),
but more usually it is an adult member of the fairy folk, who
has assumed that form, as many tales show (of. § 3).' Probably
this is a later development of the idea, the channeling being a
child in what may be regarded as the more primitive versions.
The idea might arise from the belief that fairies, etc., could
assume different forms (cf. the Arab jinn^m many respects
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equivalent to fairies—who transform themselves from baby to
giant form, etc., JAl xxix. [1899] 253, 259), but in some rases
the adult is reduced to child f'jrm bv a process of beatinj; and
squeezing (Craigie, Scandi-naman Polk-lorc, Paisley, 189(i, p.
148). In an Icelandic tale the changeling is the husband of the
fairy who stole the human child (Arnason, Icelandic Lefjends^

18(H-66, p. 443).

A cliangeling was usually detected by its appear-
ance. It was ill-favoureil or deformed, with thU-.k

neck and large head ; it .seldom ceased crying when
under otiscrvation, and was, to all appearance,
imbecile (cf. Luther'.s description of a changeling
seen by him, in his Table-TiiUc). It had also an
abnormal a|ipetite, quantity not quality being
regarded, l)ut in spite of eating so mucli it never
grew or throve. Sometimes, however, as in the
Man.\ case seen and described by Waldron (Dcscr.

of Isle of Mai), 1731, Douglas, 1865, p. 2!ll, wliile

abnormal in appearance and incapable of move-
ment, the changeling never spoke or cried, and ate
little. Again, when it thought itself unob.served,

a changeling would frisk and dance and show every
sign of merriment. At other times its appear-
ance was normal, but it would exhibit abnormal
musical powers or capacity for work. The stories

of changelings, wherever found, show that the act
of exchange took place when the human child liad

been left unguarded for a moment, or through the
helplessness of the mother, or \>y some trick on the
part of the fairy tliieves, or because the usual
precauti(ms .-igain'it them had not been taken ; the
theft took Y^hiof liefiae the cliild had been baptized.

2. Precautions against the exchange.—Fairies
being rcganlt'il .is pagans, one grou]i of precautions
against tlieir kidnapjiing was of a Cliristian char-
acter. Thus, an etlectual method was to place a
Bible, or a prayer-book, or a leaf of either, in or
near the cradle. Other religious objects—a rosary,
a cross, or the like—might be used in this way.
Prayer, a pious ejaculation, the utterance of a
Divme name, or blessing oneself, would cau.se the
fairies to drop the child either inside or outside the
house, if they had succeeded in seizing it. But,
aljove all, baptism was efl'ective, for once the child

was baptized the fairies' power over it was gone,
as it had now ceased to be outside grace ; in other
words, it was no longer a pagan, and could no
longer be liable to the attacks of non-Christian
beings (see IJ.VPTISM [ Ethnic], § 13, and cf. a song in

DUrfey, Wit and Mlj-th, London, 1S19-20, i. 322,
where a child ' Must be christened that very morn,
For fear it should die a pagan '). This semi-
theological explanation has taken the place of

ideas connected with ethnic customs of name-
giving, baiitism, and purification, by which various
dangers menacing the child from spirits, demons,
etc., or even danger arising from him in his tabu
state, are neutralized, and before the performance
of which he is sometimes regarded as not quite
human (cf. an instance am<mg the hill tribes of
Central India, where, until the performance of the
rites of hair-shaving or ear-piercing, the child is

regarded as a /ihiif, or devil, JAI xxviii. [1899]
240). More iiurcly magical is another set of pre-
cautions. Amonj' these the custom of carrying
lire round the child, or having a light in the room
until it is baptized, to keep oil" spirits and fairies

from mother and child, is analogous to similar
pagan practices (cf. SBE xxiv. 277; Martin,
Dcicr. of li'e.'it. hlands rf S'-oflaml-, 1716, p. 118 ;

Crawley, Mifstic Rose, London, 1902, [)p. 10, 226),
and is doubtless due to the primitive idea of the
sacredness of tire. In one story a burning brand
thrown at a fairy forces her to drop the cliild (Camp-
bell, Superstitions of the Uicjhlands and Islands of
Scotland, Cla-sgow, 1900, p. 81). Placing part of
the father's clothing in or near the cradle, or
wrapping the child in it, is also used, and has
analogies in ethnic custom, the idea licing that the

father's inlluence protects the child through the
proximity or contact of his clothes (cf. Crawley,
op. cit. p. 427). Equally effective was it to place
iron in some shape or form— utensil, tool, or weapon
—in the cradle, on account of the well-known dis-

like of iron by fairies, etc. An obnoxious odour in

the room, e.g. that of an old shoe burning in the
fire, was useful because of the fairies' dislike of
strong odours. Or, as in the Highlands, the door-
posts were sprinkled with urine ke])t for washing
purposes (Campbell, op. rit. p. 36). Tracing a
magic symbol, e.g. a pentagon, on the cradle was
used in Switzerland (Morgenhlatt, 1865, Mo. 32, p.

764). All these methods were eH'ective against
every evil inlluence which might attack the child.

Again, sheer force employed by either parent
against the intruder would cause him to relinquish

his evil purposes.

3. Recovery of the stolen child.—Even after a
considerable lapse of time, it was possible for the
stolen child to be recovered, and the various
methods employed are described with remarkable
unanimity in tales from the various European
lands wiiere the changeling belief is found. Takin"
the changeling to church, where the priest touched
it, caused its disappearance, as is seen in an old

Scots ballad {FLU i. 235). Flogging the change-
ling and laying it in a ditch, whence it was taken
by its kinsfolk and the human child returned,
occurs in several tales. Sweeping it out of the
house, laj'ing it on a manure-heap, throwing it into

a stream, and placing it in a grave, are methods
found in other tales. Or, to starve or neglect it or

to make it cry lustily was enough to procure its

removal and the re-instalment of the real child.

Or, again, it was threatened with death, or its

head was chopped off. Still more cruel was the
subjection of the suspected child to (ire. It was
removed with red-hot tongs, or a cross was signed
on its forehead witli a re<l-hot poker, or it was
placed in the oven or pressed down on the glowing
embers, in the hope that it would be destroyed or

would disappear. In tales exhibiting this method,
the true child is returned, sometimes with the
uttered reproach from the fairy that she had not
treated it as the human mother liad treated the
changeling.
There can be no doubt that in many cases deformed or sickly

children, suspected of being changelings, were thus cruelly

treated. Cf. actual cases in Ireland, where a child and a
woman, believed to be changelings, were, one severely btirned,

the other roasted to death, in 1SS4 and 1893 respectively (see

Ilartland, Science of Fairy Tales, Ixmdon, 1891, p. 121 ; FL vi.

Iisafjj 373); and in Tiree, in 1878, a child was exposed on the
shore for several hours by its mother, who thou!.'ht it waa a
changeling (Cf/(ic Magazine, Inverness, viii. [18S3J 253).

In cases where the character of the child was
uncertain, a stratagem was resorted to in order to

discover its true nature. In one class of stories,

with copious variants, the mother is advised to

prepare food or boil water in one or several egg-
shell.s, whereupon the changeling cries that he has
seen many things (involving a great lapse of time),

or has lived so long, but has never seen a sight like

that. In another series a sausage is prepared,

containing the carcass of a y<mn<j pig, and set

before the child. Here the formula is similar, save

that he declares lie has never seen a sausage with
hide, hair, eyes, and leg.s. The intenti<m is to

make the changeling unwittingly l)etray his real

nature. This is .sometimes enough to cause his

disapjicarance ami the restoration of the true child,

probahly because of the belief that supernatural
beings fear the discovery of themselves by mortals,

as in the similar case of their name, which, when
discovered, brings its owner within the power of

the human discoverer. But in some cases the
.story adds that the changeling was threatened
with cruel treatment, or was actually punished in

some of the waj-s already described, before the
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exchange was onte more made. Siinrock {Hand-
buck der deutschcn Mi/thoi.^, IJonn, 1SS7, ji. 436)
nsserls that the imrpose was ' to force him to laugh,
for laughter brings deliverance' ; but, as Hartland
(op. cit. p. 117) points out, the laughter-incident
rarely occurs in the tales, and the betrayal of the
changeling's true nature by the admission of his
age is ratlier in question here. In all such stories
the changeling is not a real fairy infant, and this
may point to their being of later "date (see § i).

Examples of these tales, and of the formula in which his age
is expressed by the changeling, will be found in Grimm, pp.
469, 1421 ; Keightley, Fairy JHytholugy, ed. Bell, London, 1900,
pp. 128, 306, 43U, 473 ; Campbell, i'op. Tales of the W. Highlaivla,
new ed. Edin. 1890-93, ii. 67; Kamp, Damke Folkeminder,
Odense, 1877, p. 19 ; Kristensen, Damke Sof/en, 1891-6, L 1049 ;

Hartland, op. cit. p. llSff. ; Soott, Miiistreh-y, 1839, p. 218.
The formula runs ;

' I've been in the world 1500 years, and never
seen that,' or ' I have seen the egg before [it became] the white
hen, and the acorn before the oak, seen it acorn and sapling
and oak in Brezal wood, but never^ aught like this,' or ' I have
seen the wood in Tiao young three times over, but never the
like of this,' etc.

In other tales nothing short of a visit to fairy-
land by the parents, usually armed with various
articles disliked by the fairies, Avill suffice for the
child's recovery. Again, if the fairy cliild was
treated kindly, this ensured similar treatment for
the stolen child, and sometimes led to its restora-
tion.

4. Purpose of the theft.—This may be expressed
generally in the words of Grimm (p. 468), tliat
' elves are anxious to improve their breed by means
of the liuman child, which they design to keep
among them, and for which tliey give up one of
their own.' The same motive underlies the theft
of liuman mothers or maidens to act as midwives
to a fairy mother, to nurse fairy children, or to
marry a fairy, which is found in a multitude of
stories. Scarcely an example occurs in which the
stolen child is ill-treated, and frequently, when it

is restored, it remains lucky or skilful in some
craft (Campbell, op. cit. ii. 57 ; Keightley, p. 300).

This might seem to give some ground for Simrock's theory
{op. cit. p. 436) that the motive for the theft originally lay in
the desire of the fairies to benefit human children, and thai" the
more selfish motive was not ascribed until later, when growing
enlightenment suggested to men that the once beneficent fairies
were falling into decay, and now, for self-preservation, resorted
to the theft. This, however, finds little ground in the fairy
superstition itself, and is not corroborated by the tales taken
as a whole. To make the child completely one of themselves,
the fairies may have been supposed to give it fairy food or to
perform some rite, and hence a folk-belief may underlie the
lines of Beaumont and Fletcher (Faith/tU Shep'herdfis, Act. i.

so. 2) in which they are described as dipping stolen children in
a fairy well 'to make them free from dying flesh and dull
mortahty.' At the same time, when the changeling was a fairy
child and not an adult fairy, it had the advantage of being
suckled by a healthy human mother. That this was an
advantage is seen from the stories of stolen mothers alreadv
referred to (cf. also Gervase of Tilbury, Otia Imper. iii. 86), and
particularly in a Hessian tale where a woman struggles with a
fairy who is stealing a child, which is not restored until the
mother has put the fairy's offspring to her breast to nourish it
with the generous milk of human kind ' (Grimm, p. 468). With

this may be compared a Scots story in which a mother, nursing
her child, is begged by a fairy to suckle her infant. The fairy
disappears, leaving it with the woman, who finds rich garments
and delicious foods by her side whenever she awakes from sleep
(Cromek, Remains 0} Sithsdale and Galloway, 1810, p. 302).

Another folk-reason alleged for the theft is that
the fairies may have good Christians among them
at the day of judgment to assist their salvation

—

a question as to which they are often represented
as standing in great doubt (FL vii. [1896] 163). A
still more selfish reason for the theft may have
been popularly believed, though it is probably
of later origin : it was alleged that the fairies
had to pay an annual or septennial sacrLticial
tribute out of their company, to the devil. This
is found in the indictment of Alison Pearson, a
witch, in 1588 ; in the ballad of Tamlnne ; and in
the tale of Thomas the Bhymer (Scott, Demonology,
1898, pp. 109, 114, 130, MinMrelsy, pp. 221, 231,
423; FLR ii. 113), and it may be referred to in
a Highland tradition mentioned by Hugh Miller

{My Schools and Schoolmasters, ed. Edinburgh,
1891, p. 259), to the ettect that on an Lsland in Loch
Maree the fairy queen sat and gathered kain
('tribute') for the devil. Lady Wilde {Ancient
Legends, 1887, i. 70) also refers to it vaguely as a
current belief in Ireland. In the cases cited it is a
human victim who is offered ; and both Scott and
Lady Wilde say that it is a popular belief that
infants were stolen for this purpose. Witches
were certainly alleged to steal and sacrifice infants
to the devil (perhaps a traditional reminiscence of
actual sacrifice by women in orgiastic rites to a
goddess of fertility) ; and, as fairies were com-
mingled with witches in late raedi.'eval belief, the
custom may have been ascribed sporadically to
them. Eating human infants is asserted of fairies

in certain tales (Welsh: Rh^s, Celt. Folk-lore,
Oxford, 1901, ii. 673; French: Sebillot, Folk-lore
de France, Paris, 1904-7, i. 229)—perhaps also a
reflexion from >vitch-lore.

In general, infants are in danger from female demoniac beings,
or from witches (the two differing but little from each other),
who injure, kill, eat, or change them. The Jews feared Ldhth,
the night-demon, who was especially hostile to children, living
on the blood of those whom she slew (Sayce, Hib. Led. [1887],
IS91, p. 140; cf. also Blau, in JEviii. 87 f.). The lamia of
ancient Greek myth, who murdered children because Hera
deprived her of her offspring, passed into popular superstition
as a demoniac being who sucked the blood of children, or was
nmltiplied into the lamiie, who devoured youths (Daremberg-
Saglio, Diet. 1886, iii. 2, 908). These lainice survive in modern
Greek superstition as witch-like hags fond of children's flesh
(BeDt,Cpclades, 1886, pp. 98, 388). In ancient times children
who died young were thought to have been canied off bv the
nymphs (Preller, Gr. Myth.*, 1S94, i. 666). The Graeco-Roman
striges, or owl-like bird monsters which tore the vitals of
children and sucked their blood (Ovid, Fasti, vi. 131 ff.), and
the strigce, or witch-hags who flew by night and strangled and
devoured children, replacing their bodies by a bundle of straw
(Petronius, chs. 63, 134), resembled the lamice, and they still

survive in Greece, Italy, and the east of Europe as witches of a
similar character (the strigela, Strega, etc. [Garnett, Greek Folk
Poesy, 1896, ii. 457]). In mediaeval behef, demons, striges, and
laini^, as well aa %vitches, were commonly supposed to draw
infants from their cradles, to maltreat or roast them, to suck
their blood, or eat them (Grimm, citing mediieval sources, pp.
1058-60, 1081, 1025). No charge was commoner in mediaeval
witch-trials than that witches had stolen children and devoured
them at the Sabbat ; and the midwife, in ages when there was
a great mortality of children, was often regarded as a witch.
The witch may in this case be the survival of an earlier priestess,

and the cannibalistic act the relic of ritual cannibalism and a
sacrilice to a goddess of fertility. In many cases, however, the
corpse of an unbaptized child was said to have been disinterred
and eaten (see Reuss, La Sorcellerie, Paris, 1871, pp. 47, 62, 66

;

Pearson, Chances 0/ Death, 1897, ii. 21 ff., 32; Scott, Deuwn-
^^<>9y, PP- 172, 231 ; Gorres, Die christliche Mystik, Regensburg,
1S42, bk. 8, ch. 15). Such beliefs survive in much later folk-

superstition. Italian peasants believe in witches who tear the
faces of unbaptized children (Hartland, p. 99). In Servia the
Hexen are especially fond of the flesh of young children (Ploss,
Das Kind, Leipzig, 1884, i. 113; Grimm, p. 1077). Russian
peasants fear the Baba Yaga, a female ogre or a witch, who
devours children (Ralston, Russian Folk Tales, 1873, p. 165)

;

and similar beliefs are found throughout most European lands,
while precautions resembling those used against the attacks of
fairies are general. Similar deeds are ascribed to female demons
resembling the lamice, and called devs, als, etc., in Georgian,
Roumanian, Armenian, Coptic, andother Oriental tales CWardrop,
Georgian Folk-Tales, 1894, p. 66 ; Leland, Gypsy Sorcery, 1891,

p. 64 ; Abeghian, Armen. Volksglaube, Leipzig, 1899, pp. 118-
120 ; Gaster, Grceco-Slavonic Literature, 1887, p. 82). Outside
Europe such beliefs are found among savage and barbaric
peoples. In Abyssinia the Werzelyd is a Lilith who kills

children ; in W. Africa witches catch children, cut out their
tongues, and change their nature so that they become creatures
called asiki (Nassau, Fetichism in W. A,frica, 1904, p. 299X
In India, among the Vadals, the birth-spirit in the shape of an
animal is believed to devour the skull and heart of an infant on
the fifth night after birth (PR i. 266), and a similar belief is

already found in the Atfaarvaveda (vii. 10 ; see Whitney and
Lanman, Atharva-Veda, Cambridge, Mass., 1905, i. 896 ; Ploss,
i. 1*20). The Malays believe in a female vampire which sucks
the blood of newly'-born children (Skeat, Malay Magic, 1900, p.
327).

_
Among the Ainus the legend of the goat-sucker embodies

a belief in a child-stealing demon (Batchelor, The Ainu and
their Folk-lore, 1901, p. 186). For an American Indian instance
—a Cree child who turned into an owl by night and ate other
children—see Petitot, Traditions indiennes, Paris, 1886, p. 462.
Medieval witohes were also supposed to kill newly-born

children, or to dig up the corpses of the unbaptized in order to
cut off their fingers or hands for various magical uses. This is

referred to by Shakespeare (Maclteth, iv. i. 30)—the ' finger of
birth-strangled babe ' was one of the ingredients of the witches'
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cauldion—and il is still a popular belief in Sicily (Grimm, p.

1073 ; Hartland, p. lUO). Kohbers were also supposed to use
the hands of children or advilts as candles, the well-known
'hand of glory' (IJarinc-Gould, Curious Myths, new ed. 1S88,

L40iJ ff. ; StoU, GeschlechUleben in der Volkerp&ychologie,
ipzig, 1903, p. 285). The salve, rubbed by witches on their

bodies, in order that they might acquire magic power, was
made of an uuffuent obtained by boiling the body of an un-
bai>tized child stolen from its cradle.

5. Witch and diabolic changelings.—The witch,
like tlio fairy, was also stijiposed sometimes to
change the human child, obtaining entrance to the
house in the form of a bird or an insett, unless the
precaution liad been taken of placing iron or a
broora beneath the pillow. Instances are found
in Koumanian and Servian belief (Gerard, Land
beyond the Forest, 1888, ii. 14; Plo.ss, i. 113;
Leland, Gypsy Sorcery, p. 61). Such changelings
may have been the ollspring of a witch and the
devil. Sometimes the devil himself was believed
to effect the exchange. Having carried ofl' young
maidens, he had intercourse with them and kept
them till they were delivered. A human child was
then stolen by him, and the ott'spring of this union
was put in its place (Thorpe, Northern Mythol.,
1851-2, vol. ii. p. xxi). Such changelings resembled
the fairy changeling in ugliness and abnormal
appetite ; they cried when touched, laughed at any
evil in the house, and had a continual hiccup
(Reuss, La Snrcellerie, 71). Luther's opinions in
his Table-Talk on this subject are frequently cited.

He firmly believed that the devil often changed
Infants, laying devils in their place. These had a
great appetite, were very filthy, and WTOught harm
to the mothers. He describes one v\hicii he had
Been at Dessau, and he strongly recommended that
the changeling should be thro«ni Into the river.

These changelings, in his oirinion, were masses of
flesh without a soul. Such beliefs regarding dia-
bolical changelings survived into modern times in
Prussia and Lithuania (Ploss, i. 113, cf. Das Weib',
Leipzig, 1905, i. 569) ; but, in the old German
legend of Zeno, the devil himself takes the form
of the child which he had abstracted (Simrock,
p. 483).

In Slavonic belief, the nocturnal demon, Kikimora, is a child
whose mother cursed it before its birth, and whom the devil
stole from her womb. The devil also carries ofi all children
execrated by their parents (Tooke, Hist, of Rwsia, 1709, i.

100). Analogies to this are common in savage and barbaric
superstition re^'ardin^ stillborn children, etc, who become
demons.

6. Adult changelings.—The carrying oft' of men
and women, e-specioUy the latter, by fairies, dwarfs,
giants, or the supernatural personages of European
and Oriental mytliology, the detaining of them in
their land, and, in the case of women, forcibly
marrying them or compelling them to act as mid-
wives or nurses, are commonplaces of folk-tales
wherever fotmd, while in many cases their rescue
from their captors is the cause of the strangest
adventures (cf. the English tale of Childe Kowland
[Jacobs, English Fairy Talcs, 1898, p. 117], and
see art. Faiey). We are here concerned with tlie

theft only in so far as it illustrates the changeling
superstition. Here it applies mainly to women in
child-birth or before their churching, — a period
when they were peculiarly liable to tlie attack of
supernatural influences, — but there are similar
instances of girls and men being carried oft' and
a substitute left in their place. To prevent such
attacks on women in childbirth, precautions re-
sembling those taken in the ctuse of infants were
usual (see § 2 ; Ploss, i. 1 10). As a rule, when a
child was taken, a genuine changeling was left in
its place, but in the case of an adult the substitute
was generally an illu.sory appearance. Frequently
it was a log of wood, to which was given the
semblance of the woman's corpse, or, less ustially,
of herself in life. This was also done when a
man or girl was carried away. Other methods of

substitution occur in certain tales. Occasionally
a fairy woman, with the appear.ance of the stolen
wife, was left (Campbell, ii. 76); and a belief is

also mentioned to the effect that fairies take the
substance and leave only the shadow, or steal
the soul, leaving a fairy .soul in its room (.Scott,

Minstrelsy, )). 217 ; Campbell, Superstitions of the
Highlands . . . ofScotland, p. 32). Put whatever it

be, the relatives are overcome by the power of fairy
'glamour,' and believe it to be the living person,
or his or her corpse (for examples, see Scott, Min-
strelsy, p. 222 ; Curtin, Tales of the Fairies, 1895,

pp. 8, 23 fi'. ; Campbell, Tales of W. Highlands, ii.

61; Campbell, Superstitions, pp.t 38, 86; Hyde,
Beside the Fire, 1891, p. 95; Keightley, p. 392;
Gregor, Folk-lore of the N. E. of Scotland, 1881, p.
62 ; Thorpe, ii. 139). In some cases the fairies are
seen carrj'ing off the woman ; she is rescued, and,
after .she is taken home, the illusory appearance is

destroyed. But frequently the tales are linked
on to those of tl e ' Dead Wife' or 'Orpheus and
Eurydice ' cycle — a dead wife rescued by her
husband from the other world (see Descent into
Hades [Ethnic]). Where the changeling is con-
cerned, the illusory appearance of the corpse is

buried, but the real woman appears to her husband
in dreams, or is seen nursing her children. She
gives directions regarding her recovery, sometimes
involving her rescuer's visit to fairyland. These
directions are not always carried out, in which case
the woman remains a prisoner there. Where she
is recovered from the fairy realm, the stories bear
a close resemblance to those of the rescue of the
dead wife from the other world, showing, as in
other cases, that in popular fancy there is little

real distinction between the two regions (see Scott,

p. 222; Hartland, p. 130 ff.; Lang, 'The Dead
Wife,' Murray's Magazine, 1887, p. 491 ; Mac-
Culloch, CF, p. 43). Such tales are mainly of
Scottish and Irish provenance ; but they also occur
in Scandinavia, and sometimes the ' appearance

'

of the woman remains in life. The object of the
theft was that the woman might act as nurse to
her captor's child, or, in the case of a gii'l, as his
wiie or housekeeper. The Irish versions relate
that the victim was first struck with a 'fairy
stroke,' and apparently fell ill and died (Curtin,

pp. 60, 66) ; this was also a cun-ent belief in the
W. Highlands (Campbell, Superstitions, p. 27).

Cattle were also liable to be 'changed.' A cow was stolen
and some substitute left in its place—an alder stock, an old elf,

etc. , with the appearance of the cow (Campbell, p. 3'J f . ; Curtin,
p. 135).

Similarly, when a witch stole a child, the parents were
hindered by spells from seeing its disappearance ; and when a
witch went to the Sabbat, she left a log in her place by her
husband's side in bed (Heuss, p. 39 ; Griram, p. 1073).

7. Origin of the changeling belief.

—

(a) There
is no doubt that this belief must be ultimately
connected with the primitive and savage idea, sur-
viving in higher stages, that infants are peculiarly
liable to the attack of .spirits, demons, etc., with
whom they are sometimes associated in nature
before name-giving and purificatory rites take
place (§ 2). The ritual precautions taken to avoid
.such attacks often bear a close resemldance to the
European methods of keeping off fairies ; while,

just as b.aptism was an eflicacious remcily against
fairies, .so the rites referred to had a similar efficacy

against spirits (see Baptism [Ethnic], g 13). Some
examples of the savage and general idea of infants

being in danger of spirits have been given (§4).
Among the Veddas, with whom the arrow has a
sacred significance, two arrows are placed before
a sleeping child to guard it when its parents have
to leave it for some time {L'Anthro/mloi/ie.'v. [1894]
243). The Torres Straits Islanders believe in a
female spirit who steals and eats children, besides
getting rid of wives and personifying them {JA

I
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xLx. [1S90] 323). In Ainlioina a spirit called
I'ontianak steals away infants (Riedel, J)e sluik-
cn kroeshttrigc rasscn tiisuchcn tielcbcs en Papua,
The Hague,' 1886, p. 58). The Abors of Assam
think that the wood-spirits kidnap their children
(Dalton, Ethnol. of Bengal, Calcutta, 1872, p. 2.5).

Among the Kalmuks, who believe in spirits danger-
ous to mother and child, tlie father runs out with
a cudgel at a birth, to light them (Ploss, i. 112).

(For other savage instances, see Macdouald, Af7-i-
cana, 1882, i. Tu, 224 ; Halin, Tsuni-Goam, 1881,

p. 77 ; Powell, Wandcrimis in a wild Coimtry [New
Britain], 1883, p.207.) Similarbeliefs were current
among the Parsis, who euiployed elaborate rites to
keep the spirits and other obnoxious beings at a
distance (West, SBE v. 316, 343, xxiv. 277). The
Romans held that the woodland god Silvanus was
dangerous to mother and child, who were protected
by men striking the threshold with axe and pestle,

and sweeping it with a brush (Augustine, dc Civ.
Dei, vi. 9), while the Greeks believed that children
who died young had been carried oft'by the nymphs
(Decharme, Myth, do la Grice antique, Paris, 1879,
p. 332).

Innumerable examples of this universal belief
might be given, while no incident is commoner in

Mdrchcn from all countries than that of children
carried oti' by ogi'es, giants, or other beings. If,

as can scarcely be doulited, such a belief was
current among the ancestors of the various Euro-
pean folk who hold the fairy creed, it was inevit-
able that, when fairies, dwarfs, etc., came to be
believed in, similar practices should have been
ascribed to them, especially as they were in many
cases nature-spirits in origin. This is seen by the
fact that the changeling superstition is a fluid one,
and is, as shown above, ascribed equally to fairies,

witches, the devil, nature-spirits, and occasionally
ghosts. Indeed, all the actions ascribed to
fairies are also assigned in folk-belief to witches
and spirits of all kinds. All alike are in turn de-
rived from a much earlier range of circumstances,
in which vague spirits were the prominent actors
(.see Fairy). In this connexion it is important to
observe that, among peoples with whom the belief
is found that spirits, etc., are harmful to chUdren,
the actual changeling .superstition occasionally
exists, probably apart from any influence exerted
by European changeling stories.

Many Toruba tales resemble our changeling belief, though
here the child is possessed by a spirit which makes it assume the
form of a growing boy and devour tjuantities of food. The dis-
covery is made by secretly watching the child. Another class
of spirits enter a child and eat all its food till it becomes emaci-
ated and dies. In the former case beating the child drives the
spirit out ; in the latter, an offering is made to it, and iron rings,
etc., are hung about the child's body to keep the spirit away ;

but if this is not successful, incisions are made in the body, and
pepper or spices put in them (Ellis, Voruba-speaking Peoples,
1894, pp. 120, 111). Among the Shoshones the mountains of
Montana are believed to be peopled by Uttle imps called ninum-
bees, who eat unguarded infants, leaving, instead, one of their
own baneful race. Should the mother suckle it, it devours her
breast and escapes, while she dies soon after, and, if not
watched, is eaten up by her nursling (SR iii. 167). A race of
cannibal spirits, living under rivers and feeding on human flesh,
especially that of children, was feared by the Cherokees. These
spirits came unseen to a house just after daybreak, and if any
one was found asleep, they shot him with invisible arrows and
carried his body away, leaving in its place a shade or image of
the victim, wliich awoke and acted as he did in life. This image
had no life in it, and \vithered away in seven days, when the
people buried it, imagining it to be the body of the real child or
man (RBE [T xi.\. [1900] pt. i. 340). The belief also existe in a
curious form in China. If a child's soul leaves its body in sleep,
a demon soul may take its place, endangering the mother when
she suckles the child. To avert this demon mvasion, the ashes
of banana skin, mixed with water, are painted in the shape of a
cross on the child's forehead. The demon cannot recognize the
body thus disguised, and flies off, affording an opportunity for
the true soul to approach. But, to facilitate its entrance, the
mark must be washed off, else the soul will not recognize its
body, and death will follow (FLJ v. [1S87] 226). Bedaw' women
with an emaciated child take it to a grave, and, laving it thereon,
say :

' Oh, you inhabitant-s of the grave, come antl take your son,
and give me back my son !

' The child is then left there for

some time, and the rite is repeated for several days (FL xv
[1904] 348). Here the ghosts are supposeil to have exchanged
the child. (Laying the changeling in a grave was adopted in
the W. Highlands as a means of getting rid of it (.Martin,
H'entern Isles, p. 118].) In Armenia, shears are placed under
the pillow at a birth, to keep off the spirit called Al, who tears
out the woman's liver, or changes and steals her child (FL xv.
445). Similar changeling stories are told of viiaps and devs in
old Armenian and Persian myth and romance (see Arairnia
[Zoroastrian], § ii. 3 ; Keightley, p. 17 ; Ploss, i. 118). In modern
Greece the nereids, female spirits of Nature, steal and replace
a human child by one of their own fractious offspring (Abbott,
Macedonian Folklore, Cambridge, 1903, p. 126) ; and elsewhere
in Europe, where nature-spirits take the place of fairies, the
changeUng superstition is also connected with them ; e.g. in
Hungary (the water man or woman), in Moravia (the wild
woman), in Bohemia (the wood woman), in Lithuania (the
laume), etc. (Ploss, i. 112-113). Thus the changeling belief, con-
nected as it is with nature-spirits, demons, etc., may well have
existed before it was connected with fairies.

(b) Why should children be so liable to the attack
of spirits, fairies, and other beings? Their own
and their mother's helplessness no doubt made
them easy victims of the beings mysteriously
suiTounding men, ever on the watch for a favour-
able op]iortunity of doing them an injury. Again,
the child, being in close contact with the mother,
shared with her in the ' uncleanness,' the tabu
state, into which the sexual crisis of childbirth
brought her, and which made her 'dangerous.'
This, being an unnatural state, may have been
thought to bring her and her child into closer
relation with non-natural beings, and therefore to
render them more liable to their attacks (we have
seen that the unpurihed, unnamed, unbaptized
child has a demoniac or pagan character). Hence
the various purificatory ceremonies which she and
the child had to imdergo at once removed the tabu
state and rid them of the danger of such attacks.

(e) This, however, does not fully explain why the
belief in a changeling should have arisen. Hence
we must allow much to the play of human fancy
and imagination, prompted by the living belief in
such terrors from outside evil influences of all
kinds. Where it was believed that spirits, etc.,

actually stole children or did them harm, it would
be an easy step for the parents to imagine that
their child had actually been exchanged for the
offspring of the supernatural thieves, especially
where a child was emaciated or deformed, or did
not thrive, or was especially fractious, gluttonous,
or the like. Emaciation and fractiousness, as in
the Bedawi and Greek instances cited above, are
specially regarded as proofs of the exchange.
Again, where a child bore a real or fanciful re-

semblance to the appearance popularly ascribed to
any supernatural being, it would be easy to suppose
that he actually was such a being. A hydro-
cephalous child might well be regarded as a dwarf
changeling, dwarfs being supposed to have enormous
heads; or, as Ploss suggests (i. 117, 119), a child
with symptoms of cretinism would easily be looked
upon as a cliangeling, the traditional form of which
resembles that of a cretinous child. Reputed
changelings, observed by Luther and by people in
much more modern times, always have an un-
natural appearance, which is due to disease or to
physical abnormality. The belief once formed,
many fanciful ideas, such as the changeling super-
stition everywhere shows, would arise and become
part and parcel of it.

Nutt ( Voyage of Bran, ii. [1S97J 230 f.) seeks to explain the
origin of the belief in Ireland as (1) the form which the memory
of the sacrifice of children (' one-third of their healthy offspring ')

took when such sacrifices had ceased under Christianity. The
children had been carried off by the powers of Ufe, viz. the
fairies. Or (2), since sacrificial victims must be young, healthy,
and vigorous, probably the sickly and ailing would be rejected.
In folk-memory this was translated into the statement that the
fairies had carried off the healthy and left in exchange the sicklv.
Though this may account in part for the Irish changeling belief
(in Ireland the old gods were thought to have become a kind of
fairies [see Celts, § v. ]), it does not explain the belief as it is found
elsewhere, since in general it is connected with the universal
idea that infants are in danger from spirits, demons, etc.
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{(() Nor can we omit from a consideration of the

clian^^cling belief tlie possibility of its coiitainin;,'

an element of actual fact, which did not originate,

but served to strengthen, tlie superstition. When
the territory of an aboriginal people was invaded
by a conquering race, before the t«o linally came
to terms, the former may have lived in seclusion,

venturing forth by stealth to harry and raid

their conquerors. Women and iliihlrcn would fall

\ictinis to them and would be stolen away ; nor is

it altogether Lmpo.ssible that, when a child was
taken, a deformed or weakly child of the aborigines
would be left in its place, perhaps with a view to

its being benelited by the care ot members of the
superior race. Many of the fairy and dwarf legends
of northern Europe are eminently suggestive of

actual fact, and in this sense fairies may once have
been a real race, hostile to and tricking the invad-
ing folk. Thus existing belief in spirits or other
beings with traits akin to those of fairies would be
merged in the later traditions of this actual race.

This is not to say that the fairy belief originated
wholly in traditions of an actual people, for it is

much more complex than that (see Fairy). Some
have seen in such traditions reminiscences of

an actual pygmy race in Europe (Ploss, i. Ill ;

MacKitchie, Testimony of Tradition, 1890 ; cf.

Lang, Introd. to Kirk's Secret Commonwealth, 1893,

xx-xxv) ; nor is this altogether impossible, since

certain arclueological remains suggest it. In anj'

case such traditions based on actual occurrences
may have been handed down from the time of the
conilict of Neolithic with Palaeolithic men, and of

men of the Bronze with those of the Neolithic age.

Contrariwise, existing beliefs about supernatural
beings would easily be alleged of any aboriginal
secluded folk whose name, handed down to later

generations, became more and more mysterious.
H. H. Johnston (fijanda Protectorate, 1902, ii. 5)3ff.) liai

cited some facts which lend support to this theory. He shows
that the pygmy races of the Congo region, with gnome-like
appearance and tricky character, have some of the traits of the
European dwarfs and fairies, and adds :

' It is sometimes related

that when the Xegro mother awoke in the morning, her bonny,
big, black child had disappeared, and its place had been taken
by a frail, yellow, wrinkled Pygmy infant, the changeling of our
stories ' (fip. cit. 5111).

See also IliRTH (Introduction) and Fairy.
Literature.—Grimm, Teutonic ili/tholoin/, London, 1SS2, ch.

17 ; E. S. Hartland, ScCenee of Fairy Tales, London, Ism, ch.

6 ; H. Ploss, Das Kind in Branch umi Sitte der Vulker,

Leipzig', I^=4, i. Huff. See also moat collections of European
Mtu-chen. .} . A. iMacCuLLOCH.

CHANNING.—See U.nitarianism.

CHANT.—See Music.

CHAOS.—'Chaos' comes from the same root as

xdjou—the ' yawning' space. According to Hesicxl

(
Theuij. 1 16), it was before all things and consisted of

mist and darkness. From it were begotten Erebos
and Night (see Gomperz, Gricch. Dcnker, 1896, i.

32-80, 417, 430 f.), as well as Love (Eros) or Desire
(I'lato, Si/mp. 17SH). The Stoics, deriving the
word from x^". explained Chaos as the elemental
water (scliol. on Apoll. lihod. i. 498), while in the
1 toman age it became the primeval matter out of

which the universe has been constructed (Ovid,

3fct. i. 7f., Ars amor. ii. 47011'. ; see Lactantius,
c!c Div. Instit. i. 5). The Orphic cosmology made
-Ether and Chaos the oll'spring of Chronos, or Time,
and so, ahmg with Necessity, the second principle

in the universe (Damascius, dc Prim,. Princip.

p. .'!80fl'.). In the Greek poets the word is some-
times used of the atmosphere; Latin writers
identify it with the under world.

Ilesiod's conception of Chaos and of creation as
a generative process points to the east. Though
our knowledge of Phcenician cosmologj- is derived
from late writers, whose accounts of it have been

largely coloured by the speculations of Greek philo-
sophy, the cosmology itself is based upon old
materials, and in its main outlines probably goes
back to an early period. Chaos appears in it as
the elementary principle whose union with Spirit
(KPevna) produced Desire (jr6Sos). Desire, in its turn,
combined witli Chaos and Spirit to generate Mot,
which, according to Pliilo IJyblius (ICuseb. Prwp.
Eoanqd. i. 10), was explained to be ' mud ' by some,
and 'the putrefaction of a watery mixture' by
others, and is usually connected etymojogically
with mO, 'water.' F'roni jNIot proceeded the egg
which contained all the germs of tlie universe,
including the heavenly bodies ; this broke in half,

and out of the two halves the earth and heaven
were formed. Life originated in the thunderstorms
that were produced by the heat of the air. In this
.system Chaos seems to correspond exactly with the
Chaos of Hesiod, which consisted of mist and dark-
ness. Mot being rather the Chaos of Ovid. In
Gn 1'-^ the place of Chaos and other abstract
principles is taken by a personal God who created
the heaven and earth. Tlie conception of Chaos,
however, is still left, but it becomes the condition
in which the earth was created by the Deity to-

gether with the darkness which was spread over
the face of the pre-existent deep. The Phoenician
idea, however, of the union of Chaos with Spirit is

retained in the statement that along with the
darkness the Spirit of God aLso brooded over the
deep, though instead of the abstract jri-eS/na we
have ' the .Spirit of God.'
The Phcenician and Hebrew cosmologies are

ultimately tr.aceable to Babylonia, but, while the
Phcenician cosmology rejects the polytheism of the
Babylonian system, and develops the materialistic
side of it, the writer of Genesis 1 rejects both the
polytheism and the materialism of the Babylonian
original, and admits the agency only of the one
Creator. In the Babylonian Epic of the Creation
the two primary principles are the Deep (Aphi),
'tlie primeval one,' and 'the Flood' or Chaos
{MutniHii) of TiamSt, the dragon of the unformed
and anarchic ocean, from whom were afterwards
derived ' the waters above the lirmament,' where in

the present orderly universe they are safely kept
under lock and key. In the account of the Baby-
lonian cosmogony given by Damascius, M/it/mis,

i.e. Mummu, is made the son of Ap.su and Tiamilt
rather than Tiamfit herself under another aspect.
Haupt is probably right in explaining Mnmrau as
Mu-mii, 'the waters'; the views of Jen.sen (that
the name means ' frame ' or ' art ') and of Delitzsch
(that it signihes ' turmoil ') are untenable. In any
case, .as Gunkel and Zimmern have pointed out
{Schopfiinr/ iind Chaos, p. 401), Mummu represents
the origin of things, and the ideograph denoting it

proves that it has the primary sig-nilication of

'flood.' This is in accordance with the fact that
the official cosmology of Babylonia originated at
Eridu on the shores of the Persian Gulf, and taught
that the earth had gro^vn out of the water, which
was consequently the origin of the universe. But
the water could be envisaged under two aspects,

either as the law-obeying element which provided
Babylonia with its annual flood, and over whose
surface trade and culture hail been carried in boats

to Eridu, or as the anarchic element which had
brought about the great deluge, and from the

midst of which storms and whirlwinds descended
upon mankind. In the Epic of the Creation the
creation of the world is ascribed to the union of

the two forms of the watery element ; amongst a
people, however, who believed that order was im-
posed on disorder and law on anarchy, the prim-
ordial princ-iple woulil necessarily have been the
watery chaos rather than the deep, which was sub-

ject to'law. Cf. artt. Cosmogony and Ccs.mology.
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LiTEKjTimK.—Cory, .1 ncitiil Fra(jmenl.i (London, 1S26), ed. by

Hodjjes, 1S76 : Gunkel, SclwpJ'ung und Chaos (G6ttinj4-eii, 1895),
pp. V, 17-29; Zimmern in KAT^, u. i. 607-614.

A. H. Sayce.
CHARACTER. — 'Character' (Gr. x«P"*'-W.

ffim x"P'i''i''f"'. xop'^'"''"''. 'to engrave') meant
ovi;,'inally the tool employed for drawin;; and
stamping, as \vell as the impression made there-
with—the distinctive mark, especially as used in
the minting of coin. As eai-ly as the .'ith cent. B.C.
the word acquired a metajjhorical sense, as is

shown by the writings of Herodotus, ^schylus,
and others, who applied it both in the sphere of
ethical psj'chology and in that of literary criti-

cism. The work on Moral Characters (-qdiuol x^-p-
aKTTjpe!) which bears the name of Theophrastus,
the pupil and successor of Aristotle, is, in all

probability, a later compilation ; nevertheless
the Aristotelian school resembled its founder in
showin" a general predilection for exact observa-
tion and distinct portrayal of the various types of
human nature. The delineation of such types was
set before the public with special clearness and
force by the New Comedy, while the rhetoricians
likewise devoted themselves eagerly to the sub-
ject.' In its psychological reference, accordingly,
the term x<^p<'-'<'''np is used in the wTitings of later
antiquity with great frequency and with manifold
shades of meaning. The word, moreover, was also
employed in the sense of species or category of
literary style, as, e.g., in the distinction of four (or
sometimes three) diverse 'characters' of diction.^
To Latin writers x'^P'^i'^rip was, of course, a foreign
word, for which they tried in various ways to find
an equivalent in tlieir own tongue." In the
language of the mediaeval Cliurch the word came
into frequent use, acquiring in particular a peculiar
religious connotation. From the time of Augus-
tine, ' character ' was applied as a technical ex-
pression to the spiritual signs which, according to
the belief of the Church, were indelibly impressed
upon the soul after baptism, confirmation, and
ordination. This usage is found fully developed,
e.gr., in Thomas Aquinas : 'character baptismatis,
confirmationis, ordini.s,'^ and it has been main-
tained in the Roman Catholic Church till the
present day.' The older varieties of meaning,
however, still hold their ground in the recognizeil
speech of the learned, whence the word ' character

'

found its way into the languages of modern civili-

zation. In tliese languages, with other significa-
tions, it not seldom denotes simply a letter of the
alphabet."

In modern times the word was brought into
more general notice and application by La

1 On this subject Sauppe, Philodemi de vitiis lib. x., Leipzig,
1853, p. 7f., writes: 'Peripatetic! disciplinae suae principia et
auctoris exemplum nulla in re magis secuti sunt, quam ut omnia
quae vel in natura rerura existercnt vel in vita hominum et
publica et privata usu venirent accuratissirae observarent et
observata sive libris singularibus explicarent sive ad sententias
Buaa Qrmandas et illustrandas adhiberent. Neque vita ipsa
tantum exempla suppeditabat, sed maximam notationum copiam
nova comoedia habebat. Quae ut eidem saeculi ingenio originem
debebat, atque Aristoteleum illud studium vitam quotidianam
moresque hominum observandi, ita quaedam fortasse ex Aris-
totelis vel Theopbrasti libris desumta in usum suum converterat,

certe quam acceperat deinde philosophis etsed multo pli

rhetoribus suppeditavisse censenda'est.
2 Examples of this usage will be found in the well-known

Thesaui-m (1816-28) of Henricus Stephanus.
2 Stephanus cites the following passages : Cicero, Top. xxii.

;

' Additur autem descriptio, quam Graeci ;(ap(ijeriipa vocant
'

;

ad BnUum, 36 :
' sed in omni re difflcillimum eat, formam (quod

XapoKT^p Graece dicitur) exponere optimi.'
• Schiitz, Thomas-lexikon, Paderbom, 18S1. s.v.

'So in the decrees of the Council of Trent (Sess. vii. 'de
Sacramentia in genere,' can. ix.): 'Si quis dixerit in tribua
Sacramentis Baptismo scilicet, Confirmatione et Ordinatione
Don iraprimi characterem in anima, hoc est signuni quoddam
Bpirituale et indelebile, unde ea reiterari non possunt, ana-
thema sit.' Of., further, Denzinger, Enchiridion symbolorum^'i.
Freiburg, 1908, nos. 411, 695, lOlS.

8 Murray (OKD) enumerates no fewer than nineteen varieties
01 meaning in English.

Bruyfcre's Les Caractires de I'hiophrastc, avec les
caractircs ou les mwurs de ce siicle, a work which,
published in 16S7, exercised a great influence upon
the literature not only of France but of other
civilized peoples. As a result of its vogue, the
analysis and delineation of individual types of
personality became once more, as in tlie later
period of ancient literature, a favourite subject of
literary interest.' At that time the term 'char-
acter' was often applied to something in the
nature of a representation, sketch, or portrayal,-
but it was used chiefly to connote the peculiar
psychical constitution of an individual—the more
permanent qualities of the personality in contrast
with its more mutable states. There are, accord-
ingly, many diH'erent kinds of character, good or
bad. A person of no character is one whose
qualities have no distinct stamp. Character would
thus appear to be in the main a gift of nature,
though the co-operation of the individual will is

by no means excluded.
In regard to both the conception of character and

the problem involved, a new epoch begins with
Kant. First of all, he distinguishes between an
empirical and an intelligible character. The
former lies within the region of experience, and is

subject to the laws of causality ; the latter, on the
other hand, is the cause of actions as phenomena,
and is therefore free, and independent of neces-
sary law.' To this distinction Kant attaches the
utmost significance, as it enables him to recognize
the operation of both necessity and freedom in
human conduct, and thus to harmonize their long-
standing antithesis. The distinction also provided
a theme of great interest for post-Kantian specu-
lation in Germany, and in particular played an
important part in the philosophy of Schopenhauer.
A much stronger and wider influence, however,
was exercised by the further distinction dra\^"n by
Kant—that, namely, between physical and moi-al
character. His discussion of this subject is found
mainly in his Anthropologie, the second part of
which is devoted to ' die anthropologische Charak-
teristik.' Moral character alone, he holds, is

character in the proper sense : it is not divisible
into particular kinds ; it is not this or that, but
must always remain a single entitj-. Man's
physical character, embracing his natural dis-
position and temperament, represents merely what
nature has made of him ; his moral character is

what he makes of himself. ' Simply to have a
character

—

i.e. a moral character—implies that
property of the will by which the subject binds
himself to certain practical principles Iinchange-
ably laid down for himself by his own reason.'
' The foundation of a character is absolute unity
in the inner principle of conduct as a whole.'
This view soon attained a wide ditt'usion, even

outside of Germany, and to it is primarily due the
high estimate now set upon tihe conception of
character. Kant proceeds to ask whether tlie

moral life is, or is not, founded upon one's own
action—wliether it is paramountly one's own, or
in greater or less degree superinduced. The
importance now commonly attached to the forma-
tion of character is likewise traceable to Kant.
The term ' character,' however, still retains the
sense favoured by empirical psychology. Thus we
speak without misgiving, e.g., of an inherited
character, of a character acquired by adaptation,
habit, and the like. The uncritical use of the

' Of the development of the word in Germany, an excellent
investigation is given by R. Hildebrand, 'Charakter in dcr
Sprache des vorigcn Jahrhunderts,' in Ztschr. f. d. dmUchen
Unterricht, vi. [1S02J 7.

2 e.g. Rabener in his Satires, 1755, speaks of the ' originals of
my characters.'

3 The leading p.ossage dealing with this distinction is Kritik
der reinen Vernun^ (ed. Uartenstein, Leipzig, 1869, iii.

374 B.).
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word in such divergent senses is a fruitful source
of amljiguitj- and confusion.

Tlic term ' character ' has also had a somewhat
singular history. The one persistent element in
its connotation has been the attribute of stability,
which, however, pertained hrst of all to the
symbol, then to tlie thing symbolized, and which,
while originally a property induced from without,
came at leni;Lh to denote one generated from
within ; finally, this stability was at first regarded
as in the main a gift of nature, and .subse(iuently
as a product of self-activity. The signification of
the term ha.s been transferred by degrees from the
external to the internal, and from the sphere of
necessity to that of freedom. 'We have here, in
fact, a signal illustration of the way in which the
spiritual evolution of mankind may reflect itself
in the history of a word.
While that definite ethical sense of the term

'character' with wliich we are nowadays mainly
concerned was first imparted to it by Kant, the
idea itself is no creation of modern thought. For
thousands of years man has striven to find in self-

activity a basis for his life, and so to invest his
humanity with a certain independence of the
external, and a certain stability within. This
endeavour found classical e.xpression in Stoicism,
and the peculiar type of human character evolved
in that school has persisted throughout all suc-
ceedin'' generations. It asserted itself more par-
ticularly in many outstanding personalities of the
'Enlightenment' period. Even Kant himself
shows a certain attinity with the Stoic system of
thought, as may sometimes be traced in his
phraseology.
This iuwartlly directed movement of the human

.spirit manifests itself for the most part in periods
when the conventional relations of life are felt to
be unsatisfactory. It proceeds upon the postulate
that there subsists Avithin the soul of man a bond
of affinity with the cosmic reason, and also the
capacity of developing that affinity. In other
words, the movement implies that man is no mere
link in a chain of natural causation, but a being
endowed with a spontaneous energy, and therefore
free to determine his own acts. Where human
life shows no such power of inward movement, the
idea of fornung a character is practically out of
the question.

In our own age the dearth of character is widely
deplored, and not without good reason. The
activities of the civilized man of to-day are also
largely engaged with the external world, and at
the same time his conviction of the existence and
presence of an internal world is undermined by so
many doubts that it is diUicult for him to find an
inner foundation for his life and conduct. Then
there is al.-<o the hurry of modern life, which hardly
favours the task of calm refiexion, or of combining
the various activities of life into a single and
coherent whole. Now, as the disadvantages and
dangers of such a method of living are apparent to
all, there rises on every hand the cry that more
must be done for the building of independent
character. Such a demand, it is true, seems on
the face of it to involve a contradiction. Character
can be formed only in virtue of personal decision
and action. It cannot be coerced by external pro-
visions and precautions ; mere drill will not make
character. Nevertheless, while the vital impulse
must always proceed from the individual himself,
much may be done by the community in the way
of stimulus and support. First of all, there must
be in the social environment an ellective revival
and realization of the idea of an inner world—the
prim.ary condition, as has been said, of character-
building in the real sense. Further, it is a matter
of profound importance that the things of the

spirit should be assessed at their true value by the
community at large, and that they should not be
overwhelmed by the external things so highly
prized in our social life. It is indi.spen.sable,
finally, that wider scope be given to personal and
self-directed activity. No one who truly cares for
the development of independent character will
attempt to direct the course of a man's life by niere
mechanical rules and methods. The reformer in
this spliere must have faith in freedom, and must
not shrink even before the dangers which freedom
undoubtedly carries with it.

All this makes high demands not merely upon
our system of education, but upon the whole
structure of our social life. To treat of these
deiuands in detail lies beyond the purpose of this
article. But there can be no question that the
problem we have here outlined is one of the most
serious and most urgent of the present day.

LiTEEATUKE.—Theophrastus, ijaiicol xapaKr.ipei ; La Bruyire
Let Caracteres de Thfophraste, 16S7 ; Kant, Kritik dcr reinen
Vennm/t, 1781, and Antluopologie, 1T08; R. Eucken, Geislige
Strumuniien dcr Gegenwarti, 1909. [Reference may also be made
tothefollowinp:: A. ^aXn, Stmly of Character, imi; S.Bryant,
Short Studies in Charactt:r, la94 ; F. Paulhan, Les Caraetircs,
1895 ; A. FouUWe, Temperament et caractire, 1895 ; W. E H
Lecky, Map of Life, 1891)

; J. MacCunn, ilakiwi of Char,
acter, 1900 ; L. H. M. Soulsby, Stray Thoughts, 1900 ; C. J.Whitby, Logic of Unman Character, 1905 ; F. Paulhan,
ilemuiigcs du caractcre, 1905 ; P. Gillet, ^education du car-
actere, lu09.—Ed.]

Rudolf Eucicen.
CHARAN.—See BhAt, Char.vn.

CHARAN DASlS.—The Charan Basis are an
Indian Vaisnava sect, an oU'shoot of the Bhakti-
miirga {q.v. ). The name is a corruption of the Skr.
C/Mrano-drlsJ, and is derived from the religious
name of the founder of the sect, Charan Das (Skr.
C'hara)ut-d(lsa}. The number of its adherents is
small. They are found in the S.E. Panjab, in the
United Provinces of AgTa and Oudh, and in the
Native State of Alwar. No complete enumeration
of the sect was made in the census of I'JOl, but
1253 were recorded in 1891 in the Panjab, and 161 in
the United Provinces.' As for Alwar, all we know
is that there the Charan Dasis are neither numer-
ous nor w;ealthy, but have ten small temples and
monasteries. The most important of the temples
is that at the town of Bahadurpur, the home of the
founder's maternal ancestors, in whose honour a
small fair is held. Other holy places connected
with his histoiy are Dahara, also in the Alwar State,
where he was born, and where a chhatrl, or orna-
mented pavilion, is built over the spot in which his
navel-cord was buried ; and Delhi, where he died.
At Dahara his cap and rosary are preserved and
exhibited to the fliithful ; and at Delhi there is a
samadh, or monument, in liis honour, with a temple
attached, in which an impression of his foot is
shown, and where a fair is held every Basant
Panchaml [the vernal feast of the fifth lunar day
of the month of Magh (Jan.-Feb.)].
Although the members of this sect are few in

number, it will be advisable to discuss their tenets
in some detail, for they are typical of an important
group of the so-called 'dissenting' Vaisnava forms
of belief, and, moreover, the sect is one of the
few concerning which we possess authentic literary
documents.

I. Founder.—In order to a right comprehension of
such an Indian sect, to whom the life <if its founder
is still a living memory, a consideration of the
historical circumstances of his time is of the first

importance. Charan Das was born A.D. 1703 and
died in 1782. These seventy-nine years were a
period of calamity for India, and especially for
Hindus.

' Charan DasLs were counted in the United Provinces in 1901,
and then numbered 1773. This is nearer the mark than the very
doubtful 101 of 1891.
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In A.D. 1707, Aui'alig/Jb, the oppressor of Hindus, died niiser-

ftbly at Ahuiadnas;ar. Then followed the five years' struggle of

Bahadur Shall with the Sikhs. Bahadur Shah died in 1712, and,
after seven years of internecine strife, Mul;iamn)ad Shah came
to the throne. During his weak reign Uaidarabad rev'olted, and
Oudh became practically independent. In 1739 India suffered

the horrors of Nadir Shah's invasion. In 1743 tlie Mur.ithjis

conquered M.ihva, and, in 1751, Orissa and Bengal bcL-aiiie

tributary to them. In 1747, 1751, 1766, and 1759, occurred the
four invasions of Ahmad Shah Durriini. By the second he won
the Panjab, in the third he sacked Delhi, and in the fourth the

?.IariJh.TS were defeated by him at Panipat in 17til. From this

time the Mughal empire ceased to exist except in name, and in

17(i5 the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa was granted to the
British.

It was during these terrible times tliat many
Hindus sought a refuge from persecution and
tyranny in ascetic pietism. Tliey found in the

horrors tliat ahnost daily surrounded them a proof
that no religious observances, no obedience to Brah-
man priests or to the rules of caste, could give

release from the trammels of existence, which they
liad been taught for generations, and now found by
experience, to be nought but misery. To such even
the loving faith in a kindly, personal Supreme

—

the keynote of t\\e Bhakti-mdrga—seemed to make
demands too great for suffering human nature.

Some found consolation in self-abandoning resigna-

tion {Pinpatti-indrga), while others, especially in

N. India, turned to mysticism, and sought by in-

ward meditation, coupled with morality of conduct,
to attain to the release that faith in a God, whose
love had become hidden, appeared unable to secure.

One of these latter was Charan Das. He was born
at Dahara in Alwar, and was named Kanjit (Skr.

Rana-jita) by his parents. His father's name
was Muralidhar, and his mother's Kunjo. They
belonged to the Dhiisar tribe of the Baniya
caste. He came of a pious stock. His father was
accustomed to wander in the forest near his home
for the purpose of praj'er and meditation, and one
day went out with this object, but never returned.

When search for him proved unavailing, Kunjo
took her live-year old son to Delhi, where her father,

moving from bis ancestral home at Bahadurpur,
had lately settled. The lad, who was lame of one
leg, showed from his earliest years signs of extra-

ordinary piety, and, as his father had done before
liim, used to wander in the forest, fidl of religious

questionings. In his nineteenth year, while thus
roaming in ecstasy, he came across a holy man
named Suk-deo Das (Skr. ^uka-deva Ddsa) of

Sukra Tal, a village near Muzaffarnagar. Later
legends have identiljed this person as a re-incarna-

tion of the famous Suka-deva who is said to have
narrated the Puranas. Influenced by the loving
words addressed by Suk-deo to the band of children
that accompanied him, Ranjit threw himself at his

feet, and besought him to receive him as his disciple,

and to carry him, poor lame creature that he was,
across (the ocean of existence into the haven of

perfect peace). The saint took him on his shoulders
(literally or metaphorically), and, after carrying
him for some distance, initiated him as a disciple,

teaching him the Rama - nutntra, or initiatory
formula of Rama-worshippers, and instructing him
in faith in God (Hari-bhakti) a.nA knowledge of the
Supreme (Brdhma-jiiana).^ Suk-deo named his
new disciple ' Charan Das,' or ' Foot-servant,' in
token that he was no longer lame in spirit.

The convert returned to Delhi and took up his

abode in a cave near that city, where he studied
for twelve years, ' continually murmuring Rama's

^ These are the terms actually employed by Charan Das him-
self in the passage of his Swarodaya describing the episode.
Other writers of the sect call his doctrines the &aoda-mdrga^ or
' Word-path,' in contrast with the Bhakti-mdrija, or ' Way of
Faith." How much of the account of the episode is literal and
how much metaphorical it is impossible to say. Throughout all
his works Charan Das invariably refers to Suk-deo as his author-
ity, and the seo.t is even called by some the Sicka-saihpradaya,
or 'Church of Suka." (Suk-deo is often wrongly called 'Sukh-
deo ' by later writers.)

name and meditating on the Adorable (Bliagavat).'

He then, about A.D. 1730, commenced to teach
others, and founded a sei^t of his own. He had
lifty-two chief male disciples, each of whom
founded a local centre of the sect (gaddl), all of

which are said to be still in existence. 'The best

known of these followers was named Yuktanand.
Charan Das had several female disciples, of whom
the most celebrated were Sahajo Bai and Daya
Bai. These two were poetesses, and their hymns,
overflowing with devotional faith, are much ad-
mired.'
Many legends concerning miracles performed by

Charan Das are narrated in a worK called the
Gum-bhakti-prakdki. He is said to have granted
his mother a vision of the Adorable in his personal
form—a favour which had previo-asly been con-

ferred only upon the Saint Narada, and to have
been denied even to Brahma (cf. Mahdbhdrata, x.

12,971). He was arrested by Nadir Shah, but
vanished from the prison. When again seized, and
loaded with chains, he appeared the same night by
N.adir Shah's couch, and kicked him on the head.

The tyrant, full of terror at the sudden apparition,

fell at his feet and implored his forgiveness.

Another story is that two years previou.sly he fore-

told the death of the emperor Alamgir ii. (1759).

Charan Das died in 1782 at Delhi, where he was
cremated, the samadh already mentioned being
erected at the spot.

2. Tenets of the sect.—Charan Dasis are Vais-
navas, and as such claim to be followers of the
Bhakti-mdrga. As stated in the article on that
system of belief (vol. ii. p. 544), although each
'V'aisna'ca church has become divided into numerous
sects, none of these is opposed to the mother church.
Each has been given a name and a separate re-

cognition only on account of the preferences (ruchi)

of particular teachers for laying stress on particular

points. This is as true of the Charan Dasis as of

the others. The teaching of their foiuider is a
well-recognized phase of Vaisnavisiii. He, in agree-

ment with other teachers like Paltu Sahib, Jagjivan
Das, Darya Sahib, and the better known and far

older Kabir and Nanak,' insisted upon two things
as of primary importance—the power inherent in

the gum, or spiritual guide, of conferring salvation,

and the mystic power of the Name of the Adorable
(Bhagavat). The preface to the collection of his

hj-mns takes pains to inculcate that all such sects

were founded by great and holy men, and that for

members of one Vaisna\a sect to condemn the
tenets of the founder of another is only to betray
ignorance. The man who does this condemns at
the same time, ipso facto, the teaching of the
founder of his own sect, and is thus guilty of

grievous sin. With this reservation, the following
may be taken as a summary of the main points of

the teaching of Charan Das.
Belief in the Vedas and Puranas, image-worship,

obedience to caste-rules, pUgrimages, and other
outward religious observances, although to a certain

degree effectual, are, when compared with bhcikti

directed to the guru or with meditations on the
name, of no value as means of salvation. By
salvation is meant the personal, blissful, endless

' Collections of the hymns of both have been printed at Allah-
abad (Sahajo's in 190S, and Daya's in 1909), with a summary,
in each case, of all that is known concerning them. Both, like

Charan Das, were bom at Dahara, and belonged to the phusar
caste. For the former, see also Devi-prasada, Uahild-mTdu-
vCini (Benares, 1905), where there is a notice with specimens of
her hymns. Her father's name was Hariprasad. Nothing more
is known about her, but her poems contam valuable information
regarding her teacher, or guru. She cannot have been Charan
Das's sister, as is said by some. Dava Bai's best-known work,
the Dayd-hudha, was written in 1751."

2 So similar are the doctrines taught by Charan Das to those
of N.anak, the founder of the Sikh religion, thatthere are actually
Siklis who at the present day also call themselves Charan Dasia
(see Rose, Report on the Panjab CenstJS, 1901, p. 130).
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existence of the soul near the Adorable after release
from the bonds of transmigration, exactly as in
other forms of the Bhakti-mdrga (vol. ii. p. 544).

An extravagant respect paid to the guru is the
common property of most BhaJdi-mdrga sects. In
some it is carried even further tlian by the Cliaran
Dfisis. It is a favourite Vaisiiava statement that
the guru has two arms. With one he reaches
downwards and rescues the proselyte .soul from the
world of sin, while with the other he reaches up-
wards and presents the soul, freed from worldly
defilement, bc^fore the throne of the Adorable.'
From this point of view he closely corresponds to
our idea of a Mediator. It will easily be under-
stood how this belief, lield by a ]>opulation readily
accessible to mysticism, could branch out luxuri-
antly in many directions. In some .sects tlie guru
has become God incarnate, and claims possession of
everything held dear by thedevotee—his wealth, his
home, nay, even his wife. Amongst others, includ-
ing the Charan Dasis, it has developed into an
exaggerated idea of the sanctity of the guru. No
words can be too strong to describe his spiritual

might. He is tlie General who levels the castle of

delusion with a bombardment that has love for its

caunon-balls, and that inflicts the wounds of the
Word (sabda). He is tlie Hunter who shoots the
sinner-deer with the arrow of the Word. He is

the Sword of the Word, which cleaves in two the
body of Sin. He is the Arrow of the Word, the
Javelin of the Word, and so on. He drags the body
pierced by him across the bounds of existence, so
that it returns not, and lays it, freed from the
eighty-four bonds, at the feet of Hari. The believer
must know tlie guru and Hari to be one, and yet
the guru is mightier than Hari Himself, for he
protects the sinner from His wrath. He is the
Kama-incarnation, he is the Krsna-incarnation, he
is the Man-lion-incarnation, and so on.° In other
words, the tendency of the cult is to divert the
adherent's bhakti, or devotional faith, from the
Deity to the human mediator.
We have stated that its followers refer to the

doctrine of the cult as the Sabda-mdrga, and atten-
tion will have been attracted by the importance
attached in tlie above quotations to the iahda of

the guru. Sabda means literally ' word,' and is

technically applied to tlie short, pithy verses in

which a religious teacher, such as Charan Das or
Kabir, couched his maxims. But iabda has also
an esoteric meaning. It is the deified Word, the
'Logos.' In the works of the older reformer, Kablr,
there are many passages^ wliich are little more
than expansions or paraphrases of the opening
verses or St. John's Gospel, and Charan Das em-
ploys verj' similar language regardiii" what he calls

the ' Liniitles.s Word (An-had iabda].* It is, he
says, beyond tlie farthest limit of the beyond. It

completely purifies the thoughts. It has no letters

and no articulate .sound. It is the Supreme Deity
(Parabrdhmn). He who meditates u])on it becomes
himself the Supreme Deitj' ; he puts on immeasur-
able glory, and all his error flees. Nothing that is

known is like unto it. It is to lie considered as the
sun, as the moon, as all creation. The .soul that

' See, for instance, Gorindacharya, in JHAS, 1910, p. 687.
2 Thi3_ account is quoted from various verses in the Guru-

mahimd section of Cliaran Das's Bdnis. The extraordinary
statement that the gitru is more powerful than the Deity Him-
self is not confined to India. A scandal was created in Ireland
recently by a story of a Roman Catholic priest using almost the
same words with reference to the consecration of the Host.

3 See O. H. Westcott, Kablr and the Kabir Pajith, 1908,
passim, and Index, s.vv. ' ShaMa ' and ' Word.'
The curious half-Indian, half-Arabic compound, An-had, as

applied to the Word, is not peculiar to Charan Das. It is at
least as old as Kabir, and occurs in the Sikh fjranth. The term
' limitless ' includes time as well as space. The ' Limitless Word '

has been described to the writer by an Indian friend as the
' eternal sound ' or ' unceasing music ' ever abiding within the
Self—a sort of indwelling Spirit.

possesses .self-knowledge, and is absorbed in this
limitless One, becomes the Suiueme Self (I'ara-
mdtmd). In his meditation he hears the Limitless,
and, becoming limitless himself, his earthly desires
are all destroyed. His sins and his virtuous actions
alike lose their fated fruit.'

Closely connected with this view of the deified
Word is the doctrine regarding the mystic Name
of the Deity. It is here unnecei.-5ary to do more
than allude to the frequent parallels in other
religions. Charan Das says :

'The Name is inarticulate. It cannot be written, read, or
pronounced. Upon this Name must the devotee meditate day
and night. The Name removes all sorrow ; without it all

sacrifices, all austerities, all pilgrimaj;es, all vows are without
fruit. To attempt these without the Name is but to grind chaff
and expect flour. The Vyasa made the four Vedas, and carefully
weighed their meanings, yet the essence of them all is but the
Name of Kama. Meditation on the Name of Rama destroys all
sins, even the worst. Take the Name when drinking water or
when eating food, when sitting down or when rising to walk.
ItL-peat the Name in body, heart, and soul, through every wak-
ing hour, for, except Hari, there is no other friend."

-

A favourite comparison is that of a hol3' man
with a hero. On account of the similarity to
Christian ideas, a few verses maj' be quoted from
the Surmfc kd Ahga :

' No hero is equal to the saint who, like the warrior, hath
destroyed Illusion with all his army. He graspeth the shield of
patience, and with it thrusteth aside the hosts of outward religious
observance. Memory maketh he his arrow, kept in the quiver of
his heart, and he shooteth it from the bow of meditation pulled
by the hand of love. He bindeth to his side the dagger of wise
discrimination, and wieldeth the lance of holy sayings. The
trumpet of the Limitless Word soundeth in his'ears, and filleth
him with eagerness for the fray. W'ith heart full of rapture he
rusheth to the field of battle, and in his death he gaineth im-
mortality'.'

The ideas of the Deity inculcated by Charan
Diis are those of other Bhagavata sects. Tlie
Supreme is personal and endowed with all aus-
jiicious qualities, and salvation consists in the soul,
free from all earthly bonds, dwelling for ever near
Him in perfect bliss. As a personal deity He is

named Hari or Kama inditlerently. He is also wor-
shipped under the dual form of Itadha and Krsiia,
and at the present day these are the favourite deities
of the sect, although, except in passages avowedly
based upon the Bhagavata Purana, the present
writer has failed to notice in Charan Das's own
works any special reverence paid to these incarna-
tions.

The practical teaching of the founder is strongly
ethical. While he attacks all formal religious
ceremonies, and forbids image-worship of any kind,
he lays great stress upon the necessity of general
morality. The moral code of the sect consists of
ten prohibitions. Its members
' are not to lie, not to revile, not to speak harslily, not to dis-
course idly, not to steal, not to commit adultery", not to ofler
violence to any created thing, not to imagine evil.'not to cherish
hatred, and not to indulj^e in conceit or pride. The other obliga-
tions enjoined are, to discharge the duties of the profession or
caste to which a person belongs, to associate with pious men, to
put implicit faith in the spiritual preceptor, and to adore Hari
as the original and indefinable cause of all, and who, through
the operation of M.aya, created the universe, and has appeared
in it occasionally in a mortal form, and particularly as Kffija
at Vrndavana.' 3

The Maya, to which allusion is here made, must
be distinguished froiii tlie MSya discussed in the
Advaita VedSnta of Sahkara. ftlany of the modern
Bhagavatas have borrowed the name, using it to
indicate the demiurge who created the physical
world, with all its evil qualities, in subordination
to the Supreme. In the works of other writers,
such as Tulasi-dasa, Miiya sometimes performs an
office resembling that of the Satan of the Book of

Job.
It is noteworthy that Charan Das admitted

1 Various verses in the An-had $abda ki Mabima.
2 Verses taken from the Suiniran kd Afiga. All modem

Bhagavatas lav stress on the power of the Name (cf. Grierson,
.IRAS, 1910, p. 107(1.). Hut the Charan Dasis regard medita-
tion upon it as the only means, not as one of the means, of
salvation.

3 Wilson, Essays on Itel. of Uindus, i. 179.
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persons of either sex to the full privileges of dis-

ciplesliip, and that no qualilications either of caste
or of sex were required for his teachers. As already
mentioned, two of his most famous disciples were
women—8ahajo Bai and Daya Bal.
Although the founder prohibited image-worship,

his followers are not so strict at the present day,
and the worship of the more sacred Vaisnava
symbols, such as the &alagrdma stone or the
Tii/asl plant, is not uncommon amongst the less

particular members of the community. Tliey now
even have images in their temples, respect Brah-
nianas, and, like other pious Hindus, fast on the
eleventh day of each lunar fortnight.' Wilson's
account of the community may be quoted as the
fullest and most accurate :

' The followers of Charan Va3 are both clerical and secular ;

the latter are chiefly of the mercantile order ; the former lead
a mendicant and ascetic life, and are distinguished hy wearing
yellow garments and a single streak of sandal, or gopichandana,
down the forehead ; the necklace and rosary are Tulasi beads

;

they wear also a small pointed cap, round the lower part of
which they wrap a yellow turban. Their appearance in general
is decent, and their deportment decorous ; in fact, although
they profess mendicity, they are well supported by the opulence
of their disciples.' 2

The ^vritten authorities of the sect are all in the
Hindi language. None of them is in Sanskrit.
Great stress is laid upon this, and, according to
Powlett {op. cit. p. 215), writing about the year
1880, ' some time ago they resented the attempt of
a learned Charan Dasi to substitute Sanskrit verse
for the vulgar tongue.' They have translations of
the Bhagavata Purdna and of the Bhagavad-Glia.
These versions are ascribed, at least m parts, to
Charan Das himself. His original works include
the Bhakti-sCigara (see below), the Jlidna Sioaro-
daya (printed, Delhi, 1876), the Sandcha Sdgara,
the Dliarama Jahdz, the Brahrtmvidyd Sdgara
(also called the Charana-Ddsa Sdgara ; pr. Lahore,
1898), and the Ndsikctopdkhydna (pr. Bombay,
1882). The Jndna Swarodaya, which is much
esteemed, is a small book of only 227 verses. The
Nasiketopdkhydna (sic) is a version of the story of
Nasiketa taken from the Brahnulnda Purdna.
The Fauranik tale is based on the old and famous
legend of Nachiketas told in the Katha Upanisad.
Under the form of the Nasiketa legend it was one
of the first subjects dealt with in modem Hindi
prose, having been written in the then new form of
speech by Sadala Mi.sra, and published in 1803
under the title of Chandrduatl.^ The most striking
part of the work is a kind of Inferno, in which the
hero is permitted to visit the various hells, and to
see the torments of the damned. The damned,
and their sins, are described in detail. He is then
taken to heaven, and subsequently returns to
earth to narrate his experiences. A good edition
of Charan Das's Bdnis (1908), or shorter poems, and
others of the Banls of Sahajo Bai (1908) and Daya
Bai (1907), have been published at Allahabad
during the past few years. The Bhakti-sdgara,
together with 16 minor works, was published at
Bombay in 1903, and editions of the same treatise
appeared previously to this in Lucknow (3rd ed.
1903). The iJ/(a/i;<s-«7grara is dated Sam. 1781 (A.D.
1724).
LiTERATPRE.—The principal materials for our knowledge of

the sect are the works of Charan Das and his disciples mentioned
above. Further information is given in a scholarly article by
Devi Prasada in the A'dgari Prachari^i Pattrikd, v. [1901]
132, and in the anonymous introductions to the three collec-
tions of Bdrtis printed at Allahabad. The latter are valuable
as being founded on materials provided by members of the sect.
All these are in the Hindi language. As regards European
writers, H. H. Wilson's, in Essa{/s on the RHigion of the
Bindus, London, 1861, i. 17Sff., is the only approximately "com-
pleteaccount. Additional information is given bv P.W. Powlett

1 Cf. Powlett, Gazetteer of Uluiur, p. 215, and Maclagan,
Punjab Census Rep. for 1S91, p. 122.

•-' Op. cit. p. 179.
3 See also F. B. Filippi, II Sasikctopakhymam, Florence,

on p. 214 ff. of the Gazetteer of Ulw-ur (Simla, 1880), and by E. D.
Maclagan on p. l'20ff. of the Punjab Census Report for 1S91
(Calcutta, 1892). All the above European information is brought
together and collated by W. Crooke in the art. * Charandasi

'

in vol. ii. of his Tribes and Castes of the K. W. Prov. and Oudh
(Calcutta, 1896). The writer is indebted to Prof. J. F. liliim-
hardt for information regarding some of the published texts.

G. A. Grierson.
CHARISMATA (xapfff/mT-a).—'Charismata' is

the Gr. term rendered in the EV ' spiritual gifts,'
and used to denote certain normal and abnormal
expressions of Christian activity in the primitive
Church.

I. The linguistic usage.—The word x'^p"^l^°- is

not found in classical Greek, or apart from early
Christian literature except in Philo, Leges allegorim,
iii. 24 ('AH things in the world and the world
itself are the donation and benefaction and gift of
God '

: Sapta Kal evepyeaia Kal xapi(^M-a Oeoi5). In the
NT it occurs 6 times in Romans, 7 in 1 Cor. (5
times in ch. 12), once each in 2 Cor., 1 and 2 Tim.,
and 1 Peter. In these passages we can distinguish
between (1) a general, and (2) a special or technical
sense.

(1) In Ko 515- « the term (sing.) is used of God's
justification of the sinner by faith in Christ, in
6^ (sing.) it is defined as eternal life, in IP" (plu.)

it refers to the special jirivileges bestowed by God
upon Israel. In 2 Co 1" it expresses the Apostle's
deliverance from serious peril. Ro 1'' marks a
transition ; St. Paul hopes to confer on the brethren
at Rome some x'^P'i^M" Trvev/xariKiy, which may be
interpreted either generally of advice, instruction,
comfort (so Schmiedel, EBi, col. 4755), or specifically
of the endo^^ments described in Ro 12"''- and in
1 Co 12-14 (so Sanday-Headlam, Com. on Roin.^
1902, p. 21).

(2) In the two passages last noted the plural is

used ; in 1 Co 1' T and 1 P 4'° the singular in a
distributive sense ; in the Pastoral Epistles (1 Ti
4", 2 Ti 1"), the singular again, but in a semi-
collective sense, with reference to all the qualifi-
cations which an oiBoial in Timothy's position
should possess, and especially to a qualification for
the task of teaching. It should be noticed that in
1 Co 12' Trvevp-aTLKo., and in Eph 4' 6<i,uaTa (closely
connected with x°-P'-^< v.'), are used practically as
synonyms of xapiff/xaTa.

2. Nature and classification of charismata.

—

Any inquiry into the nature of the endowments
grouped under the technical usage of the term
Xapl<rp.ara must be limited in the lirst instance to
the passages in 1 Cor. (12"'""- ^s-s")^ and Rom. (12""^)

as being primary sources and acknowledged Pauline
writings. We may set the three statements in
tabular form thus

:

1 Co 12". 1 Co 12b. Ro 12.

Aoyos o-oi^ms I aTrdcrroAot * irpo<j)r]Teia

Ao-yoj yfwerews * 7rpo'J)))Tat StaKoi'ia
TTioTi? * SlSdaKoXoi, * SiSaxTKaXCa

t X- iaMt^Tojc t Svvdfiet^ J irapaxATjtrt?

t ivepYJfxara Svva^euv t X. la^tdTutv f 1 ° ^^^^ ' °^^

• irpoffirjTfia t avTiArj^ipm f 6 irpoiord/iffo?

t StoKpLiret^ TTvevixdrtov t Ku^fpi'ijereis

t yivT) •yAucrtrili' _ f yivri y\iMr(r!iy

t cpp.ril'tia yKiiiaGiiiV

We may confidently grou]) the Xi-yos <ro(pla^ and
the Xi57os -yvucrea^ of 1 Co 12", and identify the
united concept with the diSa(jKa\la. (plus the
Tra/jadXi/ffis?) of Rom., and the SiSa<nca\oi of 1 Co 12''.

Another probable identification is that of 6 Tr/joiirrd-

p.ivo'i in Rom. with Kv^eppria-ci.i in 1 Co 12''. Nor
shall we be far wrong in bringing together
6 pLeraSidoiis and 6 i\ewv (Rom.) and putting them
alongside di'TiX^jin/'Eis (1 Co 12''). So that in our
comparative table, representing by * those charis-
mata which have a place in all three lists, by
t those which occur in two, and by J those which
are peculiar to one, we have left the general
expressions 7ri(77is (Cor. ) and diaxovia (Rom.). Now

•{:
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in Ro. 12" rtffTis is made the measure of Trpoi/iT/reia,

and earlier, in v.^, is spoken of as somethinj; of
whicli God has dealt a [)ortion to all ; it is thus
regarded iis a regulative principle of the x"-?^"-
/xara. And in 1 Co 12'"'' SiOKoi'iai seems to be
synonymous with x"p''''Ma''a and inepyifnaTa, the
three terms >ieing each inclusive of the whole
range of spiritual gifts.

Various attempts at classifj'ing the xapiiTMara, es-

pecially as enumerated in 1 Co 12", have been made,
but wiUi incomplete satisfaction. The earliest is

that of Tcrtullian {ndo. Marc. v. 8), thus :

(1) A0705 tjo^id-; and A070S -yniaews— * sermo intelligentiae et
consilii.'

(2) irt'cTTts— ' epiritus religionis ct tiinoris Dei.'

(3) lafiara and fiut'a^et?
—

' valentiae spiritus.'

/«\ inpoitujTiia, Siax. Trvcv^iaTitiV )

(yVr) y,\i„,raitf, ('puTji-jia y\oi(Ta:iv (

Bengel and Meyer, a.ssuminf,' that Jrepos denotes
generic and &\\os specific distinctions, make this
arrangement

:

(1) Intellectual ; (a) Adyot <ro<iiia?.

,, (b) Afi-yos yfttiacw?.

(2) Faith and its dependents :

1.. i 1.
deeds (la^ara, words (Trpo'iTjrti'a) reason (6ta»c.

SvvdfLei^) TTvivixd-tuv).

(3) 'Tongue 'gifts: (n) utterance (y<V.j •yAiucrcrii').

(6) explanation (ep^Tji'cia yKujuauii-).

But it is curious that St. Paul should put prophecy
and criticLsin in the same class as healings and
powers ; and it is better not to force the distinction

between frepoj and dXXot, but to regard them as
used for the sake of variety. T. C. Edwards (Com.
on 1 Cor., 1885, p. 314) would group tliem thus :

(1) Intellectual power (Adyos o-oifiias, Aoyos yrcuo-ew?).

(2) Miraculou.s power (jrtVrty, td/iaro, and hwatLH^).
(3) Teaching power {Tipo<i>yyTiia).

(4) Critical power (Jiait. irKu/idrui-).

(5) Ecstatic power (yeVjj and iptLrtvtia. y\to<T<T<ov).

He points out, too, that there is a progress from
the most worthy (\67os iro^ias, 'the power of the
spiritual man to tinderstand the Divine philosophy
of the revelation in Christ ') to the least worthy
{yXuaaats \a\uv].

Taking our three passages together, we may
(omitting the terms 7ri<jTis and dtanofia) adopt some
such cla.ssilication as this :

(1) Gifts of power : ivepyrmara Svvdimuv, &vydfxft^, \a(iiiTti.a7a

tafi.dTiov.

(2) OiftS of sympathy : al'T.AijVst.t.s, /leraS.Jdi-ai, e'Atii..

(3) Gifts of administration : «v^epio;o-<t9, 6 irpoio-ro^uefos

(aird(7ToAo().

(4) Gifts of utterance :

(a) 5(£a(7ffaAia, A. vo^ia^, A. yi'w(re(ij;, iTapdK\rj(Tis.

(6) (aTTOKaKv^t^), ffpo-inTTCia, ctaK. n-i'ev.uarwc,

(c) yjiT) YAcKTiriii'. fp(<»)«ia yAcuao-ili'.

The affdoToAo^ really stands outside such a scheme, as one who
participates and exercises all kinds of spiritual gifts.

(1) In this class fall physical cures and cases of

exorcism and mental disease, together with the
punishment of oflcnders, e.g. I Co 4" 5'. The
belief in the continuance of such marvellous

Sowers lasted down to the end of the 2nd cent.
;

ustin Martyr, Dial. 39 ('•. 150), speaks of taaa
('healing'), and Irena^us, II(Kr. II. xxxii. 4 (c. 185),

tells of everyday exorcisms and healings and
occa.sional raisings from the dead.

(2) This class is stimmed up in Ac 2(F. The
care of the early Church for its sick and poor was
conspicuous ; it is pleasant to hnd such acts of
mercy recorded so persistently among the ' gifts of
the spirit.'

(3) There is little or no help here towards a
theory of the ministry in the primitive Church.
Neither the attempt (by Neander) to prove that at
the beginninij there were no officials, the.se only
arising when in course of time holders of xopifMara
passed away, nor the opposite ell'ort to identify
each xip'ff/io with a Roman or Corinthian church-
officer has been successful. The discussion does
not centre in the ministry but in the Church ; few
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members, if any, would be absolutely without
Xapi(X/iaTa, and, of course, any one taking a leading
part in worship or administration would have the
'gifts' especially belitting the part he took.
This may De a convenient point for noticing the passage in

Eph 4''-, at least a secondary authority for the Apostolic age.
Here the words are ^dptg (bestowed on each according to the
measure of the gift l&uipfd] of Christ) and Boixara (given by the
ascended Lord to men). And the enumeration is one not of
XapLirp.aTa as in Cor. and Kom., but of offices—apostles (cf.

Cor.), prophets (cf. Cor. and Rom.), evangelists (' missionaries,"
cf. Ac 21», 2 Ti 45), pastors (TroijueVe? ; cf. 6 vpoi(rTdp.evo^ of
Rom.), teachers (5t5atrKaAot ; cf. Cor. and Rom.). Although this
passage thus has several points of contact with our primary
authorities, and the Epistle in other places (?.g. 5^8) bears witness
to the vivid enthusiasm which pervaded the early Church as
' filltd with the Spirit,' it does not materially advance our study
of the (luestion inmiediately in hand. With"the Trpoto-Taiiet'os we
may compare not only the notp-yiv of Eph. but the nvouuet'oc of
He 137.

(4) It is with the gifts of utterance that the most
crucial questions arise ; and, as has been indicated,
they fall into three subdivisions, of increasing
difficulty, and possibly of decreasing worth.

(a) OLoa^KaXia and TrapdK\ri<ns present no trouble.
The former implies sj-stematic Christian instruc-
tion, the latter the tactful persuasion, the ' wooing
note ' that wins men to life's finer and higher
issues. X670S (Toipias and \6yos yvwaoin are intimately
related. The former should be interpreted in the
light of 1 Co 2^- '" ; it is the power to receive and
to expound the 'deep things of God' (cf. Ilo 11^),

His ways of salvation, which can only be taught
and learned as the Spirit aids. It is teaching that
appeals to the intuitional facultj'—the food of the
mystic. The latter appeals to the reason, and
shows how rational the intuition is. yv^ai^ is the
buttress of (ro(pia. How closely indeed the two are
bound together is seen by Schmiedel's explanation
of yvQai.^ as ' the knowledge of what is perceived
in an ecstatic condition ' (see 2 Co 4"^), in short, an
intuition ; ao(pia, again, if interpreted on the
analogy of the ' wisdom of the world,' becomes in

turn a sj-nonyra for reasonable understanding and
intelligent consideration. Both words seem thus
to be concerned as much with reception as with
inter|>retation ; they are methods of appropriating
knowledge.

[b) irpoip-nTfta.— In the Early Church it would
seem that the ancient word of Moses, ' Would God
that all the Lord's people were prophets' (Nu ll'-^),

had been fulhlled. This conspicuous endowment
of the Hebrew folk found expression in John the
Baptist (Mt IP) and in Jesus Himself (Mt 13" 21",
Lk 24"). Since 'the testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy' (Rev 19'"), it was natural that
prophecy, like other charismata, was an endowment
of the Church as a whole (Ac 19^ cf. 2'"'-

; 1 Co
11"-), while manifesting itself especially in certain
individuals. Outstanding examples are Agabus,
Judas, Silas, the four daughters of Philip (Ac 11-'

21'" 15'- 21"), and doubtless these and others
similarly 'gifted ' moved about from place to place,

ranking in importance next to the apostles (I Co
12™, Eph 2^ 3' 4"). Their ministry was ajiparently

confined to believers, and it was distinguished :

(1) from that of the teacher by its spontancit}' and
freshness (like their OT predeccs-sors, they spoke
by 'revelation' [1 Co 148-26-3»]; .•sometimes this

took the form of a definite announcement of the

Divine will, as in Ac 13'*f)
; (2) from that of the

'speaker in tongues' by its intelligibility. As
was the case with the OT projihets, there was
comparatively little dclinite prediction (Ac 11^
21'"') in their" utterances, the primary note being a
searching appeal that resulted in conviction, com-
fort, instruction, and edification (1 Co 14='-3'r.3i. 19)

Half a century later (according to the Didarlie) the
prophet, now apparently more itinerant, retained
his imiiortance, taking precedence of the local

officials, even at the Eucharist, and yet—as is
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confirmed by tlie evidence of Hennas and Lucian
— his sun liad begun to sot. The regular local

adniinistrativo order was coming to the front place,

and besides there were many counterfeit prophets
who were bringing the gift into disrepute. As
time went on, victory fell to the regular and per-

manent element, and, in spite of a continuation
of the gift of prophecy such as is witnessed to by
Ammia of Philadelphia and Quadratus of Athens
(Ens. HE V. xvii.), and strenuously attempted by
the Montanists (tiiough jierhaps their 'prophecy'
was more like ' glossolalia '), the enthusiastic and
extemporaneous could not hold its own as an
institution. The gift passed (it was transformed
in passing) to the regular ministry. The great

preachers like Chrysostom are the true descendants
of the NT 'prophets.' Justin Martyr indeed (c.

150) speaks of irpo^y-qTiKb. xapfff/tara [Dial, 82), and
the last orthodox contemporary witness is Irenajus

(c. 185). That the prophet was regarded as

Divinely possessed appears from the charisma
mentioned in close connexion with prophecy in

1 Co 121" (cf. 1 Th 5-\ 1 Jn 4'), that of ' discerning of

spirits.' This must be taken as referring to the

wide-spread belief in spirits, good and evil, and of

varying degrees of power. What tests were
applied in this is not clear ; that of 1 Co 12^ does
not carry us far, and the difficulty of finding sure

and fitting standards of judgment is well illus-

trated in the precepts of the Didache (clis. xi., xii.).

(c) yivq yXoKTaHf.—For our data in regard to this
' gift ' we are restricted almost entirely to 1 Co 14,

where St. Paul institutes a comparison between
the different x"p'i''M<"'i, and especially between
prophecy and tongue-speaking. It is easier to

dehne this ' gift ' negatively than positively, but
investigation leads to the following conclusions

:

(a) It is unintelligible (except when interpreted),

and bears the same relation to prophecy that
discordant music bears to harmony. It is therefore

unedifying and unfruitful to the Church, though
it has a certain value for the speaker himself
(yy_2. 4. 17.

28)^ and as a sign (perhaps a mark of dis-

pleasure) for any heathen who might be present at

the service, and who would not unnaturally regard
the tongue-speaker as mad (v.^). The utterances

would be disjointed, varying in tone and pitch,

(/j) It may have included prayer and praise (see

yy_ 14-17. I blessing ' probably covers both these forms).

(7) It is not a foreign speech ; for these St. Paul
(v.""-) apparently uses (payal. And it is unlikely

that ' interpretation ' of a foreign language would
have been regarded as a x'^P^"!^"- The antitheses

to yXibaff-j]^ viz. I'iSt, iv yvtoaetj iv irpotp-ijTeiff^ and so

on, also preclude such a supposition, to say nothing
of the ecstasy I'ather than the practical evange-
lizing use that marked the glossolalia. (5) The
explanation of this xap'^'M'' as ' unusual, archaic,

figurative ' speech is not satisfactory, though sup-

ported by Ernesti, Herder {SK, 1829, pp. 3-79
;

1830, pp. 45-64), Bleek, andBaur(i6. 1838, 618-702).

Bleek gives many instances from late Greek
writers of y'Kuaira = WnSrijres SiaXiKT^iv, but they
only prove that the word was a technical gram-
matical term. More helpful is the use of y\C>a-<ra

to denote an ecstatic oracular response. The
'outsiders' of v.^ might well have reckoned the
tongue-speakers to be possessed, comparing them
with the Pythia (cf. also Virgil, Aen. vi. 40-101).

(c) There remains the suggestion put forward by
Eichhorn and Meyer, that y\Ci<TtTa here is to be
taken in the literal sense of the bodily member.
The Spirit so takes possession of a man's faculty of

physical speech that, unconsciously to himself, he
utters inarticulate cries. Bunsen (Hippolytus, 1852,

i. 11) describes the XaXeii' y\il)<rcai^ as ' a convulsive
utterance, a nervous affection.' The comparison
between the tongue and instruments like the pipe,

harp, and trumpet (vv.''-') supports this view. The
y\Ciaaa is an or^jan which can be used to produce
alike intelligible 'prophecy' and unintelligible

'glossolalia.' In the former the vov^ plays a large

part, in the latter none at all. The tongue-speech
might have been described as Tr^eii/ian \a\iiv (as

contrasted with vii \a.\elv), but that the TrreOjua

was regarded as producing all the other xap'^M"'''!^-

The difficulty about this interpretation is that St.

Paul applies the plural not only to more speakers
than one (

12^ 14221- S9)^ w'here alone it is appropriate,
but to one speaker (14»t'8) ; cf. 12"-28 IS'). It also

hampers a solution of yhri yXwaaQv or ipii-qvda

yXmaaCiv. Hence Schmiedel's proposal to pass

from the instrument to the product by interpreting
' tongue ' (in every place except 14') by ' tongue-
speech,' i.e. speech which seems to be produced by
the tongue alone. Something of this Kiml is com-
pelled by 14^, which enumerates the definite itema
of utterance at a religious service.

There is little doubt that such ' tongue-speech
'

was of an ecstatic kind. Here, as in the Montanists,
the Jansenists, the early Quakers, and the revivals

of the 18th cent., 'we recognise a sudden awaken-
ing of the spiritual nature, and intense emotions
of overwhelming fear and rapturous joys' (T. C.

Edwards, Com. on 1 Cor. p. 222). Jonathan
Edwards speaks of ' the extraordinary views of

Divine things and the religious affections, attended
with very great effects on the body ' as accom-
panying the Northampton (Mass.) revival in 1735
(Thoughts concerning the Present Revival in New
England, 1742, i. § 5), and the journals of AVesley

and Whitefield are full of testimony to the physical

effects that resulted from their preaching. The
case of the Irvingite ' prophets ' is less to the point,

as their attempt to repeat the phenomena of the
Apostolic age was conscious and deliberate. On
the question of 'the Little Prophets of the
Cevennes,' see R. Heath's article in Contemp,
Review, Jan. 1886 ; A. Wright's Some NT Problems,

1898, p. 292 ff. ; and P. W. Schmiedel's criticism in

EBi, col. 4764.

(d) epjj.i]i'ela yXuaaup.—Just as the fiavris, whose
understanding was in abeyance while he delivered

his oracles, needed a irpo<priTr]s to give the inquirer

a rational interpretation of the Divine utterance,

and just as to-day there is a distinct place for those

who can interpret to the lay mind some gTeat

musical or artistic composition, the ' tongne-
speaker' needed as his complement the 'inter-

preter.' Sometimes (14"), like G. F. Watts, he
could do this himself ; oftener perhaps it was done
by others (12'" U-*^-^). As to the degree of exact-

ness attained by such interpreters we have nothing
to guide us. Probably the ' tongue-speeches ' were
more or less of the same pattern, and the inter-

preter would follow general lines, getting his

clues partly from the tone, the gestures, and the
recurrence of certain sounds. The Apostle gave
sound counsel in v.'^, when he advised the ' tongue-

speaker' to foster the additional 'gift' of self-

interpretation, which we gather from v.'' that he
himself possessed.

A word must be said on St. Paul's instructions

for the use of the charismata. He speaks of them
(1 Co 12=) as diaKOpLai, opportunities for service ;

they are not given for self-satisfaction, but for the

service and edification of the whole community.
The teaching is the same in ch. 14 and in Ro 12.

So in Eph 4" those who are endowed are them-
selves spoken of as the Lord's gifts to the Church.
It is necessary, therefore : (1) that the use of the

chari.sma be regulated and orderly (1 Co H*"-'-,

Ro 12*) ; in particular, he gives careful rules

respecting tongue-speech, and utterly condemns its

indiscriminate use ; (2) that a proper estimate be
formed of the value of the respective charismata.
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In the Apostle's 0|>inion (of. I'lato, Timmits, 72)

the abnormal gifts are inferior in value to the less

startling, but more ethical and edifying, manifes-
tations of the Spirit. While he does not forbid

'tonpe-speech'(l Co H^' ; of. perhaps 1 Th S'"),

and for obvious reasons does not suggest in its case

any Jid/tpiiris such as is applicable t;o ])rophecy, he
yet thinks far less of it than of the intelligible

forms of utterance—teaching, and the inspired and
inspiring preaching called prophecy—as well as of

the diil'erent forms of government and ministry.

The reaction .against ecstatic and unhealthy forms
of worship thus instituted by St. I'aiil was largely
successful, and .-iucceeiliug generations completed it,

though in a directi<jn which had its dangers, that
of hyper-emphasis on ecclesiastical organization.

It is significant that the Pauline notices of

'tongue-speech' are concerned only with the
Corinthian Church. The Greek belief in niantic

ecstasy and the Greek afleetion for the mysterious
and the eloquent explain the predominance of the

question in this community. The phenomenon ap-

pears not to have been known at Home ' or in any
of the other centres to which the Apostle wrote.

May it not be that in this church were a few
persons of the type we call ' mediums,' and that

their utterances were similar to those of Helen
Smith of Geneva as described by Victor Henri
(Le Laiujage nmrtien, Paris, 11)01) and commented
upon by F. C. Conybeare {HJ i. [1903] 832)?

This medium in one of her trances was an inluabitant of Mars,
and herself translated—with the help of another subliminal self-

called Esenale—some forty sentences (containing 300 words) of

the Martian language spoken during the trances, into French.

Analyzing these, M. Henri allots to French sources the syntax
and more than a third of the vocabulary of the ' Martian

'

language, to Magyar some 65 words, to German 25, and to

English and Oriental sources 3 and 5 respectively.

Schmiedel connects St. Paul's exercise of the

'gift' with the attacks of his malady (epilepsy),

and it is possible that at Corinth there were others

similarly afflicted. At the beginning of the 2nd
cent. Clement of Alexandria speaks of a language
of the demons, and Conybeare refers to a 5th

cent, hagiologist's report of a church near Bethlehem
where the dainionizonienoi or energumenoi prayed

'in their own language.'

The fact that Helen Smith in another subliminal

mood was an Arab princess and talked Sanskrit

may serve as a transition to the narrative of Ac 2,

where there is little doubt that, whatever the real

nature of the Pentecostal phenomenon, it was
regarded by the narrator (Luke, c. 95 A.D.) as the

power of speaking foreign languages. As time

went by, and as the story was told further afield,

what was probably the first case of Christian

glossolalia (see a short excursus in J. V. Bartlet,

Century Bible ed. of 'Acts,' p. 384 f.) was inter-

preted, under the intluence of a current belief as

to the inauguration of the Old Covenant, as the

Divine voice a.ssnming the forms of diflerent

national languages. The other cases in Acts

(Cornelius, W", and the disciples at Ephesus, 19")

are clearly instances of ' tongue-speech,' and have

nothing to do with dialects or languages. The
author of Acts could never have witnessed the

phenomenon himself.

Having dealt with the more direct references in

St. Paul's letters to the Corinthians, Romans, and
Ephesians, and in the Acts, we must now notice

briefly the other allusions to xo-P^I^"-'''''' in early

Christian literature.

1 Co 7'. St. Paul here says that he is jiossessed

of svieb self-control as not to need marriage, and
describes this self-control as a x'^P^'^l'-"' <^f ^oA to

him. Others may not be so endowed, and he may
lack some x^P^<'f^°- "'it '"i** been given to others.

1 In writing to Rome, .St. Paul is throughout more concerned

to lay down i)road principles won from past experience than to

meet in detail difficulties arising from special circumstances.

1 P 4'°. This Epistle makes no reference to

the phenomena described by St. Paul, and in the
passage in question the context points to our
regarding money, the means of hospitality, as a
Xipicr/ta (cf. Ko 12* A ncraRiiovs).

1 Ti 4", 2 Ti 1'. Here the word must be inter-

preted of the capacity, spirit, and zeal for evange-
listic work, or, as Kamsay ('Hist. Comm. on
1 Tim.,' Exp., Apr. 1910) expresses it, the power of

hearing the Divine voice and catchin" the Divine
inspiration, imparted to Timothy when first he
was selected as St. Paul's coadjutor. Timothy is

reminded that the x'^-P'"!^"' ^^'^*' "ot an inalienabli!

office, but was an actual Divine endowment given
for a definite purpose, a capacity liable to be
'extirpated by cfisu.se.'

Didache, 1,5:
' To every man that asketh of thee, ^ve, and ask not back

;

for the Father desireth that gifts be given to all «'« rinv l^iuiv

X^^t-tTfj-aruiv' (= bounties, temporal as well as spiritual).

Ignatius, Ej>. ad Smyr. superscription :

* Ignatius ... to the Church of God . . . which hath been
mercifully endowed cV iravrl x<ipifTii.ri.Tt..'

Ep. ad Polyearp. ii. 2 :

'As for the invisible things, pray that they may be revealed
unto thee ; that thou mayest be lacking in nothing, but
mayest abound (n-fpio-crev>)s) n-ai-TO? xapi.ay.o.TO';.'

The two passages from Ignatius find closest

parallel in Ro 1'. Justin Martyr (c. 150) in his

Dialogue with Trypho (eh. 39) says that disciples

receive gifts,
' each as he is worthy. . . . For one receives the spirit of

understanding, another of counsel, another of strength, another
of healing, another of foreknowledge, another of teaching, and
another of the fear of God.'

The first three and the last of these are taken
direct from Is lI"-. Compared with the Pauline
list, we have 'understanding' (avveais) answering
to ' knowledge' (<ro0/a), 'strength' (lax"^) answer-
ing to ' power ' (Swa.uis), and in more identical

terms ' healing' (lairi!) and 'teaching' (oMaaKoXla).
' Foreknowledge ' (-Kpiyvijiaii) takes the place of NT
wpocpTiTfla, and the change shows how that gift had
deteriorated. In eh. 82, Justin speaks of Trpo^ijnra

Xapla-iMTa, no doubt meaning prediction, but says

nothing about tongue-speech.
Mk 16". The words yXdKTffan \a\ri<xov(nv Katvah

must mean ' they shall speak in languages newly
acquired by them,' and, like the rest of the section

(vv. '-"), are no part of the origin.al gospel, but
depend on Acts and other NT literature.

Irenaius {c. 185), H<tr. II. xxxii. 4 :

•Those who are in truth Ilia disciples, receiving grace from
Him, do in His name perform (miracles), so as to promote the

welfare of other men, according to the gift which each one
has received from Him. For some do certainly and truly

drive out devils . . . others have foreknowledge of things to

come [cf. Justin], they see visions, and utter prophetic ex-

pressions. Others still, heal the sick by laying their hands
upon them. . . . Yea, the dead even have been raised up. . . .

It is not possible to name the number of the gifts [xopttr/iaTnl

which the Church . . . has received, . . . and which she exerts

day by day.'

lb. V. vi. 1 :

' In like manner do we also hear (or have heard) many
brethren in the Church who possess prophetic gifts, and who
through the Spirit speak all kinds of tongues, and bring to light

for the common benefit the hidilen things of men (cf. 1 Co
14-24f.). and declare the mysteries of God, whom also the apostle

terms spiritual.'

In the first of these passages there is no mention

of ' tongues' ; in the second, this gift is mentioned,

but (1) in close connexion with prophets; and (2)

without clear intimation as to whether it is foreign

languages or 'tongue-speech ' that is meant.

TertuUian {c. 200), adv. Marcion. v. 8, after

comparing the x^p'^MOTa enumerated by Isaiah

and by St. Paul, invites Marcion to produce any-

thing like them among his followers :

' Let him exhibit prophets such as have s|)oken not by human
sense but with the Spirit of God, such as have predicted things

to come, and have made manifest the secrets of the heart [cf.

Iren.l ; let him produce a psalm, a vision, a prayer—only let it

be by the Spirit, in an ecstasy, that is, in a rapture, whenever
an interpretation of tongues has occurred to him.'
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The whole passa'je is based on 1 Co 14-"-. Ter-

tuUian does not say that there was ' tongue-speecli

'

in his day, and his account [de Anima, ix.) of the

sister who l>ad the charisma of ecstatic revelation

is spoken of as prophecy. Miltiades, according to

Eusebius (HE v. xvii. 1), wrote an anti-Montanist

work, ircpi tov /it; Setv irpo<t>riTt}i' iv iKaTa<jei \i-y(i.v

('On the need for a prophet to refrain from

ecstasy '). As ' tongue-speecli ' and ecstasy became
absorbed in prophecy, so jjrophecy in turn was

superseded by the fixed otiicial ministry.

LlTKBATiRS.— Besides the commeutaries on Roin., 1 Cor., and
the other passages in question see D. Scbulz, Geislesgaben,

Breslau, 18;« ; W. R. Cassels, Supernatural Religion, London,

1877 ; Gunkel, IFirkungen des heil. Geistes, Gottingen, 1838,

3 1900 ; Beversluis, De keilige geest enzijne uerhingen, Utrecht,

1396; Weinel, Wirkungen des GeisUs und der Geister . . . bis

aui Iraueti.1, Freiburg, 1899 ; P. W. Schmiedel, in EBi, cols.

4766-76; Dawson Walker, The Gift of Tongues, Edin. 1906

;

T. M. Lindsay, The Church and Ministry in the Early
Crafun'M, Loudon, 1902; PaulFeine, Theologiedes NT,hevpViS,

1910, pp. 463-470; E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture^, 1891, ii.

141, and other literature cited in the course ot the article.

A. J. Grieve.
CHARITES (Xapires, Gratia;, 'Graces').— !.

Mythology.—Originally the Charites were Nature-
goddesses, and of this we shall find traces in their

worship. But in mythology they are the personi-

fications of grace and charm, and it is in this

character that they form a distinct and lovely

expression of the Greek genius. When they meet
us in Homer, they are humanized, indeed, but still

shadowy, conceptions with which poetic fancy has

only begun to play. Charis, the Grace, is tlie bride

of Hephaestus (//. xNiii. 382), and Pasithea is

mentioned as one of a whole family of Charites

(xiv. 267), who may be compared with the Nymphs
in Virg. Asn. i. 71, but beyond this we hear of

nothing definite regarding them—neither names,
number, nor parentage. Hesiod, whom later

writers generally follow, is much more definite.

He tells of three Charites—Euphrosyne, Thalia,

and Aglaia—daughters of Zeus and Eurynome
(IVteoi/." 907-9). Pindar mentions the same three

\0l. xiv. 13), and speaks of Zeus as their father.

Their mother he does not name. As figures in

national Greek religion the Charites remained a

triad, and bore for the most part their Hesiodic

names. But, according to the conception of the

Charites uppermost in the poet's mind, religious

fancy played freely with the question of their

parentage. Thus Hera, Aphrodite, and many
lesser divinities are named as their mother, while
Dionysus, Uranus, and Helios tlispute with Zeus the

honour of their paternity. Sometimes mythology
takes a very diflerent turn. Tlius Cicero (de Nat.
Dear. IIL xvii. 44) describes Gratia as a child of

Erebus and Night. This seems to belong to the
same circle of ideas as Hom. II. xiv. 269 fi'., where
Hypnos (Sleep), referring to Hera's promise to

give him Pasithea for his bride, bids the former
swear to him by the inviolable waters of the Styx.
According to a scholiast on II. xiv. '276, Lethe was
called mother of Charis, because gratitude (x<i/>'s)

is so easily forgotten.

2. Symbolism.—In general the Charites are a
symbol of grace or charm. They reflect the
characteristically Greek ideal of a life, whether
human or Divine, from which ugliness and pain are

banished. As their names indicate, they are

associated chiefly with life's festive aspect. Eu-
phrosyne speaks of mirth, Thalia of abundance,
Aglaia of splendour. In the hour of dance and
song, of feasting and carousal, the Charites give

free course to joy, loosening the bonds of unsocial
restraint ; but they are equally the foes of licence.

According to Panyasis (r. 4S9 B.C.), the first cup at
the banquet belongs to the Charites, the Hora», and
Dionysus ; the second to Aphrodite and Dionysus

;

but with the third come Hybris and Ate (wanton

excess ajid baneful rashness) (Atlien. ii. 36). The
witness of Horace is still clearer :

' tres prohibet

supra Rixarum metuens tangere Gratia' (Od. IIL

xix. 15). But the influence of the Charites does

not end here. They give its charm to everything
which makes life glad, full, and beautiful. ' Wliat
has man that is lovely and desirable,' says Theo-
critus, 'without the Charites?' {Id. xvi. 108 f.).

As the chaste Charites aid th<! gods themselves in

ordering dance and feast, and preside over all their

works, so they give to mortals the sweetness and
the joy ' if one be skilled in song, or comely, or of

fair renown ' (Pind. 01. xiv. 5 tl'. ). It is their wreath
which graces the victor's brow, their choir which
sounds his gloiy (Pind. 01. iv. 10, vii. 12 f., xiv.

4fl". ; Nem. v. 54, vi. 38 ; Pi/th. v. 48). Their love

of song they share with the Muses, dwelling with
them upon Olympus (Hes. Theog. 64 ; Eurip. Here.

Far. 673, etc.). But the Muses are more sedate

than the Charites. So in Olympus, Apollo harps,

the Muses sing, but the Charites, with the Hone,
Aphrodite, and other youthful goddesses, dance
(Horn. Hymn, in Ap. Pyth. 10 fl'.). The same link

that bound the Charites to the Muses boimd them
closely to Apollo. They had their seat beside the

Pythian Apollo (Pind. 01. xiv. 10), while the statue

of the Delian Apollo held three Charites in its

hand (Pans. IX. xxxv. 1, etc.). With Aphrodite
their connexion is esjiecially close. They give love

its charm, and especially the finer grace which
alone can make it lasting. So, as her handmaids,
they bathe and anoint the goddess, dress her for

the banquet in perfumed robes of their own work-
ing, animate her by dance and song (Horn. //. v.

338, Od. viii. 362 tf., xviii. 192 AT. ; Hom. Hymn. iii.

61: Sappho, a^. Himer. i. 4; Hes. Ojyp. 72 f.; Paus.

VI. xxiv. 5, etc.). Nor was it only for Aphro-
dite that they wrought fair garments, but for

Dionysus also and other gods (Apol. Rh. iv. 4'24 H'.).

i'hia may suggest to us the relation of the

Charites to art. They supplj' the charm without
which the artist's skill and labour are vain. Hence
it was that Charis became the bride of the smith
Hepha?stu3 (see above). Nor is it otherwise with
literature. Even Athene depends on the Charites,

who give grace to learning, for which reason Plato

counsels his pupil Xeuocrates tooft'er tothe Charites.

To the poet they are indispensable, as are the

Muses. But the latter speak rather of the source

of the poet's inspiration, the former of his power
to please. It w.as from this point of view that

Pindar described himself as tilling the garden of

the Charites (01. ix. 27), and that Theocritus spoke
of his poems as ' my Charites ' (Id. xvi. 6). They
also, it would seem, symbolized the charm of win-

some speech. This is probably implied by their

frequent association with Hermes (on the connexion,

see Furtwangler, in Roscher, i.«. ' Chariten '
; cf.

also Cornut. de Kat. Dear. chs. xvi. xxiv. ; Eudoc.
Viol. p. 153). Often, too, they are mentioned in

company with Peitho, the goddess of persuasion

(Hes. Opp. 73 ; Pind. frag. c. 10 ; Plut. Conjug. Prwc.
Proann, etc. ), and Hermesianax actually named her

as one of the Charites (Paus. IX. xxxv. 1, where,

however, the text seems doubtful). Lastly, a word
may be said on their frequent association with the

Horae (or Seasons). It must suffice to observe that

they are usually, though not alwaj's, related to the

Horn?, as the life of man is to the life of Nature.

Thus, while the Hor;v ripen the vine, the Charites

help man to enjoy it (cf. Athen. ii. 38) ; while the

HoriB crown the divine child Pandora with flowers,

the Charites adorn her with golden necklaces (Hes.

Opp. 73). But the spirit of both is the same. The
Charites, like the Horaj, delight above all in

flowers, and love, and vernal freshness (cf. above

;

and also, for the Charites, Stesichorus [Bergk's

Poetce lyrici grceci^, iii. 221] ; Ariphron [ib. iii.
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597]; Hor. Od. I. iv. 6, xxx. G, iv. vii. S; Ov.

Fast. V. 21511'.).

3. Worship.—It is in local cult rather than in

national niytholo^.'y that the oldest Greek religious

conceptions are found. The Charites are no ex-

ception to this rule, for their worsliip allbrds

distinct traces of their oripinal character of Nature
poweis. Tlie most important seats of their worship

were the Minyan Orclioincnos in Utcotia, Athens,

and Sparta. At Orchonienos we read that Eteocles

was the first who sacrificed to the Charites, and
that they were represented hy natural stones which
were said to have fallen to him from heaven.

Further, we are told that their sanctuary was the

oldest in Orcliomenos, and that Eteocles ' instituted

three Charites'— whose names, however, the

Bteotians did not remember (I'aus. IX. xxxv. 1,

xxxviii. 1 ; Theocr. Id. xvi. 104). Now, at Athens
only two Charites were originally worshipped, and
at Sparta they were always two (l*aus. IX. xxxv. 1),

while the aljove somewhat ambiguous references

to their worship at Orchomenos suggest that there

also two may have been the original number. In

view of these as well as of other facts relating to

the Charites, J. E. Harrison observes :

' The ancient Charites at Orchomenos, at Sparta, at Athene,

were two, and it may be conjectured that they took form as the

Mother and the Maid '—the ordinarj' twofold aspect ot Nature
goddesses (Proleg. to Study of Gr. Rel. 2S7).

Much of what follows in this paragraph points

in the same direction. At Orchomenos the temple

of the Charites stood near the city, in the rich vale

of the Cephissus. In its neiglibourhood was a
temple of Dionysus, and a spring sacred to

Aphrodite (Serv. ad Virg. Aen. i. 7'20)—both, as we
have seen, closely related to the Charites. To the

temple of the Charites the peasants of the country-

side brought a priestly tithe. In honour of the

goddesses there was a festival (the XapiT-fiina) with
musical contests, of which records are still ex-

tant {CIG, nos. 1583, 1584). The Xapir-qaia. were,

further, celebrated with nocturnal dances, after

which cakes of roasted wheat and honey were
distributed (Eustath. ad Horn. Od. xviii. 194). This
worship as a whole (and notably the last-named

feature) points clearly to goddesses of natural

plenty and fertility. At Athens, as already noted,

the original Charites were two. Their names,
Auxo and Ilegemone, are such as belong to spirits

of vegetaticm. Auxo is the goddess of growth,
Hegemone the ' conductress' of the glowing plant,

as Furtwiingler puts it, ' to light and bloom and
fruit." They were invoked along with Helios, with
Thalloand Carpo(the Hone of S]iringand Autumn),
and Pandrosos, goddess of dew (I'aus. IX. xxxv. 1

;

Pollux, viii. 106). In front of the Acropolis stood

the images of three Ch.arites, said to be the work
of Socrates, but associated with them was one of

those .secret cults which belong especially to

Nature-worship (Paus. IX. xxxv. 1). In .Aristoph.

Thesm. 300 the Charites are invoked in company
with agrarian deities, .and at the Eleusinia they
received an offering along with Hermes (A. Momm-
sen, Heortol., 1864, p. -iol), 'whose worship as the

young male god of fertility, of flocks and herd.s,

was so closely allied to that of the Cliarites' (J. E.

Harrison, ap. cit. 291). At Sparta the two Charites

were known as Cleta and i'haenna (sound and
light)—names which speak of Nature, while also

suggesting the life of man. The Spartans built a
temple for them on the river Tia.sa (Pans. III. xviii.

4, etc.), and at Sparta itself was a temple of the
Charites and Dioscuri (ii. xiv. 6). We read also

of cults of the Charites in Paros, Thasos, Cyzicus,
Klis, Olynipia, and Hermione.

4. Art.—The treatment of the Charites in art is

a large subject, of which only the barest outline is

here attempted. The rei)resentation3 may be

divided generally into the two great cla.sses of the

draped hgures and the nude. These were the
productions respectively of an earlier and a later

age (Paus. ix. xxxv. 2). The triad of Charites

was early reiiresented in art. Sometimes they
figured in independent groups, and sometimes as

the adjuncts of some superior deity, as in the case

of the Zeus of Pheidias, above whose throne were,

on the one side, three Hor;c, on the other, three
Charites {ib. v. xi. 7). In the earlier period no
attempt seems to have been matle so to arrange
the figures as to express a single unifying idea.

They stood sejiarate from each other, and were
sometimes distinguished by separate attributes.

Thus the Charites on the hand of the Delian Apollo
(see above) held, the first a Ijtc, the second flutes,

and the third a syrinx at her lips. Later on we
meet with a type in which they hold one another's

hand, tripping the while lightly to the left in a
solemn dancing measure. We have examples of

this type on relief fragments and on coins. It was
the Hellenistic age which, in its search for sensuous
charm, developed the naked type of Charites, but
it seems to have been preceded by a period when a
composite type prevailed, in which the figures are

only partially draped. Thus Seneca, referring to a
type of Charites, which was api>arently known in

the time of Chrysippus (3rd cent. B.C.), describes

them as ' inanibus implexis solutaque et perlucida

veste' ((/c Bcnrf. i. 3). But that even in the 3rd
cent, the nude type had been introduced is rendered
probable by a fragment of Eujjhorion (c. 221 B.C.),

Ill which he alludes x'^f-"'-" cKpap^traLi/. Once in-

troduced, the nude type attained such vogue that

for the Koinan period we cannot point with
certainty to any example of the other. The figures

do not in this, as in a previous type, stand in a
line with hands joined. The arrangement rather

suggests a circle, in which two Charites face the
beholder, while the third and central figure is seen

from behind, the whole forming a charming com-
position. Examples of it are found chiefly on wall-

pictures and cut stones.

LiTEUATiRK.—Roscher, Lex. d. Muthol. i. 873£f. (Leipzig,

lbS4-9ii); Pauly-Wissowa, iii. 2150 ff. (Stuttgart, 1899);

Schoemann-Lipsius, Gr. Atterthiimer, Berhn, 1897, vol. ii.

;

Preller-Robert, Gr. Mytholoqiei, i. 4S1-184 (Berlin, 1894);

K. O. Miiller, OrchonKuos (Breslau. 1844); Smith's Did. 0/
Gr. ajid h"in. Biog. and MythoL, Ijondon, 1853, vol. i.

; J. E.
Harrison, rrrdeij. to the Study 0/ Gr. Rel., Cambridge, 1903,

pp. 286-299, 438, 439; H. Usener, Gotteniamen, Bonn, 1896,

p. 131 ff.; O. Gruppe, Griech. Mythol. und RHigumsfjcvch.,

Munich, 1906, index s.c. 'Charites.' I. F. BuRN.S.

CHARITY.— I. Its nature.—Charity is a species

of goodwill or benevolence, and, therefore, attaches

itself to the amiable and generous side of human
nature. It is a fixed attitude of the soul ; no mere
mood or pa.ssing impulse, but a disposition, show-
ing itself outwardly in kindly sympathetic deeds.

It is es.sentially social and unselfi.sh ; and the

principle of it is, ' I am a man, and take an interest

m everything pertaining to humanity ' (homo .turn,

humani nihil a me alioiii.in puto, Ter. Hcant.

I. i. 24). Consequently, it is magnanimous : it

thinks the best of human beings, and has for its

end their interests and welfare. It is joined also

with humility, not grudging to stoop if only it

may serve. It acts in a twofold way, positively

ancl negatively—it confers benefits, and it refrains

from injuring ; on the other hand, when itself

injured, it is swift to forgive. It is thus no mere
emotion, but involves, besides, l)otli intellect and

will. It is feeling that issues in doing : but, as the

doing is of the nature of beneficence, it is regulated

by wi.sdom and discretion. Hence, charity may
sometimes a.ssume an austere and even ajiparently

an unsymiiathetic aspect towards its object. When
that object's real good cannot be achieved without

inflicting pain and suffering, charity does not
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shrink from the iutliction : it will even refuse to

be tolerant, if tolerance means simply complaisance
that would work harm. It is, further, in leajjiio

with justice, and eschews favouritism and jiarti-

ality, not allowing itself to be misled by mere fond-

ness. Moreover, a sharp distinction must be drawn
between charity and amiability or good nature—the

latter of which is frequently a weakness and may
be detrimental to true charity, although it may also

be turned to account in its service.

' There is a softness and niilkinesa of temper,' as an 18th cent,

writer quaintly puts it, ' that cannot say nay to anything ; but
he that can never refuse a favour, can hardly be said ever to

grant one : for it is wrested from him, not given ; be does it to

rid himself of an opportunity, and save tlie trouble of a denial,

iu which case it is a weakness rather than a virtue. Hence good
nature is often called, and sometimes really proceeds from,
folly, which cets no thanks when it proves most beneficial : for

men applaud themselves for having gained a compliance by
wheedling or pressing, and secretly laugh at the silly thing that
could be won by such artifices' ("Tucker, The Light of Nature
Pursiied, i. 252).

From all this it will be seen that charity pre-

supposes the exercise of the sympathetic imagina-
tion—the power of entering into the experiences of

others and making them one's own ; the power of

realizing (not only understanding, but also appro-
priating) others' circumstances, point of view, ideas,

purposes, aspirations, motives, pleasures and pains,

joys and sorrows. Only thus can it be effective,

rejoicing with them that rejoice ; weeping with
them that weep (Ro 12'5).

Now, this which holds good of charity regarded
as a moral excellence is applicable also to Christian
charity. But there are specific differences. Charity
as ' the royal law,' ' the perfect law, the law of

liberty ' (Ja 2' and 1^), has its own distinctive

features. In the first place, in Christian charity,

goodwill is transformed into love (d7dir»;)—love in

the highest and purest sense of the terra, in contra-
distinction to the tender emotion of that name
which is associated with passion. In the next
place. Christian charity draws its inspiration from
a religious source : it is not begotten of men, but
of God. Lastly, the actuating motive of it is

religious also.

We may glance at these characteristics in turn :

( 1

)

First, the transformation of chai'ity into love

is the elevation of a merely virtuous disposition,

altruistic and unselfish, into a Christian grace or
' theologic virtue.' For love, in the NT, is set forth
as constituting the essence of God ; and it is repre-
sented also as a Divine gift to man which the Spirit
of God has breathed into his soul. As thus con-
ceived, it is based on reverence, and so is the great
cementing force between man and man ; for man
is now viewed as foi'med iu God's image, and every
human being is regarded as having m him greait

potentialities—he is a ' brother ' in tlie truest sense,

and possesses native worth and dignity, however
much obscured they may be in fact. Yea more, he
is the object of the Saviour's love and of His
redemptive work, and may be ' renewed in the
spirit of his mind' (Eph 4-^), and thus become a
member of the Christian kingdom. The mere
appreciation of the solidarity of the human race
might secure charity as fellow-feeling, but charity
is transformed into love only when we realize that
we ' are all one in Christ Jesus ' (Gal 3^).

(2) In the next place, charity as love draws its

inspiration from above. It is not, in the first

instance, regard or even affection of human beings
for each other

—

th/:it might arise from the natural
feeling of fellowship or from the necessities of social

intercourse ; it springs from the realization of man's
primary relation to God as son to Father, and so is

love of man for the sake of God : ' this command-
ment have we from him, that he who loveth God
love his brother also' (1 jn 4^'). Hence the Chris-
tian's charity can be wide and liberal. As it is

directed towards men as God's sons, it is based on
and imitates that of God Himself, who ' is kind
toward the unthankful and evU' (Lk e*"), who
' maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good,

and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust'

(Mt 5^). Hence, also, it is stable and imceasing,

and not merely fluctuating and uncertain.

(3) But, thirdly, the motive of it is devotion to

Jesus as man's Savioui—attachment to His person,

and eagerness to please and to serve Him. Conse-
quently, it is a ' new ' love—new in kind and new
In measure :

' A new commandment I give unto
you. That ye love one another ; as I have loved
you, that ye also love one another ' (Jn 13*"). The
motive makes all the diS'erence. For charitable

deeds may spring from desires that strip them of

their spiritual value. Deeds there must be in all

cases of charity—the enthusiasm of humanity will

and must manifest itself m outward conduct ; but,

though beneficent, they may not be intrinsically

worthy. It is a mistake to identify charity with
beneficence. Of this St. Paul was quite aware
when, in the famous passage on charity in 1 Co 13,

he says, ' And if I bestow all my goods to feed the

poor, and if I give my body to be burned, but have
not charity, it profiteth me nothing.' In other
words, even almsgiving and ministering to the

wants of the needy, which at first sight appear
to be pre-eminently Christian charity, and which
(judging from the present use of the term as the
equivalent of ' almsgiving ') seem now, not un-
frequently, to be regarded as exhausting it, may
be nugatory : concern for the poor, laudable though
In itself it is, may spring from a wrong motive, and
thus be vitiated. So also self-sacrifice, unless its

moti\-e be right and noble, may be futile. Charity
certainly means ' going about doing good

' ; but it

is not Christian unless there be in it a distinct

reference, direct or indirect, to the will and the

intent of the Saviour, and unless it be measured
by the love that He bears to men ; not forgetting
that He accepts service to oiu fellow-men as service

to Himself— ' inasmuch as ye did it unto one of

these my brethren, even these least, ye did it unto
me ' (Mt 25'"').

But, estimated in this way, certain things become
distinctive of it. (a) Note its relation to hate.

Love is the opposite of hate : the two are anti-

thetic—where the one is, the other is shut out.

And yet, according to the psychologist (see, e.g.,

Bain's Dissertations on Leading Philosophical
Topics, 1903, pp. 84-104), both are native to human
nature ; and they react on each other. It is a
commonplace of Psychology (see, e.g., Spinoza's

Ethics, pt. iii. ) that hatred of a person whom one
formerly loved is intensified by the very fact of the
previous love

;
just as previous dislike of a person

may intensify our afl'ection for him, once we are

drawn towards him. But Christian love excludes
hatred— hatred of persons (misanthropy)— abso-

lutely. If it were lawful to hate any one, it would
surely be one's enemies ; and yet the Christian is

commanded, ' Love your enemies, bless them that
curse you, do good to them that hate you, and
priiy for them which despitefully use you, and
persecute you' (Mt 5"). The meaning of this is

that both the measure and the nature of love are

estimated from the standpoint of the love of Christ

;

and if the disciple is to be as his Master, hatred
must be expelled from his heart. And if hatred is

expelled from his heart, along with it are expelled
all the malignant emotions—anger, retaliation,

revenge, envy, jealousy, and the like. Meekness
is now raised to a supreme position, and to it is the
final victory promised :

' Blessed are the meek : for

they shall inherit the earth' (Mt 5').

(0) Christian charity is not to be limited by con-

siderations either of merit or of gratitude in the
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recipient. As it is leijuircd to be after the pattern

of Christ's love, it must proceeil on the fines of

generosity and mercy, not on tliose of strict legal

justice. Had Christ waited till mankind merited
salvation, salvation would be still to seek. Had
He insisted as a preliminary condition that His
work must be repai<l with immediate gratitude,

the world would be heathen still, .sitting in the
darkness of the shadow of deatli. But what He
did was quite difierent. A^iart from merit and
apart from gratitude on the side of the recipients,

He poured out His love upon mankind, and sealed

it with His death ; and, on the cross. He pardoned
even before His mercy was asked : for those wlio

crucified Him, even at the very moment of tlieir

ignoble "lorification in their unholy deed. He
prayed, 'Father, forgive them ; for they know not
what they do ' (Lk '23^''). His was ' an all-embrac-

ing love, not swayed by feelings or emotions or

preferences'; and the command to His di.sciples

19, ' As I have loved you, that ye also love one
another' (Jn 15'=).

(c) In the last place. Christian charity, on its

practical side, is to be guided by the golden rule,
' All things whatsoever ye would that men should
do to you, do j'e even so to them' (Mt V). This
is no mere dictate of prudence : it is not only a
counsel of humanity and fellow-feeling and a check
to individual selfishness (as such, the rule is virtu-

ally common to all great ethical systems of what-
soever age and whatsoever country) ; it is an
acknowledgment also that every human being is

the creature of God formed in His image, and, as

formed in His image, is the object of Jesus' love,

and that no one is to regard himself as, of personal
right, dearer to the Creator than anotlier, or of

more intrinsic worth—each is a human soul (none
more, none less) bearing the Divine stamp and
potentially an heir of the promises. Yea, for each
equally Christ died, so that all may become
members of the same Body. Under any view of

it, the brotherhood of mankind is an organic
unity ; but, in the Christian conception, it is

organic in a special sense—namely, because Christ
is the Head of humanity, and so binds men
together by first bimling them to Himself, and
imparting to them of His own life.

Christian charity, then, is love of men for the

sake of God (God as revealed in Christ), and is

stimulated by the love of Christ for man. This
implies that love to God comes first in our estima-

tion, and that in this love the other has its origin

and its significance : brotherly airection (in the
Christian sense) is founded on piety. What, then,

is the relation between Christian charity and the
allied Christian graces—faitli and hope ? Clearly,

charity is the atmosphere in which they live and
thrive ; or it is the motive-power by which they
are actuated. If ' faitli ' means acceptance of

Christ's word and trust in His person, then, of

necessity, it ' worketh by love' (Gal 5"), and is

really effective only when love is supreme. If, in

like manner, we mean by ' hope ' expectation based
on the Divine promises, then again love liecomes

the moving force ; for expectation could not be kejit

up in the face of earthly troubles—in the face of

delay and hindrances antl disappointments. JIuch
less could it increase, as it usually does, as the
believer's life advances, if it were not prompted
and sustained from this source. Love is not only
(what St. Paul calls it) ' the greatest ' of the Chris-
tian graces (I Co 13''); it is also the stimulator
and the indispensable condition of the other two.

2. Consequences.—That being so, let us see the
practical consequences of Christian charity. As
its basis is love to God issuing in love to man for

God's sake, obviously Christian charity is the
supreme dissolvent of all barriers (opinions, feel-

ings, haliits, customs, prejudices, principles alike)

that would keep man apart from man—of all dis-

tinctions that are of the nature of caste, and tliat

would foster self-importance in the individual and
lead to injustice and contempt towards others.

For the same reason, it overflows in good works

—

in deeds of practical beneficence, including, of course,

the negative beneficence of restraint, or refrain-

ing from insult and the infliction of injury when
revenge is in our power. In this way, it goes far

beyond even what was attained by ' the high-

minded man ' of Aristotle, wlio ' readily forgets

injuries . . . and is not apt to speak evil of others,

not even of his enemies, except with the express

purpose of giving offence ' (ti /it; dC v^piv, Nicom.
Ethics, iv. 3. 30 an(r31).

Perhaps it may be thought that the sentiment
of universal brotlierhood (such, for instance, as
the Stoics cherished) would do the same thing.

But the difl'erence lies here—the sentiment of

universal brotherhood is simply on the i>lane of

morality and natural or social afl'ection ; Christian
charity rises higher and grounds the sentiment in

religion, in apprehension of the Fatherhood of God
and the universal redemption wrought out by
Christ. The point of view in the two cases is

entirely difierent ; but the results achieved are

difierent also. The cosmopolitanism of the Stoics,

though noble in many ways and conducive to

tolerance and sympathetic regard for others, did
not eftect any wide-spread reformation in the world

:

it was very much a doctrine and a sentiment of

the philosophers, confined, therefore, to the few
and not practically ojierative for the many. But
Christian charity, inspired from above, and directed

to Divine ends, is no mere philosophical doctrine ;

it appeals to all mankind, has ett'ected great
things, and has in it the energy to eflect more. To
it, civilization owes an enormous debt. It has been
largely instrumental in the elevation and emancipa-
tion of women, and in the abolition of slavery in

the world ; it has broken down race antipathies of

long standing, and shown the true nature of class

distinctions ; and it has made friends of foes in

many instances when war and hostile opposition
would only have embittered enmity and made
hatred all the more intense. ^Yhat, still furtlier,

it has done on the side of philanthropy and chari-

table institutions (thus taking under its wing the
poor, the degraded, and the needy) and of liumane
treatment both of human beings and of the lower
animals, and how it has entirely changed men's
views of human life, impressing them with the
notion of its sacredness and of tlie duty of conserv-

ing it-—need only to be mentioned. If, notwith-
standing, ' the parliament of man, the federation
of the world ' has not come and seems long in

coming ; if, even in Christian countries, great
social questions are still unsolved and oppression
has not fled the earth ; if capital and labour are

still at feud, and ' man's inhumanity to man makes
countless thousands mourn,' that is not the fault

of Christian charity, but arises from tlie imperfect
appreciation of wliat Christian charity reallj' is,

Ijy many of those who profess adherence to the
Cliristian faith. It will come wlien men fully

realize the meaning of the two sayings— ' If a
man say, I love God, and hatetb his brotiier, he is

a liar : for he tliat loveth not liis brother whom he
bath seen, cannot love God whom he hath not seen.

And this commandment have we from him, that
lie who loveth God love his brother also ' (1 Jn i'-"'-)

;

and ' By this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples, if ye have love one to another (Jn 13'').

3. The term 'charity.'—This is the English
equivalent, through French, of the Latin caritas.

Now, caritas in Latin original!}- meant 'precious-

ness,' ' high price,' ' deariiess' ; and, in its secondary
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sense, it was apiilied (so Cicero tells us) to love of

the gods, of one s parents or one's country, •*vnd the

like, while love of wives and children and brothers

was more properly designated amor {Part. Or. xxv.

[88]). If that is so, then esteem is the essence

of tlie sentiment, and the idea of value attaches to

the object of it. In that way, it is a term particu-

larly suitable for the Christian vocabulary, and
may very well be used to translate the N'l dydTrri

—in which, rather than in any synonymous Greek
term (such as dyawqais or 0iMa), the same two ideas

of worth or vnliie and e.'iteem are prominent, and
where also the application is first made to man's
attitude towards God. 'Charity' is very proper

English for dydTTT; (derivation and classical English

usage alike conforming) ; and it may be doubted,

without carping, whether the KV of tlie NT has

done well in uniformly translating ayiwri by ' love.'

On the other hand, it is perfectly obvious how
the term ' charity ' should have come to contract

its present narrow meaning of consideration for

the poor, the outcast, the needy, the infirm ; so

that ' a charitable contribution ' is a contribution

in behalf of one or other of these, and ' a charitable

institution ' is one maintained by voluntai-y liber-

ality for their benefit. The poor, the outcast, the

needy, the infirm, were Jesus' peculiar care, and He
left them as a special heritage to His followers.

Nevertheless, while it is ' charity ' to help the needy
whom evil fortune has overtaken, or to minister to

the wants of the afflicted and the weak who cannot
adequately provide for themselves, it is no less

charity to try to prevent the need for such help,

and to remove the conditions of society which
bring members of the community into straitened

and harrowing circumstances. By the figure of

synecdoche, a part has been put for the whole

;

but the wider meaning of the term is the correct

one, and it may fitly be retained.

LiTKRATrPE.—Thomas Aquinas, Snmma Theologice, Pare ii.

Quasstiones 23-32 ; A. Tucker, The Light 0/ Nature Purmed
(1837), Che. on 'Benevolence' and 'Charity'; J. Butler, Ser-

mons, Ix., xi.-xiv. ; W. E. H. Lecky, Uist. of Eur. Morals,

vol. ii. (1869) ; Seeley, Ecce Homo (1866) ; H. Sidgrwick, The
Methodt of Ethics*, bk. iii. ch. iv. (1890); H. L. Martensen,
Christian Ethics (Indioidual), in Clark's 'For. Theol. Lib.' i.

(1881) 159-338; Newman Smyth, Christian Ethics, pp. 223-231

(1S92) ; W. L. Davidson, Christian Ethics s, chs. xi., xii. (1907)

;

T. B. Strong-, Christian Ethics, Lecte. iii., iv. (1896); A. M.
Fairbaim, The Philosophy of the Christian Religion (1902);

G. G. Findlay, 'Studies in the First Epistle o( John,'|in Exp.,
6th series, vols, viii., ix. ; S. E. Mezes, Ethics: Descriptive

and Explanatory (1901), ch. xii. For a succinct account of

Unguietic usage, see the art. ' Charitv ' in Hastings' DB.
William L. Davidson.

Primitive (A. H. Keane), p. 376.

Biblical (W. A. Spooxek), p. 380.

Buddhist (T. W. Rhys Davids), p. 381.

Christian (C. T. DniONT), p. 382.

Greek (\V. J. 'Woodhouse), p. 386.

CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (Primitive).—By
' Charity ' is here to be understood that kindly
and unselfish feeling of benevolence towards others

which is covered by the term 'Altruism' (</.«'.),

introduced by Comte, and popularized by Herbert
Spencer. It thus answers to the sentiment of

charity and love of our neighbour which is illus-

trated by the parable of the Good Samaritan, and
expounded almost for the first time in the Pauline
and other NT writings. Owing, no doubt, to the
impressive character of these documents, and to

their intimate association with the higher forms
of religion, it is generally supposed that the altru-

istic sense is not an attribute of early man, but a
later development fostered by the growth of the
more advanced religious systems. That it con-

stitutes a conspicuous feature of these systems
is admitted, and will be fully dealt with in

connexion with the treatment of all the great
religions. The present article will therefore be
confined to the lower races, and its main object
will be to show that the feeling in question is not
limited to cultured peoples, but is an attribute of

humanity itself, one which goes back to the rudest
societies, which share it in common with many
animals—many groups of birds and mammals, and
even of insects (bees, ants).

After devoting years of study to this universal
instinct of solidarity and sociability. Prince Kro-
potkin asks \\hether it may not be taken ' as an
argument in favour of a prehuman origin of moral
instincts, and as a law of Nature,' thus mitigating
the harshness of the homo honiini lupus of Hobbes,
and the ' teeth and claws of red ' of some recent
Darwinists « outrnnce (Mutual Aid, Introduction).
It is here shown that Huxley's ' Struggle for Exist-
ence and its bearing upon Man ' may be largely
superseded by ' Mutual Aid as a Law of Nature
and a Factor of Evolution,' where 'mutual aid' may
be taken as practically equivalent to 'altruism' and
'charity' as above defined. It should be noted
that, in the subjoined instances of unselfish sym-

CHARITY, ALMSGIVING.
Hebrew.—See Biblical.
Hindu (A. S. Geden), p. 387.

Jewish (M. JOSEPH), p. 389.

Muhammadan.—See Law (Muhainmadan).
Roman (J. S. Keid), p. 391.

pathy and pity drawn from savage or uncultured
peoples, religious sanction is in most cases to be
understood, even where it is not specially mentioned
as a dominant motive. All such practices acquire

by heredity the force of tribal law, which in the
early stages of society always enjoys a kind of

religious sanction. ' The adat (custom) is our re-

ligion '—a remark often made by Oriential peoples

—sums up this aspect of the subject. A case in

point is the custom of depositing the personal

ett'ects of the dead with them—a custom which
was kept up after the original motive had been
forgotten, because it later became a religious obser-

vance. ' It receives a mystical interpretation, ajid

is imposed by religion' (Kropotkin, Mutual Aid,

p. 98). So also with tabu, the totem, hospitality,

and many other tribal observances.
In his Descent of Man^ (p. 63 f.), Darvvin points

out that the physical weakness of man is more
than counterbalanced partly by his intellectual

faculties and partly by his social qualities, which
lead him to give and receive aid from his felloiv-

men. This principle of ' give and take, from
which sprang pure altruism in remote times, pre-

vails throughout the New World, and is conspicu-

ous especially amongst the northern Amerinds.
Thus Dellenbaugh, quoting Powell, writes that 'no friendly

stranger ever left an Amerind village hungry, if that village had
a supply of food. The hungry Indian had but to ask to receive,

and this no matter how small the supply or how dark the future

prospect. It was not only his privilege to ask, it was his right to

demand. The Amerind distribution of food was based on long
custom, on tribal laws ; food was regarded, like air and water,

as a necessity that should in distress be without money and
without price. Hospitality was a law, and was everywhere
observed faithfully till intercourse with the methods of our
race demolished it. Among isolated tribes it is still observed ;

among the Mokis (Pueblo Indians) a hungry man of any colour

is cheerfully fed. ... At first, too, the Amerind extended the
law of hosp'itahty to the new-comers, and the Europeans would
have starved to death in some instances had it not been for the
timely aid of the race in possession of the soil, and whose reward
was subsequent destruction '{The North A tnericans of Veeterday,

pp. 3.=.4f., 447).

How largely this tribal law was based on
religious grounds is seen in the Matidans, a now
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nearly extinct Siouau tribe of the Middle Missouri
Valley, whose custom it was to share the captured
game with any one who might come to the home of

a successful hunter and ask for it.

"Tlic Mandana were a very liberal and hospitable people;
food was pmcti<"Ally common property in the village. Ko man
could become a chief without much ^vini,' of presents, and
i,'ivin^ was considered a great honour, the ^fte which a man
had made being painted on his robe alonj; with his deeds in war.
The hospitality of the Mandans is mentioned by every visitor.

Vcrandrye speaks particularly of his kind reception, their

custom being to feed liberally all who came among them,
selling only what was to be taken away. Even their worst
enemy, when once in their village, had nothing to fear, and was
treated with all kindness' (Will and Spinden, The Mandana,
1906, p. 12T).

Like the Muskhogeans of Georgia, the Mandans
declared that this and many other customs were
taught them thus, and consequently they always
did them a certain way (ib.). In other words, the

teachers were Divine lawgivers, like Quetzalcoatl

and Wotan, and the usages came to be regarded as

of Divine origin.

It was much the same with the Eskimos and
Aleuts of the extreme north, and even amongst
the degraded Fucgians of the extreme south.

Eskimo society is e.s.sentially communistic, the

sense of individuality not having yet been de-

veloped. Each person looks upon himself, not as

an independent unit, but as a member of one
' body politic,' so that the altruistic sense is

diffused throughout the community. Hence the

idea of i)ersonal property scarcely exists, except for

arms and the like, and wealth is accumulated not
for the benclit of the individual, but in the interest

of the tribal group.
* When a man has grown rich he con\'okes the folk of his clan

to a great festival, and distributes among them all his fortune.

On the Yukon river, Dall saw an Aleut family distributing in

this way 10 guns, 10 full fur dresses, 200 strings of beads,
numerous blankets, 10 wolf furs, 200 beavers, and 600 zibclines

(sables). After that they took off their festival dresses, gave
them away, and, putting on old ragged furs, addressed a few
words to their kinsfolk, saying that, though they are now-

poorer than any one of them, they have won their friendship.

Like distributions of wealth appear to be a regular habit of the
Eskimo, and to take place at a certain season after an exhibition

of all that has been obtained during the year' (Kropotkin,

op. cil., p. 97).

And Rink is quoted as stating that the
principal use of the accumulation of personal

wealth is for periodirallt^ di.striliuting it, and as

mentioning the destruction of property for the

same purpose of maintaining tribal equalitj'. The
present British Trade Unions, also communistic,
aim at the same results bj' preventing the best

hands from earning more wages than the less

skilful or more indolent. But there is a great
dill'erence from the altruistic standpoint, since

what one does from a genuine feeling of fellowship

the other does from purely selfish motives. The
Eskimo is obstructive at the lowest rung of the
social Ladder, and the Unionist is destructive at

the highest.

Of the Aleutian Islanders in their primitive state

we have an excellent account from Veniamlnoff
{Xotes on the Islands nf the Unalaskan District

[in Russian], 1840), who tells us that in times
of jirolonged scarcity their first care is for their

children, to whom they give all tliey have, though
they may have to fast themselves. Indeed, the
devotion of parents to their oll'spring, though
rarely expressed in words or fondlings, is compar-
able with that of the New Hebrides mothers and
aunts who, on the loss of a specially beloved child,

will kill themselves in the belief that they will

thus Ije able to continue nur.sing it in the next
world (W. Wyatt (!ill). Veniaminotl' mentions a
personal incident which illustrates the forbearance
and generosity of the Aleut natives. Some dried
fish presented to him by one of them, but forgotten
at his sudden departure for another district, was
kept by the donor for over two winter months of

great scarcity, and on the first opportunity restored

to him untouched.
Similar accounts of the extreme altruistic senti-

ment (characteristic of many Siberian aborigines

are given by Middendorll', Schenck, Finsch, Siero-

shevski, and other trustworthy observers.

Sanioyedes, Ostiaks, Yakuts, Tunguses, and most other
Hyperboreans are animated by the mutual-aid spirit, which
everywhere influences the social organization, and often fonns
jtartof their religious systems. Such customs as doing to death
the aged and the infirm, which are regarded with horror by
more advanced peoples, are based on distorted altruistic

motives, while the voluntary victims themselves submit to the

sacrifice in the supposed interests of the community. ' When a
savage feels that he is a burden to his tribe ; when every morn-
ing his share of food is taken from the mouths of his cliildren ;

when every day he has to be carried across the stony bcioh or

the virgin forests on the shoulders of youn^jer people, lie begins

to repeat what the old Russian peasants still say, ** I live other
people's life; it is time to retire." And he retires. So the
savages do. The old man himself asks to die ; he liimself

insists upon this last duty towards the community, and obtains

the consent of the tribe ; he digs his own grave ; he invites his

kinsfolk to the List parting meal. The savage so much considers
death as part of his duties towards his community that he not
only refuses to be rescued, but when a woman who had to be
immolated on her husband's grave was rescued by the mis-

sionaries, she escaped in the night, crossed a broad sea-arm
swimming, and rejoined her tribe to die on the grave. It has
become icith them a matter of religion ' (Kropotkin, p. 103).

But, besides this negative kind of tribal alms-

giving, positive and absolutely disinterested succour
of the needy and helpless prevails throughout the
whole of Siberia. Thus the Samoyedes are full of

pity for the poor, with whom they are ever ready
to share their last crust. Friends or relatives

reduced to destitution are always hospitably

treated and provided with food and lodging, and
orphans are frequently adopted who might other-

wise be doomed to perish of want.
Still more significant in this respect is the action

of the Turkish Yakuts, who occupy a wide domain
in tlie Lena basin. Thanks to their benevolent
nature, the very poorest live through the hard
winter months, especially in the northern districts,

where the primitive customs still survive, and
where the struggle for existence is most severely

felt. In the more advanced southern parts,
' the custom is already coming in to sell food to travellers,

and even to neighbours, but in many parts of the north they
consider it a shame to trade with food. Kven the poorest think
it an offence if it is proposed to them to take money for lodgings
or food. Travellers in winter take hay from the stacks on the
meadows, with w hich to feed their animals, and it is regarded as
right. . . . Care for the poor and unfortunate has always been
regarded as an obligation of the sib [clan or family group].
Impoverished families are cared for in their houses, while the
helpless and paupers go about amongst the householders and
take their places at the table with the members. . . . According
to the notions of the people, it is sinful to despise the unfortun-
ate, who are, how-ever, distinguished from professional beggars
living on alms. . . . Even now they are inclined to regard the
dweUing as a common good. Any one who enters may stay as
long as he will. A traveller has a right, according to their

notions, to enter any house at any hour of the day or night, and
establish himself 60 as to drink tea or cook food, or pass the
night. The master of the house does not dare to drive out,
without some important and adequate reason, even one who
is offensive to him ' (M. Sieroshevski, ' The Yakuts,' JAI xxxi.

COf.).

A far more extensive ten-itory between the Lena
and the Pacific Ocean is roamed by the nomad
Mongoloid Tunguses, whose Manchu cousins have
given her present dynasty to China. All observers

are unanimous in ttieir praise of the moral qualities

of the Tunguses proper, who are described as a
'heroic people' whose altruistic sense is so highly
develo[)ed tliat they would almost seem to care

more for others than for themselves. In the pagan
state, long before their nominal conversion to

Russian orthodoxy, tribal usage made hospitality

the lirst of duties, [icrniittiTigall strangers, without
exception, to share alike in the food of each. The
sense of personal property is now well developed

;

bfit formerly there were neither rich nor poor, and
everj'thing, even the hunting and fishing grounds,
was held in con)nion, as it is still amongst the
F.skimoB and many other primitive peojiles. But
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the unsellisli spirit eiii'duiereii by the coiuiniin-

istic social system still sur\ives, and is another
signal proof that the feeling of fellowship is not an
aftergrowth, but perhaps lies at the veiy basis of

all human societies.

On both siiles of Lake Baikal dwell a Mongo-
loiJ people collectively known to the Russians as

Burials ((j.v.). A long-standing unwritten law of

these Siberian Mongols, who have no private pro-

perty in land, requires that when a family has lost

its cattle, the richer members of the ulus (village

community) shall give it some cows and horses

that it maj' raise fresh stock, and thus be saved
from abject want. On the other hand, a really

destitute man without a family takes his meals
in the huts of his neighbours.

' He enters a hut, takes—by right, not for charity—hie seat
by the tire, and sh.ares the meal which always is scrupulously
divided into equal parts ; he sleeps where he has taken his

evening meal. The Russian conquerors of Siberia were so

struck by the communistic practices of the Buryats that they
gave them the name of Bratskiye, the "brotherly," and re-

ported that with them everything is in common ; whatever they
have is shared in common. The feeling of union \vithin the
confederation is kept ahve by the common interests of the
tribes, their folkmotes, and the festivities which are usually

keijt in connexion %vith the folkmotes. The same feeling is

maintained by another institution, the aba or common bunt,
which is a reminiscence of a very remote past, and the produce
of which is divided among all the families. In such abas the
entire Buryat nation revives its epic traditions of a time when
it was united in a powerful league ' (Kropotkin, p. 140).

The feeling of sympathy towards strangers is

universal amongst the Buriats and all their

Mongol kindred. Bastian tells us that the Mongol
who refuses shelter to strangers is liable to the
full blood-compensation, should they suffer there-

fi-om (Der Mensch in der Geschichte, iii. 231). Thus
is altruism legalized, so to say, throughout the vast

Mongol domain.
Coming to Africa, we are at once reminded of

the cla-ssical episode in the life of Mungo Park,
who was rescued from dire distress by the motherly
devotion of a lowly Nevoid woman. On seeing
his sad plight, she took him to her home, revived
him with a refreshing meal, and then as he slept

the women-folk resumed their spinning, singing the
while far into the night how

' The winds roared, and the rains fell.

The poor wliite man sat under our tree

;

He has no mother to bring him milk.
No wife to grind his com

'

;

with the refrain,
* Let us pity the white man.
No mother has he.'

Surely no more touching picture of unselfish

compassion is recorded in history ; and that it was
not an exceptional case is shown by that other
incident of a passing female slave who, struck by
the traveller's famished look, at once supplied him
with food, and was gone without waiting for a word
of thanks. This is almsgiving in the truest sense
of the word. Nor is it confined to the Upper Niger
districts traversed by Mungo Park. The neigh-
boiuing Wolofs of the Lower Senegal river are
equally distinguished for their boundless hospitality

towards friends and strangers, and all travellers

meet with a hearty welcome. ' The unfortunate,
the helpless, and the infirm are objects of com-
miseration ; they are received in every household
\vith the greatest alacrity, and are instantly pro-

vided with food, and even with clothing if their

condition requires it' (Featherman, The Nigritians,

p. 349). This trait appears to be unquestioned,
although in some other respects a somewhat
dark picture of the moral character of these Sene-

gambians has been drawn by Le Maire, Barbot
(in Churchill, Collection of Voyages and Travels,

London, 1732, vol. v. ), and other early ^^Titers. The
Fulahs of the same region are generous and hos-

pitable to their own people, and always ready to

relieve the wants of the infirm and aged. Of the
Hausas also, the dominant nation of Central Sudan

between the Niger and Lake Chad, we read that
the wealthy classes are reputed to be extremely
charitable and benevolent, and that in Kano and
other large cities they daily distribute a certain

measure of rice and milk to the poor. Most of the
Hausas, however, have long been Muliaminadans,
so that this custom should perhaps be credited to

the teachings of the Qur'an, with which we are
not here concerned. But the formerly powerful
Bakunda nation south of the Congo are still pagans

;

yet at the command of their ruler, the MuataJamwo,
they treated all strangers and white travellers

witn the utmost kindness and hospitality, freely

supplying them with an abundance of provisions

without expecting anything in return. Similarly

the Wagogo of the seaboard east of Lake Tangan-
yika not only mutually entertain each other at
friendly gatherings, but also give passing strangers

a generous welcome.
' The visitor is greeted with the usual salutation of yamho; a

stool is offered to the guest, while the master of the house is

seated on the ground. A meal is instantly prepared, and the

stranger is regaled with the best the larder affords ; and, on
parting, a goat or a cow is sometimes offered to him as a present,

if the host is sutBciently wealthy ' (Featherman, o-p. cit. p. 96).

This picture applies equally to many of the

Zulu-Xosa tribes, and still more to the Hottentots,

who display towards children that extreme devotion
which we nave already seen exemplified amongst
the Siberians and Melanesians. Early observers

tell us that the Hottentots readily divide their

food with the hungry, and that a mother will give
her famished offspring the last morsel without
tasting it herself. They were noted for their un-

selfish liberality and attachment to friends and
kindred, with whom they would share their last

stock of provisions, though starvation stared them
in the face.

' ^Vhile they treated their enemies with the greatest barbarity,

they manifested the utmost generosity towards their relations

and the members of their own tribe, and even visiting strangers

were welcome to the hospitaUties of the kraal ' (Featherman,

p. 601).

The Hottentots of Great Namaqualand display

extreme kindness towards strangers ; and so natural

with them is the exercise of hospitality that thev
look with contempt on the selfish members of the

community who eat, drink, or smoke alone. Al-

though the aged and infirm are generally cared for,

yet circumstances may arise when they have to be
abandoned to their fate. They are not, however,

put to death or buried alive, as amongst the

Siberian aborigines (see above), but, when the tribe

has to remove to some distant camping ground,

those who, through physical helplessness, cannot
foUow are placed in an enclosure of bushes, and,

if possible, supplied with a quantity of food and
water, after which they are left to perish in the

wilderness.
We cannot speak of the Vaalpens ; but the Bush-

men, next lowest in the social scale, have by recent

observers been vindicated from the indiscriminate

charges of brutal savagery brought against them
by tlieir former European exterminators. They
are shown to have been originally as gentle and
humane as other inoffensive aborigines, and by
no means destitute of the altruistic sentiment.

Featherman hsid already pointed out that they

were originally a mild, well-disposed, happy, and
contented people, and in private life kind, gener-

ous, and hospitable. But their character was
greatly modified by the violence and oppression of

the whites, who took possession of their territory

and drove them into the interior, where they

were compeUed to find subsistence, as best they

could, on the borderland of barren and inhospitable

deserts.
All this is now fully conBrraed by O. W. Stow, whose A'ati'iK

Races of South Africa (1906) deals more particularly with the

Bushman aborigines. His general conclusion, based upon a

close association of many years with the survivors, is that
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thev were at flret both more intelligent and ot far more gentle

and friendly dieposition than has hitherto been supposed.

I_iter however, to save themselves from extinction, they de-

veloped a cruel and revengeful spirit, wliile still preserving

much of their naturaUy kind and sympathetic nature, as is

fr-inkly admitted hy those white settlers, travellers, and others

wiio treat them well, and to whom they in return render faithful

service as guides or attendants, and in other capacities. Tbea
fondness for children is as sincere and unselfish as that of so

many other primitive peoples. Thus a strong altruistic feeling

can no longer be denied to these ' human wastrels.'

Although the Kahyks of North Algeria and

Morocco are now Muliammailans, a reference may
here be made to their peculiar social organization,

which dates from pre-MuBlim times, and has been

elaborated in the best interests of all the members
of the community.

Everything is regulated and controlled, not by

the theocratic shaikh, as amongst the surrounding

Arab tribes, but by the jania, or public assembly,

which is framed somewhat after the manner of

the early English Witcnagemdt. Only it is more

democratic, all adult males being admitted to its

meetings, and ha\'ing a voice in its decisions. This

is because the Jam' a is not a national but a tribal

or village gathering, from which no member of the

tribe could very well be excluded. Mutual help

on a communistic basis, and with special regard

for the poor and destitute, is the ruling principle ;

so that, for instance, certain garden plots and fields,

sometimes cultivated in common, are set apart for

the lackland members of the community. And, as

many of these cannot afford to buy food, supjilies

are regularly bought with the income derived from

tines, public grants, the tax levied for the use of

the communal olive-oil tanks, and other sources,

and distributed in equal parts amongst them.

Even when a sheep or bullock is killed by a family

for its own u.se, the fact is often proclaimed by the

village crier, so that the sick and needy may come

and help themselves. All strangers have a right

to housing in winter, and tlieir horses may graze on

the ' common ' for at least one day and night. But

in times of general distress all may reckon on

almost unlimited succour. During the famine of

1867-68 the Algerian Kabyles sheltered and fed all

comers, natives and Europeans alike. Wliile the

people were perishing of hunger in other districts,

not a single death from starvation occurred in the

Kabyle teiTitory. The Jam'as, stinting theni-

selves, had organized a regular system of relief

without applying for help to the French Govern-

ment, considering their action merely as ' a natural

duty.' In the European settlements, but not in

Kabylia, stringent police measures had to be taken

to prevent the disorders caused by the influx of

famished strangers; the Jam'as needed neither

aid nor protection from without (Hanoteau and

l.etourneux. La Kabylie et Us coutumcs kahyles,

ii. 58). Yet no decadents or thriftless proletariat

classes have been generated by this apparently

reckless almsgiving. The mutual-aid principle,

continued for long generations, has, on the con-

trary, fostered a high sense of honour and fair

play, a sentiment specially characteristic of the

Berber people.

By Brough Smyth the moral character of the

Australian in general is thus summed up :

'He is cruel to his foes, and kind to his friends; he will look

upon infanticide without repugnance, hut he is affectionate in

the treatment of the children that are permitted to live ; he wil

half murder a girl in order to possess her as a wife, but he will

protect and love her when she resigns herself to his will. He is

a murderer when his tribe requires a murder to be done ; but

in a fight he is generous, and takes no unfair advantage. He is

affectionate towards his relatives, and respectful and dutiful in

his behaviour to the aged. He is hospitable ' (T/i<: Aborigines

f( Victoria, vol. i. p. .wiii.).

Thus here also we have afl'ection, kindness,

hospitality, and the usual love of children, which

are the essential elements of the altniistic sense.

Several instances are given of wives refusing to

survive their husb.ands and conversely, and even of

men sickening to death on the loss of a friend. Of

two Portland Bay natives imprisoned in Melbourne,

one fell ill and died, and the other, till then in

"ood health, felt the stroke so keenly that he too

was found dead in his cell next day. A young

woman of the Mount Macedon district was so

grieved at the loss of her husband that she burnt

and mutilated herself, sat night and day moaning

most plaintively, refused all food, declared she

would follow him to the ^ave, and so pined away,

and in a few days was laid by his side {ib. i. 138).

E converso, an old man of the Middle Swan dis-

trict died literally of a broken heart on the deatli

of his wife, to whom he was devotedly attached.

The case is recorded of a wliite man who was

known to be hostile to a fierce tribe on the north

coast; hence, when captured by them, lie expected

instant death. ' They, however, led him to their

camp, fed him until the following morning, when

they took him in safety to his companions' (ii. 2'29).

They commiserated him because he was helpless

and hungry, and thus showed their fellowship with

our common humanity.
Space forbids more than the barest reference to

siraUar acts of kindness and generosity, as to

Buckley, who lived for over thirty years with the

Victoria natives ; to the shipwrecked Murrell, who
lived with the Queensland people for seventeen

years, and was treated by them with extraordinary

kindness ; to Thomas Pamphlet an<l to King, who
had the same experience when entirely at the

mercy of the Cooper's Creek tribe. A tragic in-

stance is mentioned of a native who lost his life

through his attempt to rescue a child from the

enemy. But the love of offspring is so general

that it needs no illustration, and the conclusion

may be confidently accepted that
' the Australian native is kind to little children, affectionate and

faithful to a chosen companion ; shows exceeding great respect

to aged persons, and wUlingly ministers to their want^ ;
he has

great love very often for a favourite wife ;
he is hospitable, and

he can be generous under very trying circumstances '
(i. 26).

Of the Papuans, with whom may here be in-

cluded both the Melanesians and Polynesians, it

must suffice to state, on the high authority of the

Russian traveller Miklukho-Maclay, that when

well treated they are very kind. Their love of

music and the dance bespeaks a sociable disposition

which is itself akin to tlie altruistic sense.

In Europe fresh light is being constantly shed

on the social relations tliat must have prevailed

during the Stone Ages. Here the chief centre of

human activities appears to have been France, and

it is natural to find that the French arclu-eologists

are continuing the study of Palaeolithic and Neo-

lithic times so brilliantly begun by Boucher de

Perthes and his immediate successors. The collec-

tions of the indefatigable M. Ed. Piette, late Presi-

dent of the French Prehistoric Society, have raised

Palseoetlinology to the dignity of a science, and

shown that the horse, if not other equida^ had un-

doubtedly been tamed by the art-loving cave-men

of tlie Dordogue in the Pleistocene epoch. But here

we are more interested to learn tliat these cave-

men were already constituted in organized commun-

ities on the mutual-aid principle. They formed

social groups in tlie Lourdes, Mas d'Azil, and other

spacious caves, whose contents reveal steady pro-

cress in culture from period to period— animals

harnessed and slaughtered for food, the hearth

(showing a knowledge of fire), conventional carv-

iiips,
' le symbole sacre, en realite le premier rudi-

ment d'f^criture,' and so on (VAnthropologic, Jan.-

April, 19u6). Clearly these Dordognc troglodytes

were sociable, and we have now learnt that

sociability is inseparable from solidarity and the

altruistic sentiment—an attribute of humanity

itself
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CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (Biblical).—i. In

OT.—While we have in the Book of Genesis not

infrequent reference to hospitality, we have no
mention of alms either asked for or received. The
first mention of any form of relief is to be found

in that part of Exodus which is known as ' tlie Book
of the Covenant,' which is certainly very ancient,

written, as Driver remarks, for a people in a simple

and primitive stage of agricultural life. In this it

is enjoined that the produce of tlie Sabbatical year,

during which the land is to lie fallow, is to be

reserved, ' that the poor of thy people may eat ' (Ex
23"). The next notice occurs in Lv 23-^—a part

regarded by most critics as also ancient, belong-

ing to ^¥hat has been described as ' The Law of

Holiness '—and pro\-ides that, when the Israelites

reap the harvest of their land, they shall not reap

the corners of their fields, neither shall they gather

the gleaning of their harvest, but shall leave them
for the poor and the stranger (see also 19'°). In a

later chapter there are various provisions made as

to the help which a poorer member of a family is

to receive from its better-to-do members : his

possessions which he has sold are to be redeemed ;

if he has become incapable of work, he is to be
supported ; if he has sold himself into slavery,

he may and should be redeemed (25-'''- "•""•).

Deuteronomy represents a still later development
in tlie history of Hebrew legislation. By many it

is regarded as dating in its present form from the

reign of Josiah and the re-tinding of the Law. Any
way, the legislation relating to the relief of the

poor and destitute is much more precise and full

than any we have yet met with. In ch. 15 it is

enacted that in the seventh or Sabbatical year,

every creditor shall release, i.e. remit, everything
that he has lent to his neighbour ; he is not to

exact repayment either of his brother or of his

neighbour ' because tlie Lord's release has been pro-

claimed.' There will not, it is promised, if God's
commandments are observed, be many poor in the

land ; but, inasmuch as the poor will never cease
out of the land, the wealthy man is not to grudge
his poor brother the help he needs, even though
the year of release be close at hand, but it is God's
command that he open his liand unto liis brother,

to the needy and the poor that are in the land
(Dt 15»-")- In the Book of Job, in the Psalms, and
throughout many of the Prophetical books the
position assigned to the poor, and the obligation of

the rich and powerful towards them, are more
difficult to make out, for the word 'dnl, 'poor,' is

employed in a different sense from that wliich we
have been hitherto considering, and at times an-

other word, 'dndw, is used, denoting not so much
those who are needy, as those who are meek and
humble and gentle. It is the oppression of sucli

by the gieat and powerful which prophet, psalmist,

and preacher alike deprecate (see art. 'Poor' in

Hastings' DB iv. 20). But, while this is so, the
humble would be for the most part actually poor
also ; and the earnestness with which considera-
tion and care for them are enforced in these books
does show an ever-increasing regard for the ' poor

'

;

and one cannot doubt the anxiety alike of psalmist

and prophet to redress their wrongs and to make
their lot more endurable than it then too often

was. In the earlier days of the monarchy, while

we iiear, indeed, of rich and poor, wealthy and
needy, the complaint of the poor can scarcely

make itself heard, and appears seldom in the

Historical books dealing with this period ; but
with the advent of the prophets this ceases to be

the case, and almost all tlie Prophetical books ring

with denunciations of the oppression of the poor

by the powerful, and of the evils which the tyranny
and wrong-doing of the rich impose upon them (c.y.

Am 2«- ' 8", Is 3'''- '° 10= 32'). But for the cure of

this state of things the prophets looked to the

establishment of a righteous rule, tlie sway of a just

and benevolent king, rather than to any system of

private charity or almsgiving. They recognized

keenly the evils from which the poor suftered, but

invoked legislation or improved social conditions

ratlier than individual generosity to ett'ect a
remedy.
Something of the same kind may be said of the

references to the poor in the Book of Job. Their

tyrannical conduct towards the poor is one of the

charges which Job most constantly brings against

the prosperous rich ; the oppression of those who
were humble and meek, and so poor in that sense,

is one of the main causes that make the pros-

perity of tlie wicked so difficult and grievous

a problem to him ; on the otlier hand, he regards

the consideration and assistance he had himself

ever extended to those who were in need or want
—to the widow, the fatiierless, the naked, the

afflicted—as one of the chief claims he had upon
God for better treatment at His hand (Job 3V<'-^).

In such a passage as this we get a distinct recog-

nition of almsgiving as a duty, and also of the

esteem in which, when this book was written, it was
already beginning to be held. Very similar to this

passage are many in the Book of Pro^'erbs. On
the one hand, the poor are regarded as liable to be

oppressed and ill-treated by the powerful and pros-

perous, but as jiersons also on whom, as compared
with the powerful, the blessing of God rests ; on

the other hand, there is a growing consciousness

throughout these writings that the relief of the

needy, the succour of the oppressed, is an act

meritorious in itself, acceptable to God, bringing

down upon the performer of it both the favour of

God and the praise of men (Pr 14»'- ='• '' 21'^ 28«).

It is to be observed in this connexion that there

had grown up in the LXX version of these books
a specific word iXe-qixocrvvrj (the origin, of course, of

the word ' alms ') denoting at once the pitifulness

and kindly feeling from which almsgiving should

spring, and the acts of mercy and kindness in which
that feeling expresses itself. The emergence of

this word is itself an important testimony to the

increasing value which was set alike upon the

feeling and the acts to which it gave rise (see

Hastings' DB i. 67). The remnant who returned

from tlie Captivity seem not to have been for the

most part wealthy men ; there was consequently

niucli poverty among those who settled in Palestine,

and Nehemiah complains of the hardships the poor

suffered from the mortgages which they were com-

pelled to make of their properties, and from the

slavery they had to incur in their own persons

or in those of their children, when they found

tliemselves unable to meet the debts they had
contracted (Neh 5''*). The result was that in the

centuries that follow the return from the Captivity,

almsgi\ing tills a larger and ever larger part

among the religious observances wliicli were en-

couraged or commanded. In all the Books of the

Apocrypha, but particularly in Tobit and Sirach,

it is much insisted upon as a duty, as a meritori-
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ous act, and as an atonement for sin (To l-^"-'"

14'- ", Sir 3*' 7'" 16" 31" 4u"). In the Talmml it

holds even a higher place, heinf^ often identilied with
the whole of righteousness,' and being regarded as
the sum and summit of excellence. It was the
reputation which came thus to be attached to it as

the very highest of all the virtues tliat caused it to

be practised for those purposes of ostentation and
self-glorilication which our Lord in the ISermon on
the Mount so severely condemns (Mt 6''*). See,
further, art. CH.vr.lTV (.Jewish).

2. In NT and the Apostolic Church.—Christ in

the Sermon on the Mount and elsewhere in His
teaching enforces, at least as earnestly as the
Jewish Rabbis, the duty of alm.sgiving. It is

assumed that His followers are to do alms, only
their almsgiving must be done out of pure charity
(Christians seeking to be perfect even as their

i'l'.tlier which is in Heaven is perfect), not from
any desire for display, or praise, or self-aggrandize-

ment (Mt li'"'). In the parallel sermon recorded in

Lk. the injunctions are even more numerous and
express :

' Give, and it shall be given unto you ' ;

' Give to every one that asketh thee ; and of him
that taketh away thy goods ask them not again ' ;

' Love your enemies, and do them good, and lend,

never despairing ; and your reward shall be great,

and ye shall be sons of the Most High : for he
is kind to the unthankful and evil' (Lk &«>-^).

That which He enjoined He promoted also by
His e-xample, spending much of the time of His
public ministry in alleviating the Dls from which
men sutler, going about doing good, and healing all

that were oppressed of the devil, because God was
with Him (Ac 1(F).

Yet we must not think of Christ as a weak
philanthropist. Just as He tells men in their own
case that they are to seek first the kingdom of God
and His righteousness, and that all other things
shall be added unto them, so in helping others. He
would have His followers show more regard to the
care of the souls of their fellow-men than to the

relief of their bodies ; and He Himself, in eflecting

cures or giving aid, .seeks not the immediate relief,

but the ultimate improvement of those whom He
as.sists. There is another point which it is neces-

sary to bear in mind, viz. tliat the ground on which
our Lord bases the duty of mutual help among
Christians is the relation in which all men stand
to God and to Him.self ; this at once constitutes

them brethren ; and inasmuch as all are ideally

members of a society which is pervaded by a
common spirit, all are bound in virtue of that
membership to help one another. ' Bear ye,' says

St. Paul, in the spirit of the Master, ' one another's
burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ' (Gal 6").

But it is obvious that, in so far as benevolence and
almsgiving are prompted by such a motive and
inspired by such an ideal, boasting or display of

any kind would be out of the question.

Let us turn ne^tt to consider how the teaching of

Christ and His example took efiect in the conduct
and teaching of His earliest disciples. The im-
mediate re.sult of the outi)Ouring of the Spirit

which took place on the day of Pentecost was the
establishment of a voluntary self-imposed system of

communism, the richer members of the community
contributing all, or almost all, their goods to
relieve the necessities of their poorer neighbours
(Ac 2^* "). Not every one, it would seem, sold his

goods ; those who had not more than enough for
their own necessities su[>porteil themselves; but
those who had a supcrlluity of possessions sold or
used them for the common good (I*'- *'). Charity on
such an heroic scale as that did not, and could not,
last ; the instance of Ananias and Sapphira shows
that the spirit which should have prompted it

1 On the L.XX use of the word cAoj^oo-Ji^, see HDB i. 63.

was sometimes counterfeited ; and perhaps the evils

which are sure to result from supporting people in

idleness quickly showed themselves in the Church
at Jerusalem, as we know from St. Paul's warninjjs
that they beg.an to do in other churches as well
(2Th 3'"''-). But, while the charity of the early days
was not continued on the same heroic scale when
the first enthusiasm had passed away, an active,
practical, unstinted almsgiving continued long to
be a very marked feature of the Christian churches,
and ultimately of the Christian Church. The
brethren, when they extended to St. Paul the
right hand of fellowship, and recognized that the
mission of him and Barnabas was to be to the
Gentiles, added the proviso that they should
rememljer the poor, a proviso which St. Paul him-
self was anxious to observe (Gal 2'"). Accordingly,
in order to carry this out, and thereby to knit more
closelj- into one community the divided Churches
of Jews and Gentiles, we find him organizing most
carefully, both in the churches of Alacedonia and
in those of Achaia, a collection and contribution
of alms of which he was to be himself, though
accompanied by representatives of the different

churches, the bearer to the brethren which were at
Jerusalem (2 Co 8 and 9). The direction which he
gives (1 Co 16-) for a weekly collection of alms in

this ca.se seems to have been the origin of a custom
which was largely followed in the ditlerent churches,
and has continued in force to our own day.
Nor was the need of almsgiving and of showing

pity to the poor less insisted on by the rest of tlie

Apostolic College than it was by St. Paul. Not
only does St. James denounce in strong terms the
oppression of the poor by the rich (Ja 5''" 2^), but
he sums up the whole of religious service in these
words :

' Pure religion and untlefiled before our God
and Father is this. To visit the fatherless and widows
in their affliction, and to keep oneself unspotted
from tlie world '

(I-''). The author of the Eijistle to

the Hebrews (13'°) concludes his practical advice
to those whom he addresses with these words :

' To
do good and to distribute forget not : for with such
sacrifices God is well pleased.' Lastly, St. John
puts the duty in the cleare.st light, connecting
most closely the service of man with its originating
motive in the love of (!od :

' Who.so hath the
world's goods,' he says (1 Jn 3''), ' and beholdeth his

brother in need, and shutteth up his compassion
from him, how doth the love of God abide in him ?

'

We see then how in the teaching of our Lord
Himself and of His immediate followers almsgiving,
or the relief of the poor, was recognized as one of

the primary duties of the Christian life, one which
grows immeiliately out of the relations in which
men stand through Christ to God, which is the
immediate result and outcome of the recognition
of that relation. See, further, art. Charity
(Christian).
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CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (liuddhist).—The
early Buddhists adopted Indian views on this sub-

ject, which forms no part of the teaching [)eculiar

to themselves. Almsgiving {ildna)is not mentioned
in the Eightfold Path, or in the I'ive Precepts for

laymen. When the author or editor of the Dliam-
iimpi.'da made that anthology of verses on each
of twenty-si-x subjects important in Buddhism,
dCina was not one of them. But dana occurs in

several passages of the older books. It is one of

the really lucky things (all ethical, Stttta Nipata,
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il03). The live right ways of giving are to give in

faith, to give carefully, to give quickly, to give
lirmly, ana to give so as not to injure oneself or

the other (Ahguttara, iii. 172). Another set of five

are to give carefully, thoughtfully, with one's own
hand, not a thing discarded, and with the hope that
the donee will come again (ib.). The theory is that
the merit of a gift grows in proportion ^vith the
merit of the donee [Ahguttara, i. 162; Dhaimiia-
pacla, 357-9). As Buddhology began its fatal course,

darui was made one of the pdramitils (not found
in the older books), that is, of the qualities in

which a Buddha must, in previous births, have
perfected himself. It is in this connexion that we
have the well-known stories of the e.xtremes of

almsgi%'Tiig, such as that of King Sivi who gave
away his eyes, and of Vessantara who gave away
not only his kingdom, but all that he possessed,

and even his wife and childi'en. These legends,
both of which have a happy ending, are most
popular among tlie Buddhist peasantry. The
ethics of the Vessantara story, which is much
open to doubt, is discussed in the Milinda (ii.

114-132 of Rliys Davids' tr.). The same book tells

of ten gifts which must never be given—intoxi-

cating drinks, weapons, poisons, and .so on. But
best gift of all is the gift of dharma, which may be
roughly translated, in this connexion, by 'truth'
(Dhamniapada, 354), and the Five Great Gifts are
the live divisions of one's own virtuous life (Kathd
Vufthu, 7. 4) regarded, from a similar point of view,
as gifts to others. T. W. Rhys Davids.

CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (Christian).—!.
Early period.—The first period begins with the
epoch of the Flavian emperors. Up to that time
poverty was not wide-spread in the Empire,
but after that date conditions changed for the
worse. The yeoman disappeared before the en-
croachments of the latifundia, or large country
estates. His place was taken by slaves, and those
who had formerly been free labourers drifted into

the idle mobs of the towns. At the same time the
pomp and, therefore, the costliness of the Imperial
court were increasing, and taxation was becoming
proportionately heavier. This combination of

causes produced a poverty with which the early
Church was bound to deal. In the methods
adopted it is possible to trace a clear development
from simple congregational relief to a more com-
plex system in wliich the management of the
funds set apart for charitable ends was centralized,

and relief was officially administered in institu-

tions buUt for the purpose. The transition from
the one to the otlier was made in the 4th century.
The official recognition then accorded to Chris-
tianity at once allowed a far greater freedom to

organize than had hitherto been possible, and this
was felt in the department of charity as else-

where.
During the first three centuries there were two

methods in vogue in the Church by which alms
were collected for the use of the poor. One of

these was an imitation of the monthly collection

allowed by law to the recognized collegia in the
Roman Empire. A chest (area) was kept in the
church, and into this every member was expected
to put a contriliution at least monthly ; the
amount was left to the conscience of the giver
(Tert. Apol. 39). These offerings were expended
on the relief of the poor, provision of funeral ex-
penses, education of boys and girls, and the care
of shipwrecked mariners, and of such as were in

prison or committed to the mines for the cause of
Christ. Besides this area there were also the col-

lections at the Eucharist, which were called obla-
tions. At first composed of all kinds of natural
products, they were later confined to bread and

wine. When enough had been taken to supply
the sacred elements needed for the celebration,
the rest was distributed among the poor. It is

probable that money was also offered at the same
service. Justin {Apol. i. 67) speaks of money
deposited with the ' president ' for purposes of
relief. Besides these sources there were other
offerings, conspicuous among which were gifts

from rich men, e.g. Cyprian. As yet all such gifts

were voluntary, the only exception to this being
the law of firstfruits, which had already received
recognition at the period of the Didache (c. 13).

Tithes, although mentioned with commendation
by Cyprian (de Unit. 26) and Origen (Horn, in
2fum. xi. 1), were not yet required by a fixed law
of the Church.
The distribution of these oblations and alms

was entrusted to deacons. It was their duty to

make diligent search for those who were in afflic-

tion or need, and report their names to the Bisliop.

A list of such names was kept, called the mctri-

eula. The independence of the deacons in allot-

ting relief was limited and made strictly sub-
ordmate to the judgment of the Bishop {Cor.it.

Apost. ii. 31, 32, 34). When it was necessary to
carry relief to women, recourse was had to the
ministry of widows or deaconesses. These t'wo

classes are not to be confused. For the first three
centuries the work was performed by widows.
At the end of the 3rd cent., in the East, deacon-
esses began to replace the widows, but this ex-

ample was not followed in the West.
The effects of the liberality of this period were

far-reaching, and touched many classes. Fore-
most among those who received support were the
widows and orphans. Then came the sick and
disabled. It was also the duty of the deacons
to visit any of the brethren who were cast into
prison and to minister to their necessities—a task
sometimes involving danger. To these charitable
offices must be added the burial of those who left

no means for the purpose, and also the care of

slaves, and the duty of showing hospitality to

Christians on a journey. Lastly, the Didache has
revealed to us the fact that it was held to be one
of the offices of the Church to provide work for

those of its members who lacked it (c. 12).

The ethical aspect of almsgiving during this

period was characterized by simplicity. The mo-
tive which inspired Its charity was love of one's
fellow-men (cf. e.g. Clem. Alex. Peed. iii.). Here
and there we meet the opinion that almsgiving
was a work of merit which brought spiritual gain
to the giver ; this appears as early as Tertullian
{de Monog. 10). But this does not as yet find

general acceptance. Nor were benefactors re-

quired to look too strictly into the deserts of the
recipients. While the Didache (c. 1) recommends
some caution in this matter, Clem. Alex, forbids

any very close scrutiny. Such differentiation as

was exercised concerned the source rather than
the destination of a gift. Contributions were not
accepted from tainted sources. Marcion brought
200,000 sesterces into the Church, but it was re-

turned when he fell into heresy.

With the middle of the 4th cent, we enter upon
the second part of the early period. Simultane-
ously the need of charity and the means of sup-
plying it were greatly increased. The larger need
arose through the changing circumstances of the
Empire. Court luxury and the pressure of ex-

ternal foes demanded a constant growth of taxa-
tion, which resulted in wide-spread distress. The
sermons of the great preachers of the period are
full of evidence for this (Greg. Nyss. de Paup.
Amand. Orat. ii. ; Chrysost. Serrjio de Eleemos.).

A typical instance may be found in the Church at

Antioch, where, of 100,000 Christians, Chrysostoni
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reckoned that 10,000 were very poor (Hum. in

Matt. Ixvi. 3).

To cope with sucli extraordinary necessity it

was no longer enough to trust to individual bene-
volence, and tlie Cliurcli had to organize a regular
system of relief on a scale much larger than any-
thing hitherto attempted. The earlier congre-
gational method was now replaced by one which
may be called diocesan. All the churclies of one
city, and also tliose of the surrounding neighbour-
hood, were subordinated to the Bisliop of tlie city
for this as for other purposes. Now that Chris-
tianity was allowed by the State, there was no
lack of resources. Gifts of all kinds flowed in

abundantly, and a permission first granted by
Constantine to make bequests to the Church
allowed the dead as well as the living to be con-
tributors. Also, as this period advanced, the
duty of paying titlies came more and more into

prominence, until at the Sj'nod of Macon in 583 it

was embodied in a rule binding on all Christians.

The relief of the poor was no longer effected by
eacli congregation acting for itself through its

deacons, but by the Bishop, either in person or

through his steward. He worked upon the prin-

ciple that the poor had a primary claim upon the
property of the Church—a rule wliich received
formal recognition in the law that Church revenues
should be divided into four parts, of which one at

least should be devoted to almsgiving. This rule
was especially insisted upon by Gregory the Great
(Epp. iii. 11, IV. 42), whose management of Church
estates is well illustrated by his preparations for

the conversion of England, for which he drew
upon the patrimonium of the Church in Gaul (see

his letters collected in Mason's The Mission of St.

Augustine, 1897). Every Bishop was expected to

g'ive freely of his revenues for the relief of the poor,

and, though there were some exceptions, yet, as a
whole, the episcopate lived up to this expectation.
Chrj-sostom, e.g., supported as many as 7000 per-

sons, and Ambrose was noted for his liberality to

the needy. Although in theory this charity was
not bestowed on the unworthy (Basil, Ep. 150

;

Ambrose, de Offic. ii. 16), in practice there was
but little discernment, and the general view was
that expressed by Greg. Naz. (Oral. 19), when he
declared that it was better to err by giving to the
undeserving than by failing to give to the de-

serving. To be deserving it was not even neces-

sary to be a Christian, for the Emperor Julian
bears witness that the heathen were included
among those who received alms from the Church
[Ep. XXX. 49). The Bishop had in a manner taken
the place of the old Roman noble, and distributed
largess after the same fashion as his prototype—

a

comi)arison which illu.strates the change from the
early days of the Church, when almsgiving was
exercised bj- the congregation of a church with
simplicity and in a sphere which was compara-
tively limited.

It was in this period that Christian benevolence
began to make provision for the helpless by the
erection of hospitals, using the name in its widest
sense. It is doubtful wliether this can be carried
back to the days of Constantine, but that the
institution was known in the time of Julian is

clear from that Emperor's efforts to imitate it

(Soz. V. 16). Kefuges were established for the
sick, the poor, the ornhans, the aged—in a word,
lor all who were unable to help themselves. They
were supported either from tne general revenues
of the Church or by benefactions sjiecially made
for the ])urpose. I'or a time the State also gave
some assistance, but eventually the task of main-
taining the hospitals was left entirely to the
Church. At first these institutions were under
the direct control of the Bishop, and he super-

vised those who served in them, called in the East
the parabolani. But, as time advanced, they
became independent, and those who ministered in

them received a clerical status and a common rule

—a change which foreshadowed the coming of the
Hospitallers of the Middle Age.s.

But it was not only in the outward forms of tlie

distribution of alms that this era witnessed a
transition ; there were also developments in doc-

trine which powerfully afiected the theory of alms-
giving. These displayed themselves in the view
taken of the origin of private property, and in the
increasing tendency to regard almsgiving as a
good work which earns merit in the sight of God.
The possession of private property was frequently
alluded to by the Fathers as a perversion of God's
law. A typical instance of this is found in Am-
brose, when he says, ' Natura jus comnmue gene-
ravit, usurpatio fecit privatum ' {de Off. i. 28).

Similar statements are found in Basil (Horn. xii.

13), Jerome (Ep. ad Helvidium), and Chrysostom.
But it is clear from history and from other Pat-
ristic passages that this opinion was not carried
to the logical conclusion, which would have been
the prohibition of all holding of private property.
Just as in the earlier days the declaration of the
Didache, oi'k ipeh iSia (Xfai (c. 1), and Tertullian's

rhetorical flourish (Apol. 39), ' omnia indiscreta
apud nos, pra^ter uxores,' must be read in the
light of the Quis Dives sulvetur of Clement

—

where the misuse, but not the mere possession, of

wealth is condemned—so now, whatever the ab-
stract theory, it was allowed that wealth might be
held M'ithout sin so long as the claims of the poor
were remembered (e.g. Augustine, Sermo 50, § 7).

Community of goods was not demanded as a
matter of obligation for the ordinary Christian.

For him was now laid down the distinction be-

tween necessary and superfluous goods, accom-
panied by the direction to give alms freelj' of the
second class. This division, implying, as it did,

that no claim for almsgiving could be made except
on superfluities, was productive in later ages of

results ethically vicious. Sidgwick (Hist, of Ethics,
18S6, iii. sec. 4) compares the attitude of Chris-
tian leaders of this period towards property with
their attitude towards slavery. Neither property
nor slavery was accepted as compatible with an
idea! condition of society, but both were looked
upon as unavoidable accompaniments of society as

it then was. The practical effect of this was that
those who avoided the possession of wealth by
lavish bestowal of their substance in almsgiving
were accounted to have chosen the higher life,

and this was in itself a powerful incentive to
charity.

This point of view was reinforced by the de-
velopment of a doctrine which had already ap-
peared in earlier days, but did not bear its full

fruit until this epoch. Polycarp (Ep. 10) had
written that almsgiving frees from death, quoting
Tobit 12*. Hermas (Simil. ii.) teaches that alms-
giving procures reward from God by reason of I he
prayers of the grateful recipients. Origeri de-

veloped this theory, and Cyprian still (further

emphasized it in his de Opere et Eleemosynis (see

Benson's Cyprian, 1897, cli. v.). He asserts that

almsgiving can bring renewed cleansing to souls

which have lost their baptismal purity (2), can make
prayers efiicacious, and free souls from death (5).

This doctrine, when combined with that of Ter-
tullian on the satisfaction rendered to God by
])enance (de Pmnil.), accounts for the views preva-

lent in the 4th and following centuries. Chry-
sostom praises the presence of beggars at the
church door as giving an opportunity to those
entering to cleanse their consciences from minor
faults bj' almsgiving (Horn, in 2 Tim.). Ambrose
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reckons aliiisi^iving as a ' second bath of the soul

'

{Scrmo de EUemos. 30). Au;;ustine also teaches its

etlieacy for olitaining forgiveness for light ofl'ences

(df Fiile. ct Opcr. 26). With this Father comes in

the aiUlition which was to mean so much in later

days, namely, the belief that almsgivin" could
atone for the sins of the departed as well as for

those of the living. In the Enchiridinn (110) he
places the bestowal of alms side by side with the
otl'ering of the Eucharist for this purpose. But
in treating of this subject he is careful to limit

the efficacy of charity to those whose lives were
acceptable to God. It availed nothing for living

or dead who were of enl reputation. But, how-
ever carefully Augustine and his contemporaries
might guard this doctrine, it is obvious that here
was the germ of later abuses. As the belief in

Purgatory grew, it became part of the common
creed that almsgiving would secure large abate-
ment of the torments awaiting men in that state

;

and, on the epitaphs of the period, charity is now
recorded in connexion with the redemptio animi.
From this it is but a step to the system of the
Middle Ages.

2. Mediaeval period.—The history of almsgiving
during this jierind is distinguished by two char-
acteristics. The Church was the only channel of

charity ; secular government did not undertake
to supply the needy or to succour the distressed,

but left the task to ecclesiastical organizations.

This was the first mark of this epoch. The second
was the total lack of any attempt to co-ordinate
the activities of the various agencies by which
alms were distributed. The ecclesiastical bodies
and monastic orders received and gave help with-
out any regard to the possibility that others
might be doing the same work among the same
people. This was even more true of the Continent
than of England, for the parochial .system, which
took firm root in England and did in some measure
serve as a local centre for charitable work, was
not a practical factor in the Church life of the
Continent.
That this lack of organization was not felt to be

an evil was largely due to the tendency prevalent
throughout this period to regard almsgiving solely

from the standpoint of the giver. The chief object
of charity was to secure eternal life for the be-

stower, and it mattered little who might be the
recipient. There are, no doubt, writers who re-

membered that charity must retain as its chief

objects the r/lorin Dei and utilitas proximi (St.

Bernard, Trac. de Mor. et Off. Episc. 3), but they
are the exception. The habit of looking at an
alms .solely as a passport to salvation grew so
steadily, that although Thomas Aquinas still

treats of ' eleemosj-na ' under ' charitas,' by later
doctors it is transferred to ' pcenitentia,' where it

stands as one of the three elements of ' satisfactio.'

In the Sumina of Aquinas (ii. 2, qnoest. 66) the
opinion of Ambrose on the question of private pro-
perty is taken up and developed. It is declared to
be unlawful to regard anything as a private pos-

session quoad usiim, but lawful to cto so quoad
poicstatcni procuroyidi et disjKnsandi ; that is, a
man may not so apjjropriate wealth as to prohibit
others from asserting any claim upon it. Pro-
perty may become an impcdimentum charitatis,

or even, as later writers put it, incendii infernnlis

materics. Poverty is the higher state, and the
beggar is more meritorious than the rich man.
These statements are the complement of the de-

tailed treatment of almsgiving given previously in

ii. 2, qu.Tst. 32 of the Sutiimn. 'Eleemosyna' is

there diWded into the two classes, corporalis and
spirit iinlis. There are seven species in each class,

expressed in the lines, ' Visito, poto, cibo, redimo,
tego, coUigo, condo, Consule, castiga, solare, re-

luitte, fer, ora,' the seventh spiritual alms being
teaching, which is included in 'con.sule.' Elee-
mosi/na spiritualis is adjudged superior to cor-

poralis, for the characteristic reason that it brings
greater reward to the bestower. The extent of
the obligation to bestow alms is decided by refer-

ence to the capacity of the giver and the need of
the recipient. The goods of the almsgiver are dis-

tinguished as supporting either his life (vita), his

position (stntiis), or his appearance in the eyes of
the world {decentia), and in each of these divisions
there are some things which are nuperflua and
others which are ne.cessaria. Similarly, the need
of the recipient may be either extrcma, gravis, or
only communis. To refuse superflua decentice or
status to any one in extreme or grave necessity is

a mortal sin, but outside these limits almsgiving
is a counsel to lie followed rather than a command
to be obeyed under pain of penalty.

In estimating this teaching, the lawlessness of
the age to which it was addressed must be taken
into consideration. Definite and detailed com-
mands alone secured attention. Nevertheless,
such minute rules were mechanical, and ojiened

the way to the danger of evasion which awaits all

such systems. It was only requisite for a man to
maintain that all his possessions were necessaria,

to escape altogether from the obligations of charity.

This perversion actually took place, and it became
needful in later times to anathematize the opinion
that not even of kings could it be said that any of

their wealth was superfluous.
In the practical recognition of almsgiving the

earlier part of this period was conspicuous, but the
later part, although by no means lacking in the
virtue, showed distinct signs of deterioration. Of
the institutional methods of exercising charity,

the most prominent may be noted under the
following heads :

—

{!) 3fonasteries. — Among the ideals of early
monasticism a high place was assigned to self-

denial, which threw worldly possessions into the
common stock to be used for the glory of God in

the service of men. From the money so gathered
the poor were relieved, the sick supplied with food
and medicine, schools erected for children, and
hospitality provided for travellers. This charity

was guided by the wisdom which could alone make
it truly effective. It was administered by a special

official, the almoner, and he was bidden to select

carefully the recipients of his alms, to spare the
feelings of those who had seen better days, to

visit the sick, and to give no relief permanently
without consulting the head of the monastery (see,

e.g., the Augustinian rule in Observances in Use
at the Avgustinian Priory at Barnwell, ed. J. W.
Clark, 1897). The most remarkable expression of

this spirit was that which appeared in the lives

of St. Francis of Assisi and his followers. To the
saint who saw no merit in the saving habits of the
ant (Sayings of Brother Giles, ch. vii.) the highest

ideal was an absolute poverty, which left perfect

freedom to minister to others. Among the many
charitable exploits of the Franciscan Order, men-
tion must be made of the establishment of the

monts de piet^, lending-houses which were founded
to advance loans, either without interest, or at a
very low rate, to poor people who otherwise would
have been the victims of Jewish usury (Grote,

Eist. of Greece, 1846-56, pt. ii. ch. xi. App.).

As tiie centuries advanced, decay attacked both
elements of the earlier monastic rule. Charitable

deeds were supported not from the common fund,

but by donations granted for the special purpose,

and no trouble was anj' longer taken to discern

between worthy and unworthy among the ap-

plicants. Hospitality decreased, and the right to

entertain travellers was let out to neighbouring
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innkeepers {e.(j. at Glastonbury). By the time of

the llefonnation these defects hail {loprivcd mon-
astic (jiaiity uf iuui:h of its virtue. Wliile the
monks, no doubt, assisted many wlio deserved
tlieir lielp, they also demorali/ed many more by
the indiscriminate bestowal of doles.

(2) Hospital.':.—These foundations, which were
exceedinjily numerous, althoujih governed by the
Knights llospitallers, were of a religious char-
acter, the rule of the Augustinians being usually
ob.served within their walls. The black cloak of

this Order is still worn, e.ff., by the bedesmen of
St. Cross. From their original connexion they
were sometimes known as ' Commanderies,' of

which a typi<'al instance is to bo seen in the still

existing Commandery at AVorcester. In such
houses travellers were entertained, and a refuge
provided for the sick and infirm. To this might
be added the relief of the local poor. (For a
magnificent example of this see the account of St.

Leonard's, York, in Cutts' Parish Priests and Their
People, 1898, p. 505.) The Hospital was placed
under the charge of a Master or Warden assisted

by chaj^ilains or canons, among whose duties was
the obligation of saying mass for the soul of the
founder. The decay of these institutions set in

when they came to be regarded as preferments for

the support of the clergy, and the greater part of

their funds was diverted for this purpose.

(3) Chantries.—These were not, as is commonly
supposed, estalilished merely to provide masses
for the .souls of the departed. The larger part of

the income attached to them was frequently as-

signed to the relief of the poor (see Gasquet,
Pariih Life in Mcrlimval England, 1906, p. 96).

(4) Gilds.—Often named after some ciiurch or

patron saint, these societies e.xisted priuiarily for

religious purposes, but included in their scojie

many works of charity. Help was given to breth-
ren in want, or sick, or wrongfully cast into
prison

;
girls were furnished with dowries ; and

money was found for the funerals of departed
members.

(5) The Parish.—In England parochial organiza-
tion made the relief of the poor one of the special

objects of care. One-third of the tithe was especi-

ally reserved for charitable uses, and this was
augmented by collections in church, and by free-

will oHerings and beqiiests bestowed not oidy by
the rich, but by all cl.isses of the parisliioner-s.

It was the duty of the churchwardens to ad-
minister these funds by making grants or loans
to worthy applicants. A common method of

laying out sucli money was in the purchase of a
few kine and sheep to form a common parochial
stock, the young animals and the milk being sold
and the proceeds devoted to charity.

Heside these institutional charities must be
notic(Hl the private exercise of almsgiving, of

which the obligation was generally allowed by
men of substance throughout this period. Among
the Saxon kings the alm<mer was already a regular
member of the court (see story of O.swald in Bede,
HE iii. 7). The custom of appointing a similar
official in episcopal households was made a law
binding on all Bishops by a constitution of Stephen
Langton. At the doors of ecclesiastical and secular
notables it was common to have a daily distribu-
tion of doles of money or food carried out on a
lavish scale. We hear of a Bishop of Ely giving
warm meat and drink daily to 200 people ; and,
as late as the time of Henry vill., Thomas Crom-
well is found showing a like generosity to the
multitudes who crowded at his gate. Nor was
charity contined to men of great estate. Latimer's
father, with a farm at £4 a year, was not forgetful
of it (see First Sermon before King Edward VI.).

In the supply of such doles a large part was
VOL. III.

—

2$

played by testamentary bequests. By the Council
of Chelsea (816) it was decreed that a tenth of a
Bishop's possessions should be given to the poor
after his death, and this model was widely copied.

John of Ciaunt ordered that his body should not
be buried for forty days, and that fifty marks
should be distributed on each of those days, and
500 on the last day. In such bequests tlie rule
of ' first come, first served ' was the only one
which was followed, with the result tliat funerals
were the happy hunting ground of profi^ssional

mendicants. The only qualihcation needed to ob-
tain the dole was attendance at the dirge of the
testator. This instance forms a fitting close to

our review of the mediaeval period ; for, while it

shows that there was no lack of almsgiving during
that era, it illustrates also the weaknesses which
made it so ineli'ective as a cure for social evils

—

namely, the concentration of attention on the sup-
posed profit it brought to the bestower, and the
total neglect of the character of the recipient.

3. Modern period.—The transition from medi.-e-

valism to the modern view began on the Continent
sooner than in England. This was the natural
result of the peculiarity which marked the course
of the Reformation in England, where it was first

political and then religious—an order which was
reversed on the Continent. While Henry vill.

and Edward VI. were making it their chief concern
to effect a permanent breach with Home, the
German and Swiss Reformers were developing
the ethical and religious tenets of the new move-
ment. It is in Germany that we meet \vith the
lirst direct contradictions of the mediaeval prin-

ciples of charity, shown in three well-defined
instances. In 1388 at Nuremberg a charitable
fund was opened, from the manajiement of whicli

ecclesiastics were expressly excluded. In 1428 at
Frankfort a board was established for the relief of

the poor, and directions were given that they were
to conduct a strict inquiry into the titncss of ap-
plicants for help. In 1520, Luther, in his Appeal
iu the Christian Nobility of the German Nation,
denied the right of mendicancy to be esteemed a
natural feature of society. The application of

these principles where the Reformation prevailed
led to the transference of Church .property to

charitable and public uses. A striking instance
of this was seen at Ziirich, where Zwingli apjiro-

priated the monastic funds for educational pur-
poses, while at the same time he suppressed
beggars and allowed relief only for the inlirm and
aged.

In England, on the other hand, the immediate
result of the Reformation was the practical ex-

tinction of charity fur the time being. The religious

houses had, however imperfectly, recognized the
duty of almsgiving ; but when they were dissolved

the revenues were squandered by the king and his

worthless courtiers, who seized tne estates without
any sense of the responsibilities attached to them.
The strongest witness to the dejilorable results of

this may be seen in the sermons of Latimer, of

whose laments a sentence from the sermon On the

Ploughers is a fair summary: ' Charitie is waxed
colde, none helpeth the scholer, nor yet the ^loie.'

The attempts of historians to controvert this by-

adducing the names of schools founded bj* the early

Tudurs ell'ect nothing. The sums allotted to such
puriioscs were a mere drop in the great pillage.

The results of such a violent revolution were for a
time disastrous. It is not fair to say that it created

the multitude of beggars who now ajipcared, for

they were largely the oll'spring of the previous
system of <loles, by which (in the words of I'^iller)

' the abbeys did but maintain the poor they made.'
But the dissolution of the religious houses suddenly
Hooded the country with hostis of homeless peoplo
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liofore till! nation had liad time to set up a I'oor

Law, or jiriviitu consciences liatl l)een traini'cl to

ilisppiise alms not only with liV)orality lint also

witli wisdom. An atlcmiit to reincdy this was
made in 153G, when an Act was passed ordaining

'tliat no person sliall mal<e any common dole, or

slinll j;ive any ready money in alms otherwise than
til the comniou gatherings.' l?ut for the moment
t he country was full of ' valiant rogues ' and
' masterless men,' whose threats made this enact-

ment inoperative (see Bosanquet, Aspects of the

Sorinl Problem, 1895, ch. xiii.). Before the end of

the reign of Edward VI. a better day began to

dawn. Private charity revived, and individuals

toolc up the good works formerly performed by the
religious bodies, c.rj. the building of hospitals and
the making of roaAs (cf. G. Herbert, Thanksgiving,
' rie build a spittle, or mend common wayes ).

In 1551 a legal distinction was drawn between the
' rogues ' and ' those who are poor in very deed

'

(see Fowle, Poor Law", 1893, ch. iii. ), for whose
support a weekly collection was ordered to be
made in every church. From this time forward
the public relief of the poor belongs to the story
of charity organization, and all tliat remains for

the purposes of this article is to record some ex-
positions of the principles which have been held to

imderlie almsgiving by private individuals.

An examination of typical opinions shows that
men have only slowly learned to consider alms-
giving from the point of view of the recipient.

Although it may not be in the mediaeval terms,

yet there is always a tendency to give too much
prominence to the consequences to the giver. The
Homilies of Edward VI. and Elizabeth illustrate

this. In the First Book almsgiving is treated
under ' Good Works,' and it is proved that without
faith it is of no etl'ect, that is, to the bestower. In
the Second Book, containing a special discomse on
almsgiving, we are still confronted with the same
point of view. Alms are to be given as pleasing to

God, deserving of merit, and productive, through
God's approval, of prosperity in this world. This
one-sided theory received a notable correction in

the WTitings of Jeremy Taylor. In Holy Living
(ch. iv. sec. 8) we reach the more balanced con-
sideration which includes both sides. The alms-
giver is to acquire a ' true sense of the calamity of
his brother,' and those in want are to receive in

proportion to their need. No alms are to be given
to vicious persons if such help might enable them
to continue in their sin. Among the persuasives
to almsgiving, the love of God and the example of
Christ are the most eil'ectual. Taylor thus marks
a great advance towards the recovery of the primi-
tive doctrine which based charity on the debt of
the Christian to his Lord, and the right of the
needy to ask help. That his teaching was not
universally accepted is evident from the pages of
another famous book, the Serious Call of William
Law. In ch. viii. the portrait of the virtuous life

of Miranda is completed by a reference to her
method of dispensing charity. While her motive
is the reflexion that the poor are as dear to God as
she is herself, she declines to regulate her gifts by
any consideration of the deserts of the recipients.
After quoting the text that God makes His sun
to rise on the evil and on the good. Law proceeds :

' This plainly teaches us that the merit of persons
is to be no rule of our charity. ' It is known that
he put this principle into i)ractice at King's ClifiTe

with disastrous results. The only instance in
which such a disregard of the character of the
recipients could be condoned was in the case of
those in prison. The barbarity of the age, as
John Howard afterwards discovered, left these
poor creatures dependent on jirivate almsgiving
for many of the necessaries of life, and their

relief was a duty frequently undertiUcen liy the

charitable.

This survey of theories of almsgiving ]ioints to

the conclusion that the true law for it will be
found in the gathering up and harmonizing of the
teachings of the past. With Ambrose the Christian

regards property as a trust, not as <an absolute

Eossession. Witli Thomas he learns that much can
e saved for charitable uses by a strict discernment

between the necessaria and siipcrjlua tamong his

needs. To this he adds from Jeremy Taylor the

motive which diflerentiates Christian chanty from
mere benevolence—the sense of a debt owed to the

Saviour. This corrects the mediaeval mistake ; for

almsgiving is seen to be not a way of earning
redemption, but a natural activity of men already

redeemed. The modern contribution seems to lie

in taking up and developing the spasmodic attempts
of former ages to consider the recipient as well as

the giver. The closer study of the example of

Christ in the Gospels has shown that true charity

must make its first aim the permanent raising of

character. This at once deprives of any title to be
called charitable all easy bestowal of doles which
rests on no knowledge of the recipients. True
charity demands careful study of character and
personal history, and patience to follow through
any etlbrt to help rmtil some lasting result has been
produced. The emphasizing of tliis side of the
question is the peculiar achievement of our own
time in this sphere (cf. C. F. Rogers, Charitable
Relief, 1904, ch. i. ; Peabody, Jesus Christ and the

Social Question, 1901, ch. v.).
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C. T. DiMONT.
CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (Greek). — The

practice of almsgiving among the ancient Greeks
cannot be deduced from any general religious or
philosophic principle. That is to say, it was
not inculcated as an item of a national ideal of

conduct, reflected back upon the individual as a
command of religious or philosophic sanctity. So
much is true, at any rate, of the Greeks of the
great age, in whom the instinct of generosity
existed only in rudimentary form. It was also

afi'ected by their fundamental conception of the
relationship between the individual and those vari-

ous groups (of family, clan, and State) apart from
which he was, if not inconceivable, at least shorn of

the major part of his raison d'etre in the world.
Hence in Hesiod ( Works, 327 If. ) the list of principal

ott'ences against the social order, all equally exciting
the wrath of Zeus, stands as follows : (1) injuring
a suppliant or guest,' (2) seducing a brother's wife,

(3) defrauding an orphan, (4) unfilial conduct to

an aged parent. All these turn upon the injury
of some member of the household. This group-
relationship hardly taught social morality, says
Lotze, speaking in particular of family life. For
' special and unique relations bind the members
of a family together by feelings which do not flow

from general duties of men towards their fellows ;

1 similarly in Homer beggars and vagrants are under the
protection of Zeus Xenios, no less than 'strangers,' i.e. visitors

of higher social rank. See Od. xiv. 56 ^flv, ou ^oi t*e>ts €(jt',

oufi' €1 KixKititv adOiv i\6oi,
|
feiroi' aTifiyjcrai' irpb? yap Atdy etiTiv

oTToi'Tfs
I
^etvoi Te Trruxoi Te. Here by courtesy the epithet fetwT

is bestowed upon Od\'sseus, who to look on is but a beggar.
See also vi. 207, xiv. :S9 and 404 fT., xvii. 483 ff.
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these feelings do indeed incidentally enrich life

. . . Imt, so f.ir fiom illuminatin",' men's conscious-
ness of {^eneiiil moral duties, they only bhscurc it

'

{Mi'roci/.smii.i, tr. IJamilton-Joncs, 1885, ii. 497).
A I msjjivinj; therefore necessarily, so far as the

t; reeks are concerned, was but a small special

derivative of that general form of conduct which
may be summed up as hospitality (see Hospi-
tality [(ireek]). And even after the birth of
ethical speculation the view was too narrowly
focused upon the self to lead to any wide concep-
tion of the claims of poverty ujion wealth, 'j'he

dif^nity of his own personality is the lodestar of
the 'liberal' (AccWpios) and ' majniihcent' (/ifTnXo-

n-ptTrrii) man of Aristotle's classification. Not until
the rise of Stoi(dsm do we lind insistence ujion

the duty of mercy in dejilings with fellow-men,
based upon an obligation as fundamental as
that of justice (Zeller, Stoics, etc., tr. Keichel,

1870, p. 296).

In the Homeric world the ' worthless outcast

'

{II. ix. 648, artfiriTos /xfTavdaTris [with Leaf's note])

is an enemy of society (;-'>. 6;J, aipp-firuip aOiixiaroi

xvioTioi, 'banished fi'om tribe and law and home'),
!ind may be slain with impunity. Safety must be
found by entering within .some other family gnmp,
under the regulatiims and conditions prescriljed by
custom (cf. xvi. 573 [with Leaf's note], also the
story of Adrastos and Croesus [Herod, i. 35]

;

riiemistocles at the palace of King Admetos [Thuc.
i. 136]). The bond ol hospitality is a means whereby
the individuals of two naturally unconnected groups
may be brought into intercourse. One party as-

sumes the role of protector of the other. It is from
;his relationship, the practical exhibition of which
ivas satisfj'ing to the vanity which formed so large

m ingredient in the ancient Greek character, that
;here sprang, on a lower plane, the phenomena
:onnected with beggars and almsgiving exhibited
n the somewhat advanced society depicted in the
Odyssey.
In the Odyssey the professional beggar is a

•ecognized inevitable adjunct of the great house
xviii. 1 tf., Iros the tttoixo'' irafSrifj.tos [with Monro's
rote]; cf. xviii. 48). He runs on errands, but other-

,vise is of little use. He is naturally resentful of

my intrusion u]jon his ' pitch' (cf. Hesiod, Works,
26, TTToix^' TTTwxv <pOov((i. : hence the quarrel between
[ros and Odys.seus). The significant emblems of
,lie trade were the staff, the wallet hung by a
;ord, and the ragged, dirty garb (Od. xiii. 4.34 IF. ;

'i. Aristoph. Clouds, 921 f., Arh. 432 and 44S, irhp
Uopal y( TTTuxiKov ^aKTTiptov).^ Equipped with these,

;lie beggar is described as ' going louting through
;lie land asking alms ' (Od, xvii. 227 t-, TTTtiaaav Kara

^Tjfiov
\

/3o('Xcrat aiTi^wi' fidaKetv rjv •yatrW// d.vdXToi'), or

jlse 'stands about and rubs his shoulders against
nany doorposts, begging for scrajis of meat ' [ib.

220 ; cf . 339 f. , l^e S' iirl fitXlnv oi/SoC IvToaOe Ovpauv,
|

(Kivanevot a-aOpii^).- Naturally it is food chiefly for

ivhich the beggar looks ; and Telemachus sets an
Jxample to the suitors by giving the pretended
Ijeggar Odysseus a ' whole loaf, and of llesh as much
IS his hands could hold ' (ih. 343, cf. .365 ff.) ; but a
suit of clothes is promised by I'enelojie as reward for
tidings (ib. 557). Odysseus (in Od. xv. 319) ofl'ers

menial service of ' handy man ' in return for his

keep ; so that there were varieties of beggars even
then. Iros was evidently a bad specimen, and
famous only for his belly (xviii. 2 f., ixito. S' (Trpeire

yaoripi ixdpyg,
| df7;x^' (pa'/iptv koI Trdp.cv). And so

n-e find Homer familiar with the tramp who lies

glibly for entertainment (xiv. 124), and with the
1 As fiftcrwards adopted by Dio^^enes and his brother Cynics

;Diog. Laert. vi. 13 and 22, etc.).

2 For this distinction between town and country lx;gjnn{?, cf.

Od. xvii. 18 f., TTTWXw fif^Ttpov fOTt KaTOl WTdAii* i^e Kar' aypovi
\

BaiTa irTwxei'ftv'. In the country, work might be the price of

' sundowner ' and lo.ifcr who will not work (xviii.

357 If.).

As civilization advanced and the primitive hos]ii

tality decayed, the lot of the beggar mnst have
become harder the more almsgiving came to depend
upon the cajiricious impulse of the individual. The
ruthlessness of ancient society, in which one must
be hammer or anvil, is largely concealed from us by
the fact that, with few exceptions, it is only the
class which enjoys wealth and power that is articu-

late ; that is tt) say, ancient literal ure is mainly
aristocratic in origin. Hesiod ali'ords a glimpse of

the poverty which subsists upon the grudging alms
of neighbours until patience is exhausted ( Works,
40011'.). In Athens the ^pavos, or collection taken
up to relieve an acquaintance in difiiculties, was a
form of almsgiving that probably became at times
vei-y burdensome (cf. Theophr. CUar. 6, Kal iv tj
ULToOiLq. 5^ Ctis irXdoj ij Tr4vT€ rdXaira ai)rtp yivoiro tA
&.va\wfJ.aTa diobvrt rols dwdpois Twf TroXirwy dvatfe^eti^

yap oil SryaaBiu). Money so given was regarded as
something between a loan and a gift

;
probably it

often was but a thinly disguised alms.
The duty of private almsgiving must, in Athens

at least, have been less imperatively felt, owing to
the fact that there was in operation a State system
of outdoor relief for infirm paupers (dSwoToi).' Ita

origin was referred to the time of Solon or I'isis-

tratus, i.e. as early as the 6th cent. B.C. (IMut.

Sol. 31). Persons who were unable through bodily
infirmity to earn a livelihood, and had less than
three mince (say £12 stg.) of private property, were
given a small allowance by the State.- Originally
this relief had been confined to those invalided
through military service.^ Proliably certain other
conditions were required to be fullilled in addition
to those specilied by our authorities. Citizenship
would certainly be requisite, and freedom from
dTi,n(a(see Atimia); also it mu.sthave been required
that the claim.ant had no near living relatives in

a po.sition to support him. On the other hand, it

appears from the speech of Lysias on behalf of a
claimant for relief that the words of Aristotle,
' unable to do anything to earn a living,' cannot
have been taken au jiii;d de la lettre. Public office

was naturally forbidden to recipients of State
relief (Lysias, Or. xxiv. 13). The list of claimants
was scrutinized annually by the Council of Five
Hundred, before which all appeared in person.
The list of recommendations was then f<irmally

sanctioned by the Assembly (Ls'sias, I.e. § 22,
T] trdXis T^fxiv 4\p-f}<piffaT0 tovto rb dpyOpiov),* The
allowance seems to have varied in amount. In
the time of Lysias {<: 400 B.C.) it was one obol a
day (Lys. op. cit. § 26, irepl 6/3oXoO iibvov Troiov/xai tov!

\6yovi) ; in the time of Aristotle it was two o/m/s
;

an intermediate sum (or possibly the adojition of

a monthly dole) is implied in the 9 dnirluncii ( = 54

obols) a month, of Philochoros np. Ilarpocration.

LlTERATiuiE.—The subject doL-s not appear to have been
treated hitlK-rto. .Scattered notices only are found in con-
nexion with allied topics, as, e.fj., beg^ar-s in Homer in P. G.
Egerer, Ilumerutche Gast/reundschaft, ISSl. On Athenian
State-relief, see Bockh, Public Ect»imny of Athens'^, 1S42, i.

312 IT.

W. ,1. WOODHOUSE.
CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (Hindu).—Alms-

giving (dann) among the Hindus is primarily a
1 It is not clear whether the term iiiidrrK use<l in this techni-

cal sense refers only to bodily inlirmily or included also the idea

of poverty (.lebb, A ttic Orators, 1878, i. 2in, note 4). There seems
no doubt that both ifleas were necessarily included.

'^ Aristotle, Afh. Const. 49. 4, cdfxo? yap ttniv &? K«Aey<t Toiis

Ivih^ rpibiv nvbiv KfKTri[i(Vovi, Kal TO atatka fffmjpw^f'i'ovs fucrrt p.^

tvvatrOat. firfiiv ipyov (^a^eadai, BoKtpd^riv piiv ttji' Pov\ijv, jt^di/at

5e Srip.otjCa Tpo<l>h^ Svo o^oAous CKoiaTw Trj? i}pipa^.

3 i'lut. Sol. .'il [d fd/xof J 6 701*9 iryjpia$€VTa^ iv iro\tpLU dij^oiTin

rpt^dv KeAfewf-
» r.ut the reference here may be to the original law ordaining

the distribution of relief, while the aiuiu.al scrutiny and authori-

zation of relief may have been within the administrative com-
pct«uce of the Council without further reference to the Ecclesia.
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religious obligation, and did'ers in some important
respects both in conception and in practi(!e from t liat

which passes under the same name in the West. Of
almsgiving, as the bestowal of gifts upon the poor
and needy, prompted by ,i feeling of sympatlu'tic
compassion, Hinduism knows nothing. ISut the
habit of generosity, of sliaring possessions with
others and relieving their wants, is perhaps more
wide-spread in India than in any other country.
It is clear, moreover, that only where such an
obligation is universally recognized and acted
upon can companies of wandering ascetics, as in

India, move hither and thither witliout restraint

throughout the land, confident everywhere of find-

ing support and having their wants freely supplied.

Manu also declares that liberality is the special

virtue and duty of men in this Kali age.^ The
only riglitful recipients of alms, however, are the
Brahmans and the various orders of ascetics.

These alone have a claim to support and gifts

(daksind) from all other classes of the community
;

and from such donations merit accrues to the
giver, the amount of which is in direct proportion
to the value of the gift.

In India, therefore, almsgiving is inspired by a
religious motive, the desire to secure personal
advantages and reward in a future life. The
theories and teaching of the Hindu books leave no
room for the play of disinterested generosity

;

although many Hindus are in this respect better
than their creed. And it is only among certain
communities of monks, who devote a part at least

of their time to charity and the relief of the poor,

that anything approaching the Western conception
of almsgiving is found.' There can be little doubt
that here we should recognize the kindly and
humane influence of Buddhism. At festivals also
and on occasions of pilgrimage the abbot of a
monastery will entertain all comers regardless of

expense.* The underlying motive of the act, how-
ever, is in these instances still Indian, not Western
or Christian. Generosity is, indeed, enjoined upon
monks, as part of their vows. Those who can give
nothing else must give their books. Ordinarily,
however, monks and ascetics do not bestow, but
receive.* And the need and opportunity for alms-
giving in the wider sense, witliin the laity and
among the non-Brahmanical part of the population,
have always been met to a considerable extent in

India by the usages and institutions of caste and
the joint family life, which throw upon the whole
circle the burden and obligation of the support of
each individual.

As early as the Vedic hymns, gifts {ddna, ddtra,
daksind) take a prominent place in the thought
and teaching of the poets ; and tlie virtue and
merit of the giver are repeatedly emphasized.*
In the Vedic literature generally, and in the later
smj-tis, especially in the Dharmasastras and Pura-
nas, one of the chief duties incumbent upon a
householder is charitable giving (ddtftd, ddtrtva) ;

*

1 Manu, i. 86 ;
' In the Krta age the chief (virtue) is declared

to be (the performance of) austerities ; in the Tretii, (divine)
knowledge ; in the Dviipara, (the performance of) sacrifices

;

in the Kali, liberality (dana) alone.' Cf. the descrijition of
Bharata Varsa (India) in Vi^ti Purdi;ia, ii. 3. 12 :

—

ildndni
chdttra diyahte paralokdrtham, 'there also gifts are bestowed
for the sake of the other world.'

2 Earth, Rel. of India, p. 213, instances the Kagphataa of the
Panjab and Nepal. But the same is true of other sects'.

3 See, for example, Oman, Mystics, etc. p. 260 ff.

* The direction of Vasistha, ix. 8, that the hermit ' shall only
give, not receive,' is, we believe, entirely isolated, and as opposed
to the general rule as it is to universal practice.

fi e.g. Rigv, i. 13. 11, ' May the splendour of the giver be
foremost ' (SBB xlvi. 0). Cf. the praise of Rudra, * the giver
of many gifts,' ii. 33. 12.

6 Vaa. viii. 16, ' all mendicants subsist through the protection
afforded by householders.' Liberality is the duty of the first
three castes (Baudh. i. 10. 18. 2 If., Vas. ii. 13 f., Apast. ii. 6. 10.
4ff., where Ksatrivas and Vai^yas are expressly prohibited from
receiving aim's ; cf. ib. ii. 8. 20. 1 ff., Baudh. ii. S. 6. 19, 7. 13. 6,
Gaut. v. 32 fl.). Vas. xxjx. 1, 'through liberality man obtains

and careful, if not alway.s consistent, definitions

are given as to the per.sons (ddnnjidtni) upon whom
s\ich alms may be bestowed.' Manu lays down
distinct and ordered rules on the subjei^t, which,
exccjit as interfered with or modified by European
iiilluonce, govern Hindu practice to the present
day.-' Such gifts are said to be dharmdrtham,
' for the purpose of (acquiring) religious merit' ; a
chapter of the Skanda - Purana bears the title

Ddiindhnrma-vidhi, ' rules for almsgiving ' ; and
Hemadri devotes the second part of his great work
to the same theme.'

Tlius all Hindu ascetics live by alms ; in con-

trast with the laborious and self denying lives of

many similar communities in the West, they may
not and do not in any case earn tiieir living

by work, but are dependent upon the charity of

others. The institution and habitual practice of

begging on a \vide scale, together with the rules

regulating it, are of great antiquity in India. And
the burden of supporting an army of wandering
mendicants, whose lives are unproductive, most
always have pressed hardly upon the poorer
classes of the population. It was from Brah-
manism that Buddhism inherited the duty of

liberality towards those whose lives were devoted
to the service of religion, developing and systema-
tizing an ancient principle and placing it on
broader foundations. Sakyamuni himself in a
former birth had borne the title of dilnaSura, ' a
hero in liberality.' Such practices, therefore, were
no novelty in Buddhist ethical and social duties.

Jainism also, the second gxeat protestant com-
munity of the early centuries, while rejecting the
extravagant claims of the Brahmans, maintained
the right of the devotee and ascetic to support
at the public expense.'' In neither case was a new
principle introduced, but a long-standing custom
was sanctioned and continued for the benefit of

the ascetic orders and the teachers of religion.

Such gifts were, broadly speaking, of two kinds.

Grants of landed estate, dwelling-houses, etc.,

taxes derived from villages, and tithes, held the
first place. More irregular and occasional were
the donations of money or food, which at all

festivals, anniversaries, household ceremonies, etc.,

the Brahmans received as their perquisites. To
the latter class belong the contributions in kind,

which the wandering mendicant exacts from the
fears or superstitions of the ignorant villager. *

all his desires ' (cf. 9 ff. ) ; xxix. 17, ' he who gives to a Br.\hmai;ia a
vessel filled with water for sipping will obtain after death com-
plete freedom from thirst' (of. ib. viii. 6, Gaut. v. 20 ff.). So iu

the Upanisads and elsewhere * sacrifice and almsgiving' are the
special duties of the Brahman as gfhastha (Brh. 4. 4. 22, Chdnd.
2. 23, Taitt. 1. 9, cf. Deussen, Upan., 1906, p.' 371 f.).

1 Vas. xi. 17 f., the householder shall feed 'three ascetics or
three virtuous householders ... he may also feed pupils who
are endowed with good qualities' (cf. ib. 27 ff., Gaut. xvii. Iff.,

Baudh. ii. 3. 6. 9fl., 10. 18. 4ff., 14, Apast. i. 1. 3. 26(., ii. 5. 10.

1 ff.). It is the special duty of the student {brahinachdrin) to

beg alms for his teacher (Gaut. ii. 8, iii. 14 f., Baudh. ii. 10. 18.

4ff.); for the student not to ask for alms is a sin (Baudh. i.

2. 4. 7 ; cf. Sat. Brah. xi. 3. 3. 6ff., al.}.

2 Manu, i. 83 ff. , xi. 2 f. Among the six duties of a Brahmapa
are enumerated the giving and receiving of gifts, but the last

again is forbidden to Ksatriyas and Vaidyas, x. 75 ff. ; cf. iii.

95ff.,126, 132, iv. 31fl.,192. iv. 226ff., ' Let him, without tiring,

always . . . perform works of charity with faith ... let him always
practise . . . the duty of liberality. . . both he who respectfully

receives (a gilt), and he who respectfully bestows it, go ti>

heaven ' ; cf. vii. 82, 85 ff., xi. 6 ; it is incumbent upon kings in

particular to bo liberal in gifts, vii. 79, 134-136, xi. 4, 22 f.—even
to the extent of bequeathing all their wealth to Brahmans, ix.

323.
3 The Danakhaxi^a ; see Barth, Religions o.f India, p. 97, n. 4 ;

JoUv, Recht mid Sitte, p. 104 ; A. A. Macdonell, Samkrit Litera-

ture, 1900, p. 429 f. Ddnastuti, ' the praise of gifts," is the general
title of a whole department of Sanskrit literature ; see Max
Miiller, Eislory of Ancieixt Sanskrit Literature^ London, 1860,

p. 493 f.

* Achdrdiiga Sutra, ii. 1-7, passim-, J. G. Biihler and J.

Burgess, Indian Sect of the Jainas, London, 1903, }\ 12 ff.

6 The facilities for travel afforded by the railways have
greatly increased the numbers attending the more popular jind

celebrated festivals. It would have been expected that the
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The mahddana (' great gifts ') were ten or sixteen
in imiiiber. Of these gold was the most important,
tlien estates, buildings, village-taxes, etc. Of gifts

in gold the most eoslly, and therefore the most
meritorious, was the tuldddna or tnldpurusa.
The donor caused himself to be weighed in the
scales against an equivalent of gold, which wiis

then distributed in largess to the assembled
IJrahmans. A king of Kanauj in the 12th cent,

is said to have repeated this costly donation a
hundred times ; another example quoted is that
of a minister of MilhiUi in the early part of the
14th century.' Hiuen-Tsiang gives a marvellous
account of the benefactions of Siladitya, sovereign
of Kanauj circa 640 .\.D., who was accustomed once
in every live years to give away in alms all that
he possessed.- A similar act of lavish (rharity

was occasionally perfonued with silver substituted
for the more valuable metal. In certain initiatory

rites connected with the assumption of the sacred
thread a figure of a cow or sacred lotus made of

gold plays a prominent part ; and this after the
ceremony is broken up and the fragments dis-

tributed to the Brahmans or gifted to the temple."
Similarly after a banquet the royal or wealthy host
will at times bestow upon his guests the costly

dishes of gold and silver that have been employed
in the feast. Grants of land or revenue to monastic
institutions or to Brahmans have always been
frequent in India. Such grants are recorded as
early as the inscriptions of A.soka ; and, according
to the legend, the same emperor in his later life

had to be restrained almost by force from ruin-

ing himself and his house by his extravagant
generosity.'' Similar gifts and dedications are far

nom being uncommon at the present day. To
provide free meals for Brahmans is also an act of

great merit, the virtue of which increases with
the number of Brahmans fed. On a less scale

this is done at every household ceremony, anni-
versary, or fea.st ; and at the great festivals large
provision is made, and numerous companies of

pilgrims and ascetics gather together, and are
entertained often for several days. The example
of Usavadata is quoted, who, in a cave inscription

attributed to the 1st cent, of our era, boasts that
he provided annually for the wants of 100,000
Brahmans, with gifts of 100,000 cows, sixteen
villages, jfleasure-grounds, tanks, etc' In ancient
times such records are numerous of kings who
maintained a number of Brahmans at their own
cost for a prolonged jn'.riod, or even for life. And,
like the monastic orders of the Mi<ldle Ages in

Europe, the Indian orders of monks became rich

in the possession of estates, 'property belonging
to the god,' (Icvaxva, dcvustlulna, in some instances
a considerable jiroportion even of the land and
revenue of a State p.assing into their hands.

In the North of India what might thus l)e

termed systematic almsgiving, donations more or
less in the natun; of a regular contribution or

tithe for the su])ij()rt of communities or individual
teachers, gurus, holding ollicial i)Ositions as re-

cognized heads of a sect or school of thought, are
now less usual than in the South. The (jurxix

themselves exercise a less wide and powerful
influence. In the South regular fees are exacted,
and every means short of legal or actual compulsion
is ailopted to ensure payment. These gurus go

feca to the offi(n:ilitic priests would have increased in like

proiJortion. This does not seem to be the cAse. Ana the
Boniewlmt curious explaiintion is offered that the pilpriin now
visits many shrines, and impartially distributes among them
gifts which were formerly concentrated on one altar.

1 liarth. p. »7, n. 3 ; Jolly, p. 10.1.

SBeal, Buddhist IlecorcU of the Westtm World, 1906, i. 214

;

v. A. Smith, Early Uietary of India, 1904, p. 290 fT.

3 W. Crooke, Things Indian, 1006, p. 499 f.

* See art A«oka ; V. A. Smith, Aioka, O.\ford, 1901, p. lU3f.
» ASWl iv. 999., quoted in Jolly, p. 106.

on circuit through the principal cities of their
dioceses, and their visits are made the occasion
for demanding the recognized fees and gifts. The
formal grants also to religious institutions more
usually than in the North take the form of revenues
assigned for the su])port of the resident monks
or priests. And, as far as the motive and aim of
the donor are concerned, such grants are hardly
distinguishable from the more indiscriminate and
irregular largess practised at the festivals or in the
country districts.

In the case of private gifts the rule was laid

down that no one was so to impoverish himself
by his liberality as to leave wife or children
destitute.' Other regulations prescribed a limit
of a thousand cows,- delined the fees which might
be required,' or forbade the acceptance by one
of a gift which had been refused by another,* or
the parting with a gift on the day on which it

bad been bestowed.' The recipients, moreover,
were carefully graduated according to their
woi'th ; ' and upon some it was altogether a sin to

confer presents.' In theory also it is obligatory
upon every twice-born man, after he has lived the
life of a householder, gfhastha, and begotten a son
to carry on his line, to part with all his goods
and possessions to Brahmans, and to go forth
homeless and resourceless, adopting the life of

an anchorite in the forest, vanaprastha, and later

that of a wandering mendicant, sannyasin, begging
his food from door to door. Such mendicants
ordinarily possess nothing but an alins-bowl, made
out of a coco-nut or sometimes of brass, with
a water-jjot, and in some instances a staff and
rosary. Instances have not been unknown, even
in recent times, of men of education and influence

and wealth, who have elected to abandon all, and
devote the closing years of their life to poverty
and religious contemplation, dependent for support
upon the charity of their fellow-countrymen."
Almsgiving is also jjractised by Hindus in the

form of gifts and endowments for hospitals for

animals. These foundations are often of consider-

able antiquity. At Benares and elsewhere, sick,

maimed, and diseased cows are provided with
shelter and food by the munificence of pious
donors and the daily offerings of the faithful.'

The total volume of such charitable gifts in India
must be very considerable.

Literature.—Sacred Laivs of the Arvas, tr. G. Eiihler, SEE,
vols. ii. xiv. ; Manu, SHE, vol. xxv. ; J. C. Oman, Mystics,

Ascetics, and Saints of India, London, 1906, p. 41 f., ch. xi., and
passim ; A. Bartb, Relif/ions of India'^, London, 1SS9, pp.
97 f., 274 f.

; J. Jolly, Recht und Sitte, 1896, p. 104 ff. See also

artt. Asceticism, Monasticism. A. S. GEDEN.

CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (Je>vish).—The
teacliing of the Aiiocryphal literature faithfully

reflects the spirit of tlic OT. lien Sira exhorts to

charity :
' Let it (thy money) not rust under the

stone '^(Sir 29'°). Alms ' shall light for thee better

than a mighty shield and a ponderous spear' (v.'').

But charity is to be thoughtful and considerate

:

' Defer not to give to him that is in need,' for to

do so is ' to add more trouble to a heart that is

provoked (4^ ; cf. 29*). The quality and virtue of

charity, too, are determined by the kindness that

goes w'ith it :
' Lo, is not a word better than a gift ?

And both are with a gracious man ' (18"). On the

other hand, the needy borrower is reminded that

he also has duties (29-"-) ; while the poor generally

1 Hfhaspati, 16. 3 ; Nfirada, i. 4, quoted in JoUy, p. 106.

- Salapatha Brahmaixa, 4. 6. 8. 14, ct. ff.

3 III. 6. 2. 4. 9, 3. 1. 4, at. * lb. 3. B. 1. 26.

lb. 14. 1. 1. 32.

« Vas. iii. 8ff. ; Manu, iii. 90f., 128 fT., 148, iv. 31, etc.

' Manu, iii. 138, 141, l.'il fT., al.

soman, p. II note, quotin;; from .JRAS, 1901, pp. 84(J-348

;

Monier-Williams, llriihmaniim und Uinihtisin*, 1891, p. xxit.
" The Anna Pflrnii, or Cow-Temple, at Uenares was erected in

1726 by a Ka}a of I'oona.
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are taught the Ijoauly of intlependence :
' Better is

the life of a poor man under a shelter of logs than
suni]>tuous fare in another man's house ; it is a
niisoralile life to go from house to house' (29-"-*).

'Die r.ook of Tohit is an exhortation to almsgiving,
which, it declares (To 4" 12»), ' delivercth from
deatli.' The Maccahces, after victory, first sot

aside a share of the booty for the wounded and for

the widows and orplians, and then divided tlie

residue among themselves (2 Mac 8^). I'liilo {de

Caritate, 17-18) inculcates the broadest view of

charity. It is a debt due to all men, including
strangers, slaves, and enemies. Josephus, too,

declares (c. Apion. ii. 29) that Moses laid down the
following duties as due to one's neiglibour without
distinction : giving him fire, water, and food

;

showing him the road ; burying the dead.
The obligation of charity is especially emphasized

by the Talmudic Kabbis. It outweighs, they de-

clare {Sitkhi/i, 496 ; Baba bathra, 9a), all otlier

duties. It is one of the pillars of the world, i.e. of

society (Aboth, i. 5). By the .side of the poor
stands God Himself, pleading for His hajiless

children (Midrash Rabbah to Lv 25-') ; anil he
that feeds tlie hungry feeds God also ('Agadath
Shir Hashirim ' in JQR vi. 696 ; cf. Lowell :

' Who
gives himself with his alms feeds three : himself,

his hungry neighbour, and Me '). Cliarity blesses

the giver even more than the recipient {Gittin,

61a). Even tlie poor must give charity (ib. "ib).

But tlie widest interpretation is put upon charitable
duty. Greater than almsgiving, says the Talmud
(Sukkah, 496), is gemiiuth chasadim, i.e. benevo-
lence in the largest significance of tlie term,
especially that which takes the form of personal
service. It comprises seven things : feeding the
hungry, clothing the naked, tending the sick,

burying the dead and comforting the mourner,
ransoming captives, educating orphans, and dower-
ing poor brides. The soul is asked concerning
these duties at the last judgment (Midrash Tehillim
to Ps 118'*

; cf. tlie interesting parallel in Mt
25S5ff.j

Ij, tjiree things, add the Rabbis, gemiiuth
chasadim surpasses almsgiving : no gift is needed
for it but the giving of one's self ; it may be done
to the rich as well as to the poor ; it may be done
not only to the living, but to the dead [Snkknh,
496). He that studies tlie Law, but fails to do
these acts of love, lives without God (Abodah zara,
176). Benevolence, moreover, must be propor-
tionate to the circumstances of the giver and the
recipient alike. The giver must devote to charity
at least a tenth of his income, but not more than a
fifth, lest he come to seek charity himself (Kcthn-
both, 50a). Clothing must be given to the naked,
furniture to him who lacks it, a spouse to the
unmarried (ib. 676). If the man has fallen from
affluence to indigence, and was wont to ride a
liorse, and to have a slave running before him, he
must have both horse and slave. But, saj' the
Rabbins, ' thou art commanded to give him only
" sufficient for his need " (see Dt 15') ; thou art not
enjoined to enrich him ' (Kethuboth, 676).

Appeals for charity mnst be scrutinized in order
to defeat imposture, but not too strictly. A
stranger who says he is hungry, and asks for

bread, is to be relieved without inquiry ; if he asks
for clothes, investigation must precede relief (Baba
bathra, 9a). But, according to one Rabbi, ' We
ought to be grateful to impostor.s, seeing that, by
assisting them, we atone for onr neglect of the
deserving' (Kcthubnth, 68a). Among these im-
postors, sliam cripples are mentioned (Pcah, viii. 9 ;

Kethuboth, 68a). Itinerant beggars should be re-

lieved with small gifts only (Baba bathra, 9a). If

they ask for food, they should be given a loaf of
bread of not loss than a specified value ; if they ask
for lodging, tliey should be given a bed, oil, and

pulse, to be supplemented on the Sabbath by three

meals, fish, and vegetables (ib. 9a ; Mislin. and
I'osepli. Pcah, viii. 7). If the applicant is well

known, the assistance must be commensurafe with
liis former station (Kethuboth, Gib). If a pool- man
is averse to accepting a gift of money, it must be
ollered to him under the pretext of a loan, or of a
present sent by a friend (J6.). But if a man has
money, and asks for charity in order to save it, he
must not be assisted (ib.).

The niggardly who refuse to give charity, or to

give proportionately to their means, must be
coerced by the authorities (beth din), who, if need
be, must have the offender beaten until he does

their bidding (Kethuboth, 496). On the other

hand, they must forbear to apply to a man who
gives when he cannot afford to do so (Baba bathra,

86). Even children must give small sums in charity

(Baba kamma, 119a). Charity, moreover, begins

at home. One's parents come first, then brothers

and sisters, then the poor of one's town, lastly

those living elsewhere (Baba mezia, 71a ; Tana
d'be Eliyahu, 17). A woman must be heliied before

a man, age before youth, the weak before the strong

(Menoraih Hamaor, iii. 7. 2, 8). Ho who goes on
business to another town must help to support tlie

poor of the place (Megilla, 21a). Charity must be
extended equally to Jew and Gentile (Gittin, 61a).

The duty of ransoming captives takes precedence

in all benevolent obligation (Baba bathra, 86) ; the
materials for building a synagogue may be sold in

order to fulfil this duty (ib. 36). In giving charity,

regard must be had for the self-respect of the
recipient. ' Greater is he that lends than he that
gives, and greater still is he that lends and, with
the loan, helps the poor man to help him.self'

(Shnbbath, 63a). Malmonides (Hilc. Mattenoth
Aniyim, 10. 711'.) enumerates eight degrees of

benevolence, the highest of which he assigns to the
kindly help that saves the poor from pauperism.
Nor is charity sufficient in itself ; kind thoughts
and words must go with it. To give liberally to

the poor, but with sullen look, is to rob tlie deed
of all virtue ; to be able to give nothing, but to add
to the confession of this inability a word of sym-
pathy for the applicant, is to make ' the heart ' of

the needy ' sing ' (Baba bathra, 96 ; Midrash Kab-
bah to Lv 25"''; Maim. op. cit. 10. 4-5; cf. Aboth
d' 11. Nathan, ed. Schechter, Vienna, 1887, 246).

Tlie best charity is that done in secret (Baba
bathra, 96) ; and it is related (Shekalim, 5. 6) that
in the temple there was a chamber called the
' Chamber of the Silent,' where the rich placed

their alms, and the poor received them, in ignor-

ance of each other's identity. ' He that gives alms
publicly is a sinner ' (Hagiga, 5a). The denuncia-
tion in tlie Gospels (Mt 6-''') of the hypocrites who
sound a trumpet when they give alms was echoed
or anticipated by the Rabbis. Almsgiving was a
special feature of the observance of a fast-day

;

another was the sounding of the shophar, or horn
(Sanh. 35a ; Berakhoth, 66). Possibly this will

explain the above statement in Matthew, which
charges the hj'pocrites with sounding a trumpet
when giving charity.

But, while benevolence is extolled, the poor are

exhorted to suffer all possible privation rather than
accept charity. Independence and self-help are

Talmudic ideals. ' Flay a carcass in the street for

a pittance, and be beholden to no man ' (Pesahim,
112a). And the Jewish grace after meals includes
a supplication to be spared the shame of having to

accejit ' tlie gifts of flesh and blood.' ' Among the
greatest Rabbis,' says Maimonides (loc. cit. 10. 18),

'were hewers of wood and drawers of water,
builders' labourers, ironworkers, and smiths ; they
asked nothing of their congregation, and would
take nothing when aught was offered to them.' But
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tn'eat as charity is, intcf^'ity is better still. One
must Ije just before one is generous. ' Pay thy
debts,' says a mediaeval writer, ' before thou givest
alms' (,S''7)/(c;- Chandim, Warsaw ed. 1879, § 454).

A hiijhly organized system of i)oor-relief existed
in the Talniudic period. Its main features were a
daily disUibiilioii of food aiid a weekly dole of

iiionoy. The former was called the tiwir/ini, or
'dish,' the latter the kiipjxtli, or 'chest' (Mishn.
I'lii/i, viii. 7 ; .Jerus. Penh, viii. 7). The funds for
biilh distributions were eonipul.sorily collected from
the coiiinuinity by two or three men of unquestion-
able proliity, and llieir administration entrusted to
three others, who (-arefiilly investigated the merits
of the applicants (liaha hiithra, 8« ; Sluibbath,
1186; Abodah zara, Vib). They were expressly
enjoined to perform their duties with all jiossible

consideration for flie feelings of the poor (Kcthit-
Ixitli, Glh). IJoth distributions .survived to a much
later age (Maim. loc. cit. 9. 3). In the pre-

Christian and early Christian centuries hospices
also existed, which provided shelter and food for

necessitous wayfarers {Aboth d' B. Nathm, ed.

Schechter, 34 ; Sola, lOo). Further, the hclaksh,
or hospital, is met with (in the 11th cent, for the
lirst time), which served all through the Middle
Ages both as a poorhouse and as a hospital for the
sick and the aged as well as for the stranger.
These institutions (the need of which was increased
by the number of Jews made homeless by the
Crusades), aided by private charity, gradually
superseded the tamchui ; but the kvppah, in some
form, necessarily surrived. Offerings for its main-
tenance were made in the synagogue, especially on
joyous or sad occasions, and collections in its behalf
were taken at banquets and funerals. A special
charity-box was carried about from house to house
when a death occurred in the congregation. A
similar box was carried round the synagogue dur-
ing service on week-days. Pions Jews, moreover,
made a point of giving alms before lieginning their
morning prayers. The more convivial among them
would ' tax their pleasures' for benevolent objects.
Thus a 15th cent. Jew is mentioned who 'gave a
gold piece in charity for every extra glass of wine
he drank.' Hut he taxed his self-denial also ; for,

if he preterniiticd one of the obligatory three
meals on Sabbath, he paid half a gold jnece. He
<arried the practice into almost every pha.se and
incident of his life, and .so ' salted his wealth with
charity.' The Scriptural ordinance of the tithe
was also scrupulously obeyed by the devout Jew in

the Middle .Vges. In the 13tli cent, societies began
to be established in various parts of Europe for one
or more of thi^ seven objects enumerated above in

connexion with the term i/cmiluth chatiadim, and
(tognate organizations exist in .Jewish comnmnities
all over the world at the present day. These
.societies, together with the old-fashioned hospi-
tality otlered to the poor (Aboth, i. 5), tended to
keej) down begging, which w.-is rare in mediaeval
Jewry. But tlie practice had greatly increased by
the 17tli cent., and speedily grew into an intoler-

able evil. The srhnorrcr, or professional beggar,
became a familiar and dis.agreeable figure in every
Jewish community. His importunities and im]iu-

denco have been immortalized in Zangwill's King
of the Schnorrei-s. Modern charity organization
iimong the Jews of civilized countries has now,
however, almost deprived him of his occupation.

LiTERiTrRB.—Israel Abrah.-ims, ./cimsh Li/e in (Ac Middle
Aqes, London, 1S90 ; Morris Joseph, Judaism as Creed and
Life, Ix)ndon, li)0:{ ; J K, arlt. ' Alni.s'and 'Cliirity.'

MOKRIS .(n.SEPII.

CHARITY, ALMSGIVING (lt<mian).—The
earlier literature nl Kc.iiie contains but few state-
ments bearing on either the theory or the practice
of relieving the neccs.sities of the poor out of the

superfluity of the rich ; but beneficence, in what-
ever form, was as necessary to the existence of an
ancient as it is to tlie existence of a modern State.
In the dim early time the need for almsgiving was
to a great extent obviated by the strong bonds
which linked men together in a.ssociations such as
the (jcns, the tribe, and the family. Later, when
organizations became less and the individual more,
poverty was alleviated by public assistance in

many forms, such as the distribution of corn,
provisions, and many other necessaries, at the
cost of the exchequer, not only at Kome, but in

other cities. The volume of this assistance grew
continually to the end of the 3rd cent, of the
Empire. The municipal life of the Koman ICmpire,
aiul the co/lcfjia, or gilds, which were closely con-
nected with it, flourished mightily during the
same period, and caused a great outllow of private
wealth into ])ul)lic channels. Probably in no age,
not even in our own, have men spent their accumu-
lated resources so freely for the benefit of their
fellow-men. Bvit many of the objects sought by
the rich men, such as the jiroxision of anuisements
and the beautilication of the cities, Iiave no con-
nexion with the subject of this article.

The ancient Roman view of life was narrow and
hard, and the ancient Konian religion had few
ethical precepts. But, although neither Greek nor
Koman religion did much to inculcate benevolence,
its practice has never been entirely severed from
religious sanctions. As soon as the old Roman
type of character, exemplified by Cato the Censor,
began to be softened by the influences of Greek
culture, the deeply-rooted idea that 2^(i>'simonia

was the most cardinal of virtues gave way before
the increasing moral attraction of benevolence.
The great orator, Crassus, supporting, in 106
B.C., the cause of the Senate against that of
the Equestrian body, eulogized tlie senators for
the use which they made of their wealth in the
redemption of cajftives and the enrichment of the
poor (Cic. de Off. ii. 63). But not until Hellenism
had tlioroughly penetrated Roman educated society
was beneficence generally regarded as virtuous.
Horace's question, 'Why is anyone in \vant who
does not deserve it, vvliile you have property?'
(tiat. II. ii. 103), would have aiqii^arcd hardly sane
to the ordinary Roman two centuries earlier.

This revolution in sentiment, visible far and
wide in the later literature, was due maiidy to the
spreading influence of Greek philosojihy, which
permeated society and subtly changed the thoughts
even of men who loathed its very name. But it

was Stoicism, in its later forms, when it accjuired
more and more of a religi<ms tone, which, almost
exclusively, urged on the educated Romans (and
through them the uneducated) in the jiath of
humanity. It does not concern us here to show
how the Stoics reconciled the individiialistic and
the altruistic elements of their faith, which at
lir.st sight seem to stand in glaring contrast. The
derivation of the huiium race from God, and, as a
corollary, the brotherliood of men, whether Greeks
or barbarians, bondsmen or freemen, were fervidly
preached by Stoic masters, and by tlicir Koman
di.sci[)les. 'The whole duty of nuiu is to fear the
gods, and to help his brother men' (.Marc. Aur.
vi. 30), 'even the sinner' (vii. 21, etc.). 'We are
all members of a great body; Nature has made
us akin by birth,' said .Seneca, and '3'ou must live

for others, if yo\i wish to live for yourself.' By
Ei)ictetus the du: y of humanity was ]>re.s.sed so far
.OS to be hardly pr.icticable, and to be, as a recent
writer has said, ' C^iiakerlike.' The practical out-
come of these doctrines w as a real sense of responsi-
bility for the employment of wealth, which became
characteristic of the propertied Koman, from the
good Emperors downwards. The mitigation ol
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the bitterness of poverty was now regarded as the
first duty of tlie State. The fashion of bestowin",'
this world's goods for tlie benefit of tliose wlio bad
little of them adected widely those in whom tlie

love of notoriety was the strongest motive. But
many inscriptions attest the practice of beneficence
in its purest shapes. The Corpus Inscriplionum
supplies the best corrective to Juvenal's envenomed
account of the relations existing in his time between
rich and poor. Among motives which prompted
benefactions, the desire to perpetuate the memory
of the beloved dead was, as in our time, not
infrequent. These benefactions take dill'erent

directions ; they provide for many material advan-
tages, sucb as food and clothing, wine and oil

;

more rarely for education or for medical aid ; very
frequently for the nurture of free-born boys and
girls. We must not forget that for one inscription
recording such liberality, which has come do^vn to
our time, a hundred may have perished, and for
one charitable action originally recorded, a thou-
sand may have been carried out without record.
The range of practical benevolence in the early
centuries of the Koman Empire has rarely, if ever,
been realized by historians.

Tlie foundations known by the generic term
alimenta are attested by inscriptions more numer-
ous and important than any others. The decline
of population in Italy led to many private, as well
as public, eflbrts to arrest the evil. In the age of
Augustus, who established permanently the famous
itis (Hum liberorum (of which a rudimentary form
had appeared in the legislation of Philip v. of
Macedon, and in Ca;sar's agrarian law of 59 B.C.),

a citizen of Atina in the Volscian country gave
property, the revenues of Avhicli were to be dis-
tributed to the poor, as inducements to rear
children, instead of exposing them, according to
the horrible Roman custom, or selling them, a
proceeding legalized in extreme cases even by
Constantine (OIL s. 5056). A coin of the Emperor
Nerva, of the date A.D. 97, commemorates a similar
act of generosity on the part of that Emperor.
Nerva, seated on his chair of state, points Nnth his
right hand to a young boy and young girl, while
a female figure representing Italy stands between
them. The inscription is ' tutela Italia;,' which
avers that the Emperor protects Italy's future by
providing for a succession of free citizens. Nerva's
liberality was greatly extended by Trajan, on the
same lines. A well-kno%vn relief discovered in the
Forum in 1872 gives a vivid presentation of the
Emperor's generosity. Two inscriptions, one
from Veleia, in the valley of the Po, the other
from the neighbourhood of Beneventum, give some
details of the Imperial foundation, which seems to
have benefited every district of Italy {OIL xi. 1114,

ix. 1-457). Another inscription describes Trajan as
having thus taken thought for ' the eternity of
Italy,' and some of his coins bear the legend
' Italia restituta.' We know that the example
set by Nerva and Trajan was followed by Hadrian,
by Antoninus Pius, whose wife Faustina gave her
name to girls who were beneficiaries {'puellae
Faustinianos'), by Marcus Aurelius, and by
Alexander Severus. (The reliefs in the Villa
Albanl at Korae, picturing the puclla; Faitsiiniana:,
are familiar to eveiy visitor who is interested
in the Imperial history.) But by the time of
Constantine these foundations had been swept
away, mainly by the civil commotions. It is of
interest to note that the chOdren who benefited
were not massed together in orphanages, but were
left in the hands of their parents. Supervision
was exercised by officials of the municipalities,
who administered the revenues, which were charged
on land. Even private benefactions of the kind
were naturally entrusted, in accordance with the
Roman temperament, to municipal authorities.
Doubtless the desire of Nerva in authorizing local
corporations to accept inheritances and legacies,
was to encourage rich pri\ate persons to imitate
his example. Unfortunately the decay of the
municipalities involved the ruin of the foundations
also. Pliny the Younger gives us in one of his
letters an interesting account of his own liberality
to Comum, his native town {Ep. vii. 18). There is

reason to believe that many such foundations were
established by citizens not only inside, but outside
Italy. Sometimes alimentary as well as other bene-
factions were attached to the collegia or gilds (see
art. GiLDS[Ronian]). In connexion with, these gilds,
it must be mentioned here that they were not, in
themselves, charitable institutions, though, in-

directly and incidentally, they did much to soften
the hardships of poverty, and even of slavery.
The common idea, therefore, that charity as a

duty was not recognized in the ancient world is

mistaken. But, of course, benevolence received
an infinitely stronger, purer, and more universal
impulse when Christianity prevailed. The famous
forty-ninth letter of the Emperor Julian is proof
that the best men of the heathen world keenly
felt the superiority of Christian as compared
with non-Christian beneficence. See also Charity
(Christian).
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CHARMS AND AMULETS.
Introductory and Primitive (B. Freire-Mae-

EECO), p. 392.

Abyssinian (W. H. Worrell), p. 398.
American (R. H. LowiE), p. 401.

Arabian.—See ' Muhammadan.'
Assyro-Babylonian (R. C. Thompson), p. 409.
Buddhist (J. H. Bateson), p. 411.
Burmese.—See Burma.
Celtic (J. A. MacCulloch), p. 412.

Chinese.—See China (Buddhism in), Feng-shul
Christian (E. voN DobschUtz), p. 413.
Egyptian (E. Naville), p. 430.
Greek (L. Deubner), p. 433.

CHARMS AND AMULETS (Introductory
and Primitive).—An amulet is a m.aterial object
worn or carried on the person, or preserved in

Hebrew (A. R. S. Kennedy), p. 439.

Indian (W. Crooke), p. 441.

Iranian (L. C. Casartei.li), p. 448.

Japanese (W. L. Hildburgh), p. 449.

Jewish (M. Gaster), p. 451.

Mexican and Mayan (L. Spence), p. 455.
Muhammadan (C. DE Vaux), p. 457.
Persian.—See 'Iranian.'
Roman (R. WiJNSCH), p. 461.

Slavic (0. Schrader), p. 465.

Teutonic.—See Magic (Teutonic).
Tibetan (L. A. Waddell), p. 467.
Vedic (G. M. Bolling), p. 468.

some other way, for magico-religious reasons,
e.g. to cure disease, to give strength, 'luck,' or
general protection to the possessor, or to defend
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him or lier from specificil dniigers or misfor-
tunes.

A charm {<:an)iC7i) is, properly sjieakiii'j, a
maj^ical formula which is sung or recited to briu",'

about some result conceived as beneficial, e.g. to

confer magical eflicacy on an amulet for the cure
of disease. I5ut in pojuilar lCn^;lish usage the
same word is used to describe the incantation
and the object which is 'charmed' for magii^al

use. Thus, a ' wise woman ' undertaking the cure
of a case of fever might euclo.se a spider in a nut-
shell, 'charm' it by reciting a 'charm' (formula),
and finally hang the ' charm ' (material object)
by a thread round the patient's neck, prescribing
the period for which it should be worn. Again,
written copies of charms (formuhe) are verj'

commonly carried for luck or protection.

This article will deal with the uses of the
material objects above described, which, to avoid
confusion, will be called aimdeU. See, further,

iMagic.
A. C. Haddon (Magic and Fetishism, 1900, p. 29) makes a

further distinction between tali^nan» worn for trood hick or
to transmit qualities, and amulets, wliicli are preventive in

their action ; but, as will be seen, the application of all these
names ia exceedingly elastic

'J'he use of amulets is almost universal among
savage and semi-civilized peoples, and among tlie

less educated classes in civilized countries. Not
only are they worn by men and women on their

persons in the form of necklets, girdles, bracelets,

or anklets, and attached to these as pendants,
carried in bags or pockets, and sewn to clothing

;

they are also attached to children and domesticated
animals, affixed to buildings, household furniture,

tools, and weapons, and placed near fruit-trees

and growing crops. In Europe the use of amulets
is most strongly developed in the Mediterranean
countries (including Syria and 2SIorth Africa),
where it co-exists with various 'sur\'ivals' of non-
Christian religious belief and practice ; but it

would probably be incorrect to treat the use of

amulets as a merely traditional survival of pagan-
ism. On the contrarj', there is reason to think
that it represents a universal tendency in human
nature, whicli is always likely to reach practical
expression if not checked by other tendencies. (Jf

these controlling factors education seems to be the
most imi)ortant. Where belief in witclicraft or
in the evil eye is strong, there is always a corre-

spondin<j development of protective anniluts.

Again, in all countries the members of certain
classes whose occup;ition invoh'os .a degree of

social isolation tend to develop, or jjerhaps merely
to preserve, a more intensive use of amulets : in

Europe and India this tendency has been oliserved
in fishermen, shepherds, miners, sailors, hunters,
actors, jockeys, beggars, gipsies, and the criminal
and immoral classes ; in uncivilized societies, our
present knowledge of professional specialization is

too imperfect to permit of any generalization.
In spite of certain diO'erences (arising out of

local variation in the supply of materials, the
general level of native art, and the pressure of

local needs) there is a general resemblance in the
types and applications of amulets in every age and
country. The following classes of objects, natural
and artificial, are very commonly used : stones
(especially those of a curious shape or naturally
perforated), stone implements (celts and arrow-
heads) ; curious vegetable growths, roots, leaves,
seeds, nnt-s ; horns, teeth, claws, and other parts
of animals and insects, shells, human hair and
teeth, relics of the dead; medicinal substances;
substances believed to have been extracted from
the sick in magical cures ; iron, gold, silver, rock-
crystal, alum, salt, coral ; red, blue, and white
tilings; strings, threads, and rings ; representations
of human and animal forms, phallic emblems.

re]ireseiitationsof eyes, hands, horns, and crescents;
beads, imjiortcd ornanumts ; written charms,
quotations from sacred writings, inscribed objects,

medals, coins; obsolete weapons and ornaments;
relics and mementoes of holy persons and places,

portions of ott'erings, and dedicated things.

The purposes for which amulets are used may
also be classed under certain common types, such
as the cure and prevention of disease

;
protection

in general, and from specilic dangers (e.g. death in

battle, wounds, drowning, shipwreck, lightning,
failure of crops, attacks by dangerous animals,
evil spirits, witchcraft, the evil eye) ; the acquisi-

tion of physical strength, fertility, ' luck,' wealth,
magical powers ; and the fuUilment of special

wishes, e.g. for success in hunting, lishing, trade,

love, and war.
Anthropological attempts to explain the use of

amulets fall into two chronological groups, of

which the earlier is connected with tiie general
theory of magic put forward by E. li. Tylor
{Early Hist, of Mankind, ISO."),' =1870, ^878;
Primitive Culture, 1871, =1873, »18<U, n903), and
developed by J. G. Frazer (Gil-, I'.iOU; Led. on
the Early Hist, of the Kingshij), 1905). For a
discussion of this, see art. iViAGic ; here it need
only be said that the belief in magic, according to

Frazer (Kingship, 52), depends on 'a misapplication
of the association of ideas by similarity and con-
tiguity.'

• Manifold as are the applications of this crude philosophy . . .

the fundamental principles on which it is based would seem to
be reducible to two ; first, that like produces like, or that an
effect resembles its cause ; and second, that things which have
once been in contact, but have ceased to be so, continue to act
on each other as if the contact still persisted ' (G^ i. 9).

By this explanation of magic, attention is con-

centrated on certain logical errors said to be
characteristic of the thought of uncivilized or
uneducated man. The .savage, as Tylor has fre-

qtiently said, is apt to mistake the subjective
connexion set up by the association of ideas in the
mind for an objective or causal cDunexiou ; to

believe, for instance, that a stone which resembles
an eye must have some occult etlect on the human
eyesight, or that the courage and keen sight of

tiie eagle can be secured along with a tuft of its

feathers (Early Hist, uf Mankind^, 131). These
logical errors are exemplitied in the savage and
poimlar use of amulets, the following cases being
typical

:

The 'desert goat' (Nemarhaidus Sivett^nhanii) is the most
surt'footud animal known to the Malays of the Lower Siamese
States ; and they believe that if it falls over a cliff it immediately
licks itself whole. Accordingly, the tongue of the desert goat
Is carried as a powerful amulet against falling, and also as a
sure cure for wounds caused by falling if rubbed on the part
affected ; and a rib of it is used to tap or rub any bruises or

cuts in order to make them heal (MS Catalogue Annan-
dale Collection, Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford, 19U1-2, no. 24).

Again, the Dutch in South Africa hang strings of greyish seeds,
which they call tande kraate ('teeth heads % round'the necks
of their children to help them in teething. 'Such notio.is were
elaborated into the old medical theory kno%vn as the " I>octrine

of Signatures," which supposed that plants and minerala
indicated by their external characters the diseases for which
nature had intended them as remedies. Thus the Euphrasia
or eyebright was, and is, supposed to be good for the eyes, on
the strength of a black pupil-like spot in its corolla, the yellow
turmeric was thought good for jaundice, and the blood-stone is

prohahlv used to this day for stopping blood' (Tylor, Early
Uisi. of SIunkind^, 123).

Explanations of this sort may he used, more or

less legitimately, to cover many specialized uses of

amulets. But there are other tyjies to whicli they
do not apply ; nor are they sufli<ii^nt, in them.selves,

to account for the practice of using aniulets iis a
whole. To do this, it is necessary to follow up a
second line of inquiry, which has been pursuetf in

France by Hubert and Mauss ('Esquissc d'une
theorie geni5rale de la magie,' ASoc vii. [1904])

;

in America by Miss A. C. Fletcher (various

works), He^vitt (' Orenda and a Definition of

Keligion,' Ainerican Anthropologist, new ser., iv.
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33-35), and I.ovojoy ('Tho Fiindaiucntal Coiicei)lj

of tlio Siiva^o riiilosopliv,' Moiiisf, xvi. 357-382) ;

in England i-XwWy by |{,. 'l{. .Marclt (r/(C Thrcuhold
o/Juiii/iun [i-ssays.i;ilrd liKKi- l!Kni], London, 1909),
and K. S. Harll.uul (I'lesidontial AiUlress, section
H, IJritisli Assoc. , York, 19(16). Acoordinj,' to tlii.s

later tlioory, tlie c.\)il;:iiation of the savage li)elief in

raaj;ii; is to be sunj;ht not in savage errors of logic,

but in the savage's conception of magical power or

eHicacy. Evidence for this conception has been
found in the vocabularies of many uncivilized
peoples, in tlie existence of a class of words of

whicli iittiiiii, the I'olynesian-Melanesian expression
for ' mysterious or supernatural efficacy,' has been
generally accepted as typical (see MAGIC).

'iThis is'what works to effect everything which is beyond the
ordinary power of men, outside the common processes of
nature ; it is present in the atmosphere of life, attaches itself

to persons and to things, and is manifested by results which
can only be ascribed to its operation.' This mana is not fixed
in anything, and can be conveyed in almost anything ; but
spii'its, whether disembodied souls, or supernatural beings,
have it and can impart it; and it essentially belongs to
personal beings to originate it, though it may act through the
medium of water or a stone or a bone (Codrington, The
Melanesians, 1S91, p. llSf.). 'Among many uncultured races
the chief concern of the individual is to absorb as much of this
force or to get into his possession as many objects charged with
it as possible ' (Lovejoy, op, cit. 360).

It is in such conceptions of magical efficacy

(mana), explicit or iinjjlicit in uncivilized and
uneducated thought, that the most comprehensive
explanation of tlie use of amulets is to be found.
All amulets have at least this in common, that they
are credited by their possessors with a quality,
virtue, or efficacy which makes them valuable

;

without \vhich, in fact, they would not be amulets
at all. It has been shown abo\'e that they are of

various forms and materials ; how do they come
to be regarded as having manal Primarily,
because they have attracted attention ; like human
beings of striking personality, they have detached
themselves from the vagtie undifferentiated back-
ground of the uninteresting, and impressed them-
selves upon the eye and upon the mind. As soon
as an object has proved attractive enough to make
a man carry it away with him, it is on the way
to becoming an amulet. It is not so much that
amulets are kept and carried because they have
mana, as that they have mana because they are
kept and carried.

rrom an examination of the amulets which are
actually used, it is possible to see what it is that
qualifies an object for this sort of selective
attention. Generally speaking, it nrast be small,
portable, and not fixed to its place of origin. If a
small stone of I'emarkable shape catches a man's
attention, he carries it away with him, and it is

likely to become an amulet ; whereas, if it is

large, he will more probably observe it whenever
he passes, invent a mytli to account for its

peculiarities, and perhaps set up a habit of visits

and offerings. The magical object, then, must be
portable and detachable, and it is especially
attractive if it is ca]jable of being strung or tied
to a string. Stones form a test case ifor this
simplest type of amulet. In many parts of the
world they excite a peculiar interest (Marett,
op. cit. 19 ff.), and if they have any singularity in

shape or colour they are sure to attract attention.
In British Guiana a natural hollow concretion
with a loose stone rattling inside is shaken by the
Arawak magician to relieve the pains of childbirth.
In Italy madrciiorite is worn as a protection against
sickness and against ^\itlll(s, serpentine for the pre-

vention and euro of sniikc-liilc, linioiiitc to jirotect

pregnant women. In the Easlcrn Island of Torres
Straits smooth water-worn pebl)les are used as onui-
bar, ' love-cliarnis ' (Iladdon, lieports of the Camb.
Anthro2iol. Exped. to Torres Straits, vi. [1908] 221,
and pi. xxi.). Naturally perforated stones are

specially attractive, being curious, portable, and
easy to preserve. In Ireland, for example, they
are hung round the cattle-byre or on the stakes to
which cows are tethered, ' to keep evil from the
cows,' ' to keep jjixies from stealing the milk,' or
' for luck.' English peasants (Wiltshire, Hertford-
shire, etc.) and Scotch fishermen hang tlieni at the
house door ' to kee]i away witches.'

Vegetable groivth-s whicli present any abnormality
are valued in the same way. In It.ily double
walnuts and almonds are carried as anuilcls against
the evil eye and witches, against headache, and to
bring good luck. In the tower Siamese States a
branch of unusual shape is hung over the hearth

;

' spirits are afraid of it ' ; and the knotted stem of
a creeper is hung over tlie house door to keep out
polong, ' familiar spirits ' (MS Cat. Annandale
Coll., Pitt-Kivers Mus., Oxford, 1901-2, nos. 23G,
244). The tumour-like detachable growths some-
times found embedded in the trunks of oaks are
carried by SuiTey labourers as 'cramp balls' to
ward off cramp.
Most attractive of all are stones and other

natural objects in whicli a resemblance may be
traced to something of another kind. Thus, Hint
nodules resembling shells were preserved in a
pre-dynastic Egyptian tomb at el-Amrah. The
mandrake and the ginseng root are credited with
wide and undehned powers in Asia and Eastern
Europe because of their fancied resemblance,
generally improved by art, to a human being
(Tylor, Early Hist, of Mankind^, 123). In a Malay
house in Lower Siam a natural growth of wood
resembling a bird was hung ujj for use as a clothes
peg, but also to bring luck ; and powder scraped
from it was administered to children suffering
from internal parasites : it was called kayu-jadi-
biirong, 'wood become bird' (MS Cat. Annandale
Coll., 'no. '239).

Ajiother claim to attention lies in any sort of
paradoxical or abnormal quality in tilings. For
instance, a chank shell is sometimes found with
the whorls turning the reverse way ; in Southern
India such a specimen is regarded as a magical
and fortunate possession (Walhouse, JAI xvi.

164). Catlin describes the mantle of a medicine-
man of the Blackfeet, on Yellowstone River,
1833-40, as follows :

' Besides the skin of the yellow bear (which, being almost an
anomaly in that country, is out of the regular order of nature,
and, of course, great tnedicilie, and converted to a medicine
use), there are attached to it the skins of many animals which
are also anomalies or deformities, which render them, in their
estimation, medicine ; and there are also the skins of snakes
and frogs and bats—beaks and toes and tails of birds—hoofs of
deer, goats, and antelopes ; and, in fact, the " odds and ends,"
and fag-ends, and tails, and tips of almost ever^-thing that
swims, flies, or runs, in this part of the great world ' (N. Anicr.
Indians, Edinburgh, 1903, i. 46, and pi. 19),

Mere rarity is also valued (see Hubert and
Mauss, ASoe vii. 102). Nodules of very com-
pact black stone are occasionally found embedded
in a coal seam ; one such ' coal-nut ' was kept by
three generations of miners at Pendleton, Lanca-
shire, as their most treasured possession ; they
considered that it ]notected them from accident,
nor would they venture down a mine without it.

By an extension of this desire for rarities, many
amulets are supposed to have been obtained in

some impossible way or from some mythical
animal. In English folk-lore, fern-seed, if it

could be found, would confer invisibility on the
possessor. In Epirus it is saiil that, if a man boils

eagles' eggs and puts (hcin liack in flie nest, the
eagle will lly to the Jonlan, fetch a pebble, and
put it in the nest to assist incubation. The man
secures tliis pcblile, which is called a 'stone of

loosing,' and ser\cs to cure diseases, especially the
effects of the evil eye. Stones purporting to have
been obtained in this way are actually carried
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(I'liliacostas, Man, 1904, no. 81). A native of

Kadial, Nic^obar Islaiuls, carried a rinj; about li

inches in diaineter, of a bone-like substance, and
told a story about it of some large jungle-dwelling
animal from whose eye or eye-socket it was made :

' it was bigger than a pig, and very scarce ' ; further

than that he was not intelligent enough to give a
description (C. ]{()den Kloss, In Ihe Andamans
and Nkobnra, 1903, p. 111). In India and Japan
certain transparent pel)l>les are said to have fallen

from the heads of cremated corpses or of snakes.
Pre histnrli: stone implements are popular as

amulets -wherever they are found ; their history

being unknown, and the finding of tliem usually
sudden and accidental, they are believed to be of

sujiernatural origin— either fallen from the sky,

or the work of mythical beings (J. Evans, Ancient
Stone Implements of Great Britain-, London, 1897,

pp. 56-65). In most countries they are said to be
' thunderliolts,' and are therefore kept to preserve

people, cattle, and buildings from lightning. They
are also used to etl'ect magical cures ; water poured
over neolithic celts and arrowheads is given to

cows in Ireland to cure the ' gruji
'

; in Italy they
are hung round children's necks to keep away
illness and the evil eye ; the ilalays carry them
as lucky objects to sharpen their krises and cock-

spurs, and as touchstones for gold. In Arabia,
amulet - necklets of arrowheads are used, and
manufactured arrow-shaped pendants of cornelian,

agate, and glass are worn as ' good for the blood,'

and exported from Mecca to south-eastern Europe.
Similarly, natural pebbles resembling celts or

arrowheads, and manufactured pendants of the

same shape, are worn as amulets, e.g. at Loz^re
(France), to facilitate childbirth. Other substances
found in the ground are similarly prized : lielem-

nites, called ' thunder-stones ' in P'rance, Germany,
and England, are powdered and given as medicine ;

staurolites (silicate of baryta and alumina) are

valued by Breton peasants for their cruciform
shape, and credited with supernatural origin and
]iowcrs. Nodules of iron jiyrites are often called
' thunderbolts,' e.g. in Switzerland, and are kejit

to protect houses from lightning. Antifjue beads
found in tlie soil are valued in Europe, India, ami
West Africa as amulets for the cure and ])reven-

tion of disease. Rock-crystal attracts attention
wherever it is found ; and alum seems to be a
substitute for it in Persia and the Mediterranean
countries. The metals, and iron in particular, are
in almost universal estimation, partly from the
diHic\illy of obtaining them, and partly from the
tradil icinal mystery of the smith's craft (cf. ' Indian

'

section of this art.).

But, ajiart from such special claims, it seems
that any object which is small, complete in itself,

dclinite, of homogeneous material, portable, and
tolerably durable, which attracts attention, and
can be taken as a personal possession, is lik(dy

to be treasured, and credited with unusual qualities

simjily in virtue of the attention it has excited.

It remains to show how this idea of magical
etticacy is developed.

First, the mere keeinng of a small object for anj*

length of time is enough to invest it with a special

intere.st. If it is lost after it has become familiar,

there is a considerable amount of mental discom-
fort, which may easily become associated with
other misforlnncK baiiijciung about the same time ;

ami, by cont rasi
,
past prosperity will be associated

with Ihe poss(ssi<m of it. Ornaments habitually
worn bc<i)mc linked with (Iail3' tasks, with mental
eflbrt, especially with exertions of eloquence; the
loss of them may therefore be accompanie<l by a
sensation of loss of power. Again, conspicuous
ornaments or objects constantly carried become
associated with the wearer's personality in the

minds of other i)eople ; if he is remarkable for

eloquence, shrewdness, or success, the existeme of

his 'mascot' or 'luck' is a convenient tanj.'ible

circumstance which concentrates the attention of

minds not much accustomed to analyze their im-
pressions, and serves as an easy 'ex])lanation.'

The great man is not unlikely to be said to derive
numa from the very object on which, in fact, he
confers it.

But, further, when a man carries about with him
some object which has caught his attention, he is

generally obliged to justify his liking for it, to

himself if not to others. ' What good is it to you ?

What do you keep it for ?
' In many cases the

resemblance to something else, by which the object

first attracted him, suggests an answer. Thus, the

Melanesians, who value any stone of iieculiar

appearance, give explanations of this sort :

' Any fanciful interpretation of a mark on a stone or of it^

.sliape was enough to give a cliaracter to the stone . . . the st<ine

would not have that mark or shape without a reason. ... A
stone with little disks upon it . . . was good to hring in
money ' ; a stone surrounded by little stones, like a sow among
her litter, would bring an increase of pigs (Oodrington, op. cit.

181 f.). Jimmy Dei, a native of the Murray Islands (Torres
Straits), had in 1898 an irregular oblong piece of vesicular lava

;

it was supposed to resemble the head of a tah^c snake, and, as
snakes prey upon rats and mice, he kept it in his garden to
prevent rats from eating the bananas (Haddon, licp. of C'ainh.

A nthrop. Exped. vi. 220). Similarly, red stones in many countries
are said to be good for the blood, white stones for the skin,
crystals for the eyes, and cloudy agates to increase the milk oj
nurses.

Utilitarian explanations of this sort, based on
the universal passion for detecting resemblances
and analogies, are sufficient to convince thosi^who
use them that there is some real though \'aguely-

conceived connexion between the amulets they
carry and the desired objects to which, by way of

justilication, they refer tliem. But to say, with
Frazer, that uncivilized people are guided in such
matters by the ' laws ' of a pseudo-science is to

credit them with more logical system than they
really employ. The choice of the object in the

first place, and the utilitarian application of the
likeness perceived, are both ilictated not by system,
but by the accidents of local supi)ly and local needs.

The Ilaida seal-hunter is interested mainly in seals

;

therefore he is quick to notice any stone whose
natural shape reminds him of a seal, and for the
same reason he makes the jjiactical application

that it is good for seal-catching ; a Mclanesian
gardener would probably say of a.sindlar stone that
it would be good for growing yams. Note, again,

how elastic is the method of application : a twisted

root in the Malay Peninsula, a seed -capsule
(iMnrtynlit) and a beetle's horn (Dynastes sp.) in

Upi>er IJnrm.a, and a, nut (Ophion i r ijon ju i rii(lo.riim)

in British Guiana, all used locally as .miulcts, have
eacli sufficient likeness to .set up a generalized idea

of snakes ; and, as snakes are undesirable, it is

decided in each case that they must be useful

against snakes anil snake-bite. But if snakes
were needed, the same objects would be said to

attract them. In New Guinea a .stone slin]icd

like a dugong is an amulet for catching dugong ;

another which recalls a shark is an amulet for

escaping sharks. In the Murray Islands the mini
z<jg(j, which primarilj' was for the pur])ose of secur-

ing success in catching turtle, could also be used

to prevent turtle from being caught (lladdon, op.

cit. vi. 51, 213, -ilO). The Nicobarcse set uji images
of shi|is to attract traders when their coco-nuts are

ready for sale, and images of crocoililes to (irevent

crocodiles from attacking them while b.ilhing.

Tber(! is no need to crcMlit .savage t bought with any
deliiute principle of 'similia sindlibus curantur';
such ' laws ' belong to a late stage of .systematiza-

tion.

It is worth noting that the special amdication
of amulets is often left luidecided by the owners
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uutil tlicir etKciioy lias l)een tried. Coilriugtou
{op. cit. 183) says that in Melanesia a piece of
water-worn coral-stone
•often bears a surprising: likeness to a bread-fruit. A man who
should find one of these would try its power by laying it at
the root of a tree of his own, and a good crop would prove its

connexion with a spirit good for bread-fruit. The happy owner
would then for a consideration t,ike stones of less marked
character from other men, and let them lie near his, till the
matia in his stone should be imparted to theirs.'

At Kaiupong .laruin, Ulu Khaman (Malay Pen-
insula), a smooth black jjebble was in use in

1901 to make tlie rice grow, water in which it

had been washed being sprinkled over the young
plants.

* The story of this stone was as follows :—Some years ago a
man came to the village and said that he had lost a charm—

a

black stone—for making rice grow, on his way from Patani,
which is about 60 miles away. A man from Jaruni, passing
along the same path a few days later, found the present speci-
men quite close to the village, and concluded it was the lost

charm. He sprinkled his rice-fields with water in which the
stone had been washed, and had a good crop that year. The
fame of the stone was thereby established, and I had some
difficulty in persuading him to part with it ' (MS Cat. Annan-
dale CoU., no. 243).

Where there is no resemblance to suggest the
answer to the utilitarian question, there may be
merely an assertion in general terms (tending to
stiB'en into tradition) that the object is 'lucky';
but very often a special application is determined
by special need. ' I like it—ergo, it is good for
something—ergo, it is good for what I want ; for

if not, what good is it to me?' This comes out
quite clearly from a consideration of the amulets

—

in realitj' the large majority—of rather unspeci-
alized character : whatever need is most pressing
for a locality, class, or sex, determines the magical
use of seeds, stones, bone, coral, or whatever objects
are locally available and attractive. Thus, Hindus
use beads, black seeds, bony plates from a croco-

dile's back, and carved pieces of bone—all against
headache. Conversely, the Shans of Burma use
elephants' nail for medicine in general ; amulets of

the same are hung on the children to protect them
from disease ; Shan women ' who are bewitched '

carry part of an elephant's tail, and mothers who
have lost a child wear a finger-ring of elephants'
hair in the hope that the next infant may live. A
collection of amulets now at the Horniman Museum,
collected in Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire, and
Hampshire, between 1856 and 1892, shows that
pieces of worn flint—all naturally grooved or per-

forated, and so attractively portable—have been
carried by a gipsy to ensure good luck, by a
poacher as ' lucky stones ' but also as weapons, by
a gipsy woman to protect her against ' the devil's

imps,' by shepherds to ensure good luck during
the lambing season and to keep foot-rot from the
sheep, by the keeper of a raflle at country fairs to
prevent customers from throwing high numbers,
by a horse-breaker ' to keep the devS out of the
horses,' by a farm-labourer to protect him from
the witch Ann Izzard of St. Neots, who died about
1855, and by a woman to protect her from witches
and evil spirits ; to prevent and cure nose-bleeding

;

to ward otf nightmare ; to protect against light-

ning ; to protect against being tossed and gored by
cattle. Similar stones were hung up in a stye
to protect the pigs from swine-fever, in a stable
to keep the horses from having nightmare, and
in a gipsy van to prevent the loss of horses by
death. The amulets themselves were quite un-
ditt'erentiated ; the special applications were dic-

tated by the owners' needs. The same thing is

seen in a set of anmlets from Lifu (South Pacific),

forming part of the Hadiield Collection in the
Manchester Museum ; stones of any kind are rare
on the smaller islands, and smooth j^ebbles and
irregular fragments of lava were carried by the
natives, with tlie most widely varying objects—to
produce water, yams, and taro, to improve sling

stones with which they were kept, to secure the
death of an euemy, to catch crabs, to give strength
to the knee for mountain-climbing, to give ability

and success and remove infertility, and to give con-
fidence in addressing a chief. Protection against
the evil eye, wherever the dread of it prevails, is

made a secondary application for amulets of many
kinds, although it has developed special remedies
(see below). Thus, at Perugia a double walnut is

carried ' for good luck against the evil eye and
headache,' and a boar's tusk ' against the evil eye
and witches, and to assist children in teething

'

;

at Aquila, a heart-shaped piece of bone is efficacious
' against heart-complaint and the evil eye.' Hubert
and Mauss say ( ASoc vii. 103) :

'The notion of special properties never stands alone in
magic ; it is always confused with a generalized idea of power
and nature. True, the idea of the effect to be produced is

always precise, but the idea of the special qualities [in the
amuiet] and their operation is always rather obscure. On the
other hand, we find in magic a very distinct conception of sub-
stances which have undefined virtues : salt, blood, coral, fire,

crystals, and precious metals ... all incorporate general magical
power, susceptible of any particular application or utilization.'

It wUl liave been suggested by the foregoing
examples that certain classes of amulets are cred-

ited, primarily, not Avith inherent magical power,
but with a borrowed virtue acquired from some
person or thing regarded as sacred or mysterious.
In Melanesia all manifestations of iimiia are ex-
plained by reference to personal beings :

' if a stone
is found to have a supernatural power, it is because
a spirit has associated itself with it ; a dead man's
bone has with it mana, because the ghost is with
the bone

' ; and, further, many such amulets can
be used only by men who know the appropriate
magic chant communicated by a spirit or by a
former owner (Codrington, op. cit. 56, 57, 119).

Magical power is everywhere conceived as a quality
highly transferable : sacred persons and places can
impart it by definite process or by mere local

association. In Soutliern Europe, relics of saints,

portions of the True Cross, medals and pictures of
saints, and sacred objects are perhaps the most
highly esteemed of amulets. In Muhammadan
countries amulets made of earth from Mecca or of

the sweepings of the Ka'ba are worn. In Burma,
bricks from sacred buildings are kept for protec-

tion (see the 'Indian' and 'Japanese' sections

of the present art.). There is a tendency, also, to

reinforce the supposed efficacy of an amulet by
bringing it into contact with something of superior
efficacy : in Europe, relics and medftls are more
prized if bought at a place of pilgrimage, or blessed

by a priest or bishop, whUe amulets not licensed

by the religious authorities are often hidden under
the altar, or in the clothes of an infant at baptism,
so as to receive consecration. In Brittany, halters

and bundles of cow-hair, blessed by a priest or

allowed to lie on the altar of a church, are used to

protect cattle from disease (Baring Gould, A Book
of Brittany, 1901, pp. 276-278). Again, dead men
and all the associations of death are everywhere held

to be a magical source of power ; hence, in Europe,
the aniuletic uses of coffin-nails, pieces of shroud,

hangman's rope, and personal relics of saints and
executed criminals. Strangers, and neighbours of

unfamiliar type or less advanced civilization, are

credited with magical power, which may be ex-

tended to everything which they own or produce.

The Arunta (Central Australia) regard the tribes

north and w est of their own district in this way,
so that the ordinary girdles worn by the Warra-
munga men are traded to the Arunta as powerful
amulets (cf. Tylor, I'limitiee Culture, 1871, i. 102-

104).

The detachable parts of ajiimals— feet, boms,
claws, teeth, scales, and so forth—form a large class

of amulets. To some extent they fall within the

more general categories of the small, compact,
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portaWe, and rare ; but a special application is

often ilictiited liy their association with the cor-

responding parts of linnian beings ; thus,

" the headman of NaiiUnuri (Nioohar Islaiuls) was much in-

terested in a kingfisher that wag beinp skinned [by a naturalist!,

and hepped for tlie e5'e3, which he said formed a vahiable
specific in cases of sleeplessness' (O. B. Kloss, op. cit, 70).

This is not, however, a universal rule; forexaniple,
monkeys' paws are used as vermifuge amulets in

Formosa, moles' paws to keep oil' cramp in Enfr-

land, porcupines' feet by Chawia women (North
Africa) for protection during pregnancy, and by
Arab women against sore breasts. Very often the
object seems to be chosen for its connexion with
the most impressive of the local animals, which are
themselves credited with mysterious power. To
this type belong the crocodile scutes worn in Bengal
and Torres Straits ; the leopard and lion skins of

Africa ; tigers' claws and whiskers, bears' teeth,

and eagles claws ; or the various products of the

elephant. The connexion may be reinforced by
making a likeness of the animal ; the elephant-nail
amulets of the Shans are sometimes cut in the
shape of an elephant. Sometimes the amulet is

intended to transfer some desirable quality, as

when in South Africa a kite's foot is worn to give

swiftness, a lion's claw for security (Tylor, Early
History', 131 ; Haddon, Magic and Fetiihism,

32, and references there given) ; but quite as

often the magical elficacy is unspecialized, and the
application dictated by need.

With all amulets, in fact, nomiimtion is of

immense importance, although nomination may
be guided by tradition ; when the owner of an
amulet of undefined virtues decides to connect it

with some particular need, he thereby makes it

a charm for that purpose (Tylor, op. cit. 126).

He has only to think so and to say so, and it

becomes for him and all his circle a rain-charm, a
5ig-charm, or a safeguard against the evil eye (see

ett6, 'Medicine-Men of the Ten'a,' /.^/xxxvii.
165).

It is obvious that the demand for amulets may
exceed the supply of suitable natural objects,

especially where tradition has fixed the type. It

becomes necessary to make as well as to find them.
The first steps in this direction are easy, for, when
natural objects are valued for their likeness to

something else, there is always a tendency to

improve the likeness by art, for the maker's own
satisfaction or for a purchaser. From this it is

a natural adv.ance to make amulets which are
entirely artificial ; and these, being made to meet
a demand, have generally a fairly definite aiiplica-

tion, though many are intended to be siTiiply

' lucky.' Leaving aside manufactured olijects

(such as antique beads and coins) which arc
merely selected, as natural objects are, for magical
use, we may classify artificial amulets under four

heads:— (i.) Imitations of natural objects, already
in use as amulets, e.g. of horns (Italy, Portugal,
etc.), teeth (large numbers made in Austria for

African trade), 'seahorses' (Naples), or coral (all

Mediterranean countries, and Africa north of

Equator), (ii.) Representations of 'lucky' or

sacred objects and protective gestures, e.g. of the
fish (Manchuria), the pig (Soutli Bavaria), a hunch-
back (Italy), crosses and figures of saints (Europe
generally), the chalice (Rhone Valley), or hands with
the lingers in the attitudes called ' making horns '

and ' mano in fica ' (South Europe and N. Africa),
(iii.) Objects made of materials credited with
magical efficacy, e.g. loops and crosses of rowan-
twigs (Scotland), wood of sacred trees (India), jade
(Asia), gold, etc. (iv.) Inscribed objects and written
charms. Nomination plays an important part in

conferring magical efBcacy on artificial amulets

;

frequently the proce.ss of manufacture is conceived

as a magical rite, in the course of which a (^harra

is repeated, indicating, and thereby conferring,

the specilic power desired. For example, a Lengua
(Paraguay), when he wishes to hunt rhea or

Inianaco, makes a rough likeness, or rather
suggestion, of the game by wrapping a bird's

bone in grass or cloth ; he sets this up before

hira and 'sings over it' to give it power (cf. Henry,
La Magic dan.'! VIndn anliipu:-, Paris, 1U09, p.

89 S.). A similar rite is often performed, either

by the beneficiary or by an expert, when the
amulet is first put on or fixed in its place (cf.

Maclagan, Evil Eye in the Western Highland.^,

1U02, p. 141 ff.). Where no attempt is made to

produce a resemblance, nomination is all in all,

and the amulet seems little more than a means of

focusing the wish ; as, for instance, in a pendant
of carved jade worn by a Bengali 'as a cure for

drooping spirits in adversity.'

It should be noted in this connexion that many
amulets are worn in fulfilment of a prescription or
vow by which their special application is indicated.

A Haida magician (t^ueen Charlotte Is., British

Columbia), when engaged in a magical cure, wears
a necklet with a number of ivory or bone pendants

;

after the stance one of these is given to the patient,

and others are sold to the bystanders as a protec-

tion against the disease in future. To cure an
attack of fever, the Nicobarese menluana ('ma-
gician') prescribes the painting of a /u!«te (' magical
picture') by the village artist, and if the patient
recovers, it is kept in the house as a potent charm
against further attacks (C. B. Kloss, op. cit. 85).

Peasant women near Bologna make a vow, in

church, to the Virgin, that they will wear garters
or girdles under their clothes for the c\ire of

diseases.

Inscribed amulets and charms—a very important
class of artificial amulets—may be classified as

:

(i.) Inscribed objects valued as such apart from the
meaning of the inscription. The art of writing
always raises a presumption of magical power
where the population is mainly illiterate ; hence,
objects with accidental markings resembling
written characters are prized, as well as mere
scribbling in imitation of writing (Sudan, etc.).

The use made of ancient coins (Europe, Asia) is

possibly connected with this, but in some cases

[e.g. China, Japan, Korea) they are valued for

their association with the persons whose names
appear on them ; Chinese sword-sheaths made of

coins are meant to convey the supernatural power
and beneficence of all the emperors represented.
Hence they should perhaps be placed in the next
list, (ii.) Objects inscribed with sacred and magical
names, designs, and figures (see ' Christian,'

'Jewish,' 'Indian,' sections of this art.), (iii.)

Objects with inscriptions indicating their ajiplica-

tion ; many of the charms distributed at Japanese
temples are merely papers stampeil 'for protection,'

'against thieves, 'for easy delivery,' etc. (see

'Japanese' section), (iv.) Copies of .sacred texts

to which magical efilicacy is ascribed (see 'Jewish'
;ind ' Miihammadan ' sections), (v.) Copies of pre-

scriptions and curative charms ; these are of

frequent use in European folk-practice, the pre-

.scrii)ti(in being first carried out or the charm
repeated, and the copy worn or preserved until

the cure is complete. Sometimes, however, the
formula is not repeated or disclosed, but only
written out by an expert and given to the patient
(sec FL and other publi<:ations of the Folk- Lore
Society, London, passim). The popularity of

classes (iv.) and(v.) nasgivoj rise in many countries

to the manufacture of various charm-ca.ses—leather
ca.ses (Syria, .Muhammadan Africa), silk and cotton
bags (South EuroiJC, India, Japan, etc.), metal
cylinders (India, Tibet, etc.), or rolls of lead-foil
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(Hurma) — and there is a tendency to credit

those with amuletic efficacy irrespective of their

contents.
Amulets ii(jiyhi.tt t/ic crll cijc constitute a special

class, altlumuh, as has been said, all other Kinds

tend to receive a secondary application to this

diinj^er wherever tlie fear of it prevails, cliihlren,

pri';,'iiant women and nnrsing mothers, domestic

animals, ripe crops, and, in short, whatever is

likely to arouse envy being considered in special

need of protection. Co-extensive with the spread

of tlie belief along the European and African

shores of the Mediterranean and through Italy

into Central Europe, along parts of the Atlantic

seaboard, up the Nile, and through Syria, Turkey,

and Asia Minor into Asia, is a marked develop-

ment of the use of anmlets, some intended to

fortify the possessor against the ett'ects of the evil

glance, and others to intercept or divert it. They
include (1) representations of eyes, and natural

objects resembling eyes ; (2) representations of

hands making prophylactic gestures ; (3) phallic

representations ; (4) representations of Imnch-

backs, death's-heads, and other singularities ; (5)

almonds, nuts, seeds, shells, and representations

of them {these are often supposed to break when
the glance falls on them, and earthen ]iots are

placed near crops on the same principle) ; (G) boars'

tusks, canine teeth of wolves and other carnivora,

horns, and artificial representations of any of

them, and various crescentic objects, especially

representations of the moon ; (7) crystal and alum

;

(8) coral, imitations of it, and other red materials;

(9) blue materials, e.g. glass, porcelain, beads,

woollen yarn, turquoise, and imitations of it. (For

discussions of the significance of these and other

types, see bibliography for works by Bellucci,

Elworthy, Leland, Maclagan, Kidgeway, and
Westermarck.

)

Certain other instruments of magical practice

sliould be studied in connexion mth amulets and
charms. Implements of divination are often kept

for repeated use, and credited with a magical

power of bringing about events as well as indi-

cating them. Again, it is often difficult to draw
the line between amulets and fetishes, especially

when these are natural objects (or artificial repro-

ductions of them) chosen, as amulets are, for their

singularity or their accidental resemblance to other

things, valued as personal possessions, and credited

with magical power. The difference seems to lie

in the nearer approach to personification in the

case of the fetish, which becomes the object of

rites which at least resemble prayer and offering

(see Frobenius, Childhood of Man, 1909, p. 186,

fig. 195 ; Cushing, Zu>~ii Fetiches, passim ; Haddon,
Reports of the Cainbr. Anthrop. Exped. to Torres

Straits, vol. vi. section xiii. [1908]). The use of

material objects, especially images, in sorcery, to

do magical harm to persons or property depends

on the same general idea of magical power, in this

case not inherent, but conferred by a rite. Great
emphasis is laid on resemblance between the in-

strument and the subject of attack, and in this

connexion the ideas of ' sympathetic magic ' are

most strongly and systematically developed ; there

are, however, cases in which the image is regarded

not as representing the subject, but as tlie em-
bodiment of tlie sorcerer's magical power or wish

(Henry, La Magie dans VInde antique", Paris,

1909, pp. 169-173, 227-230). The primary function

of certain other magical objects (e.jr. 'wishbones'
in Europe, sorcery-concoctions with lock and key
in West Africa) is to focus, or register, the oper-

ator's wish, though there is a constant tendency
to credit them with jjower to fulfil it. Connected
with these are many kinds of votive offerings de-

posited in holj- or 'lucky' places ; and these ,ngain

must be compared with such amulets as aie worn
in fulfilment of a vow and to obtain a sjiecified

benefit (.see above).

Se(!, further, the articles Divination, Fetish-

ism, Di.si:a.se and Medicine, Magic, Sackifice,
Witchcraft.
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CHARMS AND AMULETS (Abyssinian).—
I. Appearance.—Abyssinian charms or amulets
are made of from one to three strips of parchment
or leather, which varies greatly in thieliuess and
quality, sewn together with thongs of the same
material, the whole forming a strip from c. 50 cm.
to 2 m. in length, and from c. 5 cm. to 25 cm. in

width. Many specimens have lost the beginning

or end. The scroll thus formed is rolled tightly

together, and bound with cord, or inserted in a
telescoping capsule, or sewn tightly in leather.

Convenience or the conservatism of magic has

given the roll-form the preference, though magical
works, containing legends and spells, and evidently

designed, like the scrolls, to be carried rather than

read, are often found in small bound volumes
with heavy wooden covers. Cajisules and leather-

covered rolls of this sort are often strung together,

to the number of five or six, and ornamented mth
beads.
Upon this material the Abyssinian dabtara

('canon') writes the legends, spells, words of

power, secret signs, and other devices which are

to make the charm ett'ective. The appearance of

such scrolls is unique. At tlie top is usually a
picture of the archangel Michael or Gabriel with

sword in hand, accompanied by smaller angelic

figures or faces. Curious spider-like forms, eyes

(doubtless representing the evil eye), the fish, the

serpent, the lion (or dog[?]), the cross w^ith sun and
moon on either side, and indescribably fantastic

figures combine with geometric designs in endless

yet characteristic array. The ' Seal of 'Eskeder,'

or Alexander, so designated by a subscription, in

the form of an interlaced figure, appears in one
instance, and suggests a similar interpretation of

the unintelligible figures above mentioned. Only
very rarely is there an illustration bearing upon
the accompanying text, as in the pictures noted
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in three instances of the saint Susneyos mounted
anil attacking' the demoness W'eizolyii. The nanii^

of the imssossur of the scroll ajipears many times
thnin^'hont the roll. The space for the insertion

of the name is left l>lank by the maker, the name
lieinj? afterward filled in for the purehaser, and
subsequently changed as many times ;is need be,

wlien the roll passes from hand to liaml, which
is very often the case. Not only at the top but at

the end, and in the middle, once or twice, such
fi.;,'ures are placed, again without any reference to

the text.

The substance of the spells is written in a script

generally very much debased, and in some in-

stances assuming a character attributalile onljf to

a desire for the bizarre and mysterious, nu.ved

with magical signs, suggesting, on the one hand,
Abyssinian or Araliic letters, on the other, the

signs which are found in Coptic and late (ireek

magical texts. The language is a more or less

successful attempt at Ge'ez, the ancient, ecclesi-

astical, and literai-y language of Abyssinia, com-
monly known as Ethiopic. The Amharic-speaking
scribe is everywhere evident ; and in some in-

stances the writer passes completely into the
latti'r language.

2. Age.—The dating of the texts is very diffi-

cult. A few are possibly as old as the 15th cent.

A.D., and magic scrolls continue to be written in

Abyssinia to-day. There is every reason to be-

lieve that, however much these texts ha\e accumu-
lated through contact with JNluslim and European
influences,' much or most that is in them goes
bade to the Byzantine Christian magical texts

and books.

3. Use.—Abyssinian charms are worn about the
neck, or m<;rely kept in the house, of the pos-

sessor. It would seem from the texts that the

presence of the roll is in itself sufficient for com-
plete protection—a fetishistic idea which is fami-

liar. But there is also frequent mention of the

immunity that conies to !.im who ' reads the book.'

A peculiar form of amulet, described by Turayell'

{Lefd/a-Seckq, St. Petersburg, 1908), and remind-
ing one strongly of the Egyptian Book of the

Dead, was buried with the body to procure for

its possessor complete justification in the next
worhl.

4. Contents.—The text of the scrolls, besides

the figures, etc., above described, contains both

simple spells and words of power, the whole being
accompanied by legends explaining how they
originated, were first used, and came to have their

cfiicacy. The latter device is well known in

magic literature, from earliest Babylonian times
onward. It will be neces.sary to speak first of the

legends.
(a) The legend of Smnci/os and Wcrzdyd is the

most common. It tells how a man named Sus-

neyos marries a wife and begets a child, to which
a certain demoness (or witch, or old woman with
the evil eye), called Werzelya, comes in the hou.se,

and, departing, causes its death. She goes into a
hiiudy place w here she meets her companions, the

unclean sinrits and demon.s. The mother com-
plains to the father, Siisneyos, regarding what has
hapiiened ; he mounts his iiorse, and with spear in

hand starts in quest of Werzelya to kill her. Not
knowing where she is to be found, he inquires of

an old woman (witch [?]) at the roadside, who says

th.at .she has gone into a 'garden' which lies

straight before him. He meets her there, sur-

rouiuled by demons in large numbers. He praj's

to Jesus Clirist for help in the ccmtest with these

sujiernatural foes ; ami, after hearing a voice from

• Iloctius (U()qo>—once mentioned, died 10th Aug. 1327, and
was canonized in 1414 at the Council of Constance. The name
cinie to Al)y8sinia protmtjly ihrougli the Portu(niesc.

heaven which announces the granting of his peti-

tion, he advances against Werzelya and pierces

her side. At this point the texts are at variance.

An exorcism by the ' seven ranks of archangels

'

follows, which seems to be an essential part of the
legend ; but it is un<:ertain by whom, with what
purpose, and with what re.-sult it was uttered ;

and the close Is variously treated. There are live

diii'erent versions, as follows:—(1) The fate of

Werzelya is not stated. It is not expressly men-
tioned that she dies ; and she docs not promise
' not to go where his name is found.' This form
is incomplete. (2) "Werzelya is not kUled by the
stroke, and presumably continues to live ; but she
l>romises not to harm any one who stands under
the protection of the name of Susneyos. The
exorcism by the seicn archangels is uttered by
Werzelya with the result of saving her life. This
form is the commonest, and doubtless the original

one. Werzelj'a is an ever-living .semi-human per-

sonality, which continues to barm such as are not
protected by the name of the hero who vanquished
her. The exorcism has a purpose in the narrative.

(3) The demoness dies, ami is consequently no
more able to harm. The exorcism has no elVect or

purpose. She makes no j^romise to refrain from
evil ; but in death she is once for all disjiosed of.

As in the foregoing form, she is not a ghost but a
demoniac human being. This form cannot be
original, because W^erzelya must be accounted for

as an ever-present agency. (4) Werzelya dies, but
|iromises nevertheless not to assail the proteges of

the hero. Here it is the ghost of the slain woman
lliat continues to harm, unless prevented by the
charm. But this form maj' be merely a mixture
of (2) and (3), and in any case leaves the exorcism
without purpose. (5) It is Susneyos, and not
Werzelya, who pronounces the exorcism, and for

the purpose of saving his life (?)—a possible but
very unlikely version, which leaves the question
of Werzelya's fate unsettled.

This legend is a combination of a pa'^'an superstition and tlie

story of a Christian martyr. Of tlie ni^'ht-liag who kills little

children more will be said below ; the idea is found every-
where. The name Werzelyii has not been s.atisfactorily ex-

plained. It has been connected with ITettrew 'Vns, 7113

(O. von Lcmm, Kopt. MUcltcn, St. ivt r '-irL-, l-'C): a'rid

thought to be of Cushitic-.\frican or; - ..]'
.^^ .:. v., 'The

Princeton Ethiopic Magic Scroll,' Prin '

/ ': '"'(in,

XV. 1, 130:;, pp. ni^2). It is found in > "i ^ i' ,1 i. i. the
Jlymn '•• *;'

- -/: /.r,!, in which the name Ikm-hit. (iinus (von
Leniin, '

'

;
;

1 ; 'Jruni, Catal. oj thi'. Copfic iU.s'.S in the

Brili^li . I :, p. 263, no. 524). There is probably no
conn* xii'ti ,'

: ri I iMii i,as is maintained by Fries (' The t-Ithiopic

Legend 01 .'Socinius and Ursula,' Actes da huitif-ine CoiujrH
Inb-m. d. Orient., sec. i. B, Leyden, 1893, pp. 65-70) ; but the
matter has not yet been definitely settled (see Littman, op. cit.

;

and esiici-iaily Ba-sset, Les Apocryphcs ^thixq/ic iis, iv,, Paris,

1S1)4). of the identity of Susneyos with the firoek Sisinnios

there can he no doubt. There were several persons of that
name in the 5lh century. The original was the martyr who
lived in tlie reign of Diocletian (Basset, op. cit. p. 10 f.), and
who in Antioch killed his sister for nuirder and intercourse

with Satan. Only in one of the MSS used by Fries {op. cit.) is

this sister named Werzelya. It is easy to see how a saint,

famous for his sKiying of a monstrous woman, might become
the stayer of the dreaded night-hag. In the Slavic legends we
have a story of Sisoe and his sister Mcletia (Gaster, FL xi.,

1900, 1"29-162)1 similar to that of Susneyos and Werzelyii.

According to Basset (op. cit.), the successor of Mani, the
Manicb;eau Sisinnios, is the real opponent of the night-hag,

and the confusion with the UKirt.\ r is later. We know that
Babylonian, and therefore jirobably Maninh:i'an, beliefs were

1 Mcletia is the sista- of Sisoe and the mi/lher of chihlren who
at birth are stolen by the Vefit ; not the tUmonms who kith the

one ( nrMiurn) child of the .voinf and his wi.fe (unnamed). The
search of the mounted saint, Ihc meeting, tlie prayer, are all

represented. The evil spirit, promises not to appro.acli the

jilace where his name is found. Thire is no oath liy the arch-

angels. The Devil is made to vomit up the swallowed children

by the saint wtio, after prayer, is able to perform the miracle

demanded, and vomit up his mother's milk. This last feature,

and the questioning of the trees on the road (instead of the old

woman) are characteristic of the Slavic and the Creek legends

(see below). The story of a demoness Vestitza, who kills new-
born children, and who is overcome by the archangel Michael,

is also reported by Oastcr (pp. cit.).
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full of tliG idea of this female demou ; but the notion is one
widely diffused and possibly of independent origin.

i

Greek amulets have the same motif, and even the name
Sisinnios. One example (Leo Allatius, De temptis GriTConim
recentioribujit Cologne, 1645, p. 120 ff,) contains the account of

how the sainte ^lo-vvloi and Swi'Supo^, in behalf of their stricken

Bister MeAiTTiKij and with the help of God, pursue with many
adventures the demoness rvXov, the harmer of little children.

After her capture she promises under punishment not to come
near those possessing the amulet. Tv\ov, VeKoO, reAAw, TiAAw
is the Jewish Lilith, the Babylonian LUitu, echoing still the

Bab. name Gallu (of. Kohut, ' Jiidische Angelologie,' in Abnand-
lungen fiir die Etnide des MorgenlandeSy iv. [1866] 87 ; and
O. Frank, * Zu babylonischen Beschworungstexten,' in ZA xxiv.

161 ff.), and has here the r61e of Werzelya. Similar is the story

of the meeting of Michael and Boo-Kai'ia {-oovvt}, ' witchcraft
'

;

e.g. Reitzenstein, Poimandres, Leipzig, 1904, p. 295 ff.), where
the place of Sisinnios is taken by the archangel. This Hellen-

istic motif of the saint who slays the Baskania found, possibly

in Egypt, definite employment in a literary legend-amulet of

Sousennios and Berzelia (cf. von Lemni, loc. ci(.) for the use of

women in childbed. This may have come to Abyssinia in the
14th or 15th centurv. It came also into other lands (cf. Mai,

Script. Vet. Nooa Collectio, Rome, 1821. iv. 314, MS clxxiv.

6 and 60, where an Arabic MS from Aleppo is mentioned
containing the Sisinnios legend with exorcism).

(6) The Legend of the Fish-net of Solomon is of

frequent occurrence. It begina with the formula :

* The names of Salomon : how he scattered the
demons as a fish-net (is tlirown out), saying . . .

[here follow magical words].' The narrative fol-

lows of how the demons seize Solomon and bury
him, and bring him before the ' king' {i.e. of the
demons ; see below), who challenges him to a
contest of power. Solomon proves victor over
the ' blacksmiths ' {i.e. demons; see below), who
attack him, by uttering the word 'Lofham.' The
* king ' is then constrained to reveal all his * signs

'

by M'hich his activity may be known, e.g. miscar-

riage, madness, death (especially of women and
children), and secret commerce with women fol-

lowed by the Tarth of monstrous children. Of
these latter a long list is given, consisting of the
names of domestic animals and, in some MSS, of

wild animals. Solomon curses the demon and
exorcizes him again. At the close there is a prayer

:

* I seal my face (with the sign of the Cross) against the great
terror of the demons and blacksmiths. ... I take refuge in

*'L6fham," thy (magic) name . . . that! may scattermy enemies,
and feecome their enemy . . . (names of demons) . . . that

they may not come to me, and not approach my soul and my
body, who am Thy servant N. N.'

It is impossible to restore the precise form of this

story, as it is badly cojifused and fragmentary.
(c) The Legend of ' Ainat relates how Jesus and

His disciples at the Sea of Tiberias meet with an
old woman of terrible appearance, having a flame
issuing from her mouth, and eyes as red as the
rising sun. When questioned about her, Jesus
says that she is 'Ainat, and describes the evils

which she causes—shipM'reck, falling of rider and
horse, the ruining of milch cows, and the separa-

tion of mother and child—and pronounces two
magic words which render her powerless. The
disciples bum her (or her eye), and scatter her
ashes to the four winds of heaven. At the close

is the petition :
' May her memory be destroyed,

and may the memory of 'Ainat be destroyed from
Thine handmaid N. N.'

The name 'Ainat is connected with 'am, 'the evil eye';
the presumption of an Arabic origin or mediation is confirmed
by the title :

' The prayer of Nad(a)ra ' (= Egyptian-Arab, an-
}fa4rah, or classical Arab. an-Na^rak, 'the evil eye*). The
Arabic original from which the Abyssinian version was pre-

pared is perhaps represented by the legend, agreeing in almost
every detail, which is described in the Catatogtie of the Coptic

MSS in the John Rylands Library, Manchester, ed. by W. E.

Crum, 1909, p. 233 f., no. 467 E. Like Werzelya, 'Ainat is a
native demoniac figure, given a foreign name and story.

1 Gaster (op. dt.) gives parallels, from Hebrew sources, of

the Susneyos-Werzelya type, which he regards as the ancestors

of the Slavic legends. We incline to the opinion that the
Greek-Slavic legends of Europe are not derived from the
Greek-Coptic legends of Africa (the postulated ancestors of

the present Abyssinian stories), but that both are separate
developments of the Hellenistic inotif, ultimately Heb.-Bab.
(cf. the contest of Marduk-Bel with Tiamat and her demons).
At present, however, nothing definite can be said about it.

{d) Other legends dA-Q found in the bound magical
works, and in the scrolls buried with the dead (see

above) ; such are the accounts of how Mary re-

vealed the secret names of Clnist {Tell Me Thy
Name; The Names of Our Lord; The Disciples),

the Prayer of the Virgin among the ParthianSy at

Golgotlm, in Egypt, and the Prayer of Cyprian^
which seem to have been written in the reign of

the famous reformer and opponent of magic, Zar'a

Yacjob (1434-1468). All these legends are of

Christian literary origin, and closely related to

the miracle stories, out of which, in the process of

degeneration, they have gradually emerged as

magical literature — the Christian dress of an
unconquerable pagan tendency.

(e) Shorter and simpler spells, standing midway
between the literary legends and the mere M'ords

of power, occur in large numbers. A few tj^pieal

examples are the following :

(o) Biblical in origin are, e.g.. Ps li-3 (because of the occur-

rence of ' wither ' : there follows the application ' thus may not

wither the fruit of the womb of thine handmaid, N. N.'), Ps 91

(Septuagint 90). Because of the catalogue of evils, and the pro-

mise of God's protection, this is much used, and furnishes many
expressions found elsewhere. The following are employed
because they contain the word ' blood,' the application being
that the quotation will save the person concerned (from blood-

shed [?] or) from barrenness (the continued menstruation, or the
hemorrhage of disease, are both spoken of as the failure of the
child to * solidify ') : Ps 5« Ui'-i 16-» ZiP 5013 51U sgio 68^3 78-" 793

l.iOiy (often so much modified as not to be easily recognized),
Dt 32-12, Ro 315 (cf. Is 59", Pr II6). Also, to aid co"nception : Jn
11-* (' And the Word became flesh '...), Mk 525ff. (the woman
with an issue of blood). Jn l^ff- is used to ward off demons
('apprehended,' KareKafiev, is rendered by Eth. yerakcb, which
means ' came upon ' or * attacked ' ; the praj'er follows :

' May
the demons not attack . . .'). There are exorcisms by the
Twenty-four Elders (Rev 4-*), the Four Beasts (46), the Twelve
Apostles, the four Evangelists, and the Fifteen Prophets ; and,
though extra-Biblical in this connexion, the Three Hundred
and Eighteen Orthodox (who gathered at Nicjea).i

O) Muslim and Arabic in origin is, e.g.: Ld liawla wald
quwwnta illd billdhi l-'aliyi l-kai-im ('There is no Power and
no Might except with God the Exalted, the Glorious !

'), which
appears in Ethiopic translation, not in phonetic imitation, like

those given below.

(y) Miscellaneous.—The formula, ' In the Name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,' is used as a
spell by itself ; and is regularly employed in introducing each
new division of text (called ^aldt = '' prayer'). It may some-
times, though certainly not always, be used merely as a com-
mon Christian formula, and without other intention. Remark-
able, and characteristic of Abyssinia, are the hjTnns called
saldms. They are well known in legitimate literature, and seem
to appear in amulets partly as borrowed lore of the Church,
possessing for that reason magical efficacy, partly as modified
or newly invented hymns, with a magical purpose in \iew
from the first. They hegin with the words salam laka, 'Hail
to thee . . . I ' and celebrate some saint, or angel, or deed of
valour. Such are, e.g., the bj-mn to the archangel Rufd'el, the

'opener of the womb'; to FdnU'el (Heb. 7N!W9=*Face of

God
'

; the meaning is remembered by the Abyssinians), who
drives away the demons from before the face of God, where
they assemble to accuse mankind of his evil deeds (cf. Satan in

the prologue of the Book of Job), and who drives away the
demons upon earth. He is the Angel of Forgiveness. This
hymn is very common, and varies greatly in lengtli and in the
order of the verses. It contains a reference which indicates

that it was composed for magical purposes. The hymn to the
Lance of Lamjinos is used a^inst the disease called weg'at
(* stitch in the side'), from the circumstance that the word
wagt'o (=' pierced it') occurs. The idea is found elsewhere;
see, e.g., Cockayne, Leechdotns, Wort-cunning, and Starcraft

of Early England, London, 1S64-C, pp. 1, 393, where a spell

against stitch is given :
' Longinus miles lancea ponxit dominum

et restitit sanguis et recessit dolor." There are many exorcisms
composed of the names of demons and their qualities and
evil works, as in Bab. ritual texts; and of the epithets and
attributes of God and of the Cross.

(/) Magical forniulcE, or words of power, fill a

1 Gaster (op. cit. p. 142) has :
' 360 holy fathers of the Council

of Nicasa.' The theoretical Babylonian year has 360 days, on
318 of which the moon would be visible to the average eye (cf.

Winckler, Geschichte Israels, 1900, ii. 27, regarding the Eliezer
Gematria [318] of Gn 14^^ 15"-). The remarkable and hardly
casual number of persons (317+1) who went from Mitanni to
Egypt in connexion with the marriage of Kirgipa (Gilukhipa)
and Amenhotep iii. (see Breasted, A7icient Records, London,
1906, ii. 347 f.; Winckler, Tell-et-Aituima Letters, Berlin, 1896,

IG. 5 ; 41. 4'2) has never been noticed In this connexion ; nor
the traditional year of the appearance of the heresies of Arius
(318). For this svmbolic number in Christian writers, see the
reference in HDB iii. .'SG" ; PRE, s.v. ' Zahlen."
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large role in the texts. Tliey are meaningless in

tlieniselve.s, exeupL to the initiated. Many are

invented apparently on the spur of the moment by
the writer of the scroll ; others seem to be passed

along with more or les.s accuracy, though in them-
selves unintelligible. A large number, however,
can be traced to a definite source. Foreign words
and pro|)er words, because unintelligible, or by
reason of .some association, are taken over, and
then modi tied by omission, or addition, or the
reversal of tlie consonants. More frequently the
writer pretends to know the meaning of the words,
and translates—incorrectly. Wliile despising each
other, Muslims and Christians borrow phonetic-

ally the formuhe used in the strange religion- -a
phenomenon well known to anthropologists.

B.g, Akauic: /iwmi 'i-ldhi 'r-ralfrndni 'r-raliim, 'In the
Name of God, tha Compassionate, the Merciful' ; reminis-

cences or fraf^ments of .Vur« c.\ii. of the Qur'an . . . tarn yalid

walamyidad . . .
* lie bepetteth not, neither is He begotten'

;

A'udhu billdhi mina 'sh-Shai(dni 'r-Raffim, ' I take refuge with
God from Satan the accursed ' (Sura xvi. 100): Faijakxm, 'So
let there be ' (the raijjhty word by which the world was
created) : Ya rasula 'l-tdh, * O Apostle of God ' ; and many
other Arabic words and expressions.
Hkbrew are : Eh'ue asher eh'ye, ' I am that I am ' (Ex SI*

; cl.

Ooldziher, in ZA x\i. 214, and xx. 41'J) ; Elshaddai, .'j'bd'oth,

Adonai, Yahwi, Etuhim,—names of God ; Bertdbelfelyds, Ben-
bdljU, the greatest of the names of Christ (perhaps with Litt-

mann \Gesch. der uthiop. Litteratur, Leipzig, 1907, p. '238]

= ll<'trsheba\ ' Beersheba,' with the magic ending -el and the
Gr. ending -ow) ; Lofham, and the reverse, Mehafelon (the

mighty word used by Solomon, and suggesting the etymology

Vano, 'destructive'); Salomon in its Greek form, and the

reversed and modiUed forms : Melds, ileli/os, Malui, Maldlis,

lAa, MtUalyos, ilUdtyos, Molis, Lamelos, Nemivs, Neblos.

GiiEEK are : Thms (Td'ds) ; Messiaa (Masyds) ; J'neuma
(Kbnobyd); Al/d (Bev W 216 •2'213

; cf. Ludolff, H'i*. Aethmp.,
Frankfort, 1681, Ccnnmsniaritis, 1691, p. 359) ; Beta Juta (,Jlni.a

yoid :
perhaps for ^cwriAeiis Twi' 'lovSaioiVt Mt 2737) ; Jjjtoi, Kliii,

latna sabackthanei (Mk 15*1. These Aramaic words in Greek
letters are distorted variously in the Abyssinian magical texts,

but are accurately transliterated in the Ethiopio NT. The
magician adds learnedly : '

. . . wliich, in its interpretation,

is : "God, my Go(^, see me and hear me ! Lord, my God, see

uie and hear me !
''

').

L.\Ti.\- is found in Antiquus {AntVcos) ; and in the famous
SATOR formula,! which appe-.s with some variations, e.g. :_

Sudor Alidor Dandt Aderd Hodas
Sctdar Alddar Dandt .. Hodtts

Sddor Arodd Odndd Aderd Jiodds

(Ludolff, op. cit. p. 351, where they are called ' the five wounds
of Christ').

In this word-magic the Christian elements are prominent.
The unintelligible words may conceal pagan African elements
unknown to us. There is little to suggest the Gnostic mapical

literature (e.g. the seven vowels at7|iouu<), though the repetition

of monosyllables is conuuon.

(ff)
Tlie wizard.1 and demons of the texts are

partly literary Christian and partly popular in

origin. The Septnagint and the New Testament
often furnish the starting-point not only for the

terminology, but even for the underlying ideas.

Ps yi has been alluded to (see above). Whatever
may liave been the teaching of the iirst missionaries

to .'Vby.-^'^inia, the magical texts clearly show how
the dcnionological passages in the Gospels were
understood. The following is a brief outline of

the kinds of wizards and demons, with examples :

i. Wonder-workers of olden time : .^alumon, Eskedcr or

Askatcr (Alexander), Qopreiidnas (Cyprian).

ii. Wizards of various origin, called ' kings' ; witches capable

of a.sHiiniiiig animal form. Such are ; ^ahdbi, fabib (smith) ;

'Aqabe irrai (medicineman); BMd, Xdr (demoniac forms
assumed bv smiths); 'Ainauarq ( = Budd'i)\ iV66d, who leads

the dust-demons (whirlwind 10) ; (jjiiwiaAu (wizard); and others,

iii. Demons proper, for whom there are many general t«rms :

Gdnin, Saitcin, $ulim (black), 'fekur (black). (ia]/yel,i (red),

Akmotu (laughing [?]), Qatalai (killing), Mcfat (for ^fMlat

:

phantasm), Atjin^r'e (speaking badly, or in frenzy [?]), Atgum
(not answering). —(1) Demons with individual names, rjot causing
specific diseases ; (o) Iiihli<-,al : Dlyablds. Sail,d7i, Ulaslenui (cf.

Hook of Jubilees, where it is a name of Satan), Demon o/ Noon-
day (I's »161>), Unforeseen Evil (I's Uli^), Leifewon (Lk S^-an.

The titles in the Etb. NT show the beginnings of tlns).-0)Non-
Uiblical : These are very numerous ; among others Werzelyd
(see above), Be'iindt i.= Werzdyd [VJ. The word is probably

from \ ulgar .\rabic ; *Bd'o, <0,4J l'-'-' ;ed a.'.,jl.

1 S.\T01t
AREH)
TK.N'K'l'

OI'KUA
ROTAS

This palindrome, well known in European folk-lore, seems
to have originated in the early Middle Ages. It may have
reached Abyssinia through the Portuguese ; but the form
Arodd, found in Coptic texts, makes the mediation of Egypt
probable. The place of its origin is, we believe, unknown. See

K. Kiihler, Kleinerc Schrifttn, Berlin, 19U0, iii. 664 ff., and
literature cited.
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attempt to write Coptic Boom, which means Iniiida), 'Ainat
(see above). Dabbds, Dank, and TaJ'ant are popular names of

demons.— (*2) Classes of demons bearing a collective name : (a)

Diseases : e.g. modern veiiiacular words lor I'esI, Epikpsy,
lltadaehe, Sharp Put le. ;- a, ' .., /' ,

'/m ,;a (?),

Oppression 0/ the he<n'. > ' /. lUieu-

matism. Insanity, .1/r/ ' W/ ,,
,

/, ' (7), and
Kidney disease CO. 'IIh' hi. ni ih. lI i. n 1, .i-i -Mi:iiii. The
disease is identical with the (iLinun. (;i) I'.lmii-nts : Air,

River, Dunt, and Ocean.—(y) Localities designated by a tribal

or ethnic name : Bdri/d, Feldid (also 'Esrdel), Galld, Manio,
and many others.

Literati;rb.—In addition to that given in the text of the
article : W. H. Worrell, ' .Studien zum abejisiii. Zauberwesen,'
in ZA xxiii. [1909J 140 tf., xxiv. SOU. [to be completed in follow-

ing numbers] ; E. Littmann, art. AnyssiNiA in present work,
also ' Arde'et, the Magic Book of the Disciples,' in ./AOS xxv.
(19U4] 1; N. Rhodofcanakis, 'Eine athiop. ZauberroUe im
Museum der Stadt Wells,' in WZKM xviii. 3ff.; B. Turayefif,

art. ' Ethio])ic Magic Prayers,' in Chwolson's Festschrift, Berlin,

1899 [Ethiopic and Russian]. Ignazio Guidi, Vocaholario
Amarico-italiano, Rome, 1901, contains many names of demons
and diseases. A facsimile of an Ethiopic amulet, with descrip-

tion, will be found in F. T. Elworthy, The Evil Eye, London,
1895, pp. 390-4. w. H. Worrell.

CHARMS AND AMULETS (American).—
While charms and anmlets are dill'used among
all the aborigines of the New World, a .systematic

consideration of them is beset with serious diffi-

culties. To classify them by external features,

such as shape or construction, would be manifestly

artificial ; but it is hardly better to group them on
the basis of function. While some charms are

doubtless invested with specific virtues, many
serve the most diverse purposes at the same time.

The most profitable method of approach will be to

pa.ss from one culture area to anotlier, and to

correlate, wherever possible, the sujierstitions

attached to the use of the diarms with tlie funda-

mental religious conceptions of their owners.

I. Eskimos.— Beginning in the north, we find

among the Eskimos a variety of usages centring

in the world-wide belief in sympathetic and imi-

tative magic. The ' Polar ' Eskimo near Cape
York, Greenland, carries with him his arnu(tq,

wliich is supposed to confer certain qualities and
to guard against danger. Hawks lieing the surest

slayers of their prey, parents sew the head or feet

of a hawk into a boy's clothes in order to make
liim a great hunter. Beciiuse the black guillemot

is clever in catching cod, men wear its foot to

become great slayers of their quarry—whales or

narwhals. To endow children with the streiii;th

of a bear, parents sew into the boys' caps the skin

from the roof of a bear's mouth. Similarly, a

piece of a fox's head, or of old dried fox-diuig, is

sewed into a person's clotlies to impart the fox's

cunning. While fire is considered very powerful,

an old hearth-stone is regarded as still stronger,

becau.se it has withstood the fire ; acconlingly,

bits of hearth-stones are sewed to clothing to

secure long life and fortitude for the wearer. The
women of this division of the Eskimos rarely use

amulets, but when they do, the same conception.^

appear. The kittiwa^ie lays very small eggs;

accordingly, a girl having a kittiwake head sewed

into her clothes will not give birth to large chil-

dren. In all the cases cited, care must be taken

that tlie animals have not been killed by men j the

bear-charm, for e,\aiiiiile, is made when an old

bear-eraniuni has beeu found.' The Greenlandcrs

1 Rasmusseu, The People 0/ the Polar North (London, 1908),

p. 138 f.
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farther south also formerly employed a muUitiulc
of amulets. A piece of a European's clolhiii^ or

shoe was believed to instil European skill. In

other cases the jisyehology of the practice is less

clear. Pieces of old wood or stone, beaks and
claws of birds, leather bauds for the forehead,

chest, or arras, were all worn as a protection

against spirits, disease, and death ; tliey were
considered especially effective in preventing the

departure of children's souls during a thunder-

storm. Whalers attached a fox's head to the front

of their boat, while the harpoon was furnished

with an eagle's beak. To prevent a kayak from
capsizing, a small model kayak with an armed
mannikin was attached to the boat, this model
being sometimes replaced by a dead sparrow or

snipe, a piece of wood, or other small objects.'

The navel-string was considered an effective amulet
for restoring a child to health and promoting
lon<;evity.'

Like their eastern kinsmen, the Hudson Bay
Eskimos sew pieces of skin or cloth on their under
garments to avert disease. The tip of a caribou's

taU sewed to the coat ensures good luck in caribou
hunting, and many boys use this charm in order
to become good hunters. The hair of a successful

hunter is sought for the same purpose, so that a
native woman begged of Captain Comer a lock of

hair from each of his temples for her boy, in order
that he might get an abundance of game in later

years. Strips of caribou skin put round little

girls' wrists will make them skilful Ln cutting and
sewing skins. Shirts are sometimes equipped with
such charms, and bears' teeth on a boy's shirt,

secured by Captain Comer, are believed to make
the wearer fearless of bears, while a seal's teeth
will ensure success in sealing. A piece of whale
skin prevents tlie boy's kayak from capsizing, and
rabbit ears enable him to approach caribou un-
seen. A wolf's lip will make him howl like a
wolf ; this will cause the caribou to run into the
ponds, where they can be easily captured from the
kayak. A seal's nose on the front of the jacket
will entice the seal towards the wearer. A woman
who wishes her child to have a white skin sews a
white stone to its clothing. Bugs and bees, when
similarly attached, are supposed to prolong life

;

a piece of flint sewed in the sleeve strengthens the
arms and hands. Oil drippings are highly valued
as amulets against supernatural enemies and as

hunting charms. Accordingly, the drijipings from
lamps are placed around the edges of walrus holes
in order to make the walrus return to these holes,

and suction of a gull's feather dipped in oil drip-
pings, followed by expectoration into the holes, is

supposed to keep from the walrus the knowdedge
of the hunter's aiijiroach. Common to the Central
and Smith Sound Eskimos is the belief in artificial

monsters endowed with life in order to effect the
destruction of their maker's enemies. These
tupilak are driven away by the protective qualities
of oil and lampblack, as well as by magical whips
formed of the skin of a male wolf or the bone of^a
hear, the latter being used particularly for the
protection of children. An interesting amulet of

quite different character is used to drive away
thunder : the skin of a stillbora seal is made into

a jacket, which must be taken off and struck
against tlie ground when thunder is heard.'

Essentially related conceptions appear among
the Alaskan Eskimos, of whom the natives of
Point Barrow may be selected for consideration.
Rudely flaked flint representations of whales are
extremely common amulets iu this area ; they give

1 Cr.inz. Bistorie von Grbnland (Fl-anktoit, 1770), p. 276 f.

2 Rinli, Danish Gi'eenirtJld (London, 1877), p. SO.'i.

3 Boas, 'The Uskimo of Bamn Land and Iludson Hav,' in
UlM. Amer. tllts. of Nat. UM. xv. 151-163, 492, 605-SOS, 615.

good luck in whaling, and are suspended round
ilie neck by a string, or worn on the breast of the

jacket. In deer hunting, relianc^e is placed on the

unbranched antler of the reindeer. Personal

amulets include bunches of bear or wolverine
claws, or the metacarpal bones of the wolf.

Possibly corresponding to the use of an eagle's

beak on the Greenlander's whaling harpoon is the

attachment of a tern's bill to the seal spear of the

Alaskans ; Murdoch suggests that the underlying

motive is the attempt to give to the spear the

surety of a tern's aim. Objects acquire special

value through contact with certain persons or

supernatural beings. Heavy stone objects, some-
times weighing over two pounds, thus come to be
carried about as amulets, and the consecration of

ancient implements in this way seems to have
done much for the preservation of old specimens of

Alaskan material culture.'

2. Eastern Indians.—Underlj'ing most of Indian
belief is the conee]jtion of what the Algonquins
call manitou, the Sioux, wakan. If the Indian

experiences an emotional thrill at the sight or

sound of an object, this object becomes invested

for him with a sacred character—it is recognized

as manitou.^ The relation of the native to the

object in a given case is determined by specifically

tribal conceptions, or even by individual experi-

ences in visions or dreams. It cannot be doubted
that a great number of charms and amulets in

North America must be conceived as special cases

of the basic manitou principle. This appears with
great clearness in early accounts of the eastern

1 ndians. The Hurons, we are informed in the Jesuit

Relation of 1647-48, regarded everything that
seemed unnatural or extraordinary as oky, i.e. as

possessing supernatural virtues. Such objects

were kept for good luck. If a Huron had had
difficulty in kUling a bear or stag, and, after slay-

ing the animal, found a 'stone or snake in its

entrails, the thing found was conceived as the

okij that endowed the creature with more than
ordinary strength, and was henceforth worn as a
charm. If, while digging near a tree, a Huron
discovered a peculiar stone, he believed that it

had been forgotten there by certain demons and
called it an aaskouandy. Such objects were
supposed to change their shape, a stone or snake
turning into a bean, a grain of corn, or the talons

of an eagle. The owner would become lucky in

the chase, in fishing, iu trade, and in playing.

Dreams decided the particular sphere of the

charm's usefulness. Stdl more powerful were the

onniont, which were believed to be derived from a
sort of serpent that pierced everything in its way
—trees, bears, and rocks. On account of their

peculiar virtues, they were distinguished as

'genuine oky,' and the Hurons were willing to pay
the Algonquins exorbitant prices for infinitesimal

fragments of onniont.' This last case is especially

instructive as illustrating the complexity of the

psychological processes that must often be assumed
to account for the use of a given charm. As the
Hurons are said to have obtained all their onniont
from the Algonquins, their use of it is not directly

due to mystic experiences, but to the processes

underlying imitation and borrowing. That the

Algonquins themselves did not venerate the

onniont, because they were supposed to be derived

from the serjjent, is quite clear in the light of

modem research into the relation of myth and
observance. It is fairly probable that the ultimate
reason for the use of onniont as charms by the
Algonquins is identical with that which luonipted

1 Murdoch, ' The Point Barrow Esliimo,' in a RBEW [1S92),

pp. 43.5-141.

2 Jones, -Tlic Algonkin Manitou,' in JAFL, in05, pp. 183-190.
y Jesuit Rdafio7is and Allied Documents (Cincinnati, 1896-

1901), xxxiii. 215.
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the Hurons to look upon certain linUs as uky.

Nevertlitless we must not shut our eyes to the
jiossibilit V of another origin. I'reiloininant as was
the concept of iimnilou ainonf,' the AI;;oni|uins, the

less mystical notions described in connexion with
the Eskimos are not hicking. Lo Jeune tells of

the Montagnais wearing at the bottom of their

garments ornaments of bears' claws in order to

preclude injury from bears, and to be enabled to

kill these animals with greater ease.' The un-
conscious reasoning processes connected with the
belief in sympathetic and imitative magic must
thus be kept in mind as possible alternatives in

the explanation of the application of charms where
det^iltd information is lacking.

The mystic thrill characteristic of a manitou
experience is often actively .sought by means of

fiists intended to induce visions, and many annilets,

whatever may have been their ultimate origin, are

believed to be the direct outcome of the super-

natural communications thus received. Thus, if

the being which appears to the dreamer is an
animal, the skin of the animal may henceforward
be carried about as a bringer of good luck ; or the
visitant may give specific instructions as to the

use of certain objects as charms. The fore-

going considerations will facilitate some insight

into the psychology of many Indian charms,
though undoubtedly much must still remain ob-

scure.

To resume our geographical survey : the Algon-
(juin Montagnais, according to LeJeune's ifcte^ioH,

had a number of amulets of rather problematic
function. A shaman gave a woman a pattern of a
little sack cut in the fomi of a leg, which she used
to make one of leather filled with beaver hair. It

was called ' the leg of the manitou,' and was hung
in the cabin for a long time. Afterwards it passed

into the hands of a younj, man, who wore it sus-

pended from his neck. In the same tribe the

slayer of a Ijear received the 'heart-bone' of the
animal, which he carried about his neck in a little

embroidered purse.- The Hurons, besides tlic

eh.arms already mentioned in connexion with the

manitou concept, had charms comiKKscd of bear
claws, wolf teeth, eagle talons, stones, and dry
sinews, all of which \x ere thrown by dancers at one
another. The jjcrson falling under the charm was
supjiosed to be wounded, and blood poured out
of his mouth and nostrils.^ The Iroi[Uois, accord-

ing to oral communications of Alanson Skinner,
still carry about tlieii' persons miniature canoes as

a safeguard against drowning ; and this amulet is

u.sed especially by i)eople who have had dreams of

drowning. Small clubs were similarly used as

war-charms. Small wooden masks ('false faces')

are carried about by both sexes, but jiarticularly

by pregnant women ; small husk-rnasks are carried

about for good luck. "Witches and sorcerers often

had dolls carved of wood and antler, and sometimes
had roots covered with tiny carved faces, which
were supjiosed to imi)arl the i)ower of changing at

will from human to animal form. Clay pipes with
such faces have been found on ancient Iroquois

sites, and may have served the .same use. I'eople

who have .seen the mythical dwarf stone-rollers

carve tiny images of these peoj)le and keep them
as charms. A peculiar love-charm occurring

among the western Cree was described to the

present writer while he was passing through the

territory of this tribe. The lover makes a small
etligy both of himself and of the woman he loves,

and wra])s them u|i together with .some medicinal
roots. After a few days the woman thus charmed
surrenders herself to the cliarmer.

In the south-east of the United Slates the over-

• lb. X. -io).

shadowing importance of incantation <lid not
eliminate the use of material charms. Among the
Yuchi a small whitish root is carried in a bag to

kec|i away sickness. To the nock of a child there
is attached an in.sect larva sewed tightly in a
buckskin covering, decorated on one side with
beadwork. The amulet symbolizes a turtle, of

which the hind legs and tail are represented by
little loops of beads. Its special function is to

bring sleep to the wearer, through the use and
representation of two creatures that spend much
of their life in a dormant condition. Children
were shielded from harm by some small white
bones wrapped up in buckskin and tied to their

necks or hannnocks, and such bones also prevented
children from crying in the night. Men wore
small objects obscurely related to the events in

their career, ' in the belief that the things would
prove eli'ectual in protecting and guiding them
in some way.' War parties of the Creek carried

with them bundles of magic herbs and charms.
One of the latter was sujiposed to consist of

jiarts of the horns of a mythical snake that was
captured and killed by the jieople after long-

continued sufl'ering from its attacks. These
horns were believed to impart immunity from
wounds.'

3. Plains Indians.—Among the warlike abori-

gines inhabiting the Plains, charms were naturally
often associated with martial pursuits. The
bufl'alo-hide shields regularly^ carried in battle

were supposed to owe their efficacy to the
medicine objects attached to them or to the designs
painted on their outside rather than to theii' natural
properties. The Dakota Sioux were particularly

fond of {protective shield designs representing
supernatural powers. In many of these cases

there was a mixture of two motives : on the one
hand, the design derived its supern.-itural power
solely from its revelation in a dream or vision, but
at tlie same time there was a symbolical represen-

tation of the power desired, which recalls the

phenomena of imitative magic. Thus, spitlers,

lizards, and turtles are frequently representeil on
war garments, because the^' are hard to kill, and
it was supposed that this jiroperty would be trans-

ferred to tiie wearer., In addition to the painted

design, a shield niig' liear a braid of sweetgrass

and a buckskin ba{, with charms. Before going
into battle, the Sioux burnt some of the sweet-
grass and chanted songs pertaining to the shield.

-

Among the Assiniboine, war charms were exceed-

ingly common. They were prepared by shamans
from ingredients supplied by the prosjiective

wearer, who was also informed in advance of

future happenings in battle. One man used the

dried and fleshed skin of a bluebird with jack-

rabbit ears sewed to its neck, the whole attached
to a piece of raw hide painted red. Another
warrior might employ a bird skin, a weasel skin,

a bonnet of weasel-skin, and a .square piece of

butlalo hide ; still another, a large knife with a
bi;ar-bone handle to which were tied little bells

and a feather." The Gros Ventre often carried

their sacred war iiaraphernalia in cylindrical raw-

hide ca.ses. One specimen was painted with designs

in colour representing the bnu.s dreamt of by
the original owner. The case contained a bag,

and in the bag there was a necklace witli ' medi-

cine ' roots. There were also skins worn at the

liack of the head to prevent injury, and a bone
whistle was blown for the same jmrpose. If the

Gros Ventre dreamt of a man liattiing successfully

1 Speck, Kthnotociu 0/ the i'ltchi Indianx (Philndelphi.t, 1909),

)). 13"; 'The Creek Indians ol Ta8ki{,'i Town, 111 Mem. Amer.
AlUhrop. Assoc, ii. pt. U, p. 118.

2 Wisslcr, ' Some Trotective Designs of the Dakota,' iu

Anthrui). I'apcrs <i/ A mer. Mus. 0/ Sat. Hint. 21-63.
I s Lowie, ' The Assiniboine,' iO. iv. !il-33, 63.
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while wearing the skin of some animal, the same
kinfl of skin was adojited by the dreamer. For a
corresponding reason an Assiniboiue once wore
a fool-dant'e costume before eiiterinL' a fight.'

Among the Aiapaho amnlets collected Ly Kroeber
there is a bracelet of badger-skin with a gopher
skin, an owl claw, some bells, feathers, seeds, and
skin fringes. The badger skin is believed to

increase the speed of the rider's horse ; the claw
helps to seize an enemy ; the motion of the feathers

drives away tlie enemy ; and the bells represent

the noise of the fight. A scaly turtle tail or tish

back mounted on stufl'ed buckskin was worn on
the head—the feathers for speed, the hard scales

to cause invulnerability." When an Hidatsa went
to war, he alwajs wore the strip off the back of a
wolf skin, with the tail hanging down the shoulders.

A slit was made in the skin, through which the
warrior put his head, so that the wolf's head hung
down upon his breast. The head, claws, stuU'ed

skin, or some other representative of his medicine
was carried about tne person as a protective
charm.'
While war-charms are thus seen to have been

extremely important among the Plains Indians,
daily life was also attended with the use of

numerous charms. The wide dillusion of navel
amulets bears testimony to this fact. Among the
Arapaho, the navel-strings of girls are preserved
and sewed into small pouches stuffed with grass.

These are usually diamond-shaped and embellished
with beadwork, and the girl keeps this amulet on
her belt until it is worn out. The Sioux often make
navel charms in the form of turtles, the turtle
being supposed to preside over the diseases peculiar
to women. Similar charms occur among the
Assiniboiue.* An elderly Arapaho woman kept
a number of pebbles tied up in a bag. Some of

them were pointed, others relatively round, the
former representing the canine teeth, and the latter
the molars. ' The stones, being loose, represent
the possessor's wish to reach that period of

life.' Three other stones were kept on account
of their resemblance to a turtle, a bird, and a
skunk, respectively. The turtle stone was said to
have been procured from inside a horse's bodj', and
was placed on the abdomen as a cure for diarrhoea.
The skunk stone was held in the hand by sick
people whOe sleeping ; similarly the bird amulet
was placed at the head of the sick. Two curious
natural stones were painted red and treasured by
the owner in a bag of incense. At the sun-dance,
they were exposed and deposited near incense.
They were called ' centipedes.' Much of the
belief in amulets among the Arapaho seems to
centre in sympathetic and imitative magic. Beans
of different colours are used to produce colts of
certain colours ; a smooth and slippery shell aids
in delivery ;

' beads in the shape of a spider web
render the wearer, like the web, impervious to
missiles, and at the same time ensure the trapping
of the enemy, as insects in a web.'^ The symbol-
ism so characteristic of Plains tribes is illustrated
by a curious charm worn among the Caddo in the
southern part of the Prairie area. It consisted of
the polislied tip of a builalo horn, surrounded by a
circle of downy red feathers within another circle
of badger and owl claws. The o\vner regarded the
charm as the source of his prophetic inspiration.
The buffalo horn was 'God's heart,' the red

1 Kroeber, 'Ethnology of the Oros Ventre,' ib. i. 192-196.
8 Kroeher, ' The Arapaho,' in Bull. Amer. 3!u3. of Kat. Hist.

xviii. 423, 420, 440.
8 J. O. Dorsey, 'A Study of Siouan Cults,' in 11 RBEW [1S94],

p. 616.
• Kroeber, ' The Arapaho,' pp. 54-58 ; Wissler, ' Decorative

Art of the Sioux Indians,' in Bull. Amer. Slus. of Hat. Hist.
xviii. 241 f. ; Lowie, loc. cit. p. 25.

5 Kroeber, 'The Arapaho," pp. 441-443, 452 f.

feathers contained his own heart, and the circle

of claws symbolized the world.'

As perhaps the most typical of hunting charms
in this area may be mentioned the Blackfoot
iniskim, or buffalo rocks. These were usually

small ammonites, or sections of baculites, or some-
times oddly shaped flint nodules. They w ere found
on the prairie, and the person who secured one
was considered very fortunate. Sometimes a man
riding along heard a strange chu-p, which made
known to him the presence of a butialo rock.

Searching for it on the ground, he would try to

discover it. If he failed, he would mark the i)lace

and return the next day to resume his quest.

The tribal hunt of the buffalo had for its object
the driving of the game into an enclosure. On
the evening of the day preceding a drive into the
corral, a medicine-man possessing an iniskim un-
rolled his pipe and prayed to the Sun for success.

The origin of these charms is traced to a mytho-
logical period of starvation when a woman en-

coun tered a singing buffalo rock, which instructed

her to take it home and teach the people its song.

As a result of her compliance with these instruc-

tions, a great herd of buffalo came, and the
Indians were saved. ^ Several years ago an old

Blaekfoot of Gleichen, Alberta, unwrapped a
bundle for the present \\Titer, disclosing some
small stones which he described as in iskim. When-
ever he was in need of food in the olden days, he
explained, he used his iniskim, and in consequence
never went hungrj'.

4. Mackenzie and Plateau Areas ; California.

—

Among the Northern Athapascans of the Mackenzie
River basin the simplicity of ceremonial life throws
into relief the customs attached to everyday pur-

suits, such as hunting and fishing. The Dogribs
caiTy bunches of antler points while hunting game,
because they believe this will aid the wearer in

luring deer or moose within range of his rifle, and
the same power is ascribed to a piece of birch or a
deer's scapula.' The Chippewayan women cut oft'

a small piece of the newborn child's navel-string

and hang it about their necks, presumably for a
charm.'' Fishing nets always had fastened to

them a number of buds' bills and feet, while at

the four corners the Chippewayan tied some otter

and jackfish toes and jaws. Unless these objects

were attached, it was deemed useless to put the
net into the water, as it would not catch a single

fish. In angling, similar superstitions were ob-
served. The bait used consisted of a combination
of charms enclosed ^\'itliin a bit of fish-skin. The
objects included fragments of beaver tails and fat,

otter vents and teeth, musk-rat guts and tails, loon
vents, human hair, etc. The head of every family,

as well as other persons, always carried a bundle
of these articles, as it was considered absurd to

attempt to angle without their aid.'

The Thompson, Lillooet, and Shuswap Indians
may be taken as representatives of the culture of

interior British Cohimbia. The head of a fool-hen

was used by the Thompson Indian as a hunting
charm. After praying to it for help, he tossed it

up, and took the direction of its beak to indicate
that of the game. A second trial of the same
kind, if conlirmatory of the first, was considered a
sure sign of tlie locality to be visited. That night
the charm was placed under the hunter's jiillow,

with the head pointing in the proper direction.

1 iMooney, 'The Ghost-Dance Religion,' in ii iiBJfflF [1896],

p. 904 f.

2 Grinnell, Bladifool Lodge Tak^ (New York, 1903), pp. 126,

120, 229.
i> Russell, Explorations in the Far North (Iowa, 1S9S),

p. ISSf.
4 Mackenzie, Vvya-jes/rom Montreal through the Continent oj

North America (New York, 1902), i. p. clxxix.
6 Uearne, A Journey from Pnnce of Wales's Fort in Hud-

son's Bay to the Northern Ocean (London, 1795), pp. S2S-330.
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The tail of a snake was worn by grizzly bear
hunters •<> ward oil' danger while hunting their

game. It was fastened to the belt, to the string
of the short pouch or powder-honi, or to the bow
or gun itself. If a <leer bad been wounded, but
not severely enough to be readily overtaken, the
skin of a mouse was laid on tlie tracks. A deer
thus charmed could not travel far, but soon
perished. I5y chewing deer-sinew, a hunter could
cause the sinews of a wounded deer to contract
so that it could be easily overtaken. Gamblers'
wives suspended an elongated stone above their
liusbauds' pillows. To put an end to bad luck, a
woman turned it rajjidly round, thereby causing a
reversal of luck. To .secure luck at gambling, she
might also drive a peg into the ground near their

pillows, or sit on a fresh fir- bench during the
game. Tliese Indians made a rather obscure dis-

tinction between ' male ' and ' female ' plants.

For a love-charm, the male and female of some
plant were tied together with a hair from the head
of the parties concerned, and buried in a little

hole. Another charm for a similar purpose also

consisted of the male and female of a plant, but
these were mashed line and mixed with red ochre.

The charmer repaired to running water at sunset
or daybreak, painted a minute spot on each cheek
with the mi.xture, prayed to the plant for success,

and finally sewed the charm up in a buckskin bag
worn on the person. This charm was employed
by both sexes. If not properly prepared, it might
cause insanity in either the charmer or the charmed
individual. Some men used the heart of a fool-

hen to attract women. The love-charms of the
Lillooet were quite similar to those just described.

The Shuswap frequently obtained plants from the
Thompson and OkanagCii Indians, especially one
plant with a strong odour and emitting a kinil of

steam. It was worn on the person as a necklace
during the day, and pl.accd under the pillow at

night. Before sleep, the charmer nnist think of

the woman coveted and pr.-iy that slie might love

him as a result of the plant's power. The same
plant was used to scent a present to the woman
loved ; and if a man carried it about while walking
against the wind, the women were forced to follow

him. The Shuswap rubbed another plant on the

brow or the soles of the feet to ensure luck in

hunting, and wore snakes' tails to prevent head-
aches. A child's amulet in use among the Thomp-
son Indians consisted of the piece of the infant's

navel-string outside the ligature, which was sewed
up in a piece of embroidere<i buckskin. This was
tied to a buckskin band round the head of the
cradle, and was decorated with numerous append-
ages. If the piece of navel-string was not found,
or was lost, the child became foolish, or was
likely to be lost during a journey or hunting trip.

liranches of wild currant in the bottom of the
cradle tended to quiet a child, while the dried tail

or lower part of a silver salmon's backlxme pre-

vented freciuent micturition.'

The Plateau region south of the Salish trilies

just discus.sed was occupied by the Nez I'erci and
Shoshonean tribes. The Nez I'erci frequently
made use of charms, whi(di generally consisted of

small stones of odd shape or colour. Stones with
holes were deemed especially powerful in bringing
good luck, and a boy who found a curious stone
might carry it on bis person for life. Uarely tliese

stones were carved or artificially modilied. Hear
claws and wolf teeth were worn about the neck
as charms. An old Indian was found to wear
a gyjisum spear-head suspended about his neck.
Shamans sometimes carved their stone amulets, one

' Teit, "Die Thompson Indians of British Columbia,' in Jesvp
North Pacific Kxpniition, i. 304, 808, 371-372, "The Lillooet

Incliuns,' anfl ' The Shuswap," ib. il. 201, 019.

of which, reproduced Ijy Spindon, seems to repre-
sent an animal's head.' The Shoshone powdered
spruce needles, crammed them into a buckskin
bag, and hung the bag round a baby's neck as a
preventive of illness. Adults u.se white wea-sel

skins, buH'alo Ikuiis and nuines, or the foot of a
white weasel for the same purpo.se. A very old
woman was found to keep two small fragments of
obsidian as eye medicine, though occasionally she
used to scratch her arms with them. Some men
have a charm enclosed in a little piece of cloth and
tied to the middle of either the front or the back
of a beaded necklace. In a myth. Coyote over-
comes a ]iursuing rock by e.Ktencling his arm with
a beaded charm on it. Love-cbarms are popular.
One informant wore a weasel foot in his bat in

order to ' catch a squaw.' For the same end,
sliavings of wood or Ijark are rubbed on the neck,
tied up in a bag, or attached to a belt. Similarly,
spruce needles are chewed and rubbed on the
charmer's head. A certain root is tied to a little

stone and thrown at the woman coveted. Several
nights elapse, and then the woman comes to visit her
lover. This charm has been repeatedly used with
success, and has been sold for a dollar and a half.

The Wind River Shoshone believe that the tail-

feathers of a flicker ward off disease, and that the
male of a kind of sage-hen imparts the gifts of a
shaman. Weasel skins and feathers served as a
protection against missiles. Many roots and other
objects were cherished as amulets because they
had been revealed to the owner in a vision or
dream. '-

Among the Hupa of California we again meet
with the custom of placing parts of the umbilical
cord in a buckskin bag round a baby's neck, where
it is kept for years. A small dentalium .shell is

also tied to the infant's ankle, but must be removed
as soon as the mother resumes her customarj' matri-
monial relations. The Maidu in the central part
of the State employed various charms for hunting
and gambling. Stones found inside a deer were the
favourite charms of deer-hunters, who wore them
suspended from the neck. Perforated gambling-
charms of approximately diamond-shaped surface
were similarly suspended, but were stuck in the
ground before their owner during a game. Any
strangely shaped or coloured object found was
picked up and tested as to its powers. Subsequent
good luck of any kind was ascribed to its magic
potency, and the owner treasured it for the speciiic

use indicated by his experiences. Shamans used
(diamis which they gently rublied on the seat of

pain after the extraction of the pathogenic agent,
these charms usually consisting of obsidian knives
hung from the neck. The frame of mind that
leads to the ado|)tion of certain objects as amulets
is well illustrated by the attitude of the Shasta
Indians. When a member of the tribe found a
type of stone jiipe diflercnt from that now used,

the unfamiliar form was considered as mysterious,
and magic func^tions were a.scrii)ed to the find.'

5. North-west Coast.—The Tblinket and Ilaida

may be taken as the principal representatives of

old North Pacilic Coast culture. Typical of primi-

tive hunting-charms was a medicine used by the
Tlilinket of Alaska to ensure the capture 01 sea-

otters. The prospective hunter was obliged to

abstain from intercourse with his wife for an entire

nu)nth, and was careful not to let any one else

touch his chamber-pot. At the expiry of this

' Spinden, 'The Nez Perc6 Indians,* in ^fcm. Amer. A-nthrvp.
.I..-.SY.,;. ii. pt. 3, p. 200.

- Ixiwie, 'The Northern Shoshone,' in Anthrop. Papers of
Amer. Hflis. of Nat. Iluit. ii. pt. 2, pp. 224, 225, 229 1., 203.

- C!odd!»rd, Life and Culture of the llupa (Berliclcy, 1903),

pp. .11, ,'.2; Dixon, 'Tlie iNortheni Maidu (BuH. Amer. Mvt. of
Nut. Hist. ivii. pt. 3), pp. 139, 200, 207, and 'The Shasta' (.ib.

pt. 5), p. 392.
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period he killed an eagle, detached the foot, and
tied to it a flower called ' grahbing niedicinc.'

Next he made a model canoe with a figure of him-
self in the act of aiming at a sea-otter. Tlie eagle's

talon was made to clasp the seat in order to ensure

good aiming. When approaching the sea-otter,

the hunter blew some of his urine towards it, this

being intended to confuse the animal and cause it

to s^viin in his direction. If a man had infringed

the nuptial tabu, his arm would shake and he
would miss liis quarry. In the case just cited the

significance of the medicine employed is obscured

by the number of regulations connected with its

successful use. Of these, the application of imita-

tive magic in the construction of tlie canoe is of

special interest. In another Thlinket hunting-

cnami, sympathetic magic plays the dominant part.

In order to shoot a doe the hunter removed hairs

from the pubic region of a doe already slain, fas-

tened them to the ' grabbing medicine,' and attached
both to the l)arrel of his gun. Waving this as he
approached his game, he would succeed in enticing

the animal towards him. Corresponding notions

enter into the practices incident to avenging the
murder of a friend : the person seeking revenge
wrapped up a bundle of a certain plant witli an
effigy of his enemy, thus securing his destruc-

tion.'

The Haida lover fasted, sought a certain kind of

medicine, rubbed it upon his palms, and then put
it upon the person or the clothing of the woman
desired in marriage. Complete sets of observances
were connected with this love-charm, of which the

following is typical. The lover fasted from two to

five days, then went to a salmon-creek, removed
his clothes, and looked for spruce cones. If he
found two old cones lying near each other and half

sticking in the ground, he seized one with each
hand, pronouncetl his own name as well as the
woman's, and declared whether he merely loved
her or wisheil to marry her. This statement was
repeated four times in an increasingly loud tone of

voice. Then the man went into the creek until

the water was on a level with his heart, put both
cones as far upstream as he could, let them float

towards him, again seized one in each hand, and
repeated aloud what he wanted. After three re-

petitions of this act, he took the cones into the
woods, made a pillow, laid one on each end of it,

and covered them with leaves of the salal-berry

bush, mentioning his wish foirr times more. Then
he went home, broke his fast, and waited for the
woman's message of love. A curious cliarm for

acquiring riches had to be obtained by theft in

order to act efficaciously. It consisted of a sheet-

copper Hgure, which was guarded with great
secrecy. To make it work, the owner stuft'ed the
space between the front and back plates of the
charm with stolen clippings from articles of value.

Thus crammed, it was hidden in the box contain-

ing the owner's blankets and clothing. Whether
it was ever directly addressed in prayer seems to

be subject to doubt.^
6. South-west.—Among the Apaches numerous

varieties of charms were in vogue. Captain John
G. Bovrrke was impressed with the very general
occurrence of little Ijuckskin bags, usually attached
to the belts of the warriors and guarded ^vith great
care by their wearers. Inspection of the bags dis-

closed a quantity of yellow powder, the hoddcntin,
or pollen of the tule (a variety of the cat-tail rush),

for which some pulverized galena was sometimes
substituted. The use of these substances in con-
nexion with war amulets is but a special instance
of their ceremonial employment by the Apaches.

1 Swanton, 'The Tlingit Indians,' in S6 RBEW{,W0»), p. 447!.
" Swanton, ' Contrihutiong to the Ethnology of the Hairla,' in

Jesup North Pacific Expedition^ v. pt. 1, p.45f.

Both .ser\ed as a face-paint and as offerings to the

cosmic forces, and each phase of everyday life was
accompanied by a sprinkling of hoditnitin. The
fir.st act of an Apache on rising was to blow a pinch

of the pollen to the dawn. A bag of huddentin
was secured to every baby's neck or cradle ; at the

girls' puberty ceremonies the powder was thrown
to the sun and strewn about the novices ;

patients

were sprinkled with the pollen in cases of serious

illness ; and the dead bodies were subjected to

similar treatment. When starting on a hunt,

when commencing the planting of corn, or when
seeking to propitiate animals viewed with religious

veneration, the Apaches uniformly made their

ofi'erings of hoddentin. Galena, while reserved for

occasions of special solemnity, was used in essenti-

ally similar circumstances. The ceremonial sig-

nificance of both substances accounts for the fact

that no Apache warrior would go on the war-path
without his buckskin bag of hoddentin or galena.^

A still more distinctly talismanic character was,

however, ascribed to the izze-Moth, or sacred cords.

These were simply cords decorated with beads and
shells, bits of sacred malachite, wood, claws, hod-

dentin bags, or splinters of lightning-riven wood.
Only the shamans of highest standing could make
them, and on occasions of extraordinary moment
the medicine-man wore them hanging from tlie

right shoulder over the left hip. ' These cords will

protect a man while on the warpath, and many of

the Apache believe firmly that a bullet will have
no efi'ect upon the warrior wearing one of them.'

This did not by any means, however, exhaust the
value of the izzc-kloth, for their owner was enabled

to cure the sick, to help along the crops, and to

determine the thief of his own or his friends'

property." These additional virtues connect the
cords with sacred objects of quite different con-

struction. Thus, tlie wearer of a buckskin medi-
cine-hat could tell who had stolen ponies, foretold

the future, and was able to aid in the cure of the

sick. A flat piece of lath decorated with drawings
of a human figm'e and snake-beads was believed to

indicate the right direction to travel, to bring rain

in case of drought, and to show where stolen ponies

had been taken.
The Navahos, nearest of kin to the Apaches in

point of habitat and linguistic aflfiliation, and, like

them, intermediary between the Pueblo and Prairie

cultures, also make use of an abundance of charms.

Indeed, even their deities are thought to possess

charms, and the very sacredness of their character

is often derived from the possession of such articles.

If a man escapes from danger unscathed, the

natural conchision is that his charm must be
strong. The mythological sons of the Sun, before

setting out on the perilous journey to their father,

secure for their talisman feathers plucked from a
live bird. Such feathers are supposed to preserve

life, and are used in all the rites. Hastseyalti, the

most important deity impersonated in tbe tribal

Chant ceremony, is represented with his healing

talisman — four wUlow sticks attached to one
another so that they may be readily spread into a
quadrangle and folded up again. In the ceremony
the actor approaches the patient, opens his talis-

man to its quadrangular form, and places it four

times around the sull'erer's body. The veneration

for pollen so marked among the Apaches is equally

characteristic of the Navahos. Pollen, both of the

cat-tail and of other plants, is considered emblem-
atic of peace, prosperity, and happiness, and is

believed to secure these blessings. It is generally

kept in buckskin bags, carried alike by priests

and laymen. A stone fetish of a horse is at

1 Bourke, "The Medicine-Men of the Apache,' in 9 RBBW
[1892], pp. 600-607, 64S.

2 lb. pp. 660-663.
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times fed with pollen to ensure good luck to thu

herds.'

The ditlioulty of classifying religious plienoniena

by the aid of current concepts becomes obvious in

a consideration of the Pueblo area. According to

Zuiii mythologj', the twin sons of the Sun, after

leading mankind from their infernal abodes to the

world now occupied by them, once more took pity

on men, and, in order to stay an undue multiplica-

tion of their natural enemies, transformiHl animals
of prey into stones. Natural concretions or

strangely eroded rocks resembling animals are

looked upon, in liarmony with these mythological
beliefs, as representatives of the undying .spirits of

the prey-animals. The success of beasts of prey is

ascribed to a magical force by which they cast a
spell upon their (juarry. Their power is preserved

in the petrifactions, which are, therefore, vener-

ated as ' fetishes.' Guarded by special oflicers

when not in use, the fetishes are assembled,

sprinkled with prayer-meal, and supplicated by
members of certain societies at a New Year's

festival, while corresponding solemnities precede

the great tribal hunts. The use of fetishes in the

chase is deemed indispensable to success ; only by
their supernatural efficacy is man believed capable

of overcoming the otherwise unconquerable larger

game. Few hunters, accordingly, set out without
a fetish, which is carried in alittle buckskin bag sus-

pended over the left breast. In the course of his

journey, various ceremonies must be observed by the

hunter. The fetish is taken out and addressed

in prayer, and is ultimately restored to its keepei-.

Complicated as the usages referred to appear
when compared with those ordinarily attached

to amulets, it seems artili'ial to separate them
psychologically from ordinary charms. Such
charms are, indeed, i)y no means lacking among
the Zuni. A person Hnding a concretion suggest-

ing the prey-gods will regard it as his special
' medicine,' and will almost always prefer it to the

other fetishes. A find recalling an organ of the

human body is highly prized as the phallus of some
ancient being, and becomes a charm in matters

sexual : the young man will use it as a love-

charm, the young woman to ensure male odspring.

Another object may be interpreted as the relic of

a god's tooth or weapon, aiul is entrusted to the

custody of the warrior order. A little of it rubh(;d

on a stone and mixed with much water is considered

a powerful protection in battle, and is accordingly

used by the warrior as an unguent before entering

battle. A somewhat intermediate position seems
to be held by the so-called war-fetishes. Kuughly
resembling the hunting fetishes, not only in appear-

ance but in the rites attacheil to their employ-
ment, they are akin to amulets in being constantly

carried about by the owners. An arrow point

placed on the back of these fetishes seems to have
a purely protective character ; it is emblematic of

the Knife of War, and is believed to shield the

wearer from the enemy from behind or from unex-
pected quarters. The root idea in all these fetishes

is apparently nothing but that of the Algonquin
manitou. Objects of extraordinarj- appearance

—

petrifactions, in the ca,se at hand—impose on the

beholder a condition of emotional exaltation which
leads to their lieing regarded as .sacred. Experi-

ences of this sort are assimilated with the pre-

existing mythological conceptions ; the existence

of the petrifactions is interpreted in the light of

the transformer cjcle. Fiiiaili', the systematizing
tendency of priestly sjieculation sets in, unifying
relevant beliefs into the dogma that all fetishes

are traceable to the same origin. ' It is sujiposcd

1 Matthews, 'Navaho Lei^enda,' Mem. Amer. Folk-Lore So-

citly, V. [IS971 inn, 192, 241), 2fi0, 'The Night Chant, a Navalio
Ceremony,' in Hem. Amer. ilxis. of Sal. Uigt. vi. 10, 68, C9, 11-34.

by the priests of Zufii that not only these, but all

true fetishes, arc cither actual petrifactions of the
animals they represent, or were such originally.'

Parallel with the development of these theoretical

views goes the association of the amulets with
established ceremonial ob.servances. The rites con-

nected with the use of a fetish by the Zuni warrior
or hunter are only the rellexiou of the ccri-monial-

ism characteristic of Zuni life; the felii-.hes are
merely amulets saturated with the culture of a
Pueblo people.'

7. Mexico.—The complexity of religious life in

ancient Mexico tends to eclipse the importance of

amulets, yet their signilicance in the everyday life

of these people is established bej'ond doubt. Thus,
the Mexicans believed that neitiier an enceinte

woman nor her husband might walk about at
night ; in the former case, the child would cry in-

cessantly, in the latter it would be smitten with
heart disease. To guard against these disasters,

the prospective mother took care to carry with her
some small pebbles, some ashes from her lireplace,

or a little native incense, while the father used
small stones or tobacco. Ashes seem to have been
carried especially in order to prevent the sight of

ghosts. (Jreat value was attached to parts of the
body of a woman who had died in childbed.

Soldiers cut off the woman's hair and the middle
linger of her left hand, and carried them on the
inside of their shields to the Held of battle. They
believed that such charms would render their

owners intrepid, and would ensure the capture of

enemies. Blanket vendors used .as a charm the
hand of a female monkey, being convinced that,

thus armed, they would readily dispose of their

wares on market days. Hucksters who had failed

to sell their commodities put two kinds of spices

with them on returning home at night, declaring
that 'after eating of the spices' the wares would
allow themselves to be sold more readily than
before.- The magicians of Simaloa carefully

guarded some translucent stones in a little leather
pouch.* Among the modern Aztecs some super-
stitious practices have survived to the present day.
Mothers hang little pouches with clmptipotl, or
bitumen, about their children's necks to guard
them against disease and injury ; sometimes the
bags may be worn in pairs at the wrists. The
ihiijioputl is purchased of Indian dealers in medi-
cinal herbs.'' See, fiuther, ' Mexican and Mayan'
section of this article.

8. South America. — Our knowledge of South
American ethnography docs not j'et permit a
systematic discussion of the charms emplo3'ed
within this immense territory. All that can be
attempted is to cull a few characteristic examples
from some of the areas hitherto studied.

In the West Indies—ethnologically a part of

South America—warriors going into battle at-

tached to their foreheads finely carved objects of

stone, shell, or bone perforated tor suspension from
the person, and stone amulets are particularly

common in archajological collections. Many of

them are representations of the human form, others

are efligies of aninutls, while some show partly

human, partly theromorphic traits. The amulets
of human form may be subdiviiled into two prin-

(dpal types—one characterized by the elevation of

the arms and h.ands to, or above, the level of the

ears ; the other distinguished by the mummy-like
juxtapositi<m of the legs. \\ hether the golden
breast ornaments reported to have been worn by

1 Cushinff, 'Zuni Fetiches,' in tRBF.W [ISS.'il, .•>p 9-4.5.

2 Sah:ij,'Tin, Bist. g^n. dcs choses de la yoitvelU-Espagne
(Paris, ISSU), pp. 310-3:3, 434.

^ Gerste, Sotes sur la midecini ei la hotaniqru de4 anciens
Mczicains (Rome, 1909), p. 3S.

4 Starr, 'Nott-s upon the Ethnography of Southern Mexico*
(Proa. Darenport Academy 0/ Natural Seiej\et, 1900), p. ID.
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chiefs conitiincd the function of amulets >vith that
of insignia of autliority it is impossible to deter-
mine at the present day. Stones extracted by a
shaman from the body of his patient as pathogenic
intruders were highly prized and carefully stowed
away in little baskets ; they were deemed especi-

ally valuable in helping women in labour. It is

possible that, besides the frontal war amulets,
larger figures were likewise attached to the top
of the head.'
The burial grounds of Las Guacas on the Pacific

coast of Costa Rica liave yielded an unusually
large number of amulets. RIost of these are celt-

shaped, some being plain celts \vith one or, more
rarely, two perforations, while others represent
human and bird forms. In the anthropomorphic
amulets the head is sho^vn enface, the eyes being
usxially indicated by means of two circular drilled

pits, which are often united by a transverse groove.
The upper arms are parallel with the body, while
the forearms are horizontal, the hands either meet-
ing on the abdomen or being placed one a little

above the other. Usually only the upper half of

the body is sculptured, liut a few of the charms
show the entire figure. The ornithomorphic amu-
lets represent exclusively parrots and (less fre-

quently) owls. According to Hartman, the crests

and ear-tufts of the bird are generally emphasized
by the artist, but in many cases the conventional-
ism is such that the bird-like features wholly
disappear. Amulets perforated for suspension in

a horizontal position include alligator and fish

forms.

-

Of the ornaments worn by the Peruvians, the
necklace consisting of puma teeth, human teeth,

bones of monkeys, and birds' beaks may have
served as .an amulet.' In southern Peru and Bolivia

a class of Indians, presumably connected with the
Callahuayas to be mentioned below, gather and
hawk objects of medicinal and talismanic virtue.

The tapir's claws served to prevent sickness, while
the teeth of poisonous snakes, carefully fixed in

leaves and stuck into the tubes of rushes, are re-

garded as specifics against headache and blindness.''

The greatest interest attaches to the canopas used
by the ancient Chimu of Peru. They ditt'ered from
the communal hiiaca in being the property of a
single family or of an individual. In the tormer
case they descended fi'om father to son, in the
latter they were buried with their owners. An
Indian finding any stone of extraordinary shape or
colour inmiediately sought the advice of a shaman.
If the latter declared the object to be a eanopa, it

was at once treated with superstitious regard.
Some canopas consisted of bezoar stone (quicu),

others were little crystals {Incas). There were
special canopas of maize and potatoes, and some,
in the shape of llamas, served to increase the herds
of their owners.'
The Araucanians of Chile wear large breast orna-

ments and hea\'y chains of disks with pendants
consistin" of little crosses and human figures,

which reflect both Christian and pagan influences."

The Bakairi dwelling on the banks of the Kuli-
sehu and Rio Batovy in Central Brazil are very
fond of necklaces of shell-disks and beads. These
are worn especially by children and by pregnant
women, from which fact their talismanic cliaracter

has been inferred. Tlie chiefs of the Paressi, who
inhabit the region north-west of Cnyaba, suspended

1 Fewkes, ' The Aborifrines of Porto Rico and Neighboring
Islands,' in t5 RBEW [l'm'7\, pp. 13S-148, 192f., 196.

- Hartman, Archfeot. Researches on the Pacific Coast of Costa
Rica (Pittsburg, 1907), pp. 60-8t.

3 Wiener, P&rou et Dotime (Paris, 1S80), p. 066.
• Von Tschud;, Travels in Peru (New York, ia.'i4), p. 280.
« Squier, Peru (New York, 1877), p. 189.
6 Burger, Acht Lehr- und Wanderjahre in Chile (I.,eipzig,

1909). p. 81.
^

about their necks jasper-like polished stones, in the
shape of a Maltese cross, which may possibly have
been worn as amulets. The Bororo wear breast-

ornaments of large jaguar teeth and of small
monkey teeth. These ornpments are supposed to

increase the strength and skill of the wearer. The
teeth and lower jaws of enemies are similarly worn,
and the hair of a deceased person is spun and
corded, and is then used as an amulet.'
The Abipones suspended from their neck or arm

tlie tooth of a 'crocodile,' believing that it would
prevent them from being bitten by serpents. Little

stones found in the stomach of tlie same animal
were pulverized and drunk to alleviate kidney
trouble. This superstition is mentioned in this

place because it shows a use of stones somewhat
different from that of genuine charm-stones, such
as have been noted in N. America."

In the Argentine Republic there has been found
a lanceolate stone-amulet with a central rect-

angular cross enclosing a plain cross of two mutu-
ally perpendicular lines. It was intended to be
worn about the neck, but Quiroga supposes that
it was believed to bring rain.^ The Indians of the

Argentine plateaux attach to their fingers, and
especially to their little fingers, a string twisted
towards the left. This, it is believed, will pre\'ent

adversity and disease during the following year.

Some individuals tie similar strings to their arras

and legs. Arch;eological investigation of this

region has unearthed numerous pendeloques, some
of which probably served as charms. One of the

smaller finds of this class represents a bird, another
consists of the fruit of Martynia angtilata, with a
woollen string by which it was attached to a gar-

ment or necklace. Some of the charms are of

stone, others of copper, and there has been figured

a single pendeloqne of silver. In the Diagita por-

tion of the territory, triangular and animal-shaped
charms have often been discovered. The half-castes

now occupying the country still make use of small
figures of sculptured white stone representing
domestic animals. The carvings {illa-s) serve as

talismans to protect the herds of cattle or llamas
against every kind of danger and to ensure their

multiplication. Another sort of ilia frequently
found consists of <a hand enclosing a baton-shaped
object ; the interior of the hand is sometimes
decorated with a circle symbolizing money, and
the charm as a whole is believed to bring wealth to

its possessor. All these charms are obtained from
itinerant Ayniara medicine-men called callahua-

yas, who reside in the villages of Charazani and
Curva, in the Province of Muiiecas, Bolina.''

In the Bandelier collection of the American
Museum of Natural History, there are a number
of callah uaya charms deserving some brief descrip-

tion. A dirty rag containing a piece of alabaster,

a bit of llama tallow, and bits of a plant (uira koua)
is used for finding treasures, and a piece of alabaster

with some yellow vegetable substance, very small

black seeds, a red and black berrj', bits of mica
and gold leaf, serves the same purpose. To keep
wealth already secured, the callahuayas peddle
alaliaster carved to represent a hand holding a
circular object, bits of gold leaf and mica, and
very small black seeds. A charm intended to

unite those engaged to be married and to render
them wealthy, consists of a piece of alab-aster carved
into two hands, bits of thin gold, silver, and mica,
and very small black seeds.

1 Von den Steinen, Unter den Naturv6Ikern Zentral-Brasil-
iens (Rerlin, 1S94), pp. 182-184, 426, 479.

2 Dobrizhoffer, An Account of the Abipones (London, 1822),

i. 258.
3 Quiroga, La Cntz en America (Buenos .\yres. 1901), p. 195.
4 Boman, Antiq. de. larf'.frion andinede la Ri'puhliqiu Artient.

el du disert d'Alacama (Paris, 1908), pp. I.SI-ISS, 373, 513,"621-

630, 666, 749,
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Rfsumf.—A few words will s\i(li<'e to sum np the

essential traits of North ami South American
clianus. While in a consiilerablo number of cases

the reasons for assigniiii; special jiotency to a {jiven

object are far from clear, two main |)rinciples have
operate<l in a majority of the cases cited, and seem
sullicient to account for tlie phenomena not yet
delinitely known to fall under the same lioad. (1)

We have f(mnd the iirinci])le of symbolic magic,
which is particularlj' prominent among the Kskimos.

(2) We have liad to n^^kon witli the manitou prin-

ciple—the fact tliat objects wliich happen to pro-

duce on the beholder a curious psychological eHcct

are credited with supernatural power. Naturally
objects revealed during a conscious efibrt to secnire

some power belong to the same category. So far

as the American field is concerned, the theory,

recently broached, that amulets and chnrms are

degenerate fetishes— fetishes that retain their

supposedly magical power but are no longer the

objects of a distinct cult—does not seem to hold.

Not only do Pechuel-Loesche's recentinvestigations

in Africa tend to etl'ace the line separating fetishes

from other magico-rcligious objects, but among the

Zufii, where conditions are especially favourable

for a comparison, the ' fetishes' have been found

to be nothing but specialized forms of magical
objects. As for charms and amulets in general, it

must lie apparent that they also do not form a dis-

tinct unit from a psychological point of view, but
are merely magical articles worn on the person.

LrrERATURE.—This is given in the footnotes.

Robert H. Lowie.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Assyr.-lJab.).—

In discussing Assyr. charms it is exceedingly
difficult to avoid repetition of incantations which
are properly included under Medicine. The writer

of the present article has therefore touched as

lightly as possible on the purely medical texts,

referring the reader to the article Disease and
Medicine (.'Vssyr.-Bab. ) for this branch of the

subject, and has attemiitcd to describe only those

which are less obviou.sly prescriptions for sickness.

But it is almost impossible to draw a distinct line,

since many of the ailments in ancient times wore
attributed to the magic of sorcerers, the attacks of

demons, or the wrath of the gods ; and even the

simple medical tablets, which prescribe in the

baldest manner the quantities of various drugs to

be used lus remedies, are not without incantations

of the most superstitious kind.

The hostile wizard or witch is described by some
guch words as kaSSapu, ejnUu, and mirsfi'/ilffii.,

which are never used for the more legitimate
quacksalvers. On the other hand, it was quite

permissible to ' lay a ban ' in no underhand
manner, for the 'sabbaths' in the Assyrian
liemerology texts ( WA f iv. 32) are described as

being unfitted for making a cur.se. But the
methods for casting such spells as love-charms or

hatred-charms appear to be wanting in the tablets

hitherto discovered, .\fter all, these charms belong
to an order of magicians lower tlian the ofticial

))riesthood, and it is more natural that the writings

of the latter class should have come down to

us.

The eight tablets of the series Makbi (' Burning ')

are devoted to charms which have been written
counter to the machinations of hostile wizards and
witches. The man who imagines himself bewitched
repairs presumably to the nearest friendly wise-

man or wise-woman for aid in working magic
which shall defeat his opjiressor. The whole series

constitutes snch a qrimoirc of spells that it is well
worth examining in detail.

First, the victim of the wizard's malignity makes
invocation to the 'gods of night,' and then lays

before them his trouljles :

' For a witch hath bewitctied me,
A aorcerfss h;i(h .mxI. li.-r »i.ell uiion nie,

My K«i ati'i inv :^..(|'!'"^ fry iiloud over me,
Over the si' ' i' ' ' li-im-s) wherewith I am strieken.

I stand 8Ie^-['' .
' h. I -luy,

for tliey h^i. :, . ! ,, mcnith with hcrljs.

And with uptuuu i.^\ r. .,l jppt-d my mouth.
So that they liavu Icaseiiod my drink.

My joy hath turned to grief, and my delight to mourning.

Rise up, then, O ye great gods, and liear my plaint.

Grant me a hearing, and take cognizance of my way.
I have made a figure of the man or woman who hath
bewitched me.'

There appears to be an eclio of one of these lines

in the Talmud. If a person meet witches, he

should say, among other invectives, ' May a
potsherd of boiling dung be stutled into your
mouths, you ugly witches' (Mo'ed Ifatan, fol. 18,

col. i., quoted by Hershon, A Talmudir. Miscellany,

London, 1880, p. 49). It is possible, too, that

there is a connexion between this and another

passage in the Mnkln (Tablet viii. 87-88) :
' Make

two meals of dung (?), one each for the figures of

sorcerer and sorceress, and make invocation over

the food.' This, howevi-r, depends on the trans-

lation ' dung ' for the Assyr. word U (Thompson,
Scni. Mar/ic, p. 203).

In the lines quoted from the Maklu series the

hostile magician is eviilently credited with having

made a waxen image of the supjiliant, which has

been sulijected to the treatment described in lines

6-8 (lines 9-1 1 of the tablet). The counter-method

of making an image of the magician is consequently

resorted to, and various rituals are performed,

after which the bewitched man ends the first

division of his charm with the words spoken
against the sorceress

;

' Her knot is loosed, her works are brought to nought,

All her charms fill the open plain,

According to the command which the gods of night have
spoken."

The ' knot ' refers to the usual practice of tying

knots during the repetition of an incantation (see

Disease and Medicine [Assyr. -Bab.]). The next
is a short invocation :

' Earth, earth, O earth,

OilgameS is lord of your tahu.

Whatever ye do, I know ;

But what I do, ye know not

;

All that the women who have bewitched mo have done
Is annulled, loosed, undone, and is not.'

Two late Hebrew charms from a book which the

writer obtaineil in Mosul {PSISA, 1907, p. 330,

nos. 93 and 94) show a similarity to this use of
' binding ' and ' loosing '

:

* To hind a mnn against fiift imfc.—Write these names on a
parclunfnt, and bury them between two graves :

" In the name
of Sapliriel, 'Azriel.'Oabriel, ^ierikiul, tliat ye liind and fetter

N., son of N., that he be not able' to have union with his wife

N., daughter of N., Si Sid 'Irt W'asgitt Wswrli Wtr Wrrgit,

biud and fetter N., son of N. ; and let no man have power to

loose him from the bond until I loose it myself, and he shall

feel no love towards N., daughter of N. ; bind and fetter

him."'
' Tf) loosen a bond.—Let him write his name and the name of

his mother on narchment, and let him carry the parchment on

his pf-rson, anri hang it ro\ind his neck. And this is what he
sliall write- " Hu Ilut Nptl Nptl Krat Krat .Mk Ytun Kt I-ub

Ntl Ulikl Tob Mn Mn Mnr I'nr ICsp Ksp 'for Tor—by tlic ]iurity

of'these names (I adjure you) that ye loose all limbs of N., sou

of N., towards N., daughter of N."'

The lines in the Maklu quotations indicating

that the patient knows his enemy's movements are

in accord witli the usual practice of magic in this

respect. Tlie next step is ajiparently to recite the

following over something that serves as the model

of a village

:

' Mv city is l^appan, my city is ?aj>pan,

There are two gates to my city .^afpan.
One to the east and one to the west.

One t.owards the rising sun and one towards the setting

The procedure described in the lines that follow

is to perform a ritual of shutting up the citj^, that

the sorcery may be excluded from the bewitched
man's abode (for a parallel to this method of

making a moilel house in magic, see Victor Henry,
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La Mnqh dnnx VInde antique, Paris, 1904, p. 142,
which is i]ii(ited in Thompson, op. cit. n. xxviii).
Ultiinatoly tho little figures of the hostile wizaiil
arelmriil, with .appropriate and exceeilin{,'ly lonj;
incantatidns to the fire-god. With this ritual the
fir.-^t tablet ends.
The second tablet continues this proeedure, and

delines the niateri.al of -Hhich the imai,'cs of the
sorcerer shall be made, with the proper invocation
for each. Tallow, bronze, dung(?), clay, bitumen,
bitumen overlaid with plaster, clay overlaid with
tallow, and various woods are among the com-
ponents prescriljed.

The third tablet begins with a description of the
witch

:

' The witch who roameth about the streets,
Entering the houses.
Prowling about the towns,
Going through the broad plaees

;

She turneth backwards and forwards,
She standeth in the street and turneth back the feet

;

In the market-square she hindereth passage
;

She snatcheth away the love of the well-favoured man.
She taketh the fruit of the well-favoured maiden.
By her glance she carrieth away her desire ;

She looketh upon a man and t.aketh aw.iy his love.
She looketh upon a maiden and taketh away her fruit.'

After this description of the witch, the bewitched
man is shown how to combat her evil with various
rituals.

The fifth tablet begins with a similar description
of the hostile wise-woman :

'The sorceress and mtch
Sit in the shadow of the house-wall.
They sit there working magic against me.
And making figures of me.
Now I am sending against thee f3altappan--p\nnt and sesame,
I will annul thy sorcery and turn back thy charms in thy
mouth.'

Enough has been quoted to show the methods
used in this exceedinglj' primitive but wide-spread
practice of wax-figure magic.
In working any magic of this kind, it was of

great advantage to have secured something belong-
ing to the intended victim. The first tablet of the
Maklu shows this clearly (131 ft'.)

:

' Those (witches) who have made images in my shape,
WTio have likened them unto my form,
Who have taken of my spittle, plucked out my hair,
Torn my garments, or gathered the cast-off dust of my feet,
May the warrior tire-god dissolve their spell.'

All these ingredients of a charm are so well
known to anthropologists that it is unnecessary to
quote parallel instances from either savage or
civilized nations.
From these incantations over waxen figures of a

living man the transition to similar images made
to lay a ghost is easy. The principle is the same :

' When a dead man appeareth unto a living man . . . thou
Shalt make [a figure] of clay, and write his name on the left
side with a stylus. Thou shalt put it in a gazelle's horn and its
face . . . and in the shade of a caper-bush or in the shade of
a thorn-bush thou shalt dig a hole and bury it : and thou Shalt
say ... ' (^PSBA xxviii. 227).

A ritual for the same is also prescribed in a
tablet (K. 1293, Harper, Letters, 1900, no. 461)
which begins :

' The figure of the dead man in
clay.' There are other charms to avert the evil of
leturning ghosts, which need not be quoted here
(PSBA x-aviii. 223 ff. ; Thompson, op. cit. p. 32 ft'.).

Just in the same way the Babylonians believed
that sorcery might break out in a house {WAI
iv. 59. 1), and part of the charm against it runs as
follows

:

' Break the bonds of her who hath bewitched me.
Bring to nought the mutterings of her who hath cast spells
upon me.

Turn her sorcery to wind,
Her mutterings to air

;

All that she hath done or wrought in magic
May the wind carry aw.ay !

May it bring her d'ays to ruin and a broken heart,
May it bring down her years to WTetchedness and woe I

May she die, but let me recover :

May her sorcery, her magic, her spells be loosed.
By command of Ea, Samas, JIarduk,
And the Princess Belit-ili.'

(For the possible connexion of the remainder of tliis text with
the Levitical 'house in which leprosy breaks out,' see Thompson,
lip. cit. p. 1S7.)

Another ritual in conne.\ion with buildings is

that published by Weissbach (Hah. Miseellen,
Leipzig, 1903, p. 32 tf.) for the re-building of a
temple when it has fallen.

\\ e now come to what may be considered as
amulets proper—objects with a prophylactic signi-
ficance whicn are to be hung up in some exposed
position or carried on the person. The most
obvious are probably those with charms written
upon them, so that there is no doubt as to their
meaning; and these have actually been found in
the excavations of Assyrian sites. There are two
such made of clay and inscril)ed with the legend of
Ura, the plague-spirit, in the British Museum ; and
these are pierced laterally in order that they may
be hung up on the wall of a house (L. W. King,
ZA xi. 50 ; for others, see Thompson, op. cit. p. 85).
In the Babylonian room of the British Museum is

exhibited the upper half of a similar tablet in
stone, probably dating from the 7th cent. B.C.,
with two figures in relief. The one on the left is

that of the well-known lion-headed spirit, with
weapon upraised, while that on the right is some
god. Above them in a separate register are the
emblems of the moon, sun, and Venus, and ahead-
dress (the symbol of Anu) (no. 1074-91S99 ; on the
head-dress being the symbol of Anu, see Frank,
LSSt ii. 2, 8). Another (Case H, No. 231) is a
bronze plaque pierced for hanging up on a wall,
with a rampant demon in relief.
This is such a common form of exorcism in the East that

only a few parallels need be quoted. The Jews in Palestine
hang up a paper written in cabalistic Hebrew, together with
me, garlic, and a piece of looking-glass (Masterman, Bibl.
World, xx1i. [1903] 249 ; see also Scott-Moncrieff, PSBA xxvii.
[190.>] '26, for a photograph of a Hebrew amulet of this nature
from Moi-occo). In Asia Minor the writer was presented with
one of two amulets written in Arabic on small scraps of paper
and nailed to the doorpost of an inner chamber of a house ('A
Journey by some unmapped Routes of the Western Hittite
Country,' PSBA xxxii. [1910]).

From these hanging amulets it is no great
distance to the little figurines of gods which have
been found buried under the thresholds of Assyrian
palaces, and were obviously intended to guard the
building. Several of them are now in the British
Museum (Bab. Room, nos. 996-1009 ; see the figure
in G. Smith, Assyrian Discoveries^, London, 1883,

p. 78). Another form of them, although exactly
now it was used is uncertain, is the bronze demon-
figure (Bab. Room, no. 574) pictured on the
frontispiece of Thompson's Devils and Evil Spirits.
This is a lion-headed human figure with the right
arm raised ; the feet and right hand are missing,
but there is no doubt that it is tlie same spirit as
is portrayed on the stone amulet (no. 1074) men-
tioned above. Now this same figure is found on
the Nineveh sculptures and elsewhere (RA, new
ser. xxxviii. [1879]; Frank, ' Babylonische Be-
schworungsreliefs ' \_LSSt iii. 3], cf. art. Disease ;

King, Bab. Bel. p. 39), where a pair of them are
apparently attacking each other. They have
exactly the same lion-heads and human bodies,
and their feet are birds' claws ; the upraised right
hands brandish daggers, and the loft hands, held
close to the side, ht3d maces. It is possible that
the two are intended to be in alliance against a
common foe, only that the exigencies of Assyr.
technique, which forbade a sculptor to represent
any one full face, have compelled the artist to
present them in this guise. At any rate, the
reason for the presence of such a sculpture in the
palace of Ashnrbanipal seems to lie much the same
as that which induces the ordhiary householder to
hang up his little amulet near the door. It is

naturally on a larger scale, but it serves the same
purjiose (for a long discussion of this scene, see
Frank, LSSl iii. 3, 49 ff.). Indeed, the figures of
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the winged bulls at tlie groat <;ates are notliinj;

more than protecting amulets, and they are
dcscrihed in the Assyr. texts lus such {WAI li. 67,
r. 2it).

Several demons or protecting spirits of this class

are nicntioned in the cuneiform tablets, and full

directions for their position in the house are given
in a ritual tablet; publislied by Zimmern {Ritual-
tii/eln, Leipzig, Uliil, p. lOSf.).

I'"rom the inscribed liouseaniulets the transition
is easy to uninscrilicd objects wliich have a magical
virtue, such as tlie rue and garlic mentioned above.
One of the Assyr. incantations against a demon
shows the same precautions taken as in the
Hebrew charm :

Flcabane (?) on the lintel o( tlie door I have hung,
St. .John's wort (/), ciper (?), and wheat-ears
On the Uitoh I have hung' (Thompson, Devils, i. 137).

Now, if the plant pir'u (which may be the
Syriac per'a, ' hypericum ') be really the St. John's
wort, this charm will be found to be the forerunner
of many mediaival superstitions. Krazer says
(GZi- iii. 334) that
' gathered on Midsiuniner Eve, or on Midsummer Day before
sunrise, the t>los.soni3 are hung on doorways and windows to
preserve the house against thunder, witches, and evil spirits.

. . . During the Middle Ages the power which the plant
notoriously possesses of banning devils won for it the name of
/uga da'innnum.'

Frank, however [LSSt iii. 3, 36-38), translates
pir'u, 'Schrissling.'

Another form of Assyr. honse-amulet was the
clay list, many specimens of which have been
found in excavating the palaces (15. M. Bab. Room,
nos. 867-87ri), and they are presumably the origin
of the hand which decorates the walls of the
modern houses in the East (see the chapter on
'Amulets' in Fo.ssey's La Magie assyr. pp.
1U4-1-21).

In the same way amulets were carried on the
person among the ancient Assyrians. In the
cuneiform series written against the Lahnrtii
(some kind of female (b>mon who attacks children),

the tablets actually prescribe an incantation which
is to be written on a stone and hung round the
neck of a child exposed to her inalignity (WAI iv.

56, i. 1 ; Mylirman, /CA xvi. 1.")')
; for an instance

of such an amulet, rliscovered in excavating, see
Weissbach, litih. Miscellen, p. 42). The Hebrews
h.ave similar charms

:

'If thou wishest to jirntci-t a young babe from an evil spirit

and from the host >'i M ' tii. vrilo these angels on a tablet
of gold in Assyrian ' r . t /,() and carry it with thee,
and thou needst II"' f r i nor from (for) a big man or
a small child '(Casi.r, ;>/;. I, ; ji. 310).

Besides these written directions for amulets, the
graven sculptures of the Assyr. kings bear testi-

mony to the importance .attributed to these
phylacteries. It is a common thing to see the kings
portrayed with .a necklet to which are attached
tour or five pendants—clearly the sun, moon,
Venus, the levin bolt of Adad, and frequently the
hornecl head-dress of Ann {e,.(f. 15. M. Assyr.
Transept, no. 847). The writer has seen worn
round t be neck of a Persian boy a circlet of silver

stmng with the crescent moon and two hands,
which appear to be the lineal descendants of the
thunderbolt of Adad.

It is unnecessary to go deeper into the question
of earrings, armlets, etc., in this article. The
Assyrian kings wore both earrings an<l armlets

;

but whether they did so because they still adhered
to the savage idea of protection remains to be
proved. Nevertheless, on the upper arm above the
elbow, where the Assyrians wore an armlet, the
nuidern Hadendoa wcar.s his leathern purse-.-imulet,

containing its paper charm inscribed in Arabic.
We may now pass to certain figurines other than
those described above, which have been discovered
from time to time in the excavation of Assyr. and
Bab. sites. These are, for the most part, of clay,

and are either very criidely fa-shioned or turned
out of moulds (see 15. M. Babylonian lloom, Wall
Cases, 31—10). One of the most frequent is that of

a naked female figure holding lioth breasts.
Another is that of a female figure holding a babe ;

anil this a]i;ie:irs to be referred to in a cuneiform
tablet, whirh uivcs a detailed description of several
mythologirnl brings (Thompson, Devils, ii. 147;
see Scmkic Mut/ir, 63)

:

'The head (has) a nilct and a horn . . . ; she wears a head-
ornament ; she wears a fly (/) ; she wears a veil ; the fist of a
man. She is girt about the loins, her breast is open; in her
left arm she holds a babe sutrlung her breast, inclining towards
her right arm. l''roiu licr hear! to her loins the body is that of
a nakeii woman : from the loins to tlie sole of the foot scales
like those of a snake are visible : Iier navel is composed of a
circlet. Her name is Nin.tu, a form of the goddess Mah.'

It is quite [lossible that both these were used by
barren women as votive olTerings or charms to
obtain children.

Of a (liflerent class are those fairly common day
heads of demons which are described by Frank
(A'cf. rVAssyriol. vii. [1900] 1). They are "about an
inch or two high, of hideous aspect, and sometime.^
inscribed with a long incantation against some
power of evil. Lastly, we find what is apparently
a wooden image prescribed, with appropriate ritual
(Thompson, Devils, i. 197)

:

' Set alight, both in front a!id behind, a tamarisk tfuldttifpii

(image '0 of a fiend, whereon is inscribed the name of Ka, with
the all-powerful incantation, the Incantation of ?:ridu of Purifi-
cation."

See also art. Disease and Medicink (Assyr.-
Bab.).
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CHARMS AND AMULETS (Buddhist).—
The use of charms and amulets (Skr. knrnchn) is

universal in Buddhist countries. Tlie cu.stom is

most marked in the lamls where pure Buddhism
has degenerated into Lamaism.

In Northern Buddhist countries almost every
man, woman, and child constantly wears an amulet,
or string of amulets, round the neck, or on the
breast. These amulets .are generally orn.amental
receptacles, sometimes made of copper, wood, or
bone, but more frequently of silver, often artistic-

ally embossed and jewelled with turquoi.se. The
shape of the amulet varies; it may be square, cir-

cular, or curved. Those which are curved round to
a point are ]irobably intended to represent the leaf
(if the sacred fig-tree. These boxes are the rece])-

tacdes of a variety of charm.s—the supposed relics

of a saint, a few grains of wheat, a torn scrap of

a sacred katnq, a picture, or a prayer formulary.
The amulet is a i>rized orn.ament as well as a
trusted cli.arm. The workmanship of tliose worn
by the rich is frequently finished and artistic. The
turciuoise, which is the only juecious stone used
for the ornamentation of the amulet, is itself a
charm. It is of the lucky colour, and is supposed
to avert the evil eye. About a year after the birth

of a child a religious ceremony is held, at which
prayers are said for its happy life, and an amulet,
consisting of a small bag, containing spells and
charms against evil spirits and disea.oes, is sus-

pended from its neck. Women of position in Tibet
wear a chatelaine, depending from a sm.all silver

casket, which usually contains a charm or charms.
When a Tibetan leaves his home to undertake a
distant or difiicult journey, (iron business, a written
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charm is not. infrequently tied upon tlie sleeve of

his coat, and this is not removed till after his safe

return, or the satisfactory accomplisliment of his

purpose.
As the person of the Northern Buddhist is pro-

tected hy charms, so is his house. Near the door

a prayer-pole is erected, or prayer-flags flutter on
the roof ; juniper twigs are burnt in earthenware
utensils, for demons are supposed to have a parti-

ciilar objection to their smell, and consequently

remain at a distance ; a collection of pieces of

cloth, leaves, and sprigs of willow is prepared to

attract the spirits of disease and prevent theii'

crossing the threshold ; and a white and blue

swastika, surmounted by sacred symbols, is drawn
upon the doorway. In addition to these charms,
whicli are regarded as efficacious in warding off

evil from the Buddhist family, roughly printed

prayer formularies, taken from blocks kept in the

local monastery, are frequently pasted on the out-

side of the door or the inner walls of the house.

In Burma the tatuing of the body with mystical

squares, cabalistic diagrams, and weird figures

seems to be regarded as an eflectual charm.
The use of charms, by the priests, in Buddhist

worship is common. The dorje is a part of the
equipment of every monk in Tibet. It is the Skr.

vajra, or thunderbolt. The original dorje is sup-

posed to have fallen direct from Indra's heaven, in

the neighbourhood of Lhasa. The imitations are

made of bronze and other metals. They are used
for exorcizing and driving away evil spirits, especi-

ally in the performance of religious ceremonies and
praj'ers. But they are regarded as equally effi-

cacious in warding off evUs of all descriptions.

Tlie Bodhisattva Vajra-pani, ' the subduer of evil

spirits,' is always represented with a dorje in his

hand. The drilbu, or prayer-bell, with its handle
ornamented with mystic symbols, is used in wor-
ship, with the twofold object of attracting the
attention of good spirits and frightening away
evil ones. The prayer-flags, which wave outside
every Buddhist monastery and almost every house,

are mscribed with various prayer formularies, to-

gether with figures of the 'flying horse ' = Lungta
(strictly rLvii-rta = 'wind- horse'), and other
symbols, e.g. the Norbu gem, or 'wishing stone.'

Some tlags hear the representation of an animal at
each corner—the tiger, lion, eagle, and dragon.
The prayer-flags are, in most cases, regarded by
the peasantry as charms to protect the village from
malicious ghosts and demons, who are believed to

haunt the atmosphere and swarm everywhere.
The sacred drmn, sliaped like two hemispheres
joined on their convex sides and encircled by
cowrie shells, is also used to frighten away evil

spirits, who are regarded as disliking noises of all

kinds. The drum is sounded by means of buttons
attached to two pendulous strips of leather.

The phurbu, or nail, is another weapon used by
the lamas against demons. It is generally made of

wood. In form it is wedge-shaped and triangular,
eight or ten inches long, with the thin end sharp-
pointed, and the broad end surmounted with a head.
This weapon is sometimes made of cardboard, and
inscribed with mystical sentences, which usually
end with the syllables hum phai, the potency of
which, in scaring evil demons, is irresistible. The
most efficacious phurbus are inscribed with mystic
syllables and words composed by either the Dalai
Lama or the Panchen Lama.

Prayer, among Northern Buddhists, is regarded
in common practice as an efl'ective charm, and is

generally used as such.

The mani, or jewel prayer, ' om. manipadme hum,'
is depended upon as the first and greatest of all

charms. Every Tibetan believes that ' it is the
panacea for all evil, a compendium of all know-

ledge, a treasury of all wisdom, a summary of all

religion' (Monier-Williams, Buddhism, 1889, p.

373). The meaning of the sacred syllables is not
understood, but, even as their repetition is believed

to secure blessing, so it will also thwart evil. In

like manner, the use of the manual prayer-wheel,

the setting in motion of the prayer-wheels which
line the walls leading to the temple-doors, and the

turning of the large cylindrical prayer-wheel which
is to be found in most shrines are popularly re-

garded as useful charms.
In Lahul harvest operations, the 108 volumes of

the Buddhist encyclopaedia are used as a charm,
being carried over the fields by women before the

crops are sown, to drive evil spirits away. When
the grain sprouts, pencil cedar-wood is put in the

ground and burnt, to charm away another demon
and ensure each grain springing up with many ears.

The great Tibetan work, the Kah-gyur, the

sacred book of the MahaySna, or Great Vehicle,

contains a repository of charms, etc. In the Gyut
(Tib. rgyud, Skr. tantra), the last division of the

Kah-gyur, which is devoted to mystic theology,

there are descriptions of several gods and goddesses,

with instructions for preparing the mandalas, or

circles, for their reception ; offerings or sacrifices

for obtaining their favour
;
prayers, hymns, and

charms addressed to them. The virtue of the
various mantras is far-reaching, as the headings
show : for obtaining any kind of specified pro-

sperity; for assuaging specific diseases; for securing

abundance ; for obtaining security from robbers

;

for protection from fire, water, poison, weapons,
enemies, famine, untimely death, lightning, earth-

quakes, and hail ; and from all sorts of demons and
evil spirits. The required qualities of a teacher who
may officiate at tantrika ceremonies are detailed ;

there is also a description of ten several substances

to be used in the sacrifices, such as flowers, in-

censes, perfumes, lights or lamps ; together with
the periods, by day or night, when the various

ceremonies are effective.

Throughout the Northern Buddhist world it is

believed that, by virtue of some charm, every evil

being may be successfully resisted and every evil

averted.

LlTERATCRB.—L. A. Waddell, The Bnddhisvi of Tibet,

London. 1S95 ; Monier-Williams, Buddhism, London, 18S9

;

Perceval Landon, Lhasa. London, 1905 ; C. A. Sherring,
Western Tibet, London, 1906 ; J. E. Duncan, A Summer Ride
through Western Tibet, London, 1906 ; S. C. Das, Journey
to Lhasa and Central Tibet, new ed., London, 1904 ; Eliai

Kawaguchi, Three Years in Tibet, Madras, 1909; JRAS,
vol. iii. J. H. BATESON.

CHARMS AND AMULETS (Celtic).—Most
of the magical acts performed by the Druids, or

other wielders of magic among the Celts, were
accompanied by charms, spells, or incantations

—

usually in poetic form. Their power lay in the

magical virtue of the spoken wortl, or, in the case

of spells for healing, in recounting a miracle of

healing, in the hope that the action would now be

repeated by virtue of mimetic magic. The Irish

filtd, or poets, had to learn traditional incantations

(O'Curry, 3TS Materials, Dublin, 1861, p. 240), and
many of the verses which Csesar (de Bell. Gall. vi.

14) says the Druids would not commit to writing

were doubtless of a similar nature.

The earliest Celtic document bearing on Celtic

paganism—a MS preserved in the monastery of

St. Gall and dating from the 8th or 9th cent.—
contains spells appealing to the ' science of

Goibniu ' to preserve butter, and to ' the healing

which Diancecht left' to give health (Zimmer,
Gloss. Ilib., 1881, p. 271 ; see also Zeuss, Gramm.
Celt.', 1871, p. 949). Thus the pagan gods were
still appealed to in the charms used by Christian

Celts. In later times the charms which are still
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in use appealed no longer to the old gods but to the
I'ersons of tlie Trinity, to the Virgin, oi to the
saints, but they are quite as mui'li magical incanta-
tiims as prayers, ami they api)ly to every action of

life, wliile they bear a close resemblance to Etruscan
ami liabylonian spells which can liardlj' be acci-

dental (cf. any collection of Celtic spells with tliose

given in Leland, Etruscan Human licuinins, 1892;
and Lenorniant, Maqie chez hs Cluddiens, 1874).

Probably such spells passed from country to

country in very early times, the appeal being
made in eixch country to the native divinities.

After the introduction of Christianitj-, relics of the
saints, hymns composed by them or in their honour,
and the Gospels were also used as charms (Joyce,
SucUtl Ilist. of Ancient Ireland, 10t)3, i. 247 f.,

382-3S6).

All Druidic rites of magic described in the sagas
were accompanied by spells, e.g. control of the
elements, transformation, discovery of hidden per-

sons or things, etc. Druids accompanied each
army to discomfit the enemy, or to bring strength
to tlieir friends by means of the spells uttered by
tliem. The Druids could also remove barrenness
through spells and Incantations ; they could heal
deadly wounds, or raise the dead to life (Windiseh-
Stokes, Ir. Texte, 1880-1905, i. 127, iii. 393, iv.a

242, 21.5, Tain Bd, 5484 ; Lealiy, Heroic Bomance.'s

of Ireland, 1906, i. 137 ; Kennedy, Legendary
Fictions, 1866, p 301). Women also used power-
ful spells among the Celts, and were in consequence
much dreaded. The ' spells of women ' were feared
even by St. Patrick, as the3' had been in earlier

times by the pagan Celts {Ir. Texte, i. 56 ; d'Arbois
de Jubainville, Cours de littirature celtique, v.

387), while in modern survivils in Celtic areas it is

mainlj' women who make use of charms and spells.

In repeating a spell or charm a certain posture was
adopted—standing on one leg, with one arm out-

stretched and one eye closed (see Celts, xiii. 5).

The reason of this posture is unknown
;
possibly

it was intended to concentrate tlie magical force,

while the outstretched arm would point to tlie

person or thing over whom the charm was
repeated.

The continuance of the belief in the power of

spells down to modern times in rural Celtic areas

is one of the most marked examples of the survival

of Celtic paganism. Usually they are known only
to certain persons, and are carefully handed down
from generation to generation, sometimes from
male to female, and from female to male. They
are used to lieal diseases (sometimes the disease

itself being personified), to cause fertility, to bring
good luck, or a blessing ; or, in the case of darker
magic, such as was practised by witches, to cause
death or disease, or to transfer the property of

others to the reciter (Sauv6, RCel vi. 67 11'.
;

Celtic Magazine, xii. 38 ; Camden, Britnnni'i'-',

1806, iv. 488 ; Carmichael, Carmina Gadclica,

1900, ii. 2-21, 124; Joyce, op. cit. i. 629-632).

See also IJAliU.s (Irish).

A great many kinds of amulets were used by the
Celts. If the wheel carried by the statues of the
Celtic god with the wheel be taken as a symbol of

the sun or the sun-god, then it is probable that the
numerous small disks or wheels of metal, clay, or
wood, foun<l in Caul and Uritain, were protective
amulets, bringing the wearer under the care of the
god. A stele found at Metz in 1749 represents a
])erson with a ne<:klaco to which is attached such
an amulet. In other cases they appear as votive
oll'erings to a river-god, many of them having been
found in river - beds or fords (tjaidoz, Le Difu
qaulois du soleil, Paris, 1886, p. CO). Other amu-
lets—white marble balls, quartz pebbles, models
of the tooth of the wild boar (a Neolithic amulet),
and pieces of amber—have been found buried with

the dead, probably as protective amulets (HA L
[1873] 227; (Jreenwell, British Barrows, 1877, p.

165 ; Elton, Origins of Etiglish History, 1882, p. 66 ;

Kenel, Religio7i.t de la Gaule avant le Chrlitian-

isnie, 1906, pp. 95 f., 194f.). Phallic amulets were
also worn, perliaps as a protection against the evil

eye (Keinach, Bronzes fiqur^.i de la Gnul roniaine,

Paris, 1900, p. 362). Pliny speaks of the Celtic
belief in the magical virtues of coral, either worn
as an amulet, or taken in powder as a medicine

;

and archa;ological research has shown that the
Celts, during a limited period of their history,

l)laced coral on weajions and utensils, ajiparently

as an amulet (Pliny, UN xxxii. 2, 24; liCel xx.
13 fi'.). Pliny also describes the method of obtain-
ing the 'serpent's egg,' formed from the foam pro-

duced by many serpents twining about each other
and thrown into the air. Tlie .seeker had to catch
it in his cloak before it fell, and flee to a running
stream, beyond which the serpents could not jiursue
him. Such an egg was believed to cause its owner
to gain lawsuits, or obtain access to kings. A
Roman citizen was put to death in tlie reign of
Claudius for bringing such a Druidic talisman into
court. This egg was probably some kind of fossil,

and was doubtless connected with the cult of the
serpent, while some old myth of an egg produced
by divine serpents may have been made use of to

account for its formation (Pliny, HN xxix. 3, 54 ;

12, 52; see Celt.s, x.). Rings or beads of glass,

such as are fonnd in tumuli, etc., are stUl popularly
believed in Wales and Cornwall to have been
formed by serpents in much the same way as in

Pliny's description. They are called glain naidr,
or ' serpent's glass,' and are believed to have
magical virtues, especially against snake - bite.

This virtue is also credited to stone rings (gener-
ally old spindle-whorls) in the Scottish Highlands
(Hoare, Modern Wiltshire, 1822, p. 56 ; Brand,
Popular Antiquities, 1870, iii. 246, 315), while
' healing stones ' both for man and beast are to be
found in Ireland and in Scotland alike (Joyce, op.
cit. i. 628 f.). Many little figures of the boar, the
horse, the bull, witn a ring for suspending them
from a necklet, have been found, and were amulets
or images of these divine animals (Reinach, op. cit.

pp. 286', 289).

Ln-ERATDRB.—^This has been cited throughout the article.

J. A. MacCuli.och.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Christian).—!.

Historical survey.—Christianity came as a religion
of the spirit into a world given over to superstition
and magic. To these Christianity set itself in

strong opposition, expelling with irresistible power
the illusions under which the religion of Nature
had held men's minds in bondage. Ac 19" relates
that, as the result of St. Paul's missionary preach-
ing in Epliesus, magical books to the value of fifty

thousand pieces of silver were publicly burnt ; and
it would be wrong to suppose that, while burning
the books, the people retained their belief in magic.
Ancient Christian preaehing went the other way
to work, and d(!alt with thoughts first, and things
afterwards. This temper lasted long. The more
the Christians felt themselves inspired l>y the Holy
Spirit and gifted with miraculous jjowers, the less

willing or able were they to believe in the magical
pov.er of lifeless things. The belief is mentioned
in ancient Christian literature only to be attacked
as an error of heathendom, especially Phrygian
and Celtic (Gal 5^" <ltap/iaKela, cf. 3' paaKalveiv ;

IHdnche ii. 2, iii. 4, v. 1 ; Justin, Ajiol. i. 14

;

and, still later, Origen, I'cri Archdn, II. xi. 5 ;

Kuseb. IJem. Kvang. iii. G, 9 f. ; cf. 2 K 21=, 2 Ch
33^ Asc. Is. 2'). It is from the pen of a Christian
(Ilippolytus, litfut. iv.) that we have the most
powerful refutation of the artifices of astrology
and magic ; ami Ai/uleius found more than his
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match in Augustine (rfc Civ. Dei, viii. 16-'22). Not
until hit or times did heliuf in magic liud its way
into Catholic communities and gain the recognition

of the Church herself.

Nevertheless tlie Christians had alwa^'S lived under the sus-

picion of i>rac;tising forbidden mafrir rit^s (KaxoTroios, 1 P 4'5
;

'superstitio maleaca.'Suit, -^'. r ., ";i. This tlioy inherited from
Judaism. Pliny did not su I ; i

i

i m .inythiuij of the kind
against them : but yetin 1 1 .ii ' i !

i
't to Servian (as given

by Vopiscus, ch. 8) we lin i ^ ;mi m: i t.lilers associated with
rulers of the Jewish synagoj^urs ami Samaritans as maiAe;na(ici,

hartti:pice6t aliptce. As a matter of fact, there were among the

Christians, and especially among the Gnostics of Egypt, zealous

devotees of magic. What we know of Gnostic worship, with its

incomprehensible formula), its use of strange objects, and its

insistence on ceremonial correctness, shows affinity with magical

practices. Forms of conjuration and amulets have come down
Xa us whose origin is undoubtedly Gnostic ; and Origen turned
upon the Gnostics the accusations of magic brought against

the Christians by Celsus (vi. 21-40). But it was not con-

fined to the Gnostics. It must be admitted that the Catholic
Church was not quite free from the taint. On the walls of the
catacombs, Jesus Himself is depicted holding a magic wand,
though the theologians lay stress upon the absence of all magical
means from His miracles [e.g. Arnobius, adv. Gent. i. 43 f. [CSEL
iv. 2Sf.]). The antithesis between Divine and demoniacal is

clearly shown in the apocryphal accounts of the contest be-

tween Simon Peter and Simon Magus—the magician kills, the
Apostle makes alive ; but otherwise the means employed are the
Bame (cf. Job. Malalas, Chron. p. 252, ed. Bonnet ; Georg. Mon.
p. 366, ed. de Boor). To the questions of a Christian every
demon must give an answer (Tert. Apol. 22, 23) ; even the
breath of a Christian was enough to stay the working of a
heathen charm (Dionys. Alex. , ap. Euseb. vii. 10. 4).

Three things render difficult an exact estimate

of the dissemination of this superstition among
Christians in the earliest times: (1) Christian

literature is nearly silent ; (2) objects cannot be
dated with certainty : and (3) IJivine names of

Jewish and Christian character were used also by
heathen magicians.
With the 4th cent, magical belief began to take

a firmer hold within the Church, although synods
{e.g. Elvira [A. D. 300 or 3135], can. 6 ; Ancyra [A.D.

315], can. 24 ; Laodicea [c. 360], can. 34-36) and
the great leaders of theology continued to protest

against the adoption of superstitious means in sick-

ness or for the recovery of lost articles. Chry-
sostom is especially emjihivtic (see adv. Judceos,

hom. viii. 5 [PGxlvlii. 935], adPoji. Antioch., hom.
six. 4 [ib. xlix. 196], ad Ilium. Catcck. ii. 5 [ib.

xlix. 239], hom. i» 1 Co V lib. li. 216], Wi Fs 9,

ch. 7 [ib. Iv. 132], in Joh. hom. xxxvii., Iv. [ib.

lix. 207, 301], in 1 Cor. hom. xii. 8 [ib. Ixi. 105], in

Gal. com. i. 7 [ib. Ixi. 623], in Col. hom. viii. 5

[ib. Ixii. 358], in 1 Thcss. hom. iii. 5 [ib. 412]. Of
Western preachers cf. pseudo-Augustine (Ciusarius

of Ai-les(?), Scrmo 168. 3, 265. 5, "278. 279. 4 f. [PL
xxxix.]; cf. Caspari in ZDA xxv. [ISSl] 314-316,

and Kirchcnhist. Anecdota, i. [1883] 193-212, 213-

224) ; Martm of Bracara (Correctio rusticorum, ed.

Caspari, 1883 ; see also the Capitula of Martin of

Bracara inPi cxxx. 57511'.]); 'Pirmhnns(Scarapsus,
22 [PL Ixxxix. ; cf. Caspari, Kirchcnhist. Anecdota,
151-192], Vita S. Eligii, ii. 15 [PL Ixxxvii. 528, ed.

Krusch, Mon. Germ. Jlist. Scr. rer. Merov. iv.

705, 753] ; Niirnberger, Aus der litter. Hinterlassen-

schaft des hi. Bontfatius, 1888, p. 43). But their

protestsassumed thoreality of the wonders of magic,
condemning them only as imgodly and deviHsh
(cf. Aug. de Civ. Dei, xxi. 6, de Trin. iii. 7, 12),

and supposed the existence of a higlier form of

magic that was Divine. After the rise of martyr-
worship and the Invention of the Holy Cross, the
Church possessed a number of sacred objects from
which protection and all blessings might be ex-

pected. This belief flourished extraordinarily from
the 6th to the 8th century. Pope Gregory the
Great furthered it with his example and sanctioned
it with his authority ; for France, Gregoi'y of

Tours is ty))ical. And it was further advanced
throngli the incursions into the Koman Empire of

the Viarbarians, whose Christianity had not pene-
trated beneath the surface. The I'rankish synods

and the Anglo-Saxon libri pxnitenliales (collected

by Wasserschleben, 1S51, and by H. J. Schmitz,

1883) had to lay heavier and heavier ecclesiastical

penalties on proscribed heathen uses. Under
Charlemagne the matter was taken in hand by
the State (cf. Capitularia rcgum Franc, ed.

IJoretius [Mon. Germ, hist.], i. 25, 45, ii. 44). A
collection of all these decrees is given by Burchard
of Worms (Dccret. lib. x. [PL cxl. 831-854]). But
the clergy themselves lent support to the practice,

and similar usages, but thinly cloaked in Christian

and ecclesiastical guise, were eml)raced even by
bisliojis. The mure rationalistic tendencies of the

iconoclasts in the Byzantine Empire and of in-

dividual theologians like Agobard of Lyons or

Claudius of Turin in the West were quickly and
effectively suppressed.

In the Middle Ages, Europe presents a spectacle

similar to ancient Rome. As there magic was
nominally forbidden, and yet flourished, and in

many ways received even official recognition, so

here it is possible to point to a whole series of

civic and ecclesiastical prohibitions (e.g. Cod. Just.

lib. ix. tit. 18 ; Deer. Grat. ii. ch. 26, qu. 5), which
serve only to prove the opposite of that which one
would gladly conclude from them. They show not
that there was no magic, but that magic was sus-

piciously rife, and in certain forms even sanctioned.

The few enlightened spirits that arose appear only
as isolated figures, and the two forms of magic

—

that which the Church sanctioned, and that which
it proscribed—continued to increase side by side.

Contact with the East and the Crusades strength-

ened the inclination towards the use of protective

and remedial charms. In connexion with the

suppression of the Albigensian and Waldensian
heresies the Inquisition developed an unbounded
activity against black magic, which, however, only

led to the firmer establishment of that sinister

superstition.

In the 15th and 16th cents., while enlighten-

ment and culture spread more and more among
the upper classes of society, the Renaissance ad-

vancing from Italy brought in its train new forms
of superstition. The same Humanism which
sought to free itself from the superstitions of the

despised monks turned with unstinted admiration
to the ancient modes of thought, and gave a new
life to astrology and all the practices that accom-
pany it. In opposition to this, the Reformation,
taking its stand upon Apostolic Christianity, and
resting everything upon the spiritual power of the
living Word, sought to put away superstitious

inclinations from tlie hearts of the people. This
did not happen all at once. Luther himself was
as convinced as any theologian of the Middle Ages
of the power of the devil, and he shared many
monastic beliefs wliich his Humanistic friends had
already rejected. But he recognized no counter-

charm save faith and prayer ; and with him, above
all men, it is clear that these notions of the Middle
Ages were nothing but survivals. All Churches
alike have joined in the persecution of witches

;

but it is easy to see how the Protestant conception

of religion, with its insistence tipon the word of

God on the one hand and upon faith on the other,

left ever less and less room for superstitions.

Calvinism succeeded perhaps better than Luther-
anism. Everywhere, however, the conservative

mind of the peasants held tenaciously to the
expedients of magic, and even modern enlighten-

ment has not been able completely to eradicate

them.
2. Underlying ideas.—The basis of magical

practice is .a it>iHe]>tion of the world which thmks
of everything a> animate, and therefore as a vessel

of some spiritually o|ieratiug power. Those opera-

tions are not sujiposed to be psychological or ethical.
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but essentially physical. The modern conception of

olectro-nia;,'netie inlluence allords the best analofry.

We may call it ' Pan]isycliisni '—a form of Animism
!i.« far it-movod from the belief in an omnipotent,
all-working (Jod as it is from the physical point of

view of the aneieut ])liilosoi>liy of nature, or of

modern natural science. Amonj; the Jews of the

restoration, .still under Persian inlluence, and the

(ireek philosophers of the liellenistie a};e, this

lirimitive conception took tl.e form of an extra-

ordinarilj' extensive Mief in angels and demons.
The object originally thought of as the source of

power became only a vessel and an instrument in

the hand of a powerfully operating personality.

The derivative nature of this belief ajipears in the

purely accidental association between the two. It

IS true that an alfinity is asserted between certain

good or evil spirits and certain objects, formulae,

or ceremonies ; but not onlj' has every spirit many
ditferent instruments of power at his disposal, but
the same instrument serves many diflerent i^pirits.

As in religion, so here we note a tendency to some-
thing like henodremonism : at a given moment
man is concerned with but one spirit whose power
he wishes to repel or to win for himself. At the

s;ime time there appears a division into good and
bad, benevolent and harmful, spirits, into angels

and demons. The wln)le use of charms rests upon
belief in the superior power of the former; a few
forms of magic only have their origin in an opposite

belief (black magic).

The Neo-Platonists, especially lamlilichus, had
already systematized these popular notions, and
had attempted to justify them philosophically.

Christian tlieology adopted their theories, while

far more eager than they to reconcile the whole
angelology and demonologj Avith monotheistic
views (.Joli. Dama.sc. dc Fide Orth. ii. 4). On the

one hand, demonstrations were offered to prove the

e.\istence of an inward connexion between every
spirit and a definite object or formula ; the name,
picture, or symliol is not merely a human form of

expression, iiut possesses an objective value as a
form of manifestation in which the spirit is wholly
or jiartially operative. Christian theology sought
support fill these theories in the great thought of

the Incarnation of Cod. If the greatest of all

powers, ( )mniiiotence itself, was manifested to our
scMise in liunian shape, could not the lower powers
similarly become incarnate, and embody themselves

in men, or even in lower forms? Next to the

purely spiritual beings stand the saints (q.v.),

bound through their own past life to the world of

sense, w ho have left behind them in the shape of

relies (7.1;.) vessels of their spiritual power. On
the other hand, all possible emphasis is laid upon
the sovereign freedom of the will of God, whose
command or permission alone renders possible any
exercise of power (Lactantius, Inst. Div. ii. 14, 15;

Aug. dc Divinatione Daemonum [C'SJCL xli. SOT-
BIS], dc Oil!. Dei, xii. 25, rfe Trin. iii. 8, 13 ;

pseudo-

Aug. Sc?-»w 278. 4 [PL xxxix. 2270]).

This is the teaching of the Greek theologians,

as well as of the Latins (cf. John of Damascus,
and Thomas Aquinas, Sumimi, ii. 2, qu. 91-9(j,

quodlih. xi. 10). We cannot make these great
theologians responsible for all the writings that

bear tlieir names ; to such names as Gregorius
Thaumaturgus and Albertus Magnus a whole
literature of magic has been attached. Leo the
Wise, whose Novella Ixv. outdoes all earlier State
ordinances against magic, became in popular
rumiuir himself an arch-magician, and the like

h.i]>[i(iied with I'ope Sylvester ((Jerbert). In the
Midillc Ages any serious student of mathematical
or s(iontilic problems—like Koger Bacon or Itay-

mond Lull.—gained this reputation at once. But
Magic could yet appeal with some right to the

theologians whose theories had been niadi; her

justilication. How dillicult was the position of

the ecclesiastical theology—compelled to arlinit

the underlying theories of magic, and yet un-

willing to sanction the practice— appears most
clearly in the writings of Gersoii. The Church
herself made Avar, under the title of magic, sorcery,

and witchcraft, only upon that part of the whole
phenomenon whose methods and aims were outside

ecclesiastical control, and were suspected of con-

nexion with heresy—Maniclucan, Albigensian, or

Catharian. The general principles are laid down
in the I'apal bulls (Gregory IX., Vox in Mama,
A.V. 1233; Innocent VIII., Summvi desiderantes,

A.D. 1484, Bidlarium Uonmmim [1743], iii. 3. 191

[Mirbt, Quellen zttr Gc.ieh. des I'nnsttums, 1895,

p. 105]; Alexander VI., 1494; Julius II., 1507;

I.eo X., 1521; Hadrian VI., 1523; Pius IV., 1564),

and detailed directions are given in the Diree-

torium inquisitortim of the Spanish Grand In-

quisitor, Nicolaus Aymericus (1358) (137G?), and in

the famous Malleus inalejieorniii (comprised A.D.

1487 by Kramer and Sprenger, and printed at

Cologne, 1489, 1494, 1496, 1511, 1520, etc., best ed.

in 4 vols., Lyons, 1669, Germ. tr. by J. W. K.
Schmidt, 190ti) ; and in the works of the Jesuits

RL Delrio (Disquisitiontim Mngicarum libri vi.,

1606) and P. Binsfeld (Tractatus dc coiifessionibus

nirilrjieorum et sngarum, 1591).

We must not, of course, presume that men con-

sciously entertained these underlying ideas, or

that they were acquainted with the jihilosophical

and theological theories about them. Charms are

applied by ancient custom no less (indeed, perhaps
more) generally by those who do not understand

their meaning. Incomprehensibility and irration-

ality are often important factors in their use. It

frequently happens that the original meaning of a
charm disappears altogether, and eiilightciied times

subject everything to an ingenious ration.alization;

yet the use of (diarms and their application remain
as before, and at any time the original meaning
may be revived.

Taluinjf. for example, had undoubtedly at first a magical,

jiroiibvlactic import, and it is possible tbal this import is

relixiiied in the practice of t^'ituinp with reliprions marks which
is still found among the Christian peoples of Italy and Hosnia.

Hut among modern sailors it survive." only as a meaningless

convention, a kind of ornament, as is at once obvious from the

subjects chosen. A horse's head on a stable, a pair of antlers

on a ranger's house, are in Germany at the present d.ay common
symbolic ornaments pointing to the nature of the building. In

former times horses' skulls were highly valued among the

Cermans as defensive charms— a use against which, on account
of its connexion with heathen sacrifices, the Church waged
energetic warfare. So, too, among the Greeks ox-skulls were

originally a charm which later on developed into the so-called

iit/.CT-aJUMni-ornamcnt : we do not know what is the meaning of

the numerous ox-skulls found to-day in villages of Asia Minor
(sue II. Rett, Kleinasiat. Denkmdler, 1908, p. 82 ; and art.

.tlOKAN RELIOION).

Under these circumstances it is often diflicult to

fix the boundary between charms and ornaments
or curiosities. ^Vhat appears at lirst sight to be

merely a decoration may have significance for its

wearer as a means of protection. At the present

time there is an inclination to give exaggerated

recognition to this fact, and to attribute to every

possible object a magical character and purjio.se,

of which very likely neither its maker nor it«

possessor has ever dreamed. We must remember
that in this province, as everywherf-, nothing is

stationary or universal ; nor is the path of human
progress "a straight line leading ever upwards from

superstition to enlightenment, but a tortuous road

that sinks as often as it rises. Moreover, at one

and the same time, dillerent communities in a

nation—the country-folk and the town-dwellers

—

as well as diltcrent classes—the educated and the

nneiluc.ited—think very' dillerent ly upon the .sub-

ject. Keiiicmboiing this, wecannotbe too cautious

in onr conclusions.
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3. Terminology and classification of charms.

—

Even in iinciont limes I he K^-yiitiuiis liiul orjj.an-

ized the science of cIkhjiis into a complete system
(see Wallace Budge, EqijptUm Magic', 1901).

Celsus (ap. Orig. vi. 39) incidentally enumerate.s
the following as j)ractised and taught by Chris-

tians ; K0.6apfxoi>%y ^ \vT-r)pio\Ji t^dds, i) d7ro7ro/A7r/juous

0wi'dy, ^ KTijirovSt ^ daifiofiovs axVf^^'^^'^f^*^'^'^' ioSw^^i
7) dptOf^wv, ^ \LOiVV, 7) (pvTwy, i) /us'ujf, Kal 6\ws Travro-

dairuji' xp'qimTdjv iravToia dXe^Ltpap/xixKa, and, fuillier,

fiifiXla (idpfiapa, daiiidfuv dvificna ^o^ra Kal repareias.

Augustine {de Ductr. Christ. II. xx. 30) mentions
as ' niolimina magicarum artium '

: (1) aruspicuni

et augurum libri ; (2) ligaturae atque remedia,

sive in praecantationibus, sive in quibusdam notis

quas characteres vocant, sive in quibusque rebus
suspendendis atque illigandis, vel etiam aptandis
quodammodo. This terminology is based partly

upon the objects employed as charms, partly upon
the maimer of their aj)plication, and partly upon
the purpose. These dilJ'ereut bases of classiiication

are seldom distinguished ; we often lind as parallel

species <pv\aKTripia, irepiaTrra, ^Trqidai, xf^paK'T^pes, i/i-

cantationes, Hffiiurae, rcincdia, pliylacteria, char-

acteres, succini, herbae. Generic names are : rd

vepUpya {e.g. Ac 19'^ ; Iren. I. xxiv. 5), fj-ayela,

tnaqia, fia-yyaveia, yoijTeia, tfiapfiaKtia. {According
to Suidas, p.ayela is distinguished as the invocation

of good spirits for beneficial purposes, 70))7-eia as

the conjuration of the dead, ^apfi-aKeia as the ad-

ministration of magical potions. This contradicts
Bingham's [vii. 25] definition of /xayela as harmful
magic

—

vencjicium and tnaleficium—and of incan-

tamentum as the use of salutary charms. ) All these

terms deal only with active or ' working ' magic,
m distinction from the various methods of inquiry
into the future—passive or ' seeing ' magic {iiavTeLa,

divinatio). The latter plays the greater part—see

tlie list of heathen p-avrdai. (to which the corre-

sponding list of ixayelai is unfortunately lacking)

in Josephus Christ. Hypunvnesticon, 144 {PG cvi.

160) ; the list, which Isidore of Seville, Etymol.
viii. 9 [PL Ixxxii. 310], draws up from Augustine
(de Doctr. Christ, ii. 21, de Civ. Dei, vii. 35, xxi.

8), Jerome (in Dan. 2^ [PL sxv. 521]), and Lac-
tantius (Div. Inst. ii. 17 [PL vi. 336]),—cf. Kabanus
Maurus [PL ex. 1095],—and the Indiculus Super-
stitionum et paganiarum from Vat. Pal. oil (last

published by Boretius, Capit. reg. Fraric. [MGH i.

222 f.], and commented upon by Hefele, Concilien-

gesch.^ iii. 505-511, and oaupe, in Programm des
stddtischen lica Igymnasiums zu Leipzig, 1891), con-
fuse the two forms (see art. Divination).
Magic is nowadays mostly divided into ' white

'

and ' black,' according as the help of good or of

evil spirits is called in. This distinction generally
coincides with that between the ends desired

—

help or harm, defence or otlence. Others define

white magic as supernatural working on another's
behalf, and black as that for one's own good.
Schanz gives a more modem sounding definition

(but cf. Aug. de Doctr. Christ, ii. ), dividing magic
into natural and artificial—the one harmless
(white), the other harmful (black), and passing,
with the aid of demoniacal powers, beyond the
natural. Kiesewetter (ii. 701) propounds a diller-

ent distinction : white magic is a development of

the intuitive faculties, witli the object of attaining
the mystic Keuosis ; natiual magic is the apjdica-

tion of rudimentary physical and chemical know-
ledge ; black magic is witchcraft ; and theurgy is

the raising of spirits, including necromancy and
invocation of the devil.

4. Purposes.~A. Dkfexsive charms.—(\)

Prophylactic.—The most imijortantand commonest
purpose of charms is that of averting evil, to
which the class name of ' apotropaeic' is given
by modern scholai's. This aiipears in the names

for charms

—

(pvkaiiTripioi' (also <j>v\aKTbv among the
Byzantines), which in Latin is either transcribed

as phylacterium or translated by servatorium (see

Suicer and Ducange, also Loewe-Goetz, Corp.

Gloss, vii. 86). Amuletum has the same meaning.
This word has no connexion with the Arabic,
either with Jtanuda, ' to wear ' (von Hammer), or

with haindil, 'sword-belt' (Dozy; against this

see Gildemeister, ZDMG xxxviii. 14011'.), but is

genuine Latin. So comparatively early a writer

as Varro (Per. divin. bk. xiii. ap. Charisius,

Gramm. 105, 9, ed. Keil) cannot explain it ; Pliny
uses it frequently (xxiii. 20, xxv. 115, xxviii.

38, xxix. 66, 83, xxx. 82, 138, xxxvii. 51, 117),

and always in the sense of a protective or de-

fensive object, of whatever kind. According to

the glosses, it is derived from amoliinentum (Corp.

Gloss, vi. 63, 65 ; cf. also Walde, Etynwlog.
Wortcrb., 27). The Greeks speak continually of

d\et777-T7ptos, oKi^lKaKos, dXe^t^Ae/ivos, a.\e^i(pdpfj£LKOS,

The evUs to be averted are all possible harmful
influences, especially that of the evil eye (jiaaKafia,

fascinatio—hence n-poflaaKafla), and further de-

moniacal possession, fever, illness of all kinds,

wounds, sudden death, fire, drought, attacks of

robbers, and all other evils by which mankind is

threatened. The instruments by which they may
be averted are small objects hung upon the body
(TreplaiTTa, irepiafxfxaTa., ligaturae. Old Germ. Ange-
henke, ' ligatures '—also Trepir/jax^X'a). The special

name given to these nowadays is ' amulet,' also
' talisman ' (an Arab, form from r^Xeir/ia).'

From the East was derived the form of the
medallion or small plaque (wirciKoii), often in gold
with jewels or enamel. In liome the little lead

tube (bulla) had its home ; and in later times a
small casket or locket (capsa, capsella). Under
Christian influence these amulets took the form of

the cross, but the medallions also survived.

The ancienta had a most e.xhaustive system of defence by
magical means (Jacob Burckhardt, Die Zeit Coiistantiiis des

Grosseii, 210). To every limb and every kind of disease a
special charm was allotted. Immedi.ately a child was born, it

was decorated with amulets—commonly bells or magic knots
—and ita chair and cradle were surrounded with all manner of

charms (Chrys. t» 1 Car. hom. xii. 7 [PG bd. 105] ; Theodore of

Studium, Laiid. fun. in matrem suam, 2 [PG xcix. 885]). The
rattle and little bell given to babies for amusement nowadays
may have originated in this custom.

It was soon .sought in Christian circles to set

these phylacteric objects on a level with the tcphil-

lin which were ordained in the OT, and which
later Judaism was no longer content to regard, in

accordance mth the teaching of Dt 6^ 11" and Ex
13°' '^, as mere tokens of remembrance, but found
in them, as indeed the original wearers had prob-

ably done before them, protective charms ; hence
the Greek rendering tpv\aKrrripi.a (Mt 23* ; see

Sehiirer, GJV ii. 484). The Fathers contested

this co-ordination (e.q. Epiphauius, Haer. 15 [PG
xli. 245]), and the earlier synods laid the penalties

of the Church upon the manufacture of phylac-

teries by the clergy. But in the East a change of

opinion began with the 6th cent., and was com-
pleted with the iconoclastic controversy. The
Patriarch Nicephorus (Antirrh. ui. 36 [PG c. 433])

speaks of the wearing of gold or silver crosses,

often with pictures from the life of Christ, as a

Erimitive Christian custom, the rejection of which

y the iconoclasts only served to convict them of

apostasy.'
1 In the Westmllicher Diwan, Goethe distinguishes between

' talisman,* a magic mark on a precious stone, and ' amulet,' a
form of words (often of some length) written on paper ; but
this distinction is without historical basis.

2 Cf. Theophanes, p. 446 [ed. de Boor), on the persecution of

(^vAaKT^pioi'-wearers at the time of Ck)nstantinus Copron>-mus).

At the present time the so-called encolpia worn by all digni-

taries of the Orthodox Church are generally regarded aa decora-

tive insignia, and their pattern is strictly regulated according

to the rank of the wearer. But Nicephorus says clearly that

they were called p/ijilaclma, and served for the protection and
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The development in the West was similar. It

is true that the decrees of the Councils were ratified

and continued (cf. above, § i ; Fulgentius Ferrandn.s

[PL Ixxxviii. 824]; Ciisconius Africanus [i/>.

87G]; Schmitz, 312 11'.), and I'ope Nicolaus I.

forbade the manufacture of ligaturac among the
Bulgarians. But it was always heathen charms
alone that were meant ; Christian charms were in

continual use. The Western clerg3', too, wore
crosses, and by no means for mere ornament.
The presents sent from Gregory to Theodelind all

ha\e tlie character of amulets ; some of them are
still preserved in the trea-sviry at Monza—a cross-

pendant with a relic of the Holy Cross, a Gospel
lectionary in a Persian case, three rings with lij'a-

cinth and albula stones (Ep. xiv. 2 [PL Ixxvii.

1316]). (ircgorj- of Tours wore such a cross, and
periodically changed the relic it contained. The
Lives of the faints are full of miracles wrought by
these phylnetcriri.

In the later Middle Ages the practice of in-

dulgences extended the working of charms to a
n(!w province—the fate in Purgatory—and there-

with gave them an enhanced interest ; many things

intended to eil'ect indulgence became charms in

popular use (see 5 C (8)).

Here, too, mention must be made of the scapu-
lary. Introduced hy the Carmelites in 1287 and
supported by Papal privileges (Privllcgium sab-

hatinum, 1320), it was to enjoy so great a popu-
larity as to arouse the competition of other monastic
orders. The scapulary is a strip of cloth, suggest-

ing the cowl, which is wrapped round the dying in

order to ensiu'e him a blessed death and immediate
freedom from Purgatoiy. A comparison may be
drawn with the legend that Pilate was protected

against the Emperor's wrati. as long as he wore
Clirist's seamless coat {Leg. Aurea, liii. ).

Modern Koman Catholicism, with the numer-
ous insignia of its brotherhoods, its medals struck
in connnemoration of ecclesiastical festivals, its

medallions in memory of dili'erent slirines, and
especially of pilgrimage-centres, has done mucli to

encourage tliis faith. To all these objects, wliich

generally take the form of crosses or medallions to

be worn round the neck, the consecration of the
Church and contact with sacred things (relics

and images) impart protective power ; and in tlie

I'lipular regard far more weight is laid upon tliis

tlian upon the purely memorial significance. The
present writer met at Nancy in 1909 a driver who
was firmly persuaded tliat the safety of his horse
and carriage was guaranteed by a little medallion
showing tlie portrait of the Madonna du Bon
Secours which he had in his pocket.
Bnt even in Protestant circles, especially among

the country-folk, there is no lack of amulets.
Tliere exists in Germany a great quantity of

Schwertbriefe (also called Himmelsbriefe, from
the belief that they have fallen from heaven),
containing an abundance of prayers, formuUe,
names, and characters, and lavislily decorated
with crosses, which are worn round the neck or in

the pocket, for protection against sword-cuts. In

recent «ars many soldiers are said to have put
their trust in the protective power of such papers,
or of coins and other objects, as thej' went into

the field (see Schindler, Aberglaube dcs Mittel-
altcrs, 18,58, p. 131).

Amulets are used for the protection not only of

men but also of cattle, which form to some extent

assurance of life, for the hcaltli of soul and body, for hcalin^r in
sickness, and for the averting of attacks by unclean spirits.
The Emperor and high Imperial officials also wore such phi/lar,-

teria ; and they were sent as pledges of safe conduct (ct.

Anastasius Sinaita in Pa, vi. [PG Ixxxix. 1112], of Emperor
Mauricius ; pseudo-Symeon, p. G31, 2, and Georgiiis Mon. Crnit.
£19b, 3 led. Bonn.], of Emperor Thcophilus ; see, further,

ucaujje on Alexias, ii. {PG cxxxi. 204]).
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man's most valuable possession, and are as liable

as he to the attacks of demons. The api)lication

of ligiiturui; to cattle is mentioned, among others,

by Eligius and Kbendorfer (see below, 5, inlrod.).

In later times the so-called Antonius medallions
found special favour, for Antony of Padua lias

been the jiatron of horses and asses ever since the
adoration by an ass of the Host which the saint-

held in his hand. To swine Antony's greater
namesake, the ancient Egyjitian liermit, attbrds

protection. Cowbells, like the bells hung on In-

fants, had originally a protective significance, and
were intended to frighten away evil spirits ; tlieir

use as a means of recognition by the herdsman i.s

a later idea.

The same purpose as that of amulets or talis-

mans worn on the person is served by apotropa-ic
inscriptions on buildings (cf. I)t 6' 11-"; pseudo-
Aristeas, Ep. § 158, ed. Weudland ; Euseb. Prcrp.
Evang. viil. ix. 27 ; see, for further details, 5 C (U)).

Men desire to protect not only their bodies, but
their houses. Even individual pieces of furniture
and household ware are equipped with their in-

scriptions and magic characters (Chrysostom, in

1 Cor. horn. 43 [PG Ixi. 373], mentions a (ia,-Y^l\i.ov

hanging on the couch).

(2) Countcr-ehaiins.—The use of charms is not
only protective : a demonic enchantment must be
removed by a counter-charm. In such cases the
first business is to determine the nature of the
enchantment in question (di'ei'pco-cs 'papii.a.Kuiii' iJTOi

ixayuwv), and tlien to nullify its operation (KaOapan
yorjTdiji/ ; Zonaras on Ancyra, can. 24 [PG cxxxvii.

1192]). This procedure, however, was held to be
heathen. Christians were concerned mostly with
the thwarting of demonic miracles througli Divine
power. Simon Magus, borne Iieavenwards through
the air by demons, was brought to earth by tlie

Apostles' prayers; i.e. the power of the demons
was removed, and thereupon the magician fell

lieadlong and was dashed to pieces (Acta Aposto-
lorum Apoerypha, ed. Lipsius and Bonnet, i. S2,

166 ; cf. Arnobius, adv. Gentes, ii. 12). The
apocryphal Acts of the Apostles are full of such
miracles. That they were ascribed to the action of a
holy magic, and not merely to the power of prajer,

is shown by the case of St. Peter, who caused
Simon's demoniacal hounds to vanisli by means of

some pieces of consecrated bread lying hidden in

the sleeve of his cloak (Mart. Petri et Panli, 24 fi'.).

Some heretics, who by the assistance of demons
were walking over a river, were made to sink, not
by prayer or by conjuration, but by Hosts thrown
into the stream (Ca'sarius of Heisterbach, Dial.
Mirac. ix. 12). In isolated instances the sanction
of the Cliurch w-as obtained even for the resistance
of black magic by black magic. A German bishop
on a journej' back from Rome was bewitched by
his mistress, and lay sick unto death until he
gained the consent of the Po]]e to allow him to

call in another witch, who turned the enchantment
upon its author ; then the bishop immediately re-

covered, and the mistress died (Malleus m/ihf.
ii. 2). But in general the Church tolerated such
counter-magic, which was practised only by tliose

who made a trade of it, as little as she tolerated

witchcraft itself (cf. Ferrai'is, Bibliothrca Canonica,
s.v. ' Superstitio,' § 74). The only licensed form
was that contained in the magic working of the
Church's sacramentnlia (see 5 C (10)).

(3) Curative chiiri/i.<i.—Akin to counter-charms
is a use of cliarms which is botli more extensive
than any other and more fully illustrated liy the
literary records of antiquity, namely, that for the
purpose of healing. Sickness was held to be the
worlving of a demonic power, of some magic—an
alien si)int ha-s taken posse.ssion of the man and
must be driven out. To this end, besides the
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recitation of formul;e, breathing upon tlio patient,

or anointing him with oil—a niucli-useil medium
in magic, supported in Cliristian practice by Ja
5"—magical objects could also be applied ; for

example, tlie Solomon's ring (see 5 B (4)). But,
in addition to possession by demons, all bodily
ailments were attributed to bewitchment, and so

the application of remedial charms was a panacea
for all sickness.

Magic formed a very large element in the medicine of an-
tiquity, and has its share in the popular medicine of to-day.
Any legritimate remedy may easily become a cliarm. For ex-
ample, breath may often have a directly physical effect, warm-
ing and softening ; but when water that has been breathed
upon in the morning is supposed in the evening to have a
healing virtue, there is present the notion of the magical
transference of power. To drink an herbal powder for colic

is a reasonable course of action ; but when the herb is hung
round the neck, that is magic, says Augustine, and with truth
(dc Dactr. ChriM. II. xxix. 45). Tlien the idea is that the sight
of the antidote affrights the demon.

The chief remedial measure is to bind tlie demon
so that he can do no harm. This is done partly by
the methods of sympathetic magic—some object is

formally bound and certain knots are tied—and
partly througii conjuration. Gregory of Tours
{de Virt. S. Juliani, 45, ed. Krusch, p. 582) gives
a graphic description of how, in a case of sudden
illness, a hariolus is called in and ' incantationes
iumurmurat, sortes iactat, ligaturas collo sus-
pendit.' Clirysostora's account is similar ; in cases
of sickness the conjurer (^jraoi5<5s) is sent for, or an
old woman who, to the accompaniment of various
formula?, hangs an amulet with magic characters
round the patient's neck. These practices must
have been very wide-spread among the Christians.
Chrysostom preaches repeatedly against them :

they are idolatrous, and, if death follows upon
their renunciation, it is to be counted as martyr-
dom (cf. also Basil in Ps 45- [PG xxix. 417]).

Tlie form of conjuration consists of a short
speech addressed in commanding tones to the
disease in question, often in verse, commonly
without sense or meaning. But longer forms were
also used, and the tone passed imperceptibly into
that of prayer, a special succourer being invoked
for every illness. In case of poisoning the help
of Anastasia 0ap/ta/co\ur/)(a was implored ; if the
patient could not sleep, a prayer (that is, a form of
conjuration) was used, in which the names of the
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus appeared (Vassiliev,
Anecdota graeco-byzantina, i. [1893] 327), and so
on. Often the desire was expressed that the dis-

ease should depart into some other being ; and to
bring about tlie transference certain ceremonies
were performed upon a tree, or an animal, most
commonly a cock. The notion entertained is some-
times that of a purely physical transmission, and
sometimes that of the migration of an evil spirit
(cf. the Gerasene swine, Mk 5'^). Another method
was to expel the sickness by contact with a higher
remedial power. As the demons fled before the
presence of Christ and His saints, so the disease
retires when anything sacred, be it man or thing,
touches the aft'ected portion of the sick man's body
(see 5 A (2)). Then there are the images of diseased
members, deposited or hung at a holy place (in
trivios et ah arboribus vd alio, according to the
heathen custom ; see Pirminius, Scarapsus, 22 [p.
175, ed. Caspar!]), and later in churches and chapels,
to attract healing virtue to the particular liml).

The significance of these images shifted from
charms to ex votos—thank-offerings for recovery
vouchsafed ; but these were generally promised
beforehand ; and originally the wooden and w axen
limbs were supposed to efieet the cure.

Finally, names have here, as upon pht/lacteria,
a compelling force. A sufferer from epilepsy—the
falling sickness—can be cured by ^vearing on his
person the names of the three kings who fell in

worship before the infant Christ. And something
of this name-magic can be traced in the common
practice of giving certain medical prescriptions
under the names of great magicians and saints (cf.

5C(4)).
(4) Detective magic.—On the threshold that

divides ' working ' from ' seeing ' magic (charms
from divination) stand the methods employed to

detect the guilty among a number of suspects, and
to establish guilt or innocence where only one is

accused. If it was desired, for example, to dis-

cover who was the thief among a body of suspected
persons, an eye was painted on the wall, and the
suspects were led past it ; he \vhose eyes filled

with tears as he went by was the thief. If this

method was not at first successful, a magic nail

was hammered in as well (Vassiliev, 341). The
throat was another treacherous member ; pieces of

bread and cheese were given to the suspects, and
he who choked over them was guilty. Of course,

tlie bread and cheese must have been consecrated
^vitll special ceremonies ; bread consecrated on
Maundy Thursday was a particular favourite with
the Greeks (Balsamon on Trull, can. 61 [PG
cxxxvii. 724] ; Synod of Constantinople, A.D. 1372
[Acta Patriarch, i. 595] ; Vassiliev, 330), and also

in the West (see Ducange, s.v. 'Corsned'). In
Novgorod, after 1410, bread was used that had
been consecrated before the image of the Edessene
saints Gui'ias, Samonas, and Abibos (Vassiliev, Ixv.

;

cf. the miracle of these saints [PG cx\i. 145-161]).

In the 16th cent, this method lost its religious

character and became more akin in form to di\'ina-

tion. Women kneaded pieces of paper, containing
the names of the suspected, into balls of dough,
and threw them into a basin of water. The dough
was dissolved, and the paper released ; the first

that came to the surface gave the name of the
guilty (Pictorius of VUlingen, De rebus 7wn
naturalibus [c. 1540]). Similar is the use of an
axe or sieve placed in equilibrium, through the
motion of which the guilty person was shown—

a

practice used in the trial of witches in France
during the 16th century. A very ancient practice

in cases of murder was to lead the suspected person
to the bier, not in order to observe his demeanour
in the presence of the victim, but in the expecta-
tion that the approach of the murderer would
cause the dead man's wounds to bleed anew.
With this last method we come to the means by

which it was sought to establish guilt or innocence
in cases where a definite accusation was lodged.

This form of procedure, known in the Middle
Ages as the ' ordeal ' (Germ. Gottesurtcil), and
very widely used for judicial ends, is both ancient
and universal. Nu 5"''- prescribes the so-called

'water of bitterness' for cases of suspected .adul-

tery (cf. Protevang. Jacobi, 16) ; and the use of

bull's blood among the priestesses of Acliaia

(Pausanius, VII. xxv. 8) is similar. Christianity

believed from a very early time that the most
efficacious means of revealing guOt was the Holy
Communion (see, e.g.. Acta 2'homac, 51, p. 167 [ed.

Bonnet]). The magic element shows itself in the
expectation that judgment and punishment will

coincide. The use of the lot is pure divination
;

but the ordeals by fire and water lie within the
province of working magic. In the former the
accused must touch or carry red-hot iron ; in the
latter, eit<ier he had to plunge his hand into boiling

water without being scalded, or he was bound and
thrown into a river ; if he sank, he was innocent

;

if the water would not receive him, he was held
to be guilty. The chivalresque form of settling

guilt or innocence by means of a fight is well known
from Sir Walter Scott's splendid description in

Ivanhoe. Deprived of its original meaning, it still

survives in the modern duel.
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B. Productive cuarms.—{o) Fertility.—

Charms can also be used for positive ends—the

promotion of tlie forces valuable to man. By far

the most ancient and most general application

is for the furtherance of the forces of propagation
either of tlie earth, that wood, meadow, and crops

may grow, or of beasts and men, that they may be
multiplied. Christianity found such usages every-

where in existence among the country people,

especially the Germans, and in the beginning sought
to do awiiy with these heathen rites ; but later here,

too, the approved course was adopted of retaining

what could not be uprooted, while clothing it in a
form suitable to the Christian Church. Carlovin-

gian C(i;nli<liiria still forbade the boundary proces-

sions {rvgaliuncs, ' beating the bounds ') ; but later

they were led by the priest in solemn train with the

.sacrament ; and in this form they have remained
down to the present time. The most famous
example is the Blutritt of Weingarten, in Wiirttem-
berg—a procession on horseback with a relic brought
from the East, blood from the wound in Christ's

side. In time of severe drought a procession with
the relics of St. Rolendis is said always to have pro-

duced a good eti'ect [AS, May, iii. 242) ; good har-

vest weather is to be ensured by a procession with
the relics of St. Florentia of Poitiers (Dec. 1).

A kind of magical manuring was also in use

:

holy water was sprinkled on the land before and
during the sowing. There are even instances of

the use—certainly not with the Church's approval

—of consecrated wafers for this purpose. Here
and there a peasant woman would scatter them
over her cabbages for protection against grubs, or

Hosts were put in bee-hives to render them more
producti\-e. Petrus VenerabUis (cle Mirac. i. 1

[PL clxxxix. 852 if.]) and Ca-..arius of Heisterbach
(Mirac. Dial. ix. 8) affirm that in one such case

the bees built a regular chapel of wax. There is

a similar legend of Drei Ahren, near Colmar.
Fertility must also be assured for beasts. To

this end shejiherds and huntsmen used bread or

herbs that had been consecrated with magic forms,

hiding them in trees or at cross-roads (Rouen, can.

4 [Burchard, x. 18 ; PL cxl. 836]).

(6) ^Vcnther chann.t. — Closely connected with
the fertility charms are those for the regulation of

the weather, whereby the various conditions of

rain or sunshine that are most suitable for the
growth of <trops are produced, or the destructive
forces of drought, hailstorm, and the like are

malevolently called into action. To cause rain,

some water from the brook was sprinkled in the
air, or vessels of water were j)oured over the
earth. A naked maid, with a henbane on her
right foot, was conducted to the river and there
sprinkled by other maidens (Burchard of Worms,
XIX. 5, qu. 194 ; Schmitz, Bussbiicher, ii. 452). In

the Middle -Vges the statues or relics of Christian
saints—at Perpignan, for e.xample, the relics of

St. Galderic—were bathed, like tlie statues of the
gods in ancient times. In these practices sym-
pathetic magic is obviously preponderant ; less so

when the relics of St. Exsuperius or tlie garment of

St. Eutychius were.simplj- carried in time of drought
round the land. Another clear instance of tliis

species of m.agic appears in a story of St. Benedict's
sister. Tlu; saint was on a visit to her, and, as she
wished to keep him longer by her side, she covered
her head with her hands, as though for prayer, and
p<mre<l forth Hoods of tears ; immediately torrenis
of rain descendeil from heaven in response ( Vita S.
Brnal. (di. 33; Leg. Aurca, xlix. 16 [p. 212, ed.

Grae.sse]).

The belief that it was possible to bring bad
weather by ca-sting stones into certain mountain-
lakes was supported by official laws against such
action. Mt. Pilatus near Lucerne was one of

these localities, and here the superstition was only
gradually uprooted by Vadian, Gesner, and Platter

in the 16th centurj'.

As always liappeus, popular imagination busied
itself mostly with malevolent magic. It was believed

that certain individuals could direct the weather,
and use it to the injury of others (they are called

i'«pooiuiKTai [ps. -Justin, Quwst. ad ortli. 31 ; Cone.
Trull, can. 61, where Balsamon's explanaliun. that
divination by the clouds is meant, ("iiiiiin In- .'ic-

cepted], Lat. tempestarii [CharloMiUjin . .1/'.//

Capit. reg. franc, i. 59 (65), 104 (40)], an.l ,/„;„( v,.,,-,.?

tempesiatum [PL cxl. 961 ; Lex Visiijoth. vi. 2, 4
;

Schmitz, Bussbiicher i. 308, 479, etc.]). Hail-clouds
were supjiosed to come from a country named Man-
gonia, and with tliem came people who carried oil' the
damaged fruits back through the air to their home.
At the time of Agobard of Lj-ons (t 841) this belief

was particularly rampant : men claimed to have
found such people who had fallen from the sky.
The bisliop liad great difficulty iu pacifying the
populace ('contra insulsam vulgi oiiiniunem de
grandine et tonitmis' [PL civ. 147-15S]). The
superstition, however, remained, and played a
sinister part in the trials of witches, who were
believed not only to bring rain and bail by sprink-

ling water, but also to be able, aided by the devil,

to steal corn, milk, butter, and other farm produce,
drawing it by enchantment through the air.

To avert threatening storms, c'liarms are again
the means. Fires were kindled and various things
(possibly as sacrificial offerings) thrown upon them ;

a cross was pointed to the four quarters of the
heavens, and holy water was sprinkled in the air

(Mengus, Flagellum Dcemonum, London, 1604, p.

208). Bell-ringing and shooting were also, without
doubt, originally intended to aiiright the storm-
demons ; it was quite a later development to say
that the one had the edifying purpose of calling

the people to jnayer, and the other the physical

effect of breaking uj) the cloud.s.

(7) Birth and capacity.—To be fertile and to leave

issue behind him is the dearest desire of man, and for

its attainment various charms were u.sed. Among
these are throwing peas into the lap of the bride,

eating the fruit of a tree bearing for the first time,

drinking fresh birch-sap, and the simple possession

of mandrakes—Heb. duda'lm (Gn. 30"), mandra-
gora. Germ. Alraun (cf. Phj'siologus, xliii. [p. 272,

ed. Lauchert]). The girdle of St. ISIaginus of Tarra-
gona was also useful, and, in general, the invoca-

tion of certain saints, of whom Kerler (Patronate
dcr Heiligcn, 1905, pp. 118 tl'., 123 ff., 372 ff.) gives

a list of extraordinary proportions. The means of

etlecting easy and safe delivery were also very
numerous—many in universal use, such as crawling
tlirougli something (see S A (2)), openin" the
locks of doors and chests, opening the blades of

knives ; and many peculiar to the Church. Among
the last may be mentioned the girdles of St.

Margaret, St. Hildegiuid of Mehre, and St. Licinius

of Angers, the hair-girdle of St. Ludgardis, the
shirt of St. Maria of Oignies, the stall' of St.

Dominic, dust from the body of St. Norbert (taken
as medicine or laid on the neck), and so forth.

Immediately after the birth of the child, besides

the inquiry by divination into its future, and the
prophylactic rites mentioned above, there began a
series of productive-charm processes to ensure it

long life, liealth, lx)dily slren^^th, and intellectual

capacity. In naming the child an elVort was made
to gain for it a powerful patron by choosing the
name of a famous saint, but further methods were
adopted to aflect directly the length of life.

DitUrent names were attached to a nmnber of
candles, which were then set alight, and the name
(ra that which burnt longest was chosen (Chry-
sostom, in 1 Cor. horn. xii. 'i\_PG Ixi. 105])—another
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form of magic standing ou the boundary between
divination and chariii. At B^ziers, protection

against epilepsy was gained for the child l>y havinf^

it baptized in the font connected witli the tonil>

of St. Aplirodisius. A St. Vitus's stone in Jura,

which Monnier supposes to be the remains of an
ancient phallus, imparted strength to children

placed upon it. If a boy's sight was bad, it could

be improved by the ceremonial ablution of the

effigies of saints in the churches, accompanied by
the recitation of many prayers and passages of

Scripture. Similar methods were helpful also

when a child w;xs slow to learn : he was taken to

church during Mass, and given wine and water
to drink in a glass vessel inscribed with the names
of tlie twenty-four heavenly elders (Vassiliev, 342).

Special talent often appears in legend as due to

the grace of Heaven vouchsafed in a particular

revelation, generally through the Virgin ; and so

it was held possible, through tlie invocation of

saints, to impart some understanding even to

idiots, and to unlettered persons the capacity to

read and understand texts of Scripture. In Italian

clmrches there may still frequently be seen votive

thank-ott'erings for success in examinations. Martin
of Bracara [t 580], Capitula, ch. 76 [PL cxxx. 587]

mentions various foolish practices used by women
over their spinning and weaving (cf. Wuttke, Der
deutsche Volksabcrglaube der Gcgenwart, 619).

(8) Love-charins.—Closely related to these are the
various charms for producing, regaining, or secur-

ing love. This form of magic, inspired by passion,

and often by jealousy, went so far as to aim at the
death of the person loved, if he could not be won.
Love-charms were much used in the heathen
world—sometimes the magic top on which the
head of a wryneck was tied (see Suidas, s.v. ivy^),

sometimes magic potions (<pl\Tpa). Jerome (Vita
Hilarionis, 21 [PL xxiii. 39]) tells of a virgin who
was rendered mad with love by means of Egyptian
' characters ' buried by her lover under her threshold.

Jewish exorcists were supposed to have special

skill in this matter (cf. Jos. Ant. XX. vii. 2). One
of these may be the author of the love-spell dis-

cussed by Deissraann in Bibelstudien (ISQ5), 21-54,

wliere, as in tlie case of defixioiies (below, C (9)),

the charm is inscribed on a roll of lead ; the spell

by which the demon is conjured consists of five

series of names for God and acts of God taken
from the Bible. The lover in this case may
have been a heathen woman ; but the practice
of love-magic by Christians is proved by the warn-
ings of Chrysostom, the prohibitions of the Synod
of Agde, can. (4 Burchard, x. 29), and the Peniten-
tiaries (Schmitz, Bussbiicher, p. 306). The charms
used were for the most part of heathen cliarac-

ter : e.g. magic potions ; leaves sewn together, of
course with spells ; apples or candles into which
needles were stuck crosswise (by these a visit from
the loved one was enforced) ; love-clasps made of
frog's bones ; four-leaved clover (cruciform) ; rose-

apples secretly attached to the beloved's person
(Wuttke, 550 tf.); and, most ellective of all, some-
thing from the lover's own body mixed witli the
other's food—they even went so far as to use semen
virile and sanguis menstruus (Burchard of Worms,
xix. 5, 39-164 ; Schmitz, op. eit. pp. 314, 459).

Wax images and candles were also used (cf. Lea,
iii. 657, on a trial of the Inquisition, A.D. 1329).

So long as a light burnt in a certain cloister, the
Emperor Matthias remained bound to his mistress
(Stiive, Wittelsbacher Briefe, vii. 682). But sacred
things w ere also abused for this purpose. Ca;sarins
of Heisterbacli tells of a priest who hoped to win
the forbidden love of a woman by kissing her with
a consecrated wafer in his mouth.

Similar methods were effective in conjugal
quarrels. The demon of discord was conjured;

liusband and wife had to wear amulets with certain

magic forniuUe ; and a magnet was cut in two
and each was given a lialf, that tliey might be
drawn together (Vassiliev, 340). This seems also

to have been the purpose of golden rings witli

blxSvoia. and Jn 14" engraved round the hoop
(Dalton, Catal. of Early Chr. Antiq, in the Brit.

Mils., nos. 130, 132). Instances likewise occur of

cliarms intended to convert love into hatred, and
attempts to bring upon men by magic the enmity
of all their friends. The table of curses from
Puteoli, now in the Berlin Museum (published by
Hiilsen in the Archdol. Zeitung, 18S1, p. 309 ff.,

and by R. Wiinsch in hietzm&un's Kkine Texte, xx.

7ff.), afl'ords an example. In order to estrange
a bridal pair, a handful of earth taken from a
place where two cocks had been fighting was
thrown between them. Similar instances might be
multiplied.

C. (9) Malevolent charms.—Row easy is

the passage from the useful to the harmful has
already been seen in the defensive and protective

charms. Magic was pressed into service by the

Sassions of hate and envy, as it had been by the
esire for the good things of life ; but now we see

it employed for purely destructive purposes. The
object was to bring ruin upon the health, the posses-

sions, and tlie reputation of an enemy. We possess
from antiquity a vast number of curse-tablets,

mostly made of lead, and rolled up as letters, which
were buried with the dead in order to ensure their

safe delivery to the gods of the under world, into
whose power it was desired to hand over the
enemy. These tablets, on account of the binding
which they were intended to effect, were called

KardSecfioi., Lat. dcfixiones or dirae. They exhibit
the same medley of heathen, Jewish, and Christian
formula; as the language of magic always does.

Their disjjatch was often accompanied by a cere-

mony of binding ; or a symbolical figure, as that of

a cock in bonds, was drawn upon the tablet itself.

The curse is generally directed against a particular

individual mentioned by name (it is characteristic

that the mother's name as well is nearly always
given

—

pater incertus, mater certa) ; but in a large

number of instances its operation is contingent
upon the committal of a certain act (

' if any one
. . . may he . . . '). This last is the form of

ecclesiastical curse—the dvdBe/j,a—to which bodily

as well as spiritual eft'ects were attributed, and
which certainly exercised a very perceptible social

influence under the Christian Empire.
In racing circles, charms were a favourite method

of laming one's opponent, or, in the circus, the
horses of the opposing party (cf. Arnobius, adv.
Gent. i. 43). Jerome recounts with all his subtle

naivete the story of a Christian jockey who pro-

tected his horses against hostile charms by water
drawn from the pitcher of St. Hilarion :

' so Christ

triumphed over Marna'—the local deity of Gaza
{Vita Hilar. 20 [PL xxiii. 38]).

Every one believed that by means of charms he
could bring all kinds of disease, especially demoni-
acal possession, upon his enemy, depriving him of

bodily and intellectual power, and rendering him
impotent. The belief that it was possible to turn
men into beasts was as wide-spread in the Middle
Ages as in antiquity, and continued from Circe to

the witch-trials. In cases of demoniacal possession,

the iirst step in the process of exorcism prescribed

by the rituale Romanum was the removal of the

enchantments under which the victim sufl'ered.

The source of greatest danger was the man who
sought by charms to destroy his enemy's life. The
rumours about thedeath of Germanicus(Tac. Ann.
ii. 69) illustrate the great part played by this kind
of magic in the ancient world ; and Christians

cannot be acquitted of the charge of ha^•ing em-
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ployed it. The most prominent method was tliat

of sjmp.ithetic magic. In order to reacli the lieart

of an enenij-, the lieart of an animal or an etligy to

vhieh his name was attached was transfi.xed ('per
punctioneni imaginum,' Pope John xxil. ; see 5 A
(1)) ; human bodies were buried under his door, or
a piece of charred wood was deposited before his

house.
These methods, though in themselves un-Chris-

tian, became another occasi<m for the misuse of

the name of Christ, as well as of Biblical and
ecclesiastical formulas and the invocation of saints

and angels. We know, moreover, from the penal
ordinances of a synod at Toledo (xvii. [a.d. 694]
can. ry = Decr. Grut. ii. c. xxvi. qu. 5, c. 13) that
clerics, when reading the niissa pro defunrtis, used
to introduce the names of living men, whose death
they sought thereby to encompass. An ofhcial

aiioption of this form of magic bj- the Church was
the ceremony wherein a burning candle was put
out or thrown to the ground in order to extinguish
the life and blessedness of the victims of its con-
demnation. This was done, for example, in the
proceedings against unrepentant excommunicates
(insordesccntes) at a synod at Limoges (A.D. 1031).

It is a well-attested belief of the Middle Ages that
death was in some cases caused by an enemy's
prayer (Germ. Mortbetcn, Totbstcn ; see Schonbach
on Berthold von Regensburg, in SWAW, 1900,

p. 55). This malevolent magic was generally so

far conscious of the ungodliness of its acts as to
avoid contact with the Church and ecclesiastical

consecration, which wouW keep off or cripple the
Satanic powers ; indeed, the sign of the cross and
consecrated things served as counter-charms against
it. But the forms and i.'sti-uments of church-
worship were, none the less, regarded by it as
efrective weapons ; and this resulted in the traves-

ties of ecclesiastical ritual which appear in Satan-
ism (q.v.). Such was the so-called Black Mass,
and such was said to be the Mass of the Beardless
among the Byzantines (see Krumbacher, Gesch.

der byz. Literatur', p. 809 ; A. Heisenberg, Byz.
Zeitschr. xii. 361, xiv. 661), though the beardless-

ness was probably adopted by the iconoclasts

merely in opposition to the monastic fashion, and
was later stigmatizeil by the orthodox as a token
of homage to the devil.

It is further characteristic of this magic to per-

vert the order of things {e.g. psalms were re.ad

backwards) ; or it abbreviates instead of expanding
in the repetition, as in Abracadabra ox Sator arepo
tenet opera rotas (see, e.g., H. Rott, Klcina.iiat.

Dcnkmdler, 231 ; Wulff, no. 1669), repeated with
the omission of a letter each time. Tlie ceremonies
of walking backwards round a churchyard wall, or
throwing something backwards over the shoulder
are of the same tendencj-, and also the custom of

turning the mill in the opposite direction (Schmitz,
Btissburher, ii. 451).

5. The various means, Christian and non-Chris-
tian.—Christianity found innumerable charms of

all possible kinds existing in the Gra;co-Roman
world ; and, with its extension among the Celts,

Germans, and Slavs, more were added. The Chris-

tians adopted all these so far as they were con-
sistent with their religious views ; but the Church
declared war upon everything that seemed to be
connected with idolatry, especially upon the use of
the names of heathen gods, certain symbols of

heathen worship, and heathen places of sacrifice,

which were supposed to be the habitation of
demons. It is worthy of notice that certain
obscene rites— for ex.ample, the wearing of a
phallus as an amulet—seem to have died a natural
death : at least we find no further denunciations
of them ; the obscene did not re-appear until later

in the heretical magic and in witchcraft.

On the other haml, Christianity itself contributed
a great number of sacred charms, the permissibility
of which was always u|iheld in opposition to the
forbidden charms of heathendom. From the 4th
cent, onwards we meet with comparatively few
Christian writers who recognize that not only cer-

tain forms of magic but the thing itself is un-
christian and idolatrous, and that the use of the
Christian name of God, of Biblical formul.-e, and
so forth, by which it was sought to justify the
])ractice, does not aflect the real issue. Chrysostoni
reco<niizes this, denouncing the practice of lianging
amulets roiind the necks of sick children even
when the name of God is uttered, and when the old
wom.an entrusted with the business passes for

a good Christian [PG Ixi. 105, Ixii. 358; cf.

Zonaras, ib. cxxxvii. 721). So also Eligius of

Noyon, according to the biography of Dado or
Audoen (MGH tier. rer. 3Ierov. iv. 705, 753, Pl^
Ixxxvii. 528), says that no one ought to hang liga-

mina round the necks of men and animals even if

they have been made by clerical hands and are sup-
posed to be sacred objects containing Biblical texts.

Under the influence of Gerson, the Sorbonne in

1398 expressed similar views, maintaining tliat the
use of sacred words could not justify the pra<-tice

of magic [Collcctio indiciorum, i. 2, 154 ; Hintorin
Univers. Paris, iv. 864 ; P. I'^eret, La Faculii da
th(ologie de Paris, iii. [1903] 188, also in Gerson's
Opera). Gerson, when met n'ith the objection that
the Church herself did the like in pilgrimages and
processions and on other occasions, could not
altogether deny it

:

' Fateor, abnegare non possumus, multa inter Christi.ano3 sim-
plices sub specie religionis introducta esse quorum sanctior espet
oniissio, tolerantur tamen quia nequeunt funditua erui et quia
fides einipliciuin . . . regulatur tamen et quodammodo recti,

ticatur ' (' de erroribus circa artem magicani et articulisj

reprobatis,' Opera, ed. Paris, 1606, i. 622e).

In a similar way Thomas Ebendorfer, an Austrian
theologian (t 1464), declares in his tract, de Deeeiii

Pracceptis

:

'Contra hoc (primum) prseceptum faciunt non solum qvii

colunt pro Deo creaturam, sed etiam qui colunt eum sed modo
indebito in vanis et stultis observationibus ut orando contra
intirniitates ut febres dolorem dentium ant caiMtis alicjuot

Paternoster, sed solum ante ortiim solis aut solum tribus quintis
feriis vel flectendo genua,' etc. (Schonbach, ZVK xii. [1902] T).

On the other hand, the authority of Martin of

Bracara, can. 72 [75], as recognized by the Dccrc-
turn Grnfiani, ii. c. 26 qu. 5, ch. 3, afknowledgcs
as lawful the use of Paternoster and Creed in col-

lecting herbs. And John of Sa.\ishnTy {I'ofi/cratinis,

ii. 1 [/-"i cxcix. 415fr.]), with all his rejiUcliationsof

inania carmina and supersfitiosae ligntiirae, de-

cided in favour of the ap]ilication of Christi.m
charms, quoting the Apo.stolic authoritj- of Col 3''

and the example of attested miracles. It was
imagined to be God's working against Satan : but
in reality it was nothing but driving out devils by
Beelzebub, when a copy of the Gospel was substi-

tuted as a Chiistian charm for heathen ligatume
(Augustine, see above 4 A (3)), when, inste.id of

amulets, a Christian mother u.sed simply the sign

of the cross (Athanasius [PG x.xvK. 1319]; Chry.
sostom [Ixii. 358]; Theodore of Studium [xcix.

885] ; see above, 4 A (1)), or when Gregory's niece

Eustenia, when called to a sick pers.!-., removeil

the lignturne wliich the foolish Arioli had applied

and brcmght oil fnmi the tomb of St. Martin in

their place (Greg, of Tours, Mirnciihi S. ]\Trir>ini,

iv. 36). But these were the methods employed by
leading members of the Church, who had a real

horror of all pagan and demoniacal magic, and
believed them.selves to be fighting against it.

Elsewhere we meet with the most extraordinary
hybrids. The old charms are retained, but labeller!,

so to speak, as Christian. In incantations the
names of heathen deities yield to the names of

.Jesus and His Apostles, of angels and saints— if
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the two are not actusilly placed side by side.

Ma"ic words are displacecl by, or combined with,

Biblical, the latter often in a language unintelligible

to the people, and therefore impressing them as

magical. The use of precious stones as charms
was continued and based upon Ex 2S""'- and Kev
21". Medicinal herbs were found to contain Chris-

tian synilxils. The oak-mistletoe, which was sacred

to the Druids, was now discovered to be cruciform

and was called 'Holy Cross wood'; the feru was
called 'Jesus Christ plant,' possibly from the

sectional markings on the stalk ; the orchid root

gained the name of ' St. John's hand
' ; and the red

juice of the St. John's wort was said to come from
n drop of Christ's blood.

Through such new interpretations and new-

colouring, and through the addition of Christian

sjTiibols and formula^, the old charms were sup-

posed to be sanctified, and their heathen origin was
quickly forgotten. Christian and un-Christian are

often so interwoven tliat it is difficult to trace the

true source of the single threads. Moreover, in

spite of all ecclesiastical prohibitions, many purely
heathen charms remained, and formed the principal

component of the whole extensive apparatus of the
antagonistic black magic and witchcraft. Finally,

the appearance of a retrograde movement must be
noticed. Because coins which in Byzantium and
under the Prankish kings often bore the sign of

the cross and representations of Christ and the
saints were therefore used for magical ends, and
because modern Roman Catholicism has a number
of consecrated medallions, coins which bear no
such symbols and medals which are not consecrated
are used as talismans, especially in Germany at the
festival-marches of rangers and soldiers.

A. Charms of non-Christian origin.—{I)

Things.—A general survey of the charms used in

the ancient pagan world is given by Riess in the
art. 'Aberglaube' in Pauly-Wissowa-, i. 29-93.

There is no stone, metal, plant, or animal, and no
member of the human body, that had not its

special function. Every atmospheric phenomenon,
every time of day and season of the year, and every
point of the compass had its significance. Numbers
and geometrical figures were all efi'ective. As has
been said, all this was adopted and further de-
veloped in Christianity.

(a) Stones. — The preference for amethysts in

cncolpia and episcopal rings is connected with the
ancient belief in the magical properties of this

stone. Heliotrope, together with the plant so
named, could produce in\'isibility (Gervasius of

Tilbury, iii. 28). Amber was a favourite amulet
against fever and gout (Pirminius, Scarapstis, 22
[p. 173, ed. Caspari], ' Karactires, erbas, sucinos').

On the power of stones cf. Epiphanius {PG xliii.

371 ff. = Anastasius Sin. Quaest. 40 [PG Ixxxix.
588]), Josephus Christ., Hyponinesticon, 167 [PG
cvi. 176], and Michael Psellus [PG cxxii. 888-900].

(6) Among metals, gold gained from its freedom
from rust a preservative, lead from its dullness a
destructive, significance ; and the metals had also
an astrological meaning, each one corresponding to
one of the planets. Connected herewith is the use of
rings cast under different constellations and then
used as talismans or for purposes of divination.
Apollonius of Tyana is said to have had a different

ring for each day of the week. The astrological
inclinations of the 16th and 17th centuries gave
new life to this form of belief. (Perhaps some-
thing of the kind is meant by the ' apotelesmatic
astronomy ' of which Sozomen [iii. 6] speaks with
reference to Eusebius of Emesa, unless he means
simply astrology in general.) The signs of the
zodiac, especially the Lion and the Scorpion, also
had magical influence. On a charm containing
the names of the planets, see CIG, 2895 ; Schiirer,

ZNTW, 1905, 20 tt"., and Deissmann, Licht vom
Osten, 1908. (A Christian interpretation of all this

was attempted in early times by Zeno of Verona,
ii. 43 [PL xi. 494].) A curious belief was that a
nurse could ensure a child against the evU eye by
bringing dirt or mud from the baths and smearing
it upon his forehead (Chrysostom [PG Ixi. 106]).

(c) Herbs and plants naturally served for pur-
poses of healing. They were, however, used rather
as charms than as medicine (Kouen, c. 4 = Burchard,
X. 18 [PL cxl. 836], cf. the oath of purgation under
suspicion of malevolent herb-witchcraft.PXlxxxvii,
770, SS6 =MGH Lea. v. 'Formulae, ordines,' etc.,

p. 194 f. Zeumer). Roots, especially the mandrake,
were readily connected with Solomon or with the
'root of Jesse.' The plant most used as a charm
was verbena ; betony was a favourite counter-charm
(cf. St. HUdegard, Phijsica, I. cxxviii. [PL cxcvii.

1182]; Schonbach, op. cit. p. 3511".).

(d) Animals (cf. vol. i. p. 495).—As among the
Egyptians, so in the Middle Ages many animals
were held to aflbrd protection. Ornaments such
as a scarabaius or a medusa's head—an apotropreic

charm much used by the ancients—are often found
in Christian graves (P. E. Newberry, Scarabs,

1906). The Church had to combat the use of the
horse, the sacrificial animal of the Germans. In
Greece the ox-skull was apotropajic ; in the north
the image of the rapacious wolf was worn as an
anmlet against attacks of the devil (cf. ThLZ, 1908,

p. 299). The fly was the type of demons (' Mart.
h. Viti,' AS, June, iii. 503). Snakes and mice
were highly valued for remedial jiurposes. The
swine is supposed to be a lucky sign by many even
to-day. In Byzantium it was the fashion to procure
pieces of fur from bear-leaders, mostly as a charm
against ophthalmic disease {Trull, can. 61, with the
comm. in PG cxxxvii. 720). Crossbills and bull-

finches could take the disease upon themselves.
Owls gave protection against lightning.

(e) Parts of the body.—The phallus, so important
in antiquity, now disappears. Eye and hand had
apotropa?ic significance. But most important were
the hair and naUs, which have not inappropriately

been called 'the external soul' (Frazer, GB'^ iii.

389 f(. ; Hartland, LP ii. 30). To work effectively

for or against any one, without possessing a frag-

ment of his hair or nail, was well-nigh impossible.

Blood of men or animals was eminently endowed
with magical properties : smeared on a doorpost it

protected the house (Ex 12'^) ; as a bath it cured
leprosy (Sylvester legends). Most potent of all

was tire blood of Christ : that is, drops of blood
preserved as relics, which were often derived not
from Golgotha but from miraculously bleeding
crucifixes or from miracles occurring at Mass

;

to these were attributed workings that were
thoroughly magical, and by no means merely re-

ligions, in character. Next to the blood, which was
regarded as the firmest cement of friendship, and
so forth, inherent magical power was ascribed to

man's excrement, spittle, urine, etc. In black
magic the embryo played so important a part as to

lead to the most hideous crimes (cf. e.q. Nicephorus,
Chronogr., ad ann. 717 [p. 53, ed. de Boor]). A
harmless development was the practice of Byzan-
tine clergy, who received from mothers the present
of their infants' swaddling-clothes to wear as amu-
lets (Balsamon [PG cxxxvii. 721]).

(/) Coloiirs [cf. \-ol. i. pp. 485, 821] have, of

course, significance for magic. Red, the colour of

blood, may portend evil, but can also frighten away
sickness ; blue, the colour of the heavens, is pro-

tective, and so on.

(g) On Sounds, see A (2).

(/() Implonents of sympathetic magic, images, etc.

—The use of waxen images for magic purposes was
known from the earliest times in Egypt, and a
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similar use is foxinJ among manj' peoples, e.g. the
Aiuus (see vol. i. p. 248). Tlie intention is to act

upon a man or a thinf; by acting upon his repre-

sentative (iguro. So, Ncetaneho was saitl to have
sunk a whole fleet of his enemy by means of waxen
boats. It seems that this form of magic was intro-

duced, through Jewish intercourse, to the West,
where it was lield in special favour during the 13th

and I4th centuries. Philip of France was shown
a wax figure which, lie wa.s told, wa.s so intimately
connected with him by immersion and spells that
its de.struition would cause his death. The king
threw it into the lire and remained unhurt (Gerson,
Opera, i. 624). On the other hand. Pope John xxil.
believed that his life and that of his cardinals was
seriously imperilled by the exi.stence of .some efligies

of this kind, and persecuted the people who had
made them. And it was supposed to be possible,

by sticking needles into a waxen figure, to bring
sickness upon any given person, which would leave

liim only when the figure was destroyed {Malleus
Malefic, ii. 11).

These effigies belong for the most part to malevo-
lent magic ; but images also played an important
part as protective charms. According to the prin-

ciple ' like repels like,' the best scarecrows were
held to be figures of crows set up, if possible, in the
four corners of the field ; flies were driven away by
the representation of a fly upon the signet-ring.

These methods were ancient but current in tlie

Middle Ages (cf. Greg, of Tours, Hist. Franc, viii.

33, on the brazen images in the cloaca of Paris).

In the later Middle Ages, Vergil was credited with
the invention. He was said to have expelled every
flj' from Naples by setting up a brazen fly on the
city-gates, to have preventel the meat from decay-
ing by adorning the slaughter-house with the re-

presentation of a piece of meat ; and, by fixing two
heads, one laughing and the other weeping, on the
Porta Nolana, to have secured for those who entered
such issue to their business as tbej' deserved (Gerva-
sius of Tilbury, iii. 16 ff. ; cf. Liebrecht, Gervasiits

von Tilbury, p. 98, note, and p. 104, with the parallel

instances from all lands). Similarly it was believed

that thieves coulil be kept away by a figure cloaked
in black, provided that in the making of the charm
a fixed time was obsened and its purpose was
declared in a solemn formula (Antoino Mizauld,
Mcmorabilium iive arcanorum omnis generis cent-

uria, 1574).

(2) Actions.—On the magic which relied upon
the power of things without the necessity of per-

sonal activity there follows that which works by
movements and actions. A number of gestures
first call for notice : such are movements of the
Iiand, mostly of a partying and defensive character
(hands modelled in such a iiosition ajipear al.so as
amulets) ; then ways of homing the thumb {pol-

licem prcmere, or ut dextcrA manu sinistmm pol-

licem teneas), of which Augustine makes sport {fie

Doctr. Christ, ii. 20). As late as the 19th cent.

many people in Kome are said to have secretly
made such defensive signs while kneeling on the
street to receive the Pope's blessing, because an
accidental meeting with the I'ope was held to be
unlucky. As a charm against the evil e3'e and
against infection, siJitting wa.s held in est«em. The
gesture of touching the pudenda, important in

Egyptian magic, was the origin of the well-known
obscene ceremonies of witchcraft.
Touching was the most important of all actions

in ma<pc, and through ti.uch healing was eflected ;

here the original conception of the transference of
power is clearly seen. The most primitive belief
attributed the strongest magical power to the
tribal chief. Later, the king was regarded as a
Divine personage, who.se touch therefore had heal-
ing virtue, as related of the Roman emperors (Suet.

Vespas. 7 ; Spartianus, Hadr. 2,5. 1-4), and also be-
lieved of the kings of France and England. The
royal touch was particularly efficacious against
scrofula. Most miraculous cures eli'ecteil by the
saints are said to be due to their touch. The mere
invocation of a saint was held to be inadequate

—

one must touch his bones or his grave. In Padua
the rule is to walk round the grave of St. Antony,
resting the hand on the marble slabs of the tomb.
Touching often took the form of stroking, an action

in which a hypnotic is jwided to the magical eliect.

Tr.ansfereiice of nower is the original intention of

the laying on or hands (x(i-po6eala, nutnuum im-
positio), which Ls partly protective (an act of bless-

ing), partly a transference of the gifts of the Holy
Spirit, productive of special capacity.

Akin to touching is the action of crawling
through, or under, some object, which was largely
used by pregnant women in order to procure a
fortunate delivery. In Araliia and Persia they
crawled under a camel, in Sweden through so-

called 'elf holes' (openings formed by boughs of

trees), elsewhere under stones or through barrel-

hoops. Sick children also were drawn three times
under an animal or through a hollow in the earth.

In love-magic it was the practice to draw some
object three times under one's own arm. Another
action is swinging or moving in a circle, to make
the influence of the charm reach a greater distance
through the air. The carrying of a charm round a
certain area has a different meaning. Here the
purpose is not so much to extend as to limit its

action. This was the object of walking round the
land which was to be protected and rendered fertUe.

A very special importance attaches to the action

of binding (hence the names Ugaraen, ligntura,

etc.). It was performed, of course, with magic
words and signs, partly to chain the harmful
demon, relying on the fact that a stronger power
—Solomon, Michael, Christ, or the Saints—was
supposed to have chained him already, and partly
with the object of binding the limb of an enemy—
his evil tongue, for example. Healing could be
wrought by this action, which could also be used
malignantly to cause illness. The act of binding
is perpetuated as an enduring source of protection

in the case of magic knots, mostly adorned with
magic characters, that were worn round the neck.
The use of the irovyfia of silken thread was for-

bidden by the Trullan Council (692), can. 61 (see

lialsamon, PG cxxxvii. 721). An allied form is to

bury something from the body of a sick person
(hair or nail) or a piece of his clothing, with the
object of removing the illness from him. This
reminds us of the attempts to transfer a disease

(cf. 4 A (3)) ; often a piece of money was dropped
somewhere, in the hope that whosoever picked it

up would take over the disease with it.

Anointing, another act of magical significance

(cf. vol. i. p. .54911'. ; on xp'"" ^ce Deubner, de In-

cvbatione, 22), has an official place also in the rites

of the Church, at baptism, confirmation (xpi<r^'a),

and in extreme unction. Here thoughts of bodily

healing are present along with purely spiritual

intentions. The act of anointing was much used
in healing generally (cf. iMk 6'-', Ja .'>"). But un-

guents have also an important jilace in the para-

phernalia of witchcraft. Witches used them upon
their own persons in order to ac(iuire |)ower to fl}'

(ride on a broom or drive in a trough through the

air), and they anointed others to turn them into

beasts or do them some other ill.

Hathing and cleansing were such important cere-

monies in magic that the word irfpiKaOalpui) was
used in a comprehensive sense to include magici.ans

in general, to whose sacrificial exorcism, etc.,

lustration with consecrated water was a necessary
preliminary (see Harnack on Didache, iii. 4). The
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whole ])rovince of counter-charms falls under this

head. Of course it was not the washing in itself

that was ellective, hut washing with certain cere-

monies, in certain places, and with certain liquids.

Chrysostom {de Pscudoproph. 7 [PG lix. 561])

mentions such ceremonies in springs by candle-

light. Certain springs were considered specially

eti'ective. For baptism, water from the Jordan
was highly valued. Instead of water, blood or

wine was sometimes used for magical purposes.

The use of exciting vapours (Pytlionisra) and
narcotic drinks, made of opium, stramony, hemp,
and henbane, is preparatory, and belongs to divina-

tion rather than to active magic. So do the excit-

ing motions such as turning, dancing, or mere
raging and howling. Noise plays a great part in

the aS'righting of evil spirits. This is the explana-
tion of tlie wearing of bells as amulets by men or
beasts (see 4 A (1)), ringing bells or shooting in bad
weather (4 15 (6)). Especially during eclipses of the

sun and moon it was thought necessary to make a
noise in order to prevent magicians from doing
harm to the stars (Aries, can. 5 = Burchard, x. 33 ;

pseudo-Aug. Serm. 265, 5 ; Maximus of Turin,
Horn. 100 [PL ivii. 485] ; Kabanus Maurus, Horn. 42
[Pi ex. 78 ff.] ; Ebendorfer, p. 5). In Germany it

is the custom also, in order to frighten away evil

influences, to make a great noise on the evening
before a wedding, and to shoot and crack whips
during the bridal procession.

(3) Words.—Of special importance is the magic
word, the magic formula, whether spoken, or
written, or engraved. Magic in general is often
named iTraoiSrj, incantatio, 'enchantment.' The
zeal of the early Church was directed above all

things against the use of magic formulee (e.g. cf.

Irenceus, I. xxv. 3, II. xxxii. 5 ; Hippolytus, Eefut.
ix. 14 f., X. 29). We possess a great number of

ancient forms of conjuration—heathen, Jewish,
and Christian in stamp. A characteristic of them
all, which has not received sufficient notice from
their editors, is the ceremonial and stereotyped
solemnity of form. The same words are repeated
at least three times, and generally five. There
is a conventional introduction in narrative form
like the ' Vol und Votan fuhren zu Holze ' of the
well-known formula of Merseburg (ed. J. Grimm,
1842) ; or ' tliree angels went to Mount Sinai

:

there met thera seven demons of sickness ' (Bartels,
Germania, xviii. 45 f. ; Steinmeyer, ZDA xvii. 560 ;

Vassiliev, Ixvii. 331, 336). Bartels rightly finds

in this something similar to the ' indigitamentum

'

(Usener). A momentary god is to be created, who
is useful for the particular end in view. Tlien
follow mysterious invocations, which are repeated
at the end. Between these comes the spell, repeated
five times with slight variations. The third is

generally the most prolix, and the fifth often cor-

responds with it. The last nearly always (and
very often the first or the middle) contains a de-
claration of the urgency of the business :

' Haste,
haste, quick, quick !

' The main purpose is re-

peated as nearly as possible in the same words. In
prophylactic amulets the dangers against which
protection is desired are enumerated as fully as
possible, e.g. the 72 diseases (Vassiliev, 323 ff.);

and so are the members of the wearer's body, so
that protection may be aftbrded to them all(Reit-
zenstein, 295). The parts of the formula on which
its working most depends are the names of the
god (or saint) by whom the demon is conjured,
the demon himself, and the arch-magician whose
authority is relied upon. The chief masters of
magic we meet with are the Egyptian prophets
Sochos, Hermes Trismegistus, Psenosiris, and Nec-
tanebo, and most often of all, Alexander the Great,
whose cult lloiirislied most vigorously from the
time of Alexander Severus, and continued under

the Christian Empire. His reputation as a ma-
gician li\'ed throughout the Middle Ages, and gave
a charm-value to his coins (cf. Chrysostom, PG
xlix. 240). Along with names of gods or as part
of their titles, a number of barbarian words were
used, of whicli few have any meaning. For the
most part it is through their incomprehensibility
tliat they are believed and intended to be effective.

Chrysostom (in Col. horn. viii. 5 [PG Ixii. 358])
speaks of the names of rivers as much used. The
evil that it is desired to heal is often personified, or

the evil eye against which protection is sought

—

^auKavla—is personally addressed. Imperatives
containing the actual purpose of the charm become
proper names, as in a blood-staunching spell from
east Prussia (H. Frischbier, Hexcnspruch und
Zauberbann, 1870, no. 36)

:

' Eg gingen drei heilige Frau'n
Des Morgen3 friih iai Tau'n
Die eine hiess Aloe,
Die zweite hiess Blutvergeh,
Die dritte hiess Blutstillesteh.'

Besides these names, among which inconceivable
mutilations of words borrowed from Egyptian and
Hebrew are common, we find single letters and
groups of letters—in spoken spells, as in the
gibberish of Gnostic glossolaly, mostly vowels in

all imaginable combinations, and sibilants. In
written charms the rarer letters EX'!', etc., are

generally used, frequently in a row of seven or
nine, as S>I'XErPA or XZOIIH*XT-I'. Such are
found in the magic papyri (Parthey, 154 ; Wessely,
DWAW XXXVI. ii. 91), and also" in the letter of

Abgar (ZWT xliii. 443).

This longer and fuller form of conjuration en-

joyed undiminished popularity among the Greeks
from pre-Christian times till the 16th cent. (cf.

the publications of Deissmann, Keitzenstein, and
Pradel, cited in lit. at end of art.). By its side

stand the short charm-formula?, which were
generally in poetical shape.

B. Charms op Jewish origin. — (4) The
NAMES OF God, Angels, Solomon.—The most
important contribution of Jewish magic to the
store of charms consists in its various names for

God, which often appear in combination with
heathen names. In the first place are all imagin-
able transcriptions of the holy ineflFable Tetra-

grammaton ni.T, the Greek hini, over which
Christian theologians indulge in extraordinary
speculations (Lagarde, OS^ 228 f.), the renderings
'laove'lau, and so forth (A. Deissmann, Bibelstudien

[1895], 1-20), and its equivalents Adonai, often
Adonai sabaoth, Eloi, Sadai, and also 'God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.' And much was
given out to be from the Jewish Scriptures that
was nothing of the kind (Jerome, PL xxii. 687 :

' Magis portenta quam nomina, quae . . . quasi
de hebraicis fontibus hauriunt'). This is the case

in particular with mS,ny of the Angel names, in

which Jewish magic is most rich, and which were
intermingled with the names of heathen gods.

The most prominent are Michael, the conqueror of

the dragon [Rev 12'], who also exercised healin"
functions (W. Lueken), Gabriel, Raphael, and
Uriel. Irenteus (II. xxxii. 5) repudiates all invoca-

Hones angelicas et incantationcs, assigning them
to the Gnostics (I. xxiv. 5), and the Decretum
Gelas. forbids phylacteria, omnia quae non angel-

orum ut illi confingunt, scd daemonnm nominibtis

consecrata sunt. But all these things were soon
accepted by Christian magic. In Egypt, Enoch
as the heavenly clerk took the place occupied in

former times by Thoth (cf. O. von Lemm, Kleine
Kopt. Studien, liv. [1908] 521).

From Jewish magic was deri\ed also the im-
portant place given to Solomon, who sometimes
appears by the side of Alexander the Great and
sometimes in his place as the lord and ruler of
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s]iirits. IIu was said to have shut them in a fjreat

bottle, which was exhibited at Jerusalem [Itinera

llicrosol., ed. Geyer, p. 21. 8, 153. 10) alonf; with
his ling. This was shown by the side of the relics

of the cross on Golgotha (ib. 88. 24, 107. 13, 154. 4).

Solomon wa-s said to have discovered the wonder-
working roots which were jilaced in the magic
rings used as early as Vespasian's time by Jewish
exorcists to drag the demons out through the noses
of sick people (Jos. Ant. VIII. ii. 5 ; cf. Fabricius,
Cod. pscud'-pir/. Vet. Te.it. i. 10.32 if. ; iMigne, Diet,
des apocriiphes,n. 829 ff.). lie was also supposed
to have been the first elucidator of the virtues of

stones and plants (Anasta-sius Sin. Quac.it. 41 [PG
Ixxxix. 589] ; Glyc.as [PU olviii. 349]). Much u.se

was made of the name of Solomon, his seal, and
also his portrait. He was represented on horse-
liack as a dragon -slayer, like the Egyptian god
Horns and later St. George ((J. I'erdrizet, aippayh
^o\o^LC:,yos, in JiEG xvi. [1903] 42-61 ; Dalton's
Cata/or/ue, nos. 155, 156; Wulli; nos. 436 f., 825,

827, 1120).

V. Charms of Christun origin.—Among
charms of Christian origin it is noteworthy that the
spiritual are the most prominent. First come the
name of Jesus, Biblical texts, liturgical fornmlje,
and prayers. In the second rank stands the sign of

the cross, and only a subordinate position is held by
properly material objects—just the reverse of the
lieathen order. This reverse order is here followed.

(5) The name of Je.sus.—The name appears
e\ erywhere as the vehicle of the personal powers.
He who knows the name of a spirit is its master,
and by naming it he awakens its powers to activity.

Therefore the names of God were veiled in a
certain mystery, especially among the Jews of
the Hellenistic era. The magic papyri, on the
contraiy, seek to win the mastery over them. In
the name of Je.sus the Christians believed them-
selves to possess a weapon of quite extraordinary
power (cf. Ph 2'"), which could .serve alike for

healing (cf. Ac 3" U'" [Cod. D] 16'», Mk 16'") and
for cursing (1 Co 5^). This testimony of the
Apostolic times is abundantly conlirmed by the
Christians of the 2nd and 3rd centuries (e.g.

Justin, Apol. ii. 6, Dinl. .SO, 49, 85, 121 ; Irenajus,
ir. xxxii. 3-5; Orig. c. Cels. i. 6 [i. 59, ed. Koet-
schau]) ; Acta Johannis, 31. 41 ; Acta Philippi,

136) ; the name of Jesus is expre.ssly set in ofiposi-

tion to all heathen spells. And the heathen magic
Sai>yri themselves use the name ' .Je.sus, God of the
lebrews.' To the literary evidence we may add

a great mass of inscriptions : in these the name is

generally represented by the monogram ^^. The

most important testimony to the weight attached to
the name of Jesus is the fact that even Jews use it as
an amulet along with the names of the three Magi
(see Berliner, Aus dcm Leben der d.e%dsehcn Juden
im Mittelalter, 1900, pp. 97, 105). H. Suso, the
great German mystic, is said to have had the name
of Jesus tatued on his breast. Is this a talisman or
a love-charm ? The cult of the name of Jesus was
given a special impetus by Bernardinu.s of Siena
(t 1444), who always carried before him the sign
Ills on a flaming disk. This wa,s not only an
abbreviated form of preaching, but a magic sign, as
is shown by its appearance on amulets ; and the
same may be said of the Christ-monograms, and,
since the lime of the Jesuits, the Jesus-monograms
on churches, houses, tombstones, and elsewliere ;

these stand not merely for marks of faith or for
ornament, but have rather an apotrojia-ic signili-
cance (cf. Index Ixix. in PL ccxix. 48411'.).

(6) Biblical fok.muLvE.—After the name of
Jesus it was in the Gospels that His power was
supposed in a special degree to reside. On the use
of the Go.spels in the administration of oaths and

in .acts of consecration, see art. Bidle in the
Chukch, vol. ii. p. 611. Chrysostom (in Matt.
hom. 72 [PG Iviii. 669]) and Isidore Tehis. (Ep. ii.

1.10 [PG Ixxviii. 604]) inform us that Christian
women used to wear little Gospels round their

necks after the manner of Jewish tephillin ; but
these were very likely only single texts from the
Gospels (cf. E. Nestle, ZNTW vii. 96). John of

Salisbury (Polycr. ii. 1 [PL cxcix. 416]) tcstihes in

the I2th cent, to the elhcacy of capitula Evanijclii

ffestaia, vel audita, vet dicta. Most to be recom-
mended was the prologue to St. John, either the
first fourteen verses or only the first verse (cf. A.
Franz, Die Mes.'se im deutschen Mittelalter, 1902,

pp. 595, 1.50). The Lord's Prayer is second to it.

On the potsherd of Megara, for example (Knojif,

ZNTW li. 228 ; E. Nestle, ib. 347), as well as in

many inscriptions, it certainly has an apotropai'ic

significance ; it occurs in nearly all Christian spells,

often to be repeated more than once ; it is written
ivTiarpocpoi! /cai ii'aWd^ (Vassiliev, p. Ixxi) ; it must
be recited during the gathering of herbs to give
them healing virtue (this is expressly stated in

Co7-p. Juris Can. deer. ii. c. 26, qu. 5, c. 3= Martin
of Bracara, c. 75). For purposes of cursing, texts
from the Psalms were esteemed, for the Psalter
was held to be a powerful defence against demons.
A number of leaden tablets containing Psalms have
lately been found. St. Barsauma the Naked
(11317) wrote out Pss 20 and 27 as amulets for

his visitors (W. E. Crum, PSBA, 1907. pp. 196,

198). For a ' slaying prayer ' (cf. 4 C (9)), Ps 108,
' Deus laudem,' was most used, also Ps 109 or 94.

And the lessons for certain feast-days served special
purposes (Vassiliev, 341). Apocryphal texts were
alfso used. The Epistle of Christ to Abgar enjoyed
great popularity as an apotropteic charm. iThe

legend states that this epistle, affixed to the gate
of Edessa, saved the town from a Persian attack
[v. Bohschutz, Christusbilder, 1899, p. 103 f.). It

is found on the door-lintels of 5th cent, houses and
churches in Asia Minor (for Epliesus. see Heber-
&ey, Jahre.ihcft des oesterr. archdol. Instituts, 1900,

pp. 90-95 ; for Gurdja, Anderson, JHS xx. [1900]
156 ft". ). How serviceable it proved in this way
throughout the Middle Ages we learn from the
many assurances at the end of Greek, Co])tic,

Slavic, and Latin texts, which show that it

was worn as an amulet against bewitchment, hail,

lightning, etc., and employed as a remedial charm
in sickness (see, e.g., ZWT xliii. 470)

;

* Et Balvus eris, sicut scriptum : qui credit in me salvTia erit,

sive in domo tua sive in civitate tua sive in orani loco. Nemo
inirairorum tuorura dominabit, et insidias diaboli ne timeas et
carmina inimiconim tuonini distrnentnr et omnes iniraici tui
expellentur a te, sive a ^andiiie sive a tonitruo non noceberis
et ab omni periculo liberaberis. .Sive in mare sive in terra sive

in die sive in noct« sive in loeis obscuris, si quia banc epistolam
secum habuorit securus aiabulet in pace.'

The custom of inscribing the Epistle to Abgar
in houses survived in Engl.ind even into the 18th
cent. (v. Dobschutz, Christnsbilder, 179, no. 6).

(7) Liturgical and ecclesiastical.—The lit-

urgy provided magic with a very considerable

number of powerful formuhe. Many of them are
certainly of Biblical origin ; but their use in magic
is due to their position in the liturgy. An ex-

ample is the Trisagion, the Angels' song, which
easily held the first rank in importance ; tiie three-

fold e^^p is found also on Jewish amulets. Biblical

in origin, and liturgical in use, are the name
' Emmanuel ' or ' Deus nobiscimi ' ; the forms IC
XC NIKA, ' Christus regnat,' 'Christus vincit'

(which occur also on coins); and the words from
Rev 5* iviKfifftv o Xiwif 6 iK t^? ^i-X^s 'Iot'5a, 7; ^(j'a

Aoi'f(5. A favourite anumg the many Trinit.arian

formula; was'/ God is my hope, Christ is my refuge,

the Holy Ghost is ray (defence' (cf. Sabas, Vita S.

Joannicii, ch. W[AS, Nov., II. i. 341]). Christ very
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often forms n triad with the angels Gabriel and
Michael—an interpretation of Gn 18". This is pro-

bably the meaning of the much-used character XMr,
which has been taken also to represent XpnTTov

Mapfa yfyf, or by (jema(ria = 6i3= &yi.oi 6 fleos or

il a7la rpiis $'
( = e£'6s) (see J. Krall, Corp. Pap.

Jiai/ II., Kovt. Texte, i. 5 [1895] ; Dalton's Catalogue,

no. 958; Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1906, p. 3811?.

[Nestle], 510 [Dieterich] ; W. E. Crum, Arch. Rep.

of the Egiipt. E.rplor. Fiinii, 1905-6, p. 76; 1906-7,

p. 74). d^(3d 6 irariip iXitia-oi' occurs on amulets
{AEWx. 398). The Benedictus-medallions contain

the initial letters of Crux San-a Sit Mihi Lux:
Kiinq:in>n Drum Sit Alihi Dux; and Vade Retro
Sathnna, Niniquam Stuide Mihi Vana, Sunt Mala
Quae Libas, Ipse Venoia Bibas (Beringer, Abldsse,

350 ff. ). Spells sometimes contain the Kvpu eXi-naov,

and also liturgical formul® such as the cry of

the deacon : (rxiD/xfv itaXws, ffrSfiiv ficra. (p6^ov QeoO.

In Western Christianity the Apostles' Creed holds

a position parallel with the Lord's Prayer. It is

used for healing, especially in exorcism (John of

Salisbury, Pohja: ii. I [PG cxlix. 416]).

(8) Prayers.—Even more use was made of

prayers. However certainly true prayer is some-
thing quite ditlerent from the desire to exercise

magic influence upon the Beity, the formulfe of

prayer are readily converted into magic spells.

This has been seen in the magic use of the Lord's

Prayer. The boundary between prayer and spell

is always indistinct. Vassiliev (323 tf'. ) reproduces

a document which begins as a prayer and ends as

a spell, ^^th a long invocation of saints between.
The prayers of Christian magic are generally con-

structed after the heathen pattern (see 5 A (3)) ; only
an attempt is made, through the Biblical predicates

by which God is invoked, and through abundant
references to Biblical history, to give them the

stamp of legitimate Christianity. Many of them
bear famous names, such as that of St. Gregory,
where the most obvious reference is to Gregory
Thaumaturgus, though it may also be Gregory
of Nazianzus, or, in the West, Pope Gregory i.

Prayers were {often taken from the legends of the

saints for this purpose, e.g. the prayer of Judas
Kyriakos from the legend of the Invention of the

Cross (in Pajyi/rus cVAnastasy, 9), the dying prayer
of the Theotokos from the Koimesis, prayers of

St. Paphnutios, St. George (cf. Byzant. Zcitschr.

xii. 547), or Cyprian the magician. A healing
rirtue was attributed to the prayers said to be
composed by the Apostle Paul (against the bite of

snakes, Ac 28^ [Vassiliev, 330]), or by Luke the
Evangelist and ' beloved physician ' (Col 4''').

The introductory narratives of these magic
prayers are often touchingly naive (cf. 5 B (3)) :

Uproar arises in heaven ; all the angels hurry
hither and thither, till Christ asks what is amiss

;

it is a woman who cannot be delivered ; then He
sends forth the angels, and so on. Or Christ is

walking with Peter : He hears complaints, and
learns from Peter that a woman is conlined, and
bids her be summoned to Him. Or Christ coming
from Paradise sees a hind, etc. (O. von Lemm,
Kleine Kopt. Stiidieti, liv. ).

In the later Middle Ages, prayers endowed with
special indulgences, as those addressed to Christ's

napkin (Veronica), to the blood of Jesus, His seven
wounds. His measure, and also invocations to the
saints, were much used as protective charms, as

may be seen from the notices appended to them.
This was the purpose of many of the earliest

printed pamphlets—sheets containing such prayers
—which were produced in great numbers in Italy.

(9) The Holy Cross.—The Holy Cross, as the
protective charm most used by Christians, deserves
a special notice. There is no need here to discuss
what significance may have been attached in pre-

Christian times to various forms of the cross (see

art. Cross), for in any case Christianity gave a
prominence to this symbol above all others, loaded

it with Christian thoughts, and claimed it for its

own peculiar possession. It soon became a con-

ventional form, dominating the ground-plans of

churches, appearing in processional crosses, crosiers,

encolpia, votive crosses, crosses engraved or

scratched on wood, stone, and metal. Crosses let

into the floor were forbidden, because it would be
unseemly to tread upon them (Cod. Just. i. ; Cone.
Trull. [A.D. 692], can. 73 [Mansi, xi. 976]). In the

Greek Church a cross was erected {aravpoTrriyioi')

where a piece of ground was to be sanctified.

Three crosses drawn in the sand by St. HUarion
prevented Epidaurus from being flooded by a

stormy sea. Most of the monastic saints worked
tlieir miracles by their cruciform statt's, cnSrjpoOi'

UTavpiov, cTTavpdTviros aid-qpS, paKTripla. (e.g. Joaiini-

kios, AS, Kov., 11. i. 344, 402). Mediaeval justice

used, among other ordeals, the trial of the cross

:

the opposing parties were stationed against crosses

with their arms outstretched ; he who first let his

drop was guilty. Even sorcery dragged the cruci-

fix into its service, .though only as an object of

insult : to shout at a crucifix on Good Friday was
a means of becoming a Freischutz ;

pieces broken
from a crucifix render their wearers invulnerable.

But far more general is the practice of making the

sign of the cross with the hand on breast, forehead,

and all parts of the body, for protection against

all kinds of danger. With the sign of the cross the

Christian is sealed ((rtppayli) in baptism, and secured

at once against all malevolent witchcraft. This

belief is asearly as Tertullian(rfe Cor. Mil. 3); 'adon>-

nem progressum atque promotum, ad omnem aditum
et exitiuu, ad vestitum et calciatum, ad lavacra, ad
mensas, ad lumina, ad cubilia, ad sedilia, quaecum-
que nos conversatio exercet, frontem signaculo

terimus.' In a similar way, Cyril of Jerusalem de-

scribes to his catechumens how the whole Christian

life is permeated by the sign of the cross : it was
made at risin", dressing, going out, at table, and
on going to bed (cf. Cyr. Cateeh. xiii. 36 [PG xxxiii.

816] : M^7a rb <pi\aK-ri)pwv). It was the surest de-

fence against demons, and the remedy for all

diseases. There are a number of enkomia (e.g.

pseudo-Chrys. PG 1. 819; pseudo-Ephr. 0pp. gr.

ii. 247 ; ancient Nubian text, ed. H. Schiifer and
C. Schmidt, SBA W, 1907, xxxi. ; Joh. Damasc.
de Fide Orth. iv. 11) in which the cross is called

rpdraiov Kara SaL/idvuiv, 6iaj36Xoi' viKOi, yauv KaBaiptais,

Qoiilwv dvarpoTn), KVLa(jrj$ dfpavitT/j.6^, voffOvvTOJy larpds,

XfTrpii' /ca(?apt<7M<is, vapaXvTiicQv (rcpiy^is, etc. These
phrases may originally have been intended figura-

tively to clothe a purely spiritual thought, but

later they were understood quite literally. Then
we read of a temple falling in ruins before the sign

of the cross made by an Apostle. Ignatius (adEph.

9) speaks of the cross as the /xto'"''; ''iri'^ov Xpio-7-oO

which lifts us up on high (spiritually) ; in the Mart.

Matthaci, 26, it is the coffin containing the Apostle's

body which is lifted up from the bottom of the sea

by means of a miraculous cross. John makes the

sign over a cup of poison, and drinks it in safety ;

Benedict causes the vessel of poison to fly in pieces

by means of this sign; a cancer is healed by it

(Aug. de Civ. Dei, xxii. 8) ; by a mere sign of the

cross St. Martin turns aside a tree that was falling

upon him, keeps fire away, and drives the flames

against the wind. St. Co'lumban opens locks and
bolts by its means ; Eligius increases a quantity of

wine miraculously, and heals a blind man (PL
Ixxxvii. 500, 503) • Bemardinus of Siena keeps off

a storm of rain that threatens to interrupt his

preaching. Even Julian the Apostate is said, in

fear of his demon, to have made the sign of the

cross and learnt its power (Greg. Naz. Or. iv. 55
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[PQ XXXV. 577]). The symbol acquired sijeuial

importance in the Cru.sa<les ; it adorned the coats
and arms of the crusaders, not merely as a badge
of faith, but as a means of security and victory.

Its protection was extended even to their relatives

at home, as when the wife of one of them was
a^sisted in lier travail by her husband's crusader's
cloak (Cfesarius of Heisterbach, Diitl, x. 22).

The cross is inviolate ; a lire tliat burnt to ashes
a house and all that it contained spared the piece
of a garment on which a cross was embroidered
{ib. 32, 33). The emblem of the saving cross was
found everywhere in Nature (Physiologus, xl. [p.

270, ed. Lanchert]).

(10) The S.vcraments.—Though the signifi-

cance of the acts of worship named by the Greek
Christians 'mysteries,' and by the Latins 'sacra-

ments,' is properlj' wholly spiritual, it was extended
in the popular religion to the natural life. The
official teaching of the Church could not prevent a
magical interpretation being given even to their

religious cfl'ccts. Baptism was held to cleanse ipso

fc'.fto from all sin ; children who die after baptism
attain immediate blessedness ; the unbaptized are
doomed to hell, or at least to a limbtix iiifunlinm.

The comnninion administered as viidiniin serves

to ensure blessedness in the future life (cxltma
rnunire), and so does extreme unction. Moreover,
to both sacraments thoughts of bodily healing
were attached. By baptism a doctor loses his

gout, and an actor his paralysis (Aug. de Civ. Dei,

xxii. 8). In the Sylvester legend the Emperor
Constantine becomes free from his leprosy in

baptism ; this may be an answer to the criticism

of Julian the Apostate, who complained of the
absence of such physical ell'ects in baptism {ade.

Christ, i. 209, ed. Neumann). Ciesarius of

Heisterbach (x. 43-45) relates similar instances,

« ith the just comment :
' licet enim baptismus

medicina sit animae, multi taraen illius virtute

sanitatem corporis oonsecuti sunt.' The communion
is equally effective : instead of reciting prac-
c'tntationcs and employing characteres, funiiriare,

f'lscimim, the sick man should rather come to

church, receive tlie body and blood of Christ, and use
the holy oil (pseudo-Aug. Serm. 279, 5 [PL xxxix.

2273]) ; in the clmrch i» to be found the twofold
cure for soul and body (ib. 265, 3 [p. 2238]). A
communicant is for the next day safe against all

malevolent magic (Auast. Sin. Nurr. 48, 50 ; Oricns
Christ, iii. 68, 70), and even certain of victory in a
iluel (CiCsarius of Heisterbach, ix. 48). Many a
knight setting out for the wars, and many a .soldier

too in modern times, has thought through the
communion to render himself innjervious to sword
and shot. The way in which this sacrament was
regarded is shown by the use of the elements as

amulets (csr. Anast. Sin. Xarr. 43, 63), and even as

fertility- and love-charms (see above, 4 B (5) and
(S): this is most profusely illustrated for the I3th
cent, by Casarius of Heisterbach, Dial. Mime.
dist. ix.). They were also used for the conviction
of accused persons, or to prove innocence ; cf. c.ff.

I.othariusll. before Pope Hadrian, A.D. 869 (Kegiiio

and Hincmar, ad ann. 869). This puni'ilia

c(t}w».ica in clerical trials took the place of the
oath of purgation. The reception of the communion
by Gregory vil. and Henry jv. at Canossa was so
under-stood by the people (see Lambert's Annals,
ad mm. 1077).

The sacrnmcnt(dia had the same attributes,
especially the holy oil ; it was repeatedly found
necessary to prohibit the priests from supplying
holy oil (id iudicium suhvertcndum (Metz [A.D. 888],
can. 6 = Burchard, iv. 80 ; Hegino, i. 72 [PL cxxxii.
206]). Holy water, incense, consecrated salt, and
wax from the altar candles were much used ; for
remedial purposes, holy water, oU, or bread was

serviceable (for some examples among hundreds
see VitaS. Cuthberti, 25, '29, 30, 31 [PL xciv. 765 ft'.]).

Even the water with which the priest washed his
hands after Mass was used by the devout as an
antidote ag.ainst sickness, or .as a fcrtility-ch.irm.

Ciesarius of Heisterbach, however, after relating
for the edification of his readers a long series of

these anecdotes, declares that it is not well-
pleasing in the sight of (Jod, si ad. aliquos iisus

tempurales sacramenla ilia, converfanlur.
(II) Rklics.—Among the material instruments

of Christian magic, the relics of Christ and the
saints call for first notice (cf. art. Kr.l.ics). Of
these, pieces of wood from the Holy Cross were
most treasured, after its suppos(;d discovery by
Helena. Gregory's sister Macrina wore an iron
cross as an amulet (Gregory of Nyssa, PG xlvi.

989), but later we find wooden crosses (Jerome on
Mt 23'* [PL xxvi. 175]). Most encolpia contained
them (.Vnast. Sin. Narr. 45, 53 ; Oriens Christ.

iii. 65, 79).

Nails even from a gallows were supposed to be
etiective charms, and, of course, the holy nails from
the cross possessed extraordinary virtue. Yet the
ancient legend did not shrink from relating that
Helena had them worked into the bridle and
stiiTups of her son Constantine as talismans and
for a profane purpose ; later they were greatly
revered as relies. But every saint possessed heal-

ing and protective power, and this power resided
in every particle of his body ; so Xelipava ayiuv were
worn as phylacteries (Theophanes, p. 446, ed. de
Boor). The relics of St. Gratus quenched a forest
tire at Aosta in 1542. On the death of a revered
monk in Byzantium, a struggle ensued among the
populace for possession of his cloak and even his

iiair and teeth, which they desired as talismans
(e.g. Vita E listrata, 39 [Papadopoulos Kerameus,
Anal. iv. 393]). In the West such dismember-
ment of dead saints was, at least in theory, for-

bidden. As substitutes, any objects served which
had been in contact with the saint himself, his

dead body, or his gi-ave. As siiecially gifted
persons could heal by a touch of their hands, so

garments worn by them could C(mvey this healing
power (Ac 5" 19'-; cf. e.g. Ctesarius of Heister-
bach, Dial. Mirac. x. 5, 6). But it sufficed merely
to have brought one's own garments into contact
with the saint's grave and then to lay them over a
dying man in order to .save his life ; or to touch
with a flower first the reliquary and then the eyes
of a blind man (Aug. de Civ. Dei, xxii. 8). OU
from a saint's grave (i.e. from the lamps burning
there) was much esteemed : e.g. from the shrine ol

St. Stephen at Uzala (Aug. Sermo 32) ; but in the
legend it became a miraculous spring of myron
flowing from the shrine. Such oil was sent far and
wide. At Golgotha all manner of things were
consecrated by contact with the seinilchre. A
similar production of relics was carried on, on a great
scale, at the graves of the Apostles I'ctcr and Paul,
which were particularly suited thereto, because it

was po.ssible to reach the deep-lying sarcoipliagus

through holes in the covering slab of marlilc(H.
Grisar, Analccta Roniana, i. 27111'.). A great
number of pieces of wool, cloth, or whatever it

mi'dit be, were consecrated by contact with the
Holy Sepulchre and then called cidngia (Drews,
Zeitsehr. f. prakt. Theol. xx. 18 f.), and in the
West branded, to be used as charms for various
purpo.ses, especially as amulets. But the grave of

any saint could serve the purpose, an<l the nature
of the object used was quite immaterial. Gregory
of Tours (de Virt. S. ,/idiani, 45) says very
characteristically :

' accedite ad Martyris tumulum
et .aliquid exiude ad aegrotum dei^iortate,' and in

fact a little dust broufrht and administered to the
patient in water proved most etiective. Dust from
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the rock of the oratorium of St. Cahuinius or from
the grave of St. Felix of Bourges, taken in water,
was a remedy for fever. Thus it is quite a natural
deveUipment whereby modern Roman Catholicism
no lonjjer allows actual relics to fall into private

hands, and ofl'ers as sxibstitutcs consecrated rosaries,

medallions, etc. Where this consecration is not
merely sacramental, accomplished by their use at

Mass or immersion in holy water and so forth, it

is derived from contact with a shrine, a martyr's
grave, or a relic.

(12) Pictures, etc.—The power of a saint ex-

tendeil from objects connected with his person to

pictures and statues, which were regarded by no
means as aids to contemplation, but as signs of

the actual presence of the saint himself. Greek
theologians proved, with the help of Neo-Platonic
mysticism, the real association of archetypos and
ektypoma.. Their use as charms was most prominent
among the Greeks and, under Greek influence,

among the Slavs. It is very interesting to observe
how in the legend of Edessa the portrait of Christ

superseded the letter to Abgar as protector of the

town ; it was placed over the city-gate, and, when
an attempt was made to set fire to the town in

time of siege, some oil from the lamp that burnt
perpetually before it was sprinkled upon the flames,

which it turned against the besiegers. Byzantine
ships nearly always carried images of the Madonna
for protection against storm, as the heathen ships

had earned palladia or images of the Dioscuri.

In Rome, figures of St. Symeon Stylites guarded
every workshop (Theodoret, Belig. Hist. 26 [PG
Ixxxii. 1473] ; Joh. Damasc. de Iniag. i. 27 [PG
xciv. 1253]). No Greek or Roman house was with-

out its saint, which took the place of the ancient
penates, as the protective genius of the home.
Famous pictures and images were washed at high
feasts, and the water, sanctified in the process, was
scattered over the congregation for their benediction

(in Edessa as in Rome ; cf. v. Dobschiitz, Christus-

bilder, pp. 66, 163, 112**). In Edessa this water
was used as a lotion for the eyes. Water with
which portraits of saints had been washed, or into

which some colour had been scraped off them, was
administered to invalids as medicine.

Tlie Western peoples were at first rather timid
of such uses ; but after the 9th cent, the belief in

images was established among them also. Statues
of patron saints erected over town- and castle-

gates, pictures on the walls (in churches, pictures

by preference of Michael or Christopher ; in private

houses, of Florian and Agathe, who kept off

lightning and fire), and representations on amulets,
all had apotropa'ic significance. In time of pest
appeared painted or, later, printed sheets with
pictures of St. Sebastian or St. Rochus, often with
prayers and, in some cases, hygienic directions
appended, which certainly were intended to give
protection, and not merely as devotional objects
(P. Heitz, Pcstbldtter des XV. Jahrh., Strassburg,
1901).

Special virtue was, of course, assigned to pictures
of miraculous origin, and also to copies of them.
This and the indulgences connected with it are
the causes of the extensive circulation of the shroud
portrait (Veronica). Another important charm in

and after the 15th cent, was the so-called measure
of Christ, a length taken presumably from the holy
sepulchre (G. Uzielli, Misure lincari mcdioevah,
1899). It was employed, e.g., in witch trials

(Malleus malefic, iii. 16) ; joined with a prayer it

served as an amulet (Uzielli, L'Orazione dclla

Misura di Crisio, 1901, p. 10).

6. The application of charms.—(1) Preliminary
requirements.—The satisfaction of a number of

personal conditions is as necessary a preliminary
to charm-working as it is to worship ; the chief

is freedom from sin and especially from sexual
pollution, wherefore children were frequently
entrusted with the operation, e.g. in drawing lots

(cf. in early times Apuleius, de Magia, ii. 47, ed.

Ripont.) and in clairvoyance; pregnant Avomen
were also employed. A preliminary fast, such as

was necessary to the reception of a revelation, was
also frequently required.
A peculiarity of magic is its fear of knots : every

knot represents a binding, and may therefore carry
a counteractive force. Therefore the clothing

must be free from all knots ; complete absence of

clothing was abhorred in the Christian Church,
though common in black magic. For similar

reasons it was generally necessary to hold the
breath ; and silence was ordained, since any word
might break the spell or introduce the disturbing
influence of another spell. Above all, no names
might be mentioned, for they are to a special

degree endowed with magic powers. This is the
explanation of the endeavour to write spells so that

they could not easily be read, either in foreign

letters (for a Greek spell in Latin characters, see

G. Maspero in Collections du Mus(e Alaou'i, i.

101 ff. ; for an Italian spell in Greek letters,

Pradel, loc. cit.). This custom may prove the

magical purpose of the well-known copies of the
Apostles' Creed, Greek in Latin cliaracters in the
Aethelstan Psalter, Latin in the Codex Laudianus.
Time and place are, of course, important ; charms

are especially, and sometimes exclusively, effi-

cacious if applied before sunrise ; midnight is the

hour of spirits ; certain days in the year, once
heathen festivals, such as the Arinter and summer
solstices, and later converted into Christian saints'

days, are significant for certain forms of magic

;

and lastly come the phases of the moon.
Magic had also its holy places. In heathendom

these were springs, trees, and cross-roads, where
gods or demons were supposed to have their abode.
But the Church regarded them askance, and
erected crucifixes at such places to break the evil

spell. The magic which enjoyed the Church's
approval naturally gave the preference to con-

secrated spots, churches, and chapels, or clung to

their neighbourhood in churchyards.
During the preparations the purpose must never

be forgotten : the Lord's Prayer must be recited

during the collection of herbs ; the manufacture of

wax effigies must be accompanied by the express
declaration of the purpose for which they are to

serve. Great stress is always laid, as in the

Church's sacramental teaching, on the intention.

Certain conditions regulated the material employed.
For amulets the skin of unborn calves (pergamen-
turn virgineum), and, next to it, leather from a
lion's skin were most valued ; for curses, leaden
tablets or old potsherds. Things taken from a
churchyard or a gallows were precious to black

magic, especially if they were stolen or acquired by
irregular means.

(2) Manner of application.—According to the

nature of the etfect contemplated, the ap]ilication

of a charm may be a single act or the establish-

ment of a permanent condition ;
protective charms

are thus permanently operative. The mere fact of

their presence is sutheient, and there is no need for

them to be seen, known of, or believed in. Fer-

tility of the land is also secured by the mere
presence of relics [e.g. the relics of SS. Abdon and
Sennen in Aries), without the necessity of special

processions at every season. It is, indeed, pre-

sumed that reverence is paid to them, and the

omission to celebrate tlieir festivals may have evil

consequences. Apulia was punished by St. Mark
with drought for this reason. Neglect can turn a
beneficent charm into a source of injury.

But generally the application of a charm pro-
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ceetled through a number uf actions, uarryinj,',

touching, etc. (see S A (2)), and, above all, through
recitation [ih. (3)). These ceremonies generally
bore the character of a senseless hocus-jjocus, cal-

culated only to impress the superstitious. IJut

originallj- they must have been inspired by magic
thouglits, i.e. by the desire to work upon tlie

spirits. How much a<'ttial fraud they contain,
and whether the charm-working magicians them-
selves believed in the efiicacy and nece.ssity of all

their operations or practised with fraudulent
intention upon the credulity of their adepts, are
questions w liich altogether elude the researches of
scientiiic inquiry.

(3) Manner of working.—The working of a charm
is generally conceived to follow immediately ex
opere opcrato : the amulet protects, the spell

banishes the disease, the love-potion works love,

and so on. Belief in their etlicacy on the part of

those who use them is, of course, assumed ; but it

was originally supjjosed that they could work upon
people who neither knew of them nor believed in

them. Only afterwards, when the desired ett'ect

failed to appear, the e.xplanatiou ottered itself that
unbelief on the other side hindered the working

;

but generally failure was attributed to a counter-
charm. The instructions often reckon with the
possibility that the effect may not be immediate,
and in such cases direct more frequent repetition,

a stronger formula, or the adojition of an additional
charm. The experience that not everj' charm is at
once efficacious was the cause of the multiplication
and mixing of dillerent charms and formula-.

It is an important principle, moreover, that the
charm does not work directly only upon the i)erson

to whom it is applied. It was possible to undergo
the ordeal as a substitute for r nother ; and there is

an instance of some water which had been poured
over a copy of the prayer of St. Paul being ad-
miuistered vicariously to the messenger who an-
nounced that some one else had been bitten by a
snake (Vassiliev, 331).

The working is often subject to certain condi-
tions. St. Benedict freed a cleric from a demon so

long as he neither ate ttesh nor performed priestly
functions ; so soon as he brolve either of these con-
ditions, the demon again took pos.session of him.
Bartels calls this making terms with the devil.

Those w ho made such compacts rejoiced to outwit
the foolish devil by fixing an impossible date for

liLs return, e.g. when Christ is born again of Mary,
or when Christ shall write a new Gospel.
On the other hand, it is demanded in many cases

that a time-limit shall be set to the working of the
spell, which must be loosed at a certain moment

:

e.g. in the enchantment of wasps, which must last

only so long as the peasant is out in the iields with
his cattle. Then the wasps must be freed, that
their lives may be preserved.
The science of the Auflddrung AecXsLTaH all these

charm-workings to be humbug, ghost-stories, old
wives' talcs, and completely devoid of reality. But
Romanticism took a new interest in them, set

about collecting the materials, and to some extent
revived beliefs in their actuality. The modern
science of religion has no cause to deny that in

many cases a real effect was wrought ; but it seeks
to explain such effects psychologically by sugges-
tion, ])hysiologically by the action of luircotics, and
so forth. The important task which mu.st first be
accomplished is to collect and arrange the abun-
dant material, not overlooking the dillerences
amongst the many similar phenomena occurring
in different races and at ditterent times, and witii

great caution to determine the mutual intluences
of the different civilizations.
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CHARMS AND AMULETS (Egyptian).—
Egyptian religion is so intermingled with magic,
that it is ditficult to separate the properly religions
elements from mere charms and incantations.
Magical spells or charms occur in considerable
numbers. We have whole books of them, and
they often appear in the medical papyri.

If we consider first the spells which have chiefly
a protective character, the so-called magic papyrus
Harris furnishes good examples of them. It con-
sists of two parts. The title of the first is :

' Chap-
ter of the songs which disperse the inimerged '

(i.e.

all dangerous animals lurking in the water). The
spell is a long hymn to the god Shu :

' Hail to thee, divine flesh of Ra, elder son issued from his
ody, selected by huu previous to his birth.'

The hymn is interesting by reason of its style,
and of what we learn about the religious doctrine'
in sentences such as this :

'O unique Lord issuing from the Nu (water)! O divine
substance self-created ! O maker of the substance which is
in himself !

'

Sometimes his defensive power is alluded to :

' Thou repellest the crocodile coming out of the abyss, in that
name which is thine, Repeller of Crocodiles.'

The reptile itself is addressed :

' Stand back, crocodile Maka, son of Set, do not steer with
thy tail, do not move thy arms, do not open thy mouth ; be the
waters before thee turned to a burning fire.'

Occasionally we find a rubric like this :

.1,"?^^ chapter is recited, an egg from . . . being given into
the hand of a person at the prow of the boat ; anything coming
out of the water is thrown again into the water.'

All the first ))art contains formulte for closing
the mouth of the crocodile and preventing danger-
ous beings from coming out of the water. The
second part, called ' Book of the spells for remain-
ing in the countiy,' is meant to protect the in-
habitants of the country a,';ainst wild beasts, such
as lions, hyoenas, and leopards. Regarding neither
of the two parts do we know by whom it is to
be read, or on what occasion it may be eflective.
Magical spells of the same description are found,
more or less, among all nations of antiquity, and
are not peculiar to Egypt.
Another kind of charms may be called medical

spells. They are intended to ensure that a remedy
shall be ettecti\'e. We find many examples in the
medical papyri, the largest of which, the papyrus
Ebers, has been called the pharmacopueia of the
ancient Egyptians. The following formula dispels
white spots from the eyes :

^

'When there is thunder in the southern skv in the evening,
and storm in the northern sky ; when the pijlar falls into the
water, then the seamen of Ra flourish their stakes, but their
heads fall into the water. Who is it who will bring and find
them ? I am he who brings them, I am he who has found them.
1 bring you your heads and I raise your necks. When I have
put in its place every thing which has been cut off from you,
then I shall bring you that you may expel the god of fever and
of death. To be said over the brain of a turtle mi.xed with
honey which is put on the eyes.'

Here is one which seems to act by its own
magical power.* It is taken from a collection of
such spells

:

'Another incantation for the head. The head belongs to
Horus, and the place of the head to Thoth. llv mother Isis
and her sister Nephthys are keeping watch over me. They
give my head. . . . This chapter is said over threads made in
knots and put on the left foot of a man.'
We might quote a gi-eat number of similar

charms. A papyrus of the Museum in IJerlin
contains nothing but spells for the birth of a child,
for the mUk of the mother, and for illnesses of the
infant.^ Generally there are mythical allusions,
often very fragmentary and obscure ; then comes
a rubric like this :

' This spell is to be said over three beads—one of lapis-lazuli,
another of jasper, and another of malachite—threaded together

;

they are to be hung to the neck of a child.'

We hardly understand the mythical names or
allusions which are contained in those spells ; and
it is doubtful whether the Egyptians themselves
understood them better. We must remember that
it is the characteristic of magical words to be ob-
scure and mysterious ; otherwise they would lose
most of their virtue.

A curious kind of incantations are those which
consist not of more or less disconnected sentences,
but of a myth or story with a definite purpose.
We hear, for instance, of the goddess Isis, who

desired to be equal in power with her father Ea.''
The only means of having her wish fulfilled was
to know the mysterious and hidden name of her
father. She therefore devised a stratagem. She
caused Ea to be bitten by a serpent ; the pain of
the wound was so intolerable that the voice of the
old king reached the sky and all the gods flocked
around him. Ea is described as ex]">atiating at
great length upon his suflerings, which the crafty
goddess does not attempt to reheve until her fatlic'r

consents to be searched by her, so that she may
get hold of his mysterious name. Then only docs
she call on the venom to go out of the body of Ea.
The narrative ends here ; but we are told that this
story is to be said to, or, as the Egyptians say,
over, figures of Tum, Horus, and Isis, which will
thus be made talismans against the serpents. This
story is to be written also on the piece of cloth put
around the neck of a person. It is then a powerful
remedy.

J Pap. Ebers, pt. Iviii. 7.

2 Plejte, Etude sur un rouleau magigue du Musie de Leyde,
1866, p. 54.

'

3 Erman, Zauberspriiche fiir Mutter und Kind, 1901.
* Lefibure, ' Un chapitrc de la chronique solaire,' ZA, 1SS3.
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We see that tlie puiiiose of this myth is not

literary ; it is medical, as is the case with several

E^'yptian myths. We might quote another, where
Honis, the son of Isis, is restored tolightby Thotli.

This Darrative is said to he a talisman used by the

inliabitants of Buto against bites of scorpions and
serpents.' This is undoubtedly the most interest-

ing class of charms, since in a certain measure they

bear a literary character, which we did not lind

before, and which does not exist in the most common
kind of s]>ells, the amulets.

An amulet is ^)roperly an ornament with a magical
power, which is worn as a preservative against

mi.schief and evil. This definition wouhl hardly
apply to the considerable number of objects whicii

are found in Egyptian tombs, and which very often

are models on a small scale of tools or instruments
of ordinary life. Generally the name 'amulets'
has been applied to a great part of the jiarapher-

iialia which are given to the mummy, or ilrawn on
the coftin of the dece:used and on the walls of the

tomb. It is not every one of these objects that

po.ssesses magic influence ; they are not all sup-

posed to be preservatives or to be symbols. They
certainly were not so at the beginning. In later

times they assumed a religious meaning, and be-

came either magical or symbolical. Thus we read
in a Koman text from the temple of Denderah,
that, on the festival of the burial of Osiris, 104

amulets made of gold and precious stones were
given to him. Every one of them was supjiosed

to have a special ^-irtue which we do not know

;

in the case of most of them, we are not in posses-

sion of the mystical formulae explaining why they
were amulets and what was their meaning. When
these formulae are extant, as is the case with
several mentioned in the 15ook of the Dead, we
can hardly say that we fully understand them,
and that we have discovered th ! esoteric meaning.
The words under which this meaning is hidden are

simple enough, but the translation does not always
yield a really intelligible sense.

Most of the Egyptian amulets are destined either

for the dead, whose life in the other world they are

to influence, or for the gods, to whom they are as

necessary as to mortals. In order to understand
the benefit conferred on the deceased by his amu-
lets, it is necessary to consider briefly the ideas of

the Egyptians a.s to a future life.

The human personality was not regarded as

single ; it consists of four, or even more, elements,
but the most important are three : the body, the

soul, and a third, called by the Egyptians the ka—
a word which has been translated in various ways :

'the double,' 'the living image,' 'the genius of

each man, which springs into existence at the same
time as himself and grows with him. The ka is

not always seen ; uevertlieless, it always accom-
panies a living man, and, when it is represented,
it often assumes his exact appearance. It is what
the Greeks would call his dSuKov. Yevj often also

the ka is spoken of as jiresent, though invisible, or
there is a symbol in its stead.

The kn was believed to be an indispensable con-
stituent of every being which had life ; the gods
and the kings were even supposed to have more
than one—as many as fourteen. After having
been indissolubly united during life, hi and body
were separated at death; the body was mummi-
fied and placed in a collin ; the /.'( became inde-
pendent, and continued to live in the other world.
Since it could not restore life to the body, it was
suppo,sed to animate the statues which were in the
tombs, and on which it rested. The ka was the
living element of the human being ; but its exist-

ence was conditional upon that of the body. If

the body was destroyed either by violence or by
1 W. Golcnischcd, Die itetUnxichsUk, 1877.

corruption, tlie kn also would perish, and the whole
personality would disappear. This was the motive
lor mummification, and for the care which the
Egyptians took to preserve the body, because there-
by the continuance of tlie life of the kn in the other
world was ensured. Occasionally the ka might
\isit the embalmed body and enjoy the gifts and
olierings of all kinds whicli were brought to the
tomb.
During life, the ka, though not seen, is insepar-

able from the body. It is even its most powerful
preservative, its best talisman. It is supposed to
be always behind the person. A\'e very often see

it represented as following the king in the form
of a man of smaller size, having in his hand a
cane, at the top of which is a head. The head
is sometimes surmounted by the hieroglyphical
signs meaning ' royal ka.' In many cases it has
the symbolic form of a fan, which is made of

feathers or assumes the shape of a leaf. The
fan is often the sulistitute for the whole per.*on,

and is placed on a throne ; but it is constantly
seen as the protecting ka ; e.g. in battle scenes,
where a fan is certainly out of place, it is sculp-

tured over the head of the fighting king. When
the ka is absent, it is very rare for the formula
to be omitted declaiing that its protecting power
surrounds the king.

Since the ka was to live for ever, it was desirable
that its life should be as pleasant as possible, and
that it should enjoy not only all the comforts and
luxuries of its former existence, but additional
ones. There was a certain, and comparatively
easy, way of endowing the deceased with wealth
and abundance. This was based on what is called
imitative magic, the idea being that the repre-

sentation of the image of an ulijeet causes it to
come into existence. Everj-thing has its ka, its

double, which may exist in the other world like

the ka of man. The mere fact of making a picture
or a model of it, however small, is the means of

calling it into existence in the other world—one
might even say of creating it. The deceased does
not like solitude ; therefore wooden or porcelain

figures will have to be put in his tomb, sometimes
in great numbers, to constitute his society or his

attendants. In the same way he ^^ill have to be
Tirovided with all kinds of objects of the ordinary
life which tlie living ka will use—weapons, orna-
ments, musical instruments, tools for building,
such as saws and knives, borers, the mason's
square, and the level. These objects are gener-
ally called amulets ; some of them, in the course
of time, may have acquired a symbolical meaning,
but the present writer believes that originally they
were nothing but wdiat the deceased was supposed
to need in his new life.

One series is more directly connected with reli-

gious ideas ; they are the insignia of Osiris, the
king of the lower world, the judge before whom
the deceased may have to appear. They consist
of small models, in porcelain or hard stone, of the
different diadems of the god, of his sceptres, and
of his emblems of royal power. The motive lor

their being given to the deceased is that one of the
numerous transformations he will have to undergo,
one of the pro.spects he has before him, though it

is not always necessary, is a complete assimilatiuu

to Osiris. ' I am Osiris, lirother to Isis,' saj-3 the
decea.sed. ' He who rescueth me, together with
his mother, from all my adversaries, is my son
Horns.' Since he will be a king, it is necessary
that he should wear the crowns, and hold the
sceptre and other emblems belonging to the sove-
reign of the lower world.

'riie life of the ka is not safe from all perils. It

may be assailed by all kinds of genii or evil beings,
endangering its existence, even threatening it with
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destruction. In that respect the deceased is in the

same condition as tlie nods themselves, especially

Osiris, who every night is overcome and cut in

pieces by his brother Set, and restored to life again

by his son Ilorus. As preservatives, the ka uses

magic formuliu or amulets, tlie most usual of which
we shall now describe. The magic text referring

to them is generally contained in the Book of the

Dead.
The scarab is the image of the Ateuchus sacer, a

kind of beetle very common in the region of the

Mediterranean. The Egyptians supposed the

scarabseus to be male, and to be born again from
the egg which it had made alone. This we find

expressed in the following way. Among the

formulae of praise to Ka, this god is called ' the

beetle that folds its wings, that rests in the lower
world, that is born of its own body '—or, as we
should say, 'its own son.' The Greeks translated

the Egyptian legend by ain-oyev^s iixri t6 fujov, as

we know from Horapollo, and also by ^/c fidvov

Trarpi? tt)v y^veatv ^x^' ^ Kdvdapos. It is not
surprising that this creature became the symbol of

resurrection. There are scarabs of various sizes.

Small ones are found by thousands in porcelain,

steatite, and hard stones like cornelian or ame-
thyst. They were deposited in the tombs with
the mummies, but they were also worn by the
living as ornaments that were considered to have
a preservative virtue. Larger ones sometimes
have figures engraved on their backs : the boat
of the sun, Osiris with flail and crook, Harmakhis
with a hawk's head. The large scarabs, which
are sometimes as much as 5 ins. long, are chiefly

the funereal or heart scarabs. When the deceased
was mummified, the heart was taken out of the
body to be embalmed separately, and afterwards
either put in a so-called canopic vase—a jar with
a cover in the shape of a jackal's head—or left on
the legs and bandaged with them. The heart, as
with other nations of antiquity, was supposed to

be the seat of the moral side of the individual

—

one may even say of conscience, since it appears as
the accuser. There are two words for ' heart '

:

one meaning strictly the heart itself, and the other
the heart with its envelopes, the cavity of the
heart. It was necessary that the ka should have
a heart ; therefore there are no fewer than four
chapters in the Book of the Dead relating to the
heart ; some of them even have two difTerent

versions. According to a papyrus, each of them
is connected with a particular gem cut in the form
of a heart and worn as an amulet : lapis-lazuli,

green felspar (or opal), cornelian, and serpentine.
We have amulets in the form of a heart ; they
are usually of cornelian. The magic words of

these chapters are pronounced when the heart is

supposed to be given, or rather restored, to the
deceased ; they prevent its being taken away after

it has been put back in its place. One of these
chapters is particularly important, since it refers

to one of the most interesting scenes of the Book
of the Dead—the judgment. The deceased appears
before Osiris, who sits as judge. The heart is

being weighed in a balance against the deceased
himself, or, more frequently, against the emblem
of the goddess of truth and justice. Then the
deceased is supposed to appeal to his heart

:

' Heart of my mother, heart of my birth, heart which I had
CD earth ! do not rise as witness against me, do not be my
adversary before the divine powers, let not there be a fall of

the scale against me, in presence of him who keepeth the
balance 1

' Further, the deceased invites his heart to ' come
forth to the place of bliss towards which they go.'

This chapter, which is called ' The chapter of

preventing the heart of the deceased from opposing
him in the nether world,' is often engraved on a
large scarab of green stone, put either outside or
inside the chest, at the place of the heart. These

large heart-scarahs are found in all museums.
The Egyptians liked to give them to their dead.
It was a token for them that they were justified,

that their heart spoke truth, that their limbs were
pure, that all tlieir body was free from evil.

When they had this scarab, they might exclaim

:

' I am pure, I am pure.'

The question which naturally arises here is.

Why did the Egyptians give the heart the form of

a large scarab ? The answer is that the scarab is

the emblem of resurrection. The Egyptians con-
sidered that life proceeded from the heart ; that
this organ was the centre of vital power. It was,
in fact, the living being which animated the whole
body. Therefore they gave the heart the appear-
ance of a being having life and motion by itself,

whereas a heart of stone would have represented
something quite motionless, and absolutely de-

prived of any activity. Scarab and heart are two
amulets relating to the resurrection and the re-

storation and re-constitution of the body. To the
same category may be assigned the dad and the
buckle.
The dad has been explained in various

ways. It has been called the four pillars which
support tlie four corners of the sky. They are

seen one behind the other, so that their capitals

seem to be on the top of each other. Maspero
thinks that in its original form the dad was the
trunk of a tree from which sprang four cross

branches cut short near the bole. Certain
vignettes in the Book of the Dead seem to

make it quite certain that the dad is a conven-
tional way of representing the human skeleton,
the backbone to which the ribs are attached and
which stands on two legs. Frequently a human
head wearing feathers is placed on this skeleton,

and arms are attached to it, holding the insignia

of Osiris. The dad has become the emblem of

Osiris, as the buckle is that of Isis. The two
figures are often used together as ornaments on
shrines or furniture, or in religious sculptures, to

indicate that the objects on which they are seen
are under the protection of Osiris and Isis. As an
amulet, the dad has an influence on the restora-

tion of the deceased, as we know from the text

which refers to it.' ' Here is thy backbone, O
still heart. Here is thy spine, O stUl heart ; I

put it at thy place . .
.' And the rubric says

that, if this amulet is jjut on the neck of the
deceased, he will be perfect and appear at the
festivals of the Xew Year among the followers of

Osiris. The dad to which this formula refers is

made of gold. There are a great number iu

porcelain, and manj^ in cornelian.

The buckle is generally red in colour, of

cornelian or of glass. It is the emblem of Isis,

and its eil'ect is chiefly protective, as we know
from the text.*

' The blood of Isis, the virtue of Isis, the magic power of Isis,

are protecting this the Great One ; they prevent any wrong
being done to him. This chapter is said on a buckle of cornelian,

dipped into the juice of the ankhamu plant, inlaid into the sub-

stance of sycomore-wood, and put on the neck of the deceased,

wiioever has this chapter rejid to him, the virtue of Isis protects

him ; Horus, the son of Isis, rejoices in seeing him, and no way
is barred to him.'

The uza, or sacred eye, is the human eye
outlined with kohl. This amulet is, next to the

scarab, the commonest of all. The eve has various

meanings. Itmay be the right or the left one. Both
ej'es often occur at the top of the stela>, as where
they seem to represent the two periods of life, the

.ascending and the descending one. The two eyes

of Ra are the sun and the moon. The ' filling of

the eye' may be either the sun in the summer
solstice, or the full moon. The eye of Horus gave
birth to all useful substances—oil, wine, honey,
sweet liquors, milk. It had an independent exist-

1 Book of the Dead, ch. civ. ' /(,. ch. olvi.
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ence. As an amulet the eye seems to liave given

to the living, as well as to the dead, heiilth and
soundness of sight. Maspero has shown that the

figure of the eye, which is read uza, is an ideo-

gram of the word uza, which means ' flourishing,'

'healthy.' Whoever wears this amulet will come
out of all the dangers which might threaten his

health, just as was the case with the eye of Ra.

Chapter clxvii. of the Book of the Dead, which
explains what is the virtue of the eye, mentions
a wound having been inflicted on it by Ra.

Another chapter speaks of the eye being in dis-

tress, or being obscured by a hairy net. It is

probable that the eye is here a heavenly body, the

moon, and that tliis is the mythical way of speak-

ing of an eclipse. The eye is wounded by Ra ; a
shadow called the hairy net obscures her, but the

shadow is removed, and, as she comes out quite

sound and healthy, so will the wearer of the v:a

come out of all clangers. This seems to be the

sense to be attributed to the text of ch. clxvii, :

'When Thoth had brought the eye, he appeased

the eye ; for, after Ka had wounded her, she was
raging furiously ; and then Thoth calmed her after

she had gone away raging, " I am sound, she is

sound, the deceased is sound.'" Thoth appeased

or calmed the eye, because, as we read in another
chapter, not only did he deliver the eye from tlie

veil of darkness which oppressed her, but he carried

her off, ' in life, health, and strength, without any
damage.' This eliect the amulet wQl produce.

The eye was bound on the laiuckles, neck, or heart

of the mummy, or placed within the abdomen.
It is found in gold, lapis-lazuli, felspai", wood,
glazed ware, and other materials.

The little green column belongs also, like the

eye, to what might be called figurative amulets,

the names of which represent the benefits conferred

upon the wearer. The word tjaz, the name of

the column, mean.s 'to be green,' 'to grow,' 'to

sprout.' The amulet was generally made of a
green stone such as felspar, and was put on the

neck of the deceased. The formula; referring

to it, which constitute two chapters of the Book
of the Dead, are very obscure. The efl'ect of this

amulet seems to be similar to that of the eje.

He to whom it has been given is safe, and preserved

from any injury or wound.
The headrest or pillow is an object made of

wood or of stone, and very often found in the

tombs. It is used at the pre.sent day by the Nubian
women to prevent their hair from draggling in the

dust. We sometimes see mummies tlie heads of

which are supported by such pillows. Miniature
head-rests in hiematite or other stones occur as

amulets. They have generally been considered

as the means whereby the deceased is assured of

a peaceful slumber. The present writer believes

the purpose of this amulet to be quite different.

Its virtue is much more powerful ; it is a token
for the deceased that lie will not be dismemliered,

and that his body will be raised up again quite

intact like that of Osiris. Tlie head-rest is a sub-

stitute for the stone heads which were sometimes
put in the tombs during the Old Empire. They
are botli jirotests against the original custom
of taking the body to pieces, of dismembering
it as Set had done to Osiris. The proof of this

lies in the fact that the chapter referring to the

pillow is nearly identical with another called
' Chapter whereby the head of a person is not
severed from him in the Netherworld.' It runs thus

:

'.\ W.Ike ! Thy sufferinafS arc allayed, thou art awaked, when
thy head is alx>ve the horizon ; stand up, thou art triumphant
by means of what has been done to thee. . . . Thou art Ilorus,

the son of Halhor, the flame born of a flame, to whom his liead

has been restored after it had been cut off. Thy head will

never be taken from thee henceforth, thy head will never be
carried away.'
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Several amulets are ornaments, like the collar

which the Book of the Dead says is to be made
of gold and put on the neck of the deceased on
the day of his burial. The words of ch. clviii.

seem to be of a late date. We find the gift of a
collar made not only to a decea.sed person, like

King Seti I., but to the gods in general. When
man or god has put it on, his nature changes ; he
becomes Turn, the great god of ileliopolis, and is

addressed as such. Therefore we can hardly call

the collar an amulet ; like all the vestments and
ornaments given to the gods, it has a magical sense

and a magical effect. The collar is a ritualistic

object, and has its place in the ceremonies of the
worship of the gods and of the deceased.

The above are the most important and most
common amulets. There are a great many more.
Some of them are figures of a god or a goddess, like

the vulture, or the frog—which seems to be an
emblem of immortality. Others are figurative,

like the cartouche, which stands for the name.
The name is indissolubly linked with the person-

ality ;
' creator of one's name ' means ' creator of

one's person.' There are many, like the two fingers,

whose meaning is unknown to us. It seems evi-

dent that, in Greek and Roman times, the number
of amulets increased considerably, or rather that a
magical sense was attributed to many objects of

common use. Egyptian religion under the Roman
Empire was known chiefly through its luagic.
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CHARMS AND AMULETS (Greek).—The
use of charms and amulets among the Greeks, as

among all other peoples, is to be derived from the

desire of influencing the course of nature or events,

of creating or coiuiteracting certain etl'ects. This

sort of influence is regarded at a later stage as

supernatural ; but, no doubt, a primitive people

saw nothing supernatural in it. There are three

categories of such influence, all of which may be

found simultaneously in use : certain words, cer-

tain actions, and certain objects or their image,

for to primitive belief an oljject and its image
are identical. For us the thiril category only is

important.
The reasons why certain objects are used ascharms

or amulets are various. There are a great many
objects which are regarded as endowed by nature

with special forces. (They are not, however, on

that account to be considered as habitations of

gods or souls [cf. Kropatscheck, Dc amuktorum
usu, p. 18 ; Abt, ' Amulette,' in Schiele, Hdigion,

i. 1908, 448].) The great number of ways in

which it was possible to make use of certain

charms proves that their powers were not confined

to one kind of eftect only. Anion, e.g., taught

(Pliny, UN xxx. 18) that the lierb ci/norrphalia

was potent against every kind of magic .sjiell (cf.

ib. xxiv. 103, 'contra perniciem omnem '). I' urther-

more, we must lay stress upon the fact that the

same means that are used to attract blessings are,

at the same time, able to dispel ill luck. Where
there is good luck, ill luck cannot enter ; and
health enters where illness has been driven out.
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Tlie common snniHlrasoii {ivTlppivov) is a remedy
aKainst sorcery, if worn round the neck ; it beauti-
fies, if applied as an ointment, together with oil

from tlie lily (Dioscorides, De mat. med. iv. 131
[130 Wellm.]). One remedy against sorcery is to
drink a tea of peonies ; on the other liand, this tea
promotes the secretion of milk for nursing women
(Pradel, ' Griech. Gebete,' op. cit. infra, iii. 367).
The agate renders fields fertile ([Orpheus], Lith.
23Stt\), and athletes invincible (Plin. xxxvii. 142);
and it possesses manifold other apotropoeic and
magic forces (t6. 13911'.). Cf. also the promise of
Priapus, in an inscription on a rock of Thera {IG
xii. 3, 421c), to bring the inhabitants of the island
unbounded wealth and to be their companion-in-
arms.
Thus there is no fundamental diilerence between

the apotropa?ic amulet and the charm with its
power to attract the positive blessing ((pa.p/iaKoi', cf.

Abt, ' Apol. des Apulejus,' op. cit. infra, iv. 186 fl".

;

W. Havers, ' (pya-iKdv,' Indogerm. Forsch. xxv. [1909]
375 ff., cf. Weidlicb, Sympathie in der antikcn Lit-
teratur, p. 68). It is, however, conceivable that a
certain diH'erentiation soon took place, and that
the amulet came to play a much more important
part than the object used as a charm. For, in order
to attain a positive effect, one makes use of a
momentary magic device ; but, if one desires to
be safe at every moment against every kind of
evil, one must make the magic remedy a constant
one ; and tliis explains tlie fact that the number of
amulets far outweighs that of charms. As the
amulet was mostly worn on a cord, the Greeks
called it neplafifia, ireptawTov, irepMpaioy (Kropat-
scheck, op. cit. 10). But this is not the only thing
the ancients designate by the word ' amulet

' ; the
term comprises everything that is used for protec-
tion aga,inst any kind of harm. In this sense the
amulet is called <pv\aKr-ifipioi', atroTpdiraiov, a\(^i</>dp-

liaKoii, etc. Thus we find this word applied to every-
thing we are accustomed to term ' apotropa?ic.

'

And, last of aU, the same remedies that have a
prophylactic use, e.g., to protect against an illness,
are used to cure the disease when it has set In ;

and we often find that in such a ease the remedy
against the illness that has already developed is
worn as an amulet in its more restricted sense, on
a ribbon round the neck (Jahn, SSGIV, 1855, pp.
40, 43 ; Heim, op. cit. infra, p. 506, cf. ib. no. 132
with 507, 133 ; Kropatscheck, op. cit. 42). We
thus see tliat the vast domain of popular medicine
bears the closest affinity to our subject, and there-
fore a minute classification of their diU'erent func-
tions cannot be attempted here when discussing
the several charms. The detailed analysis of each
case, which would be necessary, has never yet been
undertaken, and would not be possible within the
scope of this article. A full treatise on popular
medicine is contained in the article Disease and
Medicine.

In all probability there was originally hardly
anything, animate or inanimate, to wliich men did
not attribute some specific force. Kropatscheck
{op. cit. 20) is right in saying that there is hardly
anything existent that has not at some time been
used as an amulet ; cf. also a like remark by Otto
Jahn about the animals endowed with powers of
magic {op. cit. 100). Magic functions were probably
often specialized by means of dift'erentiation. In
other cases a charm had a special function to begin
with, based on the popular idea of sympathy and
antipathy of most, perhaps even all, animate and
inanimate things in the world (cf. Weidlich, op. cit.

passim). Lemon and cucumber, fig and rue, are
good fi-iends ; therefore the lemon thrives better if

cucumber is planted in its vicinity (Pallad. iv. 10,
15), and the rue grows more abundantly under the
shade of the fig-tree {ib. 9, 14). Cabbage and vine

do not agree, therefore one must eat cabbage to be
safe from inebriety (Kiess in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v.
' Aberglaube,' pp. 58, 62 fl".). The scorpion fears
the lizard ; its bite is therefore cured with a remedy
in which the lizard plays a part (\\'eidlich, op. cit.

21). The charms whose eftect can be described by
the words ' simUia similibus ' bear a close affinity
to these (Kropatscheck, op. cit. 44, 1). The yellow
l)ird Charadrios or Ikteros (Kiess, op. cit. 69, 2;
73, 68 ; Weidlich, op. cit. 56) is a help against
jaundice, but the bird itself perishes (a case of
transferred illness). A specific against headache
is an olive-leaf tied round the head and bearing
tlie name of Athene, who sprang from the head of
Zeus {Geopon. ix. 1, 5), or a herh grown on the
head of a statue (Iliess, op. cit. 59, 26) ; against
colic, the hair from tlie belly of a hare (MarceU.
Empir. xxix. 35) ; against disease of the eye, the
eye of a fish (Ael. Nat. An. xxiv. 15) ; against
toothache, the corresponding tooth of a dead horse
(Plin. HN xxviii. 181). A positive influence is

reached on the same principle : the tongue of a
frog makes the woman suspected of adultery speak
the truth (Plin. xxxii. 79); urine from a eunuch
stops fertility (Plin. xxviii. 65) ; the sinews of a
crane are a help against fatigue (Plin. xxx. 149).
The mere name of an object is also suificient to
uiake it suitable for certain sympathetic purposes
(Apul. de Mag. 34 f. ; Abt, op. cit. 213 f.). Thus
tiie plant called lysimachia is used to calm a quar-
relsome team of horses (Plin. xxv. 72) ; the satyrion
excited sexual desire (Riess, op. cit. 65, 18) ; the
amethyst was a remedy against drunkenness (Abt,
op. cit. 214, 4). Occasionally also its magic use
may have been the reason for giving the object its
name.
A number of charms owed their efficacy to the

place at which they were to be found. Thus it

was related that the famous athlete Milon of
Kroton had rendered himself invincible by means
of stones, the size of a pea, which bad all been
found in the stomachs of cocks (Plin. xxxvii. 144)

;

a stone found in the stomach of a hen helps soldiers
to courage and victory (Weidlich, op. cit. 61); con-
cerning stones from the stomachs of swallows, cf.

Kropatscheck, op. cit. 24 f. A grain found in the
horns of snails makes teething easy (Plin. xxx.
136). A bone out of a horse's heart helps against
toothache (Plin. xxviii. 181) ; a stone that ' grows'
in the Nile, of a pea-hke aspect (cf. above, the
stone of Milon), is a charm against barking of
dogs and frenzy. Perhaps the latter example is

already influenced by the idea of the sacredness of
the place, which is expressed when a plant growing
on a boundai'y or a crossway is considered to possess
magic power (Riess, op. cit. 47, 5. 24). A similar
notion underlies the belief that a plant from the
margin of a stream or river is a remedy against
tertian fever (Plin. xxiv. 170) ; the power of flowing
water which cleanses and washes away all evfl
(Abt, op. cit. 114, 7) allows the beneficent powers
of the plants to develop undisturbed. In like
manner, whatever has come into contact with
lightning is endued with special powers. Wood
struck by lightning helps against toothache (Plin.
xxviii. 45) ; the stone cerannia is sought after by
magicians, because it is found only in places that
have been struck by lightning (Plin. xxxvii. 135).

Anything connected with death or the dead has
a special importance in magic (Riess, op. cit. 92, 13 ;

Fahz, op. cit. infra, ii. 148 ff. ; Abt, op. cit. 268, 5).

Human bones and skulls (Abt, op. cit. 215) are used
for various magic manipulations ;lwith a torch from
the funeral pyre of a dead man dogs are silenced
(Ael. A'at. An. i. 38) ; a garment worn at a funeral
is safe from moths (Plin. xxviii. 33) ; the words
of an imprecation become especially potent when
engraved on the fragment of a tombstone (Wiinsch
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in ISliss-Macalister, Excavations in Palestine, 1S98-

1900, pp. 173, 187). The influence of uncanny
objects connected witli a dead body was greatly
enhanced when the death had been a violent one
(Riess, op. cit. 92, 50). The underlying idea seems
to be twofold : on the one hand, it was supposed
tliat the remains of a ^imoOdvaToj retain something
of the full vital energies that were his up to the

moment of his sudden death (Riess, op. cit. 92, 51)

;

and again, that one who has died before his time,

and still longs for life, lets hia demonic powers pass

with greater energy into tliis world. When the
eye-tooth of an unburicd corpse is prescribed as an
amulet against toothache (Plin. .xxviii. 45), the
latter thought is uppermost ; the unburied man,
too, has no peiice, Imt hankers after life in this

world ; and so do the iupoi (cf., for these notions,

Norden, J?now, vi. [1903] lOH'.). Everj-thing that
has any connexion with the (iiaioBavaros has special

powers—the rope of the hanged person, or a nail

from the cross. Even the place where the man
died is charged with a power that can be trans-

ferred ; hence diseased pigs were fed with oats that

had lain at such a place for a night (Plin. xxviii.

8) ; in a love-charm of the Parisian magic papyri

(Fahz, op. cit. 167, 1. 4), one is told to throw some
of the dirt fiom such a place into the room of the
beloved. When, according to the London magic
papyrus (121, 1. 657 f., Wessely), some relic from a
.stranded ship is required, we again meet with the

notion that, where uncanny powers have been at

work, special magic forces attach themselves to

the objects concerned.
Many charms have an apotropajic character only.

Foremost among these are the images of ghastly
forms intended to paralyze the menacing evil

charm ; above all, the Gorgoneiou (Grupjie, Griech.

Mytkoloffie, 1906, p. 902, 3 ; Kroj itscheck, op. cit.

27, 5 ; Wolters, Bonn. Jahrb. cxviii. [1909] 262, 3),

and its counterpart, the head of Phobos (Weiz-
sacker in Roscher, s.v. 'Phobos' ; Wolters, op. cit.

269 ff. ) ; cf . also the apotropajic face on the back
of a leaden amulet (Rev. des 6t. gr. v. [1892] 79).

The curious (firoTra) and ridiculous (yeXoia) prevent-

ives (Jahn, op. cit. 66 f.) of which Plutarch (Qu.

Conv. p. 681 1.) and Pollux (vii. lOS) speak belong
to this group—caricatures and the like, with regard
to which the present writer would suggest that the

apotrop^ic character of the ridiculous may have
originated at the very moment when the formid-
able phantom came tobe considered a mere grimace
(cf. also Perdrizet, ' L'Hippalektryon,' liev. dcs tt.

anc. vi. 7 fl'. ; Wace, ' Grotesques and the Evil

Eye,' British School Annual, x. [1905] 103 fif.).

Another method of protecting oneself against
incantation is to turn the tables against the enemy
by bringing him into subjection. His evU intents

are thus, in a way, forestalled. A species of grass-

hopper was said to be infested with the evil eye
(Jahn, op. cit. 36, 30), and its image was erected
on the Acropolis by Pisistratus (i6. 37, 31 ; cf.

Weinreich, 'Ant. l\<i\\\jj\<^s\\\xnAiii,' Rclirjionsgesch.

Vers, und Vorarb. VIII. i. 16211'.). The hail, which
was pernicious to the peasant's harvest, was a pre-

ventive of thunder if hailstones were put into the
hatching-straw (Colum. viii. 5, 12; perhaps speci-

fically Roman). The owl, on the one hand, was
considered a bird of evil omen (Riess, op. cit. 70,

23; cf. Perdrizet, 'Le folklore de la chouette,'
Bull, de la sociiti nat. des anti^uaires de France,
1903) ; but, on the other hand, it was a protective
against hail (Pallad. i. 35, 1). "The clearest example
of this kind of protection by forestalling the enemy
is that of the apotropaiic eye. This does not oppose
the evil eye with the power of the 'good eye'
(Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. 'Fascinum,' p. 987), but
it defeats it with its own weapons, and keeps oil'

all kinds of evil powers (cf. also Wolters, op. cit.

269 f.). The idea that he who carries upon him
parts of a dog is safeguarded against dogs must
be interpreted ditrerently (cf. Kiess, op. cit. 73, 12)

;

for it originates in the belief that whosoever has
power over a part can conquer the whole. In both
cases like is dispelled by like. But the like can al.so

repair the misfortune that has occurred (Gruppe,
Griech. Miithol. 669). The most famous example
of this belief is the tale of Telephos (6 rpiicras xai

ido-erai). The bite of a shrew-mouse is healed by a
shrew-mouse, and best healed by the same shrew-
mouse (Plin. xxix. 89 ; Riess, o/;. cit. 80, 30). And
the close connexion of this belief with that men-
tioned before is best illustrated by the fact that a
live shrew-mouse in a clay casket was worn round
the neck as an amulet against the bite of these
animals (Riess, op. cit. SO, 32).

We mentioned above that words and actions,

formulae and rites, came within the scope of magic
charms, as well as objects. They do not in them-
selves belong to the matter here treated, but cannot
be ignored in so far as they have become fixed

objects, i.e. the actions are depicted, the words
written down.
To these apotropoeic figures belong the numer-

ous scenes in whiili an eye is represented as sur-

rounded by hostile animals and men (Bienkowski,
' jNIalocchio,' Eranos Vindobonensis [1893], 28511'.

;

Arch. Anz. [1903] 20; Oestcrreick. Jahresh. vi.

[1903], Beiblatt, p. 23, iig. 3: Wolters, op. cit.

263,1). The evU eye is to be robbed of its powers
by the fixed representation of the attack against
it. This is still more efl'ective than the using of
these animals as amulets, for by means of the
image of the eye itself the evil eye is imprisoned
and spellbound.
When on the marble block from Xanthus a

phallus is threatened instead of the eye (Bien-
kowski, op. cit. 289), this is probably due to an
inadvertent adherence to the former scheme. Oc-
casionally the eye is pierced by a lance. This
brings us to the picture of Herakles throttling the
lion, found on an amulet against colics (Heim,
op. cit. 481, 60). The same image is used for the
protection of vegetables against weeds, dunpoMuv
[Gcopon. ii. 42, 2), wliere the sympathy of name
also has some weight. A protective against gout
shows the image of Perseus with the head of
Medusa (Heim, op. cit. 480 f., 59). On Byzantine
amulets, Solomon on horseback, piercing with a
lance the female demon of disease, who lies on
the ground, is a favourite theme (Schlumberger,
Rev. des tt. gr. v. [1892] 73 fl". ; Perdrizet, ib. xvi.

[1903] 42 ff.). Cf. the encounter of Michael with
Baff/taria (the personification of witchcraft) in a
new amulet-text (Reitzenstein, Poiinandres [1904],

297 ff.) ; and the legend told, in Abyssinian magic-
scrolls, of the saint Susneyos, who kills the witch
Werzelj'a from his horse, because she caused his

child's death ; see also, in the same scrolls, the
scene depicted in closest analogy to the Solomon
pictures (Won-ell, ZA xxiii. [1909] 165, and pi. ii.

4). On the marble relief of Bedford, which formed
tlie starting-point of J aim's famous treatise on
the superstition of the evil eye (SSGW, 1855, p.

2811'.), a man sits above the eye with bare hind
part, in an unmistakable attitude (Jahn, on. cit.

iii. 1, p. 86 11'.). This is generally explained as a
sign of disdain, and cla.ssed along with the baring
or depicting of the genitalia in order to ward oil'

a spell (Jahn, oj>. cit. 68 ff. ; Grui)pe, op. cit. 896, 1 ;

Kropatschcck, up. cit. 27, 4 ; Abt, op. cit. 211, 14 ;

Thcra, iii. [1904] 186). 'the obscene female figures

of Naukralis (./i/5 x.xv. [1905] 128) belong to the
same category (against J. E. Harrison's opinion,

who explains the gesture of Baubo as a irpo^atKiviov

[Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, 1903,

p. 570, note 1] ; cf. Diels, Miscellanea Salinas, 1907,
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p. y, 1). Ill tlie siune way as the uncovering of the
genitalia may be replaced by special imitative ges-

tures with the hanct {dif/itus in/amis and fica), so,

too, the Jica is formed into an apotropaiic object.

Shells are also considered images of the cunnus
(Jalin, op. cit. 80; Abt, op. cit. 211, 15). The
present writer doubts whether the original pur-

pose of this kind of apotropaia was to express dis-

gust or disdain. He would prefer to bring them
into relation with the ' Zauber der Korperbff-

nungen' (cf. Preuss, Globus, 8G, 321 ff.). Those
who wish to retain the notion of disdain as the
prominent one must ascribe these apotropaia to a
later stage of development ;

primitive humanity
certainly had no comprehension of this feeling.

Theiiliyphallicapotropaion(Wolters, Bonn. Jahrb.
cxviii. '202, 263, 266 ti'., pi. x. f.) must be ex-

plained difl'erently, as is already indicated by its

much more frequent occurrence, compared with that
of the anithypnallic (hardly correct ; Jahn, op. cit.

73) and female (Jahn, op. cit. 79) apotropaion. The
ithyphallic apotropaion is a symbol of strength,

blessing, luck. On the Pompeian house a phallus

was depicted with the inscription :
' Hie habitat

felicitas' (Heim, op. cit. 510, 143). Where there
is good fortune, misfortune cannot enter, as we
have already remarked (cf. also Wundt, Vblker-

psychologic, ii. [1905] 2, 405 ; Schwenck, Myth. d.

Rom. 1855, p. 141 ; ^iJrKx.[1907]296f.). Strength,
or the image of any kind of strength, has apotropasic

power (cf. also Prott, ARW ix. [1906] 93)_; there-

fore Herakles is the dispeller of evil nar i^oxfiv.

Thus Priapus also has changed from a god of fer-

tility into a protector of gardens, and—yet another
change—into a scarecrow !

Like the magic act, the magic word also becomes
fixed. It is written on different substances, and,
as durability was desired, small metal tablets were
preferred, especially as this substance heightened
the magic power. Thus we find the use of gold,

silver, and tin (Siebourg, Bonn. Jahrb. ciii. [1898]
125 f., 134ft'., cf. ib. cxviii. [1909] 158; Audollent,

De-fix. Tab., Paris, 1904, p. xxxivff. ; Kropatscheck,
op. cit. 25 ; Wiinsch, AMW xii. [1909] 24), lead (in

harmful incantations; Wiinsch, Defix. Tab. Att.

[1897] p. iii, Seth. Verjluchungstafcln [1898], 72, 76 ;

Audollent, op. cit. p. xlviitf.), stones and linen
(Wiinsch, 'Antikes Zaubergeriit,' .4 rcAfBo/. Jahrb.,
Erganzungsheft vi. 39), sherds (Pradel, op. cit.

379, 1), shells (Abt, op. cit. 218 f.), and also the
less durable papyrus (Wllcken, APF i. 420 ft'. ;

Kropatscheck, op. cit. 26 f. ; cf. Geopon. xiii. 5, 4).

The words written down were various kinds of

magic formulae (cf. art. Magic), ' Ephesia Gram-
mata' (Wessely, Ephesia Gramnxata, 1886; Weid-
lich, op. cit. 64 f.; Wiinsch, Seth. Verfl. 80;
Audollent, op. cit. p. Ixvii ; Gruppe, op. cit. 884, 2

;

Tambornino, 'De antiquorum diBiuonismo,' Reli-
gionscjcsch. Vers, und Vorarb. vil. iii. 80 ; W.
Schuitz, Philol. Ixviii. [1909] 210 ff.), alphabets
(Dieterich, Rhein. Mus. Ivi. [1901] 77 ft'., Mith-
rasliturgic", 1910, p. 221), anagrams (Heim, op.

cit. 530, 1 ; Wiinsch, 'Ant. Zauberg.' p. 36), crypto-
grams and isopsepha (Prentice, Amer. Jourti.

of Archccol. x. [1906] 146 ft'.), Homeric verses (Kro-
patscheck, op. cit. 18. 29 ; Wiinsch, ARWilu. [1909]
211'.). Their place was taken, in Christian times,

by Psalms (Pradel, op. cit. 381) and texts from the
Gospels (Kropatscheck, op. cit. 29) ; also whole
prayers, sometimes of considerable length, were
written down for magic purposes (ib. 30 ff., cf. ZA
xxiii. [1909] 158 ft'.). Sometimes the texts were
written from right to left (Wiinsch, Defix. Tab.

' Att. p. iv ; Miinsterberg, Oesterr. Jahresh. vii.

[1904] 143), or some other game was played with
the letters (Wiinsch, 'Ant. Zauberg.' 28 f.) ; a tri-

angle of magic import is formed by writing down
a magic word as many times as the word has letters.

anil always dropping a letter in each word till only
one is left (Kropatscheck, op. cit. 29). In the
Egyptian room of the National Museum of Athens
(no. 864) the present writer saw an amulet on which
the anagram AKAANA9ANAAKA ' had been formed
into a triangle by the successive subtraction of the

first and last six letters. Besides formula;, the
names of powerful gods are found (Jahn, op. cit.

45 ft'. ; Reitzenstein, Poimandres, p. 19, note) ; above
all, tliat of the great Jewish God lao (Abt, op. cit.

254, 1). Mere knowledge of the name has the
power to protect (Kropatscheck, op. cit. 19 f.).

The Jewish angels, too, have this power (Prentice,

op. cit. 143), as well as the spirits of the planets,

w hich are designated by the seven vowels a e ij i o u w
(Heim, op. cit. 540, note ; Siebourg, Bonn. Jahrb.
ciii. 140 ft'. ; Audollent, op. cit. p. Ixxiii ; Wiinsch,
'Ant. Zauberg,' 29 f.). Instead of words we also

find special magic symbols on magic objects, the

so-called 'characters' (Audollent, op. cit. p. Ixxii),

whose affinity to Egyptian hieroglyphics has been
traced by Wiinsch ('Ant. Zauberg.' 31ft'.). In
many cases the substance itself, on which the
magic words are engraved, is endowed with magic
power, so that the efl'ect is heightened, and still

more so if there are magic emblems in addition

to words. Kropatscheck [op. cit. 35 f.) holds that
magic objects obtained power only through the
medium of the words engraved on them, and that
afterwards the formulre (or symbols) were omitted,
and the objects alone worn as amulets. But this

is certainly not the case, for surely some objects

had magic power attributed to them at the outset,

without their bearing a single magic inscription.

Another group comes within our scope, which we
would term ' derived charms.' The idea connected
with them is that of spell-binding. The nail whicii

is used on manifold occasions to fasten some evil,

or to lame an enemy, finally becomes imbued with
magic forces. Thus, for e.xample, iron nails pro-

tect the hatching-nests of hens against thunder
(Riess, op. cit. 50, 60).

Numerous magric nails of this kind have been preserved down
to our time (Jahn, op. cit. 106 ff. ; Hubert in Daremberg-Saglio,
s.v. *Magia,' p. 150S, 25 ; Gruppe, op. cit. 895, 7 ; Krop.'itscheck,

op. cit. 25, 5 ; Prentice, op. cit. 144). The specimen from the
Asklepieion of Paros, with the inscription TIYP (Athen. Mitt,

xxvii. [1902] 229), seems to have the special mission of protecting

against fire.

The key plays much the same part as the nail.

As the action of locking in bears an afiinity to that

of spell-binding, the key becomes endowed with
magic powers. In order to protect a field against

hail, many keys from dift'erent buildings are tied

all round it (Geopon. i. 14, 6 ; cf. also Heim, op. cit.

541, 236 f.). The use of the thread and knot goes
still further (Frazer, GBM. 392 ft'. ; Hubert, op. cit.

1508, 23; Welters, .4-BIF viii. [1905], Usenerheft,

1 ft'. ; Gruppe, op. cit. 885, 6-8 ; Kropatscheck,
op. cit. 25 ; Abt, op. cit. 148 ft'. ). More especially,

coloured, three-coloured, and red threads were pre-

ferred as enhancing the eft'ect (cf
. , besides the above,

Deubner, De incub., 1900, p. 25; Kropatscheck,

op. cit. 70). Whatever is enclosed by a ribbon,

thread, rope, or the like, is, according to very ancient

belief, thereby safeguarded against every kind of

evil. The evil cannot step over the magic hoimd-

ary. For this reason the thread or ribbon itself

acquires magic importance, possessing not only

apotropseic, but also positive, power. Only thus

can we understand the rite whereby, in the case

of an illness already present, the patient is fettered,

and thus believed to be saved (cf. e.g. Diog. Laert.

iv. 56). The influence of the knot must be explained

differently. The knot is not really a derived charm,

but a part of the action of binding which has been

stereotyped, and by which the evil is fixed. The
1 In this reading, instead of the usual a^KavaOcLfaXfia, the

present writer has been confirmed by the kind verification of

Dr. Karo.
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same eflect may be obtained by encircling limbs

^vith threads, whereby the inimical force is like-

wise bound fast. The human limbs chosen for this

ceremony play quite a secondary part. In this

sense we must interpret .Elian {Xat. An. iv. 48),

according to whom a furious bull can be pacilied

only if a man whose right knee is bandaged with

a fillet goes to meet it. The same idea of binding

predoramates in the ring (Uarember^-Saglio, s.v.

'Amuletum,' p. 255, 97; Frazer, GB^ i. 401 f. ;

Wiinsch, 'Ant. Zauberg.,' 42 f. ; Kropat«check,

op. cit. 16 f., 26, 1), for it is a band of metal. Aris-

tophanes {I'lut. 883 f.) is already actiuaintcd with

rings as potent against evil, and mentions the name
of a man Eudamos (cf.' schol. fid loc.) who traded

in such rings. Alexander of Tralles recommends
an iron ring, engraved with magic formulae, as

a charm against colics (Heini, op. cit. 480, 57) ;

Schlumberger {op. cit. 85) reproduces a golden ring,

engraved with a snake and 'Ephesia grammata,'
Wiinsch {ARIV xu. [1909] 19) one in bronze

;

Teukros recommends rings, engraved with con-

stellations, for apotropasic purposes (Westermann,
Paradoxogr. [1839] 148, 3).

It is, of course, exceedingly difficult to determine

in each ease why the object in question has come
into use as a charm or amulet. Often it is not for a

single reason ; a whole series of beliefs may attach

to an object. A more detailed classification could

be undertaken only on the basis of an exact and
repeated analysis of the whole vast subject-matter.

This work has still to be done, and requires careful

studies in ditl'erent forms of belief. The present

wTiter must content himself with giving a summary
of magic objects, in so far as they have not already

been mentioned above.

[The Literature which is given in the following list ifi, as a rule,

not mentioned elsewhere in the article.]

Minerals asd thb like: Moon-dew {..irus lunare), perhaps

only Roman (Dedo, De antiquorum mperstitione ainatoria, p.

3; Fahz, op. cit. 153); moon-shaped amulets (Jahn, op. cit. 42,

48) ; earth (Plin. xxix. 131 ; Marcell. Emp. xxxii. 20) ; Lemnian
earth (Ath. Mitt. xxxi. (1906) 72 £f.), yVj Kj,Trni!>ic{.Pap. Land.
cxxi. leo) ; Ebuaian earth, earth from carnage-tracks and foot-

marks (Riess, op. cU. 46, 46 ff.) ; water (Riess, 44, 3 ; Pap. Paris,

224 fl. ; Wcssely, Neiu gr. Zaub. 1893, p. 15) ; rain-water (Riess,

43, 65) ; sea-water (Kiess, 44, 27), hallowed water (Christian

:

Wiinsch, Seth. Verfi. p. 76) ; flery flame (Abl, op. cit. 239, 3)

;

metals (Rev. des it. gr. xx. [1907) 364 ff. ; Tambomino, op. at.

83 f.); gold (Sicbourg, Bonn. Jahrb. ciii. 129 f., 139, in whose
underlying mythical idea the present writer has no faith ; Riess

in Pauiy-Wissowa, s.v. ' Amulett,' 10S5, 60) ; silver (Geopmi. xiii.

9, 2) ; bronze, pre-eminently used on grounds of ritual con-

Ben-ativism (^Viinsch, Defix. Tab. Att. p. iiif. ; Abt, op. cit.

159 f.i; iron (Riess, 'Abergl.' 50, 40; Dedo, op. cit. 13 f. ; Abt,

op. ciV. 161, 1 ; cf. also the sword which wards off ghosts (Pradel,

op. cit. 382]); lcad(cf. above, and Riess, op. cit. 61, 38); stones

and Jewels (Daremberg-Saglio, s.v.' Amuletum,' p. 252 ; Wessely,

I.e. ; Abt, op. cU. 189 f., 204 f. ; Tambomino, op. cit. 83) ; gems,
covered, especially at a later stage, with signs and pictures for

magic purposes (Daremberg.Saglio, s.v. 'Abraxas ; Riess in

Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. 'Abra-sax'; Furtwangler, Die antiken
Gemmen, 1900, iii. 361 f., 363 ; Kropatscheck, op. cit. 23, 2

;

Wiiuich, ARWxW. [1909)22); pre-historio stone-axes (Wunsch,
Ant. Zauberg.,' p. 40, ARW xU. 11909], 33; cf. a small axe
made of thin bronze, from Crete, ib. vii. [1904] 265); magnet
(Wiinsch, 'Ant. Zauberg." p. 40); coral (Jahn, op. cit. 43, 61;
Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. * Amuletum.' p. 253 ; Riess, ' Al)erglaube,'

p. 60, 37) ; salt (Plin. xxxi. 101 ; Wessely, Griech. Zauberpap.

1888, Index, s.v. oAs ; Hubert, op. cit. 1606, 16; Gruppe, op. cit.

889, 8; Pradel, op. cit. 3031., 365).

Plaktb (Plin. XXV. 13; 'Carmen de viribus herbarum,' ed.

Haupt, Vorlesungsverz. Berlin, 1873-4 ; Riess, op. cit. 61 ff.

;

Daremberg-SagUo, s.v. 'Amuletum,' p. 253; Hubert, op. cit.

1506; Wessely, Nexiegr. Zauberpapyri, 1893, p. 16; Kropat-

scheck, op. cit. 41 ft. ; Pradel, op. cit. 801 ff. ; Abt, op. cil. 145 1.,

163ff., 182f., 208f. ; Tambomino, op. «(. 851. ; Eitreni, 'Hermes
und d. Toten,' Christiania Vidensk. teUk. Fork. v. (1909), 24 ff.),

especially from Thessaly (Hubert, op. cit. 1499, 8 ; Dedo, op.

cit. 5) : asparagus (Dioscor. De mat. med. ii. 151 [125 Wellm.]^

;

cherry-stones (MarcelL Emp. viii. 27) ; honey (Deubner, op. ctt.

46); incense (Abt, op. cit. 147, 205 ff., 271 1.) ; juniper (Gruppe,
op. cit. 889, 6) ; laurel (Abt, op. cit. 161 ff.); Imen (Kropat«check,
op. cit. 25 ; Abt, op. cit. 2si)f. ; cf. Marignan, La Midecinc dans
Vigtise au sixikme siicU, 1887, p. 7, 3) ; mandragora (Randolph,
Proc. of Amcr. Acad, of Arts and Sciences, xl. (1906] 486 9.

;

Gruppe, op. cit. 852, 6); peonies (Pradel, op. cit. 364 ff.); sea-

onion (Gruppe, op. cit. 8i*9. 7); wine (Deubner, op. cit. 46;
Pradel, op. cit. 868) ; frankincense (Wessely, l.c. ; Pradel, op. cit.

362 f., 372 1. ; Tambomino, op. cit. 83), coal from the ceoser

(Pradel, op. cit. 365); perfumes (Wessely, I.e.); bread (Pradel,

op. cit. 386 f.); eatables (Abt, 136 f.).

AsiiiAi.3 (Riess, ' Abergl.' 88 ff. ; Wessely, l.c. ; Tambomino,
op. cit. 80, 88 f. ; Eitrem, op. cit. 30fl.): ape {ARW viii. [1905]

621); birds (ARW viii. [190!;) 621; Abt, op. cit. 295, 1); boar

(Abt, op. cit. 138) ; chameleon (Plin. xxviii. 112) ; cock (Deubner,
op. cit. 47) ; cricket (Lobeck, Aglaophamus, 1829, p. 973) ; dog
(Roscher, Kynanthropie, 1890, pp. 27, 66 ; 45, 126 ; Deubner, op.

cit. 40); fish (Abt, op. cit. 141 If., 229); frog (Dilthey, Arch-
cpigr. SIM. aus Oesterrcich, ii. [1878] 55 f. ; Dedo, op. cil. 8) ; hare

(Abt, op. cit. 137) ; hyiena (Weidlich, op. cit. 24 f.) ; lion (Jahn,

op. cit. 49 f. ; Abt, ' Amulette,' 451) ; lizard (Dilthey, op. cit.

63; Hubert, op. cit. 1606, 23; Abt, 'Apulejus' lS3fl., 275 f.);

owl (Hubert, op. cil. 1506, 21); stas (Wolters, Bonn. Jahrb.
cxviii. [1909] 202 f.); triton-shell (Brit. School Annual, viiL

[1903] 308, ti.ix. [1904] 291,8; ARW viii. [1905] 523); vulture

(Heiiu, op. cit. 65'.', 1) ; wolf (Hosoher, op. cit. 45, 125 ; 50, 161

;

I'radel, op. cit. 372).

Parts op animals (Riess, l.c. passim; Abt, 'Amulette,'

452f.): ashes (.Uex. of Tralles, i. 443, 446 [Puschm. 1886];

Kroll, op. cit. 24); blood (PluL Qu. Conv. 700 f.); eyes (Fahz,

op. cit. 164 f.); feet (Geopon. xiii. 14, 9); fleece (Riess. I.e.,

passim ; Gruppe, op. cit. 823 ; Nilsson, Griech. Feste, 1906, p.

6 ; cf. art. Fleecr) ; heads (Jahn, op. cit. 58) ; hippouianes (Abt,

op. cit. 166); liver (Marcell. Emp. xxii. 41); tooth (Fahz, op.

cit. 142, 8) ; wool (Abt, ' Apulejus,' 144 f.).

Parts and excrrments of human beinos (Riess, op. cit. 83 ff.

;

never in the ma^ic papyri ; Kropatscheck, op. cit. 27) : hand
(Dilthey, op. cit. 63 f. ; cf. Wilhehn, Oesl. Jahresh. iv. [1901],

Beibl. 16 1. ; Deissmann, Philol. bd. [1902] 255 ; Wcinreich,

'Antike Heilungswunder,' Religionsgesch. Vers, und Vurarb.

viii. Iff.; esp. 17, 3 ; 48) ; foot (Weinreich, op. cit. 70 ff.); in

both cases the independent magic power of the members is a

derived one—originally they were only the conductors of these

powers (cf. the analogous remarks of Bienkowski, op. cit. 298) ;

dirt from the sandal (Pap. Lond. cx.xi. 492) ; blood and seed

(Apollod. Bihl. ii. 152 W.); saliva (Abt, op. cit. 260 f.); marrow
and liver (Horace, Epod. v. 37 f.) ; foetus (Fahz, op. cit. Ill, 3).

Hearth (Riess, op. cit. 49, ll) ; door (Plin. xxviii. 49) ; sieve

(Riess, op. cit. 90, 67) ; purse-string (Pap. Lond. cxxi. 200) ; clay

from the potter's wheel (*. 935); bell (Cook, J^H.S' xxii. 119021

5ff. ; Pease, Harvard Stud. xv. [1904] 29 fl. ; Abt, op. cit. 204,

2 ; Wolters, Bonn. Jahrb. cxviii. [1909], 262, 1 ; IG xiv. 2409, 5 ;

Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. ' Tintinnabulum ' (not yet published)

;

wheels (M. Bieber, Das Dresdner Schauspielerrelief, Bonn, 1907,

p. 21, note); small magic-wheels (lvy() in love-incantation

(Hubert, op. cit. 151 f.; Abt, op. cit. 172 f., 178 f.); statuettes of

women and children with special gestures (Jahn, op. cit. 47 ff.)

;

gladiators (Wolters, Bonn. Jahrb. cxviii. [1909] 268) ; images of

Alexander the Great (Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. 'Amuletum,' p.

258 ; Weinreich, op. eit. 75).

Images of qods (Jahn, op. cit. 45 ff. ; Wiinsch, ' iVnt. Zauberg.'

42 f.; Kropatscheck, op. cit. 28, 1; Abt, op. cil. '298; cf.

Daremberg-Saglio, l.c. 266): Aion (Wunsch, ARW xii. [1909]

32); Aphrodite (Abt, op. cil. 106 f.); Apollo (Plut. Sulla, 29;

.Abt, op. cit. 299); the Ephesian Artemis in an wdicula,

surrounded by ' Ephesia grammata' (Daremberg.Saglio, l.c. 255)

;

Eros in love-magic (Lucian, Philopseudes, 14 ; Pap. Pans.
1843); Hecate (Jahn, op. eit. 88; Abt, op. cit. 204, ci. 200 ff.);

Herakles, fashioned in touchstone, therefore doubly potent

OViinsch, 'Ant. Zauberg.' 40); Hermes (Dilthey, op. cit. 65;

Abt, op. cit. 282 f., 300 f.), ithvphaliic, the phallus emling in the

head of a ram, in a Delian shop (BCH xxx. [1900] 5!U, fig. 37 ;

cf. Jahn, op. cit. 79, 206 ; Wolters, Bonn. Jahrb. cxviii. [1909]

268) ; Selene (Pap. Lond. cxxi. 937).

SvuBOLS : geometrical figures (Hubert, op. cit. 151!) ; Prentice,

op. cit. 138) ; Kerykeion (Dilthey, op. cit. 47) ; lightning (ib. 48).

Parts of sacrifices (Fahz, op. cit. 142, 9).

The potency of a charm may be enhanced in two
ways : by the addition of other ingi-edients, or by
adherence to special prescriptions as to rites to be

performed when using them. Kropatscheck {o/i.

cit. 69 f.) has enumerated several cases in which
plants, combined with other matter, are used. The
effect of the phallus was enhanced by tyin" on bells

(Jahn, op. cit. 79 ; Woltens, Bonn. Jahi-b. cxviii.

[1909] 267 f.). Against fever, a caterpillar, wia)))icd

in a piece of linen, tied round thrice with a thrice-

knotted thread, was used, with recit.-xtiou of a
special magic sentence (Plin. xxx. 101). Against

a cough the name 'laldabra' was written on a

blank sheet, in wliich was wrapjied a stone that

Iiad been taken out of a new sponge (I'radel, op.

cit. 380 f), and the whole was worn round the neck

(Heim, op. cit. 587, '23). The so-called 'votive

hands,' which were formerly regarded as an extreme

examiile of t be accumulation of magic ideas, should

most probably be excepted here if we accept the

interpretationof BIinkenberg(^rr/iarc//. Stud., 1904,

66 ft'.), which brings them into close connexion with

the Phrygian cult of Sabazios ; on the other hand,

a remarkalde golden amulet in the shape of a heart

has been found in Crete (ARW vii. [1904] L'65),
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covered with different symbols: hand, snake,
spider, scorpion, spiral, rosette (or shell) {ib. 273 £.,

Yiii. [1905] 523). A good example of the complica-
tion of rituals is given by Plmy (xxvi. 93). He
records that a remedy is specially potent when
applied hy a naked (Jahn, op. cit. 93 ; Deubner,
op. rit. 24,'; Abt, op. cit. 246, 1), sober (Abt, op. cit.

1 13 f. ) virgin (Pradel, op. cit. 377) to a sober patient.

The xnrgin thrice recites a magic formula, holding
her hand in a prescribed position (Dilthey, op. cit.

62, 39 f.), and both expectorate (Abt, op. cit. 260 f.)

thrice. The virgin is especially powerful on
account of her purity, which quality, together
with that of chastity, is indispensable to the
efficacv of magic remedies (Abt, op. cit. iii. 115,

237, 241, 246, 258 f., 263, 330; cf. art. Pukity).
Another remedy (Plin. xxiv. 172) is especially

effective when rubbed in to the right (Abt, op. cit.

273 ff.; cf. Wiinsch, Drjix. Tab. Att. p. iv) by
three men of three different nationalities.

A passage of Pliny (xxviii. 46) shows how the
idea of a remedy becomes mingled with that of

magic by transmission. Against fever a piece of

nail or rope from a cross was worn round the neck
as an amulet. When healed, the person hid this

amulet in a place which the sun's rays could not
reach. The notion was that the nail or rope had
absorbed the disease ; and yettbeseobjectspossessed
healing power only in so far as they were connected
with the dead, and therefore had apotropoeic force.

We also find cases in which the amulet changes its

function. The scarab from Tusculum edited by
Wunsch {Bi/H. Com., 1899, p. 2S9ff.)is inscribed

with a Greek magic formula, containing the in-

vocation of an unnamed demon, for the purpose of

a nocturnal oracle—thus a positive, spell-binding
invocation. Wiinsch is right in remarking that
the proprietor of Tusculum is not likely to have
used the scarab for purposes of incantation. It is

more probable that he wore it as an amulet, after

it had come into his hands in some way, for that is

the usual form in which scarabs were used in Rome
(Wunsch, op. cit. 294).

The forms in which the powers of a charm were
concentrated on the possessor were manifold. On
a tablet from Knidos (Wiinsch, Dcji.x. Tab. Att. p.

xii, no. 91, 14 f.; cf. ib. xxiii*") the chief possi-

bilities are combined : (pdpfiaKov ^ iroriiv 7j Ka.Tiixpi.aTov

^ iTraKTdf, where the noun (papnaKov is limited
consecutively by three verbal adjectives. The
charm might be drunk (Fahz, op. cit. 132 fl'. ; Dedo,
op. cit. 4 ; Pradel, op. cit. 372) : even magic words
written on some eatable substance, or dissolved
in a potion, were eaten or drunk (Pradel, op. cit.

380 f. ; Kropatscheck, op. cit. 19) ; even the act of

licking sufficed—a practice to which the kissing
of an amulet bears affinity (Kropatscheck, I.e.).

Furthermore, the remedy might be applied as an
ointment (Kehr, Qua:st. Mag. Specimen, 1884, p.

19 ; Dedo, op. cit. 3f. ; Abt, op. cit. 143) or in the
form of a poMder (Pradel, op. cit. 363, 369). And
lastlj', one could bring it into contact (iiriyav, cf.

Eur. Hipp. 318 ; Phcen. 343) in any other way with
the person to be bewitclied, if evil was purposed.
The remedy could also be effective by being merely
worn (Pradel, op. cit. 375). Here the favourite
form was the real amulet (cf. above), which is also

prescribed most frequently by Dioscorides when
he gives sympathetic remedies (Weidlich, op.

cit. 67). Kropatscheck has discussed the different

forms in which the amulet was worn (op. cit. 33 ft'. ;

cf. Jahn, op. cit. 41). It was wound round the
head (which is important for the signification of

the wreath), the neck, the right or left arm ; or it

was held in the hand (cf. Riess, op. cit. 52, 60 ; 65,

18). There is also a curious prescription to wear a
golden or silver leaflet o-TpariuriKus, which Kropat-
scheck interprets as a mode of wearing it like a

military neck-ring (perhaps more correctly 'like

the phalerte '). There are still other fashions

:

phylacteries are worn under the feet (Wiinsch,

'Ant. Zauberg.' p. 39), under the tongue, or in tlie

mouth (Theophrastus, Char. 16, 2 ; Fahz, op. cit.

138 ; Rohde, Psijche, \.-, 189S, 237), or under the
pillow (Riess, op. cit. 57, 23). Even the mere
looking at a charm may be effective (Riess, cp. cit.

59, 22; 69, 60; 74, 2; Weinreich, op. cit. 169 f.),

and the knowledge of the god's name alone has
the power of protecting against evil (Kropatscheck,
op. cit. 19 f.). Without any loss of efficacy (Bien-

kowski, op. cit. 298), charms are often enclosed in

linen, or leather (Kropatscheck, op. cit. 34 f.), or

in metal caskets : from this custom, as from the

wearing of amulets in general, the use of ordi-

nary jewellery originated (Daremberg-Saglio, s.v.

' Amuletum,' 254, 257 ; Riess, ' Amulett,' in Pauly-
Wissowa, i. 1986 ; cf. Trendelenburg, Blatterf. d.

Mitglieder d. Wiss. Centralvereins, no. 1, Berlin,

1909 [Wochenschr.f. klass. Philol., 1909, p. 1025]).

Not infrequently the proprietor may have had the
intention of thus protecting his charm against
contrary charms (Riess, op. cit. p. 1985 ; cf. Abt,
op. cit. 282 f

. ), but the practical purpose must have
been at least as frequently prevalent : the tongue
of a fox or the heart of a lark cannot well be worn
in natura, therefore we find for both the prescrip-

tion to wear them in a bracelet (Plin. xxviii. 172,

XXX. 63). If this is golden, as in the latt«r case,

there is a conscious heightening of the magic
powers. The same remedies are often found pre-

scribed for eating, or for wearing (Kropatscheck,
op. cit. 43), so that the mode of their use is not
that which is significant. The variety of uses of

one remedy recorded by Dioscorides has been
quoted above (p. 434").

The Greeks endeavoured to protect not only
themselves and their children (Jahn, op. cit. 40, 42)

but also their entire household from evil powers

:

their cattle (Riess,. ' Aberglaube,' 45 f., ' Amulett,'

1988 ; Kropatscheck, op. cit. 37 ; Pradel, op. cit. 377),

the horses (Riess, ' Amulett,' 1986, 1988 ; Weidlich,
op. cit. 61 f.), the stables (Pradel, op. cit. 379;
Prentice, op. cit. 138), the dove-cot, the hatching-
places of the hens, the wine-casks, the grain, and
the trees (Weidlich, op. cit. 73 f.), above all, the
house itself and its entrance (Riess, ' Abergl.' 48, 3,

'Amulett,' 1988; Heim, op. cit. 509 f. ; cf. Dedo,
op. cit. 30, 1 ; Wiinsch, ARW xu. [1909] 36), the

workshops (Jahn, 66 f. ; Prentice, I.e.), the imple-

ments of daily life (Jahn, op. cit. 159, 100 ; Riess,
' Amulett,' 1986 f . ; Bienkowski, op. cit. 298), the

clothes (Jahn, op. cit. 60), shield and weapons
(Riess, 'Amulett,' 1986; Karo in Daremberg-
Saglio, i.t;. ' Ocrea,' p. 147; Journ. intern, d'arch.

numism. ix. [1906] 5ff.), towns, walls (apotropoeic

eyes on the town wall of Limena (Thasos), JHS
xxix. [1909] pi. xviii. e), gates and public buildings

(Jahn, op. cit. 59 ; KropatschecK, op. cit. 20)

sanctuaries, altars, graves (Riess, 'Amulett,' 1988)

and the dead themselves (Kropatscheck, op. cit.

16). There is a tendency tectonically to unite the

amulet with the object thereby protected—imple-

ments, weapons, clothes, buUclings, and the like

(the amulet thus becomes an apotropaion in its

more restricted meaning). Lastly, the magic
practice itself is protected by phylakteria against

harmful anti-magic (Hubert, op. cit. 1516 ; Wiinsch,

'Ant. Zauberg.' 38 f. ; Kropatscheck, op. cit. iiff.).

Even animals were believed by the Greeks to make
use of certain prophjlactic means (Kropatscheck,

op. cit. 37 ; Plin. xxiv. 174, whose testimony is,

however, doubtful [cf. Riess, 'Abergl.' 57, 63]).

In many passages of magic literature the won-
derful results attendant on the possession of

certain charms are enumerated. Kropatscheck
has made a selection of some [op. cit. 13 ff. ; cf.
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Hubert, op. cU. 1495 ; Abt, op. cit. 130), from

which we obtain an impression of the good thinjjs

the Greeks most desired to possess, and the evils

they were most desirous to escape : love {(plXTpa,

Abt, oj). cit. 175 f.), renown, victory in battle or in

contests or in lawsuits {ib. 130 f. ; cf. Ilellwig,

Globus, xcv. [1909] 21 If.), honour, riches, legacies,

greatness, popularity, friendship [especially of

influential people], life, and health (cf. a Byzantine

bronze amulet with the inscription YFHA SV
AO P IT E = Oyel-a.v ffoi SapetTo.!. [Journ. intern. cTarch.

num. X. 1907, 333 f.]), well-being, power, luck, suc-

cess, peace, quietude, invulnerability, good looks,

credit, memory, discernment, goodness, beauty,

knowledge, many children, quick and easy birth,

the gift of foreseeing the future, of exciting fear

and admiration, of transforming oneself, of opening

doors, of rending fetters and stones, of break-

ing magic spells, of becoming invisible or indis-

covcrable (the wish of runaway-slaves), of spell-

binding the enemy, and of harming him, of getting

and knowing everything one wished to have or

know. The Greeks protected themselves against

:

the evil eye (Gruppe, op. cit. 878, 1 ; Daremberg-

Saglio and Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. ' Fascinum ' ; S.

Sefigmann, Der lose Blick unci Verwandtes, 1910,

esp. i. 29), being bewitched by evil tongues (Abt,

op. cit. 130), sufi'erings and illnesses of all sorts,

such as fever, coughs, etc. ; stress and danger by

land and by water, storms and lightning, demons,

ghosts and nightmares, somnambulism and frenzy

(Tambomino, op. cit. 75 fl".), poisonous animals,

especially snakes and scorpions, vermin of every

kind (Geopon. xiii. 14, 9 ; Heim, op. cit. 478, 47 ;

Riess, ' Aberglaube,' 89, 50), enemies and enmity,

accusers, robbers, wrathful kings, lords, chiefs,

and ruling powers (Abt, op. cit. 129), thieves (cf.

Westerm. Farad. 145, 1 f. : (SpuM^ KXeTTTiXcYxov]),

impiou sdeeds, and spells.

How much of the matter here enumerated is

genuinely Greek cannot now be ascertained. Jahn
(op. cit. 1 10) had already drawn attention to tlie

great difficulty of obtaining ' eine Einsicht in den

Gang der historischen Entwickelung.' DUthey
(op. cit. 65) considered a large part of ancient

superstition to be of alien origin, and this supposi-

tion has only been strengthened by the researches

of recent years. Especially Egypt, the old home
of magic, transplanted its beliefs into Greece from

the earliest times. In the Odyssey (iv. 219 IF.) an
Egyptian charm if,' mentioned, and the scarab was

a well-known form of amulet in Hellas (Daremberg-

Saglio, *.ii. 'Amuletum,' p. 257). It is also im-

possible to make an exact division between Greek
and Roman belief mthin the classical period,

seeing that these countries stood in continual and
close contact (KroU, op. cit. 5), thouc'h no doubt
the greater part of superstitious beliefs must have

been imported into the matter-of-fact Roman
mind. Riess ('Amulett' p. 1989) assumes the

possibility of a classification into periods and
nations by exact statistical work. Whether this

will ever be realized remains to be seen. It is

more important to recognize the primitive forms of

belief, and to marvel at the tenacity with which old

heathen forms have found refuge under the mantle
of Christianity. The following striking example
may stand for many. An old heathen house-

benediction (Kaibel, Epigr. 1138, cf. Eph. arch.

1909, 22) reads as follows: 'Here lives the all-

powerful Herakles, the son of Zeus ; may no evil

enter !
' and on an early Christian house in Syria

(cf. I'rentice, op. cit. 140) we find the in.scription :

' Here lives our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son, the

Word of God ; may no evil enter !

'

LiTEBATi'RR.—(1) For the ancient writers, see Hubert in

Daremberp-Saclio, s.v. ' Magia,' p. 1501; cf. also Hermes, iii.

11869] 1-30; Catalogut eodd. astrolog. uL [1901) 41 fl. ; Oxyrh.

Pap. iii. [1003] 75, no. 433 (Blasa, APFui. [1906] 279, 213). Tlie

most important magic papyri are enumerated by Wiinsch on
p. 19 of bis booli cited below.

(2) Modern literature : tb?. best compilation in Hubert, op.

cit. 1494 IT. ; also Jahn, ' Uber den Aberglauben des bdsen
lilicks' (SSaW, 1855, p. 28fl.); Dieterich, 'Papyrus maL'ica'

(Flcckeisen's./aAr6.,Snpplcmcntbandxvi. (1888] 74711.) ; Heim,
' Incantamenta limbics,' (ib. Supplementband xix. [1893] 465 ff.);

Weidlich, Die Sympathie in der antiken Litteratur (1894)

KroU, Antiker Alierglmtbe (1897); Dedo, De aixtiquorum super-

slitiane amalaria (1904); Fahz, 'De poetarum Romanorum
dootrina magica,' iieiijwmsycscA. Vers. u. Vorurh. [RVV] vi. 3

[1904]; Wiinsch, 'AntikesZaubergeratausPertramou'C^rcAceoi.
Jahrb., Erginzungsheft, vi. [1905]) ; Pradel, ' Oriech. u. siidital.

Gebete' (RVV iii. 3 [1907]); Kropatscheck, De amuletormn
apud antiquos usu (1907); Abt, 'Die Apologie des Apulejus'

(RVV iv. 2 [1908]); Riess, 'Aberglaube' and 'Amulett' in

Pauly-Wissowa, i. 30, 1984 ; and Daremberg-Sagrio, i. 1, 1877,

s.v. ' Amuletum,' with the bibliography at the end.

L. Deubner.

CHARMS AND AMULETS (Hebrew).— i.

In the or the references to charms and amulets
are, from the nature of the canonical literature, of

a more or less incidental character. Still, such as

they are, they suffice to show that alongside of the
otKcial religion, so to say, of Jahweh, there survived

the antique and ineradicable belief in the efficacy

of amulets which is so prominent a characteristic

of the Eastern peoples, and of none more than of

those of the Semitic group. The lirst of such
references is found in Gn 35*, where the association

of the ear-rings of Jacob's household with 'the

strange [better ' the foreign '] gods which were in

their hand '—for these see below on the results of

the recent excavations—shows that the ear-rings

were regarded as of the nature of charms or

amulets. The possession of such articles, and the

belief in their efficacy which it implied, the Hebrew
historian rightly regarded as inconsistent with
whole-hearted devotion to Jahweh. In early

times, indeed, it may be said that every ornament
was an amulet (cf. the Aram. kedCtshd, ' holy
thing ' for ' ear-ring '). The venerable custom of

wearing jewellery, in short, is believed to be less

the outcome of female vanity than the result of a
desire to secure the various orifices of the body
against the entrance of evil spirits (see W. R.
Smith, Rel. Sent.-, 1894, p. 453 and footnote).

Among the articles of female adornment in Is
318-S3 ^ve fjmi^ ;„ addition to the more easily

identified jewels, such as the 'nose jewels' of v.'-'

—originally amulets to guard the nostrils—mention
of articles which the etymology of the original

[Uhdshim) shows to have been charms pure and
simple, hence RV rightly has 'amulets.' Their
precise nature and form cannot be determined. Ac-
cording to Ibn Ezra

(
Comm. on Isaiah , in loc. ), they

were ' writings written upon gold or silver after the

manner of a charm.' To judge from the context

of tlie original term in Ec 10", the Uhashmi may
have been charms in the form of miniature serpents

—a world-wide form of amulet (see last paragraph

of this art. for illustrations). Another article iu

Isaiah's list is the sahar6n (v.'*), literally 'little

moon,' Vulg. lunula, RV 'crescent.' Golden
crescents, which derived their potency as ' defensa-

tives' from their association with the moon-god,

were not only worn by the Midianite chiefs in the

days of Gideon for protection in battle, but were

hung, as amulets, about the necks of their camels
(jj,82i. 26)_ Numerous specimens of such crescent

ornaments have been found in the recent exca-

vations.
Again, in 'the stone of grace' (Pr 17' AVm), oi

rather ' stone of favour,' Ave may recognize a stone

worn as a charm to procure favour or good luck

for the wearer. The universal belief in red coral

as an amulet is perhaps suffi<:ient justification for

finding a reference thereto in La 4' (RVm). For

the view that the obscure word rendered ' pillows

'

in Ezk 13'*-* should rather be rendered 'charms'

or ' amulets,' see W. R. Smith, JPh xiii. 286.
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Passing to the deutero-canonical writings, we
find a striking instance of the use of amulets as

))rotection against the risks of battle in the story

of certain soldiers of Judas Maccabaius, who lost

their lives in an engagement, and were afterwards

found to have worn under their garments 'conse-

crated tokens {UpiiixaTa) of the idols of Jamnia,
which the law forbids the Jews to have aught
to do with ; and it became clear to all that it was
for this cause that they had fallen ' (2 Mac 12"

KV). These UpiifiaTa were probably small images

of the heathen deities. An earlier parallel to this

practice is found in 2 S 5-', which tells of the

Philistines bringing 'their images' (asabbghcm,

read: 'their gods' [' clohcheTn], according to the

original text preserved in I Ch 14'=) with them as

charms to the field of battle. In Ben Sira's day
(c 180 B.C.) it was a common practice to wear
amulets on the wrist, as appears from the figurative

language of the original Heb. text of Sir 36^ {EV
33^) :

' A sensible man understands the Word, and
the Law is for him an amulet (tdtejihcth), a band
upon the hand ' (so Smend).

2. In addition to the direct witness of the

passages cited in the foregoing section, another
important line of indirect evidence for the popular
belief in the efficacy of charms and amulets among
the Hebrews is to be found in the legislation

regarding the three great ' signs ' of Judaism, the
phylacteries (Ex 13'*- '«, Dt 6** ll^'), the meziiza, or

doorpost symbol (Dt 6' IP"), and the fringes or

tassels at tlie four corners of the upper garment
(Nu 15"*-, Dt 22'=). This is not the place to

discuss the origin and nature of these ' signs ' (see

the relative artt. in HDB) ; it must here suffice to

say that modern scholars, reasoning from the exist-

ence of similar practices among the neighbouring
peoples of Egypt and Syria, and from the analogy
of similar adaptations in other religions, Including
Christianity, are inclined to explain the place

of the ' signs ' among the sacred laws of the
Hebrews as due to the desire of the Hebrew legis-

lators to find a place within the national religion

for certain immemorial and deeply-rooted religious

customs of heathen origin and associations. To
enable this to be done, the customs in question
were infused with a new significance and a
worthier motive consistent with the religion of

Jahweh. Indeed, as regards the first of these
signs, the word of the original (tdtdphdth), which
our EVV render by 'frontlets,' can mean only
' jewels,' or, more probably, ' amulets ' (see Sir 36'

cited above), worn upon the forehead ('between
thine eyes') and the wrist ('upon thy hand').
Similarly the NT name for the sign in question,
(pvXaKTripia, i.e. ' amulets,' shows that the wearing of

strips of leather or parchment inscribed with words
of special potency as charms must have been an
old and familiar custom.
The antiquity of the ' phylactery ' is proved by

the recent discovery of small tablets, which the
Minreans were wont to wear, inscribed with the
words ' Wadd" Ab",' i.e. ' Wadd (the national
deity of the Minreans) is father'; see Nielsen,
Altarab. Mondreligion, Strassburg, 1904, p. 192,

with illustrations.

Further, the practice of inscribing doorposts and
lintels with sacred names and texts in order to

guard against the entrance of evil spirits is attested
for many countries, and particularly for Egypt
(Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians, ed. Birch, i. 361 f.;

Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant, 1S96, p. 68 ff.).

Later evidence of the special virtue popularly
ascribed to both these ' signs ' is aflorded by the
Targum on Ca 8^, which the paraphrastic translator
interprets as signifying that the phylacteries and
the mczuzd have power to prevent evil spirits from
doing any manner of harm.

With regard, linally, to the third of the signs in

question, the tassels (Heb, sisith), the representa-

tions of Syrians and other Asiatics on the monu-
ments of Egypt (see Wilkinson, op. cit. i., coloured
plate ii. b), show that these ornaments were a
feature of the dress of Israel's neighbours from an
early period. Their position at the corners of the
upper garment was doubtless due to superstitious

ideas regarding corners, which have left their

traces in other provisions of the Hebrew legislation

;

in short, the tassels were originally charms. That
healing virtue was ascribed to them in NT times
is seen from the incidents recorded in Mt 9=", Mk
6'*. Here may be mentioned the bells upon the

skirts of the high priest's robe of office (Ex 28'^'-

39="-), now usually explained as 'a survival, like

the gargoyles in our churches, of the primitive

practice of the employment of charms to frighten

away demons and evil spirits ' (McNeile, 2'he Book
of Exodus, 1908, p. 185). The custom referred to

in Zee 14=" of hanging bells on the foreheads and
necks of liorses also belongs to the same circle of

ideas. Numerous small bronze bells, such as are

here mentioned, have been found at Gezer in

strata known, on other grounds, to be post-exilic

(PEFSt, 1904, p. 353, illust. plate iv. nos. 4, 5).

3. A flood of fresh light has been thrown upon
the great popularity of amulets in Canaan at all

periods, even in the pre-historic, by the excavations

of the last twenty years. Every site excavated
has yielded its quota to the list of amulets worn
by tlie living and buried with the dead. One of

the oldest yet discovered comes from Gezer, in the

shape of the ' metacarpal bone of a kid,' perforated

with two holes for suspension, which was found in

the cremation cave of the Neolithic inhabitants
(PEFSt, 1902, pp. 343, 348, illust. 350). In the

following Canaanite period black slate was a
favourite material for amulets. In shape these

were ' either oval, rectangular, or sinker-shaped,

generally flat, and always perforated for sus-

pension ' (ib. 343, with illust.). In this department
of the ancient life of Canaan the predominance of

Egyptian influence is very marked, especially, as

we might expect, in Southern Palestine. Thus in

addition to the countless scarabs in every variety

of material, hundreds of amulets were found of an
exclusively Egyptian type, such as the 'eye of

Horus,' images of Osiris, and, in particular, of ' the
bandy-legged Bes ' (Exma-n, Egyp. Bdigion, Eng.
tr., 1907, p. 75). The latter was regarded both as

a talisman against serpents and other harmful
creatures, and as a tutelary guardian of the home.
While such purely Egyptian amulets as the figures

of Ptah and the so-called ' dad ' column, the

symbol of Osiris (see P^'/'.S'^ 1903, p. 212, plate iL

28), ^^•ere probably imported, the greater number
were doubtless of native manufacture. Thus a
mould for the making of Bes amulets was found
at Gezer (ib. p. 214). For illustrations of these

figures of Bes, see Bliss, A Mound of Many Cities,

1894, p. 40 (with a ring attached to the head)

;

IJliss and Macalister, Excavations in S. Palestine,

1902, plate Ixxxiii. f. ; Sellin, TellTa'annck, 1904-6,

figs. 99, 124.

Under the head of amulets the present WTiter

would include both the plaques of Ashtart ( Astarte),

the goddess of fecundity, and the small figures, in

the round, of the same deity, which have been
found in such numbers at all the sites. They
appear to be too small to have been used as proper

objects even of domestic worship. Such images,

however, help us to understand the nature of the
' strange gods ' favoured by Jacob's household (see

above).
The excavations further show that from the

earliest times, shells of all kinds were reputed to

possess prophylactic virtue. Even at the present
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day in Northern Arabia 'almost every woman,
every cliild, every mare and she-camel wear shells

round tlie neck, for these protect from the evil

eye' (Musil, Arabia Petnca, 1<JU8, iii. 314). This
venerable and universal superstition no doubt had
a ]ilace among the popular beliefs even in Bible

times, as it certainly liad in tlie later Talmudic
period (Hamburger, ii., art. ' lio.ser Blick '). For
every death tlue to natural causes, it was believed

that there were ninety and nine caused by the evil

eye. The desire to be safeguarded against its

baneful influence explains the vast numbers of

beads of various materials and colours found in the
excavations. Blue was evidently a favourite
colour tiicn as now ; in Palestine, at least. Hat,

circular beads, blue with white in the centre, are
today the favourite amulet, especially for the
protection of animals.
This recalls an artistic silver amulet, found at

Gezer, in the shape of a pill-box, covered in part
with a deep blue enamel with a white spot in the

centre. It was tilled with white earth—small bags
with earth from some sacred spot, such as a weli's

tomb, is a favourite present-day amulet—and fitted

with a loop for suspension (PEFSt, 1903, p. 303 f.

witli illiist. ). Willi this pendant may be associated

another of yellow glass, whose former use as a
charm is placed beyond question by the Greek
inscription which it bears in reversed letters : (vtvxCi^

Tifi (f>opovi'Ti, 'with good luck to the wearer' (ib.

HJ04, p. 354 witli Ulust.—where see for other
amulets, including a tiny fish [a symbol of

fertility?] in ebony, plate iv. no. 13, said to be of

Maceaba'an date).

Serpents have in all ages been reckoned as
powerful charms—a fact which justifies our placing
here the miniature bronze serpent f lund at Gezer
(illust. ib. 1903, p. 222). It can scarcely be
separated from similar bronze models of serpents
found by Glaser in Southern Arabia, with a hole

through the head for a cord by which they were
hung about the wearer's neck (Nielsen, op. cit.

p. 190, with illust.).

LiTF.RATrKE.—Tliis hns been given in the article.

A. K. S. Kennedy.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Indian).—In no

region of the world, except perhaps \V. Africa, is

the use of various protectives against malignant
spirit inlluence more common Ih.an among the
natives of India. These races are constantly beset

by the fear of danger from sjnrits of various kinds
and from the evil eye, and to these agencies they
attribute most of the diseases and other misfortunes
to wliich tliey are exposed. Their strong faith in

the elHcacy of ril\ialistic cultus leads them to

ado]it various magical and semi-magical devices
which they believe capable not only of securing
protection, but of being used olVensively to destroy
an enemy. An examination of the various forms
of domestic ritual, those practised at marriage,
conception, birth, puberty, initiation, and ilealh,

shows that they largely consist of a series of

charms and other magical devices intended to
protect bride and briilegroom, mother and child,

youth and maiden, and the mourners for the dead
(see Colebrooke, Essays, London, 1858, p. 76 If. ;

Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life, Calcutta, 18S5,

p. 35711'. ; JIG ix. pt. i. 31 fT., pt. ii. 227 ff. ; Pad-
lield. The Hindu at Home, Madras, 1890, p. 9411'.

;

Dubois, Hindu Manners and Customs^, Oxford,
1906, p. 212 If.).

The word 'charm' (Lat. carmen) primarily
denotes ' the chanting or recitation of a verse
supposed to possess magic power or occult influence'
{OED, s.v.) : in other words, what is commonly
called a spell. In its seeond.ary significance it

includes material things credited with magical
properties, worn on, or in close connexion with, the

person whom it is designed to i)rotect ; and in

popular acceptance it is extended to various
magical devices intended to efi'ect the same object.
Besides being protective, charms may be offensive,
<IevLsed, as tho.se used in the Tantrik .school, to

injure or destroy an enemy. The ' amulet ' belongs
to a sub-class of the physical charm. It is usually
defensive, and is worn about the person protecteil,

in a case which is generally made of some metal.
In order of date it is probably later than either the
spell or the iihysical charm.
The word ' charm ' has thus a very wide conno-

tati(m, and it is difficult to arrange in orderly
sequence the numerous devices of tiiis kind used
by the races of India. In general they are all

based on the principles of Animism current among
all classes of the population. The charms used in
the official ritual of Brahiiianism do not, in prin-
ciple, dili'er from those employed by the non-Aryan
races or by foreign immigrants, like the Muham-
madans or the Parsis. They are common to
believers in all the existing religions—Hinduism,
Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, and Zoroastrianism

—

and many have been retained by native Christian
converts. In this article the tribal and religious
variances will be defined so far as it is possible to
do so ; but distinctions of race and religion do not,
in themselves, furnish >a basis for classification.

I. The spell or spoken charm.—The general
name for these spells is nfin/ra—a term which in
the Vedic age was applied to hymns and prayers
addressed to the gods, though at a later time it

came to acquire a magical meaning. But, as the
Vedas are comparatively late in the development
of Indian religions, this may not rejiresent the
actual course of evolution, which was probably in
the reverse direction, that is to say, from spell to
prayer (see K. K. Marett, FL xv. 132 ff. ; Jevons,
Introd. to the Study of Comparative Eclirfion,

London, 1908, p. 151 ff). In the later use of the
word the mantra is all-powerful. ' The universe
is under the power of the gods ; the gods are under
the power of uuintram-s ; the mantrajns are under
the power of the Brahmins ; therefore the Brah-
mins are our gods' (Dubois, op. rit. 139). In a
similar class are the bi/a, or ' seed,' the mystical
letter or syllable whicli forms the essence of the
mantra; .and the dhilrrini, which is the term
applied to spells in Buddhist literature (W.addell,
Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, p. 146 f.).

Mantras are of various kinds, the gi'eatest being
the gayatr'i, or invocation of the sun-god Savitn
(liigveda, III. Ixii. 10)—the most universal of all

Vedic prayers or invocations (Monier-Williams,
Brahmajiism and Hinduism*, London, 1891, p. 19).

The T.antrik mantras originating in the corrupt
Sakta cultus fall into a ditterent class. Mantras
accompany every Hindu religious rite, and form a
necessary jiart of every domestic ceremony. They
assume many varied forms, being sometimes an
adjuration to the deity in whom the suppliant
believes, or who is supposed to be competent to
secure the desired result ; sometimes the appeal is

made to some hero or deified saint ; or it is

aildressed to the spirit producing disease or other
calamity whom the worshijiper desires to scare or
prevent from doing further mischief.'

Similar spells are used by Muhammadans, of

which the most potent is the Bismillnh (q.v.),

which is used before meals, at the jiutting on of

new clothes, at the commencement of books, and
when any new business is undertaken. In an

1 The mantras used in the domestic rites are given by
Colebrooke, op. cit. 76 ff. ; Thurston, Kthno(traphic Sotis in
S. India, JIadras, 1906, p. 269 ; L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer,
The Cochin Tribes and Caetes, M.idras, 190i), i. 163 ff. ; (or the
Tantrik mantras, see Jlonier-Williams, op. cit. 197 ff. ; for those
used by the Himalayan Buddhists, Waddell, op. cit. 141 ff.,

214, 217.
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abbreviated form, omitting the attributes of mercy
asi-ribcJ to the Creator, it is used at tlio slaughter
of animals and at the opening of a battle, with
the object of averting blood-guilt.

2. Substances out of which charms are prepared,
and other substances and devices used for similar

purposes.—The list of substances out of which
charms are prepared is extensive, and here only a
selection, for purpose of illustration, can be given.

((() Various natural substances.—To this class

belong the branches, leaves, fruits, flowers, etc., of

various sacred trees and plants. Such are the fig,

mango, tulas'i, or sacred basil, the bel (^gle
inarmdos), the bamboo, and many others. Thus,
special trees are selected to form the pavilion in

which the marriage rite is performed ; leaves and
fiowers are hung round the necks of the bride and
bridegroom, or on the mother during the pregnancy
rites, or are placed in the room in which the
marriage is consummated, or in that in which the
child is expected to be born. At the marriage of

Rajputs and some other tribes a coco-nut is sent to

the bride as a fertility charm. Various kinds of

grain are used in the same way. Rice, wheat, or
barley is scattered over bride and bridegroom, and
used in many other family rites. A compound of

various kinds of gi-ain is specially efficacious

:

women in N. India, in order to avoid the attack of

demons, put under their pillows seven kinds of

grain ; each of these, by a later development, is

supposed to represent one of the seven sisters of
tho malignant Mother-goddess (NINQ iv. 160

;

and, for the belief in the efficiency of various kinds
of gi'ain, see BG ix. pt. i. 389 S. ; Campbell, Notes
on the Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom, Bombay,
1885, pp. 94, 456). Mustard seed is often used in
this way. In N. India demons are believed to fly

before the stench of salt and mustard burnt in a
tire of the Avood of the sacred 7ilm tree (Melia
azadirachta) ; the ghost of the dead clinging to
the Nayar mourners in INIalabar is repelled by
rubbing them with oU in which the seeds of
sesamum have been nuxed (NINQ iv. 197 ; Bull.
Madras Museum, iii. 351).

(b) Substances derived from animals.—These are
believed to confer upon the wearers the courage,
agility, cleverness, etc., of the creatures from
which they have been taken. Among these may
be mentioned the claws, teeth, fat, mUk, rudi-
mentary clavicles, and skin of the tiger or leopard
(Dubois, op. cit. 112, 183; NINQ v. 200; Camp-
beU, op. cit. 280 ; Thurston, op. cit. 265). At the
coronation of an ancient Hindu Raja he was
sprinkled with the water of holy rivers mixed with
the essence of holy plants, and he stepped on a
tiger skin (for details, see art. Abhiseka). The
five products Ipahchagnvya) of the sacred cow

—

milk, curds, butter, urine, dung—and the extract
(gaulochan) prepared from her urine are used in
charms and various rites (Dubois, op. cit. 43, 1521).
The Nanibutiri Brahman youth in Malabar wears
a strip of the skin of the yak attached to his sacred
thread (Bull. Madras Museum, iii. 41). The skin
of the black buck (Antilope cervicapra), the sacred
animal of the Aryans, forms the seat of the
ascetic, and, when a man dj'ing abroad is cremated
in effigy, the leaf figure representing him is bound
with a strip of the hide (Colebrooke, op. cit. 99).

Hair from the tail of the elephant, the pearl
{kuiijaramani, gajajnuktd) said to be found in its

forehead, and another extracted from the brain or
stomach, possess protective qualities and are used
in charms [Bull. Madras Museum, iii. 221 ; NINQ
iii. 53 ; Crooke, PE ii. 240 ; Waddell, op. cit. 208)

;

bracelets of ivory are protectives for married
women (Campbell, Notes, 20 ; BG ix. pt. i. 376).
The horn of the rhinoceros detects poison and cures
epilepsy (Shway Yoe, The Burman, 1896, ii. 325

;

Fryer, New Account of E. India and Persia,
London, 1098, p. 288). The hair of the bear and
the gall-bladder, worn by children, ward ofl'diseases

(Thurston, op. cit._ 265 ; NINQ v. 180). In the
Panjab the horn said to be found in the head of the
leader of a pack of jackals saves the wearer from
being scolded, and in Madras realizes desires and
secures jewellery from robbers (Blanford, Mam-
nmlia of India, London, 1891, p. 142; PNQ i. 89;
Thurston, op. cit. 269 f.); its flesh cures asthma,
and the head of a hyjena, buried in the stall,

prevents cattle disease (Thurston, op. cit. 275 f. ).

The eye of the loris (Loris gracilis) is used in

necromancy, and the small musk-rat, worn on the
person, renders a man invulnerable to sword-cuts
and musket-balls (ib. 270, 274). The custom of

hanging the skulls of animals over the house-door
and at the entrance of the village as a charm is

common to many bill-tribes (Gurdon, The Khasis,
London, 1907, p. 35; Thurston, op. cit. 271 ; Wad-
dell, op. cit. 484 n. ).

Some birds possess similar virtues. The flesh of

the species buceros, if hung up in the house, is

believed to bring prosperity, and the bones attached
to the wrists of children repel eril spirits (Hislop,
Papers relating to the Aboriginal Tribes, Nagpur,
1866, p. 6). Chicken bones are worn in the same
way by the Was of Upper Burma (Gazetteer, i. pt.

i. 505). The fat of the peacock, which moves
gracefully, is, on the principles of mimetic magic,
a cure for stiff joints ; and smoking a feather in a
pipe keeps otf snakes (Thurston, op. cit. 275 ; NINQ
i. 15). The habit of wearing feathers, common
among the forest tribes, is probably due more to a
desire forprotection than forornament (Lewin, Wild
Paces of S.E. India, London, 1870, pp. 284, 309;
Gazetteer Upper Burma, i. pt. i. 461). The wear-
ing of boar tusks in the head-dress, as among the
Abors and Nagas of Assam (Dalton, Descriptive Eth-
nology of Bengal, Calcutta, 1872, plates xiii., xW.),
has been assumed bj' Ridgeway to be the origin

of the Turkish crescent (Man, vii. 144, cf. JAI
xxxviii. 241 fl'.) ; but the moon seems to be some-
times used in charms, as when crescents of gold,
with the points turned upwards, are worn as pro-
tectives by children in S. India, or when Madhava
Brahmans in the Deccan make an image of the
crescent moon on the marriage altar (Thurston, op.

cit. 263 f. ; BG xxii. 79; cf. Tylor, JAI ^\x. 54 f. ;

Elworthy. The Evil Eye, London, 1895, p. 181 fi'.).

Reptiles also are used in charms. Alligator
flesh, particularly the testicles, is in repute as a
restorative. A man in S. India who has been
stung by a scorpion sits with an iron bar in his

mouth, and applies chopped lizard flesh to the
puncture ; an equally effective remedy is the
excrement of a lizard fed on scorpions (Thurston,
op. cit. 274). In the Bahawalpur State the sand-
lion is known as chor, and is hung round the
neck of a child suffering from a fever called by
the same name ; another insect hung round the
child's neck cures convulsions (Malik Muhammad
Din. The Bahawalpur State, Lahore, 1908, pp. 12,

187).

(c) Stones.—Perforated stones are specially

valued as protectives. .An ancient perforated

stone implement was found hung round the neck
as a cure for goitre in the Central Pro^-inces (E. M.
Gordon, Indian Folk Tales, London, 1909, p. 75 ;

cf. Crooke, PR ii. 19, 164; JAI xvii. 135 f.).

This, combined with the idea of fertility, is the
probable explanation of the use of the potter's

wheel and the household grindstone at Hindu
weddings as a charm (Campbell, op. cit. 164, 335).

In the orthodox Brahman ritual the bride treads

upon a stone with her right foot, while the bride-

groom says :
' Ascend this stone ; distress my foe ;

be firm like this stone. ' Similar rites are performed
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at the present day among the higlier castes in

Ts. Inciia, as well as among the forest tribes (Cole-

brooke, op. cit. 13.-) ; Dalton, op. cit. 194, 234, 252).

In the same way old tlint implements are valued.

They are stored at Saiva shrines, where tliey

repre.sent the lihgam, and in S. India at the

temples of Vighiieivara the elephant-god, who
averts evil ; the Burmese use them for medicinal

purposes, powdered celt being considered a cure for

pain in the stomach and for inllamed eyes (Thur-

ston, op. cit. 351 ; Crooke, PR ii. 12, 104 ; of. \V.

Johnson, Folk Memory, Oxford, l'J08, p. 121 11'.).

(d) Precious stonea.—The same feeling attaches

to many precious stones. They are most valued

in special combinations. The collection of nine

(naviKjralM)—ruby, pearl, coral, emerald, topaz,

diamond, sapphire, amethyst, and cat's eye—and
of live—goKl, amethyst, diamond, emerald, pearl

(paiicharatna)—are most efficacious. Jade, pos-

sibly under Cliiuese influence, is used as a charm,

especially in the Burmo-Tibetan region ; it diverts

lightning and cures heart palpitation ; when thrown
into water it brings snow, mist, and rain ; and, if

poison be poured into a cup made of it, the cup

craoks(Gray, China, London, 1878, ii. 356; Gibbon,

Decline and Fall, ed. W. Smith, 1854, iv. 196 n. ;

NINQ iv. 198). If a man bathes while wearing a

turquoise, it is believed in N. India that the water

which touclies] it protects him from boils and
snakes ; it is inserted as a charm in the forehead

of images of Buddha, and, if large enough, it is

engraved with a formula or the figure of a dragon

{NINQ iii. 53 ; Waddell, Lhasa and its Mysteries',

London, 1906, p. 349). Coral wards off the evil

influence of the sun, and purifies mourners from

the death tabu (Campbell, op. cit. 69 ; Colebrooke,

op. cit. lUl). Similar protective powers are attri-

buted to other precious stones (Campbell, op. cit.

119ff. ; Crooke, PR ii. 17 ft'.).

(e) Beads.—The protective value of beads depends
partly upon the substances of which they are

composed, partly on the fact that they are per-

forated, and thus exposed to the entry of spirits.

Those worn by i^aivas are made of the ' Itudra-

eyed' (rudrriksa), the berry of the \Aa.nt Elwocarpus
ganitrus ; those of the Vaisnavas of the wood of

the sacred basil (tulasl), both bringing the wearer

into communion with, and under the protection of,

the deity. The shell of the cowrie (CyprcBa moneta)

is similarly hung on the necks of women, children,

and cattle, and it is supposed to crack when the

evil eye falls upon it (Campbell, op. cit. 12G If.
;

Crooke, op. cit. li. 17). The blowing of the conch

shell (Turbinella rapa) scares evil spirits from the

temple-oll'erings, from the married pair, and from
the corpse (Campbell, op. cit. 126). When the

coils of the shell are turned to the right (duksind-

varla), it is specially valued (Risley, Tribes and
Castes of Bengal, Calcutta, 1891, ii. 223).

(/) Metals.— i. Iron.—The demons and evil

spirits of India come down from the Age of Stone,

and for this reason they dread the influence of

metals. Iron is specially valued as a protective

(cf. Johnson, op. cit. 169(1'.). When a child is

still-born, the Burmese place iron beside the corp.se,

witli the invocation :
' Never more return into thy

mothers womb till this metal becomes as soft as

down ' (Shway Yoe, op. cit. i. 3). The 'Vadvals of

Thana, in order to guard against the spirit which
attacks the child on the sixth day after birth (:in

unconscious recognition of the danger from infantile

lockjaw, caused by neglect of sanitarj- precautions),

place an iron knife or scythe on the mother's cot,

and an iron bickem at the door of the lying-in

room—a custom which also prevails in the raiijab

(Campbell, op. cit. 387 ; Miilik Muhammad iJin,

op. cit. 98). An iron bracelet is worn by all Hindu
married women, those of high rank enclosing it in

gold (Kajendralala .Mitra, The Indo Aryans,
London, 1881, i. 233, 279 ; Risley, oj). cit. i. 532,

533, ii. 41). In the form of the sword it has special

power. When a birth occurs among the Kachins
of Upper Burma, guns are fired, knives (dhd) and
torches are brandished over the mother, and old

rags and chillies are burnt to scare demons by the
stench (Gazetteer, i. pt. i. 399). The Muham-
madans of N. India wave a knife over a sufferer

from cramp, with tlie invocation : 'I salute God !

The knife is of steel ! The arrow is sharp I May
the cramp cease through the^powerof Muhammad,
the brave one !

' {NINQ v. 35). On the Irrawaddy
river in Burma iron pyrites are v.alued as a charm
against alligators (Yme, Mis.non, to Ava, London,
185S, p. 198). A curious belief in the sanctity of

iron appears among the Doms {q.v.), a criminal

tribe of N. India. They inherit from the Stone
Age the belief that it is unlawful to commit a
burglary with an iron tool ; any one disobeying
this rule is expelled from the community, and it is

believed that the eyes of the offender will start

from his head {NINQ v. 63).

ii. Copper.—Copper is a sacred metal with
Hindus, and many of the sacrificial utensils are

made of it. In the Panjab a couple of copper
rings or ear-rings scare the spirit which brings

sciatica {PNQ iv. 149). The Lihgayats of Dharwar,
with the same intention, place over the co:-pse

twenty-one small pieces of copper, on which sacred
formulae have been engraved {BG xxii. 115 ; cf.

European superstitions regarding the use of bronze
[Johnson, op. cit. 120]).

iii. .Tewellcry

.

—The same beliefs extend to preci-

ous metals in the form of jewellery, the use of

which was in India prophylactic before it came to

be ornamental. This is shown by the fact that

jewels are used to guard the orifices and other

parts of the body most exposed to the entry of

spirits—the ears, nose, temples, neck, hands, feet,

waist, and the pudenda. Further, among the

forest-trilies, ornaments take the shape of the

lea\X'S, Uowers, fruits, or berries of the sacred trees

which were originally used for the purpose of pro-

tection ; and to these are added the bones, teeth,

or horns of animals, the virtues of which are thus
communicated to the wearer (Campbell, oj). cit.

20 ff.). The ring, in particular, is supposed to

possess special power. In the folk-tales we find

that a charmed ring, placed on the ground in a
clean square, and sprinkled with butter-milk,

secures the attainment of any wish (Temple-Steel,

Wideawake Stories, Bombay, 1884, p. 199). In

Burma, Kachin women wear, as protectives, on the

front of the hair a silver crescent held up behind
by cowrie shells, and on the upper part of the ear

a silver circlet with a cock's feather {Gazetteer, i.

pt. i. 395). A ring of the kusa or darbha grass

(Poa cynosuroidcs) is worn on the fourth finger by
Hindus during sacred rites, and is known as ' the
purifier' {pavitra), that is to say, the protector

from evil influences (Dubois, op. cit. 150 f.). That
worn by the Nambutiri Brahmans of Malabar is

usually of gold in the shape of the figure 8 ; it must
be worn during certain rites, and tho,se who ilo not

possess a gold ring make one of the darbha grass

lor each solemnity (Bull. Madras Museum, iii. 41).

All Hindus and many Muhammadans wear at

marriage a crown of precious metals or tinsel as a
protective.

iv. t'ofjis.—Coins are useel as protectives partly

on account of the metal out of which they are

made, and partly because Hindu coins arc engraved
with the figures and symbols of deities, Muham-
madan with sacred texts. But it is only those of

the older dynasties, not those of British mints,

which are viUued. In Nepal, the local rupee,

covered with Saiva emblems, is shown to a woman
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when her delivery is ]irotractod, and in N. India
tlie coin of the Enijieror Alchar, known as that of

the ' four friends' (cJulryCirl), because it is en.Ljraved

with the names of the four successors of the I'rojiliet

—Abu IJakr, ' Uniar, ' U sman, and' Ali—is used in t he
same way (Crooke, PH i. 116). The Desast Brah-
mans of Dharwar, wlien child-birth is delayed,

dose the woman with water in which old gold coins
have been placed (BG xxii. 74). In ]\Ialabar,

Nanibutiri Brahman boys wear amulets containing
the rlutkram coin, of which 28 make one rujiee,

and Venetian sequins are also worn to bring good
luck (Bull. Madras 3Iiiseuin, iii. 42, 41, 196). In
Gujarat, children of the Kayasth caste are made
to lick a little rice and milk from a rupee as a
prosperity charm (BG ix. pt. i. 61). Coins of

Queen Victoria were valued by Himalayan Buddh-
ists, because the image was supposed to repre-

sent the mild goddess known as the Great Queen
;

but they refused to accept those of King Edward
VII., which they believed to represent the head of

the Lama (Waddell, Lhasa and its Mysteries^,
354).

(g) Salt.—Salt, probably on account of its pre-

servative qualities, is often used in charms. The
Rautias of Bengal repel the evil eye oy waving
mustard seed and ^alc round the patient (Risley,
op. cif. ii. 202). in Gujarat it is deemed specially
Inpky to buy salt on New Year's Day ; to be freed

from the death throes a dying person makes a gift

of salt to a Brahman ; on the great spirit day in

October, Hindu women make marks with salt at

the cross-roads (BG ix. pt. i. 349). Salt is part of

one of the elaborate Toda charms (Rivers, The
Todas, London, 1906, p. 263 f.).

(h) Colours.—Special colours are prescribed in

many charms. Yellow, red, and black are ob-

noxious to evil spirits. The belief in the virtue of

yellow is one of the reasons why both Hindus and
Muhammadans smear the bride and bridegi'oom

with turmeric. The same explanation probably
accounts for the use of the substance known as
' milkmaids' sandalwood ' (gopichandana) for mark-
ing the forehead. Vermilion is used to mark the
forehead, and is also applied as a protective to new
clothes. The virtues of black are illustrated by
the almost universal custom of smearing the eye-

lids of women and children with lampblack, partly
because spirits detest black, and partly as a dis-

guise against the evil eye (Campbell, op. cit. 63 ff.,

458).

()) Strings, threads, knots.—These are used as
charms to produce union, and also to bar the entry
of hostile spirits. All castes knot the clothes of

the bride and bridegroom as a marriage charm.
In a marriage in S. India an important part of the
rite is the tying of the 'lucky thread' (maiigala-
sutram), a safl'ron-coloured thread or cord attached
to a small gold ornament, fastened round the neck
and hanging down in front, like a locket. It is

worn, like the European wedding-ring, by all

married women, who never part with it during
Ufe ; it is cut at the death of the husband, and its

absence is a sign of widowhood (Padfield, o;j. cit.

126 f., 239). Analogous to this is the rite of tying
the tali, which, as its name imports, was originally

a leaf of the palmyra palm (Skr. tala) (Dubois, on.

cit. 224; Thurston, op. cit. 121 ff.). Among the
Todas its place is taken by the ' bow and arrow
touching' (pzirsutpimi), represented b}' a blade of

sacred grass and the twig of the shrub Sophora
glauca (Bull. Madras Museum, ii. 159 ; Rivers,
The Todas, 319 fl'.). The tying of the marriage
wristlet (kairkann), which often consists of blades
of kwia grass, is common in most parts of the
country (Dubois, op. cit. 222 ; Bull. Madras
MusrAim, iii. 62 ; BG ix. pt. i. 45). Another form
of this sacred thread is the Brahmanical cord

(i/ajilopavlta), with which the high-caste youth is

invested at the rite of initiation (upanayatm)
(Dubois, op. cit. 160 ff. ; BG ix. pt. i. 30 ff.). It is

fastened with the special ' Brahma knot ' (brahma-
granthi). In another form of the rite in S. India
the thread is reinforced with a strip of the hide of
the male deer ; or a long strip of it is worn as a
sash (Padiield, op. cit. 77). During the rite of
initiation a satfion-coloured thread is tied to the
wrist of the neophyte (Dubois, op. cit. 165).

Another charm of the same class is the rakhl
(Skr. rakshika, root raskh, ' to guard '). It is tied
by women or by Brahmans on the -m-ists of men at
the Salono or Rakshabanjlhan feast held on tiie

full moon of the month Sravana (July-August).
It is closely connected with the Brahmanical cord,
a new cord being annually assumed on the same
date at which the rakhl is tied (Padiield, op. cit.

78 ; Crooke, PR ii. 293). This is one of the symbols
which mark brotherhood (see art. Brotherhood
[artificial], vol. ii. p. 862''). A similar rite among
Muhammadans is the 'year knot' (sahjirah), a
string tied on the ^^Tist of a child on its first birth-

day, which is replaced each succeeding anniversary
'Hertlois, Q(moon-e-Islam, Madras, 1863, p. 26;
i31ochmann, A%n-i-Akbari, Calcutta, 1873, i. 267).

Similar uses of threads and knots as charms are

numerous. Barren women, in the hope of obtain-

ing offspring, tie knots of coloured thread on the
marble tracery of the Saint's tomb at Fatehpur-
Sikrl (q.v.). The Burmese wear coloured string

wristlets as a protection against cholera (Shway
Yoe, op. cit. ii. 108). The Kami woman in E.

Bengal, when she names her child, ties seven
threads round its WTist, saying, ' Be fortunate, be
brave, be healthy' (Lewin, Wild Paces of S.E.
India, London, 1870, p. 229). Among the Sirus of

the same region, every one attending a wedding has
a thread tied round his wrist by the oldest woman
of the bride's family ; this must remain on the wrist
until it decays an5 falls off (ib. 234). The Grand
Lama ties knots of silk round the necks of his

votaries (Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, 321). If a
Mala child in Madras grinds its teeth in sleep, a
piece of broken pot is brought from a graveyard,

fumigated with incense, and tied round the child's

neck with a string rubbed with turmeric, or with
a piece of gut (Thurston, op>. cit. 265).

(j) Fire and light. — Lights scare evil spirits.

Among the Kachins of Upper Burma torches are
waved over a woman after her delivery (Gazetteer,

i. pt. i. 399). The Nayars of IvLalabar place lights,

over which rice is sprinkled, in the room in which
the marriage is consummated (Bull. Madras
Museum, iii. 234 ; cf. Dubois, op. cit. 227).

Among the Savaras of Bengal the bridesmaids
warm the tips of their fingers at a lamp, and rub
the cheeks of the bridegroom (Risley, op. cit. ii.

243). The Muhammadan Khojas of Gujarat place

a four-wicked lamp near a young child, while the

friends scatter rice (BG ix. pt. ii. 45). In Bombay
the lamp is extinguished on the tenth day, and
again tilled with butter and sugar, as a mimetic
charm to induce the light to come again and bring
another baby (PiV(> iv. 5). The folk-tales often

refer to jewel-lamps guarding young children

(Somadera, Kathasaritsagara [tr. Tawnej', Cal-

cutta, 1880], i. 189, 246, 305). The Srigaud Brah-
mans of Gujarat at marriage wear conical hats

made of leaves of the sacred tree Butca frondosa,
and on the hat is placed a lighted lamp (BG ix.

pt. i. 19 ; and cf. ib. 272).

Fire is commonly used for the same purpose.

The fires lit at the Holl spring-festival are intended
as a purgation of evil spirits, or as a mimetic charm
to produce sunshine. Touching fire is one of the

methods by which mourners are freed from the

ghost which clings to them. When an Arer woman
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of Kanara has an illegitimate child, the priest lights

a lamp, plucks a hair from the woman's head,
tlirows it into the fire, and announces that motlier
and child are free from tabu {BG xv. pt. i. 215). The
rite of lire-walking practised in many parts of the
country appears to bo intended as a means of purg-
ing evil spirits ; and the lire lighted by all castes in

the delivery-room seems to have tlie same object.

Such use of lire is naturally common among the
Zoroastrian fire-worshippers {fihea-Troyer, The
DahistCin, Paris, 1843, i. 317).

(k) Shoufinci, (jun-Jiring, etc.—Noise is a charm
against evil spirits. When epidemic disease appears
in Burma, ' the whole population break out into
yells, and make as much noise as they can, with
the view of scaring away the evil spirit who has
brought the disease' (Shway Yoe, op. oil. i. 282).

Bell-ringing, drum-beating, and other forms of

music have the same effect (Campbell, op. cit. 45 f
.

,

108 11"., 407).

{I) Itmnse and foul smells. — The burning of

incense and the production of foul smells act in

the same way. In the Himalayas a mixture of

incense and butter is burnt to scare demons
( Waddell, Biicldhism of Tibet, 432 n. ). In N. India,

bran, chillies, salt, mustard, and sometimes tlie

es'clashes of the patient, are waved seven times
over a sick child ; when these things are burned,
if a foul smell is produced, as is necessarily the
case, the infant is believed to be freed from the
effects of the evil eye (PXQ i. 51).

(//() Blood. — Blood is used as a prophylactic
against evil spirits, and marks the blood-covenant.
At a Kachin marriage in Burma the blood of fowls
is scattered on the bride and her attendants, and
along the path by which she comes to the house of

her husband (Gazetteer, i. pt. i. 407). A. animal
sacrifices in Gujarat, the blood is sprinkled on the
image of the goddess, and on the floor and door-
posts of the temple (cf. the Passover rite, UDB iii.

6Sy) ; if the ofiering be made for the good of the
comnmnity, it is rubbed on the gates of the town
and on those of the chief's palace or hall, and on
the foreheads of the bystanders ; the exorcists and
barren women drink cups of the blood, and the
person making the offering takes to his house a
portion, in which he mixes grain of various kinds,
and this is .scattered in the rooms of the house and
laid in a corner of his field ; even Brahmaus keep
cloths steeped in the blood of the victim, as a charm
against natural and spirit-sent diseases (BG ix.

pt. i. 407).

(n) Ahu-te and indecency.—The custom of usin^
foul abuse and indecency at various religious and
domestic rites seems to be practised with the same
object. The abuse of the bridegroom and his party
by the friends of the bride, commonly e.xplained as

a survival of marriage by capture, is probably
based on the desire to protect the married pair
from evil spirits. In some cases, as a propitiatory
charm, people submit to gi'oss abuse, as when, on
the feast day of Gaiiesa, men who have to go out
and risk the danger of seeing the moon fling stones
at the house of a neighbcjur, in the hope that he
may abuse them and thus remove the evil (Forbes,
Ra's Mala, London, 1878, p. 610; Crookc, Pli i.

16 f. ; cf. Krazer, Pausanias, 1900, ii. 492 ; Farnell,

CGS iii. 104, 172). Mock fights, which are often a
mimetic representation of the victory of the powers
of good over those of evil, are probably intended to

secure the same object (Crookc, PR ii. ,'!21 : cf.

Farnell, op. rit. v. 194 ; Crawley, The Mystic Rose,
London, 1902, p. 29011'.).

3. Charms written, engraved, or inserted in the
flesh. — Charms of this kind fall into several
classes.

(n) The yantra, 'that which holds, restrains,

fastens,' is a combination of mystical symbols and

diagrams, drawn on copper or other metallic plates,
and supposed to possess occult jiowers. One \\ orn
by a Nambutiri Brahman of Malabar had a pattern
engi-aved on a silver plate, and the wearer alleged
that its use relieved him from a feeling of heat in
the cool season—a symptom which he attributed
to the influence of an evil spirit (Jlull. Madras
Museum, iii. 41, 30511'.). Anotlier yantra repre-
sented, on a sheet of metal, the enemy that the
wearer wished to destroy ; and it contained a
threat that bodily injury or death would overtake
him ; to ett'ect the same object, nails are thrust
into the body of a live frog or lizard, which is en-
closed in the shell of a coco-nut—the death of the
animal and of the enemy being supposed to occur
simultaneoiisly [ib. iii. 51). For other examples of
similar yantras, see L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer,
The Cochin Tribes and Castes, i. 307, 317. Witch-
craft by means of such images is common (Herk-
lots, op. cit.2\oS. ; Crooke, PR ii. 278 ff.).

(6) Cabalistic squares.—Such squares, in which
the total of the figures in each column amounts to
15 or some other mystic nimiber, are very com-
monly used. For examples, see Shway Yoe, op. cit.

i. 15, ii. 127 f. ; BG ix. pt. ii. 147 ; Herklots, op. cit.

246 tf. ; Waddell, Buddhism, of Tibet, 457, 467.
(c) The triangle and the pentacle.—Mystic marks

of this kind are used in N. India in the ornamenta-
tion of domestic vessels, which they are supposed
to protect (PNQ ii. 29 ; Crooke, PR ii. 39). The
pentacle is also used as a charm against scorpion-
stings and fever (PNQ iii. 205 ; NINQ ii. 10). In
Bombay the pentacle, when enclosed in a series of
circles and curves, prevents a child from crying
(Campbell, op. cit. 391). Muhammadans believe
that by it Solomon was able to work magic. Tlie
trigrams used by Himalayan Buddhists fall into
the same class (Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet,

395).

(d) Representations of the eye.—These are drawn
on ships and boats as a sort of mimetic charm to
enable them to see their way at night and avoid
shoals and rocks. They are largely used by the
Bunnese and Siamese (Shway Yoe, op. cit. i. 81 ;

Bowring, Siam, London, 1857, i. 393 ; cf. Frazer,
Pausanias, ii. Hi.).

(e) The suxistika.—The symbol of the swastika
(Skr. svasti, 'w'elfare,' 'health') is known in
Europe under the name of fylfot, cross eramponee,
etc., and it is the gammadion of Byzantine ecclesi-

astical ornament. For its origin and significance,

see art. CROSS ; T. Wilson, The Sivastika, Smith-
sonian Institution, Washington, 1896 ; 6. d'Alvi-

ella. The Migration of Symbols, London, 1894, p.

32 tt'. It appears on the early Iron Age pottery of

S. India. At the present day it is drawn on textile

fabrics, on religious and domestic utensils, on re-

presentations of the footprints of Buddlia and other
Divine and saintly personages, and on the opening
pages of account- books, etc., where it is believed
to be a charm against all evil influences. In
the normal form the arms bend to the right ; in

Buddhism they are ' alwaj'S bent in the respectful
attitude, that is, towards the left' (Waddell, oj).

cit. 389; Wilson, op. cit. 707).

(/) The labyi-inth.—The labyrinth (Skr. chak-
ravyuha) is used as a mimetic charm in cases of

protracted labour, a figure of it being drawn and
shown to the woman (PNQ ii. 114).

(g) The charmed circle. — The charmed circle,

when made with substances like milk or ashes,

which possess mystic powers, protects the person
enclosed within it from malevolent spirit agencies.

Thus it protects cattle from disease, and in the
folk-tales we frequently find that a circle made of

ashes is used to protect persons from demons (PNQ
ii. 148 ; Crooke, PR ii. 41 f. ; Somadeva, Katha-
saritsagara, tr. Tawney, i. 337). The nuindala.
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or magic circle of Buddlxism, is of tlie same type
(Waddell, op. fit. 397 f.).

{h) Hatulmarks.—The mark of the hand made
upon a house or any article in one of the lucky
colo\u'.s (see above, 2 (A)) is a protective chaim
{XJXQ V. 115 ; cf. Elworthy, op. cit. 233 ft'.). The
handmark of a sati on her way to death is regarded
as .specially fortunate, and is preserved to this day
on tlie gates of forts in Rajputana.

(i) 2'atu.—Ornamentation of the skin in the form
of the tatu is probably based on various principles,

one being its use asaprophylactic (J'./1/xvii. 31SS'.,

XXX. supp. 116, xxxi. 29; Crawley, op. cit. 135).

In Burma, where the practice is most common, it

appears in the form of various cabalistic and pro-

tective marks, as, for instance, in love charms, and
to alleviate the pain of flogging (Shway Yoe, op.

cit. 1. 48 f., 50 f.). In Bengal it is a cure for goitre,

and in Madras for muscular pains and other dis-

orders {Risley, op. cit. i. 292; Bull. Madras Mii^cum,
ii. 116).

(j) Charms emheddcd in the flesh.—The custom
of inserting in the flesh various substances as
charms is wide-spread in Burma, and it was used
by the Japanese to protect themselves against the
armies of the Great Kaau (Marco Polo, ed. Yule,
London, 1871, ii. 205, 207 f. ; Shway Yoe, op. cit.

1. 51 ; Yule, Mission to Ava, 208 n. ; Gazetteer
Upper Burma, ii. pt. i. 79). It is occasionally
used by Kamoshi (q.v.) thieves in W. India ; and
natives believe that the famous Madras mutineer,
Muhammad Yusuf Khan, had a magic ball inserted

in his thigh, and that he could not be executed
until it was extracted (BG xviii. pt. iii. 36 n.

;

Wilson, Hist, of the Madras Army, Madras, 1882-

89, i. 386).

4. Charms connected with sacred persons,
places, etc.—Some charms are connected with
deities, holy men, and holy places. Hindus often
wear round their necks little metallic lockets con-
taining an image of the goddess Devi, or of some
other divinity. In the same class fall the am-
monite {icilagrdma) used in the worship of Visim
and Krsna, which is regarded as holy, either on
account of its whorls, or because of the interstices

which Visnu, in the form of a worm, is said to
have made on its surface ; and the liiiffam, or
phallic symbol, of Siva. Both are valued as pro-
tective charms, and small images of the liiigaih are
worn for this purpose by the Lihgayat (?.?'.) order.
In the same way the imprints of the footsteps of
Buddha and Visnu (visnupada) are depicted on
buildings and on various articles. In another
class is the ' foot-nectar ' (charaiimfta), or water
in which the feet of holy men have been washed.
This is often drunk or used as a charm, as is the
water in which a sword has been plunged in the
Sikh form of initiation (cf. Crawley, o^y. cit. 100 f.).

The water from holy rivers, like" the Ganges or
Narbada, is given to the dj'ing, and is valued as a
remedy. In the same way, Rluhammadans use
water from the sacred well Zamzam at Mecca. It

is used to break the Lenten fast, applied to the
eyes to brighten the vision, given to the d}-lng,

when Satan stands by holding a bowl of water

—

the price of the departing soul (Hughes, DI, p. 701).

Secretions of holy persons are used in the same
way, such as pills made from the excrement of the
Grand Lama (AVaddell, Lluisa and its Mysteries,
397 n. J for similar holy pills, cf. the same author's
Buddhism of Tibet, 323, 448) ; and the spittle of the
Meriah victim of the Kandhs (q.v.) (Risley, op.

cit. i. 405 ; Macpherson, Memorials of Service,
London, 1865, p. 118), and of holy men in
Gujarat and Madras (BG ix. pt. ii. 127 n. ; Dubois,
op. cit. 132 ; Thurston, op. cit. 305). When cattle
in Bahawalpur are attacked with farcy and other
diseases, earth from the tomb of the saint 'Ali I

Ashab is thrown over them (Malik Muhammad
Din, op. cit. 159). Clay from holy places, like that
from the Karbala or Mashhadu'l-l;lusain—the great
place of Shi'ah pilgrimage in Al'Ir.aq—is given to
the dying Khoja in W. India, to protect him from
the arch-liend (BG ix. pt. ii. 46). Dust from the
footsteps of a cow was used to drive evil spirits

from the infant god Krsna ; and, when a Hindu
pilgrim bathes at a sacred place, he rubs the holy
earth on his body, saying, ' Earth, free me from
my sins, that, my sins being destroyed by thee, I

may reach heaven' (Campbell, op. cit. 79). When
a Mhar in the Deccan is possessed by an evil spirit,

theofliciant takes a little dust from his feet, and rubs
it between the eyebrows of the possessed person,
and the spirit leaves him ; the Chitpawan Brahman
boy at initiation has his hands rubbed >nth sand,
and, when a girl arrives at puberty, she is rubbed
with seven kinds of earth and then bathed ; the
Chambhars of Poona put sand under the mother's
pillow after childlnrth ; the seven kinds of sacred
earth used in such rites are taken from a king's
palace gate, from a hill, from under the foot of an
elephant, from a place where four roads meet, from
a cowshed, and from under the tree Andropogon
muricatum (BG xviii. pt. i. 119, 141, 327). Pil-

grims carry away with them from a sacred site in
Assam scrapings of the rocks and soil, which they
treasure as protectives, and place beside the corpse,
in the belief that they protect the soul from trans-
migi'ation into one of the lower animals (Waddell,
Buddhism of Tibet, 309). Pilgrims to Tibet bring
back with them dust of a rock near the temple of

medicine at Lhasa, which is swallowed as a charm
(Waddell, Lhasa and its Mysteries, 376).

One of the chief sacred substances used in making
charms is ashes. It is probable that these were
originally the ashes of the sacrifice (vibhuti, ' great
power '), which are stUl used by Saiva ascetics to
rub on the body and form their sectarial marks
(Padfield, op. cit. 89). In the Himalaya one of the
most potent charms against evil spirits is that
known as the 'ashes formula' (vibhuti mantra),
after the recitation of which some ashes are
smeared on the forehead of the patient three
times, and then rubbed oil', so as to disperse the
dangerous influence ; and a patient of the Saiva
sect in S. India is rubbed with sacred ashes while
a charm is recited (NINQ iii. 74 f. ; Padtield, op.

cit. 50). A bath of ashes is one of the modes of

purification used by the Liugayats (q.v.) (Dubois,
op. cit. 181). The Mikirs of Assam use ashes as a
cure to relieve blindness (Stack, The Jilihirs, 51).

The Todas, in order to avert the influence of

demons, make a mark with ashes above the nose
of the patient (Rivers, op. cit. 269). In Bombay,
rubbing the head with ashes cures headache ; a
person excommunicated is relieved of the tabu by
swallowing ashes administered by his spiritual

guide ; ashes from the censer of Maruti, the
monkey-god, or some other guardian deity, scare
spirits (BG xxii. 51, xxiii. 114). Ashes 2>roduced

after the fusing of iron, copper, or silver, are re-

garded as the elixir of life (Campbell, op. cit.

21). Old women, both Hindu and Muhammadan,
sprinkle ashes, with the recital of a formula, over
tlie bridegroom when he retires with his bride,

believing that this makes him subservient to her
(NINQ V. 215). The ashes of the sacred fires, like

that lighted at the Holi festival, and those main-
tained by various Musalman saints and at Hindu
temples, have high repute as prophylactics. In
the folk-tales, the person exposed to witchcraft or

spirit influence finds shelter within a magic circle

of ashes (Somadeva, op. cit. i. 337).

5. Places where charms are most frequently

used.

—

(a) Cross-roads.—It is a common habit to

perform charms at the place where foul' roads meet.
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In the orthodox Brahmanical death-rites, lamiis are

placed at cross-roads (Colebrooke, op. cit. 102). At
the marria^'e rite amoug the Bharvads in Gujarat,

a eunuch tiings balls of wheat-flour towards the

four quarters of the heavens, as a charm to scare

evil spirits ; and In the same province, at the Holi

festival, the lire is lighted at a quadrivium (BG ix.

pt. i. 280, 357). In Bombay, seven pebbles, picked

up from a place where three roads meet, are used

a.s a charm against the evil eye (Campbell, op. cii.

208). Some of the Gujarat tribes, apparently with

the intention of dispersing the evil or passing it on
to some traveller, sweep their houses on the first

day of the mouth Karttik (November), and lay the

refuse in a pot at the cross roads {ib. 320). On the

same principle, a common form of small-pox trans-

ference is to lay the scabs or scales from the body
of the patient at cross-roads, in the hope that some
passer-liy may take the disease with him (Crooke,

PJi i. 164 f.). Many instances of such practices

have been collected by Westermarck (MI ii. 256 n.),

who comes to the conclusion that suicides were
buried at cross-roads because the cross was believed

to disperse the evil, so that this would be a

favourite place where a person could divest him-

self of disease or other ills attributed to spirit

agency.
(6) Boundaries.—Charms are often performed at

boundaries, in order to protect the village from
the entry of strange, and therefore hostile, spirits.

The bauja, or medicine-man, of the non-Aryan
tribes of the central hills, yearly makes a line with
spirituous liquor along the village boundar3' to

repel foreign spirits. The Kandhs, with the same
object, used to ofler animal sacrifices at their

boundaries (Macpherson, op. cit. 366).

(c) Ccmntcries.—Tantrik charms, in which por-

tions of corpses, human bones, or ashes from
funeral pyres are used, are sometimes performed
in cemeteries, which are believed to be the haunts
of those demons whom it is the object of the charm
to bring under control.

6. Conditions of charm-working.

—

(a) Nudity.
— It is often an essential part of such rites that

they shall be done in a state of nudity. A mason,
in a state of nudity, seta up the 'magic stone'

(yantram rayi) in iladras (Thurston, op. cit. 264).

In one of the folk-tales the conditions for working
a charm are thus defined :

' Rise up in the laat watch ot the night, and with dishevelled

hair and naked, and without rinsing your mouth, talie two
handfuls of rice as large as you can grasp with your two hands,

and, muttering the form of words, go to a place where four roads

meet, and there place the two handfuls of rice, and return in

silence without looking behind you. Do so until the PiSficha

[cannibal demonj appears ' (Somadeva, op. cit. i. 255 f. ; of. 154).

This ceremonial nudity appears in many rites in

India (Journal Etk. Soc. iv. 333 S'. ; JAI v. 413;
PNQ iv. 88, 197 ; Dubois, op. cit. 388). It perhaps
represents jirofound submission to spirit power, or

is based on the belief that clothes used in a sacred

place or in magical rites become tabu and cannot
be used again (W. R. Smith, p. 451).

(h) Purity.—The chief condition of successful

charm-working is that the officiant must be in a
state of personal purity. He must exercise ex-

treme care in reciting the charm, lest, in the event
of error, it may recoil upon himself. For this

purpose he must be carefully instructed in the
art. A person desirous of learning Muhammadan
charms must repeat them several times for forty

days, during which he should abstain from animal
and certain other kinds of food(BG ix. pt. ii. 144).

In a tale in the Jdtalca (iv. 124 fi'.) a man learns a
charm from a Chaiulala out-ca.ste, and lo.ses the
power of working it because, through shame, he
denies the source of his knowledge.

•J.
Methods of working charms.—The custom of

waving things which are regarded as charms over

persons exposed to spirit dangers is common. The
technical name for the process IS a/<i (Ski\ dratrikn),

and it is commonly used in making ott'erings to

idols, etc. (Dubois, op. cit. 148 Ii'.). In Bengal,
when a Napit bridegroom comes to fetch his bride,

women wave round him a basket containing five

lamps, five lumps of coloured earth, a looTcing-

glass, a box, vermilion, turmeric, rice, and grass

(Risley, op. cit. ii. 126). The Malai Vellalas of

Madras swing a live fowl round the raanied pair,

wring its neck, and give it to the musicians
(Thurston, op. cit. 279). With this may be com-
pared the Musalman rite known as tasadduk, in

which a person takes upon himself the calamity
impending over another. It is told of the Emperor
Babar that, when his son Humayiin was danger-
ously sick, he walked thrice round him, took his

illness upon himself, and from that time lo.st his

health (W. Erskine, Hist, of India, London, 1854,

i. 513 f. ; cf. Manucci, Storia do Mogor, 1907,

i. 217). It is said that his grandfather in this way
removed the disease of the late Sir Salar Jung
(Bilgrami-Wilmott, Hist. Sketch of the Nizam's
Dominions, Bombay, 1883, i. 148). On the same
principle, at Hindu and Muliammadan weddings,

old women crack their fingers and touch their fore-

heads, thus taking upon themselves the danger
which menaces bride and bridegroom.
A favourite mode of using charms is to w'rite the

formula on paper or on the inside of a cup, and
then to dissolve the writing in water, which is

administered to the patient. For the same purpose,

charms are often engraved inside metal cups which
are reserved for this special object (Thurston, op.

cit. 357 ; BG ix. pt. ii. 57 n. ; cf. Waddell, L/uisa,

377). Medical prescriptions, which are really

charms, given by the Lamas, are eaten by the

northern Buddhists, who also drink the water in

which the magical writing has been reflected

(Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, 401).

8. Charms and mimetic magic.— From the

examples which have been given in this summary
account of Indian charms, it will have been made
clear how largely they depend upon the principles

of white magic in the forms known as ' mimetic,'
' symjiathetic,' or ' honueopathic' Two ideas

underlie magic of this kind :
' first, that like

produces like, or that an efi'ect resembles its cause;

and second, that things which have once been in

contact, but have ceased to be so, continue to act on
each other as if the contact still persisted ' (Frazer,

GB- i. 9). The following examples illustrate these

principles. The Burmese, in order to protect a
person from drowning, tatu a rejjresentation of an
egret or paddy-bird on the body (Shway Yoe, op.

cit. i. 56). In N. India, wearing the bones of a
wolf makes a child active (NINQ iv. 198). The
Nambutiri Brahman husband in Slalabar, at the
' male-production ' rite (pumsavana), feeds his wife

with one grain of barley and two beans, symboliz-

ing the genital organs of the male (Bull. Madras
Museum, iu. 116). So in Bombay, cutting ofl' and
swallowing a portion of the foreskin of a newborn
child produces male issue (PNQ iii. 116). In

Bengal, at a Magh wedding, the bride and bride-

groom eat some curry and rice from the same di.sh ;

what they leave is kept in a covered earthen vessel

for seven days, during which the married couple

may not leave the village or cro.ss running water.

On the eighth day the vessel is opened, and if

maggots are found in the food, it is believed to

show that the union will be fertile (Kisley, op. cit.

ii. 32). Ague is cured iu N. India by enclosin"

parched grain in a marrow bone, which is buried

in a hole just where the shadow of the patient

falls, with the invocation :
' O fever, come when

this grain sprouts again !
' (NINQ ii. 9). In Madras,

lumps of molasses are thrown into temple-tanks by
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jiersons sufleriiifi from boils or abscesses, in the
belief that the latter will disappear as the former
are dissolved iu the water (Thurston, op. cit. 35"2).

9. Amulets.—Amulets, which in tlie Tantrilc
school are known by the name kavacha, which
means ' a cuirass, breastplate, or body armour,' are
formed out of the same substances as those used
in charms. Passages from a sacred book, as by
Muhammadans the sections of the Qur'an known
as 'The Daybreak' and 'Men' (Qur'an, suras
cxiii., cxiv. ), are often enclosed in cases made of

silver or other precious metal, and are worn round
the neck or on the parts of the body most liable to

danger, physical or spiritual. Such cases are often

beautiful specimens of the art of the jeweller (see

illustrations from the Panjab and Tibet in Baden
Powell, Handbook of Manufactures and A7-ts of the

Punjab. Lahore, 1872, p. 178 ; Waddell, iA«.sa,

348). When General Nicholson was attacked by a
GhazI fanatic, he was obliged to shoot his assailant

:

the ball passed through a sacred book which he had
tied across his breast as a protective (Kaye, Lives

of Indian Officers, London, 1867, ii. 452). A
curious form of amulet, known as ' the cro\\Ti of
the CO-wife ' [sankan mora), is used in N. India. It

is an image of his first wife worn by a man who
has married a second time. All gifts made to the
new wife are first laid before the image of her
predecessor, lest, through jealousy, the latter may
work mischief {PNQ i. 14 ; Campbell, op. cit. 171).

Compound amulets, containing a collection of
various protectives, are commonly used. The
Himalayan Buddhists wear cases containing little

idols, charms, and written prayers, or the bones,
hair, or nail-parings of a Lama (Hooker, Himalayan
Journals, London, 1891, pp. 89 f., 141). Chin men
in Upper Burma wear in their necklaces tiger and
bear claws ; women wear hog-deer teeth ; children,
claws of the wild cat ; merrythoughts of fowls are
worn to commemorate recovery from illness through
the sacriiice of a fowl ; in similar cases men wear
cocks' feathers round the throat, or tigers' claws
or cocks' feathers attached to their gaiters {Gazet-
teer-, i. pt. i. 469). An amulet worn by a man in
the Panjftb was found to contain a piece of an
umbilical cord encased in metal ; a tiger's claw

;

two claws of the great owl turned in opposite
directions, and fi.xed in a metal case ; a stone,
probably tourmaline or quartz ; and an evU eye
destroyer in the shape of a jasper or black marble
bead. These were all considered necessary. But,
as an additional precaution, were added some gold,
a whorled shell, an old copper coin, ashes from the
tire of a Yogi ascetic, an iron ring, a cowrie shell,

and the five ingredients out of which incense is

made. The owner admitted that the last articles
might advantageously have been replaced by a
yanfra, or magic copper tablet (PNQ iii. 186).

10. Functions of women in connexion with
charms.—Women, owing to their greater suscepti-
bility to spirit influence, are often appointed to
priestly functions (cf. J. E. Harrison, Proleg. to
Gr. Eel., Cambridge, 1903, p. 260 ft". ; Farnell, op.
cit. V. 159 f. ). It is old women of the family who
usually perform the wave rite at marriage ; and
the same feeling accounts for the part taken in
such magical rites by dancing girls and sacred slaves
attached to the great Hindu temples (Campbell,
op. cit. 336, 452 f.).

LrrERATURE.—References to charms and amulets are found in
many ethnographical works on the Indian races, some of which
have been quoted in the course of this article. There does not
appear to be any monograph on the subject. The roost useful
collections of charms are to be found in Sir J. M. Campbell,
Notes cm the Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom, Bombay, 18S5

;

E. Thurston, Ethnographic Notes in S. India, Madras. 1906

;

PNQ, 1SS3-18S7 ; NIXQ, 1891-1S96. The use of charms forms a
considerable element in the folk-tale literature. See the standard
collections, such as Somadeva, Katha-sarit-sdgara, tr. C. H.
Tawney, Calcutta, 18S0 ; The Jdtaka, ed. E. B. Cowell, Cam-

bridge, 1S95-10U7 ; Mrs. F. A. Steel and Sir R, C. Temple,
Widcau'ake Stories. Bombay, 1884 ; J. H. Knowles, Folk-Tales
of Kashmir, London, 18SS ; Lai Behari Day, Folk-Tales of
Bengal, London, 1883 ; C. H. Bompas, Folk-lure of the Santal
Parijanas, London, 1909 ; M. Frere, Old Deccan Days, London,
1870; W. L. Hildburgh, in J,II \\\\\. [1909], 3689. ; A. N.
Moberley, in Memoirs As. Soc. Bengal, i. 22311.

W. Crooke.

CHARMS AND AMULETS (Iranian).—Al-
though the name of the Zoroastrian priests, the
Magi (on the meaning, see art. Magi, and A.
Carnoy, 'Le Nom des Mages,' in Muston, newser.,
ix. ), has actually supplied the generic term for magic
of all kinds, yet, as a matter of fact, ' witchcraft,
incantations, and similar superstitions are indeed
to be found among the ancient Iranian people,
but apparently occupied no very extensive place

'

(Geiger, Ostiran. Kultur, Erlangen, 1882, p. 331).

In this respect the Iranians stand in marked contrast
to their Indian cousins, with their strong trend
towards Tautrik and other superstitious practices.

On the other hand, as the same writer justlj'

remarks, a system which, like the Avesta, considers
the whole world as tilled with evil spirits and
noxious creatures must naturally be disposed to
avert the malignant ett'ects of such beings. Among
such are constantly reckoned some species of
sorcerers or witches, known by the names of jatu,
pairika, etc. ; and ' witchcraft ' is denounced as an
abomination. It is against them, as well as against
various forms of disease, noxious animals, and other
physical ills, that prayers (manthra) and spoken
or written charms (nlranfj) are directed. The
Parsis possess formulaj of incantations and magical
prayers in abimdance, and Anquetil du Perron
published many in his second volume (Spiegel,
Traditionelle Literatur, ii. 167, Vienna, 1860).

Several such efficacious prayers or conjurations
against evil creatures occur in the Avesta itself;

and certain Avestan passages were considered
specially efficacious, and are written out even at
the present day, e.g. YaSt xxxii. 5. Of material
objects used as amulets there are fewer traces.
The locus classieus in the Avesta is Yait xiv. (the
'Baliram Yast'). Therein Zarathustra asks what
remedy there may be if a man who hates him
throw a curse upon him, or utter a spell against
him. Ahura Mazda directs him to ' take a feather
of the wide-winged bird vdrengajut (owl, or raven [?]),

and with it rub thy body ; with that featlier thou
shalt curse back thy enemies.' If a man hold a
bone or a feather of this same bird, no one can over-
come him, but he will be ever victorious over all

foes (YaSt xiv. 33 ff., 'a most remarkable passage,'
as Windischmann says [Zor. Studien, Berlin, 18(33,

p. 211]). But these feathers can also be used in
divining the future. When two hostile armies are
drawn up facing in battle array, the prophet is told
either to throw or scatter four of the feathers in
the space between the hostile ranks, and which-
ever of the two shall tirst worshij) the Genii of

Strength and Victory shall gain the day. This
spell is esoteric, and must be told to none except by
father to son, brother to brother, or priest to pupil
(ib. 43-46). The bird here referred to soon became
identified with the mystic bird, Saena, the Simurgh
(see Casartelli, ' Cyena-Simurgh-Eoc ; un chajjitre

d'^volution mytnologique,' in Congrh scienf.

intern, des Catholiqucs, Paris, 1891, vi. 79-87),

whose feathers, in the Shah-namah, cure both
Rustam and his mother of their wounds.

Several formulie of spells or amulets used by
Zoroastrians have been published in recent years.
J. J. Modi, in two papers read before the Anthro-
pological Society of IJombay in 1894, described a
charm for ulcer in the cornea of the eye, ' prepared
by a respectable Parsee family of NoAvsharee,'
consisting of the root of a plant [var mogro=
Jasminum ptibcscens), plucked with very elaborate
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ceremonial, bound round with yarn, and passed

over funiea of incense. But tlie |)resent writer

doubts if thi.s aniulot, learneil ' from a fakir,' is

genuine Iranian. Modi also exhibited a stone

amulet (marked witli something like an eye) for

the siinie disease. Again, he ((uotod a tiimz, or

written conjuration, against all diseases of the eye,

written in a mi.xture of Avestaii, Pazand, and
Palilavi, and to be tied on the left hand. In 1891

the same author published a Pahlavi spell against

noxious insects, to be written with sallron water
on deerskin or pafjor, and posted on the house
dour, whilst sand is blessed and sprinkled. He
interprets an Avestan fragment (published by
SVestergaard [frag. 2]), whose obscurity has puzzled

all translators, as (according to the heading of one

old MS) 'a niranfr for forming friendships and
companionships.' 'I'hree more .such written charms
are published by K. Edalji Kanga in the Camn,
Memorial Volume, Bombay, 1900, viz. one in

Pahlavi, for the destruction of noxious creatures,

incluiling wolves ; another, in Pazand, against rats,

cats, snakes, and wolves ; a third, also in I'azand,

against fever, diseases, and the evil eye. Spiegel

(loc. cit. .fupra) published two curious charms :
' In

order to put a stop to cattle-disease, take the vclj

ArdihihiH and write it out on a skin; cut otf a

little wool from the scrotum of a ram, then bind it

up, and at the pla<'e where the sheep pass, bury it

in tlie earth' (p. 167). Another is a vlrung 'to

smite the evil spirit, the dcvs, magicians,' etc., and
is a prayer, based on that of Zarathustra in Vend.

xix. 17 iV.

It is noteworthy that in nearly all these various

conjuratory forinuke (most of which are preserved

in Persian rivni/atf!) there is special mention of the

great Iranian hero Thraetaona, the later Faridun,

with whom are often combined the star Tistrya,

and other heavenly bodies. This is probably

owing to the fact that Thraetaona is specifically

connected with the healing art and the origin of

medicine, in the same way as the Greek Asklepios.

It is interesting to learn from Williams Jackson

that he found among the Zoroastrians of V'ezd at

the present day similar charms and amulets in use

against the evil eye. The mobcds are frequently

called in to read passages from the Avesta for this

purpose (Persia PaH and Present, New York and
London, 1906, p. 379).
I.lTKRATiiRB.—J. Dariuestetef, 'Zend-Avesta, ii.,' in SBE,

xxiii., tr.ot llahrmn I'oSiand notes, /j« Zend-Avesla,Va.x\s, 1892-

93, ii. 670 IT. ; F. Spiegel, Traditimiclle Literatur der Parsen,

Leipzig, 1860, p. 167 B. ; W. Geieer, 0$tira.n. Kultnr im Alter-

Oium, Erlangcn. 1882, p. 331 f. ; J. J. Modi, Charms or A mulcts

for Diseases of the Kye, Bombay, 1894, Tito A inxUeta of A ncient

Persia, Bonibav, laOl ; K. E. Kanga, 'King Karidfln and a
few o( his Amulets and Charms,' in Cama Memorial Volume,
Bombay, 1900, pp. 141-146. L. C. CASAUTELLI.

CHARMS AND AMULETS (Japanese).—
There are comparatively few houses of the lower

or middle da.sses in Japan where amulets are not

to be found, either openly dis|)layed upon an outer

doorway, as a warning to ill-disposed spirits, or

carefully pre.served from contamination within the

household shrine ; and few families in which some,

at least, of the members do not cany amulets upon
their persons. The majority of them are more
or less religious in character, for at almost every

temple or sTirine charms or amulets may be bought,
often those issued by the temple itself, but per-

haps more frequently, especially in the case of the

smaller places of worship, those issued by greater

temples, or by famous shrines, of the same sect.

They are called o-mniimri (
' honourable protections'

—a term applied to amulets of religious origin, but
more particularly to those which are portable), and
o-fxida (tickets of religious origin, to be atli.\ed

to some part of a structure), or majinai (a term
including minor magical, or supposedly magical,
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practices, together with secular amulets), ami may
lie divided, roughly, into amulets purely religious

in conception ; amulets which seem purely magical
in conception, although they receive a religious

sanction ; amulets to which certain religious as-

sociations are attached ; and purely secular amu-
lets. The underlying feature, common to the

amulets of both religious and secular origins, of

most of the amulets, with the excejition, of course,

of those liy which the beneficent influence of some
deity is believed to be caused to be directed to-

wards the possessors, is that of sympathy—

a

sympathy so wide that it embraces not only
actual contact or association with the objects or

vehicles of the ministrations, but also even a mere
mental association, as in a play upon words. While
the main principles of this synipathy are the same
as those underlying the amulets and magical prac-

tices of most peoples, there are, in Japan, certain

manifestations of it which appear to be peculiar to

that country.
In Japan, contrary to the common usage in

other countries, very few amulets are worn as
ornaments, but probably we may ascribe this

largely to the comparative absence of jewellery

among the .Japanese, there being but few objects

worn by adults which could be rejilaced, in case of

necessity, by others having an amuU-tic jiurpose.

The rings, brooches, and pendants, wiiich so often

have served as media for amuletic intentions in

other countries, are (except where of recent intro-

duction) almost lacking in Japan. Combs and
other hair-ornaments are occasionally amuletic, as

in the case of those made from the horns of, or

even with small effigies of, the Kasuga temple
deer at Nara, which are worn against headache.

But even nctsukes, which might reasonably be
expected to be found often used as amulets, show
an almost negligibly small proportion so used ;

beyond the bottle-gourd (admirably adapted for

a nctsnke because of its shape), which is believed

to protect its wearer from injury by falling, there

seem to be very few net-iukes which are amuletic

by virtue of their design, and similarly few which
are intrinsically amuletic. Few Japanese amulets
are carried exposed to view—not, apparently, from
the notion, found in other countries, that the effi-

cacy of an amulet may be impaired if it be shown,
but probably because the Japanese costume makes,
except in tlie case of children, no jirovision for

them. This opinion is strengthened by the fact

that the amulets used for the protection of houses

or their inhabitants are generally placed in such
positions that they cannot fail to attract the atten-

tion of those concerned. The personal amulets,
sometimes twenty to thirty in number, carried by
adults are carefully wrapped up in the form of a
small packet, often with a piece (even a mere frarj-

ment) of brocade to serve as their own amuletic
protection against impairment of their virtues due
to accidental contamination. Children's amulets,'

however, su(-h as the small bell, the hot lie-gourd,

the maigo-fudn (label with the child's address)

with protective designs, or objects believed to bo

curative of various ailments, excepting the fragile

ones carried in a special bag (the o-mamori-kin-

r/m/cii), are commonly worn exposed to view,

attached to the girdle (obi) or hung from the

neck.
.\mongst the principal purposes to which Jap-

anese amulets are conmionly applied are : general

protection ;
protection from the demons causing

ill-luck or various diseases ; against accidents in

general or of specific kinds, or to bear the burden
of an injury in the event of an accident ; the pro-

tection of liouses, crops, or domestic animals ; the

1 Ct. W. L. Hildbiirgli, ' Japanese Household Slagic,' in Traixs.

Japan Soc., London, 1908.
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direct (supposedly nieJicinal) alleviation of various

maladies in which the etiects are not ascrihcd t<i

deiiioiis ; in connexion with the phenomena ol

p-s(ntiiiM ;uid childbirth ; against bewitcliing ; and

for 1 ho liriMj;iny of good fortune or, very commonly,
improvement in one's luck.

The earliest recorded Japanese anmlcts seein to

be the mythical ' Tide-flowing Jewel ' and ' Tide-

ebbing Jewel,' given by the god of the sea to the

heavenly yTandchild, whereby the actions of the

tide iniilit l.e controlled.' The actual amulets of

pre- and proto-historic times have left few distinct

traces. So many foreign influences have since

been at work amongst the assimilative Japanese,

that it is almost impossible to determine which of

the beliefs relating to amulets formed of perish-

able materials—wood, seeds, hair, skin, claws, etc.

—are of native origin, and which of foreign or of

late derivation. Presumably, the perforated teeth,

perforated shells, and certain of the anthropo-

morphic figures and plaques, found in the CTaves,

served, as amongst other primitive peoples, as

amulets, although their purposes can only be

guessed at, since, strangely enough, neither per-

forated teeth nor shells appear to be used (as

amongst other peoples) as amulets by the present-

day Japanese. The well-known magatama
('curved Jewels') and kudatama (' tube - shaped

jewels') of proto-historic times may possibly have

been amuletic, but the present evidence of this

is insufficient to enable them to be so classed

with certainty. The printed charms seem to be

Buddhist in origin, and to have been brought with

Buddhism from the Asiatic continent, although

they are also issued at present in great numbers
by the Shinto shrines ; the earliest specimens of

block-printing in Japan were Buddhist charms,

of which a million were printed, dating from

A.D. 770.2

The charms sold at the temples and shrines con-

sist, for the most part, of slips of paper, printed in

black with a sacred text, or a more or less rude

woodcut of the divinity whose aid is invoked, or

the name of the shrine, or one or more of these,

together with the purpose of the amulet ; and they

are generally folded up and enclosed in envelopes,

often both the charm and the envelope bearing a

red imprint of the seal of the shrine to attest their

genuineness. Instead of the deity's picture, there

may be given the picture of some animal or object

intimately associated with the deity—the foxes of

Inari, for example, or the wild-dogs of the deity

at Mitsuminesan, whose likeness protects from
burglai-y ; or a horse, used by jinriksha coolies

to increase their fleetness of foot ; or a demon, the

hand of Kobo Daishi, a fan, rice-bales, etc.—in

virtue of which picture the charm may be used,

because of its assumed sympathetic relations there-

with, for purposes entirely unconnected with the

divinity actually invoked. Some of the paper
charms serve several purposes, such, for example,
as those issued by the Suitengu shrines bearing
five debased Sanskrit characters, which are carried

for general protection, but which, a character at

a time, may be eaten or <lrunk as remedial agents,

or used in a domestic form of divination ; or a
certain picture of Daikoku bearing his sack, used

as a traveller's amulet, or a draught for childbirth,

or to represent the victim (a thief with his booty)

in a ceremony for injury which is performed by
perforating an image. Sometimes the charms are

made of wood instead of paper, forming small

tickets to be carried, or large ones to be fastened

over doorways, upon ships, or in similar situations.

At some temples, charms are issued for many
different purposes ; thus at the temple of Sensoji at

1 Ct. W. O. Aston's Nihrmgi (Eng. tr.), London, lS9fi.

2 B. li. Chamberlain, Things Japanese^, London, 1906.

Asakusa, Tokyo (' Asakusa Kwannon'), the jiaper

amulets to be carried (all alike in form and difier-

ing only in their inscriptions) included, in )'J07,

special "amulets against lightning, dangers while

travelling, dangers on shipboard, conflagiations,

misfortunes in general, calamity due to sickness,

burns or scalds, 'insects' (within the body, sup-

posed to be the cause of certain ailments), and for

the purpose of bettering one's fortune.

Other purely religious aiiiulets sold at the

temples include small images of the deities or their

attendants, in wood, clay, or metal, or even carved

from grains of rice; medals (a modern develoij-

raent, corresponding to the paper amulets for

general protection) ; relics, sucli as fragments of

the shrines periodically demolished at Ise ; paper

gohei ; and food which has been offered to the

deities. There are also preserved as amulets,

although not commonly sold at the temples,

shari, stone-like relics of Buddhist saints, wliich

are generally kept in more or less elaborate

tower-shaped reliquaries {s/tari-io), though they

are occasionally carried upon the person.

The religious amulets are preferably obtained

by their users, and during the course of a pilgrim-

age ; but since a pilgi'image is not always feasible,

a pilgrim will usually bring back with him a con-

siderable number of amulets from the more famous
and popular shrines for distribution among his

friends. The cost of the paper amulets is gener-

ally very small, although amulets of finer materials

may be fairly expensive. The paper amulets bear-

ing Buddhist texts should be retained within their

envelopes, and not taken out and read ; this is

probably intended merely to avoid danger of con-

tamination. People ]irefer to renew their amulets

yearly, if possible ; and, when they have replaced

the old amulets by new ones, they destroy the

former in a 'clean' manner, by throwing them
into running water or burning them in a fire of

clean materials.

Of amulets, whose underlying conceptions seem
purely magical, yet which receive a religious

sanction and are sold by the priests, the charmed
sand for the cure of disease and for protection,

tlie fragments of stone to be carried by childless

persons desirous of offspring, the parti-coloured

girdles of paper to be worn as a protection during

pregnancy, and the combs for straightening wavy
hair may be cited.

The third category—amulets to which, although

they are not sold by the priests, religious associa-

tions are more or less attached—includes a large

and very cmious class, of which only a few typical

examples can be given here. Such are the small

elongated packets of cooked food wrapped in

leaves, thrown, tied together in bunches, fi'om

the processional cars at a great temple-festival at

Kyoto to the spectators along the route, to te

scrambled for eagerly, and thereafter, if not eaten,

to be fastened up by door\va5'S as a protection

against thieves ; the charred fragments of the

wood used at certain fire-festivals ; the lanterns

affixed to the houses in honour of some religious

festivals ; and possibly, to a certain extent, the

special toys or ornaments sold annuallj' at various

temple-fairs and placed within a shop to ensure its

prosperity, or the sweepings of the outer platform

of a popular temple, to be scattered in the morning
just outside the shop, to ensure good trade for the

day. As the extreme stage there may possibly be

taken such amulets as the stick of holly with the

head of a sardine stuck upon it, placed at the outer

doorway at the Setsubun festival in order to pre-

vent the demons from re-entering the house after

having been magically driven out ;
' or various

other objects, some genuinely religious, some
1 W. Q. Aston, Shinlo, London, 190.1, p. 313.
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secular in character, used in connexion witli tlie

New Year ccronionies, ami iireserved, as protective,

llirougliout Uie year.
Of |iiHoly, or apjiarenlly purely, secular amulets

there are a multitnde, of po many kinds that it is

possible here to refer only ro simie of the principal

varieties. CorrespoMdins; to the reli<;i<<us |>riiited

charms there are secular written charms for all

sorts of purposes, some of which are merely verses,

or notices intended for the attention of the of-

fenders, or even nieanin;;less formuhe, while others
consist of certain ideojjraphs repeated many times
an<l arran-cd in some spccilied design, or of magical
formuhe, interspersed with magical designs. Some
of the simpler of these charms are (toinuionly

known; others may he obtained from priiiteii

collections of household recipes ; others renuire
preparation by a professional magician or diviner.

i'uns, although used in connexion with amulets,
are more common in other forms of magic. The
use of imori (a kind of red-bellied newt) for the

production of an amuletic love-powder is probably
derived from a pun on imo ('woman,' or perhaps
'darling') and ri ('victory' or 'gain').' Another
form of the principle is illustrated by a euro for a
com (one name of which is maine, 'a bean') on the

foot, in which the ideograph for ' pigeon ' is written

thrice upon the corn and then (when the 'pigeon'
has eaten the ' bean') is rubljed out.

Images of persons or animals inimical to the
feared sources of danger are used. Thus, an imago
of Shoki, the slayer of demons, is placed upon a
roof to frighten demons away from a house ; or a
picture of the hakii, a mythical animal believed

to have the power of swallowing evil dreams, is

painted upon a pillow, as a charm against night-

mare. An extension of the principle to paper
amulets consists of the written name of an enemy
of the particular demons feared, pasted above a
doorway in order to give the idea that the house
is his. Another extension seems to lie in the use

of the imprint of the hand, actually or supposedly
that of some inlhiential personage, in ink upon
paper: this application of the hand-imprint ap-

parently diU'ers in origin from that of the imprint
of the hand of a prospective or possible victim
(generally a child) of certain di.sea.se.s, which may
be similarly placed. Representations of the ani-

mals of the Chinese Cj'cle are used to preserve

from harm persons born in their respective years,

or at some fixed time (such as that ol the seventli

animal away) from their respective years ; for

example, children wear muUjo-fuda inscribed

with a likeness of the anim.al of their birth-

year. Living lisli of a certain kind may bo kept
as amulets ; the shells of molluscs or crustaceans
are also used. Vegetables, fruits, Howers, seeds,

and stems of certain kinds are used amuletically,

principally about the lumsc. Thus, in some dis-

tricts a bulb (and stem) of garlic is fastencil to the
doorway, in order to protect the innuites from
infections di.seasos, presumably on the principle

tli.it the jiowerful odour of the garlic will over-

come the odours believed to be connected with the
diseases.

Certain coins and coin-like tokens are believed

to have protective or curative virtues, due either

to their composition (as in the case of the bun-sen,
made from the metal of a Daibutsu destroyed by
an earthquake), or to the inscriptions or designs,
sometimes religious, sometimes secular, which they
bear.^ Children's toys of various kinds are used
amuletically. For example, the iiiancki ncko
(' beckoning cat'), the image of a cat restin" upon
its haunches and having one forcjpaw raised as if

1 IlildtiurKli, ' .T.ipa»cse iroiisehold Magic' {loc. eit.)

2 Ct. N. O. .Miiiiro, Coim of Japan, Yokoliaiim, 1904, for

engravings of some of these.

in invitation, is an amulet commonly used to

attract custom to a shop ; and the tumbling toy
representing Daruma (.i IJuddhist ascetic who.se
legs dropped oil' tlncimh inaction) is used in a
variety of ways, such as, because of its stability,

to prevent a wrestler from being overthrown, or,

becau.se of its red colour, against certain diseases.

Small bells, to whose tinkling the power of keep-
ing demons away from a child is .sometimes still

ascribed, although the belief in their virtues is

more often found at present in connexion with
falling, are worn by children. The colour red,

noted above, i.s often used in amulets or charms
for general preservation, for the cure of several

iliseases, and for matters related to the blooil.

Certain magical properties are also attributed to

purple, but in general there does not seem to be .so

great a reliance on the magical virtues of colours
as is to be fouud amongst other peoples. The
type of amulet in which the interests of numerous
persons are combined in favour of the wearer of

the amulet is well represented, one of its best
Illustrations being the girdle, commonly worn by
soldiers in the Russo-Japanese war, of cloth con-

taining 1000 knotted stitches, each made, with
a short wish for the preservation of the future
wearer, by a dill'erent woman.

In conclusion, attention should be directed to

Western amulets, which are being introduced
with Western culture. The medals now issued

at .several shrines have been noted, but a more
striking example is that of the iron horse-shoe

which, at seaport towns and in places where
cavalry are statifined, may occasionally be foimd
used as an amulet in European fashion.

LlTl!R.\TURE.—W. G. Aston, Shinto, Loud. 1905; B. H.
Chamberlain, ' Notes on Some Minor Japanese Religious Prac-
tices,' in J.l/ xxii. [1893], and Tliiwjs Japmiese^, Lond. 1006;
F. Brinkley, Japan, Lond. 1904, vol. \'. ch. 6, 'Superstitions';

W. L. Hildburgh, 'Japanese Household Magic,' in Trans,
Japan Soc. (Lond.) 1908; J. E. de Becker, The Nightless
Cittj'^, Yoltohauia, 1905; E. W. Clement, 'Japanese Medical
Follt-IjOre,' in TASJ, vol. xxxv. [1007J. Numerous references
to charms and amulets are scattered throughout Chamberlain's
Murray's 11andlwok for Japan (varioua editions); L. Heam's
(rlimpscs of UnfaviiUar Japan, Doston, 1894; and J. C.
Hepburn's Japaneae-English Diet., London, 190.3.

W. L. Hildburgh.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Jewish).—It is

nece.-^.siiry to deline more accurately the meaning
of the worils ' charm ' and ' amulet,' which are now
nsod somewhat indiscriminately, though there is

a profound dill'erence between them. The field

covere<l l)y both together is much larger than that
by each of them separately, and they must therefore

be treated separately if we are to gain a clear

insight into this part of practical magic. The
'charm,' as the name denotes, is a carmen (from

which the word is derived), an incantation, a
mystical song or spoken spell. The 'amulet' is

not the spoken word, but the written or engraved
representative of it. It is worn as a protection, .-i

talisman (apotelcmMt) ; it exercises a decided

beneficial elfect for the wearer, man or beast ; it

averts evil. The 'charm,' again, is the work oi

an expert : a priest, a wizard, one initiateil, or

one specially prepared and taught can perform it.

It is of a twofold character: it may do good or it

may cause evil. It may piote(;t man from the

attacks of unknown—and in some cases known

—

foes, human or superhuman ; or it may inflict

terrible diseases, nay, bring about the destruction

of the enemy. It may also heal the |)atient by
driving away the cause of illness, or it may transfer

I ho illness ti) other persons. A charm may be only

an incantation, the recital of a certain poem or a

string of words,—some intelligible and some un-

intelligible to mortals,—and may be accompanied
by some mj'sterious actions ; or it may assume the

form of a conjuration, a powerful oath binding the
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forces of evil and compelling them to act according
to tlie will of the 'conjurer.' The latter is credited

with possessing the knowledge of words or ' spells,'

which give him the mastery over such invisible

powers ; and ho afterwards becomes the writer of

the amulet or the maker of such mystical tokens
and symbols, to which similar protectixe power is

ascribed. And, just as there are unintelligible

words in the charm, so there are unintelligible

words and signs on the talismans. These are
understood only by the man who draws them, and
are dreaded by those powers which he wishes to

subdue and make to serve his purposes, or whose
aid he invokes in combating other inimical powers.

It was necessary to formulate at the beginning
the theoretical aspect of the practical Kabbala, if

this term be used in a wider sense, in order to

explain the fundamental system of Jewish charms
and amuJets such as have been preserved to us and
found in ancient books of magic and of mystical
tradition. The names which charms and amulets
bear in Hebrew are extremely suggestive. We, of

course, eschew here everything referring to the
magical practices mentioned in the Bible, for, on
the one hand, they are things forbidden and not
Eractised by the Jews, and, on the other, they
elong to the art. MAGIC proper, whOst the

charms and amulets are merely one part of the
magical literature and practice of old. With the
possible exception of the word I'h&shtm found in

Is 3'", where it seems to denote a certain ornament
worn by women, there is no direct mention in the
OT of any real charm. Nor could it find a place
there. Tlie underlying idea of all charms is more
or less a negation of the Unity of God. It pre-
supposes a number of evil spirits endowed with
great power, bent on doing harm to man or beast

;

and also various ranks or degrees of powers among
these spirits or demons, some greater, others
smaller. Therefore, if one could obtain the help of

the more powerful, one could by their assistance
avert all the consequences of the machinations and
attacks of inferior demons. One could also use
that assistance to the detriment of one's foes.

Such a hierarchy of evil spirits, nay, the very
existence of a powerful evil spirit who from
without could injure man, contradicts the very
principle of the Unity of God, and thus it is no
wonder if no mention of charms is made in the
Bible.

A problem which has hitherto not been touched
upon is, How did the notion of such evil spirits, of
demons and shedim, enter into the conception and
beliefs of post-Biblical Judaism ? The question is

raised here for the first time, and we shall deal
with it as succinctly as possible—mainly for the
purpose of heljnng us to understand how such a
remarkable syncretism could arise at the time of
the beginnings of Christianity and be found in the
mystical speculations of the numerous Jewish sects
that flourished in Palestine, Egy]it, and Western
Asia during the last centuries before and the
first centuries after Christ. The regular process
observed in the religious evolution of nations has
been that, when they adopted a new teaching, the
old was not entirely forgotten, but only relegated
to a secondary place of consideration. The gods
of the older religion became the spirits and then
the demons of the later. European demonology
is the best and most convincing proof of this
evolution. The old practices are retained, but
when they cannot be sufficiently assimUated to
the new principles, they become ' superstitions

'

(that which 'remains standing over,' 'survivals').
We assume now that the process of evolution in
ancient Israel followed the same line, for then it

is easy to understand how the Israelites became
acquamted in the first place with demons and

shedim, and how the practice of conjuring them
arose in their midst. The old gods of the abori-

gines and of the surrounding nations, and then
those of the Babylonians and Egy))tians, etc.,

became evil spirits, demons; and the ancient
practices became 'the ways of the Amorites'
(Siinhcdrin, Ixv. 6 ; Shabh. Ixvii. 6), stigmatized
as superstitions to be shunned, and rigorously
forbidden to the observant Jew. Now the very
essence of any 'god' and siniilarlj' of these 'gods'
is the name. The knowledge of the name hands
the god over to him who has obtained that know-
ledge, for with it he has obtained the full mastery
over the god. If such is the case with the heathen
god, it follows naturally that much greater would
be the power of the operator if he obtained the
knowledge of the names of the angels who minister
before tlie true God, and still more if he could
obtain the knowledge of the mysterious inefl'able

Name of God Himself, the creating Word, the
power by which the heavens and the earth and the
fullness thereof had been created. Everything
and everybody short of God Himself—as the Name
was oulj' an outward manifestation of His creative
power and not the sura and substance of His being
—could then be made stxbservient to the wielder
of that Name. The heavenly hierarchy, with its

numerous angels and the manifold names of God,
is set forth in the old book of the ' Heavenly
Halls,' from which most of these names were
drawn. A full discussion of the mysterious, in-

effable Name of God, the Tetragraminaton, with
its innumerable combinations, manipulations, and
modalities, lies outside the immediate scope of this

article. The whole Jewish magical literature, as
well as the entire basis of Jewish charm and amulet,
will be found, however, to rest on the use of that
and other Names in the manner sketched above.
The differentiation begins with the names and the
modus operandi, but otherwise little difference can
be found between one set and another.
The practices prohibited in the Bible, like the

yidf' Cni or Mber heber, as well as the m'khash-
sheph (variously translated and no doubt errone-
ously), we pass over. Whether the ' singing ' of
David (1 S 16'*), who thereby drove away the evil

spirit, the affiatus (for that is the correct tr. of
the Heb. ri'iah) which had taken hold of SaiU, was
an ' incantation,' it would be difficult to say. It is

not impossible, though no one has yet suggested
it. We may recall that the daughter of Saul had
' teraphim,' which she placed in the bed to hide
the disappearance of David (1 S 19'*), and David
himself put on an ' ephod ' (2 S 6" and 1 Ch 15")

as if he were a priest. The operations of the
'witch' of Endor (1 S 28'*') are very obscure, but
they remind one of the oldest forms of ' conjura-
tions,' by means of which the dead are made to

reappear in this world. But conjuration, casting
out of evil spirits (by means of the Name), was
an universal practice in the time of the Apostles

;

it must already have flourished long before among
the various sects, and is referred to in the records

of the NT. Not only heathen but also Jews
exorcized demons (Ac 19'^), and Justin Martyr in

the 2nd cent, speaks of the Jews who exorcize

demons {Dial. c. Tryph. 76) :

' We exorcize all demons and evil spirits, [and] have them sub-
jected to us.' Similarly ch. 85 :

' But though you exorcize any
demon in the name of anj' of those who were amongstyou, —either
kings or righteous men, or prophets, or patriarchs,— it will not
be subject to you. But if any of you exorcize it in [the name of]

the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of

Jacob, it will perhaps be subject to you. Now assuredly your
exon-ists, I have said (ch. 76], make use of craft when they
exorcize even as the Gentiles do, and employ fumigations and
incantations.'

Some of these exorcisms and charms seem to

have been preserved in the later form of the Tables
of Defixion, and in the Greek texts found in the
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MaL'ical I'apyii wlieie the 'Logos Ebraikos' and
' OrkLsniiita Kltiaika' are mentioned. They are

conjurations and incantations for the protection of

the wearers, or for the benefit of those who ordered
them, avertinj,' evil or inflicting harm. Of the
same nature may have been the conjuration or tlie

exorci.'iiu of the Ksseue Eleazar, \\ ho drove out an
evil spirit from a demoniac (Jos. Ant. vili. ii. 5
[45-49, ed. Niese]) by means of an incantation com-
posed originally by King Solomon, and evidently
forming part of the book in which he liad left

directi<ms for expelling demons—'a metliod of

cure of great force unto this day,' according to

Josephus. The 'Logos Ebraikos,' mentioned above,
of the Paris Papyrus (presumably of the '2nd cent.

A.D.) has been shown by the present writer {JliAS,
1901) to be an abstract from the Book of Enoch,
full of esoteric teaching, and considered to be a
revelation of heavenly mysteries. The famous
Table from Hadrumet is another exorcism pre-

served from ancient times, a real charm of purely
Jewish origin, which gives us the very form and
substance of the.se old charms and spells.

Another example of exorcizing a demon is

contained in the Talmudical history of the journey
of R. Simeon ben Yohai to Rome ; he drives out a
demon from the daughter of the Emperor, and
thus obtains those favours for the people which he
had been deputed to ask. The name of the demon
was Ben Temalion (Bar Tolomjeus !) (Me'ila, lib).

An incantation recited in tlie name of Jesus, son of

Pandira, over a patient had the desired effect of

healing the patient, thougli the man who uttered
the exorcism was sternly rebuked for having used
the name of Jesus in the exorcism (Jerus. Shabb.
lid). Apocryphiil books, ascribed to Moses,
Solomon, etc., and spells in Greek Papyri and
Hebrew MSS which have thus far been preserved,
allow us an insight into the form of these con-
jurations and incantations. They follow the
general line. Mystical and magical names of
angels and of God are invoked, and mixed up
with them are incidents of Biblical history of a
symbolical character ; for it wa-s expected that
the reciting of an event in which God had saved
either the whole nation or some individual, or
healed one or many, would have the same eti'ect

of healing the jiatient to whom the words were
addressed, and driving away the cause of the evil,

the demon who possessed him. To certain passages
and verses of the Bible a special symbolical
meaning was attached: e.g. Ex 15'", 'for 1, the
Lord, will heal thee,' is mentioned in an incantation
in Mishn. Sank. x. I. In Sifra ad Levit. '26" we
find that the recital of Ps 9'2 ' drives the tnazzlkim
(evil spirits) from the world.' More of this will be
mentioned later, when the incantation and exorcism
have become amulets.
In Hebrew MSS of a later age the presfcnt writer

has discovered almost identical ' conjurations

'

(hashhi'iuth), into which al.so some astrological
notions have crept. The sphere of good an<l evil

powers expands. The magical ' pantheon ' has no
limits. Not only are the angels and God Himself
appealed to, but in a special manner such angels
and forces as are believed to inhabit the sun,
moon, and stars ; and in addition to them other
invisible powers mighty upon earth and under
the earth. The apotelisuiatic literature and the
' Sabaian ' mythology, reduced to magical fonuuUe,
joined the other, iu which only the names of the
heavenly hierarchy were invoked. Such is the
ca.se in the ' Wisdom of the Chaldeans' (ed. Gaster,
rSBA, Dec. 1900). In the so-called 'Testament
of Solomon,' the Greek forms of such conjurations,
going back to the first centuries of the Christian
era, are found ; and the Hebrew 'Sword of Mo.ses'
(discovered by the present writer, and edited,

London, 1896) is a complete manual of charms and
directions as to how each of the numerous mys-
terious names in which it abounds is to be used on
the diliereut occasions when it would be applied.
In these books, as in some of the Papyri, it is no
longer an incantation or a recitation of powerful
names by word of mouth which is to have the
desired effect ; the written word takes the place of
the spoken. The ancient ' charm ' has become a
formula, which is inscribed on bowls, on potsherds,
on parchment ; and the names of these powers,
when written down, exercise the same inQuence
upon the evil demon as the spoken incantation.

The ' charm ' has been turned into an ' amulet.'
In Hebrew literature the name kemia is given to

the amulet, and also s'yiUdth (plural)—the latter

apparently of a more recent origin. Contrary to

the etymologies given hitherto to the word kcuti'a,

explaining it to mean 'a folded thing,' 'a satchel,'

with mystical writings in it or with certain drugs
and herbs, the present writer sees it in the ' cameo

'

of the Gnostics, the gem with the mystical in-

scription and with the seal. From the gem the
inscription was transferred to the parchment, and
with it also mystical and magical symbols. The
human figure engraved on it was, of course, omitted
as being contrary to the commandment not to have
any graven image of anything, or the likeness of
that which is in the heavens above, or on the
earth, or under the earth. But all the rest was
placed in the amulet as a means of protection.
All that was spoken before was now written down,
and in addition to the words—and, as we shall

see, of the verses and chapters of the Bible-
there was the 'seal.'

Next to a name there was nothing so personal,
so precise in the characterization of the in-

dividuality of each demon and spirit, as the ' seal.'

Just as no two persons, much less two angels or
demons, have the same name, so also, it is con-
ceived, no two demons could have the same seal or
signature. Each one has a seal of his own, by
which he ratifies the pact and ' seals ' the doom.
By it he is recognized and identified, and the
knowledge of that seal gives to the magician or
e.xorcist the same power over that demon as the
knowledge of the name. It is the sphragis of the
Gnostic teaching and of the old magical formulae.

The Hebrew word for ' seal ' is h6tlulm, and this

is the clue to the explanation of the other name
which the amulet has in Hebrew. It is called

s'guUah, but more often s'gulOth—a name which
has hitherto bathed every attempt at explanation.
For the Heb. word s'guUah means ' select ' or
' treasure,' which has nothing whatever to do with
an amulet. But by way of popular etymology the
Greek word sigla (also plural), meaning 'ciphers,'

etc. (i.e. the mystical seals), taken over with the
amulet, was transformed into the Heb. s'giiloth.

The seal of the demon was regularly inserted in

the prescription, and often added at the end of the
formula. Here al.so there was a constant evolution
going on. The seal was originally the 'signature,'

written, of course, with special ' demoniacal ' signs,

or letters, or combinations. The demons as well

as the angels had thus alphabets of their own.
Such alphabets were then invented, and in these

strange characters the mysterious names were
written. There are such alphabets found in old

MSS ascribed to the angel Metatron ; then there

is an alphabet of the angels, of Moses, of Abraham,
and also of other unknown authorities, but of

equal potency in subduing evil spirits.

The oldest mention of ' amulets ' worn on the
body is iu 2 Mac 12"*. ' Under the shirts of every
one that was slain, they found things coiisccratod

to the idols of the Jamnites which is forbidden the

Jews by the Law
'

; and for this transgression in
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wearing such things consecrated to tlic idols they
were shiin. The imtctice must liave existed tlicn

in Palestine, for even the soldiers under the
Maecabivan could not free themselves from it. If,

instead of ' thini^s consecrated to idols' or votive

oli'erings (?) banned by the Law, they had carried

the Name of God or of His angels, there would
probably not have been any exception taken. We
next find the kcini'a in the Mishna as a regular

practice sanctioned by common usage ; the only
question rai.-icd was as to whether man or beast
would be allowed to wear it on the Sabbath
{Shabb. 786, Kitldusli. 73J). It is there described
as a .satchel or a folded piece of parchment, with
writing in it and containing also drugs. The
writing supposed to have been in the !/cmi'a was a
series of names of God and of Biblical verses of sym-
bolical character, which were to protect the wearer
from anj' attack of evil demon or illness. Besides
symbolical verses with sympathetic contents, other
verses were used on the strength of traditional in-

terpretations that they contained one or other of the
mystical Names of God. Of all the verses in the
Bible, Ex 14""=' are those of the highest magical and
mystical importance. These three verses consist
each of 72 letters, and one of the mysterious
names of God consists also of 72 letters. Those
three verses then are believed to represent the
inetl'able Name, and they are combined and trans-
posed, and manipulated so as to form 72 groups of

names of three letters each, one letter from each
of the three verses. Nu 23^-- ^ begins with the
word which may mean either ' God ' or ' No,' and
forms a palindrome, if the word is read backwards,
as is done with some of the Biblical verses in the
amulets, mentioned already in the Talmud {Pesah.
lUa). The formula of that prayer (amulet)
alluded to in the Talmud has been preserved in
full by R. ^lananel of the 10th ceutury. It runs
as follows :

' Lord God save me from alj evil, from all hurt and harm, for
in Thine hand is strength and might, and Thou art God

'
; or, if

the allusion is to Nu 231'*, 'Do not foi-sake me, mj- God, do not
leave me. Take care of me as of the apple of the eye, fulfil my
wishes, grant my request, hear me before I call unto Thee ; say
not A'o.'

In addition to the Pentateuch, the book of pre-
dilection for such use was the Psalter, and not
only were whole Psalms considered efHcacious
against magic [e.g. Ps 92 mentioned above, Ps 91
known as ' the song against evil attacks ' Ishir
shel p'ga'im'], and others, like Ps 145, which, if

repeated thrice in the course of the day, would
open the gates of Paradise), but each Psalm was
a specific against one illness or other ; for in some
of the verses of each of the 150 Psalms a mysterious
Divine name was concealed. A book called Shi-
mush Tehilltm, ' The mystical Use of the Psalms,'
is mentioned from ancient times, and has been
preserved. We find here an indication, at the
head of each Psalm, of the good which may be
accomplished by the recitation of it. The range
of usefulness is very great. It covers many forms
of illness ; it attbrds help against robbers and evil-

doers ; it provides supjiort for one appearing before
a judge or ruler ; it secures favour and love, pro-
tection against evil spirits, assiduity in studj-,

and a good and retentive memory. To this very
day the Psalms are recited, and the whole book
read, in case of serious illness. The best known
amulet is Ps 67, written in the form of a seven-
branched candlestick, in a peculiar manner, and
with the initial and linal letters combined to
form mystical names. Similarly a book called
Shimush TefiUin is mentioned in writings of the
8th cent., but no positive information has been
preserved. The phylacteries (for that is the mean-
ing given to Tcjillin) were considered as a protec-
tion against evil spirits as far back as the I'argum

to Canticles (8'), but even in the time of Justin
Martyr they were not j'et believed to be amulets
(Dial. c. Tryiih. 46). Their eflicacy in protecting
against dem(ms rested on the Biblical jiassages

written thereon. In outward appearance they look
like amulet cases worn to this day by the Arabs
and found also among the ancient Babylonians.
The inscription on the parchment inside was
the protection, especially as some of the letters

had to have a peculiar ornamentation, taggtn, or
' crowns.

'

More elaborate than the short incantations and
amulets with Biblical verses and the names of God
and His angels are those in which the astrological

element had been added, and with it also foreign

names whose heathen origin was entirely forgotten.

Such are the ' Wisdom of the Chaldeans' mentioned
above, where the guardian angels of the planets
are fully described, and in some MSS also depicted ;

further, the so-called ' Key of Solomon ' (the famous
' Clavicula '), and the ' Book of the Moon '—all full

of the most extraordinary medley of Greek, Baby-
lonian, Egyptian, and other ancient traditions,

mixed up with Biblical quotations, and with
references to the mysterious power of the combined
letters of the various magical names, and having
also sight and other ornamented signs.

In more recent times the elaborate ancient
amulet has given way to simpler forms—tablets,

metal disks, medals with the names either en-

graved or stamped upon them, or small pieces of

parchment to be worn round the neck, and con-

sisting of Biblical verses disposed in magical
intersecting circles, the comers being filled up
with mystical names, and having, as a rule, the
name ' Shaddai ' in the centre, or Ps 67 written in

the form of the seven-branched candlestick, with
or without further additions from the Kabbalistic
literature.

The history of Jewish charms and amulets has a romance of
its own. In "turns condemned and allowed, towards the middle
of the ISth cent, the writing of certain amulets by a great
Talmudical scholar not only brought him near excommuni-
cation, but almost divided Jewry against itself. R. Jacob
Eibenshutz, the Rabbi of Hamburg, had written a number of

amulets which, his antagonist Jacob Emden alleged, contained
among the holy names also that of the false Messiah Sabbetai
Tsebi, and hence the writer was accused of being a partisan of

the false Messiah. Beingwritten in a cryptic form, the amulets
could be deciphered so as to read as Emden alleged. The
controversy lasted many years, and helped to destroy the belief

in amulets among European Jews.

In defining here as briefly as possible the
principal elements of Jewish amulets and spells,

we have deliberately refrained from mentioning
any date. The study of the beginnings of the
ICabbala and of mysticism among the Jews in

general is either in its infancy, or is influenced by
biased notions and preconceived ideas, in most
cases unsympathetic towards it. Assertions are
made that it is of comparatively modern origin

—

9th-10th century—in spite of overwhelming con-

tradictory evidence, which forces us to recognize

that it belongs to a very old stratum of popular
belief, and that it also grew and developed on
familiar lines, adopting and adapting many
elements from other sources and moulding them
in accordance with the fundamental principle of

the Unity of God and of the limited power of evil

spirits. Popular beliefs know no rigid dogma,
and much of that which is held to be strong and
efficacious among other peoples is taken over in

the belief that it v\ould bo beneficial. The
literature of this branch of mysticism, practical

Kabbala, is still mostly in MSS. It is also foitnd

among the medical recipes as a recognized part of

the medical practitioner, who would use drugs and
amulets indiscriminately or conjointly, for the use
of the amulet is as widespread as that of anj'

other medicine. There is nothing for which one or
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more amulets coulil not bo prescribeJ, iind the

I)iactiee goes even furtlier, for by iiieuns of

amulets such results coulil be obtaineil as the

ilru>i alone could not etl'eot : luck, good fortune
and riches, favour and strength, the power of

making oneself invisible, covering wide stretches

of ground iu an incredibly short time, preventing
persecution, slaying wild animals and wilder

enemies, holding communion with the dead,
obtaining a sword that would light the enemies,
ami many nune wonderful things which no real

drug couUl proiluce. 'I'he subduing of evil demons
through the invocation of the aid of good spirits is

only a materialization of higher spiritual truths.

Faith is the underlying principle. One examjile
may suflice to give an idea of such amulets, inas-

much as it contains also the directions for writing it.

Affainst Ferer.

'Ab Abr Abr,i Aljrak Abraka
Abrakal .Vhrakala Abrakal
Abraka Abrak Abra Abr Ab.

"And tbe people called unto Moses, aud Moses prayed to

fJo<I, antl the th-o abated" (Nu 11-)- May healing come from
Ueaven from all kinds of fever and consumption-heat to N. son

of N. .-Vmeu Auieii Amen. Selah Selah Selah.

This Name which we have written down as a cure against

fever must be written exactly as it is written in the scroll of

the I«aw, on specially prepared parchment intended for the
sanctification of the name of God. It must be written with
square or " Ashuri " letters, so that no letter shall touch the next,

leaving a free margin round each letter ; and it must be written

in purity and whilst fasting. It is good also, after writing

it, to place it folded in a piece of hart leather or anything else

that is proper, or one is to put it [sew it] in some cotton or

some soft rag, and wrap it round with a piece of leather which
has not come near any uncleanness. Aud, when thou hangest
it round the neck of the patient, do it when he ia not aware of

it, or when ho is asleep ; and he is not to look at it all that.day

and the followinjj night. The lines on the parchment must be
drawn on the hairy side, and the writing must be on the flesh

side ; and it must be done in the name of the patient. The
parchment must be cut in the name of the patient, and the
drawing of the lines must be done likewise ; and when he [i.e.

the writer] dips the pen into properly prepared ink, he must
say :

** In the name of Shaddai who created heaven and earth,

I, N. son of N., write this ^mi'a for X., son of X., to heal him of

every kind of fever." And then he must say the blessing of

the lievii'il as follows :
" Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, who

hast sanotiBed Thy great name and hast revealed it to Thy pious

ones, to show its great power and might in the language (in

which it is expres-sed], in the writing of it, and in the utterance
of the mouth. Blessed art Thou, O Lord, holy King, whose
great name be exalted"' (Cod. Gaster, 38 fol. 11, 'The Ets
hada'alb of Elisha of Ancona ' of 1536).

Here all the elements of the ke.mi'a are to be
found : at the head the mysterious name which
reminds one of the Abra.xas ; then the Biblical,

.symbolical, and sym])atlietic quotation ; then an
invocation in Aramaic ; ami the linal tlneefold

Amen and Selah. The writing and prejiaration

are the same for every kejiii'a. In others more of

these mystical names occur, and si(/l(i are added,

besides the supposed li"ures of angels and demons,
as well as signs and drawings^among them the

so-called 'shield of Uavid' (the hexagon), inscribed

with various letters and holy names.
LrrKKATL-RK.—The books and MS3 in which charms and

amuleta are mcntionefl areso numerous, considering that they
form part of the practi'^al Kabbala and are often rel*erre<i to in

the theoretical treatises on Kabbaliutic teaching and specula-

tions on the Name of God, that we limit the present biblio-

graphy to the most prominent l>ooks, in which prescriptions

and formulio for conjurations, spells, and anmlets form the
preponderating part, or are exclusively devoted to this branch
of Kabbala. Most of the books and M.SS mentioned in the
Literature to art. Eirtii (.Jewish) belong also to the present
article. In addition the following may be given :

—

PHISTED Books.—Zunz, (Jottesdienstl. VortrdgederJuderfi^
Frankfort, 1892, pp. 172-179 (the whole of the Talnmdical
mystical literature); Se/er Uechal'ith, and Sffer Yelsirah,

numerous editions ; S. liazUl tlamalach, 1st ed., Amstenlam,
1701, pp. 40-456 (the fountainhead of many modern amulets);
Jiarba de Monheh, ' The Sword of Mose.^,' ed. .M. Gaster, I^ndon,
IStlO; 'The Wisdom of the Chaldeans,' ed. M. G.'ister, London,
1900(P.SBJ); 'TheI.o^'osEbraikoa,'byM. Ga8t«rfjy!.4S, 1901);
Hi'/er Shiniush Tehitiim, ed. Ileldenheim, together with the
Book of I'salnis (Rbdelhcim, 4th ed. 1S52) fol. 125l>, i:i.''i»);

Maftcah Shflomo, 'The Clavicula Solomonia,' ed. U. Gollaricz,

London, 1903 ;
' The Testament of Solomon,' Eng. tr. by Cony-

beare (JQR li. ( 1899]) ; Shcm Tob IfaHan, by Benjamin Benish,

Zolkiew, 1798 ; Derech ycsharah of Reuben C. Abraham, Leg-
born, 1788; Dabek Meafy of Abraham C. Shalom llamwee,

Jili,,

ii,l -\'i'jUti>n Sla'asccha, Leghorn, 18*1 ; YailfiU
l.liczcr, Presburg, 18(H-71, vol. iii. f. 88«-«i;i';

>i Euwt VC'lamon Hehorit, 17.'j'2, with the
copiu-i Li Ll.L a!l'-^ji-l I'^ibenshutz amulets; Jacob Asberi, 'fur
Yoreh Dmh, cb. 179; Joseph Karo, Shulltan Aruch, Ymch
Dcah, ch. 179, 0>u/i llayim, ch. 301, §25-27; L. Blau, Daa
altjiid. Zaubcrwesen, liudapest, 1899. M. Schwab's Vacabu-
latre de I'aniftU'tlogw^ Paris, 1897, is misleading an<i valueless.

3/56'.— Of these every library possesses a greater or smaller
number, but not one has yet been studied thoroughly or even
carefully described. We mention, in a<ldition to those en-
umerated in art. BiRTEi, the following in the possession of
the prrscht wtitt-r [some of them are copies made for him of
.\ISS ill nihir Hlirirics]: ' Uabdallab do U. Aljila,' Cod. 336
(Oxfonl, l.;:;l); ' Scfer Hanoch' [entirely different from the
well-kh.juii r ! Knn.hi, Cod. 521 (Br. Mus. Add. 15,'i9») ;

"i:. r| to the Gaon Samuel of Babylon],
I ; I ;od. 38 :

' Ets hada'ath of Elisha
; . . ii-brew and Arabic charms (Yemen,
.imiilcts (Yemen, 10th or 17th cent.),
ut. Spanish hand, 19th cent.) ; Cod. 492

:

amulet.s, ileb. and" Arab., from the Geni/jih, Cairo; Cod. 727:
collection of conjurations, 16th-17th cent. (cf. Cod. 1299, lir.

Mus. Add.27, 141f., 691 ff., in which only a portion of these con-
jurations has been preserved by an Italian scribe of the 17th
cent.) ; Cod. 720 : a large collection of Kabbalistic amulets,
1047 (orient. Spanish hand (Galilee]); Cod. 765: ' Me(jor ha-

Shemoth' (Spanish hand 19th cent. ; an alphabetical list of all

the mystical names of angels, with indication of the Biblical

passages whence they have been derived) ; Cod. 1000 : collec-

tions of conjurations and amulets (orient. Spanish writing;
many hands, 15th-lSth cent.) ; Cod. 12S5 : from the Oenizah
of Aleppo (17th cent.). There may be added reference to the
writer's Cod. 995—very likely the. ' Almadel ' (or Cbivicula) of

Solomon (Morocco hand, 16th cent., with illustrations); Cod.
690 (Br. Mus. Or. 6360) ; and ' Sefer ha-Lebanah '—the last two
being astrological compilations with directions for conjurations.

M. Gaster.

Sefer ha- v;h
Cwl. ;i34(o\'

of Ancona, 1,. .

16th cent.); C
Cod. '232 : anmlets (i

CHARMS AND AMULETS (xMexican and
Mayan).—As in other parts of America, the anmlet
was regarded in Mexico as a personal fetish. The
wholesale manner in which everything pertaining

to native worship or superstition was swept away
by the Spanish (jonquistadores renders a thorough
knowledge of personal fetishism among the Nahua
peoples impossible, but .scanty notices in the writ-

ings of authors who lived in the generation immedi-
ately subsequent to the Conquest throw some light

upon the description of charms and talismans in

use among the Aztecs and kindred peoples. They
appear to have been principally manufactured and
sold by the priests of the various deities, in much
the same manner as the medicine-men of the N.
American tribes make and sell such articles. The
use of charms was notable chiefly in connexion
with the funerary customs of the Aztecs. On the

death of a person, his corpse was dressed in the

habiliments supposed to bo worn by bis tutelary

deity, and was strewed with [licces of paper, wliich

were regarded as charms against the dangers to be
encountered on the road to Mictlan, tbe Mexican
Hades. The papers in r|uestion contained written

prayers or magical formula to ward off the danger-

ous spirits to be met on the way ; and this is remi-

niscent of I'^gyptian funerary practice. From time
immemorial the Nahua peoples made use of talis-

mans of hard sand-polished .stone, such as are still

carried by the Indians of Cential America. They
were employed as oracles, and their possessors were
supposed to see future events reflected in their

pidished surfaces, much in the same manner as

modern crystal-gazers profess to discern events to

come in the globes tiiey consult. It has been

thought that the principal god of the Aztecs,

Tezcatlipoca, had his origin in the figure of death
believed to be described iu the.se stones before a
demise took place. In the Dresden Codex the

pinturus represent the deceiised on the road to

!\Uetlan as wearing a wooden collar, iirobably an
amulet, to show that ho belongs to one or other of

the Nahua deities. For the .same purpose, probably,

lie wears a plume on his head.

The princiiial objects which have either come
ilow n to us or are known to have served tbe purpose
of personal or household talismans to the Nahua
peoples are :

—
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(1) Death-mn.sli.—These were jirobaMy tlie skulls
of ancestors, and were kept in the houses of their
descendants. They consist of two classes : one in

which tlic skull of the deceased jjcrson has been
inlaid with mosaic, and the other in which a con-
ventional image of the deceased has been manu-
factured by inlaying mosaic upon iade. These
death-masks are not to be confounded with the
masks spoken of by many writers on Naliua custom
as being used by the priests in religious ceremonial,
or with those placed on the faces of the dead to
ward off evil s]ii)its. The mosaic work of which
they are composed is often of very great beauty,
and excellent examples of it are to be seen in the
American Room at the British Museum. Speci-
mens of such work are exceedingly rare, and are
chiefly confined to those objects sent to Europe at
a period immediately subsequent to the Conquest.
Numerous small masks and heads which served as
amulets have been discovered on the site of Mitla,
the city of IMictlan, the god of the dead. Most
of them are of terra-cotta, and of good workman-
ship.

(2) Tho tepitoton, or diminutive deities.—These
were small figures of the Lares and Penates type,
but not, as has been thought, of the class of the
Egyptian ushahtiu, or servant figurines. They
were probably relics of a shamanistic form of wor-
ship, and nearer to the ancestor-idol type than the
little fire-and-food gods of the Romans, though they
possibly partook of the characteristics of both.
At the close of the great sun-cycle of lifty-two
years, when the Nahua thought the universe was
in danger of perishing, they broke those small
figures in despair, believing they could no more
seek aid from them.

(3) Travellers' staves.—These staves, decorated
with feathers, were carried bj' all merchants whilst
on a journey, and showed that they were under the
protection of Quetzalcoatl, the culture-god of
Mexico, or, as he has been more aptly named,
' Man of the Sun,' the great traveller. Sahagun
(lib. i. cap. 5) gives an interesting account of the
worship of these staves by the Mexican itinerant
merchants. On coming to their evening halting-
place they tied their staves in a bundle, and
sprinkled them with blood taken from their ears,
tongues, and arms. Incense was brought and
burned before them, and food, flowers, and tobacco
were offered to them. Although the name of the
stafi', coatl, means ' serpent,' it had, so far as its
nomenclature was concerned, no connexion with
the Sun-Man ; and, indeed, when the staves were
gathered together in a bundle, the name they
collectively bore was Yai-atecatli, the name of the
patron of merchants or pedlars. Still, the staff was
regarded as the invention of Quetzalcoatl, the
culture-hero, and those using it practically placed
themselves under his protection.

(4) Anmlets symbolic of the gods.—These were
probably numerous, but few are recorded. Chalchi-
nuitlicue, the goddess of water, was worshipped
under the likeness of a frog, carved from a single
emerald or piece of jade, or sometimes in human
form, but holding in her hand a lily-leaf ornamented
with frogs. In the Mayan codices it appears as a
synibol of water and rain (Codex Cortesianus, pp.
12, 17, etc.). Images of it, cut from stone or made
from clay, have been frequently discovered. Tliey
were kept by the post-Conquest Indians as talis-
mans. The symbol or crest of Huitzilopochtli, the
Aztecan war-god, was, as is implied by his name,
a humming-bird. This crest, the huitziton, was
carried before his priests in battle, and it is

probable that they and illustrious members of the
warrior class wore the symbol as a talisman or
decoration.

(5) Flint tidismans.—As elsewhere, the thunder-

bolts thro^vn by the gods were sui>posed to be flint

stones ; and these were cherished as anmlets of

much virtue, and as .symbols of the fecundating
rains. The Navahos of New Mexico still use such
stones as a charm for rain, and believe they fall

from the clouds when it tliunders (Henatc Report
on the Indian Tribes, AVashington, 1867, p. 358).
The Chotas of Mexico continued until compara-
tively recent times the worship of their tnad

—

the Dawn, the Stone, and the Serpent {Diccionario
Universal, App. torn. iii. p. 11).

(6) Amulets depicted in the Mcxiran and Mayan
'pinturas' or native MSS. — The Mexican and
Mayan native MSS give representations of what
are obviously ornaments and personal decorations of
the nature of amulets in great profusion, but, owing
to the careless drawing displayed in the Mexican
pinturas, it is almost impo.ssible to determine their
exact nature. The highly conventional manner in
which they are executed is also greatly against
their elucidation. The comparative clearness of
outline in the Mayan pinturas renders it much
easier to speculate upon the nature of the objects
represented therein. But it is only by induction
that the character of these objects can be arrived
at, the ruinous intolerance to which all native
American objcts d'art were subjected having long
since destroyed their very names. It wUl be well,

then, to glance at the Mayan MSS while we
attempt to discover what were the amulets worn
by the figures depicted in them. We find that
these objects are usually worn by figures represent-
ing gods, but it is well known that the symbol or
ornament of the god usually becomes the symbol or
ornament of his special worshippers—the people of
whom he is the tutelary deity. In Egypt the ankh
(the cruciform symbol of life carried by all the
gods) was worn very generally, as was the uzat
(the symbolic eye of Horus, which protected the
wearer from the evil eye, and against snake-bite),
and the thet, the girdle-buckle of Isis. In early
Scandinavia the raven-wings of Odin adorned
the helmet of the warrior ; and, not to multiply
instances, which are numerous, we have already
seen that the Aztecs wore amulets depicting the
frog-shaped rain-goddess Chalchihuitlicue. Hence
there is no reason to suppose that the special wor-
shippers of other Nahua deities did not wear
amulets depicting either their tutelary deity or
some ornament supposed to have been worn by
himself, and, perhaps, representing one of his
attributes, like the staff of Quetzalcoatl, or the
humming-bird of Huitzilopochtli. An examination
of the three Mayan MSS which we possess—those
of Dresden, Madrid, and Paris—shows that most
of the deities therein represented are accompanied
by certain distinct and well-marked symbols,
which, it would seem, frequently decorate the
figures of priests and people in tlie same MSS.
The head-dress of Schellhas's ' God E,' the maize-
god, for example, appears as a frequent sjTiibol worn
by persons represented in the MSS, and it is obvi-
ously correct to make of hiju a counterpart of the
Mexican maize-god Centeotl, the latter deity
being sometimes female, sometimes male, according
as he takes the part of mother or son. 'God E,'

again, the god of war and human sacrifice, who,
Schellhas thinks, resembles the Aztecan god Xipe,
but who, in the present writers opinion, more
nearly resembles the Aztecan war-god Huitzilo-
pochtli, because of his general appearance, some-
times wears an ear-peg of huge dimensions—

a

common ornament in many Mayan sculptures.
As each god in the Mayan MSS is represented
with his monthly sign, it is not unlikely that his
immediate devotees would have worn these much
in the same manner as persons in Europe wear
aiiiulet-rings in which are enclosed stones typifying
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tlie luoutlis of the year. The neck orniiiiient of

the froj;-},'oil ' 1'
' seems to occur, too, willi some

frequency in the li^'ures (lci>icted in the Miulrid

cocU'X, and tlie same may Ije said of several other

apparent amulets.

(7) Amulets among modern cognate tribes.—The
Ziifii of New Mexico, who are distantly related to

the Nahua of Mexico, possess a iieculiar lielief

concerning amulets or jiersonal feti.shes. They
imajrine, upon discovering a fossilized animal or

other object, that they have met with great good

fortune, and ex|)lain the fossilization of these

objects by a myth which relates how the two Sun-
cluUlren -two hero-gods of theirs—being displeased

at the multiplicity of wild animals in early times,

turned many of them into stone by striking them
with lightning, at the same time giving them a

magic power to assist the children of men. See
' American ' section of this article, § 7.

LiTKRATURE.— B. Sahagun, Uislori.a de las Corns de A'ueva

Espana, Mexico, 1S'.;«-S0 ; P. Schellhas, Representations 0/
Deilieso/ the Maya Mamuicripts, Cambridge, Mass. 1904 ; D. G.

Brintoa, ilylhs oj the Xeir World, Philadelphia, 1868; E. J.

Payne, history 0/ the Xeic World culUd America, Oxford, 1S92-

99; Marquis de Nadaillac, L'AmMque prihistoriqtie, 1882

(Eng. tr. by N. D'Anvcrs, London, 1886).

Lewis Spence.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Muhammadan).

—I. Historical and legendary sources.—In the

so-called science of conjurations and talismans the

Arabs sliow the same l.ick of originality as in the

other sciences, e.g. Alchemy and .Mechanics. They
appropriated part of wlial bad been already de-

veloped in this direction before their time, and did

nothing beyond adding to existing formuK-e a few

invocations taken from the Ciur'au. The sources

from which they drew their knowledge of the

art of talismans are, pre-eminently, Gnostic and
Talmudic.

In their legends it is tlie prophets. Biblical and
otiier, who are credited with the invention of

charms. To begin with, they trace this invention

back to the time of Adam himself, to whom, they

say, this branch of knowledge was revealed

;

Adam's daughter 'Anak was the first, according

to the Summari/ of Wonders (Fr. tr. by Carra de

Vaux, I'aris, 1898, p. 142),
' to reduce the demons to serve her by means of charms. God
had revealed to Adam certain names which the sjiirits were
forced to obey, and had told him to conmiunicate them to Eve,

so that she niight carry tliem about on lier person as a protec-

tion. Adani obeyed, and Eve kept these names and was safe-

guarded by them ; but, while she was asleep, *Ana|f toolt her

by surprise and robbed her of them, and, by means of tliem,

conjured evil spirits, practised tlie matrical art, pronounced
oracles, and gave herself u]) openly to impiety."

Sohmion also, according to Musalman legend,

was a great magician. lie controlled the beasts

and the winds, and bad the genii as well as the

demons under his command. The legend, which
is of Talmudic origin (see Seligsohn, in JE xi. 440),

is introduced into the tjur'an (xxvii.). The gieat

king is seen reviewing an army composed of men,
genii, and birds; talking with the ant; sending

the hoo|)oe on an embassy to the Queen of Slieba ;

and making the throne of that princess be brought

to him by means of an "ifrU (kind of genie).

Solomon's ring is celebrated in Arabian tales. In the po|>uIar

tale of the fisherman (Thousand and One Nights) the hero

draws up in his net a copper vase vsith a lid of sealed lead ; he
breaks the seal, and a genie escapes from the vase. This wa.s .'i

proud spirit who had once rebelled against Solomon, and h:id

been imprisoned by the prophet-king in this vase and sealed

with his seal. Descriptions of this famous ringl are given in

the legends; it is the typical talisman, on which whs seen

inscribed * the greatest name of Cofl.'

The Berbers also were considered by the Arabic
story-tellers as having been higlily skilled in the

art of talismans. In the Summary of Wonders
1 The talisman that is actually worn in the Arabic and Jewish

world under the name of * Solomon's seal ' is the hexagonal star.

See the figures in Scliwab, ' Le Manuflcrit 1830 du fonds hehreu
de la IJibliothfeque Nationalc,' A'o(ic<5tf(ez(rat?s, vol. ]Lxxvi.,aud

cf. Seligsohn, in JE xi. 148.

(p. 307) we lind the queen of the Berbers contending
against the Egyptians by means of talismans :

' The queen was the ablest magician among this people. Her
subjects said to her, " Make talismans for us against the land of

Egypt and its inhabitauts." . . . Tlien she composed charms to

enchant the Nile. She confided these to certain of her subjects,

commanding them to take them to Egypt, and scatter them all

over, and throw some of them into the Nile above this countr}'.

The men proceeded to the frontiers of Egyjit, and to the most
fertile places, and there they threw their talismans. Thereupon
the people s.%w the Nile swell more (luickly than they had fore-

seen. "The rising exceeded all bounds, and the waters, remaining
for a long time on the earth, spoilt all the crops. Crocodiles

and frogs multiplied, and all sorts of epidemics attacked the

inhabitants. Foxes and scorpions appeared from ail directions."

The priests of Egypt themseh'es were also skilled

in the art of magic ; but they were not clever

enough to annihilate the power of the Berber
lalism.ans, and the country would have been lost,

if king Malik, who was then reigning, had not

turned to llic true God and embraced monotheism.'

2. Arabic works on talismans.—Various Arabic
authors have written abovit talismans, the way to

construct them, their use, the processes necessary

for conjuring demons, and the suitable formuluj

in the incantations. Among these authors wo may
mention Majriti, Ibn-al-W.ahshiya, and al-Buni.

The scholar Maslama al-Majriti (t 1U07), who was a native of

Madrid, wrote on magic ; he had travelled in the East, and
brought back to Spain the writings of the 'Brethren of Purity."

The hbrarv in Vienna rnrtrxins a book, under his name, entitled

Ghamt al-haktm ('Tlir 1', ncrtioii of the Sage"), the aim of

which isthecoij.lr;:. u (
' .lLsman.s.

The alcheuiist IlH);il\\i.nMii\a (second half of the 3rd cent.

A.H.), an Arabic forger, \\liu is known chiefly by his book on
Nabattean Agriculture, in which he unconsciously compares
the ancient civilization of Babylon with the Arabic civilization,

also WTOt€ a treatise on the ancient alphabets of the various

peoples, as well as a dissertation on the Egj-ptian priesthood,
^

which was translated into English by J. Hammer, London, 1810.

'

The works of al-Biini are the best known as regards our
present subject, and it is they that are used in our own day
by dervishes and those who occupy themselves with talismans.

They set out to explain the virtues of heavenly names, their use

in tahsmans, the virtues of letters, etc. Muhyi ad-Din Abu'i-

Abbas al-Biini died in 1225. In the Bibliothtque Nationale in

Paris there are some amulets composed by al-Buni, and others

attributed to the famous scholar Ghazali.

Besides these books by well-known authors, there are in our
libraries various treatises on charms ranged under very strange

names, which are supposed to lir Cr. < 1:, I'l r:-i:ni. or Indian. In

Paris, «.ff., there is a short trciU 'i ! u ._• mi), very curious

in point of angelology, whicti i
i .1 :., .\ndahriush, or

al-Dahriush,'^of Babylon; anollM 1 III '
1 1 i^ ^'iven under the

name of the Hindu sorceress Lncr.isim. uno cites among her

sources a book by al-Osutas. in Budapest there are treatises

by the Hindus Xomtoiu and Chanuir, the latter representmg
himself as a commenlator on Plato.

3. Angelology.—The purpose of incantations is

to conjure the spirits that preside over the life of

Nature and of men. In order to subject the spirits

to himself and force them to serve him, the magician
must, first of all, know them and know their names.
Hence arises a complete science of angelology. This
science began to take shape among the Gnostics.

Thus we are told by St. Irena-us (i. xxiv. 3) that

Basilides gave names to the angels inhabiting the

difl'erent heavens ; and in the system of Valentinus

the names of the /Kons are given. They are bizarre

words, ]irobably derived from actual termscorruiited

in traii.-.mission, perhaps by systemati<: jiroccsses of
' cryptoglo.-'S,' but now qiute unintelligible to us;

at one time Matter tried in vain U> explain them.

Other magic names used in Gnostic initiations arc

found in the Pislis Sophia. Among tlicm we can

distinguish the name of the Mon of Light. It is

formed by a series of words, some of which are

repeated two or three times, sometimes identi-

ciilly, sometimes with slight variations, to make
doublets.

1 According to Turkish tradition, the inventors of the art of

magic were A<lim, Sheddad, and certain legendary Egy|)tian or

Persian princes. See one form of these traditions in d'Ohsson,

Tahlcau giniral dc t'empire Olhoman, Paris, 1787-1820, vol. i.

p. :!37.

- This is probably the same name as we find in Africa under
the form al-Anrlhriin. The bearer of this name was a magician-

king, who is responsible for a kind of popular talisman in Africa

(sec DoutU;, Mayic ct religion, p. 152).
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It is this Gnostio irad ition—which wiU be seen, on the otliur

handj to pass into the Kabbalah—that was followed by the
Arabian magicians. We shall take as our g:uide here the manu-
script treatise of Anclahriush mentioned above. The author
adopts, in the first place, tlie four great Islamic angels : (Jabriel,

Mictiael, Azrael, and Krifil. The names of these four ijreat

spirits often appear in laliamans. According to the traditions
of Islam, Gabriel, or Jibiil, is set over tlic armies and the winds,
and he also makes known the will of God to the Prophets

;

it was he who brought the Qur'an to Muhammad, aiika'il

(Michael) presides over rain and plants. 'Azra'il is the angel of

death ; he seizes the souls of men when their 'hour' is come.
Israfil rules over these three archangels. He stands beside
the throne of God, and guards the heavenly trumpet. The
others receive their orders from God at his hands.2
But these four spirits, notwithstanding their importance in

theological and popular tradition, seem to have somewhat lost

their position in the occult theory of Andahriush, with which
they do not harmonize very well. According to this theory,
there are seven great angels by the throne of God, who have
names inscribed on their foreheads, hands, and feet ; the know-
ledge of these names gives great power in conjurations. The
seven planets also have their angels, who appear to be quite
distinct from the former seven. 'Atatil is master of the power
and light of the Sun. Bita'il presides over the fires of VeniLS.

Chamkhia'il is the angel of the sphere of Saturn. Metatron is

assigned sometimes to Juppiter and sometimes to Mercury,
although he also appears independently, and is identified with
the archangel Michael. Mefatrron is of considerable importance
in the Zohar, where he practically assumes the r61e of Demiurge.
The treatise of Andahriush gives names of angels for every

day of the week. There are seven for each day. They are
called 'ifrU, a name frequently used in the Thousand and One
Nights, and also employed as a proper name in the Qur'an. In
other parts of the treatise we can distinguish fragments of a
different nomenclature, in which the angels were distributed
according to the days of the month.
The seven 'i/rit of the day and night of the Sabbath are called

Yashenkur, Shaushahr, 'Anjelush, Kalilush, Balfiush, Madhiush,
and Sherdush. The seven 'i/rit of Sunday are called Hendaush,
Barilj, Shejfa, Markiijsh, 'Ardiush, Alish, and Sa'ik.

These strange names are sometimes, as in the time of Gnosti-
cism, formed in doublets, in the same way as Gog and Magog in

Biblical literature, and Yajuj and Majuj, Harut and Marut in

Arabic. Thus we find the following terms employed to invoke
great spirits : Tallkli and Ilikh ; Hib and Hoyub ; Kaitar and
Mai^r ; Klntash and Yaljiintash. See also the incantation of

the scorpion given below.

In order to be an absolute master of the art of

magic, it was necessary to know all these names,
and the connexion of the spirits bearing them with
ditterent times and diilerent objects. Next it was
necessary to write suitable formula; containing
these names on appropriate material—silver, por-

celain or silk—which was then sprinkled with the
perfumes required in each case. Then the amulet
had to be worn on a specified part of the body. In
practice, however, it was very difficult to possess

a special talisman for every individual case, and
the people contented themselves with talismans
having the general virtue of protection from all ills,

or at least from a large category of ills ; and the
greater part of this science of angelology remained
a dead letter.

Qur'an
excellent

names ; call on Him then thereby, and leave those
who pervert His names.' The commentators have
given list-s of these names, which are, in their
opinion, adjectives such as: the Great, the Good,
the Merciful, the Learned, the Wise, the Subtle,
the Beneficent, the Manifest, etc. Tradition has
it that there are 99 such names. Pious Musalmans
recite them on their rosaries, and the mystics medi-
tate on the qualities expressed in them ; Ghazali,
e.g.y wrote a treatise entitled 'The Most Excellent
Names. '^ These terms are employed in talismans

;

but * the greatest name' of God—that name which
possesses absolute magical virtue— Is unknown to

men. At the utmost it has been revealed only to

prophets and saints. It is an ineffable name. 1 his
1 See S. Karppe, h'tiidr si/r ie^ ongines et la nature du Zohar,

Paris, 1901, p. 79, and /Htshti.
2 Cf. the present writer's art. 'Fragments d'eschatologie

musalmane,' m Cumptes Hendus dii Sme congrl's intejm. sctAint.

des Catholiqices, 2™© section, 1895, p. 12; d'Ohsson, loc. ctt.

vol. i. p. 431.
3 Tirmidhi, Ibn Maja, and others have given lists of these

names. Tables of figures are also formed, representing the
numerical value of their lettoi-s. For a poetic version of the
theme, cf. Sir Edwin Arnold'siVaWs o/ the Faith, London, 18S3.

/^. The names of God.—A verse of the Qn
(vii. 179) says : * God's are the most excel

iilea of a name of God that cannot be spoken or
heard by men is clearly connected with the Jewish
custom of declining to pronounce the name of

JHWH, when reading the Torah, and substituting
for it Adonal or some epithet.

5. Various mythical beiug;s.—The composers of

Musalman talismans employ the names of several
other legendary personalities besides the names
of angels. Those most commonly used are the
Seven Sleepers and their dog ; the angels Harut
and Marut ; and the collective beings, Gog and
Magog.
The weU-known legend of the Seven Sleepers belongsto several

literatures, being found among Christians, among Jews, and
among Musalmans. The Qur'an alludes to it in plain terms,
and calls the Sleepers ' the Companions of the Cave,' while one
sura (xviii.) is entitled * The Cave.' Mention is also made, it ia

said, in this passage, of the dog that accompanied the seven
young men (verse 8 :

' Hast thou reckoned that the Com-
panions of the Cave and ar-Raqim were a wonder among our
signs ?

'). In the opinion of certain commentators, this ar-Baqim
is the name of the dog, but others think that the word designates
an inscribed tablet, in accordance with the sense of the root
Toqama, 'to trace figures.' 1 The young men had fled from the
persecution of Decius, and had taken refuge in a cave. Here
they fell asleep, and did not awake again till two centuries later,

in tie reign of Theodosius the Younger. Their cave was situated
either on the sea-shore near Ephesus, or beside Qurrah, where
the cave of Kharemi is found (Mas'udi, The Book 0/ Warning
[Arab.], Fi-. tr. by Carra de Vaux, Paris, 1896, p. 202 ; J. Koch, Vie
Siebenschld/ei-legende, ikr Ursprung und ihre Verbreitung,
Leipzig, 1^3).

Hariit and Mariit are mentioned in the Qur'an (li. 96) :
' It was

not Solomon who misbelieved, but the de\'ils who misbelieved,
teaching men sorcery, and what had been revealed to the two
angels at Babylon, Harut and Mariit ; yet these taught no one
until they said,

'

' We are but a temptation, so do not misbelieve,"
. . . but they can harm no one therewith, unless with the per-
mission of God.' These mythical beings belong to Talmudic
tradition (cf. Hirsch, in JE v. 333). They were—so says an
Arabian etory-teller—two angels who, at the beginning of the
world, had jeered at the weakness of faithless man, declaring
that, ii they had been put to the same test, they would not have
been overcome. God allowed them to ivy the experiment, and
they at once fell into sin. Then, having asked as a favour to
undergo their punishment in this world, they were thrown into

a pit near Babylon, where they were bound with their heads
bent down, and where they must remain until the end of time 2

(Kazwini, Eosmographie, ed. Wiistenfeld, ISiS, i. CI).

Gog and Magog (Yajiij and Majuj) are mentioned in the
Qur'an (xviii. 93-99, xxi. 96). They were peoples of the North,
who occupied vast territory and made incursions into the
country of the South, spreading devastation everywhere in

their course. Alexander stopped their progress by a wall of

brass, which they are to overturn at the Last Day. This wall

is located by some near the Caspian, by others in China. The
historian Ibn Khorbadheti tells of a journey that the interpreter

Sallam made there at the command of the Khalif Watik {Ihn
Ehordadbeh, tr. de Goeje, p. 124, note ; cf. Kazwini, op. cit. ii.

400, 416 ; for a general summary, see Montgomery, in JB vi. 20).

6. Cabalistic letters.— In books of magic and
in talismans, cryptographic alphabets of various

forms are used. The majority of these alphabets,

it appears, are not purely imaginary. We may
recognize in their characters signs of the Hebrew
or of the Cufic alphabet, somewhat deformed and
altered by the addition of ornamentations. The
author Ibix-al-Wahshiya, whom we have mentioned
above, gives a great number of cabalistic alphabets
in his book, KitCth shaiik al-7nustahdm (see a notice

by GottheU on *The Cabalistic Alphabets,' in JA,
1907). The twists or flourishes which often tinisii

otf the strokes in the magical writing are called

' lunettes' or ' crowns.' It is said in Scp/wr Ye^ira

(tr. Mayer Lambert, p. 114) that every letter should
have its crown, and that ancient amulet-makers
thought the letters of no use whatever without
their crowns.
The custom of using cryptographic alphabets

among tlie Arabs was not confinetl to occultists.

Tt appears even among scholars (see the alpliabet

in the meclianical manuscript of Oxford, which
contains the Arabic text of the PtieunuUics of

Philo ([no. 954 ; Marsh, (i09 ; fol. 29J).

The theory of the power of letters had been
1 In Arabic tradition the dog's name is Kitniir.

2 In Turkish tradition Harut and Marut are called Malile and
Mehale, and are regarded as two famous magicians. On Harut
and Marut, see also an. Ahmknia (Zor.) vol. i. p. 796»
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sketclied out in tlio time of (inostieisni (see, e.g.,

a treatise on the ' Mysteries of the Letters of the

Alphabet,' quoted by Aui^liueau, Gnostkismc
(gyptien, Paris, 18G6, p. 11). This theory was
afterwards largely developed in the Kabbala. On
this subject tlie Zohar, which belongs to the 1-lth

cent., may be consulted. The Arabs do not appear
to have made any very original use of it.

7. Magic squares.—The .so-called magic squares
are enijiUijcd to a great extent in Musalnian magic.
The false art of lalismars nniy be said to pay
homage here to real science, tiie construction of

magic squares being a nice and intricate question

of arithmetic. This method of arranging numbers
was known to the Arabs as early as the 10th cent.

A.I)., for it is evident from the writings of the
'Kretliren of Purity ' that they knew the squares

of 3, 4, 5, G, 8, anil 9 i)arallel columns. The his-

torian Ibn Khaldfin was also acquainted with some
of these squares. They do not appear in Greek
literature till later, the earliest text where men-
tion of them is found being the treatise of Mos-
chopoulos devoted to them, which dates from the

end of the 14th century.'
The Arabic manuscript '2,662, Paris, contains quite a number

of ma^c squares of different appearance, hut these are really

nothing but the squares with 3 and 4 cotiiijartments in a row.

The 9 or 16 consecutive figures cniplujed in them do not

start at unity, but begin with some higher number. One set,

for instance, goes from 9 to 24, another from 10 to 2.'), and so

on. They give the totals, each row, vertical or diagonal, of

:

66, VO, 91, 131, 170, 258, 298, and 340. We give here the square

constructed on the numbers from 9 to 24 :

16

21

11

19 22

16

9

10

24

20

17 14

18 13 12 23

The total pot by addinjr the fi^'ures verLi>.ally, horizoutally,

and diugoually is always G6.

Squares wth 3 compartmeuts in a row aru iioi nearly so

frequent in this treatise as those ivith four compartmeuts. Here
is one beginning with the number 1210

:

1213 1218 1211

1212 1214 1216

1217
j

1210

1

1216

The constant total is 3642.

Sometimes talismanic squares have letters instead of numbers.
Thus a square with 4 compartmeuta in a row is made up of

4 letters which all occur in every row, in every column, and in

every diagonal. Squares of this kind bare no further scieutilic

interest.

1 1 b a

ball
a b 1 1

I 1 a h

The square formed by the first nine numbers appears in the
Jewidli liturgy of Hm Kzra, who did nmcb to de\'eIop the
kabbala of numbers connected with that of letters iii. Kari»pe,
op. cit. p. 202).

1 Paul Tannerj', Le traiU jtuinuel de Muschopoulos $ur Ics

carris magiquct, Gr. text and tr., Paris, 1SS6; S. Guiither,
Vermischte uiitersuchunijen zur Gesch. der maiheinat. \Vist:>-n-

scha.ften, Leipzig, 1S76. oh, iv. ; Cantor, Vorlesxtngen iiber iieack.

der Mathematikt Leipzig, 1880-98, vol. i.

8. Signs from astrology and georaancy.

—

Among the signs to be met with on aimili;t.> are

al.so those belonging; to astrology -viz. the signs

of the planets and those of the zodiac—and some-
times iHio.se belonging to geomancy.
Geomancy, or the science ' of the sand,' "ttm

ar-raml, is a i)rocess of divination by means of

dots traced in sand.' Dots are made haphazard,
with the liiifjers or a rod, along f<nir lines marked
on the sand, or else dots are made at regular

intervals along these lines, and a certain number
of them are obliterated haphazard. The remaining
dots, grouped vertically, form hguies to which
various significations are attributed. Those that
express lucky ideas may be used in talismans.

There are Arabic treatises on geoman<ry in exist-

ence, and this jjrocess of divination is still in vogue
among the Musalmans of North Africa, although
nowadays they do not trace the dots on the sand,

but on tablets.

9. Human figures ; animals ; the hand.—Islamic
law forbids the representation of the human figure.

This law was carefully observed in Arabia, but
was rejected in Persia, and was little regarded by
the Turkish dynasties that had recourse to Persian
artists. The talismans of North Africa show
scarcely any ligures, but gieat numbers are found
on magical objects, mirrors, cups, seals, etc., made
in Persia, or made for princes who were lovers of

Persian art.

These ligures may be those of angels, sometimes
in the form of griiiins with human heads (as, e.g.,

in a mirror with .a Cufic inscription in the collection

of the Due de Blacas),'' or of persons and animals
representing the signs of the zodiac, for instance,

or various other fancies. Keinaud mentions an
Egyptian talismanic plate on which a man is seen
drawing something out of a well. If we connect
this witli what Ibn IClialdun says, this talisman
must have been meant as a guide to linding

treasure. The Arabic MS 2764, Paris, intersperses

rude figures of men and animals among its cabalistic

characters.

Among the most i)opular objects credited with
magical virtue in the ISlusahmin «orld is the
human hand, which Is seen engraved on medallions,

or employed separately as a pendant or jewel. At
the feast of Ashura, the Persians carry flags with
tlieir stall's surmounted by an open hand. On
African soil the special use of this emblem is to

ward oil' the evil eye, like horns of coral in South
Italy. Shi'ite Musalmans see in the live lingers

of tne hand the image of the five most sacred

persons of their sect: Muhanvmad, All, Patima
(daughter of Muhammad and wife of 'Ali), and
I,Iasan and I.lusain ('All's two sous).

10. 'Verses of the Qur'an.—Although this use of

the sacred text is not at all in harmony with the
.spirit of pure Muhammadan teaching, nevertheless

Musalnian peojiles freely employ certain verses of

the (Qur'an as amulets. The favourite verses are

those contained in the two short siirus of the
'Daybreak' and of 'Men' (cxiii. and c.xiv.), and
the verse ' On the throne' (ii. '25U). The two short

chapters we have just mentionetl are called ' the

two ])reservatives ' (al-muaividalain). They are

so short that we may quote them :

'Say, " I seek refuge in the I-ortl of the dayl)rcak, from the
hurt of what He lias created ; and from the hurl of the night
when it Cometh 011 ; and from the hurt of the wicked women
|wit<:hesl who blow upon knots; and from the li;irl of the

This one is suppo.sed to have sjiecial power against
the ills of the body, and the following against the
ills of the soul

:

1 See an example taken from a Gnostic talisman published in

the ytKG', vol. XX. (1907), p. 370, 'Talismans magiquca trouvds
dans rile do Tliasos, by W. Ueonna.

- This figure is reproduced in the ilagofin piUorcsqtie, 1872,

p. 61. Cf. others in tlie same volume, p. 272.
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'Say, "I seek refuge in the I.ord of men, tlie King of men,
llie God ol men, tiom Uie luut of Hie whisperer, who Bhiiks oH,
who whispers evil into ttie hearts of men I—from Jinn ami from
men 1

"

'

The verse ' On the throne ' tells of the greatness of

God, and al-Buni composed a whole treatise on the
excellence of tliis verse.

The Siim Yd Sin (xxxvi.) is also held in great
veneration by pious Musalmans, and extracts from
this chapter are engraved on the cups that dervishes
carry. In addition to this, numerous passages of
the Qur'an are employed in various circumstances.
There are treatises that tell which extracts suit
each occasion (see the Arabic MS 1219, Paris,
which is of this kind). The verses most usually
worn are those containing the word hifz, ' guard,'
which are called at/at al-liifz, 'preservative verses,'

and the verses called kawari, which contain a
malediction against Satan (see Ishmael Hamet, art.
' Amulettes en Alg^rie,' in Bulletin des stances dc
la sociiti philologique, 1905).

In cases of illness, it was the popular custom
untU qtiite recently, in Musalman countries, and
especially in Africa, to have recourse to the texts
of the Qur'an. The verse appropriate to the case
was inscribed on bone, paper, or parchment, and a
decoction of this was made in water, which the
patient had to drink.

II. Use and form of talismans.—The name
•talisman' (tilsarn, pi. taldiim) is a literary word
in Arabic. Amulets are more usually called hirz
or koruz in Algeria ; hamaye or hdjiz, \idzah or
ma'ddzah, in the Arabian countries of the East

;

yafta, tiusMm, or hamall in Turkey. They are
generally made by people of a religious order, e.g.

members of a brotherhood, shaikhs, or dervishes,
who declare that they have no value unless they
are received from their own hands. This gift
brings them in return payments in money, goods,
and commodities of every kind. Talismans are
enclosed in square or circular purses or sachets of
morocco, which are kept constantly on the person.
The Turks carry them on their arms or under
their turban, or sometimes hung round their neck
under their jacket. The Bedawin wear them
quite openly hung round their neck above their
clothing. Among the wealthier classes, they are
enclosed in lockets, or engraved on plates of gold
or silver, wliich are hung round the neck on chains
of the same material. Fashionable young Bedawin
have several rows of them, making rich necklaces.
An amulet that is very highly prized by young
Bedawi girls is the hiirz. This is a little religious
book 7 cm. long by 4 or 5 cm. broad, which is

enclosed in a case of gold or silver, and worn like
a locket. Children are provided with amulets
when they are only forty days old. Tliese are
sometimes very trivial objects—a simiile shell or a
piece of bone, placed in a leather case under the
left arm. Anmlets are also jjut on animals, especi-
ally horses (Ishmael Hamet, op. cit. ; Emily Kuete,
Mimoires d'une princcssc arabe, 1905, p. 64

;

d'Ohsson, op. cit. v. 681).

The amulets are sometimes jewels of great value.
Fine specimens of these may be seen in Keinaud's
work on the materials of the Due de Blacas's
Collection. Drawings of less artistic amulets,
which are, nevertheless, interesting for their com-
position and text, may be seen in Doutt6's Magie
et religion dans VAfrique du Nord.

Some years ago the present writer hart an amulet prepared hy
a dervish of Cunstautinople. It was a long strip of paper on
which were drawn, from the top downwards, seven magic
squares. Above each square, as if for a title, was the name of a
chapter of the Qur'an. Round about the squares were the
names of the four great angels, and in the angles these words :

' His word is truth, and power is His.' The following conjuration
appeared below the squares :

' In the name of the meroilul and
compassionate Ood, I conjure vou ami I swear, O tribe ol holy
spirits, celestial and internal, by the truth of your amir

and your chief Shcldiushi, Malkiusbi, Kahij, filaliij, Agbaot,
al-Shaddai, iilelatron.'

Among the uncivilized peoples of Muhammadan
Africa, the science of talismans blends \vith fclish-

isni, and the amulet is confused with the gri-gri.

12. Methods of incantation.—Arabian magic is

not confined to the composition and wearing of

talismans. It also includes a complete science of

incantations, composed of formula; according to

fixed methods. This science is prolubited by
Muhammadan theology, and those who devotJe

themselves to it commit an act of impiety. The
prophet condemns sorcery in a verse in which, it is

true, he mentions only the consultation of fate by
arrows,—a method practised by the pagan Bedawin
at the sanctuary of Mecca,—Tjut the meaning of

this verse can easily be made general :

*0 true believers, verily, wine, and et-mdisar [game of
chance], and [the worship of] statues, and divining (arrows) are
only an abomination of Satan's work ; avoid them then that
haply ye may prosper ' (Qur'an, v. 92).

Similarly, we may notice the invocation against
witches in the sura of the ' Daybreak ' quoted
above (cxiii. 4).

Notwithstanding these prohibitions on the part of
orthodox theology, the Bedawi magicians have
written treatises on witchcraft, in which the aim
of the practices indicated is usually of evU intention

;

in a great many cases, it is a question of bringing
an enemy into one's power, of making him die, or
at least of harming him. Among these practices
we find that special form of spell called by the
French ' envofltement,' which is so celebrated in
the history of magic throughout the world. Some-
times the aim of the incantation is the satisfaction
of love.
The Arabic MS 2662, Paris, edited in accordance with the

tradition of al-Buui, gives numerous incantations applicable to
all sorts of cases. We may now quote some of them.

If you want to send a scorpion to an enemy, you take the
animal, shut it up in a glass to avoid being stung, and, while
naming the person whom you want to harm, pronounce the
following conjuration over it seven times :

' Aryush, Sharhiish ;

He is a God so great that there is none beside Him. Bar^ima,
Maltima, Azrian (bis). Understand and hearken to what I say,
O scorpion born of a scorpion ; otherwise will I give the fire

power over thee. Tariush, Nakhush, Lahush, Bomkhush,
Dar^Liauiish, ... by the glory of God and the light of His
countenance, go to so-and-so and sting him in such-and-such a
spot.' Then you let the scorpion go, and it makes straight (so
they beheve) for the person mentioned.
There is a conjuration of the shadow which is curious. A

man conjures his own shadow, speaks to it as to a spirit, and
prays it to give him power over his enemy. To do this, he
must stay up the whole night on a Sunday or a Wednesday.
When all noises have ceased, and every one is asleep, he stands
all alone in an empty house. He h.is a lit candle which he lays
down towards the West. He stands in front of the candle and
faces the East ; then he sees his shadow on the wall. He recites
a long invocation to his shadow—an invocation given in the
book—and burns incense. At the end of the conjuration, he
prays his shadow to bring barm to his enemy, and, while
uttering this prayer, he thinks over all the ills he would like to
befall ttie person whom he hates.
'EnvoDtement' is practised by means of a leaf of paper on

which a human figure is drawn. On this figure they write the
name of the person they wish to injure. Then they nail it on
the wall head downwards, and recite verses of the Qur'an (Ixxii.

1-4, xlvi. 31, v\hich, however, contain nothing in any way
related to such practices). They then take an iron needle*,
make it red-hot, and stab the figure through the heart with it,

saying :
* Take his sleep from him, and enter his body as this

needle enters this image.' The enchanted person is bound to
fall ill and remain so as long as the needle is left in the figure.

The ' envofltemeut must have been known at
the verj' birth of Muhammadanism. A tradition
says that Muhammad was enchanted by the
daughters of the Jew Lubaid ; they made a little

wax figure of the prophet and pierced it >vith a
great number of needles.

Finally, conjuration for the purpose of gaining the regard of
a loved one is performed hy means of a dove. A wild turtle-
liove is taken and kept prisoner for a Tuesday, Wednesdav, and
Thursday ; then on Friday, at the hour of Venus, a thin leaf it

taken, and on it is written with a bodkin perfumed with musk
and saffron: * As this dove sighs for her mate, so mav such-
and-such a one sigh for so-and-so and desire him with the desire
of love I ' Then the leaf is tied to a thread, which is fixed to
the dove's wing, during a long invocation. All the ardour of
the passion one longs to sec in the loved one must be described.
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Then the bird ia lapped on the head with a little stone—to
make the charm pcnctrato into tlie person it is directed against
—and set free.

LiTRRATCRK.—See the authorities quoted throughout the
article and in the notes, tlic two most inipori-ant hooU^ being :

Reinaud, Monuments arahi'n, jvr.«a/w, H turcs dn ctibiliet dn
due de Bfacfts et d'atUres cahineU, 2 vols., Paris, 1828

;

E. Doutt^, itagie et religirm dans i' A/riijue du Nord, Algiers,
1900. While profiting from the copious information contained
in the latter volume, wc are not to he taken as accepting tho
theory of its author, according to which religion had its origin
in magic (p. 341, and pa-'i.fhri).

\i"^ Cakua De Vaux.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Roman).—It

was a belief amon<,' tho Romans, as among all

primitive people.'! (Wnndt, Volker]isy(kologic,

li. [Leipzig, 1905] 2, 202 ff.), that many sub.stances
were endowed with supernatural virtue, and tliat

this virtue miglit be brought under the control of

any one pos.sessed of the requisite occult know-
le(lge. To this end the adept had recourse to

magic, and his usual method was to bring the
given substance under the influence of otlier

forces, likewise of a magical, non-material kind.
One of these was the spoken word, especially in

rhythmical form. It was a Roman belief that the
farmer might by a magic spell transfer his neigh-
bour's corn to his own fields, and accordingly the
XII Tables impose a penalty upon any one 'qui
fruges excantassit' (Bmns-Gradenwitz, Pontes iurv!

Romatii', 1909, p. 30). Here we have the origin of

the magic formtila (see art. Magic). A like virtue

was supposed to reside in the human action ; thus,

a woollen thread in which knots have been tied

will cure disease (Pliny, HN xxviii. 48). Here we
have a typical example of the magic action (see

art. Magic). The practice was to treat some
amorphous material in sucli a way as to give it

a form resembling a particular object or person
;

for, according to primitive belief, the original and
its artificial semblance were identical, so that the
one could be made by magic to suffer and to act in

the same way as the other.

The magical virtues of the substances referred

to were brought into requisition with a view to

acquiring all that was deemed desirable—such
things as wealth, beauty, riches, power, and love.

If a man still lacked these gifts, he tried to force

the hand of fortune, either negatively, by driving
away existent evils (expulsive magic) ; or posi-

tively, by conjuring to himself tiie goods he
lacked (beneficent magic). If, on the other hand,
the objects of general desire were already his, the
magically endowed substances became serviceable

as a means of saving these from diminution. In

the latter case the function of the substances in

question was not so much to obtain benetit as

to avert suc^h evils as might threaten the pos-

sessor (prophj'lactic ma^ic by means of amulets).
Amongst these evils those due to the magical
operations of one's feUow-men were special objects

of dread. For, of course, a man may desire not
only to benefit himself, but also to injure those
who stand in his way, and may therefore seek to

bringdisea.se or death upon them. It was, in fact,

against such maleficent magic that amulets were
mainly used.
While such potent substances were used as

amulets in vanous kinds of magic, it should be
observed that no particular substance had its

action limited to one single category of the occult
art. On the contrary, most of the available sub-
stances were endowed with a many-sided efficacy.

That which dislodged an existent evil would al.so

act prophylactically against an apprehended evil

;

purslain, for instance, not only removed pain in

tlie uvula, but could be used as an amulet to
prevent headache (Pliny, HN xx. 215), while a
substance which was efficacious in maleficent
magic would also undo the mischief worked

thereby (cf. in the ' Greek ' section of this article

the formula 6 Tpuaa.^ koc Mtrfroi; also O. ,Iahn,

'tJberdon Aberglauben des biisen Blicks bei <len

AKen,' Ikr. d. surlis. (Irs. d. Wiss., 1855, p. (il);

and that which warded oil" disaster would also

bring prosperity, as, c.//., the mora fish, which
both prevented premature birth and attracted
gold (Vliny, HN xxxii. 6, ix. 80). Hence, when
we come to treat of the various substances em-
ployed, we shall bo unable to draw a rigid line

Detween 'charm' and 'amulet.' If we speak
more of amulets than of charms, that is because,
as the liability to misfortune and danger was
univer.sal, negative (or prophylactic) magic was
resorted to by nearly every one, while relatively
few advanced to the practice of positive (or bene-
ficent) magic.
We appear to be well informed regarding the

substances to which the Romans ascribed magical
powers and which they used for magical purposes.
A vast number of such objects, particularly of
amulets, have be(!n found in Italy (cf. (iius.

Bellucci, Amulcti ital. ant. e contcmp., Perugia,
1900, and H feticismo primitivo in Italia, Perugia,
1907), and they are frequently referred to by
ancient authors, e.g., by writers in jirose such as
Pliny (UN) and the Scriptores rei riistirae, and by
physicians like Marcellus Empiricus, while poets
of the time of Augustus and his successors furnish
numerous descriptions of magical proceedings.
Only a very few of these discoveries and refer-

ences, however, give any indication as to whether
the superstitions attaching to the articles con-
cerned were indigenous to tho Roman people, or
whether they were imported from exotic modes of
thought. Again and again Rome felt the powerful
influence of foreign civilizations ; the neighbouring
nations (especially the Etruscans), the Greeks, and
eventually the peoples of the Orient, successively
transmitted certain elements of their magic to
Latium ; and Roman writers speak of this im-
ported magic just as if it were a native product.
Thus Virgil (Edog. viii. 80) tells of a love-spell
performed with wax ; but this Ls simply taken
from Theocritus (ii. 28). Accordingly it is in
most cases impossible to decide whether a par-
ticular charm was a thing of immemorial practice
amongst the Romans, or a later importation. It

is probable that primitive forms of all the prin-
cipal varieties of magic were to be found in

Latium from the outset, and that these subse-
quently coalesced with more highly develojied
types of foreign origin. In any case, this later

stage of Roman magic is all we have to proceed
upon ; and, moreover, it is permeated oy the
leaven of Greek magic to such a degree that it

.seems hardly more than a mere oH'shoot thereof.
To Rom.an magic accordingly applies almost every-
thing that has been said in the ' Greek ' section of
this article. In what follows we give only such
selected instances as are shown by some par-
ticular feature to have taken firm root in Rome,
or, at all events, to h.ave been practised by Romans.
These instances are but few, and, few as they are,

not always certain.

As an example of beneficent magic we have
some information regarding a kind of rain-charm,
performi^d by means of the lapit nunifdis (Festus,

ed. Midler, p. 128). We have a more precise
knowleilge of the love-spell (O. llirschfeld, De
iniyinta mentis atqtte d'-.vinrtionVni.^ amatoriis apud
Grrtecns lionianoxqnc, Kcinigsberg, 1863 ; R. Dedo,
De antirjuorum .mperatitione amatoria, Greifs-
wald, 1904 ; L. Fahz, ' De poetarum Romanoruni
doctrina niagica,' lieligiotisge-Kkichtliche Vers,
und Vorarb. vol. ii. pt. iii. [1904]). But the
Roman accounts of the actual charms employed

1 are almost entirely dependent upon Greek sources.
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Moreover, the love-spell is not a genuine exaniiile

of lieneticent magic. In onlor to arouse love in

one who was nieanwliilo iiuliHereut, he was snb-

jeoted to internal pains till such time as he yic^liird

to the wislies of the person in whose name tlio

spell was cast. Tlie torment thus involved in IIk;

love-spell soenis rather to place the latter in the
category of malelicent magic. An evidence of its

being practised in Rome is found in the word
venerium, 'poison,' which is connected with the
name Venus (V. Skutsch, De nominibus latinis

suffixi -no ope fonii'i/i.s, llreslau, 1S90, p. 9), and
originally meant ' love-potion.' It was of .such a
(pl\Tpov that Lucullus is said to have died (Plutarch,

Lucullus, xliii. ).

The simplest form of malelicent magic was the
evil eye (S. Seligmann, Dcr hose. Blick unci Ver-

wandtes, Berlin, 1910). Even without accessories

this could work injury to health and property
(Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. ' Malocchio ' ; Panly-
Wissowa, s.v. 'Fascinum'). Tacitus, Annal. ii.

69, dealing with the death of Germanicus, is the
classical passage for a more elaborate malignant
spell performed with all the requisite materials :

' Reperiebantur solo ac parietibug erutae hum.iuorum cor-

poruni reliquiae, carmina et devotiones et nomen Germaiiici
plumbeis tabulis insculptum, semusti cineres ac tabo obliti

aliaque maleficia, quis creditur animag numiniliu9 infernis

The principal appliances of this kind of magic
were the well-known tabellac plumbeae, and siich

tablets, inscribed with menaces directed against
all that the object of the spell counted dear, have
been discovered in large numbers (A. Audollent,
Dcfixiomim tabcllne quotquot innotucrunf, Paris,

1904). Even this practice, however, was mot
native to the soil, but was borrowed from the
Greeks as late as the 1st cent. B.C. {Rhein. Miis.

Iv. [1900] p. 271).

In cases where a man was suffering harm in

person or property, he resorted to exorcism as a
means of expelling the injurious thing. In most
instances the evil took the form of a disease, and
it was no uncommon thing to attack it by magical
remedies. This was, in fact, the function of medi-
cina popularis [see art. Disease and Medicine),
regJirding which we are specially well informed
by Pliny (HN ; cf. e.g. xxviii. 47 ff.). ^A e are

not sure, indeed, whether or not Pliny availed
himself of Greek sources, but we find a reference
to a native remedy in Cato, dc Agri Cult. 160,

where it is said that a dislocation can be cured
by binding upon the injured place a reed that has
been blessed with a magic formula.
As the unknown perils to which a man was

exposed were manifold, he did not wait till the
blow had actually fallen, but sought to safeguard
himself beforehand by making use of such articles

as had a recognized protective virtue ; and in this

way the object utilized in the practice of exorcism
became an amulet. The jjrevalence of this form
of magic amongst the Ilomans is reflected in the
number of terms signifying ' amulet ' found in

their language from the very infancy of their
literature. One of these is fascinum, connected
either with Latin /nW, 'to cast a spell,' or with
Gr. ^a.<TKavo$ (A. Walde, Etymol, W6rterb.,'p. 209).

The derivatives oifascinum, viz. fascinare (Catull.

vii. 12: 'mala fascinare lingua'), a,\i& fascinatio
(Pliny, HN xxviii. 35 :

' [saliva] fascinationes re-

percutimus' ; xxviii. 101: '[hyaenae] frontis corium
fascinationibus resistere '), snow that at one time
the word meant ' a malignant spell ' ; and, as a
matter of fact, it was in the main applied to the
baneful action of the evil eye (Virgil, Eclog. iii.

103 :
' oculus mihi fascinat agnos

' ; cf. Jahn, op.

cit. p. 70 fl".). The actnal fascinum was nearly
alw.ays .an amulet, and in most cases took the
figure of the ph.allus, which, it was believed.

would by its very impropriety avert the evil eye,

or even render it innocuous by the beneficent inllu-

ence of the reproductive principle. A fasiinnm
hung round the neck was worn as an iimulot \>y

boys (Plautus, Miles, 1398 f. :
' nuasi puoro in

collo poudeant cropundia'); and when the con-

queror nmde his triumj)hat entry into the capital

—the occasion on which he might well dread the
malign glance of envy

—

a,fascinum via.s tied to his

chariot (Pliny, HN xxviii. 39). The soil of Italy

has also yielded numerous faseina in stone and
metal, which may have been either worn upon
the person, or built into tombs, houses, city-walls,

etc., as a means of protection (Jahn, op. cit. p.

73 ff.). In the same sense was used the word
muttonium (derived from mutto), which also means
'phallus' (Usener, Gbttcrnamen, 1896, p. 327) : the

scholia render it by ir^os or Trfio/Sao-Kdi'iov (Corp.

Gloss. Lat. ii. 131, iii. 351). The word scaevola

likewise, according to F. Marx (Lucilii rel. i. p.

xliv—a reference suggested to the writer by L.

Deubner), seems originally to have denoted an
amulet in the form of a ph.allus.

The child's crcpundia, however, embraced more
than the phallus. The word crepundia comes
from crepeiv,, 'to rattle' (Walde, o;j. cit. p. 150),

and was originally applied to the small metal
rattle which served not only to amuse the child,

but also to protect him from demonic influence, as

it was supposed that evil spirits were afraid of

the jingling of metals, especially of bronze (A. B.

Cook, JHS xxii. [1902] p. 14 ff.) ; gold and silver,

however, were also efficacious. Plautus {Budens,
1156 ff.) enumerates the crepundia of a girl as

foUows : a golden sword, a silver knife, two hands
clasped together, and a miniature pig (the ma-
terial of the last two is not specified) ; finally

(1171), 'bulla aurea est, p.ater quam dedit mi
natali die.' The statue of a boy in the Vatican
Museum (Darembevg-Saglio, fig. 301) shows upon
the shoulder a strap embossed with a whole series

of such prophylactic figures, while an ornament
of similar character is preserved in Vienna [ib.

fig. 2066). The idea of warding off evil, in fact,

came to be so closely associated with crcpundia
that the word was at length used to denote, not a
chUd's rattle only, but an amulet of any kind
(Apuleius, Apologia, 56).

The origin of uiany of these pendants is probably
to be sought in Greece and Etruria. Plautus, in

the passage quoted above, is translating from a

Greek comedy, while the bulla mentioned by him
is regarded by all investigators as Etruscan (see

artt. in Daremberg-Saglio and Pauly-\\is.sowa).

The word itself is Latin, and means ' water-
bubble' (bullire, 'to boil up'), and then any
object of like form (Isidore, Origincs, xix. 3, 11).

In most cases the bullae used as amulets were of

gold ; many of them took the form of a heart—as

the seat of life—or of the moon, to which great

magical virtue was ascribed (Pauly-Wissowa, i.

39f., s.v. ' Aberglaube'). The usu.al form, how-
ever, was that of a bubble or convex disk, and
there was perhaps some mental association between
such a golden bulla and the sun as the source of

life. Bullae of this kind were worn by Etruscan
youths (Daremberg-Saglio, fig. 892), women (ib.

fig. 893), and demons (Arcfuiol. Zcitnng, 1846,

plate 47, at the foot), on a strap round the neck,

as also by the Etruscan kings (Festus, ed. Miiller,

p. 322). In all probability, therefore, the Roman
practice was borrowed from the Etruscans. The
general himself wore the golden bulla, on the day
of a triumph (Macrobius, Saturnal. i. 6, 9), but
with this exception it was woi'n mainly by boys
of distinguished birth (Festus, p. 36), those of

humbler origin haWng to be content with a m.ake-

shift (' lorum in eollo,' Macrob. i. 6, 14), while the
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bulla of a j^irl is but sclilom referred to (of. the

passage quoted almvc, I'lautus, liudcnx, 1171).

It may well be tlie case tliat the simple leather

strap (loriim) of the liumljler ranks wa.s at oue

time uriiver.sally worn by the lionian youth, and
that it was afterwards discarded by the higher

classes for the golden hiilla of the Etruscans.

.Juvenal {Sat. v. 164) contriists the ' Ktruscuin
auruni' with the 'nodus tantum et signum de
paupere loro ' ; for the sigiiilicance of this ' knot

'

ef. P. Wolters, ' Faden und Knoten als Amulett

'

(ABW \u\. [1905], IJeiheft, p. 19). Children were
presented with these amulets on the day of their

birth (Plautus, loc. cit.), and wore them during
the tender years in which they were unable to

guard themselves against the evil eye and kindred
perils. On reaching the age of puberty they
dedicated tlie bulla to the Lares (I'ersius, v. 31).

From the spec-iiuens discovered we learn that in

most cases the bulla was composed of two convex
disks of gold, wliich could be fa-stened closely to-

gether by means of the overlapping hooks on
their edges (I)aremberg-Saglio, fig. 895). In the

hollow space thus formed the Romans used to

keep things ' quae credereut adversus invidiam
valentissima ' (Maerob. i. 6, 9), as instances of

which Marcellus Empiricus (viii. 50) mentions the
eyes of a green lizard. A bulla discovered in

the grave of a soldier at Aquileia (Heydemann,
Mitt, aitsd. Antikensammlu7u/cn In Obcr-ii. MiUe.l-

Italien, 1879, p. 27, cited by Pauly-Wissowa) was
found to contain hair : it was a jiopular supersti-

tion among the ancients tliat hair was a protection

against head wounds (I'liny, UN xxviii. 41). It

would appear that the various articles that might
be deposited in the bullae were grouped under the

fencral term praebia—a word which, according to

'arro {de Ling. Lai. vii. § 107), had been already

used by Naevius. Varro himself derives its mean-
ing ' a praebendo ut sit tutus, quod sint remedia
in collo pueris,' and Festus (p. 238) speaks of

praebia composed of dirt taken from the folds in

the robe of a certain temple-statue.

The most familiar and most comprehensive term
of this class was amuhtuvi (s(>e artt. in Daremberg-
Saglio and Panly-Wissowa). The word is of un-
certain etymology, being either an early adapta-

tion—possibly from the Etruscan—or else a genuine
Latin form in -eto (cf. VValde, op. cit. p. 27) ; on
the latter alternative it is probably derived from
amulum, and would thus mean ' food of coarse

meal' {Glolla, ii. [1910] 21911.). There is no
available evidence, however, for its usage in this

sense ; in every known instance it aiiswcrs to

(puXuKTripiov. It is nevertheless quite possible that
a word which primarily meant ' strengthening,
farinaceous food ' should at length come to signify

'a protection ag.ainst evil.' Uf a dish prepared
with meal, Pliny {UN xxv. 128) says :

' iis qui
cotidie gustent earn, nulla nocitura mala iiiedi-

camenta tra<iunt.'

Charms and amulets could indeed be ni;ule of

any kind of material (Hubert, art. 'Magie,' in

IJaremberg-Saglio, p. 13) po.ssessed of some out-

standing quality beni^ath which supernatural virtue

might conceivably lurk. The conceptions which
suggested the association of abnormal powers anil

magical efifects with particular substances have
l)een discussed in the ' Greek ' section of tliLs article,

and need not again l)e entered upon here. Among
terrestrial things—the sun and the moon have
been dealt with abuve (p. iG^^')—plants and animals
were specially regarded as the media of magical
jiower. Sometimes the particular object was used
as a whole, sometimes a definite portion thereof
was taken ; and in the latter case the part was
supposed to have special influence just l)ecause

it was a part, or else to contain a portion of the

power pervading the whole. The available records

of vegetable and animal substances employcid in

this way would ol tlicin.selves easily lill a lexii^on ;

a beginning has been made by E. Kicss (art.

'Aberglaube' in I'auly-Wissowa, i. cols. 51-83).

The few typical instances given Ixdow will suflice

to show tli.at the Itomans likewise shared in the
superstitions regarding t hem.
With reference to plants used as amulets, it

seems unlikely that there w.as any importation
in cases where the magical iniluenee is associated

with their names—a phenomenon by no means
infrequent (Apnleius, Apologia, 35)—and where
this association holds good oidy in Latin. Pliny
{UN xxvii. 131 ; cf. R. Heim, ' Incantanienta
magica graeca latina,' in Jahrh. f. Philol. Suppl.
xix. 478, no. 49) informs us that the plant called

reseda, growing at .4riminum, will expel all kinds
of inflammation if invoked with the fornmla
' Reseda morbos reseda,' where the name of the
plant is also the imperative of rescdare. Many
of the examples given by writers de Re liustica,

again, have a genuinely Italian flavour ; e.g. an
oak log (' rob\ista materia,' Varro, i. 38. 3 ;

Columella, ii. 15. 6) hidden in a dung-heap is a
protection against serpents. Breaking one's fast

upon cabbage is recommended by Cato {de Agri
Cult. 156) as a cure for intoxi<ation, while VaiTo
advises that at the beginning of autumn the figure

of a grape-cluster should be placed in the vineyard
as a defence against bad weather (Pliny, UN
xviii. 294). In a comedy of Titinius one of the
characters declares that strings of garlic ward oil"

witches—a saying that points to a popular super-

stition of ancient Italy {Scaen. Rom. poes. Fragm.,
ed. O. Ribbeck [1897-8], ii. 188). The torches used
in marriage processions at Rome had to be of

hawthorn (Festus, p. 245; E. Samter, Familienfesle
der Griechen u. ICbmer [1901], p. 16), while Ovid
(Fasti, vi. 129) refers to the same shrub as a
prophylactic. Likewise, the custom of touching
the threshold and door-post with a sprig of the
strawberry plant {arbutus) as a means of driving

away witches (Ovid, Fasti, vi. 155) is regarded by
W. Manidiardt {Baumkultus, Berlin, 1875, p. 299}

as indigenous to Rome.
Similarly with regard to animals, popular ety-

mologies sometimes en.able us to recognize certain

practices .as of native R<jnian origin ; thus, it was
believed that the ashes {carbo) of three crabs that

had been Ijurned alive would counteract r.arbun-

culus, a disease of plants (I'liny, UN xviii. 293 ;

Ricss, op. cit. col. 74). Other instances connected
with animals are given by prose authors as ob-

served among the practices of their age. Pliny
tells us that the snouts of wolves w ere fixed upon
the <l<jor as a means of guarding against venejicia

{UN xxviii. 157) ; Palladius (i. 35 ; cf. Apnleius,
Meiamorphoseon, iii. 23) says that owls with out-

stretched wings were nailed to the house as a
protection from hail; and, again (i. 35, ad fin.),

that the skull of a mare or she-ass w as i)l,aced in

gardens to ensure fertility. Varro (de. lie Rust. ii.

9. 6) adopts from Saserna the suggestiim that dogs

may be made faithful if they be given a boiled

frog to eat. In onler to avoid being struck by
liglitning, the Emperor Augustus always carried

the skui of a seal (Suetonius, Augustus, 90).

Magical virtues were in like manner ascribed to

certain parts of the human body. We have already

spoken of the fascinum ; a similar i)urpose was
served by a representation of the female vulva,

ellected either by means of a gesture (Ovid, Fasti,

V. 433), or by a dn'.wing (Jahn, ap. rit. p. 79 f.).

An invalid liiat Vespasian touched with his foot

was restored t-o health (Tacitus, Hist. iv. 81).

The hand, too, had peculiar eflicacy ; it could ward
oil' evil from what it grasped (Persius, ii. 35), but
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could also cause death (Bucheler, Carm. hit. c/ii<jr.
"

ii. [1897] no. 987 ; O. Weinreioh, ' Antike Heilun'jjs-

wunder,' in Jiel.-f/esrh. Vers, und Vorarb. vol. viii.

Et.
i. p. 58 f.). Even the nail-parings of one who

ad fever were used aa a means of magically
transferring the disease to another (Pliny, HN
xxviii. 86). Analogous properties were attributed

to the various secretions of the human body. The
spittle was regarded as a preventive ; a Roman
spat upon his breast when praising himself, in

order to avert the jealousy of the gods ; and,

when engaged in the operation of magical healing,

he sought to ward off hostile influences by the

same action (Pliny, HN xxviii. 36 ; ef. Varro,

de Re Rust. i. 2, 27 ; A. Abt, ' Die Apologia des
Apuleius,' in Eel.-gesch. Vers, und Vorarb., vol. iv.

pt. ii. p. 261).

Stones and metals were likewise used as amulets,
though but seldom in their natural state. In most
cases the selected stone was subjected to special

preparation ; it was inscribed with some mao;ically

potent figure, or with a form of words, and in tliis

way etlicacy was given to the stone, and durability

to the spell. Belief in the virtue of particular

stones was a relatively late growth in Rome, and
was probably of foreign origin. The oldest sur-

viving ' stone-books ' are Greek, e.g. the Lithika
ascribed to Orpheus (Abel, Or;)Atca [1885], 109 ff.),

and the sources used by Pliny in this connexion
are likewise non-Roman (cf. ' Damigeron ' in

Pauly-Wissowa). Stones thus carved and in-

scribed give us the so-called ' Abraxas gems ' (cf.

' Abrasax ' in Pauly-Wissowa ; A. FurtM'iingler,

Die antiken Geminen, 1900, plate xlviii. ), wliich

were worn in all kinds of jewellery, and especially

rings. The practice of making boys wear an amber
bead as an amulet was also brought from abroad
(Pliny, HN xxxvii. 50).

With regard to metals, again, we have seen that
bronze was supposed to have the power of driving

away evil spirits. The Italian museums contain
numerous objects exemplifying the practice- of

using bronze for prophylactic purposes (cf. e.g.

Bellucci, Amuleti, p. 11, nos." 10, 11, 'pesce in

bronzo ' ; p. 12, no. 14, ' fallo in bronzo ' ; no. 15,
' vulva in bronzo '—all from the Iron Age). The
use of silver and gold for the same purposes has
already been referred to. These metals were
brouglit to Italy at a relatively early period, and
the Roman superstitions associated with them
may therefore be fairly ancient. A thin plate

of either substance was made an amulet by
having engraved upon it a prophylactic text (AI.

Siebourg, ' Ein gnostisches Goldamulet aus Gellep,'

Bonner Jahrb. ciii. [1898] 134 ff.). Iron also could
ward off evil spirits (Virgil, Aen. vi. 260 ; cf. E.
Norden's ed. [1903], p. 201). An iron nail was
di'iven into the ground at the place where an
epileptic had fallen, the idea being that the demon
of epilepsy was thereby riveted to the spot (Pliny,
HN xxviii. 63). An iron nail also served to add
efficacy to the defixiones inscribed upon leaden
tablets (see above) ; to pierce with a nail the
tablet containing the name of one's adversary was
to impale the adversary in person. Nails used in

this way, however, were sometimes formed of other
metals ; a well-known example is the bronze nail

which, with its inscription, warded off the wild
dogs of Donma Artemix (Archdol. Jahrb., Ergiin-

zungsheft, vi. [1905] 43).

The stone and metal figures used as talismans
were in most cases representations of the deities

that preserve men from calamity. Sulla carried
in all his battles a golden miniature of Apollo
which had been brought from Delphi (Plutarch,
Sulla, xxix.). A kindred phenomenon is tlie

respect subsequently accorded to the figure of
Alexander the Great (Script. Hist. Aug. ' xxx

Tyr.' xiv. 4), which was worn in rings and all

sorts of ornaments. Magic virtues were ascrilied

also to the characteristic symbols of the gods

;

thus, on a prophylactic clay slab found in Naples
(.Tahn, op. cit. plate v. no. 3, p. 52), we recognize,

amon<? other objects, the kerykcion of Mercury,
the trident of Neptune, the club of Hercules, the
bolt of Juppiter, the lyre of Apollo, the bow of

Artemis, and the tongs of Vulcan. Pictures of

grotesque and horrible appearance were also used
by tlie Romans, as were the Gorgoneia by the
Greeks, for the purpose of keeping impending
evils at bay {Bonner Jahrbilcher, cxWii. [1909] 257).

A stone head with the tongue thrust out was found
beside a tower in a Roman fort in Hungary (Osterr.

Jahreshefte, vii., 1903, Beiblatt, p. 116, fig. 36
[communicated by L. Deubner]).
The method adopted for appropriating the

magical qualities of the various substances was
not always the same. Vegetable materials were
often taken inwardly as food ; thus, the stinging

nettle, used as eibus religiosus (Pliny, HN xxi. 93),

gave a whole year's immunity from disease. Or
the substance could communicate its beneficent

quality by being rubbed into the object for which
protection was sought. Hence the bride rubbed
the door-posts with wolf's fat (Pliny, HN xxviii.

142). In some cases it was enough merely to

touch the object, as -vvith the arbutus (see above),

but the usual course was to bring the protective

material into permanent connexion with the thing
to be protected, so that the virtue of the former
might flow continuously into the latter. This
end was best secured by binding the prophylactic
to the object, and accordingly the amulet was in

later times called alligatura (Filastr. Div. Her.
21. 3). The simplest method was to carry it by a
string round the neck, as was the case with the
bulla. In local ailments the specific was bandaged
to the all'ected part (Cato, de Agri Cult. cap. 160:
'ad luxum aut ad fracturam alliga'). When once
the remedial substance had done its work, it

was probably dedicated to the gods ; the bulla,

as we have seen, was given to the Lares, while
the ' remedia quae corporibus aegrorum adnexa
fuerant ' were taken to the temple of Febris

(Valerius Maximus, ii. 5, 6). But most amulets
were worn throughout life, and were not removed
even at death, as is sho\vn by numerous 'finds' in

tombs.
Moreover, not only human beings, but animals

as well, were safeguarded or healed by means of

these pendants. The jiluilerae worn by horses

closely resemble the crepundia of children (cf.

Rich, niustr. Wbrterbuch d. rom. Altcrtiimer,

1862, s.v. ' Phalerae'). Cattle were similarly pro-

vided with clay figures within which a living

shrew-mouse had been immured (Columella, vi.

17). As already indicated, even inanimate things,

such as gates, houses, gardens, tombs, and city-

walls, were protected by amulets. Amulets for

the house, in particular, have been found in great

profusion
;
pavements with figures

—

e.g. of magic-

ally potent animals—designed to arrest the eye (P.

Bienlkowski, ' Malocchio, Erancs Vindobonensis,

p. 285 ft". ; cf. the ' Greek ' section of this art. ), or

inscriptions (Bucheler, Carm. lat. epigr., no. 26 :

' [Felicitas] hie habitat ; nil intret mail '). Such
inscriptions were regarded as specially efl'ective

against fire (Pliny, HN xxviii. 20 ; Festus, p. 18).

Here, too, figure and wTiting were brought into

immediate contact with the object they were
meant to protect, being either imprinted upon or

inserted into the wall, and thus becoming a com-
ponent part thereof.

Belief in charms and amulets did not expire in

Rome with the ancient period. It remained active

even after Italy was Christianized (cf. the art.
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' Amulette ' in Schiele, Ed. in Gesch. u. Gcgenwart,
i. [1908] 4541V., ami in DACL, i. [1904] 1784 ll'.);

it was vigorous in the Midillo Ages (J. Burck-
hardt, Die Cultur der liciMisnance in Italien, ii.'

[1878] 27911'.), and survives to-day with scarcely
dimiuished force (lielUicci, AmuUti- Gius. Pitr6,
Bibliot. dclUtmdiz. jiupul. sizilim,:, I'jilermo, 1875,
vols, xvii., xix. ; Th. Trede, Dan llcidcntum in der
rom. Kirche, 1891, iv. ' Auiulette,' p. 475, 'Zauber,'
p. 498).
LiraiuTORK.—The more iinport-iiit works have been cited

above, and under the ' Greek ' sei.lioii of this article.

H. WUNSCH.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Slavic). - In

no otlier quarter of iMirope ha.s magic, in all tlic

various forms assumed by it from the dawn of
history to the present day, exercised so {;reat a
sway as in the Balto-Slavic countries. In tliis

article, however, the writer proposes to confine tlie

inquiry almost entirely to Kussi:i, partly because
he is more conversant with tliis narrower area, and
partly because it nuiy be taken for granted that
the conditions prevailing there extend also to the
otlier Slavic countries and to the lialtic districts
as well.

In connexion with Russia, a phenomenon that
strikes us at once is the large variety of equivalents
provided by the language for the word ' magician

'

—terms which, so far as their etymology can lie

definitely traced, all'urd a suggestive glimpse into
the magician's mode of procedure. Thus we find
that he is the ' maker,' i.e. the one wlio performs
the magic actions; or he is the 'speaker,' who
mutters the incantation ; or, again, the ' knower,'
the man who is learned in the magic: rites.
To the first category belongs the Russ. (])roperly Old Bulg.)

carodejt, *ma^cian,' from cara, 'magic,' and dfjati, 'to make.'
Originally the root cara, corresponding precisely to Old Iran.
cdra, 'means,' 'remedy,' signifies simply 'making,' being cog-
nate with Skr. krifoti, ' he makes,' and krtya, 'action,' ' magic'
(cf. art. Aryan Rewqiox, vol. ii. p. 40). The same idea underlies
the term potvvnliku, 'magician' (now obsolete in this sense),
connected with potvOniy, ' magical,' pvtfOrntvo and potvdrj/
(plu.), 'magic'; and all are derived from Kuss. tvorUl, 'to
make' (cf. Ital. /attura; O. Kr. /aiture, ' witchcraft,' from
Med. Lat. factura ; O. Norse, gvrfiingar (plu.), ' magic,' from
gara, 'to do).' The 'iyeaker,' 'babbler,' is denoted by Ituss.
volclivu and voliilmihu, 'magician,' from O. Slav, vlusnati,
'balbutire.' To these we may add the dialectical Russ. forms,
bdcharl, 'magician,* from O. Slav, baja, bajati, cognate with
Or. <i>r)ni, t.at. /ari; obajdnnikil, obajdii^cihu, 'magician,' from
obdjatl, ' to chatter,' and obavnikii (in the Dimwstrojt), probably
also connected therewith. Finally, the ' knowers 'are designated
vedunic (obsolete), from redatl, 'to know,' and z/iac/i(2rl, from
zitatl, with the same meaning. No definite explanation has as
yet been provided for O. Russ. kudisnihu (cf. k-uMsni, • the
masked one,' ktuUsit, 'magic,' 'witchcraft,' 'Christmas,' etc.);
or koldunu, which in all probability is not, as was stated in art.
Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p. 4.5, a native Russian word, but rather
an importation from the Finnish. In the Karelian dialect, at
all events, this term is in common use (Ooorgievskij, liusaian-
Karelian Dictimiary, .St. Petersburg, 1008, p. 63); and the
Karelians, be it remembered, have from time immemorial been
recognized in Russia as adepts in the occult art. Thus, tor
instance, when the Grand Prince Ivanovic took as his second
vinfe the young Glinska, he resorted to certain Karelians for such
magical expedients as would enable him to have olTspring.

We shall find occasion below to refer to other
Ku.ssian terms for 'magician.' All those already
mentioned have, of course, their respective femi-
nine forms (e.g. carodej/ai, vediiiin, ztuichdrkn) ; and
in Russia, indeed, as elsewhere, women, especially
when old, were and still are lielieved to be specially
versed in all manner of magic. During the 17th
cent., for example, certain women belonging to
M0.SCOW gained so great a reputation in the art
that their names have not yet been forgotten. It is

worthy of note that the liussian magicians formed
themselves into special gilds {ccchi), by means of
which the peculiar methods of the craft were handed
on from one generation to another.
The aiiihs of magic are of two kinds. Those wlio

practise the art may intend tliereby to secure some
advantage either for themselves or otliers; or,

1 i.e. ' The Hook of Household Management,' composed in the
reign of Ivan iv.
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again, they may seek to work injury upon others.
Under the former class will fall the special case
where recourse is had to magic as all'ording protec-
tion against the magical practices of one's enemies,
such hostile niacliinations being called in Russian
ptirca, 'enchantment,' from porlili, 'to damage.'
The means used liy the adept in furtherance of his
designs may be tilings or antiuHs or words. It is
certainly imijossible to regard these three categories
as furnishing an exact cla.ssification of the extra-
ordinary variety of available accessories, as in actual
jiractice any single species seldom occurs alone, but
is in most cases combined with one or both of the
others ; and, in particular, the selected things or
actions sometimes acquire their potency only after
an incantation or spell (zagooun'i, iiui/uvCrii, from
f/umi-ili, ' to speak ') has been uLterecl over them.
Nevertheless, we must so far avail ourselves of the
triple division indicated, if for no other purpo.se
than to introduce some degree of order into the
huge ma.ss of material. Some consideration must
also be given to the question whether, amid this
jungle of delusion and ab.surdity, there may not be
places ^yhere the presence of rational, or at least
intelligible, elements is to be seen.

(1) Amongst the things manipulated for niaj;ical
purposes, mention ought, first of all, to be made
of plants and plant-substances. We find, indeed,
a distinct order of magicians bearing the name
zelijSciki or zelejyiiki (m the Dumo.struj), from
zillje, ' herb,' ' plant.' These were regarded as
experts in herbs and roots. Every member of the
order bad his own 'plant-book' (Irdvnikii, from
travd, 'plant,' ' herb ), which was bequeathed to
his successor. Such trdoniki may still be found in
Russian villages, though very rarely ; for it is be-
lieved that, if co])ies of them are made, the plants
named in them will lose their efficacy. They are
also cxpo.scd to other dangers (see below). They
are handed down as precious heulooms from one
generation to another. These books give, first of
all, the native name of the plant ; then a descrip-
tion—frequently very precise ; then the locality
where it may be found ; and, finally, its medicinal
properties. They often contain observations of this
kind :

' it is good in cases where a person has be-
come insane, or has been imbecile from childhood ;

steam yourself with it and drink the juice, and you
shall be weir (cf. Kulikovskij, Dii-tiunan/ of the
Dialect of Olonctz [Russ.], St. I'etersburg,' 1898, p.
121). Many of tliese plants and their virtues
have become known to us from the statements of
a Siberian magician who was commanded by the
Czar Alexcj Michailovic to send an account of
them to the authorities. Throughout Russia the
Eve of St. John's is recognized as the peculiarly
appropriate time for picking or digging sucli herbs.
This holds good, above all, of the fern or brake

—

Russ. pdporutii, a word which, representing the
Indo-Germanic name (cf. Gr. irrepls, O. Gall, ratis-,

from *2)rati.i, Lith. papdrtis, etc.), indicates tlie

ancient repute of the plant. It was believed to be
specially ellective in the breaking of locks and the
unearthing of treasure.
While the employment of vegetable substances

for magical purposes may have some basis of reason
in the gradually di.scovered remedial properties of
plants, we look in vain for anj' such ostensible
ground of rationality in the innumerable other
things used in the operations of the magician

—

water and lire, bones and beleiiinites, stones and
bears' claws, dead men's Iiands and winding-sheets,
etc., although in another aspect, as will be explained
more fully below, these things, too, may in some
cases show a certain rational connexion with facts.
I.atterlj', an outstanding signilicance was attached
by the adept to certain objects whicli existed only
in the sphere of imagination, sucli as serpents'
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lioi'us, tlie 'eagle stone' (a stouo ulle^'ed to liave

been found in an eagle's nest), and tlie fabled horn

of the unicorn. It is leeoided that in 1653 the

Czar Alexej Miihailovic purchased three of these

horns for a sum of 10,000 roubles.

To give ell'ect to the virtues of the various objects

named, the substances themselves—so far as they

could in some form or another be eaten or drunk

—

were administered to the sick person by the magi-

cian, incantations being in most cases recited during
the process. They were likewise freely used as

ointments, in the mixing of which the most pre-

posterous substances were employed— ' turjientine,

naphtha, arsenic, human blood, mUk of women and
animals, honey, de« drops, sulphur, pitch, hops ' (as

given in an old MS in the llumjanzow Museum).
Besides these magical articles, roots and slips of

paper inscribed with magic fonuulai were often

worn as amulets, the usual name of which (as in

O. Russ.) is ndttzu, from navjazdti, 'to attach'
(nduzniku, 'wizard,' nduziti, 'to practise witch-

craft'; O. Russ. nauzvtvoricii, 'amulet-maker'
= magician).' Similarly, letters in which are

written the Greek names of the various fevers

are often worn as amulets, meant either to heal

or to guard. Fevers, like most other diseases, are

regarded as evil spirits—as the twelve daughters
of Herod, virgins with dishevelled hair, whose
supreme lord is the besii trjaSca (hcsii, 'devil,'

O. Russ. tresica, 'fever'). A connexion of the
closest kind, extending even to the names, exists

between the amulet (ntiMZM) and the knot (wzt'/i/),

which is used as a means of ' binding ' one's enemy
or his hostile actions. An ancient spell runs thus :

'Five knots will I tie for every unfriendly and unfaithful
Bhooter {strelUcu)—on the guns, on the bows, on every weiipon
of war. O knots, shut against the shooter all highways and
byways, close up the guns, put all the bows out of order, string
together all weapons of war ; in my knots let there be a mighty
virtue.'

(2) Passing now from things to actions, we would
note at the outset one of the principal adjuncts of

the porca (see above), viz. the ' evil eye ' of envy
and malice (Russ. sglazii or priztiru ; Gr. 6(p0a\iids

irovrjpdi ; Goth. aug6 vnsel ; cf. Mk 1^^). By means
of the evil eye—as also of the evil formula (wrd/vH)

—it is possible to bring upon people, especially
children, w ho are peculiarly susceptible to its influ-

ence, all manner of diseases, and in particular the
symptoms of epilepsy (kliktUestvo, fi'om klikatl,

'to scream') and hiccup (ikota). It will hardly be
denied that the dread of the evil eye has a partial
justification in observed fact. In the circle of our
own acquaintance, for instance, we may be able to
recall some individual the very cast of whose eye
makes us ill at ease in his presence (cf. S. Seligmann,
Der hose Blick iind Verwandtes, Berlin, 191ii).

Another proceeding that was greatly dreaded was
the 'secret bestowal' (podmetii) of objects fraught
with occult dangers. In 1598 the Russians pledged
their oath to the Czar Boris

—

'that neither in eating nor in drinking, neither in their clothing
nor in anj'thing else, would they attempt to devise evil (against
him]; that they would not send to him any of their people
bearing sorcery or noisome roots ; that they would not hire
wizards or witches ; that they would not efface his foot-
prints witli any magical design ; that they would not by
means of magic send any evil upon him by the wind ' (see
below), etc. In particular, all admission to the Imperial stables
was forbidden, 'so that no evil-disposed person should place
noxious herbs or roots in the Emperor's saddle, bridle, belt,
gloves,' etc. We thus see th.at the Czars of that period had no
less cause for apprehension than their successors in our own
times.

1 Cf. the Germ, renderings of amutetum given in F. Klugc,
Etipnolog. Worterhuch tier deulschen Sprache^, Strassburg, 1909,
fi.r. 'Amulett': 'Artzney so man ami Hals henckt,' and
Auhangsel.' According to U. Wiinsch, GloUa, 1910, ii. 219 tf.,

ainut€tU7n is not derived from nmoliri, ' to drive away,' but
from Gr. afj^vKov, 'starch-flour,' which, if taken as food, was
believed to have magical effects ; cf. the Roman section of this
art., p. 463". The Lith. term is seitai, i.e. 'amulets and sus-
pended things that have been consecrated by a Seitone ' (on this
word of. arU Artas Reuoion, vol. ii. p. 61).

A further method of inflicting evil upon any one
was that just mentioned in the oath given to the
Czar Boris, viz. ' conveyance by wind ' (nasylka pu
vctri'i). Sorcerers, being lords of -n eather and wind,
are called 'cloud -dispellers' (oblako -proqunniki)
and 'cloud-pre.servers' {oblako-chraniteliniki). For
a sorcerer, therefore, invested with such power, it

was a simple matter, by means of a magic word,
to make the wind veer in any desiied direction, to

throw dust into the air, and cause the wind to

carry the dust to any person he chose, so that the
victim 'might become crooked, wrinkled, be blown
asunder and desiccated.'

There is another large group of magic actions

which become intelligible only in the light of the
facts adduced in the art. Aryan RiiLioiuN, vol. ii.

p. 40, regarding the nature of magic in general.

It was explained there that the magic action, in its

genuine form, has its roots in symbolism. To put
the matter concretely : an action is performed which
in some way suggests the real object of desire, and
is thus supposed to helj) towards its attainment.
This fundamental characteristic of all magic mani-
fests itself very prominently in the extraordinary
operations of the Russian sorcerer and sorceress.

When a person goes to law, he must take from a
birch-tree a trembling twig (? pereperu, otherwise
pirepdu) and say :

' As this twig trembles, so may
my adversary at law and his tongue tremble.'
When a woman feels that she is being neglected
by her hiLsband, the sorceress gives her a root,

which must be jilaced ui)on a mirror with the
words :

' As I look into this glass and do not tire

of seeing myself, so let such an one never grow
tired of seeing me.' When a merchant has diffi-

culty in selling his goods, the sorceress casts a spell

upon a piece of honey, and says :
' As the bees of

the hiveit jarosja) swarm around [this honey], so
let purchasers flock to this merchant because of

his wares.' The merchant must then smear him-
self with the honey.

(3) The same symbolism—but transferred from
the realm of action to that of speech— pervades
the third category of Russian magic distinguished
above, viz. tlie class of magic formulce. This is,

without doubt, the most interesting group of the
phenomena under consideration. The magic for-

mula, resting upon a perfectly intelligible belief in

the determining, soothing, and even healing power
of human speech (cf. art. Aryan Religion, vol. ii.

p. 40), developed in Russia into an altogether unique
species of popular poetry, to the study of which the
scholars of that country have long devoted their

attention. Our knowledge of these ma^ic formula^
is derived from oral and written tradition. At
present, it is true, both sources of supply show a
tendency to languish. By reason of the multipli-

cation of schools and the growing dissemination of

the knowledge of written and printed characters

—

once, in village life, the monopoly of the adept—it

is now diflicult for the inquirer to find a person
who will condescend, even for money, to unfold the
treasure of magic formuhe stored m his memory ;

and the difficulty is augmented by the belief that
the formula loses its virtue when communicated to

another. Chap-books {tctrddki) containing such
incantations, notes of charms, etc., like the jilant-

books (trdimiki) already referred to, must formerly
have had a wide circulation in Russia, while they
are now gradually being brought to light in manu-
scripts—^dating in some cases from the 17th cent.

—rescued from the dust of archives and libraries.

Of written memorials of this kind, however, there
has recently appeared in village life a dangerous
enemy, viz. the inclination of the peasantry to

turn every available piece of paper into ci^jtirlci

(cigarettes).

In what follows, the reader will Iind a few speci-
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mens of iiiuj;ic fonmilie drawn Inini a tollectiun
recently publislicU by N. N. Vinoj^radov in the
Zivaja Starina (see the Literature at end of art.)-

The selection has been guided niainlv by the desire
to j)resent such examples as exhibit the com-
parison which here takes the place of the symbolic
magic action.

(1) An incantation used as a love-charm (Vinogradov, 1907,
no. 64) :

' I, the servant of God, Vasiliua, will rise up, blessing
myself ; I will walk, crossing myself, out of the room by the
door, and out of the forecourt by the gate, across the square
before the gate, through the wicket in the fence ; I will go out
into the open country ; in the open country is the blue seu, in
the blue sea lies a white stone, beside this white stone stands a
withered tree, and by this withered tree stands a wilirjred man ;

he hacks the withered tree and lays it on the lire. .\s Hoon and
OS swiftly as the withered tree flames up in the fire, so soon and
so swiftly may the heart of the handmaiden of God [so and so]
flame up for the servant of God [so and so], etc. ... Of all my
words may the key be in the sea, the lock in ray mouth,—1 shut,
1 bar to all eternity. Amen.'

(2) Jncaniatum /or extiwjuishini} tore (ib. 1U07, no. 32): 'I,

the servant of God [name], will rise without blessing myself ; I

will walk without crossing myself, out of the room, not by the
door, out of the forecourt, not by the gate ; I will go into the
open country', to the blue sea ; I will stand upon the beam of

the ground flat ; I will glance, I will gaze towards the north ; in

the north lies an island of ice ; on the island of ice stands a cabin
of ice, in the cabin of ice are walls ol" ice, a floor of ice, a roof of

ice, doors of ice, windows of ice, window-glass of ice, a stove of
ice, a table of ice, a seat of ice, a bedstead of ice, bed-clothes
of ice, and there sita the emperor of ice himself. In this cabin
of ice, on this stove of ice, sits a Polish cat, sits an over-sea dog

;

they sit with their backs turned towards each other. When the
Polish cat and the over-sea dog turn their noses towards each
other, they tussle and bite each other till blood flows. So may
the servant of God [name] and the handmaid of God [name]
nag and bite each other till they have blue marks and bloody
wounds, etc Araen,' The person must repeat this thrice,
spitting each time.

(3) Incantation against JteaSy bw^s^ beetles, and other insects

(ib. 1908, no. 70) :
' Fleas, bugs, beetles, and all such creatures,

behold, 1 come to you as a guest ; my bod}', as bones ; my blood,
as pitch ; eat moss, but not me. My word is sure. Key. Lock.
Amen, Amen, Amen.'

(4) Incantation upon gun and powder {ib. 1908, no. 4G)

:

* Adam comes upon the street. In his hands he carries a cudgel.
Powder—dung ! Shot—dust. Mingo [Lat.]upon him ; he shall

not kill me, but he shall not escape from before my shot. Now
and ever, and to all eternity. Amen.'

(5) Conclusion of an incantation dfsigncii to turn a maiden
against a youth (id. 1908, nos. 73, 74): 'According to this in-

Cintation, let a person take a forked twig, break it in two, and,
burning one piece, hide the other in the earth, with the words :

"As those two pieces do not grow together, and will not again
come together, so may the servant of God [name] and the hand-
maid of God [name] not come together or meet each other to all

eternity."'

(0) Incantatiim agninat bleeding (ib. 1908, no. 75) :
' I will

rise up, blessing myself ; 1 will go, crossing myself, into the open
country, upon the blue sea. In the open country, upon the blue
Bca, is a blue stone, m\t\ u^n it a brown horse ; on the horse
sits an old man ; he holds m his hand a golden needle, a silken

thread ; he sews, sews up the wound, stanches the blood, takes
away gout and rlieumatics, wards off evil eyes and enchantment
(prizorj/, prikuey) from the servant of God [name]. Thou, O
blood, stop, flow not, and do not drop from the servant of God
[name]. "To all eternity. Amen.' This must be repeated thrice,

and a needle drawn thrice round the wound. Then the needle
is throtvn into the river or well.

Even these few exaniiiles of llussian incantations
will serve to show that we are here in touch with
some of the very oldest elements of magic, and,
at the same time, v.itli some accretions of later

growth, and probably not of Russian origin at all.

The frequent reference to Biblical per.sons and
occurrences, or to the mysterious stone latyri, the
marvellous island of Buian, etc., which cannot be
brought into direct relation with the Russi.'in

lieo|dc, seems ratlier to bespeak a foreign, and in

the main an Eastern, source of intlueuce. It does
not fall within the .scope of this article, however,
to enter upon this as])ect of our subject, which, be
it remarked, re-emcrges in various ways in the
fields of the popuhtr legendary ])oetry of Russia,
i.e. the bylini. Sutlice it meanwhile to draw atten-
tion to a recent work by V. J. Mansikka, Vber
rH.<t.<tische Zaubcrfunncln, etc. (see the Lit.), which
jnits the reader in jiosscssion of the latest informa-
tion on the wider questions referred to.

The i)ractice of magic, as cairied on by means of

objects, actions, and words, pervades every phase

of ancient Russian life. A.suggestive inventory of

the magic devices to be guarded against by the
devout Christian when he is sick is given in the
Domostroj (16th cent.), ch. xxiii. ('How the good
Cliristiau should cure himself of di-sease and all

ailments'). It was a rooted conviction of the
popular mind that all things are possible to the
[iioper emiiloymeiit of occult power. Certain sec-

tions of life were suijposed to be peculiarly open
to the inlluence of porra, as for instance—besides

health of body and mind—the da3' of one's mar-
riage. On that day the presence of the koldunu
was simply indispensable, while the druSka also

—the master of ceremonies for the time—must
needs be an expert in all the arts of magic (cf.

1*. V. Sejn, The Great Iiu.i.fmn in hia Songs,
Rites, Cttstom.'i, Superstitions, Triles, nvri Legends
[Russian], 2 vols., Ht. Petersburg, 18'JS, I'JOO). The
same phenomena meet us everywhere : charm and
counter-charm, sorcery pitted against sorcery. In
ancient Russia, as we learn, the rivalry of magi-
cians often resulted in actual pitched battles.

The special form of occult art which is concerned
with the divination of the future need not be dealt
with here, as it has already been discussed with
some fullness in the article ARYAN Religion,
vol. ii. p. 54 f., with special reference to the Baltic
peoples.
Literature.—N. Kostomarov, 'Sketch of the Domestic Life

and Customs of the Great Russians in tiie IGth and 17th Cen-
turies,' ch. 21 (Beliefs), in Som-ejncnnik, vol. Ixxxiii. p. 529 ff.

[Russian]; N. N. Vinogrradov, 'Spella and Blessings,' in
Appendixes tQ the Zivaja Starina (19U7, 19US) [Russian] ; 'V. J.
Mansikka, Uber rui;sisclie Zauberfonneln niit Bcriicksichtigung
dcr Blut- u. Verrenkungssegen (Helsingfors, 190'J) ; on pp.
vii-ix of the last-named work will be found an extensive list of
Russian works dealing with the subject.

O. SCHRADER.
CHARMS AND AMULETS (Tibetan).—

Charms are very extensively, almost universally,

used in Tibet, owing to the intensely superstitious

character of the peojile and their inveterate ani-

mistic beliefs. In their hard struggle for life

amidst .some of the fiercest and most awe-inspiring
environments in the world, the Tibetans see in the
storms of hail, and in the Hoods and avalanches
which wreck their homes and scanty crojis and vex
them with disaster, the work of malignant spirits

infesting the air and water and localitv. They
attribute to these spirits also all other misfortunes
—accidents, dLsease, and untimely death. They
are ever haunted by the fear of harm from those
unseen evil agencies, and to ward it off they seek
protection in charms, especially those supplied to

them by their Buddhist priests. Indeed, the chief

attraction which Buddhism possesses for the popu-
lace is the mastery which it is sup[)Oscd to aliord

votaries over the evil spirits and devils which beset
them on all sides. In this way it ha|>pens that the
charms in use in Tibet are mostly borrowed from
Indian Buddhism, and incorporate largely, as the
I)resent writer has shown {Buddhism of 'Tibet, p.

404), ancient Vedic ritual of the nature of symi)a-
thetic magic. This the Tibetans seized on eagerly,

and have preserved, as it presents so mii<:h in com-
mon with their own native animistic beliefs.

These ancient Vedic charms, with their i>repara-

tory incantations, readily lent themselves to be
adapted by the later Buddhists, who, by an exten-

sion of Biuldlia's nihilistic idealism, tiiught that,

where nothing really exists and all is the product
of illusion, the name of a thing, spoken or written,

is to be regarded as being as real a.s the tiling itself.

A charm thus may be in the form of an uttered,

or even unuttcred, incantation with cabalistic ges-

tures ; or, as is mucli more common, a concrete
objective one containing inscribed chaiined sen-

tences or letters. The written charms are pre-

pared in cabalistic fa.shion, with special enchanted
material, according to set prescriptions. Thus, for
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the chai-m agahisl weapons, the diieotions are as

follows

:

With the blood of a wounded man draw the annexed mono-
gram [this is an ancient Sanskrit charactei-, and seems to read

dsa7rt—possibly, in the opinion of the present writer, intended

to express onomatopoeticallj' the hum of a spear or a sling-

stone], and insert it in the centre of the diagram entitled ' the

Assembly of Lauias' hearts.' The sheet should then be folded

and wrapped in a piece of red silk, and tied up with string and
worn around the neck or on an unexposed portion of the breast

iumiediately next the skin, and never be removed.

Again, for kitc/ien cooking smells offensive to the

liouse-gods

:

With the blood of a hybrid buU-caU write the monogram GAU
( = * cow '], insert it in the print, and fold up in a piece of hed^^e-

hog-skin. [This last may be compared with the Western Aryan
myth of the Greek hearth-god Vulcan, whose mother Hera as lo

is represented as a cow.]

In others, the charmed Sanskrit sentence or for-

xaxi\a,(inantra) is extracted from the later Mahayana
Buddhist scriptures of the Yoga and Tautrik era

(c. A.D. 500 onwards), and consists of apocryjjhal

sayings in corrupt Sanskrit ascribed to Buddha

—

often an unintelligible jargon of exclamations and
incantations like the ' Fe-fo-fum ' of the nursery

tales. Such sentences or formulae are termed
dharani, as they are supposed to ' hold ' magical

power. Sometimes a single letter only is used, in

which case it is the ' germ,' or blja, of the mantra.
These letters or sentences are usually inserted in a
diagram or yantra, which frequently is inscribed

with the orthodox ' Buddhist Creed.'

The more indigenous charms usually contain

Chinese astrological and geomantic signs and
symbols ; for misfortune is ascribed also to un-

favourable planetary influences. In these, as well

as in those imported from India, if they are to be

worn on the person, an important part of the pro-

tection depends on the manner in which the folded

charm is tied up into a packet with many-coloured
threads in geometrical patterns. This is done ac-

cording to the rites of the pre-Buddhist religion,

the Bim.
Thus prepared, the charm is worn on the person

or affixed to the house, or to a dangerous rock, or

is tied on bridges or cairns at the top of passes, or

on bushes by the river's edge, or is hoisteil on tall

flags. For wearing on the person, if for under the

dress, the packet is stitched up in a case of cloth

and covered with flannel, to be hung from the neck,

or it may be worn as a sash or attached to the upper

arm ; and several diti'ereut kinds may be fastened

together. When worn outside the dress, charms
are usually carried in a metallic amulet box.

The amulet box, termed gau, may be of copper,

silver, or gold, according to the wealtli of the

wearer. It is in two pieces, a front and back
hinged together by one or two wooden plugs at

the two sides. The size averages about 2 inches

square and about | of an inch deep ; but some are

much larger. The commonest shape is somewhat
oblong, with an acuminate tip to its arched top,

which may ))ossibly be intended to represent the

form of a leaf of the Bo-tree {Fictts religiusa). It

is usually embossed with the ' 8 lucky symbols

'

(asta-inahgolam) or other signs. Others are ovoid,

and many are inlaid with turquoise. Several are

glazed in front to expose the features of the central

image, which most of them contain.

The contents of the amulet box are varied. The
objects which are put in are supposed to be such
as are dreaded by evil spirits. They are: (1) the

charmed sentence as a magical spell, tied with

thread as above described. (2) Miniature images
of the chief Buddhist deities and saints, usually

as clay medallions or arched plaques, occasionally

of metal. The favourite image is Amitabha
Buddha, the god of the Western jjaradise, and his

son Avalokita of the Om maiii spell, and supposed
to be incarnate in the Dalai Lama; also Avalokita's
consort Tara, the queen of heaven ; less frequently

the patron saints Padniasambhava and Tsougk'apa,

and the demoniacal protectors of Buddhism, the

king -devils, varying according to the sect, e.g.

Vajrabhairava, etc. ; Buddha himself is seldom
carried. These images are wrajipcd in bits of silk

or other cloth, leaving the face uncovered. (3)

Sacred symbols, some of the 8 lucky emblems,

etc. (4) Relics of holy lamas, shreds of robes,

hair, and nail-parings, as fetishes. (5) Grains of

consecrated barley, pills, and cake from altars.

(6) Earth and small pebbles from holy sites. (7)

Incense and musk. These amulet cases are worn
by nearly every individual in Tibet. Most com-
monly they are suspended from the neck, often

more than one, and sometimes they are so large that

they form small breastplates. Laymen may have

four or Ave strung on a sash which buckles over

the shoulder. Smaller ones are occasionally fixed

as an ornament on the top-knot of the hah'. The
people rest their faith implicitly on the efficacy of

these charms, and may be seen to fondle them
aflectionately. The talismans are to them both

mascots and fetishes.

LiTERiTCRB.—S. W. Bushel!, JHAS, 1880, p. 436 Cf. ; A.
Csoma Kbrosi, JRASBe ix. 905 ; W. W. Rockhill, Xoles an
the Ethnology of Tibet, Washington, 18D6 ; E. Schlagintweit,
Buddhism in Tibet, Leipzig, 1S63, Eng. tr. ISSl, p. 174 fi. ;

L. A. Waddell, Lhasa and it» Mysteries, London, 1904, pp.

8, 173f., 268, 471, The Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, pp.
887-419, 670-672, and 'Ancient Indian Charms, from the

Tibetan,' in JAI xxiv. 41. L. A. WADDEIX.

CHARMS AND AMULETS (Vedic). —
Current English usage, restriotiuj; ' amulet ' to the

meaning of a talisman attached to the human
body, although probably based in part on a false

etymology (cf. Pauly-Wissowa, Encyc. i. 1984), is

of service in the study of Vedic magic, becaiLse the

use of such amulets is there so frequent that the

ideas connected with them must have presented

themselves to the mind of a Vedic Hindu as a
separate group. The designation of this group
was mani, a word exactly equivalent in meaning to
' amulet ' as defined above, except for the fact that

it is also employed in the broader sense of ' orna-

ment.' Etyraologically mani is connected with
Latin monlle, ' necklace,' and in the parent word
we may see the designation of the neck-ornaments
of the pre-historic period, which were undoubtedly
intended for magic rather than for ornamental
purposes (cf. Schi'ader, Reallex. der indogerman.
Altertur)iskimde,190\,s.v. 'Schmuck'). As'ynonym
for mani is jiratisara, which in the Atharvan
literature, however, always designates the amidet
that turns the spells of a sorcerer against himself,

in accordance with its etymology, ' going against,'

' counter-magie.'
i. Sources.—The use of amulets is not confined

to the Atharva ; but, as the fullest picture of the

Indian use of such charms is contained in the

works of that school, it seems best to present first

the practices of the Atharvan priests, and after-

wards supplement this treatment by the statements

from other sources.

I. Amulets in the Atharva-Veda.—The Athai'va-

Veda Samhita itself comprises a number of hymns
which more or less avowedly betray the fact that

they were intended to accompany operations in

which amulets were the chief factor. Such are

especially the hymns that contain invocations of

amulets or praises of them (i. 29, ii. 4, 11, iii. 5, 9,

iv. 10, viii. 5, 7, x. 6, xix. 28, 30, 31, 33, 36, 46).

In other cases incidental statements reveal the

.same fact (i. 35. 1 :
' The gold which the kindly

Diiksayanas bound on Satanika, that do I bind on
thee, that thou mayest have long life, lustre,

strength, long life of a Inmdred autumns '). In

ii. 9. 1 we have the invocation of a being made of

ten trees (daiavi-ksa)> which is manifestly an
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anuiiet. ii. 27 is the invocation of a plant, but the
third stanza sliows one niethiHi of its use by say-

ing, ' India phiced thee iijion his arm in order to

overthrow the Asurjis.' Other examples are iv. 9,

V. 28, vi. 81, xi. 4. 26, xix. 26, 32, 34, 35. Tlie
ritnal literature, in its description of the cere-

monies at which these hymns are employed, in-

variably bears out these indications, and pre-

scribes, besides, similar practices in connexion
with i. 1,2, 3, 9, 22, 34, ii. 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 27, ui. 6, 7,

21, 22, iv. 37, v. 1. 7, 13. U, 23. 1, vi. 4, 11, 15, 38,

39, 43, 72, 85, 90, 91, 101, 142, vii. 6, 43, 56, 76, 82,
viii. 2, X. 6, xix. 27, 29, .37, 44, 45. In mo.st of
these ca.scs the internal evidence of the hymns, by
their resemblance to tho.-^e of the previous classes,

supports the ritualistic tradition.

{a) Theory of the cjjif'irij of the amulet.—Upon
this point we are but badly informed, as the ritual

texts merely state tlio material of which the
amul(!t is to be made, the occasion on which it is

to be used, and tlie hymn with which it is to be
fastened on ; while the hymns are much more con-
cerned in their va^e rodomontades with the
wonders which the amulet will achieve than with
the method by which it will effect them. The
crudest view is perhaps that the amulet contains
a being of supernatural power who works on
behalf of its possessor. According to Oldenberg
(Religion den Veda, 1894, p. 514), this view in all

its crudeness is not fouml in the Veda. Nor is this

gainsaid by the fact that the Atharvan frequently
speaks of the amulet itself as if it were a living

thin". So in iv. 10. 7, in praising an amulet of

pearl ;
' The hone of tlie gods turned into pearl

;

that, .animated, dwells in the waters
' ; in xix. 34. 1 :

'Thou art an Anginas' (a semi-divine being) ; and
in the same hymn it is s.aid th.at the gods thrice

begot the amulet, with which is to be comp.ared
the ' god-bom' amulet of x. 6. 31. In xix. 33, deim
(god) is .ap]ilied to the amulet .as an epithet; cf.

xix. 34. 6, vi. 142. 2, and note that in viii. 2. 28, an
amulet is styled ' the body of Agni.' In two hymns
it is spoken of as a man, ,as a, hero (vlra): 'This
attacking t.alisman, (itself) a man, is f.astened upon
the man . . . as a m.an it adv.ances against sorceries

and destroys them' (viii. 5. 1-2, cf. iii. 5. 8). Note
also that it h.as a thousand eyes with which it is

invoked watchfully to destroy enemies (xix. 35. 3),

or two horns (xix. 36. 2), with which it pierces

demons. It dwells in the hou.«e like a guest, and
its actions are compared with those of a seer

(viii. 5. 8), or of Indra (x. 3. U, xix. 28. 3). Fre-

quently it is directly invoked to accomplish the
desired obji^ct, thus xix. 28 and 29 are made up of

verses of the type :
' O c/r«riAf«-gr,ass, pierce my

rivals, pierce my foemen, pierce all my enemies,
pierce tluiin that hate me, O amulet'—the changes
being rung on ' cut,' ' split,' ' crush,' ' grind,' ' burn,'
'.slay,' and other unpleasant imperatives; cf. .also

ii. 11. Such passages, however, must not be taken
too seriously. In reality they are nothing but a
result of the readiness to see life in everything,
<'ombined with the Atharvan tendency to elevate
in the most extravag.int fashion the various por-

tions of its ritualistic apparatus (for simil.ar

tendencies, cf. Bloomliold, The, Alharva-Vedn,
1897, p. 87).

In a soberer vein the Atharvan looks upon an
amulet as a weapon or an instrument in the hands
of the sorcerer, j-si, or god ; cf. i. 29 ; ii. 4. 4

;

iv. 10. 2, 3 ; viii. 5. 3, 5, 6 ; x. 3. 2, 6. 9, 12, 13 ;

or as an armour for its wearer, cf. viii. 5. 7, 10,

14. In this sensi! may be understood the state-

ments that it will protect on all sides (ii. 4. 2), or

from straits or the missiles of the gods and Asiiras
(iv. 10. 5) ; that it will beat oil' sorceries (viii. 5)

;

that it will ward olf or protect from various
dangers (x. 3. 4(1'.); and even the frequent state-

ment that it will [)rolong life may in part belong
to the same categoiy.
These metaphors, however, are the expressions

of a more advanced stage of belief. The primitive
idea on which the use of amulets was based is that
all qualities <-an be transfened by contact—an
undue generalization from certain famili.ir facts of

experience—combined with the further principle

of magic that the part may be substituted for the
whole, or the sjTubol for the thing symbolized.
This idea may still be seen governing the choice of

the material of which amulets are made (cf. below),
and is clearly expressed in viii. 5. 1 1-12 :

' Thon
art the highest of plants, as it were a bull among
moving creatures, a tiger as it were among wild
beasts. He in truth becomes a tiger, likewise a
lion, and also an uprooter of enemies who wears
this amulet.'
The Vedic practices, however, have advanced

beyond this simplest form of belief. This advance
is shown in the .attributing to the amulet of

secondary effects in addition to that which, on
the above principle, it was primarily intended to

produce. This is due to the fact that one blessing
frequently implies another; so, e.g., an amulet that
bestows long life must guard its wearer from
diseases and demons, from the charms of hostile

sorcerers, and from the attacks of human enemies,
and thus bestow the prosperity without which long
life would be unendurable. Another evidence is

the complicated structure of some amulets (cf.

below), due partly to the wish to secure several
objects at the same time, and partly to the effort

to take every chance for success. Finally, and
most important, is the eti'ort to reinforce by
ceremony and spell the effect which the amulet
was originally supposed to produce by natural
means. Every investiture with an amulet in-

volved an elaborate religious, or at least quasi-
religious, ceremony (cf. below), and the hymns
themselves show the same tendency by frequently
ascribing to the amulets a superhuman origin, or by
recounting the wonderful achievements which the
gods accomplished with them. The extreme of such
tales may lie seen in x. 6. 6-22 ; but viii. 5 also

furnishes abundant illustration ; cf. also i. 29, 35,

ii. 27, iii. 5, vi. 81. 3, xix. 30, 34, 35. Note also

how the hymns mingle prayers to different deities

with invo<:ation and laudations of the amulets, or in

some cases, e.g. vii. 6, 82, are apparently nothing
but prayers. In short, we have not nierelj' sym-
pathetic magic, but magic in the guise of religion,

(i) The tying on of the amulet.—This in itself is a
ceremony of some elaboration. From the general
rules {parihhasein) of the Kauiika Sutra, 7. 15-21,

we learn that the amulet is first steeped for three

days in a mixture of curds and honey, an oblation
of ghi (djya) is next made by the priest while
recdting the requii'ed hyiun, and, while the person
who has the ceremony iierformecl (knrriyitr) stands
behind him and touches him with blades of durhha-
gi'ass, the leavings of the oblation are put upon the

amulet, and the amulet is blessed witli the hymn,
the kdrayitr standing as before. The priest then
ties the amulet upon the kurnyitf (geniTally upon
his neck, in one case upon his linger, while bracelets

and earrings also serve as amulets), and gives him
the curds and honey to eat.

The clabonitenc'sa of the ceremony is preatly increased, if witli

Caland wo unden.t.inil that the whole performance is to ho

included in that of the New and Full Moon s.aorificc. To thi-i

view a certain support is siven hy the jirecept that the stcepinR

of the amulet shall bcfjin on the thirteenth d-iy of the half

month, but it leads to doubtful consequences <\l strictly

' applied), in.asiuufh as it is ditticult to )inderst.and how the
I kara}iitr could in rases of prc^sinijr nce<I wait for the change
1 of tlie moon. The rpiostion, however, involves other majdc
practicfs, and awor<Unj;Iy will he discussed under &Iaoic.

Frequently the tyinj; on of an amulet is but one
I of a series of magic rites (cf. K.ausika, 11. 19-20;
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13. 46 ; 25. fi, 111 : -if.. IG, 43 ; 27. 5, 29 ; 28. 20 ; 29.

14 ; 35. 10 ; 3S. 20-21 ; 39. 1 ; 43. I, 16 ; 48. 3, 24), or

it outers into a (.•eieniony of a more strictly reliniou.'i

nature, c.q. at tlio mi'.d/tdjaminn, a eerernony to

prochioe wisdom (10. 2); &ttl\cvn>imhrrnii>i, naming
of a child (58. 15) ; at the uprinni/iDiir, iiiiti.ation of

a youth into the Brahmanieal coinmuiiity (58. 8)

;

at the wedding ceremony (76. 8) ; and at the
mahaianti, a ceremony to avert evil portended by
prodigies, a different amulet being prescribed in

the 19th section of the ^antikalpa for each of its

thirty forms.
(c) Materials Employed and objects to be gained.—

(1) The vegetable kingdom furnishes the greater

portion of the amulets, and these produce a wide
variety of efl'ects. The symbolism intended often

remains obsoiire, especially when, as is sometimes
the case, it is impossible to identify the plant.

To obtain long life are employed amulets of the
pUaddru-tTee,J'inus deodora (Kaiis. 58. 15; ^ant.

19), or of rice and barley (Sant. 19). For the closely

allied wish of prosperity we find in use amnlets of

parna-viood., Butea frondosa (Kaus. 19. 22), a tree

of peculiar sanctity, to which the myths ascribe a
heavenly origin ; of talaia-ViooA (Kaus. 19. 26), an
unknown plant which perhaps owes its auspicious
properties simply to the assonance of its name
^vith pnlaia, a synonym of parna (the hymn vi. 15

points rather to the subjection of enemies than
to the attainment of prosperity which the ritual

states is the purpose) ; of barley (Kau^. 19. 27) ; of

the sraktya-tree, Clerodendrum phlomoides • of the
•warre»a-tree, Cratmva Boxburghii ; and of the
khadira-tT%6, Acacia catechu (19. 22). The last

three trees are employed largely on account of

their names, which are connected by popular ety-
mology with the roots var, ' to ward off,' and khad,
' to chew,' while srdktya as an epithet of an amulet
would mean both ' made from the srakfya-tree

'

and ' bristling.' Victor Henry's suggestion that
the latter was the primary meaning, and that
the amulet was shaped like a six-pointed star, is

most attractive. Whether Kaus. 11. 19; 52. 20
means an amulet made of two ^)'«ifK/a-berries

(Abrus precatorius, Linn.) or theii- weight in gold
is doubtful ; the hymns and commentators both
favoiir the latter alternative.

Against diseases in general are employed : in
Kaus. 26. 37, a varana-nrawlet (Darila limits the
purpose to the cure of consumption, but both
the hymn and Kesava indicate a wider scope) ; in
28. 20, an amulet of barley ; in 26. 40, an amulet
made of chips from ten difl'erent kinds of holy
trees, glued together and wrapped with gold wire

;

ef. also 13. 5, where the same amulet bestows
lustre. More interesting are the amulets employed
for the cure of particular diseases : in 25. 6, for the
cure of excessive discharges, the head of a stalk of
niM/wa-reed, Sacc/uirum munja, with a string de-
rived, according to the commentators, from the
same plant ; in 25. 10, for constipation or retention
of mine, substances promoting micturition (tlie

commentators cite as examples gall - nuts or
camphor) ; in 26. 43, for the cure of hereditary
disease, Icsetriya, one sews together in the skin of

a freshly-slain animal powder of a plant supposed
to destroy the ksetriya, brown barley with white
stalks, blossoms of sesame, mud, and mud from an
ant-hill, and binds it on the patient ; in 32. 13,

three pieces of fallen bark of the vlrina-tyee,

A ndropogon muricatvs, form one of the amulets for
the cure otjdydnya, syphilis (?) ; in 29. 14, the aldbu-
plant, Lagcnaria inilgaris, is employed against
the poison of serpents. According to Kesava, on
29. 20, a root of reed grass (Cappnris ajjhylla, Rox-
burgh) is employed as an amulet against worms
in a child ; the Kau^ika itself, however, speaks
only of an oblation of this substance.

Against disease conceived as due to possession

hy demons is employed, in Ivau^. 27. 5, the amulet
of s))linters from ten holy trees ; in 26. 35, a barley
amulet is employed in ca.se of danger from (disease-

producing) ilemons, curses, or the evil eye—at least

such is tiie interpretation given by the commenta-
tors (cf. Bloomfield, p. 285) to the word tnantrokta
' mentioned in the hymn ' ; but the word ' barley

'

does not ocoir in the hymn, and the Santikalpa
sees in saha.trakdnda, ' having a thousand shoots,'

of stanza 3 the most characteristic designation of
the plant. Demons are slain in Kaus. 42. 23 with
an amulet of tliejnhgida-tTee('ferminaliaarjima),
the string of which must be of hemp ; and in 43. 1,

with an amulet of the aralu - tree (
Colosanthes

indica), the thread must be reddish ; in 35. 20, they
are kept from a pregnant woman by means of

white and yeUow mustard. Sorcery is repeUed in

39. 1 with the srdktya-a,VLmiet, and in 48. 24 by a
<a)'c/«Ao!-amulet, the commentators disagreeing as
to whether this is of bone or paldia-yiooA. An
amulet of the last-named wood is prescribed in

43. 16 when a person is believed to be plagued by
the presence in his house-lire of kravydd agni, the
flesh - devouring Agni of the funeral fire. For
triumph over human enemies is ordained in 48. 3,

with transparent symbolism, an amulet made from
an aivattha-tiee (Ficus religiosa) that grows upon a
khadira-tree (Acacia catechu); for success in debate,
the root of the pdtd-p\a,nt (Clypea hernandifolia) is

employed in 38. 20.

At the wedding ceremony (76. S) the bridegroom
ties on his little finger an amulet of liquorice to
make himself agreeable to the bride ; the string
must be coloxired red with lac, and the knot made
on the inside of the hand. An amulet of darbha-
gi\ass is employed in 36. 32, according to Kesava,
in order to appease the ^vTath of a woman, and in

40. 16 to promote virility an amvdet of arka-yfooa.
[Calatropis gigantea) with a thread derived from
the same tree.

To this list of substances from the vegetable
kingdom, the Santikalpa adds amulets of udum-
bara-wood (Ficus glomerata), of the ajairhgl-'pXa.'at

(Odina pinnata), and perhaps of the Mdvari-^\a,nt
(Asparagus racemosus).

(2) The animal kingdom is not nearly so well
represented. We have already met the use of the
skin of a freshly-slain animal as the covering for

mud, and certain plants in a charm for the cure of
ksetriya (Kaus. 26. 43, where Caland is of the
opinion that the plants constitute a separate
amulet) ; the same amulet without the plants
serves in 32. 6 to cure the poison of serpents,

scorpions, and insects. Ksetriya is also attacked
(27. 29) by an amulet consisting of the horn of an
antelope, the efficacy of which depends upon the
pun between fisdna, ' horn,' and ri syati, ' he
loosens.' For the cure of jaundice and related
diseases, Kaus. 26. 16 employs an amulet made of
the part of the hide of a red bull which was pierced
by a peg when it was spread out for a seat, the
desire of the operator being to fasten upon the
patient a healthy redness. Most characteristic is

the amulet employed (10. 2) at the medhsjatwnu
(ceremony to produce wisdom) ; it is constructed
with evident symbolism fi-om the tongues of three
birds—the parrot, a certain species of crow (sdrika),

and a lark (kria). Long life is sought (13. 1-3)

with an amulet of ivory and elephant's hair
wrapped with gold wire ; or, instead (13. 4), the
amulet may consist of hairs from the navel of a
snufaka, a lion, a tiger, a goat, a ram, a steer, and
a king, all pasted together and wrapped with gold
wire. The same purpose is effected in 58. 9 by
means of a pearl shell. An amulet of the skin of

a black antelope, fastened on with hairs from its

tail, is employed in 40. 17 to promote virility, and
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one made from tlio wool of a male animal wia|ipe(l

round ])ieces of Prompis spirAr/era and /7< vv reli-

rfios'i is s-.ipposed (35. 10) to secure the birth of a
male child. There is also the possibility men-
tioned above that the ^anMa-amuiet is of bone.

(3) Objects from the mineral kingdom are only
rarely used in their natural condition. The
employment of mud has already boon mentioned,
as h.-us also the possibility that the weight in

"old of two ^/•.s'Hafa-berri(^s is intended, not the
berries themselves ; likewise the fact that gold
wire was employed to bind various substances
together. Apart from these instances there
occurs only the triple amulet of Athar. Ved.
V. is, probably identical with the unconquerable
(«.»//<'/) amulet of xix. 40, consisting of throe pieces
of gold, three of silver, and three of iron, em-
ployed to obtain long life in Kau^. 58. 10, and for

a variety of purposes in the 6antikalpa.

(4) Finally, there may bo cla-ssed together a
number of amuletii ma<Ie from manufactured
object-s, or in which the shape given to the
m.'itorial is significant. To secure ^^ctory for a
king, the amulet is made (Kaus. 16. 29) from the
felloe of a, chariot wheel encased in iron, lead,

copper, silver, or red copper, the centre of the case
being of gold. Salve is employed as an amulet
(58. 8) to secure long life. A spear-point fiunishes

(31. 7) an amulet against various sharp pains
ascribed to the missiles of Rudra ; and jayanya
(syphilis?) is healed in 32. II by tying on part of a
lute by means of one of its strings, the instrument
taking the place of the woman who played it, and
the treatment being on homoeopathic principles.

In 23. 10 one who is about to divide an inherited
estate ties on a bowstring as an amulet. In 35. U
a bracelet is employed to ensure conception, but
whether it is put on in the usual fashion, or tied

around the peck as amulets usually are, is not
clear. The Santikalpa 19 employs gold earrings,

put on in the iisual method, at the dgnr.yl idnti,

I.e. when there is danger of fire, or for one who
desires all blessings. An amulet in the shape of a
ship ensures a safe voyage (Kaus. 52. 11). The
head of an axe, or an amulet in the shape of an
axe, and made of pa/d.sV<-woo<l, iron, red copper, or

gold is emploj'ed in 4G. 2-3 to restore an unjustly
slandered man to honour. Prosperity is secured
in 19. 23 by an amulet consisting of four pieces

of kfi/idira-w ood, each made in the shajie of a
plough and put upon the string in a peculiar
fashion.

2. Amulets in other branches of Vedic litera-

ture.— In ]ia>s:iL;ps in which tliorr is sinipl}- .-ui alJu-

sion to a ni mi, it is frcf|ii(^ntly impossible to deter-
mine whether an amulet or an oniament, a jewel,
is meant ; but for the period in question the two
ide.os must have been at le.ost nearly synonjTiious.

So in Rig-Veda, i. 33. 8 (the only occurrence of the
word in the Rig-Veda), Indra is said to have van-
quished the D.-usyus ' a<Iorned with golden manh;'
i.e. in spite of the magical a.ssistanco of their
amulets. Compare the taking away of ornaments
or amulets from the Asuras accomplished by cer-

tain methods of sacrificial technique in Aitaroya
Brahmaiia, 4. 6, and note that the night-walking
demons of Hiranyakcsin (Grhya Siltras [HGS. ], 2.

3. 7), and the demon of <lisease (ib. 2. 7. 2) wore
ornaments, undoubtedly of magic power. Other
passages that may be cited are Vajci-saneyi Saiiihita,

24. 3, 30. 7 ; Pafichaviiii.ia Hrahmana, 20. 10. 6 ;

Satapatha Brahmana, 12. 3. 4. 2 ; Cljh.andogya
Upanisail, 6. 1. 5 ; but in prati.fara of Sat. Brali.

5. 2. 4. 20, 7. 4. 1. 33, the present writer can see no
allusion to an amulet, the word having the more
general sense of ' counter-charm.'

.•V clear examjile, however, is found in Vaj. Saiii.

34. 50-.52, the hymn for the putting on of the

golden '/"^•,«7y«ua amulet, elabora((^d in Athar. Ved.
1. .35, and recurring in Rig- Veda A'A/7(>/((, lu. 128 ; cf.

Vaj. Saiii. 19. SO. An amulet is minlioncd in the
unubhundnvtkd mtintrdh (Taittiiiya Saiiihita, 7. 3.

14. 1). At the ii.ivntnfdhn (horse sacrifice), Katya-
ya.na. (Srauta tirdni, 20. 5. 10) directs that each of
three wives of the king shall weave securely into
the mane and tail of the horse a hundred and one
golden amulets, which Sat. liiali. 13. 2. 6. 8 inter-

prets as symbolical of the king and the hundred
years of life lie wishes to attain.

In the Grhya Sulrjis [(iS.J, the practice, as was
to be expected, is better reiuesented, though still

without reaching (he prominence attained in the
Atharva. r)iH(Meii<:es are observable between the
dillerent Sutras, but appear to rest more upon
difi'erent degiecs of minuteness in reporting de-
tails, than upon actual difi'erences in the prevalence
of the practices.

In tlie widest sense of the word the different
parts of the costume of the bi-ahmacharin, espe-
cially his girdle and cord, may be considered as
amulets ; at any rate they are handled in accord-
ance with such magic jiotency. The verses with
which, in HGS. 1. 4. 2, the new garment is put on
the pupil at his initiation, are comparable in tone
to a charm of the Atharvan to seciu'e long life.

The staff, too, must be carefully guarded, and in
particular no person must be allowed to come
between it and its bearer ; and when the girdle
is worn out a ceremony is necessaiy before it can
be replaceil. That golden ornaments have a magic
power (an idea already alluded to) is shown oy
the formula employed at the wedding ceremony
(GobhilaGS. [GGS.J2. 2. 14 ; KhadiratJS. 1. 3. 27 ;

Mantra Brahmana, 1. 1. 8; cf. 1. 3. 8-11, 'Aus-
picious ornaments this woman wears ') ; and by
the direction thai a woman must wear them at the
times when she is peculiarly exposed to the attacks
of demons, thus during the three nights after her
wedding (HGS. 1. 23. 10), and after her courses
(ib. 1. 24. 8)—times when for the same reason
chastity is prescribed. In line with this is the
we.aring of gold orn;iiiicnts at the sinmiitdnnaya
(the parting of the hair of a pregnant woman to
secure e;i.sy child-birth), prescribed by H(iS. 2. I.

3, and permitted by Sahkli.ayana (iS. [S(iS.] 1. 22.

17 ; and the direction, in (UiS. 2. 10. 7, IIGS. 1. 1. 7,

to deck the youth w itii golden ornaments before his
initiation, religious ceremonies being of a peculiar
magical and ip.io fnHo dangerous potency. Com-
pare also the tying on of an ornanient with the
tormula prescribed in Maiiava GS. 1. 9. 24, as
part of the «7v7/(y«- ceremony (reception of a
guest).

In addition to these, there are a number of more
special cases. At the wedding ceremony the bride-
groom gives to the bride a porcupine quill and a
string twisted of three threads ; her relatives tie

on her a reil and bl.ick woollen or linen cord with
three gems, and the bridegroom nvidliului-'AowGXA

(word-symbolism) ; cf. SGS. 1. 12. 6, 8, 9. Accord-
ing to the same Sutra (1. 22. 8-10), the father at the
nimdntonnnya ties to the mother's neck, with a
string twisted from three threads, three unripe
fruits of an udumbnra-txce ; cf. Paraskara (;S. 1.

1.5. 6 ; (UiS. 2. 7. 4, and the similar proceedings at
the pu)h.i(t»unn (ceremony to secure the birth of a
male child), M(iS. I. IG. At the jfitnlcnrman,

(ceremony on the birth of a child) SGS. 1. 24.

11-14 directs that a piece of gold be bound with a
hemp string to the child's right h.and. There it

remains during the time of the mother's impurity,
after which it is given to the Brahman, or may be
retained by the father. The intentiim is evidently
to fiiniisii the child with a means of defence
against the deni<ins siyipo.sed to be hovering about
the mother at that time.
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At the famnvarfnnrt {the rrremony at the close
of his stuily, when tlie [mpil is about to leave his
teacher's house) various aiinilets are employed.
The use of earrings is clearly attested ; jewellery,
gold, or an amulet made of a perforated piece of
sandal wood or badariwood overlaid with gold is

used, or an amulet of this wood in coniunc'tion
with another .amulet of gold ; cf. for details Asva-
layana GS. 3. 8. 10, 21 ; HGS. 3. 1. 7 ; PGS. 2. 6.

24, 26 : H(48. 1. 10. 6-11. 3 : Apastambiya GS. 5.

12. 8ft.; MGS. 1. 2. 14. Kiii.illy, GGS. 3. 8. 6,
directs that after the prsntaka the sacrificer and
his family should tie on amulets of lac together
with all sorts of herbs ; and Ap. GS. 3. 9. 5-7,
has a ceremony of a highly magic flavour, in which
a ^vife hinds to her hands the root of a pata-
{)lant (Clijpea hernandifolin) in such a way tliat
ler husband cannot see it and then embraces him,
her purpose being to make him subject to her.
The unpublished Baudh.ay.ana GS. is said to make
frequent mention of amulets.
Among later texts the Adbhuta Brahmana, 2. 6,

includes in its list of portents the breaking of an
amulet. The Samavidhana Brahmana also pre-
scribes a number of amulets, and the method of
their application is a complicated series of cere-
monies, practically identical in all coses, which
constitute a technique a.s characteristic of this
school as the ceremonies previously described are
of the Atharvan. The performer fasts for three
days, selected in such a way that the beginning of
the ceremony itself shall fall on an auspicious day.
He then gathers the material required, and on the
same day makes of it a triple amulet, brings it to
the fire, and makes an ofTering without a mantra

;

he then lays the amulet down near the fire and
makes a thousand, or at least one hundred, oblations
accompanied by the singing of a specified saman.
He then wears the amulet on his neck or head,
and regularly sings a specified sdman.
The materials thus employed and the purposes

accomplished are : bilva-viooA to drive away de-
mons (Svidh. 2. 2. 2) ; the fuel must be from a tree
that was struck by lightning, and the butter for
the oblations from a white cow with a calf of the
same colour; Andropogon aciculatus and Sarpa-
sugandha (' snake - perfume ') to guard against
snakes (2. 3. 3) ; white blooming Solanum to guard
against danger from weapons (2. 3. 4) ; white
blooming Calatropis gigantea ; according to the
saman employed its wearer will be rich in food,
will have food everywhere, will not die of thirst,
will not die in water, will not have lepro.sy, or will
not die of poison (2. 3. 5-10) ; violet-roots for suc-
cess in debate (2. 7. 12) ; the first udanga-hmnch to
get a hundred slaves (2. 8. 5) ; a ring of copper,
silver, gold, or iron, to repel sorcery ; in this
ease the ring must be worn on the right hand, and
there is no prescription of a silent ottering or the
singing of the sanmn afterwards (3. 5. 7). In one
case the proceeding is somewhat elaborated. If
the children of one's \nie die young, the amulet is
made from the sheaths of the buds of the Ficus
indica. The amulet is treated as before, but the
wife wears it in her girdle until she (shortly) bears
a son, when it is put on his neck. The leavings
of the butter of the oblations have been saved, are
given to the child to eat, and are rubbed each day
on all the openings of his body, the supply being
renewed M'hen necessary. The consequence is that
the boy lives to be a hundred years old without
sutfering from the infirmities of old age (2. 2. 1).

ii. History of the amulet in India.—The
material collected is sufficient to show that the
wearing of amulets, a ]u'e-historic custom, was
practised familiarly and without disapproval among
the adherents of all Vedic schools. How far their
use is brought to the front, how far it is passed

over in silence, depend chiefly upon the character
and purpose of a text. Works dealing with the
ritual ot the great Sraiita - sacrifices naturally
make but rare and incidental mention of them ;

hence to infer fiom the silence of the Rig-Veda
that amulets were unknown at the time of the
composition of its hymns Ai'ould be to shut one's
eyes to the one-sided nature of that collection.
In the humbler Grhya, - sacrifices amtilets come
more to the front, in spite of the fact that these,
too, have lost much of their popular nature in
coming under priestly control. Finally, as was to
be expected, it is in the Atharva, that great docu-
ment of the popular side of religion, whose aim is

to secure the immediate fulfilment of each and
every want, that we find the most abundant em-
ployment of amulets. Already in the hymns of
the Atharvan we find the fundamental ideas con-
nected with the amulet fully developed. Whether
the ritual familiar to the authors of the hymns
was identical with that known to us from the
Kausika we cannot fully determine (cf. MAGIC).
But at the most we have between the Atharvan
Samhita and the Kausika only new applications
of old ideas, and perhaps an increasing complexity
of ritual technique. It is a noteworthy fact that,
in spite of the centuries between them, the Santi-
kalpa in its manipulation of amulets is upon essen-
tially the same basis as the Kausika, thus showing
the steadfastness of the tradition of the ritual
when once established.

LlTERATtTRE.—There is no connected treatment of the subject,
but incidental mention of it is made in the worlis on Vedic
religion (wh. see), and especially in the works on the Atharva-
Veda. Cf. also Mioio [Vedic].

G. M. BOLLING.
CHARTISM.—I. Demands of the Chartists.—

The Chartist movement played the most important
part in working-class annals between 1837 and 1842,
and it did not finally leave the stage until 1848.
Political reform was the direct object of the move-
ment, but it was social in its origin and in its ulti-
mate aims. The National Charter, drafted by
Francis Place frorn materials stxpplied by William
Lovett, embodied in the form of a bill the demand
of its supporters. The six main points, none of
them novel, were : (1) adult male sulliage, (2) vote
by ballot, (3) annual parliaments, (4) abolition of
the property qualification for members of the House
of Commons, (5) payment of members, and (6) equal
electoral districts.

2. Origin in economic conditions of the time.—
Driving power for agitation was found in the eco-
nomic conditions of the time, which occasioned
among the working classes a sullen discontent with
their lot. Wide-spread commercial and industrial
depression marked the period 1837-42, in which are
recorded two of the leanest harvests of. the century,
and a severe financial crisis. A vast amount of
speculation in railways, mines, canals, and joint-
stock banks, together with an unchecked expansion
of credit, had characterized the prosperous years
1833-36. The bad harvest of 1837, causing a large
export of gold in payment for imported wheat,
combined with calls for gold from America and
the Continent, shook the unwieldy credit super-
structure, and precipitated a crisis which almost
ruined the Bank of England, and forced seventy-
three joint-stock banks to stop payment. Para-
lysis of enterprise naturally followed the crash,
and the stagnation of business resulted in a large
amount of unemployment. In those days antici-
pation of demand in the ever-widening market for
which Great Britain produced was almost impos-
sible. Convulsive fluctuations in commerce were
common, and, while this ebb and flow of trade
made the lot of the worker unstable, ' The huge
demon of Mechani.sm smokes and thunders . . .
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nt evoiy <liari<;e of shape oveispttiiif; whole multi-
Imles of workmen . . . hnrlin;; them asunder, tliis

way and that ... so that tlie wisest no hmger
knows his whcreahout' (Carlyle, 'Chartism,' in

vol. iv. of Misc.e.llfineou.1 Essays, 1872 ed. p. ISO).

Adam Smith's statement, th.it man is of all kinds
of haggage tlie most dilticnlt to transport, .and tliat

labour is of all commodities the most immobile,
wa.s eminently true of this period. Lack of power
to change not only gcogi\iphical position but also

occupation, was a root-cause of much of the suH'cr-

ing of the time. The quality of .a<laptability, upon
which modern thinkers lay emphasis, was r.^re.

Custom bound men in fetters, and hindered their
re-ab.^orption into new callings. Moreover, there
was a supreme lack of organization in the labour
market. The Poor Law of 1834 was an added
griev.ance. Underlying this Act was the i)rinciple

of deterrence, tli.at the position of those relieved

should be less eligible than that of the lowest class

of independent laliourers, .and that the reality of

the distress of each applicant for relief should be
proved by the workhouse test. ' Heretical and
damnable ,as a whole truth,' says Carlj'le of the
principle of the new Poor Law, 'it is orthodox and
laudabh; as a /(/(//'-truth' (ib. p. 121). It was too

much to expect that the operative clas.ses should
realize how necessary a drastic reform had been.

Irish .agricultural distress accentuated the evils of

the time!, by flooding the English casual labour
m.arket with men accustomed to a low standard of

life ; and .a heavy corn duty, founded upon the
obsolete m.axim tliat ' England should live of her
own,' made even bread scarce. Chartism was in

part the expression of working-class dissatisfaction

with these conditions.

3. Connexion between Chartism and Owenite
Communism.—The wide-spro.id belief in jiolitical

reform .-is a remedy for all social ills sccnri'd a large

numb(ir of adherents for the Charter, but Robert
Owen's gospel of social regeneration was perhaps
equallj- responsible for the Chartist movement.
Owen had preached the ' New Moral World,' and
had enlisted the Trade Unions and other labour
forces of the country to l)ring it about. It was to

h.ave Ijeen a kind ot Communism. When practical

steps were taken, however, failure succeeded failure.

The general strike could not he carried out. It was
then gener.ally believed th.at the only possible engine
wherewith to introduce the new moral world was
the Government. But the working classes had little

control over the Government ; hence the demand
for the reforms tabulated in the six points of the
Charter to give them this control. Their thoughts
natur.ally turned to political agitation after the
Keform movement of the early 'Thirties.' Inter-
mixed with the idealism of Owen's system were
certain economic beliefs, such as the right of the
manual worker to the whole produce of labour,
which was popularly expressed in the following
lines :

' Wajjea should form the price* of poods.
Yes, wages should be all

;

Then we who work to m.ik(* the goodfl

Should justly have them all.

But if the price be made of rent,

Tithes, taxes, profits all.

Then we who work to mnke the goods
Shall have—just none at all.*

Generally speaking, however, the Chartist leaders
had no clear conception of what they w.anti^d ulti-

mately. Most were feeling their way to some new
industrial organization ; they were 'humanitarians,
educationalists, moralist-s, socialists, dreamers after
.a new heaven and earth.'

4. Organization and tactics of the Chartists.—
The years l^:;ii-:!!l s.'iw the formation of the Work-
ing .Men's Association of Loiulon (in 1836), the
Birmingham I'olitic.al Union, and the Unions of

the North. The first was moderate and educa-
tional in its aims ; the others spent much of their

energies in denouncing machinery and the I'oor

Law. [n IS:i,s, O'ComHill, the Radical member,
moved .an amcndnicnl to the Address, expressing a
desire for further political reform—a desire echoed
by all classes who had been disappointed in 18.32.

i^ord John Russell's declaration against any further
political change, supported by Sir Robert Peel on
behalf of the Opjiositiim, brought into line the
organizations mentioned above. A National Con-
vention was then formed to secure the adoption
of the measures embodied in the Charter. Charter
Uni(ms sprang up, especially in the North, with
amazing rapidity. Such masses of men had never
rallied round any cause since the days of the
' Grand National ' Trade Union. Among the
le.aders of the movement were Lovett, Feargus
O'Connor, Bronterre O'Brien, Hetherington, Cob-
bett, and Vincent. Numerous papers came into

existence for propaganda work : Hetherington's
London Dispatch, the moral force organ, repre-
sentative of the London Working Men's Associa-
tion ; O'Connor's Northern Star, the physical force
organ, representative of the spirit of the Northern
Unions ; Bronterre O'Brien's Operative. ; Cobbett's
Champion ; and others. The method of monster
demonstrations was used with ellect in the great
industrial centres, notably in Glasgow, Newcastle,
and Manchester. Dissension among the leaders

—

eventually a continual source of weakness to the
movement—soon broke out. The chief subject in
dispute was the nature of the means to be eni[iloyed

for the attainment of the common object. Lovett,
supported by the Working Men's Association, was
in favour of moral suasion only ; O'Connor, with
the Northern Unions, was in favour of menaces
and, if necessary, physical force. The Convention
decided to submit the following live methods to

the Branch Unions for consideration : (1) a run on
the banks for gold, (2) abstinence from all excisable
liquors, (3) exclusive dealing, (4) arming, and (5)

universal cessation of labour (the general strike).

No agreement was reached ; but the repressive
Government policy of 1839-42, seen in the long
list of prosecutions for sedition, tended to throw
the movement into the hands of O'Connor and the
extremists. Violent strikes and rioting fill the
records of those three years, beginning with the
Welsh rising in 1839, and culminating in the Lan-
cashire and Midland strikes of 1842, which almost
became political rebellions.

5. Later course of the movement and its decline.
—From 1842 Chartism steadily lost its importance.
The improvement in economic conditions turned
the working cla.sses to objects more directly fruit-

ful. The Co-operative movement sprang up anew,
and Trade Unions with limited trade programmes
won back the allegiance of the operatives. Indus-
trial diplomacy and associated ell'ort, aimed at im-
mediate practical ends, gradu.ally took the pl.ace of

a cla.ss movement inspired by vague social asjiira-

tions. In 1848, events in Paris seemed to reiive
for a brief period the waning power of Chartism ;

but the failure of the monster meeting of 10th
April, and the exposure of exaggeration as regards
the numbers of the Chartists and their earnestness,
combined with lack of political talent among its

leaders, soon brought the agitation to an end.
Two points only need to be noted in the years
1842-48. The one is O'Ccmnm's land bubble, or,

under its formal title, tlic National Chartist Co-
operative Land Society, founded in 1S43. O'Connor,
or the ' Pauper'sBailifi',';is he called himself, ran this
scheme in competition with the Charter a.s a means
of social regeneration. His jilan involved, among
other things, placing town-bred men upon estates
almost wholly bought with borrowed capital, and
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trusting; to their uniform success to pay off interest
and wipe out tlie cicbt. So futile a proposal fle-

ceiveil ii'.w, liut it uuderuiineil O'Connor's inlluence.

The DtliiM point to note is the vain struggle of the
leaders in 1844-45 against the growing ascendancy
of Cobden and liright over working-class opinion.
Viewed as an episode in the history of the demo-

cracy, the Chartist movement shows an enlarge-
ment of the social aspirations of the working
classes, but no progress m the methods adopte<l to
acliieve their ends. ' Made respectable by sincerity,

devotion, and even heroism, in tlie rank and file,' it

was, as it has been perhaps too severely urged, ' dis-

graced by the fnstian of its orators anil the political

and economic quackery of its pretentious and incom-
petent \eiuieTs (Wehh, Ilislori/ of Ti-ade Unionism,
1894, p. 158).

LiTERATBRB.—Carlyle,' C/mi'tiOTi 2, Lonrlon, 1S42 ; William
Lovett, Life and Strtigglea, r.ondon, 1S76 ; R. G. Gammage,
Hist, of the Chartist Mommcnt, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1S94 ; The
Xorthem Star ; Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, 1S32 ; His-

torical Review, Oct. 1889; Graham Wallas, IJ/e of I'rands
Place, London, isns.

S. J. ClL-iPMAN and R. B. FORRESTEK.

CHASA (Bengali chdsh, Hindi chas, 'tillage').

—The chief cultivating caste of Orissa in the
province of Bengal, to which, with a few emigranta
into the Central Provinces, tliey are practically all

confined. At the Census of 1901 they numbered
870,527. They are by religion orthodox Hindus,
but tliey betray their non-Aryan origin by occa-
sionally resorting to the old rite of burying instead
of cremating the dead ; and, to mark tlii.s lapse
from the observances of Hinduism, their Brahmans
are not received on equal terms by castes which
follow the same occupation, like the Khandait and
Karan. Most of tliem belong to the Vaisnava
sect.

LiTBRATHRB.—Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal, 1891, i. 192 f.

W. Crooke.
CHASIDIM.—See Hasid^eans.

CHASTITY.
Introductory (A. E. Crawley), p. 474.

Babylonian.—See 'Semitic'
Buddhist (T. W. Rhys Davids), p. 490.

Chinese (W. G. Walshe), p. 490.

Christian (A. J. Maclean), p. 491.

Egyptian.—See 'Semitic'
Greek (I. F. Burns), p. 494.

CHASTITY (Introductory).—It is only within
recent years—practically the last forty— tliat scien-

tific attention has been brought to bear upon the
subject of the nature and evolution of the sexual
impulse in man. McLennan's study of Primitive
Marriage (1865) marked an epoch in anthropo-
logical research, and the step then taken was the
first indirect move towards a psychology of sex.

Darwin's study of sexual selection directed atten-
tion to the biological aspects of the subject. Many
converging lines of anthropological study have since

made contribution ; in particular, tlie close inquiry
into the origin and evolution of the institution of

marriage. Direct attacks upon the problem soon
began. Psychologists and clinical students have
made careful investigations into the phenomena
of normal and abnormal sexual life among the
civilized populations of tlie present day. Investiga-
tions have also been carried on among some of the
uncivilized races still available for study. The
result, considering the natural difficulties of the
subject and the short space of time since investiga-

tion began, is remarkable. Though we are still

far from definite knowledge on many points of

importance, and though practical application of
what is known is as yet impossible, we have
reached a fairly clear understanding of some
main aspects, and are able to formulate some
probable principles.

The close connexion of the subject of sex with
religion, both in social evolution and in individual
psycliology, renders the study of chastity an ex-
tremely important chapter in the past and future
sociology of the race. Such an investigation
brings us down to the biological foundations of

individual and social life and morality. Roughly
speaking, the sexual impulse is a psychical over-

growth from the nutritive, corresponding to it as

physiological reproduction corresponds to physio-
logical nutrition. Chastity, both as practice and
as principle, is a biological and psychological
moment, in phylogeny and ontogeny, of profound
significance. In order to appreciate that signifi-

cance in connexion with tlie evolution of religion,
it is necessary (1) to investigate the various causes

Hebrew.—See ' Semitic'
Jewish.—See ' Semitic'
Muslim (Th. W. .Juynboll), p. 495.

Roman (J. B. Carter), p. 496.

Semitic (T. G. Pinches), p. 497.

Slavic (0. Schrader), p. 50l.

Teutonic (O. Schrader), p. 499.

and conditions—biological, economic, and psycho-
logical—which have produced, generally, what is

knoNvn as sexual morality, and, in particular, have
elevated the regulation or control of the more or
less reflex action of the reproductive centres into a
religious virtue, a social ideal, and an individual
duty ; and (2) to trace the distribution of the
habit of chastity, and the historical curve of
its development, of course without prejudice to the
question whether this or that opinion which has
been held is physiologically sound.
The roots of civilized popular opinion, of theo-

logical, ethical, and ecclesiastical enactment, upon
the (questions of sexual life and habit are deep in

primitive soil. But the popular and theological
ideas which spring from this have been moulded
by external conditions, continually, but slowly,
changing with the evolution of society. At the
same time there has been a decided evolution of
the sexual impulse itself.

We merel.v note, without discussing, the connexion between
the religious and the sexual impulse. This does not appear till

puberty. Both impulses may he regarded as psychic * irradia-

tions,' which in adolescence tend to merge into one another,
and to he confused. But there seems to be no reason for re-

garding the religious impulse of adolescence as a specialization
of the sexual. 1 We know little about the religious impulse of
primitive man ; probably it was as slightly developed as the
other.

That the sexual impulse is relatively weak among
savages, as compared with civilized peoples, is

proved by the difficulty often shown in attaining

sexual excitement—a difficulty which frequently
has to be overcome by the indirect erethism of

saturnalian proceedings ; it is proved also by the
savage's relative lack of jealousy, which is corre-

lated with the excessive system of checks upon
intercourse, which generally prevails ; and, lastly,

by the undeveloped condition of the organs them-
selves.2
Havelock Ellis, who has brought out the point, notes that,

while ' among the higher races in India the sexual instinct is

very developed, and sexual intercourse has been cultivated as
an art, perhaps more elaborately than anywhere else—here,
however, we are far removed from primitive conditions

—

1 Starbuck, Psycholon of Religion, 1899, p. 401 ff.; Vallon and
Marie, in Archives de Ncvrnlogie., ii. iii. [1897] 1S4 f.

2 Ploss-Bartels, Van WeibT, 1902, i. 212 ft.
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farther to llie eaat, as nmong the Cambodians, slriot chastity

seems to prevail ; anil it we cross the Himalayas to the north,

we ftiid ourselves anion;; wilrl people to whom sexual licence is

unltnown.'
Even the neu:rcs3 is by no means very amorous. 'She is

rather cold, and indifferent to the refinements of love.' I The
notion that the neffro race is peculiarly prone to sexual iiululf-

ence seems to be due partly to the expansive temperament of

the race, and to the sexual character of many festivals—a fact

which indicates the need of artificial excitement. Of the

Malaysian races careful investigation has shown that the sexual

impulse is *onIy developed to a slight extent: they are not

sensual. . . . The women also are not ardent.'^ Sexual desire

is said to be very moderate among the Andamancse. A high

authority states that the North .\merican race ' is loss salacious

than cither the negro or white race.' 'Several of the virtues,

and among them chastity, were more faithfully practised by
the Indian race before tlie inv.asion from the East than these

same virtues are practised by the white race of the present

day.'' Another high authority, L. II. Morgan, had previously

come to the same conclusion.

Such facta point to a relatively low development
of nervous energy in the sexual centres—a condi-

tion oorrelatcil with the hardships of existence and
the difiicully of obtaining food of good quality and
regularly supidied. It may he conjectured that

the estahlishment of cereal agriculture niarkc-d

an upward step. In the struggle for existence a

strong and well-developed sexual instinct has

obviousl}' an important sur\dval value, and the

higher race.s are undoubtedly to be credited with

its jjossessitin.

The history of chastity is concerned with the

various changes that occur between these two

stages : of savage life where the sexual impulse

is hut slightly developed, and of high culture

where it is re"latively strong. The savage may
be said to possess a ' natural chastity,' Vjut this

is not to he denied to the normal civilized man.
In both cases there is the same physiological law
of rhyllim. The facts of this rhj-thm are parallel

with that of nutrition ; satisfaction is followed by

a reaction during which the impulse and its organs,

as it were, enjoy rest and recuperation ;
gradually

the secretions are built up again, until at the to])

of the curve detumescence follows like an explosion

of gathered forces. Moll and Havelock Ellis have

worked out the mechanism of the sexual impulse

into a process of tumescence and detumescence.

Natural chastity is the psychical concomitant of

the detumescent period ; its first moment is the

strong reaction which follows the explosion. This

is the basis of proverbs such as omne nnimal posl

coitum triite, and should be the starting-point of

all investigations into the psychology of sexual

asceticism. In its various shades of meaning the

virttte of chastity, whether it be that of the faithful

wife, or the virginity of the imm.ature or of (ho

unmarried, or the t<!iiiporary continence of warrior

or medicine-man, or the more permanent attempts

(sometimes becoming perversions) of priestly sub-

jects—in all these applications its origin is the

same, though cloaked and shrouded by varying

condition.s of life and culture, and by the shadows
of superstition and mythological ethics.

Thus, when apjilicd to the normal uncontami-

nated savage, such statements as that this tribe

is licentious, and that is chaste, are meaningless

unless we know the details, and, in particular,

the external conditions. The old travellers' talcs

of savage lust and liicntiimsncss are as far from

the truth as philosojihical encomiums of savage
morality and jiarailisaical innocence. Other things

being ecpial, tlic savage regards the satisfaction of

the sexu.al instinct exactly as he regards the satis-

faction of hunger and thirst.^ The only control,

apart from artificial laws and customs, is physio-

logical, and this he unconsciously obeys. Conse-
1 Havelock Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of Sex, 1807-1000,

lii. 2I8t.
2 H. V. Stevens, ZE iv. 180 f., quoted by Ellis, I.e.

A. B. Holder, A mer. Jmim. of ObeMries, xxvi. 1, <piote<l by
Elli!

* See Riedel, De shttk- fn kroesharvje Rassen, 1886, patsim.

quently, there is nothing 'vicious' aliout his

sexual habits. If he has no ideal of chastity,

neither has he any perversion to unchastity. The
terms as yet have ii"

|

pli-ilion in his life.

'It is not diHicult to -
'

: r Iiflief, widely spread

during the ninettentli cr
I i

ii ilridlcd licentiousness

of savages. In the fir, l ii . U > .i^irine of evolution in-

evitably created a prejudice in favour of such a view. It was
assumed that modesty, chastity, and restraint were the line

and ultimate flowers of moral development ; therefore at the

beginnings of civilization we must needs expect to find the

opposite of these things. Apart, however, from any mere
prejudice of this kind, a superficial observation of the actual

tacts necessarily led to much misunderstanding. .lust as the

nakedness of many savage peoples led to the belief th.at tbcy

were lacking in modesty ... so the absence of our European

rules of sexual behaviour among savages led to the conclusion

that they were abandoned to debauchery. The wide-spreml

custom of lending the wife under certain circumstances was
especially regarded as indicating gross licentiousness. More-

over, even when intercourse was found to be free before mar-

riage, scarcely any investigator sought to ascertain what
amount of sexual intercourse this freedom involved. . . .

Again, it often happened that no clear distinction was made
between peoples contaminated by .association with civilization,

and peoples not so contaminated. For instance, when pro-

stitution is attributed to a savage people, we must almost

invariably supjiose either that a mistake has been made, or that

the people in question have been degraded by intercourse with

white peoples, for among unspoilt savages no custom that

can properly be called prostitution prevails. ... It has been
seriously maintained that the chastity of savages, so far as it

exists at all, is due to European civilization. . . . There is

ample evidence from various parts of the world to show that

this is by no means the rule. And, indeed, it may be said—
with no disregard of the energy and sincerity of missionary

efforts—that it could not be so. A new system of beliefs and
practices, however excellent it may be in itself, can never pos-

sess the same stringent and unquestionable force as the system

in which an iiulividual and his ancestors have always lived, and
which they have never doubted the validity of. . . . This

dangerously unsettling process has been .applied by missionaries

on a wholesale scale to races which in some respects are often

little more than children. When, therefore, we are considering

the chastity of savages, we must not take into account those

peoples which have been brought into close contact with

Europeans.'!

Westcrmarck collected evidence (on which Ellis

founds in the above summary) to show that ' the

wantonness of savages' is often due to contact

with Europeans ; for instance, among the Eskimos,

Indians of California, British Columbia, Vancouver
and Queen Charlotte Islands, in Pat.agonia, Sand-

wich Islands, Ponape, Tana, Samoa, Tahiti, Aus-
tralia, and Madagascar.^ He also concludes that
' irregular connexion.s between the sexes have on
the whole exhibited a tendency to increase along

with the progress of civilization.'' The analogy

of domestic animals bears this out.
' In our domestic animals generally, which live under what

may be called civilized conditions, the sexual system and the

sexual needs are more developed than in the wild species most
closely related to them.''' 'The organs which in the feral state

are continually exercised in a severe struggle for existence, do
not under domestication compete so closely with one another

for the less needed nutriment. Hence organs, like the repro-

ductive gtands, which are not so directly implicated in self-

preservation, are able to avail themselves of more food.'^

Heaijc suggests that the great reproductive power and sexiial

proclivities ot rats and mii-c are 'due to the advantages derived

from ihcir intimate relations with the luxuries of civili/.ation.

He also concludes that ' it would seem highly probable that the

reproductive power of man has increased with civilization,

precisely as ft may be increased in the lower animals by
domestication; that the effect ot a regular supply ot good

food, together with all the other stimulating f.actors available

and exercised in modern civilized conmiunities, has resulted in

such great activity of the generative organs, and so great an

increase in the supply of the reproductive elements, that con-

ception in the healthy human female may be said to be jiossible

almost at any time during the reproductive period.'O

Sexual periodicity forni.s a natural foundati(m

for the development, by empliasis, of the resting

period into an absolute alistincnce and of the

functional into an orgiastic explosicm. This em-
phasized rhythm is analogous to the phenomena of

rut. ' We are almost compelled,' says Westcr-

marck, ' to assume that the pairing time of our
1 H. Ellis, op.cit. 207 ff.

2 Westcrmarck, Hist. o/Uum. .Wirr.3, IfKll, p. 0611.

3 lh.C9t. 4 Ellis, -m. ci(. 220.

5 Adlerz, niolo(t. CentralUall, iv. (I'.iO.;).

6 W. Hcaiie, ' The Sexual Sea.son of Mammals,' in Quart.

Jnlim. o/.l/icros<»pi<M/Sciciia!, xliv. (1900) 12, S9.
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envliest human or soiiii-human ancestors was re-

stric'ti'il to a ccrlaiii season of the year.'' The
Tiiiiians of ('alifoiiiia 'have their rutting seasons

as rij,'uhirly as ha\ e the (leer, the elk, the antelope,

or any other animals.'^ Westerniarck conclnaes

that tlie faet of ' the sexual instinct increasing at

the end of spring, or rather at the beginning of

summer,' was not ilue either to abundance or lack

of food, or to an increase of the sun's heat, and
must therefore be regarded as a survival factor,

the result of natural selection.' Saturnalia and
orgiastic festivals, which form so conspicuous a
feature of sav.age life, are not to be considered
survivals of a primitive pairing season. Survivals

of this kind must involve physiological necessity.

They coincide with periods of plenty, and are, in

their lowest terms, expressions of the natural im-
pulse towards merry-making and nervous ebullition

generally. In the circumstances the ' primitive

burst' is inevitably an occasion for a general ex-

plosion of the sexu.al centres. Thus we have a
cultural, as well as a physiological, rhythm of

periodicity. The difficulty experienced by the
savage in attaining tumescence, except under
specially stimulating circumstances, is overcome by
these so-called orgies, which also frequently have
the secondary (and, often, the primary) intention

of magical processes for the promotion of the fer-

tility of the crops. The Marquesans are instanced
by Foley to show the difficulty of erethism except
at special seasons *—a case which is typical of the

savage generally. The manifestations of the im-
pulse, when they do appear, are excessive, just as

the irradiation during the rest of the function is

deficient.
* It i3 largely the occurrence of these violent occasional out-

bursts of the sexual instinct—during which the organic impulse
to tumescence becomes so powerful that external stimuli are no
longer necessary—that has led to the belief in the peculiar
strength of the impulse in savages.' ^

Man's later development owes as much to these
' bursts ' as to the periods of natural chastity ; the

one process was exercise of the function, with all

its psychical ramifications, the other was control.

The service rendered by artificial chastity to

civilization is to strengthen the function by self-

control ; this is the biological view of the matter,
the premiss being that high development of such a
function is of the greatest survival value.

The way in which custom, variously originating,

comes across the natural sexual life, may be illus-

trated by sketching the latter where it still occurs.

This, with not more than two exceptions, which
themselves are not absolute, is found only among
the unmarried. It is not universal even in this

secluded sphere—a fact which shows that marriage-
law soon extends its range to the ante-nuptial
period.

In British Centr.al Africa, 'before a girl is become a woman
(tliat is to say, before she is able to conceive) it is a matter of
absolute indifference what she does, and scarcely any girl

remains a virgin after about five years of age.'" Among the
Congo tribes sexual indulgence in children is not checked.'^
No disgrace is attached by Kafirs to intercourse by the un-
married.y In the Marshall Islands intercourse is free until
marriage.9 Maori girls * as a general rule had great licence in

the way of lovers. I don't thinlt the youno^ woman knew when
she was a virgin, for she had love-affairs with the boys from her
cradle. . . . When she married it became very different ; she was
then taprt to her husband.' !•> Boys and girls among the Cheremiss
have complete freedom of intercourse.!! In Indonesia this

freedom is very marked, and begins at the earliest age possible

before puberty.12 Among the Nagas 'chastity begins with

1 Westermarck, op. cit. 28.

2 Johnston, in Schoolcraft, iv. 224 ; S. Powers, Tribes of Cati-

brnia, 1877, p. 206.
3 Op. cit. 36. > BSA P, Nov. 6, 1879. 5 Ellis, op. cit. 213.
6 Johnston, British Central A.frica, 1S97, p. 406.
7 Torday and Joyce, JAI xxxvi. 2S6 ff.

8 Maclean, Compendium of Kafir Laica^ 1838, p. 63.

» ZVRW \\y. 416fr.
i« Tregear, JA I xix. 101 ff.

" Smirno^, Les Pvpntnlion.ifimioises. 1S98, p. 337.
13 Riedel, pp. 41, 0*7, 370, and pa.tsim.

marriage.' 1 Other rases are the Philippi

Tlie Yakuts see nothing wrong in such li

1(1 the Hovas.'
provided that

_ one suffers material loss by it.3

This, of course, is the point of origin for customs
of repression leading to chastity ; three typos of

this are more or less universal, viz. loss of virginity

in purchasable daughters, infringement of the Inis-

band's proprietary rights in a wife, and the ' injury,'

more or less mysterious, in its origin and content,

resulting from intercourse between members of the

sjxme family-circle—niotlier and son, brother and
sister. Before passing to the habits of chastity

imposed in these and related circumstances, it is

worth remark that among people like the Indo-

nesians, where free intercourse is allowed to children

before conception is possible, mastnrbation, so

prevalent in moralized civilization, is conspicuous

by its absence.
Chastity after puberty but before marriage is,

on the whole, moie prevalent in the lower races

than in modern civilization, for reasons which we
shall sliortly discuss. But chastity (if the term be
applicable to immaturity) before puberty, and there-

fore before conception is possible, seems to be practi-

cally unknown among savage and barbarian peoples,

except where infant betrothal and marriage have
been introduced. Intercourse at this age, possible

as it is, and biologically natural, is apparently

regarded as innocent ' play ' of the sexual in-

stinct.

Thus, among the Valave of Madagascar, children have inter-

course at a very early age, and their parents encourage this and
take a pleasure in watching them.-* Such precocious connexion
has been noted among the Indonesians, the Maoris, and the

Bahuana of the Congo.* It is said that among the first named
it is not uncommon for brothers and sisters to have intercourse

at five or six years of age.6 In New Caledonia girls lose their

virginity in playing about at a very early age.7 In certain

South Australian tribes it is said that girls are accustomed to

intercourse from their eighth year.8 On Talmit, one of the

Marshjill Islands, the practice begins ' with the first stirrings of

nature before menstruation.' 9 Similaraccounts are given of the

Nubians, Masai, and Nandi.io and of British Central Africa

generally. * There is scarce a girl who remains a virgin after

about five years of age.' n Much the same is the case with the
Basutos and Baroiiga, the Bambala, the tribes of the Lower
Congo, and the Mande of Bonduku.i2

Sexual control, exerted by the society, com-
mences with the establishment of puberty. Here
a difficulty presents itself. AVhy was such control

ever instituted ? It could not have originated from
any notion of the harmfulness of exercising the

sexual function when near or at its complete de-

velopment, for experience of this kind is incon-

ceivable in a primitive state of society, and super-

stitions on the subject are necessarily results, not
originally causes, of such control. It might be
supposed that, the possibility of conception being

now introduced, it was necessary to make rules for

adolescents so as to prevent promiscuous births.

But there is strong evidence to the eflect that, when
such rules were instituted, the knowledge that

sexual intercourse is necessary for conception had
not been attained. The Central Australians, who
have sucli rules, do not connect the phenomena of

intercourse and pregnancy. Nor can we eliminate

from their original institution the sexual point of

view. To some extent they are concerned with the

'making' of young men and their admission to the

ranks of tlie adult, but sexual maturity is the

mark and sign of this elevation. Another aspect

1 Remie Colon. Intefnat. v, 491.

2 De Morga, Philippine Islands, etc., tr. 1S68, p. 303 ; Sibree,

JAIix. 43.

3 Sumner, ^^/xxxi. 96.

* Sibree, JAI ix. 39 ; Floss, op. cit. i. 301.

'JAI xxxvi. 285 fl. « Ploss, I.e.

7 lb. i. 309. 8 lb. i. 392.

9 Kohler, ZVRW xiv. 417 (quoted by Hartland, Prim. Pater-

nitti, 1909, li. 202).
I" Ploss, op. cit. i. 399; Bagge, J^J 7" xxxiv. 169: .Tohnslon,

Uijanda, imij, ii. 824 ; HolIi8,|3fMOl, 1905, p. xvi, Ifandi, 1909,

pp. 16, 68.
11 Johnston, Brit. Cent. Africa, 408 (quoted bv Hartland).

iSHartland, ii. 267ff.
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of these initiatory rites is edueatiou, including
education in sexual mutters. The fact that this

is more complete and elficieut in savage than in

civilized societies does not necessarily involve the
assumption that education was the primary object,
any more than it involves degeneracy in the
educational ideals of to-daj'. Yet we cannot doubt
that the instinct, strongly developed in the savage
parent, for the nurture of the young, which is the
natural coni|i!ement of the long childhood of the
human individual, was soon extended even to tliis

kind of instruction.

The possibility remains that the control over the
sexual life of the pubescent youth of the comnuinity
originated directly from the adult men, who wished
to safeguard theu' own privileges as 'husbands.'
A considerable portion of the moral law has had a
similar origin in adult privilege, and not a few of

the moral emotions and habits, such as unselfish-

ness, have been learnt in the same way. The
balance of evidence is against the view that the
original or primitive marital state was promiscuitj'.

The suggestion we have made coincides with such
evidence. It also involves the assumption

—

a
pi-iuri probable—that, at the remote period of the
institution of this control, sexual capacity was
coincident with the establishment of puberty.
Biologically this was to be expected. Accordingly
we must conclude that sexual intercourse before
jiuberty was originally a physical impossibility.

Precocious intercourse must then be ascribed to a
development of the reproductive function due to
improved conditions of life. In this connexion it is

a significant fact that the Australian evidence as
to premature coition is very doubtful, and applies
only to the Southern tribes, which have been
longest in contact with Europeans. Of its occur-
rence in the more isolated tribes there is no
mention. Lastly, there is reason to suppose that
the Australians represent a lower culture tlian the
peoples, cited above, among whom it is prevalent.

' As regards savajje and barbarous races of men, amon^ %\ hum
the relations of the sext's under normal conditions take the form
o( marriage, nearly every individual strives to get married as
soon as he or she reaches tiie age of puberty.* ^

This statement of Westermarck may be received
as embodying a general rule, with the proviso that
the older males regulate the '.striving,' and that
this ' .striving ' is usually confined to the male sex.
Normallj' it is difficult for a young male to get
married at once, and when he does succeed his

lirst bride is rarely a young female. The old men
exercise a monopoly in tlie matter of youthful
brides. That puberty is originally regarded as the
commencement of sexual capacity, as such, and at
lirst without any idea of its being the commence-
ment in the female of the child-bearing state, is

shown by cases where the later develojimcnt
of precocious capacity is either ignored or for-

bidden. Observation would soon prove that child-

bearing could not occui' before maturity. Thus
we find rules established to reinforce the original
coincidence of puberty and capacity.

In the I'elew Islands 5e,\ual intercourse seems to be forbidden
to girls until after the first mcnstruatiorL2 A similar rule is

found in Cambodia.3 The Australian evidence seems to show
that pre-pubertal intercourse did not exist.* The ceremonial
perforation of the hymen common among the Central tribes is

clearly a preparation for the sexual functions. Circumcision
no doubt has a similar origin. Where the numerical pro-
portions of the sexes are balance-d, as amonff the Central Aus-
tralians, such preparation of the female is coincident with
allotment as a wife. It is thus both a puberty and a marriage
ceremony. The ^'eneriil facts of puberty-customs show an
artificial emphasizing of the sexual rhythm of rest and ex-
plosion. The Australian or South African boy during his
initiation is, it goes without saying, chaste both by compulsion
and by choice. So is it with girli. But the educative factor

* Westermarck, op. cit. 134.
2 SenfTt, ([uoted by Uartland, op, cit. ii. 177.
^ Aymonier, Cochinehine .franfaise, vi. [1880] 193
* Uowitl, Native 'IViben, 1004, p. 260 f.

comes in at the end of the initiation, to coincide with the
natural result of the period of rest of (unction. Inmiediately
after circumcision a Ceriimese boy nuist have intercourse witii

a girl.l In certain Central African tribes both bo}s and girls

after initiation must as soon as possible have intercourse, the
belief being that, if they do not, they will die.^ Narrinyeri
hoys after the preliminary rites had complete licence.* After
the seclu.sion of a Kafir girl at puberty she is allowe<l to co-

habit with any one durinj; the festivities which follow ; Katlr
boys after being circumcised may have connexion with any
unmarried females they can persuade.* Similar practices are
found on the Senegal and Congo.* As for theoretical educa-
tion, Swahili girls at puberty are instructed in t^exual know-
ledge ; Apache girls in the duties of married life.8 In Hal-
niahera, boys are brought int<i a large shed in which are two
tables, one for the men and one for the women, who must be
separated while eating. An old man now rubs a piece of wood,
which makes water red, into a vessel of water, imitating by his

movements the act of coitus. Tliis pantomime is gone through
for each boy, whose name is called out by the ofhciator. The
red water represents the blood which results from the per-
foration of the hymen. Then the faces and bodies of the boys
are smeared with the red water, after which they go into the
woods, and are supposed to promote their health by taking
the sun. 7 In Cerani theory and practice are combined thus

:

the old woman who instructs the girls takes a leaf, which she
solemnly perforates with her finger, by way of representing the
perforation of the hymen. After the ceremony, the girl has
full liberty of intercourse with men ; in some villages the old
men take the privilege to themselves.8 It is important to
observe that such intercourse is, as among Africans and Aus-
tralians, a duty, rather than a privilege, of the newly initiated.

We now pass to a consideration of the preva-
lence and origin of post-pubertal and pre-nuptial
chastity. Numerical and economic conditions
necessarily render this interval between puberty
and maiTiage the rule rather than the exception.
Even where such conditions need not be regarded
as imperative, the monojiolizing instincts of the
older men impose difficulties on immediate mar-
riage. This may be regarded as the ultimate
social or artilicial reason both for the postpone-
ment of marriage and for the concomitant imposi-
tion of chastity during the interval.

In this connexion the theory of J. J. Atkinson
may be cited. He suggests that the first step
towards the regulation of the intercourse of the
sexes, and therefore of maniage, was due to the
jealousy of the old male, who was the autocrat of
the small family group in some anthropoid genus.
In order to seciue his rights over all the females
of the group, including his daughters, he expelled
his sons when they anived at puberty. Hence
the law against incest between brothers and
sisters, mothers and sons. The suggestion has the
advantage of tracing to one common origin the
inception of the family, of marriage-legislation,
and of sexual morality generally. The prohibition
of such unions, though a limitation of sexual free-

dom, hardly, however, conies under the category
of chastity. Yet the origin of the law against
incest is in some way, or at some stage, closely
connected, as will be seen later, with general
limitations of sexual freedom. One difficulty

about this connexion, as also about Atkinson's
hypothesis, is this— If the ' primal law ' forbid-

ding intercourse between brothers and sisters was
inspired by proprietary or sexual jealousy on the
part of the paterfamilias, why is it that in savage
races, as we know them, adultery with a wife or

allotted woman, when condemned, is comlemned
as an oflence against property rather than as
against morality or religion, while incest excites
religious horror as a presumptuous infraction of a
superuaturally moral fiat ? This, for instance, is

the case in Fiji, where the distinction is well
marked. The mere fact of the greater antiquity

1 lliedel, <»/>. .;i(. 139.

- I). Macdonald, A/ricana, 1S82, i. 12C.
^ nowiU, JAI xii. 37.

*J. filacdonald, JAI xx. 117, 118; Maclean, Compendium,
pp. !«, 101.

•'• W. Keade, Snvaqc AJrica, 18C3, p. -tSl, JAI xxii. lOO.

Ploss, Das ^Yeib^, ii. 437 ; Fcathcrman, Racci of ilankiml,
1881 ff., iii. 190.

' Riedel, in 7,E xvii. 81 f.

8 Riedel, De Huik- cu kroett/uiriyc iia^ncii, 138.
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of this iirohibitioii cannot be brought fonviud in

exjilauation, jis it inii)lies the equal antiquity of a

i'ealous jirotuction of tlie original wife or wives.
f we supposed that the j)atriarch was in tlie habit

of casting oil' uu old wife as soon as lie had an
adult daughter, the KU|)positiou goes too far ; this

kind of luxurious uxorial habit is not safely to be
ascribed to savages, much less to a scini-liunian

sjiecics. Nor, though there are some indications
of a jirolonged survival of the habit of father-

daughter ini-est, can we ascribe the religious in-

tensity of the law against brother-sister incest

entirely to such ferocity of the instinct for a
youthful bride, not to mention any instinct for

filial intercourse, without further evidence of their

existence, prevalence, and strength.
Atkinson's hypothesis, however, hardly over-

states the control which may be exercised in early
communities by the old over the young. The
superimposing of various emotional reactions from
such control will concern us later. Here we may
illustrate the way in which pre-nuptial chastitj'

shows itself as a social fact, or rather desideratum.
The sexual morality of youth among the Tasmanians was of

a high standard. ' Tlie young men and lads moved early from
the camp in the morniny: so as not to interfere with female
movements in rising. Unmarried men never wandered in the
bush with women ; if meeting a party of the other sex, native
politeness required that the.v turned and went another way.'

^

In Australia we find th.'^.t among the Lower Darling natives,
' laws were strict, especially those regarding young men and
young women. It was almost death to a young lad or man
who had sexual intercourse till married,' 2 The laws of New
South Wales were also strict :

' no conversation is allowed
between the single men and the girls or the married women.
. . . Infractions of these and other laws were visited either by
punishment by any aggrieved member of the tribe, or by the
delinquent having to purge himself of his crime by standing up
protected simply by his shield or a waddy, while five or six

warriors threw from a comparatively short distance several
spears at him. "^ In Western Victoria ' illegitimacy is rare, and
is looked upon with such abhorrence that the mother is always
severely beaten by her relatives, and sometimes put to death
and burned. . . . The father of the child is also punished
with the greatest severity, and occasionally killed.' * In the
Central tribes no man may go near the erlukwirra (women's
camp); and no woman may approach the umjunja (men's camp).5

In Nias both seducer and seduced were put to death. "^

Among certain of the Sea Ikiyaks an unmarried girl with child
was ' offensive to the superior powers.' The guilty lovers were
fined.'' Pre-nuptial intercourse was forbidden by the Hill
Dayaks.8 In some parts of the Philippines chastity was
honoured, ' not only among the women but also among the
young girls, and is protected by very severe laws.' 3 New
Guinea girls are chaste. 10 In Melanesia ' there was by no
means that insensibiht}' in regard to female virtue with which
the natives are so commonly charged.' n In Fiji boys were not
allowed to approach women until they were eighteen years of
age.l3 In Samoa chiefs' daughters at least prided themselves
on their chastity, while intercourse with men of theii- owu
people was forbidden to ordinary girls.l3 The women of the
Loyalty Island Uea were * strictly chaste before marriage, and
fatt;hful wives afterwards.' !* Among the Leh-tas of Burma the
unmarried of each sex sleep in seiwr.Ue dormitories, and, * when
they may have occasion to pass each other, avert their ga,ze, so
that they may not see each other's faces.' 15 In Cambodia girls

are carefully secluded ;
' the stringency of custom prevents the

intercourse of the young. Accordingly the r61e of village Don
Juan is scarcely possible.' 16 xhe humble Veddas of Ceylon
and the Andaman Islanders valued chastity in the unmarried
woman.17 The Uodos and Dhimals of India value chastity in
married and unmarried men and women alike. 1^ Both Circas-

1 Bonwick, Daily Life^ etc. of Tasniutninns, 1870, pp. 11, 69.
- Holden, Follcloi-e of the South Australian Aborigrn&s,

p. 19.

3 Brough Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria^ 1878, ii. 318.
4 Dawson, Attstratian Aborigines^ 1881, pp. 28, 33.
^ Spencer-Gillen », pp. 178, 407.
6 Wilken, in Bijdragen tot de Taal- Land- en Volkcnkundc, v.

. 444.

, 18(53,

1.--21,
. 60 ; Blumentritt,

7 St. John, Forests .fi;..^

8 Low, Sarawak, ! -
1

i i

SKotzebue, rc//,-.> ; /

Ethnographic der J'J/r'r:
'

<"

10 Earl, Papuans, lai'i, \\. 81 ; nnsoh, Hew duinea, 1865,

pp. 77, 82.
11 Codrington, Slelanesians, 1891, p. 235.
1'- Erskine, Islands of the Western I'acijic, 18.53, p. 265.
" Turner, Nineteen Years, 1861, p. 184 ; Wilken, I.e. ii. 138.
" Erskine, p. 341. 16 i^tche, Burma, 1878, i. 343.
18 Avmonier, 191, 198.
1' Ncvill, in Taprobanian, i. 178 ; JAI xii. 344.
" Hodgson, Uiscellancous Essays, 18S0, i. 123.

sians and South Slavonians sold or punished severely erring
dau^'hters. Among the latter the girl's father had the right of
slaymg the seducer, i The seducer among the l\ingus was
forced to purch.ase the girl or to submit to corporal chastise-
ment.2 The Turks of Central Asia have been said to be ignor-
ant of fallen virtue in their unmarried girls.-* The Thlinkets
make the seducer pay the girl's parents a heavy compensation.

4

Among the Aleuts ' unmarried females who gave birth to ille-

gitimate children were to be killed for shame, and hidden.'

6

Egede reported :
' During fifteen years that I lived in Green-

land I did not hear of more than two or three young women
who were gotten with child unmariied ; because it is reckoned
the greatest of infamies.' 6 The women of the Mandans, Nez
Perces, and Apaches are said to have been remarkably chaste,
and seduction was regarded with reprobation.7 Similar ac-
counts have been received of the Paraguay, Patagoniao, British
Columbia, Vancouver, and Queen Charlotte Indians.**

West African tribes punish seduction.^ Among the Kafirs
the father of a girl seduced may demand payment if she be-
comes pregnant ; seduction alone involves a heavy fine among
the Gaikas.io Chastity' of girls and to some extent of boys was
highly regarded by the Basutos and the Bakwains.n The
Kaziba are reported to punish pre-nuptial amours, it a child
is born, by flinging the man and the woman into Lake Victoria.l2

The Bakoki banished the erring woman from home, and fined her
seducer.l3 The Beui-Amer and Marea put him to death, together
with the woman and her child. 14 The Beni-Mzab impose upon
the man banishment and a fine. 15 The punishment for seduction
among the Takue is the same as for murder.i6 Mother and
child are put to death by the Kabyles.l7

The large majority of savage and barbarous
peoples show particular care in separating the un-
married in the matter of sleeping-quarters. A
constant source of this precaution is the horror of
brother-sister incest. Many peoples have developed
a system of dormitories for the unmarried men

;

some few emjiloy them for the unmarried women
also.'*

Westermarck, on whose collections the above list

is based, rather understates the case when he says

:

' Yet, however commonly chastity is disrej^arded in the savage
world, we must not suppose that such disregard ia anything
like a universal characteristic of the lower races.' 19

Ignoring those peoples who allow pre-pubertal
intercourse, and eliminating those witj whom
pre-nuptial intercourse is a preliminary to marriage,
the seducer marrying the girl if she prove with
child, and those who allow, in the latter connexion,
a more or less free trial of mates, the balance is in

favour of the conclusion that the majority of

savage and barbarous peoples emphasize jire-nuptial

chastity as an ideal, and attempt, with more or
less success, to impose it in practice. The first

efficient cause seems to be the monopolizing and
jealous attitude of the older men. Secondary
reasons seem to be the economic disturbance
produced by childbirth, ^\•hen no bread •^\inner for

tlie new family has been formally appointed. To
allow preliminary intercourse, with the proviso

that marriage shall follow if a child is born, was a
dangerous concession. Later, when fathers and
brotliers found that daughters and sisters possessed
exchange-value, seduction wasstill moreemphasized
as a tort against property, on the assumption,
chiefly, that virginity in a bride, no less than
absence of encumbrances in the form of children,

was an important asset. Pre-nuptial chastity in
1 Klemm, Allt/. Culturgesch., 1843-52, iv. 26; Krauss,

Sitte u. Branch der Siidslaveni, 1885, p. 197 ff.

2 Georgi, Russia, 1780-83, iii. 84.

s VambiSry, Das Tilrkenmlk, 18S6, p. 240.
4 PelroS, Alaska, 1884, p. 177. 6 n. 166.

6 Egede, Greenland, 1818, p. 141.

7 Catlin, A'. Amer. Indians^, 1842, i. 121 ; Schoolcraft, v.

654 ; Bancroft, 1. 514 ; Hearne, Xortliem Ocean, 1796, p. 311.

8 Dobrizhofler, Abipanes, lS'i2, ii. 163 ; Musters, The Pata-
gonians,Kn, p. 197; Lord, Vancouver Island, 1860, ii. 233;
Woldt, Ja^obsen's Reise, 1884, p. 28.

9 W. Reade, Savage Africa, p. 261 ; Forbes, Dahomey, 1849-

60, i. 26.
)<i Maclean, 64, 112.
1' Casalis, Lassuutos, 1859, p. 267; Livingstone, Missionary

Traocls, 1857, p. 613.
12 Cunningham, Uganda, 1905, p. 290. IS lb. 102.
14 Munzinger, Ottafr. Studien", 1883, p. 322.
15 Chavanne, Die Sahara, 1879, p. 315.
16 Munzinger, 208.
17 Hanotcau-Letourneux, La Kabylic, 1873, ii. 148, 187.
'8 See Crawley, The Mystic Rose, 1902, p. 219.

19 Westermarck, Moral Ideas, 190S, ii. 424.
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women thus ounies to coincide for its principle witli

the ' chastity ' or lidclity of tlie wife.

lieforc discussing this hvtter form of cliastity,

we may sketch tlie intiuence of tlie preference for

virginity. Cliastity ^«r ^c, as a jewel of price, 'is

not unilerstood. An unmarried girl is expected
to be chiuste because virginity possesses a market-
able value, and were she to be unchaste her parents
would receive little and perhaps no head-money
for her.'" This account is typical of such ciusos.

Westermarck traces such proprietary emotion
further back to a psychical or rather biological

origin.
' If uiarriaj^e, as 1 am inclined to suppose, is based on an

instinct derived from some ape-like pro^cuitor, it would from
the beginning be regarded as the uat^iralforin of sexual inter-

course in the human race, whilst other more transitory con-
nexions would appear al)normal and consequently he dis-

approved of. I am not certain whether some feeling of this

sort, however vague, is not still very general in the race. IJut

it has beer, more or less, or almost tiotally, suppressed by social

conditions which make it in most cases impossible for men to

marry at the first outbreak of the sexual passion. We have
thus to seek for some other explanation of the severe censure
passed on pre-nuptial connexions.' This, he concludes, is

'chiefly due to the preference which a man gives to a virgin
bride.' 'Such a preference is a fact of very common occurrence.'

2

The proprietary emotion wliich insists on cluvstity

in a daughter or sister is thus a reaction to the
biological preferenceof the bridegrooiuforvirginity.

Such preference is proved for the Ahts, Chippewas,
Thlinkets, Chicchimecs, Nicaraguans, and Aztecs,
Samoa,' parts of New Guinea and Indonesia, the
Rendileof East Africa, the Sudan, Somalis, Togos,
West Africa, Undongas, Herero, Bayaka, Bsni-
Anier, Samoyeds, Chuwashes, Chulims, Circassia,

Hebrews, and, not to mention higher cultures,

Persia, and China.

^

This preference, according to Westermarck, * partly springs
from a feeling akin to jealousy towards women who have had
previous connexions with other men, partly from the warm
response a man expects from a woman whose appetites he is

the first to gratify, and largely from an instinctive appreciation
of female coyness. Each sex is attracted by the distinctive
characteristics of the opposite sex, and coyness is a female
quality. In mankind, as among other mammals, the female
requires to be courted, often endeavouring_ for a long time to
escape from the male. Not only in civilized countries may
courtship mean a prolonged making of love to the woman.
Mariner's words with reference to the women of Tonga hold
true of a great many, if not all, savage and barbarous races of

men. " It must not be supposed," he says, "that these women
are always easily won ; the greatest attentions and most fervent
solicitations are sometimes requisite, even though there bo no
other lover in the way." The marriage ceremonies of many
peoples bear testimony to the same fact. . . . Where mariiage
is the customary form of sexual intercourse, pre-nui>tial in-

continence in a woman, as suggesting lack of coyness and
modesty, is therefore apt to di.sgrace her. At the atme time;

it is a disgrace to, and consequently an offence against, lior

family, especially where the ties of kinship are strong.'
' Marriage by purchase has thus raised the standard of female
chastity, and also, to some extent, checked the incontinence of

the men.'

5

Hut, as showing how natural modesty may
].roducc natural chastity, the Veddas may be
cited. Among these low sjivages, girls are not
jjurchased, yet they are protected ' with the keenest
sense of honour.' '' Here we may infer the jircsencs

of what may be called natural fennile chastity,

coinciding with parental recognition of a riglit to

1 A. B. Ellis, Tshi-itpeakmg Peoples, 1887, p. 286.
2 VVestennarck, ilural Ideas, ii. 434 f.

3 Sproat, Saca{ic Life, ls68, i>.
n.'> ; Keating, Ezpcdition, ISM,

ii. 169t. ; Petroff, 177; Squier, Trans. Am. Ethn. Soc. iii. 1,

127 ; Bancroft, i. 632 ; AcosU, Indies, ii. 370, ed. 1880 ; Turner,
Samoa, 1884, p. 95.

* Wilken, in JSijdragen, iv. 440 f. ; Bink, in BSAP xi. 397;
C'hanler, Thrmigh Jungle and Desert, 1890, p. 317 ; de Lauture,
/>ie A/rikanische Wliste, 1807, p. 192 ; Waitz, Anthropol.,
l«9-72, ii. 522, 113; tirade, in Avs alien M'etttheiUn, xx. 5;
Headc, Savage Africa, 45 ; Stcinmctz, Rtchtsverhdltnisse, 1903,
p. 330 ir. ; Kohler, i:i XVRW xiv. 304, .309 ; Torday and Jov<c,
.lAI xxxvi. 45, 61; Kahle, in ZeiUiehr. des Vereins, xi. 442
(quoted by Uartland); tluuzinger, 319 B. ; Vamb^ry, 461;
tJeorgi, 232 ; Klemni, iv. 26 ; Deuteronomy, oh. 22 ; Polak, Die
Dersien, 1865, i. 213; Gray, China, 1878, i. 209.

^ Westemiarck, Moral Ideas, ii. 435 ff.

6 Nevill, in Taprobanian, i. 178.

immunity. \\'e thus reach back to the ultimate
biological fact, which holds good throughout the
animal, and perhaps the whole organic, world, that
the female period of sexual rest letjuires far more
stimulus for its passage into tumescence than docs
the male. Hence the production, by means of

sexual selection, of the stimulating colotirs and
sounds i)ossossed by the luale, and exercised for

the purpose of rousing and exciting the female.
This dillerence is recognized in a crude unconscious
way by the more or le.^s universal imposition of
greater penalties for uiichastity upon the females.
' One Paw for men and another for women ' is a
position based on biological laws, though it has
resulted in cruelty towards tlie female sex.

Westermarck urges that ' to anybody who duly
reflects upon the matter it is clear tbat the seducer
does a wrong to the woman also ; but I find no
indication that this idea occuis at all to the savage
mind.'

'

Yet the idea is certainly latent, however fax
short of it are savage views.

' Thus,' continues Westermarck, ' the men, by demanding that
the women whom they maiTy siiall be 'irgins, indirectly give
rise to the demand that they themselves shall abstain from
certain forms of incontinence.' The seducer is no less guilty
than the seduced, though ' liis act is judged from a more limited
point of view. It is chiefly, if not exclusively, regarded as an
offence against the parents or family of the girl ; chastity per
se is hardly required of savage men.'

Not until a late stage of culture was the oll'spring

considered.
' In judging of matters relating to sexual morality, men have

generally made little use of their reason, and been guilty of
much thoughtless cruelty. Although marriage has come into
existence solely for the sake of the offspring, it rarely happens
that in sexual relations much unselfish thought isbestowed
upon unborn individuals. Legal provisions in favour of illegiti-

mate children have made men somewhat more careful, for their
own sake, but they h:ive also nourished the idea that the
responsibility of fatherhood may be bought off by the small
sum the man has to pay for the support of his natural child.
Custom or law may exempt bun even from this duty. We are
told that in Tahiti the father might kill a bastard" child, but
that, if he surfered it to live, he was eo ipso considered to be
married to its mother. This custom, it would seem, is hardly
more inhuman than the famous law according to which "la
recherche de la paternity est iiiterdite." '

2

Aquiuas held fornication to be a mortal sin,

because it ' tends to tlie hurt of the life of the child
who is to be boru of such intercourse,' or becau.se

'it is contrary to the good of the oll'spring.'''
' But this tender care for the welfare of illegitimate children

seems strange when we consider the manner in which such
children ha\e been treated by the Roman Catholic Church
herself. It is obvious thai the extreme horror of fornication
which is expressed in the Christian doctrine is in the main a
result of the same ascetic principle which declared celibacy
s\iperior to marriage, and tolerated marriage only because it

could not be suppressed. '
*

We shall refer later to priiiciides of asceticism.
It may here be noted, in connexion with Christian
i<leas, that in the stories of supernatural birth,
which Uartland has shown to be of world-wide
distribution, the virginity of the mother is often
emjihasized. This is an i.'idirect result of ignorance
of tlie fact that pregnancy can be caused only by
sexual intercourse. To this ignorance must be
attributed the therapeutic practices, the jiuherty
and marriage rites whose object is fecundation,
together with
' tlie prohibitions at puberty and on other occasions, for the
purpose of avoiding irregular fecundation ; and, lastly, with the
])nsitivc beliefs current among various peoples as to tlie fecunda-
lion of certain of the lower animals and even of women by other
than the natural nieans.'^

When brouglil into connexion with the regulation
of female chastity jirocecding from ma-sculine
monopoly and je.alou.sy, and later from commercial
interest, this iih^alization of virginity became an
im[iortant lever. Thus, the biological passivity of
woman, in itself a natural cha-stity, the evolutionai-y
purjiose of which was to ensure the acceptance of

' Westermarck, op. cil. ii. 4.'i7.

^ lb. 4;;sf. » .^timmo, ii. 2. 164.
» Westermarck, op. cit. ii. 439.
' Uartland, Prim. Palemity, i. 31, 154.
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ii forceful ami lioalthy male ou the ouo luiuil,' and
the comiilelo jiroductiou of tumescence in tlie

female, a hmy-ciivuitinj; process due to the more
complex sexual njcchanisni of that sex, on the
other, was emphasized from several associated
points of view. Lastly, as culture becomes more
refincil, the complex of ideas centring in female
chastity is increased by the close association,
original but enhauced by improved conditions,
* between the eexual impulse and a sentiment of affection
whicli lasts long aft«r the gratification of the bodily desire. We
find the germ of this feeling in the abhorrence with which
prostitution is regarded by savage tribes who have no objection
to ordinary sexual intercourse previous to marriage, and in the
distinction which among ourselves is drawn between the
prostitute and the woman who yields to temptation because she
lovea. To indulge in mere sexual pleasure, unaccompanied by
higher feelings, appears brutal and disgusting in the case of a
man, and still more so in the case of a woman. After all, love
is generally only an episode in a man's life, whereas for a woman
il IS the whole of her life.'

2

An important factor must not be omitted here,
namely, the parental iiupulse, which, as culture
advances, binds husband and wife together in a
tie, not merely jiarental, but mutually loyal and
chaste. As the Latins put it, children are the
' pledges ' of wifely chastity.

Returning to early stages, we notice that the
causes to which chastity may be traced
*are frequently checked by circumstances operating in an
opposite direction. Thus the preference which a man is

naturally disposed to give to a virgin bride may be overcome
by his desire for offspring, inducing him to raarrj' a woman who
has proved capable of gratifying this desire. It may also be
ineffective for the simple reason that no virgin bride is to be
found. Nothing has more generally prevented chastity from
being recognized as a duty than social conditions promoting
licentious habits. Even in savage society, where almost every
man and every woman marry, and most of them marry early in
life, there are always a great number of unmarried people of
both sexes above the age of puberty ; and, generally speaking,
the number of the unmarried increases along with the progress
of civilization. This state of things easily leads to incontinence
in men and women ; and, where such incontinence becomes
habitual, it can hardly incur much censure. Again, where the
general standard of female chastity is high, the standard of
male chastity may nevertheless be the lowest possible. This is

the case where there is a class of women who can no longer be
dishonoured, because they have alread.v been dishonoured,
whose virtue is of no value either to themselves or their families,
because they have lost their virtue, and who make incontinence
their livelihood. Prostitution, being a safeguard of female
chastity, has facilitated the enforcement of the rule which en-
joins it as a duty, but at the same time it has increased the
mequality of obUgations imposed on men and women. It has
begun to exercise this influence already at the lower stages of
culture. '3

The problem presented to early races by economic
conditions and by emotional prejudice, later races
have been content to solve by prostitution. This
is as far as solution has gone at the present day,
unless we add the relative condonation of incon-
tinence in unmarried men, and the complementary
severity of condemnation of incontinence in

unmarried women (a mere continuation of un-
necessary injustice), and the indirect encourage-
ment of masturbation and similar habits.

Lastly, with regard to precocious sexuality, a
certain ideal seems to be unconsciously aimed at.

This is the prolongation of the period of growth,
the extension of the youth of the race. It has
analogical confirmation in the generalization that
the longer the youth of a species the higher is its

organization. A statistical examination of the
relation between enforced retardation of the sexual
life and general growth is desirable. In this con-
nexion there is a significant difl'erence between the
lower and the higher races : though up to puberty
the savage child is as intelligent as the European,
subsec^uently he ' runs to seed,' or rather ' to sex.' *

The difference may be concerned with the higher
opportunities enjoyed by European youth for

developing the assoeiational centres of the brain
at a critical period.

1 See H. Ellis, op. cit. ill. 27.
• Westennarck, op. cit. ii. 439 f.

8/S. 441) f.

* Dudley Kidd, Scuttle Childhood, 1906, p. U.

Chastity in the wife is merely fidelity to the
husband. Though there is no reason for supposing
any absence of the strong feeling of connubial or
sexual jealousy in the earliest men, such as would
give countenance to an age of promiscuity in
human marital history, yet, as Hartland has
shown, the rise of father-right and the supersession
of mother-right are to be traced to the operation,
not of a recognition of paternity, but of the proprie-

tary instinct or jealous sense of ownership in the
husband—a sense often not easily separable from
mere sexual jealousy, the early prevalence of which
has been pointed out by Westermarck.
Examination of the lower races shows an in-

teresting gradation in the strength of the social

indignation vented upon sexual ' irregularity.' It

is strongest against incest between brother and
sister—a real ' horror,' which is extended by
association to tribal brothers and sisters, often
unrelated. It is stUl strong, but has lost its super-

natural content, against pre-nuptial intercourse
without the consent of father or brother, where it

is a legal-moral emotion ; it is least strong against
adultery, and perhaps, though often ferocious in

its expression (a re-inforcement of the Law of

Battle), may be regarded as purely legal or pro-

prietary. This gradation has maintained itself to

some e.xtent in civilization, in spite of attempts on
the part of religions like Christianity to assign the
strongest religious condemnation to adultery, and
in spite of tlie gradual loss of any special emotion
against incest, the loss of emotion being in pro-

portion as the oflence, though not altogether un-
known, becomes less heard of. The practices, so

common in early races, of lendiu" the wife to a
guest as a mark of hospitality, and of exchanging
wives as a mark of confidence, neighbourliness,

and social solidarity, are not survivals. They are
simply expressions of the feeling of ownership.
They serve to show how it is that religious in-

dignation is rarely found against adultery, any
more than against theft in general.

Jealousy, as conducing to wifely chastity, is a
constant factor. Originally sexual, it is overlaid

in early culture by the sense of ownership, and in

the higher by the sense of honour. Its operation
has been shown for the following peoples : Fue-
gians, Australians, Veddas, Aleuts, Thlinkets,
Kutchin, Haidas, TaeuUis, Crees, Californians,

Moquis, Creeks, Arawaks, Peruvians, Botocudos,
Coroados, Sandwich Islanders, Nukahivaus, Tahi-
tians. New Caledonians, Maoris, Pelew Islanders,

Sumatrans, Indonesians, Samoyeds, Tatars, Ko-
riaks, Beni-Mzab, Africans.' The laws against
adultery and every analogical consideration con-

tinue to render such lists incomplete, and to assure
us that such jealousy is universal in man, and has,

with rare exceptions, as the Todas and Central
Australians, always been so.

Fused with the sense of ownership— ' the sense

of ownership has been the seed-plot of jealousy ' ^

—it is attested of such peoples as the Bahuana,
Mayumbe, and the coast tribes of West Africa
generally, the Shire Highlands, tlie Dinkas,
Bullams, Bagoes and Timmanegs, Wayaos and
Manganja, the Elenia district of New Guinea,
Marshall Islands, Fiji, Melanesia, Indonesia,

Eskimos, Malagasy, Maoris, American Indians

—

to select only cases of particular interest." Laws
against adultery • are similarly found all over the
world ; there are, as in the other aspects of the
subject, curious exceptions. Conjugal fidelity

frequently depends on the wife's or the husband's
will.' If the husband allows her to cohabit with

1 Westermarck, Hum. Marr.^ 117-122.
2 Hartland, Prim. PaUmity, ii. 102.

^Hartland, op. dt., ch. vi. 4 Westermai-ck, 3f/ii. 449.
5 .See Westermarck, Uum. Marr.^ 130 fl. ; Hartland, op. cit.

u. 206 f.
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another man, her ' chastity ' is intact. On the
other han<l, fidelity in the huslmnii is far less
generally found or insisted upon. There are,
again, interesting exceptions. Christianity pres-sed
the view tliat no distinction should be made be-
tween wife and husband. Yet in actual European
practice the old prejudice, that adultery on the part
of the liusband is more venial than on the part
of the wife, still subsists. The reasons for this
one-sided view of marital chastity are simple.
'Adultery is ro^;arded as an illcjritimate appropria-
tion of the exclusive claims which the husband has
a<:quired by the purchase of his wife, !is an oll'ence
against property.' » Maun puts it that ' seed must
not he sown by any man on that which belongs to
another.'^' Further, the i.revalence of the rule of
cliastity in widows shows how strong ia the sense
of ownership in the husband. Apart from general
rules of chastity among mourners, the rule as
ali'ecting widows is obviously derived from the
jealousy of proprietorsliij). In several races the
widow has to die with her lord ; more frequently
she is forbidden to marry again, or until after a
certain interval.
Widows remained single in Peru, and among the old .\ryan3,

Tlic ' bare mention of a second marriage for a Hindu woman
vjuld be considered the greatest insult

'
; and, if she married

again, ' she would be hunted out of society, and no decent per-
son would venture at any time to have the slightest intercourse
with her.' 3 ' in Greece and Rome a widow's re-marriage was
regarded as an insult to her tonner husband ; and so it is still
regarded among the Southern Slavs. '-i Similar reports have
been made of tlie natives of Rotumah, the Marquesans, Tatars,
Irotiuois, and .-^rabs.s Chickasa widows were forbidden to be
unchaste tor three years, on pain of incurring the penalties of
adultery ; Creek widows were similarly placed for l-ar ycars.f'
' As a faithful minister does not serve two lords, neither may a
faithful woman marry a second husband,' is the Chinese dictum.'
The early Christians regarded second marriages by either sex as
a 'kind of fornication' or a 'specious adultery.'^ .Sav.iges,
lastly, hold that the soul of the wronged husband can return and
punish the unfaithful wife.

A last mode of wifely chastity is that presented
by one of the earliest of legal fictions—child-
niarriage {q.v. ). It is an obvious method of obtain-
ing a safe option, and is practised fairly generallj-,
if we include infant-betrothal, over the world.
Hithcrio we have ob.served two main sources of

the practice and theory of chastity, the Hrst being
the physiological process following ujion detumes-
cence and preceding tumescence, the .second being
proprietary sexual jealousy. It is clear that in the
first wo have the possibilities of a natural chastity,
in the second the possiliilities of an artilicial, con veii-

tioiial chastity. In the first, again, is to be found
the primary and permanent source of chastity

;

whether the second is to be styled in any sense
primary is mainly a verbal questiiou. There is no
doubt that traditional sexual morality has a two-
fold foundation—proprietary jealou.sy, and a com-
plex of emotions developing from the complex
physiological and psychological proce.sses which
make u]) n.atural cliastity.

' Our sexual morality,' says Ellis, ' is thus, in reality, a bastard
born of the union of property-morality with primitive ascetic
morality.' 'The economic element l.'si given it a kind of
stobility.'O

The effects of jealousy, thus crystallizing into
marriage-law and a tradition of conventional
chastity, the comiilenient of that law, supply a
notable example of sexual selection. Further con-
sideration of psycho-physical origins must be post-
poned till we liave discussed the magical and
religious uses and theories of chastity.

In the majority of these, throughout the lower
1 Westermarck, Moral Ideas, ii. 449.
i Lawn of Mami, ix. 42.
3 UarcilasBo de la Vega, I'em, e<l. 1800-1801, i. 30.i

; Schrader,
Anian Peoples, IS90, p. .'{ni ; Dubois, Uindu Manners^, looa,
p. 132 (quoted by Westemiarck).

* Westermarck, Moral Ideas, ii. 461.
= Hum. »Iarr.» 127. 6 /J. 123.
" De Groot. Religious System, 1892 ff., ii. 1. 745
Gibbon, ii. IS" (cd. 1886) ; Lecky2, 1865, ii. 320.

9 H. Ellis, op. cU. vi. 374.
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culture, the end is secondary, derived, or diverted.
Chastity is employed not as a natuial self-control
and regulation of the sexual impulse, but for a
variety of ulterior objects. In the higher culture
there also appears the idea of chastity as a good in
itself. The theory of these secondary u.ses is
multifarious ; the same result is sometimes due to
one, sometimes to another, given reason. These
reasons, mythological as they are, sometimes get
to the psychological root of the matter, but, as a
rule, have only a fanciful connexion with the end
proposed. Yet to a remarkable degree, at least in
primitive sociolo^'y, these uses, whatever their
popular explanations, harmonize with biological
facts, and tlie value of the explanations consists in
having assisted {secondarily, ;ts expressive of prac-
tices otherwise originating) the plastic nervous
organism of man towards self-control, intelligent
living, and general individual and social ethcieucy.
When either practice or explanation is carried on
into unsuitable conditions, or is pressed too far by
priestly exploitation or social inertia, the conven-
tional chastity involved disintegrates. This process
becomes continuous, leading, after many experi-
ments, slowly but surely, to a scientilic develop-
ment of that primal natural chastity with which
man's sexual history began.
The social psychology of uncivilized peoples re-

gards continence, temporary chastity ad hoc, as a
sort of universal condition and infallible nostrum for
all important undertakings and critical junctures.

In Noessa Laut it is believed that invulnerability in war
results from sexual abstinence.' The Kei Islanders" practise
continence before war, and those who remain at home have to
remain continent during its progress.2 The Malays follow the
same rule ; it ia believed that the bullets of those who break it
lose their power. Similarly they have a seven-days' tabu of
continence during the fishing season.^ In Sarawak it is held
that incontinence on the part of wives, while the men are
collecting camphor, causes the camphor to be Bpoilt.-i The
Halmaherese practise continence during war, believing that
oonne.xion with women is enervating. » Continence is imposed
on those at home also by the llotumotu of New Guinea,
during war, hunting, fishing, or travelling.ii The Dakota who
wishes to succeed in any enterprise purifies himself by fasting,
bathing, and continence. He also tries to induce a vision.
The process is particularly stringent when the enteqirise is
war. A young man's weapons may on no account be touched
by a woman." Tlie Scminoles held that 'to sleep with
women enervates and renders them unfit for warriors ; men
therefore but seldom have their wives in the apartments
where they lodge.' 8 In New Caledonia continence is 'meri-
torious '

; it is strictly observed on all solemn occasions, especi-
ally during war.9 The Fijians practised a sort of Theban
comradeship-in-arms, and abstinence from women was a rule
of warriors.W Celibacy tor warriors was instituted by Tchaka
among the Zulus, upon an already existing custom of contin-
ence." The Maoris were 'tabued an inch thick 'during war:
continence was a part of the deposit.'^ Similarly the warriors
of Israel were 'consecrated,' and therefore chaste. 13 The
practice was used by the Arabs, and was not obsolete in the
second century of l9l.am.l-i The manslaver is generally isolated
by tabu. After Uking a head, the Dayak mayhave'no inter-
course with women. 15 Among the Pelewans, Marquesans, and
Natchez, the warrior who has .slain a foe must not approach his
wife for three or ten days, or six months.ls After the cere-
monial eating of human fle.sh, this rule is observed for a year liv
the KwaUiull of Ilntish Columbia."

'

1 Tijdschri/t Sederlandsch Indie, v. >. i'Sl.

2 Kiedel. op. cil. 22S.
3 Skeat, Mull!;, Mn.<:r, 11 ,n, pp. 524, 315.
* Hose, in I'l '. ,' ' ',

s Riedel, ii. , /

SChalmers, in, /.I/ x, , :,-7.

' J. O. Dorsey, in It IHH; II 431), 444 ; Adair, Amer. Indians,
1775, p. 161.

8 M'Gillivray, in Schoolcraft, v. 'Itx.

A. F< athernian, np. cil. ii. 92.
10 Willi,,,. , r, ,, .,1. 1870, i. 4.',.

11 SI,, ,', I, ' ,7 Nalul, 1857, p. 47.
1= I'l .

' I / MX. IIU ; E. F. Maning, Old Sew Zealand,
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Cases have already beea noted of the curious, but lojjical,

notion that the continence of (ricnds and relatives has merit

and efllciency. Thus the Ohitom6 of the Congo makes his

judicial circuit. During this all married people are obliged to

be continent. Tlie penalty for transgression is death. 'The
belief is that by such continence they preserve the life of their

common father." 1 The women of Babar abstain from eating and
intercourse while the men are at war.2 Malapsy women must
be chaste, or their men will be wounded.^ IJoth the wife and
sister of the Aleut are required to be chaste during the absence

of the man.'' In East .\frica it is believed that the unfaithful-

ness of the wife, while the man is hunting elephants, gives the

quarrv power over him.&
Equally instructive as to the incidence of secondary reasons is

the case of the Australian and Hebrew warrior whose continence

was connected with fear ' lest the enemy should obtain the refuse

of their persons, and thus be enabled to work their destruction by
ma^ic.'o A variety of origin must be admitted for the contin-

ence of mourning. In ancient India, China, British Columbia,
North America generally, and Indonesia, the rule applies to

relatives, widow or widower, and to those who have handled

the corpse. 7 In such examples the biological analogy between
nutrition and reproduction is reasserted, and we constantly find

.1 close connexion in both theory and practice between abstin-

ence from intercourse and abstinence from food. 'Fasting,'

said St. Chrysostom (2 Thess.), 'is the beginning of chastity.'
' Through love of eating,' said Tertullian (de Jejun.), ' love of

impurity finds passage.'

The physiological purpose of temporary control

here susgested, namely, the production of func-

tional vi":our, is well illustrated by numerous
practices in reference to the growth of vegetation,

where the principle of sympathetic influence is, of

course, involved. Yet the virtues of self-control in

the subject himself are at times equally involved.

For instance, in Yucatan the manufacturers of the new idols

had to fast and preserve their continence during the process.^

Durmg the planting of cotton the Mayas abstained from salt,

pepper, and stimulants, and did not sleep with their wives ; and
in all their agriculture the principle was followed, in order that
the night before sowing or planting they might ' indulge their

passions' to the fullest extent. Officials were appointed to

perform the sexual process at the moment when the seeds
were placed in the ground. 9 Frazer gives many examples of

this sympathetic coitus and this sympathetic chastity.lo It is

reported that the Nicaraguans, 'from the moment that they
sowed the maize till the time that they reaped it, lived

chastely, keeping apart from their wives. To-day it is said

that the Kekchiz do the same for five days before sowing
maize, the Lanquineros and Cajaboneros for thirteen days.' 11

In Melanesia and New Guinea the same practice is followed
while the yams are being trained, or to produce a good
crop of bananas.i2 In the Motu tribe a chief man becomes
hela'ja, and lives apart from his wife, eating only certain kinds
of food.J3 Also in New Guinea and in the Torres Straits,

chastity is observed while the turtles are coupling ; in the latter

case it is believed that if unmarried persons are incontinent
no turtle will be caught, as on the approach of a canoe the male
turtle will separate from the female and the pair will dive in

different directions.!* Similarly illicit love is commonly sup-

posed to spoil the fertility of Nature.15 In Loango, Indonesia
(Sumatra, IJorneo, Halmahera, Ceram), and among the Karens
this belief is held, with, no doubt, the obvious corolIary.i6

Frazer suggests that the rule of continence, which is still im-
posed on strict Catholics during Lent, 'was in its origin in-

tended, not so much to commemorate the sufTerin^s of a dying
God, as to foster the growth of the seed, which in the bleak
days of early spring the husbandman commits, with anxious
care and misgiving, to the bosom of the nake<l earth.' 17 He
concludes that, 'if rude man identifies himself, in a manner,
with Nature ; if he fails to distinguish the impulses and pro-
cesses in himself from the methods which Nature adopts to
ensure the reproduction of plants and animals, he may jump to
one of two conclusions. Either he may infer that by yielding
to his appetite he will thereby assist in the multiplication of
plants and animals ; or he may imagine that the vigour which
he refuses to expend in reproducing his own kind will form as it

were a store of energy whereby other creatures, whether vege-
table or animal, will somehow benefit in propagating their
species.' If the savage * resists on occasion the sexual instinct,

it is from no high idealism, no ethereal aspiration after moral

1 Labat, Afrique occidentate, 1728, i. 254 ; W. Eeade, op. cit,

362.
2 Riedel, op. cit. 841.
3 De Flacourt, Hist, de la Gratide He de Madagascar, 1C61,

p. 97.
> Petroff, op. cit. p. 155.
6 Reichard, Deutsch-Ostafrika, 1S92, p. 427.
6 Frazer, GB^ i. 328.
' Oldenberg, Bel. des Veda, 1894, pp. 578, 690 ; de Groot, ii. i.

609; Adair, Arrur. Indians, p. 186; Tout, in JAI xxxv. 139;
Teit, in Ainer. Mva. i. 331 ; Riedel, op. cit. 94.

8 Bancroft, ii. 690. 9 /6. ii. 7i9f., m. 507.
1" Frazer, G£2 ii. 205-209. " lb. ii. 210.
1- Chalmers, Piojieering in New Guinea, 1887, p. 181.
"76. U Haddon, in JAI x[\. 467, 397.
15 Frazer, GB2 ii. 211ff. U' /(,. n lb. ii. 214.

purity, but for the sake of some ulterior yet perfectly definite

and concrete object, to gain which he is prepared to sacrifice

the immediate gratiiicatiou of his senses. . . . Perhaps the self-

restraint w hich these and the like beliefs, vain and false as they
are, have imposed on mankind, has not been without its utility

in bracing and strengthening the breed.' 1

To tins account may be added the suggestion
that such beliefs are the outcome of biological pro-

cesses, and that, like them, they have a rhythmical
opposition. The suggestion is borne out by the
remarkable phenomena of saturnalian proceedings,
so frequently an accompaniment of first-fruit or

New Year celebrations. In these a period of con-
tinence precedes a culminating period of indulgence
and debauchery.'' The swing of impulse is here, so

to say, a social concentration of the rhytlim of

natural chastity, which keeps the balance between
control and expenditure, between retraction and
detumesceuce.
The principle of this conservation of energy was,

we said, applied all round the sphere of important
procedure in early society. Thus the Redskin
medicine-man prepares for his professional visits

by continence, just as the warrior similarly pre-

pares for war.^ A variety of ends naturally in-

duces a variety of reasons alleged, and in many
cases it would be idle to question the reason
given, or to trace it to any one source. For, as
mythological science develops, any practice may be
based on reasons which may be merely associa-

tional. Here convention lias its opportunity.
Thus, chastity seems in many cases to be practised

for fear of infecting the partner with some parti-

cular virus, l^'or examxile, those who have touched
a corpse may have no intercourse with others.*

In other cases it implies the principle that suffering

or self-mortification is gratifying to supernatural
beings. It may appease their anger, or excite
their compassion.' When this point is reached,
the way is clear for a complete theory of the
absolute merit of chastity in and for itself. This
theory has, however, as foundation, the very
opposite notion to that of mortification, namely,
the notion of the impurity or sinfulness of the
sexual act. The origins of this notion wUl be con-

sidered later. Meanwhile we may observe that
even in low cultures chastity per se at times is

honoured. Thus, the people of Gilgit celebrate the
ceremony of Seelo-ai-Thah, ' the seat of chastity,'

in which extraordinary honours are paid to old

women who have been chaste all their lives. It

does not appear whether the chastity is marital or

virgbial. As at Dunmow, candidates are examined.
The woman is placed on a stone, and an otiicial

addresses the judge on the case. The judge is a
white she-goat. This gives the verdict ; if it

touches the seat of the candidate, she is declared
to have been perpetually chaste. If the goat
bleats and walks away, the candidate is rejected.*

The Taliitians, again, held that, if a man refrained

from all connexion with women for some months
before liis death, he would pass immediately into
bliss without any purification.'

The difficulty of finding a reason for certain mis-

cellaneous applications of chastity is not lessened

by appealing to the ' danger ' with which the
savage invests the sexual act, or to the ' magical

'

powers of it. We require to know whi/ it is

' magical,' and hotc the magic works. The diffi-

culty, again, of investigating this question is in-

creased by the vagueness of savage ideas on the
subject. Yet, however vague they may be, they
must have an origin which comes under the law of

probability, and they must be ultimately based on

1 Frazer, GB- ii. 215
2 See, for example, (

3 Adair, 125.
6 lb. 357 f., 362; Tromp. in Bijd.A'edert. Indie, v. 4, 32(Dayak8).
6 G. Muhammad, in JSASBa I. vii. 102.
"

.1. Cook, Vopage to PaeiHc, 1784, ii. 164.

i cited in GB'^ ii. 331.
' Westermarck, Moral Ideas, ii. 306.
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physiological plienomena. For the root of all

liuman ideas, false or true, on the subject of sex,

is, like that of the sexual impulse itself, the repro-

ductive process.

The Aiasai, when making poison, isolates himself
very strictly ; in particular, he must sleep alone.
' Tlie motive,' as Frazer jioints out, ' which induces
the Masai poison-maker to keep aloof from his

fellows is not any regard for them ; far from it,

1
what he fears is not that the poison would hurt
them, but that they would hurt the poison.' Tliis

'is the avowed belief of tlie Masai.' They al.so

enjoin strict continence on the persons who brew
honey-wine.

' A man and a woman are chosen to brew the honey-wine, and
it is considered essential that both of them should be chaste for
two days before they Ijegin to brew and for the whole of the six
days that the brewing lasts. A hut is set apart for them, and
they occupy it till the wine is ready for drinkinf; ; but they are
strictly forbidden to sleep toj;ether. . . . The Masai think that,
if the couple were to break the rule of continence while the
wine is brewin;::, not only would the wine be undrinkable, but
the bees which made the honey would fly away.' Frazer adds :

' The savage attributes to the relations of the sexes with each
other a certain mysterious influence, a magical viitue, which
ihe civilized man has long cea:5ed to associate with such pro-
cesses, and which he finds it hard even in imagination to com-
prehend.* We must, he insists, allow for *the element of

superstition ' in, for instance, marriage-customs. Some of such
superstitions, 'incomprehensible though they may be to us,

probably lie at the root of many customs which we still strictly

observe without being able to assign any valid reason for doing
60.'

1

The case here discussed is tj'pical. The mytho-
logy of social habit and religion is full of such
notions, but the precise clue to the notion is gene-
rally lacking. The Masai can say what would
happen in the event of unchastity, but cannot
inform us, for he does not him.self know, how or

whj'. Yet, though such mj-thology is interesting,

it is not the most ituportant part of sociology, nor
does it give us the actual or biological reasons for

a practice. It only gives us the savage's vague
mental reaction to a process which was instituted

without his volition, and still more without his

consciousness. It is legitimate to use the term
'instinct' of the habits which result from the
correlation of structure and function, and we may
therefore with more advantage speak of an instinct

for chastity in such cases as the above, as we un-
doubtedly must in eases of natural chastity gene-
rally, where there is no ulterior end. The savage
is not chaste, even for a special purpose, because
tlie act of sex is ' mysterious ' or ' magical

' ; he is

chaste by an unreasoned instinct, wliich he ex-
plains as best he may, or not at all. That ignor-

ance is the heart of the ' mystery.' It is only by
taking into account this vagueness of mental
realization that we can explain the saltation from
animal-man, homo alaltui, to superstitious man ;

nor can we otherwise explain the attitude of

riioinnie moye.n scnsucl in civilization to questions
like that of chastity. F\n- his attitude is as
unreasonable as that of the Masai ; tlie only
' mystery' about the object of his attention is his

ignorance. The term ' mystery,' if applied at all,

should be reserved for the unknowableness of

ultimate facts.

StUl less can we make the step from any primi-
tive conception of ' magical virtue ' or ' super-
natural danger' to the Mazda'an or Christian
theory of the 'sinfulness' of the sexual act, as a
motive for chastity. Such a step is an illegitimate

l^rocess. Still le.ss again can we pass therefrom to
tlie conception that such acts are 'impure,' as dis-

tinguished from the so-called ' iincleanness' of the
tabu state.

The whole question involves the scientific aspect
of chastity, no less than its religious application.
The latter now f.iUs to be considered before further
discussion is held. In primitive society, chastity

1 Frazer, T'temitm and Exogamy, 1910, ii. 411.

forms part of the rules of isolation known as tabu
;

it is trius enjoined on solemn occa.sions and at
critical junctures. Among the Dayaks 'personal
tabu' is fasting and chastity. By this tliey think
they disarm tlie evil spirits, who compassionate
the humility and .self-denial exhibited by the de-
jirivation.' Whatever the origin of such jiractices,

the transition from tliem to (diastity as a condi-
tion of ritual and worship is obvious and direct.
In Central America, candidates fur tlie order of
Tecuhtli observed, during initiation, both fasting
and continence.- It may he taken as a universal
rule that chastity is enforced njion adolescents
during ' initiation' at puberty.' That this control
is generally followed liy intercourse shows not only
tliat sexual education is one main purpose of these
ceremcmies, but that the rhythm of natural chastity
—control as preparatory for exercise of funct ion

—

is the deep-seated biological origin of pubertal
ritual.'' The young Brahman, when he became in

the ordinary course of his education a student of
the Veda, took a vow of chastity.''

Passing to relations with the supernatural world,
we find continence to be a part of the ceremonial
purity necessary for such spiritual intercourse. A
typical case is supjilied by Mazdoeisni. The great
business of life, according to Zarathushtra, is to
avoid 'impurity,' by which is implied a physical
state, the piiniiple being that everything which
goes out of the body is dehling.' In Islam strict

continence is required on the pilgi-image to Mecca.'
.Similarly it was required of the Hebrew congrega-
tion during the theophany at Sinai,' and before
entering the Temple.^ Ancient India, Egypt, and
Greece enforced the rtile that the worshipper must
abstain from women during and before worship."*
In Christianity, continence was required as a pre-

paration for both Baptism and the Eucharist."
It was further enjoined
' that no married persons should participate in any of the
great festivals of the Church if the night before they had lain
together; and in the 'Vision' of Ailjeric, dating* from the
twelfth centur>', a special place of torture, consisting of a lake
of mingled lead, pitch, andf resin, is represented as existing in
hell for the punishment of man'ied people who have had inter-
course on Sundays, church festivals, or faat-d.aya. They ab-
stained from the marriage-bed at other times also, when they
were disposed more freely to give themselves to prayer. Newly
married couples were admonished to practise continence during
the wedding day and the night following, out of re\ i-rence for
the sacrament; and in some instances their abstinence lasted
even lor two or three days.' 12

In support of the view that ' holiness is a delicate
quality which is easily destroj'ed if anj'thing
polluting is brought into contact with the holy
object or person,' Westermarck brings forward
some important data from the life of the modern
Moors. They believe that,
' if anybody who is sexually unclean enters a granary, the
gr.aiii will lose its baraka, or holiness.' But the holiness "reacts
' quite mechanically against pollution, to the destruction or
discomfort of the polluted individual. All Woors are convinced
that any one who in a state of sexual uncleanness would tiarc to
visit a saint's tomb would be struck by the .«aint ; but the
Arabs of Dukkftla. in Southern Morocco, also believe that if an
unclean person rides a horse some accident will happen to him
on account of the baraka with which the horse is endowed.'
Ag.ain, ' an act generally regarded as sacred would, if i>ert.irrncd

by an unclean individual, lack that m.agic efficacy whicli \\ouId
otherwise be ascribed to it. . . . The Moors say that a scribe is

afraid of evil spirits only when he is sexuall.v unclean, because
then his reciting of passages of the Koran—the most powerful
weapon against such spirits—would be of no avail. '13

Similarly lamblichus .states that ' the gods do
not hear him who invokes them if be is impure

1 Tronip, Ix. V. 1. S2. - Bancroft, ii. 197.
: rr . ,;. 1 ,

77. Miialic Rose, 29(1 tt. ' lb. 307ff.
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from venereal connexions.'' Tertullian recommends
temporary abstinence as a means of adding eificacy

to praj'er." Illicit love is frequently sujijiosed to
injure the growth of crops; sexual relations were
supposed by the Efatese to be 'detilint;,' and to

destroy the 'sacredness' of 'sacred men.'' The
Cliibchas, and other peoples, held that the most
acceptable sacrifice was a virgin who had had no
intercourse with women.'' 'I'hroughout folklore
runs the idea that second-sight, and the vision of

the supernatural, are e.specially, if not solely, the
privilege of the virgin. Here may be noted also
the practice of continence, analogous to and con-
temporary with that of fasting, as a means of
inducing spiritual hallucination. Westermarck
favours the explanation that pollution destroys
holiness, but religious chastity is already more
tlian half artificial; and, though we may trace it

now to one, now to another, original source, and
though in some cases its alleged reason is different
from that given in others, we must regard it as a
complex and self-subsisting institution, supported
by inertia and by its general harmony with the
social psychology of its environment. We cer-
tainly cannot pin it down to one definite pattern
of origination.

The analogy between ' initiation ' of youth at
puberty and ' initiation ' of priests is little more
than verbal. Though religious prostitution has
often been an institution, and priestesses, for
instance, have practised physical chastity for the
purpose of intercourse w ith the god, or abstention
from secular in favour of priestly unions, and
though, again, the feeling of control and power
produced by continence plays its part in the pro-
duction of spiritual insight, as in adolescence it is

connected with ideal aspirations no less than with
physical vigour,—we cannot assign generally the
same reasons for chastity as a natural concomitant
of puberty and for chastity as an artificial rule of
the priesthood.

The ancient medicine-man more or less invariably submits to
continence as a condition of his novitiate. The Marquesan
candidate for the priesthood had to be chaste for some j'ears
beforehand.5 The skaga of the Haidas recognizes his vocation
by a tendency to dream and to see visions. He undergoes a
severe training ; eats little food, but many herbs, especially
moneses ; aud refrains from se.\-ual intercourse. At the end his
mind is more or less deranged, but his social influence is

secured.6 Among the Tshi-peoplea, candidates, whether men
or women, are trained for two or three years ;

' during this
period of retirement and study, the novices must keep their
bodies pure, and refrain from" all commerce with the other
sex.'?

Curiously enough, we often find, as if to confuse entirely all
attempts at single-key explanation, cases where marital chastitj'
only is required. The candidate for the shaman's office among
the Huichols is required to be previously faithful to his wife for
five years. 8 The high priest of the Hebrews was required to be
* chaste.* He married, but was forbidden to marry a harlot, a
profane woman, or a divorced wife, or even a widow. ' Un-
chastity ' in his daughter was punished by burning, for she had
' profaned' her father.9 The ' dairy priest ' of the Todas lives a
celibate life, while among the neighbouring Kotas he is married,
but at the great festival of Kainatardya he may have no inter-
course for fear of pollution. 10 The priests of ancient Mexico,
during the whole of their service, were maritally chaste ; they
even aflfected so much modesty and reserve that, when they
met a woman, they lixed their eyes on the ground that they
might not see her. Any incontinence amongst the priests was
severely punished. The priest who, at Teohuacan, was con-
victed of having violated his chastity, was delivered up by the
priests to the people, who at night killed him by the bastina'do.u
Burning or stoning was the penalty for incontinence by the un-
married priests of Nicaragua.i2 The same rule and penalty were

1 de Mysteriis, iv. 11.

2 Tert. de Exhortatiane Castitatit, 10.
8 D. Macdonald, Oceania, 1889, p. 181. * Waitz, iv. 363.
5 Mathias Q***, Ilea Manruises, 1843, p. 62.
6 Dawson, Geol. Survey of Canada, 187S, p. 122.
' A. B. Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, 1SS7, p. 120.
8 O. Lumholtz, U7iknovm Mexico, 1903, ii. 236.
9 Lt 217. ". 9.

10 Rivers, The Todas, 1906, pp. 80, 99 ; Thurston, Madras
Museum, i. 193.
" Clavigero, Eisl. of Mexico, 1787, i. 274 (Enr. tr.)." Bancroft, iii. 496, 499.

observed in the case of Zapotec priests and the Mexican nuns.
The Yucatecs had virgins dedicated to the service of Fire ; those
who violated their vow of chastity were shot to death with
arrows. The priests of TUantongo' had their food prepared by
women devoted to chastity. The pontiff of Yopaa, who was
almost a rival of the Zapotec king, had to be * a shining light of
chastity ' to the priests under him. Yet on one or two da.\ s in
the year he became ceremonially drunk, and cohabited witii tlie

most btautiful of the virgins of the temple.l In ancient Ana-
tolia the married priests during their * course ' separated from
their wives.

^

We have already overstepped the artificial line
between temj)orary continence and perpetual
abstinence in those dedicated to supernatural
relations. That natural chastity (namely, the
regulation of the sexual life by bringing both
continence and expression under the will, and by
emphasizing the former in proportion to the ex-
plosive nature of the latter) should be elevated
into an art, however crudely and irrationally, is

not surprising when once the differentiation of
social functions has begun. Nor, again, can we
wonder that it was most widely undertaken by,
and has lasted longest among, the class which first

showed a sensitive reaction to psycho-physical
states—the professors of magic and religion, u hen
once started as a habit in such a class, a variety of
influences inevitably tended to convert such chastity
into asexuality, and normal continence into ab-
normal abstinence. As Ruhleder points out, strict

abstinence is a physiological impossibility, aud
therefore has never existed except in the worst
cases of anaesthesia, since it

' must involve abstinence, not merely from sexual intercourse,
but from auto-erotic manifestations, from masturbation, from
homosexual acts, from all sexually perverse practices. It must
further in\'olve a permanentabstention from indulgence in erotic
imaginations and voluptuous reverie,'

3

This very fact has, in a sense, made the attempt
more enticing, and has produced phenomena which,
as is clear from the history of chastity and celibacy
in Christianity, constitute at once the tragedy aud
the romance of the 'spiritual life.' Ignorance of

sexual physiology, and in particular of the slow
and wide process of irradiation involved by tumes-
cence, has also contributed in every age to conceal
the hopelessness of the attempt to set up an asexual
life. But, as was noted, the step towards making
continence ad hoc a perpetual abstinence, an
asexual institution, was inevitable. A host of

sentiments combined to render abstinence, or
celibacy, or other varieties of the institution, as
meritorious in their sphere as female chastity was
in a sphere so widely different in character and in

origin. When chastity thus becomes a virtue, it

has lost its meaning ; it is no longer an extension,
but a perversion of itself. In the one case, of

women, it is not chastity, but either pre-nuptial
virginity or marital fidelity that is honoured under
the term ; in the other case, of religious persons, it

is, in the married, a combination of attempted
anaesthesia and of marital fidelity ; in the celibate,

an attempted anaesthesia and abstinence, marked
either by lapses or perversions—in particular,

erotic imaginings diverted to supernatural re-

lations.

Westermarck has reviewed the occurrence of

priestly continence as an institution and a pro-

fessional virtue. To sketch the history of priestly

celibacy, or the phenomena of the sexual life of

monks and nuns, is impossible here. Some com-
parative examples and a brief discussion of the
Christian institution may suffice for the illustration

of the idea of chastity. Professional abstinence
has never been more ferociously exploited than in

the ancient civUizations of Central America. Some
cases have already been adduced.

1 Bancroft, ii. 204 f., iii. 435, 473, ii. 143.
9 Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, 1895-97, i. 136 f.,

160 t.

1 Zlschr. fUr Sexualwissenscha/I, Nov. 190S, quoted by H.
Ellis, op. cit. vi. 196.
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The t«mple-wonien of Mexico were puniahed for unchastity
with death. 1 The hi^jh priest of Ichcatlan, if he broke hi-s vow,
was cut in jJieees, and the Hmbs handed to his successor aa a
visible warning.2 In Bogota and Guatemala the priests were
ceiibate.3 The Vireins of the Sun in Peru were devoted to life-

lonti ' chastity ' ana seclusion. Lay women also at times took a
TOW of 'chastity ' ; they were held in great veneration for their
chastity aiid purity, and, as a mark of worship and respect, they
were called Oclto, which was a name held sacred in their
'idolatry.' Failure to preserve the vow involved the punishment
of beinjf burned at the stake or cast into 'the lake of lions.'*

The Sun-god was regarded as the husband of the virgins in his

st-nice. They were of necessity daughters of the Inca ; for,

'though they imagined that the Sun had children, they con-
sidered that they ought not to be bastards, with mixed divine
and human blood. So the virgins were of necessity legitimat*
and of the blood royal, which was the same as being of the
family of tlie Sun.' Thus did the Peruvians solve the problem
of incarnation by birth. The violator of a Virgin of the Sun was
executed in the same way as a violator of an Inca's iiaughter.5
Permanent continence was necessary for the Tfalinket shaman,
if he was to maintain his efficiency. In Paraguay and Patagonia
we hear respectively of celibate wizards and virgin witches. The
guardian of the sacred pipe of theBlackfeet had to be chaste and
fast reriodicaliy.**

\ irj;in priestesses Mere in liigh honour among
tlie Guanches of the Canary islands, and the
ancient Persians, Greeks, and Komans.
The first named, the Magades, or Uarimagades, were under

the direction of the high pn\st ; others, whose chief duty was
the baptism ol newborn children, were allowed to resign their
ofhce and marry. ^ The virgin priestesses of Persia were devoted
to the sen'ice of the Sun.8 Scattered over Greece were shrines
ministered at by virgins, snch as that to Hera at .^Egium ; the
priestesses who chanted the oracles at Delphi and Argos were
vii-gins ; many priests were eunuchs ; the hierophant and other
ministers of Demeter were celibates, and bathed in hemlock-
juice to mortify desire.

^

Numa wjis said to have instituted the order of Vestal Virgins.
They remained unmarried for thirty years. Burial alive was the
jK?nalty for breaking the vow of chastity. Few retired after the
thirty years."* The Vestal Virgins were distinguished by extra-
ordinary influence and personal dignity ; they supply the classi-

cal example of womanly merit when separated artificially from
her biological function. 'They were treated with marks of
respect usually accorded to royalty ; thus on the streets they
were preceded by a lictor, and the highest magistrates made way
for them ; they sometimes enjoyed the exceptional privilege of
riding in a carriage ; at public games a place of honour was
assig^ned to them ; and after death they, like the Imperators,
were allowed to be buried within the city walls "because they
were above the laws." Again, they enjoyed the royal privilege
of mercy ; for, if they met a criminal on the way to execution,
hi^ life wasspared.'li Yet, after Frazer's investigation, itseems
that their virginity is of accidental origin. The chief's daughter
among the Dainaras who keeps up the 'holy fire' is a savage
parallel; that she remained unmarried is not staled. 'The
perpetual fire ' in an early village ' wovild be most hkely to be
maintained in the chief's house, and the persons who would most
naturally look after it would be the chiefs wife or daughters.' i-

Latitau speaks of ' vestal virgins ' among the
Iroquois." In ancient Ireland and Lithuania there
seem to have heen holy fires tended by virgins.^"*

In Yucatan virgin priestesses tended the lire in

the temple.*^

No race has shown such sexual sensibility and
knowledge of the science and art of love as the
Hindus. Though we hear little or nothing of
female virginity, marital chastity on the part of
\vives has been enjoined and honoured from im-
memorial times ; while l>oth natural chastity and
sacerdotal, whether marital or celibate, has been
a regular phenomenon. Yet marriage has been
coiitinuously upheld and honoured. Social and
individual ditlerentiation explains the fact that
Hindu religion has no inconsistency between prac-

1 ( l.ivigero, i. 275 f. ; Bancroft, iii. 435.
^{'la .274.
3 Westi^rmarck, op. eit. ii. 40C ; Bancroft, iii. 489.
* G. de la Vega, Comm. \. 291, 305.
f> lb.\. 292, 300.
6 Westermarck, op.cit. ii. 406 ; Warren, Minnesota Uist. Soc.

V. 68.

7 St. Vincent, Les IsUs ForiurUes, 1803, p. 96 f.

8 Westcrmarck, op. cit. ii. 407.
' Miillcr, Das sexxidle Lthcn der alien KiUturvotker, 1807,

p. Hflt. ; Wochsmuth, op. cit. IL 560; Pausanias, ii. xxiv. 1 ;

Slrnho, XIV. i. 23 ; Tert. op. eit. 13.
1" Plutarch, Numa, x. 7 fl. ; Dionys. Halic. Aniiqq. Horn. ii.

&1 IT.. G7.
'1 P>azer, JPh xiv. 155. 12 /&. i62.
I-' Maeurs dca sauvageg aminquaing, 1724, i. 173.
1^ Camden, Britannia, 1594, p. 747 ; Bastian, Der Mensch in

derGesch., 1860, iii. 215.
i5 Bancroft, iii. 473.

tice and precept, with regard either to the statu.-;

of women or to tlie vocation of male celibacy. The
commencement of this, as we have seen, may be in

the ancient rule of continence durine: the IJrahman^s
study of the Veda, and its original exi»lanation is

more clear than usual, and doubtless to be found
in an extension of natural chastity to appropriate
individuals,^
Thus Manu says :

' Let not a Br.ihnian who desires manly
strength behold his wife setting off her eyes with collyrium, or
anointing herself with oil, or wlien she is in deahabillt' or bring-
ing forth a child." And again: 'Let him not sec a woman
naked.* 3 In the Bower MS we read that, ' counsellin*' with
reference to acquisition of health and strength, the blessed
Atrfiya said : "Caution in diet is of threefoki, but abstinent-e
from sexual intercourse is of fourfold value." '3 The Sannyasi
had and has a rule never to look at a woman.*
Monastic celibacy developed in Buddhism. The mother of

Buddha was extremely ' pure
'

; she had no other son ; her
conception was supernatural. 5 Sensuality is inconsistent with
wisdom and holiness; 'a wise man should avoid married life,

as if it were a burning pit of live coals.' ' From contact comes
sensation, from thirst clinging; by ceasing from that the soul
is delivered from all sinful existence.' 'Buddha's Church Ih a
Church of monks and nuns. " Very straitened," it is said, " is

life in the home, a state of impurity ; freedom is in leaving the
home." ' There is an eightfold abstinence for the laity, ijiclud-
ing avoidance of ' unchastity.' 6 The monk is forbidden carnal
intercourse. * The monk who lowers himself to touch a womao's
person with corrupt thoughts, while he clasps her hand or clasps
her hair or touches one part or another of her body, the Order
inflicts on him degradation.' 7 The present ordination vow is to
abstain from all sexual intercourse as long as life shall last.*^

The Jains enforced the rule to abstain from all sexual relations
'either with gods, or men, or animals; not to discuss topics
relating: to women ; not to contemplate the forms of women. '"

There is, however, a compromise in the form of an oath of
conjugal fidelity instead of an oath of abstinence.io Some
lamas may marry, but these are less holy than the celibates.
Tibetan nuns are in all cases continent.^i In Chinese Buddhism
and Taoism the celibacy of priests is observed. ^2 The Chinese
are peculiarly free from conventional restraints upon the sexual
life, yet they honour chastity in both sexes. Lust is condemned

;

*of the myriad vices, lust is the worst.'is

In a race of a very different character, the West
Africans, proverbially .sensual, the virgin priestess
is peculiarly influential, and the celibate priest is

not unknown.
In Lower Guinea we are told of a priest-king who was not

even allowed to touch a woman. l* Among the Tshi- and Ewe-
peoples there are priestesses who are forbidden to marry. Of
the former it is observed that 'a priestess belongs to the god
she serves, and therefore cannot become the property of a man,
as would be the case if she married one.' The latter are
regarded aa the wives of the god, but their chief function is

religious prostitution. The best-looking girls are selected

;

they remain novices for three years, ' learning the chants and
dances peculiar to the worship of the gods, and prostituting
themselves to the priests and the inmates of the male semi-
naries ; and at the termination of their novitiate they become
public prostitutes.' 15

When we come to civilization, we generally find,

at least among the Christian peoples of the West,
an ambiguous attitude towards chastity. This is

chiefly the result of the loss of two primitive
complementary habits—a loss which is due to the
increase of intelligence on the one hand, and the
dillusion of the elements of society, on the other.
These habits are, first, the unconscious exercise of
control for definite ends. This is verj* pronounced
among savages, and
'tlie special virtues of savagery—hard ncs.=, endurance, and
bravery—are intimately connected with the cultivation of

I For chastitv among the earliest Brahmans, see Oldenberg,
Rdinion des Veda, 271. 411 ff., 417, 429 ff., 466, 58S.

-' Manu (ed. Buhler), iv. 44, 63.
:i Iloernle, The Bower MS, 1893-97, ii. 142.
4 l>ubuis(e(l. Beauchamp), p. 533.
s K. I)avids, Buddhism, 1881, p. 148.
fi Monier-Williams, Buddhism, 1889, p. 88; Oldenberg, Buddha,

1882. p. 381 ff.

V Oldenberg, 373 f.

e Kern, Manval of Indian Buddhism, 1896, p. 79.

« Hopkins, Religions of India, 1896, p. 294.
10 Buhler, The Indian Sect of the Jainas, 1903, p. 16.

II Wilson, Abode of Snow, 187G, p. 213.
12 Westcrmarck, op. cit. ii. 409.
l:i Williams, The Middle Kimfdom, 1888, ii. 193; Smith,

Proverbs of the Chinese, 1888. p. 250.

i-> Bastian, Die deuthche Expedition an der LoangoKiiate,
1874-75, i. '287 f.

i&A. B. Ellis, Tshi-tpeaking Peoples, 121, Ewesi>eaking
Peoples, 1890, p. 140 ff.
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chastity and HsceluMSin. It is true that savages seldom have
any ideal of chastity in the degraded modem sense, as a state

of permanent abstinence from sexual relationship having a
merit of iia own apart from any use. They esteem chastity for

its vaUiea, magical or real, aa a method of self-control which
contributes towards the attainment of important ends. The
ability to bear pain and restraint is nearly always a main
element in the initiation of youths at puberty. The custom of re-

fraining from scxua! intercourse before expeditions of war and
hunting, and other serious concerns involving great muscular
and mental strain, whatever the motives assigned, is a sagacious
method of economizing energy. The extremely wide-spread
habit of avoiding intercourse during pregnancy and suckling,
again, is an admirable precaution in sexual hygiene the observ.
ance of which it is extremely difficult to obtain in civilization.

Savages, also, are perfectly well aware how valuable sexual
continence is in combination with fasting and solitude, to
acquire the aptitude for abnormal spiritual powers.'!

buch loss, whether temporary or permanent,
seems to he an inevitable concomitant of the
passage from a more to a less ' natnral ' mode of

existence. Tlie complementary loss is that of the
tal.>us and magical forms which served as a theo-

retical ground for natural chastity. Ellis quotes
from an Auckland newspaper the remarks of an
old Maori who stated that the decline of his race
was entirely due to the loss of the ancient religious

faith in the tabu
;

' for in the olden time our tapti ramified the whole social

system. The head, the hair, spots where apparitions appeared,
places which the tohungas proclaimed as sacred, we have for-

gotten and discarded. Who nowadass thinks of the sacredness
of the head ? See, when the kettle boils, the young man jumps
up, whips the cap off his head, and uses it for a kettle-holder.
Who nowadays but looks on with indifference when the barber
of the village, if he be near the fire, shakes the loose hair off his

cloth into it, and the joke and the laughter goes on as if no
sacred operation had just been concluded. Food is consumed on
places which in bygone days it dared not even be carried over.'

2

Sexual tabus undoubtedly ^\'ere the expression
of an instinctive biological sense of the sacredness
of the sexual impulse. This sense is inevitably
lost in the commencement of civilization, and the
problem, now just beginning to be realized, is how
to reinstate it. Scientific enlightenment is the new
ground for this sense ; the difficulty, however, is

to overcome social inertia. In Christendom, two
thousand years have passed in an ambiguous, un-
reasoned, and in the worst sense superstitious,

attitude towards the sexual life. Westermarck
finds that * irregular connexions between the sexes
have on the whole exhibited a tendency to increase
along with the progress of civilization'; and
Gibbon had already noted that, ' although the
progress of civilization has undoubtedly contributed
to assuage the fiercer passions of human nature, it

seems to have been less favourable to the virtue of

chastity.' This long process of 'marking time'
seems, however, to be sociologically normal. In
such periods of transition the form of society is

first settled, on lines coincident with industrial and
economic necessity, then the religious question
comes to be consitlered, last of all the problem of

sex. Men are in no hurry to solve the question
which more than any other involves the future
prosperity of the race. In the meantime the
practical qiiestion of sexual life is a hand to moutli
affair, when it is not given over to false ideals
or degraded values. Westermarok and Havelock
EIUh liave discussed this transition period in the
history of chastity, which commenced with
Christianity, and is now showing signs of comple-
tion. The latter remarks that
'the main dilTerence in the social function of chastity, as we
pass from savagery to higher stages of culture, seems to be that
it ceases to exist as a general hygienic measure or a genei-al

ceremonial observance, and for the most part becomes confined
to special philosophic or religious sects, which cultivate it to an
extreme degree in a more or less professional way. This state
of things is well illustrated by the Roman Empire during the
early centuries of the Christian era. Christianity itself was at
first one of these sects enamoured of the ideal of chastity ; but
by its superior vitality it replaced all the others, and finally

imposed its ideals, though by no means its primitive practices,
on European society generally. 'S

Christianity was, on the one liand, heir of the
Hebrew tradition, in which there is a frank recogni-

tion of sexual impulses, and a reverence for them,
combined with ideas of ceremonial pollution as tlie

result of intercourse—a ty[pically savage attitude.

But it rejected this, though accepting the Old
Testament, its embodiment. Instead it chose an
attitude Hke that of the Essenes or the Essene
attitude itself. On the other hand, it was instinct

with a fierce reaction against pagan indulgence.
By a veiy curious irony, its decision to war against
sexuality involved it in a perpetual relation with
sex ; it was, as Ellis puts it, obsessed by the idea of

.sex. This attitude cannot altogether be separated
from pruriency, but at its highest moments it was
much more than that, and, as Ellis was the first

to point out, it forms an entirely new element of

progress in the evolution of sexual ideas. Thus,
' chastity manifested itself in primitive Christianity in two
different, though not necessarily opposed, ways. On the one
hand, it took a stern and practical form in vigorous men and
women, who, after being brought up in a society permitting a
high degree of sexual indulgence, suddenly found themselves
convinced of the sin of such indulgence. The battle with tl>.-

society they had been born inio, and with their own old

impulses and habits, became so S' vere that they often found
themselves compelled to retire from the world altogether.

Thus it was that the parched solitudes of Esjypt were peopl-d
with henuits largely occupied with the problem of subduing
their own flesh. Their pre-occupation, and indeed the pre-

occupation of much early Christian literature, with sexual
matters, may be said to be vastly greater than was the case
with the pag:an society they had left. . . . This is the aspect of

early Christian asceticism most often emphasized. But there
is another aspect which may be less familiar, but has been by
no means less important. Primitive Christian chastity was on
one side a strenuous discipline. On another side it was a

romance, and this indeed was its most specially Christian
side, for athletic asceticism has been associated with the most
various religious and philosophic beliefs. If, indeed, it had not
possessed the charm of a new sensation, of a delicious freedom,
of an unknown adventure, it would never have conquered the
European world.'

l

This twofold attitude may now be sketched.

The main idea on Avhich Christian asceticism rests

may be put tluis, in Westermarck's words

:

* The gratification of every worldly desire is sinful ; the flesh

should be the abject slave of the spirit intent upon unearthly
things. Man was created for a life in spiritual communion witli

God, but he yielded to the seduction of evil demons, who availed
themselves of the sensuous side of his nature to draw him away
from the contemplation of the divine and lead him to the
earthly. Moral goodness, therefore, consists in renouncing all

sensuous pleasures, in separating from the world, in hving
solely after the spirit, in imitating the perfection and purity of

God. The contrast between good and evil is the contrast
between God and the world, and the conception of the world
includes not only the objects of bodily appetites, but all human
institutions, as well as science and art. And still more than any
theoretical doctrine, the personal example of Christ led to the
glorification of spiritual joy and bodily suffering.'-

Again, Christianity, in this perverted view of it,

may be described as a religion
' which regarded ever}' gratification of the sexual impulse with
suspicion, and incontinence as the gravest sin. In its early

days the Church showed little respect for women, but its horror
of sensuality was immense.' ' While looking with suspicion

even on the life-long union of one man with one woman, the
Church pronounced all other forms of sexual intercourse to be
mortal sins. In its Penitentials, sins of unchastity were the
favourite topic ; and its horror of them finds an echo in the
secular legislation of the first Christian emperors. Panders
were condemned to liave molten lead poured down their

throats. In the case of forcible seduction, both the man and
woman, if she consented to the act, were put to death. Even
the innocent offspring' of illicit intercourse were punished far

their parents' sins, with ignominy and loss of certain rights

which belonged to other, more respectable, members of the

Church and the State. Persons of different sex who were not

united in wedlock were forbidden by the Church to kiss each
other ; nay, the sexual desire itself, though unaccompanied by
any external act, was regarded as sinfid in the unmarried. In

this standard of purity no difference o Isex was recognized, the

same obligations being imposed upon man and woman. '3

'The theological conception of "lust" or libido, as sin,

followed logically the early Christian conception of the " flesh,"

and became inevitable as soon as that conception was firmly

established. Not only, indeed, had early Christian ideals a
degrading influence on the estimation of sexual desire per se,

but they tended to depreciate generally the dignity of the

1 lb. 151.
2 Westermarck, Moral Ideas, ii. 361 f.

3 lb. 392, 431 f. (quoting authorities).
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sexual relationship. It a man niade sexual advanctis to a
woman outside mamnye, and thu3 brought her within the
despised circle ol "hist," he was iniuring her because he was
im]>airing her rtligious and moral value. (. . . An ambiguous
improvement on the view . , . among primitive peoi>Ies, that
the sexvial act involves indignity to a woman or depreciation of

her only in so far as she is tne property of another person who
is the really injured party.) The only way he could repair the
damage done was by paying her money, or by entering into a
forci'tl, arid therefore, probably unfortunate, marriage with her.

That is t« say, that sexual relationships were, by the ecclesias-

tical traditions, placed on a pecuniary basis, on the same level

as prostitution. By its well-meant intentions to support the
theological morality which had developed on an ascetic basis,

the Church was thus really underrauiing even that form of
sexual relationship which it sanctified.'!

Early Christianity (see Ch.-vstity [Christian])

censured re-marriage by either sex ; it was a
species of fornication, or a 'specious adultery.'
* it was looked upon as a manifest sign of incon-

tinence, and also as inconsistent witli the doctrine
that marriage is an emhlem of the union of Christ

^vith t!ie Cliuroh.'- Again, the severity of tlie

earlier European laws against adultery ' m as closely

connected with Christianity's abhorrence of all

kinds of irregular sexual intercourse.'^ Yet it

made no distinction between husband and wife."*

The Essenes rejected 'pleasure as an evil, but esteem con-
tinence and the conquest over our passions to be virtue. They
neglect wedlock.' 5 St Paul said :

' He that giveth his virgin in

marriage doeth well ; but he that giveth her not in marriage
doeth better.' *It is good for a man not to touch a woman.
Nevertheless, to avoid fornication, let each man have his own
wife, and let each woman have her own husband.' As for the
unmarried and widows 'it is better to marry than to burn. 'C

Woman, says TertuUian, is the gate of Hell. 'Inter faeces et

urinam nascimur' is Augustine's famous epigram. He had, it

is true, no ascetic contempt for sex, and indeed asserts that in

Paradise, if sin had not entered, 'sexual conjugation would
have been under the control of the will without any sexual
desire. Tliere would not have been any words which could be
called obscene, but all that might be said of these members
would have been as pure as what is said of the other parts of

the body.* 7 Yet he held very strongly the theory of original

sin. It is the fact that sin is hereditarv-, and that sin has its

special symbol in the organs of generation, that makes sex a
shameful thing. It is sin that brings them into connexion with
lust The argument seems to be circular, but Augustine's
influence carried his opinion. With more fanaticism, St.

Bernard speaks of man as ' nothing else than fetid sperm, a sack
of dung, the food of worms. . . . You have never seen a viler

dunghill.''^

Whatever the influence of the Christian tradi-

tion or the Christian environment, the fact remains
that not only chastity, but virginity, became the
radiant ideal, Jesu.s, John the Baptist, St. Paul,

and others, were virgins. Virginity worked
miracles; by it ^liriam crossed the sea, and
Theola was spared from the lions. It is a spring
flower, exhaling immortality from its petals.^

Cyprian speaks of those women whose husband
is Christ. The Virgin Mary similarly had dedi-

cated herself as a virgin to God.^** Virgins were
known to have committed suicide to prevent the
loss of their virginity. Such an act admitted some
to canonization. Jerome argued in favour of such
suicide ; Augustine concludes that these suicides

are worthy of compassion, but declares that there

was no necessity for the act, since 'chastity is a
virtue of the mind which is not lost by the body
being in captivity to the^vill of another.^^ As for

married life, the procreation of <'!iildren is the only
reason for the .sexual act : no desire further than
what is thereto necessary is aUowed.^-
Here the romantic aspect of ('hristian chastity,

which Kllis has worked out, and of which he has
shown the evolutionary importance, has to be con-

sidered. The po.ssibility of this romance ma^ even
be seen in athletic asceticism. Jerome writes to

1 Ellis, op. cit. vi. 179 f.

2 Westermarck, il. 451, (luotingTertullian and Athcnngoras.
3 lb. 450. 4 lb. 454. 5 Jos. BJ n. viii. 2
e 1 Co 7"- 9. S8 ; cf. Rev 14^, Sit 19»3.

7 de Civ. Dei, xiv. 23. 8 iledit. Piissimce, in.
" Clem. Rom. Ep. \. ad Virgines, 6 ; Ambrosius, Ep. Ixiii. 34 ;

Methodius, Conviv. decern virginum, vii. 1.

10 de Habitu Virginum, 4, 22 ; P$eudo-3lattfiew, 8.
11 Jerome, Com, in Jonam, i. 12 ; Aug. de Civ, Dei, \. 16.
12 Athenagoras, Legatto pro Christianig, 33.

the virgin Kustochium (Ep. xxii. §7) about his

struggles for abstinence

:

' Oh, how many times when in the desert, in that vast soli-

tude which, liurnt up by the heat of the sun, offers but a
liorrible dwelling to monks, I imagined myself among the
delights of Rome ! I was alone, for my soul was full of bitter-

ness. My limbs were covered by a wretched sack, and my skin
was as black as an Kthinpian's. Everyday I wept aml^roaned,
and, if I was unwillin;;lv overcome by sleep, my lean body lay
on the bare earth. I yay nothing of my food and drink, lor in

the desert even invalids have no drink but cold water, and
cooked food is regarded as a luxurj'. Well, I, who out ot fear
of hell had condemned myself to this prison, companion of
scorpions and wild beasts, often seemed in imagination amone
bands of girls. Jly face was pale willi fasting and my mind
within my frigid body was burning with desire ; the fires oi lust
would still Hare up in a body that already seemed to be dead.
Then, deprived of all help, I threw myself at the feet of Jesus,
washing them with my tears and tirjing them with my hair,

subjugating my rebeUioua flesh by long fasts. I remember that
more than once I passed the night uttering cries and striking
my breast until God sent me peace.'

He also refers in the same letter to the practice
in which the main stream of the romance of
chastity had its source—that, namely, of Chris-
tians who * share the same room, often even the
same bed, and call us suspicious if we draw any
conclusions.' ^ Chrysostom discusses it as a normal
practice, but, quite rightly, as a new departure.

' Our fathers,' he says, ' only knew two forms of sexual
intimacy, marriage and fornication. Now a third form has
appeared : men introduce young girls into their houses and
keep them there permanently, respecting their virginity. MTiat
is the reason? It seems to me that life in common with a
woman is sweet, even outside conjugal union and fleshly
commerce. That is my feeling ; and perhaps it is not my feel-

ing alone ; it may also be that of these men. They would not
hold their honour so cheap nor give rise to such scandals if this

pleasure were not violent and tjTannical. . . . That there
should really be a pleasure in this which produces a love more
ardent than conjugal union may surprise you at first. But
when I give you the proofs you will agree that it is so.' The
absence of restraint to desire in marriage, he continues, often
leads to speedy disgust, and even, apart from this, sexual
intercourse, pregnancy, delivery, lactation, the bringing up of
children, and all the pains and anxieties that accompany these
things soon destroy youth and dull the point of pleasure. The
virgin is free from these burdens. She retains her vigour and
youthfulness, and even at the age of forty may rival the young
mobile girl. ' A double ardour thus burns in the heart of him
who lives with her, and the gratification of desire never ex-
tinguishes the bright flame which ever continues to increase in

strt-ngth.' Chrj'sostom describes minutely all the little cares
and attentions which the modern girls of his time required, and
which these men delighted to expend on their virginal sweet-
hearts whether in public or in private. Tlius it was that the
Christians 'rejected the grosser forms of sexual indulgence, but
in doing so they entered with a more delicate ardour into the
more refined forms of sexual intimacty. They cultivated a
relationship of brothers and sisters to each other; they kissed
one another ; at one time, in the spiritual orgy of baptism,
they were not ashamed to adopt complete nakedness.'- 'This
new refinement of tender chastity' may truly be said to have
come 'as a delicious discovery to the early Christians, who had
resolutely thrust away the licentiousness of the pagan world.'

3

No less true, however, is it that the development m itself was
as anti-social as, and in its practical negation of parenthood more
anti-social than, even the homosexuality of the Greeks.
Again, this new Christian chastity 'flourished exuberantly

and unchecked' in one form: 'it conquered literature. The
most charming, and, we may be sure, the most popular litera-

ture of the early Church lay in the innumerable romances of

erotic chastity . . . which are embodied to-day in the Acta
Saiictorum.' '' Early Christian literature abounds in the stories

nf lovers who had indeed preserved their chastity, and had jet
dis.-overerl the most ex([uisite secrets of love.'-* Ellis refers

particularly to the legend of Thecla, 'The lirideand Bridegroom
of Judea,' in Judas Thomas' AcU, 'The Virgin of Antioch ' of

St. Ambrose, the history of 'Achilleus and Nereus,' 'Slydonia
and Karish,' and 'Two hovers of Auvei^ne,' told by Gregory ot

Tours. See art. Auapktab.

The freshness of tliis unique fonn of love waned
in the Middle Ages. Cliivalry alone preserved

something; of a similar ideal. ^ Aucnssin et Niro-

icffe,' Kllis remarks, ' was the death-knell of the

primitive Christian romance of chastity. Tt was
the discovery that the chast e rehnements of delicacy

and devotion were possible within the strictly

normal sphere of sexual love.'* He assigns two
main causes for this decay.
'The submergence of the ohl pagan world, with its practice,

and, to some extent, ideal of sexual indulgence, removed the
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foil which had given grace and delicacy to the tender freedom
of the young Cliristians. In the second place, the austerities

which the early Christians had gladly practised for the sake of

their soul's healtit, were rohhed of their charm and sponUneity
bv being made a formal part of codes of punishment for sin,

flrst in the Penitentials and afterwards at the discretion of

confessors.'

'

Here there intervenes tlie Teutonic element.

•The ideal of Christian chastity was no longer largely the

possession of refined people who had heen rendered immune to

pagan licence bv being brought up in it« midst, and even them-
selves steeped in it. It was clearly from the first a serious

matter for the violent North Africans to maintain the ideal of

chastity ; and, when Christianity spread to Northern Europe, it

seemed almost a hopeless task to acclimatize its ideals among
the wild Germans. "2

Henceforward the ideals of the Church were
imposed as compulsory celibacy on priests, and
' chastity ' fell into a barbarous regression, which
the Renaissance and Reformation only tempered
by preserving in law the proprietary rights of

married men, and fostering a conventional
residuum of ideas of chastity for the unmarried.
It is to be noted that it is only by an error tliat

the primitive Teutons have been credited with pre-

nuptial chastity. They had no prostitution, and
observed marital chastity in women, but chastity

before marriage was not required.
'The institution of clerical celibacy,' sa.vs Westemiarck,

' lowered the estimation of virtue by promoting vice. During
the Middle Ages unchastity was regarded as an object of

ridicule rather than censure, and in the comic literature of

that period the clergy are universally represented as the great
corrupters of domestic virtue. Whether the tenet of chastity
laid down by the code of Chivalry was taken more seriously
may be fairly doubted. A knigiit, it was said, should be
abstinent and chaste ; he should love only the virtues, talents,

and graces of his lady ; and love was defined as the "chaste
union of two hearts by virtue wrought." . . . We have reason
to believe that the amours in which lie indulged with her were
ot a far less delicate kind.' 3 The lady was, as a rule, required
to be a married woman.

Here, in a sense, is an attempt, like some we have
noted, to divorce love from the biological accom-
paniments of it. Another form, more like the
early Christian and the Greek, was that celebrated
bj' Dante and his congeners—life-long devotion
without any intimacy. What remained of these
developments up to modern dayswas male gallantry,
and the love interest of the novel and the play.

The attitude of the chief peoples of to day
towards chastity may be now glanced at. It is,

and the fact is significant, fairly simple and extra-
ordinarily identical.

In Islam ' chastity,' that is, abstinence from
intercourse, is the essential duty of woman,
married or unmarried. Nothing more is required
as an explanation than the position of Muham-
madan women. ' For unmarried men, on the other
hand, "chastity" is by Muhammadans at most
looked upon as an ideal, almost out of reach.'''

Yet there is more incontinence in Christian
countries than in Islam,'' while the Muhammadan
attitude is less ambiguous. As always, they assert
the sanctity of sex no less than tlie sanctity of

physical cleanliness. • They are prepared to carry
the functions of sex into the future life.' *

In India, not only is asceticism practised by
certain individuals, but
' sexual love has been sanctified and divinized to a greater
extent than in any other part of the world.' * It seems never to
have entered into the beads of the Hindu legislators that any-
thing natural could be offensively obscene, a singularity whicli
pervades all their writings, but is no proof of the depravity of
their morals.' ' Love in India, both as regards theory "and
practice, possesses an importance which it is impossible for us
even to conceive.'"!

The details of generation have for ages found a
place in Hindu religious ritual. Yet, and here

1 Ellis, op. cil. vi. 161.
2 Schrader, Realtexikon, art. ' Keuschheit.'
3 Westermarck, op. cil. ii. 432. * lb. 428.
•i ' Viator ' in Fortnightly Reiricw, Dec. 1908, quoted by Ellis,

op. cit. vi. 164.
6 Ellis, vi. 129.

1 Ellis, I.e., quoting Sir W. Jones, Works, ii. 311, and R.
Schmidt, Beitrdge zur Ind. Erotik, 1902, p. 2.

again owing to the status of women, ' sexual im-
purity is scarcely considered a sin in the men, but
in females nothing is held more execrable or

abominable.'' Very similar is the attitude of

China and Japan.
In Modern Western civilization there is a great

variety of minor differences, but the main facts

are the same. Property-morality is employed to

sanction wifely ' chastity
'

; the English law of

divorce still shows the preponderance in favour of

the male sex. Among the unmarried, male incon-

tinence is winked at l)y the world, but female in-

continence is reprobated. Prostitution flourishes,

while it is calculated that at least 50 per cent of

the sexual intercourse that occurs in Western
nations is outside the bonds of wedlock. Economic
considerations have much to do with this, but the

whole problem is an extensive one, and cannot be
more than alluded to here. As for the minor
diflferences, the European has added, whether
through the influence of the Christian tradition or

because of a psychical character, ' the vice of

hypocrisy, which apparently was little known in

sexual matters by pagan antiquity,' '^ and is also

little known by the other great races of the present

day. The Churches do not help to solve the

problem by preaching total abstinence and en-

couraging scientific ignorance ; their attitude is

part of the conventional sexual morality of the

time. They can aid in the scientific rehabilitation

of a natural chastity only by joining hands with
science. Western science to-day has begun this

work by a thorough study of the sexual impulse,
and important pioneering has been effected m the
education of the intelligent upon these subjects

and in the development of eugenic research.

Some consideration of biological reasons for the
various phenomena of chastity which have been
reviewed may iinall}' be given in connexion with
the question how far the psychic nature of the
modern type of humanity is likely to be aflected

by the miiltiple tradition, or whether this exists

merely as an atmosphere which is inert and un-
used for life-processes, the latter being only such
as are adapted to the present environment.

Chastity, as it is now defined, maj' be said to

exist only among savages in a natural state, who
allow pre-nuptial intercourse. Its origin is purely
biological. Tabu is merely an emotional and legal

irradiation from it. The exercise of control at

puberty has been noted. During menstruation,
pregnane}', and suckling, the savage also observes
continence.^ During the last condition it is pos-

sible that the separation is phj'sically beneficial

to mother and child ; during the first, union is

attended, except towards the end of the period,

with discomfort to the woman. During the time
of suckling, it is a wise provision to prevent another
conception too soon for the health of the child at

the mother's breast, and there seems to be a con-

nexion between premature weaning and renewal
of intercourse. It is significant that certain peoples

recognize this application of continence so clearly

that at a suitable date after birth the man and
wife are re-married.* Of equal biological import-

ance is the continence observed by primitive peoples

immediately prior to marriage and after engage-
ment, and more particularly for some time after

marriage itself.

Thus, among the aborigines of Victoria, the pair were
sequestered for two months, sleeping on opposite sides of

the fire.^ Amongst the Narrinyeri it was 'a i>oint of decency
for the couple not to sleep close to each other for the first two
or three nights ; on the third or fourth night the man and his

1 Westermarck, op. cit. ii. 428 (quoting authorities).
2 lb. 434.
8 See Crawlev, Mystic Rose, pp. 64, 200 ; Westermarck, Hum.

Marr.s 483, Hloral Ideas, i. 899, ii. SSS, S91.
* Crawley, op. cit. 432 f. ' Featherman, op. cit. ii. 142.
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wife slt'ep together under the same rug.' * In South Celebes
atl intimacy is forbidden during? the wedding-night.2 In Aehin
they do not come together for seven nights.3 In Endeh and
the Ilabar Islands the same rule is observed.* Similarly among
the Dayaks, Madurese, and Sundanese.^ Among the Wufurs
consuumiation takes place on the fifth day ; on the first night
the couple are set back to back ; and this is repeated each
night. Each morning when the man departs, it is forbidden
them to look at one another, *a sign of her maiden shame.'

6

Nutkas and Thiinkets may not consummate marriage till after
ten days and four weeks respectively." In Kgypt it is customary
(or husbands to deny themselves their conjugal rigliLs during
the first week after marriage with a virgin bride.** The bride
and groom among the Aztecs were continent for four days, the
Mazatecs for fifteen, the Otomis for twenty or thirty.^

Such customs are umloubtedly to be ultimately
explained a.s Ellis explain.s them. The lon^; process
of irradiation of the complex nervous mechanism,
\vhich is necessary for tumescence and for the
proper performance of the sexual act, neeils delaj'

and many preliminaries. The sexual act is not
one to be executed by muscular force alone. Hence
the phenomena of courtship itself.

'The need for delay and considerate skill is far greater when,
as among ourselves, a woman's marriage is delayed long past
the establishment of puberty to a period when it is more diffi-

cult to break down the I'tsychic and, perhaps, even physical
barriers of personality .' 10

The need is increased also in proportion to the
higher development of the sexual impulse in civili-

zation. One great component of that impulse is

female mode.sty." In seeking for an answer to the
question, Wliy has sexual intercourse between un-
married people, if both parties consent, come to be
regarded as wrong? \\'estermarck refers to the
growth of ' affection ' and to the instinct for seclu-

sion during the satisfaction of sexual as, in primi-
tive times, of other needs, such as hunger and
thirst. Add to these considerations, the nervous
tone and control produced by a natural chastity,

and there are already grounds for a scientific and
religious recognition and regulation of a sexual
life which is in relation to biological facts.

Two contingent sources of chastity are good
examples of inertia, producing the same result
from ditlerent directions. The former is biologi-

cally real, the second conventional. Continence
originates, in the individual, with the instinct of

physical isolation which is emphasized at the com-
mencement of ad<descence. This instinct amounts
to a virginal inertia, which forms a barrier difficult

to break down. Hence the first loss of chastity is

equivalent to a complete p.'sychio change in the
organism. This inertia is encouraged for the sake
of physical growth. When such psycliic diathesis
becomes morbid, it coincides with what \V. James
terms an ' anti-sexual instinct '—the instinct of
per-sonal Isolation, the actual repuLsiveness to us
of tlie idea of intimate contact with most of the
persons we meet, especially those of our own sex,
and in illustration of which he Instances the un-
pleasant sensation felt on taking a seat still warm
by contact with another.'- Adolescent inertia is

also linked to the desire for self-control, in which
the important factor is the feeling of power and
the sense of freedom. In the male the psychic
result of the sexual act, a depression proportionate
to the explosive force of the detumcscent proces.s,

constitutes the opjmsite pole to this feeling of
power. Omne animal post coitum triste pro-
verbializes the phenomenon, and there are clear
traces of its action in producing ideals of chastity.

1 Curr, The Axulralian Racr, 1SS6-7, ii. 246.
5 Slalthes, Klhnologie Zuid-SeUhes, 1876, p. 35.
8 Kruijt, Atjeh en dt Atjehtrt, Loyden. 1876, p. 193.
' Tijdschr. Ind. Taat- Land- en Volhenkjinde, xxiv. b'ib

;

Riedcl, op. eit. 361.
5 Perelaer, Ethnog. Beteh. der Dajaks, 1870, p. 63 : Veth, Java,

1884. i. .165 ; Ritter, Java, 1872, p. 29.
6 Van Hasaelt, ZE viii. 181 ft. 7 Bancroft, i. 198, 111.
8 Lane, Modem Egyptiam, ii. 273.
» Bancroft, ii. 258, 2B1, 870. lo KIlis, op. eit. vi. 647.
" See Westermarck, Moral Ideas, ii. 43f..
H W. James, PrincipUi of rsychology, 1801, ii. 347.

Some of these have been cited above. Loss of
semen is universally regarded as lo.ss of strength,
and the male organs as the seat of strength.' These
iileas again coincide with the popular notion tliat

woman is physically weak, and that therefore
intercourse with her jiroduces weakness in the
male. I!ut, when these ideas reach as far as this,
tliey are already becoming conventionalized. Kven
at an earlier stage they may pass from biological
fa(-t to conventional theory, for ' your boasted
purity is only immaturity.' In this connexion is

to be noted the sense of melancholy which is

normally periodic in adolescence, and .seems to
arise from vascular congestion. It is encouraged
by abstinence, and forms the foundation of the
sense of sin, as is shown by the phenomena of
cimversion. If we add the fact that pain and
austerity are a stimulant of energy, we practically
complete the list of phj-siological factors which
develop rules of chastity in the individual and in
the race. On the other hand, the conventional
factor which more than others has had an influ-

ence in civilization is not es.sentially physiological.
It ia rather a detail of degeneration. In their
fierce reaction against pagan luxury the early
Christians developed a cult of personal uncleanli-
ness. They denounced the bath as the Puritans
at a later date denounced the theatre.
Paula used to say :

' The purity of the body and its garments
means the impurity of the soul."^ ' Since the coming of Chris-
tianity,' Ellis remarks, 'the cult of the skin, and even its
hygiene, have never again attained the same general and un-
questioned exaltation. The Church killed the bath.' 3 'The
tone of the Middle Ages,' says Frederic Harrison (..Meaninti

of Hist., 1906, p. 248), ' in the matter of dirt was a form of
mental disease.'

But in this later and more general extension,
very similar as it is to the state of things among
the masses of Europe to-day, economic considera-
tions overlaid the Christian tradition. The same
result was fostered by ideals on the one hand and
necessary practice on the other. However that
may be, the fact remains that it is only in modern
civilization that the juxtaposition of the genital
and excretory zones has acted as a general influ-

ence in favour of chastitj'. Primitive ' unclean-
ness' was a very diti'erent thing, though the same
term is used. Inertia of this kind is a measure
both of scientific ignorance and of physical unre-
finement, or rather of hygienic degeneration, as
obscenity is of the same results psychically.
The question of the origin of the ' horror ' of

sexual facts, in so far as it is a vera causa, which
is not certain, and not a conventional artifact, is

difficult. However originating,—and it is (jossible

that it may have nothing to do with any primitive
mystic awe or sense of supernatural danger, but
rather that it is a morbid psychosis analogous to
jealousy on the one hand and disgust on the other,
—it seems to be absent from savage psychology,
and in civilization to be a mark of neurosis. As a
.source of chastity, its conventional exploitation is

confined to priestly pa'dagogy.
Certain Buggestions that have been made ex-

planatory of this and similar jisychic phenomena
in chastity call for mention, though, in so far as
they have ground in fact, this is but part of the
mythology of the subject. For instance, the primi-
tive tabu against menstrual blood cannot legiti-

mately be elevated into a cause either of marriage
prohibitions or of continent habits. It may be
true that the Zulus believe that ' if a man touch a
woman at menstruation his bones become soft,

and in future he cannot take part in warfare or
any other manly exercise '

; * but, as shown above,
the deei>seated reason of such tabu is biological.

The sugge.sted instinctive feeling against inter-
course between members of the same family or

1 Sec Crawlev, llystie Rose, 188. « Jerome, Ep. cviii. § 20.
3 Ellis, op. cil. iv. 81. 4 Macdonald, JA I xx. 119.
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household, which Westciinarek held to be a pos-

sible cause of the idea that sexual matters are
' impure,' does not, if it exists, go deeidy enough
into the psychology of tlie individual. It Is proved
that such plienomena are merely negative.^

In the past history of chastity it is evident that,

as will always be the case, every factor concenied
in the whole system of the sexual impulse has had
its place and influence. Tlie two chief factors,

proprietary morality and adolescent inertia, have,

however, now reached the parting of the ways.
That is to say, the former is yielding to the
scientilic analysis of the sexual life of man, and
can no longer be maintained as a ground of natural
chastity. In the Middle Ages tlie knightly hus-

band took with him on his travels the key of his

Avife's ' girdle of chastity
' ; in a scientilic age ' the

real problem of chastity lies not in multiplying
laws, but largely in women's knowledge of the
dangers of sex and the cultivation of their sense
of responsibility.'^ Mutatis mutandis, the state-

ment applies to adolescent chastity. This is one
of the educational problems of the future, in which
science and religion may well co-operate. Economic
considerations are the permanent previous condi-
tion to be reckoned with : popular sentiment wUl
follow the lead of social retinement and scientific

conclusion.
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Taboo' (JA I xxiv. [1895]), Mystic Rose (1902); A. Lang
and J. J. Atkinson, Social Origins and Primal Law (1903)

;

Havelock Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of Sex (6 vols.,

1897-1910) ; H. C. Lea, Hist, of Sacerdotal Celibacy (2 vols.,
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A. E. Ceawley.
CHASTITY (Buddhist).—Buddhist ideas as to

the relation of the sexes may best be treated under
two heads : according as tliey apply to the ordinary
Buddhist layman, or to a member of the Buddhist
Order. The rules for the latter will be found in art.

Celibacy (Buddliist). The rules for the layman
are laid down very simply and broadly in several
parts of the Canon, with the stress placed on purity
m general rather than on any particular detail.

For instance, in the SigCtlovada Suttanta (a dia-
logue on elementary ethical precepts to be followed
by laymen), Sigala is seen by the Buddha wor-
shipping the various quarters of the heavens with
streaming hair and uplifted hands. The teacher
points out to him a better way, in which the six
quarters worthy of worship are not the physical
quarters of the heavens, but parents, teachers,
husband (or wife), friends, dependents, and spiritual
masters (Bhiksus and Brahmans). Under the third
head we have the following paragraph :

• In five ways should the wife, who is the west quarter, be
cherished by her husband—by respect, by courtesy, by being
faithful t« her, by recognizing her authority, by providing for
her wants. And in five ways the wife takes thought (or her
husband—she orders the household aright, is hospitable to
kinsfolk and friends, is a chaste wife, is a thrifty housekeeper,
and is diligent in all there is to do.'

The same tractate warns young men against
riotous living of all kinds—drunkenness, gambling,
and unchastity. There is no older document in
Indian religious literature devoted to the inculca-
tion of ethical precepts fur laymen. In the Iti-
vuttaka, Buddha is represented as declaring that
' the life of chastity is not lived for the purpose of
deceiving or prating to mankind, nor for the sake

' Westennarck, Hum. ilarr.i 155.
2 Moll, Kontrare Sexualempfindung , 1399, p. 592.

of the ailvautage of a reputation for gain and one's
own afi'airs ; but . . . this life of chastity is lived,

O monks, for the purpose of Insight and Thorough
Knowledge ' (§ 36) ; while ' by mutual reliance, O
monks, a life of chastity is lived for the sake of
crossing the Flood (of earthly longings), and for

the sake of properly making an end of Misery'
(§ 107). He who, after taking the vow of chastity,

breaks it, and he who thus causes another to fail,

suiters 'in the realm of punishment and in perdi-

tion '

(§ 48) ; yet the same treatise seems to imply
that (undue) craving for chastity is, like all other
forms of clinging to conditions of earthly existence,

essentially evil (§ 54 f.). There is very little ethics

in the previous books of ritual, poetry, or exegesis,

or even in the theosophy of the Upanisads ; and
the level of the mythology and ritual is as low in

India as elsewhere, in matters of chastity. But
it would be a great mistake to suppose that the
Buddhist movement introduced any great revolu-

tion in this respect. The people, in the 6tli cent.

B.C., had already built up for themselves, quite
independently of religion, a social code regarding
sexual relations. All that Buddhism did was to

adopt the highest ideal current among the clans,

and to give to it additional clearness and emphasis.
It was this ideal that it carried with it wherever
it was introduced. It thus threw its influence on
the side of a strict monogamy in marriage, in favour
of chastity for both sexes "before and after mar-
riage, and against early marriages. On the whole,
it lias had a fair success. The percentage of ille-

gitimate births is low in those countries where the
influence of early Buddhism has been greatest, and
its canonical literature is chaste throughout. Some
of the later literature, from the 6th cent. a.d. on-
wards, especially in Bengal, Nepal, and Tibet, is

very much the reverse. See art. Tantra.
LiTERiTiTRE.—R. C. Childers, 'The Whole Dutv of the
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T. W. Rhys Davids.
CHASTITY (Chinese).—Chastity in females is

regarded by the Chinese as a virtue of prime im-
portance ; and the national standards, both ideal
and actual, would be considered admirable even in
Christian countries. A Moman is supposed to
marry only once, the alliance of a widow with a
second husband being considered inadvi.sable, if

not indeed inadmissible. When a married woman
refuses to accept a second consort after the death
of her husband, or a young virgin who has been
robbed of her liance by a similar catastrophe
decides upon a life of celibacy, a petition is some-
times addressed to the Emperor, asking for per-

mission to erect a,pai-loio, or monumental gateway,
with a view to perpetuating the memory of the
chaste widow or maiden, as an example to posterity.

In some parts of the country veritable ' forests' of
these ornamental structures may be found, some
of them magnificent specimens of the mason's art.

One might be led to conclude from this fact that
chastity is a virtue rare among Chinese women,
since so high a value is placed upon the exhibition
of it in seemingly isolated cases ; but it should be
borne in mind that the great majority of instances
are not commemorated in this special way, on
account of the great expense involved. No argu-
ment can therefore be advanced on these grounds
as to the comparative rarity of this virtue among
Chinese women.
The extraordinary care nominally taken to main-

tain the segregation of the sexes might seem to
indicate a low scale of morality in China, as, e.y.,

the rules laid down in the ' Record of Kites,' which
deprecate the hanging of male and female garments
on the same rack, and the u.sing of the san'.e f;ice-
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towel or hair-comb by persons of opposite sex ; or

wliicli declare it inexpedient that a man should
know the per'.onal name of a woman who is not a
relation, and that a father should sit in the same
room v.itli his daughter, or brothers share a place

at table with a sister above the age of 7 years. It

is necessary, however, to remember that such pre-

cautions may be suggested by the peculiar con-

ditions of the patriarchal system, which still

obtains in Chinese families, under the terms of

which a large number of people are often congre-

gated together within the walls of a Chinese ' com-
pound,' including children of difl'erent generations,
ditt'erent parents, children of the same fatlier but
difl'erent mothers, children of concul)incs, etc.—an
extraordinary medley of relationships^as well as

a numerous retinue of young servants and slave

children. And, as the female members of the
community seldom venture beyoixl the high walls

of the enclosure, and are strictly limited in the
range of their employments, with a temperament
which, whatever else may be said, is distinc-

tively Eastern, and with painful recollections of

the dark days of feudalism, and its many in-

vasions upon the sanctity of family life, it is little

wonder that such methods should be considered
ailvisable.

Chastity finds a place among the 'Four Studies
propi.'r to Women,' of whidi the first is to be chaste

and docile ; and historical cases are frcriuent where
young girls elected to commit suicide rather than
run the risk of outrage, or even the imputation of

unchastity. Had Flora Macdonalil been a Chinese
heroine, she would have drowneii herself in a well

after her interview with ' Bonnie Prince Charlie,'

as the young Ningpo girl did when the Prince
Shaok'ang, to whom she had given asylum, made
good his escape from the 'Golden Tatars.' In the

city of Hangchow is a well into which hundreds of

Chinese girls threw themselves when the city was
threatened by the T'ai-ping rebels. Instances sucli

as these afford more reliable evidence as to the

high standard of chastity which undoubtedly exists

among women in China, than any deduction from
the methods which seem to reflect upon the female
character, and which are intended rather as in-

centives to virtue than preventives against vice.

The extreme modesty of the feminine attire (which,

by the way, is the only survival of the Chinese
costume, male garments being all ba.sed on Manchu
models, by conimand of the present foreign rulers

of China), the careful concealment of the lines of

the figure, etc., atl'ord further confirmation of the
idea, which is borne out by personal knowledge of

Chinese homes and family liistories. In some parts

of the country, the repugnance which is felt by
chaste young females against consorting with an
utter stranger, us the present marriage customs
necessitate, finds expression in the formation of

anti-matrimonial leagues, the members of which
bind themselves by solemn pledges to refrain from
entering the state of marriage ; and frequent
instances occur where suicide is resorted to rather
than break the vows thus assumed.

Whilst chastity in females is rigorously de-

manded, no similar standari] obtains in the case of

males. Chastity hnds no place among the ' Five
Constituents of Worth,' although Propriety in

Demeanour comes next in order to IJcnevolence
and r])rightness of Mind, and is followed by
Knowledge and Good Faith. It is not numbered
among the 'Six Courses of Conduct incumbent
ujion Man,' or the 'Six Virtues'—Intelligence,
Huuumity, Wi.sdom, Uprightness, Moderation, and
lienignity. Uncha-ste conduct does not disqualify
for public employment, although 'levity' is indi-

cated as a sufficient cause for dismissal. If the
Chinese official is able to maintain the appearances

of outward decorum, his private conduct, and
especially his sexual relations, are not subjected
to very .severe inquiry.

Convention permits the Chinese gentleman not
only to remarry as often as occasion serves, but
also to add a 'secondary wife' to his hou.sehold in

tile event of failure to obtain male issue by his

proper wife ; the maintenance of a harem is, how-
ever, regarded as unjustifiable and hardly respect-

able, though in the case of the Emperor a large
liberty is allowed.
Houses of ill-fame exist in the majority of cities,

but they are generally unobtrusive in tlieir char-

acter, and their existence is known only to habitue's.

The inmates are recruited by kidnapping or pur-

chase from destitute parents ; very few of tiieni

are willing votaries. The immorality which is

observable at Chinese treaty-ports would not be
tolerated in inland cities, though there may be
exceptions to this rule, for China is more nearly a
continent than a country, and local customs vary
considerably in ditlerent parts.

Infraction of the marriage bond on the part of

the wife is punished with the utmost rigour, the
injured husband being at liberty to put to death
both the erring wife and her paramour. The
legislation which is ajiplied to breaches of chastity
in the case of unmarried persons is similar to that
of the OT, and that of Eastern nations generally,

being compounded for by marriage or fine.

Literature.—Dyer Ball, Thinqa Chinese, Shanahai, 1903.

W. Gilbert Walshe.
CHASTITY (Christian). —The Incarnation

threw a new light on purity ; the possibility of a
higher and purer life was revealed thereby, and
the moral law and practice of Christianity show in

conseejuence a great advance on those of previous
ages.

1. Nomenclature.—The word ' chaste ' is found
in the AV of 2 Co 1 \-, Tit 2^ 1 P 3^, translating
ayvii and ' chastity ' in 2 Es 6^^* (which is not
extant in Greek). In the first case virgins are
spoken of, in the next two married women, in the
last Esdras himself. a.yv6i, ayveia, used in this

sense in 1 Ti 4'- 5'-' ~, are translated ' pure,'
' purity '

; but ayv6$, Q.yvij}$j ayvbr-qs, ayvl^u, are used
in a more general sense of ' holy,' ' blameless,' or

'sincere' (and derivatives), though often including
the idea of ' chaste,' in 2 Co & 7" IP (some MSS),
Ph 1" (or l'«) 4«, .la .3" 48, 1 P 1'-, 1 Jn 3^ The
Peshitta translates in these passages by dakhyd
or nalclipd (or their cognates), but the latter Syriac
word is the rendering of aeiJLvSs in 1 Ti 3", Tit '2^,

etc. The Gr. KaOapoi with its cognates, fre(iuenlly

used in a physical or ceremonial sense, also con-

veys the idea of moral purity, and in Mt 5** aiqiears

to have the special idea of ' clia.stity.' It will thus

be seen that the Greek worils used all merge into

more general senses than that treated in this

article, and it is not always easy to detect the
exact shade of meaning that was in the mind of

the writer.

In the NT the opposite to ' chastity ' is expressed

in general terms by aKaOapjia and a.cr4\yeia,, which
are joined together in (lal .5'" (see Lightfoot's note
there and at Col ,3') and in Eph 4''-'. l!ut aKadapcla

is a very comprehensive word, including more than
TTopvda, jjLotxdO; etc. (see Eph 5' ciKaO. Traaa) ; while

aa-^Xyaa denotes open anil shameless immorality
defying public decency. It had originally meant
any outrageous conduct.

2. Teaching of NT.—We have now to ask what
' chastity ' meant in the teaching of our Lord and
His Apostles. To a.scertain this we must examine
not only the reconls of their teaching, but also its

background, (n) The Jews' moral standard was
much higher than that of the heathen. The great
majority of Israelites took marriage almost as a
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matter of course, as, indeed, do most Easterns now,
except in tlie case of persons specially devoted to

celibacy. Childlessness was deemed a reproach
(Gn 30''^ etc.), and marriage was esseutiiilly holy.

A Nazirite's vow did not include abstinence from
the marriage bond, but had to do with the use
of wine and the growth of the hair (Nu 6'"').

The Talmud says that ' any Jew who has not a
wife is no man ' (Yebamoth, 63«, quoted by Light-
foot, Col., ed. 1900, p. 377) ; it teaches tliat

marriage is an imperative duty. On the other
hand, even as late as the 2nd cent., the Jews
indulged in jiolygamy ; they allowed a man to
have four or five wives at a time, alleging the
example of the patriarchs (Justin Martyr, Dial.
13-4). And the permi-ssion given by the less strict

Jewish teachers to a man to divorce his wife ' for

any cause,' though it does not seem to have worked
as much evil as amongst the heathen, was sub-
versive of true ideas of married chastitj'. It must
be added that the ^dew of marriage here presented,
though the general one, was not shared by the
Essenes (on whom see below, § 3). But it is

clear that, in the case of almost all Jews, chas-
tity and marriage were considered to go hand in

hand.
(b) Unlike the Jews, the heathen in Apostolic

times seem scarcely to have had any idea of chastity

at all. They punished adultery severely ; yet, by
allowing divorce at will both to men and to women,
they opened the door to flagrant immorality, prac-
tised though it was under the name of marriage.
AVomen used to change their husbands every year,
or oftener (Juvenal, Sat. vi. 224 fi". ,

' eight husbands
in five autumns '). Fornication (especially for men)
and abomin.able sins were a matter of indifference,

at any rate unless made a habitual practice. Horace
even advises the former, so that intrigues with
married women may be minimized (Sa<. i. 2. 31 ff.).

The want of a high public opinion on these ques-
tions was one of the greatest difficulties that the
Apostles met with in building up Gentile Churches,
as we see from the constant warnings in St. Paul's
Epistles. And it aft'ected social customs such as
eating in idol temples (1 Co 10*'-). Idol-worship
was interwoven with immorality, and this explains
why (if the ordinary interpretation be correct) the
Apostles joined together ' pollutions of idols ' and
* fornication ' in Ac 15^"', 11'^.

Our Lord taught a much higher law of chastity
than had yet been kno^vn. Yet it is clear that He
makes it to be consistent with the use of marriage.
He teaches, as the Pharisees did, the sacredness of
wedlock, and graces with His presence the marriage
feast at Cana (Jn 2'"). He traces its institution to
the beginnings of man's existence, and declares
that man and wife are no more twain, but one flesh

(Mt 19^). He forbids divorce, with, at most, the
one exception of nopvela (v.' and 5'"-). It is not to
our purpose here to consider the difficulties con-
nected with the exceptional case (see Plummer, Com.
on St. Matthew, 1909, pp. 81, 2.59), but it is clear

that the Christian law has made marriage a far
more sacred and binding ordinance than it was
even to the Jews. Our Lord did not in so many
words forbid polygamy, but the prohibition follows
necessarily from the teaching just quoted. The
holiness of marriage is also insisted on by St. Paul,
who compares it with the union between Christ
and His Church (Eph S""), and denounces as
heretics those who forbid to marry (1 Ti 4'). The
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews exhorts his

readers that marriage be had in honour among all

(He 13^ RV). In teaching the holiness of marriage
and treating it as the normal condition, our Lord
and the NT writers appear to show that for the
great majority of men chastity consists in the
temperate use of the marriage bond. This comes

out clearly if with most modems we take rb iax/rod

(DcfOot in 1 Th 4'' to refer to a man's wife'
Yet there is another form of Christian chastity.

Our Lord gives a distinct blessing to those who for

good motives give up marriage. This is probably
the way, at least m most cases, by which the
blessing of Lk 18^" to those who have ' left house,
... or wife, or children for the kingdom of God's
sake ' maj' be received (the best MSS of || Mt 19"
Mk 10-" omit ' wife ') ; for our Lord could not have
taught the duty of deserting a wife, though later

on it was held by many that it was lawful to do so
in order to enter the monastic state. This must
also certainly be the real meaning of Mt 19"
(' which made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom
of heaven's sake'), a text quoted by Justin Martyr
apparently in this sense (Apol. i. 15 ; see below).

It is strange that Conybeare (Monuments of Eariy Chris-
tianity -, 1896, p. 24) should take our Lord's saying hterally, as
Origen did. To most of the Christians of the first age self-

mutilation was as abhorrent as it would be to us ; thus Clement
of Alexandria, who quotes Dt 23if-, calls it an ' impious custom *

(Exhort, to the Heathen, § 2). From the story in Justin Martyr's
first .\pology (§ 29) of the young man who desired leave of the
Roman governor to carry out the precept literally, so as to refute
charges of immorality made by the heathen against the Chris-
tians, but was refused permission, it appears that the better sort
of Romans had an equally great abhorrence of the custom.
Justin relates the story without expressing approval or dis-

approval ; but the impression derived from the passage is that
the contemporary Christians approved at least the zeal of the
young man, and were unwilling to censure it. That the custom
sometimes prevailed among the Christians, at any rate among
the heretics, appears from the denunciations of it in the 4th
and 5th centuries (Nicaea, can. 1 ; Second Syn. of Aries, in oth
cent., can. 7; Apostolic Canons, 22 f.; Athanasius, Apol. defuga
sua, Kxv\., Hist. Arian. ad man. xxviii.; Socrates, BE ii. 26).

Tertullian (de Monogam. iii.) appears to explain the saying of our
Lord in Mt 1913 as applying to the continent as well as to those
made eunuchs by men or born so ('ipso Domino spadonibus
aperiente regnum coelorum'); ' our Lord was a virgin (spado), the
Apostle [Paul] himself continent (et ipse castratus).' This last

expression shows that Tertullian does not mean ' qui semetipsos
castraverunt propter regna coelorum ' literally ; he is referring

indirectly to the saying of our Lord and directly to Rev S-* (de

Res. Cam. 27).

The strongest commendation of unmarried chas-

tity in NT is that given by St. Paul, who, while
advising those who have not the gift of continency
{oi/K iyKpanvovTai) to marry, prefers the unmarried
state 'for the present (iveffTCiaav) distress' (1 Co
-1. 7-9. 26fr.) jjg .^yj,c, fxiUy persuadcd of the nearness
of the Parousia ( 1 Th 4" etc. ), and this would make
it in his eyes unnecessary to continue the human
race. The interpretation of Bev. 14* is more
doubtful. The passage may be taken literally, as
praising virginity ; or, as Swete remarks (Com.
[1907] t» loc), in accordance with the symbolical
character of the book it may be interpreted meta-
phorically, of any kind of chastity. We know
that in the Apostolic Age some did abstain from
marriage for the sake of religion, such as St. Paul
himself and Philip's daughters (Ac 21'). Tenipor-
ary abstinence by consent is commended by St. Paul
in 1 Co 7°. But it is to be noticed, as in contrast
with later ages, that the NT writers nowhere speak
of marriage as an inferior state, incompatible \vith

the highest chastity.

Our Lord insists on puiity in thought as well as

in deed :
' beati mundo corde ' (Mt 5'). And just

as the other commandments are to be kept in the
spirit as well as in the letter (5-'-'- etc.), so the
prohibition of adultery includes that of evil

thoughts. ' Every one that looketh on a woman
to lust after her hath committed adultery w ith her
already in his heart ' (5-*). There is, indeed, more
in this verse than the prohibition of evil thoughts.
Lytteltou, who has a good chapter on the passage
(Scrm. on the Mount, 1905, p. 157 ff. ), explains it of

inflaming or exciting desire by looking. It must
be noticed that our Lord's warning can hardly

1 G. Milligan, who adheres to the other view, that (r«euo5 means
'body,' successfully shows from the papyri that KTatT^ax may
mean ' possess ' (Com. [1908] in toe.) ; but "the context seems to

point to the usual interpretation.
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include tlie ordinary and natural case of a man
' looking at ' a woman with a desire to marry
her. It rather speaks of unlavfui desire, as for a
married woman. In his later days, TertulUan
maintained that the text includes also the look-
ini^ at an unmarried woman liy one desiring to

marry her, and that even tirst marriages (much
more second marriages) are akhi to adultery {dc

Exh. Cast, ix.l

3. The post-Apostolic Age.—A change of thought
appears soon after the death of the Apostles.
Marriage wa.s still held to be lioly, but gradually
it came to be believed that the unmarried state
was the only true, or at any rate the better, form
of chastity (see art. Celibacy).

Christian thought seems to have been largely
influenced in this matter by the Essoies, of wliom
we read in I'hilo and Josephus. This sect of the

Jews, whicli is not mentioned by name in the NT,
consisted of self-denying men whose motives our
Lord seems by His silence to have commended,
though their teaching ditl'ered diametrically from
iiis own. They were fatalists (Jos. Ant. xill.

v. 9), and did not join in the sacrifices of the other
Jews {ib. XVIII. i. 5) ; they were communistic in

their property, and were scattered over many
cities [ib., and BJ u. viii. 3) ; they neglected
wedlock without absolutely forbidding it, and
adopted other men's children {BJ, loc. cit. ). One
sect of them, while otherwise agreeing with the
rest, yet diil not avoid marriage ; but the great
majority of them, in strong opposition to the
Pharisees, taught that the only true chastity was
to be found in the unmarried state. They would
not admit converts to their society except after a
probation of three years, to see if they could
observe continence (BJ II. viii. 7).

This teaching greatly influenced both orthodox
and lieretical Christianity. Even Clement of Rome
uses d7>'(5s as equivalent to ' celibate,' and Ignatius
d'/reia as meaning ' celibacy' (Clem. Rom. Ep. i. ad
Cor. 38 :

' He who is ayvb^ in the flesh, let him be so

and not boast, knowing that it is Another who has
bestowed his continence [^7icp(iTciai'] upon him '

;

Ign. Polyc. 5 :
' If any one can abide ev ayiitlq. for

the honour of the Lord's flesh, let him abide
without boasting ... if it be known beyond the

bishop, be is polluted'). And, while these two
writers do not press the celibate state as being
su[)erior, yet the appropriation of 07^65 and ayfcla

to it is very signilicant. In view of the heathen
accusations of promiscuous immorality against the
Christians, the Apologists deal much with Chris-

tian cha.stity. Justin Martyr (Apol. i. 15), after

quoting our Lord's teaching on purity (o-u^pocnSi/T))

as given above (§ 2), says that many Christians,

men and women, who had been disciples from
childhood, remained virgins at the age of 60 or 70
years, while a countless number had been reformed
from their licentiousness (d/coXacrk). In i. '29 he
saj-s that Christians either married or lived con-
tinently.

The 'Jnd cent, saw the rise of various Christian
Enrratite sects, who taught that chastity could
be had only by refraining from marriage. Of
these Encratites {(yKpareU, -TrjTal, -riroi), Tatian,
who had been Justin's pupil, became a leader
(Ircn.eus, Jlcer. i. 28). The Marcionites were also

Encratite, and condemned marriage altogether
(Iren. loc. cit. ; Tert. ndv. Marc. i. 29: see, further,
art. ' Encratites' in DCB ii. 118). From this time
forward the orthodox, though not embracing
Encratite teaching, and always holding the sacred-
ness of marriage, were imbued, to an increasing
and extravagant extent, with the idea tliat the
truest cha-stily was compatible only with the un-
married state, though there were some exceptions
(see below, § 5).

4. Relation of repeated marriage and chastity.

—

There is no sliailuw of taint on the re-niarriage of

a widow in St. Paul's teaching, i)rovided that she
marry ' in the Lord,' i.e. taki; a Christian as her
second husband (1 Co !'"), though the Apostle
thinks that a widow who does not marry again
will be happier. Hernias (Mand. iv. 4) uses similar
language with regard to a widower. He says :

' If

he marry, he does not sin. Keep therefore purity
(rriii aryvelav) and holiness (ti]v ae/ifdr-qTa).' Thus he
uses d7ve(o of married as well as unmarried chastity.

But from a very early date ' digamy ' was intensely

disliked by all the stricter Christians. Tertullian
was its great opponent. In his earlier work, ad
Uxorein (i. 7), he had urged that it was undesir-

able ; in his iSlontanistic writings he held that it

was a violation of strict chastity, and was no other
than a species of fornication ('non aliud . . . quam
species stupri,' de Exh. Cast. ix. ; see also de Monog.
passim). Peter was the only married Apostle, and
he was a monogamist [de Monog. viii. ). 'Tertullian,

indeed, allows marriage, but only once ; he says
that ' we do not reject marriage, we only refrain

from it,' and that marriage is honourable (adv.

Marc. i. 29 ; see also de Monog. i.). But he regards
adultery and fornication as unpardonable sins

[de Puciic., passim). The supposed incompatibility
of re-marriage and chastity is found in the Church
Orders of the 4th and oth centuries ; even the less

austere of these manuals show a great dislike of

digamy, while they hold third or fourth marriages
to be abominable. The Ethiopic Didascalia (early

5th cent. ['/]) grudgingly allows a second marriage,
but says :

' A first marriage is pure before the
Lord, but they who marry a second time are trans-

gressors of the Law, . . . and they who marry a third

time are not to be numbered with the flock of

Christ. But as to those who marry a fourth time,

their lasciviousness is yet more evident, and they
shall find reproach and dishonour,' § xii.). The
Apostolic Constitutions (iii. 2, c. a.d. 375) say much
the same thing. St. Basil says that triganij' was
no longer described as maiTiage at all, and that
digamists were subject to penance (Ep. canon, prim.
clxxxviii. 4). The common interpretation in the
4th cent, of the injunction in the Pastoral Kjiistles

that a ' bishop ' and ' deacon ' were to be ' husbands
of one wife' was that the clergy must not have
married a second time, after the death of their first

wives, as we see from the Church Orders (see,

further, Maclean, Ancient Church Orders, 1910,

p. 90 fl'.).

5. Reaction against over-strictness.—In the 4th
cent, there were among the orthodox two tend-
encies with regard to chastity. That of the
majority was in favour of the strict view

;
j-et

there was a certain reaction, and the well-balanced
argument of the celebrated Paphnutius at the
Council of Nicaia (Socrates, HE i. H ; Sozomen,
HE i. 23), defending tlie intercourse of a man with
his lawful wife as chastity, and deprecating the
proposed canon enforcing separation from their

wives of the clergy who had married before

ordination, had very great influence. The Council
refused to pa.ss the law. The Canoxs of Uippo-
lytus (xxvii. 242) and the Egyptian Church Order
(' Sahidic Eccles. Canons,' Ixii.) protest against the

idea that marriage hinders from jtrayer. Chris-

tians who are married, whether to a believing or to

a heathen partner, are not to refrain from praj'er,

for 'marriage does not defile.' The Council held

at Gangra, I lie chief city of Paplilagonia, towards
the eml oi the 4 Hi cent., lias several canons directed

against the Kustathians, who condemned marriage.

It anathematizes those who despise wedlock as

unholy (can. 1), or who refuse to attend the public
ministrations of a married priest (can. 4), or who
live 'unmarried or in continence, avoiding marriage
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from contempt, and not because of the beauty and
holiness of virginity' (can. 9), or who, themselves
\inmarried for the Lord's sake, boast themselves

over tliose who are manied (can. 10), or women
who leave their husbands from an abhorrence of

tlie married state (can. 14), or men who forsake

their children for asceticism, and conversely chil-

dren who forsake their parents (can. 15 f.). The
Church Orders are more or less divided in the

matter of chastity and marriage in the case of the

clergy ; the Apostolic Church Order and the Testa-

ment of Our Lord, for example, take the stricter

line, while the Older Didascalia, the Apostolic Con-
stitutions and Canons, and the Ethiopic Didascalia
more or less strongly favour married bishops. It

may be noticed that the heretical Clementine
Homilies, now usually ascribed to the 4th cent.,

though formerly thought to be earlier, do the same
thing.

6. 'Castitas' in later Latin.—It is significant

that this word acquired the exclusive sense of
' celibacy.' It was not so in St. Ambrose's day.
He says {de Viduis, iv. 23) that there is a threefold

virtue of castitas—of marriage, of widowhood, and
of virginity. But before the Middle Ages the
v.oid was ordinarily narrowed in its meaning.
And by the time of the Council of Trent it is

explicitly opposed to 'marriage.' The Council
speaks of people contracting matrimony who feel

that they have not the gift of ' castitas,' having
just before mentioned this as one of the vows of

the ' regulares ' (Sess. xxiv. can. 9). The three

monastic vows are ' obedientia, paupertas, castitas

'

(Sess. XXV. cap. 1).

7. In conclusion, it may be remarked that it is

quite unprofitable to discuss whether married or

unmaiTied chastity is in the abstract the greater
virtue, and whether celibacy is a higher life than
matrimony. There is no absolute standard in the
matter. One who has given up marriage for the
kingdom of heaven's sake may be leading a higher
life than one who marries ; or, especiaUy if he be
lifted up with pride, he may be leading, as Ignatius
suggests, a lower life. All that we Ii3,ve to deter-

mine is whether for a given individual the one
state or the other tends to godliness.

Literature.—The literature has been given in the course of

the article. A. J. MaCLEAN.

CHASTITY (Greek).—That the Greeks held lax
ideas about chastity may be inferred from the fact

that sins against it were imputed even to tlieir

gods. It is true that the conscience of a more
enlightened age was shocked at the grosser features
in their mythology, but there is little or no evidence
to show that, unless in the ascetic teachings of
Orphism, moral purity was ever regarded as an
essential element eitlier of morality or of religion.
' It is hard,' says W. H. S. Jones (Greek Morality
in relation to Institutions, 1906, p. 118), 'to find

passages in pre-Christian Greek literature where
loose intercourse is looked upon as in itself a moral
ofllenee.' The marriage bond was, indeed, to some
extent protected by religion,which forbade adultery,
so that the family stock might be kept pure, and
honours duly paid to the spirits of dead ancestors.
But beyond this point religion made no elibrt to
safeguard the purity of married life. And lastly,

as an influence adverse to chastity, may be noted
the conviction which jjrevailed among the Greeks
in historic times, though there were many excep-
tions to it, of the essential inferiority of women
(Jones, op. cit. ch. iii.)—a conviction whicli G. L.
Dickinson {The Greek View of LifeO, 1907, p. 164)
describes as ' a cardinal point in the Greek view of
life.' It left no room for the romance, the idealism,
rhe chivalrous devotion which ennoble and protect
the marriage bond.

1. Loose sexual relations.—It is dil,,u]t, to say
whether the Homeric age was better i. ^yorse as
regards sexual morality than those whiclfoHowed.
That great laxity prevailed outside th family
circle is clear from the pages of Homer. '»i(ieeu,
concubinage was also frequent, at least amc,<r the
chiefs (Grote, Hist, of Greece, London, I9c, ij.

201). On the other hand, it is generally ageed
that private morals suli'ered a great an<l progressve
decline in the age following the Per.sian war. It
may have begun in the century before the w.r.
Pliilemon (comic poet, c. 330 B.C.) asserts tli.'t

Solon made regular provision for vice owing to thj

difliculty of restraining youth. But this has beer,

seriously doubted (cf. Campbell, Relig. in Gr. Liter.,

1898, p. 236). In any case there is good reason to
accept the statement of Isocrates (c. 380 B.C.), that
a corruption of manners unknown in the time of

Solon and Cleisthenes prevailed at Athens in his

own day {Areopag. 48). It is to be ascribed largely

to the closer contact with Eastern nations brought
about by the Persian war, and to a new speculative
tendency to set <pv<n.$ over-against »6/io!. Not long
after the war the worship of the Phoenician Astarle,
which directly sanctioned sexual licence, found a
home in the JPirseus. In the same century sowvi
philosophers advocated a community of wives—

a

theory parodied by Aristophanes in the Ecclesia-

ZUSCE.

Manners seem to hp.ve grown still more corrupt
after the Peloponnesian war. In the later period
the commerce of married men with hetcErcE, formerly
disapproved , was bothcommon and lightly regarded,
as is clear from more tlian one passage in the in
Neceram of Demosthenes (or another writer of

the same age) (cf. esp. 1352, 1386). The cities

abounded in facilities for vice (Xen. Memor. II. ii.

4). Socrates and Plato, in spite of their high ideals,

exhibit a facile tolerance of the vices of their age.
The former does not scruple to visit, along with
some of his friends, the celebrated courtesan
Theodote, and to discourse witli her about her
profession (Xen. Memor. III. xi.); the latter

permits, though reluctantly and with certain
qualifications, promiscuous intercourse to men and
women of ripe age (Rep. 461 B and C). How far

the Stoics encouraged impurity is a matter of some
doubt. The reader will find it discussed and the
original authorities cited by Zeller [The Stoics,

Epicureans, and Scejitics, Eng. tr., London, 1832,

p. 308 ft'. ). Even if he rejects the worst imputations
against their teaching, he will probably be compelled
to admit that the early Stoics, at least, did not
regard lax sexual indulgence as in itself immoral.
As for the younger Stoics, they condemned ' most
explicitly any and every form of unchastity' {ib.

p. 309).

2. riaiStpao-Tia We have seen that the Greek
view of woman did not lend itself to romance.
But this did not mean, as G. L. Dickinson has
pointed out, that romance was absent from the
Greek view of life. Rather it found vent in

passionate friendship between men, which in Greece
was so common as to amount to .an institution.

Its ideal was the education of a younsjer by an older

man, the culti\atiou of virtue and heroism, its

ardour, when at the best, ' that white heat of the
si)irit before whicli and by which the flesh shrivels

into silence' (J. Harrison, Proleg. to Study of Gr.
iJc/., Cambridge, 1903, p. 638). But there is evidence
that from the earliest times the connexion was
often one of unnatural vice. In Homer jraiSepairria

is hinted at in the legend of Ganymedes (cf. G.
Murray, ii'wc of the Greek Epic, 1907, l>.

116), and
is perhaps referred to by Mimnermus (c. 630 B.C.).

'There can be no doubt,' says W. H. S. Jones
{op. cit. p. 120), ' that the vice was continuously
present, and that, as far as our evidence goes, it
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aroused little, if any, moral disapprobation.' The
Spartans and Thebans even encouraged it on the

"round that it led to emulation in deeds of valour.

Tn tlie Xenojihontic Hi/iii/m.'iium, Socrates ridicules

this idea, and enlarges on the evils of the practice ;

but the very discussion sliows the low standard of

purity among the Greeks. On the other hand, he

woulu use such friendships, purged of all base

elements, as aids in the acquisition of virtue.

Plato's view is very similar. Such pa.ssionate

friendships, he taught, give wings to the soul in

its pursuit of ideal beauty. Like Socrates, he con-

demns the vice, especially in the Laws, hut with-

out a due sense of its enormity [Phocdrus, 256 B,

Ri-p. 403 B, Larvs, 636 C). 'I'lie subject is less

prominent in Aristotle, but he nowhere expressly

condemns the vice. The same is true of the early

Stoics and the Minor Socrates. Epicurus objects

to all sensual indulgence, not, however, because it

is evil in itself, but because it hinders dTopoJia

(Diog. Laert. x. US. 131, 142).

3. We have been concenied with some of the

darker features of Greek life. But we must beware
of taking a one-sided view. We cannot doubt that

unnatural vice was at the least comparatively rare.

And, as regards personal purity generally, there

were probably many, outside as well as within the

ranks of the Orphic ascetics, who lived far above

the demands of a low national standard. Self-

control, moreover, was a typical Greek ideal.

Hence the Greek acknowledged as evil, if not im-

pure, at least immoderate indulgence. His view

is reflected in the words of the aged Scphocles,

who, on being asked if he was still susceptihle

of love, replied :
' Most gladly have I escaped

the thing of which you speak ; I feel as if I had
escaped from a mad and furious master' (Plato,

Rep. 329 B).

Lastly, home life, with its protective influence,

was dear to the Greeks, never more than when, in

the 4th cent., city-life was falling into decay.

Mutual afl'ection might not be the usual cause of

marriage, but it must have been a very frequent

result, aiiopl Si Kal iivaiKl, says Aristotle, <pi.\la

5o\'ft Ka.7a tfiUfTiv inripxiLV {Kth. 1162rt).

LlTERATi'RK.—IJesides the books mentioned above, the reader

mav consult Daremberg-SagUo, Diet, dee antiquiUs grecipiel

et rotnaims, Paris, IbDl ff., «.o. ' Meretrices ' ; Smith, fMct. 0/

Gr. ami Horn. Anlu]., London, 1890, s.v. 'Hetasraj'; Becker,
Chariklcs, ed. 0611, 3 vols., Berlin, 1S77-S, s.v. 'lletarcn' i. 47,

ii. 85, iii. 179; s.v. 'Frauen,' iii. SOSff. ; s.v. niuitpairria, ii.

262-285 (this last excursus is wanting in the Enc. tr., which
is otherwise not nearly so full as the German) ; Pauly, lieai-

Encydopadie, iii. 12«2 and v. lOOOff., Stuttxart, 1844, 1848;
Schoemann-Lipsius, Griech. Atterthiimfr, Ilorlin, 1902, pp.
224, 508. 54Gff. ; Hermann- Bliimner. Lehrbuch der gruxn.
Privatalt., l"rcihurg and Tubingen, 1882, u. iii. 20 ; L. Schmidt,
/>!< K'.hik der alien Griechen, Berlin, 1882, ii. 133 £f.

I. F. Burns.
CHASTITY (Muslim).—In several verses of the

Quran, chastity is recommended to followers of

Islam as one of the greatest virtues of a Muslim.
Happy will be the i)ure soul. ' Gardens of Eden
beneath which rivers flow . . . that is the reward
of him who keeps pure' (xx. 78). A Muslim must
avoid all that might excite his evil desires ; he must
therefore cast down his looks (xxiv. 30). 'The
eyes, too, fornicate' is a saying attributed to the

Prophet in Muslim tradition (cf. Mt 5^). Women
must behave decorously in iire.sence of men (see

Qur. xxiv. 31 :
' that they di.splavnottheir[natural]

ornaments excejit what [usually or necessarily]

appeareth thereof, and let them throw their veils

over their bosoms and not show their ornaments
unless to their husbands or their fathers ' . . . and
other near relatives).

The Prophet was often annoyed by the indiscre-

tion of his visitors, who also behaved unbecomingly
to his wives. ' When ye ask them [viz. the Prophet s

wives] for an article, ask them from behind a

curtain ; that is purer for j'our hearts and for

theirs. It is not right for you to annoy the Propliet

of God.' The meaning of this verse of the Quran
(xxxiii. 53) is not that Muslim women must veil

their faces, as is sometimes supposed (cf. A. Sprenger,
Das Leben und die Lehrc dcs Mnhannnnd, 1861-5,

iii. 77) ; for the Prophet never prescribed that a
woman should conceal her face. Even in the later

Muslim law-books, in the clKipt(;r on ]<iayer, the

'awra of a woman (that is, her nakedness which
may not be uncovered) is dcliiied only as her body,

her face and hands being expressly excepted (the

'aiin-a of a slave-girl and of a man is explained as

that part of the body which is between the navel

and the knees). But in course of time the veiling

of the face became a general custom for women in

most Muslim countries,' and the majority of

Muslim Ia\^yers judge that it is positively forbidden

for a man to look at the face or the liands of a
woman who is not his wife or one of his nearest
relatives (except when it may be absolutely
necessary, or when he wishes to marry her).

Women must therefore, according to their opinion,

conceal these parts of their body. Other lawyers,

however, reject this view, and assert that the face

and the hands of a woman are those parts of ' her
[natural] ornaments' which 'necessarily appear'
as said in the verse of the Qur'an cited above
(xxxiii. 53). There has never been complete agree-

ment on this subject amongst Muslim lawyers, and
in many countries Muslim women do not veU tlieir

faces.

In the Qur'an the purity of chaste persons is often

called zaktM, a word which is evidently derived

from Aram, zekoth ('righteousness'). Similarly
uaki in the Qur'an means ' pure,' in the well-known
sense in which this word is often used in Aramaic
Chiistian literature (see Qur. xviii. 73 :

' a pure
soul without [evil] desire'; and xix. 19: 'Mary
will have a pure son' [cf. also ii. 232, ix. 104, xxiv.

28, 30]). A chaste person is also called muhsan in

the Qur'an. This word means properly 'well-

guarded ' (originally a married woman or a married
person in general).

According to Qur. xxiv. 4, those who cast

imputations on chaste women (muhsanut) are

to be scourged with eighty stripes, and in the
law-books this punishment is declared applic-

able also to him who casts imputations on chaste
men.

If an unmarried man, who cannot pay the dowry
for a free woman, fears that he will not remain
chaste, he must, with the permission of her master,
marry a slave-girl and give her a dowiy ; but it is

better for him to be patient (see Qur. iv. 29-30,

xxiv. 33" ; cf. 33''
:

' compel not your slave-girls to

prostitution, if they desire to keep continent').

A Muslim may not marry his own female slaves,

but the law permits him to take them as concubines,

if they are ftluslims. In this case the children are

freoV)om, and they are even considered as the

legitimate olispring of the ma-ster. On the other

hand, .sexual intercourse between persons who do
not stand to one another in the relation of husband
and wife, or master and slave, is to be severely

ininished, with scourging or stoning (see ADULTERY
[Muslim]).

LiTERATCRF. — C. Snouck Hurgrronje, ' Twee populaire

dwalingen vcrl>eterd ' (Ilijdragen tot de Taal- Land- en Volken-

kunde van Xedertandsch-lndie, xxxv, IISSO] 365-377); E.
Sachau, Muham. lUeht nach schafiitisclier Lchre, Berlin, 1837,

pp. 5, 24-2fi, 810, 820-823; E. W. l.s.ne, itanners and Ctistoms

of the Modem Egvvliatu^, London, 1800, ch. i. ('Dress'); L.
W. C. van den Berg, Path al-Qarib, La rittlation de I'omni-

pHsent, Leyden, 1S94, pp. 121, 447-451. 573-579, also Minhuj
al-tOlMn, Le guide des ziUl croyants, Batavia, 1882-1, i. 97, ii.

Si3-315. iii. 211-220. Til. W. JUYNBOLL.

1 The veil was used already in early times (sec On 2465 38",
Is Z-<).
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CHASTITY (Roman).—In treating of chastity

among the Komans, we must distinguish between
tlie broader use of the word in its general etliical

bearings, and its narrower use in specific religious

connexions. There may have been a period when
these two uses had not been distinguished, but
such a period, if it ever existed, lies before the

beginning of our literary tradition.

I. General ethical use.—In the earliest period

the concept of chastity seems to have been the

avoidance of improper sexual relations, and im-

plicitly, therefore, the absolute avoidance of all

sexual relations if none of them was proper, e.g.

in the case of a virgin. It is only in the later and
artificial period that such a dispute could arise as

is mentioned in Seneca's Controvcrsice (i. 2, 13),

' whether chastity is to be referred only to virginity

or to abstinence trom all foul and obscene things.'

But the most striking characteristic of the general

ethical concept of chastity, throughout the whole
of Roman history until the influence of Oriental

religions made itself felt, is the application of the

idea almost exclusively to women. Pliny [HN
xxiv. 59) expresses a general idea when he speaks

of ' matrons, the guardians of chastity ' ; and he

is only echoing the words of Cicero, who says (de

Leg. ii. 29), in speaking of Vesta :
' and virgins are

her priestesses, so that womankind might feel that

woman's nature supports all forms of chastity.'

With customary consistency the relations existing

on earth are transferred to Olympus, and the

phrase ' chaste ' is applied in the Roman poets

to a series of goddesses and heroines—Aniphi-

trite, Antiope, Ceres, Cybele, Diana, Fides, Juno,
Minerva, Proserpina, Pudicitia, Sibylla, Venus,
Vesta,—and to only three heroes—jEneas, Bellero-

phontes, and (indirectly) Hippolytus (cf. Roscher's

Lexikon, Supplement :
' Epitheta Deorum apud

poetas Latinos ').

The cults of Egypt and of the Orient—Isis and
Mitlira—and the Cliristian religion introduced a

broader and more imperative ideal ; but even
here the majority of passages refer exclusively

to women. Even Ambrose's famous thi'eefold

chastity (de Viduis, iv. 23)—that of virginity,

marriage, and widowhood—has practical applica-

tion to women only.

During the classical period the only exceptions

to these statements are in connexion with young
Iwys [e.g. Hor. Ep. ii. 1, 132; with the classic

example of Hippolytus [_e.g. Seneca, Phoedra,

923]) ; and, curiously enough, with eunuchs (e.g.

Attis [Ovid, Fasti, iv. 224]). The exceptions,

therefore, merely enforce the rule, for they in-

clude those who had not yet arrived at man's
estate, or one who was endowed with a female
modesty, or those who had ceased to be men.
All other cases which seem to be exceptions to

the general rule are to be explained merely as

special religious uses (see below), or else as due
to the use of the word in the colourless general

sense of 'pure,' generally applied to pure hands in

connexion witli financial matters. Thus Cicero

(Verr. II. i. 100) ironically calls Verres 'homo
castissimus,' and again in another place (Flacc. 68)

speaks of a man as ' castissimum ' and ' integerri-

mum.' Thus arose the phrase ' chaste poverty'
(e.g. Sil. Ital. i. 609), with its implied contrast of

'wanton wealth'; and Vitruvius tells us (i. 1, 7)

that an architect should be trustworthy and without
avarice, ' for no work can be accomplished truly

sine fide et castitatc'

2. Special religious connexion.—It is in the
realm of religion, liowever, that chastity comes
into prominence in ancient Roman life. It is all

the more interesting, therefore, that castitas,

unlike pudicitia, was never deified. Possibly this

may be explained by the fact that it was thought

of as a pre-condition of all participation in wor-
ship. One of the old sacral laws, preserved to us
in Cicero's de Lcgibus (ii. 19), reads as follows :

'ad divos adeunto caste,' i.e. 'approach the gods
chastely

' ; and we scarcely need Nonius's defini-

tion castus=rdigiosus. Cicero himself (de Leg.

ii. '24) expounds the matter as follows :

' The law bids us approach the gods in chastity : that is to

say, with a chaste niind, for on the mind depend alt things.

This does not, of course, preclude the chastity of the body ; but
we must understand the whole matter thus, that, since the

mind is much more important than the body, and yet we take
care that the body should be pure, so much the more must we
keep our minds pure. For the defilement of the body can be
removed by the sprinkling with water or by the passage of time,

but the stain of the mind never ceases, and cannot be washed
out by any rivers of water.'

Similarly Gellius (iv. 9. 9) tells us that temples
and shrines ought not to be approached rashly,

but with chastity and formality ; and in another
passage (ii. 28. 2) he says of Roman religion in

general that ' the ancient Romans in establishing

religions and worshipping the immortal gods were
most chaste and most circumspect.' The exact

bearings of this requirement, that the worshipper
should be chaste, are not known to us, except for

certain Oriental and Egyptian cults (see next
col.), unless we are willing to accept at their

full value the words of the poet Tibullus (II. i.

11 a.) in describing the Ambarvalia :

* Let him be far from the altar, him to whom last night Venus
brought lier joys. For the gods are pleased with chaste things.

Come with clean garments, and touch with clean hands the
running water.'

It is true that all the elegiac poets are under
strong Greek influence, but Tibullus seems almost
purely Roman in matters of religion.

As we might expect, however, it is in the priest-

hood of Vesta that the ideas of chastity are most
drastically emphasized ; in fact, to the moralists

of a later age the chief mison d'Mre of the Vestal

Virgins was that they stood as visible ensamples
of the chastity of woman. In a certain sense these

moralists were correct, for the element of chastity

was a characteristic feature of the cult of Vesta
from the earliest times. In its pri native phases,

however, this idea was instinctive, and belongs to

the realm of tabu, out of which it eventually rose

into the region of ethics. During the whole history

of Roman religion, popular interest in the Vestals

was centred in their occasional lapses from the vow
of chastity ; and, with that morbid injustice which
characterizes humanity in all periods, we hear

almost nothing of the hundreds of lives lived in

faithful devotion to the Virgin Goddess, but only

of those who failed, and of the penalties attaching

to their misdeeds. The theory upou which these

unfaithful virgins were supposed to be discovered

was that Vesta, angered, showed signs of her dis-

pleasure either by sending some plague among the

women of the community, or by abandoning her

temple, this latter act "being equivalent to the

extinction of her fire. Thereupon the investiga-

tion began, and, when the guilty priestess was dis-

covered, summary punishment followed. She was
first beaten with rods, and then, as though she

were dead, carried on a bier, accoiujianied bv her

weeping friends and relatives, to the Porta Collina,

to a place called the ' Campus Sceleratus,' where
she was led into a subterranean vault and buried

alive. Our authors are full of these stories (Dionys.

ii. 67, viii. 89, ix. 40 ; Liv. viii. 15, xxii. 57 ; Plin.

Ep. iv. U ; Serv. Mn. xi. 206 ; for a list of the

known cases of unchastity, cf. K. Brohm, Dc iure

virginum Vestalium, Thorn, 1835), varied occa-

sionally by the more cheerful recital of the few
cases where the priestess was accused falsely, and
Vesta herself rescued her by the performance of a

miracle.

Such, for example, is the story of the virgin .Emilia, who was

saved from death by the miraculous re-kiudling of the sacred
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fire on the hem of her linen garment (Val. Max. I. i. 7) ; of the
virgin Ciaudia l^iiinta, who proved her chastity by drawing tlie

8hlc of the Magna Mater up the Tiber, when all human j)owc-r

had failed to move it (Ovid, PasH, iv. 291-348 ; Suet. Tib. -2

;

Plin. Uy vii. 35, 120 ; Aurel. Victor, Vir. 111. 46 ; Lactant. ii.

7, 12 ; and cf., in general, Uap^ in Roscher, 8.v. * Kybele,' vol. ii.

p. 1667) ; or of the virgin Tuccia, who established her innocence
by drawing water from the Tiber in a sieve and carrying it to
the temple of Vesta (Val. Max. viil. i. 5).

In the case of Vesta, the tabu of chastity soon
tiirneil into an ethical concept, but in that of Juno
Sospita at Lanuvium the primitive idea seems to
have been retained into liistorical times. Once a
year a girl was chosen who ud'ered a. cake to the
temple snake. If tlie cake was accepted, it proved
the virginity of the girl, and augured well for llie

year ; wherea.«, if the snake refused the cake, the
reverse was thought to be true (Prop. IV. viii. 3 ;

-Elian, An. Nut. xi. 16).

Witli the coming into Rome of Egyptian and
Oriental worships, chastity, either as a temporarj-
condition or as a iiermanent state, became an
e.ssential pre-requisite of religi<m. There is a
touch of the Orient in the worship of Bacchus
(Dionysos) as early as the 2nd cent. B.C., when the
worshippers were required to observe chastity for

ten days in advance of the three great festivals of

the year (Liv. xxxix. ix. 4). The same .sort of

abstinence was probably required in the cult of

the Magna Mater, and certainly in that of Isis (cf.

Apul. Met. xi. 19 ; and the oft-repeated plaints of

the lover in elegiac poetry, when a Cynthia or a
Delia carried religious devotion to inconvenient
lengths). But it was in the religion of Mitlira

that the requirement of chastity became more
than a mere ceremonial prescription, and entered
into the spiritual ideal of life. The details are
meagre, as in all things that concern Mithra, but
of the fact there can be no doubt, and no really

more cogent proof can be desired than the almost
jealous cry of TertuUian (de Prceserip. Ucer. 40),

speaking of the religion of Mithra :
' habet et

virgines, habet et continentes.'

LiTER-iTCRK.—There is no authoritative general treatment,
but a quantity of raw material may be found in the Thesaurus
Lingute Latitue under the words 'Caste,' 'Castinionia,'

'Castitas,' 'Castus'; and certain special phases of the subject
are treated bv R. Brohm, Oe iure rrirginum Vestaliwn, Thorn,
1835; by C. Paschal, Ueriius. \xx. otsa.=Studi di anlichild
e mifoic^o (Milan, 1896), p. 209ff.; and by Wissowa in i'auly-

Wissowa, «.i'. 'Ca3tu9,'iii. 1780.

Jesse Benedict Caetek.
CHASTITY (Seniit.-Egyptian).—I. That with

the Egjptians this virtue was more consi<lered

than in other countries of the ancient East is

testified bj' Herodotus, who states (ii. 64) tliat

they were the llrst wlio made it a point of religion

not to lie with women in temples, or to enter
temples after being with women, without first

bathing. The same writer, speaking of tlie rape
of Helen (ii. ll'2tt'.), refers to the opinion of the
Egj'ptians that it was ' an unholy deed ' on the
{)art of Alexander to deceive the wife of his own
lost, and to carry otl' not only the woman, but a
large qtiantity of stolen property. Both the woman
and the pro]icrty were therefore detained until

Menelaus should come to Egypt to seek them.
Another side of their character, however, is re-

vealed in the story of the robbery of Khampsinitos'
treasury. In order to catch the thief who hail

escaped, and who had afterwards carried oil', by
stratagem, his brother's headless body, the Egyp-
tian ruler is stated to have caused his own dauglitcr
to sit in a brothel, and, before having intercourse
with a man, to compel him to tell her the most
cunning and the most unholy thing which he had
ever done (Maspero, Contes pup. dc VEqypte anr,.',

Paris, 1906, pp. 180-185). Whatever "maybe the
opinion concerning the truth of this story, it is

clear that the people of Egypt could not have had
a very high reput«.tion for chastity, especially
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when it is taken into consideration that the woman
in this case was a king's daughter. The free

relations between the sexes must, from time to

time, have led to many undesirable and even
scandalous events, as is brought home to us by the
story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife (Gn 39"''), with
its remarkable parallel in the Egyptian story of
the Two Brothers (Petrie, Egyptian Tales, London,
1895, 2nd sen, pp. 36-86).'

According to Erman (Life in Ancient Egypt,
p. 154), the social |)rinciples of the Egyptians were
almost as low as those of the nations of classical

antiquity. No reasonable being, he saj-s, would
take offence at the naive characters and emblematic
objects found on their monuments (though more
than one opinion is possible even as to this), but
there are certain obscene pictures drawn and
annotated by a caricaturist of the XXth dynasty
(Turin Pap. 145) which, it is shocking to think,
were found in a tomb. Moreover, an ancient
sacred book (Papyrus of Unas, 629) describes the
life of the deceased Pharaoh in bliss, and tells him
that in heaven he w ill * at his pleasure take the
wives away from their husbands.' There were
plenty of women, moreover, who did not belong to

the 'good women' (Turin, 47, 5)—women whose
husbands had left them, and who travelled about
the country. ' Beware of a woman from strange
parts, who.se city is not known,' says one of the
.sages of Egypt (Papyrus of Bulaq, i. 16. 13 ff. ).

' When she comes, do not look at her, nor know
her. . . . The woman whose husband is far off

writes to thee every day. If no witness is near,
she stands up and spreads out her net—O ! fearful

crime to listen to her !
' Therefore he who is wise

avoids her, and takes to himself a wife in his

youth— first, because a man's own house is ' the
best thing' ; second, ' because she will present thee
with a son like thyself.' The moral condition of

the labouring classes (' the company of workmen')
was, as might well be expecteil, very low, and it

was a common crime to 'assault strange women.'
But, amid all this, there must have been at all

times some exceedingly worthy people in Egypt-^
people as chaste as the best of other lands ; for

to this the life led by the better classes would
naturally tend.

2. Though the history of Judah, son of .Jacob,

is now regarded as being largely or wholly
eponymous, the account of his relations with
Tamar (Gn 38'^-) probably rellects sufficiently

well the manners antl customs of that early period,

not only among the Hebrews, but also among
their Palestinian fellow-citizens. By assuming the
character of a qedcshilh ('temple-prostitute'), and
sitting in the gate of Enaini, Tamar got Judah to

apjiroach her. This story makes it clear that
chastity in Palestine, at least among the men, was
the exception rather than the rule.'-' Looseness in

this respect was greatly fostered by the worship of

Astarte, whose lascivious rites were performed
even within the precincts of her temple. In con-

nexion with the worship of this goddess among the

Canaanites (which was a parallel to the worship of

Istar among the Babylonians), ritual prostitutes

of both sexes {qcdishlm and qcdtshiitn) existed.

Male prostitutes (the ' dogs' of Ut 23"*) were to be

found in Israel, but they seem to have been looked

upon witli extreme disfavour. From Mic 1' it

would seem that, though the hire of a harlot could

not be accepted by the sanctuary, the money
gained by ritual prostitutes was intended for the

service of Jahweh (HDB v. 662''). It may be

supposed, however, that this religiously exercised

1 D'Orbiney Papyrus. The translation is by GrttBtb (cf. also

Maspero, op. cil. pp. 3-20).

- Tlic story of Joseph, in the next chapter, is in marked con-

trast to this narrative.
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form of uneliastity existed, ami was looked upon
^vith favour, by a small section of the poi.uiation

only. Amon^ the Hebrews, bestiality (whetlier

male with male, or man or woman with animals)

was regarded not only as an abomination, but also

as a mortal oHence (tx 22i9, Lv 18=^ 20""-), and the

man or the woman, as well as the beast, was
kifled, that all memory of the disgrace might be
obliterated. It was a crime of the Canaanites, and
was probably exceedingly rare or non-existent

among the Israelites (see, further, Bestiality,
vol. ii. p. 535).

The very fact, however, that there were prosti-

tutes among the Jews shows that the people were
not so virtuous as they might have been. In later

days harlots seem to have been so numerous
that they had a market-place all to themselves
(Pesachim, fol. 113, col. 2). Certain shoemaker
Rabbis used to sit there and make shoes for them ;

but it is said of these worthy men that they would
not even raise their eyes to look at them. It is

recorded, however, that the education of women,
and especially their instruction in the Law, was
interdicted by the Kabbis, the result being that
the Jewish women of their time were exceedingly
ignorant. The absence of restraint which educa-
tion and religious instruction would have brought
about could not fail to react on the male popula-
tion ; hence the shortcomings, in certain cases, with
regard to that chastity which one naturally expects
in a religious man. The shoemaker Kabbis were
worthy of all praise ; but, unfortunately, they were
not all continent, for it is said that Abba Arika
(Rab), whenever he visited Dardeshir, used to ask
by proclamation whether any woman was Aviliing

to be his wife during his stay there, as did also
R.ib Nachman whenever he visited Shechan?ib.
These temporary marriages doubtless satisfied their
conscience, but cannot be regarded as testifying
to their desire for chastity ; on the contrary, they
enabled them to indulge their unchaste tendencies
in a manner which they considered legal. At the
time of the destruction of Jerusalem, adulterers
abounded to such an extent that Rabbi Johanan
discontinued the administration of the ' bitter
waters.' Regarding the rule of chastity as a hard
one to keep, he is stated to have said that a
bachelor residing in a city and abstaining from sin

was one of the three objects of proclamation by the
Holy One,' the others being a poor man who restores
lost property, and a rich man who tithes his pro-
duce unostentatiously.

3. Notwithstanding the bad reputation of the
Babylonians in the matter of chastity, there is no
need to regard them as having been worse than
their Semitic neighbours, and in some things they
may even have been better. From the omen-
tablets dealing with the approach of men to
women, it is clear that the Babylonians attached
no great degr.adation to such connexions on the
part of the man. The evil predicted in certain
cases, however, must have proved a deterrent, and
may therefore have promoted greater purit}' than
would otherwise have existed. Even in these
inscriptions (which treat of legal as well as illegal

intercourse), the sacredness of marriage is implied.'
It is in the penalties of the laws of gammurabi,
however, that the true spirit of the Babylonians
with regard to unchastity is to be seen. Here, as

1 A breach of chastity was regarded not only as a ' great
^^-ickedness,' but also as a 'siu against God ' (Gn'SOS); but less
BO, apparently, if not adulterous (ct. Gn 20-*"-). Compare the
extracts from the Babylonian omen-tablet in next note.

2 ' If a man has forsaken his wife and another has taken her, he
(she) will bear the anger of (the) god." 'If a man has forsaken
his wife, and taken the wife of a living man, by the displeasure
of (the) god he will die.' ' If a man has forsaken his wife, and
taken the wife of a dead man, his name will not prosper.' (For
'forsaken' and 'taken,' 'divorced' and 'married' may be

in the contract-tablets of the period, the penalties

in the case of adultery on tlie part of the wife are

simply merciless, for it is enacted (§ 129) that she
is to be cast, together with her paramour, into the
river. The violation of a betrothed virgin was
punishable with death (§ 130). In addition to

this, the code says that even suspicion with regard
to a wife compelled her ' to plunge into the river

for her hu.sband('s sake).' This was probably
of the nature of trial by ordeal, the river-god

being expected to save or to drown tlie woman,
according as she was innocent or guilty. Even
desertion did not justify a woman in unfaithful-

ness to her husband unless he had left her destitute.

Whether the earlier manners of the Babjdonians
were more chaste than those of later times is

uncertain, but probably there was no great change.
The contracts of the later period seem to indicate

clearly that absolute chastity at the time of the
marriage of a maiden, as also absolute fidelity

afterwards, was exacted ; indeed, the formula used
was sufficiently precise :

' So and so, thy virgin
daughter (mdrat-ka baUiltu), give thou to so and
so, my son, in marriage.' One of the tablets

containing these words is dated in the reign of

Nabonidus (549 B.C.), and seems to prove that, at

that time at least, there was no obligation on the
part of the women of Babylon to yield themselves
as votaries of Mylitta in the neighbourhood of her
temple.
There existed in Babylonia, as in all the other

Semitic States, the usual order of temple-prosti-

tutes {qddcsh and qedcshah, Bab. qudiiu and
qadiitu, the latter being rendered in Sumerian by
the expression nu-gig, possibly meaning ' the not
unholy '). Other words for the fem. were iMaritu,
'votary of Istar,' and harimtu, a woman specially

attached to the service of the goddess. Chances
of marriage for those who had entered this despised
state were probably remote, but it seems sometimes
to have taken place (see Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Diet.,

s.v. ' Qadiltutu' ( = qadiitutu), 'temple-prostitu-
tion ').

In view of the tablet—one among many—quoted
above, the question arises whether Herodotus'
statement (i. 199), that every woman in the country
had to sit down within the precincts of Aphrodite
once in her life, and have intercourse witn a man
who was a stranger, is really correct. All classes,

he says, had to go there, even the richest, who
drove to the temple in covered carriages with
pairs of horses, and accompanied by a large

number of attendants. These women had a wreath
of cord about their heads, and sat in straight lines

with passages between, through which the visitors

to the temple might pass and make their choice.

A silver coin was thrown into the lap of the votary
chosen, whereupon she followed the man, M'ho de-

manded her ' in the name of the goddess Mylitta,'
probably Istar-Zer-panttum, the goddess of births

(Birth [.4ssyr.-Bab.], vol. ii. p. 643''). .^.ccording

to Herodotus, absolute continence on the part of

the woman followed this fullilment of what was
regarded as a religious duty, for he adds, ' nor will

you be able thenceforth to give any gift so great
as to win her.' It was naturally the well-favoured

ones who were chosen first, a-s is indicated in the

Epistle of Jeremy (Bar 6*), where the women with
cords about them, sitting in the ways, and burning
bran for incense, are referred to. The breaking
of the cord was probably to typify their release

from their unchaste obligation. Though there

is no reference to the great Babylonian Nature-
goddess in this verse, it may be supposed that the
same divinity is intended as that mentioned by
Herodotus.
With their laws to enforce chastity, there is but

little doubt that the Hebrews were first in the
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exercise of that virtue. Tlie AssjTO-Babylonians
were, perhaps, not far behind tlieni, whilst the
Egyptians came next, and tlie Caiiaanites last. It

is greatly to the credit of the Hebrews and the
Assyro-Babylonians that they were able, by their

laws, to re])res.s to a certain extent the evils of

unchastitv in countries where men's lusts were
stronger tlian in more teniiierateclimes. Naturally
chastity was more demanded in women than in

men, who could always take refuge in purification

ceremonies to obtain freedom from the ett'ects of

their unchaste acts and desires.'

Literature.—A. Erman, Li/e in A^icient Egypt, Ijondon,
1894, p. 154 ; 11DB, arlt. ' Crimes and Punishments ' {AdulUrv,
rornication), ' Jlarria-e," ' Iteligion of Israel ' (v. 062b)

; JE, art.

'Cliastjty'; P. I. Hersbon, Genesis with a Tatmudic Com-
imntarii^ London, 1S33 ; see also Auli.tery (Semitic) in vol. i.

P- 136. T. G. PiNCHKS.

CHASTITY (Teutonic and Balto-Slavic).—I.

TA'tTOAiC—Tacitus in liis Gcrmania speaks of

the chastity of the Germans in terms of higli praise.

In the present article an attempt will be made to

examine his statements in the light of other in-

formation at our disposal, and at the same time to
depict the actual condition of sexual morality
found among the German tribes in the period
terminating approximately with the introduction
of Christianity. It will be of advantage for our
purpose to draw a distinction between the case of

married persons and that of the unmarried.
I. The relations of men and women after

marriage.—The references of Tacitus are :

' ijiiaraquani [i.e. although the dress of the German women
leaves a considerable part of the body bare] severa illic niatri-

monia, nee ullam morum partem magis laudaveris. . . . Ergo
septa pudicitia a^nt . . . paucissima in tarn numerosa gente
aclulteria, quorum poena praesens et maritis peniiissa. absciais

crinibus nudatam coram propinquis e.vpellit domo maritus ac
per oninem vicum verbere agit. publicatae enim pudicitiae nulla

venia ; uon forma, non aetate, non opibus marituni [i.e. another]
invenerit ' (Germ. 18 f.).

From other sources we learn that in almost all

theGermanictribesthe punishmentof the adulteress
was of the same or ot similar character, and in

some cases even more severe. Thus, in reference

to the Saxons, St. Boniface (MonuracntaMoguntina,
ed. Jaffe, 1866, p. 172) writes:

' Nam in antiqua Saxonia si virgo paternani doamm cum
aduiterio maculaverit, vel si niulier niaritata, perdito foedere
matrimonii, adulterium perpetraverit, aliquando cojcunt earn,

propria nianu per la([ueum susi>ensam, vitam finire ; et super
bustum iUius, incensae et concrematae, corruptorem eius bus-

pendunt. Aliquando, congrejiato cxercitu feraineo, flagellatam

earn uitilieres per pagos circumquaque ducunt, virgis caedentes
et vestimenta eius aCscidentes circa cingulum ; et cultellis suia

totum corpus eius secantes et pugnantes, minutis vulneribus
cruentatam et laceratam de villa ad villam mittunt, et occurrunt
semper novae Uagellatrices zelo pudicitiae adductac usque ad earn

aut mortuam aut vix vivam derelinquunt ; ut ceterae timorem
adulterandi et lu.\uriandi habc.ant.'

According to Anglo-Saxon law (cf. R. Schmid,
Gcsctzc dcr Angdsachsen'', I808, p. 301), the un-
faithful wife was condemned to lose nose and ears.

The Frisian code empowered the husliand to llog

the oHending wife publicly, or to put ln-r to death
by hanging, burning, or with the sword (Miillenlioti',

Deutsche Altcrtum^kunde, lSs;i-1900, iv. 309). By
the ancient Danish and Norse laws the husband
led the adulteress to the threshold, tore oil' her
mantle, cut away the back of her lower garment,

1 In the Assyro-Babylonian system of writing, the character*
of a sexual nature were so disguised by the wedges which took
the place of the original lines, that they must have lost practi-

cally all their auggestiveness from an exceedingly early date.
Unchaste fijpires, however, are found on the cylinder-se-als

(generally with a religious Ijearing), and terra-cotta statuettes

of women holding their brea.sts are met with—some of them
images of Istar or votaries of IStar. Really unchaste literature
is rare, the most pronounced instance being the temptation of

Enkidu (Ka-bani) in the first tablet of the Gilgames series. This
wild man of the fields allows himself to be seduced by the charms
of the i^arimtu Samtjat, and she takes him to live with Gii-

ganicS at ' Erech of the enclosures,' which, besides being the
abode of the hero, was also the dwelling of IStar, goddess of
love, and her votaries (Jensen, KB vi. 125 II ). For purification
in general, see art. CosFEanio.N" (.\ssyr..Bab.).

and drove licr in this condition from the homestead
{ib. 310). That the killing of a man who was
discovered in illicit relations with the wife of

another was held to be venial, i.e. that the act did
not provoke the blood-feud (Blood-Feud in vol. ii.

p. 7"24ir. ), is borne out by the Lex Viii/j. iii. 4, 4 :

' Si adulterum cum .idultera maritus vel spousus
occiderit, pro homicida non teneatur." We thus
see that among the Germanic tribes generally the
married woman who had proved unfaithful became
liable to the direst moral and corporal jienalties.

Nevertheless the law of strict faithfulness might
in certain circumstances be rela.xed. That the
wife might yield herself to another man in cases

where her husliand allowed or expressly wished her
to do so is shown by extant traces of two curious
institutions of primitive society, well known to

students of the history of civilization, and repre-

sented also in the social life of ancient Germany.
These were the customs of ' vicarious procreation

'

(Zeuqungshilfe), ox giving one's wife temporarily to

another man in order to secure offspring, and ' hos-

pitable prostitution ' (gastlicke Prostitution), i.e.

lending a wife to a guest. It is true that with regard
to the first of these, i.e. the ease where the husband,
bein^ sexually impotent, .allowed another man,
usually a neignbour or a relative, to have access to

liis wife, so that she might bear a chUd, we are
wholly dependent upon the relatively late testi-

mony of the German Baucrniveistumer ('Peasant
Law

'
; cf. J. Grimm, Deutsche Becht.inltert u iner,

1828, p. 443 ff. ). That testimony, however, agrees
so largely with what w'e know of the practice

among other races, including those of kindred
descent with the Germans, as, for example, Indians,

Greeks, and Prussians (cf. O. Schrader, Iteallexikon

,

s.v. 'Zeugungshelfer'j, that even J. Grimm, who
takes a pleasure in seeking to remove every reproach
of grossness from the history of his people, admits
that '' most of what is given in the Baucmweistiiincr
is very ancient' (op. cit. p. 444).

With regard to the custom of lending a wife (or

other female dependant) to a guest—which, not to

go beyond Europe, is found also among the Greeks
(cf. Hesychius, Lexicon, s.v. XaKuivLKbv rpoTrov)—
Weinhold [Altnord. Leben, 1856, p. 447) writes:

'Everything was done to provide the guest with a sleeping-

place. In poorer households he shared the couch of his host
and hostess, and sometimes the former resigned to him his own
place there ; or the guest was shown to the daughter's bed.

Siich things are the vestiges 0/ very atlcient customs.' And again
(Deutsche Frauen, ii.2, 1S8-3, p. 199 f.) :

' In more remote times it

was the custom among the lower ranks for the guest to share
the bed of liis host and hostess. The Rigsmut and the Icelandic

Sagas yield unmistakable evidences of this practice, and even
as late as the beginning of the 16th cent, we find Thomas Murner
writing in his (jeuchmut. Basel, 1519 (Geschworne Artt., Art. 8),

that "it is the custom also in the Netherlands that the host who
has a cherished guest surrenders his wife to him in good faith."

*

To the position of the wife in this respect a
marked contrast is ottered by that of the husband.
As might be anticipated from the absence of all

legal regulations apjilicable to him, he was subject

to no restrictions in the matter, save only, of course,

where the wives of other men were concerned, if

he had sufHcient means he might practise poly-

gamy. The language of Tacitus [Germ. IS :
' iiani

prupe soli barbarorum singulis uxoribus contenti

sunt, exceptis admoduin panels, q^ui non libidine

sed ob nobilitatem plurimis nuptiis ambiuntur ')

rather understates the facts. We know from other

sources that many of the German chiefs had several

wives (MiiUenhoir, iv. 302), and in Sweden every

chief had at least two. 'I'he married man might
also possess concubines, selecting them mainly,

it may be supposed, from among the slave-girls

taken in war.'
J The primitive term for 'concubine' appears in the O.H.G.

kehisa and A.-S. ce/ts. 'concubine,' O.N. Ke/scr, 'sKave' (cf. F.

Kluge, Etiim. Wortcrb. der deutschtn Sprache'!, Strassburg,

1910, s.v. 'Kebse').
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The relation of men and women within the
state of marriatje may therefore be definetl as
follows : The husband obtains the wife by purchase.
It has lonj; been recognized that the form of

marriage referred to by Tacitus {Germ. 18 :
' dotem

non uxor marito, sed uxori maritus oll'ert ') was
neither more nor less than marriage by purchase
(cf. Miillenhoff, iv. 302). The woman thus becomes
the property (O. H.G. r/az wip) of the hu.sband, who
guards against tlie slightest infringement of his
absolute prerogative with jealous ferocity, yet
cedes it to others when he thinks proper. He
himself lies under no obligations of marital faith-

fulness. Accordingly, he would regard the adultery
of his wife less as a moral defilement of her person
than as an encroachment upon his own proprietary
rights. Thus the laudatory references of Tacitus to
the supijosed gifts of the bride to the bridegroom,
as also indeed to the Germanic marriage system
generally, find but little justification in the actual
facts.

2. The relations of men and women before
marriage.—With reference to the men, Ciesar {dc
Bell. Gall. vi. 21) writes thus:

'Vita omnis in venationibus atque in studiis rei militaris
consistit ; ab parvulis labori ac duritiae student. Qui diutissime
impuberes pei-manserunt, maxlmani inter suos ferunt laudem :

hoc ali staturam, ali vires nervosque confirniari putant. Intra
annum veto vicesimum feminae notitiara habuisse in turpissimis
habent rebus ; cuius rei nulla est occultatio, quod et promiscue
in fluminibus perluuntur et pellibus aut parvis renonum
tegimentis utuntur, magna corporis parte uuda.'

The last sentence strikes us as somewhat strange.
We naturally ask how an act of sexual intercourse
could subsequently be discovered from the man's
person, even were he quite naked, and, as this
question permits of no answer, we must assume
that Ciesar was thinking here rather of the resultant
pregnancy of the young woman, the signs of which
would become noticeable at an early stage, not
only on the occasions of promiscuous bathing, but
also in ordinary life, from the shortness of the skin-
capes and renones worn, as it thus appears, by
females as well as males ; such indications, more-
over, would lead also to the discovery of the man
involved. The statements of Caesar are otherwise
in substantial agreement with those of Tacitus
{Germ. 20 :

' Sera iuvenum venus eoque inexhausta
pubertas. Nee virgines festinantur ; eadeni iuventa
siniilis proceritas : pares validaeque miscentur ; ac
robora parentum liberi referunt'). It will hardly
be doubted, therefore, that the Germans— in
marked contrast to the Romans—held strong views
in favour of long-continued sexual abstinence {coii-

tinentia) on the part of youth. But, on the other
hand, it should be clearly understood that this
continence was practised on purely material grounds,
i.e. as a means of becoming physically robust (' hoc
ali staturam, ali vires nervosqueconfirmari putant').
Among this people, in fact, everything was regulated
by the desire of building up a race of warriors and
hunters ; and this accounts also for their abstinence
from strong drink :

' vinum ad se oranino importari
non sinunt, quod ea re ad laborem ferendum
remollescere homines atque efieminari arbitrantur

'

(Cais. iv. 2).

To some extent the self-restraint of the young
men implies that of the j'oung women, but we have
little direct evidence on the point. The passage
already quoted from Tacitus (Gerwi. 19 :

' publicatae
enim pudicitiae nulla venia,' etc.) can apply, as the
context shows, only to the case of the married wife.
Our sole authority for the assertion that ' the virgin
who sullies her father's house with unchastity ' was
liable to the same frightful penalties as the un-
faithful wife is St. Boniface in the passage quoted
above. We have seen, on the other hand, that
access to the daughter's bed \\as sometimes granted
to an honoured guest. But, on the whole, we may

infer that wives and daughters alike were compelled
by the ruthless severity of their lords and masters
to practise sexual abstinence—an abstinence which,
it IS true, on grounds already adduced, viz. the
customs of vicarious procreation and lending a wife
to a guest, we must take care not to identify with
chastity {eastitas) in our sense of the word. Such
abstinence, nevertheless, even in the limited sense
of continentia, otters a strong contrast to tlie

moral practice of other ancient European peoples
—notably the Thracians, of whom Herod, (v. 6)
writes : rds 5k Tapdifovs ov <l>v\a.<Taovai, d\X ^wai
rotffi aiiTal (^ouXoprat avSpdin iiiiry^aOat, ray 5^ yvvaiKat

iaxvpws (pvXd.aaovai.

The social life of the ancient Germans thus
exhibits a certain degree of sexual restraint, forced
upon the women by the iron-handed rule of their
masters, and fostered in the young men by the
general belief that premature indulgence saps the
qualities that tell in hunting and war. This
temperance in sexual matters, as an element in the
social life of various tribes, is specially noted also

by the Church Father Salvian :
' Gotoruni gens

perfida sed pudica est . . . Franci mendaces sed
hospitales, Saxones crudelitate efleri sed castitate

mirandi . . . remota est ab illis [Wandalis] omnibus
carnis impuritas' (cf. Miillenhoif, iv. 301). But,
as has been said, we must guard against identify-
ing such objective temperance {continentia) with
the subjective conception of chastity {eastitas), i.e.

a purity of life issuing from an inward motive,
moral or religious. It is obvious that Roman,
pagan, and Christian authorities have fallen into
this error. That chastity in the higher sense
cannot be attributed to the ancient Germans is

shoM'n not only by their customs of vicarious pro-
creation and lending a wife to a guest, but also by
features in their social life like the worship of the
god Fricco, as described by Adam of Bremen :

(' Tertius est Fricco, pacem voluptatemque largiens
mortalibus, cuius etiam simulacra fingunt ingenti
priapo ; si nuptiae celebrandae sunt, [sacrificia

oU'erunt] Fricconi '), and by other traces of a regular
system of phallus-worship among the northern
Germanic tribes (Vigfusson, Corp. Poet. Bor. 1883,
ii. 381 f.). It is, moreover, a fact worthy of note
that there is no pan-Teutonic terra for ' cliastity

'

;

on the contrary, the idea is represented in the
various ancient Teutonic dialects by difierent

words, e.g. Goth, svnkns, A.-S. clcenlic, O.H.G.
ehuski, all of which seem originally to have meant
' clean,' i.e. free from the defilement of sexual
intercourse (on these words, cf. S. Feist, Etym.
Wortcrb. d. gotischcn Spraehc, Halle, 1909 ; and
F. Kluge, op. cit.). It is quite possible that
the development of the idea of ' being clean

'

to that of ' being chaste ' may have proceeded
upon the belief that spirits and gods are to be
approached only by those who are free from sexual
pollution, and may thus go back even to the heathen
period, as was certainly the case with the Greeks
and the Romans (cf. E. Fehrle, Die kultische

Keuschheit im Altcrttcm, Naumburg, 1908). In
the case of the Germanic religion, however, there
is no evidence to support the conjecture. On
the other hand, the conception of chastity as

a quality exalted by certain indiWduals, both men
and women, to the position of a principle of life

well-pleasing to the gods, appears at an early date
among the peoples bordering upon the Germans
to the south-east and the west, viz. the Thracians
and the Celts— in regions, that is to say, otherwise
noted for unchastity.' Of the Thracians, Strabo

(p. 296) writes : elvai S^ riyat tUv 0p(fKwv oi X"P''
yi'vaiKbs fwo-o', oPs Krlcrras (cf. Old Ch. Slav.

clstii, 'dean'?) KaXfio-Cai, avupuiaBal re Sih ti/xV

1 For the Thracians, see Herodotus, loc. cit. ; for the Celts,

H. d'Arbois de JubainviUe, La.famme cellique (Paris, 1905).
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Kal fieri docfas (ijv ; while, with regard to the Celts,

I'diniionius Mela (iii. 48) says that upon the island

of Sena in the Atlantic Ocean there lived nine
priestesses who were pledged to lifelong chastity.

The idea of chastity {ca.s-litas), however, probably
fust gained a more adeqnate recognition in the
north of Europe, and among the Germans in

particular, through the intluence of Christianity

—

that Christianity which, basing itself upon the
supposed Pauline doctrine that every act of sexual
intercourse, even in married life, is in essence a sin

against the Holy Ghost, never Uagged in the task
of urging upon its converts—by spoken and written
word—the conception of chastity as an ethical

principle, and the practice of chastity as a rule of

life. This side of our subject is further dealt

with at the end of the Balto-Slavic section of this

article (p. 502>').

II. BALTO-SLAriC—In dealing with the Baltic

and Slavic peoples, we lack, unfortunately, the

witness of a writer like Tacitus, whose account
of the state of se.xual morality among the ancient

Germans, if somewhat iilealizing, yet presents us

with a body of coherent data which we have no
reason to call in question. With regard to the
Balto-Slavic tribes, on the other hand, we have
to fall back on an assortment of isolated references,

dilfering greatly in place and date of origin, and
quite incapable of furnishing a complete picture of

the sexual relations of these peoples, were it not

that here and there—especially in the case of the
Russians—they can be supplemented by features

met with in the common life of to-day, and in

many instances reflecting accurately the conditions

of ancient times.

We begin by quoting from the Chronicle of

Nestor (ed. Miklosich), cap. x., a description of

ancient Slavic customs in general :

'

'They had their customs and the law of their fathers and
their traditions ; each tribe had its own usages. The Poljans
(the Poles of that period, living in the district around Kiev] had
tlie quiet and gentle manners of their fathers, were modest
before their daughters-in-law and their sisters, their mothers
and parents, and showed great respect for their mothers-in-law
and brothers-in-law. They had a marriage (bracnii) system.
The suitor did not go in person to his bride [to fetch, i.e. steal

her], but they led her to him in the evening, and in the morning
brought away what had been given for her. But the Drevljans
(' forest-folk') lived in brutish fashion; they lived like wild
be.asts ; they killed one another, ate unclean things, and h.ad no
marriages (braku), but abducted (umj/kachu uvody) the young
women.'

From this account we learn two things : (1) that
the ' field-folk ' or I'oljans (Kuss. jmle, 'field ') prac-

tised the regular form of marriage, i.K. marriage
bj- purcha.se (IiU.ss. brakil), while the 'forest-folk'

or Drevljans (Kuss. rff'j-er^o, 'tree') obtained their

wives by capture; (2) that the ' lield-folk ' were
quiet and gentle in their mode of life, the ' forest-

folk' savage and unchaste.' The striking dis-

similarity between the two groups in their sexual
practices, thus emjihasized oy the ancient chron-
icler, will rejieatedly come under notice in our
further dealing with the Slavs.'

In proceeding to deal with our subject in detail,

we shall adopt the same order as was followed
above in treating of the ancient Germans.

I. The relations of men and women in married
life.—rrecisely as among tlie (Jermans, so among
the peasant clas.-^.'s of Russia, i)ublic opinion
allowed—and, in fact, still allows—tlie injured
husband to wreak a fearful revenge upon the un-
faithful wife, and even to put her to death. In
the writings of Maxim Gorki there is a sketch
drawn from his own observation, entitled ' Vyvodii

'

1 Cf. Schlozcr, Russische Annalen, 1802-9, i. 126 ft.

- The distinction between marriage by purchase and marriage
bv capture is fully discussed in the present writer's Sprachver-
gicichung u. UrgeschichU, ii.', 1906-7, p. 822 ff.

* Cf. K. Rhamm, ' Der Verkehr d. Geschlechter unter d.
Blaven in seinen gegengatzlichen Erscheinungen,' {jlobtts,

Ixxxii. no. 7,

('leading forth'), which reads almost like a para-
phrase of the statements quoted above (p. 499")

from Tacitus and St. Boniface :

'

* In the village street,' writes Gorki, * between the white
cabins of the peasants, a strange procession moves on amid
wilfi uproar. A crowd of people surges along—densely packed
and slow ; it rolls like a huge wave ; and in front of it staggers
a pony—a grotesquely unkempt pony—with its head sullenly
lowered. 'To the shaft of the cart a little woman, quite naked,
and hardly more than a child, is tied by the hands with a
string. Her gait is singular and strange—sideways : her head,
with its thick, dishevelled, dark-red hair, is directed upwards,
and slightly bent back ; her eyes are wide open, and look to-

wards some distant point with a dull and vacant stare, in which
there is nothing human. . . . Her whole body is covered with
blue and red weals, both round and lonj; ; her left breast,

rounded, virgin-like, is slit open, and blood is dripping from it.

. . . Hut upon the cart sits a stalwart peasant in a white shirt

and a black lamb-skin cap, from beneath which han;rs a tuft of

reddish hair, falling over his brow. In one hand he holds the
reins, in the other the knout, with which he lashes in turn the
back of the horse and the body of the little woman, now so
lacerated as to have lost the semblance of humanity. . . . And
behind the cart and the woman tied thereto rolls the crowd in

masses—screaming, howling, whistling, laughing, yelling, jeer-
ing,'. ... In this way do the men punish their w-ives for adultery

;

tliat is a picture from real life—the law of use and wont. I saw
it myself on the l.'ith of July 1891, in the village of Kandybovka,
in the government of Kherson [Little Russia].'

That so dire a punishment—resulting, it may be,

in death—is dictated, not by the husband's indigna-
tion over his wife's violation of the law of chastity,

but by his resentment at an injury done to his pro-

prietary rights in a purchased chattel,- is shown
by the fact that, as all the evidence proves, the
custom of vicarious procreation—the temporary
cession of the wife to another man with a view to
otl'spring — prevailed among the Baltic tribes as

among the Teutons.
Cf. Aeneas Silvius, Script, rev. Pmss. iv. 237 :

' Matronae
nobiles publice concubines habent permittentilnis viris, quo8
matriuionii adiutores ("auxiliaries of marriage ") vocant' ; and
again (as quoted by J. Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsaltertiimer,
i. 608) :

' apud Lituanos more patrionuptas, quae nobiles quidem
essent, unos pluresve concubines pro viri facultatibus doini

alere consuevisse, qui negligente raarito oiiera matrimonii
subeant' ; cf. also Hartknoch, Altes und nexies freitssen oder
preti^ssische Bistone, l. ii. (Frankfurt and Leipzig, 16S4),

p. 177.

On the other hand, so far as the present writer
is aware, no instance of the practice of lending a
wife to a guest has as yet come to light on Balto-
Slavic soil.

In contrast to the rigorously guarded po.sition of

the married woman, there is evidence to show that
here also, as in the "Teutonic area, the married ni.an

was allowed perfect freedom in his sexual relations.

^^'e have the strongest grounds for believing that
polygamy was the original practice of the Baltic and
Slavic tribes (refs. in Schrader, Hcallex. p. 634 f.,

and Sprachvercfl. u. Urgcsch. ii.' .'i4"2). A custom
of peculiarly Oriental character, still very common
in the districts to the east of the Carpathians, is

the snorhaccst CO {.inochd, 'daughter-in-law'), i.e. the
licentious relations of the paterfamilias with the
young wives of his sons—a state of matters toler-

ated in silence by his own elderly wife.^ That this

custom, which may easily be accounted for by the
circumstance that the augmented family still lived

together and that the father of the house had un-

limited authority, is of very ancient .-tanuing, is

shown by a reference in the work entitled Dc Jins-

sorvm rdigionc, ntibus nii/ilinnuii, funcrum,
vktu, vestiin, etc., et de Tarlarorum religione ac
moriims epixtiAa ad D. Davidem Chi/trnciim recens

srripta, Speier, 1582, \<. 243: 'Viri autein qui ex
conjuge fato functa niasculam subolem suscejier-

unt, persaepe imjiuberi iilio sponsam quaerunt, cum
qua tamen illi dormiunt et lihcros procreant,' etc. ;

though it should be noted that the reference applies

1 Gorki's narrative will be found, c.;/., in E. Bohme's Ilussische

Litfratur (Sammlung Goschen), i. feS f.

2 In reference to marriage by purchase among the Baltic and
Slavic peoples, see O. Schrader, RcatUxikon, p. 109, and
Sprackverf)l. u. Vrgesch,, ivc. cil.

3 The subject is fully discussed in Schrader, Sprachvcrjl. u,

Urgetch. ii.3 369.
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only to widowers and the wives of sons still under
the iijre of puberty, beiiif; based, as it would seem,
upon inaccurate information.

In short, the present writer can discover no
essential difl'erence among the Baltic, the Slavic,

and the Teutonic peoples with respect to their
ideas of married life. In sexual matters the hus-
band enjoys absolute liberty, while the wife is re-

strained from illicit relations with other men by
her fear of a savage retribution that may involve
death itself, although in certain circumstances—by
order or with consent of her husband—she may
surrender her person to another.

2. The relations of men and women before
marriage.—This a.spect of our subject, in contrast
with the foregoing, presents unusual ditiiculties.

Amongst the Balto-Slavic peoples there is no
trace whatever of any such reasoned objection to
premature sexual indulgence as prevailed among
the Teutons. As a matter of fact, the contrary
would almost seem to be true, if we may judge
from a statement of the Arabic writer Mas'udi (in

AVattenbach, Wkhikind-y Leipzig, 1891, p. 145)

:

' The women are chaste after marriage, but when
a young woman becomes enamoured of a man,
she goes to him and gratifies her passion. When
a man takes a maiden in marriage and finds that
she is a ^Trgin, he says to her, "Had there been
anything good about j'ou, some one would have
taken a fancy to you, and you would have chosen
a lover." And he .sends her away, and will have
no more to do with her.'

This recalls what Herodotus says about the
Thracians, as quoted in the Teutonic section of
this article ; and, if we compare the facts thus in-

dicated with the low state of sexual morality said
to prevail to-day in many parts of the Balto-
Slavic region, e.g. Croatia-Slavonia, as reported by
Rhamm (op. cit. p. 103 ff.), or certain governments
of Eussia, where the village baths and spinning-
rooms are the scenes of almost incredible profligacy,
we miglit infer that the people of this quarter of
the globe have always been absolutely indifferent
as to whether a young woman about to marry was
a virgin or not. Such an inference, however, is

excluded by observances which point unmis-
takably to a higher appreciation of maidenly
continence (cf., on this point, 0. Sehrader, Dielndo-
germanen, Leipzig, 1910, p. 84 fi'.). Nevertheless,
even if we gnant the presence of such a feature as
maidenly continence in a section at least of the
Slavic race, yet amid the conditions described,
with such practices as the public examination of
the bride's chemise, and the performance of the
first coitus before witnesses (both customs are
found also among the Germans), amid conditions,
too, in which, as is reported of the Lithuanians,
the young men, on the occasion of their marriage,
otter sacrifices to the god Pizius (Lith. pisH, ' coire

'

;

cf. also what is said above (p. 500'') regarding the
Fricco of the Northern Teutons), we can hardly
speak of ' chastity ' in our sense of the term (cast-
itas). It would be altogether wrong, indeed, to
characterize such customs simply as obscene. Tliey
should be regarded rather as an expression of a
certain naive sensuousness — a simple - minded
homage to the powers and organs of human pro-
creation. But for chastity in the modem sense
—that ethical reserve in word and action which
slirouds the sexual aspect of life—we shall seek in
vain amongst human beings at this stan;e of develop-
ment, whether they be 'Teutons or Slavs. It was
doubtless the Cliristian Church and its teachings
which first introduced the modern conception of
chastity to the Slavic, as to the Teutonic, race,
and it is in accordance with this view that the
ordinary Russian terms for ' chaste ' and ' chastity,'
viz. celomudrr/, cdomudrennosti (properly cru^po-

civri), come from Church Slavic. The present writer
is inclined to doubt whether there is in Russian a
vernacular term for ' chastity ' which would apply
to males as well as females. The expression used
for 'deflower' is celku lomdti, i.e. 'to break that
which is intact.'

When Christianity found its way int<j the North-
ern countries of Europe, its teachers sought to

bring the entire sexual intercourse—in the married
and the unmarried alike—into line with the ideal
of absolute chastity ascribed to the Apostle Paul.
An indication of the extent to which such en-
deavours were pressed may be found in certain
Anglo-Saxon ordinances, one of which runs
thus : 'The layman who would enjoy the grace of

God must not come near his wife for sexual inter-

course on the nights of Sunday, or of feastdaj's, or
of Wednesday, or of Friday, or during the spring
fast, or in any period whatever when fasting is

enjoined.''

The same thing is found in Eussia, and the
thoroughness with which the teachings of the
Church had become incorporated with the mind of

the people finds expression in a little incident nar-
rated by Gleb Uspensky in his Vlasti Zemli ('The
Might of the Soil '), Moscow, 1882 [a work of great
value for the history of ciWlization].

The wife of the parish priest has given birth to

a child on the Feast of the Epiphany, and the
women of the village find by calculation that
intercourse must have taken place on Maundy
Thursday during the Lenten fast. Whereupon a
rustic utters his thoughts about the priest in this

fashion :
' Aye, in his words he is a real apostle,

but in his conduct a mangj' dog. Even a drunken
peasant would never let himself act so.' And
when he goes to greet the new-born chUd, he
cannot keep back the gibe: ' Well, Otce ("father "

;

Eccl. Slav.), have you and your wife (nuduika)
not made some mistake in the calendar ?

'

To the influence of the Church may likewise be
traced the observance of the ' Three Nights of

Tobias,' i.e. a period of three days after marriage,
during which the young pair abstain from inter-

course. This custom obtains in Germany, especi-

ally in Swabia ; there is no evidence to prove that
it ever existed in Russia, or among the Slavs gener-
ally, and we may connect its absence there with
the fact that the passage of Tobit which suggested
it is not found in the Greek text, and as given in

the Vulgate ('Tu autem, cum acceperis earn, in-

gressus cuhiculum, per tres dies continens esto ab
ea, et niliil aliud nisi orationibus vacabis cum ea'
[6'*]) is manifestly an interpolation.- We must
nevertheless take note of the fact that the observ-
ance of periods of abstinence was a wide-spread
custom among Aryan and non-Aiyan peoples alike,

and was perhaps based upon the superstitions and
magical ideas of a remote age.^

The sexual morality of both the Teutons and the
Slavs is a subject upon which much obscurity still

remains. As regards the Teutons, for instance,

how shall we explain the fact that, when the
Christian Church reached them, it did not find

every^vllere a state of things similar to that
recorded by Ciesar and Tacitus ? Was the change
a result of Roman influence ? Or did it arise from
the circumstance that, when the struggles arising

from the migration of tribes had ended, the chief

motive for the sexual temperance of the young men,
viz. the need of the qualities useful in war and

1 Cf. F. Roeder, ' Die Familie bei den Aneelsachsen,' in

L. Morsbach, Studien zur engl. Phil. iv. [1899] 132.

2Ct. O. Fritzsche, Exeg Handb. z. d. Apokr. dei A.T.
(Leipzig, 1863) u. 90 f.

3 Cf. L. V. Schroder, Die Hochzeitsbrduche der Estcit (Berlin,

1888), p. 192 B. ; E. Heniiann, ' Beitrage z. d. indogerm. Hoch-
zeitsgebriiuchen,' Indogerm. Forsch. XTii. [19N1 SS3ff. ; F. von
Rcitzenstein, ' Eeuschheitsnachte,' ZE xli. [1909] 656.
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hunting, was taken away? And why is that high
appreciation of virginity wliich we must a-scrilio

to the ancient Germans not to be found as a rule

among the rural pojuilation of Germany today,
wliich is marked, accoriling to trustworthy autho-
rities, by frequent surrender of maidenly honour
before marriage, reminding us rather of the
Thracians spoken of by Herodotus than of the
Gertiuxni of Ctesar and Tacitus. Among the Slavs,
again, how are we to explain that contrast in

sexual morality already noted by Nestor ; or that
sexual modesty (sti/illntostl) which is found side by
side witli the frankest sensualitj', more partic\ilarly

among the SoHthcrn Slavs.' A competent history
of the sexual morality of Northern Europe would
have to deal with all these questions, but, im-
portant as the subject is, no such work is as yet
available, and the present article oilers no more
than fragmentary contributions to the under-
taking.

I.iTER.KTCKE.—The literature has been given in the course of
theanicle. O. SCHK.\DER.

CHEMOSH.—See Mo.\niTES.

CHEROKEES.—An important subdivision of

the Iroquoian branchof the Amerindsof N. America,
formerly dwelling in the mountainous country
formed by the southern portion of the Alleghany
range, but now resident partly upon their reserva-

tion in Indian Territory, and jiartly on the Qualla
reservation in Western North Carolina. They
number about 28,000, Including many individuals

incorporated from other tribes. Their name is a
corruption of Tsdlagi, a term derived from the
Choctaw, signifying 'cave-people,' in allusion to
the character of the country from which they
originally came ; but they frequently describe
themselves as .4 ni- '/((((»%«, ' Real People.' They
consist of seven clans—Wolf, Deer, Bird, Paint,
Ani-Sah.ini, Ani-Ga-t.1gem, and Ani-Gi-lahi (the
names of the la.st three cannot be translated
with any degree of certainty). They possess
an alphabet of their own, which they use for the
composition of sacred formula;.

1. Type of religion.—The Cherokee religion is

a polytheistic form of zoolatrj', or animal-worship,
which may possibly have had a totemic origin.

No great central figure, no creative cause, is evident
in this system. To the Cherokee the Land of

Spirits is merely a shadowy extension of the world
in whicii he dwells. lie recognizes neither a
Paradise nor a place of punishment, neither a
Supreme Being nor a Spirit of Evil. ' The
Cherokees,' remarks Whipple, ' know nothing of

the Evil One and his domains, except what they
have learned from whito men ' {Jirpurt on the

Indinn Tribes, p. 35 [Pacific Railroad Documents]).
The tribal gods are neither good nor evil, and live

in Giilii"/i,ti, or the I'ppi-r World above the sky.
2. Sources of religious history.—The religicms

formulie of the Cherokees have been for the most
part preserved in writing by the shamans, or priests,

of the tribe. They are written in the characters
invented by Sequoyah in 1821, and have been
collected with mucfi pains and industry by the
officials of the United States Bureau of Ethnology.
They consist for the most part of medico-religious
formuhe and charms to be used in all departments
of daily life, and are invaluable in view of the light

they cast upon native rite and semi-religious
practice. With the Cherokees, aa with the ancient
Egyptians, religion enters into every act of

existence. Notwithstanding that missionary
endeavour among the Cherokees has been strenuous
in character, and that the Gospels have been

1 Cf. K. Khamm, ' Die geschlechtlichen Tabuverbote unter d.
Sudslaven,' loc. cit. p. 18*511.

printed in their own language and alphabet, the
native religion still retains an exceptionally
strong hold upon tin- jicople.

3. Decentralization of religious power.—In tlio

majority of N. .\iiirric,-in Indian tril>cs the occult
knowledge which was the ]iiopcrty of the shamans
was usually relegated to the keeping of variou-ij

secret .societies, which in their methods of initia-

tion and general practice strongly resembled
the popular coiu'cption of modern Freemasonry.
That such was the custom with the Cherokees
there is no rea.s(jn to doubt. But their early
adoption, in the third decade of last century, of a
civilized form of government put an end to any
such socio-religious organizations, and at the
present day the representatives of the native
priesthood work quite independently of one an-
other, sometimes even specializing in the cure of
certain diseases.
MacGowan states (Ainerican Hiatorical Magazine, x. 139)

that from the most remote times the Cherokees have had one
family set apart for the priestly office. This was, when first

known to the whites, that of the Nicotani ; but its members
became so insolent and abused their sacred office so flagrantly
that with savage justice they were massacred to a man. The
statement that another family waa appointed in their stead,
who to this day officiate in all religious rites (Brinton, Myths of
the New Worlds, 1898, p. 322), appears to have no foundation
in fact, as no such shamanistic caste is mentioned by Mooney
in his admirable work (see Lit. at end) on the sacred formulio
of the Cherokees.

4. Gods.—The gods of the Cherokees may be
divided into four classes: (1) animal gods, (2)

elemental gods, (3) inanimate gods, and (4) anthro-
pomorphic gods.

(1) The aiiimal gods are, no doubt, the remnants
of a totemic sj'stem, and are regarded as the
great original tj'pes of the classes they represent.
Among the most important of these are the
uktena, a mythical horned serpent of gigantic size,

the rattlesnake, terrapin, hawk, raWiit, squirrel,

and dog. There are also smaller bird- and insect-

deities, of which the spider is one of the more
important.
The spider is frequently adjured in the sacred formulie used

for the purpose of destroying life, as it is supposed that he
entangles the soul of his victim in the meshes of his web, or
tears it from the body of the devoted being, as he might from
that of a fly, dragging it away to the Land of Darkness.
Regarding the rattlesnake, the Cherokees relate that a ' prince

'

of the species once dwelt among the valleys of their original
mountain home. Obedient subjects guarded his domains, and
he was crowned with a gem of marvellous magical properties.
This precious stone was the env.vof many warriors and shamans,
but those who attempted its capture were destroyed by the
poisoned fanga of ita defenders. At last one adventurous
warrior, more ingenious than the rest, hit upon the idea of
donning a suit of leather, and by means of this device walked
unharmed through the files of serpent-warders and tore the
jewel from the head of the serpent-king. The people of his
nation preserved it with jealous care, and related its origin to
Captain Timberlake about the middle of the ISth century.1

The Creeks, Hurons, and Algonquians have a similar myth
regarding a homed or crowned serpent, in which it is not
ditticult to detect the thunderbolt or the lightning, the horn of
the heavenly serpent, for there is a serpent (water) in the
heavens as well as a water-serpent on earth. The Iroquois, of
whom the Cherokees are a branch, believed in a great horned
serpent rising out of a lake and preying upon the people until

a hero-god destroyed it with a thunderbolt (Morgan, League of
the lTo<imis, Rochester, N.Y., 1S54, p. 169). These are, indeed,
all allegories, representing the atmospheric changes which
accompany the advancing seasons and the ripening harvests.
As the emblem of the fertilizing summer showers, the serpent
of lightning was the god of fruitfulness.
The rabbit-god also appears frequently in the Cherokee folk-

tales, and must be granted another than a totemic origin. In
these fables it appears as Manito Wabos, actually overcomes a
demi-god, and blows him to fragments, the pieces becoming
the bits of flint or chert which were fonned in the mountainous
Cherokee country. In the traditions of the Algonquians and
Iroquois the great hare or rabbit, Manibozho or Michabo, con-
stantly re-appears. He is half-wizard, half-simpleton, in the
modernized versions of these tribes ; but as the ijatron and
founder of the Algonquian mc(fa-worship he is a very
ditforent character, being regarded as the creator of all

things, the invcntnr of picture-writing, the father and
guardian of the nation, and the ruler of the winds. He ifl

also a mighty hunter and culture-hero. In the autumn he

' Henrj' Timberlake, Memoirs, p. 43.
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seeks his winter sleep. He resides in tlie east, ami in the
lonnuhe of the meda craft, when the winds are invoked to

the medicine-lodge, the east is summoned in his name.
In all this can be espied more than the myth of a mere
rabbit-god. The e.ast is prominent in primitive mythology as

the source of the morning. The examination of the Algonquian
root wab, the groundwork of the name Wabos, proves that,

although it has the meaning of ' rabbit,' it also impHes ' white,"

and that from it is derived the word for the east, the dawn, the
light. Wabos, then, is no mere rabbit-god, but the god of

light, of dawn, thedispeller of the darkness, asisthe.\Igonquian
Michabo. The Iroquois have many Algonquian relationships,

and this myth would appear to be one of them.

(2) Elemental gods.—The principal elemental
deities are fire, water, and the .sun, all of which
possess symbolical appellations. Tlie sun is called

Xlne'laniihi, ' the Apportioner,' and is worshipped
chieflj' by tlie ' ball-players,' or actors in a rite

which will be described later. Hunters worship
fire. Water is designated the ' Long Person,' and
no ceremony of any description is complete without
a prayer being first addressed to this deity. Wind,
storms, clouds, and frost are also frequently in-

voked. The separate worship of the sun and of
fire is remarkable, as among the majority of
American races what appears on the surface to
be sun-worship is usually found, upon closer ex-
amination, to be attributable to tlie worship of
fire. That this cannot be the case with the
Cherokees is plain, as they difterentiate between
the two, and this discrimination rather sharply
separates their worship from the religious practice
of most other N. American tribes.

(.3) Inanimate gods.—In these we find undoubt-
edly a close analogy to fetishistic practice. The
principal of these inanimate deities is the Stone,
a pebble suspended by a string, prayed to by
the shamans in the hope of finding lost articles.

The Flint is also invoked when the shaman is

about to scarify the patient with a flint arrow-
head before rubbing on the medicine. The Flint
is an object of especial veneration in nearly all

American mythologies. Tohil, the god who gave
the Kiche of Guatemala fire by shaking his sandals,
is represented by a flint-stone, and they also pos-
sessed ft myth which recounted how in the be-
ginning of things such a stone fell from heaven to
earth and broke into 1600 pieces, from each of
which sprang a god. These myths describe how
the worship of flints and stones arose. They were
emblems of the thunderbolts, the cause of fecund-
ating rains.

Plant-gods are not prominent in the Cherokee
pantheon, the principal one appearing to be the
ginseng (Aralia quinquefoUa, Gr.), the so-called
'man-root,' also held in high estimation by the
Ojibwas as of Divine origin (see W. J. Hoil'man,
'The Midewiwin of the Ojibwa,' 7 BBEW, 1891,
p. 241). In the formula of the Cherokee shamans
it is addressed as the 'Great Man,' or the 'Little
Man,' although its correct designation in the
Cherokee language signifies 'mountain-climber.'

(4) A^ithropomorphie gods.—The Cherokees pos-
sess quite a number of anthropomorphic deities
of more or less importance. Of these, Asgni/a
Gigagei (Red Man) is perhaps the most frequently
invoked. He appears to be connected in some
manner witli the thunder, and would seem to be
androgynous, as in one of the formula? for rheu-
matism he is addressed both as ' Red Man ' and as
' Red Woman,' his sex name to be applied to him
as the sex of the patient varies ; that is, if tlie

patient be a male, he must be addressed as ' Red
Woman,' whereas, if the sufferer be a woman, it

is necessary, to ensure a successful operation, to
address him as 'Red Man.' The facts that he is

described as being of a red colour, and tliat the
Cherokees were originally a mountain people, seem
to point to the conclusion that he was a thunder-
god. Other thunder-gods of the American race.

the Con of the Peruvians for example, are de-

cribed as red in colour, and as dwelling in clouds
upon the mountain tops—their hue, of course,

denoting the lightning. The Chac, or rain (cloud)

gods of the Mayas were called ' the Red Ones,'

owing to their emanating from the clouds. A
portion of the feather-shield of TIaloc, the Mexican
god of rain, was also of a red colour. In the
Cherokee colour-symbolism red is the colour of the
east, whence comes tlie sun.

Two other thunder-deities are also frequently
mentioned in tlie sacred formula;. Tliese are the
'Little Men,' or 'Thunder Boys,' whom we shall

find occasionally invoked when we treat of the
formula? tliemselves. Tlie Peruvians believed the
thunderbolts to be the children of Apocatequil, a
thunder-god ; and in Peru twins were always re-

garded as sacred to the lightning, since they were
emblematic of the thunder and lightning twins,

Apocatequil and Piguerao. In these ' Thunder
Boys,' then, we have probably an analogous
mythical pair.

A hunter-god of giant proportions is Tsui 'Kalii,

or 'Slanting Eyes,' who lives in a great mountain
of tlie Blue Ridge range in N.W. Virginia, and
whose private property includes all the game in

the district. In this slant-eyed deity we may
perliaps descry a deer-god. Such a god was wor-
shipped by the Nicaraguans, who offered to it

clotted blood in a napkin.
Many prayers, songs, and excuses are made by

the savage hunter to the very animals he intends to
kill. But the Cherokee is nothing if not consistent
in the choice of the gods he selects to invoke on
special occasions. Thus, if illness is believed to
be caused by a fish, the heron, fish-hawk, or some
bird which lives upon fish is implored to seize tlie

evil-doer and devour it, so that relief may come
to the sufl'erer. Should small birds torment the
vitals of tlie patient or otherwise affect his imagina-
tion, the sparrow-hawk is invoked to scatter them ;

and, when the rabbit is adjudged the author of
evil, the rabbit-hawk is requested to slay him.
Should even a small portion of the disease remain,
the services of the whirlwind are requisitioned by
the officiating shaman, who begs it to carry the
remnant to the hills, and there scatter it, so that
it shall never reappear. The warrior prays to the
Red War-club ere setting out on the war-path,
and he who expects to court danger in any ex-
pedition prays to the cloud to envelop him and
screen him from his enemies. The worship of

the Cherokees is therefore a pantheism, but it

is a pantheism in which the animal-gods are
paramount.

5. Spirits and other mythological conceptions.
—Numerous spirits, ghosts, and minor gods of all

descriptions swell the Cherokee pantlieon. Such are
Detsata, a Puck-like spirit, and the 'Little People,'

analogous to the fairies of Europe. The animal
gods or spirits who dwell above are the great
prototypes of which the earthly brutes are but
tlie microcosms. They dwell at the four cardinal
points, each of which has a special name and
colour, which applies to everything in the same
connexion. Thus the east is the Sun Land, the
north the Cold Land, the west the Darkening
Land, and the south tlie Mountain Waliala, and
their respective colours are red, blue, black, and
white. "The white and red spirits are usually re-

garded, when combined, as those from whom
emanate the blessings of peace and health ; the
red alone are invokecl for success in any venture ;

the blue, to frustrate inimical persons or bring
trouble upon them ; and the black, to slay an
enemy. "Tlie most potent are the wliite and red,

and the final success of any undertaking is supposed
to rest with them.
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For example, in the formula used in the cure of rheumatism,
the shaman invokes the lied Dog in tlic Sun Land, addressing
him as Adaicehi (one possessed of supeniatura! power), to
whom nothing is impossible, ' whose prey never escapes.' The
Red l>og, in response, is supposed to carry away a portion of

the disease, and the Blue Dog of the Cold Land is next invoked.
When he, too, has removed a part, the Black and White
Dogs are subsequently implored to do likewise. Finally, the
White Terrapin is requested to bear off the remainder of the
disease, after which the shaman declares that a cure has been
effected.

6. The shamans, or priests.—The shamans, or
priests, as h;ts heen said, belonj; to no central
organization, a.s in the majority of North American
triiies, but jiractise singly. I'hey are extremely
jealous of the ability ol white physicians, and
resent their presence anionp the various Cherokee
tribes, asserting to the people that white man's
medicine is harmful to Indians. The belief of the
Cherokees and their ritual are in that stage of
religious evolution known as uremia, or magic in

which the medico-icligious practice of the shamans
takes the place of actual ritual. The chief neces-

sity for religion, in fact, is found in the existence

of disease, and the principal oflice of religion is

its eradication. Disease and death the Cherokees
believe to be unnatural, and due to the evil influ-

ence of animal spirits, ghosts, and witches. The
shaman'.s office is therefore the invocation of the
benign influence to avert or to remove disease or

misfortune, or to bring down evil upon the heads of

any persons whom those who employ them desire

to harm.
The pay they receive for their offices is called

ugista'ti, probably derived from tsigia, 'I take,'

or ' I eat.' Formerly this took the form of a deer-

skin or a jiair of moccasins, but since the intro-

duction of civilized manufactures it may be a
piece of cloth, a garment of any sort, or a hand-
kerchief. They dislike the imputation th.at these

gifts are ' pay,' and assert that their presentation
is necessary to the consummation of a perfect

cure. So far as their explanation can be under-
stood, the cloth Ls said by them to be regarded as

an oH'ering to the spirit which has brought about
the disease, to etl'ect the ransom of the allli(-ted

person, or to protect the hand of the shaman
whilst engaged in extracting the disease from the
body of the patient. They further assert that the
evil influence of the spirit enters into the cloth,

which must Ik; sold or given away by the shaman,
else, when the amount of cloth he h,as collected

reaches the height of his head, he will die. No
evil results, however, are supposed to accrue to

the purchaser, but no nieniher of the shaman's
family may accent these goods unle-ss he give
something in exchange. However, if the reward
take the form of comestibles, the shaman may
consume them without fear, so long as they are

partaken of along with the other members of the
family. The reward to the shaman is always
freely made, and he is not supjiosed to make any
charge ; but, should he be engaged in other than
purely medical practice, a fixed rate of remunera-
tion exists for his payment. Should the shaman
be called in to a case which he <liagnoses as a
certain complaint, and after a while traverse his

own diagnosis, he exjiects a separate fee at the
commencement of a new course of treatment.
A curious point of shaniaiiislic etiquette is that

neither the husband nor the wife of a sick person
can send for the priest, but the call must proceed
from a blood relation of the patient. A case is

recorded where a woman complained that her hus-
band was very sick and required the treatment
of a shaman, but said that his family neglected
the matter, and that she dare not take the
initiative.

7. Medico-religious practice.— As has already
been pointed out, the principal part of the

Cherokee religion centres in medico-religious prac-
tice. The study of this phase of religious magic is

exceiitionally important, as illustrating very fully

a stage in the evolution of religious belief and
ritual. Before commenting further upon the exact
position of this phase as a link in the chain of

religious evolution, it will jjcrhajis be well to

examine the native mytli which recounts the
origin of disease, and the con.sequent institution

of curative medicine:
The myth recounts that in the old days the members of the

brute creation were gifted with speech, and dwelt in amity with
the human race. The increase of humanity, however, crowded
the animals into the forests and desert places of the earth, and,
upon the invention of lethal weapons, man commenced the
wholesale slaughter of the beasts for the sake of their flesh and
skins, and trod upon the lesser animals with contempt. The
animals, driven to despair, resolved upon retributive measures.
The first to meet were the bears, headed by the old White Bear,
tlieir chief. After several speakers had denounced mankind for

their bloodthirsty behaviour, war was unanimously decided
upon, and the nature of human weapons was discussed. It was
discovered that the how and arrow were the principal human
weapons, and it was resolved to fashion a specimen Ui see if they
could not turn man's weapons against himself. A piece of wood
suitable for the purpose was procured, and one of the bears
sacrificed himself to provide them with gut for a bowstring.
After the bow was completed it was discovered that the
claws ol the bears spoiled their shooting. One of the bears,
however, cut his claws, and succeeded in hitting the mark. But
tlie chief, the old White Bear, interposed with "the remark that
claws were necessary to climb trees with, and that all would
have to starve were they to cut them off.

The next council was held by the deer, under their chief, Little

Deer. They resolved to inflict rheumatism upon every hunter
who shouldslay one of them unless he asked pardon in a suitable
manner. They gave notice of this decision to the nearest settle-

ment of Indians, and instructed them how to make propitiation
when forced by necessity to kill one of the deer folk. So, when
a deer is slain by the hunter, the Little Deer runs to the spot,
and, bending over the bloodstains, asks the spirit of the deer
if it has heard the prayer of the hunter forpardon. If the reply
be 'yes,' all is well, and the Little Deer departs; but if the
answer be in the negative, he tracks the hunter imtil he enters
his cabin and strikes him with rheumatism, so lliat he becomes
a helpless cripple. Sometimes hunters who have not learned
the proper formula for pardon attempt to turn aside the Little

Deer from his pursuit Dy building a flre behind them in the
trail.

The fishes and reptiles then held a joint council, and arranged
to haunt those human beings whotonnented them, with hideous
dreams of serpents twining around them, and of eating fish

which had become decayed. These snake and fish dreams seem to

be of common occurrence among the Clierokees, and the services

of the shamans to banish them are in constant demand.
Lastly, the birds and insects, with the smaller animals,

gathered together for a similar purpose, the grubworm presid-

ing over the meeting. Each in turn expressed an opinion, and
the consensus was against mankind. They devised and named
various diseases.
When the plants, which were friendly to man, heard what h.ad

been arranged by the animals, they determined to frustrate their

evil designs. Each tree, shrub, and herb, down even to the
grasses and mosses, agreed to furnish a remedy for some one of

the diseases named. Thus did medicine come into being, and
thus the plants came to furnish the antidote to counteract the
evil wTought by the revengeful animals. W^hen the'shaman is

in doubt as to what treatment to apply for the relief of a patient,

the spirit of the plant suggests to him a fitting reinedv'.

The idea of curing by means of plants probably
sprang from fetishistic practice. Some analogy or

likeness was traced between the plant ami certain

of the sacred animals or spirits, accoiding to the
process known as the Doctrine of Signatures. It

is a recognized principle in magic that tilings which
bear a resemblance to each other have an occult

ellect upon one another. Thus, the shaman mixes
with a draught to expel worms the red fleshy

stalks of chickweed, because they resemble worms,
and consequently must possess some occult Influence

upon worms themselves. This resemblance be-

tween substances is employed by practitioners of

savage magic all the world over, and instances

can lie multiidied by the score (see Lang. ' Moly and
Mandragora,' Cnstom and Myth-, 1893, p. 143). The
ifetishistic employment of the chickweed in the
above-mentioned example is plain. In biliousness,

again, called daUtni \>y the Cherokees, the most
apiiarcnt symptom is the yellow bile vomited by
the patient ; and, in order to efVect a cure, plants

which possess a yellow stem or flower are employed
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tabu which is part of the prescription. Thus a
patient wlio sutlers from scrofula must not eat the

tiesli of a turkej', the dewlap of which resembles a
scrofulous eruption.

Faith plavs an immense part in the practice of

savage medicine, and the rites and prayers of the

shamans are calculated to inspire conhdence in the

Indian's breast, the ett'ect thus produced probahly
conducing to his physical betterment. Many uf

the plants used by tlie Cherokee shamans are of

absolutely no avail as drugs, and are employed
merely because of their ' sjnnpathetic ' analogies

to the supposed cause of the complaint.

8. The medico-religious tabu.—If the condition

of the patient be serious, the shaman almost in-

variably places him under a tabu. This is nearly
always done for the purpose of removing him from
direct or indirect contact with any woman in a
pregnant condition or sufFering from recurrent
il Iness. The presence of such a woman is considered
tu nullify the shaman's treatment, and all females
who do not belong to the family are refused
admittance. Men are also forbidden to enter,

because they may have come into contact with a
tabued woman. In a rheumatic fornmla the patient

is forbidden to touch a squirrel, dog, cat, mountain
trout, or a woman. Here we may trace the
totemic tabu.

9. Shamanistic medico - religious method. —
Baths, bleeding, and rubbing, accompanied by
magical formuUe, enter largely into the methods
in use among the shamans for the expulsion of

evil spirits or of foreign bodies placed in the system
at their instigation. Bathing in a running stream,
or ' going to water,' as they term it, is one of their

most common medico-religious ceremonies, and is

performed upon many diflerent occasions, as at tlie

commencement of a new moon, before eating new
food at the green-corn dance, before the medicine
dance, and before and after the ball-play. It is

also frequently brought into requisition in con-

nexion with the invocations for long life, the
counteraction of bad dreams or evil spells, and as
a part of regular treatment for many diflerent

diseases. The details of the ceremony are exceed-
ingly elaborate, and vary with the occasion. The
shaman and the person who is to bathe are required
to fast from the previous evening, the bath taking
place at sunrise. The bather immerses his entire
body in the water either four or seven times, but
in some cases ritual is satislied if the water is

poured over the head by the hand. Whilst the
bather is in the water, the shaman sits on the
bank, divining omens from the play of magic
beads between his thumb and finger, or from the
motions of fishes in the stream. The end of
autumn is considered the best period of the year in
wliich to perform this ceremony, as at that time
the fallen leaves from the trees float upon the
rivers, and are supposed to communicate to them
their medicinal virtues.

Bleeding is an operation usually performed
before taking part in the ball-play, or in cases of
rheumatic origin. In one of its forms it merely
consists in scratching the patient's skin and rub-
bing in the medicine to be applied, but in its most
drastic form it is performed with a small cupping-
horn, to which suction is applied. The shaman
usually pretends to find a small pebble or stick in

the blood drawn, which he declares to have been
placed in the patient's body by the evil spells of an
enemy. Scratching Is a severe process, being per-
formed by a flint arrow-head or a rattlesnake's
tooth, in accordance with the mythologic theory ;

and in preparation for the ball-play a huge comb
having seven teeth is used, made from the sharp-
ened splinters of a turkey's leg bone. The

scratching is performed according to a particular

pattern, and is extremely painful.

In rubbing, the palm of the hand is used. In a
formula which treats of snake-bite it is recom-
mended to rub in a contrary direction to that in

which the snake coils itself, because ' this is just

the same as uncoiling it '—a remarkable instance
of sympathetic magic.
Blowing u])on the body is often practised, this

being usually performed so that the shaman may
blow the skopega cross on the patient.

10. Plant-gathering ceremonies.—The cere-

monies used in connexion with gathering the
medicinal plants and herbs are legion. The
shaman is usually equipped for the search with
a quantity of red and white beads. He approaches
in a certain direction the plant to be culled, and
circles round it either one or four times, reciting

certain prayers during these revolutions. He then
plucks the plant out of the ground by the roots,

and places a bead in the hole, which he fills up with
loose earth. Tiiese beads are regarded as a com-
pensation to ihe earth for the plants thus reft from
her. In some cases it is considered essential by the
shaman to pass by the first three plants met until

he comes to the fourth, which he takes ; he is

then at liberty to return for the others. When a
tree is being stripped of its bark, the bark is always
taken from the east side of the tree ; and, when the
roots or branches are used, it is considered neces-

sary to pluck the one which runs out towards the
east, the reason being given that the sun's rays have
rendered the branch or root bitter and more power-
ful medicine. The roots, herb, and bark having
been gathered, the shaman lies them up in a small
bundle, and casts them into a running stream,
nuittering appropriate invocations the while. If

the package floats, he considers it an omen of good
for the success of his prescription. But, should it

sink, he concludes that he has failed in some part
of his ritual, and commences the entii'e process

over again, from the culling of the necessary
plants onward. The preparation of the medicine,

its proper care and administration, have each a
ritual of its own ; and so entrenched are the
shamans in the esteem of the Indians, because of

their exactness in the observance of these rules,

that impostors receive short shrift.

11. Colour symbolism.—In the shamanistic
system of the Cherokees, colour symbolism plays

a most important part. As already indicated,

this was connected chiefly with the four cardinal

points of the compass. Nearly all American
Indian tribes possess elaborate systems of colour

symbolism, which is generally expressed with
reference to the points of the compass, personal
decoration and tatuing, etc. ; and in some in-

stances, in addition to the four horizontal points

or regions of the universe, three others were
sometimes recognized, which may be termed the
vertical points or regions, namely, the upper,

lower, and middle worlds. In some cases, as

among the Navalio, a separate colour scheme is

used for their heaven or celestial rerfon, and
another for their under-ground world, the region

of death, danger, and witchcralt. In some in-

stances tlie colours of the cardinal points have been
used to denote something more than mere ideas of

locality, though these ideas may often have some
mental connexion with the idea of locality. Thus,
the elements as conceived in Indian phUosophy

—

fire, wind, water, and earth—are often symbolized
by the colours of the cardinal points. As before

explained, the Cherokee deities corresponded in

colour to the characteristics imputed to them,
and were connected with other spirits of like

name but of diflerent colours. Their symbolic

system, apart from their cardinal system (Mooney,
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'Sacred Forinulas of the Cherokees, 7 liBElV, p.

342), is as follows :

East= red = success ; triumpli.

North = blue = defeat ; trouble.

West = black = death.

South = white= peace ; happiness.

Above= brown = unasoertained, but propitious.

,, =yellow = about the same as blue.

Much diversity exists in the colour sj-stcnis of the

various tribes, both as to the exact looition and as

to the signilicanceol the colours, but black is usually

the symbol of death, while wliito and red signify

peace and war resi)ectiveU-. The Cherokees estab-

lished places of refuge as asjdunis for criminals, in

the manner of the Israelites, which they desig-

nated ' white towns ' ; and for sacrifices, animals

of this colour were most liighly esteemed by tliem.

12. Ceremonial dances and games.—The
Cherokees possess, in connnon with other Indian

tribes, many ceremonial dances and games, but

several of these seem to ditrerentiate their customs
sharply from those of other peoples. Thus, the

Medicine Dance and the Medicine-boiling Uance
were second in importance only to the Busk, or

Green-Corn Dance. The Medicine Dance is gener-

ally performed in connexion with other dances,

but tne Medicine-boiling Dance, which possessed

much solemn ceremonial, has unfortunately been

discontinued for nearly twenty years. It took

place in the autumn, probably preceded the Green-

Corn Dance, and lasted for four days. The prin-

cipal ceremony in connexion with it was the

drinking of a powerful decoction of various herbs,

which acted as a strong purgative and emetic.

The usual fasting and bathing accompanied this

ceremony.
The C'reen-Corn Dance was an occasion upon

which all crimes and faults were solemnly forgiven

and forgotten, a season of tribal absolution. The
day upon which the ceremony was to commence
was determined by the chief in council. In settle-

ments of small importance it lasted for four days

only, but in the larger Indian villages it often

occupied twice that period.
On the first dav the ' square ' iu the middle of the village is

sprinkled with white sand while the ' black drink ' is in pre-

paration. The official fire-maker kindles the new Are by
friction, the four logs for the fire being laid cross-wise with
reference to the cardinal points. A strong emetic is then

drunk until the afternoon, and the day is finished with various

clan dances. On the second day, dancing recommences in the

morning. About midday the men approach the new fire,

rub the ashes on their chins, necks, and bellies, jump
head-foremost into the nearest river, and then return to the

square. The women are meanwhile busy with the prepara-

tion of new corn for the feast. Before the feast begins, the

men rub some of the maize between their hands, and then

on the face and chest. On the third day the men sit in the

8q\iare all day. On the fourth day the women rise earlv

and procure some of the new fire, with which they kindle a

similarly constructed pile of logs upon their own hearths. They
thetl plunge into water, taste some salt, and dance the ' long

daTice.' On the filth day the four logs of the fire, which last

only four days, having been consumed, four other logs are

similarly arranged, and the fire is re-kindled, after which the

men drmk the ' black drink.' On the sixth and seventh days

the men remain in the square, but on the eighth and last day
ceremonies of a very impressive nature are held. A herbal

mixture is used by the men to drink, to rub over their joints,

etc., after the shamans have blown into it through a small

reed. Another curious mixture, compounded of old corn-cobs

and pine-boughs mixed with water, and stirred by four girls

who have not reached puberty, is also used by the men to rub
themselves with. Then two men bring tobacco to the chief's

house, and every one present receives a portion. Next the

chief anil his counsellors walk four times round the burning
logs, and throw some of the tobacco into the fire each time
they face the east, and then stop w hilst facing the west. They
afterwards take a cane with two whit* feathers fixed upon it,

and cast it into the river, jumping in after it, and emerging
with four stones picked from the bottom. With these they
cross themselves four times, each time throwing one of the
stones back into the water. The ceremony ends with the ' mad
dance,' which is performed after nightfall.

The Ball-Plaj' is preceded by ceremonial dancing,

fasting, bleeding, anointing, and prayer, under
the direction of the shamans. It ia played with

a small liall of deerskin stuli'cd with hair or moss,
and with one or two netted racquets, the rules

being similar to tl]n^e of lacros.^e or football. The
game, like the Mexican t/'ir/itli, has probably a
religio-astronoiiiiciil si;;iiilic.-iiic(', as is evidenced by
the severe fasliii'.' :i,iid ritu.-il which precede it.

13. The medico religious formulae and their

ritual.—The iiiedico-reli;;ious fortnula', which are

the biisis of our knowledge of Clierokee belief and
ritual, are some six hundred in number, and were
obtained, on the Cherokee Reservation in North
Carolina, in 18S7 and 1888, by officials of the U.S.
Bureau of Ethnology. They cover every .subject

pertaiinng to the daily life of the Cherokees, includ-

ing medicine, hunting, fishing, love, war, etc., and
embody the entire religious ideas of the nation.

Some of the manuscripts are more than lifty years

old, ami many are proliably older, as can be ascer-

tained fronx the archaic type of the language em-
Iiloyed. These formulae have been handed down
from a remote antiquity, until the invention of

the alphabet, as stated, enabled the shamans to

put them into writing ; and this circumstance has
given us an exposition of aboriginal religion which
could not be obtained from any other tribe in

North America, some of them possessing an
alphabet of their own, which they use for native

religious purposes. The language, the concep-

tion, and the execution of these fomiulte are fill

genuinely aboriginal, and show not a trace of

white inHuence. Besides the formula obtained

from shamans, still or recently existing, there are

the Kan&heta Ani-Txdlngi Eti, or ' Ancient
Cherokee Formulie,' which are of older origin. In

order to furnish the reader with a correct idea of

these formula', we append a translation of one of

the most brief

:

To treat the black yello^vness.

Listen ! In the great lake the intruder reposes. Quickly he
h.is risen up there. Swiftly he has come, and stealthily put
liimself (under the sick man). Listen I Ha ! Now you two
have drawn near to hearken, there in the Sun Land you repose,

Little Men, O great anidatcehi ! The intruder ha.s risen up
there in the great lake. Quickly you two have lifted up the

intruder. His paths have laid themselves down toward the

direction whence he came. Let him never look back (towards

us). When he stops to rest at the four gaps, you will drive him
roughly .along. Now he has plunged into the great lake from
which he came. There he is compelled to remain, never to

look back. Ha ! there let him rest.

(Directions.) This is to treat them when their breast swells.

Fire (coals) is not put down.

This formula appears to have been in use in

cases of acute biliousness. The Cherokee idea is

that it is caused by revengeful animals, especially

by the terrapin and the turtle, the flesh of which
is undoubtedly bilious eating. The song given

.ibove is sung whilst the shaman rubs the breast

anil abdomen of the patient with an infusion of

wild cherry bark. The ' intruder ' Ls, of course, the

turtle or other animal, the spirit of which has

caused the mischief by creeping into the body of

the man. The two Little Men of the Sun Land
are invoked to drive out the intruder. These are

probably the ' Thunder Boys ' mentioned above,

who come at the bidding of the shaman, drag the

intruder from the body of the patient, turn his

face towards the sunset, and drive him with many
blows to the lake whence he came. On the road

there are four mountain passes, where the disease

spirit attempts to rest, but be is unmercifull^r

hounded on by the two Little Men, who permit

him no breatlung space, and linally force him into

the lake, from which be is not allowed even to look

back. The four gaps or mountain pa-sses negoti-

ated by the disease spirit are symbolical of the

stages m the treatment of the ji.itient. The direc-

tion that no hre is to bo used means that the

shaman has warmed the decoction otherwise than

by introducing live coals into it.

The most important fonnute are those used in
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the treatment of lUeumatisiu. This disease, as

before stated, is supposed to be caused by the

spirit of tlie shain deer, or by the measuring-worm
{Cat/iaris), the movements of wliicli resemlile those

of a person crippled by rheumatism. To remove
rlieurnatism inflicted by Little Deer, the deer-jjod,

it is tliought necessary to employ the agency of

some powerful animal spirit which is the natural
enemy of the deer—usually the dog or wolf.

The s'liaman thus invokes the Red (War) Dog, who
dwells in the Sun Land, in flattering terms, and
begs him to come to the assistance of the sick

man. This spirit is supposed to arrive, and carrj'

ofl" with him a portion of the disease in his month.
The Blue, Black, and White Dogs of the other
lands situated at the remaining cardinal points

are also successively invoked, and, lastly, the White
Terrapin of Wahala is prayed to to remove what
the dogs have left. He is supposed to do so, and
the shaman declares that a cure has been accom-
plished. The ' Red Man ' is also frequently in-

voked in cases of rheumatism, the formula relating

to his assistance varying with the sex of the person
who is under treatment. The cat, dog, and squirrel

are tabued in rheumatism, as they sometimes as-

sume the cramped attitude of a rheumatic patient.

The formul.-e usually consist of four paragraphs,
four being the sacred number of the Cherokees.
Four blowings and four circuits in the ruljljing

are also laid down as necessary. So many archaic

words run through the songs that even the shamans
have forgotten their meanings, and appear to re-

gard them as nonsense or merely magical 'patter.'

But a careful philological analysis of these terras

has proved them to be genuinely archaic Cherokee
expressions. In the snake-bite formula it is curi-

ous to notice that the same instructions are given
as regards ritual as are used in a case of dreaming
of snake-bites. Great pains are taken not to

offend the rattlesnake in any way, as he is re-

garded by the Cherokees as one of their principal

deities. Thus the shaman, when repeating the
formula for snake-bite, never declares that the
rattlesnake has bitten the patient, but says that he
has been ' scratched by a brier.' In the same way,
when an eagle has been shot for a ceremonial
dance, it is announced that ' a snowbird has been
killed,' the purpose being to deceive the rattle-

snake or eagle spirits which might chance to over-

hear the remark. Likewise, if the shaman has
reason to believe that a powerful spirit has caused
the indisposition, he is very careful to throw as

much contempt as possible on the intruder, and
to convince it of his own superior magical power.
Not only do the spirits of the slaughtered game

attack men ; they also vent their revengeful spleen
upon his ofifspring. Thus the Cherokees believe

that worms in young children are caused by the
spirits of birds killed by their fathers tracking
them home by the blood-drops on the leaves, and
casting their shadows upon the children. In the
treatment of such cases the child must not be
taken out of doors for four days, because, should a
bird chance to pass above it so that its shadow
would fall upon him, it would ' fan the disease

'

back into his body. For ' morning pains in the
teeth ' (neuralgia) the ' Red spider ' is invoked, as

it is thought tliat worms lodge in the gums, and
they are just what the ' Red spider ' eats. The
Blue, Black, and White spiders are then adjured ;

and it is noticeable that the latter spirits dwell
above {GalW'lati), where no point of the compass
is assigned to it. The dweller in the overhead
GalA"lati may be red, white, or brown in colour.

In the formula it is white, the colour ordinarily
assigned to spirits dwelling in the South. In a
toothaclie formula the squirrel is prayed to to
take the tormenting wonn and put it between the

forking limbs of a tree on ' tlie north side of the
mountain.' In the same formula tire is adjured
as 'the Ancient White.' The name refers to its

antiquitj- and life-giving properties, and to the
fact that when extinguished it is covered with a
coating of white ashes. In other formulie, in

which the hunter draws omens from live coals,

fire is often addressed as ' the Ancient Red.'

In some of the invocations the spirits of the air

are addressed collectively. For example, in a
formula for treating chills, the shaman sings to

the whirlwind, and ' to those who dwell on high ' ;

that is, to the spirits of mountain, air, forest, and
water. The invocation to the whirlwind is accom-
panied by blowing, in imitation of the spirit

adjured. In other diseases, the Black, Red, Blue,

and White Ravens are adjured to drag out tlie

seeds of the complaint, which will otherwise
evolve into a ghost or spirit within the body of

the patient. In fact, the entire process is analo-

gous to that of 'the casting out of de\'ils,' so

familiar to students of Eastern lore.

14. Hunting and love formulas.—Finally, the

Cherokees make use of invocations to the gods to

assist them in hunting and in love. The great
Kanati, the ' Great Terrestrial Hunter,' who for-

merly kept all the game shut up in his under-
ground cavern, but who now dwells above the sky,
is the god most frequently adjured by hunters.
He appears to be confounded in the formulas with
the raven, and may perhaps have been originally

a raven-totem. In all parts of America we find

the raven as a symbol of the clouds, associated

with the rains and the liarvests (Brinton, Myths of
the New World, p. 249). In this respect we may
see a connexion between the raven and Kanati, as
rivers are addressed as Ela-Kanati, the name re-

ferring to the manner in which the tiny mountain
rivulets, originated by the great rains, search out,

hunt, and bring down the debris of the mountain
forests to the main stream. This river the hunter
is supposed to feed with blood washed from the
game. In like manner he feeds the tire, ' the
Ancient Red,' with a piece of meat cut from the
tongue of a slaughtered deer. In the morning the

bird-hunter recites an invocation to ' the Ancient
White ' for success during the day. He then
shoots an arrow at random—probably an act of

placation to one or all of the cardinal points—and
utters a hissing sound intended to call up the
birds. The love formula; are usually addressed to

'the White Woman'—probably the moon—and
are generally uttered by the lover himself without
the assistance of a shaman ; and their purport is to

protect the newly-married wife from the arts of

seducers.

As oflering a complete picture of savage life

and religious practice, the sacred formula; of the
Cherokees are unparalleled in comprehensiveness
and interest, and deserve even fuller examination
than has yet been given to them.

LlTEEATUKE.—W. Bartram, Travels, New York, 1776 ; Mac-
Gowan, Amer. Historical Mafjazine, vol. x. ; J. Mooney,
' Myths of the Cherokees,' 19 ItBEW, 1900, 'Sacred Formulas
of the Cherokees,' 7 RBEW, 1891; C. C. Royce. 'Cherokee
Nation,' 6 RBEW, 1887 ; H. Timberlake, Memoim. London,
1765 ; A. W. Whipple, Report on the Indiatt Tribes, Washing-
ton, 1866. Lewis Spence.

CHERUB, CHERUBIM (Heb. nn?, pi. c-3!n|,

D'?-;;).— I. Derivation.—The derivation of the term
is uncertain, but several conjectures may be re-

jected as lacking both evidence and probability.

Connexions have been suggested with a Syr. word
meaning 'strong' (Gesenius, s.v.), and with tlie

Egyp. xc'-t/ (Reiiouf, PisBA vi. [1884], 193). In the
latter case similarities in conception and function

may be traced, but the diti'erences also (see below)

are almost too wide to admit of a common origin
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of the names. Identification witli the As.syr. adjec-

tive kari'ibu, ' miglity,' is strongly advocated by
Delitzsoli (Assyr. HJi'B, p. 352), but tlie conception
is too specific to be carried back to so general a
term, in the absence of any certified particular-
izing factor. Lenormant was the first to suggest
(Orirjincs de I'histoiie, 1880, i. 112, Kng. tr. p. 126

;

see Schrader, COT i. 40) identification with the
Assyr. kiriibu, a word alleged to occur on a talis-

man as a synonym for Ai'du, the name for the steer-

god or winged bull with a human head, stationed
on guard at the gate of Assyr. teni]iles and palaces.

But neither has the occurrence of the term been
verified (ZA, 1886, i. 68), nor is the comparison
exact enough to carry conviction. The grouping
of the figures and their functions are both distinct ;

and in the earliest Heb. tniditicju (Gn 3'^) the gate-
way, an indispens.able feature of the Assyr. scenery,
disappear-^, while ' the flame of a sword '—an almost
certain reference to lightning—is equally absent
from the Assyr. tradition. It is now reported that
the reading kiriibu rests upon a mistake [KAT',
632, n. 5) ; and all that is permissible is to regard
the two traditions, not as derived the one from the
other, but as collateral and perhaps independent
developments of a tendencj' to construct composite
figures of various kinds as symbols of natural or

imagined processes, and to use them sometimes for

purelj- artistic purpo.ses, and sometimes for the
expression of minor religious conceptions. The
closest comparison between Assyr. or Bab. and
Heb. usage in this matter is to be found at later

stages. The date was a valuable article of food in

Bal>ylonia, and winged human figures are often re-

presented as fertilizing the palm with pollen (Tvlor,

in PSBA xii. [1889-90] 383 ff., where an Ejjyp.

origin or suggestion is claimed for the practice).

Similarly, cherubim and palm-trees are associated

in the decorations of Solomon's Temple (1 K 6^--^')

and of Ezekiel's (Ezk 41"*'), and it is more than
likely that some religious significance attached to

the combination. But imitation, direct or medi-
ated, with community of sentiment, is an ade-

quate explanation of the cimditions, apart from
any atten)pt to force an intractable etj'mological

theory in the absence of anj' materials in the extant
documents.
Concerning another theory, at first apparently

full of promise, a similar conclusion will stancl.

On the postulate of a Heb. or Syr. root, not used
in its assumed original meaning of 'tearing' like a
bird of prey, or in the further sense of ' ploughing

'

or 'tearing up' the soil, ypvtf' is a-sserted to be a
loan-word of kindred derivation with anj, and a
common origin is sought in the Pers. giri/tan,

'to seize,' or in the Skr. grbh. But, apart from
technical objections, this is to overlook radical
difl'erences of conception in the presence of simi-
larities of sound, and thus to exaggerate the im-
portance of phonetic values. The griflin and the
cherub are equally examples of the imagination,
which in almost all early races i>ictured composite
figures for the discharge of certain services in rela-

tion to the gods. But under the former any com-
bination was legitim.ate, and the object was to

incite alarm or caution by tlie representation of
power in a threatening form ; whereas, until
Ezekiel, the human element predominates in the
cheruli and is rarel}' absent afterwards, and the
representation is meant to be that of an agent, or
rather of an attendant, with attractive rather than
repellent as.sociations. Even in Gn 3*^ the alarm-
ing featiu-e is mainly ' the flame of a sword,' while
the personage wielding it is at least neutral in

regard to the power of inspiring tenor. Among
the neighbours of Israel, instances of the practice
may l)e seen on every hand. Lion-headed god-
desses, jackal-headed and hawk-headed gods, and

other abortions are familiar in Egj-p. mythology
;

and a I'hfen. marble relief in the Louvre (UDB
i. 378), not satisfied with combining the body of a
leopard with the head of a man, adds the equip-
ment of wings springing out of either side of the
neck. Winged bulls or lions guarded the ap-
proaches to the -Assj'r. tcmjiles, and composite
figures occur even in primitive Hittite art (cf.

Furtwjingler, in Koscher, vol. ii. art. ' Gryps '),

which probably served as an example, or at least

as an inspiration, to the artists of the other nations.

In Greece a many-headed dragon was believeil to

guard the apples of the Hesperides ; mythological
fancy ran riot in the wanderings of lo (e.g. M&ah,
Prom. Vinct. 805 tl'.); and Herodotus (iii. 116, iv.

23, 27) not only reported on such monsters as one-
eyed men, but had heard of four-footed birds that
watched over the treasures of the gods. The lion,

the goat, and the serpent contributed to the forma-
tion of the chima;ra, which was killed by Belleroplion

{II. vi. 179, xvi. 328) ; and the idea, once re.ached,

of knitting together parts of known animals into
a composite creature to be used for diverse super-
human functions quickly spread, until it became
a practically universal intellectual device. Both
words, nns and ypv^p, are evidences of the practice

;

but they belong in origin to a stage of thought at
which the ditterentiation of function was on the
whole well marked, and the difl'erences are suffi-

ciently great to discredit the theory of a common
etj'mological source. Nor is it likely that the
Hebrews would have adopted as a prominent
feature of ecclesiastical art a symbol that was
interwoven with the mythological speculations of

pagan nations. An origin for the conception, as
entertained in the religious traditions of Israel,

appears to be a necessity, which is not met by the
exiiibition of a partly similar tendency of thought
elsewhere amid relations that would not be con-
genial even in the groups represented by the
Elohistic documents. The Avorcl is found in the
devotional as well as in the Levitical literature;

and such was the exclusive quality of Hebrew re-

ligion, especially after the revelation to Abraham,
that the general prevalence of a mythological con-
ception outside Israel involves even the improba-
bility of its adoption within.

Several attempts have been made to explain the
word by an assumed transposition of letters, but
the suggestions are not convincing. If the position

of the first two letters is changed, the result is

3:-;, ' a chariot ' (cf. Oehler, Thcol. of OT, Eng. tr.

1882, i. 385) ; the idea may have been suggested
by Ps 18'°, Ezk 10', but cannot be fitted easily into

the earlier, or the majoritj', of the references. By
reversal of the letters, the stem of an? has been
identified with that of ^"i?, or carried back to the
Assyr. kardbu (which is held by P. Haupt to be
itself a transposition of the Heb. •i^3), in the .sense of
' to be proi)itious' or ' to bless' {SBOT, ' Numbers,'
1900, p. 46) ; but the obvious objections are that
the process is too artificial, and tlie deduction of a
special meaning from a general and unrelated term
is unexplained. Among the Jews of Babylonia
there was a disposition to resolve an? into the
prefix 3 and 3h, an<l to relate the latter to the root

of x;2-i, 'a youth of a suitable age to apprentice.'

Accordingly the term 'cherub' was interpreted as
' equivalent to a grow ing child

' ; but the conclusion

did not stand after discussion, and the distinction

in Ezk 10" between the face of a cherub and the

face of a man was taken to mean that, while both
faces were those of adults, the one was smaller

than the other, the eflects of reflexion in a large

anil in a small minor being .sometimes quoted in

illustration {C/uigigah, 136; cf. Streane's tr., 1891,

p. 73 f., and Jastrow, Diet, of Targurnim, etc.,

1886-1903, S.V.). The discussion is evidently of
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no elymologital value, though imiiortant as a
witnes^s to the strenijth and generality of the
belief that the cherubic face was human.

Still another explanation was current among the
early Fathers, who probably derived it from I'liilo.

In his Vita Mos. (iii. 8) he takes the word as equi-

valent to ^Trlyvuffi^ Kal iirnrTf^fi-q iroW^ (jNlangey, ii.

150), with some pretence of an etymological basis

for his view, but without the citation of any evi-

dence. Clement of Alexandria considers aioSi/o-is

to be the implication of the term, and appears to

be writing with some unexplained thfory of deri-

vation in his mind : i9i\ei. Si ri 6vofj.a tQv x^po^'l^il^

SriXouv aUe-qaw iroWiif (Strom. V. 24ti). Didymus
of the same city ]irefers •yvHai^ and <ro0ta ; after

stating (Exjios. in P.i. 79) that the cherubim are so
calle^l dird rrjs Trpoaoi'o-qs aurois aoipias, he adds

:

TrXijdos yap 7fwcrews ip^-qveOcrat to, x^pov^ifL. An
alternative explanation among the Greeks is illus-

trated by Theodoret, who cites [QinESt. in Gn. iii.)

without demur a view which makes power the
fundamental notion in the word : x^P""^^!^ KaXetirai'

rd Svvardp' outw^ \4yeif 6 Kadrifxevos iirl t^v x^poi'^i^,

drri ToC 6 SvvaTwi ^aaiXeinnv. The Latins, on the
contrary, prefer the more general opinion, and
make the term a synonym for knowledge. Tims
Jerome writes (Com. in Is. lib. iii. cap. vi.), with
an interesting, if indefensible, distinction between
cherubim and seraphim :

' Qui sedes super cherubim
manifestare ; qui in nostra lingua interpretantur
scientiae multitudo. ... In cherubim ergo osten-
ditur Dominus ; in serapliim ex jjarte ostenditur,
ex parte celatur.' So Augustine [Enarrat. in Ps.
79-) :

' Cherubim sedes est gloriae Dei, et interpre-
tatur plenitude scientiae ; ibi sedet Deus in pleni-

tudine scientiae.' These Patristic interpretations
profess more or less distinctly to be based on an
etymological theory, and are not mere attempts to
substitute an easier notion for one more recondite.
Yet the assumed derivation is nowhere set forth
in detail ; and nowhere even are any particulars
given that can be tested. All that can be taken
as proved is that the cherubim were regarded as
symbols of certain Divine attributes, that of om-
niscience predominating ; but the origin of the
term and the stages in the growth of the opinion
are left unexplained.

2. Cherubim in Scripture.— Cherubim appear in
Scripture in both the Prophetical and the Priestly
literature in association respectively (n) with jirimi-

tive traditions and early poetry, (b) with the equip-
ment and ornamentation of the Temple, and (c) with
apocalyptic expectations. In the latter cases, de-
tails are sometimes supplied which help to fill up
the conception of the original belief, and are better
understood as its survivals than as accretions made
at a later date.

(a) The earliest occurrence is in the story of the
garden of Eilen, Gn S-* (J), where the cherubim
form part of the provision ' to keep the way of the
tree of life.' Imagination has added many par-
ticulars that do not appear in the narrati\e, such
as a gate at which were posted beings of a human
form, armed with drawn swords to resist any
attempt at entrance. The scenery is, in reality,
of a different character altogether. The garden
is not conceived as a shut-in enclosure, surrounded
by impenetrable fences, but as an open paradise
with luxuriant growth thinning off into less fruitful
country. There is no gateway at which the guard
can be concentrated ; and ' the flame of a sword
which turned every way ' is an evident allusion
to lightning, not wielded by the cherubim, but
an additional and associated defence. And if in
tlie cherubim a feature must be sought akin to
that of the lightning, the picture is one of a bank
of heavy thunder-clouds, lining the east of the
garden, and assuming threatening shapes to the

conscience-smitten onlooker, with flashes of light-

ning that barred approach, and in their possible
incidence anywhere along the eastern border efl'ec-

tually kept the way.
Another identification of the cherubim with

cloud-shapes, and possibly with thunder-clouds,
is to be found in Ps IS'"- (cf. 2 S 22"'-), where
' rode upon a cherub and did fly ' is parallel with
'flew swiftly upon the wings of the wind.' The
whole scene is that of a tempest followed by a
thunderstorm, in which God, Himself hidden in
the darkness of thick clouds, manifests His glory
with 'lightnings manifold' {Ps 18"), to the dis-

comfiture of the oppressors of His servant. The
cherub is the cloud upon which He sits—black,
with its ever-changing concave faces driven rapidly
forwards, and displacing one another in continual
movement, until the spot is reached upon which
God's arrows, ' hailstones and coals of fire, ' are
discharged.

(b) From this conception of the cherubim as the
bearers or chariot of God, an easy transition, in-

volving little more than the substitution of the
idea of rest for that of movement, made them the
throne of God, upon which He sits wlien entering
into communication with man. In the Priestly
Code, as in the OT generally, the thought is re-

lated to the theocracj' only, and cherubim are not
found in association with God's celestial throne
until the time of the Apocrypha ; for there is no
sufficient reason so to alter the text of Ps 22' as to
read an anachronism into the passage (cf. Cheyne,
Buok of Psalms-, 1888, ad loc). At the utmost,
a metaphor, ' Thou art enthroned upon the praises
of Israel as on earth upon the wings of the
cherubim,' is all that is required. In the Taber-
nacle the cherubim appear in two connexions.
Two small figures of solid or ' beaten ' gold stood
upon the golden slab of the mercy-seat (Ex 25"--°- ^
37'"*, Nu 7*'). The mercy-seat itself was only two
cubits and a half, or approximately forty -four
inches, long. The figures consequently cannot
have been large, and were posed facing one an-
other, with their wings uplifted and meeting to-

gether so as to cover the mercj--seat, and to
constitute either a basis or throne on which the
glory of God appeared (so Oicf. Heb. Lex., s.v.), or
more probably a canopy over the Sacred Presence
(cf. Nu 7"', where the Voice comes ' from between
the two clierubim,' and the repeatedRVm ' dwelleth
between the cherubim ' for ' sitteth upon the cheru-
bim,' as in 1 S 4^ et al.), the cherubim being viewed
accordingly as the guard or retinue rather than as
the bearers of Jahweh. Similarly, 2 S 6== 1 Ch 13",

2 K 19>5= Is 37'", Ps 80' 99' are best interpreted as
reminiscences of the cherubim of the ark of the
covenant. As to their form, beyond the references
to faces and wings, no jirecise information is given ;

but the general impression conveyed by the narra-
tives is certainly that of a winged human figure,

\\ith ej'es cast down reverently towards the mercy-
seat, not out of curiosity or eagerness to understand,
but as the sacred spot where Jahweh appeared, and
whence He manifested His grace to the worshipper.
Everything is arranged to make that spot central
and to mark its sanctity ; and hence ' cherubim of

glory' is rightly interpreted as cherubim minister-
ing at the glorious revelation of God (cf. AVestcott
on He O") on the propitiatory or mercy-seat.
The second use of cherubim in the Tabernacle

was to supply the model of figures that were woven
into the texture of the curtains (Ex '26' 36''), and of

the veil or hanging screen (Ex26''36*) that separ-
ated ' between the holy place and the most holy.'

The object is not likely to have been protective, as
in the case of the tree of life, for the figures were
not confined to the place of entry into the inner-

most sanctuary, but were rather a help to worsliip.
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remindiiif; the jieoijle alike of the iiinjesty of God
and of tlie miii!.'led awe and exjiectation with
which He might ho approached at the mercy-xeat
or the altar. Hence again the figures, thoiigli not
of necessity exactly like those \ipon the inercj'-seat,

must have been free from any features of grotesque-
ness or horror j and the angelic or winged human
form best meets the conditions.

In Solomon's Temple similar uses of the figures
occur, but all on a larger scale. Two colo.ssal

cherubim, carved out of olive wood and plated with
gold, stood in the adytum, or innermost sanctuary,
facing the door. Each was ten cubits (approxi-
mately 14 ft. 6 in.) high, and the extended wings
reached from side to side of the building, which
was a cube of twenty cubits, and met in the centre
(1 K 6=s--* 8>"-, 2 Ch S'"-"^ 5"-, 1 Ch 28"). Between
the figures and beneath the overs))reading wings
was placed the ark of the covenant ; but whether
the smaller figures from the Tabernacle were re-

tained is not seated. There was room for them

;

and, if they had been still available, religious sen-

timent might have outweighed artistic considera-

tions and secured their admission. But the ark
had undergone such a variety of fortunes that not
only were some of its sacred contents lost {1 K 8'),

but the golden ornaments had probably disappeared
long before. The same figures, again, were adopted
as the principal feature in the decoration of the
Temple. Along with palm-trees and open flowers,

they were carved on the cedar panelling that lined

the inner walls, and on the doors of olive and
cypress wood (1 K 6=^- ^- '^ 2 Ch 3'). Interchange-
ablj' with lions and oxen, each apparent!}' enclosed
iu a wreath, they were carved on the bases of the
port-able lavers (1 K 7^'^) ; and they were woven
into the veil of the adyhim (2 Ch 3»). The signifi-

cance of the selection of this design is not evident.

Against the suggestion that the cherubim ^^•ere

regarded as the guardians of the Temple and its

contents, lies the association with them of the
discordant figures of oxen and palm-trees. They
are rather to be viewed as attendants upon God
in His communications with men, as part of the
actual means by which He comes into contact with
man for judgment or blessing beyond the gracious
provision of food, and hence as signs and symlnjls

of His presence, silently appealing to the worship-
pers for the befitting awe, and inciting them to

reverent expectation.

(c) With Ezekiel the imagery becomes increas-

ingly complicated and difficult. Four cherubim
support the ' firmament,' on which the prophet sees
' the appearance of the likeness of a tlirune' (Ezk
10'). Progress is eltected by an obscure arrange-
ment of wheels, but the tempest and thunder-
storm (1'-'^ 11-) are still part of the machinery.
As to the .shape and appearance of the cherubim, the

fuophet allows himself considerable licence. Each
lad four wings—two stretched upwards to support
the platform of the throne, and two stretched

downwards, covering the creatures themselves
when at rest, and yet useful aids in mounting
(10"), though not apparently in altering the direc-

tion of flight. Each also had four faces ; but the
traditions do not agree. In Ezk 10- the cherubim
are identified with the living creatures of 1'°. In
the one passage the four faces are those of a man,
a lion, an ox, and an eagle; yet in lO''', which is

])Ossibly a gloss, the faces are those of the cherub,
a man, a lion, and an ea^le, where the distinction

between the cherabic and the human face a|jpears
for the first time, and is best regarded as an inven-
tion of the glossator. Hottiuger, however (dc

Incestu, in loc), cites the passage in favour of the
view that an^ means an ox, being derived from a
root 2-a, 'to plough,' in which case the difficulty

disappears. An early tradition (Chag. 136) reports

that Ezekiel implored God to substitute the face
of a cherub for that of an ox, that He might not
be continually remiiidud of Israel's idolatry and
defection in the wilderness. But the only satis-

factory inference from tliat tradition is that the
compilers of the Talmud had noticed an incon-
sistency between the two passages in Ezekiel. \
further confusion is iiitrodiu-ed Ijy the representa-
tion of 41""-, where only two faces are allowed.
On the whole, the form of the cherub must be

taken as human (H) ; and, whether the faces are
several or one, that of a man is never absent. In
other respects the prophet appears to have allowed
himself mucli freedom of fancy ; and his symbolism,
where it is neither traditional nor peculiar to him-
self and artificial, is not without traces of Baby-
lonian influence. It will be .seen tliat from his

time, even if he had not himself inhei'ited an already
existent tendency, dift'erent ways arose of conceiv-
ing the cherubim, both as to enlianced complexity
of form and as to function. Hitherto they had
been thought of mainly as agents by whom Jahweh
communicated or carried out His will upon earth j

before long tliey were transferred to heaven, where
their functions merged into those of the higher
ranks of the angels, while the earlier difl'erentiation

was lost. The seraphim of Is 6-'- are ditferently

employed, but are not without resemblance to

the cherubim of Ezekiel, and the qualities of both
are combined in the 'living creatures' of Itev 4''"*

56. n. 14 Qi-7 711 14s 157 iy4^

This combination of functions is probably Die key to the
interpretation of the obscure allusion in Ezk 2S'*- ^**. There
can be no question that the text is corrupt, since it jields, as it

stands, no intelligible meaning. Hommel and others interpret
the ' cherub that covereth ' as equivalent to ' the cherub of the
Tabernacle,' on account of the presence of that figure on the
screens and curtains ; but it is clear from the context that the
prophet's allusions are based upon the traditions of Eden, and
not upon the Priestly description of the Tabernacle. Keil
acknowledges a primary reference to Paradise, but proceeds to
explain the passage on the assumption that the place of the
cherub in the sanctuary was in the prophet's thought. And
the explanation is itself hopeless, involving such confusions
as that ' the prince of Tyre is called an anointed cherub, because
he was a king even though he had not been anointed,' and that
he is addressed as a cherub, ' because as an anointed king he
covered or overshadowed a sanctuary, like the cherubim upon
the ark of the covenant.' The best course is to fall back upon
the LXX, and with ita aid to render the opening phrases of *2814

' Thou wast with the cherub, I set thee in the holy mountain of
God,* and the closing phrases of 2S1*> 'The cherub cast thee
out of the midst of the stones of fire,' i.e. the Hashing gems.
Thus the statement becomes that the prince of Tyre had been
greatly privileged, so much so that he may be said to have been
admitted under cherubic protection into the garden of God, and
to have dwelt amidst its splendours in all the bravery of jewel-
besprinkled robes, but that all this high estate had been for-

feited through his pride ; he would be cast out by the guardian
cherub, and become a wonder and a warning to men (28'8). The
entire lesson rests upon the story of Eden, into which a number
of particulars are introduced, such as the possibility of admission
into the garden and the magnificence of its contents, which are
not referred to in Genesis, and are not even in complete agree-
ment with the implications of the Biblical narrative. It has
been suggested that, with a view to representing pictorially the
fall of the king of Tyre, the prophet availed himself of these
ampler details, which were current among the people in a variety
of versions of the original story (cf. Driver, G'cn.o p. 61). Or it

may he that, in his own delight in symbolism, he felt at liberty

to add to the story—of which there are few signs of instability

within OT times, or even of the interest that would encourage
accretion—featuresof an entirely independent origin. Precious
stones and gold were used in abundance in the decoration of

temples in Tyre (cf. Herod, ii. 44) and in Babylon (Sayce, HP iii.

1U4 IT.) ; and, what is a still closer parallel, the mj-thic tree of

GilpameS glittered with them (cf. A. .leremiaa, IzdubarSimrod,
Uiiizig, 1891, p. 30). There would be plenty of material with
which Ezekiel'a luxuriant fancy could play, without postulating

the existence of a number of different versions of a st^ry which
has left but slight traces upon early Jewish literature.

A third use is made by Ezekiel of the figure, in

a connexion in which a contrast between his Temple
and that of Solomon appears. He finds place for

no statue of a cherub, possibly becau.se the ark had
disappeared long before, ami was not reproduced
in the symboli.sm ; but he represents the inner walls

and the doors as carved w ith alternating palm. trees
and cherubim (Ezk 41"*'-'-^). Each cherub had
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two faces, looking opiiosite ways—that of a man
and that of a young lion. In all probability no
special significance attached to the design, which
was merely an imitation of what had become the

conventional decoration of a Jewish sanctuary,

with complications suggested by the more ornate

imagery of the prophet's own time. Similarly,

in the Temple of Herod there appear to have been
no cherubic statues, but, according to one authority

( i'uiiia, 5ia), ligures of cherubim were painted upon
the inner walls of some of the courts.

3. Cherubim in later literature.— In the Apocr.

proper the only allusion by name to cherubim is in

Sir 49", from which nothing more can be inferred

than that the author had been impressed by the

description in Ezekiel. But the Pseudepigrapha,
particularly the Books of Enoch, mark a distinct

advance or change in the conception. Thus the

Ethiopic Enoch alters their character fi-oni the

media of God's revelation of Himself on earth to

that of a group of angels of the highest rank in

heaven, where they guard the celestial throne. In

the earliest section, of which the latest date is

170 B.C., three references occur. The ceiling of

the palace of God is described as ' like the path of

the stars and lightnings, with fiery cherubim be-

tween in a transparent heaven' (14", ed. Charles)

;

and the appearance of the throne was 'as hoar-

frost, its circuit was as a shining sun and the voices

of cherubim ' (14"). In 20' Gabriel is represented as
' over Paradise and the serpents ISpdaofTes : here prob-

ably the seraphim, see below] and the cherubim.'

In the Similitudes (61'"), amongst the host of God,
continually praising Him, are enumerated ' the

cherubim, seraphim, and 'ophannim ' (or ' wheels '

:

cf. Ezk 1'5 ; Weber, Jiid. Theol.\ 1897, pp. 1G8,

205, 269). A later addition to this section (71')

places tlie same three groups round about the

Divine palace, and adds :
' These are they who

sleep not and guard the throne of His glory.' The
Slavonic Enoch, in its present form, is not earlier

than the beginning of the Christian era, and is

almost certainly Egypto-Juda;an in its place of

origin, just as the Ethiopic Enoch is Palestinian.

It singles out the cherubim for some of the highest

angelic honours, but, with a little ambiguity, locates

them in both the si.xth and the seventh heaven. In
the midst of the archangels ' are seven phoenixes

and seven cherubim and seven si.x-winged creatures,

being as one voice and singing with one voice ; and
it is not possible to describe their singing, and they
rejoice before the Lord at His footstool' (Slav. Enoch,
19", ed. Morhll). That is the condition of things

in the sLxth heaven. Enoch meets them also in

the seventh, where, he says, ' I saw a very great
light and all the liery hosts of great archangels,

and incorporeal powers and lordships, and prin-

cipalities, and powers ; cherubim and seraphim,
thrones, and the watchfulness of many ej'es' (ib.

20'). Hence they are no longer conceived as sup-

plying the means by which God visits the earth

and carries out His purposes of grace or judgment
amongst men, but as in immediate attendance upon
Himself in heaven. The development takes places

similarly in the areas of Jewish and of Christian

thought. The ' living creatures ' of the -\pocalj'pse,

representing, according to Swete (on Rev 4"), the

Divine immanence in Nature, are paralleled in the
almost contemporaneous Apoc. of Baruch, where
one of the visions described (51", ed. Charles) is

that of ' the beauty of the majesty of the living

creatures which are beneath the throne.' As resi-

dent in the sixtli heaven, they are probably to be

classed among ' the angels of the presence' (Is 63"
;

cf. Test. Levi, 3; Bk. of Jubilees, l-«2^ ed. Charles),

and as resident in the seventh, among the ' angels
of sanctitication,' whose main function is praise,

or the ceaseless ascription to God of holiness and

glory. They are no longer the servants of God
for certain special purposes in regard to earth, but
are part of His permanent retinue within the

celestial court.

Jewish traditional exegesis adds little concerning
which there is general agreement, but preserves the
opinions of several exegetical authorities or groups
of authorities. There was a view, based probably
on Job 38', that the angels, including the cherubim,
were created on the first day, and were indeed the

first things created ; but the view never became
general, through fear of the inference that the

cherubim assisted God at the work of creation.

A variety of opinions competed with it—that the
creation of the angels took place on the second,

the fifth, or even the seventh day. In regard to

rank, the cherubim, under their leader Kerubiel,

are placed in the third class of angels in some of

the Kabbalistic literature (cf. Jellinek, Au.nvnhl
Kabb. Mystik, 18.54, p. 3), though Maimonides
puts them in the ninth of the classes arranged in

ascending order. A midrash reports that, when
Pharaoh pursued Israel to the Red Sea, Jahweh
took a cherub from the wheels of His throne and
Hew to the spot, the action being explained by the

further statement that Jahweh inspects the worlds
while sitting on a cherub (Midr. Teh. xviii. 15).

Another midrash is significant, as indicating a
ditierent conception of function as well as a view
of ordered gradation. According to Lev. R. 22,
' when a man sleeps, the body tells the soul what
has been done during the day ; the soul then reports

to the spirit, the spirit to the angel, the angel to

the cherub, and ttie cherub to the seraph, who
finally brings the record to Jahweh.' The Rab-
binical sources yield many other references to the

cherubim, mainly in relation to their conjectured

form and pose ; but the change from the primitive

tradition in regard to both function and localization

is generally maintained.
Although Philo derives from the cherubim the

title of one of his treatises, and elsewhere recurs

to the subject, the allegorical possibilities of the

conception are of surpassing interest to him, and
on its other phases he is comparatively sileat. In
de Cherub, vii., he quotes with approval a curious

view that the figures upon the ark represented the

two hemispheres ; yet it is evident that his opinion

was unstable, for in Vita Mos. iii. 8 he expresses

confidence in the interpretation of the figures as

symbols of the creative and the royal authority of

God : 4yC) S^ Slv €XiroLfj.t St]\ovadaL 5l virovoiujy xds

n-peff/SiTdras Kal dt-wrdrui duo rov "Ofros Suvd/xets ri)v

re TTotijTiKriv Kal ^aai\i.KT)v. ' Onoiid^erai di ij /xiy

TTOtTjTiKT) Svfa/j.ii ai'ToC 6e6s, AcaS' t)i' f37)« Kal inoi-qae

Kal SieKbaiiTjue rdSe rd ttSi'- i] Si fiaaiXiKi] Ki'pios, ri

tQiu yevoiiivuv dpx" Kal avp diKrj fiejjatus iiriKparei

(Mang. ii. 150). I5y the time of josephus, specula-

tion as to the form or function of the cherubim
appears to have almost entirely ceased, and they

were regarded as merely superhuman beings, in-

capable of exact ditt'erentiation from other angels :

rds di x^P""/^^'' ovSels OTroial Tives fjaav elTeiv ovdi

cUda-ai SimaTai (Ant. VIII. iii. 3).

The probable origin and course of growth of

the conception, within at least the area of Jewish
thought, are evident. At the beginning may be

seen "the tendency, inherent in Nature-worship, to

personify moving objects, and to invest them with
qualities implying hostility to man. The rounded
forms of a rolling bank of thunder-cloud were
almost certain thus to attract the attention and
to excite the fears of observers, and in the outlines

of the broken masses imagination would discern a
varii'ty of changeful shapes and countenances. A
place being found in this way for 'celestial genii'

(de Saulcy, Histoire de I'art jud., Paris, 1858,

p. 24) in the superhuman mechanism of the uni-
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verse, folk-lore and mytliolopy would proceed to

develop the concepliun on various lines. Tlir()uj,'li

the ^)^e•Cllrl^t^an era the clierubini are always
inia};ined in close association with Jahweh, at lirst

as the chief agents by whose service He comes into
contact with man, or secures the acconiiilishment
of His will in the cri>(;s of theocratic rule, and
afterwards as amonf; the nicnihers of His retinue
nearest the throne. The distinctions gradually
weakened, and almost disa|)|)eared, until in popu-
lar fancy the cherubim were nearly merged in the
larger group of .angels. But it is doubtful whether
this process was ever entirely completed ; and, if

it was for a time, no long period intervened before
traces of another distinction appeared, and the
cherubim were conceived as immediate attendants
ujion God, while the angels proper were His mes-
sengers for the fulfilment of any service, however
remote.

4. Cherubim in art, hymnology, and worship.
—These conclusions are on the whole conlirmed
by later ideas, which lioth illustrate some of the
earlier beliefs, and in certain directions mark an
advance. The cherubim were still included among
angels, though the order set forth in the Pseud-
epigrapha is not maintained. In the work, for

instance, attributed wrongly to Diony.siu3 the
Areopagite, the cherubim are placed second in the
tirst of three hierarchies, and are supposed to excel
especially in knowledge and the faculty of contem-
plation, just as the seraphim excel in love. The
two groups are often associated in Christian art.

In primitive times a ditierent tint was sometimes
used to indicate a ditl'erence which was not dis-

tinguishable in figure, the cherubim being coloured
blue and the seraphim red. In modern art the
seraphim generally appear as adults, the cherubim
as beautiful winged children, or as the winged
heads of children without body. The idea of

special excellence in knowledge has been lost in

favour of that of praise, guileless and unrestrained.
Similarly, in the hj'mnology and ritual of both the

Western and the Eastern Churches, the cherubim
appear as an example of praise, undiluted by any
dubious emotion. The Te iJciim was composed,
according to an old story (cf. Ilincmar, 0)i Pre-
destination), by Ambrose and Augustine conjointly
on the day of the latter's ba|itism—more probably
by Nicetas of Remesiana (cf. liurn, Intrnd. to

Creeds, 1899, n. 2.59 tf.); and one of the phra-ses

in the original may be restored, 'Tibi cherubim
et seraphim ince.s.sabili uoce proclamant.' The
chief Eastern Churches also iiossess the so-called

'Cherubic hymn,' which Justinian is said to have
lirst ordered to be sung, and wliidi in the arrange-
ment of the service immediately followed the dis
mis.sal of the catechumens, and was intended to
prepare the minds of the worshippers for the sacra-
mental mysteries that were celebr.ated next. It

ran thus : ol rd x^P^^l^^f^ /iv<rrtKuis ^Uovi^ovres, xai rQ
i^woTTOcij TptdSt rbv Tpiadyiov Ofivov ^oovres, irairav rriv

^lomKTjf CLTroOi^fJLeOa. ^pi^vav, tjj rhv ^acrtX^a tC>p 6\ujv

vTTobi^dfiivot. rah dyytXiKots dopdrws dopvipepd/xevov

Td(«7iy. 'AWiiXovla. The serajihim are not men-
tioned by name, but the allusion to the Tri.sagion

implies their idenlilication in current thought with
the cherubim, and the recognition of the rendering
of praise as the characteristic function of the latter.

In the 21st Homily of Narsai, the founder of the
great Nestorian school of Nisibis, an apjiaient dis-

tinction is drawn again :
' Holy is the seraph, and

beauteous the cherub, and swift the watcher ' (cf.

Connolly's version in TS VIII. i. 48). But the lirst

and second adjectives are so general in sense as to
be changeable, and arc nothing more tli.an literary
embellishments of a theme of which the transcend-
ent dignity of the olliciating priest is the centre.
He is alleged to be superior to the cherubim and
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all the angels, who.se praises, like the ministry of

the deacons, are a lit prelude and a fit sequel to

his mediation. Kvidently the idea of the cherub
has lost the whole of its original and specific sense
and connexions, and has become a term for any
superhuman being who is conceived as occupied
with the praising of God.
LlTKiiATCRE.—The sUniiard Lexicons, Encyclopaedias (cap.

Oxf. Ucb. Lex., UDB, EISi, JK), and workson OT Theology (esp.

Smend, Schultz, and Dilhnann) and on Bibl. Arch. etc. See, in
addition to works cited, C. P. Keil, Man. of B'M. Arch., Enif.

tr. 1887, i. 1 10-120 ; Riehm -, 1893, i. 2C7 tl. ; Benzinger, A rchdol,
1894, p. 207 f. etal.; Nowack, 1804, i. 38 t., 60 f. There is no
monograph of the fir.«t importance on the subject ; but articles in

tlie technical periodicals, such as Teloni in ZA vi. [1891] 124 ff.,

and excursuses, as in Cheyne, Isaiah', 1881, ii., or Driver,
Genesis^, I'JUO, p. GOf., are valuable.

R. W. Moss.
CHEYENNE.—The Cheyenne are a North

American Indian tribe of the Algonquian family,
consisting of two divisions : the Nurthcrn Chej'-

enne, numbering about 1400, dwelling uiion the
U.S. reservation set apart for tlicm in Montana;
and the Southern Cheyenne, comprising about 1900,
resident upon their ancient lands in Western
Oklahoma, which have been allotted in severalty
by the Government, so Chat the Indians are now
United States subjects. The Cheyenne have for

generations been a nomadic tribe, living in skin-
covered lodges, and relying upon the products of
the chase for a livelihood, although originally they
appear to have been a semi-agricultural people.
They practised both tree- and scafl'old-burial, but
occasionally interred their dead. Of a haughty
and quarrelsome disposition, they were brave and
chivalrous in their attitude towards their women,
but practised polygamy. The entire tribe was
sub.servient to a council of 44 elective chiefs, 4 of
whom sat as a court of appeal with the right to

elect one of themselves as chief of the tribe.

The worship of the tribe centres in a set of four
' medicine ' arrows w^hich the Cheyenne claim to
have possessed from the creation of the world.
These are of dill'erent colours, and are exposed to

the general view on two occasions only : (1) upon
the occasion of tlieir annual exhibition—a function
which is accompanied by many rites ; ami (2)

when a Cheyenne Indian has been slain by a
member of his own tribe, this ceremony being held
for the purpose of cleansing and purifying the
slayer from the stain of his tribesman's blood.

This set of arrows is still carefully preserved by
the .Southern Cheyenne, the last recorded ceremony
in connexion witli it taking place in 1904. At
these functions a delegiition from the Northern
section of the tribe is invariably present. Those
priests or medicine-men whose duty it is to guard
the sacred arrows jiractise a further rite known as
'fixing' the arrows, which concerns themselves
alone. That they are jealously guarded is proved
by the fact that women, white men, ami half-

breeds are strictly forbidden to approtich them.
These arrows are almost certainly relics of a

period when the Cheyenne worshipped a thunder-
god, or god of the wind. In American mythology
we find Quetzalcoatl, the Mexican god of wintl,

armed with the flint arrow-head, representing the
thunilerbolt ; and Mixcoatl, the tli under god of

the Chichimecs of Mexico, was represented as

carrying a bundle of arrows in his hand to signify

his pos.sessiou of the thunderbolts. Among the
Zufii Indians, arrows are frequently attached to

fetishes, and certain Hopi priestly fraternities

fasten them to bandoliers as sacreil ornaments.
In many tribes the ritual of worsliii) to the four

winds, the rain-bringers, begins with the shooting
of four arrows to the four cardinal points.

The great tribttl ceremony of the Cheyenne is

the Sun-dance, which they jjrofess to have received
fiom the Sutaio, a small and cognate tribe incor-
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povateil with them. This they have practised for

generations. It is a trilial recognition of the sun
—coniniou to many Indian trihes of (lie iilaiii-- as

tlioir ehier hrother. The performers u\'<\ r snnw i i-.

This ceremony is not, however, a mere ilr. . I.i|iiiii iit

of the dance, Init rather the dance lias heconic only
a part of its ritual. From the Sutaio they also
received the Uulialo-head ceremony, which was
connected with the Sun-dance, but which has
been obsolete for a long time.
These rites, ho\\ever, have been practically cast

into the shade, from a popular point of view,
though not superseded, oy the modern Ghost-
dance religion, which was adopted by the tribe in

1890. Tliis dance is connected with the Messiah
doctrine, which originated among the Paviotso
Indians of Nevada in or about 1888, and gained a
rapid hold upon the various tribes from the
Missouri river to the Rocky Moiuitains. Its first

apologist was a young Paiiite Indian called
Wovoka, known to the whites as Jack Wilson,
who had made for himself some reputation as a
medicine-man, and professed to have received a
personal revelation from the 'Great Spirit.' This,
he stated, consisted of an assurance that a new
phase of things was at hand, wherein the Indian
tribes would regain their territories and be reunited
to their dead friends. The preparation necessary
for such an event was to be found in the assitluous
practice of certain song and dance ceremonies
given to them by the 'prophet.' The men and
women of the tribe assembled, and, joining hands,
moved slowly round in a circle, facing towards the
centre, keeping time to a monotonous chant.
Many afterwards subjected themselves to hypnotic
treatment, in which they declared themselves to
have been cii rapport with their deceased tribes-
men. Among the Cheyenne the rite is designated
the ' Crow-dance

' ; and, whereas the other tribes
render it without instrumental music, they make
use of the drum as an accompaniment to the vocal
music. It has now, however, degenerated into a
function of a semi-social character, despite its

great popularity.
On the occasion of the Sun-dance, for which

ceremony the whole tribe was assembled, a circle
was formed by the various tribal divisions, formerly
seven, now probably eleven, in number ; but, as it

is more than seventy years since the entire tribe
camped together, the importance of the ceremony
has dwindled very considerably.

Literature.—J. Clark, Indian Sign Language, Philad. 1886
;

Cuthbertson, in Smithsonian Report, 1850, 1851 ; Dorsey,
Field Colunibian Mus. Publ., Anthrop. Ser. ix., nos. 1 and 2,
1905; Grinoeil, 'Social Origin of the Cheyenne,' in Proc.
Intemat. Cong. Americanists, 1902, 1905; Lewis and Clarke,
Travels, London, 1842; Mooney, 'Ghost-Dance Eeligion,' V,
RBEW, pt. ii., 1896, and 'Cheyenne,' in Hodg-e, Handbook of
Amer. Indians, i. (=££ 30, Washington, 1907) 250-257.

Lewis Spence.

CHIBCHAS (properly Muyscas or Mozcas).—
One of the cultured peoples of South America,
whose domain comprised the Cundinamarca plateau
in the present State of Colombia, with the Eastern
Cordillera as far as the Sierra de Merida, and whose
now extinct stock language was widely diHused
amongst the surrounding populations. Miajsca,
with its variant Mozca, is the national name,' and
means 'twenty,' or, by extension, 'man,' having
reference to their vigesimal system of counting by
all the lingers and toes, whicli make 20= the com-
plete man. Vhibcha was the name applied to them
by their neighbours in scornful allusion to the
frequency of the palatal ch (as in church) in their
language ; and the recurrence of this sound was
itself largely due to the masc. and fem. suffixes
chha and fhcclut, which were added to all nouns
where needed to mark gender.
On the advent of the whites (1538) there were

two factions contending for the supremacy, headed
res|)ecti\ cly by the zippa and the zaquc, that is,

rulers (if Him 'South' and 'North,' the former with
his capital at Tiiiija, the latter at Bacata or I'.ogola,

the piTsi.'iit name of Santa F6 de Hogotii, still the
ca|-.ilal of Colombia. It was mainly owing to these

feuils that the Ctmniiistddnrcs obtained snch an
easy triumph, and found that the zaque was the
veritable El Dorado, of whom, even after this dis-

covery, the treasure-seekers still continued to go in

quest over half the continent.

The Chibchas, who have long been merged in the

general Hispano-American population of Spanish
speech, had made considerable progress in civiliza-

tion, as witnessed by their political organization,

by^their social and religious institutions, and by
their skill in such arts as weaving, dyeing, pottery,

road- and bridge-making, mining, building, and
other crafts. They were even credited with a gold
currency, and in any case excelled in working the
precious metal, which was both cast and wrought
into a great variety of fantastic ornaments, chieiiy

frogs, snakes, and other animal forms displaying
much imagination and technical skill. Their
knowledge of astronomy rivalled that of the
Mayas, but was independently acquired, as shown
by the marked ditlerences between the Central
American and the Colombian calendric systems.
Thus the Chibchas had three distinct calendars

—

the rurcd of 12 to 13 moons, the ecclesiastic of 37
moons, and the civil of 20 moons, wth a week of

only three days — the shortest on record (see

Calendar [Mexican and Mayan]).
All the aboriginal tribes had been fused in a

common social and political system, so that no
tribal groups of Muyscan stock are knov.n, although
the empire was every^vhere surrounded by savage
and even cannibal populations, which were, and still

are, broken into endless tribal fragments (Balbi,

Atlas ethnographiquR du globe, Paris, 1826, Table
xxi.x.). Several of these rude groups are classed
with the Muyscas, by some authorities, in a wide-
spread ' Chibcha famUy,' extending from the
Ecuador frontier through Colombia and Panama
into Costa Rica. Such are the Nutihams, Tatahas,
Guacas, and Tinwbos of the Cauca Valley ; the
Paticuras, Petacays, Timbas, and Pastus about the
headwaters of the Rio Magdalena ; the Artuacos
(Kbggoba, Giiamdka, and Bintukua) of the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta ; and the Costa Rican
Borucas, Terrabas, Guatusos, Bribris, Cabicars,
Estrellas, Chinpds, Tucurriques, and Orosi.

Muyscan society was divided into a number of
exclusive castes, which presented striking analogies
to those of the Aryan Hindus. Thus, to the Brah-
mans corresponded the jeques, or priests, who were
at once magicians, medicine - men, judges, and
executioners. In accordance with the prevailing
matriarchal customs, they succeeded to their office

by inheritance through the female line, while the
I'ontifex Maximus at the head of the hierarchy
was elected from two princely families, and lived

aloof from the public in a mysterious recess near
Suamoz (the present Sagamoso), in the district of
Iraca (Sogundomuho), which was set apart for his

exclusive use and maintenance. Before entering
on their functions, the jeques had to pass through
a severe novitiate of twelve years in a c](ca

('seminary') under an aged priest, and on a frugal

diet which has been described as a continual fast.

To the Hindu Ksatriyas answered the warriors,

who in peaceful times performed the duties of police

and tax-gatherers. The Vaii-yns .-ind iindraswere re-

presented by the traders, craftsmen, and peasantry,
while a fifth class was formed by the conquered
wild tribes dilicring in speech and other respects

from the Muyscas, and thus answering to the
pariahs and other outcasts of the Hindu con-
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querors. IJiit all alike were subject to a rifrid

system of civil .mil jicnal lej^ishitioii, in wliidi the

almost autdiiiitic jiower of the .r'«yMO, zippn, and
iiZ'iqiiL-.i (' sub-chiefs') was ui>held by close alliance

witli the i)iieslly class. The kuig liiniscif had, as

in Peru, gradually ac<|uired a semi-divine char-

acter, as seen in his solemn processions from palace

to temple, which took three days to traverse a
distance of a few hundred yards. The title of El
Dorado applied to the ztiqac of Bogotil arose from
his custom on certain festivals of powdering him-
self all over with gold dust and plunging into

the neighbouring Lake Guatavita, thus ottering

some of ins wealth to the national deity, lioehica.

Like the Aztec god Quetzalcoatl, Bochica was
traditionally a sage of white or fair complexion,
who arrived from the east and became the great

civilizer of the nation. After his death he received

divine honours, and came to be regarded, if not as

the supreme god of the universe, at least as the
recognized liead of the Muyscan pantheon, in which
were included not only the heavenly bodies, but

also the personilied forces of Nature and all con-

spicuous n.alural objects. Trees, rocks, mountains,

streams, and rai)ids were endowed with iudwelling

spirits to which altars were raised ; and to these

shrines were brought offerings of gold, gems, rich

fabrics, and at times even human victims. When
danger threatened, a child captured from the enemy
was sacrificed on a lofty summit, where the rocks

smeared with its blood were lit up by the Jirst rays

of the rising sun. Each returning cycle of fifteen

years was also solemnized with a human victim,

always a youth from the eastern plains whence
lioehica had anived on tlie plateau. We even read

that the Chibchas thought these sanguinary rites

the most plcjusiiig to their gods. In all cases the sacri-

fices were made by the jnqucs, who must therefore

be regarded a^s true priests, though sometimes they

officiated disguised as divinities, demons, or animals.

While, as already noted, Bochica, the deity of

the nobility, was later regarded as the Chibcha
culture-hero, our oldest sources distinguish between
him and Chilichacum, as well as between Bochica

and Chimizapagua (also called Nc^mpterequeteva

and Xue), the latter being the original culture-

deitv from the east. Mankind was estranged from

obeJience to Chimizapagua by a beautiful woman
named Chia, Iluytaca, Xub<-hasgagua, or Yulie-

cayguaya, whom the culture-god punished by
transformation into either an owl or the moon, ft

was Chimizapagua, moreover, who, when Cliib-

chacum in anger sent a flood upon the earth,

ajipiMired in a rainliow and stopped the waters by a
stroke of his gidden stall', while he banished Chib-

chacum to earth, which he sustjiins, thus occa-

sioning earthquakes (cf. Ehrenreicji, Mythcn and
Ler/cndcn dcr .•iiidni)»:rikii>ii.ii-/u:n Urvolkcr, Berlin,

1905, p. 51 li'.). For some twenty ye.ars Chimiza-

pagua ruled in Sagamoso (his footprint may still

be seen on a rock in the province of Ubaque), and
then asc(;nded to heaven. He would seem to be

identical with the culture-hero S.-uliguia-Sonoda,

or Idacunzas, to whom Sag.imoso owed all it.sgrejit-

ness. According to Chibcha mythology, light was
originally hidden in Chimimigagua ('Sun-Holder'),

who is also tenned ' the creator of the world '
; from

Chimimigagua Hew great black birds, which bore

the rays of the sun througho\it the world ; and
from the mountain lake of Iguaque, four leagues

north of Tunia, rose a lovely woman, named
Bachue, Turacliogue, or Fuzachogua, with a boy
three j-ears old, the.se being the parents of the

human race. Later they changed themselves into

serpents and returned to their lake. Other accounts

m.aKc the sun (who may have Ijeen identical with
Bochica) and the moon (the divinitj' of which was
Bochica's wife, the Chia mentioned above) the

creators of all things. In addition to the deities

already noted, there were Ncncatacoa, the god of

weavers and painters; a god of the drunken;
Chaqueu, who guarded the boundaries of tlu;

fields ; Bachue, who made the seed grow ; and
Cuchavira, the rainbow, who helped the sick,

es))ecially women in childbirth.

From these and other re<:<>r<led details it is clear

that the original animism of theMuyscas had been
raised to a higher plane, its main features being
an almost unlimited polytheism, combined with
sacrifice and a well-developed priestly order, with
a general absence of ancestor-worship. Hen<e this

'State Keligion,' as it may be called, with its poly-

theism evolved from pure animism, and not from
ancestral shades, lends no support to Herbert
Si)encer's declaration that the ' hypothesis that
religions in geueral are derived from ancestor-

worship finds proof among all races and in every
country,' and that 'nature- worsljip is but an
aberrant form of ghost- worship' (Ecclcs. Inst., 1885,

iqi. 675, 6S7). On the other hand, it so far bears
out Hu.\ley's view t!;at 'among a large portion of

mankind ancest<jr-worship is more or less thrown
into the background either by cosmic deities or by
tribal gods of uncertain origin' {Coll. Essays, 1894,

iv. ,348). The Chibcha system may also be taken
as a further illustration of Rhys Davids' inference

that ' the beliefs of the remote ancestors of the

Buddhists may be summed up as having resulted

from . . . Animism' (Oritjin and Growth of Be-
licjion, London, 1882, p. 113).

In some respects the moral standard stood at a
fairly high level. Thus the rights of private

|)ro|)erty were thoroughly understood and pro-

tected by severe enactments against both robbery
.md fraudulent debtors. A keen sense of honour
distinguished the upper classes, who feared de-

gradation and disgrace more than corporal punish-

ment. Although marriage was by purchase, the
women, as under most matriarchal systems, en-

joyeil great freedom, and in certain cases were even
empowered to chastise their husbands. Adultery
was severely punished, but the virginity of a bride

was held to imply that her powers of attraction

were slight. The birth of twins was regarded as a
proof of grave infidelity, and one of them was
killed ; and, if a woman died in childbed, her
husband, as partly responsible for her death, was
obliged to give half his property to her kinsfolk,

who brought up his child at his expense. Poly-

gamy was widely practised, though only the first

wife seems to have been regarded as the legitinuvte

sjiouse. Much care ancl .sympathy were bestowed
u|Jon the sick and aged, while the dead were
honoured with costly funeral rites which varied

with the diH'erent castes and districts. In some
places the bodies were embalmed with resins, and
even filled with valuable objects ; in others they
were sun-dried or exposed on ^ilatforms around the

temples, or else stowed away m caves, in some of

which hundreds of bo<lies have been found seated

in circles, with their hands joined. Their souls

were believed to migrate to the <:entre of the eaith,

which w.is reached by crossing .a wide stream in

boats made of the gossamer threads of the .spider,

whicli was accordingly regarded as a sacred insect.

In tliis shadow-land they cea.sed to hold intercourse

with the living, although dei>arted kings were
honoured with huuuin sacrifices, women and slaves

being despatched with mes.-ages to their under-

gronnil abode. But the number of victims was
limited; nor were these 'customs' renewed, as

amongst the African Ashantis and Dahomeys, on
each rec^irrent anniversary. All this is in full

accordance with the feeble devehqiment of ancestor-

worship in Mnyscaland, as generally throughout
the New World.
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A. H. Kkane.
CHIDAMBARAM (Tamil Shithambaram

;

Skr. Chitambara, 'atmosphere of wisdom').—

A

to>vn in tlie S. Arcot distviet of the Madras
Presidency (lat.^ 11° 25' N., long. 79" 42' E.)

famous for Us Saiva temple, which contains the
celebrated Akasa, or ' air ' linctam. Fergus.son
describes the place under the name of Chillam-
barani, and gives a plan and \'iews of the great
temple. The celebrated lihgam exists only in the
imagination of its votaries, for whose benefit a
curtain hung before a wall is raised ; but the
lihgam, of course, is invisible. The building of
the temple is ascribed to the 10th cent. a.d. ;,and
the shrine of the goddess Parvati, spouse of Siva,
and the great gates (gopura) are assigned by
Fergusson to the 14th or loth century.
*The temple is held in the highest reverence throujjhout

Southern India and Ceylon, and one of the annual festivals is

largely attended by pilgrims from all parts of India. As an
architectural edifice it is a wonderful structure, for it stands
in the middle of an alluvial pl.iin between two rivers, where
there is no building stone within forty miles ; and yet the
outer walls are faced with dressed granite, the whole" of the
great area enclosed by the inner walls is paved with stone, the
temple contains a hall which stands on more than 1000 mono-
lithic pillars, into the gateways are built blocks of stone 30 feet
high and more than 3 feet square, and the reservoir, which is

160 feet long and 100 feet broad and very deep, has long flights
ot stone steps leading down to the water on all four sides. The
labour expended in bringing all this and other material 40 miles
through a country without roads and across the Vellar river
must have been enormous ' (Imperial Gazetteer, 1908, x. 219).

LrPERATORE.—The account in the Imperial Gazetteer quoted
above; J. FergTisson, Hist. o,f Indian and Eastern Archi-
Ucture, ed. J. Burgess (1910), i. 373 £t. ; W. H. Workman,
Through Toum and Jungle (1904), 20f. W. CKOOKE.

CHIEF GOOD.—See Summum Bonoti.

CHILAN BALAM.—The so-called books of
Chilan Balani are native compilations of events
occurring in Mayapan previous to the Spanish
Conquest, and written by Maya Indian scribes in
the characters invented and taught by the Spanish
monks as suitable to the Mayan tongue. They
embody the old traditions lingering in the memory'
of individuals concerning the doings of the Maya
people before the coming of the Spaniards, and
were probably written shortly after the Conquest,
though some belong to the end of the 16th and
the first half of the 17th centuries. They exist
in various transcripts in Yucatan, and were lirst

copied by Ur. Hermann Behrendt, whose tran-
scriptions were purchased by Dr. Brinton. They
may be regarded as offshoots of the Jlayan MSS,
and treat in general of matters given in portions
of these ; they contain also a substratum of his-
toric information which has been preserved by
tradition. They are primarily brief chronicles,
recounting the divisions of time, the periods known
to the Mayas as katuns, which had elapsed since
their coming to Mayapan.

I. Spanish notices of the prophecies.—Spanish
notices of what are known to the old historians as
the prophecies of Chilan Balam are rare. The
fullest is that of Villagutierre (Hi.it. de el Itza, y
deelLacandon, Madrid, 1701, p. 38). The prophecies
purport to be those of the priest who bore the title

—

not name—of Chilan Balam, and whose offices were
those of divination and astrology. Villaguticrre's
statement is to the effect that Chilan Balam, liigli

priest of Tixcacayon Cabick, in Mani, prophesied
the coming of the Spaniards as follows :

' At the end of the thirteenth age, when Itza is at the height
of ite power, as also the city called Tancob, which is between

Yacman and Tichaquillo, the signal of God will appear on the
heights ; and the Cross, with which the world was enlightened,
will be manifested. There will be variance of men's will in
future times, when the signal shall be brought. Ye priests,
before coming even a quarter of a league, ye shall see the Cross,
which will appear and lighten up the sky from pole to pole.
The worship of vain gods shall cease. Your father comes, O
Itzalanos I Your brother comes, C Tantunit«s ! Receive your
barbarous bearded guests from the East, who bring the signal
of the God who comes to us in mercy and in pity. The time of
our life is coming. You have nothing to fear from the world.
Thou art the living God, who created us in mercy. The words
of God are good : let us lift up His signal to see it and adore it

:

we must raise the Cross in oiiposition to the falsehood we now
see. Before the first tree of the world now is a manifestation
made to the world : this is the signal of a God on high : adore
this, ye people of Itza ! Let us adore it with uprightness of
heart. Let us adore Him who is our God, the true God : receive
the word of the true God, for he who speaks to you comes from
heaven. Ponder this well, and be the men of Itza. They who
believe shall have light in the age which is to come. l' your
teacher and master, Balam, warn and charge you to look at the
importance of my words. Thus have I finished what the true
God commanded me to say, that the world might hear it.'

It is not difficult to see in this account of the
prophecy certain signs which at once mark it as
spurious. The chief of these are the Scriptural
character of the language employed, and the much
too definite terms in which the prophecy is couched.

2. Genuine character of the books.—These con-
siderations lead us first to an examination of the
Vjooks, with a view to discovering whether or not
they are genuinely aboriginal in character. There
can be no doubt that, as in the case of the Kiehe
Popol Vuh, a genuine substratum of native tradi-
tion has been overlaid and coloured by the Chris-
tian influence of the early Spanish missionaries.
The genuine aboriginal character of this substratum
is clear from internal evidence, matters being dealt
with in a manner which betrays an aboriginal cast
of thought, and knowledge of Mayan manners
being revealed in a way that no Spaniard of the
period was capable of achieving. At the same time,
the evidence of priestly editing is by no means far
to seek, and must be patent to the most superficial
reader. The evidence ot language also points to
the authenticity of these productions. Such an
idiomatic use of the ancient Mayan tongue as they
betray could have been employed by none but
persons who had used it habitually from infancy.
The trend of thought, as displayed in American
languages, differs so radically from that shown in
European tongues as to alt'ord almost no analogy
whatever ; and this is well exemplified in these
curious books. Their authenticity has been called
in question by several superficial students of the
American languages, whose studies have been made
at second hand ; but no authority of the first class
has doubted their genuine aboriginal character.
As regards the authenticity of the prophecies, it

is known that, at the close of the divisions of time
known as katuns, a chilan, or prophet, was wont
to utter publicly a prediction forecasting the nature
of the similar period to come ; and there is no reason
to doubt that some distant rumours of the coining
of the white man had reached the ears of several
of the seers. So far as the reference to the Cross
is concerned, it may be observed that the Maya
word rendered ' cross ' by the missionaries simply
signifies ' a piece of wood set upright

'
; but cruci-

form shapes were well known to the Mayas (see
Ckoss [American]).

3. Multiplicity of books.—The natives were
greatly disturbed at the destruction of their sacred
records by tlie Spanish monks (Landa, Relacion
de las Cosas de Yucatan, Paris ed. 1864, p. 316),
and, as many of them had acipiired the European
alphabet, and as the missionaries had ailded to it

several signs to express Mayan soiinds foreign to
Spanish ears, a number of native scribes set to
work to write out in the new alphabet the con-
tents of their ancient records. In this they were,
doubtless, aided by the wonderful mnemonic
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powers whi(^h were so assiduously cultivated by
the American races, ami tliey iirobably further
relied upon such secretly preserved archives as they
could obtain. They added much new European
lore, and omitted a considerable body of native
tradition. The re.sult of their labours was a
number of books, varying in merit and contents,
but known collectively as ' the Hooks of Chilan
Balam,' these being severally distinguished by the
name of the village where each was composed or
discovered. It is probable that in the 17th cent.

every village contained a copy of the native records

;

but various causes have combined to destroy the
majority of them. There still remain portions or
descriptions of at lea.st sixteen of these records,
designated by the names of the several places

where they were written : e.g. the Book of Ciiilan

Balam of Chumayel, of Nabula, of Ksiua, of Mani,
of Oxkutzcab, of Ixil, of Tihosuco, of Tixcocob, etc.

' Cliiinn,' says Landa, second Bishop of Yucatan,
' was the name of their priests, wliose duty it

was to teach the sciences, to ajjpoint holy days, to

treat the sick, to offer sacrifices, and especially to
utter the oracles of the gods. They were so highly
honoured by the people that they were carried on
litters on the shoulders of the devotees ' (op. cit.

160). The derivation of the name is from chij,

' the mouth,' and signifies ' interpreter.' The word
balam means ' tiger,' and was used in connexion
with a priestly caste, being still employed by the
Maya Indians as a name for those si)irits who are
supposed to protect lields and towns.

It is seldom that the names of the writers of

these books are given, as in all probability the
compilations, as we have them, are but copies of

still older manuscripts, with additions of more
recent events by the copyist.

4. Contents of the books.—The contents of the
various books of Chilan Balam may be classified

under : (1) astrology and prophecy ; (2) chronology
and history ; (3) medico-religious practice ; (4)

later history anil Christian teachings.

(1) The astrulvgy is an admixture of Maya
stellar divination and that liorrowed from Euro-
pean almanacs of the century between 1550 and
1650, which are no less .superstitious in their lean-

ings than the native products. Prophecies, such
as that quoted at length above, abound.

(2) Ckronolugical and historical Tnatter.—The
books of Chilan Balam are, however, chiefly valu-

able for the light they throw upon the chronological
system and ancient history of the Mayas. The
periods of events in which they deal are designated
Imtuns, and are of considerable length, but their

actual extent has not been agreed upon. The older
Spanish authors make their duration 20 years (the

length of time alluded to in the text of the books),

but marginal notes imply that they consisted of 24
years. As, however, these notes have been added
Dy a later hand, the original computation is possibly

the correct one. But it is still more likely that
the length of the Icatun was neither 20 nor 24 years,

but 20 X 360 days—a period of time actually used
by the Mayas in reckoning, as a])pears from the
numerical characters in the Dresden M.S.

Most of the chronology of the books of Chilan
Balam is of doubtful value. The list of traditional

events is exceedingly meagre, and few dates
can be relied upon with any degree of confidence.
In the majority of instances the arrangement of the
statement proves that the figiires given do not
represent actual dates, but were chosen according
to a fixed .scheme. The events which appear to

have been recorded with the greatest degree of

accuracy are the final establishment of the
Spaniards and the foundation of Merida, their first

appearance in Yucatan, and the death of Ahpula,
a dreaded and powerful magician.

(3) Medico religious practice. — The cure of

various diseases is exhaustively treated by the
authors of the books. Landa relates that ' the
chilanes vfCTe sorcerers and doctors ' (0/). cit. 160),

and we shall probably not be far wrong if we
compare them with llic mcdiiine-men of other
American tribes. Thr MSS .iliound in descriptions
of symptoms aiul hints fm iliagiiosis, and suggest
many remedies. The ]ireparation of native plants
and bleeding are the chief among these, but several
appear to have been borrowed from a physic book
of I'Uiropean origin. Brinton states {Boohs of
Chilan lialam, p. 18) that Behrendt, who first

copied these books, and who was himself a physician,
left a large manuscript on the subject, entitled
' Recetarios de Indios,' in which he states that the
scientific value of these remedies is next to nothing,
and that the language in which they are recorded is

distinctly inferior to the remainder of the books.
He held that this portion of these records was
supplanted some time in the last century by medical
knowledge introduced from Europe. This, indeed,
is admitted by the copyists of the books, who
probably took them from a mediceval work on
Spanish medicine known as El Libra del Judio,
' the Book of the Jew.'

(4) The Christianteachitigs consist of tra,ns\a,tions

of the 'Doctrine,' Bible stories, narratives of

events subsequent to the Conquest, and other
matters of minor interest.

5. Hieroglyphic mythology of the books.—The
day and mouth hieruglyiihics depicted in several
of the Books of Chilan lialam appear to differ

materially from those given Ijy Landa {op. cit.)

and those illustrating the various Mayan codices,

and it will be well to examine them with a view
to discovering whether these variants disclose any
mythological or other information hitherto un-
noticed. Taking as a basis for our considerations
the Book of Chilan Balam of KAua, we observe
that, although a simUarity exists between its day-
signs and those of the Codex Troano, many ap-
parently radical differences are present. In the
Book of Kdua the signs are resolved into squares
instead of into the usual ' calculiform ' pattern.
In the Kan sign, for example,—that of the day of
Schellhas's 'God E' (the maize-god),—we find a
germ of similarity, but also some considerable
modification. In the sign of Cimi 2, we observe,
by comparison with the Codex Troano, a highly
conventionalized form of the head of the death-god
(A). The closed eyes with the heavy pendant
lashes on the cheek and the row of exposed and
grinning teeth, which make this deity such a
familiar figure in the codices, have in the Book of
Kdua been conventionalized into a square, in the
upper portion of which have been drawn three
perpendicular strokes flanked by two similar strokes
at a sharp angle to them—the whole doubtless
representing the eyela.shes and end of the eyelids.

The lower portion, probably intended to represent
the under jaw, is filled in with two smaller
squares. We thus see that in the books of Chilan
Balam such Mayan writing as is depicted threatens

to become so conventional as to depart almost
entirely from the original form of the hieroglyphs.

In the Chicchan sign (that of ' God li ') we almost
fail to recognize the skin-si)ot or scale of the
serpent, whicli in the Book of Kdua apjiears to be
symbolized by a serpent's tail. But it is well

known that the representations of ' God II ' vary
exceedingly, so that it is not improbable that his

hieroglyiih or day-sign may also vary, indeed, as
Schellhas says {Representations of Deities of the

Maya Manuscripts, 1904, p. 29)—

' The Chicchan work in the sijn' of the day Chicchan also differs
very much from that on the bodies of the scnients pictured in

the manuscripts, so that variations of this kind by no means
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niaki- it. mi-fssary to assume lliat the hieroclyplis actuallv
denote rtilTcniil things.'

lu tlu' Coilex Tro-Coitesianus, for exiiniple (27"),
we obsorvo tliat the Cliiochan-spots on the body of
the serpent there remesontetl iiiueh resemble the
serpent-tails in the Chicchan sign of the lioolc of
Kilua in their seal lop- shaped sequence. ]n the
Chicehan sign we have a j)ortion of the body of a
serpent covered with veritable spots, whereas in
the other Chicchan signs in the same book scales
are most ilistinctly represented. We have liere, in
all probability, the day-sign or hieroglyph of
Kukuh-an, a i\layan deity analogous to, or identical
with, theMcxican Quetzalcoatl and theGuatemalan
Gucumatz. The day Muhic is that usually attri-
buted to ' God K,' and the sign of Muluc re-
presented in the Book of ChUan Balam of KAua
would ajjpear to strengthen the belief that that
(I.sity possesses an astronomic and architectural
significance. In Muluc 5 we have a square dividetl
into four equal parts around a small circle placed
in the middle, each square containing a still smaller
circle. This would appear in some manner to
symbolize orientation, or may perhaps have a
stellar significance. Of ' God K ^ Scliellhas says
(op. cit. 34)

:

'The significance of God K is unknown in his architectural
relation. Some connection with his character as tlie deity of a
star and with his astronomic qualities may, however, he as-
sumed, since, as we know, the temple structures of Central
America are always placed with reference to the cardinal
points.'

Another striking degeneration into convention-
ality is noticeable in the sign Esnab, in which the
type has evolved from that given in the Codex Tro-
Cortesianus (something similar to a St. Andrew's
cross) to one closely resembling the Arabic numeral
2. Of course, it is difficult to say how much of this
trend towards conventionality m the day-sign was
due to direct European influence, and how much to
natural evolution. We are here dealing with
symbols and not with hieroglyphs, but the Maya
symbols and day-signs are all evolved from or
possess a hieroglyphic significance. The hieroglyphs
for the months, on the other hand, bear but little
resemblance to those of Landa. If his representa-
tions be compared with those in the Book of Cliilan
Balam of Chumayel, the difference is at once
apparent. The rude drawing of these signs is
scarcely a sutficient excuse for the fundamental
difference displayed by the various examples.
Hence Brinton's vindication of the correctness and
authenticity of Landa's examples appears hardly
well founded (op. cit. 14).

Literature. --D. G. Brinton, The n..„ks of Chilan Balam,
s.nd The ilaya Chronicles, VhU rl- i!,; ,, I -

,; ; CarUlo y Ancona,
J->LKriar,onsobre la HJft. .' Maya o Tucate.ca,
MeridalSTO; Felipe Valcnt,;u, ; '. „k Ant. Soc., im\
Ehgrio Ancona, lltst. de )•,/,.;,,., M,.i, la, 187S : E. Seler
Bull. SS BE, 1904. p. 329£t. ; ZE xxiii. (lijUl) 112.

Lewis Spence.
CHILDHOOD.—Usage has not yet rendered

this term either precise or consistent. In the
broadest sense, childhood is the period that pre-
cedes maturity ; more properly, it is the period
between birth and the beginning of the acquisition
of reproductive capacity (see Adole.scence). Tliis
is tlie sense in which the term will be used in the
present article. It should be borne in mind, how-
ever, that there is a tendency to distinguish the
terms ' infancy,' ' childhood,' and ' adole.scenee ' as
follows: infancy extends to the 'school age' of
about six years ; childhood occupies approximately
the next six years ; and adolescence the next ten
or a dozen years. The 'childhood of the race,'
originally a metaphor, has become an almost techni-
cal term, through the establishment of the law of
recapitulation (see below, § 5). We have here to
ask what special significance childhood has for
religion and ethics. (Inasmuch as a subsequent
article [GROWTH, Moral and Religious, Periods of]

)iresenta a systematic view of the development
of character, the present discussion will be liniiteil

to certain fundamental considerations or prole-
gomena.

)

I. Mental differences between childhood and
later life.—Concerning these diflcrences three
successive types of theory have ajipeared :

(1) The first represents the child as a miniature
man. Only a little observation is required, how-
ever, to discover that neither in physical propor-
tions, organs, and functions, nor in mental process
and personality, (!an the difference be expressed in
quantitative terms.

(2) The second type of thought, taking the
contrast between childhood and adolescence in
respect of sex org.ans and functions as representa-
tive of the method of development, seeks to
discover a serial order in which faculties or mental
functions are supposed to arise. Just as the sexual
instinct appears only after several years of a
child's growth, so other instincts ripen at different
periods, and they are more or less transitory (see
W. James, Prindples of Psychologj/, New York,
1908, vol. ii. ch. xxiv.). The observation is in
some sense as true as it is commonplace, that
impulse comes before reflexion, imitation before
social purpose, imagination before reason, and
consciousness before self-consciousness. Even the
senses do not Aeve\o\^ pari passu with one another,
and hence arise various attempts to determine the
day, month, or year of the child's life in which
one or other function first appears. This type of
description, however, partly fails of its purpose.
For it takes its categories (perception, curiosity,
fear, imagination, etc.) from the adult mind,
whereas what we need is to understand what each
function means to the child %\lio exercises it.

Again, mental life is not made up of functions or
processes added to one another ; the life of the
child is in a sense an individual life from the .start.

Finally, there is needed a genetic principle that
shall illuminate the various differentiations as they
occur in the child mind.

(3) A third type of theory, which may be called
' functional child psychology,' meets these diffi-

culties by exhibiting the changes of the growing
mind as responses to specific strains that arise in
the general process of active adjustment. 'The
child is fundamentally active, and his action is

always implicitly ptirjjosive. Dill'erentiation of
consciousness occurs at the points where un-
co-ordiiiated impulsive movements (as distinguished
from reflex and instinctive) require to be adjusted,
that is, where an imjiulse has to be adjusted to an
end. Consequently, the standpoint from which
to understand the child mind is its developing
interests, and its interests are to be kno-\\'n by
activities. Thus, in his earlier years the child is

interested in his own spontaneous action in response
to the objects in his environment, and these objects
have for him little intrinsic meaning. Later,
interest shifts from the act itself to restilts, as in
construction, competitive games, etc., witli cor-
responding realization of objects as contrasted
witfi the self. This opens tlie way for a great
broadening of both the self and its world, with
action for more and more distant, or comprehensive,
or .specialized, ends. (On this latest, most thorough
view of the child mind, see I. King, Psychology of
Child Dcniopnicnf , whose main positions have here
been summarized.)
The chief mental dilierence between children

and aihilts, therefore, consists in .a contrast between
vague and clear, undilVerentiated and diffei-entiated,

consciousness in every direction (knowledge, feel-

ings, volition) ; between a narrower and a wider
range of objects attended to ; l>etwoon immediate
and remote ends, with a corresponding difference
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in the de^te t<> which conduct is organized ; and
between the iiiiniediato valnes of sell-activity and
tlie relatively reniote values of social action.

2. Method of the child's moral development.—
Character dLVcli)|is in accordance with the above
analysis of ciiild mentality.

(IJ Conscience, considered either as moral emo-
tion or as moral discrimination, is not to be
thought of as present from birth, or as liaving

a delinite begiiming at any assignable period of

growth. The distinct nianifest.itions of moral
appreciation at live or six years of age no more
mark moral beginnings than the lirst distinct

realization of the mother as an oliject marlcs the
Ijeginning of cognition. The most that we can
determine is certain transition points in a general
movement out of vagueness into clear discrimina-
tion.

(•2) Distinctly ethical attitudes emerge out of

unpurposed activities which may be called, if we
please, non-ethical. Tills does not mean, however,
that morality lir.st arises within a consciousness

that is already definitely organized in other re-

spects. The child does start life on a non-ethical

plana, but just as truly he begins at a non-
intelligent level. In no direction is he equipped
with anything like innate truths or standards.
What he brings into the world is a psycho-physical
organism, which, in addition to making approxi-
mately delinite reflex and instinctive reactions

to certain stimuli, also makes impulsive, un-
co-ordinated reactions to other stimuli, with
consequent strain or discomfort, whicli stimulates
to a conscious striving towards a satisfactory organi-

zation of all activities (see King, op. cit. p. 73 f. ).

How this di^sirable unity is to be attained, there
is nothing in the earliest consciousness to show.
From its standpoint, success depends upon the use
of a trial-and-error method. After a satisfactory

organiz.ation of the self has thus been attained, we
look back and generalize the process as a law of

self-realization which we also designate as the
'moral nature' of the child. In the sense that in

the given social environment we can attain adequate
self-expression only l)y moral modes of contluct,

children may be said to have a moral natme from
the start ; but the rules of morality could not be
arrived at by any conceivable analysis of the
actual consciousness of infants.

(3) That conscience appears at all is because the
child's world contains persons. There is no reason

to suppose tliat a sense of right and wrong would be
felt by a human being reared entirely aiiart from
human society. More specifically, the budding
points of moral feeling and discrimination are
impulsive activities that have still to be co-

ordinated with existing social regulations. When
a child, being a member of a group, and desiring

to act with it, nevertheless has a strong impulse
to act contrary to the gToup standard, reflexion

awakens; he endeavours to adjust liimself to the
social situjition ; he begins to know moral law.

The individual is brought to moral self-control

only by such pressure of a formed society upon
him. Without this pressure, anj' generation would
be in the jiosition of i>rimitivc men who are just
beginning to climb the ladder of social progress.

The moral status to which society has attained
through many cc^nturios of experience is not
transmitted by |)hysical g(^neration, but by social

training till ough imitation, instruction, initiations,

public opinion, laws and penalties, social inter-

iiction in commerce and industry, and group action

of many kinds.

(4) The notion that children are necessarily
egoists until the blossoming of adolescent .social

sentiment is jiartly true, but nmstly misleading.
The roseate lights of adolescence can radiate from

their centre in sex interest so as to give new
meaning to all social relations. Yet genuine social

adjustment does not begin here. The child's whole
life is spent in a social environment. In the family,

in plays witli other children, in the school, in team
games, in 'gangs,' and in (he comnmnity life,

.social activiti<;s devclup .i- nalnriilly as muscular
strength ; and social ;m 1 1\ ii h -. in accordance with
the general relation ui rinciinn to muscular con-

traction, are a sign oi social icciing. The supposi-

tion of Herbert Spencer that altruism somehow
develops out of pure egoism, ignores the fact that

children grow up from the lirst within society,

imitating and otlierwise conforming to it, .and

thereby acquiring social sentiments. The pojuilar

declaration that children are ' little savages ' re-

veals narrow observation of child conduct, unless,

indeed, one stops to reflect that even .savages have
social organization, with much willing devotion of

individuals to the common weal.

(5) More fundamental still, according to various

writers, is the social factor in the (ieveloi>ment
of the individual. J. M. Baldwin, for example
[Social and Ethical Jnlcrjirclalions in Menial
Development), maintains tliat the ego-consciousness

itself arises through a social process, and expresses

a neces.sarily social point of view. Eijo and alter,

according to him, are strictly reciprocal in the
child's consciousness, eacli acquiring meaning by
reference to the other. The process by which this

is done is, in a broad sense, imitation. For our
present ptirpose, it is needless to inejuire whether
the experience of things as distinguished from
persons does not also play a direct part in tlie rise

of the sense of self. It is suflicient to l<now that
the moral life depends upon the stimulus of an
already existing society. Just as intelligence re-

quires for its development such .social treasures

as language and accunmlated learning, so moral
action is a reaction to the institutions, customs,
and ideals of the various persons and groups in the
child's environment.

3. The actual morals of children.—Insight into

the actual moral life of children has been much
hindered by the custom of condemning them for

every deviation from adidt standards. The young
are blamed, even punished, for what they cannot
understand the wrong of, as they, in turn, mis-

understand some of the virtues and some of the
faults of their seniors. What is neiMled, but
diificult, is to see wliat a given act of a cliiid means
to the child himself. He has his ow'n moral ideas

and standards, which must dilier from those of

adults, because his exi)erience is so diderent from
theirs. It is vain to suppose that one can ajiprc-

ciate a moral principle before one has experienced

the kind of issue that the principle is supposed to

settle. Because child experience is diflerciit from
adult experience, children form moral codes of

their own, in which the customs and commands of

their elders are only one factor. Not seldom the

same individual has contradictory codes, and the

type of code changes from period to perind <if

growth. With very young children, morality

seems to be almost identical with o1)scrvance of

custom, ' the way we always do it ' being ' the way
it ought to be done.' Then comes the crude a<ljust-

ment of a few riglits as between the child and the

persons w ho are most with him, such as the right

of property, and the authority of parent or nurse
as contrasted with other ]jcrs(ms. The plays of

children with one another give ri.se to codes, occa-

sionally elaborate ones, that are sometimes enforced

with rigour. Standards of fair jilay belong here,

also standards of courage (as in ' daring ' one
another), of endurance (not whimpering), and of

keeping secrets. Strange codes, which sometimes
include a caste system, .spring up in schools.
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rerhajis the most tliorouglily enforceil of all cliikl

codes is that of the ' gani;,' tlie central princiiile of

which—loyalty—linds application in giving and
sharing, in exelusiveness towards outsiders, in

mutual endurance of hardships and taking of risks,

and in not revealing the secrets of the group or the

misdeeds of its members.
Child morality of this type grows up, largely

without adult control, as the rules of child society.

Meanwhile the children arc also in constant con-

tact with adults, and here morality of another
type is likely to appear—or rather types, for family
government, school government, and community
conditions \-ary much. There are also tempera-
mental variations among children that affect con-

duct profoundly. Hence we shall find children of

all ages after infancy who from the heart conform
to the demands of adult society upon them ; others

who conform only grudgingly and of compulsion ;

still others who pretend to conform, but clandes-

tinely disobey ; and always, of course, obedience
tends during childhood to attach to specific external
acts or rules rather than to what adults know as

principles, with the consequence of much naive
inconsistency.

The modern effort to understand children—that
is, to see how a child's experience appears to the
child himself—has produced certain definite results.

Children's so-called 'lies,' for example, are seen to

arise, first of all, from actual inability to grasp and
hold the distinction between real and fancied
objects. It takes some years to learn how to

discriminate between the world of experience and
the world of dream and imagination. Again, even
after this distinction has been made, a chUd,
because he has no clear notion of the social effects

of deception, may emjiloy it for self- protection in a
spontaneous, practically non-moral way. Simi-
larly, the ' cruelty ' of children is often not cruelty
at all ; one cannot be cruel before one has sufficient

imagination and knowledge of causes to understand
how another feels in a given situation. It is

doubtful whether children ever delight in the
suffering of victims ; rather, the child experiments,
desiring to see something happen, and desiring also

to exert his own power upon something else. The
quarrels and fights of children, likewise, have by
no means the same significance as similar conduct
in adult life. They rarely express hatred or
malice, but rather the irritation of the moment, or
a new-found sense of self, or group pride (as in

'gangs'), or desire to enforce the standards of
child-society. (For a careful appreciation of child
morals, see J. Sully, Studies of Childhood. On
untruthfulness in children, see G. Stanley Hall,
'Children's Lies,' Pedagogical Seminary, i. [1891]
211-218 ; a.iid N. Oppoiiheim, ' Why Children Lie,'
PopnlarSrienrc Munt/i/i/, xlvii. [1895] 382-387.)

4. Children and religion.—As a general rule,

the religious of the world show slight recognition,
or none at all, of childhood capacity for religion

;

but the sui^posed attainment of such capacity at
puberty has been signalized the world over by
initiations, which are commonly both religious and
civic (see G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence, ch. xiii.).

Christiianity, however, has shown a tendency to
push backward towards infancy the date, not so
much of initiation (or confirmation, reception into
Church membership, etc.), as of recognized re-

ligiousness. The belief in the Fatherhood of God
;

the tenderness and sympathy that Christianity has
always cultivated ; Jesus' declaration that adults
can enter the Kingdom only by becoming as little

children, and His recognition of children as members
of the Kingdom—these are among the causes why
the Christian consciousness somewhat generally
includes children within the Christian fellowship.
By baptismal regeneration in infancy, or by virtue

of a Divine ' covenant,' or by reason of the ' uncon-
ditioned benefits of the Atonement,' or because of

the mere atmosphere of the gospel, most of the

Churches count children as members, and by few,

if any, Churches are they treated as mere out-

siders. Within the evangelical movement, which
has emphasized personal religious experience, how-
ever, the position of children has been ambiguous.
On the one hand, they are obviously not ripe for

the evangelical type of experience ; on the other
hand, the evangelical love of .souls could not leave

children out. Here and there an evangelist has
sought to convert even little children, but for the
most part these Churches have been content to

teach (mainly in Sunday schools), in the hope that

the pupils would sometime attain to the Christian

experience. This ambiguity was in 1847 sharply

attacked l)y the Congregational theologian Horace
BnahneW {Christian Nurture, New York, 1847), and
in 1866 by the Methodist theologian F. G. Hibbard
{The Religion of Childhood, Cincinnati, 1864), who
was followed by a considerable succession of Method-
ist writers (R. J. Cooke, Christicmity and Childhood,

New York, 1891 ; C. W. Rishell, Tlie Child as God's

Child, New York, 1904 ; J. T. McFarland, Pre-

servation versus the Rescue of the Child, New York,
Eaton & Mains, pamphlet, no date). These writers

maintain on grounds of Scripture and dogma that

little children have spiritual ' life ' which they need
never lose, so that the primary purpose of Christian

instruction and training is to develop a life already
present.

Starting from an entirely different standpoint,

the recent child-study movement and the move-
ment for a psychology of religion have investigated

the actual religious life of children. The ideas of

chUdren concerning God, heaven, hell, etc., have
been ascertained, with the result of showing how
crude is the reaction to religious teaching and
environment ('Children's Attitude toward Theo-
logy,' in Earl Barnes' Studies in Education, ii. [1902]

283, 'Theological Life of a California Child, 'Perfa-

gogical Seminary, ii. [1892] 442^48 ; E. D. Starbuck,
The Psychology of Religion, London, 1899, ch. xv.

;

Starbuck declares [p. 194] that one of the most
pronounced characteristics of the religion of child-

hood is that ' religion is distinctivelj' external to the

child rather than something which possesses inner

significance'). Effort has been made, also, to

discover the genesis and growth of the religious

consciousness in the individual (J. M. Baldwin,
Social and Ethical Interpretations in Mental
Development, New York, 1897, pp. 327-357 ; J. B.

Pratt, The Psychology of Religious Belief, New
York, 1907, ch. vii. ; E. D. Starbuck, op. cit.

ch. XXX. ; G. E. Dawson, The Child and his

Religion, Chicago, 1909). As it is practically im-

possible to rear a child apart from all contact with
the religion of his elders, we cannot accurately
determine how much of one's religious growth is

due to social influences and how much to one's own
spontaneous impulses. It is safe to say, however,
that the individual is as dependent upon others for

his religious as for his moral attitudes (see above,

§ 2 (3)), and that imitation, suggestion, and social

pains and pleasures play much the same r61e. The
real problem concerning the genesis of individual

religion is therefore this : what is it in the social

environment that calls out the first genuinely
religious responses ? Baldwin, who makes the
whole consciousness of self a social product, finds

the genesis of religion in the idealization of both
the ego and the alter—in the words of William
James, the permanent root of our religiousness is

the need ot an adequate socius (Principles of
Psychology, i. 316). Dawson and Pratt, on the

other hand, make much of the interest of little

children in the causes of things, and of credulity
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rather tliaii social sentiment as the atnlo^])here

of the earliest roli<'ious response. In view of the

historically aocompTisheJ iliiierentiation of science,

with its causal catOKorios, from reli^'ion, with its

value categories, we are justified in saying that in

the child's as yet undifl'erentiated rtsiionse the
specifically religious phase is the social one, the
scientific phase, the interest in causes. Accord-
ingly, the growth of religious appreciation follows

the line of the deepening .social e.\perienec. Re-
ligious growth is inextricahly one with moral
growth. The intimate relation between religious

experience and the new birth of social feeling in

adole.scence is of itself almost suflicient to establish

this point of view. Asocial colour can be given to

the chihl's interest in oau.ses, however, by indulg-

ing his spontaneous tendency to think of them as

personal. As a matter of fact, this is what com-
monly occurs in religious instruction concerning
creation, the Divine power in Nature, etc. Chris-

tianity, which derives its chief syinbolisin and its

chief Virtues from the life of the family, has a
consequent advantage in religious education. For
the child's earliest experience of family afi'ection

and of the laws of family unity provide him with
ideals for interpreting and judging all subsequent
social experience, and for completing and unifying
his social ideals, in the notion of a universal Divine
family.

5- The child and the race.— The preceding
diseussi<jn shows what an overwhelming part

social environment, or ediu'ation in its broadest

sense, plays in making the child what he is at any
stage of growth. Children grow up amongst us as

civilized beings because they live in a civilized

environment ; there is no other way whatever to

obtain the result. We have seen, nevertheless,

that the actual life of children never fully repro-

duces the social life of adults, even on a small

scale. The social ways of the young express con-

stitutional limitaticms and necessities which cannot
be di.^]>laced by mature laws and standards. When
the pressure of adult society upon children prevents

the expression of child nature, then occurs arrest

or perversion of development, as in some families

of the very rich, where children arc kept in the

.society of nurses and away from normal child

activities, and likewise iu some families of the

very i)oor, where economic pressure i)laces the

child in stunting occupations. Is it possible, now,
to generalize the limitations of children at their

various periods of growth as compared with adults ?

What is the law of the individual's own contribu-

tion to his development?
The only em[>irically founded answer to this

question is the theorj' of recapitulation, which
attempts to bring under a single principle the

mental and tlie physical, the post-natal and the
embi3-ologic development, and to connect the de-

velopmental order in the individual with the
evolution of the race. As the human embryo
assumes successive forms which represent the
phj'sical evolution of the human species, though
with variations, short-cuts, etc., so after birth the

individual follows in a rough schematic way the

line of mental and social evolution in the human
race. Thus, in point of action and inhibition,

there is in Imth a change from instinct and im-

pulse, through custom, to in<lividual deliberation ;

in ]ioint of social grouping, from connexions de-

termined by immediate biological necessity (as in

the family), through stages of giouployalty like

that of clan and tribe, to some recognition of the

larger humanity ; in point of interests, from dis-

continuity to system, from immediate activities,

connected with the primary aspects of things, to

simple construction, and then to the larger and
larger control of causes. C. Stanley Hall main-

tains, in addition, that such facts of bodily growth
as periods of lel.itive stability, followed by i)eriods

of dlsequiliiuation, represent corresponding stages

of race history. In the ascertained facts of in-

dividual development he believes that we have
clues even to otherwise unknown crises in the life

of the race (see his Adolescenr.e, i. 40-50).

Though the fact of recapitulation is unquestioned,
the interjiret.-ition of it is not easy. A hasty
inference, which many have drawn, is that, in a
fairly literal sense, the individual is first a savage,

then a barbarian, then a civilized being. Not only
does observation of children not justify any such
view, but the whole conception of recapitulation

on which it relies is mistaken. There is no vis a
tei-(jo that pushes the individual through a given
course of development regardless of environment.
As every mechanical force has a full mechanical
resultant, so the mental and moral environment
determines the growth of the child's character as
inevitably as does the constitutional factor that we
call recapitulation. This law enables us to foretell

what type of interest will prevail in each period of

gTowth, and therefore in what general order the
child w ill assimilate the standards of adult society.

But these predetermined types of interest are

broadly generic, not specific. What education can
do is to select, within each generic type, specific

objects and situations that will awaken per-

manently worthy responses. By such selection,

e.g., a little child's generic interest in ' seeing the
wheels go round ' can be made a sjiecilic interest in

some mechanical principle ; interest in ' blood and
tliunder ' tales can be attached to naval heroes or

missionary adventure as well as to thieves and
pirates. The law of recapitulation, then, points to

the limitations of spontaneous interest at different

periods rather than to any rigid line that develop-

ment must follow. Yet the natural interests of

each period should be abundantly fed, and appro-

I>riate activities encouraged, not only for the

general enrichment of exjierience and memory, but
also because full self-expre.ssion is the best pre-

paration for the next stage of interest. Lack of

self-expression at any stage is likely to result in a
permanent maiming of the mind.'

Literature.—A Bibliography uJ'Child-Siudy, revised annually,

is issued by Louis N. Wilson, Worcester, Mass. A. F. Cham-
berlain, The Child : A Study in the Evolution of Man, London,
1000, Bummarizes many researches, and gives a bibliography of

nearly 700 titles. A. E. Tanner, The Child : His Thinkimj,
Feeling, and Doing, New York, 190-1, gives a simple statement

of the various results of the child-study movement, together

with a bibliography on each topic. G. Stanley Hall, Adol-

escence, 2 vols.. New York, 1904, makes constant reference to

childhood, especially in the first volume. Among educational

periodicals, the Pedagogical Seminary (quarterly), Worcester,

Mass., and Earl Barnes' Studies in Education (occasional),

Leland Stanford Universitj^ California, are especially significant

for researches on children. The following works discuss funda-

mental facts and principles that concern the moral or religious

significance of childhood : J. M. Baldwin, Mental DetelopmenI

in the Child and the Race, New York, 1895, and Social and
Ethical Interpretations in Mental Develojnnent, New York, 1897

;

G. Compayre, L'Evolution intellectuelle et morale de Venjant -,

Paris, 1890 lEng. tr., 2 vols., New York, 1890-1902]; I. King.
Psychology nf Child Development, Chicago, 1903 ; M. V. O'Shea,
Social Development and Educiitiun, Boston, 1909

; J. Sully,

Studies of Childhood, London, 1S95. On childhood religion,

in addition to the references above under § 4, see The Child and
lieligion, ed. T. Stephens, London and New York, 1906.

George A. Coe.

CHILD MARRIAGE (in India).—Among the

peculiar customs connected with marriage in India,

1 On the biological phase of recapitulation, see A. M. Marshall,

Biological Lectures and Addresses, London, 1894. On the psycho-

logical phase, see J. M. Baldwin, MeiUal Oevetojnnent in the

Child and the Race, ch. i., and Social and Ethical Inter-

pretalionx in Mmtal Developmtnt, pp. 188-195 ; I. King, Psycho-

lony 0/ Child Developmmt, pp. 15r>-171 ; E. A. Kirkpatrick,

Genetic Psychology, New York, 1909, ch. xi. On the educational

phase, see the iiret and second Year Book o.f the Ilerbart Society,

t'niversity o( Chicago Press. On the religious phase, see G. A.

Coe, Education in Religion and iloraU, New York, 1004, pp.

201-22S.
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cliilil marriage, along with tlio practice of wiilow-

burning, has always astouisheu the observer of

Indian native life. From tlie days of Alexander

the (Jreat (wliose historians relate that Indian

females marry at the age of seven) ' until the

jirL'soiit time, travellers, oriental and oeeidental,

have reportecl this striking phenomenon, which, at

least in such wide occurrence, is without parallel

in the whole world, and have usually expressed

sympathy for the lot of the child-wives.
' The statistics of the last Census exiiibit clearly

the wide extent of the practice of child marriage

in India even at the present time. While the

usage whieli prohibits tlie marriage of widows is

contined to a comparatively limited sphere, and is

in reality restricted to the hif'her castes, the prac-

tice of child marriage has t;iken lirm hold of the

lower classes of the people as well. Throughout
India about ^ of the total number of Hindu
females between the ages of ten and fifteen years

are unmarried ; that is to say, more than half of

the Indian girls marry before they have reached

their tifteenth year—the time at which they are

capable of matrimonial life—hqwever unht for it

they may be physically.- We find child marriage
least prevalent among the tribes that, almost un-

influenced by Hindu civilization, have preserved

their own native characteristics ; thus the Dra-
vidian tribes of Chota Nagpar, tlie Central Pro-

vinces, and the Madras Hills, and the Mongolian
tribes of the Himalaya region, of Assam and
Burma, are acquainted with courtship and mar-
riage only between full-grown youths and girls.

But as soon as we come to tribes among whom the
social life, as among the Jats and Rajputs, derives

its character entirely or mainly from the caste

system of the Hindus, we find either child mar-
riage in undisputed sway or a mixed S3-stem pre-

valent. The rule is, at least in the western Pro-

vinces, that, after the wedding has taken place, the
bride and bridegroom do not live together until

after a second ceremony, named gauna or muklawa,
—which corresponds to the old garbhddhana (see

Marriage [Hindu])—has been performed ; till

then the girl lives as a virgin in her parents'

house. This second ceremony is separated from
the first—the wedding in childhood—by an interval

of three, five, seven, nine, or eleven years, the
period being fixed by the girl's parents. Thus the
Jats in general marry at from five to seven years
of age, but the parents retain the girl at home,
where she is useful to them in the household,
often imtil after her sixteenth year, and do not
hand her over to the husband until pressed to

do so. Among the Rajputs, on the other hand,
marriage is customary only when the girl is

fifteen or sixteen, or later still ; but sexual union
takes jjlace directly after the marriage ceremony.
The farther one descends the valley of the Gauges
eastwards, the more does child marriage form the
rule. In IJengal the canonical rites of the Hindu
marriage have degenerated into the monstrous
perversion which compels girls of the higher castes

to commence their married life at the age of nine,
and the consequence of this is that they become
mothers at the earliest age at which it is physically
possible for them. Marriage in childhood is re-

garded in Bengal as so absolutely necessary for

happiness, that even the unfortunate children who
are brought up for prostitution are, with all

solemnity, married to a plantain-tree before they
reach the age at which it is considered a disgrace
to be unmarried.
In the districts of India where consvimmation
1 'Ef 5e Tfl X'^PIl TavTfl, iVa eBaTt^.ivaev yi Ovyd-nip rod 'Ilpa-

kAcou^i Tai jutf yvvaiKai eiTTa erea eovtras es tiiprjv ydjiov LeVat
(.Vrrian, Ind. ix. 1).

" R. Burn, Census of India, 1901, ' N.W. Provinces and Oudh,'
pt. i. p. 116.

directly follows the early marriage, the ellects of

the nnliai)py custom are clearly seen : premature
puberty, feelile constitution of the oll'spring, and
early decline of the mother ; and a gradual de-

generation of the population appears inevitable.

In the year 1891 the British Government, rightly

apprehending the dangers that threaten the people

of India from the abuse of child marriage, issued

a law—admittedly without much result—which
prescribes the raising of the age of marriage ;

•

and intelligent and well-inforined Hindus have
also endeavoured to enlighten and intiuence their

countrymen on this point. Bui, apart from the

ditficulty of inducing the lower grades to abanilon

a firmly established usage, the educated classes

also hold tenaciously to the prejudice that the

custom of child marriage is ancient and uncon-

ditionally prescribed in their Law-books.
An examination of tlie earliest literature and of

the Law-books of India, however, leads to the

conclusion that neither the assertion of great age,

nor that of unconditional legal prescription, is

well founded. In the Rigveda we do not find any
definite statement regarding the age of marriage.

As evidence for the occurrence of child marriage as early .as

the time of the Rigveda, one might perhaps adduce the itihtiaa

which is related on the obscene verses Rigv. i. 126. 6-7. Bhava-
j-avya, invited to the enjoyment of love, laughs at his spouse

Roma^ji, belie\ang that she is still immature ; - whereupon she

invites him to convince himself of the contrary, adding that

she knew that intercourse before puberty was forbidden

by the Law.3 But, apart from the fact that these pas^:iu^es

favour the general prevalence of marriage with a mature ijirl,

the itihdsa conveys too much the impression of being a late

invention occasioned by an etymological play upon the name
Roma:sa.

It is of decisive significance that the Vedic mar-
riage maxims can refer only to mature brides.''

The vivaha was not yet, as at a later time, a mere
arrangement between the parents, but rather the

actual marriage, which was preceded by the varanam
as betrothal. On the conclusion of the marriage
festivities the bride betook herself to the house of

her husband, which she henceforth ruled and
managed as mistress.^

The first indications of infant marriage occur in

the &'/'Aya-literature: here already we find the rule,

almost universally valid in the Hmrtis, according

to which the nagitilcfi, i.e. a girl going naked and
yet immature, is the best (wife).^ Still, in general,

according to the Grhyasutrcts, the marriage of

mature girls was the prevailing custom ; and this

follows as a consequence from the nature of the

marriage ceremonies described, and from the

silence of Asvalayana and other authors of the
Grhijastltras regarding the age of the bride.

The instructions regarding the period of conti-

nence after the removal to the husband's house
has taken place,' as also regarding the necessity

of consummating marriage upon the expiratiou of

this time and directly after the appearance of the

menses, can refer only to an anagnikdfi Child

marriages became customary at the time of

Hiranyakesin, without, however, being universally

established ; but, on the contrary, apparently en-

countering opposition, for Hiranyakesin recom-

1 That the ' age of consent * should be twelve years.
2 aprau^hetibuddhyd {^hy9.i\s. on Kigv. i. 126. 6f.).

3 />ur3a(ed. Satyavrata Sama^ranii. ^''' /;; '
. IS^n. ii. 348^

12fl.) on Sirukta, iii. 20: 'jane 'hnn ', " ,7in,nikni,a

upagaviaft pratis^ldhah smTtau.' yi ^
'

.
'. :> (see

F. Kielhorn, * Die Nitimaiijari des I»\.i t'vi>..i,, y.^iuichten

d. Grs. d. Wiss., Gottingen, 1891, pp. i.vi-;,; ; lurlliir (under
slightlv different circumstances), Brnaddcvatti, iii. lS5-iv. 3.

l Cf. Ind. Stud. V. 177 ft'.

B ' ifi'hnn gaccha gi-hapatni yathd'so vaiini tvath vidatham
n imdiisi ' (Rigv. x. 85. 26).

''<;obhiIa, Gvhyasutm, iii. 4, 6: ' nafitiihi tn .frr^fAd*;

Mdiiavagr. i. V, 7 : ' bandhunuitithkant/dma^pr^tnvmil/iHtidtn
u-payachchhcl, samanaiiariiyim asaituinapravardth yant/asii'n

nagnikaih sresthdm.*
' AiSvalavana, Gr. i. 8. 10-11 ;^P5raskara, Gr. i. 8. 1.

8 Ap.asta"niba, Gr. iii. 8. 10 ; Saiikhayana, Gr. i. 19. 1 ; P.ara-

skara, Gr- i. H. 7.
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nionds an anaffnikd as the licst, .sayiiiff, ' I'Ot

him take a wife from an cinial caste, one \\\io

is mature, chaste.' ' Ami when Gobliihi and tlie

author of the MdnavaijrlDjrt take the opposite

point of view in refjard to child niarriajje, and
declare a imf/nihl to be the best, it follows

that at their time late marriages, though still

customaiy, had fallen into discredit.

Different stages in the evolution of the custom
can also he observed in the SH()A-Iiterature, just

as in the Gfhyasutras mentioned above. Only if

we suppose a gradual transition from tlie Vedie
custom of late marriage to an increasing extension
of child marriage, can we account for the fact that

in one and the sivme Law-book we find [lassages

which recommend cliild niaiTiage, and others

which see no ofl'ence in marriage between adults.

In the much-discussed passage in Manu (ix. 88 If.)

the chief importance attaches far less to the ques-

tion whether a girl at nianiage must be mature
or not, than to this, that a father must give his

daughter at all events to a suitor of an equal
caste.

* Lei (the father) give the girl, even if she he not yet marriage*
ahle/- to a suitor who is high-born, handsome, and belonging
to an eqnal caste, according to the regulation. Let a girl, even
when she lias reached maturity, remain till death in the house
(of her father), rather than that one should ever give her to a

husband lacking the (.'specified) high qualifications.** Mann
then proceeds :

' Let a girl wait (for an appropriate suitor) for

three ye.ars after the commencement of the first menses ; from
then onwards let her seek a husband for herself from an equal
caste.'

^

But, although in the.se verses the emphasis is laid

on the choice of a suitor from an eipial caste, yet
also, on the one hand, marriage before pulierty is

represented in ' rii)nlp/dm api ' as the exeei)tion,

and, on the other hand, the words ' tr'uii vnrsaiiy

udllcscta kiimdry rdimatl sad' expressly admit
that, if an appropriate suitor be not foimd, mar-
riage may be postponed until after the commence-
ment of puberty, and may even take place a long

time thereafter. And, when Manu slun-tly after-

wards (ix. 94) lays down that a man of thirty

years sliall marry a girl of twelve, and a man of

twenty-four a girl of eight years, and quickly too,

if the Law should be in danger, he means tlicreby,

at lea.st according to Medhatithi's elucidation,

not to prescribe a fixed age for marriage, but
rather to give examples of the fitting dillerence

in the ages of lawful spouses.'* Perhaps tliis verse

is to be regarded as advocating hastened marriage,

even \\ith a girl who is under age, w'hen there

is danger that an unworthy {i.e. lower caste) man
desires to marry the girl. One thing is certain

from it, however, tluit in Mann's time, along with
late marriages, those with girls eight years of age
occurred ami were recommended.
As with Manu, so also with Ijaudhayana " and

Vasistha,' the rule is that a girl .shall he subject

to her father's injunctions for three years" after
' Ilirapyakedin, i. 17. 2 :

' Ukr'irydvi upayachchhet sajdtdnfuj-

nikdih WahmachdriT^iw .* So most of the MSS read: but "if

we adopt the readini,' of other 5IS.S (sajatdth nat/nikdmX then
we Bhoutl li.uf tti. ,

r -nr'tarule in lliraijyakc^in as well.

2 *ai>ri'!'f' ' '
' r'li conmientator Kulluka adds, quoting

from thr /'

'

', i. in />/tan«a^aslrasa?/(<7ro/ta, Calcutta,

187G, ii. .;-.;" I ; '"'/mi/cd a^tdvar^dm, evarft dharmo na
hiyatc ' ( let Iniii sii 1- hi r in marriage at the age of eight years,

then the law is not iiitrini^ed '),

3 ix. S9 :
' kdmam d maranjl tiffheil i/rhe kanyarlitmaty api,

na chaivaindih prayachchhrt tu (jutfahindya karhickit.' On this

Metlhatithi notes : 'prdf/rt'^h kanydyd na danam, f^udar^anc
pi na dadydd. ydvad ijiiiuimn ruru na pruptali* ('one nmst
not give a girl in niartingi- l).jfore puberty, even after the coni-
nien«'<niont of jtubert y slii- sliall not be given away so long as a
suitor with the ncfdtui ipialiritxations is not available').

» ix. !MI

:

' trini I'li-^i'ny tuUkiiPta kavulry ftnmati gati

urdhvaih trt kdldd. fta.vjndd vindfla mdT^aihpatim..'
6 * iyatd kttlrna yaviijasl kanyd vodhavj/d, na pttnar etdvad

wo/rt.vrt rva i:i.vdha ily upadridrthah * {Mdnavadharma&datra,
cd". Slandlik, vol. ii. p. 11U3).

6iv. 1. 14. ''xvii. 07 1.

8 According to Oautama, xviii. 20, only three menses need be
waited for.

the connnencement of puberty, an<i in the fourlh

year shall herself select a .suitable husband. But
in opjiosition to Ibis conniving at late marriages
these lawgivers provide regulations winch unccui-

ditionally require child marriage ; (lius in liaudba-

yana ' it is stated :
' To a virtuous, pure husband

the girl should be given while she is still immature
;

even from an unworthy man she should not he
withheld if she has attained wonianhocxl.' The
strict injunction regarding marriage before the
commencement of puberty gains additional force

from the fact that disregard of it is represented as

accompanied by evil consequences for the father.

While Manu is (content to characterize the father

as blameworthy- who does not give his daughter
in marriage at the proper time, it is stated in

Vasi.stha :
' For fear of the commencement of

puberty, let the father give his daughter in mar-
riage while she is .still going abcmt naked. For if

she remains at home after the marriageable age,
sin falls upon the father.'

'

But although these legal regulations obtained
ever wider acceptation in the cour.se of time, until

finally their observance, at least among the IJrah-

raans, became e.ssential and fuiulamental for ortho-

dox Hinduism, marriage at an advanced age,

along with child marriage, must have been cus-

tomary for centuries till nearly the end of the
Middle Ages ; and in large districts there would
certainly be variations in rcg.ard to the custom,
just as at the present day. Otherwise it would be
almost inexplicable that neither in the dramatic
nor in the epic literature of the Indians does child

marriage play any noteworthy part. All the
familiar female characters of Indian legend, Sa-

kuntala, Malavika, Savitrl, Damayanti, etc., are
full-grown girls, thoroughly conscious of their

womanhood.^ 'The facts that the narjnikd-vwXc
(' a man of thirty shall take to w-ife a girl of ten,

one who is immature ') occurs in a passage of the
MnJirthltdmla,^ and that in the li'amOi/i'iiii.iilni.

Sita on her marriage with the fifleen-ycar-old Kama
is six years of age, are of comparatively little

imjiortance.

'I'he legendary literature of the Buddhists, like-

wise, knows nothing of child marriage. In the
Jatakas both the youths and maidens are grown
up when they enter the married state." That
boys who have attained their sixteenth year count
as adults is a view which is common to {\\eJriliikiis

and the epics ;' but in the ca.se of the female sex

also the sixteenth year was ajiparently regardetl

as the time of full development and the marriage-
able age :

' At the age of 8i.\teen,' it is slated in the A nvnocMi/ajataka,^
' she(Sammillabh.asini)was exceedingly beautiful and charming,
resembling an Apsaras, endowed with all the characteristicjj of

1 iv. 1. 11; 'dadydd (juxiavate kanydiji nagnikdip, brak-
machdrii^, api vd guiiahmdya 7ioparundhydd rajasvaldm.'
2ix. 4 : 'kdle 'ddldpitd vdcyo.'
3 VSs. xvii. 70 ; Gaiit. xviii. 22.
1 Ifr.;.l!;ii«, .r.-ills' viii. -ill U «llo..I.l nl-n be llot«l H-il a

seritf.l ,..•. illil..ull.t.l .11 U.>.-,... ...I :„;,Uiii. .u..l.i.- I.. ^J.i; .liurse

to wedlock. Her father, ' liikd witli alarm at the .sin of her
p.xssing youth,' holds for her a sffl^«;/H-arrt, or ' si-If-rluiiee' of

a huit.aiul; but, having fallen in love with the hero of the
r')nr;nr( i-i n (Irram, she refuses to accept anv of the .suitors

ul, . , , M 'h.n, elves. Thereupon her lather determines to

ni;u I
1 I

' u ] I iM-e whether she will or no : and she escapes
frmii ]> I I'l-'ii III, III only by elopement with the hero, who

'I.;. 41. IJ): ' tritp^adrnt^i} da^di-ar^diii hhdrynih viudeta

ni'.'iiiit^dm.' Moreover, the text of the ii.a-ssage is doubtful, as

it is more than once quoted witli the reading ^of}a6dhdd»i
(' si\l^'fn years of age *).

«Jri(., ed. FaushoU, London, 1877-97, i. 47.''): 'taasa vayap-
patta.s.ta samajdlikd kuld pajdpalim dhariipsn'\ ii. 116, 121,

i:ii), 225, 229 :
' Sd vai/appattd samdiiajdlikaip kulam aganulsi,'

1 Of. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 110 note.
8 Jdt., ed.'I'ausboU, iii. 93.
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iilv beauty. . . . I'lii.' persons (sent out as dcinUy-auitors)

chose her (as bride). . . . Contrary to the wishes of botli (bride

and bridegroom), they (the parents) prepared the weddint;-

[east.'

The early nieilical authors among tlie Hindus had
also rightly ieco,i;nized that a girl does not reach

the full develoinnent of her phj'sical caiiabilities,

even in India, until she is sixteen.' Su^ruta

teaches :
^

' A man in his twenty-fifth year, but a girl in her 6i.\teenth,

both of these have reached the summit of their vigour ; an

experienced doctor ought to know that.' And in another pass-

age s he confirms this view with tliese details :
' When a man

._j3wrlaSfiot"J"Bt-Te»«iiuidhi8 twenty-flfth year has intercourse

with a girl who is less tESn-sisteen years of age, the embryo
dies in the womb. Or if it (the51»i4)is born, it cannot Uve

long, or lives with little vigour ; therefolt-oge must not permit

any man to have intercourse with a woman wlT&4&too young.'

If, in accordance with what has been stateji^ the

present-day champions of child marriage anlOng

the Hindus can find no unqualified support for the

custom in their own ancient literature, j'et it must
be admitted that only one consideration commonly
adduced on behalf of child marriage has thereby

been disposed of. There still remains a whole
series of argtuuents which—if we judge them from

the Indian standpoint—cannot always be similarly

shown to be invalid. Without doubt the cease-

lessly operating influence of climate, and the

physical constitution of the Indian natives, render

necessary a ditl'erent judgment from the current

European one. It must also be clearly understood

that the supjiression of child marriage would pro-

foundly allect the law and custom of Indian family

life ; the adult wife accommodates herself with

difficulty to the joint family [see FAMILY [Hindu])

with its community not merely of alt domestic,

but also of intellectual, interests ; while the child-

wife—if we may credit the assurances of educated

Hindus—is received by all members of the family

with genuine liking and regard. Further, we
must not forget that the question of child marriage

is intimately connected with the Indian conception

of paternal authority and the legal injunctions

regarding tutelage and the protection of minors.

If we take all this into account, and, further, take

into consideration the conservative disposition of

the Hindus and their aversion to the interference

of Europeans in everything that concerns their

domestic affairs, we will not be in too great a
hurry to advocate the complete abolition of child

marriage, but will restrict ourselves to encourag-

ing the Indians of their own accord to revive

the old-time custom which sanctioned the post-

ponement of the actual consummation of marriage

for some years even after the commencement of

puljerty.
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CHILDREN.
American (A. F. Chamberlain), p. 524.

Bab.-Assyr. (T. G. Pinches), p. 527.

Celtic (E. Anwyl), p. 5-29.

Chinese.—See Birth (Chinese), Education
(Chinese).

Christian.—See Education.
Egyptian (G. FOUCART), p. 532.

Greek (W. H. S. JoNES), p. 539.

Hindu (K. FiCK), p. 540.

CHILDREN (American).—The ethnological

investigations of the last twenty-five year.s have
thrown much Light upon the question of the treat-

ment of children among the American aborigines

and their relation to the social and religious life of

the primitive New World. We now know much
concerning jiarental and filial att'ection, the environ-

ment of childhood and youth, the activities of the
young of both sexes, their participation in tribal

and religious rites, ceremonies, etc., their influence

upon the customs and practices of adult life, and
other matters of great interest here.

I. Affection for children.—As the present >\Titer

pointed out in his monograph on The Child in

Folk-Thought (pp. 104-129), the bright side of

child-life among primitive [leoples has been much
under-estimated. This statement is eminently
true of the American Imlliuis, as he can testify

from personal experiences among several difl'erent

native tribes (e.g. the Kutenai of south-eastern

British Columbia), where the ' human side ' of

1 See, further, JoUv, Medicin, Strassburg, 1901 (,=GIAP iii.

10), 49.

2 35. 8: 'patUhaviiflie tato varfc punian nari (« fo<fa^e

samati'dgataoiryau tau, jdniydt kuialo hhii^ak.'

8 10. 13

:

' una§ot^^am rst'r fiiim ajirf'iptahpaflcJiavi-yfiiatim

yadddhattt' fmhui 'tarhlnnii icuk^i^^hah sa vipadyate
jatovdnaci tl rd durbalendriya^
tasmdd at!/t, rrhhddhdnatiina kdrayet'

;

similarly Vagbhatii Hi LliL _!.; ja^arh^jraha.

Iranian (L. H. Gray), p. 544.

Japanese.—See EDUCATION (Japanese).

Jevyish. — See Birth (Jewish), Education
(Jewish).

Muhammadan.—See Birth (Muh.), Education
(Muh.).

Parsi (J. J. Modi), p. 544.

Roman (W. Warde Fowler), p. 545.

Teutonic—See Birth (Tent.).

these uncivilized peoples finds an expression in

tenderness towards, and real afl'ection for, children

on the part of both parents. Thus, a Kutenai
father was seen playing in genial fashion with
several little children, who were amusing them-
selves with him in all sorts of ways, pulling his

hair, crawling all over him, etc. He even let one
of them put its toes into his mouth. Among other

tribes for which there is undoubted evidence of the

existence of great afl'ection for children, are the

Patwin and certain other tribes of C!alifornia

(Powers) ; Zufiis of the Pueblo region of the south-

western United States (Cashing) ; PawTiee Indians,

a southern plains peojile (Fletcher) ; Blackfeet,

an Algonquian tribe of the great Norlh-West
(Maclean); Omaha Indians of the Siouan stock

(Fletcher) ; Iroquois of New York and Canada
(Hale, Beauchamp) ; Eskimos of the Arctic regions

(Boas, Stefdnsson) ; certain Indians of Guiana
(Im Thurn) ; Indian tribes of north-western Brazil

(Koch); Indians of the Xingii country (von den
Steinen), etc.
Powers says of some of the Cahfornian peoples with whom he

was well acquainted (Conlrib. A'. Amer. Ethn. iii. 23) :
' Many

is the Indian I have seen tending the baby with far mot«
p.atience and good-nature than a civilized father would display.'

Im Thurn (Among the Inds. of Guiana, Lond. 1883, p. 219)

specifically notes the affection of both parents for their child, and

remarlis that the f.ather, ' when he returns from huntuig, brings

it strange seeds to play with, fondles it, and makes it necklaces

and other ornaments.' Koch, who has recently visited some ot
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the 'wild' tribes of north-western Brazil tlmt have scarcely as

yet seen a white man, ftn'is theni to possess umrked affeetion for

their children. Dr. Barbara Uenz, in a paper read at the
Sixteenth International Conijress of Amcrieanists (Vienna,
1008), discusses briefly the general subject of parental love

ftniong the American Indians.

It is thus certain that love of iliildren and
aft'ection for them are to he fijiiiid ooininonly

among the aborigines of the New World, and oftun

developed to a degree as high as that characteristic

of the civilized peoples of tlie Old World ; also

that, in primitive America, contrary to a prevalent
general opinion, affection for cliildren on the part

of the father and other males of the communitj- is

often notably present and given full expression.

Among the American aborigines, ailection for

children is very frequently exhibited in the
customs of adoption, natal ceremonies, and other
rites of early childhood, as well as in the practices

connected with the death and burial of infants,

mourning, etc. Instances of cruel treatment of

children are, of course, not unknown among the

American Indians, e.specially where anything like

the patria potcstas of the Romans happened to

grow up and become socially effective. The
r"uegian incident, reported by Bj-ion and com-
mented upon by Darwin, of the Indian who dashed
down on the rock.s his little child who had just let

fall a basket of sea-eggs, has been wrongly inter-

preted by many writers, it being rather an example
of sudden and uncontrollable anger, such as even
the white race often furnishes, than a proof of the

absence of all affection and reganl for children.

Affection and cruelty do not absolutely exclude each
other here, any more than with us. The magnifying
of the importance of acts of cruelty on record has
sometimes led unjustifiably to the denial of

affection to whole communities or even tribes and
peoples of the New World and elsewhere. In
primitive America, as in primitive Europe and
Asia, and in these lands when they had largely

left the limits of savagery and barbarism and
entered upon the paths of culture-progress, the

cruelties committed in the name of religion towards
children and youth by no means imply the entire

absence of an older human affection for them.
Over most of primitive America corporal punish-

ment and the severe castigation of children did not

prevail, and ' spoiled children ' were as common as

they have ever been with any race that has
inhabited the globe. This topic will be discussed

further under art. Education (American).

2. Divine protection.—The idea that chil<ln'n

enjoy a sort of Divine or superhuman protccti<in

not vouchsafed to adults, and are rele.'used from
many of the tabus imposed upon the latter, is not

uncommon among the American aljorigines. Thi!

Iroquois Indians, according to Mrs. E. A. Smith
(2 RBEW, 1883, p. 69), believe that 'a child still

continues to hold intercourse with the spirit-world

whence it so recently came,' and so, ' wlien a
living nursing child is taken out at night, the

mother takes a pincli of white ashes and rubs it on
the face of the child so that the spirits will not

trouble it.' This conception of the spiritualitj' of the

child probably underlies also the reason given by
some of the Iroquois against the practice of corporal

punishment, viz. that it would ' hurt the child's

soul.' Among the Omaha Indians, Miss Fletcher

tells us (JAFL, 1888, i. 1-20), 'there is a sui>er-

stition wliich prevents the telling of stories in the
summer .season, as the snakes may hear and do
mischief ; but for the children this tabu is lifted,

and ' they carry the songs out among the summer
blossoms, and the .snakes do them no harm.' Among
certain Brazilian tribes, children are allowed to

touch, or even to play with, the masks and other

more or less sacred objects used by adults in

religious and tribal ceremonies, etc. Among

various tribes, both in North and in South America,
children are admitted to view many if not all such
ceremonies, altlujugh certain others exclude them
from them altogether ; sometimes men, women,
and children dance together, the little ones
bringing up the rear in a line closely following
their mothers. Often, as among the Zunis ana
elsewhere, there are ' children's societies ' of divers

sorts, both religious and secular. In many cases

the children closely imitate the rites and ceremonies
of their elders, or sometimes mock tlicm, with no
fear of the wrath of the gods, who, in other parts

of the world, might punish them sevcuely.

3. The child as hero and as hero-god.—As the

subject of heroes and hero-guds will Ije dealt with
in a separate article, it will suliice to mention here
the fact that the appearance of the chilil as hero
and as hero-god is common in the mythology and
the folklore of the Indians of North, Central, and
South America. A frequently occurring incident
in the life of American Indian heroes ami ' wonder-
cliildren' is their growth, almost instantly or in a
short time, from babyhood to strong and active

youth, or even manhood, as in the case of the
Siouan 'Young Rabbit,' the Blackfoot (Algonquin)
' Blood-Clot Boy,' etc. The child-heroes and child-

gods are sometimes represented as talking and
planning in the womb of their mollier before birth,

as, e.g., the Iroquoian twins, Good Jlind and Evil

JNIind. Among the more notable child-heroes,

child-gods, child-adventurers, wonder-children, etc.,

of the American aborigines may be cited the
Kwakiutl Ank'oalagjdis and other figures in the
mythology of the Indians of the North-west Pacific

Coast region described by Boas ; the ' Young
Rabbit ' type of peoples of the Siouan stock ; the
' Blood-Clot Boy ' type of the Blackfeet ; the
Noojekesigundasit type of the Micmac ; the ' Bear
Boy ' of the Iroquoian tribes; the 'Wild Boy' of

the Cherokees ; the ' Antelope Boy ' of the Pueblo
Indians of Isleta ; the 'Good and Bad Twins' of

Iroquoian cosmology ; the ' Divine Twins ' of the
Zufiis and other Pueblo Indians ; the Pawnee child-

heroes and other similar figures in the legends of

other Plains Indians, etc. Many of the culture-

heroes treated of by Brinton, in his American
tiero-Myths (the Algonquian Michabo, Manabozho

;

Aztec Quetzalcoatl ; Tupian Mon.in, etc.), were
'wonder-children.' Indeed, ])rimitive America is

particularly rich in this type of the hero, human or

Divine.
The r61e of the child as discoverer of food-planls,

etc., is recognized in the myths and legends of a
number of Indian tribes.

Among the Paressi, an Arawakan tribe of the Jfatto Grosso
region in Brazil (Ehrenreich, p. 57), Uazalc, the first human
being, as a child, finds the 7nanioc-root ; and, later on, various

other cultivated plants originate from the dilTerent parts of the
bodies of his children, who have met their death in a conila-

gration. Certain curious forms and shapes in these roots,

fruits, etc., are explained by their origin from this or that

member or organ of the body. In a legend of the Brazilian

Indians reported by Thevet in the Itith cent., a woman an<i her

children, in a time of great faraiJie, set out to hunt for edihie

roots, when they are met by an unknown child, whom they seek

to drive away as a competitor. But yatic-roota fall down from
the sky, for'the child was no other than Mairo Slonen, the

culture-hero, who had descended to earth to help mankind.
Legends of this sort are found .among a number of Arawakan
and Tupian tribes, and, as Khrenrcich points out (p. 57), testify

to the fact that among such primitive races women and children

have been the discoverers of many food-plants, eto.

4. Metamorphosis of children into animals, etc.

—.All over primitive Aniciic.i are to be foimd tales

and legends of the tr;nistormati(m and metamor-
phosis of human children into other creatures, etc.

The Eskimos of the Ungava region ajjpear to have
a consider.ible number of su(-h tales, to judge from
the account of Turner (11 HBKW, 1894). The
wolves are the gaunt and hungry children of a
mother who.se family was too large for her to feed

it properly. The loon and the raven are children
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whom their father trie<l to paint, as may bo seen
today from the sjiots on the former, etc. The
sea-pigeons are chiUIron who were changed into

those Ijirds for having' siared away tlie seals. The
hare is really a littUMliild that ran away lieoause

of ill-treatment vn (lie jiart of its elders. The
swallows are children who were changed into hirds

while Imildiiiy toy-houses. The Eskimos of Ungava
say :

' The hare has no tail, because, as a child, he
had none ; and he lays back his ears when he hoars
a shout, because he thinks people are talking
about him.' Of the swallows we are told; one
day some wonderfully wise children were playing
at building toy-houses on a clitt' near the village,

when they were changed into birds. They did not
forget their child-occuiiations, as we know to-day
when we see the swallows building their house of

mud in the cliff. And they are quite safe, for ' even
the raven does not molest them, and the Eskimo
children love to watch them.' An Indian tribe of

Vancouver Island (JAFL ix. 49) have a legend
that the striped squirrel of the West was a child

whom the gods saved from the merciless grasp of a
fierce old woman monster, by ch.".nging it into this

merry lively little creature—the squirrel's stripes

are the marks of the ogre's claws as the child

slipped through them. The tale of the transforma-
tion of children into swallows occurs also among
the Indian tribes of the Siouan stock, where
runaway children, found playing at making mud
huts on the banks of the river, are changed by the
wakanda, or superhuman powers, into swallows,
who perpetually make their houses of mud (Young,
Algonquin Indian Talcs, 1903, p. 68). Tales of

this or of similar types occur all over the
continent.

5. Twins and their treatment.—Multiple births
are not looked on with favour by many American
Indian peoples. Hrdlicka(Bj«K. SO BE, p. 58) reports
that, when the womtn of the San Carlos Apaches
were asked about triplets, ' they u.sually answered
with a laugh, saying that they were not dogs to

have so many.' Among the Algonquian Blackfeet,

according to Maclean (Canad. Sav. Folk, 1896,

p. 54), ' twins are believed to be an omen of evil,'

and t'win girls are looked tipon as ' a thousandfold
worse than twin boys' (p. 191). The Songisli

Indians of Vancouver Island, according to Boas (6th

Rep. on N. W. Tribes of Canada, 1890, p. 22), believe

that ' twins, immediately after their birth, possess
supernatural powers,' and they are, therefore, ' at
once taken to the woods and washed in a pond in

order to become ordinary men ' ; and, in the opinion
of the Shushwap Indians, this sujiernatural power
remains with them all through life (p. 92). If the
twins are boys, the Songisli liulic\e that they will

be good warriors ; if girls, t 1ki t lish will be plentiful.

Among the Nutka, Boas informs us (op. cit. 39)

:

'Numerous regulations refer to the birth of twins. The
parents of twins must build a small but in the woods far from
the village. There they have to stay two years, Tlie father
must continue to clean himself by bathing in ponds for a wliole

year, and must keep hia face painted red. While bathing, lie

sings certain songs that are only used on this occasion. Both
parents must keep away from the people. They must not eat,

or even touch, fresh food, particularly salmon. Wooden images
and masks, representing birds and fish, are placed around the
hut, and others, representing fish, near the river, on the bank
of which the hut stands. The object of these masks is to invite

all birds and fish to come and see the twins, and to be friendly

to them. They are in constant danger of being carried away by
spirits, and the masks and images—or rather the animals which
they represent—will avert this danger. The twins are believed

to be in some way related to salmon, although they are not
considered identical with them, as is the case among the
Kwakiutl. The father's song, which he sings when cleaning
himself, is an invitation for the salmon to come, and is sung in

their praise. On hearing this song, and seeing the images and
masks, the salmon are believed to come in great numbers to see
tlie twins. Therefore, the birth of twins is believed to indicate
a good salmon year. If the salmon should fail to come in larf,^e

miinbers, it is considered proof that the children will soon die.

Twins are forbidden to catch salmon, nor must they cat or
handle fresh salmon. They must not go sealing, as the seals

would attack them. They have the power to make good and
bad weather. They produce rain by painting their faces with
black colour and then washing them, or by merely shaking
their heads.'

Among the Kwakiutl it is believed that ' twins,
if of the same se.x, were salmon before they were
born ' ; and anion" the Nak'omgyilisila, ' the
father dances for four days, after the children
have been born, with a large square rattle.' These
Indians also believe that ' the children, by swing-
ing this rattle, can cure disease and procure
favourable winds and weather' (p. 62). Many
wonderful stories are told of the supernatural
power of twins even in extreme old age. Among
the Shushwap, Boas reports the following beliefs
regarding twins (p. 92)

:

' When twins are born, the mother must build a hut on the
slope of the mountains, on the bank of a creek, and must live
there with her children until they begin to walk. They may be
visited by their family, or any other who wishes to see them,
but they must not go" into the village, else her other children
would die. TvWns are called shumkumpqsisilt, i.e., young
grizzly bears. It is believed that throughout their lives they
are endowed with supernatural powers. They can make good
and bad weather. In order to produce rain, they take a small
basket filled with water, which they spill into the air. For
making clear weather, they use a small stick, to the end of
which a string is tied. A small flat piece of wood is attached
to the end of the string, and this implement is shaken. Storm
is produced by strewing down on the ends of spruce branches.
While they are children, their mother can see by their plays
whether her husband, when he is out hunting, is successful or
not. When the twins play about and feign to bite each other,
he will be successful ; if they keep quiet, he will return home
empty-handed. If one of a couple of twins should die, the
other must clean himself in the sweatbouse in order to remove
the blood of the deceased out of his body.'

Quite in contrast with this ominous character of
twins and the complicated ceremonials connected
with them, is their reception among certain other
tribes, as for example the Pima of Arizona, with
whom, according to Frank RusseU (26 MBEW,
1908, p. 185), ' twins are received with general
rejoicing ' and ' every inhabitant of the village
brings gifts, and the mother feels assured that she
will henceforth be a fortunate woman.' The idea
that the birth of twins indicates marital infidelity
on the part of the mother is not unknown in
primitive America. In case of twin-births one of
the infants is sometimes kUled.

6. Infanticide.—Among some American abor-
iginal peoples infanticide is or was as common as it

was rare (or unknown) among others. Infanticide
seems to have been practised to a considerable ex-
tent among the Eskimos of various regions, many
Athapascan, Algonquian, and Iroquoian peoples,
numerous tribes of the Pacific Coast region from
Alaska to California, many of the barbarous and
semi-civilized tribes of Mexico, Central America,
and Northern South America, and a large number
of South American uncivilized tribes, such as the
Patagonians, certain Chaco peoples, the Salivas,

Campas, etc. Among the peoples with whom
infanticide is reported as rare or as not practised

at all, are such primitive tribes as the Fuegian
Yahgans, the Brazilian Botocudos, certain Cali-

fornian Indians, the Algonquian Blackfeet and
Pottawattomis, the Siouan Omahas, the Eskimoan
Aleuts, etc. Most of these peoples regard infan-

ticide with horror, the Aleuts being of opinion that
such a crime ' would bring misfortime on the whole
village,' and the Blackfeet (according to Kichard-
son) believing that ' women who have been guilty

of this crime will never leach the happy mountain
after death, but are compelled to hover round the
seats of their crimes, with branches of trees tied to

their legs' (Westerinarck, Mli. 403). Where infan-

ticide does prevail, several distinct and unconnected
reasons are adduced in support of the practice,

such as the following ; lack of food and fear of

famine (a very common reason), inability of mother
to nur.se child, death of mother in child-birth,

birth of infant while mother is still caring for
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another youn;,' child, etc. With some tribes,

female infants alone or chietly seem to have been
thus put away ; anion;,' olliors only those that
were aliiiorinally constituted in some way, or
whose hirtli was ill-omened, etc. Ritual infanti-

cide was |iiactised amonfj some of the 'civilized'

and semi-civilized peoples of Me.\ico and Central
America; .sacrilice of the lirst-horn among the
I'awuces and some other tribes.

7. Burial of children.—The burial of chiKlren
often dillers remarkably from that of adults.
Concerning the Canadian Indians of Salishan
stock, C. Hill-Tout (^W/i'.v/i and l)(ni, 1907, p. 205)
says that a young child was always buried some
distance aw-ay from ohl graves, because of the
belief that, ' if a young child were buried close to
some old grave, its mother would have no more
children.' With these Indians, deaths of children
did not entail the burning of the hut in which they
took place, iis was the ca.se with adult deaths.
Among the Shushwap, according to Boas [ijth

Kcp. on N.W. Tribes of Canada, p. 89), 'if a
child should die, the next child is never put into
the same cradle which was used for the dead
child.' In South America a remarkable instance
of dirterence between the burial of children and
that of adults occurs among the Calchaiiuis, a pre-

historic people of the northern Argentine, who
interred their children in urns, adults being buried
otherwise.

8. Soul of the child.—As to the soul of the
child, its origin, nature, etc., a great variety of
opinions prevailed in primitive America, some of

which denied possession of such an attribute in earlj'

infancy, while others maintained the doctrine of

an hereditary soul, etc. Such of these theories as
are related to primitive ideas of education are
discussed in the article El)UC.\TlON (American), in
which are considered other matters concerning
the child among the American Indians.
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ALK.XA.NM.I; 1 . ('IIAMBEELAIN.
CHILDREN (Bab.-As.syr.).-After the birth of

a child (cf. :iii. liiRTH [Assyr.-I5ab.]) it was either
suckled by the mother or put out to nurse for a
period which might extend to three years (WAl ii.

pi. 9, 45-50 c, d). The te.\t containing this state-
nieut being bilingual, it is probable that wet-nursing
was common among both the Snmerians and the
Semites of I'abylonia from exceedinglj- ejirly times.
Inc.ant.itions e.xist {ib. pi. 17, 11, 3.5-39) showing
that ceremonies then took place with a view to
avoiding risk from the employment of a woman
with defective breasts of miliv {iiiii.irniqtu So, tti/u-Sa

(Abu, marrii, mahsii, ia inn mihis tulc iiiiut, 'a

nurse whose breasts arc sweet [Sumer. " honeyed "],

bitter, allcctcd, or by the adcction of who.se breasts
[a child] has died '). The nur.se seems generally to
have riiceived food, oil, and clothing as long as
she fullilled her duties, thus a.ssuring as far as
possible the health of the chilil whom she tended
iluring a very critical jieriod of its existence.'
The infancy of a child was naturally hedged

about with all kin<ls of precautions. In addition
to the incantations referred to, omens were derived
from the actions and cries of children, as well as
from their general condition, in order to diagnose
their complaints and decide upon the remedy.
Judging from the wording of one of the.se inscrip-

tions, the maladies from which children suflered
were under the control of the gods and goddesses
whom the Habylonians worshipped. It was said to
be ' the hand of the daughter of Anu' (i.e. Istar)

which caused constant weeping, etc. She it was
also who caused the child to speak unconsciously
in its bed, whilst it was the hand of Azaga
which caused it to speak in its bed and tell

all it had seen (B.M. tablet 82-9-18, 4354). Gula,
goddess of healing, also seems to have caused
maladies—it was her hand if the child was grey
and yellow, or white and black ; if it opened
its Uhbu and its hand was clenched. It was the
hand of the moon-god Sin if the child stared (?) and
its Ij'jdy and feet worked, and there was no fever

—

a statement suggesting the belief that the eti'ect

of the moon then, as in the opinion of many even
now, was to cause madness.

In all probability education among the poorer
classes was unknown, but it was evidently the
custom to teach trades from exceedingly early
times, and the contract-tablets of the later Baby-
lonian Jieriod record many examples of apprentice-
ship (MU-uttt, generally tr. 'baker ; iiibanltu,
' weaver '

; IB-vtu, unknown, and others). These
apprenticeships lasted for a term of years, some-
times live, sometimes the orthodox seven, during
which a certain amount of pnjduce (grain) was
given, probably for the keep of the apprentice, and
as payment to the master for the instruction

imparted. In some cases there is a penalty if the
apprentice runs awaj', ami nearly always if the
master fails to teach his profession to the youth
entrusted to his care. In many cases the ap-
prentices were slaves belonging to women— infher
ladies of property or temple-devotees, who thus
provided against utter destitution should loss of

income befall them ; for a sla\'e, a servant, or a
child with a handicraft was always a valuable
asset.

In the case of the higher classes, however, it

may be supposed that the youth was fitted for the
position he was to occupy in aft(!r-life by being
taught to read and write (nani-diip.l'irra. minibziizu,

'he shall teach him writing' [IVAf v. pi. 25, col.

iii. 1. 19, Sumerian column ; the Semitic tr. is de-

fective, only one word, turi.iarru, ' wTiting,' being
preserved]). Of course, it (Iocs not follow from this

reference to the teaching of writing that the child

of every person of means knew how to \i.vm\ ami
write ; in all probability it was merely recom-
mended as a desirable thing, and the advice nnist

often have been acted ujion. The nature of the
Babylonian .script, moreover, was such that a really

practical knowledge of it was ditlicult to (d)tain

except in the ( .tsc! of professional scribes, for whom
these bilingual tablets, containing specimen-phrases

and extracts from legal documents, were c.--peci-

.ally drawn up. Examples of what are eviilcntly

stiident.s' exercises exist in the Uritish Mn.seum,
in the collection of tablets from Nili'er at I'ennsyl-

vania, and elsewhere, and show that the students
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were tiiiiijlit llio vaiious methoils of writing names
of men, women, (lUieea, verbal forms, phrases con-

nocteJ witli trade, and all that was necessary for

commeroial life, whether they were iirofossional

scribes or not.

'

Section 188 of Uammurabi's Code refers to the

taking of a child by an artisan to brinj; up,

probably for the purpose of enabling him to

learn his traile. If the artisan fulhlled his

contract, and duly instructed him, the child could

not be claimed back. If, on the other hand, he
had not fulliUed his duty by teaching him, the

child, it was enacted, was to return to his father's

house (§ 189). This, it may be supposed, was for

the purpose of apprenticing him to some more
suitable, and therefore, possibly, more successful,

teacher. These enactments, to all appearance,

imply that a child, when apprenticed, was de-

livered so completely into the hands of the handi-

craftsman that the latter stood henceforth to him
in loco parentis, and the real father had no longer

any power over his offspring. How such a system
as this worked the inscriptions do not inform us,

but there is every probability that (in spite of the
Babylonian liking for children) it led to all kinds
of abuse ; and many a child, having fallen into bad
hands, must have suffered imtold misery, and have
been subjected to every form of cruelty, so long as

this system remained in force.

The position of foster-father, whether by ap-

prenticeship or otherwise, ^^as not, hoM'ever, to be
undertaken lightly ; for it carried with it the right,

on the part of the foster-child, to a portion of the
foster-parents' property, sometimes just as though
the foster-child had been their own. Should there

have been no contract to give a share of the pro-

perty to the foster-child, he returned, if he would,
to the house of his own father. If the foster-

father, having children of his own, decided to cut

oft' a youth from the position of foster-son in his

house, the child took a third of his property
(e.\cluding house and land property) and returned
to his original home.
Punishments in the case of adopted children

seem to have been especially severe ; though, if we
knew all the circumstances connected with the
institution, which was quite a common one in

Babylonia, we should probably not find it so

very unjust. The chUdren of prostitutes were,

naturally, best out of the way of the life of their

parents, and it probably seemed to the Babylonians
the height of ingratitude for them to deny their

foster-parents. The law therefore enacted that, if

one of them did so, his tongue was to be cut out.

Still more cruel, if anything, was the punishment
of the child of such a person who might come to

know his father's house, and, puffed up with pride

as the child of some person of rank (as one might
suppose), 'despised his foster-father and his foster-

mother.' The punishment in this case was loss of

an eye. But the Babylonians were strict in the

extreme for breaches of filial piety. . . .
' If a son

smite his father, they shall cut oft" his hands

'

(§ 195).

Naturally the institution of slavery must have
been in many cases a horror when children were
the victims, even more than for adults. At what
age a girl might be sold to become the concubine
or second wife of a man, and at the same time to

be the servant or slave of the first wife,- does not
appear ; but this may have happened, and probalily

often did happen, during the period which we
should regard as being that of late childhood. The
sale of a mere child as a slave is referred to in Ciin.

1 PSBA, Dec. 1S96, pp. 260-268 and plates i.-iv. See also ib.,

May 1901, p. 188 S. and plates i. ii. ; Pinches, Outline of Assyr.
Gram., 1910, pp. 4S, 04.

2 Ungnad, in Hammurabi's Gesetz, iii. 121 ; Pinches, The OT
in the Light of the Records of Assyr. and Bab,^, 1908, p. 185.

Texts, vol. viii. pi. 22 (Ungnad's No. 126), where
a slave child is sold, along with its mother, for

18(?)i shekels of silver (reign of |lammurabi).
Other examples are Ungnad's Nos. 43.3 and 435,

which refer to young girls born in Kar-Dunia.s
(Babylonia). The age is not stated, but was re-

garded as being sufiiciently indicated by the height
—half an ell in the case of the .second tablet, 'fhe

child was sold by her brother Kuru, her mother
Apparitu, and a woman named Lalutu, for various

articles of clothing and some oil, the whole being
valued at 9 sliekels of silver. The name of the girl

herself was Lamassua, ' my (good) genius,' the

meaning of which is in itself instructive, as showing
the Babylonian attitude in the matter of chUd-
slavery ; for it is unlikely that a girl so named
would be ill-treated by her owner, who would
naturally^ look upon her as a kind of Inck-bringer.

Slavery was the lot of a (free-born) child who
denied his foster-father ; but, in viev,- of the Baby-
lonian liking for children, it is doubtful whether a
mere childish expression of anger containing the

words of the denial would cause the foster-father

to decide to get rid of his adopted son, except in

very extreme cases, long-continued, or provokingly
repeated.
Childhood, in the families of the higher classes,

must have had all the pleasure and charm which we
are accustomed to associate with it in our own land.

Ashurbanipal, who is identitied with ' the great

and noble Asnapper' of Ezr 4" (AV), speaks of the

palace of Sennacherib, wherein Esarhaddon, his

father, was born, grew up, and ruled the kingdom
of Assyria. It was in this ]ialace that he himself
' received the wisdom of Nebo, the whole of the

literature, as much as existed.' Here, too, he
learned ' to shoot the bow, to ride a horse, to

harness a chariot.'

There is no indication as to the age when sons

were initiated into any order of priesthood for

which they may have been intended ; but, in view
of the early maturity of children in the East, this

was probably done at what we should regard as

being an unreasonably low age. Mannn-dik-b§li-

alak, one of Ashurbanipal's captains, dedicated his

son Nabtl-nadl-napisti to the god Nin-ip for the

preservation of the king's life ; but the age of the

son in question is not stated. It is not by any
means improbable, however, that he was a mere
chUd. In connexion v/ith this, it is perhaps worthy
of note that Ashurbanipal speaks of haWng ap-

pointed his eldest brother to the kingdom of Kar-
Dunias (Babylonia), his second brother to the high-

priesthood of (Samas?), and his youngest brother

to the same office in the service of Sin, the moon-
god. If these three appointments were made at

the same time, i.e. when he came to the throne

himself, the two priestly members of the family

had probably only just reached man's estate ; and
initiation into the lower grades of the priesthood

may have preceded induction into the high-priest-

hood itself by several years. ^

In war, when the passions were let loose, the

Assyrians, especially in early days, were no re-

specters of persons. Even the innocence of children

did not appeal to them, and maidens and youths
were deflowered or put to death. In all probability

the Babylonians were not so ruthless, and it is

probable that, with time, the Assyrians also

improved. On the sculptures of the time of Sen-

nacherib and later, children are sometimes shown,
1 The plaques representing king Ur-Nina (Louvre) as basket-

bearer,', and also seated, show him in company with his eight

sons, who, standing before him, fold their hands in token of

respect. With the exception of the first, all have their heads
shaven, and it is possible that the hair of the eldest has some
kind of tonsure. The shaving of the head is regarded as the

sign of priestlv rank, and these plaques would seem to prove

that mere chil<ft-e<t were initiated (see L6on Heuzey, in RAssi^r.,

1892, p. 14 B. and pi. 1). The date of this is c. 4000 B.o.
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anil always in a symiiathetic way. The Assyrian
soldier gently leading a captive child (Layard,
Monuments; IS4!)-53, Istser., pi. 67 A); the captive
cliildren with their mothers ('ind series, pi. 22)—
in one case riding astride on lier shoulders, and
in the other elinginjj to her skirts ; the mother
nursing her child (pi. 33) ; tlie woman giving a
child water from a skin bottle (pi. 35) ; the Elamite
children following the harpers in the procession
welcoming Umnianigas (pi. 4<J), and clapping their
hands to the music—these and others all testify to
the feelings of the As.syrians and liahylonians
towards chililrcii in t;iiii'r,-il.'

To all ap|ic.ii,iihc, ii -ipiiietiuuw happened that a
mother wusoliii-.d tu .piit her chihiren to become
a member of one of the religious institutions
attached to a temple, and in tiiat case she was
forced to renounce all hope of ever being able
efficiently to attend to them again. This, natur-
ally, was often a cruel separation, and one can
easily enter into the feelings of Ummu-tfibat, wlio,

in the 6tli year of Cambyses, appealed to the
authorities of the tenijile of the sun at .Sii)par to
be releasetl from the obligation of entering the bit

zikrl until her three young sons were grown up.
She brought with her a gift, and her request was
duly granted, seemingly on the condition that she
should again give sonietliitig to the temple when
the time for entering tlif oniri r.-nne.

The word 'child' {im},-". iil:i •-<.) in the expression
mArUi-iii, 'son of his gml,' seems to indicate and
e.xpress the idea of 'a just man,' ' a son of God,'
one w ho is a child of his Heavenly Father. Corre-
sponding expre.s.sions are niAr iarri, ' prince ' (lit.

'King's son '), mdr rube, ' child of a prince,' ' .young
prince,' etc. A ' child of Babylon ' {nu'ir Bdbili)
stood for 'a Babylonian,' in accordance with
Semitic usage (cf. the familiar h'nc Yisi-ail ' chil-
dren of Isniel' = Israelites). In all the.se expressions,
liowever, it is easy to see how faithful men were
cla.s.sed as ' children of God,' in the same way as the
natives of a place were regarded as the ' children

'

of the country where they were born and dwelt.
LiTEKATL-KE.—Tliis 18 Sufficiently indicated in tiie article.

T. Ci. I'INCIIE.S.

CHILDREN (Celtic).— I. In Celtic countries
the birth of children, whether they be boys or
girls, is generally welcomed ; and large families
are nut iiilreiiuent. The large size of Irish families
is proverbial, and the tyjiicaUy Welsh parts of
Wales, to a greater extent perhaps in South tli.an

in North Wales, are characterized by families that
would rival in size even those of Ireland. Breton
families, too, are larger than those of any other
part of l''rance. At the same time, it has to be
admitted that there is an old Welsh proverb, given
by Dr. Uavies of .Mallwyd in a list of proverbs
amiended to his \Vel.-(h-Latin Dictionary of 1632,
which says :

' A fo ami ei fcibiun bid wai/ ei

goluddion' ('He who has many scms must needs
have his entrails empty '). The information which
is obtainable as to the treatment of children in
Celtic countries is, unfortunately, meagre and
scattered, an<l there are many points upon which
more liglit would be welcome. The earliest cla-ss-

ic:il rifiTi-iiii; to Celtic children is found in Aris-
UAh- (l:,l,li,s, vii. 17, I).

1.336\ 15-18), who says
th.'it it was the custom of some of the barbarians
to dip their children at birth into the cold water
of a stream, while others, such as the Celts, put

1 .Soine of these reliefs arc now to be seen in the Hriiish
Museum (Nineveh Gallery and Assyrian Saloon). The follow-
ing representations of children on Assyrian reliefs of the time
of As.sur-bani-4i)li in the Ix)uvre may also be noted : (1) A man
holdini; a water-skin apparently introducing a child to a seated
man and woman—the child i)lace8 his riL'lit hanil on his head
{m salutation Y). (2) A woniaii giving a child waUr from a skin,
whilst a man behind apparently protests. (3) A n Klaniite child,
quite naked, as prisoner. (4) A woman bending down as if lo
kiss a child, who holds up his bauds to clasp her chin or face.
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on them only a slight covering. C^rsar also (di:

Bell. Gnll. vi. 18) tells us that Ihe Gauls would not
allow their sons to come into their presence openly,
until they had arrived at the age of military ser-

vice ; and that they thought it a shameful thing
for a son, during the years of boyhood, to be
present before his father's eyes in public. This
statement has possibly some connexion with the
practice of 'fosterage' (see below), the origins of
which may perhai)s be associated wUli one of the
earlier stages in tlie development of Celtic matri-
mony. It is not improbalile that there were among
the Celts other customs and ceremonies of similar
origin, of which we have an echo (see BllCJii

[Celtic]) in the curious statement made by the
Emperor Julian [Ep. 16, p. .SS3D-384 A, and Oral.
ii.), that theriverRhino would drown any adulterine
child that might be jilaced in a shield upon it, but
would restore to its mother a child whose birth
was lawful. Nor is it unlikely that the naming
of a Celtic child was accompanied l)y some lustra-
tion (.see Baptism [Ethnic] in vol. ii. p. 371 f.).

2. The stories which occur in Celtic legend and
folklore as to the carrying away of children soon
after birth suggest that the fear of this occurrence
(with or without the substitution of a changeling
[r/.7).]) was one of the pre-occupations of the parents
and guardians of Celtic children, and that certain
ceremonies may have been practised for the cljild's

protection (cf. the story of the loss of I'ryderi in
the Mahirwgi of I'wyll ; and of Mabon, sim of
Modron, in the story of Kulhwch and Olwen).
References to changelings frequently occur in
Celtic fairy-tales, as may be seen from Rhys's
Celtic Folk-lore, Welsh and Manx. The practice
of carrying hre around the mother and child in
the direction of the sun's course (see Bapti.sm
[Ktliiuc]) would .seem to have been instituted as a
pnitceliim against sjjirits, fairies, and the like.

3. The general collective term for 'children' is

in Irish ffawc? (whence the English ' clan') and in
Welsh plant, which are cognate with Skr. kiiUi,
' race,' ' lineage,' O. Ch. Slav, cclyudi. ' f.amily,' and
it may be noted that in mediaeval ^VeIsll the wonl
plant was used as a singular in the sense of 'oH'-

spring.' It is noticeable, too, that in Welsh the
term mab may mean either ' a boy ' or ' a son,' and
the Irish cognate word iimc has also this double
sense, in accordance with a usage of speech which
probably goes back to a remote stage in the evolu-
tion of till! (Celtic family.

4. That the ancient Celts were not mentally
indifferent to child life and child growth is in
some degree suggested by the existence of Celtic
stories referring to childhood, as, for instance,
those stories in the Mabinogion which refer to the
|ireternatural development and growth of certain
fabulous children, such as Gwri Wallt Euryn,
Dylan, and Llew Llawgyfl'es. An interest in

children is reflected also in certain of the Welsh
proverbs, such as ' Gwag ty hcb fab' ('Empty is

a house without a boy'), ^ Chwure.uid nmb nucth,
ni rliiriri/ nmb newynog' ('An unclad boy will

play, a liuiii^ry boy will not plaj''), 'Da yw eof
mab' (• Excellent is a boy's memory'). The con-
trast between a mother's care for her child ,ind

that of a stepmother is implied in the Welsh
luuverb :

' Ni eharo ci fain, eared ei ly.'ifani ' (' Let
him that loves not liis mother love his step-
mother'), and in such stories as that given in

the Mabinogion of the concealment of the child
Kulhwch by his father from his second wife. At
the same lime, the Welsh proverbs recognize that
relatives otln'r than the mother may care for a
chilli ; as, for example, the proverb : ' Kilfam
niodryb dda ' (' A good aunt is a second mother ').

5. One of the most remarkable features con-
nected with the tieatment of children among the
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Celts, both Ooidelic and Brvthonic, is the place

taken in their nurture by the system of ' foster-

age' (Ir. and Scot. Gaelic, altruin; Welsh, macth).

In Wales, in historic times, the references

to this practice are not as numerous as in the

case of Scotland and Ireland, but they are clear

eaougli to place the existence of the practice in

<ortaiii ranks, at any rate, beyond all doubt. It

is signilicant that, both in Irish and in Welsh,
the usual term for a friend (Ir. comalta ; Welsh,

cyfaill) is a compound word derived from the roots

com- and al- (Lat. alo), meaning 'one brought up
with another,' in other words, ' a foster-brother.'

It is not imim.'isible that there was occasionally some truth

in the stateiiient ot Giraldus Caiubiensis (Topog. Hibem., (list.

iii. cap. xxiii.) that the Irish in his day were fonder of their

foster-brelliren than ot their own brethren (' Vae autem fratribus

in populo bartiaro ! Vae et cog:natis I Vivos enim ad mortem
persequuntur : mortuos et [ab aliis] interemptos ulciscuntur.

Solum vero aluninis et collactuneis, si quid habent vel amoris
vel fidei, iliud habent'). Giraldus also criticizes this system of

fosterage in its effects upon Welsh social life, owing to the
tendency of an ambitious foster-father to advance without
scruple the cause of that prince who happened to be his own
foster-son {Descriptio Kambrue, lib, ii. cc. iv. ix.: *Accessit

et aliud incommodum grave, quod principes filios auos generosis

de terra sua viris diversis diversos alendos tradunt : quorum
quilibet alumnum suum post patris obitum extollere, aliisque

praeferre, toto conamine nititur et machinatur. . . . Undo et

inter fratres collactaneos quam naturales longe veriores invenies

amicitias ').

6. Status of children.

—

(a) The ancient Laws,
both of Wales and of Ireland, contain references

to the status of children in the Celtic tribal com-
munities. The unborn child was protected in

Wales from deliberate harm (see Welsh Medieval
Law, ed. by Wade-Evans, p. 272).

' The legal worth of the foetus of a woman : the first is, blood
before formation, if it perish through cruelty, of the value of

forty-eight (pence). The second is, before life (emit) enters

into it, if it perish through cruelty, the third of its ffalanas
(" l3lood-fee ") is to be paid for it. The third is, after that life

has entered into it, if it perish through cruelty, then the whole
of the galanas is to be paid "for it ' (cf. Senchus M&t, i. 181).

Again, the Welsh Laws contemplate the occur-

rence of cases of uncertain fatherhood, and pro-

vision is contained in them for the affiliation of

a son to a father, with a view to his inclusion

in a ' kindred,' as in Welsh Med. Law, p. 272 :

' Three ways whereby a son is to be affiliated to a father

;

one ia, when a woman of thicket and bush {i.e. an unchaste
woman), being with child, shall be at her full time, let her
priest visit her, and let her swear by him—" May I be delivered

of a snake by this pregnancy, if a father has begotten it on a

mother other than the man to whom I affiliate it," and naming
him ; and so she affiliates lawfully. The second is, a chief of

kindred, with the hands of seven of the kindred with him, is to

afliliate him. The third is, if there be no chief of kindred, the
oaths of fifty men of the kindred affiliate him, and the son
himself first swears, because the mother's oath is not leg.al except
in the above affiliation.'

It will thus be seen that the essential nature of

the ceremony in each of these cases is the incor-

poration of the male child in question into a tribal

group of kinsmen. The ^Velsh Laws also provide
for the converse process of disowning a child by a
' kindred ' [op. cit. p. 273)

:

' Three ways whereby a son is disowned by a kindred : the
man whose son he is said to be takes the son and places him
between himself and the altar, and places his left hand on the
head of the son and the right hand on the altar and the relics :

and let him swear that lie has not begotten him, and that there

is no drop of liis blood in him. The second is, if the father

is not alive, the chief of kindred is to deny him, and with him
the hands of seven of the kindred. The third is, if he has no
chief of kindred, the oaths of fifty men of the kindred deny him,
and the eldest son of the man to whom the son was affined is to

s\\ ear first.'

(h) The Welsh Laws [op. cit. p. 233) provide

that no one is to receive a son as surety without
consent of his father whilst the boy is under the
fatlier's authority. On the other hand (op. cit.

p. 234), it is said :

' If a surety of a person dies, and there remains a son to him,
the son is to stand m place of the father in his suretyship.*

The Welsh Laws also contain a provision that,

in the case of the separation of husband and wife,

two-thirds of the children lia\e to go to the hus-

band. Of a family of three children it is ex-

pressly stated that it is the middle child that

should go to tlie mother.

(c) From the age of baptism up to .seven (Ancient

Laws of Wales, Kolls Series, i. 201) the boy's

father is to swear and pay for him,
' except the payment of a dirwy or camlwrw (" fine ") for

him to the Kmg ; because the liing is not to have any dirwii

or camlwrw for an error, nor for the act of an idiot, and he ia

not endowed with reason : he must indemnify the sufferer tor

his property ' (op. cit. p. 203).

At the age of seven he himself is to swear for

his acts, and his father is to pay, ' for then he

shall come under the hand of his confessor, and
shall take duties upon himself.'

(d) The Welsh Laws further provide that, until

a boy is fourteen years of age,
' he is to be at his father's platter, and his father shall lord over

him ; and he ia to receive no punishment but that of his father ;

and he is not to possess one penny. of his property during that

time, only in common with his father.' At the end ot the four-

teen years, ' the father is to bring his son to the lord and commend
him to his charge ; and then the youth is to become his man,

and be on the privilege of his lord—thenceforward his father is

not to correct him any more than a stranger ; and, if he should

correct him, upon complaint made by his eon against him, he

is subject to dinci/ ("a fine "), and is to do him right for the

sar/tad (**insult").'

The ceremony of the acceptance of a boy by his

lord consisted in the cutting of the boy's hair, and

the presentation to him, by the lord, of a gift

called cyfarws.
(e) In the case of a daughter, the conditions were

analogous, except that she was to be at her father's

platter only until twelve. At the age of twelve she

might be given to a husband. The Laws also say :

' From that time forward, if she have not a husband, she is to

possess her own property, and is not to remain at her father's

platter, unless he shall will it.'

The age for child-bearing, according to the Laws,
is from fourteen to forty.

7. Fosterage.

—

(a) The above provisions seem
to imply that the child is to live at home and in

the society of its parents. It would thus ajipear

that the practice of fosterage must have been

greatly restricted in Wales after the 10th cent.,

and it may well be that it had come to be limited

to certain princely and noble families. The state

of society cleseribed in the Mabinogion appears to

be characterized by fosterage, as in the case of

Pryderi (in the story of Pwyll, Prince of Di/fed),

and in that of Kulhwch (in the story of Kulhwch
and Olwen), but in both of these eases, as in that

of Gwern, son of Matholwch (in the story of

Bramoen, daughter of Llyr), the families con-

cerned are of the highest rank in their respective

communities. It would be interesting to know
how far the system of fosterage prevailed in Corn-

wall and Brittany ; but, owing to the scantiness

of early Breton and Cornish literature, it is diiii-

cult to obtain precise data on the subject. The
Welsh word alltraw (used, according to Davies

in his Welsh-Latin Dictionary of 1632, for a 'god-

father') comes from the Celtic root al- (cognate

with Lat. alo), and doubtless meant originally ' a

foster-father.' In the Cornish Glossary (c. 1000

A.D. ) we have the equivalent form altrou given as

a gloss on the Lat. vitricus ('a stepfather'). In

Breton the corresponding form is aotron, which

now means ' a lord,' though the corresponding medi-

,'eval fem. form eltroguen meant 'a stepmother.'

The probability, therefore, is that in Cornwall and

Brittany the system of fosterage had once prevailed,

but had sunk into desuetude by mediajval times.

(b) When we turn to the Celtic countries of

Goidelic speech, we find that, even in mediseval

times, in both Celtic Scotland and Celtic Ireland the

system of fosterage had a firm hold upon the com-

munities where it prevailed. According to O'Curry

(Maimers and Customs of the Ancient Irish. 1S73,

ii. 375), the Irish law of fosterage was ado]'tcil hy

the Anglo-Normans, and continued to prevail in

some of its features even as late as the 16th and
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17lh centuries. Tlie lli^liliiiid system was essenti-
ally the same as that of Ireland, and Skene (Celt.

Scot.'' iii. 321 f.) quolus written contracts of fosterage
made in 1510, I5,S0, 1612, and IbGo. Possibly we
have, even in Wales, an echo of an earlier state of
things in a liook called Gemmcu Jjoel/iineb (' Cienis

of Wisdom'), written and puhlished by a Car-
marthenshire minister called Khys Prydderch in

1714, who inveighs, among other things, against
giving children to others to nurse. The Irish
system is described at length in the Brehon Laws
(Seru:hu.s Mor, Kolls Series, vol. ii.) under the
heading C'«m /rtr;-a!7A ('The Law of Fosterage').
.\ccording to this treatise, fosterage was of two
kinds—(I) fosterage for allection, when no re-

muneration was taken for the up-bringing of the
child ; and (2) fosterage for payment, the terms
being regulated by the rank ot the child's father.

T!ie most ancient soa!e of prices for fosterage in Ireland was
ae follows : 6 seds for the son of an Oy-aire or of a lio-aire
chief, 10 serfs for the son of an Aire-dem or of an Aire-tuisi
chief, and 30 8€ds (or the son of a kinj^. A sfrf is explained {up.

cit. iii. 463) as follows :
* A common, easily divisible sed means

two live chattels or dead chattels, or one dead chattel, the vahie
of which is not lessened by it« being divided. A common
chattel not easily divisible means one live chattel, or one dead
chattel, the value of which would be lessened by its bein^j

divided.' In op. cit. iv. 29 we are told ; "The best among scds
—a milch cow.' In the commentary to the Senchuii M&r the
scale ia modified, the price of fosterage being the same (viz.

three cows) for ail ranks up to that of the Bo-aire chief, while
the remainder of the scale is as follows : for an Aire-deaa chief,

4 cows ; for an Aire-echta chief, 6 cows ; for an Aire-drd chief,

9 cows; for an Aire-.furf/aiU chief, 12 cows; while for a king
the price was 18 cows. For poets the price of fosterage varied
according to the grade of the father, there being seven grades
of poets.

(c) The Senchtts Mtir lays down various regula-
tions as to the clothing, food, and general treat-
ment of foster-children. In op. cit. ii. Itjl we
read :

' The nursing clothes—that is, the clothes
that are given to keep them clean, i.e. a black
coverlet and a black tunic, which are given to the
nurse when the son is given to be fostered, i.e. the
coverlet without being threadbare, and the tunic
without being broken.' The clotliing which the
foster-child was to wear was (according to the
Senchus M6r) regulated according to his father's
rank. The son of the King of Erin was to have
satin clothing, and his clothes were to be of a
scarlet colour ; he was to have silver in his scabbard,
and a golden brooch with a crystal inserted in it.

The son of a chieftain was to have only a tin

scabbard, and the brooch of the son of a territorial

king was to be only of silver. The commentary
says (op. cit. ii. 147)

:

* In worn clothes and new ones he is to have two coverlets,
so that his person may not be seen ; these should bo washed
every day successively -one to be used while the other is being
washed. Blay-colourcd and yellow and l)lack and white clothes
are to be worn by the sons of inferior grades ; red and green
and brown clothes by the sons of chieftains; purple and blue
clothes by the sons of kings ' (see also Skene, Celt. Scot.- iii. 190).

(d) The nature of the child's food is described in

the same treatise as follows :

* What are their victuals? Porridge (Ir. lite or fei(e) is given
to them all, but the flavouring which goes into it is different,
i.f. salt butter for the sons of the inferior grades, fresh butter
for the sous of chieftains, hone.v for the sons of kings. The food
of them at] is alike, until the end of a year or three years, viz.

s.'ilt butter, and afterwards fresh butter, i.e. for the sons of
chieftains, and honey for the sons of kings. Porridge made of
oatmeal and buttermilk or water is given to the sons of the/e'rnc-
grades. and a bare sufficiency of it merely, and salt butter for
flavouring. Porridge n]ade on new milk is given to the sons
of chieftain grades, and fresh butter for flavouring, and a
full flutllciency of it is given them, and barley meal upon it

{i.e. is put on new milk to make it). Porridge on new milk is

given to the sons of kings, and wheatcn meal upon it, and honey
for flavouring.'

(e) The Brehon Laws, both under the head of
Fosterage and elsewhere, show fair consideration
for children. In the Law of Dislvcsa (op. cit. pp.
123, 12.'i), provision is made, under the tribal system,
for ensuring the care
' of a son p.fter a tleath, of a ^n from a mad woman, fr<.>ni it

diseased woman from a deaf woman, from a leprcss, from a

near-sighted woman, from an emaciated woman, from a lame-
banded woman, and from a lunatic'

The reason given in the commentary to the
ISenchus Mur why a child was to be taken from
the care of a lame-handed woman vas that she
was unable to protect it from the fire. Iti oj). cit.

i. 137, provision is made for ensuring that children
shall not fail to receive due maintenance.

1. The lirehon Laws also provide (op. at. i. 107) that a notice
might be iasued under a penalty, prohibiting persons from feed-
ing a refractory son or daughter.

2. In another passage (op. cit. i. 17S), a person was liable tn a
penalty, if, when he carried a child on his back into a house, the
child was hurt. The commentary to the Senchtis Mor (ii. 179)
points out that the danger arose from the construction of the
house, or from projecting spikes or spears.

3. When the child tame to the age of seven, his foster-father
had to supply him with a horse {op. cit. ii. 165) ; and it is ex-
plicitly provided that the sons of kings were to have horses at
the time of races.

4. If the sons of kings were struck or libelled, they were to
be paid ^ic (fine) for the striking or the libelling ; but the sons
of the .ftine-grades or of the chieftain grades might be struck
or libelled freely, provided that no blemish or nickname was
given them, or a wound intlicted on the body ; a woumi was
any incision that caused bleeding or a cut {op. cit. ii. 167). In
op. cit. ii. 159 it is said that no nickname could be given with
impunity.

5. It was customary for a riding-horse to be given to the
foster-father along with the son of a king or a chieftain.

(/) Irish law deals with various legal cases which
arose out of the practice of fosterage, such as the
situation arising from a premature termination, for
various causes, of the period of fosterage.

((;) The normal cessation of fosterage came about
in Ireland at the age of seventeen for a boy, and
fourteen for a girl ; this being regarded as the
marriageable age, for which the technical name
was 'the age of selection.' Irish law also deals
minutely with the liability of foster-fathers for the
wrongs committed by their foster-children, and
also with the duties, both during fosterage and
after it, of foster-chUdren to their foster-parents.
When a foster-father parted with a child, he pre-
sented it with a parting gift, and his own claim for
maintenance in old age (a claim which could be
exercised only if his own children had died)
depended on ttie value of this gift.

(h) The Irish system of fosterage was doubtless
closely connected with the Irish tribal relationship
of the geil-fine tribe. The direct form of this re-

lationship was that of the father, son, grandson,
great-grandson, and grandsons to the fifth genera-
tion, and in what was named the reverse line, i.e.

the brother of the father and his sons to the lifth

generation. It was apparently the relations within
tlie.se degrees who received a child in fosterage.

(i) In the case of a girl, a father was obliged to
put his daughter to fosterage, to pay the price of
her fosterage to her foster-father until she was of
age to marry, and then to find for her a husband
of equal family. A mother, whose husband was
dead, was under a similar obligation to foster her
son.

8. According to another legal treati.se, the Corns
Bescna (op. cit. iii. 39), firstlings, including first-

born children, were due X» the Church, and one
im])ortant aspect of fosterage came to be the
ecclesiastical.

9. Glimpses of child life are rare in Celtic litera-

ture until modern times, but there is in a iioem by
the Welsh bard Lewys Glyn Cotlii (1450-1486) a
singularly beautiful and pathetic picture of that
life. The poem in question is an elegy by the
poet upon the death of his young child, and gives

a f.aithful and vivid description of the child's play
and varying moods. Among the playthings are
mentioned a toj' bow and a toy sword. Such a
poem as this, though rare, is thoioughlj' in keeping
with the fondness of the Welsh mu.se for dwelling
on the varying fortunes of human existence, witli
its central themes of life ami death.

10. In their attitude towards children the in-
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habitants of Celtic countries are, in the main, hy
nature inclined to l)e lenient and sympiitlietie ;

and, wherever there is any tendency to resort

hahituiilly to corjiural punishment, it may, as a
rule, be safely assigned to some external influence.

In some instances, too, in those religious families

where the parental mind is iire-oecuiiicd with the

idea of sin, and the risks which the child of undis-

ciplined character may run of conunilting heinous
sins or (crimes in adult life, the training of the

Celtic child has sometimes acquired a tone of

marked gravity and austerity. In Wales, for

example, as well as in other countries that have
been subjecteil to similar religious infhiences, the

deep sense of human error and sin, which char-

acterized the Methodist revival, and the use of the
liook of Proverbs as a manual of training, have
left an indelible impress on the moral up-bringing
of many Welsh children to-day, and the atmo-
sphere in which Welsh children of respectable

parentage are brought up is one which is often

more conducive to thoughtfulness and seriousness

than to gaiety. Nor is this atmosphere of strict-

ness, in which emphasis is laid on the graver
as))ects of life, confined to the Calvinistic Methodist
body, whose services in the elevation of the moral
tone of Welsh life are indisputable, but it may be
said to be characteristic of tne more Puritan spirits

of all the denominations of Wales, the Church of

England included. It is the gi-owth in Wales
(more especially in the North) of this tendency
to train children in habits of earnestness, and to

the firm suppression of undue gaiety and frivolity,

that has made the Celt of Wales in some waj's

more like the Presbyterian Celt of Scotland than
the typical Celt of Ireland, though racially it is

not impossible that the Welshman and the Irish-

man are more akin. Occasionally there are signs

of revolt in AVales against the more austere ideals

to which reference has been made, but it is in-

teresting to note that it is the graver tradition,

wliose natural guardians are now more determined
than ever to maintain it, that generally prevails.

The Calvinistic Methodist tradition in question,

in its hostility to dancing, the violin, cards,

bOliards, the drama, novels, sports, hunting,
racing, and to all forms of unproductive mus-
cular e.xertion, has produced strong characters,

and many of the leaders of Wales to-day owe
much of their success to the tenacity and con-

centration of purpose fostered in them as children

by this spirit.

Literature.—J. Rhys, C&ltic Folk-lore^ Welsh and Manx
(Oxford, Univ. Press, 1901); Rhys and Jones, TAc Welsh Peoitle
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Aneurin Owen (Rolls Series, London, 1841) ; Wade-Evans,
Welsh iledieval Law (Oxford, Univ. Press, 1909) ; The Ancient
Laws of Ireland (Rolls Series, London, 1869-1873) ; W. F.
Skene, Celtie Scotland^ (Edinburgh, 1890).

E. Anwyl.
CHILDREN (Egyptian).—!. Documentary in-

formation.—The sources from which we can, di-

rectly or indirectly, derive an idea of children and
childhood in Egypt are as varied as they are

numerous. We may mention : (1) painted or

sculptured scenes representing births (of gods or

royal princes), dress, games, evei-yday life (of

jirinces and princesses, or of the children of the

common people), the children's part in the cere-

monies of worship and disposal of the dead
(whether as mere onlookers or as active partici-

pants), and, lastly, episodes in which the children

of foreign races, tributary or captive, play a part

;

(2) statues of single children, of children in family

groups, or of princes with their tutors
; (3) [day-

things, and the remains of tlie materials used in

education ; (4) tombs of children, with the relics

of funerary furniture, and even mummies (princes

and children of intluential priestly families) ; (5)

the papyri relating to morals, education, m.igic,

and medicine, in the chapters on cliildhond ; (0)

the evidence of ancient authors ; (7) Ihc allusions

to, and information on, childhood in I'.iiViitian

literature, especially in the popular talis (sri' M.ts-

pero, Contcs populaircs dc I'Eiji/p/i iiurii'iiiir ',

1908) ; and (8) a great number of spoiailic iletails

in the corpus of religious and historical texts (e.j.

biographical inscriptions).

Although these different classes of evidence

comment on and explain each other, the total

synthetic idea that they yield is not so com])lete

as one might desire. In a general way, we know
—and with quite a luxuriant amount of detiiils

(more, probably, than we have for any other an-

cient civilization)—all that concerns the material

aspect of childhood. We can get a precise idea of

the dress of children, their amulets and talismans,

their anmsements, their playthings, and their food ;

we know to a certain extent their occupations,

their work (especially for the lower classes), their

tirst lessons, their illnesses, as well as several of

the dictums and proverbs relating to children,

various children's songs, and a great part of the

popular superstitions. As regards instruction pro-

perly so called, we know the practical results, or

we have specimens of the subjects taught, but

we have only a very meagre knowledge of the

methods of education. Their moral education is

better known, thanks to the papyri, and the in-

scriptions furnish us with the means of forming an
idea of the sentiments of the Egyptian towards his

children—his tender love for Ihem, his desire to

see them happy, and his opinion of their import-

ance in social life. It is necessary, nevertheless,

in pursuing this study, to exercise much patience,

and to search sometimes through very long texts,

in order to find one line or even a single word that

sheds a lightning flash on the subject. Finally,

we are practically devoid of information on the

important topic of family life, considered from the

point of view of its successive phases : anniver-

saries, children's feasts, periods of the child's life,

and what ethnography calls the 'transition rites.'

All we know in this connexion are the customs

relating to birth, name-giving, and the period of

early childhood. We may hope, however, to have

the necessary information some day. Though it

does not look as if new representations would be

found in temples or tombs, it would suiiice if a

pajjyrus were discovered devoted to the subject.

This hypothesis is certainly tenable when we recull

that the text published by Erman (Zauberspruche

fiir flutter unci Kind, 1901) suddenly added a

whole chapter to our knowledge of Egyptian child-

hood—a chapter of which we had preWously not

the slightest idea. On the whole, then, and not-

withstanding these reservations, Egypt can at

present yield a valuable contribution to our in-

formation on the position of children in antiquity

and their place in society.

2. First days.—The fecundity of Egyptian

women was proverbial in the classical world. It

had even given rise to exaggerations (cf. Wilkin-

son, Maimers and Customs, 1878, i. 320, quoting

Aulus Gellius, x. 2, Pliny, and Strabo, who follows

Columella), or even to ridiculous stories, like the

one composed (or adapted) by Trogus, then repro-

duced by Pliny (vii. 3), which attributed to the

mothers of this race the incredible power of bring-

ing seven children into the world at one birth.

Children, says Maspero (Hist., 1894, i. 263),

swarmed in the houses of every class of society,

and most of all in the houses of the great, owing

to polygamy and the possession of slaves. The
number of the sons and daughters of a great lord

or a Pharaoh could reach a figure absolutely

extraordinary in our eyes.
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It ouf^ht to be observed, however, that, especially in tlie case

of tlio sons of kinjrs, many of them mijjlit be adopU'd sons, or a
niinibcr of liit:h difinitaries nii^'ht receive the title of hotionr
• king's son ' (Huton Sa). Thus it ia certain that a number of

the so-<'jillc<l 'irliildren' of Kainses if.—he had more than a
hundred and fifty known to us—must be included in one or the
other of these categories.

Apart from wluit lia.s already been said (see lilltri!

[Egyptian]) about pregiiaury and tlie means of

determining; the sex of the child to be born (cf.

art. Divination), the first notions relating to

childhooil are connected with the rite that con-

stitutes the child a personal being, viz. confemng
a name on him, or rather several names—the gieat
name, the little name, the secret name known
only to the mother, etc. This subject is connected
with a general theory which will be exjilained

elsewhere (see art. N.\MK.s [Egyptian]). Suflice it

to say heie that a child was given these names
with most circumstantial detail, on a specified

day, the nnmi:-i\iiy (cf. Kudge, A (ruide to the Col-

lections of thr, Brit. Mii-s., 1908, p. 78; Erman,
Life in Ancient Egi/pt, Eng. tr. p. 158). This day
was passed in feasting and rejoicing, and was
probably chosen on the ground of indications of

a religious or horoscopic order. As to the rest of

the rites and ceremonies of the first days, com-
pared with the ritual of uncivilized peoples, the

ritual of Egypt relating to the newly-born (at

least as far as we know) appears somewhat scanty.

There is no trace of the visit of friends to the

mother, the acknowledgment by the father, or the

admission by the members of the community, in

the texts or scenes of Egyptian civilization that
have come down to us. There are a few very
obscure allusions to be met with, referring to

magic spells against the dangers that lie in wait for

the entrance of the child into the world of living

beings, and the first few hours after its arrival.

This poverty of ritual, coupled with the lack of

rites and spells relating to the birth (the absence
of tabu of the pregnant woman, absence of any
rite regarding the umbilical cord, etc.), may at

first seem a characteristic worth noting for the [jro-

bleni of the origins of the race, as it would seem to

prove that, however far back we go in the history

of Egyjit, we are still far from discovering traces

of a social state resembling that which we suppose

to have prevailed among the common ancestry of

primitive societies. We must notice, however,

that these lacujur. are being gradually filled up
by the papyri, and a hasty conclusion at the pre-

sent time would be very premature. Thus we
know from a magic document (Erman, Zauber-
sjiriic/ie, p. 222) that there was a charm whose
recitation aided delivery. There may then have
been other rites of this kind, still unknown to us,

and resembling those of the modern uncivilized

tribes of Africa. Similarly, certain fixed rules for

the use of names (cf. Nasies [Egyptian], and G.
Foucart, ' Stf.des prototbcliaiues,' in Sphinx, 1910,

p. 215 ff.) lead us to suspect that certain souls of

ancestors could be thought of as re-incarnated in the

bodies of children. The presence of tatuings and
scars on the mummies also implies specific rites and
seasons for their material execution ; but here
again the necessary texts arc silent. We infer

also from the texts, but witli no assurance, the
assigning of a genius, or protective spirit, to a
new-born infant. Often it is simply a pas.sing

remark in a popular tale that enables us to li.x a
detail or confirm a custom ; that, e.g., the mother
had to undergo a purification of fourteen days
after delivery—but we get no more details (cf.

Maspero, Contes pnpulaires*, p. 39). Wilkinson
speaks of thanksgivino;s offered to the temple
thiough the medium of the priests on the occa-

sion of a birth (iii. 422), but does not give sulli-

ciently precise references. Finally, we guess,

rather than are able to state, how the first days
after birth and before the name-giving were spent

in determining and putting in order the new-
born child's horoscope. Besides the predictions

made b.y Kate (.^le^khonit) or by the 'Seven
Hathors,' or goddes.ses, at the moment of birth,

and besides the ' length of life ' ins(-ribed by Thoth
on the mother's brick bed, certain treatises fixed

the future fortune of the child and its probable

dangers, according to the day on which it was
born, or according to the calculation of ' influ-

ences.' In the former category, the Papyrus of
inrki/ rmdvnluclcy days (cf. Calkndak [Egyptian],

VII. 2) is a good example. It gives a complete
series of dates with the fate of a child born on
them : he will die of infection on his birthday

(14 Paophi), by accident (17 Paophi), or simidy of

old age (li) Paophi), or he will be devoured some
day by a crocodile (23 Paophi), or stung by a
serpent (27 Paophi), or he will reach ' the end of

his life surrounded by the honours of his city'

(29 Paophi). The.se examples, taken from one
month only, are repeated with similar predictions

for the other months, with a deplorable series of

horoscopes of wounds, blindness, and other coming
misfortunes weighing against the one single chance
of 'dying the oldest of all his family ' (12 Tybi).

We may place in the same order of ideas the belief

that the first cry of an infant indicated its future

lot (Ebers Papyrus, 97, 13) ; that if it cried ny it

would certainly live, but if it cried mht it would
be sure to die soon. We cannot tell how far these

presages were accepted or rejected by all Egyp-
tians, but it is a priori a mistake to discard them
as only a part of poi)ular superstition ; for there

was no actually popular literature in ancient

Egypt, and all writings, belonging in their nature
to the domain of all classes of society, included

also the highest classes.

3. Infancy.—Infancy seems to have meant a
period usually fixed at four years (cf. the inscrip-

tion on the statue of ISaklmikhonsu in Munich),
but there is no indication that there was a period

of fixed length from a social or religious point

of view. The infant is a mizasu (cf. Deveria,

'CEuvres,' BiOliothique Egyptol., 1803 tt'., i. 285),

and the usual expression used of a child, ' a cubit

long,' in in.scriptions means this period of life, just

as it is also applied to a new-born infant (e.g. the
inscriptions of Tefabi and Khiti II. at Syut ; cf.

Breasted, Ancient Records, Chicago, 1906, i. 395).

The events and circumstances of this happy age
are naturally very trivial. Objects in museums,
texts, and scenes, however, restore them as com-
pletely as we could wish. The first give us the
material of the first toys of very young children

(cf. § 5 below) ; and the others describe or show us

their nursing and their illnesses, and how they
passeil the time. Suckling continued for three

years (cf. the 'moral' papyrus of Bulaq), and the

fact may be noted and compared with the similar

custom among numerous modern African societies.

The scenes on Theban tombs show that swaddling

was unknown (cf . Pierret, Dirt. nrch(ol. , 1875, p. '207).

The mother took her child everywhere with her,

and discharged her duties or attended ceremonies,

carrying it on her side or, more usually, on her

back. Bands of cloth were bound round the body
of both mother and child. A certain scene (cf.

Wilkinson, ii. 3.34) shows Theban women with

their babies following a funeral procession. In

another place (an unpublished scene on the tomb
of Monna in Thebes, copied by the present writer

in 1907), a ])ea^ant woman is .seen gathering the

fruit of a tree while her mischievous baby is teas-

ing her and [•ulling her hair. There is no sign

of any dress at all for the little creatures, but we
can easily see that their hair was carefully dressed
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oven at this oiirly a^o ; and the texts iiml sUilur.s.

as well as the li^nnw on toinhstones, picture (lit'in

as already (and very probably from birth) providi-d

with annilots and talismans. These usually icni-

sist of necklaces, bracelets, and rings of glass or

enamelled paste, little leather thongs (probably
with magic writing sewn inside), and, most of

all, little protective figures, chiefly images of tiie

hippopotamus-goddess Thueris, the special pro-

tector of children. Protection was equally guaran-
teed by ' a cord with seven knots, and seven stone
rings, and seven gold rings on seven flaxen threads
knotted seven times' (Erman, Zauhcrspriiche, pp.
41, 52, 30); or by 'a sm.all purse containing the
bones of a mouse (ib. ).

The questions of good suckling and protection

against children's diseases were of lively interest

to the Egy]itianB. The Ebers medical papyrus
(93, 17 ; 94-9) gives the method of diagnosing the
quality of the mother's milk. Constipation was
cured by ingenious remedies, such as the appli-

cation of a poultice ' made of a piece of an old

papyrus register, soaked in oil and placed round
the body ' (Ebers Papyrus, 48, 22 ; 49, 15). Medi-
cine had even discovered the wonderful secret,

now forgotten, of 'how to keep a child from con-
tinually crying,' and Egyptologists s\ispeot that
this truly marvellous remedy was an infusion of

poppies (Ebers Papyrus, 93, 3 ; Erman, Life, p.

362, rightly remarks that this remedy is still

employed in modern Upper Egypt). Internal
complaints and diseases of the eyes, etc., were
not forgotten (they will be treated along with
adult complaints in art. Disease [Egyp.] ; we may
notice here the care taken in regard to doses of

medicine, according to the varying age of the child
[Ebers Papyrus, 49, 22]). As a matter of fact, in

Egypt, as among all nations of antiquity and
among modern uncivilized nations, illness was re-

garded as an affair of magic and ghosts quite as
often as it was viewed as a natural afHiction ; and
magic charms played as large a part in the protection
of childhood as did real remedies. A papyrus has
bequeathed to us a whole phase of this curious
aspect of child life in Egypt (Erman, Zauher-
spriiche). Illnesses are usually caused especially
by evil ghosts, and (a point to note for compara-
tive folklore) by the ghosts of women dying in
child-birth. We can see the poor mother repel-
ling the wicked ghosts by declaring that no single
part of the body of her child can belong to them
—each part is protected by magic ; or she holds
out to these evil spirits the tlireat that she will

go and destroy their tomb ; or else, by talk-
ing pleasantly to them, she tries to send them
elsewhere—to the harem, for example. A long
conjuration, and one of the most curious, is

intended to protect the child durin^ sleep from
the ghosts who prowl about in the darkness and
try to gain entrance. These powerful formulae,
repeated four times, and accompanied by cabal-
istic words— ' protection for the nape of the neck,
protection which comes, protection '—are of irre-

sistible efficacy. In this way the Egyptian child,
like the children of all other races, passed the first

phase of his life, with his humble toys, his little

sorrows, his bad dreams, his childish songs, and
his ever-watchful devoted mother's love.

This picture, left by the Egyptians, lacks some
details which we should like to know. Perhaps
we may learn them some day with the aid of the
liapyri. Thus, we know nothing about the ])0S-

silde existence of ceremonies or rites in connexion
with the appearance of the first tooth, the first

hair-cutting, the first step, etc. ; and we have no
mention of an anniversary feast, a birthday, or
dates of that kind. There is no notice at any time
of any priestly intervention (presentation in the

tennde, child-purification, first prayer, or first

participation in public or family worship, etc. [for

the question of circumcision, see ' Egyptian ' section
of art. under that title]). In regani (o this group
of questions f-he study of Er;ypt is very different
from that of modern uncivilized peoples, which
furnishes an abundance of information.

4. Boyhood.—After infancy, which lasted till

the end of the fourth year, ordinary boyhood, with
its employments and its first work, brought the
little Egyptian to his twelfth year. No special
text has been devoted to the study of children
of the lower classes. With regard to the little

peasants, it is very probable, as Budge has sug-
gested (Guide, p. 78), that their life was very
similar to that of the yonug fellahtn oi the present
day, that their education was nil, anil that they
helped their parents, as much as they could, in the
agricultural or farm work, chiefly by tending the
cattle, protecting the crops from the birds, and
helping with the irrigation. Their dress (or rather
their want of dress) was what it had been from
their birth. They must have required an ordinary
amount of food ; and it is probably of children of

the common people that Diodorus (i. SO) is speaking
when he expresses surprise at the incredibly low
cost of their upkeep : their staple food, he saj's,

was composed of papyrus, roots and berries of
water-plants, and boiled or roasted radishes ; they
had no shoes or clothing—their whole cost of living
amounting annually to twenty drachmas. They
continued to have their heads shaved ; but under
the Memphite empire it seems probable that they
had the characteristic lock of hair (see, on this dis-

puted question, § 7, at the end).

Our written information is very scanty for the
popular classes, but we get great help in this respect
from painted and sculptured scenes on certain of
the Egyptian monuments. As a matter of fact, in

a great number of scenes, we find the child to be an
essential and traditional accessory to the episode

—

the finishing touch to the complete representation
of the family occupations or fortune ; hence his pre-

sence in the representations of numerous trades
and in professional or so-called historical episodes.

These scenes may, as far as the children are con-
cerned, be roughly di\aded into four chief classes :

peasants, tradespeople, domestics or slaves, and
foreigners. The pictures on the tombs of Qurneh
are the best source for the first class. The chil-

dren are usually represented in the act of gleaning
the corn ears at harvest-time [e.g. ' Tomb of Reze-
serkasonbu,' in Mimoires mission Caire, vol. v. s.v.

pi. iv.), romping or fighting among the com (e. 9.

'Tomb of Monna,' in Petrie, Arts and Crafts,
London, 1910, fig. 69), frightening oflF with slings

the birds that try to rob the heaps of grain [e.g.
' Tomb of Apui,' in Mhn. miss. Caire. vol. v. *.j'.

pi. ii.), or helping the shepherds to drive or tend
their flocks (passim). In the tradesmen's class

we find, from the Memphite empire downwards
(e.g. the mastaba of Ptahhetep), the children of

fishermen helping to cut the papyrus, to transport
fish, and to make boats. The children of barge-
men stand on shore and help the people from the
barge, or unload great sheaves (e.g. ' Tomb of

Apui,' loc. cit. pi. ii.). Those of joiners, .shoe-

makers, goldsmiths, and cabinetmakers serve as
apprentices in innumerable ways, help their mas-
ters in the workshop, or in funeral processions
carry the light articles of tomb furniture on their
back or in their arms (e.g. ' Tomb of the Engravers,
in Mim. miss. Caire, s.v. pi. vi.). Thus we can
easily reconstruct their chief employments, and
say that in all these classes the child from an
early age served as an apprentice, and took part
in the work of his family or of the people of his

profession.
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In aristocratic and plebeian houses alike tliere

were, as there are in the East to-day, crowds of

young slaves or little servants mixed witli tlie

children of the house. The toinh scenes at Thebes
and Ainarna show them crowding round their

masters when they come home, escorting guests,

or (in so-called ' banquet '-scenes) helping to serve
the banqueters (pouring wine for them, washing,
perfuming, crowning them with Howers, etc.). An
interesting ebony statueKe (University Musetim,
London, published by l'(!trie, Ar/.i (cnd C'rnfts,

fig. 40) gives an exact picture of a little Sudanese
slave of ten years old, naked, and with the char-
acteristic three tufts of hair, exactly like those
which the little black children of the modern
l'"gyptian Sudan wear to-day. Lastly, troops of
female dancers and singers show naked little

girls, already efficient in their profession, taking
part in dancing exercises in the festal scenes.

In obedience to the law of decoration mentioned above, chil-

dren, even the very youngest, are an essential accessory to
scenes in wluch the artist wishes to show a van<iuisltwi, con-
quered, CAptive, or simply tributary, race. This eii:il>Ics us to
picture, by certain details, the children of tlie neigliljouring

peoples of E^'i'pt, for the artist has observed their spcci.il <"har-

act«ristica. Thus, in the ancient Empire, the incident of the
cruel Backing of Asiatic towns is portrayed with women j^rison-

ers carrying their children on their shoulders or draj,'^ing

them by" the hand (cf. Petrie, Deshasheh, 1S08, pi. iv,), and this

scene is repeated for all the Asiatic wars down to the time of
the Ramessids. The wars of the Sudan give occasion to exhibit
village children beside their mothers (Tem]>le of Bet- Wall) or,

more particularly, led into c-aptivity, held by the hand, or. in

the case of very young children, put into baskets which the
mothers carry on their backs, or else riding pick-a-back on
theirmothers" shoulders (cf. "Tomb of Harmhabi,'in Mt-m. uu'ss.

Caire, vol. v. s.v. \A. iv. ; the scene is very common in Tlieban
hypogea generally). The statuette 32,504 in the Untisli Museum
shows an mteresting specimen of a Nubian doll carr\'inj,' a bahy
in a basket. Bcdawi infants (cf. esp. Griffith, ISnu. Uusan,
1893. vol. i. tomb ;s, pi. x,\x. and tomb 'i, pi. xlv.) are carried
in a kind of basket placed on asses' backs, or in various kinds of
conical baskets borne by the mother on her back.

The children of the upper classes offer an in-

terest of a superior kind. The scenes on family
tombs (especially among the Thebans) .and the
papyri supplement e.ich other on this point. The
former do not show us the games or the daily life

of the little boys and girls of these social classes,

but they let us see them in certain family cere-

monies in which their presence was a necessary
element of the representation, if it was to have its

full religious value. Thus, of course, they attended
funeral ceremonies, they followed the cort^ge to

the grave ('i.jr. the series of Theban tombs cited

above), or they took part in family worship, and
we can see them holding the bread, birds, or

flowers of sacrifice, while the paterfamilias or the
sain officiates (cf. ' Tomb of the Engravers,' loc.

cit. pi. v.; 'Tomb of Monna,' etc.). In banquet-
scenes, they share the repast, but modestly seated
at their parents' feet on a little stool (cf. the same
works), and this en.ables us to imagine how they
ate in ordinary life with their parents (see the
same peculiarity in the case of princes, below).

The absolute equality of treatment cxistin<; among
children born of different mothers, and of difl'erent

position, impressed Diodoms (ii. 6.5). We derive
a knowledge of their mental .and moral education
from short literary works and sjiecimens of school
exercisers. The former must be considered ,as tra-

ditional compositions, of very great antiquity,
which had been read and commented on from
age to age, not for any definite class of children,

but for the whole of Egy^itian childhood in

general. Without entering into the details of
their literary composition here, we maj' notice, as
the most famous, the ' moral ' papyrus of Bulaq.
On the other hand, Herodotus (li. 80) had already
made known the respect instilled for old age, and
Plato {Lrnrx, ii.) had told how strictly the young
Egyptians were trained to be careful about their

gestures, gait, and movements, which had to be

modest and circumspect. All this is in wonderful
agreement with the modern Oriental conception
of good ediication. The Uulaq and the Prisse
papyri (cf. the good synopsis in Erman, Life, pp.
155-165) confirm the importance attached to the
teaching of ethics and good manners by the father.
The power and influence of the mother, the obliga-
tion due to her tlnougli<mt her whole life for lier

trouble and her admirable care, the punishment, in

this world or in the next, of the ungrateful child,

complete the evidence of the classics from this

point of view (cf. Herodotus, ii. 65). Several pass-

ages in these works are of a very elevated kind,
far excelling the usual low tone in this branch of

I'^.gyptian literature. The importance of the moral
education of the child, and of the gratitude which
it owes to its parents in their old age, is also con-
firmed by the allusions of the inscriptions or papyri
regarding arrangement of Income, or by wills and
legacies, in which it is a question of being a ' staff

of old age ' for the father or the mother.
Education was based on a very diU'crent concept

from ours—a concept whose meclianism has often
been misunderstood. To put it briefly : there
were no general schools open to all children, or
to all of a certain class, and having a programme
of theoretic instruction. But in every temple and
public building there was a room where the child
was professionally taught with a view to preparing
him for a certain priestly or administrative office.

Thus, the young son of Khufu (cf. l^epsius, Denk-
m/ikr, 1849-60, ii. 23), when four j-ears of age,
went to the 'house of books' of the palace (and
went there quite naked, his only artit-lc of dress
being a girdle)

;
just as Uni, in the same dress,

went to receive his education in the ' house of

agriculture'; or as Senusiris, the son of Prince
Satni, was sent to school in the ' house of life of
the temple of Ptah ' (cf. Maspt'ro, Conte.s prjpu-

laircs*, p. 133). The biographical inscriptions of
various Egyptian personages agree on this point
whenever thej' contain any information as to the
habits of early childhood. The sons of priests

and .scribes formed the majority of these ]>upils,

but, on account of the gentleness and goodness of
the Egyptian manners, sons of simple peasants or
slaves were often allowed to associate with them
if they showed special aptitude in their early
years (cf. Anastasi Papyrus, v. 2-2. 6). The sons
of the nobility, and even those of the royal house,
al>o went to this ' house of instruction ' or ' house
of books,' at least for the time and amount of edu-
cation necessary to teach them what they bad to
know in order to fulfil the religious duties of their
offices, or afterwards to direct the services of
which they would have charge. There does not
seem to have been any cj-de of studies with a defi-

nitely fixed programme. As throughout the whole
of the East, the teachers groujied the children of
diflerent ages round them, and followed them in

their progress year by year, until they were 13 or

14 years of age—the time at which they were re-

garded as men and entered upon their duties. The
instructi(m was mainly didactic, oral, and of a
practical nature. To the conmion stock of essen-

tial ideas, each service and administration of the
temple or of the royal crown added a technical

apprenticeship, such as the editing of letters,

arithmetic, ritual, etc. The collection of the Sal-

lier and .Vn.astasi Papyri and the .so-c ailed ' moral

'

papyri (Hulaq, Prisse, etc.) are excellent sources
of information and of curious details on this whole
subject. .\s a general rule, the child began to

frequent the ' houses of instruction ' at the age of
four or five. He <jot up early in the morning, and
' to<di his coat and his sandals ' to go to his class

(Sallier Papj'rus, ii. 10. 5). The instruction from
the teacher (who evidently was not a professional,
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bvit an old priest or functionary, as was the case

imtil a fow years ago with the MusuIniAn schools

of modern Kj^ypt) lasleil from morning to mid-
day (Sallier I'apyrns, ii. 10. 6) ; then the children
' went out shouting witli joy.' The rest of the day
was probably occupied in preparing tasks or learn-

ing lessons for the next day. Reading, writing,

penmanshiji, and spelling were the chief subjects.
They began with the exercise of copying in hieroglyphics or

hieratics. Then, judging from the papyri that have come down
to us, dictation was the customary method of the teacher.

Tlie passage was usually taken from a religious, magical, or

poetical text. Erman {^. cit. p. 332) makes mention of the

fact that the task for the day was on an average three pages of

this kind of exercise. We still have this before our eyes in

the papyri of our museums, with the notes, sketches, annota-

tions, or corrections, of the teacher. There was also the read-

ing of edifying information ; and the master's favourite method,
in order to train the future administrator for his profession,

was to imagine a series of fictitious letters, a pretended corre-

spondence between the pupil and an imaginary manager of

State affairs. This is the subject of half the papyri of this kind
that have survived. There were added to the above course,

according to individual needs, a little arithmetic, geometry,
formularies, protocols, etc. The materials for these exercises,

as throughout the whole of the East, were white hoards which
could be cleaned afterwards like our slates, chips of stone,

pieces of broken earthenware, or old i)apyrus rolls. They wrote
on them all with a reed (cf. on this point Budge, Guide, p. 79).

Corporal punishment was approved of. The
phrase ' the child has his understanding on his

back ' elliptically but forcibly e.xpresses bow
floggings contributed to make him listen quietly

(Anastasi Papyrus, v. 8. 6). ' The youth has a
back ; he attends when it is beaten,' says the same
papyrus, and the pupil harljoured no bad remem-
brance of it. ' You beat me on the back and the
instruction entered my ear,' the pupil afterwards
reminds his old master {ib. iv. 8. 7). The teacher's

salary was probably moderate, like that of the
schoolmasters of the Musalman qubhas under the
ancient Eg.yptian regime : three rolls of bread and
two jugs of beer per day from each pupO, if we
may believe the Bulaq Papyrus (correctly inter-

preted by Budge, Guide, p. 78 ; Erman, Life, p.

330, thinks it refers to the daily rations of the
pupil).

We know that this phase of life lasted until the
boy had completed his twelfth or thirteenth year.

But, as in the case of the remainder of the life of

the infant, there are no certain traces of rites or

ceremonies marking the end of childhood and the
entrance on puberty (real or social), and the access

to public functions or to the life of a man (on this

whole subject see art. CliiCUMCisiON [Egyp.]).

During the whole of this period, and consequently
until the age when the young Egyptian became
adolescent and a man from the social point of

view, the role and power of the mother remained
as important as in infancy. Egyptologists agree in

drawing attention to the greatness of the maternal
influence on the education of the child (cf. Budge,
Guide, p. 77 ; Erman, Life, p. 155), and her care
during the time when he is attending the ' house
of books,' etc.

This fact has been compared with others, such as the presence
of the mother beside her son in the groups of statues at tombs,
and in the scenes of funeral feasts represented on the stelse, in

order to draw far too general and hast.v conclusions as to the
existence of a primitive mother-right in early Egypt. More
complete knowledge of feudal law and of wills must be acquired
before we can state such facts with the necessary authority.

With regard to young nobles or princes of a
feudal family, the above applies as a general rule

both to the family life and to their education or

instruction. The scenes portrayed show them
clothed like grown-up persons (cf. Wilkinson, ii.

334), and wearing the amulets or talism.ans

customary for all children, but of richer material,

and frequently having round their neck the pearl
necklace, the protective iigures of Kirit, the Ab in

the shajie of a heart, which confers wisdom and
>\ards off diseases, or a papyrus covered with cloth.
Many were sent (and often by order, somewhat

like hostages) to the court of Pharaoh, where they
received instruction for tlie military or administra-
tive service of the crown, ilust as ordinary girls

were associated with royal princesses, these young
men shared in the life, games, and exercises of the
royal princes (cf., on this wliole subject, the in-

scriptions of Beni Hasan, Syut, and Abydos). The
nobleman Tefabi recalls with pride that he learned
to swim with the royal children (cf. Mariette,
Mon. divers, Paris, 1872-77, pi. 68^). Ptahsliopsisu
(cf. Breasted, Ancient Records, i. 256) shows, by
his example, that this custom of bringing up some
children of common people along witli princes was
current under the Memphites.
The supposed participation of the children of noblemen

in the great sports of fishing and hunting has arisen from a
probably incorrect interpretation of the heraldic scenes on the
tombs. It is, in fact, the regular custom to represent the
children of the feudal lord or the high noble functionary helping
their fathers to hunt the birds of the marsh in boata, or striking
the crocodile or hippopotamus, or throwing the harpoou at
large fish. The scene has passed from there to the tombs of
functionaries in general, and has become a conventional theme
de rirjueur. As a matter of fact, the present WTiter thinks that
in tile painting of these scenes the aim is to a.ssociate children
with their fathers, to show that they enjoyed along with them
the noble prerogative of directing these sports, and that one
day they would succeed their fathers in their responsibilities
and dignities. It is probable that this is also the explanation
of the presence of little girls in the hunting and fishing boats
with their mothers. It is a way of showing the association of
the feudal rights of the women aud of their transmission to the
daughters, but not the representation of a real participation in
these sports, at least during the historical period.

5. Games, toys, and amusements.—Certainly no
other dead civilization has bequeathed such a large
number of materials connected with the amuse-
ments of children. We have not only the re-

presentation of a long series of games and sports
for children, but the actual evidence of these
amusements in the shape of hundreds of toys,

found in the houses or the tombs ; and some
museums, like those of London and Berlin (the
latter valuable for the comparison between the
objects in the cases and the corresponding method-
ical series of the bas-reliefs of games), in a few
minutes' examination of their cases teach an
excellent and substantial lesson on this point.

Moreover, the pictures of games do not contain the
same kind of evidence as the playthings which
really were in existence in ancient Egypt ; so that
the two combined form a very complete repertoire.

AVe cannot give the entire inventory here. We
shall mention only the chief types of playthings
and then of games.
As the most noteworthy toys we naturally find dolls in the

majority—made of all kinds of material (wood, earth, limestone,
ivory), and from the coarsest, for poor children, to carefully
made doUa with clothing (Berlin, no. 10,024). Some of them
are jointed (Cairo, no. 869 ; London, no. 37,162), and were
moved by means of strings. A large number, for very small
babies, are, like ours, simply bodies without legs, but with a
head and rudimentary arms. Others, on the contrary, are care-
fully painted, and wear amulets or prophylactic magic figures,

Thueris, etc. (London), or even have artificial wigs (London,
Room iv. Standard Case C, Shelf i.). Some of them are nursing
a baby doll (London, no. 23,424) or carrying it (ib. 30,725). A
picturesque and local touch is given by the presence of negress
dolls, and by the curious details of head-dress (London, no.
32,120—a doll with a wig of long tresses made of clay). Animal-
figures bear witness to the tastes of the young Eg.vptians

:

wooden birds (London), pigeons on two castors (London, Berlin,

Oxford [Ashraolean], Cairo), a cat with inlaid eyes and a movable
jaw (London), a calf of painted wood (London), a jointed frog
(Cairo, no. 871), and—the Egyptian toy par excellence—the
crocodiles with movable jaws (in the museums of Berlin, the
Louvre, and Leyden). Some of these animals give evidence of
a veritable art of amusing very small children ; for example,
the monkey driving a chariot, the dwarf with a cat's head, and
the negro pursued by a panther (I^ondon, nos. 21,91*4, 22,SS3

;

cf. Budge, Guide to the 3rd and Itth Rooms, pi. v.) The linen-
washer of the Leyden museum is a toy almost similar to those
of our own time ;" and the cavalier (Berlin, no. 12,0.')4), and the
elephant with the driver (London, no. 29,712), if they do not
belong to an early period, are no less curious.l Whips, marbles

1 It should be remarked, however, that in Egypt the archieo-
logist must be careful not to confound with children's play-
tliings certain figures of dolls and boats which in realit.v were
very rough representations of slaves and funerary barques
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(Cairo), rattles (Berlin), boats (Cairo), and, above all, a huge
colliilion of balls (niaile of leather nilcil wilh straw, or of

plaited papyrus eover.^d wilh leather), show that the taj^te of

the vonnj; K^yptians in their first iranieswaji practically similar

to that of modern chiltlreii. I-ike the Arab children of the

present day, they went U> i>lay anion;; the ruins that existed in

their time. ' And then the <-hildreri playeil ainon^ the ruins of

the temple,* says the inscription of the restoration of the temple
of Cusse (SpcoB Arthemidos, line lU).

The series of pames and sjiorts represented in the
frescoes and bas-reliefs of the tomhs show that
<;ames of hall, runnin;;, and juiiii)in<jr were much
in favour. Vaultin};, the throwin"^ of pointed
sticks, and WTe-stlin!.; were indulged in by older

children. Swimming was certainly a regular sport,

for the texts mention those who ' learned to swim
with the royal princes.' Certain st^oncs show us
more especially Egyptian games, e.g. the scene in

which one of the players has his hands tied behind
his back (cf. Erinan, Verzeicfiyiis, p. 281), but, on
account of the absence of texts, it cannot be
explained ; or, again, there is the scene showing,
but with rather indistinct details (cf. Wilkin.sou,

ii. 69), the throwing of a dagger into a circle drawn
on a plank of wood ; and, lastly, the Memphite
mastabas and the paintings of Ueni Hasan reveal

to us an intinite series of feats of strength and
dexterity. Several wTiters, e.fi. WUkinson, have
made extensive use of these in their re-constructions

of the amusements of the ancient Egyptiiins.

But there is a reservation to be made here. It should be
noted that those curious scenes (the tombs of Ptahhetep,
Mernika. etc., for the Slemphites ; the tombs of the lords of

Beni Hasan for the proto-Theban Empire, etc.) represent not
ordinary but professional children (buffoons, acrobats, youn[<
dancers, etc.), and often even professional adults. The present
writer, however, thinks that these documents may be regarded
scientifically, in most cases, as giving indirect information on
the games of children, except where the scenes clearly represent
the feats of acrobats. As a matter of fact, it is probable that
certain feats of professionals are simply the improved form of

the ordinary games of children (wrestling, jumping, etc) ; or,

as in our own time, children in their games imitated the actions
which they saw professionals perform. We must not, therefore,

make the very strict distinction that is sometimes made : and
the system of Wilkinson's ancient manuals of including all in

the same rubric is a good one to retain, though with the reserva-

tion which we have just stated.

6. Death.—In spite of all the medical knowledge
attested by the jiajiyri, infantile diseases exacted
a heavy tribute from the population (see art.

Disease [Egyptian]). They occurred continuously
from birth to puberty. If there were a great many
children in Egyptian houses of any rank, infant
mortality reached a very high rate there, as
throughout the whole of the ancient East. If

there were no other evidence, we should find con-

clusive proof (1) in the inimber of royal heirs who
died (e.r/. in the XVIIlth dynasty the reigning
king is often the third or fourth son) ; and (2) in

the surprising proportion of children's collins in the
series of sarco|)hagi of the priestly families of the
god Amon. The children of the lower and middle
cla.sses were often buried in the houses, being
summarily placed in an old tool- or linen-box with
some toys or amulets (cf. Budge, Guide, p. 78, for

the toys from the tombs in the IJriti.sh Mu.seum).
Often two or three babies were buried together
(cf., for details, I'titrio, lUnhitn, p. 24, and Ma.spero,

Hint. i. 318, with the bibliography on the subject).

(Children of the u]i|)er classes received the same
furuirary pomp in the family tomb as adults (good
ex.amples at 'I'liebcs ; I'etrie's recent work, Gurneh,
I.cmdon, 1900, ]>. 10, gives an excellent specimen of

the burials of the infants of the middle class ; see
)il. xxiii.-xxv.) : sarcophagi, statuettes, funerary
furniture, etc. Theban exami)les are mentioned
placed in the tombs for the use of the souls of the dead. A
cert^iin number of those have been WTongly classed among the
to.vs in the nnisoums. Thus the toys imitating fruits, cited in
Wilkin.son, ii. rtO, seem rather to be funerary offerings, and it is

more than doubtful if we must reckon the small ivory image of
a woman carrying an infant, cited among the toys in Budge,
Oiiide, etc., p. -17. and (Room iii.), p. 178, as a vrf-Uiatoric

doU.

of a family having gone to really extraordinary
exjiense for the funerary cult of a child ]iromaturely
removed by death. Lastly, the series of sarcophagi
of the great priests (linds of Ma.spero and (irrliault

at Deir el-l>ahari) show that children's collins of

this class were similar to those of the adult
members of the family, and that their funerary
destinies were conceived as the same in the life of

the other world—an important fact to note in

connexion with the beliefs regarding dea<l children.

7. Royal princes.— If we excejit the scenes in the
harem and in the public life of the princesses of

Amarna, and a few details of funerary arcli;coliigy,

information concerning royal childhood has made
little progress since the time of the collections of

tlie earliest Egyptology (e.g. Wilkinson's Manners
(ind Cvstoms). Neither the temples nor the tombs
have furnished any fresh instructive scenes on the
matter, and papyri and inscriptions are practically
diunb. Especially with regard to education or
instruction, we are almost entiridy ignorant of the
'early years of the royal children (the so-called
moral teaching of Amenemhait I. to his son is

merely a literary process) ; in a word, it is practi-

cally only the material aspect of this childhood that
can be re-constructed.

Little is known abotit the early years of the
royal princes. Most of the scenes and texts con-
cerning them represent them chielly as adults,

be.side the Pharaohs, in ceremonies or nulitary
operations. It is from some temple bas-reliefs,

specially engraved to establish their claims to

Divine origin, and to empha-size the fact that they
were legitimate heirs to the kingdom, that we know
the rites of their birth, in which the gods and
goddesses played the part which was in reality

played at court bj' the courtiers and the famous
midwives of Egypt mentioned in Scripture (Ex 1'^)

;

e.g. at Deir el-Bahari for Hathepsitu, at Luxor for

Amenhotep III., at Erment for Ca'sarion. These
details (cf. art. BiPvTH [Egyptian], vol. ii. p. 646)
find a valuable commentary in the pojnilar tale of

Khitfu and the Magicians, in which, at the moment
of birth, ' Isis placed herself before the pregnant
woman, and Nephthys behind, while Ilikit n^ceived

the child' (cf., for the real commentary, a good
detailed account in Maspero, Vnnfrs popnhdres*, p.

38), and the ma.ssage performed by Knumu ensured
the strength of the little one.

The early infancy was jiassed in the harem
(khoniti), as repre.sented on the frescoes in the

palace of Amarna, and it was |)robably when they
were about four or five years old that the young
princes went to live with their teachers in the
special part of the palace called the .ilinpi. l'"rom

popular stories we know that the newly-ljorn prince
had nurses {wonait), cradle-rockers, and coaxers
(khomu), to bring him up. Paintings and statues

of tlie Theban period show that these titles were
afterwards court dignities, which were given to

men also, and most frequently to very high oflicials.

The stehe of Abydos and the (Jurneii frescoes have
given us the picture of several dignitaries, men and
women, fulfilling the-se functions, hut without very

exact details about their occupations. The usual

theme—apart from the texts, or (he enumeration
of duties in the texts—incluiles care and education,

reiiresc^nting the young prince im the knee of his

governess or tutor. This is the conventional attitude

by whi<h the statues in the temples express the

fact that the goddesses have brought uii (in the
mystic sense of I he word) on their knees tile young
heir to the Egyptian crown (e.g. the bas-reliefs of

Seti I. at Abydos). In a more real and also nu)ro

]ioetic way the three statues of the royal tut^u'

Sonmaut (lierlin and Cairo museums) reiuesent

him tenderly lulling the little princess Nofriur^a,
at the age of two or three years, on his knee, or
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lioUlinp; her wrapped up in the folds of his idoak.

Owing to special circumsiancos, the little Ainarna
pviiii'i'sscs, 111 tho painted scenes of the neevopolis,

have the iiiipoilaiice of, and tlie part elsewhere
as-.i;;ned to, tiie princes, and they also have a special

place in tlic care of the owners of the various

toiiihs ; so that we Hnd in their liypogea a series of

about fifty scenes in which we see the king's

daughters. With these representations we may
also consider those of the palace, in which we see

the games of the young princesses and the life of

the royal harem (cf. Petrie, Amarnn, 1894, pi. v.

and vi.), and thus get a better idea tlian can be
obtained anywhere else of what a royal child was
in Egypt;—in dress, life, and in its share in the
official life.

Among the most characteristic representations we may
mention : the princesses (1) accompanying their parents on a
\isit to the temple (cf. N. de Garris Davies, Rock Tombs, Amama,
London, 1902-00, i. pi. 22, iv. pi. 6, iii. pi. 8, vi. pi. 3) ; (2) present
at the sacrifice (»6. ii. pi. 12) and at the court {lb. vi. pi. 17) ; (3)

taking part in it, shaking the sistrum—an interesting proof of

their sacerdotal office in early childhood {lb. ii. pi. 5, 7, 8, iv^
pi. 23, 28. 31, 36, v. pi. 3, 16, vi. pi. 3, 26) ; (4) helping the kin^
and queen to present the insignia of reward to the deserving
functionaries (*. ii. pi. 10, 33, iii. pi. 16, 17, vi. pi. 2, 7) ; (6)

present at the ' triumph ' of the king (i?>. i. pi. 3S)
; (6) taking

part in official banquets, but, according to custom, sitting at

their parents' feet on small stools (ib. iii. pi. 4, 6). The statues
of the Boundary Stela) {ib. v. pi. 23, 26) show that all these
details are officially authentic; and from the whole we may
assert the regular participation of the young princesses in the
chief religious and civic functions of the public life of the king
and queen.

Outside of Amarna we know very little about
the childhood of princesses, though we sometimes
find them represented in the tombs of royal nurses,

or participating in the temple festivals [e.g. at

Deir el-Bahari), or tenderly carried by the noble
' tutors of the royal children ' (see above).

The dress of royal children is sufficiently well
known from all the bas-reliefs, and has no special

interest apart from the question of pure archreology.
One part of it only deserves attention here, on
account of its religious importance and the question
of its origin, viz. the thick lock of hair which is

left on the shaved head, and hangs down by the
temple and the ear to the nape of the neck. Much
discussion has taken place as to whether this
custom was common to all young Egyptians, or
only to certain social classes, or reserved for those
of royal blood. The last view seems most correct,

as far as the Ramses period is concerned ; but the
representations and hieroglj'phic signs seem to
indicate that the sons of feudal lords also had the
lock of hair under the first Theban Empire, and
children of lowly people (e.g. - fisher folk, in the
tomb of Ptahhetep) certainly wear a tress of this

kind in some scenes. The fact that the children
in a number of Memphite monuments (statues and
bas-reliefs) are represented with the side-lock is not
decisive, because these figures are meant to show
that the dead man had a son for his worship who
would accomplish the rites of the sam priest for
him (see below), and these images may be copies
of the royal cult (on this disputed point cf. Wilkin-
son, i. 49 f., ii. 325, and Erman, Life, p. 163). In
any case, for royal children, the mummy of a
young prince, discovered at Thebes by Loret,
shows on the shaved head a magnificent tress of

glossy plaited hair, exactly the same as the side-

lock so often represented on the bas-reliefs .and

frescoes. What is most evident is that from tlie

historical period the thick plait of hair assumed a
reli<jious value, and became a symbolical attribute
distinctive of certain religious or civic functions.
In the religious order it became the canonical part
of the dress of the sam priest, and, with the
panther's skin and the artificial beard, formed tlie

costume of every officiant who took the part of
the son, praying or sacrificing for his father. The
same side-lock expresses the idea of cliildhood in

sculpture—either by itself or represented on the
shaved head of a child sucking his finger. In the
figures of the gods, the lock is the necessary adjunct
of all the deities who are considered by theology as
son-gods, even when they are represented as adults
with beards, e.g. all the figures of Horus-Pa-Khrodu
(Harpoerates) or ' the child ilorus,' those of Khonsu,
Ahi, etc.

Lastly, in the official costume, the lock on the
temple (natural or artificial) denotes in the cere-

monies princes by blood or adopted royal sons. In
the latter case, the tress of hair is often enclosed
in a sort of case attached to the round cap, hanging
on the side of the head, and ending in golden
fringes. In a word, the lock or the case containing
it (or taking its place) has become the equivalent
of the idea of childhood, of descent with all its

social consequences, exactly (as Wilkinson very
happily remarks [ii. 326]) as the Spaniards still

speak of a prince as an ' infant,' whatever his age
may be.

8. Conclusions.—If we try to obtain from all

these various details a general conception of the
part and importance of the child in Egyptian
society, we at once see the essential characteristic

predominating -. the child along with his parents
forms one of the momentary ' aspects ' of the
collective soul—the family—and, when the time
comes, must take it in charge and perpetuate it

with his moral, material, and religions heritage.
It is this idea that is so nobly expressed not only
by the figures of single children, but by those of

whole generations of the past, in the scenes of

steliE and the so-called ' banquets' of the Theban
tombs (cf. e.g. the tomb of Pahiri at el-Kab), or the
' procession of the generations to the temple of

Osiris '. This explains why children are ' the bless-

ing of the family by the gods,' and why the want
of heirs (as Chabas remarked at the very beginning
of Egyptology) is the gTeatest calamity, as the
popular tales show, for instance, in the story of

the 'Predestined Prince' (Maspcro, Con/es popu-
laircs^, p. 170), and better still in the ' True History
of Satni' {ib. p. 132). The intervention of the gods
warded off this misfortune by dreams, prayers, and
oracles {gg.v. ), chielly in certain sanctuaries famous
for this role, like those of Imhotep, or those of

certain deified queens.
'O ye living beings, 'sa}S Amenaitis(in her temple at Medinet-

Habu—inscriptions above the middle part), * you who love j'our
children, and who will pass in front of this chapel, you will

transmit to your descendants your dignities, your houses . . .

if you perform the festivals of the great god in this sanctuary.
. . . Hathor will bring it to pass that your wives will bear you
sons and daughters. And you will not suffer because of them,
you will not be troubled on their account, for they will have
neither sorrow nor sickness, if you recite the prayer :

" Suton-
hatpu-du, etc."'

It was a universally repeated wish that the child

might some day ' sit on the seat ' of his father as
magistrate or functionai'y. ' To leave his offices

and his dignities to his children ' is the constant
praj-er on thousands of inscriptions, the supreme
reward asked by officials, the perpetual theme of

hymns, tomb-scenes, and didactic papyri. The
love and watchful tenderness of parents in the
papyri and representations do not arise solely from
the kind-heartedness of the race, which put in the
list of the worst sins before Osiris, ' taking away
the mouth of the suckling from its mother's breast.'

Nor, on the other hand, does it come, as has been
too often asserted, from the selfish motive of
ensuring the continuance of the funerary cult. A
more noble philosophy results from the esoteric

study of so many texts and scenes. Religiously
speaking, the child is a continuation, one of the
'becomings' (khopiru) who, after his father, will

incarnate something of the souls of his ancestors.

The living .are merely the temporary store of that
collectivity which consists of the series of past and
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future generations. Souls, dignities, property

—

the heaii of the house receives everj'tliing on the
death of his father, whetlier he be a feudal prince

or a simple agiicuUural tenant. He is the >-^.?«»k!,

the passing aspect of this entity ; anil he is the
usufructuary of their goods, llis aim in this

present existence is by his cliildren to ensure, after
he has left this world, the continuation of the
double charge which has been entrusted to him.
Love for liis progeny, his particiiiation, from the
very earliest age, in the social mul religious life of

his family, and the atlirmation of this i)articipalion

by all possible means, are strongly marked on all

the known monuments as the essential character-
istics conoeming the Egyptian child.
Literature.—There ia no special work dealing with the

subject. What is known in written forai about Egyptian cliild-

hood is to be found scattered thronjjhout the classical writers,
from whom we have given the chief references, and in the
extracta from papyri, also cited throughout the articli*. Tlie

only two modern works which contain a sort of synthetic
abridgment (but spread throughout several chapters- l):rtli,

dress, diseases, upbringing, education, etc.) of what conoerns
the child and childhood in Kgypt are : (1) J. G. Wilkinson,
Manners and Customs, London, 1S78, i. 320-328, ii. 63, 32.0 (.,

334, and iii. 422 (the work is ignorant of what has since been
learned from the reading of i)apyri, but, although old, is

valuable for the references to ancient authors, and for the
studies of games and amusements like the Beni Hasan scenes)

;

and (*2) the excellent work of A. Erman, Aegypten und afijypt.

Leben im Altertum. Tubingen, 1887 (Eng. tr. by H. M. Ti'rard,

Ldje in Ancient Egypt, London, 1891), pp. 155-158, 1G3-I(i6,

329-332, 369-362, etc. From the special point of view of magic
for the use of children, we may also cite as of ]>remier im-
portance the monograph of Erman, Zauberspriif^he fiir Mvtter
nnd Kind, Berlin, IBill. The other reforpi'^-oi r.r- «.-,ct.Tfd

throughout the whole of modern Egyptoln'4 .1 i.ii,
,

, ,.,]i^' in

the form of fragmentary citations. Theclii- i : i !i .. hcen
given in the article. Some well-grouped ini -iiu ,, i .^;il he
found in E. A. W. Budgie, A Guide to t lie r>,U._._iu>,i.i i>i tfie

British Mxtseum, London, 1908, pp. 78-101, 17s; ami in G.
Maspero, Uistoire, vol. i., Paris, 1894, pp. 273 and 318.

The rest of the information must be culled from Egyptian
monuments themselves, reproduced, translated, or annot.ated :

statues, bas-reliefs, frescoes, papyri (see above, ' Documents ').

As regards the games and toys of children specially, a good idea

may be obtained from the description in the following imiseo-
graphic notices—(a) Berlin: Erman, Verzeiehnis, etc., Herlin,

19O0, pp. 221, 202, 281, 290, 376, 389, 459 (without illustrations);

(6) London : Budge, A^&wtrfe to the Srd and Uh Rofims, etc.,

London, 1905, Room iv,* p. 180 (with plate) ; (c) Leyden : C.
Leemans, Description Taist>nn>'e, etc., Leyden, 1840, p. 125
(without illustrations); (rf) Cairo; Maspero, Guide Cairo
Museum, Cairo, 1908, p. 235 (without illustrations)

;
(c) Louvre :

a brief reference in P. Pierret, Diet, d'arch^ol. cgyptieniie,

Paris, 1875, p. 282, and some insufficient notes in E. de Roug^,
notice sommaire. etc., Paris, 1855 (Salle civile, armoire K). Cf.

also good information in W. M. F. Petrie, Illahun, Kahun,
and Gurob, London, 1891, p. 24. GEORGE FOUCAKT.

CHILDREN (Greek).— Mutual afiection be-

tween parent and child was always to be found
among the Greeks ; it is n,s manifest in Homer as in

the latest epigrams of the Anthology. There is no
need, therefore, to insist upon it ; to the historical

inquirer the chief interest in the Greek attitude
towards children lies in the peculiarities which
were due, partly perhaps to the inherited char-
acteristics of the two main stocks from which the
Greeks sprang ; mainly, without doubt, to the
influence of a changing environment.

It has often been stated that in many respects there was a
moral decline after the Homeric period. There is no trace, for
example, of either exposure or pxderastia in the Iliad or
the Odyssey. If Professor Ridgeway is right, and Homer
gives us the Achaian civilization whicil was imposed upon the
Pelaagian civilization, it is easy to see how, as the Acha^ans
died out (probably through the action of climate, as IIij>po-

crates tells us that the inhabitants of malarious regions were
dark-haired ; i.e. malaria killed oft the fair-haired Achajans)
and the Pelasgians re-emerged, Pelasgian characteristics
gradually became more and more prominent. Although
pfflderastia in hi-storic times was very common, if not universal,
it is interesting to note that the one p!a^!e in Greece where
exposure of chitdren wa.s forbidden by law (Thebes [/F^lian, \'ar.

Hist. ii. 7)) is proved by Kidgeway (Earlij Age of Greece, 19U1,
i. 629) to have prescned an Achiean population until quite a
late period. But at prt-sent our information is too scanty to
justify any derniitv lonf-lusion.

I. Continuity of the family,—The Greek desireil

to have children to licl]) him in his old age (yijpo-

TpoipeTv), and to secure that after his death all

customary religious rites should be paid. The
departed were sujjposcd to beeome spirits, who.se

liap|)incsH (lejMMided upon the service of living

descendants, and these in turn leceived a reward
for their attention (Eur. Ale. 00.5 11'.). However
inconspicuous this aspect of Greek life may be in

literature, it was a reality which survived the decay
of the State religion, being, in fact, ijuite inde-

pendent of the worship of the Olympians. Is.'Eus

{Or. ii. 10 ; cf. vii. 3U) tells us that eliildle.ss men
on their death-bed took care to adopt children .so

that all cu!?tomary rites might be duly performed.
It was accordingly a disaster if the family died out
(/Esch. Choeph. 5t)0-509). Aristotle assumed as a
matter of course that the best kind of liajiiiiness

was impossible without dreKvia (Kth. W,)'M>), which
meant the possession of children, healthy and
strong in body and endowed with intellectual and
moral virtues. The Greeks were also ciuite con-
scious of the importance of rearing children to
serve the State ; and this duty is forcibly urged
by philosophers, particularly by Plato and Aris-
totle.

2. Children regarded as a curse.— Occasionally
in Greek literature is found the lament that the
rearing of children is so uncertain in its issue that
the wise man will refrain from having children of
his own. The thought i.s common in the plays of

Euripides and in the fragments of Demociitus
(Stobreus, Flor. Ixxvi.), while it reappears about a
century later in the fragments of iVleiiander and
in the dicta of Epicurus. It is probable that the
disturbances and disasters which troubled the
Athenians at the dose of the 5th cent. B.C., and
again at the close of the 4th, were partly resjions-

ible for these outbursts of pes.simism ; in times of

distress children are of course an additional
anxiety. But instinct makes itself heard in spite

of environment ; in other places Menander (.Stob.

Ixxv. 6, 8, 9) calls children a blessing, and Euripides
(fr. .318) has written some of the most beautiful
lines ever penned on the subject.

3. Duties of children.—That children should
resjiect their p:ir<:nts is an elementary duty which
the Greeks emphasized a.s strongly as any other
peojile. It was one of the great ' unwritten laws

'

(/Esch. Suppl. 707-709, Evmcn. .')4.'> ; Xenoph.
Mem. iv. 4. 20). Stobams devotes a whole chapter
(Ixxix.) of the Florilegium to the subject, (luoting,
anumg many other pa.ss.ages, <a fragment of Alexis
to the eti'eet that the claims of religion are not
sujierior to those of a mother, and one of Menander
in which honour to parents is put on an eiiuality

with honour to the gods. Euripides (fr. .'!60) bids

children love their mother, ' for there is no sweeter
love than this.' The word he uses is a strong one
((put), denoting passionate and even sentimental
attachment. Xenophon, in his vindication of

Socrates to the Athenians, makes this philosopher
rebuke his son Lamprocles for ingratitude to his

mother (Mem. ii. 2). Plato insists upon duty to

parents in language of great solemnity (Lnw.s;

111 I), 9.31 A) ; and at Athens at least there was a
law which punished children who failed to look

after their parents, or allowed them to sutler want
(Isanis, Or. viii. 32; Xenoph. Mem. ii. 2. 13).

4. Duties of parents.— Parents, on their side,

were consi<lcred hound to care for their children's

future, and the Greeks ajijiear to have been
extremely anxious to do their duty in this resi>ect

;

so much so, in fact, that children were .sometimes
exposed in order that those who were brought up
might be properly educated and starteil in life.

Plato, accordingly, in his last work, the L'lms,

recommends parents to leave their children a
legacv of the spirit of reverence (oi'Siis), rather than
a store of gold (729 B).

5. Exposure.—It cannot be doubted that chil-
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dren often suftereil tlie fate of exposure. As Iihh

iilreaity been stated, Homer does not mention it,

and it was illegal at Thebes, though elsewhere in

Greeee it apjiears to have been universal. Tlie

antiquity of the eustoni is proved by tlie (ICdipus

legend, and it may well have ))een a feature of

Pela.sgian civilization. This would aecount for

the silenee of the Homeric poems and for the
Theban law, but further investigation will be
necessary before the point is decided. In historical

times the chief reason for exposing children was
to avoid impoverishing the family, although in

many cases (Eurip. Ion, passim) illegitimate

children were abandoned in this \vay by their

mothers. Greece is not rich in natural resources,

and the economic distress that manifested itself in

most plates at the beginning of the historical period
must have encouraged a practice which public
opinion condoned or even sanctioned. Later on,

when large numbers of slaves were imported to

worlv as artisans or labourers, the dilficulty of

rearing large families increased. An innate dis-

like for manual labour prevented the rise of a free

working-class, and the Greeks preferred to lessen
the number of their children rather than the
number of their slaves. The decline of Greece
must, without doubt, be attributed partly to this

cause. One passage of Plato {Thecet. 151 C), if it

refers to exposure (as it almost certainly does), is a
plain indication of the frequency of the practice.

Socrates, comparing his method of cross-examina-
tion with the art of a midwife, says that many
are angry when their pet ideas are taken from
them, like a mother when her first-born is put out
of the way. That is to say, in the case of children
born later, the pain was less acute. The mother
would get used to it

!

At Sparta it was usual to expose sickly children,

who were unlikely to grow up to be sturdy citizens ;

at other places, besides illegitimates, daughters
were the chief sufferers. Stobjeus [Flor. Ixxvii. 7)

has preserved a fragment of Posidippus to the
effect that everybody, even if he is poor, rears
a son, but exposes a daughter, even if he is

rich. Daughters, of course, had to be provided
with a dowry, while through sons alone could the
family succession be maintained.
Exposure (iKndivai or, in popular speech, eyxvr-

pl^eiv) permitted tlie father to keep himself free

from the stain of blood-guilt, even if the child

died. So long as a man did not kill the infant
>vith his own hands, he had no serious scruples
about leaving it to perish of starvation, llut
often, perhaps usually, another fate awaited the
' encumbrance ' which had thus been disposed of.

Childless wives would sometimes impose a supposi-
titious heir upon their husbands, or slave-dealers
Avould bring up foundlings with a view to selling

them later at a profit. Indeed there are indications
th.at a p.iii"'iit often wished his child to be found,
and cxiMiiil it in a place where discovery was
certain. I'll.' legend of CEdipus, however, and the
[lassage of ^Elian which states that the Thebans
' might neither expose their children nor cast them
forth in a deserted place' (F«J'. Hist. ii. 7), prove
that lonely spots were sometimes deliberately
chosen ; in other words, it was desired that the
child should die.

So far from condemning artificial restrictions of
the population, the philosophers positively en-
couraged it. Plato, in his ideal commonwealth,
would have all .sickly children exposed (i?e/). 460 C),

and forbids parents to rear offspring from unions
which are not within the age-limits fixed by the
State (il>. 461 C). Aristotle (Pul. 1.S35S), while
condemning exposure, recommends abortion to
jirevent overcrowding. He assigns an interesting
reason for his preference. The act, he says, is

moral or immoral according as sensation and life

are not, or are, pre.sent. Aristotle thus diM'ers

from Plato in that he regards all ilmrlcipcd human
life as sacred. Hoth philosophers, however, deal
with the matter from the point of view of the
State, and are therefore strongly utilitarian.

6. General attitude.—It must be confessed that
the Greeks were, on the whole, selfish in their

attitude towards their children. In rearing
children they thought more of themselves than of

posterity. Even when they did look to the future,

it was with the hope that coming generations
would be like themselves. The notions of improve-
ment and development were applied onlj' to past
history ; the Greek (philosophers were sometimes
exceptions) rarely imagined that the future might
be better than the time in which he himself lived,

and the thought, if it came, never influenced his

conduct. ' My son,' says Ajax, ' mayest thou
become luckier than thy father, but like in all

else, and then thou wouldst be noble ' (Soph. Ajax,
550). Greek aspiration seldom reached a higher
level than this, and equally seldom fell below it.

But the Greeks, in spite of their selfishness,

were not unsympathetic towards the young, and
the parental instinct manifested itself not only in

love of offspring, but also in sympathy with children
generally. In the Homeric poems tliis feeling is

expressed in many beautiful similes, although at
the same time it is clear that orphans were treated
with injustice and cruelty (II. xxii. 482 tt'.). The
anecdotes of Herodotus are often inspired by a
genuine love of children (v. 92, vi. 27, 61), and
Thucydides (vii. 29) mentions the massacre of
young scholars at Mycalessus as one of the most
horrible incidents in the Peloponnesian War.
Euripides sometimes heightens the pathos of his

dramas by bringing children on the stage, while
premature death is the theme of some of the most
beautiful epigrams in the Anthology. In the
Athenian courts the children of a defendant were
sometimes introduced to arouse the pity of the jury.

7. Unnatural vice.—The vice of pasderastia was
prevalent throughout the Greek world, and rarely

met with moral condemnation. See Chastity
(Greek).

LiTE[£ATtRE.—L. Schmidt, Vie Ethik der alien Qi-iechen,

Berlin, 1S32 ; G. Glotz, art. 'Expositio' in Daretnberg-Saglio

;

J. P. Mahafiy, Social Life in Greece, London (1898 ed.)

;

K. Hartmann, Der Grieche und das Kind, Augsburg, 1905

;

K. J. Freeman, .Schools 0/ Hellas, London, 1907 ; C. A.
Savage, The Athenian Faviily, Baltimore, 1907.

W. H. S. Jones.
CHILDREN (Hindu).—Just as the Hindus be-

lieve that human life in general is acted upon by
supernatural forces, and that man is at every step

in his course attended by good and evil spirits, so

they recognize a very special ojieration of demonic
power in all that befalls the child in its tender
years. The helplessness of the infant—the sud-

denness with which it may pass from a state of

jierfect health to one of serious illness—tends to

foster such a belief amongst a people naturally
superstitious. Even in the mother's womb, they
think, the iiilluenee of demons is already at work
in the (levclopmi-nt of the eniljryo.

I. The child in the womb.—During the period

of gestation e^ery precaution must bo taken to

protect both mother and child against the machina-
tions of evil spirits. Thus we lind Susruta, in his

Aytirveda ,^ warning the pregnant woman against
walking in the open air, or visiting such spots as

are specially frequented by demons, viz. deserted
houses, tombstones, and trees in places of burial.

At the present day, as in ancient times, she must
not sit or walk in the open compound, where the

1 iii. 10. 1 : hahirniiikra^naijaih &iinyO/ttirachaityahnaiana-
vrkmii pariharet ; cf. Peiamtthn, \._ 5 : Tiro hit^ijesti titihanti
saiidhisiiighdtakestt cha dedrabdhasu tiUhanti dgantvd na
sakailt gharath.
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evil spirits niifjlit injure liur ; ami, as a safeguard

against their malice, she constantly wears a slender

reed live inches lonj; in her top-knot.' Susnita
ami other Hindu jjhysicians of early date furnish

lists of ]ic)ssilile injuries to the unhorn (hild (//")

bhopntihfitnhira), and with these thej' also {jive a
warning against coming into contact with what is

unclean or deformed. It was helieved that mis-

carriage could he pro\'ented by tin; jierformance of

certain ceremonies. The so-called ijnrbhnrakMtna,

or ' fruit-guarding,' lucordiiig to SankliAyana,-

took place in the fourth nujnth after coiu^eption,

and the same purpose was served, on the interj)re-

fcation of Narfiyaiia, by the ceremony which Asva-
layana^ calls einawcdubhann.
While the Hindu physicians enumerate the

phy.sical causes of abortion, popular belief attri-

butes the untoward event to the agency of demons.
In the I'ctdviUlltu * a female demon says :

' A jireg-

nant woman e\irsed me ; I designed evil against

lier. Of wicked purpo.se I brought about the mis-

cjirriagc. Her two-months' fuetus came forth as

blood.' A child that dies because the prescribed

ceremonies have been omitted is sometimes spoken
of as a prcta, 'spirit.'^ There is probably some
connexion between this and a certain custom found

in Malabar, viz. that of opening the body of a

woman who dies during pregnancy, so that the

fa?tus may be taken out and buried at her side.°

In the third month ' of ge.station, according to the

Grhya SiUras, the puiiisavana used to be performed,

the ceremony designed to secure male ofi'spring.

The observance of this rite in the Epic period is

well attested, as, e.g., by several passages of the

Maluihharaln,^ a.xiA by Jiaghuvaiiiia, iii. 10, where
king I)ilii)a is said to have performed in due order

the various ceremonies, /)(i?h.S(jj;a)ia, etc., according

to the joy (over the prospective birth of a son)."

See also I!ii;th (Hindu), vol. ii. p. GSOb.

2. Infanticide.—The predilection for male off-

spring finds expression everywhere in the literature

of India. ' In noca.se are girls a benelit'— thus the

Mahdbhdrata"'^' hut a daughter is an inllietion'

(see also Sex). Even in ancient times the birth of

a girl was an unwelcome event; and, in fact, the

practice of killing female infants, which prevailed

throughout India until the beginning of the 19th

cent., and is still occasionally met with, (^an be

traced back to the Vedic age :
'

. . . expose a

new-born female child, but not a male.'" The
passages iii Sanskrit literature which refer to in-

fanticide are, however, not very numerous. In

Somadeva's KalkOnanlsagara''" it is told that a

certain king, who was unliappy because he had
but one son, desired to be informed of some means
by which he might obtain many more. The
Brahmans recommended him to kill his only son,

and burn the llesh as a sacrifice. The ide;i that

the first-born should be devoted to the deity as a

thank-offering or propitiation '" was, doubtless, an

1 Bose, The Bindms^, IBS.'!, p. 293.

2 Sdftkh. Gthya ^utra, i. 21 : chaturthe masi garhkarak^av-ain.
' iie. Grk. Su(r. i. 13 ; on this G.irgja Narayava observes : ycna

ntivalupi/ate t(ui anai:al(thhanam.
4 i. (>. 6, 7 : Saimti me ijalMiini lisi tagsd pdpaih achelaniih

sahaih paduithamanan'i akarhh gahlihapdlanam. Tusm
dvemamko gabiiho hhilail iUma pagrihari. Similarly in i. 7, 8.

5 PR i. 245. 6 I'loss, Dm Kind -, i. 101).

'So Gobhila, ii. 6. 1; Khadir-i, ii. 2. 17; HiravyalieSiii, ii.

2. 2. Paraskara (i. 14. 1, 2) gives the 2nd or 3rd month, and
Xpastaniba the tinicVhen pregnancy becomes outwardly appar-

ent (vi. 14. 9). For the particular forms of this ceremony, of.

BloonilieW, SBE xlii. (1S1)7) .35(5 f., 400 f.

8 i. 31. 24 fl. ; C2, 20 ; (13, 40 ; 120, 40 ; iii. 115, 85.

9 yathfikramaih imjiisavamidfkdji kriyd dhxtei cha dhcrafy

sadx^ir vyadhatla sati.

10 i. 159. 11 f. (ed. Tawiicy, 18S0).
H Ka{h. xxvii. 9 ; cf. Yaska, Nir. 3, 4, Taitt. Saihh. vi. 6. 10. 3.

"xiu. 67fT.
1.* Cf. the legend of Sunal.i^cpa, whom llariMchandra intends

to offer up instead of his own son, Rohita(^i<. Br. vii. 14 ff. ;

&u.iikh. Gt.S. XV. ISfl.).

important factor in establishing the custom of in-

fanticide. Until the beginning of the 19tli cent,

the sacrifice ot the lirst-born to the Ganges w;as a

universal pniclice.' But infanticide in India is

not to be explaiiicil wholly liy the desire to get

rid of a female cliild as a useless and bunlensome
thing, <u- by the notion of making an ex|)iatioii to

the ileity ; it rests in part also upon the belief in

evil omens, and the superstitions dread of the mis-

chiefs attendant u|)on birth. Before British influ-

ence begun to assert itself in oppu.Mtion to the cruel

custom," til e fate of the new-born child lay entirely

in the hands of the astrologer. If the latter de-

clare<l that the day of birth was unpropitious, or

that the child had been born under sinister aus-

pices, it was made away with at once. Even in

the 19th cent., in spite of every check impo.sed by

the British Goviirument, the practice was to some
extent still jiersisted in. With reference to the

Kandhs, a trilje in Southern Bengal, Daltou,= on

the evidence of a report from the year 1857, writes

as follows

:

' WiKU a child is bom, an astrologer called a Jani or Desauri

is summoned and consulted by the parents. If from this tefit

it be predicted that the child' is not likely to prove a blessing

to its parents, but rather that misfortune may befall them if

they attempt to rear it, the living infaut is placed in a new
earthen pot and removed in the direction of the point of the

compass from which, if the child were spared, evil might be

expected, and buried. A foal is sacrificed over the grave.'

The belief that the sacrifice of a child averted

disaster and appeased the resentment of demons,

and, in particular, the custom of entombing girls,

or first-born children generally, in walls to prevent

their collapsing, find frequent mention in reports

of the last century.^ At the present day the prac-

tice, though it can hardly be said to be finally

eradicated, is at all events carried on w-ith such

secrecy as in great measure to evade public, notice,

and seems to be confined to the killing of new-born

female children. In Baroda, according to the

superintendent of the census, indubilable indica-

tions of the sacrifice of female infants are found

among the Lewa Patidars of certain Kuliu villages,

and the tallies which he furnishes certainly show a
remarkalily sm-ill percentage of girls.''

3. Children of good or evil omen.—Everywhere
in India the first-born of a family is regarded as

peculiarly sacred. It was at one time the miiversal

practice for married couples who had hmg remained
childless to sacrifice the child that at length was

born to them.^ The Nairs n.sed to oiler up their

lirst-born s<m to Mata, the goddess of smallpox.*

According to PNQ,'' the first-born were forbidden

to marry. The natives of Telingana believe that

the lirst-born attracts the lightning.

Other superstitions, again, cluster around the

child who comes after a certain number of children

of the opposite sex. The conceptiim that takes

plai-e after two births is called trilc/ial, and is re-

garded as unlucky, especially among the inhabit-

ants of Jainpur. ERorts are made in this case to

induce miscarriage, which accordingly is of freipient

()<;currence ; and there is, indeed, ground for sus-

pecting tliat, when the steps taken have not been

succe.ssful, the child eventually born is killed." In

the Panjab, trikhnl denotes a child b.irn after a

succe.ssi(m of three children of the ojijiosite sex.

The birth of such a child invcdves the parents in

such calamities as death, lo-s of jn-operty, fires, and

the like. Evil consequences also attend the birth

that follows that of a trikhxl. The cliild itself is

predestineil to early death, and recourse must be

1 Pli ii. IS).
^ Dnrriptin: Kthnology 0/ Hernial, Calcutta, 1872, p. 2S9.

3 PIl ii. 174.

4 Census of India, 1901, i. IIC.

5 U. A. I^.^c•, in FL xiii. [1902) G.3.

« Shcrring, IlindK Tribes oiirf CanUs, Calcutta, 1S.2-S1, ill 6C.

7 iii. 10.
s Rose, Iw. cit.
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had to various expedients in order to uvcrl tlie

inixfortniirs rurclioiiid by its very birtli.'

Tlie birdi ol twins was another object of super-

stitious dread. In ancient Jndia such an event was
regarded as unclean ami friiuf,dit witli evil.* Ac-
cording to Aitareya Hr^tlnivtini, vii. 9. 8, if the

wife of one who is eugayed in a sacrificial ceremony
bears twins, or if his cow gives birth to twin <:alves,

an expiation is necessary, while the Kuiii. SCitr.

(109) also prescribes an expiation for the birth of

twins.' The Atharvaveda parUista* speak of the
occurrence as a calamity.

4. The influence of demons.—By reason of the
uncleanness inevitably associated with birth, the
new-born children themselves were frequently re-

garded as demons (bhuta), until their hair was cut

for the first time. Some of the jungle tribes deem
it unnecessary to guard an infant against wicked
spirits before it takes solid food, as until that
time it is simply a bhut itself.'

The idea that children are exposed to the malevo-
lence of demons is already found in the Veda. As
a means of protection against Jambha, a demon who
snatches children, the mother gives her child the

breast.' To Vedic times likewise belongs Nejamesa
(otherwise Naiganieya or Naigamesa), to whose
agency the Kindu physicians attribute various
diseases of children, though in the Veda itself

he is invoked as the deity who helps men to obtain
oft'spring.* Susruta mentions nine demons (graha)

—four male and five female (putand). Cliakra-

datta' enumerates twelve female demons, called

matrka, who from the 1st to the 12th day of the
month or year, may pounce upon a child and taint

it with disease.

At tlie present day, many tribes regard the fifth

night after birth as a time of peculiar peril. The
Maratlias of Nasik believe that the evil spirit called

Sathi, accompanied by Burmiya, a male demon,
invades the lying-in room about midnight, and,
casting the mother into a stupor, kills or deforms
the child. The Vadals of Thana have the idea
that Sathi, as the god of birth, may during the
fifth night come in the form of a cat, hen, or dog,

and devour the child's heart and skull.'" In Bihar,
mothers are very careful never to call their children
by name at night, as the Jaileya, who then assumes
the form of a night-bird, has the power of sucking
the blood of any one whose name he hears." In
the higher ranks of N. India it is believed that
demons may obtain power over the new-born child

through the fatlier, and consequently the latter

does not even look at the infant until such time
as the astrologer declares to be favourable.

5. The evil eye.—See Evil Eve (Hindu).
6. Protection against the power of demons.

—

The wearing of talismans as a means of defence
against the evil eye, and, indeed, against every form
of demonic agency, is universal among Hindu chil-

dren. Among the Badagas of the Nilgiri HUls,
nearly every child carries, suspended from the
neck, a small disk-shaped amulet of clay taken
from under the funeral piles of burned corpses.'^

On the other hand, the ashes gathered from such

1 Rose, loc. cit. p. 64.

2 Of. J. V. Ncgelein, ARW v. 271 ff.

3 For other references, see Weljer, liidische Sludien, 1SG8,
x%-ii. 296 fl., and Bloomfield, op. cit. 360; of. art. Twins.

• ed. Boiling and v. Negelein (Leipzig, 1909 ff.), i. 433

;

cf. Weber, 'Zwei ved. Texte iiber Omina u. Poitenta,' ABAW
(1869), p. 322 1.

5 PR i. 215.
6 Atharvaveda. vii, 10 ; cf. Kau^. Stttr. xxxii. 1.

7 itAi(a, XXX. 1, in M i\ Mvll-r /; 'ir-\iv.640; Schettelo-
%\itz, Apokryphen '. '.

I

' ij>, p. 130.
8 Winternitz, J/.M

:

;

9400-412; sinnku!; .1 •,.,;,;, ./ ,; ,r,„ (,.,1. Tarte, Bombay,
18881 and Amfi'jahrduiia (od. Kinik'^i, Bombay, 1891).
10 PR i. 265.
11 G. A. Orierson, Bihar Peasant Life (Calcutta, 1885), p. 408.
12 Jagor, in Bericht d. Berliner anlhrop. GescUsch. (1S76).

a pile are considered to be noxious to children ;

and it is believed that, in cases of consumption,

the disease is due to a demon who has thrown
ashes over the victims. The demon who afflicts

children in this way is called Masan (Skr. hnaidna,
' place of burial '), and is very generally regarded

as the s]jirit of a child.' As the evil spirits have
a great liking for milk, the Panjabi mother is

careful to keep her child witliin doors just after

he has drunk new milk. But, if she cannot prevent

him from going out, she puts a little salt or ashes

in his mouth, thinking thereliy to wardofl'the bhut.''

For the purpose of dislodging demons, the

manuals of Hindu physicians not only jirescribe

ointments, medicines, sprinklings, fumigations,

and the like, but also recommend that special

sacrifices, accompanied by invocations, be made to

a particular graha. To Naigamesa, for instance,

a libation is otiered, with the invocation that the

'god of high reno^vn with the goat's face, who
assumes any shape at will,' may protect the child.'

As the diseases of children were frequently attri-

buted to demonic agency even in cases where
the physical causes of the malady were quite un-

mistakable, magical expedients were in ancient

times sometimes sought after in order to avert evil

results. Thus in Atharvaveda, v. 23, we have a
spell for exterminating worms in children. Ac-
cording to ATaw.^. Svtr. xxix. 20 ft'., the practitioner,

reciting the spell, placed the sick child upon the

lap of its mother to the west of the fire, and warmed
its palate by stroking it three times to and fro with

the bottom of a pestle heated at the fire.*

The cutting of the first teeth, which was believed

by Hindu physicians to be a prolific source of the
diseases incidental to childhood,' is referred to in

Atharvaveda, vi. 140. The appearance of the upper
teeth before the lower betokens that the parents

are in danger of death." By way of averting

the danger, the hymn referred to is recited, in

combination with a ceremony consisting of a dis-

tribution or ottering of rice, barley, or sesamum,
of which both the child and the parents partake
(cf. also Charms and Amulets [Indian]).

7. Ceremonies belonging to the period of

infancy.—No special rite was associated with the

child's first teething as such. The leading func-

tions of the period of infancy were the birth cere-

mony, the naming, the feeding with rice, and the
hair-cutting. To these are sometimes added the

ceremonial teaching, the child's first outing, and
the ear-boring.

The ceremony called jatakarman took place im-

mediately after birth, and, in the case of a male
child, it was performed before the umbilical cord

was severed.' It consisted in feeding the child

with honey and butter, mantras being recited the

while (see Birth [Hindu], vol. ii. p. 631).* A
ceremony, connected with the washing of the child

eight days after birth, can possibly be traced even
in Vedic times. That the object of the rite was
to repel the assault of demons seems a prob-

able inference from A tharvaveda, viii. 6. 1 : 'The
two spouse-finders which thy mother washed for

thee when born,—for them let not be greedy [the

demon] Durnaman, the Aliiusa, nor the Vatsapa.^

Nowadays in Northern India the rite of nahdivaji
1 PR i. 269. 2 PR i. 237.
s Suiruta, vi. 86. 8 ; cf. Jollj', Medicin, p. 70.

4 Bloomfield, op. cit. 452 f. 6 Cf. also Jolly, op. «'(. p. 68.

6 Keiava on Eau^. Sutr. xlvi. 43-46 ; ct. Bloomfield, p. 640.

' Mann, ii. 29 : prdA ndhhi vardhanut piiihso jdtakarma
vidhhfatc.

» A.'ie. Grhua SHIru, i. 15. 1 ; Mdnava Orhya Sutra, i. 17. 1

;

Pdntsk. GvUiia Sutra, i. 10. 4.

s Atharoaeeda, cd. Whitnev-Lanman (Uarvai-d Or. Ser.), p.

494 ; cf. Weber, Ind. Sttid. v. 252. The reference to the cere-

monial washing of the young child, conjectured by W^eber, is

doubtful. According to Kait^. Sutr. xxxv. 20, the hymn is

ritu.illy employed in connexion with the sijnantonnaynna, a

ceremony performed in the 8tb month ol a woman's pregaancy.
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(Skr. siiCtpana), or cereiuoiiial washinj;, wliicli is

intended to safeguard both mother and cliiUl, is

performed on an auspicious day at least two days
aft«r birth.'

From aueient limes tlie ceremony of ' naming

'

(tmrnakarana, nainadheyukarana) took place on
the tenth or twelfth day after birth— likewise

the day on which the mother rises from bed (see

Names [Hindu]). The lef^ciidary literature of

Buddhism shows that the naming ceremony was
an important f\uiction in the social life of ancient
India. In the Jatakas the day of naming (ndma-
g'ihaiindira.<iit) is repeatedly mentioned;-' the
Mngap'ikhliajataka^ speaks of a great feast given
on that day to the IJrahmans who were called in

to forecast the child's future from the auspicious

marks (lukkhnna). At the present day, like-

wise, the festival of naming ranks as the most
important of all the ceremonies connected with
birth, as may be gathered from the graphic sketch

of Cornelia Sorabji, Sun-babies, p. 93 :

'The naming ceremony outrivalled the birth ceremony. It

was a thriUin.i; social function, and all the great ladies of the

neighbourhood were bidden to it. According to Dubois {Uindit
Uanttera, p. 15S), the father of the child, holding it in his arms,
Beats himself on the little raised platfoim of earth and performs
the gaihkalpa. By his side is a copper diih full of rice. With
the flrst finger of itiis right hand, in which he holds a gold ring,

he writes on this rice the day of the moon, the name of the day,

that of the constellation under which the child was horn, and
finally the name that he wishes to give him. He then calls three

times by this name in a loud voice.

This ceremony ended, he gives a present to the presiding
puTohita, distributes betel to all the Brahmins present ; and
then all take their place at the feast which has been prepared.

As soon as it is finished, the master of the house again offers

betel to his guests, and also presents, if he is rich enough.'

The duty of givin" the name, however, which
in the above sketch is discharged by the father,

devolves in some tribes upon other relatives, more
particularly a maternal uncle or the grandfather.

Among the Badagas of the Nilgiri Hills the

mother's brothers are summoned to the festival,

and the oldest of them, taking the child in liis

arras, gives it a name approved of liy the parents.

Likewise among tlie Nairs, in Mrilaljar, it is the

maternal uucle who holds the child and decides

what its name shall be.' As regards the date of

the naming ceremony, however, the practice of

non-Arjan tribes shows a divergence from the

Brahmanic ritual, which, as above stated, fixes

the festival for the tenth or twelfth day after

birth. The Badagas choose a date between the

twentieth and thirtieth. On the twenty-eighth

day, the Nairs, in the presence of invited wit-

nesses, let tlie child have its first taste of cow's

milk, and give it a provisional name, while the
permanent name is not bestowed till six months
or more have elapsed, when the child also iiartakes

of rice for the tirst time. Similarly, the Vedans, a
slave caste of Southern India, associate the naming
ceremony with the child's first meal of rice, the

double function taking place eight or nine months
after birth.''

Among the Brahmans the child i.s weaned and
receives solid food for the first time in the sixth

month after birth." This forms the occasion for

a special ceremony cjillcd annapiaiana, of which
Dubois' writes as follows ;

' For this occasion they choose a month, a week, a day, and a
star, which all combine to give favourable augiiries. A pandal
is erected, which is ornamented all round with torattamx, or
wreatlis of mango leaves, some of which are also hung over the
entrance door of the hou.se, the inside of which has been care-

fully purified by the women. . . . Tlic mother, holding the
child in her anns, and acconitHknicd by her husband, seat^ her-

self beside him on the little platform of earth which has been
set lip in the centre. The ptimhitn advances towards them,
performs the saihkalpa, offers, firstly, homam in honour of liie

1 PR ii. 2.T ; cf. 0. A. Grierson. op. cil. 38St.
2 e.g. Jdl., ed. FausboU, ii. 2, iii. 122, iv. 7.

s vi. 3. « Ploss, i. 163.

> Jagor, ((«. cil. p. 199. > Manu, ii. 34 ; Yajn,
' Op. cit. p. 157.

nine plani-t-s, then a sacrifice to fire, to which he presents clari-

fied butler and betel for neivetldya [.Skr. naivcdiia]. When he
lias finished, the women sing verses expressing their good
wishes for the future happiness of the child, and perform aratti

over him.'

The annapra-iana, according to the Grhya Sutras,

is preceded, in the fourth month after birth, by the
ceremony of nis/i:ra/)ia)ta, the child's first outing.'

This ceremony is also djesignated udityadariana
('the seeing of the sun').

The ceremony of hair-cutting {chni/dkuriina,

cfiaula) is performed three years after birl h. This
solemn function, according to A.iv. G'rh. Siid: i. 4,

must take place at a propitious time and under a
constellation of beneficent aspect.- As ob.served

to-day iu families of standing, it is described by
Dubois' as follows

:

'The Brahmins who are invited assemble under the pajidal
after having performed their ablutions. The child is brought
in by his father and mother, who scat him between them on the
little earthen platform. . . . The puruhita then draws near the
child . . . and performs the sariikalpa, and also offers homam
to the nine planets. He next traces on the floor in front of the
child a square patch with red earth, which they cover with rice

that has the husk on. . . . The child is made to sit near the
square patch, and the barber, after offering worship to his razor,

proceeds to shave the child's head, leaving one lock at the top,

which is never cut . . . The entertainment generally ends with
a feast and the distribution of presents to the Brahmins.'

The rite of cutting the hair, as is stated also in

the Eaghuvain-ia, iii. 28, marks the time for be-

ginning the education of the young Hindu. At
about the same age the children of both sexes have
their ears bored—the ceremony of karnavedJia,*

which, according to Dubois, is observed with a
ceremonial similar to that of the hair-cutting.

In some tribes, however, as, e.g., the Nairs and
Badagas already referred to, the rite of piercing

the ears takes place on the day of naming, and
among the last-mentioned people is performed by
the maternal uncle.'

8. Premature close of the period of childhood.—
In the case of boys and girl.s alike, the period of

childhood is shorter in India than in Western lands.

So far, indeed, as the term 'childhood' connotes the
qualities of innocence and inexperience, tlie thing
cannot really be .said to exist among the Hindus.
Almo.st from infancy the children share the family

life of their parents, and are accustomed to look at

the events belonging thereto as something (juite

natural, and to di.scu.ss them in the niaiiniT of their

elders—with the result that the most |ironounced

feature in the character of Hindu chiMrcii is pre-

cocity. With this, again, they combine a marvel-
lously fertUe imagination, which is moulded and
fostered by the superstitious ideas of their environ-

ment. The ideal products of this faculty stamp
themselves upon the mind of the young Hindu
with such force as to become practically inefl'ace-

able, and assert a lifelong ascendancy over him."

In Hindu families belonging to the higher castes,

that which the young must learn, first of all, is the

precise observance of the various sacred rites ; and
this also makes it natural for them to copy tlie

grave dejiortment of their elders. In the ranks
of the common people, where occupation is deter-

mined by liereility, the son of the artisan, even in

childhood, handles his father's tools, and the son

of the peasant learns to hold the plough from his

earliest years. Tlie Hindu girl, on her jiart, must
of necessity be trained in all departments of house-

1 Paraskara Grhya Sutra, i. 17 ; Manu, ii. 31.

2 For det.-iils of the ritual, sec Hilleliraiidt, ' Ritualliltcratur

'

(.GIA P iii. 2), p. 49 f.

3 Op. cit. p. ItiS f.

* F"or references in Skr. literature, sec Kfulbakantadeva,
Sahdnkalpadruma (Calcutta, ISs«-93), s.p. ' Karnavcdha.'

6 Ploss, i. 2n7.
6 CI. Crooke. Natixxs of Xorlhem India, p. 176 1. : 'The

atmosphere is full of the supernatural—evil-minded ghosts and
bogies, the kindly spirits of the ancestral dead which sit round
the hearth, the' ogre and vampire which haunt the burial-

ground or tile old village trees -with all of which llie child,

even in infunry. l)ecomes aoquaint.;d.'
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work before entering, while but a child herself,

upon her own married life.

LiTEBATi'RE.—H. Ploss, I>as Kind in Bravch v. Sitt'- il.

Vulker-.2vr,h.. l,ciiwi'_', 1<<S1: J. Jolly, RecAM/. .Si'ffi-.Strassbun;,

18i)6(G/.l/'i- -1 :,1 : V ^.-.i, l"i>l (fh.ni. 10); A. Hillebrandt,
Rauallilt> ' -'•. '

I , l-'7 (i;/.l/' iii 2); W. Crooke,
Popular I

:

/ ,
.'I .\o,ili,rii I,i,iin, uew ed.,

2 vols., L.MiJ.ii, l-^.,.i,s.. A.dr.s .^IWtirllieni /ii.Jin, Ixjmion,

1907, i>(i. 17.,-1.<;. I iiilil-liiL- , balpatram Daya, Bhiil

^'ibandn, tr. A. K. Furbes, Doiuba^-, n.d. ; J. A. Dubois,
Hindu ManiuTS, Customs, and Ceremonies^, tr. H. K. Bean-
champ, O.xford, 1906; Cornelia Sorabji, Siin-lmMrs: Sttulies

in the Child-life of India, liOndon, 1904; J'etamttlm, cd.

Miiiayefl, London, 1888 (PTS); Hymns of the Atharmveda,
together with extracts from the ritual books and the coram.,

tr. Maurice Bloomfleld, Oxford, ISO" (,SDE .xlii.).

R. FiCK.
CHILDREN (Iranian).— i. A desire for children

in themselves, a-s distinguished from a general
affection for them after they are born, may be said

to be a mark of a settled community and of .an

advancing civilization. We find this, for instance,

among the Hebrews at the very dawn of their

existence, and ancient Persia furnishes a second
conspicuous exemplilication of the principle. While
exposure was occasionally practised (see Abandon-
ment AND Exposure [Persian]), and while de-

formed or idiotic children were regarded as a curse

(cf. Yasna xi. 6), otispring are explicitly said to be
a blessing. Thus a special object of longing was
' sturdy, proficient offspring, enacting the com-
munity-laws for the assembly, growing up in

harmony, working weal, delivering from anguish,
of good understanding, who may advance both my
house, and my village, and my tribe, and my
country, and the glory of my country' {Yasna
Ixil. 5, cf. Ix. 7, Ixv. 11 ; YaSt xiii. 134, xxiv. 3;
Vendidad xxi. 6-7). In conformity with this

desire, prayers and sacrifices were ottered in the
hope of obtaining children (Yasna ix. 22, Ixv. 11,

Ixviii. 5, 11 ; YaU xiii. 134, xv. 40). Ormazd
himself formed and protected the unborn infant
{YaM xiii. 11), and abortion was, accordingly, a
sin {Yait xvii. 57), and was punished as a heinous
crime of ' malice prepense and aforethought' {baoSo-

varSta {Vendidad xv. 9-19; cf. Arla-Vlrdf, ed.

Haug and West, xliv., Ixiv., Ixxviii.]). Not only
is tlie married man better than the celibate, and
the man with children preferable to one without
offspring ( Vendidad iv. 47), but childlessness is in

itself a curse (Yasna xi. 1 ; YaM x. 110), and that
land rejoices where children abound ( Vendidad
iii. 2-3). Children were given not only by Ormazd
(Yait xiii. 11), but by Mithra (YaM x. 65, 108),

Haoma {Yasna ix. 22), Ashi Vanuhi (Yait xviii.

5), Vayu {Yait xv. 40), the Waters (Yasna Ixv.

11), the Fire (Ynsna Ixii. 5 ; Vendidad xviii. 27),
and the Fravashis

(
YaM x. 3, xiii. 11, 15, 22). The

Avesta enjoins, moreovei', that infants be treated
tenderly (Yasna x. 8), and be protected until the
age of seven years, when they are able to defend
and nourish themselves (Vendidad xv. 44-45; cf.

Dlnkart, ed. Sanjana, iv. 263, Bombay, 1883).
Cruelty to a child is a crime (Vendidad xiii. 23),
punished with grievous torments in the next world
{Artd-Vlraf jC[n., .xliii., lix., Ixxxvii., xciv., xcv.).

2. It has been noted above that one of the
Avesta epithets applied to a child is ' delivering
from anguish' (azo-bilji [Yasna Ixii. 5; YaM xiii.

134, xix. 75]). This term receives its elucidation
in the Pahlavi Shdyast Id-Sluiyast, dating perhaps
from the 7th cent. A.D., which states (xii. 15 ; cf.

X. 22 [West, SBE v. 345, 325])

:

' The rule is this, that one is to persevere much in the bejret-
ting of offspring, since it is for the acquisition of many good
works at once ; because in the Spend and Nihatum Nasks [parts
of the Avesta no longer extant] the high-priests have taught
that the duty and good works which a son jierfonns are as much
the fathei^s as though they had been done by his own h.and ;

and in the IXamdat Nask [another lost book of the Avesta] it is

revealed thus :
" Ijikewise, too, the good works, in like manner,

which come to the father as his own." '

The Persian Sad-dar, based on a Pahlavi original,

roiicats this statement of the S/uti/ast Id-Slwiyast,

ami ad<ls the fanciful etymology that pi'ir, ' son

'

(Avesta puBra), is identical with jnil, ' bridge ' {pur

and pid being written witli the same characters in

I'ahl.-ivi script), ' for by this bridge they arrive at

that other world ' (Sad-dar xviii. [West, SBE xxiv.

278-281]). Tills etymology of ' son ' as tlie ' bridge

'

by which the parent is enabled to cross the Chinvat
bridge to heaven is curiously, although probably
accidentally, analogous to the Sanskrit interpreta-

tion of putra, ' son,' as the one who ' saves

'

(trayate) his father from the hell put (cf. Scher-

man. Material, zur Gesch. der ind. Visionslitteratur,

Leijjzig, 1892, p. 39 f. , and the references in Boht-
lingk and Roth, Sanskrit-Wortcrbuch, s.v. 'Put').

3. Classical allusions to infants in Persia are few
(Rapp, ZDMG xx. 108-109). Herodotus (i. 136)

states that, next to bravery in war, abundance of

offspring was reckoned the highest honour, and
that the king sent annual gifts to tiie fathers of

the largest families. He al.so adds that, until the

age of five, the infant was not admitted to its father's

presence, but was brought up with women, lest, if

it should chance to die, it might cause its father

distress. Strabo (xv. 3. 17) repeats the gist of this

statement, adding that the Persians had numerous
wives and concubines for the sake of offspring. He
restricts the period of exclusion of children from
their father's presence to the age of four, whereas
Valerius Maximus (ii. 6) raises it to seven. Finally,

it may be noted that Procopius (de Bell. Pcrs. i. 23)

states that infants were frequently placed in other

families for their training. While this may have
been done, and, if the SIuih-Namah maybe believed,

was done, at least in sporadic cases among noble
famUies, there is no evidence that the practice was
general in the period of the Avesta itself.

Literature.—F. Spiegel, Erdn. Altertumsktinde, iii. 631-6S2
(Leipzig, 1878); W. Geiger, Ostxran. Kultur im Altertum, pp.
234-237 (Erlangen, 1882); J. J. Modi, Bdmatimt anurn^ the

Ancient Iranians, p. 47 f. (Bombay, 1905); R. E. P. Sanjana,
Zarathushtra and Zarathushtrianism in the Avesta, p. 215 f.

(Leipzig, 1906). LOUIS H. GRAY.

CHILDREN (Parsi).—From a strictly religious

point of view there is nothing special to be re-

marked about the childhood of a Parsi child. It

is held to be innocent, and not liable or subject to

the performance of any religious duties or rites.

If it dies before the Naojot, or the investiture of

the sacred shirt and thread (cf. vol. ii. p. 408, and
art. Initiation [Parsi]), its funeral ceremonies are

on a lesser scale. In the case of an adult, whether
male or female, belonging to the lay class, the

appellation behdin is prefixed to the name in the

recital of ceremonies. When a man belongs to the

priestly class, the appellation is ervad, if he has

passed through the initiatory ceremony of priest-

hood {Navar) ; it is oshta (Avesta hdvishta, i.e.

'a disciple'), if he has not passed through the

ceremony. In the case of a female of the priestly

class, the appellation is (jKldi (fem. of oshtd) ; but

in the case of a child, whether belonging to the
priestly or layman class, it is khurd, i.e. 'small'

or ' young.' This appellation signifies that the

deceased person was too young, and that it had no
responsibility, for duties or rites as a Zoroastrian.

At or aboiit the age of six, the child has to begin
to learn by heart a few religious prayers—especially

those falling under the head of, and attached to,

the Nirang-i-Kxisti, i.e. the recital for putting on
the sacred thread. These must be learnt for the
coming occasion of the Naojot, when the child is

to be invested «ith the sacred shirt and thread.

After this investiture the child's name ceases to be
recited as Ihin-d in tlve prayers at religious cere-

monies, but is recited as behdin or oshtd, as the

case may be, i.e. a.s it belongs to the lay or to the

priestb' class. JiVANJi Jamshedji Modi.
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CHILDREN (KoMian).—In a society bused on
tlie agniitic principle ami the )iutria pulestns, tlie

maintenance of tlie family ami its sricra was a
matter of the most vital interest anil importance

;

and for this reason the children born in lawful wed-
lock, and especially the boj-s, were objects of the
utmost care and solicitude. For this reason, too,
the paterfamilias had the power of declining to
acceiit a newborn child if he were deformed, or,

in the father's judgment, unsuited to be a member
of the family and the State ; the children ninst be
of good omen, and lit to come in contact with the
sacra. If not susceptus by the father, the child
was exposed, and might or might not survive to
find some unhappy lot in life (Lactantius, vi. 20,
23). The early pontifical law does, indeed, .seem
to have enjoined the rearing of every male child
and the eldest of the female ones, and to have sub-
jected the right of exposure to the sanction of live

neighbours (Dionys. ii. 15); but of this we hear
nothin" in historical times. In the degenerate days
of the late Republic and early Empire, the duty
of rearing children was neglected ; and Augustus
found it necessary to have recourse to legislation,
and to rewards ami penalties, in order to recruit
the citizen population. The lex Julia et Papia
Popprea was intended to compel men and women
of full age to marry and have children, by subject-
ing the recalcitrant to certain disabilities, and to
reward fruitful marriages by relieving women who
had borne a certain number of children (three in
Kcime, and four in Italy) from the tutory of their
jiarents or agnates, and conceding various privileges
to parents of children born in lawful wedlock (see

Muirhead, Hist. Introd. to the Private Law of
Home-, London, 1899, p. 304). Augustus also
gave specific money rewards to plebeian families
well furnished with chUdren (Suetonius, Aug.
xlvi.).

If a child was accepted by the father, tliere was
still an interval of nine days for a boy, and eight
for a girl, before it received its name and was ad-
mitted into the family ; and in this period it was
liable, as the old Romans believed, to be vexed by
evil or mischievous spirits (.see the curious bit of
folklore quoted from Varro by St. Augustine, do
Civ. Dei, vi. 9). IJut such spiritual dangers were at
an end when the religious rites of the dies lustricus
had been successfully performed. What exactly
these rites were, we do not know ; but the word
liistricus implies a religious ' purification' akin to
that of other examples of lustrntio, and a sacrifice

is mentioned by Tertullian (de Idul. xvi.). At the
same time the infant received its name, was ad-
mitted into the family, and thereby also into the
ficns to which the family belonged, and was poten-
tially a member of the State. The danger from
evil inlluences \^as now .-iverteil by hanging on its

neck the amulet known as the bulla, which was
worn until the age of puberty.
In the .simple home life of the more primitive

Romans there is little doubt that the motlier
suckled her own children ; but the only definite

evidence of this is in Plutarch's Life of Cato the
Elder (ch. x.\.), whose wife is said to have adhered
to the old custom. The practice of employing a
Hutrix for this puri)ose must have come in early

;

in a fragment of VaiTo's book, de Liberia Jiati-

candis (Nonius, 494, s.v. 'Anuis'), we find him
advising that the nurse should be young: 'anuis
enim, ut sanguis deterior, sic lac' Tacitus (Dial.
xxviii.), contrasting the u.sage of his day with that
of the olden time, writes of children being reared
in the cottage of a slave-nnrse. Nevertheless, the
fondness of Roman mothers for their babies is well
attested in literature, and inspired both Catullus
and Virgil with some of the most beautiful line-s

they ever wrote. Those in Catullus (Ixi. 213 f. :

VOL. III.—35

' Torquatus volo parvulus Matris e gremio suae,'
etc.) were in Virgil's mind when he wrote the last

four lines of liis fourth ICclor/ite, where, after the
birth of the babe, it is called on to recognize its

mother with a smile (see Mayor, Kowler, and
Conway, Virgil's Messianic Eclogue, 1907, p. 7011'.).

In Aen. vii. 518 we have in six words a picture of
the mother pressing her baby to her breast as she
hears the sound of the war-trumpet (' Et trepidae
matres pressere ad pectora natos ) ; and in Gcorg.
ii. 523 another picture of the little ones, in the
happy life of the farm, clinging to their mother;
' Interea dulces pendent circum oscula uati.'
Under the Empire the affection of parents is

abundantly attested in the many sepulchral in-

scriptions which express the bitterness of the loss

of cuUdren. The epithets which continually recur
are 'dulcissimus,' ' carissimus,' ' pienti-ssimus,'
' suavissimus,' 'innocentissimus.' Many of these
may be conveniently referred to by using the index
to Wilmanns' Exempla Inscriptionum Lat., Berlin,
1873, vol. ii. p. 683, s.v. ' KiJiae, tilio.' A single
specimen may be given here (no. 247) :

' Memoriae
aeternae M. Auieli infantis dulcissimi et incom-
parabilis qui vixit annis villi m. ii. d. xiii., qui sibi

ante mortem rogavit quam parentibus suis.' Some
of Martial's epigrams bear witness to the same
tender feeling, especially the beautiful one on the
infant son of Bassus (vii. 96).

Roman children had, of course, their troubles
and their joys, like all others. Lucretius twice
mentions their fears in the darkness (ii. 55, iii. 87) :

' Nam veluti pueri trepirlant, atque omnia eaeris
In tenebris uietuunt, sic nos in luce tinienius

Interdum, nilo quae sunt metuenda uia^is iiu.ani

Quae pueri in teuebris pavitant fingunUjue futura.'

He also turns to his own account the sweetening
of the lip of the bitter medicine-cup by the mother,
in order to deceive the little patient (i. 9IJ6). On
the other hand, they had plenty of games ; they
built houses, rode hobby-horses, played with dolls,

whipped tops (see Marcjuardt, Privatlcbi:n der
Homer, Leipzig, 1888, p. 814). As they grew
bigger, the favourite games were 'nuts,' of which
Ovid mentions several kinds in his poem entitled
Nux, and at which Augustus liked to play with
small children (Suet. Aug. 83); and 'king,' to

which Horace alludes in Epist. i. 1, 59 (cf. Tac.
Ann. xiii. 15). Games with balls were also plaj'ed

freely by both young and old.

But children had also certain duties to ]ierform

in the family, and chiefiy religious ones. As soon
as they were old enough, they learnt—no doubt
from the mother—the code of family pietas. We
may perhaps take a passage of I'rndentius (c.

Syinmachuni, i. 197 f.), too long to be quoted here,

as representing this training, for, even in the late

Empire, family religion survived with little change.
Cliildren alone, if we may trust Columella {de Jie

liust. xii. 4), were allowed access to the penus (the

store-closet of the old Roman household), as being
pure and undeliled, for that closet was tlie seat of

the Penates, and, in some mysterious way, holy.

After the libation at each family meal, it was a
boy who announced that the deities were pro-

pitious (Serv. ad JEn. i. 730). These religious

duties, with others of which we are not told, were
probably the original reason for the dress of chil-

dren up to the age of puberty, viz. the purple-

striped to"a (practexta), which was also worn by
priests and eurule magistrates, i.e. by all who had
a right to perform religious acts (see Classical

licview, X. [1896] 317 IF.), and which seems to have
been associated with the idea of the sanctity of

childhood. Children were also freely employed
in religious duties outside the faniilj', as camilli

and Camilla; (acolj'tes) in acts of the State religion,

and as such are constantly represented on the
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monmiieuts (see, e.g., Schreiber, Atlas- of Classical

Atitiquiiks, ed. Anderson, 1895, plate xix. 1-3,

from the Ara Facis of Augustus). In Henzens
Acta Fratrum Arvalium (Berlin, 1874, Exordium,
gvii), we lind boys attending as ministri on the

retliren, after the manner of the old Konian
family, and taking their own meals sitting on
stools ; these were sons of senators with both
parents living. At the Ludi sceculares in 17 B.C.

the ' Carmen saeculare ' of Horace was sung by
two choirs of 27 boys and 27 girls, also children

of living parents {pafrimi. et matriihi), i.e. of en-

tirely good omen for religious purposes, trained by
the poet himself (Od. IV. vi. 29 f.). The presence
of children, too, as spectators at this famous cele-

bration is specially mentioned, with the provision

that in the nightly part of the proceedings they are

to be in the charge of their parents (Suet. Atig.

xxxi. ).

The discipline of the family properly belongs to

art. Education (q.v.), but a few facts may be
mentioned here. In tlie best and strictest Roman
families, at all periods, the young children were
in the care of the mother, for which the common
expression was ' in gremio (or in sinu) matris' (Cic.

Brutus, ccxi.). Plutarch tells us of Sertorius, a
Sabine of the old type, that he was admirably
brought up by a widowed mother, whom he always
continued to love. Of the young Agricola we hear
much the same (Tac. Agric. iv. :

' in huius sinu
indulgentiaque educatus'). Pliny the Younger,
in two letters (iii. 3. 3 and iv. 19. 6), uses tlie word
contubernium of this relation of the child to its

mother, adapting it from its use for the relation
of a youth to a general in the field. In the second
of tliese passages he says that, in the care of the
mother to whom he writes, the child has never
seen anything but what is 'sanctum honestumque'

;

and this pudor or verecundia was one of the best
features of the true Roman home life. It is well
illustrated in the account given by Plutarch of the
upbringing of his son by the elder Cato [Lifa, ch.

XX.) :
' He was as careful not to utter an indecent

word before his son, as he would ha% e been in the
presence of the Vestal virgins.' As a boy grew
older, he naturally came into closer relation to his
father, who would take him out to dinner with
him, or to hear funeral orations on great men
(Marquardt, op. cit. 89, and notes). So in ^n. v.

74, the boy Ascanius accompanies his father to the
rites (parcntalia) in honom- of the dead Anchises ;

and the relation of father and son throughout the
Mneid is plainly that to be found in the Roman
family. With the fatlier, too, if living in the
country, he might work on the farm, and the
rough, simple, and homely life of boys under such
conditions is often alluded to in literature ; see
especially Cato in Festus, p. 281, where the words
used to describe it are 'parsimonia,' 'duritia,' and
'industria.'

No doubt, there was much degeneracy in later
times. Possibly Tacitus, in Dial, xxviii. f., gives
an exaggerated account of it ; but the passage is

an extremely valuable one in any case. The chil-
dren, he says, are nor/ put in charge of a Greek
nursemaid, with a couple of slaves of low type to
help, whose tales are attractive but coarse. No
one in the household tliinks for a moment what he
should or should not do or say before a child of the
family ; the parents themselves accustom the chil-

dren by indulgence to lascivia and dicacitas, pert-
ness and sauciness. The result is the loss of the
old pudor, and want of resj)ect both for self and
for others: ' The children's minds are full of acting,
gladiators, chariot-racing ; for what else does one
now hear talked about in a household ?

'

Another feature of Imperial times, which was
not altogether a happy one, was the alimentationes,

or system of public supimrt for children, which was
begun by Nerva, organized by Trajan, and con-

tinued by Hadrian. Augustus had admitted cliil-

dren to his largesses ('congiaria' [Suet. Aug. xli.]),

and it seems probable that many private persons
left legacies for the support of young children in

the 7nu)iicipia in which thoy were interested, for

we know of at least two cases of such benevolence
(C/i X. 5056, and v. 5262; the donor in the latter

case was Pliny himself, see his Letters, vii. 18). No
doubt the circumstances were urgent, and it was
necessary to do all that was possible to secure the
growth of a healthy population, if only for the
defence of the Empire ; but, in all probability, the

results in the long run were unfortunate. The
hardy, independent character of the old Roman,
so largely the result of the sensible treatment of

the children, gradually disappeared under the

socialistic nurture of weU-meaning emperors. (On
the whole subject of the alimentations and the

provision made for them, see art. ' Alimentaria,'

m Pauly-Wissowa, vol. i.)

Literature.—This is given sufRcientlj- in the article.

W. Warde Fowlek.
CHILE. —I. Ethnology, etc.—The native

populations of ChUe are not racially homogeneous.
To the extreme north of the country the in-

habitants are of the Aymara race—a Peruvian
people of Bolivian origin, who, with the Quichua
(a cognate race), composed the population of Incan
Pei'u at the period of the Spanish Conquest. The
mythology of this people will be dealt with in art.

Peru. South of the River Cobija, however, is

found a stock celebrated in Chilian history as the

most dreaded foes encountered by the Spaniards in

any South American country, namely, the Arau-
canians. Still farther south, the Patagonia.ns and
Fuegians may be regarded as of the same ethno-

logical group as the Araucanians, having been
driven to the inhospitable lands which they now
inhabit by the pressure of their more powerful
neighbours.

Tlie .A.raucanians, who are akin to various tribes

living in the western regions of the Argentine
Republic, are divided into several sub-families.

They call themselves Alapuche, or ' Children of

the Soil,' and the various gentes into which they
are subdivided are (1) the Picunche, or 'Men of

the North,' whose northern boundaries are formed
by the River Maule ; (2) the Pehuenche, the most
numerous, the actual descendants of the origuial

Araucanian tribes, dwelling in the Pehuen or

Araucania country ; (3) the Huilliche, or ' Men of

the South, 'occupying the country between the coast

and the Pehuenclie ; and (4) the Puelclie, or ' Men
of the East,' living in Argentine territory. To
the south of these are the Tehuelche, or Pata-
gonians proper, and the Ona, Yaligan, and Ala-
kalouf of Tierra del Fuega, who are principally of

Araucanian stock.

The Araucanians are of average height, of a
pale yellow colour, very vigorous and muscular,
and of a shapely and graceful appearance. Thej'

number at the present time probably between
30,000 and 40,000 persons, many of whom are

semi-civilized, but, like most other indigenous
American races, they are gradually disappearing,

chiefly through the agency of epidemics, insobriety,

and the marriage system, which permits polygamy
in the case of the elderly and wealthy members of

the tribe, but dooms the younger and more vigor-

ous male members to celibacy, with results disas-

trous to tlie continuance of the race. They are

of a freedom-loving and warlike disposition, are

fearless horsemen, and treat their women and
children with more consideration than do the

majority of Indian tribesmen. They subsist in

some districts by the chase, but the majority are
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not ignorant of JijjriciUture, and are expert cattle-

niisers and herdsmen.
II. Relkuox.— 1. Totemic origin ofAraucanian

mythology.—The testimony of the pn<itCi>nrniest
Spanish liistoriaiis would u|ii.i_'ar to show that the
Aiaucanians formerly possf»od a totemic .system,
upon wliieh their mythology was probably based.
Kiich family or division of the tribe was di.s-

tinguished by the name of an animal—guanaco,
ostrich, tiger, lion, etc. ; and these were regarde(l
as the eponymous ancestors of the tribe or family
named after them, who believed that after death
they would rejoin them in a sacred cave set apart
for their worship, and with them eternally wallow
in blissful drunkenness.

2. Idea of a Supreme Being.—Whether these
ideas of their origin were common to all the
Araucanian tribes or to a portion only is not clear,

but it would seem that they were confined more to
the southern divisions of the race. Karly accounts
of Araucanian mythology credit them with a
much more e.xalted theogony. They were held to

acknowledge a Supreme Being, the author of all

things, whom they called PiUan—a name derived
from pulli or j^illi, ' the soul,' and signifying the
Supreme Essence. Pillan is, according to the
Austrian missionary Dobrizhotl'er (Ahipones, Lon-
don, 1822, ii. 101), their word for 'thunder.' They
also called him Gucnu-pillrm, 'the Spirit of
Heaven'; Buta-gcn, 'the Great Being'; Tlialcove,

'the Thunderer '
; Vilvcmvoe, ' the Creator of all

'

;

Vilpepilvoe, ' the Omnipotent
'

; Mallgelu, ' the
Kternal' ; and Annolu, ' the Infinite,' besides many
other lesser names. The Araucanian idea of Pillan

proves that the native tribal life was but a micro-
c<jsm of his celestial existence. All was modelled
upon the heavenly polity of Pillan, w ho was called,

in his aspect of Supreme Kuler, Tooukhen, or ' the
•Great Chief ' of the invisible world. As such he
had his apo-ulmenes and his itlmejies, or greater
and lesser sub-chiefs, as might the headman of any
prairie confederacy ; and to these he was supposed
to entrust the administration of his ati'airs of lesser

importance.

3. Origin and mythological affinities of Pillan.

—In this figure it is ea-y to trace resemblances to a
mythological conception widely prevalent among
the indigenous .\merican peoples. Pillan is un-
ij nestionably a thunder-gou, and in this respect is

similar to such deities as the Hurakan of the Kiche
of Guatemala, the Tlaloc of the Mexicans, and
Con or Cun, the thunder-god of the Collao of Peru.
The gathering of clouds round great mountain-
lieaks like tho.se of the Andes, and the resultant
phenomena of thunder and lightning, kindle in the
.savage mind the idea that the summits of the.se

mountains are the dwelling-place of some powerful
.supernatural being, who manifests his presence
by the agencies of fire and terrifying sound.
Supernatural beings of this kind are usually
described by the Indians as being red in colour,
having neither arms nor legs, but moving with
incredible swiftness, difficult of approach because
of their irascibility, but generous to those who
succeed in gaining their favour. They are in

general placated by libations of native spirit,

poured into the pools below the snow-line, and in
case of drought are roused from inactivity by the
sympathetic magic of ' rain-making,' in which the
magician or jiriest sprinkles water from a gourd
over the thirsty soil.

4. Inferior deities.—The ulmenci, or deities
subservient to Pillan, are several in number. The
chief of these is Ejiunumtm, or god of war, whose
name is ajiparently of Peruvian origin. He may
have been a type adopted from the Incan sun-idol
Punchau Inca, or the ' Sun-Inca,' depicted as a
warrior armed with darts. There can be little

iloubt that the mythology of the Arancanians, as
opposed to their mere demon-worship, was highly
ctdoured by, if not altogether adopted from, lliat

of their Peruvian neighbours, the Aymara. And
when we find that this Peruvian sun-idol was
originally brought to the Incan court by a chief of
the Collao who worshipped Cun (adored by the
Arancanians under the name of Pillan), it would
seem as though Ei)unamuii, with his Peruvian
name and probable likeness to Punchau, was also
of northern origin, or had been semi-con.sciously
adopted by the Arancanians from the Aymara.
Others of these inferior deities were Mculen, a
benevolent protector of the human race ; and the
Guecnbu, a malignant being, who Ls the author of
all evil. He is also known as Algue or Aka-Kunet,
or at least the similarity between him and the
deities or demons bearing these names is so strong
as to lead to tlie supposition that they are one and
the same, although Aka-Kanet is the power ap-
pealed to by the priests, who is throned in the
Pleiades, who sends fruits and flow ers to the earth,
and is alluded to by the name of 'grandfather.' But,
as Miiller remarks, 'dualism is not very striking
among these tribes

' ; and, again, ' the good gods
do more evil than good' {Amer. Urreligiuncn,
Basel, 18.55, i)p. 265, 272). Molina, however, who
lived among the Araucanians for many years, says,
speaking of the Gtieciibu :

' From hence it appears that the doctrine of two adverse
])rinciple8, improperly called Manicheiam, is very extensive, or,
in other words, is found to be established amongst almost all the
barbarous natives of both continents ' (Bist. 0/ Ckiti, 1809,
vol. ii. ch. V. p. 85).

He goes on to compare the Guccubu with ' the
Aherman (Ahriman) of the Per.sians,' .and says
that, according to the general opinion of the Arau-
canians, he is the cause of all the misfortunes th.at

occur. If a horse tires, it is because the Gueeuhii
has ridden him. If the earth trembles, it is

because the Giiecubu has given it a shock ; nor
does any one die who is not suffocated by the
Gitecubii. The name is spelt ' Huecuvu ' by
Falkner in his Descriptiun of Patagonin, and is

translated as ' the wanderer without,' an evil

demon, hostile to humanity, who lurks outside
the encampment or on the outskirts of any human
habitation for the express purpose of working
malignant mischief upon the unwary tribesmen

—

a very familiar figure to the student of anthro-
pology and folklore.

5. Cosmogony.—It is not clear to which of their

gods the Araucanians gave the credit for the
creation of all things, and it is probable that, as
mentioned above, they imagined that one or other
of the totemic beings from w-hom they were sup-
posed to be descended had fashioned the universe.
They had, however, a very clear tradition of a
deluge, from which they were saved by a great
liill called Tkeg-Theg, 'the thunderer,' which had
tliree peaks, and possessed the property of moving
upon the waters. AVhenever an eartlniuake
tlireatens, they fly to any hill shaped like

the traditional Theg-Theg, believing th.it it will

save them in this cataclysm as it did in the la-st,

and that its only inconvenience is that it ap-
jiroaches too near the sun. To avoid being
scorched, says Molina, they always kept ready
wooden bowls to act as jiarasols (op. lit. ii. 82).

6. The Gen, or beneficent spirits.—The iilmcnes,

or lesser spirits, of the celestial hierarchy of the
Araucanians are the gov ('lords'), who have the
charge of created things, and who, with the
benevolent M>'ulen, attempt in s<ime measure to
stem the power of the Gucrubu. They are of both
.sexes, the females lieing liesignated amei-malghcn,
or spiritual nymphs, who are pure and lead an
existence of chastity, propagation being unknown
in the Araucanian spiritual worhl. These beings,
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especially the females, perform for men the otiicos

of familiar spirits, ami all Araucanians believe that

they have one of these minor deities or angels in

their service. ' Nien cai gni Amchi-Malghen ' {'

I

still keep my guardian spirit ') is a common expres-

sion when they succeed in any undertaking. These
minor deities remind us forcibly of the totemic
familiars of many N. American Indian tribes, who
are adopted by them at puberty, and appear to

them in dreams and hypnotic trances to warn
them concerning future events ; and it is probable
that the gen and amei-malghen are the remnants
of a totemic system.

7. Worship and ritual.—The likeness between
things spiritual and things material is carried still

further by the Araucanians ; for, as their tilmenes,

or sub-chiefs, have not the right to impose any
contribution or service upon the common people, so

they deny to supernatural beings any need for

worship or gifts. Thus no outward homage is

ordinarily paid to them. There is probably no
parallel to this lack of worship in the case of a

people possessing clearly defined religious ideas

and conceptions of supernatural beings. ' Tbey
possess neither temples nor idols, nor are they in

the habit of offering any sacrifice except in some
severe calamity, or on concluding a peace ' (Molina,
op. cit. ii. 87). Upon such occasions the ofl'erings

usually consisted of animals and tobacco, the
latter being burned as incense, and supposed to

be peculiarly agi-eeable to their gods. This custom
is reminiscent of that of the N. American Indian
peoples, with whom the Araucanians exhibit some
points of resemblance in the ceremonial use of

tobacco, such as blowing the smoke to the four

cardinal points, as a sacrifice to the god of the
elements, probably Pillan. On urgent occasions
only were these sacrificial rites employed, when
Pillan and Meulen chiefly were adored and im-
plored to assist their people. The absolute indiffer-

ence of the Araucanians to mere ritual was well

exemplified by the manner in which they ignored
the elaborate ritualistic practices of the early
Roman Catholic missionaries, although they dis-

played no hostility to the new creed, but tolerated

its institution throughout their territories.

8. Priesthood.—Although the Araucanians did
not practise any rites, they were not behind other
American aboriginal peoples in their observance of

numerous superstitions. They were firm believers

in divination, and paid marked attention to favour-
able or unfavourable omens. Appearances in

dreams, the songs and flight of birds, and all the
usual machinery of augury were pressed into the
service of their priests and diviners ; and the
savage who dreaded naught on the field of battle
would tremble violently at the mere sight of an
owl (Molina, op. cit. ii. 87). The owl was regarded
by the Araucanians (as by the Mexicans, Kiche,
AIa3'as, Peruvians, and Algonquins) as sacred to
the lord of the dead. ' The Owl ' was one of the
names of Mictlantecutli, the Mexican Pluto, who.se
realm of the dead was supposed to be situated in

the cold and dreary north ; and the wind from that
quarter was imagined by the Chippewas to be
made by the owl, as the south wind by the
butterfly. In fact, among nearly all American
tribes tlie owl was a symbol of esoteric wisdom,
and from such facta as this we gain confirmation
of the original unity of the religious conceptiims
of the American race. In the Popol Viih, owls are
mentioned as the emissaries of the lords of Xibalba,
the realm of the departed ; the Creek priests
carried with them the stufled skin of one of

these birds ; the Arikara placed one above the
' medicine stone ' in their council lodge ; and the
culture-hero of the Monqui Indians of California
had, like Pallas Athene, an owl for a retainer.

The priests, or rather diviners, were called by
the Araucanians gligua or dugol, and were sub-

divided into gttenguenu, genpugnu, and genpiru,

meaning respectively ' masters of the heavens,' ' of

epidemics,' and 'of insects or worms.' There was
also a sect called calcu, or ' sorcerers,' who dwelt in

caves, and who were served by iimnches, or ' man-
animals,' to whom they taught their terrible arts.

The Araucanians believed that these wizards had
the power to transform themselves at night into

nocturnal birds, to fly through the air, and to shoot

invisible arrows at their enemies, besides indulging

in the malicious mischief with which folklore

credits the wizards of all countries. Their priests

proper they believed to possess numerous familiars

who were attached to them after death—the belief

of the ' magicians ' of the Middle Ages. These
priests or diviners were celibate, and led an exist-

ence apart from the tribe, in some communities
being garbed as women. Many tales are told of

their magical prowess, which lead us to believe

that they were either natural epileptics or ecstatics,

or that disturbing mental influences were brought
about in their case by the aid of drugs. The
Araucanians also held that to mention their real

personal names gave magic power over them,
which might be turned to evil ends.

9. Ideas of immortality.—The Araucanians
firmly believed in the immortality of the soul.

They held that the composition of man was two-
fold—the aru:a, or corruptible body, and the am or

pulli, the soul, which they believed to be an<:anolu

( 'incorporeal'), and mugcalu ('eternal or existing

for ever'). So thoroughly a matter of everyday
allusion had these distinctions become, that they
frequently made use of the word anca in a meta-
phorical sense, to denote a part, the half, or the

subject of anything. As regards the state of the

soul after its separation from the body, they
differed from one another in their beliefs. All the

Araucanians held that after death they would go
towards the west, beyond the sea—a conception of

the soul's flight which they held In common with
many other American tribes. The west, as the
' grave ' of the sun, was supposed also to be the

goal of man, when the evening of his days had
come—a place where the tired soul might find

rest.
* The old notion among us,' said an old chief, * is that, when

we die, the spirit goes the way the sun goes, to the west, and
there joins its family and friends who went before it ' (Hawldnfl,

Sketch of the Creek Country, Savannah, 1S4S, p. 80).

The country to which the Araucanians believed

their dead to go was called Gulchcman, ' the

dwelling of the men beyond the mountains.' The
general conception of this Other-world was that

it was divided into two parts, one pleasant, and
filled with everything that is delightful, the abode
of the good ; and the other desolate and in want of

everything, the habitation of the wicked. Some
of the Araucanians held, however, that all indis-

criminately enjoyed eternal pleasures, saying that

earthly behaviour had no effect upon the immortal
state. The hazy nature of their belief concerning

the spirituality of the soul was strongly evinced by
their funerary practice.

The relatives of the deceased person seated themselves around
his body and wept for a long tmie, afterwards exposing it tor a

space upon a raised bier, called pilluay, where it remained dur-

ing the night. During this time they watched over and ' waked

'

it, eating and drinking with those who came to console them.
This meeting was called curicahxUn, or the 'black entertain-

ment,' as black was the sjTnbolical colour of mourning with

them. About the second oi* third day the body was laid to rest

in the eUum, or family burying-ground. The eltwn was usually

situated in a wood oron a hill, and the procession to it was pre-

ceded by two young men on horseback riding full speed. The
bier was carried by the nearest relatives of the deceased, and
surrounded by women who moumedfand wept during the entire

ceremony. On arrival at the eltuM, the corpse was laid on the

ground, "and surrounded by arms in the case of a man, or by

feminine implements in that of a woman. Provisions, chxcti
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(native sjiirit), wine, and eoinctinies even a dead horse, were
placed beside the deceased to serve him in the Otlier-world. The
Pehuenchcs believed that the Other-world was cold, and so
sought to warm the cor))se with Arc, alter which they bound it

to a horse, placed the bridle in its hand, killed the steed, and
buried both together in the prave. The relatives and friends
of the dead man then wislicd him a prosjierous journey, and
covered the body with a p.i raiuid or cairn of stones, over
which they poured lar(;e quantities of chica spirit.

.\fter they had departed, an oki woman called TemjniUaqve was
thought to come to the grave in the shape of a whale, and trans-
port the soul of the deceased to the Other-world. Probably the
Araucanians of the Chilian coast were acquainted with the
spermaceti, or soutbeni variety of whale, and regarded it as the
only method of locomotion by wliich a spirit could bo conveyed
across the great waters, or it is probable that thev borrowedthe
conception from the Peruvians of the coast, who regarded the
sea as the most powerful among the gods, and called it Mama-
cocAo, or ' mother sea.' The whale was also a general object of
worship all along the Peruvian coast, whilst each of the Peruvian
coastal districts worshipjwd the particular species of fish that
w-as taken there in the greatest abundance. This fish-worship
did not in any way partake of the nature of mere superstition,
but was defined with great exactness, the fish-ancestor of each
'tribe' or variety of fish being given a special place in the
heavens in the form of a constellation. The Oollao tribes to the
south also worshipped a fish-pod on the shores of Lake Titicaca,
some fifty miles or so from the Chilian frontier; so that in all

likelihood this fish-goddess of the Araucanians was originally
b'lrrowed in its general conception from the Collao, who were
probably ethnologioally akin to the Araucanian tribes. This
theory becomes almost certainty when we take into considera-
tion the nature of the fish-deity worshipped by the Collao, the
name of which was Cupacahuana, * valuable stone to be looked
upon,' from the circumstance that the idol was carved from a
bluish-green stone, having the body of a fish surmounted by a
rude human head. This deity, like Tempuleague, was female.
The deceased, however, must pay a toll to another old woman,

of malicious character, for pennission to pass a narrow strait on
the road ; upon failure to make this payment, it was supposed
that she would deprive him of an eye.

The life after death was regarded as very similar
to the eartUy existence, but was without fatigue
or satiety. Husbands had the same wives, but the
latter had no children, as the Other-world was held
to be inhabited by the spirits of the dead alone.

Certain vestiges of sun- and moon-worship were
also visible among some tribes, who designated the
sun A7iti, and the moon Kayan. The recognition
of these luminaries as deities, however, was de-
sultory and probably seasonal only.
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CHILIASM.—See Millknnium.

CHINS.—See Burma.

CHINA.—The question whether China pos-
sesses any indigenous system whicji may properlj'
be described as 'religious' is one which has
occasioned mu<^h controversj', the opinions elicited
being generally determined by the definition
of 'Confucianism,' expressed or imjilied by the
several parties, whether .as including the pre-
conceptions which date from pre-historic times in
China, or as limited to tlie com|.,aratively modern
school of philosophy ba.sed upon the canonical books
which were edited and transmitted bj- Confucius
(551-479 B.C.), and interpreted by Chucius (A.l>.

1130-1200). If the latter, and obviously more
correct, definition of Confucianism lie accepted, it

may be admitted that there is little in this system
which fulfils the pomilar characterization of ' re-
ligion '

; but it is ini^urtant to bear in mind that
the politico-moral jiliilusophy w Inch is designated

as ' Confucianism ' is based upon a much more
ancient system, in which religion, properly so-
called, occupies a paramount jiosition.

It must not, therefore, be assumed, because Con-
fucius never professed to be a religious teacher, in
the popular sen.se, though claiming to fulfil a
Heavensent mission, tliat the Chinese are devoid
of religious ideas and an established cult, for there
are many unequivocal evidences in Chinese litera-

ture of trie existence of religious beliefs and prac-
tices, both before and after Confucius's time, and
tliese are reflected in the Imperial sacrifices at the
Altar of Heaven in Peking at the present day, as de-
scribed in art. Co.vfucian Religion.
Why the obligations of religion are not more

cle.arly enunciated in the teaching of Confucius is

partly explained by the fact that the avowed object
of liis mission was the tranquillizing of the various
States, which, in his days, pretended to acknow-
ledge the suzerainty of the ' Central State,' or
'Middle Kingdom.' Under the feudal conditions
wliich had been introduced during the Cliow dyn-
asty some 500 yeai's earlier, these States had be-
come so hopelessly disunited that the country was
ravaged by incessant war, leading to the neglect of
agriculture ; and the slaughter of a vast number of
able-bodied citizens had produced such confusion
and distress that immediate legislation was re-

quired. To this end, Confucius, and many another
contemporary teacher whose profession wasseriou.sly
all'ectetf by the prevailing conditions, travelled from
State to State, endeavouring to recall men not
so much to religion as to peace, by emphasizing the
ancient maxims, and by reinforcing the theory of
' Divine right' by which tlie lord paramount ruled,
and from wliich the principles of subordination
and the duties pertaining to the several classes
derived their su|<renie importance.
From this point of view it may be seen that

Confucius was not a religious teacher, although
the system from which his own teaching was de-
rived, and which has in a measure survived him,
was eminently religious. To him it seemed that
the men of his day, like the Athenians to whom
St. Paul preached, were 'too superstitious'; and,
when the history of those days is studied, and the
perversions of religion whicli were commonly ex-
hibited are noted, it is easy to understand wliy he
should have adopted an attitude of strict reticence
towards the iioiiular observances, seeking to re-

strain rather than encourage tlie superstitions
which were then so prevalent, while he de\oted
his best eftbrts to the revival of that practical
morality which he considered to be of tran.scend-
ent importance, and which, when traced to its

ultimate source, would be found to spring from
religious motives.

It is not necessary to dwell on Confucius
and his message in this connexion (see art. Con-
fucius), but it may be well to examine somewhat
more closely the materials from wliich he de-
veloped his own peculiar system, and from whicli
are derived the religious ideas which have con-
tinued in China, more or less independently of
Confucianism, until the present day. 'I'hc sources
of informalii>n which are available fur this pui|i(ise

are: (a) the primitive chaia'lcrs or ' iiictograms,'

which afford unmistakable evidence as to the ideas
which existed long anterior to the time of Con-
fucius ; and (b) the ancient writings which he
edited, and which exist, in a somewhat mutilated
condition, in our own day.

(a) The witness of the rinricnt pictograms.—Two
of tliese ' characters,' of undoubted antiquity, will

serve to indicate what may be jiredicated as the
original idea of the Chinese with regard to the
conception of God, viz. Tien, or ' Heaven,' and
Ti, or 'Supreme Pulcr.' The character repre-
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senting ' Heaven ' is comiioseil of the two ]iviiin-

lives, 'one' and 'great' (— anil T^ coiiibineil

thus J~), anil conveys the idea of the One (ireat

Being or Power who dwells above, and who, in a

special sense, controls the destinies of the ' worhl,'

i.e. the ' Empire,' which is described as ' Under
Heaven.' There is, however, another nietliod of

writing the character, which may lie even more
ancient tlian this, and which suggests a rough

picture of a human being, viz. 'y^, thus strength-

ening the supposition of the attribute of personality

as attacliiiig to the 'Great One.' This inference

is further supported by the fact that ' God,' w'ho

is constantly referred to as sj'nonynious with
' Heaven,' is represented by a name which is

found in the most ancient dhinese writings, and
which is explained as meaning 'the Supreme,' i.e.

Ti ('S'), frequently qualified by the prefix Shang,

meaning 'above'; thus Shm>g-ti=th.e 'Supreme
Ruler on High.' These terms have been applied

interchangeably, from time immemorial, to the

supreme object of veneration in China ; and, in

the earliest references, they are introduced, with-

out any attempt at explanation or definition, as

ideas long established and thoroughly familiar.

It is sometimes concluded that, because the

Chinese character for ' Heaven ' is less complex
than that for ' God,' the latter must represent a

later and more developed idea ; in other words,

the conception of Hea\en was predicated as first in

the order of time, and from this was evolved that

of a Suiirerae Being residing in the empyrean.
It does not, however, follow, because the symbol
employed to convey the notion of God is more
elaborate than that adopted to depict Heaven,
that the idea involved therein is of more recent

date. On the contrary, it might be argued that,

phonetically, Tien is derived from the simpler Ti,

and that the procession of ideas in ancient China
advanced from God to tlie heavens, as was
admitted even by the sceptical philosopher Chu-
cius, who, when asked whether that Li (meaning
'Principle' or the 'Reason of things'), which he
described as sjTionymous with Ti = ' God, ' positively

existed before Heaven and Earth, replied that such
was most certainly the case.

From these facts the opinion has been very
naturally deduced that the earliest religious ideas

of the Chinese were monotheistic ; and, though
Buddhistic accommodations of Tien, to convey the
idea of deva ('god'), and Taoistic applications of Ti

to deceased emperors, have served to degrade the
primitive simplicity and purity of these terms, it

may be shown, by quotations from the canonical
books, and by the observances of the Imperial cult,

that the monotheistic idea was maintained in the
time of Confucius, and survives to the present
day. This reflexion opens up vistas of enthralling
interest, when it is realized that, even beyond the
forty centuries of history which pertain to these
written characters, there must have been a long
period, of which few unequivocal traces remain,
when those ideas were current which were after-

wards stereotyped in the written symbols which
have come down to us ; for, if the ancient picto-

grams can claim an antiquity so remote, how much
older must be the preconceptions which they were
intended to enshrine !

(i) Tlie witness of the anrient canons.—The fact

that, in the first historical allusions to religious
matters in China, there are traces of theological
ideas which seem to conflict with the original
monotheism, does not weaken the force of the
argument as to the purity of the original concep-

tions, since these ideas are exhibited as of the

nature of new developments ; and the incongruity

between the earlier and the later practices (where

the spirits presiding over the phenomena of Nature,

and the manes of deceased worthies, are admitted

to a share in the worship oflered to the Deity) may
be explained as analogous to the veneration of saints

and mediators which is found to exist pari passu

with a profound belief in the unity of the Godhead.
Little weight is attached, even by Chinese writers,

to the early rulers, Fu-hi (2852 B.C.), Hwang-ti
(2697 B.C.), and others, to whom are ascribed the

organization of sacrifice, the building of temples,

the establishment of the worship of the ancestral

spirits or powers of Nature, and the adoption of

music as a liturgical adjunct. Yet it is important

to observe that, among the later hypotheses whiih

seek to throw light upon tbe mystery of the pre-

historic period, no attempt is made to account for

the origin of religious observances—the existence

of God, and the possibility of entering into com-

munion with Him, being assumed as a necessary

and instinctive belief. The canonical history, as

accepted and transmitted by Confucius, begins

with Yao (2356 B.C.), to whom the posthumous
title of 'Emperor' was applied, and who is char-

acterized as being sincerely religious, in the tradi-

tions by means of which later historians attempt

to amplify the brief statements of Confucius in

the Shu I\ing, or Canon of History. In con-

nexion with Shun, his succe.ssor (2255 B.C.), and
those who followed him, during the fourteen cen-

turies covered by the history, there are numberless

references to the ancient faith, and many expres-

sions are employed which seem to be a re-echo of

the primal revelation. The record of Shun's reign

is introduced by the statement that, on his acces-

sion to the throne of Yao, he oflered ' the customary

sacrifice' to Shang-ti. The plurase ' c?(s?o»if'(7/

sacrifice ' is, by some authorities, interpreted to

mean the ' roitnd sacrifice,' i.e. that oifered upon
the round altar or hillock which was supposed to

represent the shape of Heaven ; but, in any casi?,

the reference implies a well-known and old-estab-

lished method ; and this is confirmed by what
follows :

' He sacrificed specially, but with the

ordinaryforms, to Shang-ti,' etc.

Thus, at the very earliest period of Chinese

history, in the case of the first monarchs whom
Confucius recognized as authentic, though he

made no profession of being a religious propa-

gandist, we find religious observances occupying a

paramount place ; and throughout all the later

history, as recorded in the ' Canon of History

'

(Shu King) and as illustrated in the 'Canon of

Odes' {Shih King), the same phenomenon is ob-

servable. This is all the more remarkable when it

is remembered that, in the one book which Contu-

cius him.self composed (the 'Spring and Autumn'
[CKun CKiu], or Annals of his own State of Lu),

there are no such references ; and in the conversa-

tions recorded by his disciples the name of Shang-ti

is only once mentioned : and the discussion of

transcendental subjects is distinctly deprecated :

' Confucius always refused to talk of supernatural

phenomena ... or of supernatural beings'

{Analects, vlii. '20). In the two Canons referred to

—i.e. the Canon of History and the Odes—the for-

tunes of kings and dynasties are inseparably con-

nected with the performance or neglect of religious

duties. One instance out of many will sufiice to

illustrate this fact. When Show (1154 B.C.), the

last ruler of the Yin dynasty, proved unworthy of

the ' decree of Heaven ' which gave him the throne,

Wu-wang took up arms against him, claiming a

mandate from Heaven for his-action. and denounc-

ing the unrighteous monarch as failing to rever-

ence Heaven above, and neglecting the worship of
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Shang-ti. The result was the overturning of the
dynasty and the establislinient of a new line of
rulers, that of the Chow dynasty. Similar ex-
amples are available, both in the earlier and in

the later historj', where it is shown that even the
' Son of Heaven '—as the monarch is entitled

—

must forfeit his high estate if he fails to fullil

his duties as the vicegerent of God.
During the reign of Shun there are allusions to

certain practices which seem to be of the nature of
new developments. Ancestor-worship and that of
the 'host of spirits' are definitely mentioned for

the first time, and the latter is referred to as an
extension of the earlier methods. It would appear
that the first beginnings of this declension from
primitive monotheism did not originate with Shun,
but that a further impetus was given, in his time,
to the observances which afterwards became so
popular and wide-spread.
The fact that the several departments of Nature

were regarded as under tlie control of their own
presiding spirits, acting as the deputies of the
S\iprerae Being, would naturally admit of an ever-
widening application ; and, when the ' hills and
rivers' were recognized as the .spheres of spiritual

a";ency, the theory of such agency would, in course
of time, be logically extended to natural phe-
nomena such as thunder, rain, etc., as well as to
the outbreak of flood, tire, pestilence, etc., which
served to inspire with terror and suggest the need
of propitiation. A great advance in this direction

marks the early years of the Chow dynasty (1122-
255 B.C.). To the 'Chief of the West,' who first

undertook to disestablish the corrupt line of Yin,
is attributed the arrangement, if not the inven-
tion, of the 'Eight Diagrams' forming the subject-
matter of the ' Canon of Permutations,' or 'Book of
Changes ' (/ King) ; and his sons, Wu-wang { = King
Wu) and Chow-kung ( = Duke of Chow) are re-

garded as the prime movers in the religious reforma-
tion which followed the establishment of the new
dynasty. Of the former we read in the Shu King :

'He attached great importance . . . to the proper
observance of fnneral ceremonies and of sacrifices

'

;

and the first concrete example of ancestor-worship
in China is recorded in connexion with the latter.

The two lirothers form the link which connects
Confucius with the earliest days of Chinese history,

for the system wliidi existed in his time, and which
was suiiposeu to reflect the ancient methods, was
that wliicli had been developed by the king and the
duke, who were regarded by Confucius as almost
on a par with the ideal monarchs Yao and Sliun.

During this djTiastj', and perhaps at this time,

nijiny changes were made and many inncjvations

introduced—the result, no doubt, of a growing desire

to reduce to a philosophic .system the somewhat
vague generalizations which had so long been ac-

cejited. The ' Eight Diagrams,' which liiui served in

earlier days as a medium of divination, were now
elaborated by subdivisions, and regarded as fur-

nishing an explanation of the changing phenomena
of Nature; becoming in course of time the basis of

a complete system of cosmogony, which has had
the efl'ect of eliminating God almost entirely from
the field of Confucian speculation, and of degrad-
ing the ancient religion of China to a practical
agnosticism in the case of the great majority of

professed Confucianists to-day. A hint of this
tendency is given in the new terminology in-

troduced by King Wu, who speaks of 'Heaven'
as the 'Universal Father,' and of 'Earth' as the
' Universal Mother.' This dualistic conception
does not appear in the language of the earlier
theologians, who regarded Heaven as synonymous
with Shang-ti, .and Earth as the theatre of His
benevolent activities. And, though logical system
required that Heaven should be correlated with

Earth, the simpler cimceiition of antiquity some-
times reappears in the later writings, as, e.g., in the
dictum of Confucius himself (the only passage in
which he directly alludes to God as a personality) :

' By the ceremonies of the sacrifice to Heaven and
Earth they (i.e. the forefathers) served Shang-ti'
('The Mean,' xix. 2). Chucius, however, in later
days, was burdened with no such scnii)les, and
boldly declared that ' Heaven ' and ' Shang-ti

'

and the ' Great Ultimate ' mean nothing more than
that 'Principle' or 'Law' which pervades and
dominates all things, and which is beyond human
comjirehension. Yet, when taken to task by a
disciple, he admitted that there was such a thing
as a 'governing power,' entitled 'Ti,' but, like
Confucius, refused to discuss the matter in detail.

The question now arises as to the ideas which
were involved in this recognition of a Supreme
Being, and the offering of sacrifices to Him ; in
other words, what religious motive dictated these
ancient observances. It seems inipo.ssible to ac-
count for the origin of the sacrificial offering if

thanksgiving and prayer do not find a place in

the theory. Perhaps it was for this reason that
Confucius, who seems to have deprecated prayer
and a confident approach to the Powers above, con-
fessed himself unable to explain the significance of
tlie great quinquennial Ti sacrifice which Shun is

said to have originated. There are numerous pass-
ages in the canonical books which definitely refer

to thanksgiving and petition as influential motives.
An early tradition relates that Fu-lii, the first ruler
of the legendarj- period (commencing '2852 B.C.),

'appointed certain days to show gratitude to
Heaven, by offering the first fruits of the earth,'

and there are many folk-.songs among the Odes
(dating from the Chow dynrtsty [11'22 B.C.], and
including some pieces belonging to the jneced-
ing dynasty) in which the gifts of harvest are
acknowledged with joj-ful song and sacrificial

thank-oft'ering to the ancestors, whose good olBces
with the Supreme Being are thus recognized, as
well as to Shang-ti Himself, who is regarded as
the ' All-Father,' the giver of grain, and the dis-

penser of every good and perfect gift ; e.g.
* O wise Uow-tfii,
Fit associate of God,
Founder of our race,
There is none greater than thou !

Thou gavest us wheat and barley,
Whi'_-h God appointed for our nourishment,' etc. (Odfs, iv.).

A modern example, based upon the ancient forms,
is afforded by an address to Shang-ti, presented bj'

the Emperor She-tsung of the Ming dynasty (.\.D.

1538), which may serve as a valuable illustration

of the Chinese notions of God, and the connexion
of thanksgiving with the sacrificial offering :

* Of old, in the beginning, there was tlie great chaos, without
form and darlc. The five elements had not begun to revolve,

nor the sun and moon to shine. . . . Tliou, O spiritual sovereign,
earnest forth in Thy presidency, and first didst divide the
grosser parts from "the purer. Thou niadest heaven ; Thou
niadebt earth ; Thou madest man. All things got their being,
with their reproducing power. ... I, Thy servant, presume
reverently to thank Thee, and, while I woraliip, jires.-iit the
notice to Thee, O Ti, calling Thee Sovereign.'

The offering of prayer, in the same connexion,
is implied in the language used in the ' Kecord of

Kites'

:

'Saorifices should not be frequently repeated, for such
frequency is indicative of importunaUnrss, and importunate-
ness is inconsistent with reverence. Nor should tliey be at
distant intervals, for such infrequency is indicative of in-

difference,' etc.

It should be remembered that amongst Eastern
j)eoples, like the Chinese, petition generally takes
the form of suggestion rather than express re-

quisition. Direct application is regarded as de-

grading to the appellant and embarrassing to the
person appro.tched ; and, for this rea.son, it is not

to be expected that prayer should take the same
definite form in China as it does in the West.
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It is, nevertheless, possible to find unequivocal
instances of juayer being otl'ered to God, as in the

case of King Suan (827 B.C.), when a great drought
threatened to destroy his dominions ; and in the
Imperial prayer at the winter sacrifice at the
present day which runs :

* I earneetly look up, hoping for merciful protection. I bring
my subjects and servants, witti offering of food in abundance,
a reverential sacrifice to .Shang-ti. Humbly I pray for Thy
downward glance, and may rain be granted for the production
of all sorta of grain, and the success of all agricultural labours.'

See, further, the next two articles, and also COM-
MUNION WITH THE Dead (Chinese), Communion
WITH Deity (Chinese), Confucius, Confucian
Religion, Indo-China, IslSm (in China), Mani-
CH-EISM, Taoism, Zoroastrianism, and the Litera-

ture cited at the end of these articles.

W. Gilbert Walshe.
CHINA (Buddhism in). — Buddhism was in-

troduced into China during the Han dynasty.
It is still an open question whether it entered
China in its older form, the Hinayana {q.v.), or

'Little Vehicle,' or in its younger form, the
Mahilyana (q.v.), or 'Great Vehicle'; but it is a
fact that at a very early date the Mahayana was
predominant, and that it has remained in the
ascendant to the present day.

Mahiiyanistic Buddhism is a universalistic

religion, whose great principle or 'basis is the
Order of the World, wliich it calls Dhanna, or
' Law.' Dharma manifests itself especially by the
Universal Liglit, the Creator of everything, and
this light is emitted by the Buddhas, or beings
endowed with the highest bodhi, or 'intelligence.'

There have been an infinite number of these oeings
in the past, and an infinite number will be born in

the future ; indeed, the Light of the World is born
every day in the morning, and enters into nirvana,
or 'nothingness,' in the evening. The life of a
Buddha is a day of preaching of the Dharma, a
so-called revolution of its wheel, a daily emanation
of light. Thus it is that there have been delivered
many billions and trillions of sermons, as long as

the universe has existed, each having for its

subject the elevation of man to a state of bliss

;

and those which have happily been written down
for the good of posterity are the so-called sutras,

which in China are termed king. Man, ac-

cordingly, should behave in every respect as
those sutras preach, thus assimilating himself with
T)harma.
The great aim of Chinese Buddhism, which has

given it the name of Mahayana, 'Great Vehicle,'

is to uplift the whole of mankind to certain states of
salvation, called the states of the (leva, the arhat,
and the bodhisattva or the huddha, and also to

increase to the highest possible degree the number
of ways or means of obtaining such grades of
blessetlness. The sanctity of the bodhisattva or
the buddhfi means entry into 7iirvana, or absorption
by the Universe.
Dharma, the Universal Law, embraces the world

in its entirety. It exists for the benefit of all

beings, for does not its chief manifestation, viz.

the Light of the World, shine for blessing on all

men and all things ? Salvation, which means con-
formity of life to the Dharma, consequently means
in the first place manifestation of universal love
for both men and animals. Indeed, as men and
animals equally are formed of the elements which
constitute the Universe itself, animals may become
men, and, through the human state, be converted
into arhats, bodhisattvas, and buddhas. Thus
even for animals salvation is to be prepared by
religious means ; and their lives, no less than those
of men, must by all means be spared.

? The Hinayana, the ' Little Vehicle ' of Salvation,
the older form of Buddha's Church in India, could
not lift man up to any higher dignity than that of

the arhat. This dignity was obtainable only by
those who renounced the world, that is to say, by
poverty and asceticism. The man who strove

after .salvation was a bhilcsu, or mendicant monk.
This fundamental principle of Buddha's Church
has maintained its position in the Mahayana sys-

tem, which, indeed, rejects no single means of

salvation, and certainly not the one which Buddha
himself established by his doctrine, life, and
example. Monastic life has been the chief Maha-
yanistic institution from tlie very beginning.
Mahayanism has, however, added two upper
steps—the Bodhisattva-ship and the Buddha-snip
—to the ladder of salvation.

MahSyanistic monasteries, which have actually

studded the soil of China, must be defined as

special institutions devoted to the working out of

salvation. Various methods are practised there to

this end, and the monk can choose those which
best suit his inclinations and his character. He
may choose one method, several, or even all.

Asceticism and poverty of a severe type are almost
exceptional. It is, in fact, only in a few monas-
teries that some brethren are found \\ ho seldom or

never leave their cells, or the grottos in the grounds
of the monastery, spending their lives therein in

pious isolation and meditation, or in a state of

passivity, without ever even shaving themselves,
and looking somewhat as pre-Adamite man must
have looked. Mendicancy outside the monastic
walls is likewise now a rare occurrence. When
the abbot and his treasurers deem it necessary, he
sends the brethren to collect from the laity. This
is also done on certain days of the year by several

brethren in company. Not many instances of

begging for private needs now occur, for the
mendicant friar has almost disappeared, and the
majority of the monks seek salvation in more
dignified ways.
The buUdings and chapels which constitute a

monastery are provided with images of bodhisattvas

and buddhas, and these are continually wor-

shipped, and besought to lend a helping hand to

the seekers of salvation. The more commonly
practised method is to live according to the

commandments which Buddha has given for the
preservation of human purity, and for man's
progress in excellence and virtue ; that is to say,

the five and the ten principal commandments, with
the Pratimok-sa, or '250 monastic rules, which have
all been taken over from the Hinayana, and
especially the 58 commandments of the Mahayana.
The latter are contained in the Fan-wang king,

y Sutra of the Net of Brahma,' or the Celestial

Sphere, with its network of constellations, the

Brahmajala Sfitra. The man who truly lives by
these commandments becomes a bodhisattva or a
buddlta even in this life ; and he has no need to

trouble liimself about the two lower stages, deva-

ship and a;7ia<-ship, which are attained by strict

obedience to the ten commandments and the

Pratimok-sa.
A solemn vow to live a life of sanctity, in

obedience to the commandments, makes the monk.
It constitutes his ordination, which only a few
monasteries nowadays have the privilege, granted

by Imperial authority, of conferring. It usually

takes place in the fourth month of tlie year, about
the festival of Buddha's birth. The pupils of the

clergy, who are living in small monasteries and
temples scattered throughout the empire, repair to

the abbot, who has the episcopal right to perform

the function of consecrator, and at his feet they
express their determination to devote themselves
to the Saiigha, or Church. They express penitence

for their sms, and swear by Buddha that they will

truly keep the five great commandments, which

are : not to kill ; not to steal ; not to commit
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athiltery ; not to lie; not to drink spirits. A little

later tliey are, on account of this vow, admitted
as pupils, and solemnly undertake to renounce the
world and keep the ten commandments, whiili are

the live just mentioned, and besides : abstinence
from perfumes and flowers, from sin<;ing and
dancing, from large beds, from having meals at
regular times, and from precious tilings. On this

secxjnd vow the neophytes receive the tonsure, and
the abbot hands to each of them a mendicant
friar's robe or the garment of poverty, kasdija.

They are now iramanera, or monks of inferior

rank, and at the same time devas, or saints of the
lowest degree.
A day or two later they are ordained iramanas

or bhiksus, ascetic monks. The- vow to keep the
250 mona.stic rules, or Pratimok-m, is the most
important part of this ordination. The ceremony
takes place in the presence of a chapter consisting
of eight of the principal monks, with the abbot as
president, and lasts several hours. The abbot
occupies an elevat«d seat, and the members of the
chapter are seated on his right and left. Each
candidate receives an alms-dish. The candidates
are taken apart in small groups, and a member of

the chapter asks them whether there is any
hindrance to their reception into the order of the
mendicant friars. Then they are immediately
taken once more into the presence of the chapter,
who are asked by ano\lier of their members whether
they consent to the admission of the norices.

Silence is assent. The abbot then asks whether
they will yield faithful obedience to the 250
monastic rules of life, contained in the Pratimok-sa :

the candidates answer in the affirmative, and thus
take the vow. The ceremony ends with a sermon
bj' the abbot, and his benediction. They are now
arhats, or saints of the second degree.

Then there follows, on the very next day, or
two days after, the highest consecration, which
raises the iramanas from the recently gained
stage of nrA«<-sanctity to that of the bodhisattva.

This is preceded by a ceremonial purification from
sin, before an image of Buddha. The candidates
recount their sins, and plead that the pains of hell,

which they have deserved, may be remitted ; then
they perform a bodily ablution, and put on new
clothes. The purihcation is combined with a
solemn sacrifice to the Triratna—the Buddha, the
Dharma, and the Sahgha—in order to sue for

pardon. The candidates now confess their sins

before these saints, and swear that they will for

ever live bv the flS commandments of 'Brah-
ma's Net.' !i?inally, they all atone for their sins in

a long litany, in which tliey call on the names of
three hundred Buddhas, and at each name pros-

trate themselves and press their foreheads on the
ground.
The next ordination-ceremony, in compliance

w ith one of the 58 commandments, is the singeing
of the head. In the great church of the convent,
where stand the three great images of Buddha,
the Dharmn, and the Saiigha, they all assemble,
and each of them has a number of bits of charcoal
stuck on his smooth-shaven head. These are set

on fire by the monks of the mona.stery by means
of burning incense-sticks, and allowed to bum
away into the skin. At an earlier period, it seems
that the novices used to bum off a finger, or even
the whole arm, as a sacrifice to Buddha ; in Chinese
books we even read of cases of complete self-

inmiolation on a pyre of wood.
The ordinands now humbly request ordination

from the abl)Ot. He gives them instruction on its

meaning and importance, and, lyd by him, they
all in unison invoke the Buddhas Sakya, Manjusri,
and Maitreya, with all the Buddhas of the ten
parts of the Universe, to form a chapter, and

•')

bestow on them the highest ordination. Once
more they acknowledge their .sins, and, passing
through a state of ropentjince, repeatedly make a
solemn vow that tbej' will seek the good of all

creatures, and, besides instructing themselves in
holy doctrine, will promote the salvation of them
all. The abbot asks them whether they have
committed any of the seven great sins which
exclude from the Sahgha, and reminds them of
their need of firm determination to live by the
commandments ; they express their promise to
carry out this intention with firmness. It is in
this firm determination, this promise, that the
completion of their ordination exists. They are
now bodhisattvas, on the way to Buddha-ship.

In the monastic life of the Mahayana the object
is the attainment of the dignity oi bodhisattva and
buddha by means of obedience to the command-
ments of 'Brahma's Met.' Without a knowledge
of this fact it is impossible to understand this
monastic life.

The first and greatest commandment forbids the
slaying of any living creature. So, no flesh or
fish is eaten in the monastery, and the monks are
absolute ^•egetarians. The cattle, sheej), pigs,

fowls, geese, ducks, and fish which pious laymen,
in order to acquire merit beyond the grave,
entrust to their care, and for the keep of which
they pay, are allowed to live the natural term of
their existence. From time to time the monks
[jerform certain rites at the cattle-pens or the
fish-ponds, by means of which animal-s, like men,
undergo a new birth, and are able to attain to the
higher states of salvation of the deva, the arhat,
and the bodhisattva.
The commandments demand with special em-

phasis the preaching of the Mahayana, that is, the [^)
opening of the way of salvation to all the world.
In each monastery, accordingly, there is a preach-
ing-hall and a college of monks, who are called
preachers, with the abbot at their hea<l. And
because preaching is the exposition of suti-as, and ^
vivayas, or laws, which have been given to man-
kind by Buddha as the means of salvation, it is

easy to understand why the monasteries are the
places where such books are prepared and published.
The most important of these institutions conse-
quently possess printing departments, with monks
acting as copyists, engravers, correctors, etc.

There are also monks whose duty it is to afford

instruction in the sacred writings to the less

educated brethren.
There are .several annually recurring days of

preaching. The sermons of the monks, because
they are taken from the sacred books which are
the gift of Buddha, are the sermons of Buddha l
himself. This most holy saint is, in the sy.stem
of Mahayana, the Light of the World, and his

teaching, or the Dharma, is that light in wliicli

the Order of the World finds expres.sion, and
which, by its <lifl'usion, embraces and blesses all

existent life. So in every sermon, or 'illumination,'
all the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Arhats, and
Devas are supposed to be present, and, to honour
them, incen.se, flowers, food, and other gifts are on
such occasions set out on an altar. On the other
hand, the moras, or spirits of darkne.ss, are blinded
by the presence of so much light and ^o many
light-giving gods, and are driven away or utterly

destroyed, together with all evil of which they are

the universal authors. Preaching is, accordingly,

not merely a holy act, but in every respect a
beatific act. The monks call it ' the turning of

the Dharma-wheel,' that is to say, the revolution

of the Order of the World.
The 'Sutra of Brahma's Net' also ordains that,

in case of a death, the sacred books are to be read,
in the presence of the corpse, each seventh day up
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to seven times seven, in order that the sleeper's

soul may be advanced to the dignity of a bodhi-
sattva. It is one of the chief duties of the monks
to carry out tliis ordinance among the laity, and it

is, indeed, performed in a very solemn way. The
principal book on these occasions is the ' Sutra of

Amitabha,' or the Buddlia representing tlie sun in

the west, behind whicli lies paradise. The recitation

of this is accompanied by a thousandfold recitation

of that Buddha's blessed name. In this wise
Buddhism contributes much in China to the
ceremonial adornment of ancestor-worship.
The regular course of the Universal Order is

very much helped by the artificial 'turning of the
Dharma-wheel ' by man. The monks, therefore,

set up altars on occasions of destructive drought
or excessive rainfall, and there recite their sidras.

And at the same time, as at every recitation of

xutras, the saints are invoked, sacrificial ceremonies
and other rites are performed, and numerous spells

are uttered. Such religious magic is nearly always
performed by command of the authorities, who of

course, in times of threatened failure of the har-
vest, are always in dread of famine. It is also

performed when there is a plague of locusts ; in

sickness or epidemics ; when there is an impend-
ing revolt or war ; and on occasions of flood, or

conflagration—in short, whenever danger must be
averted.

Since, then, the sacred books avert all evil from
mankind, and make mankind in every way not
merely happy but holy, even in the highest
Buddhistic degree, it stands to reason that in the
golden age of Cliina's Buddhism the number of

these sfitras increased infinitely. Learned clerics

devoted themselves to the translation of them
from Sanskrit and Pali, and apparently wrote a
good many themselves, thus acquitting themselves
of the holy duty of increasing tlie ways to
salvation. Pious monks undertook pilgrimages to
India, in order to collect the sacred writings there
and bring them to China. Some have left records
of their travels, which are of very great value for

our knowledge of their holy land, as well as of

other countries. Among the most famous pilgrims
are Fa-hien, who started his journey in A.D. 399 ;

Sung-yiin, whose travels took place between 518
and 5^2 ; I-tsing, who lived from 634 to 713 ; and
particularly Hiuen-Tswang, who was absent from
his home from 629 to 645.

We may, of course, consider Chinese Buddhist
literature to date from the very moment of the
introduction of the religion into China. No fewer
than 2213 works are mentioned in the oldest
catalogue of A.D. 518 ; 276 of these are in existence.
In A.D. 972 the holy books were printed collectively

for the first time, and since that time several
Tripitalca editions have been made in China,
Korea, and Japan. In China, owing to the general
decay of monachism, probably no complete editions
now exist ; but, fortunately, copies of several
editions have found their way into Japan. In
1586 the Japanese priest Mi-tsang began a reprint
of the Tripltaka made at Peking under T'aitsung
of the Ming dynasty, who reigned from 1403 to

1424; it was finislje*. after his death. In 1681 it

was carefully reprinted. A few years ago an
excellent and cheap edition in movable types was
made by a learned society in Tokyo, which pur-

poses to collect and reproduce everything which
may throAv light on the history and culture of

•lapan; and the same society is even preparing a
supplement, containing everything else which may
still be discovered in the Buddhist field. The
Buddhist sacred literature of Eastern Asia, there-
fore, need no longer be missing in any considerable
learned library of the world. The Japanese col-
lection is in the Chinese language, which has

remained to this day the sacred language of the
Buddhist Church in the Land of Sunrise. j.

The great ' Sutra of Brahma's Net' also makes
it a law for all seekers of salvation to secure and
further each other's welfare and holiness by pious
wishes. Cood wishes, on the supposition that
they are made with fervent honesty, have efficacy.

They are uttered at almost every ceremony and at
every act of the brethren of the monastery, and
give a special impress of devoutiiess to their life.

The common daily matins, or early service in the
church of the monastery, consisting principally in

the recitation of a siltra devoted to the Buddha of

the East, Amitabha's counterpart, concludes with
a comprehensive wish for the welfare of all

creatures. Side by side with such wishes, the
brethren continually utter an oath to the effect

that they will e"ndeavour to secure tlie happiness
of all creatures, as well as to cultivate in their own
persons the wisdom of the Buddlias. In this way
they zealously minister to general progress on the
way to salvation.

An important monastic method for the attain-

ment of holiness is dhijana. It consists in deep
meditations—carried on for a long time—on sal-

vation, and by this means its reality is obtained.
Thought, indeed, produces this reality ; it has
creative force ; it acts like magic. In the larger
monasteries there are rooms, or a hall, specially

devoted to this work of meditation, where the
monks bury themselves in quiet reflexion, or in

a state of somnolence. The winter months are
specially devoted to this pious exercise.

Finally, there are exercises of repentance and
confession of sins, which are performed every
morning at the early service. Of course it is

impossible for man to walk in the way of salvation
with good results, unless he is continually purged
from sins which lead astray. As this daily cleans-

ing hardly suffices, the monks have introduced
another, the so-called pnsadha, whicli takes place
at each new moon and full moon. On this and on
other occasions, as they think fit, they purge them-
selves from their sins by recitations of a certain

siitra which Buddha preached to men for this

purpose ; and they also say litanies consisting of

the names of innumerable Buddhas, and use many
other rites for the same end.

These few words may suffice to sketch the aim
and purpose of Buddhist monastic life. There is

no doubt that it represents the highest stage of

devotion and piety to which to this day man in

Eastern Asia has been able to raise himself. Its

principle—love and devotion for every creature
endowed with life, carried up far above the level

of practical use, to a height almost fantastic, if

not fanatical— is the woof of ' Brahma's Net
' ; the

warp of this Net is compassion, disinterestedness,

and altruism in various forms—virtues without
which the realm of the Buddha is inaccessible.

The interdiction to kill is absolute. It is tlie very
first commandment, including also interdiction to

eat flesh, fish, or insects, or to do anj'thing what-
ever which might endanger a life. It is, as a
consequence, even forbidden to trade in animals ;

or to keep cats or dogs, because these are car-

nivorous beasts ; or to make fire without necessity,

or to possess or sell any sharp instruments, or

weapons, nets, or snares. ' Thou shalt not be an
ambassador, because by thy agency a war might
break out. Warriors or armies thou shalt not
even look at. Thou shalt not bind anybody
. . .' The interdiction to steal is also drawn out to

its farthest consequences. It prohibits incorrect

weights and measures, and arson. The command-
ment against untruthfulness and lying includes all

cheating by word and gesture, all backbiting or

calumny, even the mention of faults and sins of
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the brethren in the faith. Further, the iirinciplc

of universal love causes the Code of ' Crahnui's

Net' to forbid slave-dealing and slave-keeping.

The honour of having proliibited slavery more
than fiftoi-n hundred j-ears ago belongs, therefore,

to Buddhism. Complete forgiveness for any wrong
whatsoever is required— all revenge, even for the

murder of a father or mother, being forbidden.

The Buddhist code does not, of course, merely
pleach abstinence from crime and sin, Init enforces

also active cultivation of virtue—a natural conse-
quence, indeed, of its groat ]irinciple of promoting
the good and salvation of eveiy one. It ordains the
rescue of creatures from imminent death always
and everywhere, the giving of possessions to others
without the slightest regi'et or avarice, especial!}-

to brethren in the faith. ' Thou shalt sell for

them thy kingdom, thy children, whatever thou
possessest, even tlic flesh of thine own body ; nay,
thou shalt give tliy Hesli to satisfy the hunger of

wihl beasts. All injury, insult, and calumny
which falleth on others shalt thou divert upon
tliyself. Thou shalt hide thine own virtue and
excellence, lest they eclipse those of others.' It is

further ordained to nurse the sick, and to ransom
slaves. It is strictly forbidden to do anything
which might induce another to a sinful act, and
which, as a con.sequence, might be an impediment
on his way to .salvation—such as to sell .spirituous

liquors or to facilitate their sale ; or to commit
incest, since such an act also makes another
person sin.

Salvation l^eing the alpha and the omega of
' Brahma's Net,' the Code which bears its name
abounds with rescripts on the preaching of the
Doctrine and the Laws. The commandments must
be learned by heart, recited constantly, printed
and reprinted, published over and over again.
' Thou shalt to this end,' it proclaims, ' tear oft'

thine own skin for paper, use thy blood for ink,

thy bones lor writing-pencils.' On tlie other hand,
it is a gi-ave sin to refuse to listen to sermons on
the holy religion, or to treat carelessly any foreign

preacher or apostle—they must all be hospitably
received, and requested to preach three times a
day ; and from all sides disciples and monks must
run to them to hear. Religious books must be
treated with idolatrous care, and even sacriHces

must be offered to them, as if they were living

saints.

As we might expect, the Code of ' Brahma's
Net' does not fail to mention conventual life. It

demands that convents shall be erected with
parks, forests, and fields, that is to say, witli

grounds on the products of which the monks may
live. It ordains the erection of jiagodas of Buddha
for the exercise of dltydnit, and forbids mandarins
to hinder their erection, or to confiscate any of

their po.ssessions. As a matter of fact, history
has many cases to record of ze.alots who founded
monasteries, or gave of their wealth to increase

their estate and income, and therewith the
number of their monks. Yet, in by far the
majority i-f cases, they liave been erected and
supimrted lor the regulation of the climate, or, as

the Chinej^e themselves say, iovfimg-shui purposes.
From the 4th cent. A.D. we hnd mention of the
erection of convents in mountains where dragons
caused thunderstorms and tempests, floods and
inundations—with the object of bridling the.se

imaginary beasts ; or where, on the contrary,
monTvs had conjured away droughts by compelling
dragons to send down their rains ; and it is a fact

that, to this day, people and mandarins openly
confess that such institutions exist for hardly any
purpose but regulation of winds {/unci) and rainfall

{shui), and, consequently, to secure good crops, so

often endangered in treeless China by droughts.

Thus it is that convents are generally found in
mountains which send down the water without
which cultivation of rice and other products in the
valleys is imjHJSsible ; thu.s it is that, conversely,
the people, protected in this way, support tfie

convents with gifts, for which the monks are
bound to perform their .?«<ra-readings and their
religious magic for the success of agriculture.
An<t it is on the same important considerations
that mandarins, however thoroughly Confucian
they are, support the convents, and lack the
courage to sequestrate and demolish them.
The influence of a Buddhist convent on weather

and rainfall is mainly due to the fact that it

harbours in its central or principal part, which is

the great sanctuary, church, or chapel, three large
images of the 2'nTatna, tliat is to say, of the
Dharma, or Order of the Universe, the Buddha,
or the Universal Light, and the Sahgha, or
assembly of Bodhisattvas, Devas, Arhats, and the
whole host of saints who perform their part in the
revolutions of tlie Universe. The place of the
images of these three highest universal powers has
been calculated with the utmost care hyfting-skiii
professors, so that all the favourable influences of

the heavens, mountains, rivers, etc., converge on
them, and may be emitted by their holy bodies
over the whole country around. In many cases,

a pagoda is erected for the same purpose in the
immediate neighbourhood of the convent, on an
elevated spot commanding a wide horizon. It

contains an image of Buddha, or, if possible, a
genuine relic of his own body, in con.sequence of

which it becomes a depository of Universal Light,
always driving away the mdras, or spirits of
darkness and evil. Such a tower, therefore, pro-
tects and blesses the whole countiy bounded by its

horizon, as the Buddha himself in his own person
would do.

Seeing that the holy ' Sutra of Brahma's Net ' is

the very basis of the system of Buddhist religious

life in the Far East,—the principal instrument of

the great Buddhist art of salvaticm,—it certainly
deserves to be called the most important of the
sacred books of the East. Its importance is also

paramount from the fact that it has exercised its

influence for at least 1500 j'ears, if the general
statement is correct that a preface was written to

it by Sang Chao, who lived in the 4th and 5th
centuries of our era. A study of that influence is

a study of the history of Mahayana Buddhism
itself, as it has prevailed not only in China, but
also in Indo-China, Korea, and Japan. Such a
study miglit show that the book has been the
mightiest instrument for the amelioration of

customs and morals in Asia.

Certainly the career of Buddhism cannot be saiil

to have been a very happy one. It might, on
account of its nidile i)rinciiiles of humanitari.inism,
h.ave deserved a better fate. It had no enduring
success in In<lia, where it was bom ; Brahmauisni
and Sivaism there have actually superseded, not to

say destroyed, it. Nor has it met with better

fortune in China. There it has never been able to

supplant ('onfucianism, the religion of the State.

On the contrary, after some centuries of consider-

able pro-sperity and growth, a strong reaction

against it set in from the Confucian side, reducing

the Church and its monachism in course of time to

the pitiable state in which we know it at the

present day. The chief rea.son of that spirit of

antagonism and persecution was, of course, that

it did not, like Confucianism, give truth pure and
unalloyed. It wa-s a heterodox religion. The
greatest triumph of the opposition was in A.D. 845,

when the emperor Wu I sung decreed that the

46(X) convents and the 40,000 religious buildings in

the empire should be pulled down, and that the
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260,000 monks ami nuns should adopt secular life.

Herewith the glory of the Cliurch was ^oue for

ever; the number of its monasteries and ascetics

remained from that time at a minimum level ; the
State henceforth has continued to give Uonluciau-
ism its full due, that is to say, it has maintained
to this day the laws and rescripts shackling the
Church, and has even increased their severity.

The Ta-Ts'ing luh li, the great Code of Laws of

the empire, prohibits the erection or restoration
of Buddhist convents without special Imperial
authorization, and forbids any priest to have more
than one disciple, or to adopt this profession before
he is forty years old. The result of these laws,

which have "been doing their work for at least live

hundred years, has been that the days of the
Buddhist convents seem numbered. The hundreds
of stately edifices, which, as books profusely inform
us, once studded the empire, can now be found by
dozens onlj' ; and even from these all but a few of

the clergy have disappeared. Nuns are rare.

But the influence of the Church and its doctrines
survives among the people. It gives birth to
numerous lay-communities, the members of which
make it their object to assist each other on the
road to salvation. They are a natural fruit of the
doctrine that, to obtain salvation, it is not at all

necessary to retire into a monastery ; for ordinary
men and women it is quite sufficient to obey the
five fundamental commandments against murder,
theft, adultery, lying, and alcohol—this obedience
being capable of raising them to the sanctity of

the devas, or gods. Frequently we find such
societies mentioned in books under denominations
which evidently bear upon their principal means
for reaching sanctity ; but about their doctrines or

rules we read very little. The first and principal

commandment compels them to be strictly vege-
tarian ; and they apply themselves to the
rescuing of animals in danger of death and to

other works of merit, as well as to the worship
and in\-ocation of the chief saints who lend the
seekers after salvation a helping hand, namely,
Sakya, Amitabha, and Jlaitreya, and the merciful
Avalokitesvara, or Kwan-yin. These names are
continually on sectarian lips. The female element
plays a part of great importance, even a pre-

dominating part, in the sects. The broad uni-

versalistic views of the Mahayana Church even
compelled it to regard Confucianism and Taoism
as parts of the Order of the World, and therefore
as ways leading to salvation. Hence the Buddhist
sects naturally contain elements borrowed from
the religion and ethics of Confucius and Lao-tse.

It is, indeed, the nature of those sects to be
eclectic. They bear irrefutable evidence to the
blending of Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism
into a single religion ; the Chinese saying that
these three religions are but a single one is

realized by sectarianism. In the principal sects

the Buddhist element predominates in every
respect, their institutions being moulded upon
Buddhist monasticism. They possess everything
pertaining to a complete religious system : founders
and prophets, a hierarchy and a pantheon, com-
mandments and moral philosophy, initiation and
consecration, religious ritual, meeting-places or
chapels with altars, religious festivals, sacred
books and writings, even theology, a paradise, and
a hell—borrowed principally from Mahayanistic
Buddhism, and partially from old Chinese Taoist
and Confucian Universalism. It is through these
associations that piety and virtue, created by
hopes of reward, or by fears of punishment here-
after, are fostered among tlie people, who, but for
the sects, would live in utter ignorance about such
matters ; indeed, Confucius and his school have
written or said nothing of importance on these

subjects, and the Taoist aspirations after virtue

and religion have evidently died. The sects thus
fill a great blank in the people's religious life.

They are accommodated to the religious feelings

of the humble, and, by satisfying their cravings
for salvation, are able to hold their own, in spite

of bloody oppression and persecution by the
Government. Spiritual religion exists in China
principally within the circle of Buddhism ; and
through the sects Buddhism meets the human
need of such an inward religious life.

To divert the dangers of State persecution, it is

for sects a matter of the highest importance to

keep their existence secret ; they are, in fact,
' secret societies,' branded as dangerous to morality,

to the State, and to the people. History proves
that they have often fostered agitation, sedition,

and even rebellions, and civil wars which have
raged for years. Such events may have to be
considered as outbursts of suppressed exasperation,

provoked by centuries of cruel oppression. For
the suppression of the sects the State has enacted
a series of laws in the Ta-lVing luh li.
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CHINA (Islam in).—See Islam (in China).

CHINA (Jews in).—The existence of Hebrews
in China undoubtedly dates back a considerable

period. By many authorities {e.g. Gesenius, Thes.

948 ff.; Delitzsch and Cheyne in their Ooni?n.)the

reference in Is 49'" to 'the land of Sinim' is con-

sidered to relate to the Chinese Empire ; and
although others [e.g. Cheyne, Introd. to Is. ; Dilhu.-

Kittel,"c'o?n. ; Duhm, C'o»».) question this interpreta-

tion, intercoui'se between Jewish merchants settled

in Persia and the 'silk-men,' as the Romans called

the Chinese, is undoubted. The Seres (Chinese)

are frequently mentioned in Latin literature in

connexion with silk: e.g. Ovid, Am. I. xiv. 6;
Vergil, Georg. ii. 121 (the latter passage refers to the

belief that sUk was made from the leaves of trees).

The adjective serictis means 'silken,' as, e.g., in

I'ropertius, IV. viii. 23 ; and the neuter sericum is

used by later writers (Ammianus, Isidorus, the

^'ulgate) as a substantive = ' silk. ' With regard to

the exact date of a permanent Hebrew settlement

in China there is considerable doubt. From the

inscription still preserved at Kai-Fung-Fu it appears

that the colony settled in that city during the

Han dynasty, which lasted from 206 B.C. until

A.D. 221. It is also stated more definitely that the

settlement took place under the Emperor Ming-ti

of this dynasty, who reigned from A.D. 58 to 76.

The year 69 was that of the fall of Jerusalem, a

calamity that led to a still wider dispersion of

the Jews, and it is quite possible that one of the

remotest etiects of the Roman victory was the

establishment of a Jewish colony within the limits

of the Chinese Empire. A Jewish traveller, Sulai-

man, of the 9tli cent., claims that the settlement

Avas made in the year A.D. 65 (see Ibn Khordadbeh,
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Tlie Book of Ways). 'I'lie severe Babylonian per-

secutions of a generation earlier, that led to tlie

massacre of at least 50,000 Jews, have also been
pointed to as a possible cause of the inimisration,
and similar occurrences in Persia in the middle of

the 3rd cent, have been quoted for the same reason.

The undoubted traces of Persian inllnence in the
ritual of the Chinese Jews prove conclusively
home connexion with Persia, and it is possible
that the 3rd cent, may have seen an immigration,
though not necessarily the first, of Jews into China.
In Kenaudot's tran.-^Iation of Ancient Accounts uf
India and C/titui, by two Mohammedan Travellers

who xoent there in the Xinth Century, it is stated
that at that date Jews had been settled in China
from time immemorial. The other extreme is

adopted by a Chinese authority (JE, art. ' China '),

who states that .seventy families landed in Honan
in A.D. 9.JI) and were settled by the Government
at Peen-lang (afterwards Kai-Fung-Fu). If the
view be adopted that the Jewish colonies in China
were not all established at the same time, but by
different batches of immigrant?, none of these
varying dates need be discarded without examina-
tion. In some quarters the view is held that the

settlements were in reality anterior to any of the

dates already mentioned, and that the Hebrew sect

do not derive their origin from Jewish settlers

either previous or subsequent to the fall of Jeru-
salem, but to their kinsmen the Israelites who
set out on their wanderings some centuries earlier.

In short, China, no less than every other province
of the world, has been pointed to as the hiding-

place of the Lost Ten Tribes. In support of this

view, however, little or no evidence is produced.
One piece of evidence that supports the great
antiquity of the settlements is the name Tiao-

Kill Kiaou or ' Pluckers-out of the Sinew' (cf.

Gn 32^-), which is applied to the settlers by their

Chinese neighbours. If the colonists had arrived
much later than the 1st cent., it is certain that

other customs adopted in obedience to Rabbinical
precept would have attracted more attention from
the natives than that of plucking out the sinew
that shrank. Certain peculiarities in the synagogue
ritual also support the theory of a very early settle-

ment.
The suggested sources of the immigration are

almost as numerous as the periods during which it

is said to have taken place. In the Kai-Fung-Fu
inscription of 1489 it is stated that the religion

practised in the synagogue came from Tien-Chou
(India?), and further that the seventy families who
arrived in the 10th cent, came from ' Western
Lands.' This immigration is believed by Edouard
Chavannes (lieinie de Synthase histonque, De<-.

1900 [cf. Bihlintlu-.ca Sinica', 591]) to have come
by sea from India, from the Jewish colonies that
w'ere already in existence there. In the 14tli

cent., Ibn Batuta, an Arabic writer, in his account
of Al-Khansa (tiang-chou or Canfu) refers to the
numbers of Jews settled there for commercial
purposes. At that period Peen-lang was also an
important city, and, the ordinary trade routes
running through Persia and Khorasan, it is sug-

gested that the .lews came by those roads as

ordinary merchants. Still another supposition is

that these Jews, or a section of them, formed a
portion of Alexander's armj-. The introduction of

silk into China has also been attributed to these
newcomers.
But little is known of the history of the sect

during the Middle Ages. In the 8th cent, the
Emperor appointed an officer to look after the
affairs of tlie colony. The two Muhammadan
travellers to whom allu.sion has already been made
state that in the 9th cent, the sect was very
numerous and inlluential, and that of the 100,000 or

120,000 alien victims of the Bai-chu revolts, a large
proportion consisted of Jews. Other causes also

tended to reduce the Jewish population at that
time, for many ' for the sake of riches and prefer-

ment have abjured their own religion.' A passing
reference to Jewish prosperitv and influence in

China is found in Marco Polo's account of his

travels (Murray's tr. p. 99). Occasional mention
of the colony is also found in Chinese annals.

Under the year 1329 they appear in connexion
with legislation for the taxation of dissenters.

Twenty-five years later, rich Jews and Muham-
madans were invited to assist in suppressing the
several insurrections that were then raging.
Although Jewish colonists are known to have

settled in several districts of China—in Canton,
Ningpo, Nan-King, Peking, etc., it is only regard-
ing the settlement in Kai-Fung-Fu that we have
any information. The city itself has undergone
many vicissitudes since its first establishment. In
its earliest days it was the capital of a petty
kingdom, and later it became annexed to other
districts. In the course of its career it has borne
m.any names. It first obtained its present designa-
tion in the 3rd cent, of the present era, but changed
it after an interval for that of Peenchow, only to

resume its former appellation after a short period.
The city was then known in succession as Leang-
Chow, Nang - kin, and Peen - lang. Finally, it

resumed the ancient designation of Kai-Fung-Fu.
The period of the city's greatest prosperity was
the 12th century. It then measured six leagues
in circumference, and had a population of more
than a million families. Its palaces and gardens
were famous, and the approaches to the city
renowned. Its vicissitudes have included fifteen

inundations, six extensive fires, and eleven sieges.

The early setllenKnt.—The early history of the
Jewish community in Kai-Fung-Fu can best be
learned from the following abstracts of the transla-

tions of inscriptions on stone tablets found in the
city and dated respectively 1489, 1512, and 1663.

From the first we learn that
'Seventy families, viz. Li, Yen, Kao, Chao, and others, came
to the Court ol Song, bringing aa tribute cloth of cotton from
West/Crn lands. The Emperor said, "You have come to China.
Keep and follow the customs of your forefathers, and settle at
Peen-lang (Kai-Fung-Fu)'"

In the first year of Long-hing of the Song dynasty (1163),
when Lie-wei (Levi) was the Ouseta (Rabbi), Yentula erected
the synagogue. Under the Yuen dynasty, in the sixteenth
year of the Che-Yuen cycle (1279), the temple structures were
rebuilt. The dimensions ou each side were thirty-five Ichaitg

(about 350 feet).

The Emperor Tai-tsou, who founded the Ming dynasty,
granted in 1390 land to all who submitted to his authority, on
which they could dwell peacefully and profess their religion

without molestation. The Jews had ministers of religion, who
were caUed Man-la (Mullah), to rule the synagogue and to
watch over the religious institutions.

In the nineteenth year of Yong-Io (1421), Yen-Cheng, a
physician, received from the Emperor a present of incense, and
l>eriuission to repair the S3'nagogue. *rhen was received the
grand tablet of the Ming dynasty to be placed in the synagogue.
"The Emperor bestowed honours and titles upon Yen-Cheng.

In 1461 there was an overflow of the Yellow River, and the
foundations alone of the synagogue were left standing. Li-Yong,
having obtained the necessary permission from the prorincia!

treasurer, rebuilt the temple and had it decorated.
Later on, the cells at the rear of the synag'>;,'ue were put up,

and three copies of the Holy Law were placed there. A copy
of the I^aw had, before this, been obtained from Ning-pouo

;

another had been presented by Chao-Yng of Ning-pouo.
Various dignitaries presented the table of offerings, the bronze
vase, the Hower vases, and the candlesticks. Other members
of the community contributed the ark, the triumjihal arch, the
balustrades, and other furniture for Israel's temple called

I-se-lo-nie-tien.

The second inscription furnishes little historical

information additional to that already obtained.

The following pa-ssage is, however, of interest

:

' During the Han dynasty this religion entered China. In
1101 a Bvnagogiie was built at Peon. In 1296 it was rebuilt.

Tho.se wiio practise this religion are found in other places than
Peen.'

The third inscription, after repeating the his-
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torioal incidents mentioned in the first, continues
with a graphic account of the events that followed
the fall of the Ming dynasty in 1642 :

The city undenvenL a six months' siege hy tlie rehel chief
Li-Tse-Cheng, who eventually caused its fall by diverting the
Yellow River. The loss of life was §:reat, and the synaj^rogue
was destroyed ; about 200 Jewish famUies were saved, and took
refuge on the north side of the river. The names are recorded
of those who succeeded in saving the scrolls and other sacred
books which were floating on the water. These, with other
sacred writings which were rescued out of the ruins of the
synagogue, were placed in a large house away from the city,

where, for a time, the Jews assembled for" Divine service.
About ten years afterwards, Chao Yng - cheng, a Jewish
mandarin from the province of Chen-si, who was in coumiand
of a force of soldiers, came to Peen and did much to restore
the city, the roarls, and the bridges. Aided by his brother,
Yug-teou, he induced his co-religionists to return to the city
and to take iip their old habitations close tothe temple, which
was rebuilt in the j-ear lGo3, in the tenth year of the reign of
Choen-che. Full particulars are given of the work of recon-
struction and of the part taken by the members of the seven
houses. It was not possible to make up more than one com-
plete scroll of the Law out of the parchments recovered from
the waters. This task was entrusted to their religious chief.
The scroll, much venerated by the faithful, was placed in the
middle of the ark. Twelve other scrolls were gradually collated
and put ill order by members of the commumty, whose several
names are given on the back of the stele, and the other holy
writings and prayer-books were repaired and revised with
every care. The commandant Chao Yng-cheng, before leav-
ing the city, wrote an account of the vicissitudes undergone by
the sacred scrolls, and his brother published a book of ten
chapters on the subject. Several high mandarins, whose names
are given in the stele, took a part in the work of the restoration
of the synagogue, and also in the erection of the stele, which took
place in the second year of Kang-hi of the Tsing dynasty (1663).

An Orphan Colony. — The discovery of tlie
' Orphan Colony ' is entirely due to the eflbrts of
Jesuit missionaries, and especially to those of one
of a cultured and enlightened band that was sent
out to Peiklng at the end of the 16th century.
These Jesuits were so well received in Peking that
some of them were raised to the rank of Mandarin,
and several, as Pre.sidents of the Tribunal of Mathe-
matics, were the ofScial advisers cf the Government
on matters relating to the Calendar and Astronomy.
It was one of them. Father Ricci, who first, by
accident, came into contact with a native Jew.
One day, Ricci received a visit from a native
scholar who had come to Peking to pass an ex-
amination for a Government appointment. He
had heard of Ricci's religious beliefs, the worship
of one God, the Lord of Heaven and Earth. He
knew that he was not a Muhammadan, and the
visitor therefore concluded that the stranger's
religious beliefs were the same as his own. Ricci
on his part was struck by the physiognomy of his
visitor, diflering as it did from those to which he
had become accustomed in China. He took him
into his oratory, where he knelt before the picture
of the Holy FamOy with St. John and another of
theEvangelists. 'The visitor followed his example,
saying, ' We, in China, do reverence to our ances-
tors. This is Rebecca with her sons Jacob and
Esau ; but as to the other picture, why make
obeisance to only four sons of Jacob? Were there
not twelve?' Mutual explanations followed, and
it then transpired that Father Ricci's visitor was
an Israelite (so he described himself, not a Jew),
and came fi-om Kai-Fun^-Fu. In that city there
were ten or twelve families of Israelites, \\ith a
synagogue recently renovated in which a scroll of
the Law four or five hundred years old was pre-
served. The visitor recognized old Hebrew char-
acters, but was unable to read them. The know-
ledge was, however, by no means lost in the colony.
Other visits fi-om native Jews followed, and three
years later Ricci succeeded in sending a native
Christian to Kai-Fimg-Fu. His report confirmed the
statements of the Jewish visitors. Correspondence
ensued between Ricci and the native Jewish com-
munity, in the course of which the local Rabbiship
was ofi'ered to the Jesuit prorided that he was
willing to reside with them and to abstain from the

ttesh of the swine. Ricci's successor, Julius Aleni,
possessed a knowledge of Hebrew, and visited the
colony himself in 1613. In Nan-King Semmedo
learnt that tlie last five families in tliat city had
recently joined the Muhamniadans, the coninnmity
nearest akin to them ; and writing in 1642, lie

alluded to four Chinese towns in which native
Jews were then living in favourable circumstances.
Almost a century elapsed before the next Euro-

pean visited the colony. Father Gozani in 1704
went on direct instructions received from Rome,
and was favourably received and obtained valu-
able information. On later occasions the Papal
authorities sent Gaubel and Domenge on similar
errands, and in these instances also the visits were
by no means barren of results. These visits con-
tinued at frequent intervals until 1723, when tlie

Emperor Yong-Ching expelled all missionaries from
the province.

The next attempt to get into communication
with the colony was made by the Anglo-Jewish
community. In 1760, Hahani Isaac Nieto, the ex-
spiritual head of the London community of Spanish
and Portuguese Jews, addressed to the Chinese
colony a letter couched in sympathetic terms, and
asking for information on a variety of points. No
trace can be foimd of the receipt of any reply,
although one in Hebrew and Chinese is said to
have come. Nine years later, Kennicott of Oxford
attempted to get into coimmmication with the
colony, but without success ; and simUar unsatis-
factory results attended the eflbrts made by
Tychsen in 1777 and 1779. In 1815 some English
Jews sent a letter which imdoubtedly reached the

Eeople for whom it was intended. The messenger,
owever, did not await a reply, and this oppor-

timity for a continued correspondence was lost.

Destitution and decay.—The treaty of Nan-King
in 1842 and the opening of five treaty ports gave
great facilities, as compared with those hitherto
existing, for intercourse with China. James
Finn, British Consul in Jerusalem, began to take
an interest in the Jewish remnant in China, and in

1845 addressed a letter to the community. This
letter was duly delivered, but by a series of acci-

dents the reply did not reach Finn untU 1870.
From that reply it was ascertained that the con-
dition of the colony had become very precarious.

Destitution and religious decay were prevalent.
The scrolls of the community were stiU intact, but
none of its members could read them. Only one
of them, a woman of more than seventy years, had
any recollection of any of the tenets of tlieir faith.
' Morning and night, with tears in our eyes and with
ott'erings of incense, do we implore that our religion
may again flourish.' The community was without
ministers, and its temple was in ruins. The prayer
of the writer and of his co-religionists was that
assistance should be aflbrded them in the restora-

tion of their house of prayer, and that they should
be supplied with teachers who would give them
instruction in the ordinances of Judaism.
This pathetic statement of the condition of aflairs

was confirmed by the messengers sent to Kai-Fung-
Fu in 1850 and 1851 by the then Bishop of Hong-
Kong :

'The expectation of a Messiah seems to have been entirely
lost. . . . They had petitioned the Chinese Emperor to have pity
on their povert.v, and to rebuild their temple. No reply had
been received from Peking ; but to this feeble hope they still

clung. Out of seventy family names or clans not more than
seven now remained. ... A few of them were shopkeepers in

the city ; others were agriculturists at some little distance from
the suburbs ; while a few families also lived in the temple
precincts, almost destitute of raiment and shelter. According
to present appearances, in the judgment of native messengers,
after a few years all traces of Judaism will probably Lave difi-

appeared, and this Jewish remnant mil have been aiualgamated
with and absorbed into surrounding Mubammadanism ' (Sorth
China Herald, Jan. IS, 1S51).

The number of the community was at first esti-
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mated at about 200 individuals, but later visitors

came to the conclusion that they far exceeded this

total. The rite of circiuucision was practised,

'.though the tradition respecting its orijjin and
object appears to he lost anion;,' them.' These
messengers from Hong-Kong succeeded in copying
the Jewi.sh inscriptions and obtained .several ol the
books in the possession of the community. They
also brouglit back two members of the colony, who
stayed for a few months at Shanghai.
One of the results of these successful efforts to

get into communication with the colony was that
the attention of the English and Ami^rican Jewish
communities was directed towards its existence.

Efforts were made both in England and in the
United States to send Jewish missionaries to the
Orphan Colony, but they were in every instance
foiled—by the outbreak of the Tai-Ping Rebellion,

or of the American Civil War, or by tlie death of

Benjamin u., the Jewish traveller who had been
engaged by the Anglo-Jewish community to visit

their secluded co-religionists.

In 1866, W. A. P. Martin, an American Pres-

byterian missionary, pul)lished the journal of

his visit to the colony. He also foimd the com-
munity in a very decayed condition. The temple
was represented by one solitary stone, inscriptions

on which recorded the erection of the synagogue
and its subsequent rebuilding. The descendants of

its builders admitted with shame and grief that
they had themselves demolished the walls still

standing in their time. Their physical wants
needed appeasing, and in order to satisfy them
they had sold the timber and stone of which the
edifice had been constructed.

In July 1867, the first .Jewish visitor for centuries,

a German, J. L. Liebermanu, arrived at Kai-Fung-
Fu. Other visitors followed. Their tales showed
a sad agreement. Within the last few years re-

peated efforts have been made to save the Orphan
Colony to Judaism. The leading Jewish citizens

of Shanghai formed a rescue committee, and
in August 1900 a native mes.senger was sent to

Kai-Fun";-Fu with a letter in Hebrew and Chinese
addressed to the Jewish community there. The
messenger returned to Shanghai towards the end
of October, with a reply in Chinese in which the
>vriter promised that, when the country was more
settled, some members of the colony would visit

Shanghai. Further correspondence ensued, and
resulted ultimately in this promise being fulfilled

in I'JUI and 1902. The two youngest of the
visitors were circumcLsed and received instruction

in Hebrew and Judaism, the object being to send
them back to their people in the capacity of

teachers. In 1902 also, in response to repeated
petitions, the Chinese Government gnuited the
community new title-deeds to the land on which
their temple originally stood. The original deeds
were lo.st during the 'lai-Ping Rebellion.
The E'l rlij Syna(joguc.—According tothe accounts

of the Jesuit visitors in the 18th cent., the syna-
gogue at Kai-Fung-Fu was known as Li-pai-si' (the
weekly meeting-house), as it was for the most part
opened only on the Sabbath. The worshijipeis
removed their slioes before entering the buildmg,
and wore a blue head-dress during service, to dis-

tinguish them from the Muhammadans, who wore
white. The reader of the Law covered his face
with a transp.arent veil in imitation of Moses
(Ex 34'"), and wore a red silk scarf depending fnmi
the right shoulder and tied under the left, lly tlie

side of the reader stood a monitor to conect him
if nece.s.sary. The prayers were chanted, and no
musical instruments were used. The congregation
wore no tnltithiin. The festivals as w'ell as the Day
of Atonement were didj- obsen-ed. The Feast of

Simchath Torah also received recognition, and, ac-

cording to the testimony of Father Domenge, the
service on that day included the customary pro-
ce.ssion of .scrolls of the l^aw. The liturgy contains
services for tlie Fast of Ab and for Purim. Tlie
New Moon was also celebrj'.ted as a festival, a
trace of pre-Talmudic tradition. The Calendar
and mode in which the festivals were fixed agreed
with those in use among modern Jews, as well as
witli those of the non-Jewish Chinese, wliose system
is similar to that of the Jews. Circumcision was
ob.served, pro.selytism discouraged, and inter-mar-
riage forbidden. The sacred hooks were used in

casting lots, and homage was paid to Confucius as
w.as also done by non-Jewish inhabitants. The name
of the Deity was never pronounced, but Etunoi—
the eriuivaleiit of the Hebrew Adonai—was used as
a substitute. These Jews refrained fi-om the use
of heathen musical instruments at their wedding
ceremonies, and abstained from the flesh of swine.
They did not, however, refuse to eat of the flesh of
animals which have undivided hoofs. Peculiarly,
this restriction was exercised by another small
sect lielieved to be the descendants of Syrian
Christians.

The followhig is an abstract of their ^Biblical

story :

* Abraham was ttie nineteenth in descent from Adam. The
patriarchs handed down the tradition forbidding the makinjc
and worshipping of images and spirits, and the holdinfj of
superstitions. Abraham pondered over problems of Nature,
and arrived at the belief in the one true God, and liecanie the
founder of the religion we believe in to this da^. This happened
in the 146th year of the Cheou dynasty.' His belief was
handed down from father to son till Moses, who, it is found,
was aUve in the 613th year of the Cheou dynasty. He was
endowed with wisdom and virtue. He abode'forty days on the
summit of Mount Sinai, refraining from meat and drink, and
comnmning with God. The fifty-three portions of the Law
liad their origin with hun. From him the Law and tradition
were handed down unto Kzra, who was likewise a patriarch.
After the Creation, the doctrine was transmitted by .\dam to
Noah ; thence unto Abraham, Is.iac, and Jacob, and afterwards
through the twelve patriarchs to Moses, Aaron, and Joshua.
Ezra promulgated the Law, and through him the letters of the
Yew-tbae (Jewish) nation were made plain.'

The books of the sect consist of the Pentateuch,
the Piayer-Book, and, according to the first Jesuit
visitor, Maccabees, Judith, and Ben Sira in Ara-
maic. The Pentateuch is divided into lifty-thrce

portions— not hfty - four, as among the iuodern
Jews. The sect also possessed the Haphtorali, or
portions of the projdiets to be read on festivals

and sabbaths, and the books of Esther, Ezra,
Nehemiah, and a portion of Chronicles. Other
books in the collection are the Keanq-Chanq, or
the Expositors, apparentl_y commentaries, and the
Lc-pac, or ceremonial books. Job, Proverbs, the
Song of Solomon, Ecelesiastes, Ruth, Lamenta-
tions, and Psalms were apparently not found,
altliough their omission from the catalogue does
not a.s.sure their non-existence. The liooks brought
to Europe were carefully examined by A.
Neubauer, who came to the conclusion that the
ritual was undoubtedly of Persian origin. In fact

ho idcntilied it with tlie Persian ritual, of which,
unfortunately, but very little is known. If there
were any iloubt concerning the origin of the
Chinese Jews, the fact that all the directions for

the ritual of their prayers are in Persian would
dispel it. The Persian used, however, is not the
old language, but that spoken since Firdausi. This
evidence of language would suggest a late immigra-
tion, long after tlie dynasty of Han, unless the
view be accepted that intercourse with Persia was
continued subsequently to the original settlement
in Chuia, and that it was from Persia that the
colony drew its hooks and possibly its instructors.

Parts of the Mishna are quoted in the Prayer-
liook, but nothing from the Gemara. It is also

necessary to noti(X' (hat vowel-points are placed
very arbitrarily. The I'esach Haggadah is almosr
the same as that of the Yemen Jews, whose ritual
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was closely allied to that of Persia. Some of the
books of the sect have been broujiht to Europe
and are in tlie niuseuin of the Loudon Society for
Promoting Christianity aiuonw tlie Jews, in the
British Museum, in the Libraries of the Universi-
ties of Oxford and Cambridge, at Yale College, in
the Lenox Library, New York, in the Vienna
Library, at Paris, and in the possession of the Hon.
Mayer Sulzberger, at Pliiladelphia.
The pronunciation of Hebrew by the Chinese

Jews, in conseijuence of their surroundings, diflers
somewhat from that customary among modem
Jews. For instance, min is pronounced thoulaha,
n-B-inD pideshitze, niDB- shmotze, Knp-i vajekelo, nmon
piemizcpaul, etc.

LiTKRiTDRE.—The literature o( tie subject is considerable
and appears in several languages :—A. Semmedo, Letters fromJmuU Missions (1627), and Further ReparU (1642) ILettres
(difiantes et curieuses^ vols. vii. and xxi.] ; Lee, The Travels of
Ibn Baluta (1829) ; E. Renaudot, Annent Accounts of India
and CAina( London, 1733); Trigaltius, de Christiana Expedi-
tione apud imoi (1615); Duhalde, Description de la Chine

YllR ' Kennicott, Dissertatio generalis in Biblia Hebraica
{1776); Ka.egleiri, NotiticeSSBibliorumJudceorum in Imperio
Aui^im (1805)

; Grosiers,I)csi;np(tOTid«iaCA!ne3(lS20)- Abb6
Sionnet, Essai sur lesJuifsde la Chine (1837); A. Kin^sley
Glover, Jewish Chinese Papers(lS9i)

; H. Cordier, Leg Jtu/s en
CAiTM (1891) ; Jerome Tobar, Inscriptions juives de Eai-Fonq-
Fnu, Shanghai, 1900; The Jeics at Kae-Fung-Foo, London
Missiouaiy Society's Press(1853); I. J. BenjamiaU.,Acht Jahre
inAsien und A/rika, 1858 ; Chirm's 3tillions, vol. xvi. No 4BEJ xxxT. and xli. ; JQR viii. it. and xiii. ; Lopez, Les Juifs en
Chine

; J. Finn, The Jews in China (1843), and the Orphan
Colony of Jews in China O.S.72); Christopher Theophilus von
Murr, Versuch einer Oeschichte der Juden in Sina (1806)
Jewish Chronicle, 29th April 1864, 11th JUlv 1879, 6th April 190o'
22nd July 1900, 4th Jan. 1901, 7th June 1901, 4th Aug. 1901, etc.

Albert M. Hyamson.
CHINOOKS.—The Chinook Indians are a

tribe which gives its name to an entire linguistic
family, speaking a tongue sharply difierentiated
by grammatical peculiarities from those of the
surrounding peoples. The family includes those
tribes formerly dwelling on Columbia River from
the Dalles to its mouth (except an insignificant
strip of territory occupied by an Athapascan tribe),
and on the lower Willamette as far as the present
site of Oregon City. It also occupied a part of the
coast on eacli side of the mouth of the Columbia,
from Shoalwater Bay on tlie north to Tillamook
Head on the south. They dwelt in large wooden
houses, which were occupied on communal prin-
ciples by three or four families, often containing
twenty or more individuals ; but, as their food
supply consisted chiefly of salmon and roots, they
were forced to wander considerably from their
villages, especially in summer. By reason of their
trading habits and cupidity they may be regarded
as the Phcenicians of the Red Race. They made
extended trips to various parts of the surrounding
counti-y for the purpose of bartering their wares,
and carried raids into the territories of other
peoples, making slaves of their captives, and
bartering them with other tribes. The vUlao-e
was the chief social unit with them, and they
possessed no clan system. Each village, however,
possessed a headman, whose influence often
extended over several communities. In physical
organization they difl'ered considerably from the
other coast tribes. They were taller, with wide
faces and prominent noses, the expression being
frequently one of extreme craftiness, w^hilst the
custom of artilicially flattening the head by com-
pressing the front of the occipital region was
universal with them. They were divided into two
linguistic groups—Lower Chinook, comprising
Chinook proper and the Clatsop ; and Upper
Chinook, comprising all the rest of the tribe, with
numerous dialectic diflerences. The Lower Chinook
dialects are now practically extinct. Of persons of
pure Chinook blood only about 300 now exist.
Upper Chinook is still spoken by considerable
numbers, but the fusion of blood on the Indian

reservation, where most of the so-called Chinooks
now dwell, has been so great that the majority of
those who speak it cannot be said to be of Chinook
blood.

1. Type of religion.—The stage of religious
evolution to which the beliefs of the Chinooks may
be referred was that of zootheism, where no line
of demarcation exists between man and beast,
and all facts and phenomena of being are explained
in the mythic history of zoomorphic personages
who, though supernatural, can still hardly be
described as gods. The original totemic nature of
these beings it would be ditbcult to gainsay. They
appear to occupy a position between the totem and
the wod proper—an evolutionary condition which
has been the lot of many deities. Allied mth
these beliefs we find a sliamanistic medico-religious
practice, in which the various ' gods ' are invoked
for the assistance of the sick. Such a system is
rare among N. American Indian tribes, and bears
some resemblance to the systems in vogue among
the tribes of N.E. Asia.

2. Cosmogony.

—

' Coyote was coming. He came to Got'at. There he met a
heavy surf. He was afraid that he might be dnfted away, and
went up to the spruce trees. He staved there a long time.
Thea he tool; some sand, and threw it upon that surf. This
shall be a prairie and no surf. The future generations shall
walk on that prairie. Thus Clatsop became a prairie.'

Such is the myth which relates how Italapas, the
Coyote god, created the Chinookan district. He
then fixed the various tabus, esjiecially as regarded
salmon-catching. Throughout the north-west,
west, and the Pacific coast of N. America
generally, the coyote is regarded either as the
creative agency, or as a turbulent enemy of the
creator liimself. In the myths of the Maidu of
California, Kodoyanpe, the creator, has a prolonged
struggle with Coyote, who seeks to hamper him in
his world-shapinw work, and is finally worsted by
his crafty foe. But in the myths of the Shushwap
and Kutenai of British Columbia, Coyote himseli
is the creator, and in those of the Californian
Ashochimi, Coyote appears after the Deluge, and
plants in the soil the feathers of various birds,
which grow into the various tribes of men (Stephen
Powers, Tribes of California, Washington, 1877, p.

200).

3. Mythological concepts.—These fall into four
classes: (1) supernatural beings of a zoomorphic
type, with many of the attributes of deity

; (2)
guardian spirits ; (3) evil spirits ; (4) culture-heroes.

(1) Zoomorphic beings.—This class includes such
concepts as the coyote, blue-jav, robin, skunk, and
panther. As has been said, tliere is probably no
doubt that all these beings were originally totems
of various Chinookan clans, altliough these do not
appear to have possessed any special tribal names,
but are simply designated as ' those dwelling at
such and such a place.' The Chinooks may, how-
ever, have lost these tribal names—a common
occurrence when tribes become sedentary—and
yet liave retained their totemistic concepts.

Italapas, the Coj'ote, as has been said, is one of
the chief of Chinook concepts of the first class, and
may be regarded as at the head of the pantheon.
Nearly equal to him in importance is Blue-Jay,
who figures in nearly every myth of Chinook
origin. But whereas Italapas, the Coyote, assisted
Ikanam, the Creator, in tlie making of men and
taught them various arts, Blue-Jay's mission is

obviously one of dispeace ; and he well typifies the
liird from which he takes his name, and from
which he was probably derived tot«micalIy. He
figures as a mischievous tale-bearer, braggart, and
cunning schemer, w ith many points of resemblance
to the Loki of Scandinainan mythology.
His origin is touched upon in a 'mvth d'caling with the

journey of the Thunderer through the country of the Super-
naturil people, in vhich, with Blue-Jay's help, the Thundenr
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and his son-ic-Iavv obtain posaessionof the bows and tartjc-ts ot
the SupeniaturaWolk. They engage in a shootiinj-match witii

the invaders, who win at first by usin^ their own targets, Init

when the Supernatural people suspect craft, they a^ee to the
substitution of stiinin^ Supernatural targets for their own, and
lose ; and, aA they had stalled their own persona in the luatcli,

they fall into the i>ower of the Supernatural bein^, wlio
wreaic vengeance upon Blue-Jay by metamorphosing him into
the bird whose name he bears. ' Blue-Jay shall be your name,
and you shall sing *' Watsetjietsetsetse," and it shall be a bad

There is a trilogy of myths concerning Blue-Jay and his
sister loi. loi begs him to take a wife to share her labour, and
Blue-Jay takes the corpse of a chief's daughter from her grave
and carries her to the land of the Supernatural people, who
restore her to life. The chief, her father, discovers the circum-
stance, and demands Blue-Jay's hair in pavment for his
daughter, but Blue-Jay changes himself into "his bird shape
and flies away—an incident which would appear to prove his
frec^uent adoption of a human form. When he flees, his wife
expires a second time. The ghosta then buy loi, Blue-Jay's
sister, for a wife, and Blue-Jay goes in search of her. Arriving
in the country of the ghosts, he finds his sister surrounded by
heaps of bones, to which she alludes as her relations by
marriage. The ghosts take human shape occasionally, but,
upon being spoken to by Blue-Jay, become mere heaps of bones
again. He takes a mischievous dehght in reducing them to
this condition, and in tormenting them in every possible
manner, especially by mi.\ing the various heaps of bones, so
that, upon matenalizing, the ghosts find themselves with the
wrong heads, legs, and anus. In fact, the whole mytli is

obviously one which recounts the 'harrowing of hell,' so
common in savage and barbarian myth, and probably invented
to reassure the savage as to the terrors of the next worM, and
to instruct him in the best methods of foiling the evil pro-
pensities of its inhabitants. We find the same atmosphere in

the myth of the descent into Xibalba of Hun-Ahpu and
Xbalanque in the Popot Vuh of the Kiche of Guatemala, in
which the hero-gods outwit and ridicule the lords of hell.

Skasi.a-it (Kobin) is Blue-Jay's older brother, and
his principal duty appears to consbt in ai>plyin{;

sententious comments to the mischievous acts of

his relative. The Skunk, Panther, Kaven, and
Crow are similar concepts. That most of these
were supposed to be anthropomorphic in shajie

—

probably having animals' or birds' heads upon men's
bodies—is proved not only by the protean facility

with which they change their shapes, but by a
passage in the myth of Anektcxolemi.\, in which
is mentioned ' a person who came to the tire with
a very sharp beak, who began to cut meat

'
; and

another 'person' .splits logs for lirewood with his

beak. But such concepts are notoriously dilKcult
of apprehension by those to whom the distorted
appearance of Nature—due to an intense familiarity
with and nearness to her—in the savage mind is

luifamiliar.

(2) Guardian spirits.—The Chinooks believed
that each person possesses a guardian spirit, or
sometimes two or three, which are seen by him
early in life. This proves conclusively that they
were still in the totemic stage. The guardi.'in

spirit or totem was usually seen in a secluded spot,

to which the young warrior or maiden had with-
drawn for the purpose of selecting a totem.
A verified account of the manner in which a young Indian

beheld his totem states that the lad's father sent him to a
mountain-top to look for Utonaqan, the female guardian spirit
of his ancestors. At noon, on his arrival at the mountain, he
heard the howls of the totem spirit, and commenced to climb
the mountain, chilled by fear as her yells grew louder. He
climbed a tree, and still heard her howls, and the rustle of her
body in the branches below. Then fear took pojisession of him,
and he fled. Utonaqan pursued him. She gamed upon him,
howling so that his knees gave way beneath him, and he might
not run. Then he bethought him of one of his guardian
spirits, and left her far behind. He cast away his blanket, she
reached It, and, after snuffing at it, took up the pursuit once
more. Then he thought of his guardian spirit the wolf, and a
new access of strength canje to him. .Still in great terror be
looked back. She followed behind him with a wolf-like loj)e,

her long teats brushing the ground. Tlien he thought of bis
guardian spirit the bitch, and left her far behind. Late in the
day he reached a small deep creek. He knew that Utonaqan
was afraid of water, so he wa<led into the stream up to the
armpits. She came running to the bank, and at the noise of
her howling he fainted and fell asleep. Through the eyes of
sleep he saw her as a human being. She said to him :

'
I am

she whom your family and whom the Indians call Utonaqan.
You are dear to me. Look at me, Indian.' He looked, and
saw that her throat and body were full of arrow-heads. After
that he slept, and awoke when the sun was high in the sky.
He bathed in the creek, and returned home.
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(3) I^nl spirits.—Thee are many and various.
The most terrible appears to be the Glutton, whose
appetite nothing can satiate, but who devours
everything in the hou.sc, and, when the meat
su[iply comes to an end, kills and cats the
occupants. In the myth of Okulam he pursues
live brothers, after eating all their meat, and
devours them one by one ; but the youngest
escapes by the good offices of the Thunderer,
Ikenuwakcom, a being of the nature of a thunder-
god, whose daughter he marries.

(4) Culture-heroes.—Besides being reckoned as
deities of a zoomorphic and sometimes anthro-
pomorphic type, Blue-Jay, Italapas, and the others
may be regarded as partaking of the nature of
hero-gods, or culture-heroes. But they are not
ahv.ays prompted by the highest motives in their
cultural activities, and are markedly egotistical
and seltish, every action being dictated by a desire
to prove superior in cunning to the foe vanquished.
To overcome difiiculties by craft is the delight of
the savage, and those gods who are most skilled in
such methods he honours most. In the myths
relating to Blue-Jay and his sister loi, Blue-Jay
repeatedly scores against numerous adversaries,
but in the end is punished himself, and it is difficult

to say whether or not the world is any the wiser or
better for his efforts. But the idea of good accom-
plished is a purely relative one in the savage mind,
and cannot be appreciated to any extent by civilized
persons.

4. Ideas of a future state.—The Chinooks believe
that after death the spirit of the deceased drinks at
a large hole in the ground, after which it shrinlvS
and passes on to the country of the ghosts, where
it is fed with .spirit food. After drinking of the
water and partaking of the fare of spirit-land, the
soul becomes the irrevocable property of the dead,
and may not return. But every person is possessed
of two spirits, a greater and a lesser. Buring
sickness it is this lesser soul which is spirited
away by the denizens of ghost-land. The Navahos
have a similar belief. They assert that in the
personal soul there is none of the vital force which
animates the body, nor any of the mental power,
but a species of third entity, a sort of spiritual
body like the ka of the ancient Egyptians, which
may leave its o\vner and become lost, much to his
danger and discomfort. Among the Mexicans a
similar spirit-body (tonal) was recognized, much
the same in character, indeed, as the ' astral body

'

of modern spiritualism. Among them, as with the
Mayas of Yucatan, it came into existence with the
name, and for this reason the personal name was
sacred and rarely uttered. It was regarded a.s part
of the individuality, and through it the ego might
be injured. This belief is general among the
aboriginal peoples of both Americas.

In the country of the ghosts we see a striking
analogy to the old classical idea of Hades. It is a
place of windless, soundless, half-dusk, inhabited
by shadows who shrink from tumult of any de-
scription, and whose entire existence is a sort of
shadowy extension of earthly life. It is to be
sharply drstinguished from the country of the
' Supernatural people,' who lead a much more
.satisfying life. But there are other and still more
mysterious regions in the sky, as recorded in the
myth of Alias Xenas Xena.

This myth relates how a boy who has slain his mother mounts
to the celestial sphere by means of a chain fastened to the end
of an arrow. He first meets the darkness, and is then accosted
by the Evening Star, who asks if he has seen his game, and ex-
plains that he is hunting men. He reaches the house of the
Kvening Star, and finds his sons and daughter at home count-
ing over the game-bag of the day—dewl folk. The daughter is

the Moon. The same thing occurs in the house of the Morning
Star, whose daughter is the Sun. The sons of the one star are
at war with those of the other. He marries the iloon, who bears
him childrenwho are united in the middle. He returns to earth
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with his wife ami proj^eny, whom Blue-Jay separates, and they

die, returning to the Sky with their mother and becoming the
' Sun-dogs.'

In this day and night myth we recognize the wule-

spread belief in celestial regions where man exists

not after death, and which is common to nearly all

American mythologies.
There is a similar myth relating to the Sun, which is kept in

the hut ot an old woman who dwells in'the skies, from whom an

adventurous hero obtains a blanket which renders him insane—
a probable explanation of sunstroke.

The funerary customs of the Chinooks displayed

a belief in a future existence. On the deatn of a

person of importance his relatives attached dcntalin

(strings of teeth used as money) to the corpse, and

ElaceiT it in a canoe, which was next painted, and
ad two holes cut in its stern. The people then

went down to the beach and washed themselves

and cut their hair. They also changed their names.

After a year the corpse was cleaned. In the canoe

the dead man was surrounded by all the parapher-

nalia of war ; and tin cups, copper kettles, plates,

pieces of cotton, red cloth and furs—in fact, all the

things the Indians themselves most value, or which
are most difficult to obtain—were hung round the

canoe. Beside the corpse were placed paddles,

weapons, food, etc., and everything necessary to a
long journey. Beads and shells were placed in the

mouth of the dead man, and the canoe was finally

towed to an island-cemetery, and there made fast

to the branches of a tree, or raised on a scafiblding

of cedar boards and poles some four or five feet

from the ground. The final act was to bore holes

in the canoe, and to mutilate and render useless

the articles which had been offered to the dead, in

the hope that, although of no use to possible

terrestrial thieves, they (or rather their astral

counterparts) would be made perfect by super-

natural beings upon the arrival of the deceased
in the land of spirits.

Wilson relates {Prehistoric ilan^, ii. 209) that the son of

Casenov, a Chinook chief, having- died, he attempted the life of

bis favourite wife, who had been devoted to the youth. Casenov
stated that, 'as he knew his wife had been so useful to his son,

and so necessary to his happiness and comfort in this world, he
wished to send her with him as his companion on his long
journey.'

On the death of a shaman or priest, his b&ton
was placed next to the canoe, and his rattle of

bear-claws or shells hung upon its stern. When a
shaman had a large family, his rattle was carried

far into the woods, as was the rest of his parapher-
nalia—probably in case any of his children should
purloin it, with a view to securing a portion of

their father's magic power through its agency. On
the death of a female, her robe alone was hung on
the canoe. The pilfering of dentalia or other
objects from a corpse was punished by death, and
but rarely occurred. Levity at a burial was heavUy
fined, or in some cases was followed by the speedy
death of the mocker at the hands of the relatives

of the deceased. On the death of the child of a
chief, he and his relatives went to the chief of a
neighbouring ' town,' who gave him three slaves,

a canoe, and dentalia ; and, if these gifts were not
forthcoming, a feud ai'ose. On the death of a
chief, his people invariably went to war with the
chief of another town, probably for the purpose of

securing sufficient plunder to perform his obsequies
in a becoming manner.

5. Priesthood.—The shamans of the Chinooks
were a medico-religious fraternity, the members of

which worked individually, as a general rule, and
sometimes in concert. Their methods were much
the same as those of the medicine-men of other
Indian tribes in a similar state of belief (see art.

Cherokees), but were differentiated from them by
various thaumaturgical practices which they made
use of in their medical duties. These were usually
undertaken by three shamans acting in concert for
the purpose of rescuing the ' astral body ' of a sick

jiatient from the Land of Spirits. The three sna-

maiis who undertook the search for the sick man's

spiritual body threw themselves into a state of

clairvoyance, in which their souls were supposed

to be temporarily detached from their bodies, and
then followed the spiritual track of the sick man's
soul. The soul of the shaman who had a strong

guardian spirit was placed first, another one last,

and that of the priest who had the weakest
guardian spirit in the middle. When the trail of

the sick man's soul foreshadowed danger or the

proximity of any supernatural evil, the soul of the

foremost shaman sang a magical chant to ward it

off', and, if a danger approached from behind, the

shaman in the rear did likewise. The soul was
usually thought to be reached about the time of

the rising of the morning star. They then laid

hold upon the soul of the sick person and returned

with it, after a sojourn of one or perhaps two
nights in the regions of the supernatural. They
next replaced the soul in the body of their patient,

who forthwith recovered. Should the soul of a
sick person take the trail to the left, the pursuing
shamans would say, ' He will die ' ; whereas, if it

took a trail towards the right, they would say,
' We shall cure him.'

It was supposed that when the spirits of the

shamans reached the well in the Land of Ghosts
where the shades of the departed drink, their first

care was to ascertain whether or not the soul of

him they sought had drunk of these waters ; as

they held that, had it done so, all hope of cure was
past. If they laid hold of a soul that had drunk
of the water and had returned with it, it shrank,

upon their proximity to the coimtry of the Indians,

so that it would not fill the sick man's body, and
he died. The same superstition apjilied to the

eating of ghostly food by the spirit. Did the sick

man's soul partake of the fare of Hades, then was
he doomed indeed. In this belief we have a
parallel with that of the Greeks, who related that

Persephone, the daughter of Demeter, the ' corn-

mother,' might not repair to earth for more than a
short period every year, because Pluto had given

her to eat of the seed of a pomegranate. The tabu
regarding the eating of the food of the dead is

almost universal. We find it in the Finnish

Kalevala, where Wainiimoinen, visiting Tuonela,

the place of the dead, refuses to taste of drink

;

and it is to be observed in Japanese and Melauesian
myth-cycles. Likewise, if the spirit enters the

house of the ghosts, it cannot return to earth.

These beliefs apply not only to human beings, but
also to animals, and even to inanimate objects.

For example, if the astral counterpart of a horse

or a canoe be seen in ghost-land, unless they are

rescued from thence by the shaman, they are

doomed.
The shamans often worked through the clair-

voyant powers of others. They possessed little

carved fetishes of cedar-wood in the shape of man-
nikins, and these they placed in the hands of

a young person ^^ho "liad not as yet received

a guardian spirit. By virtue of these fetishes they

were su)iposed to be rendered clairvoyant, and to

be enabled to journey to the Land of Ghosts on
behalf of the shaman, there to observe whatever
the medicine-man wished them to. The souls of

chiefs travelled to the supernatui-al country in a
manner different from those of ordinary people.

They went directly to the seashore, and only the

most adept shamans professed to be able to follow

their movements. At high water the sick are in

imminent peril of death, but at low water they
will recover. If the soul of a sick man be carried

out into the ocean, however, the owner cannot
recover. This would appear to pro\e that the sea

was regarded as the highway towards the country
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of the sui)enmtural. If the shamans wished to

cheat the ^'hosts of a soul, they created the astral

form of a deer. The ghosts woiihl then abandon
the pursuit of the earthly soul for that of the
animal, whilst the shaman rescued the soul threat-
ened by them.

6. Medico-religious beliefs. —When a person fell

sick, the shaman affected to withdraw the disease,

and imprison it between his closed hands. It was
then placed in a kettle of boiling water, and after-
wards taken out in the form of a human bone,
carved in the semblance of a per.son. The number
of people it had killed was known by the number
of scores on the arm of the image ; for example,
when it had accounted for eight persons, it had
five scores or cuts on one arm and three on the
other.

Should a shaman annotince that any one is bein"
harmed by the magical arts of another, the wizard
is assuredly doomed. But the shamans are gener-
ally employed to send disease or misfortune upon
the enemies of those who pay them. They begin
operations by practising their arts upon animals
and even upon trees, and, if successful in slaying
or blighting these, come to regard themselves as
possessin"; the attributes of shamans.

7. But little is known of the rites of the Chinooks
in connexion with pubertj', marriage, and seasonal
festivities. Marriage was usually accomplished by
purchase, and was accompanied by the singing of
magical chants, and the payment of much dcntalia
to the bride's relatives, three-fourths of which,
strangely enough, was refunded. There is no
reason to think that the seasonal festivities of the
Chinooks ditfered in an.y manner from those of
other peoples of the North Pacihc Coast. Festivi-

ties were probably regulated by the supply of food
—such as stranded whales and other drift supplies.

On the occasion of a whale being cast ashore, a feast

was held, and songs were sung to the supernatural
helper of the sea, Iketal.

LrrEKATXTRE.—F. Boas, Chinook Texts, Washiagton, 1894
(Smithsonian Institute Publication.^) ; H. Hale, Ethnography of
the U.S. Explorinij Expedition, Philaclelplii.i, 1846; Paul Kane,
Wanderings of an Artist among the India^i^ of N. America,
London, 18.'i9 ; Lewis and Clarke, Trarels, London, 1810

;

Daniel Wilson, Prehistoric 3Ian^, London, 1876.

Lewis Spence.
CHIRIQUI.—Chiriqtii is the name of a lagoon,

river, volcano, and province, the last being the
westernmost province of the new Republic of

Panama ; the term, therefore, has no connexion
whatever with ' Cherokee,' with which it is some-
times confused. The word is evidently of Indian
origin, but we have been unable to trace its

meaning. It ap]iears in the works of Oviedo as
Cheriqui, and has since sutlered little change in

spelling.

The discoverers of the Isthmus all testified to

its relatively large Indian population. A century
later (1606), the missionary, Melchor Hernandez,
fimnd as many as six distinct languages spoken on
and near the shores of the Chiriqui lagoon, by ten
different tribes. Since the advent of the European
the reduction has gone steadily on. The tribes
occupying the i)rovinco of Chiriqui in recent years
are the Guaymies and Dorasques. Pinart believes
that the Guaymies are the descendants of the race
that constructed the ancient /ivwo/.f ('cemeteries')
from which our Chiriquian antiquities come.
Among the Guaymies are found manifest traces

of totemism, each tribe, faniilj', and individual
havingits tutelary animal. Like .American Indians
in general, they believe in spirits and animism,
employing magicians (sukia), and making olferings
to appease evil spirits. The dead are carried far
into tlie forest and placed on a scaffold. After a
year has elapsed, an official goes to the place,
cleans the bones, binds them in a package, and

transports them to the family sepulchre. Formerly
they buried with the dead all his po.ssessions.

The Changuina-Durasque stock formerly occupied
the greater jiart of the province of Chifi(jui. By
the middle of the 18th cent, their limits were
confined to the plains of Chiriqui. In ISS" their
number was reduced to thirteen or fourteen persons
of pure blood, living chielly near Bugaba, Caldera,
and Dolega. As to the Dorasque tribes proper,
the last member died between the years 1882 and
1887.

Beyond the observations of Pinart little has been
done towards collecting data on the religion of the
tribes now occupying Chiriqui. Turning to pre-
historic Chiriqui as reconstituted from the wealth
of arclucological material furnished by the numerous
huacals of that region, one finds traces of an
elaborate and highly interesting cult. This is best
typified in the figures with mixed attributes that
occur not only in plastic form as metal and clay
figurines, but also as paintings on vases, lie-

presentations of this class usually combine the
human body with the head of some lower animal

—

the alligator, jaguar, or parrot, for example. The
non-human attributes are often emphasized by the
addition of conventionalized animal forms or parts
thereof.

Perhaps the most important divinity of the series
is the alligator- or crocodile-god. The hne.st known
painting of it represents the interior of a large
shallow cup or chalice belonging to the so-called
polychrome ware. The human body and extrem-
ities are easily recognizable. The head, however,
is that of the alligator, characterized by the naso-
frontal prominence, long jaws, the upper one lieing

recurved, a formidable array of teeth, and a bead-
dress or nuchal crest decorated with alligator
spines. The spine symbol is also repeated on the
two tails. Within the field, behiml the eye and
leading down to the shoulders, are three motifs
derived from the profile view of the alligator—the
curve of the body accompanied by the symbol for

the body-markings placed in the dorsal concavity.
In the upper and lower motifs there is a dorsal

angle instead of a dorsal curve. The same design
is employed to fill in angular spaces on opposite
sides of the field. Not an inch of space is left un-
decorated ; spines and teeth are to be seen every-
where.

It is highly interesting to trace alligator .symbol-

ism not only from one ceramic grouj) to another,
l)ut also from ceramics to the metal and stone
iigurines. A favourite motif in one group of

pottery, for example, is that derived from the
dorsal view of the alligator.

The prcjfile view of a common body with an
alligator head at each end occurs in another
ceramic group, and is often seen also in metal
figurines. In one of these this motif is disgui.sed

as a flattened bar both at the head and the feet of

an alligator-god, and its origin wouhl not be even
suspected but for the four conventionalized alligator

heads. The identity of the god himself is made
certain by the bulging eyes, open mouth with
teeth, ami esijccially by the wire coil representing
tli(,' upturned snout.

The use of the conventionalized alligator or

alligator head as a decorative and symbolic motif
on metal figurines does not seem to have been
detected by previous writers. An alligator-god

was reproduced by Bollaert, who not only did not
recognize the head as being that of an alligatoi",

but also did not see the three additional diagram-
matic alligators that were woven into the setting

of the central figure. A subsequent writer copied

this illustration, calling it .simply a 'grotesqtie

human figure in gold from Bollaert.' It stands on
the inverted body of an alligator, which iii tuiu is
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surmounted by the customary horizontal base, the
points of contact being the spines on the back of

the alligator, whose head is recognized by an eye,
reciu'ved snout, and open mouth witli teeth. The
attitude of this alligator at the feet of the god is

the same as in the foregoing example. What
Bollaert called 'a fan-like crown at the back'
consists of two highly conventionalized inverted
alligators, their coiled tails being attached to the
sides of the god's head and their heads resting on
his shoulders. A gold ligurine in the British
Museum (Cat. no. 4536), representing the alligator-

god, is entered as a ' monstrous standing figure
with horned head, one horn partly broken oft', the
other horn terminating in a serpent-like head.'
These horns are in reality conventionalized
alligators. Similar deities are also found in Costa
Rica. In the Keith collection are two splendid
alligator-gods from the Huacal de los Keyes, Eio
General, near Terraba. In one of these a wire coil

at the end of the nose represents the hooked snout.
Instead of the oft-recurring head-dress composed
of a flattened bar with attached conventionalized
alligator heads, there is a framework enclosing
five sigmoid scrolls, each representing a multiple
alligator motif. Tlie body and legs are human.
At the shoulders and hips, however, are four
additional extremities, as if to give greater weight
to the reptilian attributes. Each of these four
extremities ends in an alligator head instead of a
foot

There is a Chiriquian god with avian attributes.
The specific type of these as well as the esteem in

which the parrot was held, both among the Chibehas
and the Chiriquians, leads the present writer to
propose the name of ' parrot-god ' for this deity.
The body is human ; the head that of a parrot.
There is the customary flattened bar at the top
and bottom, to which are attached parrot heads
instead of alligator heads. The hands also of the
deity are replaced by parrot heads.'
Two line examples of the parrot-god were recently

acquired by Mr Minor C. Keith, and, like the two
alligator-gods in the latter's collection, form part
of the golden treasure of the Huacal de los Keyes,
discovered about the year 1906. These two parrot-
gods are similar in detail. The body and legs are
human. The head and the forked wings that
replace the human arms are the only avian char-
acters. The figures are strengthened by flattened
bars at the head and feet, to which and to the bars
are joined conventionalized alligator heads. Each
image is supplied with Icnee- and loin-bands.

In Chiriquian deities with human attributes it

is generally the latter that predominate. That
is to say, the body and extremities are usually
human, and the head animal ; in other words, a
man with an animal mask, and with ornaments
representing parts of the animal in question or of
some other. The reverse is true in some figures.
Here the head, breast, and arms are human, and
the body and lower extremities avian. The tail

being much reduced in size, the bird attributes are
not evident at first glance. In order further to
emphasize these, a bird foot of the parrot type is

the central feature of the elaborate head-dress,
.and the human hands are replaced by bird feet.

Two stylistic bird heads are placed at the sides
of the body, and serve as supports for the elbows.
Among the Chiriquian antiquities exhibited by

Captain Dow before the American Ethnological
Society in the early sixties, was a gold image
with attributes suggesting the foregoing. It was
' in the form of a man, holding a bird in each hand,
and sustaining one on his forehead.' It should be
noted that there the entire bird takes the place of
the bird foot.

1 This specimen belongs to Mr G. O. Heye of New York. I

The Imperial Museum of Natural History,
Vienna, possesses a small parrot deity of gold—

a

bird's head and wings, and a human body and
lower extremities. Decorative alligator heads are
attached to the calves, one on each side. A small
animal is held in the beak of this deity.

Dr. Alice Mertens has recently given to the
Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin, a valuable
series of Costa Kican gold ornaments, also from
the valley of Rio General. Judging from the
published photographic reproductions, one of these
IS a double parrot-god, with two complete human
bodies, each with two arms and a single wing, the
latter joined to the distal shoulder In either case.
One head is missing ; the other is that of the
parrot.

Representations of the parrot-god are confined
neither to the gold figurines nor to Chiriqui. At
Mercedes, near the Atlantic coast of Costa Rica,
Keith found a number of stone slabs of various
sizes resembling somewhat the gravestones in the
colonial cemeteries of New England. Instead of
being used as headstones, however, they are said to
be found at the bottom of the graves. Skilfully
carved out of volcanic rock, they are generally
decorated with figures in relief, or in the round.
Two of the smaller and simpler slabs are each
adorned with a parrot-god. It stands at the centre
of one end, with wings extended outwards and
downwards until they touch the corners of the
slabs. The entire figure is thus in the round.
Many of the celt-shaped amulets from Las

Guacas, Nicoya (Costa Rica), described by Hart-
man as 'omithomorphic,' are also anthropo-
morphic, i.e., have mixed attributes. These are in
all probability representations of the same parrot-
god of which such fine examples in gold have just
been noted. The differences in execution are prac-
tically confined to such as are due to the nature of
the medium. Even the head-dress is the same,
although not so elaborate. Instead of the relatively
large gold bar representing a common animal body
(usually that of the alligator) with conventionalized
heads at each end, there is a reduction of the
whole, differing in degree, from two opposing heads
brought close together to two simple projections
resembling ear tiiits.

Some of the gems among Chiriquian gold
figurines represent a creature part human and part
jaguar, presumably a jaguar-god. One such is in
the Heye collection. 'The Keith collection of gold
ornaments includes a number of jaguar-gods. In
one from the Huacal de los Reyes, valley of Rio
General, Costa Rica, the bars at the head and feet

are each marked by a row of triangular perforations,
while the four alligator heads are so highly
conventionalized as to become simply curved
extensions of the flattened bars. There is no
difl'erentiation of jaws, teeth, and eyes. In fact,

each bar with its two curved branches is a multiple
alligator motif—a common body with a head at
each end, the triangular perforations represent-
ing alligator spines. In another figure of a jaguar-
god from the valley of Rio General, it is quite
evident that the head bar and its curved extensions
represent a multiple alligator motif, each head
bemg differentiated. The spines on the common
body are placed ventrally, as in the preceding
figure. The bar and alligator heads at the feet are
entirely wanting in this example. A third jaguar-
god in the Keith collection is from Mercedes, near
the Atlantic coast of Costa Rica. The treatment
is similar to that in the preceding figure, except
that a rattle is held in each hand ; and, instead of

the horizontal bar representing a body common to

the two stylistic alligator heads, the two bodies
are set like horns in the head of the jaguar-god.
In both figurines, however, the alligator motif is
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alike, in tliat the spines and scales are located

ventrally instead of dorsally. In the first of the

figures referred to, the same result was arrived at
by means of a row of triangular perforations. The
tliree figures taken together furnish the key to the

meaning of the bars that constitute the head- and
foot-piece to so many Chiriquian gold images, this

type of setting for such figiirinea being, in fact, one
of the characteristic features of Chiriquian art.

These bars are derived from, or at least merge into,

animal forms—two heads and a common body. A
majority of them represent the alligator, a rare

exception being seen in the figure wliere parrot
heads are employed. The bar in tliat case is

Eresumably an avian body, common to the two
eads which it connects.

Like the parrot-god, the jaguar-god also occurs
on the monumental stone slaljs as well as in the
form of inilependent stone statues, examples of

both having been found recently at Mercedes
by Keith. One of these slabs is about 2 m.
high by 59 cm. wide and 10 cm. thick. The front

is plain. Resting on the top is a group of three

jaguar-gods carved in the round. The bodies and
extremities are human. While the head in each
case is that of the jaguar, it is adorned with long
human hair reaching do\\Ti to the Ivimbar region.

In addition, the larger, central figure wears a
crown. The grouping is admirable. The chief

god rests on both knees, with arms extended, ar.

hands on the shoulders of the figures at the sides.

These two smaller gods are of equal size, the one
on the right reposing on the right knee, and that
on the left reposing on the left knee. The group
as a whole is thus bilaterally symmetrical. Tlie

two lateral margins at the back of the slab are

decorated with eighteen small figures of the jaguar,

nine on each side, with heads all directed towards
the group of jaguar-gods. Beginning at the
comers nearest the latter, these sculptured jaguar
figurines are distributed at equal distances, the

last ones being removed at least 30 cm. from the

foot of the slab.

Equally remarkable is the great stone statue
representing the jaguar-god, found also at

Mercedes. It is of stocky proportions, with a
height equal to that of a short man. It wears a
cap or crown, cylindrical ear-plugs, and a sash
carried over the left shoulder and reaching down
to the left hip. The right arm is missing. In the

left hand is held a human head, the long coiled

hair of which is brought up over the right shoulder
of the god, as if to balance the sash on the left.

This statue has certain points in common with one
al.so from Mercedes, Illustrated by Hartman,
except that the head and body of the latter are
both human. The discovery of these fine examples
in stone of the jaguar-god not only serves as a
confirmation of the present writer's belief in the
existence of that deity from the gold and earthen-
ware specimens already described, but also extends
the boundaries of the cult half-way across Costa
Eica.

In a ceramic example of the jaguar-god, in.stead

of the all-pervading alligator motifs represented in

plastic form at the head and feet, alligator symbol-
ism takes a form more appropriate to the medium,
and is confined to painted designs on the body of

the deity.

It is a belief common to various peoples that God
created man in His own image. In making to

himself therefore graven images of his god or gods,

man would quite naturally give them human
attributes. This rule holds good not only in Egypt,
Juda'a, A.ssyria, and India, but also in Mexico and
Central America. In fact, the parallelism between
these Chiriquian deities and certain gods of the
Hindu pantheon is most striking. We need mention

only Ganesa, the god of prudence .and policy,

represented with Immau bocly and elejdiant head ;

or some of the many incarnations of Visnu, as : (1)

Matsya, part fish and p.art man ; (2) Kurnia, half
tortoise and half man

; (3) Varaha, the head of a
boar and a body of a man. There is also the
Assyrian god of fecundity, with head and wings of

an eagle, recalling the Cliiriquian parrot-god.
LrrBltATURK.—Edward Moor, The Ilindn Pantliemi, pis. 1,

I, 8, 63, 64 (1810); Wm. Bollaert, Antiquarian and. other Re-
seari-hes in New Granada (18G0) ; Hull. Atner. Elh. .V</o. i. 12

(lSCn-61); W. H. Holmes, 'Ancient Art of the Province of

Ohiriqui," 6 RBEW (1888); A. L. Pinart, ' Uocas del Toro,
Valle Miranda,* Bull. Soc. de Geojr. de Paris, 7th ser. vi. 433
(1885); C. W. LUders, Jahrb. d^r Hamburfj. wisaenschaftl.
Anstalten, vi. Taf. iii. Abb. 10, 11 (1S88); C. V. Hartman,
* Archaeol. Researches on the Pacific Coast of Costa Rica,* Mem.
Carnegie Mus., Pittsburg, iii. no. 1, pis. 33, 35, 44 (1907);
George Grant MacCurdy, "The Alligator Slotive in the
Ancient Art of Ohiriqui,* Anthr. Pubis. Univ. of Pa. iv. (1911),

also *.\ Study of Chiriquian Antiquities,' Conn. Acad, of Arii
and Sciences, mem. iii. (1911). G. G. MAcCURDY.

CHIVALRY (from Fr. cheval, 'a horse').—
Cliivalry, not only the military system of feudal-

ism, but also a code of arms embracing the
refinements of courtesy, was the label put on an
institution which took organic shape in the 12th,

reached its maturity in the I4th, and lingered in

decadent life until the end of the 16th century. It

incorporated a great body of usages which had
vaguely begun under Roman rule, esjiecially in

Gaul, the province most notable for its cultivation

of the horse. The old opinion that touruaments
were an invention of the 11th century is negatived
by a chain of instances of martial displays going
back to the evolutions of Gaulish horse in the
Roman army, as finely described (A.D. 136) by
Arrian (Tac. 43 f.). Classical proof abounds of the
superiority in military rank and consideration of

the horse-soldier over the foot-soldier, due in ancient
times, without a doubt, to the greater expense of

maintenance, which accounts for the jirecedence of

cavalry over infantry in modern armies. But the
contrast between the Roman cques and mile^ will

not account for the mingled attributes of the
medi;Fval knight as a social and fighting unit,

though it supplies the nucleus of an explanation.
As u.sual in the liistoiy of European evolution, the
debt to Rome has been underestimated. It seems
clear that the classical authors had no small part
in framing and rounding off the concept of knight-
hood ultimately pictured \>y Chaucer ; for Vegetius
was much quoted in the Middle Ages, and it is

significant that Jean de Meung, who finished the
lioman de la Rose, should in 1284 have made the
first translation of Vegetius, giving to the de Re
.ITilitari a new currency and dominion over knightly
education in the guise of Les Est<(blissemens de
Chevalerie. Not a few applications of the work to

feudal society were due to subtle misun<lerstanding3
of terms, such especially as those whereby tlie miles

of antiquity became the chevalier of tlie Middle
Ages, the tiro passed for the equivalent of esquire

and bachelor, and the ancient oleum incendiarium
was re-adapted to the 13th cent, by its rendering
as ' Greek fire.' Meung's prose was swiftly followed

by the versified Abrejance de VOrdre de Chcraleric,

which yet further extended a vernacular moderni-

zation not a little tending to make the Roman
army a direct educational model for French knights.

Chivalry as a system was, above all things,

feudal and tenurial. By the time of Charlemagne,
the owner of 12 man.tes, or farms, served his feudal

lord with a horse and cuirass ; and the cla.ss

distinction was confirmed by the tenure which wa.s

the basis of feudal society. Kniglit service was
soon the organic centre of Europe, and remained so

for nearly a thousand years.

To this landed aristocracy, always select and ex-

clusive, there came, largely through the Cnisades,
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an integrating motive and emotion. The rescue

of Jerusalem from its Seljuk conquerors was
politically the defence of tlie Empire against the
Turk. It was at the same time a championship of

Christianity against Muhammad, and a struggle

to win back the grave of Christ. Under this

enthusiasm of arms for religion, the earliest of the
formal Orders of Knighthood were constituted.

Their origins furnish a chronology of chivalry, as

their varieties of type reflect the change of spirit.

Hospitallers, founded about 1110, and Templars,
about 1118—orders of soldier-monks—were vowed
to chastity, and designed as a sort of exalted
police-service on the road to Palestine, to aid and
defend pilgrims, churches, churchmen, widows, and
orphans against the cruelty of p.agans and heretics.

Their centre was in the East, and their ettective

l>eriod the two centuries of warfare between
Western Europe and the Muslim East. In the
first Crusade, Godfrey of Bouillon, conqueror of

Jerusalem, had in 1099 (probably in deference to

direct clerical suggestion) refused to assume a
crown of gold in the Holy City where, as he
recalled, liis Lord had been crowned with thorns.

Some such zeal of faith dominated the beginning
of the movement, in spite of much base alloy of

motive, and was manifest for at least a century
and a half. Conspicuous examples of similar
martial piety were found in religious Orders such
as the Teutonic Order, founded in 1197. Steadily
the spirit grew more secular, and the knights
devoted to the aid of the Holy Sepulchre gradually
but surely failed to acliieve tlieir missions. The
crusade of 1 190-1192 showed that the mailed gentle-
men of Europe had met their match in the East,
and that neither in generosity nor in military
prowess and skill was Bichard Cceur de Lion the
superior of Saladin. The criisade of 1202-r20-t was
deflected from the relief of Palestine to a bare-
faced and greedy conquest of Constantinople, and
the foundation of a second futUe Latin kingdom in

the East. St. Louis, no doubt, in his purity of

saintly zeal beautifully maintained the monastic
ideal and the nebulous piety of the true Crusader ;

but geography and the economics as well as tlie

fortunes of war were against him. With him died
the hope of Europe to recover Palestine. That
land, st.ained with tlie fruitless blood of Europe for

two centimes, was definitely lost by 1291, and it

sent back the Hospitallers and Templars not a
little corrupted by the East. Proposals for reunion
of all the Orders came to nothiiig, tliougli ecclesi-

astical propagandists, like Pierre Dubois, clamoured
for reform, and pointed to their misapplied wealth
as fit for better ways of use for the recovery of the
sacred city. All such schemes, and all future
enterprises, thenceforward frankly secular designs
of conquest, proved abortive ; the Crusades were
ended, and their admirers have entirely failed to
convince their critics that they were of any real
advantage whatever, either to Europe or to
Palestine. The outcries of Pierre Dubois had
other sequel tlian a fresh crusade ; and the high-
handed svippression of the Templars in 1307-1314
may be said to terminate the semi-monastic phase
of chivalry.

A new element had been introduced into knight-
hood by the place accorded to humanity in league
with valour—the interpenetration of Christianity
into the practice of arms, so as to reduce the
barbarity of war. Ruthless pillage and wanton
bloodshed were widely prevalent, in spite of the
unavailing 'Truce of God.' St. Louis implored
his nobility, in their strife, to let the burden of it

fall less appallingly on the poor. Tlie obligation of
the knight not to make war unjustly was a step
forward in theory. Ransom was at least in part a
dictate of mercy, although the fellowship of an

aristocratic caste doubtless favoured a practice
which had substantial inducements or gain.
Literature from the 12th cent, at once reflected

and was reflected by the chivalric spirit. A vast
body of chansons de geste, with cycles of kings, of
rebellious barons, of courteous knights, of martyr
soldiers and saintly nobles—above all, of adven-
turous tournament and chivalrous love—supplied
minstrel and troubadour with endless themes of

romance, in which the legend of Alexander and
the tale of Troy lent their conceptions of nobility

to embroider the imagined memories of the court
of Charlemagne. France, the centre of this litera-

ture of war and combat, was the source also of its

accompanying literature of courtesy, which origin-

ated in Provence late in the 12th century. Some
licence towards the fair sex, inseparable from the
life of the period, ought hardly to be reckoned a
consequence of the institutional organization,

although youthful folly, no doubt, often attends
athletic virility. The morals of an age cannot
fairly be ascribed to any single institution, and the
evidence favours the view that the sexual and
other standards of the Middle Ages distinctly rose

under chivalry. Heraldry, a direct product and
characteristic token of chivalry, grew rapidly in

the 12th cent, into a system which became virtu-

ally a perfected science long before the 13th cent,

was closed.

While many authors reckon the 14th cent, as
the epoch of decadence of chivalry, there is at
least equal reason to regard that period as its

golden age. Certainly that century saw its func-

tions in their highest .-splendour. Orders of the
foremost rank were founded, and included, in

Spain, that of the Bend ; in England, that of the
Garter ; and in France, that of the Star—all

centred in the Court, and all alike manifesting the
more secular spirit of the newer chivalry, in which
the religious element had perceptibly fallen to a
secondary place, and valour had taken on showy
graces, displayed in gallantry, pageant, and courtli-

ness. Heraldry, now in its heyday of elaborate

symbolism, was an exclusive badge of military

aristocracy. Adventure and romance were fostered

by minstrelsy and literature. That the valour
remained incorrupt was shown on such fields as
Cr^cy, Poitiers, and Otterburn—such episodes as

the Combat dcs Tretite—and in the defeats as well

as the victories of du Guesclin ; it even shone in

the midst of such disasters as the new crusade
against the Turk in Europe, which ended in the

battle of Nicopolis, fought in 1396, on the same
day as the Clan combat of Perth. The \-irtues of

chivalry were those of the warlike calling. Its

great law of the duel was a combination of super-

stition, force, and pageant. Its failure to check
the tendency to cruelty (manifest enough in the

pitiful record of many a duel) was shown in the

persons of some of the noblest exemplars of the

cult., C.I/, in Richard I. and Edward I., Edward III.,

the IJlack Prince, and Henry v. In war and its

mimicry it is hopeless to exjject the graces of

peace. Courts of chivalry, with duels as their

central law, although kings and queens presided,

were cruel at heart. Yet the fine ideal, ' the bird

in the bosom,' was continually evident in such lives

as those of Bruce and du Guesclin ; and even late

in the decadence, Francis I. might well be proud
to take knighthood from the sword of Bayard.
No nobler rendering of the high thought in the

soul of chivalry is to be found than in Gaioain

and the Green 'Knight (c. 1360), which, telling in

fable of the moral grace as well as of the coxirtly

dignity of the Round Table of Edward III., makes
its brave hero—to whom falsehood was as impos-

sible as fear—not only scrupulously pure, nut

triumphantly courteous, even in the resistance of a
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temptress. That this was not all feigning, we can

gather from Chaucer's Kui{,'lit. In many battle-

nekls lie had gained sovereign renowni, but it is on
his quiet virtues that the poet laj'S the stress :

' And though that he were worthy, he was wys.
And of his port as meek aa is a mayde.
He nevere yet no vileinye ne sayde
In al his lyf, uli-to no niancr \vij;ht.

He was a verrav parfit ffenlil knviiht*
(,Prol. 68-72).

While the 15th cent, .still brought laurels and
new Orders of great celebrity, like the Toison d'Or

of Burgundy, founded in 1430, they were fading

glories. Embittered feeling, induced by long wars
in civil strife in Britain and France, Italy and
Spain, blunled the chivalric sense. Chivalry

failed the more quickly because aristocratic pride

Iiad grown self-conscious of its loss of power. The
(lay of the armoured horse was over : war was
becoming a science of mechanism, drill, and num-
bers ;

guniiowdcr was democratic ; mercenary
footmen with lirearms supidanted the mounted
levy of old feudalism. Ciiivalry, which had grown
up in tenure, had learned its power and practised

its art in European conquest, had experienced a

renaissance in Crusading piety, and had drawn to

its close in a spell of courtly splendour of pageantry

and tilt, was to survive all those phases in its

persistence as a badge of family and degree. Its

system of heraldry has become a universal emblem
of birth. Its priiiiitive cult of physical vigour and
bravery faded into a convention ; its label of rank
it long held on the Continent, and still holds in

Britain ; but its abiding merit was its power to

transmit into the vague standard of ' the honour

of a gentleman ' a tradition of personal etliic which,

with many follies, yet has long made noblesse

oblige a living maxim of the common day. Besides,

it is a memory \\ liicli still stirs the heart like the

sound of a trumpet.
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CHOCTAWS.—The Choctaws are an important

division of the Mu>kh()gean family, formerly

occupying Miildle and South Mississippi from the

Tombigbee Kiver to the Iwrders of Dallas county,

Georgia. They are ethnically allied to the

Chickasaws and Ilumas, whose dialects are almost

identical with theirs. The majority of the Choc-

taws began to migrate to Indian Territory in 1832,

having ceded most of their lands to the United

States. They engaged in agriculture more than

any other trilje in the south of N. America, and,

although a courageous people, waged war only in

self-defence. They practised artihcial ' flattening'

—a circumstance from which their name is derived

(Spanish c/uito = ' tint ' or 'flattened')- In 1901

their numbers were estimated at 17,805, exclusive

of negro and otli(!r elements. These are all under
the care of the U.S. Government Agency in Indian

Territory, but tliere are still a few in Mississippi

and Louisiana. In later times they were sui)-

divided into three bodies—Oklafalaya, ' long

people'; Ahepatokla, ' potato-eating people' ; and
Oklabannali, ' six towns,' from their topographical

situation.

I. Type of religion.—The Choctaw religion is

almost exceptional among the N. American Indian

religions in that it appears to consist of an
admixture of Animism and sun-worship; or, more
correctly speaking, tlie two systems may be
observed side by side among this and allied peoples

of the Muskliogean stock. They allude to a
Supreme Being whom they designate Yuba Paik,
' Our Father Above' ; but whether this conception

arose from contact wdth missionaries or is genumely
aboriginal, it is impossible to s,ay witli any degree

of certainty. The term may be collective, like the

Ilebrew Elokim or the Latin Svperi, and may
include all the powers of the air. Cogolludo (Hist,

de Yucnth'in, Mailrid, 1701, lib. iv. cap. vii.),

speaking of the Mayas, says :
' Ku does not signify

any particular god, yet their prayers are some-

times addressed to Kue' (the vocative of Ku). It

is perhaps more likely that the term is evolved

from the expression for sky, as are Dcus, the

Nottoway Qui-vki, the Iroquois Garonhia, and
the ancient I'owhatan Oki. This supposition is

strengthened by the fact that the connate Creek
expression signilies ' He who lives in the sky.' As
is generally the case among N. American Indian

tribes, tlie Choctaws confound tlie sun with fire

;

at least they refer to fire as Shahli miko, 'the

greater chief,' and speak of it as Hashe Mi.apa,
' He who accompanies the sun and the sun him.'

On going to war they call for assistance from both

sun and" fire. But, except as fire, they do not

address the sun, nor does he stand in any relation

to their religious thought other than as fire—that

is, he is not personified, as, for example, among
the Peruvians, or worshipped as the supreme
symbol of fire. In American religions, generally

speaking, what appears on the surface to be sun-

worship pure and simple usually resolves itself,

upon closer examination, into the worship of light

and fire. Indeed, the cognate Natchez word for

' sun ' is derived from that for ' fire,' and the sun is

referred to as 'the great fire.' The expression

'sun-worship' must, then, be understood to imply

an adoration of all fire, symbolized by the sun.

2. Probable origin of Choctaw sun-worship.

—

The Muskhogean tribes in general, according to

tradition, were originally banded in one common
confederacy, and unanimously located their earliest

ancestry near an artificial eminence in the Valley

of the Big Black Kiver in the Natchez country,

whence they believed they had emerged. Gregg
states (Commerce of the Prairies, ii. 235) that they

described this to him and another traveller, and

calls it ' an elevation of earth, about half a mile

s(iu,are, and fifteen or twenty feet liigli. From its

north-east corner a wall of equal height extends

for nearly half a mile to the high land' (Heart,

Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. iii. 216). This eminence

they designated Nnnnc Chaka, or Nunnc llamcjeh,

tlie ' Hi'di Hill,' or the ' Bending Hill,' known to

the >Iusdcliogees as Uvnc em mekko, or ' King of

M(.untains.' This looks as if the Choctaws had

alluded to some of those immense artificial mounds
so common in the Missis.sippi Valley. It is a well-

known fact that, when De Soto passed through

the Gulf State country in 1540-41, the tribes

inhabiting it—Creeks, Choct.aws, etc.—were still

using, and probably constructing, mounds; and from

this it is inferred that tliey and no others were the

famous ' Mound-builders' of American arclia>ology

—a theory now adopted by the officials of the

U.S. Bureau of Etlinology and the majority of

modern Americanists. \Vils(jn, writing in 1875,

considerably before the modern theory as to the

ori'dn of the 'Mound-builders' gained general

creScnce, states that

—

•analogies to these structures have been traced in the works o(

Indian tribes formerly in occupation of Carolina and Georgia.

They were accustomed to erect a circular terrace or platform
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on which their council-house stood. In front of this a <iuad-

rangular area was enclosed with earthen embankments, within
which public games were played and captives tortured. . . .

Upon tne circular platform it is also affirmed that the sacred
fire was maiuUiinod by the Creek Indians as part of their most
cherished rites as worshippers of the sun' (Prehistoric Man^,
London, 1870, i. ti76X He proceeds to say that, although the
evidence does not seem very clear, analogies point ' to the
possibility of some of the Indian tribes having perpetuated on a
greatly iiiferior scale some maimed rites borrowed from their
civilized precursors.'

Several proved analogies between the worship of

the ' Mound-builders ' and the Indians exist : for

example, the discovery of unmistakable evidence
that one of the sacred altars of ' Mound City ' was
specially devoted to nicotian rites and offerings.

The discarded stones, also, found in the mound
country are tlie same as those used by the Musk-
hogean people in the game of chunkey, which has
probably a solar significance.

3. Cosmogony.—Like the other Muskhogean
tribes, the Choctaws believed that before the
Creation a great body of water alone was \-isible.

Two pigeons flew to and fro over its waves, and at
last espied a blade of grass rising above the surface.

Dry land gradually followed, and the islands and
mainland took their present shapes. In tlie centre
of the hill Nunne Chaha, already mentioned, was
a cave, the house of the Master of Breath. There
he took the clay around him, and from it fashioned
the first men ; and, as at that period the waters
covered the earth, he raised a great wall to dry
them on. When the soft mud had hardened into
flesh and bone, he directed the waters to their

present places, and gave the dry land to the men
he had made. The fact that the Choctaws were
divided into eight clans has been cited by Brinton
(Myths of the Neio Worlds, 1896, p. 101) in con-
firmation of the view that the myth of their
origin must have been akin to those American
legends which give to the majority of the Indian
tribes a descent from four or eight brothers who
emanated from a cave. Such a myth was in vogue
among the Tupi-Guarani of Brazil, the Muyscas of
Bogota, the Nahua of Mexico, and many other
tribes. They appear to have possessed an ancient
tradition that the present world will be consumed
by a general conflagration (ef. Ages of the World
[Prim, and Amer.]), after which it will be made a
much more pleasant place than it now is, and that
then the spirits of the dead will return to the bones
in the bone-mound, become covered with flesh, and
once more occupy their ancient territory.

4. Idea of a future state.—The Choctaws believe
that after death those ' who have behaved well ' are
taken under the care of Esaugetuh Emissee
(' Master of Breath ') and well looked after; that
those who have behaved ill are left ' to shift for
themselves ' ; and that there is no further punish-
ment. They also believe that when they die the
spirit flies westward 'as the sun goes,' and there
joins its family and friends 'who went before it.'

They do not believe in a place of punishment, or
in any infernal power.

5. Mythological conceptions.—Besides the sun
as the god of Hxe par exrcllenre, we have seen that
the Choctaws conceived Esaugefuh Emissee, or the
' Master of Breath,' as the creative agency, at least
where man was concerned, so that he may have
acted as a demiurge. This deity has many counter-
parts in American mythologies, and appears to be
the personification of the wind, the name being
onomatopoetic. The deification of the wind as
soul or breath is common to many mythologies.'

In Dakota mija is literally ' breath,' figuratively
'life'; in Yakama M.•^'mAf^ = ' there is windj'

' Cf. Heb. riia?i =* breath,* 'soul,' 'wind,' and Marti's
suggestion that Arab, haicah, ' to blow or breathe,' is connected
with Heb. Jahweh (Gesch. der isr. Ret., 1897, § 17) ; also cf.
'ghost'and 'gust,' and 'spiritual' from spirare, 'to blow (nr

breathe ' (see, further, art. Brkath).

«.'/i;m7i.•(;(< = ' life.' With the Mexican Aztecs
(Aec«<i signified both 'air or life' and 'the soul,'

and was supposed to have been born of the breath
of Tezcatlipoca, their chief deity, who is often
alluded to as Yoalli ehecatl (' Wind of Night').
We seem to see a totemic significance in the fact

that the alligator was worshipped, or at least
venerated, by the coast and river tribes of ths
Muskhogeans, and never by any chance destroyed
by them. The myth of the horned serpent was
also in vogue among them, and was practically

identical with that told by the Clierokees to
Lieut. Timberlake (see Cherokee.s) ; and the
charm which they presented to their young men
when they set out on the war-path was composed
of the bones of the panther and the horn of the
fabulous homed snake.
According to a legend, this snake dwelt in the waters. The

old people went to the shore, and sang sacred songs to it. It

rose a little out of the water. The magic chant was repeated,
and it then showed its horns. They cut off the horns, and,
when occasion necessitated, placed a fragment of them in
their * war-physic,' to ward off the arrows of enemies.

Fetishism, or medico-religious plant-worship,
can be traced from the fact that the Muskhogeans
possessed no fewer than seven sacred plants, the
cliief of which were the crissine yupon (Hex
x'omitoria) and the blue flag (Iris versicolor). The
former is a powerful diuretic and mild emetic, and
grows only near the sea. The latter is an active
emeto-cathartic, and from it was prepared the
celebrated ' black drink ' with which they opened
their councils.

6. Priesthood.—The priests of the Choctaws, as

is usual among Indian tribes, were medicine-men
and diviners. The office of high priest, or ' Great
Beloved Man,' as he was called, was kept in one
famUy, passing from father to eldest son. The
junior priests are described as dressed in white
robes, and carrying on their head or arm a great
owl-skin stuffed very ingeniously as a symbol of
wisdom and divination. They were distinguished
from the rest of the tribe by their taciturnity,

grave and solemn countenance, and dignified car-

riage, and went about the settlements singing to
themselves in a low, almost inaudible voice. They
possessed an esoteric language, which examination
by competent scholars has proved to be merely a
modification of the ordinary speech. It contains
some words unkno^vn in the idiom of daily life,

which may be regarded as archaisms, or as borrowed
from other peoples, along with the ceremonies or
myths to which they have reference.

7. Festivals.—The principal festival was that of

the Busk [jmskita = 'fasting'), which wiped out
the memory of all crimes except murder, and
reconciled the criminal to liis clan. It is some-
times called the Green-corn Dance, and is fully
described in art. Cherokees. It was in reality a
festival of the four winds, when the new fire was
lighted and the green com served up, and all the
invocations and ritualistic practices connected -n-ith

it were ruled by the application of the number
tour and it« multiples in every imaginable relation.

It was also a. time of solemn probation for the
youth of the tribe, who had to undergo severe
fasting, and in some cases even torture of a revolt-

ing description, in order to prove themselves
worthy of manhood. These fasts and trials were
all arranged in fourfold order.

This application of the number four, of course,
had reference to the cardinal points from which
the rain-brin^ng winds blew, to which the feast
was dedicated. The Muskhogean peoples believed
that from the four corners of the earth came four
men who brought them the sacred fire from the
four cardinal points, and indicated to them the
seven sacred plants. These were called the Hi-
you-yul-gee. Having thus endowed the people.
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these four men disapiieared in a. clouJ, returning
wiicnco they came. Another and more ancient
legend describes how the Indians were originally
divided into four clans, and in the ancestors of these
the four friendly spirits are easily discovered.
LiTERATURK.—In addition to tlie authorities cited in the

article, see esp. A. S. Gatschet, Mvrration Legend of the Creek
Indians, Philadelpliia, 1SH4

; J. Gregg, Commerce of the
J'rairies, New Yorli, 1844; B. Hawkins, Sketch of the 'Creek
Co\tntry, Savannah, 1848. IjKWI.S SPKNCK.

CHOICE.—See Desire, Fhee-will, ^V^,L.

CHORTEN.— C/ior<cn is the Tibetan n.ame for

the solid funereal monuments erected over the
relics of Buddlia and his saints, or as a cenotaph,
or to mark a sacred Buddhist spot. It literally

means ' a receptacle for oll'erings or sacrificial

worship' (Tib. mCh'od, 'otlerings' or 'worship,'
and rten, ' a holder '). Thus the name is practically
sjTionymous with the Skr. dh'ila-ijrirlihii, or 'relic-

holder,' a term which, corrupted into ih'iijnba and
latterly pagoda, became transferred a|iparently
from the original relic-casket so as to denote the
monuments in question. The exact literal Tibetan
equivalent, however, oidhdtu-qarbhai^mDuh-rten.
In Tibet, choricn is used to designate both forms
of the Buddhist funereal monument, namely the
chaitya (or c'nitya) and the stupa or 'tope.' For
it is applied equally to the relic-holding towers
within the assembly-halls of monasteries and to the
numerous votive chaityns so universally met with
in temples and on domestic altars, as well as to the
liuge tumuli and massive masonry towers erected
in the open air.

The Tibetan form of these structures closely
resembles the conventional form which they had
a.ssumed in Indian Buddhism about the eighth cent.

A.D., when Buddhist monachism was first intro-

duced into Tibet. It exhibits the same elongated
pyramidal contour as its Indian jirototypo of that
period, with the same five constituent members or
sections, which are now held to symbolize ' the live

elements' of tlie ancients, into which a hum.an body
is supposed to be resolved after death. These, from
Iielow upwards, are as follows : the square plinth

at the base symbolizes the earth from which rises a
dome, the rjarbka, the true relic-holder, and the only
portion present in the original primitive chaityas,
in the form of three-fourths of a globe, representing
water ; on this i" superimposed a cone-like spire
(rJiilddmaiii) representing Jirc ; this is surmounted
bv an inverted arc, ' the inverted vault of the sky,'

lil<e a crescent moon to represent air; and, as a
finial, there rises an acuminated circle, ' the taper-

ing into space,' said to represent ether.

It differs from its mediaeval Indian prototype
mainly in having its second member, the dome or
cupola igarhha), in the form of an erect bowl rather
than an inverted one. Like the Indian variety, its

three lower members are steiqied, the plinth and
dome being each subdivided into five steps; and
the cone, which is separated from the convexity of
the dome by a square block or neck (said to re-

present a relic-box), is divided into thirteen disks
or ' umbrellas,' symbolizing the thirteen heavens
of the later Indian BuddhLst mytholo^. from the
topmost of which is sometimes suspended a fringed
umbrella.

This spire is surmounted by a vase or bell-shaped
structure, usually of gilded copper, the top of

which forms a tapering pinnacle, sometimes
modelled after a small ckailya, but often moulded
in the form of one or two or all of the following
objects : a lotus bud, a crescent moon, a globular
Bun, a triple canopy ; and above all these a terminal
rises, a tongue-shaped spike, the 'ether,' also
regarded as representing the sacred light (jyoti)

which emanated from Buddha.

Large gilded chortrns have been ciected over the
mortal remains of the historical tliand Lamas of

Lhasa and Tashilhunpo, with the exception of those
'incarnations' which have been officially declared
to be ' false,' and tliej' are favourite objects of

pilgrimage.
All the larger rhortcjm are popular objects of

worship by circumiiml)ulation [/irrrdn/t.nna), anrl

several, either as relic-holders or cenotaphs, are to

be found in the immediate vicinity of every
Buddhist temple in Tibet. One of the largest and
most celebrated is at Gyantse in Western Tibet

;

but none is so vast as the great pagoda of Rangoon
(Skwcjlagoii). They are also found as gateways
at Lhasa and elsewhere, and sometimes at the
extremities of the elon-.i ted cairns or dykes faced

with slabs carved with the Oia Mani formula, the
so-called Man(i)-dong.
Miniature chortens or chaityas, in the shape of

cones or meil.allions of mouldeil clay or dough, with
or without the addition of relics of holy l.amas,

are favourite votive objects for deposit in the
niches of the dome of the larger chortens ; these are

called sa-tsch'a (' earth '
-I- chaitya), and manifestly

correspond to the dharma-iarxra of the Indian
xtupai, as recorded by the pious Chinese pilgrim,

Hiuen Tsiang, in the 7th cent. A.D. Tho.se clay
medallions and cones, cast in moulds and inscribed

with the 'Buddhist creed' and other sacred sen-

tences, are consecrated by the priests and sold in

large numbers by them to pilgrims, who deposit
them in heaps on the larger stiipas, and u.se them
also as amulets or charms.
LiTERATURK.—B. H. Hodgson, Essays on the Lanquaaes and

Relidion of Nepal and Tibet , London, 187i, \t. 30; fe. Schlag-
intweit, Bnddhimi in Tibet, London, 1863, pp. 192-196 ; L. A.
WaddeU, Buddhism of Tibet, lyondon, 1895, pp. 261-264 (nith
illustrations), 329-330, 420, also Lhasa and its Mpslems, London,
1905, pp. 85, 208, 230-231, 331, 342. L. A. WaDDELL.

CHRISM.—See Unction.

CHRIST.—See Jesu.s Christ.

CHRISTADELPHIANS.— This is the self-

chosen name of a sect which repudiates the name
' Christian ' as being now associated with every-
thing anti-Christian, and whose members claim

to be 'Christ's brethren' by the 'obedience of

faith' (He 2", Ro 16^).

I. Origin.—Christadelphians do not regard them-
selves as ' a new sect in the ordinary sense of

that phrase. They have not originated in any
new inspiration or notion, nor in the strict sen-'^e

do they owe their existence to a new leader.'

'

They are simply ' the sect everywhere spoken
against in the first century, newly revived ; and
rest their identification therewith upon the likeness

of their practice to the Ajiostolic original.' - Their
revival, nevertheless, is traceable to one man in

particular, John Thomas.
John Thomas waa bom in London on the 12th of April 1806.

Of his mother nothinp ia known except that she ' was a mild
and amiable lady, of a religious turn.' But his father

—

'a high-spirited, proud, and talented man"—appears first as

clerk in the East India Civil Service, then successively as

Independent minister, keeperof alwarding-scliool, Independent
minister again, clerk in the London City Gas Otlice, Hantist

minister, etc. The son's restlessness is explicable in the light

of the father's. At the age of 16, John br-rame a member of

the Independent Church in Chorley (Lancashire), of which his

father just then was minister, and also began medical studies

with a private surgeon. These he continued, a year or two
later, 'under a general practitioner near Paddington.' Next
he became a student of St. Thomas's Hospital; obtained his

diploma in due course ; spent a year as companion to a Ix>ndon

physician ; and practised on his own account for three years at

Hackney. Then in 1832 (May) he emigrated to America—partly
because his father had a desire to settle there, but mainly
because he had 'no special prospects,' and 'intensely' disliked

'a priest-ridden state of society.' September found him at

1 From pamphlet, The sect ererywhere spoken aoainst, p. 8.

From pamphlet. Who are the ChristadelphiaiU !, p. 1.
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Cincinnati, where he made the aoquaintaiice of Mr. Walter
Scott, described ad ' the original founder of Canipbellism ' (see

DiacirLKS OF Christ), wlio succeeded on one and the same
day in convertinir him to hia view of baptism, and immersing
him in ' the Miami fanal ' before a number of witnesses at lU

o'clock ' iu the light of the moon.' This connexion with the

Campbcllites ' hrouj^ht him out' as a speaker and a writer

—

much to the neu'lect of his medical work. He became editor of

a monthl.v periodical called The Apostolic Advocate, and grave

himself up to the study of Scripture, with a view to expounding
the truth pure and simple. He gloried (saj-s his biographer) in

ignorance of other books, and in never having been * cursed
with the poison of a theological education.' Thus, not * per-

verted by human tradition,' his mind just took ' whatever
impression the word might make upon it, like a blank sheet the

impression of the printer's tj-pes.' One result of this study
was a change in his view of baptism. In Oct. 183-1 he published
an article in which he maintained, as against his fellow-Camp-
belUtes, that, ' before immersion could be soripturally recognized
as the "one baptism," the subject thereof must be possessed

of the one faith ' ; that every immersed person not possessing

and confessing the one faith is not founded upon the Rock ; ana
that the Campbellites were ignorant of the one faith. ' In the
course of the year following,' to quote his own words, he * called

in question their speculations and traditions concerning the
soul, heaven, hell, eternal torment, the devil, their salvation
without faith, and so forth.' By 1844 he had reached his main
position, that the ancient hope of Israel—viz. the coming of the
Lord in power and great glory to set up a heavenly kingdom on
earth, beginning at Jerusalem—was the essence of the ancient
gospel, and must be believed in order to ' acceptable worship
or salvation.' Then, realizing that this had not been his faith

at the time oi his first baptism, he got a friend to immerse him
afresh, simply pronouncing over hira the words ' Upon confession

of your faith in the things concerning the kingdom of God and
the name of Jesus Christ, I baptize you into the name of the
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.' Thus originated the Christ-

adelphian formula still in use. He also published (1847) a ' con-
fession and abjuration of former errors ' and a ' declaration ' of

present belief. Denounced by Campbell and others as * a moon-
stricken speculator,' a * materialist,' an 'infidel,' he yet won a
certain following as the result of preaching tours in England
and Scotland, the United States, and Canada. In 1864 he
coined the name ' Chrjstadelphian ' while on a visit to Ogle
county. Illinois. His death occurred in New York, 5th March
1S71.

" Many companies of the brotherhood now exist, principally

in England^ the United States, and New Zealand. No statistics

are available, but the largest Ecclesia is in Birmingham. Here
Robert Roberts, the able biographer of Thomas, has long been
the acknowledged leader.

2. Creed.—In 1869, Thomas, in a letter to the
Rock, set forth a full and explicit statement of

the ' Christadelphian Creed.' It has often been
reprinted, and so may be taken as authoritative.

Another statement of faith issued by the Leicester
Ecclesia in 1902 reveals no substantial differences,

although in the emphasis of its clauses on the
Person of Jesus there may be an implied reference

to some recent controversy on that subject, which
is said to have taken place. The following is a
summary combined from these two sources :

(1) The only authority in matters of faith and
practice is the mind of Christ in the written word,
i.e. the whole Bible, which is interpreted by the
rule that nothing is to be received as proved which
sets the NT Scriptures against the Old, or any
text of them against another. Both Testaments
are ' without error in all parts of them except such
as may be due to transcription or translation

'

(Leicester .Statement).

(2) There is one God, the Father, dwelling in
unapproachable light ; the Son, who is Jesus of
Nazareth, begotten of the Virgin Mary by the
Holy Spirit, and afterwards anointed with the
same Spirit witliout measure at His baptism ; the
Spirit, which is 'the radiant power or energy of the
Deity, filling universal space, and is the medium
for the accomplishment of His omnipotent behests,
whether in creation or inspiration' (ib.).

(3) Man fell in Adam through disobedience,
became thereby merely mortal, and can come to

immortality (which consi-^ts in endless bodily exist-

ence) only through faith in Jesus Christ, wliose
mission it was to fulfil ' the promises made to
Adam, Abraham and David, and amplified in the
writings of the Prophets ' (ib.).

(4) These promises all liad reference to the one
' hope of Israel ' expressed in ' the things of the
kingdom of God,' viz. that God will cause the

kingdom of Israel to be restored in Palestine
' which has been bequeathed for an everlasting
possession to Abraham and his Seed (Christ) by
covenant' (ib.% 19); that to this end the Jews
must be ingathered, the Holy Land be reclaimed
from ' the desolation of m.any generations,' and
Jerusalem be re-built so as to ' become the throne
of the Lord and the metropolis of the whole
earth '

; that, therefore, God will send Jesus Christ
personally to the earth, at tlie close of the times
of the Gentiles, with power to overthrow all other
forms of government and establish one kingdom,
with Himself as King, in the earth ; that the
administration of the Kingdom so established
will be vested in the approved and immortalized
brethren of Christ to all generations ; that the King-
dom thus constituted will last a thousand years,
during which Sin and Death will continue among
the earth's subject-inhabitants, though greatly
restrained ; that during this period war will be
abolished and the earth filled ' with the knowledge
of the glory of Jehovah as the waters cover the
sea

' ; that at the close of the thousand years there
will be a final extinction of the wicked and the
immortalization of tliose who during the thousand
years have been ' approved

' ; that Jesus, ha\'ing
finished His priestly work, wUl then deliver up the
government to the Father, who will manifest
Himself as the ' all in all ' : that at the beginning
of the millennium a judgment will take place by
Christ, but only of the responsible dead and li\'iug

(responsibility depending upon what He determines
to be a due measure of light and privilege).
' Tliose who are ignorant of the Divine Will shall

not come from the grave, but " remain in the
congregation of the dead."'

(5) This is the faith once for all delivered to the
saints, fully revealed and made available by Jesus
Christ^—the faith ' deemed sufficient to save man
in Paul's day,' and necessary for salvation still.

(6) Those who understand, believe, and obey
this Gospel of the Kingdom must ' take upon
themselves the name and service of Christ by being
immersed in water and faithfully walking in
harmony with His command.' They are then
saints and brothers of Christ, are in Christ, and
are secure of immortality.
Over-against this positive creed of Christadelphianism its

negative ' epitome of the errors of Christendom ' is given as
follows :

1

(1) That there are three Gods in One and One in Three
—universal and indivisible.

(2) That the devil is a fallen archangel—God of Evil, enemy
of God and man, tormentor of them. On the contrar.y, 'the
de\nl is sin in its various forms of manifestation among men,
and the term " Satan " means simply " adversary," and is applied
in Scripture to both good and bad adversaries, but most
frequently to human beings, individually and collectively, who
are at enmity with God.'

(3) That man is an immortal spirit, in peril of hell-fire, in

which all unregenerate souls will be tortured for ever.

(4) That salvation is the deliverance of immortal souls from
hell-fire, and their translation, when they leave the body, to
realms of bliss ' beyond the bounds of time and space.'

(5) That Jesus is the incarnation of one of three Gods, sent to
the world to endure, in crucifixion, the combined wrath of the
other two Gods that immortal souls might escape from the
devil and be admitted to Paradise.

(6) That the gospel (to be believed for salvation) is the fact

of Christ's death, resurrection, and ascension.

(7) That the soul is incapable of believing this gospel until

inspired by the Holy Ghost.

(8) That baptism is of no consequence except for babies, and
that then a few drops of water in the face are suflicient.

Connected with this general condemnation of Christendom is

the belief (of Thomas at least)

:

(1) That the Roman Church is 'the mother of harlots'—her
harlot daughters answering to ' the State churches of anti-

Christendom,' while all the dissenting names and denominations
answer to the ' names of blasphemy ' of which the European
body politic is ' full ' (Rev 13. 173- =).

(2) That the corruption of civil and ecclesiastical affairs has
advanced beyond all human power of redress, and can be dealt
with only by the supernatural judgment of God. Hence the

fact that Christadelphians, though strictly law-abiding, do not

1 At end of pamphlet by Thomas on The Sabbath.
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feel called upon to engage in efforts for social or political

amelioration, and refuse to bear arms. ., .^ . , ,

(3) That we are living in the last days of Antichrist, described

(in the Apocalypse) as the 'period of the sixth vial in which

Christ apnears'again upon the theatre of mundane events. In

1869, Thoinas found ' the two great leading and notable signs

of the .Second Advent in what he called ' the drying up of the

Ottoman power, and the lini>crial French Frog power in its

political operations in Home, Vienna, and Constantinople

during ' the previous twenty-one years (Uev 1612'8). He him-

self confidently expected the end to come in 1866-8; and

supposed that then a period of 42 years would be taken up m
the subjugation of the nations. 1010, accordingly, would witness

the complete establishment of the Kingdom. So ' the doctor's

calculations ' (says his biographer) ' are not yet proved wrong.

It will be necessary for a.d. 1910 (coniinon era) to pass without

the presence of Christ on the earth before this can bo made
out. ... We are now in the forty-year margin between the

ending of the period of Papal ascendency and the setting-up of

the Kingdom of God, during which the re-appearing of Christ

is possible at any time ' (Lip\ 31.') f.).

3. Constitution of the ecclesia. — Christadel-

Ijhianism is a ' lay-movement.' ' As a sect, they

lia\e no sacerdotal pretensions. They are a

number of private men and women who have

surrendered to the claims of Scripture by the

exercise of the inestimaiile right of private judg-

ment.' Each ecclesia, therefore, is self-organized

and self-governed. ' Ecclesial independence is a

principle jealously conserved by Christadelphians,

though mutual co-operation is in progress through-

out the country.' ' Each ecclesia keeps its own
records.' There is ' no central office' ; no attempt

to compile statistics ; no responsibility
_
to any

district union or general assembly. But it is the

common practice to meet 'every first day of the

week to eat bread and drink wine, in remembrance

of the Captain of their salvation, who died for

them'; to sing 'the songs of Zion ' or 'Jehovah's

songs, concerning the Christ, as found in David ;

convene special meetings of the ecclesia at their

discretion.

(4) Members of the ecclesia are free to attend all

meetings of tlie managers and to share in the dis-

cussions, but not to vote.

(5) Managers report their proceedings to the

ecclesial quarterly meetings, and are subject to the

decision of the ecclesia as regards any matter
affecting the future.

(6) Any brother or sister may request the

managers (by written application through the

secretary) to summon a special meeting of tlie

ecclesia ; and, in case of their refusal, any ten

brethren or sisters may convene such meeting ' by
furnishing the secretary with a requisition signed

by each of them '—provided the requisition lie

' posted up in a conspicuous place on the Sunday
previous to the meeting.'

(7) All funds and jiroperty of the ecclesia are

held in trust by the managing brethren for the

time being.

(8) Any member proved to be guilty of departure
' from any element of the one faith,' or of ' be-

haviour unworthy of the name of Christ,' is to be

cumpelled to cease fellowsliip.

(9) No personal accusation against a brother or

sister is to be received until the Scriptural course

(Mt 18""") has first been taken by the accusers.

(10) Any case of unjustified absence 'from the

table on Sunday mornings' must be brought by

the visiting liretliren before the ecclesia in order to

further inquiry.

(11) 'Marriage with an unbeliever is an offence

against the law of Christ. If such oflence take

jilace, the ecclesia must signify its disapproval by

„ . resolution sent to the offending brother or sister;

to offer prayer ; and to read the Scriptures of the after which, the brother or sister may retain their

;s and Apostles, for edification and comfort.' place among the brethren only by admitting theProphets
This refers to the morning service— usually con-

fined to ' the brethren,' though not necessarily—-at

which the speaking is directed to ' those within.'

Here 'practical and moral topics,' no less than

religious, are treated of ; but in meetings for

' those without ' or the ' alien '—held as a rule on

Sunday evenings—the subject of address is always

some aspect of ' the things concerning the Kingdom
of God and the name of Jesus Christ.' At these

there is never any collection. 'All expen.ses of

whatever kind are met by voluntary contributions
'

made privately, or by collections at the morning

service. It is a natural result of their attitude to

the immediate future that Christadelpliians exjietid

but little money on the building of ' places of

worship.' A 'hired place' is deemed sufficient,

and frequently the place is an 'upper room.' No
virtue, however, is attached to the circumstance of

its being ' upper,' as is sometimes alleged.

The following is an outline of the Leicester

'ecclesia,' and may be considered typical :

(1) The ofhcers consist of five presiding brethren

(i.e. those who take it in turn week by week to

preside at the eccle.sia's meetings, regular or

special), seven managing brethren (who arrange

for the conduct of meetings, deliberate and decide

upon all questions arising in connexion with the

working of the ecclesia, etc.), secretary, assistant-

secretary, treasurer, lecturers, manager of book

department, four door-keepers, three visiting

bretliren, six visiting sisters, superintendent of

Sunday-school, president of music, and leader of

singing.

(2) All officers are elected annually by the

ecclesia, except the lecturers, who are selected and
appointed liy the managing brethren.

(3) Managing brethren meet ordinarily at least

once a month (the meeting being announced on

the previous Sunday morning), and have power to

1 Seel everywhere spokni against, p. 16.

offence.'

(12) No printed matter is to be circulated or

oflered for sale at the place of meeting, unless the

consent of managing brethren be first obtained.

From these—the principal features of the Christ-

adelphian constitution— its strictly democratic

character, and, on the whole, its ethical stringency,

are sufficiently evident.

LiTEBATCRE.—Besides a numbi
Thomas (chiefly at London and r

made to R. Roberts, Iiejence

Ancient Times (Birmingham, 1

a^ielphian Movement (London, 1

and Work (London, 1SS4).
""'

ham The Christadelphian

•nvbV'''' published by
I

1 t'Tcnce may be
/^ructaimed in

! '( the Christ-

Ih-. rUuiiias, his Life

The sect also publishes at Birniing-

Fred. J. 1'owicke.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOUR. —The Young
People's Society of Christian Endeavour is, in the

words of the so-called ' model constitution,' which

has been adopted by most Societies, an organized

effort ' to promote an earnest (christian life among
its members, to increase their mutual acquaintance,

and to make them more useful in the service of

God.' In other words, it is a training school for

the Church, and is intended to do for the young
Christian what the manual or industrial training

school does for the young citizen, teaching him to

si>eak by speaking, and to work by working. The
Societv seeks to cari-y out in practice the favourite

dictuin of the psychologist, ' no impression without

expression,' and to teadi the young people how to

obey the precepts of the pulpit and the Sunday

School in eveiyday life. It differs from the Sunday
School by putting the emph.asis on trninivfi rather

than fcarhinfi, and from the Young Men's Christian

As.sociation by emiiliasizing the religious more than

the social life, and by centring the energies of each

local society in some one local church, as, of course,

the Y.M.C.'i. cannot do, since each Association

exists for the whole community.
The first Society of Christian Endeavour was
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formed on 2nd l'"eb. 1S81, in Williston Cliurcli, Port-

land, Maine, b3' the jiastor Francis E. Clark. It

Nvas a sinnile and Ininible effort to add to the
spiritual ellieiency and practical service of his own
young people, with no thought of the organization
spreading to other churches. Tlie constitution and
pledge then adopted were substantially the same
as those whicli are still in use by the Societies in

all denominations and in all parts of the world, and
thw have been translated into eighty or more
diflerent languages. The weekly prayer-meeting
is an essential part of the organization, and this

meeting all active members promise to attend, and
to take some part in, ' aside from singing, unless
prevented by some reason they can conscientiously

give to the Master.' This participation, however,
may be a very slight one, like the repetition of a
verse of Scripture, a sentence of prayer, a quota-
tion from a religious author, or a few words of

testimony. A montlily consecration meeting is

held, usually during the first week of each month,
at which the roll of active members is called ; and
each one is expected to respond to his name, or at

least to send a verse of Scripture to be read when
his name is called. Social meetings, literary meet-
ings, study classes, and even athletic meetings may
be, and often are, held, but they must not interfere

with the regular weekly prayer-meeting.
Besides these weekly meetings, which cultivate

the gift of expression, the various committees are

an equally important and necessary part of the
Society. Tliey are of every possible variety, and
are meant to do, in a systematic way, anj'thing

that the Church desires its young people to do.

The average number of committees is five or six.

All Societies, however, have the Look-out, the
Prayer-meeting, and the Social committees, whose
duties may be gathered from their names, though
it may be added that the Look-out committee is

expected to look after the spiritual interests of the
Society, to secure new members, and to see to it

that, so far as possible, the active members live

up to their obligations. Missionary, Temperance,
Good Literature, Information, Calling, Music,
Relief, and Junior committees are some of the
more usual committees. Continued and wilful

absence from the Society and its duties for three
montlis forfeits membership in the organization.
As other church duties are taken up, the active
members of a local Christian Endeavour Society
may become members of a Senior Society (if the
congregation with which the Society in question is

connected possess such an affiliation) or may become
honorary members ; this latter body, according to

the 'model constitution,' includes 'all persons who,
though no longer young, are still interested in the
society, and wish to have some connexion -ndth it,

though they cannot regularly attend the meetings.'
In addition to the active and honorary members
there are associate members, consisting of those
young people who are not ready to be considered
decided Christians, but are willing to put them-
selves under the influence of the Society, though
they are not under obligation to take part in the
meetings or serve on all the committees.
The second Society of Christian Endeavour was

formed in Newburyport, Massachusetts, eight
months after the first. For a time the growth
was slow, and there was much opposition on the
part of some churches and pastors, who feared that
such an organization would weaken the allegiance
of the young people to their o%\ti churches. On
this accovint, many purely denominational Societies
were formed on the Christian Endeavour model

;

but the fears of early days have proved to be un-
founded, and many of these denominational Societies
have been merged into the Christian Endeavour
movement, though the Epworth League continues

to maintain its denominational character as a
distinctly Methodist organization.

After some two years the Societies began to grow
more rapidly, and in five years from the establish-

ment of the first Society they were gradually
linding their waj' into all parts of the world. In
1884 the first Society was established in India, and
also in China. In 1888 the first one was organized
in Great Britain, in the High Town Church of

Crewe. About the same time the movement was
introduced into Australasia, where it has since

greatly flourished, and in rapiu succession it was
adopted as a means of Christian nurture and train-

ing by churches in Turkey, Madagascar, Japan,
South Africa, Egj'pt, the South Sea Islands,

Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Hungary, Finland,
Macedonia, and Son*h America. It is now found
in every Christian land, and practically in every
country to which Christian missionaries have gone.

After a few years it was found necessary to form
separate Societies for the boys and girls imder
fourteen years of age, who were in danger of being
overshadowed by older ones, and tlien Junior
Societies began to multiply, and have now become
a very important feature of the work. Later still,

it was found best in many churches to form the

older boys and girls, between fourteen and eighteen
years of age, into Intermediate Societies, which
liave multiplied rapidly, and proved of great value
in many churches in caring for the religious

character of young people in the critical age of
adolescence.
Though the great majority of Societies are

connected with local churches, many others are

found in schools and colleges, especially in mission-

ary lands. There are also many ' Floating Societies

of Christian Endeavour' on ships of war and in

the merchant marine of the United States and
Great Britain, and others in army posts, soldiers'

homes, etc. One of the most interesting develop-

ments of the organization is in the prisons of the
United States, where there are many Societies and
some 3000 active members, all of whom, of course,

have been brought into the Christian life and work
since their incarceration.

About the year 1884 the Societies began to form
themselves into Unions, composed of the young
people of many denominations. These have greatly

extended and flourished, so that now every leading

country has its national Christian Endeavour Union.
Every State and Province and Colony in English-

speaking lands has its State or Provincial Union,
and most large cities and many smaller towns have
their local Christian Endeavour Union. These
Unions hold annual, semi-annual, or quarterly

conventions, many of which are very largely

attended. The National Conventions hare often

lirought together vast numbers, ranging from ten

to fifty thousand delegates. There is also a
World's Union of Christian Endeavour, which has

held four conventions—Washington (1896), London
(1900), Geneva (1906), and Agi-a, India (1909).

Each country now has its own headquarters,

where its literature is printed. These national

organizations exist for information and inspiration

alone, and disclaim all authority over local Societies,

which owe allegiance only to their own churches.

Their officers, except the Secretaries, are usually

honorary officers who give their services without
salary. There are some fifty weekly or monthly
publications printed in different languages in the

interests of the movement, of which the leading ones

are The Christian Endeavor World of America,
published in Boston, and The Christian Endeavour
Times of London.
The 'United Society of Christian Endeavour'

has its headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts

;

Kev. Francis E. Clark is president, Mr. William
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Shaw, Secretary, and Mr. 11. N. Latlirop, Treasurer.

A Board of Trustees, representing all denomina-
tions and composed of nearly one hundred members,
controls tlie business of the United Society. The
British National Union lias its headquarters in

London ; the President Is chosen every year ; the

permanent Secretary is Kev. \V. Knij^ht Chaplin.

The ' World's Christian Endeavour Union ' also has

its headquarters in Boston, and the President and
Treasurer are otiicers of the United Society, though
with a diflcrent board of Vice-presidents and
Trustees.
There are now (Aug. 1910) something more than

seventy-three thousand Societies of all kinds and
in all parts of the world, with more than three and
a hidf million members. Of these, some forty-

seven thousand are found in the United States and
Canada, more than ten thousand in Great Britain,

and over three thousand in Australia. Every
evangelical denomination of Protestant Christians

is represented in the Societ}', and the movement
is growing rapidly and substantially.

LlTER-iTi. RE.—The literature is very abundant, embracing
books and booklets upon every phase of the work. Francis
E. Clark, Chrutian Endeavor in all Lands, Phiiad., IQOi;, is

the most comprehensive history; see also the same writer's

Christian Endeavor Manual, London, 1904, and J. R. Fleming,
The Christian Endeavour of the Future, London, 1903. Pro-

fessor Amos R. Wells is the author ot many volumes for

committees and different departments of the work.

Francis E. Clark.
CHRISTIANS (Names applied to).— i. Names

certainly or presumably claimed by Christians.

—(1) 'Disciples' {fj.aOrjrai). This name is chrono-

logically earliest, reflecting Gos]iel conditions, and
surviving into (both halves of) the Book of Acts,

but then disappearing. It is to be interpreted on
the analogy of ' disciples of John ' or ' disciples of

the Pharisees' (e.rf. Mk 2'*). When Christians

speak of themselves in a pregnant sense as
' disciples,' they mean tliat they are ' disciples of

Jesus. The correlative view of Jesus is as the

Master simply. Hence, in the later Apostolic age,

names for Christians which involve a richer con-

notation displace this earliest term.
' Disciples ' has become one of the chosen names of a Baptist

sect in America better knowTi as ' Christians ' ; see below, end
of (2). It is valuable to them as being primitive.

(2) ' Bretliren ' (doeX^oI). Although compara-
tively rare at the opening of NT epistles (Col 1'',

Ja 1-, but not 1'), this title is the earliest of all in

Acts (1'° ; though TR.had 'disciples'), and it may
be considered the standing NT designation for

Christiana by Christians. It runs through Acts
down to 28^', and is the habitual vocative in

Christian sermons as early as II Clement. It can
be tised in sing, as well as plural. An individual
Christian is 'a brother' (e.ff. Ro 16^), or—if the
sex is changed—' a sister' (1 Co 9», Ro 16', Ja 2'').

The ' holy kiss' (1 Th ."i^, 1 Co 16-», 2 Co IS'^ Ro
16'*, 1 P 5") was the natural expression of primitive
Christian brotherhood. The term was taken over
from Judaism. There it meant racial and also
religious brotherhood ; but, in respect of both, the
Jew was a ' child of Abraham ' (cf. Lk 13" 19")

rather than a child of God. St. Paul annexes
Abraham to the Christian fellowship, whether of

Jewish or of Gentile blood (Gal 3™, Ro 4'"-). In
calling themselves ' tfie brethren,' the Apostolic
Christians imply that the brotherhood of Israel

after the llesh, with its OT worship, is altogether
an inferior thing. If we are to a.ssume that the
Fatherhood of God is the implied correlate of Chris-
tian brotherhood, this cannot be God's universal
Fatherhood. In God, as in Abraham, it must be
a Fatherhood towards the faithful. On any other
view, ' brethren ' would lose its distinctive meaning.
When we meet with the thouj^ht of God's universal Fatherhood

In Tertullian {Apot. xx.xix.), Ilarnack (Erpaiurion of Chrie-
tianitii'i, i. 406) explains it as borrowed from the Stoics.

lu later generations, as Harnack {foe. cit.) ob-

serves, ' brother ' was almost entirely a title for

one clergyman to bestow upon another ; or, if a
clergj'uian used it of a layman, ho showed special

condescension in doing .so. It may be a transitional

stage when the Emperor Constantine addresses

the bishops and Christian i)Ouple, in his numerous
writings, as ao«X^oi Kai avfOipa.Troi'm (Euseb. Li/e

of Constantine, iii. 24).
Tills title, like ' disciples," has been revived by a modern

Protestant sect. Its members are known to each other as ' the
Brethren,' but are called by those outside ' Plymouth Brethren '

(see Brethren [Plymouth]).

(3) ' Saints' or ' holy persons' (47iot). This also

is taken over from Judaism, and appropriated as
distinctively Christian. It signifies tlie Christians
who are truly consecrated to God, ti-uly separated
from common things (cf. 1 Co 7"). The evidence of

Acts (9''- 2'-- *' 26'") for the usage of the early Church
at Jerusalem is followed by the evidence of St.

Paul's usage in addressing churches of (Jentile con-

verts (1 Co P, 2 Co 1', Eph 1', Ph 1' ; cf. He 3', Jude',
Rev 22-'). Catholic tradition has misled popular
speech into understanding by sainthood some
unusual ilegree of spirituality. Puritanism pro-

tested against this error ; but, rightly or ^vrongly,

Puritanism became unpopular, and the word
' saints ' is now rather a sneer flung from outside
than a claim put forward from within. Still,

Edmund Gosse is able to tell of its use in Ply-
mouthist circles {Father and Son, 1907, p. 10).

The ' holy kiss ' may again be referred to.

Further, ' holy ' is ' the earliest predicate of

Church' (Hahn-Hamack, Bibliothek der SyiahoW,
1897, p. 388). This last usage is not found in the
NT, although 'holy prophets' (Lk 1™) and 'holy
apostles and prophets' (Eph 3=, cf. Rev IS^" TR)
half foreshadow tne later exclusive claims of ' holy
orders.'

In spite of Hamack's dissent, we must maintain
that ' saints ' tended to be applied specially to the
earliest Christian community, the Church of Jeru-
salem (cf. 1 Co 16', 2 Co 8^ 9', with Ro 15=«, Gal 2'").

Had there not been racial dislocation in Church
history, Jerusalem might have forestalled Rome.

(4) ' Believers,' ' faithful ' (jrio-reiJocTes, -n-Loroi, Ac
5'*, Eph I', Col V-; cf. 2 P 1'). This term is

ambiguous from the first. It stands poised, even
in the NT, between religions faith (in God's grace)

and moral fidelity—sometimes inclining towards
the one, sometimes towards the other. There is

ambiguity still to-day. The ' faithful ' in a Roman
Catholic allocution are those holding Church dog-
mas ;

' believers ' in a Protestant revival-meeting
are the converted.

In the Synoptic Gospels, ' faith ' is concerned
mainly with miracle (e.g. Mk 9^). Impossibility
disappears before it. St. Paul's teaching carries

the principle inwards and upwards. Life and
salvation, impossible upon any other terms, flow
straight from trust in God. Elsewhere in the NT
we have a nearer approach to dogma. The Chris-
tian believes that Jesus is the Messiah and the Son
of God (Jn 20"). Or, he believes in the historical

factof Christ's resurrection (Acts especially), which
Jews treat as an un posture (cf. JI t 2S'''"'- ). Here
was the plain line of division between Christian
Jew and non-Christian.

In a sense, such emph.asis upon belief was a
novelty in the Bible religion. In another sense
(cf. St. Paul's appeals in Ro 4' 1" to Gu 15", Hab
2^ ; or cf. Is 7") the OT was very profoundly a
religion of faith. Zoroastrianism, especially in the
Gathas, may have shown anticipations of the appeal
to per.sonal faith. In later historj', Muhammadan-
ism atl'ords a significant parallel and contrast.

Inscriptions, quoted by Hawkins {DCA, art.
' Faithful'), show that the word Jidclis came to be
used of the baptized person, even of the baptized
child, in contrast with the mere catechumeu. And
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Harnack {Expansion ', i. 404) cites the same usiiije

of language in the Canons of Elvira (a.d. 306). So
early did tlie conceptions of ' faith ' and ' faithfiil-

ness' grow hard. See .'ilso below (12), stibjln.

(5) 'Elect' or 'chosen' (^kXcktoI). As a name,
the word is rare (Tit l\ 1 P 1', 2 Jn '•

'»). In NT
historians we have it only in M k 13-°- --

( = Mt 24--),

the apocalyptic chapter. Possibly the term had a
special vogue in apocalyptic circles. The I'arable
Hook dissected by criticism out of the Book of
Enoch calls the e.xpected Jlessiah 'the Elect One'
(Is 42' ; cf. Mk 1" etc.). Manicha;isra is stated
to liave called its inner circle ' the Elect ' or ' the
Perfect ' (cf. the reference cited in PBE^ xii. 211,
and see art. M.\nich.ea\'s). Heracleon is quoted
(Clem. Stroyn. IV. i.\. 73) as claiming the term for
Gnostics, as opposed to vulgar Christians. We are
told that in the 7th cent, the Paulicians applied
the name to theii' clergy. These usages might
give the word a flavour of heresy. Nor, where
high predestinarian doctrine is taught, can the
name seem very suitable for any external fellow-
ship. Its origin, of course, is in the OT. God
chose Israel once ; He chooses Christian souls
now.

(6) ' The Called ' (KXriroi). It is questionable
whether this—closely akin in sense to the last—is

ever precisely a name ; but we may refer to Ro l^- ',

1 Co l^ Jude ', He 3'.

(7) 'The Church' (^raX^o-k). This collective
term denotes in Greek the general assembly of all

entitled to be summoned, as citizens, by the herald
(cf. Ac 19^9). In the LXX iKKXricLa stands for Heb.
qahal, a favourite term with P for the religious
community of Israel. A synonymous term in his
vocabulary, 'edhah, is rendered occasionally by
iKKK-qala, but almost always by avvayoiyij. The
Jews had annexed ' synagogue '

; Christianity an-
nexed ' church.'
Mt 1618 and IS" hardly amount to a definite proof that our

Lord used the expression. The verses are unsupported else-
where. It will always be possible to argue that the Master's
language has been recast.

For early post-resun-ection use. Acts (8^ etc.) is

strikingly supported by Ph 3^ ; less so perhaps by
the more reflective and theological language of
1 Co IS". ' Church,' then, like the distributive
term 'saints,' and perhaps like 'brethren,' proves
that early Clu-istianity claimed a unique place of
nearness to God. In a sense, the word always
connotes some kind of exclusiveness. If there are
no limitations, there is no Church. Protestantism
may etherealize the limits ; but it continues to
believe in them, and to cherish the great name.
Only the Friends, or the Salvation Army, or the
Brethren would treat Christ's visible Church as
effete.

Edmund Gosse, indeed, assures us that P. H. Gosse spoke of
his own tiny fellowship as ' the Church of Christ in this parish '

{Life of P. H. G., 1890, p. 330). Perhaps Gosse was exceptional.
His son tells that he had ceased to keep in touch with Plymouth
Brethrenism.

The NT uses the word sometimes in the singular,
sometimes in the plural. The plm-al is usually one
of geographical separation within a limited district
(cf . G:U 1-, Rev l-"- -» etc. ). Even the strange pheno-
menon of house-churches (Ro 16', 1 Co 16", Col 4'^,

Philem -) may be interpreted as illustrating the
same principle. Still, it was only under a deliber-
ately lax organization that such a jdurality of
' churches ' would be acquiesced in. In tlie NT
each separate ch\irch represents or stands for the
one great Church of God. On the other hand,
Jerusalem had a natural precedence as mother of
all churches, till racial dislocation snapped the
primitive fellowship [see above (3)].

(8) 'The Way' (r; 656$). This name seems to
occur only in Acts (9- 19"- -= 22^ 24=^ ; cf. 16" ' way
of salvation,' 18» 'way of the Lord,' 18=« 'way of
God,' 24" 'the way which they call a sect'). In

17th cent. English ' way ' still clearly meant road
or track ; and that is the sense of the original. We
are conscious of the literal signification when we
say ' highway ' or ' byway ' ; but ' way ' generally
means to us method or process, and we hardly feel
it as a metaphor. The word is colourless. Chris-
tians might use it in a pregnant sense, but non-
Christian Jews admitted nothing by employing it.

On the other hand, it was courteous. It had not
the suggestion of disparagement which attached to
'Nazarene.' This state of matters explains the
origin of the term, and again its disappearance.
Such a term has nothing to teach us.
Weizsacker (Apostolic Age, Eng. tr. 1895, ii. 262) and others

quote as a parallel the Talmudic Halakhoth, literally 'walks,'
as parallel especially to 1 Co 41'' (' my ways in Christ' [for A.
Seeberg's view, see his Kaiechismus der Urchristenheit, 1903,
p. 6f.]); but these are special rules of conduct, not a single
great v/ay of Ufe. * Way of salvation ' (Ac 1617, see above) is a
better gloss on the meaning. The Buddhist 'Holy Eightfold
Path' is in one sense closely akin.l For Semitic parallels, cf.

Gesenius, Thesaurus, 1853, p. 353, and Oxf. Heb. Lex. p. 203 J.

So, too, in modern Muhammadanism duty as authoritatively
expounded from the Qur'au plus traditions is Shari'ah, literally
' the way.' Mahdi, again, = ' he who is guided in the right path '

;

while a minor sect of orthodox Sunnite Muhammadanism is a
Tarlkah, lit. ' path.' In Shi'ite Persia we have the heresy of the
Bah (the ' gate '). See art. Bab, Eabis.

(9) 'The Poor' (wtoixoI). We assume that this
sense underlies the name 'Ebionites,' given to
Christians of Jewish birth (Origen, c. C'el. ii. 1,

Horn. iii. 5 on Genesis, on Ulnft., torn. xvi. 12;
Euseb. de Eccl. Theol. i. 14, also Onomasticon
[and Jerome's translation]). If the Fathers, from
Irenfeus (Hmr. i. xxvi. 2) downwards, generally
caU the Ebionites heretics, that merely reflects the
growing isolation of the primitive Church of Jewish
descent, and the increasing divergence in belief
between it and the AVest (see Ebionism).
AVe also assume that the name ' poor ' was claimed

from within the primitive Church, rather than (as
Harnack [i. 402] holds) attached to it in scorn by
hostile Jews. For (n) in the OT li'^N is hardly less
a .synonym for piety (Ps 69^ 107")'than i:i; itself.

(b) We have such NT passages as Lk 6-", Ro 15^,
Gal 2'", Ac 4**, to which we may add Ja 2^ if

addressed to Christians of Jewish race, (c) One
Latin Christian writer, Minucius Felix {Octavius,
36), roundly affirms ' we are called poor,' and claims
that the name is creditable to Christians.^ (d) Epi-
phanius tells us (xxx. 17) that the Ebionites whom
he knew—sjTicretists with aflinities to the heresy
underlying the pseudo-Clementines—claimed to
have their name in succession from the Christian
heroes of Ac i^''.

The 'Poor Men of Lyons' may be said to revive primitive
' Ebionism.' The same ideal plays a great part with St. Francis
of Assisi, and even appears in the (popular) name of his female
order, the 'poor' Clares. A Lollard petition of 1395 begins:
' We, poor men, treasurers of Christ and His apostles.' Of
course, too, poverty is one of the standing vows in Catholic
monasticism (cf. T. M. Lindsay, ' EvangeUcal Poverty in the
Centuries before the Reformation' in vol. i. (ISS7] of Theological
Review and Free Church Colleges Quarterly).

(10) 'Friends' (^iXoi) seems to mean Christian
disciples in Ac 27^, possibly also 3 Jn "

; cf. Lk 12",

Jn 15"""'. The rival name ' brethren ' excluded it

from general use. INIedieeval mj'stics known as the
' Friends of God ' came near to re\nving it. The
Society of Friends (Quakers) delinitelj' did so. See
artt. Friends of God and Society oV Friends.

2. Names given by Jews.—(11) 'Nazarenes.'
We find this name once in the NT (Ac 24'', cf. v.")
on the lips of Jews. Tertullian {adv. Marc. iv. 8)
speaks of Jews as authors of the name. Epiphanius
(between xx. and xxi., xxix. 1, xxix. 6) tells us
that it was a primitive designation for Christians

;

1 A similar concept is found as early as the Rig-Veda {e.g. x.

Ixsi. 6, sukrtasya pathi, ' path of well-doing' [for further refer-
ences, see H. Grassmann, Worterb. zum. Rig- Veda, Leipzig, 1875,
coll. 284, 767 f.]), and recurs in the Avesta (e.g. Tasna xliii. 3,

Ii. 13, liii. 2, Ixxii. 11) and the Old Persian inscriptions (NRa
56-59 ; see, further, Jackson, GIrP ii. 6'20, and JA OS xxi. 171 f.).

2 We must not make too much of this isolated assertion ; but,
at least, it may imply the floating echo of an earlier name.
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Eusebius aud Jerome (Oiimnaxtinin) tiaie it to the

town of Nazareth. Krauss (JQH v. [181)2] i:il,

ete.) gives Patristic- refereiieos [Jerome on Is ii. 18

should be on Is Ixv. 18] to the cursing of Nazarenes

in Jewisli sv-nagoy;ues. See also below (12).

other inlerpretations of Nazarene." sometimes involving

doubt a^i to the historical existence ot Nazareth at the Christian

era (Wellhauscn, Jsrtul. u. Jiid. Gesch.i p. 220 n. [p. 255 in

ed 2, p. 266 in ed. 3], quoting Halivy ; but cf. Buhl, Pal., 1S96,

p 'lis n. 229 ; Chejne, Ulli, ' Nazareth' ; W. IS. Smith m The

iimist, Jan. 1906, pp. 25-45, and in I>er varchrislliche Jesus,

1906), are fantastic. It Nazareth had a bad name (Jn 1«, ct.

Jerome as cited above), we can understand the appeal to Is 111

at Mt 223 ; Messiah had to be a ' Nisfr 'I

Epiphanius' pre-Christian A'azortKt (xviii.) and Philastriup

„ .
If Lk C'-'2

'

it must be a late re-shaping ot

Jewsd Nazareiiea are perhaps mere blunders (yet sec Hilg'

Jeld, Ketzergesck. des Vrchristentums, p. 42611., and Box, art.

•Nazarene,' in DCG). Some earlier writers—like Theodoret

later (//tcref. Fab. ii. 2)—may have declared lh.it Christi.ins ot

Jewish blood were mere 'Jews' in opinion, and this might be

distorted into ' Nazarenes are a sect of Jews.'

There is nothing to surprise us if we find Nazar-

enes {i.e. Christians of Jewish blood) ranked, like

the Eliionites and along with tliem, a.s heretics by

later Fathers like Eiiiplianiits (.wiii.) and some

Latin writers (Augustine, Hceres., and the work
known as Prcdestinatus).
Jerome is well informed, but perhaps confused ; certainly he

is contusing (cf. E-p. cxii. 13, on Is 91 ; cf. also on Is li'.i).

Curiou.sly affected literary use of ' Nazarene '
as

equivalent to 'Christian' meets us in Prudentius,

Periiteph. v. [not ii.] 25, contra Symm. i. 549;

cf. Peristcph. x. 45, Caihemcr. vii. 1. We have a

trace of genuinely heretical use in the still sur-

viving Jewi.sh Gnostic and vehemently anti-Chris-

tian sect of Mandieans (q.v.)—if, indeed, their

usage is derived from ' Nazareth.' Their Scripture,

the Ginza, uses it of all members of their com-

munity ; but H. J. Petermann, in his Travels

(1861), reported that he found the name applied to

their learned men exclusively.

Jewish use of the name for Christians continues

in the Levant to this day, and has been copied by

the Muhammadans from their first appearance

onwards. See also below (14), and cf. Krauss in

JEix. 194 f.

(12) 'Minim." While there is scarcely any re-

ference to 'Ebionites' in the Talmud, we must

hold with Krauss [above (11)] and R. T. Herford

{Christianity in Talmud and Midrash, 1904) that

the Minim cursed in the Jewish sjTiagogues were

—or at least included—Jewish-Christian heretics.

Indeed Jerome expressly tells us so (Ep. cxii. 13).

Later Jewish usage has not retained either the name
' Nazarenes ' or the name ' Minim ' (ct. art. ' Min ' in JE) m
the curse-formula. For a possible reference to Christian

Minim in the name Ehan Minyeh, see G. A. Smith, UGIIL^,

1S94, and the references there given.

Details may be controverted ; but the apparent

recognition by Minim of two princijiles co-ojierating

in Creation does not bear out Friedliinder's rival

theory that the Minim were Gnostic (and Anti-

n<imian). It rather suggests a Logos theology

like that of the Ep. to the Hebrews ; which is

interesting, if also—in view of Patristic evidence

regarding Ebionite Christologies—not a little per-

plexing.

It would be no less interesting if we could follow

the Jewish scholars Derenbourg (1867) and Joel

(1880-83) in interpreting Minim as meaning 'be-

lievers,' i.e. ' believers in Jesus ' [above (4)]. Joel

even held that maaminim was slangilj; cut down
into minim; as if we said 'lievers' instead of

'believers' [cf. Christ-ians ; below (13), sub fn.].

But the old view seems to be regaining the assent

of Talmudic experts. According to it, min means
' kind ' (as in Gn 1) ; and Minim are strange kinds

or unlawful sects—i.e. heretics as such. This ap-

pears a very singular explanation ; but in the

ralmud nothing is impossible.

3. Names given by Gentile outsiders.— (13)

' Christians.' The NT occurrences, all with a

smack of hostility, are three—Ac 1 1* 26-", 1 P 4".

Ja 2< shouUI be explained rather ol l)uptism into the name ot

Christ ; ct. [Ac 8:"J, Gal 3-'', Ito ti^'. Ac 6^' might be similarly

disposed ot ; or conceivably it is a fourth rcfereii

retors to the word 'Christian,'
'

what the Master said.
.

Later possible references are Suetonius, t la uUius,

25 (disturb.-mces at Rome, ' Chresto impulsore '),

and a fragmentary inscription at Pompeii (in a

wine-shop, and so <lismissed, as misinterpreted, by

Schmiedel in EBi ; but Kam^ay [_C/i. m Jionmn

Empire^ 1893, p. 268, St. Paid, 1895, p. 346]

contends that it might be a sneer at the new-

saints, and quite appropriate to a wine-shop).

More assured references are Tacitus (Nero's per-

secution, Annal. xv. 44) and Suetonius once more

{Nero, 16, believed to be borrowed from Tacitus).

Delinite legal use is attested in the younger Pliny's

letter {Kp. x. 96) to Trajan c. 104 (?) A.D., and in

Hadrian s rescript (c. 130 A.D.) in reply to Licinius

Serenus Granianus (as preserved in Euseb. IIE

iv. 9).

Among the Aiiost<ilic Ealhers, Ignatius shows

special attachment to the word ; cf. also Didache

xii. 4 ; Ep. ad Diogn. {passim in 1-6, esp. 6)

;

Justin, Apol. i. 12. M. Aurelius' coldly scornful

reference {Meditat. xi. 3) may serve to mark
universal acquaintance with the name (c. 170

A.D.).

Jews could not originate this name—they looked

for a ' Christ.' Ac 11^" tells us that it arose in the

home of the first Gentile-Christian church (though

nothing precise is said as to the date when the

word was coined at Antioch). Baur declared that

the adj. as a Latin form was impossible in a Greek-

speaking region ; but this view of the grammatical

evidence is universally given up. Besides, were

there not Roman soldiers at Antioch ?

Lipsius (1K73), while withdrawing tl.e grammatical objection,

dwelt upon the comparative silence (1) of the NT, (2) of early

Christian literature. His rejection of Ac ll-S involved (1) a

different interpretation of Suetonius, Claudius, 25; (2) the

assumption that Tacitus placed in 4.D. 64 what was true only

of his own day some fifty years later, in his 'Quos vulgus

Christianos appellabat.' But (3) Lipsius concurred m assign-

ing the name to Antioch because of its use by the Antiochene

Father, Ignatius. Since 1873 we have had the vindication of

the (shorter) Greek text of Ignatius—Lipsius, who had worked

from the Syriac text, subsequently accepted the Greek—and
the mention of Christians in the newly discovered Didache.

Further, if Harnack's view of the composition of Acts is

accepted, its Antiochene evidence is peculiarly reliable. See

also below (14).

The MS of Tacitus is read by Harnack (i. 413 f.), Quos vulgus

Chrestianos appellabat.' He maintains- against host ile criticism

-the interpretation :
' The mob then called them, blunderingly,

Chrestians ; every one now knows the name as Christian."

This name, however accidental in origin, 13

exactly right from the Christian standpoint. 'Ye
belong to Christ' (Mk 9" AV).
The 'Christians' of the United States [above

(§ 1)] are called by outsiders ' Christ '-ians.

(14) 'Galileans.' We have no genuine evidence

for this name in the NT. In Mk 14™ Peter is

simply identified by accent as a provincial follower

of the provincial prophet. Ac 2' merely declares

that the Christian apostles came from Galilee.'

Jewish sects or heresies enumerated by Justin (Trypho, 80),

Epiphanius (xviii.), and (after them) Ephraim Synis include

' Galilaeans ' as followers of Judas ot Gamala (ct. Ac 5-'7).

Our reliable evidence, such as it is, reveals a

Gentile usage. Epictetus {Di.'^s. iv. 7. 6) doubt-

less means Christians by ' Galihiians,' with their

'habit' of apathy under suffering. Valentinus

{ap. Eulogi<m "/(. Photiu.s [in liilgenfeld, Ketzer-

gesck. p. 3U2]) speaks of 'Galila-an' dyophysitism

in contrast to Gnostic insight into Christ's person,

and Mani the heresiarch is quoted similarly by

Fabricius {liibl. Gr. v. [1712] 'iS5) and Lardner

{Jew. and Heathen Testimonies, ii. [1765] 10-2. 3,

under 'Epictetus'). These two references sun-

port each other. There may have been an early

1 Unless, perhaps, the historian makes an amende to that

province tor denying it any visions of the risen Jesus (contra.st

I.k 24" with Mk (14'*) IG' or Mt 26™ '28" l") when he allows that

the witnesses were Galila^n men.
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Gnostic monophysitism, despising popular 'Uali-
loean ' views of Christ.
Qibbon {DecUnf aiid Fall, ch. xvi.) appealed to Lardner a6

showing that 'Galiliean' was a common name for the early
ChristianSf and he insinuated that Nero got the crimes of the
followers of Judas of Galilee imputed to the Church. Gibbon's
Christian editors, Guizot and Milman, resented the conjecture,
aa a whitewashing of villainy; and really it is quite baseless,

for the evidence as to Nero's persecutions says nothing at all

about 'Galilffinns.'

It is barely worth mentioning that John Malalas (7th cent.,

quoted in Hilgenfeld's ed. of Acts, 1899) speaks of Christians as
having orifjinally been called ' Nazarenes and Oaliljeans.' Suidas
repeats this.

Whether Je\\'ish or Gentile in origin, the nick-
name lent itself well to the Emperor Julian

—

possibly in edicts, certainly in his writings. He
could express Hellenic contempt for two great
monotheistic religions by treating one as fit only
for provincials of Juda;a, and the other for pro-
\'incial3 of Galilee. Harnack aptly compares the
nickname ' Phrygians ' given by the orthodox to
the Montanists.
In Expansiorfi (i. 402), Harnack withdraws his tentative as-

signment of Acta, Theodoti Aneyrani, xxxi., with its hostile use
of the name 'Galilaean' by Roman officials, to a date earlier
than Julian. It is later. But Harnack still thinks it probable
that the name had really come earlier into use among the official

enemies of Christianity.

4. Nicknames and blunders.—(15) 'Jesseans.'
Epiphanius (x.xix. 14, not ' xxjx. n. 4' as printed
and reprinted) probably means Essenes—confusing
them with Christians.

(16) ' Ecclesiastici.' Bingham's quotations (I. i.

§ 8) show that we have here simply the modern
' churchman ' in its two senses—catholic versus
dissenter, or clergyman as distinguished from
layman.

(17) 'Catholics' never means simply Christians,
but always orthodox or church Christians.

(18) 'Atheists' may be a genuine nickname for
the early Christian rebels against the Empire's
idolatrous worship ; cf. e.g. Euseb. ME iv. 15. 6.

(19) 'Gnostic' is always a term of contrast.
Thus Clem, of Alexandria uses it of the superior
Christian as distinguished from the uncultured
believer.

(20) ' Christi.' Ps 105" leads Euseb. {Demonst.
i. 5) to say that the OT called God's friends
' Christs.' According to Hippolytus {Philos. vii.

34), Ebionitic heretics held that they could them-
selves become ' Christs ' by merit or adoptive
grace. But this does not give us the word as a
name ; still less does Ambrose {de Obit. Valentin.
in. 12), or Jerome on Ps 105". Ambrose says a
true Christian is like Christ ; Jerome, that Christ
needed no literal outward anointing.

(21) ' Chrestoi.' Often CAriiics is confused with
chrcstos, 'good' (Justin, Apol. i. 4; Lactant.
Iiist. iv. 7 ; TertuU. Apol. 3) ; but there is no
evidence whatever that Christians were called
' Chresti.'

(22) ' Pisciculi
'—^a simple pleasantry in Ter-

tullian, de Baptismo, ci.

(23) 'Of the dogma.' A single obscure passage
is quoted (Euseb. HE vii. 30, § 19).»

(24) 'Jews.' Christians, for a time, might be
involved in the dislike felt to Jews. At the
utmost, it is a temporary nickname.

(25) ' Tarsclk, Tarsa.' This name, which liter-

ally means 'timid,' is specifically Persian, being
applied, probably in derision, to Christians as
early as the 9th century i^ikand-guindni/) Vijdr
(XV. 1, tr. West, SBE xxiv. 229), and frequently
recurring later, as in the 17th centm-y Ddbistdn,
a Persian treatise on various religions and sects
(tr. Shea and Troyer, Paris, 1843, ii. 305), which

1 From Rufinus downwards it has been customary to omit the
words 70V 6o-yjattTo5 in translation, although the Berlin ed.
marks no variant reading. Might we take the previous word
eiri'o-Kon-oi as non-technical ? Did the Emperor Aurelian entrust
the decision in question to those * charged with superintending
doctrines' in Rome and Italy?

also, like many other Persian and Arabic works,
terms the Christians 'Isatci, ' followers of Jesus

'

(cf. Arab. Maaihi, ' follower of the Messiah,' the
latter designation likewise occurring in Syriac).
LiTEEATORE.—J. Bingham, Originea Eccl., Oxf. 1840, ch. 1;

art. ' Faithful ' in Smith-Wace's DCA (repeating, supplement-
ing, and silently correcting, Bingham). For ' Christiana '

:

R. A. Lipsius, ' Ursprung desOhristennamens,' in Gratulations-
prog, der theolog. Fakidtdt Jena/iir Hose, Jena, 1873, pp. 6-10;
T. Zahn, IrUrod. to AT (tr. Edinb. 1909); the Comm. on Acta,
and the Bible Dictionaries. For ' Church ' : F. J. A. Hort, Chris-
tian Ecclesia, Lond. 1897 [a good survey of BibUcal usages ia

included]. For ' Ebionites,' ' Nazarenes,' ' Minim,' the Patristic
evidence ia very fully given by A. Hilg-enfeld, esp. in Eetzer-
gesch. des Urchristenthums, Leipz. 1884 ; cf. his Jiulenthum u.
Judenchristenthum, Leipz. 1886 ; tor a recent survey, with
fuller Jewish references, see G. Hoennicke, Jtuienchristentlmin
in lltn u. lien Jahrh., Berlin, 1908. In general : A. Harnack,
Expansion of Christianity, Eng. tr., Lond. 1904-6 [valu.ibla
additions in 2nd ed., 1908J, also in Luke the Physician, tr.,

Lond. 1907, and The Acts of the Apostles, tr., Lond. 1909, and
elsewhere. ROBERT MACKINTOSH.

CHRISTIANS OF ST. JOHN.—See Man-
DiEANS.

CHRISTIANS OF ST. THOMAS.
Nestqrians.

-See

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.— I. The Discoverer.—
' In the year 18G6, I discovered the Christ Science

or divine laws of Life, Truth, and Love, and named
my discovery Christian Science. God had been
graciously preparing me during many years for the
reception of this final revelation of the absolute
divine Principle of scientific mental healing' (Science
and Health, p. 107). So writes Mrs. Mary Baker
Glover Eddy, the founder of Christian Science, and
author of its text-book. Born (1821) at Bow, New
Hampshire, in the United States, Mary Morse
Baker, afterwards Mrs. Eddy, was the child of de-
vout, God-fearing parents. The ' intervales ' of her
father's farm of 600 acres lie along the banks of the
Merrimac, in the township of Concord, now a city,
where she resides. At the age of about twelve she
joined the Congregationalist Church, of which she
remained a faithful member for thirty years. Her
insight into spiritual things was remarkable from
an early age. In an autobiographical sketch she
writes thus : 'From my very childhood I was im-
pelled, by a hunger and thirst after divine things,
—a desire for something higher and better than
matter, and apart from it,—to seek diligently for
the knowledge of God, as the one great and ever-
present relief from human woe ' (Retrospection and
Introspection, p. 47). This faith in God sustained
her through many trials which came to her in after
years ; but, when her health failed, she found that
neither her own prayers nor those of other members
of her Church could heal her.

Mrs. Eddy's education was of an unusual char-
acter. Her father had been told that her brain
was too large for her body, and, dreading the close
application of school, he educated her chiefly
at liome ; but she learned with great facility, and
studied many deep subjects. Natural Philosophy,
Logic, and Moral Science being her favourite
studies. She also gained some knowledge of
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. In later years she
was fiUed with the desire to alleviate the sufferings
of humanity ; with the hope of restoring her own
health she studied medicine, the object of all her
experiments being to discover the healing power.
She became convinced that the healing power did
not lie in the drug, and for twenty j'ears she was
trying to trace every effect to a mental cause.
Eventually, to use her own words, ' I gained the
scientific certainty that aU causation was Mind,
and every eii'ect a mental phenomenon ' (Betro-
spcction and Introspection, p. 38).

The discovery or revelation came to her in

an hour of extreme need. She lay apparently at
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the point of death, having sustained such severe
internal injuries from a fall on the icy pavement
that the doctor gave no hope of her recovery.

Her friends were gathered round to see the end,

when she asked for a liible, opened it at the ninth
chapter of St. Matthew, and begged to be left

alone. As she read of Ihe healing of the man who
was sick of the palsy, there came to her .such an
overwhelming realization of the ever-prosence and
power of Christ to heal and save, that she felt her-

self instantaneously cured, rose, dressed herself,

and joined her astonished friends. She did not at
first fully understand how she had been healed.
' Even to the homojopathic physician who attended
me, and rejoiced in my recovery, I could not then
e.\plain the moi/us of ray lelief. I could only
assure him that the divine Spirit had wrought the
miracle—a miracle which later I found to be in

j>erfect Scientific accord with divine law' {liclro-

spection and hitrospect ion, p. 38). To discover the
modus operandi of this divine healing power now
became the object of Mrs. Eddy's life. For the
next three years she devoted herself to prayer
and meditation, and a close study of the Bible,

with the result that she felt convinced she had
discovered the divine Principle and law which lay
behind the words and works of Jesus Christ ; in

other words, the Science of Divine Metaphysical
Healing, or Christian Science. The truth and
practical efficacy of the system she ne.xt demon-
.strated to the world in the healing of innumer-
able cases of incurable or liopeless disease ; she
also preached, taught, and gave lectures. But it

was not tUI the year 1875 tiiat she felt the time
had come for the publication of the text-book
SciiDice and Health, with Key to the Scriptures.

This book contains a complete statement of the
Science of Mind-healing, its Principle and Practice,

and is the only authorized text-book on the subject.

2. The Science.—Christian Science is a clear

and delinite system, based on certain fundamental
propositions delining the nature of God. Every
deduction from beginning to end of the system
is the logical outcome of these primary state-

ments concerning the Divine nature. On p. 465
of the text-book appears the following defini-

tion of God : 'God is incorj)oreal, divine, supreme,
infinite Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,

Truth, Love.' Tue essence of Mrs. Eddy's
discovery is contained in this dehnition of God.
She saw that, if God is the only Cause and
Creator, as the Bible declares, then He must be
the Principle of the universe ; that is, the origin,

source, governing power or law. And, since it is

impossible to conceive of a non-intelligent cause,

this Cause or Principle must be intelligence or
Mind. Thns Mind is seen to be the Principle of

the universe. Again, if there is but one Cause
or Principle, it must be all-inclusive or infinite.

Hence God must be the one infinite Principle, the
one infinite Mind. Turning again to the definition

of God, we see that He Ls further defined as Spirit,

Soul, Life, Truth, Love. Thus Christian Science,
while revealing the unchanging nature of Deity
as Truth, as Principle, governing the universe by
immutable law, yet shows Hiin to be no cold
abstraction, but the universal, intelligent, Life-

Principle or Soul, whose very nature is Love

:

'God, the great I AM; the all-knowing, all-

seeing, ail-acting, all-wise, all-loving, and eternal
Principle ' (Science and Health, p. 587). ' The
starting-point of divine Science is that God, Spirit,

is All-in-all, and that there is no other might nor
Mind,— that God is Love, and therefore He is

divine Principle ' (ib. p. 275). Christian Science
repudiates the use of the term person or personal
as applied to God, if the wore! is employed in a
limited or anthropomorphic sense. "The term is
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permissible if it is used to express the Individ-

uality of the Inliiiiti-, and in this sense only is

it used in Science aitil Health.
Having thus ustabiislied the definition of God,

Christian Science next proceeds to deduce there-

from the nature of man and the universe, arguing
thus :— If Cause is admitted to be one infinite

Mind, then all that exists must be that Cause and
its eil'ects—in other words, infinite ilind and its

ideas. Hence man and the universe are defined as

ideas, images of God. These ideas must partake of

the nature of the Mind which produces them ; they
must be contained In that Mind, and be wholly
governed by it ; hence, man and the universe must
lie sidritual, eternal, perfect, expressing the Divine
nature. That this teaching is in accord with Scrip-

ture is established by such passages as the
following :

' And God said, Let us make man in

our image, after our likeness. ... So God created
man in his own image. . . . And God saw every-
thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very
good' (Gn 1-^- -"• "') ; 'All things were made by
him; and without him was not anything made
that was made' (Jn P) ;

' For in him we live, and
move, and have our being' (Ac 17'''"). The sub-

stance of these texts Ls thus metaphysically stated
on p. 468 of Science and Health :

' There is no life, tnitli, intelligence, nor substance in matter
All is infinite Mind and its inltnite manifestation, for God ia

All-in-all. Spirit is immortal Truth ; matter ia mortal error.

Spirit ia the real and eternal ; matter is the unreal and tem-
l*ora]. Spirit is God, and man is His ima;^e and likeness.

Therefore, man is not material ; he is spiritual.'

This brings us to the next point, and shows
how Christian Science deals with the problems of

matter and evil. Many philosophers have taught
that matter is unsubstantial or unreal, antl the
latest discoveries of natural science seem to he
tending in the same direction ; but it has been left

to Mrs. Eddy to deduce the unreality of matter
and all evil as a necessary consequence from the
premiss that God is infinite, and God is Spirit.

'The three great verities of Spirit, omnipotence, onmipre-
sence, omniscience,—Spirit possessing all power, filling all space,

constituting all Science,—contradict for ever the belief that
matter can be actual ' (t6. p. 109).

'The fundamental propositions of divine metaphysics are
summarised in the four following, to me, se.l/-€vident pro-
positions. . . .

1. God is All-in-all.

2. God is good. Good is Mind.
3. God, Spirit, being all, nothing is matter.
4. Life, God, omnipotent good, deny death, evil, sin, disease.

—Disease, sin, e^il, death, deny good, omnipotent God, Life.

Which of the denials in proposition four is true ? Both are
not, cannot be, tnie. According to the Scripture, f find tliat

God is true, "but every (mortal) man a liar"' (t6. p. 113).

The above quotations show the radical position

which Mrs. Eddy has taken upon the subject of

matter and evil. She saw that, if God is in-

finite, the only Cause, reality must consist of God,
good, and that which proceeds from Him. Hence
nothing else can be real. The word ' real ' is used
in Christian Science to mean eternal, indestruct-

ible, true, the essential nature of things. Hence
matter and all evil, sin, sickness, and death, being
contrary to the nature of God, are cla.ssificd as
'unreal' ; tliat is, as being subject to destruction,

and as having only .a tcmi'orary existence as the
experience of mortals. Tlicy are deliiicd as error,

or illusion, the result of a false sense of existence,

to bo destroyed by Truth, the knowledge of the
perfection of all true being. .Jesus speaks of evil

in the following terms :
' He was a murderer from

the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because

there is no truth in him. When he speaketli a
lie, he speaketli of his own : for he is a liar, and
the father of it' (Jn S"). St. Paul describes it as
tA i(ip6i'r}im tt)s aapKds, ' the mind of the Uesh,' or

'the carnal mind' which is 'enmity against God'
(Ko 8"- '). In Christian Science this lying material
sense, or sense of evil, is termed ' mortal mind.'
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•When aiiiaieiitl.v near the eonfiiu-s o( mortal cxistoixf,
sUindin^ already within the shad<i\v of the diMtli-vallcy, I

learned' these truths in divino Sdi-n.-o : that all real li.in^ is in

Ood, the divine Minil, and that Life, Truth, and l,<ne lire all-

]>o»ertul and ever-present ; that the n]i|«isite of Troth- oallMl

error, sin, sickness, diseiise, death—is tlie false i.-iun-in i>l

false material sense—of niin<! in matter; that iln- t,;: i . n

evolves, in belief, a subjective state of mortal minJ w Iti' h i ins

same so-called mind names matter, thereby shutting mil iIil'

true sense of Spirit' (Science and Health, p. 1()8).

' Usage classes both evil and good together as mind ; there-
fore, to be imderstood, the author calls sick and sinful humanity
mortal mind,—meaning by this term the flesh opposed to
Spirit,—the human mind and evil in contradistinction to the
divine Mind, or Truth and Good. . . . Mortal mind is a solecism
in langu^e, and involves an improper use of the word mind.
As Mind is immortal, the phrase ynortal mind implies some-
thing untrue and therefore um'eal ; and as the phrase is used
in teaching Christian Science, it is meant to designate that
which has no real existence ' (ib. p. 114).

The doctrine that matter is unreal because it

does not originate in God, who is Spirit, may seem
startling to tliis age ; but Mrs. Eddy maintains
that it is in strict accord witli the teaching of

Jesus Christ and His apostles, and that it underlies

all the miracles in the Bible. During the brief

period of His earthly ministry, Jesus broke all tlie

laws of matter ; He constantly threw contempt
upon all material tilings ; He healed the sick in

direct contradiction to all recognized laws of

medical science; He said, 'The fle.sh profiteth

nothing ' (Ju C^). Yet He also said, ' I came down
from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will

of Him that sent me ' (6**) ; and St. John says of

Him, ' For this purpose the Son of God was mani-
fested, that he might destroy the works of the
devil' (1 Jn 3*). The same teaching runs through
the Epistles, where matter, or tlie flesh, is con-

stantly taken as a type of all that is opposed to

God. Nothing can be stronger tlian the state-

ments of St. Paul on this subject. ' The flesh

lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against
the flesh : and these are contrary the one to the
other' (Gal 5"). 'So then they that are in the
flesh cannot please God' (Ro 8*). 'Now this I

say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit

the kingdom of God' (1 Co IS""). Thus Christian
Science maintains that it has Scriptural authority
for the teaching that matter does not proceed from
God, but is the outcome of evil—in other words,
an illusion of mortal mind.

Christian Science claims to difl'er from all other
religious systems of tlie day in that it rests on de-
monstration, and is thus entitled to be called the
Science of Chiistianity. It maintains that the
command of Jesus to preach the gospel and heal the
sick is binding on every one of His followers in

every age ; that the power to heal sickness and sin

was the proof of true discipleship demanded by the
Founder of Christianity, and that every Christian
can and should be judged by tlie same test to-day.
' And these signs shall follow tliem that believe

:

In my name shall they cast out devils ; they shall

speak with new tongues ; they shall take up ser-

pents ; and if they drink any deadly thing, it

shall not hurt them ; they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover' (Mk 16"'-). 'Verily,
verily, I say unto you. He that believeth on me,
the works that I do sliall he do also ; and greater
works than these shall he do ; because I go unto
my Father ' (Jn 14'2).

Christian Science practice consists in the ajiplica-

tion of the divine Principle and rule of Christian
Science to all the problems of human existence ;

its aim is to accomplish the complete salvation of

mankind by the overcoming of all evil, all sin,

disease, and death, thus revealing the true and
original nature of man as the perfect oft'spring of
God. Thus the healing of sickness is held to be
an essential part of the work of salvation, and
is enjoined on eveiy Christian Scientist as a
necessary part of his Christian work. At the

same time, Mrs. I'^ldy makes it clear that by far

the most important part of tlio work is the healing
of sin. From beginning to cud of the text-book
she urges upon her readers tliat sin is no part of

man's true nature, that it is crrar (afiaprla), and
that it can and must be destroyed by Truth.
The only means employed in Christian Science

)iractice for tlie healing of sickness and sin are
mental. Prayer in Christian Science is based on
the s^iiritual understanding of God as immutable
Principle, unchanging Love, infinite Good. Recog-
nizing from this pure and perfect source only what
is true and good, its object is to bring to the
individual such a clear recognition of the ever-

present, omnipotent God, and of the perfection

of man made in His likeness, as will enable him
to so discern the illusion, yea, the nothingness of

evil, whetlier sickness or sin, as to rise above it

and to be free. In Christian Science, faith rests

upon the absolute assurance that God never sends
sickness or any other evil. Hence the Christian

Scientist prays with tliat understanding of Truth
and Love which Jesus laid down as a necessary
condition of prayer. ' Therefore, I say unto you,
What things soever ye desire, when ye pray,

believe that ye receive them, and ye shall liave

them' (Mk 11-^). That this is the basis of all

Christian Science healing wUl be evident from the
study of tlie following extracts from Science and
Health :

' The Christian Science God is universal, eternal, divine Love,
which changeth not and causeth no evil, disease, nor death'

(p. 140). ' The Christhke understanding of scientific being and
divine healing includes a perfect Principle and idea—perfect

God and perfect man—as the basis of thought and demonstra-
tion * (p. 259). * The great fact that God lovingly governs all,

never punishing aught but sin, is your standpoint, from which to
advance and destroy the human fear of sickness ' (p. 412). ' The
physical healing of Christian Science results now, as in Jesus'

time, from the operation of divine Principle, before which sin

and disease lose their reality in human consciousness and dis-

appear as naturally and as necessarily as darkness gives place

to light and sin to 'reformation ' (Preface, xi). * Man's enslave-

ment to the most relentless masters—passion, selGshness, envy,
hatred, and revenge—is conquered only by a mighty struggle.

Every hour of delay makes the struggle more severe. If man
is not victorious over the passions, they crush out happiness,

health, and manhood. Here Christian Science is the sovereign

panacea, giving strength to the weakness of mortal mind,

—

strength from the immortal and omnipotent Mind,—and lifting

humanity above itself into purer desires, even into spiritual

power and goodwill to man ' (p. 407).

Christian Science demands the entire surrender

of the human will to the Divine. Mrs. Eddy
constantly impresses upon her students that their

success in healing depends on their fulfilment of

the condition laid down by Jesus :
' If any man

wUl come after me, let him deny himself, antl take

up his cross daily, and follow me ' (Lk 9^). Thus
Christian Science is the exact opposite of mesmer-
ism or hypnotism, and it has nothing in common
with theosophy, spiritualism, occvUtism, higher

tliouglit, mental suggestion, or mental science.

In his warfare with evil, the Christian Scientist

takes the life of Jesus Christ as his only example.

He understands that Jesus was the Saviour

because He revealed the Christ, the spiritual idea

of God ; that Jesus proved by His life and works
tliat it is the Christ or Truth revealed—the
spiritual eternal nature of God and man touching

human consciousness—which takes away the sin

of the world. Hence the constant endeavour of

the Scientist is that he also may be governed by
that Christ ; in otlier words, tliat he may have
'this mind . . . which was also in Christ Jesus'

(Ph 2'). Christian Science acknowledges the

Divinity of Christ and the Incarnation, as the

following passage shows

:

'The Christ was the Spirit which Jesus implied in his own
statements :

" I am the way, the truth, and the life " ; "I and
mv Father are one." This Christ, or divinity of the man Jesus,

was his divine nature, the godUness which animated him.

Divine Truth, Life, and Love gave Jesus authority oyer sin,

sickness, and death. His mission was to reveal the Science of
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celestial beinc, to prove what God is and what lie does for man

'

(Science andllealth, p. 26).

Christian Science tenches that the Atonement
was the life-work of .le.su.s, whereby He proved,
step by step, man's unity with (iod, by conquerinf,'
all nialeriality ami sin. It regards tlie crucili.\ion

on Calvary as tlie last an<l greatest temptation to
believe in (he power of evil with whicli He was con-
fronted ; it teaches that He overcame this tenijita-

tion at His resurrection, tlms proving (Iiat death
itself is mastered by the right understanding of
eternal Life ; and that the Ascension was tlie crown-
ing act of rc;den\ption, wherebj' the spiritual nature
of man was fully revcnlod, and the atonement, or
at-onc-»ir.)if, with the Fatlicr was demonstrated.

3. Organization of the movement. — The
lirst Christian Science church was organized by
Mrs. Ed<ly an<l a small band of her students in

Boston in ls79, and a charter was obtained from
the State of Massachusetts. Later, this organiza-
tion was dissolved, and the church was re-organized
in 1892 under the name of ' The First Church of
Christ, Scientist.' The Tenets and By-laws of
the Chunh were framed by Mrs. Eddy, and are
incorporat<.'d in the Church Manunl, the first

edition of which was issued in 1895. The basis
and objects of the Church are thus described on
p. 19 of the Manual

:

'The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass., is

desired to be built on the Rock, Christ; even the under-
standing and demonstration of divine Truth, Life, and I.ove,
healing and saving the world from sin and death ; thus to redect
in some degree the Church Universal and Triumphant.'

This Church has no creed or articles of faith.

Each one's position as a Christian Scientist depends
not on his willingness to accept certain doctrines
or belii^fs, but on his indi\'idual understanding of
the divine Principle of Christian Science, which
understanding must be proved by practical demon-
stration. All who apply for membership, however,
are required to subscribe to the following Tenets
which appear on p. 15 of the Manaal

:

' 1. .(Vs adherents of Truth, we take the inspired Word of the
Bible as our sufficient guide to eternal Life.

2. We acknowledge an<i adore one supreme and infinite God.
We acknowledge His Son, one Christ ; the Holy Ghost or divine
Comforter ; and man in God's image and likeness.

3. We acknowledge God's forgiveness of sin in the destruction
of sin and the spiritual understanding that casts out evil as
unreal. But the belief in sin is punished 50 long as the belief
lasts.

4. We acknowledge Jesus' atonement as the evidence of
divine, efficacious Love, unfolding man's unity with God
through Christ Jesus the Way-shower ; and we acknowledge that
man is saved tlirough Christ, through Truth, Life, and Love as
demonstrated by the Galilean Prophet in healing the sick and
overcoming sin and death.

5. We acknowledge that the crucifixion of Jesus and his
resurrection sen'ed to uplift faith to understand eternal Life,
the aliness of Soul. Spirit, and the nothingness of matter.

G. .\nd we solemnly promise to wat<-h, and pray for that
Mind to be in us which was also in Christ Jesus ; to do unto
others as we would have them do unto us ; and to be merciful,
ju.st, and pure.'

All other Christian Science churches are
branches of Mrs. Eddy's chur<di in Boston, Mass.,
the original organiz.'ition, which is known as the
Mother Church. Each bianch church is a self-

governing, self-supporting body, but the members
of all the branches subscribe to the Tenets of the
Mother Church. The Sunday services are con-
ducted by two Readers, generally a man and a
woman. Perhaps the most remarkable features
of the service are the .silent praj'er and the lesson

7-mon. The latter consists of passages from the
*^Je and Siirnrr anil Ilrallh, which are read
•^-ately by the I'irst and Second Beaders, and

^'YJ^'Jf' **o arranged as to form a consecutive
religio.^,,, ^ jriven subject. These lesson sermons

4. l,nn!.w^|, ^ Committee in P.oston and
this universl.j;;;.,.,y_

^^ ^,,,^^ ^^^ ^^^,^_^ ,^^^^_^
.^

cnaiacier. /y -^^ ^^.^.^.^ Chri-stian Science church
but in ortj

,^^.jj|.,j I'liere is no personal nreach-
bountl up %v jhg preacher. Besides the Sunday

services, a Wednesday ev 'ig meeting is held in

every Christian Science cl -i. At these meetings
testimonies of healing an. 'iractical iK'nclits

received from Christian .S(v -iven hy those
|iresciit.

ChrLstian Science branch cliui societies

not yet organized into churches, 'ished
all over the world—in London, wh^. ire

three churches and a society, and n.

parts of England ; in ICdinburgh, Gla.'igow,

and Belfast; also in France, Germany, Hov
Switzerland, Norway, and Sweden ; in Canav
the United States, Mexico, and Argentina j and 11.

Australia, China, and the Transvaal.
In connexion with every church there is a free

reading-room where the Christian Science literature
can be rea<l, and where it is for sale.

In 1881, Mrs. Eddy founded a College in Boston
for the purpose of teaching Christian Science.
This institution, under the name of the Massa-
chusetts Metaphysical College received a charter
from the State, with the right to grant degrees.
During the time that it remained open more than
4000 students were taught by Mrs. Eddy herself.
In 1889 she closed the College, in sjiite of its great
popularity, that she might devote her time to a
revision of Science and Health. Ten years later
she had the work of the College resumed bj- a
Board of Education sitting in Boston and jire-

sided over by her. This Board is a teaching and
examining body, and issues certilicates to teachers
of Christian Science. No one is authorized to
teach this subject unless he has taken a degi'ee

at the College, or has obtained a certificate from
the Board of Education.

In 1898 a Board of Lectureship was established
with a view to correcting some of the public mis-
conceptions of Christian Science. This Board is

composed of lecturers, both men and women, whose
duty it is to give public lectures on Christian
Science when called upon to do so by a Christian
Science church or society. The lectures are free

to the public, and every church is expected to
provide at least one lecture a year.

LiTEBATi'RE. — There is no authorized Christian Science
literature e.xcept that which issues from the Christian Science
Publishing House in Boston, Mass. The student of Cliristian

Science must be warned not to accept any other as genuine.
The chief work on the subject is the text-book, Science and
HrnJIh. mil, Key to the Scriptures, 1875, by Mary Baker Eddy.
Th' -111!' ->t I

)
I

i ^ book is essential to any grasp of the Principle
.uiil |M . r

( 'hristian Science. Other works by Mrs. Eddy
;ip .1/-. 'i ,

.
r'(/.^ Writiiigs, Retrospection and Introspection,

L'lu'u 'J ' /, liudimental Divine Science, No and Yes, all

valuable to the student. The smaller literature includes the
Christian Science Journal, published monthly, the Christian
Science Si-nlinet, published weekly, and Der Uerold der Christian
Si'ii'ii'--, :i

^'•-'•.1}|}\ p-iVili'-ntit-n in German. These contain
;irt :

' . < 'I' ' I'l si I" I. testimonies of healing and
I'li I

,
.! I . ! . r^ , M from the application of the

Sn. . Li, 1 ,L li-; i !ii' I .:. I i.ti Science churches and Chris.
tiuii ^ i._iiv:<. itiujiitr^ and j-Lt,. Lii loners throughout the world
Then there are the Chrintian Science Qitarterli/ Bible Leesons,
which are a valuable aid to the study of the Scriptures in
conjunction with Science and Uealth ; and various tracts,

pami>hlets, and lectures which help to elucidate the subject to
the beginner. The literature can be obtained at any Cliristian

Science reading-room, but not as a nile at the ordinary book-
sellers, c. LiLiAS Ramsay.

CHRISTIAN SECTS.—See Sects (Chr.).

CHRISTIAN YEAR.—See Calendar (Chris-

tian).

CHRISTIANITY.— I. Stasdi'oist of toe
DISClfssKiS.—In recent years in Germany it has
been insisted, as bj' Triiltsch, that Christi.mity
must be studied as one of tlie religions of the
world, not from the standpoint of faith, but from
that of science, according to the ntiifioiix-historical

and not the dvginalic method. Before we can go
any further in our discussion, we must determine
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whether, and how far, this (ieniaml is ley:itiinate.

What is this religious-historical methoil which is

to replace the dofjiuatic, and can we by the use of

it substitute the standpoint of science for that of

faith ?

1. The religious-historical method.—This has
three principles, v.hich may be briefly described as

(1) criticism, (2) correlation, and (3) comparison.

(1) The literarj^ sources, with the historical

records they contain of the origins of Christianity,
are to be dealt with by the same methods of

literary and historical criticism as are applied to

any other ancient literature. This principle in many
cases of its application involves the assumption that
the writers of the past had so little sense of the
conditions of inquiry and judgment necessary for
the discovery and presentation of historical truth,
and so slight ability for distinguishing fact from
fiction, that their accounts are to be approached
with suspicion rather than with confidence.

(2) The scientific categories of causality and
evolution are to be applied to the religious life

generally and to the Christian faith particularly, so
as to correlate each fact of belief, morals, worship,
or polity, with its immediate historical antecedents,
and to correlate the total reality of the Christian
religion at each stage to the previous stages of a
progressive evolution. The application of this
principle to Christianity involves, for some scholars,
no less than this, that, on the one hand, Jesus
Himself must be accounted for by His Jewish
heredity and environment, with the least possible
recognition of any originality in His personality,
and, on the other hand, that the development of
the Christian Church must be marked by a progress
beyond the truth and grace of its Founder Himself.
Sometimes, however, two modifications in the
application of the principle are recognized. It is

admitted that in numan history, as contrasted
with the physical world, there is the not altogether
calculable factor of personality, so that the results
of the action and reaction of personalities cannot
be determined with the same certainty as the
resultant of several physical forces. It is further
admitted that in religious history especially, there
remains, as the residual fact which baffles defini-

tion and explanation, the real contact of the
human soul with God. This fact denied, religion
becomes an Ulusion, a self-projection and self-

elevation of man into the void.

(3) Admitting that religion is an exercise of
human personality, which is unique in that it

nece-ssarUy involves this relation to the Di\-ine,
which ever evades the grasp of science, yet science
must observe, compare, classify, and generalize
about all religious phenomena. Science cannot
admit the claim of any religion to be so much
superior to all the others as to entitle it to any
exceptional treatment. The Christian theologian
or philosopher must abate his pretensions that
Christianity is the absolute religion, and must be
quite satisfied if science give his faith leave to
regard it as only the best actual, and not also the
best possible or even conceivable. For every fact,
or alleged fact, of the Christian history parallels
are, if possible, to be found in other religions, so
that this claim to uniqueness and originality may
be disproved. The endeavour is to be made even
to show how this or that precious possession of the
Christian faith has been borrowed from another
religion.

2. Objections to the method.—To this demand
the Christian scholar may oH'er a fourfold objection :

(1) The method as thus applied has not proved
as objective as it claims to be. Many of the results
reached by it cannot pretend to claim the universal
validity that the conclusions of physical science
claim. In divisions IV. and V. of this article the

contradictions which emer^'e in the ajiijlication of

this method will be fully discussed.

(2) The method betrays a biit\ that is by no
means scientific; it makes .as.sum]itions which it

b.as not proved. It is an assumption that no
ancient scriptures, no religious literature, can
distinguish accurately fact froi.i fiction, or display
a scrupulous desire for truth. It is an assumption
that the free action of human iiersonality, as the
channel of the activity of (Jod in and for man,
must be 'cribb'd, cabin d, and conlin'd' within the
arbitrarily fixed limits of causality and evolution.
It is an assumption that there can be no such great
difi'erences between one religdon and all others as
to entitle it to a place by itself, or to justify the
expectation that it may display features which are
found in no other. The bias, of which one is

entitled to complain, is that the kind of conclusion
which alone is to be accepted as objective is fore-

shadowed in the statement of the n~ethod, before
the d.ata to which it is to be applied have been
adequately considered.

(3) The method rules out of court as inadmissible
the evidence which Christian faith insists must be
heard if Christianity is to get a fair trial. The
impression that the Christian Scriptures make on
the reason and the conscience of the man who
comes to them without any world-view which
involves either an affirmation or a denial of the
supernatural, is that here he is in contact with
spiritual and moral reality, and with a reality of
such a quality that it imposes sincerity and honesty
as a primary duty on all who bear witness to it.

The personality of Jesus Christ, as He is presented
in the Gospels, and as the impression He made is

interpreted in the Epistles, is so absolutely unique,
that human personality in Him is even less calcul-

able than in other men, and His contact with the
Divine is so close that His moral and spiritual

possibility cannot be determined by any previous
stage of man's evolution. The salvation which the
soul that trusts Him experiences has a finality and
sufficiency which make it quite impossible for

those so saved to reckon Him as only one of the
world's masters in the things of God, and make it

not only credible, but almost necessary, that His
life, teaching, and work should have a content
such as no other religious history can show. For
faith Christ reigns alone.

(4) But if it be objected that faith must submit
to the judgment of science as regards its object, it

must be insisted that spiritual things are spiritually

discerned, and that it is faith alone which 'is the
assurance of things hoped for, the proving of things
not seen.' In religion it is only the human ex-
perience of the Divine reality that can decide the
issue. This is the merit of Ritschl's theory of value
judgments, that it does recognize this peculiarity
of religious knowledge. To understand Christianity
a man must be a Christian, because he alone
knows Christ. A man must be religious to ap-

preciate the content of any creed. The standpoint
of faith is not that of ignorance, or credulity, to

which science can claim to be superior ; it is a
condition of apprehending religion as reality, and
not as illusion. The standpoint of faith does not
exclude the standpoint of science ; although faith

can see further than science can, it seeks also toj^
*

see as science sees. A faith like the Christian, ^j^ve
which sincerity and veracity are cardinal obljgj,„g>

tions, is bound to avoid all self-deception, i„ j|,g
exhibit all candour in dealing with itg,^j "j^ y,g
Criticism, correlation, comparison w'"" '

and freely used from the standpoir . ,. , . . . „„_
J- *li i 1 i f *^ as implied in his own

as from the standjioint of scienc,„i jij^ jifg". "land
recognizes what science often ignuy of tlic man Jesus,

categories of science can determine *>'<'' an|jiiat«i hira.

the communion of the Divine and Hise^'tlie^Science'o}

\
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that tlie iiieasureiiieiits <if naluie and history are

not aduquatu to the luii^;lh and breadth, depth and
iieight, of the love of God in Clirist Jesus tlie

Lord.
II. Definition of CinnsTiAyirr.—Wa may

define Christianity as the ethical, historieal,

universal, nionotlieistic, re<lenii)tive religion, in

which the relutiuu of (Jod and man is mediated by
the person and work of the Loril .lesus Christ.

This definition must be e.Kplained in detail.

1. Christianity ethical, not natural, religion.

—

Religions may hrst of all be distinguished accord-
ing to the goods, or good, which they oiler to man.
Where prayers and olleriiigs are made to the spirits

or gods to obtain such earthly boons as food,

health, safety, etc., the religion nuiy be described
as natural. W'here, instead of these or along \\itli

these, the gods or spirits are conceived as capable
of bestowing the moral and religious blessings of

forgiveness of sin, strength in temptation, their

own fellowship with their worshippers, etc., the
religion may be spoken of as ethical. As Christi-

anity is, above all, concerned about the inner life

of man in God, it belongs to the latter class.

2. Christianity historical, not spontaneous.

—

Again, religions may be distinguished as sponta-
neotis or hisiurical ; as growing up along with
the evolution of the tribe or the nation, without
the predominant action of any individual teacher
or lawgiver, or as having a definite beginning in

the life, teaching, or work of a religious genius,
who, even if only desirous of conserving the old,

yet so impresses his personality on what he
transmits as to give it new character and influence.

Confucius in China, Gautama the Buddha in India,

Zoroaster in Persia, Muhammad in Arabia, may be
mentioned as such founders of historical religions.

As will afterwards be shown, in no religion are the
person and the work of the founder of such signi-

ficance and value as in the Christian.

3. Christianity universal, not national.—Among
the historical religions we may make a further
distinction into national and universal. The
beliefs and customs of a religion may be so bound
up with racial characteristics and national peculi-

arities as to impose, bj' its very nature, a limitation
in the practicable expansion of the religion. Con-
fucianism is so adapted to China that it has not
spread, except to .Japan, beyond the borders of

that Empire, unless when Chinese emigrants have
carried it with them. Buddhism and Islam both
claim to be universal in character, and so have
shown themselves missionary in effort as rivals to

Christianity. But, on clo.ser examination, neither
proves itself as suitable for a world-religion as
Christianity does. Buddhism in its original form,
so far as scholarship can fix it, appears as a
monastic system, retlecting in its purpose and
method alike the pessimism of the Imiian tempera-
ment, and is thus seen to be unfitted for the rOle

of inspiring and directing any progi'essive society.

Islam, too, is both in creed and code so bound up
with the peculiarities of Arab thought and life,

that, unless it should undergo a thorough trans-

formation, it could not be expected to win accept-
ance in any highly cultured and civilized society.

Christianity alone has shown that, on the one
hand, it meets the needs of the .soul of man as no
other religion does, and that, on the other hand, it

can adapt itself in so doing to varying conditions
as no other can. It .iiipears now as the only
religion that can properly claim universality.

4. Christianity monotheistic—One rea-son for

this universality of (^hri-stianity is its numutheislir
character. This it shares with Judaism and Islam

;

but in orthodox Judaism this is still too closely

bound u|i with the peculiarities of national custom,
and in Islam too much marked by a defective

moral conception of the Divine character, to possess
real universality. The revelation of God in ('hiist

possesses characteristics which give to Christian
monotheism a wider appeal to the reason, con-
science, and affections of men. This monotheism
is an inheritance of Christianity from Judaism,
the cradle of its infancy. This faith was reached
after a progressive religious development which its

agents regarded as a Divine discipline of the
Hebrew nation. The OT, in which the record of
this revelation is written, the Christian Church
includes in its Sacred Scriptures. In the religious

consciousness of Christ the OT concejdion of God
was assumed, but was carried to a further stage of
its development. Conscious of Himself as Son,
He revealed God as Father. The impression which
His personality made on the religious community
He founded, and the experience given to it of a
fullness and freshness of Divine life through faith
in Him as Saviour and Lord, led to the Christian
conception of the one God as Father, Son, and Spirit.
Although in popular belief and speech the Christian
doctrine of the Triniti/, or preferably Tri-unity, has
often come perilously near tritheism, yet Christi-
anity is essentially monotheistic, maintaining the
unity of God as a cardinal doctrine. In the art.

MONOTUEI.SM the impossibility of any other con-
ception of God answering the demands of reason or
conscience, and meeting the needs of the soul, will

be shown. This argument must here be taken for

granted, to avoid unnecessary repetition.

5. Christianity redemptive.—Man is even in his

earthly life conscious of the reality of physical evil

in manifold forms, from which he desires protection
and deliverance. As his moral develojiment ad-
vances, he becomes aware of moral evil or .sin in

himself, and feels his need of being saved from it.

Although this sense of his danger cannot be
regarded as the sole motive of religion, yet there
can be no doubt that no religion can satisfy the
whole man unless it oilers him redemption from
evU—physical or moral, whichever he may feel

most Keenly. This necessity Buddhism clearly
recognizes ; it was his discovery of the secret of

salvation that made Gautama the Buddha, or
Enli"htener. But it is to be observed that Buddh-
ism lays all the stress on physical evil ; that it

regards physical evU as inseparable from existence ;

that the salvation it offers is, if not entire annihila-
tion, yet complete cessation of the consciousness of

existence ; and that this salvation is effected by
man for himself without any assistance from the
gods, whose existence the original Buddhism
practically ignores. Christianity, on the contrary,
emphasizes moral evil as the root of man's un-
happiness, insists on loving fellowship with God
as life's highest good, promises an immortality of

glory and blessedness with God, offers the forgive-

ness of sin and the renewal of the soul of man by
the grace of (iod received by human faith, and
reveals and realizes that Divine grace in the
sacrificial death of Christ and His continued living

presence in His Spirit. It may confidently bie

added that, as it diagnoses man's disease more
accurately, so it provides the remedy more ade-

quately.

6. Christianity centres in Christ's mediation.

—

In Christianity, on the one hand, God is conceived

.as moral perfection, and, on the other hand, man
Is regarded not only as morally weak but as

morally lilameworthy. The fellowship between
God and man is admitle<l to be interrupted by sin,

an<l man must be redeemed to be restored to this

fellowship. In this redemption, Christ alone is the
Mediator. On the one hand. He as Son knows
God as Father, and reveals Him to men as the
Father who for<'ives their sins, that i.«, welcomes
them back to fellowship with Himself even though
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tliey have sinned. On the other hand, Clirist by
the trnth and grace of His teaching, example, and
life draws men to Himself, awakens their con-
fidence, arouses tlieir penitence, and so assures
them of the pardon which in revealing God as
Father He otl'ers. This revelation and redein])tion

begins in the earthly life, but is consummated in

His cross as the ransom, the covenant-sacritice.
In a later section (VIII. I. ((/)) the doctrine of the
Atonement will be discussed ; meanwhile in this

preliminary detinition it miist be pointed out that
for historical Christianity the sacrifice of Christ,
however interpreted, is an essential factor in the
mediation between God and man. As essential is

His continued presence in His Church by His
Spirit, as thereby the objective revelation and
redemption is subjectively applied in each in-

dividual experience. Thus the Founder of the
Christian community holds in this religion an
altogether unique position. He is not only teacher
and example, but in His death He oflers the
sacrifice by which men are saved, and in His life

by the Spirit He is Himself ever saving them who
come to God by Him.

III. Divergent tendencies in Chris-
tianity.—While we have endeavoured to offer

in the preWous section as objective a presentation
of the essence of the Christian religion as possible,
this must be supplemented by a brief indication of
the divergent tendencies in the religion, in which
the accent is throw n on one feature or another.

1. Speculative tendency.—One of the earliest

tendencies (for we find it in the Greek Apologists
and Fathers), and also one of the latest (for modern
philosophers of the idealist school show it), may
be described as the speculative. The universe is

regarded as a problem for thought, of which the
Incarnation of God in Christ is the solution. The
earliest thinkers regarded it as a unique solution,
because in Christ alone had God become man ; the
later thinkers tend to regard Christ as only the
first to reach the full consciousness of the universal
principle of man's essential affinity to God. This,
however, is not the emphasis in the NT, or in the
general Christian experience.

2. Sacramentarian tendency.—In the Greek
Fathers, especially, there was a tendency to
conceive salvation physically as a deification of
man, a deliverance of man from coiTuption to
immortality ; and correspondingly the Incarnation
was stated in physical terms, as "the union of the
human and the Divine nature in one Person ; but
the contrast of the two natures was so emphasized
that the unity of the Person could not be concretely
conceived ; the moral character and the religious
consciousness were hidden in the physical mystery.
The salvation thus physically conceived was im-
parted to the individual by the physical means of
the sacraments. While a more spiritual view of
Baptism and the Eucharist runs on alongside of
this physical view, we must recognize the pro-
minence in Christian history of this sacramentarian
tendency. The soul's cleansing and nourishment
come through physical channels. The relation
between these physical means and Christ Himself
is variously conceived, but what is common to all

forms of the sacramentarian tendency is this stress
on the material channels of the Divine gifts in
Christ.

3. Practical tendency.—At the opposite pole
is what may be called the pnirtiml ti^ndency. It
is the example of Jesus which is rigardod as alone
supremely valuable. This is tlie position of the
advocates, in the 18th cent., of the religion of
Jesus. The Christian religion, as making Christ
the object of faith, is to be regarded from this
standpoint as a perver.siion of the religion of Jesus,
in which He was Himself the subject of faith, a

faith which we may share with Him by following
His example. This tendency is not without its

representatives to-day, some of whom are not at
all interested in Christ's relation to God, but only
in His so<i!il sympathy .-vnd service. It may be
admittril tlj.at Christ laii be the object of Christian
faith only as llris Himself the subject of the faith

in which is lyiiically revealed the rilation of man
to God, which by His grace is afterwards pro-
gressively realized in man. But in Christian
experience Christ has been not only the pattern,
but also the power of the new life in God. Hence
the tendency represents an incomplete Chris-
tianity.

4. Mystical tendency.—In all religions are found
men who seek followsliip with God as life's highest
good, and a fellowship so close that the soul feels

itself one with God, with no separation at all.

Examples of this mystical tendency are Taoism
in China, Sufiism in Muhammadanism, Neo-
Platonism in the Grieco-Roman religion, and the
highest type of piety in Hinduism. In Christianity
this tendency appears in the pseudo-Dionysian
writings (6th cent.), in Scotus Erigena (died after

877), and, in the form of an absorbing contem-
plation of Christ as the Bridegroom of the soul, in

Bernard of Clairvaux (1091-1 153) and the media?val
Mystics. The danger in mysticism is its attention
to the soul's inner states 01 communion with God,
and its neglect of the historical facts, through
which, in Christ, God is revealed and man redeemed.
F'ellowship with God is the end of Christian faith

;

but in this fellowship Christ as the Mediator is

not, and cannot be, set aside without serious risk

to the religious certainty and moral quality of the
Christian life. See, further, Mysticism"^ (Chris-

tian).

5. Evangelical tendency.—The evangelical ten-

dency, characteristic of St. Paul, prominent in

Augustine (.354-430), and dominant in Luther (1483-

1546), lays the emphasis on man's sin and God's
forgiveness. If the NT is to be regarded as

authoritative, this tendency gets closer to the core

of the Christian religion than anj' of the others.

It becomes one-sided only if it fails to recognize

that each of these other tendencies stands for

something of value to the soul of man, and if it

does not endeavour to embrace, within the wide
circumference of the circle it draws from its centre
in the Cross, the satisfactions of the mind, heart,

and life of man for which these tendencies betray
the demand, and for which there is an abundant
supply in the manifold wisdom of God as displayed
in the revelation and redemption in Christ.

IV. Origin of Christianity.—While, as has
already been mentioned, Christianity fully accepts
the ethical monotheism of the Hebrew prophets,

and stands in a historical continuity with Judaism,
we need not trace its origin here farther back than
to the Person and Work of Christ as its founder.

The NT is the only literary source for the history

of the beginnings of the religion that needs to be
taken into accuimt. These writings have been
subjected to a searching criticism ; and, before
stating as concisely as posssible what is the
historical reality they disclose, it seems necessary
to refer briefly to some of the theories of the origin

of Christianity which are current to-d.ay.

I. Current theories of the origin.—The views of

B.aur, Strauss, and Kenan, important as they
were in their own day, may be passed over ; and
it must suffice to mention only the Liberal
Protestant view a-s represented by Harnack ; the
Modernist Boman Catholic, of which Loisy is

pioneer ; and the Radicalism of Kalthoff and
Pfleiderer.

(1) In his book. Das Weseti des Christentums
(Eng. tr. under the title, What is Christianity .'),
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Hariiack undertakes to answer the question in a

strictly historical way.
(a) We arc at this sU'^a of the discussion coiici-rjied only wit!)

the lirst part of the work dealing with Ike Gusid. The contents

of the teaching of Jesus can be included in any one of three

circles of ideas : 'the kingdom of God and ita coining,' 'Ciod the

Father and the infinite value of the human smd,' ' the higher

righteousness and the commandment of love.' Without
excluding the eschatological reference of the Kingdom of(:od,

Harnack seeks to do full justice to the moral and religious

content of the Gospel. He thus discusses the relation of the

gospel to the world, poverty, law, labour, the Person of Christ,

and doctrine.

(6) His view of the Person of Christ is of bpc.cial imporunce.

Jesus ' desired no other faith in His per.son and no other attach-

ment to Himself than wlKit is contained in the keeping of His

commandments,* and He 'described the I/ird of heaven and
earth as His God and Father ; as the Greater, as the only Good.'

In all things He is dependent on and subn)issive to God ; and
' over against His God even includes Himself among other men

'

(p. SOiEng. tr. 1-26)). On the other hand, 'Jesus is convinced

that He so knows God as none before Him, and He knows that

He has the calling to impart to all others by word and deed

this knowledge of God, and therewith the filial relation to God.'

But ' how He came to this consciousness of the uniqueness of

His filial relation, and how He reached the consciousness of His

jKiwer and of the obligation and task which lie in this power,

that is His secret, and no psychology will discover it' (p. 81

\\'2»\). Jesus also claimed to be the Messiah by His use of the

title 'Son of Man'; this was ' tlic necessary condition of His

being able to win absolute recognition for Himself—conscious

of this inner call—within the history of Jewish religion'

(p. S9 1141]). For Harnack the Jewish Messiahship is, as it

were, the temporal husk ; the moral and religious sonship

towards God, of wliich Jesua is uniquely conscious for Hnuselt,

and which He is also uniquely conscious of being able to impart

to others, is the permanent kernel. The relation of Jesus to

the gospel is thus defined :
' Not the Son, but the Father only,

belongs to the gospel, as Jesus declares it,' and yet ' He is the

Way to the Father, and He is, as appointed by the Father, also

the Judge.' ' He was the personal realization and power of the

Gospel, and will be always experienced as such '.(iJ. 91 f. [144 f.]).

In maintaining the credibility of the Synoptic Gospels as

historical sources, Harnack defines his position as regards the

miracles of Jesus. On the one hand, he affirms a current

tendencv to ascribe miracles to prominent persons even in

their lifetime ; and, on the other hand, he admits some of the

miracles of healing as instances of the incalculable influence of

• soul on soul and of soul on body.'

(c) The three characteristics of the Apostolic Age were ' the

recognition of Jesus as the Living Lord,' a real individual

experience of living union with God, and a holy life in purity

and brotlierUness, with the hope of Christ's speedy advent.

Christ was confessed Lord for three reasons : His authoritative

teaching. His sacrificial death, and His resurrection and

ascension to 'the right hand of God.' In justification of the

view of Christ's death as sacrificial, Harnack offers several

reflexions which need not now concern us ; but what is important

is his statement that there is no reason to doubt that Jesus

Himself 'described His death as a service, which He was

offerinir to the many, and that by a solemn action He established

for ita continued remembrance
' (p. 101 [ICO]). Harnack sharply

distinguishes between the ' Etister-faith ' and the ' Easter-

message.' Doubtful of the trustworthiness of the records of

Chrises appearances to His disciples, he is certain that ' froni

this grave the unshakable faith in the conquest of death and in

eternal life has taken its origin ' (p. 102 (162)).

(d) Harnack goes as far as his denial of the miraculous and

his aversion to the metaphysical will allow him, in recognizmg

the moral and religious uniqueness of Jesus, and the value of

His mediation between God and man in making God known to

men, and drawing men to God. Other representatives of

Liberal Protestantism do not po so far; they are doubtful

whether from the strictly historical standpoint as much can be

allinncd as Harnack affirms. The representation is significant,

however, as an instance of how much a historian, exercising his

critical conscience, feels entitled to preserve of the common
Christian tradition. For those who do not share what may be

regarded as an intellectual bias-his denial of the miraculous

and his aversion to the metaphysical—his account will not seem

adequate. It must be added, however, that Harnack gives the

impression that his own personal faith would carry him further

than this rigidly historical standpoint allows.

(2) Loisy in his L'Evanfjile ct I'Et/liie (Enjr. tr.,

The Gospel mid the Church) writes in direct

antagonism to Harnack, wliose representation of

tlie Original Gospel and tlie Apostolic Kaitli he

regards as an attack on Uoinan Catholicism. He
seeks to show tliat the origins of Christianity were

not as Harnack represents thcin, but merely a

germ out of which Kuiiian Catholicism has

neces.sarily, and therefore legitimately, developed,

(o) Loisy starts with the assumption that 'the Gospels are

not strictly historical documents* (Eng. tr. p. 23), and in

criticism goes considerably beyond Harnack's ' coniparatively

temperate' opinion. Harnack had recognized "

OS an eschatological content '~ ' ' -

Kingdom of God. I/iisy entirely rejects the former, and
recognizes only the latter. ' The mcssii^-e of .lesus is con!aine<I

in the aTmouncement of the approaching; kingdom, and the

e.\hortatioJi to penitence as a means of sharing therein. All

else, though it is the common preoccupation of humanity, is as

though non.existent.' Harnack laid special stress on Jesus'

uni(|ue consciousness of God as Father, and His effective

communication of His faith to others ; Loiay thus curtly dis-

misses this feature: 'The conception of God the Father is oidy

one element, traditional in its origin, like all the rest, and has

its history, like all the rest, in the general development of

ethical as well

Jesus' conception of the

marked. 'The historian," - > !
'

'
''' 'o

thec:onclu9ion that Hebeli' ' ! II i :
-•"

i 'I "i^e

He believed Himself to be tluM 'ii I '- iI'm i>f i i- I 'i vine

.Sonship was linked to that of the Kiiigduin ; it had no definite

signification, as far as Jesus was concerned, except in regard to

tlic Kingdom about to be established ' (p. 105 f.).

(c) There is nothing in the gospel which Jesus preached that

can be regarded as the essence of Christianity. 'The truly

evangelical part of Christianity to-day is not that which has

never changed, for, in a sense, all has changed and has never

ceased to change, but that which in spite of all external

changes proceeds from the impulse given by Christ, and is

inspired by His Spirit, serves the same ideal and the same
hope' (p. 115 f.). It has to be admitted that the ideal as Jesus

conceived it has not been realized, the hope as He cherished it

has not been fulfilled ; but that does not matter. 'If His hope

has only been actually realized before the eyes of faith, the

philosophical historian will not hesitate to find even that an

astonishingly true fulfilment, when he notes the results the

hope has achieved and its inexhaustible fruitfulness ' (p. 125).

In other words, truth in the strict sense of the word cannot be

claimed for the gospel of Jesus, but only worth for the inspiring

and sustaining of the religious life.

(d) As regards the Apostolic belief in Christ's sacriflcial death

as one of the reasons tor confessing His lordship, resting,

according to Harnack, on Jesus' own teaching, Loisy holds that

1 Co 153. 4 ' by no means makes it certain that the idea of the

Atonement by death existed from the beginning with the

distinctness that the teaching of Paul conferred on it, or that it

contributed to lay the foundations of Christologv to the same

extent as the idea of the Resurrection ' (p. 127). As regards

this idea, it belongs to faith and not to fact 'directly and

formally established.' To the historian 'the fact of some
appearances will seem incontestable, but he will be unable to

"decide their nature and extent with precision' (p. 132).

Harnack is charged with exaggeration in making ' the certainty

of eternal life' depend solely on 'faith in the resurrection of

Christ,' since other sources of the belief must be taken into

account (p. 135). ' Nor can it be truly said that to.day faith in

the eternally living Christ is the sole support of belief in

immortality' (p. 136). The endeavour to discern in the

Gospels an original essence of Christianity in the revelation of

God*s Fatherhood is scornfully derided, and for it is substituted

the in<lication of an original impulse to subsequent develop,

mcnt in Christ's hope of the Kingdom.
(f) For the present puqiose it is not necessary to follow

Loisy's argument further ; for its punJose is to justify the

development of this germ in human history in the Church—by
which Loisy means the Roman Catholic Church, with its

Christian dogma and Catholic worship. Tlie assumption is

that ' whatever is, is right," and that Christianity could not

have evolved otherwise than it has done. The utility of any

creed or code or rite for the religious life is its justification.

His aim he has stated in his last sentence ; it has been to show

'how Christianity has Uvcd in the Church and by the Church,

and how futile is the desire to s.avo it by a search after its

quintessence' (p. 277). The original content of the gospel, as

Harnack presents it, is discredited by criticisni, so that it is not

available for use, as Harnack uses it, as a standard of judgment

for the subsequent developments.

In hisyl«(o«r(J'«»pe(<"( liim, Loisy tried to reconcile these

views of the Person and V'V'ork of Christ with the doctrine of

Uoman Catholicism, but the Church did not accept his apology

as satisfactory. The Programme 0/ Modcrnistn—ihe reply of

the It-alian Modernists to the Papal Encyclical of condemnation

—and Father Tyrrell's Christianily at the Cros.^ lioads both show

that Modernism is following closely in the footsteps of Ixjisy in

its criticism of the Gospels, and that the Christ it leaves us is

the visionary possessed by the Apocalyptic idea of the Kingdom

of God. As this idea is held to have a much closer kinship

with the Roman Catholic than with the Protestant - -

piety, the criticism of the Gospel is used

the Church.

(3) Up till 1903, Kalthoir might htive been

reckoned as representing the Liberal I'rotestant

tendency, but suddenly he passed over to an

extreme radicalism in regard to the life of Christ.

'I'itius suggests that it was the publication of

Harnack's Ikl^^ Wescn dc.i ChrisUntums which led

him to see the gulf of separation between himself

and that scliool. Of his fundamental ideas on

this new theological departure, Titius gives the

following summary (Der Bremer liadikalisimts,

p. 100 f.):

lidatii
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'The person of tJlirist wu auuiot lo-tiay any more firmly
(irasp. Anionj; the thousands of the crucified in the lime of the
Gospels, there certAinly must have been some Jesus who in the
spirit of prophetic piety closed his poor martyr-life. But this

X has no meaninjj. Decisive, on the contrary, is the conscious-
ness of the connnunity, which has objectified, personified itself

in the Gospels. For the community is the body of Christ

—

accordingly the actual historical Christ, Christ the patron of
the connnunity, the idea of the growing Church. The Divine
State of the world-Church and Christ belong together as
appearance and idea. This Church, however, is according to
its essence a new social order, Christianity a new social move-
ment on a very big scale (grossten Stiles), to which the impulse
was given by an elementary exercise of power by a class of
men, oppressed but striving upward. The factors of its forma-
tion and origin can be shown in the common life of the age.'

In Kalthoff's own words, ' the picture of Christ is in all its

main features ready before a single line of the Gospels was
written. Pliilosophy produced the framework of a universal
world-view, metaphysical dualism, into which the picture of

Christ was inserted. The economic conditions of Rome brought
together the explosive material which was discharged in

Christianity, and m the religious brotherhoods were given the
organizing forces, wliich combine all the tendencies of the time,
in the actual structures of the Christian communities ' (quoted
by Titius, p. 101). It is not necessary to follow the construction
any further. This is the reductio ad absurdtiin of the criticism
of the Gospels, which assumes that the modern scholar may
deal with these ancient documents according to his own good
will and pleasure.

(4) Not less radical in its criticism, although not
so extravagant in its reconstruction, is Pfleiderer's
The Early Christian Conception of Christ.

(a) Pfleiderer states his position with all the distinctness
which could be desired, in the opening sentences of his Intro-
duction :

* It is to the great and abiding credit of the scientific

theology of the nineteenth century that it has learned to
distinguish between the Christ of Faith and the man Jesus of

history, two entities which have been identified by ecclesiastical
dogma. By means of careful and toilsome critical investigation,
it has been shown how the dogma of the God-man gradually
took form, precipitated, as it were, from the interniingling of

religious ideas of various origin with the reminiscences of the
early Church concerning the hfe of her Master ' (p. 7).

(6) These reminiscences cannot, however, with any certainty
be recovered, for ' Jewish prophecy, Rabbinic teaching. Oriental
gnosis, and Greek philosophy had already mingled their colours
upon the palette from which the portrait of Christ in the New
Testament Scriptures was painted. And so all that can be
determined with certainty from these writings is only that
conception of Christ which was the object of the faith of the
early Christian communities and their teachers' (p. 9). It is

not necessar3' to determine what reminiscences of fact are
blended with these imaginations of faith in this conception

;

for ' it is evident that the Christian religion and the Christian
Church are based upon that early belief in Christ to which the
New Testament and contemporary Christian literature bear
witness. This alone is the established fact, which is in no way
affected, however the answer to the question concerning the
origin of this belief may fall ' (p. 10 f.).

(c) Christianity thus begins not in historical reality, but in
mythology ; but this for Pfleiderer appears no disadvantage.
' Surely mjiihs, and the corresponding rites and ceremonies in
which the mythical idea finds dramatic, free, living, and
continuous presentation, are by far the most original and
forcible form of expression of the pecuh'ar genius of everj'
religion, and are therefore of the greatest significance tor the
investigator of the history of religion ; they are, in fact, his
ultimate source of information ' (p. 13 f.).

(d) As one of the world's mythologies, Christianity must not
be left in isolation, but must be considered ' in relationship with,
and in dependence upon, the myths and legends of universal
religious history' (p. 14). The rest of the book is an illustration
of this thesis, the Christian conception of Christ being traced
to manifold sources in the myths and legends of other religions.

2. Estimate of the validity of current theories.
—Having stated these tlieories, we may now esti-

mate their validity ; and it will be Ijest to work
backwards from the extreme to the moderate
criticism of the Gospels.

(1) If it be true, as Pfleiderer maintains, that
historical reality is not necessary as the basis of
faith, we need not put ourselves to this trouble.
We must tlierefore face the question, Can faith be
indifl'erent whether its object is fact or fiction ?

and find the answer to it before we know wliether
the quest is worth pursuing.

(a) It is not necessary to show that Christian
theology, as expressing the common faith of tlie

Christian Church, has always taken for granted
that it was dealing with a real revelation of God,
and a real redemption of man in the real Person
and work of Jesus Christ. But the challenge now
cast down must be taken up. Sin, sorrow, suffer-

ing, dealli are real facts and not lictions. Must
not the Divine deliverance, consolation, and assist-

ance which man feels that he needs, and wliich he
belio\es that he has found in Jesus Christ, be a
real fact and not liction ? Mytlis and legends
cannot really save from these real evils of the life

of man. Herrmann's pamphlet, Waruni bedarf
unser Glaube gesvhithtUcher Thalsnchen ? ('Why
does our faitli need historical facts ?

') works out
this argument with great force. Only a scholar in

his study, remote from the needs of man, would
suggest that a picture of a brimming cup could
slake a man's thirst. A mythical concejition of

Christ is not as good as the historical reality.

Why have the legends and myths from whicli

Pfleiderer seeks to compound the Christian con-

ception of Christ fallen into a limbo of forgetful-

ness from which the modern scliolar must rescue
them, while Christ remains to-day the help and
the hope of millions of men ? Is it not because He
had, and has, a reality which these never pos-

sessed ?

(b) The comparison which Pfleiderer so industri-

ously makes exaggerates the resemblance and
ignores the difl'ereuces between Christian ideas

and the myths and legends of other religions,

besides making the curious assumption that, if

any similarity, however remote, can be suggested
between a myth or legend and what claims to be a
fact of Christian history, the fact cannot be a fact,

but must be a fiction. The conclusion tliat the
stories in the Lalita Vistnra about the birth of

Buddlia are the same in kind a.s the records of the
birth of Jesus in Mattliew and Luke shows neither

a fine taste nor a sound judgment. Is it not more
reasonable and credible to see in myths and legends
guesses, longings, and hopes of the soul of man
poetically expressed, which in Jesus Christ find a
real satisfaction for mind, heart, and life ?

(c) In the Christian Chiu'ch there was a fullness

of new spiritual life, which with ebb and flow has
continued to the present daj', and is being ever
more widely ditlused in actual experience. They
who experienced that life connected it with the
Risen and Ascended Lord, and identified Him
with the Jesus whose companions some of them
claimed to have been, and whom they knew to

have been crucified. That identitjf was for them
established by manifestations which they them-
selves had witnessed. Here there is historical

reality adequate to explain the subsequent de-

velopment. Why round a person of whom little

was surely remembered so rich a mythology should
have gathered, and how such a fusion of diverse

fictions became so mighty a force, is inexplicable.

St. Paul's experience, even setting aside the inter-

pretation which he gave to it, cannot be exjilained

by any gradually developed mythology. His four
great Epistles caiTy on the face of them the marks
of authenticity ; they disclose to us a spiritual

and moral change, and they offer an adequate
cause of it, if the Christ who was the object of his

faith, and whom he believed to Iiave transformed
him by the exercise of personal presence and power,
was indeed historical reality, and the testimony
borne to Him by the primitive Christian com-
munity was true ; but otherwise St. Paul's his-

tory as a Christian apostle is an impenetrable
enigma. As against Pfleiderer we must insist

that it does matter a great deal whether Christ be
fact or liction, that it does not follow that the
story of Clirist is just as fictitious as myths and
legends, to wliich some points of resemblance in it

may be discovered, and that the Christian exjieri-

ence from the beginning of the Christian history
until to-day requires as its explanation historical

reality, and not mythology.
(2) Kalthoff's reconstruction may be passed over
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with tlio siiiiiile remark that the only literary

sources whieli we possess for tlie history of tlie

orii;in of Christianity lend no sujijiort wliatever to

liis view of Christianitj' as a social movement
anionj; the oppressed masses of tlie Koman Empire,
and that its plausiliility is due only to a trans-

ference to a distant a{,'e of economic views and
social hopes of the present time.

(3) Loisy's theory of the orij^in of Christianity is

not so far removed from all historical probability
as is Kaltholfs.

(a) What may at the outset justify caution, if

not suspicion, is that the criticism has the vice
which German critics condemn with the epithet
' apolo<;etisch.' It is a Koman Catliolic's defence
of Ills Church a;,'ainst Liberal Protestant criticism,

for Miidernism is no approach of Koman Catholi-
cism to Protestantism, out an attempt to divert
modern scliohirship into channels more favourable
to Kuman Catholicism than Protestantism. Loi-sy's

treatment of Harnack savours not of the imparti-

ality of criticism, but of sectarian polemics.

(J) The Synoptic Gospels do undoubtedly con-

tain eschatological teacliing of Jesus, and it is

difficult to understand how apocalyptic hopes
could have been so prominent and dominant in

Apostolic Christianity without some warrant in

the Master's words. It is probable even that
Christian theology generally has not recognized
adeijuatelj' that Jesus stood in the prophetic suc-

cession, and that in regard to the future He held
the prophetic standpoint and used the prophetic
speech. On the otlier hand, the Gospels contain
ethical and spiritual teaching on which Hamack
is warranted in laying emjiliasis, and which is

much less probably the reflexion of the current
thouglit and life of the age and environment of

tlieir composition than the eschatological teaching
may be. The moral character and the religious

consciousness of Christ as presented to us in the
Gospels do not give the impression of a visionary,
whose primary interest was a future Kingdom of

God, but of a perfect Son of God, not only possess-

ing the certainty of God's Fatherhood, but com-
municating the same certainty to others, in His
assurance of forgiveness. Harnack's representa-
tion comes very much nearer the total impression
which the personality of Jesus in the Gospels
makes than does that of Loisy.

(c) Further, the commentary of history supports
Harnack's rather than Loisy's version of the teach-

ing of .lesns. Tlie ajiocalyjitic hope has not found
a literal fullilment, and there is no likelihood that
it ever will ; the ethical and .spiritual teacliing of

Jesus is still the highest influence in the life of the
race. If the former be the subordinate and the
latter the ])redoniinant element in the gospel of

Jesus, Christendom to-day still owes its best to

Him ; if not, it has outgrown Him. The germ
which Loisy's criticism leaves us has not vitality

enough to explain the subse(|uent development,
nor is there such identity of principle between
Jesus and Christianity as to justify the place
which lie has always held in Cliristian faith. He
is, if Loisy be right, too much the creation of His
own time and place to be the Creator of a new era
in the moral and religious life of mankind.

(4) Harnack in many respects shows the criti-

cism of the Gospels at its very best, and ap])roaches
very nearly the common Christian standpoint.
The reasons for wliat is negative in his conclusions
are two—his denial of miracles and his aversion to
metaphysics.

(n) A discussion of the whole question of miracles
{g.v.) would here be out of place Let it suffice in
the present connexion to say that Harnack recog-
nizes in Christ a moral and religious uniqueness,
and assigns to Him a significance and value for the

highest interest of the human race, which put
Him in anotlier category than ordinary man, and
forbid at least the dogmatic assertion tliat e\en
His nature-miracles were necessarily 'interfer-

ences witli the continuity of Nature,' and did not
fall within the reach of the influence which this

unique personality could wield. If ' the religious

man is sure of this,' as Harnack concedes, ' that
he is not enclosed in a blind and brutal course of

nature, but that this course of nature serves higher
ends ' (p. 17 [20]), why should it be tliought a thing
incredible tliat, in tlie miracles of Jesus, Nature
should .serve the higher ends of the Ivingdora of

God ? Harnack's reason for accepting the healing
miracles of Jesus as natural does not explain the
bulk of them, but only those which can be re-

garded as removing neurotic disorders. Exclude
all the others, and it would become difficult for

Harnack to maintain his contention for the credi-

bility of the Synoptic (Jospels as historical sources.

Such a denial of miracles as that to which Har-
nack commits himself involves a far more radical

criticism of the Gospels than we find in him.
(b) Harnack endeavours to escape metaphysics

by treating the unique filial consciousness of Jesus
as a secret which no psj'chology will discover.

But, while we may admit that our thought cannot
fathom the depths of the mind of Christ, it is

impossible to recognize so unique a filial conscious-
ness in Christ with(jut being forced to inquire how
we must conceive the relation of God to Him who
possessed it. We cannot say that He alone knows
and alone reveals the Father, and then, as over-

against God, include Him in our thought of Him
among other men. Be the interpretations of His
Person in the NT and in Christian dogma adequate
or not, we must attempt such an interpretation as
does justice to His uniquene.ss in Himself and His
significance and value for man.

(5) The present writer cannot, then, accept the
theories of the origin of Christianity which have
been sketched as characteristic of modem thought.
That the Sj'iioptic Gospels present the common
Christian tradition from the distinctive stand-

points of their respective authors ; that the Fourth
Gospel contains historical reminiscences still more
highly coloured by doctrinal reflexions set in a
metaphysical Hellenistic framework ; that St.

Paul, in interpreting a real experience of the
saving power of the living Christ, uses categories
of Jewish and even Greek thought; that the fact
of the virgin birth and the ddctiiiie of the pre-

existence of Christ are not so well attested his-

torically as the moral and religious teaching and
the miracles of Jesus {as contained in the common
Cliristian tradition in the Synoptics) or the Resur-
rection (as borne witness to by the leaders of the
Apostolic Church and notably by St. Paul, what-
ever difficulties still attach to the Gospel records
of the ajipearances of Jesus)—these are conclusions
of criticism which we may fully accept without
in any way lowering the general reliability of the
NT as the literary source of tlie history of the
beginnings of Christianity. All questions of the

composition of the separate writings and of the
formation of the Canon, a.s of the inspiration of

the NT in its parts or as a whole, are dealt with
elsewhere ; our only concern now is to maintain
that the Christian religion had its origin not in

a mythology, not even in the transformation by
religious afl'ection and imagination of a good and
wise teacher into a Divine Saviour and Lord, but

in the historical reality of .lesus Christ the Lord,
as the (io>pcls record, and the Epistles interpret.

His life and work.
V. Development of CnnisT/Ay itv. —.)ust as

there is a great variety of opinion regarding the
origin, so is there regarding the development, of
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the Christian rcli*;ion. The creed, code, polity,
and ritual of theCiiristiaii Church have uuderf^one
many changes ; oi>inion is divided whether tliese

changes liave been for t!ie butter or the worse.
AVe must look brieily at current theories before
offering a short historical sketch. The Roman
Catholic and the l*rotestant views are in marked
contrast, and even in intended opposition.

I. Roman Catholic theories.—These are by no
means ;is nnifoini as niiglit liave been expected.

(1) The old (utiiudox Uoinan Catholic view may
be given in the words of Father Tyrrell

:

' According to the orthodox theory, as defended bv Bossnet
[died 1704], as assumed by the Councils and the Fathers, the
doctrines and essential institutions of the Catholic Church have
been always and identically the same. The whole dog-matlc,
sacramental, and hierarchic system, as it now stands, was
delivered in detail by Christ to His Apostles and by them to
their successors. He proclaimed, not the very words, but iUe
very substance in all detail of the doctrines of Trent and of the
Vatican. He instituted the papacy, the episcopate, the seven
sacraments. . . . The Church is the infallible guardian of this
system as delivered to her keeping by the Apostles—not to
develop dialectically, but to preserve intact without addition
or subtraction ' {Christianity at the Cross Roads, p. 14 f.).

(2) This, in face of insuperable historical diffi-

culties, has been modified, according to the same
writer, in the new orthodoxy.
In this he holds that the distinction between the implicit and

the explicit, as the cloak folded up and the cloak spread out, is

confused with another distinction, the potential and the actual,
as the boy and the man. The view that the belief unplicit in
one age mig^ht be made explicit in another is consistent with
the assumption of this complete changeless deposit ; not so the
view that beliefs which afterwards became actual were only
potential in the earlier ages, although the new orthodoxy
assumes it to be so. ' In the newer view revelation is guarded
by the infallible undei-standing of the episcopate i[i ecumenical
debate—infallible in deducing the logical consequences of the
faith of past generations, and adding them to the ever-growing
body of explicit and actual beliefs' (p. 24). In thus adding to
this body of beliefs, the episcopate, it is maintained, is not
going beyond the Apostolic age, for ' it is conceded that the
Apostles knew fully and explicitly by revelation all that has
been, or shall ever come to be, believed actually by the Church.
But the sub-Apostolic age was not fit for this fullness of truth

;

only through long centuries could the Church be prepared to
receive it ' (p. 26). Tyrrell's criticism of this view is pungent.
* This hybrid theory of development implies that the casket of
dogmatic jewels at once dropped from her weak and incom-
petent hands, and that she [the Church] is infallible, not in
keeping what she received, but in slowly recovering what she
has lost ' (p. 27).

(3) This new orthodoxy is not, however, to be
identified with Newman's Theory of Dcvelopmcyif,
which is not dialectical as this is, i.e. a drawing of
new beliefs as the logical consequences out of the
faith of the past, but biologicalj i.e. the unfolding
of a life in new surroundings to adapt itself to
them.
Newman puts this theory forward as 'an hypothesis to

account for a difficulty' (Development of Doctrine, 1845, p. 27)—
the contrast between primitive Christianity and Catholicism.
Christianity, he says, ' came into the world as an idea rather
than an institution, and has had to \vrap itself in clothing and
fit itself with armour of its own providing, and to form the
instruments and methods of its prosperity and warfare' (p.
116). The process by which it has accomplished this he de-
scribes aa ' development.' by which he understands ' the
germination, growth, and perfection of some living, that is,

influential, tmth, or apparent truth, in the minds of iiieu during
a sufficient period ' (p. 37). He indicates the tests by which
development may be distinguished from corruption, but com-
mits the application of the tests to ' an external authority ' (p.
117), namely, the Infallible Church (see Fairbairn, Christ in
Modem Theology, 1893, p. 32 f.). His aim was to defend the old
doctrines by the new methods ; and he did not realize that the
new methods might be turned against the old doctrines. His
theory was 'an argurtientinn ad hombiem addressed to the
Tractarians* who had gone so far with him and hesitated about
going as far as he had done. If the Patristic theology, he
argues, was legitimate as a development of Apostolic doctrine,
why not the scholastic also? If the earlier stages of the de-
velopment are to be approved, why not the later? It is the
same \idea ' whicli is finding, according to changing conditions,
fresh embodiments (see Tyrrell, op. cil. 31 f.).

(4) Modernists have taken from Newman this
representation of the * idea' of the Church, not as
a body of doctrine, but as a religious impulse, and
have used it as a weapon against the doctrines
which he himself sincerely adot)ted, and sought in
this way confideiiUy to defend. I'^or the Modernist I

view we must now xeturn to Loisy's UEvangile ct

VjiffUse.
Tiie second part of the book dtM'-ti \\]>h \hr Church, its

Dot;nia and Worship, is not less ;
; i inst Harnack

than the first, and, as has already b < ; '1. the defence
of the Church against Harnack's cuinii ui, . . n ,> jirobably the
motive of the attack on his view ol ilit- yu-|n.l. Loiay boldly
justifies the entire development of the Church as Christian,
because necessary for the continued vitality of the gospel.
First of all, he defends the evolution of the society till even the
Papacy is reached ; but in his account of that* evolution he
does not display the same acute critical faculty as in dealing
with the Gospels. ' To reproach the Catholic Church for the
development of her constitution is to reproach her for having
chosen to live, and that, moreover, when her life was indis-

pensable for the preservation of the gospel itself. There is

nowhere in her history any gap in continuity, or the absolute
creation of a new system ; every step is a deduction from the
preceding, so that we can proceed from the actual constitution
of the Pa])acy to the evangelical society around Jesus, different
as they are from one another, without meeting any violent
revolution to change the government of the Christian com-
munity. At the same time, any advance is explained by a
necessity of fact, accompanied by logical necessities, so that
the historian cannot say that the total extent of the movement
is outside the gospel. The fact is, it proceeds from it and con-
tinues it ' (p. 165). This complacency is possible only by limit-

ing the gospel to Christ's eschatologic^ teaching as a germ
needing such subsequent development that it might live and
work in the world. Loisy has by his criticism got rid of the
ethical and spiritual elements of the gospel, which Harnack
applies as the standard of his judgment of tlie Church. In
like manner, regarding Christian dogma, Loisy maintains that,
while ' the de\elopment of dogma is not in the gospel, and
could not be there,' yet ' it does not follow that the dogma
does not proceed from the gospel, and that the gospel
has not lived and lives still m the dogma as well as in
the Church,' for ' the commentary is homogeneous with the
text ' (p. 180 f.). Into the details of his demonstration
that the human prophet of the gospel legitimately, because
necessarily, became the Second Person in the Trinity, who
assumed human nature, and of his vindication of other equally
surprising transformations of the content of the gospel as de-
termined by his criticism, it is impossible to enter. But it may
be stated as a general objection that the biological analog^' of
the germ and the development of the organism is altogether
overstrained. In a doctrinal development there must be an
intelligible moral and religious continuity such as is not to be
expected in a living growth ; and this is entirely Jacking in

the doctrinal changes which Loisy defends as necessary. The
use of an altogether inadequate category vitiates his whole
argument. The same method of proof is employed to legiti-

mize every development, however superstitious it may appear,
in the Catholic ritual of worship. Whatever Roman Catholi-
cism (for Loisy's optimism extends only to his own Church) has
ever been in history it has been necessarily, and so validly.

2. Protestant theories.—These do not cherish
this optimism in regard to the evolution of Christi-

anity in history,

(1) The traditional Protestant view is that the
Holy Scriptures contain Christianity as it ought
to be ; that very soon corruption set in, although
the later Roman Catholic developments were more
of a departure from the primitive Christian faith

and life than those earlier in the undivided Church
had been ; that in the Fathers of the Church much
sound Christian teaching is to be found ; that the
decisions of the Ecumenical Councils in regard to

the Person of Christ and the nature of the God-
head must be accepted as authoritative ; and that
the Reformation ell'ected a return to Apostolic
Christianity. It need hardly be said that this

view is a loosely-bound bunnle of uncritical as-

sumptions. There was development, good and bad,
within the Apostolic Church itself, and no sticli

wide gulf can be fixed between any two ages of

the history of the Church. Had it been possible,

it would not have been desirable for the Re-
formation to restore the Apostolic age, which was
gone l.ieyond recall. All developments in Roman
Catholicism were not corruptions, for many had a
relative historical justification. Patristic teaching
and Conciliar dogma cannot be isolated from the
whole historical context, and assigned a permanent
authority, while that context is condemned as

corrujit.

(2) As attaching itself more immediately to one
of these assumptions, that the doctrinal decisions of

the Church, especially in the Ecumenical Councils,

have a permanent authority, may be mentioned a
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theory wliidi has Ijcou put forward hy Orr in Ills

hook, The Progresa of Dogma.
(a) His working hjiwtliesis is briefly as follows : WJiile the

Scriptures afTord 'the ultimate test of (logniatic producta

'

which ore desirable and legitimate, as 'there is a doctriiml

content in CbriHtianity which it is the duty of the Church to

ascertain and witness for,' yet there is both 'need and advan-

tage of tlie objective test furnished by ' the history of dogma,
which, as the judgment of doctrines, has resulted in ' the sur-

vival of the fittest.' This conclusion is confirmed by * the

parallelism of the logical and historical developments,' for doc-

trines have been discussed and formulated in the history of

dogma in the same order as they are treated in text-books of

systematic theology. 'The vindication of the fundamental
ideas of religion ' in ' the age of apologetics ' has been followed

by ' the theological, anthropological, and Christological con-

troversies.' Then, shifting from the East to the West, 'the

soteriolopical period' has l>een followed by 'controversies on
the application of redemption.' To our modern age is to be

ascribed 'a peculiar interest in eschatology,' and 'the future

may be expected to devote itself to practical problems' (see

the Contents, Lecture r. p. ix f.).

(6) Orr is inevitably forced into antagonism to Harnark's
\*iow of the history of dogma. Hamack's restricted use of the

word 'dogma' is rejected in favour of the wider use for any
doctrine which has obtained ecclesiastical sanction ; the influ-

ence of Greek metaphysics in the formation of dogma, so

insisted on by Harnack, is minimized ; dogma is regarded as

a permanentneed of the Church, and so not confined, as by
Uarnark, to the period before the Reformation ; and to Harnack's
pessimistic an optimistic estimate is opposed.

{c) Although at the Reformation the Ecumenical decisions

regarding the Person of Christ were accepted without challenge

and defended with conviction against Socinianism, yet it is

unusual to find in a Protestant writer so whole-hearted a

defence of the progress of dogma, even during the Middle
Ages, as Orr offers. Without entering into criticism of his

theory in det-ail, we must point out that human history in

no one of its aspects can be forced into the Procrustes bed of

such a theory without violence. Dogma cannot be isolated

from ritual and polity, and its history be regarded as an evolu-

tion of doctrinal definitions in the logical order of a text-book

of theology. Surely the Reformation meant a much more
thorough re-consideration of Christian thought and re-construc-

tion of Christian life than a mere turning from the doctrine of

an objective Atonement to the doctrine of its individual ap-

propriation ; and the modern period is primarily concerned with
far more fundamental conceptions—scientific, philosophic, and
theological—than any mere theory of the last things. Each
age, while using thankfully all the gains of thought in the past,

must think out the Christian Gospel for itself, and re-state it

in its own current language. Much error has mingled with

truth, and even the doctrines which, as having received some
sort of ecclesiastical sanction, can be dignified with the title

dogmas are not above criticism. Tbe writer's optimism seems
to go ver>' much further than the facts allow.

(3) Althoui^h Orr had planned liis book before

Hamack's History of Dognui appeared, yet he
cannot avoid a riinning critici-sni of the view to

which he is so much opposed. Loisy's VEvangih
et V£glise was a reply to Harnack's Das Wescn dcs

Christcntum,'iy but it also ainis at discrediting

Harnack's view of the evolution of tlie Church as

stated in the History of Dogma (a fourtli revised

and enlarged ed. is now appearing ; the Eng. tr. is

of the third ed.).

(a) While Harnack recogniises that faith must give its

contents, facts, or truths an intellectual expression, he sees

in the outstanding solution of this problem in the dogma of

Catholicism, besides the Scriptural or traditional soun-e, an
alien philosophical mt-thod, and an illc^'itimate ecclesiastical

authoritv, BO that it has been advantageous in strengthening

the position of the Church, rather than profitable for the con-

firmation of faith. As imjioscd by an ecclesiastical authority,

claiming a universal dominion, dogma is by him distinguished

from doctrine, and is necessarily limited to the period prior to

the Reformation. He divitles the history of dogma into four

sections: (1) the origin of dogma, (2) the Christological de-

velopment of the East, (3) the Soteriological development of

the West, and (4) the threefold issue in Ti-identine Roman Cath-

olicism, Anti-Trinitarianism and Socinianism, and Protestant-

ism. Four conclusions are drawn by him from tbe history : (1)

Dogma is 'a work of the Greek sjiirit on the soil of the Gospel.'

(2) It has changed from age to age, as it is the result of theo-

logical activity. (3) While the original character was pre-

served, it was mollified by Augustine, who infused a more
intense religious spirit ; an<l still more by Luther, who sought
to restore the rights of Christian experience. (4) Deliverance
from its Imndage will be gained as the pro<;ega of its origin and
development comes to be known. Already in the first century
the gospel of Jesus was clianged from its pristine purity an<i

its original excellence by the Church's acceptance of the Jewish
apocaljptic hopes (which, be it observed, Ix)isy regards as the
content of the gospel), the Jewish or Hellenic doctrine of pre-

existcnrc, the Philonic doctrine of the Logos (both speculative,

metaphysical elements), and the Grajco-Roman doctrine of God
and the soul (a philosophy inadequate for the intellectual ex-

pression of the gospel). Of this first accretion the Christian
faith was divested, in spile of the Mnntaiiist reaction, in the
'2nd century. iSt^ Paul was so far niiriundursti-od that, despite
Marcion's attempt to restore Paulinisni, the Christian religion

betaimc a monilism, or even legalism. Although the acute form
of the secularization of Christianity in Gnosticism was rejected,

yet both Church and doctrine, in spite of an assumed Apostolic
canon, confession, and oIRce to preserve its continuity from
the Apostles, continued to lose more and more its primitive
character, and to be conformed to its environment in the
Grajco-Roman culture. The process was advanced by the
Apologists, seemed to suffer a check in the influence of

Irenfpus, but was stimulated by the Alexandrian school of

theology. In the end of the 3rd cent, it gained its completion
in the adoption of the Logos-Christology by the Church. 'This
development ' effcrtcd ' the definite transformation of the nile

of faith into the compendium of a Greek philosophical system '

(Harnack, Uist. »f Dogma, Kng. tr. ii, 3SU). 'The formula of the
rx)gos, as it was almost universally understood, legitimized specu-
lation, i.e. Neo-J'latonic philosophy, within the Creed of the
Church' {ib. iii. 2). While the multitudes had to believe this

creedj they could not understand it, and so could not draw
from it the motive of their religious and moral life ; they were
brought under tutelage to the theologians who alone could
interpret and apply the mystery. ' The necessary consequence
of this development was that the mysterious creed, being no
longer in a position practically to control life, was superseded
by the authority of the Churchy the cultits, and prescribed duties,

in determining the religious life of the laity; while the theo-

logians, or the priests, appeare<i alone as the possessors of an
independent faith and knowledge' (p. 3). Another conse-

quence was the rise of the order of monks, who came between
the laity in tutelage and the authoritative clergy, and who
sought a subjective piety of their own in a renunciation of the
world. During the 4th and 5th cents, the Church in the
East was absorbed in the Christological controversies, in which
the interest in truth was often subordinated to the rivalries of

theological schools, the ambition of bishops, and even political

intrigues. This development issued in scholasticism, ritualism,

and mysticism, and the Orthodox Greek Church has remained
at this stage of the evolution. Owing to the infiuence of

Augustine, and the more practical genius of the West, theology
was more concerned with anthropology and soteriology ; but
no such compact dogma was reached as in regard to the
Person of Christ. The Platonic speculative philosophy was,
in mediaeval scholars, replaced by the Aristotelian logical

method. Accepting the absolute authority of the Church as
regards the data of theology, scholasticism tried to reconcile

dogma and reason ; its issue in Nominalism shows the hope-
lessness of its task. Harnack maintains that the necessary
close of the process is shown by its threefold outcome. At
the Reformation the Roman Catholic Church opposed itself

to the new movements by conferring on the Pope the sovereign
rule over the faith of the Church, and 'gave fixit>' to the
Augustinian-ilediseval doctrines, and added them to the old
dogmas as equally legitimate i)ortions of the system ' (vii. 22).

The 'Anti-Trinitarian and Socinian Christianity,' which 'de-

veloped in the sixteenth century,' 'broke witli the old dogma
and discarded it' (p. 23). 'Instructed by history itself, the
Reformation obtained a new point of departure for the framing
of Christian faith in the Word of God, and it discarded all

forms of infallilMlity which could offer an external security for

faith, the infallible organization of the Church, the iufalliblc

doctrinal tradition of the Church, and the infallible Scripture

codex. In this way that view of Christianity from which
dogma arose—Christian faith the sure knowledge of the ulti-

mate causes of all things, and therefore also of the Divine pro-

visions for salvation—was set aside ; Christian faith is rather
the firm assurance of having received from God, as the Father
of Jesus Christ, the forgiveness of sins, and of living under
Him in His ivingdom—nothing else' . . . 'And yet the Re-
formers allowed the old dogma to remain ; nay, they did not
even submit it to revision' (p. 24 f.). While the Reformation
thus retained the old dogma, it abandoned the principle of the
previous development of dogma, and so may be regarded as
not only one of the issues, but 'the right and proper issue of

the history of dogma' (p. 26; see Garvie, The RiUchlian
Theology, eh. iv.).

(6) While there is a certain convenience in distinguishing

the pre-Reformation type of doctrine, with its peculiar philo-

sophical method and its distinctive ecclesiastical sanction, from
the creeds accepted in the sects of Protestantism, it is dilficult

even for Harnack to use the term 'dogma* with absolute con-

sistency, and he has to include in his history a good deal of

doctrine which is not even dogma in the making. This objec-

tion need not, however, be pressed, as there seem to be more
serious defects in his theory. His estimate of the history

seems unduly condemnatory. Pfleiderer expresses a judgment
of the theory for which there ia justificition. ' Perhaps we can
most simply describe its character by saying that to Baur's

optimistic evolutionary theory of history it opjtoses a pessi-

mistic view of Church history, which makes this history to

consist, not in a progressive t^leologica! and rational develop-

ment, and ever richer unfolding of the Christian spirit, but in a
progressive obscuration of the inith, in the progress of disease

in tlic CMuirch, produced by Hr* Kuddcn irruption of Hellenic

philosophy and other Bcculariztng influences. We can under-
stand that such a view is acceptable to a realistic and practical

age which has long lost all touch with the ancient dogmas ; we
cannot deny that it contains relative truth, and might, in fact,

serve as a salutary complement to Baur's optimism ; but ifi it
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adapted to form ihe suin-eme guidlu^ principle of ecclesiiislical

history, or can il jiistiv chiiiii to be the only scientific view, or

the right to condi-nni as unscientific scholasticism the teleo-

logical theory of evolution, which, in the manifold play of

individual causes, recognizes the governance of a higher

Reason? These are questions to be seriously asked' {Develop-

ment of Theology, p. *29St.)- While there were human error

and sin in the development of dogma, as in all things human,
there was also, surely, a Divine guidance that kept the Church
from labouring altogether in vain in its effort to define its

faith. And how otherwise could the Church have given an
intelligible form to the faith for contemporary thought, than

by making the best use it could of the current categories of

serious thmking? Must we not think of Greek philosophy and
Roman law as alike parts of the preparation for the gospel in

the world ?

But Harnack's immense learning has not been expended in

vain if it convinces us that we cannot assume that ' the faith

as delivered to the saints' was adequately and finally expressed

in these Grajco-Koman intellectual forms. When Bishop Gore
tries to disting:msh the terminology of the Creed, as borrowed,
from the original substance, he overlooks the fact that the

terminology inevitably modifies the substance. When he goes

on to maintain that the language of the Creeds is * permanent
language, none the less permanent because Greek' {BL, 1891,

I^p. 101, 105), he ignores the revolution in modern thought that

science and philosophy have brought about, which makes it

impossible for the thinker of to-day to be satisfied with these

ancient categories. We must, as against Ilarnack, recognize

the necessity of the alliance of Christian faith and Greek
thought ; but, in opposition to Gore, we must refuse to

accept this alliance as permanent. Further, the starting-point

of the process, according to Harnack, is one that can be ac-

cepted only from an advanced critical standpoint. As has

already been indicated, Harnack denies the miraculous and
avoids the metaphysical in his statement of the gospel of

Jesus. The Apostolic interpretations of the Person and v;ork

of Christ are treated as foreign influences adversely affecting

this gospel. The explanations of the nature of Christ (the

miraculous birth, the anointing with the Spirit at baptism, the

pre-existence, the ' Logos ' incarnation) are thus excluded from
essential Christianity ; but these surely prove that the impres-

sion Jesus made on ej'e- and ear-witnesses was such that

His Person offered a problem for which some solution must
be found, and that, though we may be compelled to distin-

guish kernel from husk in the solutions offered, we are forced

to face the same problem to-day, and may find these old solu-

tions not meaningless or worthless. If the close contact of

the Apostolic age not only with the Jesus of the earthly

ministry', but stiU more with the living Christ of faith, gives to

the Apostolic experience a typical character, the interpreta-

tions given of that experience may have a normative value even
to-day. If we are forced to admit that, as the two greatest

thinkers of the Apostolic age, Paul and John, thought, the
historical can be most clearly seen in the light of the eternal,

then we, too, shall feel warranted in advancing in thought from
the Jesus on earth to the pre-existent Word and the exalted
Lord in heaven, and so we shall see the gospel from the
beginning in a necessary metaphysical setting.

3. Summary and conclusion.— (1) It is obvious
that historical and literary criticism makes it

impossible for us to accept either the ohl orthodox
Roman Catholic or the traditional Protestant view
of the develoiiment of Christianity. The Modern-
ist view of Loisy is too much a special pleading
for Roman Catliolicism as against Protestantism
to be accepted, even although his principle that
whatever has been useful to preserve the Gospel
in the world may be regarded as necessary, and
so proWdential, can be given a much wider ap-
plication than he gives it, that is, to any form
of Christian thought or life which has survived.

His view of the original gospel of Jesus, adapted
as it is to his special purpose, involves a verj'

radical criticism of the Gospels. Harnack is

justified in insisting on the ethical and spiritual

elements in the gospel of Jesus, and, as against
Loisy, gives a more adequate representation of

Cliristianity in its beginnings ; but even he seems
to mutilate the historical reality of the Person,

teaching, and work of Christ, in his denial of

miracles and aversion to the metaphysical. He
seems to exaggerate the foreign elements in the
Apostolic interpretation of the distinctive Apos-
tolic experience, and so, throughout the develop-
ment of Cliristianity, he depreciates the factor of

the necessary rational formulation of the content
of faith. That the faith was expressed in ecclesi-

astical dogma always l^ ithout obscuration or dis-

tortion cannot be maintained, or that the conception
or phraseology of one age can be imposed as valid

for every other age. But that faith must neces-

sarily suffer if it strives to solve its intellectual

problems must be denied, and it must be conceded
that the Christian thouglit of to-day has much to

learn from the thinking of former times.

(2) The present writer may briefly give his own
positive convictions on this problem, using the sug-

gestive biological analogy. The Christian organ-
ism is represented not only by tlie gospel of Jesus
as it is presented with substantial historical ac-

curacy in the Synoptic Gospels, but also by the

Apostolic testimony to and interpretation of the

presence and action of Christ in human experience

as contained in the NT writings generally. That
even in the Apostolic age the Jewish and Gentile

environment exercised an influence may be freely

conceded, but not so as to give the subsequent
development a perverse direction from the very
start. The contrast between the Apostolic and
the post-Apostolic writings is so marked that the

conclusion seems warranted that, the Apostolic

experience being typical, the testimony and inter-

pretation do remain normative of what is essentially

Christian. That the organism could not escape

being affected by, in adapting itself to, its Grajco-

Roraan environment must be conceded ; that this

action and reaction were not only necessarj' but a
condition of progress may, fi-om the standpoint of

a theistic teleology, be conjectured ; for the leaven

must get into the meai that the whole might be
leavened. This does not, however, exclude the

frank recognition of the fact that there were char-

acteristics of the Greek speculative genius and of

the practical Roman ethos not altogether har-

monious with the distinctive character of the

gospel, so that there was perversion amid progress

in the subsequent development^the salt in season-

ing did lose some of its o^vn savour. Greek meta-
physics and Roman law misrepresented as well as

expressed the gospel. The impartial student of

the history of the Church cannot for a moment
deny that false Wews, unv.orthy motives, wrong
purposes were factors, and at times dominant
factors, in this evolution. Whether the develop-

ment might, in the given conditions, have been very

different from what it was, it would be rash either

to affirm or to deny ; but the facts at least forbid

the optimism of Loisy as much as the pessimism of

Harnack. That some of the heresies and schisms

suppressed by the Church were attempts at reform
(who can confidently add premature ?), is a fact

which should make the theorist pause before he
discovers a Divine necessity in the process. That
a compact organization in creed and code, ritual

and polity, was necessary for the Church to pre-

serve it through its persecution by the Roman
Empire, for its influence on that Empire, for its

survival of the Empire's fall, who can deny ? But
can all the means used to secure this unity be

justified from the Christian standpoint? In like

manner, through the Middle Ages a case can be

made out for this or that feature as necessary

to the Church for its practical effectiveness, and
yet the acknowledged corruptions which crept in

through these doors of expediency make us pause

before uttering the plausible creed, 'The real is

the rational.' That the Reformation was a justi-

fied attempt at ' reversion to type ' the writer

liolds, even although a later stage in any develop-

ment cannot completely recapture an earlier, and
Protestantism was not so close a copy of the Apos-
tolic age as it sometimes wished and imagined
itself to be. As development is essential to an
organism, so Christianity lives as it grows ; its

future progress must be, as its past has been,

conditioned by its environment ; but, it may be

hoped, it has now in itself such vitality that it will

not merely, as it has often done, passively adapt
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itself to, but will rather uJapt to itself by traiis-

forining, tiiat environment.
Vt. BisTuity OF TUE Christian Ciwrcu.—

In dealinff with one of tho other religions in a
work w hirb will be read niosllj' by those professinj,'

the Ohristian I'aiUi, a sketeh of the history wo\iM
be neeessary, and niii,'ht, with the material in most
cases at our disposal, be attempted within reason-
able compass ; but the history of the Christian
Church has been so minutely and extensively
explored tliat no such endeavour is possible.

What alone seems practicable is to mention such
events, movements, or features as are of primary
significance.

The history falls into three eras. The ancient
era embraces the first eif^ht centuries, the meilimval
the next seven, and the mode-ni the last live. In
the first, the Christian Church .spread from Jeru-
salem to Home, and from Home to the Imrdcrs of
the Roman Empire, and, on its fall, to the(iermanic
nations. In the second, the l'a]>acy grew in power
until it held full sway in Western Europe ; but its

decline already began in the 13tli cent., and various
movements towards reform anticipated the third
era. This, strictly speaking, began in 1517 with
Luther's posting of the Theses against Indulgences,
and may be regarded as not yet closed, for no
change of such importance has since occurred as
to mark the commencement of a new era.

I. Ancient era.—This may be subdivided into
four perio<ls.

(1) The lirst period (to A.D. 100) may be described
as the Apostolic Age ; in it the Christian Church
separated itself from the Jewish people, which in

A.D. 70 lost both its ' local habitation and its name

'

among the nations possessing a political unity.
Jewish Christianity (Nazareans and Ebionites),
becoming ever more heretical, separated itself from
Gentile Christianity, but soon dwindled away.

(2) The second period (2nd and 3rd cents.) is

marked by the progi'ess of Christianity in the
Roman Empire, in spite of repeated—sometimes
sporadic, sometimes systematic—persecutions, until

in 313 it had attained such importance and influence
that Constantine deemed it politic to .strengthen his

po.sition as Emperor by adopting this persecuted
religion as his own. The attempt of Gnosticism
to blend Christianity with (ireek philosophy and
Eastern mysticism was successfully withstood by
the Church, which strengthened itself to resist

persecution from without and heresy (especially in
regard to the doctrine of the Trinity) and schism
from within, by develojiing a uniform organization
based on an assumed .\postolic creed in the ex-
panded Baptismal Confession, Apo.stolic ofHce in
the Episcopate, and Apostolic canon of truth in

the writings of the NT.
The tfaeoloeians of this period deserving special mention are

Irenanis (Bishop ot Ljous, a.d. 178), who had a personal link
through Polycarp with John at Kphesus, and opposed to Gnos.
ticisni the Apostolic tradition ; Origen (*.D. 185-2.'J4), tho chief
ornament of the vMexandrian school, in which Christian faith
formed a fruitful and yet perilous alliance with Greek culture

;

and Tertvllian (became Montanist A.D. 220), the father of the dis-
tinctively Latin theology, who provided the terminology for the
doctrine ot the Trinity in the West. To the development of the
ecclesiastical organization probably no influence contributed
more than that of Cyitrian (a.d. 200-268), who, emphasizing the
sacerdotal idea, and asserting the episcopal authority, yet re-
sisted the claims of Home

(3) In the third period, from Constantine to
(iregory I. (313-590), the Church, in .spite of a
pagan reaction under Julian, gained supremacy in
the Roman World, and the Christian spirit even
influenced Imperial legislation ; but internal divi-
sions appeared.

(a) The separation o( the Eastern Empire, with Constantinople
as its capital, from the Western, which still ha»l Rome as its
centre, profoundly affected the unity of the (Church. While the
Kouiau See advanced ever greater claims to the primacy in the
episcopate of the Church, the patriarchate of Constantinople,
the new rapit.ll, and the i>atriarc'liate of Alexandria pushed

forward rival claims. The antagonism of lli.: tii. (il .h al srhools
of Antioch and Alexandria further compliiai> >l : n. ra.ii.

(6) The Roman Kmperors, soon after afisuiii:. ^ , ji . in-ane
clearly defined aiitli.>ritv in the rlirislian Ci.u, 1., i ,i,i„l them-
selves .appealed IM I .1 11:. Mi!,.|,„.ril .it liiiri .4HnI disputes
(Council ot Ni.-.i,,,,

,
,

li . i;i|<.., ilil. i.h, iinlainthatthe
interests of Chri-'

:
: i , ! i,,,! liii. r ;,..ai > he intrusion of

political intri-u.-i), ;;.
i .l.r f i l,r rr. . .1 j ..f iheChurch. In

the Arian, Apnllinarian, Nest'. nan, and Eiitvehian controversies
(llh and Oth cents.), tho reality ot the Divine nature, the com-
jtleteness of the human nature, the unity of tho Person, the
distinction of tho two natures of Christ, were tho decisions
reached. In these efforts at uniformity of creed, divisions were
caused, and the Church of the Empire could claim to be ciitholic
or orthodox only hy condemning and expelling those who did
not accept these decisions.

(c) Even if we agree that the formula of two natures in one
Person of the Creed of Chalcedon (a.d. 451) was the best expres-
sion of the Christian faith about Christ in the thought-forms of
the time, we cjinnot altogether ignore, as is often done, the
existence alongside ot this cathoUc, orthodox Church, which
owed not a little to its connexion with the Roman State, of other
Churches claiming to be quite as Christian. Arianisjn (q.v.),
false as was its conception of Christ as a demi-god, had an able
representative in Ullilas (died A.u. 381), the missionary to the
Goths, and the first translator of the Bible into a Teutonic
tongue. iW-j^OT-ianmn (17.1'.), which recent research has shown
not to have been as heretical as it was politically convenient for
its orthodox opponents to represent it, has the honour of having
carried the gosjiel into the Far East—to India, and even to
China. Monoph tjsitlsm (7. y.), which, against the duality of the
l>ivine and human natures in the unity of the Person of Christ,
affirmed the unity of the Divine-human nature of Christ, has
survived in the Coptic Church. The formula qitod semper, quod
vhiqiie, quod ab omnibus expresses an ideal of doctrinal uni-
formity which was never a historical reality, least of all when
efforts were made to enforce caiin.licltv and orthodoxy.

((() The less speculative aial lai.r.: jiraotical West played a
skilful part in these disiml ;

,
ih. n a ti physical character of

which was, however, more ,,1,.;, nial to the subtle Greek mind.
In the West there was the controversy of Augustine and
Pelagius (a.d. 411-4;}1) concerning the freedom of man's will, the
consequences of the Fall, and the election of grace, in which the
religious experience of Augustine, Pauline in its distinctive
character, was a decisive factor.

(e) Although in the previous period asceticism and anchorit-
ism had found entrance into the Christian Church, it was in this
period that Monasticism (q.v.) first really developed. The
clergy, too, became more distinctly marked'off from the laity,
and celibacy was increasingly enforced, though in many cases
with great difficulty. Into the worship generally many pagan
elements were allowed to creep. .Sacramentarianism and sacer-
dotalism grew apace. It is not necessary to deal with these
topics in any farther detail.

(4) ']'be outstanding features of the fourth
period, from Gregory I. to Charlemagne (590-800),
were the founding of the Church among the Ger-
manic nations and the subjugation of many of the
(christian lands of the East by Islam.

(a) While the Christian faith first reached some of the Teu-
tonic tribes in the form of Arianism, yet Catholicism soon gained
the victory. In Great Britain the independent Celtic Church
was also overthrown, and the new peoples were not only Chris-
tianized but also Romanized, for the authority of the Roman
See was fully asserted in these freshly converted nations. This
missionary activity had to be cuntiimed fur more than four
centuries in the next period before Europe was Christianized.

(b) The dominion of the Muslims was extended from Arabia
over Egypt, Africa. Spain, and Sicily westwards, and over Syria
and Persia eastwards, and it was only the victories of Charles
Martel and his Franks in 732 and the resistance of the
Eastern Empire till I'l.'iS that stemmed the tide of Islam
conquest, and saved Europe from the danger of an exchange of
the Cross for the Crescent.

2. Mediaeval era.
—

'I'his may be considered as
beginning with the crowning of Charlemagne, the
I'rankisb king, as Roman Emperor by the Tope,
Leo in., in 800. While the world was .asked to
lielieve that tliis was done ' by the immediate
impulse of a Divine in.spiration ' (Kurtz, Chinch
lli':tiiry, i. 487), yet negotiations to secure this
dignity had been going on for years between the
king and the Pope. Charlemagne conceived this
Imperial power as ,a universal theocratic Christian
monarchy. The Greeks had failed worthily to
sustain tlie [losition, and it had been transferred to

the Erankish king. As the bead of all Christen-
dom, he chiimi'd to direct tlie externtil government
of the Church itself, while he acknowledged the
I'ope as its siiiritual head. The dominating
interest of the Midiile Ages is the contest for

supremacy between Emperor and Pope. The first

period in this era, from Cluirlemagne to Pope
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Gregory VII. (800-1073), is characterized by the
growing power of tlie Papacy. The second jieriod,

from Gregory vii. to Boniface VIli. (lll7:i-l'2>J4), is

tlie time wlion tlic Tope exenisiil full sway in

Western Eurojie. In the third period, from 15oiii-

face VIII. to the Reformation (121I4-15I7), tlic

Pajiacy declines, the need of reform asserts itself,

and there are various movements towards it. We
need not treat these periods separately in detail,

as for an understanding of Christianity as a
religion this controversy is of secondary import-
ance, however greatly tlie course of the liistory of

Christendom in the world was affected by it. Only
a few subjects of interest for the present purpose
can be briefly mentioned.

(1) The Great Schism, by which 'the Holy
Orthodox Church ' of the East was finally severed
from 'the Catliolic Church' of the West is un-
doubtedly the most siOTiilicant fact in the Middle
Ages. Into the details of the growing estrange-
ment we need not enter, but the causes of the final

separation must be mentioned.
(a) There was a contrast of race. In the West the Latin race

had been affected by an infusion of Germanic blood. In the
East the Greek race had been blended with Asiatic peoples. The
difference which from the beginnings of the Christian Church
had shown itself was thus considerably increased. (6) As has
already been mentioned, the division of the one Roman Empire
into an Eastern and a Western gave to Christendom two centres
of authority and influence, and the new capital in the East,
Constantinople, became a formidable rival to the ancient city of

Rome in the W'est. (c) The Pope in Rome was not, however,
prepared to surrender to the Patriarch of Constantinople, or
even to share with him, the primacy that the position of Rome
hitherto had secured for its bishop ; and for several centuries the
contest for power was waged, (rf) Had there not been these
deep-rooted and far-spreading causes for antagonism, the con-
troversy which brought the long quarrel to an issue could not
itself have produced so momentous an effect. The difference of
doctrine between East and West was this : the Eastern Church
held that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father aloue through
the Son, but the Western that He proceeds both from the
Father and from the Son. The former asserts a subordination
of the Son to the Father ; the latter maintains an equality of

Father and Son. In the Nicene Creed, current in the West, the
word FiHoqite had been inserted in the clause Qui ex Patre
Fitioque procedit, and the East charged the West with commit-
ting a serious wrong in venturing on any such insertion. When
Leo IX. in 1054 sought to force the views of the West on the East,
and the Patriarch of Constantinople, Michael, refused submis-
sion, ' the Papal legates formally laid on the altar of St. Sophia
a sentence of anathema,' and ' the schism was now complete

'

<Adeney, The Greek and Eastern Churches, p. 241). It may be
added that the Eastern Church has undergone relatively slight
change in doctrine or practice, and has exercised little, if any,
influence on the further development of the Christian Church in

the world, and accordingly in this article there is only brief
reference made to it.

(2) A feature of the Christianity of the Middle
Ages which deserves special mention is the rise

and advance of Scholasticism (q.v.). Its aim and
method are well expressed in Anselm's phrase,
'credo ut intelligam.' The authority of the
Church in doctrine is unreservedly accepted, but
there is a considerable mental actiWty in defining
and distinguishing, asking and answering ques-
tions in regard to the contents of the creed, so as
to commend it to reason. The Aristotelian logic,

imperfectly known and understood, is the in-

strument used to rationalize, as far as can be,
ecclesiastical dogma.
Anselm (A.D. 1033-1109), in the 11th cent., may be regarded as

the father of Scholasticism, alike in his statement of the onto-
logical argument and in his theory of the Atonement. Thomas
Aquinas (A.D. 1227-1274) and Duns Scotus (a.d. 1266 or 1274-130S)
were the heads of the two schools which divided Scholasticism
in its most flourishing period (13th and 14th cents.). While the
former gave the primacy to reason, and so sought to show the
rationality of Christian doctrine, the latt«r emphasized the
dominance of will, and thus sowed the first seeds of a scepticism
which was developed in the professed interests of religious failh
and Church authority by Nominalism—to the final discredit of
the metliods of Scliolasticism.

(3) Monastlcism held a very prominent place and
wielded a very powerful influence in the Middle
Ages. Specially worthy of mention is the rise of
the Mendicant orders—the Franciscans and the
Dominicans. St. Francis of Assisi (1182-1226)

stands out as one of the most gracious and attrac-

tive of Christian personalities, although the Order
he founded soon lost the si>irit which lie sought to

infu.se into it. Monasticism, which sprang from
worthy motives, and for a time served useful ends,
became more and nmre corrupt, and gave ground
for the denunciations of the Keformers. Much
was lost to mediaeval society by the withdrawal
from family life and citizenslup of many of the
best men and women.

(4) A strange and sad yet heroic sight is pre-

sented to our gaze in the Seven Crusades between
1096 and 1270, in which Christendom endeavoured
to recover from the ' impious hands ' of the Muslim
the sacred spots of its religion. Although the
immediate issue was disastrous, yet by these eftbrts

the horizon of Christendom was widened, and its

sense of unity was deepened.

(5) Dominant as was the Koman Catholic Church
in the Middle Ages throughout Western Europe,
yet there appeared again and again protesters
against the Church. The claims of the clergy were
opposed by various sects, known in different

countries by ditl'erent names, the most widely
current being that of Cathari. There were pan-
theistic heretics like Amalrich, and apocalyptic
like Joachim of Floris. There were revolutionary
reformers like Arnold of Brescia, and reforming
enthusiasts such as Tanehelm. Most interesting,

because maintaining their continuous testimony to
the present day, are the Waldensians. Against
these dissenters the Church mthlessly asserted its

authority, especially in the Albigensian crusade
(A.D. 1209-1229), which sought to stamp out the
heretics in the south of France. The tribunal of

the Inquisition was founded in 1232 to deal with
heresy, and was entrusted to the Dominicans, who,
as Domini canes (' dogs of the Lord'), scented out
and ran down every divergence from the orthodoxy
of the Church, or resistance to its authority.

(6) Although it affected the external fortunes of

the Papacy rather than the history of Christianity
as a religion, mention must be made of the Baby-
lonian Exile (A.D. 1305-1377), during which the
Popes found a safe asylum in Avignon, but were
kept in complete subjection to the French Court,
while making most extravagant hierarchical claims,

especially on Germany. This was followed by a
forty years' schism (1378-1417), during which two,
and for a time even three. Popes in turn cast

anathemas at one another. This scandal to Chris-

tendom was the occasion of the reforming Councils
of Pisa and Constance (1409, 1414-1418). The
attempts at reformation then begun were con-

tinued in the Council of Basel (1431-1449); but
these efforts to deal effectively with the corruption
of the Papacy were defeated by national jealousies

and rivalries, and out of the .struggle the Papacy
emerged triumphant, only to sink during the 15th

cent, into even deeper corruption. The reformers,

while holding the neces.sity for one visible head of

the Church, yet, on account of the evils inflicted

on the Church by the Papacy, insisted that the

Pope himself must be subject to the supreme
authority of the universal Church as represented
by the Ecumenical CouncUs. This is the conciliar

theory, which is opposed to the curialist view of

the absolute supremacy of the Pope.

(7) Many devout souls in the monasteries who
did not find satisfaction in the creeds, ritual, and
works of the Church sought a refuge in Mysticism
(q.v.). Without any deliberate intention of chal-

lenging its claims, and even with a diligent use of

such means of grace as it prescribed, many cherished

an inner life with God that was essentially inde-

pendent of the external organization. Bernard of

Clairvaux saved much of the mysticism from de-

generating into pantheism, by presenting Jesus
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as the object of mystic contemplation and ile-

votion.

This mysticism, with its stress on tlie inwardness
of the relij,'i<ms life, may be rejjardcd as a prepara-
tion for the Ituforniation, two forerunners of whi<li

must be mentioned

—

John W>irtif (i;i'J4-13S4) in

Kufiland, and .luhn Jliix (136!) 1415) in IJoheniia.

Wyclif liefran as an opponent of tlie Papal claim,

and a chamiiion of the rights of the English
Crown and Parliament; but the attempts to sup-
jiress liira made him oidy the holder, and he went
ever farther in his attack on the errors and abuses
of the Chunli. He set himself the tiusk of givin<;

the people the liible in their mother tongue, and
sent out mendicant ]ireachers of the gospel. IIus

was largely dependent on Wyclif, but he kni:w
how to win the ]>0[)ula<e for his own views, and
he has the glory of martyrdom. The Church suc-

<eedcd in warding oil' this and other att.acks until

l.uther liecamethecentreof a movement for reform,
which was powerful enough to resist all attempts
at repression. There can be no doubt that the
Renaissance, or Itevival of Learning, following
the capture of Constantinople in 14.53, and the
consequent diliusion of Greek learaing in Western
Europe, reinforced the movement for reform in the
Christian Church.

3. Modern era.—This dates from the nailing of

Luther's 95 Theses against Indulgences on the door
of the Castle Church at Wittenberg in 1517. The
fuel was gathered together, and this was the spark
that set it ablaze.

(1) The history of early Protestantism is one
in which political considerations work witli and
against religious interests, and is far too compli-
cated to be briefly re-told.

In German Switzerland, Ulrich ZwingU (1484-1631) began the
work of reform in 1.519. The two movements might have been
combined, and miffht have supported the one the other had it

not been for tlie Sacraiiientarian contrvrersy. Luther insisted
on taliintr tiie words of institution at the Lord's Supper literally,

and maintained a doctrine, not of traiumhstantiatCon, or the
transfomiation of the substance of the elements into the body
and l)]ood of Jesus, while the accidents remained the same, but
of coiusuhstantiatwn, or the presence of the body and blood of
Christ ' in, with, and under' the elements. Zwingli held that
the words ' this is ' meant ' this signifies,' and so regarded the
sacrament as a symbolical memorial of Christ's sutlering and
death. In spite of all attempts at conciliation, the forces of
refnrni remained flivided. The Reformation in French Switzer-
land ; . jLii ill 1. V,; but it was the arrival of Calvin (1609-1504)
in <; .

:
1 'li:tt first gave to the movement there its wider

8it,'!ni ir; -
: :

j;ii'. Holding thesame convictions as Luther,
the li I rriiii

' ; iii -(iTication by faith as the material principle,

and the duel rinr of the avithority of the Scriptures as the formal
principle of Christian theology, he yet, by his diflerence of
genius and character, gave to that Protestantism (the Reformed),
which looked to him for leading, a different type of doctrine
and polity from the Lutheran (the Evangelical). WhUe both
Calvin and Luther were Augiistinians, holding strongly the
doctrine of Divine election to salvation, Calvin emphasized, as
Luther did not, the converse of the doctrine—the Divine re-

pudiation of the lost. Luther sought in the Holy Scriptures
the gospel of the grace of God ; Calvin found that there, and in

addition a Divine law for the creed and conduct of the Christian
Church. The Peasants' War (152^1625) drove Luther back from
any attempt to apply the pr-nciples of the Reformation to society
generally ; Calvin ijoldly attempted to make Geneva a city of

God, and its govenunent a theocracy. As regards the doctrine
of the Supper, Calvin endeavoured to mediate between Luther
and Zwingli : the Lord's Supper is not only a symbol, but a
channel of Divine grace ; by the Holy Spirit the virtue of
Christ's glorified body, which is not itself present in the ele-

ments hut in heaven, is conveyed to the believing participants
as the source of their resurrection-body. Calvinism in Switzer-
land before long look the place of Zwinglianism. Lutberanisin
8{>read from its home in ^lermany to Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden. As Geneva became the refuge of exiles for conscience'
sake from other lands, Calvinisnt, on their return home, was
impressed on the Protestantism of Holland, France, and Scot-
land, and, to a much less degree, on England also. ITie Church
of England was in many respects a political compromise. An
attempt was made ad far as jiossible to maintain the historic
continuity with the old Church, while Puritanism, which was
Calvinistic, endeavoured to bring about a more thorough reform
of the Church. Calvinism has shown itself more aggressive for
political as well as religious liberty than Luthcranism.

(2) It has sometimes been maintained that the
distinctive princijile of the Reformation w.-us the

right of private judgment in matters of faith ; but
this was at least not the intention of the Reformers
theni.selvcs. Tlicy hiid not yet lcarne<l the prin-

ciple of toli^ration, though the co-existence in one
nation of llom.in Catholic and I'rotestant, or of
Lutheran and Reformed, where neither party was
strong enough to suppress the other, enforced the
practice. Outside of the two gicat Protestant
Confessions there were movements for a larger
liberty of thought and life tlian these allowed.
The pantheism and libertinism in France and Italy, which

resulted from the intellectual emancipation of the Renaissance
when divorced from the religious interest of the Reformation,
lie outside our present subject. AnabaptUin iq.v.) was the
extreme left of the Protestant movement, revolutionary pohti-
cally and socially as well as theologically, and its e-xcesses were
its undoing. Tile Reformers were ruthless in their condemna-
tion. The acce()tance by the Reformers of the Ecumenical
decisions regarding the 'Trinity and the Person of Christ was
challenged by several Anti-Trinitarian thinkers. Calvin's share
in the execution of Servetus in Geneva for his denial of the
orthodox doctrine of the Trinity, now deplored, was generally
approved at the time. The most formidable Anti-Trinitarian
movement was that led by the two .Socini, which found a
number of adherents in Transylvania and Galicia, and which
had as its doctrinal symbol the Racovian Catechigtti (1605).
Socinianisni in some degree aflfected Arminianism, and English
and American Unitarianism is its representative to-day, although
the earlier movement recognized the authority of the Scriptures
more fully than the later does.

(3) The Reformation provoked the Roman
Catholic Church, in self-defence, to a Cuunter-
lieformation. Roman Catholicism set itself to
remove the worst abuses which the Reformers
had exposed and condemned, but its main pur-
pose was to de6ne its doctrine and practice alike,

in antagonism to Protestantism. This was ellected

by the Tridentine Council (1545-1547, 1551, 1552,
1562, 1563). Without any repudiation of Augus-
tine, the Augustinianism of the Reformers is met
by a Pelagianizing tendency in dealing witli sin,

grace, faith, works, etc. The curialist doctrine
of the Pope's supremacy is assumed, and so the
concUiar theory of his subordination to a General
Council is set aside. The 'S'^aticau Council of 1870,

in affirming the infallibility of the Pope when de-
termining questions ex cathedra, simply completed
the work of the Tridentine Council. The old orders
of monks, who had failed to give the Papacy ade-
quate support in the assault of the Reformation,
had to give place in the Pope's favour to a new
order, the Jesuits, whose object was to strengthen
the Papacy and to drive back the advances of
Protestantism. In missionary effort it tried to win
for the Church new lands instead of those it had
lost. The Jesuits found a formidable oiijiosition

in Jansenism. Pascal, in his Provinci/tl Lellers,

exposed mercilessly the character of their casuistry.

(4) The two Protestant Churches were soon in-

volved in theological controversies, as scholasticism
followed hard on the theological revival. Within
Lutheranism, Luther's doctrine of the Supper in-

volved a doctrine of the Person of Christ full of con-
tradictions. Conflicting tendencies soon emerged,
and these were compromised by means of subtleties

of thought and relineiueuts (jf language, which made
the resultant doctrine a tangle of inconsistencies.

The tendency on the whole was towards Mono-
pliysitism, the actual absorption of the humanity
in the Divinity. The Reformed doctrine, with its

stress not only on the di.stincti(jn, but, one may
even say, on the opposition, of the Divine and the

human nature, tended towards Nestorianism, or

the virtual abandonment of the unity of the Pers(m.
It is interesting to observe how the characteristics of a

previous age repeat themselves. .Inst as the East in the .ancient

era had been concerned mainly about the problems of Chriat-

ology and the West about the "problems of Soteriology, so, in

the ntodern, Lutheranism has bad its hottest debate about
tile Person of Christ, and Calvinism about sin and salvation.
Pclagianism was, though with modifications, revived, and latent
Zwinglianism was made patent, against, the dominant Calvinism
in .\rminianism. Tlie Rcmon.'.trance of the Arminians in 1610
set forth the five articles of their Creed in antagonism to Calvin-
ism : (I) conditional election, or election dependent on the fore*
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knowledge of faith ; (2) universal atonement in the sense that

it is intended, thovi^'ti not actually eflicient, for all ; (:i) the
inability of man, without rcfrenenition by the Holy Spirit, to

exercise saving faith or to do any fjood work
; (4) the indis-

pensableness, yet the uon-irresistibihty, of grace; (;'.) tiic un-
certainty of the perseverance of all believers. Tlio Synod of

Dort in ItjlS af^rnied the more moderate type of Calvinism, and
expelled the Arminians, but aubaequently various attempts were
made to qualify the rigour of the doctrine of election. This
controversy between Arminianism and Calvinism continued
under varjine conditions till the middle of last century, when
the new theological standpoint, without settling the difTerence,

withdrew interest from it. An interesting endeavour to give

the Calvinistic system a Biblical form is the Federal Theology,
in which God's relation to man is represented as a covenant,
first of works, then of grace. The old view, that agreement in

doctrine is the basis of Christian fellowship, survived, even when
the authority that could compel uniformity had ceased to be,

and so Protestantism began to split up into sects.

(5) Three sects must be mentioned which, in their

distinctive principles, place themselves outside of

the Lutheran and Calvinistic national Clmrches.
In the early days of the Reformation in England
appeared the Brownists (q.v.) ot Independents, wlio

athrmed the independence of each Christian con-

gregation, on tlie ground of the presence and
action of Christ Himself in every community
gatliered together in His name. It was this inde-

pendency that in England resisted the claims of

the Crown, and asserted the riglits of Parliament,
and during the Commonwealth was the dominant
influence in the State, and that, in America,
through the Pilgrim Fathers, laid down those
principles of civil and religious liberty on which
the constitution of that great Republic of the
West rests. The Anabaptists of Germany soon
ceased to be a revolutionary party, and, as Baj)-

tists, insisting on adult bajitism by immersion,
formed on the Continent a small and persecuted
sect. In England, however, this view fotmd much
wider acceptance, and the Baptists have become,
both there and in America, a very influential de-

nomination. George Fox (1624-1691), in opposi-

tion to all doctrines. Churches, and sacraments,
preached ' the inner light,' kindled in every man's
conscience by God, renewed and quickened by the
Spirit of Christ. There were some eccentricities

and extravagances at the beginning of the move-
ment, but it gradually settled down to sobriety

and common sense, and now under the name of

the Society of Friends (q.i\) survives, influential far

beyond its actual numbers, as a constant witness
to the spirituality of the religion of Christ, and as

a consistent protest against all externalism which
may invade it.

Within Lutheranism there was an effort made
at spiritual revival by Spener (1635-1705). While
dee])ly attached to Lutheranism, he felt that ' the
orthodoxy of the age had lost the living power of
the Reformers and was in danger of burying its

talent in dead and barren service of the letter.'

Accordingly he aimed at ' a new and wider reforma-
tion ' (Kurtz, Church History, iii. 41). 'He went
back from scholastic dogmatics to Holy Scripture
as the living source of saving knowledge, substi-

tuted for the external orthodox theology the theo-

logy of the heart, demanded evidence of this in a
pious Christian walk : these were the means by
which he sought to promote his reformation ' (p. 42).

This movement, which is known by the name of

Pietism (q.v.), excited much controversy, but found
a centre of influence in the new university of

Halle. After the death of Spener and other leaders.

Pietism became more narrow, emotional, and
antagonistic to the Church. But there can be
no doubt that it had brought needed quickening
to Lutheran orthodoxy. A similar movement is

that which is linked with the name of Zinzendorf
(1700-1760), who in 1722, on his estate at Herrnhut,
founded the Society of the United Brethren (see

Moravians). Without any intention of separating
from the Lutheran Church, Zinzendorf was com-

pelled to revive the 'old Moravian constitution' of

the ' pre- Reformation martyr Church' (p. US).

With some extravagance of doctrine, and fanati-

cism of practice at its beginning, this community
raisetl a neces-sary protest against the prevailing

indillirence to the concerns of the soul. Its zeal

for Foreign Missions and a well-ordered system of

education are marks of distinction at the i)resent

day. While Christian piety was thus kept alive,

the Illumination, which in the alleged interests of

freedom of thought was anti-Christian, had in the
18th cent, a powerful, wide-reaching influence.

(6) The period of religious revival in the 16th

and part of the 17th cent, was followed by a period

of prevailing indifierentism. In England there was
the Deisfic movement (see Deism), which affirmed

a natural religion of five articles as common to all

mankind, and regarded Christianity as true only
in so far as it was a re-publication of this religion,

and as false wherever it went beyond it. Although
subsequent research has shown that this assump-
tion of a natural religion has no basis in fact, and
the Deists for the most part were more critical of

what they regarded as false views tlian ardent in

holding what they considered the truth, the move-
ment anticipated in some respects the more recent
' higher criticism ' of the Scriptures. Arianism and
Unitarianism also showed renewed activity.

(7) The Illumination in France was one, but not
the sole, cause of the French Revolution ; that in

England there was not so violent an upheaval was
partly due to the influence on the working classes

of the Evangelical Revival.

John Wesley (1703-1791) already in hia Oxford course showed
his rehgious seriousness by founding a society of like-minded
men, scornfully known as Methodists. The influence of the
Moravian Brethren led him to recover the largely lost sense for

the gospel of God's free grace to sinners. He went throughout
the length and breadth of the land preaching to huge crowds,
winning a multitude of converts, and founding religious societiea

for their mutual edification. By appeals to hopes and fears, be
and his helpers strove to bring about immediate conversion.

In some districts this religious awakening was marked by
abnormal morbid features, but of the solid good accomplished
there can be no doubt. In this movement George Whitefield

(1714-1770) took a notable part ; but he and Wesley were doctrin-

ally opposed—the one Oalvinist, the other Arminian. Wesley
never intended any secession from the Church of England, but
the antagonism of the clergy compelled the formation, much
against his will, of a sect outside of the Church—the Wesleyan
Methodist Connexion. Through the Countess of Huntingdon,
Whitefield obtained access to aristocratic circles, and his followers

formed the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion. Methodism
made rapid progress in America, and, as Wesley's scruples regard-
ing any schism from the Anglican Church were there irrelevant,

he consented to its assuming an independent episcopal organiza-

tion. The Evangelical Revival was a necessary complement tc

the Reformation.

(8) When we come to the 19th cent., with which
the century just begun is continuous in character,

so many new movements clamour for notice that
the briefest allusion to the most important is alone
possible.

(a) As an outcome of the Evangelical Revival on
the one hand, and of the widening of the horizon

by geographical discover}", expansion of commerce
and colonization, and fresh developments of in-

dustry on the other hand, the modern missionary
movement made its very modest beginnings with
the opening of the century. After the conversion

of the European peoples to Christianity, there was
little effort, with a few notable exceptions, to spread
tlie gospel throughout the world. Protestantism
had been so absorbed in its internal difficulties as

to become forgetful of its external obligations.

Once begun, the enterprise has made such rapid

progress that an organization to secure university

students for this service

—

The Student Voltuitecr

Movement—does not regard it as Utopian to choose
for its watchword, 'The Evangelization of the world
in this generation.'

(b) Inspired by the same motive of a revived

religion, modern philanthropy entered upon its
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l>eiieficent career to relieve need, comfort sorrow,
deliver the enslaved, and uplift the degiaded. if

in its earlier forms this iiliilanthroiiy made nustakes
as to the extent and ihe causes of the misery it

sought to remove, and was not always quite free

from self- righteousness and patronage, in its later

developments it is seeking to combine science witli

sentiment, and to deal with the sources, as well as

remove the symjitonis, of social disease. Never
was the Christian Church quite so intelligently

and conscientiously awake to its task of exercising
a benelicent influence on human suciety.

((•) The intellectual standpoint of the Christian
Churches during Uust century underwent a change
which it is no exaggeration to call a revolution.

The lomantic movement in literature, the idealist

philosoj)hy of Germany, the discoveries and con-

quests of .science, the apjdication of scientific

methods to the study of H(dy Scripture and the
History of the Christian Church, and more recently
the science of Comparative Religion, especially the
dominance of the idea of evolution in all present-

day thought—all have combined to shake many
things in the tradition and customs of all the
Churches that had till then seemed immovable,
(a) The controversies of Calvinist and Arniinian
had rested on the assumption of the authority of

the Holy Scriptures for doctrine, and of the obliga-

tion of each Church to formulate a system of theo-

logy drawn from that source. Kclioes of these

polemics were heard in the early part of last cen-

tury in Scotland, when James Morison (1816-1893)

in 1811 was suspended from the ministry of the
Secession Church for preaching the universal love

of God, atonement of Christ, and operation of the
Spirit. He founded two years later, for the pro-

clamation of this gospel, the Euanrjetkal Uniun.
The latter entered into union, in 1895, with the
Congregational Union, which, though it had ori-

ginated in the beginning of the century in the
evangelistic work of the Haldanes, was, when
Morison began his work, moderately Calvinistic,

and at first opposed this new theological departure.
Even the I'resbyterian Churches of Scotland, which
still retain Calvinism in their Creeds, with the
(qualification of iJedaratory Acts, have in their

living working faith drojiped all limitation of the
saving grace of God. Owing to the new standpoint
in theology, this controver.sy is now antiquated. (§)

One doctrine which did receive special attention was
that of eternal punishment. No decisive issue has
been reached on this subject. Some still profess

belief in the everlasting duration of the torments
of the lost, but for few now has the belief any
reality. The theory of Conditional Immortality
[q.v.), which assumes that only believers in Christ
are assured of eternal life, has gained only a limited
acceptance. An undogmatic Universalism is the
view which is almost insensibly dis|ilacing the
other solutions of this ])roblem. (7) Christian
theology was for a time much concerned about
the reconciliation of geology and (ienesis, of the
Darwinian theory of the descent of man and the
liiblical accounts of the origin ami Fall of man ;

but this difHculty hivs for Christian scholars been
removed by the view of the jnirpose of revelation,

and consequently of the nature of inspiration,
which is gaining currency as a result of literary

and historical criticism of the ]?iblc, the conclu-
sions of which arc gradually securing acce|)tance.

The attempt to pronounce anathema the efforts of
modern scholars to deal with the Bible as literat ure
and as hi.story, and not as dogma, has been futile ;

and there is a liberty of research, which .sometimes

(jj", degenerates intf) a licence of subji'cttive conjecture,

^f in most of the I'rotestant Christian Churches. (0)

jggj The whole field of Christian theology is being cx-

fouiiv
1''°''^'^ afresh ; no conclusions of previous ages are
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now deemed final. As in the '2ml cent. Gnosticism
fon'iid ilscif nii.i tbe Clmrcli, and was with difH-

culty rxp.llid, .,ip to d.iy pliihisophic tenilencies

—

monistic, ii.iiillni^lic, naturalistic—are aficcting

profe.sscdly Christian thought, and are leading to

ccmclusions which are irreconcilable with the his-

toric Christian faith.

(d) This movement of progress has provoked a
movement of reaction. In the Anglican Church
the Tractarian Movement, begun in 1833 by the
publication of Tracla for the. Times, of which
Newman (1801-1891) was the inspiring genius until

he passed over to Koman (j'atholici.-m in 1845, has
tried to restore the Catholic—not only the I'atrLstic

but even the me<liatval—doctrine and practice in

the Church of England and the Episcopal Churches
of Scotland and the United States, to disown the
Keformation and I'rotestantisiii, and to assert the
continuity of the Church of England since Chris-

tianity was brought to these shores by Augu.stine.
While the Low Church, which is evangelical and
Protestant, maintains its testimony in the Estab-
lished Church, and is zealous in good works, especi-

ally the Foreign Mission enterprise, it fails to give
any intellectual leadership. The Uroad Church
has many distinguished scholars and thinkers, but
little popular influence. The High Church at
present has the dominating power.

(e) The result of this Anglo-Catholic movement
has been to throw into bolder relief the contrast
between the Established Church and Noncon-
formity, which through the Free Church Council
has been united, as it never was before, not only
to secure redress of its political grievances, and to

exercise a moral inHuence on the course of public
affairs, but also to bear a common evangelical
testimony and wield a common evangelizing in-

fluence, as well as to bring Christian principles to

bear on social reform. The freedom that some of

the Free Churches allow in matters of doctrine is

sometimes used for doctrinal innovations, but on
the M-liole the Free Churches maintain the historic

continuity in doctrine.

(/) Within the Anglo-Catholic section of the
Church of England there is a ver}' earnest desire

for the reunion of Chiisteiulom by a recognition of

Anglican orders by the Roman Catholic and the
Greek Orthodox Churches, but the overtures which
have been made to this effect have met with no
encouragement from Rome, though the Greek
Church takes, unofficiallj% a more irenic position.

As regards union with other ( -hurches of Great
Britain and the United States, Anglicanism insists

on the historic episcopate as the necessary condi-

tion. This spirit of unity is widely diffused.

Scotland in the 18th and earlier half of the 19th

cent, showed a tendency to division. From the
Reformation onwards there has been in the F^stab-

lished Church the persistent sense of the sjiiritual

liberty of the Church of Christ or 'the Crown
Rights of the Redeemer.' Again and again the
exercise of the control of the Church as established

by the State has caused difiiculty ; and it has been
as a protest against any such interfenMice that one
secession after another has taken place, the latest

and greatest being the Disruption in 1843, by
which the Free Cliurch of Scotland came into

being. In 1900 the great majority of the members
of the dissenting I'resbyterian denominatiims in

Scotland united under the title of the United Free
Church, and the hope is cherished by many that
the hindrance of the Establishment may somehow
yet be overcome, and Scotland have one I'resby-

terian ('hurch. In F^ngland several Methodist
Chuiclies have come together. Similar movements
are taking place in the British Colonies. Worthy
of mention is the fact that in July 1909, at the
Calvin celebration in Geneva, Lutherans and
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Calvinists ii\>m all imrts of Euio|)e joined in a

common Comniuniou serviue in tlie Cathedral where
Calvin preached.

{g) In Germany, while there is a strictly con-

servative party of confessional Lutherans, the

majority of tlieological teachers and writers belong

to the Liberal Protestant school. Ritschl and liis

followers endeavoured to save Christian faith from
the perils threatened by modern thought, by
distinguishing the theoretical judgments of science

and philosophy from the value judgments of re-

ligion ; but the influence of the scliool seems to be
on the w .inc. A jiositive modern school is attempt-
ing to adajit orthodoxy to the demands of modern
thought ; but at the present moment the most
influential tendency apparently is that (referred to

in an earlier section) which insists on the religious-

historical method in the interpretation of Christi-

anity. The representatives of this tendency are

for t"he most part more negative in their reconstruc-

tion, after criticism, of the historical reality of

Jesus and His gospel than is Harnack, who is an
adlierent of the Ritschlian school. With often a
very fine appreciation of the moral and religious

greatness of Jesus, the representatives of tliis

tendency place Him among the human founders of

religions, and will not go further than admit that
Christianit}' is so far the best religion the world
has known. Religious psychology and Comparative
Religion are displacing metaphysics in the modern
theological method. A similar tendency, though
with an opposite purpose and dift'erent results, is

Modernism in the Roman Catholic Church. France,
Italy, and England have been affected by this

movement, of which something has already been
said. Although the ecclesiastical authorities are
doing their utmost to suppress it, it is not likely to

be so speedily or easily vanquished, if vanquished
at aU, as some previous eflbrts towards greater
liberty have been.

(9) It has been obviously impossible to give an
account even approaching completeness of the
manifold life of Christendom in the present age.
This lastorical sketch may, however, be closed
with an endeavour to estimate the situation to-

day.
(«) There has been, as a result of the missionary

efforts of the last century, a great expansion of tlie

Christian Church, and an incalculable increase of its

influence. The gospel has been can'ied throughout
the whole world, and multitudes of converts have
been won. Dr. Zeller, of the Statistical Bureau of

Stuttgart, gives the following estimate of the
number of adherents of the various religions :—Of
the 1,544,510,000 people in the world, 534,940,000
are Christians, 175,290,000 are Muhammadans,
10,860,000 are Jews, and 834,280,000 hold other
beliefs. Of the last class, 300,000,000 are Con-
fucianists, 214,000,000 are Brahmanists, and
121,000,000 are Buddhists. In every thousand
there are 346 Christians, 114 Muhammadans, 7
Jews, and 533 adherents of other religions. But
the influence of Christianity reaches much further
than the bounds of the Christian Church. The
ancient civDizations of the East, as well as barbar-
ism in all parts of the earth, have been brought
into contact with Christendom by conquests,
colonization, and commerce. European civilization,

in the making of which Christianity has been a
potent factor, is beninning to affect the thought
and life of all mankind. In India, China, and
Japan especially, the old religions are being under-
mined, and the Christian leaven is working even
where there is hostility to Christianity as tlic

foreign religion, Neo-Hinduism in India and Neo-
Buddliism in Japan are attempts to arrest the
progress of Cliristianity by oftering instead an
^Ssctation of the ancestral faith to modern condi-

tions, and yet may be regarded as a tribute to, as
well as a witness of, the influence of Christianity.

Within tlie nations professedly Christian we must
also recognize that the moral and social progress

—

so marked a feature of the last century—has been
very largely inspired and directed by the Christian
ideal. In liigher moral standards, in advancing
social reform, and in improved international
relations, this influence may be traced without
ignoring the other factors in the process.

{b) On the other hand, however, it must regret-

fully be confessed that the Church as an institution

has not the same hold on the bulk of the population
that it had a century ago. Probably the connexion
with the Churcii was in many cases only a tradition

and custom, and not due to anj' personal conviction.

It may be in tlie long run a gain for the Church
that only those who are really, should be pro-

fessedly. Christian ; but meanwhUe there is a
growing indifl'erence, in some ciicles even a deepen-
ing hostility. It is unfortunate tliat on the
Continent the Christian Churches have to so great
an extent acted as the defenders of the existing

order, so that social and political reformers have
been for the most part estranged from them.
Social Democracy is generally contemiituous of, if

not hostile to, Christianity. In Britain, for-

tunately, the gulf has not become so wide. Most
of the representatives of Labour in the House of

Commons are friendly in their attitude to Christian
work, and some of them are heartily engaged in it.

Priest, parson, or minister, by whatever name the
official representative of the Church may be called,

has lost most of the authority with which he was
formerly invested. This loss of the Church might
conceivably be a gain of the faith itself. But this

cannot be maintained. To-day there is an attitude
of distrust, doubt, and challenge to Christianity as
a historical religion. The present is so content
with its own achievements and resources that it is

impatient of any demand for dependence, even in

the things of the soul, on the past. The gospel
for to-day must be an up-to-date gospel. Criticism
lends some support to tliis modern self-sufficiency

by bringing into question almost the entire histori-

cal reality of the gospel. Reduced to a vanishing
quantity, this gospel can be banished from recogni-

tion as a factor of any appreciable value in the
progress of human society. Modem moral ideas

and social ideals can then be traced to other sources ;

and thus the man who has inherited a culture and
civilization with the making of which Christianity
has had much to do, can feel himself quite in-

dependent of it, and can even persuade himself
that the Christian Church has in the past been,

and now stiU is, the great hindrance to the
humanitarian movement. The difficulty in the
situation goes down deeper still. While most of

those who hold aloof from the Church and disown
their debt to Christianity as a historical religion,

yet accept the Christian ideal of life, it is being
boldly challenged. Secularism, Positivism, Social-

ism, and the Ethical Movement are oflering modern
society a guidance which claims to be better than
the outworn Christian. Nietzsche, who, mirabilc
dictu, seems to be gaining followers, frankly
proposes a devaluation of all values, and ofl'ers a

morality deliberately anti-Christian. Garrod (HJ
iii. [1904-5] 510-528), argues that the two ideals of

honour and chivalry, which modern society re-

cognizes, 'are neither Greek nor Christian,' but
Gothic, ' the peculiar property and creation of the
northern races ' (p. 517) ; and denies that ' the Greek
or the Christian ideal has been, or that both in

cmijunction have been, in a true sense progressive'

(11. 513). Social Democracy in Germany finds in

Haeckel's philosophy the world-view, which takes
the place of religion, but cannot be called religion.
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(c) To meet this situation there have been
attempts to adapt Christianity to its modern
environment, as by Modernism in the Koman
Catholic Church, and by Liberal Protestantism.
In some circles of social reformers all the stress is

thrown on the social aspects of Christ's teaching
and exami>le, and Christianity is represented as if

it were exclusively So< ialism with a religious

sanction in God's Fatherhood, and a moral motive
in devotion to Christ as the first and best Socialist,

which economic Socialism lacks. A strenuous
endeavour is made to get rid of the miraculous
in Christianity as an olience to the mind of to-

day, and to rejjre.sent it as the highest stage in a
natural religious evolution. Spiritualism, Theo-
sophy. Christian Science, and New Tliouglit are all

ofleriug themselves as substitutes for historical

Christianity, to fill the void in the religious life

of mankind Mhich the rejection of the spiritual

ministry of the Church of Christ involves. There
are some even who have persuaded themselves that
the West must seek its spiritual deliverance in the
AVisdom of the East. Brahmanism, Buddhism,
and even Islam are being oii'ered in place of the
gospel of Jesus Christ. Nevertheless the Christian
Church faces tlie future without fear, for it knows
whom it has believed.

VII. Future of Christianity.— li the
Christian Church is not only to hold its own, but
to win the world for Christ, as is its aim and hope,
there are four main tasks which must be dis-

charged. It must realize the present opportunity
in the Foreign Mission enterprise ; it must recognize
the urgent necessity of Social Reform ; it must
accept the sacred obligation to seek the unity of
the Christian Churches ; and it must venture on
the theological re-statement of the Christian gospel
which the age demands.

1. Foreign missions.—The whole world is now
open to the message of the gospel. Civilized

nations are in contact with all the savage peoples.

If this contact is not to result in the subjugation
of the ' inferior ' races to the ambition and avarice
of the ' superior,' and in the moral deterioration of

savage and civilized man alike, this civilization

must be made the channel for Christian morals and
religion. The awakening of India, China, and
Japan to a racial consciousness, a national purpose,
threatens the supremacy of Europe, nay, even a
conflict between East and West. European civUiza-

tion will be borrowed only to be used against
European pretensions, unless these antagonisms
can be resolved in the unity of a common faith.

The solidarity of the human race, which we niay
hope for as the ultimate issue of human history,

can be realized only as a common faith inspires a
common ideal ; and what f;iith is there that can
enter into etlective rivalry with the Christian for

this function ? If it were not that once and again
the visions of the seers have taken possession of

the common mind, and been realized by the common
wUl, one could scarc<;ly dare to hope that the
Christian Church would surely rise to the height
of this oi)i)ortunity ; but for the Chri-stian believer
the pur]iose of God in Christ to reconcile the world
unto Himself standeth sure. The growth of the
Christian Church in the past may be taken as the
pledge of its wide-world expansion in the future
(see tlie Report of the World Missionary Con-
ference, 191(1).

2. Social reform.— Christianitj' has already been
reckoncti among the ethical religions, and may
even claim to be more distinctively ethical than
any, .since in it morality and religion si)ring from
one root and hear one fruit. Love is the principle
of morality and religion alike ; (iod's l<'atherho()d

issues in man's brotherhood. This principle has
found expression in difl'erent forms of moral duty

according to llic needs of every age. That the
expression has ever been adequate, or the adai)ta-

tion complete, cannot be maintained. To-day
there is increasingly a recognition of the organic
character of human society, of the dependence of

all the parts on the whole, of the consequent
obligation of all tlie members to one another. The
Christian morality for this age must not only
recognize the individuars obligations to others
fully, but it must realize that it is by common
action alone that many wrongs can be removed,
and many needs can be met. The development of

society as an organism, while it is comliti(med by
economic arrangements, needs the imjiulse and
direction of a conscious, voluntary, social purpose.
Much of the best ellurt of the present age is con-
secrated to this task of making society better ; and
the Christian Church would probably recover not
a little of its lost ground among the masses in

Christian lands if it would think out the application
of the Christian Ideal in modern conditions, and
endea\our with all its resources to secure its

realization.

3. Church unity.—Buring the last centirry,

efl'orts have been made to bring together Christian
denominations which have much in common, and
it is probable that this tendency wQl not only con-
tinue, but will increase in the immediate future.

In Foreign Missions, with but a few exceptions, the
Protestant societies limit their respective spheres
of labour so as not to enter into competition with
one another, and even harmoniously co-operate
in many objects. In Social Reform, Christians of

different sects find themselves on the same platform
or in the same committee-room. When the tradi-

tions and conventions of the past ages have loosened
their hold still further on the Christian Churches,
when the need of adjustment in doctrine, worship,
and practice to modern conditions has been more
fully realized, still more of the ancient barriers

will fall. What does seem certain is that it will

not be by the assertion of Papal supremacy, or of

an historic episcopate, or any one form of Church
polity as essential, that unity will be reached. It

is doubtful even whether uniformity Ls to be aimed
at as the condition of unity. Just as the existence
of separate nations does not seem incompatible
with racial solidarity if an aggressive, exclusive
patriotism can be suppressed, so Christian unity
seems altogether congruous with a variety of

thought, life, worship, and even order, which shall

serve as the many facets of the jewel to reflect the
manifold truth and grace of Christ. As far as the

|)resent direction suggests the future course of the
Church, the unity of the spirit in the bond of

peace, without unifoiniity in creed, code, ritual,

and polity, is the next step to be taken.

4. Theological re-stateraent.—The Apostle Paul
found that 'Christ crucified was unto the Jews a
stumblingblock and unto the Greeks foolishness,'

but he did not on that account stop preaching, for,

on the other hand, he found both Jews and Greeks
to whom Christ was the wisdom of God and the

power of God. Thus to-day wo must recognize

that there is an indili'erence and a hostility to the
Christian Churches due to sin and unbelief ; and it

is more than one dares to expect that Christianity

could be so adapted that it would find universal

acceptance. There is, however, in the estrange-

ment of the cultured classes on the one hand, and
of the toiling masses on the other, a challenge
to the Christian Churches seriously to face the
question whether the stumblingblock and the
foolishness may be, not in the gospel itself, but in

the current presentations of it. May not the mind
of to-day be oli'ended by antiquated forms of

thought and modes of exjiression? May not the

Western find too mucli Eastern dialect in the
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iiiieweil, antl made holy by God's own Spirit.

Wliile rrotestantism insists that faith (inclusive

of reiieiitance) alone is necessary, Oatliolicisni

maintains that this faith must not be wifoniicif,

but must be funned Oy lone, l>y works complet-

ing it.

(c) The Christian doctrine of Christ is that He
was truly Divine and really human, and heresy

has been a denial of the one or the other nature,

or of their union in His Person. Athanasius was
the protagonist of this doctrine af^ainst Arianism.
The accepted formula is two natures in one Person ;

but, while as regards the huinanity ' nature ' means
the class concept, as regards t'.io Divinity it means
substance, namely, that Christ belongs to the unity

of the Divine existence ; and ' person ' does not
mean a tertium quid resulting from the union of

the Divine and tlie human ; but for the orthodox
doctrine it is rather the Divine Person of the Son
who as.sumes humnn nature (not of an individual,

but generally). As a matter of fact, the balance
between the Divine and the human nature has not

been kept even ; but the human has been, contrary

to the historical evidence, hidden and lost in the

Divine. As has already been mentioned, Lutheran
Christology tended to absorb the human entirely

in the Divine, while Reformed Christology so

emphasized the difi'erence between the Divine and
the human, while asserting the reality of both, as

to involve Christ's Person in an incompatible

duality. The orthodox doctrine, using philo-

sophical terminology, ignored for the most part

the facts of the Gospel records. An endeavour to

recover a real human consciousness, character, and
experience for the historical Jesus was the moti\-e

of the kcnotic theories, which in various ways
represented the Son of God as laying aside Divine
prerogatives, and even such attributes as omni-
science and omnipresence, in order to become really

man ; but most of these theories assumed the

orthodox formula as adequate. To-day, on the

one hand, tire historical facts are being more
insisted on, and, on the other, the adequacy of the

philosophical terminology of the creeds is being

challenged ; but it cannot be claimed that a satis-

factory ro-statcment which is likely to win general

acceptance; has been reached. Meanwhile many,
dissatisfied with the orthodox doctrine, are content

with a humanitarian or naturalistic, view; .lesus

was a man, even if it be admitted that He was the

best man. The pre-existence, miraculous birth,

sinless perfection, unique filial consciousness, and
resurrection of Christ are all being doubted or

Jenied. While many Christian theologians sus-

pend their judgment as regards the first and
second, the remaining threi; are generally regarded

as essential to any doctrine of Christ's Person

which shall maintain the continuity of the Chris-

tian faith in Him.
((/) While importance has been attached to the

revelation of God by Christ, yet it is on man's
redemption by His sacrifice that Christian thought
has generally concentrated attention. HLs teach-

ing and example have been regarded as subordinate

to His Atonement. Of the meaning and worth of

that death many views have been held ; and here

we have no orthodox forinuUe as in regard to the

Trinity or the Person of Christ. As a conquest of

demons ; a ransom paid to the devil (Origen) ; a
rccfi/iitulation of humanity, or restoratiim to its

condition before the Fall (Iren.i'us) ; a satisfaction

rendered to (Jod's honour for the insult of man's
disobedience (Anselm) ; a substitutionary endur-

ance of the penalty of man's sin exacted by the

Divine righteousne.ss (Keformers) ; an equivalent

for man's punishment accepted for the ends of the

Divine government (Grotius); an evidence of God's
synipatiietic participation in man's condition (Bush-

nell) ; a vicarious confession or repentance (M'Leod
Campbell, Moberly),—in all these ways has the
death of Christ been interpreted. While many
are content with a subjective or moral theory of

the Atonement (Abelard), that is, a theory whicli

takes into consideration only tlie elloct of Christ's

sacrifice on man in awakening penitence, assur-

ing pardon, inspiring gratitude, etc:., yet some
theologians do insist that an ohjective theory, that
is, a tiieory which in some way relates Christ's

death to God's government or character, is neces-

sary to maintain the continuity of the historic

faith in Christ as the atoning Saviour. There can
be no doubt that the moral conscience and the

religious consciousness alike to-day condemn many
of the assumptions of theories of the past ; yet the

central position of the Cross of Christ in Christian

experience demands a re-statement that shall do
justice to all of truth which former theories have
held.

(e) That Christ rose ac/ain was an article of the
Apostolic creed even as that He died for our sins.

The records of the appearances in the Gospels have
hitherto been generally accepted as trustworthy ;

but many scholars to-day who believe in the living

Lord rest their conviction on the testimony of

Paul, and of Christian experience generally. Into

this critical question this is not the place to enter.

Christian faith has the certainty of the fellowship

of the living Christ ; it ascribes the continuance
and the progress of the Church to His presence
and power in it ; it holds that still, through Him,
God is saving men. This spiritual life of the
individual believer in Christ and of the Christian

Church is also ascribed to the Holy Spirit. The
Christian creed distinguishes the Son of God,
incarnate in Christ, from the Holy Spirit, as distinct

Persons in the unity of the Godhead ; but Christian

thought has not succeeded in separating the work
of the living Lord and the Holy Spirit in Christian

experience. When the life of God in man is

present to thought in the historical revelation and
redemption, it is Christ who is conceived as present

and active; when His life is experienced rather

in inward illumination, exaltation, and inviwora-

tion, it is the Spirit who is considered as dwelling

and working in man. Here we are in a region

where theology is bafHed by Christian experience.

What is characteristically Christian is that God is

inseparable from Christ, and the soul's inmost life

is known to be God's life-giving spirit.

(/) As the Christian life is a union with Christ

and a habitation by God's spirit, the community
of those who believe, the Church, is conceived as

the body of Christ, and the temide of the Holy
Spirit. In a later section we shall deal with the

Church as a historical reality, and the forms of

organization which it has assumed ; but meanwhile
the ccmc:eptions current must be indicated. Roman
Catholicism identifies the Church with the ecclesi-

astical organization of wbicdi the Pope is the head.

Anglicanism claims to be the (Church as possessing

the historic episcopate and other marks of catho-

licity (q.v.) in contrast with all Ncmconforming
bodies. While recognizing other denominations as

branches of the Church of Christ, each Protestant

sect tends to regard its own particular organization

as pre-eminently the Church, because more fully

realizing tlie ideal community of Chi-ist than any
other. Protestantism recognizes a distinction,

however, between the visible and the invisible

Church, the visible beinjj found in the ecclesiastical

organizations bearing the Christian name, the in-

visiljle being composed of all believers, all members
of Chri.st's body by living union with Him. The
writer inclines to believe that the Church should,

its an object of faith, always be conceived as the

spiritual community of believers who, as united to
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Christ, nre united to ono aiiutlier, ami are liviuf;

one life in Him ; nnd tliat this Churcli, which is

ono and cainiot but 1)0 ime, is present in eviiy
assembly tjathered in the name of Jesus Christ.

The visibility of the Church is not in any
ecclesiastical organization, but the invisible lie-

comes visible whenever and wherever the common
life is expressed in preaching, worship, or work.
This is the Congregational view corrected, in its

\indne emphasis on the sufficiency of the local

con^egation, by the recognition of the presence of

Christ with His Church in the local congregation
as the ground of its sufficiency. This conception
may be applied to other forms of Christian organiza-
tion. Presbytery, Synod, or Council, if and so far

as gathered in Christ's name, is His Church made
visible. So regarded, the Church may fitly be
spoken of as the continuation of the Incarnation of

the Son of God, as the channel of His activity in

revealing God and redeeming man. Thus prayer,
praise, and preaching alike are the act of Christ
with His Church, through the medium of each
Christian assembly. For divergent views see art.

Church, § 5, and the Anglican and Roman Catholic
artt. Church (Doctrine of the).

(<7) In the history of the Christian Church great
prominence has been given to the Sacraments (q.v.).

Of these Roman Catholicism reckons seven ; but
here only the doctrine of the two universally
acknowledged (except by the Society of Friends)

—

Baptism and the Lord's Supper—can be considered.
While the Baptists insist on the believer's baptism
by immersion as the sign of his death to sin, and
rising again to holiness with Christ, the usual
practice is infant baptism by sprinkling. Roman
and Anglican Catholicism teach baptismal re-

generation, that is, by baptism the child is so

renewed that the guilt of original sin is cancelled,

and its power, if not destroyed, is weakened, so
that a measure of freedom is restored. In Pro-
testantism generally the rite is regarded as the
Church's assurance by outward sign that the grace
of Christ is available for each child, and as the
parent's dedication of the child to God. But there
is no hard and fast doctrine. As regards the Lord's
Supper, Catholicism teaches transubstantiation

—

the substance of the elements is changed, thoiigh
not their accidents (outward appearance, taste,

etc.), into the body and blood ot Christ, so that
even unbelievers partake. Christ's sacrifice is thus
repeated, and this is efficacious for blessing to all

who do not resist. Lutheranism teaches con-
substantiation, or the presence of Christ's bod}'
'in, with, and under' the elements. Calvinism
localizes Christ's body in heaven, yet regards the
sacrament as not merely a symbol, but as a channel
of a peculiar grace from Christ. Zwinglianism
taught that the Supper was a symbolic memorial.
The view of the Church mentioned in the previous
paragraph enables us to regard the Sacrament as
an act of Christ -with His Church present to the
believer, communicative of His grace ; but why
any peculiar gift of grace should be assumed or
expected the present writer must confess himself
unable to understand. With the Catholic view of
the Sacraments goes the view of the priest as the
necessary agent of Christ in the administration of
the rite (the permission in certain cases to laymen
to baptize is an exception to the general theory)

;

but this idea Protestantism bas rejected as incon-
sistent with the sole Mediatorsbip of Christ and
the universal priesthood of believers.

{h) In the Apostolic Church great prominence
was given to the doctrine of the Inst things
(eschatology, apocalyptics). The Second Advent
of Christ in glory and power was expected speedily.
This would be the signal of the general resurrec-
tion, judgment of the world, and final separation

of the blessed and the damned. The belief in a
thousand years' reign of Christ with His sainta

prior to this end (the millennium) seems to have
been confined to a narrow circle. When the first

gener.ation passed without Christ's appearing, the
question of the intermediate state emerged. While
the assumption was general that saints at death
passed to blessedness, and sinners to misery, the
belief in a Second Advent, General Resurrection,
and Final Judgment, as the end of the present
world-order, persisted ; and from time to time
there have been periods of great excitement when
this consummation was believed to be imminent.
This doctrine still has wide acceptance. But
probably among Christian thinkers the meta-
phorical character of the language in which this

hope was expressed is now recognized ; and the
substance of the hope is found in tlie expectation

of a triumph of Christ's gospel in the world on the
one hand, and in the anticipation of the believer

individually that after death he will have a clearer

vision of, closer communion with, and greater
resemblance to, Christ. While probably the doc-

trine of eternal torment for the sinful is still

commonly held, yet Christian thought is more
and more rejecting this view ; sometimes for the
doctrine of conditional immortality, or eternal life

for believers only ; sometimes for universalism, or
salvation finally for all ; or sometimes for a wise
and tender reticence, the belief that the Father of

all will do the best for each.

2. Morals.—Only a very brief reference can be
made to Christian morals. Christian morality has
been influenced at least as much as, if not more
than. Christian belief, at each stage of the history

of the Christian Church, by the total conditions,

economic, social, and political ; and a history of the
changes in Christian morals is quite beyond the
scope of this article. It must suffice to indicate

the moral principles or principle, and the manner
of its realization. \

j

(rt) This is determined by the Christian con-V
ception of God and man. Men as children of God, ll

and thus as members of one another, have one
J

duty—absolute love to God, and an equal love tol
self and neighbour. This love is grateful surrender

to God, and sympathetic service of man, even unto
sacrifice of self ; hence the life for God and others

is found in losing the life for self. This makes
morality not a code of laws, but an inward dis-

position. As guides to conduct the accepted moral
standards remain, but a new moral content is given

to conformity with them by the new motive of all

action. This new motive gives also a new moral
range. Morality had developed as tribal or na-

tional ; now it becomes universal. The neighboui
is not fellow-countryman, but fellow-man, and
fellow-man conceived as the child of the one Father

J

over all.

{h) In the early Apostolic Church the spirit of

lirotherhood prevailed in a wonderful degree ; even
towards the hostile world there was the spirit of

patience, forgiveness, and desire to save. While
during the subsequent development the salt did
lose much of its savour, yet the Christian Church
in the pagan world stood for greater purity and
charity. Anchoritism, or the withdrawal of in-

dividuals from society into desert places for solitary

meditation and prayer, and afterwards monasticism
—the formation of societies of such as had with-

drawn themselves—were a contradiction of the
Christian principle of love, inasmuch as the motive
was to save one's own soul instead of seeking to

save, the world. Yet in the rude, unsettled times
of the Middle Ages the monasteries rendered a
social service of culture, industry, and beneficence.

It has already been pointed out that Calvinism
recognized the duty of the Church's influencing
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society so n-s to conform it to the will of God more
than did Lutheranism, Ijut the standard was set

more hy the Jewisli Law than by the Cliristian

gospel. Tliis legalism has been a characteristic of

Christian morals in Protestantism as well as in

Catholicism ; and the truth has been lost slight of

that a law of love is the fnllilment, and so the

abolition, of law. Without even suggesting that

there have not been in every generation Christians

who have lived holily according to the law of love,

we may venture to aflirm that today the distinctive

principles of Christian morality are gaining more
general recognition. During the Micldle Ages the

most devout souls imagined that the life of jjoverty,

and even beggary, as the closest imitation of the

life of Jesus on earth, was the evangelical life.

Now we see that the evangelical life is tlie life that

brings to the needs and sorrows and sins of men
the same kind of succour, comfort, and deliverance

as Jesus brought to those whom His ministry

saved and blessed ; and this means to-day not only

individual philanthrophy, but also social reform.

3. Worship. "Love towards God expresses itself,

and must cx|iress itself, through love to man in

whatever form it can be most effectual. But this

cannot be its only or full expression.

(a) The relation of God and man is personal, and
personal relationship involves mutual communion,
the expression of all'ection. This communion of

man with God may be individual or social. In

Christian devotion "there has been, throughout the

ages, a strain of mysticism, an undue cmiihasis on

the soul's solitary contemplation of, and intercourse

with, God, or with Christ as the loving Bridegroom.

Into the latter there has sometimes stolen an
almost sensuous passion. Bernard of Clairvaux

(1091-1 1.'>.S) found in the Song of Solomon his

vocabulary of devotion. Samuel Rutherford's

(1600-1601) letters draw from the same source

terms of endearment for the Saviour. A sol)er

piety shrinks from this familiarity as irreverent

;

and mysticism must also be regarded as incomplete

piety, inasmuch as it does not sufficiently recognize

the Christian community as in its public worship
enlarging and correcting individual devotion.

(A) This pulilic worship in its beginning derived

a good d(;al of its o\itward form from the Jewish
synagogue, and very soon began to be aflfected

even by pagan rites. How far the mysteries

influenced Christian worship, even possibly in the

Apostolic age, is a subject now under discussion by
scholars. Whetlier such influence was or was not
inevitable, whether without this protecting shell

Christian piety could have been preserved or not,

are too large riuestions to be answered here. It

must be admitted, however, that many of the

modes of worship which were introduced were not

an accurate and .'ulefiuate expression of the essential

Christian relation between God and man. The
Creator, Sovereign, and Judge was addressed in

prayer and praise rather than the Father. As
the inspiration of the early days ceased, and the

Church began to settle down in the world, the
spontaneous exercise of s])iritual gifts for common
edification wfLs, in the interests of propriety and
order, replaced by fixed forms carried through by
the otficersof the Church. In Mcmtanism (A.D. 112)

a sympathetic observer w^ill recognize more of the

Apostolic mood than in the ordered Church that
condemned and su]ipresscd it. Against this

formalism, which attached more importance to the

mode than to the motive of devotion, there have
been protest-s time and again, some marked, be
it admitted, by extravagance, impropriety, and
fanaticism. In the Konian and Greek Catholic
Churches an elaborate ritual has been gra<lually

developed ; the Church of England has its liturj^y.

Scottish Presbyterianism has had a less rigid order

of service, and has always made provision for ex-
temncnc! prayer, which has sometimes sunk to a
soulless routine. Those who are accustomed to a
lixed ritual often aflirm that this possesses sacred
associations, which make it invaluable as an aid

to devotion. In Churches where there is no recog-

nized order of service, and no fixed form of prayer,

worshippers sometimes express themselves as de-

sinnis of fnuling more reverence, beauty, and con-

tinuity with the devotions of past ages. That
those who lead public worship in such communities
should make themselves familiar w-ith the devo-

tional literature of the past, so that their speech

shall be of the sanctuary and not of the street,

may be conceded ; and yet one may hold that the

pul'jlic worship of the Christian Church should
spurn formality, and seek spontaneity.

(c) As in the Hebrew nation, so in the Christian

Church the antithesis of priest and prophet has
appeared, although it would be unjust to add that

it has generally been accompanied by that of ritual

and righteoiisnens also. As a necessary continu-

ance of the old dispensation combined with the

new, the defenders of sacerdotalism and sacra-

mentarianism would say, as an explicable yet
regrettable perversion of the gospel, evangelical

Protestants would answer—the ideas of the altar,

sacrifices, and priesthood have come into the
Christian Church, not only from the Jewish
Church, but even from pag.anism itself (a change
to which Cyprian [200-258] contributed much).
We have already seen how divergent are the judg-

ments of Loisy and Uarnack on this development
in Christianity, and we must not now take sides in

this age-long quarrel. We can consider this con-

trast only as it atl'ects the worship of the Church.
In the Cnurches of the Catholic order, the ritual

performed by the priest and the Sacrament of the

Kucharist, or Mass, as its culmination, is the

worship of the Church. In the Protestant Churches,

while the spiritual exercises of prayer and praise

are not neglected, the preaching of the gospel

stands in the forefront. The performance of the

proper ritual by the consecrated person is held to

secure benelit to those who are present, even though
it may be as little more than spectators, in the one
case ; a spiritual participation in i)rayer and praise

and in the preaching of the word by a believing

attention to it is looked for in the other case.

4. Polity.—As a religious community, Chris-

tianity must assume some form of organization.

As regards the Apostolic Church, it may be con-

fidently maintained that spontaneous inspiration

was predominant rather than fixed organization,

and that, so far as there was the necessary organiza-

tion, there was not uniformity but adaptation.

Previous associations, as of the .lewish synagogue
or of the Gentile mutual benefit club, exercised an
influence on the organization ado|)ted. That there

is only (me form of Church polity legitimate in the

Christian Church is an assumption to which modern
scholarship otters no support.

(«) Under pressure of persecution from without,

and for preservation from heresy within, the

Church in the 2nd cent, inevitably assumed a more
compact organization, for which Apostoli(^ sanction

was claimed. The episcopate rose out of the

juesbyterate, which had existed along with the

diaciuiate from the Apostolic age; and so the

threefold order emerged. This episcopate was at

lirst only cimgrogational and not diocesan, and
the bishop was little more than the president, the

primus inter purrs in the presbytery. As the

clergy came to be more shnrply marked off from

the laity, as sacerdotal tendencies in the 3rd cent.

asserted themselves (esijccially in Cyprian) and
were justified by appeal to the OT, the episcopate

became more thoroughly monarchical (cf., for a
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different stanilpoint, artt. Apostolic Sitcces-

SION, Episcopacy). As the Christian Churoh
adapted its organization to that of the llonian

Empire, the liishop of tlie Chureh in the capital of

the ]irov:!ice cauie to exercise a strong influence,

and tlieii even an undefined authority over the
other bisliops. Thus Alexandria, Constantinople,
and Rome came hy the 4th cent, to the front rank
in the episcopates. The rivalry of these Sees
att'eeted seriously the course of even the theological
development {e.f/. the controversy between Lyril

and Ncstorius in the 5th cent. ). The position of

Rome as the old capital of the Roman Empire,
even when it had as its rival the new capital,

Constantinople, the .spirit of dominion in the Im-
perial city, and the influence which the Church of

Rome gained through its manifold services to the
Churches of the Empire— all these gave to the
bisho]) of Rome an advantage over his rivals in

asserting a higlier authority. By what means the
bishop of Rome Ijecame Pope of Christendom need
not now be recorded (see art. Papacy). For the
loss of the East by the Great Schism, the Papacy
was compensated by a practically unchallenged
authority over the Germanic peoples. But through-
out the Middle Ages the claims of the Papacy,
not only to the headship of the Christian Church,
but even to a temporal dominion, a subordination
of earthly rulers to its heavenly sway, were
opposed bj' two forces, the one political and the
other ecclesiastical, although they are often found
in alliance—the growing spirit of nationality which
resented the interference of Rome in the local

ecclesiastical organization, and the surviving spirit

of an earlier age which claimed that the Papal
authority was subordinate to that of the General
Council (the conciliar in contrast with the curialist

view). At the Council of Trent, and completely
at the Vatican Council, the curialist, or Ultra-
montane, view triumphed over the concUiar. This
triumph resulted in the secession of the ' Old
Catholics.*

(6) At the Reformation the spirit of nationalism
found expression in the nationalist Protestant
Churches, varying in their organization, but all

subordinate to the State. The Anglican Church
disowns the Papal supremacy, maintains the epis-

copal order, and acknowledges the Sovereign of
the Realm as the Head of the Church. But
within it there are two tendencies—the Catholic,
which desires to maintain the continuity of tradi-

tion and custom with the pre-Reformation Church,
and to secure as far as possible the spiritual in-

dependence of the Church, and chafes at the
bonds the State imposes ; and the Erastian, which
regards Church and nation as identical, and the
Crown and Parliament as expressive of the national
will as legitimate authority in the national Church.
The order of the Reformed Churches is not epis-
copal, but presbyterial, the individual congxega-
tion and the congregations in combination being
governed by reiiresentatives of the Christian people.
Some of the Lutheran Churches (Denmark and
Sweden) are episcopal, and some are governed by
district siiperintendents ; but the subordination to
the Government is carried to a degree that must
seem intolerable to those who cherish the prin-
ciple of the Church's spiritual independence. The
fullest assertion of this principle is found in the
Baptist and the Congregational Churches, in which
the individual congregation is held to be complete
in itself for all the necessary functions of the
Christian Church, but is in no way precluded from
combining with other Churches for common in-
terests. A tendency to insist on the necessity for
this wider union is increasingly asserting itself.
The Society of Friends represents Chri"stianity
with the least possible organization. The Ortho-

dox Greek Church and the Eastern Churches have
a ])atriarcliate sujierior to the episcopate ; but into
the details of their organization it is not necessary
now to enter.

(r) That Christian faith, to deliver its message
and fulfil its mission in the world, must assume
some external org.anization cannot but be conceded,
and that this instrument has sometimes defeated
the purpose of its existence must be recognized.
The mechanics of the ecclesiastical organization
has been a hindrance as well a-s a help to the
dynamics of the spiritual community. Nothing
probably in the polity of the Church has been more
of an obstacle to its testimony and influence than
the entangling alliances into which it has entered
with the State, for through this door mammon has
often entered in, and displaced Christ. While no
form of polity is distinctive of, or essential to,

Christianity, that is most genuinely and ett'ectively

Christian which leaves the largest room for the
gracious and mighty Spirit of the Head of the
Church, and yet is best adapted to the local and
temporal conditions for the fulfilment of the ends
of the Kingdom—the preservation of the savour
of the salt of the earth, the prominence of the
light of the world, the pervasion of human society
by the lea^•en, and the growth and spread of the
mustard-plant to the ends of the earth. So mani-
fold has Christianity been in its development in

doctrine, morals, worship, and polity, that no
complete description is possible ; it has been one
and the same in all its forms and with all its

changes in raising its Founder's name above every
other name, in the certainty and expectation that
in that name every knee shall yet bow, to the gloiy
of God the Father.
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CHRISTMAS.—Christiiiiis is tlifi Feast of the
Nativity of Oirist, celebrated on Deeeinbcr 2o.

Tliere are two main problems with regard to the
history of ("hristmas : (1) the celebration of an
ecclesiastical feast, and (2) the chronological
method which led to the choice of a special day.
These two problems have? to be kept apart,
especially since it seems probable that the choice
of a day preceded the celebration of an ecclesiastical

feast. It is, however, ilesirable for the sake of

clearness to reverse the actual order of develop-
ment, and first to discuss the history of the
institution of the feast.

I. TllK mSTITUTtON OF A FUAI^T OF THE
NATIVITY.—There are two main tlieories on this
point—that of Usener (' D;is Wcihiiaclitsfest,' pt.

i. of his Rc,li(jio7u:gesch. Unir.rsiirhinificn), an<l that
of Duchesne (Origines da ndtc chnliim, pp.
247-2.54). According to Usener's view, the cele-

bration of the Nativity was originallj' held every-
where on Jan. 6, and this was displaced in Rome
in 35.S-4 by Pope Libcrius iu fa\-our of Dec. 25,

Jan. 6 being kept only for the Epiphany or Feast
of the H.aptism. From Rome the observance of

Dec. 25 spread Eastwards, and was welcomed by
the Orthodox as a means of emphasizing the fact
that Jesus was born the Son of God, and of

excluding the Adoptianist heresy. Duchesne, on
the otlier baud, thinks that Jan. 6 was from the
beginning the Eastern date, and Dec. 25 the
Western date, and that the East and West com-
bined each other's dates. Thus, while Usener and
Duchesne agree in thinking that in the East
Dec. 25 was derived from Rome, and are not
seriously opposed to each other on this part of

the question, they otherwise difi'er sharply as to

the history of the feast in Rome and in the East.
The question chielly turns on a number of small

pieces of evidence which become most easily
intelligible if arranged so far as possible under the
names of the various localities. It is, however,
desirable first to state certain pieces of negative
evidence.

I. Negative enidence.—There is no evidence of

the exi.stence of a Feast of the Nativity before the
4th cent., excijit possibly among the Basilidians.

(a) Clement of Alexandria's st.ateinent as (o the
practice of tlic IJ.-isilidians may, but need not,

mean that they observed a Fea.st of the Nativity.
If they did, it was either on Jan. 6 or on Apr. 19-20
(for the evidence, see II. i). Clement's words do not
necessarily mean that the Orthodox had no Feast
of the Nativitj", but certainly do not inijily the
contrary. He him.self dated the Nativity on Nov.
18 (see Strom, i. 147, 17 [ed. Sylberg], and cf.

§ II. I, below).

(6) Origen, e. CeUum, viii. 22 (ed. Koetschau, p.

230), says : iav Si ti? ffpjj ravra dyBinroipiprj tA Tepl

Twv Trap rjpuv KvpiaKwv ^ irapaaKevdiv t) rav IldtTxa '*)

Tiyy WevTfiKtuTTijS di ijfj.€pu>v yiv6fi€va "KeKriov Kal -wph^

TovTo K.T.X., thus recognizing only the weekly
Sunday feast and Friday fast, and the yearly
Paschal .and Pentecostal feasts. Similarly in Com.
in Ev. Matt. (cd. Delanie, iii. 471 [PG ,\iii. 89G])

he says ; ritieh 5^ . . . ix' ouSe/itaj ypa(pTJt evpofitv

inrb SiKalov yev^OXiof dydfievov, &Sikos ycLp fiaWoy
iKeivov Tov ^Vapaijj 6' llpJjOTj^' Kal yap vir' 4K(ivo\j p.^v iv

yevfSXicp dpxtffiToiroib^ dvaipilTai, vwb ok rovrov
'Iwow7;5 K.T.K—which he would hardly h.ave said
had it been customary to celebrate the N.ativity.

The same statement is made in in Lev. viii. (ed.

Delarue, ii. 22!) [I'O xii. 4;i5]).

(c) Arnobius (r. 296), in adver^ui Natioiwn, vii.

32 (ed. KeiHerscheid, p. 266), says: 'Telluris
natalis est : dii enim ex uteris proileunt ot habent
dies laetos quibus eis adscriptuin est auram
usurpare vitalein.' It is argued that he would
scarcely have si)oken thus if Christians also had

been in the habit of celebrating the Nativity of

Christ.

(d) The Donatists(3lI).—More imnortant, if it

were certain, would be the fact that tlie Donatists
never observed the feast.

These scbismatic-s did not break away from the
Church because of any dogmatic innovations, but
in a zeal for strictness, and regarded themselves as

the conserv.ative party. It is therefore significant

that Augustine [Serm. ccii. 2) says :
' mcrito istuni

diem [i.e. Jan. 6] nunquam nobiscum baeretici

Donatistaecelebrare voluerunt.' 'Nobiscum' bore
can scarcely mean anything except ' at the same
time as'; for the Donatists would, of course, on
no day recognize the Catholics, whom they regarded
as heathen. From this evidence Usener concludes
that the feast on Jan. 6 was introduced after 311,

.and also that the Donatists knew of no Feast of

the Nativity. Duchcsru!, on the other hand,
regards it as probable that they knew Dec. 25, but
not Jan. 6. Neither con(dusion is justified by the
facts. The evidence only shows th.at in Africa
there was no Epiphany feast (Jan. 6) before 311,

and for the rest Usener and Duchesne both seem
to have read into the evidence the conclusion
which they wished to find.

((;) Imperial legal ordinances.—In 389, Valen-
tinianus issued a list of legal holidays {Cod.
Thcodos. ii. 8, 19), among whicli only Sundays and
Easter (including Holy Week and Easter Week)
are reckoned. Theodosius made no change in this

respect in 438, nor did Alaric in 506, but Christmas
and Epiphany appear in the contemporary expan-
sions of Alaric's work, and they were inserted in

the Justinian Code of 534. It is, however, note-
worthy that the regulation forbidding performances
in theatres and circuses on Sunday, which existed
as early as 386 [originally an exception was made
for the Imperial birthdays and accession feasts,

but this was repealed in 4(I9], was in 400 extendecl
to the 15 days of Easter, Christmas, an<i Epiphany
(see Cod. Theodos. xv. 5. 2, ii. 8, 20, 23-5).

2. Direct evidetice.—(a) For Jan. 6 (Epiphany).

—

This evidence is probably sufficient, when adiled to

the remarkable silence as to the existence of a
Nativity feast up to the 4th cent., to show that it

was not celebrated before that time. The earliest

evidence which we possess for any such feast

points, moreover, not to Dec. 25, but to Jan. 6,

on which date the Birth and the Daptism of Jesus
were simultaneously (•elebrated. The iletails of

the origin and history of this feast on Jan. 6 will

be given in art. Epiphany. It is sufficient for the
present to say that, while the earliest direct state-

ments as to this feast are ajiparently those in

Ephraim Syrus (t 373), it probiilily was introduced
before 325, as it seems to have been observed both
by Arians and Catholics, and finally, that, as a
feast of the Baptism, it was observed in the 2nd
cent, by the Ba.silidians (see Clement's evidence,
II. I, below), from whom it may have been derived.

(h) For Dec. 25.—The evidence for the intro-

duction of Dec. 25 ni.ay be arranged under the
names of the various churches.

(1) KoMK.—The Lihc.r Pontifu-alis (ed. Momm-
sen, p. 12) says of Telesphorus :

' hie fecit natalem
domini nostri Jesu t'hristi noctu missas cele-

brarcntur'; but this passage is universally recog-

nized .as a late addition, devoid of historical value.

Fortunately, however, other and better evidence
exists. In the chronological collections of F'ilo-

calus (Th. Mommsen, ' I'eber dem Chronogra|)hen
vom Jahr 'i'yi,' ASG for 1850, and also published
sep.arately) there is a list of bishops of Rome,
ending with Liberius (of whom (.^dy the date of

accession is given, .so that he was still alive),

followed by a Dcpositio Marti/riim, arranged
according to their place in the calendar. As
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Liberius is mentioned, but nothing is said of his

banishment, it is clear that this list belongs to the

year 854. Rut it is also plain that tliere is behind
this an earlier list ending; \nth Sylvester (t 335),

l)eeause all the bishops down to him are given
according to their place in the calendar, but; the
next three—Marcus (t 7th Oct. 336), Julius (t 352),

and Liberius— are added at the end of the list.

Thus the original list of bishops was made in

336, and the recension of 354 is secondary (see

Duchesne, Bulletin cntique, xi. 4Hi'. ). The
Depositio Martyrumhe^-DS: 'VIII Kal. Jan. natus
Christus in Betleem ludeae.' The question then
arises, whether this statement belongs to the
ground document of 336 or to the recension of 354.

Duchesne holds the former view, Usener the latter.

So far as the Depositio itself is concerned, it is to

be noticed that the form of the entry is unique :

at the depositio of each martyr is given merely the
genitive of his name, to which the date is some-
times added. The only entry at aU parallel is

'VIII. Kal. Martias natale Petri de catedra.' It

is also curious that the Depositio is arranged in

months, each being headed ' mense Januario,'
'mense Februario,' and so on. But the Nativity,
instead of coming under December, is inserted at
the beginning. This cannot be because the writer
of 336 regarded the ecclesiastical year as beginning
with Dec. 25, for in the list of liishops he begins
with January and goes on to Dec. 31, the date of

Sylvester's death in 335. These facts raise a sus-

picion that the reference to the Nativity belongs to

354 rather than to 336. This suspicion is confirmed
by evidence contained in Ambrosius, de Virginibus,
iii. 1 f., in which lie quotes a sermon preached by
Liberius (who became Pope on 22nd May or 21st
June, 352 [see Lipsius, Chronol. der rom. Bisch.,

1S69, p. 262]), on the occasion of Marcellina, Am-
brose's elder sister, becoming a nun. The im-
portant passage is the following :

* Bonas, inquit, filia, nuptiaa desiderasti. Vides quantus ad
natalem sponsi tui populus convenerit, et nemo impastus
recedit? Hie est qui rog^tu3 ad nuptias aquam in vina
convertit. In te quoque sincerum sacramentum conferet
virginitatis, quae prius eras obnoxia viJibus naturae materialis
elementis. Hie est qui quinque panibus et duobuB piseibus
quatuor millia populi in deserto pavit. . . . Hodie quideni
secundum liominem homo natus ex virgfine sed ante omnia
generatus ex Patre, qui matrem corpore, virtute referat
Patrem. ..."

The words ' Hodie . . . natus ex virgine ' and
the reference to the dies natalis of Christ .show
that it was delivered on the Feast of the Nativity

;

but the references to the miracle at Caiia and the
feeding of the multitude suggest that tlie Epiphany,
not Christmas, was intended. These narratives
belong to the Epiphany service, not to that of
Christmas. Moreover, the last phrase obtains
fresh force when we remember tliat the text in the
Old Lat. of Ps 2' is ' Filius mens es tu, ego hodie
genui te.' It is therefore not impossible that
Liberius means that the birth fi-oiii the Virgin and
the generation from the Father in the baptism
were celebrated on the same day— ' Hodie quidem
secundum hominem homo natus ex -virgine sed
ante omnia generatns ex patre.' In this case ' ante
omnia' is antithetic to 'quidem,' and means
' above all,' not 'before all things' in a temporal
sense. But, however this may be, and it is, of

course, open to doubt, an exceedingly strong
argument is found in the fact that Epiphany, not
Christmas, has always been the recognized time
for admitting nuns. The present regulations
recognize Epiphany, Easter Week, the days of the
Apostles, and Sundays ; they can be traced back
to the Pontijicalc Bonianmnoi 1596 (Clement viil.).

But Gelasius (Ep. xiv. 12) in 494 omitted the
Sundays, and the Sacramentaries of Gelasius and
Gregory reduced the Easter Week to Easter
Monday [Sncr. Gel. i. 103, and Gregorii libr.

sacrum, in the Beuedicttine ed. vol. iii. p. 167c ;

cf. Usener, ' Weihn.achtsfest,' p. 272 f.).

The date of this sermon of l.iiberius is not certain

;

but from references in it to the tender youth of

Marcellina it must have been early in his career
as Pope. The earliest possible date is 3,"i3, and the
latest possible date for the entry in the Chronology
of Filocalus is 354. Therefore, as the sermon
implies that the Nativity was celebrated on Jan.

6, and the chronology (taken from the Papal
diptychon [?]) implies tiiat it was, in 354, celebrated
on Dec. 25, it follows that Marcellina must have
become a nun on 6th .Jan. 353, when the Nativity
was celebrated, and that between this and 354 the
date of the feast was changed by Pope Liberius to

Dee. 25. If this be so, there remains iincertain

only the minor point whether 25th Dec. of 353 or
of 354 was the lirst Christmas in Rome.

It is possible that with this institution of

Christmas on Dec. 25 by Pope Liberius ought also

to be connected the foundation (between 358 and
366) of the church originally known as the Basil^pa

Liberii, afterwards as S. M.aria ad Pra^sepe, and
since the 9th cent, as S. Maria Maggiore (cf. Lib.

Pontif. 37. 7=p. 208, 5 in Duchesne's ed.). This
church was the centre of the Roman celebration of

Christmas. The Pope celebrated Mass there on
the Vigil, and in the rooms provided by Xystus
(the second founder) a feast was given by the
bishops of Albano. The Pope remained until the
evening for the service 'ad praesepium' (see

Usener, op. cit, p. 279 ; he derives his information
from the Ordo Romanus and F. Caurellievi,
Notizie intorno alia novena, vigilia, notte efesta di
natale, first published anonymously in 1788).

Besides this, reference must be made to the
Procession with Lights' on the Feast of the
Purification (Candlemas [y.v.], Feb. 2). The facts

cannot be established with certainty, but, accord-
ing to Belethus (Pi ccii. 129 f. ), Liberius instituted
this litany, which clearly marks the end of the
Christmas season and could not have existed until
Christmas was fixed on Dec. 25. Probably its

institution was hastened by the desire to Chris
tianize an obscure Roman procession, the Annbur
bale (cf. Servius in Vcrg. Eel. iii. 77, and Belethus.
PL ccii. 86''), iust as the Litania major on St,

Mark's day took the place of the Robigalia (Apr.

25), and the Litania minor, or Rogation days, before
Ascension day the place of the Ambarvalia.
These arguments (used by Usener in his ' Weih-

nachtsfest,'p. 267 ft'. ) have met with wide acceptance
even in Roman Catholic circles, despite Duchesne's
criticism (see esp. S. Baumer, in Der Kntholik,
Ixx. [1890] 1-20), but it is obvious that they are
somewhat complicated, and Duchesne's criticisms

have a permanent value. If Usener's view be
accepted, Christmas on Dec. "25 dates in Rome
from 353 or 354. If Duchesne be right, it is at
least as early as 336. On the whole, Usener seems
to do most justice to all the facts in a very
complicated series. The weak point in his position

is the absence of any definite proof that Jan. 6

was observed in Rome before the time of Liberius
;

but Duchesne has not succeetled in explaining why,
if Dec. 25 be the older feast in Rome, the Roman
calendar reckons Sundays 'after Epiphany,' not
'after Christmas,' or why the Christmas services

in Rome have their centre in the church of Liberius,

while those of Epiphany are in the older basilica

of St. Peter. The former point is perliaps unim-
portant, but the latter is very serious.

(2) Constantinople.—The evidence as to the
introduction of the Feast of the Nativity on Dee.

1 The present liturtjy for the Candlemas procession represents
a recension made by Pope Servius (701) (cf. Lib. Pontif., ed.

Duchesne, i. 366 ii.), and the original character of a penitential

litany is almost lost. But violet veatnienta are still used, and
the service is introduced with ' Exsur^, Domine, adjuvanos."
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2o in Constantinople is contained partly in the

indirect lifilit thrown on the subject hy Chrysostom,
partly in the sermons of Ciregorj' Nazianzcn.
Clirysostoni (see (3) helow), speaking in 388, says
(liat the feast was not yet ten years old in tne

Kast, but that it had long been known ' from
Thrace to (!ades.' The latter expression practically

covers the Western Cliurcli, for Thrace must be
taken to mean the Mysian prxfectiire, which
belonj,'e<i more to Rome than to C(mstantinoplo.
Thus, according to Clirysostoni, the feast was
introduced between 378 and 388, and nearer to the
former than to the latter date.

Gregory's evidence supports this view, and
suggests that he was actually the person who
introdiiced the feast. The facts are supjilicd by
his three sermons eh tA. Oeo^dna, fi'roDi' Vef^OXia

roO Surnpo, {Or. 38 [PG xxxvi. 312]1, eh ri dyia

*uTa {Or. 39 [P(f xxxvi. 336 If.]) and eh t6 dyiof

(idvrtafjia {Or. 40 [PG xxxvi. 36011'.]). It was
suggested by C. Holtermann (in a dissertation

defended at Wittenberg in 1684, entitled Kx
hiMoria ecdcsuistica ri, "Kwapdvia, etc. ; it is

usually, but erroneously, q>u)t('.d under the name
of J. Kindler, the Hector before wliom the disser-

tation was defended [see P. de Lagarde, Mitthr'd-

iingen, iv. 2471) that the first two of these

sermons were delivered on the same day. In this

ca.se it would a|ipear that Christmas had not yet
been separateil from Epiphany. But this view is

almost certainly wrong, for in the first sermon
( Or. 38) ( Jregory says :

McKpif fikv ovv uorepof oi/'ei Ka\ KaSaLp6fi(fov 'Iriffovv €V Tot

'Jopidi-(i rtiv ifih'^ KaOapiyiv . . . I'uyt $€ piOt Se'fai rJji' t.-vTjaiv Kat

npotTKipniiTtv (PG .xxxvi. 329) ; and aErain : ra fie tnjv ^eof/mfta

r] iravTJyvpt? etTOUf TeVi9\La' Xeyerai yap alJLi})6Tt'pa, Suo Ket/xci'tup

TTpocrrfyopiitiv ivl TTpdyiJ.a.Ti . . . ovofjiai Sk Tw tf>avr\i'ai fiev &(o>l>diua

Ttp 6e yfvyairdiu YeveO^ia' tovto f(mv rjfiiv tj navyjyvpi-;, tovto
topTa^o/xev (TTJfiepov (PG XXX\'i. 313 f.).

If these passages be compared with the beginning
of Or. 39, it is plain that a ditferent occa-sion is

intended by the latter :

naAtr 'iTjtToOc 6 e/jb^, Kal irdXiv f^varqptov . . . ^^ yap ayta tCiv

•I>ijJTW»' T^fiipa, ei? Tji/ a<ltiyfxfda^ «al riv iopra^etv ri^iui^fOa (njfJifpov,

apx^iy Me>' TO Toil f^l.ov Xpitrrov ^aiTTtir/ia Aa;x^ai'ei k.t.X. (Or.

39, 1 [PG xxxvi. 335]); and rp ixtv ovv yewrjiTfi Tot eUora jrpo-

eiiipTdaap.ev . . . vvvl 5e irp-i^i? oAAtj Xpio'Toi' Kal oAAo iiva-njpiov

. . . Xpi<7-r65|3inrT.f«Teu(7'(; xxxvi. :;30).

Moreover, there is one passage which suggests
that Gregory had himself introduced the Christmas
feast, for he says in the Epii)hany sermon {Or.

39) : rjj fiiv oiT yei'vri(rei tA eUdra irpoeupTaaafiev^ iyoi

re T7)S ^oprq'! f^apx"^ k.t.\. {PG xxxvi. 349), and
a few lines lower down he continues : xoi x"P" ''V

eh Ti loia iXO&fri aWorplois &Ti rliv ^hof (&biaaeC.

The natural conclusion from these passages is that
Gregoiy had instituted this feast, and that this

was the 'glory' which had been given to him.
Usener seems to have no doubt that this is the
tnie interpretation ; and, considering the indirect

evidence of Chrysostom that the feast actually w.as

institutcil at about the time that Gregory was in

Constantinople, there is no serious reason for

disijuting his conclusion, though, if it were not so,

it might be possible to explain ((apxoi merely as

'the officiant' in the Christmas services, and the
'glory' as the privilege and honour entailed by
that position.

That Gregory was speaking in Constantinople
is almost certain. Apart from the passage quoted
above, in which he refers U> himself as a foreigner,

ho .says {PG xxxvi. 317) :

>i fiovXr<r&t (Ka'i yap iyto (nj^epof *'<maTcop v^ri") eyto rbi/ Trepl

toOt(i>v trapaO^ Atiyoi' 70t9 KaXoh v^ilv SaiTVfioatv, oiy otoc T<

fiaij/iAuf T* taX ititXoTLpLtin:, \v' ftSTJTe :rw5 Svvarai rptrjitiv 6 ^<Vo?

TOvf CYVajptou? Kat TOU9 avTiKov^ o aypoiKO'; Kal T0V9 TDv^CavTa^ 6
/iTj rpv^titt' KoX Tot'« irepiovtjicf Xafilrpoiti 6 irevtj^ T« KaX avitnio^ ;

These words obviously refer to the situation in

Constantinople, to which he was called in 378 by
the Orthodox party after the death of Valens.
The date of the sermons must for the same reasons
be placed between 378, when Gregory began his

ministrations in the Anastasia, and 3S1, when he
retired to private life, after having been ratriarch
of Constantinople for <mly a few weck.s.

Thus there is considerable—indeed, little short
of conclusive— evidence that the celebration of the
Nativity on Dec. 2,5 was introducn'd by Gregory
Nazianzen. Negative evidence .supports this con-
clu.sion, for until the time of Theodo.sius (379)

Constantinople was Arian, and the Arians seem
always to have celebrated the Nativity on Jan. 6.

(3) Antioch.—The \vritings of Chrysostom
enable us to fix with considerable exactness the
date at which the observance of the Feast of the
Nativity on Dec. 25 was introduced at Aniioch.
In a sermon preached there in 3SS (for the chron-
ology of this part of Chrysostom's life, see Usener,
' Wcihnachtstest,' pp. 227-23S) on the Feast of the
Nativity, he states that its observance was not yet
quite ten years old {Kalroi ye oiliru SiKarfiv iariv Iroi

4^ oD ()7;\77 KaX yvixjpi/j.ot tj^Tv avrrj ij r^fi^pa yeyhrjTai),

although it has been well known in other districts
{iiOeif ovK S.V rts d/idpTOi Kal v4av a^nriv dfxov Kal dpxatav
eliTiliv' v4av /a^v Sid rb Trpot70drais ^luv yvcijpiffOTJvai^

waXaidf 5^ Kal dpxaiav 5id r6 rah irpefffiirT^pai-i rax^ojs

o^riKtKa yev^ddai Kal Trpbs rb aiWd t^s T]\iKlas avrais

tpOdirai ixirpov [ed. Montfaucon, ii. 355», PG xlix.

3,')1]), and a little further on he says that it roh
dirb Qp^KT]^ P-^P^ Vadetpojv oUovtri KaTdStjXot Kal iirla-qfios

7<?7oi'e. Moreover, it is plain from this argument
that, though this oKservance might be ten years
old in the Eastern Church generally, it was being
celeVirated for the first time in Antioch. This is

shown by his statement that he had long hoped to
see that day—the celebration of the Nativity—and
not only to .see it, but to do so in the presence of a
large i-ongregation. Thus 388 may be taken to be
the date of the first celebration of Christmas in

Antioch. Moreover, that it was really held on
Dec. 25 is [iroved by the sermon delivered by
Chrysostom on Dec. 20 in the same year, in which,
after tlevoting some words to the memory of Philo-
gonius (which thus fixes the day of the month, for

I'hilogonius' day was Dec. 20), he goes on to urge
the congregation to pay due reverence to the Feast
of the Nativity, which would be celebrated fi%'e

days later (cf. p. 498'*
; iKavri yap tCiv irivre -q/iepaf

Toi'Tojv T) irpoOea^la, idv f^(f>ys Kal irpoaei'XV^ a'.t.X., and
p. 499° : rds irivre T)ixipa^ rac-as). [l'"or the reasons
Chrysostom gives for fixing the Nativity on Dec. 25,

see II. 5.]

(4) Cappadocia.—The evidence for Cappadocia
is contained in the waitings of Basil of Csesarea
and of Gregory of Nyssa.

(rt) Brutii of Cmanrea.—In the writings of Basil

there is a homily eh ttji/ dyiav toO XpicTOv yifvrjuiv

{PG xxxi. 1457 11.) which was delivered between
871 and 379. The genuineness of this homily has
been questioned, but apparently without sufficient

reason, and it is now usually acce])ted. Usener
thinks that it was delivered on Jan. 6 rather than on
Dec. 25, because, although Basil speaks of the feast

as that of the ivavOpfhirrifft^ .atnl y^vvqai^ rov Kvptov^ he
also describes it as the (Tntpafeia, and refers to the
Magi, who are liturgically connected with Epi-

phany, not with Christmas. The matter is, how-
ever, not so simple. It is noticeable that, though
B.asil in one place (p. 1469'') speaks of the {in<pavei(i.

ToO Kt'plov, in another he qualities it as tJ/i/ 5ia <rop/c6!

iinifidi'eiai' toO Kvpiov ; and it is possible that he is

using the word in a general, not in a technical,

sense. Moreover, the reference to the Magi is

doubtful ; he says (p. 1472 f. ) : daripe^ Siarpixovcnv

^1 ovpavou, fxdyot Kivovvrat 4k ru-f ^dvojf, yrj viroS^xeTai

iv cnnj\al(f>, and this may refer to the legend that
the Magi were summoned from their homes by
phenomena which took place at the moment of the
Nativity (see Usener, ' \V'cihnacht»fest,' p. '242, and
Lagarde, Mifthc.H. iv. 269). Usener further argues
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that tho famous visit of tlie Arian V.ilens to the
Church at Ca^saiea at the Feast of tho Kpijihany
in 372 shows that at that time there w:is no difTir-

ence lictween the Orthodox ami tho Aiiaii custoiii,

as the purpose of Valens was to conciliate Jiasil

anil his party hy joining in their festivity (see

Gre;;. Nazianz., Or. 43, 52). But this argument
is mucli weakened by the fact that it proves

notliing as to whether Basil had had a celebration

of the Nativity twelve days previously.

Basil seems, in any case, to have been responsil)le

for a new name in connexion with the feast

—

B€0(pa.i'ia. On p. 1473' he says : Si^ofxa OJi/ieffa. ry

ioprji T]/j.u;v, Qfo^dfia. This is either an additional

name for the feast on Jan. 6, or a name for the new
feast on Dec. 25. If it be the latter, it is perhaps
an indication that the feast on that date was quite

new when Basil was speaking. Unfortunately,
there is no decisive evidence as to which is the

more probable view. Gregory Nazianzen {Or.

38, 2 [PG xxxvi. 313]) speaks of Dec. 25 as the
Qeotpavio., and so does Asterius of Amasea {PG
xl. 337 f. ) ; but Chrysostom and other writers (see

Usener, ' Weilmachtsfest,' p. 245) use it of the

Epiphany feast on Jan. 6. It is therefore not
impossible that the word was originally a doublet

of E-!n(pdi>eia, which Basil and the Cappadocians
tried, though without permanent success, to trans-

fer to the new feast on Dec. 25.

(6) Gregory of Nyssa.—The evidence of this

writer is more definite, for in his homily on
St. Stephen's day {PG xlvi. 701 f.) he refers to the

Feast of the Nativity which had been celebrated

the day previou.sly (x^^' 19/xas 6 toS iravrbs AecnrdTrjs

elffTlaae), and in an Ejnphany discourse he says :

iyevVTjdi] roivw Xptoris Trpd dyKiyijCv i^fxepuiv . . , j3aTrTi-

ffTdi ariixepop Trapa'loidvfov. The date of this latter

discourse can probably be fixed by a reference to

a heathen feast, almost certainly the New Year
feast of the Kalends of January, which had taken
place on the previous Sunday. Jan. 1 was on a
Sunday, during the possible years, only in 383 (see

Usener, ' Weihnachtsfest,' p. 247).

(5) Lycaonia.—For this diocese no certain evi-

dence is forthcoming. The homily of Amphilochius,
els TO 7e>'^^Xia {PG xxxix. 36"), is taken by Usener
{op. cit. p. 252) to refer to Dec. 25 rather than to

Jan. 6 ; but there is nothing definite to prove this.

Moreover, Amphilochius lived at least until 394,

when the feast on Dec. 25 had in any case become
general in Europe and Asia Minor.

(6) Alexandria.—The exact date when Dec. 25
was accepted in Alexandria as the Feast of the
Nativity cannot be fixed, but it must have been
between 400 and 432. These two termini are

reached as follows : In 400, Cassian, in connexion
with the Paschal letter of Theophilus of Alex-
andria, which thus fixes the date within narrow
limits (the range of choice seems to be 399 and 400,

and the latter is almost certainly correct), wrote :

' Intra Aegypti re^ionem mo3 iste antiqua traditions servatur
ut peracto Epiphaniorum die, quem provinciae illius sacerdotes

vel dominici baptistni, vel secundum carncyti nativitatis esse de-

Jlniunt, et idcirco utriusque sacramenti sollemnitatem non hifarie

ut in occiduis provinciis, sed sub una diei hujusfestivitate con-

celebrant, epistulae pontificia Alexandrini per uniTersas Aegypti
ecclesiaa dirigantur, quibus et initiuni quadragesimae et dies

paschae . . . designentur ' (Coll. x, 2 ; ed. Vindob. p. 286, 19).

The words in italics are the proof that up to 400
the Nativity and the Baptism were both celebrated

on Jan. 6. This defines the terminus a quo. The
terminus ad quem is provided by two sermons of

Paul of Emesa, attached to the acta of the Council
of Ephesus (Mansi, Cone. v. 293, and PG Ixxvii.

1433). This Paul of Emesa had been sent by John
of Antioch to Cyril of Antioch to make peace
between the Churches after the events at the
Council of 431, when some of the Antiochene
bishops had refused to sign the anathema on

Nestorius, and as a sign of his and their orthodoxy
he preached two sermons in Alexandria on the

Incarnation. These sermons were carefully re-

ported by shorthand writers, and ultimately
incorporated in the jirocecdings of the Council of

431 ; the first was preached on the Feast of the
Nativity on Choiak 29 (Dec. 25), and the second
on Tybi 6 (Jan. 1) in 432. Thus in 432 the Feast
of the Nativity had been separated from that of

the Baptism. There is, unfortunately, no evidence
to enable us to choose more exactly between these
two limits. Usener thinks that Theophilus prob-

ably introduced the change, but there is nothing
to prove this.

(7) Jerusalkm.—According to Basil of Seleucia,

the observance of the Feast of the Nativity in

Jerusalem was introduced by Juvenalis (425-458),

who is famous for having defended, at the Council
of Chalcedon, the independence of his see from
CiEsarea. Basil says {PG Ixxxv. 469'>) of him

:

6ffTLS Kal TT]v iwibo^ov Kai (Ttji7'r)pnh5r; rod 'Kvpiov npojKV-

vovfj.^v7]f dpfci/tefos i-jreT^Xeaev yivvav. That this was
not the earlier custom at Jerusalem may be seen

from the evidence of Silvia of Aquitaine (c. 385),

who found the Nativity and the Baptism both
celebrated on Jan. 6.

On the other hand, Cosmas Indicopleustes (550)

distinctly states that the Nativity was celebrated

on Jan. 6 in Jerusalem, because it was thought
that Lk 3^^ implied that Jesus was baptized on His
thirtieth birthday: oi Si 'leposoXvixiTai. us iK toD

fiaKapiov AovKO. 'S^yovros Tepi toO ^airri.aOT]vaL jbv

'K.piarhv dpx^/J-evof irwv X, rois ^'E,in<pavioLS TTOiovfft, T7}v

yivvav {PG Ixxxviii. 197). He also states that on
Dec. 25 they used to celebrate the feasts of David
and James the Apostle (possibly a mistake for the
Lord's brother ; see ib. p. 195").

The statements of Cosmas and of Basil of

Seleucia are clearly contradictory. Usener (op. cit.

p. 328) thinks that Cosmas is using an old source,

referring to the usage of Jerusalem before the time
of Juvenalis; but Harnack {ThLZ, 1889, p. 201)

prefers to think that Basil confused the Feast of

the Nativity with the feasts of David and James,
to which Cosmas alludes. In the next century the
Feast of the Nativity on Dec. 25 was in any case

established ; for a sermon of Sophronius in 635
(probably) was clearly preached on that day {PG
Ixxxvii. 3, p. 3201, in Latin, and Greek text in

Bhcin. Mus., 1886, p. 500 fi".).

An interesting, but probably unauthentic, letter

of Cyril of Jerusalem is preserved by Johannes
Nicisnus (c. 900). In this Cyi'il asks Julius (or,

according to one MS, Sylvester) of Rome (bishop

337-352) to consult the books brought from Jeru-

salem to Rome by the Jews in the time of Titus,

and find out the real date of the Nativity. His
reason was that it was so difficult to be on the
same day both in Bethlehem, for the celebration of

the Nativity, and on the banks of the Jordan, for

the celebration of the Baptism (Combefis, Hixt.

hear. Monothelitarum ; PG xcvi. 1441''). The
answer to this letter is said to have been that the

Nativity was really on Dec. 25. It is probable

that this letter is not genuine, and Usener thinks

that possibly the events of the time of Juvenalis

have been .ascribed to Cyril. If it be genuine, it is

clear that the Church of Jerusalem did not give

eflect to the answer.
It should also be noted that the evidence of

Epiphanius (see II. 3 {h)) may possibly apply to

Jerusalem as well as to Cyprus. In this case it

would show that in 377 (the probable date of the

Panarion) Jan. 6 was regarded as the date of the

Nativity, and Nov. 8 as that of the Baptism. But
there is no proof that there was a feast on either

of these days.

(8) Asia.—Some evidence as to the observance of
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tlie feast in tlie Province of Asia is ad'orded by the

Homilin P/ixrliidi.i VIII. ([jiintcd in Chiysostoni's

works, eii. Montfancon, viii., Append, p. 275 11'.),

which Useiier believes to have been written by an
Asiatic presbyter in the be,L;inning of 387 (see li.

Usenor, ' Weihnachtsfest, p. 211) in order to fix-

clearly t he date of Easter in that and the following

year. In tliis it is staled that the Nativity is on
Dec. 25 [yiviTaL yap ws irdi'Tes fff/xet' wpd 6ktuj

KaXavSwv iavoiapiuy Kara PufwAous, ]). 275''), accord-

ing to the Konian reckoning, whereas the Feast
of the Epipliany is fixed according to the Asiatic

calendar {TpiaKaideKaTTj rcrdpTov fi.rjfds Kara' Affiavous).

The suggestion made by this passage is that in 387

the observance of the Nativity on Dec. 25 was new,
and regarded as an innovation derived from Home.

(9) Spain.—Usener {o/i. cit. p. 212) thinks tliat

the Jan. 6 celebration of the Nativity remained in

force until at Icist 380 in tlie Pyrenees peninsula.

His reason is that the Synod of Saragossa in 380

decreed that no one should absent himself from
church between Dec. 17 and Jan. 6. This was
directed against the Priscillianists, who desired to

fast on the Feast of the Nativity, because they
regarded the Incarnation as a defilement of the

Deity. He considers that this repre.sents a three

weeks' period of preparation—an Advent season

—

and points out that it cannot be taken as tlie

octave before Cliristnias, as that would begin on
Dec. 18, not on Dec. 17. Tlie argument does not

seem decisive.

(10) Armknia.—The observance of Deo. 25 is

still unknown in Armenia, where both the Nativity

and the Baptism are celebrated on Jan. 6 (see Cony-
beare, liituale Ar/nenorum, Oxford, 1905, pp. 181,

517 fr.). Duchesne, however, states {Or. du culle

chritien, p. 2-18) that tliey once observed Dec. 25.

Apparently this « as only for a short time ; and in

the 6th cent, they resumed their ancient use.

3. Sumnuiry.—Such is the chief evidence on
wliich the history of the feast of December 25 must
be based. The main issue is between Usener and
Ducliesne, and there seems, on the wliole, to be a
slight, though not decisive, balance of probability

in favour of Usener. Tliere is also a smaller jioint

of some importance. It seems tolerably plain that

Gregory Nazianzen brought the feast to Constan-

tinople, and that Chry.sostom took it thence to

Antioch ; but did it come to Constantinople viu

Cajipailocia, or to Cajipadocia via Constantino]ile ?

The answer to this question dejiends on the evi-

dence of Basil of Ca-.sarea, which U.sencr interprets

to mean that Basil knew only of a Nativity feast

on Jan. 6, but it is very doubtful whetlier lie is

right ; if not, it is possible that in the East the

Cappadocians were the first to celebrate the

Nativity on Dec. 25. The homily of Basil de-

serves further study from this point of view.

II. The cuoicE of a datk for tue nativity.
—There are two main lines of argument whi(-h

Fceiii to have affected the reasoning of the Churcli

on this subject : (1) chronological arguments based

on a ' plan of the ages,' and (2) conclusions drawn
from data in the Gospels. It is, however, probable

tiiat the latter represent the arguments used to

defend a given date, rather than the reasoning by
which it wa.s reached. Besides these, there is in

Clement of Alexandria a definite statement as to

various views concerning the date of the Nativity,

but, unfortunately, without any explanation of

the method by which they were reached. As this

is both the oldest and the simplest, it will be best

to deal with it fir.st.

I. Clement of Alexandria.—In Strom, i. 147, 17

(ed. Sylberg), written between 193 and 211,

Clement saj'S ; •yivovrai ovv d(f>' ov Kvpioi iytw-qOii

?ws Ko^65ov r^XeiT^? ri TrdvTo. ?tij iKarbv iviv-qKOvra.

Tiaaapa, p.nv cU ii/iepai 17, and, as Commodus was

killed on 31st Dec. 192, Clement must have dateil

the birth of riiri>-t on 18th Nov. 3 li.C. But he
goes on to show tliat there was no general agree-

ment as to this date : elai Si oi TrepifpyArfpov rrj yiviati.

Tou XwT^poi T^p-wv ov fJ.dfOi' TO ^Tos dXAA Kal T-qv T)p.ipav

jrpo(xriOiVTi%^ 9iv ipaat. ^rovs ki) Aiiyoi'xTTOU €v Tr^fiirT-^

llaxt^" Kal ciVdSi. Pachon 25 = May 20, and a trace

of this date is still preserved in the Egyptian
calendar, which celelirates the entry of the child

Jesus and His parents into Egypt (m that date
(Nilles, Kalcnd. Mdnualcutriu.iijucarlcsicv orient,

et uccident., Innsbriick, 1896, ii. ()13). This date
does not agree with Clement's other statement,

even if Lagarde be right in thinking that yivcait

does not mean birth, but conception. It is, how-
ever, curious that it would on this hypothesis
almost agree with either Dec. 25 or Jan. 6, if it

were su]iposed that Jesus was a seven months'
child. That this view did obtain is proved by
Epiphanius, li. 29 : (paaKti [Epiphanius, unfortu-
nately, does not mention his source] 5^ 6ti irpi

oeKaSi'o KaXai'Sw^ 'lovXluiv r} 'lovfluv, ovk Ix'^ X^7eei',

?^' viranlif SovXinKlov Ka/iaplov (?) Ut]TT(u UopTnj'iavf

inraTois [^yevvTjOij]. toOto 5i caKoirtjaa 6ti nal ol eiVifTcs

Ti}V 7]fi4pav rJJs (7L'\X^i/'ews, Kal ais einjyyeXiaaro 6 Va^pLTjX

T7JV irapO^fOP, (Ittov rrjy uirdvotav rCiv tlvwv Xeydyrtoif Iv

irapaddaet ws i'rt 5td. e-ma, p.Tjvuii' iy^vvqU-q. And he
then goes on to reckon that this 'seven months'
theory would agree with Jan. 6 as the date of the
Birth. It would be very curious if it really \\ere

true that in Egj'pt the view obtained that Jesus
was a seven months' child, for exactly the same
belief was held about Osiris.

Clement goes on, in Strom, i., to add : oi 5e dirA

Pa<n\eiSov Kal tov /3airTfcr/jaTos oiJtou ttjv ijpipav eopri-

^ov(Tt, TrpodLavvKTepevovre^ dfaYi/wtrft . . . Ti]v -rnvTC-

KaiSeKixTr]!' toO Tvfil p.i]>'6s, Tic^s 5' aD ttji' ii/SeKdrrji' tou

aiToO p.T]v6i, Kal p.'/ji' riifes avrCiv tpaffl 'i>app.ovdl

yeyeffTJaOai /c5 f; iTe. That is to say, the Basilidians

kei)t the Feast of the Baptism on Jan. 10 or Jan. 6
[does the Kal before tov ^a-KrlaiiaToi mean ' as well

as of the Nativity' ?], and some dated the Nativity

on Apr. 19-20. The remarkable point in this

evidence is that it shows no trace of Dec. 25 as the
date of the Nativity, and connects Jan. 6 as the

Feast of the Baptism only with a Gnostic sect

;

whether this date was really regarded by any one
at that time as that of the ISativity rests only on
the verj' precarious inference from the Kal before

TOV PalTTiup-aTOS.

2. The chronolog:y based on a 'plan of the

ages.'—This system is based on tlie tlicory of

the world's history which is most freijnently con-

nected with («) Julius Africaniis, but is really

much older. According to this, the seven days of

creation represent seven periods of a thousand
years (because for God a thousand years are as one
day), and the Sabbath represents the seventh

millennium in which the Messiah will reign (cf.

Irenanis, v. 28. 3: 'tjnotquot enim diebus hie

factus est mundus tot et millenis annis consuni-

iiiatur. Et propter hoc ait ScripturaGeneseos : Et
cunsummata sunt caelum et terra, etc. Hoc autem
est antefactorum narratio . . . et futurorum jiro-

plietia'). As evidence in support of this view, it

was pointed out that Peleg died (ace. to LXX) in

the year 3000, and Peleg means 'half.' It would
seem [direct evidence is ajiparcntly not fortlicimi-

ing] that it was then argued that the first coming
of the Atessiah was in tlie middle of the sixth day,

i.e. in 5500 after the creation, leaving 500 years to

run before tlieeml. So, for instance, Uippolytus

(
Com. in Ikin. iv. 23) : oei o5>' (^ di'd7>.i)s to (JaiicrxiXio

i'ri) irXripwOTivai tva 1\0t) rb adjijiaTov (see, further,

II. Gelzcr, Scxln.^ Julius Afriranu.t rind die byzant.

Chronnnraphie, Leipzig, 1880-98, i. 24 ff. ; and
Lagarde, Miitkcil. iv. 313 ff.).

The rule that the end is foretold by the begin-
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uiug was applied to the minutest details of

chronology, Eustathius of Antioch (f 336), for
instance, says

:

yCverax ovv airo 'A5a^ ini ttjv Tektvnjy 4>aXcK enj TpitrxiXta, itrl

Bi TTjf Tou Ki/pi'ou irapovaiav koi. avd<rTa<Tiv enj wei-TaicHrx'^Ki nai
nevTax6cri<i Tpt-aKovra er, tos Xdneiv TeTpa.Koirt.a Tret^KOfra ivfia.

CT7J nis tKTI]? X'^^^^O?* '^O"'"'- 5t T^ff TOV KOO-HOU OVr^cXfiaS OTJM^^O''
rh aafi^arov Kai cikoto); «ir' eaxdruv tmv ijjucpil)^ 6 (cvptos cirt-

iijM'^O'os Toi K6(riJLi^ tv irapaffKfvji nenovOei; rjris t(rri»' ijfiipa eVn),
Kttt TCiV7T)S TTJs i)/i,e'pa« wpa tif worel ckitj iwiKa i(TTa.vpui6r], toO Adyou
(TTJ/ittlVoCTOS Sia TOU t«TTJ9 YlAl0l5oS TO TJ/XtCU, KOI 5ia TOVTO lOplCT-

fiecw? oi'*c elTrei' I'lipa eiCTTj, VJre/i<^atVorT09 tou \6yov oAi'ycu TrAet'io

TOU apiBfiov vnepTTaUiv {Com. in Hexai'meron, ed. Lujjd. p.' 65 [PG
xviii. 75T]).

The doubt attaching to the genuineness of the
Coiuinentary is here unimportant, as Gelzer has
shown that this passage goes back in reality to
African us.

(b) De Pascha Computus.—The attempt to
establish the day of the Nativity on these lines

is found especially in the pseudo-Cyprianic tract,

de Pascha ConiputuSj which represents a lost work
of Hippolytus. This anonymous tractate is found
among the works of Cyprian. It is perhaps African,
but is certainly not Cyprian's. It was written in

243, and has been shown to be based very closely
on Hippolytus' d7r65et$is xp^^^^ "^o^ irdo-xo- (see

Hufmayr's Die Ps.-Cyprianische Schrift de Pascha
Computus, Augsburg, 1S96), which experience had,
no doubt, shown to be imperfect. The writer's
method of ascertaining the date of the Nativity is

as follows

:

He first establishes the fact that the first day of creation was
at the vernal equinox, when everything breaks into life, and the
day and night are equal, for God divided them equally (ch. 3).

Moreover, the moon (created two days later) was created full.

Thus the first day of creation was Sunday, 25th March, and the
sun and moon were created on Wednesday, 2Sth March, when
the moon was full. He then applies a * sun and moon ' cycle,
and on the chronological data of the OT establishes Monday, 12th
Apr., as the day of the Passover of the Exodus. After this he
applies the same cycle to the interval between the Exodus and
the Nativity, which is established (1) by adding together the
reigns of the kings from the Exodus to the Captivity, giving 995
years ; (2) by the exegesis of Dn 924-27, jn which a period of 70
weeks ia decreed. This 70 weeks is resolved into 62, 7, and 1.

The 1 is taken off as belonging to the eschatological period in
the future. The 7 weeks represent the 49 years taken up in
building the temple, and the 62 weeks represent 434 years which
must elapse between the building of the temple and the Messiah's
birth. Besides this, the 70 years of captivity are added, so that
the Nativity is seen to be 1548 years after the Exodus ; and, as
the Paschal lamb was a tj-pe of Christ, so He must be bom at
the time of Passover of that year, and, according to the cycle,
this was in that year on March 28, the day of the creation of the
Bun. The writer continues :

' O quam praeclara et divina
Domini providentia, ut in illo die quo factus sol in ipso die nas-
ceretur Christus V. Kal. Apr. feria IV.' (ch. 19) ; and in the next
chapter he repeats :

' Ecce iterum iam vere credamus quod V.
Kal. Apr. secundum camera natus sic Christus, ia quo ipso die
probavinius solem factum.'
The whole argument in this treatise is complicated by fantastic

applications of the sjTnbolisra of numbers. For instance, the 62
weeks dealt with above represent 434 years. Deduct 100 (= Abra-
ham's age at the birth of Isaac) and 334 remain. But the Greek
for 300 is T, the sign of the cross, and 34 = 31 + 3, i.e. the age of
Jesus at the cmcifixion + the 3 days in the tomb. Similarly, the
parallelism between Jesus and the sun is supported by the fact
that the solar year is 365^ days ; but J day is 3 hours, which is a
symbol of the 3 days at the beginning of creation, when there
was as yet neither sun nor moon, and also of the 3 days in the
tomb. Thus the i day is explained. The 365 days represent
300 + 10+31 + 18, of which 300=t, the sign of the cross, 16=the
year of the reign of Tiberius in which Jesus suflfered, 31= the age
of Jesus at the crucifixion, and 18 = 1"^, the contraction for
' Jesus.' There is much more of the same kind of argument to
show that the day of the Nativity was really that of the creation
of the sun.

Thus the writer of this treatise regarded March
28 as the day of the nativitas. In view of the
statement of Harnack and others that this must
mean ' conce])tion,' not birth, it is necessary to add
that there is nothing in the text to support this
free rendering of the Latin.

(c) Ilippolyius (\ c. 235).—As was stated above,
the de PascJui Computus is based on Hippolj^tus.
The actual arguments of the latter are no longer
extant, but there is some evidence as to the date
he selucted. This, however, has been tlie subject
of much controversy, and so far no universally

accepted result has been reached. The evidence is

as follows :—
(1) On the monument of Hippolytus in the Lateran Museum

there is, on the left hand side, the Paschal cycle of 112 years for
222 to 333 (see CIG 8613) ; and against the date wpo 5 fu> airpci

( = Apr. 2) stands yeveuL^ x * (XptaroO 'njaov, or a mistake for

XV, XpiOToC?).

(2) In the Com. in Dan. 4^ (ed. Bonwetach, p. 242) he
says : i) yap npio-n} napovaia tov KvpCov ijfxCiv ^ ifaapKos ff p
yeyifvrjTOu. ev B-q9\eep. [npo reaadpu^v airpiAttof] eye'cfTO Trpo oktw
K(x\av&(l>v lavovapiuiv, r)fi€pa TerpaSt, /SocriXevorTos Avyovirrov
K.T.K. But it has been a greatly disputed point how much of this
text is really due to Hippoljlus. There are available for the
text codex A(s»c, xi.) in the monastery of Vatopedi. codex B
(sfflc XV.) at Chalki, codex J (sbgc. xi.) in the library of Prince
Chigi, and codex P (sac. xiii.), Paris Or. 159. There are also a
Slavic version, and quotations in Syriac by George the Arabian
(ed. Lagarde, Analecta Syriaca, Leipzig, 1858, pp. 108-134), a
bishop of the 8th cent, (t 724). Of these authorities J Geo read
merely . . . ei/ BTj^Aec^i. eiri. AvyoiioTou k.t.A., thus omitting the
exact day of the month ; and A, while agreeing in the main with
the group El' Slav., has the curious irpb Tea-udpuv 'AnpiXituv.

Two theories have been suggested : (a) The original text was
. , . €f 'BrjGX.eefi. irpo rtao'd.pujv < vuivuiv > aTrptAi'tii' r)pi€p(f T^rpaSi
K.T.\. (so Hilgenfeld and Bratke). The other dates and the short
text of J Geo are merely the result of later scribes' alterations,
in order to accommodate the text to their own customs. If

this text be original, the commentary and the statue agree.
Against this view Eonwetsch and others argue that the grouping
of the MSS is 'decisively' opposed to this theory. Certainly it

is opposed, but 'decisively' is too strong a word in view of the
difficulty of explaining the origin of irph B 'An-piAi'tuv in A on
other theories ; the possibility that the ancestor of ABP Slav,
preserved a fragment of the true text in conflation, which BP
Slav, have all independently corrected awaj', and only A has
preserved, is not excluded. O) According to the other'theory,
the date given by Hippoljtus is intended to form part of a
movable calendar regulated by the date of Easter. Salmon
pointed out in this connexion that Hippolj'tus regarded the
yeVeo-is of Christ as having taken place at the Passover, and he
adds that in the year 5502 the Passover did fall on Apr. 2. He
thought, however, that yeVeo-i? must mean * conception * rather
than ' birth.' Bonwetscn carried the argument further, follow-
ing Lagarde, showing that Hippolytus regarded 5500, not 5502,
as the year of the -yeVecrty, and in that jear the Passover was
March 25. If yeVeaty really' means ' conception,' this implies
that Dec. 25 was regarded as the day of the Birth. Part of this
ingenious argument is, however, open to question : in Hippo-
lytus* Com. in Dan. 24^ and S2i yevea-is certainlj' seems to mean
' birth

' ; and it was taken in this sense by the writer of the de
Pascha Computus, which, it is universally agreed, is little more
than a new edition of Hippolytus' lost work, dwoSei^ts xp^^'f^v

TOV ndaxa, unless it be seriously maintained that here also
nativitas and nasci refer to the conception and not to the birth
(Harnack, ChronoL, 1904, ii. 251, says :

' Die Empfiingnis Jesu
. . . ist unter "nativitas" gemeint,' but he gives no reason,
and his view seems to be unnecessarily violent against the
usual meaning of the Latin.)

The most probable ^dew seems to be that Hippo-
lytus really fixed the birth of Christ on the day
which in 223 M'as the Passover, but there is reason-
able room for doubt whether he intended this to

be a fixed or a movable date. If the former,
Apr. 2 was the date he intended ; if the latter,

IMar. 25.
The literature on this question may be conveniently given

here : the most important contributions are Bratkei ZWT,
1S92, pp. 129-176 ; Hilgenfeld, ib. 257-282, and 1893, pp. 106-
117 ; Bratke, JPTh, 1892, pp. 439-456; Salmon, Eennathena,
1892, pp. 161-190; Bonwetsch, GGA, 1895 (Philol. -Hist. Klasse),

pp. 515-527.

{d) Sumniai^y.—This evidence suggests that the
earliest chronology in the West [Clement seems to

represent a different point of view] fixed on Mar.
25 or 28 as the date of the Nativity, because of

the theory that the liistory of the beginning is

a prophecy of the end, and the Redeemer-God
is in some way parallel with the sun. It is

hardly necessary to point out that this idea
points to various rcligionsgcschichtliche possibili-

ties and parallelisms, especially in connexion with
Mithraism (see, further, 6 [a)). It is also fairly

plain that the transition from Mar. 25 to Dec. 26
naturally followed as soon as the conception, not
the birth, of Jesus was regarded as the true be-

ginning of the Incarnation ; but tliere is no evi-

dence as to the date when this cliange was made,
and therefore this point, however probable, remains
hypothetical.

3. Further evidence of the influence of the solar
year.—In liipj-olytus (or the de P'i^r],n Computus)
the solar element is bound up with the syblem of
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chronolDgy coniiecloil with Afrk-anus. There are
also traces of ' solar ' considerations in other writers,

whose particijiatiou in these chronological arfru-

nicnts IS less certain, though it was so widelj*

dilliised that the argumcntum c silcnt'ui is not in

itself sufficient to sliow that they did not share
in it.

The chief instances of this are the Clementina
llumilies, and E|jhraini Syrus also is quoted by
l''.|iijiliiinius, so that the latter may be regarded as
licilJin^; the same view.

(a) Ike Chmentinc Homilies.—These heretical

books show a clear tendency to equate Jesus with
the sun, and with the solar year. The chief

jiassage is i. 6 (ed. Lagarde, p. 14)

:

</)iJ^7j Tis T)pfiia «V1 T^s Tifitpiov KaiVopo; 3a<riA«i'a? t'f coptri)5

TpoTTTji T7|»' ap\riv Aa/i/Saroutra IJ-'fal'H' eKainoTe Kai fart dAT}(?(I)?

ayaBrj Oeov ayyfAos Sierpex^ Tiiv Koau-ov, rb Tou Ocov i^ovXrjfia myfi
ariyciv fi.i) ovt-afxii^. tKacnoTe ouc jrKfitoy Ka\ fiti^mv tyiVero

Xeyouaa ws Tt9 ttot* *v 'lov&aitx «f tapii^? TpOJrij? Aa^wv T^}v apXTJc

'Iou5oiois rijv tou alSiOV 6eov tvayytXi^frai PaatAdaf, ^s anoKaveLV
A/yft, eav Tt« avTbiv irpoKaTopBiiKrfl tt)i' TToAtTetoi'.

This seems most naturally to mean that the

writer dated the Nativity at the vernal equinox

(it iapivT) TpoTTTi), though it might possibly refer to

the first appearance of Jesus in public. The
'solar' idea also is clearly indicated in ii. 23

(p.. 28):
(jjoTTpp T(3 KvpCw yeyovaatv BwSeKa air6uToXoi Tttiv tou tjAi'ou

5tu5eica juTji-uti' iftcpot-re? Toi- api.6tx6v, wtrauTujs Kttl auTw [i,e, John]
ffapxoi avhp^^ y€y6v(uriv rpiatovTa, TOV ^Tjctacot' Tij? (TeA^nj?

aTTOTrATjpouKTcy Aovof. iv o/ apiOfiiZ i^ia T(? riv "yui-Tj Aeyone'cT)

'EA<inj, ti/a fiT) touto ifotKOi'OMijToi' /}, iiM'TU yap avltpbi ovaa i]

yurrj areATj Toc T^? TpiaKOVToio? Te&ftKev aptCjtoi', SxTnep Kat ttJs

(TfAiJioj^ ^^ Tj iropct'a tou ^rji-bs oil TcKeiov iroteiTttc rbi' fipo/jiof [i.P.

a woman, who counts onh' as half a nuin, was necessary, because
the Ulnar month is not Sli, but only 29J days].

(h) Ephraini Syrus.—This writer accepts Jan. 6

as the date of the Nativity, but connects the date
with the solar year, though in a dill'erent manner
from that followed by pseudo-Cyprian and by the
Clementins Homilies. For him not the equino.\,

but the solstice, is the important point, and he
regards Jan. 6 as representing 12 days after the

winter solstice, Dec. 25 : and these days refer on
the one hand to the twelve Apostles, and on the

other to the twelve months. IMie important pass-

age is a q\iotation in Epiplian. I'anar. 51 (bk. ii.

p. 482, ed. Dindorf

)

:

uf Kal 6 TTopa. T0(? Suoot? aoifibc 'E^ipal^ e/iaprupi)(T< toutw to!

Aoyw e*- Tats auToii i^rrYrjtriiTi \tyutv OTC, OUTWS yap <^KOUo^l^jO^] ^ri

TOU Kvpiov rtfiiliv 'I. X. Trapovtria, it Kara aapKa yii-yqaL^ elr' ovv
Te'Acia (Vai'^paimjat?, o icoAeiTot (Vi'/>oi'«[a airb^ rrfs apx^'i Tijs tou

^UTb; au^^o-eojs eiri SeKarpta'iV rip^pais 5io<rT^fLaT05* exPT' V^P
Ka\ TOUTO TviTOU yfI'fVCat tou outou jcupi'ou ijiJiCiv 'I. X. Kai tmv
AUToD 5dj6e«to fxaOmCn', bs rbv SeKarpiuiv jj/xepwu rijs TOu i^cuTos

auf>j»Ti;w? effAijpuu aptO/xdi'.

Similar references to the solar character of the

Nativity may be found in Iiis hymns, e.g. dc
iKitivitatc Christi in came, vi. 3, 7, etc. (see also

the list of passages quoted by Usener, p. 195). As
Epiphanius quotes Epbraim with approval, he must
also have adopted the same reasoning.

4. Jan. 6.—It is obvious that, whereas the

reasoning in the de Pascha Computus was directly

influenced by solar arguments, and maj- have no
other foundation, Ejiiphanius and Ephraim were
trying to bring an already established date into

agreement with solar considerations. This date
was Jan. 6. It is doubtful whether it was tirst

assigned to the Haptism and afterwards to the

Nativity, or vice versa. The evidence of Clement
sliows that among the I'asilidians in Alexandria it

was the Feast of the Baptism, but whether it was
also that of the Nativity is uncertain. Where the
two feasts come together, it is possible that there
wa.s a double conue.xion between the two.

(n) Exegftiad.— It was held that the day of the
Baptism was also that of the Birth, because in

Lk 3-', aft«r the account of the Baptism, it says Kii

avrhi f/v 'It/^oOs dpxo^cvos u<rel iruiv rpiiKovra. 'J'his

was taken to mean that it wa-s the anniver.sary of

the birthday (cf. Cosina^ Indicopleustes : ito/ki-

ypatftT] its TTtf (rvWijipiv tou KvploVf quoted by
Lagarde, p. 290, who says that the Jerusalemites
keej) the Nativity and the Baptism on the same
day, relying on l,k ,'i^ ; this, he says, is only a half

truth, for, though it was true that the Baptism
fell on the day of the Nativity, as I^ike implies,

the Church had seiiarated the two celebrations,

postponing that of the Baptism for twelve daj's).

It is, however, not [lossible to prove that this

exegesis is old, thougli it would not be surprising
to find that it really is so.

(6) Dogmatic.— It Ls quite probable, though
again ditUcult to prove definitely, that in many
circles the Baptism was regarded as the birth

according to the Spirit, and the Nativity as the
birth according to the ilesh ; it was therefore
natural that they should be celebrated on the
same day.

It is, however, well to be cautious in accepting
the view that Jan. G was everywhere the date
assigned to the Baptism. Epiphanius' evidence
on this point is important. In Panar. 51 (ed.

Dindorf, ii. 482 fi'.), he twice states that Christ
was born on Jan. 6, and adds : (cai 4§airTlaOi) iv rif

'lopSdvy irOTafj-t^y Ti^ TptaKOtrry ^ret Trjs ai/rou ifffapKov

yepvi]ffiw%, ToureaTt Kara AiyvKTiov; ' AOup dwdiKdrrj, irpb

l^ eiSuiv Noe^i/Spiuu K.r.X. [i.e. the Baptism was on
Nov. 8]. The whole question will be dealt with
under Epiphany, where the reasons which led to

the choice of Jan. for a Christian festival will

also be discussed.

5. The method of reaching the date from the

Gospels.—In Chrysostom and in Cosnia> Indico-

pleustes the date of the Nativity is deduced from
the statement in Luke. The argument is the
same in lioth, and is stated at such length that it

is not possible to give it in quotation. It is, how-
ever, quite simple. It is argued that the occasion
of Zacnarias' visit to the temple was the Feast of

Taliernacles, and that the day of his vision was
the Day of Atonement, on which alone the high
priest entered into the Holy of Holies. Therefore
the date of the vision was—according to Chry-
sostom—the end of the month Gorpiaios (i.e. Sep-
tember). Actually it would have been, on this

reckoning, Gorjiiaios 10. The conception of John
the Baptist followed, and the conception of Jesus
was (Lk 1^) six months later, i.e. at the end of

March, and the Nativity was therefore at the end
of December (see Chry.sostom : fi's rri" yiniOXwv
rjpilpav TOU aitrrijpos tjplCjv 'I. X., ed. RIontf. ii. 354 ;

and Cosmas Indicopleustes : !rn.paypa<pr) fls Ti/K

avW-q^tv TOV Kfpiou).

It is, of course, obvious that this exege-sis is

radicallj' wrong : Zacharias was not the high
priest, and the altar of incense was not in the

Holy of Holies. It is scarcely less clear that the

whole explanation is posterior to the institution of

the feast, and was invented to prove, from the
Gospels, a date which had already been (diosen

for other reasons. Whether those other reasons

were simply the ' solar ' argument or not cannot be
decided ; it can only be said that the ' solar ' argu-
ment is the only one which is found in early

Christian literature to account for Dec. 25.

6. Factors which tended to support the feast on
Dec. 25.—There can be little doubt that the Church
was anxious to distract the attention of Christians

from the old heathen fea'-'. days by celebrating

Christian festivals on the same days. On Dec. 25
was the dies nnlali.t sidi.t invicti or the sol nomis,

especially cultivate<I by tlie ^otaries of Mithraisni.

Moreover, the Saturnalia closed on Dec. 24.

(a) The fea.it of the 'sol invietus.'— It is not, in

the absence of direct evidence, probable that the
date was chosen in order to compete with this feast,

though as soon as an equation began to be made
between Christ and the sun, it was natural to
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celebrate a Cluistiaii feast, on tlie day previously

consecrated to the sun. It is more likely tliat

Christmas was first lixed by the reasonint; fjiveii

in the dc Paschu Cmn/>iitus, and that use was
afterwards made of the coincidence with tlie feast

of the sol 7iovi(.i. The coincidence is adequately

accounted for by the fact that the Christian was
largely inlluenced by the idea that the Creation

(and therefore the coining of the Kedeemer) must
have taken place at the vernal equinox ; and, as

soon as the coming of the Redeemer was taken

to be the Conception rather than the Nativity,

the latter date naturally fell on Dec. 25, which

iiad been chosen for the feast of the sul invktus,

because it was the time when the victory of

light over darkness begins to be apparent in the

lengthening of the day.

That the coincidence with the feast of the sol

invicttis, or sol novus, was made use of by Chris-

tians can be illustrated from many writers. Ps.-

Ambrosius {PL xvii. 635 fl.) says :

' Bene quodammodo sanctum hunc diem Natalia Domini
Solem Novum vulgus appellat . . . videamus igitur hie sol

noster no\'U8 quo fonte nascatur,' etc.

Augustine {Scrm. cxc; PL xxxviii. 1007) says :

* Dominus . . . et diem quo nasceretur elegit . . . Nam et

dies nativitatis ejus habet mysterium lucis ejus . . . ideo die

natalis D. N. Jesu Christi et nox incipit perpebi detrimenta, et

dies sumere augmenta. Habeamus ergo fratres soleranem

istum diem, non eicut infidelea propter hunc solem, sed propter

eum qui fecit hunc solem' ; and still more strikingly in Serm.
cnlxxxvii. [PL xxxviii. 1302], on the Nativity o£ John the

Baptist, he says :
' Denique quia humiliandus erat omnis homo

Christo, ac per hoc et Johannes ; et quod exaltandus erat Deus
homo Christus, demonstravit et dies natalis, et genera passi-

onum. Natus est Johannes hodie [June 26] : ah hodierno

minuuntur dies. Natus est Ohristus octavo caleiidas januarias ;

ab illo die crescunt dies.'

Prudentius, Hymnus VIII. Kal. Jan. (PL lix.

889), says :

* Sol jam recurrens deserit ?

Christusne terris nascitur,

Qui lucis auget tramitem?' etc.

It will, however, be noticed that all these quota-

tions are later than the institution of the feast,

and this fact rather supports the view that the

coincidence with the feast of the sol invictus was
accidental, though naturally soon made use of.

(6) The Saturnalia.—It has sometimes been
thought that Christmas was intended to replace

the Saturnalia. This is, however, very improb-
able, because the coincidence of date is not perfect,

and, in the second place, there seems to be little

evidence that Christian writers connected the two
feasts, though later many of the customs con-

nected with the Saturnalia were preserved in

connexion with Christmas (see below, Christmas
Customs). Epiphanius, it; is true [Panar. 51),

says that the Saturnalia was held on Dec. 25 (an

inaccurate statement), but it is merely an obiter

dietum in the middle of a list of dates, and is quite

deprived of importance by the fact that in the

same passage he places the Nativity on Jan. 6.

The possible connexion between Jan. 6 and a
festival of Kore will be dealt with under En-
PHANY.

(c) The date of the Nativity as injlucnced by the

date of the Passion.—In his Origines du culte

chrHien (pp. 2.50-4), Duchesne suggests that both
Dec. 25 and Jan. 6 can be explained as due to the
view that Clirist was conceived on the same day of

the year as that on which He ultimately suffered.

These were, he thinks, the traditional dates for

the Crucifixion—April 6 and March 25. Circles

which adopted April 6 as the ilate of the Concep-
tion naturallj' chose Jan. 6 as the date of the
Nativity, and those which adopted March 25 chose
Dec. 25. This theory is, however, not adequately
borne out by fa('ts. The dc Pascha Computiui, for

instance, says that the Crucifixion was Apr. 9. It

is, indeed, possilile that it was held that, as Jesus

sufi'ered on a Passover, so also He was conceived

(or born ?) on a Passover ; for, according to the

Hiiniolytan cycle, the Passover fell on March 25

in the year of the world 5500.

There is also considerable evidence that March 25.

was a favourite date for the Passion (so Tert. adv.

Judwos, 8 ; and in the 5th p.nd 6th cents, there

were sects in Gaul who wished to make a fixed

feast of Easter, and always celebrated it on March
27, and Good Friday on March 25). But there is

no proof that the dating of the Nativity really

depended upon this theory, and the fact that

Cliristmas has always been a fixed feast seems to

be against it.

With regard to Jan. 6 there is less to be said in

favour of Duchesne's theory. He can quote only a
Montanist sect in Asia Minor, of whom Sozomen
{HE vii. 18) says that they celebrated Easter on
April 6, because they reckoned that, since the

world was created on March 25 at the equinox,

the first full moon was a fortnight later—disagree-

ing with the usual chronology, which thought that

the moon was full at its creation. Duchesne sup-

poses that this is a remnant of a wide-spread belief,

and that, in combination with the idea that the

Conception and the Crucifixion fell on the same
day, it explains the date Jan. 6 for the Nativity.

But this does not seem satisfactory. Jan. 6 for the

Nativity is a widely spread tradition, and, if it

were really bound up with a theory that Apr. 6

was the day of the Crucifixion, one would expect
more evidence than that of an obscure Montanist
sect.

7. Conclusion.—In conclusion, it may be well to

glance back once more at the main problem of this

rather confusing mass of evidence. The problem
may be stated thus : Wa.s the observance of Dec.

25 universally preceded by the observance of a
Feast of the Nativity on Jan. 6, or is this true

only of the East ? As was stated at the beginning,

Usener takes one side and Duchesne the other.

Duchesne's theory certainly gains in probability

from the fact that all the early Western chrono-

logical systems point to Dec. 25 (either directly or

through March 25) rather than Jan. 6. This, of

course, does not affect the question whether there

actually was a feast, but only the date which was
likely to have been chosen, if there was one.

There is, indeed, singularly little, if any, evi-

dence in the West for Jan. 6 ; and this supports

Duchesne. Thus the question narrows itself down
to this : whether the sermon of Liberius really

implies Jan. 6 as a Feast of the Nativity or not.

If it does, Usener's theory must win ; if it does

not, Duchesne's view is sufficiently supported by
the chronological arguments to have superior

claims. Further consideration is also desirable

as to the exact importance of the fact that Dec. 25

is in Rome bound up with S. Maria Maggiore, and
Jan. 6 with the older Basilica of St. Peter.
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CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS.—Most of the

Christmas customs now prevailing in Europe, or

recorded from former times, are not genuine Chris-

tian customs, but heathen customs which have
been absorbed or tolerated by the Church.
The cradle of Christ {prmscjye), the characteristic

obje(U. of reverence in Roman Catholic churches on
Christmas Eve, is explained by Usener ('Weill-
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naclitsfest,' p. 283) as borrowed from the cult of
Adonis, the cave where tlie cliild Adouis was born
being adopted for Cliristian cult by the Empress
Helena, and later (335) richly endowed by the
Emperor Constantine. But if the ' adoration in
the cave ' be a mere heathen invention, it was at
all events adopted by Christianity as early as Jit 2
(cf. Lk 2'). If not, this usa},'e has its own orif^in,
and was later combined with the custom known
from the cult of Adonis.
This adoration of the cradle is the only import-

ant ceremony of the Roman Catholic Church proper
to Christmas Eve, the other parts of the vigilium,
fastinfr, etc., being common to all Catliolic festivals.
The presbyter Alsso's treatise (dating, at the

latest, from the 15th cent., and edited in 1889 by
Csener) on Christmas customs in Bohemia shows
us how popular customs in later times came to be
connected with Church ceremonies and e.\plained
as Christian symbols. The monk mentions some
explanations of these customs ' with which the
devil has inspired his children' : e.g. that the cus-
toms of the baking of white bread, the cutting and
distributing of apples, and the wrapping of the
fruit trees in white cloth, are to be observed in
order to ensure a lucky year and a good harvest.
Few of the Christmas customs have been conse-

crated by the Church in that or some other way
;

most of them e.\ist outside the Church, and have
become ' holy' to the Christian mind only through
an outward connexion with the feast days, the
majority of them falling in pre-Christian times in
tho.se winter-days ; others of various origin have
been attracted to this greatest feast of the winter.
The Christmas feast has inherited these customs
chiefly from two sources—from liinnnn and from
Teutonic paganism ; we can therefore discern a
Srmthcrn and a Northern stratum underlying the
Christmas observances.

The Saturnalia in Home provided the model for
most of the merry customs of the Christmas time.
This old Roman feast was celebrated on 17-2-1

December.
' The time was one of general joy and mirth. . . . During the

festival, schools were closed . . .; no punishment was inflicted.
In plare of the tojja an undress garment was worn. Distinctions
of rank were laid .xside ; slave.s sat at table with their masters,
or were actually waited on by them, and the utmost freedom of
speech was allowed them. Gambling with dice, at other times
illegal, was now permitted and practised. All classes exchanged
giits, the commonest being wax tapers and cl.ay dolls. These
dolls were esp.cially given to children ' (Frazer, EUr^ xxi. 321).

A good ileal of this old Roman merriment is retained
in the carnival (q.v.): the mummery, the fancy
dress, the pointed hat (originally the hat of the
free man, which slaves were allowed to wear
during these days, now known as the 'fool's cap'),
the universal teasing and mockery, and t\\ti cunfetti
(formerly true grains of wheat or barley). Christ-
mas inherited the general merriment in a more
restrained form (excessive only in eating and
drinking) : games, giving of gifts (especially to
children), abundance of sweetmeats and, as more
ceremonious elements, burning of candles and
bathing before the festival. We aLso note that
the Christmas-time, like the Saturnalia, lasted at
lea.st seven days.
The Nurlhern tyi)e of Christmas customs is found

in the Teutonic Yule feast, well known from Ice-
landic sagas as well as from Greek and Latin
chronicles. Procopius (Oth cent. a.d. ) describes
a feast in the extreme North ('Thule'), at the
returning of the sun after an absence of forty days.
This may have been in the region of the midnight
sun. In Southern Scandinavia, as in Germany,
the festival seems to have been observed about the
winter solstice ; but we are not able to stale the
actual date of the hoggunott (as the holy night ha-s

been called), the dates of Snorre and" the sagas
being evidently intluenced by the Cliristian calen-
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dar (Keilborg, Jul, i. 85 f.). At any rate, the feast
was celebrated in the darkest time of the year, and
at a period which was regarded as the end of the
old year or the beginning of the new.
We know from the .sagas that the julblot, the

great sacrifice of midwinter, was oll'ered ' for a good
crop' (til gro^rar [Ileinuskriitgln, p. 3]), 'for the
year's luck, and for peace

'

' {til drs ok friSrar
[Flateyar saga, i. 318, 8]). The hints given by the
Bohemian Alsso are on the same lines ; and the
cult of Froy [Frey], especially practised at Yule-
time, points in the same direction, Froy being the
god who bestows rain and sunshine, fertility and
growth, 'the god to be invoked for fijrtility and
peace' (Gylfaginning, ch. 27). T\\e julgalti, the
pig oflered to Froy on that occasion, has probably
some connexion with the fertilization of the earth ;

in later customs the (Danish) julgalt wa,s, at all
events, a pastry baked particularly for the Christ-
mas table, the crumbs of which were put in the
earth together with the seed. The/jf/ntsse (Danish,
a ghost possibly of a deceased farmer, at least
wearing his garment), if not fed with porridge on
Yule night, spoils the harvest or hurts the cattle.
Several of the present-day games, rhymes, and
riddles at Yule-time prognosticate the events of
the year : the weather, the harvest, the prospects
of the girls, fortune and misfortune, death, etc.
Vaticinations of this kind are ordinarily the later
and attenuated form of earlier magical proceedings.
In a Danish Cliristmas hymn (by Grundtvig) the
angels, if kindly received in the "houses, [)ropliesy
'a good year for the seed and grains slumbering in
the field.'

Besides these rites and ideas pertaining to fer-
tility, we observe a different stratum in the Teu-
tonic Yule customs. As Yule-time is the darkest
period of the year and the end of the calendar,
it is particularly threatened by demons, especially
the demons of the air. The asgardsreid, the ' wilde
Jagd ' of the god Odin or Frigga, followed by the
vnlkt/rias, hunting the souls, is heard in the roaring
of the storms and the pas.sage of the birds. Odin
himself, as a Yule demon, was called Jiilnir, 'the
Lord of the Yule.' Mcmsters and evU spirits from
the under world roam about during these nights,
menacing and injuring human beings. A similar
monster created by the popular fancy is the Gryla,
a man-eating female demon with a long tail. In
the Christmas jokes of later times the.se demonic
figures seem to have been transformed into comic
ones. The Scandinavianyw/tiij/Zi wore, tintil modern
times, a devilish mask and horns, although the
monster had the friendly mission of bringing gifts

to the children.
This idea of the walking of evil spirits on the

Yule ni"hts has probably led to the adoption of a
series of customs and beliefs, not originally Teu-
tonic, which have left their stamp, nevertheless,
on the medijeval and modern jJopularCliristmas, viz.

in the notion of houses being haunted by the ghosts
of their former occupants. The notion is familiar
in Persia and Greece, where the deceased members
of the family were thought to visit the liviii" ones
at a certain sea.son—February or March—always
on intercalary days (.see .\XCE.ST()|£ -worship
[Iranian], i. 455). This belief has passed from
antiquity into the Roman Catholic Church, which
had the technical name mundii.i patet for it. 'All

Souls' Day' (2 Nov.) was the day chosen by the
Church for this cult of the dead ; but the popular
customs relating to the ide.i have accumulated
nmnd Christmas-time, and seem to have changed
the whole festival into a systematic arrangement
for a good reception of the friendly guests. The
cleaning of hou.se and stables, the slaughtering
ami brewing, baking and cooking, bathing and
dressing, the burning of candles, the serving of
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the supper—all the preparations of the busy time
before Christmas to the moment of departing for

church on Christmas Eve—have now an additional
purpose : wlien the house is left, the dead come to

visit and to scrutinize it, to see if all be in order,

anil then they take their meal from the ready table

(of. Alsso, iv. 170 f. : 'ut in noctibus veniant dii et

comedant'), eating and drinking only the imma-
terial part of the meal. In Northern Sweden the
peasants prepare a special table for these visitors ;

and accounts of some persons who have seen the
dead on this evening in the house or in the church,
where they also have their service, are well known
in Germany and Scandinavia. The fertility of the
year is made to depend on the good reception of

the dead. In the Church hymns they sometimes
take tlie shape of angels, or their functions are
attributed to the angels (Feilberg, in his Danish
book Jul, has collected a large number of these
features of the Christmas festival).

The English Christmas customs are not deeply
imbued with this animistic belief, but keep more
of the traditions of the Saturnalia. Aa briefly

described by an English writer {in EBr^ v. 704),
the joyful character prevails :

' It was the custom on Ohristmas eve, after the usual devo-
tions were over, to light large candles and throw on the hearth
a huge log, called the Yule Log or Christmas Block. At court,
and in the houses of the wealthy, an officer, named the Lord of
Misrule, was appointed to superintend the revels ; and in
Scotland a similar functionary used to be appointed under the
title of the Abbot of Unreason, till the year 1555, when the otBce
was abolished by Act of ParUament. The reign of the Lord of
Misrule beg^an on All-Hallow eve, and lasted till Candlemas day.
The favourite pastimes over which he presided were gaming,
music, conjuring, dipping for nuts and apples, dancing, fool
plough, hot cockles, blind man's bufT, etc. . . . The favourite
dishes tor breakfast and supper at this season were the boar's
head with an apple or orange m the mouth and set off with rose-
mary, plum pudding, and mince pies. The houses and churches
were decked with evergreens, especially with mistletoe.'

This mistletoe is generally considered to be a rem-
nant of Celtic religion, possibly a relatively modern
revival rather than an old survival. The use of
evergreen at Christmas-time is elsewhere rather
modem. The German Weihyiachtsbauni, a fir tree,
cannot be traced further back than the 17th cent.,
and it was not in general use before the end of the
I8th. In Scandinavia, where it is now quite as
frequent as in Germany, it was unknown until the
beginning of the 19th cent. ; about the end of the
same century it was carried to France by German
families. Probably it was adopted at first through
analogy with the Maienbaum.
The etymology of the word ' Yule ' is not clear, and its

original meaning is therefore very uncertain. Falk and Torp
(Etj/mot. Ordhog, 1903) adduce Old Norse jOl (neut. plur.)

;

Anglo-Sax. 3coA(A)o!, giol ['jehwla and *Je(gywla] ; Indo-Germ.
*jegelo, akin to Lat. joais (from joqo-); later (and through
the German), Fr. jolt, Eng. 'jolly,' Ital. guUivo. Uhlenbeck
{Etynwl. Wat-terbuch der Sanskritsprache, art. 'Yaic') has a
more distant derivation from Skr. ,/yaic, * to invite ' (invitation
of guests or of ghosts [?]).

Cf. also preceding article.
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CHRONOLOGY.—Chronology determines the
time of the occurrence of past events in terms of the
periodic movements of some of the heavenly bodies

;

as, for example, the day and the year, the former
being the length of time the earth takes to make a
complete revolution on its axis, and the latter the

time it takes to complete its annual circuit round
the sun. In order to make these mathematically
precise units available for human chronology, it

was indispensable to fix some starting-point, gene-
rally some momentous event in the history of a
people, from which the dates of subsequent events
were to be measured in so many days, or years, or
centuries, or cycles. The working of this method
in historical times may be illustrated by the phrases
Anno Domini, Anno Urbis Conditie, the former
being the commencement of the Christian era, now
used throughout Christendom, and the latter the
year from which the Romans dated their recorded
transactions. In this way the occurrence, recur-
rence, and succession of events are investigated
and arranged, not only in the order of their chrono-
logical sequence, but with precise relationship to

a fixed landmark in the stream of time. But, as

this method is applicable only to the historic period,
it became necessary to devise some other means of

computing time, if it was desired to have any know-
ledge of what took place on the globe prior to the
later stages of human civilization.

For the materials on which this new departure in

chronological research is founded we are indebted
to the science of Geology. The first significant

step towards success was the recognition of the
importance of superposition, among the stratified

beds of sedimentary rocks, the lower strata being
necessarily older than those above them. A carefid
comparison of the heterogeneous objects contained
in these beds has now led to such astounding
results, that geologists are enabled to lay down, as
it were on a chart, the progressive modifications
which have taken place in the flora and fauna of
bygone ages, as well as many of the concomitant
physical changes which the world has undergone.
The manner in which these correlated results come
under the standards of mathematical chronology
will be described when we come to discuss the
details of the sj'stem.

As above defmed, these two chronological systems
naturallj' fall to be classed as Absolute and Relative
Chronology ; and we shall now proceed to examine
their respective materials with sufficient fullness to
give a general idea of their value as bringing to
our knowledge memorials of the past history of

man and his civilization.

i. Absolute chronology.—There can be little

doubt that the earliest chronological units to

attract the attention of mankind were the day, the
year, the month, and the seasons ; but, as the preser-
vation of any records implies a certain knowledge
of the art of calculating the periodic movements
of the earth and the moon, it is evident that human
sociology had made considerable progress before
the year and day had been adopted as regular
standards for the measurement of time. Indeed,
it would have been almost impossible to transmit
the memory of past transactions, with any dewee
of accuracy l)efore the invention of letters and of

the art of writing, so that the overlap between
evanescent traditions and the development of his-

torical records forms a wide borderland almost
impermeable to Absolute Clironology, and made
accessible to it only after much recondite research.

I. The solar dmi is the time that elapses between
the sun's leaving the meridian and his return to it,

and hence, owing to the obliquity of the ecliptic,

the length of the day is continually varj^ng.
Moreover, the regular alternation of light and
darkness, heat and cold, during the period produces
a marked ett'ect on the whole of the organic world.
Not only mankind, but even some of the higher
animals, regulate their actions in full confidence in
the recurrence of its normal changes. In Britain
and some other European countries, the day is

reckoned to begin at midnight ; but among the
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fincients it began either at sunrise or at sunset. The
Itomans called the period between sunrise and sun-
set the natural day, and divided it into 12 lionE

;

but, since this interval varied from day to day, it is

obvious that the Roman hour was correspondingly
atlected. The division of the day into 24 hours
of ecjual length dates, however, from a very early
perioid.

2. The cycle of 7 days, known as a week, was
U!-ed by Hindus, Assyrians. Habylonians, and other
Eastern peoples ; and amon<j the Jews the seventh
day had a special religious significance assigned to
it (see Sabbath). The close approximation of 7
days to a quarter of the lunar rauutli may have
suggested the origin of this period in social life,

but it is regarded by the priestly writer of Gn 2^

(cf. Ex 20") as a memorial of the story of the crea-
tion of the world. The days of the week were first

named after the seven heavenly todies then known,
viz. Saturn, Juppiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury, the
sun, and the moon; but, as now written in the
English language, four of these names have been
transformed into the Germanic equivalents of the
Latin divinities wliich they re.spectively represent.

3. The moon, owing to her appreciable motion
in the heavens and the variable phases of her
illuminated surface, must have been an object of
human interest at all times. As a unit of time,
she has also played a conspicuous part by her
monthly revolutions round the earth. Each revolu-
tion, counting from one new moon to the next,
constitutes a lunar or synodic month, and measures
29 days, 12 hrs., 44 miu., and 3 seconds.

4. The exact length of the year is the period
which elapses between the sun's leaving either
tropi)- and his return to the same position. This
is called the tropical, or solar, year, and compre-
hends the twelve calendar months, as well as a
complete rotation of the four seasons. Its mean
length is 365 days, 5 hrs., 48 min., andoTG sec;
and it is generally considered as beginning on
1st January and ending on 31st December. In
earlier times, however, its duration was variously
estimated. At first 12 lunar months were sup-
posed to be a near enough approach to the course
of the sea-sons ; but, being short by 11 days of the
solar year, the dLscrcspancy soon became apparent,
and tne 11 days had to be somehow distributed
among the 12 lunar mouths. The Egyptians, who
were early acquainted with the solar year, divided
each lunar montli into 30 days, and added 5 sup-
plementary days at the end of the 12tli month.
The Jewish 3'ear consisted of 12 lunar months, a
thirteenth month being from time to time added so
as to make it, so far, correspond with the seasons
and the solar year. The Greeks and Romans also
adopted the 12 huiar montlis as the main divisions
of the year, and had various artificial metliods for
adjudicating among them the surplus <lays neces-
.<ary to make up the length of the solar year. The
confusion thus caused in the social chronology of
these classic countries continued till Julius Caesar
introduced the Julian Calendar, which assigned to
the year 365 days, with a leap-year every fourth
year. The first Julian year commenced with 1st
Jan. 46 B.C.

It will be obsened that the addition of a day
every 4 years to the month of February was 11
minutes and a few seconds each year in excess of
what was requisite to complete the solar year.
This increment, being scarcely appreciable in a
man's lifetime, remained undisturbed until it

amounteil, in A.n. 1582, to 10 complete days. By
this time the discrepancy was causing great dis-
location among the Church festivals, and hence
Tope Gregory Xlll., after careful study of the
problem, undertook to rectify this anomalous state
of atl'airs. Obser\-ing that in 1582 the vernal

equinox fell 10 days earlier (Uth March) than it

did at the Council of Nice (21st March, A.D. 325),
he decided to reduce the year by 10 days. Accord-
ingly it was ordained that the then 5th of Oct. 1582
should be called the loth. To prevent the recur-
rence of similar errors in future, it was further
ordained that every 100th year should not be
counted a leap-year, excepting, however, every
fourth hundredth, commencing with the year 2000.
As a consequence of these prospective adjustments,
it is calculated that the difference between the civil

and the solar j'ear will not amount to a day in 5000
years. Roman Catholic nations in general at once
accepted the Gregorian Calendar, but it was not
till after A.D. 1700 that the Germans and other
Protestant nations adopted the New Style, as it

was then called. In 1751 an Act was jiassed in

England for adjusting the year in accordance with
the Gregorian Calendar, by which time the diH'er-

ence amounted to 11 days. In the few (tountries,

like Russia, in which the Old Style is still in
vogue, it is now necessary to add 13 days to the
day of their month in order to bring it into line

with current European chronology.
The time at which the year began also varied

among the difierent peoples of antiquity, some

—

Egyptians, Assyrians, Persians, and others—dating
it from the autumnal equinox, while the Greeks,
up to the time of Meton (432 B.C.), dated their year
from the winter solstice. The Jewish civil year
began at the autumnal equinox, but their sacred
year was reckoned from the vernal equinox. The
Itomans were the first t-o coimt the year from the
1st of January, but it was a considerable time later
l)efore the other Euro|)ean nations followed their
example. In France it was adopted in 1563, in

Scotland in 1600, and in England in 1752. Previous
to the complete adoption of tliis mode of reckoning
there was much uncertainty as to the commence-
ment of the year, the most common date being the
2oth of March, as was the case with the ecclesiasti-

cal year.

5. Another chronological point with regard to

"hich old-world nationalities difl'ered was the

beginning of their respective era^. Thus the
(Jreeks dated their current events from the first

Olympiad, i.e. the first celebration of the famous
games at which the victor's name was recorded

—

a date which is generally taken to correspond with
the year 776 B.C. From historical records we
know that this era continued in use till the 3(j4tli

Olympiad, i.e. A.D. 440. Among the Romans it

^^ as the date of the foundation of their capital (753
B.C.) from which they counted their years. The
Babylonians reckoned their years according to the
era of Nabonassar (747 B.C.). When, however,
diflerent nationalities began and ceased to count
according to their respective eras is not easily

determincil with certainty.

The Christian era is supposed to begin with the
year in which Christ was bom, but there are dill'er-

ent opinious held as to the precise date of that
event.' This era appears to have been first intro-

duced into Italy in the 6th cent., an<l to have
extended into Gaul and Britain about the close of

the 8th centui-y. Its author (Dionysius Exiguus)
.ulopted the day of the Annunciation (the 25th
March) as the commencement of the first year—

a

mode of reckoning which, as we have seen, was
long prevalent in European countries.

6. 'rhe duration of time was sometimes defined

in terms of so many summers or winters ; and
Herodotus makes mention of a generation as a
recognized chronological unit in his day. The
custom of counting years from special Saints' days,

1 It ia generally held that the birth of Christ took place from
^ to 6 yeara eariif-T than our present system implies (i.e. in

1; or 4 B.C.).
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or from the beginning of the reign of some famous
king, increased the confusion of tlie chrouolonical
materials of the protohistoric period, and adds to

the ditiiculty of deciphering absolutely oonect
dates from those which can be regarded as such
only within a small margin of possible error. The
fact that the day and the year are not aliquot parts
of each other is the fans et oriqo mali of many
of the perplexing intricacies of early historical

chronology.
The Biblical account of the time which elapsed

from the creation of Adam to the birth of Christ
varies in a hopelessly irreconcilable fashion in

different versions of the Scriptures. The Hebrew
text assigns 4000 years to it, while the Septuagint
reckons it at 6000 years.

Gabriel de Mortillet (in Diet, des Sciences anthro-
pol.) tabulates the various estimates of the dura-
tion of this period by no less than 32 different

authorities, from which it appears that the highest
was 6984 years, and the lowest 3784 years^ a
difference of 3200 j'ears.

ii. Relative chronolog^y.—As already stated, this

method deals, in the first place, only with the
sequence of events, leaving their absolute antiquity
to be determined from the collateral phenomena
with which they were associated.

1. Among the multifarious contents of sediment-
ary rocks from which much of the evidential
materials in this department of chronology are
derived, /ossi?* are the most important in supply-

ing data for the interpretation of the history of

the organic world. Mere sports of fortuitous cir-

cumstances, fossils were not intended either to

instruct mankind or to be a permanent record of

the forms of life in past ages. Yet such they have
become in the hands of homo sapiens. A shell, a
tooth, a petrified bone, or even the impression of

an object long since disintegrated, often suffices to

reveal the characteristics of genera and species

now extinct. Throughout the aeons during which
the ever - changing manifestations of life have
flourished on the globe, these footprints on the
sands of time disclose the same story of successive
scenes of organic life, each rising to higher ideals

than its predecessor. New species were constantly
appearing on the stage of existence, while others
were hu.stled off' in a relentless death struggle with
their more highly equipped successors.

2. It is scarcely necessary to particularize the
chronological problems suggested by the operations
of wind, wa\'es, running streams, etc. , in excavating
rocks and transporting the materials to distant
localities. No one can help philosophizing on the
stupendous results produced by such apparently
tri\'ial causes when operating for long ages. The
gorge tlirough which the river Niagara flows be-
tween the Falls and Queensto>vn, a distance of 7
miles, is believed by the most competent geologists

to have been excavated by the disintegrating
power of the water, facilitated in a portion of its

course by some favourable conditions of the lower
strata. Starting at the clill' at Queenstown, the
waterfaU has gradually receded to its present site.

Now it is clear that, ii we know the rate at which
this recession is going on, we can approximately
ascertain how long it has taken to excavate the
entire gorge—a time which Sir Charles Lyell has
estimated at 35,000 years.

3. But, however interesting these geological pro-

blems may be from an academic point of view, it is

only when the stray works of man become blended
with them, as, e.fj., when commingled with the con-

tents of stratified beds of aqueous deposits, or with
the gradually accumulated debris of caves and
other Inhabited sites of early man, that they claim
the attention of anthropologists, on account of the
number of well - founded chronological inferences

to which they give rise. The products of man'*
hands, as disclosed by his progressive mechanical
skill, have special characteristics by which they
can be recognized in aU their evolutionary stages,

and are thus brought under the touchstone of

Absolute Chronology. Fortunately, these past

phases of civilization are not entirely obliterated,

as, liere and there, they have left traces behind
them in the form of relics which, like instantaneous
photos of shifting scenes, give glimpses of the

past history of nations which can never again re-

appear on the stage of life. A combination of cir-

cumstances which would evolve a style of art that
could be mistaken for that of any of the old world
civilizations of Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, or

Greece would be as improbable as the re-appearance

of extinct animals among the world's fauna of the
future. Thus aU the relics of the past have labels

affixed to them which are legible to the initiated.

The following stratigraphical sequence from
below upwards, the result of the ordinary laws of

Nature, has been noted in the valley of the Forth,

namely, estuary mud and clay, the decayed remains
of a forest, a thick growth of peat, and, finally,

cultivated land—this last change being tlue to the
removal of the peat by human agency towards the

close of the 18th century. During the process of

removing this peat, some bronze vessels of pre-

Ilonian types, a corduroy road of cut logs, supposed
to have been constructed by the Romans, and the
broken trunks of trees with their roots still in
situ (one of which showed 314 rings or yeai-s'

growth), were found on the surface of the under-
lying clay. Also embedded in this clay, but in

different localities and at ditt'erent times, were
the skeletons of over a dozen whales, and as-

sociated with some of them were a few perforated

deer-horn implements. The surface of these clays

is now from 20 to 25 feet above present sea level

{PBSE, vol. XXV. p. 242 tf.).

The circumstances in which these evidences of

man's hand were intermingled with nature's opera-

tions leave no possibility of doubt that the land
formerly imder water has been raised 24 feet at

least since the school of whales became stranded

on the bed of the shallow firth which then extended
for many miles to the west of Stirling ; that man
was contemporary with the cetacean catastrophe

and even attacked the stranded animals with deer-

horn implements ; that, in consequence of the land
upheaval, a portion of the raised sea-beach became
the habitat of a great forest in which the oak pre-

dominated ; that this forest was in full growth dur-

ing the occupation of the district by the Romans ;

and that, subsequently, the trees succumbed to the

inroads of growing peat, which, towards the end of

the 18th cent., amoimted to a thickness of 8 feet.

The Swiss antiquaries have occasionally at-

tempted to deduce evidence of the age of their

habitations lacustres by an investigation of the

collateral changes wliich have taken place in the

environment since they ceased to be inhabited.

The materials for a chronological problem of this

kind were found at the upper end of the lake of

Neuchatel, which the present writer has thus

recorded

:

' At the foot of Mount Chamblon, rather more tlmn a mile from
the lake (Neuchatel) and not far from Yverdom. there are some
deposits which the peasants have been in the habit of utihzing

as fuel. Here in two spots, according to Mr. Rochat, the peat-

cutters are reported to have met with piles and transverse

beams «ith mortices. The tops of the piles were 6 to 10 feet

below the surface. A flint arrow-head, two stone celts of

serpentine, and a bronze bracelet were found in one of these

bogs ; and hence Messrs. Troyon and Rochat consider that

there was a palafltte here—a supposition which involves the

theorj' that the lake formerly extended to the locality. Nor
is this theory without some evidence in support of it, as the

amount of liibris brought down by the Thielle is very great.

On the supposition that the Roman city of Eborodunum,
the ruins of which are now 2500 feet from the present shore,
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was built on the lake in the 4th cent., Mr. Troyon calculates
that tile waU-r of the lake would have l>een as far bark as the
site of the jialafitte about liltecn centuries before the Christian
era' (iate Dwellings of Europe, ISaO, p. S9).

4. Occasionally the rotation of the seasons has
its traces stereotyped in the book of time so pro-
nouncedly that they become legible, long after-

wards, in terras of the ordinary units of Absolute
Chronology. Thus trees growing in temperate
regions have their age recorded in their stnicture
by the well-known concentric circles, or annual
growths. The horns of some animals also give
similar indications of age. Such facts coming on
the field of archseologi' are often utilized as giving
evidence of sequence. Thus, a forest of great trees
growing over a tumulus, or a kitchen midden,
proves that any archaeological remains found on
excavating these sites are older than the trees.

Again, some rivers, stich as the Nile, which are
subject to yearly inundation.s, leave behind them,
cacli sea-son, a thin layer of mud, from which it is

manifest that the thickness of the accumulated
layers in a given area is equivalent to the number
of years which have passed since the inundations
began to flow over that particular area.

A propos of the above sUtenient, we may here note the
well-known attempt of Horner to interpret the chronological
8i;-rnificance of the intercalation of the works of man with the
sedimentary deposits of the Delta of the Nile. As the result
of excavations carried out at the statue of Ramses 11. at Mem-
phis in IS.'iO, Homer ascertained that 9 feet 4 inches of mud
accumulated since that monument had been erected, i.e. at the
rate of 3^ inches in the century. He then dug several shafts in
the vicinity of the statue ; and in one of them, at a depth of 39
feet, he found a fragment of pottery which, according to the
above rate of the increase of mud, would indicate the presence
of man in the Nile valley some 13,000 years ago. In the light of
recent archajological investi^tions in Egypt, this inference is

b,v no means improbable, as Flinders Petrie dates the Neolithic
Period in that country as far back as 7000 B.C. (see Philos.
Transac. 1855-58).

5. Anthropological researches nave develojied
two well-defined lines on wliich dironologieal in-

vestigations may be profitably conducted, both of

which start from the attainment by man of the
erect attitude. The evidential materials to be
gathered from these diflerent sources consist, in

the one case, of some fragments of a few .skeletons

of former races, which, by some fortuitous circum-
stances, have hitherto resisted tlio di.sintegrating

forces of nature ; and, in the otiier, of a number
of man's handicraft works, which, being largely
made of such endurable substance as flint, are
abundantly met with. The successive modifica-
tions wliidi the.se respective materials have under-
gone during the lapse of many ages, though different

in kind, are found to l>ear a decided ratio to the pro-
giessof huinanintclligence. Thus, taking the human
skull at the starting-point of humanity as compar-
able with that of (me of the higher apes, we know,
from its fossil remains, tliatduringtiieonward march
of time it Inus umlcrgone some striking clianges,

both in form and in capacity, before reaching the
normal ty[)e of modern civilized races. Simi-
larly, the artificial jiroducts of man's hands show
a steadj' improvement in tyj^ie, technifjuc, and effi-

ciency, commen.surate witli his mechanical skill and
power of ai)])lying it to utilitarian purposes. Stray
objects of lK)th these categories are not unfrequently
associated in the same i)lace, thus proving their
c<)ntemi>oraneity, as v.-.as the ca-se in the Grotle dc
Spy, in liclgium, where two human skeletons, the
skulls of which were of a fieculiarly low type, were
fimnd a.ssociated with flint implements of the earli-

est known forms used by ralu-olitliic cave-men of
Europe (Archives de liiothgie tie Gand, 1886).

Of the many arguments advanced in support of
the great antiquity of man, perhaiis the most
convincing is that founded by Niiesch on the con-
tents of the rock -shelter of Schweizersbild, in

Switzerland. This locality seems to have been a
constant rendezvous for bands of roving hunters

from tlie Palaeolithic period down to the Hroiize age.
Nuesch, the explorer of the shelter, has expressed
the opinion, founded on the relative thickness of

the deposits and the character of the fauna repre-
sented in them, that the antiquity of its earliest

human relics cannot be less than 20,000 years. The
present writer has elsewhere eintomized the nature
of the evidence on whicli this conclusion was based,
as follows

:

* According to Professor Nehring, who has made a special
study of the animals now inhabiting the arctic anri sub-arctic
regions, those characteristic of the former are—Band-lemming,
Obi-leimning, arctic fox, mountain hare, reindeer, and musk-ox.
With these are frequently associated a number of animals of
migratory habits, such as northern vole, water-rat, glutton,
ermine, little weasel, wolf, fox, and bear. Now the extraordi-
nary fact was brought out, that, of these fourteen species, only
the Obi-lemming and the musk-ox were unrepresented in the
lowest relic-bed of the Sch^veizersbild. The latter was, however,
found in the (Uhris of the Kesslerloch cave in the vicinity. It

appears that the Band.Ienmiing (.Vyorft's turquatus) and the
arctic fox are the most persistent animals of the arctic fauna, so
that the presence of the bones of these two animals in the debris
of this rock-sbelter was alone sutticientto prove that the cUmatc
of the period was of an arctic <huraeter. In the upper iiortion
of tlxis deposit, relics of new animals, indicating a change to a
sub-arctic climate, began to appear, and had their greatest
development in the next succeeding layer.

The result of careful analysis of the contents of the other
deposits showed that this arctic fauna became ultimately dis-

placed by the true forest fauna of the Neolithic period. .Among
tlie newcomers were the badger, wild cat, hare, I'rus, Bos
longi/rons, goat, and sheep ; while, of those represented in the
Palfeolitbic deposit, a large number was absent. Thus both the
arctic and sub-arctic fauna had given way to a forest fauna, and,
synchronous with these changes, the Paleolithic hunters and
reindeer vanished from the district' (.PIISB, vol. xxv. p. 9S).

In the above chronological problem the natural
phenomena, which stand in correlation with 20,000
years, consist of a complete transformation of an
arctic climate with its characteristic flora an<l

fauna to a temperate climate with the forest fauna
of Neolithic times.

6. The application of astronomical science to the
unravelling of the my.steries of the Mcgalithic
monuments of pre-historic times is a promising
innovation on the field of Relative Chronology.
It was first stated by Sir John Herschel, in 1839,
that the angle at which the entrance to the (ireat
PjTamid slojies is such that, at the time of con-
struction, one looking directly from the bottom of

the long entrance could see a bright star of Draco
im the meridian, and so near the true North Pole
that it would be regarded as such. Accei>ting the
correctness of this supposition, it is calculated
that the date of construction of the Pyramid was
:W40 B.C.

Re(!ently Sir Norman Lockyer has made an eflort

to ascertain the date of Stonehenge by applying to

it the same astronomical data which he and Pen-
ro.se had used with 'sun-tem]iles' in Greece and
Egj'pt. On the hypothesis that Stonehenge was a
sun-temple, and that its builders were in the habit
of laying out the summer solstice for religious )iur-

poses by placing one or two monoliths in line with
the altar and the rising sun, the antiquity of this

mysterious monument becomes a mere astronomical
problem, the solution of which, however, is con-
ilitional on the materials still present in the ruins

being capable of supj)Iying the necessary correct

data. It is interesting to state that, from the
recent measurements and calculations of Sir Nor-
man Lockyer, tlie date of the construction of

St<mehenge is announced to I>e 1680 B.C., with
+ 200 years as a possible margin of error (see

Stonehenge and other liritith Stone .'Monuments
Astronomifally eon.tidcred, London, 1900).

The alxjve sketch is merely intended to serve
as agimeral exposition of the chronological methods
hitherto ado]ited in elucidating the past. Once the
student gets among materials anterior to the use
of coins and well -authenticated historical docu-
ments, he has to depend largely on supplementary
methods of investigation. It is therefore deemed
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unnecessary in this article to go beyond general
principles, as the descriptive details of the chrono-
logical nietliods and dili'erent eras preialent among
foreign nations, ancient and modern, will be more
appropriately discussed in such articles as Calen-
DAK, Stars, Time, etc. Robert Munro.

CHRYSIPPUS.—Zeno, Cleanthes, Chrysippus
—this was the order of succession among the early
Presidents of the Stoic school. Yet Clirysippus
(282-209 B.C.) is usually regarded as the second
founder of the scliool, according to the sayin;:,
' Had there been no Chrysippus, tliere would ha\e
been no Stoa.' This, however, must not be taken
too literally. For, on the one hand, the distinctive
doctrines of Stoicism originated with Zeno ; and,
on the other liand, the contributions made by
Cleanthes, on the lines of these fimdamental
doctrines, were neither few nor unimportant.
What gives to Chrysippus his peculiar place is the
fact that he was tlie dialectician in chief of tlie

school—the redoubtable debater, aggressive and
i;ntiring, whose keenness, versatility, and acute-
ness, defensively and ofl'eusiA'ely applied, as well as
liis genius in formulating and systematizing, won
for tlie school a fame that it never lost. Moreover,
by his fondness for arguing both ' against ' and
' for ' a position, he stimulated opponents (such as
Carneades) to active thinking, and furnished them
in part with material for their adverse criticism.
Of the life of Chrysippus not much is known.

The son of Apollonius, he was bom somewhere
about 282 B.C., perhaps at Tarsus, but more likely
at Soli, in Cilicia. He was small in stature. On
doubtful authority, his original occupation is said
to liave been that of a racer. Coming to Athens,
at a date unknown, he attached himself as a pupil
to Cleanthes, and threw himself eagerly into tlie

study of the Stoic system, becoming ultimately, on
the death of Cleanthes, the head of the school.
His reputation for learning among his contem-
poraries was very great. He was noted for
intellectual audacity and self-confidence ; and his
reliance on his own ability was shown, among
other things, in the repeated request that he is

represented as making to Cleanthes, ' Give me the
principles, and I will find the proofs for myself.'
He was e.xtrcmely active as a controversialist,
breaking a lance with Diodorus the Megaric over
the question of tlie possible and the necessary in
judgments ; arguing with the Academics on the
attainability of truth, and with the Epicureans on
the structure of the Universe and the nature and
standard of morality ; and, while he defended and
elaborated the Stoic cosmology and theory of know-
ledge, he developed the science of Logic (taken
oyer, in the tirst instance, from Aristotle) in various
directions, and, in his dialectical zeal, revelled in
formal reasoning to an extent and in a manner
that might have dismayed even a medireval Doctor,
His wTJtings were voluminous (more tlian 705, it is

said) ; but, if we may trust Diogenes Laertius, they
were not particularly original.

In contrasting him with Epicurus, Diog. Laert. says that the
works of Epicurus, also very many in number, were char-
acterized by the fact that they were independent productions,
emanations from his own brain (oiKeia Svvdtt.et), containing- no
extracts or quotations from other writers, whereas the works of
Chrysippus were made up in great part of citations from other
authors. Apollodorus, 'the Athenian," puts it even more
strongly. 'For,' says he, 'if one should take away from the
books of Chrysippus all the matter furnished by others, his
paper would be left empty ' (Diog. Laiirt. vii. 3).

This is clearly a prejudiced and exaggerated char-
acterization, and must be received with caution.
From what we know from otlier sources, we must
credit Chrysippus with genuine originality, and
nuist accept him as a dialectical force of an
exceptional order. There is general consent, how-
ever, that he was dirt'use and obscure in his

utterances and extremely carele-ss in his style, and
that his repetitions and appeals to authority were
tedious. But that does not imply that lie was not
a man of really subtle and penetrating genius

;

and it is undoubted that he came to exercise a
commanding autliority over others. His subtlety
is widely attested (see, e.g., Cicero, de Nat. Dear.,
passim) ; and Epictetus, among others, bears
testimony to liis unique authority {Diss. i. 17,
Enchir. 49), while Horace {Sat. 11. iii. 44) pays him
the compliment of ilesignating Stoicism ' the school
and sect of Chrysippus' {Chrysippi porticus et grex).
If, moreover, we look at the later Stoical w^iter^.
such as Seneca, we find that their allusions to and
quotations from Chrysippus far outnumber those
from other Stoic masters. There is no doubt that,
in the Stoic school itself and among the various
philosophic sects of ancient Greece and Rome, the
name of Chrysippus was one to conjure with. Even
the fact that his opponent Carneades, of the New-
Academy, could frankly admit that ' had there
been no Chrysippus, there would have been no me,'
bespeaks his supreme influence ; and it is further
significant that, when writers like Plutarch, Galen,
and Alexander the Aphrodisian wish to attack
Stoicism, it is Chrysippus that they choose as their
chief adversary.

I. Logic.—Great as was the dialectical skill of
Chrysippus, and outstanding as was his work in

developing and elaborating the Stoic Logic, his

intellectual subtlety was liable to be perverted iu

two separate directions—fancifulness and juggling
with words.
We see an example of the first of these in many of his

allegorical interpretations of Greek mjiihology, the flimsiness
of which was acknowledged even by representatives of the
Stoic sect itself. Seneca, for instance, in his de Benejlciis (i. 3),

speaking of Chr3'8ippus"s allegorizing of the three Graces in

relation to benefits, says that he ' fills his book with these follies,

60 that he speaks exceedingly httle about the reason of giving
and recei\'ing and restoring a benefit ; nor does he gr.iTt the
fables on to his discourse, but, on the contrary, grafts the
discourse on to the fables.' And, immediately after, he excuses
his temerity in criticizing Chrysippus, on the plea that ' Chry-
sippus is an exceedingly great man, but a Greek, and his

subtlety is very tenuous and blunted, and is apt to turn round
upon itself ; and, even when he seems to give effective treat-

ment of anything, he pricks but does not penetrate (jmngit,
non perfaraty
On the other hand, Chrysippus was not above quibbling and

sophistic reasoning. Like the other Greeks of the time, he
dehghted in intellectual puzzles ('the Heap,' 'the Liar,' etc.)

and in verbal conceits. Thus, for example, he reasoned :
' if

you say anything, it comes through your mouth ; but you say
" a waggon "

; therefore, a w-aggon comes through your mouth '

(Diog. Laert. vii. 11). Much else of the same kind seems to
have amused his fancy or exercised his ingenuity.

Nevertheless, Chrysippus made his mark in

Formal Logic. He analyzed speech, he contri-

buted to the doctrine of Defanition and the
handling of names or terms, he treated judgments
or propositions in all their forms in great detail,

he expended much energy in refuting (his opponents
said, excogitating) fallacies, and in syllogistic

reasoning he had the peculiarity of regarding the
hypothetical syllogism as the fundamental type of

inference.

In that part of Logic known as Theory of Know-
ledge, he worked witli no little distinction, placing
tlie criterion of truth in sense-perception and
common notions (afcr^Tjo-is and Trp6\r);(/is), and especi-

ally emphasizing the assent of the mind {(TvyKara-

Seo-is) as a leading factor in objective perception.

With the name of Chrysippus is closely associated

the Stoic doctrine of the Categories. This is an
attempt to face the metaphysical question of the
nature of Reality, and it is considerably difterent

from the doctrine of Aristotle. Beginning -with

Being (ri 6v) or Something {ri), it went on to

consider how this was determined. It must be
taken as the permanent substratum or basis (i>iroi,-ei-

ficvof) of essential qualities (rd iroidi'), and, thus
viewed, is implicated in changing states (r4 TrJjt
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fxo"), and, consequently, in varied relations (rd

wp6s Ti Tw! (xo")- Tliere are thus not ten categories,

as with Aristotle, hut only four—viz. (1) subject

or substratum ; (2) qualities (essential) ; (3) the non-
essential qualities belonging to the object taken in

itself, designated 'manner of being'; and (4) the

other group of non-essential qualities, those quali-

ties that the object possesses through its relation

to other objects. Aioreover, these four categories
are not, like the ten of Aristotle, an enuuKMiition
of summn goiera each of co-ordinate \alu(! with
the others, but are arranged in a definite scheme,
or graded system, in the relations of super-ordina-
tion and subordination, the order being a point
of great importance, ' the second presujipo-sing

and attaching to the first ; the third presupposing
and attaching to the first, /j/m.? the second ; the
fourth presupposing and attaching to the first,

p/its the second and [the] third' (Grote, Aristotle,-

p. 102).

2. Physics.—Here, too, Clirysippus was no mere
echo. Like his predecessors, lie was particularly

insistent on the subordination of Physics to Ethics

;

and he occupied himself greatly with the exposition
and analysis of the Universe, and such subtle topics
as motion, time, and space. But, while adhering
to the Materialism that characterized the Stoic
school, he toned down the crude doctrine of his

master Cleanthes, which maintained that, in sense-

perception, the action of the object on the mind of

the percipient was by means of actual dints, like

that of a seal upon wax. He regarded the process
;is one of qualitative change or mental modification
(crepofwffis ^([x^s). Again, he was a doughty
upholder of the doctrine of Fate, which seemed to

f<)llow from the reign of law wliich characterized
Nature ; and he identified Fate (dy.apiJ.4vTt) with
3'ro^'idence {Trpopoi.a), holding that ' whatever is in

accordance with jirovidence is also fated, and,
reversely, whatever is in accordance with fate also

comes under providence.' He argued bravely, and
in many ways, for the existence of God.
One of hig favourite argumente was a peculiar modification of

the cosmological proof, or argument from causality—viz. * If

there is anything that man cannot produce, the being who
produces it is better than man. But man cannot produce the
things that are in the world—the heavenly bodies, etc. He,
therefore, who produces them is man's superior. But who is

there that is superior to man, except it be God ? Therefore,
God is '(Cicero, d* Sat. Dcor. in. x. 2.''.).

His conception of Cause was that of the Stoics
generally— viz. efhciency or productive agency

;

but, in handling Fate, and in the interests of
human responsibility—that is, with a view to
rescuing the freedom of the will from necessity

—he made a distinction between causes that are
' complete and principal ' {perfectm et principaks)
and causes that are simj'ly 'accessory and
proximate' (adjuvantcs et jiroximce). And he
maintained that, when we .say that all things
happen by Fate, the meaning is that they happen
not from antecedent causes of the complete and
principal kind, but from accessory and proximate
causes (Cicero, df Fato, xviii.).

In this connexion, he used the particularly suggestive ilhiB-

tration of a cylinder or a top. A cylinder, when set moving,
has its own peculiar motion ; but it needs to be moved from
without. The proxiiuatu cause is tliis extrinsic impetus ; but
that does not determine how the cylinder shall continue its

motion. This latter is Bi>ecific to the cylinder itself, on account
of its form. So with the will of man. It is not independent of
pre-existent causes, but these do not determine it—they only
put it in action ; the result is dependent on its own specific
nature—on the man's character.

On the principle of natural causation, also, he was
a strenuous upholder of divination ; and on this

built a further proof of the existence of God. If

God is (he reasoned). He must have the power of
prediction in divination, through omens, etc. ;

and if, as matter of fact, we find that such pre-
diction takes place, then (Jod is. It needs on^ a
slight adaptation to modern notions to apply this

to Scripture prophecy or to any accredited mani-
festation of the Deity to men. He had a view of
his own, too, regarding the future existence of the
individual soul. According to him, only the souls
of the wi.so have immortality, and their immortaiitj'
is not unending life, but duration till the Great
Conflagration.

3. Ethics.—Stalwart logician though he was,
Chrysippus gave the chief place in the Stoic scheme
of the sciences to Ethics ; in other words. Ethics
was to him, as to Zeno and Cleanthes, the supreme
and all-important science ; and Logic and Physics,
great in themselves, were only subsidiary. Accord-
ingly, he interpreted the fundamental Stoic
formula, ' Live agreeably to nature,' in relation

indeed to the Whole or Universe, but also with a
special reference to human nature. ' Our individual
natures,' he said, ' are all parts of universal nature.
Wherefore, the chief gooci is to live in accordance
with nature, which is the same thing as in

accordance with one's own nature and with the
universal nature' (Diog. Laiirt. vii. sect. 53).

Now, human nature is, in its very essence, ethical.

So Socrates had taught, and Clirysippus accepted
it. Ethics, therefore, with Chrysippus, has a
psychological foundation, and it runs up into
Metaphysics and Theology. Man is akin to the
Divine, emanating from the primal fire or ether,
which, though material, is the embodiment of

reason ; and he should comport himself accordingly.
He has freedom, and this freedom consists in

emancipation from irrational desires (lust, riches,

position in life, domination, and so forth), and in

subjecting the will to the reason. On this account
Chrysippus laid the greatest stress on the worth
and dignity of the individual man, and on his

power of will ; and, as the passions or emotions
(n-iBf)) are the disturbing element in right judg-
ment;, he gave a particularly full handling of the
emotions on the basis of psychology. On the
subject of Virtue, he peremptorily refused to allow
pleasure to have anything to do in determining
its value ; virtue is self-sufficing, and needs no
extraneous reward. This, however, did not prevent
him from realizing that practice and habit are
necessary to render virtue perfect in the individual

—in other words, that there is such a thing as
moral progress (irpoKOTr^), and that character has to

be built up. This was a point that later Stoicism
fully developed ; and, indeed, a good many of what
are often regarded as the later ethical distinctions

of Stoicism are to be found, in germ at least, in

Chrysippus.
Nobly did Chrysippus wrestle with the problem

of evil (pain and sin) in the world, and he reached
the luminous conclusion that evil is good in disguise,

that it is the condition and the means of moral
progress, and is ultimately conducive to the best :

joy and sorrow, )>leasure and pain, adversity and
prosperity, are parts of one harmonious whole, and
each has its existence thereby justified.

This he expressed in a notable figure, by comparing evil with
the coarse jest in the contedy. Such a jest is not to bo com-
mended on its own account, but it has a function in its special

setting and improves the piece as a whole. ' So, too, you may
criticize evil regarded by itself, yet allow that, taken with all

else, it has its use ' (Plutarch, adv. Stoic. 14).

He saw, moreover, that the perfection of the

Universe (a dogma in the Stoic teaching) was not

incompatible with the drawbacks and incon-

veniences th.at we find in Nature. On the con-

trary. Nature aims at producing things beautiful,

as well as things useful, and, therefore, certain

consequences of an inconvenient kind must follow.

Talte, for instance, the human head (Aulus Qelltus, Kocl. Att.

vl. 1, 3f.). As the head is necessarily constnicted of small

and delicate bones, nothing can prevent its being liable to

be easily broken. That is but a 'by-product' {Kara irapojto-

l^ovOriatv, per fequfllas quaedam necessariat), incident on the

material used and the end to be served.
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Teleology and Optimism were both artiolos in his

creed. But he had the Stoic dislike (the dislike, at

least, of the early Greek Stoics, who were uiarkudly
under the iiillueuceof Cynicism) of conventionality
in Ethics. And so, without fear, he pushed the

Stoic doctrine of ' indifferent ' things {i5id(popa) to

its extreme logical conclusion. Theoretically, he
saw no rea.son why people should not marry their

mothers, or their daughters, or their sons ; or why
they should not turn cannibals.

In himself, Chrysippus is typical of Stoical

individualism. His self-confidence, his sturdy
independence, his arrogancy even, and his higli

ethical ideal showed his appreciation of the worth
of the individual soul and the need of aiming at

personal perfection. Yet such individualism was
not incompatible with altruism and an appreciation
of social duties. On the contrary, it is only in a
social atmosphere, and by having respect to the
interests and welfare of others, that the individual
can secure his own interests and develop himself.

Society, Chrysippus Mould allow, must nourish and
protect the individual, but it must not swamp him :

it demands his services, but it cannot coerce his

will. Hence, Chrysippus stands forth as a robust
ethicist of the early Stoic type—self-contained and
rugged ; unimpassioned, straightforward, con-

temptuous of compromise and of half measures.
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CHRYSOSTOM. — See Antiochene The-
ology.

CHTHONIAN DEITIES.—See Earth-gods.

CHUHRAS.—The Chuhras of the Panjab and
Central India (known akso as Lai Begis, followers
of Lai Beg [see below]) were, until a comparatively
late period, an unnoticed race ; but the fact that
many of them are becoming Christians has made
them better known, and created an interest in
their history and religion. It was observed by
Ibbetson, in the Panjfib Census Reports, that the
religion of the Chuhras is nearer Christianity in
its principles than any other religion in India.
Briefly, these principles are as follows :

—

There is one txod ; sin is a reality, man is sinful

;

there is a High Priest, who is also a Mediator, to
whom they pray ; sacrifice is part of the worsliip
of God ; the spirit of man at death returns to God

;

there will be a resurrection of the body ; there will

be a day of judgment ; there are angels, and there
are evil spirits ; there is heaven, and there is hell.

The Chuhras have no temple, but only a dome-
shaped mound of earth facing the east, in which
there are niches for lamps that are lighted by way
of worship. When a shrine is made to Bala Shah,
their Mediator, it is consecrated by peculiar rites.

They dig a liole in the ground, and in it place a
gold knife, a silver knife, a copper knife, the head
of a sacrihced goat, and a coco-nut, all bound up in

H yard of red cloth. Having levelled the ground,

they make an altar of mud, in which are formed
three niches for lamps. These lamps are filled

with oil, lighted, and placed in the niches, after

which the goat's flesh is cooked and eaten, part

being distrilmted to the poor. A chela ( = disciple,

or ijySm, i.e. one versed in mysterious I'jre) per-

forms the priest_ly function, but they all partake
together. On Thursda3's they worship at this

shrine. The order of the ceremonies is as follows :

A basket of cakes, made of flour, butter, and sugar,

is placed on the altar. The sacrifice of a fowl, a
goat, or an ox is ottered at some distance from the
shrine ; and melted butter and sweet-smelling

gums, such as camphor, are burned. This is called

horn. This done, the priest sprinkles the people

with whey, to signify refreshment, and with water
also from a cup he sprinkles them for blessing.

Five pice, which are placed in the melted butter,

become the priest's portion. The people stand

before the shrine, while the priest recites in Panjabi
some such rhythmic invocation as the following :

' O God, O God !

God's will be done

!

Way the gift of the hand avert evil I

May Ho have mercy on all

!

We' call on the One True Name,
The Great Shah Bala.

At Thy door there is supply tor all.

What did they use in the first age ?

Standards of gold,

Cushions of gold.
Horses of gold.

Cloth of gold,

Shops of gold.
Vessels of gold 1

When the great and bountiful Lord comes mounted.
Bring the keys, and open the door of the temple ;

Behold the face of the true Lord !

If the Master come not to the rites.

They are not complete, O believers.

Say,' beUevers, All are saved.'

The congregation say, ' Amen !

'

In this manner the silver, copper, and earthen
ages are celebrated. The praise of Bala is next
recited. He is described as one who, before the

world was created, adored the Name of God, until

he issued forth as a te.iclier of mankind. Now his

flag, his red flag, flies high in heaven between both
worlds, and they pray to him: 'For the sake of

thy son Bal Bambrik, have pity on the black

race.'

Again the congregation say ' Amen !
' and they

seat themselves. The incense is then burned, and
the sweet cake, with the flesh of the sacrifice, is

distributed and eaten. Some is set apart for the

dogs and the crows.

They are now ready to sing, to the accompani-

ment of drum and cymbal, the Attributes of God.
In these the creation of man is described :

' Praise God, the true Original, who sat

On waters dark, contemplative. He tirst

Of yielding clay, with care and wondrous art

As sculptor wise, began to mould the face

And features, form and limbs, of Adam. There
The image lay all hfeless still, without
Or sense or motion, when to the entrance door
Of this new mansion God led up the soul.

The voice of God said, " Enter." ** Nay, I will

Not enter there," the soul cried fearfully,
** In house so dark I will not, cannot live."

He said, " A promise I do make—a day
Will come when I will set thee free, and take

Thee to Myself again." Thus urged, the soul

Obedient entered.'

In due course one of the four sons of Brahma,
who had become incarnate, bearing away a dead
cow, becomes thereby impure, and is excommuni-
cated, with the promise that in the fourth age he
will be restored to caste. The name of this fourth

son, Jhaumpra, seems to be one of a series of names
given to incarnate jiriests or teachers, and Bala,
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one of tlie)n, is described as having come from
heaven for tlie sake of rehgion. He performed
miracles, obtained gifts from heaven for his fol-

h)wers, inchiding the heavenly inheritance, and
instituted the rites of religion. One of the hymns
contains the following :

' He comes to the world, the tenth incarnation.
Then only shall we worship rightly the name of the Lord.'

In the closing prayer God is thus addressed :

' 1 han^ on Thy Name as a child on the breast.
Creator of all, none dandled Thee. Thou hast never been

nursed.
Thou hadst neither sister nor brother, neither father nor

mother.
The angels of Qod ^vUl come and break man's skull with a

hammer. 1

The future is written—what can father or mother do?
None has cscajied death. But the One Name of God is

True, Ommpresent.
In Thy house there is no want.'

Their assurance of the resurrection is emlKidied
in those hymns that are recited on such occasions,
e.ij. :

' O worship Hini at day dawn, who made the herbs and
flowers.

Who waters field and greenwood with soft refreshing
showers.

His garden blooms with roses, the gardener's wife is glad :

Around her burst the new buds, the Ijowers with leaves are
clad.

Within thi-s pleasant garden, a royal mansion stands.
The lamp that liglits its hall was not placed by human

hands

;

A soul within appearing begins to sport and play.

As any happy child would on summer holiday.

But see, the'house is darkened, the soul has taken flight

To God, who takes account of the deeds of sense and sight

;

Alone, a homeless wanderer, she now is doomed to roum.
But at the resurrection tlie Lord will bring her home.
The body clad but sparely in garments poor and thin
Goes forth alike unfriended to wait the tomb within :

But that day fast approaches when God will souls recall,

There will be glad reunion, and God will keep us all.'

The closing words of the prayer are :

' O Bala Shah Nuri,
For the sake of thy son, Bal Bainbrik,
Have mercy on the dark race.

Sadde Kiik tere agge
Ten Kiik dhur Dargahe,
Our cry is to thee.
Thy cry reaches the presence of God.
Amen.'

Their High Priest and Mediator is known by
various names—Uflla Shah, Lai I5eg, lialmik, etc.

Knough has been said to show the nature of the
religion of this people. They have shrines, re-

li^.nous rites, and superstitions, making up such a
form of religion as one might e.\pect in a down-
trcnliliM and long-oppressed race, surrounded by
the viitaries of other faiths. In their hymns they
freely compare their faith with the Hindu and
Muhanimadan religions, and claim pre-eminenc^e
for their own.
They bury their dead. The l)ody is dressed and

placed in the side of the tomb, in a receptacle care-

fully cut out, and is not laid in the l)ottom of the
grave. The shoulder is placed towards the north
star, and the feet to the east. Mourning for the
dead is e.xtremely and sadly impressive, one woman
clianting tlie dirge and the other women following
her, while they beat forehead and breast with their

hands in time to the dirge. Nothing could be
sadder. Tliey wail :

* Night has fallen in the forest.

Go not unto tb.it darkness
Whence there is no returning.

Let us take the Name of God,
He is worshipped everywhere.

God's angel of death comes.
And c:alls a man from the world.
Bring coUi water.
The sleeping man must be bathed.

In the grave he i

That was not yoi

This where you b

shown his real house,
r real house, my friend,

e now placed is yonr dwelling-place.'

1 When a Hindu is buried, the skull is broken to free the
epirit.

For a woman we have the plaint

:

* I saw thee first in the marriage palanquin ;

Go home now, thy time has come.

The cotton skeins are left in the basket.
The cotton is forsaken l>eside the spinning wheel.
In scanty dress, w ife of the marriage bracelet.

Thou hast gone from the house.'

It is probable that, as the Chuhras are rapidly
pa.ssiiig into the Christian Church, their religion

will speedily be a thing of the past, but from what
they at present believe it will be seen that they
have been indeed like a child crying in the dark,
stretching their hands out to God.
Literature.— R. C. Temple, Leaends of the Punjab, vol. !-
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John W. Vouno.son.
CHURCH.— I. Origin and application of the

word.—In slightly moditied forms the word
'church 'is common to all the Germanic tongues.
Some early forms, like the O.H.G. c/iirthha,

suggest a derivation from Kvpi.aK6v, ' belonging to

the Lord,' 'the Lord's house.' Had the word
'church ' entered through Ullilas or any Christian
teacher, that origin from a mere popular name for

the Christian edifice would be incomprehensible.
The source must then have been cKKX-qaia—the
word sanctioned l)y long and universal usage as

the name of the Christian society. So it was in

all the Latin and, through them, all the Celtic

tongues. But, if it be true that the word ' cliurch
'

appeared in the Germanic speech in the 5th or
possibly the 4th cent., i.e. before Christianity
itself, it is easy to understand how the pagan
German seized on the name for the building he
robbed, rather than on the name for the fellowship

he did not appreciate. Moreover, these marauders
were much more likely to have picked up a word
from the common speech like kvpmk6v, than a word
with high ecclesiastical associations like ^KKXriaia.

In addition to its original sense of ' the Lord's
house,' ' church' is now employed for the service,

as ' to attend church ' ; the clerical profession, as
' to enter the church ' ; the Church of Rome or of

llngland in ]>articular ; the body of the Christian
people, either in one local community, or in the
world at large ; or it may be an ideal conception
embracing only true believers, either on earth

only or also in heaven.
Ihe a.ssociations of the word are still more

perplexing than the meanings. It is only necessary

to recall phrases like 'Church and State' or
' Church and Chapel ' to understand « hy Hort
should feel compelled to avoid it altogether and
speak of the Christian Ecdesia. For liis special

purpose that method was defensible, but a general

di.scu.ssion should not shun the task of banishing
vagueness and prejtidicn; from <ommon terms.

Vet, as usage, not etymology, determines the
meaning of words, we are concerned with the

tenn ' church ' chietlj- as the ec|uivalent of ecdesin.

I'.ver since the Genevan revisers introduced ' church

'

in place of 'congregation,' 'church' means primarily

the Christian society, and that is the subject with
which we have to deal.

^KitXj/irio and aifayuyri, soon to embody all the

ditt'erences between Juilaisni and Cliristianily, were
originally so nearly .sj'nonymous that in the LXX
liiith were used to tr. Ileb. qiihOl (Nu IG' (nvayuyr},

l)t SP" ^KnXijir/a). From Dent, onwards avmyuyri

is almost always useil for 'alhii/i, and (nXr;ffia for

qdhdl. In Ja 2^ (n'^a7U7'i is u.sed for tlie ordinary

gathering of the Christians for worship, whereas
in Rev 2» and 3" (cf. 2' and 'S') ^skXijaia is quite

(lelinitely apidied to the Christian a.ssembly, and
mvayuyii to the .lewisli.

This might seem to indicate that the chief

reason why ecchsia came to be applied to the
Christian community was that synar/dgc was
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ajipropriated for tlie Jewish. But ecdexia was
already the more ideal conception. Synar^mjc was
only <ho local community, the visible congregation ;

the eciUsia was the ideal congregation of Israel.
Schiirer (GJl'^ ii. 433) eaya : 'truraywy^ expresses only on

empirical state of things, while cKKX^a-ia expresses at the same
time a dogmatic judgment of worth.' Sohm (Kirchenrecht,
1892, i. 16 fl.) finds that there was also a difference of tone in

the use of e«itXT)<n'a compared with ayopa or cn-voSo?, even in

classical usage, while in later usage it stands for an assembly
of the people as a whole, were it only in tumult. Still another
cause for the preference of ecclesia is suggested by Wellhausen
(Evang. Matt., 1904, p. 84): 'The original Aramaic word
k'ni^hta was apiiied to the Jewish as well as to the Christian
community. The Palestinian Christians never made any
distinction, but used it equally for Church and Synagogue.
... In Greek e«KXi)<n'a is the more distinguished word, and it

may be that the Jews of the Diaspora had already preferred it

to iTurayuiy^, which had assumed a more hmited and local sense,
such as it did not have in the LXX. The Christians used it

exclusively. The etymology according to which the «k«\t|toi
are the exAeicrot may have been before their minds.'

In Gal 1^ we find St. Paul speaking of ' the
cliurehes of Judaea wliich were in Christ,' as if

the Jewish communities also might be churches.
The expre,ssion 'all the churches of Christ salute
you' (Ro 16''), Hort interprets as all the Jewish
Cliristian churclies. It is much more probable,
liowever, that here Patil means all the churclies of

Corinth, from which he was writing. In that case
lie does not use the descriptive title to distinguish
tlie churclies of the Christ from other kinds of

churclies ; but, with the saying ' Is Christ divided ?

'

still in his mind, he would show that he had
per.suaded all the sections to distinguish themselves
no longer as of Paul or Apollos or Cephas. When
he speaks of persecuting the Church, though it was
the Church of Judtea, he no longer says, ' of

Christ,' but in both passages (1 Co 15', Gal 1")

'the Church of God.' Here probably, as Hort
suggests, there is a reminiscence of Ps 74^ and
therefore a conscious appropriation of the OT
conception of the congregation which God had
purchased of old. That Paul should have appro-
priated it for the church in connexion with his

poignant sorrow for ha^'ing persecuted it may
indicate the personal experience which gave such
intensity to his sense of the unity of all Chris-
tians.

Though we have the means of tracing only Paul's
usage, he could not have been impressed by the
conception had he not found it already existing in

the Church. This is confirmed by Peter's speeches.
From the beginning we find the Christians
conceiving themselves as the body of the elect
who, though then obscure and oppressed, were to
be manifested with Christ at His glorious appear-
ing.

A summary of all the uses of the term ecclesia in
the NT is given by Hort (Ecclesia, 1897, p. 119).

This freedom of use does not, however, indicate
either vague or \-aried meaning. It shows rather
that ' church ' stood for one comprehensive idea
which could have many special applications. The
word was not first applied to the local communities
and then extended to embrace the whole, but stood
for the NT Israel, and was meant to assert that
the essence of the whole was in eveij' part.
AVherever two or three were gathered together,
there the Church was in all its power and dignity,
in all the promise of the Kingdom of God, and in
possession of the blessings of that Kingdom.'

1 The credit of emphasizing this truth is due to Sohm :
' The

faith of the Christian sees in every Christian assembly gathered
in the Spirit, the whole of Christianity, the people of God. the
total community. On that ground every assembly of Christians,
whether small or great, which met in' the name of the Lord,
was called ecclesia, a national assembly of the NT Israel ' (op.
cit. 10-22). Kattenbusch approves, and adds :

' The words m
Mt 1820 "for where two or three," etc., was valid everywhere
and of the whole Church. The \pt(rr<is is the head of the aCtfia,
and this crw^a is the eVfcXTjfft'a. The use of the plural tKK^ijaiai
is to be compared with the use of ir^ei'naio, as in 1 Co 1482 ' the
tpirits of the prophets," though there was only one rrvniia.

2. The founding of the Church.—The com-
munity which regarded itself as the true Israel

n.aturally made much of its OT foundations.
Though the Apostles could not hand down all the
preparation for uuder.st^anding Christianity which
came to them fnmi Judaism, they handed on their
reverence for the OT, so that, in the struggle
witli Gnosticism, respect for the OT revelation

became a mark of the Church. This preparation
consisted of two things: (1) Through the failure

of national ideals, the old conception of racial

unity among the Jews was slowly transformed
into a religious bond. This religious conception,
begun by the earliest prophets, was developed by
the Exile, and finally reached its highest develop-
ment among the Hellenistic Jews of the time of

our Lord, to whom Hebrew had become a sacred
tongue and Jeru.salem a religious capital. (2) There
was the development of a conception of God and
of salvation which could not be confined to any
merely external or national institution. At no
time was the Jewish religion more nearly universal
in its outlook or more missionary in its activities

than in the time of our Lord ; never was it nearer
passing fi-om the stage of a national creed into a
Church.' To this spiritual preparation, not to the
institutions of Judaism, Jesus linked His work

;

and the fact that Christianity was enabled to
become a Church, while Judaism failed, was due
primarily to the still more spiritual conceptions of
God and of salvation which He brought into the
world. That, in this sense of being its inspiration,

Jesus created the Church cannot be questioned.
It is, however, denied that He founded it in any
other sense. That He ever founded it as an
organization or even contemplated the continuance
of His work in a permanent society is denied on
three grounds : (1) that no authentic record of
such a foundation exists in the Gospels

; (2) that
His relation to His nation was such that He could
not have contemplated a religious society apart
from it ; (3) that His eschatological expectations
were such that He could not have thought there
was time or use for such an institution.

(1) T/uit there ii no authentic record of such a
foundation.—Everything having to do with the
Church as an actually existing society in the life-

time of Jesus is found in ftlt., and is conspicu-
ously absent from all the other Gospels. The word
eKKXijcia appears only in Mt 16'* and 18". The final

commission in Mt 28'"- is much more general in Lk
24'"'- and Jn 20-^'-. The parables wliich speak of a
mixed society (Mt 13-'-*' 22'^), in so far as they
appear in the other Gospels, have a different

application. The night, when in Mt 13" tares are
sown, is in Mk 4" the time when the seed springs.

The good and bad in Mt 22'° are in Lk 14=' the
poor, halt, maimed, and blind—moral wrecks but
genuine converts. When Mt 16'* and IS" are
accepted as genuine, the word ecclesia is interpreted
simply as ' community,' ideally in tlie former and
locally in the latter,^ and more frequently all these
sayings are regarded as having been modified
under the stress of a situation in which the Church
was still looked on as the society of the Kingdom
of God, but in actual fact was becoming very unlike
it. On neither view do we find any ground for

belieWng that Jesus founded a society with a
mixed membership and governed by officers having
external authority. This does not, however,
determine that Jesus was not aware of the impulse
Each local community is an eKKKi^tria, not a mere (rvvayuy^,
because it is a representation of the whole ' {Apostot. Sifmb<H,
1900, ii. 692).

1 Boussefs Rel. des Judentums'^ (1906) develops this idea in
detail.

2 Bej-sohlag (AT ThfoL. Eng. tr., 1896, i. 162) and Hort
(Eccksia, p. 9) take this view. Holtzmann (ST Theol., 189",

i. 212), Wellhausen (Evang. Matt. 93), and others deny the
authenticity of both saying^.
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He gave His followers to the creation, in some form,
of a separate society.

(2) Christ's relation to the nntion.—Had Jesus, as
Gore maintains, all along had in view tlie founda-
tion of the Chuicli, and had His whole training
of His disciples been to make them into the stable
nucleus of this society, a society wliich He marked
oft by appointing for it solemn ceremonies, with a
Divine sanction attached to its legislative decisions,
with a hierarchy to keep it one, holy, and catholic,
there cotild never liave been any doubt from tlie

tirst about its separateness from Judaism. .Ai)art

from the fact tliat nothing but the insistence of
Paul and the leadings of Providence made tlie

disciples recognize this separateness at all, the
argument that Jesus regarded Himself as not sent
but unto the lost sheep of tlie house of Israel
(Mt 15"*) is quite unanswerable against such a
founding of the Church.

Yet, if Jesus did not deliberately separate either
Himself or His followers from Judaism, it is equally
true that He deliberately created a spirit which
He could not fail to see would go its own road.
In jNIk. we can even trace the stages of a growing-
alienation (1" ma-^s. a-w rji-i 2(j2-s 12^-M).i The
leading impulse from which this discontent sprang
is apparent in all the Gospels. Primarily it was
our Lord's doctrine of the heavenly Father as
concerned with man as man, with the toiler, the
outcast, the alien ; the doctrine of salvation as
acceptance of the Father's rule in His might, in

the midst of the common life He has appointed.
This involved a break with the old institution
because its services were such as condemned the
poor and the alien to a lower religious level and
moral dependence, and because, having no relation
to the common human need of God and the common
liumau duty of seeing God in our daily life and
our fellow-men, its requirements were as inadequate
morally as they were burdensome ceremonially.
When in the end He was charged with having
said, 'I will destroj' this temple that is made with
hands, and in tliree days I will build another made
without hands' (Mk 14'*), whether He actually
said it or not, it expresses exactly what liappened

;

and surely He could not have been blinder than
His foes to the consequences of His work. More-
over, what could He mean by the saying, which all

the Synoptic Gospels record, that new wine must
be put in new bottles (Mt 0", Mk 2^, Lk S''"-), if

not; that His "ospel was likely to embody itself in

new forms? His task was to inspire with the new
.spirit and to commit the form it should take, as
He ever committed .all things of the morrow, to
His heavenly Father.

(3) The relation of the Chiinli to the npoealyptic
expectation of the Kingdom of God is a large and
at jiresent a burning question. In our Lord's
lifetime, we are told, men exi)ected not a Church,
but the immediate appearing of the Kingdom of

God, so that not Jesus but the belief in the
resurrection created the Church.'

(a) It is argued that Jesus regarded the King-
dom as so near that nothing was needed to fill uji

the interval, lie is supposed to have lived in a
tense state of expectation that God would im-
mediately bring the present world-order to an end,
and at the close to have held a sacred meal with
His disciples as a seal of their reunion forthwith in

the Kingdom which His sufferings were to introduce.
But in Mk 13'"" we have a discourse, with every
mark of genuineness, in which Jesus deprecates the
expectation of a near end held by His disciples,
warns them against false prophets, pictures them
as a sufficiently visible company to be persecuted,

1 See an interesting discussion of this point in Kitschl's Erml.
itr altkath. Eirche', 1857, § 1.

: Weiss, ZXe Schri/len (Us XT, 1907, 1. 344.

decl.ares that the go.spel must first be preached to
all nations, and promi.ses salvation only to tho.se

who endure to the end. Moreover, tense ajioca-

lyptic expectation is not in the least degree the
mark of teaching which is full of story and interest
in men.

(6) It is argued that the introduction of the King-
dom is conceived by Jesus as so entirely a work
of God that there could be no place for any society
either to introduce it or to prepare for it. This
point is far more important. The principles of the
apocalyptic school of interpretation \ are that the
apocalyptic sayings in the Gospels are the most
fundamental and reliable. But the elements in the
Gospels which authenticate themselves are the
quietness and leisure of mind and the true spiritual

penetration of Jesus. These things no one was
capable of inventing for Him ; whereas the ascrip-
tion of crude apocalyptic ideas, which many of His
followers certainly held, any of them was equal to.

Therefore, if the spiritual and apocalyptic ideas in

the Gospels are contradictory, it cannot be the
apocalyptic Avhich are the more reliable. There is,

however, a vital and fundamental truth of Chris-
tianity underlying the eschatological view, to
which nothing of its spirituality needs to be
sacrificed. There is a sense in which, to use
Schweitzer's clumsy formula, ' the affirmative can
issue only from the superimposed negation.' The
victory over the world consists in being prepared
to lose it, the blessed use of life in being poor in

spirit, the possession of our souls in the judgment
of ourselves as sinners and in self-surrender. Jesus
founded His Church for the precise purpose of
liWng under the conception that life is not good in
itself, but good only when we overcome it through
faith in a rule which God Himself will introduce.
In short. He founded it as the society of the King-
dom of God.
Jesus did not, with the Catholic theologians,

identify the Kingdom of God with the Church, or,

with modern theologians since Schleierraacher,
uitli the progressive amelioration of humanity.
The Kingdom is, as Loisy expresses it, the realiza-

tion of perfect happiness in perfect justice, and of
immortality in holiness. The Gospel is not only
the restoration of the individual soul to the love of
the Father ; it is also the assurance that this love
will one day have its perfect manifestation. Many
passages, scarcely to be interpreted as metaphorical,
indicate that this belief had a setting in accord
with the exiiectations of the time, but the propor-
tion of things is wholly inverted when this is put
first Jind the Fatherhood of God and the salvation
of His children are put second. The Kingdom of
God is present in Jesus Himself, so that the sons
of the bride-chamber cannot Imt rejoice (Mt 9'^,

.Mk 2i», Lk 5'") ; and the whole NT is a witness to
the amazing strength and joj'fulness which sprang
from contact with His .>;pirit. Thus tlie Kingdom
of God was something which needed to be prepared
lor, j-et could not be accomplished by any prepara-
tion ; .-something present now, yet in the end a
regeneration solely by the linger of God. Cf. also

art. Kingdom of God.
Precisely this conception create<l the Church and

determinetl its ideal. It rests on the conviction
that the true Divine order is ever ready to break
into the world, if men will only suffer it to break
into their hearts. It is the society of tlio.se who
already realize the blessings of the Kingdom of

God in their hearts—)>ardon, grace, joy—and are
so sure that it will come in fullness that they can
live as if it actually were come, and so can
disregard the whole question of visible power,

'Schweitzer (I'oii Rcimam zu Wrede, 1006, Eng. tr. The
Quest of the IlUtorical JesuSt 11)10) gives a full historical account
of the apocalyptic interpretation.
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organize themselves wliolly on the basis of love,

nnd leave all issnes with God.
The fouiulin;; of tills society took place of itself.

Only too soon the feeling oi a corporation arose

(Mk fP). Not with the organization but with tlie

spirit of His society wa-s Jesus occupied. His

followers were to be a sufficiently visible body in

tlie world to be hated, and to stand for something
so manifestly contrary to the received order as to

be everywliere persecuted. Yet they were to stand

also for something so deep-rooted in the human
heart that souls prepared for them by God would be
found in the least likely places. The society was
not to be exclusive (Mk 9^'), but was to esteem every
kindness, to guard the weak, not to fear sacrifices,

and, above all, it must avoid personal claims

(Mk 9™"''"). Service was to be the only title to

authority, and the sole mark of authority was to be
yet humbler service (Mk 9==). In Mt 23'-'= the

whole type of authority by which other societies

were ruled was forbidden. It was a society of souls

made one, and equal by all being taught of God.
The Apostles, therefore, so far from being a

hierarchy in germ, were called 'disciples' because
Jesus appointed them to be with Him (Mk 3",

Lk 22^), and 'apostles' as envoys in connexion
with a special mission (Mk 3"). If there was any
official title, it was 'the T\\elve,' and the only
suggestion of office even in it is in the passage
which speaks of their judging the twelve tribes of

Israel (Mt 19^, Lk 22="). Whether the passage is

symbolical, or apocalyptic, or a mixture of both,

it is used not to justify a claim to authority, but
to require the renunciation of it. In Mt. it is

followed by a parable requiring them to give a
place equal to themselves to later comers ; in Lk.
it comes in in connexion with the requirement to

be unlike those who exercise political power, and
with the Master's own example of being One who
serves. The Last Supper is interpreted in Lk. by
connecting with it the strife about who should be
greatest, and in Jn. by the washing of the disciples'

feet. The symbolism is in the act, not the materials,

and it says the same thing about the true order of

the Church. It is, in accordance with our Lord's
constant method, a parable in double form, with
some deepening of meaning in the second member.
Both forms speak of His sufl'erings and the King-
dom of God. It is the final embodiment of the
contrasts in the Sermon on the Mount, in which
the poor in sjiirit inherit the Kingdom of God. It

speaks of the power to lose one's life for His sake
and the gospel's, and to find it again in fellowship
and joy and peace. Instead of being a rite which
turns the officers of the Church into sacrificing

priests, it seals all Christ's followers into an
equal fellowship, wherein the cross, the direct op-
posite of all human power and authority, was the
one source of might and dominion. This spirit,

and not any ecclesiastical supremacy. He impressed
upon His Church with the most solemn words and
deeds.

3. The Apostolic conception of the Church.—It

is of the first importance to know how those who
received this conception from Jesus proceeded to
put it into practice. What He actually left behind
Him was a society in which no one counted any-
thing that he possessed his own, and which occupied
itself with ]irayer, fellowship in the breaking of
bread, and evangelizing. This was the first un-
contaminated attempt to realize the spirit of One
who had a common purse with His disciples, to

whom priiilege was only a call to humilit}- in

service, who found the religious sphere in the
common life amid common men, and who made
love to God and man the sole law of His Kingdom.
The persistence of this spirit appears in the total
absence of ritual precept in any of the Apostolic

writings, and the unfailing fervour with which
they urge charity, brothsriy kindness, and love.

From that spirit the idea of the unity of the
Church as one universal body drew its power, and
from that it also followed that the bond was not
sought in any form of subjection of one person to

another, or of one comniunit,y to another.
If the Church was not created, it was at least

continued, by the belief in the Resurrection.

Believers were thereby made conscious that tha
power of tlie world to come was working in the
present world-order. By having the sense of a
direct relation to God through the spirit of Jesus,

they were set fi'ee from fear of the Law and all

other fears. They were ' saints '—not meaning
morally perfect or even morally advanced, but
spiritual in the sense of being related to God and
wrouj;ht upon by His Spirit. The Apostolic
doctrine of the Church is that it consists entirely

of saints so understood. They are tiie spiritual

who judge all things (1 Co 2'"'). Yet this most
personal possession, this direct regard to God and
refusal to be judged of any man, is the secret of all

unity, for there is only one Spirit and only one
Head. Because Paul can say ' the head of every
man is Christ' (1 Co IP), he can also say that ' we,

who are many, are one body in Christ' (Ro 12')

;

and Peter can speak of ' a spiritual house ' because
through the Lord it is composed of ' living stones,'

of 'a holy priesthood' (1 P 2*), and, still more
strongly, of ' a royal priesthood ' (2').

Our Lord must have chosen the Apostles very
badly if they did not, especially at the beginning,
prove themselves in some sense leaders, and if they
were not prepared in any crisis to assume responsi-

bility and face danger ; but He must have chosen
them equally badly for His purpose, if they used
this position to make themselves a dominant class

within the fellowship. Wliat we find is that, as

they had had special opportunities, they were in a
special sense witnesses ; that they made suggestions,

but from the first submitted them to the community
(7-6 ttX^Sos) ; that one of their earliest suggestions

involved the suri'ender of the power of the purse ;

that they were soon content to be witnesses and
missionaries to the scattered gatherings of Chris-

tians throughout Palestine ; and that presently the
Church entered upon new tasks without any Apos-
tolic suggestion at all. Soon we fail to trace any
corporate Apostolic influence, and find only the
personal influence of two or three of them. Even
these Paul speaks of as persons whose actions are

not at all guaranteed by their office (Gal 2*), and to

whom he would not for a moment surrender ' the

liberty which we have in Christ Jesus.' Finally,

we find them making an arrangement which
deposed them for ever from any universal authority

they may ever have exercised collectively or in-

dividually, because it withdrew from their influence

the whole Gentile community.
The supreme work of the Apostles was to main-

tain the spirit of humility whicli was the real bond
of the Church, and it was in this task that Peter

was truly chief. He no longer gilded liimself and
>\alked whither he would, but stretched forth his

hand for others to gird him (Jn 21'*). If we judge
from 1 Co 3^', he even accepted Paul's rebuke in

Christian humility. That, and not any authority

of office, was the power which overcame every

barrier of race and language, of caste and religious

lirejudice, and which made all believers feel them-
selves one in Christ Jesus. Nor was Paul ditt'erent.

He says of himself :
' Not that we have lordship

over yoiu- faith, but are helpers of your joy : for

by faith [i.e. your individual faith] ye stand

'

(2 Co V). He expects submission for the common
good, but it is only such as he himself renders

(2 Til 3'"'). Nothing could be more impressive
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than the absence of any appeal to external authority

—to his own authority, to the autliority of the

Apostles or of Apostolic tradition, to the rule of

elders or bishops, to any tiling; indeed but the spirit

of love—in the crisis about which he writes in

1 Cor., when both the unity and the purity of the

Church were at stake. \\ hat he ordains in tlie

Church is only an ajjpeal to weigh weli what others

have found good (I Co 10"). He might come with
a rod, but it is not of ecclesiastical discipline. It

is only the opposite of love and a spirit of meek-
ness (4'-'). Finally, he closed his appeal with the

great lyric on love (ch. 13), the only hnal solution

he pretends to oB'er. Whatsoever office may have
been in the Apostolic Church, it was always sub-

ordinate to that ideal.

Just as little wtus there any official subordination

of one community to another. In many cases the
local community could have been nothing but the
meeting of the two or three in private houses.

Even in Jerusalem the elders seem to have met in

the house of James (Ac 21'*), which probably means
that they had no public meeting-place. The
Cliristians at Epliesus definitely withdrew from
the synagogue to the school of lyrannus (Ac 19'),

but probably even there the church did not long
continue to exist as one congregation in one place.

From Corinth, Paul sends the greetings of 'all

the churches of Christ' (Ro 16"^), and they were
sufficiently dillere'nt in type to wish to call them-
selves by dillerent names" (1 Co 1'-). This freedom
of assembly and indeiinileness of organization we
lind Ignatius still combating in the beginning of

the •2nd century. ^

Ail the assemblies, however, were to walk Kara.

T-if Trapd5o<nv (2 Til 3*), which was not a body of

doctrine, but a type of Christian conduct. They
followed common customs (1 Co IP* U'^). No com-
munity was to proceed as if Christianity had begun
with it or were to end with it (1 Co 14^*). The
ministry of the Word, Baptism, and the Eucharist
existed in all churches, and all ascribed them to the

appointment of the Lord. This ministry depended
not on appointment to office, but on the recognition

by the congregation of a charisma (v.-'") ; and this

gift wa.s not for the edification of the local commun-
ity only, but for the whole Church, valid where-

soever it was recognized. It was fundamentally a
prophetic office, a power to make known CJod's

will, and, therefore, was truly the foundation of

the Church. The eldership seems to have been

a more definitely official appointment, as it ap-

parently belonged not to individual gatherings, but
to the whole Christianity of a place.- It may have
had its origin in tlie very attempt to maintain

unity of spirit and co-o|)eration when actual

unity of fellowship became impossible. The local

durrch could thereby take common action, and
give expression to tlieir sense of interest in one
another and in the whole body of Christ. Fellow-

ship bj' writing and travelling, mutual help,

consultation, and regard for eacli other's opinion

characterized all the (Christian a.ssemblics. Yet the

only relation between two CInrrches which we have
any means of tracing— that between Jerusalem and
Antioch—shows how little it was official. The
Church at Antioch was anxious to carry the Church
at Jerusalem with it (Ac 15"), and was overjoyed

at the sympathj- receiveil from the mother Churcli

(v.^'), but it is equally evident that the younger
society had no intention of being overruled by Ih"
older (Gal 2*). Moreover, the very fact lliat Taul
continued to seek an understanding with the

1 ad Magn. 4, ad Eph. 20, etc.

2 This is most certain regarding tlie Churcli o( Jerusalem
(.\c 11*^ 15^ etc.) ; but wc can hardly suppose that there
continued to be only one society, as there was one eldership, in

Ephesus (Ac 20") and Philipjii (I'll 1'). This important tact no
one known to the present writer has made any use of.

Church at Jerusalem shows that he did not regard
it as claiming the rights of a metropolitan Church
to direct the policy of its inferiors.

Tlie Apostolic Church was thus wholly compacted
in brotherhood and at the same time profoundly
individual. That combination was made possible

by a gospel which was at once the most personal
of all po.ssessions and the mightiest force to break
down self-regard. This sense of having pardon
and grace, inward peace and future hope, marked
the Church oft' from the world, and yet madi^ it

a power in the world. What Paul says of the
Jew who is a Jew inwardly (Ko 2^), and of the
(ientiles who have the law written in their hearts
(v."), shows that there was no such exclusive view
as nulla sahis extra ecclcxiaiii, but there was a glad
sense of possessing in a special degree a salvation

which made it a joy to call others into a fellow.ship

in which even the publican and the harlot could
find their souls, and so attain to the liberty of the
children of (Jod which could be under no tutelage.

In this society the Apostles themselves wrote and
s[)oke simply as those who most fully recognized
tlie blessings which constituted its brotherhood.

4. The Catholic idea of the Church.'—In the

later NT writings a change of idea makes itself

felt. Some discover it in Ephesians. There, it is

said, we have Paul's metaphor, but not his mean-
ing. Christ is the head, not, however, as the
inspiring spirit of each member, but as part of the

body. In 5"'^, the Church, not the individual, is the
object of justification. Further, this headship is

no longer related to the Kingdom of God and in-

terpreted through faith, but is mystical - (vv.^-^-).

As the process Paul found so powerless in the
Jewish society is not likely to have satisfied liim

simply because it was v.rought through the Chris-

tian society, the Epistle cannot be authentic, if

this view is correct. But it is easj' to infer too
much from a figure of speech. The members of

the Church are those who have been chosen in

Christ before the foundation of the world, to be
holj' and without blemish before Him in love (1^),

who have a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the
[iiulividual] knowledge of Christ (v."), who by
lowliness and meekness keep tlie unity of the spirit

in the bond of peace, and are one body because
there is one Spirit (2="-'). Nor is unity, the
starting-point, to be gained by submission, but is

the result of each attaining to a full-grown man-
hood (4'-"').

In the Pastoial Epi.st!es, however, the Church is

' ])illar and ground ot the truth ' (1 Ti 3'*). Faith is

not a renewing trust in God through Jesus Christ,

but acceptance of right Church doctrine (1 Ti 1'",

Tit 1'"*). The Christian ethic is based on how men
'ought to behave themselves in the house of God'
( 1 Ti 3"), and the heretic is a vessel of dishonour
(2 Ti 2-'"-), the whole conception of honour and
dishonour being far away from Paul's conception of

a body in which the umtomely parts have the more
abundant comeliness (1 Co I'i'^). Finallj', in 2 Ti
2^ Jesus is no longer Kvpios, but Seuiriri;?. It is

difficult to escape the imiiression that we are here

in the atmosphere of a later generation.

The post-Apostolic Church was essentially Gen-
tile, but a Judaic type appeared in it for the simple

reason that it had not bad the benefit of the

spiritual jircparation of tludaism. The .sen.se of

the Father who is mightier than all sin and evil,

and who works a spiritual deliverance through
relating us directly to Himself and His purpo.se ot

love in Jesus Christ, gave place to a fear of sin and
evil greater than the sense of God's might to over-

come them. The apocalyptic hope was no longer

the sense that the meek shall inherit the earth,
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but became material, and finally disappeared before
the hope bo to serve God as to merit heaven at
last, (rod was mainly Ruler and Judge, and Jesus
primarily a Saviour from hell to the bliss of heaven.
This result is neither mysterious nor discourag-

ing. The same process which had been required
for the few to understand Christ is also required
for the many. Thus there must be an ever-
recurring discipline of the Law, because, though
every believing soul is from the first under the
influence of the Spirit, for tlie perfection of His
work every soul also needs a ' fullness of the time.'
The leaven, therefore, has to disappear into the
meal until the whole be leavened. The fellowship
of believers founded on Christ, governed only by
love and nourislied by lielpful interchange of
spiritual gifts, did not vanisli from the earth, but
has remained as a leaven working in all the various
legalisms that have arisen—the early Catholic, the
Orthodox Eastern, the Roman, the Protestant.
That being seen, the rapid growth of Catholicism
is easy to understand. The conditions are always
there, for, as Solim says, the natural man is always
a Catholic, and that does not cease to be true
though he call himself a Protestant. He still likes

material guarantees, and would rather not trust
anything to God that can be managed by man.
The essence of it is tliat an institution with official

rule seems a better security than a fellowship with
Divine gifts. So long as that continues, man
needs and introduces for himself what Paul calls

the schoolmaster of the Law—a thing that may be
lower, but is continually necessary.
The Apostolic Church was founded on the

Apostles and prophets, the interpreters of the
mmd of God, and it consisted of the saints who,
being spiritual, were judges of this interpretation.
The Catholic Church was founded on the bishop,
the official representative, at first of Jesus Christ
Himself, and afterwards of St. Peter among the
Apostles. The result was an order which no
longer needed to pass through mutual humility
and love, in which the first needed no longer to be
last in order to rule, in which the presence of the
Spirit in each believer gi'adually lost significance,

and which ultimately replaced the idea that the
potentiality of tlie Kingdom of God was present
where two or three were gathered together, by the
idea that ' where the bishop is, there is the Catholic
Church.'

1

In the first form of the Apostles' Creed the
article on the Church is simply 07(01' iKK\Ti(rlap.

This Kattenbusch - interprets to mean an earthly
community of the heavenly city. Two streams,
he says, unite in the idea of holiness. First, there
is the NT conception that it is to be of God ; but to
be of God and to be morally holy are one. The
religious and the moral requirements are thereby
united in love. Secondly, there is the heathen
idea that what is holy is mysterious, awe-inspiring.
As the heathen idea preponderated, the whole
empirical manifestation of the Church came to be
regarded as the direct creation of the Spirit, as
miraculous, mysterious, heavenly. Botli elements
persisted in the Church, but the wonderful came to

be put first and the ethical second. Not till many
centuries afterwards was the term ' catholic ' added
in the Creed, for, though the expression is found
already in the Martyrdom of Polycarp,^ it there
still means KaB' SXon, the Churcli in its wholeness,
the Church in the sense that it was complete in the
assembly of the two or three. Gradually the re-

ligious sense sank into the empirical, till in Cyprian
we find it is simply the actual great Church (cf.

1 Ignatius, ad Smyrn. viii. 2.

^ Apostol. Symbol, 1891-1900,
kunde, 1892, i. 456 S.

3 Dedication, and \u\. 1.

681 ff., and Confessions-

Catholicism). The view that the Catholic Church
in that sense was the one channel of Christian
truth and the one sphere of salvation, had been
developed largely by the Gnostic controversy.

5. Eastern, Roman, and Protestant doctrines
of the Church.'—(1) The most important docmnent
for understanding the Eastern Orthodox Church
view is the treatise of Athanasius On the Incarna-
tion of the Logos. The whole Greek doctrine of
salvation is summed up in his phrase {liv. 3), ai>T6$

yb.p ivT)v6pibTn}(T€v tva Tj/xsts dcuTroiT,dC>^ev, ' For He
[Clirist] became man that we might become Divine.'
In accordance witli Neo-PJatonic ideas, the Logos
is the difJ'used Reason of God. With the aid of

this conception Athanasius interprets the Incarna-
tion as the sacramental presence of God in our
humanity. It is a symbol which is also a reality.

Through this sacrament in our humanity death is

vanquished by the restoration to our nature of the
lost Divine substance. On that conception of
salvation was based the idea of the Church as prim-
arily a mysterious hierurgical saring institution.

In the Catechism of Philaret the Churcli is defined
as ' a Divinely instituted commimity of men, united
by the orthodox faith, the law of God, the hier-

archy, and tlie Sacraments.'' It is characteristic
of its view of itself that the orders of the priest-

hood in the Eastern Cliurch are not hierarchical as
with Rome, but hierurgical, each higher order
being endowed with a superior mysterious natural
force for administrating the mysteries. This
Church claims to be Catholic. Yet not largeness
of view, but only failure to realize any world
mission, prevents this Church from imderstanding
'catholic in the same sense as Rome, i.e. as equal
to a universal and exclusive claim.

(2) Unlike the Eastern Church, the Roman
Catholic Church has not been able to rest, without
question and without theory, on its assurance of
identity with the Church founded by Jesus and His
Apostles.

Its historical theory is that it was founded on
the rock of St. Peter's office—a visible society
divided from the first into hierarchy and people.
Its task is conceived as the continuation of the
Incarnation in the exercise of Christ's threefold
office. Its marks are Apostolicity, Unity, Catho-
licity, Holiness. This last mark is not understood
in tlie Puritan sense, but in the sense that the
Church possesses the means of making holy, suc-

ceeds with some of her members, and is a sphere
marked off for all from heathen and sinners. Its

Catholicity is exclusive, ' Roman ' and ' Catholic

'

being equivalents. This is a recognition of its

world mission, though a material and even worldly
recognition. Here primarily the Church is con-
ceived as a hierarchical saving institution, not
liierurgical as is the Eastern. The cause of the
ditt'erence was mainly the practical and juridical

temper of the Roman Church. God was primarily
the Lawgiver and Judge, and salvation was His
acquittal.

JNIany elements of process appear. Wliile
tradition was exalted, the Roman Church had no
wisli to be hampered by it. The final develop-

ment, the infallibUity of the Papacy, is a device
both for securing tradition and for manipulating it.

Then the concern of the practical and juridical

temper is universal sinfulness, not merely universal
mortality. Salvation is not, therefore, mere in-

fusion of a supernatural life, bu t is a life meriting
God's approval. Jesus, as the legal mediator be-
tween God and man, must be man as well as God.
Hence the historical Jesus never became for tlie

1 For a statement of tlie doctrine of the Church from the
Anj^lican and Roman Catholic standpoints respectively, see the
follomng two articles, and cf. Ciikistiasity, VIII./.

- -Scbaff, Creeds 0/ tlie Greek and Latin Churches, p. 483.
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AVest. the mere symbol He too often was for the
East.
Two influences largely determined the form in

which this temper manifested itself. The first

was the German invasion, which brought consti-

tutional ideas to an end, and provided a wholly
uncultivated people, who received Christianity
implicitly on authority. The task of disciplining

these people was a justification a.s well as a cause
for the (fevelopnient of the Roman type. The
second waa the inlluenee of Augustine. In his age
it was natural that he should make much of the
\'isible organization of the Church, as it seemed the

only security for any kind of order, civil or ecclesi-

astical. But he wove into it the conception of

the congregation of saints, so that religious and
ecclesiastical ideas were indistinguishably mingled
in the concept of authority. Something of the
religious order was thereby saved, even in the very
act of clothing' the official order with power. While
it was an evil that penitence, pardon, giace, love

should have their security in the hierarchy and not
in the Spirit of God, it was good that they remained
in some way the centre of religious interest in

the Church. Moreover, the various influences

which Augustine strengthened in the Church

—

Neo-Platonic and Christian, mystical and hier-

archical, evangelical and legal—have created many
types of piety, and it is not the least promising
element in the Roman Church that, even after the
Reformation has removed much perilous material,

these influences are still in ferment.

(3) The Protestant conception of the Church goes
back to Augustine's idea of the congregatio sanc-

torum as the elect. The first to give it expression
was Wyclif :

' Quod nullum est membrum sanctae
matris ecclesiae nisi persona predestinata.' Its

unity is in God's all-embracing operation on the one
hiind, and in love on the other. Tljrough Hus,
Wyclif's influence passed to Luther. The concep-

tion of the elect was in Luther the purely religious

assurance of being wholly chosen by God s love and
redeemed by God's grace. God wius to him essen-

tially the Fatlier of our Lord Jesus Christ, who,
by forgiving men's sins, restores them to Himself,
gives them His Spirit, and enables them to turn
this common life into a true holy service. The
treasure of the Church is this gospel of forgiveness,

which is manifested alike in word and sacrament.
Where this go.spel is, God cannot fail so much that
His true Church should not in some measure exist.

The power to call forth faith, and thereby pardon,
and to expose the meaning of unbelief, is the true

power of the keys, the source of all right Christian
authority in the Church. Neither the continuity
nor the validity of the Church depends on the
clergy, who are only the nece.ssary expression of

the priesthood of all believers, but on the existence
of a true believing Church wherever the word
of God is rightly preadied and the sacraments
rightly administered. To Luther the Church is

also ' Catholic,' but he returns to the early mean-
ing, and makes ' Catholic ' equal to ' Christian.'

Lutherans speak of the ' Church strictly so

called and the Church generally so called,' while
the Reformed speak of the ' Invisible and the
Visible Church.' Neither expression conveys very
precisely what is meant. It is not a question of

more or less deliniteness of speech ; nor is the true
Church invisible in the sense that it has no mani-
festation. The actual Church is a community of

mixed membership, but in princijile, nevertheless,
the Church is the community of lielievers. That
is not to be understood in tlie sense that all wicked
persons and liyijocritcs can or ought to be cast out
of it, but only in the sense that the.se per.sons do
not add anything to the meaning of the Church,
and that the Church of believers, however few.

met in Christ's name, has all the promises and all

the power of Christianity in its midst, is the
Church according to its wnoleness, and from that
power the presence of others does not take any-
thing away. This Church of believers alone is the
Church Catholic or Universal.'

The marks, therefore, of the Churcli, according
to the Protustiint conception, are (1) that it has
unity in Jesus Christ as its one true Head ; ("2) that
its one suflicient treasure is the gos])L-l of grace,

manifest in word and sacrament ; and {3j that its

one necessary official is the organ of the priesthood
of all believers.

Into that conception a new legalism speedily
returned, taking one form in Lutheranism and
another in Calvinism. The Lutheran form was
akin to tlie Eastern, and theCalvinistto the Roman;
and in this respect the Anglican was of the Lutheran
tyjie. Ijoth Lutheran and Calvinistic forms were
caricatures of their gospels, the Lutheran of salva-

tion as freedom through pardon end grace in the
common secular life, and the Calvinist of .salvation

as being called through pardon and grace to serve
the glory of God. The Lutheran, when he felt the
need of relying on the compelling force of organi-

zation, readily fell back on the secular arm, and
accepted a quiescent State Church ; the Calvinist

as naturally souglit his force in tlie organization of

the Church itself, and very readily came into con-

flict with the State in consequence. Hence we have
on the one hand strenuous persuasives like Five
Mile Acts, and on the other an infallible legal code
in the Scriptures. In both cases right principles of

Christianity lie obscured and perverted, and that
which obscures and perverts is the same in both—
the lack of faith, the wish to trust as little to God
as possible, the desire to walk by sight, and by faith

only when we cannot help ourselves.

Against this veiling of the truth in flesh it is

vain to be angry. Till man is wholly spiritual it

will be God's necessary way with him. We may
not even despise, neglect, or fail to serve the
organization. At the same time, it must ever be
held, like the body, as subject to the soul, some-
thing that must ever be dying that the soul may
live. Hence we have to recognize the significance

of God's providential dealing in once more break-
ing down the discipline of the Law by division,

criticism, and even unbelief. Out of this ferment
a new phase of the Churcli's life must surely issue,

and a new vision of the gospel, and then po.ssibly

a new and, we trust, a more spiritual incarna-
tion of it in outward form, one in which there
will be at once more freedom and more spiritual

power.
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' This conception finds expression in all the Protestant creeds.

It is very fully stated in The Apoloyti of the Augsburg Conjei-
sion, 3 and 4 :

' At ect^lesia non e^l tantum societa.s extcrnarum
rituum, sicut aliae politae, sod principaliter est societas fidei et

Spiritus Sanctus in cordibus, ([uae taiiien habet extenias notas
ut a^nosci possit. videlicet pumni evangelii doi-trinani et ad-
niinistrationem8acrann--TiUirinnconscntaneamevan(;clioChristi.
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governed, and saTie-tilit-d b\ llis Spirit, is the pillar of the truth

and the KinK<loni of God." But the same ronccption ise<|ually

found in the Reformed Creeds, e.g. in the Thirty-nine Articles of

the Church of England, Art. XI.X., where the Visible Church is

described as a congregation of faithful men, i.e. it is in principle

a society of believers. Then follow Luther's marks by which it

becomes visible, expressed almost in Luther's words, that 'the
pure word of God l>e preached and the sacrantenls be duly
adiiiinistered.' Tlie reason is that, wherever the means of grace
exist, we cannot doubt Gods power to use them to call into
existence a true Church or fellowship of believers.
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John Oman.
CHURCH, DOCTRINE OF THE (AiiKli-

can).'— I. Relation of the Christian to the Jewish
Church.—The Christian C'hurrh, tliougli it could
not liave its actual character before the Incarna-
tion, grew out of, succeetled, and took the place
of, the Jewish Church. In the providence of God,
the Jewisli nation had a special vocation and special

privileges and gifts. The race was chosen to be
the peculiar people of Almighty God, and in con-

sequence of this choice the Jews held a position

which belonged to no other nation. They pos-

sessed clearer and fuller knowledge of God than
was found elsewhere. They had a system of wor-
ship marked by special sanctions, and affording

special ways of approaching and holdin" com-
munion with God. In the Divine purpose the pos-

session of those privileges and gifts was designed
to enable the Jews to be a witness in the world to

God and His truth ; to be the means of bringing
others within the sphere of fuller blessings than
they for the time had received ; and to prepare
themselves—and through themselves mankind

—

for the Incarnation.
2. The Christian Church founded by Christ,

and formed by the Holy Spirit.—It was one part
of the work of Christ to found the Church. The
idea of the Church which underlies the Epistles of

St. Paul, the aspects of it which are presented in

the Acts of the Apostles, the e.xistence of sacra-

ments which are referred back to the institution

of the Lord, the notion of the Church which is

suggested by the parable of the Mustard Seed
occurring in all three Synoptic Gospels (Mt 13^"-,

Mk 430-32, Lk 13'«-) and the parable of the Leaven
occurring in both the First and the Third Gospels
(Mt 13^, Lk 13=»'-), and the discourses in the Fourth
Gospel (Ju 14-16), as well as passages which are
peculiar to the First Gospel (Mt 16""" IS'^-™ IS*'-^"-
56-43 25"-™, cf. Lk Ifli-'^), combine to indicate that
the Church was designed and founded by Chris";

;

and the obvious pains taken by Him in the choice
and training of the Apostles accords with this.

Thus, as a result of the ministry of Christ, there
were at the time of the Ascension a general body
of believers, and the smaller company of the
Apostles. This nucleus of the Church was filled

witli the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost, and
the gifts, of which there had been some anticipatory
possession through the acts of the Lord Himself
(Jn 20^'"^), became endued with power for their

actual use. Through this pouring forth of the
Holy Spirit the whole Christian body received the
specifically Christian life of union with Christ, the

1 By the request of the Editor this article has been written as
a doctrinal statement, not as an historical investigation. Con-
sequently any quotations are made as illustrations only, not for
the purposes of proof, which would require a fuller and more
detailed treatment. For a different standpoint, see the following
article.

distinctive personal indwelling of the Holy Spirit,

and the characteristic Christian sonship to God

;

and the ministerial powers in the Apostles were
made effective for their work in the Church.

3. The Church a visible society.—The idea of

the Church as a visible society is found consistently
throughout the NT. The whole conception of the
Christian community in the Epistles, in Acts, and
in the Apocalypse is incompatible with any other
idea. The general standpoint of all four Gospels,
no less than particular parables peculiar to the
First Gospel (Mt IS^^"""- ^'^- "=»), indicates that
this idea goes back to, and was derived from, the
teaching of Christ. As seen both in the NT and
in later history, the Church has an ordered life

of outward organization as well as of inward and
spiritual power. To prayer and sacraments and
worship and rules of conduct alike there is an out-

ward as well as an inward side. There is an ordered
ministry, with external rites and limitations, no
less than with an inner call and an inner life.

4. The union of the Church with Christ and
the Holy Spirit.—A characteristic element in the
teaching of St. Paul is that aspect of the Church
by which it is presented as the temple of the Holy
Spirit and as the bride and body of Christ (Ko 12^,

1 Co3'"'>-i« 615-1' 1017 1212.13.27, 2 Co 61" 11-, Eph
120.22.23 25.6.20-22 4II. 12. 15. IG 523-32 Qq\ 118.24 2^'-!^).

The Church, on this presentation of it, is made
up of living persons, all of whom are individually
members of Christ and shrines of the Holy Spirit.

As such they compose the mystical body of Christ,

of which He is the Head—the mystic bride, who,
as a pure virgin, is espoused to Him. This pre-

sentation is closely connected with tlie doctrine of

the sacraments. Christians are made members
of Christ and shrines of the Holy Spirit in their

baptism. The life of Christ, made theirs by bap-
tism, is continuously maintained and strengthened
through their reception of the Holy Communion.

5. The Church not limited to those now on
earth.—The Church, thus viewed as the body and
bride of Christ and as the temple of the Holy
Siiirit, is not to be limited to those members
of it who are now living on earth. It includes

also the members who are now invisible—the
holy dead, and those who have yet to be. It is

of this whole body, comprising both the visible

society and its invisible members, that Christ is

the Head. The visible society is the body and the

bride and the temple, but it is so only by virtue of

its share in the life of that larger community which
embraces Christians of past ages, of the present,

and of the future. The gifts and privileges of the
visible society are real and actual, but the fullness

of their power is manifested only in the universal

life. A view of the Church which forgets the past

and the future, and limits its vision to the present,

must necessarily be impoverished and distorted.

A clearer realization of this truth might have done
something to prevent the mistakes involved in the

Papal idea of the Church, with its postulate of a
visible head on earth ; and fuller attention to it

might well lead Eastern Christians to reconsider

their opinion that any who are not in external

communion with them are out of communion >\ith

the Church.
6. The Church One.—The enlarged form of the

Nicene Creed, as recited in the Lituro:y, contains

the words, ' One Holy Catholic and Apostolic

Church ' (see Liturgy of St. Chrj-sostom : ei's fUav

a7(a>' Kat^oXiKTjx Kal dTro(rTo\LKr)v iKKKrifflav ; Missale
Eumantim: 'et Unam Sanctam Catholicam et

Apostolicam Ecclesiam'; English Book of Common
Prayer :

' And I believe One Catholick and Apos-
tolick Church ').i In this phrase the word 'One'

1 The word ' Holy ' may have been omitted in this Creed in

the Book of Common Prayer by an accident, or through the
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desoribes the first of the ' notes of the Churcli '—
the note of Unity. By virtue of it, each separate
congregation of the Churcli, tlie collection of con-
gregations in any place, the aggregate of these in
any country, and the whole number throughout
the world make up one Church. The essential
elements in this Unity may be stated, in accord-
ance with the teaching of St. Paul (Eph 4*-'', 1 Co
10" 12'=-''), as being the common worship of the
one God, the common holding of the one faith, the
common possession of the one sacramental life
the common aim at the attainment of the one
hope, and the common indwelling by the one
Spint. Of all these elements there is the fullness
which appertains to the life of the whole Church
since It uicludes the holy dead, together with those
now living on earth and tho.se who are sLill unborn.
In regard to that fullness, the visible society of the
Church now on earth strives towards an ideal of
Unity which it does not here realize in fact. The
closer the approximation may be, tlie gieater is its
perfection in respect of Unity. But tlienoteof Unity
is not lost because the approach to the ideal stops
short of reaching it. Yet there is a minimum below
which a religious body cannot sink without loss
of this note. There are essential features in eacli
element of the note which may not be abandoned.
The essentials of worship, or of the faith, or of the
sacraments can be lost as well as impaired ; and, if
they are lost, the note of Unity cannot survive
them. This aspect of Unity is known as objective
or organic Unity. It atlbrds the outward means
whereby the Church is maintained in union with
Christ its Head. As so doing, it is essential to the
life of the Church. It is distinct from that sub-
jective Unity of external Lnter-communion which,
though of high value and usefulness, is not of the
essence of the Church. The organic or objective
Unity of the Church is at the present time the
common possession of Koman Catholics, Eastern
Christians, and members of the Anglican Com-
munion, since they all share in whatever is essen-
tial to the preservation of it. But the subjective
Unity of any of them is limited to that within
their own bodies, since they are out of external
communion with, and are outwardly divided from,
one another. The idea that the Unity of the
Church Is wholly unseen, simjily the union of
heart and soul and will of those who are spiritually
united to God, fails to do justice to the require-
ments of the visible society which the Church on
earth is. On the other hand, to maintain that
a necessity of Unity is external intercommunion
having its centre in the Pope of Home fails to allow
for the lack of Scriptural and historical basis for a
view of the Papacy which makes outward adherence
to it an essential part of the Church's life.

7. The Church Holy.—The word ' Holy ' is the
second of the four words in the description of the
Church as ' One Holy Catholic and Apostolic'
Thus Holiness is the second of the ' notes of the
Church.' The Holiness which is a note of the
Church is the organic or objective Holiness which
is constituted by the doctrines and laws and sacra-
ments and aims of the Church as Hcjly. As such,
like organic or objective Unity, it is essential to
the life of the Church, and must be distinguished
from the subjective Holiness which is in the lives
of individual members. The organic or objective
Holiness would fail in its purpose if it were not
used to promote subjective Holiness ; but the con-
ception of the Church which is involved in its beinf
a visible society, and in St. Paul's recognition o"?

compilers follow-in^ a Latin (orm of the Creed which did not
contain it (see CQR. July 1879, pp. S72-3S3 ; Dowden, TheWmrkmanthip 0/ Oie Prayer Boofi, 1802, pp. 104-IU6) In cither
case there is no doctrinal signiflcancc in the omission since
the Apostles' Crc-ed in the Morning and the Eveninir Prayer con-
tains the word.
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the wliole Christian society in any place as holy
while condemning sins committed by members of
It {e.ff. 1 Co !'• 2 with chs. 5. 6), and in the general
rejection of such ideas as those of the Donatists,
IS contrary to any notion that subjective Holiness
IS a necessity if the Holiness which is an essential
note of the Church is to be preserved. The Church
IS rightly described as Holy even if some of its
members are sinful, as the ignorance of some mem-
bers of a University does not hinder that University
from being rightly described as learned, and the
poverty of some members of a city does not hinder
that city from being rightly described as rich (see
A. P. Forbes, A Short Explanation of tlie Nicene
CrmP, 18S.3, p. 278 f.).

8. The Church Catholic—Catholicity is the
third of the 'notes of the Church,' as specified in
the description, ' One Holy Catholic and Apostolic.'
As applied to the Church, the word 'Catholic' is
the opposite at once of particular and of lieretical.
rims it denotes botli universal and orthodox. A
well-known passage in the Catechetical Lectures of
St. Cyril of Jerusalem (xviii. 23) sets out an ex-
panded explanation of the sense in which the term
has been applied to the Church :

"The Church is called Catholic because it extends throughout
all the world from one end of the earth to the other ; and be-
cause it teaches universally and completely all the doctrines
Which ought to come to the knowledge of men concerninethm^ visible and invisible, heavenly and earthly ; and because
it brings mto subjection to godliness the whole race of mankind,
governors and governed, learned and ignorant ; and because it
treats and heals universally every class of sins that are com-
mitted in soul and body, and possesses in itself every form of
virtue which is named, both in deeds and in words and in everv
kind of spiritual gifts."

According to this expansion of universality and
orthodoxy, the Church is Catholic as being for the
whole world, as teaching the whole truth,' as ruling
all kinds of men, as healing all kinds of sin, and
as containing all kinds of virtue. The aim set
before the Church by the word is the expansion
and strengthening of Christ's Kingdom on earth,
and the preservation of the true faith. The ideal
suggested is that of complete universality, com-
plete teaching of perfect truth, complete etiiciency
of service in extirpating sin and promoting virtue.
The entire accomplishment of the ideal is not to be
anticipated outside the perfected Kingdom of the
future. But the Church would fail to preserve the
note if it were to allow, as a part of permanent life,
anything inconsistent with complete universality,
or the whole truth, or entire success in dealin"
with moral life.

"

9. The Church Apostolic—The fourth and last
of the 'notes of the Church' is that of Apos-
tolicity. The term 'Apostolic,' as applied to
the Church in the Creed, affirms that the Church
is descended from the Apostles by a due succes-
sion. Its historical meaning in this connexion
may be illustrated by two passages in St. Irenanis
and TertuUian. St. IrenaMis writes :

'We can enumerate those who by the Apostles were ap-
pointed bishops in the Churches, and the successions of them
(or their successors) even to our own time ' lUmr. iii iii !• c(
IV. xxvi. 2, xx.xiii. 8).

Tertullian, writing while still a member of the
Church, says

:

' If any dare to connect themselves with the Apostolic age
that they may appear to have descended from the Apostles
because they have been under the rule of the Apostles, we
can say. Let them then declare the origins of their Churches,
let them unfold the succession of their bishopi^, so coming
down from the beginning with continuous steps that the first
bishop may have had as his consecrator and predecessor one
of the Apostles or of Apostolic men who none the less re-
mained in the communion of the Apostles. For in this way

I That is, the truth concerning faith and morals. L'ltiuiatelv
in the heavenly Church, truth of all kinds will be proclaimed!
In the present life, the teaching of, e.g., physical science is not
part of the Church's official task, though gradual approximation
to such instruction, as showing the harmony of all truth, may
come within it« sphere.
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the Apostolic Churches brinjf down their accounts, as tlie

Church o( the Sniyrnajaua goes bacls to Polycarp, who was
appointed by John, and as the Ciiurch of the Romane to

Clement, who was consecrated by Peter ' (de Proesc. Uatr. 32).

The Church, being a visible society, an organic

bodj-, a social community, needs the signs of

transmitted authority which are found in an
ordered succession. In the words in which St.

Clement of Konie gave expression to the general

sense of Christian thought—
*the Apostles received the Gospel for us from the Lord Jesiis

Christ ; Jesus Christ was sent forth from God. So then Christ

is from God, and the Apostles are from Christ. Both therefore

came of the will of God in the appointed order. . . . Tliey ap-

pointed their first-fruits, when they had proved them by the

Spirit, to he bishops and deacons unto them that should believe
'

iFirst Ep. to Cor. 42).

Jloreover, the life of the Church, being a sacra-

mental life, needs the inward transmission which
corresponds to the handing on of the outward
signs of authority. The spiritual gifts which the
sacraments are the means of conveying need the
pledge and guarantee of an ordered ministry. As
seen in history, this ordered ministry depends on
episcopal ordination. The strong probability that
an episcopal ministry was, in one form or another,
a part of the system of the Church from the days
of the Apostles must be viewed, not simply by
itself, but in connexion with the certain fact that,

whatever doubts and obscurities there may be as

to certain details in the history of the ministry,
the ultimate judgment of the universal Church
settled down to regard the main stream of episco-

pal succession which had marked Church life from
the earliest times as the plan of Divine appoint-
ment concerning the means for the security of the
Divine gifts. Thus, an episcopal ministry de-

scended from the Apostles is the guarantee of the
Apostolicity of the Church.

10. The Church the teacher of truth.—The
teaching office of the Chui-ch may be stated
under three heads : ( 1 ) The basis is Holy Scrip-
ture as the iyispired Word of God. The office of
the Church is to state, collect, systematize, and
explain the teaching contained in the Bible.
Doctrine lacking Biblical foundation and support
must stand outside the teaching which the Church
gives authoritatively as the representative of God.
(2) The Church is the custodian of the tradition
which has been fiatided down from the days of the
Apostles. The concurrent testimony of diflerent
parts of the Church as to doctrine which they
Lave received by inheritance supplies that form
of universality which is the sign of a genuine
tradition. Thus, in the last quarter of the 2nd
cent., St. Irenoeus, taking the Church of l\ome as
a central and convenient witness to the tradition
from the Apostles—a witness to which he adds
that of the Churches of Smyrna and Ephesus

—

speaks of the tradition which is from the Apostles
being therein preserved ' by those who are from
every quarter' (HcBr. III. lii. 2); and, almost at
the end of the same centurj-, TertuUian refers to
the test of Apostolic truth as being the agreement
of that which is taught by the Apostolic Churches
(de Pmsc. Hair. 36). (3) The Church as the living
home of the Holy Spirit is, as a teacher, very much
inore than a witness to the past. The inlierited
Scriptural and traditional truth may from time
to time need fresh expression. Meaning always
inherent in it may need to be drawn out and
expanded and enforced as the course of history
is unfolded. The inherited truth itself may call
for the denial of what would destroy it, or for
the affirmation of its rightful consequences. The
^yhoIe body of the Church is indwelt by the Holy
Spirit ; and the permanent utterances of the
whole body are tlie expression of His voice.
The utterances of the Church may take different
forms, and may possess diflerent degrees of de-

Ihiitene.ss and of authority. A comparison of

writers of different dates and localities may show
that the teaching which they express is neither

merely temporary nor merely lo('al, or it may
exhibit diflerences at different times or in dif-

ferent places, or the idiosyncrasies of individuals.

The history of a Council may show that, even if

by its constitution it was representative of the

whole Church, its decisions were not in accord-

ance with the real and permanent mind of the

Church ; or that, even if not fully representative

of the Church in constitution, it expresses what
the whole Church was prepared to accept as its

definite and permanent mind. The Councils of

Ariminum and Seleucia (A.D. 359) were in con-

stitution representative enough, yet they failed

to affirm doctrine which the whole Cliurch re-

garded as vital ; the ' Robber Council ' of Ephesus
(A.D. 449) was convoked to be a General Council,

and it declared what the whole Church declared

to be heresy. On the other hand, the Council of

Constantinople (A.D. 381), which was Eastern only,

gave decisions which the whole Church ultimately

received, and from which it cannot be anticipated

that the Church will ever go back. The value

of Conciliar approval or condemnation, or of

the testimony of writers, or of inferences from
practice or worship, lies not in these in them-
selves, but in the extent to which they are the
genuine expression of the real mind of the uni-

versal Church ; and a decision as to this extent
must often require much investigation of the

past or much patience in waiting for the verdict

of time.

II. The Church the home of sanctification.

—

The Church is the Divinely appointed sphere for

the bestowal and reception of the gifts of grace.

In it are to be found the means of forgiveness

and of holiness. The Church, as the body of

Christ and the temple of the Holy Spirit, afl'ords

access to the DiNane operations for the good of

man. It gives opportunity for that common
prayer and worship which have high approval
from our Lord. It provides, by an ordered
system, for the needs of the whole life of man.
Holy Baptism is the means of conveying the
forgiveness of original sin and any actual sins

already committed, and of implanting in the soul,

through the gift of the Holy Spirit, the germs
of all true spiritual life. Through Confirmation
there is new strength and the fuller operation of

the presence of the Holy Spirit. In the Eucharist
are the means of maintaining and renewing the

union of the Christian with the life of Christ, the

special Eucharistic presence of Christ by virtue of

the consecration of the bread and wine to be
through the power of the Holy Spirit His body
and blood, and the centre of "the sacrificial life

and worship of the Church in the pleading of His
manhood thus present and communicated in the

Sacrament. Absolution is the appointed instru-

ment by which those who have sinned since their

baptism, and have repented and are desirous to

amend, may receive the forgiveness of their sins

through the application to their souls of the

merits of the passion and death and life of Christ.

The Unction of the Sick is a remedy against the

weakness in body and soul which accompanies
illness, a means for the reception of bodily and
mental benefit and spiritual grace. By Holy
Orders are provided the needed ministry for the
Church's work and the preservation of the Apos-
tolical succession. In Matrimony, family and
home life and the relations of man and woman
are secured against sin and brought under the

operations of the grace of God. Through this

whole system the earthly sojourn of man is

allbrded Divine protection and help and blessing,
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anJ is luaile to be a school for bis riglit develop-
ment in all parts of his being.

12. The Church in relation to Scripture and
history and human needs.—Tlie hi.stonc Church
is found to-day in the Eastern, Koman, and
Anglican Churclies, each of which preserves tbose
features of life which are essential to tlie Church's
being. Those features which are coninicju to them
all maintain the principles of the Churcli life which
Holy Scripture records, and wlucli are seen to
have received embodiment in history'. Further,
the Church supplies what human needs demand.
It is the sphere in which the ideas of Christian
trutli and morality are preserved and receive
their due presentation for each successive age,
as the State is the sphere for the retention and
growth of social and political ideas. Tlius making
provision for the preservation of the thought and
ma.xims which dill'erentiate the Christian religion,

it atlords scope for the true development of indi-

vidual Christians. As the e.xistence of the State
is necessary if the individual is to realize and
give effect to his social and political capacities, so
the Church is needed if the Christian is not to be
maimed in his personal character and work. An
isolated man is incapable of full human life, and
an isolated Christian necessarily lacks something
of Christianity. To live tlie complete Christian
life, to participate in the full Christian worship,
to possess and actualize the full Christian know-
ledge, requires meicbeiship in the Christian society.

And it is not any kind of society which can properly
sujiply the needs thus indicated. The episcopal
ministry, which is the mark down the ages of

the historic Church, and at the present time the
common possession of Easterns, Roman Catholics,
and Anglicans, is much more than a part of out-
ward organization. It is the link whereby the
society which possesses it is connected with the
past history and jireseut life of the Church ; and
It attbrds the po.ssibility of that complete sacra-

mental system which is the covenanted means of

the union of Christians with the Lord and head
of the Church.
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CHURCH, DOCTRINE OF THE (Koman
Catholic).— I. General view.—The conception of
' the Church ' (Kcdcsia), as it meets us in the
writings of the mediaeval scholastics, and as we
find it expounded by their Koman successors with
greater precision after the controversies of the
Reformation period, differs substantially from that
put forward oy any body of Christians wlio re-

ject Papal authority. In the Roman communion,
according to the most generally received defini-

tion—that of Bellarmine (tl621)—the Church is

described as ' a body of men united together for

the profe.ssion of the same Cliristian faith and by
participation in the same sacraments, under the
governance of lawful pastors, more especially of
the Koman Pontifl', the sole Vicar of Christ on
earth.' As will be ."ieen, this definition at once
excludes the idea of a multiplicity of Churches,
almost as the belief of ancient Israel excluded the

idea of a multiplicity of Gods. If Koman theo-
logians permit themselves, as they do, to speak of
the Greek Church or the Anglican Church, the
term is not used univocally but analogically,
much in tlie same way ;is the Decalogue of old
proclaimed, ' Thou shall have no other Gods before
Me.'
The idea of the Cliurch summarized in the above

dehnition has been reached by a process of argu-
ment similar to tliat indicated in the ])receding
article (§§ 1-3). Using the Gospels simply as hLs-

torical documents and without reference to their
inspired character, the Koman theologian, as a
first stage in his logical edifice, infers that the man
Jesus Christ, whose life is narrated therein, mani-
fested His intention to establish and leave behind
him a body of followers forming a visilJe society.

To this body He promised heavenly protection and
aid. The ' Holy Ghost ' would teach them all

truth, and He Himself would abide with them for

ever (Mt '28™). A predominant position in this

organization was given to the Apostle Peter,
wlio not only was bidden to feed the sheep and
lambs of Christ (Jn 21"'"), but was declared the
rock upon which the Church was to be built (Mt
It)""'-). To him also were given the keys of the
Kingdom of Heaven, and it was promised tliat the
gates of hell should not prevail against the Church
so founded. Now, in point of fact, so the argu-
ment proceeds, there is one body which throughout
succeeding ages has verified this description. It

has consistently proclaimed itself the heir of these
promises. It lias e.\ercised uninterruptedly the
power of binding and loosing. Alone among all

rival organizations it claims that miracles not less

stupendous than those recorded in the Gospels
have been, and still are, wrought by its saints.

Taking these facts and combining them with the
wonders performed by Jesus Christ, and, above all

else, with the fact of His resurrection from the
dead, as also with arguments drawn from the pro-
pagation and history of Christianity and the moral
reformation it has introduced into the world, the
Koman theologian deduces the supernatural char-

acter of the whole institution. The Church's com-
mission to teach, he infers, is Divinely authenti-
cated. Henceforth we are justified, and indeed
bound, to accept her pronouncements, whether
she formulates creeds, determines the Canon of
.Scripture, or proclaims her own right to regulate
the administration of the Sacraments. When
lier Divine Founder said, ' He that heareth you,
lieareth me,' the words were addressed not only
to His immediate hearers, but to their successors
for all time.

2. Dogmatic definitions.—It is, then, from the
Church's ollicial definitions that we may best
gather an idea of her own claims and functions ;

but it is not to be assumed tliat the chronological
order of these definitions affords any sort of guide
to their relative importance. The doctrine, for

example, ot the Divine inspiration of Scripture is

an important doctrine—it is especially so to those
communions which make the bible tlie sole rule

of faith—but the ([ue-stiou of inspiration was never
formally defined until the Council of Trent in the
Itjth century. All must admit that for many ages
])reviously the belief had been handed down as a
mere matter of Christian tradition. The formal
definition of Papal supremacy and infallibility as

a dogma of faith was pronounced for the first time
in the Council of the Vatican (1H70), but it was
held by the Fathers of the Council that this, like

other dogmas, implicitly formed part of the deposit

from the beginning. Without attempting to de-

bate the matter here, it may at least be pointed
out that the primacy of the Holy See, of which
the infallibility dogma is the logical outcome and
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climax, is by no means oliscurely shadowed in tlie

very earliest a^'es of Christian history. Vi'e ha\e,

for exampfo. the authoritative tone of the letter

addressed liy Pope Clement to the Church of

Corintli about A.D. 95 ; and again the famous

passage of St. Irenreus {Hwr. iii. 3) which descrilies

the Koman Church as the rallying point of all

other Churches ' on account of its more excellent

principality' (cf. on the text of this passage the

Bci-iie Bfnhiktine, Oct. 1908, p. 515 tt., and .Tan.

1910, p. 103), not to speak of numerous other indi-

cations in St. Cyprian, St. Chrysologus, and other

early writers. Be this as it may, the Vatican

Council of 1870, in its constitution headed ' On
the Church of Christ,' judged it necessary
' for the custodv, safety, and increase of the Catholic flock to

set forth, according to the ancient and constant belief of the

Universal Church, the doctrine to be believed and held by M
Faithful eoncernins the institution, perpetuity, and nature of

the sacred Apostolic primacy, in which consists the force and

solidity of the whole Church.'

In accordance with this programme, the Council

makes the following pronouncements : (i. ) St. Peter

was constituted, by our Lord, Prince of all the

Apostles and visible Head of the whole Church
militant, invested not merely with a primacy of

honour, but with a true and proper jurisdiction,

(ii.) The authority confided by our Lord to St.

Peter to ensure the perpetual stability of the

Church must of necessity have been meant to pass

to his successors, the Koman Pontift's. (iii.) In

accordance ^vith primitive tradition and the express

decrees of the Council of Florence,

the Roman Church, by the design of God, has the supremacy
of ordinary power over all other Oocal) churches, and this

power of jurisdiction of the Roman Pontiff, which is truly

episcopal, is immediate ; and pastors and faithful of every rite

and rank, whether singly and separately or collectively, are

bound to it bv the duty of hierarchical subordination and true

ot>edience, not only in things which pertain to faith and
morals, but also in things which pertain to the discipline and
rule of the Church spread over the whole world, so that Ijy

preserving unity of communion and of the profession of the

same faith with the Roman Pontiff, the Church of Christ is one
flock and under one Chief Pastor.' 1

(iv.) The Vatican Council declares
' that the Roman Pontiff, when he speaks ex cathedra, that is,

when, in discharge of his office of Pastor and Doctor of all

Christians, he defines, in virtue of his supreme .\postolic

authority, a doctrine of faith or morals to be held by the
Universal Church, is, through the Divine assistance promised
to him in Blessed Peter, endowed with that infallibility with
which our Divine Redeemer willed that the Church should be
furnished in defining doctrine of faith or morals ; and, there-

fore, that such definitions of the Roman Pontiff are irreform-

able of themselves and not in virtue of the consent of the
Church."

Other pronouncements of a more or less dogmatic
character may be found in earlier decrees of

Councils, notably that of Florence (1438), and in

the Bulls of Popes like Gregory I. (1604), Nicholas
I. (+867), and Boniface vill. (+1303) ; but it is to be
noticed that, in the much discussed Bull Unam
sanctam of the last named, only one dogmatic
definition is contained. This merely affirms that
all men are subject to the Roman Pontiff, the
context indicating that the matter of their salva-

tion is here alone in view. The opponents of
Boniface loudly protested that the Bull claimed
for the Pope direct power over the State in tem-
poral matters. There was even then a ditt'erence

of opinion about the lawfulness of such a claim.

1 The whole history of the Canon Law in the Middle .\ges
establishes the antiquity of this claim. The Pope, as F. W.
Maitland has pointed out in his Roman Canon Law in the
Church of England (189S, p. 104, and passim), was ' the uni-
versal ordinary.' This right to step in and supersede the
jurisdiction of the local bishop was uncontested, and was con-
stantly exercised. There was no judgment of any spiritual
authority from which an appeal did not Ue to the Holy See. It

was debated, indeed, in the 15th cent, whether it were not
possible to appeal from the Pope to a General Council ; but the
same chapter of the Vatican ' Constitutio de Ecclesia Christi

'

now clearly states that a General Council is not to be looked
upon as an authority above the Pope and capable of revising
his decisions.

No doubt many writers on tlie Papal side upheld
the more extreme view, and mediieval authorities

generally admitted without question that at least

an indirect authority over princes and their tem-
poral concerns belonged to the Holy See, but it

would be an error to suppose that the acknow-
ledgment of the Pope's direct jurisdiction over the

civu government of States has at any time formed
a necessary part of the Roman doctrine de Ecclesia

(see Hergenrother, Catholic Church and Christian

State, Eng. tr. vol. i. ch. i., and vol. ii. ch. xi.).

3. Notes of the Church.— It appears clearly, from

the Vatican definitions and from other Papal pro-

nouncements of the centuries preceding, that, since

the divisions of Christendom introduced by the

Reformation, the Church has laid more and more
stress upon the note of Unity, and has more
accurately explained that note by insisting that

it involves of necessity the recognition of the

authority of Christ's Vicar to teach and to legis-

late. Without this authoritative living voice, it is

maintained, the continued existence of the Church
as one ordered Society is impossible. Reason and
experience alike prove the tendency of such a

body to disintegrate into a chaos of contending

sects. Every theory of the Church must Involve
' certain essentials of worship, or faith, or of the

sacraments' (see preceding article, § 6), which
cannot be lost without forfeiting membership.
But who can pronounce what these essentials are,

except some voice which speaks with recognized

authority ? Nor would it be allowed that this

requirement of union with the earthly Head of

the Church is in itself new. The tone of St.

Cyprian in his de Unitate and in his Letters, of St.

Augustine in his discussion with the Donatists, or

of Pope Pelagius II. (+590) in dealing with the

Istrian schismatics (see Mansi, Concilia, 1901-09,

ix. 892 ff. and 897 ff.), is, so the Roman theologian

contends, precisely analogous to that of Catholic

writers at the present day. Further, in regard to

the note of Catholicity, it is part of the Roman
position to lay much stress upon the actual diffu-

sion of the Church throughout the world—

a

universality de facto as contrasted with the uni-

versality de jure. This, again, seems to be justi-

fied by an appeal to the Fathers, but it is needless

to debate the point here. Finally, the Roman
conception of the note of Sanctity naturally lays

stress upon the claim that the Catholic Church
has at all periods, even those of the greatest cor-

ruption of morals, been the fruitful mother of

children who, by their heroic virtue, by their de-

voted zeal in preaching the gospel to the heathen,

and by miracles attested after judicial investiga-

tion by competent tribunals, have proved their

acceptance with God and have been raised to the

honours of canonization.

4. Other characteristics.—From the conception

of the Church as a complete, permanent, and
ordered society, the government of which was
entrusted to the Apostles and their successors, the

consequence is deduced that, besides their magis-

terium, or commission to teach and define, the

rulers of the Church, and primarily the Pope, are

vested with a coercive jurisdiction and wth the

power of Orders. This latter function consists in

the power of imparting a spiritual consecration,

under circumstances conditioned partly by the

original institution of our Saviour and partly by
the enactments of the Church. Upon the observ-

ance of these conditions the validity of the Sacra-

ment may depend, and in the eyes of a Roman
Catholic theologian the Apostolicity of the Anglican

communion is compromised by the defect of Orders

owing to the inadequate Ordinal of the Edwardine

Prayer Book. As for the coercive jurisdiction,

this seems to be attested by many passages of the
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Kew Testament {e.g. Mt IS""'-, 2 Th 3", 1 Co 5=''-,

2 Co W; Ac i^^"- etc.), ami by the practice of the
first centuries. And here comes in the much mis-
understood ' iire-emiiience ' chiimed for tliu Churcli
over tlie State, the pre-eminence amouiitinj; funda-
mentally only to this, that, where duties plainly
eonllict, the spiritual is to be accounted higher
than the temporal—in other words, God is to be
olieyed rather than man. llergenrother puts the
matter well. Sucli a preeminence is, he urges,
by no means destructive of civil authority.
' For the superiority of the Church over the civil jKjwer is

only called forth practically when the latter is no longer within
its own province, when the interests in question are not purely
ci^il, but have also a religious character. In itfl province the
civil power is fully independent as long as it does no injury U>
religion. The Church does not demand a recognition of her
superiority over the .State for the promotion of the personal
and temporal interest of her rulers, but only for the mainten-
ance of the tnith revealed by God, which is for the true interest
of the State and the Christian people ' (op. cit. i. 14).

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that all medi-
eval theories of the relations of Church and State
were framed upon the hypothesis that the subjects
of any moniirchy in Christendom had of necessity
received Catholic bapti.«m, and were therefore
members of the Church. It was only in the course
of centuries that theologians came to recognize a
state of things under which a Christian people
could be conceived to reject Papal authority in
good faith and without culpable apostasy (see
on all this matter Tanquerey, Si/nopsis Theol.
Fundamentalis, pp. 514-536; and cf. Leo Xlll.'s

EiK-yclical Immortale Dei). We may note, further,
th.-it the axiom 'extra Ecclesiam nulla salus,' which
seems to be as old as the time of Origen {Horn. iii.

ill Josue), is now, in view of the many Christians
who are knowii to be born and baptized without
anj' immediate means of coming to the knowledge
of the ' true Church,' no longer interpreted with
the crude 1 iteral ism that sometim es prevail ed in past
agi'S. It is now universally held that those who
without fault of their own are not members of the
body of the Church may nevertheless belong to
its soul ('pertinent ad animam Ecclesiae '), pro-
vided they seek to know the truth, possess faith
and charity, and are contrite for the sins they
have committed. Of other technical distinctions
similar to that here made between the body and
soul of the Church, it will be sufficient to note the
contrasted terms ecclcsia doccn.i (the teaching body,
i.e. the Apostles, and the bishoixs and jiriests wlio
are their successors) and ccclesia discens (the
learners, i.e. the general body of the faithful) ;

also the division of the whole Communion of
saints into the ecclesia triumphans (the souls of
the blessed in heaven), the ecdesia mililans (the
Churcli militant on earth), and the ecclesia patiens
(the souls sult'ering in purgatory).

LmmATURE.—P. Batiffol, L'£'ylise naissante et It cathnli-
eieme*, Paris, 1909, gives the best account of the origins. The
subject as a whole is treated in scholastic form in Tanquerey,
Synopsis Theologiae Dogmatiac Fundamentalisit, Toumai, 19U7
pp. 287-633 ; and in Pesch, rrailectumes dogmalicce*, FroiburK,
vol. L (1009] pp. 179-379. A sliKhter treatment in English will
be found in Wilhelm-ScanneU, Manual of Catholic Theology,
London, 1890-9, vol. ii. ; and S. Hunter, OuUilus of Dogmatic
Theology, London, 1S95, vol. i. For the contrast between the
Anglican and the Roman view, see Newman, Essaiit Critical
and Historical^, London, 1872, Essay ix., with the Note added
to the later editions. Cf. also J. A. Mohler. Symbvlik^ Mainz,
1843, Eng. tr.: 1847 ; J. J. L Dbllinger, Kirche uml KircAen,
Munich, 1861, Eng. tr. 1862; and J. de Maistre, Du Pane,
Brussels, 1844, Eng. tr. 18S0. On the relations between Church
and State, see J. A. G. HergenrSther, Catholic Church and
Christian SlaU, Eng. tr., London, 1876 ; C. S. Devas The Key
to the World's Progrees, London, 190C ; O. Gierke, The Political
Theories of the Middle Age, Eng. tr., Cambridge, 1900, pp
12-20 ; Wemz. Jus Decretalium, Rome, 1905, vol. 1. pp. IS-IO.
Upon the coercive authority of the Church, see Gcorg Phillips
EirchcnrcchI, Ucgensburg, 1845-1S72, vol. U. ; and T. de
Cauzons, Hist, de rinquitUion en France, Paris, 1909, vol. I.

Thedogmatic definitions, etc., of the Church are conveniently
given \n Denzinger-Bannwart, Enchiridion symbolorumi",
Freiburg, 1908. HERBERT TnURSTON.

CHURCH ARMY.—The Church Army was
foiinded in 1SK2 by the Kov. (afterwards Preb.)
Wilson Carlile. It is an incorporated Society con-
sisting (191(1) of many thousands of members, about
WiO paid ofhcers (evangelists and mission-sisters),
chosen from the working classes, and a stall'at IJead-
quarters numbering over 200. Many of the Head-
quarters stall', including the founder, are honorary.
Its work is evanj'elistic and social, and is organized
in a number of diU'erent departments. It has fur
many years pjist obtained much recognition and
support from itseflfectivemannerof dealing with the
failures of life, the wastrels, the criminal classes,
and the unemployed. The Society may be said to
have won the hearty approval of the country at
lar^'e, and the goodwill not only of the bisliops
and clergy, but of nearly all leading philanthro-
pists. It has repeatedly been referred to in terms
of commendation in Government reports and blue-
books, particularly in the annual reports of tlie

Prison Commission and in the report of the lioyal
Commission on the Poor-law.
The founder of the Society was in 1881 curate

of St. Mary Abbot's, Kensington, under the Rev.
Ed. Carr Glyn (afterwards Bishop of Peterborough).
He had for a long time had it much at heart that
the Church should utilize the powers of its working-
men members, who had hitherto had practically no
scope for evangelistic work. His first essays were
at Kensington ; and in the year 1882 he organized
the Church Army and began work in Vauxliall
and Wandsworth', with a small staff of working-
men ofhcers and a few personal friends. The
movement soon showed that it had the element of
growth in it, and before long it became necessary
to have a regular Training Home. There are now
at work about 420 evangelists (called 'Captains'),
and 370 mission-sLsters. These last were a later
thought, when it appeared that the work of women
was almost as much needed as that of men. The
sisters are not, generally speaking, what are called
'trained nurses,' but they have all had some ex-
perience in one of the London hospitals and in the
Society's own dispensary, and have certificates for
first aid. A certain number of them have gone
through a full course in maternity, and hold the
C.M.B. certificate. They are capable working-
women, such as parish clergy need for visiting,
for holding simple meetings, and for a.ssisting the
poor in cases of sickness and difficulty. In all
cases the clergy engaging officers or sisters guaran-
tee their salary, and agree to give them the scope
which the Society asks in the way of services of
which they are in sole charge, subject to the in-
cumbent's orders. Each year about 60 men and
60 women are trained in the Society's Training
Homes in London for the work. There are at
the present time workers in many fields—foreign
missions, police-court, and other forms of home
niissions and otherwise—including numbers of men
in Holy Orders, who have gone througli Church
Army training, and have worked with the Society
for some time-
Not very long after the establishment of the

Society, the question became pressing as to how
those to whom the gospel was preached could be
helped physically. AI any were liungry and desti-
tute; many were idle beggars. The problem was
how to helji without hurting them. The answer
was found in the system of Labour Homes, which
are now scattered over the United Kingdom, most
of the large cities having at lea-st one. Each is

under the care of a working-man evangelist and
his wife, called the 'Father' and ' Mother' of the
Home. These titles they are expected to justify
by exercising the most potent influence for re-
formation—the power of Christian sympathy and
friendship.
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In almost every case the applicant is at first put

to wood-chopping, the most convenient work to
test a man's willingness. When he has proved
himself lit and willing, he is passed on to dittoroiit

kinds of work. Some of the Labour Homes have
proved themselves self-supporting, or nearly so.

The average length of stay in a Home is between
3 and 4 months. The inmates are well fed, and
have beds with clean white sheets, each having
a separate cubicle when possible. A man's work is

sufficient to pay for his board, hut not in most
cases for rent and salaries. Each man is credited
with the proper market value of his work, reckoned
as piecework, 6s. a week being charged for his
board and lodging, a small sum given him as
pocket-money, and the balance paid to him in cash
on his leaving the Home. As a rule the Homes
do not receive men suffering from disease, or over
45 years of age. All sorts come to the Homes,
and a large proportion of them are men whose
doT\-nfall is due directly or indirectly to drink.
One of the most encouraging branches of work

is that connected with prisons and prisoners. An
evangelist visits the prisons periodically, and offers
the Society's help to men about to be discharged.
A large number of the most satisfactory cases
dealt with in the Labo\ir Homes are men from
prison, particularly those M-ho have had only one
sentence, though old offenders are also reclamied.
Such as these are surprised and gi-ateful to find
that a brotherly hand is stretched out to help
them up from the depths. Officers with special
qualifications take missions from time to time in
all the convict prisons, and all the London and
most other local prisons, with marked success.
A number of workhouses throughout the country
are thrown open to the Church Army for visiting
and for missions ; and reformatories, industrial
schools, and training ships are also visited, with
the best results to their inmates.
Many experienced officers have been appointed pro-

bation officers under the Probation Act ; offenders,
especially young ones, being committed to their
care by the magistrates instead of being sent to
gaol ; and this branch of work has been particu-
larly fruitful in saving youths from a life of crime.
The Society has four special Homes for dealing
with lads, two of them being used for young first
ott'enders.

The Old Clo' departments for men and women
do a most useful work. The clothing and other
articles sent by the public to the Church Army
are distributed by these departments among the
Homes, and among poor people and families who
come for help. To avoid pauperization the articles
are sold at a nominal price.

Missions in barracks conducted by Church Army
evangelists are welcomed by the niilitary authori-
ties, and a beginning has been made towards
similar missions in the navy.
The Church Army's work on behalf of the un-

employed has attained very large proportions, and
it is impossible to do it justice in the space at dis-
posal. It may be classed under two heads: the
work at the King's Labour Tents and similar
institutions, where single homeless men are en-
abled by a moderate task to earn food and lodging
in decent surroundings (in connexion with wliich
branch an Open-all-night Rest is opened during
the winter)

; and the Queen's Labour Dep6ts, and
numerous similar dep6ts throughout the country,
where married men -with families are enabled to
earn a scanty though sufficient liveliliood for their
dependants while they are out of work, the wages
in this case being paid in cash. The principle is
strictly observed of giving relief by way of re-
muneration for work, not by way of free gifts,
wlietlier in money, food, or shelter, these being

found fatal to the independent spirit of tl:e
recipients.

The League of Friends of the Poor occupies an
important place in Church Army work. This
League consists of men and women of more or less
leisure and means, banded together to give personal
service to the poor by the method of each member
becoming responsible for one poor family, to whom
the member is expected to act as a kind, judicious,
and sympathizing friend. No money is allowed to
be given, but with that restriction the members
are at liberty to use their own discretion in the
means adopted to help, the central organization
being always available for advice and support.
The effect is found to be remarkable, both upon
the befriended and their 'friends.' To many of
the latter it has supplied quite a new interest
in, and outlook upon, life and the problems of
poverty.
An offshoot from this League is the Boys' Aid

department, whose aim is to get hold of lads in
danger of sinking into hooliganism, unemployment,
and possible crime, and, by introducing them to one
or other of the numerous organizations for the
benefit of lads to be found in almost every parish,
to provide as far as possible for a life of good
citizenship. A certain number of these lads are
emigrated to Australia.
The Church Army also sends men and families

to Canada in suitable cases, everj' precaution
being taken that those selected for assisted pass-
ages are such as mil make useful self-reliant im-
migrants. The emigrants are expected to repay
the sums ad\-anced for passage-money, etc. ; and
it is found in practice that the very great majority
of them do well in Canada, and are able ^\-ithout
difficulty to make their re-payments by the stipu-
lated instalments. The class chosen are those who,
while respectable and industrious, have been unable
for some reason or another to make a success of
life at home. For the purpose of testing and
training single applicants for emigration, and for
selected inmates from the Labour Homes, the
Society has a Farm Colony of nearly 800 acres in
the north of Essex.
The Society has nearly seventy Mission-vans,

veritable houses on wheels, continually perambu-
lating throughout the dioceses of England and
Wales and one Irish diocese, many dioceses having
two vans at work, and some as many as four"
Each van is occupied by an evangelist, with one
or two assistants, going from \-illage to village,
halting for ten days or a fortnight at the request
of the parish clergy, and holding missions in halls
or the open air, visiting the people and distributing
£ure literature. For larger places, the Pioneer
•epartment does work similar to that done by the

vans in villages. Evangelists sent out by this
department hold missions in crowded parishes,
preaching in tents, halls, or the open air ; and at
times united missions are held, covering the whole
of some moderate-sized town. The same depart-
ment has charge of the missions which are periodic-
ally held on the seashore in certain holiday resorts,
and on race-courses ; also those to fruit- and hop-
pickers and harvesters. In all these undertak-
ings the Church Army works hand-in-hand with
the clergy, never entering a parish or institu-
tion without the goodwill of the incumbent or
chaplain.

So many-sided is the work of the Society that it
is somewhat difficult to choose any one branch for
separate mention. There is, however, one effort
which, although not one of the most extensive, is
yet so full of pathos and human interest that it is
impossible to pass it by. When a man is sent to
prison, the community ensures him, at all events,
shelter and food sufficient to support life. Too often
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tlm wife and little ones, who suffer for the sins

of the husband and father, are left to starve or to

enter the workhouse. This means breaking up
the home ; and the future of the children, already
marred by the taint of the father's sin, is furtht^r

clouded by the workhouse sliadow. The stories

which the Church Army could tell of the hunger
and cold, leading to all sorts of sickness, which some
of these poor creatures will endure rather than break
up the home are heartrending in the extreme.
Tne Society has a special branch for searching out
and ministering to prisoners' wives and children,

relieving their immediate necessities, and providing
work to enable the mother to feed the little ones
and to tide over the evil time until the bread-
winner is set at large. For this purpose the
Society has spacious workrooms, with a crfeche for

small children attached, in a pleasant part of

London. The effect of this work is often twofold.
Few indeed are the prisoners, bad though they
may be, who do not feel gratitude when they hear
that the Church Army has done something for the
wife and children ; and many a poor sinner has
been so touched by what has been done in the
name of Christ that it has been to him the
turning-])oint from darkness to light.

The Women's Social department works on the
same lines as that which is concerned with men,
with necessary modifications. It has a number of

Homes for \\ omen and Girls in London and the
provinces, the principles of earnest Christian sym-
pathy and giving relief and help in return for work
beingstrictly observed. Laundry-work and needle-
work are naturally the staple industries. Useful
Rescue work is also carried on. The same depart-
ment has Boarding Homes for women in business,

Clubs, and other institutions. There are also

three Homes for Women Inebriates, where the
inmates, while taught to rely on the Divine
power for deliverance from their enslaving vice,

are medically treated, with good results in many
cases.

Another department conducts a Dispensary and
Medical Mission for Women and Children, the
patients being attended by women physicians.

The same department has several Fresh Air
Homes in the country and by the sea, where
poor, ailing, over-tired women from the slums are

received with their children. Church Army sisters

needing rest and cliange are also cared for in these
Homes.
The Church Army Gazette, a ^d. gospel paper

for working-people, has a circulation of upwards
of 100,000 weekly. It is printed, in common with
the Church Army Review and the whole of the
Society's other printin^_', at the Church Army
Printing Works at Cowley, near Oxford, which are

thoroughly equipped with the latest machinery,
and constitute an effort towards bringing industry
back into the green fields.

The Society has many other branches, but it is

impossible to mention more than a few of these

—

the Banner and Art department, which executes
all manner of plain and artistic needle-work, and
gives employment to the better class of women
from the Homes ; the work-room for unemployed
women : the Lantern department, with its 100,000
lantern slides on sale or hire, dealing with all sorts

of subjects, sacred and secular ; the Book de[)art^

ment, which sells something like 400,0(X) publica-
tions, large and small, religious and secular, during
the year ; and the Prince.^s Club, for factory girls.

Although the Society has developed from small
beginnings into the wide ramifications of tlie

present day, it remains essentially now what it

was at first—a working-men's mission to working-
men. This is the cause of its being, and this is its

justification. W. Caklile.

CHURCH (British).—The British Church,
whose history it is proposed to outline, may be
regarded as extending from the introduction of

Christianity into the island to the time when the
Roman mission under St. Augustine, having
converted the Saxons or English, created a new
Church which anathematized the ancient Church
of the land. The causes of the rise and overthrow
of the British Church will be included in our survey.
For about a century and a half before Christianity

could be regarded as dehnitely established in

Britain, the country had formed part of the Roman
Empire. It had, therefore, the advantages of a
regularly constituted authority, with an administra-
tion founded on fixed principles. And although
the principles, esj)ecially in their judicial aspect,

were, on many points, ditJ'erent from those of the
religion of Christ, the relation of the province to

the Empire, and its consequent association with
the older provinces, proved beneficial to the diffu-

sion of the Christian religion in many ways.
No missionary's name is connected with the

introduction of Christianity into Britain. In this

it does not differ from many other countries. For
instance, we do not know who first preached the
gospel in South Gaul, or in Carthage and other
places in North Africa—places in which there were
churches long before the end of the 2nd century.
But in the history of the evangelization of Ireland
and non-Roman Britain (the land to the north of

the wall of Hadrian), several centuries later, we
find names of men who propagated the faith

—

Nynias, St. Patrick, ancl Columba. Not so in

Britain ; the first preacher's name is not known.
Incidentally we may notice that the Christianizing
of Britain was due largely to its occupation by the
Romans.

I. The British Church from its earliest appear-
ance to the coming of monachism.—The earlie.st

apparent indication of the presence of Christians
in Britain is to be found in the adv. Judceos of

Tertullian, written about A.D. 206. Writing of

the people who liad believed in the Christ, he
enumerates all those who had seen the vision of

Pentecost (Ac 2''"), also the Gffituli, Mauri,
Hispania?, Gallic-e, and last of all mentions ' places

in Britain which, though inaccessible to the Romans,
have become subject to Christ' (ch. vii.). The
passage, it must be allowed, is rhetorical in setting,

but is it too rhetorical for the conveyance of truth,

of what was known to the writer as fact? We
observe that, of all the nations named, the only
people respecting whom a detail of contemporary
hiitnricalfact is added are the Britanni. Certain
parts of Britain, he says, had not been reached
by the Romans—a statement recognizing the
difficulties encountered by the generals who pre-

ceded the Emperor Sevenis (208). These would
be well known at Rome and Carthage. As Ter-
tullian is describing what he knew to be fact, in

the first part of the pa.ssage, we infer that he had
reliaide information respecting the second. There
were Christians in Britain before 206, just as there

was a Church at Carthage long before Tertullian
became a member of it. V. Schultze writes as

follows :

* The celebrated reference in Tertullian to Christians is hardly
mere rhetoric. There could scarcely fail to be some Christians
in the island, probably in the 2nd cent., as in other places

which the Konians conquered. In a (.'nrrison ot 30,(WO men,
having a lan;e number of officers, and certainly no small number
of persons who, with this or that motive, betook themselves to
Britain, there were, as a matter of course. Christians to be
found' (<>V,*cA. des Untergangs des griich.-rom. Ueidenlums,
Jena. 1887-92, ii. 120).

We may with some confidence infer that Britain
had seen Christians and Christian Churches in

the interval between ISO and 200. The earliest

Christians were immigrants who used the Latin
tongue for worship and teaching. The Christianiz-
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ing of Biittiin was the work of these iiiiniigrants.

From the older provinces there came into tlie island

skilled workers of all classes, physicians, and
schoolmasters ; many of these would be of the
type described in the Letter of the Churches at
Vienne and Lyon (Eus. HE v. 1)—Vet tins Ena-
gathus, Alexander the Phrygian physician, ' well
known as a man of apostolic grace,' Attalus, 'a
person of distinction,' and others. How far the
Roman garrison, with its three great centres at
Caerleon on Usk, Chester, and York, may have
aided the beginning and the propagation of Chris-

tianity is a question very difficult to answer.
The oldest Acta, it may be said, are those of

soldiers, and Tertullian (Apol. 37) speaks of 'the
men of yesterday ' as now ' filling the very
camps ' (castra ipsa). Many soldiers were certainly
Christians, and Harnaek {Hist, of Dogma, 1894-99)
speaks of the court and the camp as 'active
proselytizing centres.' Britain must have benefited
by their presence.
We may here refer to the traditions, falsely eo called, which

meet us in historical literature. Worlis containing materials
for the study of these are the following: : Ussher, Briiann.
Eccles. Antiquitates, 1639; Haddan-Stubbs, Councils, etc.,

1869-78, Append. A, pp. 25-6; Duchesne, Liber Pontifieatis,
1886-92, p. 102 ; John of Tynemouth, Nova Legenda Anglim,
ed. Horstmann, 1901, ii. 78 ; William of Malmesburv, de A'ntiq.
Glast. Ecdes., ed. Hearne, 1727; Phillimore, 'The Triads'
(Welsh), iii Y Cymmrodor, vol. vii.

(1) The legend of the British Bran is self-contradictory, and
the real Triads contain no allusion to him in relation to the
Introduction of Christianity.

(2) A visit by St. Paul to Britain has been inferred from the
reference to Spain in Eo 1624- 23

; and a phrase in Clement's Ep.
to the RmnujlS, Kal en-l to repixa t>}s Svtreuis i\9u)v, ' having come
to the limit of the West,' would fittingly apply to Rome itself,

as the context implies, by its reference to the Apostle's martyr-
dom in the next clause. The idea of a visit by St. Paul to
Britain is an inference, and a weak one, not a tradition.

(3) Another instance of weak inference is the contention that
St. Peter came to Britain. It is based on a letter from Innocent I.

,

which speaks of St. Peter aa constituting priests ' over all Italy,
Gaul, Spain, Africa, and the interjacent islands.' It would be
difficult to find Britain among these.

(4) Later writers make mention of Simon Zelotes, and of
Aristobulus as Arwj'stli Hen, but they must be pronounced
undeserving of any credence on these points.

(a) There are other two legends, one English, the other
British : (a) The English legend is connected with the founding
of Glastonbury, and appears for the first time in the writings of
William of Malmesbury, who describes a very early charter
which gives the British name Imswitrin. In the history of the
church of Glastonia he also speaks of the place as called by the
natives Yniswitrin. This might mean the * island or the
monastery of Witrin.' William states that he takes his story
respecting the Apostle Philip and Joseph of Arimathaea from
Freculphus. Two stories are thus blended by him ; that of the
ancient island or monastery of Witrin, and the legend of Philip
and Joseph. The latter is to the effect tiaat Philip sent Joseph
of Arimatfiaea to Britain *in the sixty-third year from the
Incarnation of the Lord.' The disciples' with Joseph settled at
Ynia Witrin, and experienced kindness from the king. The
third king from him became a Christian. He was Lucius or
Lies ap Ooel, Ooel being the second king, {b) The British
legend represents a British prince bearing the name of Lucius as
sending a letter to Eleutberius, the bishop of Rome, requesting
to be made a Christian by his command. The story given by
William that Glastonbury was the cradle of British Christianity
is evidently post-Norman, while the British legend is certainly
as old as the 6th century. On the date of the oldest MS of the
Liber Pontljkalis on the story of Lucius and its appearance in
the Liber, see p. cii. in Duchesne's edition.

It is ditBcult to accept the view advanced in Haddan-Stubbs,
Councils, i. 25, which makes the record belong to the time of
Prosper, and connects it with attempts at Papal authority over
Britain, and equally difficult to accept the view of Zimmer {The
Celtic Church in Brit, and IreL, Eng. tr. 1902, p. 2) that it was
' invented towards the end of the 7th cent, by a representative
of Rome, in order to support him in his claims against the
Britons.' Such purposes appear entirely foreign to the short
notice of the Liber Pontijicatis. This story is also given by
Nennius and Beda, though with some modifications, both
writers evidently depending upon a copy of the Liber,^

Nennius (Hist. Brittonum, 22) falls into the confusion of
placing^ the conversion and baptism of Lucius under Pope
Kucharistus. There was no Roman bishop of this name, or of
the name Euaristus, as five iISS read. The dates in Beda and
Nennius are plainly impossible when we have regard to that
given for Eleutberius, i.e. a.d. 174-189. This account is narrated
wi^th characteristic enlargements in the Book of Llanddv, and

1 Bede, Hi^toria, i. 4 ; Chronicle. The former gives a date
that must be earlier than 169, the latter places the
of Lucius in 180.

in the Hist. Jiecjum Britannioe by Geoffrey of Monmouth. It

may be observed that the whole story is absent from the pages
of Gildas, who does not know, apparently, of any one in
particular aa connected with the introduction of Christianity
mto Britain. Harnaek explains the whole as a transcriptional
error. The king was not a British prince, but Abgar ix. of
Edessa, whose full name was Lucius jElius Septlmius Megas
Abgarus ix. The scribe was misled. A full notice of tnis

conjecture is found in Analecta Bollandiana, vol. xxiv. p. 393,
where, on the whole, the view is accepted. Yet it may have
to wait for fuller elucidation.

Christianity brought to men a knowledge of one
God as opposed to polytheism, with its idolatrous

and bloody sacrifices and official pomp.' The
Episttda aa Diognetum, which is the most striking
Christian pamphlet of early times, gives a vivid

conception of the Christian life .about the year
150. It has been described as belonging to the
heroic period ; its words have not yet lost their

power. Britain, then beginning to be Christian,

began also to know men who had reached the ideas

and feelings portrayed in this Epistula.
When Christianity came into Britain, probably

some time before A.D. 200, important develop-

ments had secured a lasting place in the Church.
The very name Catholica Ecclesia had acquired a
meaninn; which renders the description ' Universal
Church somewhat inadequate. It had come to

imply doctrine also, which, within a certain range,

was uniform ; it implied, further, a particular form
of Church life which was approximately identical

in .all communities. Neither the doctrine nor
the institutional form of the Church was quite
fixed, though more or less definitely formed.
Thus, long before the Christian community had
begun its work in Britain, its ministry had de-

veloped almost uniformly in other parts—in Italy,

Spain, Gaul, the Rhineland, and particul.arly in

Africa, before Tertullian even had become a Chris-

tian. Its ministry consisted of a chief pastor who
was called bishop {episcopiis), aided in the offices

of worship by others of a second rank named presby-

ters (presbyteri), wliile the less distinctive parts of

the ritual and the charities of the brotherhood w-ere

administered by deacons (diaconi). This was the
kind of Church that existed—possibly the only
kind that could have existed—in Britain about
A.D. 180-200. The British bishop, it should be
remembered, was bishop of the one church in wliich

he laboured, doing the work usually done to-day
in every communion by the minister of a church.
No diocesan bishop, during the centuries extending
from those early times to the 10th or 11th cent.,

was evolved in the Church of Britain ; presbyters
there were in it, entrusted with functions wliich,

after a time, only bishops could perform in the
majority of churches. At first the Church in

Britain was similar in all things to other older

Churches ; but, whereas these, in course of time,

adopted new ways, the British Church clung con-

servatively to ancient customs, and so came to be
regarded .as a reprobate Church.
Our knowledge of the characteristics of the Early

Church in Britain is of necessity inferential, for

from native and direct sources tliere is hardly any
information to be gained on these points. The
barrenness of those sources will be evident when
it is mentioned that not a single name is known to

history except St. Alban until we come to the three
bishops who in 314 travelled from York, Lincoln,

and London to the Council of Aries. And after

that date we meet with no representatives of the

Church until we come to Pelagius, Palladius, and
St. Patrick. The inscriptions even bear no trace

of Christianity until the Gth cent, has begun.
The language which the Church in Britain em-

ployed for worship, for solemn ordinances, as well

as for teaching, was Latin. In course of time, terms
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from that lan<;uage came to be used by the British

people, and modem Welsh still contains a larf;e

number of Latin words. The immigrants, in addi-

tion to their Latin speech, brought over copies of the

Latin liible. This was of necessity in tlie version

called Old Latin, and it obtained so strong a hold

upon the mind and heart of the Church here that it

continued in vigorous use three and a half centuries

later.

Besides tlie Scriptures in Latin, the newcomers
carried to their new home that short summaiT' of

doctrine which they called their St/mbolum. Tliis,

probably, was the old Koman cree<l, or an older and
simpler form of it—which in its more complete and
lixed form was called the Apostles' Creed.' They
must also have brought with them the mode of

conducting public worship, consisting of common
prayer, reailing of Scripture, and sermon. Con-
verts were admitted into Church communion after

preparation as catechumens, and by the solemn
rite of baptism. The Britons understood Augus-
tine when in 603 he spoke of the rite ' by which we
are regenerated unto God '—an expression that is

found as early as Justin Martyr (about 150), and
soon after in Latin terminology. There were at

a very early period interroyations made of each

fierson at his oaptism, in the tenor of the articles

of the Creed :
' Dost thou believe with thy whole

heart in God the Father Almighty? I believe,'

etc. etc.'- Another rite, regarded as a part of bap-

tism, was named Chrism or Confirmation (q.v.). In

course of time it became separated from baptism,

and was relegated to the bishop as his own special

function ; in Britain, however, it continued as a

rite which could be performed also by tlie presbyter

(if not by the deacon) who conducted the baptism.

The Eucharist, regarded as tlie most solemn ordi-

nance of the Churcli, was probably celebrated as

in other Churches ; it was presided over by the
bishojis alone, and took place at the second part of

the service, to which none hwtjideles were admitted.

Besides Sunday, the weekly sacred day of the

Christians, Easter was regarded as an annual festival

commemorating, earlier than 200, the Kesurrection

of the Lord. There were diverse ways, even in the

West, of fixing tlie day on which the celebration

should take place, and probably Britain had no
uniform method of calculation until the year 314,

when it adopted the then Koman mode of com-
putation.

In this brief description of what prevailed in

most, if not in all, countries, we see the Church of

Britain about A.D. 200. 'There were in it, as

well as in other facts not yet named, the seeds of

bitter, harassing divergences. These did not de-

velop, however, until four hundred years had
passed by. A period of Briti.sh life—internally

undisturbed—may be said to extend from about

200 to about 600. It is probable that, with the ex-

ception of the local persecutions from Trajan to

Marcus Aurelius, warfare against the Church as

an institution was carried into Britain, for the

first and only time, in the persecution called forth

by the Edict of Decius in 25u, or that of Valerian

in 2.")7. This time of trial showed, to borrow the
words of GUdas, 'bright lamps of holy martyrs,' of

whom he names three—Alliaii of Verulam, Julius,

and Aaron of Caerleon ar Wyse or Urbs Legionum.
By most writers these martyrdoms are placed under Dio-

cletian (from A.D. 303), owin^ to a false reading and wronp
understanding of Gildaa in his dc Excidio Britannice. The
best reading

—

ut conjicimui, 'as we conjecture '—proves that
Gildas himself did not know the exact time. St. Alban, Julius,

and Aaron were probably victims of the fierce blast which swept
over Britain under Decius or Valerian, rather than under

1 The diilercnces between the Celtic form and the Continental
are set out at length in the Antiphonary of Bangor (ii. 21, cd.

Warfen, 1S9J-95), and by Bum In Niceta of Remeeiana (1905).
' See Hcurtley, Uamumia Symbotica, 1858, p. J0« ; Achclis,

'Canons of Hippolytus," TU vi. 4.

Diocletian. A careful reading of the chapter in Gildas creates
the impression that it is a fragment of an ancient I'aseio or
Ada of St. Alban. We find an account of St. Alhan and the two
other martyrs in Gild.is' de Exeidio liritaimup, ch. 10, written

about .540 (Cyminrodorion Soo. ed.); Bede, IIM. Eccks. Gentis
Anqlurum, written before 735 ; Constantius, Vila Germani (one

of liede's sources), written about 480. There were two families

of the texts of the ricssions ; a copy of one, the 'Turin ' text,

came to Gild.is, while Bede used an exemplar of the 'Paris'

text. For full information respecting the.se texts, see W. Meyer,
Die hegende des hi. Albanus, des Protomartyr AtvjUcjp, in
Texten vor Beda, 1904, and the review of his book in Analecta
BoUandiana, vol. xxiv. p. 397.

IJuriii" the decade 2SU-296, Britain under Carau-
sius and Allectus was practically independent

;

the Gallo-Koman Empire, recognized by the troops

in Britain, lasted from 2,")9 to 273. We are thus

carried to the time of Valerian, or to the peaceful

measures of Galerius (260), under whom, being a
half-usurper, persecution was scarcely possible.

Constantius carried on no persecuting severities.'

We infer, therefore, that the persecution under
which St. Alban and the two citizens of Caerleon,
' together with many others of both sexes,' suffered

was the fierce onslaught of Valerian or Decius on
individual Christians and on the Church in its

collective existence. There can hardly be an
escape from the conclusion that this period, 251

to 260, was the only time when the Church of

Britain was persecuted. Alban was not the first

martyr in Britain, as reputed ; he was one of three,

but had the good fortune to be glorified in the
I'usaio, written in Gaul, not in Britain, and also

by Gildas and Beda, and in the Vita Germani of

Constantius.
British representatives were present in the

Council at Aries in 314, summoned by Constantine
to decide upon a grave dili'erence that had arisen

in Africa ; but its Canons, like those of every
Coimcil, concerned the whole Cliurch. There
travelled thither, as the names are given in Mansi,
from the Corbey MS: (1) Eborius episcopus de
civitate Eboriacens provincia Britannia ; (2) Re-
stitutus episcopus de civitate Londinensi provincia

supradicta ; (3) Adelfius episcopus de ciiitate colonia

Londinensium (MS Lindunensium ; this correction

must be made) ; (4) exinde Sacerdos presbyter,

Arminius diaconus. Many signatures make it

evident that numerous presbyters and deacons took
part and voted in the Council—a striking fact. From
York, from London, and from Lincoln respectively,

Eborius (a name that became Ifor in the British

tongue), Keslitutus (whose name took tlie form
lihystyd), and Adelfius, with the presbyter and
deacon, went to share at Aries in the work of

framing the Canons, twenty-two in number.
The Canons generally deal with the ordinary

regulations and ditticulties of pastoral work, and
imply a great change in respect of discipline

when compared with the old austerity (antiqua

aiisteritas). But the first of tliem seems to be

evidence of variance in the customs with re-

spect to the celebration of Easter—a point that

became so vital later, as deciding the relations

of the British and Anglo-Roman Churches. It

was in this Canon decided to observe the feast on
'one day and at one period,' vt vno die et uno
tempore per omnem orhem a nobis observetur. As
most of the Churches already held their Easter on

the Lord's Day—the day of His Itesurrection—this

decision was of importance chiefly on account of

its second clause. Rome in that age calcul.ated

its time of holding the sacred feast on a cycle of

84 years. Alexandria, with all the Churches of the

East, had adopted the old civic cycle of Athens,

called the Metonic cycle, and calculated upon a
basis of 19 years. Tlie point of chief importance

is tliat the British bishops carried over the

Roman 84-year cycle, with its high prestige, and
' Lactantius, de Herrte Perucutorum, 24 ; Eu8. Life of Con-

stantine, cf. BE viii. 13-16, ix. 2, x. 6-7.
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the Britons clung to it with the tenacity of a strong

reverence for their fathers. Rome, on the other
hand, went through several changes until it finally

ended with the adoption of the Alexandrian
calculation. Easter was a movable feast derived
from the Jews, whose year was lunar, and its date
was lixed by the first full moon of spring ; as the
lunar year is 11 days shorter than the solar, each
full moon of Jan. 1 in any year is 12 days old on
Jan. 1 of the following year. Many ettbrts had
been made to find a system indicating the time
when sun and moon should again have the same
days. This interval, called a cycle, at Rome was 84,

at Alexandria 19 years. Henceforth the British

Church observed this Roman cycle, of which its

bishops heard at Aries in 314. Cf. Calendar
(Christian).

We have no reason to doubt that the Britons
were orthodox, like the West generally, in their

attitude during the great controversies which
resulted in the faith of Nicsea respecting the
Divinity of the Son, and in the Christology of

Chalcedon. It is interesting now to read the book
that was read by many in Britain—a book of

deep thought and moderate opinion, viz. the de

Synodis, wTittcn by Hilary of Poitiers, and
addressed to, among others, the bishops of the
provinces of Britain. This book, apparently, had
prepared the minds of the Britons and others to

oppose the religious tyranny of Constantius at

Ariminum (359).

There is a point which is worthy of special

notice, viz. that, in the 4th cent., forms of ritual

and creed, differing as they did from those which
became fixed later, were to be found in places
widely apart througliout the Emjjire. For instance,

the article in the Ancient Creed on the Chiu'ch
reads almost the same in the Symbolum used at

Remesiana beyond the Adriatic as in that of the
Churches of Gaul (where Faustus wrote), Britain,

and Ireland. In Britain and Ireland their Creed
taught men to say :

' I believe that there is one
Holy Catholic Church,' not as in other places :

' I

believe in the Holy Catholic Church.' It is possible

that along the great military road, on which
Remesiana lay, and which reached Milan through
AquUeia, developed forms of ritual might travel

from Constantinople without touching Rome.
From Milan as centre these would reach the Irish

Banoor, and Faustus, bishop of Riez in South
Gaul. We have in this hypothesis, if true, an
explanation also of the element of truth in the old
contention that Christianity had come to Britain
from the East. Eastern peculiarities there were,
but they had come not directly, but in the way
described above.'

Pelagianism (q.v.) is sometimes represented as a
current issuing from Britain ; this, however, was
not the case. Its original home was Rome, and its

motive was a protest against Augustine's doctrine
of sin and grace. Pelagius was a Briton ; this is

the evidence of all who speak of him, with the
api)arent exception of Jerome. The best way of

understanding the life of Pelagius, and the relation
of Britain to him, is to regard him as one of the
many who made their pilgrimage to the East in

order to know and learn the ' way of holiness ' that
was so spoken of in all parts as practised by ' the
saints' in Egypt and Asia Minor. There were
others who must have been drawn from Britain
eastward and to Rome from the same motives as
Pelagius. One of these was Palladius, a strong
follower of Augustine.
The Pelagian controversy continued after the

death of Pelagius in the far East, probably not
long after 418, and even after the death of

1 Burn, Siceta of Remesiana, p. Ixxviii. ; Duchesne, Orifti^'i'S

du culte chritien, 1SS9, p. 83 ; Barns, JThSt, Jul,\' 19MG, p. '601.

Augustine (430). At last, by the instigation

of Boniface and Celestine (422-432), bishops of

Rome, Imperial edicts were issued against the
Pelagians. They were exiled from Italy. It is

known that Pelagius had a host of warm sym-
pathizers at Rome, and it would not be sur-

prising if many of his on^ti countrymen should be
amongst them. These men, ' enemies of grace,'

would naturally return home, and, as Prosper says,
' take possession of the land of their birth.' Agricola
and his father Severianus, if among the exiles

from Rome, would answer this description ; but
we see by the Pelagian Letters which Caspari has
edited, that there were other Pelagians in Britain,

and the doctrine may have been spreading. Agri-
cola, we are told by Prosper, was corrupting not
individuals but Churches, so that there must have
been no small influx of Pelagianism into Britain.

Palladius, whom we regard as a Briton, succeeded
in securing the intervention of the Roman bishop
Celestine, who sent over Germanus of Auxerre in

order to put an end to the heresy. Prosper's

Chronicle opposite the year 429 records :

'Florentio et DionysioCoss. ( = a.d. 429): Agricola Pelagianus,

Severiani Pelagian! episcopi filius, ecclesias Britanniae dog^atia
8ui insinu.itione corrupit. Sed ad actionem Palladii diaconi

papa Coelestinus Germanum Antisidorensem episcopum vice sua
niittit, et deturbatis hsereticis Britannos ad catholicam fidem
dirigit.'

Prosper, it should be remembered, was in Rome at

this time and closely associated with Celestine

;

therefore his narrative commands especial credit.

There is, however, another \vitness who must also

be consulted, viz. Constantius, the author of the
Vitn Germani, who wrote his book about the year
480.' The Vita, as we find it in Haddan-Stubbs,
is jiroved to be largely interpolated : Wilhehn
Levison has thoroughly examined it, and we turn to

his work for full information respecting the book
and its author {Neues Archiv der Gesellsch^ift fitr

dlterc deutsche Geschichtskunde, xxix. [1903]). Con-
stantius was one of those literary men made loiown
to us in the letters and poems of Sidonius Apol-
linaris, and it was to him that Sidonius dedicated
his Letters. Constantius informs us that Germanus,
who to this day has been called in the British

tongue Garmon, made two visits to Britain in

order to oppose Pelagianism there ; on the first of

these he was accompanied by Lupus, bishop of

Troyes. The Vita, however, relates further that

an embassy was sent from Britain to inform the
Gallic bishops that the Pelagian heresy was rapidly

taking possession of the people, and that the

earliest possible succour should be given to the
Catholic faith. A Synod was held, and Germanus
and Lupus were solicited to undertake the mission

to Britain. The two bishops entered upon their

work with energy, and succeeded in their task.

The Vita Germani, written with a charm of style

which made it exceedingly popular, is throughout
full of miraculous incidents. This was the fashion

of the time. But we are dependent upon the

narrative of the Vita for all that occurred during

the stay of the bishops in Britain—the lisit to the

grave of St. Alban, the Hallelujah victory, etc.

Many attempts have been made to reconcile the

two accounts, that of Prosper and that of the Vita,

but the statement of Prosper's Chronicles that

Germanus was sent to Britain by Celestine as his

representative (vice sua), and at the invitation of

the British deacon Palladius, seems to be such as

must be accepted ; the embassy from Britain and
the Council are, it is quite probable, due solely to

the imagination of Constantius. The Vita Lvjn is

good evidence that Lupus accompanied the great

bishop in this mission to Britain. It adds one
special detail, viz. that the journey was made in

1 AS, Juli vii. pp. 202-21. From the Ada the text is given in

Haddan-Stubbs, Couiicils, vol. i.
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winter. Germanus came to Britain in 429, about
the same time as the English, at the invitation of

Guortigem, began their occupation of tlie ishind.

riiis information vre gather from the Hixtoria
lirittonnm by Nennius. Germanus, or Garmon,
remained in the memory of the British as the man
who had saved the faith of tlie Church wlien
threatened by a flood of Polagianism, as the builder
of monasteries, and as the great teacher of saints.

But their reverence was enhanced by tlie belief that
he had been a strong helper against the Saxons.
A few names appear before us about this time.

One of these is I'astidius, a British bishop who
wrote, some time between 420 and 480, a hooK to a
widow named P'atalis, on The Christian Life, and
another on Tlie Preserving uf Widoxohood. In

reality there is but one book known to us. The
tractate has been erroneously described as con-
taining Pelagian passages. It reminds one of some
chapters in the Imitatio of Thomas ii Kenipis.

' Men sin egregiously,' it ?sy3, ' when they believe that God
is the avenger not of sin but of heresy. ... A Christian is he
wlio extends pity to all, who in no case is ruffled by injury, wlio

allows not a poor man to be oppressed if he be present . . .

who has made himself poor to the world that he may become
rich unto God."

Fastidius insists on the necessity of obedience
as well as faith, for a good life. His letter to the
widow, a noble tj'pe of Christian womanhood,
places clearly before us the idea of the Christian
man as entertained in Britain about 420.'

Another name that comes into view is Faustus.
He was born in Britain, but was taken by his

mother in early life to the monastery of Lerins.

Maximiis was then abbot of Lerins ; on liis ap-
pointment in 433 to be bishop of Riez, Faustus
succeeded him as abbot, afterwEirds succeeding
him also as bishop of Riez. He was acquainteil
with Sidonius Apollinaris, who describes his

mother as holy and one who inspired reverence

;

' to be introduced to her was as if Israel had intro-

duced him to Kebecca, or Samuel to his mother
Hannah '—a lady whose piety may be compareil
with that of the widow to whom Fastidius wrote,

and both as examples of British piety. She took
over her son to share in the discipline and saintli-

ness of the communities at Marseilles and Lerins.

Sidonius speaks in one of his letters of the books
which Faustus was sending by the hands of Kio-
catus ' to your fellow-Britons.' Faustus is thus an
instance of tlie early beginning in Britain of rever-

ence for the monastic life.

Kiocatus is another important personage. We
meet him as the guest of Sidonius Apollinaris,

being detained at his house because of the in-

cursions of 'the barbarians' into Gaul. Riocatus
is spoken of as bishop and monk (antlsten ac
monachiis). He was then on his second visit, and
was returning with a supply of books from Fanstus.
A stream of literature, copies of the Scriptures,
tractates, etc., came to Britain from Lerins, an
important literary centre. The visit of which we
have spoken may have occurred between 460 and
470, though Riocatus might have been bishop many
years earlier. In him we have evidence of monacli-
ism not only existing in Britain, but also favoured
by the Church, or by some churches at least, since
this man was bishop as well as monk. The friendli-

ness between Faustus, who was a strong and fervid
Semi-Pelagian, and Riocatus suggests the pre-
valence in Britain of Semi-Pelagian views.''

Of another—Nynias—we have information in

Beda, who declares tliat he was a Briton. Ailrcd,
abbot of Rievaulx, in his Vita Niniani, written in

1 See Gennadius, de Vir. lUiul. ch. 57 ; also Caspari, Brie/r,
Abhandlimijen und Predigten, 1891, p. 352 fT. on de Vita
Chrintiana (PL, vol. 1.).

2 Krusch, Apoll. Sidon. E-pistuUe et Carmina, Berlin, 1895
[MGH viii. 157) ; also Engelbrecht, SttidUn iiber d. Schri/lcn
d. BUcho/es von Reii Faustits, Prague, 18S9, pref. p. xv.

the 12th cent., has preserved a few details. Nynias
carried on mission.ary work in Northern Pict-laud

—

in Caithness, in Sutherland, and even in Shetland.
Ogham and other inscriptions testify to his act ivity.

St. Patrick, until about the ye.-ir 432, may be re-

garded as a Briton. In his t'tivfissio he tells his
story, and in the Kpistola supplies a few details

respecting his birth and his experience. The date
of his birth may have been between 387 and 390.
His death must have occurred about 4G1. His
father was a deacon and a decurion, his grand-
father a presbyter. It was not, however, until he
had escaped from his captivity in Ireland and had
dwelt .some time at the monasterj- of Lerins, and
afterwards for a longer period at Auxerre, that he
was ordained bishop and sent as missionary to

the Irish. Apparently there were no monks or
monasteries in the parts where St. Patrick spent
his early life ; he learnt tlie ascetic way of life at
Lerins. There is no need here to enter into any
account of the labours which St. Patrick carried
on as bishop among the Irish.

2. British monachism.—Monachism appears to
have been one of the results of the visit of Ger-
manus, and to be connected with the monasteries
on the south coast of Gaul. Lupus, his youthful
companion, had been at the monastery of Lerins.
Riocatus, a British bishop and monk, held inter-

course with Faustus, himself of British parentage,
who had been abbot of Lerins ; it is therefore quito
natural to conclude that monachism came to Britain
from South Gaul. Its home for the British was
Marseilles or Lerins, neither of which monasteries
was founded before about 410-1.5. British monach-
ism may have been gradually making its way into

the country about 420. It Is stated in the Life of
St. Samson that he restored a monastery which had
been built by Germanus, i.e. in 429. We connect,
therefore, the monachism of our island with the
influence of Germanus, as well as with the im-
pulse received from Marseilles or Lerins, or from
lioth places.

There was thus introduced into Britain a new
idea of the way in which moral perfection could be
reached. It meant severe austerity, \\'hich, by
mortifying the body, gave the spirit full play ; it

enjoined also the abandonment of the world's life,

so as to secure full liberty for exercises of piety.

Through monachism there was brought into the
island a new spiritual force, and the monk clothed
himself in a garb that was significantly symbolical
of it. Its methods for the cultivation of spiritual

discipline were prayer, reading, and meditation at
fixed and stated hours. There seem to have been
two types of monachism, to which the names
' Antonian ' and ' Paehomian ' have been given.
Reminiscences of the former are frequent in the
names of churches and parishes at the present day.
For instance, Llanddeusant means a llan, or cell,

for two monks ; on the other hand, Llanilltud was
a Paehomian institution, a monastery where many
lived by one rule (reffula).

The anchorite and the monk became rulers of

the Church, the bisliop and other members of the
clerical order occupying a serond.ary position.

Every lanna, lann, ov llan was the cell of a recluse

or a monastery, and siK'h places covered the whole
land. Even the Church at first was endangered
by the abandonment of sacraments, and by the
prevalence of new and unauthorized collective

gatherings. Manual labour was undertaken by
the monk, not for profit, but for his own moral
discipline. The Lansiac History shows that
such crafts as gardening, agriculture, smith's

work, carpentry, fulling, weaving, tanning, shoe-

making, and writing were practised in the monas-
tery of Akhmim. From the earnings of such
labours the monks provided themselves with food
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and clothing, wliiuli were legiirded as the common
jiroperty of the community. The same system
obtained in Britain, tlioiigli on a smaller scale, as
the Life of St. David shows. In the monastery
founded atTabcnnisi liy Pachomius, all the monks
were required to commit to memory the whole of
the Psalter and the New Testament. This custom
also prevailed in Britain, as we know from the
quotations made by Gildas in the de Exridio. Even
more extreme ascetic usages in the mortificaticjn of
the body, borrowed from the Egj'ptian monasteries,
were carried on by the monks in this island. The
idea of nionachism, it is evident, as regarded by
the early British monks, was derived from Egypt.
The biographer of St. David informs us definitely

('Vita S. Davidis'in Cambro-British Saints) that
the saint imitated the Egyptian monks (Egyptios
monachos imitatus, similein eis diixil vitam).
Two names appear in British tradition as

prominent in the early days of nionachism. There
were, undoubtedly, others prior to them, whose
names are not known. One of the two is Dubricius
(Dyfrig), and the other Illtud, belonging to a
younger generation ; the period between 420 and
500 gives no names for history except the three
—Dyfrig, Illtud, and Riocatus. The ' Life of
Dubricius' in the Book of Llanddv is a very con-
fused piece of biography. He is said to have been
consecrated ' archbishop over all South Britain ' by
Germanus and Lupus, and his privileges were
confirmed by ' Apostolic authority. This account
is contradicted by the narrative of Geoffrey of
Monmouth, according to whom Dubricius was
abbot at Heunllan, and afterwards at Mochros.
Illtud was the first abbot of the place called after
himLlanilltud, the term /irt?i being a name given by
the people to a monastery ; ' it now means ' parish
church.' Illtud was a Briton, and through him
nionachism seems to have inspired high moral
aims in a community of devoted disciples, among
whom we find Gildas and St. David. Following
the intimations of the oUler VitcB, we are led to
regard Llanilltud as an island, not a place in the
midst of meadows and streams, as the British Vita
suggests, and to conclude that the original Llanill-
tud must be the island called Caldy. It was not
on the site of the present-day Lant-wit-Major
(Llanilltud Fawr).
Contemporary with Illtud was Teilo, the founder

and first bishop of Llandftv, who had been a fellow-
disciple of St. David under Paulinus.^ Another
contemporary was Caradoc of Llancarvan. We
have narratives respecting four eminent disciples
of Illtud—Gildas, Samson, Paul Aurelian, and St.
David. In each of these men we observe a re-
markable change in monkhood. The monk,
instead of being simply a recluse, becomes a public
preacher. Gildas, from the Type in the North,
travelled far to become a disciple of Illtud at
Llanilltud in South Wales. In the eagerness of
his devotion he seems to have exceeded the Taben-
nisiot monks. He committed to memory nearly
the whole Bible, and acquired an intimate know-
ledge of the Christian literature of the West. The
teachings of Illtud were carried by him to Ireland.
The close of his life was spent in Brittany, in
accordance with a long-cherished desire for the life

of an eremite, his death occurring, according to the
Vita and the Annates Cambrim combined, on 29th
Jan. 570. (.\nscome, after a searching investiga-
tion, decides upon 554, which seems too early.)
Besides the de Excidio, Gildas wrote Letters, of
which fragments are extant; these show in him a
remarkable trait—he writes as a man endowed
with a moderation which a casual reader of the
de Excidio would not expect to find.
An idea which seems to have possessed men in

1 Book oj Llanddv, pp. 71, 120. 2 lb. p. 99.

Britain finds conspicuous illustration in Samson.
His supreme message may be seen in the words
addressed by him to Ids father : Tu, quidem, frater
Umbraphcl, percgrinus esse debes.'^ 'Thou must
be a pilgrim ' is for him and for many a constraining
conviction. From Dumnonia he set sail for the
land of his pilgrimage, settling at Dol, situated in
that northern part of Brittany to which patriotic
feelings towards the old home in Britain gave
the name of Dumnonia. Paulus Aurelianus, or
Pol de Leon, as he was later named, after a time
spent as a solitary near his father's lands, crossed
early to Brittany. He first settled on the island
of Ushant, but afterwards in the Pagus Leonensis,
where he built his llan, or monastery, and was
created bishop. The spirit of Llanilltud made of

him a missionary bishop and preacher.
The last to be named by us is Da%'id, or, as his

countrymen called him, Dewi Sant. It ought to be
superfluous to assert the fact of St. David's exist-

ence. This is made certain by the whole tone and
character of the Life written by Ricemarchus at
St. David's, where there were materials left since
the saint's own time, and where Sulien, the bio-

grapher's father, the most learned bishop in all

Britain, had lived. Beyond the short notice in the
Life of Paul Aurelian, this Vita by Ricemarchus
seems to be the source of all that has been written
of St. David in Welsh poems and biographies of
the Middle Ages, and in quite a library of books
written later. The Welsh versions testify to its

early popularity, but deal freely with it, making
frequent omissions and changes. The Vita was a
sermon for St. David's day ; and the Welsh versions
have given it more of the sermon's characteristics.

That David was with Illtud we know for certain
from the earlier Breton Life of Samson and the
British Life of Illtud, but his teacher in the
narrative of Rieemarchns was not Illtud but
Paulinus. The spirit of Illtud, however, was in
him, and he became a popular preacher, and by
this, and by other ministrations of the pastoral
type, he endeared himself to his people. Twelve
monasteries in succession were founded by him

;

even Glastonbury is among these, and Legminetre
Monasteriun, which is represented to be a nunnery,
and is called in the version Llanllieni. Several
companions followed him to reside at Vetus Bubus,
the Welsh name for which Giraldus gives as Hen
Meneu, and the Latin as Vetus Menevia (' Kam-
brice Hen Meneu, Latino vero Vetus Menevia '). It

was at this place, both as abbot and as bishop, that
his life was spent, his death occurring at a com-
paratively early age. To him, above all others,
has gone forth the reverence of the Welsh people.
Intimations of this reverence are not infrequent.
At a gi-eat synod held at Brevi (afterwards called

Llanddewivrevi) he was approached with profound
marks of respect by delegates of the bishops there
assembled, 118 in number, besides an innumerable
multitude of presbyters, abbots, etc., and begged to
abandon his place of retirement in order to preach
to the people. ]\Iost reluctantly he complied, and
preached as no other could. A second synod, to

which the name Victoria is given, connected with
St. David's name, was held, in which the decrees
of the former were confirmed. These may be later

echoes of him. We cannot be wrong in believing

that the revival continued after the death of Gildas,
the fearless reprover of princes and bishops, and of
David, the great popular preacher. The names of

several workers have been preserved.
We subjoin a Bibliography of the subject, with brief uot«3,

dividing the whole into four classes.

I. ViT^ OF PROBABLV BRETON ORIGIN. —Those that we possess
aeeui to have come from the Benedictine monasterv of Fleur>
(Floriacum).

1 .Ifabillon, AS. O.S.B., i. 164 ; AS, Jul. \i. p. 582 ; Atu
vi. {Vita ii.); de la Borderie, La Bretagne ; RCet v. 417.

bW.;Anal. BoU.
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Both

• ilitm, called Vita i., wa3 written
Lsiery in Brittany. Vita ii., by
ritten probably four or live cen-

are printed in "the Cymmrodorion

I published in the Analecta Bol-

(1) Life of Samson— Vila S. Saiiisonis, flrst printed in Mabil-

Ion's AS. See llie EoUandiats' AS, Jul. vi. pp. 67a-Sl. Another

Life of Samson is printed in the Analecta ijoUandiana, vi. De
la Borderie places the substance ot the older Vita, published by

Mabillon, about a.d. C(X>-16, and gives the second Vita a date

about 900 (ace hia La Brctaijne, 1903, 1. 600).

(2) Life uffa-il Anrrlian, or I'ol de Leon— Vita S. I'auli

Aureliant. Sf r .1 '-, M.irf. •:. pp. 111-119. Another Vita is pub-

lished in .iiic A - .' ','/. i. ; and the same (rom another
MS by Cuis.'i.-u^ I , .

(3) Life of 1..^ ,.

by the Monk ut i:ai^

Caradoc of Llunuurva
turies later than Vita

ed. of Gildas.

(4) Life of Kriocus. Thi
landiana, ii.

(6) Life of ilaclamus, now St. Malo. The Lives ot .Maclovius,

six in all, have been published by Plaine and de la Borderie.

(6) Life of Winwalcuns, in French writers Guennole. The
Vita S. Winu'alKi is edited in the A7ia!. Bolland. vii. 117-249.

II. ViT.K, ETC, 0? British okiqin.—The Book of Llanddv, or

Liber Landavensis, ed. 3. Gwenoffvryn Evans, 1893. Tbe vol.

contains extracts from the Liher Pontijicatis and from Beda, i.

6, 7, respecting' Lucius Brittannius Rex and St. Alban, together

with other sufferers from persecution. The compilation, which
is really a chartulary of the Church ot XJand&v, may have been
drawn up about 1140-50 : it contains a number of Lives.

(1) Life of Samson—a summary of Mabillon 's Vita.

(2) Lectiones, or readings, from the Life of Dubriciut.

(3) Life of Teilo.

(4) Life of Omioeeus.
The last two must be by the same author, who is also the

writer of the Life of Dubricivs, e.\cluding the 'I.ectiones'

referred to. The whole four may be from the pen ot the

compiler himself.

III. Cambro- British socrces.—Cambro-British. Saints, ed. in

1S5S by W. J. Rees, contains :

(1) Life of Brynach—Vita S. Bemad, from the MS Vespasian

A. xiT.

(2) A British or Welsh Life of Benno, from a M.S ' in the pos-

Glasgow, he delegated his flinclions as abbot and bishop to his

beloved disciple Asaph, or Asa, after whom the monastery, with
its church, was named St. Asaph.

(3) Vita S. Brendani, from Br. Mu9. Vesp. A. xix. There
have been published several forms ot his Vita sen Navigatio,
containing sailor ' yarns ' woven into the history of a saint.

Bishop Moran's ed. is excellent.

(4) Finian, Fman, or Finnan (Venuianus), Abbot ot Clonard ;

Vita in Colgan's AS liibemia;, jip. 393-97. He became an Irish

companion ot David and Gildas at Kilmuine (Kilmynyw).
(6) Comgalt, Abbot of the Irisii Bangor ; he connects North-

Irish monachism with Britain, i.e. with David and Gildas.

Among these Vitoe, which are numerous, we class those that

were written by the Armorican exiles, or their inmiediate
followers, as the most reliable. Most of those designated
British are late, and are really sermons intended to glorify the

saint on his day. Those which are named Irish convey, in the

majority of cases, accounts of a close relation with Britain,

especially in the persons of David and Gildas,

3. The two churches which followed the con-
version of the English.— St. Augustine, the Roman
mis3ionarj% had asked the great Pope Gregory I.,

who sent him hither, as to the e.xtent of his

authority. He was instructed that he liad no
concern with Gallic bishops, ' but all the bishops

of Britain we commit to thy fraternal care (tucB

fraternitati), so that the unlearned may be taught,

the weak strengthened by persuasion, the per-

verse corrected by authority. It was in virtue of

this authorization that Augustine approached the
Britons in 603, when there was no English bishop

besides himself in the island. (If the conference

was held in 604, there were two new bishops.) A
claim of authority on his part they could not

understand, as they were inexperienced in metro-
politan rule. Every one of their bishops was
bishop of his own congregation solely, and there

was no corporate aggregate of such churches in

respect of which an archbishop could exercise

authority over any bishop. The first conference

(colloquium) was unsuccessful. The British bishops

demanded time. They could not, they said, with-

out the consent and leave of their people, abandon
ancient customs. The absence of archiepiscopal

autlKjrity is patent in such an assertion as this.

At the second conference Augustine reduced his

demands to three : (1) the adoption of the Roman
method of calculating Easter ; (2) the assimilation

of a certain part of the baptismal service, to which
the name complerc is given, to the Roman mode
of administration ; (3) that the Britons should

join him in preaching to the English—a demand
which had been made previously. Here we have a
picture of monastic life

—

very many learned men
came from the monastery of Bangor is y Coed, over
which Dinoot(Brit. Dunawd = Donatus) was abbot.

These men, previous to their meeting, sought

advice from ' a holy and wise man who was wont
to lead an anchorite life among them.' We catch a
glimpse of the British monastery as a 'place of

learning,' and of a solitary quietly settled near it

who had the reputation of sanctity and wisdom.
We observe that the terms used at the two con-

ferences are ' customs ' (mores) and ' traditions,'

wliich the Britons cannot change. There is no
question of doctrine. Above all, the Britons de-

clare that they will not regard Augustine as arch-

bishop (neque ilium pro archiepiscf/j/o hubituros

responikbant). These refusals were the cause of the

existence henceforth of two Churches in the laud

instead of one as previously. The chief of the cus-

toms which the Britons refused to abandon was their

84-year cycle for the calculation of Easter. There
was an absurdity in this demand, because Rome
itself, after many attempts to emend this samecyde,
beginning with the doubts of 444 and 451, finally

abandoned it in .'lUo, adopting then the Alexandrian
tables of Dionysius Exiguus. It is evident that

the Britons would have done well to abandon their

cycle, hut it is here that the ' tradition ' came
in. While the Roman Church and the Anglo-

North Wales, now called Llanelwy. On hia return to I Roman held that they retained the Easter estab-

session of the Earl of Macclesfield.' compared with another in

the Lihrarv ot Jesus College, Oxford.

(3) Life of Catioi/, or Caltivg—Vita S. Cadoci, from the Br.

Mus. MS Vesp. A. xiv, p. 17, and collated with Titus D. xxii,

p. 61. This Life is, in parts, a chartulary of Llancarvan, c. 63,

agreeing with p. 176 ot the Book ofLlanddv. The Vita is by far

the fullest in the vol., with a style superior to all the rest. The
Scripture quotations are numerous and of special interest.

(4) Life of Carannog— Vita S. Carantoci, from Br. Mus. Ves-

pasian A. xiv ; evidently a sermon tor the saint's day.

(5) Life of St. David : (a) Vita S. Davidis, from Br. Mus. Ves-

pasian A. xiv, collated with Nero E. i. This Life was written

by Ricemarchus (Rychmarch), who died Bishop of St. David's in

1096-97, and from it all other records of St. David seem to be

derived. Another Vita ot St. David was written by Giraldus

Cambrensis, which simply repeats the older, containing no new
matter beyond a few local points ot detaiL It is the same Vita

as that of Ricemarchus. This fact reminds us that, when
Giraldus wrote, about A.D. 1208, no more was known then at St.

David's than we have at the present day. (Jb) A well.written

Welsh Life also appears in this vol. ; the same or a similar Life

is also edited by J. Morris Jones, Bangor, in Llyvyr Agkyr Hand-
dewicreci, 134B (from the Jesus College MS 119), ' llystoria o

Vuchedd Dewi.' This Welsh Life is not quite a version, but a

summary, abbreviated in parts, with not a few additions and
changes. It is evidently a sermon, and worth reading.

(6) Life of Gwynltiio—Vita S. liiondleii, from Br. Mus. MS
Vesp. A. xiv, collated with Titus D. xii ; very confused, and of

no value for us.

(7) Life of Itttud—Vila S. Iltuti, 12th century. Its agree-

ment with the Book of LlandAv is frequently evident.

(8) Life of Cubi— Vita S. Kebii. The anachronisms in this Life

are astounding ; Cybi is connected both with St. Martin ot

Tours, who died in 400, and with King Malgwn of North Wales,

whose death occurred in 647. Nothing in the Vita suggests any
relation with Catrgybi (Holyhead) except his sailing from Ire-

land for Mona Insula.

(9) Life of Padarn—Vila S. Patemi. In this Vita, again, we
have a sermon for the saint's day. Padam is made contemporary
with David and Teilo, with whom he makes a pilgrimage to

Jemsalem, where the three are ordained archbishops. ' Britain,'

according to the mediajval biographer, is divided into ' tiirce

episcopates,' corresponding to three kingdoms : the kingdom of

Rein (or Demetia), where St. David was bishop ; the kingdom of

Morgant, with St. Blind (Teilo) as bishop ; the third apud dez-

trales Briltanos, which stands lor Ceredigion icivitas Sancli

Patemi episcopi). The whole Vita is diffuse and contusing.

(10) Life of Uwenfreun— Vila S. Winefredce, a work ot the

12th cent., which has been handed down in two dubious forms.

(11) Life of Pedrng—Vita S. Petroci, a Life soberly written

and conveying real facts.

IV. \'njR FROM Irish sources.—^Two ot these are contained

in Kees's volume.

(1) Vita S. Aidui (Aidi ?), a name which interchanges with
Matdocus (Madawe).

(2) We introduce here the Vita S. Kentigemi, by Jocelin

(c. 1180), a monk ot Fumess ; the Life descrit)ea the exile which
led Kentigeru, at that time Bishop ot Glasgow, to visit St. David

at Menevia, and afterwartls to build a monastery on the

Elwy "
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lislied by St. Poler, ou the other haiul Britisli

tradition traced tlieir mode of determining Easter
to St. John. How was it possible to put aside a
custom that had its beginning with tlie Apostle
' wlio was worthy to lie in the Lord's bosom ' ?

It was from him they had learnt to hold their

feast on the Nth day of the moon though it were
Sunday, and never to celebrate it after the '20th.

As ' tradition ' the British had certainly the ad-
vantage, but their system of calculation was
inferior to the Roman, borrowed as this was from
Ale.\andria. At the Synod of Whitby (664) the
two modes came to a full debate between Colman,
the third of the Irish missionaries who had done
such service bj" tlieir labours in North and Mid-
England, and the indefatigable Wilfrid. The
grounds of belief on either side had nothing to

do with the merits of the two ways of determining
Easter Day ; belief was made to rest by both sides

on an impossible basis of tradition (Beda, HE iii.

25). Moved by reverence for ancestors and for

St. John, the Britons continued steadfast in their
refusal ; in the Anglo-Roman Church the subject
was often discussed, several Synods being held for

that purpose. Aldhelm (Abbot of Malmesbury,
675-705) in his letter to the king and bishops of

Dumnonia pronounces the British to be, because of

their refusal on this point, non-Catholic. ' The
precepts of your bishops,' he says, ' are not in

accord with Catholic faith.' So also Beda, for

the same reason, excludes the British from the
Catholic Church. It was an unhappy difference,

and there was harshness on the British side.

The other usage mentioned by Augustine to

which the British bishops and learned men adhered
was in their celebration of Baptism. The arch-
bishop employs the unusual expression ' that ye
should complete the ministry of baptism '

—

tU
ministerium baptizandi, quo Deo renascimur, iuxta
Tnorem sanctae Eomanae et apostolicae cumpleatis.
The term is found in the Life of St. Brigid. A
vision describes ' two priests clothed in white pour-
ing oil upon the head of a gu'l, completing the order

of baptism in the usual wag.' Complere refers to
the last act of the rite, i.e. to 'confirmation,' a
function allowed only to bishops in the Roman
communities (see as to Ireland, on the absence of
' confirmation ' there, St. Bernard's Vita Malachi,
ch. 3). This divergence in confirmation from
the Anglo-Roman usage must have been a fre-

quent cause of irritation. The British tonsure
also is mentioned by Aldhelm and Beda (not by
Augustine) as a custom to be condemned, though
in the 4th cent, it was customary in most, if not
all, countries. Biggs is of opinion that its sole
object was disfigurement. In Britain it continued
as a survival from earlier times. We need not
endeavour to point out other causes of a difl'erence

and separation which extended over centuries.
The labours of Aidan, Finian, and Colman,
though they conformed with the British as to
Easter, were appreciated and honoured even by
the English archbishop and by the historian
Beda ; it might have been the same after Augus-
tine's conference, but for his tact.

One cannot help being curious as to what be-

came of this British Church. An attempt was
made in the early part of the 9th cent, by Elvod
of Bangor to brmg about compliance with the
Roman demands, but his efforts do not seem to

have been successful. It is the British Church
that we find in the Latvs of Howel Dda (Howel
the Good) about the middle of the 10th century.
It may be that it was still in existence when
Ricemarchus wrote his Life of St. David at
Menevia, but, when Geoffrey of Monmouth was
^vriting at Llandav, and Giraldus at St. David's,
it had ceased to exist. There was no British

Church, certainly I'rum the 12th century, probably
from the 11th century. Another CJhurch, the
Anglo-Roman, had taken its place.

Literature.—The literature hns been gheii fully in the
course of the article. IIUGH WILLIAMS.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND.—I. Anglo-Saxon
times.—Britain, under the Romans, \\as jiart of a
Christian empire, and its Churcli, with its organiza-
tion, its saints, its doctrinal dilticuities, grew up
as part of the Holy Catholic Church. But with
the decline and fall of the Roman Empire in the
AVest, Britain, as one of its outlyin'' portions, was
amon^ the first countries to be isolated. During
the 5tli and 6th cents, barbarian tribes poured into

the Empire—Goths and Lombards into Italy, Huns
into Danubian lands. Vandals into Africa, Visigoths
into Spain, and Angles and Saxons into Britain.

The British Church, thus cut off from the Church
on the Continent, grew weaker and began to stag-

nate. In the neighbouring island of Ireland a
different form of Christianity, not connected with
the Empire, was, as the legends of St. Patrick
show, both strong and active. The Irish Church
rested not on episcopacy, but on monasticism,
and, amidst much that was ill-organized and
turbulent, there was tine enthusiasm and, above
all, missionary zeal. The great Irish missionary,

St. Columba, crossed over in 563 to lona, and
made that island an important centre of religious

life and civilization until his death in 597. Mean-
while the British, and with them their Church,
had been driven into Western Britain by the
Angles and Saxons who invaded the island during
the 5th and 6th cents., until by A.p. 600 the
Western half of Britain was British, and the
Eastern half Anglian and Saxon. The invaders
were and remained heathen, for the British made
no attempt to convert the pagan foes whom they
abhorred.
From 590 to 604 Gregory I., a great ecclesiastical

statesman, sat on the Papal throne. He had al-

ready combated Arianism in several Teutonic
tribes, and he realized the greatness of the oppor-

tunity afibrded him in Eastern Britain of converting
the English straight from heathenism to orthodoxy.
Accordingly, in 597, Augustine was despatched
with a band of monks to Kent to begin a great
English mission. He was wonderfully successful

in Kent, and was consecrated Archbishop of

Canterbury. The whole island was mapped out
into dioceses by Gregory, who had a splendid faith

in the future, though for the present only the sees

of Canterbury and Rochester could be created.

An eflbrt was made through Paulinus to introduce

the Roman form of faith into Northumbria, but
after a temporary success the attempt failed.

Another effort to unite with the British Church in

the West also failed, through want of tact on the

part of the Archbishop, and obstinacy on the part

of the leaders of the British Church. Independently
of Canterburj', the Roman form of Christianity

was established in East Anglia and Wessex, and
by 635, therefore, or about forty years after the

coming of Augustine, Western Christianity, which
looked to Rome as its head, was established in

the South and East of England. But that was
all : the British Church (see preceding article)

still held aloof, and the North of England re-

mained heathen.
This state of things lasted until after the middle

of the 7th cent., but in the North of England great

changes were taking place, for during civil war in

Northumbria a fugitive prince fled to the monastery
of lona, and soon afterwards returned a Christian

to his tlirune. This Oswald at once introduced
Christianity into his kingdom, but naturally in its

Celtic, not its Roman, form. He brought St. .\idan
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from lona to succeed where I'auliuus had failed,

and his work was so successful that, soon after his

death in 651, not only was Northumbria Christian,

hut it had outlyini' missions in Mercia and Essex.

After the middle of the 7th cent., then, the

problem that had to be settled was this—Should
the Church of England be Celtic or Koman? The
answer was given at the the Couucil of Whitby
(664). The discussion turned on the date for

keeping Easter and certain other dill'erences, but
what was really at stake was the future of English
civilization. The Council decided in favour of

Roman Christianity, and that meant that the
Celt, whose genius had been shown in mission
work, was now to make way for the Koman,
whose strengtli lay in organization. England was
to look eastwards to Europe, not westwards to

Ireland, for her civUization and religious develop-
ment.
Almost immediately the Roman Archbishop

Theodore came to carry out what had been decided
upon at Whitby. He reorganized the Episcopate
by dividing old and creating new sees. He insti-

tuted Church Councils to deal with the problems
of the day, and he regulated the monasteries. Yet
he was hindered a good deal by the able but
erratic Wilfrid, who had done the Roman cause
good service at Whitby, and had since become
Bishop of York. AVUfrid found it difficult to

submit to the re-arrangenients of Theodore, and
more than once had to flee the country and appeal
to the Pope—a precedent which was to lead to

difficulties in after years. But, in spite of

hindrances, Theodore's work continued, and by
the end of the 7th cent, the English Church was
fully organized on a diocesan basis. More than
this, an example of English unity had been set up
in the Church which was to serve as a model for

the State. Englishmen were still divided as

Northumbrians, or Mercians, or men of Wessex.
As Christians they were all one in the English
Churcli.

Christianity at this time, in England as else-

where, found its highest expression in monasticism.

It was the Celtic form of monasticism which had
spread from lona into Northern England, with a
discipline less stringent than that of Rome. The
communities might be of men, or of women, or

sometimes of men and women together, some of

them married. The Celtic ideal aimed at retaining

the separate individualities within the community,
the Roman at the subordination of the individual

to the life of tlie conimuuity as a whole. With
the triumph of the Roman form of Christianity,

there was an eflbrt to supplant tlie laxer form of

monasticism by the stricter Benedictine form. Of
this movement Wilfrid was the champion, and it

spread rapidly after the Whitby Council. In such
monasteries the educational and literary work of

the time went on. Tliis found its climax in the
work of Bede (673-735) at Jarrow, while Alcuin
of York took across to the Court of Charlemagne
the learning which he had gained in Northern
England.
The Anglo-Saxon Church was also a missionary

church. Its missionaries went about the Continent
converting many Teutonic tribes who had remained
heathen. Wilfrid himself was a missionary in

Erisia, Willibrod went out from Ripon to continue
the work, while Boniface, the greatest of these
pioneers, went out from Wessex to Western
Germany, and became ArchbLshop of Mainz.
During the two centuries after the Council of

Whitby, the Church in England was gradually
developing along the lines then laid down, and,
in spite of some signs of weakness and decay,
especially in Northumbria, during the early part
of the 9th cent., it was an active, living, growing

Church. But with the middle of the i)th cent, all

this was changed. For several years Danish hordes
swept over the country from the sea, spreading
out from .Scandinavia to Ireland, England, and
Northern France. These Vikings were also the
champions of heathenism, and savagely attacked
Cliristian churches and monasteries, slaying the
inhabitants and carrying oil' wOiat they could find.

They spread into Northumbria and Mercia, and
even into Wessex, until in 871 Alfred became king,
and stemmed the tide of invasion.

The Anglo-Saxon Church, laboriously built up
during two centuries, had well nigh collapsed
before the Danes. Churches and monasteries had
been destroyed

;
priests, monks, and nuns had

perished. Religion and learning were at a very
low ebb. Alfred set to work, lirst to contiuer the
Danes, then to unite them with the English, and
finally to revive the life of the Church in England.
The year 878 was the year of decision. In that
year the Danes were conquered ami conlined to the
east of England, and they accepted Christianity.
Alfred then did his best to rebuild churches and
monasteries, to make good ecclesiastical appoint-
ments, and to restore learning and education. By
his noble example and earnest zeal he restored the
foundations of the Church on which his successors
could rebuild. For half a century after Alfred's
death (in 901) his successors were reconquering
Eastern England— the Danelaw—and the process
was completed by the great reign of Edgar (957-

975). This was the climax of the Anglo-Saxon
monarchy. In the process of conquest Wessex
had become England, and the King of Wessex
King of the English. In the Church also a two-
fold process had been going on. The leaders of
the Church, the bishops, had more and more
become statesmen, and the chief royal advisers.

The monastic life, on the other hand, iiad received
new inspiration from the Cluniac revival on the
Continent, through the French monastery of

Floury, whither several English churchmen had
gone for inspiration and help. Stricter celibacy
was enforced alike in monasteries and in cathedrals,

and round this revived and disciplined monastic
life gathered all that was best in the Church.
The central figure in this movement was Dunstan,
ArchbLshop of Canterbury (960-989) and chief

adviser of Edgar. As statesman and ecclesiastic

he gave the reformers his help, though he would
not force the changes upon the unwilling. By
example and authority much was done to rebuild
the structure on the foundations restored by
Alfred, but the reforms were never universal, nor
did they last through the troublous days that
followed Dunstan's death.
The earlier part of the 9th cent, saw the Church

passing into a state of stagnation and decay. The
renewed Danish invasions under Cnut had little

direct inlluence, since Cnut adopted what he
found, without introducing anything new, and
the folly of his sons destroyed the hope of a
Scandinavian Empire with its possibilities of

wider influence for the Church. In the reign of

Edward the Confessor the lowest ebb was reached.
The saintly king chose his favourites from Nor-
mandy, the country of his exile, and, with his

thoughts fixed upon the next world, neglected
his kingdom in this. The real power p;issed to

Godwin and his sons, and their policy was fatal

alike in Church and in State, for their aim was
insular, and they would have cut themselves off

from much that was good on the Continent in their
desire to realize a narrower form of ])atriotism.

Reform was needed in the Church, but it was not
from these p^nglish leaders that it was to come.
On the field of Senlac the Anglo-Saxon monarchy
met its doom, but the Anglo-Saxon Church was
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saved from weakness and isolatiuu by the new life

there secured to it from Normandy.
2. The I2th and 13th centuries.— The Norman

Conquest began a new era alike in Church and in

State. The Normans were the most progressive
race of the age, full of the old Viking energy, but
read}' to assimilate whatever was commendable in

Western ideas. Under their rule England was to

be no longer isolated, but brought, with the best

in her old institutions, into close touch with
European civilization. William the Conqueror
was an able ruler, and at once impressed his strong
personality on the conquered country ; but tlie

fact that he came under a banner blessed by the
Pope gave the conquest additional importance for

the Church, since in 1073 Hildebrand, the greatest
of William's contemporaries, ascended the papal
throne as Gregory yil. He did perhaps more than
any other one man to influence the Church of the
Middle Ages. His ideal was a theocracy, to be
realized in the Catholic Church. Already the
Cluniao revival had prepared the way by purifying
the Church, as the Emperors of the middle of the
Ilth cent, had purified the Papacy. Already the
doctrine of transubstantiation had placed the
priest, who could actually bring into being his

Divine Lord at the altar, on a higher plane al-

together than that of the mere layman. Already
the better feeling of Christendom was demanding
the celibacy of the clergy, and a consequent
devotion to the tilings of God. Now, therefore,
in Gregory vil. the reformed Papacy, guiding a
purified priesthood, was to control the world and
realize the Kingdom of God on earth. It was a
grand ideal, but, as carried out by man, it involved
the long and often sordid mediaeval struggle be-
tween Church and State for mere supremacy.
The liigh claims of Gregory had to be met by

William. Both Pope and King were helped by
the wisdom of William's archbishop, Lanfranc, a
brilliant scholar, a wise teacher, and an earnest
monk. He was a firm upholder of the new ideas,
but a good servant of William ; and he succeeded
in bringing about a compiomise which gave to
England a revived Church without involving
William in subserviency to the Papacy. Loyiu
Churchman though he was, William was a states-
man first, and jealous of all encroachments on his

power. ' Peter's pence ' he would jjay, but homage
to the Pope he would not do, while no baron
might be excommunicated, no Church SjTiod lield,

no Papal bull received, without the King's per-
mission. The great question of investitures

—

Should the ecclesiastical or the secular authority
appoint the bishops?—though so important on the
Continent, was not a practical difficulty under
William. He purified the English Episcopate
himself, making good appointments, and removing
Englishmen in favour of learned Normans. Sees
were removed from the villages to the towns, and
the supremacy of Canterbury was assured. Mon-
asticism was revived, and the Chmiac revival
allowed full scope. New monasteries were built,

and the old were drastically reformed by Norman
abbots. Everywhere the principle of celibacy was
triumphant, and, though in the parishes those
priests who had wives were not forced to put them
away, still no priests were in future to marry.
The distinction between the clergy and the laity,

and the priest's sacerdotal power, were emphasized
by the separation of the ecclesiastical from the
civil courts, whereby all suits concerning the clergy
were to be tried in courts wliere churchmen were
judges and canon law was followed.

In the hands of three great men like Gregory,
William, and Lanfranc, this settlement was good.
But tlie question of investitures had some day to
be decided, the independent existence of Church

courts was sure some day to create dilhculties, and
the balance of power between King and Pope could
not fail at some time to be upset. The ne.ft two
hundred years saw these problems worked out.
The Conqueror had left a strong government,

resting on the personal power of a strong man.
William Kufus turned this into a despotism, and
used every power over Church or State to satisfy
his avarice. Bishoprics and abbacies were kept
vacant, that the king might have their revenues,
or were sold to the highest bidder. In a moment
of penitence William appointed Anselm, Abbot of
Bee (see Anselm of Cantekbury), to the long
vacant see of Canterbury. Anselm was the
greatest scholar of his time, and a saint as well,

but he showed no lack of firmness in opposing the
tyranny of the King, and further strengthened
himself by going in person to Rome to secure the
supjiort of tlie Pope. On the death of William
(in 1100), his more politic brother Henry succeeded
him, and the struggle was no longer between
righteousness and tyranny, but between Church
and State to ascertain their respective spheres.
Anselm's own position liad been changed by his

presence at the Council of Kome in 1099, which
had made stringent decrees against clerical marri-
ages and also against lay investiture ; and the
settlement of the investiture question could no
longer be avoided. Should the kings of England
go on appointing the bishops as the Conqueror
had done, or should the principle for which tiie

Pope was fighting on the Continent prevail, and
the bishops be appointed by the Church itself?

After six years of struggle the question was
settled in 1107, again by a wise compromise. The
bishop was recognized as at once a baron owing
allegiance to the King, and an ecclesiastic bound
to oliey the Pope. He was therefore to be elected
by the Cathedral chapter, but this election was to
take place in the King's chapel. He was then to
do allegiance as a baron to the King, and after-

wards to receive the insignia of his office as a
bishop from the Archbishop or the Pope. The
Cliurch thus retained the forms which it desired,

but the substance of power remained with the
King, who could always control the elections.

The reign of Stephen increased the power of the
Church, because of the chaotic weakness of the
State. Thus it was the attack on certain bishops
that ruined Stephen's cause : it was the Church
that mediated between the rivals for the crown ;

and amidst the turnioU of civil war the great
Cistercian revival was planting new monasteries
in the desolate North, and quietly restoring to

civilization the devastated tracts of Yorksliire.

Henry II. came to the throne in 1154. He had
inherited from his grandparents a great Anglo-
French empire, wiiicli he increased by his marriage,
so that he was King of England and overlord oif

the western half of Prance. He was an able ruler,

and realized that a strong government was needed
throughout his dominions, and more especially in

England, after the weakness of Stephen's reign.

His schemes for a great empire faUed, but in

England the monarchy which he founded was so

strong that it survived the follies of his sons. Its

strength lay in the great system of common law
which Henry built up, and in the very able civil

service which he created to carry on his administra-
tion. But this very strength soon brought the
monarchy into conflict with the Church, for their

ideals were mutually exclusive. The monarchy
stood for a national ideal, and to the King the
independent power of the Church involved an
imperinm in imperio. The Church stood for a
cosmopolitan ideal, and to the Pope the control

exercised by the Crown was an unholy usurpation.

The struggle was fought out on the question of
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the independence of the ecclesiastical courts.

Were the elerf;y, like the laity, to be under the
control of tlie kin;;'s courts or no? On the answer
depended, on the one hand, the success of Henry's
government ; on tlie other, the solidarity of the
Church in England with the Church on the Con-
tinent.

Thomas Beckct was the archbishop who cham-
Eioned the cause of the Church. As a clerk he
ad already shown capacity, and had risen to be

Chancellor, an<l chief adviser and friend of the
King. In 1160 Henry made him archbishop in

the hope that he would brinfr the Church into
subordination to the Crown. He soon found his

mistake. As Cliancellor, Beckct had put the State
before the Cburcli ; as Archbishop, he unhesitat-
ingly put the Church before the State. The
strufrgle came to a head when the treatment of

clerical criminals was discussed in 1164. The
Constitutions of Clarendon laid down that the
King's courts should settle what oll'enders came
under the jurisdiction of the Church courts, and
should punish the condemned. Becket gave his

consent, then recanted, and fled the country.
After a weary exile he returned, only to be mur-
dered by some of the King's over-zealous fol-

lowers. For the moment Henry gave up the
Constitutions, but in reality the supremacy of

civil law and justice had been assured. The
Church had the inspiration of Becket's martyr-
dom to set against this loss.

With the death of Henry II. the government
J)assed succe.ssively to his two sons, Richard and
(dim. Richard was out of the country nearly all

his reign, and the official class created by Henry
reaped the benefit. The reign gives an interesting

side-light on the relation of England to one great
movement in the mediaeval Church—the Crusades.
Twice over, in 1095 and in 1147, Europe had been
stirred by the call to save tbe Holy Sepulchre
from the mlidel, but England had scarcely heeded
the call either time. Now a third etiort was made
in 1190, and Richard of England took part in

it ; but still the English did not join, nor did

they help in the Crusade which in 1204 seized not
Jerusalem but Constantinople. Thus the whole
crusading movement left England untouched, and
the alienation of her one crusading king from the

interests of liis own country only brings this aloof-

ness into greater prominence.
Under John the strong monarchy of Henry II.

became a cruel despotism. John was an able man,
but he was faced by two men abler than himself.

One was Innocent III., who brought the medi;cval
Papacy to its highest pitch of greatness. The
other was Stephen Langtim, archbishop from 1208

to 1228. John, in carrying out his violent will,

had trampled on every cla.ss in the community,
and had sought also to crush the Cluirch. When
Innocent appointed Langton archbishop, John re-

fused for years to r<!(teive him, yielding at last

only in fear of rebellion and invasion. At once,

when Langton came, he united the suilering

Church and the angry nation under his leader-

ship, and was largely responsible for Magna
Cliarta in 121.5. This alliance marked a new stage
in the relation of Church and State. Henry II.

had struggled for order, and Becket for privilege.

Now Jolin was struggling for despotism, and
Langton was leading the way towards liberty.

Under Henry III. two great parties took shape.
On the one side was the monarchy, which united
with the Papacy. On the other was the nation,
which drew closer to the national Church. The
King, who was weak, ea-sily led, and inclined to

foreign favourites, allowed the Pope to plunder
the Church in England if he might do the same.
The Church drew closer therefore to Simon de
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Montfort and the jiarty of reform, until the King's
extravagance and misgovernment were held in
check, lirst by Simon and later by Prince Eilward.
But, while i>olitics was thus drawing nation and
Church together, a great religious revival was
doing still more for both, for the .second quarter
of the 13tli cent, saw the coming of the Knars to

England. Hitherto the highest religious idcU had
been that of the monk, wlio wanted to withdraw
from the world to save his own soul, .and to
pray for the world outside. St. Francis and St.

Dominic showed that it was a higher ideal to go
out into the worst places of the world, to save the
souls of others. The Friars went everywhere.
They raised the religious tone of the people, they
captured the universities and guided scholastic
philosophy, and they strengthened the cau.se of
religion throughout the world. Neither King nor
Pope could prevail against a nation learning its

liberty, and a Church purified by a great ideal of
self-sacrifice.

3. Later Middle Ages.—The end of the 13th
cent, was important from two points of view : It

was the time of the decline of the medi;eval
Papacy under Boniface VIII. (1294-1303), whose
claims to universal power remained as imperious
as ever, yet with ever less possibility of fulfil-

ment. It was also the time when the English
mediceval monarchy reached its zenith under
Edward I. (1272-1307), who set himself to be a
strong king, but with the loyal support of every
.section of the community. He gradually worked
out tbe ideal at which Simon de Montfort hiid

aimed, until a Parliament of three estates was
brought into being in 1295 ; and, though for a
time, in the midst of his struggle with internal
difficidties and foreign war, Edward acted arbi-

trarily, he always sought to rule according to
law, and to keep each part of the nation working
towards the common good in subordination to the
Crown.

This policy at once brought him into conflict

with the Church at home and the Pope abroad.
The clergy were hindering Edward by acquiiing
much land, which thus became exempt from the
usual feudal obligations. Hence, in 1279, the
Statute of Mortmain declared that no more land
was to be alienated to ecclesiastical corjiorations.

The old difficulty with the Church courts was re-

appearing. Accordingly, in 1285, the writ Cir-

cunispecte Ar/atis laid down that suits between
clergy and laity which involved the possession

of land were to be decided in the King's courts.

The Church, in short, was checked as landlord
and as judge. In 1295 she had the chance of con-

trolling her own destinies more efl'ectively when
summoned to tlie Model Parliament as one of the
three Estates, but the cliance was thrown away
because the clergy preferred to separate from the
Parliament and vote their own taxes in Convoca-
tion. It was a great mistake, and meant that in

the next two centuries the Church in its isolation

grew less and less able to influence the country.

Behind the clergy stood the Pope, and Boniface

and Ivlward were soon in conflict over the cease-

less question of the boundary between the spheres

of the sacred and the secular. Edward had taxed
the clergy severely ; therefore in 1296 there ap-

peared the bull Clerkis J.iiicos, which forbade the

clergy to pay taxes to the King. Loyalty to the

Pope and loyalty to the King were made incom-
patible ; therefore Edward at once retaliated by
outlawing tbe clergj', putting them, that is, out-

side all protection of tbe civil law. This brought
the clergy to their knees, •vnd thej' comi)r()mised

by declaring that they oflered the King certain

voluntary contributiiuis as individuals. The Pope
bad only succeeded in weakening the clergy an'd
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making a breach with the King. Shortly after-

wards he wont a step further, and, declaring Scot-

land to be a tief of the Papacy, forbade Edward to

invade it. This only broiiglit from the Parlia-

ment assembled at Lincoln in 1301 a decisive

repudiation of these papal claims, while in 1307

another Parliament, at Carlisle, after the death of

Boniface, presented to the King a long petition

against the papal encroachments.
During the 14th cent, religion was languishing

in England. The most important cause of this

was the condition of the Papacy during the

seventy years' captivity at Avignon (1308-1378).

During this time the Pope was the mere tool of

the French King, and the moral and religious

tone of the Papacy suffered enormously. When
the Popes returned to Rome in 1378, it was only to

produce a schism which lasted until 1417, with

one Pope at Rome and another at Avignon. With
the head of the Church in this condition, it was
little wonder that the members suU'ered with it.

For England the papal sojourn at Avignon was
especially harmful, as this was the period of the

Hundred Years' War with France, which began in

1337. The Pope was thus to a very special degree
identified with the national enemies, and the

unpopularity which had already sho^vn itself

enormously increased.

Another great cause of the decay of religion

was the Black Death which swept through Europe
in 1348 and 1349, destroying, it is computed, be-

tween a third and a half of the population. The
normal conditions of life were upset ; new relations

between landlord and tenant, and between em-
ployer and employed, were suddenly created.

There was the greatest difficulty in replacing the

enormous losses among the clergy and in carry-

ing on the ordinary religious life of the people.

Parishes had to be supplied with whatever priests,

if any, could be found ; men, whether suitable or

not, were too hastily turned into priests, and the
usual standards of morals and learning among the
clergy were greatly lowered. In the monasteries
the losses had been enormous, and many of the

monastic orders, and especially the Friars, never
wholly recovered from the scourge. Monks and
priests were thus suddenly removed, at the very
moment when men's ideas of life in general were
shaken by a vague but very real sense of fear

before a disaster of such terrible magnitude. Lord
and peasant alike often lacked the usual minis-
trations of the Church, and these things told

heavily on the religious life of the country
throughout the rest of the century.

The unpopularity of Pope and clergy steadily

increased. It was against the Pope at Avignon
that the two famous statutes of Prcrmunire and
Provisors were directed. The aim of the Statute
of Provisors, in 1351, was to defend the rights of

patronage against tlie undue claims of the Pope,
and all papal nominations were declared forfeit to

the crown. The Statute of Prcvimmire, in 1353,

was meant to check the judicial powers of the
Pope, and it declared that any one who took out
of the realm lawsuits whose cognizance belonged
to the King's courts should be outlawed and forfeit

his goods. These two statutes together were a
serious blow to the power of the Papacy over
England.
The leaders of the clergy in England were also

unpopular. Various songs and poems of the time
attacked them, and twice over(in 1341 and in 1371)

an effort was made to break through the hitherto

unvarying custom of putting the administration of

the Government iijto clerical hands. The clergy,

however, were still able to hold their own in this

by virtue of their sujjerior education. At the
head of the opposition to the Church stood John

of Gaunt, and the leading ecclesiastic who suffered

was William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester
(136G-1404), whose name will always be remem-
bered for his services to education in AVinchester
College and New College, Oxford. Gaunt's object
was mainly political, but his attack is important
as bringing into prominence the man in whom
culminated all the opposition of the century to

Pope and clergy alike. Born early in the 14th

cent., John Wyclif wont to O.vford while still

very young, and about 1360 became Master of

Balliol College. He became the centre of uni-

versity life and of scholastic philosophy in the
University, but his freedom of thought and specu-

lation gradually brought him into conflict with
the leaders of the Church. From 1363 until his

death, in 1384, he held country liWngs, where he
developed his ideas until they became no longer
matters of academic discussion but sources of

national inspiration. In him the growing feeling

of discontent with the clergy and the Pope found
its focus, and he has well been called the ' Morn-
ing Star of the Reformation.' To him Holy Scrip-

ture was the final authority for religious truth,

and neither tradition nor the authority of the
Church was to be acknowledged unless the words
of Christ confirmed them. One outcome of this

was his translation of the Bible from the Latin
Vulgate, whereby the Scriptures were to become
an open book for all who could read. But the
clergy strongly opposed this popularizing of the
secrets of faith, and the circulation of the manu-
scripts was rendered very diliicult. Another great
doctrine of Wyclif was that of the direct personal

relation of man to God. This he expressed in the
feudal terminology of the time in his dictum of
' dominion founded in grace.' God's grace gives

the righteous man all things here and now, and
there are no intermediaries between God and man.
This involved certain consequences. A mediating
priesthood was clearly contrary to the spirit of

this doctrine, so Wyclif more and more attacked
the clergy of all kinds. Then, in the hands of

some of his less careful followers, the doctrine was
developed into a defence of communism ; for, if

God gives the righteous man all things, this must
include material as well as spiritual things, and
therefore the poor may be encouraged to demand
them from the rich. The received doctrine of

transubstantiation, again, Wyclif declared con-

trary to fact and to logic, and taught a doctrine

similar to that afterwards knoAvn as ' consubstan-

tiation.' But the great link between Wyclif and
the people lay in the stress which he laid on
poverty as the rule of life for the clergy. Wealth
was the bane of the Church, and he wished to

sweep it away. The secular clergy had become
rich and worldly ; the monks, too, had fallen from
their ideals and only cumbered the ground ; but it

was the Friars who were the subject of his most
scathing satire, because they had fallen so utterly

away from the ideal which came closest to that of

Wyclif himself. An example of povertj- was to

be set forth anew by the ' Poor Priests ' whom he
sent out to preach his doctrines and to live out in

their lives the purer Christianity which he sought
to revive. It was these Poor Priests who turned
Wyclif's teaching from Scholasticism into Lol-

lardy.
For a while Lollardy spread as a reWval of

popular religion. The masses were touched by
its earnest teaching and by its ideal of poverty

;

it penetrated even to the Court and the Queen,
from whom it passed to Bohemia in the teaching

of John Hus. It found expression in the popular

literature of the time, and the ferment it created

was not without its responsibility for the Peasants'

Revolt in 1361. But it was not destined to last.
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It was checked by the action of the Pope in tlie

trial and excommunication of Wj^clif in 1377. It

was checked again in 13S2, when a Council at

London condemned his teaching, and a little later

even the University of Oxford, the home and
stronghold of his teaching, was forced to abjure

his doctrines. The Hou.se of Lancaster coni])leted

the suppression wlien, in 14U1, tlie Statule Dc
Heretico Camburendo sentenced Wyclif's followers

to tlie flames. A few suffered ; many recanted.

With the rigid orthodoxy of the new dynasty, and
the disturbance of the times, the movement died

away, and had little direct influence in bringing

about the religious changes of the next century.

The 15th cent, was a period of collapse. Tlie

House of Lancaster secured itself on the throne

by reviving the Hundred Years' War with France,

and England was again embarked on the impos-

sible ta.sk of conquering her neighbour. Nemesis
came speedily In the utter exhaustion of the middle

of the century, followed by the Wars of the Roses

in the latter half. Alike under the Lancastrian

lack of government and the Yorkist despotism the

Church in England was becoming more and more
unpopular. The higher clergy belonged to the

aristocratic families and were out of touch with

the people. The exhaustion of the nation was
shared by the Church, and there was no enthusi-

asm, no religious zeal. The persecution uf Lol-

lardy had recoiled upon the Church, and now she

suli'ered by her ultra-respectabUity and lack of

enthusiasm. On the Continent things were little

better. The Councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basel

tried to reform the Church and the Papacy and
failed, leaving the Popes more powerful in the

second half of the century than before. Every-
where there was need of religious revival.

A few names stand out above the rest. Arch-
bishop Chichele (1414-1443) was eager in the

interests of education, and resisted the encroach-

ments of the Pope. Cardinal Beaufort of Win-
chester proved himself a good servant of Henrj' VI.

,

and upheld the dignity of the Church against the

wUd policy of the Duke of Gloucester. Gascoigne,

BLshop of Chichester, was an able man, with
original opinions which brought him into prison.

But no one stands out as a great spiritual leader

of men.
Yet the wind was stirring that was to breathe

upon the dry bones. In 1453 Constantinople was
taken by the'Turks, and the Greeks were dispersed

over Europe, taking their language with them.

A little later, by means of the printini; press,

the new know-ledge of the classics could sweep
over Europe like a flood, and help to turn the

Middle Ages into modern times. Scholasticism,

the mediajval philosophy, was swept away, and
instead truth was sought in the New Testament,
and culture not in the Fathers but in the Clas.sics.

It was the Renaissance, the re-bu'th into new life ;

but that life was not complete until the mediaeval

Church had likewise been purilicd and developed

by reform in its morals and progress in its (loc-

trine. In this movement England played a leading

part.

4. The Reformation.—The problem that was
now to be solved was one of tremendous import-

ance. How was the mediieval Church in England
to be modified to meet the needs of the new age ?

A new dynasty was on the throne, and it was
under the strong yet popular guidance of the

Tudors that the Church was able to pass through
the shock of religious upheaval.
Three great forces worked together to produce

the English Reformation—the Renaissance, the
King, and the Continental Reformation.

(a) In England the new learning had not produced
the wild enthusiasm for classical culture which had

come to Italy, or the profound moral discontent
wliich was beginning in Germany ; but the re-

storation of the Greek Testament produced a new
zeal for religious education. Several colleges were
founded at the universities, wliere the new learning

might be taught. Such were Christ's and St.

John's at Cambridge—both due to the liberality

of the Lady Margaret Tudur, mother of Henry VII.

—and Corpus Christi at Oxford, which was founded
by Bishop Fox of Winchester. Tlie Grammar
Schools of later centuries began with the founda-

tion of St. Paul's School in London by Dean Colet.

The classics, and especially Greek, were to be

taught in such schools and colleges, and the old

ideas of Scholasticism were to be replaced by the

simpler truths of the Greek Testament. Many
men stood forth as representatives of the new
ideas. There was Colet himself, who first lectured

on St. I'aul's Epistles in Greek at Oxford, and
then continued his lectures in London w bile Dean
of St. Paul's. There was his Oxford contemiiorary,

Erasmus, afterwards Professor of Greek in Cam-
bridge, who in 1515 gave to this movement its

great inspiration by the publication of a carefully

edited Greek text of the New Testament. There
was Sir Thomas More, another contemporary of

Colet at O.xford, who took his love of learning

into his career at the bar in London, and in 1515

gave his ideas to tlie world in his Utopia. There
was William Tindale, who tried to bring the New
Testament within the reach of all by translating

Erasmus' text into English. This step, however,

was more than the leaders of the Church approved,

and the book was publicly burned. Yet the move-
ment continued, secretly leavening the opinion of

the more thoughtful minds of the country and,

through them, of other classes. The great need

was for a strong leader, and that leader seemed to

be found in Thomas Wolsey. He had been at

Oxford at the end of the 15th cent., had risen to

power under Henry VII., and had become the

favourite of the young king, Henry Vlll. His aim
was to use the new learning and new education to

transform the Church by reform from within, so

that it might satisfy the needs of the new age. As
Archbishop of York, Chancellor, and favourite of

the King, he was strong enough, as be was fore-

seeing enough, to have carried out his ideal. He
encouraged the teaching of Greek ; he helped to

endow the education of the clergy with fund

gained by the suppression of efi'ete monasteries

;

and he did something to reform the monastic

orders. But all that he did, he did as the servant

of the King, seeing in the exaltation of the royal

power the best hope of a force strong enough to

carry through reform.

(6) This was to forget the personality of the

second gieat factor in the English Reformation

—

Henry vill. He had come to the throne in 1509,

young, handsome, full of love for the new learning,

liberal minded, but already headstrong, imjiatient

of rule. His power was enormous, for the nubility

bad been crushed in the Wars of the Roses, and

his father had left him great wealth. It .seemed

as if he were just the monarch to siipiiort the

progress of the new ideas, and at first all jiromised

well. Suddenly a change came, and in 1527 the

attractions of Anne BolejTi set his mind on the

possibility of a divorce from the queen, Katharine

of Aragon. There were dilliculties about the

original marriage, and normally the I'ojie might
have been induced to grant a dispensation, but

just now he was a prisoner in the hands of

Katharine's nephew, the Emperor Charles v.

When, therefore, Henry applied for a divorce,

the Pone appointed two cardinals, one of whom
was Wolsey, to try the case ; subsc(|ueiitly he

withdrew the trial to Rome, and at length, in
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1534, declared tlie miiniii;,'e valid. Meanwhile
Heury took the matter into his own hands, and
prosecuted his suit in the eourt of tlie Archbishop
of Canterbury. Ho obtained a verdict in favovir

of divorce in 1533, and at once acted upon it.

Anne lioleyn became queen, Wolsey was dis^^raced

and overthrown, and Craniner, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, took his place. Thus Henry had
successfvilly thrust aside the jurisdiction of the
Pope in one particular matter. Could he stop
there?

(f ) The third great force influencing tlie religious

changes in England was the Reformation on the
Continent. The mediajval Church had grown more
and more out of touch with the better spirits of

the age, and now revolt against it had taken
detinite form. In 1517 Martin Luther had raised

his protest against the papal system of Indul-

gences, and had set forth his doctrine of Justifica-

tion by Faith. Many of the princes of Germany
and a large proportion of the people supported
him, until at last, in 1530, Germany became
divided into two great religious parties, and the
Reformers made clear the articles of their faith in

the Augsburg Confession. But two facts must be
remembered about Luther : he was a national hero,
and he was a conservative reformer. He would
Iiave kept all of the Church system and doctrine
that he did not find condemned by the Scriptures.

A more drastic reformer than Luther was Zwingli,
who in Switzerland wished to remove from the
Church all for which the Scriptures gave no
authority. His work was to be done more fully

afterwards by Calvin. The most violent reformers
of all were the Anabaptists, who wished to re-

construct society and the Church upon a basis of

uncontrolled individualism (see Anabaptism).
All these movements were profoundly influencing
European thought and religion ; it was natural
that England, wliich had been gradually prepared
by the new learning, and had just been brought
into direct conflict with the Pope, should now play
her part in the great religious changes.
One force was, however, still lacking—public

opinion. At present there was a vague and tradi-
tional hostility to the papal aggressions rather
than any desire for positive change. The present
impetus came only from the King, not from the
people—from above, not from below ; thus the
English Reformation began as a political rather
than as a religious movement. The Reformation
Parliament, which sat from 1529 to 1536, began by
facing the results of the divorce upon the relations
of Pope and King, and it ended by throwing ofl'

all papal jurisdiction over the English Church.
The first step was to secure the obedience of the
clergy to the King, and, after both Convocations
had placed themselves in the King's hands. Parlia-
ment passed, in 1532, the Act for the Submission
of the Clergy, which declared that no new Canons
could be passed by Convocation without the King's
consent, and that those in existence must receive
his approval. With the Church behind him Henry
could now freely resist the Pope. In the same
j'ear, therefore, the Act of A7inates or Firstfruits
cut off a large part of the Pope's revenue from
England. In 1533 the Act in restraint of Appeals
completed the work of tlie Act of Praemunire by
requiring questions on ecclesiastical matters to be
decided by the Church courts in England. This
involved the destruction of the papal jurisdiction
over all matters in England, including, as we have
seen, the King's divorce. So far the work was
destructive. What was to come in place of the
Pope ? In 1534 the Act for the Election of Bishops
secured that the Episcopal hierarchy should be
appointed by the King, acting by congi dCilire
through the cathedral chapters, and in the same

year the Act of Supremacy declared that the King
sliould be ' accepted aud reputed the ouly Supreme
Head on earth of the Church of England.' Thus
the new form of the Church in England was to be
Erastian rather than papal, but it was still part of

the (,'atliolic Church tliough separately organized.

What was now to be the relation of the new
Head of the Church towards the monastic bodies?

There were many points for Henry to consider.

The monasteries were often rich, and Henry needed
money. They represented a form of Christianitj'

which had done its work and had now many
abuses. They were, above all, the champions of

the papal power in England, and as sucli were
the chief opponents of the new policy. Thomas
Cromwell, Wolsey's successor, saw that to crush

the monasteries was to ensure Henry's power in

Church and State. Henry, therefore, determined

on their destruction, and, by virtue of his new
power as Head of the Church, appointed Cromwell
his Vicar General to visit and report upon the

monasteries in 1535. Commissioners were sent

round, and pronounced that the monks were often

guilty of immorality, that their finances were
often in an unsound condition, that their dis-

cipline generally was bad, and that they practised

religious trickeries. In 1536, therefore, a bUl was
passed for the suppression of monasteries with an
income of less than £200 a year, and their revenues
were diverted to the Crown. In 1539 the suppres-

sion of the larger monasteries was sanctioned, and
such pressure was brought to bear that most of

them surrendered to the King. The results were
far-reaching. The Cro\vn had removed its greatest

opponents, and the Pope had lost his best champions.
Henry was suddenly in possession of a vast amount
of wealth, with which he was able to supply his

needs without too frequent an appeal to Parlia-

ment. More important still was the creation of a
new nobility, with wealth and estates granted from
the monastic property ; for these families were
hound to be willing supporters of the policy to

which they owed their existence, and stood hence-

forth as the link in ecclesiastical matters between
the impetuous monarch and the still apathetic

nation. Six new bishoprics were created, with
monastic churches for their cathedrals, and this

was all that was secured from the spoils for the
Church. The peasantry, too, had lost a good
friend—their almsgiver, tlieir ho.spital, their kindly

landlord—and it was not long before the place of

the monastery had to be supplied in part by the
Elizabethan Poor Law.
Another question faced the new Head of the

Church. What was to be his attitude towards
changes of doctrine ? Henry had wished to be
rid of the Pope's jurisdiction, but he had no real

ilesire to separate himself from the doctrine of the

Church. He had proved his orthodoxy when, in

1521, he had defended the Seven Sacraments
against Luther, and he remained attached to the

old doctrines to the end of his life, tliough, by
the force of circumstances and by his own opposi-

tion to the Pope, he was at times obliged to allow

advances in the direction of reform of doctrine.

At his side was Thomas Cranmer, whose whole
desire was for reform, but w hose scholarly training

would allow no hurried or extreme changes.

Cranmer reverently maintained all that was good
in the past, while rapidly assimilating what was
best in the new ideas ; he was willing to act in

harmony with the Continental reformers, but not

to be led by them ; throughout, his scholarly

instinct shrank from the turmoil of politics, and
even led him to appear a time-server. Tlie Ten
Articles given to the Church in 1536, after the

dissolution of the Reformation Parliament, were

his work, but show clearly the influence of the
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Lutheran Confession of Augsbur-,'. They stand
for a conservative reformation, keeping what was
felt to be good in the old faith and doctrine,

allowing the veneration of saints and the belief

in purgatory, but giving up the doctrine of tran-

substantiation, and emphasizing the authority of

the Scrijitures and Justification by Faith. These
articles were explained at greater length in I'hc

Institution of a Christian Man, a hook published
by royal authority in 1537. The final stej) was
taken in the publication of the Great Hil)!e in

1538, which was ordered to be placed in everj-

church so that it could be read by all. The
translation was based on that of Miles Coverdale,
which had closely followed that of Tindale, whose
eflbrts had been rewarded by execution at Antwerp
in 1536.

liut Henry now began to be frightened. He had
no desire to throw- in his lot with the Continental
reformers, or to break with the Church in which
alone he felt his salvation secure. He distrusted the
schemes of Cromwell for an alliance with Lutheran-
ism, and the tendencies of Cranmer towards doc-
trinal change, and suddenly the new movement
was checked by the Statute of Six Articles in

1539, which restored the old Roman Catholic doc-
trine, and enforced it with the punishment of
forfeiture and death. The reaction was complete
when, in 1540, Cromwell was executed. Cranmer's
hopes were checked ; he could only wait his time
in the coming reign. For the rest of Henry's
reign little was done in the May of change, and
in 1547 the King died. Yet the Reformation had
begun. It was still a political rather than a re-

ligious movement, but tlie old foundations of faith

had been shaken, and the knowledge of the Scrip-
tures was spreading. The most important class in

the country, the new nobility, were on the side of

change ; the average man was uncertain what was
the right attitude towards the beliefs of his child-

hood, but the idea of change was repugnant, and
the new movement was as yet neither popular nor
national. England stood isolated. She had broken
with the mediaeval Papacy, and yet had held aloof
from the Continental reformers.

For the next twelve years, however, Continental
religious influence was very important in England.
It was now the second generation of the Reformers,
and the earlier immature views of the first genera-
tion had given place to more clearly tlionght out
systems on both sides. The leading Reformer was
John Calvin, who worked out his system of disci-

pline and doctrine .at Geneva, 1541-l.'i64. He was
no conserv.ative like Luther, but would h.ave swept
the ancient Catholic Church away and substituted
a new Protestant Church based on the doctrine of
Predestination, with the Scriptures, and not the
authority of the Church, as its source of truth, and
with simplicity as the ideal of worship. On the
other liand, the existence of Protestantism had led

the Catholic Church to reform itself from within,
and the Counter-Reformation had begun. The
Papacy was no longer immoral, but zealous,
earnest, and religious. The establishment of the
Inquisition, in 1542, rooted out heresy in the more
Catholic countries, and the foundation of the order
of Jesuits in 1543 gave the Church its new army of

loyal soldiers pledged to carry its influence wlier-

•ever they were sent. The Council of Trent, which
sat first in 1545 and again in 1562, set forth the
creed of the Church, and stated clearly what its

doctrines were. Nor was the Church without the
help of the secular arm, for in the House of
Ilapsburg, which ruled in Germany and in Spain,
she had a champion who was reaciy to help, and
who in the person of Philip II. of Spain was more
zealous in the cause of Rome than the Popes them-
eelves.

The reign of Edward VI. is the story of the
growth of Swiss influence on the Church in Eng
land. The youthful King was in the hands of his
Council, of which Cranmer was an important
member; while the Protector, Somerset, uncle of
the King, used his influence to secure that Edw.ard
should be himself an ardent reformer. The ex-
tremists obtained more and more power. Hooper,
Ridley, and Latimer were among the new bishojis,

and it was clear that the Church could not st;iy

where Henry had left it. The issue of the two
Prayer Books of 1549 and 1552 is the most im-
portant event of the reign. A book for the com-
mon worship of the Church was a pressing neces-
sity, and Cranmer accordingly tried to meet the
need in the Prayer Book of 1549. It retained
much of the spirit and teaching of the old uses,

and, though Lutheran influence was strong, it was
allowed only within strict limits. It combined
into the two daily ser^'ices the old offices of the
monasteries, it included the whole of the Psalter,
and required the lessons to be taken from the Old
and New Te.staments only, while in the Communion
Sei-vice the name ' Mass ' and the idea of sacrifice

at an altar were retained, though the doctrine of
transubstantiation gave way to that of consub-
stantiation. But this book was too moderate for
the extreme reformers who were finding their
hopes realized in Calvin. Under their iiitUience

Cranmer issued a second Prayer Book in 1552, in

which the Communion Service ceased to he a Ma.ss
and became a mere memorial feast celebrated at
a table, while in the daily services the invocation
of the Virgin and of saints, with many similar
medifeval practices, was abolished. Simplicity of
ritual and the removal of all superstition were the
avowed aims ; and, while the authority of Cranmer
secured some continuity with the Catholic worship
of the past, the efforts of the extremists brought
the services as close to the practices of Continental
reformers as possible.

In 1553 Edward VI. died, and under his sister

Mary the Counter-Reformation dominated Eng-
land. Mary's one aim was to undo all that had
been done since 1529, for not only was she a Roman
Catholic by conviction, but with the restoration of

the old faith her mother's honour was bound up.
Her marriage with Philip II. of Spain linked her
to the Counter-Reformation in its most extreme
form. She began by restoring the papal jurisdic-

tion over England, and secured the support of

Parliament for this, except on the one point of the
restitution of the monastic lands. Then she set
to work to root out the new opinions by persecu-
tion. Between 1555 and 1558 many reformers were
put to death, and hundreds more fled to the Con-
tinent. Ridley and Latimer were burnt, and in

the death of Cranmer at the stake Mary felt that
her mother's disgrace was avenged. Yet she had
failed to stamp out the new religion. Instead
she had succeeded in doing for it what neither
Henry VIII. nor Edward VI. had done—she had
made it popular. The nation, hitherto largely
apathetic, now saw that Roman Cathelieism meant
Spanish influence and the fires of persecution, and
a new sym]]athy sprang up with the faith for which
martyrs could die. With a wi.se ruler a reformed
and national Church might now be possible.

Under Elizabeth (1558-1603) the religious settle-

ment was made which has ever since been the
basis of the Church of England. Elizabeth was the
last and greatest of the Tndors. The daughter of

Henrj- viil. and Anne Boleyn, she inherited all her
father's statesmanship and all her mother's vanity.

She meant to rule, but she knew how to keep the
support of her people. The position at home was
throughout largely dependent on the state of atVairs

abroad. Philip of Spain had sought, while husband
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of Queen Mary, to restore England to tlie faith,

and still worked for that end in alliance with Mary
of Scotland, a Roman Catholic and Elizabeth's heir

to the throne. National union in religion as well

ns in politics now hecame vital, for in the pres-

ence ot foreign complications the very existence of

England was at stake, and religion and polities

were so interwoven in the struggle of Hapsburg
and Valois, Iveformation and Counter-Reformation,
that loyalty and conformity, treason and Koman
Catholicism, were almost synonymous. Thus,
though Elizabeth sometimes did what was un-
popular, she was still all-powerful, because her
]ieople knew that she stood between them and the
CounterKeformation in the person of either Mary
or Philip. Her ecclesiastical ideal, therefore, was
primarily that of a Church suflBciently broad to

satisfy the great majority of Englishmen, and, if

men conformed outwardly to its requirements, she
was very willing to leave their private opinions
alone. She sought to avoid the extremes of either

Edward or Mary, and to restore the Church as it

had been at the end of her father's reign ; and
under her guidance the Church of England did
emerge from the struggle as a via media between
Roman Catholicism and Continental Protestant-
ism, combining truths from each, but not satisfying

the pronounced supporters of either. In doctrine
Elizabeth herself leaned towards Roman Catholi-

cism, but her advisers were mostly inclined to

moderate reform. The religious leaders them-
selves were disunited. There were the Anglicans,
who looked back to the ideals of Cranmer, and
wanted the Church to be Catholic but reformed.
Such were Parker, Jewel, and Hooker. There were
also the men who were .soon to be called Puritans,
many of whom had been in exile under Mary, and
now lookefl to Calvin as their leader, and wanted
to see the Church break with its Catholic past and
re-organized on a Presbyterian basis. Such were
Cartwright, Knox, and Sandys. It is the diver-

gence between these two groups and the Queen's
inclination towards the former that give the clue
to the history of the Church in her reign.
The basis of the Church was settled in 1559.

The Act of Supremacy restored the headship of

the sovereign much as it had been in the days of
Henry VIII., but it claimed that the jurisdiction
was ancient and had since been usurped. The
Acts of the Reformation Parliament were revived,
and the clergy had to take an oath to maintain the
royal sujiremacy. Side by side with this went the
Act of Uniformity, requiring the second Prayer
Book of Edward VI., with certain modifications, to
be exclusively used in the churches under strict

Eenalties. The chief modifications were in com-
ining the sentences of the two Edwardian Prayer

Books at the Communion Ser\-ice, and in retaining
the vestments allowed in the first Prayer Book.
The jurisdiction over the Church and the form of
the public services were thus provided for. 'The
consecration of Matthew Parker, a careful and
able leader with the ideals of Cranmer, as Arch-
bishop of Canterbury further secured tlie episcopal
character of the national Church, and the care with
which the ceremony Avas performed witli full ritual
emphasized the fact that the Church of England
insisted on her catholicitj' and maintained the
Apostolic Succession. This at once ruled out the
Presbyterian ideal, and was a great blow to the
Puritans.
There still remained the question of doctrine.

AVliat were the English clergy to teach, and what
was the Englishman to believe? The diH'erent
Churches which the Reformatiim had brought into
being had already compiled sets of articlesstating
their beliefs ; and in 1552 Cranmer had compiled
the forty-two Articles setting forth the beliefs of

the Edwardian Church. In 1563 these were modi-
tied and reduced to thirty-nine, which have ever

since remained the expression of the Anglican faith.

Their essential characteristic was the appeal to the

Scriptures. They explained the truths of Chris-

tianity on that anthority alone, and forbore to

insist on anything that ml^ht not be proved from
it. "They were intentionally framed so as to fetter

men's opinions as little as possible wherever the

Bible itself was not positive in its teaching, but

they laid down certain general principles as to

ritual and church government. Convocation, how-
ever, passed them only by a single vote, and Par-

liamentary sanction did not follow until 1571. Then
the conflict began as to the amount of obedience

to them to be required of the clergy.

The means for securing obedience lay in the

High Commission Court, a body consisting of the

archbishop and certain assessors, through whom
the Queen exercised her supremacy and secured

the obedience of the clergy to the ritual and doe-

trine of the Church. The court had summary
powers of jurisdiction, and often acted with a high

hand ; but, so long as it acted only against Roman
Catholics, who were felt to be disloyal to the tlirone

and in league with England's enemies, the action

was popular. When it turned its powers against

the Puritans, who were steadily increasing in num-
bers, it became more and more unpopular, until in

the next century it was both feared and hated.

The Church Settlement once made, the chief

interest of the rest of the reign lay in the relation

of the Church to the extremists who were still

outside. The Roman Catholics who remained in

England were at first kindly treated by Elizabeth,

as she had no wish to provoke the leaders of the

Counter-Reformation ; but when in 1568 Jlaiy of

Scotland, an ardent Roman Catholic, was driven

from her throne and fled to England, the case was
changed. Philip of Spain was too dilatory to act

by himself, and was involved in troubles in the

Netherlands ; but Mary was now the centre of

Roman intrigues in tlie heart of England, and
Roman Catholicism and disloyalty to Elizabeth

became more and more synonymous, as plot after

plot was discovered to set Mary on the throne. In

1570 the Pope declared Elizabeth deposed, thus defi-

nitely making loyalty to the sovereign incompatible

with faithfulness to the Church of Rome. In 1579

the Jesuits poured over from Douai to convert

England, and increased the unpopularity of Roman
Catholicism by its association with secret intrigue.

In 1584 the assassination of AVilliam of Orange
under Jesuit influence, and the reckless plots for

the removal of Elizabeth in favour of Mary, made
the very existence of the latter intolerably dan-

gerous. In 1587 she was executed, and militant

Roman Catholicism in England had lost its leader.

There still remained Philip of Spain, who had
hitherto waited for a rising in England before he

would act. He saw that, if England was to be

saved for Roman Catholicism, he must strike at

once ; and in 1588 the Invincible Armada set sail,

only to be defeated, scattered, and utterly de-

stroyed. With that great deliverance England's

terror of Spain and Roman Catholicism was gone.

England and her Church could atl'ord to neglect

the danger, the more so that in 1589 the Protestant

Henry IV. ascended the French throne and brought

the wars of religion in that country to an end.

England only marred her triumph by a jiersecuting

statute against ' Popish recusants ' in 1593.

The relations of the Church with the Puritans

followed a somewhat similar course. As the most

zealous of the Reformers, the Puritans grew more
and more dissatisfied with the compromise of

Elizabeth's Church, and their opposition increased

in Wgour, though the necessity of loyalty to the
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Queen in face of Roman Catholic intrigue kept it

within bounds. They vemained within the Church,
but were severe critics of its teaching and ritual

;

it was through their iuHuence that the Articles

Iiad with such difticulty ]iassed throiigh Convoca-
tion : and Parker's Arliri-tUciiii-nt\ in 15G5, requir-

ing the use of the surplice by the clergy in church,
met with strong opposition. With the great leader,

Cartwright, the <liscontent was more pronounced,
and even the episcojial organization of the Church
was questioned. In hifi. Idinonition.i to I'lirlinmcnt

(1572), Cartwright urged a l^resbyterian form of

government, and in 1582 he drew up a liook of

Discipline, by which the Church was to be divided
into synods and i)resbyteries, and the Prayer ]5ook
superseded by .a Directory of Public Worship.
Parliament, thanks to the influence of the Queen,
rejected all these schemes, and subscription to the
Articles was made more stringent than before.

Finally, the Puritan opposition degenerated into
libel, and the Martin Marprelate tracts of 1588 hurled
scurrilous attacks at the triumphant bishops, who
a little later, in 159:>, secured themselves by a per-

secuting statute. Yet still the peace was kept,

and the Puritan almost invariably remained a
nominal, if dissatisfied, member of the Church,
which, almost against its will, grew richer and
stronger and broader for these very varieties of

view. This breadth of outlook was seen in the
writings of some of its leaders. Parker was him-
self a genuine scholar, and Whitgift was an able
advocate of the Church ; but in men like Jewel and
Hooker the new Church found apologists of the
first rank, the greatness of whose defence may be
gauged by the almost unchanged value of their

work. The plea was made good that the Clairch
of England was Catholic, that it was reformed,
and that the in-'titution of Episcopacy and the
authority of the Scriptures were both essential to

her development.
In 1603 the great Queen died—lonely and majes-

tic, the idol of her people to the end. She had
brought the Church through the troubles of the
16th cent., and laid the foundations of its future
develoiimenl. She had satisfied the nation's need
for a national Church, and left England the leading
Protestant State in Europe. The troubles of the
Church in the century to come were happily hidden
from h'T eyes.

5. The 17th century.—The Elizabethan Church
had been created at a time when the country was
in danger, and patriotism itself required that the
nation should oppiw; a united front in religious

as in political matters. The sovereign who had
created it was absolutely English, and her life was
standing between her people and grave danger
from without. In the 17tu cent, the Church of

the via media had to face the growing opposition
of the two extremes under very different conditions.

The stress of foreign danger was pa.st, and it was
no longer a want of patriotism, but rather a moral
obligation, to make effective the long pent-up dis-

content with the national Church ; while, further.

Protestantism on the Continent was often in danger
during the century, and the English nation, grow-
ing more Protestant by conviction, desired to play
a part in the defence of its faith abroad. On the
other hand, theTudors, the most English of English
dj'nasties, were now succeeded by the Stuarts, who
remained foreigners in thought and feeling until

they cea.sed to reign. The earlier Stuarts, especi-

ally, never understood their people, and they ina<le

the fundamental mistake of regarding the parti-

cular conditions of Church and State which had
existed under Elizabeth as inherent in the nature
of things.

During the centuiy religious and jjolitical ques-
tions were still closely connected. The political

ideal of the nation was liberty, and the class of

landowners who were taking the place of the old

nobility were determined to secure it. Against
this the Stuarts opposed their political maxim of

the Divine Right of Kings. This meant absolut-

ism, and was therefore diametrically opposed to

the national aspirations. In religious affairs the
monarchy strove to maintain the Church as Eliza-

beth had left it, enforcing its Catholic and ]'2piscoi)al

nature and forcibly suppressing dissent. In return
the Church preached ])assive obedience, and made
the absolutism of the Crown a matter of faith.

The result was that the dynasty and the nation
were oppo.sed both in jwlitics and religion ; the
nation saw that the bishops were checking their

religious hopes, and the King their jjolitical liberty ;

and more and more Puritanism gained ground
among the political leaders. The Church was
making the mistake of depending upon the King
rather than upon the peojile, and was therefore
inevitably involved in his disasters.

At the outset both Roman Catholics and Puritans
expected much from James I. (1603-1625). The
Roman Catholics saw in him the son of their late

leader, Mary of Scotland ; the Puritans looked to

him as king of the country where their Presby-
terian ideals were triumphant. But the enforce-

ment of the recusancy laws soon showed the Roman
Catholics that James was determined to maintain
the attitude of Elizabeth, and the discovery in 1605
of the Gunpowder Plot to blow up James and his

Parliament and to secure a Roman Catholic suc-

cessor served only to justify their increasingly
severe treatment. This continued for the rest of

the reign, except during the King's negotiations

for a Roman Catholic wife for his son, when he
was forced to relax the laws in particular cases.

The Puritans, too, were quickly undeceived. The
'millenary' petition which they presented led to

the Hampton Court Conference in 1604, which was
to decide whether the Church should make any
concessions in the direction of Puritanism. The
attitude of James and the bishops proved harsh
and uncompromising, and the Puritans had to wait
many j-ears for their desired changes in doctrine
and ritual. But there was one lasting result of

this conference. A new translation of the Bible
was ordered, and in 1611 appeared the Authorized
Version, which has moulded English thought and
literature ever since. It was a priceless gift to the
real religion of the people. In 1617 Puritanism
was again repulsed by the King's issue of the Book
of Sports, which encouraged games on Sundays
after morning service, for in their eyes this degraded
the holiness of the Sabbath. It was over foreign

affairs, however, that the King made himself most
unpopular with their party, for it was in this reign

that the great Thirty Years' War broke out in

Germany. Protestantism, which for sixty years
had lived at peace with Roman Catholicism, had
now, in 1618, come to blows with it, and tiie Pro-
testant leader, James's son-inlaw, the Elector

Palatine, was being thoroughly beaten. Here was
England's opportunity to light in defence of her
religion. National feeling was deeply stirred, and
Parliament wished to strike a decisive blow against

Itoman Catholic Austria. But James held back,

and tried instead a futile series of negotiations.

.\t his death the breach between Purilanism and
the monarcliy had grown wider, and with this new
factor, that Puritanism was not now a dissatis-

fied minority, but was beginning to represent the

maioritj'.

With the reign of Charles I. (1625-1649) came the

climax of the struggle. Was Elizabeth's settle-

ment final, or was it to be superseded by a Church
basing its teaching and administration on Calvin-

ism 1 It was a mighty struggle, for the leaders on
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both sides fouf;ht with an iutense conviction of the
justice of their cause. Charles himself was loyal
to the Church and an enthusiastic admirer of it

;

hut he did not understand the Puritans, and was
never wise enough to know when to yield. Ear-
nest and high-minded himself, he ruined all hy
his obstinacy, and his very loyalty to the Church
dragged it down with him in his ruin. At the
King's side stood Laud, made Bishop of London
in 1628, and Archbishop in 1633. He was the
guiding spirh of Anglicanism ; his ideal, like that
of Crannier and Parker, was tlie maintenance
of the Catholicity of the English branch of the
Church. To him Puritanism represented merely
a breach witli the past of the Church, and schism
from the one corporate whole. He saw the surest
guarantee for the guarding of this Catholicity in

uniformity of outward worship, and therefore set
himself to crush out all that tended to irregularity
of ritual. He declared that the Thirty-nine Articles
were to be taken literally, and might not be con-
strued to spell Calvinism. He required the holy
table to be placed at the east end of churches, and
railed in, that tlie Eucharist might be more decently
celebrated. He reformed the cathedrals, and set
the example of a daily, well-conducted service at
St. Paul's. He had a great ideal, worthy of fulfil-

ment, but he was not the man to carry it out. He
was too overbearing, too interfering, too little in

sympathy with the nation. Above all, he incurred
fear and hatred by his development of the powers
of the High Commission Court, where all ofi'ences

against his requirements received summary and
drastic punishment. Puritanism stood aghast. To
it this meant not Catholicity, but Romanism ; not
government, but persecution ; and, as such, it was
to be thrust aside by voluntary exile, if not forcibly
resisted. Besides this, Charles was governing arbi-
trarily during these years (1629-1640) without any
Parliament, and it was again Laud who was his
close adviser. If once the opportunity arose. Laud
would now find that it was Puritanism, and not
Anglicanism, that had the nation behind it. In
1S37 such an opportunity came. The Scots rose
as one man against the attempt to assimilate Pres-
byterian Scotland to Episcopal England ; and, when
Charles and Laud tried to punish them, their weak-
ness was at once apparent. In their need of an
army, they were forced to call the Long Parliament
into being in 1640, and with the meeting of that
famous Parliament it seemed as though Laud's
work were to be undone for ever. He was at once
impeached and imprisoned, and in 1644 he was
executed.
For some time the battle raged round Episco-

pacy. A bill for its abolition failed to pass in
1641, for the country at large desired modification
rather than abolition. But in 1642 war broke out
between Charles and the Parliament, and, with
a view to obtaining the help of Presbyterian Scot-
land, Parliament aljolished Episcopacy in England,
and in 1643 made the Solemn League and Covenant,
which established Presbyterianism in its place.
Then, when the Civil War went on and Charles
was struggling with the Parliament and the army,
the Westminster Assembly of Scottish and English
Puritans (1643-1647) was drawing up the scheme
for making the Church of England Presbyterian.
Itwas the ideal of Cartwright realized. The Articles
were modified, and all clergy were required to take
the Covenant. Instead of the Prayer Book a Direc-
tory of Public Worship was drawn up, and church
government was lianded over to ministers, elders,
and deacons arranged in various assemblies. The
doctrines of English Presbyterianism were set forth
in the Longer and Sliorter Catechisms. All Laud's
system was thus superseded by his triumphant op-
ponents, who now had their committees in various I

districts to punish the 'Malignants,' as they them-
selves had been punished by Laud. The various
ornaments of glass and stone in the churches were
consistently destroyed, and bare simplicity of ritual

and worship was enforced. Anglicanism was wholly
proscribed, and, under the storm which burst upon
it, scarcely dared lift up its head. The weaker
clergy subscribed, and the stronger lived in penury
and hoped for better days.

Presbyterianism was not really an English pro-
duct. It had been forced on Parliament by the
need of the Scottish alliance, and it was supported
by Parliament, but it never became popular with
the nation. As the war went on, power passed
from Parliament to the army and its leader, Oliver
Cromwell, and Cromwell's aim was not Presby-
terianism but Independency. He had been taught
by the necessity of securing good soldiers, that,

provided a man was religious, the form of his

religion did not so much matter. His ideal, in

short, was toleration, but witliin strict limits.

The political exigencies of the time made it im-
possible to tolerate Roman Catholicism or Angli-
canism, but independence of faith he could and
did uphold. For five years (16o3-165S} England
was a Republic under a very strong dictator

;

Presbyterianism was its leading form of faith, but
Independency flourished under many forms. The
one essential was piety, and it seemed as though
the time had at last come when the tenets a man
held mattered less than what he really was.
Cromwell felt that it was his mission to establish
God's Kingdom on earth in the rule of the saints,

and in 1653 he secured a Parliament of such saints,

only to find them too unpractical for the needs of

good government. Within the Church he abolished
subscription to Articles, and substituted a general
engagement to be true and faithful to the govern-
ment established. But some kind of test for

ministers was found necessarj^ and so Boards of
Triers were set up, who had to inquire into the
fitness of candidates and eject the unsuitable from
their cures. Sometimes there was persecution,
and the Anglican clergy were little better oft under
Cromwell than they had been under the Parlia-

ment. Among the mass of the laity an outward
appearance of piety became as necessary as good
manners in other times. It was a high ideal, but
Cromwell made two mistakes. Tlie country was
not peopled with saints but with sinners, and, that
being so, it was vain to force piety on them by the
power of the government. The attempt could only
produce hypocrisy in many who pretended to be
religious, and disgust in otliers who longed for the
days of freedom and pleasure. With the death of
Cromwell in 1658 his work collapsed. The rule of
his son was a failure, and the Restoration of 1660
was the only alternative. Cromwell had dared
grandly and failed grandly. Puritanism as a
religious and political system had been tried and
found wanting, but as an influence on the lives

and thoughts of Englishmen it has lived on ever
since, and has definitely left its mark on the
religious element in the British n,^tional character.

The Reformation, as Elizabeth left it, had been
])opular and national, but it had not perhaps
touched the deepest side of the life of the in-

dividual, while Laud's earnest eltorts had been
focused upon his ideal for the religious corporate
life of the nation. But henceforth the spirit of

]iersonal earnestness was to enrich those who
remained loyal to the Church of England, as truly
as those who differed from it.

With the Restoration of Charles II. ( 1660-1685)
the Church of England came to its own again. The
reaction from the rule of Puritanism was over-

whelming, and the late unpopularity of Crown and
Church was succeeded by a wild outburst of loyalty
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to both. It seemed as if tlie last twenty years
Avere to be blotted out, and the work of tlie Church
might be taken uj) where l^aud had laid it down.
This was, indeed, the attitude of the leaders of tlie

Church, who were now restoreil to power ; and
there was, too, a feelin}; of triumph after their
years of humiliation, as they realized the support
of the nation now rejoicing in its release from over-
zealous religious control. This was also the desire
of Lord Clarendon, Charliis's I'rime Minister. To
him the Church was the nation regarded from the
religious point of view, and dis.scnt from its require-
ments must be jiunished. Persecution, however,
was the name whidi those who suffered gave to
this policy, and their cause was soon championed
by Lord Shaftesbury, who sought to secure some
measure of toleration. For this he saw only one
means—the exaltati(m of the royal power as a
count«r-balance to the Parliament, wluch was so
uncompromisingly Anglican. But Charles was
scarcely the man to play an important religious
part. Indolent and pleasure-seeking, loving power,
yet wise enough to know when to yield, he was
quite willing to grant toleration by his own
royal power, but his eyes were fixed only on the
Roman Catholics, while Shaftesbury was thinking
of the Puritans. Parliament would have no toler-

ation at all which threatened its own power, and
so for the present all schemes failed.

For the next thirty years the struggle between
Puritans and Anglicans was not merely continued,
with the positions reversed, but an old difficulty in

new form was facing the Church of England in the
revival of militant Roman Catholicism. It was no
longer Spain that gave England cause for alarm,
but France under Louis xiv. He had become
King in 1643, and tried to make France the fore-
most country in Europe, and Roman Catholicism
its religion. England, whose Puritanism had left

her zealously Protestant, watched him at first

calmly, then with growing distrust, as the suspicion
gained ground that Charles was at heart a Roman
Catholic, and secretly in league with Louis. Then
the danger, which seemed to have ended with the
Armada, became once again a very real thing to
Englishmen, and a terror of Roman Catholicism
swept over the country.
Immediately after the return of Charles II. a

Parliament was called, which swept away all the
Acts pa.s.sed since 1642, and re.stored Anglicani.sm.
The Episcopate was revived, and in 1661 the Savoy
Conference was held to consider any alterations in
Church or Prayer Book desired by the Puritans.
Practically all the changes suggested were refused,
and, although the Prayer Book issued in 1661 in
the form in which we now know it contained some
alterations, these were not in a Puritan direction.
In IGli'J the Act of Uniformity required its use in
all churches throughout the country, and enforced
subscription to the Articles from all the clergy.
This was deci-sive, and Puritanism left the Church
rather than obey. L"nder IClizabeth or Laud it had
remained a dissatisfied minority within the Church,
but since 1640 it had been in jiower and it could no
longer return to the old position. So those clergy-
men who could not obey seceded from the Church,
and modern Nonconformity, outside the Churcli,
had begun. Clarendon next turned upon the
.seceders, in a series of repressive statutes. The
Corporation Act in 1661 had already excluded
Nonconformist's from local government -"in 1664 the
Conventicle Act suppressed under severe penalties
all religious meetings which did not use the
Prayer Book, and in 166,5 the Five Mile Act for-
bade any Nonconformist minister to be found
within five miles of a town. It was a sad revenge
for Anglicanism to take, and the Church was to
suffer later. Charles and Shaftesbury tried to

check this by the issue of a royal Declaration of
Indulgence in 166'J, but the oppo.sition of Parlia-
ment was so strong that it had to be withdrawn.
But by 1670 the ("hurch had more to do to defend

herself from fear of the Roman Catholics than to
persecute the Puritans, for in that year Charles
and Louis made the Treaty of Dover, to fight the
Protestant Dutch, and—though it w.as not known
at the time—to restore Roman Catholicism in

England. As his part of the bond, Charles issued
a second Declaration of Indulgence in 1672, but
this time, Shaftesbury, in face of the danger from
Louis, realized the King's aims and turned against
him. The Test Act was passed by an anxious
Parliament in 1673, requiring all officers in army,
navy, or civil service to take the Holy Communion
according to the Anglican rite. Charles recoiled,
but suddenly the storm burst forth in greater fury
than before. In 1678 a Popish Plot was said to be
discovered, which threatened the nation with a
Jesuit invasion and the assassination of the King.
A panic seized the nation, and anj' hope that
Charles may have had of converting it to his own
faith vanished. In the excitement a bill to exclude
James, the Roman Catholic brother of Charles,
from the throne was brought before Parliament by
Shaftesbury, but this was too bold a stroke, and
the resentment which it provoked for various
reasons was strong enough to enable Charles to
dissolve Parliament in 1681. When he died in
168.5, the monarchy was all the stronger for the
reaction from the unworthy panic after the Popish
Plot and the failure of this attempt to tamper
with the succession. But with the accession of
James il. (lUS.5-1688) the worst fears of the nation
were quieklj' revived. An avowed Roman Catholic
was on the throne, and Louis in the same year
gave England a hint of what militant Roman
Catholicism could do in his revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, which had secured toleration for the
Huguenots. When James proceeded to try to
force his religion upon the country which had now
been Protestant for a hundred years, the nation
prepared for the struggle. Parliament refused to
allow James to dispense with the Test Act. The
efforts of .James to force Roman Catholic officers

into the army, his high-handed appointment of
Roman Catholic Fellows to Oxford colleges, and,
above all. his requirement in 16S8 that the clergy
should read from their pulpits his Declaration of
Indulgence brought matters to a climax. Seven
Bishops petitioned against the reading of the
Declaration, and when brought to trial for treason
were pronounced not guilty. The sequel to the
trial was the invitation to William of Orange to
come and save the country. Before him James
fled, and in 1689 William and Mary ascended the
throne.
During the hundred j-ears since Elizabeth's

settlement, each of the three great p.arties had
thus sought to master the Church, and, national
though the Church might be, the Ics.son of the
century was that no one form would command the
allegiance of the whole nation, ami the great
problem which remained unsolved w.is the right
attitude of the Clnin-h to those who di.ssented from
it. What the 17th cent, had taught was that
persecution was not the right method to adopt,
rriumphant Anglicanism under Charles i. and
Cliarles II. had persecuted Puritanism and Roman
Catholicism, only to be persecuted in its turn.
Triumphant Puritanism had persecuted when its

opportunity came, and the wild reaction of the
Restoration was the result. For a moment Roman
Catholicism had tried to force itself upon the
Church and beat down oppo.sition. It had only
been driven out. PZnforceti conformity had been
found to fail, and toleration by royal prerogative
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had failed too. If the Church of England was to

survive as the national Church, the right attitude
towards liissent must soon be found.

6. The i8th century.—The Revolution of 1688
brought aliovit entirely new relations between
Church and Slate. The Church, which had been
teaching Pa-ssive Obedience to the Lord's Anointed,
was in a difficult position, for the Lord's Anointed
was in exile because he was a Koman Catholic,

and William III., his successor, ruled not in virtue

of Divine right but by a Parliamentary title.

Again, in William the supremacy over the Church
was held by one who was not of its communion,
but a Calvinist more in sympathy with the Puri-

tans. All political power, further, was for some
time in the hands of the Whigs, who were sup-

ported by the Dissenters, and were unfavourable
to the old claims of Anglicanism. Both monarch
and parliament therefore Mere at last ready to

consider the demands of those who were dissatistied

with the Church, and the Church itself was too
uncertain about its loyalty to be in a position to

ofl'er much resistance. Thus the gift of William
III. to the nation was toleration.

William's own views were in favour of compre-
hension. The administration of the Church might
be so widened as to comprehend the Dissenters,

and the distinctive tenets of Anglicanism be so

modified as to satisfy Puritanism. Neither Parlia-

ment nor Convocation would agree to this ; there-

fore the only path was that of toleration. Dissent
must be recognized and legalized as a body outside
the Church, and the fact of the secession of 1662
became a recognized basis of the religious life of

England. This was the meaning of the Toleration
Act of 1689, which e.xempted from attendance at

church all persons taking an oath of allegiance to

the new sovereigns and making a declaration
against Popery. They might meet for religious

worship as they jJeased, provided thej| subscribed
to the articles which did not deal with the dis-

tinctive doctrines or ritual of the Church. It was
a great step forward, but it was some time yet
before the new principle was understood. Thus,
during the last four years of Queen Anne, Angli-
canism was again triumphant in the support of the
Queen. In 1710 a sermon preached against the
Dissenters by Dr. Sacheverell gave expression to

the reaction, and more than one act was passed to
e.xclude them from all share in administration or
education. But these acts were repealed in the
first year of George I.'s reign, and the principle of

toleration held good, at least as regarded worship.
The Corporation and Test Acts still excluded Dis-
senters from local government and the civil

services, but during the 18th cent, these acts were
evaded by annual tiills of indemnity for those who
disobeyed them. The acts remained on the Statute
book, however, to mark the supremacy of the
national Church.
The predominant party in the Church during the

century from 1689 to 1789 was the Latitudinarian.
The more zealous Anglican could not reconcile it

with his conscience to take the oath to the new
King, and therefore seceded from the Church as a
Non-juror. This was a great loss to the Church,
depriving it of much spiritual energy which it sadly
needed in the following years. Latitudinarianism
desired to avoid the heat of the last hundred years,

and to show the reasonableness and breadth of the
Christianity taught by the Church of England.
The way was being prepared for this under
William HI. and Anne bj' men like Tillotson and
Tenison, but it was not until after the accession of
the House of Hanover in 1714 that the real era of
Latitudinarianism began. Then for two genera-
tions or more there seemed little in the Chris-
tianity of the Church of England to distinguish it

from natural religion, and enthusiasm and religious

commotion were kept out at a!! costs. With this

idea before them Walpole and Queen Caroline
made their appointments and guided the Church.
Two results followed. One was that more and
more the Church lost its hold on the nation at

large, for there was no appeal to the emotions, and
the cold reasonableness of the faith put forward
produced apathy among most who heard it. Never
was there a time when religion in England was at
a lower ebb, or when vice was coarser and more
shameless. Yet the other result was that the
stress laid on the head rather than on the heart as

the seat of religion produced an extraordinary
body of Christian learning. It was the great age
of Anglican apologetics, and book after book
appeared dealing with the cardinal doctrines of

Christianity and Anglicanism. The opposition, too,

was great, but orthodoxy won all along the line.

It is this intellectual triumph which gives the

Latitudinarian era its importance. The struggle

raged mainly round the doctrines of Revelation
and the Divinity of Christ, and round subscrip-

tion to the Articles. Revelation was denied by
the Deists, of whom the most important was
Matthew 'Tindal. His work, Christinnity as Old
as the Creation, was designed to show that all the
truths of Christianity were to be found in natural
religion, and so far as it taught anything new it

was false. There was no place for any special

revelation. Many men wrote against the Deists,

but their work was put into the shade by Joseph
Butler's Analogy of Religion, Natural and Re-
vealed, to the Constitution and Conrse of Nature
(1736). In this Butler took the Deist's standpoint
that there was a God who was an intelligent Author
and Ruler of the universe, .ind showed that the
difficulties which were alleged against any par-

ticular revelation of Himself were only analogous
to those found when men sought to find Him
through the works of Nature. The great guide in

religion, as in life, was not certainty but prob-

ability. The Analogy was an immediate and
abiding success, and "Deism never recovered from
the blow. Later in the century some opponents
of Christianity took an atheistic attitude, but
atheists were never in England the force they
were in France.
The controversy concerning the Divinity of

Christ was of course a struggle among Christians.

It dealt with the fundamental question at the very
root of Christianity which had, indeed, been settled

by the defeat of Arianism, but had come up again
in every age. The controversj' arose after the
publication in 1695 of John Locke's treatise, The
Reasonableness of Christianity, in which he showed
that, while the New Testament was the basis of

Christianity, there were in it none of those later

definitions of Christ's personality found in the

creeds. The greatest champion of Arianism was
Samuel Clarke, Rector of St. James's, Piccadilly,

who, in his Seripture Doctrine ofthe Trinity (1712),

set forth that the Father alone was Supreme God,
and the Son a Divine Being only in so far as

divinity was communicable by this Supreme God.
Daniel AVaterland, Master of Magdalene College,

Cambridge, was the chief champion of orthodoxy,
and in a series of works between 1719 and 1734, in

vindication of Christ's Divinity, he showed that
Christ must be all that orthodoxy claimed, or He
must be mere man, and that every middle posi-

tion whicli would make Him neither truly Divine
nor merely human was impossible. The logical

outcome of the position of his opponents was
Unitarianism.
Out of this controversy arose the resistance to

requiring subscription to the Articles. Could
Articles of ReliErion framed in the 16th cent.
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really be held as biiulinf; in the 18th ? The
stni<,'j;le be<.'an with Hoadly, a favourite Court
preavher, and Bishoj) of Banf;or, and so is often
knowT) as the ' Bangorian Controversy.' He
ur<red, in a book written in 1716, that tlie only
necessity for a clcrgjman was sincerity, and that
Arliales and tests were useless and reactionary.
This produced many replies and a condemnation
from Convocation. The •jencral feeling of the
Church was stronjxly a^iainst Hoadly, for it w.as
felt tliat in this strugjilc niiioli was involved that
was vital to a Church which cared intensely for its

Catholic inheritance from the past; and Water-
land, in the case of Arian sub.scrij)tlon (1721), put
forcibly the dangers of trilling with the Articles.
In the middle of the ceuturj' many others wrote
against the burden of subscription, and several
clergymen openly avowed that they subscribed
without literally believing the doctrines involved.
In 1772 a j)etition was presented to Parliament in
favour of the abolition of sul)scription, but it

failed, for the movement was still only that of a
small minority, and the Church as a whole felt

that the faith once delivered to the saints must
be preserved by the existing tests for tho.se who
were ordained to teach it. One serious result
followed the condemnation of Hoadly by Con-
vocation, for that body was at once prorogued by
the Crown and did not sit again for a hundred
and thirty years. During that time, therefore,
there was no organized body which could speak for
the Churcli. Individual bishops or clergymen
might publish their ojiinions, but the Church as
a whole was left voiceless.

In the minds of the thoughtful few such con-
troversies strengtiiened the position of the Church,
but they hardly touched the mass of the nation.
'.Vith tlie jieace that followed the Hanoverian
succession and the rule of AValpole (1720-1742),
England developed in prosperity and population,
but the Church did not expand to meet the new
needs. Enthusiasm had been ruled out, and now
it was precisely this enthusiasm that was needed
to make religion appeal to the mass of Englishmen.
It was to satisfy tliis need and to touch men's lives
by an ajipeal to heart rather than head that
Mclliodism arose.

-Methodism was the outcome of the life and
work of John Wesley (1703-1791), and it w^as the
greatest religious fact of the IStli century. John
^\'esley was brought up as a member of the
Church of England, and became earnest in his
religious life while a young Fellow of Lincoln
College, Oxford. After some experience of the
colonies, he came under the inlluence of the
Moravians in 1738, and was convinced of the
truth of the doctrine of conscious conversion.
' Ye must be born again ' was henceforth a car-
dinal point in his teaching, and lie set to work to
jireach this doctrine and the necessarily enthusi-
a~tic life of devotion to God in Christ which must
result. This brought him into conflict with the
Church, which hated emotional religion. The
jiulpits were closed to him, and gradually Wesley
was forced to realize that the Cliurch had cast
him out.

He had gathered together into societies those
whowere converted, in order that in each parish they
might meet together for mutual help and comfort.
Such societies were meant to help spiritual life

within the Chirrch, b>it in.stead of this they were
persecuted and driven into .separation, until they
became, not its support, but its rival. I5ut wliile the
followersof Wesley found that the Church repudiatcil
them, tlie nation realized its need of the gospel
of which the Church had lost sight and whicli the
Metho<l!sts claimed to iireach. To the neglected
masses of the nation, therefore, the Methodists

went, and once again religion came to touch their
hearts and lives, and their roughness and their evil

living gave |)lace to l)iety and the fear of God.
There was little uidercnce from the Church of

Engl.-vnd in actual doctrines ; the difference lay
rather in the relative emphasis laid upon them.
To the Methodist it was momentary conversion
rather than baptism that was regarded as the
beginning of the Christian life ; it was the sermon
of edilication rather than communion that was
the centre of the common services. The more the
Methodists increased and realized their mission,
the more their organization developed, an<l with it

their rivalry with the Church. The Class-meeting
as the foundation of their membership, the Love-
Feasts and Fellow.ship meetings, their tickets of
membership from the minister, their lay jireachers
and superintendents all tended to make their
organization so complete that, when Wesley died
in 1791, the secession was only a matter of month.s.
The greatne-ss of Wesley's influence is seen in

a comparison between England and France. In
France the leaders of the Kevolution cast off
religion altogether, and the instability and lawless-
ness of the years that followed were the result.

In England, when the time of upheaval came, the
masses had been touched by the religion of the
Methodists, and they remained on the whole
godly and law-abiding. The ett'ect of Methodism
upon the Church was no less important. The
Evangelical Revival was the direct result of
Wesley's work, and that revival became the
dominant influence in the Church at the beginning
of the 19th century. Yet the loss was enormous,
for the schi.sm has only widened with the years,
making the outward unity of the Church in
England ever more difficult to realize. F'or this,

however, the blame must attach to the Church
and not to Wesley.

It was thus, then, that the Church of England
passed through the hundred years following the
Kevolution of 1688. Outwardly the century
seemed dull and uninteresting, but an age which
saw toleration become an actual fact, even though
within strict limits, which saw the truths of
Christianity once again stated in a way that
silenced ojiiwsition, and which saw a popular
revival of religion that has influenced the labour-
ing classes to this day, was an age which enriched,

.

ennobled, and enlightened both the nation and its

Church.
7. The 19th century.—The thirty years which

followed 1789 saw the direct ett'ect of Wesley's
work in the Evangelical Revival. A deeper .sense

of religion came back into the everyday life of
churchmen, and the apathy of the preceding century
was exchanged for a quickened zeal in the service
of God. 'The revival is connected with many
honoured names. Its leader was Charles Simeon
(1782-1836), who, as Fellow of King's College and
Vicar of Holy Trinity, Cambridge, was the teacher
of hundreds who went out to become clergj'inen

throughout England. There were also men like

John Newton, Vicar of OIney, and John Venn,
Rector of Claphani, who gathered round him .such

a powerful congregation that it w.as known as the
Claphani Sect. There was liishop Fortcous of

London (1787-1809), who was in favour of the new
opinions, but did much to steady the enthusiasm
of some of the clergy. Among the laity were men
like William Willierforcc, who was a member of

Venn's congregation at Clajiham ; William Cowper,
who lived at Ulnoy and compose<l some of the most
beautiful hymns of the time ; and Robert Kaikes,
who founded Sunday Schools at Gloucester ; while
Hannah More, by her writings and personality,
wielded a strong influence over the upper chusses.

No rigid line can of course be <lrawn as to the
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extent of the power of Evangelicalism. Roughly
speaking, it may perhaps be said that, as Methodism
proper touched the working classes. Evangelicalism
appealed to the middle classes, the shop-keeper,
and the business man. The two movements
together brought back to the bulk of Englishmen
that enthusiasm in religion which the earlier IStli

cent, had decried. In many and many a house-
hold an earnest piety was the result. The aristoc-

racy stood largely aloof, but the future of England
lay with the classes to whom religion had again
become a real thing.

Two other characteristics of Evangelicalism
must he noticed. One was its individualistic
nature. Its essence was the devotion of the
individual to his Divine Lord, and the new life

which resulted from it, rather than any idea of the
corporate life of the whole body of Christians. It
did immense good in thousands of individual lives
throughout the Church, but it did little directly
towards furthering the common life of the whole,
of which those individuals were members. In
many cases it even weakened the idea of the
Church, for often the more earnest of the Evan-
gelicals found the principles of the Methodists
more congenial than the restrictions of the Church,
and many therefore became Nonconformists. But
in spite of this limitation the good effect of this
individual religious zeal was incalculable. The
other characteristic of Evangelicalism was its

philanthropy. One after another of its leaders
was distinguished for his zeal in the practical
service of mankind. The abolition of the slave
trade and of the possession of slaves will always
be associated with the name of William WUber-
force. The foundation of the National Society in
1811 was largely connected with the Evangelicals,
and marked their interest in the beginning of
elementary education. The work of John Howard
in prison reform was helped on by members of this
school, while closely allied to these eftbrts was the
foundation of two .societies which have been of

inestimable benefit in the service of humanity

—

the Church Missionary Society in 1799, and the
British and J'oreign Bible Society in 1804.
The great Reform BUI of 1832, which marks an

epoch in the constitutional development of Eng-
land, was also of immense importance in the
history of the Church. Reform was in the air,

and old institutions which could not justify them-
selves must be emended or removed. Reform as
applied to the Church had already meant much.
In 1823 the Corporation and Test Acts had been
repealed, and so the Nonconformists had been put
on a civil equality with Churchmen. In 1829,
against the most violent opposition, and amidst
the wildest excitement, the Roman Catholic
Emancipation Act had been passed, and Roman
Catholics also received equal civil rights. But
the Church was still established ; it was still the
recognized Church of the nation. In that fact lay
at once its strength and its weakness.

In the next few years the Church had to pass
through an important crisis in its existence. For
more than a hundred years the spiritual ideal of
the Church as a corporate body with a Divine life

had been obscured. The Latitudinarians had
forgotten it, and the Evangelicals had thought
rather of the religious life of the individual. So
far as the Church was thought of, it was thought
of by most men as the Establishment, whose exist-
ence and power depended on the support of the
State. When, therefore, in 1832 the nation suddenly
awoke to the duties and responsibilities of self-

government, was it possible that the Church of
the nation should remain content with no higher an
ideal than Erastianism ? The answer to that ques-
tion was the Oxford Movement. In 1833 a group

of Fellows of C»xford Colleges met together and
determined to emphasize the Divine basis of the
Church of England as a branch of the Catholic
Church throughout the world, by publishing a
series of Tracts for the Times, wiiich should deal
with the main points in her teaching and adminis-
tration. They were men of great power and
learning. Newman was at Oriel and Vicar of

Great St. Mary's, Pusey at Christchurch, Hurrell
Froude, William Palmer, and .John Keble were at
Oriel, and Lsaac Williams at Trinity. For eight
years the Tracts continued to appear, and men
began to realize that religion was not merely
a matter for the Individual, but that the Catho-
licity of the Church of England was a fundamental
fact. The Elizabethan reformers and Laud had
known this, but, because it had since been for-

gotten, the ideal of Catholicity and the fact of
Roman Catholicism had become confused in the
minds of Engli-shmen at lar^e. In 1841 the crisis

came. If the English Church were Catholic, what
really was the relation of her Thirty-nine Articles to
the doctrines of Roman Catholicism ? Were they
antagonistic or similar ? In the famous Tract 90,
Newman laid stress on the common Catholic
doctrines of the two Churches, and the Tract was
accordingly condemned by the authorities of the
University of Oxford. A great outcry wa.s raised
throughout the kingdom, and not only was Tract
90 condemned, but all the others were branded as
' Popish ' and disloyal to the Church of England.
The series was at once stopped, and the leaders of
the movement began to split into two parties : the
one felt more and more that the Catholic position
of the Church of England was unsound, and that
the only true Catholic Church was that of Rome ;

the other held to the original position of the
writers of the Tracts, and clung to their own
Church as also of Divine origin. The schism was
complete wiien in 1845 Newman and many of his

friends seceded to the Church of Rome.
In spite of this disaster, the Tractari.an move-

ment has done immense good to the Church of
England. It has restored the lost sense of its

corporate unity and Divine basis. The later
movements of the century, vith their remarkable
development of Church life, received their impetus
from this re^ival at Oxford in the thirties. These
movements are connected with the work of the
Church at home, its treatment of ritual and intel-

lectual questions, its expansion abroad, and the
growth of self-government.

(«) The enormous industrial and political changes
wiiich transformed the nation during the 19th
cent, produced corresponding changes in the
organization and administration of the Church.
The b.asis of this development was the quiet growth
of life in the ecclesiastical unit, the parish. The
ideal of common Christian life has been high, and
to realize it churches have been built, parish-rooms
founded, and clubs and societies and meetings of all

kinds started in connexion with the church of the
parish. All this is familiar now, but it was the
growth of the 19th century. It has been carried out
at some cost, for the zeal for organization has
sometimes grown at the expense of other valuable
sides of spiritual life. There has been a great
expenditure by churchmen on these new forms of

work, and the financial help of the Ecclesiastical

Commission has been invaluable. Since the forma-
tion of this Commission in England in 1836, the
revenues of the Church have been ably administered
and grants made for the increase of t he revenues of
poor benefices, for the provision of cur.ates, and for

building new churches. Much of its help lias been
given only on condition that voluntary help was
forthcoming, thus aflbiding a great means of

developing the liberality of individuals.
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The clianges in national life brought the Church
face to face with new social problems. I'arliament

was doing its best to solve these problems by
measures like the I'oor Law, the Factory Acts,
and measures for the control of housing ; and
churchmen played their part in securing these

reforms. A notable little band of men about the

uneasy times of 1848 were known as the Christian

Socialists, led by F. D. Maurice, Charles Kingsluy,
and Thomas Hughes. In later times has come
the growth of University Settlements, which have
helped to bring the rich into closer contact with
the poor ; and the growth of school and college

missions has done much to keep the young in touch
with great social needs while their education is

going on. The Oxford House in East London,
and the Eton, Harrow, Winchester, and Rugby
missions are only typical of many similar efl'orts

elsewhere. There is also the wider work of such
organizations as the Church Army (y.t'. ) for the
lowest classes, and the Church Lads' Brigade to

touch the boys of the working classes. But the

most important relation of the Church to social

questions is the quiet work going on in every parish

throughout the kingdom, where the clergj' and
their helpers relieve the wants of poverty and
organize remedies to meet it.

-Vnother form of social work is education. Here,
too, the Church was active throughout the centurj'.

No national system of elementary education ex-

isted before 1870, but the Church had endeavoured
to meet the need by the provision of schools in

many parishes, where the doctrines of the Church
as well as secular subjects should be taught. The
National Society was founded for this purpose in

1811, and by 1833, wlien the first government
grant was made, it had provided nearly 700
schools. By 1870 there was accommodation in

.-iich schools for over a million and a third chil-

dren. The Act of 1870 set up a new type of school,

the Board School, in which no denominational
teaching was allowed, and the two types of school

have existed side by side ever since, the activity

of the Church enabling it to maintain its old

schools and erect new. When, in 1891, elementary
education w;us made free, there was a considerably
larger number of children in Church Schools than in

Boaril Schools, and, though the proportion is now
grad\ially being reversed, there was still more
than half the number of children being educated
in Church Schools at the end of the 19th

century. Nor must we forget the quiet educational
work of the Sunday Schools in each parish, where
week by week thousands of children are trained

in the Anglican faith. Besides this relation to

elementary education, the Church has immense
influence over secondary education, for most of

the public schools are governed by churchmen.
The wealthier classes are thus trained as members
of the Church, while the atmosnliere of the older

Univer.sities, though far freer tlian it was, is also

to a large extent Anglican. The training of the

clergy themselves has al.so been greatly improved
bv the foundation of Theological Colleges in many
dioceses.

The culmination of all this activity at home has
been the growth of the Episcopate. At the begin-

ning of the century there were still but twenty-six
bishops, as there had been at the Keformati(m,
and an increase was almost unthought of. But
with the Ecclesiastical Commission a re-arrange-

ment and an increase of dioceses began. Tlie

diocese of Kipon was created in 1836, that of

Manchester in 1847, tho.se of St. Albans and
Truro in 1877, and since then seven new sees have
been created, and others are in contemplation.
The Episcopate has been further increased by the
creation of sufl'ragau bishops, who are attached to

the diocesan bishops as their assistants, and are
indispensable for the more po])ulous dioceses. The
first of these was consecrated in 1870, and there
are now twentj'-eight. As against this increase in

activity must be set off the apparent check to the
Church in Ireland by its disestablishment in 1869.

But, though this roused gieat opposition at the
time, it has on the whole been an advantage to
that Church. For it was never the national
Church as it is in England, and its greater free-

dom and power of self-control, coupled with the
good administration of the funds placed at its

disposal, have made it more active and efficient

than before.

(i) During the 19th cent, the Church has
been face to face with new forms of truth,
and intellectual problems of new kinds have been
thrust upon her. Natural science raised new-
questions as to the nature of the material universe
and its relation towards God, while historical re-

search introduced a new science of textual criticism,

and at first it was difficult for the Church to adjust
her doctrines to these new'er forms of truth. In
1859 appeared Darwin's Origin of Species, which
seemed, with its theory of evolution, to controvert
the received ideas about creation. In 1860 the
famous Essays and Reviews were published, with
the hope of helping more thoughtful men to see
that the new forms of truth were not hostile to

Christian teaching. But the book met with a
storm of abuse. Convocation condemned it,

bishops and clergy alike declaring it heretical.

Two of the writers were prosecuted and condetuned
in the Ecclesiastical Courts, though they were
acquitted by the Privy Council. The question of

the inspiration of Scripture was raised in an acute
form when, in 1862, Bishop Colenso of Natal
published The Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua
critically examined, attacking the received Mosaic
authorship of the Pentateuch. Colenso was
condemned by a Committee of Bishops, and ex-
communicated by the Bishops of South Africa as a
heretic, for the opinions set forth in this and other
writings. But gradually this attitude of resistance

changed. A new generation of leaders arose, who
tried to assimilate the new ideas and not to reject

them. Men like Westcott, Lightfoot, and Hort at
Cambridge, and Sanday, Driver, Ciore, and Illing-

worth at Oxford, were setting the intellectual

position of the English Church once again on a
sure basis. The Revised Version of the Bible in

1881-5, did much to settle doubts as to the new
criticism. The appearance of Lux Mundi was as

heartily welcomed as that of Essays and Reviews
had been condemned thirty years earlier. But
the upheaval in religious opinion had been great,

and instead of the unquestioning orthodoxy current

at the beginning of the 19th cent., a more
strenuous and thoughtful faith was now required
of clergy and laity alike.

(c) At the beginning of the century the ritual of

the services in the clnirches was very plain and
sometimes almost careless, and one result of the

Tractarian Movement was a desire to restore to

the services more dignity and ritual. The love of

Catholicity led some to desire to restore such
vestments as seemed to be allowed by the Orna-
ments Rubric of Elizabeth. To others the im-

portance of the Eucharist needed an emphasis
whicli it had lost. To others a variety of vest-

ments and an ornamentation of the East end of

churches were the first requisite towards more
reverence. Hence in some churches great clian"es

were introduced into the services, and the difficulty

was that, in cases of jjrotest, the ultimate jurisdic-

tion lay with the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, a body of lay judges which those who
made the changes scrupled to obey in such matters.
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Tlie English Church Union was founded in 1859 to

maintain and defend tlie newer forms of ritual,

and some of its members sutiered prosecution.

Certain test cases raised ditl'erent points as the

century went on. In Liddell's case (1S57) the
ornameuts of the first Prayer Book of Edward VI.

were declared legal, and if a ritual addition were
merely subsidiary to the service it might be used.

In 1869, however, in the Purchas case, vestments
and the eastward position were declared illegal.

Meanwhile a Kitual Commission sat from 18G7 to

1870, in order to deal with the whole question, but
it led to no practical results, though in 1874 the
Public Worship Kegulation Act was passed, hand-
ing over decisions in ritual questions to a single

lay judge. The Ridsdale case came before such a
judge in 1875, but on appeal in 1877 the Privy
Council ruled out most of the recent ritual as
illegal. In 1890 the case of the Bishop of Lincoln
was brought, not before a Privy Council of laymen
overriding lower ecclesiastical courts, but before
an ecclesiastical court consisting of the two Arch-
bishops. Their decision, therefore, was regarded
as final. The judgment allowed the eastward
position at the Eucharist and other moderate
points of ritual, and has ever since aftbrded a basis

of agreement for the majoritj- of churchmen.
{d} The expansion of the Church abroad has

been even more striking than that of the Church
at home. For centuries the idea of advance
into the colonies had been very little realized, for

there was a strong feeling against the extension of

the episcopate outside England, for fear of a
possible schism. The possibility of extension into
heathen lands was hardly contemplated. The
rapidity of the growth of the Church outside
England, therefore, during the 19th cent, has
been extraordinary. A few isolated clergy-
men had been working in New England in the
18th cent, under the Society for the Propa-
gation of the Gospel, but it was not until after

the revolt of the American colonies that the
episcopate was extended to that continent. In
1784 Samuel Seabury was consecrated Bishop of
Connecticut by three Scottish Bishops, and in 1789
the first Bishop of Nova Scotia was consecrated.
The beginning of the episcopate in the United
States and in Canada was thus made ; and there
are now ninety-seven bishops in the States, and
twenty-three in Canada. The English colonial
episcopate has since spread to aU the colonies as a
sign of the life of the Church. In 1836 WiUiam
Grant Broughton was made first Bishop ofAustralia,
in 1841 George Augustus Selwyn of New Zealand

;

and now there are twenty-seven dioceses where
then there were two. The first Bishop of South
Africa was Robert Gray, sent out to Cape To'vvn
in 1847. His diocese has since become ten.
The extension of the episcopate into heathen

countries is the best test of the missionary zeal of
the Church. India is of course the first link
between England and non-Christian countries.
The first Bishop of Calcutta, Thomas Middleton,
was consecrated in 1814, and was succeeded in

1823 by Reginald Heber. Gradually the episcopate
extended, and, in spite of the opposition of the
East India Company as long as it existed, mission-
aries to the natives as well as chaplains to the
English multiplied. There are now eleven dioceses.
In Northern and Central Africa the growth of
missionary work has been no less marked. The
work along the Niger in the West, in spite of all

the difficulties of climate, the remarkable develop-
ment of Uganda in the east, the mission founded
in Central Africa by the Universities at the appeal
of Livingstone, have all led to the foundation of
missionary dioceses doing pioneer work. These
now number eight. In China the first bishop was

appointed in 1849, and there are now six sees, while
in Japan and Korea there are five. Behind all this

growth of the episcopate in a hundred years lies

the quiet zeal which sends out missionaries, builds

churches, and continually pushes the Church's
frontier a little further on. In missionary work
the Church Missionary Society has been the most
prominent, in colonial work the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel.

(c) All this expansion of the Church outside
England and the growth of activity at home have
produced new methods of organization and self-

government. In the earlier part of the century a
few leading bishops like Kaye of Lincoln, Blom-
field of London, van Mildert of Durham, and
Philpotts of Exeter guided the ecclesiastical policy.

But this was more and more felt to be unsatis-

factory, and the need of the revival of Convocation
became obvious. One man especially gave ex-

pression to the demand for this—Samuel Wilber-
force, made Bishop of Oxford in 1846. By his

activity and that of others the Convocation of

Canterbury was revived in 1852, and that of York
in 1856. Each of these formed the representative
body for the Church in its province, and once
again, after more than a hundred and thirty years,

the Church had found its corporate voice. The
two Houses of bishops and clergy ^vere strengthened
by the addition in 1886 of a House of representative
laymen for the Southern province, and in 1890 for

the Northern. In 1905 the six Houses began to sit

together once a year as a Representative Church
Council for discussion. Interest in matters ati'ect-

ing the Church has been increased by the formation
of Diocesan Conferences in each diocese, where many
matters of local importance have been settled. In
1867 there was held the first meeting of the
Lambeth Conference, when all the bishops of the
Anglican Church who could come were, gathered
together to discuss common problems. This has
been followed by a similar gathering ever)- ten
years since. In 1867 there were seventy-six bishops
present ; at the last, held in 1908, there were two
hundred and forty-two. The meeting of 1908 was
preceded by a Pan-Anglican Congress, with repre-

sentatives from every Anglican diocese throughout
the world. The complexity of the government of this

expanded Church of England has produced a great
variety of means for discussion and counsel, but the
basis of control is stUl the authority of the indi-

vidual bishop of each diocese, acting in accordance
with the requirements of the Prayer Book. In Eng-
land the Church remains established, and the power
of the bishops is limited by Acts of Parliament,
but abroad the bishops are freer, and the mutual
reaction of the two sets of conditions is liplpful.

The history of the Church of England is a long
story, but her vitality was never greater than it is

now. For more than thirteen centuries the Chui-ch
has been bound up with the life of the nation,
receiving much and giving much. It has main-
tained its continuity with the past, and can hand
on its priceless girt of Catholic doctrine and a
historic episcopate. It has not been without its

shortcomings, and difi'erent bodies of Noncon-
formists have arisen at ditl'erent times because of

these deficiencies, and have reminded the nation of

forgotten sides of truth. There are signs that
what was once hostility between different Christian
Churches is becoming mutual respect for differences.

The future is full of promise for such a Church
as this. It has become an Imperial Church,
witnessing the expansion of its branches in the
great free dominions which are so closely linked
with England. It has become a missionary Church,
bearing its Gospel all over the world, and ready to

lose itself in the growth of national Churches in

heathen lands. The Church of a free people, it
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carries to an ever-widening circle of mankind the

message tliat tlie truest liberty is the service of its

Divine Master, Jesus Christ.
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CHURCH OF IRELAND.—See Episcopacy.

CHURCH OF ROME. — See AVestern
Church.

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.—See Presby-
teriaxism.

CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM.
—See SWEUENBORGIANl.SM.

CIMMERIANS (KiMM'^ptoi).—In Homer (Orf.

.\i. 1311.) the ship of Odysseus is described as

coming to
' the limits of the world, to deep-floning Oceanus. There is the

land and city of the Cimmerians, shrouded in mist and cloud ;

and never does the shining sun look down on them with his

rayf, neither when he climbs unto starry heaven, nor when
ag'ain he turns earthward from the firmament, but baleful night

is outspread over miserable men.'

The use of the phrases irnxb^ re irdXis re and
Sei\oiai ppoToTa-i shows that the Cimmerians are

regarded as real men, living in organized com-
munity—not like the Cyclops, for exami)le, who
liave no cities or otlier apparatus of civilized life

(Horn. Od. ix. 112, toutip d' ovt' ayopal fioi\T](p6pOi oi're

6ilj.iaT($). As the poem now stands,' the home of the

Cimmeri.ans must be supposed to lie somewhere in

the far West or North-west, on the edge of the

world on that side, by the hither shore of the

Ocean-river which forms the material limit of the

Homeric world, where also is naturally imagined
to be an entrance to the world of Shades. The
Cimmerians are thus pictured as an outpost of

humanity, and as such they mu.st battle with
conditions unknown to the rest of mankind—their

lives are spent in a perpetual darkness which to all

other life would be fatal (ij^pi xai vt(pi\rj KiKoXviitxtvoi.

. . . vli^ 6\orj). Just so, in actual fact, docs man
on the outskirts of the habitable area of the earth

—on the ' roof of the world ' or in the polar regions

—lind the forces of Nature arrayed against him in

the most hostile fashion. The characteristics of

the outermost fringe were based to a certain extent
on observation and report.

Pendants in some sort to the Cimmerians are

various other groups on the verge of the world,

such as the La'strygonians (Oil. x. 82 fl'.), among
whom ' the goings of night and day are hanl to-

gether ' (lb. 86, eyyus yap vvkt6^ t€ kclI iffiar^s (tat

K^XevBot) ; but tliese also, in spite of their cannibal-

ism,- are in a sense civilized—possessing a walled
J It is clear, from the absence of any reference to the Cim-

merians by Circe in her instructions to Odysseus in Od. x. 608 ff.,

that this passage about them is a late addition (of. Deimling,
Die Lclcgcr, 18*12, p. 68). But this does not affect the state-

ments and conclusions of this article.

2 But are not the two lines 116, 117, auTi'x' *va fiap^a^i fTapinv

wirAiVffttTO itltryov
] TW 6< 6u' ai^avre (^vy^ ini yrias Ittiadijv, an

interpolation?

town (atTTv 7rTo\(eff/)oi'),andan asscnibly-place(i7op))),

just like tiie most civilized Greeks. Against this,

the expression ' not like men but like the Giants'
[Oil. X. 120, ouK dySpttrirtp ioiKirei, dXXd n7airi;') has
nothing to s;iy, describing merely their stature

—

men so far a>\ay must needs be dillerent in some
respects from ordinary folk.' Herodotus, again,

mentions the Hyperboreans, 'men who live at the
back of the Nortli Wind ' (iv. 32, where, however,
he expresses his disbelief in their existence).- It

is an old observation that in tliese Cimmerians of

Homer we have a dim and distorted tnidition of

the long Arctic night^ (cf. the statement of Herod,
iv. 25, that in the far North are men who sleep for

six months of the year), while the account ot the
Liestrygonians embodies a vague report of the
midniglit sun within the Arctic Circle, or at any
rate of the long summer days and short nights of

northern lands (cf. Tac. Agric. 12, 'nox clara et

extrema Britanniae parte brevis, ut finem atque
initium lucis exiguo discrimine interno.-cas').

That some dim report of such features of the North
should have reached Greek lands as early as

the second or even the third millennium B.C. along
the trade route or routes by which Baltic amber
came to the Mediterranean is not impossible (see

Waldmann, Der Bernstein im Allcrtknm, 1SS3).

The ancient treatment of the Cimmerians is after

a double fashion, cori'espouding to the double
character which they assuinc in the poem. On the
one hand, they are a mythical people associated

with the land of spirits, having but a feeble hold
upon reality. Hence by some (as by Silius Italicus,

xii. 13011.) they were put actually in Hades, and
this idea of them led to the creation of a variant
name Cerberii ()\(pSiptot).* This mode of treat-

ment begins and ends with the purelj' fanciful.

On the sther hand are found various rationalistic

explanations, which may be arranged in the follow-

ing ascending order of significance :

—

(1) On the lowest level of such explanations is

the variant title x^tixipiot dfdpei, ' Men of the
Wintry Lands,' or Kefi/M^ptot, ' People of the Mist.'

(2) SN'hen the scene of the Nekyia was located
in later times by the shores of Lake Avernus in

Italy, the Cimmerians also were removed thither,

and the pseudo-rationalism of the imaginative
Ephoros, who was never at a loss, found an ex-
planation of the Homeric description, according to

which the Cimmerians were subten'ane.an folk who
lived partly by mining and jiartly by oracle-

mongering (Strabo, p. 244, elvat Si t-ois nepi ri

Xpriar-qptov ^6os Trdrptov ^rjbiva rhv tJXioc bpdv, dXXo. t^?

vvkt6^ e^w TTop^veadai ruiv xao'/idrwc). This theory,

so far at least as concerns the habitat of the
Cimmerians, has been revived by Victor Bcrard
{Les I'hiniciens et I'Odijssie, 1902-03, ii. 311 tt'.-in

which he tries to show that the Odi/sset/ is based
upon a I'liccnician Periplus, or Meditcn-aneitn
Flint, and that the Homeric localities are verifiable

in their minutest details).

1 Cf. the marvels of the tar North as given by'Hcrodotus—
his goat-footed men, and one-eyed Arim.isj>ians (iv. 'i5 and 27),

his long-lived .^Jthiopians of tlie South (iii. 114); the breast-

eyed, and dog-headed tribes (iv. 191) are left quite doubtful,

and perhaps are not classed as human. The stature of the

Lsestrygonians has suggested that their prototmes were a Celtic

or Germanic people (Ridgew.ay, Early Age of Greece, 1001, i.

368 £f.).

s But others know more about them, e.g. Pindar, Oliimp. iii.

16, 6o/iO>' •\7!<l>^l>ii^v . . . 'An-oAAcuro« etpin-o.-ra (cf. fyth. X.

30), and .Esch. fr. 183. These folk on the edge of the world
graduallv become credited with all the virtues. .See liawlinson's

note on Herod, iv. 32, and cf. art. Hvi'EHBoke.vxs.
3 Cf. Berger, 3/yfAij*c/(e Kosinographie, V.H}i, p. 15.

•1 Eustath. Com. in Horn. 1670. Cf. Scliol.,_ci'ioi {« ypa<<.ov<Ti

Xfi/J-^pit'ty oi &i KtpPfpifiif, i}^ Kpdrtj^. rj vtupoU, arrh rov iy Tolv

TJpc'oi? KtXaBai. Tive?, Ttav I'tKpittv, irapa T& ev rf>9 icci<r^ai.

Aristoph. {Frogs, 186 f.) makes Charon call Tt« elt to Aij9j]^ jreSt'oc

. . . TJ 's Ktpfifpiov^, ij 's KOpaKSf, Ti 'jtI Taivapov—a parod.v of

the cries of Attic boatmen ; so .Soph. fr. 957 N. For Ktppepiui'f

see Ilesych. (Kifiixcpov yap Acyouffi TTjf o/it'xATji').
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(3) Among tlie names connected with the wander-
ings of Odysseus in the West, that of the Cim-
merians alone lias a firm hold upon reality, for the
existence of Cimmerians on the northern shores
of the Euxine and in Asia Minor is and was a
known historical fact. Strabo, anxious for the
credit of Homer's geographical knowledge, averred
that the poet liad been fully aware of the true
place of his Cimmerians, but had transposed them
to the West for his story's sake {p. 20, Trpos fioppaf

Kal j^oipJio-i] /.leTTjyayd' oiKelus fls ffK0T(ii'6t' rwa t6-kov

rhv KaO' i^dijy, xpW^f^o^ 6v7(x Trp6s tt)v pLvdoirodav) ; and,
moreover, had deliberately pilloried them for tlie

evil they had wrouglit in Asia Minor even before
his time (p. 140, rdxa koI koto ti KMvbv tCiv 'liivuv

IxSo! Trpds t6 cpiiKav tovto, cf. pp. 6 and 61). Strabo
herein was indeed correct in the main—more correct
than B6rard, whose theory ignores both the
existence of the historical Cimmerians of the
Euxine and the non-existence of any trace of tlieir

name in the neighbourhood of Cumje, besides
taking no account whatever of the wholesale
transportation of the Odyssean adventures from
the Pontus region to the West (see Wilamowitz-
Mollendorf, Hoinerische Untersuchungen, 1884, p.

163 ii'.). This transference, however, is a cardinal
fact in the history of the Odyssey.

' It was when the compass of the Euxine was still unknown,
. . . that the tale of the wanderings of Odysseus took form.
... In the Odyssey^ as we have it now, compounded of many
different legends and poems, this is disguised ; the island of
Circe has been removed to tlie far west, and the scene of the
Descent to the Underworld translated to the Atlantic Ocean.
But Circe . . . belongs to the seas of Colchis ; and the world
of shades beyond the Cimmerians is to be sought near the
Cimmerian Bosphorus' (Bury, Hist, of Greece, i. 92 = p. 39 of
small edition).

Briefly given, disregarding chronological ques-
tions, the part played in history by the Cimmerians
was as follows (cf. Strabo, p. 494) : Inhabiting the
regions round Lake Mieotis (Azov) on the northern
shore of the Euxine, to whicli their name still

clings in the modern Crimea, they were driven
forth by a Scj'thian (Mongolian ?) people, the
Scoloti, who came from the steppes of Asia (Herod.
iv. 6). They crossed into Asia Minor, either by
way of the IJanubian lands, or, as Herodotus says,

by the Caucasus (iv. 12) ; for, on the one hand,
they are found in association with Balkan tribes

—

Treres, Edones, and Thynians ; on the other hand,
they seem to make their first appearance in the
eastern parts of Asia Minor. Cimmerian hordes
under Tiuspa were defeated by Esar-haddon'
(about 680 B.C.) ; but, thus thrown back upon Asia
Minor, they sacked Sinope, overtlirew Midas, the
last king of Phrygia, and attacked Gyges of Lydia,
who sought the help of Assyria. Gyges became
the vassal of Ashurbanipal, but, having himself
defeated the invaders and sent two of their chief-

tains bound to Nineveh, he repudiated Assyrian
suzerainty. A second inroad of Cimmerians ended
in his deatli and the sack of Sardis (657 B.C.).

The great shrine of Artemis at Ephesus was burnt
by them, and Magnesia on the Meander was de-
stroyed (Strabo, p. 647). An echo of all this in its

later phases is heard in the fragments of the poems
in which Kallinos of Ephesus stirs his countrymen
to theii- own defence— ' the host of the Cimmerians
is at hand, who do mighty deeds' (Strabo, p. 648).

He calls upon Zeus ' to remember the fair thighs
of bulls which Ephesus had burned, and to have
compassion on her.' 'Are ye not ashamed,' he
cries to the young men, ' to sit still as if ye abode
in peace, when war has seized upon the whole

1 They are the Gimirrai of the AssjTian t€xts. See G. Smith,
Hist, of Assurhanipal, 1871, p. 64 (quoted in full in Bury, HiM.
o/ Greece, ii. 466). Sayce, in his Com. on Herod., 18S3, i. 6,

points out that what Eusebius calls the first capture of Sardis,
which he dates 1078 B.C., is really a tradition of the conquest of
Ionia by the Hittites (see also p. 427). Consult also Gelzer,
Das Zeitalter des Gvges,' in Bheinisches Museum, 1S75, p.
230fl. ; E. Meyer, Gesch. d. Alterth., 18S4 «f. ; L 64311.

world?' These terrible inroads (cf. Herod, i. 6,
ot' KaTa(npo<ftri iyevero tuiv ttoXLujv dXX* i^ iiridpo/xyjs

apTrayii) seem to have inspired the artist who, a
generation or two later, painted the sarcophagus
from Clazomense now in the Brit. Museum. On
it we see the mounted barbarians swooping down
with enormous swords, great quivers, and curved
Scythian headgear, while alongside run fierce

hoimds (A. S. Murray, Terra-cotta Sarcophagi in
tlie. B.M., 1898). During the reigns of Ardys II.

and Alyattes III. , successors of Gyges, these terrible

invaders seem gradually to have melted away
without leaving a trace, unless we ascribe to their
influence something of the frenzied rites of Ma, the
fierce goddess of the Cappadocians (see Th. Keinach,
Mithridate Eupatur, 1890, p. 242)—analogous to
those of the so-called Artemis worshipped among
the Tauri of the Crimea, who seem to have been
the remnant of the Cimmerian.s.
Bury has explained 'the motive for placing the

Cimmerians by the shores of Okeanos and associat-
ing them with the land of ghosts' in his article
' The Homeric and the historic Kimmerians' (Klio
vi. [1906] 79 fl'.). He points out that in Denmark
and Scandinavia there was current, probably from
very early times, a legend that the spirits of dead
men were rowed across to the island of Brittia,

opposite the mouths of the Rhine (Procop. de Bell.

Goth. iv. 20, ed. Hauiy, ii. 58911".). By Brittia
(BpiT-T-k), Britain was meant, though the Greek
liistorian ' did not understand this (cf. Gibbon, De-
cline, iv. 157, ed. Bury, whose later article corrects
his note there). Cf. Blest, Abode of the (Teut.).

Now, the historian and traveller Poseidonios
(2nd cent. B.C.) acutely conjectured that Ki/t/i^pios

was simply Kip.jipiKb's, and that the Cimmerians
were an otfshoot of the Cimbri (Strabo, p. 293,
Kififiepiovs Tov^ KipL^pous 6vop.ai7dvTujv ti2v 'EXX^i'w*').

That the Cimmerians were indeed associated with
the north is proved by a passage in the Orphic
Argonautica, which describes the voyage of the
Argo from the Euxine, and mentions the Cim-
merians in the far north on the way to the ' lernian
Islands' ( = the British Islands; see Bury, q/j. cit.

p. 85, note 3, quoting Orph. Arg. 1120, ed. Abel,
and verses 1166, 1181); this part of the poem
probably preserves a tradition of the 6th cent. B.C.,

if it is not still older.'
' But however this may he, we have sufficient data for bring-

ing the Homeric Kimmerians into relation with tlie historical
Cinibrians. The Kimmerians are stamped as a people of the
north, dwelling on the shores of ocean, close to the world of
ghosts. A people of identical name, the Cimhrians, fulfil the
first two conditions ; and a fable of the world of ghosts on the
shore of Ocean has come from their neighbourhood ' (Bury, op.

cit. p. 86).

'The knowledge of these northern Cimmerians
(Cimbrians) and of the Island of Ghosts in the
ocean may have come to the Homeric world from
Gaul by the medium of Phoenician traders who
visited its northern shores.
'The older Odysseus story, in which the Euxine was the

theatre of the adventures, mentioned the Kimmerians (of South
Russia); when the scene was transferred to the West, these
eastern Kimmerians became the Kimmerians of Ocean, who
were known from Plicenician report, and the place of the
Nekyia was thus at once determined ' (Bury, op. cit. p. 87).

It may be, however, that the story travelled

eastwards overland icith the Cimmerians themselves,

they being, in fact, Cimbrians, as Poseidonios had
guessed ; and this is the simpler hypothesis. The
Cimmerians, who are to be classed ethnologically

in the Thracian group, may have been not pure
Thracians but northern immigrants ruling over
a conquered population (cf. Kidgeway, op. cit. i.

39611'.). But, quite apart from the truth or falsity

of the equation Cimmerians = Cimbrians, Bury has
shown that ' the Homeric Kimmerians and their

1 According to Bury, Procopius probably derived his informa-
tion from Heruls in Const.antinople.

2 The poem as it stands is of late Roman date. See Gruppe
in Roscher, s.v. 'Orpheus.'
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setting have a double relation, on the one hand to
the Kipifi^pioi of the east, on the other to the Cimbri
of the north-west' {oj>. cit. p. 88).

LiTERATl'RK.—Engelmaan's art. ' Kiminerier,' in Roecher [is

ot Jittle worth); U. Hofer, de Cim-moriis, BelgT. Progr. 18yi.
Tlae works quoted deal chiefl.v with historical points ; to tiieai
may be added K. Neumann! Die Uetlenen im Skylhenlandr,
Berlin, 1856 ; A. v. Gutschmid, KUine Schrijten, Leipzig,
18S9-94, iii. 431 ; E. H. Berger, Myth. Kosmogr. der Griediiin.
Leipzig, 1004 ; J. von PraSek, Gesch. der Meder und Perser,
Gotha, 1900-1910, i. 11- f. W. J. WOODUOUSE.

CIRCUMAMBULATION.—This term is used
to denote the custom of walking ro\ind objects or
persons for the purpose of influcneinj.' or honouring
them. The custom is observed, with a religious
or magical signification, among the most diverse
peoijles, particularly among the IndoEuropeans.
In India the Satapat/ui BrdJimana enjoins walking
round the oU'ering, holding a burning coal in the
hanil.' The Grliya Sutras require the young
Brahman, at the time of his being initiated, to drive
three times round a tree or a sacred pool.' Other
Sutras enjoin any one who wishes to build a house
to go three times round the site, sprinkling it with
water, and repeating the verse of the Rig Veda,
'O waters, ye are wholesome.'' Among marriage
ceremonies the Laws of Manu order the bride to
pass three times round the domestic hearth;* it

is the seventh step in this walk that makes the
union irrevocable. Circumambulation also figured
in the funeral ceremonies and the sacriljces of the
I'itris. The Mahd Puriiiibbdna Sutta tells that
the pyre on which lay the body of Buddlia took
fire of its own accord when the five hundred
disciples had walked round it three times.' Even
at the present day, for the Hindus, circumambula-
tion ""ound certain sacred spots has the effect of

blotting out sins (cf. further PR i. 10 f.) It was
the same with the Buddhists who, long before our
epoch, had constructed round their siJipas, or
eminences containing relics, circular galleries to
serve for the cin:umambulation of pilgrims. The
Buddhists of Tibet and Japan have preserved this

custom. At the side of roads in Tibet tliey build
walls, or manii, on which they write an invocation,

in order that passers-by may walk round it.°

Among the Greeks circumambulation is already
described by Homer, who shows us Achilles making
his squadrons and his chariots pass three times
round the body of Patroclus (//. xxiii. 18).

Dancing often occurred in the worship of the
Hellenic gods, and it generally included circular

movements. The rliythmical movements of the
dancers took place around altars, the performers
turning first from east to west [strophe), then from
west to east (anti-slro]>he). ' You cannot find a
single ancient mystery in which there is no danc-
ing,' wrote Lucian (lle/)i 6px'h''f'^^t xv. 277). But
it is not always easy to decide whether we have to

do with real circumambulation or simply with a
circuit rendered necessary in order to regain the
starting-point. Certain rhythmical dances around
the altar of Dionvsus seem, indeed, to be circum-
ambulation, as also does the dance of the Curetes
around the cradle of Zeus.' At Athens the name
of amphidromia [aiupiSpbixia) was given to the custom
of carrying the newborn, at a running [lace, around
the family hearth." It is worthy of notice that
quite recently, among the Esthonians, the father
had to run round the church during the baptism

1 SBE, vol. xii. p. 145. 2 lb. vol. xxil. p. 210.
3 lb. vol. xxbc. p. 213.
4 Ih. vol. XXV. p. 295, vol. xxix. pp. 279, 382.
5 lb. vol. xi. p. 129.
« For Tibet, see W. Simpson, The Buddhist Praying-Wheel,

London, 1895, pp. 29-32 ; for Japan, Constance Gordon Gum-
ming in Smbntr'$ Monthly, 1881, p. 733.

' iimmanuel, La Dan-fc orccque antique (Paris, 1896), pp. 201,

2S5, 205. 302, etc.

SFustel de Coulangcs, La CM antique) (Paris, 1879),

p. 53.
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(lor another explanation of this custom, see above,
vol. ii. p. 648 ).i

Among the Romans, in the celebration of mar-
riage, the bridal pair passed round the family altar,

while theJlamcn dialis i>i:uno\mvi:d the sacramental
formulae. This rite may bo compared with the
Brahman ceremony referred to above, and also witli

the custom observed on the same occasion in certain
villages in Scotland and Germany, whereby a pro-
cession round the house or the church has to be
made either by the cortege of the bride or by the
bride and bridegroom. The same rite is still ob-
served in marriages celebrated by the Orthodo.x
Greek Church.- In ancient Japan, the future
pair walked round the central pillar of the
house.
Among the Celts and the Gauls the custom of

going round an individual whom it is desired to
honour in an especial way, or who is believed to
be invested with surpassing holiness, ajjpears
already in poems anterior to the Christian era.'
Plutarch narrates that the Gaul Vercingetorix,
before surrendering to Caesar, walked three times
round the chair on which his conqueror sat {Ccesar,

xxvii.). St. Patrick is described as consecrating
the site of the cathedral of Armagh by a sunwise
procession about it, and a century later Scattery
Island was similarly hallowed by St. Senan. In
like fashion, the Cathach, or 'Battle-book,' of the
O'Donnells ' was always borne three times right-
hand-wise round their army before battle, to
assure victory ; it was so employed as late as the
fifteenth century

'
; and ' even at this day, the

Irish people, when burying their dead, walk at
least once, sometimes three times, round the
graveyard, sunwise, with the coffin. '

* In Scotland,
in the last centuries, it was sometimes the physician
who moved around the sick person to relieve his
suflerings (as is described by Sir Walter Scott in
Wavcrley), sometimes the parishioners who did so
around their minister, now and then the members
of the family or friends who passed rovmd an indi-

vidual on the point of starting on a journey.
Sometimes on the last night of December people
made three circuits round a field, or a house, or a
boat, holding a torch or a lighted wisp of straw in

their hands, as in the Brahman ritual. In the
Hebrides processions took place, and perhajis .still

take place, round the cairns and ancient tumuli.^
There also funeral processions went three times
round the church or the churchyard—a custom
which is found likewise in Ireland, Holland, and
Germany. The liturgy of the Greek Church is

particularly rich in circumambul.ation. The Roman
Catholic Church also u.ses it in the consecration of
churches, in the enthroning of bishops, and in

other exceptional ceremonies. Here, then, is a
rite which, devised by our distant pre-historic

ancestors, is still celebrated before our eyes in

official liturgies and in popular customs, after
having passed through at least three successive
religions.

It would be premature to conclude that circum-
ambulation is solely an Indo-European rite. In
ancient Egypt we hear frequently of statues or
symbols being carried nmnd tcmjjles and cities.

The point is whether a religious significance was
attached to the circular nature of these processions.

1 Grimm, Teutonic Mytholnpy, tr. Stallybrasa, vol. iv. p. 1845.
2 Weslph. Sagen, quoted by'pictct, Origims indoeuropiennes,

1859-63, vol. ii. p. 499 ; Forbes Leslie, Early Jtaces of Scotland,

1866, vol. i. p. 131 : H. C. EomanolT, Ritetand Custntnio/ Greece.

Jtuasian Church, 1863. p. 163 ; W. G. Aston, Shinto, 1905. p. 90.

3 J. Rhys, Celtic Heathendom (Hibbcrt Lectures tor 18S6),

p. 667.
* Joyce, Soc. Bist. of Anc. Ireland, 1903, vol. i. p. SOlf.
3 For Scotland, see Constance Gordon Gumming, From the

Hebrides to the Himalayas, 1876. vol. i. p. 210; A. Mitchell,
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Muhamuiadaus walk several times round certain
sacred places, notably the Ka'ba at Mecca ; and
Oriental Christians perform the same ceremony
round the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. A more
decisive fact, so far as concerns the Semitic race,

is related by llobertson Smith, on the authority of
Nilus. In the most ancient form of sacriiice

among the Arabs, the participants march three
times round the altar on which the victim lies

ready to be slain, and sing as they go.'

Most savage peoples, especially the Redskins,
the Australian aborigines, and the Negroes, take
part in religious dances, in which there are circular
movements ; but these do not fall within the cate-

gory of circumambulation unless they take place
around an object or a being which serves at the
.same time as centre and as goal, or unless it is

clear that a particular virtue is attached to the
direction of the movement.
What is the object of circumambulation ? Almost

in every Instance in which an explanation is given,
it is represented as a rite intended to ward ofl'

sinister intlueuces or to abstract propitious in-

fluences, in the interest either of those who per-
form the circumambulation or of the person or the
thing placed in the centre. By an extension of
meaning it has come to assume the general signifi-

cance of a talisman, of something to bring good
fortune. However, there is ground for making
a distinction, at least in the case of the Indo-
Europeans, according as circumambulation is per-
formed towards the right hand, that is to say,
from the east to the west passing by the south
(in the manner of the progress of the hands of a
watch), or in the opposite direction. The lirst

alone brings good luck ; among the Brahmans it

bears the name pradak^ina ; among the Latins
dextratio (for example, in the ceremony of mar-
riage) ; among the Celts, deiseil or deasil (all

words which most etymologists derive from the
same original root, which means ' the right'). The
circuit in the opposite direction is called in San-
skrit prasavya, in Celtic cartuasid, most frequently
translated by ' withershins.' The Latins character-
ized this manner of circumambulation as sinister,
in the double meaning of theword ( ' ill-omened ' and
' left '). It is generally considered as a process of
black magic, in connexion with the ideas of
malign influence, misfortune, and death. Along
with prayers recited backwards, it constitutes the
great weapon of sorcerers in Celtic and German
countries. To go three times round the church
wit/tsrshins figures, in Scotland, among the rites
of the witches' assembly.- According to an Irish
tradition {BCel xv. 315), ' there was a sacred well
at the foot of Side Nechtain (now Carbury Hill in
County Kildare) on which none were to look save
four privileged persons, on pain of some dreadful
personal injury. But the lady Boand ridiculed
the prohibition, and, going to the well, walked
contemptuously thrice round it left-hand-wise

:

whereupon the well burst up round her, and broke
her thigh-bone, one hand, and one eye. She fled
in terror eastward ; but the water pursued her till
she arrived at the seashore, where she was drowned.
Even after that the water continued to flow so as
to form the river Boand or Boyne, which took its
name from her.'' Among the Brahmans, in .sacri-

fices oftered to ancestors, the otticiating priest begins
by going round three times by the left, and not till

then does he perform three turns by the right.
This anomaly is thus explained in the ^atapatha
Brahmana :

' The reason why he again moves thrice
round from left to right is that, while the first time

1 Robertson Smith, The Religion of the Semites, 1S89, p. 320.

1 aiQ
Eaissac, Lcs grands Jours de la sorcellerie, 1S90,

^ Joyce, op. cit. vol. i. p. 284.

(i.e. while performing the prasavya) he went away
from here after those three ancestors of his, he now
comes back again from them to this, his own
world ; that is why he again moves thrice from
left to right.''

The same contrast, explained in the same way,
occurring likewise in the course of a funeral cere-

mony, is found in the Latiu poet Statius's descrip-
tion of the funeral rites celebrated in honour of the
son of Lycurgus. The warriors begin by going
round the pyre three times by the left with their
standards reversed as a sign of mourning

:

' lustrautque ex more sinifitro

Orbe rogum '

Then, at the command of the augur, they retrace
their steps, this time by the right, in order to

ett'ace their mourning and the sinister omen :

' luctus abolere, novique
Funeris auspicium

dextrigyro'3 , . .

Perhaps it is for the same reason that, in the burial
services of those Catholic Churches which follow
the Koman ritual, the priest goes round the bier

by the left. William Simpson has suggested a
similar explanation concerning the systematic
variations in certain cases of circumambulation
among the Arabs.'
Up to this point we have not expounded the

primary reason and general motive of the practice.

As Mannhardt has shown in the case of other
similar customs, circumambulation is a solar

charm. The pradaksina represents the daily
march of the sun, which, in our hemisphere, rises

in the east, passes thence to the south, and sets

in the west. This is what the Brahman ritual

tells us clearly : while the Brahmans perform the
pradaksina, says the &atapatha Brahmana, ' they
think " Sunwise this sacred work of ours shall be
accomplished," and therefore they again walk
thrice round sunwise.' ^ It may be asked whether,
in the same way, the treble repetition of the circuit

is not connected with the idea of the traditional
' three steps ' of Visnu, the god of the sun. In
Scotland also the primitive signification of the
rite has never been lost sight of. Deasil and
sunwise have remained synonyms. ' The propitia-

tion,' Sir Walter Scott writes in the Two Drovers,
' consists, as is well known, in the person wlio

makes the deasil walking three times round the
person who is the object of the ceremony, taking
great care to move according to the course of the
sun.' Lon" ago, Plutarch, describing the Egyptian
ceremony known as the ' Search for Osiris,' in

which, at the time of the winter solstice, the
image of a cow was carried seven times round the
temple, states as a reason that ' the sun in winter
arrives at the winter solstice only after seven
months,' and he adds, 'they believe that by this

observance they make the sun favourable to them-
selves and honour it.'' The Japanese used to say
that, if they marched against the sun when attack-
ing an enemy, they would be going against the
will of Heaven.^ Did they follow this nile in the
Russo-Japanese war ?

The instinct of imitation, however, is not the
only force at work, especially in the origin of the
rite. There was here an application of sympathetic
magic—the idea, still so wide-spread among primi-
tive peoples, that by imitating a phenomenon its

recurrence can be assured or at least facilitated.

The Navahos of Arizona, at the winter solstice,

perform a magical dance in which a dancer, wear-
ing a star on his head, turns about holding a
representation of the sun at the end of a stick.

1 SBE, vol. xii. p. 426.
2 Thebais, vi. 215, 216, and 221-233.
3 W. Simpson, Tlu Brtddtiist rrauini-Wheel, p. 133.
4 SBE, vol. xii. p. 442.
5 De Isid. et Osir. 62. " Aston, Shinto, p. 240.
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' This seems to represent,' explains a witness, ' the

climax of the ceremony, which not only celebrates

the winter solstice, but which has, as its special

object, to compel the sun to stop his southern
flijjht.'' In the ceremony of the Hnko, celebrated

by the Pawnees in order that the tribe may in-

crease in number and strength, they make the
circuit of the lodj;e four times at sunrise and at

sunset, going round the sacred tirci>lace, from West
to North and hack to the West by the East,

muttering all the time that they follow the rays
of the snn which bring life. These four cir-

cuits, explained one of them, represent tlie four
paths down which the lesser powers descend to

man.'
When once the regular march of the sun \\as

identified with circumambulation by the rirfit, it

was natural that the reverse, circumambiilation
by the left, should be identified with the reversing
o\ the normal course of Nature, and, in consequence,
should be asso<'iated with the ideas of malign
influence and death or evil, like all the ceremonies
of the Liturgy, when they are executed backwards.

Goblet d'Alviell.\.

CIRCUMCISION.
Introductory (L. H. tJRAY), p. 659.

American (L. Si'ENCE), p. 670.

F.gyptiaa (0. FouCART), p. 670.

CIRCUMCISION (Introductory).—The term
'circumcision' is applied, in its strict sense, to a
wide-spread surgical operation for the ablation of

the male prepuce, and also, with a looser connota-
tion, to simple incision of the prepuce, or even to

two operations on the female genitals— clitori-

dectomy and ablation of the labia minora (the so-

called 'female circumcision'). The operation on
males is very common, not only among many
primitive peoples as well as among some which
have attained a high degree of civilization, but
even in modern surgery, where it is, of course,

performed solely for sanitaiy and therapeutic

reasons—an explanation which, though not uncom-
monly urged, is not wholly satisfactory in account-

ing for its ultimate origin or for its practice among
primitive races. The corresponding female opera-

tion is far more rare, both surgically and as a
rite.

I. AXATOillCAL ASPECTS. — [a] Male.— The
male prepuce is a loose fold of skin, lined on the

inner side with mucous membrane, covering the
fjlans penv', at whose base (the corona glandis) it

is attached to the penis ; while on the under side

of the organ it has a further union with the glans

by a fold termed the fratnum prctputii. On the

corona glandis open the ghindula: odoriferw , which
generate a sebaceous secretion called sincgnut

prieputii. In modem surgery the necessity for

circumcision arises chiefly in case of phimosis, a
condition, whether congenital or acquired, in which
the prepuce cannot be retracted so as to uncover
the ffhnis (this condition oft«n giving rise to re-

tention of urine, balanitis from accumulation of

smegma, calculous concretions, impotence, pro-

lajjsus ani, cancer of the penis, balanoposthitis,

herpes prceputialis, white chancre, and other com-
plaints), or in hypertrophy of the prepuce.

In its characteristic form the operation of cir-

cumcision consists in drawing forward the prepuce
(with proper precautions, as by a shield, to prevent
any incision of the glans), which, when suiliciently

protracted, is amputated, the How of blood, which
is relatively slight, being checked by some styptic.

.\mong primitive peoples, as well as among Jews
and Muhammadans, the woun<l is then permitted
to heal ; but in modem surgical practice a more
complete operation is performed.

After the ablation has been cfFccted, it will be found that the
surgeon has removed only a circle of skin, while the mucous
membrane lininjr the prepu'-e still tightly embraces the glans

;

this he slits up, by introducing Ihe point of a pair of scissors at
the i)reputial orifice ; and then, trimming olT the angles of the
flaps of mucous membrane, and sometimes snipping across the
Jranum, he turns back the mucous Diembrane, and attaches it

to the edge of the cutaneotis incision by sutures, usually of silk

or catgiit. Union re.adilv t.ike8 place by simple dressing.

The physiological change arising from circum-

Jewish.—See 'Semitic'
Muslim (D. S. Margoliouth), p. 677.

Semitic (ti. A. Barton), p. 679.

cision, apart from obviation of the dangers of

phimosis or the inconvenience of hypertrophy, is

that the mucous membrane covering the glans
becomes obdurated and approximates tlie character
of epidermis, thus lessening liability to venereal
and other infections.

(h) Female.—The organs involved in 'female
circumcision,' which consists simply in the ablation
of the parts in question (often, however, with
subsequent 'intibuiation ' [see below, 3, 6]), are, as
already noted, the clitoris and the labia minora.
The former of these is a small organ of erectile

tissue, with a rudimentaiy (/fojfi- and prepuce; it

is, in fact, the female counterpart of the penis.

The labia minora extend from the clitoris toward
the orijicium vagincc, and merge on the one side

into the labia majora, and on the other into the
wall of the vagina. Both the clitoris and the
labia minora are occasionally hypertrophic, not
only with great frequency among the African
tialla and Hottentots (giving rise, among the
latter, to the curious ' Hottentot apron'), but even
among Asiatics and Europeans. Surgical opera-
tion may consequently become advisable ; and, in

view of the excitability of the clitoris, it was often
deemed necessary, until very recent times, to excise
it in cases of erotomania—an operation now recog-
nized as unscientilic and useless.

2. Male CIRCVUCISIOX.—(a) Geography.— Dis-
regarding modem surgical circumcision, which,
being entirely sanitary and therapeutic in purpose,
does not here concern us, the operation may lie

said to be almost world-wide, with the exception
of Europe and non-Semitic Asia. The Indo-
Germanic peoples, the Mongols, and the Finno-
Ugric races (except where they have been influ-

enced by Muhammadanism) alone are entirely
unac(iuainted with it.' It can scarcely have been
jjractised in pre-Arj'an India (obviously we have no
data regarding pre-Indo-Germanic Europe), for

there is no allusion to it in Sanskrit literature,

and no trace of it in modem India, even among
peoples untouched by Hindu civilization. The
custom is best known [)opularly from the Semites,
especially the Hebrews and .Muhammadans, as

well a.s from the ancient Egyptians and Colchians
(the latter, according to Herodotus [ii. 104 f.],

closely akin to the Egyptians), while something
analogous was practised by »ome American Indians
(for aU these .see the following sections). It is also

I Alice C. Fletcher, 'The Uako, a Pawnee Ceremony,* in the
22nd Annual Report of the BE, Washington, 1903, p. '134. Ct.

vol. vii. of the same, 1891, p. 339 ; vol. viii. 1S91, pp. 118, 129

;

vol. xi. 1894, p. 122.
- Asa mere curiosity, mention may be made, in thLs connexion,

of the very probable tradition, reported by Clemens Alexandrinus
(Strom. 1. 130), that Pythagoras, while in Egypt, underwent
circumcision, that he might be reckoned among the higher
cla.^es, and be initiated into the esoteric wisdom of the
Egyptians.
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obseived, at various ages, amoiij; many African

and Polynesian peoples, who will here be particu-

larly considered.

A convenient summary of the geographical diatribution of

non-Semitic circumcision ia given by Andree {AA xiii. 74):
' Die Westkiiste [von Afrilial nebst Hinterlandern gehort ihr—
geringc Unterbrechungen ausgenommen— vom Senegal bis

Benguella. Die Kaffevnvblker mit Ausnahme der Zulu bcschnei-

den, ebenso fast alle Ostafrikaner, die Oalla jedoch aus^e-

nommen. Sie herracht auf Madagaskar, bei den christlichen

Abessiniern, Bogos und Kopten. Im Herzen dea schwarzen
Erdtbeils ist sie von den Monbottu und Akka geiibt. Fast alle

Eingeborenen deg australischen Continents, die Siidwestecke

ausgenomnien, haben die Beschneidung ; aie kommt vor in

Melanesien, die Papuaa von Neu-Guinea abgerechnet. Unter
den Polynesiern fehlt sie den Maori. Vereinzelt iat aie bei

nord-, mittel- und siidamerikanischen Stimmen anzutreffen.

Nach einer fliichtisren Schiitzungsind es 200 Millionen Menschen,
der siebenter Theil aller, die aie ausuben.'

(6) Varieties.—The most rudimentary form of

male circumcision is a simple gash of the prepuce.

This seems to be especially characteristic of the

American continent and the Pacific islands, being

found among the Totonacs of eastern Mexico and
probably among the Mayas, as well as among the

Orang Benua and in Tahiti, in the Marquesas,

Walhu, Tonga, Samoa, Kunaie, New Caledonia, the

New Hebrides, and the Nitendi Islands. In similar

fashion, insection of the back of the prepuce is

practised anion" some Australian tribes, and especi-

ally in East New Guinea and other Melanesian
districts, as in Tanna (one of the New Hebrides)

and in Fiji, while in Tonga the operation is per-

formed by the simple process of tearing the pre-

puce with the fingers. Among the Somali, Masai,

Wajagga, and a few of the Kikuyu, a similar cut

is made on the upper part of the glans, and the

resulting tlaps of skin are permitted to hang from
t\\efrcenitm. In the Aarau Archipelago and in

Seranglao the upper part of the prepuce is pinched

oft' (for the motive in these territories see below,

under (m) i). Among the Tatars a wedge-shaped
piece is excised from the prepuce ; and an Arab tribe

between Abu Arish and Hejaz not only ablate the

prepuce, but also make an incision in the skin on

the upper side of the penis extending the entire

length of the organ, and, in addition, abscise a

portion of the skin of the lower part of the

abdomen. In Jewish circumcision there is a note-

worthy deviation, which has a special reason. The
original rite was doubtless simple ablation of the

prepuce ; but, with contact with classical civiliza-

tion, the desire not to be difi'erent from the un-

circumcised Greeks who surrounded them in the

gymnasia led the Jews to resort to the operation

of epispasm, by which iirolriaav idvroh aKpolivjTlav

(1 Mac 1'^ ; cf. 1 Co 7", Jos. Ant. xil. v. 1, and the

Talmudic passages cited in JE iv. 93 ; see also the
' Semitic ' section below ; for a description of the

operation, which is now scarcely performed, 'ex-

cept possibly to restore loss of substance from acci-

dent or disease' [E. M. L.], cf. Celsus, xxv. 1).

To obviate the possibility of such concealment of

Judaism, the Rabbis, probably after Bar Cochba's

war (early 2nd cent. A.D.), made peri'ah (exposure

of the glans] an indispensable requisite to valid

circumcision. In this operation,

'after the excision has been completed, the mohel ["circum-
ciser"] seizes the inner lining of the prepuce, which still covers

the glans, with the thumb-nail and index-finger of each hand,
and tears it so that he can roll it fully back over the (jlaTis and
expose the latter completely ' (Friedenwald, in JE iv. 99).

By far the most remarkable operation comple-

mentary to circumcision is the ariltha, or mika,
characteristic of Australia, and normally per-

formed about a year after circumcision proper.

This is defined as ' sub-incision of the penis, so

that the penile urethra is laid open from the meatus
right back to the junction with the scrotum

'

(Spencer-Gillen', p. 203). This operation, as per-

formed in the Boulia district, is described as
follows by Roth (Ethnolog. Stud. p. 178)

:

' While the nmu on top [the lad being held supine on the

ground) holds the penis firm and tense with both hands, the

actual operator, seated on the ground in front, makes a super-

ficial incision, through skin only, extending from the external

TAeatus down to near the scrotal"pouch in a Tine with the median
rapM ; a deeper incision ia next made with the same stone

knife along the same line as the first, and, starting from the

external orifice, opens up the canal as it is pushed onwards.

The extent of the wound ia apparently inconsistent. I have
observed it varying from a little over half an inch in some cases,

to a gash opening up almost the whole of the penis aa low down
as half an inch from the scrotum, in others.' Among the

Yaroinga of the Upper Georgina district 'the operation con-

sists of two vertical cuts into the urethra extending from the

external orifice, with a third independently transverse one

below, the resulting flap of skin being allowed to take its own
time apparently in subsequently rotting off down to the trans-

verse cut' (i6.).

Among the Bani Chams actual circumcision is no

longer practised, though it is represented ritually

by a mock ceremony, performed by the head priest

with a wooden knife, and connected with name-

giving (see above, p. 345).

(c) Disposal of the ablated prepuce.—According

to a Talmudic tradition, the tribe of Levi, which

alone during the Exodus observed the obligation

of circumcision, piled up the ablated foreskins in

the wilderness and covered them with earth, a

practice which later became general (Kohler, in

JE iv. 93). Among the East African Wakikuyu
the prejjuce is buried in the ground in front of the

Ijoy just circumcised ; while the African Bara
father throws it into the river. From fear of its

being used in black magic the Turks bury the

prepuce as they do parings of nails, etc., and from

a like motive the Amaxosa Kafir boy carries away
his prepuce and buries it in a sacred spot. On the

West Coast of Africa the prepuce, soaked in

brandy, is swallowed by the boy operated on ; the

Arabs of Algiers wrap it in a cloth and put it on a

tree or animal, which then becomes the gift to the

operator ; and the Hova of Madagascar wTap it in

a banana leaf, which is given to a calf to eat.

Among the Wolof, on the other hand, the pre-

puce is dried and carried by the lad circumcised,

the object being the promotion of virility.^ The
Sakalava of Madagascar formerly made the operator

swallow the prepuce which he had just ablated

(the prepuce of the crown-prince is still swallowed

by his uncle in Madagascar), but at the present

time the foreskin is shot from a gun (a practice

also observed by the Antankarana of the same
island), or is fastened to a spear which is thrown

over the house of the lad's father ; if the spear falls

sticking in the earth, it is a good omen. The
triangular pieces excised by the Tatars are given

to the boys' mothers, who wrap them in cloth and

keep them ; but, if the mothers are dead or absent,

the pieces are often simply thrown away. Among
the Australian Urabunua the stomach of each

elder brother is touched with the foreskin, which

is then placed on a fire-stick and buried without

special ceremony or further attention (for a some-

what similar usage, proliably Midianitish rather

than Hebrew, and apparently performed under

exceptional circumstances, see Ex 4"'-, and cf.

' Semitic ' section of this art. p. 679).

It is in Australia that precautions are most

generally taken in di.-^posing of the ablated pre-

puce, the northern Arunta bury it, together with

the blood caused by the operation ; at Fowler Bay
it is swallowed by the operator (compare the former

usage of the Sakalava); among the southern

Arunta the younger brother swallows his elder

brother's prepuce to make himself strong and tall

;

1 Cf. the wearing of the penis of slain warriors by the victora

among the people of Mowat to increase the conqueror's strength

by the courage of the dead ; the eating of the genitals of beasts

killed among some North American Indian tribes, these parts

being torn with the teeth, never cut with an edged tool ;
the

making of the testicles, heart, and liver of slain enemies mto a

broth and war-paint in South Africa ; and the Central Aus-

tralian usage of administering blood from the gemtals m case

of severe illness (Crawlev, Mystic Rose, London, 1902, p. 108 f.).
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the KalK'l associjite with women after circuiu-
string it (fhey.yine oi Mdeii*^'^ 'iiarry before they
around the 'hother's necK 'to WJ,. -Ids geiier-
away'; the- \nula bury it beside a pool '•.•Ma.

the watorlin^sgrow ; and tlie Wiirraniunfja ]>ut it

in a hole made in a tree by the witchetty grub, to
increase the nuniber of tliese edible delicacies.

Among the Unmatjera,
'thn bo.v puts his severed foreskin on a shield, covers it up
wilh a broad epear-thrower, and then carries it in the darkness
of night, lest any woman should see what he is doing, to a
hollow tree, in which he deposits it. lie tells no one where he
has bidden it, except a man who stands to him in the relation
of father's sister's son' (Frazer, Independt'rit Rep. iv. 211; cf.

the disposal of the ablated labia in Java [below, 3 (c)]). The
reason alleged for this custom is that, 'according to tradition,
the early mythical ancestors of the tribe placed their foreskins
in their nnnja trees, that is, their local totem centres, the trees
from which their spirits came forth at birth, and to which they
would return at death ' (ib. ; for Frazer's deductions from these
Australian practices, see below under (Tn)K ; and for a somewhat
similar Javanese custom in connexion with female circumcision,
under 3 (c)).

Finally, among the Yaroinga of the Upper
Georgina District, tlie blood shed in circumcision
is drunk by the women of the tribe as a strengthen-
ing draught (cf. below, 3 (i)).

{d) Tabued foods.—The tabu of certain foods
during tlie period immediately following circum-
cision is recorded only sporadically. IJread may
be eaten, and fresh millv drunk, among the Muham-
madans of Bosnia, but the drinking of water un-
hallows the rite. Among the Australian Uralmnna
the jew lizard (supposed to create sexual desire,

and always forbidden to women) is tabu at this

time, as are opossums, snakes, echidnas, and all

lizards at sub-incision in Central Australia. Some
rudimentary traces of hygiene may be present in

the tabu of meat in the Congo Basin and the
region east of Loanda to the kingdom of Muata
Jarawo, as well as in the prohibition of pork in

Wydah and the coast region of West Africa.
(e) Instruments employed.—Circumcision is, as

a rule, performed witli the ordinary iron or steel

instruments (particularly razors) in common use
among the peoples practising it. Exceptions are
not, however, unknown. There are di.stinct records
among the Hebrews of the use of hard stone (the
'flint' [li] of Ex 4" [although in this case the
sudden exigency of the occa-sion does not absolutely
require the assumption of a survival of primitive
usage] and Jos 5'-'-), which was also employed by
the ancient Egyptians, as well as by the American
Totonacs, the modern Alnajas of Abyssinia, and
the Australians, and sometimes in Morocco. Post-
Biblical Jewish tradition also permits the use
of glass or of any other cutting material excepting
reeds (I'loss, Das Kind-, i. 347 f.). In Tonga,
besides the simple tearing of the prepuce with the
fingers (already noted), a splinter of bamboo or a
mussel shell may be emploj-ed ; and ' the Maro-
longs of South Africa used a " tire-st(me" (meteo-
rite), but now circumcise with an assegai ' (Jacobs,

in JE iv. 97). In Central Australia there is a
tradition that circumcision was performed by means
of a iire-stick liefore the introduction of stone
knives, but that the pra('tire was discontinued be-

cause of the excessive mortality resulting from the
use of the sticks (Spencer-Gillen", p. 394) ; and
among the Hani Chanis a wooden knife is used in

the mock ceremony which represents the ritual
survival of Muliammadan circumcision.

(/) Who are circumcised.—Among nearly all

peoples that observe circumcision it is requisite for

at least every male to submit to the operation if he
is to enjoy full tribal rights (cf. below, k) ; illus-

trations of this, as among the Hebrews, are too
obvious to need citation. In a few cases, liowever,
there is divergence from this general rule. In
ancient Egypt, circumcision was restricted to priests

and warriors (but see Circumcision [Eg.]), and it

" inoculated " against the other, by being " inocu-
lated " with each other, in view of the more per-
manent alliance of wedlock.' Attention is called
below ()H) to Ihe Kikiiyu fear of the consequences
onepeioc » -,,^1 congress; and, in like fashion.An mteresting caso ° .,.•, , ',• .. . , .,'

cision maybe witnessed in
e^.tniics believe that both

' It has come up from Ambrym u "hat ions as soon as may
as a prevailing custom, and not vt'J die. After circum-
agc, whenever the bov's friends choose t.t ,c :.,„
not a mark of initiation and has no reilj,'' ,^' intcrcolirse

character ; it is a social distinction. . . . The! ; and similar
the custom, for it is not a rite, has come acroso'ii Senegal r
wards to theSonthem New Hebrides '(Uodrington,., -.,,.,.,,„,

Oxford, IS'.n, p. iJil ' " "^ "."'

iff) Who circumcise.—In primitive conditii, . i

would naturally be some near kinsman who wou.
perform the operation of circumcision. Among
the early Hebrews this was apparently the head of

the household or the father (On 17^"'). though in

case of special necessity it might perhaps be per-

formed even by the mother (cf. possibly Ex 4"^
;

1 Mac 1*" is not decisive in view of v.*' ; for a
divergent view, see the ' Semitic ' section of this

art.), while a leader or man of importance might
also cause it to be performed (Jos S-"-, 1 Mac '2*'').

In later times, however, the rite was performed by
a specially trained man, usually called mohel ('cir-

cumciser'). In Nias, in the Malay Archipelago,
it is likewise the father who circumcises ; but in

Nukahiva, in the Marquesas group, on the con-

trary, the father is the one person who is debarred
from performing circumcision. From the Heb.
use of jnn (lit. 'circumciser ') and [nri (lit. 'circum-
cised ') in the senses of ' wife's father ' and ' daugh-
ter's husband ' respectively, it would appear, since

these terms first occur in connexion with Midian-
ites (Ex 3' 4i»- ==', Nu 10=", Jg l'« 4") and Sodomites
(Gn 19'^' ^^), that among these two peoples circum-
cision was performed by the future father-in-law.

From these passages the words [nn and |nn seem to

have passed into the Heb. vocabulary with an
entire loss of their original meaning, connoting
merely 'father-in-law' and 'son-in-law' respec-

tively (e.q. Dt 27==* [feminine], Jg 15« 19-"- '• », 1 S 18",

2 K 8", Iseh &^, Jer 7**, Jl 2"). The most respected
member of the familj' is chosen by the Antankarana
of Madagascar, and among the Mandingo of West
Africa the village elders perform it. The priest is

the operator in Morocco, Samaria, Western Alexico,

Tahiti, the Sandwich Islands, the Marquesas, and
Easter Island, as well as among the Totonacs, as is

the head priest in the mock survival among the
Bani Chanis, and the ' witch doctor ' among such
African tribes as the Masai, Wanika, and \\'aki-

kuya. Too much cannot, however, be safely
deduced from the choice of priests as circumcisers,
for Andree {op. cit. p. 75) rightly calls attention to

the f.act that 'among primitive peoples the priest

and the jihysician are commonly united in the
same person, and the operation falls within the
domain of the latter.' In Persia, Turkestan, and
Upper Egypt the barber (with jHasi-surgical

functions like his nicdiajval European eonfrfere)

lakes the place of the priest ; and in Samoa, as

among the African Wakamba, Wanika, and
Kikuyu, a paid professional (somewhat analogous
to the Jewish mohel) ofliciates. The smith is the
circumciser among the West African Sarakolese,

and in Kita (French Sudan ; cf. the blacksmith's
wife as the circumciser of girls in the same districts,

below, 3 (/)); and in Samoa cases are even reported

in which Loys circumcise each other. Among the
Falaslias, three old women perform the operation
(cf. the occasional circumcision by women among
the ancient Hebrews) ; and perhaps the most re-

markable officiant of all is the common executioner,
who is the circumciser among the Sakalava of

Madagiuscar. Among the Australian Unmatjera
the father-in-law (apparently like the Midianites
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observed, at various ages, among many African

anil Polynesian peoples, who will here be particu-

larly considered.

A convenient summary of the geograDh'-oIincU liy the
non-Semitic circumcision is giver S brother.
' Die Westiiuste [von Airiitai^ anj jn whose presence.

—

rn"4:ila""DL'KSerT°"'">">"--' it «
-f^fy P"'-

den, ebenso fast all^e presence ut persons of the same
nommen. Sie heaividual operated on, and generally
A^??''!i«';°; Sfed place (on tfibu. of this nature cf.

i!;^gebor. . "i*-
"'•

P- ^97 f.). Almost the only
ausgei>.ce of exception to this rule in the ease of
Melte circumcision is among the Central African
jJlanuenia, who perform the rite in the presence of
women. At the same time, as just noted, women
operate among the semi-Judaized Falashas (no
definite conclusions can be drawn, in the present
writer's opinion, for normal Hebrew usage from
Ex 4=^ 1 Mac V'-). The Totonacs circumcised in
the temple, and the Hebrews in tlie father's house,
although 'as early as the Geonic time the cere-
mony had been transferred from the house of the
parents to the synagogue, where it took place after
the service in the j)resence of the whole congrega-
tion ' (Kohler, JE iv. 95). In the Congo region, on
the other hand, circumcision is performed in a
special hut. Previous to circumcision, various pre-
paratory trainings, of brief duration, are often
required, as among the Australians. These do not,
however, materially affect the character of the
rite, and come more properly under the head of
initiation (y.c. ; cf. also art. Au.sterities, particu-
larly 2, 8 (3-4)). Except among the Jews, and
possibly among the Totonacs (in view of the fact
that they circumcised in their temples), distinctly
religious ceremonies in connexion with circumcision
are extremely rare, being recorded only in the ca.-e

of the Xew Caledonians and the Kijians.
(i) Age when circumcision is performed.—It is a

signiticant fact that circumcision, whatever ex-
planation may be alleged for it, is almost invariably
f)erformed before or at the age of puberty, or at
atest before marriage. The sole exceptions to
this rule occur among the Hebrews, where peculiar
conditions caused such violation of the general
principle. Abraham and his household were natur-
ally uncircumcised until the Divine covenant liad
been formally instituted by C4od, this taking place
when Abraham was 99 years old (Gn n^^ff-

; ju ti,y

light of this no particular deduction can be drawn
from the fact that Ishmael then happened to he
13 years of age) ; proselytes and persons inter-
marrying with the Hebrews would naturally be
circumcised after attaining puberty (cf. Gn 34'^f-,

Ex 12**). By far the most noteworthy passage in
this connexion is Jos o=-^ which states that ' all
the people that came out of Egypt . . . were cir-

cumcised : but all the people that were born in the
wilderness by the way as they came forth out of
Egypt, them they had not circumcised.' This
younger generation Joshua circumcised after cross-
ing the Jordan. The passage may well be taken
as it stands, though the 'critical school' seek,
without due consideration of the early age at whicl'i
circumcision is performed among many peoples (see
l)elow), to see in it an implication that the primitive
Hebrews practised the rite, like numerous other
tribes, at the age of puberty, ' the circumcision of
young warriors at that age signifying the consecra-
tion of their manhood to their task as men of tlie

covenant battling against the uncircumcised in-
habitants' (Kohler, op. cit. iv. 93). And the fact
that even Closes neglected to circumcise his son
(Ex 4-') was very probably due to his Midianitish
marriage, since the Midiaiiites, like the Sodomites,
apparently performed the rite shortly before marri-
age (see above, (<;), and below, (m) /j).

,»!. , J V. . i,„M . ''6 various
' while tlie man ou top [the Iftd '^ *'? nela 9 , ,

ground hoicL the,D.'-'^-i-- --" "^ l^-^h bo-ed may be

actual oper-'i-^lonows: t.

<lcij>5<»i after birth : Totonacs (eaitem Mexic and probablv
Mayas.

S days : Jews, Samaritans, Abyesiuians, South American
G'.iamo, Otomaco, and Saliva (Orinoco region).

Multiple of 7 days : South-Westem Arabs.
1-2 months : Wazegua of East Africa.
Before the end of the first year : African Ovahercro.
As soon as the child can walk : Washanibala.
2-8 years : ^luhammadans of Kashgar.
2-10 years : ^luhammadans of Turkestan.
3-4 years : Masai, Usambara (East Africa), Persian Muham-

madans (the last never later than 1.^).

4-5 years : Karakurtchins (Central Asia).

5 years : Aneityum (New Hebrides), Muhammadans of Algiers
(the latter never later than 7).

6-8 years : Nias (Malay Archipelago).
5-10 years : Upper Egj-pt.
6-8 years : Kabyles.
6-13 years : Turks.
7 years : Swahili.
7-8 years : Akkra (Gold Coast).
7-10 years ; Tanna (New Hebrides).
7 years and later ; New Caledonia.
8 years ; Bakwiri (Kamerun), Tahiti.
8-10 years : Somali, Kafirs, (3ongo Negroes, Samoa.
Before 10 years : Muhammadans in general.
10-12 years : many South American tribes.

12 years : Ewe (West Africa), Limo lo Pahalaa (Celebes).
12-13 years : Ishmaclites, Sarakolese (West Africa).
12-14 years : Mandingo (Sudan).
12-16 years : Wydah and coast region (West Africa ; some-

times as late as 20).

14 years : Ancient Egypt, Bambarra, Kafirs, Bechuana, I-'iji.

14-lG years : Angaardi (Murchison River, West Austi*alia).
15 years : Bani Charas (ritual survival performed as a mock

ceremony).
13-16 years : Wolof (Senegambia).
16-17 years; Wakikuyu (East Africa).
When the first hairs appear on the face ; many South Aus-

tralian tribes.

Puberty : Melanesians in general, Nukahiva (Marquesas),
Wakamba, Wanika (both between Lake Victoria and the coast),
-\maxosa, Basuto.

These specific years can, of course, be taken only
a.s approximate ; and divergent years are some-
times recorded by different observers for the same
people, as for Akkra (7-8 years and 12-13), Masai
(3-4 years and puberty), Kafirs (8-10 years and
puberty), and Tahiti (8 and 14 years). In at least
some cases part of the discrepancy may be due to
the custom of performing circumcisions en masse,
as among the Jlasai, ^^'anika, Wakikuyu, Man-
dingo, Sarakolese, and Bechuana, as well as in

Kita, the Congo basin, and Tahiti.

(j) Effect on legal and social status.— Generally
speaking, in the words of the anonymous con-
tributor on the African Banaka and Bapuku to

Steiumetz, Rechtsverhaltnissc von eingeborciien
Vblkern in Afrika xtnd Ozeatiicn (Berlin, I'J'JS,

p. 40 f.),

' ohne Beschneidung ist der Mann kein Mann, er ist schwach,
nicht« ; er wird beschimpft, verlastert und sogar verbannt ; er
geht einsam umher, kann keine Frau bekommen. Nur der
Beschnittene ist ein rechter Mann, der erbberechtigt ist und
arbeiten und fechten kann.'

Thus the child passes, on circumcision, from the
harem or from the society of women to that of
men, among the Turks, Malays of Menangkaliau,
Papuans, Nias, Hovas of Madagascar, and African
Swahili, Wakikuyu, Basutos, Kafirs, and Man-
dingo ; and he now also, as in Upper Egypt, enters
upon religious life. The rite is occasionally con-
nected with the giving of a permanent name to the
chUd, as among the Jews (cf. Lk l"* 2-'), many
South Australian tribes (as the Dieri, near Ade-
laide), and the South American Tecunas (on the
Upper Solimoes, in Brazil), as well as in the mock
cereinonj' among the Bani Chams. Only after
circumcision can the youth marry among the
African Masai, Wakwafi, Peuhls of Futa-Jallon,
Bechuana, and Diakite-Sarakolese, as well as in
Bambuk, Angola, and Kita, among the Hebre^^•s
(cf. Gn 34''""), and apparentlj- among the Midian-
ites and Sodomites (see above, (</)). Among the
South Australians along the Peake River, youths
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can indeed associate with women after eircum-

cision, but they are forbiilJen to marry before they
have been sub-incised, a rule whicli holds gener-

ally wherever ariltha is iiractised in Australia.

Conversely, women refuse to have intercourse with
uucircumcised men among the Italiote of the

Loango Coast, while the Bakwiri women of

Kamerun believe that physical harm would result

to them from sexual relations with such men,
and in Old Calabar lack of circumcision in either

sex is ground for divorce. The uncircumcised are

excluded from society generally by the Wanika of

East Africa ; and the Mombuttu, Bongo, anil Mittu
of Central Africa refuse to eat with those who
have not been circumcised. ' Uncircumcised ' is a
term of insult, not only as applied to the Philis-

tines (.Jg 1-i* 15'», I S 17-'5* 31\etc.), but also

among the South Australians and in Hook Island.

Before circumcision a child is ritually unclean

among the Kast African Amaxosa ; and the Masai,

Wakwah, and Kikuyu consider iron implements
tabu to the uncircumcised, which, in view of the

sanctity attaching to this metal among primitive

peoples, is certainly a siguilicant fact.

Only after circumcision can the Malinka and
Bambarra, along the upper Niger, bear arms or

have a voice in the council ; and not till then has a

feuld or a Basuto the right and duty of taking

part in warfare. In Kita, in the French Sudan,
an nncircumcised man can, it is true, bear arms, but

he is debarred from all rights of inheritance ; and,

in like manner, inheritance is conditional on cir-

cumcision among the Masai, Wakwafi, Damara,
Ilambo, and Wanika ; while the Damara reckon a

man's age from the time of his circumcision, not

counting the previous years at all. In view of all

this, it is not astonishing that, just as 'uncircum-
cised' is a contemptuous epithet among some
peoples, as noted above, so circuracisior is a mark
of proud distinction among .Jews, Mombuttu, etc.,

and is even restricted to certain classes among
Aztecs,Egyptians, and Melanesians (seeabove, (/))

;

while, thougli circumcision is not universal in

Madagascar, no one who lias not undergone the

operation can become either a soldier or an
official.

(k) In connexion with other initiation rites.

—

Attention has been called bv Post {Grutidriss der

ethnolog. Jiu-Uprndcnz, Oldenburg, 1894-95, ii.

36 f. ; cf. also art. Austerities, 8 (3), for further

Literature) to the fact that those peoples ^^ ho per-

form circumcision at the age of pubei'ty not in-

frequently combine it with usages distinctive of

formal declaration of, and initiation into, man-
hood. Among the Kalirs and Bechuana the lail

just circumcised is Hogged until the blood Hows,

all the while being admonished of his duties ; and
the Bantu squirt cayenne pepper on the wounded
penis. The young Basuto, for three months after

circumcision, remain away from home, receiving

instruction in all that they must henceforth ob-

serve as men ; while among the Mandingo the

newly circumcised rove at will for two months
from village to village, exempt from all labour,

and everywiiere dancing and singing, their hosts

welcoming them with all good cheer. Elsewhere,

as among the Peuhls, in Darfur, and on the coa^t

of Guinea, those who have just undergone circum-

cision mil
J'
with impunity violate the usual regula-

tions governing sexual relations and property rights

(for African details of these atljuncts to circum-

cision, see Post, Afrikan. JnrUjtrmhnz, Oldenburg,
1887, ii. 291-293).

This licence, at Iea.st so far as .sexual relations

are concerned, is ailmirably explained by Crawley
(0/). cit. p. 309 f. ) as being a ' trial ' of one sex by
the other, ' as if the preparation necessitated putting

it to the test ; and thereby each sex is practically

" inoculated " against the other, by being " inocu-
lated" with each other, in view of the more per-

manent alliance of wedlock.' Attention is called
below (»n) to the Kikuyu fear of the consequences
of the lirst .sexual congress; and, in like fashion,

many Central African tribes believe that both
sexes must .sustain .sexual relations as soon as may
be after initiation, or they will die. After circum-
cision, Kahr boys have the right of intercourse
with any unmarried woman they wish ; and similar

customs prevail along the Congo and in Ijcncgal ;

while, in like manner, ' immediately after circum-
cision a Ceramese boy must have intercourse with
some girl, it matters not with whom, " by way of

curing the wound." This is continued till the
blood ceases to flow' (Crawley, citing Kiedel, £*«

sluik- CH kroesharige linssen tussrluii SeUbcs en
Papxui, The Hague, 1S8G, p. K«i).

(/) Opposition to circumcision. —The Jews alone,

with their riijid adherence to circumcision and their

haughty attitude toward nil others than themselves,
have had to bear the brunt of opposition and ridi-

cule because of a rite that was, to the nations
surrounding them, distinctively characteristic of

them ; and the ' curti ludaei ' were the objects of

the sneers of the Cirtcco-Roman world from Horace
(Sat. I. ix. 70) onward (cf. Keinacb, Tcxtes d'auteurs

grecs etromains rchitifs ni( jiidaisiiu', Paris, 1895).

Far more serious to the Jews than mockery were
the efforts made, though in vain, by Antiochus Epi-

phanes (1 Mac l-'s-wt.) and Hadrian (cf. JE vi. 135)

to suppress circumcision, together with all other

distinctive features of Judaism. The .same intense

hatred of circumcision is manifested by the Man-
dieans, who will not admit Jews to their number,
though Christians are permissible proselytes ; and
who, in the case of a Mandjean forcibly circum-

cised by Muliammadans, only with extreme re-

luctance received him again, condemning his

descendants to perpetual isolation from their

fellowship, and forl)idding ther.i to marry JSIan-

dicans (Sioufli, Etudes sur la religion des Soulbas
oa Sabccns, Paris, 188U, p. 72, note 3).

A controversy early arose in the primitive

Church, as is well known, regarding circumcision,

the Hellenistic party denying its necessity, and
the Judaizing faction atfirming it (cf. Ac 11- 15'-*

21-'). St. Paul, however, though lie himself had
been circumcised and had, under Jew ish pressure,

performed the rite on St. Timothy (Ph 3^ Ac 16'),

and though he was far from depreciating it (Ko
3"''-), decided that it was unessential, at least in

the case of Gentile converts (Ac IS'™' ; cf. Gal 5^'"'').

Indeed, he regarded the mere presence or absence
of physical circumcision as equally immaterial (Ko
3301. 4»tr.^

1 Co 7""-, Gal 5« 6'-"'-, Col 3"), since the

only true circumcision was spiritual (Ko 2-"''-, Ph
3=^-, Col 2'"'-). the Pauline attitude being here

closely akin to that of the prophet Jeremiah (Jer

4^ 6'" 9=«
; cf. Dt 10"* 30% Though under divergent

circumstances divergent modes of procedure might
be advisable (cf. Ac 16' with Gal 2"f-), St. Paul's

one principle being that he ' might by all means
save .some' (1 Co^''-"'-), he maintained that the

guiding principle here must be personal honesty of

conviction as to what was right for each particular

individual (cf. Gal 2""-), he himself feeling most
keenly that he was entrusted with the ' gosjiel of

the uncircumci.sion ' as St. Peter was with the

'go.spel of the circumcision' (Gal 2'"*).

The linal victory in the struggle rested with the

Gentile Christians, who advocated unciri umcision,

and only one or two of the early heresies retained

it. To these belong the Judaistic Ebionites (see

Ebionism), who boasted of their possession of

circumcision as being ' the sign and stamp of the

prophets and of the righteous,' even as it was of

Christ Himself, basing their own practice iuimedi-
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ately on Mt 10" (Iren. lJa:r. xxx. 26) ; while a
similar attitude was taken by Cerintlius (cf. the
passages cited by Hilgenfeld, Ketzergcsch. des
Urchi-istcnthums, Leipzig, 1S84, p. 414), who,
despite the conclusions of Peake (above, p. 320),
must at least in this respect have been what he is

usually considered, a Judaizing Gnostic.
In the later history of the Church, circumcision

is seldom a problem. Nevertheless, the Third
Council of Toledo (8 May 589) found it necessary
to prohibit Jews from purchasing Christian slaves,
enacting that any Jew circumcising such a slave
(on the basis of Gn 17'-'-) should forfeit him ; and
this canon was incorporated by Kecared in the
Leges Visigothorum (ed. Zeuraer, Hanover, 1894,
p. 305 [ = XII. ii. 12]) in the words, 'ille autem qui
Christianum mancipium circumciderit, omnem
facultatem amittat et fisco adgregetur.' The
official pronouncement of the Roman Church on
the subject is given in the bull of Eugene IV.,

Cantatc Domino (4 Feb. 1441), which, after affirm-
ing that the requirements and ceremonies of the
old Law, however proper for their time, have been
abrogated by the coming of our Lord and the
Sacraments of the NT, continues :

* Omnibus igitur, qui Ohriatiano nomine gloriantur, praecipit
omnino [sacrosancta Romana Ecclesia], quocunque tempore, vel
ante vel post baptismum, a circumcisione cessandum ; quoniam
sive quis in ea spem ponat sive non, sine interitu salutis aeternae
observari omnino non potest' (Denzinger, Enchiridion Sym-
bolorumlD, Freiburg, 1908, p. 247).

But the most astonishing attack on circumcision
lias come from the Jews themselves. This atti-
tude arose chiefly in connexion with the problem
of the reception of proselytes. As early as the
first half-century after the destruction of the
Temple, the tanna Joshua ben Hananiah pleaded
that proselytes might be exempt from the rite (JE
X. 223) ; but the question was not broached again
until 1843, when the extreme radicals of the
Frankfort ' Verein der Reformfreunde ' declared
circumcision optional. This naturally evoked
vehement protests, even from non-conservative
Jews, and for the time the movement failed. In
1869, however, the Reformed leader, Isaac M.
AVise, proposed the admission of proselytes without
circumcision ; and this usage, being officially sanc-
tioned by the Central Conference of American
Rabbis, held at New York in 1892, is now gener-
ally followed by Reformed synagogues (for further
details, see JE iv. 96, 216, x. 357, 359).

(»i) Origin and motives of circumcision.—To
account for the origin of circumcision the most
divergent theories have been proposed, some worth-
less, and others at least partially satisfactory.
The names of the rite, so far as their etymology
is clear, add little to our knowledge. Of these
perhaps the most significant is the Arab, liatana,
•circumcise,' as compared not only with" Arab.
hatuna, ' to become alcin to some one through his
wife,' but especially with Heb. jnh, ' wife's father,'
)riri, 'daughter's husband,' 'bridegroom,' and njnn,

'wedding,' 'marriage' (see on these words above,
[g)). The Arab, tahhara, 'to circumcise,' and tathir,
' circumcision, ' however, properly mean only ' to
purify ' and ' purification,' which may, as Kohler
(op. cit. p. 93) suggests, 'indicate the later re-

ligious view.' The Syr. gar, the ordinary verb for
' circumcise,' means simply ' cut,' and may be
compared with the Gr. and Lat. irepniixnu and
circumcido, lit. 'cut around.'' A number of
African terms are given Ijy Andree (op. cit. p. 64),
but their precise connotation is unknown to the
present Avriter. The exact meaning of the common
Heb. term h\a is disputed, though, according to

1 In hot countries the penis is peculiarly liable to disease from
retention of smegma behind the gtan^. therefore to 'cut
around

' and to ' purify ' may have had a reference to hygienic
considerations, and have become a religious observance (cf.
next paragraph).—[E. M. L.]

YiB.n\>i (AJSL xxii. 250 f.), it is ' a denominative
verb derived from mol, '

' front " = mdl= ma'dl, from

'^iic, "to be in front"; cf. Arab. J.', "first"

. . . The verb mi?/, " to circumcise," is a privative
denominative meaning "to remove the front."'
Among the Muhammadan Malays the rite is called
buang nialu, ' casting away of shame

'
; while ' in

the Gaelic version of the Travels of Sir John
MandeviUe, where the Scripture account of Isaac
and Ishmael is given, the term " heathen baptism "

(haistedh Genntlidhi) is applied to circumcision'
(Joyce, Social Hist, of Anc. Ireland, London,
1903, 1. 235).

It is a curious fact that few peoples practising
the rite have any legend or theory as to its origin.
When questioned, they Generally reply that they
do not Know wliy they do it, or say that ' it was
done by our fathers,' the latter reason being as-
signed even by the natives of Goazacoalco in
southern Mexico (NR i. 666).

_
Even so mild a legend, evidently pointing to the introduc-

tion of the custom from some other tribe, as that found among
the Basuto (Ploss, Dcu Kind^, I 364), forms an exception to the
general ignorance. .* Once upon a time some one came w!io
sought to induce them to accept circumcision. Since, however,
they first wished to be assured that it would not cause their
death, they made the test on a stranger ; and, when they saw-
that he suffered no harm, they then accepted the rite.' lii this
connexion, allusion may be made to a curious belief and
practice, now abolished, of the Kikuyu of East Africa (Cayz.->.f,

Anthropos, v. 317). The first time that a newly circumcised
youth has sexual relations with a woman, it results in the death
of one or the other (on the perils of sexual intercourse according
to primitive psychology, especially for the first time, see above,
(fc), and cf. Crawley, op. cit., passim). Accordingly, those who
have just undergone the rite assemble in bands of fifteen or
twenty, and, surprising some old woman in a lonely place, abuse
her, and finally knock out her brains with a stone, her death
freeing the youths from all peril. For a like reason newly
circumcised girls have intercourae with an uncirciuncised child";
but this child, not yet being considered a human being, is not
subsequently killed.

The various suggested explanations of the origin
of circumcision may now briefly be considered.

(a) Hygienic.—This explanation is a very old
one, being recorded by Herodotus {Ka6apt6Tr,Tos

eiVe/ce* Trport^CjvTes Ka6a.pol etfai ^ tvirpeTriarepoi, ii.

37) for the ancient Egyptians, but specifically

alleged among modern peoples only by the Sa-
moans.' The theory has the support of so able a
scholar as Steinmetz (op. cit., passim), but the
lack of hygienic concepts among primitive peoples
renders the hypothesis extremely improbable ; and
its acceptance in the popular mind is doubtless due
to modem surgical reasons for its performance.

(/3) Preparation for sexual life.—This theory has
far more in its favour, in view of the wide-spread
practice of circumcision at the age of puberty (for

examples, see above, (»))• In addition, this view is

supported by the etymological connexion between
Arab, hatana and Heb. [nn, etc. (see preceding
col.); and it is alleged to have been the original
cause among the primitive Hebrews by Barton
(Sem. Origins, London, 1902, pp. 100, 280 f.),

though it seems to the present writer that he is

incorrect in pressing Gn 34"'''- and Ex 4^'- in this

connexion, the one passage being better explicable
as requiring circumcision before amalgamation (in

other respects as well as in marriage) Avith the
Hebrews, and the latter being the excited, or
perhaps angry, exclamation of a Midianitish
woman, who was probably familiar with circum-
cision just before marriage, and had, perhaps,
induced Moses to postpone the rite for this very
reason (cf. above, (g)). Still less is Barton justified

in explaining Jos 5-''' as referring to ' the marriage-
able young men.' Some of these men were, indeed,
doubtless just at the marriageable age ; but others
(cf. vv.'-') must have been far beyond the age of

puberty. Yet the theory is at least partly correct.
1 I think also that something of the same reason dictated the

operation of male circumcision with the idea of discouraging
masturbation.—[E. M. L.]
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It was, and is, a preimration for sexual life in so

far as it is a preparation for the duties and privi-

leges of manhood in general (ef. below, X, fi) ; and
the hypothesis receives some support from what
was apparently the practice of the Midianites and
Sodomites (see above, (j)).
The theory here considered has been learnedly adyocated by

Ploss (<jp. fit. i. 368 t.), who sees in it an attciiipt to corrcrt

nature, and, hy averting phimosis, to ensure otTspring for the
person operated on. The frequent performance of the rite long
before puberty he interi)rets as 'an effort to guarantee the
child a posterity as numerous as possible " (for another explana-
tion, see below. A, ^). The desire to correct nature receives a
striking exeropliiication among the modern Arabs, who ' declare
that only in man is an impediment like the foreskin found, and
wonder how it is possible for reproduction to occur among
uncircumcised Christians' (Barton, op. cit. p. 101, citing
Doughty, Arabia Deserla, Cambridge, 188S, i. 341, 410); and
Rosenbaum (I/iutteuche im AlUrthume, Halle, 1839, p. 306 f.)

similarly held that circumcision was designed to promote
fertility.

(7) Ohviation of peril from sexual relations.—
This theory is defended by Crawley (op. cit. p.

137 f.). Denying that circumcision either pre-

vents disease or had any real sanitary idea as

its basis, though, ' when the religious habit be-

came rational, the fallacy of sanitary intention

in circumcision became prominent, and may often

have been the reason for the continuance of the
practice,' he holds that
•the last factor in the principle ... is one verj' closely con-
nected with contact, and applies especially to such practices

as circumcision. Tlie deleterious emanation from strange or

new things is identical in theory with human emanations, not
only from strange or xinhandselled beings, but from character-

istic parts of such, and in later thought, from such parts of

one's own personality. This dangerous emanation is any
physical secretion religiously regarded, and its retention is

prevented by cutting away separable parts which would easily

harbour it.
-"

. . This primitive notion is the same with those of

personal cleanliness and of the removal of separable parts of a

tabooed person. . . . When the part is cut off, there result the
ideas, first of securing the safety of the rest b.v sacrificing a part,

. . . and secondly, of sacrificing such part to a deity so as to

consecrate the rest, by making it less "impure" or '* taboo."

. . . Circumcision and artificial hymen-perfolation thus origin-

ated in the intention both to obviate hylo-idealjstic danger
resulting from apparent closure, and to remove a separable part
of a taboo organ. . . . This removal also explains the practice of

excision. The other ideas follow later, and the safety both of

the individual and of those who will have contact is the more
necessary because that contact is with the other, the dangerous
Bex.' It" is thus that he explains the Hebrew and Egyptian
view of circumcision as cleansing ; while ' Sir A. B. Ellis infers

that circumcision amongst the Voruba and Ewe peoples is a
sacrifice of a portion of the organ, which the god [Elegbra,

a phaUic deity] inspires, to ensure the well-being of the rest.'

(S) Test of endurance.—This interpretation is

maintained by Zaborowski (' Circoncision, sa super-

stition en Afrique,' in VAnthropologie, vii. 653-

675, ' De la Circoncision des gar^ons et d'excision

des lilies comme pratique d'initiation,' in BSAP,
4th ser., v. 81-104), and, at least in Africa, his

view receives a certain degree of confinnation
through the connexion of circumcision with un-
doubted endurance te.sts (cf. above, (k)).

In Arabia, also, circumcision is associated with a test of

endurance. During the performance of the nnililation prac-

tised by the Arabs between Abu Ariah and Ilejaz (described
above, p. 660*), the person being operated upon is required to

hold in his hand a lance, with its butt resting on his foot ; he
must not betray the slightest expression of pain, or allow the
lance to cpiiver. Similar rules arc found elsewhere, notably in

Australia.

All this, however, is scarcely sufficient to make
circumcision an endurance test par excellence, since

stolidity is an absolute requisite in many rites

besides circumcision, especially those of any sort

of initiatory character (cf. artt. A U.STEEITIES,

Initiation).
(() Tribal mark.—This theory is defended for the

Hebrews, at least in part, by IJarton (op. cit. p.

98 f.), on the ba.si3 of Cn 17"", Ex 4«'- 12", as

being ' for a (or " the ") token of a covenant ' (nnj nin^)

between .lahweh and Abraham. To this it may
well be objected that the concealment of the part
of the l)ody afl'ectcd by such a mark renders this

explanation imi)robable
;
yet there is no doubt,

even granting this objection, that the possession

of circumcision has operated, not only among the
Hebrews, but .also among many primitive peoples,
to produce a heightening of tribal pride and con-
sciousness of tribal unity, as is evinced by haughty
contempt for all who are uncircumcised (cf. above,

(j)). It must be admitted, however, that nowhere,
except among the ancient Hebrews (if Gn 171"-''- is

really to be so interpreted ; but see below under
tl), is such a concept of the meaning of circumcision
apparently felt.

(f) Sacrifice.—This hypothesis seems best to ex-
plain the American forms of circumcision, esjiecially

among the Mexicans .and Mayas (see ' American

'

section of this art.), and has been urged for the
West African Yoruba and Ewe (see above, (c))

;

while a similar view has also been advanced to

account for the obscure Ex 4-'"-, with the idea that
the circumcision of Gershom ransomed either his

life or that of his father, Moses, from the wrath of

.Jahweh. And Barton (op. cit. p. 100 ; below, p.

679 ; cf. Jeremias, in Chantepie de la Saussaye,
Lihrb. der Religionsgesch.", Tubingen, 1905, i. 381)
holds that the circumstances under which the rite
' is performed in Arabia point to the origin of

circumcision as a sacrilice to the goddess of fer-

tility, by which the child was placed under her
protection, and its reproductive powers consecrated
to her service.' The mere fact, however, that sacri-

fice is oflered in Arabia in connexion with circum-
cision scarcely warrants us in assuming that the
rite itself (except in America) is sacrificial in origin.

Lagrange, in his Etudes sur les religions simitiques^
(Paris, 1905), modifies this theory by making cir-

cumcision a sacrifice of a part to save the whole

—

an explanation which is not altogether convincing.
On the possible connexion of sacrifice and sanctifi-

cation with circumcision, see below, f.

(i)) Sanctification of the generative faculties.—
This theory, which is closely connected with tlie

one just discussed, is advocated, for example, by
Valeton (in Chantepie de la Saussaye, op. cit. 1.

402). The great champion of this view. Low-ever,

was Gerland (Ant/iropol. der Naturvolker, vi. 28,
40 f.), who based his conclusions on certain Poly-
nesian customs.
Among many Polynesians and Melanesians there was the

greatest reluctance to penuit the bared glaius penia to be seen,
though, in all other respects, what we should call modesty was
conspicuous by its absence. Even those islanders who did not
practise circumcision bound the prepuce tightly over the gtam.
In like fashion, the glans was thrust, in the Admiralty Islands,

into the cleft of a snail-shell ; on Humboldt Ba^' (New Guinea)
little gourds were worn over the jr^d/w; the African Kafirs put
little tufts of pepo or bits of leather over this part; tlie .South

American Bororos Cabacaes (a Tupi tribe) thrust it into a wooden
ring ; and the New Caledonians cover it with a girdle which
holds it against the abtlomen, permitting the remainder of the
genitals to remain in full view(cf., further, Gerland, op. cit. vi.

57.5 f.). For this reason, Gerland concluded that ' man schlitzte

die Vorhaut auf, um den den Gotteru besonders heiligen, leben.
spcndenden Theil nicht zu verhiillen ; man band ihn (aber wohl
erst viel spater, als sich polynesische Eigcnthiimlichkeit streng
entwickelt hatte) wieder 7.u, um den Theil, der wegen seiner
HeiUgkcit streng Tabu d. h. den Gdttern angehorig war, den
Blicken der Menschen zu entziehen, damit kein Bnich des Tabu
entstche.' With this he further compares On 17i«i2(for another
explanation, see above, (e)), and thus also he explains the tatuing
of the gians among the 'fnngans and other Polynesians. The
theory has met with little favour, being deemed too artificial

(cf. Ploss, op. cit. i. 370 f.); yet it must be remembered that the
genitals are distinctly recognized as sacred among at least some
peoples. Only thus can one explain the early Hebrew rite of

swearing with the ' hand under the thigh' of the person to whom
the oath is n].ide (Gn 242- » 47'.'i'), this part of the body being
known to be that from which life proceeds (cf. Gn 35" 46=»,

Ex 15, Jg 830, 1 K 8l»). And it may be sviggcsted that a similar

feeling of sanctity was, at least in some cases, one of the factors

that led to the almost universal tabu laid ui>on the genitals of

both sexes (though especially of women, where the sense of

property rights [see art. Adl'ltrry] also played an important
part), and their consequent concealment, thus being possibly a
partial explanation of the senliment of modesty in regard to

sexual matters. It must also be homo in mind that sanctifica-

tion may here possibly be construed as the result of sacrifice

(see preceding paragraph, and below, i').

(8) k'ocial distinction.—This factor appears only
among the ancient Egyptians, .\ztecs, and a few
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other peoples (^^ce above, (/)); and tlieea^eof eertaiii

islands ot tlio New Hebrides group suggests that,

in some instances at least, a custom introduced from
other tribes (cf. the Uasuto legend quoted above,

p. 664'') was adopted first, as new fashions generally

are, by the higher classes, and then was gradually
extended till it became universal among the people
concerned. On this theory, the curious exemption
of the highest chief in Tonga from the rite (above,

(/)) would be explained by the theory that he was
too august to be suliject to alien customs. But
this phenomenon is extremely rare, and there is

absolutely no reason to suppose that circumcision
was primarily restricted to any one class. Its per-

formance on every Australian of the tribes in which
it is practised at all, and the similar phenomenon
in Africa, as well as the express command in Gn
1710-u 34Uff._ Ex 12>», all militate against such a
hypothesis.

(i) To increase sexual pleasure.—While Philo
('de Circumcisione,' in Opera, ed. Mangey, ii. 210)

and Maimonides {More Nebuchim, xlix. 391 f.)

maintained that the object of circumcision was to

check lust, Burton (Mem. nf the Anthropolog. Sac.

i. 318) put forth the tlieory that ' removal of the
prepuce blunts the sensitiveness of the glans penis
and protracts the act of Venus.' This remarkable
explanation can scarcely be taken seriously (for a
much more plausible reverse reason, to discourage
onanism, see above, (a)), though it was alleged by
a native to be the reason for the semi-ariltha
practised along the north-west coast of Australia
(MUucho-Maclay, ZE, 1880, p. 87). While the
general attitude of Australians toward their women
is scarcely such as to make this tender considera-
tion of their feelings probable, such may, neverthe-
less, be a partial motive in regions where greater
refinement (or perhaps degeneracy) exists. This
is, according to Ploss [Das Wcib^, i. 569 f.), the
reason for the pinching oil' of a part of the prepuce
in the Aarau Archipelago and in Seranglao (ef.

above, (i)).

with tiiis Ploss compares the Dayak usage of piercing the
glans with a silver needle, and, after the wound heals, of insert-

inj,' in it small rods of brass, ivory, silver, or bamboo, the silver

rods sometimes being; perforated at both ends for little bundles
of bristles. In similar fashion, the Alfurese of North Celebes,
the Battas of Sumatra, the Javanese, the Chinese, and the
Sudanese often bind various substances on the corona to increase
the size of the penis, and so to augment its friction in the
vagina ; while like pr.actices are also recorded for India (Schmidt,
Beitrdge zur ind. Erotik, Leipzig, 1902, p. 937 f.).

(k) Connected with belief in re-incarnation.—On
the basis of the Australian Unuiatjera tradition
recorded above ((e), sub Jin.), Frazer ('Origin of
Circumcision,' in Independent Bev. iv. 204-218) has
put forth a theory which may otier a partial expla-
nation of the rite, at least for Australia, though
the present writer is not convinced that it is wholly
satisfactory.

'If,' writes Frazer, ' as seems highly probable, such a custom as
that recorded by the tradition ever prevailed, its intention could
hardly be any other than that of securing the future birth and
re-incarnation of the owner of the foreskin when he should have
died and his spirit returned to its abode in the tree. ... It

might well be thought that a man's new birth would be facili-

tated, if in his lifetime he could lay up a stock of vital energy
for the use of his disembodied spirit after death. That he did,
apparently, by detaching a vital portion of himself, namely, the
foreskin, and depositing it in his nanja tree or rock, or whatever
it might be' (211 f.). In ariltha (see below, )> likewise, 'this
strengthening and fertilizing virtue of the blood was appUed, like
the foreskin at circumcision, to lay up a store of energy in the
7ia7ija spot, against the time when the man's feeble ghost would
need it. . . . That portion, whether the foreskin or the blood, was,
in a manner, seed sown in order to grow up and provide his
immort.tl spirit with a new body when his old body had mould-
ered in the dust . . . the removal of a vital part of the person
which shall serve as a link between two successive incarnations,
by preparing for the novice a new body to house his spirit when
its present tabernacle shall have been worn out' ('214). In this
conne.\ion Frazer calls attention to Ezk 3219- 'a/aff. (cf. also Ezk
28^0 31181, although these passages do not necessarily imply that
the uncircumcised were debarred from resurrection, while the
circumcised might again come to life (for folktales of the
' renewal of life in the dismembered dead ' type, see CF, ch. iv.).

(\) Miirlc of subjection.—The idea of Herbert
Spencer (cited by Jacobs, JE iv. 98), that circum-
cision ' was a mark of subjection introduced bj'

conquering warriors to supersede the punishment
of deatli,' hardly deserves mention, much less dis-

cussion.

(ij.) Initiation.— In by far the great majority of
cases circumcision is, as the examples collected

above imply, and as Jacobs (op. ctt.) concludes,
initiatory in character. In this way the theories
that it is a preparation for sexual life, an ett'ort to

avert sexual peril, a test of endurance, and a tribal

mark (above, fJ, 7, 5, e) are all seen to be part
truths, since all these factors, and more besides,

are necessary for the complete life of manhood. It

is, then, but natural that the rite should normally
be performed about the age of puberty. At the
same time, since the rite must be performed some
time, it appears that, for various reasons (chiellj',

perhaps, the realization that circumcision becomes
more painful, and even more dangerous, the longer
it is postponed), the operation frequently takes
place long before puberty, and even, as among the
Hebrews, Wazegua, Ovaherero, and others (for

examples, see above, (0), in tender infancy (for an-

other explanation of early circumcision, see above,
(b)). It is, as Andree (op. cit. p. 75) rightly saj's,

' most usually a socio-political act, performed at
the age of puberty ' (on the religious problems in-

volved, see below, ^).

(f) Ariltha.—This operation, often called 'arti-

licial hypospadias,' has already been described
(above, (b)), as has Frazer's explanation of it (above,
k). It was formerly held, largely on the authority
of MUucho-Maclay (cf. Ploss, Das Kind-, i. 358 f.,

ii. 4'22f.), that the object of this operation was
Malthusian, since the ejection of semen, taking
place immediately in front of the scrotum, was
alleged not to enter the vagina, so that the few-

men unoperated on were believed to procreate the
entire oUspriug of the tribe. These conclusions are
now known to be wrong.

In the first place, 'the natives, one and all in these tribes,

believe that the child is the direct result of the entrance into
the mother of an ancestral spirit individual. They have no idea
of procreation as being directly associated with sexual inter-

course [see art. CuASTlTY, p. 479''], andfirmly believe that children
can be born without this taking place '(Spencer-Gillen b, p. 330).

In the second place, the Australian mode of coitus (Roth, op. ctt.

p. 179), in which the man squats on his haunches, drawing the
supine woman toward him, does secure the discharge of the
semen into its natural receptacle.

It may perhaps be hesitatmgly suggested, in lack of any better
explanation, that the opei*ation is designed to make the male
genitals resemble the female, the opened meatus answering to
the riina pudendontm, the flaps of corpus spongiosum to the
labia, etc., while micturition is performed of necessity in the
female position. This explanation is the reverse of that sug-
gested by Roth (see below, 3 (0, «). and bears a certain amount of

analogy with the ' effeminates ' of many American Indian tribes,

who, after suffering atrophy of the genitals through excessive
masturbation, et-c., dress as women, and conduct themselves
as such (cf. Waitz, AiUhropol. der Satui-volker, iii. 113, 333;
Fewkes, in J.! RBEW, 1907, p. 31 ; XR, passim ; Crawley,
op. cit. p_. 210. f). At the same lime, analogous operations per-
formed in Fiji, at various ages, and sometimes repeatedly on
the same individual, are declared to be strictly therapeutic in

intention (de Marzan, Artthropos v. 808 f.).

(i) Conclusion.—A survey of circumcision as a
whole leads the present writer, at least, to conclude
that there is no one cause that will satisf^^ctorily

account for every phase of the rite. One argument,
and only one, of those cited above may be ruled

out at once as worthless—the idea that circumcision
was a mark of subjection (\). Two others, that it

was a mark of social distinction (0), and that it

was designed to increase sexual pleasure (i), may
explain a very few instances. The plea that it

was hygienic (o) can, even if found empiricall}' to

be true, scarcely have been the original motive

—

the Egyptians, in their report to Herodotus, were
too civilized to serve as credible narrators of primi-

tive usage, even if they were not giving a rational-
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istic interpretation wliicli would connnend itself to

a forei^Ti traveller (and the same thing may possibly

hold ol the Sanioans). The hypothesis that re-

incarnation was allied by circumcision (k) explains

one curious tradition, and is not without analofjous

ideas elsewhere; but that it accounts for the rite

as a whole seems very do\ibtf\il. The theory of

sacrilice (j"), from which may have developed that
of sanctification of the reproductive powers and
their tabu (7;), even as the concepts of preparation
for sexvial life, obviation of sexual danger, endur-
ance tests, and tribal marks (;3, 7, 5, e) are appar-
ently combined in initiation [fi], has undoubtedly
been a factor, if not the factor, among some peoples.

And among the Hebrews the rite may have had the
meaning of the sanctihcation of the reproductive
organs to Jahweh, ' He who causes to be ' (on the
etjniology of nm-, cf. liarton, op. cit. pp. 282-285

;

see also Kittel, in PA'A'' viii. 533 ff., and the litera-

ture cited in Ox/. Heb. Le.x. p. 218), as well .as of

initiation into the Hebrew community (cf. Gn IV^-,
Ex 12«, and perhaps Gn W*"-, though the last

passage might be explained, on a strained hj'po-

thesis, as a ruse of the sons of Jacob to get the

Shechemites into their power). From this point of

view, the Hebrews would have had the most per-

fect idea of circumcision, as including both tlie

great sources—sanctification of the sexual organs,

and initiation.

It is even possible that, despite the variety of

motives to which reference has already been made,
all kinds of circumcision are ultimately re-

ducible, not to two causes (sacrilice or sanctifica-

tion of the reproductive faculties and initiation),

but to one, sacrifice ; since initiation, with its

accompanj-ing austerities, may conceivably be re-

garded as itself a sacrifice to the tribal deity to

gain admission to the people whom he protects.

Is circumcision a religious rite? This is denied,

except in sporadic instances, by Andree {op. cit. p.

75), and attention has already been called (above,

(/ijjto (he extreme rarity of specifically religious rites

in connexion with circumcision. Much depends,
of course, on one's definition of religion ; but, in

view of the fact that among most primitive peoples

religion is practically co-extensive with lite, and
still more in consideration of the ceremonies, such
as feast-s and the like, connected with the perform-

ance of the rite, the present writer strongly feels

that in its inception, and late into its development,
circumcision was essentially religious. This is self-

evident among those peoples w here circumcision is

regarded either as a sacrifice or as sanctification

of the genital organs (above, f, 7;). The religious

explanation also seems to hold good if circumcision

is considered as preparation for sexual life, as

obviation of the perils connected with sexual union,

or as initiation in general (above, /i, 7, p.)—the three

reasons for which, ostensibly at least, it is most
generally performed. For to the primitive mind
all matters connected with the reproductive func-

tions and with their operations and results are

essentially connected with religion, as Crawley has

shown in his Mi/stic Ro.ic ; and all rites of initiation

are likewise primarily religious (see Initiation).

If, as tentatively suggested above, even initiation

is ultimately to be traced back to sacrifice, the

religious origin of circumcision would be beyond
question. Despite the lack of rites specifically

declared to be religious in the majority of cases

of circumcision, therefore, its origin seems to the
present writer to be, under any hypothesis, reli-

gious ; while survivals of primitive religious con-

cei)ts are preserved even among peoples to whom
the reli"ioHs aspects of circumcision have become
more or less blurred.

If it is difficult, and perhaps over-subtle in con-

sideration of the mental equipment of |)rimitive

man, to deduce all circumcision from any .single

cause, it is impossible to derive it from any one
centre. The attempt was, indeed, niade by K.
llartmann (i'n/hr A/ri/:a\s; Leipzig, 1879, p. 178),
who held that lircunicision originated in Africa,
whence it spread, through the Kgyptians, to the
Semites and to Asia. Borrowing is, of course,
found among some peoples (see above, pp. GGl,

6(j4), and may well have been more prevalent
than is generally known (that the Africans h.ive

been widely influenced in this respect by Muhani-
madanism is obvious)

; yet the possibility of

independent origin and ot various reasons must
also be reckoned with. That such independent
development actually took place is proved bej-ond
all doubt by the existence of circumcision in

America and Australia, where no sane person
would allege African iiifiucnce.

3. Female ciRCUMVisioy.—{a) Geography.—
The operation of female circumcision is, or was,
practised in ancient Egyi)t ; in Muhammadan
Africa by the Gallas, Abyssinians, 'Waboni,
Wassania, Wanika, Agow, Gallat, Gonga, Sara-
kolese, and the natives of Kordofan (Nuliia),

Balad-Sudau, and Sennaar and the surrounding
districts ; in non-Muhammadan Africa by the
Susu, Mandingo, Peuhls, Masai, AVakwafi, soir.e

Beohuanas, and the natives of Bambuk, Sierra
Leone, Benin, Akkra, Old Calabar, and Loango

;

in Asia by the Arabs (Loth ancient and modern),
and the Kamchatkans ; by the Malays of the East
Indian Archipelago, and in almost all the islands
of the Alfurese Archipelago; in America by the
Totonacs (eastern Mexico), Chuncho, Pano, and
Tunka (Peru), Tecuna (on the upper Solimoes, in

western Brazil), and all the tribes on the Ucayals
(north-eastern Peru) ; and in Australia by all

tribes from the Urabunna in the south through
the continent to the western shores of the Gulf of

Carpentaria. To these must be added one sporadic
occurrence in Europe—its adoption by the heretical
Russian sect of Skoptzy (' circumcisers ').

The practice of ' intibulation ' (see next para-
graph) has an even narrower range, being mainly
restricted to north-eastern Africa, where it occurs
among the Beja, Galla, Somali, Massaua, Sudanese,
southern Nubians, and Danakil, as well as in pa;t
of Kordofan and in Sennaar. Outside Africa it is

recorded among the Muhamnmdan Malays and the
ancient Arabs ; and it has been alleged to have
been practised in Pegu in India, though this seems
more than doubtful.

(6) Varieties.—The Totonacs of eastern ^lexico
merely made a simple gash in the pudcndn. with a
silex knife ; anil the Abj'ssinians perform clitori-

dectomy with a stone. The normal operation, as
now practised in Egypt, is, however, more elaborate,

as is shown in the following description, quoted
by Ploss (Das IVeib^, i. -265) from Duhousset :

' La circoncision cousiste seulement dans renlfevenient du
clitoris, et se pratique de la nianiere suivante siir Ics fillcs rie

iieuf ii. douze ans. I.'op^rateur, qui est le plus souvent un
barbier, sc eert de ses doigts tremp^s dans le cendre pour saisir

le clitoris, qu'il <;tire a plu>-ieiirs reprises d*arriiTe en avant,
afin de trancher d'un seul coup de rasoir, lorsqu'il pri^sente un
simple filet de peau. La plaie est reoouverte de cendre jxjur

aiTfeter le eang, et se cicatrise apr^s nn repos coraplet de
quelques jours. .T'ai vu plus tard, de Paveu ni^nte des op^l-ra-

teurs. le pcu de soin qu'on opportait ti circoncire les filles dana
les hmitcs religicuses de I'opi-ration, qu'on pratique plus
largement en s.-ilsissant les nyrnphes a la hauteur du clitoris,

et les coupant prescjue d leur iiaissance, a la face interne des
Krandes levres, dent les rcplis niuqueux, qui nous occupent,
sont pour ainsi dire la doublure, caciiant Ic8 organes repro-
ducteurs ; ce qui reste des petitcs U'vres forme, par la

ciciitrisation des paroirs lisses, s'indurant et se r^tr^cissant,

une vulve biante, d'un aspect bingulier chez les Fellas circon-

cises.'

A further development of circumcision is foimd
in the Australian custom of female introcision, or

cutting open of the vagina. This is practised only
among tho.se tribes which also perform nriliha, or
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sub-incision, of males (see above, 2 (i)). Hore, as

among the Pitta-Pitta and neighbouring tribes, a
girl, on reaching the ago of puberty, has her
vaginal orifice enlarged ' by tearing it downwards
with the first three fingers wound round and round
with opossum-string' ; while among the Ulaolinya
and around Glenormiston an old man slits uji a
portion of the girl's perinwum with a stone knife,

after which he sweeps three fingers round inside

the vaginal orifice (Roth, op. cit. p. 174). This
operation is immediately followed by compulsory
intercourse of the unfortunate girl with a number
of younj; men, wliile the resultant bloody semen is

collected and drunk by feeble, sick, and aged
men of the tribe as being strength-giving (cf.

above, 2 (c)).

With female circumcision must also be con-
sidered the characteristically African operation of

'infibulation,' or uniting (either by simple union
or by suture) the labia just after circumcision has
been performed, only a small aperture being left

for the discharge of urine and menstrual blood.

At marriage the vulva is forcibly re-opened,
additional laceration often becoming necessary at
parturition ; but in many cases the infibulation is

repeated time after time, as when the husband is

going on a journey.
(c) Disposal of the ablated parts.—On this only

scant information is accessible. In Java the parts
ablated are wrapped in cotton with a bit of

curcuma and buried under a horse-radish tree
(Moringa pterygospcrma ; should the Unmatjera
custom of hiding the ablated prepuce in a nanja
tree [above, 2 (c)] be con>pared in this connexion ?).

The drinking of the blood, etc., produced by the
operation of introcision among the Australian
Ulaolinya and around Glenormiston has already
been discussed in the preceding paragraph.

(d) Instruments employed.—The usual instru-
ment used in female circumcision is a razor or
other steel or iron cutting-tool ; but among the
Totonacs, Abyssinians, and Ulaolinya, as noted
above (6), the more primitive stone knife is

employed.
(e) Who are circumcised.—Wherever the rite of

female circumcision is practised, it seems to be
performed on all the women of the tribe concerned ;

at least there is no certain record of its being
confined to special classes, as occasionally occurs
in the analogous usage of male circumcision
(above, 2 (/)).

(/) Who circumcise.—Though one would natur-
ally expect that female circumcision would be
performed by women only, just as male circum-
cision is almost invariably performed by men
(above, 2 (g)), this is not always the case. The
priest was the operator among the Totonacs, as
IS the fetish-doctor in Loanda, while the barber
officiates in modem Egypt. Among the Australians
male operators are especially common. Thus,
among the northern Arunta, the Ilpirra, and the
Illiaura, circumcision is performed on girls by the
mother's mother's brother ; among the Warra-
munga, by the father's sister's son ; among the
Binbinga, Anula, and Mara, by the husband's
father ; among the Gnanji, by tlie mother's father ;

and by some old man among the Ulaolinya and
around Glenormiston.

In the majority of cases, however, female circum-
cision is performed by a woman. Thus the wife
of the priest operates in Seranglao and Gorong, as
does the wife of the blacksmith among the Wolof
and Sarakolese, and in Kita (French Sudan ; cf.

the smith as the circumciser of boys in the same
districts, above, 2 (g)). Women professionally
trained are employed by the Arabs ; old women
who ordinarily gain a livelihood as jugglers perform
the operation among the Piakite Sarakolese ; and

it also falls within the province of old women
among the Afiican Masai, Wanika, Wakikuyu,
and AV'akamba, the Malayan population of the
Alfurese Archipelago, and the Peruvian Chuncho.
Among the Australians the rite appears to be
performed but seldom by women, though among
the Kaitish t!ie operator is the elder sister.

(g) Where performed, and in whose presence.

—

Like the corresponding male rite, female circum-
cision is almost invariably performed in a secluded
place, and the opposite sex is almost universally
excluded. Only among the Australian Warra-
munga does this rule seem to be violated. There
female circumcision is performed in the presence
of all the men and women in the camp, except
those who stand to the girl operated on in the
relation of husband's mother and husband's
motlier's brother.

[h) Age when female circumcision is performed.
—The same variations as to the age at which female
circumcision is performed prevail as are found in

the case of the rite on males (see above, 2 (i)). The
table of the principal peoples is as follows :

8 days after birth : AbyBsinians.
Soon after birth : Totonacs (eastern Mexioo), Peuhls (western

Africa).

2 weeks after birth : Sarakolese.
A few weeks after birth ; modern Arabs.
3-4 years : Somali.
3-10 years : Copts.
&-7 years : Malays, Javanese, etc.

6-S years : Waraug:!.
7~S years : modem Egypt.
7-10 years : Seranglao, Gorong.
S years ; Galla, Agow, Dongola (Kordofan).
9-10 years : Upper Egypt, Sulanese.
9-15 years : Celebes (Holontala, Bone, Boalemo, Katfcing-

gola).

10 years : Chuncho (Peru).
10-12 years : Malinke and Bambarra (Handing district of

French Sudan).
Before puberty : Mara (Australia).

14 years : Bamangwato (Bechuana stock), ancient Egypt.
14-15 years : Australia generally.

Puberty : Alfurese Archipelago, African Wakamba, Wanika
Wajagga," Wakikuyu, Mandingo, Matkisse (Bechuana stock),

Kafirs, Old Calabar.
S days before marriage : Loanda.
Soon after marriage ; Masai, Wakwafi.
Even after bearing children ; Guinea, Swahili.

The principal ages for the operation of infibu-

lation are as follows :

3 years : Sennaar, southern Nubia, Danakil.
6 years ; Sudanese.
7 years : Harrar.
S years ; Muhammadan Malays, part of Kordofan.
8-9 years : Massaua.
8-10 years : Beja, Galla, Somali.

Female circumcision, like the male operation, is

frequently performed en masse, as among the
RIandingo, Bechuana, Amaxosa, Masai, Wanika,
Wakikuya, and Wolof, as well as in Guinea and
in Kita.

(i) Effect on legal and social status.—The legal

and social effects of female circumcision are closely

analogous to those resulting from the male opera-

tion (see above, 2 [j)). Not until the performance
of the rite is the girl received among women
(Chuncho of Peru) ; previous to it the Amaxosa
regard a girl as unclean, and only after ilr do they
and the Bechuana consider her mature. Accord-
ingly, among the Masai and Wakwafi an uncir-

cumcised woman cannot enter society, nor can she
marry among the Basuto, Malinke, Bambarra, or

Sulanese. Indeed, in the Sansanding States on
the Niger it is helie\'ed that marriage would bring
misfortune to an uncircumcised woman. Among
the Gallina of Sierra Leone a girl at her circum-
cision receives the name which she is to bear for

the remainder of her life ; and only after the rite

has been performed do those Muhammadans who
observe it permit a woman to enter a mosque.
Not until circumcision had been performed could

a girl in ancient Egypt either marry or inherit

property, and in Old Calabar lack of circumcision
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in either sex constitutes ground for divorce.

Among tlie Abyssinians ' uncircumcised ' is a dire

insult to apply to a woman, while ' uncircumcised
woman' or ' S(m of an uncircumcised woman'
bears a similar connotation anionj; the Arabs.

(7) In connexion with other initiation rites.—

A

number of peoples combine female circumcision
with other ntes, such as feasts, etc., some of which
imply that the whole ceremony is considered an
initiation into maturity. Among the Bamang-
wato, girls at their circumcision are permitted to

flog with thorns tiio boys of their own age, the
latter being considered men only if they take this

treatment cheerfully. Among certain Guinea
ne<,'roes the three or four moons following circum-
cision were spent by the girls concerned in learning
dances, songs, etc. ; and in Senegambia the event
wa-s celebrated by a special feast.

(k) Opposition to female circumcision.—This
has become a jiractical problem only in connexion
with tlie Roman Catholic missions to Abyssinia in

the 16th century. Deeming the rite a survival of

paganism, the missionaries forbade it among their

female converts, with the unexpected result that
no Abyssinian would marry them. In this dilemma
the missionaries were constrained to permit the
continuance of the practice, after a surgeon sent

to Abyssinia by the College of the Propaganda
had formally declared the operation to be surgically

necessary (t'lnss, Das Kind-, i. 380).

(I) Origin and motives of female circumcision.

—

(a) Native reasons.—These are far more abundant
tlian in the case of male circumcision (see above,
2 {;«)). Some are very general in scope, simply
implying that the girl is no longer immature, but
has attained years of responsibility. Thus the
South American Pano consider a circumcised
woman more capable and skilful in discharging
her everyday duties. As a rule, however, the
reasons alleged for the practice are connected with
sex-functions. The Mandingo regard it as ' useful

'

and as promoting fertility ; in Old Calabar it is

performed as preparatory to marriage ; and in the
Alfurese Archipelago its object (as apparently also

among the African Sarakolese) is to check sexual
desire, especially before marriage. The Masai
think that, if an uncircumcised woman should give
birth to a child, both mother and infant would die

;

and the Swahili perform the operation in cases when
all the children of an uncircumcised woman die,

since it is believed that those subsequently born
will live. Elsewhere the same peoples seem to have
divergent reasons for the rite, as in Old Calabar
.and on the Cross River, where some alleged that

circumcision was performed to promote chastity,

while others said that it was done to avert a sort

of mania from which women had previously often

sutt'ered (hysteria from unsatisfied sexual desire.

-[E. M. L.]).

(i3) To check sexual desire.—This reason, which
is ifrequently alleged by primitive peoples them-
selves (see preceding paragraph), has been a ground
for the operation, until recent times, in modern
surgery (see above, I (6)), the clitoris especially, as

corresponding in the female to the male penis,

having been regarded as the centre of sexual
excitement. This cause is assigned, for example,
by Brehm and Russegger, and is by no means
without justification.'

(7) To remove hypertrophy.—In view of the
hypertrophic development of the clitoris and labia

among many peoples, whether congenital (as

I Thia, in my opinion, is the principal reason for (enmle
circumnision among all Bavages. Woman's condition being
generally that of a slave or beast of burden, the male wished
absolutely to control cohabitjition, and, realizing that women at

certain times instinctively desired the approach of the male,
acted accordingly with the desire of limiting the excitability of

the clitoris.—[E. M. L.)

among the Egyptians, Abyssinians, Galla, Agow,
Gallat, and Gonga) or acquired through exces.sive

onanism and sexual indulgence (as among the
Malays), circumcision is sometimes performed by
primitive pcoph^s, as it may be in modern surgery.

This hypertrophy niaj-, to some, cause invincible

disgust (as among tlie Aliyssinians [.see preceding
section]) ; or the abnormal size of the clitoris may,
as alleged by ISruce for Abyssinia, actually hinder
sexual congress.

(5) Preparation for sexual life.—This was the
reason not only in ancient Egypt, but also in Old
Calabar, and to this motive the desire to remove
all hypertrophy of the female genitals (see pre-

ceding paragraph) must be considered subsidiary.

(e) Introcision.—This operation, which, as noted
above (6), occurs only in Australia, is obviously
preparatory to mjirriage. Since it is performed
only where ariltha is jiractiscd, it may perhaps be
suggested that its purpose is to provide space for

the sub-incised penis, which, when in a state of

erection. Hares out on either side of the meattis,

while, the semen being discharged immediately in

front of the scrotum, a larger orilice must be
afforded if it is to enter the vagina.
This explanation seems to the present writer somewhat more

probable than that of Roth (op. cit. p. 180), who suggests that
the female rite of introcision was prior to ariltha, and that, as
denoting fitness for, or experience of, copulation, it was later

transferred analogously to the male. This theory is, however,
opposed to all other phenomena connected with circumcision,
since in every case the male rite evidently was first developed,
the female practice being evolved by analogy, as would seem to
be shown, not only by general probability, but by ita far

narrower range.

(f) Itifihulation.—The meaning of this practice

is obvious. It is designed simply and solely to

prevent any sexual intercourse until the proper
time for it arrives. It is for this reason that the
Russian Skoptzy, to ensure perpetual virginity,

perform the rite with particular sternness, some-
times ablating even the upper part of the labia

tnajora, alleging, like Origen, Mt 19'^ as their

Scriptural authority.
The name of the practice, which, however, but ill describes

it, is borrowed from the Roman custom of fastening ii.Jibula, or
clasp, through the prepuce in front of the glaiis to prevent
sexual intercourse, etc. (cf. Cclsus, vil. ,xxv. 3 : Martial, vil.

Ixxxii. 1, XI. Ixxv. 8 ; Juvenal, vi. 7», 378 ; TertuU. C'oruiio Mil.

xi., de Pudic. xvi.).

(7;) Conclusion.—In a sense, female circumcision,

like its male counterp.art (see above, 2 (ot), {), may
be regarded as initiatory ; at least it is almost
invariably sexual in design. It is, indeed, con-

nected in a few instances with jwasi-religious

observances (see above, (j )), but even these scarcely

militate against its general character. That it

evolved much later tluan male circumcision there

seems no reason to doubt ; it is but a pale and
limited reflex of male circumcision ; and Crawley
(op. cit. pp. 138, 309) is doubtless right in tracing it

to the .same origin as the analogous operation on
the male.
Like male circumcision, again, female circum-

cision can be traced to no one centre, but evolved
independently in Africa, Australia, and America.
LlTBRATURE.—Comparatively little of the lai-ge literature on

circumcision is available for ethnological consideration, most of

it being concerned either with the surgical or the Hebrew
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p. 170 ff.; Wilken, 'Besnijdenis bij de volken van den ind.

archipel.,' in Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land-, en Volkenkunde
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CIRCUMCISION (American).—A mutilation

analogou.^ to circumcision was practised by some
American tribes, eitlier (1) as a symbolical sacrifice

of sexuality and type of the surrender of the desires

to the religious sentiments ; or (2) as a partial

sacritice, symbolical of the sacrifice of the whole
body, to a certain deity, which at the same time
bound the individual to the god and to his tribal

associates by a blood bond. Partial sacritice was,

indeed, common to nearly all the American tribes

in one form or another, the Mexicans, Mayas,
and Peruvians regarding it as au almost daily

usage. Blood was draM'n from the ears, nose, and
other parts, chiefly for tlie purpose of smearing
idols and small household deities, like the tejjitoton

of Mexico and the conopa of Peru. Gumilla
noticed the rite of circumcision or an analogous
practice among the tribes of the Orinoco, and
Coreal asserts that the Nicaraguans and Yucatecans
performed it, but whether as a personal or tribal

sacrifice is not clear. Garcia states that the
Gnaycurus practised it, probably as a tribal custom
to bring them more nearly into touch with some
deity. Modern notices concerning circumcision are

rare, although Mackenzie states {Voyages, p. 27)

that the Hares and Dogribs (Athapascan tribes)

possessed the rite as a tribal bond ; but, as little is

kno\vn of the mythology of the northern division

of that famUy, the statement stands without later

verification. In Mexico, among the Aztec priest-

hood, complete abscission or discerption of the
virile parts was performed by some classes as a
sacritice of sexuality, and certain sects of nuns
were mutilated in a similar manner. The latter

practice had probabl3' a remarkable origin. With
the Mexicans, the god of fire, whose name
Avas Huehueteotl, was supposed to govern the
passions, and it was thought that therefore the
undying fire sacred to him must be watched by
unsijotted virgins. Among the Mayas the sacred

fire was regarded as a personification or deification

of the generative faculties, and a poem translated

from the Maj-an immediately after the Conquest,
and quoted by Count de Waldeck ( Voyage pittor-

esque clans le Yucatan, 1838, p. 49), throws some
light on the subject. It is supposed to proceed
from the lover of one of the vestals, and refers to

the mystical meaning of her office :

' viferge, quand pourrai-je te possider pour ma compagne
ch6rie?

Corabien de temps faut-il encore que tes voeux soient
accomplifi ?

Dis-moi le jour qui doit devancer la belle nuit oil tons deux
Alimenterons le feu qui nous fit uaitre et que nous devons

perp^tuer.'

The knowledge that certain of the Indian tribes

practised mutilation was made use of by numerous
writers, along with other facts, in the attempt to

prove that the American Indians were the lost ten
tribes of Israel. But, as no exact knowledge of

how the rite was or is performed is at hand, it is

impossible to say in what way it is analogous to

the Jewish custom. Such resemblances are based
upon pure speculation, and have chiefly found
their protagonists in those pseudo-scientihc works
which from time to time appear on alleged ethno-
logical affinities.

There can be no doubt that, as elsewhere, cir-

cumcision in most parts of America was evolved
from and regarded as a substitute for human
sacrifice. In Mexico, where human sacrifice was

never abandoned, sacritice of a part of the body
was known. In Peru, partial sacrifice had almost

taken the place of full sacrifice, and blood was
drawn from the noses of children only. At soiue

festivals the blood of children was mixed \\\i\\

dough, eaten, and the dough rubbed against

the door-posts of the houses, much in the same
manner as the blood of lambs was splashed upon
the door-posts of the Jews at the Feast of the

Passover. Thus the evolution of the sacrifice of

the part for the whole is evident in America as

elsewhere.

Literature.—B. Sahagrun, Bist. General de las cosas de

Nueva Egpalla, Mexico, 1829; Davilla Padilla, Hist, de la

Prov. de Santiago de Mexico, Brussels, 1626, lib. ii. cap. SS

;

A. Mackenzie, Voyages, Londou, ISOl, vol. i. ; P. J. Gumilla,

El Orinoco iUtatrado y defendido, Madrid, 1745 ; F. G. Garcia,

Origen de los Indios delHuevo Mundo, Madrid, 1729 ; L. Spence,
The Uythologifs of Ancient Mexico and Peru, London, 1907.

;

H. Floss, has 'Kind?, Leipzig, 1884, i. 336 f., 377, 386;

R. Andree, AA xiii. (1881) 72-74; H. H. Bancroft, 1<R i.

666, ii. 278 r., 679, iii. 439 f. LEWIS Sl'KNCE.

CIRCUMCISION (Egyptian).— I. Introduc-

tion.—The question of circumcision in Egypt has

always been one of great interest, suice it involves

t hree questions of a general type. First, thereis the

investigation as to whether, as has been atfirrued

at various times, it can explain, by a historical

connexion, circumcision as practised by the Israel-

ites. In the second place., it may, if carefully

studied in its general bearings and in its details,

help to elucidate the question of the Libyan,

Asiatic, or Bantu origin of the primitive civiliza-

tion of Egypt—a question much debated and still

very obscure. Finally, from the more general

view-point of the historj' of religion, we may
allow that the great antiquity and long life of

Egypt make Egyptian circumcision a good means
of solving the problem of the original source and
signification of this usage that is mtnessed to in

so many religious civilizations. Very little, how-

ever, was known with regard to this custom in

Egypt before the rise of Egyptology in 1860 ; a

great mass of new information was recovered be-

tween 1860 and 1900 ; while very important new
documentary evidence has been discovered be-

tween 1900 "and 1910, which enables us, up to a

certain point, to get a comprehensive view of the

whole subject.

2. Documentary evidence.—The documentary
evidence, properly so called, is of the most varied

kinds : (1) scenes representing the actual opera-

tion ; (2) frescoes and bas-reliefs showing nude
figures circumcised ; (3) statues of the same ; (4)

Egyptian texts of the classical period understood

to refer to circumcision, from a religious or liis-

torical point of view ; (5) papyrus-texts of the

Roman epoch relating to the practice of circum-

cision ; (6) evidence of classical authors ; (7) the

mummies of kings, chief priests, and a great

number of Egyptians of noble rank or affluent

condition.

But we must avoid being deluded in actual practice by this

enumeration. The variety of sources of information would
appear to be an excellent basis for scientific study, but two
facts detract greatly from their value : (1) Several of these classes

of evidence reduce to a verj* small number of examples, either

because we do not know any more about them at present (as in

the case of the scenes of circumcision and the statues), or

because the whole material .at our disposal has not yet under-

gone methodical study (as in the case of the mummies). (2)

Even iu an apparently well-supported series, investigation

leads us either to eliminate much of the information as of

doubtful value (as in the case of most Egi-ptian texts of the

Pharaonic period), or to draw conclusions that appear at first

sight absolutely opposed to each other. Further, even sup-

posing we are so far .agreed to-day as to the antiquity of this

practice, the phases of the actual operation, and, to a certain

extent, the age at which it was carried out, still the two most

important points are not settled : (a) Was circumcision

general in EgiTit, or was it confined to certain classes? was

It obligatory or optional in some cases, and in what cases,

specially and in detail ? (6) Can we, consequently, define the
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origin of circi:mcision, its nature, and its religious and social

elgnificance ?

This practical inadequacy and the conflicting

evidence of the documents have resulted in very
conti'iuy opinions ; and the recent publications
called forth by the discovery of the Roman iia])yri

show that disagreement persists. At a time when
EfrjI'tology had only tlio evidence of the classics

and a few Kjjyptian raonttments at its disposal,

Wilkinson {jyniuicrs and Customs, i. 183, iii. 385)

tjave it as his opinion that circumcision was of

great antiquity in Egypt ; he proved tliis from the
evidence of the ancient writers and his jjersonal

observations, and established very valuable analo-

fjies with the African world ; but he did not think
circumcision had been compulsory, except for

priests and initiates (i. 1S3, lii. 3So). It sprang,
in his (ipinion, from motives of ceremonial purity,
and only later became a distinguishing mark of
the orthodox Egyptian as opposed to the outsider
(ii. L 183). Considering their date and the absence
of documents discovered since, these views are
remarkable. After Wilkinson, the predominating
ojiinion seems to have been that circumcision was
not of much importance in Egypt from a religious

point of view. Manuals and dictionaries of Egj-pt-
ology (Pierret, Brodrick, etc.) passed it in silence,

or only mentioned its existence—proved by Cliabas'

bas-reliefs, classical texts, and mummies—without
entering upon any discussion of the essential prob-
lems. The same silence is preserved in most his-

tories of Egypt (Brugsch, Maspero, I'etrie), which
I'oidine themselves to quoting the known evidence.
Krman [Life in Ancietit Egijpt, p. 33) remarks in

aiUlition that, ' had the Egyptians also regarded
it [circumcision] as a divine institution, they would
have mentioneci it more frequently'; and B6n6dite
seems to be of the same opinion (Grande Encyclo-
pedic, xi. 433).

Quite recently, Naville (in Sphinx, xiii. [1909]253)
goes a step further, contesting both the generality
of this practice and its religious importance,
by showing the scarcity and uncertainty of the
texts, the paucity of the figures, and the lack
of con\incing results from the examination of

the mummies. Wiedemann (in OLZ ; see Lit.)

appears to be the most <letermined denier of the
importance of circumcision in Egypt. He has
submitted all the sources of infi)rmation to

a severe but very short analj-sis, arriving at
entirely negative conclusions : circumcision was
never general, its frequencj' varied, it had no
absolute religious value, it was not a privilege
reserved to certain chisses, and it was not even
compulsory for the priests. Wilcken, en the other
hand (see Lit.), holds that circumcision was prac-
tised by the whole people ; and his ojiinion, based
on the papyri of the Koman period, is corrol)orated
by that of Bissing, whicli is foun<led on the Egyp-
tian evidence projier, and the works of Wendland
on Gra'co-Koman sources (Sphinx, vi. 158, xii. 29).

This view seems also to be held by ElHot Smith
(see Lit.), at least for the classes of society that
practised mumnulicatiou. Heitzenstein, following
the same papyri of the Uoman period, restricts

circumcision to the priest-class. All these dis-

agreements of the chief authors who have dis-
cu.sscd the question are reproduced in other
Egyptol(.gical works.

3. Representations and phases of circumcision.
—We iiiay liazard an attempt at reconciling these
most divergent oi)inions. The best method is not
to discuss tile theiuies themselves, but to take the
evidence and class it in categories, eliminating all

doubtful elements. The starting-point of this in-

vestigation must naturally be the actual existence
of circumcision in Egj-pt, as proved both by
the classics and by the monuments of the Egyp-

tians (statues and ligures of circunicise<l men,
and mummies of circumcised people). This fact

settled, we must next see whether we can,

in addition, establish anything concerning the
manner in which the actual ojieration was per-

formed, where it took place, under what con-

ditions, and at what age. These elements will

serve as a means of approach to the more im-
portant problems : the general or restricted char-

acter of this practice, and its possible meaning
and origin.

The silence of Herodotus and Strabo on the
actual details is fortuiuitely compensated for by
the two representations left by the Egyptians,
though certain secondary details in these are at
variance. The first is a bas-relief in the Theban
temple of Khonsu (XX 1st dyn.). Keproduced for

the first time by Chabas in 1861 (see Lit.) and
mentioned in all works thereafter, it created a
great sensation on its publication, and was for

many years the only specimen of its kind (cf.

Maspero, Guide to the Cairo Museum, p. 68). A
second representation was discovered by Loret at
Saqqarah (1899), and was briefly commented on
by Bissing (1902). The discovery at Saqqarah of

an authentic representation of circumcision, dating
from the Vlth dyn., was at first met with doubts
as to the actual existence of such evidence (cf.

Wiedemann, OLZ vi. [1903], and Naville, Sphinx,
xii. 253); but these doubts were dispelled by the
eWdence provided, in 1904 and 1907, by the repro-

ductions and commentaries of Max Miiller and
Capart (see Lit.). The scene completes that of

Karnak and, besides being more ancient, is also

more detailed and precise, supplemented as it is

by short hieroglyphic annotations.
The operation seems to have comprised two essential parts

—

the circumcision itself and a dressing. Only the first part is repre-
sented in the Theban bas-relief. The child is placed before the
operator, and its arms are securely held by an assistant(a woman
at Karnak, a man at Saqqarah ; at Karnak the hands are held
behind the back, at Saqqarah they are brought in front of the
patient's eyes). There is no written explanation at Karnak ;

that of .Saqqarah is important. Short though it is, it follows
the custom of the period by being divided into three sections

—

t he title of the scene, words spoken by the principal actor, and
the 'response' of the assistant, meant in these scenes to assure
the magic success of the actions represented by euonymous
\vords. The title is sobit, 'circumcision '—a fact which for
ever establishes this technical term for ancient Egyptian,
and proves its connexion with the Coptic word o-tu^, atfii.

The operator says, * Hold him, that he may not faint away,'
and the assistant replies in the usual formula, * l)o your
best.' Leaving- out of account the age of the child (see below),
and considering only the operation itself, we see that the
operator knelt to his task, and held the organ in his left hand
while he operated with his right. The instrument itself is a
sort of small blade pointed hke a stiletto, in the Karnak b.-xs-

relief ; and oval in shape with a medial hue (an indication of
relief [?]), in the .Saqqarah scene. There is nothing to indicate
what material it is composed of. Wilkinson, judging by hypo-
thesis onl.v, hesitates between the 'sharp stone' spoken of in
Kx 425 and the ' sharp knife ' mentioned in Jos 6^ ; Chabas (o/).

rit.) supposes, but doubtfully, that it was a stone knife, basing
his opinion on the fact that the mummifiers used stone knifes
to open the bodies ; and .Max MiiUer thinks, but cannot prove,
that the instrument in the Saqqarah bas-relief is a flint. We
may safely suppose that the ideogramniatic sign following the
W'jrd sobit in the hieroglyphic title, which has the appearance
of a sickle without a handle, is a survival of a primitive era and
represents a stone instrument. In any case, we may ftilinit

that the use of the sharp stone instrument persisted long after

the discovery of metal, because of the religious value of the
custom, just as it persisted among the mummifiers for opening
corpses, and as it has survived, in Africa itself, fornumerous im-
portant sacerdotal ceremonies (cf. Annales du SIusM dn Congo,
series iii. t. i. fa.sc. i, ' I,a KtIi:,'iori ' [Itrussels, 1906]), and often,

naturally, for circumcision itself. The question would be of

exceptional interest for pre-historic anti<inity, but at present
we are reduced to mere hypothetical probability.

The Karnak bas-relief shows further that the operation was
performed on several children on the same occasion. It shows
a second child further back ready for the operation, and heUl
l>y a second woman. This may oiler a hint for comparing facts
given very much later by the Gneco-Roman papyri. The
second phase of the operation is shown at Saqqarah. The
title of the scene is *w?ti/, 'anointing.' The operator says to
the child, 'Here is something to make you comfortable
(no/timw),' and the euonymous reply is, ' That is perfect.' The
operator is seen nibbing the ineni'ber operated on with a suli-
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stance which is probably some kind of grease or balm (cf. Capart,
• Rue deToinbeaux ' in L'4 rt rf(7.tf/?. , p. 51 ,who refera to MacalisCer's
art. in HDB i. 443). We have no details, in these scenes or
in any texts, to show whether the excised organ was the object
o( any of the innumerable ceremonies mentioned as belonging
to non-civilized nations (destroyed, burned, buried, hidden,
placed in the temple, worn round the child's neck, etc.).

The question of age does not receive much
elucidation from tliese two representations, owing
to tlie conventional mettiods of Egyptian art ; hut
the Kamak children appear to he between si.x and
ten years old (in any case, they are beyond the
' first chUdhood ' of the Eg}-ptian.s, which ends at
four years), and those of Saqqarah look from ten
to twelve. The much -quoted text of St. Ambrose
seems to have been a misunderstood passage from
an Armenian version of Thilo enumerating the
advantages of circumcision. The validity of his
assertion, which was accepted unreservedly by
Zaborowski and others, was long ago contested
with great skill by Wilkinson, who held that there
was no ti.\ed time in Egypt for circumcision.
Wilkinson's opinion seems confirmed by the texts
of the papj'ri of the 2nd cent. A.D. (see Lit.). Thus
in the Tebtunis Papyrus, iv. 292, the child pre-
sented is 7 years of age, and a second child is U ;

and quite recentlj- the Geneva Papj-ri, published
by Nicole (1909), show a father presenting his

three sons aged 2, 5, and 8. These facts, then,
invalidate the conclusions of Keitzenstein and
Walter Otto on the publication of the first papyri.
The probability is—if we must assign a meaning
to their number of 14 years—that this age was
regarded, at least in the Roman period, as the
extreme limit after which authority to circumcise
could not be granted. It is most interesting to

compare the fact established by Elliot Smith in his

analysis of the mummy of a young prince of the
XVIIIth dynasty, that ' this boy of eleven years
of age, who still wears the Horus lock of hair, is

not circumcised ' {Bull. Inst. (gypt. v. i. [1908] 225).

The sum of this information seems to show, as
regards the question of age, a state of afi'airs very
like what is proved to exist among several modern
African tribes, and, on the other hand, to exclude
from the origin of Egyptian circumcision all

connexion with puberty or pubertj'' rites. There
is a clear-cut distinction in every case between
the Egj'ptian and the Israelite custom.

Circumcision took place in the temples, as we
conclude from the bas-relief in the temple at
Khonsu, and the fact that the Saqqarah bas-relief

came from the tomb of a court priest. The texts
of the papyri mentioned above show further that
it was performed in accordance with rites {UpanKuK
TrepiTitiven', undoubtedly a particular method and
under civil control), and the antiquity of the cere-
mony is established bj- the statement elsewhere that
the ceremony was performed Kara ri l$os. Tlie
operation was preceded by an examination of the
body—which is a very important point for the
significance of circumcision (see below)—by means
of which temple-dignitaries, called in the papyri
KopvtpatoL Kal vTroKopv(pa'ioi, made sure that the child
was free from blemishes ((rij/j.e'ia). Their evidence
was registered by the iepoypafinaTcls, and there is no
doubt that the whole proceeding is ancient (it was
only employed and complicated afterwards by
the Romans ; see below). We cannot determine
whether the reproduction of the verbal process in

the temple-arclnves (with the optional copy for the
person interested) is of Pharaonic antiquity or
was introduced by the Roman administration.

4. General character of the practice.

—

(a) Texts.

—These preliminary remarks lead us to investigate
the questions to what extent circumcision was a
general practice in E»ypt, to which classes it was
limited, if limited at^ll, and, in the latter case,
whether it was regsvrded as an obligation or as a

privilege. Not only are the texts of the Pharaonic
period very few, but not one of them can be re-

garded as having a definite and certain value.

The three texts most often quoted (the inscriptions

of Merenptah at Karnak and Athribis, and the
inscription of Piankhi [cf. full references in

Breasted, Ancient Records, iii. 588, 601, iv. 443])
have no clear significance for our present subject.

They make only incidental mention of circum-
cision in four or five words, and Egyptologists
have never agreed as to the meaning of these
words. Although, in the Merenptah inscriptions,

Brugsch, Breasted, Erman, Maspero, and Meyer
have accepted the meanings ' circumcised ' and
' uncircumcised ' for the respective terms in the
Egyptian inscription, these meanings are contested
by Bissing, Max RlUUer, and AViedemann, and
recently exactly inverted by Naville (Sphinx, xiv.

[1910] 253). The terms in which Piankhi (Grande
Inser. 106, 159) .speaks of the ' uncircumcised

'

lords, and of Nimroti, ' who was circumcised and
abstained from eating fish,' are capable of a much
less precise translation, as Bissing has shown.
And, finally, everything seems to justify the objec-

tion of Naville that all these terms are both vague
and complicated, while the Egj'ptians had a tech-

nical word for ' circumcision ' which has not been
employed in any one of these inscriptions.

The meaning of these historical documents has
been a matter of debate for forty years, with no
decisive result. We must likewise pass over, as
doubtful, texts like the passage in the Kmimhotep
inscription, in which some have seen an allusion to
circumcision (cf. Wiedemann, OLZ vi. [1903] 97),

and also a (unique) passage in the celebrated Texts
of the Pyramids which speaks of a god Tesebu,
translated ' circumciser ' (cf. Maspero, Pyramides
cle Saqqarah, p. 128, u. 1 ; Budge, The Egyptian
Sudan, i. 514), for there is no context to justify

this purely etymological translation. All that
finally remains is a very mystical text of the Book
of the Dead (xvii. 23) and an ostrakon found by
Spiegelberg in the Ramesseum at Thebes. The
former, described long ago by de Roug6 (see Lit.),

speaks of 'the blood which fell from the phallus of

Ka, when he accomplished his own mutilation.'

The latter, of recent discovery, is dated the j'ear 44
of the reign of Ramses u., and speaks of the day
' when men come to rid tliemselves of impurity
before Amon.' Both of these documents seem to

denote the act of circumcision by their periphrasis,

though the former appeared very mystical to
Benedite, Naville, and several others. We shall

see, however, further on, in what light they may
both have a certain value, if, instead of examining
them in isolation, we consider them in relation to

the direct established evidence of the monuments
and papyri.

In any case, it should be noted that this very
meagre list is all that we have concerning circum-

cision in the extensive Pharaonic literature

;

and it is remarkable, as Naville has pointed out,

that there is not a single formal mention of the
practice in civil or religious papyri, in the inscrip-

tions on the statues, or even in biographies (those,

e.g., of Uni, Knumhotep, Kliiti, Bakniklionsu, etc.)

in which the person's story is related all through
from birth to maturity. To arrive at any result,

therefore, we must for the moment leave out of

account these materials, which have no solidity by
themselves, and look for more firmly-established

data : first of all, in the material information left

us bj- the Egyptians, in the form both of models
of their own bodies (paintings and sculpture) and
of their bodies themselves (mummies), and then
in the texts of the Gra?co-Roman epoch.

(b) Bas-reliefs and statues.—In investigating

whether circumcision was practised by all classes of
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society, it is only from the paintings and bas-reliefs

that we t;(!t any help, for the people of humble
origin had no niumniics or statues (the so-called
' 8la\e ' statuettes are too coarse to give any in-

dications on a physiological detail of this kind).
Korhmately, the Egyptians, from the Illrd dynasty
to the Saites, have carved and painted on the
walls of temples, and especially of tombs, thousands
of figures of peasants, workmen, slaves, etc. On
the other hand, it is to be noted that the figure
of a nude man is comparatively rare. Most of
the figures are drawn wearing the short garment
of the ordinary Egyptian. A certain number of
cases, however, remain (chiefly in scenes of fishing,

hunting in the marsli, of ' fording,' and ' boating
jousts') in which nude men are figured. From
this number we must deduct a large proportion in

which the figures are too small, or too liadly carved
or painted, to allow of seeing wlietber the men
were or were not circumcised. But there still

remains a goodly number of very clear representa-
tions in spite of Wiedemann's contention (in OLZ
vi. [1903] 97). Several were noted at the start of
Egyptology by Wilkinson (op. cit. iii. 385, i. 183),

who deduced from them his certainty of the very
great antiquity of Egyptian circumcision. His
evidence is valuable, for lie bad a most admirable
knowledge of all the tomb-scenes discovered in liis

time. Chabas also speaks (Rev. Arch. , 1861 , p. 299)
of hypogee paintings in which are seen figures with
' le prepuce d^nudd,' and reaches the same con-
clusion as Wilkinson. The existence of these
clear representations is attested more recently by
Bissing (Sphinx, vi. 59) and B^nedite (Grande
Encycl. xi. 153), and the present writer has verified

for himself in Egypt, in various tombs at Gizeh
and Saqqarah, bas-reliefs in which shepherds,
sailors, and jieople of the marshes are clearly
circumcised. We are therefore surprised that the
existence of circumcision among the working
classes in the Memphite period has been contested
by several Egyptologists. This may be due to the
fact that modern engravings and reproductions
are, as a rule, not clear enough to allow of

verifying circumcision otherwise than from the
monuments tliemselves. Some publications are,

however, found giving clear evidence (plates 39
and 86, for example, in Capart, 'Rue de Tom-
beaux,' lor. cit.

The probable conclusion, in short, at least for the
Ancient Empire, seems to be that circumcision was
practised by the people of the lower classes, though
we can prove uotliin<' further with regard to either

the generality or the character of the practice.

For the middle and upper classes the direct evidence
is of the opposite kind. There are no fresco or

bas-relief figures, because Egyptians of noble or

middle-class condition never allowed themselves to

be represented in nudity ; but we have a few rare

statues and—of great imjiortance—mummies. The
nude statues are very few, and we mn.st furtlier

omit the painted statues, sometimes represented in

s(ienes of a scul[itor's workshop, because their

details are hidden by one of the legs of the statue
or else are indistinct. In the real statues, we must
leave out of c<msi(leration ligurea of children (cf.

Perrot-Chipiez, i. 441 f., 445; Hetrie, Deahcuilieh,

1898, figs. 29 and 32), .since they are conventional
representations, in wliich the boy is always pictured
as quite a child, and consequently not yet circum-
cised (see above). There remain, finally, one private
statue of the Memphite period, and one royal

statue of the first Thelian empire (Bissing, how-
ever, in Sphinx, xii. 29, .sajs there are several
others, but he gives no references). The first of

these two statues, that of the priest Anisakha,
shown nude and circumcised, is described in the
various editions of the Guide au Musie du Caire

VOL. III.—43

(p. 7, No. 20 [cd. 1892], p. 25 [ed. 1903], p. 30
[ed. 1908]) as a monument of really cxcejjtional
importance, and is cited or reproduced in the
principal treatises on Egyptian arclucology (cf.

ISissing, Denkmulcr, pi. xii. a). It is of consider-
able interest, belonging as it docs to a priest and
dating back to the Vtb djTiastj'. We get a valu-
able indication as to the compul.sory character of
circumcision for the sacerdotal body'by comparing
this monument with the evidence recently derived
from the examination of the Karenen mummy (see

below). If the priest Ani.sakha is the only Egyptian
of noble rank who had such a statue, the king
Autu-ab-R^a (Xllth or Xlllth dyn.) is likewise
the only king with a statue showing him nude.
Hut the question of circumcision is less clear here.
In spite of its importance (we have no other means
of investigation for the Icinge of this period, from
which we have no mummies), this question was not
even examined by de Morgan on the discovery of

the statue in the Dahshur pyramid. It is generally
admitted that the king is figured as circumcised
(cf. Bissing, Sphinx, xii. 29). This appears to be
the case, but it is not certain. In a recent letter,

kindly addressed to the present writer, Lacaii
decides that examination does not justify the
positive affirmation of circumcision, considering
the present state of preservation of the statue,
which is of wood, once covered with a coating of
stucco and paint, which has now disappeared.
There can be nothing more than a strong pre-

sumption that there was circumcision, 'le gland
semblant d^couvertet d'aspect tronque, mais on ne
voit plus I'intaille triangulaire de la verge, comme
dans la statue d'Anisakha.'

(c) Royal and private mummies. —While we
derive very little information from such sources,

we find in them indications of no inconsiderable
value, when we associate tliem with what we can
learn from the actual bodies of the Egyptians,
preserved by embalmment. The examination of

the royal mummies, particularly, may have a
special importance for the solution of the question,
since Pharaoh was the son and heir, and con-
sequently the priest, of all the deities of Egypt.
Unfortunately, the series of royal mummit-s, not-

withstanding the apparently great number of tlieni,

is a very small aliair in comparison with the lung
duration of the Egyptian State. It comprises only
the XVIIIth to the XXIst dynasties and the end
of the XVIIth with the mummy of SoqnviniJ'a.

This would still be an importiint contribution,

but, In the actual state of affairs, investigation is

incomplete.
The precise facts are not so numerous as one

might expect. Several of the royal bodies had
been robbed and broken in pieces long ago by the
' ])lunderers,' and, at the oHicial restoration of

burial-places, had been badly lepaired, with rubbish
of all kinds, in order to give the mutilated corpses
the outward appearance of complete mummies (e.g.

Thothmes III.). In others, the state of jireserv.ation

of the body is too imperfect (e.g. Soqnuiir^'a) ; or

else the mummy has undergone shocks that have
spoiled it (e.g. Merenptah ;

' part of the phallus

broken off; cf. Annates, viii. 152). Finally, we
must take into consideration the custom (which
seems to have been of very general practice for

the mummies of sovereigns of the XlXth-XXlh
dynasties) of removing the genitalia and embalm-
ing them ajiart in a wooden box in the shape of a
hollow statue of Osiris, now lost. This is the ease

partic ularlj- for the mummies of Seti I., Ramses II.,

and Hainscs ui. There remain, last of all, even
among the small group of mummies of which a
comiilete (ibysiological description has been fiub-

lished, several uncertain cases, actual examination
being naturally sometimes very difficult. Thus, in
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the case of the iiiummy called ' the unknown prince,'

Maspero {Miimii'a rni/alcs, p. 550) points out ' traces

of circumcision' ; but Fouquet {ih. 776) says :

* Le gland i^t-ail dtVouvert au moment oCl I'individu a H6
einprisonii6 dans scs bandelettes. II ne a'ensuit |ma que I'on

puisse aflirmer qu'il en iitait toujoure ainsi pendant la vie, ni

eurtout »iu"il y ait eu clrconcision.'

Tliothnies IV. appears to have been circumcised,

but tliere is no decisive proof.
' All parts of the surface of the body, including the somewhat

diminutive genital organs, were welf preserved. Circumcision
seems to have been performed ' (Elliot Smith, AnnaUs, iv. 112,

'Tomb of Thutmosia, iv.' pi. xliii.).

On the other hand, Maspero affirms in formal
tenus that in the case of Tliothmes II. the organs
were found intact, and that this king was not

circumcised (Momies roynles, p. 547). It should be
remarked, however, that this is the only clearly

established case at present of an uncircumcised
king, and this single e.\ception does not justify

Wiedemann when he speaks (OLZ vi. [1903] 97) of

the numerous contradictions of the material in-

vestigation, and says there are ' certain uncir-

cumcised mummies' (cf. also Benfedite's doubt in

Grande Encycl. xi. 453). The opinion of Elliot

Smith, who says of Amenhotep II. that he was
circumcised 'like all other known adult Egyptian
inen,' is of great value in this discussion, this

scholar having been specially entrusted >vith the
investigation for all the mummies of the Mus^e du
Caire. This entitles us to conclude that for the
unpublished royal mummies he has been able to

establish in general that the body has undergone
circumcision.
When we come to the priests, we find our present inquiry in

a still less complete state, and, in regard to what has been
published, we have the same obstacles to absolute certainty.
The group of the high priests of Amon and their families, found
by Gribaut in 1891, presents a unique opportunity for study
from this standpoint. Unfortunately a first great obstacle to
the inquiry has been raised by the deplorable and unjustifiable
action of de Morgan, who, being Director of Egyptian Antiquities
at the time, scattered nearly half of this coUectiOD all over the
world in seventeen groups of from four to five sarcophagi—

a

collection whose chief value was its unity (72 coffins out of 153).

Only some of the mummies were examined by Fouquet. The
remainder must, in each case, await examination by the various
staffs of all these Societies (cf. Daressy, Annates, viii. 4-21).

Until we get the volumes announced by the official Catalogue,
for the part of the collection that is in Cairo, we must content
ourselves with the dignitaries and priests examined by Maspero,
or with the temporary notes of Klliot Smith.

Circumcision appears to have been the rule.

Nevertheless, as in the case of the kings, we must
take into account the mutilated condition of
certain mummies (e.g. prince Slamonu = il/o»i8e.s

royales, p. 538), the custom of amputating the
penis (e.g. Nilsoni, father-in-law of Pinozmu I. =
Momies royales, p. 574), and also doubtful cases
(e.g. the high priest Nasi-pa-k-f [Elliot Smith,
Annales, iv. 158 :

' the prepuce extends midway
between the corona glandis and the meatus, and it

is impossible to say for certain whether circumcision
has been performed']). In the meantime, though
we cannot give a positive decision, we may say
that we have the elements of such a decision.
Even eliminating those mummies that have been
robbed, mutilated, etc., there are still several
hundreds in the various museums intact and
identified, a methodical examination of which will
serve our purpose. The question seems to have
undergone examination in the past (cf. Wilkinson,
op. cit. i. 183), but only in connexion with isolated
cases, and without any scientific publication of
results. We should have a like possibility of
establishing an important point if we were to
examine the enormous number of mummified phalli
placed, in the Theban epoch, in those hollow statues
in tlie form of Osiris of which we spoke above.
While our research is in such a backward stage,

we must consider of capital importance tlie

examination of the mummy of Karenen (Saqqarah,
Xth dyn. [ ? ]), which is definitely recognized

by Elliot Smith and Dobbin as circumcised (cf.

Quibeil, Excavations at Sa(jqarah, ii. 13). Its

importance is twofold—in virtue of its locality

and its date. It tends to prove that circumcision

was de riglc for priests at that period throughout
the whole of Eg}'i)t. The examination of mummies
of the same period, found in good condition at

Beni Hasan and el-Bersheh, may transform this

presumption into absolute proof. As regards

people of the middle class, no research seems to

have been made to settle the question of the

circumcision of the mummies. As for people

belonging to the working classes, we saw above

that mummification was too expensive a practice

for them, and all that we have left of them is a

few dry bones.

If these results appear meagre when viewed
alone, yet, when connectedwith the result of our

other evidence, they already give a partial answer

to the proposed question. To sum up : if there are

many cases in which proof is impossible or un-

certain, nevertheless all the certain cases but one
are in favour of the universality of circumcision for

members of the priestly classes. We have only

one nude statue in all the sculpture of private life,

and it is circumcised ; only one of royal sculpture,

and it also is circumcised ; and only one verified

mummy of a priest of the first Theban empire,

and the same is the case with it, as also with
all the kings and high priests of the second Theban
Empire, with the exception of Thothmes II. If,

h owever, we connect all this with the fact mentioned
everywhere (cf. Wilkinson, op. cit. iii. 385

;

Zaborowski, Grande Encycl. xi. 453, etc. ) that, in

order thoroughly to investigate Egyptian religious

teaching, Pythagoras had to submit to circumcision,

this story, which had no value whatever by itself,

becomes more important when placed alongside of

our facts, and the facts themselves are fortified by
the story. Similarly, the much-discussed passage

Jos 5^, interpreted in favour of the circumcision of

the Egyptians, should be regarded with more
confidence as an indication leading to the same
general presumption. The whole result will tend

to certainty if we now examine the Grajco-Roman
papyri spoken of above in the discussion of the

questions of age and ceremonial.

(d) Papyri.—
Reitzenstein first published a papyrus in 1901 (see Lit.) from

the collection of Strassburg, republished soon after by Wilckeu,
with two others from Berlin (see Lit.). In 1907, vol. ii. of the
Tebtunis Papyri had two more documents added—nos. 292 and
293. Finally, in 1909, J. Nicole published three more, taken
from the Geneva collection. We have, then, to-day a eeriea

important numerically for the study of circumcision, and
much the more so because of its homogeneity from a chrono-
logical point of view. All the documents are, in fact, of the 2nd
cent. (a.d. 165 = Geneva 1 and 2 ; a.d. 159=Strassburg ; a.d. 171
= Berlin 1 ; a.d. 185 = BerUn 2 ; a.d. 187=Tebtums 292 ; a.d. 189

= Tebtunis 293 ; another without a date). They enable us to

follow the modifications of regulations, to control the details by
the variants, and to deduce to a certain extent what constituted

the fixed Pharaonic part of the question.

At this period, circumcision in Egypt was sub-

mitted to increasingly minute rules (see below),

which may be summarized thus :

—

Application for circumcision had to be made by
the father, or (failing him) by the mother, brother,

uncle, or aunt of the child.
"
It had to be in writ-

ing, and addressed t« the chief administrator or

his substitute. The chief made inquiry, and gave
a favourable reply, if the conditions fixed by law
were fulfilled. The child must be born of parents

of priestly rank, and his parents themselves must
be sprung from ascendants to this r.ank (avoye-fpi<t>9ai.

Toi>s 701-615 aiTu'v 6vra.^ lepaTiKOv y^vovs). This was
certified in wTiting and by means of proofs

(d(r0dXeiai) : (a) copies of certified statements in

conformity with the public law of the local dep6t

;

(b) testimony with the oath in the name of the

Emperor, signed by a certain number of priests of
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the temple or of the capital of the nome. After
this, the circumcision ha(l to be declared ' necessary

'

for priests with a view to the performance of tlie

cultus—a rule which would consequently exclude
priests who idled only civil offices. Filially, the
child's birth-certificate had to bo produced, and
beyond the age-limit (13 years [ ? ]) p(;rm)ssion was
refused. But this luxury of precautions was not
enough. When all this was done, the leader,
unable to proceed any furtlier, wrote a letter to
the apxifpev! (who was not a court-priest, but a
kind of controller of worship, a Roman citizen
resident in Alexandria), stating that all the
formalities had been gone through. After tlie

dpx'fpEi's had looked into the matter, the can<lidato
was obliged to present himself before the lepoypa/i-

imrds of Alexandria, who were members of the
clergy and attached to the service of the dpxifpeis,
for an examination of his body. This was (U)ne by
temple dignitaries {Kopv(patoL xal iiroKopv(j>acai), and
was registered by the Upoypa/i/iaTet^. Its chief aim
was to see that the child was sound, and above all

had no blemishes {<rriiieia) on its body. If it had
accidental marks, the ceremony was postponed ; if

it was permanently marked, cii'cumcision was
refused. If the reply was that the child had no
mark or spot {etirdfrup dxr-qiiov avrbv elvai), tile

dpx'^pfi's counter-signed the letter and gave
authority to perform tlie circumcision UpariKCii.

A verbal process was then instituted and kept
account of in the records.

From the general history of the East, and the
growing minuteness of the papyri arranged in
chronological order, it seems to follow that the
Roman administration aimed at confining and re-

stricting circumcision in Egypt, by multiplying
the formalities and cases for refusal. Thus we
may notice: the obligation of the applicant to
establish his right to take the place of an absent
father, since the father alone, in principle, could
ask circumcision for his diildren ; the necessity of
proving, by a variety of documents and witnesses,
the two generations of priestly rank in the child's

ancestors (A. D. 171); the exclusion of priests who
were not obliged, in view of strictly sacerdotal
functions, to be circumcised (a.d. 187) ; the neces-
sity of a journey to Alexandria ; and the grow-
ing minuteness of the oath (A.D. 189). If, on the
other hand, instead of studying the increasing
obstacles interposed by the Roman government,
we look at things from the Egyptian side, we may
infer, from the universal nature of the manifesta-
tions, that at one time every temple had free con-
trol, proceeded to the circumcision of children of
priestly families without distinguishing the various
kinds of clerical functions, and, without troubling
to investigate into ancestry, had the slaves and
household retinue of the temple circumcised. (May
this explain the bas-reliefs on which men of low-

rank are figured as circumcised ?) The whole
result confirms the impression, already formed on
other grounds, that circumcision a.s a practice was
strictly confined to whatever was connected with
the service of an Egyptian god.
To return now to the evident ill-will of the

Romans to circumcision, we see that their aim
was to discourage, to weary by formalities, and
to prevent any di(ru.sion of the custom by means
of repeated strict control and threats of punish-
ment ; that is, they did not allow of circumcision
except in casrs inhr.rc the,]) could nut do otJierwise.

To have reached this fact is of extreme interest,
because it i)r<>ves that circumcision had a religious
significance, which lay in the fact that it was im-
possible to jierform certain acts unless the officiant
wa.s circumcised. This, indeed, is precisely what
is formally declared in an important passage of
one of the papyri : ietv avrbv TepLT/itiSijyat Sti. t6 /lii

SuvaaOaL ras Upovpyia^ ^Kre'KeTv €l fxi) rouro yev-qacrai
{Tebl. Pup. I. ii., 1907, no. 293). This may be
regarded a-s the most important text relating to
Egyptian circumcision. 'I'he conccjition is bound
to be an ancient possession of the Egyptians, part
of the very essence of their religious iileas, since
the Romans were forced to admit that the national
worship could not be iierformed without it.

S. Question of origin.— If we admit, then, that
circumcision, without being binding on all (since
we cannot prove this), was at least a necessity for
the priest-class (and that probably from very early
times), we now come to the most difficult question
of all, viz. the actual meaning attached to this
custom by the Egyi)tians. The papyri again give
us a new clue of the highest value when they con-
sistently associate circumcision with the question
of blemishes or marks {ai^fieJa). If the ill-will of
the Romans saw in these a means of preventing so
nuiny circumcisions, it must have been because
they were a valid excu.se in the eyes of the Egyptian.
The presence of a-ij/xeta constituted an impurity,
and destroyed the state of purity obtained by cir-

cumcision. Circumcision, therefore, attaches itself

to tliat body of ideas, so often found in the various
religions, which demands from the servants of the
gods that he be sound {integer, 6\6K\ripos). This
harmonizes with what we know otherwise of the
proscriptions of bodily purity required of Egyptian
priests : the head and beard shaven, the depilate(l
bo<ly, the pared nails, ablutions, special clothing
and sandals, etc. We may, in addition, connect
with this, as having circumcision in view, the
much-debated passage in the inscription of Piankhi,
where it is said of Nimroti that he was admitted
to the prosoiice of the king (see above) ' because he
was clean' [uabu) ; and we may, in virtue of our
conclusions, see a greater significance in the pro-
posed translation of the Ramesseum ostralcon (see
above). The practice of circumcision may have
had this significance very early in Egypt ; but the
idea of a minister's ' purity,' like that of hygiene,
cannot be a primitive one. If Egypt borrowed
circumcision from some other people, that peojjlo

connected it originally with a ditt'erent idea ; or, if

Egypt practised the custom from her earliest his-

torj', she herself must have connected it with an
idea of a primitive nature. Both these hypotheses
issue in the same logical result. Such a vast ques-
tion can only be summarized here in a few essential
points. Our first hypothesis necessitates the inves-
tigation as to whether Egyptian circumcision is

related to the Asiatic world, or to the world of

West or South Africa. The evidence of the classical
authors is of very little value here. Every one
quotes Herodotus (ii. 37, 104); but what he says
of the Colchians, Syrians, and Phrenicians in this

connexion is of no help to the question propounded
in regard to pre-historic times. It is the same
with what he says of the Ethiopians, who re-

presented at that time an empire organized by
conquerors of Egyptian origin. The remarks of
Diodorus on the Troglodyt;e (iii. 3:2) are more
valuable, since they concern a serai-savage people
who had preserved their customs. The Egyptian
texts furnish no solid basis, since, as has been said

above, authorities are not agreed on the meanings
of the decisive words ; and, if the Aqajniasha, one
of the ' peoples of the sea,' were not circumcised,
then Breasied's ingenious deduction (op. cit. ii. 10)

as to the circumcision of the llyksos is worthless
(cf., however, David's cutting oil' the foreskins of

the conquered as a trophy, 1 S 18^"-).

In ))la(e of the above doubtful information, we
m.ay discover a better clue, of the utmost importance,
which has not yet been brought sulliciently to light

:

this is the fact that the people figured in the various
monuments of pre-historic Egypt (called ' palettes ')
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are clearly shown to be circumcised. Without con-
cluding, like Biulf^e (Kgyjitian Sudan, i. 514), thiAt

the peoples of North-East Africa were undoulitedly
circumcised, we may say, in a more general way,
that Egypt in the earliest times was surrounded
by circumcised peoples. This agrees with the ex-

treme antiquity and prevalence of African circum-
cision attested by most ethnographies. On the
other hand, there is an end to analogy when we
compare Egypt with the non-civilized peoples of

modern Africa. It will be noted chietiy that in

Egypt there is no allusion in any form to ' circum-
cision months,' as among the Kikuyu ; to circum-
cisions performed en masse, with periods of seclusion
and disguise, as in the nkimba practised on the
Congo ; to great public festivals for the occasion,
as among the ancient Hovas of Madagascar ; to
disguises and dances, as among the Nandi ; or to

rites parallel with initiation, as among the Masai.
It has been seen, likewise, that the Egyjitiau age
for circumcision, which varies so much, does not
admit of any connexion with the ' puberty rites

'

which play so important a part in the majority of

African cases. Furthermore, the frequent and
highly important custom of giving a new person-
ality, a new name, to the young African at circum-
cision is absolutely unknown with regard to Egypt.
The Egyptian ceremony was not accompanied by
rites and secret formulie. Finally, the practically
general parallelism in Africa between male circum-
cision and female ' excision ' is not found in Phara-
onic Egypt. It is wrong, then, to see in Egj'ptian
circumcision ' an indication of relationship with
Africa' (Chantepie de la Saussaye, p. 14). Diver-
gences so numerous and on points of such char-
acteristic importance allow of no proof of any
connexion whatever between the origin of Egyp-
tian circumcision and the practices of the black
races. We are therefore obliged to regard Egyp-
tian circumcision as an independent phenomenon,
whose origin must be sought outside of any theories
of borrowing from other races. Similarly, a con-
clusion as to what primitive idea gave rise to this
phenomenon can lead only to the elimination of
explanations impossible for this country, and the
presentation of the most likely hypotheses, \vithout
deciding between them.
Among the numerous explanations suggested for

circumcision in general, we must first of all, for
reasons already given, exclude those that connect
it, directly or indirectly, with puberty ; e.g. the
theory of ' redemption to admit to sexual life

'

(Lagrange, Etude surles religions simitiquesr, 1905),
the ' rite of separation from the profane world

'

(vanGennep, Rites depassage, 1909), the ' sanctifica-
tion of the organs of generation '(Robertson Smith

;

and Gunkel, in Chantepie de le Saussaye, p. 200),
the 'release from a restriction,' instituted for a
moral end (Leroy, Religion des primitifs, 1908, p.
209), the means of easing ' the generating breath of
the father '(!)(Preuss, in Globus, Ixxxvi. 362), and
the theory of generation (Schmidt, in Anthropos,
1908, p. 402). The hygienic character of the rite pro-
posed elsewhere is now rejected by most authorities,
and with reason, it would seem, at least if con-
sidered as hygiene of a sexual character. ' Magic
hygiene ' is still an open question. By this phrase
we mean practices such as conjuring illnesses and
driving away evil spirits, by drawing blood from
a specially important part of the body by incision,

scarification, or partial mutUation. The'reasoning
based on the pretended peculiar anatomy of certain
races must also be set aside. Lastly, we cannot
take our stand on any single line of Egyptian text
giving notions of ' partial redemption ' or ' sacrifice
by sulistitution '—hypotheses so often upheld on
this question (Riville, Chantepie de la Saussaye,
etc.).

Being thus led by a process of elimination to see
in circunuisiou the idea of a mark of submission to
a god, a sign of initiation into a god, or alliance
with a god, we may now state that the obscure
passage, already quoted, in which mention is made
of ' Ra mutilating himself,' may have a value far

beyond what lias been tiiouglit. Circumcision
would then be an imitation of the action of Ra, and
we know what importance was attached in Egyptian
religion to the principle of actual or magic imitation
of the actions of the gods, since that lias formed
the basis of the greater part of Egyptian worship.
It would be a sign of admission into the company
of those who belonged to the famUy and house-
hold of the god. But, of course, a story of this

kind, no matter how ancient its date, cannot be
of a really ' primitive ' character. Such a story,

indeed, usually serves as an ulterior explanation
of an already very ancient fact. The story of Ra,
then, may be a very ancient form of a cosmogonic
myth, or of an astronomical phenomenon ; and
these two epithets themselves, allowing tliem to

be of great antiquity, yet exclude what we mean
by the word ' primitive ' in its precise sense. If

circumcision, then, existed in Egypt since the time
of its ' primitive' religion, the myth of the muti-
lated Ra must have been an explanation composed
posterior to the practice itself. All that now
remains appears to be the fact that circumcision
was a sign of affiliation to the cult of Ra (or of

more ancient celestial gods). There is nothing in

the case of Egypt to justify us in looking for the
reason of this sign in the ratification of an alliance

by common hlood (a theory held in this connexion
with regard to Israel, and taken up again lately,

with modifications, by A. J. Reinach [see Lit.]).

Nor can circumcision have been a mark of .slavery

in the god's service, which became afterwards, as in

numerous cases, a mark of honour and of privileged

class ; for the kings (and before them the pre-

historic chiefs) were priests inasmuch as they were
sons and relatives of the god, not his slaves. In
the ultimate analysis, the mark or sign of affilia-

tion may be connected with the idea of a physical
indication, like scars, tatuings, and slight mutila-
tions, so common among non-civilized races, as a
distinctive sign lielonging exclusively to one family
or one tribe. This last explanation must always
be stated, on coiTect scientific lines, as a hypothesis,

and the pure and simple notion may still be
defended, that circumcision arose in Egypt from
the idea of the ceremonial purity of the people in

the service of their god.
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George Foucart.
CIRCUMCISION (Muliammailan).— I. The

legal aspect.—The practice was wide-spread,

^yiougU not universal, in pagan Araljia, and to be

'unc'i?':.:'.ncised lagkral or aqlaf) was thought dis-

graceful. After one of the Prophet's battles, when
one of the slain Thaqafites was discovered to be in

this condition, trouble was taken to prove tliat he

was a Christian slave and no true member of the

tribe.' The Qur'an has no ordinance on the subject,

probably because the Prophet assumed it ; those

who would base the practice on the Qur'an quote

the text, ' and follow the religion of Abraham, the

lianif, who was not a polytheist' (Sura, iii. 89,

etc.), where it is evident that the command extends

only to the rejection of polytheism, and does not

include other practices ascribed to Abraham.
Attempts at basing it on tradition are not much
more successful ; some q^uote a supposed saying of

the Prophet, ' circumcision is a sunna for men, and

an honour for women,' but its spuriousness is

evident on both internal and external grounds ; for,

though the word sunna is quite correctly applied in

the sense of ' pre-Islamic practice not abrogated by

Islam,'- the word 'to be followed' (muttaba'a)

could not be omitted. This spurious tradition

may, however, be tlie reason for (lie application of

the word sunna to tlie practice as a euphemism by
Indians, Persians, and Turks. Another tradition,

quoted by Malik in the Muwatta,^ is to the etlect

that, along with certain other practices, e.g. paring

the nails, circumcision belongs to Natural Religion

(jilra) ; but for this, too, the authority is insufli-

cient ; and the statement, imraeiiiatcly following,

to the etlect that Abraham was the first to practise

it, appears to contradict it. A third tradition

quotea is that the Prophet said to a convert to

Islam, ' Cast ofi' thee the hair of unbelief and be

circumcised';'' but the chain of authorities for this

contains an unknown name. The services of the

two remaining ' sources of law '—agreement and

analogy—have therefore been called in by llic

Muslim lawyers; but these quibbles need not be

reproduced,' and their weakness is obvious. Owing
to this, there is some academical discussion as to

the obligatoriness of circumcision ; ([ucries liave at

times been addressed to eminent jurists about it ;"

and in general the schools of Ibn IJanbal and

Shali'i are supposed to allirm it, and those of Malik

and Abu ^anifa to deny it. The Shi'ites al.so

hold that it is obligatory,' and to be enforced on

proselytes to Islam ; and in the Anglo-Muhaui-
niadan code 'the court will not admit the claim of

a male person to sue or defend as a Muhammadan

1 Ibn Iliaham, ed. Wiistcntcld, 18C0, p. 800.

iJRAS, 1910, p, 313.

3 ed. Zurqani, 1280, iv. 116.

4 lllia/al-Sdda. Com. on Ohazali's //iK«, ii. 418.

6 Tliey will lie found in the passage last cited.

« See the Futniea of Ibn Taimiyya, 1326, i. 44.

' SKard'i' al-Islam, 1839, p. 302.

if it appear that he has never been circumcised.'"

The sy.stem of Abu ^lanifa permits a Muslim who
has not undergone circumcision to give evidence,

provided he has not neglected it in order to

display contempt for Lslam ; in such a case he is

disqualified, not on the ground of his physical con-

dition, but as an evil liver.' In general, the popular

notion is that circumcision is a token of Islam ; ' so

in Hindustani, Musulmani {' Muhammadanism') is

a euphemism for it : in Tashkent the lad on whom
it is performed is said ' to have become a Muslim
after being an Unbeliever' ;

* and the poet Sibt Ibn
al-Ta'awidhi (6th cent. A. 11.) excuses the shedding

of royal blood in the operation on the ground that

even princes must obey Islam. ° Nevertheless,

there appear to have been times when circumcision

was not rigidly observed, ami there are com-
munities which have either abandoned or never

adopted it. So the Timurids in India did not

oUserve it ; and the number of circumcised Mu.slims

in India is put by some experts at not more than

95 per cent. The number of Chinese Muslims who
have not undergone the operation is said to be

considerable;* and some Berber tribes in the

N. Atlas are said not to practise it.' In some
places the operation has a tendency to lapse into a
surrogate. This is said to be the case in Turkey
and parts of India.

2. Names for the rite, and theories of its

purpose.—Besides the euphemisms which have

been quoted, the legal name is khitan, which
probably means no more than ' cutting,' ^ for which

tuhr, ' cleansing,' or one of its cognates, is often

substituted; other phrases are i'dhar or ta'dhir,

' removing a [sexual] obstacle,' and qilf, ' decortica-

tion.'' Of these words only the euphemism (uhr,
' cleansing,' has any obvious religious associations ;

it is interpreted as meaning rendering the body
ceremonially clean, and so tit for prayer ; and this

view of its purpose is clearly taken by those

authorities who hold that the operation should be

performed just before a boy is of the age when he

can be punished fur neglecting his prayers. An-
other of the names quoted above imjilies a theory

that the operation is physically necessary for those

who are to enter the married state ; this view,

according to Doughty, is still held in Arabia, and

some modern authorities {e.g. Renan) have taken

the same view of its original purpose ; on the other

hand, there are anthropologists who hold the very

different view that its purpose is to lessen con-

cupiscence (cf. above, pp. 666, 669), and this, too, is

supported by some Rluslim theologians. Other

views of its hygienic value are given by Ploss and

Burton in the works cited, and by the Ottoman
medical writer Ri.sa.'"

3. Operators and instruments.—In early times

tlic operation was ordinarily performed by a

surgeon," and for tliis purpose as for others"' non-

Muslim doctors were employed by those who could

allord them ;
'^ and this is said to be the case still in

some countries. In N. Africa it is often performed

IRK V/ilson, Digest of.Anglo-Mohamjnedan Law, IWS.p.K.
2 Uidmja, 1831, iu. 881. 3 Com. on Uariri, ed. 1, p. 361.

4 Schuyler, TurHslan, London, 1876, i. 142 ; cf. Kayc, InSian

Mutiny, 1889, ii. 371.
6 Diwan, ed. Margoliouth, 172, 16.

6 Dabrv de Thiersant, MahomHitme en Chine, 1878, 11. 322.

7 PI08S, Cos Kind in Brauck und Silte^, 1884, i. 364.

8 Attempts that have been made to connect this word with

hatan. ' a relation by marriage with a daughter,' resemble Varro's

iucus a nan lucendo theories (but see above, p. C64).

KThe operation on females is called properly kha/(f, and

another on males (pagan rather than Muslim) lalkh. The latter

is described in Burton's Pilgrimage'', 1893, il. 110.

10 Stuiiie utifr die riluale Benrhnridung , 1900.

11 Fakhri, cd. Ahlwardt, 1S08, p. 102.

'2 So a Jewish surgeon was employed as castrator (Ibn lyas,

II. 160).

ISSibf Ibn al-Ta'awidhi, toe. «(., states that the surgeon

employed to circumcise the Khalif's sons was an 'ilj, i.o. non-

Muelim.
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by one learned in the law (faqih), ' In Kfin;,'ia

the abddl is sometimes employed, and in tlie w est

of the Punjab tlio pirhnin' [names for ascetics].'

In Tunis, wlierc tlie operator is called tahlulr,
' cleanser,' he is usually a dealer in amulets.^ In
most countries he is a cupper and barber. A fee

may he demanded ; in Tunis the minimum is

usually four francs ; among the Irakis in the N.W.
provinces of India it is ' four annas and a pice or
two from each of the friends present.'' The
instrument usually employed is a razor ; in N.
Africa, however, the operation is performed with
scissors. There is a tradition that Abraham em-
ployed an axe, but was rebuked for his haste.
Other instruments (e.g. split reeds) are employed
in places to aid the operation or prevent danger,
but the Jewish method does not appear to be in

use. As a styptic, gunpowder or line wood ashes are
applied in Turkestan, and the like elsewhere; wash-
ing the wound with water is forbidden in Persia,*
and in Bosnia the patient is not allowed to drink
water for a month after the oijeration. In parts
of India, salt is forbidden during convalescence. In
some countries the month Rahi' is prefeiTed for the
operation ; among the Irakis, Ramadan is favoured.
The time for healing is usually put at a week ; in

some places it is supposed to take two or three days
only, while elsewhere it is thought to take a niontn.

4. Age for the operation.—In early Arabia the
operation seems to have been ordinarily deferred
till puberty—a fact which was known to one of
the compilers of Abraham's biography (in Genesis),
who appears to have made it the basis for chrono-
logical and other deductions. Muhammad is said,

like other prophets, to have been born sine prce-

putio ; he, however, followed the Jews in selecting
the eighth (or, as the Muslims call it, the seventh
—the day of birth not being included) day for the
circumcision of his gi'andsons ; and this day is

recommended by many jurists, though there is

some difiioulty about the propriety of imitating
the Jews." A theory favoured by some authorities
is that, failing the eighth day, it should be done
on the fortieth ; failing that, in the seventh year.^
Another opinion is, as we have seen, that it should
be delayed to the tenth year, because at that age a
lad maybe punished for havingoraitted his prayers.'
From the statements of travellers, there would ap-
pear to be great variety in this matter—partly
from the desire to find the age when least risk
attends the operation, partly from the practice of
operating on all the lads in a family, or even in a
community, at once, since thereby some of the
expense is saved. In S.W. Arabia the seventh day
after birth or any multiple of seven is said to be
favoured j

* in Dahomey the seventh day (as above)
is said to be noral amo ngall communities, includ-
ing Christians.' The Muslims of Tunis vary from
the second to the sixth year ; '" those of India in
general from the fifth to the ninth. In Persia
the third or fourth year is normal ; among the
Kara-Kuchins of Central Asia tlie fourth or fifth

;

in Algiers the fifth ; in N. Arabia the sixth." In
Turkey it is rarely performed before the sixth

;

the Bedawln visited by Burckhardt preferred tlie

seventh ;
'^ the Irakis prefer the fifth or seventh

;

in Tashkent the normal age is between seven and
ten, but the operation is sometimes delayed till

later." In the Panjab it varies from the seventh
year to the twelfth. The practice in Egypt is

similar ; but the later year would seem to be

1 JAI xxxvii. (19071 265. » BSAP, 1000, p. 638.
3 Orooke, Tribes and Castes of N.W. Provinces, 18!)6, iii. 6.
• Polak, rersien, 1886, i. 197.
» Ohazali, Ihya 'ulum at-tiin, 1300, i. 115.
« Itlia/, loc. cit. 1 lluwatta. ed. Zurqani, iv. 119.
e ZB X. 397, quoted by PI088. » BSAP, 1901), p. 216.

,» ir- P- 'S8- " Burton, loc. cit. ii. 110.M Voyaget en Arabic, 1833, iii. 64. 13 Scliuyler, loc. oit.

unusual.' In Bosnia it varies from the tenth to
the thirteenth year. This community, when first

converted, tried infant circumcision ; but the re-

sulting mortality caused them to abandon the
practice.^

5. Concomitant ceremonies.—In most Islamic
countries the operation is preceded by an elaborate
ceremonial, lasting in places as long as seven
days. References to this custom in the literature
are perhaps not quite common. The proper name
for such a feast is said to be i'dhar,' and the
Prophet is supposed to have sanctioned it with
three other feasts—wedding, birth, and house-
warming.* In the life of the mystic Abu Sa'id
(d. 440) it is stated that, when some youths from
Khotan were converted, the proceeds of the sale of

a man's complete outfit were devoted to entertain-

ing guests on the occasion of the circumcision.'*

Congratulatory odes on such occasions are found in

some collections of poetry, but not in many. O^^d
the other hand, travellers' narratives contain iijeaj to
descriptions of the ceremonial usual on sucl^g mpo^
sions. In Tunis it lasts a week ; on the w^oonu
morning the boy is clad in his best attire and
paraded through the town mounted on a mule,
accompanied by negroes and negresses bearing
torches ; during the operation itself (which comes
at the end of the feast) boys make a loud noise by
breaking earthenware pots in order to smother
the cries of the mntiahir (boy being circumcised).'
Lane describes the parading of the muttahir
through the streets of Egypt, mounted on a fine

horse, with a red turban, hut otherwise dressed as
a girl.' The women's attire is used elsewhere on
this occasion, and is intended to signify that, until
the accomplishment of the act, the boy counts as
one of the weaker sex. Similar ffrenionies were
witnessed by Meakin in Morocco.* In Lahore the
boy is dressed as a bridegroom, and the ceremony
itself called shadl (Persian for ' wedding ')." Here
during the operation the boy is seated on a stool,

and, unless a companion in suffering can be found
for him, the top of an earthen vessel is simul-
taneously cut on." Among the Irakis the boy
stands during the operation ; in most places he is

made to lie on a bed. In Eastern Turkestan the
day for the operation is fixed by an astrologer ; the
festival in the case of the wealthy lasts two or
three days ; at the end of the time the child's

family are presented with eggs and garments for

the child." The following is Schuyler's description
of the ceremony in Tashkent (op. cit. i. 141) :

' The boy's friends grather at some place and come in procession,
all disguised and decked out with paper caps, wooden swords,
and shields of paper-rind, and the boy who is to be circumcised
is carried on the hack of one of the eider boys, in case the feast
is not at his own bouse ; if, however, it takes place at home, the
boy is taken from the house through the streets in triumph, and
then back again. He is, however, in a state of unconsciousness,
having had administered to him early in the day a powerful
narcotic, gxd-kan, which is made of sugar-candy mi.\ed with
the sifted pollen from the hop-flowers and reduced to a hard
paste. . . . The cries of the boy during the performance are
drowned by shouts of " Hail, Moslem, thou wast an Unbeliever."

'

Even here, then, the boy is conscious during the
operation itself ; and, indeed, both this and that
called salkh seem at times to serve as trials of
endurance. Similar stories are told of the cere-

monies in Turkey. It is performed with less

elaboration in Persia and Chin.i ; in the latter
country it appears to have a more definitely

religious character than elsewhere. The exuvice
seem generally to be burned or buried, sometimes
in a mosque.

1 Al-Muqtafaf, 1904, p. 185. 2 Reference in PIoss.
3 Raghib Ispahan!, Mulmtlardt, i. 395.
•> Mafali' al-budur. ii. 43. ' Asrar al-tauliid, p. 243.
6 BSAP, 1900, p. 633. ' Modem Egyptians, 1871, ii. 70.
8 The Moors, 1902, p. 243.
^ Similarly khattana is said to mean 'to give a wedding or

circumcision feast.'
i» JAI, toe. cit. 11 Thiersant, loc. oit.
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6. General observations.—The fact tliat the

Jewish, and to some extent the Christian, coiumu-
nities with wliom the Muslims came mainly in

conttict practised tlie rite, distracted attention troni

it ill the early days of Islam, and, as has been
seen, the observances of natural religion with
which it is classed are parts of ordinary cleanliness.

To many of the tribes outside Arabia which
adopted Islam it was also nothing new. Much
pre-Islamic practice may, therefore, have been
maintabied in the varieties of ceremony which have
been noticed. The female operation has never had
the universality of the male, though an expression
attributed to the Prophet might seem to imply it.'

It is said that the modem expansion of I.slam in

Africa has a tendency to repress the female opera-
tion, while extending the male ; and even the
Shi'ite law-book cited renders the former unneces-

sary for converts. The origin of both rites in

Arabia was absolutely forgotten, and we have no
jggjs of knowing whether they were borrowed

thoueV'c other race or arose independently, i'rom

the lUon fjiat Muhammad permitted their continu-

ance without interruption, it may be inferred that

he was aware of no connexion between them and
paganism ; for his adoption of the Jewish day for

the operation in lieu of the Ishmaelitic, and this

after he had broken with the Jews and reintro-

duced pagan ceremonies into his system, we have
no satisfactory explanation. The absence of any
certain connexion between it and the Islamic

system should render it comparatively easy for

reformers of the latter to get rid of it.

Literature.—This is sutficiently indicated in the article.

D. S. Margoliouth.
CIRCUMCISION (Semitic).—Circumci-sion ap-

pears to ha\c been common among the primitive

Semites, since it is found perpetuated among all

branches of the Semitic race, unless the Baby-
lonians and Assyrians be an exception. Herodotus
(U. 104) informs us that it was practised by the

ancient Phoenicians and Syrians ; from several

sources we learn that it was a custom of the

Arabs ;- Philostorgius {IlK iii. 4) informs us that

the Saba-ans observed it ; it still survives among
the Abyssuiians ;* and its practice by the Hebrews
is well known and will be discussed below. It has

not yet been definitely found among the Baby-
lonians and Assyrians, but a custom of ' purili-

cation ' through which foreigners had to pass upon
being adopted into Babylonian families may well

have been circumcision.* A practice which is so

nearly co-extensive with the Semitic world iirobably

originated with the common stock from which the

Semites are sprung. In the earliest times it was
apparently practised upon both women and men,
and in some parts of the Arabian world the

practice of circumcising females still survives.

Thus a passage in the Kiidh al-A(jhdni'-' declares

that 'a mother circumcised is a mother joyous.'

The custom of circumcising females is still jiractised

among some of the Arabs of Moab." Probably in

the beginning circumcLsion among the Semites was
a sacrifice to, or a mark of consecration to, the

goddess of fertility, and was designed to secure

her favour in the production of ollspring.'

At first it seems to have been performed upon
the male at the time of marriage. This seems to

be one of the meanings of Ex. 4-"- (J). Moses had

1 lUiqd' al-khittinain =.c(myr''ssuti vcnereua.
3 Jos. Ant. I. xii. 'i.\ Euseb. I'nvp. Kvang. vi. 11; SO/Conien.

fffc' vi. 38 ; ilaarbnicker, Sehnra.'^liiiii. 1850-51, ii. 35, 5 4.

3 C(. Wyl.les Sludern Abs/sinut. 1901, p. 161 ; llowJrjcli-

Freer, Irnier Jerusalem, 1904, \k 121.

* See Ranko in Bab. Bxped. of the l/niv. of reintsyloattia,

series A, vol. vi. pt. i. p. 290.
6 Cr. xix. 59, 11 and 12 (quoted also by Jaussen in Ibe reference

given in the next note).
8 See Jaussen, CovXumea des A rtibcs au pays tie 3tvab, p. 35.

' See Barton, Semitic Origins, p. 38 II.

not been circumcised, consequently Jahweh tried

to kill him. Zipporah cut oil' the foreskin of her
son, and ' cast it at Moses' feet '—a euphemism
for placed it upon his pudenda—and said :

' Surely
a' bridegroom of blood art thou to me.' This
vicarious circumcision satisfied Jahweh, and He
let Moses go. Perhaps also the meaning of Gn
34- was that circumcision wa-s a preparation for

marriage ; such seems to have been the meaning
of the rite among the Aiabs. According to

Doughty (Arabia Deserta^, i. 128), among .some of

the Arabs a child was not circumcised in infancy,

but when he had reached the age to take a wife.

The operation was then performed in the presence

of the maiden w hom he was to marry ; and, if he
shrank from the ordeal or uttered a sigli, she
disdained him.
That the rite originated far back in the Stone

age is indicated by the fact that in the earliest

narratives of the OT it was performed with Hint

knives (Ex 4-^, Jos 5-).

In later times, probably for humanitarian
reasons, circumcision was performed when the

boy was younger. Josephus {A7it. I. xii. 2) says
that among the Arabs boys were circumcised

when thirteen years old. It is doubtful, however,
whether he had any better authority for this than
the statement in Gn 17^ that Ishmael was
thirteen years old when Abraham circumcised

him. Josephus cites this passage as the precedent

which the Arabs followed, and in connexion with
it says that the Jews circumcised when the boy
was eight days old, because Isaac w'as circumcised

at that age (Gn 21''). It is probable, therefore,

that his information about the Arabs was
inferential only.

Among the Bedawin of modern Arabia the rite

is performed when the boys are much younger, but
the age varies. Those of the iS'egd, among whom
Doughty travelled, circumcise the child when he
has come to three full years ;

' those of Moab,
when he is four or five years old." The occasion is

celebrated by a feast, at which unniaiTied girls

dance, while young men watch and select tlieir

wives from among the dancers.' Among the

Hebrews the rite was by the Priestly document
placed at a still earlier age, so that the child was
circumcised the eighth day after birth (Gn 17'""'-,

Lv 12') ; and this custom, with slight exceptions

which may extend the time to the eleventh day
(cf. S/uib. xix. 5 and 137a), is still maintained by
the Jews. It is probably due to this Bililical

regulation that in Abyssinia boys are now circum-

cised when eight or ten days old.'' The variation

from eight to ten days is probably due to Jewish
influence, and perhaps arose from a not very clear

knowledge of the regulations of Hhab. xix. 5, just

referred to.

No details of how the rite was performed among
the ancient Semites have survived except among
the Hebrews. It is probable from Ex 4^ that in

early times circumcision was performed by the

motlier, but later, in the time of the P diic-ument,

it was performed l)y the father (cf. Gn 17-="'-).

By the time of Josephus it was performed by
special operators or surgeons (cf. Ant. XX. ii. 4),

and this was also the case in the period rcpresentetl

by the Talmud (cf. S/utb. 1306, 1336, 135, and
156a). If a Jewish physician was not available,

the operation might be performed by a non-Jewish

surgeon (cf. JJiil. 46 ; Ahmla Znra, 'llu). Among
the Bedawin it is sometimes performed by the

father, and sometimes by a barber. In early times

it seems to have been sullicient to cut oil the end
of the foreskin which covers the top of the glans

1 Arabia Deserta, i. 340 f., 391 [=1688.].
2 Jaussen, op. cit. 363. ^ Douglity, id.

* See Wylde, op. cit. 161.
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penis. Tliia was apparently done in a not very
radical way, for it became possible for Jews to

conceal the fact of circumcision by artificially

extending the prepuce through surgical treatment
(see 1 Mac 1>5; Jos. Ant. xil. v. 1; 1 Co 7'";

Assumption of Moses, 8). It was probably in

consequence of this that the pen'ah, or laying bare
of the glans, was instituted. According to this

regulation, if any fringes of the foreskin remain,
the circumcision is inefficacious (cf. Shah. xix. 6).

As performed among t!ie Jews, circumcision
involves not only the cutting away of the outer
part of the prepuce, but the slitting of its inner
lining to facilitate the total uncovering of the
gland. The operation consists of three parts: (1)

milah, the cutting away of the outer part of the
prepuce, which is done by one sweep of the knife ;

(2) jicri'ah, the tearing of the inner lining of the
prepuce which still adheres to the gland, so as to
lay the gland wholly bare (this is done by the
operator with his thumb-nail and index linger)

;

and (3) nu^isah, or the sucking of the blood from
the wound. In ancient times the ceremony was
performed at the residence of the family, but in

the time of the Geonim, between the 6th and Uth
centuries A.D. , it was transferred to the synagogue,
and was performed in the presence of the congre-
gation. The services for the day were modified,
all the parts which were of a mournful nature
lieing omitted ; and sometimes appropriate hymns
were recited instead, to make it a festal occasion.
As in the time of Christ (cf. Lk 2='), so in the
Talmudic period (cf. Sliab. 1376), the child was
named immediately after his circumcision.
The circumcision of the female consists in

cutting off the nymphm, or labia minora, of the
vulva, which unite over the clitoris. The rite is

still performed upon the girls of some of tlie Arab
tribes of Moab, as the time of marriage approaches
(cf. Jaussen, op. cit. 35).

In the beginning, then, Semitic circumcision was
apparently a sacrifice to the goddess of fertility.

Whether it was intended to ensure the blessing of
the goddess, and so to secure more abundant
offsj)ring, or whether it was considered as the
sacrifice of a part instead of the whole of the person,
we may not clearly determine, though the WTiter
regards the former alternative as the more probable.
By the time of the Priestly document it was
regarded in Israel as the sign of the covenant
between the people and Jahweh (Gn 17''°). In
consequence of this view, all Gentiles who became
Jewish proselytes were circumcised. In later times
it was regarded as a duty which should be accepted
with the greatest joy (Shab. 130a). Jewish writers
contend that it is not a sacrament, in the sense in
which Baptism and Communion are sacraments to
the Christian. But it is clear that, although no
mystic character is attached to it, and no doctrine
of a mysterious change of the nature of tlie

recipient is built upon it, it does hold, when
viewed as a distinctly Jewish rite of fundamental
importance to the Jewish faith, much the same
place outwardly that the sacraments have held in
Christianity. An effort was made by Reformed
Jews, beginning in 1843, to abolish circumcision,
but without avail. Since 1892, however, the
Reformed Jews of America have not required it of
proselytes, on the ground that it is a measure of
extreme cruelty when performed upon adults.
However circumcision may be \-iewed by modein

Judaism, an effort was maiie in (he OT period to
make it ' the outward and visible sign of an inward
and spiritual grace.' Thus we read in Dt 10'"

' Circumcise the foreskin of your heart, and do not
again make your necks stiff. The meaning of this
is made clear in Ut 30" ' Jahweh, thy God, shall
circumcise thy heart, and the heart of thy seed, to

love Jahweh, thy God, with all thy heart, and all

thy soul, that thou mayest live.' Here an ethical

value is given to circumcision, by interpreting it

as an index of a state or attitude of the heart.

Similar uses of it are found in Jer i* and Lv 26".

These passages gave St. Paul his conception that
the real circumcision was an inner experience (cf.

Ro 22«, Col 2").

LrrERATORB.—J WeUhausen, lieste ardb. Beidentums-,
Berlin, 1897, pr- ITl-lTO; G. A. Barton, SemitK Origins,

London and N.Y., 1902, p. 9811. ; M. J. Lagrange, Eludes sur
les ret. sim.'^, Paris, 1906, pp. 242-246

; Jaussen, CoxUumes des

Arabes au pays de Moab, Paris, 190S, pp. 35, 351, 363 ff. ; A. B.
Wylde, Modern Abyssinia, London, 1901, p. 161; Schiirer,

GJt^^, Leipzig, 1902, iii. 172 ff. ; A. Asher, The Jewish Rite oj

Cireumcisifm, London, 1873; W. Nowack, Ueh, Arch.,

Freiburg i. B., 1S94, i. 167 ff. ; A. Macalister, in BDB i.

442 ff. ; 1. Benzingerini;Cs,col. 829 ff. ; K. Kohler, J. Jacobs,
and A. Friedenwald, in JE iv. 92-102.

George A. Barton.
CITY, CITY-GODS.—I. In spite of the im-

portance attained by the cult of the city in Greek
and Roman life, our knowledge of the religious, as
distinct from the artistic, aspect of the subject i."!

extremely scanty. From the earliest t""^^"-"^

which the Greeks became familiar with ti«rSdea of

the city as an organic existence, %vith an individu-

ality of its own, distinct from that of other citie.s,

it was natural that some one deity should be re-

garded as intimately connected with, if not con-

trolling, the fortunes of the city. But the special-

ization of the general Tyche, who controlled the
vicissitudes of human life in general, into a special

Tyche swaying the fortunes of a particular State,

was a coruparativelj' late development. Thus the

image of Tyche made by the sculptor Bupalus for

Smyrna in the 6th cent., wearing the cylindrical

polos characteristic of so many primitive deities,

and holding the horn of plenty (Pans. iv. 30. 6),

was no special Smyma'an Tyche, but the universal

goddess. Before the Hellenistic age it would seem
that the place of the city-Fortune was taken by
the chief deity of the State, as it certainly was by
Athene at Athens, where Agathe Tyche seems to

have been a mere hypostasis of the tutelary goddess.

The form of Athene was so definitely fixed at a
very early date that later ideas could not prevail

to modify her appearance, even when she was con-

sidered in the aspect of Tyche. But elsewhere, as
at Smyrna, Salamis, Paphos, and various Phoeni-

cian cities, we find the local goddesses, Cybele,
Aphrodite, and Astarte, when considered as city-

goddesses par excellence, wearing the mural crown
distinctive of that phase of their activity. This
guise, however, is not earlier than the 4tli cen-

tury.

2. The idea of Tyche as specially controlling the
fortunes of the city has been traced back to Pindar,

who calls her tpepi-n-oXis, and in 01. xii. invokes
Soteira Tyche of Himera as daughter of Zeus
Eleutherios, the god of political liberty. Never-
theless we are not justified in supposing that he
regards her as the goddess of Himera exclusively

;

she is stUl the universal Tyche, who sways the
affairs of States as of individuals, and can, of

course, be invoked in the c^se of any particular

city or individual. The idea of the Tir^r; Tr6\eas,

strictly speaking, dates from the 4th century. In

that age two factors were gaining in importance in

Greek political society—the monarchy and the new
city within the State (as against the older city-

State). Foundations like Alexandria and, lat^r,

Antioch represented an entirely new idea ; and, con-

currently with the discovery of this idea, the Greeks
invented the formal representation of it, as the
Tyche of the city, veileil and wearing the walled
crown, and holding usually (at least in lat«r times)

the other attributes of the universal Tyche, a
rudder and cornucopia;. The head of the city-

goddess wearing the walled crown is represented
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on 4tli cent, coins of Heraclcia Pontica and of

Salamis in Cyprus (wlieie slie is, as stated above,

more or less identified with Aplirodite). After the

time of Alexander these city-goddesses are repre-

sented with increasing frequency ; under the Em-
pire practically every city had its Tyche. The
name Tu^i^TroXis, by which she was called at Myra
in Lycia (Heberdey, Opranioas, Vienna, 1897, p.

50, XIX. B 4), well expresses the complete fusion

between the ideas of Tyche and city. Most famous
of all the figures of such a goddess was the Tyche
of Antioch, made by Eutychides of Sicyon. She
was seated on a rock (Mt. Siljiius) with a half-

ligure in swimming attitude at iier feet (the River
Urontes). She held a palm-branch, and lier head
was veiled and turreted. The earliest representa-
tion of this figure is found on coins struck by
Tigranes at Antioch. Her cult was of course
earlier, but to place the figure on the coins would
to the Seleucids have savoured too much of civic

independence. Tigranes prol)ably allowed its use
in order to propitiate the chief city in his newly
acquired dominions. The figure became enor-

mously popuLir, and is found on hundreds of coins

struck by Greek cities in the East, as well as in

marble replicas. The ordinary Tyche, holding
comucojnw and rudder, is, however, still commoner
on coins of Greek cities, especially in Asia Minor.

3. In Rome the place of the Tyche was supplied in

more than one way, characteristic of the Roman
tendency to multiply abstractions. In the first

place, we have the genius of the city. The qenhis
publicus, or genius urbis Bomce, was worshipped
from a very early date (festival on Oct. 9th).

Cities, municipia, colonies, provinces all had
analogous genii, whose worship was a very real

thing, so that Amobius objected to the cult of the
civitatium dei (i. 28). In addition, and still more
closely corresponding to the Greek Tyche, Rome
had a special Fortuna or Fortun<r. Pujmli Romani, or

Fortuna Puhlica, or again Fortuna Publiea Populi
Romani Quiritium Primigcnia. It is possible that
one of the cults of Fortune at Rome was borrowed
from Pra;neste. Finally, Rome herself was per-

sonified as Dea Roma, certainly as early as the

3rd cent., perhaps earlier. On a coin struck at

Locri in S. Italy about 280 or 275 B.C. she is repre-

sented a.s an armed female figure being crowned
by Loyalty. Her helmeted head (not the head of

Minerva ; see Haeberlin, ' Der Roma - Typus,' in

Corolla Numismatica, Oxford, 1900), appears on the
earliest Roman silver coins, first issued in the 3rd

cent. (269 B.C.). Presumably one of the two similar

heads on the earlier bronze trieiites and nncire of

the 4th cent, also represents her. We may, there-

fore, suppose that the Romans did not lag far

behind the Greeks in inventing the cult of their

city. The claim of the Smyniiians (i'ac. Ann.
iv. 56 ; cf. the claim of Alabanda, l^iv. xliii. 6) to

have been the first to found a temple of Urbs
Roma in 195 B.C. must not be taken as showing
that the worship was then first invented. Augustus
authorized combined cults of Julius C,-esar and
Rome in temples at Ephesus and Nica-a, and of

hiuLself and Rome at I'ergamum and Nicomedia.
Perhaps the most famous of these combined cults

was that of Lyon, with its altar dedicated to Rome
and Augustus. We must not, however, forget that
in such a cult we have travelled beyond the idea of

the mere city to the idea of the Imperial authority.

The local Tyche was in no way incompatible with
the Imperial goddess.

4. Of the nature of the cult we know nothing.
Greek high priests and Roman flnmines are men-
tioned ; the chief festival was presumably always
on the birthday of the city, as we know it to have
been in the case of Rome and Constantinople. It

is interesting to note that Constantine adopted the

Tyche of Constantinople into the Christian religion,

placing a cross on her head, and that tlulian ac-

cordingly abolished her worship. The personifica-

tion of cities as female figures wearing turreted

crowns has lingered down to the present day. In

the Middle Ages it is occasionally found, as in the

Joshua Roll (probably of the 10th cent.), where,

for instan(^e, there is such a figure of the city of

(iebal reclining and holding a cornucopite.

Literature.—F. AUfegre, J'Jtitde sur la diesie grecijue TycM
(• Bil)I. de la Fac. des Lettres de Lyon,' xiv. 1892), pp. 165-217 ;

P. Gardner, 'Countriee and Cities in Ancient Art* (JUS,
ISSS); Roscher's Lexikon, artt. 'Genius' (Birt)and * Fortuna'
(Drexler) ; Dittenberger, Ur. Gr. Inscr. 1903-05, ]). 685.

G. F. Hill.
CIVIL RIGHTS.—Civil rights are those rights

existing for the individual, and enjoyed by him,

in a State or organized political community.
They are usually said to be constituted, and
granted to the individual, by the State, and by
the State alone, and to be revocable at the will of

the State and by the State alone. They can and
are to be enjoyed within the State and nowhere
else ; and depend solely on the good will and good
plea.sure of the State. They have been frequently
contrasted with natural rights, which, it is held,

man enjoys by virtue of natural law, or Divine
decree, or the constitution of human nature, and
which do not owe their existence to the arbitrary

will of the State but are inherent in the individual,

and would belong to him if the State were not in

existence. It is not implied in the assertion of

natural rights that these are not enjoyed in a
State. On tlie contrary, it is held that the

excellence of a State is determined by the com-
pleteness with which natural rights are enjoyed
within it and by the absence of any attempt to

interfere with them or to set them aside. In

short, natural rights may and ought to be enjoyed
within the State, but they are not created by it.

At the most they are only recognized by it.

The phrase is also used in a narrower sense to

cover only those rights which are indisputably

created by the State. Thus, for instance, on the
Continent, legal sentences of so many months or so

many years of imprisonment and so many more
years of deprivation of civil rights are frequently
recorded ; and in Britain certain ollenccs carry
with them the inability to exercise civil rights in

this sense. These civil rights may be termed
political rights, for they have to do chiefly with
the right to vote or to be elected to office. To
deprive a criminal or an undischarged bankrupt of

his civil rights in the wider sense would be to

make him an outcast, and deprive him of all

security and protection.

This distinction of natural from civil rights is

nearly always denied by political theorists, and
has almost a revolutionary and anarchistic character
in modern times, because it implies the existence of

a more primitive and fundamental authority than
the sovereign State. However, not all individ-

ualists who protest against State interference

—

e.g. Herbert Spencer—are to be regarded as holding
such a doctrine. Yet the treatment of the subject

in mo.st works of political science is somewhat
scholastic, resting content with an analysis of the

term 'sovereignty' instead of .seeking the basis

for a distinction which has been so frequently

drawn and which so easily commends itself. The
distinction between natural and civil rights is that

between rights based on primitive and natural
instincts and rights based on instincts acquired by
the individual within the State, which, if not
artificial, are certainly derivative, formed by the
.activity of the State itself re-acting on the indi-

viduals who compose it. Among the more funda-
mental may be classed the rights of the family,

the right of the individual to life and tlie con-
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ditions of developiiicnt, tlio right to freedom of
tliouglit and i-<pii.s(ionce, luid the ris^ht also to
change the character of the State, wluch is some-
times called the right of revolution. Among tlie

derivative rights me the right to participate in the
government of the State, the right of private
projierty in its actual forms, the right to a
minimum of suhsistence as recognized in Foor
haws. These last are indeed equally natural
rights, but they are derivative in their present
form ; and the manner of their exercise is deter-
mined by the State. The right to the sufJrage,
for instance, is denied to the majority of the
subjects of the State ; and Mr. Gladstone's
declaration in 1S67, that it was the refusal, not
the granting, of the sutl'rage that needed to be
justified, does not imply that the right to vote is a
natural right or anything more than an expediency
for the State.

The controversy regarding natural rights has
not been rendered more easy of solution by the
tendencj^ of political theorists, from Augustine
and Aquinas to Maehiavelli and Hobbes, to treat
the State, if not as ' Leviathan,' yet as something
sacrosanct, above criticism, with inalienable and
indivisible rights of sovereignty, as the creator of
law and not the subject of it. To the non-legal or
non-political mind the doctrine of sovereignty,
and the conclusions dra^vn from it, are too sweep-
ing if not somewhat absurd, for the State cannot
be regarded as a creation beyond morality and
moral judgments. It is an institution, based on
human nature and arising out of human necessi-
ties, and its value is to be estimated by the way in
which it serves these human necessities and by the
value of that part of human nature on which it is

based. It is necessarily sovereign but it is not at
all sacrosanct. Its value is the value of the desu-e
which originated it ; and, if it has subordinated
other institutions similarly having value and
authority, it must give ettect to the desires which
originated them. It must permit, if not guarantee,
their exercise. It has perhaps more authority and
more power than any other single institution,
although the Church has proved a formidalile
rival ; but it has not more power and authority
than all the others combined. So, if the State
neglects the functions it has assumed, and en-
deavours to rule La its own interest, and suppresses
other institutions, it stands in a dangerous case.
There is possibly no specific right of revolution,
but the authority of the State might be upset by
the combined authority of the other human desires
which can no longer find their expression. Civil
rights are therefore simply the natural human
desires that have found etlect in institutions which
the State has subordinated to itself.

We are thus able to understand the distinction
between natural and civil rights and at the same
time to assert the supremacy of the State without
regarding it as Leviathan. A civil right exists
corresponding to every human desire that can be
fitted into the harmony which the State's authority
imposes. There are no civil rights beyond the
State, because the State refuses to acknoMleclge
the anarchic independence of any other institution.
Civil rights are not created by the State, but are
only guaranteed by it. When we say that civil

rights cannot exist outside of the State, we are
either employing a meaningless tautology or ex-
pressing the fact that we do not know of any
stage of social existence ^^here there has not been
some political authority separate and distinct as
in the modern State, ' or added to the natural
functions of an institution designed for some othei
end, e.g. family. Church, etc. There are no
natural rights, because we know of no pre-political
society without power to impose a harmony on the

com])lex of human desires. Hut in another sense
all civil rights are natural rights because they are
based on human desires. Some of the ilesires are
primitive and some are derivative ; none is

artificial ; all are natural. This remains true,

though it is an undoubted fact that all desires are
modified by reaction from t)ie institutions to which
they have given rise, and also by the relation of
these institutions to the State. A faithless or
inefJ'ective State might be dissolved in virtue of
the combined authority of the desires to which it

has failed to give effect ; but it would be instantly
and in the very act replaced by another State.
For the State itself is the expression of a permanent
desire. A return to anarchy is impossible, and
the theory of anarchism itself simply establishes
another kind of political authority.

Tliere are thus as many civil rights and relation-
ships—the terms are correlative—as there are
institutions. We do not say as many as there are
human desires, for there are some desires so
fleeting in character and so individual in their
occurrence that no corresponding institution has
been created. There are also desires ivhose claims
for satisfaction are so inconsistent with the claims
made by other and worthier desires, that the
corresponding institutions have been suppressed
by the State in the exercise of its functions as
arbiter and guarantor of the satisfaction of desires.
Civil rights are thus of various degrees of import-
ance, which they derive from the importance of
the desires that originated the institution. They
are the political expression of the ethical value of
desires. Their importance is not determined solely
by the question of priorit}' of origin. The most
important, no doubt, are historically the earliest
to manifest themselves ; but the later and more
refined which are not developed, and do not
manifest themselves, till the State has attained a
large measure of its authority and supremacy, are
less obviously dependent on the physical nature of
man. The right to freedom of conscience is not
the less important that the need for its recognition
does not arise in primitive communities ; and,
indeed, it is perhaps recognized in the modem
State and giiaranteed by it only against rival
institutions, and not as yet completely against the
State itself.

An enumeration of civil rights would therefore
be an enumeration of the more permanent human
desires. These are subject to change with the
development of civilization, because the scale of
ethical values changes ; and, though the name
remains, the idea may be changed if only by the
continued reaction of the State upon the insti-

tution in question. The right to a minimum of
subsistence is a very different thing in the clan,

with its periodical re-distribution of land, in the
gUd, with its sustenance of decayed members, and
in the modern State, with its Poor Law operating
through a workhouse test. The right of the child
to opportunity is a >Utferent thing in the patriarchal
family, which would permit Abraham to sacrifice

his son Isaac or Jephthah his daughter, from what
it is in modern England, where the State legislates

to prevent a father sending his children to work
to earn a living for him, and concentrates to a
large extent the responsibility for the child's

education and health in the hands of its own
officials. Civil rights are thus liable to change
and modifica,tion, and the State has so well per-
formed its duty and so fully justified its encroach-
ments that the law is more than a technical
guarantee of freedom and of civil rights. It has
progressively given these a richer and a fuller

meaning ; and natural rights are never so well
enjoyed as in the more perfect forms of the
State.
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LlTKKATi'FiK.—Spinoza's political writings aa interpreted in

R. A. Duff, i>nioj«'» Political I'hUosopUy . Glusuow, 1903 ; W.
W. Willougrliby, A'ature of the State New York, 1S96 ; B.
Bosanquet, Philosophical Theori/ of the State, London, 1899 ; D.
G.Ritcnie, A^afura/ iiiqlUs, London. 11:95 ; the standard treatises

on politics, such as H. Sidgrwick'sAVemf/ltoo/y^oWi'cs, London,
1S90. The doctrine of riijlits is maintained by individvi;ili»t

writers t'encrally ; see H. Spencer's Jit^ticc, IX)ndon, 1S91 ; and
W.Donisthorpe's ynrfifit/wa/u'rm, London, 1SS9. For a practical

criticism of the social contract theory, see J. Morley's liousucau,
Loudon, 1873, and, for another point of view, the same writer's
SiachiaiicUi, Loudon, 189". JollN DAVIDSON.

CIVILITY, COURTESY.—These wordshave,
in tlieir ordinary use, similar, but not identical,

<onnotation. Both stand, in general, for the dis-

positions and habits which lead to the observance
of good manners, and are thus opposed to rudeness,
want of consideration in small things, contempt
of etiquette, and aversion to social distinctions and
conventions. The word ' civility,' however, stands
for less distinguished qualities than those comprised
under 'courtesy.' Generally speaking, civility is

a more negative and passive quality, shown chiefly

in forbearance from acts likely to cause annoyance
and discomfort, while courtesy implies beyond this

a positive and active regard, whether inbred or

consciously acquired, for the claims and sentiments
of one's neighbours, so far as such regard tends to

make social life easy and agreeable. If this differ-

ence is a real one, it may have its origin in the
etymology and history of the words.

Civilitas, originally meaning the art of govern-
ment, came to denote the general state of society,

and finally the group of human qualities by which
men and women are litted to live together in orderly

society. 'Civilitie' in Tudor times was used as

equivalent to 'civilization.' The transference is

not hard, since civilization certainly requires

amenability to social rules, though other require-

ments may be equally imperative. Again, the
character of early iiolitical society, in the stress

laid on the neces;?aiy subordination of the lower
classes, may e.\plain how, in our use of the words
' civil ' and ' uncivil,' we think, as a rule, more of

the behaviour of social inferiors to superiors than
vice versa, though the conduct of equals to one
another, or even of superiors to interiors, may
sometimes be called ' civil ' or the reverse.

' Courtesy,' on the other hand, is originally an
aristocratic virtue derived from a court, and main-
tained by a liigli sense of honour and self-iespcct

in a dominant class. It has in the history of many
peoples become associated with all that goes to

make up the idea of chivalrj- [q.v.). Thus Knglisli

readers naturally look on Chaucer's 'Knight' as

the typical case. Scnipidous attention to all re-

cognized personal claims, ready heliifulness to the

weak and the oppressed, observance of all the roles

of good breeding, are among the conspicuous traits

of the courteous aristocrat, whether found in ancient

Arabia, in Jajjan, or in the upper society of medi-
aeval Europe.
With the growth of democracy, the ideas of

courtesy and of civility may seem to approximate.
If, then, we attemjit a rough analysis of the dis-

position or character under consideration, we need
not attempt to distinguish between the two, except
that the hner qualities would seem to belong to

courtesy rather than to civility.

In such an analysis, one primary element is self-

control. The most flagrant cases of bad manners,
such as excessive laughter, or self-indulgence at

table, are, of coiirse, mainly due to want of self-

discipline, and the same may be said of the less

coarse and oll'cnsive habits of the sclf-obtruiling

bore. The ])ositivc side of this quality is more
fitly described a-s patience, wliich, in fact, includes
self-repression, and adds an altruistic element.
Another necessary ingredient in civility or courtesy

is pi-cseiicc of mind. Persons who are not, by dis-

position or training, able to dis<:cin the right thing
to do or say at any particular moment are certain
to lind themselves constantly placed, and placing
others, in a position of embanassment or annoy-
ance. A certain dignity, based on the same kind
of appreciation of one's own claims as is felt for

those of other peojde, is an essential quality, as is

also a degree of modesty sufficient to keep one's

personal idiosyncrasies haljitually in the back-
ground. Intellectual tastes are not indispensable
(witness the character of Sir Koger de Coverley),

though, if culture is present, it certainly lends an
additional charm to courtesy.

But the fundamental characteristic of the highest
form of courtesy is a quick and imaginative sym-
pathy. This is the safest guide, not only in avoid-
ing unpleasant social collisions, but in suggesting
tactful modes of dealing with all manner of situa-

tions. It appears esj)ecially in the perfect host or
hostess, who seems to have an intuitive knowledge
of the feelings of each guest in a large assembly.
It is partly an intellectual, partly a moral quality,
and IS generally accompanied by all the other in-

gredients of courtesy already mentioned.
It is a common matter of complaint that the

standard of civility, courtesy, or good manners is

declining among us at the present day. On this

point it would be rash to ofl'er an opinion, chiefly

because one of the features of modern society is the
partial obliteration of class distinctions ; and, as
each class has its traditional code of manners, such
obliteration must cause upheavals. If, in the world
generally, manners are tending to become slipshod
and sometimes offensive, two causes may be assigned
for the process : the hurry of modem life, which
makes people think that they have no time for the
lesser conveniences and amenities of society ; and
the depreciation of self-restraint as an element in

education.
Civility and courtesy have a connexion >vith

morals which is fairly clo.se and generally evident.
True, it is possible for a courteous person to be
grossly immoral, and it is also jiossible for a highly
moral person to be lacking in courtesy

;
yet a

hif'h reg.'ird for courtesy without moral princijde
is likely to lead to strange aberrations, as was the
case in the later days of chivalry, and morality
unadorned with grace of manners has often a for-

bidding character. 'Be courteous ' does not rank
with the precepts of the Decalogue, and its presence
in AV of the Eng. Bible (1 P 3») is due only to

a happy mistran-slation of TaireLvdippovii, 'modest'
(KV ' iiumbleminded '). The same passage contains
an injunction to be av/irraOeii ; and this, if the view
given above be accurate, implies the cultivation of

a tone of mind necessary for the development of

genuine courtesy.

LiTKRATDRB.—The literature on the subject is rather slight,

as courtesy has not been regarded as worthy of much considera-
tion by ethical writers, though it comes more or less under
benevolence. There are many media)val treatises on good man-
ners, including Caxton's Bohe o/ Curtesye. TTiere is much good
sense in Swift's Essay on Good Manners, reprinted from the
Guardian, and in Lord Chesterfield's Letters to Aw Godsmx,
1890. For a glorification of mcdiaval habits of life as a model
to modern gentlemen, see K. H. Digby, The Broad Stone oj
Honour, 18'29-48. The following references to modern works
may be useful : W. Dickie, The Culture of the Spiritual Life,

1905, p. 121 ; C. C. Everett, Ethics for Younq People, 1892, p.
110; M. Creighton, '/A,' claims of the Common Life, 1906,

p. 138 ; F. Paget, Stv.iirs in the Christian Character, 1896, p.
509; R. W. Dale, Lairs of Christ for Commnn Life, 1884,

p. 107 ; H. Belloc in DuhUn Revieto, vol. cxl. (1907) p. 889.

Alick Gardner.
CIVILIZATION.—As in the case of other

words used to describe certain stages of sociitl

development, the term 'civilization' has come to
have a much more extended meaning than it

originally possessed. In iUs literal sense civiliza-

I tion (ciww, ' pertaining to a citizen ') implies a
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social comlitioii existins ximlrr the forms and
{XOverniiieut of an organized State. The citizen

{rivis) was the unit in the government of ancient
Home, and lie occnjiied a similar position in the

organization of the city-States of Greece. From
tlie more limited sense thus indicated the term
' civilization ' has gradually heen extended in

meaning until in current general use it has come
to imply all that progress in arts, government,
social equi])ment, social co-operation, and culture
which separates man as a member of the higher
societies from a condition of barbarism.
A study of the origins of civilization, and then

of the pi'inciples underlying social development in

modern political societies, is a very wide one ; and
it is tending to become more and more coincident
in its subject matter with that which is usually
included under the head of Sociology. It is a
feature of the subject, however, that the principles

of early societies have been more studied and
are better understood than the princijiles of more
recent social development. Four-fifths of the
space in Herbert Spencer's Principles of Sociology,

for instance, is devoted to the discussion of

topics relating to primitive man. The ideas and
practices connected with the age of puberty, the
customs and beliefs surrounding the profession of

medicine-men in primitive society, the rites and
beliefs associated with marriage in its early forms,
the institution of totemism amongst savage peoples,

and the doctrines of ancestor-worship in early tribal

society, have all received a great amount of atten-

tion. The influence of conceptions associated with
these and similar institutions in extending and
organizing social consciousness in the primitive
stages of society has been widely studied and
discussed. The comparative study of later systems
of civilization and the principles underlying them
—and in particular the study of the principles
governing the development of Western civiliza-

tion for the past 2000 years—has made for less

progress.

In all conditions of early society the first begin-
nings of the institutions of custom, of religion,

and of law, which have held society together, have
been closely associated with the family. The head
of the family in primitive social conditions is the
head of the social group ; and the family and the
relationships proceeding from it always constitute
the basis of tlie State in its earliest forms. The
history of civilization from this point forward is

mainly the history of the development of larger
and larger associations of men, of the forces which
have lield these associations together, and of the
causes which have given them long life, vitality,

and social efficiency in the highest sense.
There is no doubt that some kind of military

efficiency was intimately associated with the origin
of primitive social groups, and that the bonds of
union were usually religious in character. J. G.
Frazer's theoi-y (Early Hist, of Kingship, 1905) of
the origin of kingship in early society is to the
efTect that the office was developed out of magic

—

it being the magician rather than the military
leader who first attained authority in the primitive
group. In the further stages he imagines the more
primitive functions as falling into the background
and being exchanged for priestly duties as magic
is superseded by religion. In still later phases a
partition takes place between the civil and the
religious aspect of the kingship, the temporal
jiower being committed to one man and the spiritual
to another. The military principle must, however,
have been supreme under all aspects. Great
prominence is given in early society to supposed
blood-relationshii), to which religious significance
is attributed. The resulting social group of this
kind must from the beginning have had a strong

selective value, for it would have behind it a powei -

ful military principle of efficiency making for its

successful development. As the family expanded
into a larger social group like the Latin gens, and
this again into the clan, the family life and the tie

of supposed blood-relationship continued to possess

great importance as a basis of social unity. We
have examples of the patriarchal type of society

well defined in the earlier records of the Jews. In

the Hindu law down to tlie present day the joint

family continues to be a family union of an un-

limited number of persons and their wives, de-

scended, or supposed to be descended, from a
common male ancestor. The social development
of most of the historic peoples has progressed far

beyond this stage. The civilization of Eastern
peoples has been greatly influenced by some of

the more characteristic ideas of ancestor religion.

The family relationship, the influence of ancestors,

and the force of hereditai-y usage are amongst
the most powerful causes giving to Chinese
civilization of the present day its characteristic

features. In the ancient Shintoism of Japan the
deification of heroes and great men as well as of

the forces of Nature was a feature. ' The great
gods . . . are addressed as parents, or dear divine

ancestors' (W. G. Aston, Shinto, p. 6). Although
Shinto as a national religion is almost extinct, its

influence has been considerable. So long as we
are born Japanese, says Okakura-Yoshisaburo,
' our actual self, notwithstanding the difierent

clothes we have put on, has ever remained true in

its spirit to our native cult. Speaking generally,

we are still Shintoists to this day ' ( The Japanese
Spirit, p. 88). In the West, as civilization became
more complex, the tribe, or a similar agCTegate,
included several groups of blood relations, although
its organization still followed that of the family.

This stage is clearly in sight in the early history

of the city-States of Greece and Rome, and also in

the history of the Jews ; but it tended to merge in

time in the more highly organized condition of the
political State. Amongst most ancient peoples,

and in the Mosaic constitution, as well as in the
history of Greece and Rome, we find tribes with
a political and religious meaning, which afterwards
disappear. The tribal constitution, in short, lasted,

as Bluntsclili points out, ' as a bridge between the
family and the State, and fell away as soon as the
State was assured ' (The Theory of the State).

As the epoch ot the large modern State is

approached, the tendency towards both aggregation
and difl'erentiation of function continues. The
principles underlying and holding together the
civilization of the more advanced peoples of the

present day have become far more complex than at

any previous stage. The modern State is no longer
identified, as was the State in the ancient world,

with the life of a city. It rests on a large organized
territory moving towards still larger aggregation
by federation. That our Western civilization,

moreover, is essentially and ultimately a single

organic unity, may be perceived from the fact that

the principles underlying its development are more
organic than those underlying the life of any of

the States comprised within it. The resources,

military, material, and cultural, have become
immense. It has absorbed into it most of the

results and most of the equipment of all past states

of social order. In the States within it, while thej-

remain independent of each other, differentiation

upon difl'erentiation of function has taken place,

and is still taking place, in government, educa-
tion, communication, and productive activities of

all kinds. Our Western civilization has become a
vast, highly organized, and interdependent whole,

the wants of every part regulated by economic
laws, extensive in their reach, and complex in their
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application beyond anythiuf,' which has prevailed
before. Its aciuniuhitid [lowcr, its nietliods, and
its linowled^u now dnejily all'ect the development
of the individual born within it. Despite the wars
that have taken place within it, and that liave

been due to it, Western civilization has been a
surprisingly stable system of order, making on the
whole for the peace of its peoples, and increasingly
tending to discountenance military conquest. So
great is the prestige of its methods and results, that
they are now being eagerly borrowed by other
peoples. It is materially influencing the standards
of culture and conduct throughout the world, ami
in the result it is operating towards the gradual
jnn)rovein('nt and iutensiiication of all the con-
ditions of proj;ress among nations.

In attempting to gauge the character and the
causes of this twofold movement of society towards
aggregation, organization, and stability on the one
hand, and towards culture and efficiency on the
other, we distinguish certain leading features. It

is evident that the process as a whole is one in

which society is becoming more and more organic,
and in which the interests of the individual are
therefore being increasingly subordinated to the
needs and efficiency of society as a whole. What,
therefore, it may be asked, is the cause of this
deepening of the social consciousness? We see
primitive society resolved into its component units
when tlie sense of obligation to a military leader is

dissolved with his death. What Ls the cause of
this greatly increased sense of social duty, which, it

may be observed, goes deeper than sense of loyalty
to the particular State of which the citizen may be
a member, and which in the last resort makes
these striking results of our civilization possible ?

A very pregnant remark of T. H. Greer (Prvle-

gom€7Ui to Ethics, bk. III. ch. iii.) was that during
the ethical development of man the sense of social

duty involved in the command ' Thou shalt love
thy neighbour as thyself ' has never varied. What
has varied is only the answer to the question ' Who
is my neighbour?' If, In the light of this pro-

foundly true reflexion, we regard social progress
from the conditions of primitive society to those
of the highest civilization of the present, it may
be observed to possess certain marked features.

In the infancy of historic societies we see men
regarded and treated alwaj's as members of a group.
Everybody, as Maine {A ncicnt Law, 1907 ed., p. 136)

has said, is first a citizen ; then as a citizen he is a
member of his order—of an aristocracy or a demo-
cracy, of an order of patricians or of plebeians, or
of a ca.ste ; next he is a member of a gens, house,
or clan ; and lastly, he is a member of his family.
In the aggregate of these fixed groups, as they
become in time the basis of the primitive State,

the ruling principle of the State—as it was, no
doubt, the ruling priu('i|>le of the earlier and smaller
group—expressed under a multitude of forms, and
amongst peoples widely separated from each other
in every other respect, continues to be the same.
While relationship within the State is always the
most binding that can be conceived, all those without
it are regariled as persons to whom no obligation
of any kind is due. The bond of citizenship within
the early societies had almost always a religious
significance ; but, from its nature, it gave rise to

an attitude of exclusiveness which it is difficult for

the modern mind to conceive. In the primitive
stage of the ancient civiliz.ations of Greece and
Rome, the limited conce|>tion of the answer to
the question 'Who Ls my neighbour?' was very
marked. In the early type of caste society to
which Homer introduces us, says Malially,

* the key to the comprehension of all the details dcpenda upon
one leading principle—that con.sidcration is due to the menibcra
of the caste, and even to ite dependents, but that beyond its

pale even tlie most di

of plunder ' {Social Life

A higher conception, but one still Inspired with
the strict principle of exclusiveness, is presented in

the earlier records of the Jewish people. This
exclusive spirit prevailed in great strength through-
out the history of ancient (iieece and Home. Much
has been written respecting the sjiread of more
liberal and tolerant ideas in the later periods of
those civilizations, but there is an aspect of the
matter which must always be kept in mind. Gil-
bert Murray has Tecently (Hise uf the Greek Epic,
I'M!) pointed out that, so far from prevailing feat-

ures of early Greek civilization like slavei^y being
characteristically Greek, they are just the reverse.
They are only part of the primitive inheritance from
barbarism from which Hellenism was struggling
to free mankind. But, while there Ls a sense in
which this saying is true, there is also a sense in
which entirely misleading conclusions might be
drawn from it. The comparative student of the
history of institutions and types of civilization has
always to keep before him that it was with the
spirit of exclusiveness underlying this primitive
inheritance that the political, social, and religious
institutions of ancient Greece and Rome were
vitally associated. For, while progress towards
a wider conception of humanity is the fact which
is vitally related to the development that is taking
place in [)resentday civilization and all its insti-

tutions, such progress in the later history of the
Greek States and in the Roman Empire represented
not a process of life, but the decay and disinte-
gration of the characteristic principles upon which
society had been constituted. This is an import-
ant distinction, which must never be overlooked.
The sense of respon.sibility of men to each

other and to life in general, as displayed in the
answer to the question ' Wh^ is my neighbour ?

',

was very limited Ln the ancient civilizations. We
witness this in the relations of the nation to
other States and to conquered peoples, as displayed
in the spirit of the Roman jus civile. We see the
limited sense of responsibility to life in the rela-
tions of society to slaves, and of the head of the
family to his dependents. We witness the spirit

of it expressed in the Roman patria potestas
and manus, and in the common customs of the
time, such as the exposure of infants. In the
ancient State the economic fabric of society rested
on a basis of slavery, the slaves being comprised
largely of prisoners taken in war and their de-
scendants. The prisoner taken in war was held
to have forfeited his life, so that any fate short of
death to which he was consigned was regarded as
a cause of gratitude (Inst. Just. lib. i. tit. iii. ).

The slave population of Attica at the beginning of

the Peloponnesian war is put by lieloch at 100,000,
as against a free population of 135,000. Estimating
from the Roman census of (jS4, Momnisen puts the
free population of the Italian peninsula at six or
seven millions, with a slave population of thirteen
or fourteen millions. It thus happened that the
outward policy of the ancient State to other peoples
became, by fundamental principles of its own life,

a policy of military conquest and subjugation, the
only limiting i)riuciple being the successful resist-

ance of the others to whom the right of existence
was thus denied. This epoch of history moved
by inherent forces towards the final emergence of
one suiireme military State in an era of general
conquest, and culminated in the example of uni-
versal dominion which we had in the Roman world
before the rise of the civilization of our era.

The influence on the development of civilization

of the wider conception of duty and responsibility
to one's fellow-men which was introduced into the
world with the spread of Christianity can hardly
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be over-estimated. The extended conception of

the answer to the qjicstion 'Who is my neighhonr?'
which has resulted from the characteristic doctrines

of the Christian reli{;ion—a conception transcend-
ing all tlie claims of family, fjroup, State, nation,

people, or race, and even all the interests comprised
in any existing order of society—has been the most
powerful evolutionary force which has e\-er acted on
society. It has tended to break up the absolutisms
inherited from an older civilization, and to bring
into being a new type of social efficiency. The
idea has gradually been brought into prominence
in recent times that, in the development of organ-
ized society, just as in the development of all other
forms of life, there is constant and never-ceasing-

selection as between the more organic and the less

organic, that is to say, between the more efficient

and the less efficient. The enormous importance,
therefore, of this new sense of responsibility to life

introduced with the Christian religion, in laying
the foundations of a more organic state of society,

is a fundamental fact to be taken account of by the
scientific student of social development in Western
countries.

In the ancient State, as we see it represented in

the civilizations of Greece and Rome, there resulted
from the principles of its life the facts that the
economic fabric of society came to be based on
slavery, and that the principal aim of public policy

was permanently directed towards the military
conquest of other peo))les. There were other char-
acteristic residts. Where the State represented
the whole life and duties of man, freedom as against
the State was unknown, and all human insti-

tutions tended to become closed imperiums organ-
ized round the opinions and ideals which happened
to be in the ascendant. In law, in religion, in

morals, in the status of citizens, in the attitude
towards industry, in the econoinie organization of

society, all these hnpcriums, resting ultimately on
force, pressed upon the individual, and set delinite

and fixed bounds to the development of society.

The principle limiting social efficiency was that
there could be no free conflict of forces in society
under such conditions. The present strangled the
future, and every kind of human energy necessarily
tended to reach its highest potentiality in relation

to the present.

With the deepening influence of the conceptions
of the Christian religion in the West, what we see

in progress is the gradual projection of the sense of

human brotherhood, and the sense of human re-

sponsibility outside all institutions, organized in

the State. The extension of the conception of
human brotherhood outside the limits of race and
beyond all political boundaries ; the deepening of

the sense of human responsibility, first of all to

^ fellow-creatures, and then to life itself ; the more
extended, more spiritual, and tlierefore more
organic, conception of humanity which has come
to prevail amongst us—all these are very marked
accompaniments of the development which has
since been characteristically associated with West-
ern civilization. These wider conceptions, almost
at the outset, brought Christianity into conflict

with the State religion of the Roman Empire. In
time the same ideas were applied in challenging the
institution of slavery. Later,the challenge extended
in the Church itself to its own system of ideas
in their relation to the State. Western civilization

has continued to carry this development forward
in every direction. Tlie slow revolution which has
been effected has now extended to nearly all the
institutions of political life ; and in the struggles
still in the future it is tending to involve all the
institutions of economic life. The principle of

efficiency is the freer conflict of all the forces in
society, this fact expressing itself in the progressive

tendency tov/ards equality of opportunity. West-
ern history thus presents to us a type of civilization

in which we see on a great scale tlie slow, increas-

ing, and successful challenge of the ascendancy of

the present in all social and political institutions.

The results obtained have been far-reaching in their

eftects, and they are now jirofoundly influencing the
development of most of the peoples of the world.

The principal feature, in short, which differ-

entiates our civilization fiom the ancient civiliza-

tion of Greece and Rome is, that modern Western
civilization represents, in an ever-increasing degree,

the enfranchisement of the future in the evolution-

ary process. The efficiency of society, as it grows
more and more organic, is, that is to say, becoming
more and more a projected efficiency. Regarding
the political movement of the last five hundred
years in most Western countries, we may perceive

that in history it is this conception of the struggle

between the less organic interests which represent
the dominant present and the more organic interests

which include future welfare that gives us the clue

to the progress which has been taking place in all

institutions. In the disappearance of slavery, in

the freeing of the lower orders of the people, in

the reform of land tenures, in the innumerable
Laws which have been passed enfranchising and
equipping workmen and the masses of the people
in the struggle for existence, what we have always
in view is the slow retreat of the occupying classes,

which obtained their position and influence under
an earlier order of society, in which the ascendancy
of the present resting on force was the ruling prin-

ciple. It has been the deepening of the social con-
sciousness, acting alike on the occupying classes

and on the incoming masses, which has been the
most powerful cause producing this development
in social and political institutions. The meaning
behind it is the movement under all forms towards
equality of opportunity.

In the ancient civilizations the tendency to con-

quest was an inherent principle in the life of the
military State. It is no longer an inherent prin-

ciple in the modern State. The right of conquest
is, indeed, still acknowledged in the international

law of civilized States. But it may be observed to

be a right becoming more and more impracticable
and impossible among the more advanced peoples,

simply because with the higher conception of the
answer to the question 'Who is my neighboirr?'

it has become almost impossible that one nation
shovild conquer another after the manner of the
ancient world. It would be regarded as so great

an outrage that it would undoubtedly prove to be
one of the most unprofitable adventures in which a
civilized State could engage. Militarism, it may
be distinguished, is becoming mainly defensive

amongst the more advanced nations. Like the

civil power within the State, it is tending to repre-

sent rather the organized means of resistance to

the methods of force, should these methods be in-

voked by others temporarily or permanently under
the influence of less evolved standards of conduct.

In the early stages of the development of civiliza-

tion the social organization tended to be co-extensive
with the boundaries of the State or nation. But,
with the deepening of social consciousness, it is

tending to be no longer so. The social organism
still includes the political State. But it tends to

become a unity possessing a far deeper and wider
meaning. Thus we may distinguish how our own
civilization, as already stated, is a unity far more
organic than the life of any of the States or nations
belonging to it. It is a social organism which
includes them all, while the principle of its own life

is a common inheritance in the influence of those

spiritual conceptions which have produced that ex-

tension of the social consciousness already referred
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to. We may distinguish also the oper.ation of the

inlhu^nces which are tending to extend the coiieci)

tion of the social organism not only to humanity,
but, in the widest sense, so as to enilirace the

meaning and destiny of the race as a whole. ISut

here we are carriea iBto the midst of tlie capital

problems of philosophy. It is, indeed, in the

ethical, philosophical, and spiritual conceptions

which are still extending and deepening tin; social

consciousness that the whole question of the further

development of civilization centres.
LiTKRATCKE.—From the enonnous muss of books dealing;

directly or indirectly with the subject of the above article, the
foUowin{; hst, suggestive of others equally important, may be
oflered ;—G. le Bon, Lei frem. Civilisalions, 1888; J. Lippert,
Kulturgcsch., lSSe-7 ; C. Seignobos, Ilixl. de la cimlis. one.,

1903 [Eng. tr. 1907]; E. B. Tylor, Prim. Ctdlure*, 1903;

E. J. Stmcoz, Pniii. Civilizatiomt, 1S'.*4 ; J. P. MahafFy, LecU.
an Prim. Cimlu., 1809; J. G. Frazer, Golden Umitih-, 1900,

alBO Earlj/ Hist, of Kinaship, 1905 ; Sir J. Lubbock, Orig. «/
Civilis., 1870; E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, ed. Bury, 1S96-1900 ; W. Warde Fowler. City-State

of the Greeks and Hmnans, 1893, 1895 ; S. Dill, Roman Society

in Last Cent, of the W. Empire, 1898-9, also Rom. Soc. froim

Hero to M. Aurelius, 1904
; J. B. Bury, Hist, of the later

Rom. Empire, 1889 ; H. E. Seebohm, Structure of Gr. Tribal

Society, 1896; J. Burckhardt, Gr. Eultnrgesch., 1898-1900;

J. P. Mahafiy, Suney ofGr. Culture, IS<.)(5-7, also Sm-ial Life

in Greece, ed. 1902 ; G. G. A. Murray, Rise of the Greek Epic,

1907; Okakura-Yoshisaburo, The Japanese Spirit, 1905;

W. G. Aston, Shinto, 1905 ; J. Legge, Rcliijians of China,

1880; F. Max-Miiller, Six Syst. of Indicia Philos., 1899;

F. C. S. Schiller, Studies in Humanism, 1907; J. M. Baldwin,
Soc. and Ethical Interp., 1907 ; G. Tarde, Social Laws, 1899

;

L. T. Hobhouse, Morals in Evol.,\9Qa; T. H. Green, Pro-
legomena to lithics, 1S83: J. E. M'Taggart, Hegelian Cosmo-
Imy, 1901 ; W. R. Sorley, Recent Tendencies in Ethics, 1904

;

H. Sidg-wick, Hist, of Ethics, 1SS6 ; C. Seignobos, Slediieral

Civiliz., 19IJS; W. Moeller. Uist. Christ. Church, 1900; G. P.

Gooch, Annals of Pol. and Culture, 1901 ; J. A. Symonds,
The Renaissance in Italy, 1875-S6 ; H. T. Buckle, Hist, of
Cioiliz. in England, ed. 1867-8; H. Spencer, Principles of
Sociology, 1876-96 : C. H. Pearson, National Life and Char-
acter^, 1894; F. H. Giddings, Principles of .Sociolomi, 1898;

B. Kidd, Social Evolution, 1894, Principles of Western Civilisa-

tion, 1902, and Two Principal Laws, Sociohtgy, 1908 ; D. G.
Ritchie, Natural Rights, 1896; Sir F. Pollock, Introd. to

Bist. of Science of Politics*, 1902; J. K. Bluntschli, Lehre v.

modern. Staat, 1875-6 (Eng. tr. Theory of the State, 1$86)

;

P. Leroy-Beaulieu, L'Etat modeme et ses fonctions^, 1900;

E. A. Freeman, Chief Perimls of Eurnp. History, 1885-6;

W. E. H. Lecky. //= '. -f f.'-'r- .
^t rah^, 1890; H. Hallira,

Viewr,l> • / •'
I /.-s, ed. 1904

; J. Bryce,
TheHu,;. , ; ; I H. Ma.me. Village Com-
tnunitt'^. I

•
.

.
. I ' (, - H.^, IS75, Ancient Law,

ed. 1907, I'lipuiMr (,.;«,,..,...... n^J , W. H. Mallock, Aristoc.

aiid EvoliU., 1898 ; J. S. Mackenzie, Introd. to Social Philo-

tophy, 1890, and Lectures on Humanism, 1907 ; A. J. Balfour,
Decadence, 1908 ; F. Nietzsche, Werke, 1895-1901 (cf. csp. his

Gciien-Ddmmerung [Eng. tr. Twilight of the Gods, 1S98J)

;

J. C. Shairp, Culture and Religion, 1870 ; L. F. Ward,
Psychic Factors of Civilization, 1901 : W. M'Dougall, Social

Psychology, 1908.

See also Iheartt. in the prc-sentwork on FiMiLT, Erothekhood
(artificial). Slavery, Law, ICco.vomics, Inukritascb, War.

Benjamin Kidd.
CLEAN AND UNCLEAN.—See Purifica-

tion.

CLEANTHES.—Cleanthes, the second Greek
president of the Stoic school (born 331, died 232
B.C.—such are the most likely dates), was a native

of Assos, in Asia Minor, and the son of Phanias.

His original occupation was that of a boxer. He
came to Athens a poor man, and joined himself

to Zeno, the Stoic, whose philosophy he eagerly

studied and accepted. He had a great reputation

among his contemporaries for industry (both

physical and mental), working hard over night for

a mere living by drawing water in the gardens,
and devoting himself to philosophy during the day.
His laborious habits an(l his strenuous simple life,

his upright character and his sincerity of convic-

tion, won for him general admiration ; but he was
not commonly regarded as highly endowed ment-
ally—indeed, he was esteemed as slow of intellect,

and is rei>resented as chiding himself for 'lack of

brains' [fouf Si p.ri, Diog. Laert. vii. 171). We
must not, however, take this too seriously. Self-

depreciation is no sure sign of obtusencss, nor is

the opinion of one's contemporaries infallible. St.

Thomas Aquinas, because of his apparent stolidity,
was known by his companions at Cologne as ' the
ox '

; and yet the prediction of his master, Albortns
Magnus, came absolutely true : 'That ox will mjiko
his lowings heard throughout Christendom.' So,
when we lind Cleanthes behaving meekly when he
was designated ' an a.ss,' we need not think any
the less of him. It only shows that he was one of
those spirits who are finely touched to tine issues.

I5ut not only in the unresenting way in which he
accepted gibes and insults did the gentleness of
his nature come out ; we see it also in his lenient
judgments of others, especially of opponents in

|)hilo.sophy, and in his tendency to look at the best
side of a man's character, not at the worst. Yet,
gentle though he was, he was by no means destitute
of keenness of wit and power of repartee. In char-
acter and disposition he was very much the Epic-
tetus of the early Greek period of the school. 'The
manner of his death was remarkable. Suffering
from swollen gums, he abstained for two days from
food, on the advice of his physicians. At the end
of that time he had so f.ar recovered that his
physicians gave him liberty to return to his normal
mode of living. But he refused, saying that he
had now got thus far on the way. And so, con-
tinuing in his abstinence, he died.
To Zeno, his master, he was consistently faithful

and attached, submitting himself to his guidance
as to life and couduct, and loyally accepting his
teaching. Yet, though thus loyal, he was not
lacking in independence of thought. He carried
forward the Zenonian doctrines, emending and
developing them, and he gave a coherence to the
Stoic .system that is quite noteworthj-. His dis-

tinctive features are as follows :

1. While accepting the Zenonian division of the
sciences into Logic, Physics, and Ethics (with the
last as supreme), he gave explicit statement to
what was implicit in tlie division, and duplicated
each member, viz. Logic and Rlietoric, Physics
and Theology, Ethics and Politics. By tlius con-
joining Rhetoric with Logic, he brought fonvard
the importance of investigation into the value and
nature of words, and gave an impulse to the school
in a direction in which it won repute. By taking
direct account of Theology as attaching to Physics,
he indicated the wide sense in which the term
Physics was understood by the Stoics, and also

virtually acknowledged the essential Pantheism
of the Stoic .system—a Pantheism both material-
istic and dynamic. And, by uniting Politics with
Ethics, he indicated the necessity of recognition of
the social environment for the proper understand-
ing and appreciation of moral phenomena and
moral (irinciples. There was wisdom in the
elaboration, and it bore testimony to the logical

instinct of Cleanthes as a definer. It made the
scheme more suitable for the inclusion, without
unnecessary straining, of all the known sciences of

the day.
2. We note, next, his pronounced materialism.

Doubtless the teaching of Zeno was materialistic,

but Cleanthes has the distinction of having carried

out this basal principle in a drastic and thorough-
going fashion. With him the j)hysical jiroperty of

strain or tension (rdras) became supreme in the
explanation of the formation and structure of the
Universe. But he m.ade rigorous apjilication of it

also to all the provinces and processes of mind.
By this means he explained the phenomena of

sense-perception—the mode by which we attain a
knowledge of external reality through the secses.

lie regarded perception as etl'cHted by actual dints
or hollow marks made by the object of sense on
the soul, just like the impression that a seal leaves
upon wax. This is a purely materialistic explana-
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tion—so much so that even Chiysippus !iad to tone
it down (see art. CIIUVSIPPUS) ; but it appeared to
account satisfactorily for the hold that external
reality talces upon us in perception, and also for

the assurance we obtain that it is externiU reality
that impresses us. In accordance with this is the
teaching that the mind is originally a tabula rasa
—a sheet of clean paper, waiting to be written
upon by the finger of experience. This, too, is au
obviously materialistic doctrine, and seems to liave
originated with Cleanthes. Again, if we turn to
the emotions, we find the same principle of ex-
planation regarded as sufficient. His enumeration
of the emotions, indeed, is rather scanty (he re-

cognized, at any rate, fear, grief, and love) ; but,
few or many, they were all ' weaknesses,' and,
therefore, states to be got rid of, and were to be
explained, on physical principles, by lack of tension.
Nor was there need of any other giound of explana-
tion when ethics and virtue were reached. Here,
too, materialism supplied tlie key. The virtues
had been enunciated by Plato as four in number

—

wisdom, courage, temperance, and justice. This
list was expounded by Cleanthes, with a ditlerence.

The diil'erence lay in the fact; that, instead of
' wisdom' standing at the top, he put 'self-control'

(iyKpArem) there. This was done wittingly ; fornow
it was made apparent that virtue, being self-control,

consists in robust moral fibre, and so is explicable by
strain or tension. Everywhere materialism reigned

;

and th>is was absolute theoretical consistency given
to the Stoic teaching.

3. To Cleanthes, the soulwas material—he viewed
it as ' fiery breath ' or irvev^ia. This follows from
the Zenonian doctrine, taken over from Heraclitus,
that fire is the primal substance of the Universe, in

which all created beings participate. But Cleantlies
proved the position by two definite arguments,
which have often been repeated in similar con-
nexion since—viz. (1) the intimate relationship and
sympathy between soul and body—if the body is

hurt the soul is pained, if the soul is anxious or
depressed the body shows it in outward expression

;

(2) mental capacities in t!ie individual, as well as
physical qualities, are transmitted by ordinary
generation from parent to child. Nevertheless,
the soul, though material, is not destroyed by
death : it survives the separation from the body
and continues in conscious personal existence till

the Great Conflagration, when it is re-absorbed
into the primal fire or ether ; and this, unlike what
Chrysippus taught, applies to aW liuman souls, and
not merely to the souls of the wise. From the
primal fire it issues again in due course, according
to the doctrine of world-cycles—a doctrine that
had an immense fascination for Cleanthes, and
which he did much to elaborate and establisli. In
his view, also, the human soul is intimately bound
up with the world, and should be assimilated to it,

so that the world must be conceived as a macro-
cosm, having man exactly corresponding to it as
a microcosm.

4. The name of Cleanthes is associated in chief
with the theology of the Stoic school—a theology
that is pantheistic and materialistic, but yet is

made, in the hands of Cleanthes, to assume an im-
pressive devotional aspect. There is nothing finer

in the Greek language than the Hymn to Zeus, and
it may very well be taken as a summary of the
theological tenets of Stoicism. In the first place,
there is an intensity of conviction and a stately,
austere reverence about it that is supremely ap-
propriate to an address to Zeus by one wlio, in so
far as l>is principles were embodied in his life, felt

himself in very deed akin to the Divine, and so
worthy to hold communion with the Highest

:

•Above all gods most glorious, invoked by many a name,
almighty evermore, who didBt found the world and guidest all

by law—O Zeus, hail I lor it is right that all mortals address
thee. Wo are thine offspring, aloue of mortal things that live
and walk the earth moulded in image of the All ; therefore,
thee will I hyum and eing thy might continually.'

Next, it breathes that spirit of admiration for,

and whole-hearted submission to, the world-order
that is the true index of a pious sensitive religious
nature

:

' Thee doth all this system that rolls round the earth obey in
what path soever thou guidest it, and willingly is it governed
by thee. . . . Nay more, what is uneven, thy skill doth make
even; what knew not order, it setteth in order; and things
that strive find all in thee a friend. For thus hast thou fitted
all, evil with good, in one great whole, so that in all things
reigns one reason everlastingly.'

In this we find Cleanthes' interpretation of the
Zenonian formula ' Live agreeably to nature.' It
was made from the standpoint of the Universe or
All, not, as Chrysippus afterwards made it, mainly
from the side of htuuan nature, which is but a part
of the Universe or AU. The religious attitude of
Cleanthes is still further illustrated by the striking
lines reproduced byEpictetus in his Enchiridion-, Hi.

(for the deepest thouglits of Cleanthes are expressed
in genuine ett'ective poetry)

:

' Lead me, O Zeus, and thou, O Destiny, whithersoever I am
ordained by you to go. I will follow without hesitation. And
even if, in evil mood, I would not, none the less must I follow

'

(Seneca's translation of these lines into Latin verse is well
known [Epistles, cvii.]).

Lastly, the Hymn recognizes that the moral evil

which is in the world is the result not of Fate, but
of man's free will

:

' Without thee, O Divinity, no deed is done on earth, nor in
the etiiereal vault divine, nor in the deep, save only what
wicked men do in the folly of their hearts.

'

In thus separating Fate from Providence and
maintaining that moral evil, though fated, is not
due to Providence—though predetermined, is not
foreordained—Cleanthes separated from his master
Zeno, who had identihed Fate with Providence, as
also from his disciple Chrysippus, who did the
same.
Although God's existence is vouched for by the

Stoic doctrine of irpoXritf/eis, or common notions, and
is attested by the general consent of mankind,
nevertheless Cleanthes adduced other proofs of it.

He laid the stress on the physical argument from
the nature of the primitive ether or all-pervading
creative and preservative fire ; and he had still

further reasonings, four of which are given by
Cicero {de Nat. Dcomm, ii. 5 and iii. 7)—viz. (1)

the foreknowledge of future events
; (2) lightning,

tempests, and other shocks of Nature ; (3) the
abundance of good things tliat we enjoy from
Nature ; and (4) the invariable order of the stars

and the heavens. The first of these refers to God as
universal Reason, and was speciallj' applied by the
Stoics to divination ; the second appeals to the
terror aroused in man by certain of the mure strik-

ing and threatening phenomena of Nature (tem-
pests, earthquakes, etc.) ; the third takes account
of the beneficence of Nature, and appeals to man's
sense of gratitude ; the fourth, ' and by far the
strongest of all,' is drawn from the regularity of

the motion and revolution of the heavens and the
magnificence and beauty of the heavenly bodies.

This last is very significant. It reposes on the
principle that order implies intelligence or mind

—

a principle that was used to great purpose, in

modern times, by Principal Tiilloch in his Burnett
Prize Essay on Theism (1855), and for which he
claimed the merit of stating the Teleological argu-
ment in a form that is not exposed to the objections
urged so formidably against the more usual way of
putting it

—

e.g. Paley's or Thomas Reid's.

5. As compared with his disciple and successor
Chrysippus, Cleanthes was not a pronounced con-
troversialist, although he argued keenly against
the hedonism of the Epicureans. A logician, in-

deed, lie was, and he took his part in discussing
' the ruling argument ' (6 Kvpieiwv) and other
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famous puzzles of the time ; he haiidleil the doc-
trine of Xircrd, and introduced tlie term XcktSv in

the .sense of KarYtSpv/^"^ into logical usage ; and, in

the list of hi.s treatises given by Diog. Laert., there
are several works on points or parts of Logic. But,
for all that, he could lay no claim to the polemical
activity and dialectical skill of Chrysippus. His
gentle nature seemed to love contemplation and
peace more than the turmoil of altercation and the
war of worils. Hence, he was satisfied to be looked
upon as the burden-bearer, the mere recipient and
transmitter of the Zenonian teaching, and did not
resent the appellation 'ass.' Hence, too, Chry-
sippus, recognizing his wisdom but distrusting his

polemical (-.ipacity, could request to be indoctrin-

ated by him in the Stoic principles, while reserving
to himself the task of discovering the demonstra-
tions. Hence, further, when on one occasion
Cleanthes, in later years, was hard pressed by the
sophistry of an opponent, Chrysippus could thrust
himself forward and say, ' Cease dragging the old

man from more important matters, and propose
these questions to us who are young' (Diog. Laert.
vii. 182). The author of the Hynni to Zeus bad his

character moulded on the serener and more amiable
side of virtue, and did not care to ' strive,' if only he
might be left to high thought and placid contem-
plation of the Divine. And his own and after

generations recognized his wortli. Writing in the
6th cent. A.D., Simplicius (see his Commentary on
Epictetus, Knchiridion, c. 78) says :

•The eminence of this man was so great that I mysell have
seen at Assoc, of which place he was a native, a very noble
statue, worthy of his fame and of the ma^ificence of the
Senate of Rome, who set it up in honour of him."

If, as TjTidall once maintained, referring to

Goethe, a public statue is the only worthy tribute

to a really great man, then Cleanthes conforms to

the test ; and, at all events, his merits are not
likely to be ignored by philosophy at the present
moment. Recent research, led by Hirzel, has fully

established his claim to be no mere echo of Zeno,
and it also forbids our looking upon him as the
rather weak ma.ster, hustled and wholly over-

shadowed by his greater pupil Chrysippus ; it

justifies us in as.signing him a leading place in the
form.ation of the Stoic creed, and in regarding him,
in a real sense, and not merely nominally, as the
second founder of the Stoic school.

LrrBRATtTRK.—All the works specified under art Chrtsippus
;

in addition: TertuUian, d« An,; Nemesius, de Nat. Horn.;
Joannes ab Arnim (von Aniim), Stoicoruvi Veterum Frag-
menta, vol. i. ('Zeno et Zenonis discipuli'), pars ii. 5, 'Olean-
this Assii fra^menta et apophthe^mata ' (Leipzig, 1905); R.
Hirzel, Untersuchungeii zu Ciceros philosophiachen Schriften
(Leipzij;, 1882), vol. ii. (' Die Entwicklung der stoischen Philo-
Sophie ') : H. Siebeck, Unt^rsuchtin^eti zur rhilosophze der
Griechen (Freiburg i. B., 188S), also his Gesch. der Pnychologie
(Gotha, 18S4) ; A. C. Pearson, The Fragments of Zeno and
CUanlhes (Cambridge, 1891).

William L. Davidson.
CLERICALISM AND ANTI-CLERICAL-

ISM. -I. Meaning and use of the terms.- -These
antithetical terms are the .anglicized forms of
foreign originals, and on the Continent (where they
are associated n-spectively with allegiance or
opposition to Ultramontanism, if not, as happens
in more extreme cases, to revealed religion as a
whole) thej' bear a m\ich more precise signification

than they do in England. Isolated instances of

the use of the word ' Clericalism ' may be found
earlier, but the t(!rm did not obtain general recog-
nition in England previous to the last quarter of
the 19th cent., whilst even then it made its way
hut slowly, and its employment was for some time
journalistic rather than strictly literary (cf. the
quotations given in OKD, the last of which ['The
chronic insurrection of the clergy, their hostility to

republican institutions, their defiance of national
supremacy is what is called in France clericalism ']

may be Uiken as evidence of the comparative
VOL. III.—44

unfamiliarity of the word to English readers so
late as the j'ear 1883). The idea of Clericalism,
however, together with that of its opposite, found
constant e.\pre.ssion in older English under other
forms, e.g. ' priestdom,' ' priestcraft,' ' priest-

ridden,' 'monkish,' 'popery,' 'prelacy,' etc.,

though the associations thus suggested are for the
most part personal, sectional, or exce|itionaI,

rather than ty])ical of a class, and are hence dis-

tinguished from those of Clericalism, which is a
term both of wider scope and of more sinister

import. In this its primary sense, then, Cleri-

calism is a designation applying to all that conduces
to the establishment of ' a spiritual despotism
exercised by a sacerdotal caste.

'

But the term is also frequently, indeed in Eng-
land more frequently, used in another and milder
sen.se, i.e. with reference to clerical propensities

which are not so much acutely dangerous as rather
causes of alienation and elements of disturbance.
Clericalism, in this latter case, sometimes differs

from that described in the former only by being a
shade less pronounced, whilst at other times it

stands for something comparatively harmless, e.g.

mere mannerism. Hence, as the word is open to

this ambiguity, its meaning in the several instances

of its employment cannot be too carefully located
and particularized. This caution is especially

needful where the milder type of Clericalism is

concerned, since in the other case, just because the
type is more strongly marked (i.e. ' the overween-
ing estimate and despotic use of human authority '),

it is less liable to misconception. The word is,

indeed, only too often used merely as a term of

reproach, and without consideration of the fact

that it stands for a variety of mor.tl values.

The question here arises as to how far this

term is to be regarded as indicating only the
more historical forms of clerical perversity in

the Christian Church, or, on the other hand, as
having a wider application. In a sense the latter

interpretation is to be preferred, inasmuch as
ClericalLsm is by no means peculiar to the eccle-

siastical history of Christianity. Restriction, on
this view, would have reference, not to one
religion as compared with others, but rather to

the one type of Clericalism as compared with the

other ; for Clericalism of the more marked and
aggravated kind, however widely diffused, can
scarcely be shown to be world-wide, whereas the
milder aU'ection would seem to be inseparable from
the very existence of an ofhcial clergy all the world
over. But this question as to the applicability of

restrictions in the use of the term is, after all,

merely of academic interest, since in point of fact

Clericalism cannot be profitably discussed unless it

is very dehnitely associated w-ith the historical

cases in which it has been exemjilified ; and such
cases, in onler to be of service, must necessarily be
derived from the ecclesiastical history of Chris-

tianity rather than from that of other and less

familiar religions.

With regard to the use of the term ' Anti-

Clericalism,' the points most requiring to be borne

in mind may be briefly stated as follows : (1) the

fact that, though this term may legitimately bo

applied to movements directed against the clergy

in past hi.story, it has a special significance of its

own in relation to the latter-day revolutionary

tendencies which gave birth to it ; (2) the fact that,

as thus understood, the term had, and to a great

extent still has, primarily in view a political and
ecclesiastical reference, i.e. the position of the

clergy in regard to the Civil Power, but that it

also often includes a reference not so much to the

clergy as to that for which they stand, viz. the

profession, defence, and ,'pro])agation of the Ortho-
dox Faith ; (3) the fact that the term b not to bo
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regarded as exohisively the negation and antithesis

of Clericalism (though it is so largely), since Anti-

Clericalism is, iu most cases, due not merely to the

natural process of reaction in which it originate<l,

but also to other and independent iulluences sub-

sequently added ; (4) the fact that the term is,

properly speaking, opposed to Clericalism of the

hrst and more aggravated type, rather than to

that of the seconil and milder form, with which it

can scarce!}' be bnmglit into contrast.

2. Aggravated Clericalism (le Cl^ricalisme).

—

(1) Nature and aim.—Clericalism, as thus under-

stood, is perhaps best exi)lained as due ultimately to
' the motive of esprit de corps . . . undoubtedly a great stimulus,

and in its measure consietent with all simplicity and singleness

of heart ; but in an intense form, when the individual is ab-

sorbed in a blind obedience to a body, it corrujjts the quality of

religion ; it ensnares the man in a kind of self-interest ; and he
sees in the success of the body the reflection of himself. ... It

becomes an egotistic motive. . . . \\hen it exists under the
Bpecial profession of religion, and a religion of humility, and has
to be cloaked, not only is there the fault of concealment, but the

vice itself is more intense by the concealment. . . . And thus
the ambition of the clerical order has always been attended by
peculiarly repulsive features which have been discriminated by
the moral sense of mankind' (Mozley, Unimrsity Sermons^,
1877, pp. S3, 84).

It should be added, however, that the character-

istics specified in the above masterly analysis

attain to their full strength only when ' the
ambition of the clerical order ' encounters opposi-

tion, the worst features of Clericalism having
always been most evidenced, not when the clergy

are in a position of ascendancy, but when their

power is only just beginning to make itself felt, or

is on the decline. In ordinary cases the symptoms
are less aggravated, and it would be a grave
mistake to regard these abnormal developments of

Clericalism as typical examples of its operation.

But even in its more ordinary manifestations.
Clericalism of the type here in question is always
something more than ultra-professionalism, since

its spirit is not merely too exclusively professional,

but is also essentially incompatible with the spirit

of the clerical, not to say of the Christian, pro-

fession. Moreover, Clericalism is distinguished
from all parallel tendencies in secular callings by
reason of the sj^eciousness of its claims, these being
always justified by an appeal to the highest
motives, and, in their origin, u.sually admii^ting
of such justification.^ It is, indeed, of the essence
of this self-aggrandizing tendency on the part of

the clerical class that the claims advanced should
take the form, if not of conclusions, yet at least of
corollaries, deducible from first princii^les. The
utilization of theological doctrine and ecclesiastical

tradition for the purpose of substantiating such
claims has been one of the most fruitful sources
of perverse interpretation known to history (see

under (3)). At the same time, it is of importance
to observe that the theological and ecclesiastical

supports of which Clericalism thus avails itself

ought not (unless they owe their existence to the
forgery or mutilation of documents) to be regarded
as necessarily partaking of its nature, though, if

they readily lend themselves to its designs, they
can scarcely escape this imputation. Thus, a con-
viction of the truth of Roman or High Anglican
doctrine, as regards the nature of the Christian
ministry, does not, as such, indicate Clericalism.

It does so only if it is made to serve to promote the
exclusive interests of the clergy at the expense of

the laity.

But Clericalism does not acquire its hold over
mankind merely by claiming the support of doctrine
and tradition ; it seeks also to further its aims by
means of a policy of self-adaptation. Thus, often

1 ' If their aims and motives were wholly pure, they would, as a
duty, cling tenaciously to their privileges ; if these were corrupt,
tbey would cling to tliem more tenaciously still * (J. Watt, ' Tlie
l.aiin Church,' in Churches of Christendom [St. Giles's Lectures,
4th ser., 1S84], p. 162).

it devotes itself to objects which have little or

nothing in common with its own proclivities, but

from which, as the result of its embracing them, it

hopes to derive either immediate or ultimate ad-

vantage : e.g. political (it may even be theological)

liberalism, social reform, popular education, learned

research. This indilierence of Clericalism (and

especially of Clericalism leavened, as in modern
times it largely has been, by Jesuitism) to the

causes with which it allies itself, so long as it is

itself benefited, is as much one of its characteristics

at certain epochs of history as is its attitude of

resistance pure and simple at certain others. In

both cases, and in one not less than the other, the

end incessantly pursued is the exclusive ascendancy

of the clerical order. And in both, indeed we may
say in all, cases. Clericalism is the outcome of a

professional bias, or rather of a perverted esprit de

corps, promjiting the clergy to make an immo-
derate, or illicit, use of their legitimate privileges

for the benefit of their own class. This corruption

of aim is a slow and insidious growth, the con-

sciousness of which in most cases is either not

realized or else repressed. When, however. Cleri-

calism is put on its defence, its excuse always is

tliat the same Divine sanction may be claimed for

each successive augmentation of clerical authority

as for its original exercise. It is to the mixture of

sincerity and disingenuousness involved in the

assertion of this claim that the peculiar associa-

tions of Clericalism, as well as the peculiar odium
attaching to them, are to be attributed.

(2) Anti-social charactei-iMics.—Clericalism may
be regarded as an anti-social influence under two
aspects, \az. as being (a) subversive of order,

(h) inimical to progress.

(a) In respect to this consideration. Clericalism

is always at bottom a lawless disposition.^ This

lawlessness, in the most typical cases, is like that

to which standing armies are so frequently liable,

and is due to the fact that the clergy, in conse-

quence of their belonging to a class homogeneous
in its composition, united in its aims, and divorced

from the common life around them, are peculiarly

exposed to the danger of developing anti-social and
anti-civic tendencies. '^ Lawlessness, however, like

every other attribute of Clericalism, re.siilts from
a gradual process of deterioration. Thus, what
was originally a righteous protest against the

arbitrary encroachments of tlie Civil Power be-

comes transformed into a mere stalking-horse of

clerical ambition.

(6) Clericalism, when it takes an anti-progressive

form, is even more commonly of the nature of a
corruptio optimi. Thus, in the Middle Ages, there

was a beneficial side to the two forces most active

in consolidating the clergy, viz. celibacy, which
united the inferior clergy, and the exclusive right

of investiture, which liberated the superior clergy

from State control. Yet Gregory VII. worked out

the whole theory of Clericalism on the basis of

these two institutions, which afterwards were far

more often employed to promote the one-sided

interests of the cleVgy than as instruments for the

protection of the weaker members of the com-
nninity against the encroachments of Feudalism
(lianke, Weltgesch. [1881-S8] vii. 312).

As an anti-progressive influence. Clericalism

sometimes spreads simply by taking advantage

1 ' Jacobinism, in his use of the word, included not merely the

extreme movement party in France or England . . . but all the
natural tendencies of mankind, whether deniocratical or priestly,

to oppose the authority of Law, divine and human . . . the two
great o]iposite forms of human wickedness, white and red
Jacobinism ' (Stanley, U,fe of A mold '-', ISSl, ch. iv. ).

- ' Prevented from crowing into a heredit-ary ca^to, using
amidst the dialects of different lands the 8,ame language, recog-

nizing obedience to their superiors as the first principle of their

order . . . the priests foraied a connuonweallh amongst the

nations which could not but rule ' (J. Watt, toe. cit.).
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of the weakness of the coimiiuiiity, the despotism
of the cler^^y in this case de]ieiKliiig rather ou the
disappearance of all else that is great and venerable
than on any alisolute moral strength accruing to
the Church. But in European history, Clericalism
has far more frequently, and with far more assur-
ance of success, ])laced its conlidence, not in any
general iulluenccs favourable to its growth, but in
the much more solid sui)port which it has derived
from its coniusxiou with the Papacy. For, as is

well known, the rise of Feudalism, previous to the
acknowledgment of the Pa])al power, tended rather
to weaken sacerdotal inlluence, and, before the
Church was constituted into one unanimous body
pervading all countries and acting in obedience to
a single absolute head, the clergy were the up-
holders of national liberties against arbitrary
sovereigns, and their natural position was that of
antagonism to all despotic tendencies. And, as
the Papacy thus fostered Clericalism (together, of
course, with nmcli that was as wholly bcneticial as
Clericalism was wholly harmful) by its creation of
a centralized ecclesiastical system, so, after that
system had been weakened by the Ileforniatiou, it

did so in a difJerent way by its alliance witli the
Jesuits. For, though Jesuitism is not strictly a
clerical inlluence, indeed was started as a rival to

that influence and found favour at Rome largely
on that account, it has, more than any other factor,
shaped the character of modern Clericalism. How-
ever, neither have the Popes had much to do with
imparting this Jesuitical complexion to Clericalism,
nor have either the Popes or the Jesuits been
wholly anti-progressive, as is necessarily the case
with Clericalism. The truth rather is, putting
aside the Jesuits, that Clericalism has found in the
Papacy its opportunity, and has made use ot it for

anti-progressive purposes. According to Tyrrell,
it is not so much the Papacy as its ' modern inter-

pretation ' (bj' which he means the clericalist
interpretation) that is 'the deadly enemy'; and
it is in this light, also, that we must regard even
the Encyclical Pascundi which, according to the
same author, 'takes away the right of citizen-
ship' {Mc'/iinnalism, 1909, p. 135). Ecclesiastics
and ecclesiastical institutions become infected by
Clericalism as a moral disease, and it is this, and
not their original nature, which makes them foes
to i)ro,Tross. However, there is always a nobler
strain in them, and it is never too late to ho|)e that
this ' may be made fruitful of true developments
of the Catholic idea, by the marriage of Christian
principles with the sane principles of growing
civilization' (i4. p. 150).

(3) Obscurantist thcv/of/icril iiifluence.—The in-

fluence of Clericali.sm on Biblical interpretation
and Theology is so notorious that we sometimes
forget the importance of discriminating its signili-

cance in dill'erent cases. In attempting to estimate
these dillennces, we must remember (a) that the
growth of the conception of hierarchical authority
can scarcely fail in any age, least of all in an
uncritical one, to give rise to corresponding develop-
ments in regard to matters Biblical and theological

;

(6) that, ])revious to the exjiloits of the Jesuits in
the same held, the worst cases of the perversion of
truth in the cause of Clericalism have not occuned
in either of these two spheres so much as in the
domain of ecclesiastical Law, to which alike the
Isidorian forgeries and those of the (iregorian Deus
Dcdit, Anselm of I-ucca, and Cardinal Gregorins
really belong ; and {r.) that it is extremely difficult,

with reference to errors, fanciful creations, un-
founded assumptions, and false developments, to
discover how far, if at all, the supiiort given to
Clericalism by the wrong line taken was due to a
malign influence and to a deliberate intention to
deceive.

In regard to Clericalism, the history of religious

thought is like that of religious institutions. No
theological doctrine or other form of Christian
teaching is, as such, and at starting, a product of

Clericalism, but, as time proceeds, the poison is

communicated, and growth is checked, if not
arrested. Thus the loose and for the mo.st part
allegorical interpretations of NT jiassages in the

Early Church were afterwards made to serve the
purposes of Clericalism with respect to the authority
appertaining to the Church hierarchy. The same
thing happened in other instances. Thus, if we
follow the upbuilding of clerical authority in the
Church (commonly mistaken for Clericalism), as

we pass from Cyprian to Gregory I., from the

latter to pseudo- Isidore and Gregory VII., 'we
might conclude, on a superlicial consideration ' (as

Haruack truly observes), that the process of de-

generation was complete.
' But when we enter into detail, and take into account the

ecclesiastical legislation from the time of Innocent m., we ob-
serve how much was still wanting to a strict ajiplication of it

[Ulericalism] in theorj- and practice till the end of the twelfth
century. Only from the time of the fourth Lateran Council was
full effect given to it, expressly in opposition to the CatUarist
and Waldensian parties '(Sis!, of Dogma, Eng. tr., vi. 119 f.).

In this case it is, of course, not meant that the
teaching, e.g., of Cyprian, from whom the develop-
ment starts, was not what we should nowadays
call ' extreme ' ; for, as Bishop Lightfoot says
(Christian Ministry, 1S85, p. 258), it was Cyprian
who not only 'crowned the edifice of episcopal

power,' but who also was ' the first to jnit forward
without relief or disguise these sacerdotalist as-

sumptions ' (though it should be remembered, per
contra, that Cyprian's doctrine of the solidarity of

the clergy with the laity is, rightly understood, all

against Clericalism). The point rather is that the
development from Cyprian down to Hildebrand was,
in a certain sense, a natural one, and so far, there-

fore, not the outcome of Clericalism. Similarly
as regards the teachin" of Augustine. We con-
stantly meet in Harnack with statements such as
the following

:

' While the Au;;u3tinian deHnitiou was firmly retained, that the
Church is the community of believers or of the predestinated,
tlie idea was always gaining a fuller acceptance that the hier-

archy is the Church ' {op. cit. vi. 119). ' Augustine neither
followed out nor clearly perceived the hierarchical tendency of

his position ' [i.e. in reference to the millennial kingdom that had
been announced by John, 'the Saints' reign' fulfilled in the
Heads of the Church, the clergy] (». v. 152). In the case of

ordination, Augustine again, as in other cases, ' bestowed on the
Church a series of sacerdotal ideas, without himself being in-

terested in their sacerdotal tendency ' (i6. v. 161, note ; the same
is shown to be true of Gregory the ^Jreat).

These instances may serve to illustrate the growing
influence of Clericalism on theological development
during the early ages of the Christian Church, as
well as its more mature influence during the Middle
Ages.
When, however, the power of Clerical domina-

tion began to wane, i.e. during the 16th and 17th
cents, (the era of the Protestant revolution), the
influence of Clericalism on theology changed its

character. It could now make itself felt oiJy by
resorting to compromises and by working through
subterranean channels. Thus the somewhat halt-

ing theology of the Tridentiue decrees docs not
exhibit any marked traces of Clericalism. Nothing,
e.g., is laid down in them as regards the authority
of the Papal power—a fact by which, as IlariiacK

remarks, the Popes afterwards jirolited. Nor was
this only, though, no doubt, it was chiefly, a
matter of expediency. For, in regard to the con-
ception of the Church and Clergy, as well as in

regard to the outlook more generally, ' the Kcfomia-
tioTi forced even the old Church to judge spiritual

things spirituall}', or at least to adopt the apjiear-

ance of a spiritual character' (Harnack, oji. cit.

vii. 22). The Tridentine theology to a slight
extent, and the Port-Koyal theology to a much
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greater ono (tlie latter being distinguislied at once

liy its sulimission to autliority, and its freedom
from every tincture of Clericalism), witni'ss lo the

truth of "tliis assertion. Nevertheless, the ' Old
Church ' never went so far as to become convinced

of the Reformation principle that, if the power of

the clergy is to be maintained, it must establish

itself on the foundation of the pure Word of God.
' The bishops, the councils, and even the Pope, he
[Luther] would willingly have allowed to continue,

or at least would have tolerated, if they had
accepted the gospel ' [ib. vii. 221). Instead of this,

a quite ditl'erent method was employed, directed to

a quite dillerent end. The clerical power was not
vindicated after tlie fashion which ' the man of

inward freedom '
' would have allowed or at least

would have tolerated,' but after the fashion of

Bellarmine and de Maistre. The task was en-

trusted to the Jesuits, whose activity, however,
would have attained to no more fruition in the

theological than in the practical sphere, if it had
not concentrated itself on the enforcement of Papal
claims in their ' modern interpretation.'

' What have the Jesuits and their friends not taught us . . .

for two hundred years 1 The letters of CjTirian falsified, Eusebius
falsified, numberless writings of the Church Fathers inter-

polated, the Oonstantinopolitan S3'mbol falsified by the Greeks,
the Councils convoked contrary to the intentions of Rome, the
Acts of the Councils falsified, the Decrees of the Councils of no
account, the most venerable Church Fathers full of heterodox
views and without authority—only one rock in this ocean of

error and forgery, the chair of Peter, and, making itself heard
through history, only one sure note , . . the testimony to the

infallibility of the successor of Peter ' (Hamack, op. cit. vii. 84).

It only remains to point out that this work, begun
by the Jesuits, lias been further developed by the
ecclesiastico-political skill of the Curia.

' In this way that was at last attained which the Curia and its

followers already sought to reach in the sixteenth century ; as
the Church became the handmaid of the Pope, so dogma also
became subject to his sovereign rule ' (ib, vii. 22 f.).

3. Attenuated Clericalism.—(1) Relation to the

laity.—This is a complex phenomenon, the in-

vestigation of which is attended by peculiar
difficulties. For though, siieaking generally, its

root principle is the same as that of the Clericalism
already characterized, it by no means admits of

being explained by sole reference to that considera-
tion ; indeed, in many cases, it can scarcely, if at
all, be derived from that source. Clericalism of
this second type is much more bound up than is

that of the first with national and local idiosyn-
crasies. More particularly, the features by which
it is distinguished take their colour, much more
than do those of the first type, from the features
by which, in each case, the laity are distinguished.
Thus, in some Protestant countries after the Re-
formation, the laity were differently situated from
what they were in others, and this fact could not
be without its influence on the behaviour of the
clergy, and on Clericalism as a part of it. This,
then, is at starting the point to which attention
requires to be called, viz. the necessity of studying
Clericalism of this milder type in relation to the
position and antecedents of the particular class of
I)eople amongst whom it prevaUs.
Now, if we make this study, what appears is

{a) that Clericalism is derived from something in
common between clergy and laity. Thus, in some
communities, especially democratic ones, the be-
haviour of the clergy, and even the display of its
seamy side in the shape of Clericalism, are often
largely determined by the tendencies, tastes, and
fashions of the laity ; indeed, to a greater or less

extent, this must be always what happens. ' The
peo))le love to have it so, or, as Charles Kingslej'
says in Alton Locke, ' the clergy are what the
l>eople make them.' This may even be so much
the case that Clericalism may not meet with much,
if ^^ith any, opposition. But it does not follow that
Clericalism may not, up to a certain point, be a

representati\c phenomenon in other cases, i.e.

where its existence is resented. This is an im-
portant and too much neglected consideration in

regard to the subject of which we are now treating.

At the same time, though this is one factor in

Clericalism, it is not that which constitutes its

chief signilicance. This consists in its disturbance

of harmonious relations between clergy and laity,

in its unsympathetic and unconciliatory tone, in

its ultra-professional one-sldedness, in its assump-
tion of superiority, in its blindness to the signs of

the times. Such is what appears (6) as the result

of the study of Clericalism in its relation to the

laity. In other words, Clericalism of this type

denotes a separatist tendency, a provocative atti-

tude of the clergy, leading in the one case to their

isolation, in the other to their estrangement, from
the community to which they belong.

(2) Exteniiation and condemnation.—A disposi-

tion of this kind, under some one or more of its

forms, is often with justice, but perhaps still more
often undeservedly, imputied to the clergy, and
constitutes no small part of the reason for the

failure of their efforts. Nor is it only the least

zealous or even the least efficient members of the

clerical body who lay themselves open to this

reproach, or are thought to do so ; sometimes
it is precisely on account of their energy and
enthusiasm tliat Clericalism is attributed to the

clergy, both as a class and as individuals. In such

cases, it must always be borne in mind that the
objections and complaints urged may originate

only in a desire on the part of the laity to find an
excuse for their own inactivity and indiflerence.

The cry of Clericalism is, indeed, only too likely

to be raised when the clergy make demands which
are distasteful or inconvenient. At the same
time, after making due allowance for these mis-

representations, there remains a large number of

instances in which the existence of Clericalism is

neither to be denied nor extenuated. In this con-

nexion, it must be remembered that the mere
influence of clerical professionalism is by itself

sufficient, if not counteracted by special efforts, to

induce a spirit and manner tending to withdraw
the clergy from human fellowship, to place them
in a position of isolation as regards the main
currents of contemporary life and thought, and
ultimately to arouse against them feelings of more
or less active hostility. Against such dangers no
amount of learning or of practical capacity can be
relied on to act as safeguards, ujiless these qualifi-

cations are combined with breadth of view and an
ever-present sense of dependence on the co-opera-

tion of the laity. Sincerity and straightforwardness

are also indispensably requisite if the clergy are

to find acceptance in their surroundings, as men
whose love of truth is a part of themselves and not
merely a conventional profession.

As regards another matter falling under this

same category of extenuation and condemnation,
something has already been said in a fonner part

of this article. The case referred to is that in

which extreme and even extravagant views as to

the claims of the clergy are combined with dis-

interestedness and inoffensive aims. That is not
necessarily, nor is it by any means always in fact,

a case which deserves the imputation of Clerical-

ism. On the contrary, this combination may be,

and often has been, embodied in the persons of

some of the best and holiest of men. Nor are
' sacerdotalists ' in point of doctrine the only class

to whom the stigma of Clericalism may be attached.

That stigma has, or should have, reference not so

much to a man's beliefs as to the prejudicial efl'ect

exercised on his character and conduct by the

wrong manner in which these are held and applied.

Such an effect is obviously cai)able of being pro-
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duceil eitlier in alliance with, or inde])en<lently of,

whatever tlieoretical line may be taken with n^^'anl

to the question of clerical authority. At the same
time, it is none the less true that a particular point
of view [ilways involves special dangers of its own,
and few will be found to deny that the ecclesiastical

position here in question exposes those who adopt
it to temptations which no man, at all events no
clergyman, can overcome, unless his whole heart
and mind are set on resistini^ them. It is the
failure to realize this truth that incapacitates so
many of the clergy from e.\hibitin<; to the laity
that spectacle of an vmcorrupt life, tiiat suggestion
of ' truth in the inward parts,' which are tlie things
most of all required in order to convince the world
of the nonexistence of Clericalism. The real

ollence is not the belief, honestly entertained, that
the clergy as a class are possessed of e.xcc])tional

privileges, but the spiritual pride and class bias

with which that belief is so often associated. The
same is true as regards the desire of the clergy
to preserve unimpaired the sanrtity of their own
order. That, too, may defeat its own purposes,
unless special pains are taken to prevent it from
doing so. Such, at least, is the view of Clericalism
which has been maintained througliout this article

with respect alike to persons, institutions, doctrines,

and Divine worship (for it must be remembered that
the mere fact that the clergy are alone entitled to
ofiiciate in the observance of religious rites and
ceremonies tends to invest them with attributes of

peculiar dignity and importance). Nor does it

seem possible, except by rigid adherence to this

purely objective mode of treatment, to remain
on neutral ground as regards the points at issue.

(3) In reference to an Established C'hu)::.h.—It

is obvious that Clericalism presents itself in a
different light according as the clergy affected by
it do or do not minister in a Church which is

recognized by the State, and which is in some
sense and to some extent under its control. The
existence of such a connexion between the Civil

and Ecclesiastical Polity is by some chiefly valued
on account of the restniints which it imposes on
clerical lawlessness, wliilst by others the exercise
of this power is regarded either as indefensible in

principle or else as discredited in its results. This
question, however, cannot here be discussed (see

art. State). But it may be observed that what
makes the existence of Clericalism in Kstaldished
Churches so especially to be regretted is that that
of which it is the perversion and tainted outcome,
viz. the assertion of convictions conscientiously
professed and unfalteringly maintained, is nowhere
more needed, and nowhere proiluces a more salutary
effect than in the case of such Churches. Nowhere
else is there more demand for

' that class of men who look not to what is expedient, but to
what they belipve to be true ; and, bearinj^ in mind the tend-
ency in an estal)li3lied Church, and eflpecially among the official

clashes, to become opitortunist in character, thinking primarily
of peace and the avoidance of dilTiouIties rather than of funda-
mental trutlis, we should not for;,'et that we stand indebted to
these earnest men for a purifjing and invigorating element in
our life, which would be wanting if all were content to put peace
in the first place, and to leave riuestions of truth in the back-
ground' (Bishop Percival, Church and Faith, 1901 [Essays on
the teaching of the Church of England by various writers],
Introduction, p. xxii.).

Yet Clericalism in .an Estaldished Church, though
it may remind us of this undoubted fact, is very
far from serving a,s an exenijdary illustration of it.

So little docs it do so, that the thought of wliat it

has become effaces from our minds the thought of
what it might have been. Its ' boundless in-

temperance' and contempt for authority some-
times rather suggest not merely that it could not
under these, but that it could not under any,
conditions have come to be of one mind with
Kichard Hooker in the belief that,

' were it so that the Clergy alone might give laws unto all the
rest, forasnuu'b as every State doth ifesire to enlarge the bounds
of their own liberties, it is easy to see how injurious this might
prove unto men of other condition ' (i'ccfe*. /'><. bk. viii. ch. vi.

se.a. 8).

This essential lawlessness, not merely of act, but
of temper and tone, is the one outstanding feature
of Clericalism in the miUler sense which is nut
mild, though the intransigence of Continental
Clericalism is, of course, far in excess of it. But
in all forms of this disposition lawlessness pre-
dominates, and in all of them it is despotic, un-
restricted power (rather than transgression of the
law) that Ls the aim proposed.
LlTKKATURE.— i. GHOWTU Of THE IDEA OF TBE CHniiCB ASD

OF HPUUTVAL FOWKK IS TIIK CI.l-Hiif DURING THE FIltST SIX
CExrunii:s.—(a) Ecclesiastical History.—E. Chastel, Hist, du
christianisme, Geneva, 1SS1-S4 ; P. Scbaflf, Higt. of the Chris-
tian Church, newed., Edinburgh. 18820.; J. Langen, Geschichle
der Tomischen Kirche, Bonn, 1881-93 ; R. Sohm, Kirchtnrechl,
Lei|>zig, 1892. ((<) General Historj-.—L. v. Ranke, Weltge-
schichte'^i, Leipzig, 1S31, vols. iii. (Roman Empire to Constantine
II.) and iv. (from the death of Constantine, 337, to Gregory the
Great, (104).

ii. Latih CBURcn.—H. H. Milman, llisl. of Latin Chris-
tianity^, London, 1883.

iii. Cl-ERWALIZATIOH OF IlEi.IuIovs Tiinnoiir—A. Har-
nack. Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr. 1894-99 (esp. cliaptirs on
Augustinianism in vol. v., the Doctrine of the Church in vol.

vi., and, more or less, the whole of vol. vii.).

iv. AUTHORITIES ON Special Questio.\s—A. P. Stanley,
Christian Institutions, London, 1881-84

; J. B. Lightfoot,
Christian Ministry, London, 1S85 ; E. Hatch, Organisation of
the Early Christian Churches, London, 1888 ; E. W. Benson,
Cyprian, London, 1897 ; F. W. Maitland, Roman Canon Law
in the Cl.urrh of Enpland, London, 1898

; J. Stephen, Essat/a
in Eccje.iiasli'c I Bi'uii'ti'lm, newed., honilo<a,lWl; E. Scherer,
Melanges '1'' rnti<pn- r. 'iiirusc, Paris, 1860, Melanges d'histoire
retigievsi', I'.iris. Itiil

; G. M. Trevelyan, England in the Age
of Wyclif,; auw cd., London and New York, 1909; F. H.
Reusch, Eeitrdje ;rur Geschichte des Jesuitenordens, Munich,
1894 ; E. L. Taunton, Hist, of the Jesuits in England, 15S0~
I77S, London. 1901.

Fora better understanding of Clericalism and Anti-Clericalism,
a study may be recommended of some of the French classical

writers of the 19th cent.,e.^. Michelet, Edgar Quinet, and Victor
Hugo. As regards the Infallibility Question in this connexion,
see Janus, Der Papst u. d. Cotunl, ed. J. J. I. Dollinger and
J. Priedrioh, Leipzig, 1869 ; W. E. Gladstone, The Vatican
Decreet, London, 1874 ; G. Tyrrell, Medicevalisin, London,
1909. For the Dreyfus question, see J. Reinacb, Hist, de
Vaffaire Dreiifii.'!, I'aria, 1901 (cf. also the same writer's Gam-
hetta'^. Pari., -1 i'l r. .pect to the Seize Mai, and J. E. C.
Bodley, /^ '

' 1 '. 1S98, under heading 'Seize Mai' in
index to I.- : . , - i vuls.).

As regarJd u.v l j: 1l;; il-s referred to in the second part of the
above art., it must sutlice to give instances of publications in-

culcating the si^irit in which difficulties emanating from tliis

source require to be met, *?.J7. Different C<mceptions of Priest-
hood and Sacrifice: rr,nf..r.'n,:, „l Oxford, Dec. 1899, ed. \\.

Sanday; B. F. Wr- • • it, • /' / r Ministry: to CandidatesfiT
Ordination, Cam) 'v i; M. Creighton, TA*^ C/iurr/t and
the Nation: Ch,t, . .1 ' lifsses, Edinburgh, 1901; J.
Wordsworth, The M.n,..n ,; if Urace, London, 1901 ; C. Gore,
Essays in Aid of the litjorm of the Church, London, 1898 (esp.

on the recognition of the laity); Lomdon Church Conference,
London, 1899, sect, on ' The Church and the Laity.'

C. A. Whittuck.
CLIMATE.—For about a centui-y the convic-

tion has been gaining ground that climate exerts
a determining influence upon man's morals and
religion. It has been argued, for example, that
the religion of peoples in tropical zones is gentler
or more passive .and sensuous, and the cli.aractcr more
volu]ituous, whil.st in colder regions the religious

impulse is more rugged, the gods more stent, and
themonil life more virile ; that the heroic Nature-
go<ls of early India, in contrast with those of a
kindred people in Persi.a, are an index of the
thunder, lightning, rainstorms, and imposing
vegetation (conditioned by the climate) which
abounded there ; that the changes in historic Chris-
tianity, from a religion of renunciation, whilst it

llouii-.hed in southern Europe and Asia, to one of
aggressiveness .and o]ilimism, in modern times, in

northern and western Europe and .\merica, are the
result of shifting its centre from a milder to a
more invigorating climate ; Jind innumerable other
instances.

Counter arguments have been just as vigorously
pressed : the early Christianity of Palestine and
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the Buddliism of southern Asia are aggressive
religions; ascetic and enthusiastically propagand-
ist sects, in fact, all extremes, have flourished side
l>y side in the same country; very dillerent re-
ligions have been acclimated successfully in the
same country ; etc.

The problem is so involved with others relative
to the effect of geoCTaphical conditions, the selection
of food, social influences, the accidental selection
of race characteristics, that the arguments for and
against have failed to convince the minds of care-
ful students generally. It reduces itself to the
question whether traits are caused by climate or
conditioned by it. Few persons deny that climate
has its eil'ect on character. But the claim of many
students that climate is the principal cause of
moral and religious peculiarities is more question-
able. The fact of ' variants,' as, for example, in
the same litter or brood, or as found universally in
members of the same species in the same climate,
seems to be overlooked in such a contention.
These variants are greater the higher the evolution,
and may account for the upshot of religious forms
or conceptions in even larger measure than all
environmental conditions taken together. It will
readily be conceded that climate assists in deter-
mining which of the variants shall remain.
The difficulty in the question is that of isolating

the effect of climate from other factors. Much has
been done during recent years in that direction
with respect to moral conduct, although nothing
has yet been accomplished in the matter of religion.
It has been sho^vn by Dexter {Weather Influences,
passim), in tracing statistically the relation between
the time of year, temperature, barometric pressure,
humidity, and wind, and insanity, suicide, drimken-
ness, assaults, and other moral disorders, and the
deportment of school children, that a relation does
exist. It appears that in the long run ' the deport-
ment of pupils is best during cold, calm, and clear
weather ... at its worst during that characterized
as hot and muggy.' Drunkenness and sickness
vary inversely as temperature ; crime and insanity
vary directly with it. The effect of heat is greater
upon females than upon males. Atmospheric
condition.s regulated by low barometer are produc-
tive of crime and insanity, whilst drunkenness is
less prevalent under such conditions. A dry
atmosphere is a stimulant to all forms of active
disorder .and to suicide, but is an enemy to intoxi-
cation and mental inexactness. During calms
those life phenomena which are due to depleted
vitality are excessive.
Dexter (op. cit. p. 266) has shown rather con-

clusively that 'varying meteorological conditions
affect directly, though in different ways, the
metabolism of life.' Since morals and religion
must flourush in the soil of the bodily and mental
reactions, it is safe to infer that climatic con-
ditions have an influence in determining their
nature.
LiTBEiTORB.—E. G. Dexter, Weather Infhunces, New York

1904 ; J. W. Draper, ' Influence of Climate upon National
Character,' Harper's Maq. xxxi. 390 ff. and passim; H. T
Buckle, Hiatory of Civilization, 2 vols., London, 1857-61;
P. J. G. Cabanis, ' Infl. du Climat sur lea habitudes morales '

(Euvres Comp., Paris, 1823-25, iy. 132 ff. ; H. Taine, Philos de
I art en Griee, Paris, 1869, and Philos. de I'art dam les Pays
Bas, Paris, 1869 ; W. Falconer, Remarks on the Influence of
Chmate, Situation, etc., on the Disposition and Temper, etc of
Mankind, London, 1781.

Edwin Dillkr Starbuck.
COCHIN-CHINA.-See Annam.

COCHIN JEWS. -See Jews in Cochin.

COCK.—The cock {Galliis donn;sticus) is, in
origii,, an Indian bird, its immediate ancestor
beipw the Bankiva cock of India—a stock with
which it freely interbreeds. From India

cock seems to have pas.sed first to Persia, whence
it was carried to Greece, and so, by the regular
trade-routes, to Sicily and Italy, ultimately reach-
ing, in way.s not precisely known, the remaining
portions of Europe ; while in the East, in analo-
gous fashion, it came to Java, Further India,
China, the Philippines, etc. On the other hand,
the bird is not represented on Egyptian monu-
ments, and it appears in Babylonian art only in
the late Persian period.
Protestant cxegetes deny with practical unanimity (but see

EBi i. 865) that the cock is mentioned in the OT ; but Jerome,
following R.abl,'inical tradition (see JE iv. 138 f.), translates
•IDi* (Job 3836, LXX iroi.iATiit^i'), Tni (Pr 3031, LX.X omits),

and 13 J (Is 221', lxS iySpa.) by ' gallus ' or ' gallus gaUinaceus'
(for modern Protestant theories on the meaning of these Heb.
words, see Oxf. Ileb. Lex. pp. 967, 267, 149 f., and the literature
there cited).

Three characteristics of the cock would from the
very first attract attention, viz. its shrill crow at
dawn, its pugnacity, and its salacity,' but the
importance of the trait first named iias so com-
pletely overshadowed the other two in the folk-
mind that only scanty traces of them have survived
in popular lore.

The cock is, then, above all else the herald of
the dawn ; and, since the night is par excellence
the time for all manner of demons, his proclama-
tion of the rising sun, which puts the fiends to
flight, gives him his prime significance as an
apotropeeic being—a belief well summarized in
Horatio's words :

' The cock, that is the trumpet to the morn.
Doth with his lofty and shrill-sounding throat
Awake the god of day ; and, at his warning.
Whether in sea or fire, in earth or air,

The extravagant and erring spirit hies
To his confine ' (Shakespeare, Hamlet, I. i. 160-165)—

a concept which almost seems an echo of the lines
of Prudentius (Hymnus ad galli cantum, 10-13) :

' Ferunt vagantes daemonas
Laetos tenebris noctium
Gallo canente exterritog
Sparsim timere et cedere.*^

It was among the Iranians that the apotropaeic
aspect of the cock was most emphasized. This is

earliest set forth in Vend'idad xviii. 14 IT. , where,
in reply to Zarathustra's question as to who is the
' beadle ' (sraoSavareza) of Sraosa, Ahura Mazda
replies that
' it is the bird named the "cock" {pan'dars, " foreseer [of
dawn] "), whom ill-speaking men call the " cock-a-doodle-doo "

(A(jArte(M, " crower ") ; . . . then that bird lifteth up his voice
at the mighty dawn (saying) :

" Arise, O men, laud Best Right-
eousness, contemn the demons; unto you doth hurtle this
long-pawcd BuiyOsta (the demon of Sloth); she pulteth to
sleep straightway, at the wakening of light, all the material
world." *

In like maimer the Pahlavi BundahiSn, xix. 33
(tr. West, SBE v. 73), declares that
' the cock is created in opposition to demons and wizards,
co-operating with the dog ; as it says in revelation, that, of the
creatures of the world, those which are co-operating witii SroS,
in destroying the fiends, are the cock and the dog.'

According to the Persian historian Mirkhond
1 According to the Skr. Vrddhachanakya, \i. 18, the cock

teaches four things: early rising, lighting, generosity to
dependents, and coition (cf. Kressler, 'Stimvwn ind. Le'bens-
khigheit, Frankfort, 1904, pp. 21, 163 f. ; Bdhtlingk, Ind.
Spriicke, St. Petersburg, 1870-73, no. 6510). The etymology
of the Indo-Gemianic names for the cock gives no help in
deciding on the bird's religious significance, for they are prac-
tically all either onomatopoetic, or denote 'singer' or 'caller'
(see the detailed discussion by Schrader, Reallex. der indogerm
.iltertumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, s.v. ' Hahn, Huhn '). The
Gr. name of the cock, dAeKTcop, oAeicTpvuif, is hesitatingly com-
pared by PrcUwitz (Etymolog. Worterb. der griech. Sprache a
Gottingen, 1905, p. 24) with i.\4^a, 'ward off,' 'protect,' or
with )jA«'«Tiup, ' shining ' ; but both suggestions are doubtful,
though the first has something in its f.avour (cf. Boisacq, Dirt.
etymol. de la langiu grecque, Heidelberg, 1907 ff., p. 42). Lewy's
connexion (.Scmit. Fremdworter im Griech., Berlin, 1895, p. 11)
with a\eyu, ' trouble oneself for,' ' heed,' ' care for,' has little
to recommend it, in spite of his comparison, for development
of meaning, with Avesta parodars, • cock ' (on which see
below).

- Among the Arabs it is believed that the cock crows when
he becomes aware of the presence of jinn (Wellhausen, tteste

tlie
I arab. IJcidcntums'\ Berlin, 1897, p. 151).
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(Hist, of the Earl;/ Kings of Persia, tr. Shea,

l,<)ndoii, 1832, p. 5Gf. ),

' il in said thai no demon ran enter a lioiiso in v/liich lliere ia

a coclt ; and, above all, should thia t)ird come to the rebidence

of a demon, and move his tonpie to cliamit tlic ^iraises of tlie

glorious and exalted Creator, that instant the evil spirit takes

to flight.' So potent, indeed, is the crow o( the cock in drivinu

away demons that a crowing hen should not be killed, for she
may perhaps be helping the cock in his pious task (Shdyast Id-

Shai/ast X. 30 (tr. West. SEE v. 3:!0f.])—an idea which is

elaborated in the ^ad Bar (xxxii. {ib. xxiv. 293 f.J), which
states that in such a contingency another cock must be brought
to the house, besides forbidding the killing of a cock because

he crows unseasonably, since he may be frightening away a
demon who has come at an unusual time. The reference to

the killing of crowing heua is interesting in view of the wide-

spread fear of such creatures as unnatural, and therefore un-
canny and dangerous—a belief still expressed in such familiar

proverbs as
' Whistling girls and crowing hens
Never come to any good eiKls.'

The concept of the cock as an apotropicic bird was
adopted from Persia by Talniudic .ludiiism,' as in

the benediction enjoined hy Bernkhnlh, (ioA, wlien

the cock is lieard to crow: 'I'laised he Thou, O
(!od, Lord of the world, tliat gavest under.standing

to tlie cock to distinguish between day and nij;ht,'

or when ' tlie Zoliar says tliat in tlie liour of grace

(aliout midnight), when God visits paradise to

confer with the .souls of the pious, a fire proceeds

from this holy place and touches the wings of the

cock, who then breaks out into praise to God, at

the same time calling out to men to praise the Lord
and do His service' (Ginzberg, in JE iv. 139).

In Armenia, so profoundly inllucnced by Iran,

the cock is also an apotropa3ic bird, who by his

crow frightens away the demons of disease. He
sees the guardian angels rise to heaven wlum men
sleep, and come to earth again towards dawn,
when he greets them with his crow ; and he can

also perceive evil spirits. According to another

tradition, towards dawn the cock of heaven first

crows, and the angelic choirs begin their hymns
of praise. These are heard by the cock on earth,

who then awakens mankind, and himself lands the

Creator (Aheghian, Armen. Vol/csr/laube, Leipzig,

1899, p. 38).

Among the Germanic peoples, as already shown
by the quotation from Hamlet, a like belief is

found, and this is also alluded to by IJurchard of

Worms {Decreta, ed. Cologne, 1548, p. ]9Sc) in his

polemic again.st the superstition ' quod inimundi
spiritus ante gallicinium plus ad nocendum potes-

tatis habeant quam post, et gaUus suo cantu plus

valeat eos repellere et sedare quam ilia divina

mens quae est iu homine sua fide et crucis signa-

culo.' Perhaps it was for this reason also that

when, among the |)agan Lithuanians, a house was
blessed, the lirst creature to enter it was a cock,

which wfis henceforth elierished instead of being

killed for food, although not considered divine

(Praetorius, Ddiciae I'russicae oder preussiir/ic

Hclyiubuhnc, cd. [in extracts] Pierson, Berlin, 1871,

p. 37)—a belief which may imderlie the German
prohibition against eating the house cock ((irimni'',

App. p. 447). If a cock thus introdu(te<l into a
Lithuanian house crowed during the night, it was

a good omen ; otherwise the building was aban-

doned, in the Mief that an evil spirit had taken

possession of it(Hanusch, Wissensdirtft des slawi-

schen Mi/lhux, Lemberg, 1842, p. 2s3).

The apotropauc functions of the cock also come
to the front in charms. Lucian (Sdmniiim, 28 f.)

makes Micylus open locked doors by laying on
them the right long tail-feather of his cock ; the

name of the cock is emjiloyed to cure dysuria in

an ass, as recorded by Suidas—dX^/crwp vivd koX ovx

oipcL, /xi/|os oil irlfet Kai ovpti ; in Scotland a popular

cure for epilepsy is to bury a cock under the

patient's bed (Cox, Introd. to Folklore, London,
1 The cock may, however, according to one Jewish super,

stition, himself be seized by demons, and he should accordingly

be killed if he upsets a dish (JE iv. 139).

1895, p. 214) ; and the Pentameron (iv. 1) alludes

to the lapilliis alectorius, a stone like crystal and
the size of a bean, obtained from the stomach of a
cock and good for pregnant women and for inspir-

ing coinage, al.so adding that Milo of Crolona
owed his marvellou.s strength to such a stone.' A
similar concept niay underlie the Tibetan (I<ud-

dhist) story of Maliausadha and Vi.4aka, in which
be who eats the head of a certain cock becomes
king (Tibetan Tales, tr. Schiefner and Kalston,

London, 190G, p. 129 f.); but this, like the liuko-

vina gipsy stqiT of the hen that laid diamonds (ed.

Miklosich, ' tJber die Mundarten und Wander-
ungen der Zigeuner Europa's,' iv. 25-28, in DWA W
xxiii.), is too general in type, and has too many
parallels in which other birds take the place of

the cock, to allow any definite conclusions to be
drawn.

In his apotropaiic aspect the cock may also be
used as a scatieaninuil. From the period of the
Geonira a cock (a hen for a woman) lias been the

normal kajiparah (means of atonement) oli'oied by
each Jew on the day before the Day of Atone-
ment.

' After the recitation of Ps 107'"-20 and Job 3323f- the fowl is

swung around the head three times while the right hand is i)ut

upon the animal's head. At the same time the following; is

thrice said in liebrew : "This be my substitute, my vicarious

offering, my atonement. This cock [or hen] shall meet death,

but I shall find a long and pleasant life of peace I
" After thia

the animal is slaughtered and given to the poor, or, what is

deemed better, is eaten by the owners while the value of it is

given to the poor' (Kohler, in JE vii. 43.0 5., where full

literature is given).

A particularly interesting modern instance of

the scape-cock is found in a Russian purilicaticjn-

ceremony for the driving out of death. This is

described as follows by Deubner {AJiJV ix. 4.")3)

in his synopsis of Anitschkotf's Russian liilual

Spring-Song in the West and among the Slavs (pt.

i., St. Petersburg, 1903) :

' Um Mitt.ig schichten die Frauen an den beiden entgegen-

gesetzten Enden des Dorfes je einen Diingerhaufen, den sie

urn Mitternacht anziinden. 2u dem einen ilaufen fuhren die

lladchen einen Fflug, in weissen Henuien, mit aufgelosten

Haaren.eine tragt hinter ihnen ein Heiligenbild. Zum anderen
Haufen bringen die Frauen einen schwarzen Ilahn, in schwarzen
Kocken und schmutzigen Hemden. Dreimal Iragen sie den
Hahn herum. Dann ergreift eine Frau den Halin und rennt
mit ihm an das entgegengesetzte Ende des Dorfes ; indeni sio

unterwega zu jedem Haus lauft, die iibrigen Frauen laufen ihr

nach und schreien ; " Geh unter, du schwarze Krankheit."

Am Ende des DorfeS wirft die erste den llahn in den sclnvcl-

enden Diinger, die Madchen werfen trockene Blatter und
Ueisig darauf. Dann fassen sie sich an der Hand und s]iringen

mit dem erwiibnten Bute um das Feuer. Nach der \erliren-

nung des Hahnes, springen die Frauen in den I'llug, und die

Madchen umpfliigen mit dem Heiligenbild an der Spitzo

dreimal das Dorf.'

That Greece received the cock from Iran, as

already noted, is curiously emphasized by the

repeated Greek derinitions of it as ' the Persian

bird ' (e.g. Suida.s, Uepfftxos fipxis' 6 oXiKrap, Sta. ttiv

\o(pLdv' il Sti rd ttoXutcX^ Trdvra oh 6 jiaatXeus ixptiro

imXelTO U(pcnKu), this being further attested by
Aristupli.-ines (Aves, 483-485; cf. 833-835 ami
275 11'., where it is called the ' Median bird ') :

avTiKa 5' iifiiv irpCir' ciriSci'^w rbv oXtKTpvov', w^ irvpdi-vei

Vx* re lUpaiui' Trdjrwv irpoTepo? Aapctou KaL^MtynPv^ov,

wore (CoActTai ntp<Ti«bs opvis airb Tij? ttp\']'i <t' rKtiivrt^.

The earliest literary allusion to the cock in Greece

is Theognis, 803 f.

:

etrfrepir] t' cfetfit (Cat opQpir] avTts tffcc^i,

ilfxo^ aXeKTpvovuiv tfiOoyyoi iytipoiiit'otv.

Hellenic religion preserved many traces of the

apotropjvic functions of the cock, ami the modern
Greeks still liold that his crow scares away noc-

1 The belief in thia stone is at least as old as Lucretius, who
declares (iv. 710 ff.) that the fiercest lions cannot look upon the

* Nimirum quia sunt gallorum in corpore quaedam
Semina, quae, cum sunt oculis innnssa leonum,
Pupillas interfodiunt acrcuique dolorem
Praebent, ut nequeant contra durare feroces,'

naively adding that no similar harm befalls the human eye

either because these • semina ' do not enter it, or, if they do,

they can freely escape before doing injury.
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turnal demons—a belief of which there is, curi-

ously enough, no record in ancient (ireece (Rouse,

Greek Votive Offerings, Cambridge, 1902, p. 7,

note). As an anotropajic bird the cock frequently

appears on ainiuets and sculptures as early as the

6th cent. B.C., and it was probably in this aspect,

as ailrighting demons of disease, that its presence

was desired at childbirth (i^ilian. Hist. Animal.
iv. 29)—whence it was sacred to Leto (Gruppe,
Griech. Mythol. v. Religionsgescli., Munich, 1906,

p. 1249),—and that it was sacred to Asklepios,

Hebe, and Herakles (see Gruppe, op. cit. p. 454

;

Gmppe's view [p. 1443], that the cock was sacred to

Asklepios as a god of fair weather, is regarded by
the present writer as most improbable). And, as

the Greeks sacriiieed a cock to Asklepios, so the

Romans offered the comb of the same bird to the

Lares, in hopes of recovery from sickness (Juvenal,

Sat. xiii. 233 f.).

From the cock as apotropasic it was but a step

to the cock as chthonic, i.e. as a protector of the

souls to or in the under world, in which capacity

he appears in association with Hermes and Perse-

phone (Gruiipe, op. cit. pp. 795, 1321 ; cf. also

Nilsson, ARW xi. 535-538). The Russians under
Sviatoslav, according to Leo Diaconus, ix. 6, m.ide

offerings to the dead at Durostorum on the Ister,

by strangling cocks and pigs, and then casting

them into the water. With this may be compared
the similar account of the pagan Russian sacrifice

of a hen, at a funeral witnessed by the Arab
traveller, Ibn Fadlan (Fralm, Ihn Foszlan's und
anderer Anther Berichte ilber die Bussen cilterer

Zeit, St. Petersburg, 1S23, pp. 11-21 ; this par-

ticular account is perhaps more generally acces-

sible in Krek, Einleit. indie slav. Literaturgp^ch.",

Graz, 1887, pp. 426-431). Here, too, may come
in the pagan Lithuanian usage of sacrificing cocks
to the household serpents, which seem to have been
regarded as incarnations of deceased ancestors

(Guagnini, Sarmatice Eiiropece descriptio, Speyer,

1581, fol. 52J ; see also above, vol. ii. p. 24).'

The cock as chthonic (primarUy apotropa?ic of

demons hostile to the spirits of the dead) some-
times develops, by a perverse folk-logic, into the

precise opposite of his original function ; he be-

comes a bird of eNal, especially if his colour be
black. Thus a black cock is offered to appease
the devil in Hungary (de Gubematis, Zoological

Mythology, London, 1872, ii. 289), just as a black
hen was sacrificed to him in Germany (Grimm *,

p. 843 f.) ; while at a cave on the Banka Hill, in

Sarguja, the resident dnno, or demon, is propiti-

ated by the periodical sacrifice of a cock with
white and black feathers (PR'' i. 284). For a
similar reason, it may be, the Talmud {BeraJchoth,

6a) represents the shedim as having, like the
Greek sirens, cocks' feet. In this general con-

nexion mention should be made not only of the
use of the cock in black magic, which is found in

India as early as the Atharva Veda (v. xxxi. 2),

but also of the German belief that a cock, at the
age of seven, lays a little egg, which must be
thrown over the roof, else storms will beset the

house ; while the egg, if hatched, will produce a
basilisk (Grimm*, App. p. 454). A like belief is

found in Lithuania. A cock seven years old lays

an egg, which must be put on down in an old pot
and placed in the oven. From this egg is hatched
a kaulcs (a bird with a very long, bright tail

;

in literary usage kaukas means 'dwarf,' 'elf,'

'brownie), which, properly fed and cherished,

without undue curiosity as to its coming .and

' The pagan Prussians sacrificed hens, geese, duclts, doves,
peacoi^ks, etc., to n deity named Shneybratus (Guagnini, op.

cit. fol. 64&) : but the functions of this god are unfortunately
not yet known. Whether Solmsen (in Usener, Gdtternamen,
Bonn, lS9(t, p. 91 f.) is right in casting doubt even on the
existence of the divinity may perhaps be questioned.

going, brings its master riches and prosperity

(Bezzenberger, Liianiichc Forschungen, Gottingen,

18S2, p. 63 f.).

To this category may belong also the story (Pmtomfron, ii. 9)

of the queen who ordered all cocks to be killed, since, because

of the enchantment which they diabolically caused, she was
unable to embrace her son ; and this, too, may be the baais of

the Germanic belief that thunder and lightning follow if a
sorcerer throws a black cock in the air (the interpretation of

this belief by Meyer, Germain. Mythologie, Berlin, 1891 , p. Ill

is almost certainly incorrect).

From the cock's connexion with the dawn was
derived his association with the sun—a concept

found at a very early period in India, since at the

AivamedJia (q.v.) a cock was sacrificed both to

Savitr (the sun) and to Agni (the fire), besides

being sacred to Anumati (the moon on its fifteenth

day ; cf. the Greek .sacrifice of a white cock to the

moon [Vajasaneyasamhita , xxiv. 23, 32, 35, and
parallel texts]). As a sun-bird the Greeks made
the cock attend on Helios and Apollo, so that the

sculptor Onatas carved a cock on the statue of

Idomeneus, whom some legends regarded as a

descendant of Helios (Pausanias, v. xxv. 9 ; cf.

Welcker, Griech. Gottcrlchre, Leipzig, 1857-63, ii.

245).' Some Indian tribes of the Mexican Sierra

Madre also regard the cock (which must here be a
surrogate for some other bird, since this fowl is

not indigenous to America) as the bird of the sun ;

and cakes (karitdnime and haxdri) in the shape of

a cock, made of coarse maize, are solemnly eaten

at a feast held in June ; otherwise, the sun-god
would not let the eastern Rain-lVIother go—in

other words, he would cause a total drouglit

(Preuss, ARW xi. 391 f.). A white cock is sacri-

ficed to the sun godling in Northern India (PR'
i. 20).

Pausanius records (u. xxxiv. 3) that at Methana,
to avert damage to the grapes fiom the south-east

wind, two men tore a white cock in half, ran,

each with one of the halves, in opposite direc-

tions, round the vineyard, and buried the fowl

at the spot where they met. This has apparently

led Gruppe (op. cit. pp. 795, 847) to consider the

cock as in some way connected with storm-demons
—a theory pushed to ridiculous extremes by such

adherents of the ' mythological ' school as Meyer
(op. cit. p. 110 f.).^ The true explanation of this

offering is doubtless that of Rouse (op. cit. pp.

204, 297)— ' a private person, unless he be rich,

can hardly be expected to offer a bull, or even a
pig ; his tribute was commonly a cock . . . the

cock must have been a connuon offering, ... the

poor man's offermg to other gods than Asclepius.'

In other words, the cock corresponds to the ' two
turtle doves, or two young pigeons,' which the

Mosaic code permitted the poor man to offer

instead of a lamb (Lv 5' 12').= Indeed, it may
well be questioned whether this does not present a
better, because simpler, explanation of the offer-

ing of a cock to Asklepios, Helios, the moon, and
Leto, than the more far-fetched reasons alleged

above and supported by Gruppe.
In his general aspect of a bird of light and the

sun, the cock came, among the Germanic peoples,

to be connected with fire, this notion perhaps

being furthered by the bird's red comb and
1 By an illogical extension the cock was also sacred to the

moon, its colour in this case being, for obvious reasons, white

(Gruppe, op. cit. p. 795 ; cf. the Vedic sacrifice, already noted,

of a cock to Anumati).
2 Mej'cr thus explains the use of the cock on weather-vanes

(on the antiquity of which see Grimm*, p. S68) ; but it seems
more likely, as Grimm himself suggests, that the vigilance of

the cock was the real reason for his selection to adorn the v.ane.

The Arabs well call the cock ttbu-!-}/aqzan, ' father of vigilance

'

(cf. Grimm *, App. p. 192).
3 Similarly, while the usual modem Muhamniadan redemp-

tion-sacrifice at the birth of a diild is a goat or sheep, ' in one
of the villages of the Syrian Desert, it is customary when a
Jloslem woman brings forth a son to sacrifice a cock ; when
she bears a daughter they sacrifice a hen ' (Curtiss, Primitivr

.Semitic Religion To-Day. Tendon, 1902, p. 202 f.).
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wattles, as well a? hy the frequent redness of his

plumage (cf. also the Indian sacrifice of acock to

Agni, noted above). The Danish proverb, clcn

riide luinc galer over litrirt (' the red cock crows on
the roof), means ' lire breaks out.' In Germanic
nij'tholo<fj% moreover, the colour of the cock be-

comes important. The golden-combed cock awakes
the heroes in Asj^ard, but a dark cock crows in

the under-world ( Viduxpa, 54 ; considerable addi-

tional material on Germanic ideas of the cock is

given by Mej-er, op. cit. \i. 110 f., but the present
writer cannot sympathize with his ' mythological'
interpretation of the cock as a storm-bird).

The cock appears but rarely in connexion with
war, although ' at Lacedacmon, a captain, who
had performed the work he had undertaken by
cunning, or by courteous treaty, on laying down
his command, immolated an ox ; he that had done
the business by battle ofi'ered a cock' (Plutarch,

Vita Marcclli, xxii. ; cf. Vita Agcsilrm, xxxiii.).

On the other h.and, the golden cock which, accord-

ing to I'lutarcli (Vita Artiixerxia, x.), Artaxerxes
privileged the Carian who had slain Cyrus to carry

ever afterward ' upon his spear before the first

ranks of the army in all expeditions ' is not to be
construed as connected in any real sense with a
war-bird. The appropriateness of the gift lay

simidy in the resemblance of the crested Carian
helmet to a cock's comb, for ' the Persians call

the men of Caria cocks because of the crests with
which they adorn their helmets' (Plutarch, loc. cit.).

In like manner there was only a jwasi-association

with war in the Koman pra,(tice of taking fowls

with the .army or navy in hostile expeditions, their

eating being considered a good omen, and their

refu.siil of food being deemed a presage of ill

(Cicero, de Nat. Dcor. II. iii.). A real war-omen,
however, was the foretelling of Theban victory,

by the oracle of Trophonius at Lebadea, from the
crowing of cocks, ' quia galli victi silere solent,

canere victores' (Cicero, dc Divinat. II. xxvi.).

This brings ns to the consideration of the cock
as a mantic bird. In India tlie crowing of a cock

at evening is an evil omen (Mat.':i/ripurSna, ccxxxvii.

5 ; Brhnisiimhita, xlvi. 69), although the cock is, in

general, a lucky bird, es])ecially in the early part

of the day (Brii'itsamhita, Ixxxvi. 20, 48). Yet, to

touch it is as bad as to touch a dog or a chandala
(a member of the lowest possible Hindu caste),

though not as bad as to touch an ass or a camel
(Pahi-.iintnntra , ed. Ilertel, Cambridge, Mass.
1908, iii. 105) ; while a cock is one of the creatures

that must not see a Brahman eat or offer an ob-

lation, since the wind from its wings causes ritual

impurity (Manu, iii. 239 241).

The general Indian attitude concerning the cock
seems to be summed up in theSokvna., a late text-

book (12 to 13th cent.) on the omens to be drawn
from birds (ed. in extracts by Ilultzsch, Pnilcg. zu
des Vasantarajn Qakuna, Leipzig, 1879, which
states (viii. ."iSf.):

aramahhrtgopahitasya ia^tdv
(UokaMhdau kila krikkntasya
bhlto ' pi iabdaiji ktckuku iti 'mam
agclu vimuftr.an na hhavaty ani^^alt.

taro tjalihlrali kathito virdvo
niidiasilTif nrpard^fravrddhr/di
yo vdtha ydmarn prati ynmikasya
sydd asya 4abda3 to aparo virtultiha?},

' Verily the sight and sound of a cock (euga^jed) in laudation
of one' not standing on the left—even thotiffh terrified ho (the
cook) uttereth this sound of *' cock-a-doodle-doo," it is not
undesirable. His shrill, deep call uttered at night's end for the
increase of the prince's re.-vhn, or what (crow) should be at the
watchman's watch, 1 the sound thereof is an enemy checked.'

While, as we have already seen, the Pahlavi texts

forbid the killing of a cock that crows unseason-
ably, the Persians often killed him.

'According to tlie reading: of some manuscripts, *on the
left,' in which case apnro viniddhah might mean * is most
highly hostile.'

' The rca.sona why persons draw an evil omen from the un-

seasonable erowini.' of the cock, and at the same X'lnu' put him
to death, is this ; that, when Ivaiomar^ was seized with a fatal

illness, at the time of the evening service this bird crowed
aloud ; and inunediately after, this ortho^lox monarch pataeil

away to the world of eternity ' (Mirkhond, op. cit. p. .07).

In Germany there is a proverb that 'so oft dor

Hahn Clnistnachls kriiht, so teller wird selbiges

Jahr cin Viertel Korn ' (Grimm'', App. pp. 449,

475) ; and the Sandeh of Central Africa (where, as

in America, the cock is not a native bird) divine

by putting fowls under water, the future being

adjudged favourable in proportion to the number
of air-bubl)lcs that then rise to the surface (Kenel,

Les Reliqion^ dc la Gaule avant U chrlstianisme.,

Paris, 1906, p. 204).

The salacity of the cock accounts for the use of

the fowl as a corn-spirit and in marriage cere-

monies. In its former aspect the cock has been
discussed in detail by Frazer (Gli- ii. 260-9), wlio

shows that the belief in it is conmion throughout
Europe, and that the concept is manifested in two
types. (1) The last sheaf of the harvest is called

the cock, and may be bound in cock form ; or a
figure of the bird is made of flowers, wood, or

other materials and carried liome, where it may
be kept till the next harvest. (2) The living cock
is killed as a sacrifice.

On the latter type, which is doubtless the more
primitive, Frazer very pertinently says :

' By being tied up in the last sheaf and killed, the cock is

identified with the corn, and its death with the cutting of the

corn. By keeping its feathers till spring, then mixing them
with the seed-corn taken from the very sheaf in which the bird

had been bound, and scattering the feathers together with the

seed over the field, the identity of the bird with the corn is

again emphasized, and its quickening and fertilizing power, as

the corn-spirit, is intimated in the plainest manner. Thus the
corn-spirit, in the form of a cock, is killed at harvest, but rises

to fresh life and activity in spring. Again, the equivalence of

the cock to the corn is expressed, hardly less plainly, in the
custom of burying the bird in the ground, and cutting oH its

head Oike the ears of corn) with the scythe.'

A reflex of the belief in the cock as a corn-spirit

may exist in the pagan Balto-.Slavic sacrifice of .a

cock and hen, among other offerings, to the earth
(PrKtorins, op. cit. p. 62)—a ceremony described

in considerable detail by Guagnini (op. cit. fol.

606-61f()

:

' Agrestis turba in Samogitia sacriflcium quoddara solenn-
esque epulas gentili more sub finem mensis Octobris collectis

frugibus quotannis celebrant hoc modo. Ad locum couvivio
epulisque sacris delectum onines cum uxoribus, liberis et servis

conveniunt, niensam feno supersternunt, desuper panes ap-
ponunt et ex utraque panis parte duo cervisiae vasa statuunt.

Postea adducunt vituluni, porcum et porcam, gallum et gal-

linam, ct caetera domestica iumenla, ex ordine mares et
feiii.'ltas. Ilaec mact-ant gentih iii'i. a-! sa r:li atidum hoc
niriilo : in primis augur sive incanta' i ;

:

fi.aqnaedam
pruh'M.ns animal verberare baculo '. ;

I onines qui
a^i^iwit iumcntum per caput pedesqii' t ; >; rant, postea
tergum, ventrcni, et caetera membra coiiciitiunt direntes: Uaec
tihi, O Ziemiennik deus (sic enim ilium daemonem agrestis

turba appellat),^ ofFerimus, gratiasque tibi agimus quod no8
hoc anno incolumes et omnibus abundantes conservare dignatus
es ; nunc vero te rogamus ut nos quoqne ho<: anno praesenti
favere, tueri ah ignc, ferro, peste, et inimicis quibusilbct de-

fendero digneris. Postea carnes iumentorum ad sacriliciuni

mactatorum comedunt, et ab xmoquoque ferculo antctiuani

comedant portiimculam amputant, et in terram oninesc|ue

angulos domus proiciunt dicentes : Haec tibi, O Ziemiennik,
nostra holocaustA suscipe et comede henignus. Oninesque
tunc temporis lautissime solenniter et opipare epulant\ir. Hie
vero ritus geutilis et in Lituania Ku.ssia<iue ab agrestibus

quibusdam in locis observatur.'

As a fertility bird the cock fills a rflle in marriage
ceremonies. The Talmud (Giftin, C>'n) states that

a cock and hen, as symbols of fecundity, were
carried before the bride and bridegroom on the
wedding day (./£ vi. ,S44 ; cf. viii. 311). Among
the soutliorn Slavs the cock, as the symbol of the
bridegroom, is often carried to the cliurch by the
wedding [irocession (Krauss, Sittc und liinurh dcr
Siid.ilrivcn, Vienna, 1885, p. 445f.); and frequently
in Hungary ' the weilding procession is headed by
a cock guarded by two men with drawn swords.

I On this Lithuanian deity, see Solmsen, in Usener, op. ctf.

p. 106.
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A.s soon as the ceremony is over, a mock trial is

held, and the poor bird, liavinf^ been found guilty

of bigamy, is solemnly sentenced to deatii and
executed ' ( Hutchinson, Hfiirriagc Customs in Many
Lamls, London, 1897, p. 251 f.).'

An interesliiif^ combination of fertility and niantic concepts
is afforded by marriaire customs of the Kafirs of Delagoa Bay.
Here the bride provides a white cock, and the bridegroom a
black goat. Both bird and beast are killed by the master of

ceremonies, after which * the entrails of both creatures are
immediately examined, in order to ascertain whether the fates

are propitious, and little portions of the flesh are handed to
both the bride and bridegroom, who are expected at le.ast to
taste them before they are cooked for the feast * (Hutchinson,
op. cil. p. 125).

Finally, the cock is a totem or tabu. Here the
classical example is that of the ancient Britons,

who, as Coesar states {de Bell. Gall. v. 12),
' leporem et gallinam et anserem gnstare fas nou
putant ; haec tamen alunt animi voluptatisque
causa' (ef. Renel, op. cit. p. 204). In India the
eating of fowls' meat was expressly forbidden
(ilanu, V. 12, xi. 157 ; cf. Gautama, Dliarmaiastra
[ed. Stenzler, London, 187G], xvii. 29, xxiii. 5) ;

and the cock, beini; sacred to Persephone and
Demeter (as a chthonic and earth goddess respec-

tively), was tabu to the inystcB at Eleusis (Por-

phyry, de Abstin. iv. 16). A similar prohibition,

according to Abraham Jakobsen (cited by Schrader,

op. cit. p. 324), existed among the lOtli cent. Slavs,

who would not eat .young fowls ' for fear of sick-

ness.' A condition of affairs precisely similar to

that among the Britons was observed by UUoa in

the 18th cent, among some South American tribes,

whose women, though they ' breed fowl and other
domestic animals in their cottages, . . . never eat
them . . . much less kill them ' (cited by Jevons,
Introd. to the Rist. of Religion^, London, 1904,

p. 116).

By the Chinese a cock is killed to give sanctity
to an oath, as in legal proceedings. In many cases
the function of the bird is still obscure, as, for

example, the basis of his association with the
Celtic god Sucellus ('[the god of] the good
mallet'), who is probably Caesar's Dis Pater, re-

garded by Druidical tradition as the father of the
Celtic race (CiBsar, vi. 18 ; cf. Renel, op. cit. pp.
252-255) ; as well as the same bird's connexion
with the Gallic ' Mercury ' (Renel, op. cit. pp. 304,

306-309).
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p. 291 ff. ; O. Schrader, RealLez. der indogerm. Altertums-
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Louis H. Gray.
COERCION.—The 'current spelling is decep-

tive. ' The word is from coercition-em, from coerccre,
' to restrain ' ( OED). The occasional use of the
word to indicate merely physical pressure may be
passed over. The fundamental meaning is pressure
brought to bear upon a volimtary agent to compel
that agent to take a certain action, or to refi'ain

from it. Von Jhering defines it as ' the accomplish-
ment of a purpose by the compulsion of another's
will ' {Zweck im Rechi, i.^ 1893, p. '234). The pressure
may be by an individual or by a social group or

1 This killing of the cock may well be, as Hutchinson sug-
gests, a survival of animal sacriflce (to a fertility deity ?).

institution. In the latter case, when the agent
has a place in the group, the coerced one feels in

various degrees that his moral autonomy has not
been entirely sacrificed. He is a party to the
coercion. Hence the coercions of representative
government, whether in the State or in any special
group, have a distinctly different moral aspect from
the coercions of a mere tyianny of force. In late
usage the government of individuals, after the
abrogation of ordinary constitutional protection,
has been called, in a peculiar sense, government by
coercion. But, in point of fact, all government is

by coercion, and it is open to question whether such
usage is based upon a thoughtful consideration of

the character of all coercion. Of course, in strict

logic it is impossible to coerce a free agent, for

freedom ceases with the degree of coercion ; and
the action becomes that of the coercer and not of

the one coerced. Yet, such is the delicacy of the
psychological situations involved, that authority
may pass by an infinite series of grades of coercion
from the gentle pressure of mere social usage to the
compulsions of the State armed with the physical
power to imprison, punish, and kill.

1. The question of the ethical character of any
coercion is acutely raised by philosophical anarchy
(see Anarchy), which denies the moral right of

any legal coercion. This contention involves the
deeper question of the origin and character of all

authority (see Authority), for authority in all its

phases is linked with a long series of coercions.

Thus, the parent deals coercively with the child,

and the long period of dependence of the child upon
the parental care is an important factor in the
moralization of all human life (cf. John Fiske,
Cosmic Philosophy, 1874, ii. 242 ff.). The patria
potestas in early Roman law carried with it un-
limited powers of coercion, even to the power over
life and death (Morey, Outlines of Roman Laiv^,

1893, p. 23) ; but this power underwent modifications
in the development, imder Stoic and Christian
influences, of the conception of a person {persona)

with certain natural rights. This, however, only
involved the transference of the power of coercion
from a single person to the State. This develop-
ment in Roman law is instructive as marking the
twofold character of coercion, and the transition

from one type to the other. There was, on the one
hand, a type of coercion based simply upon superior
physical force, as in the relation of the master to

the slave, in which personality was both practically

and theoretically denied the slave, who was thus
thought of not as an end in himself, but simply as

a means to another's ends. But co-ordinate with
this was another type, based really upon the
affection of the family group ; and here the very
end of coercion was the protection and development
of personality. Gradually this more moral con-

ception began to affect the treatment of the slave,

and, as his personality was slowly recognized,

Roman law began to throw about it various
protective requirements.

2. It is scarcely open to doubt that no authority
rests for any length of time upon merely physical

coercion. Not even the discipline of a prison or
the barbarism of Mexican peonage rests upon mere
brute force. There are psychological elements in

all such relationships that render all coercion of

any duration possible only where the agent submits,
i.e. puts his personality, by a more or less conscious
act of will, at the disposal of the one wielding
authority. From the point of view of ethics it is

of great consequence to inquire in every case as to

the inner meaning of this submission. Historically,

it may be demonstrated that all submission to a
loveless coercion, as well as all exercise of the
power of loveless coercion, has proved individually

and socially demoralizing (as in the woret types of
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slavory). It is to the facts that may easily be cited

for tliisconluntion that philosophical anarchy most
cflectively points. It forgets, however, the essential

character of tho coercions of love in the develop-

ment of moral autonomy, and in all group educa-

I ion. Thus it may be clearly recognized that tlie

moral cliaracter of all coercion depends upon the

purpose that determines the coercion (cf. the

discussion of ' Zwang,' by von Jhering, op. cit. vol.

i. ch. viii. pp. 234-570).

3. In legal discussions of coercion a distinction

is usu.ally attempted between l.'odily and mental
coercion. Here the line is not easily drawn. Fear
of bodily injury ni.ay lead to submission, without
any real physical coercion. Very powerful mental
impressions may be employed as elliectively as bodily

contacts, to reduce the will of another to the

attitude of submission. Tlie evidence of coercion

in cases of rape, demanded in courts of law, is

generally, from a modern ethical and psychological

point of view-, extremely unsatisfactory; and the

legal discussion of ' undue influence ' in testament ary

cases is fraught with embarrassment (for examjile,

cf. classic discussion in von Sa\'igny's System dcs

heutig. ram. llechts, 1840, vol. iii. bk. ii. pp. 114-

139). Freedom of will is a relative term, and all

pressure is relative. Mental states are not yet
subject to exact measurement, and so the measure
of coercion cannot be exactly lixed. Between the

most casual request and the all-powerful suggestion

to a hypnotized subject, there is no sharp line

(Miinsterberg, P.iychology and Life, 1899, pp. 239-

242). The simplest suggestion has in it a measure
of coercion, and the most brutal physical violence

aimed at subduing another has in it a measure of

mental suggestion. Only the ends sought and the

purpose that guides coercion will determine their

moral character, and only scientific and long-

continued observation of their various degrees of

social effectiveness will determine the wisdom or

folly of various types of coercion, such as corporal

punishment, imprisonment, fear of death, etc.

LlTERATTRE.—Besidesthe works quoted above, see F. Paulsen,
System der Ethik, 1900, ch. ix. p. 424 ; J. Bentham, Pniicijiles

of Morals and Legislation, 1823, ch. x. • 01 Jlotives" ; William
James, rrincipks of Psycholmj!/, 1891, vol. ii. ch. xxvi. p. -isC.

4. In modern pa>dagogics the forms which dis-

ciplinary and educative coercion should take are

at last " beginning to receive attention (see art.

Education). Here it is in place to call attention

only to what must be the underlying philosopliy

of all such disciplinary coercion. The human
being, as an end in himself, must never be forgotten.

All coercive reaction must therefore consider the

welfare not only of the coercive group, institu-

tion or social machinery, but also of the member
thus coerced. And the coercive reactions, to be

truly rational and moral, must cesise to carry a
pseudo-retributive character. It is quite impossible

to apply rationally the lex talionii. For one man's

tooth or eye is not, and cannot be, a retributive

equivalent for another's loss of these. The attempt

to e.stimate sin and evU in terms of pain, or virtue

in terms of pleasure, is the conijian-son of incom-

mensurate quantities, however closely they may
be linked in our experience. This is the weakness
of Bentliam's theory. These reactions of a coercive

character can be experimentally tested only in

their educative and protective ellicicncy. The
social organism will always react ]iowerfully to

protect itself, and may sacrifice the individual in

its endeavour tluis to conserve its own life ; but
even in extreme cases (capital punishment, war,

etc.) the reaction is irrational, and to that degree
demoralizing, if the element of retribution enters

into it at all. Any really just retribution could

take place only on the basis of an exact weighing
of the motive behind the act thus to be avenged,

and so, if there is any coercion in the universe, it

must be in the hands of an all-wise God. There
is, therefore, profound ethical sense in the demand
of St. I'aul for the banishment of ' wrath ' and its

coercive reactions from our breast (Ivo 12''-'- -"). At
the same time it is open to question wliether, on
the basis of the revelation of God as tho loving
Father of all His creatures, fherc is room any-
where for retributive coercive reactions (see,

however, the article Rewards and Puni.sh-
MENTS). The loving father does not and should
not 'avenge' himself upon his children; all

coercive reactions are disciplinary and educative
with regard to the coerced individual, and defensive

on the part of the coerced. Coercive reactions

may seek dramatically to impress their character
as disciplinary or protective reactions, by following

the lines of the transgression, as blow for blow,
but when they attempt retribution tlicy exceed
their own possible limits. The recognition of this

is transforming penology, where the iiulcterminate

sentence is iu full recognition of the educative
character of social coercive reaction.
LiTERATURK.—Beccaria, Dei Delitti e Detle pene, 1704, tr. by

J. A. Ferrer {Crimes and Punishmenfs, IhSO); G. Tarde, La
Pkilosophie phiale, 1892 ; F. H. Wines, Punishment and
Reformation, 1895. Consult also Samuel J. Barrows' art.
* Penology' in Bliss's Encyclopedia of Social iieforin, I'jos, and
Bentbam's work already mentioned. For another ;isi)fi.t, see

H. Spencers Education, 1801. T. C. IlALL.

COGNITION.—See Epistemology.

COINS AND MEDALS (Western).—In their

relation to religion, coins and medals may be con-

sidered under three headings: (1) There are a
certain number of coins and medals made to serve

some religious or superstitious purpose. (2) Coins
or medals are constantly used for such purposes,

although never intended to be so >ised. (3) Many
coin-types have a religious significance, and the
development and decline of the religious element
in such types have to be considered. For historical

reasons it is convenient to reverse the above logical

order in the consideration of these questions.

i. The religious significance of coin-types.

—

[I'"or the whole of this question, especially down to the end
of the Byzjintine period, fjeneral reference is due to G.
Macdonald, Coin Types, 1906].

I. Until recent years, religion was regarded by
most numismatists as the motive which inspired

the selection of the types of the earliest Greek
coins.
Pew held this theory in the extreme form in which it was

propounded by Thomas Burgou {Numjjfm, Journ. 1837) : for

him no explanation of a type was satisfactory which did not
find in it reli!;rious significance. E. Curlius (tr. in Num. Chrtm.
1870) developed Burgon's theory in accordance with bis own
view of the dominant importance of the priesthood in certain

periods of Greek histoiy. He reached the curious conclusion
that money was first struck in temples, being an invention of

the priests ; hence the religious character of the designs, which
were emblems of the divinities from whose shrines the coins
were first issued. For this theory there was no vestige of

sound proof, and it was not at the time generally accepted in

full (cf. P. Gardner, Types ofGreek Coins, 1883, p. 42 ; B. V. Head,
llif^t. Num. 1887, p. Ivii). But the essentially religious nature
of the early coin-type was strongly upheld ;

' It was simply the
signet or guarantee of the i.ssuer, a solemn allimiation on the
part of the State that the coin w.as of just weight and goo<I

metal, a calling of the gods to witness against fraud.' The
typo was therefore necessarily a device * whi-h n, jM ipji :il to

the eyes of all as the sacred emblem of tlr ; . il. l !, , - ).

The whole theory was vigorously attacked • - ii.
. i: I v

way, Origin of Metallic Currency and h'ci'ifit -
'

' -;/ /
,

]
-v;

;

cf. Class. Rev. vi. 470, vii. 79), and it na-s shown t bat many typ.s

could be explained on the religious tlieory only by assumwig
forced and over-sul>tle allusions. The explanation hinted at by
Head in the words ' the signet or guarantee of the issuer' wa.<»

then more fully developed. ' Tho type, whatever it« character

may be, appears on coins because it is the badge by which the

issuing authority is recognized • (G. F. Hill, Handbook of Gr. and
Rom. Coins, 1899).

The fact that the types on the earliest coins,

whatever their significance, were selected solely

and always because they happened to be the
recognized badge or ' coat of arms ' of the issuing

authority has now lieen demonstrated in detail
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(G. Macilonald, oji. cit.). Tlie proof of this fact
does not all'ect the question of the primary origin
of the ba(l;j;e, b)it it ri-ihtly removes tlie question
out of the liclcl of n\i]uisuiatics into that of ancient
heraldry. Tliere can be no doubt that many of
the types, such as tlio owl at Athens, the bee at
Ephesus, the Tcgasus at Corintli, were of religions
significance, but it was not for that reason, or out
of any peculiarly religious character inherent in
coinage, that they were chosen ; it was simply
because the coins were thereby made recognizable
as coins of Athens or Ephesus or Corinth. Similarly
the tunny of Cyzicus and the barley of Metapon-
tum doubtless came to be adopte<i as badges
because of the importance whicli belonged to them
in the economic life of these two cities. But they
were adopted as coin-types only because, for what-
ever reason, they were already the badges of the
cities. The official seals doubtless bore the same
devices.

2. Such was the origin of the coin-type. But
with the increase in the number and variety of
the coins struck by each mint in Greece it became
necessary to vary the types. New types were
thus invented and chosen, and many motives came
into play ; but the object in view seems always to
have been to find something appropriate to the
activities of the State which issued the coins. It
was in the 4th cent. B.C. that the religious motive
seems first to have become dominant (Macdonald,
p. inf.). From this time we may find on the
various denominations struck at one mint a whole
series of representations of deities with their
corresponding attributes. Artificially selected
types of this kind tended considerably to oust
the old-fashioned badge from its position. Thus,
' before the close of the Hellenic period, it had
come to be regarded as a matter of course that
the types of coins shoidd be religious in subject'
(Macdonald, p. 135).

The appearance in and after Alexander the Great's time of
the portraits of Greek kings is not a contradiction, but a con-
firmation of this rule. Alexander's own portrait is half-dis-
guised by Divine attributes, such as the ram's horn of Ammon,
or the lion's skin of Herakles

| and it is as deified rulere that
most, if not all, of the Diadochi and Epig-oni appear, when thev
are portrayed, on their coins (Macdonald, p. 151 fi.).

3. The religious types of Greek coins fall into
various classes. First, naturally, we place repre-
sentations of the deities themselves ; not merely
the great Olympians, such as Zeus at Elis,
Poseidon at Posuidonia, Apollo and Demeter on
the coin of the Delphic Amphictyons, Athene
at Athens and Corinth, Aphrodite at Cnidus,
Hera at Ar^os ; but minor supernatural powers
and per.-^oinlications, such as Nike, Homonoia,
Tyche ; city-deities, such as Antioch ; river-gods,
mountain-gods, and the like. To the same class
belong the representations of aniconic objects of
worship, such as the sacred Aphrodite-cones of
Paphos or the Cilician Aphrodisias, the ' Artemis

'

of Perga, the sacred stone of Emisa. Deities are
often represented, not merely as cultus figures,
but in action—Hermes carries the infant Areas
(Pheneus), Apollo slays the Python (Croton),
Herakles the Hydra (PhEBstus). By a not un-
natural confusion, the deity is sometimes repre-
sented in the action which properly belongs to
the worshipper ; thus, at Selinus, the river-god
Selinos is represented as ottering sacrifice. Heroized
founders and other persons who were the object
of cult are also represented, as Cydon suckled by
a bitch (Cj^donia), Themistocles at Magnesia in
Ionia. At Apamea in Fhrygia, Noah and his wife
are represented, first in the" ark (with the raven
sitting on it, and the dove bringing the olive
branch), and then, still on the same coin, on dry
land, their hands raised in adoration. Other
elaborate mythological scenes are not uncommon.

A very large class of religious types includes the
attributes of the deities, .such as the thunderbolt
or the eagle of Zeus, the owl of Athene, the
caduceus of Hermes, the wine-cup or grapes of
Dionysus, the star-surmounted caps of the Dioscuri.
Occasionally an object which one would not
otherwise regard as religions is deliberately given
a sacred character ; thus on the earliest coin of
Cyzicus is a tunny fish adorned with fillets, show-
ing that it is dedicated to the local deity. Finally,
we may class together the buildings connected
with cults, such as the temides of Artemis at
Ephesus, of Aphrodite at Paphos. There are, in
fact, few aspects of Greek public religion which
are not illustrated in some more or less direct
manner by the types of Greek coins.

4. The same is true of Roman coins ; the whole
of the earliest regular series (the aes grave) bear
on their obverses the heads of deities. Beginning
with the heaviest denomination, the as, and de-
scending, we have the

—

as . with the head of Janus.
semis . „ „ Juppiter.
trietis . ,, „ Minen'a, Dea Roma, or Virtue.
quadrant „ „ Hercules.
sextans „ ,, Mercury.
uncia . „ „ Bellona.

This is in accordance with the rule prevailing in
the Greek world in the 4th cent., when the
Romans borrowed from the Greeks the idea of a
coinage. About the end of the 2nd cent... types
commemorating events in the history of the family
of the monetary magistrates become important,
and even the religious types seem to be chosen
because of some connexion of the moneyers with
the gods represented. Personifications occupy an
increasingly important place among the types.
Under the Republic we have comparatively few, and those of

an obvious character, such as Libertas and Victoria ; but under
the Empire we meet with a series of less obvious personifications
of ideas, such as .-Eternitas, Fecunditas, Fides, Pudicitia,
Securitaa.

^
Theartistic conceptions of these qualities are usually

quite mediocre. At Alexandria in Egypt, which was the most
important mint outside Rome in the first three centuries of our
era, such personifications were also common : thus we have
not merely Justice, Peace, and Hope, but such ideas as Kratesis
(Valour ?), Dynamis (Dominion), and Semasia (Signal of Victor)-).

The general impression given by a survey of the
Roman Imperial coinage (as distinct from the
coinage of Greek mints under the Empire) is one
of an absence of any active religious element.

5. Early in the 4th cent, the Christian element
makes its appearance on the coins, at first spo-
radically and incidentally (see the summary in
iMacdonald, p. 226 f.). Thus at Tarraco in a.d.
314 a cross appears in the field of the coins, though
the type is still pagan ; in 320 the nP monogram
appears at several mints as a symbol ni the field,

or decorating the Emperor's helmet ; the standard
of the cross transfixing a dragon is the type of a
coin struck at Constantinople in a.d. 326, the
year after the Council of Nica^a. The Christian
monogram, flanked by A and CO, is the type of
well-known coins of Constantius II., Magnentius,
and Decentius. But types of no religious import
accompany these. Under Julian the Apostate
there is a sudden re\Tilsion in favour of strictly
pagan religious types, such as the bull Apis.
After Julian's death, Christian types once more
prevail, although personifications, such as Con-
cordia, and especially the goddess Victory, are by
no means excluded.
The plain cross (of the Latin shape) within a

wreath is the type of certain coins of Valentinian
III. (424-45.1) and his sister Honoria. Under
Olybrius (472) it figures still more prominently,
without the wreath. But it is not until the next
century that we find the cross 'potent' on steps,
which is so characteristic of Byzantine coinage.
The first instance is on a coin of Tiberius 11.

Constantine (574-5S2). About 450 was struck a
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gold coin, celobiatiiif; the nuirriagc of Pulcheiia,

sister of Theoilo-iiis ii., to Maioiaii. It bears the

inseription, FKLICITEK NYliTIIS, and repre-

sents Christ standing, with His Iiands on the
shoulders of bride anil bridegroom. The reason
for tliis, the first aiipearanoe of Christ on a coin, is

tliat I'ulcheria had vowed lierself to virginity in

lier youtli, and her marriage witli Martian was
conditional on the respecting of her vows. But
tills coin is exceptional, and Christ is not again
represented until the time of Justinian II. (683-

695 and 705-711). The bust is without nimbus,
holding the Gospels, and blessing ; the inscription

is 'Jesus Chri.st, King of Kings.' The Emperor
is styled ' Our Lord Jiistiniau, the servant of

Christ.' Tradition says that Justinian threatened
to ado))t types oll'ensive to the religious feelings

of the ^lusalmans ; it is at least a curious fact that

the independent Musalnian coinage! originated at
this time and bears a militant religious motto.
But the iconoclasts who followi^d Justinian would
have none of the bust of Clirist, although they
retained the <:ross. The bu.st was finally re-estab-

lished about the middle of the 9th cent, on coins of

Michael III. and Tiieodora, after the condemnation
of the iconoclasts by the Council of Constantinople
in 842.
From this time onwards we find aii mcreasiuif variety of

rej>reseatatioiis of Christ, lie is entliroued, holding the Gospels,
^vith cross on nimbus behhid head (Leo VI. and Constantiue X.,

911-912, and later Emperors) ; crownini? the Kniperor, and
sometimes also the Rmpress (l^omanns I. Ot?o o-»(

; Krr^^nMiTs i'/.

and Eudocia, 1087-1070); staudint', holdii- i^ '-'
r •

I

styled EMMANOYHA (John Zimisce.s :< ;

the Emperor kneeling, presented by St. Mi' ; \ ('.li li^' 1 mii

Pala;ologu8, l-.!Gl-}282). The head of the Vir-ii. { jluin, .Muil.tr

of God ') first occurs on coins of Leo vi. Later we find lier

seated, holding the Child ; in half-figure, holding a medallion
with the head of Christ: standing, with the Emperor, holding
the cross ; or her bust surrounded by the walls of Constantinople
(Michael vin. Palaologus, 1201-1282 and later). Saints are also

represented from Uie 10th cent, onwards : St. Alexander (Alex-
ander, 912-913); St. Constantine (Alexius I., 1081-1118); St.

George (John ii. Conmenus, 1118-1143) ; St. Theodore (Manuel i.

Comnenus, lllS-llSO) ; St. Michael(rsa.TC n. Angelus, 1180-1196).

6. Of all the types introduced in the late Roman
and Byzantine coinage, the most lasting in its

efl'ects, as might be expected, was the cross. It

was borrowed by the barl)arians with great free-

<lom. The cruciform monogram of the early
Carolingian coins is a modification of it. In some
fonn or other it is the tyjie, or the basis of the
type, of innumerable coins of the Middle Ages ; and
its influence lingers on in the cruciform arrangi:-

ment of such a coin as the Victorian double florin.

But it is doubtful whether it had anj' religious

significance after the close of the Middle Ages.
Its convenience in the ciuse of the English silver

penny, for instance, as a guide for cutting the coin

into halfpennies and farthings, and its obvious
decorative possibilities, are quite suflicient to

account for its jiojuilarity ajiart from its religious

value. Its significance, however, is emphasized on
such coins as the German denarii, on which the

angles of the cross contain such words as CKVX,
PAJf, or as the obols of William of Petersheim
(c. 1310), which bear a cross and the legend
SIGNVM CliVCIK.

7. The representations of religious subjects on
medijEval and later coinages would repay a careful

analysis. A few instances must suflice here. As
in ancient times, the choice of the subject is due
not to anything religious in the character of the
coinage, but simply to the fact that it is the
emblem of the State Tlie first silver jiieces of

Venice (1192-1205) have types closely cojiied from
Byzantine coins ; on one side is the l)oge standing,
receiving the banner from St. Mark ; on the other,

Christ enthroned (C. F. Kcary, Murpholoqt/ of
Coins, 18S6, Nos. 97, 98). The gold sequin intro-

duced by Giov. IJandolo (1279-1289) had (m the

obverse the Doge kneeling, receiving the banner

from St. Mark ; on the reverse, Christ standing in a
maiidorla of stnrs. This type persisted down to

the end of the Venetian coinage (Keary, No. 99).

A common type on the lower denominations is the
winged lion of St. Mark. One of the types of

another famous Italian coin, the Florentine gold
florin, is a figure of St. John Baptist (Keary,
No. 109). At liiicca the Santo Vulto is repre-

sented; at Milan we liave a seated figure of St.

Ambrose (Keary, No. 1U2). Other saints (Italian

coins show an immense number) are S. I'etronio at

Bologna, S. Geminiano at Modena, St. I'eter at

liome, St. Ursus at Solothurn, St. Wenccslas in

Bohemia. The English ' angel ' received its name
from its type—the archangel Michael spearing the
Dragon. The ' Salute ' of Henry VI. has a charming
representation of the Annunciation ; and St. George
attacking the Dragon is still the type of the highest
denomination of the British coinage. But the
tendency in modern times is to revert, just as under
the Roman Empire, to com]);iratively frigid per-

sonifications and allegories, such as the Britannia
of the British pennies, etc., and the Semeuse of the
modern French silver coins.

8. A word must be said of the religious mottoes which first

made their appearance as a definite fashion in the course of

the 11th century (Macdonald, p. 241). One of the earhest—an
appeal (in verse) to the Virgin : Aetrnoiva. o-w^oi? evtrepij

Movdfiaxov—is found on a coin of Constantine Monoraachus
(1042-1055). Under Romanus iv. (1067-1070) we have napStV. <roi

TToKvatve os ^An-tKe ndvra Karopdol. At Venice the ducat took ita

name from the leonine hexameter which it bore: 'Sit tibi,

'ill if r, (IiLtus quern tu regis isteducatus.* The chief Florentine
ill bore: ' Det tibi florere Christus, Florentia, vere.'

I .. li'-iim auditorem meum,' 'Christus regnat, Christus
VIII It

,
' liristus bnperat," 'Sit nomen Domini benedictum,' and

Ihf like, occur on Engliyh and French coins. The early Norman
rulers of Sicily used not only the Greek motto 'I(7)a-oi))s X(pi(rT6)?

vLKa^ but also the Arab formula, 'There is no God but God;
Muhammad is the prophet of God '

: but the latter was probably
copied from Arab coins as a meaningless ornament. The 'IHS
autem transiens per medium illorum ibat ' of the English gold
nobles has not been fully explained, but it evidently had some
I^rophylactic significance (see Wroth, Nu7n. Chr. 1882, p. 299

;

lilanchet. Talismans anckns, Paris, 1900, p. 8).

ii. The accidental religious use of coins and
medals.—l. Dedications.—The object of a dedica-

tion is to give to the deity something valuable or
representing value, with a view to propitiation or
the expression of gratitude. Few media are more
convenient than coins for such a purpose. Accord-
ingly we find that coins have been thus used,
probably ever since their invention down to the
present day, when the tourist who wishes to return
to Rome propitiates the nj'inph of the Trevi foun-
tain with a soldo. Coins were, indeed, specially

niaile with this object, but these come under
another category ; here we deal with coins used
for this purpose, although never intended to be so
used.

[See especially F. Lenormant, /-a Mminaie dans Vantiquiii,
1878, i. 28 f., and in Rev. A'um. 1874-1877, p. 326 f.; E. Babelon,
TraiU des nionnaies, 1901, i. 671 f.J

The evidence concerning the subject is manifold.
First come numerous references in literature and
inscriptions. It is .sometimes (liflii'ult to distinguish

between dedications proper and temple fees. At
the shrine of Amphiaraus jit Oropus a fee of not
less than 9 obols was exacted from all patients who
consulted the god ; it was put into the money-box
in presence of the sacristan (sec the inscr. IG vii.

235), and sick people, if cured, threw a piece of gold
or silver into the fountain of the god (Pausan. i.

34. 4). Here we have first the fee, then the dcdica-

1 ion. Those who consulted the oracle of Ilerines of

tlie Market at I'liaiic in Acluca first laid a bronze
coin of the (ouiitiy on the altar to the right of the
image (Pausan. vii. 22. 3). Those who visited the
.shrine of Aphrodite at Paplios paid a piece of

mon<!y to the goddess 'a-s though to a courtesan '

(Clem. Alex. Piotr. p. 13, ed. Potter). Lucian's
account of the wonder-working statue of the
('orinthian general Pelichos (Pkdupscudcx, 20) may
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bo romance, but the details are doubtless coiiicd
from the truth. This statue had obols lying at its
leet, and there were also fastened to its thi^'h with
wax some silver coins and leaves of silver (x^roXa,
mohably bracteates or thin ornamental disks made
liy beating out metal over coins), being votive
ollennys or payments for cures from people whom
the hero had relieved of fever.

,„WM°"m''-!?^^
ill poi.it is offered by tlie iron bars (6;3e\.V«,0wluoh Plieidon ot Argos dedicated in the temple of tlie AririveHera

; such spits or bars, according to Aristotfe (Pollux ix 77)

J
formed the earliest Peloponnesian currency, and were super-seded by the introduction of silver, commonly attributed to

1 heidon. However, as the connexion of Pheidon with the in-
troduction of silver currency is doubtful, these bars may have
been, not superseded currency, but standard measures, which beplaced in the temple that they might be safely preserved {ThKeinach, L Uist. par les monnaies, l'J02, p. 36 fl.). The Esvptian
usage of throwing money into the Nile at a certain festival
(beneca, JVa(. Qu. IV. ii. 7) was probably Greek rather than
DAtive in ongin.

2. Roman authors also record the practice of
stipemponere, iacerc or conferre (thus Varro, Ling.
Lat. 5, § 182, Mull. :

' etiam nunc diis cum thesauris
asses dant, stipem dicunt' ; Seneca, dc Beii. vil. iv. 6

:

' et dis donum posuiums et stipem iecimus ' : cf
Liy XXV. 12). When M. Curtius leapt into the

f^j .
P.eople cast do-mi 'gifts and fruits of the

held on him
; in commemoration whereof it was

the custom for Romans of all ranks to make an
annual vow for the health of Augustus by castino-
a coin into the Lake of Curtius (Sueton. Aug. 51)
Pliny the Younger tells us (Ep. viii. 8. 2) that coins
could be seen lying at the bottom of the springs of
Clitumnus. In 211 B.C. the soldiers of Hannibal
after plundering the temple of the goddess Feronia
left as a sort of expiation a large quantity of rudera
amorphous blocks, of bronze (Liv. xxvi. 11 : 'aeris
acervi, quum rudera milites religione iiiducti
lacerent, post profectionem Hannibalis .-uagni in-
vent! [where inducti is to be preferred to intact

i,and mcerent means 'dedicated ']). As aes nide was
no longer in use as money at the time, we may infer
that these rudera were part of the old treasure of
the temple.

3. These literary references can be supplemented
trom Ureek inscriptions, especially temple in-
ventories. In an Athenian list of 398-397 BC
(Dittenberger, Syll.- [1S9S], 586, p. 288) we find '2
Piocaic staters ; . . . Phocaic sixths; 11 Persian
sUver sigh.' According to the same account, the
teinple of the Brauronian Artemis contained certain
false staters from Laeon sealed up in a box ' On

the other hand (ib. p. 290), ' Andron of Elaius dedi-
cated (a-rrjp^aro) two gold drachms ; Thrasyllus of
Euonynieia a gold half-obol and two staters of
j*.gm:i. In another list we have ' the false money
from Eleusis' (IG ii. 654, 1. 8). The Deliau in-
ventory of about 180 B.C. (Dittenberger, op cit
p. 321) enumerates many coins of Philip 11 Alex-
ander, Lysimachus, Antiochus, Carystus in Eubcea
the Ptolemies, Ephesus, etc., some being of bronze
plated with silver. An Attic list of 422-418 B c
mentions a ' gold tetradrachm,' stating a weiWit
which shows that it was not an ordinary coin but
a cast in gold (presumably made with the object
of dedication) from a silver tetradrachm of Attic
weight {Hermes, xxxvi. 317).

It is improbable that any large number of these treasures werethe produce of ttiies for offences committed within the precinctsmoney so obtained would hardly have been carefully preserved astreasure aiid inventoried, but rather spent in the upkeep of thetemple. Certainly the false pieces would not have been accepted

f^pSliJpw I? /f ' yjl^s^s they may weU have been dedications
(sec below, ui § i). After bemg preserved for a decent time, dedi-cated coins, If of precious metal, were sometimes, if not usuaUy
H^i !?f i.T","!!''

'"\'''' '""^ ""^^"'^ 'O' "i« sanctuary. An inscrip-
tion of the 3rd century a.c. (C. Michel, Reauild'inscriptions
grecju^s, Brussels, lSi;8-1900, p. 827) records the molting down ofa large quantity of dedications in order to replace the worn-out temple-service at the shrine of Amphiaiaus at Orop™

•

the names of the dedicators attached; 6 gold et.iteis are de-acrioea as avejri.ypa4>oi, having presumably lost their labels.

Most temples contained money-boxes, like those to be found in
modern churches, for the receipt of offerings. Money thus
acquired would probably be spent for the upkeep of the shrine,
and was not strictly dedicated. On such ancient thesauri see
(jraeven, ' Die thonerne Sparbiichse tin Alt«rtum ' (Archaol.
Jahrb. xvi. 160-189) ; Babelon, Traiti, p. 671 ; Edgar, ZX>i\. 141.

4. The literary and epigrapliic evidence is wholly
confirmed by the actual linds. A very large pro-
portion of such ancient coins as are known to have
been dedicated comes from rivers and fountains.
This does not prove that the custom was especially
attached to water-deities; the explanation of the
fact is that in such cases coins, being hidden by
the water, escaped being carried off or melted
down. The holy well at Oro]ius (§ i) can be
paralleled by innumerable cases from media;val
and modern times, from the British Isles, Brit-
tany, Esthonia, etc. (Frazer on I'ausan. i. 34. 4).
Coventina's well at Procolitia on the Roman Wall
yielded over 15,000 Roman coins (Num. Chr. 1879,
p. 85 fl'.) ; St. Querdon's well in Kirkcudbrightshire,
hundreds of copper coins, going back for some
centuries. With the Roman coins from a well
at Bar Hill we shall deal later (iii. § 1). Ancient
coins have been found in large quantities in
medicinal springs in Italy and Gaul. Thus many
thousands of Roman and other coins (going do\vn
to late Imperial times) and more than 1200 lbs.
of aes rude (see above, § 2) were found at the bottom
of the spring of Vicarello on the N. shore of the
Lake of Bracciano, wrongly identified with Aquae
Apollinares (Henzen, Bh. Mus. 1854, p. 20 tf.).

There are several instances from Gaul, including the
fountain at Nimes (see below, iii. §1). At Am6Iie-
les-Bains, near Aries (Pyrenees Orientales), Roman
and Celtiberian coins were found in the hot springs,
together with inscribed leaden tablets {BA iv.
1847, p. 409 f.).

Finds of coins, obviously dedicated, from river-beds have
hitherto been recorded chiefly from France. Large quantities
of Gaulish and Roman coins came from the bed of the Mayenne
at the ford of St. Leonard, and from the Vilaine at Rennes ; and
gold corns of the Parisii occur in great numbers in a certain
spot at the confluence of the Seine and Marne. Sheets of water
such as those of Soing, Flines, and Grandlieu have also con-
tributed their quota of dedicated coins. [Bibliography of this
whole subject in Babelon, TraiU, i. 674, note 2.)

In modern times we have a parallel to the statue
of Pehchos in the image in the sanctuary of St.
Michael in Mandamadhos, Lesbos, to the face of
which coins are affixed with wax (Rouse, Gr. Votive
Offerings, 1902, p. 226). Hasluck (JHS xxix. [1909]
15) describes a method of divination common in the
East(e.(7. in the Marmara Islands) : three crosses are
made on a picture of the Virgin with a coin ; if
the coin sticks, the omen is propitious. In the
inventory of the possessions of St. Mary's Guild,
Boston, 1534, among the jocalia is a silver-gilt cross
with Mary and John, 'w' a sutterayn of golde
thereto nailed & oft'eryd by John Reede ' [communi-
cated by C. R. Peers].

S. It has been thought that coins thus dedicated
were purposely defaced, so as to prevent their re-
turning into circulation. All the staters of the
Parisii from the source above mentioned are said
to have chisel-cuts. This does not, however, seem
to have always been the case, and it is veiy doubt-
ful whether such chisel-cuts can have been meant
to demonetize them ; they may equally well have
been made to test their quality. When dedicating
coins, the Greeks frequently placed on them incised
(less commonly punctured) inscriptions. These had,
as their primary object, not the demonetization of
the pieces—the Greeks were careless of such trifles
as a few scratches on the surface of a coin—but to
record their dedication. The name of the dedicator,
however, rarely, if ever, occurs on extant specimens.
The most remarkable inscription is on a stater of
Sicyon, probably to be read ras 'AprdMiros Ta$ H\)
M<^)K<:^o.l)|xol>l, i.e. '(the property) of Artemis in
Laceda'iiK.n ' (JUSwm. [ 1 S9S] 302 f

.
). We also find
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lapiv Tov 'ATri\(\uiios) on a coin of C'l'oton ; JlaKfOip

dr[dOriaa) on a coin of Aisinoe riiihuielplius, dedi-
cated to Macedon, son of Osiris ; ^apdir{iSi) av.

;

Aioi'(6aifi) ay. ; Offiplci) ; or simply lepiv, dpaO., dv.,

or a., and in one case euxd {JUS xvii. [1897] 83).

Similar inscriptions on llonian coins are not
con\inon ; but a Konian as has on the obverse
the punctured letters SF, and on the reverse

FORTVNAI STU'K incised (d'Ailly, Reclicrches,

1865, II. i. ri. liv. 12 : cf. Quintilian's phrase
'stipeni posuisse fortume,' Dccliim. i.\. 15).

A more systeinatio way of dealing with tlcdi<:uted coins was
adopted at the shrino o! Zeus Ka^^ios in Corcyra. Here the
authorities pos-sessed a etaiup with the letters Aib? Katjio,
which was impressed on the coin, nLarliiiip: it as the property o(
tbejgod (B. M. Catal. Couis, 'Thessaly,' etc. p. l.l'J). Tlie c:oins

dedicated in this way seem all to he of bronze. More respectful
to the coins was the method exenipUned by certain finds from
the Oallo-Gernian border, bronze talilets being made with
circular holes (or the couis. One from l-'orbach (Lorraine) is

dedicated by Acceptus and MoLtio to the god I'isuciris ; similar
tablets come from Sablon near Metz (.Mowal, Mitn. Sue. Ant. Fr.
1888, t. ix. p. 220 f.). It has sometimes been thought that the
halved coins which come chiefly from Gaul, being especially
coins of Neroausus, Vienna, and Lugdunum, were halved witii

some religious object. For this belief there is no foundation
whatever: the halving was merely a method of making small
changc(BIanchet,A'«M<?<sd«7l«7n.l902,ii. 113-125; Strack, 'Halb.
ierte Miinzen im .\ltcrtimi' in Boniier Jakrhilchtir, cviii.).

6. Coins and medals n.sed as relics and amulets.
ISee Lenormant, Muyin. dans I'ant. i. 39 ff. ; Babelon, pp.

76 f., (iSO f. ; Hill, The Thirty Keces of Silver,' in Archcevl., hx.)

The greater number of coins and medals used as
amulets, etc., were expressly manufactured to that
end ; but actual coins also were often used in this
way. The magic attaching to the name of Alex-
ander the Gre.-it lent his coins a talisnianio virtue

;

Trebellius I'oUio tells us {Triq. I'ljr. IH) that the
Macriani wore the im.age of Alexander in all sorts
of forms, ' qui.i. dicimtur iuvari in omni actu suo,
qvii Alexandrum expressum vel auro gestitant vel
argento.' .Such images were often dotibtlcss actual
coins of the king. Mowat (iJtw. Njiih. 1903, p.

20 f.) publishes a bronze Macedonian coin on which
Alexander's liead has been deliberately defaceil,

perhaps by a Christian who disajiproved of the
superstition. A curious case of supcr.stitious rever-
ence paid to an insignificant coin is mentioticd by
Pliny (UN xxxiv. 137). The Servilia family had
a bronze i-uncia piece to which they oll'ered annual
sacrifices with great ceremony ; it consumed the
gold and silver which were provided for it ; it

waxed and w.med, thereby indicating vicissitiidi^s

in the fortune of the family. The 'tsojiper coin
with the sign of the cross ' given by St. Germain
to Ste. Genevibve when she vowed herself to God
was possibly an early instance of an ordinary coin
used as a (ievoti<mal medal (St. Germain chanced
to see the coin lying on the ground [Ada iSanct.

Boll. t. i., Jan., p. 14."]) ; it was a pledge of her holy
vocation, and wa.s to be worn by her round her
neck. But it may equally well have been specially
made for the purpose. Medals which were origin-
ally produced for an ordinaiy devotional ])urpose
are sometimes found used as talismans. A good
instance is the common medal, liist made in the
16th cent., with the he.'id of Christ on the one side
and a Hebrew inscription on the other (iii. g 6),

which Wits worn as a charm against ejiilcp.sy (.). I).

Kcihler, Munzljelu.sUmiiuj, vi. [1734] 353 f.).

7. The number and variety of coins of an ordinary
kind used for charms are enormous ; probably the
great majority of the ancient and mediajval coins
which exist with holes i)ierced in them, or loops
attached for susjiension, were worn less for orna-
ment than as a jirotcction against divers evil in-

fluences. Naturally a coin bearing a cross would
be considered of special cHicacy. IJyzantine (;oins,

it would seem, were generally known as ' moneta-
Sancta^ Helena;' (in me<liieval Italy 'santelene'
[cf. Ducange, dr. Impcr. C'on.it. inf. annnvm., 1755,

p. 110]), i)resuniably because, as a rule, they repre-

sented the relic found by that Empress. Such coins
—an extraordinary number of which are peiforatcd
for suspension— were eil'ective against ejiilepsy

(7i'A', 1908, p. 137 ; liozius, de sif/nU Eccl. jUci,

1592, 1. XV. cap. 12, who adds that even the
Sultan of his time, Murad m., wore one; virtue
.against some diseases, he adds, was also inherent
in the coins of St. Louis). One of these ' moneta;
Saneta; lleleme' is mentioned in the Wardrobe
Account of Henry III. a. 55 (Nulcs and Queries,
ser. i. vol. i. p. IDI)). A famous specimen was at
one time in the castle of the Knights of St. John
at llhodcs: one of the deniers de Sainctc Ilrlhu;, on
which are made the bullcltes de Hhodcs, viz. white
wax impressions or casts, made on Good Friday,
while the Otlice was being said. They possessed
gTeat virtue. 15y 1413 this relic had disapiieared,
or become dispossessed in popular favour by a silver

Rhodian coin of the 4th cent. li.C, which professed
to be one of the Tliirty Pieces of Silver. Models
of it were made under the same circumstances,
aiul these were esteemed of virtue for the health of
men, for the labour of women, and for perils by
sea. Such imijressions were made even after the
coin had come with its owners to Mtilta.
Certain coins of Count David of Mansleki in the 17th cent,

and later coins of Kremnitz were worn in battle as a charm
st bi-inj;- thi fro horse or wounded (Domanig,

;. p. 12.'j) ; the superstition also
ai: .; : I 'lesoribed below (iii. § z).

i'
- .1 :

i I

: u-rh-piece, or coin (usually of
^'('M'^i'.'i '^ 1;.' 1. Ml. nil i-:i'. I I :i>' 10 those whom they touched
for till- '!iMij;'s u\i!,' was supp.jsed to have prophylactic virtue.
The piece was usually an angel (types : St. Michael transfixing
the Dragon, and a ship). In the last period of the use, special
pieces were made with these types, the angel beinp no longer
in circulation.

8. Incidentally we have already mentioned some
coins which were preserved as relies. An obvious
kind of relic was the 'numisma cum ima<^ne B.
Virginis ' at the church of S. Wenceslas at Prague
[Rev. Numism. 1899, p. 500). Canterbury Cathedral
jiossessed a ' ntimmus perforatus lancea Sancti
Mauricii Martyris.' This may have been any per-
forated coin with the head o'i an emjteror (if the
head was injured by the perforation, the mutihition
wouhl exjiress the saint's refusal to worship the
false god). More probably, however, it was a coin
of the Byzantine Emperor Alauricius Tiberius.
The most remarkable series of coin-relics is, however, to be

found in the various cLaimants to the honour of belonging to
the Thirty Pieces of Silver. Between 15 and 20 such pieces
have been traced ; some are still e.xtant. None of those of
which the nature is kno^vn can have been in circulation in the
time of Christ ; no fewer than eight ran be identified as ancient
coins of Khodes. Why the Knights of St. John (sec above, § 7)
chose this particular coin for this purpose we cannot say with
certainty. But it is obvious that, when it was once cstablisheti
in the place of the 'denier de Saincto Hcltne' iti the shrine
which was visited by the great majority of pilgrims to the Holy
I-and, such pilgrims, meeting with similar coins (which are
common in the Levant), woidd take them home, in the devout
hope, speedily ripening into belief, that they too were of the
Thirty Pieces. Thus many of the churches of Cbriytiiidoni
must have acquired this kind of relic; uc 1 ii- ^f i!,. m ;it

Kome, Rosas in Catalonia, Enghien, Ovicio, ]
,

- \':-
.^

;

the specimens in the first three places are ^1 1 ; !:• . ri,,;

Bihliothfeque Nationale possesses one of tin' 1
,

''^ "f
these corns, which were marie in grejit nuiuiurs; [w \\or<l8
' Imago Caesaris' have been added on the obvc
ing the he;id of the sun-god, the Uhodii
p()rtrait of the Kniiicror, whose hnage and i

i)resumed by the relic-maker to have been \

Pieces, as well as on the * penny ' which w.as shown to Christ.
Besides the Rhodian coins, one of the famous Syracusan ten-

drachm pieces, of about 400 n.c., was regarded as a '.ludas-
penny,' for it was set in a ^old mount inscribed in tiothic
letters: 't^uia prccium sanguinis est.' A 'Judas-penny' still

preserved in the treasury of Sens Catherlral is an tlgyptian
dirheniot the end of the 13th century. S. Kustorgio at Milan
once possessed a gold mtidus of the Emperor Zeno which was
worshipped as one of the gold coins ofTcred to Christ by the
Slagi, Mcdixval legend identified the Tliirty Pieces of Silver
with gold coins included in that offering. Finally, we note that
' Jud!LS-]icnnics,' not sudiciently described to arlni'it of ideutifica

tion, were once at the \'Lsitandines in Aix, Notre Dame dti Puy,
SI. Henis, iMontserrat inCat.alonia, S. Croceand the Annunziata
in Florence. The piece in Noire Dame du Puy, atul doubtless
:*lso the others, had efficacy in child-birth. It is, of course,
IKissible that some of these were not genuine ancient coins, but

Ajiollo,

uperscripti
ito the

the Thirty
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copies ol others, such ns the one at Rhodes. At least two other
pieces are preserved in Uussia, one at the Abbej* of the Trinity
and St. Sevgius in Moscow, anotlier at the Monastciy of Supnist
near Bialystolc (comnmuicated by Prof. A. de Markoff].

Cuius were also often used as ornaments for

reliqiuiries (liabelon, Traili'., i. SO), but more pro-

bably for decorative than for religious reasons.

9. Charon's obol.

[SeyiTert, de Numis in ore tU'/unctorum repertis, 1700 ; Mayor
on Juvenal, iii. 265 f. ; Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. * Charon ' ; Rolule,
Psyehc^, WO.'!, p. 300 f. ; Herjuann-Bliimner, Gr. Prioatalier-
tiinifr, 1882, p. 367 ; Bahelon, TraiU, i. 616 f.].

In origin, the custom of placing a small coin

between the teeth or in the hand of the dead was
perhaps only a relic of the primitive custom of

burying all a man's most valuable belongings with
him. But in classical times the coin was certainly
regarded as a fare ; at Hermione it was not used,
because there was a short cut to Hades (Strabo,
viii. 373). One obol was the traditional sum ; the
Sv i^oXii mentioned by Aristophanes (Frogs, 140)
are an e.xception made by the poet to hang a joke
upon (see B. B. Rogers, ad loc). Diodorus (i.

96. 8) says that the Egyptians had the custom, but
we may doubt whether it was indigenous ; if it

was, as the Egyptians did not use coinage until

late times, the coin must have been preceded by
some other object of small value. The custom
prevailed in many places outside Greece ; in

Frankish graves the deceased was provided with
thin silver imitations of Roman coins. Instances
coming down to comparatively modern times are
recorded.

iii. Coins and medals made for purposes of
religion or superstition.— i. From the practice of

stamping dedicated coins, as was done by the
priests of Zeus Kasios at Corcyra, it was but a
step to supply worshippers with actual coins
specially made for dedication. The most remark-
alile of such issues, and perhaps the only ones
much diilerentiated in outward form from the
ordinary coinage, are the ham-shaped pieces of

Nemausus. These seem to have been struck with
the official dies of the Roman mint ; they are like

the ordin.ary coins of the place, save that they are
furnished with a ham-shaped appendage. They
have been found only in the bed of the fountain at
NImes, and this proves that they were made to be
dedicated to the deity of the fountain. One can
hardly doubt that they were cheap substitutes for

a pig. [Bibliography in Babelou, Traite, i. 676.]
A less ambitious form of offering was counterfeit

coin, of base metal. Of thirteen Roman denarii,
ranging from M. Antonius to M. Aurelius [Num.
Chron. 1905, p. 10 f.), found in the sludge at the
bottom of a Roman well at Bar Hill in Scotland,
one was of some alloy of copper, two were struck
coins of silver, and ten were cast coins of tin. Not
more than four different moulds were used for these
ten coins, so they must have been made near the
])lace where they were found, and we cannot doubt
that they were made to be dedicated. Similarly a
number of denarii found in the bed of the Tiber
are of tin [Eiv. Ital. di Numism. 1905, p. 167 f.).

These counterfeit pieces are perhaps on the same
footing as the false coins dedicated in Greek
temples (ii. § i), and as the paper money which the
Chinese still offer to their gods.

2. We have already seen that a magical \'irtue

attached to the image of Alexander the Great.
The fashion of using such talismans seems to have
become particularly prevalent in the 3rd cent, of

our era, although there is no reason to suppose
that the gold medallions of the Tresor de Tarse,
dating from that century, and representing Her-
cules, Philip II., and Alexander, were talismans.
John Chrysostom reproaches the Christians of his
time for fastening bronze coins of Alexander the
Macedonian to their head and feet. Some medals

of the late 4th or 5th cent, combine the head of

Alexander with Christian symbols or ligures such

as the ^^ monogram, or the she-ass and her colt.

[For other specimens, see Babelon, p. 681 f.] A
charm against the evil-eye bears on one side the

head and title of Maximianus Herculeus, on the

other a circle of various animals contending against
tlie eye [Ann. Soc. fr. de Num. 1890, p. 237 ; for

these and other medals showing Gnostic influence,

see Babelon, p. 689). In modern times we may
mention the common medals (going back in origin

to the 16th cent.) with St. George and the Dragon
('S. Georgius equitum patronus') and Christ asleep

in the ship ('in tempestate securitas'), which seem
still to be made in quantities, and are supposed to

give good luck on journeys on horseback or by sea

(Kohler, Mimzbelustigung, xxi. [1749] 109).

3. Coins, etc., made for currency in connexion
imth religious institutions. A rare but famous
silver coin issued in the 4th cent. B.C. by the

authorities of the temple of Apollo at Didyma in

the teiTitoiy of MUetus bears the inscription Er
AIATMJ2N lEPH, i.e. 'sacred (drachm) issued from
Didyma.' It doubtless represents the currency
issued by the temple for circulation among visitors

to the slirine. Probably many other Greek coins

with less tell-tale inscriptions come within the

same category, e.g. the bronze coinage issued by
Eleusis in the 4th cent. B.C. No other Attic deme
issued coins. In vie^^• of the religious character of

the Hellenic athletic festivals, we are justilied in

placing the coinage of the Eleans for Olympia in a
semi-religious category, and the same may be
said of the coinage of the Delpliio Amphictyonic
Council. In later times festivals of all kinds were
accompanied by special coinages ; thus at Soli-

Pompeiopolis, in the j-ear 229 of that city ( = A.r).

163-164), there was a large and varied issue of coins

which must have been intended to meet the demand
created by some festival (JSS xviii. [1898] 166).

It is probable, indeed, that of the vast number of

insignificant cities issuing coins in Asia Minor
under Roman rule, neatly all did so at considerable

intervals, and only on the occasion of local festivals.

4. A famous gold coin of Wigmund, Archbishop
of York (837-854 ?), has on the reverse a cross with-

in a wreath, and the legend MVNVS DIVINVM
(iJ. M. Cat. Eng. Coins, i. pi. xxiii. 6). Legend
and type were probably borro\ved from the gold

coins of the Emperor Louis I. (814-840) ; and the
object of the coins must have been the service of

religion. Certain large silver coins of Alfred the

Great are popularly kno^vn as ' offering-pennies ' ;

and although there is no reason for the appellation

in that case, it may well be that the solidi of

Louis and Wigmund belong to the same class as

tlie 'bezants' {i.e. originally Byzantine solidi)

which the kings of England used to offer to God on
high festival days—a custom in which originated

the distribution "of alms for the king by the Dean
of Westminster (see Num. Chron. 1896, p. 254 f.).

The coinage issued in the Middle Ages by persons holding

authority in the Church, such as the coinages of the Archbishops
of Canterbury and York, of the Abbots of St. Martin de Tours,

of the Abbesses of Quedlinburg, or in the 17th cent, by the

Abbots of St. Honorat de LSrins, are not strictly religious coin-

ages. These authorities exercised their rights for exactly the

same reasons and with the same objects as temporal authorities.

Counter-stamped Turkish coins and paper currency (6, 10, 20

paras, etc.) are issued at the present day by various Greek
churches in Turkey, as at Maroneia and Thasos. A very

minor branch of numismatics concerns itself with the sacra-

mental tokens in use amon^ certain churches, especially in

Scotland ; but these are admission-tickets rather than coins.

The somewhat similar ecclesiastical mireaux or jctons de
presence, used in France and elsewhere in the 15th and 16th

cents., were given to persons as tokens that they had fulftlled

certain qualideations entitling them to benefits.

5. Religious medals.—Medals specially made for

religious purposes have already been mentioned
incidentally. They go back to quite early Chris-
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tian times (see Babelon, i. 6S6f. ). A piece no
louger extant bore the legend SVCCESSA VIVAS,
togetlier witli tlie niartj'nlom of St. Lawrence and
a pilgrim at his tomb, the Christian monogram, and
A and 0. Some medallic pieces representing the
heads of SS. I'eter and Paul are generally held to go
back to a very early period ( Kraua, Gesch. der christl.

Kunst, Freib. 1895, i. 195 f.). A medal-like coin,

probably not earlier than the 9th cent., represents
the Adoration of the Magi (Macdonald, pi. i.x. 11).

Of the same date is a piece in the Vatican repre-
senting the Baptism of Christ. The Adoration of
tlie Magi is also found, with other types such as the
(Jood Sliepherd, the sacrihce of Isaac, the Cruci-
li.\ion, etc., on pieces similar to the Successa vivas
medal (J. U. de Kos.si, Bull. arch, crist. 18C9,

p. 33tr. ; Madden, Num. C'hron., IHIS, p. 19i2f.).

\Ve have already mentioned (ii. § 6) the medal or
coin which was given to Ste. Genevieve at her
consecration—a prototype of the medals worn at
the present day by members of confraternities or
pilgrims. Such medals were, it seems (from certain
words of St. Zeno of Verona, quoted by Kossi, I.e.),

given to neophytes at their baptism : St. Zeno
speaks of their receiving ' aureura triplicis numis-
matis unione signatum.'

6. Towards the end of the 14th cent, a remark-
able series of medals was made, two of which are
still extant in several varieties (J. von Schlosser,
' Die iiltesten Medaillen,' in Jahrb. d. allerh. Kaiser-
hausf-s, .xviii. [1897]). This series seems to have in-

cluded medals of the Emperors Augustus, Tiberius,
riiilippus Arabs, Constantine the Great, and
Ueraclius. They seem all to have related to
epochs in the history of the Christian religion.

On his medal, Constantine is represented on horse-

back ; on the rever.se is the Fountain of L'fe
between two figures which probably represent the
Church and paganism. On the medal of Heraclius
is a bust of the Emperor with his eyes raised as in

prayer ; on the reverse he is shown in a chariot
bringing back to Constantinople the Cross which
had been recovered from the Persians. The original

medals were probably made in Flanders. They
herald the dawn of the Renaissance Medal. About
the middle of the 15th cent., Matteo de' Pasti of

Verona produced the lirst modern medal of Christ.

[On the history of this subject see Hill, 'Medallic
Portraits of Christ,' in Reliquary, 1904, 1905.] The
head is an attempt to render the traditional

features of Christ. It had some influence on later

works of the same class ; traces of the type are
even seen in the medal attributed to the Niirnberg
artist Peter Flbtner. A more important medal of

Christ was one of a pair which professed to re-

produce the heads of Christ and St. Paul, which
were on an emerald sent by the Sultan Bajazet II.

to Pope Innocent VIII. about 1492. But the head
of Christ is directly copied from a type which is

due to the school of Jan van Eyck, and is repre-

sented by a profile head in the Berlin Gallei-y.

The medal was popular, and was much copied ; it

also inspire<l a number of German woodcuts and
line-engravings in the 16th century. The head of

St. Paul is purely Italian in origin. In the IGth

cent, a new medallic type of Christ came into

vogue. Distantly inspired by the type created by
Leonardo da Vinci, it was reproduced in countless
variations. One of the commonest—still copied in

vast quantities for sale to the credulous, who
regard it as a 1st cent, portrait of Christ— is accom-
panied by blundered inscriptions in modern Hebrew
characters :

' Messiah the king came in peace "...
(the rest is uncertain), or 'Jesus of Nazareth, the
Messiah, God and Man in One.'
The object of these Hebrew medals may have

been principally to .serve as amulets (ii. § 6). From
the middle of the 16th cent, onwards there is an
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interminable series of medals of Christ, many of
them issued by the Popes. The German medals
with this subject begin about 1538. No objct t

would be .served by discu.ssing the endless varieties
of the religious medals of this late period, which
represent not only Christ, but the Virgin and
various Saints. Tnej' were is.sued by the Popes,
by various ecclesiastics of lesser authority (some
of the Bavarian abbots produced medals more
interesting than the average), and in great quan-
tities by the authorities of places of pilgrimage,
and by confraternities for the decoration of their
members.
LiTKRATURB.—The literature haa been given throughout the

article- G. F. Hill.

COINS AND MEDALS (Eastern).—In at-

tempting to estimate the value of the coinages
of the East as sources of religious historj', it will

be convenient to arrange them in the following
groups: (1) China and the Far East; ('2) Ancient
Persia ; (3) Ancient India and later non-Muham-
madan India

; (4) Muhammadan coinages of the
world.

1. China and the Far East.—Speaking generally,
it may be said that the coinages of the Far East
are purely secular in character. They have neither
religious types like the ancient coinages of Greece,
Rome, Persia, and India, nor religious inscriptions
like the Muhammadan coinages of every age and
country in which they were struck. Though they
sometimes bear symbols which were no doubt re-

garded as auspicious signs, they rarely have types
in the ordinary sense of the word ; and their in-

scriptions are, as a rule, severely practical in char-
acter, giving information as to the weight and
value of the coin, its date, or its genuineness.
Side by side, however, with the coins in the vari-

ous collections are to be seen medals, the religious

oliaracter of which is patent. These are often
called ' temple coins,' since they are distributed
as talismans by Taoist or Buddhist priests at their

temples. They are usually round like the current
coins, and have, like them, a round or square hole
in the centre ; and they are often worn as amulets
suspended from the neck. The figures which they
bear are either definitely Taoist or Buddhist, e.g.

the emblem of the 'eight immortals,' or the ordi-

nary signs of the Mahayana, or ' Northern ' Bud-
dhist church ; or they have a more general astro-

logical significance, e.g. the signs of the zodiac

;

or they are simply intended to express long life,

wealth, and good wishes generally. Such wishes
are often expressed on these medals, as indeed in

other forms of decorative Chinese art, in a sort of
rebus by which the words of the sentence are sug-
gested by the names of the objects shown (Clia-

vannes, JA, 1901, pt. 2, p. 193). Sometimes also

a good wish is conveyed by the form of the medal
itself, as when, for example, it takes the shape
of a peach, the symbol of longevity (J. M. S.

Lockhart, The Currency of the Farther East,
Hongkong, 1895-1898, p. 189).

LiTp.RATCRE.—S. de Chaudoir, Rcc. de Monnaies de la Chine,
du Japun, de la Corie, d'Annam, et de Java, St. Petersburg,

1S42 ; E. de Villaret, Numi^nat. japonaise, Paris, 189i

:

N. G. Munro, Coins oj Japan, Yokohama, 1904 ; Disiri
Lacrojx, /Vu7ni>77ia(. annarnite, Saigon, 1900; A. Scbroeder,
Annam. Etudt'S numismatiqites, Paria, 1905.

2. Ancient Persia.—The earliest Imperial coins

of Persia, throughout the period of the Achajinonid

dynasty {c. 5,')8 331 B.C.), have invariably as their

type the figure of the Great King represented as

an archer, and possess no special interest from the
point of view of religion or mythology. Coins
issued by the Persian satraps during this period
show, however, a greater varietj', as their types

are not only Persian, but abso Phccnician or Greek
in character. Thus the figure of Baaltars occurs
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on coins of tlie satrap Maz.Tus struck at Tarsus
(c. 362-328 B.C.) (Hill, Handbook of Gr. and Rom.
Coins, London, 1S99, p. 259, pi. iv. 12) ; on a coin

of Tiribazus struck at Issus in Cilicia, apparently
Zeus (or Baal ?) and Ormuzd (Ahura ISIazda) are
associated as oliverse and reverse types (B. V.
Head, Hist. Numorum, Oxford, 1887, p. 604

;

E. Babelon, Lcs Perses achfminides, Paris, 1893,

pp. xxix, 21) ; and on a Cicilian coin of Datames is

seen the winged disk symbol of Ormuzd (Babelon,
op. cit. p. 26). In the subsequent history of

Persia, the types and inscriptions of the coins are
predominantly Greek in character, both under
the Seleueid kings of Syria (312-c. 250 B.C.) and
under the kings of Parthia (c. 250 B.C.-A.D. 226)
(Babelon, Lcs Rois de St/rie, Paris, 1890; Wroth,
B. M. Cat., ' Coins of Parthia ') ; but an exception
to this general rule is aflbrded by the province of

Persia, where a semi-independent djniasty seems
to have ruled from probably about the same period
as the defection of Parthia from the Seleueid
Empire, c. 250 B.C. The reverse type of the coins
struck by these kings of Persia is a Zoroastrian
lire-altar, by the side of which the king is repre-
sented as either standing in an attitude of worship
or seated on a throne (Mordtraann, Ztschr. fur
Numis., 1877, p. 152, 1880, p. 40; Head, Hist.

Num. p. 698). The kings of Parthia were suc-

ceeded Dy the Sasanian dynasty, which represents
the triumph of the ancient religion of Persia over
the Hellenizing tendencies of the Parthians. The
reverse type of the coins of the Sasanian monarchs
throughout the whole period of their dominion
(A.D. 226-642) is the fire-altar, sometimes associ-

ated with either one or two figures (the king and
the high priest) in adoration (Mordtmann, ZDMG,
1854, pis. vi.-x. ). For the evidence which the coins
show of the transition from Zoroastrianism to
Islam after the Arab conquest, see below, § 4.

3. Ancient India and later non-Muhammadan
India.—(1) The pre-RIuliammadan coinages of
India fall into two distinct classes

:

(a) An early indigenous coinage of silver and
copper, approximately square or oblong in form,
representing the development of a currency from
weights of metal. These pieces bear a varj'ing
number of stamps or countermarks irregularly
applied, partly probably by the authorities origin-
ally responsible for the issue, and partly by the
bankers and money-changers through whose hands
they passed in the course of circulation. On account
of this chief characteristic, the term ' punch-
marked ' is commonly applied to this currency,
which from the evidence of literature and repre-
sentations in ancient sculptures appears to be at
least as old as the beginning of the 4th cent. B.C.— (b) A number of coinages bearing definite tj'pes.
These in general show the effect of various waves
of foreign intluence, beginning with the period of
Per.sian (Acluemenid) dominion in Northern India
(c. 500-331 B.C.), and, in particular, of the Greek
influence, which was most strongly felt in the 2nd
and 1st centuries B.C., through the medium of the
neighbouring Hellenic kingdoms of Bactria and
Parthia (see authorities quoted in Rapson, 'Indian
Coins,' §§ 7-16, in GIAP, Strassburg, 1897). Fixed
types also seem to have been developed independ-
ently, especially in Central and Southern India,
through a systematic arrangement of the ' iiuncli-
marked' symbols which were originally ajiplied
indiscriminately on the primitive native coinage
(ib. §§ 46, 129).

(2) More than 300 different symbols occurring
on the ' ]iunch-marked ' coins have been enumer-
ated (Theobald, JASBe lix. pt. i. p. 181, jds.
viii.-xi.). It has sometimes been assumed that all
of these must be religious or astrological in origin,
and attempts have been made to explain their sig-

nilicance. In the present state of our knowledge,
all such attempts must be for the most i)art futile.

An examination of these symbols shows that they
are diverse in character. Some, such as the swas-
tika and the triskclis, are found widely distri-

buted in various parts of the world, and have been
supposed to be primitive solar symbols ; others
a]ipear to be more espscially associated with
Indian religions ; while, in the case of others, it

is difficult or impossible to trace any religious or
astrological meaning whatever. Even in regard
to the great majority of those symbols which are
undoubtedly associated with Indian religions, ' in

the present state of our knowledge it seems im-
possible to discriminate between their use so far

as to say that, while some are Brahmanical, others
are Buddhist or Jain. They seem to be the com-
mon property of diverse sects in different parts of

India' (Rapson, £. M. Cat., ' Andhra Dynasty,'
etc., p. clxxvii). This is abundantly proved by
their association with inscriptions and sculptures

in religious buildings the sectarian character of

which is certain. Such symbols seem to have
passed into general use as auspicious signs. In
this respect tney may be compared with the Chris-

tian symbols and monograms, one of which, in-

deed, JHS, has actually been placed on an Indian
non-Christian coinage in recent times (Codrington,
Manual of Musalman Numismatics, London, 1904,

p. 19 ; Rodgers, Coin-colUcting in Northern India,
Allahabad, 1894, p. 117). Similar symbols con-
tinue to occur, as adjuncts to the main types, not
only on subsequent coinages of Ancient India,

but also on certain of the currencies of Muham-
madan States in India at a still later period (cf.,

for example, the ' Table of Ornaments found on
the Coins of the Sultans of Dehli,' by H. Nelson
Wright, Ind. Mus. Cat., vol. ii. p. 128). Such
symbols were also commonly used in Ancient
India as masons' marks (see H. Rivett-Carnac,
lA vii. [1878] 295).

These facts would seem to show that the sym-
bols found on the ' punch-marked ' coinage, what-
ever their origin may have been, were used simply
as the marks of localities or of indi^•iduals, with-
out any special religious significance. They were
used primarily to denote either the localities at
which the coins were struck, the authorities
responsible for their issue, or the money-changers
through whose hands they passed.
To the authorities griven in Rapson, Indian Coitis, §5 4, 5,

add V. A. Smith, Ind. Mus. Cat, vol. i. p. 131.

(3) The coinages with definite types may be
classed generally as : (a) foreign (those of the
various invaders of Northern India—Greeks, Par-
thians, Scythians, etc.), or (h) native. The types
of both classes supply materials for the religious

or mythological history of Ancient India, which
have as yet been only very imperfectly utilized.

Other sources of information, such as inscriptions,

show that, in estimating the evidence which these
ty])es aftbrd, certain considerations must always
be borne in mind. In the first place, the religion

indicated by the tj'pe on the reverse of a coin is

not necessarily that of the monarch whose head
appears on the obverse. In the case of foreign

conquerors especiallj', the religion of the various
States which acknowledged their supremacy was
left undisturbed. The types of the coins, in such
instances, reflect the religious ideas of the par-
ticular State and not those of the suzerain to
which it owes allegiance. Such appears to have
been the normal condition of things under the
Saka and Kushana dominion, for example (see

below, (5) (6)). On the other hand, the coins of
the native Gupta dynasty everywhere show the
Brahmanical faith of the supreme rulers, although,
as is certain from the inscriptions. Buddhism and
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Jainism were flourisliing in some of the provinces

of their emjiire (see below, (8)). In using the testi-

mony of coins, tlierefore, it is necessary to deter-

mine first of all in eiicli case whether their types

are local or Imperial in character. It must he

reraembcrcil, further, that the numismatic record

of Ancient India is extremely fragmentary, and
that, while certain kingdoms, scarcely known from
other sources, are abundantly represented by their

coins, others, well known from inscri])tions or

literature, are entirely destitute of any numis-
matic record. From t^ie religious i)oiut of view,

as from every other, the coins affbrif a very inade-

quate illustration of the history of India regarded
as a whole.

(4) The influence of Greek religious ideas was
extended to India chiefly through the invasions

and conquests of the (ireek kings of Bactria.

These began about 200 B.C.; but the evidence of

Indian literature and inscriptions shows that com-
munities of Greeks [Yavaiias or Yonas='lioi'cs)

were settled in N.W. India at an earlier period ;

and it is quite possible that these may date from
the time of Alexander the Great (327-6 B.C.; see

Kapson, B. M. Cat., ' Andhra Dynasty,' etc., p.

xcviii). The divinities represented on the coins

of the Greek princes who reigned in the Kabul
Valley and the Panjab during the period c. 200-25

B.C. are Greek—Zeus, Athene, Apollo, Artemis,
Ilerakles, the Dioscuri—and the other types are,

with a few exceptions, drawn from Greek myth-
ology. Historically and geographically important
are the representations in Greek fashion of the
tutelary divinities (Skr. nagai-a-flevatd/i) of two
Indian cities—of Kapisa, the capital of the kingdom
of Kapi>a-Gandhara, on a coin of Eucratides ; and
of I'ushkalavati, the nevKeXawrn of Alexander's
historians, on a coin of less certain date and attii-

bution (Rapson, JBAS, 1905, pp. 783, 786). Dis-

tinctively Indian religious types seem to occur on
coins struck by two of these Greek princes—the
' tree within railing,' and the 'chaifya' (m certain

coinsofAgathocles (Gardner, iJ. J/. CVi/.,' Greek and
Scythic Kings,' etc., pi. iv. 10; for the types, see

Rapson, ib. 'Andhra Dynasty,' etc., p. clxvi),

and the ' wheel,' which has been reasonably
identified with ' the wheel of the Law ' {dharnia-
cha/cra) of Buddhism on one of the numerous
currencies of Menander (Gardner, op. cit. pi. xii. 7 ;

cf. M. G. Rawlinsim, Baciria, IJombay, 1909, p.

121). If this identification is correct, it must be
supposed that the coinage in question was struck

in some district of Menander s empire in which
Buddhism jirevailed ; but there is also some reason

to suppose that Menander was him.self a Buddhist
and identical with the King Milinda of the Bud-
dliist work MUinda-pniiha, ' The Questions of King
Milinda' (Rhys Davids, SBE, vol. xxxv. p. xviii).

The further suggestion that the title which
Menander bears on his coins—AIK.\IO- = Prakrit
Dhramika, Skr. Dhdrmika—is intended to have a
specially liuddhist connotation = ' follower of the
Law ' (Uhartnri), is improbable, since this is a com-
mon epithet borne by a number of Hellenic kings,

Bactrian, Indian, Parthian, and others, in whose
case any such special meaning would seem to be
impossiljle.

(5) Already in the second half of the 2nd cent.

B.C. began the attacks on the Greek dominions in

Northern India of tlie invading Scythians (Sakas)
and Parthians (Pahlavas), who had already an-
nihilated Greek power in Bactria. The coins,

literature, and inscriptions alike indicate a clo.se

connexion between these two nationalities ; and
historically it Ls not always easy to distinguish
between them. The coins show the transition

from Greek to Scytho-Parthian rule in ditl'erent

districts of Northern India, and inscriptions afford

also some information as to the satrapal families
who ruled over some of the provinces (Rapson,
B. M. Cat., '.Andhra Dynasty,' etc., pp. xcviii-

ciii). But, so far as religious information is con-
cerned, these two sources ai)pear, at first siglit,

to be in direct conflict; and it is necessary to
remember the warning given above (3) as to the
imperfection of the numismatic record in Ancient
India. While the inscriptions show that these
foreign invaders had embr.aced Buddhism (cf.

the Taxila copper-plate of I'atika [liiihler, Epi-
ffraphia Jndicn, iv. 54] ; the Mathura lion-capital

[Thomas, ib. ix. 139]), the mythology of their

coins is almost entirely Greek. This apparent dis-

crepancy is naturally explained by the fact that
in Ancient India coins usually reflect the religious

ideas of the district in which they circulate, rather
than those of the sovereign. The States which
had previously used Greek types would continue
to do so, for some time at least, under their new
masters.

(6) From the point of view of religious histoi-y,

the coinage of the Kushanas, who established the
next supremacy in Northern India, is important
in several respects. The Kushana conqueror of

Hermseus, the last of the Greek kings to reign in

the Kabul Valley (probably c. 25 B.C.), imitates
his coins but substitutes the figure of Herakles for

that of Zeus as a reverse type (cf. Gardner, loc.

cit. pi. XV. 1-7 with pi. XXV. 1-4). This exchange
of one Greek divinity for another has not been
explained, but it seems possible that the figure of

Herakles may have been intended to represent
Siva, since Megasthenes seems to indicate that
these two deities were popularly identified in India
(M'Crindle, lA -vi. [1877] 122, also Ayic. India, p.

39). V'ima-Kadphises, a successor, and possibly

the immediate successor, of Kujula-Kadphises, was
undoubtedly a follower of Siva or Mahesvara, as

he bears the title mahiivara ( = Skr. maheivara,
' worshipper of Mahesvara') on his coins, and his

coin-types—Siva, alone or accompanied by his bull

Nandi, and Siva's emblem, the trident—bear wit-

ness to the same fact (Gardner, up. cit. nl. xxv.
6-14 ; for the interpretation of the title mahiivara,
.see Sylvain L6vi, JA, new ser. ix. 21 ; for the name
V'ima, see Rapson, Actes du xiv'^"' Congris dfs
Orientalistes, Algiers, 1905, vol. i. p. 219). The
Kushana empire rose to its height under Kanishka,
whose name appears, in the modified form of the
Gr. alphabet used by the Kushanas, as KANHjiKI
(=Kaneshki). His relationship to his predecessors
is uncertain, and his date is still one of the most
contested points in Indian chronology (the various
views are summarized by V. A. Smith, JliAS,
1903, p. 1). His inscriptions show that he was
himself a Buddhist, and he is famous in Buddhist
literature as the great patron of the Mahayana.
Ilis coin-types and those of his successor Huvishka
( = 00HJ'KI) represent no fewer than five of the
faiths professed by the nations and peoples included
in their vast empire. Greek religion is represented
by Helios, Selene (CAAHXU), and Ilerakles
(HPAKIAO) ; Persian by Mithra, etc. (for a list

of these witli their Persian equivalents and refer-

ences to the literature, see GIrP [St ra.s.sburg,

1896-1900] ii. 75) ; Scythic by Nana or Nanaia ;

Brahman by Skanda Kumara, Vi.sakha, and
Maha.sena ; and Buddhism by Buddha (Gardner,
loc. cit. pis. xxvi.-xxix.).

' It has . . . been held hitlierto that the coins of tile Kushana
kings Kanishkaand Huvishka "show a remarkahlecclecticism, for
on their reverses are represented Greek and Scythic divinities,

deities of the Avesta and of the Vedas, and Buddha " (Ilapson,
liuiian Cinns, § 73) ; and the Kushana nionarchs have been
credited with the profession of all or any of the different forms
of faith indicated ! The natural explanation of this diversity
is that these various classes of coins were current in tt.e

different provinces of a larpe empire* (Itapson, B. M. Cat.,
' Andhra Dynasty,' etc., p. xii, note 1).
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On tlie coins of Vasudeva ( = BAZOAHO or
BAZOAHU), the last of the Kushana sovereigns
wliose name ia at pr«!sent known, only two deities
aiipear, the Indian Siva and the Scythic Nana.
The coins of the later Kushanas, wliose names,
being probably indicated merely by initials, have
not yet been discovered, fall into two chief classes,

distinguished by the deity who appears as the
reverse-type. One class with ^iva seems to have
been current in the Kabul Valley, while the other
with the goddess APAOXJjO ( = Ardokhsho), who
has been identilied with the Persian Ashi vanguki
(GIrPW. 75), belongs rather to the more eastern
portion of the Kushana dominions (Rapson, Indian
Coins, § 74).

(7) In the present state of our knowledge, the
types and symbols on the coins of the various
provinces of the empire ruled over by the Andhra
dynasty (c. B.C. 200-A.D. 240) can be made to
supply little trustworthy information as to the
religious history of this period ; but the inscriptions
(of. the Nanaghat inscr. [Biihler in Arch. Survey
West Ind., vol. v. p. 60, pi. li. 1]) and the names of
certain members of this dynasty show that they
were adherents of Brahmanism. ISIuch the same
remark may be made about the coins of the rivals
of the Andhras in Western India—the Kshaharatas
and the Western Kshatrapas (c. A.D. 120-390)—
except that the wheel whicb appears on the coins
of Bhumaka, the earliest known Kshaharata,
would seem to indicate that he was a Buddhist
(Rapson, B. M. Cat., 'Andhra Dynasty, Western
Kshatrapas,' etc., cviii.).

(8) The types of the coins issued by the Imperial
Gupta dynasty, the supremacy of which in Northern
India is marked by its era beginning in A.D. 319,
and generally those of the various powers which
succeeded to the different provinces of the Gupta
empire after its dismemberment had begun, c. A.D.
480, are almost entirely Brahmanieal in character

;

and this character was imposed also on the coinages
of districtsconquered by the Guptas, as, for instance,
the territories of the Western Kshatrapas, where
the silver coinage is made to bear not only a
distinctively Brahmanieal type, the peacock,' but
also the royal titie parama-b/tagavata, ' worshipper
of the JMost Holy ' (Vishnu or Krishna). At the
same time, the inscriptions of the Gupta dynasty
abundantly prove that Buddhism and Jainism were
flourishing in various parts of its dominions.
For the coins, acid to the authorities quoted in Rapson,

Indian Coins, § 90 ff., Smith, Jnd. }Im. Cat. i. 95 ; for the
inscriptions, see J. F. Fleet, Corpus Inscr. Ind., vol. iii. [1888],

(9) The coinages of a number of powers ruling in
Northern India m the period between the decline of
the Gupta empire and the Muhammadan conquests
(11th cent. A.D.) are imperfectly known. In this
case, again, the numismatic record is of the most
fragmentary nature. Some of the most important
historical fiicts— the great empire of Harsha-
vardhana of Kanauj, in the first part of the 7th
cent. A.D., for example—are scarcely to be re-
cognized from the coins. The same remark applies
to Southern India, where the coinages at present
afford, if possible, still less adequate illustration of
the history. In Southern India, coinages of the
Miiliammadan form never entirely superseded the
coinages bearing types, and the latter have con-
tinued to be struck in certain districts down to the
present day. Of all these coinages it may be said
generally that they often, but not invariably,
show types and symbols which have a religious
significance, and that further study will no doubt
obtain from them important evidence to illustrate
the religious history of the various kingdoms which
they represent. Here two types call for special

1 The bird of Kartilteya, the god of war : it appears on Gupta
coins m allusion to the names of two of the djTiastj-, Kuniara
and bkanda, which are synonyms of Kartikeya.

mention, because they became so firmly established
in the kingdoms of the Rajput princes that they
were allowed to remain for a considerable period
almost unchanged, except for slight modifications
and an alteration of the legends, by the Muham-
madan conquerors, both Ghaznavids in the 11th
cent., and Pathans (Sultans of Dehli) at the end of
the 12th century. These types are the 'Bull (of

Siva) and Horseman ' and the ' Goddess (Lakshmi)
seated.' Both are Brahmanieal. The former may
be traced back to the Brahman ' Shahis of
Gandhara' (c. A.D. 860-950), while the latter is a
very ancient Indian type (see below, §4(1)).

Cf. A. Cunningrbam, Coins of Ancient Itidia, London, 1891,
Coins of Mediceval India, London, 1894 ; W. Elliot, Coins of
Southern India, London, 1886.

(10) Of religious Indian medals, the best known
are called Raina-tahkas, 'coins of Rama.' These
bear the figures of Rama and Sita, attended
usually by the monkey-god Hanuman. They
appear to be of two kinds : (a) silver, with an
inscription in Gurmukhi characters, 'Ram nam,'
' The name of Rama (or God) '—these come fioiu

the Paniab
;
(A) gold and cup-shaped, with inscrip-

tions, which, when legible, record the names of the
leading characters in the story of Rama. These
medals are undoubtedly used in connexion with
religious ceremonies at Hindu temples ; but no
account of their precise use seems to have been
published. For class (6), see Gibbs, Proc. As. Soc.
Beng., 1883, p. 76.

(11) The following are examples of coins obtain-
ing in India a value as charms or amulets which
was not originally intended, [a) The mohurs
and rupees of the Mughal Emperor, Akbar, struck
in A.H. 1000 ( = A.D. 1591-2).—(6) The coins of
the same Emperor which bear the kalima with the
names of the four companions of Muhammad (see

below, § 4 (4 b)). As these sell for more tlian

their metal value, numerous imitations of them
continue to be made (Rodgers, op. cit. 108).—(c)

The zodiacal coins of theMughal Emperor, Jahangir.
These, too, were extensively imitated in the 18th
century (S. Lane-Poole, A M. Cat., 'Moghul
Emperors,' p. Ixxxi ; see below, § 4 (4, b)).— (d)

The Venetian sequin, which, as the chief com-
mercial coin of the world during the 15th cent.,
was carried to India in great numbers, and has
continued to be imitated ever since (Rodgers, op.

cit. p. 118, where ' Dutch ducats' is a mistake for
' Venetian sequins ').

4. The Muhammadan coinages of the world.

—

(1) The progress and establishment of the Muham-
madan power and of the religion of Muliamniad
are everywhere most clearly illustrated by coins.
At first there appears a transitional stage, in which
the coinages of the conquered dominions are sub-
stantially retained, so far as their main features
are concerned, but adapted to the new faith by the
addition of Arabic inscriptions or by the modifica-
tion of types which conflict with Muhammadan
ideas. Under the first Khallfs the extension of
Islam was made chiefly at the expense of the
Byzantine Empire in the West, and of the Sasanian
Empire in the East. After the conquest of Syria
(A.D. 638), the types of Heraclius I. and Constans 11.

are at first retained with slight modifications, but
associated, in most cases, with Arabic inscriptions.

A subsequent sta^e is marked by a modification of

the types themselves. For example, the obverse
type, which represents the Emperor holding a
stafl' terminating in a cross, gives place to the
figure of the Khalif with sword in hand, while the
reverse type—a cross standing on four steps

—

becomes a column surmounted by a ball (S. Lane-
Poole, B. M. Cat., ' Oriental Coins: Additions,' vol.

i. pp. 1-17, pis. i. ii.). In the case of Persia
(conquered A.D. 642), the coins of the last Sasanian
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kings were at first re-issued counter-niarked witli

crescent and star and tlie Arabic inscription ' In
the name of God ' on tlie marjjin, and subsequently
coins of tlie Sasanian type were struck with the
name of the Arab governor of the province (Mordt-
mann, ZDMG viii. 148). The Arab conquests in

Northern Africa (Carthage, A.D. G'J3) and Spain
(a.d. 710) are shown by coins of the liyzantine tyj>e

bearing Latin inscriptions in blundered characters,
which are no doubt intend(!d to be translations
of well-known Arabic forniuhe

—

c.q. ' Non est

Deus nisi Deus, et alius non est,' and ' In nomine
tuo, Deus Omnipotens' (Codera, Tratado de
liUimi^m. Arab. Espaiiola, Madrid, 1879, r>. 35, pi.

i. ; S. Lane-Poole, B. M. Cat., 'Oriental Coins:
Additions,' vol. i. pp. 21-24, pi. iii.). Similarly, at
a later date in India, when MuhaTuniad ibn Sam
overcame the confederacy of Kajput princes under
Prithvi Raja of Ajmir and founded the Muham-
madan dynasty known as the Sultans of Delili

(A.D. 1192), the p^urely Hindu types of Dehli (ohv.

Horseman, rev. Siva's Bull) and of Kanauj (the

godde.ss Lakshnii) continued to be struck for some
time, while the cliange of rulers and religion was
indicated by the inscriptions (S. Lane-Poole, B. M.
Cat., 'Indian Coins: Sultans of Delili,' pp. xviii,

xix).

(2) But such transitional coinages were merely
•wise expedients intended to facilitate the transfer-

ence of authority. Wherever Muhammadan rule

became firmly established, a distinctive coinage
was struck, the two features of which are : (a) the
absence of types, whether actual or symbolical
representations, founded on the injunction of the
Prophet, which forbade all sueli representations as

tending to idolatry ; and (b) the definitely religious

and dogmatic character of the inscriptions. This
distinctively Muhammadan form of coinage is

usually supposed to date from A.H. 76 or 77 ( = A.D.

695 or 696) in the reign of the Khalif 'Abd-al-
Malik, though a few specimens are known which
seem to prove tliat such an issue was attempted at

somewhat earlier dates (Coins and Me.dals, ed.

S. Lane-Poole, 1902, p. 165). Substantially the
character of the coinage has remained unchanged,
with a few exceptions, in every part of the Muham-
madan world, from that jieriod almost down to the
present day, although in quite modem times the
fashion of placing the sovereign's head on the
obverse has sometimes been adopted from the West,
and the elaboration of the royal name and titles

has tended to displace the religious element until

often little or notliing of it remains. The religious

inscriptions wdiicli occur on Muhammadan coins

are partly actual texts taken from the Qur'an ami
partly pious phrases or prayers. The most frequent
of all these is the kahma, or confession of faith,
' There is no God but God : Muhammad the apostle

of God,' the two parts of v.hicli are taken re-

spectively from Qur. xlvii. 21 and xlviii. 29. To
the kalima tlie Shfahs add the phrase ''Ali the
friend of God.'

The most convenient account of the reli^ous legends on
Muhammadan coins will he found in Codrington's Manual of
Musatman Numiginatics, pp. 20-39.

(3) Some special applications of these religious

inscriptions deserve notice. On certain Moorish
issues they seem to have been used simply as texts to

inculcate virtue generally (cf. B. M. Cat., ' Oriental
Coins,' vol. v., and ' Adclitions,' ii.), while some of

the legends of Muhammad ibn Taghlak, the Sultan
of Dehli from A.D. 1.S24-1351, especially insist on
the wtue of obedience to the powers that be. It

is significant that quotations from the Qur'.ln, such
as ' Obey God and obey the Prophet, and those in

authority among you, etc. (iv. 62), and iirccepts

Buch as ' Whoso obeys the Sultan obeys the Com-
passionate,' should have been placed on the fiduciary

currency which the Sultan found some didiculty
in recommending to his unwilling subjects (S.

Lane-Poole, B. M. Cat., ' Indian Coins : Sultans of

Dehli,' p. xxii). The personal religious history of

the Mughal Emperor, Akbar (A.D. 1556-1605), is

illustrated by his coinage. He is known to have
been dissatisfied with Islam, and to have made
some attempt to promulgate a 'divine religion ' of

an eclectic cdiaracter. Accordingly, from the 28th
3'ear of his reign the knlima is omitted on his

coins, together with the names and virtues of the
first four Khalifs, which had constituted its usual

accompaniment in previous Mughal issues. In its

place appears the Ilahi (divine) formula, ' God is

most great: glorified be His glory'; and, as the
Arabic characters of the first half of this legend
may also be read as 'Akbar is God,' it has been
suppo.sed that such a double meaning was inten-

tional (Itodgers, op. cit. 105). It has been pointed
out, however, that this would conflict witli what
is known of the eamestne.ss and seriousness of

Akbar's character ; and in any case it is difficult

to believe that the second meaning could have been
intended to be taken literally (S. LanePoole,
B. M. Cat., 'Indian Coins: Moghul Emperors,'
Ixvii). With the reign of Akbar's successor,

Jahangir (A.D. 1605-1627), the kalima appears
again, to be once more abolished for an entirely

different rea.son by Aurangzib (A.D. 16.59-1707),

who feared lest the holy creed of Islam, if stamped
on the coins, might come into ' unworthy places

and fall under the feet of infidels' (Khan Khan,
quoted by S. Lane-Poole, op. cit. p. Ixxi).

(4) The few exceptions to the general rule, that

Muhammadan coins bear only inscriptions and are
entirely without types, are furnished chiefly by :

(a) Tatar and Turk invaders of Syria and Asia
Minor, where, in the 12th and 13th centuries of

the Ciiristian era, A'^-yubids, Seljuks, Urtukids,
and Zangids issued coinages with types copied to a

great extent from those of the Byzantine, Seleucid,

or Roman coins which formerly circulated in those
regions [B. M. Cat., 'Oriental Coins,' vol. iii.).

—

(b) The Mughal Emperors, Akbar and .Jahangir.

The types used by the former are few, and only one
has much religious significance. This is the ]iurely

Hindu type of Ramaand3ita(foras such the figures

described in B. M. Cat., 'Moghul Emperors,' pp.
Ixxix, 34, pi. v. 172, are to be identified ; cf.

Drouin, RN, 1902, p. 261, fig. 3, and p. 2S1).

Jahangir's types, on the other hand, though not
numerous, are of a boldness which appears like a
deliberate defiance of orthodoxy ; for not only did
he strike coins with his own portrait on the obverse,

but he had himself represented as holding in one
hand a book which probalily is intended for a
Qur'an, and in the other a wine-glass (B. M. Cat.,

'Moghul Emperors,' p. Ixxx, pi. ix. 312-319).

He also strucK a series of zodiacal coins with the
m3-thological figures of the difterent constellations

(op. cit. p. Ixxxi, pis. X. xi.).— (<•) Various Mu-
liammadan potentates in recent times, e.//. the

Shahs of Persia and certain native Indian princes,

who have struck coins with their portrait on
the obverse. This fashion is due to Western in-

fluence.

(5) Just as the Muhammadan conquerors at fust

issued coinages closely resembling those alrea<ly

current in the various countries, so it has occasion-

ally happened in the course of history that, when
the tide of conquest has turned, a coin.age of the
Muhammadan form has been continued by the
victors, and -Vrabic inscriptions have been drawn
into the service of another religion. The most
not.ible cases in point are: (a) the Norman kings
of Salerno and Sicily (Spinelli, Monctc Cufiche, etc.,

Naples, 1844).—(6) Some Christian dynasties of

Spain (Codera, op. «'<.).— (c) Some of the Cnisaders
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(ScUluiubei'ger, Kumisi/iutique de VOricnt latin,

Paris, 1878), all of whom struck coins witli

Christian legends in Arabic characters.

LlTBRATmK.—This is given tuUy in the different sections of

Uie article. E. J. RapSON.

COLERIDGE.—
Samuel Taylor Coleridge was born on the 21st of October

1772, at Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire, where his father, John
Coleridge, was vicar and master of the Grammar School. After
the death of his father, when Coleridge was at the age of nine,

a presentation to Christ's Hospital was obtained for hiui ; there
he showed remarkable precocity, and read voraciously in Greek
and Roman as well as English literature. In 1791 he was
appointed to an exhibition at Jesus College, Cambridge. In

1793, being both disappointed in love and involved in debt, he
enlisted in the army (15th Dragoons), but his discharge was
obtained by his brothers (one of whom was an officer in the
army), and he returned to the Universit}'. In 1794 he left

Cambridge without taking a degree, and, after spending a
while in London, commenced with Southey a course of lectures

at Bristol. In 17*)5 he married Sarah Fricker (whose sister

soon after was married to Southey), and settled at Clevedon.
Next year in Bristol, he started the Watchman newspaper, and
occasionally preached in Unitarian chapels. This was the j'ear

In which he began, as a remedy for neuralgia, to take laudanum.
At the end of 1796 he settled at Nether Stowey ; Wordsworth,
to be near him, settled at Alfoxden ; and they united in writing
the Lyrical Ballads, which were published in 1798 and included
the Ajicient Mariner, At this time also Coleridge composed
the first part of Christabel, and contributed to the Morning
Post. In 1798 the brothers Wedgwood conferred on him two
annuities of £75 each. He then went to Hanover, and spent a
term at the University of Gdttingen, learning the German
language and literature, but not the Kantian philosophy, which
he did not begin to study till April 1801 (Letters, 23rd March
1801, footnote, ed. E.H.C.). On his return to England he
translated Schiller's Walknstein. In 1800, as the Wordsworths
were living at Grasmere, he settled at Keswick ; and here he
wrote the second part of Christabel, and plunged into the study
of Metaphysics. From this time he became practically a slave
of opium. He went to the Mediterranean in 1804, and at Malta
became secretary to the Governor. He returned in 1806 by way
o( Rome to England. In January ISOS, he lectured on Sbake-
Bpeare at the Royal Institution, enunciating views which
anticipated those of Schlegel ; but these lectures were less
successful than those on Shakespeare and Milton delivered
afterwards in Bi-istol and in London. In 1S16 he settled at
Highgate with the Gillmans, and with them he remained till

his death on the 25th of July 1834. The Biographia Literaria,
after long delays due to disputes with publishers, appeared in
July 1817. In December 1816 was pubUshed his first Lay
Sermon, on the Bible as the Statesman's Manual; this was
followed at once by a second lay sermon on the principles of
public policy and economics. In 1818 he published The Friend,
greatly altered from an earlier (1809) edition. From this
period, his philosophy was fixed, and underwent no change.
In 1824 he wrote, but did not publish, the Ccmfessions of an
Inquiring Spirit. In 1825 he published the Aids to Reflection,
and in 1S30 the Church and State according to the Idea of
Each.

Coleridge has the rare distinction of being at
once a great poet, a great critic, and a great
philosopher. His published works in their quan-
tity are by no means proportionate to tlie strength
and grace of his genius. As Ludwig Tieck, who
knew him, said upon the news of his death, 'A
great spirit has passed away fi-om the earth and
left no adequate memorial.' It was by his con-
versation, espeei.ally during the peacefiil years at
Highgate, that he exerted the greatest influence,
especially upon the younger minds of the day.
'There was no week,' -wTote Southey to Henry
Taylor, when Coleridge's Table Talk was pub-
lished, ' in which his talk would not have furnished
as much matter worthy of preservation as those
two volumes contain.' In Coleridge the inventive
and creative spirit, as Tieck noticed, outran the
productive—'he thought too much to produce.'
Poetic production, especially, was checked by the
critical and analytic spirit which grew upon him,
the more he suttered from disease and remedies
worse than the disease. In philosopliy, Coleridge
did, in fact, do much more th.tn has generally been
allowed. It seems to have been a mistake for liis

friend, J. H. Green, not to publish the philo-
sophical work, instead of spending his life qualify-
ing himself to expound the system ; and it is diffi-
cult to understand why Coleridge's work should
have remained neglected in manuscript. The

charges made against Coleridge's originality by
De Quincey and others might all be admitted for

argument's sake, and all be answered with Milton's

definition of plagiarism ; for whatever he borrowed
was, assuredly, ' bettered by the borrower.' The
reputation of those from whom Coleridge borrowed
owes him much. Nor should we forget his own
principle, tliat originality both in poetry and
phUosophy should consist in giving freshness to

old ideas.

Coleridge was not only a poet, a critic, and
a philosopher. As a practical political WTiter,

especially upon foreign policy, in the Morning
Post, during the interval between the peace of

Amiens and the outbreak of tlie Napoleonic war,

and in the Courier at a later period, he exposed the

character and designs of Napoleon, the conditions

of his power, and the prospects of resistance to his

aggTessions, and so earned for himself the reproach
of the Emperor's admirer, BjTon, tliat he had
' both prophesied the ultimate downfall of Bona-
parte, and himself mainly contributed to it' ( Byron's
Observations upon an article in Blackwood's Mag.).

He also distinguished himself by his advocacj' of

protection for child-labour, and by his censure of

the depopulation of the Highlands (2nd Lay
Sermon, Letters, May 2nd, 1818, a,nA. Anima Poetae,

p. 204).

In his political philosophy, Coleridge belongs to

the school of Burke (Biog. Lit. ch. x. ; The Friend,
sect. I. iv. ), and he forms the connecting link

between Burke and Gladstone's State in its Rela-
tions with the Church (1838). ' Coleridge's Church
and State,' writes Gladstone's friend, J. R. Hope,
' is a work which has evidently had a great deal
to do with Gladstone's fundamental ideas of the
subject' (J. R. H. to Newman, 1st March 1839. in

Memoirs of Hopc-Scutf^, 1884, i. 176). His part in

preparing the way for the Oxford Movement has
been affirmed by two such witnesses as Cai'lj'le and
Newman, though his direct influence wa.s felt chiefly

at Cambridge. In religious philosophy, Cole-

ridge has been described by ^Vllfrid Ward (a dis-

ciple of Newman) as the link between Burke and
Newman. Though Newman in his old age forgot

that he had ever read Coleridge, his ' Chronological
Notes ' for 1835 contain the entry :

' During this

spring I, for the first time, read parts of Coleridge's

works, and am surprised how much that I thought
mine is to be fovmd there' (see Letters of Newman,
ed. Anne Mozley, 1891, 11th May 1834, footnote,

3rd July 1834, 9th Feb. 1835, and 28th Jan. 1836).

Coleridge's religious and metaphysical philosophy
must be understood to be that which he held from
1817 until his death. During those seventeen or

eighteen years he never changed his ground (Letter

of J. H. Green to Sara Coleridge, Introd. to Biog.

Lit. p. xxxi, ed. Shedd, 1884). He has justly been
called by Aubrey de Vere 'the Plato of English
philosopliy' ; and it may be permissible for the

present writer to say that, quite independently
and in igTiorance of de Vere's expression, he too

•wrote, publicly, that the title of ' the British

Plato' might oe given to this philosopher with
more appropriateness than it had been given, by
Coleridge himself, to Bacon.
The clue to Coleridge's intellectual history is

furnished by Lamb's picture of him in Christ's

Hospital expounding Plotinus to his schoolfellows.

While still a youth in that school, he read some of

the Neo-Platonic philosophy, and himself trans-

lated the eighth hymn of Synesius (Biog. Lit. i.

169, footnote, ed. Shawcross). After he went up
to the University of Cambridge he had a Synesius
of his own, and speaks of liis intention oi trans-

lating him (24th Miirch 1794, Letters, ed. E. H.
Coleridge). At the University he also read some
of the 17th cent. Cambridge Platonists, certainly
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Cudworth, from whom, probalily, ho derived most
of the quotations from unfamiliar Greek autliors

with which his boyish vanity loved to astonisli his

companions. Wliile he was at the University,

under the influence of n Fellow of his college who
was an open disseminator of theological radicalism,

Coleridge became a follower of Priestley in theology
anil of Hartley in philosophy. But, as the doctrines

of I'latonism and the poetic mysticism of Synesius
were his first love in philosophy, so to these his

mind, after many wanderings, at last returned as

to its native home. As a philosopher, Coleridge,

as R. Garnett observes {Life of C<ilcridge, 1904,

p. 80), continues the tradition of the Cambridge
Platonists. Amid all his dianges there was one
principle to which he always remained faithful,

which was native to his own mind, and which
forms the foundation and the key to his philo-

sophy. This was his ethical principle, whicli will

be explained below. His philosophy he described

as I'latonism (Letter to J. Gooden, misdated 1814,

probably 1824, in Works, iv. 399, ed. Shedd) ; and
it was to his Platonic principles, under God, that

he attributed his return to the Christian faith

(Anima Poetw, p. 259; Biofj. Lit. ch. x.). Those
who, reading only the Biogrnphin Literaria (Cole-

ridge's Dichtung vnd Wahrlicit), suppose him to

be a Schellingist should observe that what he there

says of Schelling was written and sent to the

printer in 1815, though not published until 1817,

and that it refers chiefly to the physics and ' nature
philosophy,' not to the theology, of that philo-

sopher. In the 1818 edition of The Friend, Cole-

ridge places Schellin^'s philosophy among the

Eantheistic systems, wliile declaring that Schelling

iniself strove to conceal from his own mind the

consequences of his principles (The Friend, ii. xi. ;

of. S. T. C. to J. H. Green, 13tli Dec. 1817, and to

J. T. C, 8th April 1825, Letters, ed. E. H. C; and
J. H. Green to Sara Coleridge, Introd. to Biog. Lit.

p. xxxi, ed. Shedd).
1. Philosophy.—Coleridge did not claim to be

the author of a new and original system of philo-

sopli}-. The highest use of genius, he held, is to

give the impression and interest of novelty to

a<lmitted and neglected truth (Aids to Reflection,

Aph. i.; The Friend, essay xv.).

' Sly system, if I may frive it so fine a name, is an attempt to

reduce all knowledge to harmony—to unite the separated
fragments of the mirror of truth. It opposes no other system,
but shows what is true in eaeh, and how that which is true

in the particular became in each of these systems falsehood
because it was only half the truth' (Table Talk, 12th Sept.

1831).

The criterion of common sense was held by
Coleridge (Table Talk, 28th June 18,34) as well as

by Reid, whose terminology he in part adopts
(Stntesmnn's Manual, App. E). He, however,
expressed the relation between common sense and
philosophy with more accuracy :

' It is the two-
fold function of philosophy to reconcile reason with
common sense, and to elevate common sense into

reason' (Biog. Lit. ch. xii.); and he emphatically
rejected the pretensions of common sense—which
judges of tlie world of the senses and the afTairs of

this life—to be the criterion of spiritual truth,

especially of the mysteries of the Christian re-

ligion (see Statesman's Maitual, App. E ; Notes on
Baxter, v. 443, ed. Shedd ; Notes on Taylor's
Histarij of Enthusiasm, vi. 130; Aids, Aph. ix.

on Spiritual Religion, footnote ; Notes on Jeremy
Tai/lor, V. 225, ed. Shedd; The Friend, sect.

II. li.).

2. Log^ic.—Coleridge's logic may be described
as a Platonic theorj' of knowledge expressed in a
Kantian terminologj'. The agreement between
him and Kant, however, is less than he himself
thought. With Coleridge, ' ideas ' are not merely
regulative, but also constitutive. Self-evident

Eropositions are principles not only of thought,
ut of truth and being. Space and time are forms

of sensibility, but not mere forms. Reason and
experience coincide ; the ideas of the pure rea-son

and the laws of Nature correspond. And 'the
ground of this agi-cenu'nt' is to be sought 'in a
supersensual essence, which, being at once the ideal

of the reason and the cause of the material world,
is the pre-establisher of the harmony in (each) and
between both' (The Friend, II. v.; Statesman's
Manual; The Prometheus of yEsehi/lus, iv. 344,
ed. Shedd). It should be noted that he has
nowhere in his published writings assigned his

rea-son for rejecting the theory of the origin of

knowledge common to Aristotle, the Scholastics,

and Loc'ke ; and that he is always unjust to Locke,
classing him, strangely enough, with Hobbcs,
Hume, and Hartley. The distinction between
the reason and the understanding in Coleridge
is not the .same as in Kant ; for with Coleridge
the categories and first principles are the object
of the rea.son, and are furnished by it to the
understanding. The distinction is in Coleridge
much more akin to the distinction of the Schol-
astics between the reason and theratio particularis
(or faculty of reasoning from particular to par-
ticular found in a lower degree in brutes), or to
Aristotle's distinction between the active and the
passive intelligence (or internal senses). By Cole-
ridge the distinction is used chiefly for the p\irpose

of emphasizing the fact that the human mind may
obscurely apprehend tnitlis higher than it is able
distinctly to comprehend, define, or understand,
and which, when we attempt to define tliem, are
expressed in a combination of concepts apparently
contrary to one another. The sjieculative and the
practical, or moral, reason are not two faculties,

but one faculty exercising itself upon dificrent

objects. The moral reason is reason in the highest
sense of the term, since by this we attain the
knowledge of spiritual truth, and particularly of

a personal God (Aids, passim, esp. Aph. viii. on
Spiritual Religion ; Statcsmrm's Manual, App. B ;

The Friend, pa3si7n, esp. 1st landing-place, essay
iv.). The conscience is not quite the same as the
practical reason, since it adds to perception of

right the sense of duty, and is the organ of the
unconditional command. It is an authority. The
conscience occupies an important place in Cole-
ridge's philo.sophy, since he expressly notices, what
all uncorrupted minds feel, that it not only com-
mands us to avoid evil and to do good, but also to

believe in the real distinction between good and
evil, in the reality of the moral law, in the exist-

ence of a lawgiver and judge, and in a future life

(The Friend, Introd. ess.ay xv.). He who disbe-

lieves these truths commits no mere speculative
mistake, but a sin against his conscience. This
express assertion of our responsibility for our
opinions and lieliefs, as well as for our actions, is

perhaps the most valuable principle in Coleridge's

philosophy. The conscience is thus in morals and
religion what common sense is in the world of the

senses ; and philosophy must be in harmony with
this siiiritu.al common sense. Those who con-

.sciously oppose this authority arc to be cured only
by discipline, not by argument, and ' must be
made better men, before they can become wiser'

(Biog. lAt. ch. vii.; cf. Aids, ' Elements prelim, to

Spiritual Religion,' and Aph. iv., v., and x. on
Spiritual Kdigicm).

3. Ethics.—Coleridge's ethical principle forms
the foundation of all nis philosophy. Tliere is an
absolute and essential distinction between good
and evil, right and wron" ; and man has the
power, as of perceiving, so also of willin'' the good
as good, as distinguished from the merelj- pleasur-

able, or from the expedient, which is the means to
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tlie pleasurable. Happiness and virtue coincide,
indeed, in the end ; and in the meantime virtue
and happiness are proportionate ; and so are vice
and misery. Happiness, in so far as it depends
upon ourselves, depends upon virtue ; but, at the
same time, it is a p;irt of virtue to care for one's
own ultimate hapi)iness as well as for that of
others. This intuitive perception of the distinc-
tion between the right and the pleasurable, and of
their tendency towards final conjunction, is a prin-
ciple which Coleridge held throughout all his specu-
lative changes. He no more doubted it when he
w-as a Hartleyan than when he was a Kanto-
Fiehtean ; and he no more doubted it when he was
a necessitarian and a pantheist than when he was
a vindicator of human freedom of will and of the
personality of God. The conviction was, doubt-
less, conhrmed by his early studies in the Cam-
bridge Platonists and Bishop Butler, and by his
study, in more mature life, of Kant and Fichte.
But it was a native and vital product of his own
reflexion ; and it maintained and asserted itself in
spite of the teaching then dominant at his Univer-
sity. He remarked to Hazlitt, at their first

acquaintance (1798), that the adiSption of Paley's
Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy as
a text-book at Cambridge was a disgrace to the
national character. Though always an opponent
of Hedonism as of an unqualified Eudfemonism and
Utilitarianism, he never went to the Stoical ex-
treme of Kant and Fichte, which he pronounced
not only unnatural, but immoral. This perception
of the good is Keason in the highest sense of the
term ; and, taken together with the power of
willing the good as good, in preference to the
pleasurable, it constitutes man's essential and
specific distinction, and the likeness and image
of God in the soul.

' A being altogether without morality is either a beast or a
fiend, according as we conceive this want of conscience to be
natural or self-produced. . . . Yet, if it were possible to con-
ceive a man wholly immoral, it would remain impossible to
conceive him without a moral obligation to be otherwise ' {The
Friend, sect. L essay xiii.).

Corresponding to the distinction between the good
and the pleasurable, or the expedient, is a distinc-
tion between virtue and mere prudence. I'he first

of the cardinal virtues Coleridge would call by the
name 'wisdom,' using the term 'prudence' as
synonymous with enlightened self-interest.
The freedom of choice between the good and the

pleasurable holds good so far as it is required for
responsibility. But the will is weakened by
original sin ; and this inherent sinfulness and
weakness seems to Coleridge a truth of natural
religion, attested by universal conviction (for his
ethics, see Aids, esp. Introd. Aph., Prudential and
Moral Aph.; The Friend, Introd. essays xv. and
xvi.; 1st land. -pi., essays iv. and v.; sect, i., essays
xiii. and xv. ; sect, ii., essays i.-iii. ; Table Talk,
20th Aug. 1831 ; Letters, 17th Dec. 1796, and 13th
Dec. 1817).

4. Religion.—It was characteristic of Coleridge
to give a moral origin to religion, and to assign a
secondary position to proofs from Nature. This
was more startling in the age when Paley's philo-
sophy predonunated than now. He says with
perfect truth that the idea had dawned upon him
before he studied Kant ; and it would be a mistake
to think his position identical with the Kantian.
When Coleridge says that the existence and attri-
butes of God cannot be scientifically and apo-
dictically demonstrated, but are susceptible only
of proof sufficient for moral certitude, it is to be
remembered that he means by the term 'God'
no mere A nima mundi, or First Mover, or Supreme
Being, no mere Ground of the Universe, or Fate, or
Law personified, but a Being at once infinite and
personal, the eternal omnipotent Creator of the

world 'out of nothing,' and yet at the same time
self-comprehensive, free, righteous, loving, merci-
ful, and a hearer of prayer—a ' living God.' The
existence and attributes of such a being are neces-
sarily mysterious to the mind of man. And from
the existence of such mystery at the very founda-
tion of religion he drew the conclusion that mys-
teries in a religion form no rational objection
against it. His attitude of nund towards the
mysteries of the Divine nature and providence
may be seen in his remarks upon the controversy
about Election and Predestination {Aids, Aph. ii.

on Spir. Relig., comment. ; for his natural theology
in general, see Biog. Lit. ch. x.; Aids, Conclusion ;

Confessio Fidci, v. 15, ed. Shedd ; Hhe Friend,
sect. II. xi. ; Church and State, ch. v., footnote).
The belief In a future life, with Coleridge, rests

chiefly upon a moral foundation—upon the com-
mand of conscience, which forbids us to aim at the
pleasures of this life as the ultimate end or to

make them the primary motive of a(^tion ; upon
the natural instinctive anticipation of a life beyond
the grave ; upon the severance between worldly
fortune and moral merit ; and upon the fact that
disbelief in immortality (where it i.s original in
any mind) has, in fact, had its source in a revolt
against the law of conscience. With these argu-
ments is combined the difference in kind between
the attributes of corruptible things and the attri-

butes proper to the human mind
(
Confessio Fidei,

V. 16, ed. Shedd ; Notes on Davidson , v. 504 ; A ids,

Aph. xxiii. on Spir. Relig., comm. ; Dmlogve be-

tioeen Demosius and Mystes, vi. 136, ed. Shedd).

5. Christianity.—Coleridge's interest in the evi-

dences of Christianity was moral rather than
intellectual. While Paley, addressing himself
to the understanding, dwelt upon history and
miracles, Coleridge appealed chiefly to the sub-
limity of the Christian doctrine, and to man's
need (and sense of need) of redemption from his

own sinfulness {Aids, Aph. vii. on Spir. Relig.,

Aph. X., and Conclusion ; Statesman's Manual,
App. E; Biog. Lit., Conclusion; Letters, 30th
Mar. 1794). As to Coleridge's particular theological
position, it is sufficiently known that his favourite
theologian was the Scottish Archbishop Leighton

;

and that his disciples were the Broad Churchmen,
such as Julius Hare and Frederick Maurice.

6. The Church.—Coleridge, without doubt, was
the chief agent in re^^ving in England the idea of
the Church as something distinct from an estate
of the realm or a department of the State on the
one hand, and a mere voluntary association on the
other. In this respect he undoubtedly prepared
the way for the High Church movement.

* My fixed principle is : that a Christianity without a Church
exercising spiritual authority is vanity and delusion. . . .

I condemn . . . the pretended right of every individual, com-
petent and incompetent, to interpret Scripture in a sense of his

own, in opposition to the judgment of the Church, without
knowledge of the originals or of the languages, the. history,

customs, opinions, and controversies of the age and country
in which they were written ; and where the interpreter judges
in ignorance or in contempt of uninterrupted tradition, the
unanimous consent of Fathers and Councils, and the universal

faith of the Church in all ages ' {Aidg, Aph. xiii. on Spir. Kelig.,

footnote).

Yet he sometimes allowed to himself a larger

licence of personal theorizing than was in keeping
with this principle, of which, in the abstract, he
saw the justice. The unity of the Universal

Church, the ' Church of Christ,' was for him an
' Idea,' or unity in the spirit, which might occa-

sionally be realized in Ecumenical Councils. But
the ordinary state of the Church is to be divided
into national branches ; and the established Church,
e.g. of England, is a combination of two things,

viz. the national Church and tiie educational estate

of the realm {The Church and State according to the

Idea of Each).
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7. Scripture.—In tlie Cnnfessions 0/ an Innulring
Spirit (a title siifrpestcd by a cliajiter in WUhelni
Mrister), Coleritl<;c made a well-meant and reverent
attempt toofVer a solution of the dilliculties brought
against the truth of Scrii)ture from the seciuar
sciences and history. It can hardly be said, how-
ever, that the particular solution which he pro-
po.ied and the concept of inspiration which he put
forward were quite in accordance with the tradi-

tional Christian doctrine of inspiration ; while in

some of his tlieological notes written u|)on marpiiis
he indulged in an altogether unwarrantable licence

of pronouncing on a priori grounds what parts of
the Gospels are and what are not genuine and
authentic Scripture.

As he was a member of the Church of England,
perhaps the fairest waj' of estimating Coleridge's
work as a theologian is to quote the judgment pro-
noiinced upon him by the greatest ecclesiastic
which that Church ever produced, while yet
untroubled by a suspicion that he should ever
leave it, and while hlled with the profoundest
confidence in its controversial position :

' while history in prose and verse [of Scott] was thus made
tlie instrument of Church feelings and opinions, a philosophical
basis for the same waa under formation in England by a very
ori^nal thinker, who, while he indulged a liberty of specula-
tion which no Christian can tolerate, and advocated conclu-
sions which were often heathen rather than Christian, yet after
all instilled a higher philosophy into inquiring minds tlian they
had hitherto been accustomed to accept. In this way he made
trial of his age, and found it resjiond to him, and succeeded in
interesting it« genius in the cause of Catholic truth ' (The
British Critu:, April 1839 ; Newman's Essays*, 1877, i. 207 f.).

During the second quarter of the I9th cent.

Coleridge's influence was both wide and deep ; and
its stimulus was felt by all English thinkers, even
by minds trained, like that of Mill, under Bentham,
Malthus, and Ricardo. If Coleridge had been
more just to Locke, and if he had interpreted that
philosopher in the sympathetic spirit in which he
reconciled Bacon and Plato (in the Essay on
Method, and in The Friend), his influence would
probably have been still gi'eater and more lasting.

I-,iTERATrRE.—After Coleridge's death several volumes of
Literary Remains, and of Theological Sotes, were published by
his nephew, H. N. Coleridge. In 1S47 his daughter published
an edition of the BiograpJiia Literan'a, with an introduction
and notes dealing fully with his relation to Schelling. An
admirable edition was issued in 1907 by the Clarendon Press,
with introduction and notes by J. Shawcross. Bohn's Library
contains a useful edition of Coleridge's works for the general
reader. In the U.S.A. the works have been edited by W. Q. T.
Shedd, 1863 and 1834 ; Init tliis edition (published by Harper,
1856) has very grave printer's errors. In 1895, Coleridge's grand-
nephew, E. H. Coleridge, published Aniina Poctm and two
volumes of Letters (London^.

Principal Shairp's Stxidxes in Poetry and Philosophy (Edin-
burgli, 18G8) has an excellent study of Coleridge. His political

philosophy is expounded by J. S. Mill in vol. i. (IS.'iQ) of his
J)i.^sertations (cf. Mill's Letters to Prof. Nichol, in the Fort-
niohtly Review, May 1897^. For his metaphysics and ethics,

see The American Catholic University Btuleiin, July 1906 and
Jan. 1907, 'Coleridge' and 'Coleridge's Philosophy,' by M. J.
R;an.

J. Gillman's Li/e of Coleridge (of which only one volume was
piihiished. London, lSr!S) contAins many valuable documents.
The Life in the English Slen of Letlirs, by H. D. Traill
(I>ondon, 1884), is good, except for the exposition of the philo-

sophy. The small Life by Hall Caine (London, 1887) is more
just to Coleridge's character than his biographers have usually
been. The Life by R. Garnett (1901) has the merit of showing
Coleridge's place in the history of philosophy. The article in

the DAB by Leslie Stephen is written with great historical
accuracy and impartiality. The Life by A. Brandl (Berlin,

1880; Eng. tr. London, 1 887) is a dissertation on the relations
of English and German literature rather than a biography

;

with much research it has little judgment ; there are many
mistakes in point of fact ; and the author has not the qualifica-

tions (or writing about a poet or a metaphysician. The Life by

J. D. Campbell (Ixindon, 1894) is a model of unpretentious,
painstaking research, and of intelligent and fair Judgment.

M. J. Ryan.
COLLECT (Collecta).—A collect is the short

condensed form of prayer peculiar to the Western
Churc^h.

I. The name ' collect.'—Two derivations claim
an almost equal degree of ancient authority. (1) In

tlie Latin Mass and other Services the 0)-c»i«.?(' Let
us jn-ay ') was originally a call of the congregation
to i)rivate prayer, the jiriest or person who led the
devotions jjroposing certain heads of intercession
(' dedit orationem ')—a custom which is retained in
the Missal Service for Good Friday and in the
' Bidding Prayer ' of the Church of England.' A
brief space having been left for this, the officiant
' eollegit' (i.e. summed up) the petitions in a short
prayer, which hence received the name 'collect.'
'I'lio phrase 'colligere orationem' is referred to as
well known by Cassian (5th cent.), dc Instit. Ccenob.
II. vii. ; and other testimonies to its use and to
that of its correlative ' dare orationem ' are given
by Bona, Rcr. Liturg. II. v. 2.

(2) The other ancient derivation of ' collect

'

explains it as tlie prayer said at tlie ' Collecta,' or
' Collectio'—a recognized name for an assembly
' collected ' for public worship (Vulg. Lv 23'*, He
10-' ; see Ducange, Glossnr. s.v. ' Collecta'). This
opinion is suggested by the wording of one of the
places where 'Collecta' occurs in "the Gregorian
.Sacramentary. On Feb. 2 (the Feast of the Purifica-
tion) the rubric before the prayer to be said at the
church where the people assembled for procession
to the church where mass was to be celebrated
runs, ' Oratio ad Collectam ad S. Adrianum.'
The 11th cent, author who styles himself ' Micro-

logus' gives (cap. iii.) both derivations, without
deciding between them, and he is followed by
Durandus (Rationale Div. Offic. [1473] lib. IV. cap.
XV.) and Bona (loc. cit.). The second derivation,
which is based on a single rubric in the latest form
of the Roman Sacramentary, is rendered improbable
bj' the fact that ' Collectio '—evidently the older
form of 'Collecta' (as 'Missio' preceded 'Missa,'
and 'Ascensio' preceded 'Ascensa')—appears as the
normal word for ' a pr.ayer ' in the Galilean - Service
Books which represent an earlier type of lititrgy

tlian the Roman use. It will hardly'lie maintained
that ' Collectio ' and ' Collecta '' had difl'erent

origins. We have thus good reason for the in-

ference that the word first came into e.'sistence in
Gaul, and thence made its way to Rome. The
early testimony of Cassian (loe. cit.), who wrote
in Gaul, to tlie phrase ' colligere orationem ' is

significant in the same direction. In keeping, too,
with the theory of the Gallican provenance of the
word is the remarkable contrast we observe between
the frequency with which ' Collectio ' is found in
the Gallican books, where it is used passim, and
the rarity of the appearance of ' Collecta ' in the
Roman. In the Gregorian Sacramentary, 'Col-
lecta ' occurs thrice only, and in one case, already
referred to, it plainly means ' congregation ' and
not 'prayer.' In the Gelasian and Leonine Sacra-
mentaries it is not found at all. In the MLssal
which succeeded the Sacramentaries, with a few
exceptions of community or local use,' the word
occurs only in rubrical directions. Although

1 Further witness to this ancient custom is borne by the
Flcctamus genua (' Let us kneel '), and the Levate (' ytand'up '),

which in the Roman ritual on certain days are interposed
between the Oremtis and the collect. The modem genuflexion
of the priest is a survival of the private prayer of the priest and
people before they stood up, according to the practice of the
early (Jhurch, for public prayer. The Oremxtx l>efore the offer-

Utry is followed by no prayer at all—a feature which evidences
a still greater omission in the Service (Duchesne, Origines, \i.

6, p. 172, Eng. ed.).
2 Tlie term 'Gallican* is frequently used to describe the

Western non-Roman type of service, which included, with the
Gallican, the kindred (2eltic (British Isles), Mozarahic (Spain),

and Ambrosian (North Italy) uses (Duchesne, Orig. p. 88, Eng.
ed. ; Procter and I-Vere, p. 8). Tho form ' Collectio ' is peculiar
to the Gallican and Celtic books.

8 e.g. a Mi.ssal of the Cistercian order (Paris, 1529) has
'Collecta' throughout, also one of Hildesbeim (Nuremberg,
1611), and one of Upsala (Iia.scl. 1613); and the Collection of
Masses written in England in the 10th and 11th cents., which
forms part of the Leofric Miesal (ed. Warren, 18S3), occasionally
has the word instead of 'oratio.'
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'Collect' was adoiited, as far back as evidence
tjoes,' by litiirsists as the technical name for the
prayer before the Epistle, it received but a nigganl
welcome in the Roman Service Books—which would
hardly have been the ease had it been of natixe
origin. That it was nevertheless in popular use in

England—perhaps kept alive by tradition from tlie

early non-Koman Christianity of the country

—

seems proved by the fact that in the translation
and revision of the Church Services in the 16th
cent, it was brought forward into its rightful

position. The Reformers would not have ventured
to use the word so extensively as they did, if it had
not been familiar t" the people.

2. The Sacramentaries.—Collects in their fully

developed structure are first presented to us in the
Roman Sacramentaries ; for the ' Collectiones ' of

the Galilean Service Books are longer and less

concentrated, and more akin to Eastern models.
These Sacrarueutaries contain the prayers used by
the celebrant in the Mass and other sacramental
rites, and have come down to us in three forms,
each associated with the name of a Pope.

(1) The Gregorian is the most recent. Pope
Gregory the Great (590-604) was traditionally
regarded as the reviser of an earlier Service Book.
His biographer, John the Deacon (latter half of

9th cent.), testifies (' Vita Gregorii,' ii. 17, in Acta
Sanctorum O.S.B., by D'Achery and Mabillon) that
' he compressed into one volume the Gelasian codex
cle Missaruni Solemniis, making many retrench-
ments, a few changes, and some additions.'^ But
of the ' Gregorian ' Sacramentary, as we know it,

all that can be said with certainty is that it re-

presents the Service Book in prevailing use at
Rome in the Sth century. All existing MSS seem
to be derived from an authenticated copy of that
book, which was sent to Charlemagne, at his
request, towards the close of that century, by Pope
Adrian I., and to which a supplement adapting it

for use in France was added by Alcuin (Letter of
Adrian I. to Charlemagne, No. xli., in Bouquet,
Hecueil des historiens des Gaiiles, 1738-1876, v.

587 ; Micrologus, cap. 60 ; Wilson, The Gelasian
Sacr. liii. ).

(2) The Gelasian represents the Sacramentary as
it was before the ' Gregorian ' revision, and carries
us back at least to the 7th century. Its connexion
with Pope Gelasius (492-496) is problematical.
Unlike tlie later form of Sacramentary, all the
MSS of which bear Gregory's name, none of the
' Gelasian ' !MSS is thus entitled. Writers of the
9th cent., as, e.g., John the Deacon, referred to
above, call the Sacramentary 'Gelasian,' perhaps
following a true ti'adition, although it may be that
their only ground for so naming it was that the
Liber Pontificalis (beginning of 6th cent.) assigned
(i. 255) to Gelasius the authorship of Sacramental
prefaces and prayers (Wilson, Gel. Sacr. Iviii.).

(3) The Leonine exists only in one defective MS,
which was discovered in the Chapter Library at
Verona by Bianchini, and published by him in
1735. This MS, the probable date of which is the
beginning of the 7th cent., is apparently the com-
pilation of a private collector of missac extant in
his time, many of which, no doubt, were of an
earlier date. It cannot be regarded as a single
Sacramentary, but it presents us with Service forms
of a more ancient type than the ' Gelasian.' Its
attribution to Pope Leo l. (440-461) was the mere
conjecture of the first editor (Feltoe, Sacr. Leon.,
1896, vii.-ix.).

1 In the second ' Ortlo Romanus,' which is commented on bv
Amalarius of Metz (S30), the words occur, 'Sequitur orati'o
prima quara collectam dicunt ' (Migne, PL Isxviii. 971).

2 We have Gregory's own testimony (Ep. ix. 12) that he added
the Lord's Prajer at the end of the Canon of the Mass. The
insertion of a new paragraph therein is also attributed to him
(Lib. Pontij: i. 312, ed. Duchesne, 1SS6).

We can thus trace back the Collect as a finished
product well-nigh to the 6th cent., and we may
confidently assign to it a much earlier origin. A
form of prayer so artificial and elaborate in struc-
ture could not have come into existence at one
bound : time must be allowed for a gradual develop-
ment out of simpler forms. The fame of Gregory
as a liturgical reformer renders it not improbable
that the making or alteration of some collects was
due to him, and the similar tradition attached to
Gelasius suggests a like inference with regard to
that Pope. The insistence in many collects on the
frailty of human nature, and the need of Divine
grace preventing and co-operating (see in Pr. Bk.
the collects for Easter, Adv. iv., Epiph. iv., Trin.
i., ix., XV., xvii. etc.), points for their composition
to a time when the Pelagian controversy (beginning
of 5th cent. ) was fresh in the minds of men.

3. Arrangement of collects. — The Galilean
Service Books are characterized by numerous
' Collectiones.' Take, for example, the ' Missa ' for

Epiphany in the Misscde Gothicuni (see Neale and
Forbes, Gallican Liturgies, p. 54 '), where the
scheme of service is as follows :

1. An exhortation without a title, named Praefatio in other
missae. 2. Collectio sequitur. 3. Coltectio post nomina, i.e.

after the diptychs. 4. Collectio ad Pacem, i.e. during the Kisa
of Peace. 5. Contestatio, commencing ' Vere dignum.' 6. Col-
lectio post Sanctus. 7. Post Mysterium, i.e. a prayer after the
consecration. 8. .4n(eora(!cm«)l Dominicam—aprayer. 9. Post
orationcm Dominicam—a prayer. 10. Beiiedictio popiili—

a

series of short prayers. 11. Post £McAarts(!am—a nrayer after
the communion of the people. 12. Collectio sequitur. The fre-

quent use of the word ' CoUectio ' should be noted. In the Celtic
Hour Offices, 'Collectiones' were appended to each Canticle
and each group of Psalms (Warren, The Bangor Antiphonary,
vol. ii. p. xix). The multiplicity of prayers in the Masses of
St. Columbanus was noticed and objected to at a Synod at
Matiscon (Ma^on), in Gaul (623), by a monk named Agrestius,
who probably was acquainted with the Gelasian use (Jonas, Vita
Columbani, ed. Krusch, p. 250).

In the Roman Sacramentaries and Missal the
Collects are restricted to three positions in the
service : (1) before the Epistle, (2) after the OB'er-
tory, (3) after the Communion. The first, as a ride
the fullest of all, is the 'Collect' proper, the one
to which that name is specially appropriated in
liturgical language, though in the altar-books it ia

usually designated by the general term oratio.

The second is the ' Secreta,' so named because it

is said inaudibly by the priest (Amalarius, de Offic.
Eccl. III. XX. ; Duchesne, Orig. vi. § 7, p. 176, fing.
tr. y—a custom which was introduced in very early
times—or, less probably, because it is said over
the elements which have just before been 'set
apart ' for sacramental use. This derivation, which
Bossuet (Explic, des priires de la messe, p. 19,

no. 1) puts forward, does not seem to have the
support of any ancient authority (Bona, U. ix. 6,

note by Sala). Tlie third is the ' Postcommunio.'
In some MSS of the Gregorian type the second ia

called 'Super oblata,'- and the third 'Ad Com-
plendum.' (The Leonine collects have no head-
ings.) A supplementary collect, 'Ad populum,'
appears in the Gelasian Sacramentary, In the
Gregorian and in the Missal this is retained only
on Ferial days in Lent, with the title ' Super
populum.' The Gelasian Book provides two col-

lects proper, i.e. before the Epistle, in each Mass ;

the Gregorian and Missal have only one. In
medifeval times other prayers were permitted (or

directed) to be added to this, provided the total
did not exceed seven.' This limitation was sup-

1 The Missale Gotkicum is also published by Mabillon, de Lit.
Gal. lib. iii. (see p. 20S), and Muratori, Lit. Rom. Vet. ii. col.

542.
2 This may add some weight to the second deriration of

' Secreta ' (see above).
3 The number of prayers was always to be uneven, for which

rule various mj'stical reasons were given (Micrologus, cap. iv.^
Prayers were to be added to the * Secreta ' and ' Postcommunio *

equal in number to those added to the Collect proper (Durandus,
IV. XV., Sarum Missal, Ist Sunday of Advent, rubric).
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posed to liave reference to the number of petitions

in the Lord's Prayer.
Tlie Collect (iiroper) for the day gained an

entrance at an early date into Land's and otlier

Hour offices, where it supplanted the Pater Noster
whicli fcirnierly closed tlie service (Hatill'ol, Hist,

du briv. roiii., Eng. tr. by Baylaj', pp. 96, HI).

4. How addressed.—I'he Konian collects are,

with very few exceptions, addressed to the First

I'erson of the Blessed Trinity. Tliis was the most
ancient usa<,'e of the Church, based upon the belief

that the Eucharist was a representation of the
.sacrifice of Himself oU'ered by the Son to the
Father (Bona, II. v. 5). The 3rd Council of Carth-
age (397) made this custom a binding law by
enacting (canou 24) that ' at the altar prayer shall

always be directed to the Father' ('l^uum altari

adsistitur, semper ad Patreni dirigatur oratio').

It is remarkable that, notwithstanding this usage
and law, the majority of the ' Collectiones' in the
Western non-Koman liturgies are addressed to t'le

Son. We may attribute this to the exigency of

the position of the Ilispano-Gallican Church, con-
fronted as it was with the Arianism of the North-
ern invaders, who alleged the exclusive address of
liturgical prayers to the Father as implying an
inequalitym the Trinity (Warren, BangorAnt. vol.

ii. p. xxvii ; Cabrol, DACL, col. 655 ; Liddon, I'he

Divinity of Oiir io;-rf*[BamptonLectures], p. 3S9).

5. Structure of collect.—Tlie collect follows a
clearly marked plan of construction. It consists

of one short sentence containing a single petition,

and in its complete form—for some collects lack
one or more members—may be analyzed into live

[larts : (1) the invocation; (2) the reason upon
which the petition Is based ; (3) the petition

itself ; (4) the henetit which the granting of the
petition will confer ; (5) the termination, which
varies according to fixed rules (see below). Take
for an illustration the Pr. Bk. collect for the 2nd
Sunda}' in Lent, which comes from the Gregorian
Sacramentary ; (1) 'Almighty God, (2) who seest

that we have no power of ourselves to help our-

selves ; (3) keep us both outwardly in our bodies,

and inwardly in our souls ; (4) that we may be
defended from all adversities which may happen to

the bod3', and from all evil tlioughts which may
assault and hurt the soul ; (5) through Jesus Christ
our Lord.'

Tlie termination was from early times made to

harmonize with the phrasing of the preceding
words. We lind tliis feature already in the
Gregorian Sacramentary, and even suggestions of

it in the Gallican liturgies. In the later Service
Books, careful rules, often expressed in hexameter
verse, are laid dow n to meet every possible variety
of phrasing, although the collects themselves
generally conclude simnly with 'Per' or 'Per
Dominum,' or occa-sionally with a cue such as 'qui
vivis,' ' per eundeni,' to a.ssist the niemorj' of tlie

priest. When several collects are recited together,

the termination is appointed to be said only after

the first and last.

The rules appear with great fullness in the Y<yrk ilisnal, and
may be thus aunimarizcd : (1) H the collect be addresaed to the
P'ather, it should end ;

* through our Lord Jesua Christ thy
Son [or, if our Lord has been previously mentioned, ' throui^h
the same Jesus Ciirist our Lord 'J, who liveth and reigneth with
tliee in the unity of the ('same,' if the Iloly Ghost has been
previously mentioned] Holy Ghost, God, world without end.'
If there be mention of the Trinity, the collect should end :

' In
which {i.e. Trinity] thou livest and reignesit, God,' etc. (2) A
collect addressed to the Son should end; 'who livest and
reignest with God the Father in the unity of the ['same "] Holy
Ghost, God,' etc. (3) A collect addressed to the Trinity should
end :

' who livest and reignest, God,' etc.

As a specimen of the memorial verses we add these, which
occur in the Sarum Breviary :

' " Per Dominum," dicas, si Patrem, presbyter, oras.

Si Christum mcmores, "per eundem," dicero debes.
Si loqueris Christo, " qui vivis," scire memento.
"Qui tecum," si sit collectae tinia in ipso.'

6. Book of Common Prayer.—The way the
collects have been dealt witli in the Pr. Bk. is

of special interest for English-sneaking peojile.

In the ro-c(mstruction of the public Services in

the I6th cent, the ' .Sccreta' and ' Postcommunio '

disappeared as features of the Communion Oihce,
but the Collect proper was retained, for the most
part in versions, more or less literal, of the Latin
forms. Thus the collects of the Pr. Bk. are
mainly survivals, in living and familiar u.se, of

the collects of the Sacramentarics, though only
of a few out of many ; for the simplification and
retrenchment of the Services at the Keformation
involved, here as elsewhere, the sacrifice of much
liturgical wealth.
The Pr. Bk. collects derived, through the

Sarum Mi^snl, from the ancient sacramcntaries
may be thus classified according to their ultimate
sources

:

LeoniTie : Easter iii.. Trinity v., ix., xiii., xiv., and the sub-
stance of s. and xij., which appear in a revised form in the
Gelasian Sacramentary.
Gelasian : Advent iv.. Innocents, Palm Sunday, Good Friday

2nd and 3rd, Easter Ist part, Easter iv., v.. Trinity i., ii., vi.,

vii., viii., X., xi., xii., xv., svi., xviii., xix., xx., xxi. ; besides,

Matins 2nd, Evensong 2nd and 3rd, Communion Office at end
lat, Commination (the ' Penitential Office for Ash-Wednesday

'

in the American Pr. Bit.), ' O Lord, we beseech thee.'

Gregorian : Circumcision, St. Stephen, St. John Evang.,
Epiphany, Epiphany i., ii., iii., iv., v., Septuagesima, Sexa-
gesima. Lent ii., iii., iv., v.. Good Friday 1st, Easter 2nd part,
.\scen8ion. Ascension i., Whitsunday, Trinity, Trinity iii., iv.,

xvii., xxii., xxiii., xxiv., xxv., St. Paul, Purification, Annuncia-
tion, St. Bartholomew, St. Michael, also the collects (in the Iiish

and American Pr. Bks.) for use at an early Communion on
Christmas and Easter ; besides, Matins 3rd, Litany, * We humbly
beseech thee,' 1st part, 'O God, whose nature and property,'
Communion Office at end, 2nd and 4th. The fixed Collect
Communion Office, 'Almighty God, unto whom all hearts be
open,' and the 1st part of * Almighty God, with whom do live'

(Burial), come from the Sarttm Book, but cannot be traced to
the Sacramentaries. The Churching Collect also was suggested
by the Sarum form.

The translators of the collects for the 1st English
Prayer Book (1.549), among whom Cianmer pro-

bably took the leading part, were masters of

nervous idiomatic English, who even in their

most literal translations were not satisfied with
a bald word for word reproduction of the Latin.

They recognized the different genius and con-
struction of the two languages, which must often
make such a rendering obscure, if not unintellig-

ible, to the English worshipper. They proceeded
usually by way of paraphrase, preserving, as a
rule, the general sense of the original, though
often allowing themselves to expand the thoughts,
and sometimes, more or less happily, to give them
a difi'erent turn.

Jnaiances of approximately literal translation.—Compare
the Latin and English of Trinity xvii.; *Tua nos, Domine,
quaesumus, gratia semper et praeveniat et scquatur : ac bonis
operibus jugiter praestet esse intentos' ('Lord, we pray thee,

that thy grace may always prevent and follow us, and make us
continvially to begiven to all good works'), and of Epiph. ii. ;

'Omnipotens sempiteme Deus, qui coelestia simul et terrena
moderaris, aupplicationes populi tui clementer exaudi, et paceni
tuam nostris concede temporibus ' (' Almighty and everlastijig

God, who dost govern all things in heaven and earth, merci-
fully hear the supplications of thy people, and grant us thy
peace all the days of our Ufe'). See also Trin. xiv., x.\i., xxiii.

Intitances of expansion of thought.— St. John Evang. 'en-

lighten' (tV^twfra) becomes 'cast thy bright beams of light

upon.' Eaater : 'our prayers, which by preventing thou cfosc

inspire, mayest thou also by assisting bring to effect' (' vota
nostra, quae praeveniendoaspira8,etiama<ijuvandoproscquere ')

is paraphrased ;
' we humbly beseech thee, that, as by thy

special grace preventing us, thou dost put into our minds good
(kaires, so by thy contmual help wo may bring the same to

good effect.' Asc. Day: 'we may also in mind dwell in

heavenly places ' (' ipsi quoque mente in coelestibua habitcmua ')

is thus enlarged ; 'so we may also in heart and mind thither

ascend, and with him contitiually dwell.' Trin. xii. : 'who in

the abundance of thy lovingkindness dost exceed the merita

and prayers of thy suppliants ' (' qui abundantia pietatis tuao
et merita aupplicum excedis et vota *) takes the form ' who art

always more ready to hear than we to pray, and att wont to

give more than either we desire or deserve.' Strengthening
words also are frequently introduced, e.g. Sept. ; ' delivered by
thy gofidncss' ; Easter iv. ; 'sundry and manifold changes,'
'surety . . . fi-xed'; Lent iii. ; 'our defence against all our
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fj\emics'\ Good Friday; 'gracioiisli/ behold'; Lent iv. ; 'may
rnrrc^/'uHK be relieved'—where the italicized words are not in
the original.

Instances of change of (/lotli/Af.—Sexagesima : 'grant that
by the protection of the teacher of the Gentiles ' (' concede . . .

ut . . . Poctoris gentium in-otectione') is changed into ' grant
that by thy power." Epiph. v., Trin. xxii. : 'guard with con-
tinual lovingkindness (pietate)' become respectively 'keep
. . . continually in thy true religion,' and ' keep ... in con-
tinual godliness.' Trin. vii. :

' foster (nutrias) what is good in
us and . . . guard it when fostered (nutrita)' is turned into
'nourish us with all goodness . . . and keep us in the same.'
Matins 2nd :

* whom to serve is to reign ' (' cui servire, regnare
est ') becomes ' wliose service is perfect freedom.'

At the final revision of 1662 this fe.ature of
parajihraae and variation was made still more
prominent. Several of the collects which had
been almost literally translated in 1549 were
retouched in this direction by Cosin and his
assistants, often to their manifest improvement.
Thus St. John Evang. : 'May attain to thy everlasting gifts'

('ad dona perveniat sempit«rna') was paraphrased 'may so
walk in the light of Thy truth, that it may at length attain to
the light of everlastmg life." Trin. viii. : 'God, whose pro-
vidence is never deceived ' (' Deus, cujus providentia in sui
dispositione non fallitur ') became 'O God, whose never-faibng
providence ordereth all things both in heaven and earth." Trin.
xviii. : 'The infections of the devil' ('diabolica contagia ') was
expanded into 'the temptations of the world, the flesh, and
the de\'il." Easter iv. :

' who dost make the minds of the
faithful to be of one will' ('qui fidelium mentes unius efBcis
voluntatis') became 'who alone canst order the unruly wills
and affections of sinful men.' Collects similarly treated are
Innocents, Epiph. iv.. Trinity, Trin. ix., xiii., xix., St. Paul.

The collects of the Pr. Bk. not traceable to
ancient sources are constructed on the traditional
lines, and in beauty of thought and diction and
in harmony of balanced clauses do not lose by
comparison with the classical models. They are
usually based on the Gospel or Epistle for the
day. Many of them are for Saints^ days, when,
as a rule, the Latin collect asked for the Saint's
intercession.

The original collects, which, except when otherwise stated,
date from 1649, are : Adv. i., ii., iii. (1661, replacing the 1519
translation of the Latin collect), Christmas, Epiph. vi. (1661),
(Juinquag., Ash Wednesday, Lent i., Easter Even (1661), Easter
i., ii., St. Andrew (1652, replacing one of 1649), St. Thomas, St.
Matthias, St. Mark, SS. Philip and James, St. Barnabas, St,
John Baptist, St. Peter, St. James, the Transfiguration (American
Pr. Bk., 1892), St. Matthew, St. Luke, SS. Simon and Jude, All
Samts ; also Communion Office at end, 3rd, 6th, 6tli, the collect
in the Communion of the Sick, and the Collect (Irish Pr. Bk.,
1878) for the Rogation days, which is founded on one by Bp.
Cosin, 1661. The other newly composed prayers, not formed
after the ancient pattern, such as the two 'collects' for the
King in the Communion Office, most of the prayers which follow
the Srd Collect at Matins and Evensong, and all but one
(' O God, whose nature ') of the ' Prayers and Thanksgivings
upon several occasions " are outside the scope of this article.
Three collects only are addressed to the Second Person of the

Trinity, viz. Adv. iii., St. Stephen (which in the original Latin
18 addressed to the Father), and Lent i. In the Sarum Missal,
Adv. L, iii., iv. are so addressed ; but in the Gelasian form of
the last the address is to the Father, the change having been
made in the Gregorian version. The 'Prayer of St. Chry-
Bostom,' likewise addressed to the Son, comes from Eastern
sources, and is not a true collect.
With regard to the endings of the collects, in the Prayer

Book of 1549, these, for the most part, were left incomplete" asm the Sarum Book ; a few were suppbed with cues such as
'who hveth and reigneth, etc." (Easter). It was evidently
assumed that the clergy would be acquainted with the rule's
which governed the terminations. The only collects in the
present Pr. Bk. which have complete endings—mainly added in
1661—are those of the principal Festivals, with a few otbei-s,
viz. Adv. iii., Ohriatmas, Sept., Lent i.. Good Friday 1st and
Srd, Easter, Ascension, Aso. i., Whitsunday, Trinity, St
Matthew; besides, the 1st Prayer for the Kiiig in the Com-
munion Office. The following have endings which vary from
the traditional standards either by a doxological form or in
other respects : Adv. i., iv., Epiph. vi., Trin. xii., xiii., xiv St
Thomas, Transfiguration (American Pr. Bk.), St. Luke, Com-
munion 6th, Matins 2nd, Evensong 2nd and Srd, ' Clergj- and
People," 'In the time of dearth and famine," 'O God, whose
nature.'

In the projected revision of 1689 the collects
were marked out for drastic treatment. At best,
their framework was retained, and they were
lengthened by the introduction of phrases from
the Epistle and Gospel of the day, but often
entirely new prayers were substituteil for them.
Fortunately the revision was not carried into

efl'ect, and the Church was left in possession of
lier ancient devotional forms.
Literature.—Bona, Rerum Liturgicarwm Libri ii. (Paris,

1672), annotated by Sala (Turin, 1747-63); Cassian, de Jnsti-
liUisCoenobiomm (Lyons, 1616); Muratori, LilKrriia Romaua
Vettis (Venice, 1748 [contains the three Sacramentaries and
some Gallican liturgies)) ; Wilson, The Gelasian Sacramentary
(Oxford, 1894) ; Feltoe, Sacrainentarium LeonianuTn (Cam-
bridge, 1896) ; Neale-Forbes, Ancient Liturgies of the Gal-
lican Church (Burntisland, 1856) ; Warren, The Antiphonarj/
of Bangor (H. B. S., 1893-96 [the only purely Celtic Service
Book extant)), and the same author's The Liturgy and Bitual of
the Celtic Church (Oxford, 1881) ; Frere, The Use of Sarum
^Cambridge, 1898); Duchesne, Origines du culte chr^tien^
(Paris, 1898, Eng. tr. by M'Clure, entitled Christian Worship,
I-ondon, 1903); Batiffol, Hist, du briviaire romain (Paris,
1S96, Eng. tr. by Baylay, London, 1898); Procter-Frere, A
iVcio History of the Book of Common Prayer^ (London, 19ii2)

;

Bright, Ancient Collects (Oxford, 1862), also art. on 'The
Collects,' in the Pr. Bk. with Commentary (London, 1891)

;

Goulburn, The Collects of the Day 3 (London, 1883) ; Dowden,
The Workmanship of the Prayer Book (London, 1899) ; Neale,
Essays on Liturgiology (London, 1863) ; Freeman, The Prin-
ciples of Divine Service (Oxford and London, 1855-62) ; Bur-
bidge. Liturgies and Offices of the Church (London, 1886);
Blunt, The Aiinotated Book of Cotnmon Prayer (re-issue,
London, 1903) ; Campion-Beaumont, The Prayer Book Jnter-
leaird i« (London, 1880) ; Addis-Arnold, A Catholic Diction-
ary 6 (London, 190S). J. G. Carleton.

COLLECTIVISM.—See Socialism.

COMEDY.—See Drama.

COMFORT.—See Consolation.

COMMEMORATION OF THE DEAD.—
We shall first of all separate our subject from three
others, which are closely connected with it, but
which are treated in the special articles Ancestor-
worship and Cult of the Dead, Communion
with the Dead, Death and Disposal of the
Dead (including Funeral Feasts). In this article
we shall confine our attention to the tombs, and
the means used among the various peoples to com-
memorate the dead. Even when thus limited,
the subject is a large one ; for reverence for the
dead and everything that has touched them,
mingled with superstitious fear, is a feeling which
has been common to the whole human race even
from pre-historic times. Burial-places are con-
sidered tabu among the natives of Oceania.
Among races which are civilized and possess a
system of writing, tombstones usually bear the
inscription :

' Erected in memory of . .
.' Fre-

quently a small screen is placed on the top, either
to shelter the gifts brought to the dead or to
provide a place for offering prayers or commemora-
tive sacriKces ; so that, among most peoples, the
tombs have become altars where worship is rendered
in memory or on behalf of the dead.

I.—I. Egyptians.—No race, except the Chinese,
has cherished the memory of the dead more care-
fully, or raised more lasting monuments to them,
than the Egyptians ; of. the pyramids, which are
royal tombs, and the 7}iastabas, or tombs of the
common people, with which the ground in Egypt
is studded. There the tomb was called the ' place
of eternal rest,' and it might also be called the
'place of prayer and commemoration.' Indeed,
the very arrangement of the burial-places reveals
the existence of a worship rendered to the dead.
Above the sepulchre and the deep .shaft leading
down to it, on the ground level, there was a chapel,
the door of which had always to be kept open,
to allow the relatives and friends of the deceased,
and even the passers-by, to come and present their
ofl'erings or tlieir prayers. The chapel contained
a tablet, representing the ' double ' (kn) of the
deceased, seated at a table laden with food and
fruit, and a commemorative legend of the first

funeral feast. The cult of the dead consisted of
three parts : the consecration of the tomb, the
funeral ceremony, and the commemorative services.
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These servicea were annual, and their purpose
was to secure the peaceof /I me/iii for the deceased,
and to get tlie deity to grant tliat his soul
should ono day dwell with the gods. This is clearly

indicated liy numerous inscriptions on the funeral
tablets and by the Book of Obsequies, discovered in

1877 (ed. and tr. Sehiaparelli, Libra ilei funerali
degli antii-hi Egizi, 2 vols., Rome, 1882-90).

2. Hebrews.—The Hebrews could not liave lived
for two centuries in Egypt without borrowing
several funeral customs from tlieir masters. They
also believed in the existence of a ' double' wliich
they called nephesh. As in E<jypt, the tomb was
the place where they rendered worsliip, in whicli

the eldest son of the deceased was the celebrant.
' Now Absalom in his lifetime had taken and
reared up for himself the i)illar, wliich is in the
King's dale ; for he said, I have no son to keep
my name in remembrance ' (2 S 18'*). The Hebrew
verb used here means both 'to recall to memory'
and to ' oHer worsliip,' like the Latin colere. This
worship rendered to the dead consisted of otl'er-

ings of food, sacrifice of hair, ceremonial lamen-
tations {qindh or n'hi), fasting, and the wearing
of mourning clothes. The time of mourning
lasted regularly seven days. These rites were re-

peated probably on each anniversary of the death.
V.'e do not know whether the Hebrews held

a festival in honour of all the de.ad, but it is

certain that among the Jews, since the lOth cent.

A.D., there has been a complete system of 'days
prescribed for the commemoration of the dead.'

The worshipper must visit the tomli of his dead
relatives on the seventh and thirtieth days after,

and on the anniversary of, their deatli. He places
leaves or pebbles on it, sajfs a prayer, and, on
returning home, gives alms in memory of them.
The rites consist of a prayer of praise to God,
said, each Sabbatli evening, by the eldest son cf

the deceased (qaddish), and a prayer for rest to his
soul, repeated daily for thirty days (hashkaba).
An annual commemoration of the souls of the
dead takes place on the ' Day of Atonement.'

3. Arabs.—The pagan Arabs rendered worship
to the dead near the ansab or nasaHb ('funeral
inonnments'), and sacrificed animals to them, or
made ofl'erings of hair. Muhammad forbade this

worship as idolatrous {Qur'dn, iii. 15(>-153). In-

stead of lamenting over them, he says, we must
ask Allah to forgive their sins. At the time of the
beginnings of Islam, the Arabs used to pitch tents
on the graves of tlie dead, whom they worshipped
on account of their virtues and their piety, and to

stay there for some time after the death. These
tents, in the course of time, became transformed
into stone mausoleums (qiihhn ; of. vol. i. p. 759).

Thus tlie ancient worship rendered to the dead
gradually gave place to prayers for the repose
of their soul.s. The importance given in modern
Isliim to pilgrimages to, and prayers at, the tombs
of the famous niaiabouta is well known. It is a
form of saint-worship.

II. Indo-Eukopea.VS. — I. Hindus. —The re-

membrance of the dead occupies an import.ant
place in the Vedas. The pitris, or 'ancestors,'

after assuming a brilliant body, and drinking the
soma which renders them immortal, are led liy

Agni into the presence of Yania, the king of the
dead, and there enjoy eternal blessedness. Accord-
ing to certain nij'ths, the souls of the dead
dwell in the stars ; according to others, they i)as3

into the bodies of certain birds, and fly to ami fro
near the .sacred rivers. It is the duty of the living
to ofter the irCtddh/t, or funeral sacrifice, to the
iiKines at fixed times. There are two feasts of the
dead among the Hindus : tlie pitrynjua and the
2nndapitryajna (see Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p.

23).

2. Ancient Persians.—-Vmong the Mazd.cans of
Iran or ancient Persia also, the cult of the souls of
the dead was prevalent, and the funeral rites

were highly developed. The feasts of the dead
may be divided into two classes : (1) the great
feast of all the dead, or Hamaspathmncdaya, a
kind of All Saints' Day, which is held at the end
of the Parsi year and lasts ten days, called the
Fravardn(jaii ; and (2) the funeral services in
memory of a deceased person, which take place
during the three days after the death, and are
repeated on the 4th, lOtli, and 30th days, and on
tlie anniversary. In connexion with the second
class, works of charity are always performed.

3. Greeks.—The Hellenes, or ancient Greeks,
had the sense of moral beauty {e.g. that of civic

virtue) too highly developed not to commemorate
the dead, especially those who had been famous
as benefactors of the State or had fallen on the
field of honour. Annual festivahs, called iiriTaipia,

were held at their tombs on the anniversary of
their death. Tliey consisted of sacrifices to the
gods, funeral orations, and athletic games. The
dead were interred in the Ceramicu.s, in a con-
secrated enclosure (the Srnxbaiov (rfiixa), and, in

accordance with one of Solon's laws, tlie funeral
procession had to be free from all lamentation
and to have the character of a triumphal march ;

for the dead were addressed by the name of
iJuxKapes, ' the blessed '—a title reserved for the gods.
The magnificent tomb that Artemisia built in
the most beautiful part of Halicarnassus, in
memory of her husband Mausolus, king of Caria
(d. 379 B.C.), is well known. Since that time the
name of ' mausoleum ' lias been given to all the
sumptuous tombs buUt after its style by the
Greeks and Romans.

4. Romans.—The Romans adopted, almost ex-
actly, the rites in memory of the dead practised
by the Greeks. The exsequiae, or obsequies, were
also accompanied by prayers, speeches, and
"ames, held in honour of the illustrious dead.
In every house, sacrifices and prayers were oflered
to the souls of the ancestors, called niaiies, lares, or
penates. On the anniversary of the death, the
religious sen'ice known as parcntatio was per-
formed, and accompanied by a family meal. There
was also a general festival of the dead, called
Feralia or Februalia, held on Feb. 22 ; and, as
living nature always asserts its rights, it was
followed by the Caristia, which was a merry
feast.

5. Celts.—Among the Celts (Gauls and Britons)
the memory of the dead was preserved by means
of standing-stones {menhir, e.g. the Carnac mono-
liths).

III. Christian customs.—The funeral rites of
the Christians are distinguished from the pagan
customs by a new point of view with regard to
the dead. Whereas to the pagans, as to the
Hebrews, death appeared as the ' king of terrors,'

the destroyer of all life and all enjoyment, in
the eyes of the first Christians it was the entrance
into a higher life, and the deliverance from a
world of strife and nii.-ery. Jloreovcr, the
Christians of primitive times avoided pronouncing
the word 'death,' which to their contemjioraries
meant annihilation ; tliey referred to that event
by means of ttie expressions ' departure' {excesstis),
' sleep ' {dormitio), ' removal ' {assumptio), or even
'setting' {obitvs, a word denoting the setting of
the stars). The deceased was called the 'one who
goes before ' {praemissus), or ' who has acquitted
himself {de/unctus) ; and the burial-place was
called the 'sleeping-]ilace'(Koi|«jTf/)io>', coe?(i(;<eri«»i).

In a word, instead of appearing to them as an end,
death was a beginning, the entrance into a new and
better life.
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I. Christians of the first centuries.—(1) Reasuns
fur commemoration.—For what reasons did tlie

Christians preserve tlie meiiiorv of their dead ? It

was not, as in the case of the Komans, to appease
tlie manes of tlieir ancestors, but, in tlie first in-

stance, to satisfy tlie need, felt by every loving

heart, of giving evidence of a faithful remem-
brance of the departed object of its att'ection. In

the second place, the early Christians wished to

return thanlvs to God for having delivered their

beloved dead from the sufferings of this world.

But, as they were not quite sure that the sins of

the deceased would find pardon before the just

Judge, the}' prayed God to forgive tliem in con-

sideration of the merits of their Saviour, in whom
their beloved one had believed. Sometimes, if the

person had died ^^'ithout having been baptized, his

surviving friends were baptized for his sake (1 Co
15^). If, on the other hand, the deceased was a
martyr, or had distinguished himself by excep-
tional saintliness, they would appeal to him to

intercede with God and Christ, who, on the general
resurrection day, was to judge the living and the
dead. But this was the exception. In the case

of ordinary people who died, their sinful souls

were commended to the Divine compassion : hence
the name commcndatio, which the Fathers of the
Church gave to the funeral service.

(2) Methods of commemoration.—This leads to

the consideration of the various methods in use in

the Christian Church of the first centuries to per-

petuate the memory of the dead. There were
seven : (a) the tombstone, called memoria, and,
for confessors of the faith, confcssio ; (b) the in-

scription on the tombstone, or epitaph ; (c) the
inscription on the diptych of the church

; (d) the
commendatio, or funeral oration

;
(e) the end of the

year service, or natalkia ; (/) necrology, or mar-
tyrology ; and {g) the calendar, or menology.

{a) Tombstones, ' memoriw,' and ' confessiones.'—
AVe know how carefully the first Christians at-

tended to the burial-places of the dead. An idea
of this can be obtained by one or two visits to the
catacombs in Rome. Each coffin has its locuhis,

or niche, marked with the name of the deceased,
and often ornamented witli emblems. The de-

ceased is frequently represented on it, standing
praying, with outstretched arras, and palms turned
towards the sky. It is these figures that are called
orantes. When the Christians had to give up the
catacombs, they erected a screen or a chapel above
the grave of a martyr, so that his remains might
not be confounded with the bones of the lapsi,

and in order to preserve his memory from oblivion.
This was called confcssio or martyrium, and the
custom of being buried near the tombs of saints
or martyrs was very early established.'

' Non ob aliud,' wrote St. Augustine to Paulinus, bishop of
Nola, ' vel MemoriEe vel Uonumenta dicuntur ea quae iusignita
fiunt sepulcra mortuorum, nisi quia eos qui viventium oculis
morte subtract! sunt, ne oblivione etiam cordibus subtrabantur,
in memoriam revocant. . . . nam et Memoriae nomen id aper-
tissime ostendit et Monumentum, eo quod moneat mentem

'

{de Cura pro Mortuis gerenda, iv.).

Soon this name ' memorial ' was applied to all

tombs ; cf. the inscription :
' Memoria Anastasia>

. . . Mater dulcissima in pace Christi recepta'
(end of 4th cent.).

(b) Epitaphs.—The inscriptions in the cata-
combs and in the oldest Christian burying-grounds
are of great simplicity and express quiet confi-

dence, thus forming a contrast to the lugubrious
epitaphs of the pagans. All the emblems in the
catacomb of St. Uomitilla (called also Nereus and
Achilles) show joy and gladness ; they are winged
spirits, children playing crowned with roses, or
birds singing as they wing their flight towards

1 Hence the name of confessio given, iu Ital.v, to the conse-
crated crj-pt which is generally placed under the altar in the

the sky ; nowliere are seen crosses or death's
heads, as they appear later in the Middle Ages.
The inscriptions ajso breathe hope in the continued
existence of the dead. The most frequent are ' In
pace,' 'Vivas in Deo,' and IX9T2 ('fish'), the
letters of which form the initials of tlie Greek for
' Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour.'

(c) Diptych-s.—Diptyohs, as the name indicates,

were twin tablets, at first wooden and coated with
wax, and then parchment. On the one were in-

scribed the names of living persons, e.g. bishops,

benefactors of the Church, and those who had
been baptized ; on the otlier, the names of the
faithful who had died in tlie faith of Christ

—

martyrs and simple worshippers. The deacon
read these names from the auibo during the ser-

vice. The diptychs formed the annals of each
particular church. It was a much-coveted honour
to have one's name inscribed there, and a disgrace

to have it removed {erasus) in cases of grave sin,

e.g. denial in times of persei^ution.

(d) Commcndatio.—After the reading of the
names on the diptych of the dead, the officiating

priest delivered the commendatio. St. Augustine
explains the meaning of this custom :

*Non video quae sunt adjumenta mortuorum. nisi ad hoc ut
dum recolunt ubi sint posita eorum quos diligiint corpora,
eisdem Sanctis illos tanquam patronis susceptos apud Dominum
adjuvandos orando commendcnt ' (rfe Cura pro Mart. ger. iv.).

The words in the Confessiones (ix. 13) of the same Church
Father are still more e.xplicit :

' Commendavit nobis nihil,' he
wrote, referring to Monica, his mother, ' nisi ut commemorare-
mus eain apud Tuuni altare, ubi genufiexerat et unde noverat
sanctam hostiam distribui fidelibus." The so-called LiVur^j^ 0/
St. Mark shows what was the meaning of the prayer ;

' Horum
omnium animabus dona requiem, Dominator Domine Deu3
noster, in Sanctis Tuis tabernaculis.'

If the deceased had been a great bishop, a man
famed for his piety, or a martyr, the priest pro-

nounced his eulogium, and the simple commendatio
became a funeral oration, e.g. the speech of St.

Ambrose in memory of his brother Satyrus, that
of St. Jerome in honour of Paula, and those of St.

Gregory of Nazianzus in memory of liis friend

Basil of Ca?sarea, of his brother Ca?sarius, and of

his sister Gorgonia.
(e) Natalicia (anniversaries).—The commemo-

ration of the dead on the anniversary of their

death is a very old custom in the Church. We
find traces of it as far back as TertuUian : ' ob-

lationes pro defunctis, pro natalitiis annua die

facimus' (de Corona, iii., ad Scapulam, ii.). In

the case of a martyr the ceremony was of a more
solemn character ; the people assembled at the
place of his torture or at his grave, generally on
the anniversary of the eve of his death, held an
agape, and then, in the church, celebrated his

heroic faith by an address. St. Cyprian refers to

this (Acts of the Martyrs) in his Ep. xxxiv. :

' Sacrificia pro eis [martyribusj semper . . .

offerimus quoties martjTum passiones et dies

anniversaria commemoratione celebramus,' and it

is undoubtedly the origin of the Anniversary
Masses which are still celebrated in the Roman
Catholic Church and among the Greeks at the

present day.

(/) Necrology or martyrology.—The custom of

reading the Acts of the Martyrs or Passiotics on
the day of their death gave rise to martyrologies.

These were registers in which were written down
the names of the confessors of all the churches,

with details of their cases, the kind of tortures

undergone, the name of the judge, and the replies

of the martyrs. The encyclical Letter of the

Smyrncean Christians on the niartjTdom of their

bishop Polycarp is a very ancient specimen. In

the same way, the use of diptychs gave rise to

necrologies or" obituaries. In fact, when they gave

up reading the diptychs of the dead in church, on

account of the length of the lists (towards the end
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of the 6th cent.), they rei)laced them by registers

called necrologies (' books of tlie dead '), annivcr-

sarij tools, or book'' of life. In these were in-

scribed tlie names of the dead who had deserved

well of the church or the abbey. IJich donors,

devout women, and even princes begged as a privi-

lege to have their names inscribed on these obitu-

aries. The Benedictines in the Middle Ages were
famed for the care with which they preserved

these books.

{(j) Calendars. — Whereas niartyrologies were
common to the whole Catholic Church, calendars

were the property of each particular church. The
calendar, called ' raenologion ' by the Greeks,
marked for each week the festivals of Christ,

and the death of the bishops and confessors. Ter-

tuUian calls them the ' Church Calendars ' (rfc

Corona mili/ari, xiii.). The oldest of them, e.g.

the Koman (about the 4th cent.), and the Cartha-
ginian, mention the exact place to which the wor-

shipper had to go to celebrate the niemorj' of the

martyr. At that time the natalicia were cele-

brated on the very spot of the torture or at the

grave.

2. Roman Catholic Church.—Of all the branches

of Christianity the Roman Catholic Cliurch has
proved most careful in preserving the necrological

customs of the Apostolic age. Besides the Anni-
versary Masses, wiich are intended to commemo-
rate the death of a particular individual, it has

instituted the Day of the Dead (All Souls' Day)
and the festival of All Saints' Day.
The former, which is much the more ancient,

takes place on 2nd Nov., and has the official title

of ' Commemoration of all the Faithful Dead.'

St. Augustine {de Cura pro I\Icrt.uis gerenda, iv.)

alludes to it in the following words :

' Verum etsi aliqua necessitas vel human corpora, vel in

talibus locis humari nulla data facultate perraittat, non Buiit

pnetermittendae 6upplicatione3 pro spiritibus mortuoruin :

quas faciendas pro omnibus in Christiana et calholica socie-

tate defunctis etiam tacitis nominibua eorum sub general!

coniraemoratione suscepit Ecclesia, ut quibus ad ista desunt
parentes, aut filii , . . ab una eia exhibeantur pia niatre

communi.*

This service is divided into four parts or acts.

The first takes place at Evensong of the preceding

day. Lamentations are expressed at this cere-

mony by the chanting of several Psalms, especially

the 130th :
' De profundis clamavi ad te, Domine.'

Instead of finishing each I'salm with theDoxology,
'Gloria Patri,' the worshippers add the refrain
' Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine : et lux per-

petua luceat eis.' The second part includes the

Matins and the three Noctums, during which the

Psalms and chapters from the Book of .Job are

chanted alternately. The Nocturns end with the

response :
' Libera me, Domine; de morte aeterna,'

etc. The third part, which is called Lauds, sings

the praises of God, in the words of Ps 64, and in

the songs of Hezekiah and Zacharias, and recalls

the promise of immortality made by Christ (Jn
11'-"). The fourth consists of the reading of 1 Co
15 and Jn 5, the repetition of the ' Dies irae,' the

ollertory, communion, and post-communion. The
oH'ertory prayer gives beautiful expression to the

thought underlying this service :

' Domine Jesu Christe, Rex gloriae. libera animas omnium
fidolium defunctorum de poenis infemi. . . . Hostias et preces

tibi, Domine, laudea offerimus : tu suscipe pro animabus illis,

qimrum hodie memoriam facimus : fac eas, Domine, de morte
transiro ad vitam.*

The object of the Festival of All Saints' Day
(1st Nov.) is the glorification of the saints and
martyrs who have made famous the name of Chris-

tian. Whereas All Souls' Day was of a sad and
.sujiplicatorv nature. All Saints' Day is a festival

of loyful glorification. It consists of three acts

:

(1) Vespers, at which several Psalms are repeated,

and the faithful are called on to rejoice in the
Lord and to glorify the saints and martyrs ; (2)

Mass, <luring which Rev 7 and Mt 5 are read ; and
(3) the second Vespers, when the worship]jers

repeat part of a Psalm, and chant the hymn,
' Placare Christi servulis,' and the hymn, ' quam
gloriosum est regnum, in quo cum Christo gaudent
omnes Sancti,' etc.

This festival was instituted by Pope Boniface
IV. on the occasion of the dedication ot the pagan
Pantheon which was transformed into a Chris-

tian Church (A.D. 607). It was originally held on
12th May, but was transferred to 1st Nov. by
Gregory iv.

3. Greek Catholic Church.—More minutely
even than the Latin Cliurch, the Greek Catholic

Church has preserved the liturgy and commemora-
tive rites of the dead as they were fi.xed by the

Greek Fathers.

It is in the encyclical Letter of the Smyrnctan
Chri.itians about the martyrdom of their bishop
Polycarp that we find the most distinct reference

to them.
' Aftemards [i.e. after the burning),' it is stated in § xviii. of

the letter, 'we carried away his bones, more precious than
pearls ot great price and more valuable than gold, and placed
[i.e. buried] them in a suitable place. There, if it please God,
as far as we are able, we shall re-assemble with gladness and
joy to celebrate the anniversary of his martyrdom^ in memory
of those deceased athletes, as well as to exercise and prepare

the future athletes of the faith.'

This text is of great importance, as it tells both
the name of this commemoration service (rjM^pa

yei'^BXios, natalis dies, whence Nntnliria) and the

motives for this pious custom, viz. to jierpetuate

the memory of the deceased confessors, and to

encourage the survivors to imitate their bravery.

The Apostolic Constitvtions (bk. viii. ch. 41) give

the order and meaning of the prayers that were
.said for the dead. The deacon addressed the con-

gregation in these words :
' Let us pray for our

brethren who now rest in Christ Jesus.' Then the

bishop offered a prayer :
' May it please the God of

mercy, who has taken back the soiil of our brother

N., to pardon his sins both voluntarj' and involun-

tary, and, by His mercy, to place him in Abraham's
bosom, in the region where the righteous rest

along with the faithful servants of God.' This
commemorative service did not take place until

the third day after the death ;
prayers were re-

newed on the ninth and the fortieth day after,

and on the anniversary of, the death. It is men-
tioned by Origen in his Homilies on Job, and by
Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem, in the fifth chapter of

his tUvarayuyiKal KaT7;xi7<J'ei!, and it still exists in

the Russian Church and in other Oriental Churches.

It is the writings of St. John Chrysostom, Patri-

arch of Constantinople, that most almund in pass-

ages exhorting to commemoration of the dead ; cf.

his Homil. de Consolatione Mortis, ii., dc Futur-
Oram Deliciis, and especially his Homil. xli. in

1 Epist. ad Corinth., and Homil. Ixi. in Joannis
Evangelium. We shall quote the most characteristic

extract from the last mentioned. After exhorting
his listeners not to weep too much for the dead,

since they have obtained peace, he adds :

' It is not in vain that we remember those who have dei>arted

this life and entered the Divine mysteries, and tliat we intercede

for them, praying to the Lamb that takcth aw.-iy tlie sins of the

world. And it is to give some consolation tliat the celebrant

savs at the alur : " for all those who have fallen asleep in

Christ, and for those who perfonn the commemorative service

in their behalf (<jriTcAoOin-«« rds iinep avrtiv t^v<i(i<;)." ' And a

little further on he says : ' May v,e never tire of bringing help

to the dead and offering prayers for them, for it is a common
e-xpiation for the sins ot the whole world. That is why we pray

at this time for the dead ot the whole world, and rememlwr
them along with the martyrs, confessors, and priests. For we
all form a single body.' In Aug. Confess, m. 2 we also meet
with the beautiful thought of commemorating the dead of the

universal Church as being members of one large family.

4. Anglican Church.—We shall now p.ass on to

the Church of England. The first Prayer Book,
compiled during the reign of Edward VI. (1549),

had in several places retained prayers for the dead

;
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these were eliniiiuitod in the 1552 edition, which is

at present in use. The Hiyh Churcli party lias

reintroduced into the Liturgy the prayers for the
dead of the 1549 Prayer Book, and has revived the
custom of llci/id'-ni Masses.

5. Lutheran Church.—The service 'in memory
of the dead' is of late origin in the Church of tlie

Aufjsburg Confession. It dates from the years fol-

lowing the wars of German independence against
Napoleon I. ' Since these memorable years,' says
Schleiermacher [Fcstpredigt, IV. xli. 3), ' when so

many of our people fell in the field of honour for

the defence of their fatherland, it has been the
custom to close our ecclesiastical year by com-
memorating those who, during the course of the
year, have been called from among us.' This ser-

vice was instituted for the Reformed and Lutheran
Churches by an ordinance of Frederick William III.

,

king of Prussia (24th Aug. 1816), and introduced
into the liturgy of the United Evangelical Church
in 1829. It gradually spread over the whole of

Protestant Germany, into the Nassau Duchy (1818),

the kingdom of Sa.xony (1831), and the Grand
Duchy of Darmstadt (1855). It generally takes
place on the last Sabbath of the ecclesiastical year,
I.e. of November ; but in some places, e.g. in

WUrtteraberg, it is celebrated on the last day of

the civil year, on St. Sylvester's day.
6. Calvinists.—Calvin and his disciples, the

originators of the Reformation in France, the
Netherlands, and Scotland, in opposing the Roman
Catholic doctrines of purgatory and Masses for

the dead, went too far in their measures on this

point. They would not even tolerate the presence
of a cross on the tombstone, or a funeral service in

the church. But the human heart, whose love is

stronger than death, reacted, and demanded that
the beloved dead might again have a place in the
public worship : hence, in the Netherlands, the
service on the last night of the year (Oudejaars-
avond), which the preachers devote to recalling
the bereavements of the flock during the year ; in

the United States, Decoration Day (or Memorial
Day), the day on which they decorate with flags

the tombs of soldiers and sailors who have died for

their country ; and, in the Reformed Church of
France, the attempts which have been made,
during recent years, to introduce a service to
commemorate the dead.
To Eugene Bersier, who has done so much for

the improvement of the French Protestant liturgy,

is due the honour of having, about the year 1882,
in Paris, restored the commemoration of the dead
on the last Sabbath of the year. Following in his
footsteps, Charles Meunier (minister of the church
of Boulogne-sur-Mer) composed a liturgy for the
Jour dcs marts (2 Nov.), in which he made happy
use of the 130th Psalm (Deprofundls) and of the
chants of St. Ambrose (Dies irae). In it we find
the thought :

' And you, beloved shades, pardon
ovir injuries towards you. . . . We do not pray
for you, because we have confidence through Jesus
Christ that you are in the bosom of the Lord ; but
we ask you to intercede for us, if possible, and to
open to us the entrance into the eternal taber-
nacles.' But Pastor Decoppet (of the Reformed
Church of Paris) had the broadest conception of a
commemorative service of the dead. Taking as
his basis the ' mysterious communion of the living
with the dead,' he arranged his liturgy for the said
service in the form of a trilogy. In the first part
he introduced remembrance of the dead in general
by means of Psalms and passages from the Epistles
of St. Paul. The second part is devoted to the
memory of ' our Fathers in the faith.' Taking his
stand on He 11", he conmiends to the veneration
of the faithful the figures of the prophets, apostles,
reformers, and gospel missionaries, of whom so

many were martyrs. In the third part the author
commemorates the dead who have died in the
Lord, by passages from the NT on the depth of

grief and the Divine consolation, interspersed with
songs of hope and resurrection.

Summary.—The custom of commemorating the
dead belongs to all countries and all times. Among
uncivilized races, reverence for the dead is associ-

ated with superstitious fear, or with the idea of

the impurity of the corpse ; those more advanced
in moral culture add to it belief in the further life

of the double, or soul, of the dead. With most
people the tombs—at least those of lieroes, saints,

and martyrs—have become altars, on which sacri-

fices and consecrated food, accompanied by prayers,

are ottered in their honour. It is among Christians

that we find the most sublime form of commemora-
tion of the dead—the notion that noble love and
faith in Christ, common to both, have formed bonds
bet^^een the living and the dead which are stronger

than death—the ' communion of Saints.' The uni-

versality of this piety towards the dead, whatever
its ceremonies may be, bears witness to an innate

belief in the immortality of the soul. See also the

artt. on Ancestor-worship and on the various

religions referred to.
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COMMERCE.— I. Application of the term.—
' Commerce ' is the Eng. form of the Lat. com-
mcrcium, from con and merx, 'merchandise'
(whence mercari, 'to trade'). It means literally,

therefore, the exchange of merchandise, and has
been used especially of this exchange when it

takes place on a large scale and between nations.

The word, however, is applied with a wider
denotation. Indeed, of late there has been a
tendency to apply the term to all economic pro-

cesses involved in the production and distribution

of wealth. Thus, Chambers of Commerce include,

and are now frequently designed to include,

manufacturers ; and Faculties of Commerce (i.e.

departments in Universities devoted to preparing
students for a business life) are concerned with all

business, so far as it is capable of being studied

scientifically, and exclude only matters specifically

technological. In spite, however, of this recent

inclination to extend the denotation of the term
' commerce,' it may be taken that there is a fairly

common agreement that, when employed carefully,

it should be confined to economic operations of the

nature of buying and selling. Thus, ' commercial

'

is ordinarily contrasted witli ' industrial.' In this

sense it will be understood in the present article,

and ' trade ' and ' commerce ' will be regarded as

synonymous.
2. Nature and evolution of the 'commercial'

function.—Commerce may connect (a) producers

mth consumers proper, (b) producers with pro-

ducers, and (c) capital with those requiring it for

business purposes. The last class covei's bank-
ing, financing, and stockbroking ; but these, as

rather special subjects, will not receive specific

treatment in this article. The first class of com-
merce may be wholesale or retail, and this and
the second class may be home or foreign. Com-
modities used to be distributed commonly through
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the agency of dealers and fairs, but fairs had fallen

generally into disuse in this country before the end
of the 18th century. Now wholesale dealers stand
usually between retailers and manufacturers, and
place orders with the latter directly or tliroui.'h

agents, accordin<j to tlieir estimates of the require-

ments of the retailers. The foreign trade, except
in so far as manufacturers conduct their own, is,

on the export side, in the hands of 'shippers'

and 'merchants.' Importation is directed bj'

agents and wholesale houses. Many manufac-
turers, but as a rule only large firms, manage for

themselves such exportation and importation as are

necessary in their business. As regards selling,

whether at home or abroad, the manufacturer tries

to undertake as much a-s he can, excluding middle-
men, wlien lie turns out a special product which
has to win its way against rival specialties, and
depends for success ui>ou building up a ' private

market.'
Throughout the economic system of any com-

munity, industrial and commercial functions are

interwoven one with another. The making of

anything involves at many stages processes of

buying and selling. To render this point clear,

and to enable the character of economic evolution

to be grasped, it will be advantageous to adopt
formulae. Let cajiital letters stand for industrial

processes, and small letters for commercial. Then
generally the making of X, say a suit of olothe.-;,

may be represented by a series somewhat like the

following, after division of labour has brought
about some specialism of business :— (a, A, a'),

(b, B, b'), (c, 0, c'). The brackets in this example
indicate distinct businesses. This formula im-

plies some specialism of businesses, say spinning

(a. A, a'), weaving (b, B, b'), and the making of

clothes (c, C, c'), but supposes that each business

conducts its commercial operations for itself. Now,
such a form evidently does not represent the final

stage in productive evolution in all cases. In order

to facilitate the commercial steps, institutions,

such as exchanges, appear, and their appearance is

not infrequently followed (under conditions to be
defined below) by the specialization of commercial
functions as independent businesses. When this

happens, our formula inu.st be written :—(a), (A),

(a', b), (B), (b', c), (C), (c). But the specialism

is seldom so perfect that no commercial functions

are left for manufacturers to perform. Usually
the independent commercial man {'agent,' or
' broker,' as he is sometimes called) deals with
a person in the manufacturing firm who is respon-

sible for the buying or selling for the business, or

both. The condition of the appearance of the
independent commercial man, and of the extent to

which commercial matters are left solely to him,
is the extent to which the market in which bu.si-

nes.ses must sell is open to all, or is, so to speak,
compounded of private markets. By a ' private

market ' we mean a group of peoi>le who have
acquired the habit of buying from a certain firm

l>ecause they believe that its products are best.

A firm selling in a ' private market' would not
trust the conduct of its sales to a broker who was
selling also for similar firms, but would pusli

business through its own travellers, who, in confin-

ing themselves to selling, represent a partial

difierentiation of commercial functions. Many
markets are not 'private markets,' which are,

perhaps, more peculiar to retail trade. Ordinarily,
for instance, the market for pig-iron or cotton yarn
is quite open. The qu.alities of these goods can
ea-sily be found out by buyers before they purchase.
Hence businesses selling in open markets are in

perfect and continuous competition, and, if the
market is constituted of very many buyers and
sellers, it is comprehensible that intermediaries, in
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whom demand and supply are pooled, will begin to

appear. The goods being of many qualities, and
it being the business of the broker to find out
where each quality can be bought or sold, and
at what price, it will naturallj- jmy the buyer
who wants goods of a special qu.ality, or the seller

who <lesires to dispose of goods of a certain quality,

to have recourse to the brokers' or agents' special

knowledge.
3. Causes and effects of commercial specialism.

—Before advancing a stage f\irtlii'r, hi show ln.w in

certain markets an elaboiate system arisi's wheieliy

concentrated speculation is brought about, it will

be desirable to consider how such specialism as

has been described takes place, and what are its

advantages. Adam Smith, in treating of divi-

sion of labour in manufacture, based it too much,
perhaps, upon the instinct in human nature ' to

truck and to barter.' Every step in division of

labour means economy,—the causes of this economy
nobody has more minutely dissected than Adam
Smith,—and economy under pressure of competition
is sufiicient to account for the progressive emergence
of specialism. Saving of time, the formation of

habits conducive to the end in view, and the
induced specialism of machinery have commonly
been accentuated among the advantages of special-

ism. To these is added the possibility of close

personal adaptation, as an advantage of very great
weight. When tasks are dilierentiated, a person
is more likely to be able to find work which suits

his tastes and powers. And there is another and
more subtle gain. Competition ((/.v.) tends to

bring about a survival of the fittest at each kind
of work in the world. If a man is performing
a task compounded of two offices, say A and B,

he may survive by virtue of his excellence at

A (say buying and selling), though as a works'
organizer (task B) he may be comparatively in-

competent. He keeps his place if his average
efficiency at A and D together is above a certain

mark. Now, if A and B dill'erentiate, a iierson

thoroughly inelficient at work B would never be
able to maintain his position in the face of more
capable competitors. Thus, by specialism, there

is encouraged an economic evolution wherebj- most
tends to be evoked from the productive powers of

the community.
4. Analysis of the commercial function.— Com-

mercial functions are fundamentally of two orders.

The one consists in finding buyers for sellers and
sellers for buyers ; the other, in a.ssuniing and
dealing with the risk involved in anticii)ation of

demand. A modem economj', it must be realize<l,

is built upon anticipation of <lemand. We enter
shops expecting to find what we want, that is,

assuming that our wants have been anticipated.

Shopkeepers must bear many of the risks of anti-

cipating demand, wholesale dealers must carry
some also, and the manufacturer is seldom wholly
free from them, though, for reasons advanced
above, it is desirable that he should be. Kconomic
evolution is bringing about the concentration of

these risks upon dealers, and, in so far as the

dealing is intermingled with production, largely

by means of an organized ' future ' market.
' Futures,' in the broadest sense, are of many
kinds, including 'futures' proper, 'options,' and
' straddles,' but it is unnecessary here to describe

the last two classes, which may be regarded as

means of hedging against risks of a special kind.

The 'future' proper is a contract to deliver a
fixed quantity of a commodity of a certain quality

within a limited period at a fixed i>rice. The
periods are u-sually defined by months, and may
reach as far as twelve months ahead. As the
market price fluctuates and the estimates of brokers

vai-y, they buy or sell 'futures' partly in view of
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llie contracts which they are actually under to

deliver the coinmoiUty to which the ' futures ' refer.

5. Effects of speculation by means of 'futures.'

—A controversy lias raged for years over the ques-
tion of the jrooil or harm done by these ' futures.'

This is not the place to examine it in detail, but
some points may be noted. In the tirst place,
' futures ' concentrate speculation instead of creat-

ing it, except in so far as their existence induces
the public which need not speculate to do so, and
encourages a spirit of gambling. In the secoml
place, they have the advantage of causing a loca-

tion of risks where they can best be dealt witli.

Further, prices should be smoothed, so far as busi-

ness in ' futures ' is done by experts, if the experts
do not tamper with the market; for the resultant
of their anticipations should be more right than
wrong, experts being persons of experience ac-

quainted with all the relevant facts. At the
same time it is true that the ignorant by gambling
must do more harm than good, and may unsteady
prices if they act in crowds, under the inlluence of

waves of depression or an unduly sanguine feeling.

By tampering with the market is meant (a) buying
or selling with a view to altering market prices to

the end that linally they may be rendered favour-
able for sales or purchases that have to be made

;

and (6) attempting to create 'corners,' i.e. mono-
polies in certain commodities. There is, unfor-

tunately, no doubt that the developments of

tinancing on a large scale, united with the
organized system of exchanges, have led to more
tampering with the market ; but it is probable
that the good effected by the organized market
system still exceeds any harm brought about by
means of it. The community would gain euor-

mouslj' if tampering with the market and gambling
by the inexjiert public could be stopped.

6. Value created by mere trading.—It used to

be thought that botli parties to an exchange could
not possibly gain. The prevalence of this view
partly accounted for the contempt in which mere
trade used frequently to be held. The man who
bought and sold goods did not add to tlieir quality
or quantity. If he bad done any carrying work,
he sliould be paid for his trouble, it was thought

;

but if he received more than fair pay for this, he
was obviously robbing somebody. He was, as it

were, a brigand intercepting goods and exacting
toll. So it was commonly believed. It was not
realized until recent times—consider, for instance,
the need of Adam Smith's spiiited attack on public
opinion in the matter of forestalling and regiating
corn—that value is not determined -solely by the
quantit}- and quality of things. Value is governed
also by the use of things, that is, by the satisfac-
tion which they yield directly or indirectly to
persons. Persons ditler, and their needs differ

;

and, even if they did not, the use of a thing to a
person must vary inversely as the quantity of the
thing which he already possesses. Hence the
trader, in taking goods from places where they
were wanted less to places where they were
wanted more, was performing a service over and
above carrying. And when he bought and re-

tained goods for a time, so that he carried them
over from a time when they were wanted less to a
time when they were wanted more, he was per-
forming an important service. Most emphatically
what one party to an exchange gains the other
party does not normally lose. Normally both
gain, and the problem of commerce is so to dis-

tribute goods in time and place that the money
value of the utility yielded by them may be
maximized. It does not follow, of course, from
the attainment of this result that the utility
derived from them is maximized, since the rich
man who wants a thing less may be willing to

pay for it a higher price than the poor man who
wants it more. Demand price varies not only as
the utility of a thing to a person, but also as the
utility of the money which he gives for it, and the
latter is high if bis money income is .small.

7. Ethics of trading.—The ethics of trading is

still a stumbling-block to many, and, indeed, the
problems involved are by no means simple. INIere

buying and selling to make a profit on the turn-
over does not at once appeal to us as an honourable
occupation. In manufacture, a man may at least

aim at excellence in his product, or at excellence
of organization and government of his works. He
is a captain of industry, and may be a great leader
of men ; so Carlyle has accustomed us to think
of him. His work as ruler is, beyond question,

honourable. Or, as artist, he may aim at beauty ;

or, as artilicer, at perfection of means to end. It

is not aHirmed that all manufacturers do make
these ends their objects. Most may think only
of profit, and, in so far as they do, tliej' are apt to

degrade their work. At least the higher motive
may be preached. But the existence of the higher
motive is hardly evident in the case of commerce.
The commercial man buys and sells in order to

make money ; and, if he makes money honestly,
his function has been successfully performed. He
has no army of workers to rule, and no excellence
in product to aim at. So the contrast at hrst

strikes us. But further thought will reveal the
contrast as surface dissimilarity, hiding deeper
resemblances. And, first, we may notice that at

any rate traders can confer only benefits (except
under unusual circumstances to be considered
later) by their successes, though they may seek
only their own advantage. The principle of

Mandeville's Fable of the Bees holds of their work.
So, at tlie worst, if evil (or, at any rate, what is

not good in itself) be done, good comes of it.

Secondly, we should observe that the manufac-
turer's work is permeated with commercial opera-

tions. We have pictured him as marshalling his

army to a certain end. But he chooses his army
and his end and his material means, and his choice
is invariably directed by the principle of economy.
The workman, too, in hiring himself out acts a.s a
trader. The choice of a calling is governed by
what can be earned at it as well as by taste, and
it is right that choice should be so governed. For
the leisure of life is as much our life as the time
devoted to work, and the use that can be made of

leisure depends upon the income \\ hich we aie in a
position to speud on it. So we observe that in

making things the trading end is involved.

Next, we may notice that, in trading, the problem
to be solved is in essentials not unlike that of manu-
facturing. Shortly expressed, the manufacturer is

called upon to organize factors in production so

as to get the greatest quantity of a given result.

Similarly, the trader is called upon to organize
the relative quantities in which goods are made,
and the distribution of goods in space and time,

so that they may be productive of the greatest
utility. This involves estimating wants and the

best means to their satisfaction ; finding out where
tlie required goods can be obtained most cheaply ;

and discovering the least costly routes. There
are, indeed, complicated problems to be solved,

and it is possible for the trader to take pride in

economic solutions. In fact, it would be unusual
to find a great man of commerce thinking only, or

chieliy, of his fortune. Profit happens to be a test

of correctness whidi he can apply to each step of

his action, but his chief interest will lie, as a rule,

in the distribution of goods, the opening up of

new markets, and the retention of the old, by the

exercise of adaptability, foresight, judgment, and
appreciation of tendencies. The deeper we look.
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the more cviiicnt it becoiiios that all eni^'aKcil in

<;coiiomic undertakings—uianufactiirers and traders
—are on the same plane, and that each has an
cxcellenre to aim at as much as the artist or
the mathematician.

8. Principles of payment for commercial work.
—Intimately connected with the ethics of trade is

the question of the amount of remuneration which
the trader jjets for his services. Though there
would appear to be chaos in this matter, investiga-
tion reveals somewhat tlie .same order ruling as
that which governs tlie pay of other agents engaged
in creating and distributing the wealth of the
world. If the trader makes a great deal, it is clear
that there is considerable need for his services. He
makes a great deal, because goods are badly
disposed in time and ])lace, and are not being
produced in those relative quantities which are
most serviceable. The eil'ect of his earning so high
an income is to attract other persons into the
particular business of trading in which he is

engaged, and the competition of the newcomers for
the work to be done reduces the prolits of those
already in the business. This jiroccss continues
uutU the normal remuneration of the trader is

brought down to the level earned in similar callings
requiring the same sort of capacity and training,
and entailing about the same risk. We may
suppose that at dift'erent exjiected incomes difierent
numbers of suitable people will be forthcoming,
the number increasing as the income increases,
Ijecause by the attractiveness of the higher income
persons who otherwise would have chosen other
courses are induced to enter the walks of commerce.
Thus, we may aflirm that the demand for the work
of the trader and the supply of traders forthcoming
settle the amount of money per year which each
can earn. So far, we have been speaking of the
man of commerce of average intelligence working
with normal energy. But traders, like men in other
callings, diti'er considerably in intelligence, gifts
for their work, vigour, perseverance, and industry,
and their incomes vary according to these dill'er-

ences. The incomes earned above the ordinarj'
income are of the nature of rent, varj-ing as the
excess of efliciency of the person in question over
the efficiency of the ordinary per.son, just as true
rent of agricultural land varies as the fertility of
land. These statements, it should be borne in mind,
must not be interpreted as implying perfect order-
liness in human allairs. Chance, of course, plays
a largo part in business as in all human allairs.

Luck maj- elevate the incajiable, and it is far from
being wholly inaccurate to allege that in business
'to him that hath shall be given.' Further, it

must be observed that the value of the sum-total
of the work done by traders is far in excess of the
amount of pay which they can secure.

9. Unsuitability of the military metaphors
applied to international trade.—We shall now
examine those large trading operations which take
place between nations, and to which the term
'Commerce' is sometimes exclu.sively confined.
In the discussion which follows, the governing
principles of international trade will be brought
out, and it will be made apparent that supremacy
in respect of the export of any one thing need not
imply sujicriority in the manufacture of tliat thing

;

further, that, if supremacy be measured by the
<juantity of foreign trade per head of the population,
= t by no means follows that this indicates the
prosi)erity of a country. Military metaphors when
applied to foreign trade have always resulted in
mischievous fallacies. 'Conquering a market' is

a phrase which gives some idea of what takes
place, but it hides the peculiarity of all trading
operations, namely, that a ' victory ' must be accom-
panied liy a defeat of the victors of corresponding

magnitude. In other words, we .sell for value and
not for nothing, and the value returned to us for
our exports must ultimately be our imports. That
is, if vve conquer a new market and ex|iort a million
niore in value, we must eventually suller a conquest
in the same degree of one of our home markets
and imimrt a million more. It is best to enter
upon a study of foreign trade with a mind free
from plaiisible meta]iliors.

10. Why the theory of international trade differs
from the theory of home trade.— The real reaM.n
why there is a distinct tljcory of international
trade is that labour and capital are comparatively
immobile as between two countries. It must not
be supposed that complete immobility of labour or
capital has to be assumed : the ilistinct theory
is needed if the mobility is insutlicient to bring
about exchange throughout the world according to
r(Ml costs of production, as we kiu)W it is. It

should be observed that the immobility of capital
is not nearly so great as that of labour, though it

is true that a British capitalist is exceedingly chary
about trusting his money to foreign intlustries

carried on in places where he cannot watch them,
and under laws and customs which he does not
understand. It would seem, however, that the
attractions of international stocks, combined with
improved credit, the spread of information, and
increased travel, which is breaking down distrust
of foreigners, have been responsible fi;r an enortnous
access of mobility to capital in the last quarter of
a century.

n. Theory of international trade.—Trade be-
tween one nation anil others is ileterniined liy the
ratios between the costs of production of com-
modities in that country in relation to similar
ratios in other countries. If these ratios diti'er,

tr.ade begins. This is know-n as the theory of
comparative costs. Equilibrium, or a state of rest
in trade, is finally reached where {") ratios of ex-
change in all countries are the same (apart from
cost of transport), and (6) each country's exports
and imports exactly balance (apart from foreign
loans, their repayment and interest upon them,
the exjienditure of travellers abroad, jirovision of

fleets abroad, and certain other disturbing features
which need not be dwelt upon heie), both being
valued according to the ratios of exchange estab-
lished in the course of trade. In these two propo.si-

tions the kernel of the whole theoiy of foreign
commerce lies.

12. Paradoxes of foreign commerce.— From the
theory of foreign trade under conditions of competi-
tion here expounded, for the first principles of

which w'e are indebted to Kicardo, some imiiortant
practical corollaries may be deduced. The first of

these, to which attention has already been drawn, is

that a country may be beaten in its home markets
by goods from abroad winch the home country
could manufacture for itself at a lower real cost.

Kngland might possess excejitional advantages for

the manufacture of steel with whi<'h (Jerman
advantages in the same respect could not compare,
and yet English steel might be undersold in England
by German steel. The explanation might be
somewhat as follows : that England enjoyed even
greater relative facilities for the manufacture of

cottons which she exported to (lermany, and
Germany, having to pay in sonu^thing, found it

cheapest to jiay in steel. The next corollar}' is

l>erliaps even more paradoxical. It may be ex-

pressed as twofolil. On the one hand, we have
the pro]>osition that countries of the greatest

elHciency do not necew^arily enjoy the most tr.ade

per head of the iio]>ulation ; on the other is the
unexpecte<I truth that the progress of a countiy

—

progress we mean in proiluctive efliciency—may
diminish that country s foreign trade. Lengthy
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proofs of these two propositions are liardly neie.-i-

sary. Foreign trade, we liave seen, depends upon
the ratios between costs of production in a country
in relation to these ratios in other countries.
Evidently it docs not necessarily follow that tlu-

country with tlie lowest real costs of production
has the ratios between theni creative of most trade
per hea<l ; and evidently progress, the elevation of
a country's productive power in the manufacture
of certain goods, might destroy some of the existing
differences between the sets of ratios which under-
lay the trade, and so sweep away a certain amount
of it. If this conclusion be correct, it must be
true also that decadence may increase a country's
trade per head. We must add, however, after
emphasizing this corollary, that what it points to
as possible is not probable. Usually industrial
advance means more trade ; and the public is not
wholly wrong, therefore, when it looks to the
Board of Trade returns of imports and exports as
to a barometer of prosperity.

13. Advantages of international commerce.

—

The economic advantages of foreign commerce have
already been indicated to some extent. By exchange
on a rational basis the utility of goods is enhanced.
Moreover, people are enabled not only to obtain
more cheaply what they could get directly but at
a higher cost, but also to enjoy goods which they
could not otherwise procure at all. But the dhect
economic advantages do not by any means exhaust
the benefits derived fi-om foreign trade. There
are others equally important, and these we could
not describe in more appropriate language than
that of J. S. Mill

:

' But the economical advantages of commerce are surpassed
in importance by those of its effects which are intellectual and
moral. It is hardl.v possible to overrate the value, in the
present low state of human improvement, of placing human
beings in contact with persons dissimilar to themselves, and
with modes of thought and action unlike those with which
they are familiar. Commerce is now, what war once was, the
principal source of this contact. Commercial adventurers from
more advanced countries have generally been the first civilizcrs
of barbarians. And commerce is the purpose of the far greater
part of the communication which takes place between civilized
nations. Such communication has always been, and is pecu-
liarly in the present age, one of the primary sources of
progress. To human beings, who, as hitherto educated, can
scarcely cultivate even a good quality without running it into
a fault, it is indispensable to be perpetually comparing their
own notions and customs with the experience and example
of persons in different circumstances from themselves : and
there is no nation which does not need to borrow from others,
not merely particular arts or practices, but essential points
of character in which its own type is inferior. Finally com-
merce first taught nations to see with good-will the wealth and
prosperity of one another. Before, the patriot, unless suffi-
ciently advanced in culture to feel the world his country,
wished all countries weak, poor, and ill-governed, but his own :

he now sees m their wealth and progress a direct source of
wealth and progress to his own country. It is commerce
which IS rapidly rendering war obsolete, by strengthening and
multiplying the personal interests which are in natural opposi-
tion to It. And it may be said without exaggeration, that the
great e.xtent and rapid increase of international trade, in bein"
the prmcipal guarantee of the peace of the world, is the great
permanent security for the uninterrupted progress of the ideas
the institutions, and the character of the human race ' (Polit
Econ. bk. 111. ch. xvii. § 0).

14. Effects of import and export duties.—The
theory of the incidence of import and export duties
IS elaborate and involved ; we must contine our-
selves here in consequence to broad results only.
Ihe reader may find it helpful to conceive of such
duties as additions made to the cost of transport
exacted by the parties imposing the duties. All of
them obviously must, as a rule, diminish the dis-
advantages wliicli accrue from foreign trade,
because they check exchanging, and exchangingm almost all cases results in advantage. In cer-
tam very unlikely circumstances a country may
throw all the loss on to the foreigner, and perhap's

rf™ if
'"''"^ ^'*™ *''^® foreigner in addition.

Usiially, however, both countries, the one im-
posing the duties and the one subject to them,

will share in the loss in varying degrees according
to the state of trade.

15. Commercial policies.—Commercial policies

refer to the attempts of Governments to encourage,
curtail, or direct foreign trade. The first system
which appeared is known as the Mercantile
system, but the Mercantile system must not be
regarded as a perfectly definite and coherent
scheme of means for attaining certain ends agreed
upon as desirable. The ends changed from time
to time, and the popularity of the several means
waxed and waned. Again, it is not easy to date
the beginnings of the Mercantile system. Ideas
which most would class as belonging to it were
acted upon in the Middle Ages. It had not
attained full vigoui', however, or reached the
dignity of a policy for general attack or defence,

until the 17th century. This is readily compre-
hensible when we remember that it relates largely

to foreign trade, and that foreign trade did not
form any large jiart of the economic activities of

the world untU the 16th century. It was this

century which witnessed both the direct opening
up of the East from North-Western Europe, and
the exploitation of the New World. Many nations
were drawn into the new enterprises, notably the
Dutch, French, Spaniards, Portuguese, and English,
and the Mercantile system was in no slight degree
an embodiment of national ideas as to what the
relations between nations thus competing with
each other should be. There was an industrial side

to it also, but upon this we shall lay little stress

in the present article.

16. Essentials of Mercantilism.—Broadly re-

garded, jNIercantilism, in its most sensible form,
was concerned M-ith the utilization and regulation

of foreign trade in the interests of national wealth
and power. The sacrifice of wealth to power « as
sometimes entailed. It was thought undesirable
that a country should become too dependent for

necessities upon other countries ; this partially

explains the prohibitions and checks on the imports
of certain commodities which competed against
the products of staple home industries. Specially
associated with Mercantilism is the theory of the
Balance of Trade. It was held advantageous,
according to this theory, to encourage exports
and discourage imports on the ground chiefly that
the difl'ereuce would be paid for in bullion, and
that it was beneficial to a country to contain much
bullion. Bullion was necessary to cany on war,
and, as Koscher has pointed out, a country with
a high level of prices would have an advantage in

war-time not only because it would be easier to
raise a given sum by taxation to be spent abroad,
but also because an invading army wovdd find

it more costly to maintain itself in such a country.
There is no doubt, however, that Adam Smith was
right in declaring that, apart fi'om military con-
siderations, too much importance was attached by
Mercantilists to bullion as wealth, though he over-

states the importance of the point. The relative

imperishability of bullion, which rendered it so

suitable for saving, probably accounted, to some
extent, for the absurd estimation in which it was
held. Adam Smith rightly insisted that Mercan-
tilism was associated with distorted notions of

wealth. We find the same distortion of ideas

apart from the attitude towards bullion. There
was a tendency to regard solid, lasting things,
which ministered to elementary needs,—hardware
and woollens, for instance,—as intrinsically more
valuable than luxuries and things demolished in

a single process of consumption, such as wines and
silk and lace. The Methuen treaty with Portugal
was no doubt popular in discouraging the Frencli

trade, because that trade brcuglit luxuries into

the country, as well as because the balance of
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trade with France was unfavourable. Into this

matter of the estimation of value the notions un-

derlying sumptuary ro^'ulations may have worked
their way; and if the iMercnntilists were, by
inii>lication, illogical, they were not without some
show of justification for the plans which they
pursued. One gioup of Mercantilists have gained
the name of ' Bullionist.s,' because they believed

in regulations directly relating to trade involving

bullion. Their ideas were acted upon to some
extent. Prohibition of the exportation of bullion

was not uncommon, and sometimes it was required
that goods sent abroad should be paid for partly
in bullion. By laws stamped with the notions

of the bullionists, England's trade with the East
w-as cramped. Their mistakes, as regarded even
from a mercantile point of view, were pointed
out by Mun in his Discourse of Trade from End-
land into the East Indies'' (1621), and Enlgand's
Treasure by Foreign Trade (1664, posthumous).
He argued that e.vporting bullion to buy East
Indian goods was but casting bread upon the

waters, for it was found again, after manj- days,

in augmented bulk, since the East Indian goods
brought to the country could be sold abroad for

much more bullion than they had cost. Again,
there was another little group of politico-economic
thinkers who advocated the theory known as that
of the particular balance of trade. They believed

in overhauling the nation's trade piece-meal, and
discouraging that with the countries with which
our balance was unfavourable. They overlooked
that payment could be made to us through a third

countr}', and that by discouragement of trade with
such countries discouragement of the same weight
was indirectly imposed on the nations with which
our trade was favourable.

These being the characteristics of Mercantilism,
we can understand the popularity of import duties

and the rarity of export duties. Checks on the
export of commodities were resorted to only when
it was thought that the export would result in

enhancing the value of another nati<jn's export
and depreciating ours. The Mercantilists, all wiU
agree, were misled frequently by surface appear-

ances, and failed too often to follow to their

ultimate issue the reactions set up by prohibition,

which is not astonishing in view of the undeveloped
state then of economic science. Bounties on exports

were not uncommon under Mercantilist domina-
tion, but there is reason to suppose that they were
never so popular as import duties. The former
led, it i.s true, to the same results as regards the

balance of trade, but they cost the State money
instead of bringing money into the treasury.

Further, import duties created additional satisfac-

ti<m, by protecting home indu.stries. When import
dutii;s were charged, drawbacks (i.e. rei)ayments

of the duties if the goods were re-exported) were
common.

17. Navigation Acts.—In connexion with Mer-
cantilism we must not overlook the Navigation
Act~-i. The English Navigation .Acts discouraged
the use of foreign shipping so far a.s English trade

was concerned. Their provisions varied in detail

from time to time. They were imposed with the
object (a) of building up the fleet, and (A) of

creating for England what had patently proved a
rich mine of wealth for the Dutch. It is generally
btdieved that the Navigation Acts greatly damaged
the Dutch carrying trade ; but the Dutch, notwith-
standing, were still, according' to Adam Smith,
the greatest carriers in the world at the time when
the ireriKh of Xations was being written. Akin
to the Navigation Laws was the herring bounty.
In consequence of this, Adam Smith says, smacks
put out to catch the bounty instead of nsh. That
they did so proves the efficacy of the bounty, which

was aimed at creating a race of seamen for the use
of the Navy and the -Slercantile Marine.

18. Chartered Trading Companies.—There are
two other noteworthy aspects of Mercantilism or
systems associat<!d with it. The one is the pushing
of commerce by (Chartered Companies ; the other,

the so-called Colonial system. Groups of mer-
chants were given privileges in respect of trade
with certain place.s. In thi.s way nearly the whole
trading worhl was mapped out. The I7th cent,

was the golden age of these Companies, which
were really monopolists of commerce. The Com-
panies were of two kinds, the regulated and the
joint-stock. In the former, any trader could take
[lart provided that he conformed to the rules

and regulations of the Company, and paid its

dues. In the latter, a capital was subscribed,

and out of this alone were the trading ventures
conducted. The regulated Companies wore evi-

dently the least restrictive. Whether our com-
merce owes nuich to these Trading Comjianies
or not is a moot point—at any rate, we owe to

them India. On the one hand, it is urged that
commerce with backward countries could not have
been opened up without large expenditure of

capital, which the Companies alone could find ;

that the risks and dangers were too gTeat for

individuals; that the admittedly enormous ex-

pansion of foreign trade in the 17th cent, was due
to them. On the other hiind, it is contended that
ventures by powerful Chartered Companies led to

an undesirable intermingling of the idea of trade

with that of establishing empire over savage
lauds, which was productive of endless interna-

tional troubles, and that trade was expanding in

the 17th cent, and the Companies restrained it by
monopolizing it. Whatever truth there is in the
last contention as regards early days, it is certain

that, before the system was demolished, the case

of the so-called ' interlopers ' was proved up to

the hilt.

ig. Colonial system.—The Colonial system con-

sisted in the preservation of Colonies as estates to

be worked for the prolit of the mother country.

In general, certain commodities, known as the
'enumerated,' were not to be exported elsewhere
than to the home country ; and among the
enumerated were not only war stores, but such
articles as the home country desired to get cheap
for itself, when no home industry would be thereby
threatened, and those out of a monopoly of which
it might hope to make a handsome profit. Even
the prohibition of certain industries in the Colonies

was resorted to as a protection of home industries,

and the Colonies were not allowed to buy freely

from foreign countries. Thus the Colonies

—

rightly known in many instances as plantations,

for they were regarded as private estates to be
worked in the interests of their owner, the home
country—were rendered cheap sources of sujijily

and private close markets for the home country.

The home country did not bfcome a mother
country, properly termed, till the Colonies began
to be thought of as national expansions for which
sacrilices might be made. The new conception

wa-s at work beneath the surface even wlien the

Colonial .system seemed outwardly to be nourish-

ing in full vigour.

20. Downfall of Mercantilism.—The whole im-

pressive cdihce (if Mercantilism was shattered in a
shorter time than Adam Smith, its great opponent,

dared to think humanly possible. I'lilitical con-

vulsions in France gave a stimulus to individualism,

and in England the Industrial Revolution meant
a series of changes so rapid and bewildering that

appropriate regulations couhl not be drafted, and
could not have been made sufficiently adaptable if

they had been drafted. In the latter country.
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before tlie Wealth of Nations had been lialf n
fentury in the Iiamls of the ]iublic, a violent re-

action, full of impatienee at all restraint, left little

standing of the fabric erected by the econon\io

statecraft of the generations preceding it.

21. Protection.—The next commercial policy

which holds a place in history as a commercial
system arose on the Continent and in the United
States of America, out of a desire to resist the

triumphant industrialism which in England had
burst out of the narrow channels in which economic
activities had previously been confined. It repre-

sented the re-assertion of nationalism against cos-

mopolitanism in economic aliairs, and stood for the
industrial development of the backward coiuitries

even at a cost. Its exponent best known to fame
is Friedrich List. Its classical argument relates

to the need for protecting infant industries. Eng-
lish conditions could hardly attbrd it a footing,

—

though agriculture could ofler some plausible reasons
for protection,—but it proved victorious amongst
aspiring nations, who saw their small industries
feebly sustaining, it would seem, the competition
of England. List's National system was commonly
carried out to the second stage, that of protecting
industries ; but to the third step, the removal
of tariff barriers, there is still general aversion.
This fact points to one weakness of the system,
which is a weakness due wholly to popular political

forces. It has more than once proved futile to at-

tempt the removal of protection by gradual steps,

in view of the see-saw of political att'airs and the
fact that even a small reduction of duties must, as

a rule, result in some small economic convulsion ;

and drastic action might mean a more serious
shock than any statesman would be prepared to

risk. Apart from this difficulty, a careful in-

vestigation of the plea for protecting infant
industries reveals arguments for and against.
There are cases in which infant industries would
nourish without protection, and cases in which
they would not ; out protection should certaiiilj'

hasten industrial development. It would not be
desirable for international division of labour to be
carried to such an extreme that some countries
would be conlined to a narrow economic life, pro-
viding little else than food or raw materials for
other countries ; but it must not be assumed that
in the absence of protection it would be carried to
this extreme.

22. Fair Trade, retaliation, and reciprocity.

—

The third commercial policy to appear, which,
however, has been of far less prominence, and has
never advanced beyond the phase of advocacy in

this country, sprang up in England out of Pro-
tectionist sentiment fortified by the disappointment
of many half-hearted Free Traders at the continueil
and increasing Protectionism of other countries.
It coincided with the rapid rise of Germany as an
industrial power after the Franco-German War.
Its advocates ask for 'Fair Trade.' They grant
that universal Free Trade would be best for all.

but argue that a Free Trade country in the midst
of Protectionist rivals must lose. Their position
has been attacked, but into the technical minutiir
of the jioints debated we cannot now entei-.

Associated with the Fair Trade movement was
a plea for a flank attack on Protection with the
weapons of Protection, i.e. for retaliation. Such
open tarifl' wars as have taken place have damaged
heavily all parties engaged in them ; but the fear
of retaliation may, of course, keep restrictions on
commerce within 'bounds. Keciprocity is different
from retaliation in that it proceeds by mutual
concession

; but in the tariff bargaining which has
taken place of late, it has been hardly distinguish-
able in essentials from the more overtly bellicose
methods. Reciprocity may be of great service as

an aid to the establishment of Free Trade in

securing concessions from foreign countries. It

was employed in the Cobden-Chevalier treaty of

1860. It can be applied again between Protec-
tionist countries when they are making their new
tariffs, provided that each starts by putting for-

ward as a basis for bargaining the tariff which
it genuinely wants. When commercial treaties

between siich countries were first negotiated, \v>

doubt this was done; but there is a prevailing

suspicion to-day that the first drafts of taritis are
in part bogus documents intended to threaten,

and that therefore retaliation is smothering reci-

procity, each nation in effect saying what damage
it is prepared to inflict if its wishes are not met.
In connexion with retaliation and reciprocity, it

should be noted that the most-favoured-nation
clause is universally conceded to Free Traile

nations. This clause, as hitherto interpreted,

declares that no country's goods shall be treated

more favourably than those of the Free Trade
country. It ensures an important advantage to
the Free Trade country. It has been pointed out,

however, that a Free Trade country might in

efi'ect be discriminated against, if tariff's were
made so detailed that the peculiar qualities of
goods which it and it alone exported in bulk could

be taxed at a rate exceptionally high in compari-
son with the duties on other qualities which com-
peted with the former to some extent, but in which
the Free Trade country did not specialize. Certain
persons have of late contended that the most-
favoured-nation clause ought to refer only to the
duties which apply generally, and not to those

lower ones applying to countries which have
secured reduction by giving reduction as a quid
pro quo. Such an interpretation of the most-
favoured-nation clause would greatly reduce its

value.

23. Colonial preference.—The present time has
seen in Great Britain the promulgation of yet
another distinguishable proposal for altering our
commercial sy.-tem, but, as it is still a matter of

political controversy, it cannot be examined at all

fully in an article which aims at furnishing an
account of commercial policies uncoloured by bias.

It must, however, be shortly sketched, especially

as it presents certain new features w'nich bear upon
the theory of trade expounded above. In the
forefront of the new scheme stands the idea of a
Colonial Em])ire on an economic foundation. It is

claimed that the bonds uniting the mother country
and her Colonies would be tightened if trade with-

in the Colonial Empire were accorded advantages
not enjoyed by other commerce touching any of
its shores. Opposition has run along two lines.

Some persons admit a probable gain, but contend
that the cost of getting it would be too great, as

a departure from Free Trade in the matter of
England's relations with all outside countries

would be involved. Others deny the gain even
apart from cost. They dwell upon possibilities of

quarrels v\ithin the Empire over business matters
which cannot now arise, and argue that, unless the

preference is to be practically valueless to England,
the industrial development of the Colonies must be
retarded. A .subordinate idea attached to the
scheme is that a tariff' once created will afford a
basis for bargaining, that is, render the policy of

reciprocity again possible for this country. The
third element in the scheme is protection against

'dumped goods,' the necessity of which is urged
apart from all other considerations. This is a
wholly novel idea, to which some attention must
now be devoted.

24. Dumping.—It is said that Trust and Kartelt

organization has gone so far that the production of

certain important commodities now rests in the
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liaiids of monoi)<)lists in some countries. These
iiionopolists linil tliat it paj's («) to sell .surpluses

abroafl, that is, anytliin;; of the product leftover
wlien, the home demantl having been "augod, it

has been determined what quantity it will pay best

to sell at home on the uiulerstanding that the re-

mainder realizes sometliing below the existing

foreign price abroad ; and (i) even to produce a sur-

plus to sell abroad below its cost of production, be-

cause by making it a saving is realized in the cost

of production of every unit of the output owing to

incrca.sing returns. It must be admitted at once
that theoretically both these courses are po.ssible,

and that the lirst, and perhaps the second to .some

slight c.vtcnt, have been pur.suod. The dumped
goods, the argument continues, come naturally to

this Free Trade country, and disturb British

industries. The replj' of opponents is (a) that
dumping is insignilicant in comparison with trade
of an ordinary kind, and that its elt'ect is practically

negligible ; (b) that this countr5' gains tlie cheap
dnmi)ed goods— but it should be noticed as regards
the second reply, tli.it they are not very cheap, as

they need not be sold for appreciably less than
English goods ; (c) that the dumped goods could
not be distinguished from others of the same sort,

and that, therefore, duties on all of the sort would
be necessary, -wliich would mean enormous loss and
would largely fail in their object, since, exhr/pothesi,

the dumped goods can be sold at a lower price than
goods not dumped ; and (rf) that the dangers of

protection would be incurred and the advantages
of the most-favoured-nation clause cast away. It

.should be added that the opposition also urges the

incompatibility of the three schemes of which the

plan is compounded. These are the salient points

of the proposed new commercial policy and of the
controversy taking place over it. It goes without
saying that many arguments, both bad and in-

different, are being used on both sides, and that

a recrudescence of other commercial policies has
accompanied the promulgation of the new scheme.

LiTERAxrRB.—On subjects so wide as those covered by the
sun-ej' above the Hterature is nio.st voluminous. This note on
authorities must, therefore, include less than would ordinarily

constitute even a very select bibliography. A good realistic

and comparative anatoniy of commerce has yet to be written,

but certain works on special industries exist in which analysis

is made of commercial functions and their relations to industrial

functions. Of these the present writer's Laivcaskire Cotton
/nd«.i(ri/(19fl4)and J. H. Clapham's Woollmand Worsted Itidus-

tries (1907) may be mentioned. Many of the most important
generalizations relating to the operation of conimercial functions
m production will be found in A. Marshall's Principles of
Economics, vol. i. (last ed. 1907). All other standard works
on Political Economy give some account of the subject.

The most realistic of these among modern ]irnrlncriniis are

J. S. Nicholson's Pnjia;ifeso//Wi(. Kav.. -. • ': (]- iini);

G. Schmollcr's Grtmdriss df.r altq. Vnftci^r ' ', -
•' ' (\ol.

i. 1901, and vol. ii. 1904), and P. P. Ler..', ! i; . I'niil,'

d'econ. politimic, 4 vols. (1S96). Uscln: :.r , ..m .Kn be
found in J. Conrad, IlWn der Staalsw,x.v,Mhuil,n- (Lv.lS-

1001). G. F. Emery's Stack and Produce Kxchannes (189G)
might also be consulted.
The theory of foreign Irade as first enunciated will be found

in D. Ricardo's Prtnciplcs of Political Economy and Taxation
0817). It is further clal)orated in J. S. Mill's Political
Economy (184S). A discussion of the variou.s theoretical points
involved will be found in three articles by Edgeworth ni the
Economic Journal, 1&94. Useful books on the subject are
Bastable's International Trade (1887) and Cmnmerce of
nations (1892).

The develojiment of commercial policies may be read in the
Economic histories of Cunningham (1895) and Ashley (1S88-9S)

;

J. A. Blanqui's Hist, of Polit. Econ. in Europe (1837 and 184'2

;

Eng. tr. IStO), SchmoUer's v.ork already mentioned, W. A. S.
Hewins' En^. Trade and Finance in the t7lh Centtiry (1892),
and J. R. Seeley's Expansion of England (18S3). Adam
Smith's Wealth of yalimts (177C) and F. List's Xational
Sj/stem of Pnlit. Econ. (1811 ; Eng. tr. 18S5) ought not to be
omitted. On the Free Tra<lc question the material is legion.

S. J. Chapman.
COMMON SENSE (Gr. koivt, afcreijcris ; Lat.

sensus roinniiDiis : It. xrnso comitnmc ; Ger. Gcmrin-
sinn; Vx.senscommiin).—(I) According to Aristotle,

common sense i.s that department of the soul to

which be assigned (n) the power of discriminating
and comp.'iring the data of the sjicial senses, all

of which are in communicalion with it ;
(h) the

perception of the 'common sensibles' (to. Koifd), of
which the principal are movement and rest, shape,
magnitude, number ; (c) the consciousness of per-

ception
; [d) the faculty of imagination ; and {e)

the faculty of memory {de Aninia, iii. 1, 42.'5a, 15 f

2, 425b, 12). (2) Ordinary or normal understand-
ing, raticmal intelligence ; in a higher degree, good
sound sen.se, [iractical ability and sagacity. (3>

These qualities objectively regarded as eniliodied

in the human community in the form of universal
feeling or judgment; that bodj- of opinion and
belief regulating theory and practice which each
<me finds already existing in the communitj' into
which he is born. (4) The alleged faculty of

[irimary truths ; the full complement of those
alleged fundamental intellectual and moral prin-
cijih^s which we can only receive as self-evident

truths belonging to m.in's original constitution,

by which he tests the truth of that which he knows
and the morality of that which he does ; the same
regarded as furnishing a complete philosophical sys-

tem, principally represented by Scottish thinkers
(see the art. Scottish Philosophy), called the
I'bilosoiihy of Common Sense, ba.sed on the immedi-
ate intuition by all men of self, not-self, and certain
intellectual and moral principles as self-evident

truths.

The term first appears as a terrnimts terhnicus

in the sense of (1), (above). It is for Aristotle the
distinguishing and comparing faculty, since things
compared must be brought before a single judging
function at the same time. In virtue of its per-

ception of movement we perceive all the other
' common sensibles,' and by means of it we perceive

the fact of our perceiving, and have imagination
and memory. Conmion Sense (sometimes ' Inner
Sense') came then to stand for the faculty of per-

ceiving what was common to the perceptions of

sense, and especially one's own experiences.

Thus Thomas Aquinas :
' Sensus interior non dicitur communis

per praedicationem, sicut genus, sed sicut communis radix, et
principium exteriorum sensuum' (rfc Post. An. 4); Leibniz;
' Sens interne, oil les perceptions de ces diff^rents sens externes
se trouvent rSunies' <ed. Gerhardt, Berlin and Halle, 1S49-63,

. 501) ; Locke :
' the notice which the mind takes of its own

Wolf :
' Mens etiam sibi conscia est earum quae in

at . . . se ipsam percipit sensu quodam intemo

'

; •Unnalis, 1728, p. 31); Kant: 'Der innere Sinn,
a das Gemiit sich selbst oder seinen inneren

I ' ,
gibt zwar keine Anschauung von der Seele

:i, I ilijekt, allein es ist doch eine bestinmite Form
auung ihres inneren Ziistandcs allein mnglich
A-as zu den inneren Bestiannungen gehort,

in Verhaltnissen der Zeit vorgestellt wird' {Krit. der reinen
Vemunft, p. 50 f.).

Thus Common Sense became an ' internal ' sense,

which was regarded as the bond and focus of the

five 'external' senses by which the various im-
pressions received were reduced to th(" unity of a

common consciousness. Modern iisychology treats

the subject under I'erception, Self-Consciousness,

Apperception, and Attention (qij.v.).

In the sen.se of (.S), (above), Common Sense ha.s

been used as a basis for metaphysical theory and
ethical investigation, and has developed into (4) in

the systems of some thinkers. Thus Aristotle held

tliat, since the first ]irinci]>les of morals could be

got neither by induction nor by perceptiim, inas-

much as human action implies a choice between
alternatives, we must attend to the .statements an<l

beliefs of the elderly and experienced, who have
developed the hahit of doing the right thing and
have got an ej-e for it (A'iV. Eih. 1143b). Thus
also, in seeking the definition of the Good for man,
Aristotle begins by taking his premisses from the

beliefs of the many and wise, though he subjects

these to scrutiny (Uurnet, Ethics of Aristotle, 1904,

pp. xxxviii, xli).

operations

'

ist, so da-'^s alles,
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From such a start the transition to Intuitionism
has proved easy in practice. Sidgwick practically

identities the morality of Common Sense with
Intuitionism, holding that the affinity between
Utilitarianism and Intuitionism is much greater
than that between Universalistic and Egoistic
Hedonism. Of course, no thinker may disregard
the thought concrete in the world as he finds it

;

but his reflexion must enable him far to transcend
the stage represented by the common conscious-
ness. This seems more obvious and easy on episte-

mological than on practical points. The Common
Sense theory of knowledge of the plain man prob-
ably contains little to give the philosopher pause
other than its unwavering conviction of the inde-
pendent reality of the not-self. But the objective
standard of riglit must unquestionably be that
which commends itself to the conanon sense of

mankind. Where it seems to deviate from that,

it must have the support of the most cultured and
experienced among men, and thus merely await
universal recognition. It must clearly be held
that the meaning and end of human activity have
to some extent embodied themselves in the ' facts

'

of moral life, while at the same time it ought to
be recognized that these facts are not without a
measure of fluidity and mutability. The concep-
tion of Evolution at first seemed disastrous to the
conception of a moral standard ; it has only over-
thrown the prejudice that this exists in its absolute
form at any given moment in the conscience of
man, which is probably best regarded, with Green,
as the recognition by subjective reason of the ob-
jective reason embodied in the structure of society.
Now, while it seems going too far to maintain that
human society presents the final and perfect system
of relationship into which self-conscious personali-
ties are capable of entering, it may remain true
that such an absolute system is immanent in the
less perfect one we know—immanent as an idea
—and that men have a faculty of recognizing
and establishing it as it progressively reveals
itself.

Common sense may generally he trusted on ordi-
nary questions of conduct, but it is an unreliable
judge of those exceptional cases which have, after
all, the gi'eatest influence on moral development.

Never explicitly hedonistic or egoistic, it repre-

sents an efibrt on the part of men to render life

increasingly tolerable by the poising of counter-

balancing weights of egoistic and altruistic im-
pulse :

' In our science and in our common-sense
judgment of things, in our moral convictions and
in the instinctive ethics of conduct . . . we live on
an indefinite capital of work done in the past'

(Lotze, Microcosmus, Eng. tr. [1885], i. 641).

The so-called Philosophy of Common Sense was
a movement of real philosophical importance. It

is true that there is a certain appeal in it through-
out to vulgar common sense ; but it represents an
ettbrt to transcend, while yet embracing, beliefs

shared with the unphilosophical majority by the
philosopher, who thus seeks to bring the common
human element of his intellectual life into consist-

ency with the specifically philosophic. The Anglo-
Hegelian School, with its brilliant teachers, seemed
to have put an end to the sober speculations of the

School of Common Sense ; but time brings its re-

venges, and it may be that much that these thinkers

stood for will be more clearly, energetically, and
successfully represented in our own times by those

thinkers who recognize that Cognition is a direct

relation of the mind to the Universe, and who
resist any interpretation of knowledge which
would make it appear to grow through a purely

internal development, while they insist on the
relative independence of objects apprehended, and
the immense part plaj'ed in knowledge by imme-
diacy, however that be interpreted. The reader

may be referred generally to recent volumes of

Mind for apposite discussions ; and it may be
hinted, in conclusion, that the modern Realists

may yet prove among the most formidable anta-

gonists of Pragmatism, and antagonists whom the

Pragmatists are perhaps not, as yet, fully equipped
to encounter.
LrrERATPRE.—John I. Beare, Greek Theories oj Elementary

Cognition, Oxford, 1900 ; Aristotle, Ethics (there is an Eng. ed.

by Peters, London, 1S91); Andrew Seth, Scottish Philosophy/,

Edinburgh, 1S90; Hamilton's Discussions, London, 1852, and
Notes to his ed. of Eeid's works ; Sidgrwick, Methods of Ethic^,
London, 1893, and 'The Philosophy of Common Sense,' Mind,,

new ser., vol. iv. , 1895, p. 145 ; G. F. Stout, ' Are Presentations
mental or physical?,' Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society,

London, 1909 ; H. A. Prichard, Kanfs Thenri/ of Knowledge,
Oxford, 1909. David Morrison.

COMMUNION WITH THE DEAD.
Primitive.—See Ancestor-worship, State of

THE De.\d.
Chinese (W. G. Walshe), p. 728.

COMMUNION WITH THE DEAD(Chinese).
—I. Beliefs underlting the coa'ception.—
The Chinese conception of the after life, or ' dark
world,' as it is called, is that it is a replica of the
'bright' or present world—the negative side, of
which mundane existence is the positive. The
denizens of the ' shades ' are supposed to occupy
positions similar to those they held when on earth.
The deceased Emperor still exercises authority,
but over a realm of spirits ; the sometime judge
administers justice in a ghostly tribunal. The
idea is evidently based upon the belief that life

persists loeyond the term of its exhibition in a
physical environment, and that those who have
taken a high place in the upper world, whether by
virtue of noble birth or great attainments, cannot
be relegated to immediate obscurity or unemploy-
ment in the post-mortem state. The conviction is

also strengthened by the supposition of a heavenly
origin of the race, which is traceable in the ex-
pression ' reverted to heaven,' commonly applied
to the dead, and in the term ' Son of Heaven,'
adopted by the Emperor, whose immediateancestors

Christian (G. Bonet Maury), p. 732.

Muslim (D. S. Margoliouth), p. 733.

Persian (E. Lehm.\nn), p. 736.

are supposed to occupy a place at the court of the
Supreme Being, and whose remote origin is traced

to kinship with the Deity (cf. ' The Book of Odes,'

where the beginning of the Shang dynasty [1760

B.C.] is traced to a black bird, i.e. swallow, sent

down from heaven ; and the Chow dynastj'

is said to have originated from the lady Kiang-
yuen [2435 B.C.], who is represented as having trod

on a footstep of the Divinity, and conceived, giving

birth to How-tsi, afterwards deified as ' patron of

agriculture,' and worshipped as an 'associate of

God '). A hint is here allorded as to the meaning
of the title 'Associate (or 'Mate') of Heaven,'
which is frequently applied in later history to

Emperors and sages. It seems to imply not only

a traditional descent from the Deity, but also the

fact that the life-work of such worthies was a ful-

filment of the Divine will—they were ' fellow-

workers with God '—and that their labours were
not wholly suspended when they themselves were
called to a higher sphere ; they were still regarded

as assisting God in the great scheme of His pro-

vidential government of the world. Other instances
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miglit lie quoted ; e.g. Yen-lo, the god of Hades,
originally a just and perspicacious judge, who,
after death, was appointed to the office of judge of
the infernal regions ; and the great warrior Kwan-
ti, afterwards jipotheosized as the 'god of war.'

It wouhl apjicar, however, that, in tlie majority
of cases, tlie bounds of active existence in that
world are limited as in this ; i.e,., just as a living

man may be reasonably expected to enjoy three
generations of mundane existence before he passes
into the shadowy realm of the dead, so, after a
similar period of three generations of spiritual

existence, he passes away into the unknown, the
'ghostly state,' of which no clue is obtainable, and
no theory is permissible. In neither case, how-
ever, is he quite forgotten, for even the 'long
departed' are remembered in the filial offerings of
their descendants, though the nearer ancestors, as
is natural, figure more prominently in the thoughts
of the worshi|)per.

The dead, therefore, are regarded as really exist-

ing, for the time being, in the world of spirits.

They have become 'guests on higli.' Heaven is

their homo, but they are free to come and go as
they please, so that their actual location at any
given moment is uncertain. They may be present
when the ancestral rites are being performed,
occupying the 'spirit throne 'or 'ancestral tablet,'

but of this the celebrant cannot be assured ; his

duty is to act as if they were actually and con-
sciously present, though no tangible indication
be aflforded him. Tlieir function is, as already
stated, to serve God ; and in the pursuit of their
vocation they take an active interest in the afl'airs

of their own immediate descendants on earth, on
whose behalf they act as mediators w'ith the Deity.
Their powers have not become attenuated by the
process of disembodiment, but rather augmented
by the ghostly attributes to which they have
succeeded ; and their position and influence have
increased by virtue of the fact that they have
risen above all the surviving members of the
family in the scale of seniority—the most natural
basis of authority under the patriarchal system
which obtains in Chiuii—and are now Patriarchs
of the Patriarchs. They are thus credited with
greater or les.ser powers, according to their station,

of inviting blessings or calamities upon their

descendants in return for the services which the
latter are prepared to render or withhold. The
spirits of those, however, who in life egregiously
failed in tlieir duty, are not regarded as possessing
any influence in the spirit workl, and are not
supposed to occupy a place in the realm of heaven

;

like the spirits of those who have left no posterity,
or who have been forgotten by their remote de-
.scendants, they are relegated to the ' uncovenanted
mercies' of the 'ghostly state.'

In this connexion it may be stated that not all

the ancestors are regarded as enjoying equal
dignity ; there comes a time when the niore distant
ones give way to the newer arrivals ; the ancestors
of a dynasty which has come to an end are replaced
in the highest positions of dignity by those of the
new line of rulers. I'ive representatives of the
present Manchu dynasty occupy the chief places
in the national Temple of Ancestors ; the others
have retired to comparative obscurity, but are not
altogether forgotten, a place being reserved for
them amongst llie deceased Emperors and famous
ministers of past dynasties, to whom a special
temple is dedicated. In the case of private families,
as has already been mentioned, the three genera-
tions immediately preceding are treated with
special attention, the earlier ancestors being re-

presented at the greater sacrifices, but not in the
capacity of chief guests. This follows the analogy
of Chinese banquets, where there is nominally but

one 'guest,' the other.s being invitcil to keep him
company. Exceptions are made, however, in the
case of some of the great dead, such as the founders
of dynasties, or the great sages of antiquity. The
great Yu, for example, the first of the line of Ilia

(•22U5 B.C.), has a special temple on the site of his

reputed place of burial ; and Confucius is still wor-
shipped in his own temples in every District city.

The ancestral spirits are represented as occupy-
ing, next to the Supreme Being, the highest place
in the ranks of spirits, being far above those who
preside o\-er the several departments of Nature

;

but their jiosition depends, iu the majority of cases,

upon the influence which their earthly representa-
tives are able to exert iu the world of men. If the
descendants are people of no consequence, then,
generally speaking, the ancestors have little in-

fluence. Thus there is a mutual dependence be-

tween the ancestral spirits and their surviving
posterity, the former relying upon the latter for
the exhibition of those virtues which will make
the family great, and therefore enhance their own
influence in the world of the departed ; the latter
looking to the former for the gifts which, through
their advocacy with High Heaven, they are able
to secure. In illustration of this fact it may be
added that, when high rank is conferred upon an
ofiiccr, his ancestors are ennobled at the same time,
in an ascending scale of dignity, to the third
generation preceding.

II. Means of establisbing tde communion.
—The importance of finding a means of communica-
tion with the departed, iu view of these preconcep-
tions, will at once be evident, and from very early
daj-s in Chinese history illustrations are available
of both the theory and the practice of communion
with the dead. The methods adopted for establish-

ing this communion may be divided into two
classes : sacrifice and divination.

I. Sacrifice.—In the various terms employed to
denote ' sacrifice ' we find a hint of the special object
which inspired these offerings. The Chinese char-
acter or ideogram most commonly used in this

connexion consists of two main parts—one, the
radical which primarily means ' to inform,' and
which is an essential part of the majority of words
connected with 'spirits' and religious rites; the
other representing a right hand and a piece of
Hesh. The whole conveys the idea of an offering

to the spirits with a view to communicating with
them. A second character, used interchangeably
with this, is compounded of the same radical,

together with the symbol for ' hour
' ; and is inter-

preted as meaning ' a meeting with those who have
gone before.' The last of the three characters which
express the ' three forms of sacrifice ' consists of the
two words ' liigh ' and ' speak,' and thus all three
seem to point to sacrifice as a ' means by which
comnmnication with spiritual beings is efi'ected.'

The Chinese • Canon of History ' and the ' Odes

'

contain numerous references to the sacrifices which
were ottered in the Imperial worship of ancestors,

and illustrate the importance attached to the
practice, of which it is said :

' The first and greatest
teaching is to be found in sacrifice."

The -Vncestral Temple {Miao) is mentioned as
existing in the earliest jigea of Chinese history.

Of the Emperor Shun (2i').")-2205 B.C.) we are in-

formed that, 'on his accession to the throne of Yao
he worshipped in the Temple of the Accomplished
Ancestors'; and also that 'he sacrificed with
purity and reverence to the six Honoured Ones,'
who probably represent his own ancestors to the
third generation preceding, and those of Yao his

predecessor, who had adopted him as a son and
successor, and whose ancestors were therefore
bracketed with his own. Again, when he resigned
the throne of Yn, he fornuilly nominated him in
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the same temple, as if witli the express intention

of presenting him to the spirits of the great rulers

who had preceded him. Other instances might he

<luoted wliere the new ruler was presented to the
inanimate form of the deceased sovereign, whilst

appropriate sacrifices were at the same time ottered

before the coffin ; cf. the accession of T'ai-kia (1753
H.C.) and of K'ang (107S B.C.).

It seems prohahle that Shun introduced some
innovations in the ancient methods of worship, for

we read :
' He extended his worship to the host of

spirits' (i.e. Nature-spirits)—a phrase which seems
to convey the idea of anew departure, especially as

the whole clause is introduced liy the word ' there-

after,' which seems to support the contention that

at this period some important additions were made
to the theological ideas of the early Chinese.
During the Chow dynasty (1122-'255 B.C.) the

rites and ceremonies connected with sacrifices were
greatly elaborated, especially about the time of

the earliest rulers. Wen and Wu ; hut, in almost
all the early instances which are recorded, it is the
worship of the royal ancestors by the ruling
monarchs that is depicted, though it is also im-
plied that nobles aud commoners were entitled

to approach their own ancestors in more modest
manner, as became their respective social stations.

An excellent example of the motive and method of communion
nith the dead is furnished by the cise of the Duke of Chow,
younger brother of King Wu (1122-1115 B.C.), who, when the
king, his brother, fell ill, erected three altars, and prayed to the
spiiits of his ancestors of the three generations preceding, in

the words :
' Your chief descendant is suffering from a severe

and dangerous illness ; if you three kings have in heaven the
ch.ar^e of watching over hira, let me suffer for him. ... He was
appomted in the hall of God to extend his aid to the four
quarters of the empire, so that he might establish your descen-
dants in this lower world. . . . 0,"do not let that precious
heaven-conferred appointment fall to the ground,' etc.

It was probably at this time that the practice of

employing a ' personator of the dead ' was definitely

established, and that the ' ancestral tablet ' came
into general use. A few words of explanation may
here be added with regard to these terms.

(«) The 'persomitor of the dead.'—It seems that,

as early as the Hia dynasty (2000 B.C.), some one
was employed to act as the representative of the
ancestor to whom sacrifices were bein" offered, but
full details are not forthcoming until the time of
the Chow dynasty. The ' personator ' was always
a near relative, generally a grandson, but never a
son, of the deceased. He was dressed in ajipropriate
costume, and took his place in the ancestral hall,

when the first part of the flesh of the sacrifice was
roasted, to represent the approach of the spirits in
response to the sacrificial invitation ; he remained
seated so longastheolferingcontinued, and when the
rites were concluded he was escorted from the hall
with the music of bells and drums. The custom
fell into disuse at the close of the Chow dynasty

;

and the ' personator ' has now been .superseded by
the portrait of the deceased, which is hung up on
some special occasions when sacrifice is offered.

(6) Th-e 'ancestral tablet.'—Though the origin of
the tablet is traditionally ascribed to the latter
part of the Chow dynasty, it is probable that, like
the 'personator of the dead,' it was a development
of an earlier method ; and, judging from the fact

that the character for ' tablet ' is a combination of

the radical for 'stone' and the phonetic 'lord' or
'pillar' (contracted), it seems probable that the
tablet was originally a miniature of the headstone
at the ancestral tomb, intended for use on the oc-

casions when sacrifices were offered in the ancestral
hall instead of at the grave. Modern tablets vary
in size and quality. The most usual form consists
of two upright pieces of \\-ood, the outer piece
fitting into a groove near the top of the inner piece,
and both set upright in a socket in a wooden base,
thus resembling very closely the usual Chinese

tombstone. Both outer and inner surfaces contain
inscriptions specifying the names and titles of the
deceased, the date of birth and death, etc., and, at

the bottom, two characters which mean '.spirit

throne.' The latter character is, at first, written
imperfectly, and the ceremony of completing it, by
the addition of a dot, is regarded as an event of

great importance, a high literary official being
secured to ' impose the dot,' which thus represents,

as it were, the official imprimatur, a kind of minor
canonization. The tablet is generally kept in the
house until the period of mourning is over, and
then finds a place in the ancestral hall of the clan,

if .such exists ; or in the domestic shrine within the

porch of the house. It is a common mistake to

suppose that the ta'olet is regarded as the constant
home of the spirit ; it is only when sacrifices are

offered before it that the spirit is expected to

occupy his throne ; and he vacates it as soon as the
ottering is completed, just as the ' personator

'

appeared and disappeared in earlier da3's.

(c) Sacrificial materials.—Of the nature of the
materials employed in the ancestral sacrifices no
indications are given in the earliest references.

The practice was, apparently, so well established

that it was not considered necessary to furnish

details ; but, judging from the analogy of later

usages, and the inherent meaning of the words
for 'sacrifice,' we may suppose that the earliest

sacrifices consisted of the presentation of a selected

animal, the pouring out of libations of pure water,

and the ottering of appropriate fruits. In the
early days of the Chow dynasty, as has already been
mentioned, these rites were greatly elaborated,

and the ' Record of Rites,' which professedly
belongs to this period, contains the most careful

details with regard to the animals to be selected ;

the various kinds of spirits to be used in libations

(the use of spirits having been substituted for

water after the discovery of distillation, tradition-

ally as early as Yu, 2205 B.C.) ; the costumes aud
positions of the celebrants aud assistants ; the

musical instruments and tunes to be played ; the
dancing, or posturing, to accompany the rites

;

etc.

In this connexion it may be sufficient to state that, as early

as the days of Shun, the animal offered in sacrifice to ancestors

was a younijf bull ; and presumably it was of a uniform colour

—

a point which is much emphasized in later usage ; in fact, of

such importance was this ' simplicity ' considered, that the first

duty of the officer, before slaying the victim, was to cut off a
portion of the bair behind the ear, and present it before the

ancestral shrine, in order to demonstrate the fact of this uni-

formity. Part of the fat of the victim was first extracted and
burned, with a view to inviting, by its fragrance, the approach
of the spirits ; and their acceptance of the invitation was typi-

fied by the entrance of the ' personator ' at this stage. The rest

of the carcass was then cut up, and a portion of the raw meat
was placed before the 'personator.' Prayer was offered to the

spirit specially invoked. The meat was then cooked, and various

dishes were presented to the ancestor, with goblets of spirits.

After a long and elaborate ceremonial, the master of ceremonies
announced that the spirit had partaken to repletion, the
' personator ' vacated his seat, and the whole company present

was entertained at a banquet. The response to the prayer was
looked for on the following day, and w.a3 dehvered by the

'personator.' The animals selected for the more important
sacrifices were oxen, goats, and pigs ; and in the minor sacrifices

of private families the flesh of dogs or fowls was permitted.

In the case of ' made dishes,' it seems that the special predilec-

tions of the departed were consulted, and a wide range of choice

was allowed, the only restriction being that the character of the

offerings should be determined by the rank of the recipient,

rather than by the status of the offerer. A high official, for

instance, was "entitled to a funeral becoming his rank, but not

to sacrifices of equal dignity, unless his descendants could claim

a position equal to that formerly occupied by himself.

At the present day the rites of sacrifice are

similar to tho.se mentioned above, but there is

observable a greater ostentation in the case of

private persons, and a breaking down of the

ancient distinctions between the observances

permitted to tlie several cla-sses of the people. The
' personator of the dead ' has disappeared, as has

alreadr been mentioned.
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The Imperial worship of ancestors is associated
now, as in vcrv early tunes, with tliat of Sliang-ti

(the SHpreme kuler) at the animal sacrifice of the
winter solstice—the tablet representing Shann-ti
being placei! on the highest platform of the ' Altar
of Heaven,' facing south, whilst those which re-

present the hve Emperors are set on cither side,

facing east and west. The carcass of a calf, care-

fully selected, is placed before each shrine, together
with pieces of silk and a number of sacrilicial

vessels. The distinguishing feature of the sacrilice

to Shang-ti is the whole burntoU'ering of a J'oung
bull in a special furnace, and the presentation of

a large piece of blue jade, emblematic of the
highest authority. The whole ceremony, including
tlie preparatorj' sea.son of fasting and purification,

is fully described in the Mancliu ritual.

The sacrifices to ancestors, on the part of the
people generallj-, take place at the graves in spring
ami autumn ; and also are performed before the
'tablet of the deceased' on the occasion of the
periodic festivals—the first, third, and fifteenth of

the first moon; the festival of 'Clear-Bright'
(about the Gth April) ; the fifth of the fifth moon ;

the fifteenth of the seventh moon ; the fifteenth of

the eighth moon ; the first of the tenth moon ; on the
la-it day of the year ; and also on special occasions,

such as weddings, etc. On less important occasions,

such as a betrothal, or the assumption of the cap of

puberty by a son of the house, announcements of

the fact are made to the tablet, thus signifiying

the interest which the ancestors are supposed to

take in the atl'airs of the family.
The manufacture of paper articles, for trans-

mission to the de.ad by means of burning, alibrds

employment for millions of people ; in some cities

the beating out of tinfoil, and fi.\ing it to sheets of

paper, to be afterwards shaped into imitation
dollars or ingots, etc., is the staple industrj'. The
use of these articles is a comparatively recent
innovation, and indicates a very serious degrada-
tion of the idea of communion with the dead.

(d) Object of the saerifires.—The commonly re-

ceived opinion that sacrifices are oll'ered to ancestors
with a view to sustentation, though not entirely
erroneous when ajjidied to the case of the more
ignorant Chinese, finds little support or authority
among the intelligent classes or in the ancient
literature. It is tr\ie that the spirits are rc])resented
as partaking to repletion, and as thoroughly enjoy-
ing the ollcvings presented to them ; but tliese ex-
pressions must be taken as figures of spe(;ch, which
merely imply that the spiritual guests .-ippreciate

the good intentions of their filial descendants, on
the analog

J'
of a Chinese banquet where such polite

phraseology is considered de rigucur. In the
Chinese classics it is repeatedly stated that the
real value of the offering is to be measured bv
the spirit in which it is made ; the true sacrifice is

the heart of the oli'erer, without which the most
elaborate ceremony will utterly fail to secure the
approbation of the -spirits. The exhibition of food
which the otlercr himself consumes, and the burn-
ing of paner nmney and utensil.s which benefit
none but tiie manufacturer and retailer, posses.s no
virtue apart from the ' bit of heart ' which jirompts
the offering.

No doubt in early times the idea of communion
with the spirits of t1ic dead was a powerful motive
in the ofl'ering of .sacrifices, and is still prominent
in the case of the Imperial celebration ; but in the
popular ob.servances of ancestor- worship selfish

considerations are not altogether absent ; the
distribution of the usufruct of the ancestral
property, on the occasion of the annual sacrifices,

19 a powerful motive to a regular participation in

the ancestral rites. Social convention is a vorj-

important factor ; the desire to make as good a

show as one's neighbours is al.so an active stimulus ;

and superstition intervenes to confirm the time-
honoured rites where the element of faith may be
lacking.

( 'onfucius seems to have regarded .sacrifices as of
subjective value tmly. Chucius, the great com-
mentator of the I-2thcent. A.D., insisted that there
was not sufficient ground for the assurance th.at

the spirits really existed ; and the popular jihrase
'dead and ended' may serve to indicate the real
attitude of the Chinese mind towards the question.
Thus, though in the Imperial worship of ancestors
the good olfices of deceased Emperors witli the
Supreme Being are reverently acknowledged and
invoked, in the gi-eat majority of eases the olier-

ing of sacrifice is regarded merely as one of the
'accidents' of filial piety, which is still considered
a virtue of supreme importance, and neglect of
which will surely issue in disaster to the un-
filial and forgetful, from whatever spiritual source
the nemesis may arise.

It may be mentioned that a special festival is

held on the lotli of the 7th moon for the benefit of
the ' hungry ghosts ' who have no descendants to
sacrifice to them ; and the customary oti'eriiigs are
made to them on the part of the people generally,
not altogether from benevolent motives, but p.artly

to obviate the possibility of injury to the living or
uneasiness to the dead through the restlessness of
these 'orphan spirits.'

2. Divination.—Another method of communion
with the dead was by means of divination, wlii<'h

is referred to in the most ancient records. It is

mentioned in the time of Shun (2255 B.C.) as being
emploj-ed with a view to learning the will of the
ancestors concerning the choice of a successor to
the throne, and again in the selection of officials.

i''an-keng (1401 B.C.) is said to have been thus
guided by the ancestors in the choice of a site for
his new capital. The Duke of Chow (12th cent.
B.C.) is frequently represented as consulting his
ancestors by this means.
The [iractiee of divination seems to have been

entrusted to certain ofllcials, who consulted the
omens indicated by the lines of the tortoise shell

and the stalk of the nulfoil plant. In the former
case the uiijper shell of the tortoise was removed,
and a quantity of ink spread over the under side ;

it was then held over a brazier, and the ink, in

drying, formed a number of lines which the diviners
professed to be able to interpret. The stalks of
the milfoil, or yarrow, 49 in number, were mani-
]iulated according to certain prescribed rules, and
the diagrams which they formed b3- combin.ation
were regarded as su[)plying further guidance.
Other and simpler methods were in use among the
people generally in early days, but tho,se just
mentioned were employed at the Court, 'i'he

omens were generally consulted at the Ancestral
Temple, as later references seem to prove.
The pseudo-scientific theories of I'eng-shui {q.v.)

(lit. ' Wind- Water ') arc clo.sely connected with the
subject of communion with the dead, one chief
object being the selection of suitable grave-sites,

where the dead may be expected to rest in jieace,

and thus be in a favourable condition for friendly
communication with the living. Another and
more recent innovation is the practice of inquiring
of the dead by means of a ventriloquist in the
j)erson of a young girl, who, like the pytbone.ss of
l'hilip]ii, is sujiposed to reply on behalf of the
deceased. .'\ form of ' jdant'liette,' consisting of a
bent twig fastened to a cross piece which rests on
the open palms of the medium's hands, is u.sed to
trace characters upon a tablet covered with sand,
and by this means communications are supposed
to be transmitted by the spirits to their living
interlocutors. The plaintive ci'j' wliicli may stiu
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he heard in all parts of China, uttered from the
roof of the lioiise, and directed towards the north,
calling upon the soul, vhicli has just taken its

flight, to return to its old home, is mentioned in
the ' Record of Kites,' and seems to be of im-
memorial antiquitj^. The preparation made for
the return of the spirit on a stated day after death,
when a table of eatables is placed in tlie kitchen,
and a quantity of lime spread on the floor in front
of the stove, with a view to tracing the approach
of the spirit, may also be quoted as an instance of
the popular view as to the possibility of communica-
tion with the dead.
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Ball, Things Chinese ^ (Shanghai, 1900); Blodget, The Atti-
tude of Christianity toicard Ancestral Worship (Shanghai, no
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1905) ; VJ. Gilbert Walshe, Confucius and Confucianism
(Shanghai, 1910); Yates, 'Ancestral Worship' in Proc. of Miss.
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COMMUNION WITH THE DEAD (Chris-
tian).—The present article will not treat of any
such practices as the calling up of the dead,
mentioned, for example, in 1 S 28 (see ' Necro-
mancy' in DmNATlON [Chr.]), and brought into
vogue again in our own time by the ' Spiritualists

'

and 'Theosophists' (see SPIRITUALISM and Theo-
SOPHY). Nor shall we speak of the commemoration
of the dead, wliicli has been treated separately
above. We shall notice here only the beliefs, rites,

and customs concerning the communion of the
living with the dead which are based on the Holy
Scriptures, and which have been adopted by most
of tlie Christian Churches. The idea of such
intercourse has its origin in two fundamental
beliefs : the belief in the immortality of the con-
scious and personal soul, and the confidence that
the bonds of attection, religion, and gratitude,
formed on eartli, are eternal. These beliefs do
not belong peculiarly to Christianity ; they existed
among the Gauls, and still subsi.st among the
Parsis and the Jews.
For these more or less vague beliefs, Jesus Christ

substituted an absolute conviction based on His
revelations concerning the nature of God who is

Spirit, His relations with man, and everlasting
life. 'I am not alone,' He said, 'but I and the
Father that sent me ' (Jn 8""). He was aware of
the constant presence of God with Him, and it was
from that knowledge that He drew the strength
necessary for maintaining to the end the struggle
for the salvation of the world. In the same way
Jesus lived in spiritual communion with Closes,
whose law He had come to accomplish, and with
Elijah and the other prophets, whose Messianic
promises He fulfilled. We may recall, for instance,
the scene of the Transfiguration, in the description
of which the Apostles have expres.sed, in a manner
as simple as it is admirable, their belief that their
Master, the Messiah, was in spiritual relation with
His predecessors. And later, when, in the struggle
with the Pharisees and the Sadducees, Jesus fore-
saw His apparent defeat and death. He did not
doubt for an instant that, even after His decease,
He would continue to be in communion of spirit
with His faithful friends. ' I will not leave you
comfortless . . yet a little wiiile, and the world
seeth me no more ; but ye see me : because I live, ye
shall live also ' (Jn 14"*'- ). Then, at the moment of
His ascension. He exclaimed : 'Lo, I am with you
alway, even unto tlie end of the world ' (Mt 28"').

But what are all these declarations worth, how-
ever solemn they are, in comparison with the
pledge of His communion which He gave and gives
still in the Eucharist? Our Lord and Master,
in instituting this Sacrament, wished not only to

impress deeply on the minds of His Apostles the
memory of His supreme sacrifice as a symbol of

brutherliood, but to give, through these symbols
of His body and His blood, a pledge of His real,

thougli spiritual, presence with all those who
should believe in Him and commune with His
glorified soul.

The Apostles and the Fathers of the Church
inherited this comforting faith, and never doubted
that they kept up intercourse with their beloved
dead, througli the medium of Christ. Hence arose
the custom, wiiicli seems strange to us, thougli

quite in harmony with faithful love, of letting one-
self be ' baptized for the dead' (1 Co lo^'*-). Those
in view were certain deceased persons who had
died converted to Christianity but without having
been baptized ; some relative who had a great
afiection for them, being persuaded that they could
not be admitted into the Kingdom of heaven if

they did not bear the seal of regeneration, thought
he would secure the privilege for them by this

vicarious baptism. This custom must have spread
very quickly, for we know from Tertulliau,

Epiphanius, and John Chrysostom that it still

existed in their time among some dissenting bodies.

St. Paul in other passages (Gal 2=", Ph l"-' 4")

asserts his faith in a close union between Christ
and himself. Had not his conversion been accom-
plished by the feeling of the continual presence,

nay more, the possession of this Jesus, whom he
had the remorseful feeling of having persecuted in

the person of St. Stephen ? Is not this the mean-
ing of that accusing voice which he lieard on the
way to Damascus :

' Saul, Saul, why persecutest
thou me ?

'

The Apostolic Fathers, and then the Fathers of

the Church, down to the end of the 4th cent.,

taught that it was lawful to remember before God
the beloved dead, who died in the faith, and in

the same way to pray on behalf of the martyrs,
with a view to remission of the sins which they
might have committed while on earth. Conversely
it was held that these friends, now transfigured,

thought of the living. Hence came that sentence
inserted in the Apostles' Creed :

' I believe in the
Communion of Saints.' According to their point

of view, there was a solidarity, and an emulation
of thoughts, good actions, and prayers, between
the faithful in heaven and those on earth, who had
a common faith in Jesus Christ. They believed

that these three divisions of the Body of Jesus
Christ—the Church Militant, the Church Expec-
tant, and the Church Triumphant—lent each other

mutual help. This is the root of the Catholic
dogma of the transference of the merit of the saints

to the living members of the Church.
We shall now notice the acts and customs by

means of which this belief in the communion of

the li\ing and the dead showed itself in the Church.
In the case of simple members wiio had passed
away from the flock, the bond of affection was
kept firm by means of visits to their tombs, by
following their good example, and by reading

their names, wiiich were written on a diptych,

in tlie church. After this reading, performed by
the deacon, the priest used to pray for them thus :

' Horum omnium animabus dona requiem, Domi-
nator Domine Deus noster, in Sanctis tuis taber-

naculis.' The communion of the faithful ones

with the holy Victim of Calvary was maintained
by prayer, by the imitation of His virtues, and by
the Eucharist. From the time of the first persecu-

tions, the Christians associated the martyrs, those

heroic witnesses of Jesus Christ, with Him in their

worship. They had a custom of gathering together

on the anniversary of the death of the martyrs, at

the very spot of their torture, or at their grave,

and there, in an agape (' love-feast '), they used to
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celebrate their suflerinys with song's of tiiuiiiph

and prayers (see art. Agape). From the beginning
iif llie ")th cent, they no longer prayed for tlieni, for

tliat would have seemed to do them wrong;' on th(;

c ontrary, they eoniniended themselves to their good
^erviles. IJut, it must be noticed, the praise of the
saint!) or the martyrs was never separated from
the praise of Christ ; it was to Him as the supreme
Intercessor, as the iiie.xhaustible Source of holy
life and of sacrifice, that the prayers were ad-
dressed. This cult of the dead was called Natalia
or J\'aialicia, i.e. birth-day, and is the origin of

anniversary ma.sses.

When those Christians who, in the presence
of torture, had denied Christ (In.psi), and other
great sinners who had been excommunicated,
wished to be reinstated in the Church after the
clo.se of persecution, they had a habit of imploring
the intercession of the confe.s.sors who had survived
the tortures and were enjo^dng a high reputation
with the flock and with the bishop. From this

point it was only one step more to attribute the
same power to the deceased confessors, i.e. to

the martyrs, for whom they reserved exclusively

the title of Saints, and to invoke them as inter-

cessors with God. Now this step was important,
for it marks the boundary between that division

of the Church which includes Anglicans, Presby-
terians, and Lutherans on the one hand, and the
Orthodox Greek and Roman Catholic Churches on
the other. This step was taken in the 3rd century.

It is a strange fact that it was an Alexandrian
theologian, Origen, afterwards condemned as a
heretii;, wlio first stated this belief in the inter-

ce.s.sory power of the Saints. ' All those men,' he
says (in Cant. Cant. iii. 75 [PC, xiii. 160]), ' who
have departed this life preserve their love for those
whom they have left lielow, are anxious about
their safety, and help them by their prayers
and intercessions to God.' Ihen comes Jerome.
In his Ep. cuiii. ad Eustochium {PL xxii. 906),

he addresses Paula, her mother, now dead,
in the.se words :

' Farewell, Paula ! Come and
help by your praj'ers your very old friend who
respects you. Thanks to your faith and your
good works, you are associated with Christ.

Xow, when you are in His presence, you will

obtain more easily whatever you ask.' Finally,

St. Augustine, by the spell of his genius, con-

secrated this belief in the intercession of the Saints,

and encouraged among the faitbfid the custom of

invoking them apart from, and sometimes instead

of, Jesus Clirist. Every one knows his admirable
prayer on behalf of Monica, his mother (Confess.

ix. 13) : 'I implore Thee, O Lord, to grant her
pardon for her sins, for the love of that great Healer
of our wounds, who was nailed to the cross. . . .

If, during all the years that she lived after her
baptism, she fell into any sin, pardon her, and do
not treat her like a harsh Judge. . . . The only
tiling she has commended to us is to remember her

at Thy altar, where she used to kneel during her
lifetime, and where she had known the Holy
Victim shared among the faithful.'

Henceforward the invocation of martyrs and
saints, then tlie prayers addressed to the arch-

angels and the Virgin Mary, as intercessors,

became an integral part of the doctrine, ritual,

and custom of tlie Itoman Catliolic Church. This
practice is proved by numerous epitaphs, of which
we shall quote a few :

' Jit in oratiombus txtis rv(/es

pro nobis, quia scimus tc in Christo
' ; ' Vivas in

Deo ct roges '
,• ' Ora pro parentibus tuis.' But it

must be observed that these expressions are later

than the 5th century.

r Cf. Augustine, Sermo cccxix. de Stephajio Martyrc :
' Injuria

est pro martyre orarc, cujua nos debemus orationibus com.
meDdari.'

Now there is a very great dillerence to be
observed between these praj'ers addressed to the
dead and the custom of having masses said to

shorten the time of their stay in Purgatorj'. A
few centuries were required before the Catholic
doctrine arrived at this last stage. Masses for

the dead originated in the practice of ' private
masses,' which was established in the 7th and 8th
centuries. Gregory I. was the first divine who
taught that the sacrifice of the Mass could itnprove
the condition of the dead in I'urgatory. Walafrid
Strabo (d. 849) confirnu^d the custom of private
masses. Peter the Lombard (d. UUt) in his iiiur
Sentcntiarum (iv. 12), and Thomas Aquinas (d.

1274) in his Summa Theolor/iae (Sui)pl. [lart iii.

71, art. 10), completed the theory of the ellicacy

of the prayers and of tlie celebration of the
Eucharist for the departed souls. Every one
knows how this custom, combined with the sale of
Indulgences, gave rise to such abuse that many
hone-st priests called for a reform of the Church.

But, in virtue of the adage that ' the abuse
of a thing is not an argument against its use,'

we must ask ourselves if there is not, underlying
these customs, a truly Christian idea, a legitimate
sentiment. From the Christian point of view, the
communion of the living with the dead derives its

origin, as we have already noticed, from two or
three beliefs deeply rooted in the human heart and
confirmed by the Gospel—belief in the immortality
of the soul, in the efficacy of prayer, and in the
indissolubility of the bonds of love and religion

formed on earth. This connexion is maintained
and strengthened by visits and prayers at the
grave of our beloved dead ; and, in the case of

heroes and martyrs, by the mention of their names
and the praise of their virtues in public worship.
Restricted to these uses, it seems to the present
writer to be a legitimate and comforting belief,

which may serve to stimulate to piety and virtue.

It shows the strength of the ties which bind
ancestors to their descendants. It has inspired
much Christian poeti-y, for example the poem of

Victor La[irade entitled A'o.v marls nous aidcnt,

and the hymn of R. de Saillens which begins with
the line, ' II me conduit, douce pensee,' of which
the following are the essential ideas : we are never
alone, either in trouble or in joy ; besides Je.sus,

the Divine Shepherd, who always protects and
guides His ' sheep,' our dead friends are present
not far from us, invisible witnesses, who watch
over us, and help us by their prayers ; therefore
let us faithfully maintain the spiritual communion
with our dead which we had begun on earth.

LiTEK.^TcRE.—Origen, In Cant. Cant. lib. iii. ; Cyprian, Ep.
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GA.STDN lidMCT MAUUY.
COMMUNION WITHTHEDEAD(.Muslim).
—I. Pre-Islamic theory.—The scanty notices which
we possess of ]ire-Islamic beliefs about the state of

the departed are sulhcient to indicate that, like

other pi^oples who buried their dead, the Arabs
supposed that some of the habits and capacities

displayed during life lasted on beyond it, and that
in emergencies tlie dead body could be called upon
to discharge some of the functions of the living

body. Just as crippled old warriors were taken to

the battlefield, not to fight, but to exercise their
good luck (yiimn al-na(jlhii). so the custom of bring-

ing dead heroes in their coffins to battle lasted on
till the 4th cent. .\.H. or later. A party of men,
we are told, passed by the grave of Hatim of Tai,
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whose liosi>itality was provevl>ial. They tauntoil

the dead man with failing to provide tliem witli a
lianquet ; in the middle of the niglit they heard
a voice sumiuoning them to feast on a camel
whicli they found freshly slaughtered by the tomb.'
In another form of tlie story ^ the camel was
brought V>y ^latim's son, to whom his dead father
appeared in a dream in consequence of the taunt.
'Ihe relation of this apparition to the occupant of

tlie gi'ave v.ould be the same as that of the wraith,
or ' phantasm of the living,' to the living ; and a
commonplace of Arabic poetry, going back doubt-
less to pagan days, is the apparition of a mistress
visiting her lover in a dream. The real person was
not the apparition in either case, but the body ;

and prayers which survived into Islam were that
the body might not be far removed, and that the
gi'ave might be well watered—water being no less

necessary to the dead than to the living.

2. The innovation of Islam.—The paradox of

Islam lay not in assuming the continuance of con-
sciousness and personality, but in promising their

complete recovery at the final judgment. Prob-
ably the most logical interpretation of these
doctrines was that some fragment of the body
would remain as a germ for the future restoration
of the whole ; and this seems to be the orthodox
view. With it there is naturally associated the
view ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas, ' the interpreter of

the Qur'iln,' who, when asked what became of the
soul at death, replied that it went out like a flanie.^

He would have accepted the formula of Aristotle,
which makes the soul the entelechy of the body.

It was not, however, possible to adhere to the
doctrine of the resurrection and the final judgment,
\vhen men had to be roused to the sacrifice of their
lives in the cause of Islam. The entry of the
martyr into Paradise could not be delayed a mo-
ment after death. After the second battle and
(irst defeat of the Prophet, a text was revealed
forbidding the application to the martyrs of the
term ' dead

' ; they were alive and in Paradise,
waiting for their comrades. The next set of
martyrs actually sent a touching message through
the Prophet to their friends. Nor, again, coiUd
the punishment of unbelievers be deferred. After
the victory of Badr, when the bodies of the slain

pagans were being cast into a pit, the Prophet
asked them one by one whether tliey were now-
convinced. His followers marvelled that he should
address dead bodies ; but he replied that they could
hear perfectly, though they could not answer. The
privilege of retaining consciousness, however, could
not be contined to the bodies of unbelievers ; those
of slain Muslims were presently found to retain
their freshness decades of years after their burial.
When they were exhumed, blood still flowed from
their wounds.
Whereas, then, with the pagans there were the

dead Ijody and the wraith, with the Muslims there
was yet a third representative of the being, the
inhabitant of Paradise or of Hell. The tradition

—

not without parallels in pagan beliefs—sometimes
thinks of the former as a bird, or at least as
possessed of wings. The diihculty of reconciling
resurrection and judgment with the immediate
entry into Paradise or Hell is usually got over l)y

the supposition that there is a foretaste of their final

fate in the case of both the pious and the wicked.
Al-Ghazali, in his classical treatise, more than sug-
gests that men enter their final state at death, and
that it is correct to say of a dead man that his

resurrection has come. In any case, he rejects the
supposition that death involves complete loss or

1 Kmb-al-Aghani, xvi. lOS.
2 Mas'udi, e<l. Barbier de Meynard, Paris, 1S61-77, iii. 328.
•* IbD Qutaiba, On Conjlicting Traditions, Cairo, 1326 A.H.,

p. 18«.

suspension of consciousness, and he is convinced
that the dead continue to take an interest in the
affairs of their relatives ; w hen a newcomer arrives,

he is met by his relatives, who wish to know what
the various members of the family are doing,
whether, e.g., the daughters are married. Com-
panions of the Prophet are said to have resisted

temptation through the fear of giving pain to their
departed relatives.' The apparent inconsistency
of these beliefs with Qur'anic texts {e.g. ' thou
canst not make the dead hear') is got over by
allegorical interpretation.

"

3. The popular belief.—The most oidinary fonn
in which communication with the dead is thought
to take place is in dreams ; and cases in which the
fate of the dead is revealed in this way are sup-
posed to have occurred in every century of Islam.
The poet Ferazdaq, who died in 110 A.H., seems to

have apjjeared to several persons after his death,
and assured them that he was saved ; though his

accounts of the reason were not perfectly con-
sistent.^ His rival Jarir was also seen, 'suspended,'
after his death. The free-thinker Abu'l-'Ala of

Ma'arra in the 5th cent. A.H. was seen after his

death, being devoured by two snakes.'' One of his

works contains a series of imaginary interviews
with various dead worthies, chiefly poets, who
explain why they were saved.* The persons most
frequently seen in dreams are prophets and saints.

In the year 586 A.H., Ibn'Arabi in Cordova had a
vision of all the prophets together, from Adam to
Muhammad ; but the only one among them who
addressed him was Hud.° Visions of the Prophet
Muhammad are specially welcome, because Satan
cannot take his form, and such an apparition must
be real.' One of the friends of the biographer
Yaqut saw the Prophet in a dream ; and, as the latter

spoke Persian, this anecdote appears to be true."

In the year 346 A.H. a man appeared at Baghdad
in the mosque that is ' between the stationers and
the goldsmiths ' ; he said he was the messenger of

the Prophet's daughter Fatima, who liad appeareil
to him in a dream, desiring that a dirge on her
sons should be chanted by a professional mourner,
whom she specified ; the congregation welcomed her
messenger, and offered him a gratuity, which he
declined.' When the famous traditionalist Ibn
'Asakir had delivered seven lectures on the virtues
of Abu Bakr (the first Khalif), and had then
stopped, the Khalif appeared to one of the audience
in a dream, mounted on a camel, to assure him
that the course would be continued.'" Visions of
'All and his sons are also common.

4. Beliefs connected 'with Sufiism.—It is recorded
that the I'ropliet was in the habit of visiting graves,
and this practice is recommended by Muslim theo-
logians as a religious exercise." The notion of
' visiting ' is so closely associated with the grave
that the latter is called in Turkish ' a visiting-

place.' Saints may, indeed, be visited either at

their actual tombs or at the places which they
frequented during their lives ; so the Sayyid Nefisa
is buried in Maragha, ' near the Long Grave in the
main street ' ; but she ' appears ' in the Cairene
sanctuary to which her afi'ections were attached.
Likewise Saj-yid Ahmad al-Rila'i has a tomb in

his home Uiiini 'Ubaida, and another in the desert

where he used to perform his devotions ; both

1 Thyd 'utUrn al-din, Cairo. 1306 A.H., iv. 305 ff.

2 Ilin Qutaiba, op. cit. pp. 186-191.
3 Kitab-ttl-AghaHi, xix. 45.
4 Letters of Abu'l-'Ald, ed. D. S. llargoliouth, Oxford, 1S9S,

p. 132, Arabic text.
5 Ri.';alat ol-GhMjran, published in 1908 ; excerpted bv R. A.

Nicholson, in JRAS, 1902.
6 Fu^uf al-hikam, Cairo, 1309 A.n., p. 191.
7 Al-Ghazali, Ihl/d Itl-'ulum, iv. 395.
8 Diet. 0/ Learned Men, ed. D. S. Margoliouth, London, 1910,

iii. 40.

8 It. V. 240. lO lb. V. 144. " Hariri, Maqamd. xi.
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tombs are visited, but it is only in the latter that
the visitor feels awe and terror. '

The theory •which, as we have seen, took
shape in the early daj's of Islam, that the bodies of

saints and martyrs retained their vital powers,
beiaiue with many Sufis something' like a dogma.
'I have seen,' says one of these writers, 'four
shaikhs who have the same lontrol of their actions
in their graves as they had when alive: 'Abd al-

Qiidir al-Jiliini, Ma'nU alKarkhi,' and two others
less celebrated." Soniedetailsof this belief are f^iven

in the mystical encyclop;edia of Ibn'.Arabi (d. 638
A.H.).' A saint was being buried, and the per.son

burying him took the winilingsheet oil the face of
the corpse and let the cheek touch the dust ; the
saint opened his eyes and said, ' Wouldst thou
humiliate me before Him who hath exalted me?'
Ibn 'ArabI declares that he bad himself witnessed
a similar event in the case of his friend Abdallah al-

^abashi ; the layer-out was, in consequence, afraid
to wash the corpse, but the <lead saint commanded
him to continue. The life of these saints in their
graves is, Ibn'Arabi says, 'psj'chic,' i.e. confined
to praising God ; hence their oratories after their
deaths must not be used for any imi>roper purpose.
When a man in an impure state entereif the oratory
of the dead saint Aba Yazid Bistann, bis clothes
took fire. Similarly, when some lads did mischief
near the grave of Abu Said, the saint called out to

them to sliop.'' The remains of such saints continue
to do after deatli what they did in their lifetime

;

one of them had petitioned to be allowed to pray in

liis grave after death, and he was seen doing so.

In such a case, one who looks at the face of the
dead would doubt whether he were alive or not

;

only he has ceased to breathe, and his pulse has
ceased to beat. This was the case with Ibn 'Arabi's

father, wiio had foretold the daj' of his deatli liftcen

days before its occurrence. ' When we buried
him, we were in doubt whether he were alive or
dead.'
The writer who tells the most extravai;.aiit storiea of this sort

is the Eg^-plian mjstie Sha'rani, of the loth cent. A.n., who has
i-ccounted in a lengtiiy treatise God's favours towards liini.-''

Une of these wa.s the facility with which he could hold intercourse
with detid saints. This, he says, was owing to the courtesy with
which he treated them when he visited their tonilis, and kin deal,
iiifj with them an though they were alive. The experiences
which he proceeds to record are certainly remarkable. lie had
omitted to visit the tomb of SLjifl'i, founder of one of the l.aw-

schools; Shafi"i(who had been dead seven centuries) appeared
to him in a dream, complainingof this ne^rlect, and saying that he
was imprisoned in his tomb and required the summons of a
pious man (to enable him to leave it]. After vainly asking leave
to delay his visit till the next day, Sha'rani left the house where
he was staying, and hastened to the tomb, which is in the nei;yh.

bourhood of Cairo. Before he got there he was met bv ShUfi'i,

who took him to the top of the cupola, and there entertaint-d

him with a meal of white bread, cheese, and melon of a sort just
then introduced into Egypt. On another occasion Sh.ali'i ex-
tended the invitation to the whole of Sha'r.anfs family, and
appears to have entertained him and his daughters (whose
names he gives) for some time in the mausoleum. When one of
Sha'rani'sfrieuds expressed some scepticism as to this intercourse
with Shiifri, the latter appeared in a dream to the friend, who
was convinced and ajjologized. Sometimes the ghostly visitor

consented to partake of food, and sometimes, having promised
entertainment, he got living persons to provide it in his pla<5e.

Occasionally .Sha'rani, when calling', failed to find his {iiiostly

friends at home. This was the case when he visited the tomb of
the 9ufi poet Ibn aI-Fari(J, who appeared the followinj^ ni^'bt, in

a dream, to apoloirize for his absence. Another saint on whom
he called ha<l left his tomb to attend a battle in Rhodes.

S. Muslim criticism of these narratives.—The
degree of credence v.hieh attaches to these stories

natur.illy varies with the intellectual calilire of
individuals. Some criticism is thoroughly rational-
istic ; so the commentator on al-Ghazali.s work, in

reference to the tradition that whoever sees the
Prophet in a dream sees his real self, points out
that this would imply that the Prophet could

> Sharfini, Aafa' if al-Mirum, Cairo, 132! A.n., ii. 11.
2 .\1 Shasanufi, Bahjat al-Asrnr, Cairo, 1301, p. 63.
3 Mec-an HeKlatiow, Cairo, 1283, i. 2SS.
J Maihani. A»rttr atTaufiid, Petersburg, 1809, p. 484.
5i,a(<i' i/al-ilinan, ii. 10.

appear in a dream only to one person at a time,
that he must apjiear as he looked at the time of his

death, and that the grave at Medina must be
empty on these occasions. Probably many Muslims
would agree with the views expressed by Ibn
Taimiyya (d. 72.S A.H.)' in his treatment of the
whole subject of apparitions—the occurrence of
which he by no means denies. Muslims, he says,
visit the tombs of those whom they reverence, ami
oec.a.sion,ally the visitor sees the tomb unclose, while
some one in the form of the dead .saint comes out or
goes in, riding or walking. The visitor ordinarily
suppo.ses the ajiparition to be the dead saint liiiii-

self ; but, of course, it is a demon, Avho has taken
the dead saint's form. Similarly it often happens
that after a man's death some one in his form
comes and talks to the living, pays his debts,
returns his deposits, and gives an account of the
state of the dead. Peojile think (not unreasonably)
tli.at the apparition is the dead man himself, but
they are mistaken ; the apparitiim is a demon. So
there are cases iu which, when the corpse is carried
to the grave, a hand is stretched out under the
bier and put into that of the dead man's son.
Sometimes a dying saint saj's, ' Let no one wash
my body after my death ; I myself will come from
such and such a quarter and discharge that duty
myself ' ; after the death a figure appears in the
air and washes the corpse. The person who has
received the charge supposes the figure to be
the deceased ; in reality it is a demon. Sometimes
the pious visitor to the grave of the prophet or
saint sees (as he thinks) the projihet or saint come
out and embrace or salute him ; the visitor asks
questions of the dead, and receives a reply from
some one whom he sees or perhaps only hears. At
times, without visiting the grave, he sees in the
waking state persons riding or on foot, and is told
that they are prophets, e.g. Abraham, Jesus, or
Muhammad, and saints, e.g. Aim Bakr, Omar, or
one of the Apostle.s. Ibn Taimiyya adds tliat he
has known cases in which a Muslim has invoked
some shaikh who was absent or dead, and has seen
him come and help him. In all these cases the
apparition is ailemon. If the per.son invoked from
a distance is living, he often knows nothing of the
experience; when, as is occasionally the case, he
shares it, the demons must have wrought a dimble
illusion. The author attests most of these eases
from his personal experience, and adds that pagan
countries like India are their usual location. So
far from regarding them as a sign of God's favour,
he thinks that those who are thus exposed to the
deception of the denums must have brought the
misfortune on themselves by invoking others Ije-

sidestJod.

6. Attitude of modern Islamic theology towards
them.—Itefoniicd Islam, as represented by ihr
Caireiie Munri,-, would apparently swee]) away all

these beliefs, which it suppo.ses to be encouraged
chieny by the keepers of the tombs, who derive a
rich harvest from the votive offerings and fees

brought by the visitors.' The treatment of the
subject by an orthodox writer, the Saj-yiil Taufiq
al-I5akri, head of the Sufi communities in Egypt,
in his manual for the guidance of his co-religionists,^

represents a slight advance on .Sha'nini. In the
chapter on the visitation of tombs he quotes
(apparently with approval) traditions to the effect

that, whenever a man, passingby atomb, s.alutes its

inmate, the latter returns the greeting ; that one
of the blest wius seen in a dream two years after his

death, and stated that every Friday night and
morning [with the Muslims the day begins at
sunset] he and his ('onipanions met at the residence

1 Al-Jaimb al!}ahih,0>.\xo, lOOii, i. 32S).
- ilam'ir, Cairo I'siO A.II., p. S3".
3 Al I'alim rral-lnhad, Cairo, about 1005.
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of one of tlieir number ami made inquiries about
their living friends. ' Your bodies or your souls ?

'

asked the dreamer. ' Our bodies,' was the reply,
' have perislied ; so, of course, it is a meeting of
our so\fls.' The dreainer went on to ask, ' Wlicn
we visit yon, do j'ou know of it ?' The reply was,
' Yes, on Friday evening and the whole of the day,
and on Saturday till sunrise.' Another tradition
extends the period of consciousness to the day
before and the day after the Friday.
IdlBRATURE.—This is given in tlie article.

D. S. IM.4KG0LI0UTH.
COMMUNION WITH THE DEAD (Persian).—Among the I'arsis no magical or mantic com-

munion with the dead is observed, the feeding and
clothing of the dead during the Hamttsjmthnuic-
daya (the festival in honour of the Fravashis [see
vol. i. p. 4.54 f.]) being a purely animistic ofi'ering
to the deceased members of the family. In the
official rites of the Avesta, however, we ftnd several
practices of communion with the dead, viz. the
Afrinmn, the ceremony practised in the houses
immediately after a decease ; and the Srosh Darun,
the following ceremony in the temple. Both of
them serve the purpose partly of cleansing the
house and the community from the defilement of
death, partly—and more "particularly—of helping
and strengthening the .soul of the deceased on his
dangerous journey to the other world and before
the judges who decide the fate of the dead.
The Afrhigan is celebrated in the evening, from

the lighting of the stars until midnight, by the
two priests (the zot and the raspi), the elements of
the cult being water, flowers, and fruits, and,
above all, the sacred fire. The two priests place
themselves one opposite the other, and sing the
prayers and the confessions, known as Ahuna
vairi/a {Yastia xxvii. 13), Ashem vohu (Yasna
xxvii. 14), and Fravarane ( Yasna xi. 16). The hymn
used on this occasion is the Dahma afritUh :

' the
blessing of the righteous' {Yasna Ix.). Moreover,
the daily prayers, the flahs, are said as usual five
times in the day ; only they are now preceded by the
Srosh-baj (see Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta, Paris,

1892-93, ii. 6SG 11'.), the adoration of Sraosha (the
angel of death, the p.sychoponipos of Persian mytho-
logy), and followed by the P<det (cf. Darmesteter,
iii. 16711'.), the confe.s.sion of sin, as a strengthen-
ing of the soul, and an amends for the deceased's
want oi piety and righteousness in his lifetime.

The festival in the temple {Srosh Dariln) has
as its sacramental clement the consecrated bread
(draona), a loaf being presented to Sraosha and
then broken and eaten by the zot at the culmi-
nation of the service. From this sacred bread tlie

whole festival has derived its name, Srush Darun.
On the afternoon of the thii-d day the family and
their friends assemble with the priest to celebrate
a final festival, where, in addition to the daily
prayers and the confessions of sin, vows are made
in honour of the deceased, and alms and legacies
are usually promised. Tlie deceased, if he was
a wealthy man, would also leave property for the
poor, the amount of which is announced on the
same occasion. The festival is concluded on the
fourth day at dawn. This last moment is of

the highest importance : now the fate of the soul
is to be decided on the Chinvat Bridge (the bridge
of judgment), and all the forces of prayer must be
put forth to sustain him in the moment of judgment.
Therefore, the prayers of the preceding days are
repeated and supplied with four nfnngdns, the last
of which is addressed to Sraosha ; finally, a draona
is ottered to him and to the Fravashis, the genii of
the dead. This concludes the ritual of the cere-

mony, which is followed by a merry and abundant
feast. Sheep are killed, and their fat is thrown
into the fire before the eating of the flesh ; the
priests and the poor are given clothes and money.
Arrived in heaven—thanks to this assistance—or
in hell—in spite of it—the soul is left to itself

without further communion with the liWng, the
ideas and the customs of the cult of the Fravashis
belonging to quite another sphere of popular belief.

LiTEEATUEE.—J. Darmesteter, I.e Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1892-
1893, ii. Uli-154, 6S6 fl. ; J. J. Modi, ' The Funeral Ceremonies of
the Parsees, their Origin and Explanation,' JASB, ii. No. 7.

Ed. Lehmann.
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American (H. B. Alexander), p. 740.
Babylonian (A. Jekemias), p. 745.
Celtic (E. Anwyl), p. 747.
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Christian (D. Stone and D. C. Simpson), p. 752.
Egyptian (W. M. Flinders Petrie), p. 760.
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COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Intro-
ductory).—Throughout the whole history of
communion with deity a distinction is traceable
between direct and indirect (or mediated) com-
munion. The medium maj' be a person (occa-
sionally an animal) or a thing. The former cate-
gory includes ecstatics, heroes, prophets, revealers,
saviours, and saints ; the latter is represented by
organizations like the kingship or the priest-
hood, and by various institutions, rites, sacrifices,
and ceremonies, or by a church. A strong tendency
IS found in the great mass of religions to concen-
trate communion with deity upon the mediator.
Especially at the primitive stage deity and
mediator are readily confounded, for primitive
man does not draw any clear distinction between
deity and one who has a real communion with
deity. Either deity is more or less consciously
apprehended as an impersonal mysterious Power
present in animals, men, souls, and things ; or aman (or an animal, or a thing) is possessed by one

Greek and Roman (J. '\V. Duff), p. 763.
Hebrew (G. A. Barton), p. 771.
Hindu.—See Bhakti-Marga.
Japanese (M. Revon), p. 774.

Jewish.—See ' Hebrew.'
Muslim (R. A. Nicholson), p. 775.
Parsi (N. Soderblom), p. 776.
Vedic—See Vedic Religion.

of the Powers, i.e. by a certain spirit or soul or
god. The possession may be occasional (in trance),
or perpetual (during the lifetime or after death), or
the subject of it may even be an incarnation of
a particular deity—for example, the Egyptian
Apis, the avatdras of Vishnu, the inuxms of
Shi'ism, the Dalai Lama, incarnation of Avalo-
kitesvara, etc. The man full of mana {q.v.), or in

communion—the magician, the king, the priest,

the mystic, the wall ('the intimate friend' of
God, exalted in Muhammadan worship above the
Prophet), the saint, or the incarnation—receives
cult as a living god. The Divine man may be
worshipped during his lifetime as well as after
death. In many cases his intimate communion
Avith deity, i.e. his being penetrated with power or
divinity, is discovered or duly testified only after
death. It maybe that only his soul after "death,
not himself during his lifetime, is provided with
mana or deity. The Church beatifies only after
death ; in some cases the sanctitude (i.e. com-
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iiiunion witli deity, and state of being tilled with
mysterious power [see Iloi.lNKSS]), is exercised

fully only by tlie dead (as, for instance, in the

process of the beatification of .Joan of Arc, healing
wonders wrought by lier in our time were con-

sidered to be especially convincing). The risen

Christ is mightier than the Jesus who walked on
earth. No more important step was ever taken in

the development of religion than the introduction,

already in the primitive stage, of the cult of heroes
(^.i'.), in which two motives prevail: the recog-

nition of special communion with deity, i.e. of

wonderful, supernatural, Divine power, in the
living or in the dead (revelation [<j.v.] in lower and
higher .sense), and the need of liaving divinity near
and pali)able in human history (Osiris, Adonis,
Attis, llerakles, Krishna, and Kama were suppo.sed

to have been men before becoming gods). Hence
communion with deity may coincide w itli having
Divine character—from primitive religiim, which
worships one supposed to have first-hand relations

with deity, to historical Christianity, where Christ

is at the same time the man in full communion
with God and the revealer of God, God in human
shape, the object of worship (' he that hath seen me
hatli seen the Father' [Jn 14"] ; ef. Buddha :

' who
sees me, sees the dhaniuta '), and claiming also the
fulrilment of ethical duties (Mt25''°; cf. Buddha:
' Who.soever would wait upon me, let him wait
upon the sick ').

Communion with deity has three main forms,
roughly corresponding to three stages of develop-

ment : (1) individual (private), {'!) institutional

(.social), and (3) personal.

1. Individual communion.—Physical abnormali-
ties, particularly trance, are supposed to prove
special communion with deity. These signs of

communion may come spontaneously (either occa-

sionally or as a permanent quality) or may be

produced by austerities ((^.u.), or by means such
as narcotics, frantic dancing, crystal-gazing, etc.

The ' supernatural,' ecstatic aptitudes are some-
times so strictly required, that the magician or

priest is no longer recognized, or may even be
killed, if he loses them. Communion with deity

becomes an institution, and its representatives

belong to the social order as kings or magicians or

priests, with a developed system of lucparation and
inauguration. But, alongside this institutional

magic or religion, private magical practice survives,

especially (but not only) as sorceiy (black magic),

which is not only individualistic, not socially

organized, but even anti-social, operating for inal-

elicent |)urposes against members of the same
blood (tribe).

2. Institutional and social communion.—This is

managed by magicians, divine rulers, priests, or

kings (sometimes without any official priesthood,

as in China, ancient Sweden, etc.), and consists in

various rites—ritual dances, ceremonies, panto-

mimes, uiy.steries—intended for special purposes in

order to secure food, rain, fire, fertility, success in

hunting, or in war, etc., or for general welfare.

At a primitive stage this is sometimes (e.q. with
the Australians) scarcelj- regarded as communion
with a specific divinity or divinities, yet the All-

Fathers and the mythical beings fill an important
role in these rites, while at a more developed stage

the rites have a close connexion with chthonie

or heavenly I'owers.

A special world-wide commerce with deity con-

sists in a wedding with the god, in or outside the
temple, or in a mysterious receiving of his seed
(witnessed to by phallic symbols, myths, and
liturgies all over the world, highly elaborated, e.ri.

in ancient Egyptian mysticism). The idea of this

unio sponsalis still survives in pious language long
after the abolition of the rites in question :

' Come
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into me, Lord Hermes, as the fetus into the bo.som
of the woman' (Kenyon, Greek Pup. Brit. Mus.
p. UG). Another cognate, very wide-spread, form
of communion is that in which the pupil die.i and
is re-horn to a new life. This is exemplified, anion"
primitive peoples, in Africa and elsewhere, and
HI ancient Greece (Tra\iyyevi<rla), the ' twice-born

'

Brahmans, etc.

Hacrijice (q.v.) constitutes a real intercourse with
divinity : (a) through presents (from a tobacco-
leaf to hecatombs and the firstborn son) and
presents in return

—

do nt des, a kind of bargain ;

(6) in order to produce a mysterious increase of the
vitality (of the divinity of life, and therewith) of

the clan, of the tribe, of the family, of the city, of

the State—hanging of sacrifices in holy trees,

hanging of skulls of killed enemies in the club-

house or the community-hall, the killing of aged
kings, etc. ; (t) as a communion by means of a
divine sacrifice, generally eaten as a sacramental-
sacrificial meal—ancient Arabs, the Baccha>, the
eating of bread made from the last sheaf, bread
representing the Great Mother, Tlaloc, etc., the
eating of tlie colos.sal dough image of Huitzilo-

pochtli, holy intoxicating drinks, mead, soma-
haoma, milk, (papiiaKov adavaala^, etc. ; (rf) as a way
of acquiring supernatural powers through the ap-

proaching of deity by means of a victim or through
the magical subduing of the divinitj' (Brahmanic
ritual, Tantrism) ; or (e) as an exercise and educa-
tion in good manners and in human dignity,

through the oflerings of food, clothes, perfumes,
etc., and through the ob.serving of the rules of

respectful conduct vis-a-vis the great forefathers

and towards the divinities. This moral conception
of sacrifice appears to the jiresent writer to be
a special feature of Chinese worship, an idea
independently worked out in the Li-ki and later

Chinese works on ritual. Everywhere the rites

(sacrifices, etc. ) are accom])anii'd bj* sacred /6)-»iw/«,

which also may operate or inlluence the gods with-
out rites.

Ascetic means are used as a preparation for com-
munion with deity, and thus belong, to a greater
or lesser extent, to the mysteries and initiations

into manhood, priesthood, war, etc., as well as

to sacrifice, and also to the accjuiring of super-

natural knowledge ; but they may also be organized
as a special form of holy life (yogis, h-amanas,
bhiksus, Orjihic life, Cynics, eremites, monks,
dervishes, pilgrims, etc.), imidying a nearer rela-

tion to deit}-, and acquisition of Divine power and
of superhuman insight (see ASCETICISM, ASRAMA,
AUSTKIUTIES).

3. Personal communion.—The cravings of a
humanitj' ethically and spiritually more developed,

not being satisfied with institutional communion,
reject it (e.g. the heterodox Indian beggar-orders,

Heraclitus, Theophrastus, etc.), or give it, more or

less consciously, a secondary place after personal

communion (the Upanishads, the Bhagavad-Gltd,
Socrates, Plato, the Stoics, OT prophets). Of
course, personal intercourse with deity may also find

place in institutional communion. When sacrifices

cease (a) because there is no longer a god to whom
to Bacrilice (Jainism, Buddhism, etc.), (b) because

there is no longer a [iroper place for sacrifice

(Judai.sm after A.D. 7U), (r) because the sacrifice

has been made once for all (Ep. to the Hebrews,

evangelical Christianity), or (d) when piety is not

satisfied with that kind of communion (Upanishads,

Lao-tse, the prophets, Orpbism, etc.), mayer [q.v.)

does not cease, but emancipates itself from the

rites. Among primitive peoples (Melanesians[Cod-

rington], t^ueensland [Both], Bushmen [Orpen],

etc.) in need, before going to sleep, and on other

occa.si(ms, mightier beings (totems, All-Fathers,

divinities) are invoked in quite impulsive words or
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cries, wliic/i arc not siip/w.ird h;/ ihcm to belong to
their ' religion,' i.e. to tlie holy social rites. I'rayer,
indeed, seems to be older tlian sacrifice (accord-
ing to K. Jo.se ben K. Chanina [Berak. 20 b], tlic

patriurclis instituted prayer, the rabbis added
sacrifice). At a higher stage, such personal out-
bursts in a finer form have found place in the great
collections of praj'ers and hymns for institutional
worship (Rigveda, the Gathas, the Psalms). In-
vocations or utterances of an intimate personal
kind may be repeated countless times in institu-
tional communion—accompanying sacrifice, the
putting on of the holy cord, or other rites—without
any apjireliension of their content (in some of the
great religions without even understanding the
language), until they are reclaimed for personal
communion. The inward, personal element in the
intercourse with God then becomes so predominant
that special honour is accorded to oratio nientalis.
Where an intensely immanent conception of deity
obscures the Divine transcendence, and where
pantheistic tendencies prevail, prayer passes into
intellectual contemplation and illumination, an
intuition without seeing anything but the Self
{BrhadCiranyaka Upan. iv. 3. 23 tt'. ; the Sufi :

' I

am God '

; Eckhart :
' the soul becomes God'). For

prayer Buddhism substitutes dhymut, ' contempla-
tion,' the effect of which corresponds, to a certain
extent (as comfort, help, inward peace and com-
posure, the finding of expedients in difficulties,

etc.), to the hearing of prayer in Christianity.
Dramatic tension and dualistic power in com-
munion with deity belong to the theistic religions,
where this communion and the whole spiritual life

show an incomparably richer history than else-
where. This is reflected in the Psalter and in the
stream of prayer issuing from the Jewish prayer-
book, whose characteristic is free spontaneity.
Where legalistic, and consequently deistic, piety
prevails, e.gi. in modem Parsiism, free prayer
without fi.xed words is unknown. A form of
communion peculiar to synagogal Judaism and
Christianity is congregational worship {i.e. col-
lective personal communion). This was adopted
by some of the eclectic religions of the Roman
Empire, and has been introduced into India by the
Brahma Samaj (q.v.).

Communion has a somewhat different shape in
the two main types of highest religion, correspond-
ing to the two kinds of 'Slysticisru {q. v. ) ; the one
originating chiefly in the sense of the Infinite, the
other in the longing for the Ideal and in the .striv-
ing for transformation ; the one ultimately directed
towards an impersonal goal, the other emphasizing
personality.

(1) The former is chiefly represented by the two
religious movements of universal scope in India
and in Greece. («) The Pantheism of Yajfiavalkya
and the Upanishads was continued in Brahmanism
and Buddhism (except the religion inlluenced by
bhaldi), and (h) Orphism mingled with Dionysiac
religion, and, appearing in a new, purified, and sub-
limated form as Platonism, gave rise to Neo-Plat-
onic Mysticism. This last was propagated, through
Syrian mediation (Dionysius the Areopagite),
throughout the West and the East, and modelled
Christian Mysticism and Persian Stiflism (q.v.),
but was seldom rigorously carried out. Already
Plotinus had inconsistently applied to the One
the positive quality of Goodness ; and the more
consequent theory of negative impersonality in tlie
Godhead, e.g. with Eclchart ('goodness is oidy
a vestment for God, covering His true hidden
essence '), was counterbalanced by actual practice.

(2) Lao-tse, Zaratluistra, ancl Socrates show
ditTerently conditioned types of another Mysticism,
rius IS still more clearly and thoroughly carried
out where the overwhelming sense of God's activity I

and holiness prevails, i.e. with iloses and the
piophets, Christ, St. Paul, St. Augustine, St.
Birgitta, Luther, Bunyan, and others.
These two kinds of communion with deity are

intermingled and graduated in manifold ways in
real religion, but the difierence coincides ulti-
mately with the difference between acosmic
salvation and prophetic, or revealed, religion.
The communion with deity differs (a) as to the
place accorded by religion (salvation) to the ethical
standard aimed at or recognized in both kinds of
higher religion, the ethical duties and ideals being
considered on the one hand (a) as only a preparation
or means (vita purgativa) to real communion (vita
contemplativa), and (ji) as a criterion of the sound-
ness of the mystical experience, or, on the other
hand, as the practice (accomplishment, realizing) of
communion with God. (h) History is in the former
case indiflerent or troublesome to jiiety ; in the
latter it represents God's dealings with humanity,
and constitutes the basis of communion with Hiin.
(t) On the one side is a lofty detachment and
aloofness ('Abgeschiedenheit ist mehr als Liebe'
[Eckhart]), idtimately raised above every kind of
authority ; on the other, an emphasizing of personal
and moral authority, (d) On the one side there is

exaltation of unio substantialis (in its original
sense [the Lutheran scholastics of the 17th cent,
used it in another sense] of real, personal com-
munion in opposition to accidental, impersonal
communication of gifts and capacities) and of tano
sponsalis ; on the other side is unio Jilialis at the
top of the scale. On the one side there is a higher
a|)preciation of ecstatic states of mind (without
despising the moral duties) ; on the other side, a
higher appreciation of trust and of unaflected self-

forgetfulness in the presence of the gi'eat tasks of
life, the beauty of the ideal, and the great works of
God (without despising the important role played
by ecstatic experiences in the history of revelation).
The dread of mere feeling and the exaltation of
conscience and of moral independence may give to
this kind of communion a certain sternness (Amos,
Calvinism, Jansenism, Kantianism), which, how-
ever, is not essential to the type (Hosea, St. Paul,
St. Augustine, Luther), (e) The gulf to be bridged
by communion is considered bj' the former tyi^e
mainly as a gulf between the finite and the Infinite,
between temporal succession and change, and time-
less contemplation and eternity, between com-
plexity and One-ness ; on the other side, between
what IS and what should be, between sinful man
and Holy God. Sin (q.v.), disturbing the com-
munion, is first considered as a transgression of
the rules of institutional religion ; and the con-
sciousness of guilt, so emphatically attested by
some hymns to Varuna in the Veda, and especially
by the Assyr.-Bab. and the Hebrew psalms,
emanates from this underlying reasoning, expressed
or latent; one is visited with disaster or sickness,
therefore God is angry, therefore one has sinned,
therefore one must implore mercy and do penance.
A more intimate sense of guilt, originating in a
high ideal, not in unhappiness or psychological
uneasiness, is manifest in some of the Hebrew
psalms; in later J udaism and in Christianity; in
Platonism and with the Stoics ; in India, at least
from Ramanuja, perhaps earlier with Mauikka-
vasagar.

Intellectual mysticism has been accompanied by
the bride-mysticism as a reaction, a marked oppo-
sition (India), or rather as a complement (Christian
mysticism, Suflism). In India the bhakti-mdrga
(q.v.), 'the ^\ay of afl'ection (faith),' as opposed or
added to the jiidna-marga, ' the way of know-
ledge,' is attested by Buddhist works of the ith
cent. B.C., and by the Bkagavad-Gdu, at least for
the 3rd cent. B.C., but it is probably older. In
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C'liristiiinity the spiritual expeneiices expressed in

tlic terveiit lanf;uaj.'e of the Song of Soiijjs, already

used in the early Church, e.g. by St. Jerome, Imt
taking a new start and iiuporta)ice through St.

Bernard (q.v.), are intermingled with, or separated

from, tlie (dassioal expressions of intelleetualistic,

Areopagitic mystici.sm. The live ' llavours,' or

degrees, of bhalcti {e.g. according to Chaitanya of

the 16th cent.)—jiuiet contemplation of deity (or

resignation) ; active service of deity (or obedience)

;

personal friendship ; lilial, tender attachment

;

and, at the top, |>assionat3 love as that of a bride

for her lover—have niainlj' the same content and
pursue the same end as Bernhardian or Herrnhutic
mysticism. In sjiite of the striking (jillerence in

temperament and language between a Saiikara and
a Chaitanya, or between a Spinoza and a Zinzendorf
(or a .Jalal-al-Din Rami), the bride-mysticism also

implies in its fultilment a complete fusion, obliter-

ating personality, without a distinction between an
'I' and a 'Thou.' But in bhakti-mdrga (Kamannja,
Tulasi Dasa), as well as in Christian bride-

symbolism, the symbol of lovers may develop in

the same direction of siiiritual and personal relations

rather than in that of passionate sensual fusion
;

both bhiikli and Western bridal symbolism may
approach the classical meaning of TrisTi^, ' faith.'

Communion with deity is a mystery. Among
primitive peoples, women and children, as a rule,

nave no access to the mysteries of the tribe.

Beside the official holy rites of the natural social

bodies, there abound, especially in Polynesia,

Melanesia, and Africa, secret societies, to which
sjiecial inauguration gives admittance. [No one
except the priest or king may enter the adyto.i

of the temple. The sacrifice {e.g. in Israel,

and in Brahmanism), is suiToimded with pre-

scriptions indicating the mysterious character of

the comnmnion eft'ected or maintained by means
of a victim.] The distingniishing of quite a

number of ditlerent degrees of communion, made
by j)iimitive secret societies, has been further

developed, as to institutional communion, in the

mystical religions of the Roman Empire, in the

great theosophic systems (of Valentinus, of Mani,

etc.), and in the ascetic orders of India, Chris-

tianity, and Islam, and was retained in a simplified

form by early Christianity. The same process, as

to [lersonal religion, is seen in the ladder of mystic

states and perfections worked out independently

by Indian and Neo-Platonic psychology, and in

the compound of Neo- Platonic influence and
Hicrana-mysticism found in later .Sufiisni. In

evangelical religion the sanw tendency has created

(a) the conception of ordu salulis as a series of

pious degrees, and (6) in New Kngland revivalism,

a rational and experimental method of prayer and
the training of souls (continued, as it were, without

the practical aim and without the underlying
dogmatics, by the nimlern North American psy-

chological research into religion) ; but a dill'erentia-

tion of a series of esoteric religious stages is foreign

to the spirit of pronhetic religion and evangelical

Christianity, which in its most genuine forms

lacks methodical psychological training, virtuositi,

and uniformity, but gives more scope for personal

peculiarities and diliorent vocation.s. Hence ari.ses

the apparently contr.adictory result that the com-

munion with deity in ascetic and acosmic mysticism

(in India and the West), which has occupied itself

so eagerly with psychology, and which has elabor-

ated line progressive psychological methods of the

utmost experimental acuteness (and which, in

Buddhism, has become mere self-salvation by
means of psychology, without a deity), shows less

originality and variety as to the psychological

material for .solving the problem of personal com-
munion with deity than prophetic or revealed

religion, which lays more stress upon the history

of revelation than upon the states of mind. The
heroes of personal religion, from the Bible onwards,
oU'cr a more fruitful licld lor the psychology of

religion than the psychological tracts of Indian
or Western mysticism, and the psychological
statistics of average pious men and women. Com-
munion with deity is regarded also in the Bible as

a mj'stery, which lies, however, less in a certain

spiritual state than in the revealed will oi Cod
(1 Co 4', Ro U==, Col 2», Kph 1"; to the pres.'ut

writer it is by no means evident tliat the Miw'i/J""'

of Mk -1" does not emanate from Christ Himself).

Communion with deity is a mystery, because it

i^ nut the work of man. The distinction between
Cod-made (spontaneous) and self-ma<le communion
and experiences is not confined (as Robertson
Smith [OTJC-, p. '297 n.] thought) to the OT pro-

phets, altl'.ougli it is .seen more strikingly in them
because of their uniiiue sense of (!od as activity

and as living power. The Kdthakopan isad (ii. 23)

declares :
' Only the one he (Cdman) chooses, can

understand him.' Socrates distinguished his own
conclusions and ideas from the hints of the
dttimonion. In the Egypto-HcUenistic Hermes-
religion we read : 'One cannot teach it, only God
can awake it in the heart' (of. the Shepherd of

Hennas, Mand. 11); Plotinus, in his spiritual

chastity and completeness the gi'eatest of the
mystics of the Infinite, declared :

' The lieggar

keeps waiting as near as he can to the door of

the rich ; perhaps the rich will open and give him
an alms, perhaps once, perhaps twice ; that is good
fortune, not a work of his own ' (and other pass-

ages) ; and St. Augustine's mother {Cunf. vi. 13)

and all the great Christian mystics have made the

same distinction. At the same time, it is claimed

that real communion with the true divinity de-

pends upon the sinj-eritij of the vill and intention

{Bhag/ivnd-Oitd : 'true bhakti is aildressed to the

true God, whatever name it gives him '
; Luther ;

'.Vs your trust is, so is your God, right trust makes
right God, wrong trust makes an idol'; Kierke-

gaard :
'A heathen who heartily and ardent ly prays

to an idol prays in reality to the true God, but

he who oiitwardly and impersonally prays to the

true God in reality praj'S to an idol).
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COMMUNION WITH DEITY (American).
— I. It is not until synibolization has proceeded so

far that the distinction of seen and unseen world is

clearly realized, until there is felt to be a gap lie-

tween the passive tangible and the active intangible
nature of things, tliat we can accurately speak of
' communion ' with a lordlier world. To be sure,

in the early stage there are all the germs of religi-

ous communion. There are cherishings, oflerings,

propitiations, pleas addressed to objects vaguely
felt to be potent in man's destinies, the beginnings
of sacrifice, penance, and prayer ; but as yet there
is no science of intercourse with a higher reality,

for as yet the severance of this from the world of

everyday contacts is not felt. Life is still on a
sensuous basis, and the ideal world which makes
relii;ion possible is in process of creation.
Most of the American Indian peoples had already

reached the higher stage when the white man
came. They had learned to conceive of a Divine
world interlocking with and dominating the human,
however grotesquely it was blazoned by the imagi-
nation. But with few or none of them was the
idealism thorough enough to make the distinction
of worlds systematic; in whole areas of experience,
primitive, instinctive Animism prevailed. Hence
it is that we find everywhere in Indian rite the
dominance of magic. For magic is a form not of

communion in the strict sense, but of compulsion,
and it tends to maintain itself in connexion with
the less personalizing, more naive notions of Nature-
powers ; it is dii-ected to the control not of deities,

endowed with independent wills, but of those irre-

sponsible Nature-forces which, if they are personi-
fied at all, are regarded as mere genii, slaves of
the lamp or of the seal, and are counted in groups
and kinds rather than as individuals. Magic is

essentially a vast extension of the principle of
identity ; its universal formula is similia similibus,
' like affects like. ' The Indian warrior who adorned
his body with painted charms believed that he was
thereby compelling to his aid the powers of Nature
so symbolized ; the dance in which he fore-repre-
sented the fall of his enemy laid a kind of obliga-
tion upon his god to fulfil its promise ; the song in
which he called down maledictions robbed his foe
of strength by its very naming of weakness. The
Huancas made tambours of the skins of slain foes,

the beating of which was to put their enemies to
flight ; the Indians of Cuzco lighted fires on clear
nights, in the belief that the smoke might act as
clouds to prevent frost ; the Sioux medicine-man
made an image of the animal or other object which
he regarded as the cause of disease, and then burned
it, thus symbolically curing his patient ; and cer-
tain tribes of the North-West are said to have
made images of the children they wished to have,
believing that the fondling of these images would
encourage the coming of real children. Perhaps
the clearest illustration of the primitive inability to
separate the destinies of like things is to be found
in the mandate of a prophet to the Ojibwas :

' The fire must never be suffered to go out in your lod^je.
Summer and winter, day and night, in the storm, or when it is

calm, you must remember that the life in your body and the
fire in your lodge are the same and of the same date. It \t.u
suffer your fire to be extinguished, at that moment your life

n-ill be at its end ' (K RBEW, pt. 2 (1906J, p. 678).

Thus the symbol seemed to give man control
over potencies other than his own, and so released
him from his primitive servitude to helpless fear

;

he had but to find out the secret signs of nature to
command her inmost forces. But all this is magic

;

it is not worship. Comnmnion with gods—prayer
and its response, sacrifice and its rewards, partici-

pation in Divine knowledge, sacramental blessings
—is very different from compulsion of Nature-
powers by the magic of mimicry.
And yet the ritual of worship plainly springs

from the ritual of magic. Magic tends to cling to
the lower and less clearly personified conceptions
of super-nature ; but, just as animistic elements
persist into mystic thinking, so do the principles
of magic persist in higher rites. Probably the
only sure criterion of the transition from magic to

worship, from compulsion to communion, is degree
of personification ; where man conceives a power
as a person, capable of exercising intelligent will

(as the Iroquoian ongwe, 'man-being'), he uncon-
sciously comes to assume towards it the mental
attitude which marks his intercourse with his own
kind—the attitude of question and answer, gift

and reward, service and mastership.
That the m.agic of resemblance permeates primi-

tive theories of worship is sufficiently shown bj'

the wide use of mummery in feasts of the gods.
This was especially characteristic of ancient
Mexico, where worshippers and victims were often
invested with the symbols of the divinity, as if

thereby to partake of tlie Divine nature. In the
Hopi dances the katcinas are similarly represented
by the dancers. The Aztecs, in their mountain-
worship, made edible images of these deities, which,
after being worshipped, were eaten as a kind of

sacrament. Votive oflerings, too, were often in
the likeness of the deitj'. The Mantas, says Garci-
la.sso de la Vega (Uistvry of the Incas, IX. viii.),

worshipped a huge emerald to which emeralds were
the acceptable oll'ering ; in the Aztec worship of

the rain godlings, pop-cora was scattered about to
symbolize hail. The tears of the victims oflered to
the rain-gods were in ]\Iexico, as with the Khonds
of India, regarded as omens of the next season's
rainfall.

2. As the scale of civUization ascends, magical
elements sink fartlier and farther into the back-
ground. Among the more primitive Indians mi-
metic festivals, including ' mysteries,' or dramatic
representations of myths, as well as dances, are the
most conspicuous ceremonials. With the more
settled and civilized peoples, other elements—temple
service, cult—come to the front, and almost every
type of ritualistic celebration and every conception
of intercourse with the deity are developed.
Of the various types of ritual observance the

tribal and national festivals probably retain most
pronouncedly the magical element. They are
directly associated with the social welfare of the
celebrants, and serve to give expression to the ideal
of solidarity which makes society possible. In this

sense their magic is real ; it has a psychical force
in the consciousness of the participants, reflecting
that change of mind which makes possible the
development of a vast commune, like the empire
of Peru, out of what must have been a mere
anarchism analogous to that of the savage Ama-
zonians. This social significance of the feast is

well illustrated in the character of the five princi-

pal feasts of the Incas. Of these, the Citu was a
symbolic purgation of society, probably with some
reminiscence of ancestor-worship, analogous to the
Roman Lemiiria or the Greek Antheste.ria. Of
the remaining festivals, the chief was the great
feast of the Sun at the summer solstice, at which
delegates from all parts of the empire marched
before the Inca in their national costumes, bearing
gifts characteristic of the products of their pro-
vinces—clearly a synibolization of the empire of
the national deity. Two other festivals were con-
nected with the production of food : these were
the feast of the young vegetation in the spring,
designed to avert frosts and other blights : and the
harvest home in the autumn, which was a minor and
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chiefly family festival. The remaining celebration

was the iiccasioii of the initiation of young men to

warriors' rank—an annual or biennial observance,

the connexion of which with the welfare of the

State is obvious.

These feasts may be taken as generally typical

of American Indian tribal celebrati(ms. Local

c(m(iitions vary the period of celebration, the num-
ber, and the stress on this element or on that—as

the stress on rain-making comes to characterize the

'dances' of the Pueblo Indians, or as the populous
pantheons of \rexico caused a great increase in the

number of festivals. But the social signilicance

remains throughout, developing from what may be

termed the summation of individual into tribal

' medicine ' or ' orenda '—as in the magic dances by
wliich game is allured—up to the conception of a
sacramental banquet of the worshippers with their

god. This sacramental character is obvious in

many rites ; but it is worth while to instance, in

the Aztec worship of Omacatl (god of banquets),

the fabrication of an elongated cake which is

termed a 'bone of the god' and is eaten by the

participants in his festival. The eating of the

body of the god recurs in several cults among tlie

Aztecs, with whom ceremonial cannibalism was
customary ; with the Incas, on the other hand, the

typical sacrament was a feast shared by the god

with his worshippers, or with such of them as were
deemed related to him, for in the great feast of the

Sun only the ' children of the Sun ' were allowed

to partake of the vase of liquor from which their

god and ancestor had first been invited to drink.

3. Kites and practices of an ascetic nature are

numerous and varied throughout the American
Indian world. At the root of such practices is not

merely the desire to placate evil powers by self-

inflicted punishments, but also the purely social

desire to prove publicly one's endurance and valour.

The horrible tortures inflicted upon themselves by
the Mandans in the so-called 'Sun dance,' and simi-

lar practices of other Northern tribes, are probably

as much due to a desire to prove worth and endur-

ance as to propitiate the Sun or the Great Spirit.

[Father de Smct states (Life, LMers, and Travels,

New York, 1905) that the warriors of the Ari-

karas and (iros Ventres, in the fast preparatory to

going on the warpath, ' make incisions in their

bo<lies, thrust pieces of wood into their flesh be-

neath the shoulder blade, tie leather .straps to

them, and let themselves be hung from a post

fastened horizontally upon tlie edge of a chasm 150

feet deep.']

Similarly, the fastings which introduce so many
Indian festivals spring from a variety of motives.

Among the hunting tribes, with whom involuntary

fasts were a matter of common chance, to fast fre-

quently in times of plenty was a part of the normal
training of a 'brave.' The training began early.

Eastman, describing his early childhood, says

(Imlmn Hnyhond, New York, 1902):

'.Sometimes my uncle would waken me very early in the

morninit and challenge me to fast with him all day. I had to

accept the rhallonge. We blackened our faces with oharconl,

go that every boy in the village would know that I was fastini;

for the day. Then the little tempters would make my lite a

misery until the merciful sun hid behind the western hills.'

But there was also a far deeper, a mystical, motive

which made the fast a prominent feature of the

Indian's life. A fast was endured by the young
Indian on the verge of m.anhood, seeking the

revelation of his tutelary in vision or by some
oracular manifestation of Nature. Similar fasts,

especially by medicinemen and women, seeking

revelation in dream and vision, were common.
Conway (The Ojihwajj Nntion, London, 1850) de-

scribes in detail the visions of a young girl of his

tribe (the Ojibwa) during a protracted period of

fasting. It was in the snmnier season, and her

people were coasting along the lake-side. The girl

was taken with a mood of pensive sadness, and
spent mu<h time alone.

' One e\ enin<r she was seen standing on the peak of pictured
rocks, and, as the sun was pasj-ing the horizon, and the waves
dashed furiously, she was heard to sing for the first time. Her
lon^j black hair floated upon the wind, and her voice was heard
above the rustling of the leaves and the noise of the watere.
When night came, she could not be seen. She had fled to the
rocky cave, from whence were to go up her petitions to her
gods.' She was not found until the fourth day. and during all

that time she had tasted neither food nor flrink. Her friends
besought her to return to the camp, but she refused to do so
until the gods were propitious to her. The night of the fifth

day a young warrior appeared to her in a vision :
' What will

you have,' he a.sked, ' the furs from the woods—the plumes of

"rare birds— the animals of the forest—or a knowledge of the
properties of wild flowers?* She answered: '1 want a know-
ledge of the roots, that I may relieve the nation's sufferings,

and prolong the lives of the aged.' This was promised, but she
was not yet satisfied. On following days and nights other
vi.sions came. In one of her dreams two beings conducted her
to the top of a high hill, whence she could see the clouds and
lightning beneath. Her companion said :

' That which is before

you, bordering on the great hill, is infancy. It is pleasant but
dangerous. The rocks represent the perilous times of life.'

At the very summit, where all the world was spread out below,

as far as the Western sea, one of the beings touched the
maiden's hair, and half of it turned white. In a final dream
she was asked to enter a canoe on the lake, and, when she hud
done BO, one of her visitors sang

:

' I walk on the waves of the sea,

1 travel o'er hill and dale.'
' When becalmed,' said they, ' sing this, and you will hear us
whisper to you.' The next day, the tenth of her fasting, she
permitted herself to be taken to the camp. 'I have received

the favour of the gods,' she said, ' I have travelled the journey
of life, and have learned that I shall not die until my hair is

turned white.'

It is obvious that there is the making of a mystical

philosophy in this vision ; and in a number of cases

Indian religious sects have originated from the

fasting-visions of their prophets. Characteristic

of suc'h visions is a journey into the spirit-world,

whence the prophet returns to reveal ' the way ' to

liis fellows ; and in all Indian life there is nothing
more pathetic and beautiful than the naive faith

in these revelations.

Fasts of a purely ritualistic character naturally

pertain to a more conventionalized stage of re-

ligion. In Pei-u two types of fasts were observed :

one perfectly rigorous, the other merely involving

abstinence from meat and seasoned food. In

Mexico also fasts varied in their severity. In

both countries fasts were imposed upon the priests

that were not observed by the laity. The Peruvian

priests fasted vicariously for the peojdc.

Continence was enjoined as a feature of all

important fasts. The notion of perpetual celibacy

seems to have ocenrred only in Peru, where a
certain number of priestesses were chosen to be
' Virgins of the Sun'; they were really regarded

as the Sun's wives. Oarcilasso states tliat there

was a law that a virgin who fell should be immured
alive, though there w,as no recorded instance of

occasion for the infliction of this penalty—a law

which, like their keeping of the perpetual tire in

the temple of tlie Sun, is strikingly reminiscent of

the Koman Vestals.

Penance for sins committed and confession of

sins with a view to ex|iiation were probably far

more common than our records show. Confession

and penance both appear in some North American
religions of late origin, but probably from the

influence of Catholic teachings. The clear case of

native practice is the Aztec, recorded by Sahagun.

The confession was secret, and the priest prescribed

penance according to its gra\'ity.
• They say that the Indians awaited old age before confessing

the carnal sins. It is easj' to com]irehend that, although they

bad, indeed, committed errors in youth, they should not confess

them before arriving at an advanced age, in order not to find

themselves obliged to give over these follies till the senile

(ears' (Sahagim, Gen. Hist, of .Ifairt nf yew Spaiti, I. xii.).

It is only fair to add that Sahagnn's own account

of the eagerness of the Indians to confe.ss to the

Spanish fathers rather belies this cynicism. The
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Mexicans also severely jumished lapses on the jiart

of the servitors of the f;oils. At the festival of the
gods of rain in the sixth Mexican month,
• they chastised terribly on tlif waters of the lake those servants
of the idols who had coniiiiitttd any fault in their servi.e.
Indeed, they were maltreated to the point of being left for tkad
on the shores of the lake, where their relatives came to bear
them lionie almost without life ' (SahagUD, op. cit. l. vi.).

4. Besides the rites considered—magical rites,

designed to compel unseen powers to the per-
former's desire ; and rites of service, vhether of
the nature of placation or of pleasuring ( ' tendance ')—there remains a third form of communion : direct
supplication, prayer. Expression of desire is the
root of language, and it is, therefore, an idle quest
to ask after the origin of any instinctive form of
it. But we may, in a general way, classify some
of the elementary types of prayer as having a more
or less con\'entionalized character.

It is fir^t to be noted that prayer is not necessarily
vocal. It may be conducted by symbols, sign-
language ; and signs are practically always retained
with it : that is, there are conventional postures
and gestures with which he who prays naturally
or customarily accompanies his words. The begin-
ning and end of ahno.^t e\'ery formal address to
deity by the North American tribes was accom-
panied by the raising of the calumet or other
token. GarcUasso describes a peculiar Peruvian
gesture of adoration made by ' kissing the air,'

which, he says, was performed when approaching
an idol or adoring the Sun.
Father de Smet, at a feast among the Blackfeet, was requested

by a chief to * speak again to the Great Spirit before commencin^^
the feast. I made the sign of the cross,' he says, ' and said the
prayer. All the time it lasted, all the sav.age comiiany, foilow-
mj; their chief's example, held their hands raised toward
heaven : the moment it ended, they lowered their right hands
to the ground. I asked the chief for an explanation of this
ceremony. " We raise our hands," he replied, *' because we are
wholly dependent on the Great Spirit ; it is His liberal hand that
supplies all our wants. We strike the ground afterward, because
we are miserable beings, worms (brawling before His face "

' (op.
cit.v- =53).

But other symbols besides gestures are employed.
The Zunis make extensive use of prayer-pliuues in
their worship of Nature-spirits and ancestors. In a
ceremony in which she took part Mrs. Stevenson
describes their modus operandi :

'After the te'likinawe [prayer-plumes] are all stood in the
ground, each person takes a pinch of meal, brought by tlie

mother-in-law in a cloth, and, holding the meal near the lips,
repeats a prayer for health, long life, many clouds, much rain,
food, and raiment, and the meal is sprinkled thickly over the
plumes. . . . These plumes remain uncovered until sunset the
following day, that the Sun Father, in passing over the road of
day, may receive the prayers breathed upon the meal and into
the plumes, the spiritual essence of the plumes conveying the
breath prayers to hun ' (i'^ RBEW [1904], p. 120).

In many cases the symbolic objects used as praj-ers
acquire a sanctity equal to or greater than that of
a fetish or idol. This was especially true of the
calumet and of the feathered wands employed in
the Hako ceremonials. The prayer-sticks used in
various Indian religions, in a manner analogous to
the Catholic rosary, also acquire a fetishistic sacred-
ness. These prayer-sticks are small strips of wood
engraved with symbolic characters. Their u>e
among the followers of the Kickapoo propliet
Keokuk is described as follows :

'They reckon five of these [engraved] characters or marks.
The first represents the heart, the second the heart and flesh,
the third the Ufe, the fourth their names, the fifth their families.
During the service they run over these marks several times.
First the person imagines himself as existing upon the earth,
then he draws near the house of God, etc. Putting their finger
on the lowest mark, they say ; "O our Father, make our hearts
like thy heart, as ^ood as thine, as strong as thine.—As good as
thy house, as good as the door of thy house, as hard and as good
as the earth around thy house, as strong as tliv walking staff.
O our Father, make our hearts and our flesh like thy heart and
thy flesh.—As powerful as thy heart and thv flesh.—Like th\
house and thy door and thy staff, etc. O our Father, place our
names beside thine—think of us as thou thinkest of thy house,
of thy door, of the earth around thy house, etc."' ' This prayer
ia ' repeated to satiety,' and in ' a monotonous musical tone

'

(de Smet, ap. cit. p. loss t.). I

In this prayer there are to be noted two charac-
teristics bearing upon the early psychology (if

prayer-communion. First, it is sung or chanted.
Song plays an important r61e in the life of the
Indian. It accompanies all his ceremonies, it is

the music to which he dances, even his games and
gambling are accommodatsd to its measures. It
is a spontaneous and natural expression of his
emotion under all life's stresses, and it is only to
be expected that his prayers should mostly take
this form. Indeed, it may be doubted if all his
songs are not of the nature of prayer, either plea
or thanksgiving. Some such case is surely implied
by his peculiar reverence for proprietary rights
in songs. Frederic Burton, who has made an
especial study of the music of the Ojibwas, says
(Cniftsman, July 1907) that ' the composer is the
owner, and wherever ancient customs are still

preserved no Indian ventures to sing a song that
does not belong to his family.' This plainly indi-
cates the sacred character of formalized emotional
expression : there is prayer in the very utterance
of emotion, and wherever the expression is such as
to stir the emotions of listening men it is felt that
it cannot be less mandatory upon the gods.
The second point to be noticed is the painstaking

repetition (much abridged in the example as given)

:

the worshipper goes over the ground step by step,
lest any elision of utterance leave a loophole foi

misunderstanding or failure. This is practicalij'
name-magic. It is the principle of the incantation
and the spell. The name is not merely a mark of
identification ; it is a jiart of the essential being

;

it is a kind of spiritual essence. In its utterance
tliere is appropriation of the veritable existence of
the named object, and control of its activities.
This is a commonplace of savage thinking, which
lies at the base of the fornmlarization of prayer.

Doubtless there is a secondaiy, less conscious,
motive undeilj'ing repetitive expression. F'or
repetition reacts upon the mind, concentrating
attention upon the object of desire, and adding to
the magic of naming the magic of thinking, i.e.

the potency which the mere thinking of anything
exerts to bring that thing to pass. The primitive
mind does not distinguish readily between truth
and conce23tion, fact and nij'th, and it is not sur-
prising that its own activities should seem to it to
exercise occult causation (a belief which the more
enlightened are slow to let go).

These various motives are admirably illustrated
by the Hako ceremonial. The Hako consists of
songs and dances with much mimetic action,
embodied in some twenty rituals. The first stanza
of the first part of the first ritual is as foDows :

Ho-o-o

:

I'hare, 'hare, 'ahe I

I'hare, 'hare, 'ahe

!

Heru ! Awahokshu. He !

I'hare, 'hare, 'ahe I

This stanza (there are thirteen in the song, varying
only in the fourth verse) is explained by Miss
Fletcher in detail [22 EBEIV, pt. 2 [1904], p. 27) :

Ho-u-o is an introductory exclamation. The verse
three times repeated is made up of variants of
I'hare, which is an ' exclamation that conveys the
intimation that something is presented to the mind
on which one must retlect, must consider its signifi-

cance and its teaching.' llcrv, is an ' exclamation
of reverent feeliu";, as when one is approaching
something sacred. Awahokshu is 'a composite
word; aira is a part of Tu'c »•«, the supernatural
powers, and hokshu means sacred, holy; thus the
word Awahokshu means the aboile of the super-
natural powers, the holy place where they dwell.'
ffc is, again, a variant of I hare. Manj' of the
songs are of a more dramatic character, and some
have stories connected with them which must be
understood to make them comprehensible, but this
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stanza gives a fair example of the frame of mind
in which they are conceived and suiig.

The ceremony of the Hako, as a wliole, is more
analogous to the mjstery than to any otlier form
of rite, for it embraces in its jjurpose the teaching
of truths and the sanctifying of tlie participants, as

well as a plea for blessings. Hut that the Indians
themselves consider it as primarily a prayer is evi-

denced by the statement of the leader :

* We take up the Ilako in the sjiriii^ when the birds are
mating, or in the Bummerwlien the Ijirds are nesting and caring
for their young, or in the fall when the birds are nocking, but
not in the winter when all things are asleep. With the Hako we
are praying for the gift of life, of strength, of plenty, and of peace,
so we must i^ay when life is stirring everywhere ' (?? /iBA'IJ',

pt. 2, p. 23 f.).

This i.s prayer, but it is prayer not far removed
from magic.
Of prayers evincing a more individualized

religious consciousness examples are not wanting,
e.-iiecially among the more cultured tribes. The
lengthy Aztec supplications which have been pre-

served for us in what must be an approximately
trustworthy form have been termed ' penitential

psalnm.' They are certainly replete with poetic

imagery, though their perusal is likely to leave

one with the feeling that the Aztecs were more
keenly impressed with the smart and dolour of the

general context of life than with any individual

conviction of sin. Fine types of devotion are,

nevertheless, not wanting. Father de Sniet {op.

cit. p. 326) records the supplication of an Indian
who had lost three calumets (than which no greater
loss could readily befall) :

'O Great .Spirit, you who see all things and undo all things:
grant, I entreat you, tiiat I may find what I am looking for ; and
yet let thy will lie done."

5. But we have yet to reach the most character-

teristic and heartfelt type of Indian religious

experience—religious values as they strike home in

the individual life. There can be no question
that, as a race, the Indians are born mj'stics, and
it is the mystic consciousness—in trance and vision

—that is the most impressive factor of their re-

ligious life. The mysticism is begun already in

the Indian's special view of Nature. P'or Nature
is to him endued with an inner, hidden life, having

Eassions anil volitions analogous to man's, so that
er whole external form is but the curtaining outer

flesh of this inner light. \t\ animist is an incipient

pantheist, and a pantheist is but a sophisticated,

ratiocinating mystic. Reliance upon dreams, the

visions brought on by fasting, the trance and
mediumship of shamans and prophets, soul-

journeys to the spirit-world—all these are phases
of the underlying belief that man may find

within himself revelation of a higher life, that the
veil which parts the seen from the unseen is

of the llim.siest. Possession by a higher power,
enlhuna.i/ii, is ahso a tenet of Indian mysticism,
taking form, amongst those peoples who had
invented intoxicants, in the induced insiiiration

of drunkenness. Again, there was belief in the
familiar, the ddimon. A Pend d'Oreille prophet
had foretold preciselj' a Hlackfuot attack upon his

people. When about to be baptized, he explained
his gift

:

' 1 am called the gre.at doctor, yet never have I given mygell
up to the practices of juggling, nor condescended to exercise its

deceptions. I derive all my strength from prayer ; when in a
hostile country, I atidress myself to th« Master of Life and offer

him my heart and soul, entreating him to protect us against our
enemies. A voice had already warned me of coming danger ; I

then recommend prudence and vigilance throughout the camp ;

for the monitory voice has never deceived me. i have now a
favour to request : the mysterious voice calls me by the name of
Chalax, and if you will permit, I desire to bear tliat name until
my death' (de Sraet, op. cit. p. 475X

Black Coyote, an Arapaho marked by seventy
patterned scars where strips of skin liad been
removed, explained them to Mooncy. Several

of his children had died in rapid succession.
In expiation, to save his family, ho undertook a
four days' fast. During the fast he heard a voice,

'.somewhat resembling the cry of an owl or the
subdued bark of a dog,' telling him that he must
cut out seventy pieces of skin and offer them to the
.Sun. He immediately cut out seven pieces, held
them out to the sun, prayed, and buried them.
But the sun was not satisfied, and he was warned
in a vision that the full number nmst be sacrificed.

Black Coyote w^as a leader of the ' Ghost dance '

in his tribe, and it was through him that
Mooney gained his lirst insight into the Indian
understanding of this mystical religion. The
' (ihost dance' religion is the latest of a long
series of Messianic religious movements, whereby
the Indians have looked for an eventual release
from white domination and the eventual restora-

tion of their primitive state. Doubtless Christian
.loctrines have had .an influence in giving form to
the idea, and its recurrence and spread are to be
largely accounted for by the fact of Indian con-
tact with a strange and troubling race—a contact
which has tended to awaken a sense of closer

relationship and ethnic solidarity among the
native tribes, and to stimulate the Indian mind
to many unwonted ways of thought. But in their
inceptions these religions, none the less, bear a
thoroughly aboriginal cast. They come as re-

velations to the prophets who are their founders,
come in trance and dream, and in large part their
modus operandi is to induce trance and dream
in their adherents— usually in the dances and
fastings, perhaps hypnotisms, which dominate the
ceremonial.
Wovoka, the prophet of the ' Ghost dance ' re-

ligion, received his revelation at about the age
of eighteen.
'On this occasion the "sun died" (was eclipsed), and he fell

.i?Ieep in the daytime and was taken up to the other world.
Here he saw God, with all the people who had died long ago
engaj,'ed in their oidtime sports and occupations, all happy and
for ever young. It was a pleasant land and full of game.
After showing him all, God told him he must go back and tell

his people they must be good and love one another, have no
quarrelling, and live in peace with the whites ; that they must
work, and not lie or steal ; that they must put away all the
old practices that savoured of war ; that if they faithfully
obeyed his instructions they would at last be reunited with
their friends in this other world, where there would be no more
death or sickness or old age. He was then given the dance
^liich he was commanded to bring back to his people. By
I>erforming this dance at intervals, for five consecutive days
each time, they would secure this happiness to themselves and
hasten the event ' (-Mooney, in lURBEW, p. 771 f.).

It is little wonder that, as this revelation passed
from tribe to tribe, it came to mean a promise of

restoration, here on this earth, of the old life the
Indian still holds dear. The whites were to be
forced back by tlie hand of God, tlie Indian dead
were to come to life and re-people the land, the
herds of buli'alo were to be restored, plenty was to
prevail for ever. And the dance became the occa-
sion of vision of this blessed .state, a ghostly reali-

zation of the hope deferred, sent for the comfort of

those wearied in waiting.
How closely the utterances of the Indi.an may

approach to those of the white mystic is shown in

the account given by a Puget Sound prophet,
' John Slocum,' of his revelation.

* At night my breath was out, and I died. All at once I saw
a shining liglit—great light—trying my soul. I looked and saw
my botiy had im soul—looked at my own body—it was dead.
. . . My soul loft body and went up to judgment place of

God. ... I have seen a great light in my soul from that good
land ; 1 have understand all Christ wants us to do. Refore
I came alive I saw I was a sinner, .\ngel in heaven said to me,
" You must go hack and tuni alive again on earth." . . . When
I c^me back, I told my friends, "There is a God, there is

a Christian people. My good friends, be Christian." When
I came alive, I tell my friends, " Good thing in heaven. God
is kind to us. H you all try hard and help me we w-ill be
better men on earth." And "now we all feel that it is so' {lU
HEUiy.p. 752).

The ideas here are derived from the teachings of
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the whites, but the mj>tical experience which
gives them their force and vividness belongs to no
particular race, or, if it belongs to any one more
than another, it is surely the Indian whose claim

to it is best.

6. In conclusion, a word must be said regarding
the reflective aspect of the Indian's thought, his

philosophy, and the devotional spirit responding
to it. There is, of course, among the Indians, a
gradation of conception as great as their gradation
in culture, which ranges from the utter savagery
of the naked cannibals of Brazil to the grave and
refined decorum of men like the Aymara and
Maya ; but it may be questioned whether the
intellectual advancement of the Indian at his best
is not greater than that accompanying a like stage
of material knowledge elsewhere in the world.
The American continents appear not to have
furnished the natural facilities for material con-

quests to be found in Mediterranean and some
Asiatic regions ; there were not equally ready
natural alloys of metal, for example, and no
animals comparable with the horse and ox capable
of domestication.

Certainly the mental attainment of the Indian,
at its climax, may be fairly compared with early
Greek and Hindu thought. While Indian specu-
lation had nowhere passed beyond the stage of

mythologizing thought, it had, in its mytliologies,

frequently attained a henotheistic and approached
a monotheistic or even a pantheistic conception
of the Divine nature. The attainment of such
conceptions is, in fact, almost implicit in the
evolution of speech, as evidenced by the peculiar
sanctity which attaches to a name in primitive
thought, and its irresistible tendency to hyposta-
tization. This is curiously illustrated by the
Indian notion of an archetypal chief (a veritable

Platonic Idea) of every animal species, from which
each individual of the species draws its life. The
myth of such universals

—

tinivcrsalia ante res, in

the true Scholastic sense—is a plain consequence
of the primitive inability to think an abstraction
other than concretely ; every idea corresponds to
a reality because every idea is a present ^-ision of

its object. With man's grooving consciousness of

his superiority to the rest of the animal kingdom, it

is inevitable that the archetype of his own species,

the anthropomorphic god, should assume the leader-
ship of the whole pantheon of animal deities.

Eventually, too, the Indian conception of the
natural world as made up of congeries of active,
volitional powers, of 7nakcrs and doers, must result
in the notion of a Supreme maker, controller of all

lesser destinies. The Supreme Being will, to be
sure, be concretely represented (that is always a
necessity of primitive thinking), but the dominant
idea is sure to be betrayed in his names and attri-

butes. The Mexican Tezcatlipoca was represented
under the form of a young man, but he was re-

garded as 'invisible and impalpable,' penetrating
all places in heaven, in earth, and in hell. The
very names of certain Peruvian deities prove their
abstractness : Pachaychacher, 'he who instructs
the world

' ; Chincha Camac, ' the creator and
protector of the Chinchas

'
; Pachacamac, ' he who

animates the world,' 'soul of the universe.' Pos-
sibly some of these names were originally cult-

epithets, but this does not detract from the fact

that they came to be considered the proper de-
scription of tlie deity. Pachacamac was originally
the god of the Yuncas, by whom he was worshipped
under the form of an idol. It is an interesting
commentary on the mental preeminence of the
Incas that, when they had conquered the Yuncas,
they assimilated Pachacamac to their own Sun-
worship. The Sun was worshipped by the Incas
as their ancestor, and, if not as a purely mono-

theistic god, at least as one inflnindy superior to

all others. But tlie god of the civilized Yuncas
was not to be disregarded, and from the recorded
remarks of some of the Inca emperors it is plain
that sun-worship was not wholly satisfying to

Inca intelligence. Hence it was that they adopted
the belief in Pachacamac. regarding him as the
sustainer of life ; but they decreed that, because
he was invisible, there should be no temples built

to him and no sacrifices offered ; they were to

content themselves with adoring him, saj's Gar-
cilasso, ' in their souls, with great veneration, as
sufficiently appears from the external demonstra-
tions which they made with the head, the eyes,

the arms, with the whole attitude of body, when-
ever his name was mentioned ' {op. cit. VI. xxx.
cf. II. ii.).

In North America the more enlightened tribes

seem all to have recognized a 'Great Spirit' or
' Master of Life,' a supreme power to whom was
due an especial devotion, as the ultimate giver of

all good. And it is curious to note how this belief

constantly tends to elevate the Supreme Deity to

a sphere remote from human interest ; he becomes
an impassive spectator of the world he has created,

to whom it is useless to address prayers and sacri-

fices save through mediators.
Thus, the Ojibwas place at the head of their

pantheon a Great Spirit or Manitou, whose name
is mentioned only with reverence, but who plays
no great part in worship. Beneath him is the
good Manitou, from whom men receive the
mysteries, and between whom and men Mana-
bozho, the ' Great Rabbit,' acts as mediator and
intercessor. A similar belief in a Supreme God
and demiurgic beings appears among the Pawnees.
' All the powers that are in the heavens and all

those that are upon the earth are derived from the
mighty power, Tira'wa atius. He is the father of

all things visible and invisible' {S2 BBE1V, pt. 2,

p. 107). But, 'at the creation of the world it

was arran;j;ed that there should be lesser powers.
Tira'wa atius, the mighty power, could not come
near to man, could not be seen or felt by him,
therefore tlie lesser powers were permitted. They
were to mediate between man and Tira'wa' (it.

p. 27). The following verses, translated by
Miss Fletcher from a Pawnee ritual, show how
nearly this conception approaches the mono-
theistic ideal

:

' Each god in his place
Speaks out his thought, grants or rejects
Man's suppUant cry, asking for help ;

But none can act until the Council grand
Comes to accord, thinks as one mind.
Has but one will, all must obey.
Hearken I The Council gave consent

—

Hearken 1 And great Tira'wa, mightier than all' (tS.'p. 367),

The name of the Supreme Being is never uttered
by the Indian save with devout reverence. In-

deed, one missionary, in commenting upon the
lack of oaths in Indian tongues, states that the
Indians are not merely shocked but terribly

frightened at the white man's swearing. This
points in the direction of name-magic, but that
name-magic can be no full account of the Indian's

attitude, that this attitude is indeed one of intense

and earnest reverence, the barest acquaintance
with Indian psychology makes sure.

But the Indian is not entirely free from that
scepticism which advance in reflective thinking
must always entail. It is recorded of the Inca
Tupac Yupanqui that he questioned the divinity

of the Sun on the ground that in following always
the same course through the heavens it was acting

the part of a slave rather than a free and regnant
being. And there are certain utterances of the

Aztec (such as that in which 'fezcatlipoca is

addressed :
' We men, we are but a pageant before
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ymi, a spectacle for your sport and diversion')

which imply an unlooked-for maturity of reflexion,

and give promise of philosophic developments
wliich we can scarce hut regret the history of

the world should not have made possible.

LiTEHATCRE.—The literature of American In. Tin r : -inn; life

is the literature of American Indian life in l.i i.l, '.\L: lii^:it

oni;e extensive and widely distributed. For s i :, \m;.i ilhe

I'ubticatioM of the Bureau of American Kll'n , i » .^ImiE-

ton, 1879 to date), together with the Contnhvtin„K bi .\iirlh

Ajnerican Ethnotofji/, previously published in part under the

auspices of the Department of the Interior, are of first import-

ance ; and among these publications special mention should be

made of the Handbook 0/ American Indians Xortit 0/ Mexico,

pt. 1 [1907], in which extensive bibliographies are given, and also

of li RBEV, pt. 2 [18t)6], embodying ' The Ghost- Uanoe Religion

and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890,' by James Mooney, perhaps
the most valuable single contribution to the study of the

religious psychology- of the Indian. Only second in value are

the 73 vols, of Thwaites' ed. of The Jesuit Relations and Allied

Documents (Oinciimati, isfld-iaoi), with which should be men-
tioned the 4 vols, of the Life, Letters, and Travels 0/ Father
Pierre-Jean de Smet, S.J. (New York, 1905). The works of

George Catlin, H. R. Schoolcraft (especially Alijie Be-
ffarches. New York, 1829, and In.formation respecting tht

History, Condition, and Prospects of the Indians of the

Ignited States, Philadelphia, 1853), and Daniel G. Brinton
(especially Myths of the Aew World, Philadelphia, 1863), descne
particular mention among earlier ^vritings. The principal

earlier works regarding Uie Indians of both Americas^ are

given in the bibliography annexed to the article, ' Indians,

American' in EBrO. For the religions of Mexico and Peru
the best general summaries are still those of Prescott (in his

Conquest of Mexico, 1874, and Conquest of Peru, 1874), where
bibliographical references will be found. For Perurian religion

no single work is so valuable as Garcilasso de la Vega's
History of the Im-as—in Spanish, French, and English editions

(the latt«r by the Hakluyt Society. London, 1869) ; and for the

religion of the .\ztec3 the most notable work is that of

Bernardino de Sahagun, especially in the scholarly edition

of Jourdanet and Simion, Histoire gt^n^rale des choses de la

Nonvelle-Espaqne (Paris, ISSO). The Ma]ia Chronicks (tr.

Brinton, Philadelphia, ISS'i), and the QuicbiS Popol Vtih, a

Dative work written dow-n after the conquest (Tr. tr. by tlie

Abb* Brasseur de Bourbourg, Paris, 1861), are Central Ameri-

can documents of the first value.

H. B. Alexander.
COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Babylonian).

—The .supreme concern of all religions, as is main-

tained by Kant in his Religion innerhalb dcr

Gre>i:en der hlossen Vernnnft (1793), is redemption.

Beligion is a striving after communion with Deity

by a process of deliverance from the evil inherent

in man and in his environment. In tlie religion of

Babylonia, so far as it is historically known to us,

the essential element manifests itself in the inves-

tigation of the ' mystery of heaven and earth

'

(nisirtii Srimt it ir.dtiin), which 'the knower(»nMfM)
guards and hands down to his son.' As in all

mystery-religions, the interest centres in (1) the

mystery of the cosmos, which alike in its totality

and in its isolated plienomena is regarded as the

revelation of a single undivided Divine power ; and

(2) the mystery of life—that life which in the

cycle of phenomena arises out of death.

The inscriptions supply no direct evidence bear-

ing upon the Bab. mysteries. These tt-ere con-

cerned with things 'which fear of the Deity
prohibits from being communicated to others.'

Our knowledge of them must therefore be gathered

from the mythology. The myths of the Baby-
lonians are the materializing expression of a

monistic cosmic <loctrine, the leading axioms of

which are (1) that the world is an embodiment of

Deity ; and (2) that the terrestrial structure

corresponds to tlie celestial, every phenomenon in

Nature being a revelation of the Divine.

To look for traces of a primitive religion in the
Bab. records is a bootless task. In the historical

period known to us religious thought rests upon a

monistic conception of the Universe, while the
mythology, which expresses this moni.stic concep-

tion in the language of .sj-inbol, provides in turn
a basis for the cultus .and the festive drama. The
cultus, whether national or local, was designed to

utilize the cosmic mystery for tlie benclit of the

people at large and of the individual ; the festive

drama represented the warfare of cyclic phenomena
—the victory of light over darkness, and of life

over death. Here we come upon the sources of

religious deterioration. At the very heart of the
cultus lay the nvt of the a.^troldi/rrs and tlic rult of
the mfif/iri(ni.<! (even liepatoscopy, according to

which tlie structure of the cosmos was to be traced

in the liver of the sheep, was neither more nor less

than the practice of astrology transferred to the
shambles of the priest, and its object was to apply
the cosmic doctrine to the history of the inilividual),

based upon the belief in demons, and this belief,

again, was likewise a creation of mythologj'.

Alike in the mysteries and in the public religion

of the Babylonians the motive power was the

aspiration after commimion with Deity, and the

cult of magic which was based upon demonology
had a siinil.ir object in view. In 1 Co 10'-" St. Paul,
the greatest of religious philosojihers, speaks thus
of the heathen : 5 diovaiv . , . Saifioviois Kal oi 6eu

Suovan'' ov 6i\oi 5^ i'/.i.ds KOtvwvotis rutv oai^oviiov

yiveoBai (cf. V." Koivwvia, in the Lord's Supper;
and V.'* KOLvavoi, of the Israelites in their sacrifices).

The mj-stery of communion with Deity may
assume either of two forms : the ascent of man to

the Divine sphere, or the incarnation of the Deity
ill a human person. Traces of both are found in

the Bab. records, and, if we possessed literary evi-

dence regarding the religious mysteries, we should
more clearly identify the two categories. In several

important features the mysteries of Mithra may
be adduced by way of illustration, as the religion

of Mithra is simply a I'ersian reproduction of that
of Babylonia. In the original Bab. sources we note
the following phases of our subject :

—

1. The ascent of the cosmic tower as a religious

ceremony.—In the centre of every Bab. city stood

a storeyed tower. ' Its pinnacle shall reach to

heaven : so runs the regular formula in the later

inscriptions upon buildings. This tower was
regarded as the earthly replica of the heavenly
sanctuary, whose storeys (the three regions of the
Universe, or the seven spheres of the planets, rising

to the highest heaven, the seat of the .iiimnuis dcus)

lead to the summus deus (cf. the symbolical
language in 1 Ti 3'* fiadiibv iavroU KaXbv Trepitrot-

oCwrai ; 2 Co 12= Im rplrov oupavoO). Gudea (r. 26CH1

B.C.) says: 'Ningirsu ordains a good destiny for

him who ascends to the top of the temple with the
seven tupkat.' In the mysteries of Osiris and
Mitlira the place of the tower is taken by the
ladder (in the Mithra cult, the ladder of the seven
metals, corresponding to the seven planets ; in the
Manicli.iean blind, five steps, to correspond with
the number of the planets less the unpropitions
two) which is ascended by the devotee. It is

possible to regard the climbing of this scala santa
as a mere opus opcratum—an act to which as such
the gods assign a reward. But we hold it to be by
no means impossible that even in ancient Babylonia
the physical mystery was associated with ethical

conceptions, precisely as we iind in the mysteries
of a later date ('the soul's ascent to heaven').

Babylonian mj'thology, as, e.g., in the solar hymns,
presents features of sucli moral intensity tliat we
may venture to assume tlie presence of ethical

ideas even in the beliefs that underlie the myths.
2. The religious festival of the death and

restoration of Tamrauz.—The community cele-

brated this festival by wailing and rejoicing, and
by the performance of appropri;ite symbolic cere-

monies. The observance is atte.-tedjby numerous
hymns in praise of Tainmflz, and by the conclus-ion

of ' Istar's Descent into Hell,' in which he is

honoured as the resuscitated deity. The celebra-

tion was meant to express the longing of the
individual to link his own destiny w ith the mystery
of life. The same motive shows itself quite un-
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inistakably in the Osiris mysteries of the Egyptians
(of. ' Esiyptian' section of this article).

The lilentical conception is found in tlie Attis-

Adonis-Pionysos-Mithra cults. As a matter of

fact, all these are, so to speak, but dialects of the
same spiritual tongue. Nor can there be any
doubt that a similar idea lies at the basis of the

myth and cult of Tammuz. Although our avail-

allle material relating to the cult of Tammuz has
not as yet supplied any direct evidence regarding
the mysteries of that god, the epic of Gilgamesh
shows indirectly that the idea of such mysteries
was current in Babylonia. In this epic the myths
which originally represented the doings of the gods
are applied to heroes ; to derive the mystery from
the hero legend is to reverse the actual process of

development. Gilgamesh is the Dr. Faustus of

the Babylonians. He goes forth to seek his

•incests ir, who had atone time been received into
' the fellowship of the gods,' and who therefore

bore the name Ut-iiapiiiim ('he saw life'). On
an island beyond the river of death, moreover,
Gilgamesh finds the herb that endows him with
life. The story of his passing through suffering

and death to life is then transferred to historical

kings, and the king receives ' the food of life

'

from the gods, though other mortal beings reach
the same goal, as may be gathered from the use of

certain metaphorical expressions. Thus, an officer

of the court, who has been emancipated by the
king, gives thanks that the latter ' has held the
herb of life to his nostrils.' The penitential psalms
of the Babylonians likewise give expression to the
idea that he who has suS'ered and gone down to

death receives liberty and 'life.' Precisely as in

the mysteries of Osiris, his destiny is compared
with what happens to the moon, which proceeds
through death to new life, i.e. through the three
days of invisibility to the new moon which is

welcomed with rejoicing.

3. The idea of a Divine incarnation in the person
of the king;.—The underlying principle of this has
alre.ady been explained. The king, as man kut'

^|oxi}i' (cf. the ideogram which indicates him as

the ' great man '), is a microcosm. The Deity
becomes incarnate in him. In the Etana myth, Bel
and Enlil make search for a shepherd who shall

govei-n the world. Sceptre, band, cap, and staff

all lie ready before Anu. In a certain hymn
Gilgamesh, who seeks and finds ' life,' is worshipped
' as the deity ; he surveys the regions of the world

;

he rules the earth ; and kings, governors, princes
kneel before him.' Ninib, in a heroic poem, utters
the wish ' that his royal dominion may extend to

the confines of heaven and earth.' In the inscrip-

tions the determinative of deity is affixed to the
names of Sargon and Naram-sin, the founders of

the first world-empire of history, as also to those
of other Bab. kings. Naram-sin is ' the mighty
god of Agade.' Esarhaddon, who sought to restore

the ancient Bab. world-empire, ' ascends the throne
of the deity.' Nor does the absence of the symbol
of deity in any particular case imply that the king
in question did not rank as Divine. The idea of

the divinity of kings was always present, though
it was not applied in every case. But the attribute

of deity belonged in the ultimate to every in-

dividual. According to the regular form of ex-

pression, man is ' created in the image of the
Deity' ; he is 'the child of his god.' The hymns
and prayers of the Babylonians are all founded
upon this conception of communion with Deity.

4. The penitential psalras.—These are called
' threnodies for calming the heart,' and in the form
in which they now appear in the library of Ashur-
banipal they are part of the system of magic
ceremonies. The psalms themselves, however, are
of remote age, being products of the ancient Bab.

period. A transcript of one of them, together with
a linguistic commentary, has been discovered at
Sippar. The moral and religious inten.sity of the
psalras would favour the theory that several of
them at least were originally independent poetical
compositions. Their impressive sense of guilt, the
agony of being forsaken by the gods, and the
pathetic cry for deliverance from deep distress

remind us of the view expressed by Kant in his

Religion innerhalbder Grcnzen derblossen Vcrnu7)ft,
viz. that moralitj', i.e. the tragic struggle against
the principle of evil waged by a man intensely
conscious of his need of redemption, is the root of

all religion. It is true that the psalms were
supposed to be spoken by the king, or by one of

his high officials. But the suppliant was regarded
as the re{)resentative of the people ; the monarch
suffered vicariously—as the shepherd of men ; and
the more strenuously he applied himself to good
works—principally of a ceremonial kind, it is true
—the more acutely did he sutler, and the more
earnestly did he sigh for salvation. The suppliant
of the psalms speaks in the main with the Deity.
He laments that the inner bond of communii n
which unites him as ' the child of his god ' with
' his god ' is broken. The suflerings which he
describes are not merely those of the bodj', but
also those of the soul. The psalms conclude with
the utterance of joy as the speaker sees that his
deliverance is at hand, and that he is to be brought
back again ' to life.'

We give here a version of the most profound of

these penitential psalms from the librarj- of Ashur-
banipal. This is the psalm of which a duplicate
fragment and a philological commentary were
found at Sippar.

' I attained to Oong) life, it exceeded the terra of life

;

Whithersoever I turn, there it standa ill—ill indeed ;

My affliction increases ; my prosperity I see not.

If I cried to mv god, he did not vouchsafe his countenance
to me

;

If I entreated my goddess, her head was not vouchsafed
;

The soothsayer did not read the future by soothsaying ;

By means of a libation the seer did not restore my right

;

If I went to the necromancer, he let me understand
nothing

;

The magician did not unloose by a charm the curse upon

What contusion of things (is there) ui the world I

If I looked behind me, trouble pursued me.
As if I had not offered a libation to my god,
Or at my meal my goddess had not been invoked,
My countenance not cast down, my act of prostration not

(As one) on whose lips had ceased prayer and supplication ;

(With whom) the day of God had been discontinued, the
feast-day disregarded

;

Who w.-is remiss, did not give heed to the utterance (?) (of

the gods),
Fear and worship (of God) did not teach his people,
Who did not invoke his god, ate of his food ;

P'orsook his goddess, brought no petition (?) before her.

Who him that was worshipped—his lord—forgot

;

The name of his mighty "od uttered contemptuously

—

so did I appear.

But I myself thought only of prayer and supplication.

Prayer was my custom, sacrifice my rule.

The day of divine worship was the pleasure of my heart

:

The dav of the procession of the goddess was gain and richer

(tome).
To do homage to the king, that was my delight

;

Likewise to play for him, that was pleasant to me.
I taught mv coimtrv to respect the name of God

;

To revere the name" of the goddess I instructed my people.

The adoration of the king I made giant<?)-like ;

Also in the veneration of the palace did I instruct m^- nation.

Did I but know that before God false things are acceptable 1

But what seems good to oneself that is e\ il with God ;

What is vile to one's mind that is good with his god.

Who could understand the counsel of the gods in heaven '

The purpose of a god— full of darkness ( ? )—who could
fathom it?

How shall frail men comprehend the way of a god ?

He who still lived in the evening was dead in the morning.
Suddenly was he distressed ; swiftly was he crushed.

At one moment he still sings and plays ;

In an instant he shrieks like a mourner.
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Day and night their thought changes.
tf they hunjjer, they are hke a corose

;

If they are tull, they think to equal their pod.
If it be well with them, they talk of mounting; to heaven.
If they are full of pains, they speak of ^oing down to bell.

(Here a considerable fragment is missing.l)

The house has become a prison unto me.
In the shackles of my flesh my arms are set

;

My feet have been thrown into my own fetters.

(Here a line is missing;.)

With a whip he has scourged me, full of . . .

With his rod he has pierced me—the thrust was violent.

All the day the pursuer pursues me ;

During the night he does not let me breathe for a moment.

By rending (?) my joints are severed ;

My limbs are dissolved, are . . .

In my ordure did I roll (?) like an o.x ;

Was bemired like a sheep with my own e.xcrement.
My symptoms of fever remained obscure (?) to the

magicians

;

And the soothsayer has left my prognostications in

darkness.
The exorcist has not handled my illness successfully ;

Nor has the diviner set a termination to my malady.
My god did not help me, did not grasp me by the hand

;

My goddess did not pity me, did not go by my side.

M3' coffin was (already) opened ; they were preparing for mv
burial ( ? ).

Though not yet dead, tiie dirge was performed for me ;

My whole country cried :
" Uow he has been evil-entreated !

"

When my enemy heard this, his countenance shone ;

It was told to 'my enemy (f.) ( ? >—her (?) spirit waxed
cheerful.

But I know of a time for my whole family.
When amidst the shades their divinity shall receive

honour ' ( ? )•

In the tablet.s of the library of Ashurlianipal
thi.s psalm was followed by a song of thanksgiving
for Divinely wrought deliverance, but as yet tlie

linguistic commentaiy to it contains all that lias

been discovered. According to the commentary,
the conelu.sion of this thanksgiving gave expression
to the following thoughts

:

' He made my power equal to (that of) one who is perfect In
power.

He \nped the rust from off me ; he made me to shine like red
gold :

My troubled course of life became serene.

By the divine stream, whore the jud^iient of men is held,
The stain of slavery was cleansed away from me, the chain

unbound

;

In the mouth of the lion which would have devoured me,
Marduk has put a curb.'

The counterpart to these penitential psalms
ajipears in tlie ethical counsels which are spoken
of as being inscribed upon tablets setting forth the
conditions of communion with Deity. In the text
given below we see the mytliopa'ic process being
applied to the Deity—more particularly in the case
oi samas (the sun), and there is otiier evidence to

show that moral ideas were in a special manner
associated with the Samas myths. In a certain
long hymn to Sania.s we find the constantly
recurring refrain :

' Tliat is acceptable to Samas

—

his life is prolonged.' The most important portion
of the ethical text referred to runs as follows

:

' Before thy god shalt thou have a heart of purit}' ( ? ).

It is that"which is due to the Deity.
Prayer, supplication, and castinj; down of the face
Shalt thou render to him early m the morning, then be shall

send plenty.

In thy learning (?) look at the tablet

:

Fear of God brings forth -.ji-.ace

;

Sacrifice gives increase of life

;

And prayer cancels sin.

He wno fears the gods will not coll in vain ( T )

;

He who fears Anunnaki prolongs his life.

W ith friend and con)panion thou shalt not speak (evil)

;

Base things shalt thou not utter, kindness . . .

If thou dost promise, give . . .

If thou dost encourage, . . .

Thou shalt not rule tyrannically
;

He who does so—his god is offended with him.
He is not accej^table to Samod : he (SamaS) will recompense

him with evil.

1 Some lines can be restored from the commentary already
mentioned, and from a duplicate in Constantinople. These
cover a description of the speaker's afflicted state, this descrip-
tion having been introduced by the words :

' An eril spirit of
death has come forth from his cavern.'

Offer food, give wine to drink
;

Seek (?) truth, |>rovide, and . . .

One who docs this—his god has delight in him.
He is acceptable to Samas : he (Sama5) will recompense him

with good.'

These texts likewise, with all their profoundly
religious spirit, are polytlieistic in form. But it

must lif remembered that to the enlightened mind
the v.uious phenomena of Nature were not gods,

but ratlier tlie manifestations of a single Divine
power; and it was with this power that the man
who felt his need of redemi)tion sought to establish

communion. The Babylonian religion, as is well

known, developed a doctrine of re<lcmptioii,

specially as.sociated with the ligure of Marduk.
'Ihe conception of redemption tends to embody
itself in history ; tlie representative of each new
age is invested with the mythical elements of the
conception. It became at length actual fact of

historj' in Him wlio

—

teste David cutn Sibylla—
came to offer to mankind the gift of perfect
communion with God.

LlTERiTCEE.—H. Zimmern, in KAT^, 1903, p. 609 f., also

Der alte Orient, vii. 3 [ISIOoJ, p. '27 ft. (contauiing the above
inter])retation of the penitential psalms) ; A. Jeremias,
ilonutheistische Struinun<jeti innerhaW der bah. Rtli^iou,
Leipzig, 1904, also DasAT ini Lichte des alten Orients'^, Leipzig,
190B, p. 205 ff., and (for the Osiris mystery) /7ft Kami>/ uni den
alien Orient, Leipzig, i.2 [1903], p. 62 3.

A. Jeremias.
COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Celtic).'—

Among the Celts the methods of communion with
Deity appear to have \aried with the level reached
in the process of religious development (and here,

as elsewhere, we find a certain correlation between
the means employed and the stage to which the
evolution had attained), as well as with the nature
of the deities themselves. In the main centres of

Gallo-Koman civilization, for example, under the
Empire, the methods of religious worsliip and
coniimmion witli Deity were practically assimi-
lated to those of the Gra;co-Koman pagan worl.i,

with its temples, altars, images, votive tablets,

praj'ers, and tlie like (Greg. Tui'. Mist. Franc, viii.

15, i. 29 (32) ; de Virt. S. Jul. 5). The remains of

the Celto-Iloman world, as well as the testimony
of early post-Koman Christian writers, make this

abundantly clear. At the same time, glimpses are
visible in the classical writers, as well as in later

folk-lore, of more primitive conditions, which pro-
sent points of analogy with the methods of com-
munion with Dcitj' known to us from religions of

a less advanced type.

I. Communion with Nature-deities.—A very
larM number of Celtic deities were the gods and
goddesses of particular localities. These were,
doubtless, closely associated w'itli certain local

natural phenomena, such as wells, rivers, caves,

islands, arms of the sea, and the like. The prac-
tical part which these deities were thought to play
in the life of their particular district was, no doulit,

connected with the growth of crops; the continu-
ance of sentient life (both animal ami human) : the
restoration of man and beast to health ; and the
defence, both of the individual and of the com-
munity, from all enemies, visible and invisible.

The methods employed for coming into communion
with these purely local I livine beings were of various
kinds, based upon the idea of contact; but little

direct evidence is extant as to their diaracter. The
Celtic root tuna ('to swear') probably meant 'to
touch' (Lat. tango). The various charms and
incantations (see Chakms and .-Vmulets [Celtic])

of Celtic countries (founded largely on the prin-

ciples of sympathetic magic) doubtless represent
some of the methods employed ; but it is not cer-

tain that the tise of magic implies a steady and
unwavering belief in the existence of Divine beings

;

and, at certain levels of thought, even in Christian
1 Cf., throughout, art. Celts.
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countries, unscientilic attenijits of a magical type
to influence Nature may have sprung into being.

In the o.iso of pajcan Guul, we arc foitunale in ImOnj; some
ancient evidence as to the methods ot communicating with the
deities of springs in the eight leaden tablets, found in June 1845
in the principal spring of Am^Iie-les-BajnB, in the Pyr^n^es
Orientates, which appear to contain an invocation to the spring-
goddessea (Niskai), asking for restoration to health. These
tahlets have, unfortunatelj', been lost since 1849; but their
finder, Col. A. Puigpari, had made a copy ot them, which was
published in JtA iv. pi. 71. [This has been (imperfectlv)
transcribed in CIL xii. 6367, and, with greater care, by Nichol-
son, Keltic Researches, London, 1904, p. 164 tl.) The address
of Ausonius to the spring of Bordeaux as ' Divona, Celtarum
lingua, fons addite divis ' is of interest in this connexion.

Part of the value of the above tablets consists in
the light which they throw on certain practices
familiar to students of Celtic folk-lore (see Rh^s,
Celtic Folklore, pp. 354-395), such as the throwing
of pins, buttons, rags, or other small objects into
wefls in order to obtain restoration to health ; or
the alfi.xing of some fragment of a garment to a
tree near a well. In all these and similar methods
an attempt is made to link the person who requires
the boon with the local supernatural being that
can bestow it, through some object that has been
in contact with the former, and that can be brought
into contact with the latter, thus serving as a kind
of channel of benefaction from one to the other.
When, as occasionally happened, the assistance of
the well-spirit was invoked against an evil-doer or
an enemy, the well-spirit was brought into hostile
knowledge of the enemy in question by the action
of the seeker of Divine assistance in uttering the
name of the enemy or evil-doer against whom the
help was needed (RhJ^s, op. cit. i. 364). The de-
vices adopted would vary according to localities,
or according to the kind of natural object which
the deity or spirit haunted, when it was sought
to establish communication therewith.

Celtic folk-lore also appears to point to occasions
when the local deity was not merely passive and
invisible in the act of communion, but active ; and
there are suggestions that the being that was nor-
mally hidden from view might at times reveal
himself in visible form. Sometimes the form
which the manifestation takes is animal, as in
the case of the water-bull, the water-horse, sacred
fish, and other creatures ; but sometimes it is
human, as in the case of the Welsh Afanc ( = Irish
abacc, 'a dwarf), the Fenodt/ree, or brownie, the
Welsh Cykiraeth, the lake-maiden, and the water-
hag (see Rhi^s, op. cit. i. 32). These manifestations
were, in the eyes of the pagan Celts, probably as
varied in their motives as those of man to man,
and comprised manifestations of vengeance or hos-
tility (as in the production of floods), as well as of
beneficence. 1 It is easy to see how many stories
imaginative races might weave out of the accounts
of these manifestations ; and many of the legends,
both past and present, of Celtic countries show
unmistakable traces of derivation from this source
(Rh^s, op. cit. passim).

2. Communion with tribal deities.—Side by side
with local Nature-deities we liave the deities of
human racial communities. These were probably,
in many cases, identical in practice with the deities
of the soil, when a community had been long
settled ; but they are clearly distinguishable from
them in idea, and, owing to tribal wanderings,
they were doubtless, in many cases, distinguish-
able from them in fact. As for the forms under
which the deities of this type were conceived, it

was as natural for early man to picture them, like
the local Nature-deities, in animal or plant as in
human form—perhaps at one time it was even
more natural. The animal-deities of the Celts may
have been, in origin, partly local gods, partly com-
munal gods, varying in character with the form

1 The ' bacucei
' (Cissian, CoUat. vii. 82. 2) and the ' dusii ' (Aug.

de Civ. Dei, xv. 23) were probably hostile divinities ot this type.

which the community took. The worship of the
Matres and the Matronm among the Celts probably
reflects, for example, a stage of society in whicli
the human counterparts of these goddesses were
the most conspicuous social elements in the com-
munity. In this stage the Divine father of the
community may have been conceived sometimes as
a tree or a plant, sometimes as an animal, and
sometimes, not impossibly, as a man. In the idea
of communion with Deity in this connexion, the
bond emphasized would be that of identity with
the Divine nature rather than local contact. This
would be attained partly by lineage, and partly by
periodical consumption of the flesh of the Divine
being.

'

In Dio, Ixii. 7, the Britons are represented as
'sacrificing and feasting' (Bvovrh re d/xa xal iaruli-

^l(vol.), and there is a passage of Arrian (Cyneg.
xxxiy. 1) which suggests a certain tribal co-opera-
tion in a sacrificial worship of a goddess, whom he
identifies with Artemis. For each animal taken
b^ the hunter a certain sum was paid into the
tribal treasury, and once a year, on the birthday
of Artemis (to. yetiie\i.a Tfji 'AprifuSos), the treasury
was opened, and from the joint fund animals for
sacrifice, such as a sheep, a goat, or a calf, were
bought. After sacrificing, first of all, to the
'Savage Goddess' {rij ' Aypar^pi}), the worshippers
and their dogs feasted, and on that day, Arrian
adds, they adorned their dogs with garlands. It
is not impossible that we have here an account of
an ancient communal feast, where the older par-
ticipation in the flesh of certain hunted totems was
later commuted into that of feasting upon other
animals. The reference of Ca;sar, too {de Bell.
Gall. vi. 13. 4), to excommunication by the Druids
among the Gauls ('si qui aut privatus'aut populus
eorum decreto non stetit, sacriticiis interdicunt')
implies that communion in sacrifice was a vital
social bond, and, originally, it may well be that
its essence was communion of substance with the
tribal deity.

There is a suggestion also of a communal sacrifice in a passage
ot Diodorus (v. 2S4), where he says that, on certain religious
occasions, there were, close lo the worshippers, 'hearths laden
with Are, and haring upon them cauldrons and spits full of the
carcasses of whole animals' (TTAiJpets icpeujc oAo^epiv). In later
times there may be an echo ot these ceremonies in Magnobodus
(I'ita ilaurilii, 19 [AS, 13 Sept., vol. iv. p. 74 DJ), where refer-
ence is made to an ancient pagan feast which was conducted
with much hilarity and some disorder ('tanta. stultorum homi-
nuni singulis annis turba conveniebat. ut diebus septera solemnia
ibi sacrilega exsolverent bacchando. et chores gentiles ducendo

;

sed et frequenter post vina etepulas insurgentes in se multorum
caede mutua sanguinem eft'undebant').

In those harvest customs where the last sheaf
cut is called the Maiden, and a feast is held in its
presence, it is not impossible that the festival was
originally a communal sacrifice. Such a feast is

annually held, according to Frazer (ffB- ii. 184),
in the district of Lochaber, while there is a Devon-
sliire practice called ' Crying the neck ' ((*. 258 f.),

which may originally have been the killing of the
corn-spirit for the purpose of a sacrificftil meal.
The way in which the corn-spirit is conceived in
certain districts of Scotland, for example (ib. 269),
as a cock, a hare, or a goat, points clearly in the
same direction. ^ Apparently, in some districts
each farm has its own embodiment of it. There are
traces of a period of similar communion with Deity
among the Welsh, Scots, and Bretons in the respect
paid to the wren, and the solemnity with which it
was periodically slain (Frazer, op. cit. 442 f. ).

Another method of communion with animal
tribal deities was by imitation, as when men clad
themselves in the skins of animals of the same
kind as the deity. There was, for example, a

1 On traces ot totemism among the Celts, see art. Celts,
above, p. 297 t.

a The significance of the names ' the Slaiden ' and 'the Hag

'

for the corn-spirit is discussed by Frazer (op. cit.) at length.
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Higliland custom, whereby, on a certain day of

the year, a man (doubtless as a representative of

his tribe) clad himself in a cow-skin (see Jolm
liamsay, Scotland and Hcotsmcn in the 18th Cent.,

ed. 1888, ii. 4;!8). Nor does tliis reference stand
alone, for in Elton {Origins uf English Jli.st.'-, 1890,

p. 411) there is quoteil an old injunction prohibit-
ing any mascjueradinj,' in animals' skins ('si quis
in Kal. Jan. in cervulo vel vitula vadit, id est, in

ferarum habitus se ccjiiimunicant, et vcslinntur pel-

libusperu<liim, etassunmnt capita bcstiaruui,' etc.).

3. Communion with Deity strengthened or
renewed.— It is impossible to read the accounts
of the classical writers as to Celtic reli{;ion without
ob.servinj; the prominent place given therein to the
idea of propitiatory sacrifice—a sacrifice which, at
line time, appears to have meant the ofl'eriug of
human victims. It is by no means easy to discover
the preci.se liistory of the ideas which led to these
human sacrifices ; but they appear to be based on
the conceptions (a) that there could be no true
communion with an angry deity if the worshipper
«a.s empty-handed ; and (6) that the occurrence of
calamities and catastrophes suggested that the gods
had been treated with neglect, and so the deficiency
of attention to them had to be made up by means
of special oU'erings. With these ideas there was
also associateil that of the necessity of purging
society, as well as the land, from undesirable ele-

ments ; and, in some cases, there may have survived
a reminiscence of the practice discu.ssed in GB' of
slaying the human representative of a god before
his vigour had begun to decay, in order to pre-
serve the tribe. Of the latter practice, however,
the writer has been able to discover no trace on
Celtic soil, in spite of the fact that the tabus
if/essa) laid upon the Irish kings of Tara suggest
that they liore a certain sacred character (The
Bouk uf Rights, ed. J. O'Donovan, Dublin, 1847, 1'p.

3-8). CVsar (de Bell. Gall. vi. 16. 1-3) says dis-

tinctly that men who were seriouslj- ill, or who
were in the midst of war or great peril, would
sacrifice, or vow to sacrifice, human victims, their
theory being that the Divine majesty could be
api>ea.sed only when a life was given for a life.

Tacitus {Ann. xiv. 30) refers to the Britons as
thinking it right to otl'er up the blood of captives,
and Lucan {I'harsnl. i. 444-44ti) speaks of such
sacrifices as ottered to the gods Esus, Taranis, and
Teutates. This passage is also quoted by Lactan-
tius (Divin. Institul. i. 21. 3, ' Esum atque Teu-
tatem humano cruore placabant'). Diotlorus (v.

32. 6) says that evei-y five years the Celts ofl'er up
their evil-doers {KaKovp-)Ovi) by impalement {avaaKo-
XoTrifoiiffi) to the gods, and consecrate them with
other sacrificial rites—notably by the construction
of huge funeral piles. He says, too, that captives
of war were also ollered up, and that along with
them certain animals taken in war were .sacrificed,

bj' burning or otherwise, among some tribes. In
another passage (v. 31. 13) he speaks of a certain
general as having sacrificed to the gods the youths
that were most handsome, and \v\\o were "in the
flower of their age. Plutarch {dc Supcrstit. 13,

p. 171 B) also refers to the human sacrifices of the
Gai.ls, which, he says, they considered the most
perfect form of sacrifice (reXeujrdTiji' dvalav). Atlien-
»us (ii. 51, p. I6O0') refers to the Gaulish sacrifice
of jirisoners of war in the case of a defeat; and, in
view of the statement of Ca'sar (vi. 16), it is diffi-

cult not to accept this as true. As for human
sacrifices on other occasions, it is probable that
Cai.sar {lor., cit.) gives the correct account of them,
as being rewards to the gods for deliverance, and
as being, in the case of certain tribes, a purification
of society for the purpose of re-establishing more
harmonious relations with a deity. Ca'sar alludes
to the burning of certain huge images {simulacra),

whose limbs were made of wicker-work. In these,
men were enclosed and burnt. In selecting men
as victims, he states that criminals, such as bri-

gands and thieves, were chosen by preference

;

but if the number of these was insufficient, then
innocent victims were sacrificed. < In Konutn
times, Gaulish human sacrifices were suppressed
by Tiberius (according to I'liuy) ; but a traie re-

mained in the jiractice, which Mela (iii. 2. IS)

mentions, of cutting ofl' a portion of the flesli of
those condemned to death, after bringing them
to the altars. The commentator on Lucan, i. 445,
speaks of human sacrifice to Teutates (whom he
identifies with Mercury) in one sentence as a thing
of the past ('qui humano apud eos .sanguine co/c-

batur'), while, in another sentence, he speaks in
the present t«n5e of a mode of appeasing the same
god by thrusting a man head foremost into a full

vat ('plenum semicupium '), and keeping him in
this position till he is dead. Of Taranis (identified
by him with Juppiter), the commentator says tliat

he used to be appeased with human victims, but
that he was now fully satisfied with cattle. Of
Esus (whom he identifies with Mars), the commen-
tator sjieaks in the present tense, and says that a
man is hanged on a tree until his limbs waste away
('usque donee per cruorem membra digesserit ').

In his note on Vergil, y£'jt. iii. 57 ('Auri sacra
fames,' etc.), Servius says that there is a reference
to a practice of the Gauls wherebj', in Marseilles,
a poor man volunteered to accept hospitality for a
year at the public expense, and then, taking upon
himself the sins of the whole community, to be
thrown from a height as a propitiatory sacrifice.

Tfie passage is a striking one, and is in lieeping with usages
Itnown to exist elsewhere :

* Nam MassUienses quotiens pesti-
lentia laborabant, unus se ex pauperibus offerebat alendus anno
integro publicis <9umplibu8> et purioribus cibis. Hie postea
ornatus verbenis et vestibus sacris circumducebatur per totani
civitatem cum execrationibus, ut in ipsum reciderent mala totius
civitatis, eL sic proiciebatur.'

In his account of the inhabitants of Thule, Pro-
copius (rfe Bell. Goth. ii. 15) speaks of them as
regarding the sacrifice of their first prisoner of war
as the best ; and the victim in this case, he says,
was not merely slaughtered, Imt was hanged from
a tree, thrown amid thorns, or put to death in some
other horrible fashion. There are features of these
sacrifices, in the accounts of the commentators in
question on Lucan and on Vergil, as well as in
tliat of Procopius, which forcibly suggest some con-
nexion between them and the promotion of tree
or plant life. That the religion of Gaul, in some
districts at any rate, concerned itself with agricul-
tural life is clear from the reference of Gregory of
Tours (f/e6-7or. Conf. Xxwii. ), taken from the account
of the Passion of St. Symphorian, that an image of
the god<le.ss Berecynthia used to be carried out on
a waggon, for the protection of the fields and vino-
yards. Similarly the reference in Stiabo (iv. 4. 6,

p. 198), taken from Artemidorus, as to the worship
of Demeter and Persejiiione in an island near
Britain, points in the same direction, and likewise
Pliny's account {HN x\i. '251) of the gathering of
the mistletoe. The oak was, undoubtedly, sacred
among the Celts (Pliny, op. cit. xvi. 249, etc. ;

Maximus Tyrius, Diss. viii. 8). The various cus-
toms described by Erazer, which are connected
with the growth of vegetation, tiie harvesting of
corn, the death of the Carnival, and the like, have
been exemplified by him and others from the usages
of Celtic countries (see esp. GB- i. 200, 223, ii. 78,
79, 176, 177, 184, 185, 236, 258, 259, 269, 317). How
far these deities of vegetation are to be regarded
as local or tribal, or a fu.sion of both, is a matter
which cannot be determined with certainty.
One remarkable instance of tribal toteniistic e(>nimunion in

the North of Ireland is given in Oiraldus Cambrensis (Toijour.
Hill. dist. iii. c. 25), but the story is indignantlv denied by
Eealiog, the Irish bistorian. According to thia account, ou the
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4. Vestiges of Celtic sacrificial communion.

—

There appear to be in Celtic folk-lore various ves-

tiges of the ancient practice of sacrifice, whetlier
communal or propitiatory. The Welsh MS of

poetry called the Book of Aneirin contains an
allusion to this practice, while Ulij^^s, in his Celtic

Folklore (i. 305, etc.), mentions a few instances
from the Isle of iSIan. Traces of the practice, too,

are to be found in Devonshire (Worth, Hist, of
Devonshire, London, 1886) and in Scotland (J.

Sinclair, Statistical Account of Scotland, 1791-99,

xi. 620; Pennant, Tour in Scotland^, Warring-
ton, 1774). In Brittany, too, similar survivals

e.xist (Sebillot, Coutiiiiies populaires de la Haute-
Brctac/nc, 1886, p. 227 f.), and the periodical bon-
fires of Celtic countries (e.g. the Beltane fires of

the Central Highlands) all point in the same direc-

tion. One of the aims of these bonfires—notably
in winter, as Frazer points out—may have been tio

help the sun in his course by the communion of

co-operation (GB- iii. 253, 259, 261, 280, 281, 284,

289, 290, 291, 293, 320, 321, 323, 325).

5. Communion for revelation.—One of the leading
aims of communion with Deity is the acquisition
of information as to the unknown, especially the
future. In Celtic countries, practices of divination
and the like were prevalent, and substantially the
same methods were employed in them as in other
lands. /Elian (Var. Hist. ii. 31) tells us that the
Celts believed that the gods gave indications of the
future through birds and signs, as well as by means
of entrails and in other Mays. Tiie picture that
Lucian (Herakles, i. ) gives of the Celtic 'Ogmios'
is that of a god who had pre-eminently the gift of
speecli. Diodorus (v. 31. 4) mentions the Celtic
seers as foretelling the future through the observa-
tion of birds and tlie sacrifice of victims. Further,
he says that it was their custom, in any matter of

supreme importance, to offer up a human victim,
' to strike him over tlie diaphragm with a sword,
and, on the fall of the person struck, to derive
omens from his manner of falling and the writhings
of his limbs, as well as from the flow of the blood.'

Caisar (de Bell. Gall. vi. 13. 4) speaks of interpre-
tation being given by Celtic seers in matters of reli-

gion. There is a reference to Celtic augury in a
passage of pseudo-Plutarch (de Fluviis, vi. 4) which
seeks to give an explanation of the name Lugdunnm.
In the practices of later folk-lore in Celtic countries
tliere are numerous survivals of divination and
prognostication through omens, ilreams, and other-
wise (Rh^s, Celtic Folklore, i. 318, 319, 325, 330).

In aAVelsh MS of the early 16th cent. {Peniarth
MS, 163) there is a statement that, in the Isle of
Man, men could see in full daylight those who had
died. If strangers wished to see them, they had
only to tread on the feet of the natives, and they,
too, could see what the natives saw. The Welsh
r2th cent. Black Book if Carmarthen refers to omens
taken from sneezing (trcw), and the Welsh word for
' a bonfire,' coelcerth, means literally ' a sure omen.

'

The practice of divination in connexion with bon-
fires is widely attested for Celtic countries,

6. Ministers of communion with Deity.—Aris-
totle (frag. 30, p. 1479'', 32) says tliat there were
Druids among the 'Celti' and 'Galata?,' and the
connexion in which the words are used shows that
the oflice was viewed as a sacred one. Diodorus
(v. 31. 4) speaks of the Druids as philosophers and

j

diviners, and says that the Celts had also prophets, I

whose special function it was to foretell the future.

In all sacrifices, however, lie says that a philosopher
(i.e. a Druid) was present. According to Cwsar
(op. cit. vi. 13. 4), the Druids were also teachers,
and were exempt from military service and from
taxation. Strabo (iv. 4. 4, p. 197) refers to tl'.e

existence among the Celts of oi'di-eis (Lat. pi. vatcs,

'prophets'). In Tacitus (Ann. xiv. 30) the Druids
are represented as praying with hands upraised to
heaven, while Dio Chrysostom (Orat. 49) says that
they were concerned with soothsaying (iJ.atiTi.Kri).

In Hirtius (de Bell. Gall. viii. 38. 3) there is a
reference to a certain type of priest (of Mars),
called a 'gutuater.' Pliny (HN wx. 13) tells us
that Tiberius abolished the Druids by a decree of

the Senate ('namque Tiberii C;esaris principatus
sustulit Druidas eorum et hoc genus vatum medi-
corumque per senatusconsultum'). In Ireland, the
term ' Druid ' for a seer is frequently found in

the literature, and a hymn of St. Patrick in the
Liber Hymnornin (a MS of the 11th or 12th cent.)

asks for protection from the charms of Druids as

well as of women. The term 'derwydd,' some-
times found in Welsh mediaeval literature, was
especially associated with the composition of WcIfI".

metrical vaticinations (see Bards [Welsh], vol. ii.

p. 417''). Por later survivals of sorcerers in Celtic

countries, see Rh^s, Celtic Folklore, ch. xi. The ex-
istence of women who acted as intermediaries with
Deity among the Celts has been much debated; but
the probability is that here, as elsewhere, women
played a part in religious ritual. Plutarch (Mul.
Virt. p. 257 ; Ainator. 22) mentions a certain Camma,
who was hereditary priestess of Artemis, but it is only
in late writers that reference is made to Dryades,
'Druidesses' (e.g. in Lampridius, Alex. Severus,
60. 6 ; Vopiscus, quoted in Numerianus, 14 ; and
Aurelian, 44. 4). Tliese ' Druidesses ' appear to
have been only sorceresses.

Much discussion has arisen concerning the statement of
Posidonius (quoted by Strabo, iv. S, p. 19S f.) and that of Mela
(iii. 6. 4S) referring to certain propheteE?ses on an island opposite
the mouth of the Loire and the shores of the Ossismi (Mela). In
spite of the ingenious attempt of S. Reinach (Cidtes, mythcs, et

reliijions, p. 195) to explain the ori;;in and growth of Mela's
account, the survival, in certain Celtic countries, of witchcraft
and wind-making (Rhjs, op. cit. i. 330; Frazer, KB 2 i. 121)
makes it not impossible that the passages in question are based
on some measure of fact ; and the references to female well-

attendants^ among the Celts seem unmistakable.

7. Places of communion.—In addition to wells

and caves, those mysterious sacred spots of Celtic

nature-religion, groves and clearings in groves,

appear to have been held by the Celts in special

regard. Diodorus (v. 27. 4) speaks of temples and
sacred precincts ; and there is abundant evidence
that the Gauls had temples and, in Roman times,

images. Diodorus (loc. cit.) mentions the sanctity,

in the eyes of the Gauls, of sacred jjlaces, and the
safety of the gold stored therein, in spite of Gaulish
cupidity. The Celtic terra for a sacred place was
nemcton (Ir. ncmed; Welsh, nyfcd), a term which
|Uobably meant originally 'a clearing in a wood.'
The name of the Galatian temple was Drunemcton
('the sacred place of the oak '). Even in Christian

times, springs and groves continued to be held in

respect, as may be seen from the Indiculus super-

stitionum et paganiarum(c. 8th cent. A.D. ), vl. 223:
' de sacris silvarum quanimidas ( = nemeta) vocant.'

There is a similar explanation in the Cartulaire de
Quimperli (A.D. 1031): ' silva quae vocatur Nemet.'
For an account of later survivals of sacred groves
Celtic lands, see Frazer, op. cit. i. 187).

8. Attitude of communion.—On this head little

information is obtainable : but Dio (Ixii. 6) says
that in prayer Boudicca (Boadicea) held up her
hand to heaven (ri;y X^^P^ ^^ "^^^ ovpavitv avardvaffa

fiTre). Athena?us (iv. 36, pp. 151'-'-152<^) quotes
from Posidonius a statement to the effect that the

Celts turned to the right in worshipping the gods
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(Tot)s ^fOt'S TrpoffKvvovtnv eVi rd de^ia a7pi<li6fXivot),

Tacitus {Ann. xiv. 30) speaks of women with hair

loose, holding torelies before them, anil of Druids
praying with liauds upraised to heaven. Both
Tacitus and Strabo (iv. 108 f.) instani^e the Bacchic
frenzy of the women who took part in Celtic rites,

and Dionys. (Perieti. 570-574) speaks of them as

f;arlanded with ivj'. There is no reference to

kneeling or the closing of the eyes. It is remark-
able that Celtic philology throws very little light
either on the attitude ot Celtic communion with
Deity or on its characteristics generally.
Literature.—J. Rh^s, Veltic Folklore, tfeluk and Manx,

O.xtord, 1901, Celtic lleathendvm, Ijondon, 18S8; J. G. Frazer,
OB-, London, lOOU; S. Reinach, Cultes, mythts, ct religion.-^,

I'.iris, I')05; E. Anwyl, Celtic Religion, London, 1900, also art.

on 'Celtic Goddesses, 'im CV/i, July 19U6, and 'Ancient Celtic
Deities,' in Trans, Gael. Soc. Invernens, 1006; Penardd (a

pseudonym), lihai o hen ddciciniaid Cyinru (privately printed),
I.K>ndon, 1S»01 ; Alexander Carmicbael, Ctxruxina (iadtlica,

Eclinliurarli, lOiJU. E. ANWVL.

COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Chinese).—
The early settlers in what we now call 'China'
seem to have carried with them, into the land of

their adoption, certain well-delined religious ideas,

amongst which the recognition of a Supreme Being
and the possildlity and duty of entering into re-

lations with Him were prominent and pre-eminent.
The term by which the Deity is described is

Shanfjti, composed of two Chinese ideograms

:

shang, meaning ' tliat which is above,' ' the top,'

and nence ' supreme ' ; and ti, said to consist of

an ancient form of the same character shang, and
the word ' to pierce,' and hence meaning ' an
autocrat,' 'one who stands alone, whose authority
is unequalled and unparalleled.' Thus Shang-ti is

interpreted as the one sujjreme and unchallenged
'Sovereign on High,' or 'Supreme Kuler.' By
some Chinese commentators Shang-ti is described
as the ' Lord of Li^Hng Creatures,' and by others
as being synonymous with ' Heaven.' The char-
acter employed to denote ' Heaven ' is also deserv-

ing of notice ; in its earliest forms it seems to

present a rude picture of a human being, and thus,

as it were, to invest with person.ility the mysteri-
ous and unknowable Shang-ti ; but in the present
mode of writing it is the character for ' one ' over
that for ' great ' ; and thus seems to stand for ' the
Great One Above,' though it is generally used in

an impeisonal sense, as ' Providence,' contrasted
with tne more personal God, Shang-ti:

The name Shang-ti is introduced in the earliest recorded
history without preface or apolojry, as requiring no explana-
tion and adniitting of no misunderstanding—in much the same
way as ' Eluhim ' appears in the first chapter of Genesis, with-
out any attempt at definition or prologue. His worship ap-
pears to go back to the vei-j' earliest ages of the Chinese people.
Of Hwang-ti, one of the five sovereigns who bore rule at the
dawn of Chinese history ('2697 B.C.), we read that he sacrificed

to Shang-ti, wearing his royal robes, and presenting a whole
burnt-offering upon a round hillock, the latter representing
the conventional shape of Ileaven. The Emperor Shim (2*25;'i

B.C.), on his accession to the throne, sacrificed to Shang-ti ; and
rom that time, in an almost unbroken line, the rulers of (I^hiua

have maintained their worship, with little change, down to the
present moment. In the annual sacrifices, offered at the Altar
of Heaven in Peking to-day, an almost exact parallel with the
earliest recorded sacrifice to God is presented, mutatis mu-
tandis, unaffected by the later developments of Confucianism
in the 6th cent. B.C., or the materialistic school of the 12th
cent. A.D., uncontaminated by the advent of Buddhism, or by
the various religious systems which have become so firmly
established in Chinese society, and undisturbed by the flooils

of invasion which have swept o^er China from time to time,
or by the fact that the present rulers rtpreseiit an alien race.

I. Object of communion with Shang-ti.— It was
because Shang-ti was regarded as 'Lord of the
Azure Heavens,' the ' Disposer Supreme ' of tlirones
and dynasties, the 'Kestorer of torpid life to
Nature,' and the ' Giver of every good and [lerfect

gift,' that he was approached by kings like T'ang
the Completer (1766 It.c), who initiated his attempt
to overliirow the Hia dynast j' by reverent sacri-

fice and fervent jirayer ; and VVu, the founder of

the Chow dynasty (112'2 u.C), who acknowledged
his indebte^lne^s to the Supreme Kuler, for the
gift of the tlirone, by appropriate sacriliccs, attri-

buting the failure of his predecessor of the former
dynasty to the fact that ' he did not reverence
God above.' Throughout the Chinese classics the
' Divine right of kings ' is everywhere regarded as
depending upon the ' ai)pointment ' or decree of

Heaven; and even as early as 2356 B.C. we find a
hint of this fact in the adoption of the title ' Son
of Heaven ' by Shun, the king at that period, in

acknowledgment of the decree of Heaven to which
he traced his ai)pointmfcnt. The same truth is

refened to in the ' Doctrine of the Mean,' quoted
from the Odes :

' He received from Heaven liie emoluinents of dignity. It

protected Lim, assisted him, decreed him the throne,' etc., to
which the compiler adds the inference, ' We may say, there-
fore, that he who is greatly virtuous will be sure to recei\ e the
ajipointnient of Heaven.'

The Duke of Chow (12th cent. B.C.), in his pro-
clamation to the people of Yin, speaks in un-
mistakable terms on the subject

:

' From T'ang the Successful down to the Emperor Yih, every
sovereign sought to make his virtue illustrious, and duly-

attended to the sacrifices ; and thus it was that, while Heaven
exercised a great establisliing influence, preserving and regu-
lating the house of Yin, its sovereigns, on their part, were
humljly careful not to lose the favour of God, and strove to
manifest a good-doing corresponding to that of Heaven.'

Such being the relations between the Kuler on
earth and the ' Kuler on High,' it was essential

that the vicegerent of Heaven should be pre-

pared to acknowledge the high, over-ruling power
which was the ultimate source of his authority,
and to oiler that highest expression of filial sub-
mission and devotion which was implied by the
sacrificial ritual ; for only so long as the sovereign
acted in accordance with the dictates of Heaven
could he e.xpect to maintain his high estate ; and
the fall of kings and dj-nasties is always attributed
to the neglect of this supreme duty.
The ever-presence of the Deity is assumed in

many passages of the Chinese canonical books, as,

for example, the Odes :

* Say not Heaven is so far, so high,
Its servants ; It is ever nigh

;

And daily are we here witliin its sight.'

The most intimate relations are recorded as e.\-

isting between the Supreme and His earthly re-

presentative, as, for example, in the case of King
Wen (1231-1135 B.C.), of whom it is repeatedly
said, 'God sjiake to "Wen.' Not only so, but,
since the king was regarded as the father of his

people, and, under the patriarchal system, as the
high priest of the great family represented by
the nation, it was fitting that lie .'ihould present
on its behalf the common wants and cravings of
the myriad people, in connexion with the recurring
seasons and the ' kindly fruits of the earth.' Thus
we find numerous instances of prayer being ofiered

in case of drought ; for example. King T'ang
(I76G B.C.) is re]iresented by Mencius as praying :

' I, the child Li, presume to use a dark-coloiu-ed victim, and
announce to Thee, O Supreme Heavenly Sovereign, now there
is a great drought,' etc.

Again, in tlie Odes, we read King Suan's appeal
to Heaven in similar circumstances :

' For good years full soon I prayed, nor was Iat« at any shrine
with my first-fruits. God in Heaven, heed.st Thou never prayer
of mine. ... To High Heaven I look and cry, O the cndle.-^s

agony.'

The institution of the first ' Harvest Festival ' is

attributed to How-tsi (2255 B.C.), lord of T'ai ;

and in the Odes a vivid jiicture is presented of the
ceremonies which marked tlie oft'ering of first-

fruits in acknowledgment of the gifts of Heaven.
The intiiction of plague, pestilence, and famine
is also traced to Heaven's displeasure in conse-
quence of national disobedience.
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Thus the operations of Heaven are recognized
as extending to all departments of national and
domestic life ; but since, by tlie fiat of Chwan-hii
(2513 B.C.), formal approach to the Deity was
limited to the sovereign, while the people were
forbidden under severe penalties to oner sacrifices

to Shang-ti, they have been compelled to direct

their prayers ana express their thanks to the host
of subordinate deities, such as How-tsi, patron of

agriculture, the spirits representing the various
forces of Nature, the spirits of the soil and grain, and
the local and domestic deities—these being regarded
as mediators between man and the Supreme Being,
much in the same way as the provincial officials

act as the ' middlemen ' between the people and
the sovereign. It tlius happens that, though the
Emperor alone, as tlie federal head of the race,

approaches directly and immediately the presence
or Shang-ti, the people in their family capacity
are also permitted access to Him, though only by
means of intermediaries, viz. the spirits and
deities above mentioned ; and thus, though the
method of approach may vary in the degree of

intimacy which obtains in the several cases, no
one is altogether debarred from communion, direct
or indirect, with the Deity.

2. Methods of communion.

—

(1) Sacrifices.—Seo art. CONFUCIAN Religion.
(2) Dreams.—Another method of communion

with the Deity is by dreams, of which we find

instances as early as 1323 B.C., when Wu-ting,
wlio had lately ascended the throne, had a revela-

tion, in a dream, of the features of the man whom
he was seeking for promotion to the olUce of chief

minister. King Wu also (1122 B.C.) found cor-

roboration, in his dreams, for tlie schemes which
he was adopting, and which he believed to be
dictated by Heaven. It is a common practice,

nowadays, for people to repair to certain temples
and spend the night there, in the hope that dreams
will be given them, whereby the wUl of the Deity
may be indicated to them.

(3) Divination.—Divination in various forms is

also resorted to, with a view to discovering the
intentions of Heaven, as is expressly stated in the
case of King AVu. (For the special methods, cf.

art. Communion with the Dead [Chinese].)

One fom( of divining which is very common is

that of spirit-writing, a form of ' planchette,' the
'properties' consisting of a table covered with
fine sand, and a peach stick, bent at one end and
fastened to a cross-piece which rests upon the
open palms of the medium. Sacrifices are first pre-

sented, and a prayer is offered to the Deity, re-

questing that a spirit-messenger may be dispatched
to the house where the stance is to take place.

When the spirit is believed to have arrived, he is

invited to occupy a chair at the table, and another
chair is placed for the use of the Deity who is sup-
posed to have commissioned him. The fact of his
arrival is announced by the peach stick tracing
on the sand the character for ' arrived.' Worship
is now ofl'ered, and libations are poured out.
Questions are addressed to the spirit in due
course, and answers are written upon the sandy
surface. The questions must be written, and
burnt, together with some gold tinsel, before the
spirit-answer can be given.

Another method of inquiry is that of the chiao,

generally made of a short piece of the root of the
bamboo, split in halves, each piece presenting a
concave and a convex side. These are thrown
into the air, after an invocation of the Deity, and
the positions which the chiao assumes on reaching
the ground are supposed to indicate the nature of

the response. If the convex side of one piece and
the concave of the other are uppermost, the
answer is supposed to be favourable ; if two con-

vexes are exposed, the answer is negative ; if two
concaves turn up, the answer is indiUerent.

LiTER.(.TURE.—R. K. Douglas, China'', London. 1887, Coii-

/ucianisin and Taoism, London, 1877 ; H. A. Giles, Religiona
of Ancient China, London, 1906 ; A. P. Happer, ' A Visit to
Peking' (Chinese Jtecorder, Jan.-Feb. 1879); W. Jennings,
The Chinese Shi-KiTig, London, 1891 ; J. Legge, Chinese
Classics, Hongkong, 1861-72 ; W. A. P. Martin, Lore of
Cathay, London, 19(H ; E. H. Parker, China and Religion*,
London, 19UI

; J. Ross. The Oritiinal Religion of China,
London, 1909 ; W. G. Walsbe, Cunfuci\is and Confucianism,
Shanghai, 1910. W. GILBERT WaLSHE.

COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Christian).

—Communion with God is that close intimacy be-

tween man and God which had long been sought for

in many ways, and reached its climax in Him who
is truly God and perfectly man, Jesus of Nazareth.
As Himself uniting God and mjCn in His own
Person, and as the means of union between men
and God, He is at once the Example and the Giver
of communion. One form of communion, seen both
in Him and in the earliest exponents of Christianity,
is Prayer. The first motion of the individual soul

towards invisible realities, however elementary the
environment of religion and culture may be, should
find its expression in prayer, which, however, is

not only a starting-point but also an invariable
concomitant, and, so far as the present life is con-
cerned, a climax, of the soul's progress towards
deity.

The acts and words of our Lord, and the practice
and teaching of the earliest Christians, carry on
and develop the characteristics of prayer which
accompany the earlier searchuigs after God within
the spliere of revealed religion in the OT, which,
as the Christian era is approached, appear to grow
in intensity, notwithstanding their insufiicient solu-

tion of the problem of communion with God. Our
Lord Himself prayed at the time of His baptism (Lk
3-'), before the Transfiguration (9^'-), before choosing
the Twelve (6'-'-), before raising Lazarus (Jn 11^"),

on the way to Gethsemane (17), in the Agony (Mk
1435-39^ Mt 26"'-*', Lk 22*i-«), and on the cross [23^ «).

In these events His abiding communion with the
Father ' takes the form of prayer, as prayer is

made a means of (1) request, (2) union, or (3) inter-

cession. The same aspects of prayer are in His
teaching, as, e.g., in (1) Mt 7'"", Mk 11", Lk IP's
181-8; (2) Jn 16'-«-"; (3) Mk 9=^ Tliese three
aspects of prayer are summed up in the Lord's
Prayer. The first two words raise the concise
clauses which follow into the sphere of the most
spiritual communion, teaching that the Absolute
is a Father listening to His children as they bring
to Him their temporal wants, their spiritual cares,

and their intercessions for the world around them.
Prayer, again, as a means of communion was used
by the earliest Christians, influenced in part, per-

haps, by their traditional Jewish beliefs, and cer-

tainly largely by the exam])le and precept of their

Master. Prayer led to the outpouring of the
Spirit (Ac l"), the choice of St. Matthias (w.^-s"),

the journey of Ananias to St. Paul (9"), the rais-

ing of Dorcas by St. Peter (9*°), the release from
prison of St. Peter (12^), and of St. Paul and Silas

(16-^). Prayer so efficacious suggests that those
using it were through it in close communion with
God ; and in the case of St. Stephen, prayer and
the vision of the unseen together mark the su-

preme dedication of his life (7'*™). Thus by means
of prayer the earliest Christians continued not
only in the Apostolic fellowship (2*^), but also in

union with God. How actual Christian com-
munion in prayer linked on to the ways of pre-

paration may be illustrated by observing that the
meditation which rested on the habitual prayers

of the word 'Fatlier* in
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of Cornelius, before he was a Christian, was an
instrument for his conversion no less than the

Jevotion of the Apostle who was to bring him to

Christ (Ac 10). So also in the Epistles, prayer has

the same aspects, and is similarly a means of com-
munion. As in the Acts (9" 22^^), calling on the

name of the Lord Jesus Christ is spoken of by St.

Paul as a mark of a Christian (1 Co 1-). Elsewhere
St. Paul refers to intercessory prayer—his own
for his converts and theirs for him, and that of

Christians in general for all men and for special

classes and persons ; to the help afforded to Chris-

tians in prayer by the Holy Sjjirit ; and to con-

stant prayer in the Spirit as accompanying; the

use of the ' armour of God ' (e.j. Ko 8^, Epli 6'*,

Col 4= ^ I Th 5", 1 Ti 2"). Thus, in the mind of

St. Paul, prayer necessitates and expresses the
closest possible relation on the part of Christians

with the Holy Trinitj-. In the rest of the NT
the very incidental cliaracter of the references to

prayer shows the extent to which it had become
an ordinary and regular mode of communion be-

tween Cliristians and the Holy Trinity. St. James
briefly alludes to ' the supplication of a righteous

man' which ' availeth much in its working' (Ja

5'*), and, in commanding the prayer of the presby-

ters of the Church, says that ' the prayer of faith

shall save him that is sick' (v.'"-).

These dogmatically worded statements as to the

efficacy of prayer necessarily imply that it estab-

lishes and maintains most intimate relations of

fellowship between man and God. St. Peter gives

as a reason for the observance of practical advice,

'that J'our prayers be not hindered' (1 P 3');

urges sound mind and sobriety ' unto prayer ' (4') ;

and repeats the teaching of the Psalmist (I's 34'^),

that the ears of God are ready to hear the sup-

plication of man (1 P 3'=). The brief statements
in 1 Jn 3-"- 5'"" show tlie confidence in prayer
wliich is a sign that the heart is with God ; and
3 Jn " indicates prayer as the means of converse

with God concerning the prosperity and health of

an earthly friend. St. J\ide connects prayer with

abiding in the love of God, when he exhorts those

to whom he writes: 'building up yourselves on
your most holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit,

Keep your.selves in the love of God ' (Jude *'). In

the Epistle to the Hebrews, and in the Apocalypse,

there are crowning statements as to the value of

intercessory prayer, not only in regard to its efh-

cacy as intercession, but also as illustrating the

close access to God which it aflbrds. Gf Christ

Himself it is said that He ' ever liveth to make
intercession' (He 7^), and that He so intercedes
' at the right hand of the throne of God ' ( 12-)

;

and His presence in the Heavens att'ords to Chris-

tians boldness and security in approaching the

tlirone of "race (4"* 10--). In the Apocalyp.se the

nearness of prayer to the central presence of God
is strikingly depicted. Before the Lamb are pre-

sented by the four and twenty elders 'golden

howls full of incense which are the prayers of the

saints' (Rev 5"). ' Underneath the altar the souls

of them which had been slain for the Word of

God, and for the testimony which they held,' cried

out to their 'Master, the Holy and True' (6"').

To ' the prayers of all the saints ' is incense added,
which with them goes 'up before God' (8^').

Those who liave the special in.spiration of tlie

Holy Spirit join with the whole Church in pray-

ing for the coming of the Lord ; and their prayer

has such impetratory power in effecting Uis pre-

sence, tliat all who are athirst are able to draw
near and take freely the water of life ('22").

Teaching of specific books of NT on com-
munion with God.- 1 1) T/ie Synoptic Gaupcls.— In

the life and death of Christ the princi])le of sin,

which lay between man and communion with God,
VOL. Ul.—48

is done away. Christ's life on earth was the
answer to the fact and presence of human sin.

As the goal of the life of man is the full and com-
plete realization of his Divine sonship, so sin in

its deepest reality includes all that lies between
the human will and the Divine will as a barrier

and separation. The gospel of Jesus Christ is,

above all, the gospel of human .salvation. But
the salvation is more than salvation from guilt

and the present power of sin ; it includes the re-

ception of strength for righteousness and of union
with God. As a step towards realizing this, it is

important to "rasp the idea of the final conquest
of sin in the life of Christ. At the beginning of

His nunistry our Lord's exhortation was to re-

pentance (^It 4", Mk I"'-). His ministry itself

included works of forgiveness. During it He
claimed to forgive sin (Mt O'--^ Mk 2^", Lk 5™"=^).

At the Last Supjjer He connected the pouring out
of His life-blood with the remission of sin (Mt
26^). His death was a sacrifice for sin. The
sacrificial aspect is expressed in the words, ' the

Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but
to minister, and to give his life a ransom for

many' (Mt 20'^, Mk 10"). In the words from
Heaven at the Baptism and the Transfiguration

(Mt 3", Mk 1", Lk 3-- ; Mt 17^ Mk 9', Lk 9^=) the

description of the Suffering Servant of Isaiah (Is

42') is applied to our Lord. At the institution of

the Eucharist the words of Christ recall the Cove-
nant Sacrifice of Ex 24^'", and the promise of a
New Covenant in JerSl. Not only these references,

but also the time, place, and Paschal festivities all

combine to suggest that the death of Christ pre-

served an especial sacrificial significance. And,
further, they indicate that the efficacy of this

sacrifice consisted in the power to annul the prin-

ciple of sin which lay between man and com-
munion with the Father of all spirits. Our Lord's

own words, Apostolic interpretation, and our own
experience prove the power of the death of Christ

to do away with sin. But when we ask how or

why, in the immutable counsel of God, the death
of His Son availed to abolish sin and death, that
question is not explicitly raised or answered in the

Synoptic Gospels. Incarnate love could be re-

vealed only in this world of perishing souls ; in

all its beauty and grandeur it was conditioned by
the facts of human sin and suffering. The life of

Christ on earth was a long, slow process of a
translation of pain and suffering into the terms of

penitence. The sacrifice of the sinless Christ had
part of its atoning value because, in His death,

suffering and temptation were conquered and
transmuted into the consummation of penitence.

By the power of His offering of a perfect and
vicarious sacrifice in the hour of death. He has
abolished for ever all sin which lies between the

heart of mau and the mind of God. In the Syn-
optic (jospels the negative asjiect of Christ's work
precedes the inauguration of the Kingdom of God.
In so far as we may speak of a conquest or for-

giveness of sin in His days on earth, we may speak
of the Kingdom as a present reality. Again, in

so far as we see in His death the final conquest of

sin, so far we may speak of His Kingdom as in-

augurated and consummated in idea by His death.

Christ then has overthrown the barrier of sin

which lay between man and communion with
God.

It may now be asked. What has Christ done
positively and constructively to make possible the

life of communion between God and man ? («)

His unique teaching sums up all that was full of

promise in the search for God recorded in the OT.
The manner and method of it are more unique
than its contents. Many of the ideas, c.c/. the

fatherhood of God, the liigh destiny of man, the
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value of the liunmn soul, liad been stated liefore in

OT literature. What is uew is the deu]! sjiirilual

insiiiht which sees into the very centre of trutli.

Not less notcworthj' are the sureness and autliori-

tativeness of His teaching. He spoke ' as liavinv;

authority, and not as the scribes (Mk 1--, cf. Mt
7^). He dealt mainly with the Kingdom of Goil,

its nearness, the conditions for entrance into it, its

nature as heavenly and eternal, not as a political

w'orld power ; and with the life in the Kingdom,
its approaching and epocli-making consummation.
In His wonderful portrayal of life under the reign

of God's will, our Lord showed what the life of

communion with God essentially is. It is the life

of love and humility, outwardly a continuous act

of obedience to God, inwardly a life of spiritual

prayer and utter self-surrender and dependence
upon God. Careful study of the Divine meaning
of His words, meditation and contemplation upon
them, love for the life portrayed in the Gospel,

are steps towards likeness to God. But purely
subjective etlbrts alone cannot bring man into

essential harmony with God. (b) Beyond the
teaching about God, man, and the Kingdom,
Jesus in His own life upon earth is an example
of the most perfect communion with God. His
mind is in s>ich essential harmony with the Divine
mind that He can say in the Agony, ' Not what I

wUl, but what thou wilt' (Mt 26'"-^, Mk 14^, Lk
22^-). By eti'orts on the part of Christians, the
purity and love of Jesus may be partially appre-
hended and assimilated into their lives. But this

is but man's unaided eflbrt after righteousness,
not the righteousness of God. The Christian life

must be more than a shadow of the reality, (c)

Through the institution of the Eucharist is given
the means whereby Christians may make the mind
and heart and will of God their own. Our Lord
describes it as the gift of His manhood (Mt 26^'-',

I\Ik 14-'-=^, Lk 22'»'-). Hence it aflords the possi-

bility of union with His human life ; and, since
He is God as well as man, with the Divine life

itself.

(2) St. Paul.—Much has been written on the
relations of the teaching of St. Paul to our Lord
—how- far Christianity would have succeeded in

becoming the world-religion but for St. Paul, how
much of the Gospel teaching is genuinely Christ's
teaching and not due to Pauline influence. The
present writers are not here concerned with these
questions. They believe that our Lord was con-
scious of the establishment of communion between
God and man through Himself ; and that this was
apprehended by St. Paul. The present question
is simply how St. Paul assists in interpreting this
stupendous fact. To St. Paul, God is endowed
with all the essentials of the absolute, eternal, tran-
scendent, vet immanent. Godhead. But, first and
foremost, St. Paul presupposes the Fatherhood of
God, the fundamental article of our Lord's teach-
ing, without which communion between God and
man would have been impossible. This Father-
hood is characterized by (a) righteousness, (b)

wrath. Righteousness is tlie ethical ground of
God's dealings with His children, the norm of
their admission to communion with Him. AVrath
is called forth by their refusal or failure to make
the best use of pre-Christian means of comnmnion.
It was the righteous curse of God under which
they lay w-hcn Christ ' in the fulness of the time '

(Gal 4'') manifested God. But, as righteousness
is of the essence of the F'ather who reveals Him-
self to man, so righteousness is the sine qua nmi,
the presupposition and postulate, of the possibility
that man should come into communion with God.
Here it is that St. Paul sees the necessity for
Christ, even on the negative side. Man had'been
created in the image and glory of God (1 Co ll').

but the guilt of the Fall became hereditary in

man (Uo 5'-), and so man was dominated, not by
righteousness, but by sin in his flesh. Man's vision

of God and his sense of communion with Him
were dimmed. He was in a state of unrighteous-

ness (Ko 1"). How was this unrighteousness to be
done away ? How was the possibility of com-
nmnion (righteousness) to be re-established? St.

Paul answers—through Christ Jesus, and through
Him alone. He emphasizes this point by con-

trasting Christ's removal of tlie obstacles with (not,

be it noted, by deriding) two earlier attempts to

restore man's righteousness—two attempts which,
in the long run, liad only led man to wallow still

deeper in the mire of sin, and to wander still

further from communion with God.
(a) The first attempt had been in the possibilities of partial

communion held out to the Gentiles by the fatherly and for-

bearing Providence which gave them the bounties of Nature
and sought to direct their gaze to heaven through the work of

creation, and by means of the conscience and intelligence

implanted iu them individually. The result had been, not a

heightening of the possibilities of communion with the all-loving

Father, but—strangely paradoxical as it may seem—the in-

creasing of their unrighteousness, by their communion vrith the

god of this world, Satan, so that they sacrificed to demons, not to

God (Ro 118-32, 1 Co 1020). (fi) The other attempt to do away
with the law of sin and death which made comnmnion with the

righteous Father impossible had been equally a failure. The
Jewish Law had been far from providing a perfect means of

access to God. St. Paul, looking back, saw in it only a more
thorough obscuring of the path which leads to the presence of

God. It had increased, not decreased, transgression. It had
set man further from, not nearer to, righteousness (Ro l-€,

9-11).

Man, therefore, still stood in need of the removal
of the disabilities to communion, and it was, in

part, to remove these that Christ came. AVitli this

removal, as a means to make communion with God
once more possible for man, St. Paul deals ex-

haustively in metaphors, some drawn from the
forensic terminology, and others from the cere-

monial of the Great Day of Atonement. The act

of Christ, His death on the cross, on w hich is based
the justification or acquittal in the court of the
Divine justice, is vicarious and representative in

character, universal in its scope, a legal exjuation,

a justifying act, an obedience even unto death,

annulling the condemnation resultant from the dis-

obedience of the one man. The shedding of Christ's

blood was, on the one hand, a propitiation set forth

by God, who commended His own love toward us
sinners and delivered Him up for us all ; on the
other hand, a sacrifice made by man, eU'ecting re-

demption, resulting in reconciliation. Only one
subjective act on man's part avails—the act of

faith ; and even this comes of, and has as its objec-

tive, the grace and power of God working through
Christ. It is preceded or accompanied, indeed, by
repentance, as man turns to God from idols, or comes
to know God, or dies to sin, or crucifies the flesh, or
puts oH" the old man ; but it is itself the simple,

childlike, submissive, enthusiastic, unconditional

self-surrender of the man's whole being—intellect,

ailections, and purpose—to the will of God revealed

in Christ Jesus.

Such in general terms is the Pauline teaching

concerning the precedent and accompaniment of

the Christian's initial justification, or restoration

to a position of righteousness before God, the

condition of fellowship with Him. And the power
for this great movement of the whole being of man
is derived from the death and resurrection of Christ
(Romans, passim; cf. e.g. 1 Th 5^ 1 Co 15'-"",

Eph 2, Col I'S'-, 1 Ti 23-«, Tit 2i«-). On the positive

side, the writings of St. Paul, to whom sin was a
deadly reality and the righteousness of God was
the goal of human life, contain a wealth of ideas

relating to commimion with God. In the risen

and exalted and glorified Christ there are possi-

bilities surpassing even those in the crucifixion and
death of the Messiah. In the Pauline speeches
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in Acts, our Lord is still pre-einiueiitly the Jewisli

Messiah who has come, and is, moreover, about
to judge the world. Throu^di this Jesus are re-

mission of sins and justification for every one tliat

believeth. If the Christ is not acceptecl, a day of

judgment is at hand for those who reject Him
(Ac 13*" '•). To take the speech at Pisidian Antioch
as illustrative of the Apostle's ideas at this period,

the life of rij^hteousness and communion with God
depends directly u]ion theacceptanceof thecrucilied

Jesus as tlio ])ntmised Messiah. The life of com-
munion witli God means life in the new era, which
will soon be ushered in when Jesus shall reign in

the Kingdom of the Blessed. The choice between
life and death depends upon the acceptance or
rejection of Christ Himself, not of His moral or
social teaching. The language of Thessalonians
yields us evidence for the same period. In I Tli
.ji3-i8 and in the so-called Apocalypse of 2 Th 2,

the Apostle not only insists upon the resurrection
of Christ, but also on the resurrection of others, of

the faithful, with Him. ' For if we believe that
Jesus died and rose again, even so them also that
are fallen asleep in Jesus will God bring with him.'

The fact of the resurrection does not in itself secure

the life of communion with the Father. The resur-

rection is with Christ. At this period St. Paul
appears to have been looking for the return of the
Lord from heaven in the near future. The expecta-
tion of His hourly coming was so strong at Thes-
salonica that all work was being suspended in view
of it. In this case his eschatological belief gave,

at least, form to the thought of St. Paul. The
heavenly Christ was soon to appear, and the saints,

both the living and those asleep, were to reign

with Him in the heavenly kingdom (1 Th 4""-).

Some of the deepest and most mystical of St.

Paul's teaching is in the second group of Epistles

—

1 and 2 Cor., Gal., and Romans. For convenience'

sake it will be well to consider Romans as illustra-

tive of St. Paul's mind at this period. In Ro 3-'

the negative aspect of this subject is well stated in

the words, ' whom God set forth to be a propitia-

tion, through faith, by his blood, to show his

righteousness, because of the passing over of the
sins done aforetime, in the forbearance of God.'
In some sense the righteousness of God has been
expressed in the death of His Son. On whatever
grounds the death of the Eternal Son may be said

to have pos.sesse<l expiatory power, the fact of that
power is unquestioned. Again, the 'gospel is the
power of God unto salvation to every one that
believeth' (l'"). There is in the gospel not only
that which is able to cleanse from past sin and
guilt, but also a positive power for our salvation.

Here salvation is made to depend direc'tly upon
faith—'to every one that believeth.' The same
fundamental idea occurs ajjaiu, expressed in the
words, 'the righteous shall live by faith' (1");
' we reckon, therefore, that a man is justified by
faith apart from the works of the law ' (3-^|. It has
been claimed that there are in this Ejiistle two
fundamentally opposing conceptions of salvation:

(a) the juridical, expressed in tlie forensic language
of the OT, which St. Paul inherited from Judaism

;

and (/') the Christian or mystical conception, based
on a faith which means union with Christ. It is

impossible to deny an element of truth to this

theory, inasmuch as the Apostle describes the
process of hiuiian salvation in two sets of terms
and images. Rut more than this it is difficult

to admit. The ultimate ground of our acceptance
in either ease is not the work or merit of man, but
the gracious mercy of God. We have access to

this grace only by our faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ. ' Being therefore justified by faith, let us
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ

:

through whom also we have had our access by

faith into this grai^e wherein we stand' (5"-).

While we were still in a state of .sin and alienated
from God, we were reconciled to Him by the death
of Christ. But, beyond reconciliation through
death, we have life, we are saved by the life of

the Son (5^""). The positive aspect of the subject
is stated very clearly in 5''-- ''. As death and sin

entered the world through one man, Adam, so
grace and eternal life come through Jesus Christ.

'The gift of grace from the loving Father through
the Son is the guarantee for the eternal life of

communion with God. When the question is raised

how this gift of life is infused into us, the answer
is—through baiitism. In that sacrament we are
baptized into Clirist's death, that is to say, into

death as a victory over sin. But, as we have died

with Him, so also we shall be raised in the general
resurrection with Him and reign eternally. ' Even
so reckon ye also yourselves to be dead unto sin,

but alive unto Goil in Christ Jesus' (6"). In ch. j

the conflict of the good and evil in the human soul
is graphically presented. As this passage forces

on the mind the horror and reality of sin, it also

emphasizes the necessity of a positive aid and power
coming from without to our help. This power which
enters within us, enabling us not only ' to will

'

but also ' to do ' the right, is none other than the
Spirit of Christ. It would be difficult to over-

estimate the importance of this Pauline idea of

the indwelling of the Spirit of Jesus or of God
in man. Apart from this indwelling and union
with Christ, man is impotent. He is dead in sin

and without hope.
It has been seen that in the earlier group of

Epistles the Lord Jesus is conceived essentially

as the Messiah now in heaven, but who is shortly
to return and bring the Kingdom of Heaven into

actuality. In this second group He is essentially

the Second Adam ' who to the rescue came.' As
the first Adam brought sin and death on humanity,
so the second and heavenly Man brings life eternal.

As the power of sin and death which created and
maintained the barrier between God and man
was due to an act of disobedience, so the positive

power which gives life and communion with God
IS infused into humanity through a life of active

obedience.
It has been pointed out how the guilt and power

of sin have been removed and the principle of life

and grace infused into humanity. These two
necessary aspects in the work of salvation involve
certain fundamental ideas as to the Person of the
Mediator. Further, when it is asked liow this

life is infused and assimilated into the individual
believer, the answer depends upon mystical views
of Christ's Person and work. Through prayer,
through the sacraments, through the Church, man
may attain that oneness with God which the
work of the Son has made possible. The eli'ect or
residt of prayer is the rest in the presence of God
which is essentially communion with Him (l.")'"-^).

Again, prayer is salvation. ' Whosoever shall call

ujion the Isame of the Lord shall bo saved' (10'*).

Christians are to continue steadfastly in prayer,

which is not fitful or irregular, since it means the
realized presence of God (12'=). In 1 Co H-"'^
St. Paul gives an account of the institution of

the Eucharist, which he claims to have received

directly from the Lord (v.^). That which is given
in this rite is the body and blood of the Lord Jesus
Himself (vv.-'-^j. The service has a memorial
significance (vv.-^^). It jiroclaims the 'Lord's

death till he come' (v.°*). Thus this pas.sage con-

tains explicit teaching that in the sacrament we
feed on the body and blood of our Lord, that here
we partake of and assimilate Him. In the most
literal and real sense we may sjicak in this con-
nexion of union with Christ. Thus we gain the
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beuetits which by Ilis precious blood-shedding He
hath procured for us, the life of communion with
God.

Lastly, as a member of a society—tlie Christiiin

Church—the Christian has his fellowship with
Christ and God. The Church is the body of Christ
of which we are the several members (12'^). At
Uaptism the believer is baptized into His death,
and becomes a mystical member of His body. In
the later Epistles, Christ is the Head, and the
Church is the body. These metaphors of body and
members have a deep and spiritual meaning which
only the use of metaphor could illustrate. If this

language means anj-thing, it means the real, full,

and complete union of tlie believer with Christ in

the sacraments of the Christian Church. Here
lies the centre of gravity in the Christian religion.

It is the sense of a union and communion with God
realized and actualized in the life and death of His
Blessed Son. It is only the sacramental system
of the Christian society that makes possible the
fullness of spiritual life in communion with the
Father.

In the later Epistles there is drawn out more
fully the cosmic significance of the Incarnation.
But, as in 2 Co 5'" there is the idea of ' God in

Christ reconciling the world to himself,' so in

Ephesians the idea of reconciliation is prominent

:

' But now in Christ Jesus ye who were in time past
far otf were made nigh by the blood of Christ. For
he is our peace, who made both one, and brake
down the middle wall of the partition ' (Eph 2'*- ").

Not only has Christ broken down the barrier which
lay between Jew and Gentile, but He has also
removed all hindrances between these, when united
to one another, and the presence of the Father.
Again, ' He has raised us up witli Him and made
us to sit with Him in the heavenly places' (v.^).

The final result of the work and teaching of our
Lord is that 'through him we both (Jew and
Gentile) have our access in one Spirit unto the
Father' {v.^^). Again, in 3" we have not only
access to the throne and presence of God, but access
with confidence, and this through the power of our
faith in Christ. In this Epistle, St. Paul is dealing
with universals and absolutes. The finality and
absolute cliaracter of Christ's work (1) in the
removal of sin, and (2) in the securing of our access
to God, i.e. communion with Him, are marked.
Lastly, the motive of all this is the love of Christ
which passeth all knowledge.

(3) St. James. — Tliis Epistle emphasizes that
aspect of communion with God whereby man's
part here and now, rather than what God has done
in Christ, is considered (Ja 1^'). The state of being
in perfect communion with God, which is expressed
by pure and undefiled religion, must be grounded,
and find outward expression, in the doing of good
work. The writer is conscious of man's ultimate
high destiny as made in the image and likeness of
God. But there have been many who have chosen
the friendship of the world instead of tlie friend-
ship of God, and so have given themselves over to
do the work of Satan. Thus the idea of comnmnion
with God, or with the devil, is made to depend
fundamentally on man's choice of the Fatlier's
friendship, or on his rejecting and vexing the Holy
Spirit. In times past, and at present, man has
been ruled by lust and evil desire, which have
borne sin and death. If the \viiter's argument be
dissected, it will be seen that this falling away
from God's holy presence was due not so much to
man's inherent depravity and utter sinfulness as
to the imjierfection of the Law. The life of com-
munion with the Father is represented as a life in
obedience to the perfect, royal law of liberty.
This life witli God was not possible under the
OT dispensation, because the law of the OT was

external and compelling. The new law is inner
and impelling, and is therefore the law of liberty.

It is not necessary here to make a detailed examination of

the relation of * faith ' and ' works ' in this Epistle to the saine

terms in St. Paul's letters. To St. Paul, aa has been seen, faith

was a real condition of conununion with God. This St. jaines
would not deny. For to him the term 'faith' conveyed the
idea of a purely intellectual apprehension, not an assimilation

and enthusi.astic self-surrender vo Christ as in Romans. ' Works

'

are not the le^al works enjoined by the law, but deeds of mercy
and kindness prompted by spontaneous self.imparting love for

God and man. Henco salvation is based upon works, the works
of man. God has in Christ removed sin, in that He hae
removed sin's power to keep man from God. The Father has
accomplished this by a revelation of Himself in a perfect law of

liberty, a royal law where obedience means life with Him (1^).

The contrast between the life with God and
existence ajiart from Him may be illustrated by
the distinctions between the two wisdoms. There
is one wisdom ' earthly, sensual, devilish,' which
involves jealousy, faction, confusion, and every I

vile deed ;
' the wisdom that is from above is first

I

pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated,

full of mercy and good fruits, without variance,

without hypocrisy' (S"""). Man must not neglect

his part in the conquest of the devil (4'). The
Christian's duty of prayer is inculcated (5""'°). Man
has been freed from sins by the gift of a perfect

revelation of the will and mind of God in a perfect

law. Man's final attainment of the righteousness
]

of God, which means eternal communion with Him,
will depend upon his obedience to God's Law.
How far, then, does God give grace and strength
to actualize this perfect obedience which is essenti-

ally communion with Him ? God has planted in our
hearts a ' word' which, unless rejected, is able to

save souls (I-'). This salvation is the consummation
of right relations with God. The ' word ' is a free

gift from the Father. It is, or gives, the strength
and grace necessary to obey the royal law of liberty.

All things are from Him, life itself included ',1").

The wisdom which is opposed to earthly wisdom
is not man's own but God's ; it is from above. All
that Christians do, or are, depends on the free

gift of God.
This Epistle contains the gospel of piety and good

works, rather tlian that of faith. But the good
works do not depend on initiative and power.
The process of salvation must be expressed in

good works. But they bring no merit. It is not
tlirough man's merit that he is enabled to obey
the law. This royal law is fundaiuentallj' the law
of love (2*). The life of obedience to the ideal

law revealed through Jesus Christ, the Lord of

glory, is a process of drawing nigh unto God (4").

'ihe power of prayer is mighty in its working. It

is a source of comfort and strength to man in the
life of obedience. The prayer of faith shall save
him that is sick (5"''). 'Through the manifold gifts

of God the grace necessary for obedience is vouch-
safed. This obedience in outward action is funda-
mentally the law of love, implanted by the Father
in the heart. This is the ground and guarantee of

communion with Him.
(4) Hebrews.—In this Epistle, Jesus Christ is

presented as a supernatural, eternal, and uncreated
Person. He is the Son in an absolute sense, superior

to a long and illustrious line of prophets and ser-

vants of God. He is ' the effulgence of the Divine
'glory,' ' the express image of the essence' of God.
He was the Agent in creation, and is the Princiiile

lying behind the moral order of the universe. 'The

OT terms used to designate Jahweh are applied to

the Person of the Son. On the other hand, he was
man, tempted in all points like as we are, yet
without sin. Because of His sufferings and death,
He is crowned with glory and honour. He learned
obedience by the things which He suffered. He is

not ashamed to call men brethren (chs. 1-4). Thus
there are expressed the two dominant factors in

the Incarnation—Jesus presented as the Eternal
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nnd Uncreatoil Son ; and Jesus, the Captain of our

Salvatio7i, Avho uniU'rwcnt a pcifect human ex-

perience. These thoujxhts underlie tlie develnp-

ment iif the arjjunient, and determine the result

of His work. The results of the work of .Jesus are

ahsolnte in their eflicacy, universal in their applica-

tion, and the expression in the world of time and
sense of spiritual realities and etern.al laws.
To prrasp the sigiiificance of the writer's thought on the

negative aspect of Christ's work as destroying or annulling that

which lay hetween the consciousness of man and the realization

of communion with God, it is necessary to bear three things in

mind : (a) He conceives religion as essentially a covenant rela-

tion between God and man. Communion is a relation which
entails responsibilities and confers privileges. Many of the

distinctions turn upon the essential dilTerences between the

covenant inaugurated by Moses and the New Covenant pro-

mised by Jeremiah and sealed by the death of Christ, (b)

As the destiny of man, according to the Synoptic Gospels,

is life in the Kingdom of God, and in the Fourth Gospel is

etenm! life, so in this Kpistle the end of man's existence is

eternal rest in the peace of God. This heavenly rest is con-

trasted with the rest which Israel in older times sought in

the promised land, on the other side of Jordan, (c) The dis-

tinction between this world of sense and the unseen world of

reality is evidence of the writer's dependence upon Alexandrian

thought.

The death of Christ is compared with the cove-

nant oiierings of Ex 24'"*, -with the burnt-otlerinf,'s

of the Law, and with the sin-otlerings of the Day
of Atonement (Lv 16). The efficacy of His death

considered as a sacrilice is a,ssertea in 9'"-. On
the problem of the remission of sins, the cancelling

of guilt, the -nTiter repeats the OT idea that apart

from the shedding of blood there is no remissiori.

But, in view of the majesty and eternity of His

Person, the Blood of Christ avails to atone for all

past sin. In virtue of the power of His blood He
has entered within the veil, into the very presence

of God. This is the end of all religions—to secure

perfect and uninterrupted communion with God.

Sin has always acted as a barrier. Hence in the

OT dispensation ordinary Israelites could not

enter into the Holy of Holies at all, nor could the

high priest, except once a year, to offer burnt- and
sin-otl'erings for himself and the people. But now,

by His own ofi'ering of Himself, Christ has per-

fected for ever them that are sanctilied. 'Whither

He has gone before. Christians may follow with

boldness, and draw near to the throne of grace.

Ofi'ering Himself as a sacrifice for sin, Christ has

destroyed every barrier of sin -nhich formerly lay

between man and God. The sacrifice in which He
is both High Priest and Victim secures this result

in the world of spirit, whereas the Levitical wor-

ship had availed only to the cleansing of the Besh.

Although the eltlcacyot Christ's sacrifice rests fundamentally

upon the majesty of ilis Person, His sacrificial death may be

contrasted with the I^evitical bloody sacrifices in the following

pointa: (a) thev are many and repeated : His is once for all

;

lb) they are of dimih animals : His is the voluntary act of the

human' will
;
(c) thev are ofTered by sinful priests who do not

lullv represent the people: His is offered by a sinless OITerer

who is perfectly at one with His brethren ; (rf) they as sacri-

ficial acts are transactions in the world of time and sense : His

High Priestlvactisan expression of the Eternal Spirit of the

Divine I/ive
; (e) they avail to cleanse the flesh from physical

Impurities : He cleanses the conscience from guilt, to serve the

living God.

In this interpretation of the meaning of Christ's

work we are in the realm of the Eternal Spirit.

Christ as the sin-oU'ering for humanity has freed

nil men potentially from the guilty consciousness

of sin, and brings Christians to the heavenly rest

of God. Yet in this Epi.stle the eiiii)ha.sis is not

so much on the surrender of Christ's life a-s on the

presentation of that life within the veil. Clirist

our High Priest and the Author of our salvation

is the Perfecter and Finisher of our faith, {a) He
is our Example, being tempted in all points like

as we are, yet without sin. In the light and
Btrengtli of His victory we are to run the race set

before us with confidence. (/<) He is the Object

and Ground of our faith. Faith is defined as ' that

which gives reality to things hoped for, the proving

of things not seen ' (11')- In the Person of .Jesus,

in the Incarnation of the Eternal Son, the spiritual

world of abiding reality is brought into the world
of human ken. To those who hold fast with con-

fidence to this faith, victory is as.sured in the end.

(c) In the heavenly ministry of Chri.st He ever
' liveth to make intercession for us.' Our High
Priest, heiause of His suil'erings ami death, is

crowned with glory and honour. He has pas.sed

through the heavens, and now sits at the Father's

right hand to plead the merits of His etenial .sacri-

fice. The love and merciful kindness of God which
were manifested in time and in the earthly ministry

of Jesus are eternal and changeless principles,

perpetually operative in our behalf. This must
ultimately he the ground of our .acceptance and the

assurance of our life in communion with Him.
In this Epistle the thought of the perfection of

Christ's sacrilice is parallel with St. Paul's doc-

trine of justification by faith. The benelits and
efficacy of His perfect sacrifice are conditioned by
our attitude of faith and tru.st. This is a neces-

sary and fundamental element in the process of

salvation. But behind and above all the perfec-

tion of Christ's sacrifice and His eternal ministry

of love in heaven are the assurance and guarantee
of the life of communion with God.

(5) 1 Peter.—In the Petrine speeches in the Acts
our Lord is the great Prophet whose mission is

attested by His mighty works. He is identified

with the Suffering Servant of Jahweh (Ac S"-'-", cf.

4"-^"'
; see Is 42' .52'' 53"). He has .sutfered death

by the foreloiowledge and counsel of (Jod. God
has highly exalted Him and made Him to be both

Lord and'Christ. The allusions to the Smvant of

Jahweh suggest the atoning and saving si,L.'nihcance

of our Lord's .sufferings and death. The [irophets

of old have spoken explicitly of the sufferings of

Christ. Repentance and forgiveness of .sins are

brought into close connexion with these sufferings

and His death (Ac 3""'). In those speeches our

Lord is the suffering Messiah. In His name re-

pentance and remission of sins are preached. His
death has wrought such a change in the status of

man before God that he is in a position by a
deliberate act of hia own choice to attain for-

giveness of .sins and the life of communion and
peace with God. 'With the growth of St. Peter's

thought in the course of years, the process of

salvation is more explicitlv stated by him. The
sufferings of Christ are followed by 'the glories'

(1 P 1"). From past sins and corruptible life.

Christians have been redeemed by the l)lood of

Christ (v.'"). ' He bare our sins in his body upon
the tree, that we having died unto sins might live

unto righteousness ; by whose stripes ye were

healed ' (2"). The writer is not here dealing with

the principle of sin as St. Paul did, but with indi-

vidual sins. The thotight is tliat we have been

freed from the dominion and power of sin tlirough

a literal transfer of our sins to Him, and a literal

substitution of the sinless Person of the Hcdcemer
for the persons of us sinners. He was sinless, but

in His own body He sulfercd the consequences and

results of our sins. The avenging holiness and

righteousness of God find expression in the vicarious

sufferings and death of the Chri.st of ( iod. It is far

from the writer's intention to ascribe to Christ's

sufferings as such the moral quality or value of

punishment. The sufferings and death are ours

because the sins which He bore are ours. There

is a clear statement on salvation in the words,
' Because Christ also sufl'ered for sins once, the

righteous for the unrighteous, that he might bring

us to God ; lieing put to de.ath in the llesh but

nuickened in the Spirit' (3'"). Our Lord sulfered

for sins which were not His own. He the righteous

was otl'ered in sacrifice for the unrighteous. Two
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main ideas seem to be containeil here : (a) that

sin deserved punishment ; and the wrath of (Jod

must be ex)>resseil, if not on the person of a
sinner, on that of a vicarious sufl'erer

; (6) that

the righteous may by God's gracious provision

sufter for the unri^'hteous. Further, ' He went
and jnreaclied to the spirits in prison ' (3'"). Our
Lorivs saving -worlv is not limited to this world,

but extends into all spheres. There is no realm in

which His sa\"ing activities do not reign, liy the
sufferings and death of Clirist, which came to pass

in the eternal counsels of God, man lias been freed

from the guilt and power of sin. He is sprinkled

and gloritied by the blood of Christ. Only on this

condition is communion with God the Father made
Eossible. Thus the death and sufferings of Christ
ave availed to secure the negative element in the

process of human salvation—forgiveness of sins.

How then is the necessary power and strength
given to man whereby he may continue in tlie

state of communion and fellowsliip with God 1

This question is evidently prominent in St. Peter's

mind :
' Concerning which salvation the prophets

sought and searched diligently, who prophesied of

the grace that should come to you' (1'°). There is

in salvation a positive aspect which means tlie

infusion of grace. This gift of God has been the
subject of the revelation of God to man through
the prophets in the OT. It is now given through
Christ, and is most intimately connected with His
sufferings and death. He ' was manifested at the
end of the times for your sake, who through him
are believers in God, which raised him from the
dead, and gave him glory : so that your faith and
hope might be in God' (P"'-)- The faith and hope
of man which make jiossible communion with the
Father are here associated with the resurrection of

Christ from the dead. His glorious resurrection
as a spiritual fact was the symbol and emblem of

His final and absolute victory over the forces of
sin and death. The resurrection is the ground and
guarantee of a new life, and gift of strengtli to man
to overcome the power of Satan and to enter God's
presence. As the soul of man has been purified
through the blood of Christ, the life of the purified
soul is the life of love (I*"-). The life of com-
munion with God which has been ensured by
Christ's death and the coming of grace into the
heart finds its necessary complement in the life

of love for the brethren (cf. the Johannine state-
ment in 1 Jn 3"). The Jewish figure of Divine
election is used to describe the life of the Church
redeemed from sin ( I P 2^ ; ef . St. Paul in Romans).
The process of salvation of individual souls has for
its end the creation of a redeemed community, a
holy Cliurch, a spiritual house. The function of
the redeemed is to be a priesthood ofi'ering spiritual
sacrifices (1 P 25-i», cf. Ex 19"). The idea of the
priesthood of all believers is here stated explicitly.
All Christians are sacrificing priests, elect of God ;

the life of communion with the Fatlier is essenti-
ally a life of the ofi'ering of a sacrifice. The ulti-

mate basis of the Christian's union with God is

God's holiness (1"). The saving work involved in

the life and death of Christ expresses in the world
of time and sense the eternal laws of that redeem-
ing holiness. In the death, and more especially in
the resurrection, of His Son, are given grace and
strength to abide in the life of love and sacrifice

with God the Fatlier.

(6) St. John's Gospel^ and Epistles.—The ideas
of Christ's Person enunciated in the Prologue lie

behind tlie work as a whole. The distinctions
between liglit and darkness, the world and the

1 Kotwithstanding much recent criticism which tends to
minimize tiie historical value of this Gospel, it is here re-
garded as containing-, upon the lowest estimate, a very large
Bubstratum of genuine discourses of our Lord.

heavenly sphere, God and man, time and eternity,
are repeatedly insisted on by the Evangelist.
Christ as the Eternal Logos of the Father, in-

carnate and dwelling among men, is a perfect
revelation of the being and will and character of
God. He who has seen Jesus the Son has seen the
Father (Jn 14'). Christ, the incarnate Logos, is

the Way, the Truth, and the Life (14«). Onlv
through a knowledge of His Person and through
faith in Him can man pass out of death into life.

In I"' John the Baptist liails Him as ' the Lamb of

God that taketh away the sin of the world.'
Whetlier this is a reference to the Sufrering
Servant of Isaiah or to the lamb of the sin-offer-

ing, it certainly involves the sacrificial significance

of Christ's death as availing to remove sin. But
this idea is not completely worked out in tlie

Gospel. God the F'ather is essentially love ; the
Son is love incarnate. To gain eternal life, which
is a spiritual state of communion with God, man
must Know God, and Jesus Christ whom He has
sent. By appearing as Light in the midst of

darkness, the Eternal Son offers to every man the
opportunity of seeing and joining liimself to that
light. Acceptance or rejection of this choice is left

with man himself. The Son judges no man ; the
judgment or acceptance is automatic. The world
in which men lie cut off from communion with God
is represented as the abode of death or destruc-
tion ; but the ell'ect of Christ's mission is to im-
plant in all who ' Avill to believe ' in Him the
principles of eternal life. As the Son is in virtue

of His Divine power victorious over sin, hatred,
and darkness, so man, by knowledge and faith in

Him, may in the end achieve the same victory.

As communion with God is expressed in the
Synoptic Gospels as the reign of holiness in the
Kingdom of God, so in the Fourth Gospel the same
idea is represented by the phrase 'eternal life.'

Eternal life is essentially the knowledge of God
and His incarnate Son. Hence in the work of

making possible a perfect communion with God,
the negative aspect of Clirist's work was to over-
come and vanquish the ignorance and darkness in

which the mind of man lay. The revelation of the
love and light of God in the life and death of the
Eternal Son is, on this side, a conquest of the realm
of darkness and sin. On the positive side, the
thought of an eternal life which begins now, over-
leaps death, and endures unto the ages of the ages,

means an existence in communion with the Father.
Christ is to prepare in the heavenly sphere a place
for His disciples also. As He rests eternally in

the bosom of the Father, so they in the end are to

come wliither He has gone. In this Gospel the
doctrine of the Person of Christ is the fullest and
richest in the NT literature. And as to the motive
of the Incarnation, there is the sublime statement

:

'God so loved the world, that he gave his only-

begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on him
should not perish, but have eternal life ' {3'*). The
facts of the Incarnation, the life and death of

Christ, were prior neitlier in time nor in principle

to the merciful love of God. The love of God is

not powerless till justice is satisfied. Rather, the
Incarnation with all its attendant circumstances is

an expression of the love of God which has existed

from eternity. God is love, and love implies the
revelation and gift of self. In the Fourtli Gospel
the Incarnation is God's gift to man of a perfect

revelation of Himself. An acceptance of this su-

preme gift by knowledge of and faith in His Son
means the closest communion with God and life

eternal. ' If a man love me, he will keep my
word : and my Father will love liim, and we will

come unto him, and make our abode with him'
(14^) ;

' I am tlie resurrection and the life : he that
believeth on me, though he die, yet shall he live

:
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and whosoever liveth and believeth on me shall

never die ' (11^'-). In the Eucharistic discourses in

eh. G, our Lord speaks of Himself as ' the bread of

lite.' l!y feediii;^ on the llesh and drinkinj; the
blood of the Son of man, men have life in them-
selves. Hy unaided efl'orts they cannot attain life

eternal. Life and communion with God are essen-
tially gifts from a merciful Father through the
Son. Thoufjh there is no account of the institu-

tion of the Kucharist in the Fourth Gospel, the
nece.ssity and fundamental importance of the
sacramental life are repeatedly dwelt upon. The
Son is the liread which conieth down ovit of heaven
and giveth life to the world. Life means an ap-
prehension and assimilation of the flesh and blood
of the Son which are food and drink indeed. It

might almost be said that the tinal purpose of His
Incarnation is stated in these terms :

' I am the
living bread which came down out of heaven : if

any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever.'

'

Finally, in this Gospel we are moving in the
world not of time and sense, but of abiding spiritual

realities. Death is more tlian the physical fact of

fleshly dissolution. Life does not mean mere
animate existence. Death is the sjiiritual and
moral fact of a separation from, and incompati-
bility with, the Divine love. It is not an event
in a moment of time, but an eternal loss. So life

is more than existence ; based on knowledge and
faith, it means existence in the holy presence of

Go<l, in accordance with His will—in the last

resort, communion with Him. This life is the gift

of God to man through the Eternal Son of His
love. As the Son in His human life possesses the
most perfect achievement of communion with the
Most High, so He is Himself the most perfect

means whereby there is communion between men
and (iod.

The mystical idealism of the Johannine Gospel
is maintained in the First Epistle. But in the
latter the Gospel message finds its actual realiza-

tion in the ordinary practical life of the 1st cent.

Christian community. The author reiterates

Christ's negative work of removing the barrier

—

an act made possible by His Divine Sonship (S'-'"

4"). On this Divine Sonship is based also the

positive aspect of communion. That which has
been seen and heard in His manifestation is

declared as a means towards the fellowship of

C'liristians with one another and ' -jvith the Fatlier,

and witli his Son Jesus Christ' (!'"•'). By means
of this union Christians are made children of God
(3'), and they continue to possess the actual in-

dwelling of (Jod if (a) they acknowledge Jesus as
come in the llesh and ius the Son of God (4'- '^), and
{h) prove their acknowledgment by the love for one
another (4'-) which shows that they have passed
out of death into life (3").

I") ~ Peter and Jude.—Through the work of onr
Lord the cleansing of sins has been eti'ected {2 P P).

This cleansing is from sins, not the principle of sin.'-*

It is an act or transaction in past time which the
writer's contemporaries were in danger of forget-

ting. Yet it also demands some appropriation of its

ctlects on the part of the individual searcher after

union with God. The Christian's righteo\isne.ss

and faith in God are determined by the Person and
work of the Lord Jesus Christ. Both freedom
from sins and power to work the righteousness of

God at the present time depend directly upon faith

and knowledge of Him (2 P P'). Salvation is a

1 There can be no doubt that in these im^sages there is a
reierence to tile Eucharist, since the writer o( the Gospel in

looking b.ack on some seventy years of Christian i)ractice. To
characterize the language as mere metaphor and syml>ol, without
any corresponding reality, is to do violence to every acceptc<l

canon of criticism or exposition.
- A linii with the Petrine rather than with the Pauline

•oteriology.

personal an<i moral apprehension of, and adhesion
to. Him. He is the uiiir|ue figure who Himself
bridges the chasm between God and man. The
long categories of sins show that the presence and
power of sin in the world as the negation of
communion with God are very real to the writer's
consciousness. Not only man, but the angels also
are involved, or have been involved, in this apostasy
(2 P 2*, Jnde «).'

A distinction is made between the objective and
subjective elements in the work of salvation. The
cleansing of sins, regarded as in some sense
completed in past time (2 P P), may be called the
objective element in the Atonement. Throughout
2 Peter strong emphasis is laid on knowledge, and
in 2-" the knowledge of Christ is said to have
enabled man to be free from sin. This may be
called the subjective element in the Atonement.
In the world of time and sense, atonement was
wrought in the life and death of the Son of God.
But this transaction can have no meaning or saving
value without knowledge of Jesus Christ. Such
knowledge means an inner and spiritual appre-
hension and assimilation of His woi-k and Himself
with the very inmost being. By the knowledge of
Christ and His death which has cleansed from sins

there is approach through Him to God the Father.
Thus, all the Christian's relations to God are
conditioned by the Person and saving work of the
Son ; through Him cleansing has been wrought

;

through a knowledge of Him there is approach to
the Father. For the present and future the life

of communion with God is expressed by the OT
imageiy of Divine election (2 P 1'") ; and entrance
into the eternal Kingdom of Christ is attained by
virtue of faith and knowledge and apprehension of

the cleansing from sins (v."). There is here a link
with the teaching of the Synoptic Gospels. Here,
as there, the life of communion with God is re-

presented by the idea of entrance into and life in

the Kingdom of God and Christ. As members of

that Kingdom, Christians abide in His presence
and love, in communion with Him. JMan has not
yet fully entered into the Kingdom, and the process
of salvation will not be complete ' until the day
dawn and the day-star arise in your hearts' (v.'")

at the consummation of the Kingdom (cf. Mt2.j).
The great day of judgment and separation, and of

the reign of Christ with His saints in glory, was
coming as a thief in the night, and was to mean a
changing of all things and a new heaven and earth

(S'"- '^). For the present the life of man must be in

peace, and blameless. As the long-suffering of the
Lord has wrought salvation (3"), the lives of

Christians here must be of the same kind. The
life of communion with the Father is to lind its

consummation in the new heaven and earth where-
in dwelleth righteousness. When, through the

knowledge of Christ, the righteousness and peace
of God are attained, there will be the new heaven
and earth. Hence for the man who has attained

the righteousness of God there is no death. He
passes from this world order into the eternal and
heavenly kingdom (Jude -"•).

(8) The Apornh/pse.—The language of this book
points to a i>oriocl of severe and prolonged persecu-

tion. A mighty war is being waged on earth

between the Church of God and the jiowers of evil.

There is a clear gi-asp and aiijirchension of the

dilliculties which lie before tlie Church and her

C(msummati(m in the Kingdom of God. The Roman
Empire, and the city of Home in particular, are

the incarnation of the spirit of evil (Rev 17*"").

The account of the war in heaven in 12''-' suggests

the mighty conflict fought out on earth between the

1 With this thought of the alienation of all created beings

from God's presence, compare the idea of the absolute and
universal range of our Lord s saving work in 1 P 3'9.
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powers of li^lit niul darkness. Man's final victory

over the forces of sin which separate him from
(Jod has been gained througli the death of Christ

as the Laml> of God (1°). Tlie soteriolofjy of this

book, with wliicli its relation is concerned, depends
directly on the Cliristology. Our Lord is ' the Son
of God ' in the highest sense (2"*), that is, the

author insists on the same exalted dignity of our
IjOrd's Person as in the Fourth Gospel. The
favourite designation for Him is ' the Lamb,' this

title being applied to Him twenty-nine times in

the book. He is not only the Lamb, but the Lamb
who has been slain ; and the effect of His death
has been the purchase and redemption of mankind
(5'). All mankind were in bondage under the

dominion of sin and death. By the death of the

Lamb the purchase price has been paid. Man has
been bought for God's own possession. His true

life and destiny—communion with the Father

—

have thus been made possible. This power of the
Lamb slain is due to His being the Eternal and
Divine Son. Salvation is from God the Father
and God the Son (5'^ 7'°). The ultimate motive is

to be found in the love of God ; the immediate
agency is through the death of the Lamb, the

Eternal Son made man. The final etfects of the

death of the Lamb as an act which has purified all

men from sin depend on the choice and action of

the redeemed. Salvation includes a human as

well as a Divine element. Man must make use of,

and appropriate, those saving powers which the
love of the Son, as expressed m His death, has
provided (7"). Like St. Paul, the writer insists

on the importance of Christ's resurrection in this

connexion (1"). The resurrection of Christ as a
spiritual fact expresses His final victory over the
power of sin and death. Though the Lamb has
been slain, yet there is victory in His death. He
' is alive for evermore,' He has the keys which open
the way to life, that is, to a life of communion
>vith the Father. By the death of the Lamb, the
whole community has been purchased to be a king-

dom of priests (l"). The Christian is set free from
all that had hindered the ofi'ering of a perfect

saerifice to God. The death of Christ (the Lamb)
as a sacrifice has freed man from sin. The life of

communion with God thus gained is a life of un-
interrupted sacrifice. This being so, how is power
given to individual Christians whereby they are
strengthened for this perfect ministry ? How is

there such a relation as is expressed in the phrase
' the patience and faith of the saints ' (13'°) ? The
WTiter interprets this relation in (a) the language
of metaphor taken from the Jewish ceremonial
(19"), (b) the language of the works of the Law
(2-"), and (c) the description of keeping the com-
mandments of God and holding the testimony of

Jesus (12"). Thus, the idea of man's right relation

to God and of communion with Him is expressed
in a variety of images. Similarly, image after

image—mostly taken from the OT, but not un-
coloured by the Jewish apocalpytic writings—is

used to denote the communion with God in which
the true Christian abides, and the prayer and
dedication by means of which it is gained and
realized {2'- '"•"•=« 35. 12.01. 21 58 713-17 gi J41-5 094-6

21. 22). At the centre of all is the stream of life

which proceeds from the being of God, mediated
through the manhood of tlie Son (22'). Through
all the stages of communion, the Church in the
power of the Holy Spirit reaches that perfect
attainment in which the Divine life is fully received
(22").

Co A-CLra/O.V.-^Christian life is thus the highest
form of communion with God which is attainable
in the present stage of being, and the closest means
of approach to that complete communion which is

the true destiny of the human race. Led up to

by divers methods of preparation, Christianity
supplies the individual Christian with a definite

gift, which is made possible through the union of

God and man in Jesus Christ. That definite gift is

in the soul of the individual as his personal posses-

sion ; but he has it through his place in the society
which the incarnate Sou (>f God constituted (see

Chukch). Intellectual powers are used in the
reception of truth and grace ; but they are assisted

by Divine revelation. The communion of the spirit

of man with the spiritual God fails in its purpose
except so far as it is a means towards liringing the
human life into conformity with the Divine life.

All through the history of such communion there
are the two sides—the inner and the outward
The Christian life will be well proportioned which
makes due allowance for them both. The com-
munion will be expressed by, and will find its

realization in, such different means as the study of

the Biblical records, the life of the Cliarch in past
times, and the histories of the saints ; the use of

public worship ; the observance of sacred days and
seasons ; the intimate relation between the soul

and God which is found in private and personal
acts of prayer ; the expression of a philosophy of

religion which has as its aims both the further
progress of believers and the conversion of un-
believers ; the reception of the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit ; the partaking, with the knowledge
and faith and right intention which the Holy
Spirit makes possible, of the life of Christ com-
municated in the Sacraments, as the Cliristian is

spiritually uplifted to be with Christ in heaven,
and as Christ b}' the power of the Holy Spirit,

acting on His sacred Manhood, and on the gifts

ofl'ered by the Church, is present on earth. Em-
ploying such means, it moves on towards the
consummation which has its mark in limitless

perfection (1 Co 13'=, 1 Jn 3=).
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Darwell Stone and D. C. Simpson.
COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Egyptian).

— It is dilficult to define this subject, as it will

naturally appear under many ditterent forms in

other articles. The subjects of (1) offering, (2)

theophagy, (;!) covenant, (4) symbiosis, (5) magic,

(6) oracle, (7) prayer, (S) adoration, (9) inspiration,

(10) dream, (11) mysticism, and (12) trance, all
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coiii|)iise communion with Deity, anil it is not
IMjssilile to deal with the latter except under some
form of these various headings. All we can do
here is to illustrate these difterent modes of com-
munion as seen in Ejwptian remains.

1. Offering-.—The tgyptian idea was not that of
burning a sacrihce in order that the smell of it

miglit ascend to heaven, but that of setting out a
table of food for the god, especially at the times
when all his worshippers were assembled at a feast.

Tlien the god and his adherents feasted together,
with portions assigned to each (XXth dyn., Harris
papyrus). The same is seen in the feasts held in
the temples in later times, as illustrated by the
well-known invitation ' to dine at the table of the
Lord Serapis in the Serapeum ' in the 2nd cent. A.D.
(Oxyrh. Papyri, i. 177). Thus the essence of the
otl'ering was co-mensalism with the god.

2. Theophag^.—From a very earlj' stratum of
the religion comes the idea of feeding on the god.
The animal-gods were so used in a communion
feast, as seen at Memphis, where the sacred bulls
were eaten, only the heads being preserved with
till' fragments of bone after the sacramental feast
(.\iXth dyn.). The same is implied at Thebes,
wliere the sacred ram was killed each year. In
prehistoric times the flesh was removed from the
dead, and the bones were broken to extract the
marrow, probably showing the practice of anthro-
pophagy with a view to transmitting the virtues of
the deceased. In the future life the dead fed on the
gods ; cf. the pyramid of King Unas (Vth dyn. )

:

' It is Unas who eats men, who nourishes himself on the gods.
... It is Unas who devours their magic virtues and who eats
tiieir souls ; the great ones are a repast for Unas in the morning,
the middling ones at noon, and the little ones are the food of
UiMS for the evening. The old ones, male and female, are burnt
up in the ovens."

3. Covenant.—The greater offerings and endow-
ments for the gods were one side of a busine^
Contract or covenant.

' I give to thee wine,' or other offerings, says the king. The
god replies, ' I give to thee health and strength.' * I give thee
joy and lite for millions of years.' In his battle-prayer Ramses 11.

appeals;to Amen on the ground of his great offerings to the god,
and therefore demands his help in distress.

4. Symbiosis.—In the future life the dead were
thought to go and live with the gods, generally in
the boat of the sun-god Ka, with whom the dead
performed the daily journey through the under
world. In the Book of the Dead (ch. 17S) the gods
are besought thus :

' Feed N. with you ; let him
eat what you eat, drink as you drink, sit as you
sit, be mighty as you are mighty, navigate as you
navigate.'

5. Magic.—The essential idea is to compel the
gods by magic formuUe (Wiedemann, Tke Religion
cf the Ancient Egyptians, London, 1897, p. 26!)).

In the early tales of magic the gods are not
prominent ; it is rather the course of Nature that
is compelled, as in the vivification of a wax croco-
dile, or the joining of the head and body of a
decapitated bird (Petrie, Egyp. Tales, i. [1895]
p. 11). But the later magic lormulte are addressed
to the gods and .spirits, and threaten dire results if

the ni.agician is not obeyed. They are not un-
natural for their time, as the little (Ireek boys
threatened terrible results to their fathers if they
could not have their own way (Papyri letters in
Oxyrli. Papyri, i. 186).

Another part of magic in communion was the
Divine marriage of Amen with the queen, resulting
in the supernatural conception of the heir, as is

recited of Hatsheiisut and Amenhotep III. Here
the community with the Deity in procreation is

similar to the Bab. priestess being a spouse of the
g(id in his shrine. The king also was in cimi-

munion with the Deity, as he dressed and acted in

the marriage as the incarnation of the Deity. The
frequent use of little images of the gods, often

(jrotected in miniature shrines, hung round the
neck, suggests a magic communion, like that of
Louis XI. with the leaden images in his hat-band.

6. Oracle.—Ora(Milar responses were given by
the nodding of a statue of the god in reply to
questions. In the XXIst dynasty Men-kheper-ra,
the pontiff, went to visit Amen,
' s.aying, " O my good lord, there is a matter, shall one recount it?"
Tlien the great god nodded exceedingly, exceedingly. Then he
went again to the great god, saying, " O my good lord, it is the
matter of these servants against whom thou art wroth, who are
in the Oasis, whither they are banished." Then the great god
nodded exceedingly, while this conmiander of the army with
his hands uplifted was praising his lord ' (Breasted, Anc. Records
0/ f::ii/pt, 19Uft-7, iv. 31.S)l

.Again, in an inquiry about accusations in the
XXIst <lynasty, the pontiff Painozem
' came before this great god. This great god saluted violently.
He placed two tablets of writing before the great god : one writ-
ing said . . . there are matters which should be investigated
. . . the other writing . . . there are no matters which should
be investigated. . . . These two tablets of writing were placed
before the great god. The great god took the writing which said
. . . there are no matters which should be investigated ' (ib.

328).

In a religious fiction of later date the chief of
Bekliten, in Asia, desires that the image of the god
Khonsu be sent to Bekhten to perform the cure of
his daughter. The king of Egypt
' repeated before Khonsu in Thebes, saying, " O my good lord, I

repeat before thee concerning the daughter of tlie chief of
liekhlen." Then led they Khonsu of Thebes to Khonsu the Plan
-Maker. . . . Then said his majesty before Khonsu of Thebes,
" O thou good lord, if thou inclinest thy face to Khonsu the Plan
Maker . . . he shall beconve) ed to Bekhten." There was violent
nodding. Then said his majesty, "Send thy protection with him,
that I may cause his majesty to go to Bekhten to save the
daughter of the chief of Bekhten." Khonsu of Thebes nodded
the head violently. Then he WTOught the protection of Khonsu
the Plan Maker four times.' At Bekhten ' then this god went
to the place where Bentresh was. Then he wrought the protec-
tion of the daughter of the chief of Bekhten. She became well
immediately ' (ib. iii. 193). The phrase ' wrought the protection '

here is liberally ' did [or made) the sa.' The sa was a Divine
emanation which was conferred from the gods by the laying on
of bands.

7. Prayer.—An example of direct appeal

—

beyond all the usual forraulie—is that of the
battle-prayer of Kamses II. :

' " What is in thy heart, my father Amen, does a father ignore
the face of a son ? I have made petitions, and hast thou for-
gotten me? Even in my going stood I not on thy word? . . .

What is thy will concerning these Amu [.Syrians] ? Amen shall
bring to nought the ignorers of God. Made I never for thee
great multitude of monuments? . . . Amen ! behold this baa
been done to thee out of love, I call on thee, my father Amen,
for I am in the midst of many nations whom I know not, the
whole of every land is against me. ... I end this waiting on
the decrees of thy mouth. Amen I never overstepping thy
decrees, even making to thee invocations from the ends of the
earth."' 'Amen came because I cried to him, he gave me his
hand and I rejoiced : He cried out to me, "My protection is

with thee, my face is with thee, Ramessu, loved of Amen, I am
with thee, I am thy Father, my hand is with thee ' (Petrie, His-
tory of Egypt, iii. [1906] S6 f.).

8. Adoration.—The Egyptian always stood with
his hands raised, and the palms turned forward,
when in adoration. Of the mental attitude there
are many examples in the hymns of adoration to
the gods, expatiating on the glory and power of
the deity ; but there is little trace of a personal
ex]iression. One remarkable maxim is :

' When
thou worshippest hini, do it quietly and without
ostentation in the sanctuary of (lod, to Avhom
clamour is abhorrent. Pr.ay to him with a longing
heart, in which all thy words are hidden, so will he
grant thy request, an<l hear that which thou sayest,

and accept tlij- oll'ering' (Erman, Egyp. liel., Eng.
tr., 1907, p. 84). A striking instance of official

adoration is when Pankhy the Ethiopian (XXIIIrd
dyn.) went to perform the royal cerem<mies at
Heliopolis. He ascended the steps to the shrine of

Ka, he drew back the bolts, and, opening the ark,
he looked on Ka in his shrine, and performed adora-
tion before the two boats of Ka. Then he shut
and scaled the doors. The address of Lucius to
Isis (Golden Ass) is one of the finest passages of
adoration in late times ; but it is Greek rather
than Egyptian.
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9. Inspiration.—The impulse to perform great

works was a-iiil>ed to the inspiration of the goils.

Hatshepsut (XVIIIth ilyn.) relates at the base of

her great ol>elislc at Karnak :

* 1 sat in tlie palace, I remembered him who fashioned me
(Amen, the divine parent of the miraculous birth of the queen),

my heart led me to make for him two obelisks' (Breasted,

ii."l32). 'I have done this from a loving heart for my father

Amen ; I have entered upon his project of the first occurrence,

I was wise by his excellent spirit, I did not forget anything of

that which he executed. My majesty knoweth that he isdivine.

I did it under his command, he it was who led me ; I conceived

not any works without his doin^, he it was who gave me direc-

tions. I slept not because of hi's temple, I erred not from that

which he commanded, my heart was wise before ray Father, I

entered upon the affairs of his heart ' (p. 131).

Direct inspiration of words was al.so accepted, as

when Un-amen was detained at the court of Byblos
(XXIstdyn.):

* Now, when he (the king of Byblos) sacrificed to his gods, the

god seized one of his noble j-ouths, making him frenzied, so that

he said, *' Bring up the god (the image of Amen owned by Un-
amen), bring the messenger of Amen who hath him, send him
and let him go." Now, while the frenzied youth continued in

frenzv during the night, I foimd a ship bound for Kgvpt ' (ib.

iv. 280).

10. Dream.—The belief in dreams as communica-
tions from a deity is seldom mentioned. The main
instance is the dream of Tahutmes IV. (XVIIIth
dyn.) ; when he
'rested in the shadow of this great god (the Sphinx), a vision

of sleep seized him at the hour when the sun was in the zenith,

and he found the majesty of this revered god speaking with his

own mouth, as a father speaks with his son, saying, " Behold
thou me ! see thou me ! my son Tahutmes, I am thy father Har*
emakhti-Khepra-Ra-Atum, who will g:i\ e to thee thy kingdom.
. . . The sand of this desert upon which I am has reached me ;

turn to me to have that done which I have desired, knowing that

thou art my son, my protector ; come hither ; behold, I am with
thee, I am thy leader." When he had finished this speech, this

king's son awoke ' (ib. ii. 323).

A stone head-rest or pillow, of the usual form,

was found at ilemphis haWng a small shrine

hollowed in the side of it, evidently to contain an
image of a god close beneath the sleeper's head.

This was probably to favour communications in

dreams. The Egyptians adopted the Semitic idea

of dreaming in a temple, or in front of a sacred
shrine, when seeking guidance in a Semitic land,

as seen in Sinai (Petrie, Eesearches in Sinai, 1906,

p. 67). The Greeks in Egypt had the custom of

dreaming in the temples at Memphis, Kanobos,
and Abydos (see, further, art. Incub.-^tion).

11. Mysticism.—The absence of documents re-

lating to personal religion during the Egyptian
monarchy prevents our finding mysticism, which
is absent from the official religion. But in the

later age we have the Hermetic books of about
500-200 B.C., and the accounts of the Ascetics of

the 1st cent. A.D. In these we meet with the
various emblems of Conversion—the Ray of Light,
Baptism, and Ke-birth.

* Good is holy silence, and a giving of a holiday to every
sense.' 'Pray to catch a single ray of thought of the Unmani-
fest (God) by contemplating the ordering of Nature, inanimate
and animate.' ' To reach re-birth throw out of work the bodily
senses, ^d withdraw into thyself ; will it, and the Deity shall

come t(J%irth.'

Of the Ascetics it is said (A.D. 10) that
•they are carried away with heavenly love, like those initiated

in the practice of Corybantic Mysteries ; they are a-fire with
God until they behold the object of their love. After dancing
and singing all night, thus drunken unto morning light with this

fair drunkenness, with no head-heaviness or drowsiness, but
with eyes and body even fresher than when they came to the
banquet, they take their stand at dawn, when, catching sight of

the rising sun, they raise their hands to heaven praying

'

(Petrie, Personal Religion in Egypt, 1909, pp. 92-8S, 77).

Probably much of this mysticism was due to the
influence of Indian thought from the Buddhist
mission.

12. Trance seems to have been outside of the

very practical and material ideas of the Egyptians,

but it probably entered into the Ascetic system of

later times. The devotees lived in solitary dwell-

ings, each of which contained a shrine or monasterioii

into which no other person ever entered. Here, in

solitude, they performed the mysteries of the holy

life. No food or drink was ever used in it, but
there the devotees rested for even a wliole week at

a time, without food or any external impression.

Such a condition would certainly lead to trance

and visions, like those of the later hermits.
In each of these modes of communion we have

only samples, which do not give any complete
view of the subject, but which illustrate its nature
at one or two periods. These samples must not be

thought to be general in their application ; there
must have been various views current together in

the vei-y mixed condition of Egyptian religion. As
a modem parallel, we have simultaneously every
shade of belief about Divine communion in the

Eucharist, fi'om the full theophagy of the Roman
Church to the purely spiritual contemplation of

the Plymouth Brethren. An extract from any
religious work of the present day touching this

subject would as little represent the variety of

present thought as an extract from ancient writings
can show us the extent of ancient thought.
LiTERATDRE.—This is given in the article.

W. M. FLINDEE.S PETEIE.
COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Fiji.an).—

A

Fijian took no important step without the support
of his god, conveyed to him by the priest in the
frenzy of inspiration. Among the tribes under
Polynesian influence in the Eastern islands he pre-

sented a whale's tooth to the priest of the tribal

deity ; among the Melanesian tribes of the interior

he made his ottering at the grave of the late chief,

the last representative of the ancestor-god. Thus,
in the revolt at Seanggangga in 1895, the first act

of the rebels, after throwing off Christianity, was
to Aveed the grave of their late chief and present a
root of kava to his manes.
The priesthood was generally hereditary, but

outside the precincts of the temple it enjoyed no
social consideration. There was no access to the

god save through the priest, and, except on rare

occasions, such as a campaign in a distant island,

the priest could be inspired onlj' in the temple.

When the oracle was to be consulted, a message
was sent to the priest ; and the envoys, dressed

and oiled, found him lying near the sacred corner

of the temple-hut. He rose and sat down with his

back against the white cloth by which the god
visited him, the others sitting opposite. The chief

envoy presented a whale's tooth, and explained
the project for which Divine favour was sought.

The priest took the tooth and gazed at it, ab-

sorbed in thought. All watched him attentively.

Presently he began to tremble. Slight spasms
distorted his features, his limbs twitched, and
gradually the whole body was convulsed with
violent muscular action ; the veins swelled, the

lips grew livid, the sweat poured down, and the

eyes protruded unnaturally. The man was now
possessed, and every word he uttered was that of

the god. He began to cry in a shrUl voice :
' Koi

au! Koi au!' ('It is I ! It is I !
'). The answer,

generally couched in tigiu'ative and ambiguous
terms, was screamed in falsetto, and the violent

symptoms then began to abate. The priest looked

about him, and, as the god screamed 'Ansa lako I

'

(' I depart'), collapsed prone on the mat, or struck

the ground with a club. At the same moment
some one outside the temple announced by a blast

on the conch, or a shot from a musket, that the

god had returned to the spirit world. The con-

vulsive twitchings continued for some time, even
though the priest had so far recovered as to eat a
meal or to smoke.'

Williams gives the following example of the pronouncementa
of an oracle. Ndengei's priest cried, 'Great Fiji is my small

club ; Muaimbila is the head ; Kamba is the handle. If I step

1 There are several words to denote possession ; siha means
'to appear,' kuiflrii, 'togrumble'; the one refers to the appear-

ance, the other to the sound, of possession by a god.
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on Mu&imhila, I shall sink it into the sea, whilst Kamba shall

rise to the sky ; if I stpp on Kainha, it will be lost in the sea,

whilst Muainibila could rise into the skies. Yes, ^iti Levn is

my small war-club ; I can turn it aa I please ; I can turn it

upside down ' (Fiji and the Fijians, 225).

The propitiatory ofTering was invariably food, of

which jiart, called the sivf/ann, was set aside for

the god, and was eaten by his priest and a few
privileged old men, for it was tabu to youths and
women ; the remainder of the feast Avas divided

amonfi the people.

The inspired paro.xysni is somethinj; more than
conscious deception. Williams heard a famous
priest of Lakemba declare :

' I do not know what
I say. My own mind ileparts from me, and then,

when it is truly gone, my god speaks by me.' No
doubt this man was absolutely sincere. Williams
says that he ' had the most stubborn confidence in

his deity, although his mistakes were such as to

shake any ordinary trust. His inspired tremblings
were of tlie most violent kind, borciering on frenzy

'

[ib. p. 2-28).

Christianity did not put an end to this kind of

seizure, for in the first beat of conversion it was
not uncommon in the mission services for a man to

be inspired (by the Holy Spirit, as he said) and to

interrupt the service with a torrent of gibberish,

accompanied by all the contortions that seized the

heathen priest. His companions would pat him
gently on the shoulder with soothing exclamations.

The missionaries, who had told them the story of

Pentecost, could not well condemn the practice.

The ' revival ' at Viwa in 1845 was an extreme
instance of this kind of possession. To judge from
John Hunt's account [ib. p. 269), the whole island

was seized with a kind ot religious hysteria, and
' business, sleep, and food were entirely laid aside

'

for several daj-s.

Another form of communion was confined to

young men onlv ; there was no recognized priest-

hood. The object of the rites, called kalou-rere

or ndomindomi, according to the part of the
group where they were practised, was to allure

the 'little gods'

—

hive-ni-wai ('children of the

water'), a timid race of immortals— to leave the

sea aiul visit their vfitaries. It is not clear that

the 'little gods' conferred any boon upon their

worshijipers, except to make them invulnerable in

battle, and to atlord them such amusement as may
be enjoyed by amateur spiritualists who keep
secret from their elders their dabbling in the black

art. In a retired place near the sea a small house
was built and enclosed by a rustic trellis-fence,

tied at the crossings with a small-leafed vine, and
interrupted at intervals by long poles decorated wi t h

streamers. No etlbrt was spared to make the place

attractive to the shy ' little gods' ; the roof of the

miniature temple was draped with bark cloth, the
walls were studded with crab claws, and giant
j-ams and painted coco-nuts were disposed about
the foundation for their food and drink ; within
was a consecrated coco-nut or some other tritle.

A party of twenty or thirty j'ouths would spend
weeks in this enclosure, drumming on the ground
with hollow bamboos every morning and evening
to attract the seagods. They observed certain

tabus, but otherwise spent their days in idleness.

In one case, cited by Williams (op. cit. p. 2:i7), a
jetty of loose stones was built into the sea to make
the landing easier. When the gods were believed

to be ascending, flags were set up to turn back
any who might be disposed to make for the inland
forests. On the great day another enclosure was
made with long poles covered with green boughs,
pennanted spears being set up at the four angles.

Within this sat the lads, gaily draped, with their

votive otlerings before them, thumping on the
earth with their bamboo drums. Presently the
officers of the lodge were seen approaching, beaded

by the vuiihidiicii, a sort of past-master, capering
wildly with a brandished axe; the lingaviu (fan-

holder) circling round the drummers, waving an
enormous fan ; the mhnvoru, diincing with the

coco-nut which he was about to break on his bent
knee ; and the lingavatu, pounding a coco-nut
with a stone. Amid a terrific din of shrieks and
cat-calls the gods entered into the raiscvn, who
thereafter became a privileged person. Then all

went mad ; the vakatluimbe (lauding - herald)

.shouted bis challenge ; the vidtavntlm shot an
arrow at him or at a coco-nut held under liia

arm ; and all were possessed with the same frenzy
as the inspired priests. One after another they
ran to the vuninduvu to be struck on the belly

with a club, believing themselves then to be in-

vulnerable, and sometimes he did them mortal
injur}'. On the west coast of Vitilevu, the favour-
ite landing-place of the luve-ni-wai is marked with
a cairn of stones to which each worshipper and
passer-by adds as he goes. In the more republican
tribes of the west, commoners have risen to gieat
influence through their adventures as raisevu.

The mbtiki or nnnga rites were peculiar to the
western and inland tribes of Vitilevu. They were
held in a sort of open-air temple—a parallelogram
of fiat stones set up on edge, with two rude altars

dividing the enclosure. As a rule they were built

not far from a chief's grave. Tradition ascribes

the origin of the rites to two castaways, called

Veisina and Rukuruku, who drifted to Fiji in a
canoe from the westward, and at once began to

teach Fijians their mysteries. The nanr/a was
the ' bed ' of the ancestors, that is, the spot where
their descendants might hold communion with
them, and the rites were four in number, ac-

cording lo the season: (1) the initiation of the
youths ; (2) the presentation of the first-fruits with
prayers for increase ; (3) the recovery of the sick ;

and (4) making waiTiors invulnerable. The votaries

formed a secret society to which only the initiated

in each village belonged ; and so strict was the
bond that, when votaries of the same nanrja were
at war, they could attend the annual rites in an
enemy's country without fear of molestation, pro-

vided they could make their way thither unob-
served. Each lodge comprised three degrees

:

(1) the vere nuitua, old men who acted as priests

of the Order ; (2) the vunilolo, the gTO\\-n men ;

and (3) the vilavou, (lit. 'new year's men'), the
novices. The great annual festival was the initia-

tion of the.se youths, who were thus admitted to

man's estate and brought into communion with
the ancestors. During the ceremony the votaries

lived upon food that had been consecrated months
before—yams, and pigs which had been turned
loose in the vicinity of the nnnga after their tails

had been cut oH'. The rites were designed to

frighten the novices into respect for their elders

and into secrecy. The vere became inspired like

tlie priests, and, wliile in that state, they ad-

monished the novices upon the virtues of valour

and generosity, and announced to them the penalty

of insanity and death to him who betraj-ed the

mysteries to the uninitiated.

LiTF.RiTiMiE.—C. Wilkes, United Stales Exploring Exped.
London, isi'li ; W. Erskine, Istanda o/the West. Paci^c, I.,ondon,

1853 ; B. Scemann, Account of a Government Muiion to the

Fijian Islands, Cambridge, 1862 ; W. T. Pritchard, Polynea.

licminiscencts, London, 1S(;6 ; J. Waterhouse, King and Pcoplt

ofFiji, London, 18f.C; T. Williams, Fiji and the F'ijians, London,
1S7m; Fison and Joske, Internal. Archiv Jiir Kthnonraphie,

ii., licrlin, 18S0; B. H. Thomson, The Fijians: A Study o/th»
Decay oj Customs, London, 1908,

Basil H. Thomson.
COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Greek and

liomaii).—The scheme proposed in this article is to

avoid attempting any full survey of the widest
sense of 'communion through religious rites and
practices in general, and to direct attention to
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coniniunion Ihroiigli siiecial forms of ecstasy, sucli

as resulted from orgiastic worship, or initiatory

rites, or philosophic exaltation, and to indicate
traces of communion, whether in the Mysteries or in

sacrificial feasts. It will be serviceable to consider
Greek religion, as a whole, before Roman.

I. GliEFK.— I. Certain aspects of communion in

early Greek religion.—A chronological considera-

tion of communion at succeeding epochs of Greek
history is not a completely suitable mode of treat-

ment in view of the fact that almost all the degrees
of ' communion ' are either explicitly or implicitly

present at most of the historical stages. ^Yithout,
however, attempting a chronological r^sum^, one
may take a preliminary glance at some aspects
of communion iu early Greece. The article on
^Egean Keligion (vol. i. p. 141) will serve to

illustrate the presence of what we might term the
more ordinary phases of communion in the religious

observances of that brilliant civilization which
included among its epochs the ' Minoan ' and
'Mycenasan' ages, and which started as a true

primitive religion from a Nature-faith without
images. In its more developed worship of a Great
Goddess with a Divine Son (resembling the cult of

Ashtaroth with Tammuz or Cybele with Attis),

this early age presents easily recognizable'parallels

with the ritual of later times, under such aspects
of ritual as adoration, libation, and sacriliee (though
apparently not burnt sacriliee). There are also, as
in a seal-design^from the palace at Knossos, indica-

tions of the sacred dance by women in ' Minoan '

Crete, suggesting the aim at an intimate approach
to the Divine through religious excitement. In
this connexion it is an interesting probability that
the religion of the Cretan Great Mother of the
gods developed certain ideas of mystic communion
with the divinity which were dominant in the
Sabazian Cybele-ritual of Phrygia (Famell, CGS
iii. 297).

With the Homeric poems we reach a stage in

Greek religion where the primitive is already largely
obscured by the artistic, and where the discern-

ing mind will feel the want, in religious inquiry,
of something more than purely literary evidence.
For in Homer religious usage itself is not always
consistent, while the anthropomorphism of the gods
and the forms already assumed by many of the
legends indicate considerable changes upon the
original religious conceptions, though at the same
time they naturally do not indicate the survival
of suchloriginal conceptions in actual contemporary
belief or practice. At first sight, the anthropo-
morphic conception of Deity evident in Homer
might seem to allow small possibility of any mystic
communion between gods and men, for the gods
may appear in the flesh [impyeh, 77. xx. 131) and
play their part as warriors. Yet, in the thought
reflected in the Odyssey, at any rate, they have
become more remote ; for there ' the gods in no
wise appear visibly to all' {Od. xvi. 161, oi' ydp ttoi

TrdvTe(r<n Bfol (ftahovrai ivapye'i!). It is also in the
Odyssey that the highly spiritual pronouncement
is made touching the yearning of man for God.
Often, doubtless, the yearning might be for help
viewed externally—for the practical assistance lent
by a heavenly ally ; but often, too, for some more
internal support, a mysterious but confident shar-
ing in Divine quality which approximates to our
notion of communion. The context in the Odyssey
is significant. It is the reason given by Nestor's
Bon to Athene, disguised as Mentor, to explain why
prayer should be made by guests wlio have chanced
to arrive during a festival of Poseidon ; after drink-
ofTering and prayer, Mentor is bidden hand to his
fellow-guest the cup of honeyed wine for the pur-
poses of a similar ritual, 'inasmuch as he too,
methinks, prayeth to the deathless gods—for all

men have need of the gods' {Od. iii. 4S, iravTes 5t

Bcuf xaT^oi'cr' ifSpuToi). Further, it is in sacrifice

that Homeric religion best illustrates communion

—

not so much in the gift of a holocaust to be com-
pletely consumed by the deity as in the more
prevalent conception of the sacred feast common
to both deity and worship] er.

2. Communion through ecstasy.—It is worth
while, as it is certainly convenient, to examine
ecstasy separately, although logically it ma.y
accompany any feature of religious life or practice,

and although the illustrations of it must perforce

trench on the subject of mysteries and sacraments.
The phenomenon of ecstasy—a familiar accompani-
ment of both barbaric and developed religions

—

consists in a transcending of the bounds of ordinary
consciousness and a resultant feeling of communion
\\'ith a Divine nature (see the analysis in Rohde,
Psyche*, ii. 14-22). The' stirring of unrestrained
iv8ova-map-bi lifts the spirit of the human votary
completely out of workaday surroundings and
beyond ordinary laws. The Greek notion of this

process is observable in the terms i^iaraaBai and
(Karaais, and in the conception that the ecstatic

condition is attended by the entrance of a Divine
element ; the devotee is Ifdeo!, ' filled with the
god,' Divinely maddened. The Moenad feels her-

self to be, and names herself, Divine ; and it

is significant that Plato refers to the Bacchanals
as drawing Divine inspiration like that of his

enthusiastic lovers (ivOovaiuvres), who by contempla-
tion and memory acquire something of the Divine
nature, ' so far as it is possible for man to partake
of God ' {Ph(udr. 2.53A, Kad' 6aov di'var^v deou dvOpJiinp

lieraaxew). The extreme forms of ecstasy are

connected with ' the old and savage doctrine that
morbid phantasy is supernatural experience ' (Tylor,

Prim. Cult.* ii. 415), and may be compared with
the ' ivresse spirituelle ' of Ruysbroeck, which is

discussed by M. Hebert in Le Dioin, ch. ii., while
a more intellectual type of communion may be
compared with the ' degre supreme de I'union

extatique ' attainable through meditation, and
discussed by Hebert in ch. iii.

Among the most usual means whereby the
abnormal state of mind under examination may
be induced are self-abandonment to emotion,
frenzied outcries, unrestrained gestures, giddy
dervish-like dancing, outlandish music, brandish-

ing of torches, and the use of drink or drugs. An
ecstatic mental condition or morbid exaltation may
be the product of rigorous fasting observed with
a view to attain, through dreams or visions, relation-

ship with, and revelation from, spiritual beings.

This is well illustrated by the 'incubation' (q.v.)

of patients within the precincts of Asklepios
at Epidauros. Somewhat analogous was the belief

in delirium, trance, or fainting fits as promising
direct spiritual intercourse with a deity. The
Pythoness was supposed to obtain a communication
of the Divine will in her ecstatic trance, and she

made herself ready for the afflatus l)j- the ritual

acts of chewing sacred laurel and drinking water
possessing a miraculous virtue. Farnell proposes

to define such ritual as 'a mantic sacrament, 'decl.ar-

ing that ' the chewing the laurel may be regarded

as a simple act of sacrament, whereby through
contact with a sacred object she established com-
munion between herself and the deity' (CGS iv.

188). The worship of Cybele exemplifies other
modes of ecstatic communion. In the priest-kin"

at Pessinos—himself identified with Attis, and
possessed of mighty secular as well as sacred

power through his credited union with the godhead
—we have the finished pattern on which the

catechumen might model his aspirations; and in

this worship not only was there ecstasy through
the orgiastic dance, and regeneration through food
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and the blood baptism of the laurobulium, but, as
Farnell points out (VGS iii. 300),
' the process of regeneration might be effected by a different
kind of corporeal union with the divinity, the semblance of a
mystic marriage.* Even self-mutilation implied an ecstatic
Craving for o^ijimilatiou to the goddess, so that in the Cybele-
service Farnell finds * a ritual of communion that used a sexual
symbolism.'

The ' ecstatic ritual ' of conimunioii is examined
by Farnell (op. cit. v. 151-181), and the evidence
disposes hira to believe that orf;iastic ritual was not
confined to the private ZAin-voi of Greece, but that the
State-cult.s were less tempered by the Hellenic s])irit

than has been imagined (ib. 159). Ecstatic ritual

per.sisted down to a late jxiriod at Thebes and
Delphi at least ; and among the island communities
the primitive tradition of Bacchic enthusiasm was
nowhere maintained with such fidelity as in Crete
(ib. V. 157 ; cf. iii. 297). There, at an early date
—probably before Homer, in Farnell's opinion

—

the Thraco-Phrygian Dionysos cult was engrafted
on the pre-Helienic orgies which celebrated a
Mother-goddess.
The tasting of the blood or the devouring of the

raw flesh of an animal regarded as incarnating tlie

god is also a common way of arousing similar
excitement. This potent method of charging one-
self with the personality or force of divinity
by the drinking of blood will be more fully con-
sidered as an aspect of sacramental communion.
At this point it may be enough to say that it

played a part in native Hellenic ritual (C'GS v. lOi),

was prominent in certain imported rites, and lasted

uutU the later days of paganism, when the Cretans,
for instance, at a Divine funeral-feast still rent a
living bull with their teeth (Firmicus Matemus,
p. 84, cited in CGS v. 303). It is a salient character-
istic of the ecstasy of the Moenads ; and it is about
their frantic omophagy, their devouring of raw
tlesh and hot blood in haste lest the spirit might
escape, that Arnobius writes: 'in order that you
may exhibit yourselves filled with the majesty
of godhead (ut uos plenos tiumine ac maiestate
doceatls), you mangle with gory lips the flesh of

bleating goats' (adv. Gent. v. 19. Farnell (C'6'.S' v.

166) cites in further illustration Clem. Alex.,
Protrept. 11 P, Cjiio(paylq. rTji/ iepofxaviaf dyovres Kal

T€\i(TKov(rL T-as KpeayofiicLs TiZf (pdvojv). The scathing
words of Arnobius unwittingly contain the original

secret of these savage and hurried dismemberments
of bull, goat, or fawn. The votaries, aiming at the
mystic relation between god, victim, and them-
selves, believed, indeed, that the banquet of raw
flesh filled them with ' tiie majesty of the divinity.'
A reabonable question arises regardmg the object aimed at in

the ecstasy of frenzy described. Bohde inclines to hold that
an adequate motive is found in the consciousness of communing
with Deity and of absorption into the Infinite. And thisheaven-
sent possession may have been the end in itself in historic
Greece. It is, however, fair, as it is scientific, to point out,
with Farnell, that among primitive peoples such religious
ecstasy is not generally an end but a means. Though doubtless
regarded as a strangely pleasurable sensation, it is excited for
some practical object, such as prophecy or exorcism. In the
early stages of religious ecstasy there is nnich of what is termed
vegetation-magic, the desire in some way to influence Nature,
contro' the weather, and secure good harvests. And from such
germs may be evolved in time the more spiritual aspirations
after communion with Deity.

Yet, by way of contrast, it must not be forgotten that there
was a very diilerent avenue towards ecstasy, and one, curiously
enough, associated with the same wild Dionysiac worship, where
the rapturous communion with Deity was achieved through
orgiastic rites and a savage sacramental act. As Farnell asks
(ib. 162), 'what are we to say of the "silence of the Ilakche,"
alluded to in the strangest of Greek proverbs' (Parueiniog.
Grate. Diogcn. (Gott. 1851 ] 3. 43, BdKXr}^ rponov' erri Twv ai<OTrri\uiv,

TTttp' oaov al BrlKxai o-iyoiirii')? Was this simply physical ex-
haustion—a merely natural reaction—or was it the ' zenith
reached by the flight of the spirit, when voices and sounds are
hushed, and in the rapt silence the soul feels closest to Cod*?
Farnell cites in illustration the similar method for attaining the
highest and deepest communion known to the ancient theo-
sophista (ib. v. 162 ; with references to Sudhaus, ' Leises und
lautcs Bet en,* in AliW, 1006, p. '200 ; Dieterich, Mithrmliturgie,
p. 42). But perhaps one of the most interesting illustrations
lies in the fact that Euripides, in the very play which so power-

fully dramatizes the excesses of half-religious hysteria associated
witti the Dionysiac orgies, also shows his appreciation of the
spiritual good and inward joy to be drawn from a tranquil life of
holiness (e.y. Ilacxh. 385-a9I, 1002-1012; of. G. Norwood, JV.«
Riddle vf (lie Daccha, l'.)US, pp. 111-117).

3. Philosophical communion : Neo-Platonism.

—

This is an appropriate point at whicli to glance at
theideaof communion with lJeil3' which culminated
in Neo-Platonism (q.v.). In much philosophy tli(.'re

was an absolute negation of communion with Deity.
The Epicurean system furnishes an obvious ex-
ample : and Aristotle's Deity, which mvel lis ipwiKPov,
admits but Little possibility of mystic and spiritual
communion. The Platonic theory of o/ioiuins, how-
ever, in its doctrine of an elevation of the human
spirit into the realm of a Divine coCs, through a
ratiocination which should transcend the particulars
of sense and time, was open to mystic refinement.
For the extreme (levelopment of the idea of Divine
transcendence we have to pass to the first half of
of view, ini]jurtant, not merely for the philosophical
the 3rd cent. A.D. Plotinus, the greatest re-

presentative of Neo-Platonism, is, from our point
lineage of his system, but for its relation to his
times. In its yearning after Divine illumination
it is typical of its age ; for it was a period who.^e
natural precursor might be found in the 1st cent.,

when Philo Judteus represented an Alexandrian
endeavour to Platonize historical Judaism, and,
through a theistic treatment of the Platonic
'ideas,' to reach a consummation of unequivocal
surrender to the Divine influence. It was a period,
too, foreshadowed some generations earlier than
itself, when Apollonius of Tyana (q.v.) and tlie
' Neo-Pythagoreans ' based their idea of attaining
relationship with Deity upon their eclectic Platon-
ism ; while a more vulgar mode of communion
with Deity was illustrated in the thaumaturgic
feats of Alexander of Abonoteichos (q.v.). Neo-
Platonic mysticism itself is the best type of ecstatic
philosophic communion. According to Plotinus,
the One which transcends existence ((iriKuva rtjs

oiialas) is not directly cognizable by reason ; and
the coveted identification with transcendent Deity
comes not so much through knowledge as through
ecstasy, coalescence, contact {iKaraui!, aTrXuio-is, d0»)).

Much of the doctrine in his JUnneads bears a resem-
blance to Oriental Mysticism, but—though this
has not always been admitted—it appears to have
been purely Hellenic (Zeller, Phil. d. Griech. iii. b.

69 fl'., 419 if. ; Denn, Gr. Philus. ii. 341 ; Whittaker,
The-Neo-Platunists, p. 106). It was lineally from
Plato that Plotinus developed the doctrine of that
ecstasy which supervenes upon the contemplation
of intellectual beauty, and through which a supreme
union with the Divine and Absolute One may be
achieved. This subjective intensity of the mystic,
as a kind of individual communion, forms a strong
contrast to the more usual religious desire for some
common act of impressive ritual. There is, further,
no excitement in the preparation for the mystical
attainment, as in many worships. A long process
of internal quietude, of abstraction from sen.se,

and of absorption in reason must attune the soul
(Enn. VI. ix. 3) ; and Plotinus's religious po.sition

is that the soul, thus worthily j)repared by active
conteini)lation, must then pa.ssively wait, in a
kind of hypnotic trance, for the manifestation
of the Divinity. The Divine 'intoxication' of
passion comes with that beatific vision which
rises beyond beauty to the One Cause (linn. VI.

vii. 35). This climax of full communion with Cod
was reached by Plotinus four times within the
knowledge of l''orphyry, who himself reached the
consuiiim.'ition onlv once, namely in his sixty-eighth
year (Porph. Vil.'Plul. 2li).

4. Deterioration of Neo-Platonism.—The system,
then, culminated in a mystical act ; and, as a matter
of history, mystical observances tended to obscure
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the tliooictical basis, laiiibliclius, for example,
the Syrian nupil of Porphyry, iniluenceil by
Eastern superslitiuiis, claimed that absorption into

the Deity was dependent upon the use of divination

and magic. A striking phenomenon is presented

in this degeneration of the pure Mysticism of

Plotiuus into the superstition of the Neo-Platonists
of the 4th and 5th centuries, who defended or

adopted heathen sacrifices, divination, and wonder-
worlving. But it is logically incontrovertible that
the germs of superstition were inherent in the

Neo-Platonic system, which postulated an un-
approachable One and emanations involving secret

affinities throughout the universe of Being.
' If man hy almost superhuman effort, transcending an,v effort

of the reason, can rise in ecstas.v to an immediate vision of

the inscrutable One, he can also communicate with lower powers.
He finds allies in the invisible world in the daemons who
mediate between the world of pure intelligence and the world
of reason. Thus the Neo-PIatonists of the 4th century found
place in their s.vstem for the ancient gods, and found no
difficulty in communicatinfj with them by prayer, oracle, or
oblation (S. Dill, Rom. Soc. in last Cent, of Western Empire-,
101).

5. Communion with Deity through initiation in

Mysteries. — As opinions are divided on the

question -whether initiation culminated in a sacra-

mental ritual, certain aspects of the Mysteries
may be discussed independently of the subject of

the sacrificial meal. Anrich, as a preliminary to

his discussion of ancient Mysteries, emphasizes
the deeper yearnings after fellowship with the
Divine {' Gemeinschaft mit Gott,' ' Teilnahme ain

gottlichen Leben,' ' Genuss des Gottliclieu ' {Das
antike Mysterienwesen, 37]), which account for

much of the Greek attitude towards Mystic re-

ligion, and for the acceptance of Oriental cults.

The various secret worships classed as ' Mysteries '

subserved the feeling that, besides the commoner
modes of drawing near to a god, there were others
revealed only to a select number of initiated. The
most famous of the Mysteries were those whose
names Lobeck used as titles for the three books of

Iiis famous Aglaophamus, sive de theologice mysticce

Grcecorum causis, 1829—namely Eleusinia (the

most holy of all), Orphica (the e.\piatory lore of

which aft'ected the Slysteries of Eleusis), and
Samothracia (the venerated Pelasgian, rather
than Phcenician, cult of the Kd/jei/joi). [See
MYSTERIE.S.] There were also—under the titles

of Biaaoi, Ipavoi, and dpyeUve^—numerous religious

associations which charged themselves with the
celebration of private Mj'steries—frequently of

barbarous origin (F. B. Jevons, Introd. to the Hist,

of Belig. 334-348 ; Foucart, Des Associations re-

ligieuses chez les Grecs). That the Eleusinian
Mysteries persisted, as proved by literature and
inscriptions, down to the close of paganism (Anrich,
op. cit. 40), is not surprising, in view of the power
of their esoteric symbolism to minister to the desire
for a Divine communion more intimate than was
possible for perfunctory worshippers. Certainly
the Eleusinian ^Mysteries reached a considerable
degree of sjiirituality, and made far deeper demands
than simple ceremonial purity. The nine days'
fast, the long procession from Athens to Eleusis,

the play of mysterious illuminations in the Great
Hall, the sacred drama, the reverent exhibition
of holy symbols, the homilies addressed to the
initiated, the drinking of the sacred draught even
as once the goddess had refreshed herself, and the
liandling of the sacred things were all methods
of bringing the reverent worshipper into closer

communion with Deity (see the well-known formu-
lary recorded by Clem. Alex. Protrept. ii. 18, ' I

have fasted and I have drunk the kvkcwv,' etc.).

From ancient times initiation at Eleusis was
believed to secure a happier lot in the other world
{'Homeric' Hymn to Dcmetcr, 480-482; Pindar,
frag. 102; Soph. frag. 719 [Dind.] ; Isoc. Fancg.

28 ; Cic. Lcgg. II. xiv. ), and the balance of ancient
authority suggests that communion in the Eleu-
sinian >lysteries was considered to exercise efl'ects

permanent enough to mould for better the life of

the initiated in this world. This is supported by
the evidence of Diodorus and of Andocides.

' According to Sopater, initiation establishes a kinship of the
soul with the divine nature ; and Theon Sniyrnjcus says that
the final stage of initiation is the state of bliss'and divine favour
which results from it ' (W. M. Ramsay, art. * M.^steries,' in EBr^^
with reference to Diod. Sic. Hist. v. 48 ; Andoc. de My&t. 31

;

Sopat. Dicer. Zetem. p. 120, in VValz, lihet. Gr<vc. 1S32-36

;

Theon Smyrn. Mathem. i. IS ; of. Lobeck, Ajlaoph. 39, 188-
ISO ; Ramsay's art. ' Mysteries ' gives the chief authorities on
the subject between 1829 [the darte of Aglaophamus] and 1884,
and includes references to inscriptions).

One highly important feature of the EleiLsinian

Mysteries was their ultimate admission of the
alien. As early as the time of Herodotus (viii.

65), they were open to any Hellene who might
choose to go through the prescribed ritual ; and,
after the condition of memltership came to be
initiation (ixv-rtais) instead of citizenship, they could
so appeal to mankind that /Elius Aristides in the
2nd cent. A.D. might fairly eulogize Eleusis as 'a
common sanctuary for the world ' (Kmv6v ti r^s 7?'
Tifievos, Elcus. Orat. i. 256 [Jebb]).

Jevons has contended {pp. cit. ch. xxiv. *Tbe Eleusinian
Mysteries ') that the start of the broader appeal made by Eleusis
coincided with fresh stirrings in religion which spread from
Semitic lands to Greece in the 6th cent. B.C. So it was that the
opening of the Eleusmian sanctuary to the Athenians was the
first step in the e-\pausion of the cult of Demeter from a merely
local agricultural worship into an element of national and after-

wards of cosmopolitan religion. The belief grew stronger, he
maintains, that more intimate communion with Deity was
attainable than that secured by the gift-sacrifice. Hence a
resuscitation of the old sacramental theory of sacrifice, along
with an ancient ritual wherein that theory was bodied forth.

Holy places like Eleusis, which had conserved archaic Hellenic
rites, became popular with worshippers bent upon such com-
munion. At the same time came an influx of Oriental worships
—some of them readily identified or associated with existing;

native cults. Wandering agyrtcE introduced 'Mysteries,' and
founded religious conimunittes for the worship of alien deities

—lacchos, Zagreus, Sabazios, Cybele—who were now rapidly
acchmatized in Greece. The new cults throve, fostered by their

likeness to the cult of Dionysos, and by the Orphic myths which
suggested that lacchos, Zagreus, and Sabazios were one and the
same with Dionysos. The associ.ition of lacchos with the
Eleusinia added a dramatic element, but did not change
the central portion of the ritual—which, in Jevons's view, con-
sisted in the administration of the sacrament of the KvKetav and
the solemn exhibition of the ear or sheaf of corn to represent
the Corn-Mother.

' As the worshippers of animal totems at their annual sacrifice

consumed the flesh of their god and thus partook of his divine
life, so the worshippers of the Corn-Goddess annually partook of

the body of their deity, i.e. of a cake or paste or posset made
of the meal of wheat and water' (Jevons, op. cit. p. 365 f. ;

Uyiiin to Dem. 208, aA(^i koX v5wp. Wine, being ' the surrogate
of blood, was excluded from the non-anuual sacrifice offered to

cereal deities ' [Jevons, op. cit. 3S0]).

This theory is attractive and thoroughly consistent with
practices wide-spread among mankind. It has the difficulty of

being necessarily in part conjectural because of the absence
of evidence regarding a secret ritual which it was impiety to

divulge ; and it has been opposed by Farnell, who does not
accept its totemic basis, and wlio submits that, for all we know,
the sacred KviceJiv might have been drunk by individuals apart,

and not in communion. In a field so obscure, it is not surprising

that interpretations should be numerous and varied. The recent
theory of Lawson (Modern Gr. Folklore and anc. Gr. Mel.

572) may be mentioned, that 'the doctrine of the [mystic]

marriage of men with their gods was the cardinal doctrine of

the mysteries (for the other doctrine of bodily survival is

merely preliminary and subordinate to this),' and that 'some
dramatic representation was ^ven as a means of instilling into

men's minds the hope of attaming to that summit of bliss ' (cf.

Farnell's footnote, CGS iii. 186, referring lo the evidence

collected by Dieterich in Eine MUhraslituri/ie, 'proving in

nmch ancient ritual the prevalence of the belief that mystic

communion with the deity could be obtained through the sem-
blance of sexual intercoiirse : it is found in the Attis-Cybele

worship, and in the Isis-ritual (Joseph. Ant. xvin. iii.), and it

probably explains the myth of Pasiphae.'

6. Communion through a sacrificial meal or theo-

phagist ritual. —The subject of the Mysteries

obviously sliades into that of the sacranietital feast,

which probably accompanied many of them. It

will be seen that this portion of the subject is

bound up with the ritual meaning of eating, sacri-

fice, and blood (see artt. Blood, Sacrifice). The
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txaniination of rival Iheoiies conceiuin^' sacrilice

doi-s not fall -williiii the ])urview of this article,

but jtassing allusion to them is unavoidable.

Certainly, ou any htiais, it is dear that, in sacrifice

and usa<;es atteiulant upon it, we have what wor-

shipijers have historically re^'arded sis one of the

most potent means of intimate relation with Deity.
' Toutes Ics religions,' says A. Keville, ' considtrent

le sacrifice, plus ou moins transfornic, comme le

moj'en par excellence de r^aliser I'union de I'homme
avec la divinite' (ProUgoiMnes de I'hiatoire des

rdiqions, 1880, p. 179).

Though Frazer, (GB- ii. 293) has maintained that

the evidence is not yet convincing in favour of

toteniism among Aiyan tribes, there are noted

authorities on Comparative Keligion who feel that,

according to the analogy of usages and beliefs wide-

spread over the globe, many features in Greek
mythology and Greek ritual can find their ultimate

explanation only as sacramental feasts on a totemic

basis. This is a contention in A. Lang's Custom
and Myth (1884). So, too, Keinach, building upon
Mannhardt's demonstration of the wide prevalence

of totemic rites in Europe, and supported by com-

parison with Robertson Smith's exposition of the

theory of Semitic sacrifice, claims that, when the

ancestors of the Greeks became agriculturists,

the totemic rites of the nomads and shepherds,

instead of completely vanishing, received a new
interpretation in myth and rite. And similarly,

although Famell objects (C'G^iii. 194-197), Jevons,

as already indicated, has propoimded the hypo-

thesis of a corn-totem eaten sacramentally at

Eleusis.
Some of Keinach's examples may be given. Aktaion is a

typiral one with which t-o start. The Aktaion myth, according

to Rcinach (Cuius, mythes, ct Tdigions, iii.), arose from a sacra-

mental reni^ing (oTrapoyfuis) of the stag by women-worshippers

masqucradinK as ' hinds,' in honour of Art«mis, the hind-goddess

of a totemistic clan. The traditional legend would arise from a

semi-rationalistic interpretation of an old communion sacrifice
;

the devotees who tore the sacred stag to pieces became,
eupheniisticAllv, the hunter's 'dogs.' Such sacramental

ffiropayiios was, as we have seen, a feature of Dionysiac ritual

wherem the Maenads aimed at securing communion with their

deity BO as to uicrease their influence upon the fertility of

vesielation. (It may be noted in passing that Famell, in

Yrar'n Work in Classical Studies, 1908, suspects that ' the

Boeotian Aktaion story was originally Bacchic, and that Artemis

came only accidentally into it.') Such elucidation is to be con-

trasted with the older meteorological explanation, whereby the

huTiter torn by his hounds is viewed as an image of the fair

verdure of earth scorched by the sun in the dog-days (* ein Bild

des durch die Hitze der Itundstage zerstorten schonen Erden-

Iclicns' [Boscher, s.i). ' Aktaion')). Beinach holds Aktaion, Hip-

polvtos, Uionysos Zagreus, and Orpheus to be, like Adonis and
Osiris, suffering heroes who are lamented as slain, but in the

end resuscitated. In all such cases, he thinks, the myth implies

an ancient sacrificial ritual, in which a sacred tot«m was slain

and eaten in communion by the faithful. Frazer's view differs

in so far as he would refer the origin of the death and resurrec-

tion of Adonis, Attis, Osiris, and Dionysos to simple rustic rites

at harvest and vint.age. But, while he regards them as

vegetation-spirits rather than as totems, he admits the sacra-

mental character in the harvest supper, when tlie divine animal

is killed and devoured by the harvesters as an embodiment of

the corn-spirit. On this theory, as much as on the totemic

theory, we find communion with Deity through corn and wine.

And it is a communion on the basis of the logic of primeval

religion. By eating the body of the god the worshipper shares

in the go-l's attributes and powers ; for corn, it is argued, is the

true bwiy of a corn-god ; and analogously, drinking the wine

in the rites of a vine-god is a solemn and significant sacrament
instead of mere revelrv, for the juice of the grape is the god's

blood (see Frazer, GIr- i. :ast!.).

Such beliefs are, in the ultimate resort, consonant with the

savage psychology which argues the possibility of the acquisi-

tion of Divine properties by eating, and ot which a simple

instance is the ancient Maori practice whereby a warrior

swallowed the eyes of liis slain enemy on the ground that the

atua tonqa, or divinity, was supposed to reside in them (R.

Taylor. 7*e Jka a Maui', or New Zealand arid its Inhabitants'^,

1S70, quoted bv Frazer, Psi/clie's Task, 1909, p. 6 ; cf. ' Eating

the God,' in Frazer, GJT2 U. 818-366). Further, it is a fair

induction from a mass of anthropological evidence that no more
sacred and intimate bond of union could be secured in a
primitive community than the sharing in the periodic sacrifice

of a god viewed under the aspect;of, or as incaniat« in, an animal.

It is a necessary inference, as many hold, following llobertson

Smith, that the idea of communion, so far from being a later

development, pLaya a great part in primitive sacrifice, and

precedes the gift-sacrifice (Tvlor, /'n'l/uVui- Culture*, vol ii.

ch. xviii., upholds gift-sacnfice as the most primitive, on the

analogy of man's dealings with his fellow-man, and argues that

the savage treats a god as he would a chief. Tylor assigns to

sacrifice three stages, viz. (1) gift, (2) homage, and (») abne-

gation).

After this brief glance at fundamental theories,

it may be interesting to add certain examples
given by Farnell from cults observed in Greece
which illustrate ideas of communion. In the case

of the mysterious fiov(p6i'ia at the Uiipolia on the

Acropolis, he inclines (CCS', vol. i. p. 88ff.) to

favour Robertson Smitli's explanation regarding

the ox which was slain as victim, and whose slaying

brought guilt upon the slayer ; for here the

sacrificer was subjected to a mock trial, and the

instrument of slaughter was alone de<'lared guilty

and thrown into the sea. This suggests a Uiyine

animal akin to the clan, and recalls the famUiar
feature of totemism whereby the clansmen claim

kindred with an animal-god or sacrosanct animal,

from whose flesh they as a rule abstain, but which,

on solemn occasions, they eat sacramentally in

order to strengthen the tie of kinship between
them and the Divine life. This seems more
satisfactory than Frazer's view (GB- ii. 38-41), that

the ox represents the corn-spirit sacramentally

devoured at the close of harvest in order that he
may rise with fresher powers of production. So,

in the worship of the originally Oriental goddess.

Aphrodite, the mourning for Adonis (who is

fundamentally the same as Attis) is probably not

a lament over decaying Nature, but 'official

mourning over the slaughter of the theanthropic

victim in whose death the god died'; and the

most ancient Adonis sacrifice would be the ofl'erin"

of a sacred swine to the swine-god—a sacramental

Mystery wherein participators attested their kin-

ship with the animal-god by immolating an animal
which, save in such ritual, it would be tabu to

slay (cf. Robertson Smith, Bel. Scm.- 2i)0)._ Far-

nell recognizes the same mysterious idea in the

ceremonial sacrifice of a bear at Brauron by bear-

maidens in honour of Artemis as a bear-goddess

(COS ii. 435); in the sacrifice of the bull-calf to

Dionysos at Tenedos (ib. v. 166) ; and in the sheep-

ofl'ering to Aphrodite in Cyprus, if we accept a
very plausible emendation made by Robertson
Smith on a passage in Joannes Lydus (CGS iL

645 ; Lydus, de Mensibus, 4, p. 8U, Bonn ed.,

trpb^aTov Kaoiw iaKeiraaiiivoi [for iaKeiraaiximv'] vvv-

iOvov rj 'A<f>po5lTri).

Equally mysterious are traces in ritual which
point back to the sacrifice of a human victim.

Abundant proof has been forthcoming from modern
anthropological research to confirm the world-wide

association of huiuan sacrifice with harvest ritual

and the cults of vegetation-spirits (Mannliardt,

B'lumkuUus, 358-361; Frazer, GB- ii. 238 ff.).

There are such traces of an original human victim

in the cult of Ge {CGS iii. 19-21) and in the

legends concerning Oriiheus. Farnell accepts the

dismemberment of Orpheus by furious Thracian

votaries as typical of that form of ritnal w hereby

worshippers slay the priest who temiiorarily incar-

nates the god. "Parallels are familiar from Frazer's

Lectures on the Earbj History of the Kingship.

Sacramental cannibalism on occasions of extreme
religious excitement is discoverable at a fairly

high level of culture, and is credible in the

Thracians (Reinach's theory, in Cultes, etc., ii.

107-110, of Orpheus as a fox-totem rests on the

rather slender evidence for taking Jjaaaapls or

paaadpa as a Thracian word for fox [Farnell, CGS
V. 106 n.]).

In some ceremonies at the altar the difficulty is

to decide whether any clear sacramental concept

was involved. There are signs of it at Argos in a

peculiar cathartic communion, and there is reason
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to suppose tliat tlie victim at Deljjhi called 6inun-/ip,
' giver of holiness,' which was slain when the Strwi

were elected, was considered a temporary incar-
nation of deity, so that contact with flesh, blood,
or skin, could comuiunicate holiness. There is also
likelihood in the view that the goat sacrifice in the
Laconian KoiriSes was a genuine sacrament, where
worshippers presumably believed they entered into
communion with Apollo by devouring sacred llesli

inwliich his spirit was (Farnell, COS iv. 257-25S).
We know too little to affirm any sacramental idea
in the local Attic cult of Apollo Agyieus at
Acharnae, whose worship was administered by
irapainToi (ib. iv. 158). Something, however, more
suggestive appears in Arcadia, a fit abode for
primeval worships, where the sacrifice to Apollo
rarrhasios must be consumed in the sanctuary
{dpoXlaKoimy airrdOi tov iepeiov to. npia, Paus. viii. 38,
cited by Jevons, op. cit. 146) ; and similarly with
another instance which Jevons gives :

* The festival at which the Athenians made sacrifice to Zeua
Meilichios, the Diasia, was one of the most ancient of their
institutions ; but . . . the Locrians of Myonia were still more
faithful to the ritual which they had received from the common
ancestors of Locrians and Athenians alike, for, like the
Saracens and the Prussians, they offered the sacrifice by ni^'lit,

and consumed the victim before the rising of the sun ' (aVoAwaai
ra Kftea avroSi wpif ij tj\lov eiriOTfeii' co/Ai'fovo-i, Paus. X. 38).

In a less mystic sense the term 'sacrament' or
' communion ' might be applied to the feast shared
by deity and worshippers which is familiar from
the earliest Greek literature. And there are many
other cases of ritual where we cannot safely
pronounce how far the idea of communion extended.
Evidently tlie existence of irapdo-iroi of Apollo at
Acharna; and at Delos is no proof that in the rites
concerned the worshippers supposed Apollo to be
dying a sacrificial death (Farnell, CGS iv. 258).
In some cases a social, tribal, or political element
has prevailed over the religious idea of communion
with which it was originally bound up. For
instance, primeval notions, only partially under-
stood, survived at Athens in feasts at which the
hestiator entertained his tribe (Jevons, op. cit

159 ; CIA ii. 1G3, 578, 582, 602, 603, 631 ; cf. Jul.
Pollux, Onviti. iii. 67, (^uXijs ecmaTup, ttjj' (pv\r]i/

fcTT-iiii', Kpeavoixia^ iirivifiuv). One could, of course,
ahyays describe a non-tribesman, in terms of
religion, as one who was not in communion with
the god of the tribe.

The evidence here collected shows that the
idea of sacrificial communion certainly persisted
in Greece among worships both indigenous and
imported. But its persistence, apart from tlie

Mysteries and private Orphic societies, was pre-
sumably sporadic. It is reasonable, therefore, to
agree witli Farnell in doubting whether the ritual
and doctrine of communion sacrihce 'exercised a
vital influence upon religious thought in the older
Hellenism.' Certainly, although in this of all
matters the argument from silence can count but
little, it is a striking omission that lamblichus,
while analyzing other phenomena of relationship
with the Divine in the de Mysteriis, betrays no
knowledge of sacramental communion {CGS iii.

196). And yet history shows that this idea had a
great career before it ; and, if in the older Hellen-
ism it remained largely occult, in later Greek
times and in the later Koman world, as we shall
see, it counted as a vital religious force.

II. liOilAN.~t. The practical nature of a
Roman's relationship with the gods in ordinary
ritual.—Koissier (La Religion rom. d/Auguste mix
Antonin^^, i. 19), has an instructive sentence :

* Les Romains ont une taqon particuli6re de comprendre les
rapports de I'homme avec la Divinity : quand quelqu'un a des
raisons deoroire qu'un dieu est irrit6 contre lui, il lui demande
humblement la paix, c'est le terme consacr^ (pacem deorum
ezposcere), et Ton suppose qu'il se conclut alors entre eux une
eorte de trait6 ou de contrat qui les he toue deux.'

In short, this implies a kind of traffic rather

than communion with Deity—man must buy pro-
tection by prayers and ollerings, and the Deity
who has received a sacrifice is expected to respond
by conferring favours. If this is broadly true of
the practical Koman worshipper, it may further be
said that neither the Roman as statesman nor the
thinker reflecting upon Roman religion was inclined
to view it much in the light of an avenue of
spiritual communion with Deity. Polybius (vi.

56) thinks of the salutary ett'ect of keeping the
multitude in check by 'mystic terrors and solemn
acting of the sort ' (roh dS^Xois 06/3ois xai -rj Toiavr-g
Tpaytpolf), and in the same chapter refers to the
scrupulous fear of the gods as the very thing which
kept the Roman commonwealth together. Varro,
cited by Augustine, held it to be the interest of
the community to be deceived in religion ( ' expedire
igitur existimat falli in religione ciuitates,' de Civ.
Dei, IV. xxvii. cf. VI. v.). Livy (I. xix.) credited
Numa with putting the fear of the gods upon his
folk as the most ettective deterrent for an ignorant
populace. Many such pronouncements—erroneous
enough as explanations of the rise and strength of
religion—taken along with the actual policy of
rulers like Augustus, serve to show that much of
the Roman State-religion was imposed, as it were,
from without upon the worshipper for the good of
the community. There was little, therefore, in all
this which tended towards the spiritual. Yet in
the primitive religion—in the ritual which had
grown up out of aboriginal needs and had not been
imposed—just as in primitive religions generally,
there had been the genuine sense of dependence
upon Deity and some recognition of the value of
communion with Deity.

2. Comparative absence of ecstasy in Roman
religion.—In comparison with the Greek, tliere
was in the Roman decidedly less religious ecstasy
or enthusiasm. Roman religion, when not domestic,
was mainly political ; and the whole was regulated
by law and custom. Religious emotion was dis-
trusted by the authorities, and the stern suppression
of the Bacchanalia in 186 B.C., even if in part due
to political motives, was typical of the strong
objections felt to a ritual of excited transports, the
nature of which has been made evident in earlie-
portions of this article. The cult of the Phrygian
goddess Cybele and of Attis, though received in
Rome from the times of Scipio Nasica, as is well
known, was characteristically placed under re-
strictions ; and the frenzy of this worship was
almost as abnormal in Roman religion as the tumul-
tuous Galliambics of the Attis of Catullus are
in Roman literature. Such alien religions only
gradually increased their hold upon Rome ; they
did so as the desire for religious excitement became
stronger ; and hence it may be said that among
the reasons for the attraction which the African
and Oriental cults exercised upon many Romans of
the Empire, and especially upon women, were,
first, their more powerful and rapturous excitation
of the emotions, and, secondly, their promise of a
closer rapprochement to Deity than was proffered
in the grave and calm State-religion. Some
notable access of spiritual aspiration at Rome
seems a necessary presupposition of many religious
phenomena of the Imperial epoch. It is probably
the real explanation of the extent to which such
alien cults as that of Isis (y.y.) gained a footing.
(A good picture of Isis worship is given in Apuleius,
Mi-.tam. bk. xi., in connexion with the threefold
initiation of Lucius into the Isis mysteries.) But
it is riglit in this connexion to note the caveat
which Boissier enters against overstating the
theory. He points out (op. cit. ii. 211-212) that
the welcome oflered to foreign cults by Romans of
the Empire, and especially by women, did not
imply a protest against the national religion, hut
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wa-s rather a consequence of the relipons soiitiiiionts

developed in the heart by tlie ohl worsliip. There
was, it was lecognized, a conimnnion with Deity
more intimate and mystical to be attained in the
more emotional Eastern rite.s. In lioissier's view,

then, this is more loj;ical than to consider the
acceptance of Eastern cults as a revulsion from
national cults to something entirely novel. Certain
it is that Rome, as it became a world-power, grew
cosmopolitan in religion, and found room for

votaries of Attis, Isis, Osiris, Serapis, Sabazios,
and other deities, so that outlandish rituals, often
coloured with mysticism, competed with the gi'ave

and restrained usajres of Roman antiquity.

3. Ideas of sacramental communion in native
Roman religion.—Accumniatinf: evidence tends to

show tliat, even if relatively delicient in imaj;"ina-

tion, the indigenous Roman religion exhibited from
the earliest times, like so many early religions,

clear traces of the common sacrificial feast partaken
of for the purpose of uniting a deity more closely

with his worshippers. Throughout Roman history

there persisted a prominent illustration of the
ancient theory that all meals were capable of being
hallowed as sacred feasts common to both deity

and worshipper (e.g. Athenaeus, v. 19). This was
the ofTering to the twin Lares observed by the

Roman family at meals (Serv. acl jEn. i. 7.'iO
;

Ov. Fast. ii. 633). In the marriage ceremony,
too, of confarreatio there probably was a similar

implication (cf. C. Bailey, lidig. of Anc. Home,
1907, p. 47). Broadly speaking, as Glover saj's

(Conflict of lielirjions in Earhj Roman Empire,
1909, p. 15), ' the worship of all or most of these
spirits of the country and of the home was joyful,

an all'air of meat and drink. The primitive

sacrifice brought man and god near one another in

the blood and flesh of the victim, which was of one
race with them both ' (cf. Robertson Smitli, Bel.

Sem.^ hect. xi.). Now, this domestic communion
wth Deity—a communion doubtless varying enor-

mously in greater or less spirituality—possesses the
special interest that it is the portion of Roman
religion least tinctured with Orientalism or

scepticism. Despite wide-spread secular opinion
in the Augustan era, there was yet much sincere,

even if vague, religious feeling among the less

cultured ranks of society. The home-religion was
a powerful early association in many minds, and
Horace's tasteful ode on rustic piety to I'hidyle

(in. xxiii.) touches the spiritual value of the
simplest sacrifice (farrc pio) to the gods of home
and hearth, in a manner that suggests something
deeper than a literary cxerci.se.

A few prominent instances may be given, where,
either in the victim or in the substituted sacritice,

primitive Italian ideas of communion are suggested.

At the Pariliain April, the shepherd, after purify in

his sheep, brought oll'erings to the god (or god
lying

„ iessl

Pales—including cakes of millet and pails of milk.

'The meal whiih followed, the shejiherd himself
appears to have shared with Pales' (\V. Warde
Fowler, Rom. Fextim/s, j). 81 ; cf. Ov. Fast. iv.

743-746, esp. 'dapibus resectis'). The deity was
then entreated to avert evil from the Hoeks and to

overlook unwitting trespa.ss.
' We can hardly escape the conclupion,' Kiys Wardo Fowler

{ib. footnote), ' that the idea of the conmion lucal shared with
the gods was a genuine Italian one ; it is found here, in the
Tenninalia (Ov. Fast. ii. 655 ("spargitur et ca^o (toiuinnnis

Terminus agiio"]), and in the worship of .Jupiter.'

lict us turn to the Feria; I.atinat in honour of

Juppitcr Latiaris held on the Alban Mount under
the presidency of Rome (Warde Fowler, op. cit.

95-97). This festival—older than historic Rome
itself—was a common festival of the most ancient
Latin communities. In the presence of repre-

sentatives from thedifferent membersof the league,

the Roman consul ofi'ered a libation of milk ; other
VOL. III.—49

cities sent sheep and cheeses. But the central rite

was the slaughter of a pure white heifer that had
never felt the yoke. The flesh of this victim,
sacrihced by the consul, was distributed amongst
the deputies and consumed by them. Herein,
certainly, there were political implications and
obligations, but the religious element was most
powerful ; for it was felt that to be left out of this
common meal or sacrament would be equivalent to
being excluded from communion with the god of
the Latin league. Indeed, the anxiety displayed
to secure the allotted ticsh, which emerges in cases
where some one city had not received its jiortion

(Livy, XXXII. L, XXXVII. iii. ), exhibits a primitive
trait recalling a well-known barbaric alacrity for

communion, which may be illustrated in Hellenic
omophagic rites, or in the frenzied hacking and
devouring of the victim-camel sacrificed by Arabs,
as described by Robertson Smith, Rel. Hem.'' 338.

Warde Fowler (p. 97) deduces from the ritual

that
' we are here in the presence of the oldest and finest religious
conception of the Latin race, which yearly acknowled^^es its

common kinship of blood and seals it by partalting in the
common meal ofasarred victim, thus entering into communion
with the god, the victim, and each other.'

Of the otl'erings it may be observed that they
are characteristic of a pastoral rather than of an
agfricultural age. Helbig has commented on the
absence of any mention of wine as proof that the
origin of the festival must precede the introduction
of the grape into Italy ; and he holds its antiquity
to be conhrmed by the character of the ancient
utensils dug ujj on the Alban Mount (Die Italiker

in der Poebene, 1879, p. 71). In the white victim
may be seen a reminiscence of a pre-historic breed
of sacred cattle, which it was forbidden to slay,

except at the annual renewal of kinship among the
clansmen in their sacrament. This festival lasted

for centuries after Juppiter Optimus Maximus of

the Capitol had overshadowed the Latin .Juppiter,

and after some communities had so dwindled as
scarcely to be able to find a rejjresentative to

receive their portion of the victim (Cic. pro Plane.
ix. '23, ' qnibus e municipiis ui,x iam, qui camem
Latinis petant, reperiunlur'). Its antiquity and
its duration are noteworthy.

' Perhaps no festival,* says Warde Fowler {vp. cit. J)0), * Greek
or Roman, carries us over such a vast period of time as this

;

its features betray its origin in the pastoral age, and it con
tinned in almost uninterrupted grandeur till the end of the
third century A.D., or even hater ' {CIL vi. "nn).

Briefer notice will serve for the remaining
examples. A sacrificial meal was part of the
August observances in honour of Hercules (Warde
Fowler, op. cit. 194). It is among the usages pre-

scribed by Cato for the invocation of Mars
Silvanus on behalf of the cattle (tie Re Rust. 83,
' Ubi res diuina facta erit, statim ibidem con-

sumito'). The eating of the victim with the blood
so as to participate tliereby in the common Divine
life—a primitive u.sage found among the heathen
Semites—has its parallel at Rome in the piacular

swine-ofi'erings of the Fratres Arvales (cf. above,

vol. ii. p. 10''). Again, the eating bj- wor.shijjpers

of loaves at Aricia, perhaps baked in the image of

the slain king of the grove, has parallels all over

the world, among which may be mentioned the

dough images of gods eaten sacramentally by
Mexicans ( Frazer, GB- ii. 337-.'!42). The suggestion

is that these loaves in human form were sacra-

mental bread, and that, in the old times when the

Divine priest-king of the grove was annually
slain, the loaves were made in his image, to bo
eaten by worshippers.

' A dim recollection of the original connexion of these loavea

with human sacrifices may perhaps be traced in the story that

the elligies dedicated to Mania at the Compitalia were sub-
stitutes for hum.-in victims' (i'a ii. 314).

4. Certain ideas in Roman literature and philo-

sophy regarding relationship with Deity. -In
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many sucli feasts at Home, as elsewheie, tlie

original sai'iaiiieiital ideas were in time weakeiicil

ami rationalizeil. l>y the period of tlio later

lu'iHililic tliere were thinkers who fonnd it hard to

understand how any worshipper eonld suppose that

by eating bread or drinking wine he thereljy con-

sumed the body and blood of a deity.
' Wheii we CAll corn Cevea, and wine Bacchus,' says Cotta in

Cicero's de Sat. Dear, (ni. xvi, 41), ' we use a common mode of

speaking, but do you imagine anybody insane enough to believe

that the thing on which he feeds is a god ?

'

It is no part of the scheme of this article to

trace ideas of communion as they may be repre-

sented or criticized in Latin literature as a whole
;

for attention has rather been directed to the
practice and meanings of actual ceremonial. Yet
it may be legitimate to allude to certain repre-

sentative authors. Unfortunately, the de Nat.
Dear, labours from inconclusiveness, because Cicero

f)refers refuting the opinions of otliers to stating

lis own ; and so from his indeterminate Academic-
ism, whether here or in the de Divinatione, we
reap little or nothing to our purpose. In the very
next generation Virgil furnishes tis, in the jEticid,

with one of tlie greatest artistic treatments of

human dependence upon Deity, and of the realized

need for close communing with the Divine. The
variety of religious attitude in intellectual Rome
is proved by the fact that while, on the one hand,
we have Sceptic and Epicurean denials of all

possibility of communion with Deity, we have, on
the other hand, lofty utterances indicating appre-
ciation of the doctrine that full communion with
God may be independent of aacrifice, and that the
prinutive potencies of blood are needless where
there is a true spiritual oblation of the worshipper's
will and heart. To some such aspiration the great
pronouncement of Persiiis marks an approach

:

' Duty to God and man blended in the mind,
purity in the depths of the heart, and high-souled
nobleness—grant me to present these at the shrine,
and a handful of meal shall win me acceptance'
{Sat. ii. 73-75). In a similar spirit Seneca writes
that God has no delight in the blood of bulls {Ej}.

116, ' Colitur Deus non tauris, sed pia et recta
uoluntate ') ; and true communion or true worship
is defined by him in almost the same words else-

where, as consisting ' in pia ac recta uoluntate
uenerantium' (de Ben. I. vi. 3). The Deity is to
reside in the heart {Ep. 46, ' Sacer intra nos
spiritus sedet'), and for all men there is open a
communion in that one body which is, according
to Seneca's view, God or Nature {Ej}. 93, ' membra
sumus magni corporis'). This is stated from his
cosmic standpoint—his pantheism ; and on the
moral side the doctrine becomes one of communion
through assimilation or imitation :

' Vis deos pro-
pitiare ? Bonus esto. Satis illos coluit quisquis
imitatus est' {Ep. 95). And so we come round to
the Stoic notion of partial elevation towards the
Divine essence through the perfect self-possession
of a sage. Perhaps we may take Quintilian's
remarks on the praises of the gods as representative
of the attitude of educated Romans at the close of
the 1st cent. A.D. In HI. vii. he mentions the
topics suitable for employment in eulogies upon
the gods—namely, their greatness, power, and
bounties ; but a typical aloofness in his treatment
indicates that Quintili.in at least felt little need
for close communion with a Higher Power.

S. Attraction to alien worships under the
Empire.—How far, however, did Quintilian's con-
temporaries strain after closer relationship to the
Divine? There is evidence that, though many
thinkers adopted a similar attitude of aloofness,
there was a wide-spread recognition that a more
intimate relationship was a needful solace for the
human soul. This is not the place to examine that
evidence; but broadly it may be said that the

religious conditions of the Roman world during the
early centuries of the Empire were such as to

favour the triumph of Eastern cults (.see S. Dill,

Horn. Soc. from Nero to M. Aurdiua, esp. chapters
on ' Magna Mater,' ' Isis and Serapis,' ' The Re-
ligion of Mithra

' ; cf. T. R. Glover, Cotijlict of
Kcliifions, 1909, p. '260). The compar.ative inability
of the ancient religion of Latiuni to satisfy any
deep desire for moral regeneration or communion
with Deity accounts for the ready welcome ex-
tended to alien worships, .and even to many gi-oss

superstitions. Regeneration was the promise held
out in the taurobolium (see the description in

Prudentius, irep! 'S,Te<pdvav, X. 1006-1050), or cere-

mony of the cleansing blood, which formed part of

the worship of Cybele, though apparently so far

not proved to have been included in that worship
in the West until Hadrian's time. Inscriptions
prove the belief in the renewal of life conferred
through the Attis ritual : 'taurobolio criobulioque

in a?lenium renatus' (Orelli, 2352, 6041), and a
mystic sacramental comnnmion was the central
charm in the religion of Mithra.

6. Mithraism.—Of this religion a full account
will appear under the article Mithraism, but it

comes partially within the scope of our present
inquiry, as the cult which in the Roman Empire

—

quite .apart from such other analogies as its

doctrines on morality, celibacy, fasting, mediation,
salvation, and bliss—presented the closest resem-
blances to the sacramental ideas of Christianity,
and as a cult which in some parts of the world
bade fair to prove a successful rival (Cuniont, Textes
et monuments, i. 344; Renan, Marc-AurHle' , 1893,

xxxi. 579). Although, in general, it remained alien

to the Greek world (art. ' Mithras ' in Roscher,
tr. from Cumont), and, although only by degrees
had it by Trajan's time gained some footing in the
West, since the Romans tirst came into momentary
contact with Mithraists through the Cilician

pirates in 67 B.C. (Pint. Vit. "Pomp. 24), yet
Mithraism spread mainly, but not exclusively, as

a soldier's worship, .and won adherents in the
capital, and especially on the frontiers ; e.g. along
the Danube, in Germany, and in Britain at

military stations facing Wales or on Hadrian's
Wall. [For conflicting views on the classes from
which Alithraists were drawn in the Roman
Empire, see de Jong {Das antike Mysterienwesen,

p. 59), who favours Gasquet's opinion {Essni sur le

cnlte et les mystires de Mithra, 1899, p. 140) that
Mithraism did not penetrate the population outside

the cantonments. C. H. Moore, in a paper on the
distribution of Oriental cults in Gaul and Germany
{Trans, tf Amer. Pkilolog. Assoc, 1908), argues
that Mithraism had even less exclusive connexion
with the army than Cumont claims.] After
enjoying the favour of some emperors, including

Juli.an, Alithraism gradually lost ground ; and the
holy caves were destroyed in A.D. 378.

Mithra, the Persian god of light, in the perpetual

sacrifice which he was conceived as oft'ering,

presented a type of the struggle after a higher and
better life. The human soul, parted from the
Divine, might, it was held, regain communion
with Deity through fasting, penance, initiation,

and .a series of probations in ascending grades
which finally shotrld lead the victorious devotee

—

the faithful soldier of Mithra—into unimpeded
alliance with the Divine nature. The s.aerilice of

the bull, so prominent in the worship, seems to

indicate that in remoter times a sacred bull,

assimilated to the Sun, was immolated as Divine,

its flesh and blood being consumed in a communion
meal (S. Reinach, Orpheus, Eng. tr,, 1909, p. 69).

The victory-meal of the true Mithraic soldier con-

sisted of water (or sometimes wine) and bread

;

and was denounced by early Christian writers as
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a demoniac parody of the Holy Sacrament [e.ff.

Justin Martyr, Apol. i. CG ; Tert. de Prccscr. 40
[ii. 38, Oelil.])- In contrast thereto, ninch modern
feeling regards it as a historical plienonienon,
to be accepted without repugnance, ' that both
the idea ot sjicramental worship and the forms
under wliich it is performed by the Christian
Church are the almost universal heritage of man-
kind.' (W. K. Inge, in Conientio Veritatis, 1902,

p. 279).
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JSine Mithrasliturgie, 1903 (21910) ; S. Dill, Rom. Society in

last Cent, of Western Empire-, 77-81 (note on p. 77 on prevalence

of taurobolium in inscriptions) ; A. Gasquet, Kssai sur le culte
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relig. im riim. Reich u. das Christcyitum, 1903 ; S. Reinach,
' La Morale du Mithraisme,' pp. 220-2;{3, in vol. ii. of Cuius,
mythea, et religivns, 1905-8. J. WiGIIT DUFF.

COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Hebrew).—
Communion with God, broadly speaking, means
sharing in the thought or the spirit or the life of

God. Any way in which men can bo thought to

share in tlie life or vitality of God, or in which
it is believed that God's thought can be communi-
cated to them, is a means of communion. Since

the OT rcpre.=ents several centuries of history

—

centuries during which the Hebrews passed from
barbarism to a high type of civilization—several

conceptions of the nature and the means of com-
munion with God are recorded in it, corresponding

with the dillerent stages of development through
which the [icople passed.

I. At feasts.—lo begin with the oldest of these,
we must consider communion at feasts. W. R.
Smith lias sliown' tliat at least one important
feature of Semitic sacrilice— he thought it the all-

important fe;iture— was the sacrificial meal, at
which, in early times, the god was supposed to be
present and to partake of the viands. This was
believed to be real communion ; for, as the god and
the worshipper partookofthesamesacred tlesh, they
were thought to share in a common life. In our
oldest OT source—the J document—there is a trace
of this form of communion, with a slight modifica-
tion of its crassest features. In Ex '24" Moses and
the seventy elders of Israel behold (Jod, and eat and
drink, i.e. they eat and drink in His presence.
This is but a sliglit modification of an older view
that God ate aiul drank with them. According to
J, this commensal communion sealed the covenant
between Jahweh and Israel. A kindred instance,
though still somewhat further removed from the
cra.ssest primitive ideas, is found in 1 S 1. The
feast wliicli the parents of Samuel attended was a
feastof commensal communion, for Hannah believed
it to be the most favourable time to make her re-

quest to (jod. Communion was no longer confined
to the physical side alone ; it embraced also the
interchange of ideas, and yet it hovered about the
old commensal meal, for it was thought that God
was then more easily approached than at other
times.

Closely akin to the commensal conception of

E.x '24" is that of Gn 15"- ", where the pieces of
the sacrilice are piled in two lieaps, and God comes
in the form of a smoking furnace and a tlaming
torch, and walks between them. This confirms the
covenant with Abraham. It is not stated that
Abraham did the same, but the writer apparently
meant to imply it. God and Abraham, by coming
mutually under the influence of the sacrificial Hesh,
eutered into a communion of mutual obligation.

Closely connected with the commensal idea of
communion are the passages in which Jahweh or
His .-iiigel appears to a man and speaks with him,
imparting some specially important information

;

the man offers Him the hospitality of some refresh-

ments, of which the Divine being partakes, and then
vanishes. The instances of tiiis all occur in the
J document (Gn 18, Jg 6 and 13). Those to whom
Jahweh is said to have appeared were Abraham,
Gideon, and Manoah's wife. In all these cases
the communion was partly oral and partly com-
mensal, i.e. God ate or consumed the food which a
human being had prep.ared for Him. To the same
.stratum of thought belong a number of instances
where God appeared to men in human form and
talked with tlieni, without any connexion with
sacrifice. For example, in (in S"'- God came
down and walked in the garden in the cool of

the day and talked with Adam and Kve and the

serpent. In Gn 3'2-^''- (iod came to .Jacob near
the Jabbok, and wrestled with him nearly the
whole night. That this was regarded as real

communion is sliown by the fact that a later

age looked back upon it as the turning-point in

Jacob's character. In that ni'dit they believed

he ceased to be a supplanter and became a prince

of God. Another instance, taken, like the two
preceding, from the J document, is found in Kx
42j(r.^ where Jahweh met Moscis and his family and
sought to kill Mo.'ses, and was detencd only by
the circumcision of his son. Acconling to this

passage, it was thus that God communicated to

Moses that circumcision was necessary.

In the period presented by the J document, then,

communion with God was thought to be lialf

1 Rel. Sem.^, Lectures vii.-ix.
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commensal and half conversational. In eitlior

case God was anthroponioiphically conceived,

although the crassest pliases of anthropomoriihisui

were imssing away.
In this same early period of tlionght tlie mani-

festation of Jaliwen for the deliverance of His

people from opjnession was regarded as a tlieo-

phany. Perhaps this could not properly be called

communion, and yet it borders closeljr upon it.

The conception of the worshipping unit was the

nation, and Jahweli's manifestation of power for

the deliverance of the nation was a communication
of His will which thrilled the worshipping unit with
joy, and revived its enthusiasm for the service of

Jahweh. Such a manifestation of Jahweh is com-
memorated in the Song of Deborah, Jg 5^-

'', where
Jahweh is pictured as coming in a thunderstorm
for the deliverance of His people. In Ps 18 this

theoplianic manifestation of God is revived (vv.'"'*).

If the ' I ' of tlie Psalm represents the nation, the
worshipping unit here is identical with that of

Jg 5, and the Psalm represents a sort of national

communion with God arising out of deliverance in

the hard experiences of life. Again, in Hah 3^'^ this

form of theophany is poetically reproduced. Prob-
ably the experience of deliverance here commemo-
rated is national also, since the poem once stood in

a psalter, but the chapter is open also to a personal
interpretation, and it may be that, when it was
written, the older view that God thus revealed

Himself to the nation in time of stress was passing
over to the conception of an individual revelation

and an individual deliverance. At all events, in

the book of Ezekiel the theophany by means of

the lightning playing in a cloud has become a
means of individual revelation (cf. Ezk !'' " ^"').

2. Through dreams.—When we pass from the
J to the E document, i.e. from the 9th cent, to

about 750 B.C., we come to a more exalted concep-
tion of communion. God no longer appears in

human form, freely to converse with men ; it is

in dreams and visions of the night that He apjjears

to impart His will and to give inspiration. Thus
in Gn SO'"'- God appeared to Abimelech in a dream.
In Gn 28'''''- Jacob in a dream had a sacramental
vision which moved him to make a new covenant
with God. The dreams of Joseph in Gn 37, of

the chief butler and chief baker in ch. 40, and of

Pharaoh in ch. 41, though at first sight they appear
to belong to a difl'erent class, because God does not
directly appear in them, are in reality instances of

the same thing, for by means of the dream God is

represented as imparting knowledge concerning
His will for the future. The same may be said of

Jg 7"°'-, where we are told that one of the Midi-
anite invaders of Palestine dreamed a dream. In
1 S 28'- " it appears that dreams were recognized
as one of the channels through which God gave
His answers. In 1 K 3'- " the Lord appeared to
Solomon in a dream and made a sacramental
revelation, which, according to the narrative, in-

fluenced all the king's future. I)t IS'-'-" classes

the dreamer of dreams with the prophet, and Jer
2326a recognizes the dream as one of the ways in

which the prophet ascertains the Divine will. That
this means of communion long survived among the
Hebrews, is shown by the fact that Eliphaz is repre-
sented in Job 4'-'''' as telling impressively of a
Divine confirmation of his theology which came
to him in a vision of the night ; and in Dn 2"''-

revelations are made to Nebuchadnezzar in dreams.
3. In ecstasy and visions.—Another way in

which God was thought to come especially near
to men was in ecstatic frenzy. In such fienzy
the nervous or emotional excitement inhibits the
ordinary control of the brain, and the actions of
the subject are controlled by the reflex working
of lower nervous centres. In all parts of the world

people have been thought, when in such paroxysms,
to be under the control of ii supernatural being.'

The subject speaks incoherently, laughs, rolls on
the grovrnd, exhibits various boilily contortions,

and often in the end becomes uneoiiseious. Among
the Plicenicians at Gebal there was, about HOD
B.C., as an Egyptian record shows,- such a prophet
who exerted great influence. That the earliest

form of prophecy in Israel was of this character is

clear from a number of passages. For example,
in 1 S 19^- -* one of the signs of the coming of the

Spirit of God upon Saul for the prophetic anoint-

ing was that ' he also stripped off his clothes, and
he also prophesied before Samuel, and lay down
naked all thatday and all that night. ' That this kind

of frenzy was regarded as of Divme origin is further

shown by the fact that the word nfibhi. means in

Hebrew both ' prophet ' and ' lunatic' A trace of

this ecstatic conception of communion with God
is found in the history of the prophet Elisha. We
are told in 2 K 3'^ that, when on a certain occasion

an oracle was requested of him, he caused a minstrel

to play to him till the necessary prophetic ecstasy

was excited. Such frenzy was accordingly for a

long period of Israel's history regarded as an extra-

ordinarily good means of conmiuning with God.
Midway between the dreams and visions of the

earlier time and tlie more spiritual insight of the

prophets to be treated below, stand the inaugirral

visions of such prophets as Isaiah and Ezekiel.

The vision of Isaiah clescribed in Is 6 was apparently

not a dream ( at least he does not speak of it as such),

and yet in the vividness of its details it recalls the

dream. This vision had also the strongest kind

of sacramental significance for the prophet. He
felt that in it his lips were cleansed, his grasp of

the work God would do for His people was enlarged,

God's need of him as a helper was brought home to

his conscience, his will was moved so that self-con-

secration to the Divinely appointed task followed,

ami he was convinced that God had communicated
to him what His future message was to be. The
vision of Ezekiel (Ezk l'-3''') is narrated with less

literary simplicity, and exhibits fewer elements of

the full sacramental value of it to the prophet;

but it is clear that by it he received his commission
and his message. The more personal elements

may be lacking only because the book of Ezekiel

is throughout written in a less personal way than
the book of Isaiah.

4. Spiritual insight of prophets.—-The word
l^iri (hazdn) survived from the early and crude con-

ceptions of the means of discerning the Divine will

which have been described above, and was applied

in later times to the utterances of all the literary

prophets. Jastrow ^ has made it probable that it

may have originated in an inspection of the entrails

of animals. However that may be, it lost that

significance in latertimes, and stood for all prophetic

visions. Some of these were undoubtedly visions

of the night, akin to the dreams of an earlier time,

such as the visions attributed to Daniel (Dn S'"-) ;

but the term, when it stands in the title of a

prophetic book, is, at least by implication, made
to cover the results of the enlightened thinking of

the prophet, which were commended by his judg-

ment and conscience. Jeremiah, for example, tells

us of no inaugural vision similar to those ex-

perienced by Isaiah and Ezekiel. He simply tells

how the word of Jahweh came to him, how he
naturally shrank, on account of his youth, from

public service, and how he was assured that

Jahweh's power would sustain him and carry him
through. No mention is made of external acces-

1 See Davenport, Primitiee Traits in Religimi RevivtUs, \90;>,

chs. i.-iii.

2 See Breasted, Ancient Records 0/ Eqypt, 1906-1907, it. 280
S JBLxxviii. [1909] 60 ff.
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sories to the vision. The iiiii)iessiou is left that

tlie Divine S]>irit was working directly upon the

mind and heart of the man, quickening his in-

telligence and his conscience. That the prophet
who could conceive the covenant of Jahweh with
His people as a matter of the inner spirit, the

laws of which were inscribed on the heart, should

he able to lift prophetic vision, and with it

the conception of communion with (iod, out of

all the objective accessories which cling to it with
greater or less persistence from tlie cruder concep-

tions of earlier dajs, need not surprise us.

Having discerned this view of (onimunion w-ith

(Jod thus set forth in Jeremiah, we lind, in turning
liack to the literary prophets who preceded him,
that it was not new. Amos gives us no hint tliat his

jihilippics ag.iinst the .sins of the nations liad their

birth in anj'thing less spiritual than his intellectual

and spiritual insight quickened by the Spirit of God.
ITosea makes it clear that he was made a prophet
by a flash of Divine illumination which enabled
him to see the yearning love and sorrow of God for

Israel, as well as his Divine patience and redemp-
tive nature, all reflected, as in a mirror, in the tragic

cxperii'iices which had darkened the prophet's home
and broken liLs lieart. His messages to Israel are

not paraded as the thoughts of an unsulistantial

dream, but are given forth as the ripe utterances

of an illumined mind, a loving heart, a tender

conscience, a chastened spirit. The great messages,

too, of Isaiah, such as the beautiful Song of the

Vineyard in ch. 5, are clearly the vigorous expres-

sions of a new conception of duty and religion,

liorn of a newly awaKened ethical and spiritual

insight.

In tlie great prophets, then, from the beginning
of the prophetic \VTiting, we have a spiritual

conception of communion with God taken for

granted. Visions and dreams are still at times

spoken of, as in Is 29' and Jer 14" 23"^. The pro-

phet's career sometimes began witli a vision akin

in its form to the dreams of an earlier time, as we
have seen to be the case with Isaiah and Ezekiel

;

but in reality each of these prophets was a

spiritual leader in his time, and remains to our

day an inspiring guide because he recognized in

fact, if he did not" clearly exjiress, the truth that

those great moments when the mind gra.sps new
and larger truth, and the dei)ths of being throb in

consequence with new emotions, so that the will

is moved to make the endeavour to realize in one's

self or in one's nation a higher ideal of life, are

moments of the highest sacramental signiticance,

moments of most real communion, moments when
God's tliought is comiiiuniciited to His servant,

and (!<id's purposes and life are shared by him.

Willi .leremiah and Ezekiel the conceptions of

communion with God entered upon a new stage.

This resulted from the doctrine of the individual

nature of religion taught by these prophets (see

Jer 31™- "" and Kzk 18). Down to this time the

Srevailing notions of religion had been national,

leligion was a relation iietwecn Jahweh and His
people, the Israclitii^li nation, rather than a re-

lation between .lahweh and individuals ; and this

had profoundly aflected the conceptions of com-
munion. Of course, a nation is made up of indi-

viduals, and the personal element in religion had
never been wholly lacking. Even when the earliest

and crassest conceptions prevailed, there must have
been many examples of individual piety, of indi-

vidual ]>rayer which received an indiWdual answer,
of which the case of Hann.ah (1 S 1. 2) is but one
instance. Nevertheless, when it was thought that

Jahweh looked upon the nation as a nation, that

He visited the sins of the fathers upon the children

even to the third and fourtli generation, this fact

must have tended to obliterate moral distinctions

in the individual, and to cast a blight over the

higiicst type of personal communion and piety.

It is not an accident, therefore, that in the poetry
of the time after tlie IJabylonian exile we find

many expressions of personal communion of a
spiritual character.

5. Expressions of personal communion.—One of

the earliest of tliese is in the linok of Job. This
poem depicts the inward struggles of one who,
overtaken by misfortunes, found the traditional

theology in which he was reared out of accord
with the facts of experience, and in his despair

nearly made shipwreck of faith. With the energy
of a hunted .animal he demands a solution for a
hundred puzzling problems. At last God answers
him out of the whirlwind. In this answer no
solution to one of Job's problems is offered. On
the contrary, he is made to feel his littleness in

contrast witli God. And yet the Divine vision is

portrayed by the poet as sacramental. Job declares
,425. 0)

.

' I had heard of thee by the hearing of the ear

;

But now mine eye 6eeth thee.

Wherefore I abhor myself.

And repent in dust and ashea.'

The problems are not solved, but in the sacra-

ment of the Divine vision the heart h.as learned

to trust One who knows the solution.' Modem
exegetes agree that Job does not represent the
nation ; he is thoroughly individual. His suffer-

ings, agony, doubts, and vision are epochs in

the growth of an individual soul. That the poet
siiould find his solution in a sacramental vision

in which, in self-abhorrence, the soul enters into

communion with God, is a striking testimony to

the place that real spiritual communion with God
had come to hold in the minds of Israel's greatest

thinkers.

This conception of the spiritual nature of com-
munion finds frequent expression in the Psalter,

which was the hyinn-book of post-exilic times. In

their original form some of the Psalms may be of

pre-exilic origin, but hymn-books are from time to

time re-edited ; sentiments which are no longer

congruous with the religious feeling of the age,

though owing to religious conservatism they may
for a while be sung, are at last dropped, and lan-

guage capable of expressing adequately the de-

votional life of the time is substituted for them.
The Psalter no doubt underwent such revision, so

that, even if the torso of a few psalms be pre-

exilic, in the main it reflects the sentiments of the

post-exilic time. In many passages in tlie Psalter

the older forms of expression with reference to

religion are maintained, and it is difficult to tell

to what extent the psalmist had made his religion

a matter of the spirit, but in others this difficulty

vanishes. For example, Ps 63'''-
" was written by

a man whose religion was inward, and whose life

drew its strength from spiritual communion with
God. Briggs translates these verses as follows :

'

' When on niv couch I remembered thee,

In Uie ni^ht watches was musing on thee,

My eonl did cleave after thee ;

On me did take hold thy h\cht hand."

These words depict an experience of the sacra-

mental consciousness of God's presence as the

author had known it in his night-meditations.

Keligion was to him no longer conformity to a

set of rules, or mere participation in a gor"eous

ritual ; it was to have his spirit re-vivifiecl and
invigorated by real communion with the living

God. The .autlior of Ps 51 held similar views and
knew of similar experiences. He says ' (vv.'""")

:

' In nie, (1 God, create a cl.an heart,

.\nd a spirit that is steadfast renew in my breast.

1 ."ee Peake, 'Job,' in the Century Bible, p. 19, ProUtm of
Svffitrinn in the OT, p. 100 fl.

2 'Tlie I'salma,' in ICCu. [190O-19O71 72.

3 So rendered by WeUhauseu-Furness in Haupt's PB (1S9S).
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Cast me not off from thy presence.
And thy holy spirit, do not take from me.
Give mo once more the glad sense of thy help,
And strengthen thou me with a spirit that is joyous.'

The man who could write thus knew of Divine
disclosures such as come in real communion with
God, not simply in an initial experience which
should clianKe the whole life, like that described
in Job 42"«, but, like the author of Ps 63, he had
known it as the sustaining bread of each prosaic
day—the vitalizing experience which gave him
strength to live.

The Psalms, however, reflect a great variety of
points of view. Pss 42, 43, and 84 move, so far as
outward expression goes, in the realm of cere-

monial religion ; but, in the intensity of the feel-

ing expressed and as regards the quality of that
feeling, their authors are in accord with the
writers of Pss 51 and 63. The writer of Pss 42,
43 was a Levite who had been torn from the
temple and its service, and who accordingly felt

that he had been torn from God. Nevertheless,
as he sings (Ps 42'' ')

:

* As the hart pants for the water brooks.
So pants my soul for thee, O God.

Why art thou cast down, O my soul . . . ?

Wait thou on God, for even yet shall I praise him,'

he convinces us that under the outward form of
temple festivities, processions, and ceremonial his
soul had known the mystic touch of the Divine
Spirit, and that it was longing for the renewal of
that mystic touch to which he was giving expres-
sion. So the writer of Ps 84 speaks of the outward
temple, when he says (v.'")

:

* I choose to stand at the threshold of the house of my God,
Rather than dwell in tents of wickedness.'

Yet no one can doubt that v.^, ' RIy heart and my
flesh cry out for the living God,' is the cry of his
personality, not for a sacred building, but for God
Himself.
In this post-exUic period there was great variety.

To some, like the author of Ps 50, ritual was
foolishness, and religion consisted not in oti'ering

bullocks, but in righteousness and thanksgiving.
To others, as the prophet Malachi, those who did
not offer the bullocks were robbers of God (Mai
3'). The author of Ps 119 exhausts language in
his eflbrt to praise the Law. He loves the Law
because it guides him into a pure life and directs
his way to God. Of inward communion he clearly
was not ignorant, but his communion is cold and
formal in comparison with that of the authors of
Pss 42, 51, m, and 84. The author of Ps 73, like
the author of the book of Job, had wrestled with
doubts which threatened his sanity. He had
found peace, as Job did, In a moment of sacra-
mental illumination.
The second Isaiah and a number of psalmists

regarded the contemplation of Nature as a means
of communion with God. In Is 40'-'*- the prophet
calls to mind the work of God in creation, and
takes his hearers out into a Babylonian niglit to
behold the marvels of God in the starry heavens,
in order to beget in them the sacramental mood.
Similarly in il'^ 43''^- ii"-^ 45"f- he points to the
unusual events of current history for the same
purpose. Psalmists also tell us that the con-
templation of Nature is a means of communion
with God. Tims in Ps S^"- we read :

' When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers.
The moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained

;

What is man, that thou art mindful of him ?

And the son of man, that thou visitest him ?

For thou hast made him but little lower than God,
And crownest him with glory and honour.'

The contemplation of Nature made the Psalmist
conscious of his exalted religious privileges. Simi-
larly the author of Ps 19'-6 found the heavens a
means of creating the sacramental temper :

The heavens declare the glory of God
;

And the firmament showeth his handywork.'

The author of Ps 107, after passing in review the
wonders of Nature, declares :

* Whoso is wise and will understand these things.
Even they shall understand the loving-kindness of Jahweh.'

Upon the same theme the writers of Pss 146,

147, and 148 speak with persuasive beauty. One
theme runs through all. The stars, the growing
grass, the care bestowed on dumb animals by God,
the creation of the marvellous snow, the hoar
frost, ice crystals, and the silent destruction of

these, sea-monsters, fire, hail, stormy wind, and
many other wonders—all are grounds for jjraise,

and helps in apprehending God.
Side by side with this variety of personal ex-

fierience, the Levitical ceremonial continued. The
oaves of shewbread continued to be piled on the
table in the sanctuary ; they were a symbol of that
old physical communion with God in which the
primitive Israelite had believed. Perhaps the
more superstitious still thought that God ate of

this bread, and that thus iu a sense the priests sat

at God's table. Year by year the high priest

entered the Holy of Holies with the sacrificial

blood—a symbol of the way in which it had been
in the olden time supposed that communion with
God was restored. It may well have been that,

as some \vitnessed this ceremonial, their hearts
were stirred to realize more clearly their own
union with God. Other ceremonies, such as the
morning and evening sacrifice, probably acted on
many in a similar way. Many there must have
been who gave little attention to personal religion,

but rested content in the performance of the cere-

monies. And so it came about that in the last

pre-Christian centuries Judaism presented as great
a variety of types as does modern Christendom.
There were the careless, there were the formalists,

there were those who combined with formalism a
mUd type of spiritual religion, but there were also

the passionate mystics, who rested not tUl their
hearts were made alive by sacramental union with
God, and their daily bread supplied through com-
munion continually renewed.
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George A. Barton.
COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Japanese).—

Like all other races, the Japanese have naturally
experienced the desire to bring themselves into
communication with their gods in order to obtain
from them solutions of the various questions which
perplex them. For this purpose, in the first place
thej' had recourse to divination (ouranahi), either
to the official 'greater divination,' by omoplato-
scopy, or to other secondary processes. This im-
portant part of Shintoism will be treated in art.

Divination (Japanese). Secondly, and subsidiarily
to those fixed consultations, we find the Japanese
entering into contact with the Deity by means of

inspiration (kangakari), a kind of possession, in
which hypnotism seems to play the chief pai't,

and which wUl be discussed in art. Inspiration
(Japanese). In the present article we shall content
ourselves with the inquiry whether, in Japan, these
relations with the Deity took the special form of
a communion properly so called, in the sense in
which the theologians understand it.

In this connexion we find the custom of ' eating
the god ' on Japanese soil among the Alnus {q.v.),

who ceremonially consume the bear brought up by
them as a deity, and who also, when eating tlieii-

rice, address a jirayer to it as if to a god. But, it
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may be asked, did such a belief exist among their

conqiieiois, i.e. ainoiiK the Japanese tlieuiselves

?

A curious text in tliu Xihojiifi reads as follows :

'The Kniperor [Jiminu] couiniandud Michi no Omi no-Mikoto
(a 'miniater of the way 'J, saying: "We ore now in person
about to celebrate a festival to Taka-mi-musubi-no-Mikoto
(' Hiffh-aujiUst-Producer/ one of the foremost primitive gods

;

see Cosmogony and Cosmoloqv (Japanese)] ; I appoint thee

Ruler of the festival, and grant thee the title of Idzu-hime

I* Sacred princess,' this ollico, in ordinary circumstances, being
held by women]. The earthen jars wliich are set up shall be

called the Idzube, or sacred jars ; the fire shall he called Idzu
no Kagu-tsuchi, or sacred-flre-father ; the water shall be called

Idzu no Midzu-ha no me, or sacred-water-female ; the food shall

be called Idzu-uka no me, or sacred-food-female ; the firewood

shall be called Idzu no Yama-tsuchi, or sacred-mountain- father

;

and the grass shall be called Idzu no No-tsuchi, or sacred-moor-
father." Wint«r, 10th month, Ist day : The Emperor tasted

the food of the Idzube," etc. (A'ihimgi iii. 19 f., tr. Aston,
London, 1896, i. 122).

What are we to conclude from this document ?

Must we see in it an act by which the first Ief,'endary

Emperor desired to a.ssiniilate the body of a deity,

who, in this c;use, would be the famous 'goddess of

Foot!' (UUo-mochi, for whom Idzu-uka no me is

sinqdy another name) ? By no means. True, the

fooii-ollering is divinized, but the fact of participat-

ing in it does not imply any mystic idea. At the

festival of first-fruits (Kihiiuvme), which took place

exactly at tlie time of year mentioned in this text,

the Emperors are always seen to taste the food

offered to the gods, but simply a-s a guest takes

part in a banquet, and not as a worshipper com-
municating. Besides, it was quite natural that

the Mikado, who liimself was regarded as a living

god (iki-gami), should thus associate himself with
the feast of the celestial gods. But, after having
oflered the sacrifice of food to the gods, the

worshippers also, in their turn, might eat of it.

Tliis IS done even at the i)resent day by the

pilgrims to the temjiles of the goddess of the Sun
and the goddess of Food at Ise. Further, even a
stranger may be admitted to this rite ; e.g., about
a dozen years ago, the writer was present at a
sacred dance of priestesses in an old temple in

Nara, and was politely invited to eat a cake of

sacred rice ; and one morning, at a service held in

the great temple of Nikko to celebrate the peace

after the Chino-Japanese war, the priests oll'ered

him the divine sake in a red earthenware cup of

antique form.
Hence our conclusion is that, among this simple

and matter-of-fact race, communion witli the Deity
has never been imagine<l in the highly mystical

form which it has assumed among other races. In

the sphere of religion proper, it does not exist at

all, and in fact it ajqiears only in the form of

divination and ins]iiialion, i.e. in processes which,
especially in Japan, belong peculiarly to the sphere

of magic. M. IlEVON.

COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Muslim).—
In many passages of the Qur'an, Allah is re-

presented as an absolute sovereign, working His
arbitrary will in solitary grandeur as though there

were no possible relation between Him and His
creatures except that of master and slave. This

aspect of the Supreme Being was perhaps the

dominant one in Muhanimairs mind, but, inasmuch
a.s he was guided by feeling rather than logic, it

did not exclude the very diflerent notion of a God
near to men's hearts, who is the light of the heavens
and the earth, and whose face is visible every-

where. Thus direct access to the Unseen isoprn
not only to prophets and saints, but to all Musliuis;
inspiration, ecsta-sy, and ilreams are phenomena of

the same kind, however unlike in degree ; hence it

is s.aid in a well-known tradition :
' Vision is a

forty-sixth part of prophecy
' ; and dreams in wliich

God Himself is seen are often recorded as matters
of ordinary experience. As regards the prophets,

Ibn Khaldfin {Muqaddima, Beyrout, 1900, p. 98)

says that they 'are created with the power of

passing over from humanity, its flesh and its

spirit, to the angels of the upper region, so that
for a moment tliey become angels actually, and
behold the heavenly host, and hear spiritual speech
and the Divine allocution.' This is the state of

prophetic inspiration {tvahy).

But among Muslims the idea of communion is

bestexemplilicd, as it was most fruitfully developed,
by tho.se who lived the mystical life (see SufIi.sm).

The aim of the Sufis is the attainment of union
with God. Such union is a Divine gift, and cannot
be acquired by study or ellbrt ; it is bestowed only
on those who jmrify their hearts, banish all worldly
thoughts and ambitions, and devote themselves
entirely to God. Although the Sufis have no term
precisely corresponding to Koiixji/la,' their technical

vocabulary comprises a large number of words
which express the notion of more or less complete
communion with the Deity : e.g. qurb ('nearness '),

uns ('intimacy'), imishdhadat ('contemplation'),
mulmdathat, musdmarat, munajdt ('spiritual con-

versation'), hudur and muhddarat ('presence'),

sukr ('intoxicaliion '), wusfil and jam ('union'),

fand ('annihilation'), and ba^d ('subsistence').

A few extracts from Sufi writers will show, as

clearly as is possible, what meaning these terms
are intended to convey. Abil Nasr al-Sarraj (t A.D.

987) says in his Kitdb al-Lujna' (MS, private

collection)

:

' The state of nearness (q^irb) belongs t« one who beholds with
his heart the nearness of God to him, and seeks to draw ni^h
imto Him by his piety, and concentrates his mind on God's
presence by thinking of Him continually. There are three
classes of them : (1) those who seek to draw nigh by divers acts

of devotion, because they know that God hath knowledge of

them and that He is near to them and hath power over them ;

(2) those who realize this profoundly, like 'Amir ibn 'Abd al-Qais,

who said, "I never looked at anything without regarding God
as nearer to it than I was." And the poet saj-s ;

" I realized

Thee in my heart, and ray tongue conversed with Thee secretly,

and we were united in some ways but separated in others. If

awe has hidden Thee from the sight of mine eyes, yet ecstasy
has made Thee near to mine inmost parts" ; (3) the spiritual

adepts who lose consciousness of their nearness, and in this

state God draws near to them.'

ttarith al-MuhasibI (t A.D. 857) was asked,
'What is the sign of true intimacy (wn-s) with
God ?

' He replied :

'To be grieved by associating with His creatures,- and to be
distressed by them, and to choose witli the heart the sweetness
of remembering Him.' He was asked, ' And what are the

outward signs of one who is intimate with God?' He answered ;

' He is isolated in company, but concentrated in solitude ; a
stranger at home, at home when he is abroad ; present in

absence, and absent in presence.' On being requested to

explain the meaning of ' isolated in company, but concentrated
in solitude,' he said: 'He is isolated in remembrance of God,
engrossed in reflecting upon that which has taken possession of

his heart, pleased %vith the sweetness of remembrance ; and he
is isolated from others by his own state^ although he is present

with them in body.' He then said, m answer to a further

question :
' He who is concentrated in solitude is one who is

concentrated by his thoughts and has made them all into a

single thought in his heart, since all that he knows is con-

centrated in heedful contemplation and seemly retle.\-ion upon
the Divine omnipotence, so that he belongs entirely to God in

his understanding and heart and thought and imagination

'

(Hilyat al-Auliyd, Leyden MS, ii- 241).

Contemplation (m«.v/taAaffa<)isdefinedasspiritual

vision of God, which is produced either by sound-

ness of intuition or by the power of love, according

to the tradition that God said :
' My servant seeks

to draw nigh unto Me by pious works until I love

him, and when I love him 1 am his ear and his eye.'

It is a state that cannot be described in words.

The earliest definition of fand ('annihilation')

seems to be due to Abu Said alKharraz, who died

towards the end of the 9th cent. A.D. He defined

it as ' dying to the sight of human abasement
{'ulirii/ii/i/ni), and living in the contemplation of

Divine omnipotence {rububii/i/nt)' ; i.e. the true

serv;int of God is so lost in contemplation that he
1 The Arab, root meaning 'to participate' (sharaka) could

not be used in this sense, as it had already been appropriated
by Muhammad to signify the attribution of partners to God, i.e,

polytheism.
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no lonsei' iittriluites his actions to himself, but
refers tliem all to lioil.

Some ;u'eount of the theories concerning nnion
with the Deity which are held by Sufis of the
iiautheistic school will be given in art. SiJFilsM.
Without entering into ]>sychological or meta-
physical subtleties, we may quote the following
passage from the JJih/at al-Auliya, ii. 194, as a
characteristic illustration of Muslim views on the
nature of the mystical life :

'Some one said to Dhu '1-Nun of Egj'pt (t a.d. 859): "The
$ufis know that God sees them in every circumstance, and they
guard themselves by Him airainst every one besides." AiioUieV
companion of Dhu *1-Xun, an ascetic, 'faliir by n.ame, wlio was
present among the audience, cried: "Nay, Abu '1-Faid,^ they
behold the Beloved of their hearts with the eye of certainty,
and see that He is e.\istent in everj' case and near at every
moment, and that He knows all that is wet and dry and foul
and fair. . . And through His government and providence and
strengthening they become independent of their own providence,
and plunge into seas and cross mountains through the joy of
beholding His regard for them, and cleave the darkness asunder
by the light of His conlempl;ition. They are inspired by the
sweetness of His being to drink deep of bitterness ; and through
His nearness and Ills standing over them they support ad-
versities and endure alHiclions ; their confidence in His choice
causes them to hazard their lives in what they do and suffer

;

their love of His will and their obedience to His pleasure make
them well-pleased with the states in which He places them

;

and they are angry with themselves because they know what is

due to Him, and because, on account of His justice towards
them, they are ready to undergo punishment. This leads them
to be filled with Him, so that in their veins and joints there is

no room for love of aught except Him, and not even the weight
of a mustard-seed in them remains empty of Him, and nothing
is left in them save Him. They are His entirely, and He is their
portion in this world and in the ne.\t. They are content with
Hini and He with them ; He loves them and they love Him

;

they are His and He is theirs : He prefers them and the3' prefer
Him ; they remember Him and He remembers them.' Those
are the party of God (Qur. Iviii. 22), and the party of God are
the prosperous.'"

Other matters bearing on this subject, such as
the methods by which the state of ' union ' may be
induced, and the miraculous powers vouchsafed to
those wlio have attained or are capable of attain-
ing it, will be discussed under SUFIISM.

LlTEitATtrRE.—Most works on Siifiism contain relevant matter.
See D. B. Macdonald, The Uetigiuus Attitude and Life in
Islam (Chicago, 1009); and R. A. Nicholson, Translation of
the Eashf al-inal}}ub (London, 1910).

Reynold A. Nicholson.
COMMUNION WITH DEITY (Par.si).—

I. The Avestan religion contains only one instance
of a re:il, well-defined mysticism, viz. the glimpses
from the Prophet's inner life, still extant in the
Gathic literature. The most important indications
of Zarathushtra's mystical vision of Ahtira Mazda
and of his intimate intercourse with the Heavenly
Powers are to be found in Yasna xliii. 5-13 (see
Jackson, Zoroaster, 1899, pp. 40, 46). The ob-
scurity of Yas. XXX. 3 makes it uncertain whether
we have to do with a revelation of the two spiritual
antagonists to the Prophet in a dream or not. In
an inferior order of civilization, Zarathushtra is

one of the classical instances of a mysticism applied
to the will rather than to the feelings.

2. Zarathushtrianism having produced no second
prophetic mind of original power, communion
with God has found scope—without such personal
mysticism—chiefly in the religious and moral prac-
tice, i.e. in the life-programme devised (at least
partily) by Zarathushtra, and in rites, originating
in the ethnic and naturalistic religion before him
or outside his influence. Communion with God
and the Heavenly Beings is sought for and exercised
through strenuous obedience to religious and moral
duties (consisting in the struggle against the
demons), through attention to the fields and the
cattle, and through strict observation of the niles
of worship and of purity. The characteristics of
this godly life are the absence of any ascetic means
of bringing the soul into mystical communion with
God (see Asceticism [Persian]), and the legalistic
spirit that pervades it.

1 Abu 'l-Faid is the ' name of honour ' (liunyat) of Dhu '1-Niin.

3. A survival of (or a borrowing from) a lower,
naturalistic kind of communion with Deity is pre-
served in the Avestan wonship—the holy intoxicat-
ing drink, the haoma. But its effect of bringing
the priest into immediate communion with God, so
strongly expressed in the Vedic hymns about soma,
is obsolete in the Avesta. The intoxication by
haoma is alluded to in Yasna x. 13 11'., but already
in tlie Avesta its use has become a mere rule of the
ritual, without anj' ell'ect on body or mind. Later,
and especially modern, Parsiism has developed the
moral side of that behaviour which constitutes
communion with God. Nathan Soderblom.

COMMUNISM.—
'The most useful w.ay in which we can employ the tenus

Communism and ComnuiniK.tic . . . is to restrict them to those
schemes or measures of governmental interference for equalizing
distribution which discard or override the principle that a
labourer's remuneration should be proportion^ to the value of
his labour.'

This statement of Sidgwick {Principles of Pol.
Econ. bk. iii. ch. vii. §3) brings to the front the
difference between Collectivism or Socialism {q.v.)

and Communism. Socialism aims at putting the
instruments of production into the hands of the
State, so that all the product may be available for

division among the various factors of production.
At present. Socialism alleges that an altogether
undue proportion of the product is captured by the
capitalist, the employer, and the middleman. But
Socialism does not, except in the views of some
unrepresentative extremists, intend to divide this
prodtict without regard to the efficiency and the
productive capacity of the worker. Communism,
on the other hand, thinks rather of distribution
than of production. It would be tolerant as to the
methods of production if only the product were
di\ided, not on the basis of absolute merit, but on
that of the need of the consumer. A man should
receive bis share, not on the ground that he is a
competent producer, but simply on the ground that
he exists. Thus Socialism and Communism both
start from the brotherhood of man. But Socialism
deals with production, Communism with consump-
tion ; Socialism claims to be economic, Communism
rests itself upon sentiment ; Socialism would try to
make work efficient by letting each man feel that
the results of his labour were to accrue to him and
to his fellow-workmen instead of becoming the
peniuisite of the capitalist employer ; Communism
would consider that the claim came not so much
from the fact that the man had created something,
as from the stern necessity of his having to
subsist.

These dillerences are represented in two broad
ways—intellectual and historical. The feature of
Socialism, since the days of Karl Marx, has been
its desire to establish itself on .some unassailable
economic position, on some labour theory of value,
or some testimony of the wastefulness of com-
petition. It quite realizes that if it is ever to

command assent it must create intellectual comic-
tion, not only among the masses, whose thinking
is biased by their hard conditions of life, but also

among the thinking classes, whose mental pro-
cesses are carried on under a white light. But
Communism has no economic literature. It has
appealed to religion—most communistic attempts
have been religious in their initiation ; it has
appealed to the brotherhood of man ; it has adduced
the undoubted anomalies of the ])resent condition of

things. But it has produced nothing in its justifica-

tion that has had the .same economic grip as Marx's
Capitalism. Communistic literature has been the
product of the dreamers. That is not to say that
it has been without its far-reaching influence. The
dreamers, after all, have been behind most of the
great events of human history. But it is proof
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that Communism as a tlieory is not to ha criticized

only from tli<5 economic stamlpoint. It has made
its appeal to that in liuman lite which goes deeper
tlian even the postulates of economics. If, intel-

lectually, Socialism and Communism have thus
been severed, a historical diflerence is also apparent.
That Socialism is spreading rapidly is not a matter
requiring proof. Communism, however, is dis-

tinctly losing ground. It held a more prominent
place in men's thoughts half a century ago than it

does to-day. It is impossible to imagine a group
of thinkers now being captured by a sj'stem of
Communism as the intellectuals of I'aris were held
by the views of Saint-Simon. The conception of
the jiossible in human society has dwindled with
the extension of the jiossible in physical science.

We are more certain of progress in the mastery of
Nature than we are of progress in the mastery of
human conditions. The history of the various
communistic ell'orts, even carried out as they have
been upon a scale small enough to allow of adequate
superintendence, has been lamentable. Tlie con-
viction has grown tliat the solution of the social

problem is not to be found in those large schemes
of human amelioration in which a man's need
constitutes his primary claim for assistance.
Optimism baa waned as humanity has grown
older.

Of all the attempts that have been made to
constitute on piiper an ideal Commonwealth, Plato's
Republic remains the most noteworthy, because in

it the problems that have manifested themselves
in the practical cfiort to realize a communistic
societj' nave been clearly foreshadowed. Kcon-
omics, as we understand the term, scarcely pre-
.sented itself to the Creek thinkers ; but it is just
because I'lato was concerned with the whole of

human life, rather th.m with any particular theory
of value, that his picture of a communistic society
possesses such value. He is, of course, limited by
the conditions of his time : he cannot think of a
society that does not have tlie a.ssistance of slave
labour. But he sees that in a cumiiiunism the
(losition of w-omen and the regulation of the family
are all-important. If all things are to be held in

common, is this princiide to extend to the position

of women ? Are they individuals, regulative parts
of the society, and cajiable of making a contract V

Or are they things, jiart of the common stock of

property ? His view is that there must be a com-
munity of wives. To leave untouched the institu-

tion of the family is to perpetuate individualism.
But then there will arise the danger that in a
society where all the obligations are shared the
sense of responsibility will sutler, and children
will be brought into the world so reckh^ssly that
the permanence of the new society will be en-
dangered. Hence arises the second change in the
family condition. Children arc to be begotten
only under the control of the State, which is to
regulate not merely their number, but also their
parentage, and the age at which marriage may be
entered on. The children are to be brought up
together, ignorant of their parentage, in institu-

tions whore privilege will have no place, inheritiuicc
no iuliuenee. The jireparation of tlie child for the
purpo.ses of the State will be all-important. The
surplus population, which is anticipated, will be
dealt with by migration, emigration, and coloniza-
tion.

In Sir Thomas More's Ulopin (1516), on the
other hand, there is no attempt made to .alter the
institution of the family ; but, just because of
this, the Utopia fails to grapple with the special
problem that all communistic efforts have h.id to
lace. Sir Thomas More thinks of a community of

about four million souls living without private
projierty, and having their labour superintended

by elected oiiicers. I'cople are not always to be
kept at one task ; they are to be moved about from
one labour to another ; and, as agricultural labour
is the hardest of all, every one has to take his turn
at it. The population question is dealt with by
a levelling process. The surplus children of large
families are to bo adopted by those who have few
or no children ; and, if this will not meet the need,
the excess of population is to emigrate. The
native greed of mankind will disappear before the
fact that, as all are delivered from the fear of

want, no one will wish to take more tlian his share,
while, as each man works in full view of the
community, there will be no sluggards ; the
popular judgment will be a suflicient stimulus to
industry.

Before we come to consider the conceptions of

Communism, and the attemjits at their realization

which may have been supposed to sjiring from the
views of the perfectibility of man cm rent from the
middle of the 18th cent, onwards, it would be well
to go back and consider what was the relation of
primitive Cliristianity to Communism. One great
argument adduced in favour of Communism is that
it is the system which has Biblical and Christian
sanction. The assumption is that the Jerusalem
Church was communistic. Of this there is no
proof. We are told that ' as many as were pos-

sessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought
the prices of the things that were sold . . . and
distribution was made unto every man according
as he bad need' (Ac 4^'"-)- But this comnjunism
was no essential part of tbe polity of the primitive
Church. If a man cared thus to give his wealth,
it was counted as a good deed ; but the special
mention of ' Joseph surnamed Barnabas ' (v.*') in

this connexion shows that the practice was by no
means univorsal. The sin of Ananias and Sapphira
was not that, having sold their land, they gave
only a part of the price, but that they represented
that part of the price to be the whole. Their sin

was not refusal to surrender jiroperty, but lying.
Tliere was no obligation on them to give anything.
.\s St. I'eter said, ' Whiles it remained, did it not
remain thine own ? And after it was sold was it

not in thy power?' (ACS'"). At the same time, it

is juobable that the Jerusalem Church was largely
communistic, and its subsequent history atl'ords

but a sorry argument in favour of Communism.
That Church existed in a state of chronic poverty,
and had to be supported by tho.se young Churches
that the Apostle Paul founded in Asia Minor and
elsewhere. But here, again, it would he rash to
.attribute the poverty solely to the communistic
ideas. It is clear from St. Paul's letters that the
concej)tion of the imminence of tbe Second .'\dvent

of the Lord resulted in the abandonment by
many of their labour, and in tiieir throwing
of themselves upon ihe charity of the Church for

their sustenance in the days that were to elapse
before the elements were melted with fervent
heat.

But it is quite possible that the primitive Church,
in any approach it m.ade towards Communism, lia<l

before it the remarkable example of the Es.senes

i'l-v.). Every one in Palestine must have been
familiar with the jiracticeof these enthusiasts, who
lived mainly in tbe WiMerne.ss of Judaea, although
scattered colonies existed Ihroughout the land.

They probably derived their name from Syr. kci".

(pi. fpn, emph. k;pd), 'pious' (see Schiirer, GJV^
ii. 5Gt)), and numbered altogether about 5000 souls.

The ac<-ount of them written (c A.D. 20) by Philo
of Alexandria {(Jiiod om. pmh. lib. 12-13) shows
that at the very time of our l,or<rs human life they
were a subject of public interest

:

' No one had his private house, Imt shared his dwellinf^ with
all ; and, living as lliey did in colonies, they threw open Iheir
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doon to any of tluii- sect who caiue their way. They hail a
storehouse, common expenditure, common sarineuts, common
food e&ten in s^/ssiU't (or common meals). This was made pos-
sible by tlu'ir practice of putting whatever they each earned day
by day into a common fund, out of wliich also the sick were
supported when they could not work. The aged among: them
were objects of reverence and honour, and treated by the rest
as parents by real children.'

Eusebius, in the Fr(ep. Evang. (viii. 11), preserves
a fragment of Philo's Apology for the Jews, which
repeats, but also supplements, the information
already given :

• There are no children or youths among them, but only full-

grown men, or men already in the decUne of life. . . . They are
very industrious, and work hard from early sunrise to sunset as
tillers of the soil, or herdsmen, or bee-farmers, or as cr.aftsmen.
Whatever they earn they hand over to the elected steward, who
at once buys victuals for the common repast.' No Essene, adds
Philo, on this account, marries, but all practise continence.
' For women are selfish and jealous, and apt to pervert men's
characters by ceaseless chicanery and wiles ; while, if they have
children, they are puffed up and bold in speech, driving their
husbands to actions which are a bar to any real fellowship with
other men.'

The sect, says Pliny (t A.D. 79), was kept up by
recruits who were hlled wth the sorrow of this
world

:

* The number of their fellows is kept up and day by day
renewed ; for there flock to them from afar many who, wearied
of battling with the rough sea of life, drift into their system.
Thus for thousands of ages, strange to tell, the race is per-
petuated, and yet no one is born in it. So does the contrition
felt by others for their past life enrich this sect of men ' (EN
y. 17).

This communism of the Essenes, however, differs
from most of those modern communistic eftbrts
which we are now to consider, in having as its

basis a profound pessimism. It did not put itself

forward as a solution of the world's problem, but
only as an escape from it. It was, as Pliny says,
contrition that made men Essenes, not the abound-
ing hopefulness which characterized the dreamers
of eighteen hundred years later. Over this whole
gap we may now leap, and find the genesis of
modern Communism in those ideas of man's natural
perfectibility tliat were current in France before
the Revolution. Rousseau, in the Contrat Social
(1762) had given utterance to the feeling of op-
pressed men that the system under which they
were living had nothing inevitable about it, and
could be radically altered if the plain man, in
whose interest any system of government should
be rooted, cared to bring about an alteration.
Morally, in the Code de la Nature (1755), said the
same thing, with a more limited application. Man's
depravity, he declared, was due to bad institutions

;

naturally man was virtuous. Consequently, if the
institutions under which he was living were im-
proved, his natural virtue would reassert itself.

As things were, no one could work well, because of
the hopelessness of poverty, on the one hand, or
because of the disinclination to work that riches
bring, on the other. But under regenerated condi-
tions every one, as he was able, would contribute to
the upkeep of, and in return would be maintained
by, the State. These views tried to express them-
selves in 1796 in the conspiracy of Babeuf and his
associates, who called themselves the ' Secte des
Egaux.' They met, to begin with, in the Pan-
theon as a club. When the meetings were stopped
by Bonaparte, the members organized themselves
into a secret societ)', and the extent of the appeal
which their views made may be judged from the
fact that they soon had 17,000 well-armed men in
the membership, and had also the support of
sevenil quarters of Paris. A manifesto written by
Sylvain Marecbal, one of their number, declared :

' We will have real equality, no matter what it costs. Woe to
those who come between us and our wishes. . . . If it is need-
ful, let all civilization perish provided that we obtain real
equality. ... No further private property in land ; the land
belongs to no private person. We claim, we require, the enjoy-
ment of the fruits of the land for all.'

The ' Equals ' had imbibed the views of the Physio-
crats as to land being the real source of all wealtli,

and in the pursuit of their plans were prepared to go
to any lengths. But Paris was in strong hands in

1796. The conspiracy was discovered, and ' a whifi
of grape shot,' or its equivalent in cold steel, put
an end to Babeuf in February 1797.

The really important contribution of France to
the history of Communism was that made by
Saint-Simon and his followers, from 1820 to 1832.
Almost every well-known thinker in the France of
that time was a Saint-Simonist, and Saint-Simon
stands behind Auguste Comte and Positivism. If

we ask ourselves how it was that views which now
seem so extreme, because so logical, everfound afoot-
ing in so learned a society as that in which Comte,
Lerou-x, Lesseps, Hippolyte Carnot, and Augustine
Thierry had their place, we have to remember the
exhaustion that had followed upon the Revolution
and the Napoleonic wars. The Saint-Simonists
put forward their views in a time of reaction.

Men were tired of the militarism and absolutism
which had brought France to the dust. They were
a little ashamed, too, of the brutality that had
characterized the Revolution. They did not desire

to go back upon what the Revolution had done,
but they longed to see a government based upon
the consent of the whole, in which the actual reins
of power should be in the hands of the wisest.
The Revolution had abolished privilege in ofhcial

matters ; the Saint-Simonists wished to abolish
privilege altogether. But it would be impossible
ever to secure equality, so long as the children
of those who had wealth were to be granted special
educational and social advantages. As things
were, there was not only hereditary wealth, but
hereditary poverty. Mental inefficiency perpetu-
ated itself, because those who might have become
efficient, had they had the opportunity, were left

in the condition into which they had been born.
Hence inheritance of all kinds was to be done
away with. A man could have no more than a
life interest in his property ; and even then he was
to use it to the utmost, not selfishly, but for the
good of the community. Saint-Simon was himself
an aristocrat, a scion of the same house as the
famous Saint-Simon of the Memoirs, and the
paradox that views such as these should have
proceeded from him may have given them a Avider

hearing than tliey would otherwise have received.
But he died, after a life passed mainly in great
poverty, in 1825, and his views were elaborated
specially by his followers Bazard and Enfantin. In
a letter which they addressed to the President of
the Chamber of Deputies on 1st Oct. 1830 they
said

:

* The followers of Sauit-Simon beheve in the natural inequality
of men, and look on this inequahty as the basis of association,
as the indispensable condition of social order. All they desire
is the abolition of every privilege of birth \vithout exception,
and, as a consequence, the destruction of the greatest of all

these privileges, the power of bequest, the effect of which is to
leave to chance the apportionment of social advantages, and to
condemn the largest class in number to vice, ignorance, and
poverty. They desire that all instruments of labour, land, and
capital, which now form, subdivided, the inheritance of privat*
means, should be united in one social fund, and that this fund
should be operated on principles of association by a hierarchy,
so that each one will have his task according to his capacity,
and wealth according to his work.'

It was this 'hierarchy' that led very soon to
difficulty. Saint-Simon had intended that the
industrial chiefs should be men of science. On his
death, Bazard and Enfantin, aided by a remark-
able group, carried on the work largely through
the Globe newspaper. But Bazard seceded, and
Enfantin removed the community to Menilmon-
tant. What happened there belongs rather to the
domain of morals than of economics. The question
of a Priestess emerged, and a doctrine of free-love
was stated. In August 1832, Enfantin was con-
demned, in a none too squeamish France, for the
promidgation of articles injurious to public
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morality. SaintSimouism was extinguislied in

a bui>t of poimlar laughter.

Charles Fourier (1772-1837) was another dreamer
wlio.-<u lUx-ams had much less foundation in things
as they are than had those of Saint-Simon. He
had a curious apocalyptic conception o! the world,

and its duration in all for 8U,UU0 5'ears. In the
State that he imagined, neither duty nor self-

interest was to be the chief motive of man, but his

passions. Every one was to work according as his

inclinations dictated. He thought of the world as

becoming gradually covered with a system of

plmlanges which were to take the place of munici-
palities. In the centre of each phalange there was
to be a phalanstery where the members were to

live a life in common. The division of the workers
into various trades would be arranged by each man
following his own fancy ; and each group, when
arranged, would go out to work as soldiers go out
to drill. This working group was to be the unit.

Nationality under such a system would disappear,
for the phalanges were to cover the globe, and
were to number 2,085,984 I The ruler of the whole
system was to be the Omniarque, who was to live

at Constantinople. Each phalange was to use the
product of its own work, and exchange its surplus
with other phalanges; each phalange might own
capital, and in the [ihalange capital was to receive

four-twelfths of the profit, labour tive-tw-elftlis,

and ability three-twelfths. The scheme, of course,

was a pure phantasy, and under it the marriage
relationship was to become a species of polyandry.
But the interest of tliis scheme is tliat, just as

Saint-Simon stood behind Comte, so Fomier stood
behind Louis Blanc.

It may be wortli while stating at this point tliat Commun-
ism has nothing to do with the Paris Commune of 1871. In
France the 'commune' is the municipaHty or borough. The
Paris communists felt that the national affairs had been so
badly handled that they desired to secure the communal or
corporate independence of Paris and a democratic Republic. The
movement was political, not economic.

AVhile Europe may have supplied most of the
communistic theory, the actual attempts at

Communism in Europe are hardly worth consider-

ing. Robert Owen's ' Queenwood Community' at

Tytherley in Hampshire (1839-1844) belonged to

bus old age, when the intellectual balance of his

early and middle years had been largely lost. The
United States have supplied almost numberless
object-lessons, and several of these experiments
are so significant—rather for the direction they
have felt compelled to take than for any real

success they have achieved—that they will he dealt

with in a separate article (Communistic Societies
OF Ameiuca ; cf. also art. Amana Society).
Those efforts have resulted in almost uniform
failure. Any material success that one or two of

them have achieved has been gained at the cost of

almost all the variety and the gladness of life.

Some of the reasons for the failure of these
communistic efforts are the following :

(1) The question of tlui family has been found to

be insoluble in Comnninism. The danger in a
society in which all are supported by all is that the
individual maj' lose the sense of responsibility, and
propagate uis kind beyond the power of the com-
munitv to maintain the increa.se of population. This
difficulty has been met in various ways : by the
insistenceon celibacy—an unnatural and unhealthy
state of things ; by the attempt to regulate the sex
relationship within the home—an interference that
indejiendent spirits will not tolerate ; and, lastly,

by a variety of experiments in free-love, in which
the fact that the community carries the burden
has been made the excuse for practices iliat >\ ould
mean the death of society. The Saint-Simonists
got themselves laughed out of existence, but there

was something in their contention that the prime

necessity of Communism is the abolition of all in-

heritance ; and, if inheritance is to be abolished,

individual parentage must no longer be recognized.

The children must belong to, and he nurtured by,

the community, not by the parents.

(2) Any communistic success is conceivable only
at the price of the ab.iolute surreiuler of liberty.

It is not unthinkable that a strong character
might create a rich and powerful society, but he
could do so only by acting as the autocrat, and by
resolutely putting <lown all opposition. He would
have to control everything absolutely—the family
life, even in its most intimate aspect, as well as

the commercial undertakings. But to live under
such a tyranny is too great a price even for the
meanest spirited to pay for an assurance of a mere
subsistence. Unless some are to do more than
their share of production, a watch has to be kejjt

over the labour's of all. The hours of rising are
fixed for every one, the clothes they must wear,
the food they must eat—aU these things have to

be ordered in the interests of the diligent as well

as of the lazy, and the result is a perpetuation
through a man's lifetime of the condition of the
child at school.

(3) The various communistic attempts Imve never
been able to keep the best of their yormr/ people, and
so there are left only the duU and the imenter-
prising. The life within the commune itself is

devoid of variety. The best wish to succeed, but
they cannot find the conditions under which success

is possible, when all their labour goes into one
common stock, and where, as in almost all the
communistic efforts, education is discouraged.
Some of the keenest criticisms of Communism have
come from members of a Society. Zoar was an
attempt that died only lately. The blacksmith's
comment was ' Think how much I would have
now, had I worked and saved for myself. Some in

the Society have done hardly any work, but will

get the same that I do. This way of doing busine.ss

is not natural nor right.' See, further, p. 784''.

(4) None of the communistic societies has been
able to give any play to man's desire for culture.

They have been founded with the highest aims,
and yet have been comi>elled bj' the general in-

elliciency of the labour to concern themselves solely

with the problem of a bare existence. Few have
been able to satisfy any other wants in their

members than those of food and clothing. Not one
of the attempts has made any contribution to the
world's art or literature, or music or learning. In
these respects they have been absolutely sterile.

The Shakers preferred the ab.-.ence of dust to the
presence of art. This negative virtue is character-
istic of Communism.

(5) On its economic side, Communism is just as
open to attack. The chronic poverty in which
the.se attempts have mostly existed has been due
to elements that are inseparable from the system ;

—(a) Increased idleness. It is not jjossiblc, human
nature being what it is, to induce tlic ordinary
man to work as hard for the community at large

as for himself. He may, indeed, be roused by
I)atriotisra or by pride in his work ; he is not in-

sensible to the power of an idea. But those who
are attracted by Comnnmi.--m are not men of this

sort. Religiously they are often tjuietists ; in the
practical ati'airs of life they lack energy ; and the
fact that they share only to an infinitesimal extent
in the product of their own labour gives no spur to

exertion.—(6) Lnck of thrift. Une observer after

another has remarked tlie extravagance of com-
munistic societies, in spile of the rigidity with
which they may adhere to a simple dress and a
simple life. In domestic all'airs there is not likely

to be the same attention to thrift in food and firing

when the community is responsible for aU detici-
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uiicies, nor will the workman be so anxious to get
the most out of his piece of cloth or block of stone
when he feels that one of the ideas on which the
communistic society rests is that the efficient

should l)ear the burden of the inefficient.—(c)

Idleness and thriftlessness imply small capital and
small effiriency of capital. The jjopulation question
would not have pressed so seriously upon commun-
istic societies if it had not been for the fact that
their capital, owing to the inefficiency of labour
and the small amount of saving, remained small,
and the efficiency of that capital, owing to the lack
of competent direction and individual initiative,

was relatively unimportant. It is this that has
put an end to all dreams of the e\entual adoption
of CommuuLsm as a mode of life. Communism has
to compete with the marvellously efficient enter-
prises of our modern time, with gi'eat combinations
of capital in which every unit is being pushed to
its utmost limit in yielding a return. One can
conceive that, under a system of Socialism where
the instruments of production belong to the com-
munity but where the products are divided not
merely according to the need of the producer but
according to the value of the product, the efficiency
of capital might be maintained ; but to begin with
the consumption end of this problem is to ignore
the facts of life.

It is small wonder, then, that with those who are
utterly dissatisfied with the present individualist
conditions, Communism has given place to Social ism
as a possible solution. The attractiveness of the
communistic idea of self-contained communities,
labouring without selfishness for their own support
and suffering none to lack, has been shown by the
number of attempts that have been made to realize
what great thinkers have dreamed of. The result
has been uniform failure. The history of modern
philanthropy shows that the strong are not un-
willing to caiTj' the burden of the weak. They
wish, however, to carry that burden while yet
having the opportunity of exercising their strength.
They also wish the weak to feel that, while they
will be supported, their weakness is itself no virtue,
lint rather a condition to be removed, if possible,
by all the resources of education and the hope of
individual reward.
Literature.—H. Sidgwick, Principles of Pol. Earn., 1883,

bk. iii. eh. vii. ; EBr'^, artt. 'Communism,' 'Fourier,' 'Oneida,'
' Robert Owen,' ' Saint-Simon ' ; Palgrave's Diet, of Pol. Ecnn

,

189i-9, art. ' Communism
' ; Saint-Simon, Dn SysUme in-

dustriel, 1821; A. J. Booth, 5(. Simon and St. Simonism,
1871 ; C. Nordlio£f, CommnniMi: Societies o.fthe United States,
1875 ; 'W. Hepworth Dixon, The New America, ISO"
SpiriltuU Wines, ISliS; Allan Estlake, Tlie Oneida Com-
munity, London, 1900; the Kalion, 24th Aug. 1906 (on the
progress of Amana) ; E. O. Randall, History of the Zoar
Society, Columbus, O., 1899; A. Shaw, Icaria, a Chapter in
the History of Communism, New York, 18S4 ; Goldwin Smith
Essays on Questions of the Day^, 1894; L. v. Stein, Social-
ismus u. Communismus d. heut. Prankreictis, also Socialist, u.
communist, hewenungen seit d. Sfranzos. Revol. [both Leipzig,
1848]; Sudre, Uist. du communisme^, Paris, 1856; T. D.
Woolsey, Communism and Socialism, London, 1879 ; E. s!
Robertson, Communism,, London, 1884 ; C. Kautzsky, Com'-
munism in Central Europe in time of the lie formation, Eng
tr., London, 1897. R. BeUCE TAYLOR.

COMMUNISTIC SOCIETIES OF AMER-
ICA.—If the theories of modern Communism have
been largely European in their origin, e.xperiments
in the communistic life have mostly found their
seat in the United States. This has been due,
partly to the willingness of a young people to
make sociological \entures, and partly to the fact
thati unoccupied land has been easy to acquire.
The number of e.xjieriments has been almost end-
less. J. H. Noyes in 1870 enumerated over one
hundred such, but many ventures have been tried
since that date, and we shall probably not err on
the side of excess if we estunate that some two
hundred commonistic etlorts have been made, be-

tween the Jamestown Colony of 1607 and Kuskiu-
Tennessee of 1894. Robert Owen, after his visit

to America in 1824 and the institution of New
Harmony, gave a great impetus to communistic
eU'ort, while the Chartist movement in England
a,nd the enthusiasm that led men to try to realize
the dreams of Fourier had a similar efi'ect. But
the communistic trend of mind has always been
at work, and the broad division that can readily
be drawn in such movements is between those
that were religious and those that were secular.
Generally speaking, the religious eflbrts have
succeeded best ; but it would not be wise to con-
clude from this that a Communism with religion
as its motive is ever likely to succeed. Too many
questions are involved that are not religious but
economic and social. Goldwin Smith's criticism
is completely justified by events :

' A religious dictatorship seems essential to the unit}- and
peace of these households, but when they have prospered
economically the secret of their success has been the absence
of children, which limited their expenses and enabled them
to save money. Growing wealtliy, they have ceased to prose-
lytise, and if ceUbacy was kept up, have become tontines.
"They afford no proof whatever of the practicability of com-
munism as a universal system' (Questions of the Day^, 1891,
p. !!).

One of the surprising things to those who know
NordholTs book on 2'he Communistic Societies of
the United States is the rapidity with which some
of the colonies, which seemed at that date (1875) to
be prosperous, have collapsed. The study of those
eftorts—made, most of them, with such devotion
and self-sacrifice, with picked settlers, under care-
fully chosen conditions that did much to ensui-e

success if success could be ensured—shows clearly
that Communism is not a practicable form of
society, and explains how the interest, in our
day, has passed from Communism to Socialism. It

is possible only to select some of the more out-
standing of those attempts. The Amana Society
has already been treated in vol. i. p. 358 ff.

I. The Harmony Society (or Rappites, or
Economists) was founded by George Rap]>, son
of a small farmer at Iptingen in Wiirttemberg.
Rapp was born in 1757, and received the usual
sound, if somewhat scanty, education of the South
Germany of those days. His reading consisted
mainly of the German mystics ; and this, with his
own personal piety, made him profoundly discon-
tented with the Christianity presented to him by
the Lutheran Church. In 1787 he began to preach
in his own house, and soon he gathered round him
a very considerable congregation ; in six years
300 families had associated themselves with him.
Generally speaking, the teaching was Quietism

—

he taught obedience to the law, but, in the matter
of worship, he claimed the liberty to act as he
pleased. He was prosecuted, fined, and im-
prisoned, but, in spite of this, he prospered in
worldly things. In 1803 he and his adherent.-;

determined to emigrate to the United States for

the sake of liberty. "With his son John and two
trusted friends, Rapp went out first of all to pro-
spect, and bought 5000 acres of wild land in the
valley of the Conoquenessing, about 25 miles
north of Pittsburg. Frederick, an adopted son
of George Rajjp, had been left behind in Germany
to superintend the removal of the emigrants, and
he turned out to be a man of rare business capa-
city. The subseqtient success of the scheme must
be ascribed, not onl}' to George Rapp's genuine
gift of sjnritual leadei-ship, but also to Frederick's
organizing power.
The transference of so large a number of people

was effected with apparent ease. On 4th July
ISOt, three hundred of the settlers landed at
lialtimore, and, a few weeks later, another three
hundred at Philadelphia. They were, almost all,

either sons of the soil or artisans ; and, during that
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first winter, while Rapp iiml his best workmen
wi're buililini; bouses on tlio newly acquired land,

the ciiii;,'rants seattercd themselves throu^d'out
M;uvl;uid and I'cinisylvania. On loth February
Isi)."> ihoy gathered together and formally consti-

tuted themselves 'The Harmony Society.' They
afjreed to put all their possessions into a common
fund ; to adopt a uniform and simple stylo of dress

and house ; and in their labour to keep before

them the welfare of the whole community. By
summer they numbered 1'22 families, rather less

than 750 persons in all. Their communism had
not been in their minds when they left Germany ;

it had been forced upon them by facts. Some of

the members were so poor that, b\it for the help
of the community as a whole, they must have
failed to make a beginning. Hut, from the first,

the settlement was a success. The settlers were
of the right kind : the men w'ere all used to work-
ing with their hands, and the women were thrifty

German bousewdves. Their management of the
land was excellent, and, as they believed that the
Second Coming of the Lord was imminent, their

work was carried on in a faith which permitted no
carelessness.

In 1807 a religious revival broke out amongst
them, and, as they bad been led to their com-
munism by hard facts, so they seemed to be
led to their next distinctive position by the
revelation of God. They determined to refrain

from marriage, and those that were already mar-
ried lived as brother and sister. A few withdrew
from the society as the result of this change of

things, but they seem to have had no difficulty

in maintaining this position once they had adopted
it. No precautions were taken to separate men
and women. The life was perfectly free and open

;

the exercise of discipline seems to have been
almost unknown. The religious faith of the com-
munity was strong enough to siipport them even
in so unnatural a conclusion. They interpreted

Gn 1^'- literally, believing that Adam was a dual
being combining both sexes in himself, and that,

it he h.ad remained in his original state, he would
have brought forth new dual beings like himself
to replenish this earth. The Kail consisted in

Adam's yielding to impul.se and demanding a
mate for himself. In answer to his request God
withdrew the female element from him and made
it his counterjiart. Jesus Christ was made in the
image of .Vdani ; i.e. He also was a dual being.

Hence celibacy was the natural state of man,
wliereas nuirriage was the fallen state. Conse-
quently the regenerate man would live a celibate

life, in 1814 the Rappites moved from their first

settlement, which liacl proved unsatisfactory in

some respects. It bad no water communication,
and it did not grow vines ; and the Rappites, while
they abjured tobacco, loved sound drink. They
bought 30,000 acres of land in the Wabash Valley
ill Indiana, and sold their old settlement with all

that was on it for the very small sum of 100,000
dollars. In ' Harmony,' as the new settlement
was called, they made rapid progress, all the more
rapid because of the experience they had already
gained. In 1817, one hundred and thirty new
settlers joined them from Wiirttemberg, and the
best proof possible of the fact that they were satis-

fied with communism is to be found in the circum-
stance that in 181 H, after seriously considering
the matter, they burned the book in which were
stated the amounts that each family h.ad origin-
ally brought into the community. But in the
second settlement they were troubled with mal-
aria ; accordingly, in 1824 ' Harmony ' was sold to

Roljert Owen for 105,000 d<illars, ami liegan afresh

to make history under the name of ' New Har-
mony.' The Rappites removed to a new situation

on the Ohio, near Pittsburg, where they built
' Economy.' Again, as twice before, prosperity
flowed in upon them. There was still sullicient

youth among their members to let new efl'orts be
undertaken. A woollen mill and a cotton mill,

a saw mill, and a grist mill were built; a silk

industry was established ; and vineyards were
planted. After six years of this life, they were
greatly tested. An adventurer, Bernhardt Miiller,

who called himself the Count de Leon, was re-

ceived into the settlement, and beg.-in to projiound
views that soon wrought dissension concerning
marriage and the need of a more varied life. A
vote was taken, and the new views were defeated.
In 1832 the dissentients withdrew, and it is a
[iioof of the prosperity of the colony that there
was pai<l out to them in one year 105,000 dollars.

Up till this time the articles of associatiim under
which they had been living had been briefly these

:

Ail the projierty of the iniHvidual members was convej'ed
at.sofutely to the association ; obedience was promised to the
superintendent, and each member undertook for hiniself and
for his family to give hearty and willing labour ; but, if any
should withdraw from inability to conform to the wishes of the
society, he renounced all claim for services rendered. In
return, the association promised relifjious privileges and educa-
tion ; and also a sufficiency of food and clothing. Members
falling into Ut-health were to be maintained and nursed, and
orphans were to be provided for by the community. After
the de Leon episode a provision that any one witiidrawing
from the association should have refunded to him the value
of .all such property as he might have brought into it was
repealed.

The life in 'Economy' seems to have been fuller

tlian in most of the other communistic societies.

Order was maintained without restraint ; the
members were not overworked ; they lived well

;

they had the German love for, and proficiency in,

music. Each family took what was required, and
there was no stint ; the tailor and the bootmaker,
we are told, took a personal pride in seeing that
the members were well-dressed and well-shod.

But the inevitable came about— the members did
not concern themselves regarding the future of
their experiment because they believed the Second
Advent to be so near. George Kapp, who died
only in 1847, expressed this faith in a very
touching way at the age of 90 :

' If I did not
know that the dear Lord meant I should presiuit

yoii all to Him, I should think my last moments
come.' When members were asked as to the
destination of the society, the only answer was,
' The Lord will show us a way.'

In 1874, at the time of NordhofFs visit, there
were living in this well-planned, well-built settle-

ment only 110 i>er.sons, 'most of whom are aged,
and none, I think, under 40' {op. cit. p. 68).

The mills were closed, because there w'ere no
young people to work them ; and yet, with their

touching faith in the immediate end of all things
mortal, no new members were sought. l!aji[) was
succeeded by R. L. Bilker and Jacob Henrici.

liiiker died in a short time, and on Henrici's de.-itb,

in 1892, it was found that the afi'airs of the society

were very involved, and that lawsuits were pend-
ing concerning the disposition of the propertj*.

John Duss was appointed by the courts as trustee ;

but, before Ibis time, the Rappite organization

had ceased to he a ciminiunity, and had become a
close corporation admini.stcred for the benefit of a
dwindling membership. In 1903 the Liberty Land
Company of Pittsburg purchased the entire Rap-
jiite esta"te of 2500 acres for 4,000,000 dollars, and
this brave attempt that had lasted for a centmy
came to an end. Celibacy had killed it.

2. The Shakers, or The United Society of Be-
lievers in Christ's Second Ajipearing, are the oldest

communistic society in existence. The parent
society wa.s establi-slied at Mount Lebanon, in the
United States, in 1787, and, although within the
last thirty years they have greatly diminished in
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numbers, they are still wealthy, and immovable
in their views. In contrast to so many of llie

communistic eH'orts, they are Enelish and not

German in origin ; but in religion, like the mem-
bers of Amaua, Zoar, and lijconoiny, they are

Quietists. A Quaker revival in England in 1747

resulted in the formation of a small sect, headed
by Jane and James Wardley. To this sect there

were added in 1758 Ann Lee and her parents.

Persecution and imprisonment soon fell upon the
members ; and in 1770, as Ann Lee lay in pri.son,

she liad a revelation of the natme of sin and the
reality of eternal life. She believed that in her

Jesus Christ had become incarnate for the second
time ; and she was from henceforth acknowledged
by the society as mother in Christ, and called

'Mother Ann.' Ann Lee was a married woman,
and had had four chUdren, who all died in infancy

;

but she is said to have regarded the marriage state

with great repugnance. Tliis fact probably con-

ditiimed her view of sin and of the character of

the regenerate life. She declared that sexual lust

was the evil of evils, and that no soul could follow

Christ in the regeneration while living in the works
of natural generation or any of the gratifications

of lust. It is interesting to notice that this view
of the relationship of the sexes belonged to the
Shaking Quakers before their communism had
been thought of. In so many of those communistic
etlbrts it was the necessity for the restriction of

population that led to peculiar views of the mar-
ried state. With the Shakers, however, celibacy
was from the outset a cardinal matter. In 1774,

local persecution drove them, six men and two
women, to America, and Ihey settled at first in

the woods of Watervliet, about seven miles north-
west of Albany. Their courage was sustained by
Mother Ann's constant prediction that in a short
time they would see a great increase to their

number, and, after waiting for five years, they
saw the prophecy fulfilled. In the spring of 1780
there had taken ])lace in the neighbourhood of

New Lebanon a religious revival, and some of the
converts, dissatisfied with the instruction they
were receiving, wandered off until they found in

the little Quaker fellowship that which they re-

quired. Ann Lee's stern teaching of the repression

of all passion met their new-found earnestness.
After this, Motlier Ann spent two years preaching
from place to place, and acquiring the reputation
of being a faith-healer. She died in 1784, without
having attempted to gather into communities those
who had accepted her view of truth. She remained
to the end quite illiterate ; but she must have
possessed a great deal of spiritual power, together
with much practical wisdom. She believed in the
sanctifying influence of hard work.

* Put your hands to work and give your hearts to God,' was
one of her sayings. In the springtime she said to some farmers

:

' It is now spring of the year, and you have all had the privilege
of being taught the way of God, and now you may all go home
and be faithful with your hands. Every faithful man will go
forth and put up his fences in season, and will plough his ground
in season, and put his crops into the ground in season ; and such
a man may with confidence look for a blessing' (Nordhoff, op.
cit.P. 129).

She was succeeded in the leadership by Joseph
Meacham and Lucy Wright. After twelve years
Meacham died, and again, for the next twenty-five
years, the sole rule devolved upon a woman. This
is a fact of importance, when we consider that the
society in all its formative j'ears was shaped by
women. A good many of its peculiarities, and
perhaps its virtues, depend on this. As the society
had originated in a Revival, and had been increased
by a Revival, so now it was the great Kentucky
Revival of the first year or two of the 19th cent,

that gave the Shakers a footing that has become
so permanent. Although Kentucky was a thou-
sand miles from Mount Lebanon, the Shakers,

hearing of the wonderful things that had hap-
pened, sent three of their number to ' open the

testimony of salvation to the people, provided they
were in a situation to receive it. These mission-

aries, on arriving at their destination, were vio-

lently ojjposed, with the result that, spiritually,

they prospered. Attention was drawn to their

teaching ; they made many converts. They founded
five societies—two in Ohio, two in Kentucky, and
one in Indiana. In Ohio, two other societies were
afterwards formed ; in New York, one. The Indi-

ana society removed to Ohio, and it was in those

years that the Shakers exhibited themselves as

an aggressive religious force. Since 1830 no new
societies have been founded, and since NordhofTs
visit the numbers have rapidly diminished.
Their religious beliefs are briefly the following :

(1) They hold, with the Rappitea, that God is a dual person,
male and female ; that Adam like^^-ise had in himself both sexes,

being created in the image of God ; and that ' the distinction of
sex is eternal, inheres in the soul itself, and that no angels or
spirits exist that are not male and female.' (2) They believe

that Christ, one of the highest of the spirits, appeared first in

the person of Jesus, representing the male order, and then in

that of Ann Lee, representing the female element. (3) They
believe that the Day of Judgment, the beginning of Christ's
Kingdom on earth, began with the establishmentof their church,
and will be completed by its development. (4) They say that
the five most prominent practical principles of the Pentecostal
Church were : common property, a life of celibacy, non-resistance,
a separate and distinct government, and power over physical
disease. All these, except the last, they claim to have, and this
they confidently expect that tfaey will have. They believe that
disease is an offence to God, and that men may be healthy if

they will. (5) They reject the doctrine of the Trinity, of the
Bodily Resurrection, and of an Atonement for sin. They do not
worship either Jesus or Ann Lee, holding both to be simply
elders in the Church, to be honoured and loved. (6) They
believe that it is possible to communicate with the spirit-world,

and that the special gifts of the Spirit have not ceased. (7) They
believe that sinlessness of life is not only a possibility, but an
obligation. (8) They hold that the world will have the oppor-
tunity of salvation in the next life.

In the practical working out of their belief, three
things are specially noticeable : tlieir celibacy, their

communism, and the stress they lay upon open con-

fession of sins. Any one who desu'es to join the
society has to undergo a novitiate of at least a year,
during which time he does not live in one of the
' families,' but is admitted to all the religious meet-
ings, and is thoroughly instructed in the doctrines
of the sect. No pressure is put on any one to join

the society. If, at the end of the year, the
novice is of the same mind, he has to set all his

worldly afl'airs in order, and make sure that he is

indebted to none. Married couples are admitted,
but, when admitted, must live as brother and sister,

each in a separate division of the family house. A
husband may join, but only with the free consent
of his wife ; a wife, but only with the free consent
of her husband. It is not necessary that any one
applying for membership should possess property ;

but, if he have any worldly wealth, it must be
made over in urevocable gift to the community.
Great stress is laid on confession before admission ;

those who desire to become members are required
to confess to two of their own sex everything in

their life that has been ^vrong. Memory is prompted,
that this confession may be complete. It consti-

tutes the break with the old life ; it is the cleansing

of the temple in which the Holy Spirit is hence-
forth to dwell. In making over his property, the
novice undertakes never, directly or indirectly, ' to

make or require any account of any interest, pro-

Serty, labour, or service which has been or may be
evoted by us or any of us to the purposes afore-

said ; nor bring any charge of debt or damage, nor
hold any demand whatever, against the Cliurch,

nor against any member or members thereof on
account of any property or service given, rendered,
devoted, or consecrated to the aforesaid sacred and
charitable purpose.' No account is rendered to

the members, or published to the world, of the
temporal aflairs of the society.
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The government of the community is a close oli-

t;arnhy, practically an autocracy. The Ministry,
consisting of njalcs anil females, is composed of not
fewer than three or more than four meniDcrs. When
there are four, two are of each sex. Out of this

Ministry one is appointed as the head of the society.

The Ministry appuint-s the ministers, elders, and
deacons. It is taken for granted that these appoint-
ments will receive the ajiproval of the society, which
is not consulted directly in the matter.
The conminnal life is of a very plain but sub-

stantial charBcter. The members live in ' families'

consisting of from thirty to eighty or ninety indi-

viduals. Each ' family ' lives in a large house,
divided in the upper storeys between men and
women, each dormitory containing about four beds.

Scrupulous cleanliness reigns everywhere. There
are no pictures on the walls, because pictures gather
dust.
'The beautiful,' said Elder Evans, the head of the com-

munity at the time of Nordhofl's visit, ' as you call it, is absurd
and abnormal. It has no business with us. The divine man has
no right to waste money upon what you would call beauty, in his

house or his daily life, while there are people living In misery'
(Nordlioft, op. cit. p. 164).

It may be said that this distrust of the beautiful

Is shown in the clothing of the members. The
clothing is all made by themselves, and formerly
they used to manufacture their own cloth. The
men wear a very broad, still-brimmed felt hat, and
a long light-blue coat. The dress of the women is

so contrived that female charms shall be obscured.

The bodice is quite straight, and the many-pleated
skirt hides the figure ; even the hair is concealed
beneath a bonnet which also shrouds the face.

* Each brother is assigned to a sister, who takes care of his

clothing, mends when it is needed, looks after his washing, tells

him when he re^niires a new garment, reproves him if he is not
orderly, and keeps a general sisterly oversight over his habits
and temporal needs' (t6. p. 140).

The family rises in summer at half-past four,

and in winter at five. Breakfast is at six, dinner

at twelve, supper at six, and by half-past nine all

have retired to rest. Great stress is laid now, as

it was by Mother Ann, upon the importance of

manual labour. They believe, and their belief has
been justified by the result, that agriculture must
be the foundation of a communi-stic life. They
say that their mistakes have been made when they
have undertaken manufactures. In the industries,

such as shoemaking, which they maintain, they aim
only at supplying their own needs. If the women
work in the fields, it is only at the very lightest

labour ; their sphere is the house. Noue are

allowed to ovenvork ; and t heir history shows that,

in a community where there are no children to

labour for, a large measure of material prosperity

may be attained with comparative ease. Their
amusements are of the simplest character. In the
evenings they all meet together. On one night
extracts may be read from the newspapers, on
another new hymns m.ay be practised, on another
a prayer-meeting may be held.

The most characteristic thing about their worship
is a peculiar religious dance to music, but they
have no religious ceremonies. Those who are
moved to do so may address the meeting. An
elder inaj' perhaps s])eak ujjon holiness of life and
consecration ; another will ask for prayer in some
special diHiculty. It need hardly be said that in

such a community, pledged to celibacy, the inter-

course of the brothers and sisters is very strictly

guarded. They have indeed a good deal of social

intercourse ; geniality is by no means frownetl

upon ; but the utmost care is taken that no scandal
shall be brought upon the order. The workshops
of the men and women are separate. At table and
at worship the sexes are kept apart. Men and
women never meet alone. The whole life is ordered
and regulated with unceasing vigilance. Hervey

Elkins, who had spent fifteen years as a Shaker,
wrote :

' Not a single action of life, whether spiritual or temporal,
from the initiative of confession, or cleansing the tiabitation of
Christ, to that of dressing the right side lirst, stepping first

with the right foot as you ascend a (light of stairs, folding the
hands with the right hand thumb and fingers above those of
the left, kneeling and rising again with the right leg first, and
harnessing first the right-hand beast, but has a rule for its

perfect and strict performance' (quoted by Nordhoff, op. cit.

p. 170 ft'.).

Of all the communistic ellorts this is the one
that most resembles wliat we know of the Essenes.
The population difficulty the Shakers settle by

condemning their followers to celibacy. It is a
life passed in negatives. It is no .solution of the
prol)lem of a distraught society ; and it is not
surprising that, in spite of its honourable history
and comparative economic success, the attempt is

failing. New members are not joining the society,

and it bids fair to collapse as completely as the
Rappites have done. In 1874 the Shakers had
fifty-eight communities with 2415 souls, and
owned 100,000 acres of land. In 1905 the number
of members had dwindled to aljout 1000.

3. The Society of Separatists at Zoar ceased to
exist in 1898 after a life of over 80 years, but its

history is so Ulustrative of the causes of ultimate
decay in a communistic group that it deserves
mention here. The Separatists of Zoar originated,
like the Kappites, in Wiirttemberg, the home of
so much of the Pietism of Germany. In the
beginning of the 19th cent, these dissenters from
Lutlieninism refused to send their children to the
clergy schools or to allow their young men to serve
as soldiers. They were so harassed and persecuted
in consequence that life became almost impossible
for them. The men and women who afterwards
settled at Zoar had in Germany, for some years,
formed a little group apart. Their trials had come
to the notice of some English Quakers, who aided
the wealthier members of the little sect in supply-
ing funds for their emigration to America. Their
leader was Joseph Bilumeler, and, on the arrival

of the party at Philadelphia in August 1817,
Biiumeler and a few others went on in advance to

take possession of a tract of 5,600 acres which they
had b(jught in the wilderness of Ohio. For this

land they paid 3 dollars an acre, with credit for 15
years, while no interest was charged on the debt
for the first three years. Baumeler and his

pioneers built the first log hut on their property
on 1st December 1817 ; but, as winter was on them,
the emigiants had to take service wherever they
could find it among the farmers of the neighbour-
hooil. \\'hen they left Germany, communism had
been no i)art of tlieir plan, but the fact that there
were a number of old people among them and also

many who were too poor to pay for their land,

brought the leaders to see that, if the experiment
was to go on at all, it would have to be on a
communistic basis. In April 1818 they agreed to

this community of goods. The 225 persons who
composed the colony were most of them agricul-

turists, but there were also a number of weavers
and otiier artisans. Altogether, in character and
by training, it was such a company as to give a
communistic experiment a good chance.

l<'or the first ten years they were extremely poor.

Tlujy were in debt, of course, for their land, and
debt to communisms has generally been fatal. But
the nuiking of a canal in their neighbourhood in

1827 supplied them with profitable work. They
soon found themselves out of debt, and from that

time began to prosper very considerably. Joseph
IJiiumeler continued to be their leader, but the
spelling of his name was modified through local

pronunciation into Bimmeler, and the society

came sometimes to be known as the ' Bimmelers.'
Marriage was at first prohibited amongst them.
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but between 182S and 1830, Joseph Bimmcler liini-

self married an inmate of liis own household. He
had several children; and marriage, thouf,'h iiii(

encotiraged, was permitted in the coninuuiity.

Tliey tried as far as possible to be self-containwl ;

agriculture was, of course, their mainstay, but
gradually they built a woollen factory, two flour-

mills, a saw-mill, a planing-mill, a machine-shop,
and a tannery. By 1874 tliey owned 7000 acres

of land, had 300 members, and were supposed to be
worth more than 1,000,000 dollars.

In their religious faith, there were no such
distinctive or peculiar doctrines as have marked
out the Rappites and the Shakers. Their religious

constitution bears evident marks of its having
originated in Germany. They thus declare in

their twelve articles of faith that they cannot send
their children into the schools of Babylon, i.e.

schools of the State Church in Germany, and that
they ' cannot serve the State as soldiers, because a
Christian cannot murder his enemy, much less his

friend.' While they gave loyalty to constituted
authorities, they refused to give mortal honour to

any, either by uncovering the head or by bending
the knee. All religious ceremonies they banished.
In their services they read the Bible, sang hymns,
and read one of Bimmeler's discourses, which they
carefully avoided calling sermons. They had no
preacher or minister, but they encouraged music.
The church had an organ ; many of the households,
poor as they were, liad pianos ; the boys were
taught to read music and to play in a band. Two
of their twelve articles of faith concerned marriage.
The first declares that marriages are contracted by
mutual consent and before witnesses ; that they
are then notified to the political authority, and ' we
reject all intervention of priests or preachers.'

The next related to the marriage state itself :
' all

intercourse of the se.xes except what is necessary
to the perpetuation of the species we hold to be
sinful and contrary to the ordinance and command
of God. Complete virginity or entire cessation

of sexual commerce is more commendable than
marriage.

'

Those changes in the policy of the society led
to alterations in the constitution, and it was not
till 1832 that this was finally settled. Under it

the members were divided into two classes—the
novices and the full associates. The novices
had to serve at least a year before they were
admitted to the society. During this year they
bound themselves to labour with all industry in

return for their board, clothing, and medical
attendance. The children even of members had
to serve this novitiate year if, on reaching their
majority, they wished to join the society. All
disputes had to be settled by arbitration within
the society. When a novice wished to become
an associate, a month's notice was given to the
members of the society, and, if no objection was
taken to him and he had no debts, he then made
over by an absolute disposition, not only all the
property he then had, but also all that might
afterwards come to him by inheritance. He also

undertook to obey ' with the utmost zeal and
diligence, without opposition or grumbling,' the
commands of the trustees ; and undertook also t h,at

his children, until they reached their majority,
should be considered as indentured to the society.

The administration was in the hands of three
trustees, whose term of oflice was three years,

although they might be re-elected an indefinite

number of times. But in Zoar there was no ab-
solutism such as existed among the Shakers.
These trustees were elected by a ballot of the
whole membership, including the women ; and,
while on the one hand they were supposed to have
complete control over the temporal afi'airs of the

society, on the other hand they required the general
consent of the society. There was also a standing
coMimittee of five, the purpose of which was to

settle dilliculties that might arise between indi-

viduals of the society, or between the rank and
file and the administration.
Bimmeler died in 1853, but at the time of

Nordhotl's visit the society was still flourishing.

Its rapid collajise was brought about by the
intrusion of the individualist spirit, by the fretting

of the younger people at what seemed to them to

be arbitrary restrictions, and by a number of

small causes which separately might have had no
disintegrating effect, but taken altogether meant
the v/reck of the experiment. As the doctor of the

community said to a trained inquirer, as the end
loomed in view, ' the old ones are not so anxious
to quit, but the young ones are bound to wind up.

They go out and get a taste of the world and its

opportunities and activities, and they become
discontented and restless.'

As Zoar came to be in the midst of a popu-
lation of increasing density, more opportunities

offered themselves to the members of making a
little private gain. Some thrifty housewife would
rear poultry and sell the eggs ; was she entitled to

keep what she received, or liad this pittance to go
into the common stock ? A man might build a
boat and hire it out in the summer evenings on the
river ; was he to share the results of his industry
with those who idled in their leisure time ? In a
hundred ways this difficulty arose— in the catching
and selling of fish, in doing laundry-work for the
neighbourhood, etc. When Randall visit-ed the
community, he found in it one bicycle. He asked
the lad who was riding it if Zoar had paid for

the bicycle. ' No,' said the lad, ' I earned money
nights working for the railroad and bought the
wheel.' Other sources of discontent were involved
in the very being of a communism. There was
trouble over the apportionment of the tasks

—

some were hard, others were easy ; some were
cleanly, others were dirty. And then there was the
ditt'erence between the willingness with which the
members did their work. One member roundly
declared that this system of communism put a
premium on indolence. Then one member might
desire to go for a holiday, and, as he had no money
of his own, the community had to pay his expenses.
Was this benefit to be extended to all, and were
all to have a change of air, necessarily at the
expense of the society? When enthusiasm ran
high, questions such as these would not be asked ;

but, when they did begin to be asked, the move-
ment was nearing its end. The diminution in the
membership was of itself altering the character of

the community. At Bimmeler's death, in 1853,

there were 500 individuals in the society, including
children. In 1885 there were 390; in 1898 there

were 222, of whom 130 were members. The result

was that, for the working of their very consider-

able estate and industries, they had largely to

depend upon hired labour. Thus insensibly the
whole character of the experiment had changed.
It was no longer a communism in the strict sense

of the word, but rather a limited liability company,
in which each member held an equal niunber of

shares.

In March 1898 it was agreed that the society

should lie dissolved, and in May the apportion-
ment besran. The society had become a tontine

;

the representatives of those who were dead had lost

their rights. The membership, such as it was,
would have been still smaller if members had not
held on in the hoiio of sharing in the inevitable

division. To begin with, by tlie sale of timber,

etc., each member received 200 dollars ; the estate

was then valued and apportioned, ami it was sup-
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posed that each member received property to

the value of about 2500 dollars. The result of

the breakup was rather interesting. Most of the
membership remained upon the plots that had been
assigned to them in the division. Some had be-

come so accustomed to the paternal government
of the community that they had lost their power
of initiative. Others found that competition re-

quired more energj' than communism. The black-
smith said, ' I'm my own boss now, but I've got
to work harder.' lint perhaps the most remark-
able thing was the pleasure of the jieople in the
fact that they iiad something they could call their
own. Kandall was talking to the baker's wife
when a buggy drove up with a good horse between
the shafts. It was genuine human nature when
slie said with pride, ' That is ours ; we bought it.

Isn't it nice to liave your own horse ?'

4. Icaria ceased to exist in 1S!)5 after a desperate
struggle of 40 years. Its signilicance lies, not in

itself, but in the object lesson that it gives of the
need of a strong and almost absolute leadership
and a unifying religious faith if a communism is

to have any chance of succe.ss. fitienne Cabet
was a barrister by profession, but a revolutionary
by instinct. He was born at Dijon, in France, in

1788 : after the revolution of 1830 he obtained a
small a]iiiointment in Corsica, but his criticism of

Louis l'liilip|)e was so vigorous that he was |)ro-

seciited, and to evade punishment had to lice to

England. On the amnesty of 1839 he returned to

France, ami next year he wrote a romance,
Voijiirji; en Lnrie, in which he set forth his com-
munistic views. Through a paper which he con-

ducted he .secured the means of making an ell'ort

to realize his dream, lie announced the purchase
of a considerable tract of land on the Red Kiver
in Texas. Early in 1848, 150 persons set out for

this colony, but they were attacked by yellow fever,

and sent back such a X'eport of the place that
Cabet's c(niduct in the matter was judicially in-

vestigated. He was exculpated, and next year
set out himself for America. On his arrival, he
found that the Mornmns h.ad been expelled from
Nauvoo, their town in Illinois. Thither, in May
1850, Cabet transferred his followers.

This efibrt seemed to have in it the germs of

success. To liegin with, it had become very widely
known, and at one time Cabet had gathered round
bim no fewer than l.lOO people. But he .seems to

have lacked all gilt of leadership, as he certainly

lacked all business instinct. In IS5G he was ex-

pelled from his own society, and went with those
who still believed in him to St. Louis, where he
dieil the same year. Nauvoo was sold, and the
membershii) was liispersed, a few joining an otl"-

shoot that was making its attempt at Icaria, near
Corning in Iowa. Here for years they maintained
a most precarious existence. They had 4000 acres

of lan<l, but lliey owed 20,000 dollars. The debt
swamjied them: they had to give up the land to

their creilitors, but with the condition that in a
cort.iin number of years they might redeem half

of it. This, by the utmost economy, they managed
to do. \Vhe:i Nordholl' visited them they owned
1900 acres, much of it covered with valualile

timber; they numbered 65 persons diviiled among
1 1 families. Of those individuals 20 were children,

iincl only 23 members were voters, as women had
no share in the management of the community.

After the Paris Commune of 1871 and the break-

up of the International Working Men's Associa-

tion in Geneva, they had several additions to their
membership. These members, together with the
younger section of the comnnuiity, thought that

the older members had become lax in the practice

of their communistic theory. In 1877 the dispute

came to a head over the merest trifle. Attached
VOL. III.—50

to three houses of the community were small
strips of ground on which the members who lived
in those houses spent their leisure time in glowing
llowers and some grapes. Communistic theory, it

was tieclared, requirerl that what was grown in
' les i)etits jardins ' should be divided amongst all.

Nineteen voted in favour of this vestige of private
property, thirteen against. The matter was carried
to the law courts, and in August 1878 the society
was dissolved on the technical ground that it had
gone beyond its charter as an agricultural society
in putting up and working a mill. "The two
bodies began life again side by side—the younger
members calling themselves the ' Icarian Com-
munity,' while tlie older ones, hitc in a|.|ilying for
registration, had to be content « ii h I In- 1 ii ic of the
'New Icarian Community.' In Iss:; si llieyounger
section moved to California, where it has estab-
lished itself on a semi-proprietary basis, as 'Icaria-
Speranza.' After having wrecked the society on
the question of the grapes, it now allows its

membership to hold its apjjarel, furniture, and
household goods as private property. Icaria in
Iowa ceased to exist in 1895.

5. The Perfectionist Community of Oneida is

perhaps tlie most widely known of the communistic
experiments of the United States. Its revolu-
tionary treatment of the marriage state brought it

prominently before the public, and in 1880 the
pressure of opinion could no longer be resisted.

The communal experiment was abandoned, and
Oneida was turned into a limited liability com-
pany. John H. Noyes, the founder, was born in
18li, and graduated at Dartmouth College. His
original intention was to become a lawyer, but he
eventually studied for the ministry. He was a
man of unquestioned ability. The Oneida pub-
lications are numerous, and his own writings have
a great deal of vigour and some style. In 1834 he
came through what he believed was a genuine
religious experience, and adopted Perfectionist
view.s. He returned to his father's house at
Putney, in Vermont, and began to gather dis-

ciples about him. One of these converts, Harriet
Holton, a woman of good birth and some wealth,
became his wife in 1838. Noyes held that selfish-

ness was the root evil of the world, and that, in

order to be completely unsellish, it was necessary
not only that property should be held in common,
but that no man should count any woman as
linked to him by some proprietary right. In the
community of believers every man should be the
husbarul of every woman, while every woman
should be the wife of every man. This detest-

able doctrine was the very essem'o of Noyes's
communism, and he and his followers matle no
secret of it. In [jamphlet after pamphlet—the
I'ritish Museum possesses a complete set—the
whole matter was stated. At Putney, where the
first experiment in this communal life was made,
riots arose ; Noyes and his .'issociates found refuge
with some who agreed with them at Oneida, in

Madison County, New York; and this Oneida
Colony, together with one at Wallingford, became
the headquarters of the group. As the societies

grew, a Considerable amount of wealth was brought
into them ; the members were intelligent and
thrifty. Agriculture, to which they added the
produc^tion of garden seeds, was their mainstay

;

but one of their number who had been a trajjuer

showed them how to make traps, and this rather
curious industry, together with a saw-mill, a
blacksmith's shop, and a fruit farm, began to

put them beyond the reach of want. I*'or the
seven jears 1860-18GG their annual profit aver-
aged 23,300 dollars, while their farms, plants, and
buildings were lavishly kept nji. lu February 1874
they numbered altogether 2S3 persons, of whom
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04 were miiler 21 yoars of age. They published,

two or (liree times a week, the Oneida Circular,

a bright, well-written paper, and generally made
great use of their printing press in keeping their

views before the public. Those views, extra-

ordinary though they may seem, were never
concealed. The Oneida Community until its dis-

solution was always propagandist.
The distinctive religious doctrine of tlie com-

munity was Perfectionism. Noyes taught that
salvation from sin could and ourfit to be reached,
not by any following out of cold duty, but as the
result of an e.xperience of fellowship with God.
He insisted that the tajj-root of all sin was selfish-

ness. Wlien selti.shness was destroyed, the soul

was rid of sin. To forsake self was to forsake sin,

and the deduction drawn was the system of poly-

andry, or ' complex marriage,' un<ler which no
man claimed special relationship with one woman
more than with another. Within tlie community,
as has been said, any man could cohabit with any
woman, but in practice this liberty had several
restraints. Anything of the nature of courtshi})

was sternly disallowed as partaking of selfishness.

All requests for cohabitation—and tliey could pro-

ceed either from men or women—had to be made
through some third person, and no one was ob-

liged to receive attentions that he or she did not
welcome. On entering the community the more
youthful of one sex were always paired with the
more aged of the other. Children, after they had
been weaned, were put into a general nursery

;

the parents lost all special rights to them, and
were not supposed to show anj' special interest in

them. To nave done so would liave been a sign
of selfishness, a proof that all had not been
forsaken.
The administration of the society was char-

acterized by great flexibility and a large amount
of worldly wisdom. New members were admitted
sparingly, and only after a considerable probation.
On entrance tliey signed the creed of the society,

and also an agreement to claim no wages for their
labour while in the community. Noyes was him-
self the government of the society, and apart from
his peculiar views guided it with great ability and
business capacity. But he himself claimed that
its prosperity depended on the daily evening meet-
ing in whicli all the aflairs of the society were
freely discussed, and especially on tlie institution
of Criticism. Under this every member from time
to time invited the criticism of his fellows, and
this criticism was no matter of form. The person
whose turn it was to meet the judgment of his
fellows sat silent under the ordeal, M'hile one
member after another unfolded his most intimate
faults or commended his struggles and attain-
ments. Perhaps the theoretical severity of the
exercise was a little mitigated by the conscious-
ness that the critic would in turn be the criticized ;

but the testimony of eye-witnesses is that the
experience was a real ordeal, although it was con-
ducted in no spirit of mere bitterness, while
Noyes, in his summing up, was able to soften
asperities.

Naturally enough such a society, practising its

Eeculiar beliefs, not only without concealment,
ut with the aggressiveness of a propaganda,

aroused intense hostility. It was the subject of
constant agitation, to which Noyes replied with the
greatest readiness. But there was no gainsaying
the force of public opinion, and in 1880 Oneida
was turned into a company, and the communal
ex)ieriment was given up. Us commercial success
had been considerable : it counted itself as latterly
worth 600,000 dollars. Liberal terms were granted
to the members by the new company. Support
was first offered to all elderly and infirm persons

in lieu of stock ; a guarantee of support and
education was given to all the young people of

the society up to sixteen years of age ; and mem-
bers able to work were guaranteed employment in

tlie new company.
6. The communistic schemes of Fourier were in

the United States preached with all the vehemence
of a crusade by Albert Brisbane in the Social

Destiny of Man (Philadelphia, 1840) ; and by
Horace Greeley in the Netv York Tribune. Pre-

sently a ne\v.spaper called The Phalanx was wholly
devoted to the teaching of Fourierism, and in 1845

this was superseded by The Harbinger, published

at the Brook Farm Society. This paper was con-

ducted with rare power, for behind it there were
Horace Greeley, George Kipley, WUliani Henry
Channing, C. A. Dana, Nath.aniel Hawthorne,
and Elizabeth Peabody. The result of this propa-

ganda was the founding within two or three years

of no fewer than twenty-nine Fourierist Communes
or Phalanxes. Their history is a somewhat melan-

choly one ; their average life was two and a half

years. (Hinds [yl?ner. Communities, etc.] gives a
complete list of these experiments.)

Brook Farm, near Boston, was founded in 1841

bj' George Ripley, who soon gathered round him
a notable company of intellectual people. The
eflbrt had the cordial support of Emerson, but
financially it was soon in difficulties. In 1844 it

was swept into the Fourierist movement and lost

the aid of Emerson and his coterie. Fourier's

system was far too complicated for a little group
of seventy people. The Phalanstery too, a build-

ing which had cost 7000 dollars and was capable
of housing 150 people, was buined down. In 1845

the community ceased to exist.

The North American Phalanx was the longest

lived of all the Fourier attempts. Its success,

such as it was, was due to the fact that to it

Horace Greeley devoted both his time and
his means. I'he farm lay near Red Bank,
New Jersey, about 40 miles from New York
city, and consisted of 700 acres of good land. It

was organized in August 1843, and soon there

came into e.xistence a mansion house accommo-
dating one hundred persons (each family liaving

a sitting-room and two bed-rooms), a saw-mill,

a steam flour-mill, a packing house, etc. The
community carried on a dried fruit business as

well as agricultiue generally. In 1854 there were
100 members, and the ])roperty was valued at

67,000 dollars. So far it might have been counted

a success. It had paid its members wages, and an
average of 5 per cent upon the capital invested.

But all at once trouble arose. At a meeting which
had been called to discuss the site of a new mUl,
larger questions were raised, and a vote was taken
as to whether it was worth while continuing the

experiment. A majority was in favour of giving

it up ; the property was realized, the shareholders

receiving about 66 per cent of their holdings.

The causes of this sudden break-up are difficult to

state. There was certainly dissatisfaction with
the wages paid, but that only sliows that the

enthusiasm was cooling. The manual workers
could not understand that brain workers deserved

a greater reward. Bucklin, who was chief of the

agricultural department, received only ten cents a
day more than the labourers. A school teacher

—

and their school was famous—received nine cents

an hour, but commanded easily in the competitive

world five dollars for two hours. But the personal

equation is also to be considered. Boredom is

the shadow on most communes, and the settlers

after thirteen years seem to have wearied of one
another's society.

The Wisconsin Phalanx (1844-1850) seemed to

have all the conditions of success. It possessed
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1800 acres of line laud, situatud near KiiKjii, Wis-
consin. It had no debt, no religious dilliculties,

and no scandal amongst its membership. But the

members goi tired of it and dissensions broke out.

Noyes said uf it

:

' Died, not by any of the common diseases of AssociaLions,
BUCh as povertv, dissension, lack of ^^is(l(Jnl, nioraIit,v or reli-

gion, but by deliberate suicide, for reasons not fully disclosed.'

The Alphadelphia Phalanx was a similar ellbrt-

The Altruist Community is a very small alt'air,

led bv Alciindor Loiiglcy, one of the survivor.s of

the North American PiiaUuix of more than lialf a
century ago. They own SJ acres at Suljdiur

Springs, 23 miles from tit. Louis on the Missis-

sippi.

The Bethel-Aurora Communities were founded
by William Keil of Nordhauseu in Germany. He
emigrated to the United States in 18:t8, and
worked as a tailor and as an agent for tlie Ger-
man Tract Society, and then became an inde-

pendent preacher. Bethel was begun on Govern-
ment land in Shelby County, Missouri, in 1844.

Keil had only two or three families to begin with,

but the colony increased so rapidly that at one
time it had luOO members, almost all Germans.
The settlers busied themselves in agricultuie,

tailoring, slioe-making, and machine work. As
the community prospered, Keil's ideas grew, and
in 1855 he set out for the Pacific coast with about
eighty families, and founded Aurora, 30 miles from
Portland. Soon Aurora owned 18,000 acres, and
had between three and four hundred members.
The characteristic of those two settlements was
the wisdoui of Keil's management and the fluidity

of the organization. Keil was president, and had
as his advisers four of the older members selected

by himself. There were no set hours of work, no
one was compelled to labour at a task he did not
like, and the universal testimony is that the re-

ligious life of these communities was maintained
at a very high level. But when Keil died in 1877

the guiding hand was withdrawn. Bethel dis-

solved in 1880 and Aurora in 1881.

The Brotherhood of the New Life was founded
by Tliomas Lake Harris, a spiritualist minister

of English bii'th. It was not his hrst experiment
in communism, as in 1851 he had founded the

Mountain Cove Community of Spiritualists in

the State of Virginia. He believed that he had
found there the actual site of the Garden of Eden

;

but, if so, the serpent again entered in, and the
Brotherhood was broken up. In 1866 he made his

new venture at Salem-on-Erie, and the experiment
has attracted more attention tlian it deserved,

from the fact that with it Laurence Oliphant and
his mother were connected. The system was patri-

archal ; all the members were counted as the

guests or slaves of Harris, and had to do exactly

as thev were toM. The picture in Mrs. Oliphant's

Life of her namesake is not overdrawn. Laurence
Oliphant ]iut nearly £20,000 into the coinmuidty,
but in 1880 the breach took ))lace with Harris, and
the enterprise coUajjsed. Harris and his friends

went to Santa Rosa in California, and began
another com-nunity, which bndie up in 1900.

The Ruskin Commonwealths were, as the name
indicates, an outcome of the economic teaching of

John lluskin. J. A. Wayland, a newspaper ])ro-

prietor, inibli.shed at theenbuig, Indiana, a paper
called The Coming Nation. He resolved to devote
the jirofits of this paper to the est.ablishnient of a
communistic societj', and the ability of his man-
agement and the enthusiasm for the object were
such that in August 1894 a beginning w:us made.
A site wa.3 cho.sen that proved to be intractable

land ; so in 1895 the settlers moved to Gave Mills

and began again. Waj'land, at this stage, with-

drew. Prosperity came to them at once. Printing

and agriculture were their mainstay, and soon
36 of the American labour [lapel's were printed
at Kuskin. But the Arcadia was soon destroyed.
The members quarrelled amongst themselves ;

anarchistic views found adherents ; and accepted
moral standards were challenged. The community
broke up in July 1899, while it was still solvent.

Two hundred and forty-nine of the settlers went
and joined the American Settlers' Co-operative
Association at Duke, Ga. ; but this venture also

broke down in the end of 1901.

The Woman's Commonwealth was founded by
Mrs. Martha MacWhirter at Belton, Texas. The
movement was the fruit of a religious revival,

and its adherents were, to begin with, greatly

jiersecuted ; but they were diligent, thrifty, and
pious, and achieved material success. They do not
exclude men from the membership, but the only
man who joined the community withdrew after a
few years. They have removed to Washington,
D.C., and in 1906 numbered eighteen women.
The more important communistic societies

throughout the world will be dealt with in separ-

ate articles under their own names.

LiTERATimE.—J. H. Noyes, Uistory of American Socialisms,

PhiLadelphia, 1870. There is a complete set of the scarce

Oneida publications in the British Museum. W. H. Dixon, The
Xeuf America, 2 %-ol6. London, 1S67, and Spiritual it'ives, 2

vols. London, 1868 ; C. NordhofF, The Communistic Societies

of the UniUd States, London, 1S76 ; M. Hillquit, History of
Socialism in the United States, New York and London, 1903

;

F. A. Bushee, Communistic Societies in the United States,

1905 ; W. A. Hinds, American Communities and Co-operative
Colonies, 2nd revision, Chicago, 1008 ; A. Brisbane, The Social

Ileslinji of Man, Philadelphia, 1840 ; The Phalanx ; The Har-
binger : N. Hawthorne, The Blithedale Romance, Boston,
1S52 ; J. T. Codman, Brook Farm, Historic and Personal
Memoirs, Boston, 1849 ; O. B. Frothingham, Life of George
Ripley, Boston, 1882 ; E. O. Randall, History of the Zoar
Society from its Commencement to its Conclusion, Columbus.
1899 ; Albert Shaw, learia, a Chapter in the History of Com-
munism, New York. 1884 ; R. M'Cullejt, The Brotherhood of
the New Life and Thomas Lake Hnrris, 1893; Blackwood's
Moijazine (for Salem-on-Erie), Feb. li;^9.

K. Bruce Taylor.
COMMUNITY OF GOODS. — See Com-

munism.

COMPARATIVE RELIGION. — See Ke-
LIGION.

COMPETITION. — Introduction.— ' Competi-
tion '

is the name commonly applied to that kind
of relation which exists between rivals who are

striving to attain the same end or object; it is a

term characteristic of the .system of modern
commerce and industry, on which (on the hypo-
thcsLS of free bargaining among sellers and buyers

of goods or services) prices, rates of wages, and
interest are determined. The ' higgling of the

market,' as it has been called, is assumed to give

free play to the forces of supply and demand, and
out of the conilict of interests there emerges a
price, or rate, which tends to equalize the supply

and the demand ; by the operation of competition

a market value is obtained which is deemed the

equitable rate in the circumstances. Competition
of this kind is seen at its best on the Sto<;k

Exchange and in wholesale markets, where the

conilict of interests is between experts who are

practically on a par as regards their mean.s of

forming a judgment upon the economic conditions

of the problem. But competition is by no means
limited to commercial all'airs ; it is the chief

method of determining the course of action in most
cases of conduct where alternatives are presented,

and the question is one of value or worth in which

the till est is a desider.-itum.

In the absence of competition, value is fixed V)y

some customary standard, or it is arbitrarily

determined by authority, or it is regulated by the

self-interest or caprice of a monopolist individual
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or ring suHicieutly strong to control the conditions

of sale. Economists have generally regarded com-
petition in which the market is free and the

competitors are on equal terms as the most equit-

able mo<lc of securing a fair price. On the other
liand, competition has often been assailed as an
instrument of injustice and harshness, and it has
been denounced by socialists, as a means of oppress-

ing the labouring classes. It will be found, on
examination of instances adduced in support of

this charge, that the competition in such cases is

not really free, but that, owing to some defect of

ignorance, weakness, inabilitj', etc., the competitors
are not on equal terms, e.g. the employees may be
keenly competing for the work, but the employer
(in a sweated industry) may be de facto a mono-
polist who can dictate terms. This is not a case of

genuine free competition.
To avoid any apparent approval of this one-

sided and imperfect competition, the term 'free

enterprise ' has been adopted by economists as more
correctly expressing the system under which in-

dividuals, or groups of individuals, combined in

societies, freely compete to dispose of their goods
or services, and otliers strive on like terms to

purchase their goods or services ; thus, by the play
of the various forces, a rate is arrived at which
will, in the circumstances, tend to equilibrium
between supjily and demand, satisfy the wants of
society, and allow production to be carried on.

In primitive times, custom was the chief force in

determining shares ; and, though now a declining
force, custom still survives in the form of 'custom-
ary ' charges, fees, and rates. At a later period,

authority fixed prices and wages for the labouring-

classes. The famous Apprenticeship Statute of

Elizabeth (1563), which, along with its other
regulations, authorized a local assize of bread, and
fixed the wages and hours of labour, was a typical
example of the views and practices long prevalent
in England on these matters. The Industrial
Revolution, which began in the latter part of the
ISth cent., fostered the competitive system, thougli
for many years its very partial operation acted
adversely to the interests of the factory employees.
The social and economic reforms of the 19th cent.

have been instrumental in removing those dis-

abilities, and liave rendered the competition of the
workers efl'ective by measures afibrding education,
liberty of comliination, and collective bargaining,
and by regulation of the processes of industry—in
fact, by bringing about a set of conditions in which
the iJarties to the industrial contract are placed
upon approximately equal terms.

In some countries monopoly in the form of rings
and trusts has gained a strong hold upon industry
and commerce, and places restraints upon com-
petition which tend to enrich the monopolists at
the cost of the community. Socialism, again,
advocates the substitution of the State for the
individual in the ownership of wealth and the
control of production as the means to an equitable
distribution ; but it is not yet proved that this
system would afford the needful incentive to
production, and it would probably be attended by
evils far greater than those of a modified com-
petitive system. Cf. Communi.sm, Socialism.

I. Various forms.—Meanwhile it may be urged
that competition is an inherent factor in human
nature ; it is much more tlian a commercial or
industrial phenomenon, and displays itself in a
thousand forms.

(a) In games and sports.—In games and sports
of every kind the competitive struggle is the
essential feature : the spirit of rivalry, the keen
desire for success in the contest between opponents,
and tlie strong partisan spirit of the onloolcers, all

demonstrate the competitive instinct and exhibit

the gratification afforded by its exorcise. Such
("omiietition does not necessarily beget ungenerous
sentiments between individuals or nations. It is

held to cultivate a manly and honourable spirit,

to train men to seek success by fair and honest
striving and to bear defeat with dignity. ' To play
the game' is a phrase tliat is now api)lied to the
serious afl'airs of life, and carries with it the
connotation of honourable competition. Under
the name of 'emulation,' competition is api)roved
as a stimulus to rivalry in well-doing, and the
competitive instinct is admitted as a wholesome
factor among the forces which tend to develop
human life and character.

(b) In public service.—In the public service and
many other employments, appointments are made
by competitive examination. In every occupation
there is rivalry for place and priority ; in the legal

and medical professions the competition is for

employment and rank, while the fees are usually
fixed by custom. The selection of men for prominent
posts in business, in politics, and in the Cabinet is

a matter of competition in which relative merit
is the avowed test. In every walk of life the
competitive element appears ; the reward may be
pay, position, rank, power, dignity ; the criterion

is comparative worth. The competitive value of

ability, capacity, industry, or skill of a kind suit-

able for tlie task is advanced as the only satisfactory
gi'ound of the award, and appointments which do
not accord with the competiti\e idea are not deemed
to be for the public advantage.
The universality of this competitive spirit, and

the desire that the best man, instrument, or method
sliall be employed, and that superiority shall be
established by fair contest, aftbrd convincing proof
that competition is a strong factor in human
nature, and one which is apparently ineradicable.

Every new invention that reduces the severity of

labour, or adds to human comfort or convenience,
competes with methods already existing, and tends
to displace them by its superior efficiency ; old

trades are extinguished by the advent of new ones,
just as wooden ships have given place to steel ships,

and as the motor seems likely to drive out horse-
traction. Economic progress is a competitive
process ; the best methods tend to survive, and
inferior ones to disappear, in the contest for the
highest iitility.

2. Advantages.—Competition is not a thing, a
force or agent ; it is a method or mode of action,

a relation between a ntimber of conflicting forces

at a point. The problem has some resemblance to
that of the mechanical composition of forces.

Competition has been denounced as the unrestricted

action of self-interest, but many various interests

enter into the determination of human conduct,
and some self-interest at least is essential in every
human being who lives by doing useful work

;

further, the interests of those dependent upon the
worker are amongst the most potent in making
him seek the best return for his labour. Again,
there can be no competition unless individual self-

interest is curbed aud held in check by other
competing self-interests ; and it has been sliown
that the play of these various interests in a perfect

market tends to give the rate most generally
advantageous in the circumstances. Moreover, it

is incorrect to suppose that competition always
lowers prices and wages ; it quite as frequently
raises them ; its action is an equalizing or levelling

tendency. If, for example, prices be low in an
isolated seaside village, and a railway be extended
to reach the village, prices speedily rise to the
level of other places ofl'ering like conveniences. If

in any occupation there is an increased demand
and more labour is required, wages tend to rise ; if

the trade declines and the demand for labour is
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reduced, wages tend to fall. The Bank rate of

interest (luciuates frc(|ucntly ; i.n. it rises or falls

according to the rehitive starcily or almndance of

loanable capKah Conii)i_titiuii sini|ily seeks to

E
reduce equilibrium between siiinily and demand
y brin^in" the wliole of the competing factors to

one level. E.xiievience shows that, as human nature
18 at present constituted, self-interest stimulates
industry, the acquisition of skill and knowledge,
and enterprise, all of which are active agents in

advancing the mateiial well-being of the race.

Combination to some extent restrains the self-

interest of the iniiividual, but only to direct it

more ellectively in union with that of otheis.

Trade Unions, Co-operative Societies, and Joint-
Stock Comjianies do not remove competition ; they
organize it in groups of interests, ami all alike aim
at securing as large a share of wealtli as possible

for their members. The individual interest be-

comes a combined, yet still competitive, interest.

If, however, combination develops into a n'.onopoly,

it extinguishes competition ; the interests of the
trust are adverse to those of the rest of society on
which its tendency is to prey ; monopoly gives full

play to the action of selfish instincts.

Competition is often charged with causing waste,
as by advertising, overlapping, and duplicating the
macnineiy of supply. There is ground for the
complaint ; every institution devised by man has
imperfections ; tliey arise from his imperfect
knowledge and from moral defects in Imnum
nature. Excessive advertising implies an over-

eagerness for gain, and a deslie to monoiiolize ; it

is a symptom of greed. The tendency to organize
businesses on a large scale, both in production and
in distribution, reduces the waste incidental to

small businesses without destroying necessarily

the advantages which flow from free competition.

3. Disadvantages.—The most serious defects of

competition, however, arise from the fact that in

practical ati'airs th('re are many limitations to its

free action ; the conditicms of life do not afford

equal opportunities, the com])etitors do not start on
a par, either in education, capacity, opportunity, or

means ; hence competition is not usually, as the
abstract theory assumes, real and ellective ; one
party enjoys some advantage over the other, and
the system seems to work out unfairly. The ill-

effects of imperfect competition are illustrated in

the 'sweated industries,' in under.selling by a
strong and wealthy rival with intent to crush out
a weaker opponent, and in various modes of un-
scrupulous dealing. These cases give rise to an
outcry against ' unrestricted competition,' and
create a demand for some form of legislative inter-

ference. The previous analysis will have shown
that the evil is not in competition, but in the
circumstances which cause it to be imperfect and
ineffective; the remedy, therefore, lies in removing
the obstacles which render it ineffective. This is

a diiticnit and tedious task, but it can be accomp-
lished by patient and well-considered measures,
which can only be brielly indicated here. (1) The
first is the method of placing restraints upon
particular abuses ; of this method a century of

social legislation offers a multitude of examples,
such as laws forbidding the employment of women
in mines, and of children under a certain age in

any occupation, the protection from dangerous
machinery, and rules and regulations under which
certain industries may be carried on. (2) Other
remedies aim at strengthening the weak by-

education, by the diffusion of special information
and aids to organization, and by various measures
which tend to render them effective in the defence
of their own interests ; these methods are manifold
and costly, and they require time for their ellective

development. (3) Anotlier method is for the State

or municipality to undertake the operations which
tend to become numopcilies, or wliieli <annot be
successfully carrietl out in the public interest ex-
cept as single undertakings. The Post Oliice,

waterworks, street-lighting, and tramways supply
examples of this class.

In every case the mode and degree of Government
interference should lie iletermined oidy after full

investigation and after the expediency of such
interference has been proved, and it should not be
of a kind to check free enterprise where that is

po.ssible. The joint application of these various
methods has alrea<ly accomplished much in modify-
ing the defects of imperfect competition ; it has
raised whole industries from inefl'ective to efl'ective

competition, and has elevated the general standard
of living of the masses. New developments of
industry constantly call for new modes of inter-

ference. The aim, however, is not the elimination
of competition ; that seems to be undesirable and
indeed impossible unless liumau nature first be
greatly altered. The object is rather to give freer

and ampler play to the ellbrts of men to exercise
their powers of self-help and to develoji their own
individuality, to give them better opportunity,
and to stimulate them to manly self-reliance and
voluntary co-operation by offering greater security
for the enjoyment of the fruits of their industry.

CoiiHusiun.—Competition is not a system of life ;

it is not even an institution in the proper sense of

the term ; it has evolved as a method of dealing
with certain relations which inevitably arise out
of the existing organization of men in societies ; it

is limited in its operation to helds in which it is

found expedient, and its bearing is economic and
utilitarian. The acceptance of competition does
not conflict with any of the nobler instincts or the
exercise of the higher virtues. That the Bank rate
should be determined by competition is most
convenient and expedient, but every individual
receiver of interest is at liberty to devote his

receipts to ])ur]>oses of philanthropy, to public or

private charity, or to the [tromotion of any religious

movement or end that he deems desirable. Even
in these fields he wUl encounter competitive
claims.

The old idea of competition as an original law
of nature, ordained under evolution to work out
the survival of the fittest and supi>ress inferior

forms in every department of nature by its un-
impeded action, has long ceased to receive

acceptance in the domain to whicli ethical prin-

ciples apply. The advocates of the lais-scz-fnirc

principle in imlustrial competition during the early
part of the lOth cent, professed to deduce their

views from Adam Smith's doctrine of natural
liberty. Adam Smith, however, had no experience
or conception of the factory system ; his etlorts

were directed to the removal of the disabilities

which hampered trade and labour in his day. He
advocated libertj', opportunity, education, free-

dom of enterprise, and he held that enlightened
self-interest would in such circumstances work out
happier and more prospero\is economic conditions

than those which the restrictions of his time
pernntted. It was a iierversion of his doctrine of

economic freedom to apply it to the defence of a
system which enslaved children for the purpose of

obtaining cheap labour. What c<mstituted freedom
to the cliilclren and women whose lives were worn
out by the toil undergone in the mills before factorj'

legislation became effective? The moral sense

revolts at this interpretation of competition as an
economic principle working for the common good.

It is in the cunr/iliuiis of life that ethics finds

scope for its action, and the modification of these

conditions is the la.sk for religious and moral
intluenees. In some form or other competition
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will ultimately appear, unless, as already explained,
monopoly or arbitrary authority excludes it.

Ethics and economics join hands in the solution of
practical social problems. Moral motives and
principles should operate to modify unfavourable
conditions and to mould voluntary conduct by the
dictates of nobler sentiments, but they do not
suspend economic laws although they alter the
circumstances in which the economic action takes
place. Ethical principles are imperative ; they
enforce duties the performance of which alters
human conditions. Economic laws are statements
of cause and efl'ect ; they intlicate what results will
follow from the combined action of certain forces.
There is no discord and no conflict between the
ethical and the economic ; rather they act, as it
were, on dillerent planes.
The mistakes of the laissez-faire school with

regard to competition arose out of their inter-
pretation of its nature ; they assumed that it was
imperative and just in the circumstances existing,
but neither authority nor justice appertains to
economic laws any more than to the law of gravita-
tion ; they are the attributes of ethical motives to
conduct. It is for man to do what is just in
ameliorating the conditions in which his less
fortunate fellow-creatures exist. Economic con-
sequences will ensue from existing conditions what-
ever they may be, and competitive action is a form
of economic activity which is unavoidable in
modem industrial methods and conditions.
LiTERATCRK.—Every im)iortant work on general Economics
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G. Armitage-Smith.
'

COMPLACENCE (Biblical).—This term is re-
presented by EV ' good pleasure ' (evSoKla, Lk 2",
cf. I23=, Mt 3'', Eph 1»-

'). Cf. Milton (Par. Lost,
iii. 276)

:

' O thou
My sole complacence !

'

In tlie Bible, complacence is a Divine as well as
a human attribute. As a Divine attribute, its
meaning and moral worth can best be seen by a
consideration of the character of the persons with
whom God is complacent or well pleased, and also
of the ethical ends or purposes upon which the
Divine complacence or good will is set.

I. In the OT.—In the OT the Divine com-
placence rests upon moral and spiritual character.
The soul of Jahweh is well pleased with His
servant, described in Is 42'-' as spiritual, gentle,
modest, and courageous in the pursuit of moral
ends. In the prophets generally the complacence
of Jahweh rests upon moral character, especially
upon the virtues of justice, kindness, and humility
(cf. Mic 6'), and not upon acts of ritual service. In
the Psalter, Jahweh is represented as delighting
not in the strength of a horse, as taking no pleasure
in the legs of a man, but as taking pleasure in
them that fear Him and hope in His mercy (Ps
U7'»- ") In the Law of Holiness [H], Jahweh is
pleased with sacrifices that are without blemish
(Lv 22'<'), but probably He is pleased with them
only as symbolic of the complete and perfect de-
votion of the worshipper's heart.

2. In the NT.—In the NT the Divine com-
placence is represented as resting pre-eminently
upon Jesus Christ. At the Baptism (Mt 3") and
on the Mount of Transfiguration (17'') a voice from
above declares that the Divine complacence rests
upon Him. Then it is declared to rest upon

Him as the person in whom the ideal features of
Jahweh's servant described in Is 42'"'' are fully
realized (Mt 12'"). With Jesus, as realizing in His
character "entleness, humility, and courage, and as
the moral nope of men, God is pre-eminently well-
pleased.

But at the same time tha Divine complacence is

said in the NT to rest upon men who by faith
attain to Christlike elements of character. In
such, faith is an essential condition of receiving
the Divine complacence. ' Without faith it is

impossible to please God' (He 11", cf. 10^). Then
the Divine complacence rests upon the soul that
serves Christ in a life of righteousness, peaceable-
ness, and joy (Ro 14'*) ; and also upon acts of
generous brotherly kindness (He 13'^).

The OT and NT are at one in exhibiting the
Divine complacence as resting upon moral char-
acter or righteousness, and upon that alone. This
righteousness, it may be well to point out, is not a
righteousness divorced from religion. Jesus is the
beloved Son of God ; the ideal servant of Jahweh
has the Di^ane Spirit put upon him ; and men in
general with whom God is well pleased have a
righteousness which is received by faith and from
the Holy Spirit. Not apart from God does any
one enjoy the Divine conij)lacence.

3. Complacence as the final good will or eternal
good pleasure of God.— Cf. Baxter, Cath. Theol. i.

1,^ 8, ' As God's efiicient Avill causeth the thing
willed, so His final ivill or complacence supporteth
the pleasing thing in being.' An example of this
usage is found in Lk 12^^ where Jesus tells His
disciples not to fear, for it is the Father's good
pleasure to give them the kingdom ; another ex-
ample is found in Eph P (cf. 1'), where it is

according to the good pleasure of God that believers
have been chosen in Christ to be holy and blame-
less and to be adopted as sons. In these passages
the eternal complacence or good pleasure is directed
to the creation of moral ends—holy persons and a
Divine kingdom.
The idea is really the same here as in the two

preceding sections, but it is now viewed siib specie
cEtemitatis. The Divine complacence is in itself
and eternally upon holy ends, whereas in the
former sections it is upon those ends as realized in
actual holy character.

4. Value and validity of the idea The value of
the idea is that it shows the God of the Bible to be
a God who from eternity to eternity and through
all the days of man delights in holiness, and finds
His joy in a kingdom of holy persons. A God with
such a complacence is an absolutely holy, moral
Being. The validity of the idea scarcely belongs to
this article, but it may be said that, where God
is really acknowledged as one whose sole com-
placence is in the eternal Son of God and in those
made sons by faith, there will be moral and
spiritual results which show the idea to be valid
and true.

Terms under which the idea may be considered :—in OT ?:n,

fSn, nsT ; in NT napecrrelv, tiSoKta, nSoKflv.

D. Russell Scott.
COMPLETENESS.—Completeness in relation

to religion may be taken to apply to the conditions
of attainment of various stages on the road towards
perfection (q.v.), though, it is true, complete-
ness in its full sense is attained only when the
triumph over the lower self-will is accomplished and
there is final union with the Divine will. But
there are various stages of struggle, and the toil-

some climb upward has long ago been compared
to the ascent of a ladder, every rung of which
marks a completed victory over some temptations
and allurements of the sinful world that would
drag the soul down to perdition. Completeness is

a quality or state of being which must ever enter
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into onr idc-ils, for only in the perfection of the
parts can the harmony of the wliole he assured.
Pythagoras held that the cosmos is huilt on

mini her, and modern science deals with atomic
numbers and vibrations, concord and dissonance,
periods and spaces. Number demonstrably enters
iartroly into the constitution of the Universe. Com-
pleteness in the sacred writings is generally indi-

cated by the nnmbers 3, 7, and 12, and the.se show
completion of certain elements, periods, or succes-
sive stages. Three is the perfect number ; seven
is the sacred, or complete scale number ; twelve
is the number of the manifest being, and signifies

fullness. These numbers constantly appear through-
out the Gospels. For instance, when .Fesus was
'twelve years' old, 'after three days' He was
found in the temple disputing with the doctors (Lk
242. Ill) Again, though often something happens
on the sixth day, the climax is on the seventh,
six being a number signifying preparation. Thus,
'after six days' (Mt 17') Jesus takes three dis-

ciples up a mountain and is tr.ansligured before
them on the seventh day. The number twelve
appears in the important complete categories of

the tribes, the disciples, the months of the year,
and the signs of the zodiac. Nine, being the square
of three, is a perfect number for completion on the
three lower planes of being, i.e. tlie lower mental,
the emotional, and the physical. Thus we have
the nine ' fruits of the s]urit' mentioned in Gal 5--.

Nine is the sacred number of being and becoming.
Ten — the seven and the three— is a complete
number, having relation to creative forces. There
are ten Sephiroth, ten Prajapatis, or Lords of being.

Completeness, therefore, is both qualitative and
quantitative, and we must not lose .sight of either

aspect in considering it. Botli aspects relate to

ideals, and, vj applied to human nature, perfection

is not reached until the state of fullness is accom-
plished in both. St. Paul writes of attaining
' unto a full-grown man, unto the measure of the

stature of the fulness of Christ' {Eph 4'^). This
would indicate the soul's perfection and htness to

enter the Kingdom of Heaven.

There are two saying of Jesus—one preserved by Clement of

Alexandria (SIrom. iil. 13), and the other to he fovmd in the
Second Epistle of Clement of Rome (ch. 12), and given as a
quotation from the Gospel o/ the Kg>/ptians~wh\Kh express the
Bout's ultimate completeness in Christ. The first is : ' When ye
trample on the ^rment of shame, and when the two shall he
one, and the male with the female, neither male nor female.'

TliQ meaning of this may be rendered : When ye have cast
off the lower vehicle of the .senses ; and when the emotions,
having been raised and united with the reason, are one with it

;

and when the twain, female-male, the double sex nature, have
transcended their former aspects and have become one, then
shall the Christ consciousness be attained. When the process
is completed, the asexual condition is completed on the physical
plane.
The second .faying is :

' When two shall be one, and that which
is without a5 that which is within, and the male with the female,
neither male nor female.' The meaning is similar to that of the
first. Tlie lower and liigher natures of man become one when the
lower, or the without, becomes surticiontly purified to be united
to the within, or Christ-body. 'That wtiich God hath joined
together let not man put a-sunder.' The natures male-female,
female-male, are so that neither is before or after the other.

Hut more than this ; it has united the sexes, and so become
sex-less. A paradox 1 but a para^lox that is perfectly intelli-

gible to those who read not afler the letter, but with" the eye
of the Spirit. In the completed man the condition of sex
separatencss is outgrown ;

' there <Mn be neither bond nor
free, there can be no male and female; for ye are all one man
in Christ Jesus' (Oal :f»). G. A. GASKELL.

COMPROMISE.—.See Ethics.

COMPURGATION. — This wa.s a primitive
legal process w heicliy a man accused in the courts,
or making an accusation against another there,
established his case by summoning his kindred
and friends to testify on liLs behalf, not as to

the facts of the c-use, hut, in theory at least, as

to his character. These were called his rompurga-

tors, and took oath on his behalf ; and the burden
of their testimony was that the accused, for
instance, was not an outlaw or a ' kinlcss loon,'

but a regular member of society such as it was.
fn theory, the number of compurgators a man
called was strictly regulated according to the
ofl'ence, from one to thirty. Thus twenty-four
had to be produced by a man accu.sed of stealing a
cow (Cosmo Innes, Scotch Legal Antiquities, 1872,

p. 211). In the time of David I. it was becoming
optional for the accused, or the defender, to accept
wager of battle or to clear himself by purgation ;

and in the Ancient Laws and Customs of the
Burghs of Scotland (i. 11), we find careful provision

made :
' Si bur"ensibus calumpniatus preterierit

etatem pugnaniti et hoc essiniiaverit in sua re-

sponsione non pugnahit sed juramento xii. talium
qualis ip.se fuerit se purgahit' (cf. also Leges
Burgnrum, xxvi. 107 ; and Frngmenta Collecta,

viii. '28). In some cases the oaths of eleven, in

others of six, compurgators were sufficient. These
compurgators did not give evidence, but simply
vouched for the status of the accused or accuser.

In practice, compurgation resolved itself fre-

quently into little more than what Bagehot
(Ph>isirs and Politics^, 1887) and, after him, A. J.

Balfour, have called the refinement of counting
heads instead of breaking them. The greater
tourhe—the more numerous body of compurgators
—carried the day, as E. W. Robertson says in

his Scotland under her Early Kings, 186'2 (i. '267).

But, if a poor man could produce even one
respectable witness as his compurgator, in an
accusation against oppression, his plea became
the king's plea, and had all the prerogative
privileges attached to a royal suit. This was,
however, only in the later days, when ' the king's

justice ' and ' the king's peace ' were setting aside

and superseding local and tribal justice. To the
' kinless loon,' unable to bring forward any respect-

able witness to vouch for him, the legal alternative
was the ordeal or the wager of battle. The
latter, however, was available practically only
ag.'iiust equals. Against superiors it was not
available unless, indeed, the superior chose to

provide a proxy to do battle for him. The Burgh
Laws(i??(ry/i*, i. 8) carefully appreciate the dignity
of the burgess of a Koyal Burgh :

' Burgensis
domini regis ^lotest habere duellum de burgense
abbatis, prions, comitis vel buronis, sed non e

converso. On the other hand, except on the
supposition of the possibility of bribing the clergy,

who generally superintended the ordeal, w hich A.
Lang suggests (Jlistortj of Smlland, 1900, i. 149),

there was little hope fortheoutlaw on trial by this

method.
Upon these primitive legal processes, which,

though by no means exclusively Celtic in origin,

survived longer auu)ng Celtic peoples, the growing
power of the kings introduced the system which
ultimately developed into trial by jury. See al.so

Cosmo Innes, Sr„ll.,nd in the Middle Ages, 1860.

LlTRRATURK.—See the references in the article.

.loHX Davidson.
COMTISM.—See Positivis.m.

CONCENTRATION AND CONTEMPLA-
TION. I'licre comes a time in the life of every
soul when mental concentration he<omes nece.s.sary

to spiritual growth. For long periods mobility

of thought and rapid changes from one object

of percept i(m to another are essential to mental
development. The mind must constantly take
in fresh ideas and contemplate them on all sides,

bringing into plaj', at the same time, the facul-

ties of analysis, judgment, synthesis, etc. Then,
as the mental ])0wers are perfected, the Ego
becomes gradually aware of a distinction between
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itself ami its mental instrument, and this leads

it to commence a course of mind-training, and
the bringing of all the mental activities into

subjection to the will. This regulative energy
first takes the course of dismissing some sub-

jects of tliou";lit and choosing others by direct

exercise of volition, in this way changing states

of consciousness by an eflbrt proceeding from a
higher mental plane than that of ordinary thought.
By this means, objectionable thinking is dis-

missed, and worry, anxiety, grief, etc., are gradu-
ally surmounted. Concentration becomes possible

as mental control becomes establislied. The
will is tlien able to fix the attention, momentarily
at first, on a particular idea, singled out from
other ideas, .and to keep it in view for a time.
To do tliis ett'ectually all streams of thought must
be stopped, and the one idea kept steadily in mind.
The difficulty of controlling the thoughts has al-

ways been recognized. Said Arjuna, ' For the
mind is verily restless, Krishna ; it is impetuous,
strong, and ditticult to bend. I deem it as liard

to curb as the wind.' To thislKrishna replied, 'It

may be curbed by constant practice and by indif-

ference (or dispassion)' {Bhagavad-Glta, vi. 34,

35).

Ages ago, the deepest thinkers of the race advo-
cated the practice of concentration as necessary in

order to allow of the influx of spiritual energy and
the raising of the soul to God. In India, the state

of consciousness brought about by the successful

practice of concentration is known as yoga. Tlie

meaning of 2/o(/« (j.?'.) is usually given as ' union,'

or the mergence of the human wUl into the Divine
will. In practical yoga the signification is taken
differently. According to Pataiijali

:

' Concentration, or 1/oga, is ttie hindering of the modifications
of the thinliing principle. At the time of concentration the soul
abides in the state of a spectator without a spectacle. At other
times than that of concentration, the soul is in the same form as
the modification of the mind. The modifications of the mind
are of five kinds, and they are either painful or not painful

;

they are : Correct Cognition, Misconception, Fancy, .Sleep, and
Memory. . . . The hindering of the modifications of the mind,
already referred to, is to be effected by means of Exercise and
Dispassion. Exercise is the uninterrupted, or repeated, effort

that the mind shall remain in its unmoved state. This exercise
is a firm position observed out of regard for the end in view,
and perseverinj^ly adhered to for a long time without inter-
mission. Dispassion is the having overcome one's desires.

Dispassion, carried to the utmost, is indifference regarding all

else than soul' (W. Q. Judge, Yofja Aphorisms of Patanjali,

pp. l-«)

In this Hindu system of )y7/« yoga, concentra-
tion is directed to correct the tendency of the mind
to diffuseness, and obtain mental one-pointedness,
or the fixing of the attention upon one idea kept
steadily in Wew to the exclusion of other ideas.

The object is not to cease from thought, but to
control and direct the mental meclianism, and
make it subservient to the higher will or intelli-

gence which is above and separate from it. Tlie
observances which are conducive to concentration
are, according to Patanjali, eight in number

:

Forbearance from wrong speaking or doing ; Re-
ligious, or purificatorj', obseriances ; Suitable Pos-
tures ; Suppression or Regulation of the Breath

;

Restraint over the Senses ; Attention ; Contem-
plation ; and Profound Meditation. Tliis last,

called samadhi (q.v.), is understood so to raise the
consciousness that high spiritual knowledge flows
into the soul, and the conception is attained of
unity with tlie All and the One. The posture in
concentration must be steady and pleasant : what
would suit a Hindu would not suit a AVesterner.
The breathing exercises, in exhalation, inhalation,
and retention, are for the steadying of the life

forces, and the production of certain physiological,
followed by psydiical, effects in the brain. In
the system of "Patanjali there are directions for
performing concentration in regard to many ob-

jects, with a view to acquiring enlarged know-
ledge, faculties, and powers.
Among the Neo-1'Iatonists, concentration was

understood and pracfis(!d, though not, perhaps,
with the tliorougliness of tlie Hindu yogis. Com-
plete self-forgetfulness and union with the Divine
nature were sought. Plot'nus observes to Flaccus :

' The wise man recognizes the idea of God within him. This
he develops by withdrawal into the Holy Place of his own soul.

He who does not understand how the soul contains the Beauti-
ful within itself seeks to realize the beauty without, by labori-

ous production. His aim should rather be to concentrate and
simplify, and so to expand his being ; instead of going out into
the manifold, to forsake it for the One, and so to float upwards
towards the divine fount of being whose stream flows within
him (quoted by Max MiUler in Theosophy, etc., 1893, p. 482).

The Mystics of the Middle Ages knew the value
of concentration. Peter Poiret in his Divine (Eco-

nomy (p. 93) wrote :

' The understanding, to pass into the order of faith, must
have these two conditions : the first, that it be empty, and
shut to all ideas of worldly things, both heavenly and earthly

;

the second, that it keep itself open before God after an indeter-

minate and general manner, not particularly fixing upon any-
thing. This being supposed, with the faith of desire afore-

mentioned, God causes to rise in the soul His divine hght,
which is His eternal substantial word, which does Himself
modify (if I may say so), or rather fills and quickens the under-
stanfling of the soul and enhghtens it as He pleases.'

At the beginning of last century J. G. Fielite

gave his experience

:

' All inward spiritual energy appears, in immediate conscious-
ness, as a concentration, comprehension, and contraction of the
otherwise distracted thought into one point, and as a persist-

ence in this one point, in opposition to the constant natural
effort to throw off this concentr.ation, and to become once more
diffused abroad. Thus, I say, does all inward energy appe.ar ;

and it is only in this concentration that man is independent,
and feels himself to be independent. ... In short, the original

image of spiritual independence in consciousness is an ever
self-forming and vitally persistent geometric point

;
just as the

original image of dependence and of spiritual nonentity is an in-

definitely outspreading surface. Independence draws the world
into an apex ; dependence spreads it out into a flat extended
plain. In the former condition only is there power, .and the
consciousness of power ; and hence in it only is a powerful
and energetic comprehension and penetration of the world
possible' (Way towards the Blessed Life, Eng. tr., 1849, p. 127).

Coming to modern times, we find in that re-

markable work by Henry Wood, Ideal Suggestion,

the following (abridged from pp. 60-70):
' If one who has never made any systematic effort to lift and

control the thought-forces will, for a single month, earnestly

pursue the course here suggested (of concentrating the mind
on grand ideals), he will be surprised and deUghted at the
result, and nothing will induce him to go back to careless, aim-
less, and superficial thinking. When one goes into the silent

sanctuary of the inner temple of soul to commune and aspire,

the spiritual hearing becomes delicately sensitive, so that the
*' still small voice " is audible, the tumultuous waves of external
sense are hushed, and there is a great calm. The ego gradually
becomes conscious that it is face to face with the Divine Pre-
sence, that mighty, healing, loving. Fatherly life which is

njearer to us than we are to ourselves.'

So important is it to have the direct testimony
of experience in concentration that we add that of

the deep-feeling and deep-thinking -writer Edward
Carpenter, who, in his Art of Creation (1904, p.

•208 S. ), writes :

' The Self is entering into relation with the Body. For, that

the individual should conceive and know himself ... as identified

and continuous with the Eternal Self of which his body is a
manifestation, is indeed to begin a new life and to enter a
hitherto undreamed world of possibilities. ... To still the brain,

and fee], feel, feel our identity with that deepest being within

lis, is the firet thing. There in that union, in that identity-, all

the sins and errors of the actual world are done away. . . . Re-
maining there in silence as long as may be, then out of that

state will inevitably spring a wave of conscious Feeling--of joy,

courage, love, expansion, or whatever it may be—a feeling not
foreign or fabricated or ephemeral, but deeply rooted and ex-

pressive of our real life. Then holding on to that root-idea,

that feehng, that emotion, that desire, whatever it may be.

confident in its orofanic rightness . . . perfectly naturally and
inevitably out of it will flow certain forms of Thought. . . .

Long and persevering must the practice and exercise be, by
which power to direct thought and feeling may be attained,

and by which the sense of identity with the universal Self may
be established.'

It w\\\ be seen, from the uniform testimony of

deep religious thinkers of all ages of the world,

that concentration is found to be a ne<-essary step

to the complete subjugation of the lower nature to
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the higher. It is iilso neticssary to tlie develop-
iiieiit of higher fncullics, called intiiitioniil or

spiritual, Ireiiiuxe they nro superior to ami more
illumiMaliiig than the ordinary liuiuaii faculties.

But it must be remciuhered tliat the e.\ereise of

intuitional faculty may have a spiritual result

only, of incalculable value to the recipient, but
incommunicable to others because inexpressible in

terms of common experience.
See al.<o artt. Loyola and Mysticism.

G. A. GA.'iKELL.
CONCEPT (logical).—The logical concept con-

sists of certain features in cognition whi<-h corre-

spond to what Parmenides required of 'being'—
that it should be 'uncreated and indestructible,

alone, complete, immovable, and without end '

;

and also to what. I'lato refpiired of each and all of

the several ' forms' of being— that they should be
single, eternal, and unchangeable. Both these
thinkers professed to be describing the object of
thought.

' You cannot find thought, without soniethinjj that is, to which
it is betrothed ' (Piirmeuides). ' Knowledge is relative to l)eii)j;

. . . beiiitj is the sphere . . . of liuowledfje' (Plato, /icp. 477).^

On the other hand, the concept corresponds lo

certain ideals in the use of words, on which the
value of wortls in social converse, and as instru-

ments of thought, depends ; including deliniteness

and fixity of meaning. Throughout the history of

Logic, the theory of the concept has been burdened
with diliiculties pressed on it by theories as to

being ; and has, on the otiier hand, been tempted
to borrow types of solution jiroper only to e.-isier

problems of verbal usage. It has been dominated
in turn by the theory of Universals and by that of

Terms. The strictly logical problem, however, is

to describe a certain func:tioii of cognitive pro(-ess,

whatever may be the metaphysical value of the
objects, and to fix ideas of internal structure for

that process, however much or little may be liojied

from the usage of words in sust.aining tliem.

1. Primary function of concept.—The primary
function of the concept is thus described by Kant

:

' Human knowledge takes place by means of ideas w'hich ni.ike

what is common to many things its ground—we cognize things
only by means of attributes— all thought is nothing but concep-
tion by means of attributes* (/nfrorf. to Lofji'c, § 8)".

The concept is thus primarily ' the predicate of

Sossible judgments,' and .so is 'contained in an in-

etinite num1)er of different possible ideas, as tlie

element common to all.' By virtue of this nuaii-
fication, it subserves a secondary use in bringing
this indefinite number of possible ideas within I he
area of possible subjects for predication, or, rather,

in expanding this area beyonil the confines of

merely perceptual experience and imagery. As
its organ in language, it uses the General 'l"'erm or
Universal Word, which has a possible, if not an
actual, plurality in denotation.

' The Universal \Vord is that of which the signification is suf-

ficiently to be understood without ita ceasing to be common to
several things, inasuuioh as any liindrancc to lU being common is

not that it cannot be so understood' (Aviccnna, Eilab-al-NajtU
Al-ilaiUik, Itome, l.'j93, p. 1 ; Vattier'e tr. La Loijinue, 1058,
Si.l).

Although, as against the earlier modern doctrine
—of Locke, Woltf, and Hamilton—that Judgment
consists in a (comparison of concepts, the judgment
claims in our current logic to he the real unit of
thought, and, although concej)tual function vnn
be realized only in the .act of judgment, yet judg-
ment has a distinctive function of its own : « Idle

for the .sake of judgment, and at the moment of
judgment, the ideational content, the content con-
sidered as 'incomplex' (Aristotle), must reach an
ideal distinct from and only ancillary to the ideal

of the judgment as a complete whole. The iloc-

trino, more properly ])sychological , that the conce|)t

is created by judgment must be reconciled with
an antithetical postulate in Logic, that ' the possi-

bility of perfect judgments is deternuiicd by the

extent to which the raw material of all human
ideas has taken permanent form in con<e)i(s' (Sig-

wart, J.oi/ic, § 4il). And a description of the ideals

or norms of the conceptual ]rrocess takes a place
preliminary to the normative tlieory of judgment.
The form which Nominalist Logic takes in this

department is a doctrine of Terms—the words or
phrases which constifute the predicative half of a
proposition, or take the place of its subject. The
doctrine of Terms has advantages over that of the
concept as such, for purposes of clear teaching or for

reference in scientific discussion. By cl.issifying

Terms into Unilateral and Bilateral, .Singular and
(ieneral. Concrete and Abstract, Attributive, Dis-

tributive and Collective, Absolute and Kelative,
I'ositive, Privative, and Negative, it calls attention
to widely dillerent ways in which the things and
eveni s about which we think have been mani|iulated
by thought, previously to beingdealt with in special
judgments under ]iresent consideration. By the dis-

tinction between Denotation and conventional Con-
notation, and by the dei>endent distinction between
Verbal Pro|)ositions and Real, it prepares the \\ay
for canons of consistency in tlie use of Terms, and of
the assumption of self-evidence, or the requirement
of proof, for propositions in the course of debate or of

scientific instruction. These doctrines are able to
be more dellnite than the corresponding doctrines
of Concei)tual Logic, though they emphasize too
exclu.sively the formation of those special concepts
which .are already current in minds other than the
individual thinking mind; and also the occasion
and demand for proof which arise adventitiously
in debate or teaching rather than from the indi-

vidual's logical conscience. A special emphasis of

that kind is needed only to express the individual's
logical solicitude that his own concejits shall be
shared, or shall be capable of being shared, by fellow-
thinkers. ' In the construction of logical concepts,
our aim is to establish one mode of arranging their
manifold ideal contents for all thinking beings'
(Sigwart, § 40). Community of concepts brings,
not indeed the possibility itself of perfect judg-
ments, but the possibility that these judgments
may display the osteusive hall-mark of their per-
fectness, namely, 'univei-sal validity.' For the
universally valid is the 'necessary,' and the neces-
sary 'corresponds with the existent.' Neverthe-
less, it is by a 'subjective' a<-ti\ity, and in the
individual mind, that conce]its nuist be initiated.

2. Negative rule of the concept.—As a negative
qualilicatiou for tlie conceptual function, the idea-
tional content, or distinctive outlook, of a cognil ion
must be made inde|iendent of any one defined time
or place. Parallel with the p.sychological descrip-
tion of an 'idea,' that it 'diseng.ages itself from
the original intuition with its sp.atial and temporal
connexicms' (Sigwart, § 7), the logical descrij^lion

of a predicate common to many jiossible judgments
requires that a (lerceived or ' imaged ' nature sli.ill

be ' freed from the individualizing conditions i»roper

to space and time' (Aquinas, i/o Uiiircr.idlilitis,

Tract. 1). We must not, however, a-ssume, with
Aquinas, that it is quantitative limitation of
matter, or, with Duns Scotus, that it is i<liosyn-

crasy as a creative form, or that it is anj- other
'condition pro] ler to space and time' except sheer
parlicul.irity within the .system of s|).ice and time
itself, which is the negative of the conceptual
princiiile. Otherwise, the natural course of de-
velopment for the concept would be side-tracked
in the Aristotelian ontology of matter, form, and
substance, or in the modern ejiisfemoh\L'j' of thing
and jierson. Perceiitual and im.aged content lies

at the mercy of a point and a moment in the
llerakleitan flux, and the fun( tion of the concept
is to transcend that point and moment. It may
well be that the 'nature' which is freed from per-
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ceptual liniitiitions is not necessarily the nature
of an individual substance, as Aristotle conceived
this, whether individualized by matter or by idio-
syncrasy. It may be a quality, a quantity, or
an event—anything determinate: for exam])le. It
rains. The nature may, indeed, include individu-
ality within itself, and we may form the concept
of an individual thing or person, predieable of many
particular moments or places of its existence : This
IS the forest jn-imeval. Thou art the man. Our
conceptual faculty accepts from Perception and
Iniagina '^on such forms of the momentary material
as may have found their way there from the struc-
ture of Reality.

' Accident and Genus and Property and Definition [the Predi-
cables] will always be in one of the Categories [the structural
forms of Reality), since all propositions through these signify
either what a thing is, or quality or quantity, or some other
category ' (Aristotle, Top. i. ch. 7, 1036, 10).

And, similarly, our conceptual faculty accepts,
and does not itself undertake the function of, those
epistemological forms which in modern philosophy
replace the Aristotelian categories. The Kantian
categories, or pure concepts of the Understanding,
are 'conceptions of objects as such.' They make
possible the objects which fall under the Aristo-
telian categories. The concept in the logical sense
merely makes them possible also as predicates in a
judgment.

'General Logic has to investigate, not the source of concep-
tions, not how they arise as presentations, but how, in thinkinic
given presentations become conceptions. It is all one whether
these conceptions contain anything either taken from experience
or factitious, or taken from the nature of the understanding.
Their logical origin consists in the act of reflection by which
one presentation common to several objects takes on the form
reqmred for Judginent' (Kant, Logic, pt. i. § 6).

3. Positive rule of the concept.—As a positive
qualification for the conceptual function, the idea-
tional content must be ' posited as identical with
itself

' (Lotze, Outlines of Logic, Eng. tr. 1887, § 9),
and discriminated from the perceptual or imaged
content which shares with it the point and moment
of intuition (cf. Lotze, Logic, § 11). The psycho-
logical law that an idea, besides its intrinsic char-
acteristjics, acquires through its past history a
determinative influence on the course of intellec-
tion, 'a meaning,' is thus paralleled by the logical
faculty of Abstraction. The faculty, however, is
prophetical in its motive ; it aims at future judg-
ments. But it does not, like the psychological
law, necessarily contain historical reference, and
therefore does not need to be initiated by Com-
parison. The theory that judg-ment consists of
the comparison of concepts has naturally allied
itself with a theory that conception consists of,
or at least is based on, comparison of particular
instances, and that the concept is a 'notion of
resemblance' (Hamilton, Lectures, 1859-60, ii. 287,
iii. 117). And neither Empiricism in Logic nor
reformed Conceptualism has repudiated the latter
theory \vith the same consistency as the former
(J._S. Mill, Examination of Hamilton, 1865, chs.
xvii. and xviii.). As a psychological or genetic
fact, plurality of instances in experience gives an
occasion and stiumlus to the faculty of Abstrac-
tion, especially when reinforced by the application
of a common name, and by the contrast of indi-
vidual diflerences.

•It is the different combinations of attributes in different
things, and their chancrcableness in one continuously intuited
object, which first impels us to disengage them from one another
and makes us able to think of each independently

; and it is the
repetition of action which first impels us to express its perma-
nent ground by an adjective ' (Sigwart, 5 6, 2).

And, under a methodological rule, comparison of
instances may be made a chosen means to abstrac-
tion, as it w.as consciously by Socrates, and as it is
instinctively by every one in learning the meaning
of words

' The notion 1

may easily mistake
so concealed among foreign things, that one
" '" " igaging it therefrom . . . but the

labour 13 greatly facilitated if we compare instances together,
as thereby we come to see what they have in common, and what
circumstances may be omitted ' (Wolff, Loqic, 1712. Ene. tr
1770, bk i. § 9).

But into the strictly logical i<leal of a predicate
comparison enters only if it means the same act as
Discrimination. It may, however, be part of a
special fact predicated. In Red is a colour, the
fact predicated is general unanalyzable resemblance
to other colours—blue, yellow, and the rest—when
these have been compared. General resemblance
is one kind among other kinds of import in propo-
sitions, but not the universal import (Mill, f.oaic,
1843, bk. i. ch. 5).

i
\ > j ,

4. Regulation of simple universaJs.—These
negative and positive conditions may be fulfilled
either by the simplest of our ideas, named First
Universals by Lotze, or by ideas which contain
several elements cohering or ' belonging together

'

on a plan. These latter are named by Lotze as
more strictly Concepts.

In the case of the First Universals, identity must
be sustained throughout a aeries of quantitative
or qualitative variations, which are intrinsic to tlie
mere presentation of the Universal, since without
such variations there could be no consciousness.
There must be simple identity throughout simple
differents. Colour is identical throughout yellow,
red, green, and blue ; musical pitch, through bass,
tenor, and soprano ; loudness or warmth, through
every degi'ee of intensity ; the linear, the enduring,
the aggregative, through every magnitude in space,
time, or numerical sum. Where, as in tlie case of
loudness, the differences are quantitative, there
must be abstraction of that sensible impressiveness
which varies. But where, as in the case of colour
and pitch, they are qualitative, we may suppose
that the proper work of abstraction is done by a
'consciousness of resemblance' (Lotze, § 16) ; or by
a logical de^^s ex machina in the form of a word,
colour, pitch (Sigwart, § 41, 11) ; or that there is an
unconscious ' pleonasm ' in our perception of simple
qualities, which, until it yields to scientific analysis
and becomes conscious, leaves our idea 'confused'
(Leibniz, New Essatjs, bk. iii. ch. iv. § 16). The
abstraction in such cases is incomplete or implicit

;

but the function of the concept is realized, just as
in tact and in analogical reasoning the resemiilance
between individual instances of a truth will do the
work of a universal middle term. 'So far as you
conceive the similarity of things you conceive
something more, and the universality consists only
in that' (Leibniz, bk. iv. ch. xvii.).

5. Regulation of composite universals.-When
the unconscious 'pleonasm' of which Leibniz
speaks becomes conscious, or when we abstract
a conscious plurality, the composite concept con-
tains, if not a plan of coherence, at least ditterence
within its own content. Our faculty of Abstrac-
tion must maintain the composite identity, not
merely through vaiiations intrinsic to presenta-
tion, but through various textures of presentation.
Without such variations in texture there could be
consciousness, but no world. Some only, or all, of
the elements of the composite may change : coloiir.-d
line, through red right line, yellow right line, blue
curve. Thus the concept furnishes a predicate,
not merely for many possible simple judgments, but
also for composite judgments, or for what Hamilton
described as 'a fasciculus of judgments' not ex-
plicitly developed in thought (Lectures, iii. 117):
This is a line, and is coloured. The several ele-
ments so realized are technically named 'marks'
or 'attributes.'

The internal coherence which Lotze requires
depends on general forms of relational existence
or of the ' objective synthesis of apprehension,'
such as those named 'categories' by .\ristotle and
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Kant respectively. Tliey are interwoven with the

composite material of our iileius in every degree of

complexity, and may enter into a predic'ate eitlier

singly, for example a stat«, / toas asleep, or an a
plan of inter-related substances, states, activities,

and modes, such as / knoo he thought I thoiir/ht he

tliought I slept. The logical value of a composite
concept lies in the conscious identity of a relational

scheme : tlie dependence of colour sensation on the
muscular activity in tracin}^ a line, the objective

control of a knowing activity by a certain rehitional

content of another person's thoughts. In 15acon's

sentiment (Essay xliii.). There is no excellent beauty
that hath not some stimiffeness in the proportion,

the force is not merely that beauty has strangeness
as well as proportion, but that the strang(^ness is

in the proportion. If tlie scheme constitutes also

a natural species, e.g. the interdependence of

colour, consistence, weight, and certain chemical
affinities and molecular susceptibilities

—

metal—it

has scientilic value as well. The symbolic expres-

sion to be chosen for the composite concept sliould

therefore be, not such as S = a + b + c, but rather

S= f (a, b, c), and, as relationships become clearly

conscious, it might take on some specification of

significance for f, such as S = a (\fi sin d) (Lotzc,

§28).
6. Conscious realization of the function.—The

concept, defined by its function and its ideal

structure for the functional purpose, is not open to

the reproaches made against Abstract Ideas by
modem psychological Nominalists. Berkeley may
have been conclusive as a psvchologist, and cer-

tainly he was as a metaphysician, when he pointed

out tnat we cannot perceive or imagine
'colour . . . which is neither red, nor blue, nor white, nor any
other determinate colour'; or a triangle which ia 'neither

oblique nor rectangle, neither equilateral, equicrural, nor
scalenon ; but all and none of these at once '

—
' What more easy

than for any one to look a little into his own thouifhts, and
there try whether lie has, or can attain to have, an idea that

shall corresi>ond with ' this deaoription of ' the general idea of

a triangle ' {Principles o/ KnindMUy, 1710, Introd. §§ 8, 13).

Hamuton and Mansel admit psychologically that

the concept ' cannot in itself be depicted to sense

or imagination' (Mansel, Prolegomena Logiea-, I860,

p. 15), and ' cannot be realized in thought at all'

except it be 'applied to an object' (Hamilton, iii.

135). But for logic it is sufficient that the abstract

idea can be realized as a ' mode of understanding '

the contents of perception and imagination, and
even can be realized only in relation to such
contents : This blue is a colour ; Thi.f right-angled

figure is a triangle. When the concept is spoken
of as an Essence, it is obviously with a reference

to the concrete.
' The Essential is that whereof the content, on the one hand,

is underst<xKl and gasped in the mind, and the thing to which
it Is esaential, on tne other, along with it at the same time

;

while the thing cAnnot be understood without the content beiii'.;

previously understood as belonging to it' (Avicenna, op. cit.

p. 2 ; Vnttier, § i. 1).'

And Lotze would prefer to use tlic name ' con-

cept' itself only when a content, or, as he himself

describes it, ' the composite idea which we think
as a connected whole,' is in explicit relation to the

'thing understood,' or 'composite matter.'
' I speak of a composite matter (s) as conceived . . . when it

is accompanied by the tliought of a Universal (.S), which con-

tains the conditi.m and ground of the co-existence of all its

marks and of the form of their connection ' {Lottie, } 26).

7. Secondary function.—This strictly relational

significance of the concept, however, is only a
secondary value, which it acquires when, instead

of its primary use as a predicate, it takes on a
secondary use .as defining or replacing a subject,

or as a constituent of a subject. Mars is red
makes possible The red planet keeps the f1r.1t ivateh

of the night. Thi.i band of colour is red makes
possible Red lies at an extreme of the spectrum.
The merely attributive term becomes a concrete or

an abstract term ; it acquires the function which

in old logical technique is called sicppositio. The
concept itself becomes, in the pliraseology of con-
ceptual logicians, 'representative' of the merely
|)orccjitual or imaged subject which it defines or
replaces. The concept is justified in a><.suming

this secondary function under a postulate of

Aristotle's, resembling, though not equivalent to,

the dictum de oinni: 'whenever anything is pre-

dicated as of a subject [that is, as the nature of a
subject], whatever may be asserted of th.at pre-

dicate may be asserted of the subject' (Categones,
ch. 3, 16, 10).

In Plato's parable of the dungeon (Rep. bk. vii.),

where, of course, the Aristotelian value for the
perceptual individual as primary subject is not
allowed, a prisoner who has returned from seeing
the sunlit glory of conceptual realities will think
and speak of these, rather than of the perceptual
shadows as they flicker on the cavern walls.

Through such parables Plato ' imported into the
schools the portent of Kealist philosophy ' (.Milton,

de Idea Platonica). But it is especially the
secondary function of the concept that tempts
logical theory into the controversy as to Universals.
So long as perceptual things and events are subjects,

and concepts mere predicates, we need claim
actuality only for the former, and \alidity only for

the latter ; and, whether we speak of such predicates
as eternal 'forms,' with Plato, oz smsermones, with
Abelard, we are still logically in touch with reality

through our subjects
J
and the 'real significance'

of our total judgment, the ideational content con-
sidered as ' complex ' (Aristotle), is the same. But
if the concept takes the place of a perceptual or
imaged subject, as it does in all Abstract Science,
the significance of the judgment may be altered.

Is abstract science still to be called 'true,' or can it

be only ' valid ' ? In Aristotle's doctrine of Predi-
cables, the Species stands as subject, or at least

defines the individual who is implicit subject, to
other kinds of predicate. And from this view of it

the problem arises which Porphyi-y formulated :

' I shall omit to speak of genera and species as to whether
they subsist in the nature of things or in mere conceptions
only ; whether, if subsistent, they are bodies or incorporeal ; and
whether they are separate from, or in and along with, perceptual
things ' {Inirod. to Categories, i. 2).

Leaving aside, like Porphyry, the ontology and
epistemology of the problem, the following answer
may be offered for guidance in Methodology. The
Platonic world of Ideas has mere validity, and not,

like things and events, actual existence or occur-
rence (Lotze, bk. iii. ch. 2). It can in thought
replace actuality, through only the unalterable con-

ditions of our intuitive experience, as it does in ' a
priori' science, or through belief narrowly so called

in contrast with knowledge, as it does in empirical
science (see art. Brlief [logical]). The belief in

genera and species rescues our conceptual faculty

from the reproach of being either purposeless or

arbitrary in our dealings with actuality, and gives
practical seriousness to abstract truth. In such
belief we expect the indefinitely frequent recur-

rence of perceptual subjects covered by a given
conceptual description. A system of Jurisprudence
assumes that theft and breach of contr.-ict will

often come before our magistrates, though any
particular heinousness of intention or seriousness

of damage may be unique. Biology assumes the

human organism, but not definite idiosyncrasies

or monstrosities ; Chemistry, the combination of

elements in fixed proportions and groups, but not
in fixed absolute quantities ; Mensuration, definite

shapes, but not sizes. There are forms of dimen-
sion, natural kinds, substances, and modes of

event (V^enn, Emp. Logic, 1S89, ch. iii. § 4). The
belief in them must, however, submit to regulative

canons of Methodology, and must adapt it-self to

difi'erent spheres of fact and of purpose.
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' All spccifs nro not compossible in the Universe, preat aa it

is, aiiil Ihiil li'o, not only in relalion to things wliicli exist

coiilriiip"iMni .iii.slv, but also in relation to the wliolo scries of

Ihincs (I.' il'iii', -Vein Essays, bit. iii. oli. 6, § 12).

8. Goal of development.—Tlio conceptual jue-

dicates of perc-eiitiuil juil.mnents and the conceptual

subjects of ab>trai-t tiiitli develop into larger

systems, which register the achieved progress of

knowledge and maik out the ideational areas

within which both subject and predicate of further

knowledge are to be sought. Examples are:

atomic weight, acoustic vibration, plant fertili-

zation, human nature, mercantile credit, political

administration. Could knowledge unite all sucli

as these in one supreme organization, it would
have reached the ' Good ' of I'lato, and the ' All

'

of Parnienides.

9. Formal perfections.

—

{a) Independent.—The
concept as a purely logical topic was especially

prominent from the time of Descartes to that of

Wolff. The ideal presented was, according to

Woltt', as follows

:

' A notion is clear when sufficient to distinguish by it the

object to which it belongs . . . distinct, when we can repeat it

to another or represent to ourselves its distinjjuishing marks
separately ; . . . complete, when the marks assigned are sulfi-

cient to distinguish the things at all times from other things
;

, . . adequate, if we have distinct notions also of the character-

istics themselves ' (Logic, ch. i. §§ 9-16, cf. Philosophia Ratiun-
alis, 1728, pt. i. § 2, ch. iii.). ' Descartes proceeded no farther

than to clear and distinct ideas ; Leibniz added adequate . . .

I thought it needful also to distinguish notions into complete
and incomplete ' (Logic, Introd.).

(6) Belational.—A further logical ideal prescribes
conscious relations between our several concepts,
which fit them to co-operate in determining any
conceptual subject. This comes through the
arrangement of concepts in a series proceeding
from the ' category ' or complex of categories as
summiim genus to complete description short of

adding place and time, the infima species: Sub-
stance, cube, cube of gold, cube of pure gold, cube

of pure gold with sides ineasuring 1 cm. The
members of such a series, while they approach the
infima species, must, as the price of their adequacy,
sacrifice width of the sphere for their co-operative
use. The law is that the intension and extension
of a concept must stand in inverse relation to each
other. The extension meant by such a law is not,

of course, a number of individuals, or what Mill
describes as ' an aggregate of objects possessing
the attributes included in the concept' {Exam.
p. 304), the denotation or application of its name.
The name ' coin ' applies to the output of the
mints of the world ; its concept co-operates in the
function of description with the varied standards
of material, design, and value.
That the ' predicamental line,' as early logicians

called it, the deepening of intensive distinctiveness
in a series of concepts, shall be finite is to be
secured, not as they secured it, through Realist
ontology (Aldrich, ed. Mansel-*, 1862, App. A), but
by methodological canons of belief. Geometry clo.ses

its description of its subjects with such details as
the equality and inequality of sides or angles in a
triangle, Jurisprudence w'ith the terms of indict-
ment for a crime. Beyond the infma species.

Science passes into mere Information. And that
the sphere of varieties open to a genus shall be
finite is secured by our limits of sensibility, as in

the case of colours ; by our faculty of intuition, as
in triangles ; by artilicial standarils, as in measure-
ments ; by experience and fact, as in races of

mankind ; or by our own practical purposes, as in
virtues or legal contracts.

10. Formal discipline.—The rules for formally
perfecting the concept through its relationships
come under the topics Division and Definition.
Tliose of Division require that each step of
selectiun for a co-operative series shall be made in
full view of the area of possibilities : we must

range under genera their species. Those of

Definition require that the step itself shall be
fully conscious : every open possibility of de-

terminative accretion to the genus shall be closed

except one, the Diti'erence.

Cf. also the following article.
Literature.—This is co-extensive with systems of Logic.

Monographs are chielly of metaph) sical, psychologicjil, or
scientific interest. As recent representative books may be
mentioned, in addition to those quoted above and those quoted
under art. Conceptualism, the following ; Joseph, Introd. to

Logic (Aristotelian), Oxford, 1906; Peillaube, Thiorie des
concepts (Neo-scholastic). Paris, 1S95 ; Janet and S^ailles, Hist,

de la philosophic, Paris, 1887, pt. i. § 3, chs. 1-3 ; Bain, Slental
Science, 1884, App. A; and the Loijics of Veitch (1885),

Ueberweg (ISCS), Keynes" (1S87), Wundt (1880-83), Erd-
mann (Eng. tr. 1896), Bosanquet (188S), and Venn'- (1894).

J. Brough.
CONCEPTION (psychological).—!. Definition.

—In knowledge of a class as opposed to its instances,

of a totality as opposed to its parts, or of an
individual as opposed to any of its particular ap-

pearances, and in the maintenance of a point of

view, there is a common characteristic, viz. identi-

fication of reference, with change in the occasion

of cognition. Such knowledge is conceptual, and,

speaking psychologically, conception is the name
for the state of cognition wherein the subject of

consciousness recognizes identity of refei-ence for

dilfering experiences, and has an idea which Logic
would term a ' general ' or an ' abstract ' idea.

The psychology of conception must expl.ain tlie

recognition of ' sameness ' amid change, and the
generalization and abstraction which this involves ;

i.e. it must trace out the development of concepts.

See Concept (logical).

2. Origins of current theory.—Nowhere is

psychology more inextricably interwoven with
philosophical theories than in the doctrine of the

concept. The present form of psychological dis-

cussion connects itself historically with the views
of the earlier English philosophers, for whom the

problem as to the nature of general ideas was
one belonging to the theory of knowledge. By
appealing to psychology for a solution they gave
a new interpretation to the problem itsell

For Hobbes the question of ancient and medioeval

philosophy. What corresponds to the universal of

knowledge ?, was replaced by the question, How
does man advance from the particular experience

of sense and memory to the universal knowledge
of thought? His answer is. By use of signs, of

which names are the chief.
' A mark, therefore, is a sensible object which a man erecteth

voluntarily to himself, to the end to remember thereby some-
what past, when the same is objected to liis sense again. ... A
name or appellation, therefore, is the voice of a man arbitrarily

imposed for a mark to bring into his mind some conception con-

cerning the things on which it is imposed.' 1

'Because from divers things we receive like conceptions,

many things must needs have the same appellation . . . and
those names we give to many are called universal to them all

;

as the name of man to every particular of mankind. . . . The
universahty of one name to many things, hath been the C-ause

that men think the things are themselves universal ; ... de-

ceiving themselves, by tfikmg the universal or general appellation

for the thing it signifieth.'"

With Locke the inquiry became more deeply

tinged with psychology, and took the form of a

psychological answer to the question, How come
we by general terms ?

' Words become general by being made the signs of general

ideas ; and ideas become general by separating from them the

circumstances of time and place, and any other ideas that

may determine them to this or that particular existence. By
this way of abstraction they are made capable of representing

more individuals than one ; each of which, having in it a con-

formity to that abstract idea, is (as we call it) of that sort.' *

Psychological though this account may be, it

throws little light on the nature of the state of

consciousness wherein a man has a general idea, or

on this way of abstraction whicli makes ideas

capable of representing more individuals than one.

1 Hitman Nature, ch. v. § 1 f. 2 /&. § 5f.
^^^

3 A'ssnj/ concerning Umnan Understanding, bk. iii. ch . ni. § 0.
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It is comiiaratively easy for Berkeley's wit to

discredit tlie supiiosed product :

* Wliel-htT otliors have this wonderful (acuity of abstractin;,'

their ideaa, they best cau tell : for myself, I dare be confident 1

have it not.'l

lierkelcy's own account of general names is this :

' A word Iwcomes general by beinff made the sijjn, not of an
abstract general idea, but of several particular ideas, any one of
which it indiffcrentli' sucgesta to the mind. . . . Ity observing
how ideas become general, we may the better judge iiow words
are made so. ... To make this plain by an example. SupjKise
a geometrician is demonstrating the metliod of cutting aline in
two equal parts. He draws, for instance, a black line of an inch
in length: this, which initself is a particular line, is nevertheless
toith rfffardtoitssignification general ; since, as it is there used,
it represents all particular lines whatsoever. . . . And, as that
particular line becomes general by being made a sign, so the
name "line," which taken absolutely is particular, by being a
sign, is made general. '2

The same account is given by Hume, but a
fuller e.\[ilanation is attempted as to how an idea
can be made a sign :

'Abstract ideas are ... in themselves individual, however
they may become general in their rejiresentation. The image in

the mind is only that of a particular object, tho' the application
of it in our reasoning be the same, as if it were universal. . . .

When we have found a resemblance among several objects, that
often occur to us, we apply the same name to all of them, what^
ever differences we may observe in the degrees of their quantity
and quality, and whatever other differences appear among them.
After we have acquired a custom of this kind, the hearing of that
name revives the idea of one of these objects, and makes the
imagination conceive it with all its particular circumstances and
proportions. . . . They are not really and in fact present to the
mind, but only in power. . . . The w'ord raises up an individual

idea, alon^ with a certain custom ; and that custom produces
any other mdividual one, for which we may have occasion.' •*

The contrilnition made to conceptual theory by
the sul)scr|uent Association psychologists consisteil

in a fuller inlerpretation of Hume's doctrine of

Custom. Thus James Mill, who follows llobbes
very closely on the question of the origin and
function of general names, is able to give, as

Hcdibes could not, a psychology explanatory of the

idea generated by the use of the name as a mark
for various particulars

:

'Man first becomes awpiainted with individuals. He first

names individuals. But individuals are innumerable, and he
cannot have innumerable names. He must make one name
serve for many individuals.' *

Hence individual names pass into general names—
' man,' ' horse,' etc. New individualizing names,

iLscd to carve out .sub-(dasses from a group so

named, become associated also with other groups,

e.g. ' black' with ' man,' and also with ' hor.se.'
*' By frequent repetition, and the gradual strengthening of the

association, these modificitions are at last called up in fcuch

rajiid succession that they appear commingled, and no longer

many ideas but one.' 5

Black is therefore no longer an individualizing

attribute, but a general name. From such names,
when their special cla.ss reference is lost, come the

.so-called abstract terms, e.g. 'blackness.'

Thus in the course of development, names being
able by association to call up many diflerent ideas,

these ideas, also by association, coalesce into a
complex idea.

' Ideas . . . which have been 80 often conjoined th.at, when*
ever one exists in the mind, the others immediately exist along
with it, seem to run into one another, to coalesce, as it were,
and out of many to form one idea ; which idea, however in

re.olity complex," appears to be no less simple than any one of

thoseof which it is compounded.' ••

From Mill onwards, although the language used
about the nroduct m,iy vary, the p.sychology of

conception In the Association school is an account
of the process of forming such complex ideas and of

their expression in language. Alexander Bain may
be taken as the best representative of this psycho-
logy. For Bain a general idea is the product of

retentiveness and constructive imagination. He
analyzes tho process of forming it into four steps :

(1) a classilication of resembling instances
; (2) a

generalization through .abstraction (an inst.ance is

1 0/ the Principles o/ Unman Knowledge, Introd. § 10.

2 lb. §§ 11, 12.

3 A Treatise on Unman Xaturc. pt. i. sect. vii.

* Anali/:iiii 0/ the Phenomena o/ the lluhinn Mind, ch. viii.

e lb. ch. i,\. 8 lb. oh. iii.

taken as a type, or from various instances a type
is formed cmhodying the features common to the
cla.s.s) ; (:i) a name is given for the class and for its

common features ; (4) the definition setting forth

the common features is formulated. Retentive-
ness, by the Law of Similaritj', supplies the first

step in this process ; the remaining three—abstrac-
tion, naming, and delinition— recjuire the aid of
constructive imagination, since the selection of
this anil that feature out of the material supplied
by retentiveness is possible only for association
guided by ' a sense of the eli'ect to be produ(!ed, and
a voluntary process of trial and error continued
until the desired ellbct is actually produced.'

'

Bain al.so tells us that
' abstraction does not properly consist in the mental separation
of one property of a thing from the other properties. . . . All the
purposes of the abstract idea are served by conceiving a concrete
thing in comjjany with others resembling it in the attribute in
question.' ' When we are discussing government, we conmionly
have in view a number of governments alternately thought of.'
' To be a good abstract reasoner, one should possess an ample
range of concrete instances.' '^

Whence comes that 'sense of the eli'ect to be
produced ' which guides the trial of instances,
Bain does not explain. 'The only generality
po.ssessing a separate exi.stence is the name.' The
name with a possible r.ange of instances is what is

in the mind when we have a general idea.

This line of thought—which attem])ts to explain
how names acquire a general signilicaiic.e, and how
a mental content, which by its origin is partitMilar,

can be so worked over that it can do duty as
general— maj' be said to reach its culminating
point in the doctrine of the ' generic image ' intro-

duced by Francis Gallon :

'I doubt, however, whether "abstract idea" is a correct
phrase in many of the cases in which it is used, and whether
"cumulative idea" would not be more appropriate. The ideal

faces obtained by the method of composite portraiture appear to
have a great deal in common with these so-called abstract ideas.

The composite portrait consists . . . of numerous superimposed
pictures, forming a cumulative result in which the features that
are common to all the likenesses are clearly seen ; those that are
common to a few are relatively faint and are more or less over-
looked, while those that are peculiar to single individuals leave
no sensible tr.ace at .ill.' 3

' My argument is, that the generic images thus arise before
the mind's eye, and the general impressions which are faint and
faulty editions of them, are the analogues of these composite
pictures.'-*

3. Criticism of theories.— Here, then, the
generality of significance is sought for in the
image itself. P.ecause my idea means 'dog in

general,' my image must |iortray ' dog in general.'

The complexity of the .significance must be ])aral-

leled in the complexity of the mental content.

Yet even so, such a content is hopelessly particular

;

still, it is a dog, be it never so weird in form. This
is the terminus to which the 'succession of v.arious

images' .suggested by Berkeley, the 'power of

calling up individual instances' claimed bj' Hume,
the ' complex idea' of Mill, and tho ' range of con-
crete particulars ' of Bain naturally lead. But it

is a blind alley in the maze of cognition. The
neeessarj' turiiing-])oint was mis.sed as far back as
Berk(dey. Berkeley recognized the ' representa-

tive ' function of the content of consciousness which
lies behind a general name. He .says the particular

is ' a sign,' but his general theory of knowledge
forbade his accei>ting any state of consciousness as
representing what it itself was not. Of ideas the
c.v.fc is jicriipi. \i sensations cannot represent

sensible qualities, ho'.v can a particular image
represent other particulars ?

Berkeley's predecessor, Locke, who defined an
idea as 'whatsoever is the object of the under-
standing when a man tliinks,' might have made,

1 Senses and Intellect-^, IsOl, ' Intellect,* ch. ii. \k 541, ch. iv.

p. CI 17.

2 Mental and Moral Sciene,;*, IS*), ch. v. § 3.

3 Intjniries into Uwnan Vacnlty aiui il3 Development, 1883,
' Asso<-iritinn,'

* Jb. Appendix.
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and indeed in some passages in the Essay does
seem to make, (he distinction between a state of

consciousness and the significance of tliat state.

He is, at all events, clearly conscious that the
product ' by this way of abstraction ' has a rejjre-

sentative function.

Hume, no less than Berkeley, finds it necessary
to speak of the idea as 'a sign,' although in his

Treatise he makes no clear distinction between a
state of consciousness and its significance. It

was the lack of this distinction between ' what is

known' and ' the features of the state of knowing'
that led the Association school to explain the
perception of a thing with all its various sense-

qualities by an escort of revived sensations accom-
panying the datum of the moment, and the concep-
tual force of an idea by a complex of associations,

nmltitudLnous or coalescing (see Association).
Bain, in speaking of the ' effect which is to be
jiroduced ' by constructive imagination, seems con-
scious of the representative function which the
resultant state of consciousness has to fulfil, but
he gives it no explicit psychological interpretation.

4- Re-construction of theory.—Stout formulates
the needful distinction thus :

* In the process by which we take cognizance of an object, two
constituents are distinguishable : (1) A thought-reference to
BOmething which, as the thinker means or intends it, is not a
present modification of his individual consciousness. (2) A
more or less specific modification of his individual conscious-
ness, which defines and determines the direction of thought to
this or that special object; this special mode of subjective
experience we may call a pi-esentatioii.'

^

The distinction is vital for the whole psychology
of cognition, but the failure to recognize it has
perhaps had its worst elfects in the doctrine of

Conception. How any mental state can mean or
stand for what it itself is not, is in current psycho-
logy the problem of ' meaning.' The task of the
psychology of conception is to seek, among tlie

conditions and developments of meaning in general,
those which bring forth ' generality ' as a definite

content of meaning, and further to inquire what
are the special characteristics of the states of con-
sciousness wherein this meaning is given.

5. Theory of meaning.—The earliest states of

consciousness can hardly be regarded as signifying
what they themselves are not. ' The only class of
thoughts which can with any show of plausibility
be .said to resemble their objects are sensations.'^
Wheu life is sensory, what is known (if, indeed, we
may use the word 'known') and the state where-
upon it is known resemble one ariother—resemble
only, for even here the state is conative and affective
as well as sensory. The progress from this stage
to the next, wherein one experience can suggest
another noli actually present, where, therefore,
' what is known ' differs from ' the presentation

'

of it, is traceable to interest. From the first, the
experiences which make up the stream of conscious-
ness are not all of the same forcefulness. Organic
selection alone would make this impossible, and
to organic must be added subjective selection.

Further, the course of the currents in the stream
of consciousness is in part determined by subjective
conditions. The term ' interest ' is used to denote
this ' forcefulness ' and this ' set of direction ' in tlie

stream. The successive phases of consciousness
which work out to a natural completion some
forceful trend, e.g. the satisfaction of some organic
craving, are connected in a specially intimate way,
and constitute what Stout has termed a ' conative
unity.' By virtue of this unity, when phases like
the earlier ones recur in experience, they can sug-
gest the later, or do the work of these in subse-
quent psychical life. This is the beginning of the
' representative function' of a present state of con-
sciousness.

' Analytic Psychotogy, 1896, bk. i. oh. i. p. 47.
2 James, Principlec 0/ I'nj/choluriy, 1891, ch. xii. p. 471.

Baldwin distinguishes two modes in which repie-

sentative value or meaning is given to the pre-

sentation of the moment—the ' recognitive' and
the ' selective.' In the former, the datum of sen-

sation determines the trend of the stream of con-

sciousness ; in the latter, the conative and affective

processes set the current this way or that. With
the former, therefore, past experience dominates
meaning, for the present datum is not a bare ' that,'

but has a function of its own derived from its his-

tory in experience. With the latter, the datum is

coloured and interpreted by the light of present
desires and feeling.

6. Meaning as perceptual.—Even at the stage

of sense-perception, the develoi)ment of meaning,
both as 'recognitive' and as 'selective,' has pro-

gressed some way. A given sensation can stand
for any experience which has entered into one
conative unity with a like sensation, and the re-

currence of a want or of an emotional condition
wDl endow the present datum with power to sug-

gest the sequence of experience relevant to the
occasion. It is thus, to use James's phrase, that
' different states of consciousness have come to

mean the same.' The table looked at and the
table touched give dilferent sense-data, but the
data in each case can mean the same group of

experiences and can suggest the same activity.

Speaking of the ease witli which a child recognizes
an object as the same in spite of great differences,

Baldwin says

:

' What this really means is, that the child's motor attitudes
are fewer than his recejitive experiences. Each experience of

man (for example) calls out the same attitude, the same incipient

movement, the same coefficient of attention, on his part, as that,

e.g., with which he hails *' papa." '
1

Although there is at this stage a sense of ' same-
ness,' and in so far nascent generalization, it seeras

premature to term it conception, or to say, with
James, that the polyp which had the feeling ' Hullo !

thingumbob again !
' would be a conceptual thinker.

7. Meaning as conceptual. — In perception,
whether the meaning be determined recognitively

or selectively, the sameness or generality is em-
bedded in the particularity of sense. For con-

ception,
' the universal must, so to speak, be dragged from the dim
background of consciousness, and thrust into the foreground,
there to be scrutinised and manipulated by the mind. '2

An X must not merelj' be recognized as an x,

but there must be consciousness of the features

in virtue of which it is x and not y, i.e. conscious-

ness of its a;-ness.

Comparison is the psj'chical method, and lan-

guage the instrument for accomplishing this task.

Comparison involves both differentiation and assi-

milation, and is a more complex phase of mental
process than either of these considered separately.

In virtue of the dominant interest of the moment,
experiences which differentiation has dissociated

in representative value are brought before con-

sciousness in a new unity, and experiences which
assimilation has at first fused disclose distinctive

values contributory to new resultant wholes. Such
a process implies growing facOity in the concentra-
tion of attention and enlargement in its span.

The dog diUerentiates a ' game ' and the ' chase
of prey.' A man unites them in the idea of ' sport'

;

but by the emergence of this very idea, ' sport,' a
new antithesis is provided to the basal values

—

both 'game' and 'chase of prey,'—which, there-

fore, to the man become more definite and conscious
ideas than they can be to the dog. Similarly, when
the child referred to by Baldwin conies to feel the
distinctive value of the genuine '])apa,'the emer-
gence of this distinction \\ ill also serve to develo])

the unity of this and his other experiences on their

basal value as ' man.

'
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Memory, imaginatiou, ami bease-iierception all

Bupjily occasions for this interplay of tlill'erentia-

tioM and assimilation, and

—

'thus the coninioD eleuieut stands out ill contrast to the differ-
ences ; whereas in mere recoernition no such contrast exists.'!

8. Function of names.—The u.se of names greatly
a.s.'iists this disengat,'enient of the general meaning
from the particular. The name, which is part of
the group of e.\|ieriences constituting knowledge
of a particular thing, lias the power of reviving
the whole complex. And it has .^special value as a
ti.xation point for the concentration of attention,
because it can be given perjietual existence at will,

and in this way can reinstate the whole unity much
more vividly than any image. Again, sameness
or dillerence of name facilitates comparison and
contnust of instances, and thus helps to strike forth
the universal embedded in the particular. Further,
a name enters as an identical member into many
unities. There is nothing in its own nature to
determine the specific nature of the whole which
it shall suggest. A bare word by itself may
mean 'this' or 'that' or 'the other,' the sjieeific

determination depending upon the interest of the
moment. With a combination of names, however,
there will be a combination of the unities or wholes
of which these names are integral iiarts ; and thus
there will be a certain mutual determination of
meaning. It is to denote such mutual determina-
tion of one unity by another, and the consequent
reconstruction of meaning, that the term 'apper-
ception' {f].v.) may be most fittingly used.

9. General and abstract.—The two varieties of
meaning noticed by Baldwin develoji the two types
of conceptual meaning, w liicli are distinguished as
knowledge of the general and knowledge of the
abstract. It is recognitive meaning' that leads
to the idea of the class as opposed to its instances,
of a totality as opposed to its parts, of an individual
as o]iposed to its appearances. It is selective
meaning that leads to abstractions, [loints of
view. The latter are the conce[)ts which James
has especially in view when he says that ' the only
meaniyig of essence is tcleological' and that ' chixsi-

firation and concejdion are purely icleulngind
weapiins of the mind.'' Conceptual meaning may
be determined by the desires and needs of the
subject, yet such selective meaning is as open to
be shared by all mankind, and as objective, as
is recognitive meaning. The two meanings can
never be regarded as independent ; the sen.sory and
ideational data mu.st influence jtlie allective and
conative values of the moment ; and the afiective
and conative values must colour the data and tlieir

intrinsic meaning. It is only from the logical

point of view that the concept, be it a general idea
or an abstract idea, represents a norm or standard,
the 'changeless' and 'necessary,' which regulates
the flux of the 'particular' and 'contingent.'

10. Theory of presentation.—As to the nature
of the state of consciousness whereupon the subject
is aware of the general, can psychology ascrilie

to it any special cliaracteristics? It would follow
from the foregoing that the concept is a ' meaning,'
and that, wlien tlie conditions of development are
fullilled, any state of consciousness may serve as
its vehicle ; in other words, no specific variety of
presentation appears neces.sary for a thought refer-
ence which is general. A sense-datum may mean
a perceived object,—it may mean an abstract idea ;

for example, to the lay mind a roughly worked flint

may be just this stone ' and nothing more,' while to
the ethnologist it suggests the occu|>ations of pre-
historic man. Similarly, an image may mean a
memory or a concept; a word may be understood
as a sense-determined particular or as a class name.

1 Stout, op. cit. bk. ii. ch. ix. p. 174.
' Op. cit. ch. xxii. p. 335.

Experimental research ' has tended to confirm
the conclusion to which a more speculative analj'sis

has led. K. Marbe' has collected intro.'ipective

records made by trained observers concerning their
state of consciousness when they pronounced varied
judgments, wherein tlie meaning ranged from simple
to complex. These records give no evidence of any
exjjcriences which, as .such, are characteristic either
for the pronouncement of judgment or for the under-
standing and evaluation of a judgment [ironounced
by others. Ami w liat is true of judgment will be
true of the conceptions involved. Later re.searches '

would seem to show that it is impossible to char-
acterize introspeetively the nature of an isolated
moment of consciousness as one of conception or
one of judgment. Remembering, indeed, that, as
Ward says, ' like other forms of purposive activity,

thinking is primarily undertaken as a means to an
end, and especially the end of economy,'* it would
seem that introspection must report on the whole
trend of consciousness, on a series of processes
which hang together as the working out of an end,
before it can diagno.se the case as ' perceiving,'
' thinking,' ' wUling,' etc. Thus one writer notes
that there is a consciousness of the Aufgahe, or
end, which controls the series of processes ; others
lay stress on Bcwusstseinla^e, awareness of the
trend or consciousness of disposition or attitude
towards given objects. These Bewusstseinlagen
would seem to correspond to what James terms
'transitional states of consciousness' and to his
' feelings of tendency '—states which have a cog-
nitive function, but whose nature psychology can
hardly define. Stout recognizes similar constitu-
ents in the stream of tliought.
'There is no absurdity in supposing a mode of presentational

consciousness which i.= not composed of . . . expenences derived
from and in some degree resembling in quality the sensations
of the special senses ; and there is no absurdity in supposing
such modes of consciousness to possess a representative value
or sif^iificance for thought.'^

It may be that it is upon the presence or absence
of these presentations, or upon their character, or,

again, upon the mode in which the whole series of
cognitive, conative, and afiective phases of con-
sciousness are related to one another, that the dif-

ference between thought and will, perception and
conception, depends.

Cf. also the preceding article.

I-iTKBATURB.—The authorities cited in text; also Sully,
Unman Mind, London, 1892; Hobhouse, Mind in Erolution,
London, 19U1 ; Baldwin, Thought and Things, New York, 1906;
PiUsbury, I'sj/chologi/ 0/ lieasnning. New York and London,
liJlO; Wundt, OuUinel 0/ rsychulogn, Eng. tr., Leipzig, 190'.;

;

Kiilpe, Outlines of I'sychology, Mwf,. tr., London, 1895; Binet,
1/EtuiU txpirimentale de Vintrlliyence, Paris, 1903; Ribot,
Eriilution of General Ideas, Eng. tr., London, 1S99 ; Taine, On
Intelligence, Kng. tr., I/jndon, 1871.

Beateice Edgell.
CONCEPTUALISM. — The question whose

larious answers may be grouped under the heads
of Kealisni, Nominalism, and ConceiitualLsin is

that of the nature of genera and species (i.e. the
universal), and their relation to the particular
thing. It may be stated in the ontological or in

the episteniolugical form, according as the aim is

to discover the place occupied by the universal in
reality, or its i)lace in knowledge. While Kealism
maintains, in one form or another, the objective
reality of the universal, and Nominalism takes the
opposite course of denying actuality to all save
the particular thing, C'(mceptualism mediates
between these extremes. It agrees with Nominal-
ism in denying sejiarate, hypostatic reality to the

1 On the value of the interrogatory method uscil in these in-
vestigations, see Wundt, I'siich. Studien, iii. (I^eipzig, 1890)301.

2 KxperiincnUU-pst/chol. Untereuchungen uber das Urteil,
Leipzig, 1901.

3 Watt. Messer, Buhler (\n Archiv f. d. gtsamte rsvchologie,
1905, 1900, 1007); Ach. Ucher die Witiemtaligkeil u. da*
iJt-nken, Gottingen, 1905.

* Ward, art. 'Psychology,' in Elir^, p. 77.
^ Op. cit. bk. i. ch. iv. p^ i>5.
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uiiivei'sal. On the other hand, it holds, with
Kealisin, that the universal is more than a mere
name, oijhi/iis vocis. The nniversal is real, in the
first place cnistemologically, as tlie concept {q.v.)

wherein intelligence grasps the common attributes

in dill'erent things, and raises them into a true

notion. But it has also a certain ontological

reality, inasmuch as, in the act of conception {q.v.),

in which the common qualities of dillerent things
are apprehended in a unity, the natural predicate
comes to the front (Abelard). In other -words,

that which belongs to the nature of the things,

and is thus the basis of predication regarding
them, forms the content of the act of conception.
This universal (not mere vox, but serino, i.e. pre-

dicate) possesses reality, though not hypostatic
reality. The medi;vval discussion of this question
took its rise in the Latin translation by Boethius
of the Isa(joge of Porphyry, which is an intro-

duction to the Categories of Aristotle ; but the
real source of the whole controversy lies farther
back, in the discussions between the Sophists,

with their doctrine of individualistic subjectivity,

and the Attic Idealists, Socrates, Plato, and Aris-
totle, who insisted, each in his own way, that in

knowledge the mind takes hold upon the real,

which is universal. Modern epistemology inclines

on the whole to the view that the individual thing,

the object of knowledge, is the meeting-place of

the universal and the particular ; and that reality

is neither pure particularity nor pure universality,

but an essential unity and synthesis of the two.

LrrERATtTRE.

—

Porphyry, Isagoijc ; von Prantl, Gcsch. der
Logik, Leipzig, 1855-70 ; Cousin, Abaelardi Opera, Paris,

1849-59, Fragments de phitos. sco'.asfique, Paris, 1S40, Ouorages
iru^dits d'Abdard, Paris, 1836 ; Haur^au, Sist. de ta phitos.

scotastique, Paris, 1872-80 ; Rlmusat, Ahilard, Paris, 1845 ;
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Nominalism, Realism, Scholasticism.

Frederick Tracy.

CONCORDAT.—ilfearairjsr of the word.~ln the
Middle Ages, conventions of all kinds were called
' concordats,' especially agreements formed between
the convents and the bishops, and between the
bishops and the civil power. ' There was an ancient
concordat made with the king and the bishop of

Paris in 1222 for the settlement of the royal
jurisdiction and of the temporality of the bishop
in some parts of the said town. Among other
points, it was agreed that public outcries voce

praeconis sliould take place, Ijy the authority of

the king and the bishop conjointly, in the places
where tlie temporal justice of the said bishop
prevailed' (Fevret, Traits de I'abus, Lyons, 1736,

i. 18 ; see, in Fink, De concordalis dissertatio

canonica, Louvain, 1870, pp. 1-2, a list of episcopal
concordats). But, since the 15th cent., more
precisely since the Council of Constance, the name
'concordat' has usually been conhned to the
compacts which are entered into by the Pope on
the one hand, and the civil power on the other.

Taken in this sense, which is, if not the only one,,

at least the one most generally accepted, the
concordat may be defined as a convention by which
the Church of Home and a State determine and
regulate their mutual relations.

i. HiSTOHV.

—

I. Concordats before the 19th
century.—The Church could not sign any treaty
with the civil power during the whole time that
she accepted or submitted to the yoke of the
emperors or kings.

(re) The first concordat was the result of the
cU'ort which she made to free herself from the
subjection of the Emperor of Germany. It was
concluded at Worms in 1 122 between Pojie Calixtus
II. and Emperor Henry v. It comi>rises two
declarations, indejiendent of each other. The first,

drawn up in Henry's name, is entitled Prh-ilajiuin

Imperatoris ; the second, drawn up in Calixtus'
name, is called Privilcgimn Pontificis. The
Emperor takes an oath (1) to give up the right of

investiture by ring and stafl', (2) to guarantee
freedom of epi.scopal election, (3) to restore the
possessions taken from the Church. The Pope, on
his side, authorizes the Emjjeror (1) to be present
at the election of bishops and priests, (2) to give
investiture by the sceptre. These two <locuments
maybe found in Hardouin, Acta conciliorum, vii.

1115, Paris, 1714, and in aU collections of councils.

The Monumenta Gcrmaniae, sec. iv. t. 1. 159 and
IGl, give a critical edition of them. The following
is the translation

:

'Privilege of the Emperor.—In the name of the holy and
indivisihle Trinity, I, Henry, by the j^race of God Emperor of
the Romans, for the love of God, the Holy Roman Church, and
the lord Pope Calixtus, and for the salvation of my soul,
abandon to God. to the holy Apostles Peter and Paul, and to
the holy Catholic Church, all investiture by the ring and the
staff, and I grant that in all the churches of my Empire there
shall be freedom of election and free consecration. All the
possessions and all the rights of Saint Peter, which from the
beginning of this quarrel to the present day have been taken
away and are in ray possession, I will do all in my power faith-

fully to restore. Further, I will restore, as indicated by the
princes and the regulations of the law, the projKjrty in my
possession which belongs to other churches, princes, and, in
general, to all clergy and laity. As to those which I do not
possess, I will do all in my power to have them restored. I

will give true peace to the lord Pope Calixtus and to the Holy
Roman Church, and to all those who .ire or have been of its

party. Whenever the Holy Roman Church invokes my aid, I

will give it faithfully. When she has cause to complain, I will

sliow her justice.'
* Privilege of Calixtus.—I, Calixtus, servant of the servants

of God, to thee Henry, my very dear son, by the grace of God
Emperor of the Romans, I grant that the elections of bishops
and abbots in the kingdom of Germany, that is to say, in the
part of the Empire which constitutes thy kingdom, shall take
place in thy presence, without simony or violence. When any
discord happens to arise, thou shalt grant thy approbation and
support to the better party, after taking the counsel and opinion
of the metropolitan and the bishops of the district. Let the
prelate-elect receive from thee investiture by the sceptre, and
he shall fulfil all the obligations that he owes to thee. In other
parts of the Empire, let the consecrated bishop receive from
thee investiture by the sceptre within six months from his

consecration. He shall fulfil to thee all the obligations which
he owes to thee, with the exception of all the rights which are
recognized to belong to the Roman Church. Every time that
thou shalt express any complaint to nie, and ask my help, I

will come to thine aid, as I ought to do. I grant true peace to
thee, and to all those who are or have been of thy party during
the times of discord' (Bernheim, Zur Gesch. des Wormser
Konkordats, Gottingen, 1898 ; Schaefer, Zur Beurtheilung des
Wonnser Konkordats, Berlin, 1905).

(6) At Worms the Papacy had tried to rescue
the Church from the yoke of the civil power ; three
centuries later, at the CouncU of Constance (1418),

it signed new conventions, but, this time, on quite
different conditions. The Concordats of Constance
(cf. Hiibler, Die Konstanzer Reformation u. die

Konkordate von HIS, Leipzig, 1867) mark the
effort of Christianity to ligliten the burden laid

upon her by the Papacy. This was at the beginning
of 1418. All the members of the Council were
agreed upon the necessity of demanding reforms
from the Pope, but they ceased to agree when they
came to state definitely the reforms to be efl'ected.

Not being able to negotiate with all the nations at

the same time. Pope Martin v. negotiated with
each nation by itself. He accordingly signed
conventions separately with the French, Germans,
English, Italians, and Spaniards ; hence arose five

concordats, which long ago were reduced to three,

because the Italian and Spanish conventions were
expressed in the same form as the French.
The English concordat comprises the following

six articles: (1) On the number and nationality

of cardinals. The number of cardinals must be
limited ; they nuist be chosen indifi'erently from
all the kingdoms of Christendom. (2) On indul-

(fences. Indulgences make gold abound in certain

privileged places, to the great detriment of the
parish churches ; they also give occasion for sin-

ning to several people who, because of them.
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believe themselves quite justified in committing sin.

To bring this state of aflairs to an end, bishops will

denounce scandalous indulgences to the Pope, who
will suppress them. (3) On the government of the

churches. Thechurches shall henceforth be brought
under the charge of the bishops. (4) On the

pontijicnlinsiqnia. Many inferior iirelatc! received

from liome tlie right of wearing these insignia

;

concessions of this kind after the death of Gregory
XI. are annulled ; those granted previous to that

event are retained. (5) On dispensations. Dis-

pensations authorizing one and the same man
to possess several benefices should be very rare

;

as a matter of fact, they are frequent ; this state

of things must disappear in the future ; as for

the past, we shall confine ourselves to suppress-

ing scandalous concessions. Other abuses : the
Apostolic See exempts for a longer or shorter period,

in some cases for ever, the holders of benefices from
entering upon the orders corresponding to their

benefices : that must not be ; henceforth the

beneficed clergy must receive orders only if they

are entitled to them. The Apostolic See gives

disjjensations of residence ; it must no longer do so

without legitimate reasons. Likewise it must no
longer deliver letters to the monks authorizing

them to receive benefices. (6) On the admission

^

Englishman to the various offices of the Roman curia.

Tlie English nation must be treated like the other

nations.
The P'rench concordat comprises seven articles,

which treat of (1) the number and character of

cardinals ; (2) the provision of churches and mona-
steries, the reservations of the Apostolic See, the

collation of benefices, the ' expectativae ' favours,

the confirmation of elected beneficiaries ; (3) annates

;

(4) trials to be lodged at the Roman curia ; (5) com-
inendams ; (6) indiilgences ; and (7) dispensations.

The German concordat consists of the following

eleven articles : (1) on the number, character, and
appointment of cardinals ; (2) on the provision of

churches, monasteries, priories, dignities, and other

benefices ; (3) on annates ; (4) on the trials to be

lodged at the Roman curia ; (5) on commendanis ;

(6) on simony ; (7) on excommunicated persons ; (8)

on dispensations ; (9) on the revenue of the Pope
and the cardinals ; (10) on indulgences ; and (11) on
the scope of this concordat.

In the last two concordats, the articles referring

to cardinals and indulgences sum up the correspond-

ing provisions of the English concordat. The
article on annates is unknown in the English

concordat, since, at that time, the rule about
annates was not in operation, so to speak, in

England. France and Germany knew it only too

well, and sought to free themselves from it. The
concordats of (Constance gave them only partial

.satisfaction. With regard to France, the Po|)e

j>ledged himself, for live years, to collect only half

of the revenues of the first year of the churches

and abbacies which should become vacant ; he
promised, besides, to bestow the ' ex]>cctativac

'

favours neither on monastic benefices whose
revenues did not exceed £4, nor on hospitals,

hospices, inns, almshouses, or leperhospitals.

With regard to Germany, he took an oath that he
would not levy a tax on benefices of a revenue
below twenty-four florins. The other articles refer

to various abuses which the Roman curia promised

to reform. The article relating to the provisi(;n of

benefices, however, is an exception. Here the
Pope makes no concession. He maintains that
Rome has the right to endow various classes of

benefices according to the regulations passed by
dohn XXII. in the bull Execrabilis (1318) and in

the bull Ad rcqimen (1325).

The concordats of Constance were read during
the forty-third session of the Council which was

vol.. III.—51

held on 21st March 1418. The edition which we
possess is preceded by a preface by the cardinal of

Ostia (Univcrsis et singulis, Joannes . . .), from
which we learn that the French concordat was
recorded on 15th April and published on 2nd May.
It was the same with the other concordats. The
French and German concordats were concluded for

five years (see Artt. 7 of the former and U of the
latter). The English concordat was concluded ad
perpetuam rci memoriam (see Art. 6 of this con-

cordat). As a matter of fact, the German concordat
very soon fell into disuse. The French concordat,

rejected by the Parliament, was accepted by the

Duke of Burgundy, who governed the north of

France, but was rejected by the Dauphin (Charles

VII.), who reigned in the south ; then, several years

later, it was suppressed throughout the whole
extent of French territory. The English concordat

was maintained without any difficulty. We have
no inf<iniiation regarding the Italian and Spanish
concortlats (the English concordat may be found
in Hardouin, viii. 893 ; von der Hardt, Magnum
cecumenic.um Constantiense concilium, Frankf. and
Leipzig, 1700, i. 1079 ; Wilkins, Concilia MagncB
Britannice et Hibernice, London, 1737, iii. 391

;

Lenfant, Hist, du Concile de Constance, Amster-
dam, 1714, ii. 444 ; the French concordat in Har-
douin, viii. 883 ; von der Hardt, iv. 1566 ; Lenfant,

ii. 436 ; the German concordat in Hardouin, viii.

888 ; von der Hardt, i. 1055 ; Lenfant, ii. 108).

(c) The third concordat which we meet with is

the Concordat of Princes, concluded between
Eugenius IV. and the German princes in Feb. 1447.

The circumstances were as follows :—When the

Council of Basel had issued its decree of suspension

against Eugenius (24th Jan. 1438), the electoral

princes of Germany—the Emperor Sigismund
having died in the midst of it all—began by de-

claring themselves neutral ; then they published

the declaration of Mainz, often called Instrumen-

turn acceptationis, in which they professed to

accept, with certain modifications, the decrees of

the CoimcU of Basel relating to the reform of

the Church. The aim of Eugenius IV. was to

abolish the neutrality, i.e. to bring the German
princes to declare themselves on his side. His
etl'urts were not in vain. He first won to his

cause the head of the Empire, Frederick III., and
his secretary .'Eneas Sylvius (afterwards Pope Pius

11.). Having become the partisan of Eugenius,
^Eneas prevailed upon several electoral princes and
modified their arrangements. Still allthe difficulties

were not removed. The German princes, who had
become favourable to Eugenius IV., continued to

remain connected with the Instrumentum accepta-

tionis, i.e. with the decrees of Basel. On 7th Jan.

1447 a solemn embassy, led by iEneas, appeared
licfiire the Pope, and informed him of the conditions

utuler which they jiledged themselves to recognize

him. These conditions were four in number. They
demanded of him that he should (1) call a General

Council at a date and in a place which would be

fixed without consulting him ; (2) recognize the

power, authority, and pre-eminence of this General

Council ; (3) lighten the burdens that weighed on

the German nation ; (4) withdraw the sentence of

deposition that he had pronounced against two
of the electoral princes, viz. the archbishops of

Cologne and Treves. After a month of negotiations,

Eugenius IV. accepted these conditions on his

death-bed, modifying them, however, by omissions

and vague assertions.

The Concordat of Princes is composed of a brief &nd three

bulls. By the brief Ad ea ex debito (5 Feb. 14'17), the Pope.

aUhouiih he observes that the convocation of a General Council

is not the best means of pacifyinE the Church, plcdjrcs him-

self to convoke one within ten months, and lo t.ilie as its

place of assembly one of the five villapes named by the princes.

He declares that he venerates the Council of Constance, and
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the Couueila which represent tlie Catholio Church, with their
power, Buthority, and eminence (not pre-eminence), aa they were
venerated by his predecessors, from whom he does not wish
to deviate in anything. The bull Ad tranquillilatem (6th Feb.)
suppresses the burdens which weigh upon the German nation
in complmncc with tlie decisions made at Basel and accepted at
the diet ot Mainz. It merely asks that an indemnity be granted
to tlie Holy Sec in compensation tor the pecuniary 'losses which
the new state of things would inflict upon it, and it resolves
that this point shall be the object of a special convention. The
bull ^d ea quie (6th Feb.) promises the reinstatement of the
arclihishops of Cologne and Triivcs, provided that they swe.ir
obedience to the Pope. The bull, Inter cmtera desideria (7th
leb.) ratifies all the ecclesiastical elections which took place in
Germany during the time of the neutrality, removes the
penalities which were then incurred, and absolves all the
partisans of the Council of Basel who, within six months, shall
i-eturn to the Holy See. We may remark here that, after having
published the first three documents, Eugenius signed a secret
bull, Decet Romani pontijicis, by wliich he annulled those of his
concessions which might, unknown to him, cause prejudice • to
the holy doctrine of the Fathers, and to the privileges and the
authority of the Holy See ' (of. the texts in Walter, 100 ; Miinch,
1. i7; R.\ynaldus, Annates ecclesiastici, 1747-69, ad annum
1447, n. 4 ; for the history, of. Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, Frei-
burg, 1887, vii. § 830).

(d) The Concordat of Princes had not been signed
by all tlie electors ; moreover, it had put ottto a later
concordat the question of the compensation to be
granted to the Holy See. It therefore required
a complement, which it received in the Vienna
Concordat. This convention was concluded on 17th
Feb. 1448 between Pope Nicholas and Frederick in.,
head of the Empire, acting in the name of the
German nation. It was promulgated by the bull
Ad sacram Petri sedem on the 19th of the following
March. It reserved to the Holy See the collation
of a certain number of bishoprics and inferior
benefices; authorized canonical election for the
other benefices, with right of confirmation reserved
to the Pope ; and restored the annates which the
Concordat of Princes had suppressed. In a word,
the Vienna Concordat is almost an exact re-
production of the German part of the Concordat of
Constance (text in Nussi, p. 15; discussion in
Hefele, vii. § 831).

(e) Like Germany, France also had her concordat,
known as the French Concordat of 1516, concluded
between Leo x. and Francis I. as a result of an
interview at Boulogne. The' Church of France
had, from 1438 up to this time, been under the rule
of the Praffinatic Sanction of Bourges. Now this
Pragmatic, borrowed from the Council of Basel,
was extremely odious to the popes and kings, whom
it left without authority over the clergy. Besides,
since 1438, popes and kiiigs had on several occasions
attempted to repeal it, but without coming to any
settlement. The concordat of 1516 suppressed it
It IS expressed in the bull Primitiva ilia Ecclesia,
published on ISth Aug. 1516 and approved by the
Lateran Council on 18th December foUowncr.
The special characteristic of this agreement is the suppression

of elections. Up to 1516, bishops were elected liy the chapters •

abbots and priors by the convents. In the terms of thi con-
cordat, elections are abolished and give place to roval nomina-
tion, to which is afterwards added pontiBcal confirmation.When a bishopric becomes vacant, the king nominates to the
place a licentiate or a doctor of theology or law who has
completed his 27th year, and has all the requisite qualifications.
Ihis nomination must take place within a\% months. The Pope
confirms the nomination, if it is made according to the rules
but, 11 not, the king must make a second nomination, and if thisagain docs not fulfil the conditions, the Pope nominates some
one himself. Nevertheless, the Pope is authorized to provide
for churches which happen to be vacant in the Roman curia
(I.e. whose incumbents have died in Rome). Further, princes
by blood, nobles, and mendicant monks distinguished by their
merit are exempted from the obligation of degrees Thenommation of abbots and priors, as well as bishops, is the sole
right of the king

; it also must be confirmed by the Pope.
The concordat of 1516 encountered most lively

opposition in France. The University forbade the
printers and the publishers to print and issue the
text of the convention. It published, besides, a
proclamation in which, after praising the Councils
of Basel and Constance, it appealed from the badly-
advised Pope to the legitimate coming Council.
Xhe Parliament refused to record it for some time.

The clergy also gave utterance to protests. But
the king went on, and the Parliament had to
submit on 22nd March 1517, and make the entry
(text of the bull Primitiva in Nussi, p. 20;
Hardouin, ix. 1867 ; Isambert, Eecucil giniral des
anciennes loisfrangaises, 1822-23, xii. 75).

(/) In the 17th cent. Charles II. of England
entered upon negotiations with Rome to reconcile
the English Church with the Pope. The agent
chosen by the king was an Irish nobleman, Kichard
Bellings, private secretary of the queen-mother,
Henrietta of France. BelUngs brought to Home a
document in which Charles li. declared that he
accepted the profession of faith of Pius IV., the
decrees of the Council of Trent and the other
Councils on the subject of faith and morals, and,
further, the rules that the two former Popes had
laid down concerning Jansenius. He declared that
he 'reserves, as they do in France and other
countries, only certain special rights and certain
customs which wont lias consecrated in each
particular church.' There followed the enumera-
tion of the special rights claimed by the king : that
archbishops and bishops should retain their Sees,
but that they should receive a new consecration
by three Apostolic legates sent from Rome for this
purpose ; that the archbishop of Canterbury should
be raised to the dignity of patriarch and should be
the centre of all the ecclesiastical administration
of the kingdom, without appeal to Rome except in
a very small number of cases ; that provincial
Synods should be held every year, and that pro-
vincial Councils should be assembled at fixed inter-
vals ; that the king shoidd nominate all bishops

;

that ecclesiastical possessions, alienated during the
preceding reigns, should remain the property of
their present holders; that Protestants should
maintain the free exercise of their religion ; that
the dispensation of celibacy should be applied to
the bishops and priests who were already married ;

that the communion should be given in both kinds
;

that disputed questions of doctrine should not be
discussed ; that some religious orders should be re-
established, but subject to the jurisdiction of the
bishops.

Bellings brought back from Rome an answer
which has not been recovered. For reasons that
we do not know, nothing came of the scheme (ef.

Barnes, ' Charles II. and Reunion with Rome,'
Monthly Review, Dec. 1903).

ig) From the 16th to the 18th cent. Spain
concluded six concordats, viz. the concordat of^6th
Sept. 1523 between Charles v. and Hadrian VI. ;

the concordat of 14th Dec. 1529 between Charles v.
and Clement Vll. ; tlie concordat of 8th Oct. 1640
between Philip iv. and Urban viil. ; the concordat
of 17th June 1717 between Philip v. and Clement
XI. ; the concordat of 26th Sept. 1737 between
Philip V. and Clement Xli. ; and the concordat of
11th Jan. 1753 between Ferdinand VI. and Benedict
XIV. In this last convention, which held luitU
1833, the king obtained the riglit of nominating to
almost all the benefices, on condition that he should
contribute a considerable sum to the pontifical
treasury (Nussi, p. 120).
The Spanish concordats have been discussed by Hergenrbther,

'Spaniens Verhandlungen mit dem romischen Stuhle,' .4rcAty
tiir kathoKsches Kirchenrecht, x. (1863)1-45, 185-214, xi. (1864),
262-263, 367-401, xii. (1864) 46-«0, 386-430, xiii. (1865) 91-106,
393-444, xiv. (1866) 170-216.

Jh) In Italy we find the concordat of 17th Dec.
1757 betM-een Maria Theresa and Benedict XIV.
about the duchy of Milan (Nussi, p. 128); the
concordat of 20th Jan. 1784 between Joseph ll. and
Pius VI. about the same duchy {ib. p. 138) ; the
concordat of 24th March 1727, completed on the
29th of the following May, between Victor Amadeus
and Benedict Xlll. about Sardinia (ib. pp. 48,

54) ; the concordat of 5th Jan. 1741, of 1742, and of
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24th June 1750 between Charles Emmannel ill.

and Benedict xiv. about the same kinjidom (ih.

pp. 69, 98, 117); and tlie concordat of 2nd June
1741 between Charles III. and Benedict xiv. about
the kingdom of the Two Sicilies (ib. p. 72).

(t) In Portugal we find the bull of Nicholas V.

confirming the concordat of 1288 concluded between
the bishoip.s and the king of Portugal (Nussi, p. 2)

;

the concordat of 17th July 1.516 between Emmanuel
and Leox. (ib. p. 36); and the concordat of 20th July

1778 between Queen Mary and Pius VI. (ib. p. 136).

(?') Poland had a concordat concluded on 10th

July 1737 between Augustus and Clement XII.

(ib. p. 64).

(k) Boliemia had one concluded between Ferdi-

nand II. and Urban VIII. on 8th March 1630 ((6.

p. .39).
.

(I) Other concordats. Concerning Spain, between
Eleonore and Gregory Xll., 1372 (HiifFer, Archiv

fiXr hathol. Kirchenrecht, vii. 364) ; concerning the

Two Sicilies, between Hadrian iv. and William,

1156 (Watterich, Pontificum Rmnnvoruni mtce, ii.

352) ; between Celestine III. and Tancred (Watte-
rich, ii. 732) ; between Innocent III. and Constance,

about 1200 (Sentis, Monarchia Sicula, 83) ; between

Clement IV. and Charles of Anjou, 1265 (Luening,

Codex diplomaticus Italia;, ii. 946) ; and between
Innocent vill. and Ferdinand, 1487 (Raynaldu.s,

Annnhs rml., ad annum 1487, p. 11).

2. Concordats of the 19th century.

—

(a) France.

—The concordat of 1516 was valid in France until

the Revolution, which put in its place the Civil

Constitution of the Clergy (1790). The religious

tumults which this con.^titution aroused were ap-

peased by the concordat of 1801, which inspired

several other concordats, and consequently deserves

special attention. It wa-s Bonaparte who took the

initiative in the concordat, and the first man to

whom he made known hLs scheme was the Bisliop

of Vercelli, Martiniaua. It was the day after tlie

battle of Marengo. The conqueror of Austria,

meeting the old prelate on the way, charged him
to announce to the Pope that he wished to re-

establish the religious affairs of France, and to

treat with Rome on the following grounds: (1)

renunciation of former bishops and exclusion of

intruders ; (2) nomination of new bisliops by the

Government, and canonical institution by the Holy
See ; (3) new circumscription of dioceses, justified

by the reduction of the number of former ones ; and

(4) conversion of Churcli ])roperty into salaries for

the clergy. The negotiations went through three

stages. They were first started in Paris between

Spina, tlie representative of the Holy See, and
Bemier, the representative of the French Govern-

ment (Nov. 1800-end of Feb. 1801) ; and they ended

in a scheme of concordat ])resentcd by the First

Consul for the signature of Sjiina, who refused,

saying that he was deputed to negotiate and not

to sign. The First Consul then sent his .scheme to

Rome. This was the second stage, which lasted

from March to 6tli June. The Po|ie, along with

the cardinals, examined the French scheme, intro-

duced several modifications into it, and sent his

counter-scheme to the First Consul. In the mean-
time there i-rrived from Paris an ultimatum an-

nouncing that the negotiations would cea.se if the

First Consul's scheme was not adopted in full in

five days. The Pope opposed this ultimatum, and
on 6th June the French minister, Cacault, left

Rome. Then the third stage began. As a matter
of fact, Cacault, obliged to set out to oliey his

master's orders, ha<l taken Cardinal Consalvi

with him. The latter arrived in Paris on 2Uth

.lune. Negotiations were resumed, and continued

until 5th July, when at last they were successfully

completed. The most troublesome question, the

one which had caused the conflicts, was the nomi-

nation of the bishops. From the beginning of the
negotiations Rome had quite readily resigned herself

to the reduction of the number of bishoprics, to the

alienation of the Cliurch property, and to the ad-

ministration of the salary. But, on the other hand,
the nomination of bishops was, in her opinion, a
privilege of which only a purely Catholic Govern-
ment was worthy. From the Frencli Government
which claimed this privilege Rome claimed in re-

turn that it should profess Catholicism. She h;id

to give up her claims. The First Consul absolutely
refused to write in the concordat that the French
Government would profess the Catholic religion.

Consalvi succeeded only in obtaining the promise
that Catholic worship might be publicly exercised,

conforming itself with the police regulations.

The French concordat of 1801 was signed at

Paris on 15th July by the plenipotentiaries Con-
salvi, Spina, and Caselli on the one hand, and
Joseph Bonaparte and Bernier on the other. It

was ratified at Rome by the Pope in the bull

Ecclesia Christi of 15th Aug. 1801, and at Paris

by the First Consul on 10th Sept. following. It

was recorded as a law of the State on 8th April

1802, and solemnly published on Easter Day, 17th

April. The following is the text

:

' Convention between the Wench Government and His Holiness
Pius VII. The Government of the Republic recognizes that the

Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion is the religion of the
great majority of French citizens. His Holiness equally recog-
nizes that this same religion has derived, and derives at the
present time, the greatest good and the greatest glory from the
establishment of Catholic worship in France, and from the per-

sonal profession of it by the Consuls of the Republic. Conse-
quently, following this mutual recognition, as much lor the

good o'f religion as for the maintenance of internal tranquillity,

they have agreed as follows : Art. 1. The Catholic, Apostolic,

and Roman religion shall be freely exercised in France ; ita

worship shall be public, conforming itself with the police regu-

lations which the Government shall judge necessary for public

tranquillity. Art. 2. The Holy See, in concert with the Govern-
ment, shall make a new circumscription of the French dioceses.

Art. 3. His Holiness shall declare to those holding French
bishoprics that he expects from them in firm confiaence, for

the sake of peace and unity, every kind of sacrifice, even that
of their .Sees. After this exhortation, if they refuse this sacrifice

commanded for the benefit of the Church (a refusal, however,
which His Holiness does not expect), provision shall be made
for the appointment of new officials to govern these newly-
divided bishoprics in the following manner : Art. i. The First

Consul of the Republic shall nominate, within three months
from the publication of the bull of His Holiness, to the arch-

bishoprics and bishoprics under the new arrangement His
Holiness shall confer the canonical institutions, according to

tlie forms established by agreement with France before the
change of government. Art. 5. Nominations to bishoprics

which shall be vacant immediately shall likewise be made by
tlie First Consul, and canonical institution shall l»e given by the
Holy See in conformity with the preceding article. Art. 6. The
bishops, before entering upon their duties, shall take directly

at the hands of the First Consul the oath of fidelity which was
in use before the change of government, expressed in the fol-

lowing terms: "I swear and promise to God, on the Holy
Gospels, to be obedient and faithful to the Government estab-

lished by the constitution of the French Republic. I promise
also to have no dealings, to be pres^ent at no council, to belong
to no league, whether at home or abroa<l, which may be contrary
to the public peace ; and if, in my diocese or elsewhere, I learn

that anything is being plotted to the prejudice of the State, I

will make it known to the Government." Art. 7. The ecclesi-

astics of the second order shall take the same oath at the hands
of the civil authorities named by the Government. .4 rt. «. The
following form of prayer shall be recited at the end of the Mass,

in all the churches of France :
*' Doinine, salvam fac Kern-

publicam ; Domine, salvos fac Consules." A rt. 9. The bishops

shall make a new circumscription of the parishes of their dio-

ceses, which shall have no elTect williout the consent of the

Government. Art. 10. The bishops shall nominate to tlie

curacies. Their choice shall fall only uiK>n persons acceptable

to the Oovernnient. Art. 11. The bishops may have aChaptcr
in their Cathedral, and a Seminary for their diocese, but the

Government shall not be obliged to endow them. Art. IS. All

churches, metropolitan, cathedral, parish, and others not secular-

ized, necessary for worship, shall be placed at the disposal of the

bishops. Art. IS. His Holiness, for the sake of peace and the

happy re-establishment of the Catholic religion, declares that

neither he nor his successors shall in any way trouble thosewbo
have acquired alienated ecclesiastical property ; and that conse-

quently the possession of this same property, and the rights and
revenues attached to it, shall remain iinf:hanged in their hands
or in those of their assignees. Art. If,. The Oovemmeiit shall

guarantee an adequate salary to the bishops and clcri^'V whose
dioceses and parishes shall be included in the new division.
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Art. IS. The Govcriinient shall at the same time take measures
to enable French Catholics, if the^v wish, to endow churches.
Art. 16. His Holiness recognizes in the First Consul of the
Republic the sauio rights and prerogatives as the old Govern-
ment enjoyed. Art. 17, It is aprreea between the contra^-ting

parties that, in case any one of the successors of the First

Consul now acting should not be a Catholic, the riRhts
prerogatives mentioned in the article above, and the
tion to bishoprics, shall be regulated, with respect to him, by
a fresh convention' (Nussi, p. 139; Debidour, Hist. p. 8S0).

[The concordat of ISOl has been treated byRinieri, La Diplo-
viazia pontificin nei aecolo xix., Rome, 1902, in which there is

an abundant bibliography ; and by Mathieu, Le Concordat de
ItiOl, Paris,1903.1

The foregoing seventeen articles constitute only
the concordat properly so called, i.e. the convention
signed on 15th July ISOl by the plenipotentiaries

of the French Government, and ratified in Rome
on 15th Aug., then on lOtli Sept. in Paris. But
the political assemblies that recorded the concordat
on tlie date of 8th April 1802 added to it, by com-
mand of the First Consul, a police regulation
comprising seventy-seven articles, and kno\\n by
the name of Organic Articles. Rome has never
ceased to protest against the Organic Articles, but
her protests have been in vain. All the Govern-
ments which have succeeded in France have placed
these articles on the same footing as the con-

cordat, and determined their attitude by them.
The concordat of 1801 was valid in the Church

of France during the whole of the 19th cent., but
it was suppressed by the law of 9th Dec. 1905, called

the 'Law of Separation.' Two conventions, how-
ever, tried to supplant it, \\z. the Concordat of
Fontaineblcau (1813) and the Concordat of 1817.

The Concordat of Fontainebleau was concluded
between Napoleon and Pius vil. on 25th Jan. 1813,

and promulgated on 13th F^eb. following. It com-
prised eleven articles, one of which, the fourth,

authorized the Metropolitans to give canonical
investiture to bishops in cases in whic'i the Pope
refu.^ed to give it within six months. But, in a
letter to tlie Emperor written on 24th March,
Pius VII. declared that his conscience compelled
him to withdraw his signature. Napoleon went on,

and on the very next daj', 25th March, he declared
the Concordat of Fontainebleau to be binding.
His fall, which happened shortly afterwards, ruined
his enterprise. The Concordat of Fontainebleau
was not put into operation (Debidour, p. 693). It

was the same \rith the concordat of 1817, concluded
between Louis xvill. and Pius VII. This conven-
tion, which was intended to annul the work of the
First Consul and to revive the concordat of 1516,

was not accepted by the French Parliament (Nussi,

p. 153 ; Debidour, p. 696). On 1st Sept. 1SS6 the
French Government signed a concordat with Pope
Leo XIII. about Pondicherry (Juris pontijicii . . .

p. 349). It signed another on 7th Nov. 1893 about
Tunis [ib. p. 369).

By the encyclical Gravisslmo officii of 10th
August 19u6, Pius X. forbade Catholics to form
the religious associations which, by Art. 4 of the
Law of Separation, had the right to transfer church
property. In consequence of this decision, which
was contrary to the desires of the majority of

the French bishops (Le Temps, 24th and 25th Aug.
1906), the Catholic Church of France was deprived
of all its jjroperty.

(b) Germany.—The Peace of Lune\'ille (1801)

and the Decree of Ratisbon (1803), by secularizing

the ecclesiastical estates and several abbacies,

ruined the Church of Germany. It had to be
re-constructed. Various schemes were planned.
Bavaria, allured by the example of the French
concordat, tried to obtain a regular contract from
Rome. Wurttemberg and Baden followed the same
track. ^Moreover, in 1804 the Emperor Francis II.

tliought that, to save the dying Uoly Empire, he
could negotiate a general concordat tor tlie whole
Empire. These enterprises vanished in 1806, when

the German Empire was succeeded by tlie Con-
federation of the Rhine, and when the chief of this

Confederation, Napoleon, declared that he himself

wished to give it a concordat. But the difficulties

with Pope Pius VII., which very soon began, pre-

vented Napoleon from carrying out his scheme.
When the Congress of Vienna was opened, nothing
had been accomplished. At this Congress, Mettei-

nich endeavoured to re-constitute the national

German Church, and to spread the idea of a col-

lective concordat in which the condition of all the

German churches would be regulated at once along

with Rome. His scheme, strongly supported by
Wessenberg, who imagined a national Churcu
independent of Rome, was opposed by Bavaria.

The Congress of Vienna broke up without taking

any action. Instead of a Catholic German Church
governed by a collective concordat," they were
to have Catholic German churches governed by
particular concordats (cf. Goyau, L'AUcniacinc

religicuse : Le Catholicisme, 1S00-1S4S, Paris, 1905,

i. 107 ft'. ; H. Briick, Gesch. der kathol. Kirche im
neunzehnten Jahrhundert, Mainz, 1889, i. 258).

Bavaria began with its concordat of 5th June
1817, ratified at Munich on 24th October. This

convention comprises eighteen articles, of which
the following are the chief provisions :

'Art. 1. The Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion shall be
preserved in its purity and integrity in the kingdom of Bavaria

and the territories belonging to it, with the rights and privileges

which belong to it in accordance \vith Divine laws and canonical

principles. Art. 5. The duty of bishops being to see to the

teaching of the faith and morality, they shall experience no
obstacle to this duty even in the case of public schools. Art. ?.

In view of the benefits resulting from the present convention to

the affairs of the Church and religion. His Holiness shall grant

to His Majesty King Maximihan Joseph and to his Catholic

successors, by a bull which shall be drawn up immediately after

the ratification of the present convention, permission for life to

nominate, to the vacant archbishoprics and bishoprics of the

kingdom of Bavaria, worthy ecclesiastics who have the qualifi-

cations required by the canonical laws. But His Holiness shall

give them canonical institution according to the ordinary rules.

Art. IS. Whensoever the archbishops and bishops shall inform

the Government that there have been printed or brought into

the kingdom books whose contents are against the failh, good
morals, or ecclesiastical discipline, the Government shall take
suitable means to prevent their circulation.*

Rome could not but be glad at this concordat,

so favourable to her interests ; but her joy van-

ished when the Bavarian Government published

the ' Religious Edict,' wliich subordinated the

Church to the State. The Roman curia raised

lively protests against these organic articles.

After long conferences they ended with the De-
claration of Tegemsee (1821), in which the king of

Bavaria promised that the concordat, considered

in itself, should have the value of a law of the

State, and tliat the guarantees gianted by him to

the Catholic Church should be in no way diminished

by the stipulations of the Religious Edict. The
concordat of 1817 is still valid in Bavaria (text in

Nussi, p. 146 ; Munch, ii. 217 ; Walter, p. 204).

After the concordat of Bavaria we come to

the concordat of Prussia. The king of Prussia,

Frederick William III., received many Catholie

subjects at the CongTess of Vienna, and he desired

to give full satisfaction to their religious senti-

ments. He tlierefore resolved to negotiate with

the Pope about the re-constitution of the bishop-

rics. In 1816 the scholar Niebuhr was sent to

Rome to transact this business. The un\\-illinguess

of the Chancellor Hardenberg caused the afi'air to

last a long time. At last, on I5th July 1821, there

appeared the bull De salute animarum, the so-

called 'delimiting bull,' which was ratified by
Frederick's Government on 23rd Aug. following.

So Prussia had her concordat. She has preserved

it to the present day. It is in terms of the bull

De salute aninuirum that the Catholic Church of

Prussia is governed.
This bull refers specially to the regulating of the division of

dioceses, the composition of chapters, and the material state
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ol the clernv. Most ot the inei\siires which it lays down wouUi

be of no interest, ami need not be <|uoted here. Two iioiiils

only are worthy o( notice : (1) Bishops are nominated by chap-

ters, who, in virtue of the brief Qxuid de fiddium of 16th July

1S21, must ascertain by means whicli they sliall consider ijood

that the elected person shall be persona grata to the kinj
;

(2) Prussia taltes an oath to guarantee before ls:« a really

adequate endowment to the archbishoprics and chapters. Gut

up to the present this article has remained a dead letter, and
i'russia confines herself to payinu the clergy the interest on the

promised endowment (text in Nussi, p . 18S ; Munch, ii. 260 ;

Walter, p. 239). In 1902, Germany concluded a concordat

concerning the University of Straasburg {Analecta eccksiastica,

X. 491).

Hr.uover had its conconlat three years after

Prussia. It liad ooinmenccJ to negotiate witli

Kome as early as 1816, wlien its aim was a com-
pact similar to the French concordat. But it did

not succeed in getting Rome to accept its condi-

tions, and, after five years of fruitless conferences,

it resolved to follow tlie example of I'russia, and,

like it, to bring into its concordat only the re-

constitution of the diocese.s. It therefore asked a
' delimiting bull,' vhich v.as gi-anted on 24th March
1824. This was the bull Impensa Bonuiiioru7n

pontificum.
It Axes the limits of the two bishoprics of Ilildesheim and

Osnabriick, settles the revenues which the king promises to pay
the clergy, and specifies that, within four years, these revenues

shall be guaranteed by an endowment of real property. Lastly,

it authorizes chapters to nominate the bishops, after, however,

sounding the Government. Before giving canonical institution,

Rome reserves to herself the right of making inquiries about the

candidates presented to her (text in Nussi, p. 222 ; Miinch, ii.

912 : Walter, p. 205).

The governments of WUrtteraberg, Baden, the

two Hesses, ducal Sa.vony, Mecldenburg-Schwerin,
Waldeck, Bremen, and f'rankfort united to obtain

from Kome a common concordat. They drew up,

under the name of a ' declaration,' a scheme of

Latin ecclesia.stical constitution, which they pre-

sented to be accepted by Kome (1819). Consalvi

replied to this scheme by a very dilierent counter-

scheme. The united governments modified their

declaration slightly, an<l presented it once more as

the Magna Chnrta libcrtatis Ecclesice Catholicce.

Consalvi drew up a second report, which emphasized

the dissent, but proposed a delimiting bull as a

basis of provisional understanding. Tliis proposal

was accepted, and on 16th Aug. 1821 there

appeared the bull Provida sokrsqne, which estab-

lished the ecclesiastical province of the Upper
Rhine, composed of the five bishoprics of Freiburg,

Rottenburg, Mainz, himburg, and Fulda, with

Freiburg as the Metropolitan See (Nussi, p. 209).

The States in question accepted this hull and pub-

lished it, at the same lime, however, adding a series

of organic articles entitled Church Prar/m'itic.

Rome strongly protesto<l against this document.

The States tried to resist, but the Pope refused

canonical institution to the bishops who were pre-

sented to Iiim. The States were then compelled

to modify their Pragmatic. In consideration of

this concession, the Pope published, on 11th April

1827, the bull Ad Dominici grrgli custodinm, which
appears as the complement of the preceding one, and
establishes a pragmatic regulation in six articles.

The first of these articles authorizes the chapters to nominate

the bishops, with the consent of the civil authority. The fifth

entrusts the training of 'clerks' to episcopal seminaries sup-

ported by the S' ate, hut managed in conformity with the law

of the Council of Trent. The sixth guarantees freedom of com-
munication between bishops and the Holy See, and declares

that each bishop in his diocese shall exercise to the full the

jurisdiction conferred on him by canonical law (Nussi, p. 239).

The States, one after another, accepted this

bull, witli the reservation that nothing must be

inferred ' which might injure the rights of royal

sovereignty, or which might be adverse to the laws

of the country, to episcopal rights, or to tlie rights

of the Evangelical (Church.' Then, on 3iith Jan.

1830, they pronnil''ated an ordinance entitled the
' Thirty-nine Articles,' which revived the old Churtk
Pragmatic. Pope Pius vill. replied to this ordi-

nance by the brief Pervenerat non ita of 30th June

1830, in which, after reproaching the bi.-,lio])S for

not having themselves informed him of the Thirty-

nine Articles, he enjoined upon them to defend the

liberties of the Church. For a long time the bisliops

turned a deaf ear to this order ; but at last, in IS51,

yielding to the general feeling, which, since the

events of 1848, had been turning all minds towards
liberty, they had a bill pul dished, in which were
enumerated the liberties required by the Church,
namely : liberty in the training of ' clerks' and in

nominations to ecclesiastical posts, the right of

possessing and erecting Catholic schools, the ad-

mission of monastic orders into the country-, and
the free administration of the property of the

Church. After various incidents, Wiirttemberg
concluded a concordat with Rome, which was ex-

pressed in the bull Cum in sublimi of 22nd June
1857 (Nussi, p. 321). Baden, on its side, concluded

one which is confirmed by the bull jEterni mitris

ricaria of 22nd Sept. 1859 (Nussi, p. 330). These
two conventions gave satisfaction to the episcopal

chiims, and gave them especially the right to con-

trol education. But in 18(50 the Baden Parliament
forced the (Jrand Duke to annul tlie ordinance which
the concordat promulgated. In 1861 the Parlia-

ment of Wiirttemberg followed the same line of

action. The concordats of Wiirttemberg and
Baden were therefore abrogated before being put
into efl'ect. Instead of them, the two countries

in question regulated the atlairs of the Church by
laws. The Wiirttemberg law of 30th Jan. 1862

proved quite favourable, but the Baden law of

1864 subjected education to a regime contrary to

the conditions of the concordat.

(c) Austria.—T)ovm to the middle of last century
the Catholic Church of Austria was under the regu-

lations which Joseph II. had given it, i.e. it was
completely subject to the civil power and almost

detached from Rome. In 1849, under the pressure

of the occurrences which had disturbed Germany
in the preceding year, the Austrian bishops asked
and obtained free intercourse with Rome and the

abolition of the Imperial placet. This was the
beginning of a new era. In 18.53 the Austrian
(lovernnient begged a concordat from Kome. The
negotiations emled amicably, and the concordat

concluded on 18th Aug. 1855 was published in

Rome by the bull Deus hnmanu: sa/iifi.i aiictor

of 3rd Nov. 1855, and in Vienna by the law of 5th

Nov. following. It comprises thirty-six articles,

of which the following are the chief :

Art. 1. The Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion shall be

protected throughout the whole Austrian Empire and in all the

countries belonging to it, with the rights and privileges which

it ought to enjoy in accordance with Divine law and canonical

prescriptions. Art. in. The most august Emperornill not allow

the Catholic Church, its faith, its liturgies, or its institutions to

he slandered either in word, deed, orwriting. Nor will he allow

the prelates and ministers of the churches to be hindered in the

discharge ot their ministry, especially in everything that concerns

religion and morals, or in the discipline of tlie Church.

Other articles place education and printing under

the control of the bishops, remove matrimonial

trials from civil courts and submit them to ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction, and recognize in the bishop

the right of indicting punishment on the 'clerks.'

According to Art. 19, bishops are to be pre,-;ented,

i.e. nominated, Ijy the Emperor ('praescntat sen

noniinat'), and canonically appointed by the Pope.

Art. 25 reserves to the Emperor the ancient right

of jiatronage, authorizing him to nominate a cer-

tain number of canons and curates (Nussi, p. 310;

Collcctif) larensis, v. 1'221). This concordat, which

brouglit the Austrian State completely under the

power of the Pope, had only an ephemeral life. .\s

early as 1862, in the Reichsrath, it was exposed to

attacks, which went on increa-sing. The opposition

received a first satisfaction in the constitutional laws

of 21st Dec. 1867 and '25th April 1868, which, while

allowing the Church its freedom of action, declared
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it subject to the laws of the State. Then came
the three laws of 25th May 1868, wliich extended
the jurisdiction of civil courts to niarriajjes, re-

moved from the bishops the management of schools,

and allowed to Dissenters the same rights as to

Catholics. The I'ojie protested strongly against
these three laws, which he styled 'abominable
laws' (address on 22nd Jan. 1868). It was in vain.

The concordat of 1855, however, still continued to

exist, at least theoretically, in spite of the great
Vjreaches made in it by the laws of 1868. It pro-

longed its existence until the day when the Vatican
Council proclaimed Infallibility. Then the Austrian
Government decided to denounce the concordat.
In conformity with this decision. Count Beust, in

a despatch of 30th July 1870, informed the Pope
that the concordat of 1855 was 'afTected by decay,
and regarded as repealed by the Imperial and Royal
Government.' Nevertheless, the religious position
of Bosnia and Herzegovina is regulated by the con-
cordat concluded between Austria and the Holy See
on Stli June 1881 (Juris pontificii, p. 342).

((/) ,S>a;».—The death of Ferdinand VII. (1833)
was the signal for great distiu'bances, in the course
of which the concordat of 1753 was annulled. To
restore peace to the minds of the people. Queen
Isabella II. concluded a fresh convention with
Pope Pius IX., this being the concordat of 16th
March 1851, whose chief provisions were :

Art. I. The Catholic, Apostohc, and Roman reHgion shall be
the religion of the Spanish nation, to the exclu^-wn of all otJier

worship. It shall enjoy all the rights and privileges claimed
by the law of God and canon law. Art. 2. Education shall be
under the control of the bishops. Art. Uh. Royal authority
shall preserve the right of nominations guaranteed it by the
concordat of 1753. The other articles deal chiefly with the
new circumscription of bishops and the endowment of the
clergy (Nussi, p. 281).

Some years later the Spanish Government
violated this concordat by the so-called law of
' amortization,' which ordered the immediate sale

of the Church property. The Roman curia pro-
tested, and the nuncio left Madrid. Being unable
to maintain resistance for any length of time, the
Spanish Government yielded, and signed the
additional convention of 25th Aug. 1859 to the
follo^ving effect

:

The State promises not to sell any Church property in future
without the consent of the Holy See ; the Church has the right
of possession ; the Holy See accepts what has been done, and
brings forward no claim against the sales effected ; the Church
property shall be converted into inalienable incomes (Nussi,
p. 341).

Towards the end of last century the Spanish
Government made two separate attempts (1881
and 1894) to remove education from under the
control of the bishops, but both failed. On 19th
June 1904, Spain concluded with Pope Pius x. a
concordat intended to regulate the position of the
monks. This convention comprises twelve articles,
which may be summed up to the effect that the
congregations at present existing remain ; the
establishment of new congregations shall be sub-
ordinated to the authorization of the ecclesiastical
power and the civil power (Acta srxnctce sedis,
xxxvii. 157).

Since 1901 the Spanish Government has been
entreating the Vatican to modify the Concordat.
While awaiting the end of the negotiations, which
the Roman curia is contriving to prolong, it has
(by a decree of 31st May 1910), to the great dis-

satisfaction of Rome, imposed restrictions on
religious congregations and (by an ordinance of
lOtii June 1910) authorized the outward signs of
non-Catholic cults.

(e) Russia.—On 3rd Aug. 1847 the Cz.ar Nicholas I.

concluded with Pope Pius ix. a concordat, the
chief conditions of which were : the Holy See
shall nominate bishops only after an understanding
with the Czar (Art. 12) ; the bishops shall nominate
as curates clergy approved by the Government

(Art. 30) ; the teaching in seminaries and the
administration of ecclesiastical affairs shall be in

the hands of the bishops (various articles, Nussi,

p. 273). Between 1847 and 1866, Rome complained
several times that this last point was not observed.

At last, in 1866, the insult committed against the
Pope in the palace of the Vatican by the Ambas-
sador from Russia to the Holy See brought about
the rupture of the diplomatic relations between
Rome and St. Petersburg. Leo XIII. renewed
them by the convention of 23rd Dec. 1882 (Analecta
ecclesia.'itica, iv. 75) ; but his endeavours to secure

liberty of ecclesiastical administration were futile.

(/) Italy.—Concordat of 16th Sept. 1803 between
Napoleon and Pius Vll. about the Italian Rejiublic

(Nussi, p. 142). Concordat of 17th July 1817 be-

tween Victor Emmanuel I. and Pius vil. with
regard to Sardinia (Nussi, p. 155). Concordat of

18th Feb. 1818 between Ferdinand and Pins VII.

concerning the Two Sicilies (Nussi, p. 178). Con-
cordat of 16th April 1834 between Ferdinand ll.

and Gregory xvi., intended to complement the
former one (Nussi, p. 254). Concordat of 27th
March 1841 between Charles Albert and Gregory
xvi. on the subject of ecclesiastical immunity in

Sardinia (Nussi, p. 266). Concordat of 25th April

1851 between Leopold II. and Pius ix. regarding
Tuscany (Nussi, p. 278). All these conventions,
even that of 1803 concerning the Italian Republic,
recognize Catholicism as the State religion, except
where they are confined to granting privileges to

the Church. They were all superseded at the time
of the formation of the present kingdom of Italy.

ig) Switzerland.—There are three concordats to

be mentioned here : ( 1 ) the concordat of 26th March
1828 between Leo xil. and the districts of Berne,
Lucerne, Soleure, and Zug with reference to the
establishment of the bishopric of Basel (Nussi,

p. 242) ; (2) the concordat of 7th Nov. 1845 be-

tween Gregory xvi. and the district of St. Gall
with reference to the establishment of the bishopric

of this name (Nussi, p. 269) ; and (3) the concordat
of 1st Sept. 1884 with the Federal CouncU to
remove the Catholics of Tessin from under the
jurisdiction of the Italian bishops (Acta sanct(e

sedis, xxii. 449 ; Juris pontificii, p. 343). The last

convention was definitely fixed on 16th March 1888

(Juris pontificii, p. 345).

(h) Holland.—The king of the Netherlands,
William I., concluded with Pope Leo Xll. a con-

cordat attested by the bull Quod jamdiu of 16th

Aug. 1827. The first article of this treaty declares

that the French concordat of 1801 shall be applied

to the country which is to-day called Holland,

and which is designated in the convention by
the name of ' the provinces north of Belgium.'

Art. 17 of the French concordat, referring to the

nomination of bishops, is excepted. The con-

cordat of Holland stipulates that the bishops shall

lie nominated by the chapters, who, however, shall

submit their choice to the consent of the king
(Nussi, p. 232).

(i) Belgium. — The Catholic Church of thia

country was under the rule of the French con-

cordat of 1801 until the year 1830. From that

time, i.e. from the day of Belgian independence,

the concordat was suppressed, and made way for

a rule established by the Belgian constitution

without a preliminary agreement with Rome.
The Stat« interferes neither in the nomination
nor iu the installation of ministers of worship,

but it takes under its charge the salaries of

bisliops, curates, and vicars.

( /) Portugal.—Betw een this country and Pius IX.

was concluded the concordat of 20th F'eb. 1857

regarding the bishoprics of Goa and Macao (Nussi,

p. 318). This concordat was supplanted by that

of 7th Aug. 1886 (Leonis Pontif. XIII. allocutiones.
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ii. 205 ; Acta sanctce sedis, xix. 185 ; Juris ponii-

frii, p. 349).

{k) Mmiienegro.—The concordat of loth Au^'.

1S86 took Antivari from under tho jurisdiction of

the liishop of Scutari (Lcoiiis Ponti/. XIll. allocu-

tiuttes, ii. 275 ; Juris ponfijicii, p. 357).

(I) England.— In 1S14 the Trinie Mini.'^ter, Lord
Castlereagli, submitted to Cardinal Con.saIvi a
scheme of concordat \vitli regard to the English
Catliolics. Castlereagh claimed the three follow-

ing points: (1) an oath of fidelity to the estab-

lished Government and to the Constitution shall

be imposed upon Catholics ; (2) no episcopal

nomination shall take place without the Govern-
ment being pi-eviouslv advised of the candidates;
the Government shall have power to offer objec-
tions and even to declare its veto ; (3) all acts

coming from Home, except those of the Peni-
tentiary, shall be submitted to the Koyal
exequatur. When Pius vil. was consulted by
Consalvi, he replied that he accepted the oath of

fidelity, but that he could not grant the king of

England the veto or the exequatur. Lord Castle-

reagh's scheme fell through (de Richemont, ' Un
essai de concordat entre I'Angleterre et le Saint-

Siege,' Corrcspondant, 25th Sept. and 10th Oct.

1905).

(m) Malta.—On 12th Jan. 1890 there was con-

cluded between En inland and Leo XIII. a concordat
with regard to Malta. The clauses of this treaty

were as follows :— ( 1 ) The British Government shall

henceforth be consulted in the choice of the bishop
of Malta and Gozzo

; (2) the Holy See shall nomi-
nate an Englishman to superintend the seminary,
where courses shall be given in English ; (3)

instructions shall be sent to the clergy to forbid

interments in the churches {Leonis Pontif. XIII.
ullocutiones, iv. GS : .Turis pontificii, p. 364).

(n) Central America.—The Kepublics of Guate-
mala, San Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa
Kica, and Hayti concluded concordats with Rome
on the following dates : 7th Oct. 1852, Guatemala
(Nussi, p. 303) ; 22nd Ajiril 1862, San Salvador and
Honduras (Nussi, pp. 367, 349); 2nd Nov. 1861,

Nicaragua (Nussi, p. 361); 7th Oct. 1852, Costa
Kica(Nus.si, p. 297) ; 28th March 1866, Hayti (Nussi,

I).
346). -VU these convent ions recognize Catholicism

as the State religion, grant to the civil power the
right of episcopal nomination, and fi.\ the material
resources of the clcrg)'. Mexico, on the contrarj',

has refrained from foniiing any concordat, has
proclaimed freedom of worship, and has left the
Church to its own resources.

(o) South Ameriea.—Concordats similar to those
we have just mentioned were concluded by Ecuador
on 26th Sept. 1862 (Nussi, p. 349); Venezuela, on
26tli July 1862 (Nussi, p. 356); Colombia, on 31st

Dec. 1S87 {Acta sanctcE sedi-s; xxi. 7 ; Juris
pontificii, p. 358). Ecuador obtained a new con-

cordat slightlj' modifying the former one on 2nd
May 1881 (.Juris jion'tifi-ii, p. 335), completed by
an additional convention of 8th Nov. 1890 (ii. p.

339). (^olombia supplemented its convention by
an additional one on 20th July 1892 {Analecta
ecclesiasticn, i. 24; Juriji pontificii, p. 362).

ii. Judicial ch.vractek.— The problem of the
judicial character of concordats gives rise to three
main theories, wliich regard concordats (1) as

privileges granted by the Church ; (2) as inter-

national contracts or treaties ; (3) as laws emanat-
ing from the civil i)owcr.

I. Theory of privilege.—This theory holds that
in concordats the Cliurch gives all and receives

nothing ; that it makes gracious concessions to

the State to whicli the latter has no right, and
that the State, on the contrary, when guaranteeing
certain advantages to the Church, does no more
than pay its debt. Concordats therefore do not

impose anj' obligation of justice on the Papacy, and
tlie Poi)e may derogate from them when he thinks
lit. According to these principles, the concordat
may be defined (Tarquini, Institutionesjuris ecclesi-

asticipublici, Rome, 1862, p. 73) as ' an ecclesiastical
law made by the authority of the Pope for a State
or a Kingdom, at the instigation of the head of
that State, and laying upon the prince the obliga-
tion of observing it religiously.' It is easily seen
that this theory is based on the doctrine, so dear
to the Middle Ages, that civil power is subordinated
to ecclesiastical power. And, down to the middle
of the 19th cent., it has been in favour with Roman
theologians, as Baldi (De nativa et peculiavc indole
concordatorum apud scholasticos interpretes, Rome,
1883, p. 6511'.) has peremptorily demonstrated.
The following are a few of the proofs brought forward by

Baldi. To the question as to whether the Popt- 'an dcro^rate
from the Gennanic concordat, the canonist I'.ran I n r^ : —;
' We need not pause long over this question, w

I

.

mi
nizes that the SupreaieiPontiff is the vicar of i

i ;i

administration of all the possessions belonging' t .
t in - ii n i .. h,

will have no difficulty m admitting that His II'>line8s, on
account of the Sullness'of his power, can abrogate the concordat
wholly or in part. When it is said that the concordat has the
value of a contract, it means on the side of the Germanic
peoples. They are, in the first place, obliged by Divine rifcht,

as Christians, to submit themselves to the Supreme Pontiff
with regard to reservations. Tbey are, moreover, bound by
the concordat established with a view to pacification, so tha't

they would be ine.xcusable if tbey refused to obey the Apostolic
See by violating a ratified compact. But, on the Pope's side,

the concordat made on behalf of the Germanic races contains
only & favour whose fate depends entirely on the inclination of
the Pope according to the words ; Quidquid liga veris. . . .

Now the Pope may easily give up papacy, but he cannot
abdicate the powers inherent in papacy by Divine right.' The
theologian Laymann wonders whether the Pontifical legate
might confer benefices during the months when, according to
the Germanic concordat, the coUation is left to the bishops.
He replies :

' The negative answer seems preferable to me for
this reason : that the concordat of Nicholas v. with the German
nation is supposed to h?ve the value of a contract from which
the Supreme Pontiff is not in the habit of derogating, although,
in virtue oj the fullness of his power, he might derogate.' In
another place the same author expresses himself thus :

' The
Pope, in consequence of the fullness of his power, may derogate
from the concordat and confer benefices after the interval that
is given to him, both during the months reserved to him, and
in others also.'

The canonist Wagnereck says :
* In spite of the approval,

ratification, and acceptance of the concordat by the Pope, the
latter may, in consequence of the fullness of his power, abrogate
this arrangement completely or in part, considering that it lias

as its aim the right to benefices and ecclesiastical property, a
right which, beinp connected with spiritual things, has nothing
whatever to do with the laity, and which the clergy themselves
could not possess independently of the Supreme PonlifT.*

In Pirhmg we read :
' Although, properly speaking, the

Supreme Pontiff may, in virtue of thefidlne^s of his authority,
derogate (from the Germanic concordat) for some serious
reason concerning the public welfare, he is, nevertheless, not
in the habit of doing so, and he would not do it without dis-

advantage, except in the case where a serious and extraordinary
cause demanded a measure of this kind for the good of the
Church.'

Reiffenstiil expresses himself thus :
' It ia most probable

that the pontifical legate cannot confer benefices during the
months reserved to collators. This is, in fact, contrary to the
spirit of the concordats passed between the Apostolic See and
other nations. Now these concordats have the character of a
contract from which the Supreme Pontiff is not accustomed to

derogate, although, properly speaking, the fullness of his power
allmvs him to do so.'

Nicolarts uses the same words : 'The Pope cannot derogate
from the Germanic concordat arbitrarily and without a legiti-

mate reason, but he may do so when a just and reasonable

cause demands it. . . . In the compacts which he makes he

cannot and does not wish to abdicate his authority without
reserving the chief part of it. A person may easily, tor purposes
of private utility, give up a private right ; but he cannot give

up a public right, especially when it is divine (which is the

case) and when it is connected with the public interests of the

Church. That the head of a hierarchical or polilii^u-s.-u-red

body should not be the hea<l of it, and should not have, as

sucii, the power of Divine right inherent in the chief of that

body, is a contradiction. But the concordats which the Pope
passis with a king or a prince, /roin the point of view of Oie

Po}>e, are not so mttch contracts as privileges. . . . Now privi-

leges are revocable. It is the same with concordats. To
support his statement, Nicolarts quotes a decision arrived at
by the Court of Kota in the year 1610, which says :

' There is no
doubt that the Pope may derogate from the concordat in

virtue of the verj- [jreat power that he possesses with regard
to benefices. He is, in fact, the universal Ordinan.*, and he
cannot have agreed to the concordat so tar as to tie his own
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hands It is sometimes said that the Germanic concordat hasthe value of a contract But this is not true, as spiritual
things do not come under business, but are drarni up undeitheformot favours.' Other texts may l>e found in Baldio;) cit

This theory reigned in tlie Catliolie schools down
to tlie year 1871. It was held by Tarquini tjro-
fossor in the Roman College, in liis book, Instl-
tutiones luris ccc/esiasHci ptiblici {p. 73). It ako
fornied the basis of the book published by Maurice
,f^. J!*^'"'

^""^ questions sur le concordat dc
ISOl, Geneva, 1871. Several bishops declared to
the author of the latter book that he had faitlifull v
interpreted the mind of the Church (cf. the texts
in Acta sanctae sedls, vi. 536 ff.), and the Pope
himself sent him a brief (19th June 1872) to sav
that he had explained the real and authentic idea
ot concordats, as, in the conventions bearing upon
the things which concern it, the Church does not
seek to take possession of the rights of others, but
yields up her own rights. But, shortly after, the
Minister of Religions in Bavaria read the pontifical
brief to the Parliament of that country, and con-
cluded that, since the Holy See considered con-
cordats as privileges and not as compacts, the civil
power was not bound by them either. This incident
caused p-eat agitation, and showed the maioritv
of the theo ogians how dangerous was the tiieorv
of the privilege-concordat. Since 1871 this theory
has had only a very small number of representa-
tives in the Catholic Church, among whom wemay mention Scavini, Theoloffia moralU, Milan,
1894, bk. IV p. 105; Caspar de Luise, De jurepubheo sendiplomaticoEcclesice Catholkce, Naples,
1877, p. 505; Baldi, op. cit. p. 65 ff. ; Satolli, Prima
jmncipia pubhci ecclesiastici, Rome, 1888, p 45
CeneraJ opinion is in favour of the contract-
concordat.

2. Theory of contract.—This theory regards
concordats as contracts, which are included in the
category of international treaties, and which lay a
strict obligation of justice on the two contracting
parties-on Popes and on Governments. It i1based on the very terms of the concordats and on
repeated declarations made by the Popes. In the
bull Primitiva ilia Ecchsia, Pope Leo X. practi-
cally says

:

^
'As we agree to the above arrangement with Kins Francis

(A^t t^^
Spanish concordat of 1753 we read

t-rt-i u. XXV.
J

:

expressed in the abo/e-me„tion"d cha,rte^
" " ™»P™^d -"^

mnLf'f t!'"" ^'"^'t^
C'^'-^<». intended to pro-

Pinsv
I'l'ench concordat of 1801, Pope

'We promise and take an oath in our name and in the name
%°'l^

^^'X^ssors, to fulfil and observe sincerely and invloSSaU that 13 contained in these articles
^""^'^ »°° inviolably

•Each'"!f^^h'''"'TJ^';'"
""^ bavarian concordat:

h^Vt^'^P ''*"''' ?o°tiact-concordat has beenheld in modern times by some jurists. Calvo (LeDroit international^ Paris, 1870-72 i 703) says

tr;afe"es?"i''t'he"hur"h•canTo^be^;""J"H°^• -'"""'--1
Ls dillicJlt, however not^rnL„ IVi""^':^ ff " nation. It

^S^:r.^^^'^^^' '""'"- b"an lhrare--LS!

•uu, uiiey pass through all the formalities devoted

e^.ob^nge':; Sj-ationT'
""^ ""^ "' '"' °^^°'"'"°" ""« ">«

The same doctrine used to be taught also in
trance and in Germany by theologians interested
111 Gallic maxims. But until the most recent
tmies theologians who were anxious to defend the
rights of the Papacy rejected it. They were not
Ignorant of the declarations bv which the Popes
vowed to be faithful to concor^atory stipulations,
but they got rid of this objection by distinguishing'
between the Pope's ordinary power and his extra"
ordinary power. According to them, concordats
bound the ordinary power of the Pope, but not
his extraordinary power. (This is ^ery well ex-
plamed by Baldi, p. 77.) Since 1872 several theo-
logians and canonists, devoted to the maxims of
the Curia, have taught the contract idea of con-
cordats, combining it, however, in various decrees
with the theory of the privilege-concordat. °

Ac-
cording to Giobbio (/ Concordati, Rome, 1900,
P. 54), concordats are contract-privileges, i e privi-
leges granted by the Pope to the civil party, but
granted under the form of a contract. Before him
M. Liberatore {La CImsa e lo stato, Rome, 1875
p. 353) had brought forward the same doctrine in
slightly difi'erent words.

3- Theory of the civil law—According to this
theory, the concordat is a ei^il law, which from a
judicial point of view is exactly the same as the
other acts emanating from the legi.slative power
of a country. Undoubtedly, before promulgatin.'
this law the State has settled the terms of it
conjointly %yith the Pope. But this agreement,
which has had an influence on the framin" of
the law, cannot have gi\en any .special iudTcial
character to the law itself. Like all other laws
the concordatoiy law arises from the only leo-is-
lative power in the country which has established

cJ ''0,?-^^
I^*^

revoked as soon as this power thinks
ht. Ihis^theory is held to-day by most jurists in
! ranee, Germany, and Italy. Bluntschli 'Das
moderne Vdlkerrecht, Heidelberg, 1871, p. 443) says:

' International law can protect concordats only in an imperfect

r/nf 'ifI'f
°" "" ™lhand, the contracting State can makause of aU the means authorized bv the law, and can even have

^^?""^,^'° violence
;
and, on the other, if the Church does netpossess these means, it can make use of those which reli<riou3authority grants it, and which are not placed underthe co°DtroIof mternational law. Concordats, therefore, form a seZate

m?,?! ^"^fT""*
the principles which govern ' ordinary t?e"t1el

nl =r. ^ t^?''^'"
^'"'^'P' r "> '^""°" Concordats as

?h^r^'h I„H «^
temporary settlements of the relations betweenChurch and State, made by common consent, on the borderswhere they touch and often enter into conflict. In reality theState IS quite as well authorized to settle these questions aloneand without the help of the Church as the latter £ to makireligious resolutions. This right of both parties i^ not iJ^Unconsequence of the concordat.' = "ui, luai in

I,iTBRATUiiE.-So™c£S.-E. Miinch, Vollstnndige Sammluna
fZ,f^"'^

«»id«ei«m, A-ontord«fe, .leist nJrGicKih?^^ntsUhung und ihrer ScMcksale, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1S3(M1-F. Walter, Fontes juns eccles. ant. et hodUmt, fiinn 1S6' =

y. Nnssi, Conventwnes de rebus cedes, inter SaiKtam SedemVtcimUmpoteHatem initee, Mainz, 1870 ; C. Mirbt, QMlUnzurGesch desPapstiums und des ro,n. Kathol.^ TflbingVn 1901 •

is%* r=-

'^"^'"^"^ completa de concm-datos espaUoli, Madrid'

hceles. Cathot tractatumes, Naples, 1877 ; Juris vmtifieti depropaganda fide, vii., Rome, 1898.
poniijuni ae

General Literature.-T. BaJve, Die Konkordate imeh

ibtjJ
,
Boulay de la Menrthe, Documents sur la nj.mcia

S"" f''.'""«<>^''<««
<:t ies autres rapports de la France avec leSatnt-Silge en ISOO et 1801, 6 vols., Paris, 1S91-99 L S&hlOngmes du coneordat, 2 vols., Paris, 1894

; A. Debidour ifSfdes rapports de I'Mise et de Mat en FraniedeimiL iMnPans 1898
; J. A. nf. Briihl, ijberdcn Charact%:S^rZ,Mate'

tniTCr-' '?«-o' ^- ^'"'^- Dc.concordatisdisina^Tr:.
rLfJ' ) , t"'-^^:^'

Bomagrius, L ber die rechttiche Salvr derKonkordate Leipzig, 1870 ; M. de Bonald, Deux guestimyssmU

189^ Sfh^ . fT^- « H*^
'^''Pojent d Viglise et d I'etat, Paris'

droii'^iui: nl^tv'S^'V"'^'^'f^^ concordat,' /J<.,«« dtl

lltt^J^.'^ *i^ ' rV- Sorapard, ' La Conclusion et Tabro-
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CONCUBINAGE,
Introductory (J. A. MacCulloch), p. 809.

Christian (D. S. Schaff), p. 817.

CONCUBINAGE. — i. Definition. — Conou-
binaj;e may lie dclined as the mure or less per-

manent cohabitation (out.side the true maiTiage
bond) of a man with a woman or women, who
usually form part of his household, and who.se

position may be that of secondary wives, women
bought, acquired by gift, or captured in war, or

domestic slaves. Captive women are generally

made household slaves, and are not always neces-

sarily concubines, but, where concubinage is re-

cognized, they can hardly fail to become concu-

bines, cohabitation with them on the part of the

father or sons being occasional or habitual. In

some cases they are made wives, legal or second-

ary, though it is sometimes illegal to many a

slave. The female servants of a wife may become
the husband's concubines, though usually only

with her permission (see § 4). In these various

forms concubinage has had a well-nigh universal

range, yet there are exceptions (see § 2). Its

difl'erentiation from marriage must have originated

when some ceremony of marriage was first used,

unless we suppose, with M'estermarck (Moral
Ideas, London, 1008, ii. 391, 395). that monogamy
was originally the general form of union ; hence
the first wife had a higher place when polygamy
became general.' But, if men were at first poly-

gynous whenever possible, like many of the higher

apes, taking women as it suited them, still one
woman—the first acquired, the favourite, or the

most assertive—would be in a better position than
the others, and would occupy in relation to them
the position which, later, the married woman
occupied in relation to the secondary wives or

concubines, when marriage, as a definite institu-

tion, came to be marked by a ceremony or by
some regulated method of obtaining a wife, e.q.

by purcna.se or service. The first wife would
then, for many reasons, occupy a higher position

than later wives, as is the case in most poly-

gamous societies, or than women with whom the
husband had relations without going through the

ceremony of marriage. She was the first to be
obtained by her husband, she would generally be
of higher rank than later comers, and by her
established position she would exert her authority
over them.- I'robablv, too, the growing dignity
of the first wile woulA lead to the neglect of the
marriage ceremonial in the case of other wives.

This would in any case be necessary where the
man went to live with the family of his wife ;

subsequent ' wives ' would be obtained in other
waj's, and Avould have a lower position. Thus,
even when polygyny takes the form of polygamy
with concubinage, the concubines being on a ciitfer-

ent footing from the wives, the latter, ascompared
with the first or chief wife, are u.suallj- in a
subordinate position. In polygamous households
with no conc'.ibines, the later wives can hardly be
diliereiitiated from concubines. The chief wife
has been bought or served for, the secondary wives
and concubines are women obtained in ea.sier ways.
Indeed, where wives are obtained only by pur-
chase, a man will often be content to purchase
one, and will obtain secondary wives or concu-

1 If there was ever a primitive niono^amons sentiment, it soon
became obsciirwl, as the poly^rynous sentunent has certainly
been almost universal, thoujjh, in actual practice, polypyny is

generally limited in any siiigie society (see § a).

2 Even where all the wives are equal, as amont; the Bechuaiias,
the first, or the woman of hi(fhest rank, ' has the upper hanci
when they are unable to agree' (.Starcke, Prim. Family-,
London, 1896, p. 59).

Greek and Roman (W. Keoll), p. 819.

bines by means of raids undertaken expressly for

that purpose, as among the Kafirs, who make
raids to capture women whom they make concu-
bines to escape the necessity of purchasing wives.

Here we must distinguish between the gaining of

a bride by capture from a strange tribe—a practice

which obtains among some 40 peoples (Tylor, JAI
xviii. 245 IV. )—and the much more generally dittused

custom of making secondary wives or slave concu-
bines of women taken in war or raids.'

This practice was probably the origin of slavery. Male
cai)tives were at first slain or sacrificed. Women and children,

though sometimes sacrificed, eaten, prostituted, or sold, were
more generally made slaves, secondary wives, or concubines.
Tlu'ir I'osition as slave-workers led men to see the value of

-ii ,iiul\ M luving male captives. Generally speaking, where
I. II, ' e women, as among the Australians, Melanesians,

I iiegians, and some American Indian tribes, there
y ..I !; I III ubines, and the wives are then in an extremely
servile position.

The ditterence between the chief and lesser wives
or concubines would certainly be augmented where
the latter were captives, and tlie former chosen
from native women. This dift'erenee extended
itself as civilization advanced—the wife being
taken from a man's own rank, concubines from
women of a lower rank. Thus, in practice,

polygj'ny in its various forms comes gradually to

be monogamy, with legal concubinage ; and finally

issues in monogamy, with concubinage as an un-
authorized or illegal practice. But at certain stages
of society, as Spencer has shown [Principles of
Sociology, i. [London, 1877] 708), there is a connexion
between militancy and polygyny, warlike tribes

which capture many women being inevitably poly-

gynous. In the higher civilizations, while concu-
bines are occasionally obtained by war, they are

more often purchased, as in ancient Mexico, China,
.J.'tpan, Abyssinia, India, etc.; or sometimes they
form a gift from one king to another or to a
subject.

2. Causes and limits of polygyny.—As long as

men are regarded as the owners of women, there
will be no limit set to their acquiring them, whether
as wives or as concubines or both. Many causes
have contributed to make man polygynous (see

Westermarck, Hist, of Hum. Mar.- p. 48311'.);

nevertheless polygjTay, whether in the form of

polygamy or concubinage, could never, at any
time or in any region, have been practised by all

the members of a tribe or people. As an examina-
tion of descriptions of polygj'nous peoples shows,
it is the privilege of the few, partly because of the
expense of supporting several women, partly be-

cause a universal polygyny would necessitate an
enormous excess of females over males, and partly
because, at the lower levels of civilization, the old

and influential men (Australia)—good hunters,

brave warriors, and head men—and, at higher

levels, the rich and powerful—chiefs, kings, and
men of rank—appropriate most of the women.
Thus, through necessity, the bulk of the people,

the poorer and often the younger men, are mono-
gamous, whether they like it or not. Polygyny
thus comes to be associated with the reputation of

a warrior, with wealth, or with greatness. It

becomes a sign of these, and also the test of

wealth or consequence. This is true even of the
Australian natives, with whom a man's riches

are measured by the number of his wives, or,

as among the Urabnnna tribe, the number of a
1 Respect for women in war is sporadically found among

American Indian tribes, the Kabyles, and elsewhere (Hobhouse,
Morati in Evolution, London, 1906, i. 2^1).
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man's pirnvngaru women depends on his power
and popularity (Letonrneau, L'Evol. de I'esclnvaije,

S2 ; Spencer-Gillen', 62). Thus polyjiyny beeonies
the privilege of the few, and is sometimes forbidden
to the common people. On the other hand, where
maintenance is easy, or where, for any reason,
tliere is a large surplus of women, it will be more
widely ditJ'used. And, since at certain levels

women are the labourers and food-providers, and
are skilful in the numerous occupations of savage
life, they are able to provide for themselves
and for their lords, and all the men of the tribe
will try to possess as many of them as possible in

order to be maintained by them. Nevertheless, as
a general rule, it is true that polygyny is for the
minority only, and is strictly proportioned to a
man's prowess, wealth, or rank. Thus, in Da-
homey 'the king has thousands of wives, the
nobles hundreds, others tens, while the soldier is

unable to sujjport one ' (Forbes, Dahomey, London,
1851, i. 25) ; and among the South American Arau-
canians the poor and feeble must be celibates or

monogamous, while others buy wives and procure
concubines by raids (D'Orbigny, VHomme um(ri-
cain, Paris, 1830, i. 403). Statements like these
regarding polygynous peoples are common—the
people have one wife, chiefs, warriors, and kings
have many wives and concubines, and in some
cases they alone, or the wealthy, are allowed to
possess them, as among some N. and S. American
tribes, some Ainu tribes, and the ancient Peruvians
(Westermarck, p. 437 ; von Siebold, Suppl. to ZE,
1881, p. 31; §4(6)).
A strict monogamy and, in consequence, no concubinage,

occurs among some 50 peoples, either from necessit.v or from
scarcity of women, but often also from preference. Some of
these tribes are often the kindred of polygynous tribes. Among
these monogamous groups are some of the lowest peoples—the
Veddas, Andaman and Nicobar Islanders, and some Australian
tribes (Bailey TES, new ser., ii. 291 £t,; Man, JAI xii. 135;
Distant, ib. iii. 4 ; Curr, Austral. Race, London, 1SS6-7, i. 402,
ii. 371, 37S ; cf. West«rmarok, p. 435 ff.), while polygyny is rare
among the Fuegians, Hottentots, and Bushmen (Westermarck,
p. 442; Waitz, Anihrop. der Naturvolker, ii. 341; Burchell,
Travels in the Interior of S. Africa, London, 1S22-4, ii. 60).

3. Concubinage among lower races. — If al-

ready, in the most primitive times, tliere was a
tendency to give one wife a slightly better position
than the others, this tendency is most marked both
in savage and in barbaric polygamous societies,

especially where polygamy is limited to rich or
great men. A higher position is usually given to
the first wife—the wife who was married according
to a ceremony (wliicli in some cases must not be
repeated)—or, le.ss frequently, to the favourite wife
(e.g. the Damaras, where her son inherits [Ander-
ason. Lake A'gami', London, 1856, pp. 225, 228]),
or to the one who has borne most or healthiest
children (Lane, Mod. Egyptians, London, 1846,
i. 240 ; Polak, Persien, Leipzig, 1865, i. 226), or to
one who has some outstanding characteristic.
Where the first married is the chief wife, this is

generally because she is of the husband's rank,
while later ' wives ' are of lower rank, sometimes
even captives ; and in such cases she is often re-

garded as the only legitimate wife. There are
exceptions to this, as wliere each wife has a
separate hut, chamber, or hearth, or where there
is equal cohabitation with each, or each in turn is

given a temporary supremacy, or where all are
sisters (Post, Grundrhs der ethnol. Jnrisprudenz,
1894, i. 145, 63 f.). Yet even here the first wife
tends to be recognized as chief. As a rule, this

'hierarchical polygamy' is well-marked. 'There
is a chief or ' great ' wife, and lesser wives who
pay her respect, and who are often her handmaids,
and are certainly in subjection to her. For this
reason it is difficult to discriminate between in-

stances of true monogamous marriage with concu-
binage and this hierarchical polygamy, since in
one case the concubines, in the other the lesser '

wives, are practically in the same position, are
often acquired in the same way (by capture or
purchase as slaves), and are not manied with the
usual ceremony, while their children have often a
different status from those of the chief wife (§ 9).

The examples of polygamy with concubinage will

be discussed later ; in such cases the position of
the lesser wives is less servile than that of the
concubines.
The monogamous Karoks of California permit a man to keep

as many female slaves as he pleases, but cohabitation with
more than one brings obloquy (Powers, Tribes of California,
Washington, 1877, p. 22). Among many American Indian tribea
a distinction is drawn between the first or real wife and all

successors, her children alone being legitimate or of the father's
rank (Westermarck, p. 443). In Guatemala a man could make
concubines of his female slaves ; and, when a young noble
married a child wife, he was also given a concubine {SR ii.

650, 664). In Nicaragua, where bigamy was punished, and
where it was forbidden under pain of death to use the marriage
ceremony a second time, concubinage was recognized {1^R li.

671 ; Herrera, Hist. ginArale, Paris, 1671, i. 320). Among many
S. American tribes the first wife and her children have special
privileges, and she is mistress of the house. She has usually
been purchased or acquired by the husband's labour ; the
others are captives made in tribal raids (Post, i. 143, note

;

Waitz, iii. 383; Wallace, Amazon, London, 1895, p. 346 J

Westermarck, p. 443 ; D'Orbigny, ii. 307). "The Araucanians
are forbidden to have more than one wife, but concubines are
allowed (Post, i. 62). One wife and, subject to her, many
concubines (often women captives captured in raids) are per-
mitted to the Ainus, Mongols, and Tangutans (Bickmore, TES,
new ser., vii. 20; Batchelor, Ainu of Japan, London, 1392,

p. 288 ; Prejevalsky, Mowjolia, London, 1876, i. 69, ii. 121). In
Burma a married man who can afford it buys concubines

;

while among the peoples of the Indian archipelago and in
Siam, the first wife or the wife who has been ceremonially
married occupies a different position from that of the other
wives or concubines (Letourneau, La Condition de la fenime,
224; Crawfurd, 7)irfia;i Archip., Edinburgh, 1820, i. 77, 'iii. 100;
Colquhoun, Amongst the Skans, London, 1S85, p. 18*2). A
Malay refuses to give his daughter to a man of Ms own rank
who is already married. If the latter wants more wives, he
takes them from a lower class, and they are regarded as concu-
bines, the ceremony being observed at the first marriage alone
(Starcke, Prim. Fanul;/-, 264). With some of the aboriginal
Indian tribes one wife onlv is permitted, but concubines are
allowed (Deccan [Kohler, Z'VRW viiL 114]), or the first wife has
the pre-eminence, the others being her servants (Dalton, Descr.
Eth. of Bengal, Calcutta, 1872, p. 216; Letourneau, Evoi. of
Marriage, 133). While polygamy was general in Polynesia, the
lesser mves were subordinate to the chief wife, who did no
hard work, and they were of lower rank, or captives taken in

war. They were concubines ratherthanwives(Maori8,Tongans,
Tahitians, Samoans, etc. [Taylor, Te Ika a Maui, London, 1870,

p. 338; Letourneau, La Femme, 105, 107, 119; Ellis, Poly-
nesian Researches, London, 1859, i. 273 ; Cook, Voyage to the

Pacific, London, 1785, i. 401]). With the Beluns of Timor and
the Nufors of New Guinea one legitimate wife and permissible
concubinage is the rule (Post, i. 62). Among several of the
Bantu peoples of Africa the lesser wives are in the position of

concubines, e.g. with the Basutos the ' great ' wife is mistress of

the house, and the others are inferior, and regarded as concu-
bines (Casalis, The JBa^utos, London, 1861, p. 186); and among
the tribes of East Central Africa the chief wife is a free woman
and superintends the work of the others, who are slaves (Mac-
donald, Africana, London, 1882, i. 134). This is true also of

some of the Negro tribes (Post, i. 62). Among the Hovas of

Madagascar there is a chief wife (vadi-be) and 'little wives*
(vadi-kt'li) ; the former has her own hut, the latter live together

in equal servitude (Letourneau, La Ferrnne, 297 f.; Rochon,
' Voy. to Madag.', in Pinkerton, Voyages, London, 1814, xvi. 747).

Among the Australian polygynous tribes, where a man may
have as many wives as he can obtain or keep, the first ia

superior in authority if she can maintain her position with the

younger and later wives. This is especially the case where,
besides his individual wife, a man takes one or more of the
women belonging to the class into which he haa a right to

marry (Dawson, Aust. Aborigines, Melbourne, 1881, p. 33;
Woods, Sat. Tribes of S. Aust., Adelaide, 1879, p. 12 ; Palmer,
JAI xiii. 282; Honitt, 16. xx. 63£t.; Thomas, Natives of Aust.,

London, 1906, p. 175). Sometimes, where marriage is forbidden

to priests, as among Mongol tribes, they are permitted to have
concubines (Kdhne, ZVRWin. 461).

But, where among savages there are marriages
to several wives, concubinage sometimes co-exista

with this polygamous arrangement, though even
here tlie first wife married is usually the chief, and
exercises authority over the lesser wives and con-

cubines. In some ca.ses, however, as among the

ultra-polygamous Negro households, there may be

several head wives (Post, Afrik. Jurisprud., Olden-

burg and Leipzig, 1887, 1. 313, 315). In most cases

concubines are here captives taken in war or raids,

though occasionally they are purchased.
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Among tilc Eskimos polygamy and concubinap
ally found, women captured in fight being cubiii

(Stcller, Kamtschalka, l-'ranlttort,"!??!, ii. 157). Among the

Apaclie* and oilier polygamous tribes of N. America, and among
the nomadic tribes of the S. American pampas, besides wives

there are numerous concubines—female prisoners taken in the
razzian which are so frequent (Rcclus, Prim, Folk, London,
18S9, p. 128 ; D'Orbigny, i. 403). This is also true of the poly-

gamous Kafir tribes that made raids expressly to obtain girls as

concubines, who, unlike their wives, were without protection
and at their raercy (Letourneau, La Femme, "tl). Hut the most
striking examplcfi are found among the Negro tribes, especially

those of Dahomey, Ashanti, etc. Generally a man has as many
wives and concubines as he can buy or otherwise procure.

Concubines are usually obtained in raids, or are bought as slaves,

or are given to his favourites by the king. The immber of

wives and concubines increases in proportion to a man's position

and wealth, the kings of the barbarous kingdoms often having
Imndreds or thousands in their harem, while they have a right

over every unmarried girl (Speke, Source of the A'He, London,
I SG3, p. 344 ; Bosnian, in Pinkcrton, xvi. 479-80 ; Burton, Mission
lu Gekte, London, 18li4, ii. 67 ; I^etourneau, L'Esctav. 81 f.). The
Papuans of New Guinea raid villages to obtain concubines, and
in Fiji polygamy was accompanied by concubinage, chiefs often
iiossessing hundreds of concubines, while there was a custom
ity which a bride took with her a child of the lower class and
presented her to her husband when she had attained puberty
(Letourneau, ib. 43, Marriafje, p. 124 ; Williams, Fiji, London,
1S5S, i. 32). In Samoa, besides tbeirwives, of whom one hadahigh
position, chiefs made concubines of young women among their

subjects (Pritchard, Poli/nes. Remin.^ London, 1866, })p. 132,

S72). In the Indian archipelago, polygamy with concubinage is

generally confined to men of high rank (Westerraarck, p. 440),

but among the Lampongs of Sumatra the custom is for each man
to have four wives, besides concubines. The third and fourth

wives are subordinate to the first and second respectively, and
the concubines to all four wives. The house is divided into three

parts—pnimpti, balamian, and tenga. The first wiie lives in the

fn'umpii, the second in the balangan, the third and fourth in

vings of the pnimpu and balangan ; the tenga is shared by the
concubines (Post, Ethnol. Jliri^Ji. i. 144 f.).

Some revolting forms of concubinage occur spor-

adically. For example, among the CariV)s captive

women were not eaten, but were kept for bearing
children, who were eaten. The same occurred in

Durien, where the mother also was eventually

eaten (Andree, Anthropophagie, Leipzig, 18S7, p. 72

;

Markham, Traveh of P. de Cieza de Leon, London,
Isfil, p. 50 ft'.). With this may be compared the

(iuarani and Tupi custom of allotting to each
])ri.-^oner a woman of the tribe until the time came
for I'.im to be eaten, when the woman was one of the

lirKt to share in tlie meal ; and the Mexican custom
of t;iviiigfour girls t^> the captive destined to be
sacriliccd to Tezcallipoca. These were named
after four goddes.ses, and were specially trained

for this purpose (Letourneau, La Femme, 161
j

Andree, 8.5 ; NU iii. 423).

The custom of Kuropeans living with native

women in dilibrciit, i>arts of the world and having
children by Ihcm is a common form of concubinage,
and one which dates from the first contact of white
men with savages.

4. Concubinage among higher races.— (1) While
moiioL'uiiiy wa*^ -i:Mcral among the people va Egypt
(Herod, ii. !t2i, tliin; was no restriction upon poly-

gyny, and it lluurished among the higher classes.

Monogamy was binding upon the priests, but
some of them appear to have had concubines ; a
high priest c. 40 A. D. says: 'I had beautiful con-

cubines' (Diod. Sic.i. 80; W. Max Miiller, Liehes-

pocsie der alien Xgypter, Leipzig, 1899, p. 5).

Among the higher classes each wife hail her own
house, of which she was mistress ; but they had
difVerent rights, according to their rank. Besides
them were concubines—domestic slaves, or war
captive-s, who had few rights. Kings had one chief

wife—the ' great spouse ' or queen, often a sister

—

many lesser wives varying in rank, and innumer-
able concubines—foreign women, hostages, cap-

tives, or slaves. On the monuments, kings boast
of the number of women thej' had carried oft" in

war. These were taken to the harems, while
tliere was also a regular tribute of women from
various places. The nobles imitated the royal

establishment, and besides the legitimate wife had
concubines, dancers, and slaves. Wall-paintings

often exhibit the king with his queen seated by
him, and his lesser wives or concubines dancing
before them. At a later period polygyny was still

more the privilege of the higher classes and
othcials, while from the time of king Bocchoris
onwards (r. T.SO B.C.) marriage contracts are found
in whicli a wife (probably because of her possession

of property) has a clause inserted which insists

on the husbanil's making her a payment in the
event of his taking another svife or concubine (see

Maspero, Dawn of Cimlization, London, 1H94,

pp. 51 f., 270, 298 ; Flinders Petrie, Uint. of Egypt,
London, 1896, ii. 274 ; Wilkinson, i. 318 f. ;

Letourneau, Ln Femine, 336 ft'. ; I'aturet, La
Cond. jnrid. de la femme dans I'ane. Egyjite,

Paris, 1SS6, p. 22).

(2) With the ancient peoples of the East, con-

cubinage was common and of great antiquity, the

word for a rival wife (Heb. n-ij) being common to

all the Semitic languages. Among the Finbi/-

Ionian^ the Code of Hammurabi shows the con-

ditions of its existence about 2285 B.C. Polygamy
was restricted, and had little hold upon the people,

the bulk of whom were monogamous, the wife

generally having a high place in the community.
But it was commoner among the rich and powerful,

one of the wives ranking before the others. In

marriage contracts it was often stipulated that, if

the husband took another wife or a concubine, the

first wife might leave him, while he would have to

pay her an indemnity (Maspero, p. 735 ; Saj'ce,

Soeial Life among the Assi/r. and Bab., London,

1893, p. 45 ff. ; Johns, JThi>t iv. 180). But, accord-

ing to the Code, a man might marry a second wife

if ' sickness had seized ' the lirst (§ 148). The wife

might give the husliand a slave girl as a concubine
to bear him children, but he must not then take
one himself. If she tried to rival her mistress on
that account, the latter might put a mark on her
and place her among the slaves, but could not sell

her if she had borne children. Where a childless

wife failed to supply a concubine, the husband
might take one himself, but she was not to be on
an equality with the wife (§ 144 f.). A conculiine

might be put away, but her marriage portion must
then be returned. This was what had been given
her by her father when he gave her as a concubine

(§§ 1,37, 183 f.). Such concubines were rather le.sser

wives, and the Code shows that they had a fixed

status. But apparently a man's maidservants or

slaves might also be concubines without legal

status. Their children shared in the goods of the

father at his death only if he had acknowledged
them ; but, in any case, they were free (§ 170 f.

;

Johns, The Oldest Code of Laws, London, 1903).

Such slave concubines were entirely at the mercy
of their master, whose right over them was abso-

lute, and ' the begetting of children by their master
was desired rather than otherwise' (Maspero, p. 735).

Kings had several wives as well as concubines, and
sometimes the son of a favourite slave might be
nominated as the suct^essor to the throne. They
had also the right to take any female slave from
her master as a concubine. In such a case the

seller of the slave undertook all responsibility

incurred by such a claim (iA. 708 ; Sayce, p. 77).

There existed among the jieople irregular marriageB,

in wliicb the father's consent was not required, and
no purcliase price was paid for the woman, though
cohabitation, terminable at will, took place. Such
a woman, however, was regarded by the law as a
mere concubine, and bad to wear a stone with her
own and her husband's name and the date of their

union (Maspero, p. 738).

In Assj/ria, kings were probably monogamous,
b\it had several concubines ; rich men also had
many female slaves, dancers, and flute-players

(Kawlinson, Five Great Monarchies, London, 1862,
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ch d, but she must first be set free. Where the
child of a concubine is acknowledged by the father.

'nh^r^f f
1^ ?'"''= Privileges and inheritance as thechUd of the free wife, and the mother cannot besold or given away. Unless the owner emancipates

^rt rfT"!f ^f^',^^^"
"'='na>n^ a concubine, but isfree at his death (Lane, i. 139 ff., 2-14

; Letourneau,
p. -but.) In practice many JIuslims are mono-gamous from necessity or conviction-about 5 percent m India and Egypt, and 2 per cent in Per^a
(l,ane, i. 2o2 ; Amer 'All, Personal Late of the

STr ^°°''''"'. 1«S0, p. 29 fr.). In India it isquite the exception to hnd any Muhammadan
zenanas where there is a plurality save in the case
of barrenness (Billington, Women of India, Lon-don, 1890, p. 16). On the other hand, it is notuncommon tor a man to have concubines and nowives, in which case they are often made much ofand enjoy a luxury and comfort equal to that ofa wife (Lane, i. 243). Where a wife has female
Slaves of her own, tliey cannot become the hus-
band s concubines without her permission, and this
IS not often granted (ib. i. 241).

(5) Among the ancient Persians (including
Parthians) kings had several wives, of whom onewas regarded as wife in a diflerent sense from the
others, who were of lower birth ; and the monarch
atso had many concubines, whom he had a right totake from any part of his kingdom. They were
Kept in close seclusion, and in each palace therewere separate apartments for the queen and the
concubines. The statement of Herodotus (i. 1.S5),
that the Persians marry many wives and keep a
still greater number of concubines, refers only to
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the wealthier classes, many of •vvliora had an
excessive number of concubines. The chief wife
had to be of the husband's rank. In war, women
and children were taken captive and became slaves,
and the kings frequently made presents of several
beautiful .sla\-es to the bravest warriors. In Media,
polyjiyny was common amon^ tlie wealthy (see
Herod, lii. 68, 88; Est 2=-"; Kawlinson, up. cit.

iii. 216, 219, Partkia, London, 1894, \,\>. 404, 407,
414 ; Spiegel, Eran. Altertumskundc, Leipzig,
1871-78, iii. 677, 679-80; Letourneau, L'Esclav.
323). In modern Persia the Sliah may take any
woman, married or unmarried, free or slave, in the
kin^'dom, and place her in his harem (Letourneau,
p. 325).^

(6) ^\ith the ancient Mexicans, Miajd.i, and
ChibcJuts, while a titular monogamy prevailed,
especially among the poor, the rich and powerful
[ractiseu polygj-ny on a 1,-irge scale. Besides the
lirst, the true and lawful wife, whose children
alone inlierited, there were lesser wives and
numerous concubines. Nobles had as many as
SOO concubines, and they were counted by thousands
in the i)alaces of the monarch. To liis favourites
or to visitors the latter would make presents of

tiiese concubines, or he occasionally oUered them as
sacrificial victims. In cohabiting with a concubine
no ceremony was necessary, nor was her owner
under any obligation to her. Concubines were
generally war captives, or girls and women taken
from their homes, or children sold by their parents.
Eacli province jiaid to tlie monarch a tribute of

Indian wonu^n for sacrifice or slavery, .\nother
kind of marriage, differing from that of the chief
^vife, resembled the Roman concubinate. A priest

knotted together the mantle of the man and the
skirt of the woman, who could not then be re-

pudiated wit)>out motive, though she and her
cliildren could not inherit. Another method of
union was that by wliich parents chose young girls
for their sons. No ceremony or contract was
necessary for these temporary unions, but they
were sometimes legitimated in the event of issiie

(see NR ii. 264, 271 ; Waltz, iv. 130, 360, 366 ;

Prescott, Conq. of Mex., New York, 1850, 1. 121,

135 ; Sahagun, llist. de Nueva Expaiia, 1829, bk.
vi. ch. 21 ; Letourneau, T.a Fcmmc, 184).

In Peru a similar condition of atl'airs prevailed.
Monogamy was obligatory for tlie people, but it

was nominal for the Inca and the nobles. These
bad one chief or real v.ife (in the case of the Inca,
his sister) besides other wives and concubines.
The Inca's secondary wives were distant relatives

;

but besides them he had numerous concubines,
taken from all parts of the kingdom, since all

women were at Iiis disj)osal, and it was a signal
favour to be chosen for the royal harem. The Inca
al>o had the choice of the Virgins of the Sun, who,
when lie dispensed with them and permitted them
to return to their homes, were honoured and
maintained in great state. The royal seraglio
often numbered several thousands, dispersed
tlirougli the difVerent palaces (Prescott, Conn, of
Peru, New York, 1890, p. 53 f. ; Garc. de la Vega,
Eo\i(d Comment., London, 1869-71, i. 310; Letoui"-
neau. La Femme, 19311'.).

(7) Among the ancient Germans, according to
Tacitus (Germ. 18), monogamy was customary,
save amon" the nobles, who were polygamous.
This was also the case with the Scandinavians,
though this polygyny probably meant marriage
with one chief wife and union with lesser wives or
Concubines. Among the Scandinavians, especially
in ihe later times of conquest, concubines were
captives, often of noble rank, taken in war or
raids, or foreign bondwomen, often from the East
or Greece, bought in regular slave traffic. In the
king's court there was usually a large train of

fair captive women who acted as wine-bearers at
banquets, and such women were also found in
lesser numbers in the lumses of nobles. Kings
gave presents of concubines to brave warriors, or
one man offered 'gold-decked slaves' to another.
The bond with such concubines was loose as
compared with the marriage-tie, which was
sacre<l and respected ((ieijer, Samlade Skrifter,
Stockholm, 1873-5, v. 88 ; Heimskringla, ed. Laing
and Anderson, 1889, i. 127 ft". ; Vigfusson-Powell,
Corp. Poet. Borcnle, O.xford, 1883, ii. 473 ft".). The
later Germanic kings and emperors and often the
ricli, even into Christian times, had wives and
numerous concubines. With the Germans the
concubine had neither the rank nor the jirivileges

of the wife, nor had her children any claim to
succession, though in Norse law the children of

a concubine of 20 years' .standing were capable
of inheriting (I'lo.ss, Das Weib' , Leijizig, 1905, i.

655). See also Concubinage (Christian). For
the Slavs, cf. the references given by Krek, Einleit.
in die slav. Literaturgcsch.", Graz, 1887, p. 362,
note.

(8) Among the Celts monogamy was general,
though kings occasionally appear with two wives
(ZCP iii. 9;' Stokes, Lives of Unints, Oxford, 1890,

p. 237). Concubinage was quite usual, especially
among the higher classes, concubines being either
war captives or slaves, but the legitimate wife was
mistress of the house. Little is known of the
practice of the Continental Celts, but the ])ol.ygj-ny

of the Gauls (Cssar, BG vi. 19) was probably of
this kind, viz. a chief wife and lesser wives or
concubines. In the Irish texts, concubinage is

occasionally referred to, and so much was it a
recognized institution that it is provided for in the
Brehon Law. King Diarmai<l in the 6th cent, had
two legitimate wives and two concubines. The
children of the latter were in an inferior position,
and the second wife had been espoused because
the first was barren. Popular custom is reflected

in the mythico-heroic tales. The mythic king
Conchobar takes his prisoner Deirdre and cohabits
with her without any objection on the part of his
wife, and then otfers her to Eogan for a year. But
sometimes the wife made objection to the presence
of a concubine ; e.17. Dubthach's wife threatened
him with divorce if he did not sell the slave whom
he had bought, and who was about to bear him a
child (later S. Brigit). The concubine was, there-
fore, sold to a Druid. Slave women were liable to
become concubines, and were often subjected to
gross indignities (see d'Arbois de Jubainville, La
Oivi/isiition des Celtes, Paris, 1899, p. 288 ff. ; Joyce,
Social Hist, of Anc. Ireland, London, 1903, ii. ch.

19). Free women in Ireland appear sometimes as
concubines, or as united in free love to warriors
(Meyer, Cath Finntrd(ja, Oxford, 1885, p. 29). In
Wales, girls were hired from their parents for a
fixed jirice, and a penalty was enjoined if the
connexion was relinquished (Gir. Camb. Descr.
C-imh. ii. 6).

(9) In Abyssinia, the Emperor has one wife, the
itif/he, and a large number of lesser wives or
concubines, and he has also the right to send for

any woman who pleases him. This is considered
a great honour. His exami>le is followed by the
nobles and wealthy men, who, besides a wife, have
many domestic concubines. Women taken in war
are made concubines (Letourneau, Marriage, 162,

La Femmc, 286).

(10) In Cliinn, besides the chief wife, one
or more secondary but legitimate wives or con-
cubines are a recognized institution, the ceremony
of marriage being gone through with the first only,
who must be of the husband's rank. Bigamy, or
raising a concubine to the rank of wife during the
lifetime of the wife, is illegal, but a man whoso
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wife leaches the age of 40 without having chiklren
must take a concubine for the sake of the ancestral

cult. The secondary wives must obey the chief

wife, who calls the man 'husband,' while they call

him ' master
'

; but she ia not expected to show
jealousy of them, and, as popular poetry insists,

should provide for tlieir comfort. They are of

inferior station, and, as they are usually purchased,
they Eire mainly a luxury of the rich. They may
be repudiated without any formality, or sold again
by their owner. Poor parents freely sell their

daughters as concubines—this being legal in China
—either directly to rich men or to men who trade
in concubines, and who educate them and re-sell

them at a high price. AVhile concubinage is legal,

at the present time it is blamed unless the wife
has no children, and a man loses respect when he
multiplies concubines. Frequently they are taken
only with the wife's consent. Children of con-
cubines and domestic slaves have the same legal

rights as those of the wife, if tlie mother has been
received into the house. Tliey are regarded as the
wife's children, not the concubine's ; they wear
mourning at her death, but not at that of their

mother, and lavish on her expressions of affection

and respect, while they treat tlieir own mother with
contempt (Medhurst, JEAS China, iv. 15, 21, 31 ;

Gray, China, London, 1878, i. 21211'. ; Letourneau,
La Femme, 246ft'.). Mandarins in Korea are
obliged by custom to have more than one wife as
well as several concubines, while concubinage is

very common among the nobility, the wife being
doomed by etiquette to a species of widowhood
(Ross, Hist, of Corea, Paisley, 1879, p. 315;
Griffis, Corea, London, 1882, p. 251).

(11) In ancient Japan, though wife, mistress,
and concubine were terms which were not distin-

guished, an occasional distinction is dra^vn in the
texts between the chief wife and secondary wives or
concubines, of whom she sometimes shows jealousy,
while they are of lesser rank (Chamberlain, Ko-ji-
ki, Suppl. to TASJx. [1883] pp. xxxvUi, xl, 270).
In later times the position of the wife became that
of the wife in China, while concubinage was
legalized, the law specifying the number of con-
cubines a man might have according to his rank.
Their children are equal in law with those of the
wife, who is regarded as their mother. She is

addressed as 0-ku-sama, 'honourable lady of the
house,' and her position is a high one ; but she must
not show jealousy, however numerous the con-
cubines may be. In circles which represent modern
Japan, concubinage is ceasing to be practised and
is regarded as incompatible with civilization (Rein,
Japan, London, 1884, p. 423 ; Letourneau, La
Femme, 233; Griffis, Eel. of Japan, London, 1895,
p. 320 ; Norman, The Eeal Japan, London, 1892,
p. 183).

(12) In India, while the bulk of the people lived
and still live in monogamy, polygyny has always
been recognized and practised by the rulers and
wealthy, though it is prohibited by certain tribes
and sub-castes, or is permitted in theory but
practised only in case of sterility, since the be-
getting of a son is all-important (Billington, op.
cit. 15 ; Dubois, Hindu Planners, Customs, Cere-
monies, Oxford, 18S7, i. 210 ; ef. also Strabo, p.
709). The 'Vedas show that polygyny was practised,
though perhaps not commonly, and it included
concubinage. One poet prays that Pushan will
provide him with many damsels, and the texts
speak of captive women taken in fight and given
as presents (Miiir, v. 457, 461). In later times
several passages of Manu refer to a plurality of
wives (iii. 12, viii. 204, ix. 85 ft'.), though there is

some attempt to establish monogamy (v. 168, ix.

77-82, 101). Brahmans and rich Ksatriyas (to the
latter of whom the loosest forms of marriage were

sanctioned) had lesser wives or concubines. The
case of the Brahman with four wives of diflerent

castes is contemplated,' but the tirst wife must be
of his own caste, and she had precedence over the
others, hence they were in the position of superior
concubines rather than wives, and their children
received a lesser share of the inheritance. The
first marriage was regarded as more sacred, being
contracted from a sense of duty, and not for mere
self-gratification (iii. 12, ix. 147 ; Mayne, Hindu
Law and Usage, RIadras, 1878, p. 75). The troop
of wives who belong to the king, and whose duties
are carefully prescribed, were also superior con-

cubines rather than true wives (vii. 219 ff.).

Women carried ofl' in battle became slaves of tlie

victors, i.e. concubines in an inferior position. In
modern times polygyny is an undoubted right for

those who can attord it, and concubinage is a
matter of common custom, especially in the higher
ranks, but the first \vife is chief and retains her
prerogatives. ' By the law a Hindu may marry as
many wives, and by custom keep as many con-

cubines, as he may choose' (Balfour, Cyclop, of
India, London, 1885, iii. 252 ; Mayne, pp. 75, 372

;

Dubois, i. 211). Concubines are sometimes secretly
kept in a separat« establishment to avoid the wife's

jealousy, though the Padma Purdna directs her to

avoid domestic quarrels on account of another
woman whom her husband may wish to keep
(Dubois, i. 311, 351). Women who are unable to
find husbands commonly form connexions as con-
cubines, while devotees who take vows of celibacy
often have concubines under various pretexts
(Dubois, i. 210, 2S8). Priestesses of the Siva and
Visnu cults are frequently mistresses of the priests,

and dancing giils associated with temples, e.g.

that of Jagannatha-ksatra in Orissa, are practically

concubines of the officiating Brahmans (Dubois, i.

133-4 ; Ward, Hist. Lit. and Eelig. ofthe Hindoos^,
London, 1817-20, ii. 134). Concubines are entitled

to maintenance when the connexion with them has
been of a permanent character, analogous to that
of female slaves, members of a man's household, in

earlier times (Mayne, p. 367 ; for further details

and references, see Jolly, Eecht und Sittc, Strass-

burg, 1896 [ = GIAP ii. 8], pp. 64-67).

(13) See Concubinage (Greek and Roman).
5. Forms of marriage and of sexual union

analogous to concubinage.—Some forms of marri-
age, etc., are not far removed from marriage with
concubinage.

(a) The custom of so-called group-marriage found especially
among the Urabunna of Central Australia is of this kind. .\

man has one or more women allotted to him from the group with
which marriage is possible to him. To them he has only a
preferential right. Other men have access to them, while he
has access to other women of the same group. The women to
whom men have thus occasional access are piraungaru to them

.

and they are in effect accessory wives (-secondary wives or
concubines, Spencer-GiUena, pp. 62-3, bp. 73 ; for the analogous
custom of the Dieri tribe, see Howitt, passim ; and for ' group-
marriage ' as a whole, Thomas, op. cit, p. 127 ff.). Among other
Central Australi.in tribes a man rti&y lend his wife to men of

the intermarrjing group at any time. These also, with certain
others, have access to her at the time of marriage, while a still

wider sj'Stem of access prevails at certain ceremonial occasions
(Spencer-Gillenb, p. 141). The women, apart from his wife or
wives, to whom a man has access are practically occasional
concubines to him.

(6) Where polygamy is systematically associated with
polyandry, the wives with whom a man or men are associated
practically stand to the first wife in the position of secondary
wives or concubines. Where the husbands of a woman are
brothers, as among the Todas, ' if the wife has one or more
younger sisters, they in turn, on attaining a marriageable age,
become the wives of "their sister's husband or husbands ' (Shortt,
TES, new ser., vii. 240). Or, as among the Naire, where a

1 Roger, Open-Deure tot het verborgen Bei/dcndom, Loyden,
1C51, p. 217 f., records a Coromandel tr.^.dition that the father
of the poet Bhartrhari had a wife, from each of the four castes.

The poet was his son by the Siidra wife, and by hi3 early
devotion to his 300 wives caused his father much anxiety,
because of the belief that ' whoever has begotten children by a
Soudra wife, he, so long as any deecendantB survive, remains
deprived of heaven.'
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woman may have several hu&baiids. not necessarily brothers, a
man may marry several women (l-'orbes, Oriental Metiwirs,

Jvondon, 1813, i. '6S5), Sometimes, too, these wives become
paramotirs (concubines) of other men (To<las [Reclua, p. 197J

;

kunnavans of Madura (Maync, p. 60]). In many instances of

polyandry, especially of brothers, the elder brother ia the chief

husband and the younger are lesser husbands. The arrange-
ment thus corresponds to that of the chief and leaser wives,

and the younger brothers are a sort of 'male concubines' (cf.

Westennarck, p. 510). In most Of these cases the children are
attributed to the chief husband and call him father.

(c) Bfsides the practice of lending wives or of exchanging
them at festivals—both of very wide occurrence (see Adultkhv
[Primitive and Savage], § 7)—the exchange of wives for a shorter
or longer period as a sign of friendship occurs sporadically,

often between chiefs. The custom is found among the
Australians, Eskimos, several American Indian tribes, in

Polynesia, with the negroes of Angola, etc. (Thomas, p. 177;
Nansen, Kskimo Life, London, 1893, p. 148; Letourneau, La
Fetnme, 107, 114, Marriage, 52, 61 ; Westermarck, pp. 75, 488),

while Sir IJ. Mackenzie says tinkers in the 17th cent, used each
others' wives as concubines (Lang, Sir G. Mackenzie, London,
1909, p. 322). In such cases the woman becomes the paramour
of the man.

(d) Again, where a chief, ruler, or priest has, or claims, the
right to a woman for the first night or nights of her marriage,
sUch women are in the i)Osition of temporary concubines. This
practice is found among the Eskimos, the Caribs, and certain
Brazilian tribes ; in Nicaragua ; in Malabar, and Cambodia ; in

New Zealand ; in Africa ; in ancient Ireland, and elsewhere
(Westermarck, p. 76 ff.; Giraud-Teulon, Les Oriijines du
mariafjc, Paris, 1834, p. 32ff. ; Letourneau, Marriage, 47;
Meyer, op. cit. p. 21). The right is also claimed at other times,
or a chief or king may take any girl or woman as he pleases
(Westermarck, p. 79; Letourneau, L'Esclav. 208; Meyer, p.

29 ; O'Grady, Silva Gadelica, 1892, ii. 40S), or access may be
grant'-'d as u favour, e.g. in the case of Kalmuk priests, who are
not allowed to marry (\Vestermarck, p. 79 ; for other instances,

cf. vol. i. 125h).

(e) There are numerous instances, especially among savages,
in which girls before marriage are free to form connexions with
men, while it is considered almost dishonourable not to have a
lover (Westermarck, Moral Ideas, ii. 422). This is very common
in Africa; and an extreme instance of it occurs among the
Masai, where men do not marry until the age of thirty. Young
men, therefore, are allowed to select one or two young girls

after giving a present to the mother. Tlie girls live in the
warriors' quarters, and are given great liberty. When they are

of a marriageable age, they return home, and must live morally
(Johnston, (Igand^ Protectorate, London, 1902, 1.. 822). Among
some American Indian tribes, girls preferred free love to mar-
riage, and accompanied hunters on expeditions. If children
were born they were legitimate, though not on the same level

as children born in wedlock (Letourneau, La Femme, 135).

in other cases these connexions are a kind of trial marriage,
and may become permanent if the girl proves with child (Reclup,

p. 194; Westermarck, pp. 23. 24, 71; Post. i. 54; Gir. Camb.
ii. C ; for the three years' trial connexions of certain Essenes,
see Jos. liJ II. viii. lii). But there are other temporary unions
which are still more suggestive of concubinage. These are found
sporadically among savages (Post, i. 53), but occur at higher
levels also. Among the Assanj'eh Arabs a custom exista by
which a woman is the wife of a man for three or four days in

each week, but may form other connexions on the remaining
days. Some have seen in this a survival of the mot'a marriage
of the ancient Arabs—a form of temporary union with a woman
dwelling with her own family (Spencer, i. 635 ; W. R. Smith,
op. eit. 83 ff.). In Persia a wife may be tried for a legally stipu-

lated time, at the expiry of which the parties may separate or
renew the contract OVestermarck, p. 519). In Japan a daughter
maybe hired for a temporary union, the duration of which is

fixed by contract. This union often exists between Europeans
and Japanese girls (Letourneau, La Femme, 232 ; Kreitner,
Im/ernen Osten, Vienna, 1881, p. 235). In Tibet, temporary
marriages arc contracted for six months, one month, or a week
—perhaps a form of polyandrj-. Traders form temporary co.i-

nexions with women—a common custom elsewhere wherever
caravans halt or markets are held (Rockhill, Land of the Lamas,
London, 1891. pp. 212, 144). Among the ancient Irish, tempor-
ary marriages for a year existed. They were arranged at the
Beltane festival (1st May), and at next Beltane were broken,
when the woman passed to a now husband (Giraud-Teulon, p.
330). This is akin to the Scottish 'handfasting,' by which 'at
the public fairs men selected female companions with whom to
cohabit for a year. At the expiry of this period both parties were
accounted free , they might either unite in marriage or live singly

'

(Rogers, Scotland, Social and Domestic, London, 1869, p. 109).

(/) Occasionally a wife ia allowed a legal paramour, to whom
Hhe stands in the relation of a concubine. He takes the place
of the real husband in his absence, and is often a younger
brother. This custom is found amonp the Aleuts, Thiinkets,
Koloshes, Kaniagmuta, some African tribes, some Papuans, and
in Nukahiva (Ennan, ZEui. 163; Dall, Alaska, London, 1S70,
p. 416; Kohler. ZVRW, 1900, p. 334 ; Lisiansky, Voyage round
tkf M'orld, London. 1814, p. 83 ; Post, Afrik. Juri*p. i. 468. 472f.).

In Sparta a serondarv husband was also permitted to increase
the family (Xenoph. Rep. Lac. i. 9 ; MiiUer, Doric Race, Ix>ndon,
1830, ii. 211). Among the Konyagaa adwiterj- is punished by
making the lover a member of the household, a secondary hus-
band and servant (Reclus, p. 67).

(g) Among the Reddies, when a woman is married to a young

boy, she cohabits with the father or uncle of the boy, who, when
he grows up, takes the wife of another boy (Shortt, TJ-JS, new
ser., vii. 264 f.) Cohabitation of the father with the sons wife
during his minority also exists among the Ostyaks, Osseins, and
tlie Vellalah caste in Coimbatore, in the Marquesas Islands ; and
it existed among the old Prussians and among the Russian serfs

before the emancipation (Westermarck, p. 464 ; Post, i. 56).

6. The taUin^' of a secondary wife or a concubine
is not necessarily felt as a reproach by the legal

wife. Frequently, where women liave to work
hard, the concubine is ratlier welcomed, and the
wife may even encouraj^'e the husband to take one
as a means of lightening her labours, especially as
it also gives her a certain amount of power over
the new-comer. This may also happen wliere poly-

gyny gives standing, or is a proof of respectability

and wealth.
Among the Zulus the chief wife works hard, so that the hus-

ban<l may be the sooner able to take a youngt-r woman, over
whom she will have authority. Other examples are found
among Negro and Kafir tribes, the Apaches, Brazilian triljes,

the Eskimos, Bagobos of the Philippines, etc. (Westermar<:k,
p. 496 ; Nansen, op. cit. 144 ff.). Among the Arabs of Upper
Kgypt a wife expects her husband to provide her with a slave
who will also be his concubine (fJaker, i^ He Tributaries, London,
1808, p. 125 ff.). Where the wiie is old, or has no children, or is

absolutely devoted to her husband, she will sometimes ui^e him
to take a concubine, or will herself provide one, as examples
cited above have shown (cf. also Lane, Arab. Society, London,
1883, p. 246 f. ; Westerin ir I, j^p \-<:\ 495). But generally the
desire on the part of 1

1 .
- .1 ^riety, for the gratification

of sensual passion, &\v\ > i. il ilie wish for numerous off-

spring, and the fear 01 I
,

- ;n -^. r-pecially where ancestor-
worship exists, are the mkh i\ls lur poi\gyny.

7. Bars to concubinage.— On the other hand,
jealovisy often causes much unpleasantness in poly-
gynous households. It may lead to the suicide of

the wife, or to lier ill-treatment if she raises objec-
tions, or, again, to her ill-treatment of the new-
comers. Hence jealousy is often a powerful means
of preventing polygyny.
Taking a second wife or concubine is sometimes a ground for

the wife's divorcing her husband (Tuaregs [Duveyrier, Les
Touaregs, Paris, 1864, p. 42it] ; Malays [under 'Semando mar-
riage,' Waitz, V. 145] ; some Indian tribes (Post, i. 63] ; cf. vol. i.

p. 12ja), or for the wife's leaving her husband for a man who will

take her as his only wife (Charruas [Azara, AmArique M^rid.,
Paris, 1809, ii. 22] ; see also § 4, above [Egypiians and Semites]).
In some cases a second wife or concubine can be introduced only
if the wife is childless (Santals, tribes of the Peccan, Panjab,
and Bombay [Post, L 63]), or with the wife's consent (Eandba
[Reclus, p. 281]; some Papuan tribes [Kohler, ZVRW, 1900, p.
341] ; see also Post, i, 63). Sometimes no more than one concu-
bine is permitted, as in the case of the Karoks (§ 3).

Among those lower peoples with wliom mono-
gamy is customary or polygamy is forbidden, con-
cubinage is sometimes expressly interdicted or is

quite unkno%vn.
Tliis is the case with the Papuans of Dorey (Earl, Papuatis,

London, 1853, p. SI), the Karens, Kandhg, Tamils in Ceylon,
the Koch and Old Kukis, the Mriis and Toungtha (with whom
it is wrong for a master to take advantage of a female slave),

some tribes of the Malay Peninsula, etc. (Westermarck, p. 436

;

Mayne, p. "5
; Dalton, p. 91 ; JASBe xxiv. 621 ; Lewin, Wild

Races of S.E. India, London, 1870, pp. 193, 235). Outside of
marriage the Kabyle law recognizes no sexual relation, and the
concubinate is unknown (Hanoteau and Letourneux, Kabylie,
Paris, 1872-73, ii. 148). In Cambodia, special laws protect femalo
slaves. If one becomes pregnant, she may leave her master,
while in the Malacca peninsula she is free in such a case (Letour-
neau, L'Esclav. 215; Waits, i. 153). Public opinion among the
Battaks is against cohabitation with a female slave. Should she
become a concubine, custom {adat) regards her as a lesser wife
(Letourneau, p. 201). See also § 4 (China, Japan).

In casts where the husband at marriage went to live with bis
wife's pe'iplf, and where polyandry was not conjoined with
polygjiiiiy, roiMnl'inage would seldom exist.

8. Standing of the concubine.—Wliere a con-
cubine is a purchased slave, or a war ciiptive, and
often in other cases, .she has no control over her
own per.--on. As the wife or daughter is often lent
to a guest, so the lesser wife, concubine, or female
slave is frequently given to liim.

In Fiji, the concubines of the chiefs were at the disposal of
warriors or guests (I.retourn'-'au, Marriage, 124^. In Samoa, chiefs
who tired of their concubines placed them in the guest-house
(Prit4;hard, op. cit. 132, 172). In Abyssinia, the concubines of
the king were offered to persons of importance (Combes and
Tamisier, Vop. en Abyss., Paris, 1839, ii. 120). Herrera says of
the Cumanas that ' great men kept as many women as they
pleased, and gave the beautifuUest of them to an> stranger they
entertained ' (Spencer, i. 634).

Not infrequently concubines or slaves are pros-
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tituted for money, which goes to their owner, as
amon" the Maoris (Letourneau, L'Esclctr. 176),
Kutka t'olumbiaiis (.VA' i. 191-94, 217), the Greeks,
the liabyloniaiis (Kohler-Peiser, iv. '28-29), and
the ancient Arabs, though this was forbidden by
Muhammad {DI, p. 597), etc.

Generally the concubine can be repudiated with-
out formality, or even sold, though there are ex-
ceptions, as when a slave becomes free when she
bears her master a child (see above).
Adultery with a lesser wife or concubine is

usually less severely punished than in the case
of a chief wife.
Among some Negro tribes, adultery with the latter is punished

with death, witli the former bv a flne (du Chaillu, L'Afrimie
tquat., Paris, 1862, pp. 67, 435). In Java, the punishment is
slight (Waitz, i. 315). Among the Battaks, if the eoncubiiie hai
borne no children to the master, the lover nmst pay her value
to him ; hut, if she has, both are punished with death (Letour-
neau, L'Esdav. 201). Among some Mongol tribes the owner
could take all the lover's possessions, but the concubine was
not punislied, and unchastity with the concubines of priests
(who were not married) was unpunished (Post, ii. 360, 874). In
Muhammadan law the adultery of the slave wife is less culpable
than that of the free woman' (Letourneau, L'Esdav, 282). In
Peru, criminal connc-cion with one of the Inca's wives or concu-
bines (or with the Virgins of the Sun) was punished with death
and confiscation (Prescott, p. 53 ; Letourneau, p. 195). Gener-
ally speaking, the lighter punishment for adultery with a concu-
bine resembles the graded punishments allotted according to the
rank of the wife in various societies.

As the wife is often sacrificed at her husband's
death, to accompany him into the other world,
so, very frequently, concubines are killed at their
o^^•ne^'s death for the same purpose.

In Darien and Panama, all, and in Peru a chosen few, of the
concubines of nobles or of the Inca were sacrificed (Seeniann,
Voyage o/ a.il.S. Herald, London, 1853, i. 316 ; Prescott, pp.
15, 43). In I'Tew Zealand, at the death of a chief, some female
slaves were crucified ; their sacrifice at the death of important
persons was common in Melanesia (Letourneau, La Femme, 33,
119, L'Esdav. 42). The practice is common in Africa ; while in
India, at the death of a great prince, not only his wives, but often
his whole harem, died on the pyre (Letourneau, in Femme. 309).

Frequently the eldest son or heir inherits his
father's wives and concubines (excluding his own
mother).
This occurred in Jlexico in the case of women who had not

borne children to the deceased, among the Mishmis, Maoris,
Bechuanas, many Negro tribes, and the ancient Arabs and
Hebrews (Spencer, i. 680; M'Lennan, Stvdies in Ancient
Hist., 2nd ser., London, 1896, p. 475 ; Bosman, in Pinkerton,
xyi. 480 ; du Chaillu, op. cit. 268 ; Letourneau, La Femme 89
W. R. Smith, op. cit. 104 ff. ; 2 S 1622 [Absalom's act signified
that his father was dethroned]). Sometimes the brother suc-
ceeds to his brother's wives and concubines (Spencer, i. C80).
Among the Mapuches, grown-up sons by one wife take another
widow as their common concubine (ib. 750).

9. Standing- of children by concubines.—This
varies in different regions. The concubine gener-
ally being in the position of a slave, and frequently
a foreigner, the chUd is normally a .slave and ille-
gitimate, and inherits nothing at the father's
death. This is the case among man}' savage and
barbaric peoples, and is, to some extent, the result
of counting descent through the mother—the child
taking the mother's rank irrespective of that of the
father. It also results from the dislike which some
peoples have for any relation outside legitimate
marriage.
Among the Al^'onquins, the children of the second wife were

iUegitimate (Henot, Travels through the Canadas, London 1807
p. 324 ; see also § 3, above). With the Mayas and Mexicans'
children of concubines inherited notliing (NR i. 650, ii. 265)'
In New Zealand, even when children of a chief, they were of
sen'ile condition, and in Fiji the wives whose children inherited
were few in number (Letourneau, L'Esdav. 176, JIarriane, 124)
In Guinea and in other parts of Negro Africa they are slaves ; on
the Gold Coast they are not regarded as relatives; and in
Timbuctu are incapable of inheriting (Letourneau, La Femme,
39

;
Post, A/rik. Jtirisp. i. 289). In Cuinana, the son of the

chief wife inherits everything (Waitz, iii. 383); in the Kingsmill
Islands, the son of the wife of highest rank (Wilkes US
Exploring Eiped., N. York, 1851, p. 556). In Siam, the children
of the wife married by the khan mak ceremony alone inherit
(Colquhoun, op. cit. p. 182), and among the 'Tangutans and
Mongols children of concubines are illegitimate, and inherit
nothmg (Prejevalsky, op. cit. i. 69, ii. 121). Among the Lycians.
children of a slave wife or a concubine were illegitimate (Herod.
1. 173), In India, children by a concubine are entitled to main-
tenance, but not to inheritance. In some castes the children are

illegitimate, but the father may settle something upon them in
his lifetime. The position of children by a Sudra woman married
to a man of higher cjiste is much disputed in the older law
sometimes they are said to be entitled to maintenance only,
sometimes to a lesser or greater share of the inheritance (Mavne,
pp. 63, 73, 390-91 ; Dubois, i. 210; see also § 4 [Arabs, Germans]).

'Where children are sold by their fathers, those
of concubines will generally be first traded for gain.
The practice is common in the Solomon Islands,
in large tracts of Negro Africa, and in China
(Letourneau, L'Esdav. 39, 235; Giraud-Teulon,
pp. 430, 431).

In some instances, inheritance is graded accord-
ing to the position of the mother—the children of
a chief wife being most favoured, those of the lesser
wives and concubines receiving lesser shares.
With the Beluns of Timor, children of concubines inherit a

third part of the residuum, and in the Philippines and Burma
their share is small (Post, i. 147). With the Khvcngs, children
of lesser wives inherit two parts, children of slaves one part,
and children of the chief wife four parts (Kohler, ZVRW vi.
197). In Egypt, all were legitimate ; but those bom in actual
marriage took precedence of and had superior rank to children
of women of inferior rank or slaves (Maspero, pp. 62, 273). In
Peru, the eldest son of the coya alone inherited the throne, but
children by other women had no inferior position (Letourneau,
La Femme, 195 f.). In India, the illegitimate son of a SiJdra
has privileges of inheritance (a moiety, and sometimes an equal
share or the whole) when the mother has been under the father's
control (Us female slave or the slave of his male slave, according
to Manu, ix. 179, and, in modem law, an unmarried Siidra woman
kept as a concubine. The concubine in earlier times would
always be a slave). The underlying idea was that the marriage
of a Sudra was of so low a nature as to be itself a kind of irregular
connexion (Mayne, pp. 63, 390 f., 463 ft.; Jolly, ZZ),l/G\liv
[1890] 85).

In other cases, again, there is no difference in
the position of children of a chief wife and of
others. This is particularly the case Avhere a
childless wife gives her husband a concubine, or
where the wife is reckoned the mother of all the
children.

Examples are found in Brazil (v. Martins, rdlkerschafien
BroMliens, 1867, i. 126) ; with some Negroes and Kafirs (Post,
i. 17); in Abyssinia (Letourneau, La Femme, 2S9) ; among
the Bodos and Dhimals (Hodgson, Misc. Essays, Lond. ISSO, 1!

122); among the Kandhs of Orissa (Kohler, ^FBIT viii. 265);
amongtheAinus(Westermarck,p. 445); in Sarawak and Borneo,
when a man dies intestate (Brooke, Ten Years in Sarawak, Lond.
1866, ii. 321) ; and among the Samoyedes and Tatars, with the
latter of whom also male children by a concubine receive double
the portion of a wife's female issue (Post, i. 17, 146). Among
Muhammadan peoples, when sons of concubines are acknow-
ledged by the father, they inherit equally with sons of wives ;

otherwise they are slaves (Lane, i. 143). In ancient Arabia, the
son of a slave woman, if acknowledged, became a full tribesman
(W. R. Smith, op. cit. p. 136). In Babylonia, the sons of a
'maid-servant,' i.e. a slave, shared equally with those of the
v.-ile if the father had said to them, 'My sons.' But they were
slightly inferior (Johns, p. 35 ; see also § 4, above). Amo'ng the
Hebrews, it is probable that all the children acknowledged by
the father (except those bom of adultery or incest) were legiti-
mate ; but the position of a concubine's sons is not defined legaUv
with respect to inheritance. Nominally, they inherited with the
other sons (the eldest of whom received a double share [Dt 2117]),
especially where they were reckoned as the children of the legal
wife. All the sons of Jacob rank as heads of tribes (Gn 49). But
perhaps generally they had a less share, and their position would
depend on the attitude of father, wife, or other sons. Abraham
gave his concubines' sons presents and sent them away (Gn 256)

;

Sarah says, ' The son of this bondwoman shall not be heir with
my son,' but this is because she is angry with Ishmael (Gn 2110,
cf. 165). Jephthah's brothers drive him out, though he complains
of the treatment, which may, therefore, have been unusual, even,
as in his case, to the son of a harlot brought up in the father's
household (Jg 111-7

; see also 5 4 [China, Japan]).
Where mother-right and inheritance through the mother

prevail, there are some instances of the father making over his
property to children of a lesser wife or concubine. This occurs
among the Eimbunda, the Wanyanwezi (who allege as the reason
that their wife's children have relatives to aid them, while the
others have not [Burton, Lake Regions, London, 1860, ii. 23]),
the Fantis, and in Guinea. Some have seen in this one method
by which inheritance based on mother-right passed over to
the patriarchate, which involved the succession of sons to
fathers (M'Lennan, p. 114 ; Giraud-Teulon, p. 440). \^^lere con-
cubines are women captured in war, or purchased, they and
their children belong to the man in a way in which the children
of the wife under mother-right do not. And where there were
many concubines of this sort, men would soon fomi ' a prefer-
ence for marriage which made the husband his wife's lord, and
made his children belong to him ' (W. R. Smith, op. cit. p. 279

;

cl. Spencer, i. 661). This would be the case where genuine
marriage by capture e.xist«d, since it tended to break up the
whole system of mother-right.
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10. Cdiu'iibina^'e Iiardlj' exists in tlie lowest

savage comiiiunities, but it i» found in sava^'e

societies at a lii;,'lier level, and is nimh more
common in warlike, barbaric, and partially civil-

ized societies, concubines bein^ eitlier war captives

or purchased. In either case their position is little

better than that of slaves, subject to their owner's
caprices, though, if they become his favourites,

their position is a happier one. In some cases

they are slaves of the wife or part of her dowry,
or house-servants or slaves. In all these societies

conciibinage is sanctioned by custom or law, whether
mono;,'amy or poly<raniy is the form of marriage,
and very often laws e.xist regulating the position

of the concubine, and even tending to ameliorate
her position. Although polj-gamy is found in all

barbaric civilizations, a tendency to monogamy,
with more or less restricted concubinage, is found
in many of them (Kgj-pt, Habylon, the Hebrews),
as it is also found sporadically at lower levels (!) 3) ;

or polygamy is entirely restricted to the higher
classes (Mexicans, Teutons, Celts, Abyssinians)

;

or, again, polygamy is illegal, but concubinage is

allowed (China, Japan, Greece, Rome). Finally,

where a higher view of marriage begins to prevail,

even concubinage tends to pa,ss away, and becomes
more and more a vicious lu.xury of a few of the

rich, as it was in early and media'val Euro[)e.

This is occasionally a natural tendency arising

vitli the growth of a higher civilization, or from
contact with a purely numogamous civilization,

or it may be induced tbrougli the rise of a more
ethical religion which condemns lust. For, wher-
ever the monogamous sentiment prevails, wherever
other attractions than youth and beauty are looked

for in woman, wherever love becomes more relined

and the devotion to one woman more absorbing,

wherever it is felt that polygyny is an insult to

tlie female se.\, wherever woman tends to be on an
eiiuality with man, and wherever married people

pledge themselves to purity of life, all irregular

connexions are soon looked iipon as wrong, and
c(incul)inage becomes more and more rare. In

modern Christian countries it no longer exists as

such, though rich men may keep women, more or

less secretly, for the gratilication of their p.assions,

and prostitution is still an enormous social evil.

LlTERATCBE.—There is no work dealing exclusively with this

subject, but much information will lie found in G. E. Howard,
Hwf. of Matrim. histitvlwns, 3 vols., Chicago and London,

1904 ; C. Letourneau, Kmlulinn of Marriage, London, 1897,

La Condition dc la feminf dam lea diverges races et cii'iliiatinm,

Paris, 1903, //iVofufton dc (Vscfataye, Paris, 1894 ; A. H. Post,
Gnmdriss der ethnot. Jnrisprudtnz, Oldenbur;; and Leipzijf,

1894-95, Stud, zur Entioicklungsgesch. des Familienrechts,

Oldenburg and Lcipzii^, 1890 ; 0. Schrader, Rcallex. der indo-

genn. AUertuwsktindr , Strassbur^,', 1901, s.vv. ' Beischlaferin,'
• Polyjcamie,* etc.; T. Waitz and G. Gerland, Ant/iropol. dtr
Natnrmlker, Lcipzitr, IWl) 72 ; C. S. Wake, Evol. of Moralili/,

London, 1S78 ; E. Westermarck, Hist, of Uuman Marriage,

London, 1891 \:nb<3i\. J. A. MACCULLOCH.

CONCUBINAGE (Christian).—From the be-

ginning there were in the Church two distinct

movements—one elevating and sanctifying the

family, the other glorifj-ing celibacy and virginity.

Both are tr.ucd back to tlie NT, and the second

more partic uL.rly, though not exclusively, to Mt
1',)'- 2'2-"' and to St. Paul's words to the Corinthians

(I Co 7). The .second was already vigorous in the

early part of the 2nd century. Clement of Alex-

andria presents a beautiful picture of marriage

(Pnalaff. iii. 2,i0 ; Schaff, t'h. Ifi.it. iii. 364) ; and
Tertullian at the close of the treatise he wrote to

his wife {ad Uxorem, 'Ante-Nic. Fathers,' Amer.
ed. iv. 39-50) likewise empha.sizes the dignity .and

lilessedness of marriage, which he, as well as the

other Fathers, regarded as a spiritual rather than

a physical union. In spite of this high view of

marriage, the conceptions of the early Fathers did

not rise (completely above the old Roman social
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distinctions so as to set aside the con<'ubinate
relation as illegal according to the S(ai|itures.

I'or the f/'/yy the rule of celibacy came to pre-
vail in the Western Church, though a law of
celibacy was voted down in the Council of Nica>a
(32.">). The Synod of Elvira, early in the 4th cent.,

is by almost general agreement regarded as the
first Council that insisted upon marital abstinence
for the three higher grades of the clergj' (see Funk,
'Colibat und Priestereho im christl. Altertum,'
Ab/iiim/limijeti, i. 121-155). In the East, marriage
was ahvay.s allowed to the clergy, altliough the
rule came to prevail that priests might not marry
a .second time. As for the Inili/, the Church seems
not to have spoken positively against concubinage
for nearly 400 years. In accordance with the
Rom.m practice, Callistus, bishop of Rome (217-

222), permitted the concubinage of senators with
freedwomcn to continue. The Apostolic Consti-
tutions (viii. 32, ' Ante-Nic. Fathers,' Amer. ed. vii.

404) alloweil the ba]itism of a concubine who was
faithful to her heathen consort ('slave to an un-
believer'), but they stipulated that, if a Christian
have a concubine, "lie she a freedwoman or a slave,

he must contract legal marriage as a condition of
his remaining in the Church. The sentiment of
the Church, however, was altogether in the right

direction in the matter of the marriage of laj'men.

This is shown by Constantine's laM' of 320 (rfe

Ctmuh. V. 26), which forb.ade a man to have a con-
cubine if his wife were living. His laws pro-

tecting womanhood, whether virgin, wiflow, or
married, Avere a direct jiroduct of the Christian
principle of the sanctity of marriage. Gibbon, in

the course of a discussion of the Ju.stinian laws
concerning marriage, could say :

' The dignity of

marriage was restored by the Christians ' (ch.

xliv. [vol. iv. p. 478, ed. BiiryS 1906]).

The First Synod of Toledo (A.D. 400) marks a
positive turning-point from the practice of old

Rome. It declared that a Christian having both a
believing wife and a concubine should be excluded
from the Church. A man, however, who had not
a wife but a concubine, and only one, should not be
repelled from the Church ('qui n(m habet uxorem
et pro uxore concubiBam liabet, coinmunione non
repellatur' ; seeMansi, Concilin, 1901-09, iii. 997 fl'.;

Ilefele, Concilienf/esch. ii. 78 ft'.). About the same
time (402) a Roman Synod (see Hefele, ii. 88) took
the same action when it forbade a Christian to

marry a deceased wife's sister, and in the same
canon forbade him to have a concubine if he had a
wife living. This action was regulative for the
Middle Ages, and the canon of the Toletan Synod
was often referred to. The judgment of l.eo the
Great (458) was not out of keeping with it, though
it strongly favours the hard Roman law. When
asked whether a man who left a concubine and
marrie<I a wife committed bigamy, he replied in

the negative {Kp. clxvii. 6, 'Nic. Fathers,' Amer.
ed. xii. 110). The concubinage of clerics was from
the 4th cent, frequently forbidden by conciliar

action, and punished with severe penalties. The
Third Synod of Orleans (538) forb.ade the ordina-

tion of a man who, during his wife's lifetime, or

.after her death, kept a concubine. The ecclesi-

astical references to lay-concubinage are relatively

infrequent, but they are in the right direction.

.\mong the conciliar regulations of the early

Middle Ages on lay-concubiniige are the follow-

ing : A Roman Council of 826 (Hefele, iv. ,50)

forbade a m.arried man to have a concubine (' non
licet uno tempore du.as habere uxores, uxoremve
et concubinam ') ; so also the Synods of F.aris

(829 ; see Hefele, iv. 67), of Mainz (851), and Rome
(1059 and 1063). The Synod of Mainz (851) stipu-

lated that a man who had a conculnne and did not

live with her legitimately might put her away
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ami marry another ; and it also i)ermitte(l a man
liaving a single concubine to go to communion.
Strange to say, the older Roman and Teutonic law
was reatlirmed wlien tlie Synod of Tribur (895 ;

see Hefele, iv. 550) declared that marriage could

be contracted only between equals (as the law of

Justinian had done by imijlication in the 6th cent.

when it called concubinage ' unequal marriage').
The strict procedure of the Hildebrandian popes

and Hildebrand himself, beginning with the Roman
Council of 1059, against all priestly marriage or con-

cubinage is set forth in art. Celib.vcy (Christian).

And it is sufficient here, in regard to clerical con-

cubinage from this time on to the Reformation, to

say that it continued in all countries, but especi-

ally in Spain, Hungary, Germany, and England.
The Councils of LoncWi (1102, etc.) and West-
minster, under Anselm and his successors (see

Hefele, Lea, etc.), laid down, at the Pope's in-

stance, the most stringent laws against the secret

marriage or concubinage of priests and monks, and
the entrance of their sons into the benefices of the
fathers. The wide prevalency of concubinage is

attested beyond contradiction by Eadmer, who
says :

' Almost the greater and better part of the
English clergy were the sons of priests' {Hist.

Nov. iv.), by Giraldus Cambrensis, Walter Map,
and such English chroniclers as Matthew Paris
and Henry of Huntingdon. Adrian IV. (1154-

1159), the only English Pope, was the son of a
monk of St. Albans, an abbey which at a later

period became notorious for its licentious de-

generacy. The Bishop of Ely's concubine, Maud
of Rarasbury, defended his castle of Devizes (1139)
until her son was held up before her eyes and the
threat was made to hang him (Ordericus Vitalis,

bk. xiii. ch. 40 [Bolin's ed. 1853-56, iv. 211]). The
Papal legates coming to England insisted upon the
clergy abandoning their concubines ; but one of

them at least, the Cardinal of Crema, most urgent
in these exhortations, was himself caught with a
harlot after celebrating mass (Henry of Hunting-
don, and Matthew Paris, an. 1125). In the middle
of the 15th cent., de la Bere, bishop of St. David's,
by his own statement (1452), drew 400 marks
yearly from priests for the privilege of having con-
cubines. In the earlier part of the 14th cent.,
Pelayo Alvarez, bishop of Silves in Portugal, in
liis famous ' Lament of the Church ' {de Planctit
Ecclcsiae), declares that the clergy of Portugal
lived freely with women, even Avomen of noble
birth, in life-long compacts, and that their children
were almost as numerous as the children of lay-
men. John of Paris in his tracts (about 1330)
questioned whether the law of celibacy should not
be withdrawn, in view of the fact that it was so
poorly observed. The clergy in parts of Germany
in the 14th cent, refused to put away their wives.
Nicolas of Clemanges says that laics in many
parishes ('in plerisque parochiis') would not toler-

ate a cleric unless he had a concubine ('nisi cun-
cubinam habeat '). Lea (HiM. of Sacei-d. Celibacy,
i. 423) is forced in his concluding remarks on
sacerdotal celibacy in the Middle Ages to say

:

' The records . . . are full of the evidences that in-

discriminate license of the worst kind prevailed
throughout every rank of the hierarchy.' One of
the most notorious oflenders in high places in the
16th cent, was Cardinal Beaton of Scotland. On
the eve of the Reformation, in Switzerland and
other parts of the Church, the concubinage of the
•clergy was a large source of revenue to the bishops.
In the diocese of Bamberg live gulden was paid
by the priest for every child born to him, and
about 1500 such children were horn annually
(see Hase, Kirchcngesch^" 1877, ii. 449). The
income from the Swiss see of Constance from this
source is said to have been 7500 gulden in 1522.

Zwingli lived in the relation of concubinage as

priest, and Bullinger and Leo Judae were the sons

of priests. Erasmus complained of the unhallowed
gains of bishops from taxes levied upon priests

holding concubines. The ' Complaints made by
the German nation' to the Diet of Worms (1521)

included a charge against the higher ecclesi-

astical dignitaries of permitting the cohabitation

of priests on account of money ( ' wie sie unehe-
liche Beiwohnung von gelts wechen gedulden').

The concubinage of laymen in any form was
for the first time subjected to severe penalty by
Leo X. and the Fifth Lateran Council (1516). The
Council of Trent (1563) at its 24th session (Mirbt,

Quelhn zur Gesch. des Pajisttums-, 1901, pp. 245-

249 ; Schafl; Creeds of C/iri,stendo>ii, 1877, ii. 193 U'.),

by its strict definition of marriage as a sacrament,
by the ceremony it declared necessary, and by the
repudiation of divorce except in the modified form
of separation from bed and board, made all forms
of concubinage unlawful and sinful. The validity

of a civil contract of marriage was expressly de-

nied by Pius IX. in the Syllabus of Errors of 1864

(No. 73; Mirbt, p. 369; Schafi; ii. 231); and the
same Pope, in his Allocution of Sept. 1852, de-

clared that civil marriage and marriage among
Christians who deny the sacramental character of

the rite are nothing more than a base and low con-
cubinage condemned by the Church (' turpem et

exitialem concubinatum, ab ecclesia damnatum '

;

Friedberg, Kirehcnrecht^, p. 386).

The attitude of the Protestant Reformation and
the Protestant Churches to marriage repudiates
all concubinage as an adjunct to the union be-
tween one man and one woman, or as a sub-

stitute for it. Luther's first distinct and final

2)ronouncement on the subject was issued in his

de Voti^ Monasticis (1522). It took the ground
that marriage is the natural state ordained by
God, and that it has a dignity above the celibate

state, and he urged nuns and monks to marry
rather than indulge concealed passion. Luther's
main position was taken by Marsiglius of Padua
in his Defensor Pacis, 1324 (see Scholz, Die Pub-
lizistik zur Zeit Philipps des Schbncn, Stuttgart,

1903, p. 452 fl'. ). In the year 1522, Zwingli and ten
other priests petitioned the Bishop of Constance
for permission to marry. It remains a blot on
Liither's career that he gave his consent to the
second marriage of Philip of Hesse, which was
virtually concubinage. The well-known freedom
of the princes at that day does not justify Luther
in having allowed what he no doubt considered
the lesser of two evils. The purity of his own
family life set an example in the right direction,

which, however, does not altogether counteract
his advice to the prince of Hesse. The VI. Articles

of Henry vill. aie the last official State legislation

in England against clerical concubinage. They
punished it, after the first offence, with death. In
consequence, Cranmer sent his second wife, the
sister of Osiander, back to Germany for a time.

The sacredness of the marriage tie and the sacrcd-

ness of personal purity both in man and woman
have lieen principles of the Protestant Churches
from the beginning, and control their treatment
of all forms of fornication and concubinage. They
look back as regulative to the Seventh Command-
ment, and to the words of our Lord concerning
monogamy and the permanent nature of the
marital tie.

Literature.—E. A. Friedberg, Corpusjuris canonici, 2 vols.,

Leipzig, 1S79-18S1 : Henry C. Lea, Hint, ofSacerdotal Celibacy
in the Chr. CA.3, 2 vols., London, 190"; Hefele. Concilimge-
sckichte, 9 vols., Freiburg, lS9;i, Inde.\ under * Concubinat

'

;

F. X. Puak, Eirchengesch. Abhatidlungenund Cntei-suchunffen,
2 vol.«., I*aderborn, 1897-99, i. 121, * Colibat und Priesterebe im
cliristl. Altertuni

' ; the works on Church History and the
treatises on Canon Law, as E. Friedberg:, LehrbucA des kath.

und evangel. Kirch£nrecht^, Leipzig, 1903, and P. Hergen-
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rother (Koin. Cath.), Lehrbuch dcs kath. Kirchcnrcchtu-,
FreiliurK i. li. 1905, p. 690 II. etc. ; the artt. ' Conciibinat ' in

Wetzcr-Welte, iii. 812-SJO and "Konkubinaf in I'liE'^ \. 746-

747. General reference may also be made to the literature

given under Cklib.vcy (Christian).

David S. Scuaff.
CONCUBINAGE (Greek ami Roman). —Wliile

the Greek and I>atin lernis for 'concubine' (ttoX-

XaKit,-?). pwlex) are essentially the same, and are botli

directly derived from the Sem. pillctjci, '[laraniour,'

we must, nevertheless, carefully distinguish be-

tween the two peoples in regard to the actual
]iractice of concubinage.

I. Greek.—Among the Greeks, concubinage was
based upon slavery. In Homeric times there
might subijist between the owner and his purchased
or captured slave-girl a relationship by which no
one—save perhaps the regular wife—was oU'ended :

witness the cases of Achilles and Briseis, Aga-
memnon and Cliryseis (whom he desired to take
homo, and of whom he thought more highly than
of Clyteninestra, //. i. 112). It is true that the
sons born of such connexions were bastards (vodoi),

but the father often brought them np with his

lawful children. Thus, Menelaus provides tlie

marriage feast for his son by a slave mother (Oil.

iv. 10) ; while Theano, the wife of Antenor, seeks
to please her husband by bringing up his son by a
slave as one of her own children (//. v. 70 j cf.

viii. 284, and Euripides, Andrmnache, 222). The
fact of Priam's having a king's daughter as a
secondary wife (II. xxi. 85, xxii. 48) must be taken
as indicative of a barbaric stage of civilization,

and the same may be said of his having—besides

nineteen sons by Hecuba—thirty-one by other
women, one of the thirty-one being Uoryklus, who
is explicitly spoken of as i-itfos (//. xi. 490). Even
in the Epic age, however, poetry was finding

themes in the contentions arising out of these
unions, as is illustrated by the story of Phccnix,
who at the instigation of bis mother set his face

against his father's concubine (11. ix. 449)—a sub-

ject afterwards handled dramatically by Euripides
in his Pfuenix (cf. also Sophocles, Trachinia-).

.\s regards the later period, our knowledge of

the subject -partial as it is—relates only to

Athens, thougli we may a.ssume the existence of

similar conditions in other States. In Athens a
valid marriage could be contracted only by a man
and a woman who were both citizens, since it was
a union of this kind alone which couhl fulfil the
real purpose of marriage, viz. the continued supply
of citizens. Nevertheless, marriages between male
citizens and alien women, and—though in rarer
instances—between female citizens ancl alien men,
were not infrequent, as is shown, in particular, by
the inscrlptiiins ; such alliances, in fact, were
almost a ncicssary consequence of the large pro-

portion of foreigners resident in Athens. The
liarsli law mentioned in [Demosthenes] in Neicr.

16, by which the alien party in such marriages
was sold as a slave, cannot have had more than
transitory validity. Practically no discredit

rested upon those who entered a union of this

kind, but their children remained v60oi., i.e.,

thougli they were not slaves, they did not enjoy
the rights of citizenship, and could not receive
more tlian 1000 drachniie of the ])aternal inherit-

ance. Nevertheless, as generally elsewhere (Aris-
totle, I'ulit. iii. 3. 5; for Byzantium, Aristotle,
Ocron. ii. 4), the strictness with which the regu-
lations wereapplieil varied according to the State's
requirements in men and money. The iiriya/Mia

could be giantcd to foreign nationalities, as, c.r/., to
the Eubceans before 413 B.C. (Ly.sias, 34, 3),

whereby, in all probability, even marriages pre-
viously contracted were legitimized, and, by the
connivance of the authorities, v60ot were admitted
to the rank of citizens.

It must be borne in mind that the i/iSoi in Athens
were very numerous ; in an earlier age a special

gynimisium in the Cynosarges had been s(^t apart
for them (Plutarch, Themixt. 1). In particular

circumstances, it is true, a drastic revision of the
roll of citizens (oiaiZ-iiVniris) might be made. Thus
in 445-4 B.C., when Psiimmelichus gifted a large

quantity of corn to the Athenians, and an endeavour
was made to reduce the number <>f irri|iii'uts to

the lowest possible ligure, Peiilr^ i,\n,'.l the

ancient law that the rights of citi/ri]-lii|. K. lunged
only to the olispring of a marria;;c where both
parties were citizens, whereupon it was found that

4760 v60oi (the number is doubtless exaggerated)

had been surreptitiously entered upon the burgess

rolls. In the Comedians and Orators, accordingly,

the gibe most frequently hurled against an enemy
or an adversary at law was the reproach of non-

citizenship, and hence a slur was sometimes cast

upon the mother also, as, e.g., Aspasia, who is

called iraXXa/fis KwCim and irdpyr) (Cratinus, frag.

241; Eupolis, frag. 98); but these epithets need
not be taken too literally.

It is unlikely that any legalized system of con-

cubinage existed in Athens. Here, as elsewhere,

no doubt, a man might cohabit with his female
slaves or with other women, and in one case at

least the law coiuitenanced the relationship ; if a

man had a TraWanri who had borne him free-born

children, he might kill with impunity a lover

whom he found in her company (Lysias, 1, 30 f.;

Demosthenes, in Aristocr. 23, 53). When it is

said in [Demosth.] in Keair. 122 that iraWa.Ko.i are

kept for the care of the body, the reference is

))robably to female slaves (cf. the instance in

Antiphon, i. 14). Isoeus, iii. 39, on the other hand,

has in view the case where the legal guardian gives

away a young woman as a iraWaKi) and provides

her with a dowry ; the reference cau hardly be to

a legal betrothal (iyyvriais). It was possible, of

course, to take a hctaira into one's house as a
iraWaK-Q, as is reported of Hyperides and Isocrates

(Athen.-eus, xiii. p. 590(/, .wi/).

2. Rome.—In Koine, where several di.stinct kinds

of marriage were recognized, every other sexual

relationship was in ancient times probably called

paiicatus. According to an old law which was
traced to Numa, the piclcj: was forbidden to touch

the altar of Juno—the patroness of marriage

(Gellius, Noctcs Atticfc, iv. 3. 3). Neither in this

reference nor in any other from the ancient period

can padex signify a concubine with a recogiiized

position beside the legal wife, as the moral rigour

then prevalent in Rome repudiated every rela-

tion.ship of that kind ; and, wherever the word
;OT.-te bears this meaning, as, «.(•/., in Comedy, it

betrays the inlluence of Greek literature. Even
in that age, douldle.ss, a sexual relationship might
sub.sist between master and slave-girl ( Valer. Max.
vi. 7. 7), but, by reason of the downtrodden con-

dition of Roman slaves, the annilln. did not take

the place of the Greek TraXXa/cij. liy the close of

the Republic, however, we have the testimony of

Granins Flaccus (/;«>/. I. 16. 144) to the fact that

'now' the name w.is given to the mistress of a

married man ; and such liaisons were not uncommon
(Cic. de Uiat. i. 183). The epithet was then

applied by Juvenal (ii. 57) to a slave-girl livmg in

intimate relations with her owner ; nor was a

connexion of this kind treated as illegal until

A.l). 320 ((/«/. V. 26). We even lind a discussion

of the case where a wife in the marriage contract

stipulates for an indemnilication should the husband

after marriage again take a concubine (DifJ. xlv.

1. 121 ). Here the Roman practice diverges from that

of Greece, as the ollsprinj^' of such unions were re-

garded as indqo qiuesiti (i.e. sine patre or inccrto

patre), and follow ed the status of the mother.
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The terms conciihiiia anil loiicubimitits are first

met witli in the \vi>rlis of I'lautus, anil are there
ajiplied exilusively to Greek tonilitions ; tliiis, to

speak of a marriage vithovit dowry as a run-
ctibiiKitiis (Trill. 690, Stich. 562; cf. Terence,
Phoniuo, 653) corresponds to the Attic, not the
Roman, jioint of vie^^'. But the word was even
then in use (Thcsaurii.\- linff. hit. iv. 98), though it

had not a legally determinate connotation ; it was
perhaps applied to tlie marriages of slaves (see

below), or to those between intjcnui and Hhcrtinm,
which, though not valid in law, Avere probably
recognized by public opinion in later times (Cic.

pro Sest. 111). In the Imperial j)eriod, again, the
signification of conciibinatus was modified by the
marriage laws of Augustus, which forbade the
union of free-born men with women of tarnished
reputation (courtesans, procuresses, adulteresses,
actresses), while senators were further pro-
hibited from marrying emancipated women or the
daughters of parents of ill repute. The man who
maintained a relation resembling marriage with
any such woman (i.e. with her alone) was said to
be living in concubinattis. The laws, it is true, so

far recognized unions of this sort that proceedings
for sfu/inu/i were not taken against tlie parties.

The children were out and out rulgo qii/rsifi, .yiirii,

or naturalcs—these terms are used indillbrently in

the inscriptions, which also give Jiliaster—and
took the status of the mother, as appears even in

their names : thus the son of Publius Paccius
Januarius and Mamercia Grapte is called C.
INIamercius sji(iirii)/(iliits), not Paccius or P(ublii)

f(iliiis) (CIL X. 1138). They stood in no legal

relationship to their father, and accordingly could
not be abintestate heirs, but were, in all probabilitj',

legally related to their mother. The conciibinatus
of a patron and an emancipated woman was
specially common, and ranked—from the senatorial
point of view—as in the circumstances more
respectable than marriage (Die/, xxv. 7 pr.). In
later times it was customary for the governor of a
province to live with a concubine, and Alexander
beverus caused her to be maintained at the public
expense (Vit. Alex. 42). No stain attached to

such an arrangement, and in many eases the
connexion was regarded by the public as a regular
marriage, while it was sometimes eventually
placed upon the higher footing (e.g. CIL v. 1071) ;

in the inscriptions the concubine is not infrequently
called coniux, and the man maritus. When Sep-
timius Severus prohibited marriages between
patroness and freedman. Bishop Callistus of Bome
gave permission to the women of his diocese to
live in conciibinatus with cimincipati and servi
(Hippolytus, lieflit. ix. 12). After the death of
Faustina, Marcus Aurelius took as a concubine
the daughter of a procurator, so that his children
might not have a stepmother ( Vit. 31. Aur. 29).

The subject of military concubinage must be
dealt with l>y itself. The milites grcgales, who
were Roman citizens, were prohibited from marry-
ing, and the women with whom they cohabited

—

comnmnly, as it appears, called focaricv—were
regarded as concubines, even when thej- had been
the regular wives of the soldiers before the date of
enrolment. But, if a soldier received his honour-
able discharge (missio honcsta) at the close of his
period of service, his concubine became a wife,
unless there was some special impediment. As a
matter of fact, the privilege of marrying an alien
concubine belonged only to the troops of the
metropolitan coliorts, while other soldiers were
restricted to women who had tlie rights of citizen-

ship. Such marriages, however, had no retro-
spective efi'ect uijon the children who had been
born during the period of service (distinguished in

the inscriptions bj- the addition of the word

castris), and these still remained spurii (see above).
The restrictions in question seem to have been
renmved by Septimius Sevenis, who allowed the
militen grcgalcs to marry daring service ; they
certainly possessed this right in the 4th cent. A.D.

We have information to show that in the military
town of Lamba^sis from A.u. 198 the legionaries

lived with their families outside the camp.
The term concubinatus did not embrace the

contiibcrnium oi &\3.\ts, as the latter ranked simply
as chattels. It frequently happened, indeed, that
the owner favoured marriages amongst his slaves,

either with a view to augmenting his property, or
for other reasons, as when he thouglit that his

overseer (viUcus) would not do his duty well
without a helpmeet (Cato, de lie Bustica, 143).

But such unions had no legal validity, though it is

likely that in actual practice they were generally
recognized, and sometimes the way to a regular
marriage was opened by the emancipation of both
parties (Dig. xxxii. 1. 41 ; CIL ii. 2265). The terms
maritu.i, n.ror, and coniux are also found in this

connexion (e.g. Apuleius, Mctamorph. viii. 22).

The Christian emperors from Constantine on-

wards endeavoured a.s a rule to suppress con-

cubinage, and to legitimize the children of these-

unions. Justinian permitted legitimation in all

cases where there was no lawful issue. He was
not unfavourable to the practice of concubinage,
and regarded it as in some sense a legal institution.

The Church likewise gave its sanction to that
species of concubinage which was permanent and
substantially like marriage (e.g. Augustine, de
Bono Coniug. 3), and tolerated it even among the
clergy. In the East, concubinage was prohibited

in the 9th cent, by Basilius Macedo and Leo the-

Wise, but it persisted in the West mitii it was
proscribed by the legislation of the 16th century.

See Concubinage (Christian).
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W. Kroll.
CONCURSUS.—According to theologians,

God Ikis not onl3' created the world, but also by a
continuous action (creatio continua) preserves it

(cunscrvatio), else it would cease to exist.

It has been argued, e.g., by Aquinas (c. Gent.

iii. 66-67 ; cf. Sum. i. qu.'lOS) and Suarez (Metaph.
Disp. xxii. 1-8) that this conservatio involves that

God concurs or acts immediately in the actions of

finite beings, so that He is the cause of all their

actions ; and it is this activity, viewed in relation

to the activity of created things, that is termed
concursus Dirinu.s. When this preservative and
concurrent activity is regarded as directing the

course of things towards their final end, there

results the concept of the Divine governance of the

world (gubcrimtio). The providentia of God is

regarded as including (1) conservatio, and (2) giiber-

natio. The following texts from Scripture are

quoted in support of the Divine concurrence :—dob
108, Ps 104=», Jer 23=^ Mt 5«, Lk 12"-^, Jn 3-^ 15',

Ac 17^'-, 1 Co 3', Eph 1", Col l'". He P, Wis
8' 11^.

In Augustine's dc Civ. Dei, xii. 25, God is

conceived as ordering all things, as the true cause

of growtli and increase, and His secret power is

viewed as penetrating all things ; this efficient

power being withdrawn, they sink into nothing.

The doctrine appears in a still more determinate

form in Aquinas, who holds that God not only

creates things, but also sustains and preserves

them in being. It follows, however, from this

that all inferior beings act only by virtue of the
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I'ivine activity; for thoy give being to otlier
things only if they themselves actually exist (/oc.

11^). The s;ime argument is used by "Suarez {lor.

( ^). (Joel is therefore the cause, in all things that
i'|ierate, of their operation ; and each thing works
:i^ it does only through the power of (iod. Its
irtivity is but the instrumental cause in the hand

t (iod, who is the princii)al cause. God not only
J;^es forms to thinr;s, but preserves them in being,

' iiccts (hem to their action, and is the end of their
" tivities.

This theory of Aquinas is exposed t-o two op]>osite (landers or
ditlicullies. On the one hand, it might he said, and was said
by the Arabian philosophers, that God is the sole actijig cause

;

that an action of tlie creature in addition to that of the Creator
Is rendered supertluous ; that it is impossible to have two
actions producing the same effect ; that, therefore, it is not the
tire that warms, but God in the fire. On the other hand, it
may be said that God, having in the beginning given to things
Ibeir forms and powers of action, no longer continues to act
inniiediatcly in them. To these diUiculties Aquinas acutely
replies that, if the causal order in created things be withdrawn
from them, this would imply a want of power in the Creator,
who nuist be able not merely to act in things, but to give to
them the power of actin'' ; that the operative powers found in
things would be assigned to them in vain—they would in fact
be deprived of what was best in them—if nothing was effected
by them ; that, in fact, all created things would he, in a
manner, in vain, if deprived of their proper operation. Again.
a difference of operation, in view of the differences of Unite
things, would be no longer possible. To the objection that the
same effect cannot proceed froni the two causalities—the Divine
and the finite—he replies that this would be so only if both
belonged to the same onier ; it does not apply if one he the
prime, the other the secondary, agent. If we make this
distinction, we m,ay regard the effect as produced, not partly
by C.nd and partly by the natural agent, but wholly by both,
only in a different manner.
To the la.st—what may be called the deistic—difficulty, which

would degrade the Divine action in things from an inimecliaCe
to a merely mediate action, as was afterwards done by
Durandus de S. Porciano, Aquinas replies with a very subtle
met-aphysical argument. Korm is within the thing, its inner
nature, and the more intensely so the greater its priority and
uni\ ersality ; but Go<i is especially the cause of universal being
in all tilings, which is that which, above all, most intimately
belongs to things. It follows that God operates most intimately
in thi'igs : and it requires only the addition of the dialectic.il
pro< CSS to find in this the universal of the Hegelian philo-
eopliy.

In his application of these principles to human
volition, Aquinas rom.ains perfectlj' consistent. As
ho does not regard God as giving to things a
power of acting which they of tliemselves e.\ert, so
neither does he regard God a.s giving to the human
will a power of willing whidi it then exerts of
itself in the n.atural order. This would ])erhaps
make the explanation of human freedom more
easj', hut it would contradict his general view,
anil human freedom wouhl not be a freedom in
God. His language is emphatic: 'God is a cause
to us not only of our wUl but also of our willing

'

(c. Oniit. iii. 89). Yet Ciod, -svliile thus acting in
our voluntary actions, does not coerce or comjiel
us : we remain free ; in fact, our freedom is the
result of the action of God. This enabled .Aquinas
afterwards to take up the position that neither
directly nor indirectly can God be considered as
the cause of sin, i.e. of th.at defect in the act by
reason of which it is sinful.

In the Catechism of the Council of Trent the
position of Aquinas is maintained.

'Question xxii. God, by His government, does not overturn
the force of secoi.dary causes. But not only does God protect
and govern all things that exist by His providence, but also, by
an internal virtue, impels to motion and action whatever things
mo\ e and act, and this in such a manner as that, although He
excludes not, He yet prevents the agency of secondary causes

;

for his most secret influence extencis to all things, and, as the
wise man testifies, "reachcth from end to end mightily, and
orilercth all things sweetly," Wisdoin viii. 1' (tr. 'bv ,1.

Donovan, 1829).

In the Rom.an Catholic schools the doctrine gave
rise to a famous controversy. The theory of the
co-operation or concurrent action of God applies,
as we have seen, not only to things with their
natural forces, but also to the actions of men. In
both ca-ses a distinction may be drawn. The con-
currence or co-operation is general, and without it

things cannot act ; but it may also be held that
the particular form or modilication which thc^ con-
currence receives in jiarticular things or in the
actions of men is itself determined by the Divine
concurrence or co-operating activity ; or it in.ay be
held that this is determined l)j' the particular
phj'sical or moral agent involved, the Divine con-
currence empowering the agent to act, though the
mode or form of action is due to the agent itself.

This distinction becomes of great importance in
connexion with the actions of men.
The Molinists, or followers of Molina, maintained

a direct and positive inllux of the Deity into the
free acts of our will—an influx or inlluence not,

however, into the will itself, which it neither
moves, determines, nor bends to the act, but which
it only assists and concurs with in the production
of any act whatsoever. The Thomists maintained
that this restricted too much the absolute dominion
of God, if it did not subject His concurrence to

human control. They held that a positive influx
of the Deity takes place, not merely into actions,
but into our determinations tlnnnselves, and effica-

ciously produces whatever of being and perfection
is in our free acts. This physical ' pre-motion,'
however, though efficaciously directing our actions,
is not to the prejudice of our liberty, since the
unimpeiled power to do the opposite always
remains in the free agent. Suarez endeavoured to
supplement the Molinist doctrine by admitting a
direct influence of the Deity on our action ; which,
however, was only a moral influence, due to the
disposition of surrounding circumstances.

.Alolina illustrated his doctrine of the sinmltaneous con-
currence of God with creatures by the comparison of two men
towing a boat, or carrying a burden ; but the distinction might
perhaps be better illustrated by the attempts which are some-
times made, in connexion with* the conservation of energy, by
the defenders of free will, to separate the directivity of energy
from the energy itself which is transferred.

The controversy thus merges in the free-will

controversy, .and it is chieily in this form that the
doctrine presents itself in Protestant theology.
The doctrine of Predestination afibrds an extreme
solution of the ju'oblem. That doctrine was up-
held by botli Luther and Calvin. According to
Luther,
'the win of man may be called a freewill, not in relation to
what is above it, that is, God, but is to be esteemed free in
relation to wh.at is beneath it ; that is to sa.v, with m.v goods,
fields, house, and farm, I can act, manage, and deal freely, as I

will . . . but ill relation to God, and in matters which concern
his salvation, man has no free will, but is captive and subject
to the will of God and of Satan' ('Vom unfreien Willen,'
Luthi-r's Wrrke, Frankfurt, IStO, p. 6Cii).

The startling conjuncture contained in the close

of this sentence is explained by another position

in Luther's treatise. It is certainly stated in the
IJibh; that (iod wills not the death of the sinner,

but Luther distinguishes between the revealed and
the hidden or inscrutable will of God (ib. p. 691);
and by this latter will even sin is determined. It

is an inevitable inference from this that evil is a
moment in the hidden will, even if posited to be
overcome. If Luther seems here to tend towards
a monistic p.antheism embracing evil in it.s scope,

we must remember that his view is also a forecast

of German sjieculation for almost three centuries.

It may be said that Hegel's dialectic, which also

includes evil ,as a moment within it, is an attempt
to analyze this inscrutable will. This will is,

intrinsically, not very dillerent from the physical
' pre-motion ' of Banez.
This consequence of Luther's doctrine was not

very acceptable to his followers. Melanchthon
luui already sought to make jirovision for human
freedom, and in subsequent Lutheran dogmatics a
greater independency is given to the creatures.

J. Gerhard (Locus ii., ' de Natura Dei,' § 187, vol.

i. p. 294), following Lombardus, distinguishes three

degrees of Divine presence : a general pre.sence by
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which God is present to all creatures and by whieli
He preserves and governs tliem ; a, xpca'al ])resence
of grace and glory in the saints ; and a xinr/iil/u-
presence with which the wliole and entire jilenitude
of Deity dwells in the human nature of Christ.
The general presence of God is not a bare indistancy
apart from operation, or a bare operation apart
from essential propinquity, but embraces both at
once. Gerhard's view of the general presence of
God does not include more than such a relation as
that contemplated by Molina, at least so far as
human action is concerned. In t^uenstedt a more
strictly Thomistic view is adopted.

' God,' he says, ' not only g^ives to secondary causes the power
of acting and presenes it, but iramediatelv flows into the
action and effect of the creature, so that one and the same
effect is produced, not by God alone, nor by the creature alone
nor partly by God partly by the creature, but by one total
efficiency

; by God and the creature at the same time ; by God
as universal and first cause, by the creature as particular and
secondary ' (quoted by Biedermann, Christl. Do^mat.- ii. 277).

It is obvious that the concursus may be ditier-
ently conceived, according as stress is laid on the
Bivine action or on the action of the secondary
causes. When the action of the latter is resolved
completely into the former, we have a conception
of the concursus similar to that which Descartes
and Bayle had of the coTiscrvatio. These writers,
instead of regarding the conservatio as a causation
of the continued existence of things, viewed it as a
continuous reproduction of the thing, a continuous
re-creation of what was constantly falling back
into nothing. In a similar manner the action of
the secondary causes may be considered as wholly
dependent on the Divine will, which resides in
God, and gives to their action such and such a
character. As Biedermann points out (op. cit. ii.

276), this mode of apprehending the concursus is
the characteristic of the Reformed dogmatics, and
philosophically agrees more nearly with the con-
cept of God as the Absolute. On this view it
follows tl>at the Divine action must be conceived
aspi-cFvius to, as well as simultaneous with, that
of the creature. The action of the second cause is
not conceived in these .systems as intluencing the
fir.st, but the first is held to influence the second
by determining it to operation (cf. Pictet, vi. 311,
quoted by Biedermann, ii. 277 : Heidegger, Medulla
theol. Christ, 1696, loc. vii. U). If these views
be adopted, the difficulty of freeing the Divine
Cause from responsibilitj; for sin in human action
becomes intensilied ; for it is difficult to see what
is left to the human Avill, apart from the Divine,
upon which the responsibility for sin may be laid.

If we interpret the concursus in the sense of
Molina, and if, especially in relation to human
actions, we regard it in such a way that God does
one part, while to man is left some other part—the
choosmg or directing function—the doctrine is
unquestionably exposed to the objection urged by
E. von Hartmann (Religion cles Gcistes, Berlin,
18S2, p. 352) that the collective (Divine-human)
cause is halved, and an abstract monistic solution
is adopted for one half, and a deistic solution for
the other. Hartmann's ovm solution, the concrete-
monistic, which regards all Divine activity as
activity of the creature, and all acti\ity of the
creature as Divine, is pantheistic, and excludes the
concept of the concursus.
The problem that meets us in the Thomist and

Lutheran theology postulates a more refined solu-
tion. The problem is to reconcile the eternal,
unchangeable will of God \\ith the free action of
the human will in time. This seems conceivable
only if we regard such free action as not altogether
in time, but, with Kant, as an intelligible act out
of time; or, with Hegel, as an infinite power of
going back into self, of the ego, of thought, which ^«VowJ -nivjii" l'P_vxh<']

free action can therefore be eternally willed as I
""" ™- ""''"' ["^'""""l- '''>

such and as free by God. The problem is not con-
fined to the human will ; we encounter it also in
the Infinite of mathematics. Modem speculation
tends to view the Infinite as something actual.
Our notion of the actual is, above all, that what is
actual is, actually, what it is. Is then the infinite
series of natural numbers actually odd or even ?

If it is not determinately one or the other, then
apparently the actuality of the Infinite must be
something ditterent from what is ordinarily meant
by actuality. In like manner, it may be argued
that free action, in its indeterminate character,
cannot be actually in time, or must be an eternal
self-determined act out of time.
The term concursus Dei lias also been applied to

the doctrine of occasionalism (q.v.), whidi postu-
lates the action of the Deity as mediating the
connexion of soul and body ; but this sense is quite
distinct. The theological concursus acts in and
with the natural action of the cause, and neither
supersedes nor supplies its place.

LiTERAtrRE.—Thomas Aquinas, Su7n. Theol. i. a qu cv
artt. 3,4, 5, c. Gent. iii. 67-711; Suarez, iletaph. Disji. w
vol. i. p. 550, Paris, 16in

; J. Gerhard, Loci Theohgici, 162i,
'deNatura Dei"; J. H. Heidegger, Cm-pits theologies Chris-
tiarue, ed. Schweizer, Zurich, 1700, vii. 24-31 ; Leibniz,
Thiodicie, Amsterdam, 1710, p. 27 ff.. Causa Dei Asserta, i\
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G. J. Stokes.
CONDITIONAL IMMORTALITY. — The

doctrine that immortality is not inherent but
conditional, depending on the use made by the
individual of this present life. ' From this point of
^iew man is a candidate for immortality. Perpetual
life becomes the portion of the man who, bj- faith,
unites himself to God' (Petavel, Problem of Im-
mortality, p. 15). In its modern form Conditional-
ism may be said to be contained in two propositions :

(1) that the endless life of the righteous is not
the result of any natural immortality inherent in
man, but is the gift of God

; (2) that the punish-
ment of the wicked, in the world to come, will not
be of endless duration, since their life must finally
be extinguished. ^ Thus Conditionalism is important
chiefly as an attempt to sohe the problem of the
ultimate fate of the obstinately wicked. Those
who have found themselves unable to accept the
traditional view that sinners live for ever in a state
of suli'ering have, generally sjieaking, adopted one
or otlier of two theories : Universalism (q.v.), the
doctrine of the ultimate reconciliation of all men
to God ; or Conditionalism, which, in its modem
development, involves Annihilationism (q.v.).

I. History of the doctrine. —Although Condition-
alism, historically speaking, is a recent doctrine,
not held by any considerable body of men until the
19th cent., it is found here and there, in a more or
less developed form, from the earliest times. Some
writers = have claimed for it an Egyptian origin.
But the first certain instance of a phUosophio
presentation of conditionalistic ideas is found in
the teaching of the Stoic Chrysippus (t c. 206 B.C.).
Diog. Laert. (vii. 157) says : 'KXeavd-m fiiv oiV 7rd(ras
[raj v^i^^as] e-mSiatxiveiv fiixP' '"^s eK-rrvpJicrews, Xpi'jiiriros
5i rds Tiic croipup fi6voy. The view of Chrj'sippus
was accepted bj' .some, though not all, ot the
later Stoics,^ but Conditionalism never became a

1 It is to be observed that these two propositions are quit«
sejiarate.^ The second does not necessarily follow from the first.

Matter, art. ' Aneantissoment'des jimes,' in i'licyci.
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1. 318 (London, 18S1) ; A. Wiedemann, .inc. Egup. Doctrine of
Immortality (Knf:. tr., London, 1895).
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• Nos quoque felices
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placet, non cum corpore extinguuntur magnae animae '

; Arius
Didymus («p. Euscb. Prerp. Evang. xv. 20) : CEnoi riiv Sroticui'

^kiXpi rrtaU vvp avaXv-
o-EMt Tcor iran-ioi' [eirifieVeiv), riji' St roil' a^ipdruf a-pos iroiroi'S
Tivos xpoi'ous.
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i;ener:i!ly received doctrine among the Greeks
ind Koinans. Roman Stoics like Epictetus and
Anrelius either doubted or denied the immortality
iif the soul ; while, on the otlier hand, the increaainjr
|iii[>ularity of Xeo-Platonism Inou^^ht into promi-
nence the rival theoi"y of its inheient immortality.
A iiiong the Jews some Rabbis, notably Maimonides

' 1204),' held that the wicked would not live for
' ver. Of early Christian writers, however, there
IS only one who unquestionably taught a con-
ilitionalistic doctrine. At the beginning of the 4th
ri'iit. the African apologist Arnobius- (Oiymt. adv.
h'rntcs, ii. 15-54) argues that the sin, imperfections,
-lid infirmities of the soul make it impossible to
I'clieve that it came direct from God. And, for
I he same reason, it cannot be inherently immortal.
I

I

survives the body indeed, but is immortal only
iy the gift of God. The .souls of the obstinately
wicked are gradually destroyed in Gehenna. That
which is immortal cannot suH'er pain. liut the
souls of the obstinately wicked do sull'er intense
jiain ; therefore they must eventually die of it.

' Suntenim [animae] mediae qualitatis{sicutChristo
auctore conijiertum est) et interire quae possint,

Deum si ignoraverint, vitae et ab exitio liberari si

ad eius semina' atque indulgentias applicarint'
[op. cit. ii. 14).

From the 4th cent, to the 18th, Conditionalism
was not taught by any one claiming to be an
orthodox Christian. Certain isolated thinkers,
like Duns Scotus (t 1309) and I'etrus Pomponatius
(early 16th cent.), maintained that the immortality
of the .soul is incapable of demonstration.* But
such teaching does not, necessarily at any rate,

involve Conditionalism. In truth, Conditionalism
never commended itself to the Church. Platonic
inlluences in the hrst place, and the growth of
purgatorial doctrine'' later, tended to lead men
further and further away from conditionalistic

.sijeculations, and during the early days of the
Reformation the immense influence of Calvin
brcmght about the acceptance by most Protestant
bodies of formul.'i> wliicb strongly affirmed the
doctrine of the ciidli'^-inLss of punishment. But
meantime <'onditionalist views were being put
forward by certain i.solated thinkers. Christian and
nonCbristian.

Fausto Paolo Sozzini ( = Socinus, t 1604), in a
letter written as early as 1563, rejected the doctrine
of the natural immortality of the soul, and in his

later controversy with Francesco Pucci he stated
his views more fully.
He arpues th.it, since man has the power of reproducin<j his

species, lie must be naturally mortal, for an immortal being
does not becet children. Further, an immortal frame does not
re<|uire food. Man's body is evidently different from a spiritual
and immortal body. All the causes which lead to death existed
even before man sinned. If man had not sinned, he might have
been preserved from death by the favour of God, though
naturally mortal. By sinning, Adam refused this (;ift for him-
self and his posterity. Therefore, unless by the favour of God,
w c too must die and remain in '.he state of death. •>

Thomas Hobbes (t 1679), in his Leviathan (iii.

38), says ;

'"The fire prepared for the wicked is an Everla-sting Fire, that
is to say, the Kstate wherein no man can be without torture,
both of body and mind, after the Resurrection, shall endure for
ever ; and in that sense the Fire shall be unquenchable, and

1 Constitutioivs (tc Fumlamentis Le(/is, pp. 47, 48, Lat. tr. by
W. Vorst, Amsterdam, lOM. F. W. Farrar (Eternal Unpe,
I..ondon, 1892, Excursus v.) discusses the cschatological views of
the .fcws. See, further, JE, art. ' Eschatology.'

- For the views of Arnobius see Smith-Wace's DCB (1877) i.

168.

3 For the unintellipible MS reading 'semina,' minas and
miserict/rdiam have been conjectured. Reillerscheid rea<ls
misfricordias.

* This view was implicitly condemned by the Fifth Lateran
Conncil and by a Bull of Leo x. (1513).

5 The conception of Purijatory did in fact modify, for the
faithful at least, the doctrme of endless punishment for the
wicked in a Universalist direction.
"Socinus, Works (fYankfott, ICoO), i. 537 ft. ; see also J.

Toulmin, Li/e and Sentiments o/Socimts (1777).

the torments Everlasting ; but it cannot thence be interred that
be who shall be cast into that fire, or be tormented with those
torments, shall endure and resist them so as to be eternally
burnt and tortured, and yet never be destroyed or die. And
though there be many places that affirm Everlasting Fire and
TonuciitH (into which men may be cast successively one after
anotiier for ever), yet I find none that affirm there shall be an
Eternal Life therein of any individual person ; but, to the
contrary, an Everlasting Deatii.'

Similar views appear to have been held liy .loliix

Locke (t 1704).
By deatli s- n.. n un.l.i-' imI .

i , torment in bell-

fire: but if ^'
'

,...
,

, ''uliH/jalau'fU'hich.
reijuires tbr ;- //, ' n. .,,.<,'.

,
,

'/,,r/ hy death .should
be meant et'uiml it /

< ,i m, i :. i
. uM ,lm . . i;.- be sujiposed [to

intend] by a law tb.il nivs, " For ttloiiy tlioii sbaltdie," noltliat
he should lose his life, i)Ut be kept alive in perpetual exquisite
torment?' Uieasonableness of Christianity, § 1).

Even so orthodox a Calvinist as Isaac Watts
(t 1748), in his Kuin and Recovery of Mankind,
§ xi. (Works, 1753, vi. 270-274), asks ' whether th&
word "death" might not be fairly construed to

extend to the utter destruction of the life of the
soul as well as of the body.'

On the Continent of Kurope, Benedict Spinoza
(t 1677), in his jiosthumous tract ' dc Deo, de
Honiine, ct dc Felicitate, argued against the natural
immortality of the soul, and elaborated his theory
in the 5th book of bis Ethics. In Prop, xlii.,

Scholium (Eng. tr., White-Stirling, 1894), he says :,

'The ignorant man is not only agitated by external causes in
many ways, and never enjoys true peace of soul, but lives also
ignorant, as it were, both of God and of thought, and as soon as
he ceases to suffer ceases also to be. On the other hand, the
wise man, in so far as he is considered as such, is scarcely ever
moved in his mind, but, being conscious, by a certain etenial
necessity, of himself, of God, and of things, never ceases to be,
and always enjoys true peace of soul.*

The exact meaning attached by Spinoza to
phrases like 'never ceases to be' is a subject of
dispute ; but at least it is clear that he was a
Conditionalist in the sense that his 'immortality'
is not enjoyed by any but the wise man.

In France, J. J. Rousseau (t 1778), while he held
the doctrine of the immortality of the soul, yet
thought that the souls of the very wicked perish
at death. In a letter of 1758 be says :

' 11 est vrai qvi'il y a des ames si noires que je ne puis conce-
voir qu'elles ]>uissent jamais goOter cette il'ternelle beatitude
dont il me senible que le plus doux sentiment doit etre le

'ntentcmcnt de soi-m6me. Cela me fait soup(;-oniier qu'il se
-ourrait bien que les ames des mechants fussent aneanties a
leur murt, et qu'Otre et sentir fOt le prix d'une bonne vie-'

The opinions quoted so far are chiefly those of
philos<q)ners and thinkers rather than theologians,
and in some cases they are in the nature of obiter

dicta. But in 1706 there appeared a complete
treati.se from the pen of the learned theologian and
non-juror Henry Dodwell, advocating conditionalist
views. Dodwell had been (Jainden Professor of
IlisUny in the University of Oxford, and had a
great reputation for scholarship and orthoiloxy.
The full title of his work sufficiently indicates the
nature of its conclusions. It is called A n cjiistotni-t/

disciiiirx'- /iniiiiK/from the Scri/ittiirs and the First
Fathi IS Hull tin: soul is a priiiri/ilc mtturallij
morliil -hid iiniiiortalised aetuallij lnj the pleasure

of Hod to punishment or to reward, by its union
with the Divine liaptismxd Spirit, wherein is

proved that none lutve the power of giving the

Divine Iniuiortnlislng Spirit since the Apostles,

hut only the liislmps.- This work provoked con-

siderable controversy, Ijeing answered by Samuel
Clarke, Anthony Collins, and other.s. Dodwell
defeniled himself in three pamphlets published in

1 This treatise was not known to exist till the discovery by
Ed. Hoehmer of Il.alle (lsr>l)of an abstract of it, and the sub-
sequent finding of two Dut^-h MSS containing the whole of it.

It is a rougli draft of the Ethics. The word 'immortality' is

used in it, but not in the Ethics.
- A little before the appearance of Dodwell's book, Aubert do

Verse, a French Protestant, had formulated a theory of Con-
ditionalism in his treatise Le J'rotestant pacifique (1684). He
.says ;

' La mort est la mort, et la vie est fa vie. La morfc
naturelle prive de la vie et du sentiment pour un temps, et la
mort 6ternellc en prive pour jamais.' His position corresponds
with that of Locke.
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1707-1708; and an anonymous' work inilkaling

his main i>osition, The Holy Spirit the Author of
Immortality, appeared in tlie latter j'ear. Tlie

controversy, however, soon died out, and for over

a century nothing more was heard of it.

The hilter part of the 19th cent, saw a great
revi\al of interest in eschatological questions,

and tlie ditlioulties of the traditional view of the

ultinuite destiny of the obstinately wicked were
stated with great force l)y a number of writers. In

1846, Edward White, a Congregational minister,

published his Life in. Christ, which is justly

regarded as an epoch-making book in the history

of Conditionalism.- White's vie^^s were sup-

ported by a considerable number of theologians
and thinkers in England and America, as well as

on the Continent of Europe. A fairly complete
list will be found on pp. 18-26 and 500-501 of

Petavel's work, The Problem of Immortality
(Eng. tr. by F. A. Freer, 1892). In Germany
Richard Rothe, in France and Switzerland Charles
Lambert, Charles Byse, and E. Petavel,^ in Italy

Oscar Cocorda, and in America C. F. Hudson and
W. F. Huntingdon have been prominent advocates
of conditionalistic views, and have won many
adherents. Thus Conditionalism has at length, in

the 20th cent., taken its place among those eschato-

logical theories which are to be reckoned with.

2. Arguments in favour of Conditionalism.

—

The main arguments on which the more recent
advocates of conditionalistic views rely to prove
their case may be summed up as follows :

—

(1) Arguments based on the language of the OT
and NT.—The chief passages relied on by Con-
ditionalists are the following : On 2'i'- " S-*-

'^- -^--*,

Dt 30>^- '*•-», Ps 21'' 37"- -" 492" 73'»- '^ 92' 94=^ 145-»,

Pr S^-S6 1119 1228 2420, Is 5P, Ezk 18-«-3=. Mai 4'-^

Mt 7"-" 10=8 13™- «• ^- " 16=", Lk 13^- \ Ju S"- " 5-'i. 4o

633-35
Jj51 J028 H^.S 146. 19 156^ Rq gS-iS 7.5 §6. 11. 13_ J Co

3'«- ", 2 Co 21=- 18 4^ Gal 6'-
», Ph 3'8- •', 1 Th 5^, 2 Th

1' (SKeBpos ai'iinos—a unique phrase in NT), 1 Ti
6'-", He 102«-3i* 12"-9, Ja 1'^ o-"', 1 P l^s 4'8, 2 V \*

2'= 3?, 1 Jn 315 5"- 1=, Rev 2'- " 3* 20"-'* 21« 22'- ^
These passages are held to prove : (a) that man
is not inherently immortal ; immortality is the
attribute of God only (1 Ti &<^) ; death, in its

literal sense, is the result of the Fall ; (6) that
immortality is a gift oU'ered to the righteous ;

(c) that it is conditional ; the Bible never speaks
of the immortality of the soul

; ((/) tliat obstinate
sinners are frequently threatened with death, and
spoken of as destroyed ; and that death means
destruction of body and soul.

It is plain that in all discussions on the language
of Scripture the essential point is the precise mean-
ing to be attached to the words ' life,' ' death,' and
similar expressions.'' Are they to be interpreted
literally or in a moral sense ?^ The conditionalist

' Assigned to Joseph Pitts in the B.M. Catalogue.
2 Life in Christ : Four Discourses upon the Scripture Doctrine

that haiiwrtality is the peculiar Privilege of the- Regenerate,
London, 1846. A third edition of this work, revised and en-
larged, was published in 1878, and was translated into French in
1880 bj' Charles Byse.

3 Dr. E. Petave'l is a distinguished Swiss theologian, and his

work is the most complete account of Conditionalism yet pub-
lished. He includes among the supporters of Conditionalism
Dr. R. W. Dale (quoted in the preface to Petavel's Struggle for
Eternal Life, Eng. tr. 1876), Prof. Sir G. G. Stokes (quoted by
E. White in preface to Life in Christ, p. vii), and Archbishop
Whateley, who, in Scripture Revelations Concerning a Future
State^^ (pp. 1S9, 190), suggests Conditionalism ag a possible

h.\-pothcsis.

^ The usual words for ' life ' are Heb. *n and C'Sl, Gr. ^w^ (more
than 100 times in NT), and, less commonly, ^vxv- The words
and phrases denoting ' death ' and ' destruction ' are much more
numerous both in Hebrew and in Greek (Petavel, op. cit. pp.
446-452).

5 ' The language found in the NT . . . decidedly suggests that
the ultimate penalty, in the eternal order, of impenitence is

extinction of the guilty soul, even as the ultimate issue of the
work and victory of Christ is the extinction of evil ' (J. M.
Schulhof, Laic of Forgiveness, Cambridge, 1901, p. 146).

position (forcibly stated by Locke in a passage
already quoted) is that Biblical writers, when they
use these expressions, use them in the obvious and '

literal sense. The opposite view is put by S. D. F.

Salmond in his Christian Doctrine of Immortality
{Edinburgh, 1897, pp. 615-623). He argues that in

a good manj% at any rate, of the NT passages
relied on by Conditionalists the word 'life' (iuri)

means something more than mere existence (e.g.

Jn 5-' 11==- =8, Eph 2'-8, Col 2'^ 3^ 1 Ti 5«). And,
further, he quotes certain passages from the NT
which, in his opinion, are irreconcilable with Con-
ditionalism (Mt 25«, Mk 3'-'9, Jn 3'°, Ac l^-', Rev
20'").'

(2) Patristic evidence.—It is claimed by Con-
ditionalists that the early Christian Fathers are on
their side. The opinions of Arnobius have already
been stated, and it is not seriously disputed, that he
held conditionalistic views. But, from Dodwell
onwards, conditionalist writers have brought for-

ward a considerable body of Patristic evidence to

prove their contention that many of the other
Fathers in early times were on the same side.

Some of the passages cited are not convincing,^

but others certainly contain expressions which are,

at any rate, capable of a conditionalistic inter-

pretation. Justin Martyr (.' Ajml. 7) uses the
phrase iVa ko.1 ol tpavKoi ^yye^oi Kai Sat'/xoces Kal avdptjyiroi

(iLTjK€Ti io-i. In his Dialogue with Trypho he puts
into the mouth of the aged Christian who is in-

structing him words which seem formally to deny
the inherent immortality of the soul. After a
repudiation of the Platonic doctrine of pre-exist-

ence, he goes on to say (Dial, v.) : ovbi p-i^v adavarov

XpV X^7eti' avrr}v (i.e. Trjv i^i'^iji'), otl ei d6avar6s €<TTt

Kal 6.yivvT]To$ drj\adri. He then proceeds to develop
his views, saying that the souls of tlie righteous

will not die, while the souls of the wicked will he

punished, ^ar'av avras Kal clpai Kal KoXd^etrOat 6 debs

6i\Tj. And later on in the same chapter he uses the
phrase toi'tov x^P'-*'

'''^' dirodi'rjiTKovfftv at ^I'X'^l Kal

KoXaiovrai." Irena^us (adr. Hacr. v. 2) says : e/c

Tip eKeivov VTTepoxv^, ovk iK t^s rj/AfT^pas tpvaeoi^, rr]v eiS

dei wapap.ovT]!' Ix"/^^''- The most important, how-
ever, of the passages in Irena;us bearing on this

question is found in ii. 56 ( = ii. 34), where, in com-
menting on Ps 148^ 21', he concludes with these

words (Lat. tr.)

:

'Non enim ex nobis, neque ex nosti-a natura vita est: sed
secundum gratiam Dei datur. Et ideo qui servaverit datum
vitae . . . accipiet et in saeculum saeculi longitudinem dierum.
Qui autem abiecerit eam . . . ipse se privat in saeculum saeculi

perseverantia=(5ia/xoi^).'

More doubtful is the langiiage of Athanasius,
whose words are (dc Inearnatione, 3)

:

i^auAot, yiyitrrpafpei'Te? yei'Oii'TC

tauTOVs T^v iv tfai'dTu) Kara <i>v<rtf ijtdopay v^ro^3.evelV, Kat ^TjtccTi

^kv kv irapa^eCtrij) Cw, c^w Se toutou Aolttov airodt/rjaKoi'Ta^ [iivitv

After Athanasius, conditionalistic doctrines are

found but very rarely. Petavel quotes Nemesius,

de Natura Homiuis, i. ; Theophylact, Com. on 1 Ti
6'"

; Nicholas of Metlione, Pefut. 207 fV. ; and a
synodical letter of Sophronius resid at the Third

Council of Constantinople (A.D. C80) as instances

of the sporadic survival of such views. But he
1 For further discussion of these and similar passages see C. A.

Row, Future Retribution (1887), pp. 186-347.
2 e.g. Ep. Barn. 20 (where the phrase eii-arot aiiii'iot occurs) ;

Clem. 1 Ep. ad Cor. 36 (eternal life is the gift of God) ; S Ep. ad
Cor. 7 iayiav 6 a<^eapTos) ; Ignatius, ad Pohjc, 2, ad Jin., ad
Ephes. 20 (the Eucharist is .^/jfiaitoi' iSai'iKrios) ; Theophilus, ad
Autolyc. ii. 27 (oure ofic <^ti(ret Bv-tirh^ eye'i'eTO, ouTe aBavaros)',

Lactantius, Inst. Die. vii. 6 (' non sequela naturae, sed mercea
praemiumque virtutis"); Clem. Alex. Pxd. i. 6, ad inii.

(immortality conferred by baptism).
3 Justin's' pupil Tati.an uses similar expressions ; cf. adt!.

Groicos, 13 (146 B), ovk ttrriv aflai-aros ri ^oxh koB" iavT^v,

flfijTi) Se.

4 Elsewhere (e.g. c. Gentes, 33) .\thanasius seems to teach the
inherent immortality of the soul ; and E. White (op. cit. p. 425)

admits that he holds the doctrine of the ' "eternal death" of

conscious suffering ' for the obstinately wicked.
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admits tliat they were f,'enerally ' drowned in the

rising tide of the I'hitonic theory which was
made to triuinpli in the ("liurih hy th^ i)seudo-

Clementines, Tertullian, Minucius Felix, Cyprian,
Jerome, and especially Augustine' {op. cit. 242).

Taken as a whole, the Patristic evidence goes to

show that a considerable number of early Kathers
aflirnied, in opposition to the Platonic doctrine of

inherent immortality, that eternal life is the gift

of God imparted through the Incarnation, and that
the soul is not naturally immortal. Whether any
of them, save Arnobius, went further than this

in the direction of Annihilationism is not certain.

Two considerations make us hesitate before pro-

nouncing definitelj\ In the first place, there is

often considerable doubt as to the exact sense in

which the Fathers use the words ' life,' ' death,'
and similar expressions. In manyjinstances, they,

like the writers of the Bible, seem to einploy them
with a moral and spiritual rather than a physical
meaning. In the second place, the earliest of the
Fathers were not scientilic theologians, and their

language is not always self-consistent. Justin
Martj'r, the most important witness for Con-
ditionalistic views among the Apologists, uses
language which clearly implies the endless suffer-

ing of the wicked.' All, therefore, that can be
said with certainty is that many of the earlj'

Fathers support the first of the two propositions
maintained by modern Conditiouali.sts, while one
*t least (Aniobius) supports the second also, and
holds that the punishment of the wicked will not
be of endless duration.

(3) IJut, over and above the ajjpeal to authority.
Biblical and Patristic, Conditionalists urge that
their views are in karmoni/ alike witlt the most
recent theories of science and vnth the highest
spiritual instincts of mankind. Science, it is said,

fails to supply any proof of the immortality of

the .soul. Conditionalism does not demand such
{)roof, since it also rejects the doctrine of an iu-

lerent immortality. Again, science has shown
that man is phj'sically clo.sely allied to the lower
animals ; while, intellectually, there is little, if

anything, to choose between, e.g., the higher
.animals an<l the most backward race.s of mankind.
If we postulate immortality for all men alike,

science a.sks whether we can logically stoj) at man
and deny the immortality of tlie more intelligent

animals. This dilliculty, which confronts the I'ni-

versalist and the Traditionalist alike, is no difliculty

for the Conditionalist. Further, the doctrine of

the 'survival of the littest'is one of the most
*.ssured of those taught by modern science. Con-

ditionalism is that doctrine transferred to the
spiritual world.' If, again, it is true that ulti-

mately the value of every doctrine must Ije

measured by its ethical and practical results, Con-
ditionalism, it is urged, is, from this point of view,
in a very strong jiosition. It keeps the mean
between ' the dualist pessimism which makes evil

eternal, and the perlidious optimism which asserts

that all will end well for every one.' - Traditional-
ism, by raising doubts as to God's justice and love,

leads to despair and unbelief. Univer.sali.sni, by
teaching the ultimate salvation of all, fills men
with a fatal sense of security, and robs them of a

gieat motive for spiritual etlort. Con<lilionalism

does not run counter to our highest conceptions of

the justice and love of God, while, by representing

immortality as a prize to be won, it stimulates and
inspires. At the same time, since it does not
exclude the possibility of the suliering of the
obstinately wicked before their annihilatiim, it

gives due weight to the solemn warnings of

Scripture.

On the whole, it may be said that, although
Conditionalism presents certain difficulties of its

own,^ it is free from many others which lia\e

been urged against its rivals. While some of

the arguments adduced by Conditionalists, especi-

ally those founded on the language of the Bible

and the early Fathers, will not prove all that its

advocates claim for them, yet some important
considerations of a scientilic and ethical character
are in its favour. The spread of the doctrine
during the last fifty years among men of various

schools of thought is a sufficient indication that
it ofiers a solution of eschatological problems accept-

able to a large and increasing number of seekers
after truth.

LiTERATCRE.—Mo3t of the more important works dealing with
the subject have been mentioned in the course of the article.

Besides those, the following are useful : C. Lambert, Le Sy^ftitne

dn monde moral, Paris, 1877 [treats the question from a philo-

soiihic standpoint] ; C. Byse, A'otre durt'e, Paris, 18S5 ; Oscar
Cocorda. L'Immortnlitdcondizionafa, Torre Pellice, 1S83; R.
Rothe, Dogmntik, Heidelberg,', 1870, vol. iii. (esp. pp. 13:i-lGi),

291-336) ; C. F. Hudson, DeM and firnc, New York, 1802 (dis-

cussion of Patristic evidence); J. B. Heard, Tlie Tripurtite

Nature u( Unn'>, Edinburgh, 18S2 ; S. Senhouse-Minton, The.

Glory ofClirixl. J.raiiloii, IS(S) ; H. Constable, The Ihiraliou and
yaiiir'e nfFuin,-,- l-„n,shiiunl\ London, 1870 ; Sir J. Stephen,
Esmiis in Kcrl'^iusheul r.ioriraphii-', London, 1853, vol. ii..

Epilogue; F. Palmer, Winnimj of Immortalitit, New York,
1910. A full li!,t of ancient and modern works on eschatology
(includiny: Conditionalism) is Ihat of Ezra Abl)ot, comi)iled aa

an Appendix to W. R. Alger's Crilical History of theWvelrine
of a Future Life, Boston, 1880. Cf. also art. Ax.siniLATiox in

vol. i. H. W. FULFOKl).

CONDUCT.—See Ethics.

CONFESSION.
Assyro Babylonian (T. G. Pixches
Christian.—See PENITENCE.

p. 8i5.

CONFESSION (Assyro-Babylonian).—Though
the word for ' confession ' in Assyr.-Bab. is uncer-
tain,- there is no doubt whatever that the idea
-existed among the peoples of the Tigris- Euphrates
valley. By this term they understood the acknow-
ledgment of sin or of wrongdoing on the part of one
who felt himself thereby out of favour with the
deity whom he worshipped, or in danger of that
disadvantage. The sin or wrongdoing might all'ect

.a fellow-man, or might be an ollence against re-

ligion, justice, or morality, for which the deitj%
jealous with regard to the due observance of right,

1 Cf. 1 Apol. xxi. 6 : aTradavaTt^ftrOai 5t ^^e^s Mo^'oi'? St6iSayfie$a

aStKui^ Kat ur} fi(TaptxJi\oma^ iv altavitji irvp\ WKTrcvouf r. See alsO
xxviii. 1. lii. 6, 7 ; ? Apol. ix. 1.

- It waa probably some fonu of the root piti't (petit), * to open,*
* reveal ' (see pit pi, below).

Egyptian (J. Baikie), ]>. 827.

Hebrew {A. E. Sukfri.v), p. 829.

exacted a penalty and inflicted punishment. This

moral or religious aspect of sin, however, was
probably a late development, the feeling of wrong-
doing having been originally purely ritual—

a

failure to perform sacrilice or worsliip, or a defect

either in the performance or in the olVering. Thus
it was that the feeling of being in disfavour with

the deity arose, and one of the means of grace

1 ' Lc conditionnalismc scrail, i ce point dc vue, un cas par-

ticulier, le plus important, du jjrocede general dc selection

qu'emploie la nature, dc la prodigalite qui se renmrque en toutes

ses ncuvres. 11 se rapprocberait <lu Darwinisme ' (l^irousse. Did.
Cnirersel, Supplement, p. 8SSf., Paris, 1»7S, art. 'Condition-
nalismc' [a good account of the doctrine, chiefly from the
philosophical side]).

2 Petavel, op. cil. p. 3S6.
3 See the vigorous atta<;k in Salmond, op. cit. pp. Bll-6'29.

J. A. Beet, Tlie La-it Things (i^ndon, 1906, pp. 236-240, 299-305),

is more sympathetic.
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would naturally be the making of confession—self-

liuniiliation and abasement by the aeknowleJgnient
of the sin. Humiliation was e^•idently regarded as

being acceptable to the deity, and acknowledgment
of wrongdoing as paving the way to forgiveness.
Moreover, it may be supposed that the man who
stood self-accused before the deity not only ap-
peased the deity by that act, but also forestalled

any informant who might present his misdeeds in a
less favourable light.

With the Babylonians the feeling that the deity
might be displeased by possible wrongdoing was
exceedingly ancient, and probably originated with
the Sumerians. A worshipper, in consequence of

misfortune happening after he had offered prayer
or sacrifice, or after he had performed a rite, found
the cause in some imperfection of his service. Not
only had the service to be perfect, but the celebrant
likewise had to be faultless in all his members,
or imperfections in the ceremonial would occur.
Jloreover, he had to be ritually clean. For this

reason, sin was originally the transgression of

ritual laws, and appears as such throughout Baby-
lonian religions literature.'

* Uncleanness has come against me ; and to judge my cause,
to decide my decision, have I fallen down before thee.
Judge my cause, decide my decision,
remove the evil sickness from my body,
take away whatever is evil of my flesh and ray sinews.
The evil which is in my body, my flesh, and niy sinews,
let it this day come forth, and let me see the light.' 2

Confession and contrition, however, seems to have
been a secondary thingwith the Assyro-Babylonians
—purification by means of ritual acts and cere-
monies took its place. In the rituals for purification,

a certain act has to be performed wliich is expressed
by the Sumer. phrase ka-tuh(h)uila, rendered,
apparently, by pit pi, ' opening of the mouth,'
which followed the ka-hthuda, or ' washing of the
mouth.' If the latter was symbolical of the
necessity of speaking the truth, and the determina-
tion on the part of the worshipper to do so, then
the ' opening of the mouth ' (if that be the meaning
of the expression), which follows, might stand for a
direction to confess ' to the god the nature of the
sin or deficiency which made the ceremony neces-
sary.^

In all probability the nature of these confessions
is indicated by some of the numerous Assyr. -Bab.
penitential psalms. An exceedingly perfect one is

that published in the Cuneiform Inscriptions of
Western Asia, iv. pi. 10. This is addressed to gods
and goddesses known and unknown, and refers,

therefore, to sins and failings both known and
unknown. The following will indicate the nature
of this example

:

' The forbidden thing of my god unknowingly I have
eaten

;

The unallowed thing of my goddess unknowingly I have
trampled on ;

Lord, my sins are many, great are my omissions
;

God, my sins are many, great are my failings ;

Cioddess, my sins are many, gre.at are my failings.

The sins I conunitted I knew not
;

The failings I committed I knew not

;

The forbidden thing I ate I knew not

;

The unallowed thing I trampled on I knew not.
The lord in the wrath of his heart hath looked upon me ;

The god in the anger of his heart hath turned against nie ;

The goddess is angry with me and evilly hath entreated

A known or unknown god hath oppressed ni

A known or unknown goddess hath caused I ! pam

' J. Morgenstern, ' The Doctrine of Sin in the Babylonian
Religion,' MVG x. [1905J 3, p. 2.

= lb. p. 4.

^ Epespi, ' to open the mouth (to speak),' is given asa synon}*m
ol pit pi (Muss-Arnolt, Asspr. Diet., Berlin, 1901-05, p. Sola).

* Uib-Addi attributes the weakness of old age, etc., from which
he was suffering, to the anger of the gods of Gebal on account of
his sins, which, however, he had confessed (tfeti epti ana Udni
IWinckler, Tontafeln imi Tel-el-Amama, Berlin, 189C, no. 71

;

Knudtzon, El-A)narna Ta/elii, Leipz. 1910, no. 137, lines 29 fl.]).

I Iwsought, but none took my hand ;

I wept, but he did not approach my side.

I call aloud, 1 none heareth me
;

I am oppressed, I cover myself, I look not up.'

The penitent here mentions that he had made
supplication to his merciful god, had kissed the feet

of his goddess, and had appealed to god and god-
dess known and unknown. He calls upon them all

to look favourably upon him, and asks each how
long his goodwill will be withheld. Men know
nothing—not even whether they do evil or good.
The suppliant, however, needs help, and (being
willing to confess and acknowledge that he has
sinned) continues as follows ;

* Turn the failure I have conmiitted to good ;

Let the wind carry away the sin I have wrought

;

Tear asunder my many misdeeds like a garment.
My god, my sins are 7 times 7—free me from my sins ;

My goddess, my sins are 7 times 7—free me from my sins ;

God known or unknown, my sins are 7 times 7—free me front

my sins

;

Goddess known or unknown, my sins are 7 times 7—free me
from my sins

;

Free me from my sins, that I may bow down before thee ;

May thy heart, like the heart of the mother who bore (me),

return to its place ;

Like the mother who bore, the father who begot, may it re-

turn to its place.'

The following is part of a confession to a goddess :

*
. . . bitterly do I lament.
[My sins] are many, my mind is embittered (thereby).

Lady,2 cause me to know my act, set for me a refuge ;

Remove my sins, lift up my countenance.' 3

Another text speaks of the shame which the
penitent feels :

' He prostrates himself to his god with sighing ;

He weeps, he withholds not lamentation (?) :—
" Let me tell my deed—my unspeakable deed ;

Let me repeat my word, my unspeakable * word :

My god, let me tell ^ my deed, my unspeakable deed." ' 6

In this last, contrary to custom, there is ap-
parently a desire to specify the nature of the deed,
and things so bad seem to be presupposed that
permission has to be asked to mention (or detail)

them. Unfortunately, the text is defective after

the last line translated, so that the conclusion to

be deduced therefrom is doubtful ; but it may be
supposed that we have here a case in which con-
fession, with specification of the sin or wrongdoing,
is provided for.

In all these inscriptions the penitent makes his-

.confession directly to the deity, without the inter-

mediary of a priest or any other person. Th&
priest, however, in certain cases, introduces him
to his god, stating that he is sick, in distress,

cast down, trembling, raining tears like a cloud,

uttering words of submission Avith sighing. What,
he asks, has my lord's servant thought out and
planned ? Let his mouth reveal what I do not
know ! Whereupon the penitent, confirming,
speaks for himself :

* [Ma]ny are my sins, which I have wholly sinned ;

Let this [misfortune] pass, let me go forth from tribulation.

[Ma]ny are my sins, which I have wholly sinned ;

[Let this misfortune] pass, let me go forth from tribulation.'"

Numerous phrases asking for pardon, peace, com-
fort, etc., for the penitent follow, and were seem-
ingly pronounced by the priest.

The king naturally had to keep himself pure and
always fit to represent the people. For this reason,

when he came to perform a ceremony, he said r

' May the tablet of my sins be broken '—probably
an actual tablet, upon which all his misdeeds were
inscribed.*

In Ashurbanipal's well-known prayer to Nebo,*
the confession of his sins, as well as his perfection

1 Lit. * I speak words,' or the like.

- IStar (Zer-panitum) ; cf. vol. ii. p. MSI'.

3 Haupt, Akkadischc und sumerische Kcilschrifttfxte, ISSl, p.

116 f. ; Zimmern, Bab. Busspsalmen, Leipzig, 18S5, p. 34, Riicks.

1-S ; Jastrow, Rel. Bab. und Ass. ii. [Giessen, 190.'i] 76.

4 Lit. ' unrepeatable.* ^ Or ' confess ' (htqbi).

6 Zimmern, op. cit. pp. 86, 65 S.
7 lb. p. 88, lines 18-21.
8 Morgenstern, toe. cit. p. 129.
9 Strong, Trans, of the 9th Internal. Congress o/ Orientalists,

London, 1893, ii. 199" ff.
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in service, was tlic j;reat offering whitli lie made to
the deity :

' AsbUr-hani-upli confessed his sins,* he constantly praj'ed to
Ncbo, his lord

;

What he set at tJic feet of the Queen of Nineveh he concealed
not in the assembly of the great pods ;

What he stored iji the sanctuary* of ITrkittu he concealed not
(even) in the assembly of his haters

;

*' In the assembly of my haters forsake me not, Nebo

—

In the assembly- of my oppressors CO forsake not my life.'"-

At tliis point come tlie lines printed in ait.
lilKTH (Assyr.-Bab.) in vol. ii. p. 644'', and the
king is then informed that his haters shall dis-

a|)pear like ripples on the surface of the water, and
like sandhills (?) on the face of the land—' thou
.shah stand up, As.sur-hani-apli—in the presence of
the great gods thou shalt give praise to Ncbo.' To
all appearance, these conchnling words contain the
promise of ultimate pardon and rehabilitation.
LlTBRATl RE.—This is indicated in the notes.

T. G. Pinches.
CONFESSION (Egj-ptian).—Of the deep sense

of the guiltiness of sin and the deep contrition for
it which are characteristic of the Hebrew or of the
Christian religion, the Egyptian knew nothing,
or, at all events, expressed nothing. It would be
too much to say that he had no sense of sin, for of
the wrongness of certain acts, and, in a very
marked and unusual degree, of the wrongness of
certain frames and dispositions of character, he
had a very clear and accurate perception ; but, at
all events, he had no conception of repentance, or,

at lea-st, none which has left any mark upon his
religious literature. It must always be remem-
bered that there are immense gaps in our know-
led;.e of the Egyptian religion, and that the bulk
of our information with regard to the view which
the Egyptian entertained of sin is derived from a
single book—the Book of the Dead—whose sole
purpose was to secure for the deceased Egj'ptian a
safe passage through the dangers which awaited
him after death, and a triumphant vindication
before the Judge of the under Morld ; but in none
of the religions literature that has survived

—

neither in the Book of the Dead, nor in any of the
numerous hymn.s to the various deities, nor in any
of lh(! tomb-inscriptions—is there to be found the
slightest trace of such a thing as acknowledgment
of sin or repentance for it. Tliere is no penitential
element whatsoever in Egj-ptian religious litera-
ture. What we must understand by confession
in the Egyptian religion would be much better
described by such a word as 'repudiation.' So far
as the written records go, no Egj-ptian ever con-
fessed a sin ; but every Egyptian sturdily and
steadfastly repudiated sin, ami, in fact, the destiny
of the deceased in the other world depended
largely on his ability to repudiate with clearness
and accuracy a certain definite list of sinful acts,
words, and thoughts.

( lur information on the subject is almost entirely
de; ived from the remarkable document known by
the curiou*; .-ind self-contradictory title of the
Negative ('(.nfession— a document which forms
ch. cxxv. 01 the Book of the Dead. It is not
possible to state with exactness when this very
important document came into the form in which
we now have it. 'i'he paijyri which preserve it to
us are not older than the time of the XVIIIth
dynasty (1580-1350 li.c); but it must have been
in existence, at least in its main eletiicnts, long
before that period. The inscniption in the tomb o?
Ameny at Beni-IIasan (Xllth dyn.) contains a
distinct element of repudiation: ' No little child
have I injured ; no widow have I op)ircssed ; no
fisherman have I hindered ; no shepherd have I

detained.' Large portions of the text of the Book
of the Dead are found ou coffins of the .Middle

1 IpteU Aiiiir-bauiapli amiiii.
^ 76. p. 2fX», lines 27-yi, revised.

Kingdom (Xltli and Xllth dynasties), and that
Osirian view of the life after death to which the
Negative Confession belongs is as ol<l as the
Pyramid texts (Vth and Vlth dyn.), while a
tradition whi(!h there is no reason to doubt ascribes
the iin<ling of ch. xxx. of the Book of the Dead
(the famous appeal to the heart not to bear false
witness against its owner in the Day of Judg-
ment) to Prince Hordadef in the reign of Menkaura
(IV'tli dj-n.). While, therefore, the jiresent Judg-
ment-scene of the Book of the Dead, containing
the Negative Confession, may not be older than
tlie .Wlllth dynasty, tliere can be little doubt
that its fundamental conceptions are almost as old
as the Egj-ptian Kingdom.
Chapter cxxv. of tlie Book of the Dead con-sists

of three parts : («) an introduction, containing a
hymn of adoration to Osiris, and a form of the
repudiation of sins which, there is reason to believe,
is older than the actual confession which folIow.s
it ; (6) the Negative Confession itself ; and (c) an
address to the gods of the under world. The
whole chapter forms a part of the ritual which is

supposed to be gone through in the scene of the
judgment of the dead, and the confessional part of
it seems to be supplementaiy to the actual judg-
ment whose issue was determined by the weighing
of the heart of the deceased against the feather
which was the emblem of Maat, the goddess of
Truth. In his confession the Egyptian testified
that he had not been guilty of certain sins which
would have involved his punishment in the spirit
world ; but apparently his repudiation of iniquity
was not held to be in itself sufficient for his
vindication, since it had to be corroborated by the
unprejudiced evidence afforded by the weighing of
his heart. However stoutly the deceased might
assert his innocence of all sin, it was not considered
advisable to allow the heart to give its testimony
before it had been implored in a si)ecial prayer not
to shame its owner. In one of its many varying
forms this prayer runs thus :

' O my heart, my mother ! O my heart, my mother ! O my
heart of my existence upon earth ! May nought stand up to
oppose nie in judgment in the presence of the lords of the
trial ; let it not be said of me and of that which I have done,
"He hath done evil against that which is ri^'ht and true "

; may
nought be against me in the presence of the Ki'cat god, the
Lord of Amentet ! Homage to thee, O my heart ! Homage to
thee, U my heart ! Homage to you, O my reins !

'

The heart, thus cajoled, might be expecte<l to
corroborate the confessional statements of its

owner.
It is not certain whether the repudiation of sins

preceded or followed the weighing of the heart,
and the point is immaterial. .Vrrived at the
Judgment Hall—' the Hall of Double .Maati,' or of
the Twofold Truth—the dccea.sed began his con-
fession by reciting a brief formula of invocation to
Osiris, which runs as follows :

' I'raise be to thee, thou great god, thou lord of the two
truths 1 I have come to thee, O my lord, that I may behold thv
beauty. I know thee, and I know the names of the tort\-tw'o
gods who are with thee in the Hall of the Two Truths, who live
on the evil-doers, and who drink their l>loo<l each day of the
reckoning before t'nnefer [Osiris]. I como to thee, and bring
to thee truth, and chase away wrong-doing.'

x\fter this invocation, he recite<l a lueliminary
repudiation of sins in a form somewhat shorter
than that of the Negative Confession, the number
of sins repudiated being generally aliout thirty-
seven, .'IS against forty-two in the more elaborate
form which followed. The sins repudiated are not
always the same in the various versions; but the
variations are not in any c-ase of great moment.
The following version is from the well-known
pai)yrus of Nu (XVIIIth dj'u.)

:

' I have not done evil to mankind. I have not oppressed the
meinbcrs of my family. I have not wrought evil in the placo
of right and truth. I have had no knowledge of worthless men.
I have not wrought evil. I have not set foremost in the con-
siderations of each day that excessive labour should be performed
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(or lue. I have not broupht lorward my name for exaltation to

honours. 1 have not ill-trcat^d sen-ants. I have not thought
Bcorn of God. I have not defrauded the oppressed of his

property. I have not done that which is an abomination unto
the gods. I have not caused harm to be done to the servant
by his master. I have not caused pain. I have made no one to

suffer hunger. I have made no one to weep. I have done no
murder. I have not given the order for murder to be done for

lue. I have not inflicted pain upon mankind. I have not
defrauded the temples of their offerings. 1 have not purloined
the cakes of the gods. I have not carried off the cakes offered

to the kkus [illuminated souls]. I have not committed forni-

•cation. I have not polluted myself, or diminished from the
bushel. I have neither added to nor filched away land. I have
not encroached upon the fields of others. I have not added to

the weights of the scales. I have not misread the pointer of

the scales. I have not carried away the milk from the mouths
of children. I have not driven away the cattle which were
upon their pastures. I have not snared the feathered fowl of

the preserves of the gods. I have not caught fish with fish of

their kind. I have not turned hack water m its time. I have
not cut a cutting in a canal of running water. I have not
«.\tinguished a fire when it should burn. I have not violated
the times of the chosen meat-offerings. I have not driven off

the cattle from the property of the gods. I have not repulsed
Cod in his manifestations. I am pure. I am pure.'

In all probability this introduction repre.sents an
older form of confession, and wits originally all

that -was expected of the deceased. The develop-
ment of the doctrine of tlie Judgment, however,
led to its being supplemented by a more extended
and formal version. Along with Osiris, there sat

in the Hall of the Two Truths forty-two gods, who
formed a kind of jury before which the deceased
had to plead. The number forty-two may have
been selected because the most general division of

the land of Kgypt gave forty-two nomes or districts,

and there was thus a god for each nome. Maspero
suggests that they were chosen one from each of

the cities of Egypt which recognized the authority
of Osiris (Dawn of Civilization, p. 188). These
jurors were creatures of terrifj-ing aspect and still

more terrifying titles, and before each of them the
deceased was obliged to declare that he had not
committed the particular sin -\vhich that god had
authority to punish. The titles of the gods are

such as— ' Clasper of Flame,' ' Devourer of Shades,'

'Cru.sher of 15ones,' 'Devourer of Blood,' 'De-
stroyer,' and so forth. There are variations in the
<litterent papyri, and the list here given is from the
papyrus of Nebseni in the British Museum. Each
confession is prefaced by ' Hail thou,' and the title

of the particular god addressed is given. The
confession is as follows :

'(1) I have not done iniquity. (2) I have not committed
robbery with violence. (3) I have done violence to no man.
(4) I have not committed theft. (5) I h.-ive not slain man or
woman. (6) I have not made light the bushel. (7) I have not
acted deceitfully. (S) I have not purloined the things which
belong to God. (9) I have not uttered f.ilsehood. (10) I have
not carried away food. (11) I have not uttered evil words.
(1-2) I have attacked no man. (13) I have not killed the beasts
which are the property of God. (14) I have not acted deceit-
fully. (15) I have not laid waste ploughed land. (Ifi) I have
never pried into matters. (17) I have not set my mouth in

motion against any man. (IS) I have not given way to anger
concerning myself without a cause. (19) I have not defiled the
wife of a man. (20) I have not committed any sin against
purit.v. (21) I have not struck fear into any man. (22) I have
not violated sacred times and seasons. (23) I have not been a

man of anger. (24) I have not made mjself deaf to words of

right and truth. (25) I have not stirred up strife. (2G) I have
made no man to weep. (27) I have not committed acts of

impurity or sodomy. (28) I have not eaten my heart. (-29) I

have abused no man. (30) I have not acted with violence.

(31) I have not judged hastily. (32) I have not taken vengeance
upon the god. (33) I have not multiplied my speech overmuch.
(34) I have not acted with deceit, or worked wickedness. (35)
I have not cursed the king. (36) I have not fouled water.

(37) I have not made haughty my voice. (38) I have not cursed
the god. (39) I have not behaved with insolence. (40) I have
not sought for distinctions. (41) I have not increased m.v
wealth e.Kcept with such things as are my own possessions.

(42) I have not thought scorn of the god who is in my city.'

Following upon this confession comes an address
to the assessor-gods in which the deceased passes
from the repudiation of sin to the positive assertion
of his meritorious conduct. .

* Praise to you, ye gods, ye who are in the Hall of the Two
Truths, in whose body is no lie, and who live in truth. ... Be-
hold I come to you without sin, without evil. ... I have done

that which man commandeth and that wherewith the gods are
content. I have pleased the god with that which he lo\eth.
I have given bread to the hungry, water to the thirsty, clothing
to the naked, and a passage over the river to him who hath no
boat. I have made offerings to the god, and funerary gifts to
the illuminated souls.'

An examination of the two lists shows that in
both cases the compilers had some difficulty in
making out the requisite number of sins, as there
are several confessions which are ))ractically dupli-
cates of others whicli have been made before,
e.g. in the Negative Confession, ' I have done
violence to no man,' ' I have not acted with
violence,' 'I have not behaved with violence',
and again, 'I have not acted deceitfully' occurs
twice, while in addition we have ' I have not
acted with deceit, or worked wickedness.' Such
repetitions -svere, of course, almost inevitable when
a definite list of transgiessions had to Ije filled up
by a sometimes hasty and often careless scribe,

who well knew that the document on which he
was engaged was never likely to be read by any
one after it had once been placed in the coffin of
the deceased.
An analysis of the sins repudiated in the intro-

duction and tlie Negative Confession may be
attempted, giving the number of sins falling under
particular heads in either document

:

Intro- Negative
duction. Confession.

Sins against the gods 10 ti

,, ,, ,, person of others 12 4

,, ,, property 5 5

,, „ purity 1 3

,, of deceit 3 4

,, of character and disposition G 18

There are, of course, in both lists, some sins of
such a character that they might occupy a place in
more than one of these categories. An exami-
nation of this classification suggests what is on
other gi'ounds extremely probable—namely, that
the introduction is a survival from more primitive
times, and represents a code of morality earlier

than that of the Negative Confession. Thus, sins

of sacrilege and sins against the person of others
occupy by far the most prominent position in the
introduction, as would be exjiected in a more
primitive state of society, amounting in number to
10 and 12 respectively—2'2 sins out of 37. In the
Confession these numbers have shrunk to 6 and 4.

On the other hand, the sense of the sinfulness of
acts of impurity has increased, if we may assume
its increase from a more elaborate repudiation of
such acts. But the most remarkable developiuent
is the growth in the sense of the importance of

character. While the introduction repudiates six

sins specially afi'ecting the inner man, the Con-
fession repudiates no fewer than eighteen.

When we come to consider the partictular sins

which the Egyptian judged to be fatal to him
who committed them, we find several which are
obviously the jiroduct of the conditions under
which Egyptian agriculture was carried on. ' I

have not turned back water in its time,' and ' I

have not cut a cutting in a canal of running
water,' both point to dishonest appropriation of

irrigation v\ ater. Leaving these out of considera-

tion as being the -result of special circumstances,
we see that what the Egyptian wished to avoid,

or to be held to have avoided, in his life was
something like this—impietj' and sacrilege ; crimes
of violence against others, either direct or by
incitation ; adultery and unnatural vice ; cruelty,

ferocity, and unkindness towards defenceless

inferiors. In all these points tlie Egyptian Con-
fession indicates a code of morality not superior to

that current among other nations, and indeed in

some respects distinctly of an outward and formal
type. The stress laid upon merely ceremonial sins

is an obvious defect. As Maspero says (op. cif.

191), ' the material interests of the temple were too
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prominent, and the ciime of killing a s.iored t;oose

or stealinK a loaf from the bread oll'enngs was

(•oii>idercd as al)ouiinaV)le as cahimny or murder.

Where the Confession is striking is in its deveh^i-

ment of the sense of those duties wliich a man
owes to liis own character and self-respect. Parti-

cularly reniarkalde is the stress laid upon reticence

and control of speech. Four at least of the repu-

diations refer to tliis—deprecating slander, foul

speaking, disdainfulness of speech, and mere pro-

fusion of words. This is quite in accordance with

what we learn from other sources as to Egyptian

ideals of character.' ' Let thy thoughts he abun-

dant,' says the oldest Wisdom hook of Egjpt,
' let thy words he under restraint.' .-Vgain, anger

and hasty juilgment, mischief-making, ari<l the

insolence of pride together furnish tlie subject of

eight repudiations. If Erman's interpretation be

collect, useless remorse IS deprecated by the obscure

repudiation 28, 'I have not eaten my heart.'

15udge's version is more commonplace :
' 1 have not

lost "my temper and become angry.' The sin of

closing the mind to ideas and inspirations of truth

13 repudiated in -24, ' I have not made myself deaf

to words of right and truth,' and conceivably also

in the last item of the introduction—' 1 have not

repulsed God in His manifestations,' or 'stopped a

"od in his comings forth.' A sense of fair play

even to the creatures gives us 31 of the intro-

duction—' I have not caught fish with fish of their

own kind ' (? cf . Ex 23^^ ' Thou shalt not seethe a

kid in his mother's milk').

On the whole, that which distinguishes the

Egyptian Confession is not what it is so frequently

e.xtolled for—an exceptionally high standard of

morality. The Confession itself shows that the

standard was very much that which has obtained

among all nations that have a right to be called

civilized. Its distinction is the stress which it

lays on the inner duties—those duties which a man
owes to himself, and which ennoble and strengthen

character. Self-restraint and self-possession, dig-

nified reti<:ence, and absence of meddlesomeness,

the capacity of bearing prosperity without in-

solence, and the resolve to preserve an open mind

towards the truth—the etibrt to maintain such a

sound and \\holesome standard marks out the

Egyptian code as being of a paiticularly high tyi)e.

Even if it be permissible to infer that the insistence

on these virtues suggests that the Egyptian char-

acter was specially prone to faults against them, it

must still be admitted that no other nation ever

formulated and stereotyped such a list of man's

duties to his own character as part of its acknow-

ledfcd code of morality. It has been pointed out

thai what seems to us the defect of the whole idea

of the t^onfession—the absence from it of anything

approaching a sense of repentance for wrong-

doing—appears to be a permanent factor of the

Egyptian character.

The essential mode of justification in the judg-

ment,' says VctTie {lid. of Atic. Egypt, V. 89),

' was by the declaration of the decea-sed that he

had not done varicms crimes ; and to this day the

E>'vptian will rely on justifying himself by sheer

assertion that he has not done wrong, in face of

absolute proofs to the contrary.'
LllF.RATunB.~A. ^Tro:i.n. Ilnwll,.,„k ,<f Kgyp. liehgirm, Lon-

don, li(07; G. Steindorff, ltd. „( thr Am h,j]iptiam ti^-^

York and I,ondo?i. VMi, ; E. Naville. The Old kgifpt""' /"'^
I/jndon, 1909, />n.s- a^jvpl- ToilUuhuch. Berlin 1886 ;E. A. W.
Budee Egupt. Reliijion, London, ll((«i, The Book of the Dead,

London lb»8 ; G. Maspero, Uist. anc. des peupUs de fOnent

clatsigue, vol. i.,
' Les Origines (Eng. tr. Dawn of Civilizatim,

London, 18!M) : J. H. Breasted, UM. o/ Enupt. London 1906 ;

W M. F. Petrie, liellgion and Conscieim in Ane. bfiypt,

Ixjndon, 1898, lift, of Anc. Krivpl, I>ondon, 19«!; P. Le Page
Renouf, Origin and Growth of Iteljg. of anc. hm" (iM>- '-ect-

London, 1879, 4th ed. 1897) ; The Egyptian Book of the Dead

;

Itr l8t and 2nd seriea, London, various dates.

James Baikie.

CONFESSION (Hebrew). — I. The term.

—

The lliph. an<l Hithp., ^yfi and .-nipn, of the verb

IT, ' to llirow,' acquired the meanings of ' to praise
'

aiid ' to confess.' The former stands for both, the

latter is the technical term for ' to confess.' Both

are rendered in the LX.X by {l,oii.o\oye'iv. The
nouns derived from it are n-iin, ' praise,' ' thanks-

giving,' and in Jos 7'^ and Ezr 10'' ' confession of

sin'; and the late Hebrew iti = ' confession of

sin.'
_, , . .

The connexion between throwing, praising, and conlcssing iB

not obvious. The su-'Mstion that a gesticnlation with the hand

was made while praising and confessing' is too faneiful. It is

more prob.^blc that ni; signifies metaphorically ' to throw know-

ledge about," to make it public, and is thus cognate to yiiT

and y'Tii^r'-'

2. Confession of sin against God.—"Whatever
the Israelitish conception of sin was in any period

of their known histoi-y, an admission of it was

expected from the penitent, whether a penalty

was to follow or not. Without, therefore, follow-

in"- the chronological order of the various docu-

ments, we find throughout the OT individual and

public confession insisted on and practised.

Very early in the Book of Genesis, the ques-

tions addressed to Adam and Cain (3" 4») were

calculated to extract confession. Judah confesses

Tamar more just than himself (38=^).°- Jacob con-

fesses his unworthiness (32"'), and his sons their

•"uiltiness concerning Joseph (42='). Josliua urges

Achan to confess (Jos 7"). David confesses when

Nathan brings his sin home (2 S 12'^) ; so do the

Israelites in a body when brought to repentance

(Nu 14-'», 1 S 7" 12'»).
, ,

The mission of the prophets was 'to declare

unto Jacob his transgression and to Israel his sm

'

(Mic y cf Jl '2"'-, Is58'), and a reciprocal acknow-

ledgmeAt was expected (Jer 2=^ 3'^, Hos 14')

The Psalter abounds in instances of public and

individual confession. Foremost .stands Ps 51,

which embodies a fully-developed conception of

sin and grace. Its ascription to David indicates an

appreciation of David's confession in 2 S 1'2. Ps 32

is a model penitential psalm, in which a pious man

is reluctant for some time to admit the sin of an

accusing conscience, until some external circum-

stance forces confession from his lips (Kbberle,

Siimle und Gnade, Munich, 1905, p. 352). Simi-

larly in Ps 38 a pious man ascribes his misfortunes

to his sins which he can bear no longer, and un-

burdens his conscience by ' declaring his iniquity

and confessing his sin' (v."*). ^ , ,„
The religious aspect of the book of Proverbs is

Eud;emonism. The wise man is happy, and he is

wise who regulates his life in accordance witli the

Divine commands. The sinner is a fool. Con-

fession of sin is an act of wisdom (28").

In the sacrificial cult, confession of sm was an

essential element (Lv 5^ 16-', Nu o"-'). According

toMaimonides(F«rfi)/«'a«, Hak. in. 14), tl'e >-•;"''

ficer of a sin-, trespass-, or burnt-ottenng laul liotli

hands between the horns of the victim, and said :

'
I have sinned committed iniquity, transgressed, have done

thus and thus, i repent before Thee, and this is my atoning

^"On^the Day of Atonement the high priest is

said to have confessed three times Standing by

his victim between the porch and the altar, lacing

west, and with his hands upon its head, he made the

following confession :

1 Malhiin on Lv 5« sa\-s that m; has the opposite meaning of

• to conce.il,' ' to deny.' ' It is peculiar to man to hide his kno«i--

ledire of God and of his sin. The .TiiO proclaims them.

2 On this the Talmud remarks: ' Judah's praise consisU in

his confession '-a double play on his name (ileg. 25i>
;
see also

^^'^'Thrprl^^nt writer is inclined to think that the unusual

expression O JNIN is a mistake, having arisen from similarity to

the previous T3K, ami that the original reading was Dl .li'lt

•ri((r;n. This also completes the synthetic parallelism.
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' I beseech thee, Jahwch, I have committed iniquity, I liave

transgressed, 1 have sinned before thee, I and my house.

1 beseech thee, Jahweh, fore:ive now the iniquities and the

transgressions and the sins wherein 1 have committed iniquity

and transgressed and sinned before thee, 1 and my house.

As it is written in the law of thy servant Moses, " For on this

day shall atonement be made for you, to cleanse you from all

your sins.*"

Tlie juiests and people responded :
' Blessed be

the name of His glory for ever.' The second time
was over the sin-offering of the priests, when the
same formula was used, with the addition of ' the

sons of Aaron, thy holy people' after 'I and my
house.' The third confession was made over the
scape-goat, and the same formula was worded in

the third person plural, with ' Thy people, the

house of Israel,' substituted for ' I and my hou.se.'

The E.xile wrought a material change in the
religious disposition as well as in the outward for-

tunes of the people. In the plp.ce of the defiant

Israelitish nation there returned fronr Babylon a
Church of serious and timid Jews. Without
doubting that they were the successors of ancient
Israel and heirs to the promises, they were rendered
diffident by their miserable resources. They saw in

their inferiority God's chastisement for their sin.

Confession of sin became henceforth a concomitant
of religious exercise (see Ezr 9^, Neh W-"-). The
confession in Dn 9'''" resembles in several ways
that of Neh. and Bar 1'^""

; but, as Marti {Com. on
Dan. p. 65) observes, the similarity is due not to

quotations from each other, but to some common
stereotyped liturgical prayers from which all drew.
A peculiar feature of exilic and post-exilic con-

fession is the aggregate conception of sin to which
is reckoned the 'sins of the fathers.' ^ The truth
contained in the Talmudic adage that Israelites

were each other's sureties (Shr.b. 39, and elsewhere)

is older than the Talmud. Viewing themselves as

partakers of a common blessing, they felt a share

in the cause of the common misfortunes. Liturgical

confession, therefore, arose not from a sense of in-

dividual sin or the imperfection of human nature,

but from the desire for amelioration of present

circumstances. It is the pious man who is ever

ready to confess. Tobit enumerates his virtues,

his loyalty to Jahweh and the Law (ch. 1). He
leads a blameless life, but confesses his sins and
goes into judgment with his fathers. His model
integrity saves Azarias from the lire, but he con-

fesses, ' We have sinned ' (LXX Dn 3^'-). Individu-

ally a pious man had few sins to confess. Legal
observance could keep him sinless, and the sacrificial

cult made good that in which he failed through ignor-

ance. 'No sinner ever slept in Jerusalem. The
evening sacrifice atoned for sins of the day, and that
of the morning for sins of the night ' (Mid. Rab. and
Tanch. on Nu28^ ; also Rashi on Is P'). Sin being
not sinfulness but actual sin, and that a collection

of single sins, a pious man was able to know what
to do and what to avoid, so as to keep a clean

balance with God. Not the righteous like the
patriarchs, but actual sinners like Manasses, need
repentance and confession (Prayer of Manasses).

To this class of general liturgical confession

belongs the sixth petition in the Shemonc Esre :

' Forgive us, O our Father, for we have sinned ;

pardon us, O our King, for we have transgressed.'

After the destruction of the Temple, the Day of

Atonement, even without sacrifice, retained its

expiatory power, and has since been observed as a
<lay of fasting, repentance, and confession. The
form of confession at first was brief and general

—

' We have sinned.' R. Akiba knew already the
first four verses of the Abiiiu Malkcnu, one of

which is ' Our Father, our King, we have sinned
before thee' (Ta'an. 256). For other short forms
of confession see Yoma 876. That of Rab was :

5 In the Sephardic and Kabbalistic recensions of the Ashamnu
(see below), ' we and our fathers have sinned ' is still given.

'Thou knowcst the eternal secrets, and the hidden mysteries
of all the living. Thou eearchebt out the innermost recesses,

and triest the reins and the heart. Nothing is concealed from
thee, or hidden from thine eyes.'

Longer is that of R. Hamnuna, which stands at

the end of the Shemonc Esre :

' O my God, before I was formed, I was nothing worth, and,
now that 1 have been formed, 1 am but as though I had not
been formed. Dust I am in my lifo ; how much more so in my
death. Behold, I am before thee as a vessel full of shame and
confusion. O may it be thy will, O lord my God and the God
of my fathers, that I may sin no more ; and, as for the sins I

have committed, purge them away by thy great mercies, but
not by means of sufferings and sore diseases.'

R. Bibi directed that one should say :

' I confess all the evil that I have done before thee. I stand
on an evil path. Whatever I have done, I will do the like no
more. Way it be thy will, O Lord my God, to pardon all my
iniquities, to forgive all my transgressions, and to atone for all

my sins' (Leu. ii. iii. 3).

A loud enumeration of individual sins was con-

sidered arrogant (.S'e^. 7i). The rule still is that
confession of individual sins shall be inaudible,

excejit when concealment would implicate the in-

nocent {/>hulhan'A niK; Tiir. Or. Hay. 607).

The liturgy of the Day of Atonement gradually
increased in bulk with suitable prayers and con-

fessions, prominent among them being the yls/ia(;in«

and 'Al-Hct, called the lesser and greater confes-

sions, and repeated four times in the course of the

twenty-four hours of the fast, with a slight tap on
the breast at the mention of each sin. 'i'he former
consists of twenty-four expressions for sin, alpha-

betically arranged, the last letter being repeated
three times. It is probably the confession referred

to m the Didache. The 'Al-Het is a more ex-

haustive catalogue of sin, also alphabetical, and
has in the Ashkenazic use forty-four lines, each
commencing, ' For the sin wherein we have sinned
before thee,' etc.

It is a pious custom to submit to forty stripes

save one, on the eve of the Day of Atonement. The
penitent, lying prostrate with head towards the

north, silently confesses his sins wliile (generally)

the attendant of the synagogue lays on gently
with thongs made of calf-skin, repeating three times

Ps 78^' (which in Hebrew has thirteen words), a
word at each stroke {Sliulh. Ar., ut supra).

There exists in the Prayer-book also a daily

confession of sin, called piqn, which is said morning
and evening (except on festivals and otlier occa-

sions) after t\ie'Amida, in a silting posture, with
head resting on elbow. Originally it consisted of

one verse :

' O thou who art merciful and gracious, I have sinned before

thee. O Lord, full of mercy, have mercy upon me, and receive

my supplications,*

after which private confession is made, and one's

wants stated non-liturgically. Its older name is

d:sx vh'^, 'prostration' (cf. Jos 7'0- Since prostra-

tion was generally discontinued after the destruc-

tion of the Temple, this indicates its great antiquity.
' A distinguished man should not use csn nS-Ej

unless he is sure that his prayer will be answered
like Joshua's.' Compare Christ's posture in Geth-

semane. R. Eliezer's mother did not allow him to
' fall on his face on the day of his excommmiica-
tion' {Bab. mes. 596). On iMondays and Thurs-

days the p:nri is preceded by a mediaeval confessional

prayer of legendary authorship.

Eveiy Jew confesses on his deathbed, after a
prescribed form. Criminals are urged to confess,

within ten cubits ' distance of the scene of execu-

tion. If they have nothing to confess, they are

instructed to say :
' Let my death be an atonement

for all my iniquities' {San/i. vi. 2).

3. Confession of sin against man.—The Mosaic
legislation made provision for material reparation

of injuries done to one's neighbour. But the ideal

of Hebrew equity went beyond legal compensa-

tion, and demanded the conciliation of the otiiended

party, without which ' not all the rams of Nebaioth
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in the world could procui-e pardon' (i}«6. l;amma,
9'2rt). Thus Joseph s brethren pray for forgivenchs

(Gn 50") ; note also the confession of Pharaoh (Ex
10"), and cf. 1 S lu^* 24'<' 26=', 2 S 19™. In later

Judaism it was raised to a positive precept. ' Al-

thougli the oflender ofl'ers the legal compensation,
he is not yet forgiven until lie entreats him for it'

(Hah. ham. v\i\. 7). The Day of Atonement ex-

piates sin against God, but not sin against man, un-
less the offended party is conciliated (Yuma viii. 9).

Suspicion of the innocent comes under the category
of injuries. Tlie suspect must be informed of it,

and honourable amends made to him (Bcr. 316).

Strictly the conciliation must take place before

three witnesses. If the oliended party is dead,
the conciliation should take place over his grave in

the pre.sence of ten witnesses (Yoma 86-8S). The
eve of the Day of Atonement is generally selected

for acts of reparation of this kind. No distinction

of class is acknowledged. Even llabbis of renown
were known to condescend to regain the goodwill
of those whom they injured. Kab, in a dispute
with a butcher, was offended by the latter. On the
eve of the Fast he expected the transgressor to ask
for forgiveness. As he did not do so, he called on
liim and effected the conciliation (Yoma 87). If

the injured party refuses to forgive after the third

entreaty, he is called cruel, except in the case of

slander, which one is not bound to forgive (Shulh.

\Ar., fur Or. Hay. 606).
Literature-—HamDurger, RE^ ».v. 'Bekenntniss' ; W.

Bacher, Agada d. tab. Amorder, Strassbur^, 1879, A'j. d.

Taniiaitni, do., 18.S4, Atf. d. pal. Amor., do., 1S9-2 ; D. W.
Bousset, Rel. d. Judeni.-, Berlin, 1906 ; J. Elbogen, .Slud. z.

Gfuch. d. jud. GotUadienglcs, Berlin, 1907 : aru 'Confession,' in
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I. Scope and limitations of the article.— It is

the object of this article to furnish a survey of the
history of Confessions of Faith, indicating their
origin, their contents, and their interrelationships,
together with some brief reflexions, suggested by
the survey, upon their uses and their influence for
^ood and evil in the religious world. Other articles
(CKKKD.s[Ecum.], CoUNOIL-S [Christian : early]) will
tell of the development of the three great Catliolic
Creeds of Christendom, and of the meeting of the
historic authoritative assemblies of the Church.
I'nderthe title ' Confes.sions ' it will not be jiossible

to deal in detail with documents of a private, in-
dividual, or tentative cliaracter ; these will be
mentioned only when they are of special interest.
The public Confessions which have been or still are
authoritative in the various sections of the Chris-

tian Church will be treated comprehensively,
though their great number—exceeding 150—makes
it necessary to dismiss many of them with the
briefest notice. A comparative glance will be
turned on the non-ChiLstian world in search of

documents or testimonies analogous to the Creeds
of Christendom. Happily, there is small room for

doubt or controver.sy in regard to the authenticity

of Confessions, ami questions as to date, author-
ship, editions, etc., will for the most part be
handled very lightly, in the interests of clearness.

The table of contents luinted above, and the
chronological table of Confe.ssious printed on pp.
894-901, will help to make plain the principle of

arrangement followeil in the article. Selections

from the relevant literature will be given at

various points thnmghoul the article.

2. Definition : synonymous and similar terms.

—Amid all diversities of name, literary form,
occasion, purpose, and authority, a ' Confession' is

a public avowal and formal statement, more or less

detailed, of the doctrinal contents of religious

belief, framed by an individual or by a group of

individuals. It may be addressed, orally or in

writing, to a few persons in sympathy or out of

sympathy with it, or to a congregation, or to a
churcli, or to the world. It may be a brief spon-
taneous ejaculation of faith, or a summary of

deliberate conviction, or a veritable treatise on
doctrine. If short, comprehensive, and dignified

enough for use in public worship, and if prefaced
by the words ' I believe,' or ' we believe,' it be-

comes a Creed. If longer and more minute and
systematic, it is technically a Confession. Broken
up and analytically simplified into a series of

didactic questions and answers to assist the niemorj-
and intelligence of the young and the unlearned, it

is a Catechism. Viewed as a proclamation, in an
apologetic or other interest, of distinctive doc-
trine, it is a Manifesto, a Declai-ation , a Profession

,

a ' Symbol,' a ' Platform.' As a bond of union it is

a Consensus, a Covenant, a Form, or Formula. A>
a test of doctrine it is a Standard. As a disavowal
and condemnation of errors it is a 'Syllabus.' In
resjiect of its contents, it may be entitled Decrees,
Canons, Articles, Theses, Propositions, 'Places.'

When modiiied and re-issued, it may appear as a
'Revision.' The form of words in which the indi-

vidual subscribes or professes a Confession is the
Formula of Subscription, or simply the ' Formula.'

3. Origin, aims, and uses.— If religion be the
natural response of the human soul to the Power
by whose fiat and by whose providence it exists, no
element in religious experience is so comprehensive
and so momentous as faith. Observation and
knowledge of the facts of life, wonder, fear, and
doubt in presence of them, underlie religion ; but,
unless they is.sue in distinctive faith, religion is

still uncon.stituted. Faith does not shut its eyes to
things seen, but, while seeing them, looks beyond
to realities discerned behind them. It is the organ
of religious truth. Like hope, its serene, and love,

its passionate, sister, faith in its full meaning is

vital to the highest experience of religion, and ius

such is bound to hud expression when religion

becomes self-conscious and articulate. It remem-
bers the past, and leans upon it ; it tills the jiresent

with life and power ; it faces the future with eager
expectancy ; it is the bond between all the pliase.s

of religious life, the link, indeed, which unites that
life with the Unseen God. In the language of
religions self-utterance, therefore, credo, 'I believe,'

and confiteor, ' I confess or acknowledge,' must
always nave a foremost place ; they are i)resup-

posed in all the other moods of worship— in praise,

in thanksgiving, in self-ab;isement, in supplication,
in hope, and in love ; they are the persistent uiuler-

tones in the natural liturgy of the universal
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religious consciousness. Tliey imply that the period

of ignorance or doubt is past ; that the spiritual

life is come to itself ; that the seeker lias at last

found, and that the spirit is at rest.

The earliest confessions of faith, possibly the
best, were avowals of faith in a Person, personal in

subject and object alike, not narrowly intellectual—
' I believe that CJod is '—so much as si)iritual

—

'I rest my faith on God' ; and the object of this

living personal attachment, too full for words, was
either God or a teacher who revealed Him. Faith
in Jesus personally would naturally precede faith

in His Messiahsliip. But it is obvious that even in

personal faith the intelligence has always its dis-

criminating part to play. ' I believe in Jesus the
Christ' is a formula combining both fornvs— 'I
believe that He is the promised Christ,' and ' I trust
Him.' Thus, in the so-called Apostles' Creed—the
first elaborate Confession in the Church, and the
basis of all others—the true nucleus consists of the
threefold affirmation, ' I believe on (xia-Tei5u e/s,

credo in) God the Father ... on Jesus Christ . . .

on the Holy Spirit,' much more being intended
than that each Person exists, a relationship of

personal faith being, in fact, professed. But, just

as in each of these simple affirmations a certain
intellectual judgment is presupposed, so in the
Creed, as a whole, room has been found for clauses
descriptive of each Divine ' Person ' and His sphere,

and involving historical or doctrinal articles of

mental faith. From a very early time, confession

in terms of the Creed was taken to imply, if not to
denote, acceptance of each of these details of his-

tory and doctrine—acceptance of the letter as well

as of the spirit. Faith was soon understood to be
professing not so much its fervent devotion to

three Persons recognized as Divine, as its belief in

a series of affirmations concerning them, particu-
larly concerning Jesus, whose person, life, and
work had been matter for protracted controversy.
In the Confessions of the Reformation Period and
later times, the personal object is finally lost in the
doctrinal purpose ; in them the Creed has become
a body of distinctive doctrine, nothing else—an
attempt to formulate the truth about God and His
Christ, not a sim]ile avowal of faith in the God of

truth and in His Son, the Truth Incarnate.
Looking back upon the history of Creeds and

Confessions, we observe great diversity in their

origin and purpose. (1) First and simplest, they
were brief spontaneous utterances of new-found
conviction, addressed by individuals directly to
their personal object, in gratitude, homage, or
adoration. They might be utterly unsolicited,

like the devotion of the Hebrew Psalmist :
' O

Lord my God, in thee do I put my trust' (Ps 7^),

' O God, thou art my God ' (6.3') ; and the demoniacs'
tribute to Jesus :

' Thou art the Son of God' (Mk
3") ; or deliberately invtied, like the response of
Simon Peter :

' Thou art the Christ, tlie Son of the
lining God' (Mt IG'"). (2) Similarly, they were
naturally evolved by the consciousness of the
Christian community. Without any definite legis-

lation or injunction, a certain type of profession

came to be made at the admission of converts to
membership in the Church, e.g. the Baptismal
formula, or early forms of the Apostles' Creed.
The Te Deitm, a lyric creed, may have been formed
similarly. (3) In time, and by natural consent,

such individual and common Confessions as appealed
to the general sense of Christian communities were
adopted for liturgical repetition. The spontaneous
lyric or acknowledgment became the familiar psalm,
or hymn, or creed, prescribed for public use.

(4) Beyond question, the catechizing of professed
converts before baptism was the chie^ and original
source of formal confessions. The answers ex-
pected from the professing believer gradually took

shape in a series of propositions which were recog-
nized as a sufficient mark of Christianity ,and claim
for admission to the Church. The Apostles' Creed
in all its forms, shorter and longer, had this origin
and aim. It was literally a si/mholum, a ' pass-
word,' for use on the thresliold of the Church.
(5) From the beginning it was part of the purpose
served by a confession to bear a public testimony
to the object of one's faith—public not simply as
made openly before the Church, but as before the
outside world. The psychological influence of

public confession upon a nian's own character as a
source of stability and decision was as much in

view as its impression upon the unbelieving world.

(6) Creeds and Confessions have frequently been
drawn up simply as a vindication of the true
character of the religious belief cherished by a
body of Christians. They were primarily authentic
expositions of distinctive doctrine, intended to
remove misconceptions and to repudiate misrepre-
sentations. Many, perhaps most, of the great
Confessions of the Keformation were wholly of this

aijologetic character, e.g. the memorable Lutheran
Cfonfession presented to the Emperor at the Diet
of Augsburg in 1530, and Zwingli's ' Confession to

Charles v.' on the same occasion. Subscription in

such cases meant the acceptance and support of the
doctrine, with no reference to, or promise of, literal

adherence in the future. (7) Very often they were
drawn up to settle controversy, either as a com-
promise between antagonistic issues, or as an
authoritative affirmation of the one and condemna-
tion of the other. They served thus to mark oft'

true from false belief, at least according as ma-
jorities conceived of these, and gave rise to the
accepted distinction l)etween an orthodoxy and a
heresy. In this category stand the Nicene Creed,
the Canons of Dort, and the Formula Concordia,
as conspicuous representatives. (8) On other occa-

sions they were drawn up as deliberate bonds of

contemplated union or re-union, apart from any
pressure of controversy, e.g. the Westminster Con-
fession. (9) A very frequent, though secondary,

function of Confessions has been to serve as stand-

ards of orthodoxy either for members in general of

a church, or more especially for office-bearers.

Whether formally subscribed upon admission or
tacitly accepted, they have been a usual basis of
' discipline.' To be convicted, on trial, of infidelity

to them was sufficient warrant for excommunica-
tion. As a rule, the Catholic Creeds, though they
have been thus used, iiave not been considered as

adequate for disciplinary purposes, and have been
supplemented in ecclesiastical usage by the longer

Confessions. In the Protestant Churches it has
generally been explicitly laid down that the Scrip-

tures of the Old and New Testaments are the

supreme standard of faith and practice, and that

the accepted Confession is adopted only as a
secondary or subordinate standard. (10) Lastly,

it may be noted that Confessions have been pub-

lished in a less authoritative and more speculative

waj' as expositions of particular conceptions of the

System of Christian Truth, drawn up with a view

to the definition and formulation of men's views,

apart either from controversy or ecclesiastical

use. Such documents have been individual and
tentative, and, unless adopted by Churches, scarcely

enter into the present survey.

4. Confessions in ethnic religion.—Though in-

tellectual faith in some degree is presupposed in

every form and stage of religion, and though the

materials for Confessions are never wanting in the

great systems of religion, in all of which forms of

public worship, theological literature, and sectarian

divisions have their place, it is a striking fact that

almost alone in Christendom have Creeds and
Confessions in the strict sense been drawn up as
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authoritative expositions of the contents of faith.
Every reli^'ion and every sect within it, every
school of iiliilosophy as well as each individual
thinker, has a distinctive -jroupof tenets or articles
of faith, whicli tend to hnd sooner or later a more
or less autlioritative expression, and so become
stereotyped as a rule or norm of belief, and a test
or watchword of adherence. These may without
dilliculty he pointed out in connexion with each of
the great systems of human religion, for eacli has
had not only its founder and its church, but its

scriptures, its theologies, and its divisions. liut
we look almost in vain for any documents in ethnic
religion, ancient or modern, which correspond to
the Christian Creeds and Confessions. 'Antique
religions,' writes Robertson Smith in his Rel. Scm."
(1894, p. 10), 'had for the most part no creed ;

they consisted entirely of institutions and practices.'
In modern times, contact with Christianity lias not
seldom induced the defenders of otiier faiths to
draw up, teach, and circulate catechisms and
manualsof their own clicii-1 II dill,, (line. Especially
has this been the case in lu.li.i, \\ Im-ic, e.g., Hindu
and Tarsi and I!uddlii-t ratiTlii>iiis have been
issued for the better education of young and old in
their religion, and for the correction of current
misunderstandings and misrepresentations on the
jiart of outsiders.' We may expect as one result
of the rivalry of the great religions a great develop-
ment of such activity throughout the non-Christian
world, with, it may be, tlie evolution of detinite
ethnic Creeds and Confes.sions. But for the most
part Oriental religion rests on regulated duties
more than on systematized beliefs ; ritual and
moral works bring their reward, with such un-
swerving and rigorous precision that an exaltation
of doctrine to lie professed into the position of a
criterion of a man's religion and a determinant of
his hereafter is practically impossible. Codes of
conduct abound, in which each step in life finds its

direction. Hymns and prayers attest the life of
faith and hope. Doctrines are articulated, and
problems involved in them are faced and argued
with unlimilcd speculative enterprise and genius.
Cf. the various artt. on Crked.

5. Confessions in Hebrew religion.—Neither in

ancient nor in subsequent Hebrew religion has
there ever been exhibited a zeal for the composi-
tion and acceptance of binding Confessions. Like
most ancient religions, that of Israel was national.

Men inherited it naturallj', were born into it. It

was, indeed, with its beliefs and ceremonies, the
distinctive possession of the race. Only in view
of sectarian controversy and of proselytization
would any formal definition of their faith be
necessary beyond the simpler confessions which
were inwoven in their forms of worship. Even
at the admission of proselytes in ancient times it

was not so much a formal profession of doctrines
that was required as a sacramental and symbolic
initiation through the rites of circumci.sion and
baptism, admitting the (ientile to the household
and nation, and therewith also to the religion of
Israel. The Hebrew Creed, with its virtual mon-
opoly of monotheism, was so conspicuous, so .simple,

and so well known as not to require any explicit

formulation. Only after Hebrew religion became
the religion of a book, of a closed canon of Scrip-
ture, did the impulse in Israel, as later in Christen
dom, arise to define its faith through .scholastic

controversy more narrowly than by the contents
of the liook as a whole. The silencing of the voice
of prophecy was the signal for the opening of the
mouths of sectarian disputants claiming to possess

1 C't. the Hindu Catechisms ot the Central College of licuares.

the Parsi Catechism of Bombay (extracts in Religious Systtmx of
the. World\ 1001, pp. 1SIJ-1S7), and the Buddhist Catechisms o't

Henry S. Olcott (for Sinhalese children). .Madras, 1880, and ot
Subhadra Bhik.shu (for Europeans), London, 1800.
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ortlidiloxy and to condemn lieres}-. See art. CrEKD
(Jewish).

6. Confessions in relation to Christ in the
Gospels.— In all the Gospels, conviction that Jesus
of Nazareth was the Christ, the veritable Son of
God, is represented not only as His own fixed
pos.session and the basis of His ministiy in all its
many-sidedness, and as .strengthened by the re-
peated ^'oice from Heaven at His baptism and
transfiguration, but as increasinglj' shared by the
Baptist, by the disciijles, and by others who came
into contact with Him. The narratives further
make it plain that it was a definite part of Hi.s

purpose to elicit in time spontaneous acknowledg-
ments of faith ill HisMessiahship spiritually under-
stood in relation both to God and to liuuianity, and
that He welcomed them, whether at the time He
desired them to be openly proclaimed or not. It
is, moreover, the obvious intention of the Four
Evangelists, in their choice of biographical matter
and in their writing, to be loyal to the aim of
their Master, and similarly to induce faith in His
Cliristhood (cf. Jn 20'" 'these [signs] are written,
that ye may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the
Son of God ; and that believing ye may have life in
his name'). St. Mark, equally with St. John, is

careful to record acknowledgments of His Mes-
sianic Sonship ; nor are St. Matthew and St. Luke
less concerned to do the same. There is accord-
ingly in the Gospels a striking abundance of con-
fessional utterance. It is almost wholly direct,
personal, spontaneous, brief, simple in form, and
concerned with Jesus' Christhood not merely in an
otficial or national sense, but as constituting Him
uniquely ' Sim of God.' It is reinforced by such
Sa.ssages as, on the one hand, the parallels Mk 1",

It 3", Lk 3'--, which reproduce the Messianic self-

consciousness of Jesus at His baptism, reflected in

Peter, James, and John at His tra.nsfiguration

(Mk 9', Mt 17\ Lk 9^) ; and, on the other hand,
Mk S'«*, Mt 10-«-^ 28i», Lk 12=-3, in which Je.sus

expressly enjoins fearless confession of Himself.
The following are the chief passages :

In Mark the demoniacs whom Jesus heals confess Him ' the
Holy One of titxl' (V"), 'the Son ot God'(3ii), 'Son of the Most
Hi^r'h Clod' (^"i) ; blind Bartim;eu8 hails Him as ' Son of David'
(I('-*7) ; the deaf mute's father says, ' I believe ; help thou mine
unbelief ' (9^) ; the crowd acclaim Him, ' Hosanna ! blessed is

he that conieth in the name ot the Lord," eti'. (ll'f ). To the
high priest's question, 'Art thou the Christ, the Son of the
Blessed?" and to Pilate's question, 'Art thou king of the
Jews?,' He answers in the atlirnmtive (14*llf. lii'-i). In mockery
the soldiers hail Him ' King of the .lews ' (l.'il**), in sincerity the
centurion at the Cross as ' truly a Son of Ood ' (v. 39). In K^
Peter's confession is given as simply, ' Thou art the Christ.' In
1229-:tl Jesus condenses the sum ot faith and duty in the two
'Great Commandments' prefaced by the ' Hear, <> Israel.'

In Matthew we find Jesua confessed as '.Son of God' b.v

demoniacs (823), by disciples in the boat (H"'), and by the
centurion ('27*'); as 'Son of David' by blind men (l)'-''), by a
Canaanitish woman (15--), and by the acclaiming nmltitude
(2P), including children (v. 15); as teacher ot truth by Phari-

sees and Herodians (22i«), and frequently as 'Lord' and
'Master'; as 'Christ the Son of the living God' by Peter
(IGiii), and bv Himself before the high priest (206af

) ; as ' King
of the Jews ' mockingly by soldiers (27''"), and by Himself before

Pilate (v.ii). In the Beatitudes, the Lord's Prayer, and the

Great Commandments, articles of the Kingdom are enshrined.

In the baptismal formula, ' in the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and ot the Holy Spirit '
(2si'J). a confessional summary

or nucleus of belief is prescribed. Peter's failure to confess

(206*75) ia an object-lesson, while in 7=' the insuthciency of mere
formal confession is exposed :

' Not every one that saith unto
me. Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven ; but he

that doeth the will of my Father."

In Luke we have precise parallels to the passages in Mark and
Matthew, marked only by slight variations. Demoniacs confess

Jesus .-la 'the Holv One ot God' (is-l), 'the Son of God' (v.Ji),

'Son of the Most I'ligh God' (82*), the blind beggar as 'Son of

David' (IB'"), the crowd as ' the King that conicth in the name
of the l^rd" (19*'), the centurion at the Cross as "certainly a
righteous man ' (2:)«), Peter as ' the Christ ot Goil '

(«-'«)
; while

He Himself acknowledges that He is the Son ot Go<i (2270), and
King of the Jews (23S). In addition to the Lord's Prayer and
the Great Commandment*, Luke also records the sayings which
deprecate confession without obedience (tS-*^), and intolerance

towards Christians of anoUier following—" Forbid him not : tor

he that is not against you is for you ' ('J^» ™).
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In John we have tlie Gospel par excellence of i;oiifession. It

i8, throughout, the record of successive workings o( conviction
that Jesus is Christ, and their issue is explicit confession.
Belief or faith is the keynote of the book. * God so loved the
world, that he gave his only-begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth on him should not perish ' (316) ; • he that believeth
on the Son hath eternal life ' (v. 36). Apart from the minor con-
fessions of Nicodemus (3*^), and of the Samaritan woman (4iy)

to whom Jesus is moved to declare Himself the Christ (v.-**, of.

ff.a 1036), and of other Samaritans (' this is indeed the Saviour of

the world/ i*-), the Gospel records those of John the Baptist

—

'the Lamb of God, which taketh awav the sin of the world'
(129). 'the Son of God* (v.ai)

; of Nathanael-* Rabbi, thou art
the Son of God, thou art King of Israel' (v.4») ; of Martha—* I

have believed that thou art the Christ, the Son of God, even he
that Cometh into the world ' (ll^") ; of Peter for the Twelve—
' we ha\ e believed and know that thou art the Holy One of
God ' (669) ; and, supreme among the series, that of Thomas to
the Risen Lord—' My Lord and my God " (20'^)—if, with most
scholars and in harmony with the Prologue to the Gospel, ' the
Word was God,' we take the words of Thomas as an apostrophe
to the Christ.

7. Confessions in the other Apostolic writings.
—In the Apostolic Mritings -whicli remain to be
considered, the types of confession found in the
Gospels are reproduced and extended. All preaclt-

ing, all profession, and all participation in the
Church's young life were of the nature of con-
fession. The memory of Jesus was still vivid,
and confession of Him by the Apostles was as
personal and simple as ever, though, on the part of
those who believed on the strength of their witness,
faith naturally came to express itself in terms of
what Jesus had historically been as well as of
what He meant to the heart. The lapse of time
could not but work changes in the forms of con-
fession : reminiscence and doctrine "were bound to
colour them. The preachers of Jesus had to tell

the story of His life in support of their contention
that hope and prophecy found fulfilment in Him as
the Christ. Their recollection of His career had to
be set alongside of their estimate of His Person.
Accordingly, in the Apostolic age confession
fluctuated between three main forms: (1) accept-
ance of Him as Christ, or Lord, or Son of God ;

(2) acceptance of an outline of the main facts of
tradition about His home and life ; and (3) accept-
ance of the threefold Divine self-revelation in
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Instruction of in-

quirers and converts seeking baptism tended to
dwell on certain customary themes, just as the
Apostolic preaching reflected in tlie Acts and
Epistles tended to follow certain customary lines,
and a more or less uniform standard of historical
and doctrinal knowledge was expected to be at-
tained as part, at least, of baptismal qualification.
Inevitably the three types varied, but they varied
in the direction of greater comprehensiveness and
of ultimate convergence. AVhat came in a later
age to be known as the Apostles' Creed was, in
fact, the briefest possible combination of the three,
confessing at once Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
Jesus as Christ, and the main facts of Jesus'
earthly life, from conception and birth to death,
resurrection, and ascension. AVe may note the
following passages by way of illustration :

In Acts the summaries of the Apostolic sermons, though they
vary in length and general character, are alike in this, that they
embody personal professions of faith uttered with a missionary
purpose. They plainly conform to one type : their common
elements were the implicit articles of the gVowing creed of the
Church, and they are presented, naturally, in a markedly Jewish
setting. The confessions in Jerusalem of Peter (222 24. o'2-3C ststr,

410-12)^ of Peter and the Apostles (530-32), of Stephen (71-53), those of
Peter at Ciesarea (10-i6--*3),and of Paul atAntioch of Pi8idia(13i6-yn),
turn upon the Messiahship of Jesus of Nazareth according to
prophecy. His wonderful works, His holiness and goodness. His
crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, promise and gift of the Holy
Spirit, upon the need of repentance towards God and faith in
Christ. While He is 'Lord' and 'Master,' 'Christ' and 'Sun
of God,' the Deity of Jesus is not affirmed : He is 'the Son of
Man' (766), 'a man approved of God,' whom 'God hath made
both Lord and Christ' (222. 36), God's 'Servant,' God's ' Holy
and Righteous One,' 'the Prince of Life' (31315). More con-
cisely still the Apostolic faith and message are described as
'preaching Jesus' (835), 'teaching and preaching Jesus as the
Christ' (54- 185 28)^ 'witness of the resurrection of the Lord

Jesus ' (433). < tf'Stifyiiig both to Jews and to Greeks repentance
toward God and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ ' (20-0.
' testifying the kiniidom of God and persuading them concern-
ing Jesus, both from the Law of Moses and from the prophets'
(28-3), 'preaching the kingdom of God and teaching the things
concerning the Lord Jesus Christ' (v. 31), 'good tidings con-
cerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ '

(Si2).

Baptism, the sequel of confession, is uniformly administered
'in the name of Jesus Christ' (23» 10*^), 'the name ' being the
centre of belief, the word of preaching and of healing. Accord-
ing to a very early interpolation (83"), it is administered by
Philip on the condition ' if thou believest with all thy heart,
and after the confession ' I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son
of God' (cf. 1631). But from the first it is distinguished from
John's baptism as being ' of the Holy Spirit,' the triune Name
being thus prepared for and implied.
Reference is made to doctrinal controversy not only between

Sadducees and Pharisees :
' the Sadducees say that there is no

resurrection, neither angel, nor spirit : but the Pharisees con/ess

both' (23*^, an early theological use of the word 'confess' in

reference to articles of faith) ; but also among Christians re-

garding circumcision (ch. 15). Christians are described as a
' sect ' or ' heresy ' of the Nazareues, and marked off both from
Jews and from Gentiles (245 1126). But Paul as a Christian can
still make a confession characteristic of the Pharisaic school in

which he had been trained
—

' This I confess unto thee, that after

the Way which they call a sect (' heresy '), so serve I the God of

our fathers, believing all things which are according to the
Law, and which are WTitten in the Prophets : having a hope
toward God, which these also themselves look for, that there
shall be a resurrection both of the just and unjust' (241**"),

and, addressing Greeks in Athens, he can appeal to articles of

belief held by Jews in common with them, viz. the Creator-
ship, Fatherhood, and Spirituality of God, and repentance
for sin, Jesus being referred to only as 'a man whom God
hath ordained ' to be His instrument of judgment for all the
world and authenticated by His resurrection f17^-31).

In the Epistles of Paul, the apostle of faith, we look for the
expansion and application, rather than the contraction and
definition, of the first principles of Christian faith regarded as

doctrine, but passages are not wanting in which an approach is

made to a creed-summary. In his Epistles, Paul rests upon the
brief confession which characterizes the Apostolic utterances
generally in the Gospels and in Act-s, stipulating only that it be
sincere: 'No man can say, Jesus is Lord, but in the Holy
Spirit' (1 Co 123). 'Tlie word is nigh thee, in thy mouth and
in thy heart : that is, the word of faith, which we preach :

because if thou shalt confess with thj' mouth Jesus as Lord,
and shalt believe in thy heart that God raised him from the
dead, thou shalt be saved : for with the heart man IjeHeveth

unto righteousness ; and with the mouth confession is made
unto salvation' (Ro 108 lO). »To us there is one God, the
Father, of whom are all things, and we unto him ; and one
Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom are all things, and we
through him' (1 Co 86). Among the foundation truths which
Paul had received and hastened to deliver to the Corinthians
he emphasizes these— ' that Christ died for our sins according
to the Scriptures ; and that he was buried ; and that he hath
been raised on the third day according to the Scriptures ; and
that he appeared to Cephas . . . to allthe apostles '(1 Co 153ft

),

In close connexion with the exhortation *to keep the unity of

the Spirit in the bond of peace,' he writes :
' there is one body,

and one Spirit . . . one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God
and Father of all, who is over all, and through all, and in all

'

(Eph 43-6). In 1 Ti Si** he appears to quote a I^Tic creed orhymn
of the mystery of the faith (cf. 1 Ti 3^*) :

' Confessedly great is

the mystery of godliness ; He who was manifested in the flesh,

justified in the spirit, seen of angels, preached among the
nations, believed on in the world, received up in glory.' In
2 Ti li3f. he urges Timothy to * hold the pattern of sound words
which thou hast heard from me . . . and guard the good
deposit which was conmiitted unto thee.' In these Epistles to

Timothv and Titus there is a grave concern for the retention of
' sound"' doctrine and tradition (cf. 1 Ti liof- 25-7 41 6'- 3-6. 12. 13.

2)«. 21, 2 Ti 223 314 43, xit li3f- 22 7.
8), a fear of speculation and

controversy in the Church, and a dread of factious or heretical

teaching (Tit S^"), Plainly the instinct to stereoti,-pe the articles

of faith is actively at work.
In Hebrews a distinction is made between the rudiments of

religion, the first principles of Christ, which the Jew possessed
in common with the Christian, viz. ' repentance from dead
works, faith in God, baptismal doctrine, laying-on of hands,
resurrection of the dead, and eternal judgment' (O'*"), and
mature or perfected doctrine. In 512 allusion is made to 'the
first principles of the oracles of God' as matter of elementary
knowledge.

In 1 John much stress is laid upon the duty of confessing
Christ :

' every spirit which confesseth that Jesus Christ is come
in the flesh is of God : and every spirit which confesseth not
Jesus is not of God ' (42f-)

;
' whosoever shall confess tliat Jesus is

the Son of God, God abideth in him, and he in God ' (4i5
; cf. 6I).

His true humanity and His Divine Sonship are thus the distinc-

tive themes of a Christian confession (cf. 2 Jn 7-iO).

Jude speaks of ' the faith which was once for all delivered unto
the saints' (v. 3) as threatened by antinomian heresy 'denying
our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ' (v.4)—suggesting that
' faith ' had become a term denoting doctrine instead of a vital

activity of the soul.

8. Confessions in the undivided Church : evolu-

tion of the Creeds,—Our survey of the NT refer-
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eiK-es to confessions of faith li.is made it evident
that at the close of the Apostolic age no particular
(ree<l or confession could claim to have lieen ex-
( lusively or even expressly ordained for use either
I'y Jesus or by liis Apostles. The explicit sanction
of both Master and Apostles could be claimed
only for the simple confession, ' I believe that
.lesus is the Christ, the Son of Lioil,' or its equiva-
lents. Baptism before the Church was the natural
occasion for confession of faith, and Utr baptism
that simple formula was at first suHicieiit. But,
as the Church jxvew and attracted men who had
not enjoyed the privilej;e of .lewish education in

relijrion either as Hebrews or as proselytes, the
course of instructiini, both questions and answers,
prci)aratory to admission by baptism, had to be
cnlarfred alike in regard to distinctive OT truth—
(;<«1 the One, the Creator, Upholder, Revealer,
Judge—and in regard to distinctive Christian
truth—the life and work of Jesus the Christ,
tlie Christian Church, and the Christian Hope.
Moreover, from the first, baptism in the name of
Jesus, as Christ, Son of tJod, and Lord, involved a
far from narrow range of definite doctrines : it

certainly implied acceptance of the distinctive
teachings of the Lord and of the Apostolic esti-

mate (relijjious rather than tlieological) of His
Person and Work : it was a baptism outwardly
by water, but inwardly and supremely by the
Holy Spirit, the sanctitier and enlightener of men,
a baptism of repentance issuing in regenera-
tion, of reconciliation and restoration to God the
Father, of the forgiveness of sins, of admission to
the Church, tlie Lord's body. No account of the
significance of even the simplest form of baptism
and confession would be liistoricallj' just which
ignored any one of these implications. S.xcra-

mental acts are always and everywhere charged
with meaning, and i.leaning involves the essence
of doctrine. Dogma may be as authoritatively
present in ceremonial acts as in Scriptures and
literary definitions. Baptism, like communion
in the Lord's Supper, was from the first an act
elo()uent of historical and doctrinal convictions as
well as of personal self-surrender and dependence,
and the.se convictions had to do with Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. At first the sense of mystic
union with Christ and witli the Brotherliood, only
deepened by the external enmity of the Jewish
Church and by the .scorn and suspicion of Greece
and Rome, sufficed to make Christians careless, if

not unconscious, of the variety of constructiims
which they individually and locally put ujwn their
Scriptures, traditions, and sacraments. But, as
the gate of baptism opene<l wider and wider to
admit tlie ever-swelling stream of converts, new
intellectual as well iis moral and political fer-

ments entered with the current, and future cim-
troversy was assured.

As was the case with Judaism, so Christianity
even at the simplest was a learned religion, a
faith resting or leaning upon authoritative Scrip-
tures, which had never been interpreted unani-
mously by their devotees, a religion, therefore,
calling for a learned body of exponents, whose
iinlividual char.-icteri.stics could not but find ex-
jiression in varying interpretation. It was careful
to preserve not only its inherited Jewish Bible
but its own Apostolic memoirs and correspond-
ence, and during the 2nd and 3rd centuries it was
simultjineously evolving both a Canon of NT Scrip-
ture an<l a standard .summaiy or Canon of Chris-
tian Faith to be professed by converts and by
worshippers at public service. The two develoji-
mciits were exactly parallel and equally inevitable.
Tlie formation of a Canon, provoked by |)erverse
appeals to inferior writings and by the popular
need of literary and devotional guidance, as well

as by controversy which thri'atened to be chronic
and seriously to distract the Church and impair its

usefulness and rci)utatiou, though it looked the
larger task, was not only the more urgent but in

reality the simpler ; it proved so easy, compara-
tively, to find a line of division between the
Ajiostolic and spiritually imiire.ssive writings and
the less forceful and commanding products of the
later age. Once formed and generally accepted,
the double Canon of Jewish an<l Christian Scrip-

ture was bound to play a decisive part in the
regulation of doctrine, in particular in the build-

ing and the testing of the Creeils. To be able to

add to any arti<-le of faith the words 'according to

the Scriptures.' or to appeal to them in reference

not only to Hebrew Law an<l Prophecy but to

Christian (Jospcl and Fulfilment, was decisive.

It is a deeidy significant historical fact that the
two great Creed-producing eras of the Church, the
era of the Fathers and tlie era of the Keforma-
tion, were times when the Scriptures through
fresh study and earnest investigation literally

'had free course,' and that to the extraordinary
development of serious Biblical scholarship in our
own age, as much as to any concurrent cause, we
owe our present-day Confessional unrest. There
is truth in the paradox that H(jly Scripture is

never so authoritative and so powerful as when it

i:irovokes free inquiry and stirs that spirit of truth-

seeking controversy which challenges even the
Bible's own right to mould the thought of suc-

ceeding ages.

When the NT Canon was finally drawn up,

there was as yet no form of Creed of more than
local usage and authority. Each church or grou]i

of churches had had its own traditional baptismal
form, written or—more usually—unwritten, and
each writer on the Faith night formulate his own
articles if he cared ; but, as the closer organiza-

tion of the Church proceeded, as presbj-terian

government gave place to episcopacy, and bishops

in turn were subordinated to metropolitans or

patriarcdis, it was natural that a larger uniformity
in Creed-usage should be sought and in time
eflet'ted. Israel had had its high priest, and Rome
with all its vastness had its Emperor and Pontifex

;

the Church, accordingly, as it grew and came to

ecclesiastical self-consciousness, tended to draw
together and centralize its organization, to become
an imperium in iinperio. The same causes or

considerations which advanced the bishops of

Rome, Constantinople, .Jerusalem, and Alexandria
above tlieir fellows, naturally advanced their dio-

cesan Creeds pari passu. As Rome drew to the
front, its Cteed moved with it. In the 4th

cent, the Roman Creed was still one anmng many :

even in Italy the Churches of Aquileia, Ravenna,
and Milan, and in Africa those of Carthage and
Hippo, cherished ancient forms of their own. But,

alike in the Eastern and in the Western Churches,

the baptismal confessions or ' rules of faith ' which
had grown up in the early centuries were, in spite

of variations in detail, unmistakably one in type

and substance, were, in fact, forms of what came
to be known as the ' Apostles' Creed.' They are

all alike in tlieir brevity, their fitness for litur-

gical use, their Scripturalness and simplicity, and
their structure a.s expansions of the threefold

formula. They diller mainly in respect of their

detailed omissions rather than in tlieir po.sitive

contents.
' The Apos(lcs''C'rccd.'—In the Western Church,

dominated more and more by Rome, this earliest

of formal Creeds never lost its ascendancy. The
Roman form of it, itself of extremely early origin,

is recorded in Latin and Greek in the second half

of the 4th cent, by Rutinus and by Marcellus of

Ancyra :
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LatL'V it took over clauses from the analogous
Creeds (if other churches, viz. ' ilescemleil into
Hatles' from Aquileia, 'catholic' (of the Church)
from Eastern Creeds, 'the communion of saints'
from Gaul, and ' the life everlasting,' if not already
in the Roman form, from Ravenna or from Anti-
och. We do not lind it in its now accepted form
before the middle of tlie 8th cent., when the Papal
eflbrts were directed towards securing liturgical
uniformity throughdut the Western Church.

The Nicene C'ctcf/.—In the Eastern Church the
Roman Creed has never been recognized. Its Ori-
ental parallels, current in Egypt, Asia, and Greece,
held sway till replaced, for liturgical and theo-
logical purposes, by the Creed of Nictea (A.D. 325).
The Nicene Creed—itself based chiefly on the Creed
of Ctesarea, and the work of a Council convened
by Constantine and consisting almost wholly of
Eastern bishops—was the outcome of a deliberate
attempt to impose on Christendom, which already
possessed a Canon of Scripture, a standard or Canon
of Faith which should not only terminate the
Arian Controversy, but form a basis of ecclesi-
astical discipline and define orthodoxy. It was
the first Creed that was framed by a Council,
enforced by the secular power, purely contro-
ver.sial in origin, theological as distinct from
Scriptural in its terms, and furnished with a
concluding anathema. Enlarged as the C'on-
stantinopoUtan Creed (A.D. 381 ; based on that
of Jerusalem along with the Nicene), and supple-
mented by the Si/mbol of Chalecdon (A.D. 451

;

dealing with the Christological errors of Nestorius
and Eutyches), it became and has remained the
standard of doctrine in the Eastern Church. In
tlie form of A.D. 381 it runs literally as follows
(the Constantinopolitan additions being printed
in italics)

:

' We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of
heaoen and earth and (./'all things visible and invisible.
And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God,

begotten of the Father before all uvrlds (ages), Light of Light,
very God of very God, begotten not made, being of one sub-
stance with the Father ; through whom all things were made

;who on account of us men and our Salvation came down from
heaoen and was incarnate of (the) Eolij Spirit and the Virgin
Mary and entered into humanity ; He was cnicified for ns
under Pontim Pilate and suffered and ivaa buried, and the
third day He rose again according to the Scriptures, and
ascended into heaven and sitteth on the right hartd of the
Father ; from thence He shall come again with glory to judge
the quick and the dead ; ifhose kingdom shall have no end.
And in the Holy Spirit, the Lord and Life-giver, who pro-

ceedeth from the Father, who with the Father and the Son
together ts worshipped and glonjied, who spake through the
prophets; m one holy catholic and apostolic Church; we
acknowledge mie baptism unto remission of sins ; we look for
a resurrection from the dead, and a life of the world to coine.

The Constantinopolitan fonn omits the original termination •

' But as for those who say that " there was a time when He
was not," and that " He was not before He was begotten," and
that "from non-existence He came into being," or who allege
that " He is of other substance or essence " or that " the Son
of God is created" or "changeable" or "alterable," the
Catholic Apostolic Church pronounces them anathema.'
The Chalcedonian Symbol, which is in the form

of a decree or declaration or confession, not a
liturgical creed, affirms :

' We then following the holy Fathers all with one consent
teach men to confess one and the same Son, our Lord Jesus
Christ, the same perfect in Godhead and also perfect in man-
hood

; truly God and at the same time truly man of a reason-
able soul and a body ; consubstantial with the Father according
to His Godhead, and consubstantial with us according to His
manhood, m all things like unto us apart from sin ; begotten
both before all worlds (ages), of the Father according to His
(.odhead, and also in these latter days, on account of us and
our salvation, of the Virgin Mary, the Mother of God, accord-
ing to His manhood

; one and the same Christ, Son, Lord, Onh -

begotten, to be acknowledged in two natures without confusion,
change, division, separation ; the distinction of natures being
by no means taken away by the union, but rather the property
of each nature being preserved and concurring in one Person
and one Substance, not parted or divided into two persons hut
one and the same Son, and only-begotten, God the Word, the
Lord Jesus Christ ; according as the prophets from the begin-
ning have spoken concerning Him, and the Lord Jesus Christ
Himself has taught us, and the creed of the holy Fathers has
handed down to us.'

In the Western or Latin portion of the Catholic
Church the Symbols of Nicaja, Constantinople,
and Chalcedon, though they originated in the
East among the Greeks and dealt with contro-
versial matters of less interest to the less im-
aginative West, obtained instant recognition as
authoritative Creeds drawn up by legitimate Ecu-
menical Councils. For the West, as for the East,
they settled the henceforth orthodox doctrine of
the Person and Work both of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, and therewith of the Divine Trinity.
But in the West, from the 6th to the 9th cent.,
the Eastern Creed in its Latin form received
obscurely, but with increasing currency, an atldi-

tion—the woriXJilioquc, ' and from the Son,' in the
clause affirming the procession of the Holy Sjiirit

from the Father. This addition, though small in
bulk, was to retain its place and to contribute
very powerfully to the ultimate schism of East
and West. Cliaracteristic also of the Western
Church are two remarkable compositions which,
though anonymous and devoid of conciliar author-
ization, won their way to general esteem and
liturgical use and to all but Catholic authority

—

the Ambrosian Confessional hymn Tc Deum, and
the ' Athanasian ' Creed Quicunquc. They are can-
ticles as well as creeds, embodying in their
measured verses the orthodo.x trinitarian theology
of the Ecumenical Creeds.
The Te Deum is a paraphrase and adaptation

of the Apostles' Creed, pieced together, not im-
probably, from Greek liturgical materials, pos-
sibly, as tradition states, by Ambrose of Milan in

the 4th cent., or, as some scholars conjecture, by
his younger contemporary, Nicetas of Remesiana
—certainly a familiar and well established hymn
at the beginning of the tith century. In his
writing on ' The Three Symbols or Confessions
of the Faith of Christ,' Luther reckons it as third
to the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds, and speaks
of it as, whether sung or not by Ambrose and
Augustine after the baptism of the latter, ' a fine
symbol or confession, to whomsoever it may be-
long, composed in song-form, not only to confess
the right faith, but also to praise and thank God
withal.

'

2'he 'Athanasian' Creed.—Longest of all, the
Si/mbolum Quicunqtie consists of two distinct sec-

tions, which may have come'into being separately,
setting forth, on the one hand, the strictly Augus-
tinian presentation of the orthodox doctrine of
the Trinity embodied in the earlier Creeds, in-

cluding the jilioqiie clause, and, on the other, the
Chalcedonian definition of the Person and Work
of Christ, all prefaced and terminated by the
declaration that, except a man believe faithfully

the Catholic Faith therein set forth, he cannot be
saved (nalvus esse). It appears to have been com-
pleted about A.D. 800, and to have come into use
iirst in the Churches of Gaul, North Africa, and
Spain. By its minute and measured orthodoxy
it eliected a harmony of the accepted Creeds, at
least with reference to the three Persons in the Ciod-

head individually and in tlieir mutual relations,

and did so with such acceptance that, like the
Chalcedonian Creed and the Tc Deum, it passed
into the Treasury of Faith without a challenge,
in spite of a solemn anathema proiumiued by
the third and fourth Ecumenical Councils ujion

'any person who should conipo.se, exhibit, or pro-
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(luce any Creed other than tliat of the holy Fathers
;it Nica^a.' It is a merit of the Western Church
that it found room, anionj; the most sacred docu-
ments of its Iiereditary faitli, not only for the
controversial decrees of the first four t'ouncils,

but for the Apnxtulicum, the Te IJciim, and the
Quicniiqve Viill, anonynious compositions which
express the piety as well as the learned conviction
of the Church. Hut in the tyrannical stress laid

in this latest of its Creeds upon the necessity, f(n-

salvation, of the faithful acceptance of so large a
Ijody of metaphysical and controversial doctrine,
there lav an omen of impending; disru|ition in the
household of faith. Even before the Creat Schism
of East and West, there was already Confessional
or Symbolic divergence. Not only in government,
in lanfifuajjc, and in worship, but also in doctrine,
it was provinij difii<iilt, if not impossible, to main-
tain Constantine's inipcrial conception oif the out-
ward unity of the Catholic Apostolic Church. See,
further, aitt. COUNCILS, Crekds (Ecumenical).

9. Confessions in the Greek and Oriental
Churches.— Neither before nor after the Great
.Schism has the (Jreek or ' Holy Oriental Orthodo.x
Catholic Apostolic' Church found it necessary or
desirable to draw up a new Creed. It recognizes
still, as its ultimate standards, the original Nicn-no-
Constantinoi)()litan Creed with the addition of

Chalcedon, assigning to the A/)osfuliriii)i and the
Quicunque (of course without the words ' and fi'om

the Son') no higher status than that of devotional
and private utility. It adheres faithfullj' to the
' Exposition of the" Orthodox Faith ' in which John
of Damascus h;irnionized the theological work of
tlie Creek Fathers and (Councils of the first seven
centuries (about .v.D. 7.^0). While jnoud of the
doctrinal immutability thus evidence<l, it has not,
however, altogether eluded the necessity of ])ro-

ducing or adopting or condemning particular Con-
fessions and Catechisms, and in some sense defining
its relation to modern movements of thought botli

in the Protestant and in the Koman Catholic
world. Alike in Hussia and in (Ireece there is

every likelihood that in future it will have to
undertake yet further delinitions of its faith ; for,

thanks to tlie national autonomy of inaiij' of its

constituent branches, it cannot hut be more and
more influenced by the modern advance of the
peoples which it represents. In the Turkish as
well as in the lUissian dominions the advent of
political and social reforms, of constitutional
liberty and religious toleration, cannot but be the
jirecursor of far-reaching theological activities re-

sulting not only in the development of minor sects,

but in the modification of traditional opinions in
the Ancient Church.

(1) Genera/ Cimfcssions of the Greel: Church.—
Ininiediately after the fall of Constantinople, in

I4.j:i, at the desire of the victorious Sultan,
-Muhammad II., (iennadius, the newly elected
I'atriarcli, presented to him in Greek and Turkish
a Confession of Christian faith in twenty popular
articles, with seven ajipeiided arguments for the
truth of Christianity.

Tlie inllucnce of Protestantism is unmistakable
in the niodcrate orthodoxy of the Confession of
M' trophancs (Ifi'l't), a Patriarch of Alexandria, who
hail lived and studied in English and German
Universities and wrote against Romanism without
opposing Protestantism ; and extremely marked in

the Confession of Ci/ril Lttcar (162!M, I';itriarch

successively of Alexandria and Constantinople,
who died a martyr to the Calvinism which he iiad

embraced in Switzerland, and which he exjiounded
boliUy in ten chaiiters of his Confession.

tin the other hand, Protestant doctrine was
delinitely condemned and repudiated in 1576 in

t\ia Answers of Jircini'ih, Patriarch of Constanti-

nople, to two Lutheran professors of Tubingen
who had sent a copy of the Augsburg Confession
to him ; in the Catechism or Orthodox Confession

of Peter Mnrjilas {e. 1640, revised 1643), the learned
Metropolitan of Kiev, whose polemic was also

against Home ; and in 1672, at the same Synod of

Jerusalem which formally approved of both the
]U-eceding works, in the Confession of Dosilhens,

Patriarcli of Jerusalem, which, without reference
to Kome, maintains the distinctive positions of the
Eastern Church. .As .sanctioned bj- the I'atriarchs

of the Church in Synod, these three are authori-

tative expo.sitions of ortlunlox doctrine.

Something of a reaction towards a more Scrip-

tural and Protestant teaching may be recognized
in the widely circulated Cate.ehisin of Platon.
Metropolitan of Moscow, 1762, in the Lonf/er and
Shorlir Cafrrhisnts ,f Phil'irrl (1S.'«I, 1S40), also a
distinguished Mctin'p:j|itan of .Mos<-ow, and in the
minor manuals known as the Primer and The Duty
of Parish Priests. The Full Caterhisw of Philaret
was approved by all the I'^astern Patriarchs as

well as by the Rus.sian Holy Synod, and in Russia
has taken the place of its most authoritative jire-

decessor, that of Mogilas.
The ' Old-Catholic ' Conferences of 1S74 and 1875

at I5onn issued in the formulation of a .series of

articles ujion which the Western and Eastern
Catholics and the Anglicans present were able to

agree as a doctrinal liasis for future reunion ; but
these articles, though markedly inliuenced by the
Russo-Greek representatives, have not been form-
ally recognized liy their Synod.

(2) Ji'iissian serfs.—Neither political nor ecclesi-

astical despotism has availed to prevent the rise of

sects within the territories of the Russian State-

church. Not to speak of the numerous following
of the Roman Catholic Church in Poland and else-

where, three main sectarian groups with numerous
subdivisions have been distinguished, and their

united strength has been estimated as one-tenth of

the whole |)opulation, or one-sixth of the Orthodox
—some fourteen millions. The main groups con-

sist of : (ffl) Starowjerzy, or Old-believers, who
resented t he liturgical reforms of Patriarch Nicon
in the 16th cent., and who are stUl represented by
the Po/ioirzy (priest-retaining and organized) and
PiKspojiov:)/ (priestless and unorganized) ; (4) the
Chlysty, Skopzy, Uuclioborzy, and Molokany,
characterized hj' nij'stic, ascetic, or rationalistic

eccentricities ; (c) 15aptists, Stundi.sts, and others

more or less in symiiathy with Evangelical Pro-
testantism and Pietism, among whose circles the

theological, ethical, and social views of Leo Tolstoi

have not seldom found a place.

(3) Other Oriental Ch urrhes.—Ontside the pale

of the Orthodox Oriental Church, with its feder-

ated patriarchates of Constantinople, Alexamlria,
.Antioch, Jerusalem, and Moscow, and Natiimal
Churches of Russia, Servia, Rumania, (ireece,

Montenegro, and Bulgaria, there remain a number
of Eastern National Churches, more or less atten-

uated by defecli<ms either to tireek or to Roman
Catholicism, whose origin is very ancient, liating

from successive doctrinal decisions of the Councils

of the undivided Church. They are all loyal to

the original Nicene doctrine, but are kept apart

from the rest of Christendom by their rejection

of subsequent additions to the accepted doctrine

of Catholicism.
(a) The Armenian Church, the most powerful of

the group, is the oldest existing National Church,
dating as such from the 4tli cent., though founded
earlier. It was representefl at the Council of

Nica-aand accepted its Creed ; though not a party
to them, it recognized the subscfiuent decrees of

.381 and 431. yet not as ecumenical; absent also

from the Council of Chalcedon, it repudiated its
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Symbol (431), rejecting .alike the Christology then
attinneil ami tlio Eutyt'hian heiesy then condemneil,
ami holilinj; an imlependent JNIonophysite view,
viz. that Cliri.st had neither two n.itures nor a
Divine nature absorhing the human, but a single
'composite' or 'double' nature. Of its three
liturgical Creeds for the Euch.iristic, baptismal,
and morning services, the lirst, and chief, wliich
in its present form has been retained since the Gth
cent., consists of the Nicene with inoditications or
additions directed against the earlier heresies of
Apollinaris and Marcellus. Even in conjunction
they fail to represent fully the doctrinal idiosyn-
crasies of the Church. From the 14th to the
middle of the 19th cent, a composite Creed was
in favour. Special professions of Armenian faith

of an official though occasional character were
presented to Western princes or popes or others
in 1166, 1562, 1585, 1671 (see art. Armenia [Chr.]
in vol. i. p. 803''). There is a modern Catechism
whose teaching betrays the influence of Gra^co-
Russian orthodoxy.

(6) The Nestorian or Persian Church represents
the persistence of an even earlier heresy than
the Armenian, protesting against the CouncU of
Ephesus (431) as having unjustly condemned
Nestorius' doctrine of the two natures of Christ,
according to which the human was marked ofi'

from the Divine so sharply that the title ' Mother
of God ' was refused to the Virgin Mary. Its

baptismal confession is a pre-Chalcedonian variety
of the Nicene.

(c) The Jacobite Churches, or Churches loyal to
the tradition of .Jacobus Baradteus, Bishop of Edessa
(543-578), are the ancient National Syrian, Coptic,
and Abyssinian Churches. They also, with the
Armenian, reject the Chalcedonian and later

Creeds, and cherish a Monojihysite Christology.
(d) The Christians of St. Thomas, a handful of

survivors of the ancient native Church of Nestorian
converts on the south-west coast of India, Iiave

since the 17th cent, conformed to the Monophy-
sitism of the Jacobite Churches.

LiTEKATi'RE.—Loofs, Si/mbolik, i. [1902] 77-186 ; Katten-
busch, Venjteich. Confessionskunde, 1892, i. 157-330; Schaff,
Hi3t. of the Creedx of Christendom^, N.Y. 1890, pp. 43-S2, and
Creeds oj the ffc. and Lat. Churches^, N.Y. 1890, pp. 273-554

;

J. Michalcescu, Die Bekenntnisse u. die ivichtigsten Glmibens-
zeugnisse der griech.-oriental. Eirche, Leipzig, 1904 ; PRE^,
artt. on the several churches, sects, documents, and persons

;

Cath. Encycl., art. 'Eastern Churches'; Hahn, Bibliothek der
Spmboie u, Glaubensregeln der alten Kirche'-^, Breslau, 1897

;

Gass, Symbolik der griechi^chen Eirche, Berlin, 1872 : Butler,
Hist, and Lit. Account of the Fonmdaries . . . of the H. C,
Greek, and Principal Prot. Churches, London, 1816; Neale,
Hist, of the Holy Eastern Church, 1850 ; Silbernagl, Verfass.
u. gegenu-drt. Bestand sdmtl. Eircheii des Orients-\ Rejfensb.
1904; Kimmel, Libri Si/tnb. Eccles. Orient., Jena, 1843. with
Appendix by Weissenboni, 1S50. For the Uturgies and em-
bodied creeds : Swainson, Greek Liturgies, 1884 ; Brightman,
Eastern Liturgies, 1896 ; Denz'mger, Rttusorientalium, 1863-4 ;

and the useful series of English translations of the Russian, .Ar-

menian, Coptic, and other liturgies pub. by Cope and Fenwick,
London, 1908 f. For the Russian Church and Sects: Strahl,
Beitriige zur russ. ffirc^npescA., Halle, 1S27 ; Dalton, i)(> nws.
Eirche. Leipzig, 1892 ; Leroy-Beaulieu, L'Empire des Tsars ct
les Riisses. 1881-9, iii. [Eng. tr. 1893-6) ; Gehring, DieSekten der
russ. A'lVcAf, Leipzig, 1S98 ; B\a.<:kmore, Doctrine of the Russian
Church, 1845. For the Armenian Church : Ter-Mikelian, Die
armen. Eirche, Leipzig, 1892 ; E. Dulaurier, Hist., Dogmes,
Traditions, et Litvrgie de V Eglise annin.-orientale'^, Paris, 1857.
For the Nestorian Church: Badger, iVestori'<insand(ACTriSi(w«fa,
1852. For the rest, see detailed lit. in Loofs and Kattenbusch.

10. Confessions in the Roman and Old-Catholic
Churches.— (1) /» the Chunh ,,f Home.—From
Nica?a (3'25) to the Vatican (1870) the Roman
Catholic Church recognizes, in all, the decrees of
twenty-one General Councils as in whole or part
ecumenically binding. In the forefront of its doc-
trine stand the Apostles', the Nica?no-Const,anti-
nopolitan (with Eastern and Western additions
from E]ihesus, Chalcedon, and Toledo), and the
Athanasian Creeds. Since the time of the linal
adjustment and adoption of these Symbols no

occasion for further Confession-making emerged
until the era of the Reformation confronted the
Church with numerous I'rotestant statements of
doctrine, and elicited from it the Canons and
Decrees of the Council of Trent (1545-1563), which
consolidated and stereotyped its doctrine, weaving
into its dogmatic system the results of niedia;val
Councils, of Papal decisions, and of Patristic and
Scholastic thought in opposition to the Reformers'
direct appeal to the spirit and letter of Scripture.
The Decrees and Canons of the Reforming or

Counter-Reforming Council of Trent, which was
convened at the instance principally of the Em-
peror, Charles v., in Dec. 1545, by Pope Paul III.,

to revise and codify the doctrine and discipline of
the Church, and thus to confront, if not conciliate,

the Protestants with a compact authoritative
system, mark the close of mediaeval confusion,
and the deliberate transition towards the modern
Curialism in faith, organization, and morals which
was ultimately efi'ected in the 19th century. What-
ever hopes the Emperor and other Princes or
Churchmen of reforming sympathies cherished of

a formulation of doctrine in Augustinian terms
which the Reformers might be expected to accept
were for the most part disappointed, though the
decree on Justiiication went far towards that goal.

The perhaps inevitable exclusion of Protestants
from all eft'ective participation in the work of the
Council combined with the influence of the Jesuit
order and the natural self-interest of the Papal •

authority to make it practically impossible for the -^

Council to do any substantial justice to the
spiritual demands which Protestantisnx expressed.
The Decrees are the utterance of jealous defence ;

j

the Canons with their anathemas are the challenge \J
of proud defiance. The party which was sensible
of the debt of the religious world to Protestant
heroism was easily outnumbered and suppressed
at every stage, and their sympathetic insight into
the mind and heart of the Reformers found no
expression in the resultant dogmas.

"The constitution of the Council and its historical

setting must be carefully taken into account if one
would appreciate the language of its decisions (see

art. CouNCIL.s [Christian, modern]). Throughout
its 25 sessions—from 1545 to 1547 under Paul HI.

at Trent (sessions i.-viii.) and Bologna (sessions

ix.-x.), from 1551 to 1552 under Julius III. at
Trent (sessions xi.-xvi.), and from 1562 to 1563
under Pius IV. at Trent (sessions xvii.-xxv.)—its

proceedings were one long and anxious tissue
of ecclesiastical and theological diplomacy and
strategy, and its declarations had necessarily to be
in every case a well-weighed compromise, con-
ciliating, through omissions or ambiguities of

phrase, the conflicting rival interests and ten-
dencies. If Augustinian thought seemed on the
surface to dominate the findings, room was care-
fully found for Seotist and Jesuit views of a
Pelagian or semi-Pelagian type in their ultimate
form. The gifted Jesuit scholars, Lainez and
Salmeron, with the dignity of Papal theologians,
were the most influential and consistent force
throughout the processes both of drafting and
debate, and it is on the whole their doctrine,
dexterously cloaked in the terminology of their
opixinents, which is represented in the propositions
laid down. Inspiration or genius will hardly l.e

looked for in a body of doctrine whose origin thus
lay in compromise. The very title ' Decrees ' is

eloquent of its true nature as a work of legislation

bj' majority. Anything like theological spon-
taneity was out of the question in a Po]ie-riaden
conclave. Anything but a Pope-ridden conclave
was out of the question in the unreformed media-val
Church. Whatever concessions in detail to the
claims of doctrinal and disciplinary reform the
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decrees might contain, the seal of reaction was
stamped iiuielibly over them by the twofold proviso
which overrules and virtually annuls them

—

that
the Pope was to be sole exponent of the decrees

henceforth, and that no one, on pain of anathema,
was to impeach tlie accepted usaijes and order of
the Church—a proviso made j'et more exactinj;
l)y the clause in the subseniient Profession of

Iridentine I'"aith, in which all holders of ecclesi-

astical otiice swore truly to olx-y the IJisliop of

Rome (Art. X.) and to maintain 'entire and in-

violate' the Tridcntine Faith to the end of their

life (Art. XII.). Thus, though a majority in the
Council was unprepared to admit that bishops had
their power from and through the Pope and not
directly from Christ, the Council by its own
ultimate submission prepared the way for the
Papal action in the 19th century.
The Decrees and Canons which conrern ns in this connexion

are those of Sessions III. on the Nicceno-Constantinopolitan
Creed accepted as basis ; IV. on Canonical Scriptnre ; V. on
Orijpnal Sin : \'I. on Justification ; VII. on the Sacraments in
(leneral, Baptism, and Confirmation ; XIII. on the .Sacrament
of the Eucharist; XIV. on the Sacraments of Penance and
Kxtrenie Unction; XXI. on Communion in both kinds, and
Communion of Children ; XXII. on the Sacrifice of the Mass;
XXIII. on the Sacrament of Ordination ; XXIV. on the Sacra-
ment of Matrimony ; XXV. on Purgatory, the Invocation,
Veneration, and Relics of Saints, and Sacred Images, on Indul-
gencea. Foods, Fasts, Festivals, the Index, Catechism, Breviary,
and Missal.

The Decrees proper are the positive statement of

doctrine, the affirmative theses ; the Canons, which
follow the various decrees, are short statements
and condemnations of contrary teachings, each
concluding with an anathema. The later Syllabus
of Errors in 1S64 is thus a continuation of the

damnatory Canons of Trent.
.Session III. declares that the 'sacred and holy,

ecumenical and general Synod of Trent ' ordains
.and decrees that a cciifession of faith be set forth,

viz. ' the Symbol of faith which the holy Roman
Church makes use of,—as lieing that principle

wherein all who profe.ss the faith of Christ neces-

.sarily agree,'—the Creed of Nica'a in the form of

Constantinople, with the Western additions.

Session Iv. treats of the bases of authoritative
doctrine for the first time in conciliar history, and
co-ordinates Holy Scripture, including the Apo-
crypha, in the Latin Vulgate alone, with ' un-
written traditions which, having been received
from Christ's own lips by the A])ostles, or
transmitted, .is it were, manually by the Apostles
themselves, under the dictation of the Holy Spirit,

have come down even to us "... ' preserved in

continuous succession within the Catholic Church,'
. . . which al-so it receives ' with an equal feeling

of piety and reverence.' ' No one, relying on his

own skill shall,—in matters of faith and of morals
pertaining to the cdilication of Christian doctrine,

—wresting the sacred Scripture to his own senses,

presume to interpret it contrary to that sense which
holy .Mother Church . . . hath held and doth hold

;

or even contrary to the unanimous con.sent of the
Fathers.'

Session V. condemns live erroneous opinions on
Original Sin, of a Pelagian or semi- Pelagian type ;

but its apparent .Augustinianism is so phrased as,

e.f)., to admit of the d<jitrine that what man lost

through the Fall was the Mi\iKra.i.\d('A\ dona super-

naturalia, and nothing inherent in human nature
as such ; and it allirms that ' free will is not at all

ilestroyed, but attenuated.' It ends by excluding
the Virgin Mary from the operation of the taint

—

an anticipation of the Papal definition of 18.54.

Session VI. contains the decree on .Justification

in 16 chapters, and concludes with no fewer than
:i3 canons. Chapter i. treats of the Inability of

Nature and of the Law to justify man ; ii. of the
Dispensation and Mystery of the Advent of Christ

;

iii. states that, though Christ died for all, only

those receive the benefit of His death unto whom
the merit of His Passion is communicated. As men
not born of .\dam do not share his sin, so men not
born again in Christ cannot share His merit, iv.

states that a man cannot be translated into the
state of grace, since the promulgation of the
gospel, without the laver of regeneration, or
the desire thereof, v. declares that ' in adults
the beginning of Justification is to be derived from
the prevenient grace of God, through Jesus Christ,

i.e. through His calling, whereby without any
merits on their part they are called, that so they
who by sins were alienated from (lod may be dis-

|iosed through His quickening and assisting grace
to convert themselves to their own justification

by freely assenting to and co.operating with that
said grace : in such sort that, while God touches
the heart of man by the illumination of the Holy
(Jhost, neither is man himself vitterly inactive
while he receives that inspiration, forasmuch as he
is also able to reject it ; nor yet is he able, by his

own free will, witliotit the grace of God, to move
himself unto righteousness in His sight.' vi. sets

forth the manner of preparation for justification,

vii. affirms the characteristic Roman doctrine that
Justification ' is not remission of sins merely, but
also the sanctification and renewal of the inward
man, through the voluntary reception of the grace,

and of the gifts, whereby man from being unjust
becomes just.' lia final cause is ' the glory of God
and of Jesus Christ, and life everlasting.' Ita

efficient cause is 'a merciful God who washes and
sanctifies gratuitously, signing and anointing with
the holy Spirit of promise.' The mcritorio-us cause
is ' our Lord Jesus Christ, who, when we were
enemies, merited justification for us by His most
holy Passion on the wood of the Cross, and made
satisfaction for us unto God the Father.' The
instrumental cau.^e is ' the sacrament of Ba|)tism,

which is the sacrament of that faith without w liich

no man was ever justified.' The a.\oncfiir/)iid cause
is ' the justice of God, not that whereby He Him-
self is just, but that whereby He maketh us just.'
' Man through Jesus t'hrist, in whom he is en-

grafted, receives in the said justification, together
with the remis.sion of sins, all tlie.se gifts infused at
once—faith, hope, and charity. For faith, unless
hope and charity be added thereto, neither unites
man perfectly with Christ, nor makes him a living

member of His body.' viii. states that the phrases
'justified by faith and 'freely 'are to be under-
.stood as meaning that faith is the beginning of

human salvation, the foundation and root of all

justification, but that faith is no more in itself able
than good works to merit the grace of justification.

ix. declaims against th<: vain conli<l('n(i^ of heretics

who rest in their personal assurance of justification

apart from the Church and its ordinances ; whereas
'no one can know with a certainty of faith which
cannot be subject to error, that he has obtained
the grace of God.' x. treats of the increase of

Justification received ; xi. of keeping the Com-
mandments, xii. urges that ' no one, so long as he
is in this mortal life, ought so far to presume, as
regards the secret mystery of Divine predestina-

tion, as to determine for certain that he is assuredly
in tiie number of the predestinate ; as if it were
true that he that is justified either cannot sin any
more, or, if he do sin, that he ought to promise
him.-<elf an assured repentance ; for, except by
special revelation, it cannot be known whom God
hath cho.sen unto Himself.' xiii. deals similarly

with the gift of Perseverance, xiv. sets forth the
Sacrament of Penance, in the langu.age of the
Fathers 'a second plank after the shipwre(^k of

grace lost,' as instituted by Christ when He said :

' Receive ye the Holy Ghost : whose sins ye shall

forgive, they are forgiven them, and whose sins ye
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sliall retain, tliey are retained.' The penitence of

a Christian after his fall is very diH'erent from that
at baptism : in it are included not only a cessation

from sins, and a detestation of them, but also the
sacramental confession of them—at least in desire

—and sacerdotal absolution ; and likewise satisfac-

tion by fasts, alms, prayers, and the other pious
exercises of a spiritual life, not, indeed, for the
eternal punishment wliieh with the guilt is re-

mitted by the sacrament or by the desire of it, but
for the temporal punishment which, as the sacred
writings teach, is not always wholly remitted as is

done in baptism, kv. sets forth that by every
mortal sin grace is lost, but not faith, xvi. treats

of the fruit of justification, i.e. the merit of good
works, and the nature of that merit. God is the
rewarder of faithful labour : life eternal is set forth

in Scripture ' both as a grace mercifully promised
to the sons of God through Jesus Oirist, and as a
reward which is ... to be faithfully rendered to

their good works and merits.' Yet the Christian
has no ground to glory, but justice is through
Christ and of God throughout.

Session VII. sets fortli the general doctrine of

the Sacraments, ' through which all true justice

either begins, or being begun is increased, or being
lost is repaired,' in 13 canons, which condemn the
denial that the .sacraments were all instituted by
Christ or are seven in number, that they ditier

from those of the Old Law, that they are of

varying value, that they are necessary unto salva-

tion, that they are for other ends than to nourish
faith, that they contain and confer the grace they
signify, that the grace is conferred through the act
performed, that Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordina-
tion imprint an indelible character and therefore
may not be repeated, that ministers alone may
administer the word and sacraments, etc. Then
follow 14 canons on Baptism, condemning, inter

(ilia, the denial of the validity of baptism, 'even
by heretics, in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Gliost, with the intention of

doing what the Church doth,' and 3 canons on
Confirmation.

Session XIII. treats of the Sacrament of the
Eucharist in 8 chapters, followed % H canons.
Cliapter i., of the real presence of Christ in the
•sacrament, affirms that after the consecration of the
elements. He, ' true God and man, is truly, really,

and substantially contained under the species of

those sensible things.' His continual jnesence at

the right hand of the Father does not contradict in

a Divine being His sacramental presence. ' It is

indeed a crime the most unworthy that they [the
>vords of institution] should be wrested, by certain
contentious and wicked men, to fictitious and im-
aginary tropes, whereby the verity of the flesh and
blood of Christ is denied, contrary to the universal
sense of the Church, which, as the pillar and ground
of truth, has detested, as satanieal, these inventions
devised by impious men.' ii. defines the reason of

the institution as the commemoration of Christ's

death, the nourishment of men's souls, a pledge of

the glory to come, and a symbol of the one body
of which Christ is the head. iii. affirms the superi-

ority of this sacrament to the others as consisting

of the very Author of sanctity Himself, iv. affirms

the complete transubstantiation of the elements
into the substance of Christ's body and blood,
v. defines tlie veneration shown to the sacrament as
Divine worship, the Intria due to the living God
alone, and approves of the Corpus Christi festival.

vi. approves of the reservation of the sacrament,
and bearing it to the sick. vii. requires sacra-
mental confession in preparation for the Eucharist
by celebrants when possible as well as by people,
viii. distinguishes three modes of reception—sacra-
mental only, spiritual only, and both sacramental

and sj)iritual, and appeals for Christian uniformity
in the celebration of the rite.

Session XIV. treats of the Sacraments of Penance
(9 chapters and 15 canons) and Extreme Unction
(3 chapters and 4 canons). Of Penance, oh. i.

sets fortli its necessity and institution ; ii. its ditt'er-

ence from Baptism ; iii. its parts and fruit ; iv.

contrition as containing cessation from sin, the
purpose and beginning of a new life and hatred of

the old, attrition being imjierfect c<mtrition, a
sense of sin's baseness and dire consequences, a gift

of God and impulse of His Spirit noc yet resident

but truly moving in the sinner ; v. confession of

venial and mortal sins ; vi. the ministry of con
fession, and absolution ; vii. reservation of special

cases of heinous sin to be dealt with by higher
clergy ; viii. the necessity and fruit of satisfaction

or amends ; and ix. works of satisfaction. Of
Extreme Unction, ch. i. treats of its institution

by tlie Apostle James ; ii. of its effect ; iii. of the
minister who should perform it, and the time.

Ses.sion XXI. treats of Communion under both
Species, and Communion of little Children. Chap-
ter i. sets forth that laymen, and clergy, when
not celebrating, are not bound of Divine right to

comnmnion under both sjiecies ; ii. that it is within
the power of the Church to dispense with that
practice ;

' although the use of both species has
from the lieginning of the Christian religion not
been infrequent,' the custom had been already
widely changed, and the change for ' weighty and
just reasons ' (not specified) had been sanctioned ;

iii. that Christ whole and entire, and a true sacra-

ment, are received under either species ; iv. that
little children before the age of reason are not
obliged to the sacramental communion of the
Eucharist, having been Ijaptized and incorporated
with Christ, and being at that age incapable of

losing the grace of their adoption. Infant com-
munion, however, had legitimately been practised

in antiquity. Then follow 4 canons, and a reserva-

tion to a later date of the question whether par-

ticular individuals or nations were to be allowed
communion in both kinds.

Session XXII. treats of the Sacrifice of the Mass
in 9 chapters and 9 canons. Chapter i. sets forth

its institution ; ii. that it is propitiatory for both
the living and the dead ; iii. that Masses in honour
of saints are addressed to God, with solicitations

of their patronage ; iv. the sanctity and uplifting

character of the canon of the Mass, composed as it

is of the very wonls of the Lord, the traditions of

the Apostles, and the pious institutions also of holy
Pontitl's ; v. the purpose of the solemn ceremonies
associated \dt\\ the Mass, since ' such is the nature
of man that without external helps he cannot
easily be raised to the meditation of Divine things

'

—e.g. lower or higher tones of voice, lights, in-

cense, vestments, etc., ' derived from an Apostolical

discipline and tradition, wherebj- both the majesty
of so great a sacrifice might be recommended, and
the minds of the faithful be excited, by those
visible signs of religion and piety, to the contempla-
tion of those most sublime things which are hidden
in this sacrifice ' ; vi. that Mass, wherein the priest

alone communicates, is approved, being on Ijehalf

of all the Church, tliough the Council would fain

that all present might communicate ; vii. that the

mixture of water with the w ine is enjoined because
it is believed that Christ did this, and because the
practice commemorates the issue of blood and
water from His side, and Ijecause in Rev 17'° the

peoples are called waters, and the union of water
with the wine represents their union \\ ith Christ

;

viii. that it is not expedient to celebrate Mass
everywhere in the vulg.ir tongue ; but, in order

that the sheejj of Christ niay not suffer hunger, or

the little ones ask for bread and there be none to
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liieak it unto them, pasturs are cliarjied frequently
to expound some portion of tlie tilings read at
Mass, esiiecially on Lmd's days and festivals.

iStssion XXII I. treats of the Sacrament of Order
ill 4 chapters and 8 canons. Chapter i. sets forth
the institution of the Priesthood of the New Law
' into which the old ha.s heen translated,' with the
power of consecrating, ollcring, and administering
Christ's body and blood, as also of forgiving and
of retaining sins ; ii. the Seven Orders—priest,

deacon, subdeacon, acolyte, exorcist, lector, and
doorkee]ier—the f<mr, or live, last being the in-

ferior ; iii. that Order is truly and jiroperly a
.sacrament ; iv. the indelibleness of the higher
orders, the falsehood of the claim of priesthood for

all l)el levers, the principal pl.ace of l)ishops in the
hierarchical order as superior to juiests, as en-
trusted exclusively with tlie Sacrament of Con-
tirmation and Ordination of Priests, without any
regard to consent of peojilo or of rulers, v hereas
'all those who, being only called and instituted
by the jieople, or by the civil jjower and magistrate,
ascend to the exercise of these ministrations, and
those who of their own rashness assume them to
themselves, are not ministers of the Church, but
are to be looked upon as thie\es and robbers who
have not enterc<l by the door.'

Session XXIV. treats of the Sacrament of Matri-
mony in 1 chapter and 12 canons, setting forth its

institution by ' the first jiarent of the human race,

\inder the influence of the Divine Si)irit
'

; its con-
firmation by Christ ; His purchase bj' death of the
grace which sh<mld perfect natural love, and conhrm
that indissoluble union and sanctify the married.
The canons condemn the denial of its sacramental
character, of the right of the Church to dispense
in some of the levitically prohibited degrees or to

add to their nunibei, and of the plea of heresy or
desertion, or even adultery, as a warrant for divorce;
denj' the right of the innocent party to marry dur-
ing the lifetime of the adulterous partner, and the
right to break clerical vows of celihacy on any
plea ; deny the inferiorit}' of celibacy or Wrginity
to marriage, and afiirm its superiority, and con-
demn those who characterize the prohibition of
marriages at certain .seasons as a tyrannical super-
stition derived from the superstition of the heathen,
and those who say that matrimonial causes do not
belong to ec<-lesiastical judges.

Session XX\'. orders rightand circumspect teach-
ing regarding Purgatory, the Invocation, Venera-
tion, and Kelics of Saiut-s, Sacred Images, and
Indulgences. Abuses of a superstitious, unedify-
ing, or mercenary nature are to be ended. Saints in
heaven are to be invoked to intercede for men with
(Jod the Father through Jesus Christ Hi.s Son, who
is our alone Kedeenier and Saviour. No divinity
or virtue is believed to reside in images of Christ,
the Virgin Mother, and the other saints ; but the
honour which is shown to them is referred to the
jirototypes which they represent. In granting
indulgences, moderation is to be oI)served, 'lest
by excessive facility ecclesiastical discipline be
enervated,' and 'all evil gains for the obtaining
thereof,—whence a most prolilic cause of abuses
amongst the Christian peojile lia.s been derived,'
are to be ' wholly al)olished.'

[Ijitin text and tr. in Schaff, CrtnUnfGr. and ImL Chmchen^,
pi>. 77-206 ; critical history in Lindsay, Uift. of Reformation^
11107, ii. !iW-590 (ilctailMi biblidj;. in note. p'. 66-1), anil in

Schaff, Uigt. o/ Creeds, pp. 90-'J0, with bihliog. ; theological
analysis and criticism in Harnack, Uist. of Dogma, Eng. tr.

vii. (1899) .35-72 ; art. in J'ltK^.]

For the purposes of individual confession, the
Cimncil of Trent h;id declared the necessity of a
binding 'formula of profession and oath' for all

dignitaries and teachers of the Church. I?j- order
of Pius IV. the Profession of the. Tridcntine Faith,
or Creed ofPius IV., was prepared in 1564 by a com-

mission of Cardinals, and was at once made obli-

gatory on the whole ecflcsia docen-!. It passed
also into general use for Protestant converts to
Komanisiu. Obviou.sly the decrees and canons of
the Council were ill-suited for such uses. The
Profens iijii consists of 1'2 articles, the hist containing
in full the Nicoeno-Constantinopolitan Creed with
the Western clianjres (italicized in the text below),
the next 8 containing a short summary of the
Tridentine decrees, the last 3 containing new
matter, acknowledging the Itoman Church as the
mother and mistress of all churches, promising, on
oath, obedience to its Bishop as the successor of St.

Peter and the vicar of Jesus Christ, accepting the
canons and decrees of the Councils, including Trent,
and promising lifelong adherence by God's help to
' this true Catholic faith without which no one
can be saved.' The C'reed is in the first person,
and is as follows (tr. in Scliafl', Ilisf. pp. 98-99;
also in his Creeds of Gr. and Let. Churches, pp.
207-210)

:

I. ' I . . . with a firm faitli belieAe and profess all and everv
one of the things contained in the symbol of faith which the
holy Roman Church makes use of, namely

—

I believe in one God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven
and earth, and of all things visible and invisible

;

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God.
begotten of the Father before all worlds ; Uod of God, Light of
Light, very God of very God, begotten not made, being of one
substance with the Father ; by whom all things were made ;

who for us men and for our salvation came down from heaven
and was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and
was made man :

He was crucified for «a under l^ontius Pilate ; suffered and
was buried

;

and the third day He rose again according to the Scriptures
;

and ascended into heaven ; sitteth on the right hand of the
Father

;

and He shall come again with glory to judge the quick and
the dead ; whose kingdom shall have' no end ;

And in the Holy Ghost, the Lonl, and Giver of life ; who pro-
ceedeth from the Father and the fioii ; who with the Father
and the Son together is worshipped and glorified ; who spake by
the prophets

:

and one holy catholic and .apostolic Church.
I acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sing :

and I look for the resurrection of the dead
;

and the life of the world to come. Amen."
II. ' I most steadfastly admit and embrace the apostolic and

ecclesiastical traditions, and all other observances and constitu-
tions of the same Chuph '

III. ' I also admit th'* Huh >.
i ii' ii-c^ according to that sense

which our holy Molli. i
'

; : .^ held, and does hold, to
which it belongs to ju>i_i ; i :i > sense and interpretation
of the Scriptures ; ni.iihLi ..ill i t li take and interpret them
otherwise than according to the unanimous consent of the
Fathers.'

IV. ' I also profess that there are truly and properly seven
sacraments of the new law, instituted by -lesiis Christ our Lord,
and ne<'essar\ for the salvation of maiikiiKl, though not all for
every one, to wit ; bajitisin, coiifiriiiation, the eucbarist, pen-
ance, extreme unction, holy orders, and matrimony ; and that
they confer grace; and that of these b.iptism, conllrmation,
and ordination cannot be reiterated without sacrilege. I also
receive and admit the received and approved ceremonies of the
Catholic Church used in the soleiiin adiuini'^tration of the afore-
said sacraments.'

V. ' I embrace and receive all and every one of the things
which have been defined and declared in the holy Council of
Trent c:onccrning original sin and justification.'

VI. ' I profe.'is likewise that in the Mass there is ofTered to
God a true proper and propitiatory sacrifice for the living and
the dead ; and that in the most ho'lv .sacrament of the eucharist
there is truly really and subslaiilially the body and blood,

together will! the soul and divinity, of our Ijord Jesus Christ

;

and that there is made a change of the whole essence of the
bread into tlie l)od.\ , and of the whole essence of the wine into

the blood ; ^^ hioh change the Catholic Church Calls transub-
stantialinn.'

VII. ' 1 also confess that under either kind alone Christ is

received whole and entire, and a true sacrament.'
VIII. ' I firmly hold that there is a purgatorj-, and that the

souls therein detained arc helped by the suffrages of the
faithful.

Likewise that the saints reigning with Christ are to l>c

honoured and invoked, and that they offer up praycra to God
for us ; and that their relici are to be held in veneration.'

I.\. '1 most firmly a.ssert that the images of Christ and of the
perpetual Virgin, the Mother of CJod, and also of other saints,

ought to be had and retained, and that due honour and venera-
tion are to be given them.

I also alHrm that the jjower of Indulgences was left by Christ
in the Church, and that the use of them is most wholesome to
Christian people.'
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X. ' 1 acknowkvijjf the holy catholic apostolic Roman Church
as the mother aiui mistress of all churches, ami I promise and
swear true obedience to the Bishop of Rome as the successor of
St. Pet«r, prince of the Apostles, and as the vicar of Jesus
Christ.'

XI. ' I likewise lindoubtingly receive and profess all other
things delivered defined and declared by the sacred Canons and
ecumenical Councils, and particularly by the holy Council of
Trent ; and I condemn reject and anathematize all things
contrary thereto, and all heresies which the Church has con-
denmed rejected and anathematized.'

XII. * I do at this present freely profess and truly hold this
true Catholic faith, without which no one can be saved (salvus
esse) ; and I promise most constantly to retain and confess the
same entire and inviolate, with God's assistance, to the end of
my life. And I will take care, as far as in me lies, that it shall
be held taught and pre.ached by my subjects, or bv those the
care of whom shall appertain to rae in my otiice. This I

promise vow and swear :—so help me God, and these holy
Gospels of God.'

The Profession of the Tridentine Faith was fol-

lowed in 1566 by the elaborate Roman Catechism,
the preparation of which the Council had at first

essayed, but finally handed over to the Pope. In

1564, Pius IV., advised by Cardinal Borromeo of
Milan, entrusted the work to a learned and dis-

tinguished Commission of four prelates under
Borromeo's supervision—Marini, Fosoarari, Calini,
and the Portuguese Fureiro—who were assisted in

matters of style and rendering by eminent Latin
scholars. The teaching is Dominican (three of the
four Commissioners belonging, as did the Pope, to

that order) and Thomist— a feature which ensured
for it the opposition of the Jesuit order. It is

not meant for the j'oung or for popular reading,
but for the equipment of the teaching clergy.

It is exceedingly long and comprehensive, but
admirably arranged and lucidly expressed. It

contains four parts, which follow a lengthy intro-

ductory treatment of preliminary topics, and treats
successively of (1) the Apostles' Creed, (2) the
Sacraments, (3) the Ten Commandments, and (4)

the Lord's Prayer. It is noteworthy that, while
it adds to the Tridentine teaching sections which
deal with the limbus patritm, the Authority of

the Church, and the doctrine of the Chureli, it

omits all reference to Indulgences and the Rosarj*.
Apart from its franker Augustinianism, the Cate-
chism reproduces very faithfully the substance of

the Decrees of Trent, whose circumspection and
whose massiveness it refiects. (See, further, art.

C.A.TECHISMS, p. 252 f. ; Schaff, Hist. pp. 100-102.)
In 1568 appeared, under similar auspices, and

with similar authority, the Breviarium, and in

1572 the Missale Romanunty the devotional and
liturgical standards of the Church, whicli had been
jjreceded in 1564 by the Index Librorum Prohibi-
forum proclaiming the censure of the Church on
literature heretical in doctrine or dangerous in
tendency. A special Confession of Urban VIII.,

under whose rule (1623-1644) Galileo was con-
demned, was prescribed for use at consecration by
Greek and other Bishops in Eastern Churches
united to Rome but retaining by special privilege
their own rites and usages.

The long and chequered Papacy of Pius IX.

brought with it a fresh stirring of polemic and
dogmatic activity, which issued in a remarkable
series of Papal publications. In 1S54, after formal
consultation by encyclical letter with the bishops
on the propriety of satisfying the desire of the
Catholic world for a solemn definition by the
Apostolic See of the Immacidate Conception of the
Virgin Mary, and on the comjiletion of the labours
of a special commission and a consistory of consul-
tation, the Pope summoned a great assemblage of

prelates to tlie Basilica of St. Peter, and in their
presence, ' by authority of our Lord Jesus Christ,
of the blessed Apostles Peter and Paul, and by our
own,' personally proclaimed it to be a doctrine
revealed by God 'that the most blessed Virgin
Mary in the first moment of her conception, by a

special grace and privilege of Almighty God, out
of regard to the merits of Jesus Christ the Saviour
of the human race, was preserved immune from all

stain of original sin.' By that declaration not
only a long course of controversy throughout the
history of the Church, but also a long continued
devotional and doctrinal development, was brought
to a close, and the silence or doubt of the Fatliers
and the caution of Trent were replaced by the
voice of certainty. In 1864 a Pajial Syllabus of
Errors, eighty in number, was issued with an
encyclical, summarizing in ten divisions modern
opinions which at various times had been con-
demned by the Pope: (1) Pantheism, Naturalism,
Absolute Kationalism

; (2) Moderate Rationalism ;

(3) Indifterentism, Latitudinarianism
; (4) Socialism,

Communism, Secret Societies, Bible Societies,

Clerico-liberal Societies ; errors respecting (5) the
Church and her Rights, (6) Civil Society, (7)
Natural and Christian Ethics, (8) Christian Matri-
mony, (9) the Civil Principality of the Roman
Pontiff, (10) Modern Liberalism.

In 1870 the Vatican CouncU, convoked to pro-
mote the re-union of Christendom and to cope with
modern errors and dangers, accepted and promul-
gated after re\'ision two ' dogmatic ' constitutions :

(1) on the Catholic Faith, in four chapters, dealing
with God as Creator, with Revelation, with Faith,
and with Faith and Reason, condemning more fully
than in the Syllabus errors of Pantheism, Natural-
ism, and Rationalism ; (2) on the Church of Christ,

also in four chapters, dealing with the institution
of the Apostolic primacy in tlie blessed Peter, the
perpetuity of St. Peter's primacy in the Roman
Pontiff, the power and nature of the primacy
of the Roman Pontiff, and the infallibility of
the Romctii Pontiff. In this second document
the absolute finality of the Papal Jurisdiction is

affirmed, on pain of anathema, in all matters per-

taining alike to faith and morals and to tlie disci-

]>line and government of the Church, and in the
form of a Papal decree it is solemnly declared a
dogma Divinely revealed that

' the Roman Pontiff when he speaks ex cathedra, that is, when,
in the exercise of his office as Pastor and Teacher of all Christians,
by virtue of his supreme Apostolic authority he defines the
doctrine on faith or morals to be held by the Universal Church,
by the Divine assistance promised to him in the blessed Peter,
possesses that power of infallibility with which the Divine
Redeemer willed that His Church should be furnished in defin-
ing doctrine on faith or morals ; and that accordingly such
definitions of the Roman Pontiff are of themselves, not from con-
sent of the Church, irreformable ; but if, as may God forbid,
any one shall presume to gainsay this our definition, let him be
anathema.'

It was thus the work of Pio None to complete
the long and patiently evolved system of a con-
stitutional Papal infallibility and autocracy in all

matters concerning Cliristian faith, morals, disci-

pline, and government.
Beyond these determinations of the Pope in the

Vatican Council it has not been necessary, even if

possible, for the Church to proceed in matters of

faith. They have been supplemented, however, in

detail by the fresh Papal Syllabus of Pins x. in

1907, against all forms of Modernism, and by the
labours of the Commission on Biblical Studies.

Although the Vatican Council refused by a large

majority to accept the Catechism submitted to it,

numerous authorized local catechisms are in circu-

lation for popular use throughout the Roman
Catholic world, more or less completely revised to

bring them into harmonj' with the new decrees.

Of the older catechisms, besides that of Trent,
which was for clerical rather than popular use,

those of the learned Jesuit Peter Canisius (155i

and 1566) and of Canlinal Bellarmine (1603) may
be mentioned as having commended themselves
especially to Papal as well as to clerical and
popular acceptance. Among the most influential
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.uul authoritative expositions of Koman Catliolic

(iiictriiie with an a]ioIo;,'otic or polemic purpose are
the Difputationex de Cwii rovcrsiis Chrixll'iniK Jiilii

aih'cr.s-u.v hiiiii.1 Tcmporix hcreticos oi Robert Hellar-

rnine (1587-HO), the Exposition de la Doctrine dc
VEfjlixe Catholiqnc siir les matirrcs de Cuntruverse
of Bossuet (1671), the Si/mbi,lik of J. A. Mohler
(1832), anil tlie Pnelecliones tlieologicn; of the Jesuit
I'errone (183511'.).

{•>) III the Old-C'itholic. Church.—To the rule of
hi.story that each ^es.i successive formulation of

ecumenical doctrine has been the occasion of, or
ha.s perpetuated, a correspondinj; schism of the
Church, the work of the latest Koman (ieueral
Council of 1870 was no exception. Its distinctive
decrees were received under protest by many of the
participants (esp. (lerman, French, Knglisli, and N.
Ainer. representatives), and led linally to the forma-
tion in Bavaria and elsewhere in Germany of the
Old-Catholic Church, loyal to the doctrinal Canons
of Trent and earlier standards, and occupjing a
position similar to that of the earlier secession of
the Church of Utrecht which took place in protest
against the Papal claims embodied in the bull
Unigcnitus condemnin<r Jansenist views in 1713.

Reference has already been made to the Old-
Catholic Conferences at Bonn in 1874 and 1875
between representatives of the Grajco-Russian,
.\nglican, and Old-Catholic Churches, at the former
of which Fourteen Theses were agreed upon as a
possible basis of Catholic re-union, dealing with
the ("anon and Apocrypha, the Text and Transla-
tions of Scripture, the Use of the Vernacular in

Scripture and in liturgj', Justilication through
Faitli working by Love, Salvation not by Merit,
Works of Supererogation, Number of Sacraments,
Scripture and Tradition, Succe.ssion of Anglican
( Irders, Immaculate Conception of Mary, Public
and Private Confession, Indulgences, Prayers for

the Dead, the Mass; and at the latter, Six Theses
accepting the ecumenical Symbols and decisions
of the undivided Church of the first six centuries,
and in particular the Eastern doctrine of the Pro-
cession of the Spirit.

Old-Catholic Churches also e.xist in Switzerland,
Austria, France, and America, while in Mexico, in

Spain and Portugal, and in Italy, ' Reformed
Catholic' Churches have been established, in great
measure by means of Anglican support and on the
.'Vnglican model, professing a markedly Protestant
type of doctrine (see Loofs, i. 412 11'.).

LiTBKATUUH.—For staiid.'irtis of Roman Catholic Churcli, and
liibliocrraphy : SchafiF, Hiftory of Creeds, pp. 83-101, Creeilx
o/ Gr. and Lat, Cfturches, pp. 76-271 ; Loofs, SymboUk, i. 1S7-
210 (on Oricnlal Churches in communion with Rome, :i;):!-:ifl9)

;

Denzinger, Knchiridinn'">, 1908 ; artt. in Addis-Arnold's
Catlint. Diet.". 1!)03, in Wetzer-Welte, in the Calhd. Enei/e.t.,

ill Vacant-Mangenot's Diet, de Thrul. Cathol., in I'ltK-';
cf. also Wilier, Om/eiaiona of Chrialendom, Eng. tr. 1S73;
Butler, Hiaf. and Lit, Account of the Formularies, etc., of the
II. C, Greek, and princiiiat Prnt. Churcltes, 1816. For critical
account of the doctrine, sec Harnack, Uist. of Doaina, Eng.
tr. vol. vii., 1S99.

For Old-Catholic doctrine : Schaff, Uistoni of Creeds, pp.
191-202. Creeds of Gr. and Lat. Churches, p. 545IT. ; Loofs, i.

407II. ; /"KKS, art. • Altkatholizismus.'

II. Confessions in the Reformed Churches:
General introduction : Early efforts, llciicitb the
rigiiriiusly siiKM.ilii'd and lc\cllcil surface of mcili-

u-val Cbristeniloni there lay but thinly covered
the fruitful seeds of the v.arious outgiowths of the
Reformation. It is easy now to discern how far-

reaching was the doctrinal and practical jirepara-

tion for the gTcat movements. For centuries
before the crisis was reached, over against the
demand of the Roman Curia that all learning and
all thought, as well a.s all political and ecclesi-

asticjil life, should be organized in subjection to it,

inllucnces had been at work to stimulate freedom
of thought and action. Even Scholasticism, ready
though it was to buttress up the Papal claims and

dogmas by projiositions, argument, and learning,

had its opposing; schools, its heresies, its impulses
to make men think. I'he gilds in lihe great in-

dustrial and commercial cities, and the growing
national sentiment in many lands, fostered a sense
of independence and of personal dignity. Here
and there, though without authorization, the
Scriptures bad been turned into the vernacular
and read with eager curiosity, provoking, as they
have always done, per.sonal retlexion and un-
trammelled conviction. The Mystics, with their
per.sonal intimacy with the Unseen and their

devotional confidence and freedom, and, on the
other hand, the Humanists, with their knowledge
of an old world new found, pointed men in the
.same direction. It w.as inevitable that, together
with the sensitive conscience's fierce revolt against
ecclesiastical abuses and immoralities, thiMc should
also come into being an .'ittitude of miiul as critical

tow.ards those mediicval accretions to llie Church's
doctrine with which the abuses had been bound up.
Long before the Reformation crisis, particular

current opinions extraneous to the great Creeds
and to the general spirit of Scripture had been
singled out or massed in groups for discussion and
hostile criticism. There was no disposition to

debate afresh the problems which had found dog-
matic .solution in the Ecumenical Councils. Not
the Person and Work of Christ or of the Holy
Sjiirit, not the doctrine of the Divine Trinity, but
the doctrines of the means of grace. Church, Minis-
try, Sacraments, and Scripture, of the processes
involved in personal salvation, and of the use of

mediators other than the Son of God, were the
themes at issue. With the old Creeds the new
thinkers, almost without exception, had no contro-
versy, but were amply satisfied ; and when occasion
arose forthem to gather into Confessions thedoctrine
to which they adhered, it was their first care to

express their loyalty to the ancient standards of

Christendom. Both of the Reformation and of the
pre- Reformation Confessions it is true that they
were advanced for didactic and apologetic pur-
poses rather than as Creeds, and that they were
subordinated not only to the Word of (Jod in

Canonical Scripture, but also to the Catholic
Creeds. Acitording to the accepted academic pro-

cedure of the age, serious dilierence of theological

opinion i.ssut^d n.tturally in the formulation of a
series of controversial propositions w Inch embodied
the moot jioints, and were flung out as a challenge
to the ch.unpiiiiis of the learned world for debate in
intcilcclual luuriiaments or disputation.s. Luther's
Theses nuilcil upon the church-door at Wittenberg
were only one in a long scries, earlier and later,

of academic invitations to serious argument; but
to the pedantries of conventional disputation he
brought a biting motlier-wit and a passionate
earnestness as well as a scholar's learning, and
he was among the very first to discover and to

wield the power of the pamphlet and the print-

ing press in religious controversy. Both the
Wyclillte and the Lutheran reformation-move-
ments began with the fearless publication of

propositions, theses, or ' ])lacc.s,' dealing not with
the whole system of Christian doctrine, but with
the topics involved in prevailing religious abuses.
Only later, as the rift grew wider l)elween the
forces of reaction and reform, did it bei^ome neces-

sary to round oil' in systematic form the theological

opinions of I'rotestants ; but rarely, if ever, was it

the case that equal care and s])ace were given to

controversial and to non-controversial matter of

faith. It is, in truth, a general defect in the
Creeds and the Confessions of Christendom, viewed
as sj'stems of truth, that from the circumstances
of their formation they have sud'ered distortion in

varying degrees, and present a lack of internal pro-
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IKirtion and iieisjiective wliicli is ilun to polemical
or other exigencies. They all bear the marks of

their hirth-time and liirth-place, and it is to the
distin<'live and often transitory features in them
tliat thoy draw our chief attention. It is unjust
to judge them without regard to their origin
and their purpose. Few, if any, of them were
fair-weather or leisurely productions laid out
for academic criticism or appreciation. Many of

them were the work of hunted outlawed men, and
were sealed with niartj'r blood. Viewed gener-
ally, they are seen to fall into groups: (1) before

1500, (2) in 16th cent., both directed against
Koman Catholic abuses ; (3) in 17th cent., the result

of Protestant differences ; and (4) in 19th cent., the
age of increasing religious liberty re.sulting both in

the multiplication of sects and in the simplification
of Confessions. They are here considered accord-
ing to an order partly chronological and partly
based upon the varying degree of their divergence
from the Roman system.

Pre-Reformation Articles, Covfessi-oiis, and CatMhi-'tms.—
Although it is Bcarcely possible to point to Confessions in the
pre-Reforniation centuries which correspond ver.v closely to
those of the succeeding age, it is abundantly evident that the
leaven of reform in Church and doctrine was actively at work.
Whether, as among the Albigenses and Cathari, the bounds of
ancient Catholic orthodoxy were exceeded, or, as among the
followers of W'aldo, were observed, there was a wide-spread and
steadily increasing reluctance from the 9th to the loth cent,
to acquiesce in the traditionalism, the Papal supremacy, and the
crude sacramentalism of the Church. In the North of Italj-, in
the South of Prance, in Bohemia, and as far north as in Britain,
there was a strong revulsion of feeling and interest towards a
Scriptural simplicity in doctrine, worship, Church organization
and life. Almost all the heresies and sects that disturbed the
peace of Church and State appealed from Pope and Councils to
Scripture and common sense, and advocated some form of
Scriptural puritanism. Though reform within the Church was
the invariable object of their protests, persecution and despair
combined to drive them more or less out of the Roman com-
munion, and their articles of reform became articles of scliism
and secession. From the 9th cent, onwards the sacraments,
especially the Lord's Supper, were a continual svibject of con-
troversy : theses or articles were unceasingl.v advanced and
retracted or condemned, concerning their number, meaning,
administration, and effect. Similarly, questions regarding
Scripture, Church-government and authority, access of be-
lievers to God, the place of works in justification, were con-
stantly agitating men's minds. It was an age of discussion
and deb.ite, and the same instinct which prompted the Papacy
to assert itself and steadily aggrandize its own authority led
national Churches and gifted individuals alike to resent it and
proclaim their own mind in turn ; but it was manifestly an
age of strenuous search for truth in thought and right in life.

Naturally, the same age that produced the Schoolmen called
also for the Inquisition. Confessions of faith in such a time
tended to be individual and partial ; often they were drawn up
b.v persecutors as counts of an indictment for heres.v, and,
when accepted by the accused, were sealed by condemnation
and death. The articles of faith were articles of martyrdom.
But, as the movement for reform gained adherents, the time
approached when the work of Waldo, Wyclif, and Hus should
issue not only in definite Church-formation, but also in the
framing of extended Confessions.

12. Confessions in the Waldensian, Bohemian,
and Moravian Churches.—The Confessional docu-
ments of the Waldensian, Bohemian, and Moravian
fraternities are, like the societies themselves, so

closely bound up that they may fitly be grouped
together. They form a long series preceding as
well as following the Reformation, and share with
Baptist or Anabaptist documents the distinction of

exhibiting the longest I'rotestant descent. How
soon after the origination of the Waldensian move-
ment in the 12th cent, delinite Articles of Faith
were current we cannot say, but already in the
14th cent, we find evidence of the use of Articles

of Faith and a brief catechism of Christian doc-

trine and morals. Like other literary products of

the movement, tlie.se seem to have been long pre-

served orally, and committed to writing in the
15th century. Of that date we possess copies of a
group of seven Articles of Faitli in God, and of

a simple catechism current among the Old Wal-
densians of France and Spain, containing seven
paragraphs on the Godhead, seven on Man, the

Ten Commandments, and the Seven Works of

Mercy. During the 15th cent, the simj^iler Wal-
densian and the more theological Hussite move-
ments coalesced, and gave rise to writings in the
Romance and Bohemian languages, whose inter-

relations are difficult to analyze. To c. 1410, and
to Hus himself, Palacky assigns an early Hussite
Catechism. To 1431 belongs the Cunfessro Tahori-
tariiin of the most resolute followers of Htis, who
rejected all doctrine and usage not sanctioned in

Scripture. Especially interesting are the kindred
and much-used WahUnsian and Bohemian Cate-

chisms, vivid, shrewd, homely, and spiritual in

their dialogue. The former, ' The Smaller Ques-
tions,' contains 57 questions and answers, is earlier

than 1490, follows the division—Faith, Hojie, and
Love—adopted in Augustine's Enchiridion, and
includes the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's I'rayer,

and the Ten Commandments ; the latter, perhaps
the work of lAicas of Prague, and first printed

c. 1521, asks and answers 75 questions in very
.similar terms, adding the Beatitudes and other
matter. While adhering to the simplicity of Scrip-

ture and the Apostles' Creed, and permeated by
the reforming sjiirit, they come short of distinc-

tive Reformation theology, e.g. in reference to the
number of the sacraments (two ' necessary,' the
other five ' less necessary '), and to justification.

From 1467 to 1671 no fewer than 34 Bohemian
Confessions are known to have been framed (SchafV,

Hist. Creeds, p. 578). In 1503, just 50 years after

the overthrow of the Hussites of Tabor, the rallied

and reviving ' Unity of Brethren ' (Bohemian,
Moravian, and refugee Waldensian) submitted
to Wladislaw il., king of Bohemia, a C'onfession

of their Faith, rejecting the Worship of Saints,

Purgatory, and Transuhstantiation, and urging a
symbolical doctrine of the Supper. In 1511 tliey

submitted a Confession to Erasmus for his judg-
ment, but without result. From the time of

Luther's revolt they came in all their branches
more and more into connexion and fellowship with
the Reformers, Lutherans and Calvinists, and at

last took their place in doctrine as in polity among
the Protestant Churches. In 1532, under Lutheran
influence, they tendered a Confession to George,
Margrave of Brandenburg, with a preface by
Luther himself commending their doctrine apart

from certain aspects of their sacramental views.

Their revised Confession to Ferdinand I. in 1535,

purged of the obnoxious teaching on re-baptism,

and modified in regard to justification and clerical

celibacy, was cordially approved liy Luther, and
accepted as a basis of full fellowship. It con-

tained an apologetic preface and 20 articles re-

sembling the Augsburg Confession ; it was issued

in Bohemian and Latin, and is known as the

First Bohemian Confes.sion. In 1575 the Protestant

Churches of Bohemia, whether Lutheran or (al-

vinist in symjiathy, united by the common menace
of Rome, drew up the Second Bohemian Confession,

which, in conjunction with the First, superseded

all the rest of the 34 Confessions credited to

Bohemia during the two centuries after 1467. The
Second Bohemian Confession, addressed to jNIaxi-

milian II., contains 25 articles embodying the

doctrine of the Augsburg Confession modified in

harmony with the Calvinistic and Moravian teach-

ing, and closelj- appro.ximating to Melanchthon's
later sacramental theory.

In 1655, during the cruel massacre, the Pied-

montese Waldensians adopted and sent out the

Waldensian Confession, which is based upon, and
in part abridged from, the F'rench Reformed Con-

fession of 1559 by Calvin. In 1855 the Confession

was re-affirmed by the present Waldensian Church
in Synod.
Although in Bohemia no resuscitation of the
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ancient nat'wntti Prote-lantism ha.s been permitted,
and the ulletjiance of I'mtestants is divided between
Lutlieraiiisni and tlie Calvinism of the Heidel1)er;j

(atecliism and tlie Second Helvetic Confession,

the old Uniins Fratriim has been continuously
represented on German soil by llie Moravian
Brethren, who own the authority of no Confession
in a strict sense, and cherish a i>ersonal rather than
a theological devotion, being ready to recognize
and enter into fellowshi]) with tlie devout of all

denominations. They were al)lf' <i)rdially to aece|)t

the Confession of Angsburg as in sutlicient harmony
with tlieirown and tlie ' Keformed ' doctrine, and,
indeed, Spangenberg in the preface to hhldea F'ulci

fnttiniii (Eng. ed. 1784), a weighty exposition of

their belief, afiirms that that Confession has been
and will ren;ain theirs. For light upon their doctrine
one may with conlidence turn to their impressive
' Kimler Litany' (\~iii), nuiX to the ' Summcinj' oi

their faith as centring in the Incarnation and
Atonement of Christ in the 6 articles issued by
the Synod of 1869. Keference may also be made
to Bishop Schweinitz's 'Compendium of Doctrine,'

in 17 articles drawn from the authorized 'Manual'
of the Church, to the ' Catechism of Christian
Doctrine for the Instruction of Youth in the
Church of the United Brethren,' and the ' Epi-
tome of Christian Doctrine for the Instruction of

Candidates for Conlirniation.'
LlTERATiiiE. - Schaff, lliil. |)|). SlW-.'isn, 8T4-881, Crreds «f

Kmnij. Prot. Church,:^, f\^. 7.i7-T7ll, 7fl9-8l)U ; I'liE-K artt. ' Wal-
denser,' 'Hues,' ' Ubhmische Dnider,' ' Ziiizendorf ; Kurtz,
Ch. UM., Enp. tr. 1890, vols. ii. and iii.; works hy Palaek.v,

Loserth, C. U. Hahn, Dieckhoff, and von Zezsclnvilz.

13. Confessions in the Lutheran Churches.

—

Though not in themselves a Confession in any
general sense, the 95 Theses of Martin Luther at
Wittenberg in 1517 against tlie theory and practice
of Indvilgences eo-<iperated with his famous dis-

putations (6.7. at Heidelberg, 1518 ; at Leipzig,

1519), and with his powerful tracts, in precipitating
Confessional formulations. Although the Theses,
Disputations, and Tracts had reference to restricted

doctrines, their immediate ett'ect was to provoke
heart-searching revision of the whole current sy.s-

tem of doctrine in so far as it contained accretions
to the ancient Catholic Creeds. In this revisory
work Luther found in Philip Melanchthon an
invaluable and, indeed, an indispensable fellow-

worker, one whose doctrinal system had found
mature expression in the Loci C'ommu/ics so ea.r\y

as 1521. If Luther's eagle eye pierced the forest

of mediieval error, and if Luther's sinewy arms
cleared the ground, it was Melancbthon's gift and
task to lay the foundations of Lutheran doctrine,

massive, clear-cut, stable, and true. Each was
the other's needed complement. Together they
achieved a single work, than wliich a greater could
hardly be conceived—the German IJeformation.
Their tjiutual understanding and their spiritual
fellowsliip form one of the finest episoifes and
noblest features of that groat movement.

It was in 1.529 that l.ulher entered upon the
work of doctrinal formulation. His first care was
to provide for the spiritual wants of the neglected
common people, especially for the young. A few
cjitechetical works for the young and the unlearned
liad been prepared by monks in the Middle Ages.
The Waldensian and IJohemian Hefonners had
made notable use of .similar manuals prepared
according to their distinctive views, and in 1523 a
copy of one of these in Latin was presented to
Luther. Luther himself had written a popular
exposition of the Lord's Prayer and the Decalogue
as early as 1518. Catechisms had been published
by such Keforiners as Urbanus Regius, Lonicer,
Melanchthon, Brentius, and Lachniann, between
1520 and 15'28. But Luther's ' Smaller Catechism,'
or Enchiridion, immediately attained a position

and acceptance which not only placed it far alM)ve

all its forerunners, but entitled it to rank as a
Confession. It was preceded in the .same year,

I.')29, by the ' Larger Catechism,' a looser ami less

happy work, which was, indeed, not strictly a
catechism at all, but an exposition too long for a
popular manual—which served, however, to guide
and prepare its author for his still more congenial
task, the composition of the Enc/tiridion. In
delightfully homely and yet im|)ressive questions
and answers it e.x)iouuds (1) the Decalogue, (2) the
Apostles' Creed, (3) the Lord's Prayer, (4) the
Sacrament of Holj' Baptism, (5) the Sacrament of

the Altar—the same succession of subjects which
the Bohemian Brethren had made familiar in

their Catechisms. See, further, art. CATECHISMS
(Lutheran).
The Fifteen Articles of the Mnrburfj Cunferenrc,

1529, were drawn up by Luther after the memor-
able discussion in which Melanchthon and he
represented the German Hefonners, Zwiugli and
CEcolamijadius the SwLss, in an ell'ort to establish

a doctrinal understanding and concordat between
the Keformed Churches. Articles i.-xiv. on the
Trinity, Incarnation, Life of Christ, Original Sin
(qualihed agreement), Kedeiiiption, .lustilication by
Faith, Work of the Holy Spirit by Word and Sacra-
ments, Baptism, Good Works the Fruit of F'aith,

Confession and Absolution, Civil Authoritj-, Tradi-
tion, Necessity of Infant Baptism, were agreed
upon without difficulty. Article xv. was left in-

complete, through disagreement on the meaning of
tlie words ' Hoc est corpus ineuni,' in the form of

three projiositions : (1) the Eucharist ought to be
received in both kinds ; (2) the Sacrifice of the
Mass is inadmissible ; (3) the Sacrament of the
Altar is a .sacrament of the body and blood of

Christ, and the partaking of it is salutary. It was
a happier omen for the future of Protestantism,
only now being realized, that the word.s were
added :

' And, although we are not at this time
agreed as to whether the true Body and Blood of

Christ are physically present in the bread and wine,
we recommend that either party manifest a Chris-

tian love to the other, so far as the conscience of
every man .shall permit, and that both parties

entreat Almighty God to conlirm us by His Spirit

in the right doctrine. Amen.'
A fortnight later the Marburg Articles were

revised and enlarged, and presented as the Seven-
teen Articles of Schwahncli at a gathering of
Lutheran princes and representatives in that town,
and were followed by the supplementary Articles

of Toryaa (March 1530), drawn u|) by Luther,
Melanchthon, Jonas, and Bugenhagen, for the
Elector of Saxony, with a view to presentation in

the interests of Catholic re-union at the forthcom-
ing Diet at Augsburg. The Articles of Marburg or
Schwabach are pacific and positive, in accordance
with the conciliatory purpose of the conference
from which they issued ; the Torgau Articles are
polemi<-al ag.-iinst abuses and controversial in tone,

dealing wiib clerical marriage, communion in both
kinds, tlie Mass, c<mfession, invocation of saints,

faith's su])eriority to works, etc. ; together they
form the basis of the first and second portions

respectively of the great Augsburg Confession of

1530, the supreme declaration and literary monu-
ment of the Keformation.
The Augsburg Confession.—Luther's enforced

alisence, under ban, from the Diet, threw upon
Melanchthon the entire responsibility for the
formal composition of the Augsburg Confession ;

but, apart from the fact that the constituent
articles of .Marburg and Torgau were essentially

Luther's, Melanchthon was fresh from prolonged
conference with him, was in con.stant correspond-

ence with him, and was by temper, scholarship, and
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iIl^i_l:llt uniinu'ly Jittcd to represent him. Luther
inspired, if Melaiichtlioii an-ajip:e»l and wrote. Tlie
thfi.lo-y hi-lou-s to both. When a draft was suh-
niitted to Luther for revision, he couhl write to
the Kh^ctor :

' It pleases me very well, and I know
of nothing hy M'hieh 1 couhl better it or change it,

nor wouM it he becoming, for I cannot move so
softly and gently.' Indeed, in a letter to Jonas he
dubbed it ' the softly stepping Apology,' and was
inclined to complain of its leniency or silence on
the subject of purgatory, saint-worship, and the
l*apal antichrist. Apart from these matters, the
' Augustana ' is the classical statement of Lutheran
doctrine, and has remained to the present day the
bond between all Lutlieran Churches. Its dignified
simplicity, its temperate tone, and its Christian
spirit have endeared it to successive generations,
and have made it the model as well as the mother
of later Confessions. Portions of it have become
obsolete. The piety and thought it has fostered
have outgi'own their original vestments. But its

profound loyalty to the best traditions of tlie

Catholic Church and the great Fathers, its faitli-

fulness to Scripture, none the less impressive be-
cause it is unlaboured and unobtrusive, and its

deep note of evangelical experience, have secured
for it a sacred place, perhaps beyond all other
Confessions, in the living faith of its ministers and
people. The twenty-one Articles of its first part
state the main doctrines held by Lutherans : {1) in

common with Roman Catholics, the doctrine of the
Catholic Creeds; (2) in common with Augustinians,
against Pelagianism and Donatism

; (3) in opposi-
tion to Rome, esp. on Justification by Faith, the
exclusive mediatorship of Christ, Church, ministry,
and rites; and (4) in distinction from Zwinglians
and Anabaptists (the former are not named), upon
the meaning and administration of the sacraments,
on confession, and on the millennium. The seven
articles of the second part condemn the chief
Roman abases : (1) withholding the cup ; (2) com-
pulsory celibacy of clergy

; (3) the Mass a
sacrifice

; (4) compulsory confession
; (5) festivals

and fasts ; (6) monastic vows
; (7) secular domina-

tion by bishops to the spiritual disadvantage and
corruption of the Church.

The motto of the Confession is Ps 119^6 (Vulg. ),
' and I spake

of thy testimonies in the sijfht of kings, and was not ashamed,'
The Preface, a formal and wordy address to the Emperor, is

not from the pen of Melanchthon but from that of Bruck, the
Saxon Chancellor, who also composed the Epilogue.
Contents of Part I.—Art. i., o/ God, affirms the Nicene

doctrine, explains that 'person' means, not a part or quality,
hut ' that which properly subsists,' and condemns ancient and
recent heresies. Art. M., of Original Sin, teaches that, 'since
Adam's fall, all men begotten after the common course of
nature are born with sin, that is, without the fear of God,
without trust in Him, and with fleshly appetite ; and that this
disease or original fault is truly sin, condemning and bringing
eternal death now also upon all that are not born again by
baptism and the Holy Spirit'; and condemns 'the Pelagians
and others who den^- this original fault to be sin indeed, and
who, to lessen the glory of the merits and benefits of Christ,
argue that a man may by the strength of his own reason be
justified before God.' Art. iii., nf the Son o/ God, expands
slightly the language of the Apostles' Creed, Art. iv. thus
sets forth Justijication:—'Men cannot be justified before God
by their own powers, merits, or works, but are justified freely

for Christ's sake through faith, when they believe that they are
received into favour and their sina forgiven for Christ's sake,
who by His death hath satisfied for our sins. This faith doth
God impute for righteousness before him (Ro 3 and 4).' Art. v.

sets forth the Ministry of the Church for the securing of that
faith through the Holy Spirit, and condemns the Anabaptists.
Art. vi., of liew Obedience, Leaches that 'this faith should bring
forth good fruits, and that men ought to do the good works
commanded of God, because it is God's will, and not for any
confidence of meriting justification before God by their works.
For rennssion of sins and justification is apprehended by faith,

as also the voice of Christ witnesseth : "when ye have done all

these things, say, We are unprofitable servants." *

Art. vii. teaches that the Church ' is the congregation of
saints, in which the Gospel is rightly taught, and the Sacra-
ments rightly admimstered : unto the true unity of the Church
it is sufficient to agree concerning the doctrine of the Gospel
and the administration of the Sacraments: nor is it necessary
that human traditions, rites, or ceremonieB instituted by men

should be alike everywhere ; as St. Paul saith : "There is one
faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all."' Art. viii.,

What the Church t>, says :
' It is lawful to use the Sacraments

administered by evil men, according to the voice of Christ (Mt
232), "The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses" seat," etc.
The Sacraments and the Word are effectual bv reason of the
institution and commandment of Christ, though they be de-
livered by evil men.' Art. ix., of Baptism, teaches that it is
necessary to salvation, and that children by it are offered to
God and received into His favour ; and condemns the Anabap-
tists. Art. X., of the Lord's Supper, aflirms that 'the Body and
Blood of Christ are truly present, and are communicated to
those that eat in the Lord's Supper' ; but makes no attempt to
explain how they are related to the elements—a remarkable
silence illustrative perhaps of the reluctance of the Lutheran
leaders at this time to formulate any new doctrine which would
make their breach with Rome irreparable. Art. xi., of Con-
fession, teaches that 'private absolution be retained, though
enumeration of all offences be not necessary in confession. For
it is impossible, according to the Psalm, 1912 " Who can under-
stand his errors? "

' In Art. xii. Repentance is said to ' consist
of these two parts :—one is contrition, or terrors stricken into
the conscience by the recognition of sin ; the other is faith,
which is conceived by the Gospel or by absolution, and doth
believe that for Christ's sake sins be forgiven, and comfortetli
the conscience and freeth it from terrors. Then should follow
good works, which are fruits of repentance.' Therefore the
Anabaptists and the Novatians are condemned. According to
Art. xiii., of the Use of Sacraments, they * were ordained, not
only to be marks of profession among men, but rather that they
should be signs and testimonies of the will of God towards us,
set forth unto us to stir up and confirm faith in such as use
them': they do not justify ex opcre operato. Art. xiv., of
Ecclesiastical Orders, teaches ' that no man should publicly iii

the Church teach or administer the Sacraments, except he be
duly called.' In Art. xv., o/ Ecclesiastical Rites, it is taught
that ' those only are to be observed which may be observed
without sin, and are profitable for tranquillity and good order
in the Church ; such as are set holidays, feasts, and such like.
Yet concerning such things, men are to be admonished that
consciences are not to be burdened as if such service were
necessary to salvation. They are also to be admonished that
human traditions, instituted to propitiate God, to merit grace,
and to make satisfaction for sins, are opposed to the Gospel and
the doctrine of faith. Wherefore \ ows and traditions concerning
foods and days, and such like, instituted to merit grace and make
satisfaction for sins, are useless and contrary to the Gospel.'

Art. xvi., of Civil Affairs, teaches that 'such civil ordmances
as are lawful are good works of God ; Christians may lawfully
bear ci^il otfice, sit in judgments, determine matters by the
imperial laws . . . appoint just punishments, engage in just
war, act as soldiers, make legal bargains and contracts, hold
property, take an oath when the magistrates require it, marry
a wife or be given in marriage.' It condemns the Anal)aptists
who forbid Christians these civil offices, also ' those who place
the perfection of the Gospel, not in the fear of God and in faith,

but m forsaking civil offices, inasmuch as the Gospel teacbeth
an everlasting righteousness of the heart.' . . . 'Christians
nmst necessarily obey their magistrates and laws, save only
when thev command any sin ; for then thev must rather obev
God than men (Ac 529).' Art. xvii., of Christ's Return to
Judgment, condemns ' the Anabaptists who think that to con-
demned men and devils there shall be an end of torments

;

others also who now scatter Jewish opinions that, before the
resurrection of the dead, the godly shall occupy the kingdom of
the world, the wicked being everywhere suppressed.' Art.
xviii., of Free Will, affirms 'that man's will hath some liberty
to work a civil righteousness, and to choose such things as
reason can reach unto ; but that it hath no power to work the
righteousness of God, or a spiritual righteousness, without the
Spirit of God ; because the natural man receiveth not the things
of the Spirit of God (1 Co 2i^). But this is wrought in the heart
when men do receive the Spirit of God through the Word.'
Augustine is quoted in support, and Pelagian opinions are con-
denmed. Art. xix. teaches that 'although God doth create
and preserve nature, the Cause of Sin is the will of the wicked,
to wit, of the devil and ungodly men.'

Art. x\,, of Good Works, repudiates the charge that Lutherans
forbid good works :

* Their writings extant upon tlie Ten Com-
mandments bear witness that they have taught to good purpose
concerning every kind of life and its duties. ... Of which
things preachers in former times taught little or nothing : only
they urged certain childish and needless works, as keeping of

holidays, set fasts, fraternities, pilgrimages, worshippings of

saints, rosaries, monkeries, and such like things. Whereof our
adversaries having had warning, they do now unlearn them,
and do not preach concerning these unprofitable works as they
were wont. Besides they begin now to make mention of faith,

concerning which there was formerly a deep silence. They
teach that we are not justified by works alone ; but they conjoin
faith and works, and say we are justified by faith and works.
Which doctrine is more tolerable than the former one, and can
afford more consolation. . . . Therefore our divines have thus
admonished the churches:— (1) Our works cannot reconcile

God, or deserve remission of sins, grace, and ju^itification at

His hands, but these we obtain by faith only, when we believe

that we are received into favour for Christ's sake, who alone is

appointed the Mediator and Propitiatory, by whom the Father
is reconciled. He therefore that trusteth hy his works to merit
grace, doth despise the merit and grace of Christ, and seeketh

by bis own power to come to the Father without Christ;
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Confession, we are ready, God willing, to set forth

further truth in harniony with the Scriptures,'

iMeianchtlion made use of every call for a fresh

issue to correct and modify and improve his views.

In the edition of 1540, 'known as the Variata,

this process reached its climax, when, as in the

1535 edition of his Loci Cummunes, a synergistic

modilication of his views on absolute predestination

and human free-will, on reiientance and good works,

found expression ; and in-tead of the clause, ' they

teach that the l>o<ly and Mood of Christ arc truly

present and are dis'lnhidnl lo those that eat in the

Lord's Supper ; and tltetj ilisapprove of those that

teach otherwise,' there ajipeareil the milder words,
' they teach that with bread and wine arc trulij

exhibited the body and blood of Christ to those

that eat in the Lord's Supper '—a refusal to coii-

demn divergent Protestant views, and an approxi-

mation towards those Calvinistic and Zwinglian
opinions with which the ^Larburg Conference and
personal interviews with Calvin and liucer had
made Melanchthon familiar.

No one can read the Augsburg Confession

without being deeply impressed by the sincerity

of itsetfbrt to conserve the Scriptural and spiritual

essentials of traditional Christianity, and by the

utter absence of any traces of the spirit of wanton
innovation. It is, we may add, significant of the

occasion which evoked it, and of the enthusiasm

which it inspired, that as presented to the Diet it

bore the signatures, not of theologians and church-

men, as in the case of the earlier articles, but of

the Saxon Elector and other princes and rulers of

Germany. Though there is endless local variety

in the terms and formula' of subscription, it is still

the historic standard round which the forces of

Lutheranism rally throughout the world. No
subsequent Confession has been drawn up without

regard to its teaching, and beyond the circle of its

direct or indirect influence.

The Articles of Schmalkald in Thuringia, 1537,

form Luther's last contribution to the Confessions

of Protestantism. Paul III. had at last agreed to

summon a General Council to meet at Mantua in

1537, and Luther was instructed by the Elector of

Saxony to prepare a series of articles embodying
the Reformer's convictions, as a basis of discussion

at the Council. These were submitted to a gather-

ing of princes and theologians at Schmalkald.

Their tone is resolutely and aggressively Pro-

testant. It was resolved, accordingly, not to

proceed to the Council. Signatures were ajipended

by the theologians present. Melanchthon, by re-

quest, contributed an appendix on the Papal

authority and primacy, but characteristically

qualihed his signature to the Articles :

' I, Philip Melanchthon, approve the foregoing Articles as pious

and Christian. But in regard to the Pope 1 hold that if he

would admit the Gospel, we might also permit him for the sake

of peace and the common concord of Christendom to exercise by

human right his present jurisdiction over the bishops who are

now or may hereafter he under his authority.'

As a whole, the Articles supplement the Con-

fession of Augsburg by defining the Protestant

attitude to the Papacy, and as such they contributed

towar<ls the final separation.

In section i.. the doctrine of the Aimstles' and Athanasian

Creeds is reatlirined. In section ii., on ' the office and work
of Christ, or our Ucdemi)tion,' justification by faith is vijfor-

ouslv maintained against all ecclesiastical and superstitious

encroachments: ui)6n it 'depends all that we t«ach and do
against the Pope, the Devil, and all the world '

; the .Mass is ' an

unsjwakable abomination,' purgatory a 'Satanic delusion, and
the Pope ' the veritable Antichrist,' inasmuch as ' he will not

suffer Christians to be saved without his )io«er.' In section iii..

fifteen articles deal with sin, the law, repentance, the sacra-

ments, and other matters which ' we are free to debate with men
of learning or understanding or settle among ourselves," without

ap|)eal to the Pope and his subjects, who ' arc not greatly con-

cerneti about them, for they arc devoid of conscience, but are

intent upon money, honour, and power.' Transubstantiation is

^ _
1 ,1 r

.,. denied in favour of consubstantiation in ita extreme form— ' the
sentence, ' If aught shall be found wanting in this I true body and blood of Christ arc administered and received not

whereas Christ hath expresslv said o( himself, " I am the way,

the tmtli, and the life" (Jn ilC). This doctrine is handled by

Paul almost everywhere :—" By grace ye arc saved tiirough

faith, and that not of yourselves : it is the gift of God, not of

works" (liph '!'''>). Augustine doth in many volumes defend

grace, and the righteousness of faith, against the merit of

works. The like doth Ambrose t«ach in liis book, de Vocationc

Gentilium, anil elsewhere. . . . C'odly and trembling con-

sciences find by experience that this doctrine bringeth very

great comfort ... as St. Paul teacheth, "being justified by

faith, we have peace with God" (Ro b>). This doctrine doth
wholly belong to the conflict of a troubled conscience, and
cannot be understood but where the conscience hath felt that

conflict. Wherefore all such as have had no experience thereof,

and all that are profane men, who dream that Christian

righteousness is nauglit else but a civil and philosophical

righteousness, are poor judges of this matter. Formerly men's

consciences were vexed with the doctrine of works ; they did

not hear any comfort out of the Gospel. Whereupon conscience

drove some into the desert, into monasteries, hoping there to

merit grace by a monastical life. . . . There was very great

need therefore to teach and renew this doctrine. . . . (i) The
name of faith doth not only signify a knowledge of the history,

wiiich ni.iy be in the wicked, and in the devil, but a faith which
believeth also the effect of the history, that by Clirist we have
grace, righteousness, and remission of sins. (3) It is necessary

to do good works . . . because it is the will of God that we
sliould do them. . . . And, because the Holy Spirit is received

by faith, our hearts are now renewed, and so put on new
affections that they are able to bring forth good works. . . .

Without faith the nature of man can by no means perform the

works of the First or Second Table. Without faith it cannot
call upon God, hope in God, bear the Cross ; but seeketli help

from man, and trustcth in man's help. So it Cometh to pass

that all lusts and human counsels bear sway in the heart so

long as faith and trust in God are absent. Wherefore also

Christ saith, "Without me ye can do nothing" (Jn l.'.'>), and
the Church singeth, " Without thy power is naught in man,
naught that is innocent."

'

Art. Kxi., of the Worship of Saints, teaches ' that the memory
of saints may be set before us, in order that we may follow

their faith and good works according to our cilling ; as the

Emperor may follow David's example in making war to drive

away the Turks from his country ; for both are kings. But the

Scriptlure teachetli not to invoke saintj . . . because it offereth

unto us one Christ the Mediator, Propitiatory, High-priest, and
Intercessor. ..." If any man sin, we have an advocate with

God, Jesus Christ the righteous " (1 Jn 21). Art. xxii. sums up
the case, claiming for the doctrine harmony with Scripture,

with the Church Catholic, even with the Roman Church so far

as known from the Fathers, and repudiating the charge of

heresy. ' It is concerning traditional abuses introduced without

any definite authority that the dissension has arisen. It would
be a becoming lenity on the part of the Bishops that in view of

the Confession now presented they should be patient, since not

even the Canons are so severe as to demand the same rites every-

where, nor were the rites of all churches at any time the same.

It is a calumnious falsehood that all the ceremonies, all the

things instituted of old, are abolished in our churches.'

The whole Confession, or ' Apology,' as Melan-
chthon called it, is eloquent of its author's j'earning

to promote the re-union of divided Christendom ;

it breathes the spirit of defence, not detiance. It

emphasizes points of agreement before it ailirms

points of conscientious ditterence. To many
Itoinan Catholics it was an amazing revelation of

the essential Catholicism of Lutheran teaching. To
all it was proltered as a via mc<lia between the paths
of sharp divergence. It failed to achieve its pacific

purjiose. An official Confutation of it was issued,

which, in turn, was answered by Melanchtlum's
able and learned Apology of the Auf/sburg Confes-

sion, 1531, a lengthy and valuable exposition as

well as vindication of the Confession, which came
to lie regariled and used itself as a standard in

15.3'2 at Schweinfurt, and again at Schmalkald in

1537, and Knally received a place among the
cla-ssical Lutheran Symbols.

It wa,s characteristic of the author of both Con-
fession and .\pology, and, indeed, characteristic of

the spirit of the movement for which he laboured,

that, as with Lutlier and the Schmalkald Articles,

he did not regard either document as fixed and
invariable, but took evei-y opportunity of revising

both, with tlie result that both in the printed and
in the extant manuscript forms and in tlie early
translations there are innumerable discrepancies,
mostly minute, but in several instances serious and
deliberat«, and signilicant of the writer's open and
changing mind. In accordance with the dosing
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onl V by pious but also by impious Cliristians. ' If Lutlier tliouiihl

that Melanchthon had stepped too softly in the Augustana, there

was no mistaliing his own heavy footfall in the Articles of

Schmalkakl.

LutliLT dieil early in 1540, soon after the opening

of the Council of Trent. The controversy with

Rome and discussion of terms of re-union dragged
on. Numerous Interims, or working arrange-

ments, doctrinal as well as ecclesiastical, sometimes
voluntary, sometimes coercive, continued as before

to swell the Confessional output. The Auffsburg
Interim of 1548 is a notable example. It was
drawn up by three theologians of modest ability

—the scholastic Michael Helding, the humanist
Julius von Ptlug, and the reactionary Lutheran
Agricola, who were selected by the Emperor
Charles v. As was inevitable, compromise was
secured only by recourse to gross ambiguity and a

clumsy combination of opposites. Koman doctrine

and usage were retained in reference to Transub-
stantiation, tlie number of the Sacraments, adora-

tion of Mary and of Saints, the sovereignty of the

Pope ; while a modified acceptance of Justification

by Faith and of clerical marriage, permission to

use the Cup, and a revision of the doctrine of the

Mass, were a sop to Protestant feeling. In 1549,

Melanchthon, in his eagerness for peace, outraged
Protestant feeling by framing, along with other

Wittenberg theologians, a precisely similar com-
promise, the Leipzig Interim, in which most Roman
usages were represented as things ' inditt'erent,' as
' open matters '

; but neither persuasion nor perse-

cution availed to enforce eitlier Interim. Two
years later, in 1551, as a basis for discussion in

the resumed meetings of the Council of Trent,

Melanchthon drew up the Confcssio Saxonica, or,

as he called it, the Repetitio Confessionis Angus-
tance, a re-statement of Reformed doctrine in

conciliatory and moderate but firmly I'rotestant

terms. In 1552, at the request of Duke Christopher

of AViirttemberg, a similar statement was prepared

for the same purpose by Brenz—the Wiirttcmberg

Confession. Both statements were duly dispatched

by the hands of Protestant representatives to the

Council ; but the unlooked-for military intervention

of tlie Elector Maurice eil'ectually prevented their

discussion, and diverted the current of events

towards the final issue of the Settlement and Peace
of Augsburg, 1555.

From the date of that Settlement, the political

and national frontier between Roman Catholicism

and Protestantism was definitely fixed, and the

controversy of Lutherans with Rome called for no
further additions to the Augsburg Confession and
Apology and the supplementary Articles of Schmal-
kald. Thenceforward, unhappily, the Lutheran
Church turned its attention to internal diflerences

upon minor jjoints of doctrine. These contro-

versies were tlie occasion of the later formulations

between 1555 and 1592, the close of the Confessional

epoch in Lutlieran history.

In 1559 a large and important convention of

Swabian theologians and pastors met at Stuttgart

to discuss a number of questions bearing on the

doctrine of the Lord's Supper, which had been

raised by Hagen, a WUrttemberg minister who
had become a disciple and follower of Calvin. The
old hiatus in the Marburg Articles was now to be

filled up. Under the leadership of John Brenz,

the distinctively Lutheran doctrine of the sacra-

mental presence of the body and blood of the

Risen Christ with the elements was re-asserted in

language so strong as to merit the repudiated title

of ' ubiquitarianism,' and founded upon the teacli-

ing that in the ascended Lord the human and the
Divine are eternally conjoined at the right hand of

the Majesty on high, filling all things, so that the

body as well as the spirit of Chiist is omnipresent.

a sjiiritual body and real presence ' orally ' and in

actual substance to be partaken of by all believers,

in sacred and impenetrable association with the
elements. Unbelievers and godless people may
receive it with the hallowed but unelianged ele-

ments, though without faith they do so to their

condemnation. In the 6th article it is claimed
tlmt this doctrine is in harmony with Scripture,

and with justice that it agrees also with the
Augsburg and the WUrttemberg Confessions. Be-
yond question, Brenz was loyal in this position to

the whole mind of Luther, and to the characteristic

stan<lpoint of the original Lutheran Reformation.
But where even Luther, as at Marburg, hesitated

to go in doctrinal definition, Brenz and his fellows

might well have paused. Not only in Tubingen
and the rest of WUrttemberg, but beyond, a serious

menace to Protestant unity was proclaimed. It

was nmch, no doubt, to side witli Luther ; but,

with Calvin and Melanchthon both upon the other

side, the assurance requisite for Confessional legis-

lation was surely gravely imperilled. For that

reason the Stuttgart Articles, although they
became binding in WUrttemberg, were declined

by other Lutheran provinces. Melanchthon li^•ed

just long enough to see them, and to deprecate

their ' unseasonable ' formulation.
After, as before, Melanehthon's death, his open-

minded, mediative, liberal spirit, sympathizing now
with Roman Catholic, anon with Calvinistic ele-

ments of faith, operated as a speculative ferment
in all Lutheran lands. Conservative resistance

to his opinions and to those which sprang from
tliem logically or by exaggeration led to that

bitter and protracted series of doctrinal feuds con-

cerning sin, salvation, and the Sacrament of tlie

Supper, of which the chief were associated with
the following names :

(1) John Agricola, who, in opposition to Luther and Melan-
chthon. urged that the law should be set aside in favour of the
exclusive preaching of the gospel, even contrition being the

fruit of the latter. (2) Andrew Osiander, who, while devoted
to the doctrine of justification by faith, preferred the moral
and mystical to the forensic meaning of ' justiflcation,' merging
it in sa'nctiflcation through the indwelling of the living Christ,

and was opposed by Morlin and Chemnitz, the joint-authors of

the Prussian Confession, Corpus Doctrinte Pndheilicum, 1567.

(3) George Major, who maintained that good works are neces-

sary to salvation, being met by the parado.x of Amsdorf that
they are injurious to salvation. (4) John Pfeffinger, who de-

fended and developed the later teaching of Melanchthon, that

a certain remnant of freedom to co-operate with Divine grace
in conversion and salvation remains to man, being opposed by
Amsdorf, Flacius, and others, who urged Luther's affirmation

of the impotence of the natural man to do more than oppose
the will of God. (5) Numerous s^ipathizers with the views of

Calvin and of Melanchthon on the Lord's Supper, the Person
and Natures of Christ, and Predestination—the 'Crj-pto-

Calvinists,* whose views found expression in Saxony during
their short-lived ascendancy in the Corpus Doctrince Philip-

picutn(imo), the Wittenberg Catechism of 1571. and the C'on-

seiisiis Dresdensis (1671), but were condemned, as we have
seen, at Stuttgart.

At length the tide turned, and set in the direc-

tion of compromise. The old Confession of Augs-
burg was at first the natural rallying-point for the

scattered energies of Lutheranism. It was tlie

\\'ork of Melanchthon, inspired throughout by
Luther, the source of the doctrine of all parties.

But the question was inevitable—Was it to be tlie

original Augustana, or the revised and seriously

altered form of 1540, which had been accepted by
all the German Reformers at Worms in that year,

and which even Calvin had been able to sign ? In

1561, at the Xanmburg Assembly of Princes, it -was

agreed to recognize afresh the Augustana in both

forms with the Apology. But the clamour against

encroaching Calvinism continued. To James
Andreaj, a Tubingen professor and pupil of Brenz,

belongs the credit of successfully inaugurating

the Concord movement. In 1573 he .suggested, as

a basis of agreement, the substance of six irenic

lectures. Later he modified them in accordance
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witli the criticisms of Martin C'lieiiinitz, the most
(listinj;iiished impil of Mehinchlhon and tlie most
eminent of I.utheran theoh)i,'ians. Thus emerged
in 157.5 tlie len<.'lhy Sivn/iiuii and Sm-on Formula of
Concord, foHowed" imiiieiliately liy the brief Mtiiih
bronn Formula by Luke Osiimder and ISalthasar
Bidembach. IJoth were superseded by tlie Boo/c of
Torrjrtu, in twelve articles derived from them,
mainly by Andrea; and Chemnitz, which found
sucli widespread acceptance among the Lutheran
princes to wliom it was submitted, that its two
chief autiiors, along with four others—Selnecker,
Musculus, Korner, and Chytra'us—were en-
couraged to re-cast it finally in 1577 as the memor-
able Formula of Concord at Bergen, near Magde-
burg, where they met by instruction of the Saxon
Elector Augustus, who from the first had been
the unfailing patron and liberal promoter of the
Concord movement. In 1580, the fiftieth anni-
versary of the Augsburg Confession, the chief
Lutheran Symbols oetween 1530 and 1577 were
recognized, collected, and published in one volume,
the Book of Concord, at Dresden, a Latin version
following the Cierman original.

Thougli it never attained to an authority and ac-

ceptance comjiarable with those of the Augustana
and Luther's Catechisms, the Formula of Concord
is a dignihed and high-toned utterance, and it

played a truly great and timely part in the history
of Lutheranism. The etl'ort to produce it prac-
tically exhausted the main controversial energies
of Lutheran scholasticism, and accentuated the
need for rest and quiet. If religiou.s truth must
be drawn out in fine-spun thought and expressed
through strenuous argument in subtle scholastic
Iiropositions, this Formula deserves our admiration
anil our gratitude. It can scarcely be said with
justice that the issues were trivial, or irrelevant,

or idle. There will probably always be minds
tiuit cannot rest in Christian dofjma without re-

traversing those old and once well-worn paths of

speculation and deduction. It is to be feared that
lack of mental courage and re.source too often
prompts our modern adverse judgments upon those
stern debates. We are more willing to let sleep-

ing dogs lie undisturbed ; but sleep is not death,
and they may awake at any time, as indeed they
have often done. We are indisposed to stir the
ashes of this 16th cent, conflagration, perhaps in

part because we have rea.son to suspect that deep
below their cold surface the ancient fire may lurk
unseen. The ultimates of the passionate contro-
versy of that age remain, thougli we choose not to
face them. Dilliculties are not annihilated by the
mere closing of our eyes in weariness. The lan-

guage and temper of discu.ssion have undergone
a hajipy change, but who shall say that in the
modern Protestant world men think alike to-day
upon the meaning of the Sacraments, the relation
between the Divine will and foreknowledge and
human freedom, sin and salvation, the relation
between the human and Divine natures in Christ
on earth and in heaven? It may be, however,
that we owe it to the undaunted elibrts of the men
whom we lightly set aside as the post- Reformation
scholastics and polemics that we have learned
either to practise or at least to re.spect undogmutic
silence upon sacred mysteries left undisclosed by
Holy Writ itself, and beyoml tlie reach of Chris-
tian experience. The very districts of Germany
which in the 16th and 17th centuries were most
controversial and most Confession-ridden were the
first to turn either to I'ietisni or to Uationalism.
The same Tiibingen which later startled Europe
with its wanton historical criticism had been a
stronghold of Lutheran Conservatism.
The Formula oj Concord Ls in two divisions, each contain,

ing the same twelve articles in shorter or longer lono—the
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Epitome and the Soticta Itepetitio et DeclaratUi. The ' Epi-

tome,' though only a fifth of the dimension of the * Repetitio
'

(which contains a fuller exposition, fortifie<i by citations from
Scripture, the Fathers, the works of Luther, and the foregoing
Cnnfessirms). is itself a massive document, and contains a

full stilt, nmit of the preponderant doctrine of the Lutheran
Churches srl forth in each article according to a fixed scheme;

(1) the controversial issue ; (2) the affirmative statement of the

true tloctrine
;

(;J) the negation or condemnation of the false,

the whole being prefaced by a significant and, for a Lutheran
standard, unusual statement * of the compendious rule and
norm according to which all dogmas ought to be judged and
all controversies which have arisen ought to be piously set

forth and settled." That rule, as in Calvinism, is 'the Pro-

phetic and Apostolic writings both of the Old and of the New
Testament ' alone. All other ancient and modern writings are

in no wise to be counted equal to them, but are at most wit-

nesses to later doctrine. Thereafter, as subordinate standards

of right doctrine, the three ' primitive Church Sj-mbols ' are

accepted, with the 'first, unaltered' Augsburg Confession,

the Apology of the same, the Schmalkald Articles, and,
' inasmuch as this matter of religion appertains also to the

laily, and their eternal salvation is at stake, Dr. Luther's

Smaller and Larger Catechisms, because we judge them to

be as it were the Bible of the laity.' Then follow the

twelve successive articles on Original Sin, Free-will, Right-

eousness of Faith before Ood, Good Works, I,aw and Gospel,

Third Use of the Law, Lord's Supper, Person of Christ,

Descent of Christ into Hades, Ecclesiastical Ceremonies, Pre-

destination and Election, other Heresies and Sects—Anabap-
tists, Schwenkfeldians, New Arians, and Anti-trinitarians. In

every article the conservative Lutheran position is main-

tained as against the Romanist and Melanchthonian, not to

say against the Calvinist and Zwinglian and Anabaptist, and
the victorious conclusions of the antecedent Lutheran con-

troversies are firmly embodied, sometimes with moderated
phraseology.

Especially noteworthy are two groups of Articles. Article II.

states that man's will since the Fall and apart from re-

generating grace 'is not only averse from God but even

hostile,' even as his ' understanding and reason are wholly

blind in spiritual things': and in conversion man is wholly

p.-is3ive. In Art. III. Justification, as 'absolution from sin,' is

sharply distinguished from regeneration and sanctification,

and Faith, the only ' means and instrument whereby we lay

hold on Christ the Saviour, and so in Christ lay hold on that

righteousness which is able to stand before the judgment of

God,' ' is not a bare knowledge of the history of Christ, but

such and so great a gift of God as that by it we rightly recog-

nize Christ our Redeemer in the word of the Gospel and confide

in Him.' Moreover, ' although they that truly believe in Christ

and are born again are even to the hour of death subject to

many infirmities and stains, yet they ought not to doubt either

of the righteousness which is imputed to them through faith,

or concerning their eternal salvation '
; and, ' after man is justi-

fied by faith, then that true and living faith works by love, and

good works always follow justifying faith.' In Art. XI. Pre.

destination or Election is distinguished from mere foreknowledge

which ' extends both to good and evil men ' and is not an efficient

cause either of good or of evil ; it ' ex-tends only to the good

and beloved children of God,' and ' procures their salvation,'

and appoints those things which pertain to it : it is not to be

explored by reason in the hidden counsel of Ood, but ' sought m
the Word of Ood in which it is revealed : Ood and His Christ

desire and invite all men to turn from sin and be saved : He is

not willing that any should perish, but rather that all should

be converted and believe in Christ ' ; it is false ' that some men
are destined to destruction not on account of their sins, but by

the mere counsel pui-pose and will of Ood.' Thus room is

found for no Melanchthonian synergy with Ood in salvation,

but only for a synergy with Satan in perdition, an exercise of

human free-w-ill about which all parties in Christendom were

thoroughly agreed. .,,,,, .t , j.
In the closely related Articles VII. and VIII. on the Lord's

Supper and the Two Natures in Christ, while transubstantiation

is denied a purely spiritual presence independent of the ele-

ments is set aside ; the actu.al body is partaken of along with

the symbols, bv virtue of its ubiquity, through suffusion of the

human bv the Divine in the one and eternally indivisible Lord.

In heaven as on earth there has been and is a cmnmunicalw

uliotnatum : the right hand of God, the seat of Christ, is not a

particular locality ; His risen body fills all things, anil may
therefore be recognized as interpcnetraliiig the consecrated

elements. Romanism and Calvinism could equally refute tbjB

half.way view : it lost the advantages of both extremes ; and it

proved too much for its own purpose, for omnipresence of the

Lord's body would hallow all objects and not alone or specially

the memorial elemenUs. Similarly, the Incarnation was evacu-

ated of meaning, and the dogma of Cbalcedon, that there is no

confusion or conversion of the two natures in Christ, was

inevitably infringed. Interpenctration, sacramental and hypo-

static was the besetting idea of Lutheranism. In both fields

of thought, as also in matters of government and ritual, it

lacked either courage or discernment to break entirely with

Rome and go all the wav with the Reformed doctrine of

Switzerland Perhaps, had Mclanchthon's genius been more

decided and uncompromising, his influence upon purely

Lutheran formulations would have been more instead of less ;

he might have overcome the opposition which doctrmal half-

3 only served to intensify.
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The Formula of Concord became authoritative

in Saxony, Col>urjr, Weimar, Wiirtteniberg, Baden,
Mecklenburf;, Liibeck, Hamburg, and for a time
in the Palatinate and Brandenburg.

In l.'iSl recognition was given by the Church
of Anhalt to the Anhalt Confession, or Repeti-

tion of the Augsburg Confession, a purely Melan-
chthonian statement of Lutheran doctrine, drawn
up mainly by Sujierintendent Wolfgang Amling,
and submitted in 1579 to a conference with Hessian
divines at Cassel. This Confession is sometimes
reckoned among the lleformed Confessions ; but
it is not Calvinistic, recognizing as it does the
Varia/a Cmifessidn of Augsburg, the Corpus Doc-
trincc of iMelunchthon, the Schmalkald Articles and
Luther's Catechisms, and clinging to the Lutheran
sacramental theory of a manducatio oralis, and
therewith of a manducatio iyidignorum. A some-
what similar position was taken up about the same
time by the Nassau Confession (1578), prepared by
a Saxon Crypto-Calvinist, Pezel, which rests upon
the Varifita and the Saxon Articles, rejecting
the ubiijuitarian doctrine of strict Lutheranism.
On the other hand, in 1592, Melanchthonian
and Crypto-Calvinistic doctrine was roundly con-
demned afresh by the SaxoJi Visitation Articles,

prepared on the basis of a discussion between
Andrea? and Beza in 1586 by the Marburg theo-
logian Hunnius and others. Four groups of brief

uncompromising propositions re-assert the Concord
teaching—(1) on the Lord's Supper, (2) on the Per-
son of Christ, (3) on Holy Baptism, and (4) on Pre-
destination and the Eternal Pro\idence of God

—

as the ' pure and true ' doctrine. A similar series

of groups pillory the alleged ' false and erroneous '

teachings of the Calvinists. In Saxony, conformity
to these articles was rigorously and cruelly en-

forced. Notice may also be taken of the attempt
made in 1655 by the rigid conservative Calovius
to secure the condemnation of the so-called ' Syn-
cretism ' of the liberal and pacific George Calixtus
of Helmstadt and his school, who gave expression
to the feeling of reaction against Lutheran bigotry
and exclusiveness, and desired a Catholic under-
standing between Lutherans, Calvinists, and
Romanists on the basis of the creeds and con-
sensus of the first five centuries, relegating to a
secondary place all points of controversial diHer-
ence. Calovius' counterblast took the form of a
Repeated Consensus of the truly Lutheran Faith,
but happily it never attained to Confessional
authority. The movement it sought to arrest
has continued unabated to the present time.
Lutheran Confensions outside Germany.—A brief

reference must suffice for the little group of Con-
fessions representing various stages of Lutheran-
ism in other lands. In no case are they marked hy
original contributions of any theological moment.

(«) In Denmark, so early as 1530, when 21
Lutheran preachers were arraigned, at the in-

stance of the bishops, before the National Assembly
at Copenhagen, they drew up under the leader-
ship of Hans Tausen, the ' Danish Luther,' Forty-
Three Articles. These remained to proclaim the
Danish Keformed Faith until set aside in favour
of the Augsh. Conf. and Luther's Small Catechism.

(b) In Bohemia (as aVjove mentioned, p. 844) a
Lutheran type of faith found expression (1) in
the Bohemian Confes.tion of 1535, which closely
adheres to the Augsburg Confession, and (2), iii

alliance witli Calvinism and the Teaching of the
Brethren, in the Bohemian Confession of 1575, which
adheres to the altered or Melanchthonian version
of Augsburg doctrine.

(c) In Hungary, Lutheran doctrine was re-
stricted mainly to German speaking districts, the
teaching of Melanchthon and Calvin ajipealing to
the Magyar people. Twelve Articles at Erdbd

were framed in 1545, in harmony with the Augs-
burg Confession. Three years later, a similar

Lutheran statement issued from a Synod which
met at Mediasch, representing five towns in LIpjier

Hungary, the Confession of the Five Cities.

{(!} In Poland, Lutherans took part in the
making and acceptance of the Consensus of
Sendomir (1570), which, like the Second Bohe-
mian Confession, emanated from a joint-SjTiod of

Lutherans, Calvinists, and Brethren. It follows

Melanchthon's Saxon Repetition of the Augustana,
in essential harmony with the Calvinistic position

regarding the Lord's Supper, avoiding extreme
Lutheran tenets. On Predestination it is silent,

no controversy having emerged thereupon. A
notable feature is the complete mutual recogni-

tion of the Churches concerned, and the practical

exhortation to avoid strife and promote fellowship

by every possible means.
(c) In the United States of America the Lutheran

Churches have contented themselves with sub-

scribing to the Augsburg Confession (unaltered),

or to the whole Book of Concord, without adding
to the Corpus of Lutheran Confessions.

Literature.—In addition to the standard Histories of the
Reformation and of Christian Doctrine (among the latter, esp.

Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr.), reference may be made
to ScbafT, Hist, of Creeds (ch. vi. witti detailed authorities) and
Creeds of Evangelical Prot. Churches (for most important te.xts,

viz. Augustana, Luther's Small Catechism, Concord Formula
[Epitome], and Saxon Visitation Articles); J. T. Miiller, Die
symb. Bitcher der evang. lutk. Kirche'^, Stuttg. 1869 ; Base,
Libri Symbolici Eectes. Evang. 1827, 1845, etc.; A. and S.
Henkel, The Christian Book of Concord'^, 1864 (complete tr.

from German) ; Kbllner, Sytnbotik der luth. Kirche, 1S37

;

Krauth. The Conseroatire Jieformation and ils Theology,

1S71 ; Winer, Confessioyis of Christendojn. Also valuable
detailed articles in PRE^ on the various documents.

14. Confessions in the Anglican (Episcopalian)

Churches.—Although England may claim through
Wyclif to have been the chief contributor to the

early Reformation movement, it was not until a
century and a half after the publication of Wyclif's

Twelve Theses against Transubstantiation that the
formulation of new Articles of religion was set

about. In the interval, however, the national

mind was far from idle. Wyclif's thought was not
allowed to perish in the Universities, and, later,

Luther's works were freely read and pondered.
Church and Crown were able long to restrain the
rising tide of freedom, but, when they fell out, the
Reformation burst over the land in overwhelming
force. In England, as in Saxony, the new cause
found its patrons not only in the Universities but
among cultured princes—a fact which goes far to

explain not only the Erastianism, but the doctrinal,

ritual, and constitutional conservatism common to

the Anglican and Lutheran Churches. No doubt,

the outward Reformation owed much to the royal

and the national .self-assertion characteristic of the

age : and it was a strange providence that linked

it with the domestic and dynastic predicament of

Henry VIIL, whose reluctant marriage with his

brother's widow was prescribed by S]>anish state-

craft and sanctioned by the Papacy in violation

both of its own most sacred laws and of the

conscience of Europe. But in fact it experienced

at Henry's hands as much embarrassment as help,

and, though his mind had many enlightened sym-
pathies, the royal ' Defender of the Faith ' was not

the real inaugurator of Reform. The land of

Magna Charta and of John Wyclif could not keep
still while the rest of Northern Europe was in the

throes of the struggle for religious liberty. It was
not likely to submit for ever to an Italian Papacy
in the realm of truth and order. The English was
essentially a native Reformation, though assisted

from abroad.
Much as the English articles, accordingly, owed

to Wittenberg and Switzerland, they retained a
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character of their own. Like the English Church
organization, service, and traditions, tliey are not
to be suiniiiariJy described as Lutheran or Zwing-
lian or Calvinistic. IlaiJpilv tlie story of the evolu-
tion of the Anglican formularies can \xi recounted
without controversy, thougli tlie business of their
detaile<l interpretation is involved in intricate
and delicate questions. Even as standards of doc-
trine, they have from the first been inextricably
as.sociated with the Prayer Hook : in the nature of
the case an exclusive and obligatory manual of
service mu.st throw as inucli light upon the doctrinal
arcanum of a Church's faith as even a formal body
of theological propositions. To ignore or to mi.ss
this fact is to deprive oneself of the necessary key
to the understanding of the peculiar history and
po.sition of the great Anglican Churcli. JJeyond
all the other Reformed Churches, the Anglican
and the Lutheran clung to every reputable relic of
Roman Cathidic tradition and custom. If in its
articles the former t'liurch went further apart than
the latter from the parent Romanism, in its ritual
and it.s government and its tone it was more con-
servative. The theology of Puritan Anglicanism
is an episode of which the Church has far less
cause to be ashamed than many of its sons are
wont to suppose, but it is an ejjisode whose
influence, however powerful stUl in Church and
in derived ' Dissent,' was never more than partial
and limited. Both from the history of the suc-
cessive Articles of Faith and from the histoiy of
that revision of the Roman .Service Book which
issued in the Praj'er Book, it is abundantly clear
that the Anglican Church, since its break with
Rome, has been in profound .sympathy with the
great leaders of the Continental Reformation, both
German and Swiss, but it is not hastily to be
identified with either of the historic groups.
Early Articles {\536-l5i3).—Six yenTS after the

publication of the Augsburg Confes.sion, and two
years after the abjuration of Papal supremacy bj'

Parliament and both convocations of clergy, in
1536 appeared the earliest English articles. The
Ten Articles, 'devised by the Kyng's Higlines
Majestie to stablyshe Christen quietnes and unitie
among us, and toavoj-de contentious opinions, and
ordered to be read in churches,' are eloquent of tlie

divided sUite of religious thought in England. On
account of their extreme con.servatism, repre-
senting the standpoint of (iardiner, bishop of Win-
chester, rather than of Cranmer, archbishop of
Canterbury, Foxe characterizes them as intended
for ' weaklings newly weaned from their mother's
milk of Rome.' In view of the statement in a
royal letter that the king ' was constrained to put
his own pen to the book, and to conceive certain
Articles which were by all the bishops and whole
clergy of the realm in convocation agreed on as
catholic,' it seems certain that the king, whose
learning was considerable, and whose theologic'al
interest was lively, had a personal share in the
composition or revi.sion of the Articles. Very
probably his intervention sufiic^ed to turn the scales
on the side of the conservatives, whose concern
was to ward oli' Papal intrusion and to leave
doctrine and ritnal severely alone

; yet the Augs-
burg inlluence is unmistakable. The document
was of substantial nse in that transitional time,
and could conscientiously be subscribed by men
like Foxe and Cranmer, who were prejiared at once
to go far further in advance. Like the Augsburg
Confession, it falls into two parts : the first five
Articles deal with doctrine, the second five with
ceremonies.

In the first part the three ancient Creeds are insisted upon in
addition to ' the whole hody and Canon of the Bible ' as
standards ot doctrine according to their plain 'purport' and
the mind of ' the holy approved doctors of the Church •

; those
who will not accept them are ' ver>' infidels or heretics and

members of the Devil with whom they shall jierpetually be
damned ' (Art. 1). Baptism is 'a thing necessary for the attain-
ing of eternal life '

: orii;inaI ein cannot be remitted except by
it. : infants dying shall uncioubtedly be saved thereby, other-
wise not : in the adult or in children having the use of reason
it is conditional upon penitence and doctrinal faith, and is

effective through ' renovation of the Holy Ghost' (Art. 2). I'en-
ance is a sacrament 'institute of Christ in the New Testament
as a tiling bo necessary for man's salvation that no man which
after his baptism is fallen again, and hath cominitted deadly
sin, can without the same be saved,' and its constituents of
contrition, auri<;ular confession, and an amended life of good
works are required :

' item, that by penance and such good
works of the same we shall not only obtain everlasling life, but
also we shall deserve remission or mitigation of these present
pains and afflictions in this world ' (Art. 3). ' As touching the
.Sacrament of the Altar . . . under the form and figure of bread
and wine ... is verily substantially and really contained and
comprehended the very selfsame body and blood of our Saviour
.lesus Christ, which was born of the \irfpn Mary and suffered
upon the cross for our redemption . . . and under the same
foi-ni and figure of bread and wine the very self^me body and
blood of Christ is corporally really and in the very substance
exhibited, distributed and i-eoeived unto and of all "them which
receive the said sacrament' (Art. 4). Justification 'signifietli

remission of our sins and onr accei>tation or reconciliation into
the grace and favour of God, that is to say, our perfect reno-
vation in Christ

' ; it is attained ' by contrition and faith joined
with charity ; . . . not as though our contrition or faith or any
works proceeding thereof can worthily merit . . . justification,
but God also requireth good works to follow faith ' (Art. 5).

According to the second part, images, especially of Christ
and the Virgin, are to be retained, for their wholesome teaching
and suggestion, but not for idolatry or ceremonial honour
(Art. 6). Saints are to be honoured as elect of Christ, as having
lived a godly life, and as reigning with Christ, also as ' advancers
of our prayers and demands unto Christ,' but ' not with that
confidence and honour which are only due unto God' (Art. 7).
* .\lbeit grace, remission of sin, and salvation cannot be obtained
but of God only by the mediation of our .Saviour Christ, . . . yet
it is ver3' laudable to pray to saints in heaven ... to be inter-
cessors and to praj' for us and with us ... so that it be done
without any vain superstition as to think that any saint is more
merciful, or will hear us sooner than Christ, or that any saint
doth sen-e for one thing more than another, or is patron of
the same ' (Art- 8). Roman rites and ceremonies are ' good and
laudable ' and * not to be contemned and cast away '

; but they
have no ' power to remit sin,' but only to stir and lift up our
minds unto God (Art. 9). 'It is a very good and charitable
deed to pray for souls departed and also to cause other to pray
for them in masses and exequies . . . whereby they may be
relieved and holpen of some part of their pain,—but forasmuch
as the place where they be, the name thereof, and kind of pains
there, also be to us uncertain by Scripture, therefore this with
all other things we remit to Almighty God. . . . wherefore it

is much necessarj' that such abuses be clearly put away, which
under the name of purgatory hath been advanced, as to make
men believe that through the bishop of Rome's pardons souls
might clearly be delivered out of purgatory and all the pains of

if (Art. 10).

Regarded both in themselves and in connexion
with the 'Injunctions' issued iu 1536 and 1538,
these Articles, with all their caution, are unmis-
takably on the side of such reformation as Luther
demanded. They were meant to unite old-school

and new-school Christians, and to be tender to-

wards everything hallowed by tradition, .so long as
superstition was not necessarily involved in it.

Agreement on a more advanced basis of doctrine
was at the time impossible. It is something that
Transub.stantiation was ignored, that the risks and
fact of idolatry in Church observances were pro-

claimed, and that in the 'Injunctions' of IS.'iS a
large public Bible was enjoined to be placed in

every parish, within the reach of all. The Articles

were followed up and super.seded in 1537 by the
Institution of a Clirktian Man, prepared bj^ a
committee of church dignitaries under Cranmer,
and hence known as the liishops' liouk, which,
though neither issued by Convocation norrevi.sed by
the kinj,'as purposed, nor issued by his authority,

w.is published by the king's printer, and speedily

bec.ime a practical formulary of Churcli doctrine.

It contains an exposition of the Apostles' Creed,

the .sercn Sacraments, the Ten Commandmonts, the
Lord's Prajer, the Ave Maria, and a repetition,

from the Ten Articles, of the .sections on Justifi-

cation and Purgatory ; and, though it retains seven
sjicraments, it refers severely to their abuses, and
distinguishes between the three in the Articles and
the others. Its standpoint and teaching are like
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those of the Articles. In 1543 it was revised at

Gardiner's instance, in characteristic fashion, liy

Henrv vill. in a rpa<-ti«iiary interest and in keeping

with 'his harsh anti-l'rotc>t;int Statute (if the Six

ArtioU's, and was issued \n ith his avithovity and that

of Convocation as The Sm-.ssitri/ Doctrine and Eru-

dition for any C/iristitni Mnn. It was known as

the Knifj'.s- Hook, ami is notable as insisting on the

doctrine of 'J'ransubstantiation :
' in this most high

Sacrament of the Altar the creatures which be

taken to the use thereof as bread and wine do not

remain still in their own substance . . . Imt be

changed and turned to be the very substance of

the body and blood of our Saviour,' and as insisting

upon clerical celibacy. With the Bishops' and the

King's Books a Cateehism was associated.

Evolution of the Thirty-nine Articles (1538-1562).

—So early as 1538, conferences held between
Anglican and Lutheran divines in Wittenberg and

at Lambeth issued in the framing of Thirteen

Articles towards a complete Confession of Faith.

It was found impossible to reach agreement on

disciplinary and ecclesiastical matters, and the

project was abandoned, but the thirteen Articles on

doctrinal subjects were retained by Cranmer, and

in the succeeding reign of Edward they, not the

Ten, became the basis of the final Articles of the

Church.
They deal with (i.) the unity of God and Trinity of Persons,

(ii.) oWginal sin, (iii.) the two natures of Christ, (iv.) Justifi-

cation, (v.) the Churcli, (vi.) Baptism, (vii.) the Eucharist,

(viii.) Penance, (ix.) the use of sacraments, (x.) ministers of the

Church, (xi.) rites of the Church, (xii.) civil affairs, (xiii.) the

resurrection of bodies and final judgment. Throughout, the

influence of the Augsburg Confession is paramount. Articles

i.-iii. are almost identical with their prototype ; others are

largely in verbal, as well as entirely in theological, agreement
with them ; only on Baptism, the Eucharist, and Penance is

there substantial variation or addition, the doctrine, even in

them, remaining the same.

In 1547, Cranmer issued a Catechism translated

from a Lutheran German original. In 1549 ap-

peared the First Prnycr Bool: of King Edwnrd VI.,

a Service Book in English, prepared under Cranmer
from the Use of Sarum, from a recent revision of

the Breviary by Cardinal Quignon, and from a

recent adaptation by Melanchthon and Bucer of

the ancient offices of Niirnberg. It was studiously

moderate in its reforming purpose (e.g. in reference

to the Eucharist and the Sign of the Cross), in

order that the most conservative might be able to

use it. The issue of Articles of Faith was long

delayed by Cranmer, who hoped to secure a common
Confession with Lutherans and Swiss Reformed,
and who corresponded with Melanchthon, Calvin,

and Bullinger, with a view to that great end first

suggested by Melanchthon in 1539. From the end
of 1545 to 1547, and from 1351 to 1553, the Earlier

Sessions of the Council of Trent were being held

—a spur, as Cranmer wrote to Calvin, to Pro-

testants to vindicate the frtith as they conceived

it. Of course, sacramental definition was the great
obstacle to Protestant agreement, and political

difficulties made any extensive conference hard to

secure. Cranmer had not abandoned his honour-
able hope for that consummation when, in 1551,

upon instructions received, he furnished the Privy
Council and Bishops with a first draft of the
Forty-Two Articles, which passed through repeated
revisions by lay as well as clerical hands, and were
given a final mandate for subscription in 1533.

Though they bore the title 'Articles agreed on by
the bishops and other learned men in the Synod at

London in the year of our Lord MDLII,' it is not
certain that they were ever formally discussed and
sanctioned V)y Convocation.

Dr. E. O. S. Gibson thinks. Principal Lindsay is sure, that
they were not, and they incline to regard the claim of the title

as due to the unscrupulous determination of the Privy Council
to secure their operation at once ; but there are serious diffi-

culties in the evidence, as Gibson concedes, and, in spite of the
absence of any record of them in the minutes of Convocation,

which were scandalously defective,—according to Fuller, ' but
one degree above blanks . . . scarce affording the names of the
clerks assembled therein,'—there is little reason to abandon
Archdeacon Hardwick'a contrary opinion.

A Cntcehism, which was frequently printed
along with the Articles, and certainly lacked the
authority of Convocation, had been prepared
shortly before. As for the contents of these
Forty-Two Articles, their foundation is unmistak-
ably the Thirteen Articles, which are embodied in

them and impart their character and standjioint

to the whole. It is to those earlier Articles that
they are chiefly indebted for their Lutheran
elements ; for, though natural affinity and political

expediency originally dictated a close alliance

with Lutheranism, the independence and the
genius for practical compromise which are char-

acteristic of the English mind asserted themselves
with growing force, and prompted the Anglican
Church to steer a course through the alternatives

of Continental thought, now approaching one type,

now another, but avoiding thoroughgoing agiee-

ment with any. The framers of the Fort}--Two
Articles had not only the earlier English attempts
in mind, but also the partial Tridentine scheme of

doctrine, the Lutheran, the Zwinglian (to which
Cranmer leaned in regard to the Lord's Supper),
the Calvinist, and, over against all these, the
medley of eccentric or heretical opinions roughly
classed as Anabaptist and Socinian. The makers
of the Anglican Articles at every stage cherished a
statesmanlike desire, fostered assiduously both by
the political sagacity of successive sovereigns and
by the balance of conservative and liberal theo-
logical parties in Church and State, to remain
in touch with Catholic as distinct from Papist
tradition, at every possible point, while keeping
in line with the primary evangelical positions of

the Reformed Churches. Theological initiative or
originality was neither displayed nor coveted :

problems were worked out to practical, not specu-i
lative, solutions ; concord was a prior objective to I

truth. The Articles are scarcely a system of
ordered doctrine : upon many important topics
they are silent ; they lean theologically upon the
Prayer Book or upon the Scriptures ; they deal
merely with topics agitating the religious world at
the time, and are content simply to distinguish
authorized from unauthorized doctrine, without
attempting a fresh re-statement of Christian
truth. Their purpose and character are manifestly
polemic or apologetic rather than critical and con-
structive.

Articles XII. XIII. XXIII. XXVI. XXIX. XXX. condemn the
Roman errors on merit and works of supererogation, purgatory^
grace ex opere operato, transubstantiation, and sacrificial Masses.
Artt. V. XX. XXI. XXII. XXV. S.XXI. XXXIII. XXXV. XXXVI.
assert the fallibility of the Church of Rome and of General
Councils as proved by facts, the exclusive claim of Scripture as
warrant of any article of faith, the duty of setting forth the
Bible in the language of the people, the lawfulness of clerical

marriage, the proper attitude to traditions and ceremonies, and,
finally, that the King of England is supreme head on earth,

next under Christ, of the Church of England . . .
' the Bishop

of Rome hath no jurisdiction in this realm of England.' Artt.
I.-IV. VI.-VIII. XIV. XV. XVIII. XIX. XXIV. XXVII. XXVIII.
XXXII. XXXIII. XXXVI. -XLII. explicitly or implicitly con-
demn the varied opinions, classed as Anabaptist, which im-
pugned the Creeds, Catholic Christology, faith in the Trinity,

rights of individual property, the need of Scriptures, infant
baptism, avoidance of excommunicated persons, reverence for

traditions and ceremonies, obedience to magistrates, military
service, taking of oaths, and which affirmed Christian perfection,

inefficacy of services and sacraments conducted by unworthy
ministers, viltimate universal salvation. While Artt. I. II.

XXIII. XXVI. XXVII. XXXII. reproduce the language of the
Lutheran Confession on the Trinity, Incarnation, Ministry,
Sacraments, and Church traditions, from the Thirteen Articles,

there is no similar indebtedness in the Articles dealing with the
characteristic Reformation topics bearing on the process of

human salvation.

The following particulars may be noted : God is one, without
bodily parts or passions, in three Persons of one substance,
power, and eternity (I.) : Christ has two whole and perfect

natures, . . . suffered ... to reconcile his Father to us and to

be a sacrifice (or all sin of man, both original and actual (II.),
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went down into Hell, truly rose npaiti, and look again )iiu

body, with Hesh, bonc:^, and all things . . . wherewith he
ascended into heaven (IV.) : Scripture containa all things
necessary to salvation, go that whatsoever is neither read
therein nor may be proved thereby, although it be sometime
received of the faithful as godly and profitable for order and
comeliness, yet no man ought to be constrained to believe it as
an article of faith or repute it requisite to the necessity of
salvation (V.): Orijjinal sin is not the following of Adam's
example, but a taint inherited, deserving God's wrath and
danmatioii : it remains in the baptized, though not to con-
demnation if they are believers (\'1II.) : We have no i>ower to
do good works pleasant and acceptable to Uod without the
grace of God by Christ preventing us (IX.), yet no mati's will is

forced : his sin is his own (X.). Justification is by faith alone
(XI.) : works done before the grace of Christ and the inspiration
of His Spirit do not ple.-ise God or prepare for grace, but have
the nature of sin (."^lH.) ; it is presumptuous arrogance to s|>eak
of human wurks of supererogation (.XIII.) ; Christ alone is sin-
less (XIV.) ; I'redestination to life is God's everlasting purpose
ajid decree, secret to us, to deliver from curse and damnation
those whom He hath chosen . . . such are called by His Spirit
working in due season, through grace they obey the calling, are
justified freely, made sons by adoption, made like the image of
Go<rs only.begotten Sou ; as the godly consideration of pre-
dcsliuation and our election in Chnst is full of sweet, pleasant,
and unspeakable comfort to godly persons ... as well because
it cloth greatly establish and confirm their faith of eternal
gahation, as because it doth ferv^entl3' kindle their love towards
God, so, for curious and carnal persons lacking the Spirit of
Christ, to have continually before their eyes the sentence of
God's predestination is a most dangerous downfall whereby the
Devil may thrust them either into desperation or into a reck-
lessness of most unclean living no less perilous ; although the
decrees of predestination are unknown unto us, yet we must
receive God's promises in such wise as they be universally set
forth to Ufl in holj- Scripture, and in our doings that will of God
is to be followed which we have expressly declared unto us in
the word of God (XVII.): The raible Church of Christ is a
congregation of faithful men, in which the pure word of God
is preached, and the Sacraments duly ministered according
to Christ's ordinance ; the Churches of Jerusalem, Alexandria,
Antioch, and Rome have alike erred not only in their living, but
also in matters of their faith ; it is not lawful for the Church to
ordain anything contrary to God's written word, nor may it so
expound one place of Scripture that it be repugnant to another.
General Councils may not be gathered together without the
commandment and will of princes ; they may err in all mamier
of matters, and have no authority apart from Scripture
(X.X.-XXII.) : The Scholastic doctrine of Purgatory, pardons,
and worship of Saints, is a fond thing vainly feigned and
unscriptural (.\XIII.); The Sacraments are but two, were
ordained by Christ to knit together His people, not to be
paraded, but rightly used ; are etfiiacious only to such as
receive them rightly, not as ritual acts ; are not only badges
and tokens of Christian profession, but rather certain sure
witnesses and effectual signs of grac-e and God's good will
towards us, by which He <loth work invisible in us and doth not
onl\ quicken but also strengthen and confirm our faith in Him ;

they are not aimulled by unworthy celebrants ; Baptism is not
only a sign of Christian profe.ssion, but also a sign and seal of
our isew birth, whereby, as by an instrument, right recipients
are grafted in the Church, and the promises of forgiveness of sin
an<l our adoption to be the sons of God are visibly signed and
sealed ; faith is continned and grace increased by virtue of
prayer. The Lord's Supper is not only a sign of Christian
charity, but is rather a Sacrament of our redemption bj' Christ's
death, insomuch that to such as rightly, worthily, and with
faith receive the same, the bread which we break is a com-
mmiion of the body of Christ ; Ukewise the cup of blessing is a
counnunion of the blood of Christ. Transubstantiation cannot
be proved by Holy Writ, is repugnant to it, and hath given
occasion to many superstitions ; Christ's risen body cannot be
present at one time in many and divers places ; a believer ought
not to believe or confess the real and bodily presence of Christ's
flesh and bloo<l in the .Sacrament : the offering of the Cross
was once for all (XXVI.-XXX.). The Prayer Book and ordinal
of the English Church arc godly and i?i no point repugnant to
the wholesome doctrine of the Gospel (XX.W.): 'They are
worthy of condemnation who endeavour to restore the dan-
gerous opinion that all men, be they never so ungodly, shall at
length be sa.ed when they have suffered pains for their sins a
certain time appointed by God's justice' (XLII.).

.\s a wliale, it is clear that the Articles, iu spite
of their coniie.xion with the Augslmrg Confession,
incline to the Keformed or Swiss rather than to
tlic Lutheran tj'pe of doctrine. In reference to the
iloilrine of the Sacraments ami of Scripture they
art; Keformed, not Lutheran, denyinj; the ubiquity
of the eternal body of Christ. On Jiistitication

ami on the Churc^i and observances they agree
with both types, and are thoroughly Protestant,
tin Election and Predestination they occupy a
prudent position, compatible with either type,
jia-^sing over in silence the jiroblems of the rela-

tion of God's all-embracing decree to the loss of

the non-elect or the reprobate. Earlier Lutheran
Confessions had omitted the whole subject ;

Zwingliau Articles had merely touched upon it

in a sentence Scripturally ; the decrees of Trent
in 1547 dismiss it in a <;autious .sentence without
any definition (.Sess. vi. can. 17) ; Calvinistic Con-
fessions had treated it hitherto with even greater
brevity and reserve than the English Articles

themselves. It is absurd, with some Anglican
writers, to deny the Calvinism of the Articles

on this subject ; but for Calvinistic influence

and example they would not have di.->cus.sed the
subject at all. They go further than any con-

temporary formula, and much further than, c.f/.

,

the later Scots Confcssiim, of ,John Knox in 1560.

They repudiate the opinion that all men shall ulti

mately be saved ; they limit saving predestin.-ition

to the ' Elect,' and allirm the total inability of

natural man to save himself. It is surely a
very negative virtue in the Articles, therefore,

though common to all Confessions existing at

the time, that they evade the problem why God
has not predestined all equally to grace and sal-

vation, if all alike have sinned and come short

;

it is hardly enough to say of Him that He elects

to abandon some to their own courses, for surely
it is as serious a reflexion upon the Divine per-

fection, love, and justice, to say that He fails to

care for some as to say that He predestines

some to reprobation and damnation. It is un-
historical to deny the Calvinism of the English
Articles, as distinct from the English Service IJook

to which they were added, merely because they do
not, with later Calvinistic Confessions, endeavour
to carry out the broad principles of election and
grace to their narrowest ultimate conclusions.

Anglican Puritanism might not be able to appeal
for authority and vindication to the Prayer Book
in its entirety, but to the Edwardine Articles it

could legitimately look as to the rock whence iu

England it was hewn. These Articles are not
developed, much less exaggerated, Calvinism.

They are not Calvinistic in any partisan sense.

But with Calvinistic doctrine, as already formu-
lated, they are in unmistakable syiiii>athy. It is

not to be forgotten that Cranmer, their chief

author, was partial to the Swiss type of doc-

trine, though personally well disposed to Lutheran
divines and eagerly desirous of securing a doc-

trinal basis of re-union and harmony between all

sections of the Reformed Church. The Articles

of 1553 are a clear reflexion of that attitude.

While the discussion of the Forty-two Articles

was in progress, and the simultaneous Reformatio
Lcguni Erclcsiasticaruin was being prepared for

issue early in 1553 (a new Code of doctrine and
usage, which never became authoritative, btit is

useful as a work by the authors of the Forty-two
Articles, throwing light upon their meaning and
purpose), the Prayer Book of 1549 was i.ssucd in

1552 in a substantially revised form—the Second
Prayer Book of Edward VI. The chief changes
were directed to the complete de-Koiuaniziug of the

Communion Service. The old sequence was altered;

a large portion of the consecration praj'er was trans-

ferred to another place, with a separate title,

its petition for the departed being left out ; every-

tliing that intervened between the consociation

and the reception of the elements was dropped,

in order to tiiscourage their adoration ; and, in-

stead of the words which accompanied their de-

livery, ' The Body of our Lord Jesus Christ which
was given for thee preserve thy body and .soul unto
everlasting life . . . The Blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ wliich was shed for thee preserve thy body
and soul unto everliusling life,' there were substi-

tuted, ' Take and eat this in remembrance that

Christ died for thee, and feed on liim in thy heart
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bj- fiiith with tlianksgivinj;. . . . Drink this in

remcnihranie tliiit Christ's blood was shed for thee,

and be thankful '—a form upon which Zwinglians
as well as Calvinists, Lutherans, and Honianista
might agree. At the sainc time a number of
anything but ultra-Protestant or I'uiitanic ritual

changes were made, c.ij. the insertion of the so-

called ' Idack rubric '—objected to by John Knox,
then one of the roj-al chajilains—which, in the
interest of reverence and decorous imiformity, or-

dained a kneeling posture in the act of Communion.
During the reign of Mary there was drawn up

in 1554 and issued for circulation a Confessiun of
Protestant faith hy a ffrotqi of prisoners, including
Bishops Ferrar, Hooper, and Coverdale, the martyr
Ko"ers, and, among other signatories, John Brad-
ford, wlio is credited with its comi)Osition. It set
forth their loyalty to Scripture, to the ancient
Creeds and the great Councils, and to the doctrine
of Athanasius, Irenieus, Tertullian, and Daniasus

;

and iu firm but moderate terms their adherence
to Protestant opinions regarding faith, justifica-

tion, public worship in the popular tongue, prayer
to God alone, Purgatory, Masses for the dead,
and the Sacraments. In 1555 a series of Fifteen
Test Articles of Bishop Gardiner were thrust upon
the University of Cambridge in the interests of

the Roman Catholic reaction, followed by the Five
Articles compiled by the latest Convocation of
the reign in 1558 : tliree on the Eucharist, the
fourth on the supremacy of the Pope, and the
fifth on the transference of ecclesiastical judgments
from lay to clerical hands.

In the reign of Elizabeth, and under Archbishop
Parker, the work of revision of the Service Book
and Articles continued to be prosecuted, always
with the consistent policy of safeguarding ttie

Koyal supremacy and a Protestant testimony to
evangelical truth, and of retaining the ancient
ritual and usage so far as innocent of idolatry and
superstition—a policy which enabled the Crown to
claim the privileges secured to a Lutheran, as dis-

tinct from a ' Reformed,' profession, by the Peace
of Augsburg in 1555. Tlie Elizabethan changes in
Prayer Book and Articles in no wise impaired their
essential Protestant testimony, but were intended
to remove such elements in the Edwardine standards
as were anti-Lutheran. In 1559 the ncio edition of
the Prayer Book was issued in what was to prove
substantially its permanent form, with the old
delivery-sentences at the Communion restored and
set in front of the corresponding sentences of
Edward VI.—a monument of the spirit of media-
tion and doctrinal compromise characteristic of the
Anglican Reformation. The Forty-two Articles
were for a few years left unrevived and, as a test,

at least, inoperative. In 1559 a short paraphrase
of their doctrine in Eleven Articles was prepared
and made obligatory by Parker and his associates,
who at the same time drew up a tentative series of
Twentyfour Latin Articles. The Eleven Articles
were made binding only by episcopal authority,
neither by Crown nor by Convocation, and were
apparently intended to serve merelj' as a stop-gap

;

but in Ireland they became in 1566, by royal and
episcopal ordinance, the accepted standard of doc-
trine along with the Irish Prayer Book, until re-

placed in 1615 by the Thirty-nine Articles.
At last, in January 1563, the revisory lalx)urs of

Parker and his fellow-workers were brought to a
close, when his draft of forty-two Articles was sub-
mitted to Convocation. These were \>y no means
identical with the Forty-two of 1553. "Their basis
was the Latin issue of that formulary, varying in
some particulars from the English.

They omitted the old articles on Grace (.K.), a part being
transferred to the new X. ; on Blasphemy against the Holy
Ghost (XVI.) ; on the Obhgation of the Moral Law (XIX.), part

beincr retained in the new VII.; and a<jainst the Millenarians
(XLI.), who had been suppressed. On the Holy Scriptures they
omitted the clause which conceded that what was neither read
therein nor could be proved thereby niijrht be sometime re.

ceivcd of the faithful as godly and profitable for an order and
comeliness though not made obligatory. On Predestination
Ihej' omitted the statement * the Divine decrees are unknown
to us,' to which the Council of Trent had added 'except by
special reyelation '

; and on tlie Sacraments the stricture upon
the phrase ex opere operato. They borrowed largely, and in
accordance with Elizabethan policy, from the most recent
notable Lutheran Confession, the Confession of Wiirttemberg
(1552)- in particular the clause in Art. II. on the eternal genera-
tion and consubstantiality of the Diyine Son, and the whole new
article on the Holy Spirit, both verbatiw, the .appendix to the
article on Scripture, the articles on Free-will and Good Works,
and part of the articles on Justification and on the Judicial
Authority of the Church. Besides the new articles on the Holy
Spirit and on Good Works borrowed from the Lutheran Con-
fession they added two others—one affirming the Scriptural
authority of Communion in both kinds (XXX.), the other deny-
ing that wicked or unbelieving persona are partakers of Christ
in the Sacrament, and therefore condemning a Lutheran tenet,
for which reason probably it was omitted as impolitic in all the
printed copies until 1571. Other changes of addition or sub.
stitution, numerous, though small in bulk, strengthened without
exception the Protestant character of the whole, reduced the
number of the Sacraments explicitly to two, affirmed that Tran-
substantiation overthrows the nature of a Sacrament, but de-
clared that the body of Christ is after a heavenly manner given,
taken, and eaten in the Supper.

The forty-two Articles thus submitted to Convo-
cation by Parker emerged ten daj's later reduced
in number to Thirty-nine.

Three articles were omitted as no longer needed against
Anabaptist errors (XXXIX., XL., XLII. of the Edwardine series),

denying that the resurrection is already brought to pass, that
the souls of the departed die with the bodies or sleep idly, and
that all men shall be saved ultimately. Half of Art. III. on
Christ's descent into Hell was omitted, including the reference
to 1 P oil*

; in tlie Article on the Lord's Supper the Zwinglian
paragraph denying the ubiquity and the real and bodily pres-
ence of Christ's flesh and blood \yas left out in favour of the
brief sentence—'The body of Christ is given, taken, and eaten
in the Supper only after an heavenly and spiritual manner ; and
the means whereby the body of Christ is received and eaten in

the Supper is faith '— a Luthero-Calvinistic alternative. In Art.
XX., on the Authority of the Church, the proposition, 'The
Church hath power to decree rites or ceremonies, and authority
in controvei-sies of faith : and yet,' was prefaced to the existing
words ' it is not lawful for the Church to ordain anything that
is contrary to God's word '—an addition innocent enough,
indeed implicit already and redundant, omitted iu many un-
authorized copies of the Articles, but later made the basis

of furious controversy, and even credited to the interfering

hand of Laud as a spurious intei-polation.

Amid the alarms and difliculties cau,sed by
Romanist secessions, and the etl'ects of the Bull
of excommunication in 1570 upon timid or waver-
ing spirits, the Houses of Parliament urged upon
the Queen a bill to require subscription to the new-

Articles ; but, jealous of her prerogative and re-

senting the initiative of the Commons, she declined

until 1571, when the Articles assumed in Convoca-
tion their present form, including XXIX. and the
preface to XX., and the l>ill became law. Changes
urged by the growing Puritan party in Convoca-
tion, some of whom desired nothing less than a
new Confession upon the Continental models, were
not passed, and the Articles accordingly remained i

true to the moderate and mediating Reformed tyjie '

which from the lirst had characterized the Anglican
Reformation. The polemic of the Edwardine
Articles against the Lutheran conception of the
Supper and of the ubiquity of the actual body of

Christ is laid aside, but Lutheran opinions are

not set forth save upon less distinctive topics.

Zwinglian conceptions are neither affirmed nor
denied. Anabaptist heresies are ignored as no
louder dangerous to the Church. Sympathy- with
moderate Calvinism (as expressed, e.g., in the
Galilean and Belgic Confessions, 1559, 1561) re-

mains unimpaired in the Articles on the Sacraments,
on Scripture, and on Election and Predestination,

though the ecclesiastical supremacy of the sover-

eign was anything but Calvinistic. Against the

abuses and the errors of Rome there is no weaken-
ing or wavering of the Anglican protest. With
all their halting between two opinions, their want
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of tl'.eological originality, their intentional incom-
pleteness, they have been a noble bulwark of Pro-
testant conviction, and possess a simple dignity
and catholicity of their own. Against their

measured tcstimonj-, spoken with the foniiula of
Trent as clearly in view as those of Lutheranism
and Calvinism, even the interpretative casuistry
and antiquarian imagination of the Oxford Move-
ment urged their forces in vain. Their intention,
their spirit, and their language are certainly Pro-
testant. They stand, accordingly, in the closest
atlinity with the best work both of Wittenberg
and of Geneva. They were made authoritative
Ixith in the original Latin and in the English of

the Ccmvocation of 1571, though, as Gibson points
out (vol. i. p. 4.3f.), the Act of the 13th of
Elizabeth re(|uired subscription to the English
edition of I5G3, which was without Art. XXIX.
and the first sentence of Art. XX., and exacted sub-
scription only to the doctrinal as distinct from the
disciplinary Articles—a concession to the Puritans ;

and the insistence upon subscription to all the
Articles in Xhe final form of 1571 prepared by Con-
vocation rests upon ecclesiastical not parliamentary
authority.
While the Prayer Book of 1559 underwent fre-

quent revision in minor details by royal authority
in Elizabeth's reign and later, losing the depreca-
tion against the Bishop of Konie, reviving the u.se

of such vestments as had been authorized under
the First Prayer Book of Edward, and including a
prayer that the sovereign might be kept ' in the
true worshipping of God (i.e. Protestant worship),
it retained essentially the same doctrinal character
both in the edition of James I. (1604) and in the
revision effected by Convocation (1661) under
Charles II. But the final permanence of the
39 -Articles wa.s not as.sured for some time. Sub-
scription to all the Articles, first required by Con-
vocation in 1571, was made precise in terms of

the Three. Articles of Archbishop Whit gift in 1583,
to be signed by all candidates for onlers and for

office : (i.) acknowledging the Koyal ISujiremacy in

Church as well a-s State
;

(ii. ) promising the exclu-
sive use of the Prayer Book accepted as in harmony
with the Word of God; and (iii.) allowing the
39 Articles, and believing them all to be agree-
able to the Word of God. In 1604 these Three
Article.s of Subscription received .synodal authori-

zation, and were ordered to be signed in the explicit

terms

:

' I, .V. N., do willingly and ex animo subscribe to these three
Articles above mentioned, and to all Ihinjp* that are contained
in them."

Finally in 1865, by the Clerical Sub.scription

Act, the formula became :

'I, A. B., do solemnly make the followinjj declaration. I

assent to the Thirty-nine Articles of Kellgion, and to the Book
of Common Trayer, and of ordering of Bishops, Priests, and
!>eaioii*j: I belie\e the doctrine of the Church of Knj^land as
t!iir> ill s't forth to be agreeable to the Word of God : and in

jjaMi' pru>er and administration of the Sacraments I will use
th'* form Ml the said book prescribed, and hone other, except so
far a.-^ ^lial! be ordered by lawful authority.'

Th(! Prayer Book equally with the Articles is

thus recognized as the standard of doctrine.

Puritan A rtirlc.i.—The Marian persecution drove
many of the English Reformers to .seek refuge in

Geneva, where they came under the influence of

Calvin and his thought. Their return to England
under Elizabeth introiluced into F.ngli.sh theology,

l)reviously dominated by Lutheran ideas, a new
ferment. It was stateiraft as much as conservat-

ism that determined the public policy of adher-
ence to the doctrine of Augsburg, which Calvinists

could respect in spite of difl'erences of ojiinion.

Consideration for reactionaries restraincil the

hands that re-ca.st the Prayer Book. All Pro-

testant parties, if possible, were to be able to

agree upon the Articles. The strength of Cal-

vinistic sj-mpathy prevailing in England during
Elizabeth s reign is therefore in danger of being
underrated by those who would estimate it by
reference to such documents, (icnevan ideas were
not only a restraining influence in ritual matters,
and a power behind both Articles and Service

I5ook, but a force which from the first laid hold
upon the Universities, especially Cambridge, the
strongholil of Puritan culture and letters, where
the Institutes of Calvin, based as it was upon the
sanest exegesis of Scripture ever yet set forth by
Christian scholarship, was long the favourite text-

book of systematic theology.
It was from Cambridge and its Ue^ius Professor

of Divinity, Dr. Whitaker, an ardent and un-
flinching adherent of Calvin's system, eminent
as the refuter of Bellarmine, that there eman-
ated the 9 Lambeth Articles of 1595. They were
the outcome of a pr<jtracted controver.sy in the
University, f(dlowing an attack by a rising

school of opinion, led by Peter Baro and William
Barret, upon the current developed Calvinistic

doctrine of the Divine decree as disloyal to the
Thirty-nine Articles. They were drawn up by
Whitaker at a conference convened at Lambetli
by the primate. Dr. Whitgift, who ' agreed fully

with them,' and wrote :
' I know them to be sound

doctrines and uniformly professed in this Church
of England, and agreeable to the Articles of

Religion established by authority.' They never
became statutory, and, indeed, were soon set aside

even in Cambridge, where they were promptly
imposed ; but in the Anglican Church of Ireland

they found an instant welcome, and in time passed
bodily into the substance of the 19 Irish Articles of

1615. They are nine in number and extremely
brief, and their concern is with the Divine decree

in relation to free will, faith, and unbelief. They
affirm :

i. God from eternity hath predestined some to life, and hath
reprobated some to death, ii. The moving or efficient cause of

predestination unto life is not prevision of faith or perseverance,

or of good works, or of anythuig that is in the predestinate, but
solely the will of God's good pleasure, iii. Of the predestinate

there is a prearranged and certain number wliich can neither be
ijicreased nor diminished, iv. Tliose who are not predestined

to salvation shall of necessity be condemned on account of their

sins. v. True, liring, and justifying faith, and the sanctifying

Spirit of God is not extinguished, doth not fall away, doth not
\anish away in the elect cither linally or totally, vi. A man
truly faithful, that is, one endowed with justifying faith, is cer-

tain, with a full assurance of faith, of remission of his sins and
everlasting salvation through Christ, vii. Saving grace is not
assigned, communicated, granted to all men to enable them to

be saved should they so have willed, viii. No one can come
to Christ unless it shall have been given hun, and unless the

Father shall have drawn him ; and not all men are drawn by the

Father to come to the .Son. ix. It is not set v^ithin the will or

power of every human being to be saved.

The original form of these Articles was Latin.

They plainly set forth the dark as well as the

bright side of the elective decree, in terms which
were derived fiom Calvin's developed theology, not

from any Confession he ever drew vip. They
courageously grapple with the problem of the non-

elect; for experience and fact show too plainly in

this world that not all men are saved in Christ.

All are called ; not all enter in who hear the call.

It is of grace that men are saved through faith.

What, then, corresponds to that grace in the case

of lost lives? They are not out.side God's provi-

dence ; they are subject to His will ; He enables

their ever^' breath and act. His decree must em-

brace them in its all-pervasive sweep. Destiny is

not arbitrary either for good or for evil ; it makes
room for freedom, and for faith when true free-will

has been im])aired. God reprobates, from eternitj-,

iiunian sin that is unrelieved by penitence and
faith. If He foreknows the issues of our freedoni

to act and to believe. He may, He must, foreordain

both judgment and forgiveness according to the

measure of faith. Such is the position which
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Ciilvinism, in harmony with a solemn vein of

.Scripture teaoliing in both Testaments, and in

pursuance of Augustine's convictions, attempts to
I'xpress. Probably no teaching lias ever been
more hideously caricatured or more deliberately
misunderstood, partly because it probes deep
things and taxes the intellect not less than the
sentiment of men, partly because it was, in spite

of explicit disavowal of God's authorship of sin,

interpreted as making the Divine will responsible
for sin, partly because it was thought to lend itself

either to reli"ious melancholy and despair or to pre-

sumption and hypocrisy. And, in truth, it is most
seriously open to criticism precisely because it has
been so persistently misunderstood. A doctrine
that is apt to be distorted by its adherents not less

than by its adversaries is a dangerous thing, and
well deserves to be either set aside or hedged
about, as in all Calvinistic Confessions, by grave
warnings against its light or frequent handling.
Its theory can be defended against all comers, from
Scripture and from reason, but its use and publica-
tion in popular documents meant for ordinary
minds has not unnaturally tended to discredit it.

At the Hampton Court Conference of 1604 a
proposal to insert the Lambeth propositions in the
Thirty-nine Articles failed. Though the two
documents were in harmony, men might hold the
received Articles without liaving either head or
heart to acquiesce in the Lambeth addendum as
a necessary or wholesome supplement. But in

Ireland they were welcomed by the ascendant
Puritanism of the Church, whose theological
guiding-spirit was the learned Usslier, and were
embodied by him in the Irish Articles, 'agreed
upon by the Archbishops and Bishops and the rest
of the clergy of Ireland in the Convocation holden
at Dublin in 1615,' which replaced in Ireland the
Eleven Articles of Parker as a standard of doctrine
until 1635, when, through Laud's urgency, but
with Ussher's consent, the Thirty-nine Articles of

1563 were also accepted as a standard, co-ordinate
at first, but soon virtually to supplant the others.

Beginning in true Calvinistic fashion with ' the Holy Scripture
and the Three Creeds,' the Irish Articles treat successively, in
104—for the most part brief—propositions, of Faith in the Holy
Trinity, Predestination, the Creation and Government of all

Things, the Fall and Original Sin, Christ the Mediator of the
Second Covenant, the Communicating of the Grace of Christ,
Justification and Faith, Sanctification and Good Works, the
Service of God, the Civil Magistrate, Duty towards our Neigh-
bours, the Church and Ministry, the Authority of the Church,
•General Councils, and Bishop of Rome, the State of the Old and
New Testaments, the Sacraments of the New Testament, Baptism,
the Lord's Supper, the State of Departed Souls, the General
Resurrection, and Last 'Judgment. They weave together the
doctrine and phraseology of the Cranmer Articles with the
Lambeth Supplement.

When the Westminster Assembly met, in the first

instance, to revise the Thirty-nine Articles, and
discontinued work upon that project in favour of a
new Confession, it took the Irish Articles of Ussher
as the basis of its own formulation, and adhered
with close fidelity to the general sequence, doctrine,

and language. Tliough Anglican representatives
were invited by the Long Parliament to assist at

the Westminster Assembly, their Royalism kept
them away ; but at least the work of Ussher was
regarded with the utmost deference. At the Cal-
vinistic Synod of Dort in 1619 the English Church
was represented for a time bj- a group of distin-

guished theologians, who acted as advisory assessors

without voting power, and endeavoured, to their
credit, to mediate between the Remonstrants and
their antagonists.

The Anglienn Articles in America.—It only
remains to be added that the Thirty-nine Articles
have held their place throughout the whole Angli-
can Communion, in the missionary Churches of
Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Mexico derived from it,

in the Scottish Episcopalian Church, as well as in

the British Colonies. In the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States of America, however,
changes became necessary alike in the Prayer Book
and in the Articles. In 1786 a provisional revised
Prayer Book was published, known subsequently
as the 'Proposed Book,' containing, inter alia,
' Twenty Articles of Religion,' in which the Thirty-
nine appeared re-cast, witli many alterations of a
latitudinarian type, the Nicene and Athanasian
Creeds being omitted, as also the clause in the
Apostolicvm, ' He descended into hell.' The Con-
vention of 1'786 restored the Nicene Creed and the
discretionary use of the omitted clause in the
Apostles' Creed, in compliance with the demand of

the English Archbishops ; but, while the House of

Bishops was willing to restore the Athanasian
Creed for permissory use, the House of Deputies
' would not allow of the Creed in any shape.' In
1799 a special Convention considered, without
sanctioning, a Revision in Seventeen Articles. At
last, in 1801, it was agreed to retain the Thirty-
nine Articles, revised, with the sole theological
change of the omission of the Athanasian Symbol,
other changes being jiolitical.

Art. 21, 0/ the Authority of General Councils, was omitted,
but its place and title retained for an explanatory note :

' The
21st of the former Articles is omitted, because it is partly of a
local and civil nature, and is provided for as to the remaining
parts of it in other Articles.' To .\rt. 85, 0/ Hoinilien, a note is

added : 'This Article is received in this Church so far as it de-
clares the Books of Homilies to be an explication of Christian
doctrine and instructive in piety and morals. But all references
to the constitution and laws of England are considered as inap-
plicable to the circumstances of this Church, which also suspends
the order for the reading of said homilies in churches until a
revision of them ma.v conveniently be made, for the clearing of
them as well from obsolete words and phrases, as from the local

references.' The 36th Art., Of Consecration of Bishops and
Ministers, reads thus :

' The Book of Consecration of Bishops
and Ordering of Priests and Deacons, as set forth by the General
Convention of this Church in 1792, doth contain all things neces-
sary to such consecration and ordering : neither hath it anything
that of itself is superstitious and ungodly. And therefore who-
soever are consecrated or ordered according to said form, we
decree all such to be rightl.v, orderl.v, and lawfuU.v consecrated
and ordered.' In place of tlie 37th Art., Ofthe Civil Magistrates,
there appears Of the Power of the Civil Magistrate : 'The power
of the Civil Slagistrate e.\tendeth to all men, as well Clergy as
Laity, in all things temporal ; but hath no authority in things
purely spiritual. And we hold it to be the duty of all men who
are professors of the Gospel to pay respectful obedience to the
civil authority regularly and legitimately constituted.'

In the Praj'er Book the Athanasian Creed was,
of course, omitted, while the influence of Bishop
Seabury, who had been consecrated at Aberdeen,
secured the restoration of the Prayer of Oblation
and Consecration from the Scottish and earlier

Edwardine Prayer Books.
In 1873 there was prepared by the Reformccl

Episcopal Cliurch of America, which, in protest

against Anglican ritualism and exclusiveness, had
seceded from the Protestant Episcopal Church, a
Declaration of Principles :

' I. The Reformed Episcopal Church, holding " the faith once
deli\ered unto the saints," declares its belief in the Holy Scrip-

tures of the Old and New Testaments as the Word of God, and
the sole rule of faith and practice : in the Creed " commonly
called the Apostles' Creed "

: in the Divine institution of the
Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper : and in the
doctrines of grace substantially as they are set forth in the
Thirty-nine Articles of Religion. II. This Church recognizes
and adheres to Episcopacy, not as of Divine right, but as a very
ancient and desirable form of Church polity. III. This Church,
retaining a liturgy which shall not be imperative or repressive

of freedom in prayer, accepts the Book of Common Prayer as it

was revised, prepared, and recommended for use by the General
Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church, a.d. 1785, re-

serving full libert.v to alter, abridge, enlarge, and amend the
same as may seem most conducive to the edification of the people,
provided that the substance of the faith be kept entire. IV. 'This

Church condemns and rejects the following erroneous and
strange doctrines as contrary to God's Word :—first : that the
Church of Christ exists only in one order or form of ecclesiastical

polity ; second : that Christian ministei-s are " priests " in another
sense than that in which all believers are " a royal priesthood "

;

third : that the Lord's Table is an altar on which the oblation of

the body and blood of Christ is offered anew to the Father

;

fourth : that the Presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper is a

presence in the elements of Bread and Wine
; fifth : that Re-

generation is inseparably connected with Baptism.'
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These principles arc obviously such as would foiin

a basis of any re-union of Episcopal and Presby-
terian and other evangelical Churches.

In 1874 the I'rayer Hook was revised along the
lines of the ' Proposed Book ' of 1786, with the
omission of the Athanasian Creed, the clause ' He
descended into hell,' and the thanksgiving at

bai^tism for the child's regeneration, and with the
substitution of ' minister ' and ' Lord's table ' for

'priest' and 'altar' throughout. In 1H75 the

Thirty-five Article.-: were approved—a series more
closely parallel with the Ihirty-nine than either

the Twenty of 17So or the Seventeen of 179!), giving
efl'ect to the modifications required by the Declara-
tion of I'rinciples.

Anf/lican Catechisms.—In 1548, three years after

Henry VIII. issued his 'Primer,' or devotional
manual of the familiar acts of worship, to replace
similar Roman Catholic ' Primers,' Cranmer trans-

lated and is.sued, with modification.s, the Witten-
berg (j'atechism of Justus Jonas—the work known
as Cranmer's Catechisi/i. With the successive
is.sues of the Prayer Book under Edward and
Elizabeth, authoritative Catechisms appeared
under the title ' Contirmation, wherein is con-

tained a Catechism for Children.' In 1604, by
authority of the king, the explanation of the
Sacraments by Dean Overall of St. Paul's was
added, and in the final revision of 1661 the title

became simply ' The Catechism.' In this form
practically it was received by the Protestant Epis-
co)ial Cliurch in America, and also by the Catholic
Apostolic or Irvingite Church.

It begiiia with the question, 'What is your name?' It dis-

cusses baptism and its meaning ; the Apostles' Creed as implied
in baptism ; the commandments to be obeyed, and their summary
in two ; the Lord's Prayer ; the Sacraments, the inward part or
thing signified in the Lord's Supper being ' the body and blood
of Christ, which are verily and indeed taken and received
by the faithful in the Lord's Supper.' The last question, ' What
is required of them who come to the Lord's Supper '^

' is answered
thus ;

' To examine themselves, whether they repent them truly
of their former sins, steadfastly purposing to lead a new life

;

have a lively faith in God's mercy through Christ, with a thank-
ful remembrance of His death ; and be in charity with all men.'

Larger Catechisms for older minds were pre-

pared, e.g. one by Bishop Poynet of Winchester,
issued in 1553 with the countenance of Cranmer
and (Convocation ; and, on its model, one in three
grades by Dean Nowell of St. Paul's in 1562.

Perhaps the absence of any remarkable Anglican
Catechisms may be explained in part by the
wide and lasting currency of the approved Conti-
nental manuals, c.r/. those of Luther, Jonas, CEco-
lanipadius, Calvin, and Bullinger. See, further,

C'.\Ti;CHlSMS (Anglican).
LiTKRATURE.—The relevant portions of vols. i. and iii. of

Schafr, Creeds of ChrisUnduiii ; Hardwick, f/"(. nfihe Articles,

1884 ; E. C. S. Gibson, The Thirtijuinr .Irtulr.i of the Church.
of En(jland, 1896-7; Lindsay, llixl. <>f ihr i:,-/oriimtion, 1907,
vol. ii.; Maclear-Williams, liamd. In Ih,- A rticlfstif the Church
of Kng., 189(1; E. Tyrrell Green, The Thirln-iiine Articles
and the Age of the lifformation, 1896. The first two volumes
enumerated reprint tlie most important documents and detail

the older literature.

15. Confessions in the Z'winglian (Presbyterian)
Churches.—.Mtliough, as we have .<een, the in-

Ibience of I Iricli Zwingli may be traced in

Confessions bej'ond the pale of strictly Zwinglian
Churches, the documents to be considered in this

se(;tion form a compact group belonging to the
forty years preceding 1566. They are practically
contemporary with the earliest group of Lutheran
<locuments, and are the true pioneers of the great
Corpus of ' Keforme<r standards, most of which
reflect the views of Calvin. They belong to German
Switzerland, and were formed in the cultured cities

of Zurich, Bern, and Basel. Tliej' breathe the
vigorous, independent, liberal, and devout atmo-
sphere surrounding the personality of their chief

inspirer, in whom, more than any other of the
leaders of the Reformation, the instincts of Human-

ism were jiararaount. The characteristic views of

Zwingli shocked contemporary Lutherans and
Calvinists almost as violently as they startled

Rom.anists, who, not unnatur.ally and perhaps not
unjustly, represented them as the logical and in-

evilalile outcome of the whole Reformation impulse.

Ilapi)ily much was done by mutual explanations
and by fraternal intercourse to bring together
Zwinglians and their co-Reformers, and at the
present time there is a creditable and gratifj'ing

increase of readiness in Calvinistic and Lutheran
lands to write and speak of Zwingli without
caricature and misrepresentation. Beyond ques-

tion, innumerable devout Christians who willingly

conform to the Sacramental observances of the
I/Utheran, Calvinistic, Anglican, and even Roman
Churches, cherish personally a conception of their

meaning which approximates very closely to that
of the undaunted chief pastor of Ziirich.

The salient general features of Z%vinglian doc-

trine comprise an absolute and exclusive reliance,

in all matters of faith, organization, and usage,
upon Scriptural warrant as distinct from ecclesias-

tical tradition, a conlidence in common sense and
historical perspective as means for the right inter-

pretation of Scripture, an evangelic faith in tlie

Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of Christ
and Christians, a sense of individual present-day
responsibility and authority, and therewith of

ministerial and indeed of general Christian parity

natural to citizens in republican States, an emphasis
upon practical morality springing from justifying

faith, a scholarly openness of mind and an unpriest ly
dislike of mj-stery and circumstance, and, in refer-

ence to the Lord's Supper, a resting in its memorial
a.spect, explicitly set forth by Christ in the words
'in remembrance of me,' as sutticient definition of

its purpose, without denj-ing to the act of com-
munion the spiritual presence of the risen Christ,

who is in the midst of the two or three gathered
together in His name, and who is with His people
alway, the elements and their appropriation being
alike merely symbolic of corresponding spiritual

realities. As one considers the remarkable anticipa-

tion by Zwingli of the modern tendencies of Re-
formed Christendom, in regard to Sacramental
and Scriptural interpretation, the meaning of

original sin, the union of Churches, the simpli-

fication of doctrine, parity of Christian members
lay and clerical, and the happy fate of departed
infants and heathen saints and sages, one is con-

strained to join in the chorus of regret that a mind
.so gifted, a character so disinterested, a will so

couiageovis, a piety so profound, should have been
cut off from earthly service so early in his career
as a reformer and as a teacher.

The i',7 Articles of Zurich were prepared for, and
maintained at, the great public disputation held
in that city in 1523, which virtually decided
the repudiation of Rome. They thus correspond
to Luther's Theses of six j'ears before. Though
not enforced as a standard, they were an epoch-
making theological manifesto, and exercised a cer-

tain local normative function. They are a series of

brief, trenchant, firm, and warm-toned sentences.

They have the same shrewdness, picturesqueness,

homeliness, impressivencss, and point, that arrest

the nand and haunt the memory in Luther's
sentences. As one rea<ls them, one can readily
apjireciate the amazing freshness and the stirring

power with which they appealed to the fettered

minds of the prisoners of ecclesiastical tradition

and sacerdotal tyranny. The Reformation produced
no more impressive or thoughtprovokingdocument.
Tlieir scope, purport, and form may best be gathered
from a few examples in their own words :

1. 'AH who say that the Gospel is notliing without the
approval of the Church err and cast reproach upon God.' •-'.
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' The sum of the Clospel is that our Lord Jesus Christ, the true
Son of God, has made known to us the will of Ilia hea\enly
Father, and redecineil us by His innocenne from eternal death
and reconciled us to Gml.' 3. 'Therefore Christ is tlie only
way to salvation for all who were, who are, and who shall be'.'

7, S. ' Christ is the Head of all believers. .\11 who live in this
Head are His members, and children of God. And this is the
true Catholic Church, the Communion of saints.' 17. ' Christ
is the one eternal Hi^h Priest. Therefore those who give tliem-
selvcs out as high priests are opposed to the glory and power of
Christ and reject Christ.' 18. 'Christ, who offered Hhnself
once on the Cross, is the sufficient and perpetual sacrifice for
the sins of all believers. Therefore the Mass is no sacriBce, but
a commemoration of the one sacrifice of the Cross and o seal of
the redemption through Christ. ' 22. ' Christ is our righteous-
ness. Hence it follows that our works are good so far as they
are Christ's, but not good so far as they are our own.' 24. ' No
Christian is bound to works which Christ has not enjoined : he
can eat when and what he pleases. It follows therefore that
" cheese-and-butter letters " are Roman impositions.* 27. 'All
Christians are brethren of Christ, and brethren one with
another: therefore they ought not to call any one "father"
upon earth. This does away with orders, sects, factions,' etc.
o4. ' The so-called spiritual power has no ground for its display
in the teaching of Christ': 49. 'Greater scandal I know not
than that priests should be forbidden lawful wedlock, hut
allowed for money to have concubines. Shame on it

!

' 50.
'God alone forgives sins, and that through Christ Jesus, our
Lord, alone.* 52. * Confession therefore to priest or neighbour
ought not to be for remission of sins but for consultation.' 57.
'HoIyScriptureknowsof no purgatory after this life.' 68. 'The
judgment of the deceased is known to God alone.' 59. 'The
less that God reveals to us concerning these matters, the less
ought they t-o be searched into by us.' 60. ' If any one in
anxiety for the dead beseeches or prays for favour to them from
God, I do not condemn him ; but to appoint a time concerning
it,—a seven-year for a mortal sin,—and to lie for profit, is not
human but devilish.' 62. 'Scripture knows no other presbyters
or priests than those who proclaim God's word." 67. 'Should
any one care to discuss with me interest, tithes, unbaptized
children, confirmation, I profess myself ready to reply.'

In the same year a second jitil))ic disinitation was
lield in Ziirich on Images and the Mas.s, and it was
followed by tlie seudinj; of an authoritative In-
struction to the clergy of the Canton, written tiy

Zwingli, with the title: 'A Brief Christian In-
troduction which the Honourable Council of the
City of Zurich has sent to the pastors and preacliers
li\ing in its cities, lands, and wherever its autliority
extends, so that they may henceforth in unison
announce and preach the Gospel.'

This important and by no means ' brief ' declaration (printed,
after the Theses, in the quaint original Swiss-German, by
E. F. K. Miiller, Die Behennlnisschri/ten der re/ormierte'n
Kirche, Leipzig, 1903, pp. 7-29), after a preliminary e.vhortation
to pray earnestly for the light of God's word so" that present
troubles may be done away, discusses sin and repentance, the
basis of Christ's teaching, the law as the opening of God's wiU,
the Gospel the offer of His grace, the wav of salvation bv faith
in Christ and the annulling of the law, tlie idolatrous results of
the presence of images in churches, and finally the Mass as no
sacrifice repeated, no offering and partaking of the physical
body and blood, but grateful and believing commemoration of
the dying Saviour and communion with the living Lord.

In 1528 the magistrates of Bern followed the
example of Zurich, and arranged for a public
disputation upon Scriptural evidence. Berthold
Haller, the local Reformer, with the aid of his
colleague Francis Kolb and of Zv.ingli, drew up
The Ten Conclusions ofBern as a basis of discussion,
Zwingli turning them"into Latin, Farel into French.
Among the cities represented were Ziiricli, Easel,
Constance, iStrassburg, Augsburg, and Ulm

;

among the advocates of reform, Zwingli, Bucer,
and CEeolampadius, in addition to Haller and
Kolb. Tlie conclusions were approved ' asChristian '

by the great majority of the delegates, and accepted
' for ever,' to be observed ' at cost of life and
property.' Tliey became not only binding in Bern,
but a manifesto respected over a wide area in and
beyond Switzerlancl—the first more tlian cantonal
definition of the Swiss type of Reformed faith.

Art. I. defines the holy Christian Church, v^hose only Head is

Christ, as ' born of the Word,' as abiding in it. and not hearken-
ing to the word of another. Art. H. states that ' the Church of
Christ does not lay down laws and commandments beyond the
Word of God : therefore all human traditions, called ecclesias-
tical, are only binding so far as thev are founded and prescribed
in the Word of God.' Art. IH. 'Christ is our only wisdom,
righteousness, redemption, and atonement tor the sins of the
whole world

: therefore to acknowledge any other saving and
atoning amends for sin is to deny Christ.' Art. IV. is the most

memorable; it says: 'That the body and blood of Christ is
perceived essentially and corporeally in the Eucharistic bread,
cannot be proved from Holy Scripture.' Art. V. 'The Mass,
according to current usage, in which Christ is offered to God
the_ Father for the sins of quick and dead, is contrary to
Scripture, blasphemes the most holy sacrifice, passion, and
death of Christ, and bv reason of abuses is abominable in the
sight of God.' Art. VI., on the ground of Christ's sole medi-
atorship, condemns the adoration and invocation of saints.
.\rt. VII. sets aside as un-Scriptural the doctrine of purgatory,
and all rites and practices based upon it. Art. VIII. declares
the making of images for vi'orship to be contrary to Old and
New Testament Scripture. Where they are liable to be adored
they must be abolished. Articles I.X. and X. proclaim the
lawfulness of marriage to all orders of men according to
Scripture : fornication and impurity are warrant for excom-
munication ; to no class are they more pernicious than to the
clergy.

Later controversy in Bern was brought to a close
in 1532 by a Synod of 230 preachers, which issued
with authority a lengthy series of doctrinal
paragraphs introduced by an epistolary preface.
The.se Articles or Admonitions of the Synod of
Bern run to 45 substantial paragraplis abounding
in Scripture citations, the whole taking the form
of an instruction by pastors to pastors, practical
theology being mingled throughout with Scriptural
or doctrinal. (For full text of cliief chapters, see
MUller, op. cit. pp. 31-55.)
Two notable productions from Zwingli's own

vigorous but hasty pen must be mentioned, tliough
they were personal manifestos only, without
Synodal authorization. He composed in 1530 a
Confession of Faith to the Emperor Charles v., for
presentation at the great Diet at Augsburg.
Though uninvited, and, like the Tetrapolitan
Confession of Bucer and Capito, unwelcome and
unheeded save for a virulent replj- by the unresting
Eck, spurned and resented not only by Romanists
but by Lutherans, including even Melanclithon,
who abhorred its denial of the corporeal presence
in the Sacrament, and were anxious to dissociate
their cause before tlie Emperor from Zwinglian
and Anabaptist extremists—it was a legitimate,
timely, and dignified representation of tlie Swiss
type of faith, and is justly praised by Muller for
the transparent candour with which it avows its

author's characteristic convictions on Divine
Providence, Original Sin, and the Supper, for the
judgment of the Churcli at large by Scripture
standards.

The address of this Fidei Ratio, itself prefaced by the mottoes,
' Come unto me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I

will give you rest,' and ' Let truth prevail,' is followed by twelve
paragraphs, and terminates with a solemn undertaking to
mamtain the truth stated, not as his own, but as Scriptural,
and an appeal to the princes met in council to weigh it well,
and if it be from God not to fight against it, but to resist the
t.vranny of corrupt Rome. Persecution and excommunication
have failed. Let another way be tried :

' Idcirco sinite verbum
Dei libere et spai-gi et germinare, O filii hominum, quicunque
estis, qui ne gramen quidem vetare ue adolescat potestis.
Abunde videtis banc frugem imbre coelesti rigari, nee uilo
hominum calore compesci posse ut arescat. Considerate non
quid vos niaxime cupiatis, sed quid mundus in Evangelii negocio
exigat. Boni consulite, quicquid hoc est, et filios Dei vos esse
studiis vestrisostendite.'
The first chapter re-aflirms the teaching of the Catholic

Creeds on the Divine Trinity and on the Person of Christ. The
second affirms the Divine freedom, foreknowledge, goodness,
which includes mercy as well as justice, and predestination,
which as Divine cannot be conditional on our faith, but precedes
it, and disposes all things, good and evil, freely. The third
describes Christ as the one way to reconciliation and happiness,
election being election to salvation through faith in Him. The
fourth discusses original sin as different in us from Adam's
wilful transgression, as properly a taint or disease rather than
a true sin, a condition. He, having become a slave through
forfeit of his freedom, could only beget slaves. Yet it may be
spoken of as sin, for it makes us natural enemies of God. and
entails upon us inevitable death. Its effect is exactly annulled
by the atonement of the Second Adam, so that (ch. 5) it is rash
to speak of infants, even those of heathen parents, as ever
damned. Chapter 6 defines the various uses of the term
'Church,' in particular the invisible or true and inward,—that
is, elect believers and their children who constitute the Bride
of Christ,—as distinct from the outward and visible,—that is,

nominal Christians and their households, who correspond to
the whole Ten Virgins in the Lord's Parable: the former alone
is inerrant. Chapter 7 denies that sacraments have power to
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confer j^race apart either from faith in the recipient or from
the antecedent intinence of the Spirit, and discusses Baptism.
Chapter 8, at great lonpth and with extreme care and insij^lit,

treats of the Lord's Supper in the light of Scripture, reason,
and the great Fathers, disproving the corporeal, and proving
the spiritual, presence, the elements being symbols repre-
sentative and commemorative of the atoning death of Christ,
whose benefits are communicated to us through faith. Chapter
9 admits that ceremonies neither contrary to .Scripture nor
destructive of faith through superstition, may be tolerated for

the sake of charity until the dayspring brightens, though the
e.>cistenco of any such is doubtful : but, wherever possible

without extreme offence, they are rigorously to be abolished.
Images prostituted to worship are diametrically opiwsed to
Scripture. Those, however, which are not exposed for v^-orship,

or liable to be future object*i of worehip, ' so far am I from
condemning that I ree^ogmze both painting and sculpture to be
gifts of God.' Chapters Id and U treat respectively of the
offices of the Preacher and the Civil Magistrate as necessary
and Divinely appointed. Chapter 12 discredits belief in
Purgatory.

T In 1531, tliree months before his death, Zwingli,
at the request of the French Am))assa(!or, eoniiiused

what Bullinger calls his swmi-son;,', the Jir'nf and
Clear Exposition of Christidn Fiiit/i to Frmiri.i /.

of France, the monarch to whom he had previously
dedicated his chief work, the Commcntarius dc
Vera ct Falsa Kflir/ionc, and to whom Calvin five

years later was to <ledicate his Institutes. This
vigorous document repeats, in somewhat varied
order and at shorter length, the teaching of its

predecessor.
Meanwhile two Confessions, composed outside

Switzerland by other than Swiss theologians, gave
evidence of the wide spread of Zwiugli's teach-

ing. In 15^8 a conference of preachers adopted
the Confession of East FrieslanJ, prepared by the
IJeformer Aportanus, in which (Miiller, pp. xxi,

930) thirty brief articles, followed by a summary,
.set forth pure Zwinglian doctrine concerning the

AVord of God and the Sacraments in sharp distinc-

tion from Romanist, and in tolerant discrimination
from Lutheran, views. In 1530, still in Zwingli's
lifetime, there was prepared Iiy Bucer and Capito,
for submission to the Emperor and Diet at Augs-
burg, the Confession of Strassbnrg, or of the Four
Cities (Tctrapolitana), inasmuch as Constance,
Memmingen, and Lindau joined with Strassburg
in accepting it (Miiller, [ip. xxiii, 55). Put to-

gether in some haste, and in part from preexisting
materials compo.sed by Capito, it states and vin-

dicates from Scripture characteristically ZAvinglian

ideas of Christian faith, life, and institutions, in 23
substantial paragraphs, marking itself sharply olf

from Lutheranism by its sacramental doctrine,
its repudiation of images and pictures, and its

exclusive ajipeal to Holy Writ.
.After Zwingli's death, the c(mtinuation and de-

velopment of his work is manifest in a series of

Conlessional documents 'uianating from other
Swiss towns.
At Basel, where the Keforniation was some-

what storinily introduced in 2\\, a Confession of

Faith was drafted in l.'ilU by Zwingli's friend and
henclinian tEcolampadius, shortly before his death.
Revi.sed by Myconius in 1532, it was adopted by
the city authorities in 1534, and by the city of

Miihlhausen in Alsace soon ..afterwards. It is

known as the Ist Confession of Basel, or as the
Confession of Miilit/musen. Its twelve Articles
form a brief, simple, dignified, and moderate state-

ment of Zwinglian doctrine as distinguished both
from Romanist and from Anabaptist teaching.
Though it is an exception to the rule of 'Reformed'
Confessions, in not starting with an appeal to

Scripture as the .-mjIb rule of faith, it ends with the
equivalent noteworthy declaration :

' We suljuiit

this our Confession to the judgment of the Divine
Scriptures, and hold ourselves readj' always thank-
fully to obey tiod and His Word if we should be
corrected out of the said Holy Scriptures '—a de-

claration which m.iy have inspired the similar

underlaking in the Scots Confession of 15G0. This
venerable document maintained its position in the
Church of Basel down to our own time, succumb-
ing only in 1872 to the modern anti-Confcssional
movement (Miiller, pp. xxv, 95-100).

At Ba.sel, also, there was compo.sed in 1536 a still

more notable document, the 1st Heir. I i,- Cmifrssinn,

ox .'.'nd Confession of Basel. It owed ii - oi ijiii.ition

to the peace-making genius of the .Su^i >liin u tlieo-

logians, Bucer and Capito, who made it tlitir great
aim to reconcile the Swiss and Lutheran schools of

I'rotestant doctrine—and also to the jjrospect of

an Ecumenical Council being convened at iSIantua.

Theological representatives were sent by the Re-
formed cities of Switzerland—Bucer and Cajiito by
Strassburg—to a conference at Ba.sel. Bullinger,

Mjconius, Grynaeu.s, Leo Judae, an<l Megander
were instructed to prepare the Confession ; Leo
Judae prepared the free German version. Their
work, after discussion, was unanimously accepted
and subscribed by the delegates, and became the
first general Swiss Confession, the first ' Reformed '

Confession of national authority. It is longer
than its forerunner, containing 27 short para-

graphs.
The first five articles affirm that Holy Scripture alone contains

all that promotes the true knowledge, love, and honouring of

God, right and true piety, and a pious, honourable, and godly
life ; it is its own sole interpreter ; the Fathers are to be received
onlj* so far as in harmony with that interpretation ; human
traditions, however specious, are vain ; the aim and end of

Scripture is to declare the grace and good-will of God to man
in Christ, appropriated by faith alone, and evidenced through
love to others. Art. ti treats of God the Three in One. Artt.
7-10 discuss man as God's most perfect image on earth, immortal
in soul, mortal in body, noblest and highest of creatures, created
faultless, but by his own fault fallen into sin ; original sin ; free-

will ; God's eternal plan of restoration. Artt. 11 and 12 treat of

Jesus Christ, and ' what we have through Uim
' ; and of the

true aim of evangelical teaching, to persuade that it is by God's
mercy and Christ's merit alone that we are saved. Artt. 13 and
14 expound faith in the grace of God as the means of salvation :

without trusting to works, it is prolific of them. Artt. 15-20

treat of the Cliurch, built upon the rock of living faith : of the
ministry of the Word; of . > < li -i i-i- >! lutliority; of the elec-

tion of ministers; of Christ 1!, . . i-iitrd; of the office of

the ministry. Artt. 21-'2:'. 'I .
- . r.mients in language

obviously intended to re-;i- m- !
..ii in i ins, and to vindicate

Swiss-Reformed reverence : they are lioly symbols of high mys-
teries, not mere or empty signs, but significant signs accompany-
ing spiritual realities ; in Baptism, water is the sign, regeneration
and adoption the reality ; in the Supper the bread and wine are
the signs, communion of the body and blood of the Lord is the
spiritual reality : as the senses and members of the body appre-
hend the signs, so the soul receives the realities in which the
whole fruit of the ordinance resides : the sacraments, therefore,

are not only emblems of Christian membership in the Church,
but symbols of Divine grace ; the body and blood of Christ
means Hijuself, His life, received and appVopriated so that more
and more He lives in us, and we in Him ; the Sacramento are to

be reverenced exceedingly for their significance, and for their

sanctity as coming from the Lord's hands, but they owe their

power and sacredness solely to Him, the Life. Artt. 24-2S deal

with public worship and ceremonies ; with things neither com-
manded nor forbidden ; with heretics and schismatics ; with the
civil magistrate ; and with holy marriage.

Though the Confession was not destined to fulfil

its purpose by being submitted to a General Council

at .Mantua, and, at the, desire of the .Strassburg

delegates, long remained unprinted (IJullinger and
Leo Judae, indeed, are said to have desired the

insertion of a clause deprecating its use as a rule

of faith, lest it should usurp the place of Holy
Writ, the only true and sufhcient bond of evan-

gelical union), it continued for Ion" to be the

acknowledged embodiment of the faith of the

Swiss Reformers. Alike in its Latin and in its

fuller and more vigorous German form, both of

whicli were authoritative, it is an attractive and
impressive product of Swiss thought.

At i^ausanne, later in the same year 1536, the
military victory of the Reformation cause was fol-

lowed up, under Bernese influences, by a theological

di-putation njion Tlicses jireiiared by i''arel, in which
the youthful Calvin took part. These 10 T/ieses uf
Lausannr (given by Miiller, p. 110) form a very
brief (nitline of doctrine, echoing the 1st Helvetic
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Confession. Ke-ciist, or expanded, tliey were made
oflkially biiuUnj; in the same year.

At Ziirieli, in 154."), ]>iillin,L;er was ('(mstrained to

vindicate his Zwiiij^lian eollea;;iies against the per-
sistent polemic of Liithur, whicli had found expres-
sion that yeiir in a ' Short Confession on tlie Holy
Sacrament,' by issuing a True Confession of the

Mhiistcrs of the Churchin Zurich . . . in particular
on the Supper of our Lord Jesus Christ (extract
in Miiller, pp. 153-159). Neitlier in form nor in

autliority is the work a Confession. It is a theo-
logical manifesto or argument, firmly and unmis-
takably Zwinglian in character, and it prepared
the way for the Consensus of Zurich of 1549, in

which Bullinger and Calvin expressed their agree-
ment on the Lord's Sujiper over against Lutheran
influences and Swiss divisive tendencies. Calvin
had taken exception to the extremer positions
maintained by Bullinger in his last Confession.
His objections were accepted in a friendly spirit.

A fresh treatise was submitted to him in 1546.
The outcome of his judgment on it was the formu-
lation of a series of propositions, which Bullinger
in turn divided into 26 Articles, and which contained
the substance of the Consensus of 1549 (Miiller, pp.
159-163). If Calvin was the author of this Con-
sensus, which linked together the Churches of
Zurich and Geneva and found acceptance in other
countries, the influence of Bullinger pervades it,

and it served as a welcome proof of the essential
kinship of the two schools. Henceforward there
was t heological harmony in Protestant Switzerland

;

and jNlelanchthon, though he rejected the clauses
which made election the condition of the efficacy

of the sacraments, abandoned all suspicion and
hostility towards the Swiss.
The 26 Articles are brief, lucid, consistent. They repudiate

Lutheran not less than Homauist conceptions of the Presence.
The Lord's body is not locally on earth, but in heaven. The
elements are not to be adored. The .Spirit of God is the active
energy ; His grac^e and the communion of Christ are essentially
independent of the elements and the partaking, for it is ante-
cedent faith that appropriates— ' fideles ante et e.\tra sacrament-
oruni usum Christo quoque communicant

'
; transubstantiation

and consubstantiation are equally absurd.

At a Synod of the Reformed Churches in the
Rh«tian Aljis, approval was given in 1552 to a
Confession—the Confessio Ehcctica—drawn up by
Saluz Gallicius, and intended to establish a uniform
system of doctrine in place of the existing theo-
logical chaos, in which Anabaptist, Lutheran,
Zwinglian, Romanist, Socinian, and Pantheistic
teachings mingled. In 1553 it was submitted to
Bullinger, w ho cordially approved of it ; and there-
after for centuries, in spite of the subsequent local
recognition of the Second Helvetic Confession,
it remained the authoritative Rh;etian formula
(Jliiller, pp. 163-170, where the doctrinal portions
are given in full).

It opens with a tribute of loyalty to the three ancient Creeds ;

condemns the vanities of human learning and wisdom and
contentions about words ; asserts Christ crucified, risen, and
ascended, to be the one foundation, and faith in Him to be the
one means of salvation for fallen humanity. At {greater length
it affirms God's sovereignty, denies His responsibility for sin,

and urges sobriety and caution in speaking of His predestination.
Most fully and interestingly it sets forth, with illustrations from
the Gospels and Epistles, the Zwinglian conception of the Sacra,
ments, citing, in support of a metaphorical interpretation of the
words * This is my body,' similar figures from the teachings of
Christ and of Paul, where a literal sense is out of the question

;

it proves from the Gospels the physical absence of Christ from
earth, but asserts His spiritual presence ; it recognizes a spiritual
eating and drinking of His body and blood, in the sense of Jn 6 ;

it acknowledges the Sacraments to be 'symbola, adeoque obsig-
nationes divinae gratiae et donorum Dei.' Finally, it deprecates
any comparison between the authority of the Bible and its own

;

and it undertakes, in the most emphatic and in repeat€d terms,
to welcome correction and amendment wherever it may be found
unfaithful to the Scriptures, * for we well remember that we are
but men, and are therefore prone to error, ignorance, and de-
ception.' Throughout, its language is popular, its arguments
are_ shrewd and well-informed, and its desire to maint.ain a
Scriptural simplicity is obvious and sincere.

Last and greatest in the Zwinglian series is the

Second Helvetic Confession, the magnum, ojnis of

Henry Bullinger. If the Confession of 1531 was
Zwingli's ' swan-song,' this was Bullinger's own ;

for it was in 1562, while awaiting the expected call

of death, that he gave the hours of his enforced
leisure to its composition. It is the (juiet overflow
of his mature conviction, put in writing without
polemical occasion and without ecclesiastical requi-
sition, the last and private confession of a scholar
and churchman who had been called to assist in
the preparation of many public Confessions. Two
years later, during the ravages of the plague at
Zurich, he conceived the idea of leaving it to the
chief magistrate after his death, as a testimony
and guide to faith. But in the end of 1565 he
received a request for such a statement from
Frederick III., the Elector Palatine, who was de-
sirous of proving, before the forthcoming Diet at
Augsburg, that his Reformed profession was no
merely individual or local faith, but a system of
doctrine held in common by evangelical believers
in Switzerland, Holland, France, and Britain also.

The Confession w as disjiatched with the assurance
that it was ' in harmony with the confession of the
ancient Apostolic orthodox catholic Church, and
likewise with all the faithful who with pure faith
profess Christ throughout the churches of Germany,
France, England, and other kingdoms and lands '

;

and it was received with enthusiasm, and ordered
to be published in a German version, with a view
to promoting common action among tlie Reformed
Churches. In Switzerlanil, excejit at Basel, it was,
with slight modifications, at once approved uni-
versally, and accordingly the Elector could present
it to the Diet of 1566 as an already authoritati\'e
document. In the same year it was accepted by
the Reformed Church in Scotland, in 1567 in Hun-
gary, in 1571 in France and in Poland, and it was
approved in many other lands, without superseding
the local standards. No other Confession, save its

immediate predecessor, the Heidelberg Catechism
of 1563, has ever rivalled it in popularity or in
authority among the Reformed Churches of the
Continent. In theological ability and in doctrinal
interest few Confessions can bear comparison with
it. Objection may well be taken to it as an official

document, on the ground of its great length and
its combination of comprehensiveness and detail

;

but it would be difficult to conceive of a theological
manifesto, or compendium of doctrine, more attrac-
tive in form and matter, more lucid, effective, and
shrewd, more loyal to Scripture, or more instinct

with common sense. It is no small tribute to its

merits that its appearance was the signal for the
cessation of theological controversy and unrest in

S^^itzerland, and that it enjoyed, during so many
centuries of eager thought and change, an unchal-
lenged authority.

It consists of 30 chapters (printed in full, in Latia, by MuUer,
pp. l70-'221,and by Schaff, Emnij. Prot. Creids, pp. 233-300, in-

cluding prefaces ; and in an elaborate English summaryby Schaff,
Hia. pp. 396-4-20). 1 The chapters vary in length from one or
two pages upwards, and treat in succession of Holy Scripture,
of its interpretation, the Fathers, Councils, and Traditions ; of
God, His unity and trinity ; of idols or images of God, Christ,
and of deities ; of the adoration, worship, and invocation of
God through the only mediator Jesus Christ ; of the providence
of God : of creation, angels, the devil, and man ; of the Fall, of
sin, and its cause ; of free-will and human power ; of predestina-
tion and the election of saints ; of Jesus Christ, true God and
man, the only Saviour of the world ; of the Law of God ; of the
Gospel, its promises, spirit, and letter ; of repentance and con-
version ; of the true justification of believere ; of faith and good
works and their rewards, and human merit ; of the Catholic and
holy Church of God and its only Head ; of ministers of the
Church, and their institution and" duties ; of the Sacraments

;

of Baptism ; of the Lord's Supper ; of religious meetings ; of
prayers, praise, and appointed tunes of worship ; of festivals,

fast^, and meats ; of catechizing; of consolation and visitation
of the sick ; of Christian burial, care for the dead, purgatory,
apparitions of spirits ; of rites, ceremonies, and things in-

different ; of church property ; of celibacy and marriage ; of
the civil magistrate.
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Its doctrinal standpoint is cliaracteristic of the

author and the time—a combination of the posi-

tions of Zwingli and Calvin, with an unbending

attitude towards Komc, whose Tridentine Con-

fession was being formulated at the selfsame time ;

with a courteous tone towards Lutheranism ; with

a firm adherence to tlie ancient Catholic Creeds,

which are printed in the preface as authoritative ;

and \vith an iinderlying conviction tliat the doc-

trinal reunion of rliristendom was possible upon

a Scriptural ba>is .iloiic. Confessional revision and

re-adjust iiicnt bciut; a Christian duty as better

knowledge of the Word of God was attained.

The opening two chapters accordinsly ileal with the doctrine

of Scripture aa the supreme authority, being God's Word, as

their own interpreter in the light of context and kindred

passages, aB God's normal means of revelation and edification,

and as setting aside all other authority,—traditional. Patristic,

or even Apostolic.—the .Apocrypha being for the first time in

Confessional history expressly excluded from the Canon. The
third chapter alfifms the unity and trinity of God, accepts

the Apostles' Creed, condemns * Jews and Mohammedans and

all who blaspheme this holy and adorable Trinity," and 'all

heretics who deny the deity of Christ and the Holy Ghost.'

The fourth condemns images, since God is a spirit and cannot

be represented by an image ; though Christ assumed man's

nature, it was not to pose for sculptors and painters. The filth

condemns adoration or invocation of saints :
' nevertheless we

neither despise nor undervalue the saints, hut honour them
a.^ the members of Christ and the friends of God who have

•loriously overcome the flesh and the world ; we love them as

brethren and hold them up as examples of faith and virtue,

desiring to dwell with them eternally in heaven and to rejoice

with them in Christ.' God's providence (ch. 6) is over all,

operating through means to ends ;
' we disapprove of the rash

words of those who say that our efforts and endeavours are

\ ain." Han (chs. 7-9) consists of two diverse substances in one

person—of an immortal soul, which, when separated from the

body, neither sleeps nor dies, and of a mortal body, which at

the last judgment shall be raised again from the dead. ' We
condemn those who deny the immortality, or aflirm the sleep

of the soul, or teach that it is a part of God.' Man w-as created

in tnie righteousness, good and upright, but of his own guilt

fell ; sin is our inborn corruption ; as years roll on, we bring forth

evil thoughts, words, and deeds, as corrupt trees corrupt fruits
;

only the regenerate can think or do good ; only the regenerate

and converted are truly free ; they are not passive but active,

' being moved by the Spirit of God to do of themselves what

they do'; yet the unregenerate are willing slaves to sin, they

are not as mere stocks or stones, utterly devoid of will and re-

sponsibility. The 10th chapter, on Predestination and Election,

is especially interesting : it is frankly and simply Scriptural in

its terms; it has been claimed alike as Calvinistic, Arminian,

and Melanchthonian, and could be approved by each type of

theologian, for it is a moderate Calvinism or Augustinianism that

it expresses : election and predestination is wholly of grace, it

is in Christ and for His sake; though ' a small number of the

elect' is spoken of, we ought to think well of all, and not seek

out ol Christ whether we are chosen, or count particular

persons reprobate ; we are to listen to the offers of grace

imdoubtingly, and trust God's love in Christ who is to be the
' mirror in which we behold our predestination ' ; 'we shall have

a sufficient testimony of being writtcn';in the book of life if we
live in communion with Christ, and if in true faith He

are His'; so are we to 'work out ou

Noah, theno salvation out of the ark of

salvation out of Christ, who exhibita Himself to the elect in the

Church for their nourishment.' Ch. 18 affirms the suflicicncy

of the offices in the ministry in use in the Apostolic Church,

without condemning later offices and titles ;
presbyters and

bishops were one ; the minister must be duly ordained by

presbyters with prayer and the laying on of hands ; ministers

are equal in power and commission, and are not sacrificing

priests ; they ought to be learned as well as pious, but ' innocent

simplicity may be more useful than haughty learning'; their

unworthiness cannot impugn the efficacy of God's word and
Sacraments which they are called to ilisjiense. Ch. 10 defines

the Sacraments as 'sacred rites instituted by God as signs and
seals of His promises for the strengthening of our faith, and as

pledges on our part for our consecration to Him '
; they are two,

not seven ; of the five Roman additions, confirmation and

extreme unction are human inventions and may be abolished

without loss, while repentance, ordination, and marriage are

valuable Divine institutions not s.acramental ; the supreme
benefit of the sacraments is Christ Himself ; they consist of the

Word, the sign, and the thing signified : the sign could not

pass into the thing signified without ceasing to be a sign ; not

the worthiness of the dispenser or of the recipient, but the

faithfulness of God is the guarantee of their efficacy ; un-

behevers do not receive the reality with the sign, for the reality

is not mechanically linked to the sign ; in particular (ch. 21)

the body of Christ is in heaven, whither our hearts must be

raised, though He is present with all who communicate with

Him, a veritable Sun of Righteousness shining upon us ;
' the

Mass—whatever it may have been in ancient limes—has been

turned from a salutary institution into a vain show and
surrounded with various abuses which justify its abolition.'

.\ccording to ch. 24, the Lord's day is ' observed in Christian

freedom, not with Jewish superstition ' ; one day is not in itself

holier than another ;
' if congregations also commemorate the

Lord's nativity, circumcision, crucifixion, resurrection, ascen-

sion, and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, we greatly approve

of it, but feasts in honour of saints we reject.' Fasting an<l

self-denial, if prompted by humility, and spontaneous and not

aiming at merit or reward, may be a help to prayer and virtue,

and should be used alike by Churches and individuals upon
suitable occasions for spiritual' profit. ' The more that human
rites are accumulated in the Church (ch. i'), the more it is

drawn away from Christian liberty and from Christ himself,

while the ignorant seek in ceremonies what they should seek in

Christ through faith.' The slighting or forbidding of marriage,

unclean celibacy, and pretended continence, are condemned
(ch. 29). The civil magistrate (ch. 30) is of God's own appoint-

ment, and may be a useful servant or a serious enemy of the

Church : he is ' to preserve peace and public order, to promote
and protect religion and good morals ... to punish offenders

against society, such as thieves, murderers, oppressors, blas-

phemers, and "incorrigible heretics (if they are really heretics).'

' Wars are only justifiable in self-defence and after all efforts at

peace have been exhausted.' ' We condemn the Anabaptists,

who maintain that a Christian should not hold a civil office,

that the magistrate has no right to punish any one by death, or

to make war or to demand an oath.'

LlTERATDRE.—The relevant portions of Schaff, Cmds of

Christenilmn, vols. i. and iii. ; Miiller, Die Bekenntnisscliriftrii

der rffonnicrten Kirche ; Lindsay, Hist, o/ Reformatinn, vol.

ii. ; PREi, the relevant articles. The first two works in con-

junction leave little to be desired in regard either to the history

or to the contents of the Zwii lian documents,

i6. Confessions in the Calvinist (Presbyterian)

Churches.— Between the Calvinist and the Zwing-

.= ,.,...,
''^" Confessions there was an intimate connexion

—

n'saivation I historical, geographical, and theological. Switzer-

with fear and trembling, for it is God who worketh in us both |;uid was their common birthplace. Unlike Luther,
II and to do according to His good pleasure.' Chapt

defining the Person of Christ and distinguishing the two
natures, accepts ' believingly and reverently the communication

of properties, which is deduced from Scripture and employed
liy the universal ancient Church in explaining and reconciling

passages apparently in contradiction.' In ch. 14 the citation of

NT illustrations of penitence is followed by a typical passage :

' It is sufficient to confess our sins to God in private and in the

public service ; it is not necessary to confess to a priest, for this

's nowhere commanded in the Scriptures ; although we may
seek counsel and comfort f-om a minister of the gospel in time

of distress and trial (cf. Ja 510). The keys of the kingdom of

heaven, out of which the P.apist3 forj;e swords, sceptres, and
crowns, are given to all legitimate ministers of the Church in

the preaching of the Gospel and the maintenance of discipline

(Mt 16'8, Jn '20-3, Mk llii"', •> Co 6i»- I'J). We condemn the

lucrative Popish doctrines of penance and indulgences, and
apply to them Peter's word to Simon Magus, ' Thy money perish

with thee.'" Ch. 10 distinguishes faith from human opinion

and persuasion, describes it as a free gift of God through the

Spirit and the means of grace, as capable of increase, and as

the source of good works whose motives are gratitude and

a desire to glorify God. Ch. I", on the Church, vindicates ius

NT constitution, deprecates the divisions which have never

been absent since Apostolic times but have been overruled for

good, denies that its true unity resides in rites or ceremonies ;

"the Church may be called invisible, not that the men composing

it are invisible, but because they are known only to God, while

we are often mistaken in our judgment : those who separate

from that true Church cannot live before God
' ;

' as there » as

both Zwingli and Calvin were Humanists before

they were Reformers, men of learning as well as

statesmen, equally at home in the library and in

the council ch.aniber ; but, like him, they found

their peace and their inspiration in Holy Scripture,

they had a rational, linguistic, and historical in-

sight into the natural and true meaning of the

Bible, and they gave Christ the central and domi-

nating position in their doctrinal thought as well as

in their Biblical e.\egesis. Zwingli gave expression

to the reforming instinct of Geirnan Switzerland ;

Calvin, preceded by Farel and Viret, appealed not

only to the French Cantons of his adopted land

anil to the I'rotestant Christians in France and
Belgium, but to their brethren in many other

lands. Without any propaganda, Calvin's influence

spread instantaneously throughout the countries

where (jerman, Dutch, English, Bohemian, and
Hungarian were spoken, reaching even Constanti-

nople. More than any other form of Reformed
doctrine— far more than Lutheran and Anglican

— it proved itself catholic under the test of history,

rising above raciitl ditl'erences, everywhere raising
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the tone of life, and quirkenin^' zeal for religious

and general culture. U is no mean testimony also

to tlie original attraetivene^'S and power of Calvin's
system, that it not only gave rise to a scholasticism
of it,s own which dominated at least two centuries,

but was the parent of an unparalleled series

of Confessional statements which bore a strong
family resemblance to one another as well as
to it. Ideas have altered, and instincts changed,
but he would be a poor theologian and a narrow-
critic who could read for himself these documents
without being profoundly impressed by tlie high
order of their Scriptural learning and their logic

and by their virile spirit, and without being moved
to cherish a deeper respect for the exiled P'rench
theologian, the peer of Augixstine and Aquinas,
whose theological and religious genius was their
immediate inspiration.

The Calvinist Confessions retain as doctrinal
systems most of the features which broadly dis-

tinguished their Zwinglian forerunners from Roman-
ism and from Lutherauism. In a small grouj) of
Confessions we have seen the outcome of har-
monious co-operation between Zwinglian and
Calvini.st leaders, and an evidence of their kinship.
If the three great leaders—Luther, Zwingli, and
Calvin—were constrained, with the urgency of

genius, to empliasize their distinctive tenets, it is

a remarkable fact that each had a trusted lieu-

tenant capable of appreciating and emphasizing the
underlying unities, viz. Melanchthon, Bullinger,
and Beza—men who, had they been permitted,
would have brought about a harmony of Protestant
faith if not of polity. The specially Calvinistic
features are four.

(1) In the forefront the primary and basal posi-

tion of canonical and non-apocryphal Scripture as
God's Word kept pure and inerrant, conformity
to which, and sanction by which, are the only
warrants of Christian belief and usage. The
Bible is to be its own aid to interpretation, one
passage assisting another, and none to be regarded
in isolation.

(2) The eternal and absolute decree of God,
whereby in His freedom and for His glory He
has foreordained some portion of the human
race, in spite of their sin, and not of their
merit, to eternal salvation, and others, for their
sins, to eternal damnation. This twofold decree,
of election, in spite of sin, to forgiveness and
blessedness, and of reprobation, for sin, to pun-
ishment and loss, drawn sternly from Old and
New Testament Scripture and from Augustine,
and faced unflinchingly, rests upon a dogmatic
basis, including such elements as that God must
have foreseen and foreknown the Fall and all its

consequences, else His wisdom and omniscience
are denied. He must therefore have permitted it

under His all-rulinjr providence, for righteous
ends and for merciful purposes, and to His glory.
While all are called to repent and to have saving
faith, not all respond, not all are effectually called,
elect in fact ; some—God alone knows who or how
many (God also foreknows)—thus justly perish for
their sins and for the sins of tlieir fallen pro-
genitors. Salvation is of grace, not for the sake
of good works or of faith regarded as a merit

;

grace is in the nature of things liable to be deemed
arbitrary, since it is not mechanical or forensic,
but the eternal decree, which permitted the Fall
and its transmitted consequences, is the unswerv-
ing embodiment of the immutable principle of
grace in God. Human freedom, fettered in some
measure now invariably, but originally intact, is

alone responsible for sin and death, which even God
could not have prevented without doing violence
to the freedom of the creature whom He had made
in His own image. Grace is open to all ; none but

the imjienitent and acquiescent sinner dares count
him.self lost ; Divine predestination in Christ ought
to be the ground of Christian confidence ; the be-
liever must make his calling sure, for God never
does for man what He has given man power to do
for himself.

(3) In the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, the
elements and their consumption are .signs or sym-
bols of sjiiritual realities, of the spiritual presence
of Christ and of His incorporation in the believer's
life ; participation and communion seal to men
the benefits of Christ's life and death ; the pre-
sence is real but not local ; it is spiritual ; it is the
presence of the Lord not only in His Divinity but
in His humanity ;

' this is my body ' are figurative
words ; faith is, as it were, the organ that i)artakes
and assimilates, through the aid of the Holj- Spirit,

the spiritual body of the glorified Lord ; there is

no change in the elements, no transfusion of them
with the flesh and blood of the I-ord in a physical
and local consukstantiation (the unbeliever re-

ceives nothing but mere bread and wine) ; it is a
special sacramental presence, transcending the
Saviour's wonted presence with His people, only
vouchsafed to faith when the memorial rite is duly
celebrated. Thus the Zwinglian view, not less

than the Romanist and Lutheran, is set aside.

(4) In regard to the Church, Calvinism affirms
the parity of presbyters, government by presby-
terian courts, the association of la3' or ruling
elders with duly ordained or teaching elders in
that government, the necessity of thoroughgoing
discipline as to doctrine and morals, the absolute
independence of the spiritual courts in matters
spiritual, and the duty of the civil autliorities to
carry out their spiritual sentences to their ap-
pointed civil consequences.

It is characteristic of the Calvinistic Confes-
sions that with singular unanimity they maintain,
throughout their long history, these distinctive
traits. So uniform are they, and so consistent in
their adherence to the fundamental tenets of
Calvin, that in most cases a bare historical refer-

ence will suffice, indicating their occasions and
their inter-relations. It may be remarked, how-
ever, of the above four elements of the doctrine,
that each was animated by an intensely practical
motive, and prompted by an exact acquaintance
with the teaching of the Bible as a whole, for

Calvin had no peer as a student of Holy Writ.
Calvinistic scholarship in Scripture, fortified by a
practical religious experience not to be judged
apart from the stern character of the troubled
century in which through blood and gi'oans it

was gained, was the warrant for the system,
some elements of which, especially (2), were only
acquiesced in under submission to plain Scripture
warrant. A later scholasticism degraded the
Scripturalism of Zwingli and Calvin into literal-

ism, and provoked popular nausea in more fastidi-

ous and critical times, and it was perhaps the
one defect of Calvin's own outlook that he could
not detach at any point the Old and New Testa-
ments from each other. Having committed him-
self wholeheartedly to a system, purely Biblical in

character, resting on non-Apocryphal Scripture
as the unadulterated Word of God revealing all

needed truth to man, Calvin could not discriminate
between the Old and New, but read each in terms
of the other, reaching a system of doctrine which
was at least as faithful in form and contents to
the Old Testament revelation as to the New.
Only thus can one suggest an explanation for the
amazing fact that the first Biblical interpreter of
his age should, in full view of the teaching of

Christ, leave out of his own doctrinal scheme all

mention of the universal Fatherhood of God—an
omission which not only came to deepen the
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apparent gloom of the reverse side of liis pre-

destinariiin teachhig, Imt in tlic end has been
responsible in every Christian country for the
modern defection from liis views. To him and to
his fellows, Scripture was a new worhl with green
pastures threaded by qiiiet waters, to which a tide

of Cod's spirit had borne them beyond the reach
of the dictation and tyrannj' of the Roman Church

;

and in the OT history there were innumerable
episodes full of suggestive analogy for their un-
quiet era : there was the spectacle of theocracy
embodied in a Church-bound State, and surrounded
by i)agan adversaries ; of prophecy overpowering
priesthood ; of stern Divine retribution ; of the
vocation and endowment of elect individuals.
Similarly, the doctrine of the comjirehensive
eternal decree, based on the OT as much as on
the Epistle to the Romans and occasional pass-

ages in the (Jospcls, was but a re-statement of

the sovereignty of (!od and the completeness of
His prescient providence, and naturally seemed
inevitable to the vigorous interpreter of non-
Aiiocryphal Scripture, for whom no purgatory
was conceivable, and to whom the Pauline con-
ception of the completeness of human depravity
and guilt, original and transmitted, was an axiom
of thought. In an age of stern struggle, when
men knew no outer calm but faced each day's
emergencies with military decision and resource,
the conscience-prompted confidence of election

—

first realized in the less invidious form of vocation,

]>erhaps—was a thrilling power for good to reso-

lute souls in touch with God's Word and the living

Spirit it exhaled. The stories of Islam and of Israel

are suflicient disproof of the benumbing influence

wliich a more peaceful and leisurely and sceptical

age is prone to ascribe to the faith which rests on a
predestinatory decree. It is to disqualify oneself
as a historian or critic of the Calvinistic Confes-
sions, to start with the assumi>tions that it is pre-

sumptuous for any .son of man to believe himself
an elect instrument for the Kingdom of God ; that
f.iitli in the eternal decree must breed either
hypocrisy, blasphemy, or utter pessimism ; or
(('ailing to distinguish between predestination and
])recausation) that that faith nece.ssarily makes
God the author of evil and obliterates both human
responsibility and all secondary causes. Tho)igh
Beza and a numlier of lesser Calvinists carried the
doctrine to supralrtp.<:arinn extremities, Calvin's
own position—Augustine's, only more sharply de-
fined—of infralapsarmnism (in his own words,
' Adam fell, God's providence having so ordained
it; yet he fell by his own guilt') was without
exception adopted by the whole family of Calvin-
istic Confes.sions and Catechisms. If it be .said

that the motley predestination of some to bliss

and others to woe leaves (Jod guilty, before human
conscience, of favouritism or respect of persons,

—

an impression which the popular mind can scarcely
escape,—the Calvinist could appeal to Scripture
(his final witness), and to everyday observation
(his living commentary on Scripture), in proof
that some are so chosen and endowed ajiart from
any antecedent merit in themselves or their an-
cestors, the store of merit and the condition of the
grace, in bis judgment, being the work and oli'ering

of the blameless Son of God. Grace can never be
earned or deserved, yet it need not be unright-
eous or arbitrary, and it can descend only upon
fit recipients, whom God alone can judge and
know.
What the Theses of Wittenberg and Ziiricli

were to Lutheran and Zwinglian Confe.ssions, the
immortal Institutin Relif/ionis Chruilianw was,
and more, to the Calvinistic Confessions—more,
for the work, even in its briefest and earliest form
of 1536, but especially in the final edition, five

times longer, of 1559, Contained not only the
anticipation but the finished form of their doc-
trinal system. It was, indeed, not only a manual
for students (as the preface modestly declares) and
a scholar's summary of Riblical doctrine, but at

the same time, as the noble epistle dedicatory to

Francis I. avows, a literal confession of evangelical
faith, an apology or positive vindication of the
lu^w teaching. If it inspired instant alarm in

Kom.anist quarters, or won converts from them,
if its pellucid Lalinity and its masterly theology
won admiration alike from foes and from rivals,

it became for Protestants of well-nigh every type
a veritable oracle, a source from which confes-

sional, catechetic, and homiletic wants were un-
failingly supplied. In diction, in structure, in

comprehensiveness, in sheer mass and weight, in

unflagging interest and power, in dignity and
severe simplicity, it has all the characteristics of

a classic, and, while I'ccognizing that it can never
be for us what it was to earlier centuries, we
cannot but lament that, in an age which .so freelj"

]iroclaims its emancipation from its spell, so few
should read it for themselves, so many should con-

demn it cheaply and at second hand. Signs are
not wanting that at no distant time justice will

lie more generally done to Calvin as a prince
among systematic theologians not less than a
prince among Christian exegetes.

In the first edition of the Institxitcs—whosa
successive chapters deal with (1) the Law, the Ten
Commandments ; (2) Faith, the Apostles' Creed ;

(3) Prayer, the Lord's Prayer ; (4) the Sacraments
of Baptism and the Lord's Supper ; (5) the five

other reputed Sacraments, their true character
;

and (6) Christian Liberty, Ecclesiastical Power,
and Political Administration—little is said of pre-

destination, though it is not overlooked, but the
other traits of Calvinism are in evidence. In the
final edition that doctrine is fully developed, and
the system is complete in four massive books : i. in

18 cha])ters, of the Knowledge of God the Creator,
including Scripture and Man's original estate ;

ii. in 17 chapters, of the Knowledge of (iod the Re-
deemer in Christ, as fir.st manifested to the Fathers
under the Law, and thereafter to us under the
Gospel, including Sin, Feedoin, the Law, the
Person and Offices of Christ ; iii. in 25 chapters,

of the mode of obtaining (percipiendic) the Grace
of Christ, the benefits it confers, and the eflects

resulting from it ; and iv. in 20 chapters, of the
external Means or Helps by which God allures us
into fellowshii) with Christ and keeps us in it,

including the Church, Ministry, Sacraments, and
Civil Government. Without trace of ostentation

or any self-obtrusion, the book breathes an air of

mature and settled conviction, almost confes-

sional and dogmatic in its giave and well-weighed
sentences, whose familiar words so tenacious]}-

arrested the minds and the menu)ries of their dis-

ciples as to force their way, direc^tly or indirectly,

into the Confessions and Cateclii.sm.s of the ad-

hering Churches. Wc may feel sure that, in the

study or in the debating-liall of the Calvinistic

formulators, no book lay so near the well-worn

Bible as the Jnxlitutes, and none bore such evident

marks of inces.sant use and aliectionate deference.

It will be convenient to review the Confes.sions

belonging to this family according to the countries

of their origin—Switzerland, France, Germany,
Belgium, Holland, Hungary, Poland, and the rest

of ilic Continent of Europe; then, in the British

Isles Sdilbiiul, England, Wales, and Ireland

—

and tluir depcndem^ies ; and finally in America.
A. SwiTXi:nLA.\D A.\r> f'llAXCK. ~(\)The Geneva

Calcchitin was first prejiared liy Calvin in 1536, on
the jmblication of the Institutes, not in catechetic

but in propositional form, and ajipeared in French.
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It is a popular abstract of his systematic work iu

5S sections, and terminates with a brief Confession

of Faith, in 21 articles, to be signed by all the
townsmen, allbrding, as Schall' puts it, ' probably
t he first instance of a formal pledge to a symbolical
book in the history of the Iveformed Church

'

(Hist, of Creeds, p. 468 [text in Muller, p. Ill ti'.]).

The Confession, whose opening words are ' Pre-
niifcrement, nous protcstons,' treats of the Word
of God, the One God, God's Law, Man in his

Nature, Man condemned in himself. Salvation,
Justification, and Regeneration in Jesus, Remis-
sion of Sins alwaj's necessar}' for Believers, our
whole Good in the Grace of God, Faith, Invocation
of God aJone ami Christ's intercession, intelligent

Praj'er, the two Sacraments, human Traditions,
Church, Excommunication, Ministers of the Word,
Magistrates. The Catechism was re-cast in French,
1541, in 55 lessons, one for each Sunday in the year,
and three for the great festivals ; and in Latin,
1545 (text in Miiller, p. 117 if.). In this revised
form it consisted of four parts—of Faith, the
Apostles' Creed ; of the Law, the Ten Command-
ments ; of Prayer, the Lord's Prayer ; of the Word
of God and the Sacraments, as means of grace.
The opening and closing words are alike characteristic. The

former are, indeed, memorable :
' What is the chief end of

human life ?—That men should know God, by whom they have
been formed. What reason have you for saying that?—Since
He hath made us, and placed us in this world, that He may be
srlorified in us : and in truth it is meet that our life, of which He
is Himself the beginning, should be turned to His glory. What
is the chief good of man ?—The same. Wherefore dost thou hold
it the chief good ?—Because, apart from it, our lot is more un-
happy than that of any of tlie brutes.' The closing words are :

* and that the elders should reject from communion those whom
they have recognized to be by no means fit to receive the Supper
and to be incapable of being admitted without pollution of the
Sacrament.'

The Catechism long enjoyed extreme popularity,
and was translated into many languages. In
Scotland it was in regular use, being j)rescribed by
the First Book of Discipline for Sabbath catechiz-
ing, as ' the most perfect that ever yet was used in

the Kirk.' It is clear without being superficial,

simple Avithout being childish, lacking in the
picturesque, but well arranged, comprehensive, and
dignified. If it was excelled, it was only by its

own offspring, the Heidelberg Catechism and the
Westminster Shorter Catechism. Luther's can
scarcely be made a basis of comparison ; it is so
much less comprehensive in contents.

(2) The Zurich Confession (1545), the Ziirich
Consensus (1549), and the Rhcetian Confession
(1552) form a group by themselves, as noticed
above (p. 860), containing a harmony of Zwinglian
and Calvinistic doctrine.

(3) The Consensus of Geneva (1552), though it

received the signatures of the pastorate, was a
controversial treatise rather than a Confession. It

formed, in fact, the second portion of Calvin's
answer to the strictures passed by the Romanist
theologian Pighius, and the ex-Carnielite physician
Bolsec, upon his doctrine of predestination. A
.somewhat harsh polemic, it is interesting as an
exposition of the grounds on which Calvin per-

sisted in maintaining the doctrine in its fullest

form, in face of caricature and argument alike,

and, in spite of the hesitation and defection of his
friends, as a comfort and stay to the believer.

(4) The French Confession, or Confessio Gallic.a,

appeared in 1559 (the date of Calvin's final edition
of the Institutes), and marks the close of his theo-
logical activity. In spite of persecution and
obloquy, a group of important Protestant con-
gregations had been formed in various parts of
France in the years 1555 to 1558. In 1558 doc-
trinal differences arose at Poitiers, and the visit of
one of the Paris pastors to that town seems to have
first suggested a conference with a view to a Confes-
sion and a Book of Discipline. Calvin was not in

favour of the i)roject, but in 1559 the hrst Synod
of the French Reformed Church met in Paris, and
both documents took shape. The Confession is in

40 articles, based upon a draft prepared by Calvin
iu 1557 for the congregation in Paris to be pre-

sented with a letter to the King of France iu

vindication of their principles. It was drawn up
by Antoine de la Roche Chandieu, a pupil of

Calvin, and slightly modified and enlarged by
the Synod. It has been re-affirmed again and
again as the national standard of the French
Church. The revision of 1571 by the Synod of

La Rochelle gave it the name of the ' Confes-
sion of La Rochelle,' by which it is also known.
A variant form, in 35 articles, before 1571, is

supposed by Miiller to consist of Calvin's draft,

concerning which Morel, the Chairman of the
Synod, wrote to Calvin :

' It has been decided to

add some things to your Confession, but to change
verj' few.' Calvin^s desire that the Confession

should not be made public and reach the eyes of

the civil authorities was deferred to, but its privacy

was extremely short-lived. It was prepared for

immediate signature by all ministers. In its

doctrine and in the arrangement of its short

articles it is normally Calvinist.

[SchafF, Hist. p. 490, Evang. Prot. Creeds, p. 356 £f., for text
French and English ; Miiller, p. xxxii ff. ; text, p. 221 IT.)

(5) The Helvetic Consensus Formula (1675) was
the counterblast of orthodox Swiss Calvinism,
especially in German Switzerland, centring in

Zurich and Basel, to the innovations of the Saumur
theologians, Amyraut, de La Place, and Cajipel,

Calvinist professors untouched by Arminianism.
These taught, at variance from accepted views on
'particular' Predestination, the imputation of

Adam's sin, and the literal inspiration of the
Scriptures, maintaining that the decree of Divine
grace was of conditional universality, that the
guilt of Adam must be re-incurred by his descend-

ants on their own responsibility to warrant con-

demnation, that the vowel-system in Biblical

Hebrew was the invention of an age long sub-

sequent to the composition and canonization of

Scripture, and that in the Hebrew, as in the Greek,
Bible the existence of variant readings and textual

conuptions and lacunje disproved the claim of

literal or verbal in.spiration and infallibility. The
Saumur theologians, who thus seemed to abandon
the outworks of the strict Calvinist position, acted
in an apologetic as well as a scientific interest, in

order to strengthen their system by tlie timely
evacuation of fortifications which were sure to be
turned or taken bj' Romanist and other adversaries.

They fell back, in part, upon Lutheran and Zwin-
glian forms of thought. While maintaining the
double decree based on God's providence and fore-

knowledge, they made it universal in intent, faith

being the pre-ordained condition of its oiJeration iu

grace ; even the heathen, like young children,

might be beneficiaries of the merit of Christ just

as they are of God's universal providence, through
a faith answering, however faintly, to that of

Christians within the visible Church. Yet in the

result none but the elect are saved. The decree is

uuiversal in intent, but man makes it particular in

effect.

Amyraldism (q.v.) was, after continued debate,

permitted by French Synods, but condemned nearly a
generation later by the Swiss Reformed theologians.

The Consensus Formula was prepared by John
Henry Heidegger, Professor at Zurich, assisted by
Lucas Gernler of Basel, and Francis Turretin of

Geneva, all men of theological distinction and of

eminently Christian spirit. Though polemical in

purpose, its tone is courteous, and it rejects rather

than condemns. It was intended to be an appendix

to the accepted Calvinistic standards, not strictly
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a fresh Syinliol, and as such it exercised a local

authority by order of Ciiurth and State in Ziirich,

Basel, and tiencva, and other Keformed Cantons,
for half a century.
Articles 1-3 ireato'f Biblical Iiispiratton, 4-ti of Predestination,

7-» of the Covenant of Works before the Fall, 10-l:i of the Im-
mediate Inipntation of Adam's Sin to lii-s Posterity, l;t-16 of the
Limitation of the Atonement to the elect alone in purpose as in

effect, 17-22 of particular election, and of the insulficienry for

salvation of the Divine revelation in nature and in providence,
2S-25 of the two covenants,—against Amyrant'a three of nature,
law, and (frace,— even Old Testament saints having been saved by
faith in the earlier revelation of the Lamb of God and of the
Divine Trinity, and 26 forbids teaching any doctrine extraneous
or contrary to the Scriptures and such received standards us the
Second Helvetic Confession and the Canons of Dort.
[Schaff, Uist. pp. 477-489 ; Miiller, pp. Ixiv, Ixv, Lat. text,

pp. 861-S70.J

(6) The Confession nfthi'. Free Evnngclical Church
of the Cmifon i/c Vitiiil

( 1847), at Lausanne, was the

Confe.ssiunal lirstfr\ut.-' of the Revival of Evan^'eli-

calisni in the .Swiss and French Churches in the

fifth decade of last century, which led to the dis-

ruption of the Established Churches and the

formation, after the Scottish model, of Free
denominations. Six articles in the first section of

the Constitution, ' Of the Free Church in General,'

define in simple terms the loyal adherence of the

Church to Scripture, and to the 16th cent, evangeli-

cal doctrinal tradition as embodied, e.g., in tlie

Helvetic Confession ; its intention of fraternizing

with other evangelical bodies and recognizing their

membership ; and its claim to spiritual autonomy.
(French text in Miiller, p. 903. Full particulars of tiie

doctrinal standards of the Swiss Free Churches in detail will be

found in the Repmt nf the Second General Counnl of the Presbn-
terian Alliance, Philadelphia, U.S.A., 1880, pp. 1081-1093.)

(7) The Cunfc.tsiun of the Free Church of Geneva
(184S) embodies the same spirit in more precise

doctrinal terms. Its 17 short Articles state the

substance of evangelical doctrine on Scripture,

God, Christ, the Incarnation and Atonement,
Regeneration, Justification, Sanctification, Judg-
ment, the Church Invisible hidden in the Church
Visible, the Sacraments as symbols and pledges of

salvation, ecclesiastical fellowshii). Salvation in

all its ])hases is the gift of Divine Grace ; true

believers, its recipients, are elect in Christ from
liefore the world's foundation, according to the

foreknowledge of Cod the Father ; God, who .so

loved the world a-s to give His only Son, ordains

in this life that all men in all places should be

converted, that each is responsilile for his sin and
unbelief, that Jesus repulses none who turns to

Him, and that every sinner who sincerely invokes

His name will be saved.
(French text in Miiller, p. 905.)

(8) The ConstUtilion of the French Free Churches

(1849) includes a briefer .and even simpler and more
Scriptural statement of faith and principles, warndy
evangelical in its terms, graceful and gracious in

its language. Its clauses declare the faith that

rests on Scri|iture, on (lod the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Spirit, the nniver.sal call to repentance
and salvation, the resurrection and judgment to

come ; and close w'ith a doxology.
(French text in Miiller, p. 907. Full particulars of the doc-

trinal standards of the French Free Churches in detail will bo
found in the Report o/ the Second General Council of tlw Preshy-

terian Alliance, Pbiladi-lphia, U.S.A., 1880, pp. lOlW-1081.)

(9) The Declnriilion of Faith of the lirformcd
Church if France (1872) was the work of the first

Synod that met since the suspension by Louis xiv.

in 1660. Venerable as was the French Confession

of La Rochelle, and sacred in its associations, it

could not be re-allirnied without modification so

late in the 19th century. Its authorization of the

power of the magistrate to jmnish heresy by the

sword was an article long since unlearned through
bitter experience of its practical operation. 15ut,

even on the cardinal tenets of Frencli Calvinistie

tradition, nnanindly and even substantial agree-

ment were soon found to have passed away. The
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Declaration, liberal and moderate as it is, was
adopted only by a small majority and at tlie

price of ultimate schism, the minority being
averse to creed subscription. It was proposed by
Charles IJois, professor at Montauban ; aliirms the
fidelity of tlie Church to her original principles

of faith and freedom
;
proclaims ' the sovereign

authority of the Holy Scriptures in matters of

faith, and salvation by faith in Jesus Christ, the
only-begotten Son of God, who died for our sins,

and was raised again for our justification'; and
maintains, as the basis of the Church's teaching,
' the grand Christian facts re[)resented in her
religious .solemnities, and set forth in her liturgies,

especially in the Confession of Sins, the Apostles'

Creed, and the order for the administration of the
Lord's Supper.'

(Schafr, Uist. p. 498 ff. incl. text; Miiller, p. Ixix, and text

p. UIH.)

(lu) The Constitution of tlie Free Church of
Ncuch&tel (1874) briefly sets forth in three articles

of its first chapter its faith in Holy Scri])ture, and
in the great facts contained in the Apostles' Creed,
and its devotion to the good of the people at large.

(Miiller, p. Ixx ; text, p. 911.]

B. Germany.—The German Reformed Con-
fessions—a considerable group in themselves

—

profess a moderate Calvinism, in touch with the
Lutheranism of Melanchthon, chary, on the one
hand, of referring to the decree of reprobation,

but, on the other, faithful to the Genevan sacra-

mental doctrine. Only one of them, the Heidelberg
Catechism, attained to an international currency
and authority.

(1) The Confession of the Frankfort Community
of Foreigners (15.54) was called for by popular
hostility to their sacramental ideas, and was in-

tended "ijy them to rebut the charge of Anabaijtism.
The exiles included a portion of the fugitives from
Continental persecution, many of them from Hol-
land, who had taken refuge in London under
Edward VI., but were compelled to disperse on
Mary's accession. In 1551 they had presented to

Edward a statement and vindication of their tenets,

in the Compendium Doetrinm by Martin Micron,
which in a Dutch version was long cherished in

Holland as an authoritative symbol. The Con-
fession of 1554 was embodied in a Book of Church
Order, ' Liturgda Sacra,' and is a revision of the
earlier compendium under the infiuence of John h,

Lasoo, their leader in England, and of Calvin. Its

preface undertakes to show what (^onstilutes a true

Christian, and what the chief good of man, and
bases faith on the Scriptures and their sunmiaiy in

the Apostles' Creed.
Part 1 treats of God, His attributes, and work, II is Fatherhood

to men not simply as creator, nor (as of Christ) their begetter,

but as having elected them to adoptive sonship ; and of man's
creation and fall into sin. Part 2 treats of Jesus Christ, part
3 of th.- Holy Spirit. Part 4, 'of the Church,' ends with a

repudiation of the Pope and of Roman Catholic errors.

(Miiller, p. xlix ; Latin text, pp. 657-t)t>0.J

(2) The Enulen Catechis-m (1554) is clos,ely con-

nected with the Frankfort Confession. A I.asco

was its autlior. It took the place of a larger Cate-

chism for children based on Micron's Compendium,
and also of a Lutheranizing substitute which an
Emden pastor had prepared on his own authority.

It became the recognized text-book and doctrinal

norm of East Friesland, in whose dialect it is

written. (Text in Muller, pp. 666-682.)
Its 94 questions deal simply and concisely with the Command-

ments, the Ixjrd's Prayer, the Plan of Salvation, the difference

between Law and Gospel, the Apostles' Creed, the Sacraments,

Cod, and shonld know, love, and serve my God.* The second
asks, 'Wherefore art thou Ij^come a Christian?' Tlie third,
' How art thou sure that thou art a true Christian ?

' (Sliillcr, p. 1).

(3) The Iffiidclbrrg Ca<cc/iJ,v?n (156.3), the most
iiopular, able, and authoritative of tlie German
{eformed Confessions, was prepared on the basis
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of earlier Catechisms, by two young Calvinist theo-
lo^ans in sympiitliy with Melanchthon's stand-

point—Zacharias Baer or Ursinus, and Caspar
Olewig or Olevianus, professors at Heidelberg,
who liad liad distinguished academic careers, had
enjoyed friendly intercourse with the chief teachers
of Germany and Switzerland, and had undergone
privation and persecution for their views. En-
loying the entire confidence of the noble Elector
Palatine, Frederick III., the first German prince
to profess the Reformed doctrine, and so forfeit

the political amnesty guaranteed only to Lutherans
by the Augsburg Interim, they received from him
tne commission to prepare a manual which should
serve alike for teaching theyoung and for settling the
constant differences in doctrine between Lutherans,
of both schools, and Calvinists, of which Heidel-
berg had become the continual scene. No commis-
sion was ever better justified. The Catechism,
though it had detractors, soon established itself in
every Reformed land and language. The Elector
(whose interest in such work was later to be shown,
in 1577, by a testamentary Confession left in his
own writing) watched over its progress, and made
frequent suggestions, one of which added to the
second and later editions the sole polemic question
and answer, no. 80, containing the clause, 'And
thus the Mass at bottom is nothing else than a
denial of the one sacrifice and passion of Jesus
Christ, and an accursed idolatry.'
The Catechism opens with the question :

' What is thine only
comfort in life and in death ?—That I, with body and soul, both
in life and in death, am not my own, but belonj^ to my faithful
Saviour Jesus Christ, who with His precious blood has fully
satisfied for all my sins, and redeemed me from all the power of
the devU ; and so preserves me that without the will of my
Father in heaven not a hair can fall from my head ; yea, and
that all things must work together for my salvation. Wherefore
by His Holy Spirit He also assures me of eternal life, and makes
me heartily willing and ready henceforth to live unto Him.*
The second question is, * How many things are necessary for
thee to know that thou in this comfort mayest live and die
happily ?—Three things : First, the greatness of my sin and
misery. Second, how I am redeemed from all my sins and
misery. Third, how I am to be thankful to God for such
redemption.' Its last question completes the exposition of the
Lord's Prayer :

* What is the meaning of the word Ainenl—
Amen means, So shall it truly and surely be. For my prayer is

much more certainly heard of God than I feel in my heart that
I desire these things of Him.'
After the first two prefatory' questions, the Catechism falls

into three parts. Part I., 'Of Man's Misery,' questions 3-11,
traces the knowledge of sin to God's Law, gives Christ's sum-
mary of the Law in two great commandments, affirms man's
creation after God's image ' in righteousness and true holiness

;

that he might rightly know God his Creator, heartily love Him
and live with Him in eternal blessedness, to praise and glorify
Him,' traces sin to Adam's fall, and warns of God's wrath.
Part 11. , 'Of Man's Redemption,' questions 12-86, expounds
Anselm's view of the atonement in Christ, shows how the plan
of grace was foreshadowed in the OT, how it is appropriated by
faith which is ' not only a certain knowledge whereby I hold for
truth all that God has revealed to us in His Word", but also a
hearty trust which the Holy Ghost works in me by the Gospel
that not only to others, but to me also, forgiveness of sins,
everlasting righteousness and salvation are freely given by God,
merely of grace, only for the sake of Christ's merits

' ; it then
expounds the faith embodied in the Apostles' Creed in three
divisions : of God the Father in Christ and our creation, of God
the Son and our redemption, and of God the Holy Ghost and our
sanctification—the Trinity revealed by God's Word ; especially
admirable being the questions on Providence, on the names of
Christ and Christian, on the benefits of Christ's Ascension, on
the Church and Communion of Saints, on Baptism and the
Lord's Supper, though those on the Supper are very long and
full; and on the office of the Keys. Part III., 'Of Thankful-
ness,' questions 80-129, sets forth Christian duty as the fruits
of grateful penitence and faith, to the glory of God and the help
of our neighbours, according to the Ten Commandments, which
are expounded, in positive as well as negative terms, with a
wealth of shrewd Christian wisdom and practical good sense,
as. e.g., where the Fifth is made to teach not only obedience to
parents and those in authority, and submission to their good
mstruction and correction, but that we ' bear patiently with
their infirmities, since it is God's ivill to govern us by their
hand.' Finally, with a view to obedience to God's will, the need
of the aids of prayer is urged, and the successive clauses of the
Lord B prayer are expounded.
No praise is too great for the simplicity of lan-

guage, the accord with Scripture, the natural
order, the theological restraint, and the devout tone

which characterize this Catechism. The excessive
length of many of its answers militates against
literal memorization, but the excellence of their
contents goes far to atone for their length. It is

a happy blend of Calvinist precision and compre-
hensiveness with Lutheran warmth and humanity.
It is a miracle of unity and continuity, as wise in

its omissions as in its contents. Predestination is

not mentioned, save in the guise of election to good.
It is Zwinglio-Calvinist on the Sacraments and on
the natures of Christ, Luthero-Calvinist in its anti-

synergism, Melanchthouian in its key-note of warm
personal trust and in its mediative genius. It is,

as Olewig from the lirst acknowledged, profoundly
indebted to its forerunners. Their contributions
and their influence on style, thought, and arrange-
ment are patent. The Catechisms of Luther,
Calvin, ii Lasco, and Leo Judae were not only as
familiar to the authors as Baer's own earlier pro-

ducts, but were freely used. Yet the workmanship
never betrays patchwork, or suggests diversity of

hands or heterogeneity of materials. By sheer
worth it has won a high place for itself among the
classics of religious instruction. It was adopted
throughout every part of Reformed Germany, in

Holland and its colonies, in Scotland, in Hungary,
in Poland, Moravia, Bohemia. With German and
Dutch colonists it crossed the seas, and it remains
the standard of the Reformed Churches, German
and Dutch, in America. It was authorized by the
Presbyterian Church in the United States so
recently as 1870. See also art. CATECHISMS
(Heidelberg).
[Scha£f, Hist. pp. 529-554 (on hist., contents, and bibliog.),

Evang. Prot. Creeds, pp. 307-365 (text in Germ, and Eng.);
Miiller, pp. 1-liii, 682-719 (Germ, text and proofs) ; PR&

;

J. W. Nevin, Hist, and Genius of the Heidilb. Catech.,
Ohambersburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 1847.]

(4) The Nassau Confession (1578) belongs to the
Reformed group more than to the Lutheran, unlike
the contemporary Repetition of Anhalt (see on both,

p. 850" above). Its author was the Saxon divine,
Christopher Pezel, exiled for his Calvini.stic sym-
pathies. It was prepared by the order of Count
John, in answer to the Formula of Concord, and
sanctioned by the Synod of Dillenburg.
[Schaff, Hist. p. 564 ; Miiller, pp. liii-liv, Germ, text, pp.

720-739.]

(5) The Bremen Consensus (1595), preceded in
15'72 by a 'Declaration,' marks the establishment
of Calvinism in that city. Its author was Pezel,
and its doctrine is distinguished from that of his

earlier work only by the sections on Predestination
and the Communion of the Sick. It definitely
associates as manuals of pastoral instruction the
works of the Swiss Reformers with those of
Melanchthon. TOl 1784, all pastors were required
to sign it.

[Schafr, Hist. p. 664 ; Miiller, p. liv. Germ, text, pp. 789-799.]

(6) The Confession of Anhalt (1597) was intro-

duced, on the temporary overthrow of Lutheranism,
by the Prince Regent, John George. It contained
28 Calvinistic Articles, and upheld amoderate theory
of Predestination (see Kurtz, Ch. Hist. § 144).

(7) The Book of Staffort (1599) was composed by
the Margrave of Baden-Durlach, one of the many
German nobles who busied themselves with theo-
logy and asserted themselves as doctrinal dictators.

It was imposed upon a none too receptive clergy
and peojjle while the Margrave lived.

[Miiller, pp. liv-Iv ; Germ, text, pp. 799-816.)

(8) The Hessian Confession and Catechism (1607)
were moderate Calvinist re-statements of Lutheran
standards, prompted by the Landgrave, and sanc-
tioned by the Synod at Cassel. The Confession,
whOe retaining its Lutheran basis, expresses the
Reformed views on the Person of Christ and the
Sacraments, and consists of five paragraphs on the

Ten Commandments, on the abolition of images
and pictures, on the Articles of the Faith and
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the Person of Christ, on Election hy Grace, on the

Lord's Supper. Along with the Heidelberg Cate-
chism, a modified form of LiUlier's Small Catechism,
htill in use, was authorized.
The liitkT begins: 'Art tho\i a Christian?—Yes, Sir. How

dost thou know it?—Because I have been baptized in tbe name
of our Lonl Jesim Christ, and know and believe the Christian
teaching. . . . How many chief portions h.is tlie Christian
teaching?—Five : the Ten Coniniaiidmenta, the ten Articles o(

the Christian Kaith, the Lor<l*H I'raj-er, the .Sacrament of Holy
Baptism, and Uie Lord's Supper, or the Sacrament of the Body
and Bloo<i of our Lord Jesus Christ.'

[SchaJf, Hist. p. 664 ; Muller, pp. Iv, Ivi, Oemi. texts, pp.
817-ii33.1

(9) The C'unfe.^non of the Heidelberg Theologians
(1607) is a manifesto of the Reformed Church doc-

trine, in its affirmative and negative aspects.
[Schaff, IJist. p. 565; Heppe, Die Bekenntnisssckriften der

re/arm. Kirchen Deutacklands, Elberfeld, 1S60, p. ^ioOff.J

(10) The licntheim Confcssioii (1613), which is

still authoritative, was drawn up by authority of

the ruling Count, a convinced Presbyterian. It has
12 Articles, each a sentence long, in the form of

qiiestions, e.g.— ' Quaevitur I. De essentiae divinae
Unitate : an credas unani et individuam esse divi-

nam essentiam. . .
.' The topics are tlie Unity of

the Divine Being, the Trinity of Persons, the
Person of Jesus Christ, the Ihreefold Office of

Christ, the Eliicaoy of His Death, Infant Baptism,
Election in Christ, Salvation, the Means of Salva-

tion. It declares the Divine will that all should
be saved, but that persistent unbelievers and ira-

jienitents should be damned eternally. No Con-
fession in the long series is less controversial and
p.irtisan, more simple and charitable.
(MUller, pp. Ivi, Lat. text, pp. 833-834.]

(11) The Confession of Sigismund, Elector of
Brandenburg (1614), is the first of a group of three

Confe.s.sions recognized in Brandenburg, the central

and dominant province of Prussia, whose ruling
house became Reformed, though the population
mostly remained Lutheran. Though brought up in

uncompromising Lutheranism, and indeed pledged
to it, Sigismnnd's social intimacy with Calvinistic

Holland and the Palatinate led him to become a
close student of Reformed docti-ine ; and in 1613,

live years after his accession, he openly professed

his convinceil adherence to it. Next year he vindi-

cated the step by publishing his personal Confession
of Faith, the fruit of personiil study, assisted by
Dr. Fiissel, Superintendent of Zerbst.

In addition to the Word of God, ' the only rule of the pious
which is perfect, sufficient for salvation, and abides for ever,' he
recognizes the whole scries of Ecumenical Creeds and decisions
to A.D. 451, and the Augsburg Confession in both forms. The
Confession opens with a reference to Biblic^al passages in which
the duty of princes and kings to religion is set forth, and declares
the Elector's sense of obligation to further the teaching of God's
pure Word in school and church, and to abolish human cere-

monies and superstitions. It rejects the f^utheran doctrine of
Christ's bodily ubiquity, the practice of baptismal exorcism,
and the use of the consecrated wafer ; it sets forth the Calvinist

doctrine of the Sacraments and Election, expressly adding that
God sincerely desires the salvation of all, and is not responsible
for sin ; and it declares the Elector's purpose of religious tolera-

tion, God alone being judge of each man's faitb. I..ater, how-
ever, Sigismund put down extreme Lutheran teacning in Church
and Universities, and removed the Formula of Concord from the
authorized standards of his Church.

(Schaff, Hist. pp. 564-657 ; Miiller, pp. Ivi-lviii, Germ, text,

pp. 8;i.'>-«43.1

(12) The Leipzig Colloquy (1631 ) wa.s the outcome
of a conference arrangetf by the Electors of Bran-
denburg and Saxony, in which, with the Landgrave
of Hesse and three representative theologians of

each communion. Reformed and TiUtheran, they
met to ('onsolidate the Protestant forces in doctrinal
alliance against the menace of Roman Catholicism.
The basis of discussion was the Augsburg Confes-
sion. Substantial agreement was easily reached,
except on the Lord's .Supper and Body of Christ

;

on Pr( lestination little more than verbal ditlerence

remained. Unhappily, the times were not ripe for

a real understanding. The Colloquy was recog-

nized, however, as having a certain authoritj' in

Brandenburg, as explanatory of the Confession of

Sigismund.
(Schair. ma. pp. 668-660.]

(13) The Declaration of T/wrn (1645) occupied a
somewhat similar position among the Brandenburg
Symbols, or Conje.iiione.s- Murchicte. It was the

Statement of Reformed Doctrine submitted to a
Conference of Lutheran, Reformed, and Roman
Catholic representatives, convened by the King of

Poland, W'fadislaw IV., himself a Roman Catholic,

in hope to allay his subjects' religious dissen-

sions. Among the delegates were Amos Conienius,

the Moravian bishop; George Calixtus of Helm-
stiidt, the mild Lutheran ; and Calovius, the un-
compromising Lutheran. Little or nothing came of

the meeting, which, as Calixtus laments, proved an
' irritativuM ' instead of a ' caritativum ' colloquium,

as intended.
The Reformed Declaration in its first part, 'Professio

Generalis,' aHirnis Scripture as the sole rule of faith, and the
Ecumenical Creeds and decisions as subordinate and explanatory
authorities, and accepts the Variata Augsburg Confession and
the Consensus of Sendomir (1570) as essentially equivalent
statements of Protestant doctrine. In the second part,
* Declaratio Specialis,' it states the Reformed system in its

points of agreement with, and difference from, Lutheranism
and Roman Catholicism respectively.

(Schaff, Hist. pp. 560-663.]

(14) The Articles of the Palatine Union of 1818
are an apparent exception to the general rule that
the Union of Lutheran and Reformed Churches
throughout (jemiany in 1817 and thereafter rested

upon no new Confessional basis, but upon the

formal recognition of the historical standards of

both, many of whose doctrinal angularities and
differences had been rubbed away by the hand
of time. Yet in reality they simply express the
universal basis of the union movements—honour to

the ancient standards but not strict obligation,

submission to Scripture alone, certainty that the

ofler of grace is free to all men, recognition of the

Lord's Supper as a memorial feast and act of

personal communion with Christ as Redeemer.
(MuUer, pp. Ixv-lxvi, Germ, text, p. 870 f.]

C. Belgium and Holland.—(\) The Belgic

Confession (1561) took the place of Micron's
Compendiiim Doctrinm, translated into Dutch in

1551, which along with kindred catechisms of k
Lasco and others had been current in the Low
Countries- as a norm and manual of doctrine

(cf. p. 865'' above). It was composed by Guy de
Bray, pastor at Tournay, whose career as a
Reformer had begun in exile in England and was to

end in 1567 in martyrdom. De Bray submitted
his work to a number of scholars and divines for

suggestions and revision—among them Adrien de
Saravia, a Leyden professor—and addressed it to

Philip n. in the faint hopeof mitigat;ing his persecut-

ing frenzy against the Reformation. The Con-
fession, written in French originally, follows closely

in contents and order the French orGallic Confession

of 1559, avoiding all provocative references, how-
ever, to Romanism, expanding the doctrines of the

Trinity, Incarnation, Cliurch, and Sacraments, and
expressly dissociating itself from Anabai)tism. It

has 37 Articles, which Schall' adjudges, 'upon the

whole, the best symbolical statement of the

Calvinistic system of doctrine, with the exception

of tlie Westminster Confession. ' The main variant

recensions were those of the Sjmod of Antwerp,

1566, in Latin, the reviser being Francis Junius,

a pupil of Calvin and later a professor at Lej'den ;

and, in French, Latin, and Dutch, of the Synod of

Dort in KilO. The Confession, associated with the

Heidelberg Catechism and the Canons of Dort, has

been the accepted Reformed Symbol of Belgium
and Holland, and of the kindred Colonial Churches.

[Schaff, Hitt. i>p. 502-508, Kran.i. Pnl. Creeds (Fr. text of

Don, and Eng. of Dutch lief. Ch. of America), pp. 383-436;

Muller, p. xxxiv, Lat. text, pp. 238-249.]

(2) The Dutch Confession of 1566 is a compara-
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tively obscure work of uncertain origin, of a milder
CalvinisTu, Zwiiiylian indeed in character, reflect-
ing in its 18 Articles tlie apologetic purjjose of the
Belgie Confession, but sharper m its auti-Komanist
polemic.

[Miiller, p. xxxv, DuU^h text, pp. 935-D40.]

(3) The Remonstrance of IGIO summed up in 5
Articles the Arrainian modifications of orthodox
Calvinism. James Ainiinius had died in 1609.
Hisviews were maintained by Episcopius(Bisschop),
his successor at Leyden, and by the preacher
Uylenbogaert, and were supported by such eminent
jurist-statesmen as Barneveldt and Urotius. The
' Remonstram* ' was drawn up by Uytenbogaert
for presentation to the Estates of Holland and
West Friesland, and was signed by 46 pastors. It
represented an even more serious and determined
attempt than Amyraldism—its kindred though
independent French counterpart—to break down
the rigour of supralapsarian and infralapsarian
Calvinism. Though condemned by the weighty,
if onesided. Synod of Dort, and driven by force
from Holland or suppressed for a time, it exerted
an extremely wide-spread influence, especially
throughout the English-speaking world, pervading
the Anglican Church and its great Methodist ofi-
shoot. It represents the recoil of the human heart
from the stern inferences of the head, from the
darker aspects of Scripture teaching and of every-
day observation of life. Its weapons against
scholastic logic and learning are sentiment and
humane feeling. It first denies five current pro-
positions, tlien affirms five others, ending with the
claim that the latter are ' agreeable to the word of
God, tending to edification, and, as regards this
argument, sufficient for salvation, so that it is not
necessary or edifying to rise higher or to descend
deeper.'

the first article affirms that election is conditional upon, and
niseparable from, Divine foreknowledge of faith and perseier-
ance, and reprobation upon foreknowledge of unbelief and sin
persisted ni. The second affirms that the atonement through
Christ 8 death is universal and sufficient for all, though not
necessarily accepted and actually effective in every case, deny-
ing any a priori limitation of it to elect persons. The third
affirms that fallen man cannot accomplish good or attain to
savmg faith unless regenerated through the Holy Spirit ; but
the fourth denies that grace is irresistible, compelling the elect
though withheld from the reprobate. The fifth denies that
recipients of irresistible grace, those who through faith are
' Christo insiti ac proinde Spiritus eius vivifloantis participes,'
are unable to tall away and necessarilv persevere to the end,
and affirms that it is impossible to say from Scripture whether
the regenerate can ever fall away.

[Schafr, Hist. p. 608 ff., text of positive artt. in Dutch
Lat., and Enif. in Emng. Prot. Creeds, pp. 645-649; Miiller,
p. Ivui; PiiES, art. ' Remonstranten

' ; in Dutch the series of
works by Joannes Tideman, 1847-1872.)

(4) The Canons of the Synod of Dort (1619) are
the final answer of orthodox Calvinism to tlie
Remonstrants, accepted unanimously by a conven-
tion of 84 Reformed divines, 58 of whom were
Dutch, and 18 lay assessors. The foreign re-
presentatives came at the reqiiest of the States-
General from almost every 'Reformed' country.
James i. of England .sent Carleton, bishop of
Llandaft", Davenant, bishop of Salisbury, Ward,
professor at Cambridge, Joseph Hall (a'fterwards
bishop of Norwich), replaced later by Thomas
Goad, and one of his chaplains, Walter Balcan-
quhal, a Scot by birth, afterwards dean of
Durham—with the shrewd advice to ' mitigate the
heat on both sides,' and to urge the Dutch clergy
'not to deliver in the pulpit to the people those
things for ordinary doctrines which are the highest
points of schools and not fit for vulgar capacity,
but disputable on both sides.' Distinguished
French delegates were prevented from attending
by the veto of the Crown. In addition to the
flower of Dutch learning and piety, then at their
highest, representatives, similarly distinguished,
from Great Britain, the Palatinate, Hesse, the

chief Churches of Switzerland, Nassau, Bremen,
and Eniden, were present to deliberate and append
their signatures to the findings of the Synod. One-
sided though the assembly necessarily was, the
Arminians lieing everywhere in a minority, no
more learned or respe^;table Synod was ever con-
vened, and no body more representative of the
Reformed I'rotestant world ever met. The result
of their discussions was a foregone conclusion ; but,
apart from special meetings, 154 regular sittings
were held, and the whole subject under debate was
examined and analyzed and set forth in dogmatic
form with unexampled dialectic thoroughness and
theological precision, and witli an unmistakably
re\erent tone. Beyond question, the outcome is
strictly loyal to the tradition of infralapsarian
Calvinism at all points. Alike in logic and in
Scripture-learning the new positions failed to win
conviction. Consistency seemed to reside with
their opponents. The Arminian theses were so
largely based on the older doctrine that a more
radical departure from the presuppositions of
Calvinism would have been needed to substantiate
their case. At this distance of time it is not easy
to discover in them a very profound relief from the
burdens under which they chafed. Where the
ditierence between the two parties is not senti-
mental, it is apt to appear merely scholastic.
Wesley in England was a convinced Arminian,
Whitefield a Calvinist as convinced, so that they
parted for ever as workers in the visible Church;
but were tlie spirit and the outcome of their work
as preachers not identical, were they not equally
rewarded and equally ' owned ' ? Is it possible to
believe that a world of thought really parted them
or the communions which gathered round them?
Would many among their vast audiences have
recognized that between them there could yawn the
theological abyss which the debates and canons of
Dordrecht laboriously located and surveyed ? The
method rather than the practical outcome of their
thought was at variance. Each could find warrant
in formal Scriptures of the highest authority.
The Canons are arranged in four chapters corresponding to

the Arminian restatement (given in Muller, p. lixfi.) of the
Remonstrance in four chapters, the third containing Articles
3 and 4 of the original Remonstrance. Each chapter affirms a
group of theses, rejects a group of errors, and closes with the
signatures of the Synod.

Ch. I., of Divine Predestination, affirms 18 propositions.
' As all men have sinned in Adam. . . . God would have done
no injustice by leaving them all to perish ' (Art. 1). 'But in
this the love of God was manifested, that He sent His only-
begotten Son . . . that whosoever believeth on Him should not
perish but have everlasting life ' (Art. '2). ' And that men maj
be brought to believe, God mercifully sends the messengers of
these most joyful tidings to whom He will and at what lime He
pleaseth

; by whose ministry men are called to repentance and
faith in Christ crucified ' (Art. 3). 'The wrath of God abideth
on those who beheve not this Gospe! ; but such as receive it,

and embrace Jesus the Saviour by a true and livuig faith, are
delivered ' (Art. 4). ' The cause or guilt of this unbelief, as
well as of all other sins, is nowise in God but in man himself :

whereas faith in Jesus (jhrist and salvation through Him is the
free gift of God ' (Art. 6). ' That some receive the gift, and
others not, proceeds from God's decree, according to which He
graciously softens the hearts of the elect, however obstinate,
and inclines them to believe : while He leaves the non-elect in
His last judgment to their own wickedness and obduracy. And
herein is especially displayed the profound, the merciful, and
at the same time the righteous discrimination between men
equally involved in ruin ' (Art. 6). Election is of mere grace,
sovereign good pleasure, is of a certain number of persons by
nature neither better nor more deserving than others (cf. Eph
1^-'', Ro 8S0). There are not various decrees of election, but one
and the same. It was not founded upon foreseen faith and the
obedience of faith or any other good quality or disposition in
man as the pre-requisite cause or condition on which it depended,
but men are chosen to faith and to the obedience of faith.
Election is the fountain of every saving good, Eph 1-* ^.\rtt. 7-9).
'The elect cannot be cast away nor their number diminished.
In due time (though in various degrees and in different measures)
they attain the assurance of their election, not by inquisitively
prying into the secret and deep things of God, but by observing
in themselves with a spiritual joy and holy pleasure the in-

fallible fruits of election pointed out in the word of God ; such
as a true faith in Christ, filial fear, a godly sorrow for sin, a
hungering and thirsting after righteousness' (Artt. 11-12).
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*The sense and certainty of IhiB election afford additional

matter ... (or daily bviniiliation before God . . . and render-

ing prateful returns of ardent love. The consideration of this

doctrine is no far from encouraKinp remissness ... or carnal

security, that these in the just judcnient of God are the usual
effect* of rash presumption, or of idle and wanton trifling with
the grace of election, in those who refuse to walk in the ways
of the elect' (Art. 13). This doctrine is to be 'published in the
Church of God (or which it was peculiarly designed, provided
it be dorio with reverence, in the spirit of discretion and piety,

for the plory of God's most holy name, and for enlivening antl

comfortuig Ilis people, without vainly attempting to investigate

the secret way of the Most High ' (Art. 14). * What peculiarly

tends to illustrate and recommend the grace of election to us
is the express testimony of Holy Scripture, that not all but
some only are elected, while others are passed by in the eternal

decree' (Art. 15). 'Those who do not yet experience a lively

faith in Christ, an assured confidence of soul, peace of con-

science, an earnest endeavour after filial obedience, and glory-

ing in God tlirough Christ, etticaciously wrought in them, and
do nevertheless persi-st in the use of the meuiis which God hath
appointed for workingthese graces in us, ought not to be alarme<l

at the mention of reprobation, nor rank themselves among the
reprobate, but diligently persevere in the use of means, and
with ardent desires devoutly and humbly wait for a season of

richer grace. . . . But this doctrine is justly terrible to those
who, regardless of God and of the Saviour Jesus Christ, have
wiiolly given themselves up to the cares of the world ... so
long as they are not seriously converted to God ' (Art. 16),

'Since the Word of God testifies that the children of believers

are holy, not by nature, but in virtue of the covenant of grace
. . . godly parents have no reason to doubt of the election and
ealvationof their children whom it pleaseth God to call out of

this life in their infancy ' (Art. 17). 'To those who murmur at

the free grace of election, and just severity of reprobation, we
answer with the Apostle, "... who art thou that repliest

against God?" and quote the language of our Saviour, "Is it

not lawful for me to do what I will \vith mine own?" And
therefore, with holy adoration of these mysteries, we exclaim
in the words of the Apostle, " O the depth of the riches both of

the wisdom and knowledge of God ! how unsearchable are his

judgments, and his ways past finding out ! For who hath
known the mind of the Lord? ... or who hath first given to
him, and it shall be recompensed unto him again ? For of him
and through him and to him are all things : to whom be glory
forever. Amen." '(Art. 18).

Ch. 11., of the Death of Christ and the Hedemptkm of Man
thereby, affirms 9 propositions, setting forth an atonement
limited to the elect. ' The death of t/ie Son of God is the only
and most perfect sacrifice and satisfaction for sin ; is of infinite

worth and value, abundantly sufficient to expiate the sins of

the whole world ' (Art. 3). it is so for these reasons :
* because

lie was not only really man and perfectly holy, but also the
only-begotten Son of God . . . and because His death was
attended with a sense of the wrath and curse of God due to us
for sin ' (Art. 4). ' Moreover, tlie promise of the Gospel is that
whosoever believeth in Christ crucified shall not perish but
have everlasting life. This promise, together with the command
to repent and believe, ought to be declared and published to
all nations, and to all persons promiscuously and without
distinction, to whom God out of His good pleasure sends the
Gospel' (Art. 5). 'And, whereas many who are called by the

Gosi>el do not repent nor believe in Christ but perish in unbelief,

this is not owing to any defect or insufficiency in the sacrifice

offered by Christ upon the cross, but is wholly to be imputed
to themselves * (Art. 6). ' But as many as truly believe and are
delivered and saved from sin and destruction through the death
of Christ, are indebted for this benefit solely to the grace of

God given them in Christ from everlasting, and not to any
merit of their own. For this was the sovereign counsel and
most gracious will and purpose of God the Father, that the
quickening and saring efficacy of the most precious death of

His Son should extend to all the elect, for the bestowal upon
them of the gift of justifying faith thereby to bring them
infallibly to salvation . . . that Christ should effectually redeem
out of every people, tribe, nation and language, i.11 those, and
those only, who were from eternity chosen . . . and given to
Him by the Father' :—a 'purpose proceeding from everlasting
love towartls the elect' (Artt. 7-9).

Ch. III., of the C&miptiun of Man, his Conversimi to God,
and the Manner therenf, affirms 17 propositions. ' Man was
originally formed after the image of God. His understanding
was adorned with a true and saving knowledge of liis Creator
and of spiritual things ; bis heart and will were upright, all his

affections pure, the whole man holy. Tempted by the Devil, he
fell; and begat children, corrupt not by imitAtion merely, but by
the propagation of a vicious nature in consequence of a just

judgment of God ' (Artt. 1 and 2). ' All men are thus children

of WTath, incapable of any saving good ; without regenerating
grace neither able nor willing to return to God. to reform the
acpra^ 'ty of their nature, nor to dispose themselves to reforma-
tion. ( . . There remain, however, the glimmerings of natural
light, whereby man retains some knowledge of God, of natural
things and of the difference between good and evil. But so

far is this light of nature from being sufficient to bring him to

a saving knowledge of God . . . that he isincapable of using it

aright even in things natural and civil ' (Artt. 3-4). The I-aw

similarly failed, accusing, not sufficing to save. The Holy
Spirit, through the word or ministry of reconciliation, alone can
eufilce (Artt. 5-0). Israel was not chosen for its own merit or

use of nature's light, but of God's free choice. 'All who are

called by the Gospel are unfeignedly called. Eternal life and
rest are seriously promised to all who shall come to Him and
believe on Him ' (Artt. 7-8). * The fault lies in men themselves,
who refuse to come and be converted. But that others obey
and are converted is not to be ascribed to the proper exercise of
free will whereby one distinguishes himself above others equally
(urnitibed with grace sufficient for faith, but it must be wholly
ascribed to God, who calls effectually in time the elect from
eternity, confers upon them faith and repentance . , . that
they may glory not in themselves but in the IiOrd'(Artt. y-10).

In conversion, God uses His appointed means, and sends His
Spirit to soften and regenerate the heart, working a new
creation, a resurrection from the dead—a supernatural work,
most delightful, astonishing, mysterious, ineffable (Artt. 11-12).
'The manner of this operation ca,nnot be fully comprehended
by believers in this life. Notwithstanding, they rest satisfied
with knowing and experiencing that by this grace of God, they
are enabled to believe with the heart and to love their Saviour.
Faith is therefore to be considered as the gift of God, not an
offered to man, to be accepted or rejected at his pleasure, but
because it is in reality conferred, breathed and infused into
him, and because he who works in man both to will and to do,
produces both the will to believe and thejact of believing also

'

(Artt. 13-14). ' Recipients of this grace owe eternal gratitude
to God. Whoever is not made partaker thereof is either
altogether regardless of these spiritual gifts and satisfied with
his own condition, or is in no apprehension of danger, and
vainly boasts the possession of that which he has not. As for
those who make an external profession of faith and live regtilar
lives, we are bound after the exami>le of the Apostle to judge
and speak of them in the most Ifavourable manner ; for the
secret recesses of the heart are unknown to us. And as to
others who have not yet been called, it is our duty to pray for
them to God. But we are in no wise to conduct ourselves to-
wards them with haughtiness, as if we had made ourselves to
differ' (Art. 15). 'This grace of regeneration does not treat
men as senseless stocks and blocks, nor take away their will and
its properties, neither does violence thereto ; but spiritually

quickens, heals, corrects, and at the same time sweetly and
powerfully bends it to a true obedience in which true freedom
resides. ... It also in no wise excludes or subverts the use of
the gospel which God has ordained to be the seed of regenera-
tion and food of the soul ' (Artt. 16 and 17).

Ch. IV., of the Perseverance of the Saints, affirms 15 pro-
positions. The elect are delivered ' from the dominion of sin

in this life, though not altogether from the body of sin and
from the infirmities of the flesh, so long as they continue in this

world. Hence spring daily sins of infirmity, and hence spots
adhere to the best works of the saints. But God is faithful,

who, having conferred grace, mercifully confirms and powerfully'
preservesthem therein, even to the end '(Artt. 1-3). 'Converts
are not always so influenced and actuated by the Spirit of God as
not in some particular instances sinfully to deviate. Tliey must
be constant in watching and prayer. By such sins they very
deeply offend God, incur a deadly guilt, grieve the Holy Spirit,

. . . wound their consciences, and sometimes lose the sense of

God's favour, for a time, until on their return into the right
way by serious repentance, the light of God's fatherly counten-
ance again shines upon them. . . . God does not permit them
to be totally deserted and to plunge themselves into everlasting
destruction ' (Artt. 4-8). ' Of this presen'ation and perseverance,
assurance may be obtained according to the varying proportion
of faith, not by any revelation apart from or contrary to God's
Word, but from faith in God's promises, from the testimony of

the Holy Spirit witnessing with our spirit that we are children
and heirs of God, and from a serious and holy desire to preserve
a good conscience and to perform good works. If the elect were
deprived of this solid comfort, that they shall finall}' obtain the
victory, and of this infallible pledge or earnest of eternal glory,

they would be of all men the most miserable. This certainty
of perseverance produces no spirit of pride or carnal security,

but grateful humility and circumspection, lest God's fatherly
countenance should be averted, and more grievous torment of

conscience be incurred ' (Artt. 9-13). ' The carnal mind is un-
able to comprehend this doctrine and the certainty thereof which
God hath most abundantly revealed in His Word. . . . Satan
abhors it; the world ridicules it ; the ignorant and hypocritical

abuse it; and heretics oppose it. But the Spouse of Christ
hath always most tenderly loved and constantly defended it, as

an inestimable treasure ; and God, against whom neither counsel
norstrength can prevail, will dispose her to continue this conduct
to the end ' (Art. IB).

The Canons conclude with a solemn protest, declaration, and
admonition. Tlie protest discloses the urgency of their work
in view of current representations 'that the doctrine of the
Reformed Churches concerning predestination . . . by its own
genius and necessarj' tendency, leads off the minds of men
from all piety and religion ; that it is an opiate administered by
the flesh and the devil ; and the stronghold of Satan, where he
lies in wait for all, and from which he wounds multitudes, and
mortally strikes through many with the darts both of despair
and of security ; that it makes God the author of sin, unjust,
tyrannical, hypocritical ; that it is nothing more than an inter-

polate<l Stoicism, Manichaeiam, Libertinism, Muhammadanism ;

that it renders men cunially secure, since they are persuaded
by it that nothing can hinder the salvation of the elect , let them
live OS they please ; . . . and that if the reprobate should even
perform truly all the works of the saints, their obedience would
not in the least contribute to their salvation ; that the same
doctrine tcjichcsthatGod byamerearbitrar>*actof His will,with-
out the least respect or view to any sin, has predestinated the
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preatesti part of the world to eternal damnation, and has created
thorn for this very purpose ; that in the same manner in wliich

election is the fov'mtaiii and cause of faith and i^ood workH, re-

probation is the cause of unbelief and impiety ; that many
children of the faithful are torn, guiltless, from their mothers'
breasts and tyrannically plunged into hell : so that neither
baptism, nor the prayers of the Church at their baptism, can at
all profit them.' These and * many other things of the same
kind the Reformed Churches not only do not acknowledge, but
even detest with their whole soul.* Christians, therefore, are
solenmly urged to judge of the Reformed faith from the author-
ized Confessions, and not from particular utterances of a few
ancient and modem teachers, often wrested from their true sense
and context, and to beware of the judgment which awaits false

mtnesses and calumniators. Preachers of this doctrine are to
handle it with modesty, reverence, andlcaution, for comfort and
assurance, not for despair, or pride, or controversy.

The Canons of Dort represent the last eft'ort of

rigid Calvinistic orthodoxy to meet the dithculties

and objections besetting their system, both from a
popular and from a theological point of view.
Later formulation simply rests upon their con-
clusions. Beyond question, they are a completely
consistent expansion of Calvin's theory. Subse-
quent history has not shown that they succeeded in

their ulterior object of sUencing objections or

reassuring doubters. But their tone is as admirable
as their eloquence is noble and sustained. Their
ethical sensitiveness and zeal for the Divine glory,
even at the cost of man'sdignity, are'manifest. Their
courage in facing the problems of election and sin in

the light of Scriptural revelation—problems which
practically all non-Calvinistic systems discreetly
elude or ignore—is worthy of the high spirit and
noble ardour of the Dutch nation tlien emerging
from their long struggle for independence. Their
only polemic is against detractors ; their attitude
towards Arminianism is marred by no offence

against charity or good taste. To read their
stately sentences is to be disabused of prejudice
and suspicion, and to understand the chorus of
relief and praise that greeted their publication.
The contradictions which they contain, and make
no effort to reduce, are the irreducible antinomies
of every honest system—analogous to those of

miracle and law, and related intimately to the
moral problems of heredity and environment, of
freedom and limitation, of Divine foreknowledge
of the actions of free agents. It is a great mistake
to describe them as speculative, inquisitive, or pre-
sumptuous. They spring from a self-effacing desire
to systematize and harmonize the teaching of Scrip-
ture, to promote assurance of ultimate salvation
in Christians without self-trust yet without slav-

ish impotence, to combine the energy of striving
against sin with trust and rest in God, to justify
forgiveness by its results, not by the deserts of its

recipients. To the question. Why has not God con-
ferred saving grace efectually upon all, since all

alike are sinners and undeser\'ing ?—they either
have no answer, or confess they cannot understand,
implicitly appealing to godlessness and persistent
impenitence as an observed fact in life, or lay the
blame upon men who are already from their birth
hopelessly under blame. They both assert and
deny man's individual freedom since Adam. They
leave inevitably upon the human mind an impres-
sion of arbitrariness in God. He might have elected
and saved all, but for reasons of His own, good,
no doubt, though inscrutable and seeming harsh,
reasons not connected with the ]iarticular sins of
individuals. He has not done so. His action appears
un-ethica! according to our standards of Christian
judgment. To be able to save and not to do so,

to be free to elect all sinners and not to do so,

when all alike have come short, whether it be true
to life's experience or not, is a painful character to
attribute to the God and Father of Jesus Christ.
Technical or formal safeguards or reservations,
counter-assertions like afterthoughts at the close
of the canons, will not avail to dispel from the

popular mind, however serious, the impression of

Divine cruelty. This is enough in itself to dis-

credit any religious manifesto, however guarded or
studied in its phraseology. Where the divines of
Dordrecht failed, others may well pause.
Along with the Belgic Confession and the Heidel-

berg Catechism, which the Synod of Dort re-

affirmed, the Canons of Dort have remained the
formal standard of the group of Dutch Reformed
Churches in HoUand and in the lands of its emi-
grant children. In tlie National Church of Hol-
land, however, as distinct from the conservative
secessions, they are no longer held as strictly bind-
ing. Their influence upon subsequent Calvinistic
Confessions is obvious even to the superficial

reader.
[Schaff, Hist. pp. 612-623 : fuU Lat. text in Evang. Prot.

Creeds, pp. 650-6811, Eng. text of Dutch Ref. Church of America,
positive articles only, ib. pp.'681-597 ; Eng. text of positive and
negative canons in Hall, Harmony of Prot. Cwi/essions, 1842,

pp. 639-673 ; MiiUer, pp. Iviii-lxiv ; full Lat. text, pp. 843-861.]

D. HusoARY, Poland, and the rest of the
Continent of Europe.—\. Hungary.—In Hun-
gary the Reformation movement, originated from
Wittenberg, was promoted by a numerous group
of native workers, at their head Matthias D^vay,
and was consolidated by the acceptance in 1545 of

the Augsburg Confession. But with remarkable
rapidity the Saxon gave place to the Swiss influ-

ence. Ddvay and his successors passed over, in
spite of fjersonal ties to Wittenberg, to Zwinglian
and Cahdnistic views, the phrase ' corde, non ore

'

in relation to the communion of the Lord's body
becoming a watchword in the Magyar Church.
The native Confessions belong to the years 1559-70,
and to the lifetime and ascendancy of I'eter Melius,
the ' Hungarian Calvin,' teacher and pastor in
Debreczen. They have all given place, however,
since 1626 or 1646, to the Heidelberg Catechism
and the Second Helvetic Confession.

(1) The Confession of Kolosvar {Claudiopolis),

1559, is a brief 'Sententia' on the Lord's Supper
drawn up by Melius (luhasz), David, and seven
colleagues met in synod ; it was followed in the
same year by a Defensio, or vindication, by David,
both maintaining the Calvinist and rejecting the
Lutheran doctrine. The Confession of Vasarhely,
1559, in Hungarian, reproduces its teaching.

(2) The Confession of Debreczen (1560-2) is the
first general Calvinist Confession of the Church,
dealing with election and other topics, doctrinal
and ecclesiastical. It is based on the Fathers
and on the Genevan teachers, was prepared by
Melius, and was ratified by Synod. It is also
kno>vn as Confessio Agrivallensis, or Conf. Hun-
r/arorum, or Conf. Catholica. Melius at the same
time introduced into school and general use a
Catechism, modelled upon and inspired throughout
by Calvin's Catechism.

(3) The Confession of Tarczal and Tarda, adopted
by the successive synods of those places in 1562 and
1563, is a shortened form of Beza's Compendium
of Reformed Doctrine, the Cotifessio Christiana:
Fidei of 1560. It incorporates the Ecumenical
Creeds, and treats in six parts of the Holy Trinity,
iif God the Father, of Jesus Christ, of the Holy
Spirit, of the Church, and of final Judgment.

(4) The Confession of Czenger (\5'0), or Confessio
Ilungarica, is the last and most important of a
scries of Synodic Declarations against the LTni-

(arian movement in Hungary, earlier examples
being the Brief Confession of Pastors at Debreczen
(1567), the Confession of Kassa (1568), and the
Confession of Vdrad (1569).

The Confession of the Synod of Czenger, at which Melius waa
the guiding mind, but from which the pastors who sympathized
with Socinus and Servetus absented themselves, contains 11
chapters dealing with the One and Only God,—the only-begotten
Son of God from eternity,—the Holy Spirit, as true and only
God and Lord, having life in Himself,—the Words and Exprea-
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sions employed by the Holy Spirit concerning Qod throuKh the
Prophets and Apostles,—the Uules for the inten>retAtion of
expressions concerninjj God,—the Law and the Gospel in the
Church,—the Kites and Sacraments of the Church, Infant Bap-
tism and the Lord's Supper,—Christian liberty in food, dritili,

clothing, and ecclesiastiati places of meeting,— Divine freedom
from respect of persons in s;iving some and hardening others,

—

the Cause of Sin, and the Mediator the Sou of God,— tlio removal
of obnoxious heretics and antichrists. The Confession is less
pleasing in tone than its predecessors, being burdened with
polemic and controversy.
(On the Hungarian Confessions, see Report 0/ Second General

Council of I'resliyUrian Alliance, Pliiladelphia. 1880 (for a full

account, though marred by misprints* and unfamiliarity witli
English on the part of the Hungarian contributor, Francis
Balogrh, Prof, of Ch. Hist, at Debreczen), pp. 1099-1120 ; also
Miiller, op. ci(. pp. xxxvi-xxxix, Latin texts of 2, 3, and 4, pp.
J(i5-463; Schafr, HM. p. 5i)lf.]

ii. BoHKMI.\.—In Bohemia, apart from the native
Utraqui.siii, whose standard.^ have been discu.sswl

(p. 844''), tliere wa.s also, as in Hungary, a iHvision
of Protestant sympathies between Lutherani.sm
and Calvini.sni. Reference has already (p. 844'')

been made to Calvinistic inlluence in the unionist
Confession of 1575. But the outstandiiis; Cal-
vinist Bohemian Confession is the little known
Confession of IG09, containing 20 chapters, almost
catechetic in form, which had been presented to
King Ferdinand, to the Emperor Maximilian 11.,

and to King Sigismund Augustus II. of Poland

—

a revision and expansion of older documents of
1535 and 1564, retaining not a little of the native
pre-Reformation type of teaching. The Reformed
Church of Bohemia and Moravia recognizes the
Heidelberg Catechism and the Second Helvetic
Confession.

[Miiller, pp. xxxix-xl, text in Latin, pp. 463-600.]

iii. Piedmont.—In Piedmont there was drawn
up, as mentioned above {p. 844''), the Calvinistic
Waldeiisidn Confession of 1665, in 33 propositions
with an appendix repudiating 14 Romanist accusa-
tions—based upon the French Confession of Calvin.
(French text in Miiller, pp. 500-505 ; French and English in

Schaff, Evany. Prot. Creeds, pp. 767-770.)

iv. Poland.—In Poland, apart from the De-
claration of Thorn, mentioned above (p. 867) as
a Confession recognized in Brandenburg, there
needs only to be made a reference to the Con-
sensus of Sendomir (1570). The death of John h
La.sco and of Prince Radziwill, the leaders of the
Polish Reformation, and the pressure of Roman
propaganda, led to the meeting and Confederation
of Lutherans, Calvinists, and Bohemian Brethren
at Sendomir in 1570, and to the issue of a joint-
Confession setting forth their agreement on the
fundamental Articles of Protestant faith embodied
in their standards, and their compromise on the
Lord's Supper, in Melanchthonian or Calvinist
terms, allirming the substantial presence of Christ
(not of HLs body and blood), denying that the
elements are mere symbols, avoiding technical
Lutheran language, and omitting all reierence
to the doctrine of Predestination. The Confession
contains a lengthy passage on the Sacraments from
Melanclitlion's ' Reiietition ' of the Augsburg Con-
fession, drawn up in 1551 for the Council of Trent,
and in Melanclithon's spirit it acknowledges the
( 'hristian .soundness of all three parties, aud enjoins
the cultivation of good relations between them. In
1570, at Poseii, a series of 20 short sui)plementary
Articles were adopted in confirmation of the Con-
sensus. The Consensus was repeatedly ratified by
Polish ? ,-nods.

[SchaS, IIM. pp. 681-588; art. 'Sendomir,' in PRB^

;

Niemeyer, Collectw Confessionum, Leipzig, 1840, p. 561 S. (Ijit.
ti'xt) ; Beck, Die si/mboUschen Ilucher\ 1845, vol. ii. p. 87 ff.

(Oerm. text).)

V. Constantinople.—In Constantinople, Cal-
vinism found an exponent in so exalted a per.son-

•ge as the Patriarch, Cyril Lucar, who wa.s a
life-long correspondent with the Genevan Re-
formers (see above, p. 837). His Confe.'ision of
Faith (1631) went further than that of his suc-

cessor at Alexandria, Metrophanes (1625), who,
while not openly espousing Protestant views,
refrained from polemic against them, though
opposing Roman Catholic tenets. It was supple-
mented by various Catechisms. The earliest form,
of 1G2'J, was in Latin. The edition of 1631 con-
tained four added questions and answers, and was
in Greek. The edition of 1633, at Geneva, was in
both languages.
Of the 18 chapters, 1, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 16 arc Catholic and

uncontroversiai—on tlie doctrini-s of the Trinity, Creation and
Providence, the Fall, the Incarnation and Glory of Cliri.st, Kaith.
and Baptismal Regeneration, the Procession of the Spirit beint;
expressed in terms of the phrasing of the mediating Council of
Florence, 'proceeding from the Father through the Son.' In
the other 10 chapters, the teaching is unmistakably Reformed
and Calvinistic. The authority of Scripture is supreme as the
infallible Word of God, and the Apocrypha are excluded from
canonical authority (ch. 2 and appendix). Tiie Church may err
and ain, and needs the grace of the Holy Spirit and His teaching
rather than that of any mortal man (cb. 12). On Predestina-
tion, Cyril agrees with Dort against the Arminians (ch. 3). He
sets forth Justification in ch. 13 in these terms :

' We believe
that man is justified by faith, not by works. But when we say
" by faith," we understand its correlative, the righteousness of
Christ, which faith, performing the office of the hand, appre-
hends aud applies to us for salvation. And this ... in no
wise to the prejudice of works . . . they are by no means to
be neglected, tiiey are necessary means and evidences of our
faith and a confirmation of our calling. . . . They are of them-
selves by no means sufficient to save man. The righteousness
of Christ, applied to the penitent, alone justifies and saves the
believer ' (after Schaff). There are but two Sacraments insti-

tuted by Christ ; both require faith for their efficacy (ch. 16).
Transubstantiation and oral manducation are alike erroneous
doctrines, and are to be replaced by Calvin's teaching on the
real but spiritual presence and reception of the body and blood
of Christ (ch. 17). Purgatory and post-mort«m repentance are
denied (ch. 18). The Confession, of course, never became
authoritative, but it is a significant evidence of the influence
of the Genevan School.

(Schaff, Hist. pp. 64-67 ; art. ' Lukaris,' in PRE^.]
vi. Spain.—In Spain three Calvinistic Confes-

sions have been recognized :

(1) Confession of 1559 of Spanish refugees from
the Inquisition, in London. It is believed to have
been very moderately Calvinistic in type, and
contained 21 Articles.

(2) Confession of Seville (1869), on the basis of
an earlier draft prepared at Gibraltar, accepted by
the Churches of Seville, Cordova, Cirauada, Malaga,
Cadiz, and Huelva. It contains 25 chapters with
proof-texts. It is largely a reproduction of the
Westminster Confession, in parts a translation of it.

(3) Confe.'ision of Madrid (1872), prepared and
authorized by the Assembly of tlie Reformed
Church of Spain, the 'Spanish Christian Church.'
It contains 25 chapters, and is similar in character
to that of 1869, the occasion for its preparation
being the union of the Andalusian Churches form-
ing the Spanish Reformed Church, which had
recognized the earlier standard of doctrine, with
a number of other congregations, some of which
had been fostered by missions from Protestant
countries.
[Report of Second Gen. Council of Presbyterian Alliance,

Philad., 1S80, pp. 1121-1123.]

vii. Italy.—The Confession of the. Eranfjdical
Church of Italy (1870) is a very short statement in

8 Articles, adopted at Milan by a group of Free
Churches met in Assembly, 'simply as the out-
ward bond of unity in the faith and the banner
of the Church.'
The Articles refer to (1) Scripture ; (2) Man's original state, the

Fall, and its result ; (3) God's desire to save
; (4) Salvation, ita

source, means, vehicle, and results ; (5) the life of the Redeemed,
and the source of its strength ; (6) the Church

; (7) Ministries in

the Church ; (8) the Second Advent of Christ, and Judgment.
[Schaff, t:vang. Prot. Creeds, pp. 787-788.]

E. TuR British Islands and Emi-ire.—\.
England.—In Episcopalian England, as we have
seen (pp. 851-857 above), Calvini.sm early made
its presence felt, at first by reason of political

exigencies under the cloak of .Melanchthonian
Lutlieranism, later with unmistakable clearness
in the accepted Articles (1549-15(53), though never
in its extremer forms, and finally in the Lambeth
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lloOo) and Irish (1G15) Articles, with sharp decision
and witliout compromise.

ii. Scotland.—In Presbyterian Scotland, Gen-
evan teaching was dominant from the first, alike

in Confessions and in Catechisms. Apart from
the articles of belief or ' places ' of the early Pro-
testant teachers and martyrs, and the vernacular
Catechism expounding the Apostles' Creed pre-

pared by Archbishop Hamilton for priests and
people on the eve of tlie Reformation in 1552, and
the contemporarv versified Creed of the ' Gude and
Godlie Ballates,' (1) the first Confessional utter-

ance of Scottish faith is the Confession, of the
English Congregation at Geneva (1556), whicli,

along with forms of prayer, had been framed on
the teaching of Cahdn's 1536 Catechism and Forms
of Prayer, for tlie congregation at Frankfort in

1555 by Knox and four others commissioned to do
the work—Whittingham, Gilby, Foxe, and Cole.
When part of tlie Frankfort congregation migrated
to Geneva, they took with them this ' Forme of
Prayers, etc' The brief Confession is the first

among its contents. It is a running paraphrase
and expansion of the Apostles' Creed, whose
clauses were printed as insets on the margin of the
successive paragraphs. On Scripture, on the two-
fold Decree, and on the Sacraments, it is completely
loyal to Calvin, with whose approval, indeed, it

was issued. On Knox's return to Scotland the
' Forme of Prayers ' was speedily ' approved and
received by the Church,' and issued, practically
without change, for common use.

[Text in Dunlop's Collection of Cot\fessions of Faith, Cate-
chisms, etc., of Public Authority in the Church of Scotland,
1719. 1722, vol. ii. pp. 1-12; also, with introduction, in Laing:'s
Wm-ks of John Knox, 1846-64, vol. iv. pp. 143-173.)

(2) The Sr,ots Confession of 1560 marks the con-
summation of the Reformation in Scotland. It
was drawn up in four days, by instruction of the
Estates of Parliament, bj' Knox with the assistance
of five others—Winram, Spottiswoode, Hillock,
Douglas, and Rowe—and, after private revision
by Lethington and Lord James Stewart, who
tempered its language and secured the omission
of an article on the ' dysobediens that subjects
owe unto their magistrates,' it was approved by
Parliament as 'hailsome and sound doctrine.' It
is substantiallj' the work of Knox himself, who
had not only prepared tlie Geneva Confession with
full knowledge of its Swiss counterparts, but had
been consulted regarding the English Articles of
Edward VI.

The Preface is a striking introduction, vivid, picturesque, and
vigorous, and has often been the subject of well-deserved
encomium. Like the First Confession of Basel (1534), it invites
correction on the basis of Scripture, and disclaims inerrancv,
' protestand that gif onie man will note in this our Confessioun
onie Artickle or sentence repugnand to Gods halie word, that
it wald please him of his gentleness and for christian charities
sake to admonish us of the same in writing ; and we upon our
honoures and fidelitie, be Gods grace do promise unto him
satisfaction fra the mouth of God, that is, fra his halv scriptures,
or else reformation of that quhilk he sal prove to" be amisse.'
Opening with the words, ' Lang have we thirsted, dear Brethren,
to have notified to the warld the Sum of that Doctrine quhilk
we professe, and for quliilk we have sustained Infamie and
Danger,' it ends—'be the assistance of the michtie Spirit of
the same our Lord Jesus Christ, we firmely purpose to abide to
the end in the Confessioun of this our faith, as be Artickles
followis.'

Its 26 Articles treat of 'God, the Creation of Man, Original
Sin, the Revelation of the Promise, the Continuance ... of
the Kirk, the Incarnation, why it behooved the Mediator to be
very God and very Man, Election, Christ's Death, Passion and
Burial, the Resurrection, the Ascension, Faith in the Holy
Goste, the Cause of Gude Warkis, what Warkis are reputit
Gude befoir God, the Perfectioun of the Law and the Imper-
fectioun of Man, the Kirk, the Immortalitie of the Saules, the
Notis he the quhilk the Trewe Kirk is decernit fra the false,
and quha sail be Judge of the Doctrine, the Authoritie of the
Scriptures, Generall Councillis, the Sacramentis, their Richt
Adniinistratioun, to whom they appertaine, the Civile Magis-
tiate. the Ouiftes freely given to the Kirk." In common with
the other standards of the Reformation, it deprecates heresv
from llie Catholic Creeds. The articles on Election O'lL and
VIII.) are characteristic : the conjunction of Godhead and man-

hood in Christ proceeded from the eternal decree ; for the same
eternal God and Father who of mere grace elected us in Christ
JesuH His Son before the foundation of the world a]tpointed
Him to be our Head, our Brother, our P.astor . . . giving power
to believers to be the sons of God ... by which holy fraternity
' quhatsaever wee have tynt in Adam is restored unto us
agayne.' Nothing is said of a decree of reprobation, save that
'the reprobate' are mentioned as a class distinct from the
elect (cf. the English Articles). Those who lack the Spirit of
sanctification, and live in sin, cannot have Christ living m tiieir

hearts till they repent and are chan^'ed (XIII.). Goo<l works
are the fruit of faith, and faith the gift of the Spirit (XU. and
XIII.). The true Church is invisible, known only to God, who
knows His elect ; it includes the children of true believers,
saints in glory and saints who yet live and fight against sin

;

out of that true Church, as without Christ, there is no salva-
tion, howsoever men may live according to equity and justice
(XVI.). The notes of the true Church are three—the true
preaching of the Word of God, the right administration of the
Sacraments, discipline uprightly administered ; the interpreta-
tion of Scripture belongs to no private or public person, to no
Church by reason of any earthly pre-eminence, but to the Spirit

of God by whom it was written ; when in doubt we are to look
to the utterance of the Spirit within the body of Scripture, to
Christ's own example and commandment ; by Scripture all

te.achers and Councils are to be judged (Artt. XVIH.-XX.).
Councils are fallible at the best . . . 'Not that we think that any
policie and an ordour in ceremonies can be appointed for al

ages, times, and places. For, as ceremonies sik as men have
devised, are hot temporall ; so may and aucht they to be changed
when they rather foster superstition then that they editie the
Kirk using the same ' (Art. XX.). The Two Sacraments of the
New Testament correspond to Circumcision and Passover in

the Old : they are not only to distinguish visibly God's people
from others, but to exercise their faith, and seal in their hearts
the assurance of His promise and of their union with Christ

:

they are not ' naked and baire signes ' : by them we are truly
engrafted in and fed by Christ ; the signs are neither to be wor-
shipped nor handled lightly, but reverenced ; the very body and
blood of Christ are by virtue of His Godhead communicated to
us, distant though He is in heaven, not by any transubstantia-
tion, but through faith by the power of the Holy Spirit, so that
we become flesh of His flesh, bone of His bones, and receive ' life

and immortalitie, . . . quhilk, albeit we confesse are nether given
unto us at that time onelie, nether zit be the proper power and
vertue of the Sacrament onelie ; zit we affirme that the faithfull,

in the richt use of the Lords Table has conjunctioun with
Christ Jesus as the naturall man can not apprehend' (Art.
XXI. ; cf. Eng. Artt.). Papists have corrupted, profaned, and
adulterated the Sacraments : their stealing of the cup from
God's people is sacrilege (Art. XXII.). The civil magistrate is

ordained of God, and to be honoured and obeyed accordingly
as the ' Lieu-tennents of God in whose Sessiouns God himself
(ioissitand judge'; to kings and magistrates the conservation
and purgation of religion chiefly belong :

' Sik as resist the
supreme power, doing that thing quhilk appertains to his

charge do resist Goddis ordinance, and therefore cannot be
guiltles ' (Art. XXIV.). Finally, though a Church have all the
true notes, ' we meane not that everie particular persoun joyned
with sik company be ane elect member of Christ Jesus : For we
acknowledge and confess that Dorneli, Cockell, and Caffe may
be sawen, grow, and in great aboundance lie in the middis
of the wheit.' After a doxology, the Confession finely closes :

* Arise, O Lord, and let thy enemies be confounded ; let them
flee from thy presence that hate thy godlie name. Give thy
servands strenth to speake thy word in bauldnesse, and let all

N.atiouns cleave to thy trew knawledge. Amen."

It is the national and the native Confession of

Scotland, exhaling the spirit of the thrilling times
that brought it into being. It is practical rather
than theological in its terms and purpose, keenly
alive to the needs of the hour—persuasion rather
than controver.sy. If the language of the preface
is stern and harsh towards Roman Catholics, it is

never mere abuse or caricature ; it is the plain
truthful speech of men who had seen and sufftred,

whose revered friends and teachers had been torn

from their side and murdered for the truth.

Tliough Edward Irving was less than fair to

the Westminster Confession,—its supplanter, as he
deemed it,—his often quoted words cannot be
improved upon :

' The Scottish Confession was the
banner of the Church in all her v\Testlings and
conflicts, the Westminster Confession but as the
camp-colours which she hath used during her days
of peace—the one for battle, the other for fair

appearance and good order. This document . . .

is written in a most honest, straightforward, manly
style, without compliment or flattery, without
afl'ectation of logical precision and learned accuracy,
as if it came fresh from the heart of laborious

workmen, all the day long busy with the preaching
of the truth, and sitting down at night to embody
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the heads of wliat wjis coiitinuallv tauglit. Tliere
is a freshness of life about it winch no frequency
of reaiiinfj wears off (CoUe'-teil Writintjs, J^ond.

1864, i. 601).
(Schaff, Uxs(. pp. C80-6S.'i, Eranri. Prot. CreeiU. text in Scots

and Lat. pp. 437-479 ; Dunlop, Collection, pp. l;i-HS ; Miiller,
Lat. text, pp. 249-263 ; C. G. M'Crie, Confessions of the. Church
of Scotland, 1907, pp. ]4-2i ; Edward Irving, Confessions, etc.,

of the Church of ScutUmd, is.il ; Mitchell, Scottish Reforma-
tion, 1900, p. 99 ff. ; Lindsay, llisl. ,f lif formal ion, vol. ii.

p. 800 ff., and the Standard Scottish IMmrch Histories.]

(3) The Scottish National Covcnnnls of 1581,

1638, and 1643 bridfje the interval between the
Scots and the Westminster Confessions. They are
not technically Confessional in form, but they call

themselves Confessions, and contain matter of the
nature of doctrinal manifestos, .and therefore claim
a place in this review. They are a special feature
of Scottish religicm in arms ag.ainst ' I'opery' and
' Prelacy ' in succession, and thoj' expressly model
themselves on such OT Covenants as those of

Joshua and Jehoiada, witnessing to the genuinely
national character of the Keform movement in

that country.
The National Covenant, or Second Scots Con-

fcsnion, also called the King's Confession (1581),

was in Scots and in Latin, the work of Kno.\'s

friend and colleague, John Craig. It solemnly re-

affirms the Scots Confession, strengthening its

condemnation of Roman usurpations
'npon the scriptures of God, the Kirk, the Ci\Tll Magistrate
and consciences of men ; all his tyranous lawes made upon
indifferent thinpis againis our Christian libertie ; . . . his fyve
bastard sacr.inieut^ . . . his cruell judgement againis infants
departing without the Sacrament, his absolute necessitie of

baptisiue ... his w.arldlie monarchie and wicked hierarchic . . .

his erroneous and bloodie decreets made at Trente."

SchafJ' describes it as the most fiercely anti-Popish
of all Confessions, and notes that its reference to

inf.ant salvation, corresponding to the private view
of Zwingli and Bullinger, is the first Confessional
utterance of the kind. The closing sentences will

serve as an example of its contents. In view of

the existence of veiled Komanism and outward
conformity in hope of the overthrow of the re-

formed faith,
* We theirfoir, willing to take away all suspicion of hyi>ocrisie,

and of sic double dealing with God and his Kirk, protest and
call the Searcher of all ifeartis for witness, that cur mindis and
heartis do fullilie agree with this our Confession, promeis, aith
and subscription ; sa that we ar not movit with ony warldlie
respect, but ar perswadit onlie in our conscience, through the
knawledge and love of Godis trew Religion prented in our
heartis be the Ilolie Spreit, as we sal answer to him in the day
when the secreits of heartis sal be disclosed. And because we
perceave that the quyctness and stabilitie of our Religion and
Kirk doth depend upon the safety and good behaviour of the
Kingis Majestic . . . W*e protest and promeis solemnetlie . . .

that we sail defend his personne and authoritie with our geare,
bodies, and lyves, in the defence ofChristis Evangell, libertie of

our countrey ... as we desire our God to be a strong and
raercifuU defendar to us in the day of our death, and coming of

our Lord .Tesus Christ, to whom, with the Father ajtd the
Holie Spreit, be all honour and glorie eternallie. Amen.'

The Covenant was signed by King James VL,
and his household, nobles, and ministers ; later in

the same year by the General Assembly of the
Church, and by all ranks and cla.sses ; later still in

1590 with additions.

The lleneived National Covenant of 1638 includes

the frst, with additions by Alexander Henderson
and Johnston of Warriston, occasioned by the
attempt of, Charles l. and Archbishop Land to

force the Scottish Church to accept the Koyal
Supremacy, with a hierarchy, and an elaborate
Anglican service approximating to the Koman.
The Solemn League and Covenant of 1643 is also

'anti-episcopal as well as anti-papal . . . the connecting link

between Scotch I'rcsbyterianiam and ICnglish Puritanism, be-

tween the General Assembly and the Weslniinster Assembly,
t,--ween the Scotcli I'arlianient and the Long I'arliament. It

aimed to se<rure uniformity of religion in the united realms'
(Schaff, Hist. p. CS9X

Its occasion was an appeal by the Engli.sh Jjong
Parliament and by the Westminster Assembly of

Divines to the Scots for aid against Charles L It

was drawn no by Alexander Henderson, then
Hector of Edinlmrgh University and Moderator of

the General Assembly, and was enthusiastically
adopted by the Assembly and the Scottish Con-
vention. It is not a theological but a politico-

religious document.
(Schaff, Uist. pp. OS5-694, Eranri. Prot. Creedt, pp. 480-4&5

;

Dunlop, Collection, pp. 99-137 ; M'Crie, Confessions of Church
of Scotland, pp. 21-27; Scottish Chvirch Histories.]

(4) Tlie A/ierdeen Confr.s.sion (1616), though the
work of the Kpiscop.'Uian party during its ascend-
ancy, and accordingly linked with the Five Articles
of Perth (1618) and the Laudian Service Book in

popular dislike, is not a whit less Calvinistic in its

Predestinarian or Sacramental or Scrijitural doc-
trine th.an the Scots Confession, or imleed the
subsequent Confession of Westminster. Its lan-

guage is naturally free from the violence of 1.560.

Though ajiproved by the A.sseiiibly of 1616, it had
buta short-lived authority. It had been previously
drafted (by Hall anil Adamson, according to Scot
of Cupar), and during the As.sembly was revised
by Kobert Howie of St. Andrews, Forbes of Corse,
Hay, Siruthers, andCowjier (Calderwooil, History,
184-2-9, vii. 233-242). M'Crie credits it as a whole
mainly to Howie.
(M'Crie, Confessions, pp. 27-35. Text in the Bookc of the

Unimrsall Kirk of Scotlami, 1S39, pp. 1132-1139, as 'The New
Confession of Faith'; Macpherson, Hist, of Ch. in Scotland,
1901, pp. 170-171 ; Mitchell, Scottish Reformation, 1900, p. 118;
Grub, Eccles. llislory, 1801, ii. 306.]

(5) Catechisms authorized in Scotland before
i64G.—In no country was catechetic instruction of

young and adult more ])rized or practised th.an in

Scotland during the century after the licformation.
According to the First Book of Discipline (ch. 11,

p.aragraph 3),
' After noone must the young cliildren be publickly examined
in their Catechism, in the Audience of the People ; in doing
whereof the Minister must take great diligence as well to cause
the people understand the t,Jucstions proponed as the Answers,
and the Doctrine that may be collected thereof : the order to
be kept in teaching the Catechism, and how unich of it is

appointed for every Sonday is already distinguished in the
Catechism printed with the Book of our Conunon Order ; which
Catechism [sc. Calvin's] is the most perfect that ever yet was
used in the Kirk.'

A very large number of manuals were in circu-

lation. At tiie Hain])toii Court Conference, King
James comjd.ained that in Scollarid every good
mother's son counted liiiiiself lit to write a cate-

chism. One of the earliest to secure currency was
a Miitrinil Catechism liij the Wcddcrhnrns, corre-

sponding to metrical forms of the Psalter and
Apostles' Creed. In Latin, or in translation, the
Geneva Catechism of Calvin and the Heidelberg or

Palatine Cafechisiii were authoritative. Admir-
able native products were the Larger and the

Shorter (abridged) Cutcchi.ims of John Craig, the
author of the First Covenant. The former ajipeared

in 1581, was authorized in 1590, abridged by order
of Assembly, and issued afresh in the shorter form
which was the standard of instruction till super-

seded by the Westminster Catechism.
Craig's Larger Catechism begins :

' Who mafle man and
woman ?—The eternal God of his goodness. Whereof m.i<le he
them?—Of an earthly body and an heavenly spirit. To whose
image made he them?—To his own image.' The Shorter, used
for examination before Communion, t)egins :

' What are we by
n.ature ?—The children of God's wrath,' anri contains Ofj (juestions

in 12 groujis : of our bond.age through Adam, our redemption
by Christ, our Particii>ation with Christ, the Word, our Liberty

to serve God, the Sacraments, IJaptisui, the Supper, Discipline,

the Magistrate, ' the Table in special,' ami the end of our Ue-
demption.

Ill both works question and answer are uniquely
brief and pilhy, many of (he .answers being models
of luciility ami cdijctivencss. The same may also

be said ot the Latin Snmmula Cat4:chismi or Undi-
menta Pictatis long used in higher schools, ascribed

to Andrew Simpson of Perth—a little manual in 41

questions hasetfon the 'Threefold State of Man,'
(1) in sanctitate et sanitate, (2) sub peccato et

niorte, (3) sub Christi gratia.
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Loncion. ISOO
; Dunlop, Collection, ii. 1S9-3S2 • Sc'haff U,\t'

pp. 696-TOl.J ' ^"''"i "'"•

(6) The ]\\:itminster Confession and Catechisms
(1646-7) weio (lie work of a memorable Assembly
of Divines, selected, appointed, and maintained by
tlie Long Parliament, 'to be consulted with by tlie
Parhament for the settling of tlie government and
liturgy of the Church of England

; and for vindi-
cating and clearing of the doctrine of the said
Church from false aspersions and interpretations.'
In 1640, Commissioners from Scotland had brought
representations that ' it Is to be wished that there
were one Confession of Faith, one form of Cate-
chism, one Directory for all the parts of the pulilic
worship of God . . . in all the churches of his
majestys dominions,' and the English Parliament
reciprocated the desire. The A.ssembly was con-
stituted m 1643, both Houses of Parliament with-
out the Royal consent having condemned the
•piscopal hierarchy as ' evil, ottensive, and burden-
some to the kingdom,' and resolved to set up a
government 'most agreeable to God's word, most
ayjt to procure and preserve the peace of the
Church at home, and in nearer agreement with tlie
Church of Scotland, and other Reformed Churches
abroad. The Assembly was to be composed of
151 members, 30 of whom were eminent laymen
(10 Lords and 20 Commons), among them Selden,
i yiii, St. John, and Vane, and the restdivines repre-
sentative of the English counties—a group of mode-
rate Episcopalians, including the learned James
Ussher, Archbishop of Armagh, the Bishops of
Exeter, Bristol, and Worcester, and five doctors of
divinity from the Universities, a group of about a
dozen learned Independents headed by Thomas
Goodwin and Philip Nye, an influential Erastian
group, including Lightfoot, Selden, and Coleman
all distinguished Hebrew scholars, and representing
the mind of Parliament, and a group, by far the
largest, of Presbyterians, either, like Twisse the
Prolocutor, Gataker, Reynolds, and Palmer, main-
taming Vaejus humanum of Presbytery as consis-
tent with Scripture, or insisting on its y«.s divinum
as commanded by Scripture. A group of Scottish
Commissioners, five ministers, including Alexander
Henderson Rector of the Univensity of Edinburgh
Robert Bailhe, Principal and Professor of Divinity
in the University of Glasgow, Samuel Rutherford
ot the same office at St. Andrews, and George
Gillespie, a youthful Edinburgh minister of un-
usual talent, and three covenanting laymen themartyr Marquis of Argyle, Lord Maitland, after-
wards the persecuting Earl of Lauderdale, and
Sir Archibald Johnston of Warriston, uncle ofBishop Burnet, were associated with the Assembly
throughoiit, acting on all its committees, and bv
force of character, scholarship, and debating power
exercising an influence out of all proportion to
their number. King Charles's veto and thetroubles of the Civil War prevented the Episco-
pahari divines with one or two exceptions, from
attending but Ussher's absence with the King atOxford failed to prejudice his theological influence
ill the proceedings, for his Confessional work was
tlieir basis, and, after all, the Assembly, thouo^h
Puritan, was Anglican in its orders. The members
were without exception convinced Calvinists of the
orthodox type, without even a tinge of Arminian-
ism 1 hey debated in perfect personal freedom,
without haste or interference, under the commonvow which was read at the beginning of eachweek's labours

:

''week's labours :

odd ^haTrnTht^iT'^M ""i'°'^> '" *'"' presence of Alniifrhty

The meetings were held iirst in the chapel of
Henry vil. in Westminster, then in the historic
Jerusalem Chamber in the Deanery. Ten weeks
were devoted to the revision of tiie Thirty-nine
Articles to bring them into unequivocally Calvin-
istic form on the lines of the Lambeth Articles and
of Ussher's Irish Articles, and the first fifteen were
finished, and supplied with Scripture proofs (for
text, see Hall, Harmony of Prot. Confessions, pp.
505-512, where they are printed 'just as a matter
of curiosity').

By order of Parliament the Assembly then
turned its attention to the preparation of a Con-
fession of Faith, Catechisms, and Book of Dis-
cipline, for nse throughout the three kingdoms.
The Confession was ready after two years and a
quarter of unremitting work, the Catechisms and
Book of Order taking shape simultaneously. It
was submitted in print to Parliament in Dec.
1646, and again in April 1647, when furnished by
order with Scripture proofs, which, it appears,
the divines had not been desirous of incorporat-
ing with it. The chief responsibility for the
authorship may be assigned to Drs. Twisse,
Tuckney, Arrowsmith, Reynolds, Temple, Hoyle,
Palmer, Herle, and the Scottish Commissioners,
though every sentence was openly debated with
freedom and deliberation. Parliament carefully
considered the successive Articles, and omitted
XXX. and XXXI., on Church Censures, and on
Synods and Councils, with parts of XX., XXIII.,
and XXIV., on Christian Liberty, on the Civil
Magistrate, and on Marriage. The work was
then issued in 1648 in English and Latin by Parlia-
mentary authority, and enjoyed, until the Restora-
tion, the unique distinction of being the Confes-
sional standard of the whole United Kingdom. It
first received Royal Sanction in 1690 under William
and Mary. In Scotland the Assembly of 1647
approved of it in its complete form as 'most
agreeable to the Word of God, and in nothing
contrary to the received doctrine, worship, dis-
cipline, and government of this Kirk.' In 1649
the Scottish Parliament also approved of It, and
the Assembly ordained that ' in every house where
there is any who can read, there be at least one
copy of the Shorter and Larger Catechism, Con-
fession of Faith, and Directory for family worship '

I

Though not intended by its English authors to be
imposed on the individual conscience as a docu-
ment for subscription, it was promptly so used In
Scotland.

In its complete form, as still current, the Con-
fession extends to 33 chapters, each containing
a small group of articulate propositions. The
cliapters treat of Scripture, the Trinity, God's
Decree, Creation, Providence, the Fall, Sin and
its Punishment, God's Covenant with Man, Christ
the Mediator, Free-wUl, Effectual Calling, Justi-
fication, Adoption, Sanctifieation, Saving Faith,
Repentance unto Life, Good Works, the Persever-
ance of Saints, Assurance of Grace and Salvation,
the Law, Christian Liberty and Liberty of Con-
science, Worship and the Sabbath, Lawful Oaths
and Vows, the Civil Magistrate, Marriage and
Divorce, the Church, the Communion of Saints,
the Sacraments, Baptism, the Lord's Supper]
Church Censures, Synods and Councils, the State
afterDeath and the Resurrection, and the LastJudg-
ment. This is the order throughout, with slight
additions and subtractions and divisions, of the
19 Irish Articles of 1615 (.see above, p. 855 f )which begin with Scripture and end with the Last
Judgment, and, much less closely, the order of the
more theological portion of the 39 English Articles.
It thus anticipates one of the most generally
accepted modern divisions of Christian doctrine,
viz. the sequence, after a preface on Scripture,
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of God, Man, Christ, Salvation, Cliurch, and Last
Things.
The Doctrine of Scripture in ch. I, is a theo-

logical classic, and its contents deserve to be
quoted not only as representative of the genius
and spirit of the Westminster Assembly, but for

their own dignity, comprehensiveness, and worth

:

* i. Although the light of nature, and tht* works of Creation
and Providence, do bo far manifofit the poodness, wisdom, and
power of God as to leave men inexcusable ; yet are Ihey not
Burticient to pive that knowledge of God and "of his will which
is necessary unto salvation; therefore it pleased the Lord at
sundry times and in divers manners to reveal himself and to
declare that hia will unto his Church ; and afterwards for the
better preservine: and propagating of the truth, and for the
more sure establishment and comfort of the Church against
the corruption of the flesh and tlie malice of Satan and of the
world, to commit the aarae wholly unto writing ; which maketh
the Iloly Scripture to be most necessary ; those fonner ways of
God's revealing his will unto his people being now ceased.'

Sect. ii. enumerates the Canonical Books of Scripture 'as
given by inspiration of God to he the rule of faith and life,'

omitting all reference to the Apocrypha, and placing the
Epistle to the Hebrews after the list of PauKa Epistles as
an anonymous book. Sect. Ui. runs: *The books commonly
called Apocrj'pha, not being of divine inspiration, are no part
of the Canon of Scripture ; and therefore are of no authority
in the Church of God, nor to be any otherwise approved,
or nmde use of, than other human WTitings.'—iv. ' The
authority of the holy Scripture, for which it ought to be
believed and obeyed, dependeth not upon the testimony of

any man or church, but wholly upon God (who is truth itself),

the Author thereof ; and therefore it is to be received,
because it is the Word of God.'— v. 'We may be moved
and induced by the testimony of the Church to an high and
reverent esteem of the holy Scripture ; and the heavenliness
of the matter, the efficacy of the doctrine, the majesty of

the style, the consent of all the parts, the scope of the whole
(which is to give all glory to God), the full discovery it makes
of the only way of man's salvation, the many other incompar-
able excellencies, and the entire perfection thereof, are argu-
ments whereby it doth abundantly evidence itself to be the
Word of God ; yet, notwithstanding, our full persuasion and
assurance of the infallible truth, and divine authority thereof,

is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit, bearing witness by
and with the Word in our hearts.'—vi. ' The whole counsel of

God, concerning all things necessary for his own glory, man's
salvation, faith, and hfe, is either expressly set down in Scrip-

ture, or by good and necessary consequence may be deduced
from Scripture : unto which nothing at any time is to be
added, whether by new revelations of the Spirit, or traditions

of men. Nevertheless we acknowledge the inward illumina-

tion of the Sjtirit of God to be necessarj' for the saving
understanding of such things aa are revealed in the Word

;

and that there are some circumstances concerning the worship
of God and govtrrnment of the Church, common to himian
actions and societies, which are to be ordered by the hght
of nature and Christian prudence according to the general
nilea of the Word, which are always to be observed.'—vU.
* All things in Scripture are not alike plain in themselves, nor
alike clear unto all ; yet those things which are necessary to be
known, believed, and observed for salvation, are so clearly pro-
pounded and opened in some place of Scripture or other, that
not only the learned but the unlearned, in a due use of the
ordinarj' means, may attain unto a sufficient nudi.-rstanding of

them.'—viit. *The Old Testament in Hebrew (which was the
native language of the people of God of old), and the New
Testament in Greek (which at the time of the wTiting of it was
most generally known to the nations), being innnediately in-

spired by God, and by his singular care and providence kept
pure in aJI a^es, are therefore authentical ; so as in all contro-
versiei of religion the Church is finally to apjieal unto them.
But because these original tongues are not known to all the
people of God who have right unto and interest in the Scrip-

tures, and are commanded in the fear of God to read and
Bearf:h them, therefore they are to be translated into the
vulgar language of every nation unto whiirh they come, that
the Word of God dwelling plentifully in all, they may worship
him in an accepu '^le manner, and through patience and com-
fort of the Scriptures may have hope.'—ix. ^The infallible rule
of interpretation of Scripture is the Scripture itself ; and tliere-

fore, when there is a question about the true and full sense of
any Scripture (whicli is not manifold but one), it nmst be
searched and known by other places that speak more clearly.'

—X. 'The Bupreme .ludge, by which all controversies of
religion are to be determined, and all decrees of councils,
opinions of ancient writers, doctrines of men, and private
spirits, are to be examined, and in whose i^cntence we are to
rest, can be no other but the Holy Spirit speaking in the
Scripture.'

Chs. III., v., IX., and XVII., on the Divine
Dcoree, Providence, Free-will, and the Persever-

ance of the Saints, present a firm but far from
extreme type of Calvinism. Written in full view
of the great Reformed Confessions, they go beyond
the 39 Ai'ticles, the Scots Confession, the Heidel-

berg Catechism, and the Helvetic Confessions, in

emphasizing the darker side of the Decree ; but,
like the Canons of Dort and the Irish Articles,
they are strictly infralapsarian, though eminent
members of tlie Assembly like Twisse were supra-
lapsarian Calvinists. The Pall and its havoc arc
under a permissive, not a causal or eil'ective, decree.
Tlte term * reprobation ' is not used :

* preterition,

passing bv,' has replaced it as a milder expression,
perhajjs tnrough the infliience of men on the draft-
ing committee like Calamy and Arrowsmith, who
sympathized with the Amyraldist ' hypothetical
universalism.' Human freedom is afhrmed, and
' tlie liberty or contingency of .^eoond causes,' as
compatible with the Divine sovereignty. Between
' particular election ' and * hypothetical tiniversal-

ism,' each of which found supporters in the debates,
the Confession seems to halt.

Chs. VI.-IX., on Man, contain a development of

the covenant-idea present in the Irish Articles :

two Covenants with parallel ordinances, of Works
in Adam, of Grace in Christ, are distinguished
—a theological scheme, traceable perhaps to Bul-
linger, which emphasizes human freedom, and
which had been taught on Biblical authority by
Rollock in Scotland, by Cartwright in England,
by Olevianus in Germany, and by Cocceius in

Holland. Chs. x.-xvm. are an exceptionally full

and careful statement of tlie doctrines bound
up with Justification. Ch. xxi., of Religious Wor-
ship and the Sabbath Day, affirms the Puritan
view of worship and of Sabbath-observance, the
Hebrew Sabbath being a perpetual commandment,
' changed ' since the Resurrection of Christ to the
first day of the week, tlie Lord's Day, so to be
ob.served for ever. Ch. XXV., on the Church, dis-

tinguishes the Invisible Church, the whole number
of the Elect, from the visible Catholic Church, all

who
* profess the true religion, together with their children . . . the
kingdom of the Lord Jesus Christ, the house and family of

God, out of which there is no ordinary possibility of salvation.'
' This Catholic Church hath been sometimes more, sometimes
less visible.' 'The purest churches under heaven are subject
both to mixture and error ; and some have so degenerated as
to become no churches of Christ but synagogues of Satan.'
'There ie no other head of the Church but the Lord Jesus
Christ ; nor can the Pope of Rome in any sense be head
thereof, but is that Antichrist, that man of sin, and son of per-
dition, that exalteth himself in the Church against Christ and
all that is called God.'

Ch. XXVI. deals with the heavenly and the
earthly Communion of Saints, and the sacred
obligations involved, in admirable terms. Chs.
XXVII.-XXIX. set forth searchingly the full Calvin-
istie doctrine of the Sacraments in general and in

particular, in terms which mi^^ht satisfy every
section of the Reformed Church apart from the
J.utheran. Ch. XXX., of Church Censures, pro-

vides for discipline through the officers appointed
i>y authority of Christ to hold the keys of the
Kingdom, or visible Church. Ch. XXXI., of Synods
and Councils, afiirms their legitimate convocation
either by authority of civil rulers or by their

own, their right 'ministerially' to determine con-
troversies of faith and cases of conscience, etc.,

the authority of their decrees on spiritual matters
if in harmony with God's Word, and declares, in

words which necessarily apply to the Assembly
itself and its articles

:

' All Synods or Councils since the Apostles' times, whether
genera! or particular, may err, und many liave erred ; therefore

they are not to be ma<lc the rule of faith or ])ractice, but to be
used as an help in both. (Of. xx. sect, ii.: "God alone is lord of the
conscience, and hath left it free from the doctrines and com-
mandments of men which are tn anytliing contrary to his word,
or beside it, in matters of faith or worship, so that to believe

such doctrines, or to obty such commandments out of con-
science, is to l)etray true liberty of conscience, and the re-

quiring of an implicit faith and an absolute and blind obedience
is to destroy liberty of conscience and reason also.") Synods
and Councils are to handle or conclude nothing but that which
ia ecclesiastical, and are not to intermeddle with civil affairs,

which cODcern the Commonwealth, unless by way of bumble
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petition in cases extmonlinary ; or by way ot advice tor satis-

faction of conscience, if they bo thereunto required by the civil

magistrate.'

Ch. XXXII. declai-es tliat
' the bodies of men after death return to dust and see corruption,

but their souls (which neither die nor sleep), having an immortal
subsistence, immediately return to God who gave them. The
souls of the righteous, being tlien made perfect in holiness, are

received into the highest heavens, where they behold the face

of God in light and glory, waiting for the full redemption of

their bodies ; and the souls of the wicked are cast into hell,

where they remain in torments and utter darkness, reserved to

the judgment of the great day. Besides these two places for

souls separated from their bodies, the Scripture acknowledgeth
none. At the last day such as are found alive shall not die,

but be changed : and all the dead shall be raised up with the

selfsame bodies, and none other, although with different

qualities, whioli shall be united again to their souls for ever.

The bodies of the unjust shall by the power of Christ be raised

to dishonour : the bodies of the just by his Spirit unto honour,
and be made conformable to his own glorious body.'

Ch. XXXIII. sets forth the nature of the Last
Judgment, and its end
' for the manifestation of the glory of his [God's] mercy in the

eternal salvation of the elect, and of his justice in the danma-
tion of the reprobate, who are wicked and disobedient. . . .

As Christ would have us to be certainly persuaded that there
shall be a day of judgment, both to deter all men from sin, and
for the greater consolation of the godly in their adversity ; so

will he have that day unknown to men, that they may shake
off all carnal security, and be alw-ays watchful, because they
know not at what hour the Lord will come ; and may be ever

prepared to say, "Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly. Amen."'
Two portions of the Confession which have been

the subject of ecclesiastical heart-searcliing or mis-

giving are those in chs. III. and x. concerning
Predestination and Election, and in ch. xxm. on
the Civil Magistrate. The former, after stating

that
* God from all eteruity did, by the most wise and holy counsel
of his own will, freely and unchangeably ordain whatsoever
comes to pass : yet so as thereby neither is God the author of

sin, nor is violence offered to the ^vill of the creatures, nor is

the liberty or contingency of second causes tiiken away, but
rather established.'

proceeds to affirm that some men and angels are

predestinated, out of God's mere free grace and
love without any foresight of faith or good works
or any other thing in the creature, unto everlasting

life, whose number is certain and definite, whereas
the rest of mankind are foreordained to be passed

by unto everlasting death for their sin, to the praise

of God's glorious justice. Similarly

—

' Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved
by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when and where
and how he pleaseth. So also are all other elect persons who
are incapable of being outwardly called by the ministry of the
word. Others not elected, although they may be called by the
ministry of the word, and may have some common operations
of the Spirit, yet they never truly come unto Christ, and there-

fore cannot be saved : much less can men not professing the
Christian religion be saved in any other way whatsoever, be
they ever so diligent to frame their lives according to the light

of nature, and the law of that religion they do profess ; and to

assert and maintain that thej' may, is very pernicious and to be
detested' (x. sect. iii.).

These are essentially the positions of the Synod
of Dort of 1619, subject to the same criticisms or
misunderstandings. Nothing is said of the elect

being few ; no certain external or internal means
for the recognition of the elect is indicated ; the
' rest of mankind ' may be few or many ; it is not
definitely affirmed that any infants die inelect,

though the natiu'al suggestion is that some, if not
indeed many, do, especially as election even of

adults is witliout regard to future merit or worth
in them. It is not wonderful that the divines of

Westminster, like their kinsmen and forerunners
at Dort, should have felt it their duty to say :

' The doctrine of this higli mystery of predestination is to be
handled with special prudence and care, that men attending
the will of God revealed in his word and jielding obedience
thereunto, may from the certainty of their effectual vocation
be assured of their eternal election. So shall this doctruie
afford matter of praise, reverence, and admii-ation of God, and
of humility, diligence, and abundant consolation to all that
sincerely obey the Gospel ' (ni. sect. viii.).

The other passage, on the Ci\dl Magistrate,
acknowledges the Divine origin and claims of his

authority, his duty of taking
' order that unity and peace be preserved in the Church, that

the truth of God be kept pure and entire, that all blasphemies
and heresies be suppressed, all corruptions and abuses in wor.
ship and discipline prevented or reformed, and all the ordi-

nances of God duly settled, administered, and observed '

;

but continues

:

' For the better effecting whereof he hath power to call

Synods, to be present at them, and to provide tliat whatsoever
is transacted m them be according to the mind of God

' ;
j'et

he ' may not assume to himself the administration of the word
and sacraments, or the power of the keys of the kingdom of

heaven,'

the conception apparently being that he is not to

interfere with spiritual things bo long as they
are Scripturally transacted by the Church, whose
courts and decisions his strong arm is to enforce.

Here also it may be admitted that the Confession

did not succeed in foreclosing future embarrass-
ment.
The Westminster Confession, then, does for the

whole system of Calvinistic doctrine what the
Canons of Dort did for one doctrine : it marks
the maturest and most deliberate formulation of

the scheme of Biblical revelation as it appeared
to the most cultured and the most devout Puritan
minds. It was the last great Creed-utterance of

Calvinism, and intellectually and theologically it

is a worthy child of the Institutes, a stately and
noble standard for Bible-loving men. While in-

fluenced necessarily by Continental learning and
controversy, it is essentially British, as well by
heredity as by environment ; for not only is it

based upon the Thirty-nine Articles, moditied and
supplemented in a definitely Calvinistic sense at

Lambeth and at Dublin, but it literally incorporates

Ussher's Irish Articles, accepting their order and
titles, and using, often without a word of change,
whole sentences and paragraphs. To the reader of

both documents the debt is patent on the surface,

and the obligation goes do^vn to the very heart of

the thought. Ussher could not have secured more
of his own way had he deserted the King and taken
his seat in the Jerusalem Chamber. Only Laudian
Anglicans could seriously have dissented from the

doctrine laid down. Born on the Thames, in the
capital of the southern kingdom, the Confession,

itself a painful reminder to the revellers of the

Restoration of the sternness of the Long Parlia-

ment, soon was discarded by the national Church
for which it was primarily prepared ; it found a
home and instant welcome in Scotland, to pass out
thence into all the world with the strenuous and
hardy emigrants who planted their faith wherever
thej- sought to make their way in life. It still

remains, in spite of changing times and altered

formulas of adherence, the honoured symbol of a
great group of powerful Churches throughout the

British Empire and the great American Republic,

embracing witliin their membership a large pro-

portion of the foremost representatives of the

world's highest material, social, educational, moral,

and religious interests. The English-speaking
Presbyterian Churches throughout the world with-

out exception adhere either to it or to some
comparatively slight modiUcation of it ; while its

hold, direct or indirect, upon Congregationalists

and Baptists and others, is a further tribute to its

power both of education and of reWval.

The Larger Catechism ofthe ]ye-<tmin.iter Divines,

composed in 1647 simultaneously with the Con-
fession and before the Shorter Catechism, was
drafted mainly by Herbert Palmer, tlie author of a
' Catechism ' in high repute, published in 1640,

with a distinctive method of its own, and by
Anthony Tuckney, the learned Professor of Divinity

at Cambridge, and, like those other documents,
furnished with carefully collected Scripture proofs.

The basis of doctrine was Palmer's Catechism and
Ussher's 'Body of Divinity,' and, of course, the

dehate<l conclusions of the (Confession itself (Briggs,

Pveshyteriiin Review, Jan. 1S80). The Scottish
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Assembly of 1648 ai)proved of it as a ' Directory
for catecuizinfi such as have made some pi'olicieucy

in tlio knowk'ili,'!; of the ^.'rounds of Kehgion,' and
it is not to lie jud^^'cd us a manual for the yovin^'.

It contains liMJumstions with answers that are not
seldom very lon^', lhoii;_,'h admirably clear, because
intended to be comprehensive.

It begins :
' What is the chief and hif^hest end of man?—Man'e

chief and hijfhest end is to frlorify tiod and fully to enjoy him for
ever. How doth it appear that tijere is a God ?—The very light of
nature in man, and tno works of God declare plainly that there
18 a God : but his Word and Spirit only do sufficiently and
effectually reveal hiin unto men for their salvation.' And it ends :

' What doth the conclusion of the Lord's Prayer teach us ?
' after

setting forth the doctrines of God, His decrees. Creation, the
Fall, Sin and its Punishment, the Covenant of Grace, Christ the
Mediator, Uis Offices, Unuiiliatiou, and Exaltation, and Eternal
Work, the Church, Membership in Christ, the Kxperience and
Contents of Salvation, t'uture Judgment, the Commandments as
Christian Duties, man's inability to keep them, the special aggra-
vations of Sin, the Means of Gnice—the Word, the Sacranienlfl,

and Prayer, with the proper meaning and use of each, the Lord's
Prayer being expounded at the close.

The Larger Catechism, though too elaborate to be
popular, is historically of .service as a suijplement
and commentary on the Confession, and as the
basis of the popular ' Shorter Catechism.'
The Shorter Catechism, prepared immediately

after the other documents by a small com-
mittee, and likewise approved in 1648 by the
Church of Scotland as a ' Directory for cate-

chizing such as are of weaker capacity,' is an
acknowledged masterpiece, a triumph of happy
arrangement, of condensed and comprehensive in-

struction, of lucid and forceful expression. While
Tuckney was in the later stages convener of the
committee entrusted with its composition, and may
have been largely responsible for its final phrasing,

the brilliant Cambridge mathematician and divine,

the secretiiry, John Wallis, Palmer's intimate

friend, is believed to have takei. a very large share

in the work. Materials were drawn not only from
the Confession and Larger Catechism and their

sources, but from other Catechisms among the

large number current at the time, e.g., besides

Palmei''s, those of Ezekiel Rogers, Matthew New-
comen. Gouge, and Ball (see A. F. Mitchell, Westm.
Assembly, Lect. xii. ; also Catechisms of the Second
Refornmtion, 1886, by the same author, pp. 3-39,

where the chief parallels to each question and answer
are printed). The Scottish Commissioners cannot
have had mu<'h to do with its preparation, as most of

them had departed home before its compilation was
materially advanced ; but in Scotlantf it became
at once, and has remained, a household book, a
Bible in miniature, and the working Creed of the

nation. If its teaching seems diificult and exacting
for 'such as are of weaker capacity' in our time
the fault may lie with our modem education,

which so difiiises the interest and attention of the
yoiuig over many subjects, mostly secular, that

the concentration, formerly pos.sible to all, upon
religious and theological concerns, is hard to secure.

No more successful compendium of Christian doc-

trine, arranged according to a theological scheme
for practical instruction and for memorizing, has
ever been published. Its theological terms, Pauline
in their origin for the most part, sit far from easily

upon the lips of children ; but they aid the memory,
condense the truth, and are, as they were intended
to be, fit and stimulating matter for exposition by
the teacher. It is probable tliat we are apt to

exaggerate the value of self-explanatory simplicity

in such a manual. The Catechism was not meant
to be learned without a teacher, and the teacher

certainly cannot complain that he has platitudes to

teach who has its questions and answers to expound.
While the Shorter Catechism's relation to the

Longer is described by a Scottish Commissioner as

that of milk to meat, there was no idea of diluting

the milk for the young and weak ; for it was a

recognized principle with the Assembly ' that the
greatest care should be taken to frame the answer,
not acconling to the model of the knowledge the
child hath, but according to that the child ought to

have.'
The .Shorter Catechism contains 107 questions, the first and

the la.st being the same as in the I^arger .Manual, with even
simpler and happier answers. Many of the answers are classic

utterances, and haunt both memory and intelligence. ' Man's
cliief end is to ^dorify God, and to enjoy Uim for ever." • The
Scriptures principally teach what man is to believe concerning
God, and what duty God retjuires of man.' ' God is a Spirit,

inlinite, eternal, and unchangeable, in His being, wisdon], power,
holiness, justice, goodness, and truth '(an answer ascribed by
tradition to (iillespie, but at least anticipated in its terras in A
CompendiousCa1echism,hy J. F., published in I>ondon, 16-15 [see

Schaif, Hist. p. 7S7, footnote on A. F. Slitchcll's authority]).
' Sin is any want of conformity unto, or transgression of, the law
of God.' 'Christ as our Redeemer executeth the offices of a
Prophet, of a Priest, and of a King, both in His estate of Humilia-
tion and Exaltation.' ' Christ executeth the office of a Prophet
in revealing to us by I lis Word and Spirit the will of God for our
advation.' 'Christ executeth the office of a Priest in His once
olferin^ up of Himself a sacrifice to satisfy Divine justice, and
reconcile us to God, and in making continual intercession for us.'
' Christ executeth the office of a King in subduing us to Himself,
in rulingand defending us, and in restraining and conquering all

His and our enemies.' •'The Spirit applieth to us the Redemp-
tion purchased by Christ, by working faith in us, and thereby
uniting us to Christ in our effectual calling.* ' Effectual calling
is the work of God's Spirit, whereby, convincing us of our sin and
misery, enlightening our minds in the knowledge of Christ, and
renewing our wills, He doth persuade and enable us to embrace
Jesus Christ freely offered to us in the Gospel.' 'Justification

is an act of God's free grace, wherein He pardoneth all our sins,

and accepteth us as righteous in His sight, only for the righteous-
ness of Christ imputed to us and received by faith alone.'
' Adoption is an act of God's free grace, whereby we are received
into the number, and have a right to all the privileges, of the sons
of God.' ' Sanctification is the work of God's free grace whereby
we are renewed in the whole man after the image of God, and
are enabled more and more to die unto sin, and live unto
righteousness.' ' The benefits which in this life do accompany
or flow from justification, adoption, and Siinctification, are assur-
ance of God's love, peace of conscience, joy in the Holy Ghost,
increase of grace, and perseverance therein to the end.' 'The
souls of believers are at theirdeath made perfect in holiness, and
do immediately pass intoglory, andtheirbodies, being still united
to Christ, do rest in their graves till the resurrection.' ' No mere
man since the fall is able in this life perfectly to keep the com-
mandments of God, but doth daily break them in thought, word,
and deed.' ' Faith in Jesus Christ is a saving grace whereby we
receive and rest upon Him alone for salvation, as He is offered
to us in the Gospel.' 'The outward and ordinary means whereby
Christ communicateth to us the benefits of redemption are His
ordinances, especially the Word, Sacraments, and Prayer, all

which are made effectual to the elect for salvation.* ' That the
Word may become effectual to salvation, we must attend there-
unto with diligence, prei>aration, and prayer, receive it with
faith and love, lay it up in our hearts, and practise it in our
lives.* ' A sacrament is an holy ordinance, instituted by Christ,

wherein, by sensible signs, Christ and the benefits of the New
Covenant are represented, sealed, and applied to Believers.'

The Apostles' Creed, tluiugli not formally in-

corporated or expounded in the body of the
Catechism, is printed at the close with the judici-

ous note :

* .\lbeit the substance of the doctrine comprised in that
abriilgment commonly called the ApontUs* Creed be fully set

forth in each of the Catechisms, so as there is no necessity of in-

serting the Creed itself, yet it is here annexed, not as though
it were composed by the Apostles, or ought to be esteemed
canonical Siriphnc as the T^ti (;(»ramandments and the Lord's
l'r;iv ! (in'i ;, :i i f .

>
i , , i-ii 'rant people have been apt to

M,^. :
'
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I hiilhecausc it isabrief sumof
Ur i ., '

i
' l.eWordof God, and anciently

rur. ;:.;[ m 'i,.' I
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.
• iii-M.'

A catechism containing .sentences like the answers
quoted, luepared with such fidelity to Holy Writ,
.and couched in language so diguilied and unatl'ected,

is in every way worthy of the authors of the West-
minster Confession, and of the devoted .accept.mee

of the Churches whose young life it has nourished
in s[)iritual truth throughout the subsequent
generations, and whose ageing members its well-

remembered lessons liave supported and solaced.

(The text of the Westminster Standanls is printed in full in
Diivlop'sColUction, vol. i. pp. 1-114. and.in Miiller's Bekcnntnis-
srhn/tfn (pp. 54"2-<)5'2) ; the Confession and Shorter Catechism
in Schaff, Crfeilg of Kvamj. Frot. Churches, pp. 000-704. For
history, see Schaff, UUL pp. 701-S04, a valuable account with
comparisons and criticisms and useful bibliograj>hy of older
works in general and special literature. The ^Minutes of the
Sessions of the Westm. Assemblv (1&14-1<>40) 'are edited bv Alex.
F. Mitchell and John Struthcrs, Edin. 1874 ; cf. Hethering-
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ton, Ilistorv of^^the Assembly*, 1S78 : A. R MltcheU, West-

\ • y^^^^^' ^'"' ""'""B °f 'h» Wcstiu. Cont.,'in Pyi/i,
Apr. 1001, p 220ff. : ct. also Beveridge, Hist, of the
mstm.AtsenMtl. Edm. 1904, an accurate popular eummarv ot
the matter cout.-iuieil in the earlier works ; A. F. Mitchell
Ca(<eAunu o/ (Ac Second Reformation (an invaluable study) • h'
^P^^'S'^^"'''^"^ o.f the Scottish Refonnation. On the doctrine

«.„„/; !'S!?"
a recept work. Theology of the Westmimter

Symbols, by Edw. D. Morns, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A 1900
pp. i>58, 18 one of the most complete and well informed.]

'

.
* ''' Modifcations of (he Westminster Confessionm British Preshyterian Churches have not been

wanting, but the changes hitherto ettectea have
not been very substantial, though the attitude of
the (..hurches to it has been unmistakably altered

In Scotland, the adoptive home of the Confes-
sion, the forces of religious conservatism have
combined with an intelligent appreciation of its
solid worth and Scriptural foundation to retain it
w-ell-nigh inviolate as the symbol of every branch
of the divided Churcli. By varying formula; of
subscnption in the National Church, and by de-
claratory acts or statements in the Free Churches
a modicum of relief has been sought for tender
consciences. In the Church of Scotland the earlier
formulae of 1694 and 1711, which declared the
signatory s belief in the whole doctrine of the Con-
fession, and that of 1889, which omitted the word
whole, were mitigated by a declaration appointed

in 1903 to be read publicly before subscription, to
the ettect that the Confession ' is to be regarded as
an infallible rule of faith and worship only in so
far as it a.ccords with Holy Scripture interpreted
by the Holy Spirit,' replaced in 1910 by a formula
framed with the concurrent authority of Parlia-
ment :

' I hereby subscribe the Confession of Faith
declaring that I accept it as the Confession of this
Church, and that I believe the fundamental doc-
trines of the Christian faith contained therein.'
In the United Presbyterian Church and in the Free

.onYf 'j J'*''^''^'^"'^
^<=*^ '*^'*^''e passed in 1879 and

1892 to defane on certain points the sense in which
the Confession was to be understood, disownino- the
view that the Confession inculcated persecuting
prmciples in relation to the duties of the Civil
Magistrate, and the view that its doctrine of sin
and grace taught that human corruption has
destroyed human responsibility and the power to
do virtuous actions, or that some infants are
eternally lost, or that men are foreordained to
death irrespective of their sin, or that Divine grace
IS not extended to any who are out of reach of its
ordinary means.

In England a similar course was taken by the
Presbyterian Oiurch, but abandoned in ISSS andm 1890 The Articles of tlie Faith, 24 in number
were drawn up by a committee presided over bv
Principal Oswald Dykes, in order to define the
doctrmes in the Westminster Confession which
were counted cle fide and ^^tal. These Articles
brieHy set forth a moderately conservative state-
ment, inHuenced by the other standard Confessional
utterances of Protestant Christianity, on God the
Irinity, Creation, Providence, the Fall, Saving
Crrace, the Lord Jesus Christ, the Work of Christ
the Exaltation of Christ, the Gospel, the Holy
Spirit, Election and Regeneration, Justification by
l<aith, Sonship m Christ, the Law and New Obedi-
ence, Sanctification and Perseverance, the Church
Church Order and Fellowship, Holy Scripture, the
Sacraments, the Second Advent, the Resurrection,
the Last Judgment, and the Life Everlasting Com-
parison of these titles with those of the Confession
at once reveals many of the doctrinal omissions,m the article on Election nothing is said of repro-
bation or preterition ; it is as follows :

' We humbly own and believe that God the Father before thefoundation of the world, was pleased of His soveref^n grace tochoose unto Himself in Christ'^a people, whom hI '£?e to tl eSon, and to whom the Holy Spirit fniparts spiritual life by a

secret and wonderful operation of His power, using a<i His ordi-

ThTfr!".';*"''', ',*r 'IS •'?•" °' "nderHtandiuK have been reached,
the truths of llis « ord ni ways aprreeable to the nature of man :

BO that being born from above they are the children of God.
created in Christ Jesus unto good works.'

Elsewhere the language of election is avoided •

instead of ' the elect ' we read of ' Christ's people
'

' every one who repents and believes,' and so onA noteworthy feature of the articles is their use of
the proper language of a Creed: 'we believe,'
we acknowledge,' ' we adore,' ' we own ' etc

.J'^^S" I'^'i"'** °^J:t^
-'*''"'"'' '^^"""^ by Publication Committee of

the Presbyterian Church ot England, 1890. There is also a small
account of their scope, etc., pub. by Donald Fraser, one of the
framers.

]

'

In China (1890) and in India (South, 1901 ; all,
1904), unions of the Presbyterian Mission Cliurches
have been consummated upon the bases of 11 and
of 12 short Articles epitomizing the doctrine of the
\\ estminster Confession along similar lines, posi-
tive. Scriptural, and non-controversiaJ, emphasizing
the particular doctrines most required by mission-
ary circumstances, and expressly affirming their
loyalty to the standards of the parent Churches,
the Westminster Confession and Catechisms, the
Heidelberg Catechism, and the Canons of Dort,
' as worthy exponents of the Word of God, and as
systems of doctrine to be taught in our churches
and seminaries.'
The 12 Indian Presbyterian Articles were adopted at Allaha-

bad in Dec. 1904 (printed at the Allahabad Mission Press in 1906)
I. affirms the Scriptures to be the ' Wo-d of God, and the only
infaUible rule of faith and duty." H. defines God as 'a Spirit
self-existent, omnipresent, yet distinct from aU other spirits
and from aU material things : infinite, eternal, and unchange-
aoie in His bemg, wisdom, power, hohness, justice, goodness,
truth, atid love: III. alfirms the Trinity. IV. affirms Divine
creation, providence, and government, without responsibility
for sm. V. describes man's original estate as in God's image

:

all men have the same origin, and are brethren." VI.
describes the Fall, afllrms the sin of aU Adam's descendants in
him, their addition of actual sin to original guilt and corruption,
then: desert of punishment. VII. affirms God's gift of Christ
the only-begotten Son of God, as Saviour; His two distinct
natures as true God and true man ; His conception and birth,
perfect obedience and sacrifice, 'to satisfy Divine justice and
reconcile men to God '

; His death, burial", resurrection, ascen-
sion, intercession, and future coming, 'to raise the dead and
judge the world.' VIII. treats of the Holy Spirit, who ' makethmen partakers of salvation." IX. sets forth God's saring purpose
and method of grace :

' VVhUe God chose a people m Christ
before the foundation of the worid, that they should be holy
and without blemish before Him in love ; having foreordained
them unto adoption as sons through Jesus Christ, unto Himself,
according to the good pleasure of His will, to the praise of the
glory of His grace, which He freely bestowed on them in the
Beloved

; He maketh a fuU and free offer of salvation to all men
and commandeth them to repent of their sins, to believe in the

r 1 .-"I*^"^
'^'^^' ''^ ""''' Saviour, and to live a humble and

holy hfe after His example, and in obedience to God's revealed
\\M. Those who believe in Christ and obey Him are saved the
chief benefits which they receive being justification, adoption
into the number of the sons of God, sanctification through the
indweUing of the Spirit, and eternal glory. Believers may also
in this life enjoy assurance of their salvation. In His graciouswork the Holy Spirit useth the means of grace, especially the
Word, Sacraments, and Prayer." X. treats simply of the Sacra-
mentfi, and then: significance as signs and seals. XI. sets forth
Christian duties. XII. affirms resurrection, judgment to come
reward and punishment: 'Those who have believed in Christ
and obeyed Him shall be openly acquitted and received into
glory

; but the unbeliering and wicked, being condemned, shall
suffer the punishment due to their sins." There follow—«A«
Jorm of acceptmwe :

' I receive and adopt the Confession of
iaith of this Church, as based on and in accord with the Word
of God

; and I declare it to be the Confession of my faith
'

; a
aeclaratory note : • In administering this test, the Courts of the
Church exercise the discretion and charity that are required by
the Word of God, and demanded by the interests of the Church " •

the Constitution of the Church, in 16 Articles ; the t? Canons
or Standing Orders ; and the Local Oraanization. The whole
work impresses the outside reader as wise, guarded, practicjil
well-conceivcd, and weU-expressed, and admirably suited to the
needs of the Indian Church. The echoes of Western controversi
ire as subdued as possible within it.

In Wales, the native Calvinistic-Methodist or
Presbyterian Church, whicli formerly professed
the 39 English Articles understood in a' Calvinistic
sense, adheres to the Welsh Confession of 1SS3,
published also in English in 1827, which was
authorized by the 'Associations' of Bala and
Aberystwyth in 1823.
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The Confession conuins 44 Articles treating of God's Being,

the Scriptures, the Attributes of God, the Persons of the Trinity,

God's Decree, Creation, Providence, Man's Original ytat«, the

Covenant of Works, tiie Fall and Original Sin, tne State of Man
by Nature, the Election of Grace, the Covenant of Grace, the

Person of the Father and His work in Salvation, the Person of

Christ the Mediator, His OtBces, His Humiliation and Rxalla-

tion. Redemption, Christ's Intercession, the Person and Work
of the Holy Ghost, the Necessity for His work to apply the I'lan

of Salvation, the Call of the Gospel, Union with Christ, Justiflca-

tion. Adoption, Regeneration, Sanctification, Saving Faith and
its Fruits, Repentance unto I,ife, the Moral Law, Good Works,
Peace of Conscience, Assurance of Hope, Perseverance in Grace,
the Church, C'hurch Fellowship, the Ordinances of the Gospel,
Baptism, the Lord's Supper, Obedience to the Civil Government,
Death and the Slate after Death, the Resurrection, General
Judgment, the Eternal State of the Wicked and the Godly.

It is ill all essentials a statement of the West-
minster doctrine, whose general order, and whose
language, with Methodist variations, it adopts.

On the prohlems of election, and the asperities of

Calvinistic doctrine on reprobation and the non-
elect, it is discreetly silent. Kings and civil

authorities are ordained of God; are to be hon-
oured for the sake of their office, and not merely
for personal virtues ; and are to be obeyed in all

things that are in ai^cordance with the Word of

God, the taxes they impose being paid without
murmur, concealment, or fraud. In its English
form it lacks the vigour of style an<l the dignity
of its source—a loss natural in a paraphrase.

IFuIl text in MiiUer, op. cit., and in pidjlications of the
Church. Brief reference in Scbaff, HisJ. p. 903 f.]

(8) In the Pnshjiterian Church in America, the
Westminster Confession, after being subscribed
and accepted simjiliciter for a time as in Uritain,

experienced .similar modifications and qualilica-

tious. The Synod of Philadelphia in 1729 declined

:

' We do therefore agree that all ttie ministers of this Synod
. . . shall declare their agreement in and approbation of tlie

Confession of Faith, with the Larger and Shorter Catechisms
... OS being in all the essential and necessary articles good
forms of sound words and systems of Ch.-istian doctrine, and do
also adopt the said Confession and Catechisms as the Confession
of our faith,' adding later that some clauses in the tw-entieth and
twenty.third chapters %vere not received ' in any such sense as
to suppose the civil magistrate hath a controlling power over
Synods with respect to the exercise of their ministenal authority,

or power to persecute any for their religion . .
.'

The Union of the Synods of Philadelphia and
New York in 1758 adopted a similar declaration.

The United Synod in 1787 amended the third sec-

tion of ch. XXIII., ' Of the Civil Magistrate,' so as to

exclude all interference with matters of faith, and
to enjoin equal protection of all Churches and of

the liberty of all men ; ch. xxxi., so as to set aside

the right of the Civil Ruler to call councils or

assemblies ; the last sentence of ch. XX. sect, iv., so

as to omit the words ' and by the power of the
Civil Magistrate ' in reference to Church discipline

and censures ; and omitted ' tolerating a false reli-

fion ' from the enumeration of sins against the
econd Commandment in the Larger Catechism.

At the re-union in 18G9 of the 'Old School' and
' New School ' sections of the Church, divided since

1837, the basis affirmed consisted of the 'common
standards ; the Scriptures of the Old and Now
Testaments shall be acknowledged to be the in-

spired Word of God, and the only infallible rule of

faith and practice ; the Confession of F.aith shall

continue to be sincerely received and adopted, as

containing the system of doctrine taught in the
holy Scriptures.' The same Church, 'ThePresby-
tenan Church in the United States of America,'
felt it necessary in 1902— (a) to pass a Declaratory
Statement defining the sense in which ch. ill., ' Of
God's Eternal Decree,' was held as

—

'concerning those who are saved in Christ, in harmony with the
doctrine of His love to all mankind, Uis gift of His Son to be the
propitiation for the sins of the whole world, and His readiness

to bestow Uis saving grace on all who seek it ;—concerning those
who perish, &8 in harmony with the doctrine that Oo<l desires

not the death of any sinner, but has provided in Christ a salva.

tion suflicient for all, adapted to all, and freely offered in the
Gospel to all ; that men are fully responsible for their treatment
of God's gracious offer ; that His decree hinrlers no man from

accepting that offer ; and that no man is condemned, except on
the ground of his sin

'

;

and declaring that ch. X. sect, iii.,

' is not to be regarded as teaching that any who die in infancy

are lost ; wo believe that all dying in infancy arc included in the
election of grace, and are regenerated and saved by Christ
through the Spirit, who works when and where ond how He
pleases.'

(A) to amend ch. xvi. .sect. vii. to read :

' Works done by unregenerate men, although for the matter
of them they may be things which Go<l commands, and in them-
selves praiseworthy and useful, and although the neglect of such
things is sinful and displeasing unto God ; yet, because they pro-

ceed not from a heart purilled by faith, nor are done in a right

manner, according to Uis Word, nor to a right end, the glory of

God, they come short of what God requires, and do not make
any man meet to receive the grace of God '

;

to omit ch. XXII. sect, iii., the last .sentence :

* yet it is a sin to refuse an oath touching anything that is goofl

and just, being imposed by lawful autiiority *

;

and to amend ch. XXV. sect. vi. to read :

'The Lord .Tesua Christ is the only he.id of the Church, and
the claim of any man to be the vicar of Christ and the head of

the Church isunscriptural, without warrant in fact, and is a
usurpation dishonounng to the Lord Jesus Christ.'

(c) ' to express more fully the doctrine of the

Church concerning the Holy Spirit, Missions, and
the Love of God for all men,' by adding two new
chapters to the Confession, viz.

XXXIV. ' Of the Holy Spirit ' as (a) the Third Person in the

Trinity, proceeding from the Father and the Son, of the same
substance, equal in power and glory ; (b) the omnipresent Lord
and Giver of life, source of all good thoughts, pure desires, and
holy counsels, inspirer of Prophecy and Scripture, dispenser of

the Gospel ; (c) the only efficient agent in the application of

redemption ;
(rf) the bond of communion, the mover and enabler

of officers and members of the Church, the preserver and in-

creaser of the Church.
XXXV. 'Of the Love of God, and Missions '

: that (a) God
freely offers His salvation to all men in the Gospel ; (6) in the

Gospel, God declares His love for the world and desire that all men
should be saved, reveals fully the only way, promises eternal hfe

to all who repent and believe in Christ, invites and commands
all to embrace the offered mercy ; and, by His Spirit accompany-
ing the Word, pleads with men to accept His gracious invitation ;

(c) it is the duty and privilege of all immediately to accept,

otherwise tliey incur aggravated guilt, and perish by their own
fault ; (d) since there is no other way of salvation than that
revealed in the Gospel, and faith ordinarily comes by hearing
the Word of God, Christ has commissioned His Church to go
into all the world, and to make disciples of all nations. All

believers are under obligation to sustain established ordinances
of religion, and to contribute, by prayer, gifts, and personal
efforts, to the extension of the Kingdom of Christ throughout
the whole earth.

(rl) to publish a Brief Stn'cment of the Reformed
Faith in 16 Articles : Of God, Revelation, the
Eternal Purpose, Creation, the Sin of Man, the
Grace of God, Election, Our Lord Jesus Christ,

Faith and Repentance, the Holy Spirit, the New
Birth and the New Life, the Resurrection and the
Life to Come, the Law of God, the Church and
Sacraments, the Last Judgment, Christian Service

and the Pinal Triumph. Each Article is brief, un-

controvorslal, and well expressed, beginning, as in

the English Presbyterian Articles of 1890, of which
they bear signs of close and appreciative study,

with the words ' we believe,' and passing in many
instances to such cognate phra.ses as 'we rejoice,'

'we confidently look for,' 'we joyfully receive.'

The Articles, as a whole, rank very high among
such statements. Their tone and language are

unexceptionable. True to their time, thej' do not
wrestle with difliculties ; they show no concern

about the points which sundered Calvinist, or

rather ' (iomarist,' and Arminian ; they are as

though the Synod of Dort had never been. But
there is every likelihood that, in producing thcni,

the powerful ' Presbyterian (,'hurch in America,'

like its namesake in Enjjland, has done a pioneer

work, in which it will ere long be followed by many
other kindred bodies. More than any other Con-
fession, perhaps, it speaks in modern language,
such as the pulpit may utter frankly and without
alteration or paraphrase. It is perha])S not an
exaggeration to say that every Protestant Church
might cheerfully and heartily accept it for use both
lit lionie and in the missicm lielil. Time alone can
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disclose whether its avoidance of the controversial
will secure a permanent concord. The Federation
of the four main I'rcshyterian Churches in the
United States, at present being consummated, is

perhaps an augury of the early adoption of a similar
document, or perhaps the document itself.

[full text in Muller, pp. 941-940, where also the Declaration
is printed ; earlier liistory in Scliaff, Hist. pp. 804-SlO.]

(9) The Westminster Confession in the United
Presbyterian Church in America.—The 'Associate'
and ' Associate Reformed ' Churches, which united
in 1858 to form the ' United Presbyterian Churi-Ii
in America,' had held the Confession much more
rigorously than the 'Presbyterian Church' just
discussed. The former had not at any time altered
the text of the Confession, but had contented itself
with issuing in 17S4 a Testimony, five of whose
articles refer to the Civil Magistrate, and deny
that he is a ruler in the Church, or may grant
privileges to those whom he considers true believers
to the hurt of the natural rights of others, or has
to do with other than civil and social obligations.
The latter had in 1799 modified ch. xx. sect, iv.,

XXIII. sect, iii., and xxxi. sect, ii., safeguarding
the autonomy of the Church, affirming the duty of
the magistrate to protect it and enforce its lawful
censures, and to further it without encroaching
on the civil rights of others, and allowing him in
special cases the ritrfit of calling an ecclesiastical
synod to consult and advise about matters of reli-

gion ; and in the Larger Catechism had changed
'tolerating' into 'authorizing a false religion'
among sins against the Second Commandment.
At the union of 1858 the word ' tolerating ' was re-
stored in the Catechism, and modifications of the
same three chapters were agreed upon. They
affirmed the autonomy of the Church, the right
and duty of the magistrate to punish those whose
principles and practices, whether religious or
political, openly propagated and maintained, were,
in his judgouent, subversive of the foundations of
properly constituted society, but not to presume to
judge heresy or schism ; nothing being said of his
right to summon ecclesiastical synods. Through-
out its history, and all its divisions, this branch
of the Presbyterian Church maintained the rest
of the Westminster doctrine without dubiety or
hesitation.

(Schaff, Hist. pp. 810-813.]

(10) The Cumberland Presbyterian Church, an-
other large Presbyterian body in the United States,
sprung from a revival in Kentucky and Tennessee
at the close of the 18th cent., in which Methodists
assisted Presbyterians, so early as 1813 adopted a
Confession prepared by a Committee directed by
Finis Ewing, and in 1829 ratified it after a final
revision. The Cumberland Confession consists of
the Westminster Confession with the American
amendments of chs. XXIII. and XXXI. (see (8) above),
with the teaching on Perseverance in ch. xvil. sub-
stantially retained, but with the doctrine of uncon-
ditional election and preterition in eh. ill. cut out
as seeming to encourage fatalism, and with the
change of ' elect infants ' in ch. x. sect. iii. into ' all
infants.' A like Arminian change was made in the
Shorter Catechism, so that toQn. 7 the Answer runs :

'The decrees of God are his purpose according to the counsel
of his own will, whereby he hath foreordained to bring to pass
what shall be for his own glory : sin not being for God's glory
therefore he hath not decreed it.'

In -Answer 20, 'God having elected some' is
changed to ' God did provide salvation for all man-
kind '

; and Qn. 31 runs, not 'What is efi'ectual
calling?,' but ' What is the work of the Spirit?'

[SchafiF, Hist. pp. 813-816.]

^
In 1881 the Cumberland Church appointed a

Committee to prepare a hcw Confession. In 1883
it was finished, and unanimously adopted. It
contains 36 chapters, with 115 consecutively num-

bered sections, following the general outline and
order of the Westminster Confession, though with
characteristic alterations and additions. The topics
are : Holy Scriptures, Holy Trinity, Decrees of
God, Creation, Providence, Fall of Man, God's
Covenant with Man, Christ the Mediator, Free-
will, Divine Infiuence (in place of Ellectual Calling),
Repentance unto Life, Saving Faith, Justification,
Regeneration, Adoption, Sanctification, (jrowth in
Grace [order of last group of seven is changed].
Good Works, Preservation of Believers, Christian
Assurance, the Law of God, Christian Liberty,
Religious Worship, Sabbath-day, Lawful Oaths and
Vows, Civil Government, Marriage and Divorce,
the Church, Christian Communion, the Sacra-
ments, Baptism, the Lord's Supper, Church Au-
thority, Church Courts, Death and Resurrection,
the Judgment. The diction of the Articles cannot
be compared with the Westminster sentences, beside
which they sound conversational and spasmodic or
halting. 'The chapter on the Decrees is completely
given as follows

:

* God, for the manifestation of his glory and goodness, by the
most wise and holy counsel of his ow'n wiU, freely and un-
changeably ordained or determined what he himself" would do,
what he would require his intelligent creatures to do, and what
should be the awards, respectively, of the obedient and the dis-
obedient. Though all Divine decrees may not be revealed to
men, yet it is certain that God has decreed nothing contrary to
his revealed will or written word.'

The doctrine corresponds in every respect with
the earlier revision of the Westminster Confession
by the same Church, whose principles and chief
ideas it consistently applies throughout.
[Text in Miiller, pp. 912-927.]

(11) In Canada.—The doctrinal changes efTected
by the Presbyterian Churches in the United States
go far to explain the unparalleled step which in
Canada the Presbyterian, Congregationalist, and
Methodist Churches are seriously contemplating in
their proposed union. In truth, those alterations
leave no standing ground for the traditional dif-
ferences between Arminian and Conservative Cal-
vinists. After four years of conference (1904-8),
agreement has been reached in Committee regard-
ing 19 Articles as the doctrine wliich the Churches,
if ultimately united, would profess. The Baptist
and Anglican Churches did not see their way to
participate, as invited, in the unrestricted confer-
ence and negotiation. With its great home-mission
problem, Canada, though little affected by theo-
logical laxity or indifference, has been driven by
practical necessities to rise above all minor doc-
trinal diflerences. In it, both Methodists and
Presbyterians have set their brethren in other
lands a wise example in ending schism among
themselves, and closing their own ranks. It will
be a new day for Protestant Christianity, if tlxree
such denominations as Presbyterians, Methodists,
and Congregationalists should find it feasible to
unite their forces, whether for home or foreign
missionary enterprise.
The Preamble runs :' We ... do hereby set forth the sub-

stance of the Christian faith as commonly held among us. In
doing so, we build upon the foundation laid by the Apostles and
Prophets, confessing that Jesus Christ Himself is the corner-
stone. We affirm our belief in the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments as the primary source and ultimate standard
of Christian faith and life. W'e acknowledge the teaching of the
great Creeds of the ancient Church. We further maintain our
allegiance to the Evangelical doctrines of the Reformation as
set forth in common in the doctrinal standards adopted by the
Presbyterian Church in Canada, by the Congregational Union
of Ontario and Quebec, and by the Methodist Church. We
present the accompanying statement as a brief summary of our
common faith, and commend it to the studious attention of the
members and adherents of the negotiating Churches, as in sub-
stance agreeable to the teaching of the Holy Scriptures.'

Art. I. is of God: II., of Revelation :' III., of the Divine
Purpose :

' We believe that the eternal, wise, holy, and loring
purjiose of God embraces all events, so that, while the freedom
of man is not taken away, nor is God the author of sin, yet in
His providence He makes all things work together in the" fulfil-

ment of His sovereign design and the manifestation of His
glory': IV., of Creation and Proridence : V., of the Sin of
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Man :
' We believe that our llrst jtarenta beinjf tempted chcme

evil, and so fell away from God, and rjinie under the power of
8in, the penalty of which is eternal death ; and that, by reason
of this disolH-'dience, all men are bom with a sinful nature, that
we have broken Oo<i's law, and that no man can be saved but by
His t'raco ' : VI., of the (Jracc of God :

•
. . . Oo<l ... in the

Gospel freely offers His all-sulHcient salvation to all men. . . .

also that God, in His own good pleasure, gave to llis Son a
l>eople, an innumerable multitude, chosen in Christ unto holi-

ness, service, and salvation': VII., of the Lord Jesus Christ

:

VIII., of the Holy Spirit: IX., of Rejieneration : X., of Faith
and Repentance : XI., of Ju.<4tification and Sonship : XII., of
Sanctiluation : XIII., of the Law of God : XIV., of the Church :

XV., of the Sacraments: XVI., of the Ministry: XVII., of
Church i>rder and Fellowship : XVIII., of the Resurrection, the
I.ast Judf^nient, and the Future life : XIX., of Christian Service
and the Final Triumph.
Candidates for ordination must be * in essential a^eenient

'

with the doctrine of the Church, and accept the Statement above
'as in substance agreeable to the teaching of the Holy Scrip-

tures,' and must answer three questions allinnativel.v, viz.

(1) ' Do you believe yourself to be a child of God, through
faith in our Lord Jesus Christ ?

' (2) ' Do you believe yourself
to be called to the otflce of the Christian ministry, and that your
chief motives are zeal for the glory of God, love for the Lord
Jesus Christ, and desire for the salvation of men ?

' (3) ' Are you
persuaded that the Holy Scriptures contain sufficiently all doc-
trines required for eternal siilvation in our Lord Jesus Christ?
And are you resolved out of the said Scriptures to instruct the
people committed to your charge, and to teach nothing which
IS not agreeable thereto?'

[I*roceedi7ws of the Fifth Conference of the Joint Committee
on Church Union, etc., Toronto, Dec. IMS.]

(12) In South Africa a ba.sis of union between
the Presbyterian, Wesleyan Methodist, Congrega-
tional, and Baptist Cliurches was drawn up and
recommended in 1909 by a Conference at Bloein-

fontein, on Presbyterian initiative, the Dutch
Reformed Church not seeing its way to co-operate

in the movement. Inter alia, 5 somewhat sliglit

and loosely-drafted clauses set forth t!ie simple
evangelical basis of doctrine proposed. The
Churches have not a.s yet assented to the proposed
basis, the last three named having decided adversely
meanwhile.

[Draft Constitution, etc., issued by order of Conference, 1909.]

(13) In Southern India, in July 1908 the first

General Assembly of the 'South India United
Church,' representing Congregationalists, Method-
ists, and Presbyterians, met and adopted a basis of

union, including a Confession in 5 Articles : of

God ; of Revelation and Scripture ; of Man's
Creation in God's Image, Common Brotherhood,
Sin and Helplessness ; of God's Salvation through
Je.sus Christ and the Holy Spirit ; and of the Church,
Ministrj-, Sacraments, and Things to come. There
is a prefatory and a concluding note affirming :

(1) ' As the Confession is a human instrument, it is under-
Btoo<l that persons assenting to it do not commit themselves to
every word or phrase, but accept it as a basis of union, and as

embodying substantially the vital truths held in common by
the uniting churches

' ; (2) ' the church reserves to itself the

right to revise its general Confession of Faith whenever the
consensus of opinion of the United Body demands it.*

Other unions and federations elsewliKre in the
world, accomplished or being negotiated, involve

no new standards, but rest on those already
recognized.

17. Confessions in the Baptist Churches.—The
16th cent, revolt against the superstition, formal-

ism, (•orru|)tion, and hierarchic tyranny of the
Roman Church, which in the Lutheran, Anglican,
Zwinglian, and Calvinist Churches proceeded on
strictl.v ecclesiastical lines, assumed a more radical

form in the Anabaptist soeietie.s which sprang up
througbiiut Kurope. Their rise and their doctrines

have iieen amply described in an earlier article (see

Anabaptism in vol. i. p. 406). In worship they
observed a j)uritan simplicity and fervour. In
polity they inclined to presbyterian or congrega-
tional organization. In doctrine they cherished

no artificial or cocvciv*! unity, being kept together
by common revulsion from traditionalism, by
common persecution, and by a common quest after

a simpler Biblical piety and [lersonal experience.

Towards the St;ite as towards the Church they

looked with suspicioli and distrust, dreading its
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worldliness, its appeal to force, its reliance on
oaths, and in return they were hate<l as its sub-
verters. They deserve honour as the |)ioneers of
religious toleration—a principle always more easily

mastered by the persecuted tljan by tlie persecutor.
Much that IS best in Quaker and in Baptist thought
and life they anticipated, as they tl]ein.selves had
been antici|iated by the Brethren, their namesakes,
of earlier centuries in Bohemia and in the Alpine
Valleys. They had a lively appreciation of the
doctrinal and ethical superiority of the New to the
Old Testament, a vivid sense of individual re-

sponsibility and relation.ship to God, a reliance on
the direct leading of the Holy Spirit. In their

doctrine, as in their life, they strove to reproduce
the NT ideal, demanding literal obedience to
Christian precepts at their hardest, and in all

things sincerity and simplicity. In an age like

theirs it was inevitable that their attitude towards
the Sacraments, especially Baptism, should arouse
the keenest attention and lead to the fiercest

antagonism and obloquy. Their free-thought on
Baptism, their faith in the universal salvation of

departed infants, their disbelief in infant-baptism
as the degradation of the Sacrament to a meaning-
less or superstitious form, and their consequent .

insistence on adult re-baptism, seemed to be their

crowning heresy, or blasphemy, or sacrilege, and
won for them the name of 'Anabaptist.' Among
their number were outstanding Humanists as well

as illiterate peasants, well-balanced minds as well

as crazy enthusiasts. Scorned, hated, reviled, and
tormented by Romanist and ortliodox Protestant
alike, they were in innumerable instances the .salt

of their age. It was their misfortune to live

before their time ; it was their lot to suller for its

coming. With better information al>out their

character and views, history at last is making a
tardy reparation to their memoiy. The chapter
on Anabaptism in a modern Church History is a
strange and welcome contrast to its older counter-

jiart (e.g. Lindsay, HiM. of Heform. ii. 430-460).

(1) Anabaptist Confessions.—Even before 1500, a
simple Catechism, printed in many languages, was
in current use, along with early versions of the
Bible, among the Anabaptist .societies. In the third

decade of the 16th cent, conferences are known to

have taken place with a view to their closer union
—in 15'24 at Waldshut in the house of their

scholarly and eloquent leader Balthasar Hiibmaier,
when a statement of principles, in particular

against the miraculous ethcaey of Sacraments, was
prepared, and separation from the Roman Church
resolved upon ; in 1526 at Aug.sburg ; and in 1527

also at Augsburg, where a General Synod re-

presentative of widely scattered cities ' drew up a
statement of doctrinal truth, which is very simple,

and corresponds intimately with what is now
taught among the Moravian Brethren ' (Lindsay,

oj>. cit. ii. 435). The tragic Minister episode,

which did so much to bring discredit upon the

Anabaptist name, gave to the world Bemhard
Rothnumn's Theses and Confession of Faith, 1532

(summary in Detmer'a work on him, Miinstcr,

19U4; Lindsay, lluit. ii. 452, 456), the 21 Articles,

ori^Hto, of Jan Matthys, the Mchhiorite Dutch
vision.-iry (1533), and an Apology, or Confes-'sinn of
the Faith and Life of ttte Chri.s-tian Society at

Minister (Lindsay, ii. 464 and footnote).

(2) Mcnnonite Confes.tion.s.—Under the apostolic

influence of the devoted Menno Siiiums, a Dutch
])riest who joined the Anabaptist movement in

1536 and gave the la.st twenty-five years of his

martyr life to the cause, the scattered and dispirited

congregations revived and, in spite (jl persecution,

were organized into a church, in which baptism,
though conditional uixin profession of faith

spontaneously made, was still for the most part
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ndministered by sprinkling, not immersion. Winer
{('o)iipara/ivc View of Doctrines and Confessions,

Introd. § 5) enumerates a group of Mennonite docu-

ments as follows :

The Confession of Waterlnnd (1580), the most
important, drawn up in Dutch by Ris and Gerardi,

rejireseiits the Waterland division of the Church,
which was more liberal in its discipline, but con-

tains the characteristic doctrine of all sections.

It consists of 40 Articles, which deny the guilt of

original or transmitted sin ; affirm the conditional

election of all, and universal atonement ; condenin
oaths, war, civil office, litigation, revenge, worldly
amusements, and infant baptism as unscriptural

;

approve of obedience to civil magistrates in all

things not contrary to conscience and God's word
;

but on other points conform to the normal tenets

of Protestantism.
Confessions were also published in 1591 ; in 1628

Ontermann's Confession of the One God ; in 1629

the Confession of the Olive Branch ; in 1630 the
Short Confession of the United Frisian and German
Baptists, and Cornelis' 15 Principal Articles ; in

1 664 a Leyden Confession ; and in 1 766 Mis'"

Doctrine of the True Mennonites, sanctioned by
many churches. Catechisms widely used were
those of 1697 by Dooregest, Beets, and Schyn, of

1743 by BaudoTun, and of 1783.
[Winer, op. cit. pp. 29-31, with bibliog. and further details.)

(3) Calvinistic Baptist Confessions in Britain
and America.—The great majority of modem
Baptists belong to the ' Regular ' or ' Particular

'

denomination, and are, apart from the mode and
age or condition and theory of baptism, Calvinists
in doctrine. Voluntaries and Congregationalists in

polity. They believe in the salvation of all who
die before attaining to years of discretion, and hold
that baptism is simply an outward sign and
profession of grace already received, of faith in

Christ, and membership in His Church. Their
Confessions, in harmony with their Congrega-
tionalist polity, are not so much obligatory
standards as manifestos of prevailing doctrine,
issued often with an apologetic purpose.
The Confession of Seven Chnrchcs in London

(1644) was published during the sitting of the
Westminster Assembly, from whose deliberations
Baptist divines were excluded, 'for the vindication
of the truth and information of the ignorant

:

likewise for the taking otf of those aspersions
wliii h are frequently both in pulpit and print
unjustly cast upon them.' Its 52 Articles are
Calvinistic throughout, apart from the Sacraments
and Church polity. Its closing paragraph, like the
Scots Confession, disclaims infallibility:

' We confess that we know but in p.art, and that we are
ignorant of many things which we desire and seek to know

:

and if any shall do us that friendlj' part to show us from the
Word of God that we see not, we shall have cause to be thank-
ful to God and them. But if any man shall impose upon us
anything that we see not to be commanded by our Lord Jesus
Christ, we should in His strength rather embrace all reproach-
ing and tortures of men . . . than do anything against the
least tittle of the Truth of God. . . . And if'any shall call what
we have said heresy, then do we with the Apostle acknowledge
that after the way they call heresy worship we the God of our
fathers, disclaiming all" heresies (rightly so called). . .

.'

[Text in Underbill's Collection of Baptist Cm\fessions, pub.
by Hanserd Knollys Society ; Schaflf, Hist, p.' 854 ; Green,
Christian Creed and the Creeds of Christendom, Lond. 1898. p.
150 f.l

The 46 Articles of Somerset were adopted by
sixteen churches in that county and neighbourhood
in 1656.

The Confession of 1677, re-issued in 1688 and
again in 1689 with the approval of the representa-
tives of a hundred congregations met in London,
became at once the recognized standard, and has
remained the historic manifesto of tlic Particular
Baptists not only in Britain but in America, wliere
it received the sanction of the Association of 1742 at
Philadelphia, and the title Confession of Philadel-

phiti. Its 32 chapters are simply a Baptist recension
of the Westminster Confession, altered only in the
chapters dealing with the Church and the Sacra-
ments. It thus corresponds to the Congregational
Savoy Declaration of 1658, and in fact professes to
have for its aim, in adhering to the Westminster
Confession, to 'show the agreement of Baptists
with the Presbyterians and Congregationalists' in
all the fundamental Articles of the Christian
Religion, and to demonstrate that they have 'no
itch to clog religion with new words.'
From the Savoy Declaration ch. xx. is inserted, ' of the Gospel

and the Extent of Grace thereof ' (see p. 884^, below). In ch.
XX. of the VVeetminster Confession Art. 4 is omitted respecting
resistance to the Civil Magistrate and punishment of heretics
by the same power. In ch. xxiii., 'of the Civil Magistrate,*
Artt. 3 and 4 are omitted, which admit the power of magistrates
to take order to maintain the purity of the Church and to
summon councils, and their right to be obeyed by all notwith-
standing evil character or unbelief, and a short sentence is

inserted enjoining 'subjection in all lawful things ... to be
yielded ... in the Lord,' and praj-ers \io be offered on their
behalf. In ch. xxv. ' of the Church,' the six articles are re-cast,
modified, and expanded into fifteen—enjoining communion in

the visible Ohureh, defining membership in Baptist terms,
recognizing bishops or elders and deacons as office-bearers,
appointing their election to be by congregational suffrage and
their ordination to be by prayer and fasting and the imposition
of hands, urging fellowship between congregations, and the
holding of assemblies to advise and counsel, not to exercise
jurisdiction. In place of ch. xxvii., 'of the Sacraments,' two
articles stand : _' 1. Baptism and the Lord's Supper are
ordinances of positive and sovereign institutinn, appointed by
the Lord Jesus, the only Lawgiver, to be continued in his
Church to the end of the world. 2. These holy appointments
are to be administered by those only who are qualified, and
thereunto called, according to the commission of Christ.' In
place of ch. xxviii., 'of Baptism,' four articles stand: '1.

Baptism is an ordinance of the New Testament ordained by
Jesus Christ to be unto the party baptized a sign of his fellow-
ship with Him in His death and resurrection ; of his being
engrafted into Him ; of remission of sins ; and of his giving up
unto God, through Jesus Christ, to live and walk in newness of
life. 2. Those who do actually profess repentance towards
God, faith in and obedience to our Lord Jesus, are the only
proper subjects of this ordinance. 3. The outward element to
be used in this ordinance is water, wherein the party is to be
baptized in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Spirit. 4. Immersion, or dipping of the person in water,
is necessary to the due administration of this ordinance.*
Oh. XXX., 'of Church Censures,' and ch. xxxi., 'of Synods
and Councils,' are omitted wholly.

The Baptist Catechism commonly called Reach's
Catechi-im, which bears the same relation to the
Westminster Shorter Catechism as the Baptist
Confession of 1677 to that of Westminster, was
prepared in 1693 by WUliam Collins, by instruction
of the Assembly of that year in London. Benjamin
Keach had been associated with Collins in tlie re-

issue of the Confession in 1688, and is credited
with a considerable share in the work. Underbill,
who gives it in his Collection (pp. 247-270), describes
it as ' the onlj' Catechism of value among Baptists.'

The New Hampshire Confessimi (1833) Ls the
work of J. Newton Bro^vn of New Hampshire, a
theological author and editor. It has been accepted
generally by American Baptists, especia.lly in the
Northern and Western States, since its adoption
by the New Ham])shire Convention. Its 18 Articles
(text in Schafl', Evang. Prot. Creeds, pp. 74'2-748),

each of which begins with the words ' We believe
. . .,' treat very briefly of the Scrii>tures, the True
God, the Fall of Man, the Way of Salvation,
Justification, the P'reeness of Salvation, Grace
in Regeneration, Repentance and Faith, God's
Purpose of Grace, Sanctification, the Perseverance
of Saints, the Harmony of the Law and the Gospel,
a Gospel Church, Baptism and the Lord's Supper,
the (Jhiistian Sabbath, Civil Government, the
Righteous and the Wicked, and the World to come.
The language is often felicitous in its attempt to
express the essence of Calvinism in terms which
shall not repel.

Three articles may serve as specimens of the work. Art. VI.,
'of the Freeness of Salvation,' runs: 'We believe that the
blessings of salvation are made free to all by the Gospel ; that
it is the innnediate duty of all to accept them by a cordial,

penitent, and obedient faith : and that nothing prevents the
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salvation of the greatest sinner on earth but his own inherent

depravity and volunl,irj rejection of the Gospel ; which rejection

involvcs'him in an affgravated rondetniiation.' Art. 3X., 'of

God's Purpose of Grace,' runs :
' We believe that election is the

eternal purpose of God, according to which He graciously

regenerates, sanctifies, and saves sinners ; that, being perfectly

consistent with the free agency of man, it comprehends all the

means in connection with the end ; that it is a most glorious

display of God's sovereign goodness, being infinitely free, wise,

holy, and unchangeable ; that it utterly excludes lioasting, and
promotes humility, love, prayer, praise, trust in God, and
active imitation of His free niercy ; that it encourages the use of

means in the highest degree ; tliat it may he ascertained by its

effect* in all who truly believe the Gospel ; that it is the

foundation of Christian a.ssurance ; and that to ascertain it

with regard to ourselves demands and deserves the utmost
diligence.' Art. XIV., "of Baptism and the Lord's Supper,'

runs :
' We believe that Ciiristian Haptism is the immeision in

water of a believer, into the name of the Father and Son and
Holy Ghost ; to show forth in a solemn and beautiful emblem
our faith in the crucified, buried, and risen Saviour, with its

effect in our death to sin and resurrection to a new life ; that

it is pre-requisite to the privileges of a church relation, and to

the Lord's Supper, in which the members of the Church, by
the sacred use of bre.id and mne, are to commemorate together

the dying love of Christ; preceded always by solemn self-

examination.'

(4) Arminian Bnptist Confcxtions in Britain and
America.—Tiie Kn^e-will, or Genfirjil, or Arminian
Baptists, like the Mennonites, attirni conditional

election, the freodoni of the human will, and the

possibility of falling away from grace. They also

diverge somewhat from Congregationalism in

retaining a form of episcopate with pastors and
deacons, and in assigning more authority to their

General Assemblies. Their earliest confession is

the Dci-I'iriifion of Faith of English People remain-
i7ig at Aiiixt' rdnm in Holland, drawn up in 1611,

in 10(1 Articles (based on 37 prepared in Dutch by
two Mennonite Pastors, De Ries and Gerrits, in

1609), by John Smyth for his congregation of

English refugees, and, after controversy, re-cast in

rival form by his colleague Helwys in 27 Articles in

tlie same year.
Of the latter form Art. V. says :

' God before the foundation
of the world hath predestinated that all that believe in Him
shall be saved, and all that believe not shall be damned ; all

which He knew before . . . not that God hath predestinated
men to be wicked, and so be daumed, but that men being
wicked shall be damned.' Art. VII. denies the necessary
* perseverance ' of Saints :

' men may fall away from the grace

of God, and from the truths which they have received and
acknowledged.' Art. X. defines the Church as the company
of believers baptized upon their own confession of faith, with-

out requiring immersion. Art. XXIV. enjoins obedience to

magistrates,
[iext in Underbill's CoUfCtion, pp. 1-10.1

The London Coitfesxion, in 2.5 Articles, was
presented to Charles ii. in 1660.
(Text in UnderhiU, pp. lOT-llid.)

The Orthidiix Creed of 1IJ7-H emanated from the
Freewill Bapti.sts of Oxfordshire. According to

SchafT, ' it makes a near ajiproach to Calvinism,
with a view to unite Protestants in the fundamental
articles against the errors of Rome' (Hist. p. 858).
[Text in Underbill, pp. 120-168.)

The Cnnf'xaion of the American Free-will
Baptixt.^. approved by Conference in 1834, revised

in 1848, isti.'i, and 'isiis. is Die most im|>ortant
and authoritative! stali'iii'-nt of Arminian IJajitist

views. Its 21 brief ch.-iptiMs, some but a sentence
long, treat of Scripture, the Reing and Attributes
of God, Divine (iovernment and Providence,
Creation, Primitive State of Man and Fall, Christ,

the Holy Spirit, the Atonement and Mediation
of Christ, the (iospel Call (as 'co-extensive with
the atonement to all men both by the word and
by the strivings of the Spirit; so that .salvation is

rendered eqn.'illy possible to all ; and if any fail of

eternal life the fault is wholly their own'),
Repentance, Faith, Regeneration, .fustilication

and Sanctification, Persevcran(-(! of the Saints
('there are strong grounds to hope that the truly
regenerate will persevere unto the end and be
saved, through tlie power of Divine grace which
is pledged for their support ; but tlieir future
obedience and final salvation are neither deter-

mined nor certain ; .since through infirmity and
manifold temiitations they are in danger of

falling ; and they ought therefore to watch and
luay, lest they make .shipwreck of faith and be

lost'), the Sabbath, the Church, the Gospel

Ministry, Ordinances of the Gospel, Death and
the Intermediate State, the Second Condng of

Christ, the Resurrection, the General Judgment,
and Future Retributions.

[Text in SchafT, i'rajio. Prot. CrettU, pp. 749-756.]

Literature.—Schaff, BUt. , and Evang. Prot. Creedt ; Under-
hiU, Cm/cssiotu of Faith, et«., 1S.''>4, for the 17th century;
Crosby, Uistitry of the. Kmilish IkirtislK, Lond. 17.m-40;

Cramp, liaplM llistm-y, Philadelphia, IsTl ; T. Armitage,
IIMorn u/ the Baptist!, N.V. 1.SS7 ; H. C. Vedder, Short

Uvitory of the BapliMs, Phil.adelphia, Isni ; Newman, llistnry

of the n'apliKls of the U.S., N.Y. lHii4 ; artt. in y'«£"J and
SchalT-Hcrzog ('Anabaptists,' 'Baptists,' 'Mennonites'), and
art. Anab.wtism in vol. i.

i8. Confessions in the Independent or Con-
gregational Churches. — Congregationalism in

liritain and America, a product of the English
Puritanism of Elizabeth's reign, stands related

historically to Calvinism very much as the Baptist

movement, whose congregational form of polity

and whose free attitude to Confessions of Faith

it shares. Without Confessional coercion, and
without any reliance upon the ecclesiastical

authority of high courts or assemblies, Congrega-
tionalism has grown up and flourished, like

Bsyitist Calvinism, under the shadow and dominant
influenceof the We.stminster Standards. It acknow-
ledges no binding Confession. The particular or

local congregation is a doctrinal law to itself,

botind only by such doctrinal restrictions as may
be embodied in its own constitution or charter or

deed of trust. Particular congregations are bound
to one another by the simple tie of fellowship,

doctrinal sympathy, and atlinity—a tie terminable

at -any time should egregious departure from type
take place. Till recently, Congregationalists,

like Baptists, have maintained a remarkable
liomogeneity in .spite of their freedom—a testi-

mony to their loyalty to the traditions not less

than to the congregational charters of the body.

They have steadfastly resisted all tendencies to

elevate common doctrinal statements into obliga-

tory Confessions (preferring to call them declara-

tions or ' platforms'), and every temptation to form
Presbyterian federations with legislative and
jurisdictive courts. Neither civil nor ecclesias-

tical authority or dignity is allowed to exercise

power over a local congregation. For the rest,

their history has run parallel with that of Presby-
teriani-sm, their readjustments of the Westminster
type of doctrine proceeding on similar lines.

Robert Broivne's Statement of Conqregational
Principles, published in 1.582 at Miildelburg in

Holland, was the pi(meer declaration. It is in

the form of an elaborate Catechism of 185

questions, each supplied with an answer, a counter-

question and its answer, definitions of the terms
employed, and an analytic division. Its doctrine

is orthodox Calvinism, but questions .35-127

develop the characteristics of^ Congregational
polity under the doctrine of the Churcli. Though
Browne, after years of courageous propagaiufa,

ultimately abandoned his own cause and returned

to the Church of England, the movement was
long associated with his name as ' Brownism.'
It was in Holland where Anabaptism prepared
the way for it, and in New Engl.iml that it first

found a refuge.

[Walker, The Creeds and Platforms of Coixgregationalism,

New York, 1SI>3, pp. 1-27, where full citations of the relevant
literature are made.]

The London C'onfas.fiim if 15S9 was i)repared for

the struggling congregation in that city by Henrj'
Barrowe .and John Greenwood, its two leading
members, then imprisoned for their separatist
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teaching and afterwards martyred. It was entitled
' A True Description out of the Word of God of

the Visihle Church,' and was printed at Dort.
Less democratic than Browne's work in its view
of the authority of the elders, it makes the same
claim to NT warrant for the free election of

pastors and teachers, elders, deacons, and widows,
by the congregation. It is silent on the system of

doctrine, being in complete sympathy ^vith the
ruling Calvinism.
(Walker, op. cit. pp. 28-40, including the text.)

The London-Amsterdam True Confession of

1596 was published to vindicate the London
fugitives resident in and near Amsterdam from
the odium of wilful schism and of heresy. It

seems to have been the work chiefly of the gifted
Henry Ainsworth. Its 45 Articles deal with doc-

trine, in which they are in harmony with Con-
tinental and Anglican Calvinism ; and with Church
government, in which they carry further the
Congregational principles of the Confession of 1589,

tightening discipline through provision for the
deposition and even excommunication of unworthy
ministers, and through the requirement of transfer-

ence certificates from one congregation to another,
urging complete separation from tlie Established
Church, and calmly contemplating the use of

civil power to reform it in harmony with their

principles.
[Walker, op. cit. pp. 41-74, Incl. text and bibliog.J

The Points of Difference between Congrega-
tionalism and the Church of England were sub-

mitted by the same body of exiles to James I. on
his accession, in 1603. Of the 14 points the
following may be quoted as representative :

1. ' That Christ the Lord hath by His last Testament given
to His Church, and set therein, sufficient ordinary Offices, with
the maner of calling or Entrance, Works, and Maintenance, for

the administration of His holy things, and for the sufficient

ordinary instruction guydance and service of His Church, to
the end of the world.' 2. 'That every particular Church hath
like and full interest and power to enjoy and practise all the
ordinances of Christ. . .

.' 3. ' That every true visible Church
is a company of people called and separated from the world l^y

the word of God, and joyned together by voluntary profession
of the faith of Christ, in the fellowship of the Gospel. And that
therefore no knowne Atheist, unbelever, Heretique, or wicked
liver be received or reteined a member. . .

.' 6. *That being
thus joyned, every Churcli hath power in Christ to chuse and
take unto themselves meet and sufficient persons into the
Offices and functions of Pastors, Teachers, Elders, Deacons and
Helpers . . . and that no Antichristian Hierarchie, or Ministerie,
oi Popes, Archbishops, Lord-bishops, Suffraganes, Deanes,
Archdeacons, Chauncellors, Parsons, Vicars, Priest^, Dumb-
ministers, nor any such like be set over the Spouse and
Church of Christ. . .

.'

[Walker, op. cit. pp. 76-SO, incl. text.]

Between 1617 and 1647, Walker (op. cit. pp.
81-156) details a group of minor documents illus-

trating the spread of Congregational principles,
especially in New England

—

the Seven Articles of
1617, a minimum statement, almost an abnegation,
of Congregational views submitted on behalf of
the English refugees in Leyden in support of their
application to the Virginia Colonizing Company
for a grant of land in America on whicli to settle

;

the Mayflower Compact, a civil covenant of the
Congregational type, in 1620 ; the Covenants and
Creeds of S(dem Church, 1629-1665; the Covenant
of the Charlestown-Boston Chtirch, 1630; Hooker's
Summary of Congregational Principles (1645), a
learned but discursive American reply to Samuel
Eutherford's searching criticism of Congrega-
tionalism in his Due Bight of Presbyteries (1644)

;

and the Creed-Covenant of the Church at Windsor,
Connecticut (1647).

The Cambridge (New England) Platform of
Church Discipline (1648), following upon the
Tentative Conclusions of the Cambridge Synod
of 1646, is a supplement to the Westminster Con-
fession of 1646, which the Synod, having perused
and considered it ' with much gladness of heart,
and thankfulness to God,' judged 'to be very holy,

orthodox, and judicious in all matters of faith,'

and therefore freely and fully consented tliereunto
' for the substance thereof.' The Synod acknow-
ledged that the sections bearing on Vocation were
not passed without debate or in their stricter

sense. The Westminster doctrine of Church
government and discipline in chs. xxv., xxx., and
xxxi. was to be replaced by the new Platform.
The Synod hoped that by tliis ' professed consent
and free concurrence' with the Westminster
Divines it would appear to the world that, as they
were ' a remnant of the people of the same nation
with them,' so they were 'professors of the same
common faitli, and fellow-heirs of the same
common salvation.' The Platform is credited to

Richard Mather, and contains 17 substantial
chapters, after a lengthy preface. It is a careful

and minute application of Congregational prin-

ciples to the details of the Puritan doctrine of the
Church.
[Walker, pp. 189-237 ; Schaff, Hi»t. p. 836.)

The Savoy Declaration (1658) did for the English
Churches what the Cambridge Platform did for

the American ; it has been the historical basis of

their teaching. With some reluctance Cromwell
had agreed to act upon the advice and request of

certain influential Independents in Parliament to

arrange for the publication of a Confession of Faith
for the whole realm, ditierences of opinion being
tolerated except in the cases of Popery and Prelacy.
Representatives were sent by 120 Congregational
Churches in and near London, in response to a
circular addressed to them by the Clerk of the
Council of State, to a Conference in the Savoy
Palace in London. The Conference did not meet
till nearly four weeks after the Great Protector's
death. It elected to prepare a new Confession,
and authorized a committee of six—Drs. Goodwin,
Owen, Nye, Bridge, Caryl, and Greenhill (all save
Owen members of the Westminster Assembly)—to

prepare the draft. Within a fortnight the work
was done and unanimously accepted. It consists

of a very lengthy ' Preface,' descriptive of the work,
deprecating coercion in the use of Confessions,

which thereby became ' Impositions ' and ' Exac-
tions ' of Faitli, and urging toleration in matters
non-essential among Churches that held the
necessary foundations of faith and holiness ; a
' Declaration of Faith,' consisting of the doctrinal

matter of the Westminster C'onfession slightly

modified, and a System of Polity, or ' Institution

of Churches.'
The ' Declaration of Faith ' is in 32 chapters, two of the

Westminster Confession being omitted, as they had previously
been by the Long Parliament, y^z. xxx. and xxxi., ' of Church
Censures' and 'of Synods and Councils,' one, viz. xx., being
added, • of the Gospel, and of the Extent of the Grace thereof.'

Ch. xxi., 'of Christian Liberty and Liberty of Conscience,* is

slightly modified. Ch. xxiv., 'of the Civil Magistrate,' is

altered to exclude the civil punishment of heresy, though
' blasphemy and errors subverting the faith and inevitably

destroying the souls of them that receive them ' are to be
prevented. Ch. xxv., ' of Marriage,* is shortened by omissions.

Ch. xxvi., 'of the Church,' is modified by oniissions and
additions. The ' Institution of Churches * sets forth Congrega-
tionalism in 30 propositions providing for constitution,

government, disciphne, organization, and fellowship.

[Walker, pp. S40-40S, where the Savoy changes are in-

dicated by black type in the text ; SchafT, Eiat. pp. 829-S33,

Evang. Prot. Creeds, pp. 707-729.)

In Britain, since 1658, the following have been
the chief products of Confessional activity. In
1691 there were published Nine Heads ofAgreement
between Congregationalists and Presbyterians in

and near London, who had been drawn together

by the persecution associat<'d with the Act of

IJniformity in 1662. They are more Congrega-
tionalist than Presbyterian, anything lil<e a
Presbyterian system of courts lieing an im-

possibility at the time. Their acceptance in

England, like the union they accompanied, was
short-lived, but they found favour and exerted
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influence in America. In 1833 appeared the
l>i rliirnlion of the Congreqatiunnl Union of Enrj-

land and ]Valex, setting fortli (lie ' Kaitli, (Jliurch

Order, and Discipline of the Congregational or
Independent Dissenters,' It was composed by
Dr. Redford of Worcester, was unanimously
adopted, after revision, by the Union, and has
maintained its place as its official numifesto.
It is prefaced by 7 preliminary notes whicli dis-

claim for it technical or critical precision, deny
the utility of creeds as bonds of union, admit the
existence of dili'crences of opinion within the
Union, but claim a greater harmony tlian among
Churches requiring subscription. Its ' I'riuciples

of Religion,' in 20 propositions, are a moderate
popular statement of Calvinist.ic doctrine. Its

concluding ' Principles of Church Order and
Discipline' are 13 in number, and claim Divine
sanction for the polity they outline.

[SchafF, UM. pp. 833-S35, Emng. Prot. Creeds, pp. 730-734

;

Walker, pp. 440-4G2, 642-652.)

In America, since 1648, the following documents
have emerged : The Boston Declaration of 1680,

approved by the Synod of the New England
Cnurches, is simply the Savoy Confession with the
Cambridge I'latform. The Saybrook Platform
(1708) marked the adoption by the Connecticut
Churches of the Boston Declaration with the
English Heads of Agreement of 1691. In 1801 the
same sympathy ^vitli Presbyterians, deepened by
common home-missionary problems, led to the
adoption of a Plan of Union, in 4 sections, by the
Connecticut Churches. In 1865 the National
CouncU of Congregational Churches in the United
States, which met at Boston, emitted a Declaration
of Faith, of which the first draft was prepared by
Drs. Joseph P. Thomson, Edward A. Lawrence,
and George P. Fisher, follow ed by a second and a
third, the third being adopted on Burial Hill,

Plymouth, where the earliest meeting-house of the
Pilgrim Fathers had stood. This Burial Hill
Declaration impressively affirms the Synod's adher-
ence to the faith and order of the Apostolic and
Primitive Chiuches held by their fathers, and
substantially as embodied in the Confessions and
Platforms which the Synods of 1648 and 1680 set

forth or re-aflirmed. The last five paragraphs
briefly summarize ' the great fundamental truths
in which all Cliristians should agree,' and which
should be a basis of fellowsliip,—God the Triune,
Jesus Christ the Incarnate Word, the Holy Com-
forter, Sin, Atonement, Sanctification, Church,
Ministry, Sacraments, Judgment to come,—state
the testimony on which these doctrines rest, and
close with a proffer of fellowship with all who hold
them and with an avowal of missionary purpose.
The Oberlin Declaration of 1871 is a more

matter-of-fact re-affinnation, without any doctrinal
detail. In 1883, in response to long -continued
demands for a Declaration which should be less

superficial than those of 18U.5 and 1871, and more
suitable both for use in jjrivate and public instruc-
tion, and for use in the trust-tfeeds of local
churches, a body of twenty-live representative
commissioners completed .-i. Creed of 12 vVrticles
subscribed by all but three of their number. This
Commission Creed, which was duly authorized as a
common manifesto, has found wide acceijtance.
Congregationalism apart, it is on the same lines as
the modern Presbyterian statements. It is cast
in true creed form, each article begiiming, 'Wo
believe.' It is catholic and evangelical in its doc-
trine ; the historic difficulties in Calvinism are
passed over; tlie language is simple, vigorous, and
appropriate ; even the doctrine of the Church in
Art. X. is in snch terms as would commend it to
others than Congregationalists. Altogether it is

one of the most successful modem Declarations.

The Union Statement, issued by a joint-Com-
mittee at Dayt<in, O., in Feb. 1906, with a view to

union bcwcen Congregationalists, Methodist Pro-

testants, and United Brethren, bears the .same

character and ha-s gained similar approval. It

affirms ' consent to the teaching of the Ancient
Symbols of the undivided Church, and to that
substance of Christian doctrine which is common
to the Creeds and Confessions which w^e have
inherited from the past,' though attention has been
drawn to the significance of its omissions from the
traditional .system.

(Schaff, Uist. p]>. 835-840, Evami. Prot. Creids, pp. 734-737;

Walker, pp. 23ti-582, incl. texts of all documents down to

18^3; art. 'Congregationalists' in Schaff- lierzog by Morton
Dexter.]
Geserai. LITER.4TURE.—The worlis cited will be found suf-

ficient, Wiiliston Walker's Creeds and Ptat/orms o/Congrega-
timialimn, New Yorli, 1893, being especially full and reliable. In

Schaff, Walker, and the art. in Schafl-Herzog a full statement of

the relevant literature will be obtained.

19. Confessions in the Arminian and Methodist
Churches.—Originally a spiritual and ethical re-

vival within the Church of England, Methodism
grew up under the Thirty-nine Articles and never
formally renounced its allegiance to them. But
from the first, except in Whitetield's following, it

objected resolutely to the distinctively Calvinistic

elements in them, and avowed its acceptance of

them as in harmony with the Five Points of

Arminianism (given above, p. 868''). From the
Wesleys to William Booth, Wesleyan teachers

have ' abhorred ' the Calvinistic doctrine of the
Divine decrees as subversive of Divine justice and
love, and of human freedom, responsibility, activity,

and hope, though, as intensely practical and em-
piric thinkers, it might have occurred to them as a
paradox, on that view, that Whitetield and count-

less other preachers and teachers in the orthodox
Calvinistic succession had never been conscious of

any such pernicious results of their views. But, if

Methodism be guilty of exaggeration and mis-

representation in its conception of the signification

and implications of the Calvinistic doctrine, as

when it makes it teach that (Jod passed over or

damned the ' rest of mankind ' irrespective of their

sin, its motive is of the highest, its purpose is

intensely practical, and its own phenomenal success

has vindicated it. In polity, at least, it has
borrowed from Calvinism, not only in its practic-

ally presbyterian organization in Britain, but in

its conception of the episcopate as a superin-

tending presbyterate in America. Practical elas-

ticity and adaptability characterize its polity, just

as spiritual impressiveness and emotional effective-

ness mark its theology, common sense rather than
abstract consistency being the principle of both,

and appealing peculiarly to the English mind.
Not historical learning, not even conformity to

Scripture, not outward continuity with the past,

not intellectual perfection, is the final test of a

Church and system, but practical efficacy in the

supreme work of reaching the heart, curbing the
passions, converting the soul, and transforming

the character. Clerical privilege and pedantry
must bow to the prophetic necessities of the Spirit

of God and His saving work. More than any
other system, save that of the Friends, with whicli

it has not a little in common, Wesleyan Methodism
enthrones the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, testing

all doctrines and all work by His felt presence and
power. It hius thus addressed itself with peculiar

success to the practical and empiric instincts of

the 19lh cent., of whose religious history it has
been, next to Christian mis.sions, the outstanding
phenomenon. In an age which worships power
an<l has faith in success, it has wielded an unpre-
cedented influence and achieved an unparalleled

success. The revival of which it was the leading

force has affected almost every other Church for
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good, it has stiimilated the thought of evory other
system, and it has transformed tlie world's con-
ception of the nature and basis of relif^ion.

However the Methodist Churches may diller
from one another, in Britain and America, in
reference to organization, government, and dis-
cipline, they are at one in regard to doctrine,
maintaining unaltered Wesley's own position.
They have no formally complete, distinctive Con-
fession, but, instead, a certain relation to the
Anglican Articles defined by Wesley himself, and
the basis of doctrine supplied by Wesley's notes on
the New Testament which rest on Bengel's admir-
able Gnomon, or Commentary, and by his 58
published sermons down to 1771. The basis is

thus threefold.

(1) Methodism and the 39 Articles.—In England,
Wesley left the Articles formally undisturbed, in
conformity with his scrupulous loyalty to Anglican
order, contenting himself with disavowing their
predestinarian and allied elements, and interpreting
them in an Arminian sense. In America, however,
in doctrine as in polity and orders, he felt himself
less fettered. He gave the Methodist Episcopal
Church, which he founded there, a recension of
the 39 Articles suited to its special circumstances,
and so abbreviated as to eliminate their obnoxious
Calvinism and, negatively at least, to conform to
his views. The 25 Articles, as they are called,
adopted by Conference in Baltimore in 1784 (except
XXIII., recognizing the independence of the United
States, which was not approved till 1804), reveal
Wesley's precise attitude to the 39.
He omitted the political articles applicable only to England,

the strongly Auguatinian articles (XVII., of Predestination, as
teaching unconditional election and the necessary perseverance
of the elect ; XIII., of Works before Justifloation, as having the
nature of sin) and Art. VIII., which re-afHrms the three Ecu-
menical Creeds. Art. X., of Free-will, he retained, though it
teaches, with Augustine and Calvin, man's natural inability
since the Fall to do good works without the grace of God,
inasmuch as it was his view that of God's free grace free-will is

Bupernaturally restored to all men universally. From Art. II.
he omitted the clauses 'begotten from everlasting of the
Father' and 'of His substance," from IX. the clauses which
affirm the persistence of original sin in the regenerate and so
conflict with his doctrine of Christian Perfection. In XVI. the
words ' sin after baptism ' are altered to ' sin after justification,'
to exclude the doctrine of baptismal regeneration ; and in
XXV., of the Sacraments, before 'signs of grace' the words
'sure witnesses and effectual' are omitted. But there is no
positive addition of Arminian teaching to the Articles.

(2) Methodism and Arminianism.—Wesley made
no secret of his entire concurrence with the five
cardinal points of Arminianism. They are em-
bodied in his discourses. Human free-will retained
in some measure in spite of the Fall, as the basis of
individual as dist inct from racial responsibility ; the
voluntary self-limitation of the sovereign will of
God in its relations to free agents ; foreknowledge
of free actions and character as the ground of
Divine predestination ; the universal extent of the
Atonement ; the resistibleness of Divine grace,
and the possibility of final falling away from the
regenerate and sanctified state—these are funda-
mental Wesleyan as well as Arminian tenets,
plausible and common-sense on the face of them,
rai-sing no popular difficulties such as beset the
antagonistic Calvinistic definitions, and thus avoid-
ing the tendency to morbidity, make-believe, and
paralysis not always erroneously attributed to
them. In reality the two systems are not diametri-
cally opposed, if the common terms be used in a
common sense ; but Wesleyan thought, urged by a
practical impulse, did not scruple over metaphysical
difficulties whether latent in Scripture or in reason,
but fastened upon the form of doctrine which
appealed most directly to the heart and conscience.
Thus Arminianism, which failed to maintain itself
in Holland or to win a settlement in Scotland,
found a home in England and among English
settlers across the Atlantic. Indeed, it must be

added that recent changes in the thought and
standards of Calvinism have for the most part
been in the direction of a tacit compromise with
.Vrminian doctrine, if not of surrender to it. But
Methodism does not share the Pelagian sympathies
of Arminianism, takes a darker view of original
sin as more than a disease, as complete depravity,
attributes human freedom since the Fall not to any
partial survival of original freedom, but to the
direct prevcnient grace of the Spirit of God in the
individual soul, and lays far greater stress upon
definite conversion and regeneration as a necessary
subjective experience for every man.

(3) The Origirml Element m Methodism.—The
sermons bring to light three distinctive doctrines
which are fundamental in the Methodist system,
i. The Universality of the Offer of Saving Grace.—
All men are born into an order not only of sin
through Adam, but of saving grace through Christ,
by whose righteousness the free gift came upon all

men unto justification. They are thus held guilt-
less through Christ's atoning merit until personal
responsibility in the years of discretion is attained.
' Christ's atonement covers the deficiency of ability
in the case of infants, and the deficiency of oppor-
tunity in the case of the heathen.' Three dis-
pensations embrace the whole race of men : that of
the Father—the heathen and Muhammadans who
know God only through nature, providence, and
conscience ; that of the Son—all who are born and
brought up in Christian lands ; and that of the
Holy Spirit—those who have experienced for them-
selves the saving grace of the Spirit, ii. The
jjresent Assurance of Salvation.—The Spirit of God
witnesses with our own spirits that we are children
of grace, that we are accepted now and shall be
saved hereafter i/" we persevere, iii. Perfectionism.
— If apostasy be always possible, Christian per-
fection is also ever in prospect as the grand incentive
to effort, perfection not beyond the reach either of
enliancement or of loss, but thorough and all-

pervading sanctification, the state in which de-
liberate sin is left behind, love to God is supreme,
and every true faculty of human life fully enjoyed.

Calvinistic Methodism in ^\ ales has already been
treated under Calvinism (see above, p. 878 f. ), and
Baptist Arminianism in§ 17 (4).

[Schair, Hist. pp. 882-900, Emng. Prol. Creeds, pp. 807-SlS;
Introd. to Winer s Confessions 0/ Christendom, Eng. tr. pp.
Ix.\vi-Ixxviii ; Works by John Wesley, Richard Watson, W. B.
Pope ; Doetrines and Discipline of Meth. Episc. Church, ed.
Bishop Harris, N.Y. 1872; A New Bistory of Methodism by
W. J. Townsend and others, 2 vols., London, 1909; artt. m
M'Clintock-Strong's Cyclop<edia, a Uethodist publication, etc]

20. Confessions in the Salvation Army.—Off-
spring of Methodism as it is, with many marks of
its parentage, the Salvation Army occupies ground
of its own Confessionally. In creed as in organiza-
tion, it prides itself on its combination of freedom
with authority, of simplicity with elasticity and
practical effectiveness. Its doctrines are set forth
authoritatively by the founder and General,
William Booth, in a variety of manuals prepared
for children and adults, phrased in language of
admirable directness and lucidity. There is a
series of Directories, or Catechisms, graded for
children under 10 years of age, and from 10 to 14
years, and for parents and workers, based on a
threefold scheme : Revelation (God, Creation, the
four Last Things, Christ, the Bible), Experience
(Sin, Forgiveness, the Conditions of Salvation),
and Obedience (How to keep Saved, Faith, Prayer,
Duty, the Army). Orders and Beqiilations for
Soldiers of the Salvatioti Army is a little treatise
discussing in 12 chapters : Salvation, How to keep
Religion, Character, the Care of tlie Body, Im-
provement of the Mind, Home Life, in the World,
the Army, Fighting, Giving and Collecting Money,
Personal Dealing, Siclvness, and Bereavement. The
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Doctrines of the Salvation Army, .a uateclieticil

manual 'prepared fur the use of Cadets in train

ing for ollicersliip,' contains in its latest form
29 chapters whidi discuss with incisive vigour, if

often narrowly, tlie Doctrines (a Creed), God, Jesus
Christ is God, How we became Sinners, Redemp-
tion, the Extent of the Atonement, the Finislied

Work of Christ, Klection, tlie Holy Ghost, the
Conditions of Salvation, the Forgiveness of Sins,

Conversion, the Two Natures, Assurance, Sanctifi-

eation(7 chapters), Backsliding, Final I'erseverance,

Death and After, Hell, the I'ible, (Jetting Jlen
Saved, Woman's Right to preach, tlie Government
of the Army. In the last-named work, whose
brevity and comprehensiveness perhaps render a
certain unfairness to other types of doctrine un-
avoidable, the chaj)ter on election and its alleged

basis in Scriptiiie is a deliberate and express on-

slaught upon Calvinism, which is represented as

teacliing ' that God has from all eternity, of His
own good ])leasure, and without am/ rcr/ard to

their conduct, reprobated or left the remainder of

mankind to everlasting damnation,' whereas Cal-

vinists have alwaj's taught that it is for sin

inherited and committed that men are condemned.
It will also be observed that there is no doctrine

of the Sacraments, neither Baptism nor the Lord's

Supper having any place in the Army.
Two documents embedded in the manuals men-

tioned stand out as having sjiubolic authority : the
' Articles of War' (ISTS) in the Ordcrx and licf/u-

lations (ch. i.x. § 3), and the Creed (KS7'2), which
forms the lirst chapter, and the Answer to the first

Question, in The Doctrines of tlie Salvation Army
(9th ed. 190S).

(a) The 'Articles of War' are 16 in number—

8

doctrinal adirmations of personal belief, and 8

solemn ^ows of personal conduct. They are as

follows :

' (1) Havitifj received witli all my heart the salvation offered to

me by the tender mercy of .Jehovah, I do here and now publicly

acknowledge God to be my Father and King, Jeaus Christ to be
my Saviour, and the Uoly Spirit to be ray Guide, Comforter, and
Strength ; and that I will, by His help, love, serve, worship, and
obey this glorious Gwi through all time and through all eternity.

(2) Believing solemnly that the Salvation Army has been raised

up by God, and is sustained and directed by Him, I do hereby
declare my full determination, by God's help, to be a true soldier

of the Army till I die. (;i) I am thoroughly convinced of the

truth of the Army's teachinji. (4) I believe that repentance

towards God, faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, and conversion by
the Holy Spirit, are necessary to salvation, and that all men may
be saved. (5) I believe that we are saved by grace, through
faith in our Lord Jesus C'hrist, and he that believeth hath the

witness of it in himself. I have got it. Thank God ! («) I be-

lieve that the Scriptures were given by inspiration of Gal, and
that they teach that not only does continuance in the favour of

God depend upon increased faith in and obedience to Christ, but
that it is iiosaible for those who have been truly converted to

fall awayand be eternally lost. (7) I believe that it is the privi-

lege o! all God's people to be " wholly sanctified," and that

"their whole spirit and sold and body" niay "be preserved
blameless unto tlie <;oming of our Lord Jesus Christ." That is

to say, I believe tliat after conversion there remain in the heart

of the believer inclinations to evil, or roots of bitterness, which,

unless overpowered by Divine grace, produce actual sin ; but
these evil tendencies can be entirely taken away by the Spirit of

God ; and the whole heart, thus cleansed from anything contrary

to the will of God, or entirely sanctified, will then pro<luce the

fruit of the Spirit only. And 1 believe that persons thuseiitirely

sanctified may, by the power of God, he kept nnblaniablc aiicl

unrcprovable before Him. (8) I believe in the immortality of tlie

soul ; in the resurrection of the body ; in the general judgment
at the end of the world ; in the eternal hajipiness of the righteous

;

and in the everla.sting imnishment of the wicked.' Art. 9 de-

clares renunciation of the world for service in Christ's Army, cost

what it may. Art. 10 promises abstinence from intoxicants and
narcotics save when medituilly prescribed; (U) from profanity

and obscenity ; (12) from dishonesty, unfairness, and deceit

:

(13) from oi)pressive, cruel, or cowardly treatment of those who
are in one's power or are dependent on one. Art. M promises

the spending of time, strength, money, and influence for tbu

War, and the endeavour to induce one's friends and others to do
the same ; and (15) obedience to the lawful orders of one's

Officers. Art. 16 declares: *I do here and now call u|>on all

present to witness that I enter into this undertaking, and sign

these Articles of War of my own free will, feeling that the love

of Christ, who died to save me, rei|uirc3 from me this devotion

of my life to His service for the salvation of the whole world, and

therefore wisli now to be enrolled as a Soldier of the Salvation
Army.'

(h) The iirincipal Doctrines are :

' (1) We believe that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-
ments were given by the inspiration of God, and that they only
constitute the Divine rule of Christian faith and practice. ('2) We
believe that there is only one God, who is infinitely perfect, the
Creator, Preserver, and Governor of all things. (3) We believe
that there are three persons iji the Godhead—the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost—undivided in essence, co-equal in

power and glory, and the only proper object of religious worshi]!.

(4) We beUeve that in the person of Jesus Christ the Divine and
human natures are united, so that He is truly and properly God,
and truly and properly man. (5) We believe that our first

parents were created in a state of innocence, but by their dis-

obedience they lost their purity and happiness ; and that, in

consequence of their fall, all men have become sinners, totally

depraved, and as such are justly exposed to the vvrath of God.
(C) We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ has, by His suffering

and death, made an atonement for the whole world, so that
whosoever will may be saved. (7) We believe that repentance
towards God, faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, and regeneration
by the Holy Spirit, are necessary to salvation. (8) We believe

that we are justilieri by grace, tlirough faith in our Ijord Jesus
Christ, and he that bi-lieveth bath the witness in himself. (9) We
believe that the Srriptures teach that not only does continuance
in tbefavour of God depend upon continued faith in and obedience
to Christ, but that it is possible for those who have been truly

converted to fall away and be eternally lost. (10) We believe

that it is the privilege of all believers to be " wholly sanctified,"

etc. (as 'Articles of War,' no. 7). (11) We believe in the im-
mortality of the soul, etc. (as ib. no. 8).'

From these two Creed.s, the Fighting and the
Teaching Faith of the Army, which to .some slight

extent supplement one another, the doctrinal basis

of the Army in a Methodist Arminiauism is evi-

dent. For the militant mission on which it has set

out it has reduced its orthodox Wesleyanism to the
smallest possible compass. Even in doctrine its

impedimenta must go into the smallest of knap-
sacks, but in its essentials the body of Ecumenical
doctrine on God, Christ, the Spirit, of evangelical

doctrine on Scripture, on the saving work of Christ

and the life to come, of Arminian doctrine on the

extent of the Atonement, and of Methodist doctrine

on sin, conversion, assurance, the univer.sality of

grace, and possible perfection—is inchided in the

bundle. The metapliy-sics of doctrine, whether
suggested by Scripture or not, is left alone. Com-
mon sense and immciliate emotional power are the

criteria of the truth found in Scripture which is

essential for the campaign against sin. For
scholarship and afterthought there is no place or

time. No room is found even for those most
compact of Christian treasures, the two great
Sacraments, which are ' not essential to salvation,'

which have been occasions of continual division

and endless controversy, and whose efficacy, it is

claimed, can better be secured by signing the
Articles of War, by wearing uniform and bearing
tesiimony, and by dedicatory solemnities for chil-

dren or fur adults.

21. Confessions in the Society of Friends,

or Quakers.—The C'onfc.s.sional attitude of the
(Quakers is in evident allinity with that of Baptists,

Congrcgatioiiulists, .Mctlnnlists, and Salvationists,

at many points ; but it represents a, more radical

breach with Christian convention. They renounce
all external authority in matters spiritual, the

letter of Scripture not less than subordinate

standards, in favour of the direct and inward
guidance of the illuminant S]jirit of God, the Inner

Light. Ceremonies and sacraments, traditions and
conventions, organizations and oilicial teachers, are

set aside. Yet hist<iry repeated itself in their

experience, apologetic statements of their teaching

being necessitated by popular caricature and theo-

logical misrepresentation. These often look the
form of condensed summaries, catechetical or pro-

positional in structure, .\mong tho.se enumerated
by Thoma-s Evans in his Exposition of the Faith of
the llilifjiiius Society of Friends (Fhilad. 1S'J8, and
later reprints) are a Confession and Profession of
Faith in (lod by Richard Farnsworth (1658), and
similar statements by (ieorge Fox the younger
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(U;.")!) and 1661), by John Crook in 1662, by William
Smith in 1004, by William Tenn in' 1068, by
Whilehcail and IV-nn in 1671, by I'enn and others
in lO'JS, and by (ieorf^e Kox, the founder himself,
in 1671, 1675, and 1682. The nearest approach to
an anthoritative Confession is supplied by the
works of Robert Barclay, the jiroprietor of Ury, in
Kincardineshire, Scotland, the theologian of tlie
movement, and an untiring propagator of its
doctrine. He wrote a Catechism in 1673, the
answers consisting of judiciously selected passages
of Scripture, and the questions containing a good
deal of polemical and didactic matter, a brief
Cunfession of Faith of 23 Articles in Scriptural
language being added at the close. In 1675 ap-
peared his magnum opus, the Apology, whose
central 15 Theses have obtained a wide independent
circulation as a reliable statement of Quaker
principles.

Tbe Theses are addressed or dedicated • to the Clergv, of what
sort, soever, unto whose hands these mav come • but more par-
ticularly to the Doctors, Professors, and Students of Divinitv in
the Universities and Schools of Great Britain, whether Prelalical,
Presbyterian, or any other," to whom the Author ' wisheth un-
feigned repentance, unto the acknowledgment of the Truth,'
with the uncompromising and notverv conciliatorv remark upon
their great learning :

' Your school divinitv, which taketh up
almost a man's whole lifetime to learn, brings not a whit nearer
to God, neither makes any man less wicked, or more righteous,
than he was. Therefore hath God laid aside the wise and
learned, and the disputers of this world ; and hath chosen a few
despicable and unlearned instruments, as to letter-learning as
he did fishermen of old, to publish his pure and naked truth
and to free it of those mists and fogs wherewith the clergy hath
clouded it that the people might admire and maintain them '

Proposition (1) ' Concemimj the true Foundation of Know-
ledge,' affirms it to be the knowledge of God. (2) ' Cmceminq
Imniediate Revelation,' declares the ' testimony of the Spirit of
God ' to be in all generations the true revelation : Divine inward
revelations neither do nor can contradict Scripture or Reason,
but are not to be subjected to either as to a higher authority or
standard. (3) ' Cmweniing the Scriptures,' describes them as a
record of historical fact and of prophetic truth and principles as
only a declaration of the fountain, not the fountain itself

;

nevertheless as that which giveth a true and faithful testimony
of the first foundation, they are and may be esteemed a second-

°'iy/''^o'.™''°''<''"'''^'"'">«
Spirit . . . by the inward testimony

of the Spirit we do alone truly know them.' (4) ' Conceminq the
Condition of Man in the Fall,' affirms the utterly ' faUen, de-
generate, and dead

' condition of all Adam's posterity, deprived
of the sensation of the inward testimony or seed of God and
their uiability to know anything aright unless ' united to the
Divme Light

' ; yet the evil seed is not imputed to infants till
by transgression they actually Join themselves therewith. (6)and (6) 'Concerning the Ifniversal Redemption by Christ andam the Saving and Spiritual Light, wherewith every man is
enlightened,' treat of Christ, the Son of God, sent in His infinite
love and universal purpose of Redemption, as the Light that
enlighteneth every man that Cometh into the world, a light as
universal as the seed of sin, being the purchase of His death who
tasted death for every man ; all men, heathen or infant, receive
that benefit and inward Light which is not the mere light of
Nature, even though they are without knowledge of the outward
history of Christ's life, ' which knowledge we wilhngly confess to
be very profitable and comfortable, but not absolutely needhil
unto such, from whom God Himself hath withheld it • yet thevmay be made partakers of the mystery of His death if thev suffeV
Hisseedandhght—enlightening their hearts—to take place ' (7)'Concerning Justificatio7i,' states that those who do not resist
this light have produced in thein 'a spiritual birth bringing
forth hoUness,' by which holy birth, to wit, Jesus Christ formed
withm us, and working his works in us, as we are sanctified sowe are justified in the sight of God.' (3) ' Concerning Perfection '

affirms that in the regenerate ' the body of death and sin comes
to be crucified and removed, and their hearts united and sub-
jected unto the truth, so as not to obey any suggestion of the
evil one, but to be free from actual sinning . . . and in that
respect perfect

; yet doth this perfection still admit of a growth •

and there remaineth a possibility of sinning.' . . . (9) ' Cmicem'-mg Perseveranee, and the Possibility of Falling from Grace '

affirms that Divine grace resisted becomes man's condemnation'-
even when it has been accepted, shipwreck may be made of
faith

; those who have ' tasted of the heavenly gift and been
made partakers of the Holy Ghost' mar tall away

; yet others
may in this life attain such an in .ease and sUbilit'v in the truth
as to be beyond the reach of total apostasv. (lu) ' Conciriniui the
Ministry,' affirms that it is this gift or iight that constitutes a
minister or pastor, not any human commission or literature
without It a ministry is deception : it is to be exercised without
hire or bargaining, yet ' if God hath called any from their em-
ployments ... it may be lawful for such, according to the
liberty which they feel given them in the Lord, to receive such
temporals—to wit, what may be needful to them tor meat and
clothing—as are freely given them by those to whom thev have
communicated spirituals.' (11) 'Concerning (Tors/iyi,' declares

that • all true and acceptable worship to God is offered in the
inward and immediate moving and drawing of his own Spirit
whicli 18 neither limited to jjlaces, times, nor persons : ... all
other worship then, both praises, prayers, and preachings, which
man sets about in his own will and at his own appointment, which
he can both begin and end at his pleasure, do or leave undone,
as himself sees meet, whether they be a prescribed form, as a
liturgy, or prayers conceived extemporarily, by the natural
strength and faculty of the mind, they are all but superstitions,
will-worship, and abominable idolatry in the sight of God '

(12) ' Concerning Baptism,' states that it is ' not the putting
away the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good conscience
before God, by the resurrection of Jesus Christ ' : it is ' a pur»
and spiritual thing, to wit, the baptism of the Spirit and Fire, by
which we are buried with him, that being washed and purged
from our sins we may walk in newness of life ' : the baptism of
infants ' is a mere human tradition for which neither precept nor
practice is to be found in all the Scripture.' (13) ' Concerning
the Communion, or Participation of the Body and Blood of
Christ,' affirms it also to be spiritual and symbolic. (14) * Ccnl-
ceming the Power of the Civil Magistrate, in matters purely
religious, and pertaining to the conscience,' affirms God's sole
lordship over the conscience : " all killing, banishing, fining, im-
prisoning .- . . which men are afflicted with, for the alone exer-
cise of their conscience, or difference in worship or opinion,
proceedcth from the spirit of Cain, the murderer, and is contrary
to the truth

; provided always that no man, under the pretence
of conscience, prejudice his neighbour in Ufe or estate, or do
anything destructive to, or inconsistent with, human society."
(15) 'Concerning Salutations and Recreations, etc., declares
that, since ' the chief end of all religion is to redeem man from
the spirit and vain conversation of this world," ' therefore all the
vain customs and habits thereof, both in word and deed, are to
be rejected . . . such as the taking off the hat to a man, the
bowings and cringings of the body, and such other salutations of
that kind, with all the foolish and superstitious formalities
attending them, ... as also the unprofitable plays, frivolous
recreations, sportings and gamings, which are invented to pass
away the precious time, and divert the mind from the witness of
God in the heart."

Quakerism is thus a protest against ecclesi-
asticism, sacramentarianism, biblicism, sacerdotal-
ism, traditionalism, and rationalism alike, a rigorous
and consistent reaction against every element of
dangerous formalism and literalism in Christianity;
spiritual to the core, mystic and intuitional, in-
dividualistic. It subordinates, to the point of
sacrifice, the letter to the spirit, the form or
symbol to the substance. It assumes a spiritual
advancement or education possessed only by the
few, and underestimates the use of letter and sym-
bol because of their abuse. If ' their oddities in
dress and habits are the shadows of virtues' (Schatf,
Hist. p. 866), their idiosyncrasies in doctrine arc at
\yorst the exaggeration of truths, thought-compel-
ling, impressive, and searching distillations of
Scripture teaching and of sanctified common sense.
They had their anticipators in this or that peculi-
arity of their life and teaching, though they are
not indebted to them. They have, beyond ques-
tion, prepared the way for much that is character-
istic in Methodism and Salvationism, particularly.
They represent Puritanism puritanized, a sublimate
of prophetic Christianity, a spiritual outgrowth
from a highly developed type of popular religion.
More than is generally appreciated, their concep-
tionsof Scripture, the Sacraments, Spiritual Liberty,
the Inward Light, the Indwelling Christ, the Essence
of Worship and of Ministry, and the Meaning of
Justification, have led the way to views now widely
entertained bv the most thoughtful Christians in
all the Churches and outside them. What Mys-
ticism has been in general Religion, or Quietism
in Roman Catholicism, Quakerism has been in
Protestantism. Its very exaggerations and crudi-
ties were deliberate—arresting symbols and adver-
tisements of its essential message. It has given
silence a place in worship, and it has exercised the
universal conscience by its Socratic demand for
jierfect sincerity and consistency. If it can be the
religion only of a few, tlie world may be grateful
to have contained tho.se few. If it has given no
criterion to distinguish the true from spurious
movings of the Spirit, and lends itself to subtle or
crude individualisms .and egotistic whims and con-
ventional make-believes peculiar to itself, it has a
page of Christian history devoted to it whose
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freedom from serious blemish most other branches
of Mie Church might wistfully euvy.

ISchaff, llht. pp. 859 573, JSi>a)i<7. /'rot. Creeds, pp. 78»-798

;

Barclay's Works ; Evans, op. ctt. supra ; art t. in various
Encirlop;p(lia.s.]

22. Confessions in Socinian and Unitarian
Churches, and in the rest of Christendom.—The
indi'peiiiiciit aUitiide to <i()ctriii:il >l:iu(l.-ircls adoJiU'd

liy llie (.'liiHohts discussed in ilie last live divisions

prepares us lor the coiii|)letely antiConfessional
and negative position of present-day Unitarianism,
which has for its sole distinctive dogma the

humanity, the non-divinity, of Jesus Christ, hut
refuses to fortify even that rc.-iidimm of historical

Christian doctrine behind Confessional bulwarks.
But in the Ueformation era, Unitarian Cliristianity

was far from entertaining such doctrinal seli-

restraint. It did not even dethrone tlie miraculous
and supernatural in the Person and history of

Jesus. It uttered its theological convictions in

Confessional and catechetic form in the Socinian

standards, not as binding creeds, of course, but as

didactic manifestos. These reveal its origin in

a Humanistic rationalism, which regards Christ

simply as a revealer or teacher of moral and re-

ligious truth. His death as a prophet's martyrdom,
and the Church as a school. Not the needs of the
heart and the conscience, but those of the intellect,

were paramount in its rise. Its conception of sin

and its cause and its seriousness was very difierent

from that which dominated Luther and the other

orthodox Reformers, and led to its complete diver-

gence from them. It denied original sin and guilt,

vicarious atonement, the Incarnation and eternal

Divinity of Christ, and the Trinity ; and it dis-

counted the inspiration of a great part of Scrip-

ture, especially the Old Testament.
An early Catechisin and Confession in Scriptural

language was published at Cracow by the preacher

Schomann in 1574. A Srwiller Catechism for chil-

dren followed in 1605. The Larrjer or Bacovian
Catechism, by Schmalz and Moscorovius, based on
a fragmentary Catechism by Fausto Sozzini, was
published at Kakau, a small town in Poland which
was the centre of the movement, hrst in Polish in

1605, then in German in 1608, and finally in the

standard Latin form, with modilications, in 1609.

The Confession of 16^2 by Schlichting, of which
the Confession of the Prussian Socinians in 1666 is

simply an extract, took the form of an exposition

of the Apostles' Creed, with numerous Scripture

citations, and adopted an attitude of less acute

antagonism to orthodoxy than the CatechisTU of

1605-9.

The Racovian Catechism of 1605-9 is the standard

expression of Socini.-in doctrine. It is essentially

theological rather than religious, rationalistic yet
alsosupernaturalistic, controversial and argumenta-
tive. It begins: 'Tell me what is the Christian

Religion ?
' and answers, ' It is the way pointed out

and revealed to men by God to obtain eternal life.'

' Where is that way pointed out and revealed ?—
In Holy Scripture, but chiefly in the New Testa-

ment.' The Catechism contains 8 sections of vary-

ing length. Section I. treats of Religion and Holy
Scripture in general, containing four chajjters on
Holy Scripture (4 qns. ), its Certitude (26 qns.), its

Perfection (5 qns. ), its Perspicuity (4 qns. ). Section

II. treats of the Way of Salvation and the Reasons
for Revelation (10 qns.). Section III. treats of the

Knowledge of God as the Supreme Lord of all

things, in three scholastic chapters on the Know-
ledge, I'eing, and Will of God (44 qns.). Section

IV. at great length treats of the Person of Christ,

the first step in the discussion of the general know-
ledge of Christ (97 qns.). Section V. treats of the

Proiihetic Office of Christ, the (Central and Supreme
doctrine in the System, in an opening chapter (S qns.).

followed by supplementary chapters on the Teach-
ings He added to the Law (108 qns.), the Teachings
He handed down under Seal (8 qns.), the LortTs

Supper (11 qns.). Water-baptism (5 qns.), the

Promises of Eternal Life (9 qns.), and of llu^ Holy
Spirit (14 qns.), the Conlirnialion of the Divine

Will (3 qns.), the Death of Christ (39 qns.), Kaith

(7 qns.), Free-will (30 (^ns.). Justification (4 qns.).

Sectiim VI. treatsof Christ's Prie.stlyothce(llqns.),

and VII. of His Kingly (JfHce ('20 qns). The clos-

ing Section VIII. treats of the Church of Christ, as

the body of His disciples, in four chapters, on the

Visible Church (3 qn.s.), the Government of the

Church (17 qns.). Ecclesiastical Discipline (13 qns.),

and the Church Invisible (4 qns.).

[For discussion of the various editions and of the early sources

in the prival* catechisms of Orepory Paul, Schomann, and
Fausto Sozzini, see Thomas Rees, lineman Catechism, Lond.
IMS, Iriiroil. |i. Ixxiff. For Latin text of Sozzini's Chrutiano!
;, \ - ;;, , isima Instilulio, and of another unfinished
r.i' :

I, ili..- same writer, see Fausti Sooini tSenensis

dp, , in the Biblwtheca Fratrum Polmiorum quos
i: n<!'!i >': . nn<

. Irenopoh post annum Domini 1656, vol. i. pp.
651-676 :iiicl 1.77-689. For text of the Catech. of 1609, see

edition Iri-nopoli post annum 1659. For Eng. tr. of completed
edition of 16.')'J, see Rees, op. cit. pp. 1-383 (a serviceable work).

Cf. Winer, Confession.^, Introd. pp. :il-34 (a somewhat confused
account); Lindsay, Hist, of liefonnatiun, vol. ii. pp. 470-483;

Fock, ber Socinianismui, 1847. Harnack, Hist, of Doi/ma,

Eng. tr. vii. l:l7ff., gives a very full and searching critical

analysis of the Racovian Catechism.]

Confessional documents can hardly be said to

exist in the remaining organizations within, or on
the frontier of, the Christian world, whose name
is legion. Original and more or less authoritative

books or groups of writings exist for many of them,
or statements of their salient features emanating
from their apostles or preachers, but authoritative

Confessions in any strict sense they do not possess.

Irvingism and Darbyism on the one hand, and on
the other Christian Science, Swedenborgianism,
and Mormonism, not to mention lesser sects, are

systems with distinctive doctrines, but without
documents which would bring them under the

present survey. It may be of interest, however,
to quote a group of Articles, as a summary of

Mormon doctrine, by its Apostle and Prophet,

Joseph Smith, written soon after the constitution

of ' the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,'

at New York in 1840 :

' 1. We believe in God the Eternal Father, and in His Son
Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost. 2. We believe that men
will be punished for their own sins, and not for Adam's trans-

gression. 3. We believe that through the atonement of Christ

all mankind may be saved, by obedience to the laws and
ordinances of the Gospel. 4. We believe that these ordinances

are : (i.) Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ ; (ii.) Kepentaiu-c
;

(iii.)

Baptism by immersion for the remission of sins ; (iv.) Laying on
of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost. 6. We believe that a
man must he called of God, by " prophecy and by the laying on
of hands," bv those who are in authority, to preach the Gospel

and adminisier in the ordinances thereof. 6. We believe in the

same organization that existeil in the i>rimitive Church, viz.

apostli'S. 1 :i"|ihet8, pastors, teachers, evangelists, etc. 7. We
I.. ::,.;:.• ;,' ift ot toiigues, prophecy, revelation, visions, heal-

!

I

I iionof tongues, etc. 8. We believe the Bible to be
1 1 , , , , : ...

1 , a3 far as it is translated correctly ; we also

1. h. ...
1 1.. 1.1, ni Mormon to be the word of God. 9. We believe

all that <;<..! has revealed, all that He does now reveal, and we
believe that He will yet reveal many great and important things

pertaining to the Kingdom of God. 10. We believe in the

literal gathering of Israel, and in the restoration of tlie Ten
Tribes : that Zion will be built upon this Continent ; that Christ

will reign personally upon the earth, and that the earth will be

renewed and receive its paradisaic glory. 11. Wo claim the

privilege ot worshipping Almighty God according to the dictates

of our conscience, and allow all men the same privilege, let

them worship how, where, or what they may. 12. Wo t)elieve in

being subject to kings, presidents, rulers, magistrates, in obey-

ing, honouring, and sustaining the law. 13. We believe in being

honest, true, chaste, benevolent, virtuous, and in doing good to

alt men ; indeed, we may say that we follow the admonition

of Paul :
" We believe all things, we hope all things "

; wo have
endure<i many things, and hope to be able to endure all things.

It there is anything virtuous, lovely, or of goo<l rejiort, or

praiseworthy, we seek after these things' (quoted in licWjious

SysMm of the World', 1901, l>. 058 f.).

It will be observed that the practiee of polyganiv had no
1 sanction in the Articles of the .Mormon Faith.
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Conclusion: the past, present, and
FUTURE OF CONFESSIONS.—A survey of the Con-
fessions of Christeudoni, living or dead, cannot
fail to leave on the student of reli},'ious history a
dee]> impression. (1) They constitiite a stupendous
fact, a i>henonienon quite unparalleled in the re-

liijious world, a striking evidence of the unique
power of the personality, life, and teaching of

Christ, through Scripture and the Chvu-ch, to stir

tlie human intellect to its depths. Divided as
I 'hrii^tendom is, and honej-combed by dift'erent

iipinions, dogmatic differences are a proof of the
grasp of its great facts upon ditt'ereut types of

mind. Other religions have their sects and their

internal dissensions, but none of them has made
any such appeal to the mind and the imagination
of the human race, stimulating it to its loftiest

ettbrts and educating it to its highest truths. (2)

They proclaim the universal fact of doctrinal
change as well as of mental and spiritual variety.
Trd^ra pet is the burden of one aspect of their history.
The Church, obsessed, rightly or wrongly, by the
ideal of doctrinal nniformity, has been unable,
either by tlie aid of temporal authority or by
means of excommunication or by appeal to super-
stitious fear, to maintain its unity. It is destined,
it may be, to attain to the unity of the Spirit and
the bond of peace only through infinite and harrow-
ing division, provoked and anon rejiented, and
therewith to learn that persuasion and conviction
are the only wortliy instruments for the spread of

truth, and that even among Christian dogmas the
struggle to survive must ine\'itably in God's provi-

dence eliminate the unfit. (3) Tney suggest that
in the intelligence and scholarship of Christendom,
conscience is far from slumbering ; that the very
diversity of historica.1 opinion, acquired not with-
out heart-searching and .solemnly professed, is an
evidence of the existence of that intense seriousness
and love of truth without which a final harmony
would be impossible. Beneath the obvious dis-

sensus of the Confessions there is in truth a con-
sensus, felt at least in presence of rival systems of

religion and in face of the common enemies of

faith. No student can peruse Scbatfs admirable
concluding conspectus of the doctrinal agreements
and ditterences between the various Church-com-
munions {Hist, of Creech, yip. 919-930), or the
careful pages and Tables of Winer's Comparative
View of tlie Doctrines and Confessions ofthe Various
Communities of Christendom, without being deeply
impressed by the subtle interpenetration of great
ideas and deep-seated instincts through groups of

Churches outwardly far removed from one another.
It is a wholesome experience to find, even in sects
whose names have become bywords of oddity and
even absurdity, a staunch adherence, in standards
and in practice, to great principles of religious
truth and life ; and it suggests to the student of
history that in many cases these systems have been
adopted for the sake of those principles and in spite

of their eccentricities. The debt of the world to

thinking minorities is nowhere more clearly ex-

pressed than in the successive rise of the great
Protestant denominations whose standards have
been reviewed. Each stands for an idea or a groujf
of ideas whose life was in danger of being strangled
in the meslies of convention. However we may
deplore the divisions of Christendom, signs are now-
abundant that the age of schism is over, and that,
for the great mass of Christians throughout the
world, catholicity is no longer synonymous with
external or even intellectual uniformity. Some of

the smallest sects have been most catholic in spirit

because most tolerant by serious conviction. Union
movements among Presbyterians, among Baptists,
among Methodists, and among Congregationalists,
movements even between the groups, Protestant

and Evangelical Alliances in face of common ad-
versaries, World Conferences and International
Councils of kindred communions, Anglican, Presby-
terian, Baptist, Congregationalist, or others, over-
tures for an ecclesiastical understanding between
Anglicans and Greek Catholics, or between Presby-
terians and Anglicans, the ebb and How of converts
from one Church to another from which no com-
munion is immune—these are features of the age
in which we live, attesting the facts that the
lessons of history are being widely learned, that
the struggles of the past for liberty and charity
have not been in vain, that other than doctrinal

elements of religion are having justice done to

them, that temperamental as well as intellectual

ditlerences between men and peoples are being
allowed for and respected.

It is often said that the day of Confessions is

past, and that the Christian world as a whole has
become, or is fast becoming, anti-Confessional. It

is certain that in all the Churches, Roman Catholic
and even Greek Catholic included, an attitude of

quiet personal independence, reverent but firm,

towards the historic symbols of faith is increasingly
being adopted, alike by clergy and by people, in

spite of every eHbrt to arrest the movement. Un-
less some world-catastropihe sets back the standard
of clerical and popular education, this attitude will

certainly continue and spread. Adherence to

historic dogmas is valueless, and indeed pernicious,

if it be not intelligent and spontaneous. Assent,
ignorant or constrained, is not consent. If it is

death to a Creed to be exposed to the storms of free

thought, it ought to die. It is such bufl'eting by
the elements of experience, it is such conflict witn
the ravaging forces of time and change, that reveals

with unrivalled impressiveness and certainty the
faith that can dare to call itself eternal. Consti-

tutional change, as distinct from the revolutionary
alterations by passing impulse which only provoke
reaction, is legitimate, and ought to be provided
for without prejudice or craven fear, for a creed
that is not believed to be true is not worthy of the
name. No system deserves the name of faith

which rests on mistrust of God and doubt of His
providential guidance. No Confession can be
spiritual or safe which has to be safeguarded by
the w hip of discipline, or by measures which dis-

close an ignoble despair of God's Holy Spirit.

Doctrinal understandings or declarations which
are maintained by Church Courts and Authorities
throxigh precarious or narrow majorities involve in

every case a painful loss of prestige. The Creed
which has not in it the note of triumphal assurance,

carrying the hearts of all its adherents «ith it in a
gush of emotion, ought not to rush into publicity,

or pretend to an authority which in reality it

does not possess. How to change without loss of

continuity, how to grow without loss of identity,

how to be free in doctrine while clinging to a sacred
past, how to meet the protean spirit of the times
without bowing do>vn to it, yet without alienating

its rightful instincts and flouting its proper needs

—

these are the practical difficulties to the mind of a
Church which would be true to the past, honest
with the present, and helpful to the future ; and
there has never been an age in human history so

keenly alive to them as the present, so eager and
so anxious to deal with them, so capable of appreci-

ating and handling them aright. The experience
of creedless Chmxhes, like tlie Unitari;in, helped
though they have been during a century of un-
paralleled rese.irch, scientific attainment, and in-

tellectual liberty, by the prestige of almost complete
doctrinal freedom, and influential as they have been
in stimulating the thought of the Christian world
at large, in promoting scliolarship, and in correct-

ing tritheistic and superstitious tendencies in ortho-
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(lox Chiintli life, 1ms not been such as to prove that
there is in Christemloni in <;eneral any wule-spread
dislike or distrnst of creeds as creeds.

i'articular Confessions, anion;^ them the most
time-honoured, even the Ecumenical Creeds them-
selves, whose evolution has become matter of

common knowledge, are accented with reserve, are
studied and appreciated in the light of their a<;e,

their antecedent controversies, the limitations of

the scholarship of their day and of the minds that
framed them. The ' hij,'her criticism' of Holy
Scripture was bounil to be accompanied by a his-

torical and critical study of the very documents
which were intended to serve as determinants of

the sense in which Scripture was to be accepted
and believed. And just as ' adherence to Scripture

'

has lost throu<;hout the threat evangelical Pro-
testant communions the meaning of literal in favour
of spiritual acceptance in the light of hi.story and
learning, so adherence to a particular Creed or Con-
fession must needs be ellected by an accurate
ai^quaintance with the circumstances of its origin,

which in some instances at least reveal a hitherto
unsuspected liberalism of purpose in their authors.
Hence it has come about, in Churches so in-

herently conservative as the Presbyterian, that
throughout the whole world their devotion to theo-

logical, historical, and Scriptural scholarship has
brought about a complete change of attitude to-

wards Scripture and tlieir 'subordinate standards.'

By Declaratory Statements, or modified fornnihe of

subscription, or even by the formulation of new
Confessions, they have endeavoured to be true to

the new knowledge, to ease the conscience of those
who have already subscribed their historic stan-
dards, and to facUitate the entrance of recruits

fresh from the new school-training to the none too
crowded ranks of the ministry, and to the rank
and file of the general membership. H they adhere
to the old standards, as for the most part they
sincerely do, it is with expre.ss reservations, binding
themselves to their ' substance ' or their 'essentials,'

or ' the fundamentals of Reformed Doctrine,'
whether these are defined or not. The individual
conscience and intellect are considered in a manner
hitherto unknown, and a libertj' "f private judgment
formerly undreamt of is tacitly assumed. The
indignity and .scandal of 'discipline' for breach of

minute fidelity to documents three centuries old

is too acutely felt to permit of its ready exercise.

For once an age of intense missionary purpose has
been an age of open mind, and the odium tlico-

logicum has been assigned a definite place in the
catalogue of un-Christian failings. In presence of

the appalling spectacle of crime and unbelief and
ignorance and miseiy in the world's great centi'cs

of population, and in presence of the awe-inspiring
spectacle of the world's gi'eat systems of non-
Christian faith, even the gravest doctrinal dill'er-

ences have shrunk perceptibly, though it would be
ridiculous to say that they are likely ever to

disappear. Men are constrained to co-operate and
combine wlien confronted by common foes. And
at la-st there is being established throughout the
Christian world that atmosphere of fraternal
interest and nmtual trust wliich is an absolute
pre-requisite of any doctrinal consensus or harmony
to come.
Creeds and Confessions there must be. Faith,

though it embraces more than intellect, cannot
renounce the intellect, or dispense with words
and forms of uttered thought. There cannot be
a gospel, or preacher's tidings for the saving of
mankind, without an antecedent creed or body of
belief, articulate or inarticulate. Preaching is

the utterance of belief, as well as of experience ;

and, if men are to speak from a common platform,
within a conimou organization, for the propaga-

tion and increase of religion, they must have a
common basis of faith, which may well be ex-
pressed in .some form of public Creed. It is un-
thinkable that the vast aggregate of doctrinal
symbols evolved by the Christian Church in all

lamls during nineteen centuries of inten.se activity
should have proceeded from any but a profoundly
natural and honourable instinct in the soul of faith.

But it is also now unthinkable that any one type
of doctrine should claim, witli(nit self-discrediting
presumption, to have a monopoly of Divine and
s,iving trutli entrusted to it. It is not more certain
that a branch of the Church ought to publish the
faith which animates it, so far as words can do so,

than that it ought to publish such changes in that
faith as time under the Siiirit of Truth brings with
it. The obligatiim is identical. Faith, though
it changes, remains faith notwithstanding, und,
when it regains a position of stable equilibrium,
it ought not to be hid, but expre.s.seil in public
as a fresh message of goodness for the world.
If Christianity be true, and Christ the Truth,
new knowledge should be welcome to all Chris-
tians as an increase to their heritage of truth.

Obscurantism in every form, suspicion of fresh
light however betrayed, is fatal to the good name
of a Church and to the reputation of the religion

it would protect. It is treachery to faith to sug-
gest that it can be preserved only by enclosure
within fences, or by isolation from contagion in

the stir of science and of life. Religion can have
few deadlier foes than the man who thinks that
its inllucnce or future can really be destroyed by
tampering with a particular Creed.

AVliat of the ethics of subscription^. If Creeds
are believed, they may as well be signed as re-

peated. But, as the years advance, and thought
moves forward on unresting feet, is it right to ask
men still to assent to them ? The terms they
employ may grow obsolete, or convey new mean-
ings. Particular tenets, few or many, may recede
from the foreground of interest, become open ques-
tions, or even become discredited. Between the
period of complete faith and the period of dis-

crediting, there must have passed years of transi-

tion and uncertainty. What could subscription
possibly mean then ? Again, few tloctrinal stand-
ards have been drawn up by unanimous consent.

From the first a minority has doubted some par-

ticulars in them. Their assent was general, or at
least incomplete, given for the sake of peace and
harmony. Allowance, therefore, must be made
for the element of legitimate compromise insepar-

able from all social organizations. Loyalty to the
spirit and general tenor of the teaching, not to

tiie letter, alone can be fairly exi)ected in public

as distinct from private staiulards. If the society

or corporation adjudges the individual to have
seriou.sly tran.sgressed the common understanding,
it may excommunicate him, or he may withdraw
himself ami renounce communion if he is conscious
that he has overstepped the reasonable limits of

variation. Fach must decide for himself or itself

on such a question. liut at least it seems un-
ethical, especially in periods of acknowledged
transition, to lay it down that formal subscrip-

tion to historical Confes.siona implies literal and
complete acceptance of their details. There must
be some play where public and private faith are
linked together. The Member of^ Parliament, the
political holder of ollice, who swears to uphold the
Constitution, i.s expected to amend it if the people
or his own judgment so decije. The men whose
task it is to repeal old laws and enact new laws
share with all others the iluty of obedience to

law. So, in every Church which believes that its

preachers have in some measure a prophetic voca-
I tion, liberty must needs be conceded to them to defy
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the popular niinJ if it seems to them that God so
wills. As Cluirches may change yet remain them-
selves, may alter their Confessions yet retain their
identity, so in such cases the individual who sub-
scribes and Hnds that he outgrows tlie system to
whicli he has subscribed is not therefore bound to
withdraw from the communion unless he judges
his breach with its standards to be radical, funda-
mental. No rule can be laid down which will
cover all cases equitably. A sense of honour in the
individual, a sense of chivalry in the community,
and patient consideration on the part of lx)th,
must in each particular instance decide, in the
light of all the circumstances. It should be re-
membered that there is no evidence that Christ
exacted or expected any identity of belief from
His disciples, or equipped His Apostles with any
precisely uniform message to the world. It is
certain that the Apostles were ne\er confronted
with documents or declarations in any sense
analogous to the Confessions of modern Christen-
dom, or even to the Creeds of the ancient Church.
Their faith was personal and in a Person. When-
ever we are assured that the faith of a fellow

Christian is also personal and directed towards the
same Person, we should beware of withholding
fellowship from him because of minor differences.
Oenerai. Litkeaturb. — Indispensable gencr.al works are

PhOip Schaff, 3 vols, entitled A Uislory of the Creeds of
Chnslnulom ; The Creeds of the Greek and Latin Churches ;
rhe Crcnis of the Evangelical Protestant Churches, New York,
1876, Lend. 1877 (5th ed., New York, 18^7, with few changes),
by far the most valuable work on the whole subject ; G. B.
Winer, Comparative View of the Doctrines and Confessions of
the I arwus Communities of Christendom (Eng. tr., W. B. Pope)
Edinb 1873; P. HaU, Harmony of Prot. Confessions, Lond.
1342 ; S. G. Green, The Christian Creed and the Creeds of Chris-
tendom, Lond. 1898 (an admirable general survey, with careful
discussion of related topics); E. F. Karl Miiller, Smnbolik,
Leipzig, 1896 ; G. F. Oehler, Lehrbuch der Symbolik, 2nd ed. by
Hermann, 1891

; H. Schmidt, Handhuch der Symbolik, Berlin
1890 ; and the partial works on ' Ss'mbolik," by Loofs (Leipzig'
1902) and Kattenbusch (Freiburg, 1892), with their admirable
series of articles in Pii£3, including a gen. art. ' Symbole Syni.
bolik,' in that work. The Croall Lectures of 1902, on 'Creeds
and Churches,' by A. Stewart, are in course of preparation for
publication. For a theological discussion of the chief dogmatic
utterances and tendencies down to the Reformation era, and in
the Roman Church to the 19th cent.. Harnack, Hist, of
Dogma, Eng. tr. from 3rd ed., 7 vols., 1894-1899, is of supreme
value.
(Many of the translations in this article are taken from or

b.ised on the rendering given by Schaff—in all ca.ses re-

"^«*-l W. A. CUETIS.
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